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(1)

INFORMATION AND CORRESPONDENCE

Official Patent Office Mailing Address

Remains Washington, D.C.

The official mailing address for all communications

sent to the Patent Office remains:

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Washington, D.C. 20231

Any telegrams sent to the Patent Office must also

bear the above identical address.

The physical location of the Patent Office is 202 1 Jef-

ferson Davis Highway, Arlington, Virginia. This address

must not be used when addressing mail to the Patent Of-

fice.

No reference to Crystal Plaza, Virginia, should be

made in the address of any communication intended for

delivery to the Patent Office by the Post Office Depart-

ment or Western Union.

Compliance with this instruction will help prevent

any unnecessary delay in the delivery of mail, telegrams,

etc.

C. A. KALK,
Feb. 20, 1969. Director of Administration.

(Office name change per Public Law 93-596, Jan. 2,

1975)

[860 O.G. 662]

(2) Group Number on all Communications Going to the

Examining Groups

Applicants and their attorneys or agents are reminded

that the Group number should be typed on amendments
and other communications relating to matters handled in

the examining groups in order to expedite the processmg

of mail. The number of the Group should be placed on

right-hand side, opposite the serial number or name of

the applicant.

This reminder does not apply to notices and reasons

of appeal to the United States Court of Appeals for the

Federal Circuit. These communications should be sent

to the Solicitor at the address below:

Solicitor

Box 8
"

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

Washington, DC 20231

Attention to these details will improve the efficiency

and reduce the time necessary to process incoming mail

THERESA A BRELSFORD.
Nov. 23, 1983. .Assistant Commissioner

for Administration.

[1037 GO 25]

(2 I ) Mailing of Papers to the PTO in Patent

Interference Proceedings

Effective immediately, attorneys and agents are re-

quested to address all papers mailed to the Patent and

Trademark Office in connection with an interference

proceeding, and any patent or application involved in an

interference proceeding, as follows

BOX INTERFERENCE
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Washington. DC 20231

Use of this address will considerably assist the Board
in Its administration of patent interference proceedings

DONALD J QUIGG.
Nov. 28, 1983. Deputy Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks

[1037 OG 25]

(3) Identification for Application Correspondence

The Office is continuing to experience difficulty in

matching incoming papers with the corresponding appli-

cation files. This applies especially to responses to Office

Actions, powers of attorney, changes of address, status

letters, requests for extensions of time, and petitions

A very necessary part of a complete identification of a

[>ending application is the three-digit Group or Art Unit

number, e.g., 110 or 111 Frequently, the Group Art

Unit number is entirely omitted, or there are errors in

this number. In the latter situation the error often occurs

as a result of the case having been reassigned within the

Office, and the communication is directed to an Examin-

ing Group other than that indicated in the most recent

Office Action.

Where the Group Art Unit number is entirely omit-

ted, the routine operations of the Application Branch

must be interrupted solely for the purpose of determin-

ing the location of the application so that the communi-
cation can be properly routed. Under these circumstanc-

es the efficiency of the Application Branch is impaired

and the incoming paper is delayed in reaching its proper

destination. Where such papers are not essential to com-
pliance with a statutory period pr time limit for re-

sponse, they may be returned for completion to identif\

the location of the files.

To assist the Office in expediting its business, it is re-

quested that ALL papers relating to a pending applica-

tion include the following information:

1. Serial number (checked for accuracy).

2. Group Art Unit number (copied from filing receipt

or most recent Office Action),

3. Filing date,

4. Name of the Examiner who prepared the most re-

cent Office Action.

5. Title of the invention.

To further reduce the burden on Application Branch

and the Examining Groups, it is also requested that the

submission of additional or supplemental papers on a

newly filed application be deferred until a filing receipt

has been received. In the same vein, it would be appre-

ciated if the filing of additional papers, relating to an

allowed application were deferred until a notice of al-

lowance (POL-85) was received.
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If the above suggestions are adopted the processing of
both new and allowed applications could proceed more
efficiently and promptly through the Patent Office.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Mar. 5. 1971. Assistant Commissioner.

[885 OG. 2]

(6) Post Card Receipt Reminder

(4) Identifying Application Correspondence With
Issue Batch Number

Applicants or their attorney or agent can facilitate

matching incoming papers with the corresponding appli-

cation file by indicating the Issue Batch Number on all

papers filed in the Office after receiving the Notice of
Allowance and before the time the Issue Fee Receipt is

•received.

The Issue Batch Number is printed on the Notice of
Allowance form in Box 4 in the lower left-hand corner
below the address. The Issue Batch Number consists of
a capital letter followed by two digits, for example;
"A03." "D18." "F42," "J79." Any lov^er case letters be-

fore the Issue Batch Number should be ignored since

they are the typist's initials. Use of the Issue Batch
Numbers is important since the allowed applications are

filed by these numbers.
Any paper filed after receiving the Issue Fee Receipt

should include the indicated patent number rather than
the Issue Batch Number. At this time in the processing,

the Issue Batch Number is no longer useful since the ap-

plication has been removed from the batch at the time
the patent number was assigned.

RICHARD J SHAKMAN.
Jan. 16, 1976. Assistant Commissioner

for Administration.

[943 O.G. 519]

Hand Delivery of Papers(5)

The notices of November 10, 1969 (869 OG. 345) and
September 8. 1970 (879 OG. 667), regarding "Hand De-
livery of Papers," are superseded and the practice indi-

cated below is hereby made effective.

Any paper which relates to a pending application may
be personally delivered to an Examining Group. How-
ever, the Examining Group will accept the paper only
if: (1) the paper is accompanied by some form of receipt

which can be handed back to the person delivering the

paper; and (2) the Examining Group being asked to re-

ceive the paper is responsible for acting on the paper.

The receipt may take the form of a duplicate copy of
such paper or a card identifying the paper. The identify-

ing data on the card should be so complete as to leave
no uncertainty as to the paper filed. For example, the
card should contain the applicant's name(s). Serial No.,
filing date and a description of the paper being filed. If

more than one paper is being filed for the same applica-
tion, the card should contain a description of each paper
or item.

Under this procedure, the paper and receipt will be
date stamped with the Group date stamp. The receipt
will be handed back to the person hand delivering the
paper. The paper will be correlated with the application
and made an official paper in the file, thereby avoiding
the necessity of processing and forwarding the paper to

the Examining Group via the Mail Room.
The Examining Group will accept and date stamp a

paper even though the paper is accompanied by a check
or the paper contains an authorization to charge a De-
posit Account. However, in such an instance, the paper
will be hand carried by Group personnel to ihe Office
of Finance for processing and then made an o.Ticial pa-

per in the file.

WILLIAM FELDMAN.
Jan. 29, 1974. Deputy Assistant Commissioner

for Patents.

[919 OG. 1070]

Applicants and thefr attorneys or agents are reminded
of the provision in Section 717.01(a) (now Section 503)
of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure relating

to the use of post cards as "receipts" qf papers filed in

the Patent Office.

If a receipt for any paper filed in the Patent Office is

desired, it may be had by enclosing with the paper a

self-addressed post card identifying the paper. The Pa-
tent Office will stamp the receipt date on the card and
place it in the outgoing mail.

The identifying data on the card should be so com-
plete as to match the paper with the application or other
document to which it is to be associated. For example,
the document should be identified by the applicant's

name(s). Serial No., filing date, appeal number, interfer-

ence number, etc.. and the paper should be identified by
specifying the type thereof, viz, affidavit, amendment,
appeal, application papers, brief, drawings, fees, motions,
supplemental oath or declaration, petition, etc.

When papers for more than one document are filed

under a single cover a return post card should be at-

tached to the paper for each document for which a re-

ceipt is desired.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Assistant Commissioner.Nov. 21, 1968.

[857 O.G. 667]

(7) Acknowledgement of Receipt of a Patent
or Trademark Application

When early notification of the serial number of newly
filed application papers is desired, a stamped, self-

adressed post card should be submitted with each applica-
tion. Immediately after the mail has been opened in the
Patent and Trademark Office, the post card will be
stamped with both the receipt date and the serial num-
ber, and then returned to the addressee. ^^

Within recent months, hundreds of cards ccM^^^t be
successfully returned because of insufficient postage or
incomplete or nonexistent forwarding addresses. Accu-
rate and complete addresses, including ZIP codes, are
necessary to ensure prompt acknowledgement of the re-

ceipt of patent and trademark applications.

To assist in easy identification once the post card has
been returned, it is suggested that the post card include
applicant's names and title of invention.

When more than one set of application papers is filed

under one cover, a return post card should be attached

to each set of papers for which a receipt is desired.

THERESA A. BRELSFORD,
July 19, 1982. Acting Assistat Commissioner

for Administration.

[1021 O.G. 96]

Status Inquiries(8)

In an effort to sharply reduce the volume and need
for status inquiries, the past policy that diligence must
be established by making timely status requests in con-
nection with petitions to revive is hereby discontinued.
When an application has been abandoned for an exces-

sive period before the filing of a petition to revive, an
appropriate terminal disclaimer may be required. It

should also be recognized that a petition to revive must
be accompanied by the proposed response unless it has
been previously filed (Rule 137). Also, under Rule 113,

"Response to a final rejection or action must include
cancellation of. or appeal from the rejection of, each
claim so rejected and, if any claim stands allowed, com-
pliance with any requirement or objection as to form."

New Applications

Current examining procedures now provide for the
routine mailing from the Examining Groups of Form
POL-327 in every case of allowance of an application ex-
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cept where an Examiner's Amendment is promptly
mailed. Thus, the separate mailing of a Form POL-327
or an Examiner's Amendment in addition to a formal

Notice of Allowance (POL-85) in all allowed cases

would seem to obviate the need for status inquiries even
as a precautionary measure where the applicant may be-

lieve his new application may have been passed to issue

on the first examination. However, as an exception, a

status inquiry would be appropriate where a Notice of
Allowance is not received within three months from re-

ceipt of either a Form POL-327 or an Examiner's
Amendment.

Current examining procedures also aim to minimize
the spread in dates among the various examiner dockets

of each Art Unit and Group with respect to actions on
new applications. Accordingly, the dates of the "oldest

new applications" appearing in the Official Gazette are

fairly reliable guides as to the expected time frames of

when the Examiners reach the cases for action.

Therefore, it should be rarely necessary to query the

status of a new application.

Amended Applications

Amended cases are expected to be taken up by the ex-

aminer and an action completed within two months of

the amendment date. Accordingly, a status inquiry is not

in order after response by the attorney until five or six

months have elapsed with no response from the Patent

Office. A post card receipt for responses to Office ac-

tions, adequately and specifically identifying the papers

filed, will be considered prima facie proof of receipt of

such papers. Where such proof indicates the timely fil-

ing of a response, the submission of a copy of the post

card with a copy of the respjonse will ordinarily obviate

the need for a petition to revive. Proof of receipt of a

timely response to a final action will obviate the need
for a petition to revive only if the response was in com-
pliance with Rule 113.

In General

It is expected that this new policy will result in sharp-

ly reducing the number of status inquiries and permit the

time now spent on them to be used in increasing Patent

Office efficiency in other more" essential areas.

Such status inquiries as may be still necessary may be

more expeditiously processed by the Patent Office if

each inquiry includes the application Serial Number, fil-

ing date, name of the applicant, name of the Examiner
who prepared the most recent Office action, ancf Group
Art Unit (taken from the most recent Office communica-
tion) in addition to the last known status of the apptica:

tion, and is accompanied by a stamped return-addressed

envelope. Telephone inquiries regarding the status of ap-

plications should be directed to the group clerical per-,

sonnel and not to the examiners. Inasmuch as the official

records and applications are located in the clerical sec-

tion of the Examining Groups, the clerical personnel can

readily provide status information without cdnsulting

the examiners.

Status replies will be made by the Patent Office cleri-

cal support force and will only indicate whether the ap-

plication is awaiting action by the Examiner or the ap-

plicant's response to an Office action. In the latter

instance the mailing date of the Office action will also

be given.

The Notices of Dec. 5, 1969 (869 O.G. 1031) and

Sept. 22, 1965 (819 O.G. 444) are hereby superseded.

RICHARD A. WAHL,
Nov. 24, 1971. Assistant Commissioner of Patents.

[893 O.G. 810]

Change of Address

part of applicant's representative (attorney or agent of

record) in each application wherein he holds an active

power of attorney. Applications have become aban-

doned as a result of an Office action being mailed to the

old. uncorrected address and thereby failing to reach the

representative at his new address sufficiently early to

permit him to file a timely response. Accordingly, the

requirement set out below is published as a reminder and

is designed to ameliorate this problem.

Where an attorney or agent of record (or ajiplicant, if

he is prosecuting his application pro se) changes his cor-

respondence address, he is responsible for promptly noti-

fying the Patent and Trademark Office of his new corre-

spondence address (including ZIP code number). A
separate notification must be filed in each application for

which he is intended to receive communications from

the Office. The notification should also include his tele-

phone number.
While the notification need take no particular form, it

should be provided in a manner calling attention to the

fact that a change of address is being made. Thus, the

mere inclusion, in a paper being filed for another pur-

pose, of an address different from the previously provid-

ed correspondence address, without mention of the fact

that an address change is being made, would not ordi-

narily be recognized or deemed as instructions to change
the address on the file record.

It is emphasized that the above-delineated responsibili-

ty is additional to the separate obligation (see 37 CFR
1.347) of a registered attorney or agent to notify the At-

torney's Roster of any change of his address for entry

on the register, which must be done in a letter separate

from any notice or change of address filed in individual

applications. That obligation continues without change.

The degree of care exercised in adhering to the fore-

going requirement for notification of change of address

in each concerned application will be a factor for con-

sideration in deciding petitions filed under 37 CFR 1.137

to revive applications which have become abandoned
because of a failure to timely receive an Office action

addressed to the old address. In such instances, the

showing of the cause of unavoidable delay must include

an adequate showing that a timely notification of the

change of address was filed in the concerned applica-

tion, in a manner reasonably calculated to call attention

to the fact that it was a change of address. If no such

notification was made, or was made belatedly, the show-
ing must include an adequate explanation of that failure

or delay. A showing that notification was made on a pa-

per filed in the Patent and Trademark Office listing plu-

ral applications as being affected will not be considered

a proper notification.

WILLIAM FELDMAN.
May 28, 1975. Deputy Assistant Commissioner

for Patents

[935 OG. 1352]

(10) Change of Address or Practitioner in a

Plurality of Patent Applications

Change of Address

(9)

There recently has been an increased incidence in the

number of applications suffering from disruptions in

communications stemming from failure to notify the Pa-

tent and Trademark Office of a change of address on the

This notice is supplemental to the Notice of May 28.

1975. 935 O.G. 1352.

In those instances where a change in the correspon-

dence address of a registered attorney or agent is neces-

sary in a plurality of applications, and the number of ap-

plic*ations is such as to cause undue hardship, the

notification filed in each application may be a reproduc-

tion of a properiy executed, original notification. The
original notice may be sent to the Office of the Solicitor

as notification to the Attorney's Roster of the change of

address, or may be filed in one of the applications affect-

ed, provided that the notice includes an authorization

for the public to inspect and copy the original notice in

the event one of the applications containing a copy ma-

tures into a patent and the application containing the
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original paper is either pending or has become aban-
doned. The copies submitted in each affected application
must identify where the original paper is located. Other-
wise, the practice governing the filing of notifications of
change of address remains the same.

Powers ofAttorney

In the event of a need to file a change in the power of
attorney in a plurality of applications of a common as-
signee or inventive entity, and the number of applica-
tions i^ such as to cause undue hardship, a single, origi-
nal paper may be used provided that a reproductioniof
this original paper is supplied in each of the affected>p-
plications. The copy of the original paper must identify
in which application the original paper is located and
authorize the public to inspect and copy the original pa-
per in the event one of the applications containing a

,
copy matures into a patent and the application contain-
ing the original paper is pending or has become aban-
doned. The procedures and usual prerequisites for the
filing of grants and/or revocations or power of attorney
otherwise remain the same.

WILLIAM FELDMAN,
Sept. 9, 1976. Deputy Assistant Commissioner

for Patents.

[951 O.G. 454]

(II) Express Mail

This notice is in response to a number of inquiries re-
ceived in the Patent and Trademark Office regarding the
notice on Express Mail of February 11, 1975. published
m the Official Gazette of March 11. 1975 (932 O.G. 340).
There are two types of Express Mail delivery offered

by the U.S. Postal Service—"Post Office to Addressee"
and "Post Office to Post Office." The only type of ser-
vice which can be used for Express Mail directed to the
Patent and Trademark Office is "Post Office to Address-
ee." This service provides for delivery to one of our em-
ployees in Room 1627, Department of Commerce Build-
mg, Washington, D.C., no later than 3.00 p.m. of the
next workday following its deposit before 5:00 p.m. at
any postal facility with an Express Mail window.
The only address that should be used for Express Mail

sent to the Patent and Trademark Office is:

"Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Washington, D.C. 20231."

"Post Office to Post Office" Express Mail does not
provide for delivery but instead is retained at the postal
facility of the addressee for pickup. The Postal Service
does not notify the addressee that this type of Express
Mail has been received and is awaitipg pickup. If not
picked up, this mail is held for 15-*^ays and then re-
turned to the sender.

Therefore, since the Patent and Trademark Office
does not have resources for picking up any mail, includ-
ing Express Mail, the "Post Office to Post Office" Ex-
press Mail will not reach the Patent and Trademark Of-
fice.

May 15, 1975.

WILLIAM I. MERKIN,
Acting Assistant Commissioner

for Administration.

[936 O.G. 1554]

(12) Certificate of Mailing Procedures

On November 1, 1976, the Patent and Trademark Of-
fice instituted the Certificate of Mailing Procedure by
promulgating 37 CFR 1.8 in an attempt to reduce the
number of problems resulting from late receipt of re-
sponses due to mail delays. This notice was published in
the Official Gazette on October 26, 1976 (951 O.G. 1342
and TM 210). Guidelines relative to this procedure were
published in the Official Gazette on November 16, 1976
(952 O.G. 918 and TM 174).

Although the new procedure has gained wide accep-
tance. It has not been entirely without problems. One
major problem involves the correlation of the certifica-
tion with the appropriate papers when presented on a
-separate sheet. In order to curtail this problem and other
minor ones, the guidelines published on November 16,
1976, are superseded by the following guidelines. They
are applicable to responses in both patent and trademark
matters, as permitted by 37 CFR 1.8.

Guidelines

A) The certification requires a signature. Specifically,
if the certification appears on a paper that requires a sig-
nature, two signatures are required, one for the paper
and one for the certification. Although not specifically
required by 37 CFR 1.8, it is preferred that the certifi-
cate be signed by the applicant, assignee, or registered
practitioner.

B) When possible, the certification should appear on a
portion of the paper being submitted. However, if there
is insufficient space to make the certification on the
same paper, such as in the case of the patent issue fee
transmittal form PTO-85. the certification should be on
a separate sheet securely attached to the paper.
C) When the certification is presented on a separate

sheet, the sheet must (1) be signed and (2) fully identify
and be securely attached to the paper it accompanies.
The required identification should include the serial
number and filing date of the application as well as the
type of paper being filed, e.g., responses to rejection or
refusal. Notice of Appeal, etc. An unsigned certification
will not be considered acceptable.

Moreover, without the proper identifying data, a cer-
tification presented on a separate sheet will not be con-
sidered acceptable if there is any question or doubt con-
cerning the connection between the sheet and the paper
filed.

If the sheet should become detached from the paper
and thereafter not associated with the appropriate file,

evidence that this sheet was received in the Office can
be supported by submitting a copy of a post card receipt
specifically identifying this sheet and the paper and by
submitting a copy of the sheet as originally mailed. At-
tention is directed to the notice of November 21, 1968
published in the Official Gazette (857 O.G. 667) relative
to the use of post cards as receipts.
D) In situations wherein the correspondence includes

papers for more than one application (e.g., a single enve-
lope containing separate papers responding to Office ac-
tions in different applications) or papers for various parts
of the Office (e.g., a patent issue fee transmittal form
PTO-85 and an assignment), each paper must have its
own certification as a part thereof or attached thereto.

E) In situations wherein the correspondence includes
several papers directed to the same application (e.g., a
proposed response under 37 CFR 1.116 and a Notice of
Appeal), each paper should have its own certification as
a part thereof or attached thereto.

Use ofStamped Certification

Some practitioners are placing the certification lan-
guage on the first page of a paper with an inked stamp.
Such a practice is encouraged because the certification is

not only readily visible but also forms an integral part of
the paper. An example of a preferred stamp is:

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being
deposited with the United States Postal Service as
first class mail in an envelope addressed to: Com-
missioner of Patents and Trademarks, Washing-
ton, DC. 20231, on

(Date of Deposit)

Name of applicant, assignee, or
Registered Representative

Signature

Date of Signature
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Interpretations

The phrase "prior to expiration of the set period" in

37 CFR 1.8(a) includes the last day of the set period,
which last day may be the "next succeeding secular or
business day" as set out in 35 U.S.C. 21. Also, the filing

of a 37 CFR 3.54 form to effect a filing under 37 CFR
1.60 is considered the filing of an application and is.

therefore, excluded from the Certificate of Mailing Pro-
cedure.

^C. MARSHALL DANN,
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[962 O.G. 20]

Aug. 30, 1977.

Change in Legal Holidays(13)

The Commissioner's Notice of December 2, 1970.

"Change in Legal Holidays" is hereby rescinded, in

view of Public Law 94-97, September 18, 1975. 89 Stat.

479, which amended the listing of legal public holidays
in 5 use §6103 by changing the Veterans Day holiday
from the fourth Monday in October to November 1 1 of
each year. Section 6103, as amended, reads as follows:

(a) The following are legal public holidays:

New Years Day, January 1.

Washington's Birthday, the third Monday in February.
Memorial Day, the last Monday in May.
Independence Day, July 4.

Labor Day, the first Monday in September.
Columbus Day, the second Monday in October.
Veterans Day, November 1 1

.

Thanksgiving Day, the fourth Thursday in November.
Christmas Day, December 25.

Each of the holidays enumerated will constitute "a

holiday within the District of Columbia," as referred to

in Section 21, Title 35, United States Code.
Attention is called to the fact that the above listing of

holidays in 5 USC §6103, as amended, should be
followed, rather than the listing appearing on page 69 of

the June 1979 Patent Laws pamphlet which does not re-

flect the noted amendment.

LUTRELLE F. PARKER,
Acting Commissioner.

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

Editorial Note: Sec. 6103(c) states that January 20 of
each fourth year after 1965, Inauguration Day. is also a

legal public holiday.
'^

[987 O.G. 30]

t- Sept. 25, 1979.

Change in Drafting Practice(14)

Effective Apr. 12, 1982, the Patent and Trademark
Office is terminating its drawing correction service.

In order to effect any changes in the drawings, appli-

cants will be responsible for submitting either new draw-
ings or having the drawings corrected by a bonded
commercial draftsman, at applicant's expense, in the

manner specified below. The new practice will permit

applicants to delay correction of drawings in almost all

cases until after the Notice of Allowance is mailed.

The initial list of bonded commercial draftsmen ap-

pears below. This list will be expanded as more com-
mercial draftsmen are bonded. Applicants will, at least

initially, be supplied with a current list of the bonded
draftsmen with all Office actions requiring a drawing
change.

The following is a letter which will be supplied, at

least initially, to applicants in all Office actions requiring

a drawing change. This letter explains the procedures
for accomplishing the above, sets forth the time period
within which the drawings must be corrected, and lists

all of the currently bonded commercial draftsmen.

INFORMATION ON HOW TO
EFFECT DRAWING CHANGES

1. Correction of Informalities (Draftsman's objections

on PTO-948)

In order to correct any informalities in the drawings,

applicants A/f/Sr comply with options (a) or (b) below
Failure to do so will result in ABA.\DONME.\'T of the

application.

a) File new drawings with the changes incorporated

therein. Applicant may delay filing the new drawings
until the application is allowed by the examiner. If

delayed, the new drawings MUST be filed within the

THREE MONTH statutory period set for payment of

the base issue fee in the "NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE
AND BASE ISSUE FEE DUE" (PTOL-85) Also, if

delayed, the drawings should be filed as a separate paper
with a transmittal letter addressed to the Official Drafts-

man and which indicates the following in the upper
right hand corner:

Date of the Notice of Allowance ^
Issue Batch Number
Serial Number

b) Request a commercial bonded drafting firm (see'

list below) to make the necessary corrections.

A BONDED DRAFTSMAN MUST BE AUTHO-
R/ZED. THE CORRECTIONS EXECUTED ASD
THE CORRECTED DRAWINGS RETURNED TO
THE OFFICE DURING THE THREE MONTH
STATUTORY PERIOD SET FOR PAYMENT OF
THE BASE ISSUE FEE IN THE "NOTICE OF AL-
LOWANCE AND BASE ISSUE FEE DUE" (PTOL-
85). NOTE THAT THE STATUTE DOES NOT
PERMIT EXTENSION OF THE THREE MONTH
PERIOD SET TO PAY THE BASE ISSUE FEE

2. Corrections other than Informalities Noted by the

Draftsman on the PTO-948
All changes to the drawings, other than informalities

noted by the Draftsman. MUST be made m the same
manner as above except that, if delayed option (a) is se-

lected, normally, a sketch of the changes to be
incorporated into the new drawings MUST\x approved
by the examiner before the application will be allowed
If option (b) is selected, normally, applicants must sub-

mit, in duplicate, a separate paper containing a sketch of
the proposed changes before the application will be
allowed. No changes will be permitted to be made, oth-

er than correction of informalities, unless the examiner
has approved the proposed changes.

3. Listing of Bonded Draftsmen

U.S.Department of
Commerce, Patent and
Trademark Office

Attachment to

Paper Number

Serial No.

Graphe-Tech
11301 Rockville Pike

Kensington, Md. 20895
(301)881-9400

Ultra Graphics, Inc.

Suite 300
3720 Farragut Ave.
Kensington. Md. 20795
(301)946-1343

Mantech International

Corp.
2121 Eisenhower Ave.

4th Fl.

Alexandria. Va. 22301

(703) 548-3879

Ord-Marine Engineering
10315 Kensington Pky.
Kensington, Md. 20895
(301)949-3282

Patent Reproduction Co.
26 "N" St.. S.E.

Washington. DC. 20003
(202) 488-7096

Alexandria. Va. 22314
(703) 838-5793

National Graphic Center
205 W Jefferson St

Falls Church. Va. 22046
(703) 533-8700

Kirby Lilhograhic Co.
2900 South Eads St.

Arlington, Va. 22202
(703) 684-7600

Mil-R Productions
2107 Mt. Vernon Ave.
Qumn Pat. Drwg. Service

Co.
2021 Crystal Plaza Dr.
Arlington. Va. 22202
(703) 521-1650

Technical Illustrator

1911 Jeff. Davis Hwy.
Suite 600-CMl
P.O Box 2627
Arlington. Va. 22202
(703) 920-8900
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IT IS SUGGESTED THAT APPLICANTS DE-
TACH THIS LETTER FROM THE OFFICE AC-
TION AND ATTACH IT TO THE FRONT OF AP-
PLICANTS FILE AS A REMINDER THAT, IN
ORDER TO AVOID ABANDONMENT, A BOND-
ED DRAFTSMAN MUST BE AUTHORIZED. THE
CORRECTIONS EXECUTED AND THE CORRECT-
ED DRAWINGS RETURNED TO THE OFFICE. OR
NEW DRAWINGS SUBMITTED, DURING THE
THREE MONTH STATUTORY PERIOD SET FOR
PAYMENT OF THE BASE ISSUE FEE. NOTE
THAT THE STATUTE DOES NOT PERMIT EX-
TENSION OF THE THREE MONTH PERIOD SET
TO PAY THE BASE ISSUE FEE.

|

Currently there is a large backlog of applications
pending before the Office draftsmen. Applicants whose
applications are part of this backlog are strongly encour-
aged to have the necessary drawing corrections made by
one of the bonded commercial draftsmen to expedite the
issuance of their applications. If there has been authori-
zation to charge a deposit account for these corrections,
the authorization will not be processed. If a fee has been
paid with cash, a refund will be processed.
The requirement of 37 CFR §§1.85, 1.86(b) and

1.123(a), specifying that drawings, or corrections to the
drawings, may or must be made by the Office, is hereby
waived.

Mar. 16, 1982.

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF,
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[1017 O.G. 4] I

(IS) Discontinuation of Drawing Comparison Fee

The Patent and Trademark Office no longer requires a
$10 (ten dollar) comparison fee payment with the sub-
mission of formal sheets of drawings to replace original-
ly filed informal drawings. Accordingly, no fee should
be submitted, and all existing requirements for a drawing
comparison fee are hereby rescinded.

THERESA A. BRELSFORD.
June 9, 1982. Acting Assistant Commissioner

for Administration.

[1020 O.G. 10]

(16) New Patent Drawing Correctipn Procedures

Drawings charged out from the Patent and Trade-
mark Office, for the purpose of making changes or cor-
rections, will be released from the Drafting Branch after
the mailing of the Notice of Allowance. Most drawings
should be available for charge out one week to ten days
after the Notice of Allowance mail date. The major ex-
ception to this procedure will be when the examiner re-
quires that drafting corrections be made prior to the No-
tice of Allowance issuance. We anticipate that this

exception requirement will occur only for Design appli-
cations being appealed.

Unless a duplicate copy of the Drafting Letter has
been filed by the attorney/applicant, the Office will not
normally provide the commercial bonded draftsman
with copies of either examiner approved drawing cor-
rection letters or a copy of the Patent and Trademark
Office draftsman's noted informalities. It is the appli-
cant's responsibility to provide copies of the necessary
drawing corrections and the noted informalities. When
drawings are borrowed from the Office draftsman, the
serial number, batch number, and Notice of Allowance
mailing date should be identified.

If for any reason a corrected and/or substitute draw-
ing is not acceptable, a letter will be sent to the
attorney/applicant. A bonded commercial draftsman
must present a copy of this letter in order to borrow the

unacceptable drawings.

THERESA A. BRELSFORD,
June 28, 1982. Acting Assistant Commissioner

for Administration.

[1020 O.G. 18]

(17) Regulations for the Use of the Facilities

of the Patent and Trademark Office

Revision of Regulations

Agency: Patent and Trademark Office, Commerce.
Action: Notice.

Summary: The Patent and Trademark Office gives no-
tice of a revision of its "Regulations for the Public Use
of Records in the Public Search Room for Patents of the
Patent and Trademark Office," published in the Federal
Register of July 14. 1976, 41 FR 29009. The regulations
published in the Federal Register of July 14, 1976, are
limited to the use of the Public Search Room for Pa-
tents. The revision is intended to allow public use of
other Patent and Trademark Office record facilities with
minimum risk to the security of Patent and Trademark
Office personnel and government property.
Effective Date: June 26, 1979.

For Further Information Contact: Bradford R. Huther,
Deputy Assistant Commissioner for Administration, Pa-
tent and Trademark Office, Washington, D.C. 20231,
703-557-2290.

Supplementary Information: This revision is an extension
of the present regulations, published in the Federal Reg-
ister of July 14, 1976, 41 FR 29009, to allow public use
of Patent Examining Group Facilities and the Scientific
Library under conditions which are as nearly as possible
the same as those which apply to the Public Search
Room for Patents.

All persons seeking use of the Public Search Room
for Patents and/or the Patent Examining Group Facili-
ties must obtain a User Pass. The guards at the entrances
to the Public Search Room for Patents can direct pro-
spective users to the pass issuance desk. User Passes will
be issued to persons not under prohibition from using
the facilities who agree to abide by the regulations of
the Public Search Room for Patents and the Patent Ex-
amining Group Facilities.

The use of the Group facilities for search purposes by
members of the public is strictly limited to the search of
materials not available in the Public Search Room for
Patents or the Scientific Library and when it does not
conflict with the regular business of Patent and Trade-
mark personnel and only between the hours of 8:45 a.m.
and 4:45 p.m. on regular business days.
The Public Search Room for Patents is open 8:00 a.m.-

8:00 p.m., Monday through Friday except on legal holi-
days. The hours of the Record Room are 8:00 a.m.-5:00
p.m. on the days the Public Search Room for Patents is

open.

The revised regulations appear below:

Regulations

Regulations for members of the public using the facili-

ties of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, including
but not limited to the Public Search Room for Patents.
The Public Search Room for Patents is defined as that

area comprising the foyers of the lobbies of Buildings 3
and 4 of Crystal Plaza; the offices; Microfilm Center;
restrooms and telephone areas off these foyers; the
stacks; Record Room public reception area; study and
copier areas between the foyers; and the Mezzanine.
The facilities of the Patent Examining Groups are de-

fined as those areas in Buildings 3, 34 and 4 of Crystal
Plaza designating Examining Groups.
With the respect to the Group Facilities, authorized

personnel under these Regulations, include Supervisory
Patent Examiners and Examining Group Directors.
The Scientific Library is located on the second floor

ol Building 34 of Crystal Plaza.
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To maintain and protect the patents and related

records located in the Public Search Room for Patents

and the Patent Examining Group Facilities, it is neces-

sary to establish and to enforce certain rules and regula-

tions pertaining to the use thereof Under applicable stat-

utes and regulations, including 40 U.S.C 486(c); 41 CFR
Subpart 101-20.3; and appropriate Sections of Depart-

ment Organization Orders 30-3A and 30-3B of the De-
partment of Commerce, the regulations appearing below
are established for those using the facilities of the Patent

and Trademark Office.

These regulations supersede all previous regulations

on the subject.

1. All persons using the facilities of the Patent and
Trademark Office are subject to the regulations

governing conduct on property under the charge
and control of the General Services Administration

which appear in 41 CFR Subpart 101-20.3 [41 CFR
§§101-20.300 through 101-20.314].

2. All posted Official Notices are to be complied with.

3. Smoking is not permitted except in designated

areas.

4. No food or beverages in any form are to be
consumed except in designated areas.

5. Loud talking, use of radios, and any other forms of

activity which may disturb other members of the

public and/or Patent and Trademark Office person-

nel are forbidden.

6. Children brought into the Patent and Trademark
Office must not be allowed to disturb others.

7. Users of the facilities may not give the Patent and

Trademark Office as a mailing address or otherwise

suggest that mail may be received at the Patent and

Trademark Office; nor may correspondence be con-

ducted on official Patent and Trademark Office sta-

tionery.

8. Messages shall not be affixed to walls, desks, phone
booths, or other public property, except designated

message boards.

9. Patent records and any other property of the Patent

and Trademark Office shall not be removed from

their normal location without permission from an

authorized official; nor shall such records or prop-

erty be mutilated. Authorization will not be given

to remove from any Group Facility. U.S. patents or

any other material readily available through the Sci-

entific Library.

10. The use of equipment such as reproducing ma-

chines, typewriters and photojgraphic equipment is

prohibited without prior permission from an autho-

rized official. Relative to the Public Search Room,
the use of dictation equipment is prohibited except

in designated areas. Whenever permission is

obtained, the use of such equipment must not con-

Hict with Regulation 5.

11. In the Public Search Room for Patents, library

trucks or carts are to be used for transporting bun-

dles only. The trucks or carts are not to be used for

storage while making searches.

12. In the Public Search Room for Patents, patents tem-

porarily removed from bundles for any purpose

must be returned to the proper place in the appro-

priate bundle.

13. In the Public Search Room for Patents, all bundles

of patents must be promptly and properly replaced

in the stacks by the user.

14. The reserving of seats and/or working areas is pro-

hibited.

15. Users of the Public Search Room for Patents are

not permitted to use Patent and Trademark Office

facilities beyond the Public Search Room for Pa-

tents after 5:00 p.m.

16. The front portion of the Public Search Room for

patents, i.e., that portion facing Crystal Plaza Drive

and having a high ceiling shall not be occupied by

users after 6:00 p.m.

17. A valid User Pass must be worn and visible at all

times when Patent and Trademark Office facilities

are being used. In addition, all persons holding User

Passes must register with the designated representa-

tive in each Examining Group where they search

and must sign a log (sign-in. sign-out sheet) indicat-

ing time-in, time-out, name. User Pass number, clas-

s(es) and subclass(es) users after 6:00 p.m.

18. User Passes are nontransferable and must be surren-

dered to authorized Patent and Trademark person-

nel upon request for cause.

19. Packages, briefcases or other personal effects

brought into the Public Search Room for Patents or

the Group Facilities are subject to search by autho-

rized Patent and Trademark Office personnel upon
request.

20. All packages, briefcases or other personal effects

brought into the Group Search Rooms must be re-

moved when leaving the Group Search Room
areas.

21. Patents and other documents must not be removed
from the Group patent shoes for any reason other

than for cursory study thereof while kept in close

proximity with the shoe and must not be moved out

of their normal sequence.

22. All patent shoes must be promptly replaced in their

proper location in the shoe cases.

23. All textbooks, journals and the like must be re-

turned to their proper location.

24. All persons using the facilities of the Patent and
Trademark Office are to refrain from engaging m
any conduct which (1) is criminal in nature or (2)

which causes or appears to cause an employee of

the Patent and Trademark Office to violate the con-

flicts of interest regulations of the Department of

Commerce [15 CFR §§0.735-1 through 0.735-41].

25. All verbal requests for compliance with these regu-

lations or other posted Patent and Trademark Of-

fice Notices pertaining to activity in the Public

Search Room for Patents and the Group Facilities,

when made by authorized Patent and Trademark
Office personnel, must be promptly complied with

These regulations will be enforced in accordance with

the Procedures for Enforcement published in the Feder-

al Register of May 17. 1978. 43 FR 21345 (970 OG
114. published May 30. 1978).

Persons violating these regulations may be denied the

use of the facilities in the Public Search Room for Pa-

tents and the Patent Examining Group Facilities and

may further be subjected to prosecution under the Crim-

inal Code. Additionally, the name of any person viblat-

ing these regulations who is registered to practice before

the Patent and Trademark Office may be forwarded to

the Solicitor for appropriate action under 37 CFR 1.348.

These Regulations have been instituted in order to

maintain high quality and completeness of patent files

and to provide, an orderly environment for exploring, or

studying in depth, the wealth of scientific and techno-

logical information contained in United States Patents.

Although the Regulations may cause some inconve-

nience, the understanding and cooperation of users will

insure that, for future users, the knowledge contained in

United States Patents will be available in an environ-

ment conducive to study in the Public Search Room for

Patents and the Patent Examining Group Facilities.

June 20, 1979.

DONALD W BANNER,
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[984 O.G 26]
\

(18) Regulations Relating to the Use of Patent

and Trademark OfTice Records Facilities

Establishment of Enforcement Procedures

Agency: Paterjt and Trademark Office, Commerce.
Action: Notice. '\

Summary: The Patent and Trademark Office is ado|«ing

procedures for enforcing existing regulations governing
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the use of the Pubhc Search Room for Patents and the
Patent Examining Group Search Facilities by members
of the pubUc. Enforcement of the existing regulations is

necessary, and is intended by these proc^ures, to carry
out the commitment of the OfTice to the public to pro-
mote an atmosphere conducive to research and maintain
the integrity of the files in the Public Search Room for
Patents and in the Examining Group Search Facilities.

EffectiTc Date: 6-30-78.

For Further Infomuitioii €:onUct: Bradford R. Huther.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner for Administration, Pa-
tent and Trademark Office, Washington. D.C. 20231.
(703) 557-2290.

Supplementary Information: The procedures will apply in
enforcing the regulations for the public use of records of
the Public Search Room for Patents and the Patent Ex-
amining Group Search Facilities. The regulations of the
Public Search Room for Patents were published in the
Faderal Register for July 14, 1976, 41 F.R. 29009, and
incorporated in a Search Room User Agreement entered
into by each person who is issued a User Pass. Regula-
tions for Users of the Patent Examining Group Search
Facilities were established under Rule 2 of the regula-
tions of the Public Search Room for Patents and were
published in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of March 22,
1977, 95^ OG. 1118. The procedures appear below.

PROCEDURES FOR ENFORCEMENT OF THE
REGULATIONS FOR THE PUBLIC USE OF REC-
ORDS IN THE PUBLIC SEARCH ROOM FOR PA-
TENTS AND THE PATENT EXAMINING GROUP
SEARCH FACILITIES

Under applicable statutes and regulations, including 40
U.S.C. 486(c); 41 CFR 101-20.3; and appropriate sec-
tions of Department Organization Orders 30-3A and
30-3B of the Department of Commerce, the procedures
appearing below are established.

I

Violation Involving the Security System

1
.

Unauthorized removal ofgovernment property.

(a) The Public Search Room for Patents is equipped
with a security system designed to sound an alarm when
an attempt to remove government property from the
Public Search Room is detected. Each alarm signal trig-
gered by a person passing through an exit to the Public
Search Room will be investigated by security guards
stationed at the Public Search Room exits. The person
involved will be required to stop and allow the security
guards to determine the cause of the alarm. If non-gov-
ernment property is the cause for the alarm, the person
will be allowed to proceed without further delay. If
unauthorized possession of government property is

found to be the cause of the alarm, the person in whose
possession the property is found will be advised that a
violation has occurred and will be required to surrender
the property to the Manager of the Public Search
Room. An oral explanation for the possession of such
property will be requested by the Manager.

(b) The Manager of the Public Search Room will im-
mediately report each incident involving unauthorized
possession of government property to the Deputy Assis-
tant Commissioner for Administration by telephone, and
if requested submit a written report, together with the
government property and User Pass involved to the
Deputy Assistant Commissioner for Administration.

(3) If it shall appear to the Deputy Assistant Commis-
sioner for Administration that unauthorized possession
of government property, detected by the security sys-
tem, was inadvertent or otherwise unintentional, no fur-
ther action will be taken. Otherwise, the Deputy Assis-
tant Commissioner for Administration will request the
person involved to show cause in writing why his or her
User Pass should not be suspended or revoked pursuant
to- the terms of the Search Room User Agreement. A
written decision will be rendered by the Deputy Assis-
tant Commissioner for Administration after consider-
ation of any timely submitted response

^X
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Other Vi^ations of the Public Search Room
Regulations

2. All other violations of the Public Search Room
Regulations.

(a) Each observed or reported violation will be inves-
tigated by the Manager of the Public Search Room. If a
violation has occurred and is not denied, the person in-
volved will be verbally requested by the Manager to
comply with the regulations. If the person involved
denies that a violation has occurred, or refuses to com-
ply with a verbal request of the Manager to comply
with the regulations, or violates the regulations after
having agreed to comply with them, the person will be
required to surrender his or her User Pass to the Manag-
er of the Public Search Room.

(b) The Manager of the Public Search Room will sub-
mit a written report of each violation, and the User
Pass, if surrendered, to the Deputy Assistant Commis-
sioner for Administration.

(c) If the Deputy Assistant Commissioner for Admin-
istration is satisfied that a reported violation was inad-
vertent or otherwise unintentional, the User Pass, if

surrendered, will be returned and no furt er action will
be taken. In all other cases, the Deputy Assistant Com-
missioner for Administration will request the person in-
volved to show cause in writing why his or her User
Pass should not be suspended or revoked pursuant to the
terms of the Search Room User Agreement. A written
decision will be rendered by the Deputy Assistant Com-
missioner for Administration after consideration of any
timely submitted response.

Violations of the Patent Examining Group Search
Facilities Regulations

3. Violations of the Regulations for Users of the
Patent Examining Group Search Facilities.

(a) Each observed or reported violation will be inves-
tigated by Authorized Official. If a violation has oc-
curred, and is not denied, the person involved will be
verbally requested to comply with the regulations. If the
person involved denies that a violation has occurred, or
refuses to comply with a verbal request to comply with
regulations, or violates the regulations after having
agreed to comply with them, the person involved will
be required to surrender his or her User Pass to the Au-
thorized Official.

(b) The Authorized Official will, submit a written re-
port of each violation, and the User Pass, if surrendered.
to the Deputy Assistant Commissioner for Patents.

(c) If the Deputy Assistant Commissioner for Patents
IS satisfied that violation was inadvertent or otherwise
unintentional, the User Pass, if surrendered, will be re-
turned and no further action will be taken. In all other
cases, the Deputy Assistant Commissioner for Patents
will request the person involved to show cause in writ-
ing why his or her User Pass should not be suspended
or revoked. A written decision will be rendered by the
Deputy Assistant Commissioner for Patents after consid-
eration of any timely submitted response.

Penalties

4. Factors to be Considered in Assessing Penalties.

(a) Penalties will be determined on a ca.se-by-case ba-
sis. A record of penalties imposed for given violations
will be kept and made available to the public upon re-
quest.

(b) Due weight may be given to prior violations of
the regulations in assessing whether any given violation
IS willful, deliberate or intentional.

(c) Prior violations of the regulations will be consid-
ered in determining any specific penalty to be imposed.
Depending upon the circumstances, the penalty for a
first offense may range from an oral or written warning
to a 60-day suspension of the User Pass. For a second
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offense, the penalty may be a suspension of from 5 days
to I year. For a third offense, the penalty may range
from a 30-day suspension to revocation of the User Pass.

General Provisions

5. Use of Search Facilities During Suspension or

After Revocation of User Pass.

No individual will be permitted to use the Public

Search Room for Patents or the Patent Examining
Group Search Facilities while his or her User Pass is

suspended or revoked.

6. Temporary User Pass.

Any person whose User Pass was surrendered, but not

suspended or revoked, may be issued a temporary User
Pass which shall be valid until the User Pass is returned

or a decision is rendered pursuant to paragraph 1(c),

2(c), 3(c).

7. Absence of the Deputy Assistant Commissioner
for Administration.

In the absence of the Deputy Assistant Commissioner
for Administration, the Director of the Office of Patent

and Trademark Services will carry out the functions and
responsibilities assigned to the Deputy Assistant Com-
missioner for Administration in paragraph 1(b) and (c)

and 2(b) and (c).

8. Absence of the Manager of the Public Search Room.

In the absence of the Manager of the Public Search
Room, the Acting Manager will carry out the duties and
responsibilities -assigned to ihe Manager in paragraphs
1(a). Kb). 2(a) and 2(b).

9. Assistance.

The Manager of the Public Search Room and the Au-
thorized Official may. when necessary request the Secu-
rity Officer of the Patent and Trademark Office or the

GSA to provide assistance in carrying out their function

in paragraphs 1(a), 2(a), and 3(a).

10. Petitions.

A decision rendered by the Deputy Assistant Commis-
sioner for Administration, the Director of the Office of
Patent and Trademark Services, or the Deputy Assistant

Commissioner for Patents may be reviewed on petition

to the Commissioner.

LUTRELLE F. PARKER,
Acting Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

(970 OG. 114]

May 5, 1978.

(19) Revised Regulations and Procedures
for Visitors to the

Patent and Trademark Office

Effective Oct. 1, 1982, all visitors to the Patent and
Trademark Office (PTO) will be required to obtain and
display a visitor pass while using PTO facilities. Passes

will be available in building CP3, Room lAOI.
The current User Agreement will be replaced by the

following Regulations for Visitors to the PTO:
These regulations are established for members of the

public using the facilities of the PTO and will be
enforced by designated officials of the PTO.

All persons using the facilities of the PTO are subject to

regulations governing conduct on property under the

charge and control of the General Services Administra-

tion which appear in 41 CFR Subpart 101-20.3 (41 CFR
§§101-20.300 through 101-20.314).

Packages, briefcases and other personal effects brought

into the PTO are subject to search by authorized per-

sonnel for reasonable cause.

All persons must comply with posted Official Notices.

User Passes

1. Individuals visiting any area of the PTO must obtain

and display a valid, non-transferable User Pass at all

times while on the premises.

2. Permanent User Passes may be obtained from the

Manager of the Patent Public Search Room. The
first User Pass is issued at no charge. Duplicate or

replacement User Passes will be provided at a cost of

$5.00 per Pass. Temporary User Passes may be

obtained at no cost and are valid through the expira-

tion date stamped thereon.

3. Permanent and Temporary User Passes must be sur-

rendered to authorized PTO officials upon request

for cause.

Use of Search Areas

4. When searching in a patent examining organization,

visitors must register with the designated representa-

tive and sign a log indicating time entering and leav-

ing the area. User Pass number, and class(es) and
subclass(es) searched.

5. Documents removed from the files must be promptly
returned to their proper location after use No dcKu-
ments may be removed from the area in which they

were obtained without specific authorization from a

Group Director or a Supervisory Patent Examiner
6. Use of Patent Examining Group search areas is

strictly limited to searching materials unavailable in

the Patent Public Search Room or the Scientific Li-

brary. Examining Group search areas may be used

only when such use does not conflict with the regu-

lar business of the organization.

7. Trademark registrations may not be removed from
the secured bundles in the registered file. Photo-

copying from bound volumes of trademarks is pro-

hibited.

Prohibitions

8. Smoking and consumption of food or beverages in

other than designated areas.

9. Loud talking or any conduct which is disruptive to

others.

10. Use of radios, typewriters, photographic equipment,
dictation equipment, and like Hems without permis-

sion from a designated official of the PTO
11. Improper use, mutilation, destruction or removal of

patent or trademark records or government properly

12. Reserving seats or work areas

13. Affixing messages to walls, telephone btwths or oth-

er government property, except designated message
boards.

14. Use of the PTO as a mailing address, and use of

PTO stationery

Hours of Operations

15. Use of PTO facilities is limited to the following

hours on regular business days:

Patent Public Search Room, High
Ceiling Area 8 00 am-6:00 pm
Low Ceiling Area and Mezzanine 8:00 am-8:00 pm

Trademark Search Library 8:00 am-5:30 pm

Scientific Library, Assignment
Search Rwim, Microfilm Center,

Patent Examining Organizations,

and all other public access areas

of the PTO 8 45 am-4:45 pm

THERESA A BRELSFORD,
Sept. 8, 1982. Acting Assistant Commissioner

for Administration.

(1023O.G31
,

Unlawful Removal of Labels(20)

We have found a large number of security labels, torn

from Search R(X)m patent copies, in slack areas of the
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Public Search Room. We remind persons removing se-

curity labels or otherwise mutilating Search Room pa-
tent copies, or removing Search Room patent copies
from the Search Room without authorization, that such
acts are criminal offenses punishable by fine, imprison-
ment or both.

You should be aware that engaging in such acts vio-
lates the prohibition against "the willful destruction of
or damage to property; the theft of property." 41 Code
of Federal Regulations §101-20.303. Violations are pun-
ishable by "a fine of not more than $50 or imprisonment
of not more than 30 days, or both." 41 Code of Federal
Regulations §101-20.315.

You should also be aware that engaging in such acts
subjects you to punishment under the following criminal
provision in Title 18 U.S. Code, §2071:

(a) Whoever willfully and unlawfully conceals,
removes, mutilates, obliterates, or destroys, or at-

tempts to do so. or, with intent to do so takes and
carries away any record, proceeding, map. book.
paper, document or other thing • * * shall be
fined not more than $2,000 or imprisoned not
more than three years, or both.

(b) Whoever, having custody of any such
record, proceedinjg. map. book, document, paper,
or other thing, willfully and unlawfully conceals,
removes, mutilates, obliterates, falsifies, or de-
stroys the same, shall be fined not more than
$2,000 or imprisoned not more than three years,
or both; and shall forfeit his office and be
disqualified from holding any office under the
Unhed States.

UNLESS THE REMOVAL OF SECURITY LA-
BELS FROM SEARCH ROOM PATENT COPIES
CEASES. THE OFFICE WILL TAKE APPROPRI-
ATE ACTION. SUCH AS EXERCISING ITS AU-
THORITY UNDER 41 CODE OF FEDERAL REG-
ULATIONS§ 101-20.301 TO INSPECT PACKAGES.
BRIEFCASES AND OTHER CONTAINERS
BROUGHT INTO. WHILE ON. OR BEING RE-
MOVED FROM THE SEARCH ROOM.

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF.
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[1029 OG 136]

I

Mar. 28. 1983.

(21) Use of Certificate of Correction Forms

The purpose of this notice is, to once again, remind
patentees and their attorneys and agents to submit the
text of any correction under 37 CFR 1.322 and 1.323 on
the Certificate of Correction form. PTO-1050, which is

available free of charge from the Patent and Trademark
Office. The presentation of all corrections on this form
permits its use as camera copy for prompt, direct offset
printing of the Certificate of Correction.

Instructions for use of Form PTO-1050 are printed on
the top portion thereof, and are also set forth, in further
detail, in Section 1402.02 of the Manual of Patent Exam-
ining Procedures. It is especially important that the typ-
ing be clean and clear. Both thin, light type and heavy.
smudged type should be avoided. Changes and correc-
tions are preferably made by use of white opaque cor-
rection fluid.

The typing should be within the borders printed on
the form and a two-inch blank space should be left at

the bottom of the last page of the form for the place-
ment of the signature of the Attesting Officer.

Both sheets of the printed form should be forwarded
to the Office. The copies should be stapled together
only at the upper left-hand margin at the indicated loca-
tion.

Copies of form PTO-1050 may be obtained, as needed,
from either the Correspondence and Mail Division in
Building 2, or from the receptionist in the lobby of

Building 3, Crystal Plaza, Arlington, Va.

RICHARD J. SHAKMAN.
May 10. 1977. Assistant Commissioner for

Administration.

[959 OG. 3]

(22) ARS Patent Culture Collection

Initiation of Fees

As a result of recent policy changes, the ARS Culture
Collection (NRRL) henceforth will charge a user fee for
deposit and distribution of microbial cultures maintained
in conjunction with U.S. and foreign patent applications.
User fees apply to patent cultures only; as it has in the
past, the ARS Culture Collection will continue to ex-
change other microbial germplasm with the scientific
community without charge. The fee schedule will apply
to all patent cultures deposited after Sept. 30. 1983. A
fee of $500.00 will be charged for each strain, payable at

the time of deposit. A $20.00 fee will be charged for the
distribution of all released patent cultures that have been
deposited after Sept. 30, 1983. There will be no charge
for distribution of patent cultures already on deposit or
for others received before this date. Checks, in U.S. dol-
lars, should be made payable to the Agricultural Re-
search Service. USDA. USDA laboratories and desig-
nated cooperators will be exempt from fee assessment.
The types of microorganisms accepted by the ARS Cul-
ture Collection are the same as announced in the past
and include industrially important bacteria, yeasts,

molds, and Actinomycetales. Viruses and highly patho-
genic or especially fastidious microorganisms are not ac-
cepted. Further information on types of microorganisms
accepted and conditions for deposit may be obtained by
contacting A. J. Lyons, Curator. ARS Patent Culture
Collection. Northern Regional Research Center, USDA-
ARS-NCR. 1815 N. University St.. Peoria, 111. 61604
(Tel. 309/685-4011).

[1033 OG 26]

(23) Notice to Official Gazette Subscribers

The Patent and Trademark Office announces a change
in the point of contact for subscribers who have not
been receiving all of their copies of the patent and/or
trademark sections of the Official Gazette, MPEP Revi-
sions, Trademark Rules of Practice, Annual Indices, and
all other patent and trademark publications.
The Superintendent of Documents advises that expira-

tion notices are sent out approximately three months in

advance of the expiration date. However, subscribers
should not be dependent upon such notices. In the event
that a notice is not received within two months of the
expiration date, the subscriber should renew his sub-
scription with the Superintendent of Documents and at-

tach a label from the envelope in which he receives the
gazette, together with a check covering the amount of
the subscription.

All correspondence and inquiries concerning subscrip-
tion services to patent and trademark related publica-
tions, and requests for reinstatement of subscriptions
should be directed to:

. Mr. C. A. LaBarre
Asst. Public Printer

Superintendent of Documents (SD)
Government Printing Office
Washington, DC. 20401

This notice is effective with the publication date and
supersedes the notice published on this subject in 939
O.G. 1, dated October 7, 1975.

RICHARD J. SHAKMAN,
Assistant Commissioner

for Administration.

[969 OG. 2]

Mar. 14, 1978.
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(24) Subscription Pricing Information (27) Defensive Publication Program

The annual subscription prices on the following publi- A change in the numbering system of Defensive Pub-

cations have been changed as indicated below: lication documents will be implemented, effective with

-r .1 r^cr \ r- .. n . .c .
the issue of November 4, 1980.

Title: Official Gazette. Patent Section -pu u«.,..,„ ..,..^,„ ...ii k» ..^ f„llr^«,.:._. , , . . ... rtLi\nr\ 'he numbering system will be as lollows:
First-class domestic mailing $360,00 "^ '

Fourth-class domestic mailing 250.00 j XXXX XX
Fourth-class foreign mailing 312.00

Single copies each, domestic 7 50 Sequential Document Num-
Single copies each, foreign 9.40

^^j.

Back issues will not be furnished.

This change is effective with Government Periodicals / 2^^^"^^ '
^'^""^ Volume

and Subscription Services Price List 36, dated Summer, Number

1982. r^ ^ ...^.. .

Document Category. T de-
Foreign first-class mailing rates will be furnished upon notes

request. Direct all inquiries and subscription requests to: Technical Disclosure

Superintendent of Documents -x-. ^ ^ ^..c /^ r- ^.o-i

U.S. Government Printing Office ^^^ numbering system as announced in 869 aO. 687

Washington. D.C. 20402 x^xn^xns in effect for the issues of December 16. 1969
^ through October 1980.

Checks for subscription orders should be made pay- RICHARD J SHAKMAN
able to the Superintendent of Documents. If a Deposit ^ 2. 1^80. Assistant Commissioner
Account with the Superintendent of Documents is to be y-^^ Administration.
used, please include the Deposit Account Number with

, /-.<" loi

the order. l^^** "^ -^^i

THERESA A. BRELSFORD.
June 24, 1982. Acting Assistant Commissioner

for Administration. (28) Patent and Trademark Office Services

[1020 O.G. 30] jj,g Patent and Trademark Office is making every ef-

fort to utilize its resources as effectively and efficiently

,--. o L . ..• n • • I r *• as possible. HH^v^ver, delays in some services are being
(25) Subscription Pricing Information

experienced/To improve services, the PTO is taking the

The annual subscription prices on the following publi- following steps:

cations have been changed, as indicated below: Beginning with the issue of January 1, 1980. the

_.
, „ J -T- J 1 r^cr KT . original formal drawing which is supplied by the patent

Title: Patent and Trademark Office Notices
applicant and is 8 1/2 by 14 inches (21.0 by 29.7 cm ) is

First-class domestic mailing $75.00 being stored within the patented file in the Patent

Second-class domestic mailing 60.00 Search Division This is a change from the earlier prac-

Second-class foreign mailing,, 75.00 tice under which the drawing is stored in a separate lo-

Single copies: not available cation from the patent file wrappers The new proce-

„ . - , ... 11 1. f u J dure will simplify obtaining the complete patented file

Foreign first-c ass mailing rates will be furnished upon -j-^.^ procedure will be used for a three month trial pen-
request. Direct all inquiries and subscription requests to:

^^^ J^ ,^^^ reevaluated for its effectiveness

Superintendent of Documents Effective December 3, 1979, sale of tokens and

U.S. Government Printing Office maintenance of all token operated photocopy and micro-

Washington, D.C. 20402 film reader-printer equipment throughout the Patent and

^. , r !_• J Liji- J Trademark Office are being performed by a private con-
Checks for subscription orders should be made pay-

^^^^^^^ ^ 5 ,„f^^ Systems. Inc. (TSI) Improved quality
able to Superintendent of Documents. If a Deposit Ac-

^^^ ..mdiness of copy service to the public are antici-
count with the Superintendent of Documents is to be

p^ted
used, please include the Deposit Account Number with ^„ ,^^^^^ ^^,^.^ ^^^ ^^^^ j,^.,^^^.^ ,^,^. ^^^^^^ ^^^ 33^
the order_

. „ . . . „
, u a \

A.M. and 5:00 P.M. at the token sales booth in the
This change is effective with Government Periodicals

^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ,^^^.^,^j ,^ BuMmg CP-4 When purchas-
and Subscription Services Price List 36. dated Summer,

^^^ ^^^^.^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^.^^..^^^^ ,^^

' °^- "TSI" rather than "Commissioner of Patents and Trade-
THERESA A. BRELSFORD. marks." Tokens will not be sold at the cashier's window

June 3, 1982. Acting Assistant Commissioner jp Q^i
for .Administration. Effective February I. 1980, charges for tokens to

[1019 O.G. 54] PTO customer deposit accounts will no longer be ac-

cepted.

Effective immediately, no requests for new patent or

(26) Rules Service Company Address Change trademark drawings will be accepted by the Patent and

The Patent and Trademark Office has been notified of Trademark Office. New drawings will be prepared only

a change in the address and telephone number of the '"> requests already received All currently available

Rules Service Company which publishes a looseleafi drafiing time and facilities are required to correct the

Rules of Practice in Patent and Trademark Cases with a backlog of drawings needing correction prior to issue

revision service. The new address and telephone num- ^hen this backlog has been eliminated, a notice will be

bers are: issued to that effect and new drawings can again be pre-

„ , „ i^ pared for the public
Rules Service Company

Effective immediately, three additional special mail
4341 Montgomery Avenue ^^J^ ^^.^^^^ ^ ,„ ^^ ,.,„hi,shed in the PTO:

P,5!f'.^i'Jl' ^liy Box 4 will be used for all mail for the Office of Legis-
(301) 656-4660

,^„^.,„ ^^^ International Affairs
SIDNEY A. DIAMOND. g^x 5 will be used for documents which are related to

Apr. 7, 1980. Commissioner of Patents trademarks and for which no fee is required at the time
and Trademarks.

^,f filing; e.g., amendments to applications and requests

[994 O.G. 10] for extensions of time to file an opposition For mail di-
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reeled to the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board, put
"Attention TTAB" on the envelope in addition to "Box
5"
Box 7 will be used for reissue applications which are

jnvolved in litigation and any subsequently filed papers
for these applications.

Mail appropriately addressed will be sorted and
forwarded on a more timely basis.

Applicants and other users of the PTO services can
assist in improving the efTiciency of office by doing the
following:

Use the following special PTO box numbers for for-

warding particular types of mail. The boxes should be
used only for the specified purpose.
Box 2—Replenishment of funds in deposit accounts.
Box A—Mail for the Office of Legislation and Interna-

tional Affairs.

Box 5
—"No fee" mail related to trademarks.

Box 7—Reissue applications for patents involved in

litigation and any subsequently filed papers for these ap-
plications.

Box 8—All papers for the Office of the Solicitor.

Box 9—Coupon orders for U.S. patent and trademark
copies.

Box 10—Orders for certified copies of patent and
trademark applications.

Box PCT—Mail related to applications filed under the
Patent Cooperation Treaty.

Only that material for which the special box was estab-

lished should be enclosed.

The special box numbers have been established to al-

low forwarding of particular types of mail to the appro-
priate areas as quickly as possible. Such mail is

forwarded directly to the appropriate area without being
opened. Therefore, if any documents other than the
specified type identified for each box are addressed to
that box, they will be delayed in reaching the appropri-
ate area for which they were intended.

Envelopes should be addressed:

Box
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Washington, D.C. 20231

Consider the fact that some PTO services are experi-
encing delays, and allow sufficient lead time for services
requested of the Office. Where possible, urgent items
which require no fee should be hand delivered to the
appropriate area.

Minimize the number of inquiries to the PTO re-

garding acknowledgment of receipt of applications, fee
papers, orders for patent copies, etc.

Include a self addressed return post card with new-
ly filed applications. The serial number assigned the ap-
plication will be stamped on the post card, which will

constitute the means by which the application can be
identified.

Use commercial services for preparation of new pa-
tent and trademark application drawings.

On all papers which are filed in patent and trade-
mark applications and are being sent to an examining
group, include the appropriate identifying data, such as
examining group number, examiner's name, and the
number of the application paper to which the response is

directed. The paper should also identify the type of doc-
ument being presented (e.g.. response to Office action
# , amendment, etc.). The name and telephone num-
ber of the individual representing the applicant also
should appear on all papers.

These steps have been devised in an effort to minimize
delays in services. We solicit the help and cooperation
of the public.

Jan. 4, 1980.

SIDNEY A. DIAMOND,
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[990 O.G. 184]

(29) Service of Court Papers on the Coi^missioner
of Patents and Trademarks

Those having occasion to serve papers associated with
court proceedings by mail are reminded that a special
mailing address has been established to provide prompt
forwarding to the Office of the Solicitor. The use of this
address will ensure that the papers will not be delayed
in dispatch. In court proceedings in which the Commis-
sioner is a party, the notices of appeal to the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit and all service copies
of papers filed in courts should be addressed:

Solicitor

Box 8

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
Washington, D.C. 20231

Service copies of briefs and papers hand-carried to the
Mail Room of the Patent and Trademark Office should
likewise be addressed as shown above.

Sept. 10, 1982.

Joseph Nakamura,
Solicitor.

[1023 O.G. 3]

(30) Automated Search Experiments

The United States Patent and Trademark Office
(PTO) intends to carry out research and evaluation proj-
ects dealing with automated full-text searching of U.S.
Patents.

To further this objective, the PTO has entered into an
agreement with Mead Data Central to provide the PTO
access to and support for the use of the LEXIS full-text

system. Using that system, the PTO will test and evalu-
ate the effectiveness of searching the full text of over
50,000 U.S. patents. As part of this experiment, the PTO
will furnish to Mead Data Central a special compilation
of tapes from an extensive library of computer tapes
containing the full text of U.S. patents from 1970 to the
present.

The PTO would welcome multiple experiments using
the same or similar techniques and/or technology as
Mead Data Central, and thus, the PTO is willing to en-
ter into the same agreement, or a similar agreement on
mutually ajgreeable terms, with any other responsible
party, within 18 months from the date of this notice.

Additional information regarding this matter may be
obtained from:

Donald P. Stein, Director
Office of Search Systems
U.S. Patent & Trademark Office
Washington, D.C. 20231
TEL: 703-557-3763

Aug. 3, 1981.

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF,
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[1010 O.G. 3]

(31) Sale of Copies of Reexamination Requests

Copies of reexamination requests, all cited references,
and the file wrapper and contents of the patent file for
which reexamination is requested are available at a
charge of $0.30 per page. Orders for such copies must
indicate the control number assigned the reexamination
request. Orders should be addressed to the Commission-
er of Patents and Trademarks, Washington, D.C. 20231,
Attention: Customer Services Division.

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF,
July 31. 1981. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[1010 O.G. 4]
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(32) Availability of Concordances Between the

United States Patent Classification and the

International Patent Classification

The Patent and Trademark Office announces that the

4th Edition of the Concordance which relates the U.S.

Patent Classification (as revised to Apr. 9, 1979) to the

Third Edition of the International Patent Classification,

is now again available for sale by the U.S. Government
Printing Office. Inquiries should be directed to:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office

Washington, D.C. 20402

(Stock Number 003-004-00562-9) (Cost $6.50)

Also, a Reverse Concordance, which is the opposite

of the above mentioned Concordance, is now available

which relates the international Patent Classification to

the U.S. Patent Classification. This Reverse Concor-

dance will not be published, but is now available for

loan to interested parties for copying at their own ex-

pense.

The loan copy, which consists of 517 pages, may be

obtained by contacting:

Office of International Patent Classification

Crystal Square. Bldg. 4, Room 108

c/o Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Washington, D.C. 20231

Tel.: (703) 557-3756

RENE D. TEGTMEYER,
Nov. 17, 1981. Assistant Commissioner

for Patents.

[1013 O.G. 36]

(33) . Simultaneous Issue of Patents

Applicants and their attorneys who desire the simulta-

neous issue of allowed applications must submit the re-

quest to:

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Washington, D.C. 20231

Attention: Office of Publications

CP-2, Room 5C26

The request must contain the following information

about each allowed application for which simultaneous

issue is requested:

(1) serial number
(2) filing date

(3) name(s) of inventor(s)

(4) title of invention

(5) date of allowance

Separate copies of the request must accompany each Is-

sue Fee Transmittal (PTO-85b).

Questions concerning this practice may be directed to

Mr. Stanley J. Bania, Director, Office of Publications,

Area Code (703) 557-3794.

RICHARD J SHAKMAN,
Assistant Commissioner

for Administration.

[974 O.G. 16]

Aug. 25, 1978.

RECORDS AND FILES

(34) Assignee Names

Effective April 1, 1976, only the first appearing name
of an assignee will be printed on the patent where multi-

ple names for the same party are identified on the Base

Issue Fee Transmittal form. POL-85b. Such multiple

names may occur when both a legal name and an "also

known as" or "doing business as" name is also included.

This printing practice will not, however, affect the

existing practice of recording assignments with the Of-

fice in the Assignment Division. The assignee entry on

form POL-85b should still be completed to indicate the

assignment data as recorded in the Office. For example.

the assignment filed in the Office and therefore the

POL-85b assignee entry might read "Smith Company
doing business as (d.b.a.) Jones Company " The assignee

entry on the printed patent will read "Smith Company."
For purposes of compiling and publishing the 1976

Annual Index of Patentees, this change will be retroac-

tive to patents issuing on January 6. 1976.

RICHARD J SHAKMAN.
Dec. 17, 1975. Assistant Commissioner

for Administration.

[942 O.G. 186]

(35) Submission of Uniform Assignee Names
on the Issue Fee Payment Form PTOL-85b

The Patent and Trademark Office is experiencing

problems when computer-sorting assignee names for the

Patentee Index because of the non-uniform use of the

names of certain companies and corporations on the is-

sue fee payment form PTOL-85b. The use of different

spellings or nomenclature for the same company re-

quires the Office to expend time and effort to determine

whether the various name forms are in fact for the same
company. If such inconsistencies are not corrected, pa-

tents to the same company will appear in different loca-

tions in the Patentee Index. An example of inconsistent

use is "ABC Company, Ltd." and "ABC Co.. Limited."

Therefore, persons who list assignee names on issue

fee payment form PTOL-85b should ensure that the

same company name form is used for all patents issuing

to a particular company.

RICHARD J SHAKMAN,
Nov. 17, 1977. Assistant Commissioner

for Administration.

[965 O.G. 8]

(36) Title of Invention Carried on Office Records

The Patent and Trademark Office is experiencing an

increased incidence in the number of newly filed appli-

cations in which the title of the invention is inconsistent

within the papers. This has resulted in applicants re-

questing correction of the official filing receipt m many
instances to indicate the title preferred by applicants

Hereafter, whenever the title of the invention appears

inconsistent within the papers of a newly filed applica-

tion for patent, the records of the Office will carry the

title as indicated on the first page of the specification

and no corrected filing receipt will be issued lo indicate

another title. Note that 37 CFR 1.72(a) indicates that the

title of the invention should appear as a heading on the

first page of the specification.

It should also be noted that applicant may amend the

title under 37 CFR 1.115 if any changes are subsequent-

ly desired before issuance of a patent.

BRADFORD R HUTHER,
Aug. 31. 1977. Acting .Assistant Commissioner

for Administration.

[962 O.G. 23]

(37) New System To Monitor Patent Applications

During this summer the Patent and Trademark Office

will begin implementation of a new office-wide comput-

er system, the Patent Application Locator and Monitor

System (PALM 3), for monitoring the location and sta-

tus of pending patent applications The system will also

have the ability to print data on certain form letters such

as the Notice of Allowance, using ciimputer-conirolled

printers located in the Examining Groups This will per-

mit the Notice of Allowance to be printed and mailed

by the Groups shortly after the Examiner has decided

that an application is in condition for allowance Under
the new system, the Notice of Allowance will be mailed

prior to completion of final issue revision by the Group
clerical stafi'. In those applications where an Examiner's

Amendment is required, it will normally be mailed as an

attachment to the Notice of Allowance
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When existing printing backlogs have been ehminated.
this accelerated maihng should reduce the time between
allowance by the examiner and issuance of the patent
grant in most cases. The nature and/or extent of the re-
visions or processing requirements subsequent to maihng
of the Notice of Allowance may result in little or no re-
duction in the time required for the printing of a few pa-
tents. In addition, it is possible that, as a result of this
additional processing, withdrawal or correction of the
Notice for a given application may be required. For m-
stance, prosecution might be reopened as a result of the
Quality Review Program. In situations where the Base
Issue Fee hsfe been paid and the Notice of Allowance is

subsequently withdrawn, the applicant may request that
a refund be made or that the fee be credited to a Depos-
it Account.

Applicants will continue to receive a three part No-
tice of Allowance packet, but, as a result of automated
printing, the Notice will be produced in a slightly re-

vised format. This new format will have the following
application data printed thereon;

(38)

—Serial Number
—Filing Date
—Total Claims Allowed
—Date of Mailing
—Examiner Name and Group Art Unit
—First Named Applicant
—Title of the Invention
—Base Issue Fee Due (Utility Applications Only)—Attorney's Docket Number
—Class and Subclass Where Issued

Copy (a) of the new Notice of Allowance will be
used as applicant's record copy in the current manner.
Copy (b) will continue to be used as a transmittal for the
fee with copy (c) required when a charge to a deposit
account is authorized. The new version of copy (c) will
also have a section to notify the Office of a change in an
inventor's address. Note that this address chaiige need
not be signed by the inventor. This procedure eliminates
the need for the separate Inventor's Address Change
form (PTOL-231) now in use.

One other change to current practice will also be
implemented as a result of the new system. Beginning
with patents issuing in the late fall of this year, advance
orders for patent copies will only be sent to the corre-
spondence address of record in the application. This
practice will permit computer generation of mailing la-

bels for the orders and thereby eliminate the need for
the separate, pink Advance Order form (PTO-721) now
in use. Requests for advance orders will now be made in

a special section of copy (b) of the Notice of Allowance.
During the transition from the old order method to the
new, it will be necessary to send some advance orders to
thecorrespondence address of record in the application
ratner than some other address as has been requested on
an earlier submitted Advance Order Form.

While the major impacts on the public will be limited
to those discussed above, one other minor matter should
be mentioned. It is anticipated that, due to the absence
of data in the master data base, some information occa-
sionally may not be printed on the Notice of Allowance
or on other form correspondence. However, this does
not necessarily mean that a corrected Notice or form
letter is required. Furthermore, since the data base is not
used for printing of the patent grant, the missing infor-
mation should appear on the final issued patent if it is in
the application file wrapper. This problem is expected to
diminish as the implementation of the system proceeds
and the data base becomes more complete. The coopera-
tion of applicants and their representatives during this
system implementation is sincerely appreciated by the
Patent and Trademark Office.

June 16, 1980.

SIDNEY A. DIAMOND,
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[997 O.G. 9]

FEES AND PAYMENT OF MONEY
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Patent and Trademark Office
37 CFR Parts 1 and 2

Revision of Patent and Trademark Fees
Agency: Patent and Trademark Office, Commerce
Action: Final Rule.

Summary: The Patent and Trademark Office is amending
the rules of practice in patent and trademark cases to es-
tablish fee related procedures and fees in amounts which
would comply with the requirements of either Public
Law 96-517 or H.R. 6260. dependent upon which is ef-
fective on Oct. 1, 1982. This action is necessary at this
time in view of the requirements to establish fees and
procedures contained in Public Law 96-517 and the re-
quirements which would also be present under H.R.
6260 enacted as a Public Law. This final rule is being is-

sued in two sections with the first section relating to pa-
tent fees and the second section relating to trademark
fees. This final rule is also being issued in alternative
form so that the proper fees and procedures will become
effective on Oct. I, 1982. under either Public Law
96-517 or the Public Law which results from enactment
of H.R. 6260. Thus, if Public Law 96-517 remains fully
effective on Oct. 1. 1982, the rule changes contained

^'herein which are common to Public Law 96-517 and
^ Hi<. 6260, as well as those specific to Public Law

96-517. contained in Alternative A of each section, will
become effective. Upon enactment of H.R. 6260 as a
Public La4 prior to Oct. 1, 1982. the rule changes con-
tained herein which are common to Public Law 96-517
and H.R. ^260, as well as those specific to H.R. 6260,
contained ih Alternative B of each section, will become
effective. Thus, the intended effect of this action is to
adopt rules which will be effective on Oct. I, 1982,
establishing patent and trademark fees and procedures
regardless of whether Public Law 96-517 remains fully
effective or whether H.R. 6260 has been enacted.

Effective Date: Oct. 1, 1982. However, prior to Oct. 1,

1982. the Department of Commerce will publish a docu-
ment confirming the amendments under either Alterna-
tive A or Alternative B set forth herein depending upon
enactment of H.R. 6260 as a Public Law.
For Further Information Contact: As to the patent rules
contact R. Franklin Burnett by telephone at (703)
557-3054 or by mail addressed to the Commissioner of
Patents and Trademarks, Attention: R. Franklin Burnett,
Room 3-11A13, Washington, D.C. 20231.

For Further Information Contact: As to the trademark
rules contact Miss Maude Williams by telephone at (703)
557-2222 or by mail addressed to the Commissioner of
Patents and Trademarks. Attention: Miss • Maude
Williams, Room 3-11C17, Washington. D.C. 20231.

Supplementary Information:

SECTION I—REVISION OF PATENT FEES
Background

A notice of proposed rulemaking was published in the
Federal Register on June 28. 1982, at 47 FR 28042-28063
and in the Official Gazette on June 29, 1982. at 1019
O.G 57-120, An oral hearing was held on July 9. 1982.
Fourteen written letters and statements were submitted.
Five persons testified at the oral hearing. Full consider-
ation has been given to all of the letters, statements, and
testimony.

Objectives of Rule Changes
These rule changes are designed primarily to imple-

ment the Patent and Trademark Office fees which are
provided for by Public Law 96-517. or which would be
set in. or provided for by, the Public Law resulting from
H.R. 6260.

Public Law 96-517

Public Law 96-517 presently requires that fees be es-

tablished bytthe Commissioner for the processing of pa-
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tent applications from filing through issuance or aban-
donment, for maintaining a patent in force, and for

providing all other services and materials related to pa-
tents. Public Law 96-517 requires that by Oct. 1, 1982.

fees for the processing of patent applications, other than
design patents, be set by the Commissioner to recover in

aggregate 25 per centum of the estimated average cost

to the Office of such processing. Similarly, fees for pro-
cessing design patents are to be set to recover in aggre-
gate 50 per centum of the estimated average cost to the
Office of such processing. By Oct. 1. 1982, fees for all

other services or materials related to patents are to be
set to recover the estimated average cost to the Office
of performing the service or furnishing the material.

Public Law 96-517 also requires that fees be set for

maintaining all patents filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980,

other than design patents, in forc^ It also requires that

maintenance fees must recover 25 per centum of the esti-

mated cost to the Office of processing patent applica-
tions, other than design patent applications, by the fif-

teenth fiscal year following Dec. 12, 1980. Under Public
Law 96-517, the maintenance fees are due 3'/:, 7'/:, and
1

1

'/: years after grant of the patent.

Public Law 96-517 is presently effective and this rule

change is designed to implement the fee provisions of
that law if it remains fully effective on Oct. 1. 1982. The
changes which will become effective on Oct. 1, 1982,

under Public Law 96-517 (without enactment of H.R.
6260) are (1) the rule changes common to Public Law
96-517 and H.R. 6260, and (2) the rule changes under
only Public Law 96-517, which appear in Alternative A.

H.R. 6260

On June 8, 1982, the House of Representatives passed
H.R. 6260. H.R. 6260 would establish a number of statu-

tory fees which the Commissioner is required to charge.
Among the more significant of these are fees for filing a

patent application, issuing, and maintaining a patent in

force. The fees for filing a patent application and issuing

a patent would be set forth in §41(a) of Title 35, United
States Code, as proposed to be amended by H.R. 6260.

Certain other fees, such as appeal fees, the fee for filing

a disclaimer, and fees for filing petitions seeking to re-

vive an abandoned application and for extensions of
lime, would also be set in §41(a) of Title 35, United
States Code. Section 41(b) of Title 35. United States

Code, as proposed to be amended by H.R. 6260, would
set forth the fees for maintaining a patent in force. These
fees would be due 3'/: . 7'/:, and 11'/: years after grant
of the patent or within a grace period of six months
thereafter. Section 41(c) of Title 35, United States Code,
as proposed to be amended by H.R. 6260, would pro-
vide for the acceptance of maintenance fees after the

statutory grace period under certain conditions and with
certain effects.

H.R. 6260 would also provide for the reduction by 50
per centum in the fees paid under §4 1 (a) and (b) of Title

35, United States Code, by independent inventors, small
business concerns, and nonprofit organizations, who
meet the definitions established, and to be established

therefor.

Section 41(d) of Title 35, Untied States Code, as pro-
posed to be amended by H.R. 6260, would also provide
that the Commissioner establish fees for all other pro-
cessing, services, or materials related to patents which
are not covered in §41(a)-(c) of Title 35, United States
Code, to recover the estimated average cost to the Of-
fice of the processing, services, or materials.

The changes which will become effective on Oct. 1.

1982. upon enactment of H.R. 6260 as a Public Law prior

to Oct. I. 1982, are (1) the rule changes common to Pub-
lic Law 96-517 and H.R. 6260. and (2) the rule changes
under H.R. 6260. which appear in Alternative B. H.R.
6260 includes other provisions which would be the sub-

ject of other proposals for rulemaking.

DISCUSSION OF SIGNIFICANT CHANGES
This rulemaking places into the appropriate sections of

Title 37. Code of Federal Regulations, the various fees

which are due on filing, during the pendency of a patent

application, or during the term of a patent. A number of

significant changes are made in order to implement ei-

ther Public Law 96-517 or H.R. 6260.

Under H.R. 6260. and Alternative B of this rule

making, fees under §4 1(a) and (b) of Title 35, United
States Code, would be reduced by 50 per centum for in-

dependent inventors, small business concerns, and non-

profit organizations. H.R. 6260 would give the Commis-
sioner authority to establish regulations defining

independent inventors and nonprofit organizations. H.R
6260 defines small business concerns by reference to §3
of the Small Business Act and regulations established by
the Small Business Administration This rulemaking, in

Alternative B, implements the fee system which would
be established by H.R. 6260 and lists all applicable fees.

Another significant change relates to fees established

under Public Law 96-517 and which would be estab-

lished by H.R. 6260 for petitions for extensions of time
to take actions required by the Commissioner in an ap-

plication. H.R. 6260 would establish a fee of $50 for fil-

ing a petition for a first one-month extension of time, an
additional fee of $100 for filing a petition for a second
one-month extension of time which would expire two
months after the end of the time period set for taking
action, and an additional fee of $200 for filing a petition

for a third one-month extension of lime which would ex-

pire three months after the end of the lime peruxl set for

taking action A fourth one-month extension with an ad-

ditional fee of $200 could be requested if additional time
was available under the statute. Under H.R. 6260. the

Commissioner would have authority to issue regulations

providing when, within any maximum time period per-

mitted by statute, petitions for extensions of time, and
the required fee therefor, may be filed. The Commission-
er would also not be precluded by H.R. 6260 from
waiving the fee for filing a petition for an extension of
time where the Office extends the period due to equity

considerations or sufficient cause This rulemaking im-

plements the extension of time provisions of H.R 6260
by permitting applicants in the majority of situations to

file the petition for an extension of time and the fee at

the time of and along with the filing of the response for

which a non-statutory or shortened statutory time peri-

od has been set. This will reduce the amount of paper-
work involved and should significantly reduce the ex-

penses of applicants and the Office since resources now
devoted to the separate processing of petitions for exten-

sions of time will no longer be required to be expended
thereon. The fees are set to provide a proper control on
the number of extensions of time given. The same proce-
dures relating to extensions of time which would be es.

tablished under Alternative B and H.R 6260 will also be
established under Alternative A and Public Law 96-517

Thus, whether the rules are effective on Oct. 1, 1982.

under Public Law 96-517 and Alternative A. or under
H.R. 6260 and Alternative B. the same procedures for

obtaining extensions of time will be in effect with the

only differences being in the amount of the fees.

Another significant change relates to the implementa-
tion of the fee for revival of an unintentionally aban-

doned application which would be authorized under
H.R. 6260. H.R. 6260 would establish two different fees

for filing petitions with different standards to revive,

abandoned patent applications The same two fees

would be applicable to petitions to accept the delayed
payment of the fee for issuing a patent Under H.R
6260. a fee of $50 is established in §1.17(1) for filing a

petition for revival under §§133 or 151 of Title 35, Unit-

ed States Code, in accordance with standards presently

in effect where the delay resulting in the abandonment,
or the delay in payment of the issue fee. was unavoid-
able. Under H.R. 6260. a fee of $500 is established in

§l.l7(m) for filing each petition for revival, or for ac-

ceptance of the delayed payment of an issue fee. where*
the abandonment or the failure li> pay the issue fee was
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unintentional. A mere statement that abandonment was
unintentional plus the SSOO fee is all that is required in

this case for this purpose. Under H.R. 6260 and this

rulemaking an applicant would have a choice of which
petition and fee to file seeking revival depending on the

circumstances involved. The changes discussed in this

paragraph cannot be made effective without enactment
of H.R. 6260 as a Public Law.
The rulemaking also provides for fees for filing cer-

tain petitions which have, in some cases, heretofore,

been decided without a charge. These fees are estab-

lished under Public Law 96-517 and are provided for by
the amendment of §4 1(d) of Title 35, United States

Code, which would be introduced by H.R. 6260. Under
§41 of Title 35, United States Code, as amended by Pub-
lic Law 96-517 or as it would be amended by H.R. 6260,

fees are authorized for the processing of various peti-

tions desiring certain actions to be taken regarding pa-

tent applications, for the recording of assignments, for

reexamination of patents, and for the processing of inter-

national applications under the Patent Cooperation Trea-
ty. In general, fees are not being required for those peti-

tions which are supervisory in nature. For example,
where applicants are petitioning from an allegedly im-

proper action of the examiner, it is felt that such peti-

tions should be processed and decided without charge
since they are not asking for any special privilege but

are attempting to correct an allegedly incorrect Office
holding. The changes discussed in this paragraph will be
in effect on Oct. I, 1982, whether the rules become ef-

fective under Public Law 96-517 and Alternative A. or
under H.R. 6260 and Alternative B.

Many of the fees currently set forth in §1.21 are bemg
increased to reflect the cost of currently performing that

service.

DISCUSSION OF SPECIFIC SECTIONS CHANGED
The sections changed are grouped in this proposal un-

der three different categories. Those changes which are

common to Public Law 96-517 and H.R. 6260 appear
first and are numbered 1-54. Those changes which re-

late only to Public Law 96-517 appear as Alternative A
and are numbered 55-62. Those changes which are de-

pendent upon enactment of H.R. 6260 appear as Alter-

native B and are numbered 63-71. The changes common
to Public Law 96-517 and H.R. 6260 will become effec-

tive on Oct. I, 1982, whether or not H.R. 6260 is

enacted as a Public Law.
• • • • • I

Upon enactment of H.R. 6260 as a Public Law prior
to Oct. 1, 1982, Alternative B will become effective on
Oct. 1, 1982, in which case Alternative A will lot be-

come effective.
i

Rule Changes Common To Public Law
96-517 and H.R. 6260

'

The following sections are changed, effective Oct. 1,

1982, under either Public Law 96-517 or H.R. 6260:

Section 1.11 is amended to change the reference for

the reexamination request fee to § 1.20(c).

Section 1.12 is amended to break the section into four
paragraphs. Paragraph (a) maintains current practice but
adds specific reference to § 1.19(a)(5) which sets the cost
of copies.

Paragraph (b) maintains current wording except for
inserting "patent" after "abandoned" and changing "his"
to "applicant's". Paragraph (c) includes new language
relating to obtaining copies of assignment records not
open to the public. Access can be obtained only with
the applicant's permission or by petition with fee to the
Commissioner for such access in particular situations.

No change in the showing required by petition to obtain
access is intended by this amendment. Paragraph (d)

contains present language except for reference to the
specific rule which sets forth the charge for time
consumed in making assignment searches.

New paragraph (e) of §1.14, sets forth the two ways
in which access can be obtained to patent applications
which are not open to the public. The two ways are (1)

by petitioning and paying the petition fee and approval
of the Commissioner of such petition and (2) by
obtaining written approval from the applicant.

New §1.19 provides fees for copies of various docu-
ments supplied by the Office. The fees have been
grouped into 5 paragraphs. New paragraph (a) provides
fees for uncertified copies. Subparagraphs (a)(1) and (2)
indicate the prices of printed patent copies. Sub-
paragraph (a)(3) provides a single fee for a copy of an
application, as filed, for each 50 pages, or fraction there-
of. This practice should make it much easier to deter-
mine the amount of the required fee. Subparagraph
(a)(4) sets a single fee for a copy of each 100 pages, or
fraction thereof, of a patent file wrapper. Subparagraph
(a)(5) provides for a charge of 30 cents per page for

copies of Office records other than .those covered by
subparagraphs (a)(1) through (4). Subparagraph (a)(6)

provides a fee for a microfiche copy of a microfiche.
Paragraph (b) of §1.19 sets fees for certified copies of

Office documents. Subparagraph (b)( 1 ) sets a fee for cer-
tifying Office records. Subparagraph (b)(2) provides a
single fee for searching assignment records, preparing an
abstract of the title and certification thereof. Sub-
paragraph (b)(3) provides a fee for comparing copies not
prepared by the Office prior to certification in order to

provide basis for certification. Paragraph 1.19(c) sets the
fees for subscribing to all of the patents issued annually
in particular subclasses. This charge is in addition to the
normal copy charge under § 1.19(a)(1) and (2). Para-
graph 1.19(d) sets the fee for providing patent copies to
libraries under 35 U.S.C. 13. Paragraph 1.19(e) provides
fees for lists of United States patents in particular

subclasses.

Section 1.21 is amended to contain those miscella-

neous fees which do not relate to the topics covered in

§§1.16-1.20. All of the fees in §1.21 are established under
the authority given the Commissioner by 35 U.S.C.
41(d) as amended by Public Law 96-517 or as proposed
m H.R. 6260. Paragraph 1.21(a) establishes fees for ad-
mission to the examination for registration to practice,

registration, reinstatement and issuance of certificates of
good standing of patent attorneys and agents. Sub-
paragraph 1.21(b)(1) sets forth the fee for establishing

and reinstating deposit accounts, while subparagraph
1.21(b)(2) sets forth the fee due when the balance at the
end of each month is below $40. Paragraph 1.21(c) sets

the fee for filing a disclosure document. Paragraph
1.21(d) sets the fee for renting a delivery box. Paragrapli
1.21(e) sets the fee for an international-type search re-

port. Although all national applications now receive
what is known as an international-type search, if a re-

port thereof is desired in addition to an Office action,

the fee set in §1.2 1(e) is required. Paragraph 1.21(0 sets

a fee for searching Office records for purposes not, oth-
erwise specified. Paragraph 1.21(g) sets the fee for to-

kens for copying machines. Paragraph 1.21(h) sets the
fee for recording assignments, agreements, and other
documents. Paragraph 1.2 l(i) sets forth the fee for pub-
lishing a notice of availability of a patent for licensing or
sale in the Official Gazette. Paragraph l.21(j) sets the fee

for the Office providing a duplicate or replacement of a
permanent Office user pass. Paragraph 1.21(k) indicates

that the Commissioner may specify charges for items
and services not otherwise specified at a level to recover
the actual cost of providing such an item or service by
the Office.

Section 1.24 is revised so that the denomination of
coupons sold by the Office will be in more convenient
amounts. j

Section 1.25 is amended to provide, in paragraph (a),

a reference to the fee for establishing a deposit account
and a service charge if the end of the month balance is

below $40.CX). Paragraph (b) is amended by revising the

present sentence to refer to post-issuance fees and by
adding a second sentence which would specifically pro-
vide in the regulations for the possibility of an applicant

giving a general authorization to charge any Jee due un-

der§§1.16-1.18 in a particular application to a deposit

account during the entire pendency of the application.
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This general authorization would not apply after the pa-
tent issues, e.g., to maintenance fees. The last sentence
of paragraph (b) permits fees during reexamination to be
charged to a deposit account by filing an authorization
with the request for reexamination. ^

Section 1.26 is amended to provide in paragraph (a)
that a withdrawal of a request for an oral hearing will
not entitle appellant to a refund. Paragraph 1.26(a) raises
the amount which will not be refunded without specific
request from fifty cents to one dollar. Paragraph (b) re-
lating to refunds of international search fees during sub-
sequent examination of a national application is deleted
since such refunds are now covered by reductions in the
appropriate fees paid under §1.445 rather than solely by
direct refunds. Paragraph (c) is amended to bring the
spelling of "requester" into conformance with that used
in other sections of the regulations.

Section 1.45 is amended to provide in paragraphs (b)
and (c) for a petition and petition fee to be filed to cor-
rect misjoinder of inventorship situations in pending ap-
plications. The fee will cover the additional time re-

quired by the Office to process such applications.
Section 1.47 is amended to provide for petitions and

fees for filing applications signed by less than all inven-
tors, or a person not the inventor.

Section 1.51 is amended to refer to the filing fees in

new §1.16 and to add a new paragraph (c) indicating
that applicants may file authorizations to charge fees re-

quired under any of §§1.16-1.18 to deposit accounts.
Section 1.52 is amended to add a reference in para-

graph (a) to new paragraph (d). New paragraph (d) pro-
vides in the rules for filing an application in a language
other than English if a verified English translation and
fee under §1.17(k) are timely submitted.

Section 1.55 is amended in paragraph (b) to require a
petition and fee for processing priority papers submitted
after the issue fee is paid.

Section 1.75 is amended to add a reference tb §1.16
and a sentence referring to the fee for multiple depen-
dent claims set forth in § 1.16(d).

Section 1.85 is amended to delete the sentence relating
to mounting o( informal drawings.

Section 1.864s removed to delete the reference to the
Office draftsman making drawings since such service is

no longer available.

Section 1.102 is amended by revising paragraph (a)

and adding new paragraphs (c) and (d). Revised para-
graph (a) refers to paragraph (b) and added paragraphs
(c) and (d). Paragraph (c) requires a petition but no fee
where the basis for the petition to make special is the
applicant's age or health or the impact of the invention
on improving the environment or conservation of ener-

gy. Paragraph (d) requires a petition and the fee set

forth in §1.17(i) for petitions to make special on grounds
other than those above.

Section 1.103 is amended in paragraph (a) to provide
for filing a petition and the fee set forth in §I.17(i) for a
suspension of action except that no fee would be re-

quired where the reason for the suspension is the fault of
the Patent and Trademark Office. Paragraph (b) is

amended to clearly indicate that suspensions are directed
to actions by the Office and not responses by the appli-

cant.

Section 1.104, paragraph (d) is amended to change the
fee reference to correspond to §1.2 1(e).

Section 1.134 is added to indicate that unless applicant
is notified of any non-statutory or shortened statutory
period in an Office action, a maximum period for re-

sponse of six months is allowed.

Section 1.135 is amended to provide that if no re-

sponse is filed within the time set in the Office action
under §1.134 or as it may be extended under §1.136, the
application will be abandoned unless an Office action in-

dicates that another consequence, such as disclaimer,

will take place. Paragraph (b) is amended to include a

reference to paragraph (a). Paragraph (c) is amended to

add that applicant's reply must be a bona fide attempt to

respond as well as to advance the case to final action in

order for applicant to be given an opportunity to supply

any omission.

Section 1.136 is amended to revise the title and pro-
vide for two distinct procedures to extend the period for
action or response in particular situations The proce-
dure which is available for use in a particular situation
will depend upon the circumstances. Paragraph 1.136(a)
permits an applicant to file a petition for extension of
time and a fee as in § 1.17(a), (b). (c), or (d) up to four
months after the end of the time period set to take ac-
tion except (1) where prohibited by statute. (2) in inter-
ference proceedings, or (3) where applicant has been no-
tified otherwise in an Office action. The petition and fee
can be filed prior to or with the response. The filing of
the petition and fee will extend the time period to take
action up to four months dependent on the amount of
the fee paid except in those circumstances noted above
Paragraph 1.136(a) will effectively reduce the amount of
paperwork required by applicants and the Office since
the extension will be effective upon filing of the petition
and payment of the appropriate fee and without ac-
knowledgment or action by the Office and since the pe-
tition and fee can be filed with the response Paragraph
(b) provides for requests for extensions of time upon a
showing of sufficient cause when the prcvedure of para-
graph (a) is not available Although the petition and fee
procedure of § 1.136(a) will normally be available within
4 months after a set period for response has expired, an
extension request for cause under §1 136(b) must be filed
during the set period for response. The sentence in para-
graph (b) relating to who may grant an extension under
paragraph (b) is eliminated thereby providing additional
flexibility to designate persons to act on requests under
paragraph (b). Extensions of lime in interference pro-
ceedings are gover|jed by §1.245.

Section 1.165. paragraph (b) is amended to delete
therefrom the last sentence which refers to a fee for
mounting copies. Since little or no need has been found
for this provision in the rules, it is deleted.

Section 1.171, as amended, adds a reference to §1.19
(b)(2) which sets forth the fee for title reports

Section 1.177 is amended to require a petition and fee
as set forth in §1.17(i) where it is desired that divisions
of a reissue issue on different dates.

Section 1.181 is amended 10 indicate in paragraph (d)
that if a petition to the Commissioner is filed under the
provisions of a section which requires a petition fee and
the required fee is not paid, the petition will be
dismissed. The amendment to paragraph (g) deletes the
.reference to §1.183.

Section 1.182 is amended to add a sentence requiring
any petition filed under this section to be accompanied
by the petition fee set forth in § 1.17(h).

Section 1.183 is amended to specifically refer to the
inherent authority of the Commissioner to suspend or
waive the rules at the Commissioner's initiative. The
amendment also indicates the Commissioner's authority
to designate others to act for the Commissioner in ap-
propriate circumstances. The rule language also requires
the payment of the petition fee set forth in §1. 17(h) if a
petition to suspend or waive the rules is filed.

Section 1.191 is amended to change the fee reference
for filing a notice of appeal to § 1.17(e) and delete the
word "primary" since some actions which are subject to
appeal are not made by a "primary" examiner.

Section 1.192, paragraph (a), is amended to refer to
the fee for filing an appeal brief set forth in §1.17(0 The
present language requiring a showing of sufficient cause
for extensions of time for filing the brief and an indica-
tion that an oral hearing is desired at the time of filing

the brief are removed from paragraph 1.192(a) Under
the amendment to paragraph 1.192(a), the provisions of
§1.136 will apply to extensions of time for filing the
brief. The time for requesting an oral hearing is now set

in § 1.194(b).

Section 1.194 is amended to revise paragraphs (b) and
(c) to refer to the fee for oral hearing in § 1.17(g) and to
indicate in paragraph (b) that any request for an oral
hearing must be made within one month after the mail-
ing date of the examiner's answer.
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Section 1.197, paragraph (b), is amended to modify
the last sentence relating to extensions of time to make
the provisions of §1.136 applicable thereto. Paragraph
1.197(b) is also amended to limit requests for rehearing,

reconsideration or modification of a Board decision to

one. This will not significantly change present practice

since such requests are now required to be filed within

thirty days from the date of the original decision.

Section 1.231, paragraph (a)(1), is amended to change
the reference to the fee for filing a request for

reexamination to § 1.20(c).

Sections 1.245 and 1.246 are amended to indicate that

the provisions of §1.136 do not apply to time periods in

interferences.

Section 1.263 is amended to add a reference to the fee

for filing a disclaimer contained in §1.2(Xd).

New section 1.268 is added to provide a rule relating

to the filing of interference settlement agreements. The
rule generally follows 35 U.S.C. 135(c) and provides for

filing of petitions and fees in paragraphs 1.268(b) and (c).

Section 1.292, paragraph (a), is amended to require
the payment of the fee set forth in §I.17(j) with any pe-

tition for the institution of public use proceedings.
Section 1.304, paragraph (a), is amended to provide

for extension of the time period for filing an appeal or
civil action to be subject to the provisions of §1.136 and
refer to the Couri of Appeals for the Federal Circuit

rather than to the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals.
Section 1.311 is amended to designate the present sec-

tion as paragraph (a) and revise it in several ways. Para-
graph (a) indicates that the notice of allowance will be
sent to the correspondence address as indicated under
§1.33. The issue fee (§1.18) is indicated as being due 3

months from the date of mailing of the notice of allow-
ance. Paragraph 1.311(b) permits an authorization to be
filed either before or after the mailing of the notice of
allowance to charge the issue fee to a deposit account.

Section 1.312 is amended to divide the section into

two paragraphs and require a petition and payment of
the fee under §1.17(i) for any amendment filed after pay-
ment of the issue fee.

Section 1.313 is amended to provide in paragraph (a)

clear basis for the Office withdrawing applications from
issue on its own initiative or upon petition by applicant
accompanied by the petition fee set forth in §1.17(i).

Any accompanying amendment must comply with the
requirements of §1.312. Paragraph (b) clarifies when an
application will be withdrawn from issue after assign-

ment of the issue date and patent number.
Section 1.314 is amended to revise the wording to

eliminate reference to a portion of the issue fee and adds
reference to the possibility that an application in which
the issue fee was paid can be withdrawn from issue un-
der§1.313 or the issuance thereof deferred pursuant to a
petition by the applicant and the payment of the petition

fee under §l.I7(i).

Section 1.32 1 is amended to include references in both
paragraphs (a) and (b) to the statutory disclaimer fee in

§1. 20(d) and delete the reference to §1.21.

Section 1.324 is amended to include reference to the
fee in § 1.20(b) and change the word "application" to
"petition".

Section 1.331. paragraph (a), is amended to 3dd a new
sentence which gives the citation of the fee for record-
ing assignments and to indicate that instruments record-
ed on the Government register under Part 7 of Title 37,

Code of Federal Regulations, do not require payment of
such fee.

Section 1.332 is amended to refer to the fee in §1.21
(h) for recording an assignment.

Section 1.334 is amended to divide the rule into three
paragraphs and also require an address of the assignee so
that correspondence can be directed to the assignee if

required. New paragraph (c) provides for filing a peti-

tion and the fee set in §1.17(i) seeking to have the patent
issue to the assignee where such assignment has not been
recorded at the time the issue fee is paid.

Section 1.341, paragraph (h), is amended to refer to
the fee set forth in §1. 21(a)(2) for registration of an at-

torney or agent.

Section 1.347 is amended to add a sentence referring
to the fee set forth in §1. 21(a)(3) for reinstatement of an
attorney or agent.

Section 1.445 is amended to increase the PCT trans-

mittal fee and search fee to a level needed to cover the
cost of performing the required functions. Paragraph
1.445(a)(2) is also amended to provide, in effect, for a re-

duction in the international search fee due to the United
States Patent and Trademark Office as an International
Searching Authority where a corresponding United
Slates national application with fee has been filed. In ad-
dition, paragraph 1.445(a)(4) is amended to credit the na-
tional fee required under §1.16(a)-<d) where an interna-
tional search fee has been paid on the corresponding
international application to the United States as an Inter-

national Searching Authority. Where the amount of the
credit is in excess of that required for the national fee a
request for a refund of the excess under § 1.446(b) may
be filed at the time of paying the national fee. The sup-
plemental search fee for inventions in addition to the
first, where lack of unity of invention has been found, is

reduced since the present fee is more than is required to
cover the costs. The national fee amount is the same as

the national application filing fees in §l.l6(a)-(d).

Section 1.446(b) is revised to permit a refund of a por-
tion of the- search fee to the extent set forth in §
1.445(a)(4). if such refund is requested at the time of
paying the national fee.

Section 1.451 is amended in paragraph (b) to revise

the citation of the fees for a certified copy.
Section 1.510 is amended to cite the section which

sets forth the fee for requesting reexamination. There is

no change in the amount of this fee.

* • • • *

Alternative B—Rule Changes Under H.R. 6260

The following sections will become effective on Oct.
1, 1982. upon enactment of H.R. 6260 as a Public Law
prior to that date:

Section 1.16 in Alternative B establishes in the regula-
tions those statutory fees which would be charged by
the Commissioner for filing patent applications under
H.R. 6260. Section 1.16 also includes additional filing

fees set in 35 U.S.C. 41(a)(1) to cover the cost of exam-
ining complexities presented by certain applications, e.g.,

applications containing more than a specified number of
claims and any application containing a multiple depen-
dent claim. Section 1.16 also provides that fees will be
charged when the number of claims is increased above
the specified number or when a multiple dependent
claim is first presented, whether on filing or at a later

point in processing.

Under 35 U.S.C. 41(a) as it would be amended by
H.R. 6260. the filing fee for an original patent, except in

design or plant cases, is $300. In addition, on filing or on
presentation at any other time, $30 is due for each claim
in independent form which is in excess of three, $10 is

due for each claim (whether independent or dependent)
which is in excess of twenty, and $100 is due for each
application containing a multiple dependent claim. The
latter fee is a one-time charge per application due the
first time a multiple dependent claim is presented for ex-

amination. For the purpose of computing fees, a multiple
dependent claim as referred to in §112 of Title 35, Unit-
ed States Code, or any claim depending therefrom, is

considered as separate dependent claims in accordance
with the number of claims to which reference is made.
The fees in §1.16 are reduced by 50 per centum for

applications filed by small entities, i.e., independent in-

ventors, nonprofit organizations and s*nall business con-
cerns, in accordance with H.R. 6260. Therefore, two
fees are listed under each paragraph.

New§1.16 relates to application filing fees. Paragraph
(a) sets a basic filing fee of $300 which will be required
in all original patent applications. The term "original" as
used in the regulations means "non-reissue". An'"origi-
nal" application can be a first filing, a division, a contin-
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uation. or a continuation-in-part application. Paragraph
1.16(b) provides for an additional fee of $30 for each in-

dependent claim in excess of 3 in an original application.
New paragraph 1.16(c) provides for an additional fee of
$10 for each claim in excess of 20, whether independent
or dependent. A multiple dependent claim is considered
to be that number of claims to which direct reference is

made. Also, any claim which refers to a multiple depen-
dent claim is considered for fee calculation purposes to
be the number of claims to which direct reference is

made in the multiple dependent claim. Paragraph 1.16(d)
provides for a new fee of $100 in each application which
contains one or more multiple dependent claims. The
note following paragraph 1.16(d) is intended to clearly
indicate that the applicant, attorney, or agent may pay
any additional fees required under paragraphs (b). (c)
and (d) of §1.16. or cancel such claims without payment
of such additional fees, either at the time of filing or by
the time a response is due to any notice of fee deficiency
mailed by the Office. If the fees are not paid or the
claims cancelled by the end of the period set for re-

sponse to the notice of fee deficiency, the application
will be held abandoned. New paragraph 1.16(e)
establishes the amount of the surcharge for filing the ba-
sic filing fee or oath or declaration on a date later than
the filing date of the application. This fee is being estab-
lished at this time, but will only be made effective when
the statutory authority for the late filing of the fee or
the oath or declaration becomes effective under 35
U.S.C. Ill, as it would be amended by H.R. 6260. New
paragraph 1.16(0 provides for a filing fee of $125.00 for
a design application.

Paragraphs 1.16(g) and (h) incorporate into the regu-
lations the filing fees for plant and reissue applications.

Paragraphs 1.1 6(i) and (j) set forth the additional
claim fees required in reissue applications based on
claims in excess of those in the original patent.
New §1.17 relates to patent application processing fees

which are normally due during the time a patent appli-
cation is pending. New paragraphs (a), (b), (c) and (d)
provide for the payment of an extension fee for
obtaining an automatic extension of time upon filing a
petition as provided for in § 1.136(a). The extension fee
can be paid during the period for which an extension of
time to respond is desired, or after the original period
for response has expired, provided that any maximum
statutory period which may apply has not expired. The
fees set forth in §1.17 are the total fees required under
§1.1 36(a) for the periods indicated and any extension fee
previously paid to extend a particular period is credited
toward the total extension fee required. Paragraph (e)
sets forth the fee for filing a notice of appeal to the
Board of Appeals. Paragraph (f) sets forth the fee for fil-

ing an appeal brief for appellant. Paragraph (g) provides
for a new fee for requesting an oral hearing before the
Board of Appeals. Paragraphs (h) and (i) set forth fees

which will be required with petitions to the Commis-
sioner under those sections of the regulations which spe-
cifically indicate that such petition fees are required
The amount of the fees are set at two levels based on
the degree of complexity of the petitions in order to re-

cover the estimated average cost to the Office of pro-
cessing the petitions. Paragraph (j) provides for a fee to
be paid with any petition for institution of a public use
proceeding to cover the estimated average cost of such
a proceeding. Paragraph (k) sets forth a new fee for pro-
cessing an application filed with a non-English language
specification. The fee will cover the additional process-
ing costs involved in such applications. New paragraph
(1) incorporates into the regulations the fee which will

be charged for filing a petition to revive or to accept
late payment of the issue fee where the delay was un-
avoidable. New paragraph (m) incorporates into the reg-

ulations the fee which will be established in 35 U.S.C.
41(a)7, as amended by H.R. 6260. to be charged for a

petition for the revival of an unintentionally abandoned
application for patent or for the unintentionally delayed
payment of an issue fee.

Since paragraphs 1.17(h). (i), (j) and (k) are established

under the authority given the Commissioner under 35
use. 41(d) as It would be amended by H.R. 6260. only
one level of fee is set. H.R. 6260 only provides for the
reduction of fees charged to small entities of those fees

established in 35 U.S.C. 41(a) and (b).

New §1.18 sets the amount of the issue fees specified
by H.R. 6260. New paragraph (a) establishes an issue fee
of $500.00 for all original and reissue patents except for
designs and plants. New paragraph (b) sets the amount
of the issue fee for a design patent New paragraph (c)
sets forth the issue fee for a plant patent All fees in

§1.18 will be reduced by 50 per centum for small enti-
ties.

New §1.20 sets fees for various post-issuance functions
performed by the Office. New paragraph (a) sets forth a
fee for providing a certificate of correction of an appli-
cant's mistake. New paragraph (b) sets a fee to accompa-
ny a petition to correct inventorship in a patent under
§1.324. New paragraph (c) transfers the $1,500.00 fee for
requesting reexamination from present §1 2l(x) to this

new section. New paragraph (d) provides for a fee for
filing a disclaimer under §1.321. Maintenance fees re-

quired by Public Law 96-517 and which would be set in

H.R. 6260 are placed in this section Specific mainte-
nance fees, which are required by Public Law 96-517.
for those patents resulting from applications filed on and
after Dec. 12. 1980 and up to the date of enactment of
H.R. 6260 are being established at this time in para-
graphs 1.20(e)-(g). New paragraphs 1.20(h)-(j) incorpo-
rate into the regulations the maintenance fees which
would be provided in 35 U SC 41(b) bv H R 6260
The fees in paragraphs I 20(a)-(c) arc only set at one
level because they are established under 35 U SC 41(d)
The fees in paragraphs 1.20(e)-(g) are only set at one
level because they are established under Public La\^
96-517 and are not subject to reduction for small entities
The details implementing the payment of maintenance
fees are not being established at this time.

Section 1.66 is amended to provide for the use of an
apostille of a foreign official to attest to oaths or affirma-
tions made in foreign countries in accordance with .^5

use. 115 and 261. as amended by H.R 6260
Section 1. 137. as amended, designates the existing sec-

tion as part of paragraph (a), adds a reference to the
new fee under §1.17(1) for a petition for revival where
the delay which resulted in abandonment uas unavoid-
able, indicates that the petition must be promptly filed,

and states when the showing that the delay was un-
avoidable must be verified New paragraph 1 137(b) pro-
vides for filing a statement and a fee under §1 I7(m) for
revival of an application which was unintentionally
abandoned, and also indicates when such petitions can
be filed. Paragraph (c) requires that any petition for re-

vival under paragraph (a) of §1.137 be promptly filed

and that a terminal disclaimer, equivalent to the period
of abandonment of the application, be filed with any pe-
tition under paragraph (a) filed more than six months af
ter the dale of abandonment

Section 1.155 is amended to refer in paragraph (a) lo

§1.1 8(b) which sets forth the issue fee for a design appli-
cation. Paragraph 1 155(b). as amended, includes a refer-

ence to the fee for delayed payment of the issue fee set

forth in §1.71(1) where the delay in payment was un-
avoidable, indicates that the petition must be promptly
filed, and slates when showings that the delay was un-
avoidable must be verified New paragraph 1.155(c) pro-
vides for acceptance of the late payment of the issue fee
where the delay was unintentional upon petition and
payment of the fee set forth in §l.I7(m) Neu paragraph
1.155(c) also indicates when such petitions can be filed

Paragraph 1 155(d) is added to require a terminal dis-

claimer equivalent to the period of abandonment of ihe
application where petition under paragraph (b) of §1 155
is not filed within si.\ months of the date of abandon-
ment.

Section 1.316 is amended to implement the statutory
provisions of 35 U S C 41(a) with regard to petition fees
for revival of applications abandoned for failure to pay
the issue fee. Paragraph (b) is amended to provide for
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petitions for revival with the fee in §1.17(1) where the

delay in payment was unavoidable, to indicate that the

petition must be promptly filed, and to state when show-
ings that the delay was unavoidable must be verified.

Paragraph (c) is added to provide for petitions for reviv-

al with the fee in §1.17(m) where the delay was uninten-

tional. New paragraph (c) also indicates when such peti-

tions can be filed. Paragraph (d) is added to require a

terminal disclaimer equivalent to the period of abandon-
ment of the application where a petition under para-

graph (b) of §1.316 is not filed within six months of the

date of abandonment.
Section 1.317 is amended to implement the statutory

provisions of 35 U.S.C. 41(a) with regard to petition fees

for patents lapsed for failure to pay the remaining bal-

ance of the issue fee. Paragraph (a) is amended to show
that it applies only to patents in which the issue fee was
paid prior to Oct. 1, 1982. Issue fees paid on or after

that date will be in accordance with §1.18. Paragraph
(b) is amended to provide for petitions with the fee in

§1.17(1) where the delay in payment was unavoidable,
to indicate that the petition must be promptly filed, and
to state when showings that the delay was unavoidable
must be verified. Paragraph (c) is added to provide for

petitions with the fee in §1.17 (m) where the delay was
unintentional. New paragraph (c) also indicates when
such petitions can be filed. Paragraph (d) is added to re-

quire a terminal disclaimer equivalent to the period of
lapse of the patent where a petition under paragraph (b)

yof §1.317 is not filed within six months of the date of

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON THE RULES

Specific comments were received on a number of the
sections. All of the comments, including the written
comments and the oral testimony, were considered in

adopting the changes set forth herein.

Written comments were received from three patent
law groups and eleven individuals. The three patent law
groups were (1) the American Patent Law Association
whose membership includes several thousand lawyers in-

volved in the practice of law before the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Oftice; (2) the Patent, Trademark and Copy-
right Section of the Virginia State Bar; and (3) the Pa-
tent, Trademark and Copyright Law Section of The Bar
Association of the District of Columbia.

Oral comments were presented at the hearing on be-

half of two patent law groups and by 3 individuals on
their own behalf.

These comments appear below along with responses
thereto.

Comments received relating to §§1.9, 1.27 and 1.28

and the forms of Part 3 are not discussed in substance in

this rule change since additional time for submitting
written comments is provided until Aug. 13, 1982. All
comments presented to these rules will be discussed in a

later rule promulgation.

Comment:

One person argued that it is unreasonable to require
fees to lengthen a shortened statutory period.

Reply.

A shortened statutory time is provided for by statute.

The shortened period helps reduce patent pendency time
and speed the disclosure of technology and information
about patent rights. Many applicants can reply within
the present three month shortened period which has
been in effect for over fifteen years. The fee for
extending the time provides a positive method for appli-
cants to obtain an extension of time while still expediting
the prosecution of their applications.

Comment: I

Another person commented that H.R. 6260 should be
rejected in that the fee levels are too high.

Reply.

The consideration of the merits of H.R. 6260 is not
before the Office in this rule change.

Comment:

Three patent bar groups and two individuals present-
ed comments relating to the effect of the new extension
of time fees in §1.17 and the effect thereof on the cur-
rent practice of granting an automatic one-month exten-
sion of time if a timely first response to a final rejection
is filed by the applicant.

Reply.

The Office plans to terminate the automatic one-
month extension of time practice on Oct. 1, 1982. It is

felt that the extensions of time which are readily avail-

able under §§1.17 and 1.136 will meet the needs of appli-
cants. The amount of the fees required to obtain an ex-
tension will be the same for periods of response before
and after final rejection.

Comment:

One suggestion was made to permit the filing of an
appeal without the appeal fee where the Office has not
acted on a timely response after final rejection by appli-

cant.

Reply.

Such a procedure is not possible under the provisions
of H.R. 6260 since it calls for the appeal fee "On filing

an appeal" in §41(a)6.

Comment:

Two comments were received requesting that the
rules be changed to make the due date for paying the
fee for an oral hearing on appeal after the examiner's an-
swer on appeal.

Reply.

A change in the rules has been made to provide that

the fee for an oral hearing is due no later than one
month after the date of mailing of the examiner's an-
swer.

Comment:

Two comments were received requesting that no
charge for revival of an abandoned application be made
where the abandonment resulted from the non-receipt .pf

an Office action by the applicant.

Reply.

It is present Office practice to remail any Office ac-
tion which is not received at applicant's correspondence
address and start anew the response period. This proce-
dure will continue in the future under the revised rules.

Comment:

Three patent bar groups and two individuals indicated
that the proposed deletion of the refund provisions due
to PCT search reports in § 1.26(b) and § 1.446(b)
would make the cost of filing under the Patent Coopera-
tion Treaty prohibitively high and does not recognize
the benefit of an earlier search on a corresponding appli-

cation.

Reply.

In view of these comments, proposed § 1.445(a) (2)

and (4) and § 1.446(b) have been amended to provide a

credit of $250 where there is a corresponding applica-

tion.

Comment:

One individual requested that the multiple dependent
claim practice set forth in § 1.75(c) be changed to permit
one multiple dependent claim to refer to another multi-

ple dependent claim as permitted under European prac-
^

tice.

Reply.

This suggestion cannot be adopted since it is contrary

to 35 U.S.C. 112 and cannot therefore be changed by
rule.

Comment:

One suggestion was made to change "official" to "Of-
fice" in §1.1 35(b).

Reply.

The suggestion has been adopted.
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Comment:

One suggestion was made to allow refund of the oral
hearing fee if an oral hearing is not held.

Reply.

This suggestion was not adopted since such refund is

not appropriate in view of the fact that the fee is stated
to be "for requesting an oral hearing" and not the actual
conduct thereof.

Comment:

Three patent bar groups raised the question as to
whether an applicant would be permitted to revive an

. unintentionally abandoned application under § 1. 137(b)
after having been unsuccessful in the unavoidable ap-
proach under §1.1 37(a) and suggested that this be made
clear when t^e proposed rules are promulgated.

Reply.

Yes, an applicant under certain conditions could use §
1.137(b) after having been unsuccessful in the unavoid-
able approach under § 1.137(a).

Comment:

Several comments related to the possibility of reviving
applications unintentionally abandoned up to 15 years
ago.

Reply.

ln-44ew of the comments received, §1.1 37(b) is being
implemehled to provide only for the revival of applica-
tions whic^ were unintentionally abandoned for a rea-

sonable but;limited period of time. This should create no
substantial problems in regard to intervening rights situ-

ations. It would permit some greater flexibility than that

originally proposed but should have no significant effect

on the current case backlog, pendency or number of in-

terferences pending.

Comment:

One comment was received pointing out that the
availability of an "unintentional abandonment" revival

under §1.1 37(b) should not result in stricter holdings in

"unavoidable abandonment" revival petitions under §
1.137(a).

Reply.

The Office plans to continue to use the current crite-

ria used to decide petitions to revive applications un-
avoidably abandoned.

Comment:

One written comment questioned whether the Com-
missioner has statutory authority to revive uninten-
tionally abandoned applications.

Reply.

If Congress did not intend the Commissioner to have
such authority there would have been no reason to es-

tablish fees in §41(a)7 in H.R. 6260. The legislative histo-

ry of H.R. 6260, House Report No. 97-542 (Committee
on the Judiciary), also makes the Congressional intent

clear. The provisions in H.R. 6260 relating to uninten-

tional abandonment are substantive in addition to setting

the fee.

Comment:

One letter questioned what is intended by the state-

ment in § 1.137(b) that the Commissioner may require ad-
ditional information where there is a question whether
the abandonment was unintentional.

Reply.

Additional information would be required only where
there is an indication that the abandonment was inten-

tional, for example, where an express abandonment has
been filed. The record should be clear how such an ex-

press abandonment was unintentional if the petition is (o

be granted.

Comment:

One comment raised the question as to whether in a

petition to revive on grounds that the delay was un-

avoidable under §l.y37(a), it would be sufficient that a

registered attorney's statement be submitted which
merely recites facts as related to him or her by another.

Reply.

Statements must be made, where possible, by the per-

son having direct personal knowledge of the facts. No
change in the "showing" required or the persons making
ihem is intended in such petitions. The rule merely clari-

fies that a statement by a registered attorney or agent
need not be in the form of an oath or declaration.

Comment:

One comment suggested that §1.317 be changed to

provide for the situation where there was a lapse in a

patent due to the unintentional delay in paying a balance
of issue fee due.

Reply.

Section 1.3 1 7 has now been changed to provide for

this lapse situation.

Comment:

Three patent bar groups and one individual indicated
that a full credit of the amount equal to the international

search fee be made where both a U.S. national and inter-

national seach are made by the United States Patent and
Trademark Office.

Reply

While a complete credit is not considered proper in

view of additional processing work (including searching)
required in the second application, a credit of $250 has
been provided in revising § 1.445(a) (2) and (4).

Comment:

One person commented that the term "patent" should
be inserted after "abandoned" in §1.1 2(b)

Reply.

The suggestion has been adopted.

DISCUSSION OF SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BE-
TWEEN PROPOSED AND FINAL RULES
A number of other changes which have been made as

a result of the comments received and further review of
the proposed rul^lmaking are identified below

Implementation of the changes to §1.9. new §§1 27
and 1.28, and the deletion of Part 3 are being deferred
for further comments by Aug. 13, 1982 See the discus-
sion below.

Subparagraph (a) (5) of §1.19 has been changed from
that proposed by referring to subparagraphs (!) through
(4) rather than (3) and (4) in order to clarify that copies
of patents cannot be ordered at the rale set in

subparagraph (a) (5). Instead, copies of patents must be
ordered under paragraphs (a) (I) and (2) of §1.19.

Section 1.24 has been changed from that proposed to

provide for the sale of 40-cent coupons Coupons in this

denomination may be useful in view of the charge of
forty cents for a printed copy of a registered mark m
§2.6i(m) of Alternative A of the trademark rules

Sections 1.137. 1.155 and 1.316 have been changed
from that proposed in Alternative B to further specify

the conditions under which unintentionally abandoned
applications can be revived.

Sections 1.192 and 1.194 have been changed from that

proposed so as to allow a request for an oral hearing
and the payment of the required fee therefor to be made
one month after the dale of the examiner's answer
Previously, appellant was required to indicate a desire

for an oral hearing at the time of filing the brief The
sections will now permit appellant to consider the exam-
iner's answer before deciding whether to request an oral

hearing and pay the required fee

Section 1.317 has been changed in Alternative B to

provide for the situation where there was a lapse in a

patent due to the unintentional delay m paying a balance
of issue fee due.

Section 1.445(a) (2) and (4) have been changed from
that proposed to provide for a reduction in the interna-

tional search fee where there has been u corresponding
United Slates national application and a credit to the na-
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tional fee where an international search fee has been

paid in a corresponding international application and the

international search has been made by the United States

Patent and Trademark Office.

Section 1.446(b) has been changed from that proposed

to permit a refund of a portion of the search fee to the

extent set forth in § 1.445(a) (4), if such refund is request-

ed at the time of paying the national fee.

IMPLEMENTATION OF PATENT FEE REVISION

The effective date of the patent fee revisions con-

tained in this rulemaking is Oct. 1, 1982.

• * *

The changes which will become effective on Oct. 1,

1982. upon enactment of H.R. 6260 as a Public Law pri-

or to Oct. 1, 1982. are (1) the rule changes common to

Public Law 96-517 and H.R. 6260, and (2) the rule

changes under H.R. 6260. which appear in Alternative

B. The rule changes common to Public Law 96-517 and

H.R. 6260 will become effective on Oct. 1, 1982. wheth-

er or not H.R. 6260 is enacted as a Public Law prior to

Oct. 1. 1982.
• • * • * I

Up>on enactment of H.R. 6260 as a Public Law prior

to Oct. 1. 1982. the rule changes in Alternative B will

become effective on Oct. 1, 1982. in which case the rule

changes in Alternative A will not become effective on
Oct. 1. 1982.

Any fee which is due and payable on or after Oct. 1.

1982, must be paid in the amount and in accordance with

the procedures contained in this rulemaking. For purposes

of determining the amount of the fee to be paid, the date of
mailing indicated on a proper Certificate of Mailing under

§7.5 will be considered to be the date of receipt in the Of-

fice. In order to ensure clarity in the implementation a

discussion of the implementation of specific sections is

set forth below:

IMPLEMENTATION OF SPECIFIC SECTIONS
The various sections will be implemented in the man-

ner set forth below:

§1.16 National application filing fees. '

Any national patent application filing fees paid on or

after Oct. 1. 1982. must be paid in the amounts set forth

in this section. Any additional fees which become due
under §1.16 in pending applications on or after Oct. 1,

1982, or which have not been paid prior to Oct. 1. 1982.

must be paid in the amounts set forth in this section

even though the application was filed prior to Oct. 1.

1982. For example, if an application filed prior to Oct. 1.

1982. is amended on or after Oct. 1, 1982, to include a

multiple dependent claim for the first time, the fee set

forth in § 1.16(d) must be paid.

The surcharge in §1.1 6(e) of Alternative B is being es-

tablished at this time, but will only be made effective

when the statutory authority for the late filing of the fee

or the oath or declaration becomes effective under 35

U.S.C 111, as it would be amended by H.R. 6260. The
statutory authority for the late filing of the fee or the

oath or declaration becomes effective six months after

enactment of H.R. 6260 as a Public Law.

§1.17 Patent application processing fees.
|

Any patent application processing fees paid on or af-

ter Oct. 1, 1982, must be paid in the amounts set forth in

this section.

The extension fees which must accompany a petition

for an extension of time become effective on Oct. 1,

1982, and apply to any application for which the period

for responding, i.e., taking action, expires on Oct. 1,

1982, or thereafter. If a response or action by the appli-

cant was due before Oct. 1, 1982, and was not filed

timely or an extension of time until Oct. 1, 1982, or
thereafter, was not obtained, then § 1.136(a) cannot be
used to obtain an extension. Any response or action re-

quired before Oct. 1, 1982. cannot have its time extended
by using § 1.136(a). If one or more previous extensions
have been granted prior to Oct. 1, 1982, extending the

time for taking action until Oct. I, 1982, or thereafter.

the fees which are due for additional extensions under

§ 1.136(a) will be as set forth in §1.17(a)-(d) under either

Alternative A or B.

The previous practice of extending the shortened stat-

utory period an additional month upon the filing of a

timely first response to a final rejection is being discon-

tinued effective with any first response to a final rejec-

tion filed on or after Oct. 1, 1982. Applicants can obtain

additional time for response after that date by paying the

appropriate fee for the same. An object of the previous
practice, as expressed in §714.13 of the Manual of Patent
Examining Procedure, was to obviate the necessity for

appeal or filing a continuing application merely to gain

time to consider the examiner's position in reply to a re-

sponse timely filed after final rejection. Under §1.1 36(a)

the object of the previous practice can be achieved
without continuing the previous practice. Thus, under
§1.1 36(a) an applicant can file a timely first response to a

final rejection within the initial period without having to

file an appeal or a continuing application if the examin-
er's response is not received prior to the expiration of
the initial period for response. If the timely first re-

sponse places the application in condition for allowance
no additional response and no extension fee from appli-

cant is required. If the examiner's advisory action indi-

cates the timely first response did not place the applica-

tion in condition for allowance the applicant may then
consider the examiner's position to determine whether
further prosecution is desirable. If further prosecution is

not desired the application can be abandoned without
further response or expense. If further prosecution is de-

sired, the applicant can petition and pay the necessary

fee to extend the time to the extent appropriate up to

the maximum permitted by statute. The availability of
this flexibility under §1.1 36(a) eliminates the necessity

for the previous practice. Further, under H.R. 6260 ex-

tensions of time would be granted in most instances by
virtue of the payment of fees rather than without fees as

in the previous practice. The elimination of the previous

practice after final rejection is thus consistent with the

letter and spirit of H.R. 6260.

After an applicant has petitioned and paid the exten-

sion fees of $550 for response within the fourth month
pursuant to §1.1 36(a). any further extensions which are

permitted under the statute must be obtained under

§ 1.136(b).

A petition for extension of time under §1.1 36(a) may
incorporate by reference a previously filed response

without including an additional copy of the response in

circumstances where the response was received late and
the petition is filed to extend the time so that the re-

sponse will be considered timely.

The appeal fees set forth in §1.17(e)-(g) are due for

notices of appeal or briefs filed, or requests for oral

hearings filed, on or after Oct. I, 1982. If more than one
appeal occurs in an application, the fees are due for each

notice of appeal, each brief, and each request filed for an

oral hearing as long as a decision on the merits by the

Board of Appeals resulted from the first notice of ap-

peal, brief, and request for an oral hearing. If the exam-
iner reopens prosecution in the application after appeal

and prior to the decision by the Board of Appeals then

the fee for the notice of appeal, brief, and request for an

oral hearing will apply to a later appeal which does re-

sult in a decision by the Board of Appeals. No refund of

any appeal fees is permitted since such are due on filing

or on requesting an oral hearing. No fee is required for a

reply brief

The fees for petitions set forth in §1.17(h)-(j) and (1)

apply to any such petition filed on or after Oct. 1, 1982.

The fee set forth in §1.17(m) of AlternatiJ^JB would ap-

ply, with enactment of H.R. 6260 prior to Oct. 1. 1982,

to petitions (1) for revival of an unintentionally aban-

doned application or (2) for the unintentionally delayed

payment of the fee for issuing a patent. Section 1.137(b)

of Alternative B would apply to applications uninten-

tionally abandoned by failure to prosecute, e.g., failure
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to respond to an Office action. Sections 1.155(c) and
1.316(c) of Alternative B would apply to applications in

which the paymeny:x)f the fee for issuing a patent is un-
intentionally delated These sections would be
implemented, with enactment of H.R. 6260 prior to Oct
1, 1982, by making them effective as to any applications
which would be covered by the literal language of the
sections. In addition, and for a transition period between
Oct. 1. 1982. and Dec. 31. 1982. a petition to revive an
unintentionally abandoned application would be granted
if (i) the application received a decision on a petition to
revive the application on or after Oct. 1. 1981, and be-
fore July 30. 1982, or (ii) a petition was filed or renewed
on or after Oct. 1. 1981, and before July 30, 1982. pro-
vided in the case of both (i) and (ii) that a petition to re-

vive was filed within one year of the date of abandon-
ment. The dates in question were chosen so as to permit
this remedial provision to be given as wide an applica-
tion as possible to benefit applicants whose applications
have previously been unintentionally abandoned, but
who could not meet the previous requirements for a
showing that the delay resulting in the abandonment
was unavoidable. The dates were also chosen to prevent
an applicant whose application has been abandoned for

an unduly long period from attempting to take advan-
tage of this new provision, possibly to the detriment of
individuals or companies who had begun to make. use.

or sell the subject matter of the application after the
date of abandonment of the application. By using these
dates the possibility of reviving the application of an ap-
plicant who has. in effect, abandoned the invention un-
der 35 U.S.C. 102(c) is minimized. Implementing these
sections in the manner set forth would be appropriate
and proper in view of the legislative history of H.R.
6260. contained in House Report No. 97-542 (Commit-
tee on the Judiciary), which indicates that the Commis-
sioner can establish time limits within which petitions to

revive or to accept late payment of issue fees can be
filed. Thus, it is entirely proper to limit such petitions ii^

the manner set forth in order to prevent abuses frc^h oc-
curring. To ensure that abuses do not occur. §§1./37(b).
1.155(c). 1.316(c). and 1.317(c) specifically indicate that

waivers of the time periods involved will not be/consid-
ered via petitions under §1.183. /

The fee set forth in §1.17(k) is required for any appli-

cation filed on or after Oct. I. 1982. with a specification
in a non-English language. ^
§1.18 Patent issue fees.

Any patent issue fee paid on or after Oct. 1. 1982.

must be paid in the amounts set forth in this section
even if the notice of allowance was mailed prior to Oct.
I, 1982. and indicates different amounts due. If the is.sue

fee is paid prior to Oct. 1. 1982. any balance of issue fee

due must be paid in accordance with §1.317.

§1.19 Document supply fees.

The document supply fees set forth in this section will

apply to all orders and requests received by the Patent
and Trademark Office on or after Oct. I. 1982.

§1.20 Post-issuance fees.

The post-issuance fees set forth in §I.20(a)-(d) apply
to any petitions, requests, or actions filed on or after

Oct. 1. 1982. The amounts of the maintenance fees arc
included in §1.20.

Maintenance fees will be required for any patent actu-
ally applied for on or after Dec. 12. 1980. whether or
not the patent is entitled to the benefit of an earlier fil-

ing date under 35 U.S.C. 120 or a right of priority under
35 U.S.C. 1 19. For reissue patents, the controlling dale
would be the filing date of the original patent. For ex-

ample, maintenance fees would only be required where
the application for the original patent was filed on or af-

ter Dec. 12, 1980. As to patents resulting from interna-

tional applications filed under the Patent Cooperation
Treaty, maintenance fees will be required on all patents

resulting from international applications having PCT fil-

ing dates on or after Dec. 12, 1980.

The details implementing payment of the maintenance

fees are not being established at this time since such fees

will not be due for some time and additional consider-
ation of the problems thereof is required

§1.21 Miscellaneous fees and charges.

The miscellaneous fees and charges set forth m this

section will apply lo all orders and requests received by
the Patent and Trademark Office on or after Oct. I.

1982.

§1.445 International application filing and prcxessmg
fees.

Any international application filing and priKessing
fees paid on or after Oct I, 1982. must be paid m the
amounts set forth in this section

Implementation Of Certain Sections Deferred For Further'
Comments

In view of the comments and the recommendations
received at the hearing on July 9. 1982. the peruxl for

written comments on §1.9(c). (d), (e). and (0. and on §§
1.27 and 1.28. has been extended until Aug 13, 1982 (see

47 FR 32458. July 27, 1982). Comments received at the
hearing on July 9. 1982. expressed the view that there is

no necessity to publish final rules on § 1.9(c). (d), (e). and
(0. and on §§1.27 and 1.28. by August 2. 1982, and that
further time for consideration and comment was neces-
sary. Persons commenting staled a belief that the pres-
sure of time does not apply to §§1 27 and 1 28 as it does
apply to the fee rulemaking. Accordingly, the peruxl for

written comments on these sections is extended unlii

Aug. 13. 1982. After receiving written comments bs
Aug. 13, 1982. the changes to §19 and proposed §§1 27
and 1.28 will be adopted as final rules with such modifi-
cations as are found lo be appropriate after review of
the comments. These rule changes, with any appropriate
modifications thereof must become effective on Oct. I,

1982. with enactment of H.R 6260 prior to Oct I. 1982
Accordingly, adoption of the changes to §19 and neu
§§1.27 and 1.28 is being deferred al this time lo permit
additional written ccwnments by Aug. 13, 1982 Howev-
er, these rule changes will "be adopted, with any appro-
priate modifications, as soon as possible after receipt of
the additional written comments No additional proposal
will be published and no additional hearing will be held
prior lo adoption of final rules on the changes to §1.9
and on new §§1 27 and 1.28.

As a result of additional comments presented during
the hearing on the proposed trademark fees, ihe period
for written commenis on the deletion of Part 3 was also

extended until Aug, 13. 1982. to provide an additional
opportunity for interested persons to comment on this

proposed change. Since it is not cssenlial ihai this dele-
tion be published by Aug. 2, 1982, it is appropriate lo

extend the period for comments. No additu^nal proposal
will be published and no additional hearing will be held
prior lo a decision on whether or not to delete Part 3 as

propi}sed.

SECTION II-REVISION OF TRADEMARK FEES
Background

A notice of proposed rulemaking was published m the
Federal Register on June 28, 1982, al 47 FR 28063-28065
and in the Official Gazelle on June 29, 1982. at 1019
TMOG 110-119. An oral hearing was held on July 9,

1982. Three written letters and statements were submit-
ted. Three persons testified at the oral hearing f-ull con-
sideration has been given lo all of the letters, sialements.

and testimony.

Objectives of Rule Changes

These amendments establish fees for the filing and
processing of an application for the regisiralion oi a

trademark t>r other mark, and for proNiding all other
services and malerials relating lo trademarks and other
marks.

Public law 9(> 517

Public Law 9(1 517 authorizes the Commissioner lo

eslablish fees for ihe filing and processing of an applica-
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tion for the registration of a trademark or other mark,
and for providing all other services and materials relat-

ing to trademarks and other marks. Public Law 96-517
requires that by Oct. I. 1982. fees for the filmg and pro-
cessing of an application for the registration of a trade-
mark or other mark be set to recover in the aggregate
50 percent of the estimated average cost to the Office of
such processing. Also by Oct. 1, 1982, fees for providing
all -other services and materials relating to trademarks
and other marks are to be set to recover the estimated
average cost ta the Office of performing the service or

_ furnishing the material.

I

H.R. 6260

On June 8. 1982. the House of Representatives passed
H.R. 6260. This bill would amend the fee provisions to
be implemented on Oct. I, 1982. H.R. 6260 would repeal
the provisions in Public Law 96-517 requiring that filing

and processing f^es be set to recover in the aggregate 50
percent of the estimated average cost of such processing
to the Office, and that fees for providing all other
services and materials relating to trademarks and other
marks be set to recover the estimated average cost to
the Office of performing the service or furnishing the
material. In passing H.R. 6260, the House of Representa-
tives recommended a fee schedule to the Commissioner
for fiscal year 1983. The fees set in Alternative B adopt
the House recommendation.

This rule change, therefore, is also designed in the al-
ternative to implement the fee provisions as they would
be amended by H.R. 6260. The rule change contains
changes which are common to Public Law 96-517 and
H.R. 6260, as well as alternative rule changes which are
specific to Public Law 96-517 (Alternative A) and to
H.R. 6260 (Alternative B).

DISCUSSION OF SIGNIFICANT CHANGES

This rulemaking places into the appropriate sections
of Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, the various
fees which are due on filing, during the pendency of a
trademark application, or during the life of a registra-
tion.

Rule changes for implementing provisions of Public
Law 96-517 or H.R. 6260 other than the fee provisions
have not been included. Rule changes for implementing
provisions other than the fee provisions will be
published in a later rulemaking proposal.

DISCUSSION OF SPECIFIC SECTIONS CHANGED
The sections changed are grouped in this document

under three different categories. Those changes which
are common to Public Law 96-517 and H.R. 6260 ap-
pear first and are numbered 72-76. The change which
relates only to Public Law 96-517 appears as Alterna-
tive A and is numbered 77. The change which is depen-
dent upon enactment of H.R. 6260 appears as Alterna-
tive B and is numbered 78. The changes common to
Public Law 96-517 and H.R. 6260 will become effective
on Oct. 1, 1982, whether or not H.R. 6260 is enacted as
a Public Law. • • • • • Upon enactment of H.R. 6260 as
a Public Law prior to Oct. 1, 1982, Alternative B will
become effective on Oct. 1, 1982, in which case Alterna-
tive A will not become effective.

The specific rules for which changes are made are
§§2.6. 2.85. 2.101. 2.146. 2.162 and 2.167.

Rule Changes Common to Public Law>
96-517 and H.R. 6260

Section 2.85, paragraph (e), is amended to delete ref-
erence to late filed fees for oppositions and affidavits.
The manner in which such fees shall be handled is de-
scribed in the pertinent sections for affidavits and oppo-
sitions.

Section 2.101, paragraph (c), is amended to delete the
reference to a service charge which will no longer be
charged for late-filed fees for oppositions.

Section 2.146, paragraph (b). is amended to add a fee
for filing a petition to the Commissioner. Paragraph (0
of this section which indicates that no fee is required is

deleted.

Section 2.162. paragraph (d). is amended to remove
the reference to a service charge for late-filed fees on §8
affidavits.

Section 2.167. paragraph (g). is added to establish pro-
cedures relating to the fee for affidavits under §15. 15
use. 1065. and to state the Office's action when no fee
or an insufficient fee is filed.

• « • • •

Alternative B—Rule Change Only Under H.R. 6260
Section 2.6 is revised to establish the fees

recommended by the House of Representatives under
H.R. 6260 for filing and processing applications for the
registration of trademarks or other marks and for pro-
viding services and materials relating to trademarks or
other marks. The $10 fee recommended by the House
for certified copies appears in paragraphs (n) and (o) as
a fee of $6.50 for a copy of a registered mark showing
title and/or status and a fee of $3.50 for certification.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON THE RULES
Specific comments were received on several of the

sections. All of the comments included in the written
submissions and the oral testimony were considered in
adopting the changes set forth herein.

Written comments were received from three individu-
als. Oral comments were presented at the hearing on be-
half of a patent and trademark law group, the American
Patent Law Association, and an organization of trade-
mark owners and lawyers, the United States Trademark
Association. One individual spoke on behalf of a law
firm and expanded upon the points raised in his
previously submitted written comments.
These comments appear below along with responses

thereto, where appropriate.

Comment: The representative of the trademark associa-
tion spoke favorably about the proposal presented.Tie
organization opposed 100% recovery of trademark costV^
from user fees. It was felt that such an approach reflect-

'

ed a misconception that trademarks benefit only their
owners and not consumers and the economy as a whole.
The speaker solicited the assistance of the Patent and
Trademark Office in altering this viewpoint.

Comment: The representative of the bar group
questioned the fairness of the Office in establishing the
fees under Alternative B. It appeared that the Office had
accepted the USTA proposals only where they were
higher. In all cases where the USTA recommendations
were lower than those proposed, the difference was
split. The filing fee was singled out as the most unfair
fee.

Reply: In Alternative B. the rules adopt the fee levels
recommended by the House Committee on the Judiciary
in House Report No. 97-542. The Report recognizes
that the Office needs to recover a certain amount of fee
income over the next three years. The application filing
fee is expected to furnish more than 60% of the estimat-
ed annual income. It could not be reduced further witji-
out endangering operations. The reduction from $200.00
to $175.00 per class was covered to a large extent by
higher fees for other services.

Comment: The philosophy of H.R. 6260 is to recover no
more than 100%. Final fees should recover this level
and no more.

Reply. Projecting processing costs three years in ad-
vance can never be absolutely accurate. The Office must
have sufficient funds to process anticipated workloads
under the fees set during fiscal years 1983-1985 when
costs are expected to be somewhat higher than present
costs.

Comment: One suggestion involved retaining Part 4 of
37 CFR, at least for the present. Occasional users of the
registration system find it to be a readily available refer-
ence. Certain information in the forms is available from
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no other source. The speaker believed the time pressures

to implement the fee changes precluded proper consider-
ation of the merits of Part 4.

Reply. The period for comment on deletion of Part 4 has

been extended to August 13. 1982 to allow for additional

public comment and internal consideration.

Comment: The suggestion was made that references to

affidavits and oppositions should be eliminated from §
2.85(e) as the handling of late filed fees for these items is

already covered directly in §§2. 101(c). 2.162(d) and
2.167(g).

Reply. This suggestion was implemented.

Comment: A suggestion was made that §§2. 101(c),

2.162(d) and 2.167(g) dealing with oppositions and affi-

davits under Section 8 and Section 1 5 be amended to re-

quire payment of all late filed fees within the time peri-

od specified in the notification by the Office.

Reply. All of the sections state that the affidavit or

opposition "will not be refused if the required fee(s) . . .

are filed in the Patent and Trademark Office within the

time limit set forth in the notification of this defect by
the Office." This language is considered sufficient to re-

quire payment of all fees or have the opposition, affida-

vit or declaration refused.

Comment: One suggestion was made to either cite §2.6

in all sections being changed relative to fees or to cite it

in none.

Reply. Citations of §2.6 have been added to §2. 101(c)

and §2. 146(b) to conform to §2. 162(d) and §2. 167(g).

Comment: It was suggested that the fee for a combined
section 8 and 15 affidavit needed to be specified in the

rules.

Reply. Section 2.6 has been changed to provide this

combined fee. \

DISCUSSION OF ^GNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BE-
TWEEN PROFOSEIKAND final RULES
A number of changes\which were made as a result of

the comments received and further review of the pro-

posed rulemaking are ideiifified below.

Deletion of Part 4 has been deferred for further com-
ments by Aug. 13. 1982 (see 47 FR 32458. July 27.

1982). As elimination of Part 4 is not essential to the set-

ting of fees, and does not have to be in place 60 days be-

fore implementation, it was decided to ask for further

public comment.
Section 2.85(e) has been revised to eliminate the refer-

ences to oppositions and affidavits. Because the handling
of late filed fees for these items is specified elsewhere,

these references in §2.85(e) were redundant and confus-

ing.

Both alternatives of §2.6 have been revised to add a

fee for a combined affidavit under sections 8 and 15 of

the Act. In order to prevent possible confusion by users

of the Trademark system, it was included separately.

IMPLEMENTATION OF TRADEMARK FEE REVI-
SION
The effective date of the trademark fee revisions con-

tained in this rulemaking is Oct. 1, 1982.

• * * * •

The changes which will become effective on October

1, 1982. upon enactment of H.R. 6260 as a Public Law
prior to Oct. 1. 1982, are (1) the rule changes common
to Public Law 96-517 and H.R. 6260, and (2) the rule

changes under H.R. 6260, which appear in Alternative

B. The rule changes common to Public Law 96-517 and
H.R. 6260 will become effective on Oct. 1. 1982. wheth-
er or not H.R. 6260 is enacted as a Public Law prior to

Oct. 1. 1982.
• * * • •

Upon enactment of H.R. 6260 as a Public Law prior

to October 1. 1982. the rule changes in Alternative B
will become effective 'on Oct. 1. 1982, in which case the

rule changes in Alternative A will not become effective

on Oct. 1, 1982.

Any fee which is due and payable on or after Oct. I. 1982.

must be paid in the amount and in accordance with the

procedures contained in this rulemaking. For purposes of
determining the amount of the fee to be paid, the date of
mailing indicated on a proper Certificate of \failing under

§/.5 will be considered to be the date of receipt in the Of-

fice. In order to ensure clarity in the implementation a

discussion of the implementation of Section 2.6 is set

forth below:

IMPLEMENTATION OF SECTION 2.6

Fees set forth in Section 2.6 must be paid in the

amounts set forth in this section on or after Oct. I. 1982.

Any additional fees which become due under §2.6 in

pending applications on or after Oct. I. 1982. or which
have not been paid prior to Oct. 1, 1982. must be paid in

the amounts set forth in this section even though the ap-

plication was filed prior to Oct. I. 1982. For example, if

an application filed prior to Oct. 1. 1982. is amended on
or after Oct. I. 1982. to include additional classes, the

fee set forth in §2. 6(a) must be paid per class added.

IMPLEMENTATION OF CERTAIN SECTIONS DE-
FERRED FOR FURTHER COMMENTS
As a result of additional comments presented during

the hearing on the proposed trademark fees, the p>eriod

for written comments on the deletion of Part 4 has also

been extended until August 13, 1982. to provide an addi-

tional opp<irtunity for interested persons to comment on
this proposed change (see 47 FR 32458. July 27. 1982)

Since it is not<|sential that this deletion be published by
Aug. 2. 1982. it IS appropriate to extend the period for

comments. No additional proposal will be published and
no additional hearing will be held prior to a decision on
whether or not to delete Part 4 as proposed.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS RELATING TO PA-
TENT AND TRADEMARK FEE REVISIONS

Environmental, energy, and other considerations: The
rule change will not have a significant impact on the

quality of the human environment or the conservation of

energy resources.

This rule change is in conformity with the require-

ments of the Regulatory Flexibility Act (Public Law 96-

354). Executive Order 12291. and the Paperwork Reduc-
tion Act of 1980 (44 use. 3501 cl. seq).

The rule change will not have a significant adverse

economic impact on a substantial number of small enti-

ties (Regulatory Flexibility Act. Pub. L. 96-354) for sev-

eral reasons. Public Law 96-517 and H.R. 6260 have
both taken into consideration the impact they may have
on small entities. The fees under Public Law 96-517 are

set to recover 50r^ of patent and trademark processing

costs rather than full costs and generally the rate of in-

crease in the fees is less than that of inflation since the

last increase in fees in 1965 Further, the rules

implementing Public Law 96-517 take into consideration

small entities by setting a lower patent filing fee than is-

sue fee to recover the required level of patent prtxress-

mg costs. The lower filing fee permits a small entity to

file a patent application for a relatively low cost and not

have to pay the higher balance of fees required to

achieve Public Law 96-517 recovery levels until exami-

nation is complete and it is known that a patent will is-

sue. Under H.R. 6260 and this rulemaking, small entities

would be able to pay reduced fees for filing patent appli-

cations and for the issuance and maintenance in force of

patents. In general, the rule change will also expedite

proceedings before the Patent and Trademark Office,

changing existing procedures where they can be simpli-

fied.

The Patent and Trademark Office has determined that

this rule change is not a major rule under Executive Or-

der 12291. The annual effect on the economy will be

less than $100 million. There will be no major increase

in costs or prices for consumers, individual industries.

Federal. State, or local government agencies, olf geo-

graphic regions There will be no significant adverse ef-

fects on competition, employment, investment, prixiuc-

tivity. innovation, or on the ability of United Slates-
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based enterprises to coinpete with foreign-based enter-

prises in domestic or export markets.

TTiis rule change will not impose a burden under the

Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. 44 U.S.C. 3501 ei.

seg., since no significant additional record keeping or re-

porting requirements are placed upon the public. In fact,

some paperwork, especially that related to requests for

extensions of time, will be reduced.

List of Subjects in 37 CFR Parts 1 and 2

Administrative practice and procedure. Courts, Inven-

tions and patents. Lawyers, Nonprofit organizations,

Small businesses, Trademarks.
|

AMENDMENT OF REGULATIONS
For the reasons indicated above and pursuant to the au-

thority given to the Commissioner of Patents and Trade-

marks by 35 U.S.C. 6, and under Sections 31 and 41 of

the Trademark Act of July 5, 1946, 15 U.S.C. §§1113,
and 1123, Parts 1 and 2 of Title 37, Code of Federal

Regulations, are amended as set forth below.

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF.
July 14, 1982. Commissioner of Patents

]

and Trademarks.

* * • • «

[Note: H.R. 6260 became Public Law 97-247 on Aug.
27, 1982. Rules that became effective Oct. 1, 1982 are

those rules common to Public Law 96-51"' and H.R.
6260 and those set forth in Alternative' B. The adopted
rules are reproduced in the notice entitled "Revision of
Patent and Trademark Fees Confirmation," published at

1022 O.G. 21, which is reprinted immediately following
this notice.]

[1021 O.G. 19]
I

(39) DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office

37 CFR Parts 1 and 2

[Docket No. 2714-129]

Revision of Patent and Trademark Fees Confirmation

Agency: Patent and Trademark Office, Commerce.
Action: Confirmation of rules.

Summary: This document confirms certain rule changes
for patent and trademark fees and fee-related procedures
which take effect on Oct. I, 1982. These rule changes
implement H.R. 6260 which was enacted as Public Law
97-247 on Aug. 27, 1982.

Effective Date: Oct. 1, 1982.
|

For Further Information Contact: As to the patent rules

contact: R. Franklin Burnett, by telephone at (703) 557-
3054 or by mail addressed to the Commissioner of Pa-
tents and Trademarks, Attention: R. Franklin Burnett,

Rm 3-1IA13, Washington, DC. 20231.

As to the trademark rules contact: Miss Maude
Williams, by telephone at (703) 557-2222 or by mail ad-
dressed to the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks,
Attention: Miss Maude Williams, Rm. 3-11C17, Wash-
ington, DC. 20231.

Supplementary Information: The Patent and Trademark
Office is required by law to publish a notice in the Fed-
eral Register of its fees at least 60 days before the effec-

tive daleohereof (35 U.S.C. 41(g)) Thus, on July 30,

1982' a final rule document was published at 47 FR
33086 setting forth rule changes for patent and trade-

mark fees and procedures which take effect on Oct. 1,

1982. The document was based on the public law in ef-

fect at that time. Public Law 96-517, and on H.R. 6260,
which was then pending but is now Public Law 97-247.
The final rule document published on July 30. 1982, in

the Federal Register sets out

—

(1) rules that are common to both Pub. L. 96-517 and
H.R. 6260 (now Pub. L. 97-247);

(2) Alternative A which contains rule changes
implementing Pub. L. 96-517 alone; and

(3) Alternative B which contains rule changes
implementing H.R. 6260 (now Pub. L. 97-247).

H.R. 6260 was enacted as Public Law 97-247 on Aug.
27. 1982, and the Patent and Trademark Office hereby
confirms that the rule changes common to both Pub. L.
96-517 and H.R. 6260 and Alternative B are those
which go into effect on Oct. 1, 1982. The rules under
Alternative A are hereby withdrawn. Additional rule

changes required by Public Law 97-247 will be made
the subject of separate rulemakings.

List of Subjects in 37 CFR Parts 1 and 2

Administrative practice and procedure. Courts, Inven-
tions and patents. Lawyers, Nonprofit organizations.
Small businesses, Trademarks.
Amendment of Regulations
For the reasons set out in the preamble, 37 CFR Parts

1 and 2 are confirmed as being amended by the final

rule published on July 30. 1982 at 47 FR 33086 as set

forth below.

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF,
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

Sept. 14. 1982.

1. The rule changes made in Alternative A relating to

patents which begin at 47 FR 33107 and in Alternative
A relating to trademarks which begin at 47 FR 33112
are hereby withdrawn.

2. Confirmed as effective Oct. I, 1982 are the rule

changes published July 30. 1982 common to Public Law
96-517 and H.R. 6260 (now Public Law 97-247) and Al-
ternatives B. The rule changes relating to patents com-
mon to Public Law 96-517 and H.R. 6260 (now Public
Law 97-247) were published on July 30, 1982 at 47 FR
33099. The rule changes relating to patents under Alter-

native B were published at 47 FR 33108. The rule

changes relating to trademarks common to Public Law
96-517 and H.R. 6260 (now Public Law 97-247) were
published on July 30, 1982 at 47 FR 33111. The rule

changes relating to trademarks under Alternative B
were published at 47 FR 33112. Corrections to the July

30, 1982 publication were published on Aug. 4 and 5,

1982 at 47 FR 33688 and 33959.

(Text of adopted rules appears in 37 CFR, revised July

1, 1983.)

(40) Department of Commerce
Patent and Trademark Office

37 CFR Parts 1, 3 and 4

[Docket No. 2827-167
]

Revision of Patent and Trademark Fees

Agency: Patent and Trademark Office, Commerce
Action: Final Rule.

Summary: The Patent and Trademark Office is amending
the rules of practice in patent and trademark cases to es-

tablish procedures for the payment of fees under §41 (a)

and (b) of Title 35, United States Code, which are re-

duced by 50 per centum for independent inventors and
nonprofit organizations as required by the public law re-

sulting from H.R. 6260. This action is necessary at this

time in order that the procedures for paying the reduced
fees will be effective on Oct. 1, 1982, the effective date

of the changes in the amounts of Patent and Trademark
Office fees established by the public law resulting from
H.R. 6260. This final rule also deletes Parts 3 and 4

which contain outdated sample forms and corrects a ref-

erence to a section which apF>ears in §1.451.

Effective Date: Oct. 1, 1982.

For Further Information Contact: As to the patent rules

contact R. Franklin Burnett by telephone at (703) 557-

3054 or by mail addressed to the Commissioner of Pa-

tents and Trademarks, Attention: R. Franklin Burnett,

Room 3-11A13, Washington, D.C. 20231.

As to the trademark rules contact Miss Maude
Williams by telephone at (703) 557-2222 or by mail ad-

dressed to the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks,
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Attention: Miss Maude Williams, Room 3-11C17. Wash-
jngton, D.C. 20231

Supplementary Information: Notices of proposed
rulemaking relating to the revision of patent and trade-

mark fees were published in the Federal Register on June
28, 1982, at 47 FR 28042-28065 and in the Official Ga-
zette on June 29, 1982, at 1019 O.G. 57-120. Oral hear-

ings were held on July 9. 1982. Full consideration has
been given to all of the letters, statements, and testimony
received at the time. A final rule on "Revision of Patent
and Trademark Fees" was published on July 30, 1982 at

47 FR 33086-33112 with corrections in the printing

thereof being published on Aug. 4, 1982, at 47 FR 33688
and Aug. 5, 1982. at 47 FR 33959. The final rule was
also published in the Official Gazette on Aug. 10. 1982.

at 1021 O.G. 19-94. In view of comments received at

the hearings, additional time for comment on the rules

covered by this change was given until Aug. 13, 1982.

The notice extending the time for comment was
published on July 27, 1982 at 47 FR 32458.

This final rule is being adopted as soon as possible af-

ter the enactment of the public law resulting from H.R.
6260. The Patent and Trademark Office has determined
that the requirement of 5 U.S.C. 553 (d) for publication

not less than 30 days before its effective date does not

apply to this final rule since it will reduce patent fees for

independent inventors and nonprofit organizations.

Objectives of Rule Changes

These rule changes are designed to implement the Pa-

tent and Trademark Office fees and procedures which
are provided for by the public law resulting from H.R.
6260.

Public Law Resulting From H.R. 6260

The public law resulting from H.R. 6260 provides that

funds available under the act "shall be used to reduce by
50 per centum the payment of fees under section 41 (a)

and (b) of Title 35, United States Code" by independent
inventors, small business concerns, and nonprofit organi-

zations. The public law resulting from H.R. 6260 gives

the Commissioner authority to establish regulations de-

fining independent inventors and nonprofit organiza-

tions. The public law resulting from H.R. 6260 defines

small business concerns by reference to §3 of the Small
Business Act and regulations established by the Small
Business Administration. This rulemaking establishes

regulations defining independent inventors and nonprofit

organizations. The Small Business Administration is

establishing the definition of a small business concern for

the purpose of paying reduced fees under the public law
resulting from H.R. 6260. This rulemaking also

establishes the procedures which will be followed by in-

dependent inventors and nonprofit organizations when
paying the reduced fees.The procedures to be followed

by small business concerns when paying the reduced
fees will be established in a separate final rule.

Discussion of Specific Sections

The following sections are changed by this final rule,

effective Oct. 1, 1982:

Section 1.9, as amended, adds paragraphs (c), (e), and

(0 which define "independent inventor" and "nonprofit

organizations" as used in Title 37, Code of Federal Reg-
ulations, Chapter I. Each of these along with "small

business concern" is identified as a "small entity" for

purposes of paying fees which are set under §41 (a) and
(b) of Title 35, United States Code, as amended by the

public law resulting from H.R. 6260. Paragraph (d) of
§1.9 relates to the definition of small business concern
which is being established by the Small Business Admin-
istration. Accordingly, proposed paragraph 1.9(d) is not

being promulgated at this time.

The public law resulting from H.R. 6260 authorizes

the Commissioner to establish regulations defining inde-

pendent inventors and nonprofit organizations. Section

1.9(c) defines an independent inventor as any inventor
who (1) has not assigned, granted, conveyed, or li-

censed, and (2) is under no obligation under contract or

law to assign, grant, convey, or license, any rights in the

invention to any person who could not likewise be clas-

sified as an independent inventor if that person had
made the invention, or to any concern which would not

qualify as a small business concern or a nonprofit orga-

nization. Once an individual sole inventor, or one of sev-

eral joint inventors, has assigned, granted, conveyed, or

licensed, or comes under an obligation to assign, grant,

convey, or license, any rights to the invention to anyone
who could not likewise obtain status as a small entity,

the inventor(s) will no longer be entitled to pay fees in

the amounts established for an independent inventor

^§ 1.9(c)). Section 1.9 (c) will permit an individual inven-

tor to make an assignment, grant, conveyance, or license

of partial rights m the invention to another individual or
individuals who could qualify as an independent inven-

tor or inventors if they had made the invention In addi-

tion. §1.9 (c) will permit an individual inventor to make
an assignment, grant, conveyance, or license of partial

rights in the invention to a small business concern or

nonprofit organization. Under the circumstances de-

scribed in the previous two sentences the individual in-

ventor could still qualify as an independent inventor

However, if the independent inventor assigned, granted,

conveyed, or licensed, or came under an obligation to

assign, grant, convey, or license, any rights to the inven-

tion to any individual or organization which could not

qualify as a small entity (§1.9 (f)). then the inventor
would no longer qualify as an independent inventor.

Proposed section 1.9 (d) relating to the definition of a

small business concern is not being promulgated at this

time.

Section 1.9(e) defines a nonprofit organization by uti-

lizing and broadening the definition contained in 35

U.S.C. 201 (i). The term "university or other institution

of higher education" as used in §1.9 (e) means an educa-
tional institution which (1) admits as regular students

only persons having a certificate of graduation from a

school providing secondary education, or the recognized
equivalent of such a certificate. (2) is legally authorized
within the jurisdiction in which it operates lo provide a

program of education beyond secondary education. (3)

provides an educational program for which it awards a

bachelor's degree or provides not less than a two-year
program which is acceptable for full credit toward such
a degree. (4) is a public or other nonprofit institution,

and (5) is accredited by a nationally recognized
accrediting agency or association. The definition of
"university or other institution of higher education" as

set forth herein essentially follows the definition of "in-

stitution of higher education" contained in 20 U.S.C.
1141(a). Institutions which are strictly research facilities,

manufacturing facilities, service organizations, etc.. are

not intended to be included within the term "other insti-

tution of higher education" even though such institu-

tions may perform an educational function or publish the

results of their work.
Section 1.9(f) identifies an independent inventor, a

small business concern, or a nonprofit organization as a

"small entity" for purposes of paying fees set under §41

(a) and (b) of Title 35, United States Code, as amended
by the public law resulting from H.R. 6260. Fees estab-

lished under §41 (c) or (d) of Title 35, United Stales

Code, will not be reduced for small entities since such a

reduction is not permitted or authorized by the public

law resulting from H.R. 6260. Paragraphs (c). (e). and

(0 of §1.9 should be read" together with §§1.27 and 1 28

which deal with establishing status as a small entity and
the effect thereof

New §1.27 provides in paragraph (a) that any person

seeking to establish as a small entity, as defined in §1.9

(0 for the purpose of paying reduced fees, must file a

statement to that small entity. Paragraph I 27(b) pro-

vides specifically for inventors filing statements claiming

status as independent inventors. Paragraph 1.27 (c) relat-

ing to claiming status as a small business concern is not

being promulgated at this iime. but will be subject of a

separate final rule. Paragrv-ph 1.27 (d) provides for

claiming status as a nonrvf't oi^ani/ation. Under §1.27,
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as long as all of tfhe rights remain in small entities, the

fees established for a small entity can be paid. This in-

cludes circumstanc*^ where the rights were divided be-

tween an independent inventor, a small business concern
and a nonprofit organization or any combination thereof
New §1.28 provides guidance as to the effect of fail-

ure to establish, or notify the Office of any change from.

small entity status. Paragraph 1.28 (a) provides that once
status as a small entity has been established in an appli-

cation or patent, without the filing of a further verified

statement pursuant to §1.27, unless the Office is notified

of a change in status. Under paragraph 1.28 (a), status as

a small entity in one application or patent does not af-

fect any other application or patent except in applica-

tions filed under §1.60 where a reference is made to a

verified statement in a parent application. Paragraph
1.28 (b) requires that notification of any change in status

resulting in loss of entitlement to small entity status be
filed in the earliest of the issue fee or any maintenance
fee due after the date on which status as a small entity is

no longer appropriate. Section 1.28 also provides guid-
ance as to the effect of improperly establishing status as

a small entity. The intent of the reduced fees for small
entities is to soften the impact of the fee increases under
§4 1(a) and (b) of Title 35. United States Code, as such
sections are amended by the public law resulting from
H.R 6260, upon those who are le^st able to absorb the

increased fees without overall damage to their ability to

participate in the patent system through the filing, issu-

ing and maintaining of patents. Accordingly, any at-

tempt to improperly establish status as a small entity will

be viewed as a serious matter by the office and para-
graph 1.28(d) indicates that any attempt to fraudulently
establish status as a small entity or pay fees as a small
entity will be considered as a fraud practiced or
attempted on the Office. In addition, improperly and
through gross negligence establishing status as a small
entity or paying fees as a small entity will be considered
as a fraud practiced or attempted on the Office. Normal-
ly, the Office will not question a claim to status as a

small entity. However, if the Office must resolve such
an issue in a question arising before it. the Office will

look to the actual or practical status ot the individual or
oganization claiming status as a small entity rather than
the professed or apparent status.

Section 1.451, paragraph (b), is amended to correct a

reference to another section of the regulations.

Parts 3 and 4 are removed to eliminate all of the pa-
tent and trademark forms from the Code of Federal
Regulations. The Patent and Trademark Office has pre-

pared a booklet entitled "Patent and Trademark Forms
Booklet" which is available for sale to the public from
the Superintendent of Documents and which includes
full size copies of substantially all the forms in the Code
of Federal Regulations in view of the difficulty of keep-
ing such forms is not mandatory. i

Discussion of Significant Differences Between Proposed and
Final Rules

A number of changes which have been made to §§1.9,
1.27 and 1.28 as a result of the comments received and
further review of the proposed rulemaking are identified

below.
Paragraph (c) of §1.9 has been changed from that pro-

posed to simplify the definition by removing the words
"including (i) the right to make, use. or sell the inven-
tion, and (ii) the right to exclude others from making,
using, or selling the invention". No change in substance
is intended by removing these words since the phrase
"any rights in the invention" obviously is inclusive of all

rights regardless of how they are, or would be. trans-

ferred. The words "or otherwise" have also been re-

moved to simplify the definition without a change in

substance.

Paragraph (d) of §1.9 is not being promulgated by this

rule change.
Paragraph (e) of §1.9 is changed from that proposed

by adding the words "located in any country" in item
(e) (1) to clarify the fact that a university or other insti-

tution of higher education can qualify regardless of loca-
tion. Paragraph (e) is also changed from that proposed
by adding an item (4) to clarify that a nonprofit organi-
zation if it could qualify as a nonprofit organization un-
der item (2) or (3) of paragraph (e) "if it were located in

this country." Thus, under paragraph (e) of
§1.9 nonprofit organizations will be treated the same for
purposes of paying fees regardless of location.

Paragraph (a) of §1.27 has been changed from that

proposed by substituting the words "any fee paid as a
small entity". This change is intended to clarify the fact

that a verified statement is not required with every fee.

Paragraph (b) of §1.27 has been changed from that

proposed to clarify who is to file the verified statement.
The verified statement for a small business concern or
nonprofit organization is to be filed by "the owner of
the small business concern, or an official of the small
business concern or nonprofit organization empowered
to act on behalf of the small business concern or non-
profit organization ..." The term "official" as used in

paragraph (b) is intended to include any officer, employ-
ee, or part-owner empowered to act on behalf of a small
business concern or nonprofit organization.For example,
an officer or employee of a corporation empowered to
act for the corporation by its board of directors would
be qualified to sign such a verified statement.

Paragraph (c) of §1.27 relating to claiming status as a
small business concern is not being promulgated at this

time, but will be the subject of a separate final rule.

Paragraph (d) of §1.27 has been changed from that

proposed in the same manner as paragraph (b) of §1.27
has also been changed from that proposed by adding a
reference to §1.9 (e)(4).

Paragraph (a) of §1.28 has been changed from that

proposed by adding the words "or patent" in the first

and third sentences since the failure to establish status as
a small entity could occur in a patent as well as in an
application. An exception to the requirement for a veri-

fied statement has also been inserted into paragraph (a)

of §1.28 for applications filed under §1.60 where the sta-

tus as a small entity has been established in a parent ap-
plication and is still proper. Under this change in para-
graph (a) of proposed §1.28, the application filed under
1.60 "must include a reference to a verified statement in

a parent application if status as a small entity is still

proper and desired."

Paragraph (b) of §1.28 has been completely rewritten
from that proposed to remove the requirement that the
notification of a change in status resulting in loss of enti-

tlement to small entity status must be filed prior to pay-
ing the next fee due. Instead, paraggraph (b) of §1.28
provides that after establishment of small entity status,

"fees as a small entity may thereafter be paid in that ap-
plication or patent without regard to a change in status

until the issue is due or any maintenance fee is due."
Paragraph (b) of §1.28 is also changed from that pro-
posed by removing the sentence stating that payment of
any fee as a small entity serves "as a representation that

such payment as a small entity is proper at the time the
payment is made." This change does not sanction the
payment of improper fees, but is no longer necessary in

view of another change in paragraph (b) which specifi-

cally provides that notification of any change in status

resulting in loss of entitlement to small entity status

"must be filed in the application or patent prior to pay-
ing, or at the time of paying, the earliest of the issue fee

or any maintenance fee due after the date on which sta-

tus as a small entity is no longer appropriate pursuant to
§1.9." The effect of the changes to paragraph (b) of
§1.28 is to permit status to be established and then
checked only (1) at the payment of the issue fee and (2)
at the time of payment of each maintenance fee. This
means that only four checks are required during the
pendency and term of a patent after initial establishment
of small entity status if such establishment was prior to

payment of the issue fee. The last sentence of paragraph
(b) has been changed from that proposed by inserting

the words "of change in status" after "notification" for
clarity.
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Paragraph (c) of §1.28 has been changed from that
proposed to require a verified statement explaining how
the error in good faith occurred only in situations where
the error occurred. This change from paragraph (c) as
proposed will reduce paperwork and will provide a
three-month grace period to correct errors with no ex-
planations required for correction during that three-
month period. The change has also been made to allevi-

ate concerns about paragraph (d) of §1.28 which is being
adopted as propiosed.

Response to Comments on the Patent Rules

Specific comments were received on a number of the
sections. All of the comments, including the oral testi-

mony and the written comments, were considered in

adopting the changes set forth herein.

Written comments on the patent rules and forms af-

fected by this final rule were received from three patent
law groups and thirteen individuals. The three patent
law groups were (1) the American Patent Law Associa-
tion; (2) the Patent. Trademark, and Copyright Section
of the Virginia State Bar; and (3) the Patent, Trademark
and Copyright Law Section of the Bar Association of
the District of Columbia.

Oral comments were presented at the hearing on be-
half of two patent law groups.
The comments appear below along with replies there-

to.

Comment:

One comment suggested that the definition of "inde-
pendent inventor" be simplified.

Reply:

The definition of "independent inventor" has been
simplified without a change in substance by removing
the words "including (i) the right to make, use. or sell

the invention, and (ii) the right to exclude others from
making, using, or selling the invention."

Comment: \

One comment suggestea that there is no need to in-

clude any more than a simplified statement that a "non-
profit organization includes a university or otherj^stifu-
tion of higher education"

Reply:

The suggestion has fiot been adopted since it is the in-

tent of the rules to delireate as clearly as possible what
organizations can qualify as nonprofit organizations
without having to expend undue resources deciding each
request on a case-by-case basis.

Comment:

One comment suggested that § 1.9(e) discriminates
against foreigners and thus violates the principle of na-
tional equality set forth in the Stockholm text of the
Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Prop-
erty.

Reply:

Section 1.9(e), as promulgated, defines a nonprofit or-

ganization in such a way that it is clear that foreigners
are not excluded.

Comment:

One comment questioned whether or not government
organizations can qualify as nonprofit organizations and
more specifically, whether or not a government research
facility can qualify under the broad definition of a non-
profit scientific or educational organization. Another
comment recommended that § 1.9(e) be expanded to in-

clude the U.S. Government in the definition of a "non-
profit organization."

Reply:

Government organizations as such, whether domestic
or foreign, cannot qualify as nonprofit organizations as

defined in § 1.9(e). Section 1.9(e) was based upon 35

U.S.C. 201(i), as established by Public Law 96-517. The
limitation to "an organization of the type described in

section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

(26 U.S.C. 501(c)(3)) and exempt from taxation under

section 501(a) of the Internal Revenue Code (26 U S.C
501(a))" would by its nature exclude the U.S. govern-
ment and Its agencies and facilities, including research
facilities and government corporations. Slate and foreign
governments and governmental agencies and facilities

would be similarly excluded. Section 1.9(e) is not intend-
ed to include within the definition of a nonprofit organi-
zation government organizations of any kind located in

any country. A university or other institution oPhigher
education located in any country would qualify, howev-
er, as a "nonprofit organization" under §1 9(e) even
though it has some government affiliation since such in-

stitutions are specifically included.

Comment:

One comment was directed to. and oppt>sed. Public
Law 96-517 and H.R 6260 rather than the specific pro-
visions of §§19. 1 27 and I 28 on the ground that the
concept of a self-supporting agency is ill-conceived,
shortsighted and wrong

Reply:

Public Law 96-517 and H.R. 6260 are not issues for
consideration in this rule change.

Comment:

One comment asserted that the imposition of different
fees depending upon the status of an applicant is unwise,
unworkable, and will not "improve the efficiency of the
Patent Office", while another comment urged the Office
to "disavow the proptisal for a two-tier fee system and
adopt a different approach to assuring that patent and
trademark fees are set so that individual inventors and
small businesses can continue to obtain the protection of
the patent and trademark system " Another comment
supported the two-tier fee system, particularly as related
to universities.

Reply:

The imposition of different fees is a legislative man-
date imposed by the public law resulting from H R 6260
and is not an issue for consideration in this rule change.

Comment:

Four comments expressed concern thai small entity
status is required to be confirmed each time a fee as a
small entity is paid. Alternative prixedures which in-

volve (1) confirming status ai the lime of filing and ai

the time the issue fee is paid, or (2) allowing a statement
of status to hold for a period of time were recom-
mended.

Reply:

The last sentence in § 1.27(a) states that "(s]uch a veri-

fied statement need only be filed once m an application
or patent and remains in effect until changed." I( was
not intended that such statements would be required
each time a fee is paid In order to clarify §1 27(a), the
first sentence has been changed to require the stalemeni
prior to or with the first fee paid as a small entity
Thereafter, notice is only required where a change in

status cKcurs. In addition, § 1. 28(b) has been rewritten to
provide that "[o]nce status as a small entity has been es-

tablished in an application or patent, fees as a small enti-

ty may thereafter be paid in that application or patent
without regard to a change in status until the issue fee is

due or any maintenance fee is due."

Comment:

One comment suggested that a paragraph I 27(e) be
added which would require confirmation of small enmy
status at the time of paying the patent issue fee and each
maintenance fee and that this be done by a sialemeni
which designates the applicant's small entity status as of
the close of the last fiscal year next preceding the dale
of the statement.

Reply:

The suggested paragraph has nol been added Howev-
er, paragraph (b) of §1.29 has been completely rewritten
to permit status to be established and then checked only
(I) at the payment of the issue fee and (2) at the time of
payment of each maintenance fee. Instead of requiring
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papers to be filed confirming status as suggested in the

comment, the rules as adopted require that "(n]oti-

fication of any change in status resulting in loss of enti-

tlement to small entity status must be filed in the appli-

cation or patent prior to payiitg. or at the time of pay

ing. the earliest of the issue fee or any maintenance fee

due after the date on which status as a small entity is no
longer appropriate pursuant to §1.9." Paragraph (b) of

§1.28, as promulgated, is considered preferable to the

suggested paragraph (e) of §1.27 since it will eliminate

the filing of a confirming statement where there has

been no change in status as a small entity. This reduces

unnecessary paperwork.

Comment:

One comment suggested that verified statements of

small entity status need not be filed in Rule 60 applica-

tions.

Reply: I

The suggestion was adopted and is reflected by the

change in § 1. 28(a). In such applications, it will be suffi-

cient to include a reference to a verified statement

establishing small entity status in a parent application if

status as a small entity is still proper and desired.

Comment:

One comment suggested that proposed paragraph

1.28(b) be amended by inserting the words "believed to

be" after "small entity is" in the second sentence.

Reply:

Paragraph (b) of §1.28 as promulgated does not con-
tain the sentence to which the suggestion is directed.

Comment:

One comment suggested that paragraph (c) of §1.28

be amended by deleting the word "verified" so that a

statement explaining how an error in good faith oc-

curred can be made "on the basis of information and be-

lief."

Reply: ^ •

The suggestion has not been adopted. However, para-

graph (c) of §1.28 as promulgated permits the correction

of errors without a verified statement if the correction is

accomplished within three months after the date the er-

ror occurred.

Comment:
'

Three comments expressed concern about the provi-

sion dealing with fraud on the Patent and Trademark
Office because of some questionable act in connection
with paying fees as a small entity and indicated that

some persons have raised a question as to the Office's

authority to designate the payment of a lesser fee as

fraud. The comments suggested that proposed §1.28 be
withdrawn and turned over to an ad hoc group of Pa-

tent and Trademark Office officials and practitioners for

immediate examination and timely comment.

Reply:

The period for comments was extended until Aug. 13,

1982, as an alternative to, and in response to. the sugges-

tion that §1.28 be withdrawn and turned over to an ad
hoc committee. The extended period for comments has

now expired and all comments which have been re-

ceived have been carefully considered. In response to

the statement that some persons have raised a question

regarding the Office's authority to designate payment of
a lesser fee as fraud, no authority has been cited which
would establish or suggest that the Office does not have
the authority to adopt this section. Paragraph (d) of §
1.28 has been strictly limited to those situations in which
there is an attempt to fraudulently establish entity, or
improperly and through gross negligence establish status

or pay fees as a small entity. Paragraph (d) of §1.28 is

clearly within the rule-making authority provided to the
Commissioner pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 6 to protect the in-

tegrity of the system established by the public law re-

sulting from H.R. 6260, whereby fees are reduced for

small entities. In order to alleviate the concerns
expressed about paragraph (d) of §1.28. paragraph (c) of

§1.28 has been changed from that proposed to require a

verified statement explaining how the error in good faith

occurred only in situations where the error is not cor-

rected within three months of the date on which the er-

ror occurred. This three-month grace period to correct

errors with no explanations required for correction dur-

ing that three-month period should reduce the concern
about paragraph (d) of §1.28.

Comment:

One comment by an attorney (1) objected to and re-

quested removal of the second sentence of § 1.28(d) be-

cause he has to rely on the information provided by the

client and does not have the facilities to check the reli-

ability of information the client provides relating to the
client's status as a small entity, and (2) raised the ques-
tion as to how much investigation any attorney or other
individual must make in order to avoid being guilty of
"gross negligence" under § 1.28(d).

Reply:

The rules do not authorize an attorney to sign a veri-

fied statement establishing status as a small entity on be-
half of a client. The client has to sign the verified state-

ment. Paragraph (b) of §1.27 requires that any verified

statement filed on behalf of an independent inventor
must be signed by the independent inventor except as

provided in §§1.42, 1.43, or 1.47. Paragraph (d) of §1.27
requires that any verified statement filed on behalf of a

nonprofit organization must be signed by an official of
the nonprofit organization empowered to act on behalf
of the organization. The intent of paragraphs (b) and (d)

of §1.27 is that the verified statement be signed by the

person in the best position to know the facts as to

whether or not status as a small entity can be properly
established. Insofar as the attorney's irresponsibilities and
duty to investigate are concerned, these do not differ

from those presently owed the Office under §§1.56,

1.346, and 1.555.

Comment:

One comment suggested that paragraph (d) of §1.28
be replaced by a provision under which a "stiff fine"

would be assessed against "a wrongdoer who has not
paid fees in good faith."

Reply:

The suggestion has not been adopted. Assessing a fine

as the only penalty against "a wrongdoer who has not
paid fees in good faith" might tend to encourage the
payment of incorrect fees on the theory that it is unlike-

ly that such a matter would be brought to the attention

of the Office.

Comment:

Three comments opposed the proposed deletion of
Part 3 for the reasons that (1) it is useful to have an up-

to-date set of forms and (2) there does not seem to be a

pressing need to delete the forms.

Reply:

The Patent and Trademark Office has prepared a

booklet entitled "Patent and Trademark Forms Booklet"
which includes full size copies of substantially all of the

forms in Part 3. Since the forms currently in Part 3 are

not "up-to-date" as was suggested in the comment, no
present need is seen to maintain Part 3.

Response to Comments on the Trademark Rules

Specific comments were received on the proposed de-

letions of Part 4. All of the comments included in the

written submissions and the oral testimony were consid-

ered.

Written comments were received from four individu-

als. Oral comments restating previously submitted writ-

ten comments on Part 4 were presented by one
individual on behalf of his law firm.

These comments appear below along with replies

thereto.

Comment:

One comment stated that there are rules in Part 4
which are not set forth elsewhere. Such guidelines and
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information include, among others, the types of com-
merce on which an application may be based and a re-

quirement for the use of bond paper for typed drawings.

Reply:

Part 4 does not really carry the effect of rules because
the forms are not mandatory, but are merely illustrative.

The information referred to by this individual can be
found elsewhere, such as in the Trademark Manual of
Examining Procedure. Furthermore, despite the fact that

the forms do not carry the force of rules, any correction
or modification to them requires the cumbersome and
time-consuming processes that are associated with a
rules change.

Comment:
Several comments reflected the opinion that some at-

torneys, particularly those who do not specialize in

trademark matters, may rely on the forms that appear in

Part 4. It was believed that these individuals may not
have or be aware of the compilation of forms identified

as the "Patent and Trademark Office Forms Booklet
"

In the absence of such forms in Part 4. these individuals
may devise their own application formats. Such a prac-
tice would result in increased informalities which, in

turn, would result in unnecessary correspondence and
delayed prosecution. In addition, the commenters be-

lieved that the number of written and oral inquiries to

the Office of the Director of the Trademark Examining
Operation would increase dramatically.

Reply:

The Office of the Director of the Trademark Examin-
ing Operation currently has a general information tele-

phone line to answer inquiries and to accept requests for

trademark application forms and related literature. While
the Office of the Director indicates the availability of
the forms booklet to many callers, copies of the appro-
priate trademark application form are sent to those indi-

viduals who request them. It is more likely that an indi-

vidual who is unaware of the trademark application

form would call the Office of the Director to request an
application form than create one for the particular pur-

pose.

Comment:
One individual, aware of the Office's plans for auto-

mation of the trademark program, saw the present dele-

tion of the forms to be inappropriate. This individual felt

that the deletion of the forms at this point would signal

to the user community that the Office no longer had any
interest in receiving applications in any particular for-

mat. To take such a position within a year or two of the
introduction of a rigidly standardized application format
was, in the opinion of this commenter, unwise. The
adoption of a machine-readable application form would
require greater, rather than diminished, reliance on a

prescribed format.

Reply:

Within the next year or two, the Office will begin
experimenting with the use of optical character recogni-
tion (OCR) equipment to automate the current data cap-
ture processes. Trademark application formats that are

compatible with this equipment are likely to require spe-

cial sizing and printing and, as such, are not acceptable
for reduced size printing in the Code of Federal Regula-
tions. If the existing forms were to be maintained in Part

4, they would remain available for use by applicants. As
a result, the implementation of the new standardized ap-
plication formats would be made more difficult.

Comment:
One commenter believed that since the next reprinting

of Volume 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations will

be in July, 1983, there is no pressing need to eliminate
Part 4 at this time. This individual felt that users of the

trademark registration system should be given additional

opportunity to consider the significance of removing
Part 4.

Reply:

Only four comments have been received on the dele-

tion of Part 4 The elimination of Part 4 at this time will

guarantee that the forms do not appear in the 1983 re-

printing of the CFR. Of course, they will appear in the
1982 version of the CFR booklet and will be available

until the new edition is published In this matter, future

access to these forms will be limited and those requinng
help may contact the Office and receive the proper
trademark forms.

Implementation 0/^1^.9, 1.27. and 1.28

Status as a small entity can be established in any appli-

cation or patent for which a fee is due on or after Oct.
I. 1982. and in which small entity status is available and
desired.

Other Considerations Relating to Patent and Trademark
Fee Revisions

Environmental, energy, and other considerations: The
rule change will not have a significant impact on the
quality of the human environment or the conversation of
energy resources.

This rule change is m conformity with the require-
ments of the Regulatory Flexibility Act (Public Law 96-
354). Executive Order 12291. and the Paperwork Reduc-
tion Act of 1980 (44 use 3501 el. seq. )

The rule change will not have a significant adverse
economic impact on a substantial number of small entities

(Regulatory Flexibility Act. Pub. L 96-354) for several
reasons. The public law resulting from H.R 6260 has
taken into consideration the impact the increase in fees

may have on small entities. Under the public law resulting

from H.R. 6260 and this rulemaking, small entities will be
able to pay reduced fees for filing patent applications and
for the issuance and maintenance in force of patents. In

general, the rule change will also expedite proceedings
before the Patent and Trademark Office, changing
existing procedures where they can be simplified.

The Patent and Trademark Office has determined that

this rule change is not a major rule under Executive Or- '

der 12291. The annual effect on the economy will be
less than $100 million. There will be no major increase
in costs or prices for consumers, individual industries.

Federal. State, or local government agencies, or geo-
graphic regions. There will be no significant adverse
effects on competition, employment, investment, pro-
ductivity, innovation, or on the ability of United States-

based enterprises to compete with foreign-based enter-

prises in domestic or export markets
This rule change will not impose a burden under the

Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. 44 U SC 3501 et.

seq., since no significant additional record keeping or re-

porting requirements are place upon the puhlic

List of Subjects in 37 CFR Parts 1. 3 and 4

Administrative practice and procedure, Colleges and
universities. Courts. Fraud. Inventions and patents. Non-
profit organizations. Small businesses. Trademarks

(Text of adopted rules appears in 37 CFR. revised
July I. 1983.)

GERALD J MOSSINGHOFF.
Aug. 26. 1982. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[1022 OG 29]

(41)

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office

37 CFR Part 1

[Docket No. 2909-187]

Revision of Patent and Trademark Fees

Agency: Patent and Trademark Office. Commerce
Action: Final rule.

Summary: The Patent and Trademark Office is amending
the rules of practice in patent and trademark cases to es-

tablish a definition and privedures for the payment of
fees under section 41(a) and (b) of Title 35, United
Slates Code, by small business concerns as required by
Pub. L. 97-247. This action adopts the definition of a

"small business concern" for purposes of paying patent
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fees established by the Small Business Administration

and is necessary at this time in order that the procedures

for paying reduced fees will be effective on Oct. 1, 1982,

the effective date of the changes in the amounts of Pa-

tent and Trademark Office fees established by Pub. L.

97-247.

Effective Date: Oct. 1. 1982

For Further Information Contact: R. Franklin Burnett by
telephone at (703) 557-3054 or by mail addressed to the

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, Attention: R.

Franklin Burnett, Room 3-11A13, Washington. DC.
20231.

Supplementary Information: A notice of proposed
rulemaking was published in the Federal Register on
June 28, 1982, at 47 FR 28042-28063 and in the Official

Gazette on June 29, 1982. at 1019 O.G. 57-120. Oral

hearings were held on July 9. 1982. Full consideration

has been given to all of the letters, statements, and testi-

mony received at the time. A final rule on "Revision of

Patent and Trademark Fees" was published on July 30,

1982 at 47 FR 33086-33112 with corrections in the

printing thereof being published on Aug. 4, 1982, at 47

FR 33688 and on Aug. 5. 1982 at 47 FR 33959. The fi-

nal rule was also published in the Official Gazette on
Aug. 10, 1982, at 1021 O.G. 19-94. In view of comments
received at the hearings* additional time for comment on
certain rules, including those covered by this change.

was given until Aug. 13. 1982. The notice extending the

time for comment was published on July 27. 1982 at 47

FR 32458. A final rule relating to definitions of "inde-

pendent inventor" and "nonprofit organizations" was
published on Sept. 10. 1982 at 47 FR 40134-^140.

Objectives of Rule Changes

These rule changes are designed to implement the Pa-

tent and Trademark Office fees and procedures which
are provided for by Pub. L. 97-247. ,

Public Law 97-247

Pub. L. 97-247, signed Aug. 27. 1982. provides that

funds available under the act "shall be used to reduce by
50 per centum the payment of fees under section 41(a)

and (b) of title 35. United States Code" by independent
inventors, small business concerns, and nonprofit organi-

zations. The Commissioner has established regulations

defining independent inventors and nonprofit organiza-

tions. Pub. L. 97-247 defines small business concerns by
reference to Section 3 of the Small Business Act and
regulations established by the Small Business Adminis-
tration. The Small Business Administration has now es-

tablished the definition of a small business concern for

the purpose of paying reduced fees under Pub. L. 97-

247. That definition is hereby incorporated into the pa-

tent rules of practice in § 1.9(d). This rulemaking also

establishes the procedures which will be followed by
small business concerns when paying the reduced fees.

Discussion of Specific Sections

The following sections are changed by this final rule,

effective Oct. 1. 1982:

Section 1.9, as amended, adds paragraph (d) which de-

fines small business concern as used in Tit^ 37. Code of
Federal Regulations, Chapter I. A small business con-
cern is identified as a "small entity" for purposes of pay-
ing fees which are set under section 41(a) and (b) of Ti-

tle 35, United States Code, as amended by Pub. L. 97-

247.

Section 1.9(d) defines a small business concern by ref-

erence to and incorporation of §121.3-18 of Title 13,

Code of Federal Regulations. A small business concern
is defined therein as any business concern (1) whose
number of employees, including those of its affiliates,

does not exceed 5(X) persons and (2) which has not

assigned, granted, conveyed, or licensed, and is under no
obligation under contract or law to assign, grant, con-
vey, or license, any rights in the invention to any person
who could not be classified as an independent inventor
if that person had made the invention, or to any concern
which woufd not qualify as a small business concern or

a nonprofit organization under this section. The section

further defines affiliates of concerns and defines also the

terms "employees" and "number of employees." Con-
cerns are affiliates of each other when either, directly or
indirectly, one concern controls or has the power to

control the other, or a third party or parties controls or
has the power to control both. The number of employ-
ees a business concern has is determined by counting the
number of persons of the concern and its affiliates

employed on a full-time, part-time or temporary basis

during the previous fiscal year of the concern and of its

affiliates. The number of employees is the average over
the fiscal year of the persons employed during each of
the pay periods of the fiscal year. Business concerns lo-

cated in any country which meet the small business defi-

nition and which comply with the applicable procedures
can qualify as a "small business concern". Under the

definition, a small business concern would no longer
qualify as a small business concern if any rights were
assigned to any individual or concern which could not

qualify as a small entity pursuant to §1.9(0. or if the

concern came under an obligation to assign any rights to

any individual or concern which could not qualify as a

small entity.

Section 1.9(d) also incorporates paragraph (b) of 13

CFR 121.3-18 which provides for appeals to the Small
Business Administration from Patent and Trademark Of-
fice adverse initial size determinations.

Paragraph 1.27(c) provides for claiming status as a

small business concern. Any person seeking to establish

status as a small entity, for the purpose of paying re-

duced fees, must file a statement to that effect prior to

or with the payment of the first fee paid as a small enti-

ty. Under §1.27, as long as all of the rights remain in

small entities, the fees established for a small entity can
be paid. This includes circumstances where the rights

were divided between an independent inventor, a small

business concern and a nonprofit organization or any
combination thereof.

A number of changes which have been made to §§1.9

and 1.27 as a result of the comments received and fur-

ther review of the proposed rulemaking are identified

below.
Paragraph (d) of §1.9 has been changed from that pro-

posed so as to incorporate into § 1.9(d), the definition es-

tablished by the Small Business Administration in §121.3
-18 of Title 13. Code of Federal Regulations. The defi-

nition differs from that proposed in specifying the

number of employees constituting a small business con-

cern and specifying that the concern i^ust be one which
has not assigned, granted, conveyed, or licensed, and is

under no obligation under contract or law to assign,

grant, convey or license any rights in the invention to

any person or concern which could not be classified as

an independent inventor, small business concern, or non-

profit organization.

Paragraph (c) of §1.27 has been changed from that

proposed to clarify who is to file the verified statement.

The verified statement for a small business concern is to

be signed by "the owner or an ofTicial of the small busi-

ness concern empowered to act on behalf of the con-

cern." The term "official" as used in paragraph (c) is in-

tended to include any officer, employee, or part-owner

empowered to act on behalf of a small business concern.

For example, an officer or employee of a corporation

empowered to act for the corporation by its board of di-

rectors would be qualified to sign such a verified state-

ment.

Response to Comments on the Patent Rules

Specific comments were received on a number of the

sections. All of the comments, including the oral testi-

mony and the written comments, were considered in

adopting the changes set forth herein.

Written comments on the rules affected by this final

rule were received from three patent law groups and a

number of individuals. The three patent law groups

were (1) the American Patent Law Association; (2) the

Patent. Trademark, and Copyright Section of the Vir-
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ginia State Bar; and (3) the Patent, Trademark and
Copyright Law Section of the Bar Association of the
District of Columbia.

Oral conynents were presented at the hearing on be-

half of two patent law groups.

The comments appear below along with replies thereto.

Comment
Two comments urged that in view of the "exceeding-

ly complex" definitions of a "small business" in 13 CFR
121.3, the patent system and those associated with it

would be best served by setting forth clear guidelines as

to whether or not a business qualifies as a small business

without reference to the Small Business Act and without
incorporation by reference of "the too many pages of
SBA regulatory definition."

Reply

Pub. L. 97-247 specifically refers to section 3 of the

Small Business Act and regulations established by the

Small Business Administration for determining whether
or not a business concern qualifies as a small business

concern. Pub. L. 97-247 therefore does not permit the

establishment of guidelines without reference to the

Small Business Act and regulations established by the

Small Business Administration. Section 1.9(d), however,
does incorporate the definition as established in §121.3-

18 of Title 13, Code of Federal Regulations. This N^ill

enable persons to utilize § 1. 9(d) without also referring to

a copy of Title 13, CFR.
Comment
One comment argued that §1.27 should be corrected

or clarified to indicate that a small business concern
would be entitled to the 50 percent fee reduction even
though it may grant a non-exclusive or even an exclu-

sive license to some non-small entity.

Reply

The suggestion has not been adopted. Section 1.27 re-

quires that the concern qualify as a small business con-

cern as defined in § 1.9(d). Section 1.9(d) defines a small

business concern by incorporating 13 CFR 121.3-18.

which in turn defines a small business concern as one
not exceeding a particular-size "which has not 'assigned,

granted, conveyed, or licensed, and is under no obliga-

tion under contract or law to assign, grant, convey or li-

cense, any rights in the invention to any person who
could not be classified as an independent inventor if that

person had made the invention, or to any concern which
would not qualify as a small business concern or a non-

profit organization under this section." The intent of
both 13 CFR 121. 3-18 and 37 CFR 1.9(d) and 1.27(c) is

to limit the payment of reduced fees under section 41 (a)

and (b) of Title 35, United States Code, to those situa-

tions in which all of the rights in the invention are

owned by small entities, i.e.. independent inventors,

small business concerns, or nonprofit organizations. To
do otherwise would be clearly contrary to the intended

purpose of the legislation which contains no indication

that fees are to be reduced in circumstances where
rights are owned by non-small entities. Adopting the

suggestion might, for example, permit a non-small entity

to transfer patent rights to a small business concern
which would pay the reduced fees and grant an exclu-

sive license to the non-small entity.

Comment
One comment suggested that the specific Small Busi-

ness Administration regulations which are applicable be
specified in § 1.9(d).

Reply

The definition of a small business concern as estab-

lished by the Small Business Administration is now in-

corporated into § 1.9(d).

Implementation of ^^1.9 and 1.27

Status as a small entity can be established in any appli-

cation or patent for which a fee is due on or after

October 1, 1982, and in which the individual inventor,

small business concern, or nonprofit organization meets

the qualifications established for small entity status.

Other Considerations Relating to Patent and Trademark
Fee Revisions

Environmental, energy, and other considerations: The
rule change will not have a significant impact on the

quality of the human environment or the conservation of

energy resources.

This rule change is in conformity with the require-

ments of the Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub L. 96-

354), Executive Order 12291, and the Paperwork Reduc-
tion Act of 1980 (44 use 3501 et seq.)

The rule change will not have a significant adverse

economic impact on a substantial number of small enti-

ties (Regulatory Flexibility Act Pub L 96-354) for sev-

eral reasons. Pub. L. 97-247 has taken into consideration

the impact the increase in fees may have on small enti-

ties. Under Pub. L. 97-247 and this rulemaking, small

entities will be able to pay reduced fees for filing patent

applications and for the issuance and maintenance in

force of patents.

The Patent and Trademark Office has determined that

this rule change is not a major rule under Executive Or-

der 12291. The annual effect on the economy will be
less than $I(X) million. There will be no major increase

in costs or prices for consumers, individual industries.

Federal. State, or local government agencies, or geo-

graphic regions. There will be no significant adverse ef-

fects on competition, employment, investment, produc-
tivity, innovation, or on the ability of United States-

based enterprises to compete with foreign-based enter-

prises in domestic or export markets.

This rule change will not impulse a burden under the

Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. 44 US C 3501 et seq.

since no significant additional record keeping or report-

ing requirements are placed upon the public.

List of Subjects in 37 CFR Part 1

Administrative practice and procedure. Inventions and
patents. Small businesses.

Amendment of Regulations

For the reasons indicated abtne and pursuant to the

authority given to the Commissioner of Patents and
Trademarks by 35 U.S.C. 6. and Pub L 97-247. Part I

of Title 37. Code of Federal Regulations, is amended as

set forth below.

PART 1—RULES OF PRACTICE IN PATENT CASES
1. Section 1.9 is amended by adding a ncu paragraph

(d) to read as follows:

§1.9 Definitions.

(d) A small business concern as used in this chapter

means any business concern as defined by the Small

Business Administration in 13 CFR 121 3-18. published

on September 30. 1,982 at 47 FR 43273 For the conve-

nience of the users of these regulations, that definition

states:

^121.3-18 Definition of small business for paying reduced

patent fees under Title 35. U.S. Code

(a) Pursuant to Pub. L 97-247. a small business con-

cern for purposes of paying reduced fees under 35 US
Code 41 (a) and (b) to the Patent and Trademark Office

means any business concern (1) whose number of em-
ployees, including those of its affiliates. di>es not exceed

500 persons and (2) which has not assigned, granted,

conveyed, or licensed, and is under no obligation under

contract or lav^ to assign, grant. conve> or license, any

rights in the invention to any person \Aho could not be

classified as an independent inventor if that person had

made the invention, or to any concern v\hich would not

qualify as a small business concern or a nonprofit orga-

nization under this section. For the purpose of this sec-

tion concerns are affiliates of each other when either, di-

rectly or indirectly, one concern controls or has the

power to control the other, or a third party or parlies

controls or has the power to control bt>th The number
of employees of the business concern is the average over

the fiscal year of the persons employed during each of
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the pay periods of the fiscal year Employees are those
persons employed on a full-time, part-time or temporar\
basis dunng the previous fiscal year of the concern

(b) If the Patent and Trademark Office determines
that a concern is not eligible as a small business concern
Nfcithin this section, the concern shall have a right to ap-

peal that determination to the Small Business Adminis-
tration. The Patent and Trademark Office shall transmit
Its written decision and the pertinent size determination
file to the SBA m the event of such adverse determina-
tion and size appeal. Such appeals by concerns should be
submitted to the SBA at 1441 L Street. NW . Washing-
ton. D.C. 20416 (Attention: SBA Office of General
Counsel). The appeal should state the ba.sis upon which
It IS claimed that the Patent and Trademark Office initial

size determination on the concern was in error; and the
facts and arguments supporting the concern's claimed
status a.s a small business concern under this section

2. Section 1 27 is amended by adding a new paragraph
(c) to read as follows:

§Statement of status as small entity.

(c) Any verified statement filed pursuant to paragraph
(a) of this section on behalf of a small business concern
must (1) be signed by the owner or an official of the
small business concern empowered to act on behalf of
the concern; (2) aver that the concern qualifies as a small
business concern as defined in §1.9(d); and (3) aver that
exclusive rights to the invention have been conveyed to

and remain with the small business concern, or if the
nghts are not exclusive, that all other rights belong to

small entities as defined in §1.9 Where the rights of the
small business concern as a small entity are not exclusive,
a verified statement must also be filed by t'he other small
entities having rights averring to their status as such

GERALD J MOSSINGHOFF.
Sept 23. 1982. Commn%ioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[FH DOC.1I2-2M41 Filed 9-29-112: 9:45 tin]

BILLING CODF. M10-I6-M

SMALL BUSINESS ADMIMSTRATIO.N
13 CFR Part 121

Definition of Small Business for Paying Reduced Patent
Fees Under Title 35, United States Code

Agency: Small Business Administration.

Action: Final rule

Summary: The Small Business Administration in con-
junction with the Patent and Trademark Office is

establishing a definition of small business for the purpose
of paying patent fees under section 41 (a) and (b) of Ti-
tle 35. United States Code, which are reduced by 50 per
centum for small business concerns as required by Pub
L. 97-247 The definition would be implemented by the
Patent and Trademark Office, which has recentl>
published its regulations on the fee reduction procedures
(47 FR 4<'J134. Sept 10, 1982).

Effective Date: Oct 1. 1982

For Further Information Contact:
R. Franklin Burnett (703) 557-3054
Harvey Bronstem (202) 653-6373.

SupplemenUry Information: Pub. L 97-247 provides that
funds available under the Act to the Patent and Trade-
mark Office "shall be used to reduce by 50 per centum
the payment of fees under Section 41 (a) and (b) of Title

35, United States Code, by small business concerns as
defined in Section 3 of the Small Business Act and by
regulations established by the Small Business Adminis-
tration."

VA notice of proposed rulemaking relating to the defi-
mlion of a small business was published in the Federal
Register on Aug. 31, 1982 (47 FR 38331). The regulation
being issued is the same as that which was proposed In
order to be a small business, the number of employees of
the concern, including those of its affiliates, may not ex-
ceed 500 persons. Concerns are affiliates of each other

when either, directly or indirectly, one concern controls
or has the power to control the other, or a third party
or parties controls or has the power to control both
The number of employees of a business concern is deter-
mined by counting the number of persons of the concern
and Its affiliates employed on a full-time, part-time or
temporary basis during the previous fiscal year of the
concern and of its affiliates. The number of employees is

the average over the fiscal year of the persons employed
during each of the pay periods of the fiscal year.
The definition also requires ar small business for this

purpose to be one "which has not assigned, granted,
conveyed, or licensed, and is under no obligation under
contract or law to assign, grant, convey, or license, any
rights m the invention to any person who could not be
classified as an independent inventor if that person had
made the invention, or to any concern which would not
qualify as a small business concern or a nonprofit orga-
nization under this section."

Discussion of Comments

One comment from the American Patent Law Associ-
ation, whose membership includes several thousand law-
yers involved in the practice of law before the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, expressed "no comment
regarding the definition" and expressed "[t]hanks for all

that's been done toward a hopefully workable defini-

tion ' The remaining comments were from individual
patent attorneys rather than comments on behalf of any
organization.

Two comments raised questions about the intended
scope of the term "license." It was suggested that clarifi-

cation is needed as to what is included within the scope
of the term. One comment susggested that, "[a]t the
very least, the record should reflect that the definition is

not intended to reach implied licenses to use and resell

patented articles purchased from a small business." The
comment is correct insofar as it suggests that such "im-
plied licenses" are not intended to be included within
the scope of the term. Likewise, an order by the appli-

cant to a firm to build a proto-type machine or product
for the applicant's own use is not considered to consti-

tute a license for purposes of the definition.

Another suggestion was that the regulation be
reworded to deny small business status where revenue
above a certain dollar amount was received from licens-

ing rights under the invention to a concern which could
not qualify as a small entity. It was also suggested that

the term "exclusive license of any of the rights in the in-

vention " be used instead of the term "license." The lat-

ter two suggestions have not been adopted. Adoption of
these suggestions would cause the regulation to become
more complicated, and does not appear necessary to aid

small concerns in accord with the purposes of the legis-

lation In addition, it could substantially broaden the
number of concerns which could qualify with a resulting

excessive loss of revenue to the Patent and Trademark
Office It IS not seen likely that the restriction on licens-

ing would unduly or adversely affect the ability of the
small business concern to participate in the patent sys-

tem
Another comment which was made related to a firm

which IS a subsidiary of a university or other nonprofit
organi7.ation The suggestion was made that the number
f)f employees of the university or other nonprofit affili-

ate be excluded from consideration in determining
whether or not the business concern qualifies as a small

business concern The suggestion has not been adopted
since the situation raised is already treated under the

definition of nonprofit organization established by the

Patent and Trademark Office on Sept. 10, 1982. at 47
FR 4^^134-^)140 Under that Patent and Trademark Of-
fice regulation, a wholly owned subsidiary of a nonprof-
it f)r university is considered a part of the university or
nonprr)fit and thus is already eligible for the fee reduc-
tion

One comment suggested that the regulation contain
language specifying that concerns meeting its require-

ments are also independently owned and operated and
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not dominant m their field of operation under the Small
Business Act. It is not necessary to include (his language
since this regulation already contains an affiliation test
for this purpose; and it is generally unlikely that a small
concern would be found to be dominant The legislative
history of the Small Business Act indicates that "The
mere fact that a small business makes a particular prod-
uct or item and 1s dominant in its field with respect to
the particular product or item is not intended to disqual-
ify It from the benefits of this Act * • • "(House Report
494, 83rd Congress, 1st Session 1953). SBA Size Appeals
Board precedents have consistently stated that domi-
nance under the Act and the SBA regulations is not
viewed in narrow industry subdivisions. It. therefore,
does not appear that concerns defined as small business
under this provision would be dominant within the
meaning of the Small Business Act.
Another comment Suggested that foreign concerns

should not be eligible as small business under this provi-
sion. Since this patent legislation was enacted by the
Congress with knowledge of the Paris Convention for
the Protection of Industrial Property, there is no indica-
tion that Congress intended that foreign small business
not be eligible for the fee reduction. It is the view of the
Patent and Trademark Office that excluding foreign
small concerns would violate U.S. treaties in the patent
area.

This comment also questioned whether the Patent and
Trademark Office should make initial size determina-
tions, or whether they could more appropriately be
made by SBA. Since the fee reduction procedure is part
of the patent application and of other Patent and Trade-
mark Office actions and may involve Patent law ques-
tions, it would be administratively infeasible to have ini-

tial size determinations made by the SBA. The Patent
and Trademark Office recently issued regulations (Sept
10, 1982, 47 FR 40134) which set forth the fee reduction
procedures.

Other Considerations Relating to the Rulemaking

Environmental, energy, and other considerations: The
rule will not have a significant impact on the quality of
the human environment or the conservation of energy
resources.

Small business concerns will be benefited by the rule.
The proposed rule will not have a significant economic
impact on a substantial number of small entities (Regula-
tory Flexibility Act. Pub. L 96-354). Public Law 97^
247 has taken into consideration the impact it may have
on small entities and has reduced the fees, therefore, by
50 per centum.
The Small Business Administration has determined

that this rule is not a major rule under ELxecutive Order
12291. The annual effect on the economy will be less
than SKX) million There will be no major increase in

costs or prices for consumers, individual industries, Fed-
eral, State, or local government agencies. Or geographic
regions. There will be no significant adverse effects on
competition, employment, investment, productivity, in-

novation, or on the ability of United States-based enter-
prises to compete with foreign-based enterprises in do-
mestic or export markets.

This rule will not impose a burden under the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. 44 U.SC 3501 <•/

wq.. since no significant additional record keeping or re-

porting requirements are placed upon the public.

List of Subjects in 13 CFR Part 121

Small businesses. Inventions and patents.

PART I2I-SMALL BUSINESS SIZE STANDARDS
Accordingly, pursuant to Section 3 of the Small Busi-

ness Act and Pub L. 97-247. Part 121 of Title 13 of the
Code of Federal Regulations is amended by adding
§121.3-^18 to read as follows

§121.3-18 Definition of small business for paying reduced
patent fees under Title 35, U.S. Code.

(a) Pursuant to Pub I. 97 247, a small business con-
cern for purposes of paying reduced fees under 35 U.S.
Code 41 (a) and (b) to the Patent and trademark Office

means any business concern (1) whose number of em-
ployees, including those of its affiliates, does not exceed
5(X) persons and (2) which has not assigned, granted,
conveyed, or licensed, and is under no obligation under
contract or law to assign, grant, convey or license, any
rights in the invention to any person who could not be
classified as an independent inventor if that person had
made the invention, or to any concern which would not
qualify as a small business concern or a nonprofit orga-
nization under this section For the purpose of this sec-
tion concerns are affiliates of each other when either, di-
rectly or indirectly, one concern controls or has the
power to control the other, or a third party or parties
controls or has the power to control both The number
of employees of the business concern is the average over
the fiscal year of the persons employed during each of
the pay periods of the fiscal year Employees are those
persons employed on a full-time, part-time or temporary
basis during the previous fiscal year of the concern

(b) If the Patent and Trademark Office determines
that a concern is not eligible as a small business concern
within this section, the concern shall have a right to ap-
peal that determination to the Small Business Adminis-
tration The Patent and Trademark Office shall transmit
Its written decision and the pertinent size determination
file to the SBA in the event of such adverse determina-
tion and si/e appeal Such appeals b> concerns should be
submitted to the SBA at 1441 L Street. NW.. Washing-
ion. DC 2041ft (Attention SBA Office of General
Counsel) The appeal should state the basis upon which
It is claimed that the Patent and Trademark Office initial

size determination on the concern was in error and the
facts and arguments supporting the concern's claimed
status as a small business concern under this section

ROBERT B WEBBER.
Sept 23, 1982. Acltna Adminiuralor.

|KR l)nc. H2-2094I) Filtd 9-29112: 8:45 m|
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(42) Department of Commerce
Patent and Trademark Office

37 CFR Part 1

[Docket No .V)725 143)

Proposed Revision of Patent Practice

Agency: Patent and Trademark Office. Commerce
Action: Notice of proposed rulemaking.

Summary: Ihe Patent and Trademark Office proposes to
amend the rules of practice in pateni cases. Part 1 of 37
CFR. to clarify the practice under certain sections of
Public Law 97-247 of 1982 and lo make certain other
changes and clarifications in practice which have been
found desirable after some experience The changes pro-
posed would change the practice under §«>1 27 and 1 28
with regard lo subsequently establishing small eniiiy sta-
tus and qualifying for a refund of fees paid in full The
proposed changes in other rules are intended to clarify
and improve the practice in certain areas

Dates: Comments must be submitted on or before Oct.
IK, 1983, a public hearing will be held on Oct IK. 1983.
9 .V) am; requests to present oral testimony should be
received on or before Oct 1 1. 1983

Address: Address written comments and requests to
present oral testimony to the Commissioner of Patents
and Trademarks. Washington. DC 20231. Attention R
Franklin Hurnelt. Room 3 11AI3 Ihe hearing will be
held in Room ty 1215. on Ihe I2lh n<M)r of HIdg ft.

Crystal Plz . located at 2221 Jefferson Davis Hwy
, Ar-

lington. Va Wrillen comments and a transcript of the
public hearing will be available for public inspection in

Room IIAI3 of Hldg 3. Crystal PI/ at 2021 Jefferson
Davis Hwy . Arlington. Va
For Further Information Contact: R Franklin Hurnelt by
telephone ul (703) 557-1054 or by mail marked lo his at-

tention and addressed lo the Commissuiner of Patents
and Irademarks. Washington. DC 2023!
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Supplementary Information: This proposed rule change is

designed pnmanly to 1) clarify the small entity status of

independent inventors, small business concerns and non-

proni organizations having funding agreements with a

federal governmental agency as defmed m 35 U.S.C.

202(cK4); 2) rewrite §1.28 to provide a system for

obtaining a refund of a portion of a fee paid m full when
small entity status is established within two months of
the date of such payment; 3) provide that a separate

statement establishing small entity status is not required

in an application filed under §1.62 when such status has

been established in the parent application; and 4) modify
certain other rules to clarify practice.

Proposed new §1.21(1) would establish a fee for pro-

cessing and retaining any application which is aban-
doned for failing to complete the application pursuant to

§ 1.53(d). This proposed new paragraph, as well as the

proposed changes to §§1.53 and 1.78. would indicate

that in order to obtain benefit of a prior U.S. applica-

tion, either the basic filing fee or the processing and re-

tention fee of §1.21(1) must be paid. Proposed §1. 53(d)
would further establish that the application will be dis-

posed of if the required fee is not paid within a set peri-

od. Proposed §1. 56(b) would require submission of cop-
ies of foreign patent documents, non-patent publications,

or other non-patent items of information disclosed pur-

suant to the duty to disclose. Proposed new §1.19 1(d)

would clarify that §§1.136 or l.55()(c) apply to all time
periods set forth in §§1.191-1.194, 1.196 and I 197

Discussion of Specific Rules:

Section 1.5. paragraph (a), if amended as proposed,
would remove a reference to §1.55, which is no longer
appropriate.

Section 1.6. if amended as proposed, would clarify the

manner in which letters and papers which are filed in

accordance with §1.10 by "Express Mail" are date
stamped when received in the Patent and Trademark
Office. Such letters and papers, which comply with
§1.10. will be stamped with the date of deposit as "Ex-
press Mail" with the United States Postal Service unless

the date of deposit is a Saturday. Sunday or federal holi-

day within the District of Columbia, in which case the

date stamped will be the next succeeding day which is

not a Saturday. Sunday, or a federal holiday within the

District of Columbia. No papers are received in the Pa-

tent and Trademark Office on Saturdays, Sundays, or

federal holidays within the District of Columbia.
Section 1.14. if amended as proposed, would revise

paragraph (b) to clarify that only complete patent appli-

cations as defined in §1.5 1(a) which become abandoned
will be retained for a period of twenty years from the
filing date. Incomplete applications will be retained as

provided in proposed §§1.21 and 1.53.

Section 1.19. paragraph (bK3). if amended as pro-
posed, would clarify that only copies made from Office
records, but not prepared by the Office, will be com-
pared with the original prior to certification of the cop-
ies. The Office will not compare copies made from some
other copy or record with Office records for purposes
of certification. The stated charge of ten cents per page
would not be sufficient to make a word-by-word com-
parison. The requirements of the public appear to still be
served by limiting the use of the comparison fee to Of-
fice records.

Section 1.21. if amended as proposed, would revise

paragraph (b) (2) and establish a new paragraph (1). The
change in paragraph (b) (2) is in accord with the pro-
posed change in § 1.25(a). Proposed new paragraph (1)

provides a fee for processing and retaining any applica-
tion which is abandoned pursuant to § 1.53(d). Such ap-
plications have received a filing date pursuant to 35
U.S.C. Ill but have been abandoned for failure to com-
plete the application by filing the oath or declaration,

filing fee or surcharge (§ 1.16(e)). The proposed fee

would cover the handling, filming, processing, data in-

put and storage required to retain an application. The
proposed fee would not be due in any application in

which the basic filing fee was paicj.

Section 1.25, if amended as proposed, would revise

paragraph (a) to set the minimum deposit for a deposit
account at $1000 and to clarify that an amount sufficient

to cover all fees as well as services, copies, etc.. request-

ed must always be on deposit. This minimum amount is

considered necessary and proper in view of the substan-
tial increase in the amounts of fees being charged to de-
posit accounts and the processing costs of handling these
accounts. Proposed paragraph (b) would clarify that fees

may be charged against a deposit account only where
sufficient funds are on deposit to cover the entire

amount of the fees. Proposed paragraph (b) would also
clarify that an authorization to charge a fee to a deposit
account will not be considered payment on the date the
authorization to charge is effective as to that fee unless
sufficient funds are present in the account to cover the
fee.

Section 1.27. if amended as proposed, would revise

paragraphs (b). (c) and (d) to provide clearly that an in-

dependent inventor, small business concern, or nonprofit
organization, which is otherwise qualified as a small en-
tity for purposes of paying reduced patent fees under 37
CFR 1.9 and 1.27. is not disqualified therefrom because
of a license to a federal agency pursuant to 35 U.S.C.
202(c) (4). Section 1.27 is proposed to be amended to
state that such a license does not constitute a license or
a conveyance of rights which would preclude qualifying
for small entity status. The amendment is necessary for

clarification and to avoid frustrating the intent of Public
Law 97-247 and Public Law 96-517 when taken togeth-
er.

The text of title 35, United States Code. §202(c) (4)

reads as follows:

§202. Disposition of rights

(c) Each funding agreement with a small business

firm or nonprofit organization shall contain appropri-
ate provisions to effectuate the following:

• • • • •

(4) With respect to any invention in which the con-
tractor elects rights, the Federal agency shall have an
nonexclusive, nontransferable, irrevocable, paid-up li-

cense to practice or have practiced for or on behalf of
the United States any subject invention throughout
the world, and may, if provided in the funding agree-
ment, have additional rights to sublicense any foreign

government or international organization pursuant to

any existing or future treaty or agreement.
Section 1.28, if amended as proposed, would revise

paragraph (a) to clarify that a separate verified statement
IS not required to be filed in a file wrapper continuing
application filed pursuant to §1.62, if status as a small en-

tity has been established in the parent application and is

still proper. Proposed § 1.28(a) would also permit a re-

fund of a fee timely paid in the full amount if within two
months of the date of the full timely payment: (I) small

entity status is properly established, and (2) a refund is

requested. Under proposed § 1.28(a). no request for a re-

fund filed later than two months after the date on which
a full fee has been paid will be entertained. Proposed
§ 1.28(a) would provide for, in somewhat modified form,
the practice presently in effect pursuant to a waiver of

§1 28 published at 1023 O.G. 77 on Oct. 26. 1982 and ex-

tended at 1027 O.G. 115 on Feb. 15. 1983.

The revised refund procedures in proposed § 1.28(a)

would apply to any fees timely paid in full on or after

the effective date of the final rule. The refund proce-
dures set forth in the Patent and Trademark Office Offi-

cial Gazelle Notice entitled "Filing of Verified State-

ments Claiming Small Entity Status" published at 1023
O.G. 77 on Oct. 26, 1982, and the Official Gazelle No-
tice entitled "Requirements for Filing Verified State-

ments Claiming Small Entity Status" published at 1027

O.G. 115 on Feb. 15. 1983. continue in effect until the

effective date of the final rule or until other action is

taken.

Section 1.52(d), if amended as proposed, would clarify

that the verified English translation of a non-English
language application and the fee set forth in §1.17(k) can
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be filed with the application or within such time as may
be set by the Office.

Section 1.53. paragraphs (b) and (d). if amended as
proposed, would clarify in paragraph (b) that the appli-
cation for patent must be filed in the name of the actual
inventor or inventors by giving all their names as re-

quired by §1.41. Proposed paragraph 1.53(d) would state
that if a correspondence address is provided, notice
would be provided where the appropriate filing fee or
oath or declaration do not accompany the application
Proposed paragraph 1.53(d) would also provide that if

the required filing fee is not paid, or the processing and
retention fee is not paid, within one year of the date of
mailing of notification pursuant to proposed paragraph
1.53(d), the application will be disposed of The pro-
posed paragraph wording would further indicate that no
copies will be provided or certified by the Office of an
application which has been disposed of or in which nei-

ther the basic filing fee nor the processing fee has been
paid. Finally, proposed paragraph 1.53(d) would specify
that if no correspondence address is included in the ap-
plication, applicant will have two months from the filing

date to file the fee, oath or declaration and to pay the
surchage set forth in §1. 16(e) in order to prevent aban-
donment of the application.

Section 1.55. paragraph (b), if amended as proposed,
would correct an error in referring to paragr^ (a) of
this section.

Section 1.56. if amended as proposed, w^ould revise
paragr^^ (b) and add a new paragraph^). Proposed
paragraph 1.56(b) would require that fcopy of each for-

eign patent document, non-patent pubU^ation. or other
non-patent item of information in writteii?ofTn-4idng dis-

closed pursuant to §1.56 accompany such disclosures.

Proposed paragraph 1.56(b) would also add "or her" to
refer to both genders. Proposed new paragraph 1.56(j)

would state that applicant would be notified if a copy of
each foreign patent document, non-patent publication, or
other non-patent item of information in written form is

not submitted and given a time period within which to

file the copy or state that the copy is not in the posses-

sion of the person making the disclosure. Such a time
period would be extendable under §1.136. Failure to re-

spond in a proper and timely manner would result in

abandonment of the application.

Section 1.59, if amended as proposed, would clarify

that the Office will furnish copies of papers received in

the Office at the usual cost only if the basic filing fee or
the processing and retention fee has been paid.

Section 1.60, if amended as proposed, would break the

section into paragraph (a) and new paragraph (b). Para-
graph (a) would add a reference to proposed amended
§ 1.78(a) to clarify the conditions under which continua-
tion or divisional applications may be filed. Proposed
new paragraph 1.6(Xb) would provide that the signing of
the oath or declaration could be omitted if the prior ap-
plication was complete as set forth in §1.5 1(a). Proposed
new paragrpah l.6(Xb) also requires that a true copy of
the prior complete application be filed. Proposed para-

graph l.6(Xb) would also provide that only amendments
reducing the number of claims or adding a reference to

the prior application will be entered before calculating

the filing fee and granting the filing date.

Section 1.62, if amended as proposed, would revise

paragraphs (a) and (d). Proposed paragraph 1.62(a)

v('ould provide that the file wrapper continuing proce-
dure is applicable only to prior complete applications

under §1. 51(a). Proposed paragraph 1.62(d) would clari-

fy that the filing fee referred to is the basic filing fee.

Section 1.78, if amended as proposed, would change
the title to more explicitly define the contents of the sec-

tion and proposed paragraph (a). Proposed paragraph
1.78(a) would specify that in order for an application to

claim the benefit of a prior filed copending national ap-
plication, the prior application must be complete as set

forth in §1.5 1(a) or be entitled to a filing date as sci

forth in § 1. 53(b) and include the basic filing fee set forth

in §1.16, or be entitled to a filing date as set forth in

§ 1.53(b) and have paid the processing and retention fee

set forth in §1 21(1) within the time period set forth in

§1. 53(d).

Section 1.21, if amended as propt>sed, would revise

paragraph (e) to specify how amendments to the de-

scription and claims are to be made in reissue applica-

tions.

Section 1.123. if amended as proposed, would clarify

that the paper requesting amendments to the drawing
should be a sepaiate paper.

Section 1.135 is proposed to be amended by removing
paragraph (d) since it is not necessary in view of the

ability to obtain extensions of time under §1 136(a) by
petition and payment of fee.

Section 1.136, if amended as proposed, would clarify

in paragraphs (a) and (b) that the extension of time prac-
tice under this section dc^s not apply in interference
proceedings or in reexamination proceedings Extension
of time practice in interference prtxeedings, including
extension of time for appeal or civil action (§1.304), is

subject to §1.245 Extension of time practice in

reexamination proceedings, including extension of time
for appeal or civil action (§1 304), is subject to §1 550(c)

Section 1 191, if amended as prop<ised, would add a

new paragraph (d) to provide that the time periods for

appeal and review set forth m §§1 191- 1 194, I 196 and
1.197 are subject to the provisions of §1 136 for patent
applications or §1 55(Kc) for reexamination proceedings

Section 1.192, if amended as proposed, would revised
paragraph (a) to delete the reference to §1 136 since it is

provided for in proposed new §1 191(d). Section 1.197,

if amended as proposed, would revise paragraph (b) to

delete the reference to §1 136 since il is provided for in

proposed new §1.1 9 1(d)

Section I 304. if amended as proposed, would clarify

that extensions of time periods set forth therein are sub-
ject to the provisions of §1.245 for interferences or
§l.55(Xc) where reexamination prtKeedings are involved
rather than to §1 136 which applies in all other cases

Section 1.550, if amended as proposed, would revise
paragraph (c) to clarify that the time for taking any ac-

tion, including appeal, by a patent owner in a

reexamination proceeding is governed solely by this sec-

tion.

Section 1.555. if amended as proposed, would revise

paragraphs (a) and (b) Proposed paragraph I 555(a)

would change "prior art" statement to —information
disclosure— statement to conform to the language of
§1.98. Proposed paragraph 1.555(b) would require that

disclosures pursuant to this paragraph be accompanied
by a copy of each foreign patent dtKument or non-fa-
lent printed publication which is being disclosed and
which IS in the possession of the person making the dis-

closure.

Environmental, energy, and other considerations The
proposed rule change will not have a significant impact
on the quality of the human environment or the conser-
vation of energy resources.

The proposed rule change is in conformity with the
requirements of the Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L
96-354), Executive Order 12291, and the Paperwork Re-
duction Act of 1980. 44 use. 3501 vi. wq.

The rule change will not have a significant adverse
economic impact on a substantial number of small enti-

ties (Regulatory Flexibility Act Pub L. 96-354), Public
Laws 96-517 and 97-247 have both taken into consider-
ation the impact they may have on small entities

The Patent and Trademark Office has determined that

this rule change is not a major rule under Executive Or-
der 12291. The annual effect on the economy will be
less than $1(X) million There will be no major increase

in costs or prices for consumers, individual industries,

federal, state, or local government agencies, or geogra-
phic regions. There will be no significant adverse effects

on competition, employment, investment, productivity,

innovation, or on the ability of United States-based en-

terprises to compete with foreign-based enterprises in

domestic or exp<")rt markets.

This rule change will not impose a burden under the

Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, 44 U S.C 3501 et.
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seq., since no significant additional record keeping or re-

porting requirements are placed upon the public. In fact,

some paperwork, especially that related to filing of small
entity statements in applications filed under §1.62 will be
reduced.

List of Subjects in 37 CFR Part 1

Administrative practice and procedure. Authority dele-
gations. Conflict of interests. Courts, Inventions and pa-
tents. Lawyers.

Notice is hereby given that, pursuant to the authority
granted to the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
by 35 U.S.C. 6 and Public Law 97-247. the Patent and
Trademark Office proposes to amend Title 37 of the
Code of Federal Regulations as set forth below.

It is proposed to amend 37 CFR. Part I. as follows
with deletions indicated by brackets and additions by ar-

rows.

I. Section 1.5 is proposed to be amended by revising
paragraph (a) to read as follows:

§1.5 Identification of application, patent or registration.

(a) When a letter concerns an application for patent, it

should state the name of the applicant, the title of the in-

vention, the serial number or international application
number of the application, the date of filing the same,
and, if known, the group art unit and name of the exam-
iner to which it has been assigned [(see §1.55)].

• • • • *

2. Section 1.6 is proposed to be amended by revising
paragraph (a) to read as follows: i

§1.6 Receipt of letters and papers.

(a) Letters and other papers received in the Patent
and Trademark Office are stamped with the date of re-

ceipt^except where such letters and papers are filed in

accordance with §1.10. Any such letters and papers filed

in accordance with §1.10 will be stamped with the date
of deposit as "Express Mail" with the United States
Postal Service unless the date of deposit is a Saturday,
Sunday, or federal holiday within' the District of Colum-
bia in which case the data stamped will be the next
succeeding day which is not a Saturday, Sunday, or a
federal holiday within the District of Columbia-^. No pa-
pers are received in the Patent and Trademark Office on
Saturdays. Sundays or federal holidays within the Dis-
trict of Columbia.

* • • * • I

3. Section 1.14 is proposed to be amended by revising
paragraph

(b) to read as follows:

§1.14 Patent applications preserved in secrecy.

(b) Except as provided in §1.1 1(b) abandoned applica-
tions are likewise not open to public inspection, except
that if an application referred to in a U.S. patent, or in

an application which is open to inspection pursuant to

§1.139, is abandoned and is available, it may be
inspected or copies obtained by any person on written
request, without notice to the applicant. [Abandoned]
Complete-^ applications ^(§1. 51(a)) which are aban-
doned-^ may be destroyed after 20 years from their filing

date, except those to which particular attention has been
called and which have been marked for preservation.
Abandoned applications will not be returned.

• • • • •

• • • • * I

4. Section 1.19 is proposed to be amended by revising
paragraph (b) (3) to read as follows:

§1.19 Document supply fees.

* * • * •

(b) • • • • •

(3) For comparing copies . made from Patent and
Trademark Office records but-^ not prepared by the

Patent and Trademark"^ Office .•^with the original,
prior to certification of the copies, per page

$0.10

5. Section 1.21 is proposed to be amended by revising
paragraph (b) (2) and by adding a new paragraph (I) to
read as follows:

§1.21 Miscellaneous fees and charges.
• « * • *

(b) • • •

(2) Service charge for each month when the balance
at the end of the month is below [$40] ^$1000^

$ 2.00

* « • • •

(1) For processing and retaining any application
abandoned pursuant to § 1. 53(d) unless the required basic
filing fee has been paid $100.00..^

6. Section 1.25 is proposed to be revised to read as
follows:

§1.25 Deposit accounts.

(a) For the convenience of attorneys, agents, and the
general public in paying any fees due, in ordering
services offered by the Office, copies of records, etc.,

deposit accounts may be established in the Patent and
Trademark Office upon payment of the fee for estab-
lishing a deposit account (§1. 21(b) (1)). A minimum de-
posit of [$50] $IO(X)^ or more, depending on the activi-
ty of the individual account, is required. At the close of
each month's business, a statement will be rendered. A
remittance must be made promptly upon receipt of the
statement to cover the value of items or services
charged to the account and thus restore the accoount to
its established normal deposit value. An amount suffi-

cient to cover all fees,-^ services, copies, etc., requested
must always be on deposit. A service charge
(§1.2 1(b) (2)) will be assessed for each month that the
balance at the end of the month is below $[40]
1000^.
(b) Filing, issue, appeal, international-type search re-

port, international application processing, petition, and
post-issuance fees may be charged against these accounts

if sufficient funds are on deposit to cover such
fees-^ A general authorization to charge all fees, or only
certain fees, set forth in §§1.16 to 1.18 to a deposit ac-
count^containing sufficient funds'^ may be filed in an in-

dividual application, either for the entire pendency of
the application or with respect to a particular paper
filed. An authorization to charge to a deposit account
the fee for a request for reexamination pursuant
to §1.510 and any other fees required in a reexamination
proceeding in a patent may also be filed with the request
for reexamination. An authorization to charge a fee to
a deposit account will not be considered payment of the
fee on the date the authorization to charge the fee is ef-

fective as to the particular fee to be charged unless suffi-

cient funds are present- in the account to cover the fee.-^

7. Section 1.27 is proposed to be amended by revising
paragraphs (b), (c) and (d) to read as follows:

§1.27 Statement of status as small entity.
*****

(b) Any verified statement filed pursuant to paragraph
(a) of this section on behalf of an independent inventor
must be signed by the independent inventor except as

provided in §§1.42, 1.43, or 1.47 of this part, and must
aver that the inventor qualifies as an independent inven-

tor in accordance with § 1.9(c) of this part. Where there
are joint inventors in an application, each inventor must
file a verified statement establishing status as an indepen-
dent inventor in order to qualify as a small entity.

Where any rights have been assigned, granted, con-
veyed, or licensed, or there is an obligation to assign,

grant, convey, or license, any rights to a small business

concern, a nonprofit organization, or any other individu-

al, a verified statement must be filed by the individual,

the owner of the small business concern, or an official of
the small business concern or nonprofit organization

empowered to act on. behalf of the small business con-
cern or nonprofit organization averring to their status.

For purposes of a verified statement under this para-
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graph, a license to a federal agency resulting from a
funding agreement with that agency pursuant to 35
U.S.C. 202(c) (4) does not constitute a license as set
forth in §1.9 of this part. -^

(c) Any verified statement filed pursuant to paragraph
(a) of this section on behalf of a small business concern
must (I) be signed by the owner or an official of the
small business concern empowered to act on behalf of
the concern; (2) aver that the concern qualifies as a
small business concern as defined in § 1.9(d); and (3) aver
that exclusive rights to the invention have been con--

veyed to and remain with the small business concern, or
if the rights are not exclusive, that all other rights be-
long to small entities as defined in §1.9. Where the rights

of the small business concern as a small entity are not
exclusive, a verified statement must also be filed by the
other small entities having rights averring to their status

as such. For purposes of a verified statement under
this paragraph, a license to a federal agency resulting
from a funding agreement with that agency pursuant to

35 U.S.C. 202(c) (4) does not constitute a license as set

forth in §1.9 of this part>
(d) Any verified statement filed pursuant to paragraph

(a) of this section on behalf of a nonprofit organization
must (1) be signed by an official of the nonprofit organi-
zation empowered to act on behalf of the organization;

(2) aver that the organization qualifies as a nonprofit or-
ganization as defined in § 1.9(e) of this part specifying
under which one of § 1.9(e) (1). (e) (2). (e) (3). or (e) (4)
of this part the organization qualifies; and (3) aver that
exclusive rights to the invention have been conveyed to
and remain with the organization or if the rights are not
exclusive, that all other rights belong to small entities as
defined in §1.9 of this part. Where the rights of the non-
profit organization as a small entity are not exclusive a
verified statement must also be filed by the other small
entities having rights averring to their status as such.
For purposes of a verified statement under this para-

graph, a license to a federal agency resulting from a
funding agreement with that agency pursuant to 35
use. 202(c) (4) does not constitute a conveyance of
rights as set forth in this paragraph.-^

8. Section 1.28 is proposed to be amended by revising
paragraph (a) to read as follows:

§1.28 Effect on fees of failure to establish status, or
change status, as a small entity.

(a) The failure to establish status as a small entity (§§
1.9(0 and 1.27 of this part) in any application or patent
prior to paying, or at the time of paying, any fee [(1)]

precludes payment of the fee in the amount established

for small entities [; and (2) precludes a refund pursuant
to §1.26 of this part of any portions of fees paid prior to

establishing status as a small entity].A refund pursuant
to §1.26 of this part, based on establishment of small en-

tity status, of a portion of fees timely paid in full prior

to establishing status as a small entity may only be
obtained if a verified statement under §1.27 and a re-

quest for a refund of the excess amount are filed within
two months of the date of the timely payment ol the full

fee--^ Status as a small entity is waived for any fee by
the failure to establish the status prior to paying, [or] at

the time of paying . or within two months of the date
of payment of.-^ the fee. Status as a small entity must be
specifically established by a verified statement filed in

each application or patent in which the status is avail-

able and desired, except those applications filed under
§1.60 or §1.62^ of this part where the status as a small
entity has been established in a parent application and is

still proper. Once status as a small entity has been estab-
lished in an application or patent, the status remains in

that application or patent without the filing of a further
verified statement pursuant to §1.27 of this part unless

the Office is notified of a change in status. Status as a

small entity in one application or patent does not affect

any other application or patent, including applications or
patents >\hich arc directly or indirectly dependent upon
the application or patent in which the status has been es-

tablished, except those filed under §1.60 or

§1.62^ of this part Applications filed under §1.60
or §1.62^ of this part must include a reference to a

verified statement in a parent application if status as a

small entity is still proper and desired.

9. Section 1.52 is proposed to be amended by revising
paragraph (d) to read as follows:

§1.52 Language, paper, writing, margins.

(d) An application [including a signed oath or declara-
tion] may be filed in a language other than English [if it

is accompanied by the fee set forth in §1 17(k)] A veri-

fied English translation of the non-English language ap-
plication[is] and the fee set forth in §1 I7(k) are^
required to be filed with the application or within such
time as may be set by the Office.

10. Section 1.53 is proposed to be amended by revis-

ing paragraphs (b) and (d) to read as follows

§1.53 Serial number, filing date, and completion of appli>
cation.

(b) The filing date of an application for patent is the
date on which (1) a specification containing a descrip-
tion pursuant to §1.71 and at least one claim pursuant to
§1.75, and (2) any drawing required by §1.8 Ha), are filed

in the Patent and Trademark Office in the name of
the actual inventor or inventors as required by §1.4M
No new matter may be introduced into an application af-

ter its filing date (§1. 1 18),

(d) If an application which has been accorded a filing

date pursuant to paragraph (b) of this section does not
include the appropriate filing fee or an oath or declara-
tion by the applicant, applicant will be so notified . if a
correspondence address has been provided,^ and given
a pei^od of time within which to file the fee. oath, or
declaration and to pay the surcharge as set forth in §
1.16(e) in order to prevent abandonment of the applica-
tion.If the required filing fee is not timely paid, or if

the processing and retention fee set forth in §1 21(1) is

not paid within one year of the dale of mailing of the
notification required by this paragraph, the application
will be disposed of No copies will be provided or certi-

fied by the Office of an application which has been dis-

posed of or in which neither the required basic filing fee

nor the processing and retention fee has been paid -4

The notification pursuant to this paragraph may be made
simultaneously with any notification pursuant to para-
graph (c) of this section. If no correspondence address
is included in the application, applicant has two months
from the filing date to file the fee, oath or declaration
and to pay the surcharge as set forth in §1 16(e) in order
to prevent abandonment of the application.^

11. Section 1.55 is proposed to be amended by revis-

ing paragraph (b) to read as follows:

§1.55 Claim for^foreign priority.

(b) An applicant may under certain circumstances
claim priority on the basis of an application for an in-

ventor's certificate in a country granting both inventor's

certificates and patents. When an applicant wishes to

claim the right of priority as to a claim or claims of the

application on the basis of an application for an inven-

tor's certificate in such a country under 35 USC 119,

last paragraph (as amended July 28, 1972). the applicant

or his or her-^ attorney or agent, when submitting a

claim for such right as specified in paragraph (a)^
[(b)]of this section, shall include an affidavit or declara-

tion including a specific statement that, upon an investi-

gation, he or she has satisfied himself or herself that to

the best of his or her knowledge the applicant, when fil-
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ing his or her application for the inventor's certificate,
had the option to file an application either for a patent
or an inventor's certificate as to the subject matter of
the identified claim or claims forming the basis for the
claim of priority.

12. Section 1.56 is proposed to be amended by revis-
ing paragraph (b) and by adding a new paragraph (j) to
read as follows:

§1.56 Duty of disclosure; fraud; striking or rejection of
applications.

I

(b) E>isclosures pursuant to this section must be ac-
companied by a copy of each foreign patent document,
non-patent publication, or other non-patent item of in-

formation in written form which is being disclosed and-^
may be made to the Office through an attorney or agent
having responsibility for the preparation or prosecution
of the application or through an inventor who is acting
in his or hcT< own behalf. Disclosure to such an attor-
ney, agent or inventor shall satisfy the duty, with re-

spect to the information disclosed, of any other individu-
al. Such an attorney, agent or inventor has no duty to
transmit information which is not material to the exami-
nation of the application. .

• • • • •

0) Jf any disclosure pursuant to this section does not
include a copy of each foreign patent document,
non-patent publication, or other non-patent item of infor-
mation in written form which is being disclosed, appli-
cant will be so notified and given a period of time with-
in which to' file the copy or state that the copy is not in

the possession of the person making the disclosure. The
time period set may be extended under §1.136.<<

13. Section 1.59 is proposed to be revised to read as
follows:

§1.59 Papers of application with filing date not to be re-
turned.

Papers in an application which has received a filing

date pursuant to §1.53 will not be returned for any pur-
pose whatever. If applicants have not preserved copies
of the papers, the Office will furnish copies at the usual
cost of any application in which either the required
basic filing fee (§1.16) or the processing and retention
fee (§1.21(1)) has been paid^.

14. Section 1.60 is proposed to be revised to read as
follows:

§1.60 Continuation or divisional application for invention
disclosed in a prior application.

(a)-< A continuation or divisional application (filed
under the conditions specified in 35 U.S.C. 120 or 121
and §1.78(a)^), which discloses and claims only sub-
ject matter disclosed in a prior application may be filed
as a separate application before the patenting or aban-
donment or of termination of proceedings on the prior
application. [Signing and execution of the application pa-
pers by the applicant may be omitted provided the copy
is supplied by and accompanied by a statement by, the
applicant or his or her attorney or agent that the appli-
cation papers comprise a true copy of the prior applica-
tion as filed. Such statement must be a verified statement
if made by a person not registered to practice before the
Patent and Trademark Office. Only amendments reduc-
ing the number of claims or adding a reference to the
prior application (§ 1.78(a)) will be entered before calcu-
lating the filing fee and granting the filing

date.]

(b) An applicant may omit signing of the oath or
declaration in a continuation or divisional application if

(W the prior application was a complete application as
set forth in §1.5 1(a) and (2) applicant files a true copy of
the prior complete application as filed including the
specification (including claims), drawing, oath or decla-
ration, and any amendments referred to in the oath or
declaration filed to complete the prior application. The
copy of the prior application must be accompanied by a
statement that the application papers filed are a true

ropy of the prior application and that no amendments
referred to in the oath or declaration filed to complete
the prior application introduced new matter therein.
Such statement must be by the applicant or applicant's
attorney or agent and must be a verified statement if

made by a person not registered to practice before the
Patent and Trademark Office. Only amendments reduc-
ing the number of claims or adding a reference to the
prior application (§ 1.78(a)) will be entered before calcu-
lating the filing fee and granting the filing date.-4

15. Section 1.62 is proposed to be amended by revis-
ing paragraphs (a) and (d) to read as follows:

§1.62 File wrapper continuing procedure.

(a) A continuation, continuation-in-part, or divisional
application, which uses the specification .•^ [and]
drawings and oath or declaration-^ from a prior
complete-^ application (§1.51(a))^ to be abandoned,
may be filed before the payment of the issue fee, aban-
donment of, or termination of proceedings on [a]

the-^ prior application. The filing date of an applica-
tion filed under this section is the date on which a re-
quest is filed for an application under this section
including identification of the Serial Number, filing date,
and applicant's name of the prior complete-^ applica-
tion.

(d) If an application which has been accorded a filing
date pursuant to paragraph (a) of this section does not
include the appropriate basics filing fee pursuant to
paragraph (b) of this section, or an oath or declaration
by the applicant in the case of a continuation-in-part ap-
plication pursuant to paragraph (c) of this section, appli-
cant will be so notified and given a period of time with-
in which to file the fee, oath, or declaration and to pay
the surcharge as set forth in §1.1 6(e) in order to prevent
abandonment of the application. The notification pursu-
ant to this paragraph may be made simultaneously with
any notification of a defect pursuant to paragraph (a) of
this section.

• • • • •

16. Section 1.78 is proposed to be amended by revis-
ing the title and paragraph (a) to read as follows:

§1.78 Claiming benefit of earlier filing date and cross-
references-^ [Cross-references] to other applications.

[When an applicant files an] An-^ application
may claim-^ [claiming] an invention disclosed in the
same applicant's^ [a] prior filed copending national ap-
plication or international application designating the
United States of America [of the same applicant,] . In
order for an application to claim the benefit of a prior
filed copending national application, the prior applica-
tion must be (1) complete as set forth in §1.51, or (2) en-
titled to a filing date as set forth in § 1.53(b) and include
the basic filing fee set forth in §1.16; or (3) entitled to a
filing date as set forth in § 1.53(b) and have paid therein
the processing and retention fee set forth in §1.21(1)
within the time period set forth in §1. 53(d). Any applica-
tion claiming the benefit of a prior filed copending na-
tional or international application^ [the second applica-
tion] must contain or be amended to contain in the first

sentence of the specification following the title a icfer-

ence to such prior application, identifying it by a serial

number and filing date or international application num-
ber and international filing date and indicating the rela-

tionship of the applications [, if the benefit of the filing

date of such prior application is to be claimed]. Cross-
references to other related applications may be made
when appropriate. (See § 1.14(b)).

17. Section 1.121 is proposed to be amended by revis-

ing paragraph (e) to read as follows:

§1.12|l Manner of making amendments.

J
(e) In reissue applications, bot-h the descriptive portion

and the claims are to be amended [as specified in para-
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graph (a) of this section.] by either (1) submitting a
copy of a portion of the description or an entire claim
with all matter to be deleted from the patent being
placed between brackets and all matter to be added to
the patent being underlined, or (2) indicating the exact
word or words to be stricken out or inserted and the
precise point where the deletion or insertion is to be
made. Any word or words to be inserted must be
underlined. See §I.173.<4

18. Section 1.123 is proposed to be revised to read as
follows:

§1.123 Amendments to the drawing.

No change in the drawing may be made except by
permission of the Office. Permissible changes in the con-
struction shown in any drawing may be made only by
bonded draftsmen, at applicant's expense, or by the sub-
mission of substitute drawings by applicant. A sketch in

permanent ink showing proposed changes, to become
part of the record, must be filed for approval by the ex-

aminer[. The paper requesting amendments to the draw-
ing] and-^ should be a-^ separate paper-^ [from
other papers].

19. Section 1.135 is proposed to be amended by re-

moving paragraph (d).

§1.135 Abandonment for failure to respond within time
period.

[(d) Prompt ratification or filing of a correctly signed
copy may be accepted in case of an unsigned or improp-
erly signed paper. (See §1.7.)]

20. Section 1.136 is proposed to be revised to read as

follows:

§1.136 Filing of timely responses with petition and fee for

extension of time and extensions of time for cause.

(a) If an applicant is required to respond within a non-
statutory or shortened statutory time period, applicant
may respond up to four months after the time period set

if a petition for an extension of time and the fee set in

§1.17 are filed prior to or with the response, unless (1)
applicant is notified otherwise in an Office action or (2)
the application is involved in an interference declared
pursuant to §1.207. The date on which the response, the
petition, and the fee have been filed is the date of the re-

sponse and also the date for purposes of determining the
period of extension and the corresponding amount of the
fee. The expiration of the time period is determined by
the amount of the fee paid. In no case may an applicant
respond later than the maximum time period set by stat-

ute, or be granted an extension of time under paragraph
(b) of this section when the provisions of this paragraph
are available. See §1.245 for extension of time in inter-

ference proceedings and §1.55(Xc) for extension of time
in reexamination proceedings. '4

(brence proceedings and § 1.550(c) for extension of
time in rpursuant to paragraph (a) of this section, the
time for response will be extended only for sufficient

cause, and for a reasonable time specified. Any request
for such extension must be filed on or before the day on
which action by the applicant is due, but in no case will

the mere filing of the request effect any extension. In no
case can any extension carry the date on which response
to an Office action is due beyond the maximum time pe-
riod set by statute or be granted when the provisions of
paragraph (a) of this section are available. See §1.245 for

extension of time in interference proceedings and §
1.550(c) for extension of time in reexamination proceed-
ings-4 .

21. Section 1.191 is proposed to be amended by add-
ing a new paragraph (d) to read as follows:

§1.191 Appeal to Board of Appeals.

22. Section 1.192 is proposed to be amended by revis-

ing paragraph (a) to read as follows:

§1.192 Appellant's brief.

(a) The appellant shall, within 2 months from the date

of the notice of appeal under §1.191 in an application,

reissue application, or patent under reexamination, or
within the time allowed for response to the action

appealed from if such time is later, file a brief in tripli-

cate. The brief must be accompanied by the requisite fee

set forth in §1.17(0 and must set forth the authorities

and arguments on which the appellant will rely (o main-
tain the appeal. The brief must include a concise expla-

nation of the invention which should refer to the draw-
ing by reference characters, and a copy of the claims
involved. [The time periods set forth herein are subject

to the provisions of §1.136]

23. Section 1. 197 is proposed to be amended by revis-

ing paragraph (b) to read as follows:

§1.197 Action following decision.

(b) A single request for rehearing or reconsideration,

or modification of the decision, may be made if filed

within thirty days from the date of the original decision,

unless that decision is so modified as to become, m ef-

fect, a new decision, and the Board of Appeals so states

[Such time may be extended under the provisions of
§1.136.]

I

24. Section 1.304 is proposed to be amended by revis-

ing paragraph (a) to read as follows:

§1.304 Time for appeal or civil action.

(a) The time for filing the notice and reasons of appeal
to the U.S Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit

(§1.302) or for commencing a civil action (§1.303) is six-

ty days from the date of the decision of the Board of
Appeals or the Board of Patent Interferences. If a re-

quest for rehearing or reconsideration, or modification
of the decision, is filed within the time provided pursu-
ant to § 1.197(b) or § 1.256(b). the time for filing an ap-

peal or commencing a civil action shall expire at the end
of the sixty-day period or thirty days after action on the

request, whichever is later. The time periods set forth

herein are subject to the provisions of §1.136 or
§ 1.550(c) as to decisions of the Board of Appeals, or

§1.245 as to decisions of the Board of Patent Interfer-

ences^.

25. Section 1.550 is proposed to be amended by revis-

ing paragraph (c) to read as follows:

§1.550 Conduct of reexamination proceedings.

(c) Tlie time for taking any action by a patent owner
in a reexamination proceeding^ [reply set in para-

graph (b) of this section] will be extended only for suffi-

cient cause, and for a reasonable time specified, i^ny re-

quest for such extension must be filed on or before the

day on which action by the patent owner is due. but in

no case will the mere filing of the request effect any ex-

tension.

(d) The time periods set forth in §§1.191 through
1.194, 1.196 and 1.197 are subject to the provisions of

§1.136 for patent applications or §1.55(Xc) for reexam-
ination proceedings.4

26. Section 1.555 is proposed to be amended by revis-

ing paragraphs (a) and (b) to read as follows:

§1.555 Duty of disclosure in reexamination proceedings.

(a) A duty of candor and gmxi faith toward the Pa-

lent and Trademark Office rests on the patent owner, on
each attorney or agent who represents the patent owner,
and on every other individual who is substantively in-

volved on behalf of the patent owner m a reexamination

proceeding. All such individuals who are aware, or be-

come aware, of patents or printed publications material

to the reexamination which have not been previously

made of record in the patent file must bring such patents
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or printed publications to the attention of the OfTice.

An information disclosure^ [A prior art] statement,
preferably in accordance with §1.98, should be filed

within two months of the date of the order for reexami-
nation, or as soon thereafter as possible in order to bring
such patents or printed publications to the attention of
the Office.

(b) Disclosures pursuant to this section must be ac-
companied by a copy of each foreign patent document
or non-patent printed publication which is being dis-

closed and"^ may be made to the Office through an at-

torney or agent having responsibility on behalf of the
patent owner for the reexammation proceedmg or
through a patent owner acting in his or her own behalf
Disclosure to such an attorney, agent or patent owner
shall satisfy the duty of any other individual. Such an at-

torney, agent or patent owner has no duty to transmit
information which is not material to the reexamination.

• • • • •

July 22. 1983.

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF,
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[1034 OG 15]

(43) Revision of Patent and Trademark Fees

The purpose of this notice is to remind the public of
changes in patent and trademark fees, effective Oct. 1,

1982, pursuant to Public Law 97-247, enacted Aug. 27,

1982. A final rule on "Revision of Patent and Trade-
mark Fees" was published on July 30, 1982, at 47 FR
33086-33112 with corrections in the printing thereof be-
ing published on Aug. 4, 1982, at 47 FR 33688 and on
Aug. 5, 1982, at 47 FR 33959. The final rule was also
published in the Patent and Trademark Office Official

Gazette on Aug. 10, 1982. at 1021 OG. 19-94. In view
of the enactment of Public Law 97-247, the "Alterna-
tive A—Rule Changes Under Only Public Law 96-517"
relating to both patents and trademarks will not become
effective. Instead, the "Rule Changes Common To Pub-
lic Law 96-517 and H.R. 6260" and VAlternative B—
Rule Changes Under H.R* 6260" will become effective
for other patents and trademarks on Oct. 1, 1982. H.R.
6260 is now Public Law 97-247.

The Patent and Trademark Office has recieved a num-
ber of questions regarding the implementation of the
changes in fees. The final rule published in the Federal
Register on July 30, 1982, and in the Official Gazette on
Aug. 10, 1982, contains implementing instructions which
should be carefully read and followed. The final rule in-

cludes in the implementing instructions the following.

"Any fee which is due and payable on or after Oct. 1.

1982, must be paid in the amont and in accordance
with the procedures contained in this rulemaking. For
purposes of determining the amount of the fee to be
paid, the date of mailing indicated on a proper Certifi-

cate of Mailing under %1.8 will be considered to be the
date of receipt in the Office."

A "Certificate of Mailing under §1.8" is not "proper"
for items which are specifically excluded from the pro-
visions of §1.8. Section 1.8 of Title 37, Code of Federal
Regulations, should be consulted for those items for
which a Certificate of Mailing is not "proper " Such
items include, inter alia, the filing of national and inter-
national applications for patent and the filing of trade-
mark applications. Any application for patent or trade-
mark filed, i.e., received in the Office, on or after Oct. 1,

1982, must include the fees which are effective on Oct.
1, 1982, since §1.8 does not apply to, and specifically ex-
cludes from its provisions, the filing of applications for
patents and trademarks.

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF.
Sept. 14, 1982. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[1022 OG. 59]

(44) Filing of Verified Statements Qaiming
Small Entity Status

In view of the fact that the rules implementing the
definition of small business concern were not published
in the Federal Register until Sept. 30, 1982, any verified
statement claiming small entity status will be accepted as
timely filed if (1) the first fee in a patent application has
been paid on or after Oct. 1, 1982, but before Feb. 27,
1983, in the amount established for a non-small entity
and (2) such verified statement is filed within 3 months
of the date of payment of the first fee in a patent appli-
cation paid on or after Oct. 1, 1982, but before Feb. 27,
1983. If such a verified statement is timely filed within
three months of the date of payment of the first fee paid
on or after Oct. 1, 1982, but before Feb. 27, 1983, the
statement will be treated as though it were present on
the date the fee was paid. The correct amount of the fee
will be determined and any excess will be refunded upon
request. Section 1.28(a) of 37 CFR is waived until Feb.
27. 1983 to the extent it is inconsistent with this practice.

DONALD J. QUIGG,
Oct. 15, 1982. Acting Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks.

[1023 O.G. 77]

(45) Effect on Small Entity Status of License
Pursuant to 35 USC 202(c) (4)

Public Law 96-517 added a new chapter 38 to Title
35 of the United States Code entitled "Patent Rights in

Inventions Made With Federal Assistance." Under the
provisions of the statute, each funding agreement be-
tween a Federal agency and an individual, small business
firm or nonprofit organization must provide, inter alia,

that ". the Federal agency shall have a nonexclusive,
nontransferable, irrevocable, paid up license to practice
or have practiced for or on behalf of the United States
any subject invention . .

." See 35 U.S.C. 202(c) (4).

Under provisions of 37 CFR 1.9 and 1.27, an indepen-
dent inventor, small business concern or nonprofit orga-
nization cannot qualify for reduced patent fees if it has
assigned, granted, conveyed or licensed or is under an
obligation under contract or law to assign, grant, con-
vey or license any rights in the invention to other than
an individual who could be classified as an independent
inventor if that person had made the invention, a small
business concern or a nonprofit organization. The Feder-
al agencies do not qualify as nonprofit organizations for
paying reduced patent fees under the rules. Applying
this construction to the licensing of an invention to a
Federal agency by an independent inventor, small busi-
ness concern or nonprofit organization pursuant to a
funding agreement under 35 U.S.C. 202(c) (4) would
preclude their qualifying for paying reduced fees. This,
however, would frustrate the intent of Public Law 97-
247 and Public Law 96-517 when taken together.

This notice will serve as clarification that an indepen-
dent inventor, small business concern or nonprofit orga-
nization, which is otherwise qualified as a small entity
for purposes of paying reduced patent fees under 37
CFR 1.9 and 1.27, is not disqualified therefrom because
of a license to a Federal agency pursuant to 35 U.S.C.
202(c) (4). A license to a Federal agency resulting from
a funding agreement with that agency pursuant to 35
use. 202(c) (4) does not constitute a license for pur-
poses of 37 CFR 1.9 or a transfer of rights for purposes
of 37 CFR 1.27. Any other license or rights to a Federal
agency will, of course, preclude qualification as a small
entity for purposes of paying reduced fees.

Applicants who have previously paid fees which were
not reduced for small entity status because of a license
to a Federal agency pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 202(c) (4)
may claim a refund by filing the proper verified state-

ment as required by 37 CFR 1.27 and by making refer-

ence to this notice.

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF,
Jan. 14, 1983. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[1027 OG 71]
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(46) Public Law 96-517
96th Congress

An Act

To amend the patent and trademark laws.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled. That title 35 of the United States Code, entitled "Pa-
tents", is amended by adding after chapter 29 the following new chapter 30:

"CHAPTER 30-PRIOR ART CITATIONS TO OFHCE AND
REEXAMINATION OF PATENTS

" Sec.
"301. Citation of prior art.

"302. Request for reexamination.
"303. Determination of issue by Commissioner.
"304. Reexamination order by Commissioner.
"305. Conduct of reexamination proceedings.
"306. Appeal.
"307. Certificate of patentability, unpatentability, and claim cancellation.

"§ 301. Citation of prior art

Any person at any time may cite to the Office in writing prior art consisting of
patents or printed publications which that person believes to have a bearing on the
patentability of any claim of a particular patent. If the person explains in writing the
pertinency and manner of applying such prior art to at least one claim of the patent.
the citation of such prior art and the explanation thereof will become a part of the
official file of the patent. At the written request of the person citing the prior art,

his or her identity will be excluded from the patent file and kept confidential.

"§ 302. Request for reexamination

"Any person at any time may file a request for reexamination by the Office of
any claim of a patent on the basis of any prior art cited under the provisions of sec-
tion 301 of this title. The request must be in writing and must be accompanied by
payment of a reexamination fee established by the Commissioner of Patents pursu-
ant to the provisions of section 41 of this title. The request must set forth the perti-

nency and manner of applying cited prior art to every claim for which reexamma-
tion is requested. Unless the requesting person is the owner of the patent, the
Commissioner promptly will send a copy of the request to the owner of record of
the patent.

"§ 303. Determination of issue by Commissioner

"(a) Within three months following the filing of a request for reexamination under
the provisions of section 302 of this title, the Commissioner will determine whether
a substantial new question of patentability affecting any claim of the patent con-
cerned is raised by the request, with or without consideration of other patents or
printed publications. On his own initiative, and any time, the Commissioner may de-
termine whether a substantial new question of patentability is raised by patents and
publications discovered by him or cited under the provisions of section 301 of this

title.

"(b) A record of the Commissioner's determination under subsection (a) of this

section will be placed in the official file of the patent and a copy promptly will be
given or mailed to the owner of record of the patent and to the person requesting
reexamination, if any.

"(c) A determination by the Commissioner pursuant to subsection (a) of this sec-
tion that no substantial new question of patentability has been raised will be final

and nonappealable. Upon such a determination, the Commissioner may refund a
portion of the reexamination fee required under section 302 of this title.

"§ 304. Reexamination order by Commissioner

"If, in a determination made under the provisions of subsection 303(a) of this title,

the Commissioner finds that a substantial new question of patentability affecting any
claim of a patent is raised, the determination will include an order for reexamination
of the patent for resolution of the question. The patent owner will be given a rea-

sonable period, not less than two months from the date a copy of the determination
is given or mailed to him, within which he may file a statement on such question,
including any amendment to his patent and new claim or claims he may wish to
propose, for consideration in the reexamination. If the patent owner files such a
statement, he promptly will serve a copy of it on the person who has requested
reexamination under the provisions of section 302 of this title Within a period of
two months from the date of service, that person may file and have considered in

the reexamination a reply to any statement filed by the patent owner. That person
promptly will serve on the patent owner a copy of any reply filed.

"§ 305. Conduct of reexamination proceedings

"After the times for filing the statement and reply provided for by section 304 of
this title have expired, reexamination will be conducted according to the procedures
established for initial examination under the provisions of sections 132 and 133 of
this title. In anyj^examination proceeding under this chapter, the patent owner will

be permitted to propose any amendment to his patent and a new claim or claims
thereto, in order to distinguish the invention as claimed from the prior art ciled un-
der the provisions of section 301 of this. title, or in response to a decision adverse to

the patentability of a claim of a patent. No proposed amended or new claim enlarg-
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ing the scope of a claim of the patent will be permitted in a reexamination proceed-
ing under this chapter. All reexamination proceedings under this section, including
any appeal to the Board of Appeals, will be conducted with special dispatch within
the Office.

"§ 306. Appeal

"The patent owner involved in a reexamination proceeding under this chapter
may appeal under the provisions of section 134 of this title, and may seek court re-
view under the provisions of sections 141 to 145 of this title, with respect to any de-
cision adverse to the patentability of any original or proposed amended or new
claim of the patent.

"§ 307. Certificate of patentability, unpatentability, and claim cancellation

"(a) In a reexamination proceeding under this chapter, when the time for appeal
has expired or any appeal proceeding has terminated, the Commissioner will issue
and publish a certificate canceling any claim of the patent fmally determined to be
unpatentable, confirming any claim of the patent determined to be patentable, and
incorporating in the patent any proposed amended or new claim determined to be
patentable.

"(b) Any proposed amended or new claim determined to be patentable and incor-
porated into a patent following a reexamination proceeding will have the same ef-
fect as that specified in section 252 of this title for reissued patents on the right of
any person who made, purchased, or used anything patented by such proposed
amended or new claim, or who made substantial preparation for the same, prior to
issuance of a certificate under the provisions of subsection (a) of this section."

Sec. 2. Section 41 of title 35, United States Code, is amended to read as follows:

"§ 41. Patent fees

"(a) The Commissioner of Patents will establish fees for the processing of an ap-
plication for a patent, from filing through disposition by issuance or abandonment,
for maintaining a patent in force, and for providing all other services and materials
related to patents. No fee will be established for mainuining a design patent in
force.

"(b) By the first day of the first fiscal year beginning on or after one calendar
year after enactment of this Act, fees for the actual processing of an application for
a patent, other than for a design patent, from filing through dispostion by issuance
or abandonment, will recover in aggregate 25 per centum of the estimated average
cost to the Office of such processing. By the first day of the first fiscal year begin-
ning on or after one calendar year after enactment, fees for the processing of an ap-
plication for a design patent, from filing through disposition by issuance or aban-
donment, will recover in aggregate 50 per centum of the estimated average cost to
the Office of such processing.

" (c) By the fifteenth fiscal year following the date of enactment of this Act, fees
for maintaining patents in force will recover 25 per centum of the estimated cost to
the Office, for the year in which such maintenance fees are received, of the actual
processing all applications for patents, other than for design patents, from filing
through disposition by issuance or abandonment. Fees for maintaining a patent in
force will be due three years and six months, seven years and six months, and elev-
en years and six months after the jgrant of the patent. Unless payment of the appli-
cable maintenance fee is received in the Patent and Trademark Office on or before
the date the fee is due or within a grace period of six months thereafter, the patent
will expire as of the end of such grace period. The Commissioner may require the
payment of a surcharge as a condition of accepting within such six-month ;grace pe-
riod the late payment of an applicable maintenance fee.

"(d) By the first day of the first fiscal year beginning on or after one calendar
year after enactment, fees for all other services or materials related to patents will
recover the estimated average cost to the Office of performing the service or fur-

nishing the material. The yearly fee for providing a library specified in section 13 of
this title with uncertified printed copies of the specifications and drawings for all

patents issued in that year will be S50.

"(e) The Commissioner may waive the payment of any fee for any service or ma-
terial related to patents in connection with an occasional or incidental request made
by a department or agency of the Government, or any officer thereof The Com-
missioner may provide any applicant issued a notice under section 132 of this title

with a copy of the specifications and drawings for all patents referred to in that no-
tice without charge.

"(0 Fees will be adjusted by the Commissioner to achieve the levels of recovery
specified in this section; however, no patent application processing fee or fee for
maintaining a patent in force will be adjusted more than once every three years.

"(g) No fee established by the Commissioner under this section will uke effect

prior to sixty days following notice in the Federal Register."
SEe. 3. Section 42 of title 35, United States Code, is amended to read as follows:

"§ 42. Patent and Trademark Office funding

"(a) All fees for services performed by or materials furnished by the Patent and
Trademark Office will be payable to the Commissioner.

"(b) All fees paid to the Commissioner and all appropriations for defraying the
costs of the activities of the Patent and Trademark Office will be credited to the
Patent and Trademark Office Appropriation Account in the Treasury of the United
States, the provisions of section 725e of title 31, United States Code, notwithstand-
ing.
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"(c) Revenues from fees will be available to the Commissioner of Patents to carry
out, to the extent provided for in appropriation Acts, the activities of the Patent and
Trademark Office.

"(d) The Commissioner may refund any fee paid by mistake or any amount paid

in excess of that required."

SEe. 4. Section 154 of title 35. United States Code, is amended by deleting the

word "issue".

SEe. 5. Section 31 of the Trademark Act of 1946. as amended (15 U S.C. 1113). is

amended to read as follows:

"§31. Fees

"(a) The Commissioner of Patents will establish fees for the filing and processing

of an application for the registration of a trademark or other mark and for all other

services performed by and materials furnished by the Patent and Trademark Office

related to trademarks and other marks. Fees will be set and adjusted by the Com-
missioner to recover in aggregate 50 per centum of the estimated average cost to

the Office of such processing. Fees for all other services or materials related to

trademarks and other marks will recover the estimated average cost to the Office of

performing the service or furnishing the material. However, no fee for the filing or

processing of an application for the registration of a trademark or other mark or for

the renewal or assignment of a trademark or other mark will be adjusted more than

once every three years. No fee established under this section will take effect prior

to sixty days following notice in the Federal Register.

"(b) The Commissioner may waive the payment of any fee for any service or ma-
terial related to trademarks or other marks in connection with any occasional re-

quest made by a department or agency of the Government, or any officer thereof

The Indian Arts and Crafts Board will not be charged any fee to register Govern-
ment trademarks of genuineness and quality for Indian products or for products of

particular Indian trib^ and groups."
SEe. 6. (a) Title 35 of the United States Code, entitled "Patents", is amended by

adding after chapter 37 the following new chapter 38:

'CHAPTER 38-PATENT RIGHTS IN INVENTIONS MADE
WITH FEDERAL ASSISTANCE

"Sec.

"200. Policy and objective.
"201. Definitions.
"202. Disposition of rights.

"203. March-in rights.

"204. Preference for United States industry.
"205. Confidentiality.
"206. Uniform clauses and regulations.
"207. Domestic and foreign protection of federally owned inventions.
"208. Regulations governing Federal licensing.
"209. Restrictions on licensing of federally owned inventions.
"210. Precedence of chapter.
"211. Relationship to antitrust laws.

"§200. Policy and objective.

"It is the policy and objective of the Congress to use the patent system to pro-
mote the utilization of inventions arising from federally supported research or de-
velopment; to encourage maximum participation of small business firms in federally

supported research and development efforts; to promote collaboration between
commercial concerns and nonprofit organizations, including universities; to ensure
that inventions made by nonprofit organizations and small business firms are used in

a manner to promote free competition and enterprise; to promote the commercial-
ization and public availability of inventions made in the United States by United
States industry and labor; to ensure that the Government obtains sufficient rights m
federally supported inventions to meet the needs of the Government and protect the

public against nonuse or unreasonable use of inventions; and to minimize the costs
of administering policies in this area.

"§201. Definitions

"As used in this chapter

—

"(a) The term 'Federal agency' means any executive agency as defined in sec-

tion 105 of title 5, United States Code, and the military departments as defined
by section 102 of title 5, United States Code.

"(b) The term 'funding agreement' means any contract, grant, or cooperative
agreement entered into between any Federal agency, other than the Tennessee
Valley Authority, and any contractor for the performance of experimental, de-
velopmental, or research work funded in whole or in part by the Federal Gov-
ernment. Such term includes any assignment, substitution of parties, or subcon-
tract of any type entered into for the performance of experimental,
developmental, or research work under a funding agreement as herein defined

"(c) The term 'contractor' means any person, small business firm, or nonprofit
organization that is a party to a funding agreement.

"(d) The term 'invention' means any invention or discovery which is or may
be patentable or otherwise protectable under this title.

"(e) The term 'subject invention" means any invention of the contractor con-

ceived or first actually reduced to practice in the performance of work under a

funding agreement.
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(0 The term -practical application" means to manufacture in the case of a
composition or product, to practice in the case of a process or method, or to op-
erate in the case of a machine or system; and. in each case, under such condi-
tions as to estabhsh that the invention is being utihzed and that its benefits are to
the extent permitted by law or Government regulations available to the public
on reasonable terms.

"(g) The term 'made' when used in relation to any invention means the con-
ception or first actual reduction to practice of such invention.

"(h) The term 'small business firm' means a small business concern as defined
at section 2 of Public Law 85-536 (15 U.S.C 632) and implementing regulations
of the Administrator of the Small Business Administration.

"(i) The term 'nonprofit organization' means universities and other institutions
of higher education or an organization of the type described in section 501(c)(3)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (26 U.S.C. 501(c)) and exempt from taxa-
tion under section 501(a) of the Internal Revenue Code (26 U.S.C. 501(a)) or
any nonprofit scientific or educational organization qualified under a State non-
profit organization statute.

"§202. Disposition of rights

"(a) Each nonprofit organization or small business firm may, within a reasonable
tme after disclosure as required by paragraph (cKl) of this section, elect to retain
title to any subject invention: Provided, however. That a funding agreement may pro-
vide otherwise (i) when the funding agreement is for the operation of Government-
owned research or production facility, (ii) in exceptional circumstances when it is
determined by the agency that restriction or elimination of the right to retain title
to any subject invention will better promote the policy and objectives of this chap-
ter or (iii) when it is determined by a Government authority which is authorized by
statute or Executive order to conduct foreign intelligence or counterintelligence ac-
tivities that the restriction or elimination of the right to retain title to any subject in-
vention IS necessary to protect the security of such activities. The rights of the non-
profit organization or small business firm shall be subject to the provisions of
paragraph (c) of this section and the other provisions of this chapter.

"(bXl) Any determination under (ii) of paragraph (a) of this section shall be in
wnting and accompanied by a written statement of facts justifying the determina-
tion. A copy of each such determination and justification shall be sent to the Comp-
troller General of the United States within thirty days after the award of the appli-
cable funding agreement. In the case of determinations applicable to funding
agreements with small business firms copies shall also be sent to the Chief Counsel
for Advocacy of the Small Business Administration.

"(2) If the Comptroller General believes that any pattern of determinations by a
Federal agency is contrary to the policy and objectives of this chapter or that an
agency's policies or practices are otherwise not in conformance with this chapter,
the Comptroller General shall so advise the head of the agency. The head of the
agency shall advise the Comptroller General in writing within one hundred and
twenty days of what action, if any, the agency has taken or plans to take with re-
specl to the matters raised by the Comptroller General.

"(3) At least once each year, the Comptroller General shall transmit a report to
the Committees on the Judiciary of the Senate and House of Representatives on the
manner in which this chapter is being implemented by the agencies and on such
other aspects of Government patent policies and practices with respect to federally
funded inventions as the Comptroller General believes appropriate.

"(c) Each funding agreement with a small business firm or nonprofit organization
shall contain appropriate provisions to effectuate the following:

"(1) A requirement that the contractor disclose each subject invention to the
Federal agency within a reasonable time after it is made and that the Federal
Government may receive title to any subject invention not reported to it within
such time.

"(2) A requirement that the contractor make an election to retain title to any
subject invention within a reasonable time after disclosure and that the Federal
Government may receive title to any subject invention in which the contractor
does not elect to retain rights or fails to elect rights within such time.

"(3) A requirement that a contractor electing rights file patent applications
within reasonable times and that the Federal Government may receive title to
any subject inventions in the United States or other countries in which the con-
tractor has not filed patent applications on the subject invention within such
times.

"(4) With respect to any invention in which the contractor elects rights, the
Federal agency shall have a nonexclusive, nontransferable, irrevocable, paid-up
license to practice or have practiced for or on behalf of the United States any
subject invention throughout the world, and may, if provided in the funding
agreement, have additional rights to sublicense any foreign government or inter-
national organization pursuant to any existing or future treaty or agreement.

"(5) The right of the Federal agency to require periodic reporting on the utili-
zation or efforts at obtaining utilization that are being made by the contractor or
his licensees or assignees: Provided, That any such information may be treated by
the Federal agency as commercial and financial information obtained from a per-
son and privileged and confidential and not subject to disclosure under section
552 of title 5 of the United States Code.

"(6) An obligation on the part of the contractor, in the event a United States
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patent application is filed by or on its behalf or by any assignee of the contrac-
tor, to include within the specification of such application and any patent issuing

thereon, a statement specifying that the invention was made with Government
support and that the Government has certain rights in the invention.

"(7) In the case of a nonprofit organization. (A) a prohibition upon the assign-

ment of rights to a subject invention in the United States without the approval
of the Federal agency, except where such assignment is made to an organization
which has as one of its primary functions the management of inventions and
which is not, itself, engaged in or does not hold a substantial interest in other or-

ganizations engaged in the manufacture or sale of products or the use of process-

es that might utilize the invention or be in competition with embodiments of the

invention (provided that such assignee shall be subject to the same provisions as

the contractor); (B) a prohibition against the granting of exclusive licenses under
United States Patents or Patent Applications in a subject invention by the con-

tractor to persons other than small business firms for a period in excess of the

earlier of five years from first commercial sale or use of the invention or eight

years from the date of the exclusive license excepting that time before regulato-

ry agencies necessary to obtain premarket clearance unless, on a case-by-case ba-

sis, the Federal agency approves a longer exclusive license. If exclusive field of

use licenses are granted, commercial sale or use in one field of use shall not be
deemed commercial sale or use as to other fields of use, and a first commercial
sale or use with respect to a product of the invention shall not be deemed to end
the exclusive period to different subsequent products covered by the invention;

(C) a requirement that the contractor share royalties with the inventor; and (D)
a requirement that the balance of any royalties or income earned by the contrac-

tor with respect to subject inventions, after payment of expenses (including pay-

ments to inventors) incidental to the administration of subject inventions, be uti-

lized for the support of scientific research or education.

"(8) The requirements of sections 203 and 204 of this chapter.

"(d) If a contractor does not elect to retain title to a subject invention in cases '—

subject to this section, the Federal agency may consider and after consultation with

the contractor grant requests for retention of rights by the inventor subject to the

provisions of this Act and regulations promulgated hereunder.

"(e) In any case when a Federal employee is a coinventor of any invention made '

under a funding agreement with a nonprofit organization or small business firm, i^esz"^^

Federal agency employing such coinventor is authorized to transfer or assign what-
ever rights it may acquire in the subject invention from its employee to the contrac-

tor subject to the conditions set forth in this chapter.

"(0(1) No funding agreement with a small business firm or nonprofit organization

shall contain a provision allowing a Federal agency to require the licensing to third

parties of inventions owned by the contractor that are not subject inventions unless

such provision has been approved by the head of the agency and a written justifica-

tion has been signed by the head of the agency. Any such provision shall clearly

state whether the licensing may be required in connection with the practice of a

subject invention, a specifically identified work object, or both. The head of the

agency may not delegate the authority to approve provisions or sign justifications

required by this paragraph.
"(2) A Federal agency shall not require the licensing of third parties under any

such provision unless the head of the agency determines that the use of the inven-

tion by others is necessary for the practice of a subject invention or for the use of a

work object of the funding agreement and that such action is necessary to achieve

the practical application of the subject invention or work object. Any such determi-

nation shall be on the record after an opportunity for an agency hearing. Any ac-

tion commenced for judicial review of such determination shall be brought withm
sixty days after notification of such determination.
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"§203. March-in rights

"With respect to any subject invention in which a small business firm or nonprof-
it organization has acquired title under this chapter, the Federal agency under
whose funding agreement the subject invention was made shall have the right, in

accordance with such procedures as are provided in regulations promulgated here-
under to require the contractor, an assignee or exclusive licensee of a subject inven-
tion to grant a nonexclusive, partially exclusive, or exclusive license in any field of
use to a responsible applicant or applicants, upon terms that are reasonable under
the circumstances, and if the contractor, assignee, or exclusive licensee refuses such
request, to grant such a license itself, if the Federal agency determines that such-

"(a) action is necessary because the contractor or assignee has not taken, or is

not expected to take within a reasonable time, effective steps to achieve practical
application of the subject invention in such field of use;

"(b) action is necessary to alleviate health or safely needs which are not rea-

sonably satisfied by the contractor, assignee, or their licensees;

"(c) action is necessary to meet requirements for public use specified by Fed-
eral regulations and such requirements are not reasonably satisfied by the con-
tractor, assignee, or licensees; or

"(d) action is necessary because the agreement required by section 204 has not
been obtained or waived or because a licensee of the exclusive right to use or
sell any subject invention in the United States is in breach of its agreement
obtained pursuant to section 204.
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"§204. Preference for United States industry

"Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, no small business firm or
nonprofit organization which receives title to any subject invention and no assignee
of any such small busmess firm or nonprofit organization shall grant to any person
the exclusive nght to use or sell any subject invention in the United States unless
such person agrees that any products embodying the subject invention or produced
through the use of the subject invention will be manufactured substantially in the
United States. However, in individual cases, the requirement for such an agreement
may be waived by the Federal agency under whose funding agreement the inven-
tion was made upon a showing by the small business firm, nonprofit organization,
or assignee that reasonable but unsuccessful efforts have been made to grant licenses
on similar terms to potential licensees that would be likely to manufacture substan-
tially m the United States or that under the circumstances domestic manufacture is
not commercially feasible.

"§205. Confidentiality

"Federal agencies are authorized to withhold from disclosure to the public infor-
mation disclosing any invention in which the Federal Government owns or may
own a right, title, or interest (including a nonexclusive license) for a reasonable time
in order for a patent application to be filed. Furthermore, Federal agencies shall not
be required to release copies of any document which is part of an apf^ication for
patent filed with the United States Patent and Trademark Office or with any for-
eign patent office.

"§206. Uniform clauses and regulations

"The Office of Federal Procurement Policy, after receiving recommendations of
the Office of Science and Technology Policy, may issue regulations which may be
made applicable to Federal agencies implementing the provisions of sections 202
through 204 of this chapter and the Office of Federal Procurement Policy shall es-
tablish standard funding agreement provisions required under this chapter.

"§207. Domestic and foreign protection of federally owned inventions

"Each Federal agency is authorized to-
"(1) apply for, obtain, and maintain patents or other forms of protection in the

United States and in foreign countries on inventions in which the Federal Gov-
ernment owns a right, title, or interest;

"(2) grant nonexclusive, exclusive, or partially exclusive licenses under feder-
ally owned patent applications, patents, or other forms of protection obtained,
royalty-free or for royalties or other consideration, and on such terms and con-
ditions, including the grant to the licensee of the right of enforcement pursuant
to the provisions of chapter 29 of this title as determined appropriate in the pub-
lic interest;

"(3) undertake all other suitable and necessary steps to protect and administer
rights to federally owned inventions on behalf of the Federal Government either
directly or through contract; and

"(4) transfer custody and administration, in whole or in part, to another Fed-
eral agency, of the right, title, or interest in any federally owned invention.

"§208. Regulations governing Federal licensing

"The Administrator of General Services is authorized to promulgate regulations
specifying the terms and conditions upon which any federally owned invention, oth-
er than inventions owned by the Tennessee Valley Authority, may be licensed on a
nonexclusive, partially exclusive, or exclusive basis.

"§209. Restrictions on licensing of federally owned inventions

"(a) No Federal agency shall grant any license under a patent or patent applica-
tion on a federally owned invention unless the person requesting the license has sup-
plied the agency with a plan for development and/or marketing of the invention,
except that any such plan may be treated by the Federal agency as commercial and
financial information obtained from a person and privileged and confidential and not
subject to disclosure under section 552 of title 5 of the United States Code.

"(b) A Federal agency shall normally grant the right to use or sell any federally
owned invention in the United States only to a licensee that agrees that any prod-
ucts embodying the invention or produced through the use of the invention will be
manufactured substantially in the United States.

"(c)(1) Each Federal agency may grant exclusive or partially exclusive licenses in
any invention covered by a federally owned domestic patent or patent application
only if, after public notice and opportunity for filing written objections, it is deter-
mined that-

"(A) the interests of the Federal Government and the public will best be
served by the proposed license, in view of the applicant's intentions, plans, and
ability to bring the invention to practical application or otherwise promote the
invention's utilization by the public;

"(B) the desired practical application has not been achieved, or is not likely
expeditiously to be achieved, under any nonexclusive license which has been
granted, or which may be granted, on the invention,

"(C) exclusive or partially exclusive licensing is a reasonable and necessary
incentive to call forth the investment of risk capital and expenditures to bring
the invention to practical application or otherwise promote the invention's utili-

zation by the public; and
"(D) the proposed terms and scope of exclusivity are not greater than reason-
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ably necessary to provide the incentive for bringing the invention to practical

"f?TPA cT °i
°^^^'"^'^ promote the invention's utilization by the public

(2) A Federal agency shall not grant such exclusive or partially exclusive license
under paragraph (1) of this subsection if it determines that the grant of such license
will tend substantially to lessen competition or result in undue concentration in any
section of the country in any line of commerce to which the technology to be li-
censed relates, or to create or maintain other situations inconsistent with the anti-
trust laws.

"(3) First preference in the exclusive or partially exclusive licensing of federallyowned inventions shall go to small business firms submitting plans that are deter-
mined by the agency to be within the capabilities of the firms and equally likely if
executed, to bring the invention to practical application as any plans submitted by
applicants that are not small business firms.

i! ^^i
^^^^^ consideration of whether the interests of the Federal Government or

United States industry in foreign commerce will be enhanced, any Federal agencymay grant exclusive or partially exclusive licenses in any invention covered by a
foreign patent application or patent, after public notice and opportunity for filing
wntten objections, except that a Federal agency shall not grant such exclusive or
partially exclusive license if it determines that the grant of such license will tend
substantially to lessen competition or result in undue concentration in any section of
the United States in any line of commerce to which the technology to be licensed
relates, or to create or maintain other situations inconsistent with antitrust laws.

"(e) The Federal agency shall maintain a record of determinations to grant exclu-
sive or partially exclusive licenses.

"(0 Any grant of a license shall contain such terms and conditions as the Federal
agency determines appropriate for the protection of the interests of the Federal
Government and the public, including provisions for the following:

"(1) periodic reporting on the utilization or efforts at obtaining utilization that
are being made by the licensee with particular reference to the plan submitted:
Provided. That any such information may be treated by the Federal agency as
commercial and financial information obtained from a person and privileged and
confidential and not subject to disclosure under section 552 of title 5 of the Unit-
ed States Code;

"(2) the right of the Federal agency to terminate such license in whole or in
part if it determines that the licensee is not executing the plan submitted with its

request for a license and the licensee cannot otherwise demonstrate to the satis-
faction of the Federal agency that it has taken or can be expected to take within
a reasonable time, effective steps to achieve practical application of the inven-
tion;

"(3) the right of the Federal agency to terminate such license in whole or in
part if the licensee is in breach of an agreement obtained pursuant to paragraph
(b) of this section; and

"(4) the right of the Federal agency to terminate the license in whole or in
part if the agency determines that such action is necessary to meet requirements
for public use specified by Federal regulations issued after the date of the license
and such requirements are not reasonably satisfied by the licensee.

••«"§210. Precedence of chapter
"(a) This chapter shall take precedence over any other Act which would require

a disposition of rights in subject inventions of small business firms or nonprofit or-
ganizations contractors in a manner that is inconsistent with this chapter, includina
but not necessanly limited to the following:

*

A "^'^if^iSx }??)^i}^f.^^^
°''^""« 29, 1935, as added by title I of the Act of

Aug. 14, 1946 (7 U.S.C. 427i(a); 60 Stat. 1085);

,nii?
'**^''°" 2°^^*^ °^ '•'^ ^^' o*" A"8- '*' >946 (7 use. 1624(a); 60 Stat.

1U90);

use ^\^)iiS^^
°^ '*^ Federal Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 (30

,o2^\^l'o"^'9^«*^^ °^ *^^ National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of
1966 (15 U.S.C. 1395(c); 80 Stat. 721);

.oi.*(^\^*'°" '2 °^ ^^^ National Science Foundation Act of 1950 (42 USC
1871(a); 82 Stat. 360);

"(6) section 152 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2182 68 Stat
943);

"(p section 305 of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 (42 U.S.C.

"(8) section 6 of the Coal Research Development Act of 1960 (30 US C 666
74 Stat. 337);

o ^'L^''°" ^ °^ ^^^ Helium Act Amendments of 1960 (50 USC 167b 74
Stat. 920);

'

ti7}!?K^^^^^ P °f,i^*^
'^™* Control and Disarmament Act of 1961 (22

U.S.C. 2572; 75 Stat. 634);

A "/'f\Q*wxnMi*i°!['*''H^", ^°2 °^'^^ Appalachian Regional Development
Act of 1965 (40 U.S.C. App. 302(e); 79 Stat. 5);

A "/'i\^>!'?J\^t,°I??*^.S^f2l'!!°"""*='^"'' ^"«'gy Research and Development
Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5901); 88 Stat. 1878);

"(13) section 5(d) of the Consumer Product Safety Act (15 U.S.C 2054(d); 86
Stat. 1211);

"(14) section 3 of the Act of April 5, 1944 (30 U.S.C. 323; 58 Stat. 191);
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••(15) section 8001(c)(3) of the Solid Waste Disposal Act (42 U.S.C. 6981(c);
90 Stat. 2829);

"(16) section 219 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 (22 U.S.C. 2179; 83
Stat. 806);

"(17) section 427(b) of the Federal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1977 (30
U.S.C. 937(b); 86 Stat. 155);

"(18) section 306(d) of the Surface Mining and Reclamation Act of 1977 (30
U.S.C. 1226(d); 91 Stat. 455);

"(19) section 21(d) of the Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act of 1974
(15 U.S.C. 2218(d); 88 Stat. 1548);

"(20) section 6(b) of the Solar Photovoltaic Energy Research Development
and Demonstration Act of 1978 (42 U.S.C. 5585(b); 92 Stat. 2516);

"(21) section 12 of the Native-Latex Commercialization and Economic Devel-
opment Act of 1978 (7 use. 178(j); 92 Stat. 2533); and

"(22) section 408 of the Water Resources and Development Act of 1978 (42
U.S.C. 7879; 92 Stat. 1360).

The Act creating this chapter shall be construed to take precedence over any future
Act unless that Act specifically cites this Act and provides that it shall take prece-
dence over this Act.

"(b) Nothing in this chapter is intended to alter the effect of the laws cited in
paragraph (a) of this section or any other laws with respect to the disposition of
rights in inventions made in the performance of funding agreements with persons
other than nonprofit organizations or small business firms.

"(c) Nothing in this chapter is intended to limit the authority of agencies to agree
to the disposition of rights in inventions made in the performance of work under
funding agreements with persons other than nonprofit organizations or sm^ll busi-
ness firms in accordance with the Statement of Government Patent Policy issued on
Aug. 23, 1971 (36 Fed. Reg. 16887), agency regulations, or other applicable regula-
tions or to otherwise limit the authority of agencies to allow such persons to retain
ownership of inventions. Any disposition of rights in inventions made in accordance
with the Statement or implementing regulations, including any disposition occurring
before enactment of this section, are hereby authorized.

"(d) Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to require the disclosure of intelli-

gence sources or methods or to otherwise affect the authority granted to the Direc-
tor of Central Intelligence by statute or Executive order for the protection of intel-

ligence sources or methods.

"§211. Relationship to antitrust laws

"Nothing in this chapter shall be deemed to convey to any person immunity from
civil or criminal liability, or to create any defenses to actions, under any antitrust
law."

(b) The table of chapters for title 35, United States Code, is amended by adding
immediately after the item relating to chapter 37 the following:

Effective dates,

35 use 41 note

Computerized

data and
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system, report to

Congress

35 use 14 note

"38. Patent rights in inventions made with Federal assistance."

Sec. 7. Amendments to Other Acts.—The following Acts are amended as fol-

lows:

(a) Section 156 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2186; 68 Stat. 947)
is amended by deleting the words "held by the Commission or".

(b) The National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 is amended by repealing
paragraph (g) of section 305 (42 U.S.C. 2457(g); 72 Stat. 436).

(c) The Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development Act of 1974 is

amended by repealing paragraphs (g), (h), and (i) of section 9 (42 U.S.C. 5908 (g),
(h), and(i); 88 Stat. 1889-1891).

Sec. 8. (a) Sections 2, 4, and 5 of this Act will take effect upon enactment.
(b) Section 1 of this Act will take effect on the first day of the seventh month be-

ginning after its enactment and will apply to patents in force as of that date or is-

sued thereafter.

(c) Section 3 of this Act will take effect on the first day of the first fiscal year be-
ginning on or after one calendar year after enactment. However, until section 3
takes effect, the Commissioner may credit the Patent and Trademark Office appro-
priation account in the Treasury of the United States with the revenues from col-
lected reexamination fees, which will be available to pay the costs to the Office of
reexamination proceedings.

(d) Any fee in effect as of the date of enactment of this Act will remain in effect
until a corresponding fee established under section 41 of title 35, United States
Code, or section 1 1 1 3 of title 1 5, United States Code, takes effect.

(e) Fees for maintaining a patent in force will not be applicable to patents applied
for prior to the date of enactment of this Act.

(0 Sections 6 and 7 of this Act will take effect on the first day of the seventh
month beginning after its enactment. Implementing regulations may be issued earli-

er.

(g) Sections 8 and 9 will tafee effect on the date of enactment of this Act.
Sec. 9. The Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks shall report to Congress,

within two years after the effective date of this Act, a plan to identify, and if neces-
sary develop or have developed, computerized data and retrieval systems equivalent
to the latest state of the art which can be applied to all aspects of the cnieration of
the Patent and Trademark Office, and particularly to the patent search file, the pa-
tent classification system, and the trademark search file. The report shall specify the
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cost of implementing the plan, how rapidly the plan can be implemented by the Pa-
tent and Trademark Office, without regard to funding which is or which may be
available for this purpose in the future.

Sec. 10. (a) Section 101 of title 17 of the United States Code is amended to add at
the end thereof the following new language:

"A 'computer program' is a set of statements or instructions to be used direct-
ly or indirectly in a computer in order to bring about a certain result."

(b) Section 117 of title 17 of the United States Code is amended to read as fol-
lows:

"§117. Limitations on exclusive rights: Computer programs
"Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106, it is not an infringement for the

owner of a copy of a computer program to make or authorize the making of anoth-
er copy or adaptation of that computer program provided:

"(1) that such a new copy or adaptation is created as an essential step in the
utilization of the computer program in conjunction with a machine and that it is

used in no other manner, or
"(2) that such new copy or adaptation is for archival purposes only and that

all archival copies are destroyed in the event that continued possession of the
computer program should cease to be rightful.
"Any exact copies prepared in accordance with the provisions of this section may

be leased, sold, or otherwise transferred, along with the copy from which such cop-
ies were prepared, only as part of the lease, sale, or other transfer of all rights in the
program. Adaptations so prepared may be transferred only with the authorization of
the copyright owner."

Approved Dec. 12, 1980.

"Computer

priigram
"

17 use 117
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LEGISLATIVE HISTORY:

HOUSE REPORTS: No. 96-1307, Pt. I (Comm. on the Judiciary) and No 96-
1307, Pt. 2 (Comm. on Government Operations).
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Vol. 126 (1980):

Nov. 17, considered and passed House.
Nov. 20, considered and passed Senate, amended.
Nov. 21, House concurred in Senate amendment.

(47) Public Law 97-247

97th Congress
An Act

To authorize appropriations to the Patent and Trademark Office in the Department
of Commerce, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled. That there is authorized to be appropriated for the
payment of salaries and necessary expenses of the Patent and Trademark Office to
become available for fiscal year 1983, $76,000,000, and in fiscal years 1984 and 1985
such sums as may be necessary as well as such additional or supplemental amounts
as may be necessary, for increases in salary, pay. retirement, or other employee ben-
efits authorized by law. Funds available under this section shall be used to reduce
by 50 per centum the payment of fees under section 41 (a) and (b) of title 35, Unit-
ed States Code, by independent inventors and nonprofit organizations as defined in

regulations established by the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, and by
small business concerns as defined in section 3 of the Small Business Act and by
regulations established by the Small Business Administration. When so specified and
the the extent provided in an appropriation Act, any amount appropriated pursuant
to this section and, in addition, such fees as shall be collected pursuant to title 35.
United States Code, and the Trademark Act of 1946, as amended (15 U.S.C. 1051 et
seq.). may remain available without fiscal year limitation.

Sec 2. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, there is authorized to be ap-
propriated for the payment of salaries and expenses of the Patent and Trademark
Office. $121,461,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30. 1982, and such addi-
tional or supplemental amounts as may be necessary for increases in salary, pay, re-
tirement, or other employee benefits authorized by law.
Sec 3. (a) Section 41(a) of title 35, United States Code, is amended to read as fol-

lows:

"(a) The Commissioner shall charge the following fees:
"1. On filing each application for an original patent, except in design or plant

cases, $300; in addition, on filing or on presentation at any other time, $30 for each
claim in independent form which is in excess of three. $10 for each claim (whether
independent or dependent) which is in excess of twenty, and $100 for each applica-
tion containing a multiple dependent claim. For the purpose of computing fees, a
multiple dependent claim as referred to in section 112 of this title or any claim
depending therefrom shall be considered as separate dependent claims in accordance
with the number of claims to which reference is made. Errors in payment of the ad-
ditional fees may be rectified in accordance with regulations of the Commissioner

Aug 1''. i<»8:
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$500
^°' '''''"'"* ^^"^ °"^'"^' °^ '^'^^"^ ''"'*"'• ^^^^^ •" ***•'«" °' P'*"» cases,

"3. In design and plant cases:
"a. On filing each design application, $125.

^ "b. On filing each plant application, $200.
* "c. On issuing each design patent, $175.

"d. On issuing each plant patent, $250.
"4. On filing each application for the reissue of a patent, $300; in addition on fil-ing or on presentation at any other time. $30. for each claim in independent form

Zntr" '"k"?'"' f i^V""^' of independent claims of the original patent, and
$10 for each claim (whether independent or dependent) which is in excew of twen-

m.n? Jl^ '"/j'f
"' ?V^*^

""'"'^' °^
'^'Z™'

°f ^^^ O"*"*' patent- Errors in pay-

Comm^ssione?
""^^ rectified in accordance with regulations of the

"5. On filing each disclaimer, $50.

.

"6 On filing an appeal from the examiner to the Board of Appeals, $1 15; in addi-
lon on filing a brief in support of the appeal, $1 15, and on requiting an oral hear-mg before the Board of Appeals, $100.

i e

"7. On filing each petition for the revival of an unintentionally abondoned appli-

«i'K
" ?' f ^c^^^ °'. ^°'

*u
^ unintentionally delayed payment of the fee for issuing

each patent. $500. unless the petition is filed under sections 133 or 151 of this title
in which case the fee shall be $50.

'

"8. For petitions for one-month extensions of time to take actions required by theCommissioner in an application:
"a. On filing a first petition. $50.
"b. On filing a second petition. $100.
"c. On filing a third or subsequent petition. $200.".

f5> S£!l*'0" *'('') °f ''t'e 35. United States Code, is amended to read as follows:

force
Commissioner shall charge the following fees for maintaining a patent in

"1. Three years and six months after grant, $400.
"2. Seven years and six months after grant, $800.
"3. Eleven years and six months after grant, $1,200.

Unless payment, of the applicable maintenance fee is received in the Patent andTrademark Office on or before the date the fee is due or within a grace period of
six months thereafter, the patent will expire as of the end of such grace period The
Commissioner may require the payment of a surcharge as a condition of acceptiniJ
within such six-month grace period the late payment of an application maintenance
tee. No fee will be established for maintaining a design or plant patent in force

"

S uffTu *l^'^^
"'"""^ ^^' '^"''^'' ^^^^^ ^°^^' 's amended to read as follows:

(cKl) The Commissioner may accept the payment of any maintenance fee re-
quired by subsection (b) of this section after the six-month grace period if the delay
IS shown to the satisfaction of the Commissioner to have been unavoidable The
Commissioner may require the payment of a surcharge as a condition of accepting
payment of any maintenance fee after the six-month grace period. If the Commis-
sioner accepts payment of a maintenance fee after the six-month grace period, the
P^'.o! It

considered as not having expired at the end of the grace period
(2) No patent, the term of which has been maintained as a result of the accep-

tance of a paynient of a maintenance fee under this subsection, shall abridge or af-
fect the right of any person or his successors in business who made, purchased or
used after the six-month grace period but prior to the acceptance of a maintenance
tee under this subsection anything protected by the patent, to continue the use of,
or to sell to others to be used or sold, the specific thing so made, purchased, or
used. The court before which such matter is in question may provide for the contin-
ued nianufacture. use or sale of the made, purchased, or used as specified, or for the
manufacture, use or sale of which substantial preparation was made after the six-
month grace period but before the acceptance of a maintenance fee under this sub-
section, and It may also provide for the continued practice of any process, prac-
ticed, or for the practice of which substantial preparation was made, after the
six-month grace period but prior to the acceptance of a maintenance fee under this
subsection, to the extent and under such terms as the court deems equitable for the
protection of investments made or business commenced after the six-month grace
period but before the acceptance of a maintenance fee under the subsection

"

wix Ti!'°"
^^^^^ °^ ''"^ '^' ^""^^^ ^t**®'' ^^^' '" amended to read as follows:

(d) The Commissioner will establish fees for all other processing, services, or
materials related to patents not specified above to recover the estimated average
cost to the Office of such processing, services, or materials. The yeariy fee for pro-
viding a library specified in section 113 of this title with uncertified printed copies
of the specifications and drawings for all patents issued in that year will be $50."

w!% -?u"°r"
^^^^ °^ ''"^ ^^' '^"''^'^ ^'^'^ C°**«' ''' amended to read as follows:

(0 The fees established in subsections (a) and (b) of this section may be adjusted
by the Commissioner on October 1. 1985. and every third year thereafter, to refiect
any fluctuations occuring during the previous three years in the Consumer Price In-
dex, as determined by the Secretary of Labor. Changes of less than 1 per centum
may be ignored.".

1 1 cV^^*?^,*;''""
^^^ °^ section 31 of the Trademark Act of 1946, as amended (15

U.S>.C. 1113), IS amended by deleting "Fees will be set and adjusted by the Commis-
sioner to recover the aggregate 50 per centum of the estimated average cost to the
Uftice of such processing. Fees for all other services or materials related to trade-
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marks and other marks will recover the estimated average cost to the Office of per-
forming the service or funished the material".

(g) Section 42(c) of the title 35, United States Code, is amended by adding the
following sentence at the end thereof: "Fees available to the Commissioner under
section 31 of the Trademark Act of 1946. as amended (15 U.S.C. 1113). shall be
used exclusively for the processing of trademark registrations and for other services
and materials related to trademarks".
Sec 4. Section 3(a) of title 35, United States Code is amended (1) by deleting the

phrase "not more than fifteen"; and (2) by inserting the phrase "appointed under
section 7 of this title" immediately after the phrase "examiners-in-chief.

Sec. 5. Section 1 1 1 of title 35. United States Code, is amended to read as follows:
"Sec. 111. Application for patent shall be made, or authorized to be made, by the

inventor, except as otherwise provided in this title, in writing to the Commissioner.
Such application shall include (1) a specification as prescribed by section 1 12 of this

title; (2) a drawing as prescribed by section 113 of this title; and (3) an oath by the
applicant as prescribed by section 115 of this title. The application must be accom-
panied by the fee required by law. The fee and oath may be submitted after the
specificatioii and any required drawing are submitted, within such period and under
such conditions, including the payment of a surcharge, as may be prescribed by the
Commissioner. Upon failure to submit the fee and oath within such prescribed peri-

od, the application shall be regarded as abandoned, unless it is shown to the satisfac-

tion of the Commissioner that the delay in submitting the fee and oath was unavoid-
able. The filing date of an application shall be the date on which the specification
and any required drawing are received in the Patent and Trademark Office".

Sec. (a) Section 116 of title 35. United States Code, is amended (1) by deleting
the phrase "Joint inventors" from the title and inserting in its place "Inventors";
and (2) in the third paragraph, by deleting the phrase "a person is joined in an ap-
plication for patent as joint inventor through error, or a joint inventor is not includ-
ed in an application through error" and inserting in its place the phrase "through
error a person is named in an application for patent as the inventor, or through er-

ror an inventor is not named in an application".

(b) Section 256 of title 35. United States Code, is amended to read as follows:

"§256. Correction of named inventor

"Whenever through error a person is named in an issued patent as the inventor,
or through error an inventor is not named in an issued patent and such error arose
without any deceptive intention on his part, the Commissioner may, on application
of all the parties and assignees, with proof of the facts and such other requirements
as may be imposed, issue a certificate correcting such error.

"The error of omitting inventors or naming persons who are not inventors shall

not invalidate the patent in which such error occurred if it can be corrected as pro-
vided in this section. The court before which such matter is called in question may
order correction of the patent on notice and hearing of all parties concerned and
the Commissioner shall issue a certificate accordingly.".

Sec. 7. Section 6 of the title 35, United States Code, is amended by deleting para-

graph (d) thereof

Sec. 8. (a) Section 8(a) of the Trademark Act of 1946, as amended (15 U.S.C.
1058(a)). is amended (a) by deleting the word "still"; and (2) by inserting the phrase
"in commerce" immediately after the wor,.' "use".

(b) Section 8(b) of the Trademark Act of 1946, as amended (15 U S.C 1058(b)). is

amended (1) by deleting the word "stifle"; and (2) by inserting the phrase "in com-
merce" immediately after the word "use".

Sec. 9. (a) Section 13 of the Trademark Act of 1946, as amended (15 U S.C.

1063). is amended (1) by deleting the phrase "a verified" and inserting in its place

the word "an"; (2) by adding the phrase "when requested prior to the expiration of
an extension" immediately after the word "cause"; and (3) by deleting the fourth
sentence.

(b) Section 14 of the Trademark Act of 1946. as amended (15 U.S.C 1064). is

amended by deleting the word "verified".

Sec. 10. Section 15 of the Trademark Act of 1946. as amended (15 U.S.C 1065).

is amended by deleting the phrase "the publication" and inserting in its place the

word "registration".

Sec. II. The first sentence of section 16 of the Trademark Act of 1946, as

amended (15 U.S.C. 1066), is amended to read as follows: "Upon petition showing
extraordinary circumstances, the Commissioner may declare that an interference ex-

ists when application is made for the registration of a mark which so resembles a

mark previously registered by another, or for the registration of which another has

previously made application, as to be likely when applied to the goods or when
used in connection with the services of the applicant to cause confusion or mistake
or to deceive.".

Sec. 12. Section 21 of title 35, United States Code, is amended-
(1) by deleting the phrase "Day for taking action falling on Saturday, Sunday,

or holiday" from the title and inserting in its place the phrase "Filing date and
day for taking action";

(2) by inserting the following as subsection (a):

"(a) The Commissioner may be rule prescribe that any paper or fee required lo

be filed in the 'Patent and Trademark Office will be considered filed in the Of-

fice on the date on which it was deposited with the United States Postal Service

or would have been deposited with the United States Postal Service but for
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postal service interruptions or emergencies designated by the Commissioner.";

(3) by designating the existing paragraph as subsection (b); and
(4) by inserting the word "federal" in subsection (b), as designated above, im-

mediately after the word "a".

Sec. 13. Section 6(a) of title 35. United States Code, is amended (I) by deleting

the word "and", third occurrence, and inserting in its place a comma; (2) by insert-

ing the phrase ". or exchanges of items or services" immediately after the word
"programs"; and (3) by inserting the phrase "or the administration of the Patent and
Trademark Office" immediately after the word "law", second occurrence.

Sec. 14. (a) Section 115 of title 35, United States Code, is amended by (1) delet-

ing the phrase "shall be" and inserting in its place the word "is"; and (2) inserting

the following immediately after the phrase "United States", third occurrence: ", or
apostille of an official designated by a foreign country which, by treaty or conven-
tion, accords like effect to apostilles of designated officials in the United States".

(b) Section 261 of title 35. United States Code, is amended, in the third para-

graph, by inserting the following immediately after the phrase "United States",

third occurrence: ", or apostille of an official designated by a foreign country
which, by treaty or convention, accords like effect to apostilles of designated offi-

cials in the United States".

(c) Section II of the Trademark Act of 1946. as amended (15 U.S.C. 1061), is

amended by (1) deleting the phrase "shall be", first occurrence, and inserting in its

place the word "is"; and (2) inserting the following immediately after the phrase
"United States", third occurrence: ". or apostille of an official designated by a for-

eign country which, by treaty or convention, accords like effect to apostilles of des-

ignated officials in the United States".

Sec. 15. Section 13 of title 35. United States Code, is amended by deleting "(a)9"

and inserting in its place "(d)".

Sec. 16. Section 173 of title 35. United States Code, is amended to read as fol-

lows: "Patents for designs shall be granted for the term of fourteen years."

Sec. 17. (a) Sections I. 2. 4. 7, and 13 through 15 of this Act shall take effect on
the date of enactment of this Act. Stections 3 and 16 of this Act shall take effect on
Oct. 1, 1982. The maintenance fees provided for in section 3(b) of this Act shall not

apply to patents applied for prior to the date of enactment of this Act. Each patent

applied for on or after the date of enactment of this Act shall be subject to the

maintenance fees established pursuant to section 3(b) of this Act or to maintenance
fees hereafter established by law, as to the amounts paid and the number and timing

of the payments. \

(b)(1) Title 35. United States Code, is ^mended by inserting after section 293 the

following new section of chapter 29:

§294. Voluntary arbitration

"(a) A contract involving a patent or an^ right under a patent may contain a pro-

vision requiring arbitration of any dispute relating to patent validity or infringement

arising under the contract. In the absence of such a provision, the parties to an
existing patent validity or infringement dispute may agree in writing to settle such

dispute by arbitration. Any such provision or agreement shall be valid, irrevocable,

and enforceable, except for any grounds that exist at law or in equity for revocation

of a contract.

"(b) Arbitration of such disputes, awards by arbitrators and confirmation of

awards shall be governed by title 9. United States Code, to the extent such title is

not inconsistent with this section. In any such arbitration proceeding, the defenses

provided for under section 282 of this title shall be considered by the arbitrator if

raised by any party to the proceeding.

"(c) An award by an arbitrator shall be final and binding between the parties to

the arbitration but shall have no force or effect on any other person. The parties to

an arbitration may agree that in the event a patent which is the subject matter of an

award is subsequently determined to be invalid or unenforceable in a judgment ren-

dered by a court to competent jurisdiction from which no appeal can or has been

taken, such award may be modified by any court of competent jurisdiction upon ap-

plication by any party to the arbitration. Any such modification shall govern the

rights and obligations between such parties from the date of such modification.

"(d) When an award is made by an arbitrator, the patentee, his assignee or licens-

ee shall give notice thereof in writing to the Commissioner. There shall be a sepa-

rate notice prepared for each patent involved in such proceeding. Such notice shall

set forth the names and addresses of the parties, the name of the inventor, and the

name of the patent owner, shall designate the number of the patent, and shall con-

tain a copy of the award. If an award is modified by a court, the party requesting

such modification shall give notice of such modification to the Commissioner. The
Commissioner shall, upon receipt of either notice, enter the same in the record of

the prosecution of such patent. If the required notice is not filed with the Commis-
sioner, any party to the proceeding may provide such notice to the Commissioner.

"(e) The award shall be unenforceable until the notice required by subsection (d)

is received by the Commissioner."

(2) The analysis for chapter 29 of title 35 of the United Stat^ Code is amended
by adding at the end the following:

"294 Volunlary arbitralion
"

(c) Sections 5. 6. 8 through 12. and 17(b) of this Act shall take effect six months
after enactment.

Approved Aug. 27. 1982.
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2d Session

97th Congress HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES Report
No. 97-542

PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE AUTHORIZATION

May 17, 1982.—Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the State of the

Union and ordered to be printed

Mr. Kastenmeier. from the Committee on the Judiciary, submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany H.R. 6260)

[Including cost estimate of the Congressional Budget Office]

The Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was referred the bill (H.R. 6260) to autho-
rize appropriations to the Patent and Trademark Office in the Department of Commerce,
and for other purposes, having considered the same, report favorably thereon with an
amendment and recommend that the bill as amended do pass.

The amendment strikes out all after the enacting clause of the bill and inserts a new text

which appears in italic type in the reported bill.

Purpose of the Bill

The purpose of H.R. 6260 is to authorize appropriations for the Patent and Trademark
Office for fiscal years 1983 through 1985.

Statement
The Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice

previously held two days of hearings on the legislation, receiving testimony from a repre-

sentative group of witnesses including the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks^the
American Bar Association Section of Patent, Trademark and Copyright Law. the Ameri-
can Patent Law Association, the Patent, Trademark and Copyright Section of the Stale

Bar of Virginia, the United States Trademark Association and the General Patent Counsel
of the General Electric Corporation.

H.R. 6260 reflects the recommendation of the Administration with three modifications

as follows. First, the Administration proposal authorized the Commissioner of Patents and
Trademarks to establish fees administratively. The subcommittee approved an amendment
to set forth specific fees in the statute and limited the Commissioner's authority to raise

fees. Second, the Administration recommended that user fees recover lOO'JJ- of the costs

of actual processing of patents and trademarks. The subcommittee amended the bill to re-

duce by 50% patent filing and maintenance fees for individual inventors, small businesses

and not for profit institutions. The effect of the amendment is to increase by $8 million the

authorized appropriation which would have been provided under the original Administra-
tion request. Third, the subcommittee adopted a recommendation of the Commissioner of
Patents and Trademarks, the American Bar Asscx;iation and a coalition of corporate pa-

tent counsel permitting arbitration of patent disputes.

H.R. 6260 was considered by the Full Committee on the Judiciary on May 1 1, 1982 and
was approved as reported by the subcommittee with an amendment offered by Mr. Frank
described below.

Synopsis OF H.R. 6260

Sections 1—3
Authorizes the Patent and Trademark Office for fiscal year 1983 at an appropriations

level of $76,000,000 and for fiscal years 1984 and 1985 such sums as may be necessary.

This would be augmented by additional fee income under the bill of approximately $79
million for a total budget of $155 million. In fiscal year 1982 the Patent and Trademark
Office was authorized at a level of $118,961,000 of which $29,600,000 was provided
through fee income. Fiscal year 1983 will be the first year in which fee income under PL
96-517 will be credited to the Patent and Trademark Office without being counted as part

of its authorized appropriation. Had this new accounting procedure been applied to fiscal

year 1982 the authorization and appropriation for the Patent and Trademark Office would
have been $89 million. This constitutes the actual level of taxpayer support of the Office

Thus, H.R. 6260 authorizes the expenditure of tax revenue in fiscal 1983 to support the

Patent and Trademark Office at a level $21 million lower than for fiscal 1982 H R 6260
proposes to double current fees as the means of making up for the difference between a

lower level of taxpayer support and an increased total budget. Further, maintenance fees
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which were first authorized in PL. 96-517 and which will not begin to be collected until
fiscal year 1986 (Oct. 1, 1985) will also be doubled over the amounts provided for under
P.L. 96-517.

The overall objective of H.R. 6260 is to provide for increased user support for the Pa-
tent and Trademark Office costs associated with the actual processing of patent applica-
tions by fiscal year 1996. The fee schedule is designed to return to the government 100%
of actual costs. However, an amendment to the original Administration proposal adopted
by the subcommittee would reduce by half the fees for individuals, small businesses and
nonprofit inventors. At the present time less than 25% of the actual costs of processing
patent applications are supported by fee revenue and under P.L. 96-517, which becomes
effective on Oct. 1, 1982, this amount will gradually begin to rise but will only reach 50%
uf actual costs in 1996.

The amendment offered by Mr. Frank and approved by the Committee modifies that
portion of Section 3 of H.R. 6260 dealing with Trademark fees. Public Law 96-517 (35
United States Code, section 31(a)) provides. "Fees will be set and adjusted by the Com-
missioner to recover in aggregate 50 per centum of the estimated average cost to the Of-
fice of such processing. Fees for all other services or materials related to trademarks and
other marks will recover the estimated average cost. . of performing the service or fur-

nishing the material."

The Administration requested that the figure, "50 per centum", be changed to "100 per
centum", thus mandating full recovery to the Treasury of all costs associated with pro-
cessing trademarks.An amendment offered during subcommittee consideration of the legis-

lation proposed to reduce fee generated revenue supporting processing of trademarks to
less than the 100 per centum recovery level. The amendment was not agreed to. The au-
thor of the amendment, Mr. Frank, then proposed to amend the law to provide a statuto-
ry fee schedule which would return revenue to the Patent and Trademark Office at a lev-
el designed to recover 1(X) per centum of costs. However, following consultations with
interested parties, Mr. Frank modified his amendment simply to repeal those portions of
P.L. 96-517 which mandate a specified level of cost recovery for the processing of trade-
mark registrations. Thus, the level of cost recovery for processing of trademark registra-
tions will be within the discretion of the Commissioner. The Committee is aware of the
concerns of users of the Trademark registration system, however, and intends to exercise
vigorous oversight with respect to the Commissioner to ensure that fees remain at a rea-
sonable level and that trademark registrations are processed in an efficient and cost effec-
tive manner. As part of this oversight, the Committee recommends the following fee
structure to the Commissioner for Fiscal Year 1983.

I

Type of fee: Proposed fee
Application filing fee per class $175
Renewal fee 300
Late renewal 100
Section 12(c) claim 100
New certificate 100
Certificate of correction 100
Disclaimer to registration 100
Amendment to registration 1(X)

Per class combines section 8 and 15 affidavit 200
Per class section 8 affidavit alone 1(X)

Per class section 15 affidavit alone 100
All petitions to Commissioner . . 100
Cancellation opposition per class 200
TTAB appeal 100
Certified copies .

.- 10
Copies of trademarks 1

Assignments (')

' 100 plus for each mark in addition to 1.

Section 3(d) also permits the Commissioner of Patents to accept late payment of mainte-
nance fees where it is established that the delay in payment was unavoidable.

Section 4 permits the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks to appoint temporary
examiners in chief for the Board of Patent Appeals to deal more flexibly with workload.

Section 5 permits late filing of the oath and fee accompanying submission of specifica-
tions and drawings which accompany patent claims.

Section 6 permits greater flexibility in correcting mistakes in the naming of inventors on
a patent application.

Section 7 allocates funds from the Patent and Trademark Office to the Department of
State to pay the financial obligations of administering the patent Cooperation Treaty.

Section 8 clarifies the Trademark law with respect to what constitutes use of a mark "in
commerce".

Section 9 deletes the burdensome technical requirement that trademark oppositions be
verified.

Section 10 makes the date of registration rather than the date of publication the crucial
date for purposes of establishing the incontestability of a trademark. This eliminates an
ambiguity in the present law.

Section 1 1 limits the declaration of interferences under the trademark law to situations
where extraordinary circumstances exist.

Section 12 authorizes the Commissioner of the Patent and Trademark Office the flexibil-

ity to deal with problems of delay in filing due to postal service breakdowns.
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Section 13 permits the Commissioner of Patents to enter into cooperative studies, pro-

grams, exchanges and similar ventures associated with the administration of the Patent Of-

fice.

Section 14 conforms U.S. Patent and Trademark Law to a recent international treaty

governing diplomatic or consular legalization of documents.
Section 15 corrects a mistaken citation in P.L. 96-517.

Section 16 creates a uniform term for design patents.

Section 17 establishes the effective dates for provisions of the Act. Increased filing fees

would apply to all applications made on or after the date of enactment of H.R. 6260.

Section 18 permits voluntary arbitration of patent disputes.

Section-by-Section Analysis

SECTION 1

This section authorizes appropriations for the Patent and Trademark Office for the pay-

ment of salaries and necessary expenses of the Office. For Fiscal Year 1983, this section

authorizes appropriations of S76,(XX),000, and in fiscal years 1984 and 1985 such sums as

may be necessary, as well as such additional and supplemental amounts as may be neces-

sary to cover any increases in salary, pay, retirement, or employee benefits which may be
authorized by law. Funds made available by these appropriations are to be used to reduce
by 50 per centum the amount of the fees to be paid under title 35, United States Code,
section 41(a) and (b) by independent inventors and nonprofit organizations as defined m
regulations established by the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, and by small

business concerns as defined in section 3 of the Small Business Act and by regulations es-

tablished by the Small Business Administration.

In addition, fees collected pursuant to title 35, United States Code, and the Trademark
Act of 1946, as amended (15 U.S.C. 1051 et seq.). will augment the authorized appropria-

tion to provide the resources needed to conduct the operations of the Office for fiscal

year 1983. The total resources for the Office in fiscal year 1983. that is. the amount appro-

priated pursuant to this section plus fees collected pursuant to the patent and trademark
laws, which will be available to the Office, are estimated to be $154,934,000. The corre-

sponding levels for fiscal year 1984 and fiscal year 1985 are estimated in the President's

Budget to be $167 million and $176 million, respectively. Any additional amounts to cover
increases in salary, pay, retirement, or other employee benefits which may be authorized

by law will be in addition to, and will therefore increase, those program levels. Finally.

any funds appropriated pursuant to this section and all fees collected, when specified in an

appropriation act, will remain available without any fiscal year limitation.

SECTION 2

This section provides that, notwithstanding any other provision of law, there is autho-

rized to be appropriated to the Patent and Trademark Office for fiscal year 1982.

$121,461,(X)0 and such additional or supplemental amounts as may be necessary for in-

creases in salary, pay, retirement, or other employee benefits authorized by law. This sec-

tion increases the amount authorized for the Patent and Trademark Office by 2.5 million

over that authorized in Public law 97-35. The President is recommending a supplemental

appropriation of $2,500,000 for the Patent and Trademark Office for fiscal year 1982 in or-

der to carry out the program recommendations included in his fiscal year 1983 Budget.

SECTION 3

This section establishes certain statutory fees which are to be charged by the Commis-
sioner and authorizes the Commissioner to establish other fees whose amounts are not spe-

cifically set. Thus, the major routine fees which are applicable to patents and patent

application processing are established (e.g., filing, issuance, and maintenance fees). The
Commissioner is authorized to establish fees for all other processing, services, or materials

related to patents which are not specifically established by statute. The processing and ser-

vice fees, which would be established at a level to recover the estimated average costs to

the Office. A more specific discussion of the various provisions of this section is set forth

below.
Section 3(a) amends section 41(a) of title 35 to provide the amounts of the fees for filing

and issuance of patent applications. In addition, the section includes provisions for increas-

ing the filing fees due to increased complexities presented by certain applications, eg . ap-

plications containing more than a specified number of claims and any application contain-

ing a multiple dependent claim. The section also provides that fees will be charged when
the number of claims is increased above the specified number or when a multiple depen-

dent claim is first presented, whether on filing or at a later point in processing.

Under section 4l(a)l, the filing fee for an original patent, except in design or plant

cases, is $300. In addition, on filing or on presentation at any other time, $30 is due for

each claim in independent form which is in excess of three, $10 is due for each claim

(whether independent or dependent) which is in excess of twenty, and $100 is due for

each application containing a multiple dependent claim. The latter fee is a one-time charge

per application due the first time a multiple dependent claim is presented for examination.

For the purpose of computing fees, a multiple dependent claim as referred to in section

112 of title 35, United States Code, or any claim depending therefrom, will be considered

as separate dependent claims in accordance with the number of claims to which reference

is made. Under the section, errors in payment of the additional fees may be rectified in ac-

cordance with regulations of the Commissioner. This will enable the Commissioner to es-

tablish regulations whereby patent applications may correct, without prejudice, errors in

payment of the additional fees, i.e., those in addition to the basic fees established.

Under section 41(a)2, the fee for issuing all original and reissue patents, except in design

or plant cases, would be a uniform amount of $500. No supplemental issue fees are re-

quired.
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Section 41(a)3 establishes fixed fees for filing applications for, and issuance of design
and plant patents. For design patent cases, the filing fee would be $200 and the issue fee
$250.

Section 41(a)4 relates to fees in reissue cases and establishes a fee of $300 for filing each
application for the reissue of a patent. In addition, on filing or on presentation at any oth-
er time. $30 is due for each claim in independent form which is in excess of the number of
independent claims of the original patent, and $10 is due for each claim (whether indepen-
dent or dep)endent) which is in excess of twenty and also in excess of the number of
claims of the original patent. Errors in payment of the additional fees may be rectified in

accordance with regulations of the Commissioner.
Under section 4l(a)5. a fee of $50 would be established for filing each disclaimer in a

patent or patent application.

Section 41(a)6 establishes a fee due on filing an appeal from the examiner to the Board
of Appeals of $1 15. In addition, a fee of $1 15 is due on filing a brief in support of the ap-
peal, and a fee of $100 is due for requesting an oral hearing l^fore the Board of Appeals.

Section 4l(a)7 establishes two different fees for filing petitions with different standards
to revive abandoned patent applications. The same two fees are applicable to petitions to
accept the delayed payment of the fee for issuing a patent. The fees set forth in this sec-
tion are due on filing the petition. Since the section provides for two alternative fees with
different standards, the section would permit the applicant seeking revival or acceptance
of a delayed payment of the fee for issuing a patent to choose one or the other of the fees
and standards under such regulations as the Commissioner may establish. Under the sec-
tion the Commissioner could establish time limits within which petitions under each of the
different fees and standards can be filed. The section establishes a fee of $500 for filing

each petition for revival or for acceptance of the delayed payment of an issue fee where
the abandonment or the failure to pay the issue fee is unintentional. In order to prevent
abuse and injury to the public the Commissioner could require a terminal disclaimer
equivalent to the period of abandonment and could require applicants to act promptly af-

ter becoming aware of the abandonment The section establishes a fee of $50 for filing a
petition under sections 133 or 151 of title 35 in accordance with standards presently in ef-

fect requiring that the delay resulting in the abandonment, or the delay in payment of the
issue fee, be unavoidable. Under this section a petition accompanied by either a fee of
$500 or a fee of $50 would not be granted where the abandonment or the failure to pay
the fee for issuing the patent was intentional as opposed to being unintentional or
unaviodable. This section would permit the Commissioner to have more discretion than
present law to revive abandoned applications and accept late payment of the fee for issu-

ing a patent in appropriate circumstances.
Section 41(a)8 establishes fees for filing of petitions for extensions of time. Various time

periods are set by the Office for taking actions on matters relating to patent applications.
These time periods are set pursuant to statute or by regulations established by the Com-
missioner under the authority granted to the Commissioner by statute. This section would
provide for fees for filing petitions to extend the time periods set pursuant to statute or by
regulations for taking action within any limitations set by statute.

A. fee of $50 is established for filing a request for a first one month extension of time, an
additional fee of $100 for filing a request for a second one month extension of time which
would expire two months after the end of the time period set for taking action, and an ad-
ditional fee of $200 for filing a request for a third one month extension of time which
would expire three months after the end of the time period set for taking action. A subse-
quent or fourth extension could be requested if additional time was available under the
statute. In no case could a period be extended beyond the maximum time set by statute.

The Commissioner may jssue regulations providing when, within any maximum period
permitted by statute, petitions for extensions of time, and the required fee therefor, may be
filed. This section does preclude the Commissioner from waiving the fee for filing a peti-

tion for an extension of time where the Office extends the period due to equity consider-
ations or sufficient cause.

Section 41(b) provides that the Commissioner charge the following fees for maintaining
a patent other than a design or plant patent, in force: at three years and six months after
grant, $400; at seven years and six months after grant, $800; and at eleven years and six

months after grant, $1,200. Unless payment of the applicable maintenance fee is received
in the Patent and Trademark Office on or before the date the fee is due or within a grace
f>eriod of six months thereafter, the patent will expire as of the end of such grace period.
The Commissioner may require the payment of a surcharge as a condition of accepting
within such six-month grace priod the late payment of a maintenance fee.

In order to avoid an inequitable loss of patent rights, the Commissioner is given the au-
thority to accept payment of any maintenance fee after the six-month grace period if it is

established that the delay in payment was unavoidable. It is intended that the Commission-
er will issue regulations establishing guidelines for acceptance of late payment. After the
expiration of a reasonable period of time, the patentee would bear a heavy burden of
proof that the delay was unavoidable. A surcharge may be imposed by the Commissioner
as a precondition to acceptance of a late fee. This surcharge may be in addition to any
surcharge imposed for payment during the grace period.
A provision is included to protect the rights of one who began using or who took steps

to begin use of a patent which expired for failure to pay a maintenance^fee and which was
subsequently reestablished by acceptance of the late payment. The intervening rights pro-
vision in section 41(c)(2) is similar to the intervening rights provision in 35 U.S.C. 252
concerning reissued patents.

Section 41(d) provides that the Commissioner establish fees for all other processing
services, or materials related to patents not specified in section 41 at an amount calculated
to recover the estimated average cost to the Office of such processing, services, or materi-
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als. Such processing and other services includes, but is not limited to, the processing of
various petitions desiring certain actions to be taken regarding patent applications, record-
ing of assignments, reexamination of patents and the processing of international applica-

tions. Fees for materials include the price of patent copies, certifications and other copy-
ing services. The yearly fee for providing a library specified in section 13 of title 35 with
uncertified copies of the specifications and drawings for all patents issued in that year is

set at $50.

Section 41(0 provides that the fees established in subsections (a) and (b) of section 41

may be adjusted by the Commissioner on Oct. 1. 1985, and every third year thereafter, to

reflect any fluctuations occurring during the previous three years in the Consumer Price
Index, as determined by the Secretary of Labor. Changes of less than one per centum may
be ignored by the Commissioner in making such adjustments.

Subsection (a) of section 31 of the Trademark Act of 1946. as amended (15 U.S.C.
1113), is being changed to grant the Commissioner discretion to establish the level of re-

covery of office costs related to trademarks. It is expected that the Commissioner will set

the fees in a way that the filing fee will be kept as low as possible to foster use of the
Federal registration system. This may require that other fees for services or materials re-

lated to trademarks recover more than their actual estimated cost in order that the Com-
missioner achieve in the aggregate adequate cost recovery for the entire trademark opera-
tion.

A provision is inserted in section 42(c) of title 35 in order to ensure that the tradermark
fees collected are used to fund trademark operations only and not the processing of patent
applications.

SECTION 4

Section 3 of title 35 is amended by deleting specific reference to the number of examin-
ers-in-chief in the first sentence. Elimination of the upper limit on the number of perma-
nent members of the Board of Appeals would provide greater flexibility in filling most of
its personnel needs, thereby avoiding an excess of examiner details. The authority to ap-
point acting examiners-in-chief, however, is maintained in order that temporary fiuctua-

tions in the workload of the Board may be accommodated.

SECTION 5

Under revised section III of title 35, the filing date of an application would be that on
which the specification and any required drawings are received by the Patent and Trade-
mark Office. The oath or declaration and filing fee could be submitted at such later lime
as established by the Commissioner, without any loss of the original filing date. Under the

amendment, an applicant could either file the oath or declaration (including the applicant's

signature) and fee together with an application or submit them at a later time as deter-

mined by the Commissioner.
The section would also authorize the imposition of a surcharge as a condition for ac-

cepting filing of the oath of payment of the filing fee after the filing date of the applica-

tion. Since an application filed without the oath or declaration would not be signed or
"made" by the applicant, the amendment permits a patent attorney or agent, authorized
by the applicant, to submit the specification and drawings for the purpose of obtaining a

filing date. Should the applicant, however, fail to file the oath or declaration, or pay the

filing fee within the time limits set by the Commissioner, the application would be regard-

ed as having been abandoned.

SECTION 6

The third paragraph of section 116 of title 35 is amended to enlarge the possibilities for

correcting misnamed inventive entities. As a consequence, correction would be permitted

also in cases where the person originally named as inventor was in fact not the inventor of
the subject matter contained in the application. If such error occurred without any decep-
tive intention on the part of the true inventor, the Commissioner would have the authority

to substitute the true inventor for the erroneously named person. Although probably rar-

er, instances such as changes from a mistakenly identified sole inventor to a different, but

actual, joint inventors, conversions from erroneously identified joint inventors to different

but actual, joint inventors, and conversions from erroneously identified joint inventors to a

different, but actual, sole inventor would also be permitted. In each instance, however, the

Commissioner must be assured of the presence of innocent error, without deceptive inten-

tion on the part of the true inventor or inventors, before permitting a substitution of a true

inventor's name.
The ability to receive a filing date based on a specification and drawings without signa-

ture as set forth in revised section 1 1 1 of title 35, and to file the oath or declaration and
pay the filing fee within such period as determined by the Commissioner is also available

to joint inventors.

Section 256 of title 35, which is a companion to section 1 16. would be amended to simi-

larly enlarge the possibilities for correction of misnamed inventors in issued patents.

SECTION 7

Section 6(d) of title 35, which provides for the allocation of appropriated Patent and
Trademark Office funds to the Department of State for payment of United States financial

obligations under the Patent Cooperation Treaty, is deleted. The Department of State has
'

traditionally assumed responsibility for financial obligations for international agreements to

which the United States adheres.

SECTION 8

Section 8(a) of the Trademark Act is amended to clarify that the continued use required

to be shown in the sixth year be use "in commerce". Although it is believed by some that

omission of the words "in commerce" may have been inadvertent in the 1946 Act, this
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section has been interpreted so that use in a foreign country, or use in intrastate com-
merce, is sufficient. Such interpretation is fundamentally in conflict with other require-
ments of the Act.

Section 8(b) of the Act is also amended to clarify that the continued use required to be
shown in the sixth year be use "in commerce" . Although it is believed by some that
omission of the words " in commerce" may have been inadvertent in the 1946 Act, this
section has interpreted so that use in a foreign country, or use in intrastate commerce, is

sufficient. Such interpretation is fundamentally in conflict with other requirements of the
Act.

Section 8(b) of the Act is also amended to clarify that the continued use required to be
shown in the sixth year be use "in commerce" for registrations published under section
12(c) of the Act. (This pertains to registrations issued under the Act of Mar. 3, 1881 and
the Act of Feb. 20, 1905).

The word "still" has been deleted from section 8(a) and 8(b). Thus, the owner of a reg-
istration issued on the basis of a foreign registration under the provisions of section 44(e)
of the Act will have to submit an affidavit to the effect that the mark is in use in com-
merce. Since the mark need not be used in commerce when it is registered, the require-
ment cannot be required to state that it is "still" in such use.

SECTION 9

Section 13 of the Trademark Act is amended to delete the requirement that an opposi-
tion be verified. The sentence which allowed an unverified application to be verified at a
later date has been deleted. In addition, a phrase has been added to make it clear that any
subsequent extension of time to file an opposition, beyond the first extension, must be re-
quested before the end of the preceding extension.

Section 14 of the Trademark Act would also be amended to delete the requirement that
a petition to cancel a registration be verified.

SECTION 10

Section 15 of the Trademark Act is amended to change the term "the publication" to
"registration" in the first sentence. This change makes the date of registration rather than
the date of publication the crucial date for purposes of incontestablility. It will also make
section 15 consistent with sections 22 and 33 of the Act.

SECTION 11

Section 16 of the Trademark Act is amended to limit the declaration of interferences to
those situations where a petition to the Commissioner shows that extraordinary circum-
stances exist, the rights of the parties can be determined adequately by the existing opposi-
tion and cancellation procedures. Additionally, if an interference is declared between an
application and a registration and the applicant wins, a cancellation must still be initiated
against the registration. .

SECTION 12

A new subsection (a) has been added to section 2 1 of title 35 to authorize, but not to re-
quire, the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks to give as the filing date of any paper
or fee which is required to be filed in the Patent and Trademark Office the date on which
the paper or fee was deposited with the United States Postal Service. The Commissioner
may also give as the filing date of any paper or fee which was required to be filed in the
Patent and Trademark Office the date it would have been deposited with the United
States Postal Service but for postal service interruptions or emergencies which the Com-
niissioner designates. The requirements governing whether any given paper or fee may be
given the filing date of the day on which it was, or would have been deposited with the
United States Postal Service will be set forth in regulations established by the Commis-
sioner, y^

Section 21(b) of title 35 is identical to existing section 21 with two minor amendments.
The word "federal" has been inserted before the phrase "holiday within the District of
Columbia" to clarify the nature of the holiday.

SECTION 13

This section clarifies the authority of the Commissioner in section 6(a) of title 35 to en-
ter into a wide range of cooperative agreements concerning the patent and trademark
laws or the administration of the Patent and Trademark Office. These agreements are in
addition to the exchange of publications authorized in 35 U.S.C. 11(b) and 12. These co-
operative agreements may take the form of studies, programs, exchanges, and other simi-
lar ventures. Thus, the Patent and Trademark Office could, for example, exchange patent
copies, non-patent literature, tapes or services in return for goods or services of value to
the Patent and Trademark Office.

SECTION 14

The amendments of 35 U.S.C. 115 and Section 1 1 of the Trademark Act of 1946 recog-
nize the Hague "Convention Abolishing the Requirement of Legalization for Foreign
Public Documents" which entered into force in the United States on Oct. 15, 1981. The
Convention abolishes the requirement of diplomatic or consular legalization for foreign
public documents which are sworn to or acknowledged by a notary public in any of the
countries adhering to the Convention. For documents executed by a notary public of all

other foreign countries, diplomatic or consular legalization will still be required.
The amendment of 35 U.S.C. 261 is intended to give affirmative effect to acknowledg-

ments executed pursuant to the Hague Convention.

SECTION 15

This section corrects an incorrect citation. Public Law 96-517 amended section 41 of ti-

tle 35, United States Code, in a way which eliminated 35 U.S.C. §41(aK9). Unfortunately,
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section 13 of title 35, United States Code, was not amended accordingly by Public Law
96-517. This section corrects that oversight.

SECTION 16

This section sets a uniform term of fourteen years for all design patents.

SECTION 17

Sections 17(a) and (c) specify the effective dates of the Act. Section 17(a) also specifies
that the maintenance fees provided for in section 3(b) of this Act will only apply to pa-
tents in which the application was filed on and after the date of enactment or to mainte-
nance fees later established by law.

Section 17(b) adds a section to title 35 providing for the voluntary arbitration of patent
disputes by the parties to the dispute. The section requires that the Commissioner be noti-
fied in writing of an award made by an arbitrator or modified by a court. Such notifica-
tion will be entered in the record of the prosecution of the patent.
At present, agreements to arbitrate some aspects of disputes arising under patent li-

censes are enforceable by the courts; however, there have been court decisions that have
disapproved arbitration of disputes concerning patent validity or infringement. In this re-
gard, see, for example. Zip Mfg. Co. v. Pep Mfg. Co. 44 F.2d 184, 7 U S.P.Q. 62
(D. Del. 1930) and Beckman Instruments, Inc. v. Technical Developments Corp. 433 F 2d
55, 167 U.S.P.Q. 10 (7th Cir. 1965).

Partly as a reaction to those decisions, during the 93rd Congress both the Department
of Commerce and the Department of Justice endorsed a provision specifically authorizing
arbitration of validity and infringement disputes. This provision, included in an omnibus
patent law revision bill, S. 2504, was never enacted due tot he many controversial aspects
of that legislation.

In the view of the Committee, a statutory authorization of voluntary agreements to ar-
bitrate validity and infringement disputes would benefit both the parties to these disputes
and the public.

Statutory endorsement of arbitration agreements would assure the parties that they
could avail themselves of the numerous advantages of arbitration without the possibility of
having to reargue the dispute in court. The advantages of arbitration are many: it is usual-
ly cheaper and faster than litigation; it can have simpler procedural and evidentiary rules;
it normally minimizes hostility and is less disruptive of ongoing and future business deal-
ings among the parties; it is often more flexible in regard to scheduling of times and places
of hearings and discovery devices; and, arbitrators are frequently better versed than
judges and juries in the area of trade customs and the technologies involved m these dis-

putes.

The enforcement of voluntary arbitration provisions would serve the public in two
ways. First, the availablity of arbitration with its numerous advantages will enhance the
patent system and thus will encourage innovation. This view is supported by the Commit-
tee for Economic Development in their Jan. 1980 statement entitled "Stimulating Techno-
logical Progress." Secondly, arbitration could relieve some of the burdens on the
overworked Federal courts. Chief Justice Burger in his speech to the American Bar Asso-
ciation on Jan. 24, 1982, generally endorsed the use of arbitration to reduce the judicial
backlog. Also, I think it is important to note that the American Bar Association's Section
on Patent, Trademark and Copyright Law has endorsed court enforcement of arbitration
agreements calling for arbitration of validity and infringement.
The recommendations of the Secretary of Commerce to increase substantially patent

and trademark user fees were made on the promise that such increases "will lay the
groundwork for revitalizing the patent and trademark systems." The Secretary committed
to three major goals. (1) to reach an average patent application pendency time of 18
months by FY 1987, (2) to issue an examiner's first action on trademark registrability in

three months and disposal of an application within 13 months, and (3) to move realisti-

cally toward a fully automated Office by the 1990's. In accepting the Administration's rec-

ommendations on user fees, the Committee fully expects the Administration to live up to
its end of the bargain to bring about a first-class Patent and Trademark Office. To provide
an opportunity for timely and effective Committee oversight of progress toward improv-
ing the Patent and Trademark Office, the Committee directs that the Secretary of Com-
merce report annually to the Committee on progress toward achieving the three major
goals of the Patent and Trademark Office, as outlined above, and, in addition, promptly
inform the Committee at any time it appears that any of the goals, for any reason, is

viewed as not attainable.

Oversight STATbWENT
The Committee on the Judiciary has oversight responsibility over the Patent and Trade-

mark Office in the Department of Commerce. In addition to its ongoing oversight, the
Committee's Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice
held an oversight hearing with respect to the Patent and Trademark Office oi Mar. 4.

1981. published as Oversight Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Courts. Civil Liberties
and the Administration of Justice of the Committee on the Judiciary, House of Represen-
tatives, Ninety-Seventh Congress, First Session on the Copyright Office. The U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office, and the Copyright Royalty Tribunal. Serial No. 17

The Committee expects to continue its oversight activities in this area.

Statement ok the Budget Commhtee
No statement has been received on H.R. 6260 from the House Committee on the Bud-

get.

Statement of the Congressional BitxiET Oeeice

Pursuant to clause 7, rule XIII of the Rules of the House of Representatives and section
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403 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974. the following is the cost estimate of H.R.
6260, as amended, prepared by the Congressional Budget Office.

U.S. Congress
I Congressional Budget Office,

Washington, D.C., May 13, 1982.

Hon. Peter W. Rodino, Jr.,

Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary. House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr Chairman: Pursuant to Section 403 of the Congressional Budget Act of

1974, the Congressional budget Office has prepared the attached cost estimate for H.R.
6260, a bill to authorize appropriations to the Patent and Trademark Office in the Depart-
ment of Commerce, and for other purposes.

Should the Committee so desire, we would be pleased to provide further details on this
estimate.

Sincerely

Alice M. Rivlin, Director.
Congressional Budget Office, Cost Estimate

1. Bill number: H.R. 6260.

2. Bill title: A bill to authorize appropriations to the Patent and Trademark Office in the
Department of Commerce, and for other purposes.

3. Bill status: As ordered reported by the House Committee on the Judiciary, May 11.
1982.

Bill purpose: H.R. 6260 would authorize 1982 appropriations at a level $2.5 million
above the amount already appropriated, and would provide a $76 million authorization
level in 1983 to carry out the activities of the Patent and Trademark Office (PTO). In ad-
dition, such sums as may be necessary are authorized for fiscal years 1984 and 1985, plus
such additional or supplemental amounts as may be necessary for increases in salary, pay,
retirement, or other benefits authorized by law for each fiscal year 1983 thorugh 1985.
PTO would also have available for obligation offsetting fee collections as provided for in
Public Law 96-517, plus the additional fees as specified in H.R. 6260.
Assuming enactment of H.R. 6260, total PTO collections over time would result in re-

covery of approximately 100 percent of patent and trademark processing costs. Individu-
als, small businesses, and non-profit institutions would be exempt from the proposed addi-
tional fees, however, but would continue to follow the fee schedule outlined in P.L. 96-
517, which assumes the ultimate recovery of approxiamtely 50 percent of all processing
costs.

the President's 1982 budget includes a request for a $2.5 million supplemental for the
PTO. The Administration has recommended increasing user fees to ultimately recover 100
percent of processing costs beginning in 1983, but does not provide for any exemptions to
the proposed fee increases relative to current law. The effect of exemptions is to increase
by approximately $8 million the authorized level of appropriations relative to the Admin-
istration's request.

In addition, the bill would make a number of other changes that are not expected to
have a cost impact. .

5. Cost estimate: '

[By flscal years, in millions of dollars]

\

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

Authorization level:
|

Specified 2.5 76.0
Estimated .... 6.8 86.4 86.8 . . . .

Subtotal 15 sis 8M 86.8
Total estimated outlays 2.4 61.8 82.4 82.8 5.5

Including outlays from appropriations to date for PTO, total 1982 outlays are estimated
to be $121.5 million, and total 1983 outlays are estimated to be $79.8.

The costs of this bill fall within budget subfunction 376.

6. Basis of estimate: The authorization levels for PTO for 1982 and 1983 are those speci-
fied in the bill. The estimate authorization levels for 1984 and 1985 assume a level of
funding sufficient to maintain a program level of $167 million and $176 million, respec-
tively, including offsetting collections. In addition, authorization for increases in pay and
other benefits of approximately $6.8 million, $7.4 million, and $7.8 million for fiscal years
1983 through 1985, respectively, were estimated based on CBO's current inflators. Outlays
are based on historical spending patterns.

The estimated collections to PTO as a result of fees charged to cover the costs of pro-
cessing trademarks and patents were provided by the agency, and assume the fee structure
outlined in the bill. The estimated collections, under current law and under H.R. 6260, are
shown in the table below.

[By fiscal years, in millions of dollars]

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

Estimated offsetting collections:

Current law 47.8

31.2

52.7

35.3

57.7

39.3Added by H.R. 6260
. • . •

Total—H.R. 6260 79.0 88.0 97.0 ....
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7. Estimate comparison: None.
8. Previous CBO estimate: None.
9. Estimate prepared by: Mary B. Maginniss.
10 Estimate approved by: C. G. Nuckols (James L. Blum. Assistant Director for Budcet

Analysis).

Committhe Vote
The Committee on the Judiciary ordered H.R, 6260 as amended reported by a voice

vote, without objection being heard, with a quorum of Members being present.

Changes in E.xisting Law Made bv the Bill. As Ri portld
In compliance with clause 3 of Rule XIII of the Rules of the House of Representatives

changes in existing law made by the bill, as reported, are shown as follows (existing law
proposed to be omitted is enclosed in black brackets, new matter is printed in italics,
existing law in which no change is proposed is shown in roman):

TITLE 35, UNITED STATES CODE
PART 1—PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

• * * • •

CHAPTER 1-ESTABLISHMENT, OFFICERS. FUNCTIONS
• • • • *

§3. Officers and employees ^
(a) There shall be in the Patent and Trademark Office a Commissioner of Patents and

Trademarks, a Deputy Commissioner, two Assistant Commissioners, and (not more than
fifteen] exammers-in-chief a/7po/n/i'(y under section 7 of this ink: The Deputy Commissioner
or. in the event of a vacancy in that office, the Assistant Commissioner senior in date of
appointment shall fill the office of Commissioner during a vacancy in that office until the
Commissioner is appointed and takes office. The Commissioner of Patents and Trade-
marks, the Deputy Commissioner, and the Assistant Commissioners shall be apptunted by
the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate The Secretary of Com-
merce, upon the nomination of the Commissioner, in accordance with lau shall appoint all
other officers and employees.

§6. Duties of Commissioner

(a) The Commissioner, under the direction of the Secretary of Commerce, shall superin-
tend or perform all duties required by law respecting the granting and issuing of patents
and the registration of trademarks; shall have the authority to carry on studies [and] pro-
grams, or exchanges of items or services regarding domestic and international patent and
trademark law or the administration of the Patent and Trademark Office, and shall have
charge of property belonging to the Patent and Trademark Office. He may. subject to the
approval of the Secretary of Commerce, establish regulations, not inconsistent with law.
for the conduct of proceedings in the Patent and Trademark Office.

(b) The Commissioner, under the direction of the Secretary of Commerce, may, m co-
ordination with the Department of State, carry on programs and studies cooperatively
with foreign patent offices and international intergovernmental organizations, or may au-
thorize such programs and studies to be carried on. in connection with the performance of
duties stated in subsection (a) of this section.

(c) The Commissioner, under the direction of the Secretary of Commerce, may. with
the concurrence of the Secretary of State, transfer funds appropriated to the Patent and
Trademark Office, not to exceed $100,000 in any year, to the Department of State for the
purpose of making special payments to internatinal intergovernmental organizations for
studies and programs for advancing international cooperation concerning patents, trade-
marks, and related matters. These special payments may be in addition to any other pay-
ments or contributions to the international organization and shall not be subject to any
limitations imposed by law on the amounts of such other payments or contributions by the
Government of the United States.

[(d) The Commissioner, under the direction of the Secretary of Commerce, may. with
the concurrence of the Secretary of State, allocate funds appropriated to the Patent Of-
fice, to the Department of State for the purpose of payment of the share on the part of
the United States to the working capital fund established under the Patent Cooperation
Treaty. Contributions to cover the share on the part of the United Slates of any operating
deficits of the International Bureau under the Patent Cooperation Treaty shall be included
in the annual budget of the Patent Office and may be transferred by the Commissioner,
under the direction of the Secretary of Commerce, to the Department of State for the
purpose of making payments thereof to the International Bureiiu.]

§13. Copies of patents for public libraries

The Commissioner may supply printed copies of specifications and drawings of patents
to public libraries in the United States which shall maintain such copies for the use of the
public, at the rate for each year's issue established for this purpose in section 41 [(a)9] (d)
of this title.

CHAPTER 2—PROCEEDINGS IN THE PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE*****
§21. [Day for taking action falling on Saturday, Sunday, or holiday] Filing date and day for
taking action.

(a) The Commissioner may by rule prescribe that any paper or fee required to be filed in the
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Patent and Trademark Office will be considered filed in the Office on the date on which it was
deposited with the United States Postal Service or would have been deposited with the United

States Postal Service but for postal service interruptions or emergencies designated by the Com-
missioner

(b) When the day, or the last day, for taking any action or paying any fee in the United
States Patent and Trademark Office falls on Saturday, Sunday, or a Federal holiday within

the District of Columbia, the action may be taken, or the fee paid, on the next succeeding
secular or business day.

• • • • •

CHAPTER 4-PATENT FEES

§41. Patent fees

[(a) The Commissioner of Patents will establish fees for the processing of an application

for a patent, from filing through disposition by issuance or abandonment, for maintaining a

patent in force, and for providing all other services and materials related to patents. No
fee will be established for maintaining a design patent in force.

[(b) By the first day of the first fiscal year beginning on or after one calendar year after

enactment of this Act, fees for the actual processing of an application for a patent, other
than for a design patent, from filing through disposition by issuance or abandonment, will

recover in aggregate 25 per centum of the estimated average cost to the Office of such
processing. By the first day of the first fiscal year beginning on or after one calendar year

after enactment, fees for the processing of an application ^r a design patent, from filing

through disix>sition by issuance or abandonment, will recover in aggregate SO per centum
of the estimated average cost to the Office of such processing.

[(c) By the fifteenth fiscal year following the date of enactment of this Act, fees for

maintaining patents in force will recover 2S per centum of the estimated cost to the Of-

fice, for the year in which such maintenance fees are received, of the actual processing all

applications for patents, other than for design patents, from filing through disposition by
issuance or abandonment. Fees for maintaining a patent in force will be due three years

and six months, seven years and six months, and eleven years and six months after the

grant of the patent. Unless payment of the applicable maintenance fee is received in the

Patent and Tradmark Office on or before the date the fee is due or within a grace period

of six months thereafter, the patent will expire as the end of such grace period. The Com-
missionei may require the payment of a surcharge as a condition of accepting within such
six-month grace period the late payment of an applicable maintenance fee.

[(d) By the first day of the first fiscal year beginning on or after one calendar year after

enactment, fees for all other services or materials related to patents will recover the esti-

mated average cost to the Office of performing the service or furnishing the material. The
yearly fee for providing a library specified in section 1 3 of this title with uncertified print-

ed copies of the specifications and drawings for all patents issued in that year will be SSO.]

(a) The Commissioner shall charge the following fees:

1. On filing each application for an original patent, except in design or plant cases, $300: in

addition, on filing or on presentation at any other time, $30 for each claim in independent

form which is in excess of three. $10 for each claim (whether independent or dependent) which

is in excess of twenty, and $100 for each application containing a multiple dependent claim.

For the purpose of computing fees, a multiple dependent claim as referred to in section 112 of
this title or any claim depending therefrom shall be considered as separate dependent claims in

accordance with the number of claims to which reference is made. Errors in payment of the

additional fees may be rectified in accordance with regulations of the Commissioner.

2. For issuing each original or reissue patent, except in design or plant cases, $500.

3. In design and plant cases:

a. On filing each design application, $125.

b. On filing each plant application, $200.

c. On issuing each design patent, $1 75.

d. On issuing each plant patent, $250.

4. On filing each application for the reissue of a patent, $300; in addition, on filing or on

presentation at any other time, $30 for each claim in independent form which is in excess of
the number of independent claims of the original patent, and $10 for each claim (whether in-

dependent or dependent) which is in excess of twenty and also in excess of the number of
claims of the original patent. Errors in payment of the additional fees may be rectified in ac-

cordance with regulations of the Commissioner
5. On filing each disclaimer. $50.

6. On filing an appeal from the examiner to the Board of Appeals, $115: in addition, on fil-

ing a brief in support of the appeal, $115. and on requesting an oral hearing before the Board

of Appeals, $100.

7. On filing each petition for the revival of an unintentionally abandoned application for a

patent or for the unintentionally delayed payment of the fee for issuing each patent, $500. un-

less the petition is filed under sections 133 or 151 of this title, in which case the fee shall be

$50
8. For petitions for one-month extensions of time to take actions required by the Commis-

sioner in an application:

a. On filing a first petition, $50.

b. On filing a second petition, $100.

c. On filing a third or subsequent petition. $200.

(b) The Commissioner shall charge the following fees for maintaining a patent in force:

1. Three years and six months after grant, $4(X).

2. Seven years and six months after grant. $8(X).

3. Eleven years and six months after grant. $1,200.
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Unless payment of the applicable maintenance fee is received in the Patent and Trademark Of-
fice on or before the date the fee is due or within a grace period of six months thereafter, the
patent will expire as of the end of such grace period. The Commissioner may require the pay-
ment of a surcharge as a condition of accepting within such six-month grace period the late
payment of an applicable maintenance fee. No fee will be established for maintaining a design
or plant patent in force

(c)(1) The Commissioner may accept the payment of any maintenance fee required by sub-
section (b) of this section after the six-month grace period if the delay is shown to the satisfac-
tion of the Commissioner to have been unavoidable. The Commissioner may require the
payment of a surcharge as a condition of accepting payment of any maintenance fee after the
six-month grace period. If the Commissioner accepts payment of a maintenance fee after the
six-month grace period, the patent shall be considered as not having expired at the end of the
grace period.

(2) No patent, the term of which has been maintained as a result of the acceptance of a pay-
ment ofa maintenance fee under this subsection, shall abridge or affect the right of any person
or his successors in business who made, purchased or used after the six-month grace period but
prior to the acceptance of a maintenance fee under this subsection anything protected by the
patent, to continue the use of or to sell to others to be used or sold, the specific thing so made,
purchased, or used. The court before which such matter is in question may provide for the con-
tinued manufacture, use or sale of the thing made, purchased, or used as specified, or for the
manufacture, use or sale of which substantial preparation was made after the six-month grace
period but before the acceptance of a maintenance fee under this subsection, and it may also
provide for the continued practice of any process, practiced, or for the practice of which sub-
stantial preparation was made, after the six-month grace period but prior to the acceptance ofa
maintenance fee under this subsection, to the extent and under such terms as the court deems
equitable for the protection of investments made or business commenced afier the six-month
grace period but before the acceptance ofa maintenance fee under the subsection.

(d) The Commissioner will establish fees for all other processing, services, or materials relat-
ed to patents not specified above to recover the estimated average cost to the Office of such pro-
cessing, services, or materials. The yearly fee for providing a library specified in section 13 of
this title with uncertified printed copies of the specifications and drawings for all patents issued
in that year will be $50.

(3) The Commissioner may waive the payment of any fee for any service or material re-
lated to patents in connection with an occasional or incidental request made by a depart-
ment or agency of the Government, or any officer thereof The Commissioner may pro-
vide any applicant issued a notice under section 132 of this title with a copy of the
specifications and drawings for all patents referred to in that notice without charge.

[(f) Fees will be adjusted by the Commissioner to achieve the levels of recovery speci-
fied in this section; however, no patent application processing fee or fee for maintaining a
patent in force will be adjusted more than once every three times.]

(/) The fees established in subsection (a) and (b) of this section may be adjusted by the Com-
missioner on Oct. 1, 1985. and every third year thereafter, to refieci any fluctuations occurring
during the previous three years in the Consumer Price Index, as determined by the Secretary of
Labor. Changes of less than 1 per centum may be ignored.

(g) No fee established by the Commissioner under this section will take effect prior to
sixty days following notice in the Federal Register.

§42. Patent and Trademark Office funding

(a) All fees for services performed by or materials furnished by the Patent and Trade-
mark Office will be payable to the Commissioner.

(b) All fees paid to the Commissioner and all appropriations for defraying the costs of
the activities of the Patent and Trademark Office will be credited to the Patent and
Trademark Office Appropriation Account in the Treasury of the United States, the provi-
sions of section 72Se of title 31, United States Code, notwithstanding.

(c) Revenues from fees will be available to the Commissioner of Patents to carry out, to
the extent provided for in appropriation Acts, the activities of the Patent and Trademark
Office. Fees available to the Commissioner under section 31 of the Trademark Act of 1946. as
amended (15 U.S.C. 1113), shall be used exclusively for the processing of trademark registra-

tions andfor other services and materials related to trademarks.

(d) The Commissioner may refund any fee paid by mistake or any amount paid in ex-
cess of that required.

PART II—PATENTABILITY OF INVENTIONS AND GRANT OF PATENTS
• • • • •

CHAPTER 11—APPLICATION FOR PATENT
• • • • •

[§111. Application for patent

[Application for patent shall be made by the inventor, except as otherwise provided in

this title, in writing to the Commissioner. Such application shall include. (1) a specification

as prescribed by section 1 12 of this title; (2) a drawing as prescribed by section 1 13 of this

title; and (3) an oath by the applicant as prescribed by section 1 1 S of this title. The appli-

cation must be signed by the applicant and accompanied by the fee required by law.]

Sec 111. Application for patent shall be made, or authorized to be made, by the inventor.

except as otherwise provided in this title, in writing to the Commissioner Such application shall

include (I) a specification as prescribed by section 112 of this title: (2) a drawing as prescribed

by section 113 of this title: and (3) an oath by the applicant as prescribed by section 115 of this

title. The application must be accompanied by the fee required by law. The fee and oath may
be submitted after the specification and any required drawing are submitted, within such peri-

od and under such conditions, including the payment of a surcharge, as may be prescribed by
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the Commissioner. Upon failure to submit the fee and oath within such prescribed period, the

application shall be regarded as abandoned, unless it is shown to the satisfaction of the Com-
missioner that the delay in submitting the fee and oath was unavoidable. The filing date of an
application shall be the date on which the specification and any required drawing are received

in the Patent and Trademark Office.

I

* * • • •

§115. Oath of applicant

The applicant shall make oath that he believes himself to be the original and first inven-

tor of the process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or improvement
thereof, for which he solicits a patent; and shall state of what country he is a citizen. Such
oath may be made before any person within the United States authorized by law to ad-

minister oaths, or when, made in a foreign country, before any diplomatic or consular of-

fice of the United States authorized to administer oaths, or before any officer having an
official seal and authorized to administer oaths in the foreign country in which the appli-

cant may be, whose authority [shall be] is proved by certificate of a diplomatic or consul-

ar officer of the United States, or apostille of an official designated by a foreign country

which, by treaty or convention, accords like effect to apostilles of designated officials in the

United States and such oath shall be valid if it complies with the laws of the state or coun-

.

try where made. When the application is made as provided in this title by a person other
than the inventor, the oath may be so varied in form that it can be made by him.

§116. [Joint inventors] Inventors

When an invention is made by two or more persons jointly, they shall apply for patent

Jointly and each sign the application and make the required oath, except as otherwise pro-
vided in this title.

If a joint inventor refuses to join in an application for patent or cannot be found or
reached after diligent effort, the application may be made by the other inventor on behalf
of himself and the omitted inventor. The Commissioner, on proof of the pertinent facts

and after such notice to the omitted inventor as he prescribes, may grant a patent to the
inventor making the application, subject to the same rights which the omitted inventor
would have had if he had been joined. The omitted inventor may subsequently join in the
application.

Whenever [a person is joined in an application for patent as joint inventor through er-

ror, or a joint inventor is not included in an application through error] through error a per-

son is named in an application for patent as the inventor, or through error an inventor is not

named in an application, and such error arose without any deceptive intention on his part,

the Commissioner may permit the application to be amended accordingly, under such
terms as he prescribes.

* • * • *

CHAPTER 16—DESIGNS
• • * * *

§173. Term of design patent

[Patents for designs may be granted for the term of three years and six months, or for

seven years, or for fourteen years, as the applicant, in his application, elects.]

Patents for designs shall be granted for the term offourteen years.

I
• • • * •

PART III—PATENTS AND PROTECTION OF PATENT RIGHTS
• • • • •

CHAPTER 25—AMENDMENT AND CORRECTION OF PATENTS
• * * • •

[§256. Misjoinder of inventor

[Whenever a patent is issued on the application of persons as joint inventors and it ap-

pears that one of such persons was not in fact a joint inventor, and that he was included

as a joint inventor by error and without any deceptive intention, the Commissioner may,
on application of all the parties and assignees, with proof of the facts and such other re-

quirements as may be imposed, issue a certificate deleting the name of the erroneously
joined person from the patent.

[Whenever a patent is issued and it appears that a person was a joint inventor, but was
omitted by error and without deceptive intention on his part, the Commissioner may, on
application of all the parties and assignees, with proof of the facts and such other require-

ments as may be imposed, issue a certificate adding his name to the patent as a joint in-

ventor.

[The misjoinder or nonjoinder of joint inventors shall not invalidate a patent, if such er-

ror can be corrected as provided in this section. The court before which such matter is

called in question may order correction of the patent on notice and hearing of all parties

concerned and the Commissioner shall issue a certificate accordingly.]

§256. Correction of named inventor

Whenever through error a person is named^ in an issued patent as the inventor, or through
error an inventor is not named in an issued patent and such error arose without and deceptive

intention on his part, the Commissioner may, on application of all the parties and assignees,

with proof of the facts and such other requirements as may be imposed, issue a certificate cor-

recting such error.

The error of omitting inventors or naming persons who are not inventors shall not invalidate

the patent in which such error occurred if it can be corrected as provided in this section. The
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court before which such matter is called in question may order correction of the patent on no-
tice and hearing of all parties concerned and the Commissioner shall i.'isue a certificate accord-
ingly

CHAPTER 16—OWNERSHIP AND ASSIGNMENT

§261. Ownership; assignment

Subject to the provisions of this title, patents shall have the attributes of personal prop-

Applications for patent, patents, or any interest therein, shall be assignable in law by an
mstrument in writing. The applicant, patentee, or his assigns or legal representatives may
in like manner grant and convey an exclusive right under his application for patent, or pa-
tents, to the whole or any specified part of the United States.
A certificate of acknowledgment under the hand and official seal of a person authorized

to administer oaths within the United States, or, in a foreign country, of a diplomatic or
consular officer of the United States or an officer authorized to administer oaths whose
authority is proved by a certificate of a diplomatic or consular officer of the United
States, or apostille ofan official designated by a foreign country which, by treaty or convention,
accords like effect to apostilles of designated officials in the United States, shall be prima facie
evidence of the execution of an assignment, grant or conveyance of a patent or application
for patent.

An assignment, grant or conveyance shall be void as against any subsequent purchaser
or mortgagee for a valuable consideration, without notice, unless it is recorded in the Pa-
tent and Trademark Office within three months from its date or prior to the date of such
subsequent purchase or mortgage.

CHAPTER 29—REMEDIES FOR INFRINGEMENT OF PATENT, AND OTHER
ACTIONS

Sec.

281. Remedy for infringement of patent.

294. Voluntary arbitration.

§294. Voluntary arbitration

(a) A contract involving a patent or any right under a patent may contain a provision requir-
ing arbitration of any dispute relating to patent validity or infringement arising under the con-
tract. In the absence of such a provision, the parties to an existing patent validity or infringe-
ment dispute may agree in writing to settle such dispute by arbitration. Any such provision or
agreement shall be valid, irrevocable, and enforceable, except for any grounds thai cxni at law
or in equity for revocation of a contract.

(b) Arbitration of such disputes, awards by arbitrators and confirmation of awards shall be
governed by title 9, United States Code, to the extent such title is not inconsistent with this sec-
tion. In any such arbitration proceeding, the defenses provided for under section 2H2 of this ti-

tle shall be considered by the arbitrator if raised by any party to the proceeding.
(c) An award by an arbitrator shall be final and binding between the parties to the arbitra-

tion but shall have no force or effect on any other person. The parties to an arbitration may
agree that in the event a patent which is the subject mailer of an award is suhsequentiv deter-
mined to be invalid or unenforceable in a judgment rendered by a court to competent jurisdic-
tion from which no appeal can or has been taken, such award may be modified by any court of
competent jurisdiction upon application by any party to the arbitration. Any such modification
shall govern the rights and obligations between such parties from the date of such modification.

(d) When an award is made by an arbitrator, the patentee, his assignee or licensee shall give
notice thereof in writing to the Commissioner There shall be a separate notice prepared for
each patent involved in such proceeding. Such notice shall set forth the names and addresses of
the parties, the name of the inventor, and the name of the patent owner, .shall designate the
number of the patent, and shall contain a copy of the award. If an award is modified bv a
court, the party requesting such modification shall give notice of such modification to the Com-
missioner The Commissioner shall upon receipt of either notice, enter the same in the record of
the prosecution of such patent. If the required notice is not filed with the Commissioner any
party to the proceeding may provide such notice to the Commissioner

(e) The award shall be unenforceable until the notice required bv subsection (d) is received
by the Commissioner

* • • • •

Trademark Act oi 1946

Sec. 8 (a). Duration of registration—Cancelation at end of 6 years unless affidavit of use
filed

Each certificate of registration shall remain in force for 20 years: Provided. That the reg-
istration of any mark under the provisions of this Act shall be canceled by the Commis-
sioner at the end of 6 years following its date, unless within 1 year next preceding the ex-
piration of such 6 years the registrant shall file in the Patent and Trademark Office an
affidavit showing that said mark is [still] in use in commerce or showing that its nonuse is

due to special circumstances which excuse such nonuse and is not due to any intention to
abandon the mark. Special notice of the requirement for such affidavit shall be attached to
each certificate of registration.
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Sec. 8(b). Cancelation of republished prior registrations unless affidaTit of use filed

Any registration published under the provisions of subsection (c) of section 12 of this

Act shall be canceled by the Commissioner at the end of 6 years after the date of sudh

publication unless within 1 year next preceding the expiration of such 6 years and regis-

trant shall file in the Patent and Trademark Office an affidavit showmg that said marks is

[still] in use in commerce or showing that its nonuse is due to special circumstances which

excuse such nonuse and is not due to any intention to abandon the mark.

• • * • •

Sec. II. Acknowledgments and verifications

Acknowledgments and verifications required hereunder may be made before any pereon

within the United States authorized by law to administer oaths, or, when made in a for-

eign country, before any diplomatic or consular officer of the United States or before any

official authorized to administer oaths in the foreign country concerned whose authority

[shall] is proved by a certificate of a diplomatic or consular officer of the United States or

apostille of an official designated by a foreign country which, by treaty or convention, accords

like effect to apostilles of designated officials in the United States, and shall be valid if they

comply with the laws of the state or country where made.
*****

Sec. 13. Opposition to registration of marks on the Principal Register

Any person who believes that he would be damaged by the registration of a mark upon

the principal register may upon payment of the required fee, file [a verified] an opposition

in the Patent and Trademark Office, stating the grounds therefor, within thirty days after

the publication under subsection (a) of section 12 of this Act of the mark sought to be reg-

istered. Upon written request prior to the expiration of the thirty-day period, the time for

filing opposition shall be extended for an additional thirty days, and further extensions of

time for filing opposition may be granted by the Commissioner for good cause when re-

quested prior to the expiration of an extension. The Commissioner shall notify the applicant

of each extension of the time for filing opposition. [An unverified opposition may be filed

by a duly authorized attorney, but such opposition shall be null and void unless verified

by the opposer within a reasonable time after such filing to be fixed by the Commission-

er.] An opposition may be amended under such conditions as may be prescribed by the

Commissioner.
. • i. j

Sec. 14. A [verified] petition to cancel a registration of a mark, stating the grounds re-

lied upon, may. upon payment of the prescribed fee, be filed by any person who believes

that he is or will be damaged by the registration of a mark on the principal register estab-

lished by this Act. or under the Act of Mar. 3, 1881, or the Act of Feb. 20, 1905—

(a) within five years from the date of the registration of the mark under this Act; or

(b) within five years from the date of publication under section 12(c) hereof of a mark

registered under the Act of Mar. 3, 1881. or the Act of Feb. 20, 1905; or

(c) at any time if the registered mark becomes the common descriptive name of an arti-

cle or substance, or has been abandoned, or its registration was obtained fraudulently or

contrary to the provisions of section 4 or of subsections (a), (b), or (c) of section 2 of this

Act for a registration hereunder, or contrary to similar prohibitory provisions of said prior

Acts for a registration thereunder, or if the registered mark is being used by, or with the

permission of, the registrant so as to misrepresent the source of the goods or services in

connection with which the mark is used; or
ooi u a r

(d) at any time if the mark is registered under the Act of Mar. 3, 1881, or the Act of

Feb. 20, 1905, and has not been published under the provisions of subsection (c) of section

12 of this Act; or
. ^ /i\

(e) at any time in the case of a certification mark on the ground that the registrant (1)

does not control, or is not able legitimately to exercise control over, the use of such mark,

or (2) engages in the production or marketing of any goods or services to which the certi-

fication mark is applied, or (3) permits the use of the certification mark for purposes other

than to certify, or (4) discriminately refuses to certify or to continue to certify the goods

or services of any person who maintains the standards or conditions which such mark cer-

Provided, That the Federal Trade Commission may apply to cancel on the grounds speci-

fied in subsections (c) and (e) of this section any mark registered on the principal register

established by this Act, and the prescribed fee shall not be required.

Sec. 15. Incontestability under certin conditions of right to use mark

Except on a ground for which application to cancel may be filed at any time under sub-

sections (c) and (e) of section 14 of this Act. and except to the extent, if any, to which the

use of a mark registered on the principal register infringes a valid right acquired under the

law of any State or Territory by use of a mark or trade name continuing from a date prior

to the date of [the publication] registration under this Act of such registered mark, the

right of the registrant to use such registered mark in commerce for the goods or services

on or in conncection with which such registered mark has been in continuous use for 5

consecutive years subsequent to the date of such registration and is still in use in com-

merce, shall be incontestable: Provided. That—
, . r t. e

(1) there has been no final decision adverse to registrants claim of ownership ot

such mark for such goods or services, or to registrant's right to register the same or to

keep the same on the register
;
and

.. . ^ « ^«-
(2) there is no proceeding involving said rights pending in the Patent Office or in a

court and not finally disposed of; and ,.•.«•
(3) an affidavit is filed with the Commissioner within 1 year after the expiration of

any such 5-year period setting forth those goods or services stated in the registration

on or in connection with which such mark has been in continuous use for such 5 con-
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secutive years and is still in use In commerce, and the other matters specified in sub-
sections (1) and (2) hereof; and

(4) no incontestable right shall be acquired in a mark which is the common descrip-
tive name of any article or substance, patented or otherwise.

Subject to the conditions above specified in this section, the incontestable right with
reference to a mark registered under this Act shall apply to a mark registered under the
Act of Mar. 3, 1881, or the Act of Feb. 20. 1905, upon the filing of the required affidavit
with the Commissioner within 1 year after the expiration of any period of 5 consecutive
years after the date of publication of a mark under the provisions of subsection (c) of sec-
tion 12 of this Act.
The Commissioner shall notify any registrant who files the above-prescribed affidavit of

the filing thereof.

Sec. 16. Interference

[NVhenever application is made for the registration of a mark which so resembles a mark
previously registered by another, or for the registration of which another has previously
made application, as to be likely when applied to the goods or when used in connection
with the services of the applicant to cause confusion or mistake or to deceive, the Com-
missioner may declare that an interference exists. [ Upon petition showing extraordinary cir-

cumstances, the Commissioner may declare that an interference exists when application is

made for the registration of a mark which so resembles a mark previously registered by anoth-
er, or for the registration of which another has previously made applicatfon. as to be likely
when applied to ihe-^oods or when used in connection with the services of the applicant to cause
confusion or mistake or to decieve. No interference shall be declared between an application
and the registration of a mark the right to the use of which has become incontestable.

§31. Fees

(a) The Commissioner of Patents will establish fees for the filing and processing of an
application for the registration of a trademark or other mark and for all other services
performed by and materials furnished by the Patent and Trademark Office related to
trademarks and other marks. [Fees will be set and adjusted by the Commissioner to recov-
er in aggregate 50 per centum of the estimated average cost to the Office of such process-
ing. Fees for all other services or materials related to trademarks and other marks will re-
cover the estimated average cost to the Office of performing the service or furnishing the
material.] However, no fee for the filing or processing of an application for the registra-
tion of a trademark or other mark or for the renewal or assignment of a trademark or oth-
er mark will be adjusted more than once every three years. No fee established under this
section will take effect prior to sixty days following notice in the Federal Register.

(b) The Commissioner may waive the payment of any fee for any service or matenal re-

lated to trademarks or other marks in connection with an occasional request made by a
department or agency of the Government, or any officer thereof The Indian Arts and
Crafts Board will not be charged any fee to register Government trademarks of genuine-
ness and quality for Indian products or for products of particular Indian tribes and groups.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
(49) Patent and Trademark Office

37 CFR Part 1

Rules of Practice in Patent Cases; Reexamination
Proceedings

Agency: Patent and Trademark Office, Commerce.

Action: Final rule.

Summary: The Patent and Trademark Office is amending
its rules of practice in patent cases to provide proce-
dures for the reexamination of patents. Public Law 96-
517 amended the patent act to authorize reexamina-
tion proceedings as a means for improving the quality of
United States patents. The Patent and Trademark Office
intends, through this amendment of its rules, to provide
patent owners and the public with guidance on the pro-
cedures the Office will follow in conducting re-

examination proceedings.

Date: Effective date: July 1, 1981.

For Further Information Contract: Mr. R. Franklin Bur-
nett by telephone at [703]557-3054 or by mail marked to

his attention and addressed to the Commissioner of Pa-
tents and Trademarks. Washington, D.C. 20231.

Supplementary Information: This rule change relates to a

procedure for reexamination of patents as provided for

m Public Law 96-517, section I of which relates to

reexamination and becomes effective on July 1, 1981.

Background

A notice of proposed rulemaking was published in the
Federal Register on Jan. 13. 1981 at 46 FR 3162-3175
and in the Ofpcial Gazette on Feb. 17, 1981 at 1003 OG
36-47.

The proposed rulemaking set forth two somewhat dis-

tinct procedures directed towards determining and im-
proving the quality and reliability of United Stales pa-

tents. The procedures were (1) provisions for

reexamination of patents as provided for in Pub. L. 96-
517. section 1 of which relates to reexamination and be-

comes effective on July 1, 1981. and (2) provisions for

inter partes protest proceedings in a patent application

between the patent ^plicant and a member (or mem-
bers) of the public i^ho has (have) access to the applica-

tion file. f
An oral hearing was held on Apr. 16, 1981. Fifty-nine

written letters and statements were submitted. Nineteen
persons testified at the oral hearing which resulted in

107 pages of testimony.

Discussion of General Issues Involved

After careful consideration of the comments which
have been received, the part of the proposed rulemaking
relating to reexamination of patents as set forth in new
Chapter 30 which Pub. L. 96-517 added to Title 35 of

the United States Code [35 U.S.C. 301-307] is being

adopted with certain changes. The remainder of the pro-

posal relating to inter partes protest proceedings is not

being adopted.

The comments relating to the proposed rules for inter

partes protest proceedings were generally mixed, with a
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majority of persons and associations submitting com-
ments either opposed to these proposed rules or indicat-

ing that adoption of the proposed rules should be
delayed or deferred for further study and consideration.

A number of comments were received requesting

some further changes to the rules be made. The thrust of
some of the suggested changes would be to remove pub-
lic access to reissue applications and to limit public par-

ticipation in the examination of reissue applications. The
changes suggested included restoring the rules in these

areas to essentially their pre- 1977 form. In particular, it

was suggested that §1.175 be amended to eliminate para-

graph (a)(4). These changes were not a part of the
published proposal and are not being adopted at this

time. Their consideration and adoption would require a

new notice of proposed rulemaking.

Further, since the subject matter of reissue applica-

tions is already known to the public the necessity for

maintaining them in confidence is not compelling. The
elimination of paragraph (a)(4) of §1.175 would not have
a significant effect since less than one-fourth of the cur-
rently filed reissue applications are based solely upon the
1977 change to §1.175. Under the present circumstances,
it is more appropriate to defer any consideration of such
changes until this issue has been reviewed further and
possibly until some experience is gained under the rules

adopted herein relating to reexamination. Such experi-

ence may indicate the desirability of either retaming the
1977 change to §1.175. deleting the 1977 change, or
making different changes in the rules.

The comments relating to reexamination were general-
ly favorable with most of the comments indicating gen-
eral approval of the proposed rules. Among the more
often mentioned specific comments were suggestions re-

lating to public notice of reexamination requests and/or
orders. A number of comments also related to requester
and/or third party participation in the reexamination
proceeding and also to the scope of the proceeding.

After careful review of the comments and suggestions
it has been decided to adopt the suggestions relating to
the publication in the Official Gazette of requests for

reexamination for which the fee has been paid. In addi-
tion, any reexaminations ordered at the initiative of the
Commissioner will also be announced in the Official Ga-
zette. The announcement will include at least the date of
the request or any Commissioner initiated order, a re-

examination request or order control number, the patent
number, title, class and subclass, name of the inventor,
name of the patent owner of record, and the examining
group to which the reexamination is assigned.

The suggestions and comments relating to more par-

ticipation in the reexamination proceeding by the re-

quester and third parties have been adopted only to a

limited degree. The requester will in general have only
that participation provided by the rules as proposed.
However, any citations under §1.501 by any person will

be entered in the patent file up until the date of an order
to reexamine. The essentially ex parte nature of the pro-
ceeding is believed to be in keeping with the spirit and
intent of the statute even though the statute does not re-

quire ex parte proceedings. Ex parte proceedings will

minimize the costs and other effects of reexamination re-

quests on patentees, especially individuals and small

businesses.

The scope of the reexamination proceeding which was
originally proposed has been essentially adopted in the

final rules. The suggestions that the rules be broadened
to include other issues have not been adopted since the

other issues would unduly complicate the proceedings,
raise the expense of the proceedings and raise questions
whether such issues can be considered under Pub. L. 96-
517.

Discussion of the MiOor Specific Issues Involved
The rules relating to reexamination proceedings are

directed to the procedures set forth in new Chapter 30
of Title 35 of the United States Code (35 U.S.C. 301-

307). This Chapter provides for the citation of prior art

in patents, filing of requests for reexamination, decisions

on such requests, reexamination and appeal from re-

examination decisions, and the issuance of a certificate at

the termination of the reexamination proceedings. Pres-
ent§§l.l, 1.5. 1.11, 1.33, 1.34, 1.36, 1.104, 1.107. 1.109,

1.111, 1.112, 1.113, 1.115, 1.116, 1.121, 1.191, 1.192.

1.196, 1.197, 1.231, 1.248, 1.301, and 1.303 are amended
to provide for reexamination procedures. A new
"Subpart D-Reexamination of Patents" includes new §§
1.501, 1.510, 1.515, 1.520, 1.525. 1.530, 1.535, 1.540,

1.550, 1.552, 1.555, 1.560, 1.565, and 1.570. Paragraph (b)
of §1.291, relating to prior art citations in patents, is de-
leted, since provisions therefor appear in §1.501.

Section 1.1, as amended, provides for communications
relating to reexamination proceedings to be marked
"Box Reexam" to speed internal Office mail processing.
No comments were received concerning this section.
The proposal has been modified to indicate that only re-

quests should be marked "Box Reexam".
Section 1.5, as amended, provides for all letters relat-

ing to a reexamination proceeding to be identified by pa-
tent number and a reexamination request control
number. No comments were received concerning this

section. Section 1.5 has been modified to also include
reference to the Group Art Unit and the examiner, if

known.
Section 1.11, as amended, provides for all papers

made of record in reexamination proceedings to be open
to inspection and copying by the public. Eighteen com-
ments were received relating to publication of a notice
in the Official Gazette. A new paragraph (c) has been
added which provides for the publication of requests
with sufficient fees paid and orders initiated by the
Commissioner. Proposed paragraph "c" has been
adopted as paragraph "d".

Section 1.33. as amended, has a new paragraph (c) re-

lating to which address commuiii.dlions for the patent
owner will be sent and who may siti. papers filed. Four
comments were received on this section relating to

whom the mail should be addressed. One proposal,
which suggested use of the current address of the attor-

ney or agent of record, was adopted.
Section 1.34, as amended, provides for the appoint-

ment of an attorney or agent in a reexamination pro-
ceeding. Only one comment was received on this section

which proposed a rule specifically allowing attorneys to

file requests without identifying their clients. Since any
person may request reexamination, such a rule is not felt

necessary.

Section 1.36, as amended, provides for the revocation
and withdrawal of powers of attorney in a reexam-
ination proceeding. No comment was received. Section
1.36 is adopted as proposed with an additional change
which added "or her" near the end.

Section 1.104, as amended, broadens the present sec-

tion to also include reexamination. Three comments
were received on §1.104. All comments indicated that

the examiner should not make a prior art search. Al-
though no complete new search by the examiner is re-

quired, the use of patents and printed publications in ad-
dition to those submitted by the ° requester is clearly

indicated in 35 U.S.C. 303(a). According, §1.104 is

adopted as proposed.
Section 1.107, as amended, provides for the citation of

prior art by the examiner in a reexamination proceeding.
The amended rule also refers to foreign published appli-

cations, as well as patents. No comments were received
on this section. It is adopted as proposed.

Section 1.109, as amended, provides for the examiner
to supply reasons for allowance in a reexamination pro-

ceeding if the examiner believes that the record does not

make clear the reasons for allowing a claim or claims.

No comments were received on this section. Except for

a clarifying change in language, it is adopted as pro-

posed.

Section 1.111, as amended, provides for replies by the

patent owner in a reexamination proceeding. One com-
ment was received which suggested a clarification. The
suggestion was adopted. Other non-substantive changes
have been made in the proposed section to shorten the

sentences for clarity.
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Section 1.112, as amended, provides for reexamination
and reconsideration of the patent under reexamination
after responses by the patent owner. Three comments
were received on this section.

The wording has been changed as suggested to avoid
any confusion between "reexamination" and "re-
examine". The sentences have also been shortened for
clarity.

Section 1.113. as amended, provides for a final rejec-

tion or action in a reexamination proceeding. One com-
ment was received which pointed out a possible conflict

between the amendment rights of section 305 and the fi-

nal rejection of section 1.113. No problem is seen in this

regard because of the provision of section 305 which
states that "reexamination will be conducted according
to the procedures established for initial examination

"

The section is adopted as proposed with the last sen-

tence being divided into two sentences for clarity.

Section 1.1 15, as amended, provides for amendments by
the patent owner in a reexamination proceeding. No com-
ments were received concerning this section. The section

is adopted as proposed with minor changes for clarity.

Section 1.116, as amended, provides for amendments
after final action in reexamination proceedings. One-

comment was received which was the same as that men-
tioned and responded to in Section 1.113 above. I he
sentences have been shortened for clarity.

Section 1.121, as amended, contains a new paragraph
(0 which requires a complete copy of any new or
amended claim when presented during reexamination
proceedings. Two persons commented on this section

One proposed side-by-side presentation of amended and
original claims. The other proposed that exactly the

same procedure be used as is now in effect for amending
reissue claims. Neither suggestion was adopted since nei-

ther lends itself to printing only the amended claims in a

certificate as easily as the procedure set forth in §1.121(0
The proposed section was revised to also provide for

the amendment of the description. In addition, the last

three sentences of §l.51(Ke) have been inserted as the
last three sentences of §1.121(0 in order to provide a

more complete description therein of the manner of
making amendments, including the numbering of claims,
the restriction on scope of the claims and the prohibition
against the introduction of new matter.

Section 1.191, as amended, provides for appeal to the
Board of Appeals by the patent owner from any deci-

sion adverse to patentability, in accordance with 35
U.S.C. 306. One comment was received on proposed
§1.191 which urged that the requester should also be en-

titled to appeal. This proposal was not adopted because
it is not provided for in the law and could result in ha-

rassment if permitted. The section is adopted as pro-
posed except that "primary" contained in the existing

rule is retained.

Section 1.192, as amended, provides two months from
the date of the Notice of Appeal for the patent owner to

file an appeal brief in a reexamination proceeding. Five
comments were received relating to §1.192 which pro-

posed that the period for filing an appeal brief in a

reexamination appeal be two months as m other appeals.

The proposed rule has been adopted with the suggested
two month period. The sentences have been shortened
for clarity.

Section 1.196 and §1.197 are being amended to refer

to "appellants", which is a term which includes both ap-
plicants and patent owners.
These two sections were not published for comment,

however, the issues involved were presented in pro-

posed§§1.191 and 1.192. Paragraph (c) of §1.197 has also

been rewritten for clarity.

Section 1.231(a)(1), as amended, provides for a motion
that a patent claim is unpatentable in an interference

proceeding where reexamination thereof has also been
requested.

Three comments were received concerning §1.231.

All comments related to when interference or reex-

amination proceedings would be suspended. Section

1.565 provides basis for such suspensions. Decisions will

be made on a case by case basis, depending on the par-

ticular fact situation The sentences in §1 23l(aKl) have
been shortened and rearranged {ox clarity

An amendment was proposed to delete the last two
sentences of §1 247 relating to proof of service No com-
ments were received concerning this section but, on re-

consideration, no need Uir such deletion is felt necessary
and no change is being adi)pted

Section 1. 248, as amended, includes a new paragraph
(h) relating to methods o{ serving papers and proof of
ser\icc No comments vscre received ctmcerning this

section 1 he section is adopted as proposed with minor
changes lor clarity and lo conform to the Federal Rules
o{ c'imI Procedure

Section 1 24], as amended, deletes paragraph (b) For-
mer paragraph (b) dealt with the citation of prior art

provisions It vsas deleted since the pnmsKvis are now
covered by §1 501 live persons commented on §1 2**

I

One comment relating to filing protests in reexamination
proceedings was not adopted since such priKeedings are
ex parte in nature and are limited to consideration of pri-

or art patents and printed publications cited by the pub-
lic pru)r to ihe order luo persons mentmned pnnidmg
a procedure tor citation of prior art h\ patentees Cita-
tion of prior art h\ patentees is included m <>] 501 The
two other comments related to the content of prt^est
proceedings, uhich are not part of this final rule Sec-
tion 1 2*^1 IS adopted as pri>posed except that the para-
graph designatum ol'lc) is nt)t being changed

SectU)n 1 .M)|. as .iniended. provides lor appeal by the
owner o{ a patent in reexamination proceedings to the
L S Court of Customs and Patent Appeals Four com-
ments uere received relating lo (jl M)\ One person
suggested the insertion of "any" as the fourth uiud in

the section This suggestion was adopted Ihe other
three comments related to appeals in inter partts protest
proceedings which are not a part of this promulgation
Section I 301 is ad(^pted as proposed uith only the
above mentioned change

Section I .^0.^. as amended, provides l(ir remedy by
civil action under 35 I'.SC 145 for the owner ot a pa-
tent in reexamination proceedings No eonimenix were
received concerning this section The changes Ironi the
proposal are the insertion of "any" as the lotirlh word in

the section as suggested in §1 .M)l and the aiidiiion of.

".M)6" to the title

New §1 501 provides a system for cit.itiori o\ patents
and printed publications to the Patent aiuJ I rademark
Office for placement in the patent file by any person
during the peru>d of enforceability o\ the pateni in ac-

cordance with 35 use yo\ Seveiileen persons
commented on §1 501 Nine comments indicaied that ci-

tations should be limited lo patents or prinicil publica-
tions. Six comments indicated that persons filing art

should be required to apply it to at least mie el.um
Three persons held the opposite view I Ik tnial rule

wording provides for citatUMis limited \o patents and
printed publications where the person making ihe illa-

tion states the pertinency and applicability ol itie (.iMiion

to Ihe pateni and the bearing the citation has on the pat-

entability of at least one claim o'i the p.iteiii Ihe I'lnal

rule provides that a citation made by the p.iieiii nwner
may include an explanation o'i how the el.imis ihlter

from the prior art cited Any citations whidi iiKluJe
items other than patents and printed publieaiii>iis will

not be entered in t'le patent file Ihis Joes run, iif

course, limit in any manner the kinds and types ot iiiloi-

mation which can be relied upon in pri>usis .ig.misi

pending patent applications, whether such tu oiigm.il

applications or reissue applications Ii>ur peis. ms si.neJ

that a separate letter requesting confidentialilv should be
required m cases desiring ci>nndenlialily 1 his provision
was not considered to be necessary One (.ommeiii re-

quested clarification o{ the term "period ol eritoieeahili-

ty of a patent." The meaning of this term appears to he

clear since it includes any period for which recovery

can be had for .nfnngement Under usual eircunisi.inces,

this would be the term of the patent plus the six years

pri>vided by 35 L'.SC. 286 F'lve commenis were re-
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ceived relating the paragraph (c) concerning service of

citations on the patent owner. The wording has been

clarified. A suggestion was made that prior art copies

and translations of non-English documents be required.

This suggestion was not adopted since such documents

are not absolutely essential until a request for

reexamination has been filed. However, if the person cit-

ing the patents or printed publications desires that they

be considered in any subsequent reexamination proceed-

ings, copies and any necessary English translation should

be included with the citation. A proposal was also made
to charge a fee to prevent harassment. This proposal

was not adopted since the mere citation of prior art is

not considered to constitute harassment. A suggestion

was made to change the title of the section. This sugges-

tion was adopted in slightly modified form.

New §1.510 sets forth procedures for any person to

request reexamination in accordance with 35 U.S.C. 302.

Paragraph (a) of new §1.510 limits the period for such

request to the period of enforceability of the patent for

which the request is filed and requires payment of the

fee for requesting reexamination. Paragraph (b) of new
§1.510 indicates what each request for reexamination

must include. Paragraph (c) of new §1.510 indicates un-

der which conditions a request for reexamination will be

considered. Paragraph (d) of new §1.510 indicates the

date on which the entire fee is received will be consid-

ered to be the date of the request for reexamination.

Upon reconsideration of the paragraph as proposed, it

was considered more appropriate to base the filing date
" of the request for reexamination on the receipt of the fee

for requesting reexamination rather than include other

matters. Propxjsed paragraph (d) has been amended ac-

cordingly and is adopted. Paragraph (e) of new §1.510

covers amendments which a patent owner can propose.

Such amendments can accompany a request for

reexamination by the patent owner. The paragraph, with

changes in wording for clarity, is adopted as proposed.

A new paragraph (0 was added to clarify that requests

for reexamination may be filed by attorneys or agents on
behalf of a requester. Nineteen persons commented on
§1.510. One person inquired as to whether confidential

requests would be accepted. In response thereto, §1.510

provides that any person may file a request for re-

examination. That person's name will not be maintained

in confidence. One suggestion was made to permit com-
ment and rebuttal before the decision under §1.515. No
need for such a procedure is seen since the only question

to be considered is whether or not a substantial new
question of patentability has been raised. An opportunity

for comment and rebuttal is provided after the issuance

of the order. One comment was received which desired

provision for supplemental requests at a reduced fee.

. This proposal was not adopted since it is felt that all re-

questers should share equally in the cost. One comment
was received which proposed that duplicate copies of

the request be filed in the Office so that one copy would
be available for public inspection at all times. This pro-

posal was not adopted since it would appear to create

more problems than it would solve. One comment was
received that only "readily available" translations should

be required. It is felt that if a document is considered to

be sufticiently pertinent to request reexamination, that an

English translation should be provided to insure com-
plete and proper consideration. A suggestion was made
relating to paragraph (b)(5) that direct service be limited

to registered patent attorneys. No need for such a re-

striction is seen. Various other comments relating to

procedures were considered but were not adopt-

ed.

New §1.515 relates to a determination as to whether
the request has presented a substantial new question of

patentability under 35 U.S.C. 303. Paragraph (a) of new
§1.515 requires that the determination be made within 3

months of the filing date of the request. Paragraph (b) of

new §1.515 refers to the refund provisions. Paragraph

(c) of new §1.515 provides for review by petition to the

Commissioner of any decision refusing reexamination.

Seven persons commented on §1.515. Several comments

were received suggesting that the term "reexamination"
should be dropped before "examiner". This proposal
was adopted. Several persons requested that all art cited

in the patent file at the time of the order under §1.525
be considered when deciding whether a substantial new
question of patentability is presented in the request. This
is possible under the provision of f l.SIS(a) which per-

mits "consideration of other patents or printed publica-

tions", but is not required insofar as prior art not relied

upon in the request is concerned. One person suggested

that "is" be changed to-affirms-in paragraph (c). This
proposal has been adopted. One commentor questioned

whether a right to review was available under para-

graph (c) if reexamination was ordered. No right to re-

view exists in such a case because all claims will be re-

viewed in view of all prior aH during the reexamination

under §1.550.

New §1.520 provides for reexamination at the initia-

tive of the Commissioner under the provisions of the last

sentence of paragraph (a) of 35 U.S.C. 303. Six persons

commented on §1.520. One comment was received that

indicated that the section did not include a reference to

patents "discovered by the Commissioner" which is con-

tained in 35 U.S.C. 303(a). This phrase has been added
to the rule. A request was made that the sentence "Nor-
mally requests from outside-will not be considered." be

deleted from the rule. The sentence is being retained

since the rule wording provides an easy reference for

Office policy. Two comments were received that indi-

cated a desire to have any decisions not to reexamine in

Commissioner initiated situations be made part of the pa-

tent file. This proposal was not adopted since the basis

for not reexamining may involve many policy issues in

addition to whether a substantial new question of patent-

ability exists in the case. If all papers in such a case

would be made part of a file, it may lead to conclusions

that there are no new questions of patentability when
this question may not have been addressed because the

reexamination was not ordered for other reasons such as

little or no interest in a patent about to expire. One com-
ment stated that the section safeguards the rights of the

patentee. The language referring to the designation and

delegation of authority to appropriate Patent and Trade-

mark Office officials is deleted as unnecessary since the

Commissioner's authority to designate and delegate is

implicit and understood.

New §1.525 provides for ordering reexamination

where a substantial new question of patentability has

been found pursuant to §§1.515 or 1.520. Six comments
were received relating to §1.525. One comment was
made that the attorney should be able to return notices

to the sender if he is unable to contact the patent owner.

This topic has not been added to the rules but will be

handled on a case by case basis. One comment reauested

that the patent owner have the option to request tnat the

reexamination be performed by an examiner (1) other

than the original examiner, or (2) other than the examin-

er who issued the order. Comments were also received

on both sides of the question as to whether the original

examiner should conduct the reexamination. In response,

it would appear to be inappropriate to allow an interest-

ed party to select the examiner. Under the section, the

only limitation placed on the selection of the examiner

by the Office is that the same examiner whose decision

was reversed on petition ordinarily will not conduct the

reexamination. Paragraph (b) has been changed to pro-

vide that the notices published in the Official Gazette

will be considered to be constructive notice.

New §1.530 relates to the statement and proposed

amendments provided for in the second sentence of 35

use. 304. Amendments submitted by the patent owner
cannot enlarge the scope of a claim in the patent.

Amendments will not be effectively entered into the pa-

tent until the certificate under §1.570 and 35 U.S.C. 307

is issued. Nine comments were received on §1.530. Sev-

eral persons felt that the patent owner should be

allowed to comment before the decision under §1.515 is

made. Providing for such a comment would delay the

decision under §1.515 which must be made within three
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months following the filing date of the request. Further,

no need is seen for a statement relating to whether a

new question of patentability is present since the patent

owner has the opportunity to address any issues of pat-

entability only afier the first Office action. One com-
ment questioned whether paragraph (d) also related to

the description. This paragraph has been amended to

clarify the matter. One person questioned whether an

amendment could be filed with a statement. Paragraph

(b) clearly answers this question in the affirmative. Sev-

eral comments requested more time than two months for

the patent owner to file a statement. In reply, the law in

section 304 indicates that a reasonable period of not less

than two months be provided for the patent owner's

statement. If the period is too short in particular situa-

tions, extensions of time can be requested. It is felt that

two months should be retained in the rule in view of the

"Special Dispatch" required in reexamination cases. The
proposed second sentence of paragraph (b) has not been

adopted since §l.S2S(b) now provides for the publication

of notices of the filing of all requests which are accom-

panied by the proper fee.

New §1.535 provides for reply by the reexamination

requester to the statement under §1.530 of the patent

owner and for service on the patent owner of any such

reply. The last sentence of proposed §1.540 has been

added as the last sentence of §1.535. Five persons

commented on §1.535. Four persons indicated that the

requester should be given additional opportunity to

comment. The reasons for the limited participation are

that it is all that is required under the law, it prevents to

a great degree, harassment of a patent owner, it results

in a less expensive proceeding for all parties, and it re-

sults in an earlier conclusion of the proceedings.

New §1.540 relates to the consideration of statements

under §1.530 and replies under §1.535. One comment

was received that the phrase "may result in their being

refused" was worded too loosely. In the absence of any

specific suggestion, the proposed wording is considered

to be adequate and is adopted as proposed. In addition,

it is appropriate that the Office retain discretion as to

consideration in such cases.

New §1.550 covers the basic items relating to the con-

duct of reexamination proceedings. These proceedings

basically follow the same procedures used for examining

patent applications. The patent owner will be required

to serve the reexamination requester with any response

by the patent owner to the Office, in order to remove

the necessity of the requester having to continuously

monitor the file wrapper. Fourteen persons commented

on §1.550.

Several persons commented that they felt that at least

some input by third parties should be permitted. Para-

graph (e) has been revised to permit third party input up

until the time of the order. Several comments were re-

ceived that the periods for response should be extended

to be similar to those in regular application Office ac-

tions. Although problems may arise in certain cases and

extensions of time may be granted, it is felt that relative-

ly short response times are necessary in order to process

reexaminations with "special dispatch." A question was

raised as to the effect of failure to respond to an Office

action. Paragraph (d) has been amended to clarify this

matter.

New §1.552 covers the scope of reexamination in a

reexamination proceeding. While it is not intended that

the examiners will routinely complete a new search

when conducting reexamination, the examiners will be

free to, and will, very likely, conduct additional searches

and cite and apply additional prior patents and publica-

tions when they consider it is appropriate and beneficial

to do so. Insofar as the actual reexamination is con-

cerned, the examination as to original patent claims is

only on the basis of patents or printed publications.

However, narrowed amended claims or new claims lim-

ited to the original disclosure will also be examined for

compliance with other sections of the statute (35 U.S.C

112 and 132) which are necessary in order to ensure that

any amended or new claims are supported, valid, and do

not introduce new matter. New §1 552 also provides

that questions relating to matters other than those identi-

fied in paragraphs (a) and (b) of the section would mere-

ly be noted by the examiner as being an open question in

the record. Patent owners could then file a reissue appli-

cation if they wish such questions to be resolved. Ten

persons commented on §1.552. Several persons

commented that the question of fraud should be consid-

ered in reexamination proceedings Comments were also

received that the proceedings should be limited to pa-

tents and printed publications. The rules have been wnt-

ten to follow the statute which speaks only to

reexamination based on patents and printed publications.

Mixed comments were also received concerning 'he re-

tention of the second sentence of paragraph (c). The

paragraph is being adopted as proposed with the addi-

tion of a reference to the fact that the examiner will

note the existence of unresolved questions in an Office

action. In addition, the phrase "raised or" has been de-

leted from paragraph (c) as unnecessary.

New §1.555 covers the duty of disclosure by a patent

owner in a reexamination proceeding involving the own-

er's patent. Nfne persons commented on §1.555. Four

persons supported placing a duty of disclosure on the

patent owner. One comment was received that an oath

or declaration be required of the patent owner in a

reexamination so as to minimize the appearance and oc-

currence of any fraudulent acts and to emphasize the

patentee's obligation of candor. While the suggestion for

an oath or declaration has noi^en adopted. §1 555 does

place an obligation of candor on the patent owner inso-

far as bringing patents or printed publications to the at-

tention of the Office is concerned The necessity for an

oath or declaration in addition to the obligation placed

on the patent owner by §1 555 is not apparent at this

time. Accordingly, the suggestion has not been adopted.

Two persons fell the duty of disclosure should apply to

both the patent owner and requester. This proposal was

not adopted since no sanction could be easily applied

against the requester who violated such a rule. One per-

son suggested broadening the duty requirements to in-

clude information in addition to patents and printed pub-

lications. Although such a practice may be desirable, no

need is seen to require information under the reexam-

ination rules which cannot be used during the reexam-

ination. One person felt that there should be no duty of

disclosure requirement in reexamination proceedings

since the Office will be considering specific prior art and

the presence or absence of other prior art does not seem

terribly relevant. This suggestion was not adopted since

the issue of patentability is not limited to the specific

prior art presented and the duty to disclose is consistent

with current practice under §1.56. The section is

adopted as proposed except for the indication that prior

art statements should be filed in accordance with §1.98.

Also, the section has been divided into two sentences for

clarity.

New §1.560 relates to the conduct of interviews in

reexamination proceedings. Seven comments were re-

ceived directed to §1.560. One comment requested elimi-

nation of interviews. This suggestion was not adopted

since interviews have been found to be very helpful in

resolving issues. Five comments were received which

indicated that the requester should be permitted to at-

tend all interviews This suggestion was not adopted be-

cause of the otherwise ex parte nature of the examina-

tion. Two comments were received which indicated that

interviews should be permitted before the first Office ac-

tion. This suggestion was not adopted since such inter-

views would be held at a lime when the Office has not

yet taken a position on the allowability of the claims un-

der reexamination. Section 1 560 is adopted as proposed

New §1.565 provides for the Commissioner to deter-

mine which, if any, prcxeedmgs should be stayed, con-

solidated, or suspended, if concurrent proceedings

involving the patent under reexamination are instituted

or in progress. Four comments were received concern-

ing§ 1.565. One comment pointed out the desirability of

combining copending reexamination prtxreedings This
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concept has been accepted and a new paragraph (c) has
been added lo cover this matter. Two comments voiced
concern over the possibility of delay resulting from
stayed, suspended or combined cases. Although some
delay may result, it is felt that a resolution of all issues

should occur at an earlier date. Decisions as to whether
to delay or combine cases will be made on a case by
case basis to minimize delays and to protect the interests
of all parties concerned. One comment was made to al-

low the patent owner to comment prior to any decision
to stay proceedings by the Commissioner. The desirabili-

ty of such comment will be decided on a case by case
basis and is not considered desirable for placement in the
rules. The addition of paragraph (c) and the insertion of
"is or" before "becomes" in the first sentence of para-
graph (b) are the only changes from the proposed rule.

New §1.570 concerns the issuance of the re-

examination certificate under 35 U.S.C. 307 after conclu-
sion of reexamination proceedings. The certificate will
cancel any patent claims determined to be unpatentable.
confH-m any patent claims determined to be patentable,
and incorporate into the patent any amended or new
claim determined to be patentable. Three commentors
mentioned §1.570. Two persons questioned the statutory
authority for paragraph (d). In response to the concern
for statutory authority, it is the position of the Office
that once all of the claims have been canceled from the
patent, the patent ceases to be enforceable for any pur-
pose. Accordingly, any pending reissue or other Office
proceeding relating to a patent in which such a certifi-

cate has been issued will be terminated. This provides a
degree of assurance to the public that patents with all

the claims canceled via reexamination proceedings will
not again be asserted. One commentor indicated that
copies of the certificate should be part of subsequently
sold copies of the patent. Such a practice is intended but
is not being made part of the regulations.

Environmental, energy, and other consideration: The
rule change will not have a significant impact on the
quality of the human environment or the conservation of
energy resources.

The rule change will not have a significant adverse
economic impact on a substantial number of small enti-
ties (Regulatory Flexibility Act. Pub. L. 96-354)
The Patent and Trademark Office has determined that

this rule change is not a major rule under Executive Or-
der 12291.

[Text of adopted rules appears in 37 CFR. revised
July 1. 1982.]

RENE D. TEGTMEYER,
May 12. 1981. Acting Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks.

ROBERT B. ELLERT,
May 15. 1981. Acting Assistant Secretary

for Productivity. Technology,

and Innovation.

[FR Doc. 8M6031 Filed 5-26-81; 8:45 am)

[1007 O.G. 30]

Department of Commerce

(50) Patent and Trademark Office
37 CFR Parts 1 & 5

[Docket No. 21223-259]
Revision of Patent Procedure

Agency: Patent and Trademark Office, Commerce
Action: Final Rule.

Summary: The Patent and Trademark Office is amending
the rules of practice in patent cases. Part 1 of 37 CFR,
to implement the sections of Public Law 97-247 of 1982
which become effective on Feb. 27, 1983, and to make
other miscellaneous changes. The other miscellaneous
changes are being made to clarify and improve the rules

where appropriate. The rulemaking also is amending
Part 5 of 37 CFR to establish procedures for expediting

the granting of a license under 35 U.S.C. 184 permitting
the filing of a patent application in a foreign country.

Effective Date: Feb. 27, 1983.

For Further Information Contact: R. Franklin Burnett by
telephone at (703) 557-3054 or by mail marked to his at-
tention and addressed to the Commissioner of Patents
and Trademarks. Washington, D.C. 20231.

Supplementary Information: This rule change is designed
primarily to 1) implement the changes in practice in the
Patent and Trademark Office provided for in Public
Law 97-247 enacted on Aug. 27, 1982; 2) clarify or re-
write certain rules; and 3) expedite the granting of li-

censes under 35 U.S.C. 184.

This rule change contains a number of changes in
practice designed to benefit both the Patent and Trade-
mark Office in its handling of its mission and the public
the Office serves.

Certain of the changes are housekeeping in nature.
A number of final rules have already been issued to

implement Public Law 97-247. A final rule on "Revision
of Patent and Trademark Fees" was published on July
30, 1982 at 47 FR 33086-33112 with corrections in the
printing thereof being published on Aug. 4, 1982, at 47
FR 33688 and on Aug. 5, 1982, at 47 FR 33959. The fi-

nal rule was also published in the Official Gazette on
Aug. 10, 1982, at 1021 O.G. 19-94. A final rule relating
to definitions of 'independent inventor" and "nonprofit
organizations" was published on Sept. 10, 1982 at 47 FR
40134-40140 and on Sept. 21, 1982 at 1022 O.G. 29-46. A
"Revision of Patent and Trademark Fees Confirmation"
was published on Sept. 17, 1982 at 47 FR 41272-41283
and on Sept. 28, 1982 at 1022 O.G. 61-97. A final rule
relating to the definition of "small business concern"
was published on Sept. 30, 1982 at 47 FR 43272-43276
snd on Oct. 19, 1982 at 1023 O.G. 23-29.

Discussion of Specific Rules and Significant Differences
Between Proposed and Final Rules:

Section 1.4

Section 1 .4 is amended as proposed to add a reference
to Subpart D relating to citation of prior art and reex-
amination.

Section 1.6

Section 1.6 is amended as proposed to insert "federal"
before "holidays" in paragraphs 1.6(a)-(c) in accordance
with §2 1(b) of Title 35, United States Code, as amended
by Public Law 97-247. New paragraph 1.6(d) will estab-
lish in the regulations a procedure under which papers
and fees which could not be filed on a particular date
because of an interruption or emergency in the United
States Postal Service which is so designated by the
Commissioner, may be promptly filed after the ending of
such a designated interruption or emergency and be con-
sidered as having been filed on that particular date. Au-
thority for such a practice is found in §21(a) pf Title 35,

United States Code, as amended by Public Law 97-247.

Section 1.7

Section 1.7 is amended as proposed to insert "federal"
before "holiday" in accordance with 35 U.S.C. 21(b), as
amended by Public Law 97-247.

Section 1.8

Section 1.8 is amended to remove in paragraph 1.8(a)

the references to §§3.55 and 4.23, which sections were
removed from the rules by the rulemaking entitled "Re-
vision of Patent and Trademark Fees" published in the
Federal Register on September 10, 1982 at 47 Fed. Reg.
40134-40140. The change in paragraph 1.8(a)(i) results

from the change made in §111 of Title 35, United States

Code, by Public Law 97-247. Under the revised rule, the
certificate of mailing procedure would be available for

filing patent oaths or declarations and filing fees. How-
ever, the certificate of mailing procedure could not be
used for filing patent specifications and drawings to ob-
tain a filing date. Such papers can be filed under new
§1.10. The final rule clarifies that each paper or fee filed

under §1.8 must include its own certificate of mailing.
The proposed amendment to §1.8(a)(viii) referring to the
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit rather than to
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the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals, has been
adopted as a final rule as published on Oct. 26, 1982 at

47 FR 47380-47382 and therefore is not republished
here.

Section 1.10

Section 1.10 is amended as proposed to provide a pro-
cedure for assigning the date on which any paper or fee

is deposited as "Express Mail" with the United States
Postal Service as the filing date of the paper or fee in

the Patent and Trademark Office. Authority for the
Commissioner to establish such a procedure is provided
in §21(a) of Title 35. United States Code, as amended by
Public Law 97-247 for any paper or fee required to be
filed in the Patent and Trademark Office. This proce-
dure covers the filing of all documents, including patent
and trademark applications, and fees since they are re-

quired to be filed in the Patent and Trademark Office
for processinjg. Questions were raised during the public
hearing and in the written comments regarding the au-
thority of the Commissioner to promulgate §1.10 insofar
as it would provide for the use of "Express Mail" to file

patent and trademark applications. The argument ad-
vanced was that the amendment of 35 U.S.C. 21(a) by
Public Law 97-247 did not permit the Commissioner to

adopt rules whereby "Express Mail" could be used to

file patent and trademark applications since such appli-

cations are not papers or fees "required to be filed in the
Patent and Trademark Office." It was urged that this

language of 35 U.S.C. 21(a). in conjunction with
amended 35 U.S.C. 1 1 1 which states that the "filing date
of an application shall be the date on which the specifi-

cation and any required drawing are received in the Pa-
tent and Trademark Office." prevents adoption of pro-
posed§1.10.

The arguments presepted are not supported by the
legislative history or by the literal language of the stat-

ute. Section 1 1 1 of Title 35. United States Code, before
and after Public Law 97-247, requires patent applications
to be made "in writing to the Commissioner." This is

apparent from the first sentence of 35 U.S.C. 1 1 1 which
provides that "[a]pplication for patent shall be made. .

.in writing to the Commissioner." Thus, one seeking a

patent is "required" to make application for the same "in

writing to the Commissioner." The written application
clearly constitutes a "paper or fee required to be filed in

the Patent and Trademark Office." Section 21(a) of Title

35, United States Code, authorizes the Commissioner to

adopt rules whereby "any paper or fee required lo be
filed in the Patent and Trademark Office will be consid-
ered filed in the Office on the date on which it was de-
posited with the United States Postal Service." The au-
thority provided by section 21(a) extends to "any paper
or fee" to which the Commissioner, by an appropriate
rulemaking, so extends it. The Commissioner can. there-

fore, by rule, establish that "any paper or fee." including
a patent or trademark application, is "Tiled" or "received
in the Patent and Trademark Office" when it is deposit-

ed with the United States Postal Service. The terms
"filed" and "received" as used in .'.S U.S.C. 21(a) and
111 can therefore be given the same meaning by an ap-

propriate rulemaking by the Commissioner.
The legislative history. H.R. Rep. No 542. 97ih

Cong.. 2nd Sess. 8A (1982). clearly supports the inter-

pretation set forth herein. In discussing new subsection

(a) which has been added to section 21 of Title 35. linit-

ed States Code, the Report emphasizes that the authori-

ty extends to "any paper or fee which is required to be
filed" in the Patent and Trademark Office. The Report
specifically states that the "requirements governing
whether any given paper or fee may be given the filing

date of the day on which it was. . .deposited with the

United States Postal Service will be set forth in regula-

tions established by the Commissioner." Clearly no re-

strictions were placed by the statute or the legislative

history on the types of papers or fees which the Com-
missioner can consider as having been filed in the Patent

and Trademark Office on the dale of deposit with the

United States Postal Service.

The new procedure, in paragraph I 10(a). requires the

use of the "Express Mail Post Office to Addressee" ser-

vice of the United States Postal Service This service

provides for the use of a mailing label on which the Post

Office clearly indicates the date on which it was depos-
ited. Paragraph 1.10(b) requires (1) that the number of
the "Express Mail" mailing label be placed on each pa-

per or fee and (2) that a certificate of mailing by "Ex-
press Mail", signed by the person mailing the paper or
fee. be included on each paper or fee and state the date
of deposit as "Express Mail" in the United States Postal

Service The requirement that each paper or fee have
the number of the "Express Mail" mailing label and the

certificate of mailing by "Express Mail" included there-

on is necessary so that the Patent and Trademark OfTice
can verify when each paper or fee was filed if questions
relating thereto arise. The number and certificate must
be placed on each separate paper and each fee transmit-

tal either directly on the document or by a separate pa-

per firmly and securely attached thereto It is not neces-
sary that the number and certificate be placed on each
page of a particular paper or fee transmittal. Merely
placing the number and certificate in one prominent lo-

cation on each separate paper or fee transmittal will be
sufficient.

Under new paragraph 1.10(c), the Office will accord
the paper or fee the date of deposit as "Express Mail" as

the filing date without further proof unless a question is

present regarding the date of mailing. If however, more
than a reasonable time has elapsed between the certifi-

cate date and the Patent and Trademark Office receipt

date, or if other questions regarding the date of mailing
are present, new paragraph I l(Kc) provides that the
person mailing the paper or fee may be required lo file

(1) a copy of the "Express Mail" receipt showing the ac-
tual date of mailing and (2) a statemeni from the person
who mailed the paper or fee averring lo the fact that the
mailing occurred on the date certified Such statement
must be a verified statement (oath or declaration) unless
made by a person registered lo practice before the Pa-
tent and Trademark Office

The certificate of mailing procedure of § 1. 8(a) contm-
ues to be available in addition to the proposed proce-
dure under §1.10. The final rule (§1 10) has been
changed from that proposed lo allow for a reasonable
lime between mailing and delivery rather than onl> for

one day since actual delivery in one day is not always
provided from all areas of the counlr\ The final rule

clarifies that each paper or fee must include lis own cer-

tificate of mailing by "Express Mail." This rule is being
promulgated at this time so thai indiMduals uhi> desire
to use the service may do so after the effeclive date
The "Express Mail" service is seen lo be preferable to

other types of postal services because a readily legible

mailing dale is provided to both the applicant and the
I'aiciit and Trademark Office on the "i \press Mail" la-

bel Also, the labels are of uniform si/e and can there-

fore be kept on file relalnely easiK b\ the Office, if

such is determined \o be necessar\ or desirable Regis-
tered mail and certified mail, on ihc oiher hand, provide
(Mily a postmark for the mailing date \s hen such mail ar- -

rives in the Patent and Trademark Office and such post-

marks are often illegible. Also, such mail arrises m vari-

ous si/e envelopes which do not easiK lend themselves
to being filed so that the postmark may be retained Ad-
minislralive burdens including lack o\' certainly of mail-

ing date and storage are considered greater for regis-

tered or certified mail than for "I'.xpress Mail " The
Patent and Trademark Office \m1I monitor closeK the

use of "l-.xpress Mail" by the public and ma\ reconsider

permuting the use of other forms of service provided by
the United Stales Postal Service

Section 1.17

Sectu>n 1 17. paragraph (h). is amended as proposed
to remove the reference to §1.45 and add a reference to

new §I.4S relating to the correction oi inventorship in

patent applications
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Section 1J2
Section 1.22 is amended to recognize that filing dates

may be assigned without payment of the basic filing fee

as authorized by §111 of Title 35, United States Code, as

amended by Public Law 97-247. New paragraph 1.22(b)

indicates that fees paid to the Office should be itemized

in such a manner that the purpose for which the pay-

ment is submitted can be clearly determined by Office

personnel for proper processing. The final rule includes

clarification that it refers to patent and trademark fees

and charges.

Section 1.24

Section 1.24 is amended as proposed to remove the

reference to coupons in denominations of forty cents

since coupons in this denomination are no longer neces-

sary.

Section 1.41 I

Section 1.41 is amended as proposed to require in

paragraph 1.14(a) that a patent be applied for in the

name of the actual inventor or inventors and that the

full names of the inventors be stated. Paragraph 1.41(b),

as amended, clarifies the definition of the word "appli-

cant". New paragraph 1.41(c) permits any person autho-

rized by the applicant to file an application for patent in

order to receive a filing date on behalf of the inventor

or inventors, but the oath or declaration for the applica-

tion must be made by all of the actual inventors in ac-

cordance with §§1.63 and 1.64. Under new paragraph
1.41(d), a showing may be required from the person ini-

tially filing an application that the filing was authorized.

Sections 1.42 and 1.43

Sections 1.42 and 1.43 are amended as proposed to re-

move the requirement that the legal representative sign

the application papers in view of the changes in 35

U.S.C. Ill, as amended by Public Law 97-247. The oath
or declaration must still be signed. Several occurrences
of the masculine gender in § 1 .42 have been removed.

Section 1.45

Section 1.45 is amended as proposed to remove pres-

ent paragraphs 1.45(b) and (c) in view of new §1.48 and
remove the requirement that joint inventors sign the ap-

plication papers. The joint inventors are, however, still

required to make the oath or declaration in accordance
with new §§1.63 and 1.64.

Section 1.46 I

Section 1.46 is amended as proposed, with two com-
mas being added for clarity, to permit anyone to file the

application if authorized by the inventor or inventors or
one of the persons mentioned in §§1.42, 1.43, or 1.47.

Section 1.47

Section 1.47 is amended as proposed to change the

reference for the rule on oaths or declarations from
§1.65 to §1.63.

Section 1.48

Section 1.48 adds a new section relating to correction

of inventorship as authorized by §116 of Title 35, United

States Code, as amended by Public Law 97-247. Under
§1.48, if the correct inventor or inventors are not named
in an application for patent, the application could be
amended to name only the actual inventor or inventors

so long as the error in the naming of the inventor or in-

ventors occurred without any deceptive intention on the

part of the actual inventor or inventors. Section 1.48 re-

quires that the amendment be diligently made and be ac-

companied by (1) a petition including a statement of
facts verified by the original named inventor or inven-

tors establishing when the error without deceptive inten-

tion was discovered and how it occurred; (2) an oath or
declaration by each actual inventor or inventors as re-

quired by §1.63; (3) the fee set forth in § 1. 17(h); and (4)

the written consent of any assignee. Correction will be

permitted, if diligently requested, in cases where the per-

son originally named as inventor was in fact not the in-

ventor of the subject matter contained in the application.

If such error occurred without any deceptive intention

on the part of the true inventor, the Office has the au-

thority to substitute the true inventor for the erroneous-

ly named person. If deceptive intention was present on
the part of other individuals substantively involved in

the preparation or prosecution of the application their

conduct will be considered and appropriate action taken
under 37 CFR 1.56. Although probably rarer, instances

such as changes from a mistakenly identified sole inven-
tor to different, but actual, joint inventors; conversions
from erroneously identified joint inventors to different

but actual, joint inventors; and conversions from errone-
ously identified joint inventors to a different, but actual,

sole inventor will also be permitted. In each instance,

however, the Office will have to be assured of the pres-

ence of innocent error, without deceptive intention on
the part of the true inventor or inventors, before permit-
ting a substitution of a true inventor's name. The final

rule language has been modified from that proposed to

follow more precisely the language of the statute and
the legislative history by permitting correction where
the error occurred without any deceptive intention on
the part of the actual inventor or inventors.

Section 1.51

Section 1.51 is amended to change the reference in

paragraph (a)(2) to new §1.63 for the requirements of an
oath or declaration and to change paragraph (b) with re-

gard to the required time for filing information disclo-

sure statements. The final rule has been modified from
that proposed by eliminating the word "material" before
the "information disclosure statement" and the title has
been changed to substitute "a complete" for "an" to be
more precise.

Section 1.52

Section 1.52 is amended as proposed to revise para-

graph 1.52(c) relating to interlineations, erasures, cancel-

lations or other alterations in application papers to speci-

fy that such changes must be made before the signing of
any accompanying oath or declaration and should be
dated and initialed or signed by the applicant on the

same sheet of paper. Paragraph l.S2(c), as amended, pro-

hibits making alterations in the application papers after

the signing of an oath or declaration referring to such
application papers. Under paragraph l.S2(c), as

amended, amendments to application papers made after

the signing of an oath or declaration referring to the ap-

plication papers can only be made in the manner provid-

ed by §§1.121 and 1.123-1.125.

Section 1.53

Section 1.53 is amended to revise the title to indicate

that the section, as amended, relates to application serial

numbers, filing dates and completion of applications.

Paragraph 1.53(a) indicates that a serial number is

assigned to any filed application for identification pur-

poses, even if the application is incomplete or informal.

Paragraph 1.53(b) provides that a filing date is assigned

to an application as of the date a specification containing
a description and claim and any required drawing are

filed in the Patent and Trademark Office. Although the

filing fee and oath or declaration can be submitted later,

no amendments can be made to the specification or

drawings which will introduce new matter. This prac-

tice is authorized by 35 U.S.C. 1 1 1 as amended by Pub-
lic Law 97-247. New paragraph 1.53(c) provides for no-

tifying applicant of any application incomplete because

the specification or drawing is missing and giving the

applicant a time period to correct any omission. If the

omission is not corrected within the time period given,

the application will be returned or otherwise disposed of

and a handling fee of SSO.OO will be retained from any
refund of a filing fee. New paragraph 1.53(d) provides

that, where a filing date has been assigned to a filed

specification and drawing, the applicant will be notified

and be given a period of time in which to file the miss-

ing fee, oath or declaration and to pay the surcharge

due The time period the Office plans to set is one
month from the date of notification by the Patent and

Trademark Office, but in no case less than two months
after the date of filing of the application. New para-

graph 1.53(e) indicates that a patent application will not

be forwarded for examination on the merits until all re-
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quired parts have been received. New paragraph 1.53(0
indicates that international applications filed under the
Patent Cooperation Treaty which designate the United
States of America are considered to have a United
States filing date under PCT Article 11(3), except as
provided in 35 U.S.C. 102(e), on the date the require-

ments of PCT Article ll(l)(i) to (iii) are met. Para-
graphs 1.53(b) and (c) have been modified from those
proposed by changing the word "received" to the word
"filed." The word "receipt" in paragraph 1.53(c) has
also been changed to "filing". These changes have been
made to ensure that the language of §1.53 cannot be
considered to conflict with the use of "Express Mail" to

file patent applications and obtain a filing date as of the
date of deposit as "Express Mail" with the United States

Postal Service.

Section 1.54

Section 1.54 is amended as proposed to designate the

existing section as paragraph (a) and add a reference to

§1.53. Paragraph 1.54(b) is added to indicate that appli-

cant will be informed of the serial number and filing

.
date of the application.

Section 1.55

Section 1.55 is amended to limit the section to claims
for foreign priority by removing paragraphs (a) and (d)

and redesignating paragraphs (b) and (c) as paragraphs
(a) and (b). Paragraph 1.55(a) is amended to change the

reference from §1.65 to new §1.63. The final rule lan-

guage includes a reference to 35 U.S.C. 172 which
modifies 35 U.S.C. 119 for design patents.

Section 1.56

Section 1.56 is amended to revise paragraph (c) to re-

move reference to signing of the application but to add
reference to signing of the oath or declaration pursuant
to new §1.63. Paragraph 1.56(c) has also been modified
from that proposed to break it down into four items as

suggested by a comment. Under paragraph 1.56(c), an
application may be stricken from the files if an oath or
declaration pursuant to §1.63 is signed in blank, is signed
without review of the oath or declaration by the person
making the oath or declaration, or is signed without the

review of the specification, including the claims, as re-

quired by § 1.63(b). Paragraph I.S6(c) also provides for

an application to be stricken from the files if application
papers filed in the Office are altered after the signing of
an oath or declaration pursuant to §1.63 referring to

those application papers.

Section 1.57

Section 1.57 is removed as proposed since the require-

ments relating to applicant's signature to the oath or
declaration of the application are adequately covered in

other sections.

Section 1.59

Section 1.S9 is rewritten as proposed to refer to and
conform with the changes proposed in §1.53.

Section 1.60

Section 1,60 is amended to require the applicant to

supply a copy of the originally signed application in all

cases where the §1.60 filing procedure is used. The Of-
fice will no longer prepare copies. The Office, by a sep-

arate final rule, published at 47 F.R. 47242 on October
25. 1982, has adopted a new §1.62 to provide for the fil-

ing of a file wrapper continuing application which great-

ly lessens the need for the Office to continue to prepare
copies under §1.60. The final rule language makes clear

that the statement accompanying a true copy of the par-

ent application must be a verified statement unless made
by a person registered to practice before the Office.

Section 1.62

Section 1.62 is amended to avoid inconsistency with
35 U.S.C. 1 1 1 which becomes effective on February 27,

1983. 35 U.S.C. Ill as of that date permits filing dates

to be granted to patent applications without receipt of
the basic filing fee, or oath or declaration. Section 1.62

is therefore being amended to permit the granting of a

filing date in accordance with §111. This amendment of

§1.62 is necessary to ensure compliance with 35 U.S.C.

111. The Patent and Trademark Office finds that it

would be impractical not to amend §1.62 so as to grant

a filing date in accordance with 35 U.S.C 1 1 1 and not

doing so might also be construed to prevent applicants

from taking advantage of the provisions of 35 U.S.C
1 1 1 authorizing the delay in the filing of the fee and
oath or declaration. If §1.62 is not amended in the man-
ner set forth in this final rule, questions may be raised as

to compliance with 35 U.S.C. Ill as it will exist effec-

tive February 27, 1983. Revised paragraph 1.62(a) indi-

cates the minimum requirements for granting of a filing

date. Paragraphs 1.62(b) and (c) cover the filing fee and
oath or declaration requirements, respectively. Para-

graph 1.62(d) relates to later filing of the filing fee or

oath or declaration as provided for in 35 U.S.C. 111.

Paragraphs l.62(e)-(i) are identical to former paragraphs
1.62(b)-(0.

Section 1.63

Section 1.63 is added to replace

1.65 relating to the required content and execution of

an oath or declaration filed as a part of a patent applica-

tion and is intended to state the minimum contents

thereof An applicant may, if desired, choose to include

one or more additional averments in the oath or declara-

tion such as, for example, stating that the patent is not

barred under the provisions of 35 U.S.C. 102. Paragraph
1.63(a) provides that the oath or declaration, (I) be exe-

cuted in accordance with §1.66 or §1.68, (2) identify the

specification to which it is directed m some definite

manner such as giving the title of the invention or serial

number of the application, if previously filed. (3) identify

each inventor and his or her residence and country of
citizenship, and (4) state whether the inventor is a sole

or joint inventor of the claimed invention.

Paragraph 1.63(b) further requires the oath or declara-

tion to state that the person signing the oath or declara-

tion (1) has reviewed and understands the contents of

the identified specification. (2) believes the named inven-

tor is the original and the first inventor, and (3) ac-

knowledges the duty to disclose information which is

material. While paragraph 1.63(b) requires the person
signing the oath or declaration to review and understand
the specification including the claims, it is not intended

to require that such person be skilled m patent law so as

to grasp the legal implications of claim language and
drafting. The person must recognize, however, that

what is being claimed is the subject matter which that

person regards as his or her invention pursuant to 35

U.S.C 112.

Paragraph 1.63(c) requires that any application in

which a claim for foreign priority is made identify in the

oath or declaration the foreign application for patent or

inventor's certificate on which priority is claimed, and
any foreign application having a filing date before that

of the application on which priority is claimed.

Paragraph 1.63(d) requires that the oath or declaration

in a continuation-in-part application, which discloses and
claims subject matter in addition to that disclosed m the

prior copending application, state that the person mak-
ing the oath or declaration acknowledges the duty to

disclose material information as defined in § 1.56(a)

which occurred between the filing date of the parent ap-

plication and the national or PCT international filing

date of the continuation-in-part application. This latter

requirement is not new, but is included to serve as a re-

minder to the person making the oath or declaration of

this duty to disclose material information such as foreign

patenting, publication, or public use or sale in the United
States which occurred more than one year prior to the

filing date of the continuation-in-part apphcation. For
example, in circumstances where the claims of the con-

tinuation-in-part application are not fully supported by
the disclosure of the parent application so as to be enti-

tled to an earlier effective filing date under 35 U.S.C
120, the duty o disclose extends to any material infor-

mation, as del:ned in § 1.56(a) measured from the filing

date of the continuation-in-part application. This would
include the first foreign patenting, and any foreign
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patenting subsequent to the first which materially differs

therefrom, of the subject matter of the parent applica-
tion which occurred more than one year prior to the na-
tional or PCT international filing date of the continua-
tion-in-part application. Any publication of the parent
application, other than foreign patenting, or any public
use or sale in the United States of the subject matter of
the prior application, which occurred more than one
year prior to the national or PCT international filing

date of the continuation-in-part application, would also
come within § 1. 56(a) in such circumstances. See In re

Ruscetta and Jenny. 118 U.S.P.Q. 101 (C.C.P.A. 1958);
In re van Langenhoven. 458 F. 2d 132. 173 U.S.P.Q. 426
(C.C.P.A. 1972). and Chromalloy American Corp. v. Alloy
Surfaces. Co.. Inc., 339 F. Supp. 859. 173 U.S.P.Q. 295
(Del. 1972).

Section 1.64

Section 1.64 is added as proposed to clearly indicate
who must sign the oath or declaration of a patent appli-

cation.

Section 1.65

Section 1.65 is removed as proposed because the oath
or declaration requirements set forth therein are covered
by new §1.63.

Section 1.67 I

Section 1.67 is amended as proposed to remove all of
paragraphs (a) and (b) and substitute therefor new word-
ing. Paragraph 1.67(a) indicates that a supplemental oath
or declaration meeting the requirements of new §1.63
may be required to correct deficiencies or inaccuracies
present in an earlier oath or declaration. Paragraph
1.67(b) requires a supplemental oath or declaration to be
filed (1) when a claim is presented embracing material
not originally claimed and (2) when a subsequently filed

oath or declaration under § 1.53(d) refers to an amend-
ment which includes improper new matter. Paragraph
1.67(b) also clearly states the prohibition against entry of
new matter after the filing date of the application.

Section 1.69

Section 1.69, paragraph (b). is amended as proposed to
change the time at which a translation of a non-English
language oath or declaration which has not been sup-
plied by the Office must be filed. The time period for fil-

ing the translation is changed to two months after notifi-

cation that a translation is required. The reference to

§1.65 in paragraph 1.69(b) is changed to §1.63.

Section 1.70

Section 1.70 is amended to refer to §1.63 for the
requirements to be met when an oath or declaration is

filed under 35 U.S.C. 371(c)(4). The wording of the title

in the final rule is changed to reflect more clearly the
subject matter of the rule.

Section 1.77 I

Section 1.77 is amended as proposed to change para-
graphs (h) and (i) to refer to the abstract of the disclo-
sure and signed oath or declaration, respectively.

Section 1.97

Section 1.97 is amended to change the title from "pri-
or art statement" to "information disclosure statement".
This change is appropriate since the designation "infor-
mation disclosure statement" more accurately character-
izes the nature and content of the information which
may be included in such a statement. Information which
is required to be submitted pursuant to §l.'^6 may ulti-

mately be determined not to be "prior art," but never-
theless may be "material" pursuant to §1.56. Section 1.97
has also been modified from that proposed by eliminat-
ing the word "material" since information submitted
pursuant to §1.97 may be considered to be of question-
able materiality or may be determined, upon examina-
tion, not to be "material". Section 1.97 now provides
that an information disclosure statement should be filed
with the application or within the later of three months
after the filing date of the application or two months af-

ter applicant receives the filing receipt. Paragraph
1.97(b) has been amended in recognition that applicant
may choose io furnish other material information in an-

other manner or statement. Paragraph 1.97(b) now also
refers to section 1.56(a) for the definition of "material in-
formation". The amendments to paragraph 1.97(b) do
not in any manner reduce the obligation to submit mate-
rial information as defined in § 1.56(a).

Section 1.98

Section 1.98 indicates that information disclosure
statements should list prior art with all of the informa-
tion which is required to print such citations on the
front page of a patent. The final rule states clearly that
the publication date indicated on the document should
be submitted. This will not serve to preclude a showing
of a different, actual publication date. Another purpose
of the citation requirements in this section is to permit
ready reference to the document from its citation.

Section 1.99

Section 1.99 is amended to change the title to be con-
sistent with the amendment to §1.97.

Section 1.101

Section 1.101 is amended to indicate specifically that
applications which are to have their examination ad-
vanced pursuant to §1.102 will be taken up for examina-
tion out of order by the examiner. The final rule is also
modified to set out when international applications
which have complied with the requirements of 35
use. 371(c) are taken up for action.

Section 1.118

Section 1.118 is amended as proposed to designate the
previous section as new paragraph (a) and amend it to
clearly state that no new matter may be introduced into
an application and to make specific reference to §§1.53,
1.63 and 1.67. New paragraph 1.118(b) indicates how
improper amendments which introduce new matter in
the specification or claims will be handled by the exam-
iner.

Section 1.123

Section 1.123 is amended to require all corrections to
drawings to be made by bonded draftsmen at applicant's
expense since the Office does not have sufficient
draftsmen to make such corrections. Sketches of any de-
sired corrections will, however, still require approval of
the examiner. The final rule makes clear that changes in
the drawing may be made by submission of substitute
drawings.

Section 1.125

Section 1.125 is amended to relax the prohibition
against substitute specifications which are not required
by the examiner. The section, however, adds the re-

quirement that any substitute specification filed must be
accompanied by a statement that the substitute specifica-
tion includes no new matter. Under the section the state-
ment must be a verified statement if made by a person
not registered to practice before the Office. The final

rule specifies that a substitute specification may not be
accepted unless it is clear to the examiner that process-
ing of the application would be facilitated thereby.

Section 1.131

Section 1.131 is amended as proposed to refer to the
use of affidavits or declarations under the section during
reexamination of a patent as long as the patent upon
which the rejection is based does not claim the rejected
invention. Section 1.131 cannot be used to overcome a
rejection based upon a United States patent claiming the
rejected invention. This is true regardless of whether the
rejected claims are contained in an application being ex-
amined or a patent being reexamined. Section 1.131 is in-

applicable if the same invention is being claimed by the
United States patent upon which the rejection is based.
Under the section as amended, the same person or per-
sons who would make the affidavit or declaration in an
application will be required to make the affidavit or dec-
laration on behalf of the owner of the patent under
reexamination.

Section 1.132

Section 1.132 is amended as proposed to refer to the
use of affidavits or declarations under the section during
reexamination of a patent.
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Section 1.137

Section 1.137 is amended as proposed to except from
the provisions of paragraph (b) those applications aban-
doned pursuant to § 1.53(d) because the fee, oath, or dec-
laration and the surcharge were not submitted. Section
1 1 1 of Title 35, United States Code, as amended by Pub-
lic Law 97-247, requires that any delay in submission of
the fee and oath be shown to be unavoidable. Thus,

paragraph (b) of §1.137 permitting revival where aban-
donment was unintentional is inapplicable to the revi-

val of applications which become abandoned pursuant to

§ 1.53(d).

Section 1.141

The proposed amendments to §1.141 are withdrawn
infra to permit the public to study the issues involved
and make any further recommendations considered ap-

propriate.

Section 1.153

Section 1,153 is amended to change the reference for

oath and declaration requirements from §1.65 to §1.63

and to conform the language of the rule to be consistent

therewith.

Section 1.154

Section 1.154 is amended as proposed to revise para-

graph (e) to refer to the signed oath or declaration re-

quirements of §1.1 53(b).

Section 1.162

Section 1.162 is amended as proposed to change the

reference from §1.65 to §1.63.

Section 1.163

Section 1.163 is amended as proposed to change the

wording of the section to clearly indicate that a signed

oath or declaration is required rather than a signed spec-

ification.

Section 1.172

Section 1.172 is amended to indicate clearly that the

reissue oath is signed and sworn to rather than the reis-

sue application. The final rule has been modified from
that proposed by referring to a "reissue oath" rather

than to "reissue oaths".

Section 1.174

Section 1.174 is amended as proposed to remove the

requirement that photoprints of original drawings be se-

curely mounted or pasted on sheets of drawing board
because paper drawings are acceptable.

Section 1.175

Section 1.175 is amended as proposed to change the

reference to the oath or declaration from §1.65 to §1.63.

Sections 1.301, 1.302 and 1.303

The proposed amendments to sections 1.301, 1.302

and 1.303, referring to the Court of Appeals for the Fed-
eral Circuit rather than to the Court of Customs and Pa-

tent Appeals, have been adopted as final rules as

published on Oct. 26, 1982 at 47 FR 47380-47382 and
corrected on Nov. 5, 1982 at 47 FR 50142 and therefore

are not republished here.

Section 1.324

Section 1.324 is amended to include wording similar

to that in §1.48 for correction of inventorship in applica-

tions.

Section 1.325

Section 1.325 is amended as proposed to include refer-

ence to the reexamination procedure.

Section 1.335

Section 1.335 is added as proposed to provide a new
section relating to the filing in the Patent and Trade-
mark Office of notices of arbitration awards. Such filing

is required under §294 of Title 35. United States Code,
as added by Public Law 97-247. The final rule has also

been modified in response to a comment to indicate that

the notices of arbitration awards are intended to be

placed in the patent files.

Section 1.565

The proposed amendments to §1.565 are withdrawn
infra to permit the public to study the issues involved

and make any further recommendations considered ap-

propriate.

Section 5.12

Section 5.12 is amended as proposed to separate the

section into two paragraphs. Paragraph (a) provides that

the filing of an application for an invention made in the

United States is considered to include a petition for a li-

cense for foreign filing. If a license is granted, it will be

indicated on the filing receipt. If it is not granted, no in-

dication of the denial will appear. Failure to grant a li-

cense should be considered a denial of a first petition for

a license. A subsequent petition may be filed under §

5.12(b). Section 5.12(b) is essentially the text of §5.12 m
its previous form. No rights to file a petition for license

are being removed.

Withdrawal of Proposed Amendments To Sections 1.141

and 1.565.

A number of the speakers at the public hearing held

on Dec. 16. 1982. urged that the amendments to §§1.141

and 1.565 be deferred or dropped pending further study.

Those urging that the proposed amendments to §1.141

not be adopted at this time included speakers from the

American Patent Law Association, from Committee 103

of the American Bar Associations's Patent. Trademark
& Copyright Section, and from the Bar Association of
the District of Columbia. The Boston Patent Law Asso-
ciation urged that the amendment to §1.565 be removed
or held in abeyance. The American Patent Law Associa-

tion indicated that more time was needed for its commit-
tees to analyze the issues in the proposed amendments to

§§1.141 and 1.565.

In response to the recommendations received at the

public hearing, the proposed amendments to §§1 141 and
1.565 are being withdrawn at this time to permit the

public to study the issues involved and make any further

recommendations considered appropriate. Pending the

further study referred to by the speakers at the hearing

and consideration of any recommendations resulting

therefrom, the Office will continue to operate under
present §§1.141 and 1.565 as interpreted by the Manual
of Patent Examining Procedure and relevant Patent and
Trademark Office and judicial preccdenis.

Responses to Comments on the Rules

Specific comments were received on a number of the

sections. All of the comments, including the written

comments and the oral testimony, were considered in

adopting the changes set forth herein.

Forty-eight letters presenting written comments were
received and seven persons testified at the public hear-

ing on Dec. 16. 1982.

Comments appear below along with responses thereto.

Comment:
One comment objected to inadequate notice regarding

these proposed rule changes.

Reply:

The proposed rules notice was published in the Feder-

al Register on Oct. 27. 1982. This is more than seven

weeks prior to the date of the hearing and four months
prior to the effective date of the final rules. Such peri-

ods are considered to be reasonable in view of the fact

that the legislation requiring the rule changes was only

enacted on Aug. 27, 1982 and that other rule changes
were required to be implemented by Oct. 1. 1*^82

Comment:
One comment proposed that "Patent and Trademark

Office" should be used m the rules rather than merely
"Office"

Reply:

The proposal has been adopted in ihc final rules in

those locations where confusion may otherwise result

Comment:
Five comments requested that promulgation ol §§1 10.

1.63. 1.97, 1.141 and 1.565(e) be delayed and the perutd

for comment extended until Mar. 30, 1983

Reply:

Amendments to §§1141 and 1 565 are not being pro-
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mulgated at this time to provide time for further consid-
eration and study as requested. If after study, a rule

change is felt desirable, a new proposal will be issued.

New §1.10 is being promulgated to make it available to

applicants as it was intended in the statute. New §1.63 is

being added and §1.65 deleted to reduce the formal
statements required. If desired, the old oath and declara-
tion forms may continue to be used if the statement is in-

cluded that applicant "has reviewed and understands the
contents of the speciflcation, including the claims". For
continuation-in-part applications, it is necessary to also

include language is conformance with § 1.63(d). Section
1.97 is being promulgated to remove problems relating

to the time period in the current wording and to clarify

the section in general.

Comment: I

One person questioned why Sunday was not men-
tioned in § 1.6(b) or (c).

Reply: ^
I

Section 1.6(b) and (c) are limited to weekdays which
by deFmition excludes Sunday.

Comment: I

Two comments were received which proposed that

only a certificate of mailing procedure as in § 1. 8(a) be
used for determining the date of deposit under 35 U.S.C.
21.

Reply:
I

The filing date of an application is considered to be
much more critical than the filing dates of papers ac-

cepted under §1.8. The application filing date is often

critical for determining if a statutory bar exists, whether
foreign priority can be claimed and who is the senior

party in an interference. Therefore, papers filed for pur-

poses of receiving an application filing date should have
some clear indication of the date of receipt by the Unit-

ed States Postal Service. Such a practice would also

probably require storing all of the envelopes in the file

wrapper for record purposes.

Comment: !

Three comments were received which stated that pri-

vate courier services should also be provided for in

§1.10.

Reply-

Section 21(a) as amended by Public Law 97-247 pro-

vides for filing dates being given only when "deposited
with the United States Postal Service." Although pri-

vate courier services may be used to deliver papers to

the Patent and Trademark Office, the actual date of re-

ceipt by the Patent and Trademark Office will be con-
sidered to be the filing date.

Comment:
A comment was received which argued that the Post

Office date stamp should be stamped on the mailing la-

bel instead of having to enter the label number on each
document.

Reply:
'

Stamping the mailing label would not add anything
since the postal clerk receiving the "Express Mail" must
already indicate the date and time of deposit and initial

the label. A purpose of placing the label number on each
paper is to permit several papers to be placed in a single

envelope. The mailing labels may be retained in the Pa-
tent and Trademark Office for later verification.

Comment:
Seven comments were received that the requirement

that the item be received the following day (§ 1.10(b))

was unnecessarily restrictive.

Reply: I

Section 1.10 does not require that the item be received
the next day in the Patent and Trademark Office in or-

der to receive the date of deposit as the mailing date.

The one day reference has been deleted. Further proof
of mailing may be required where an unreasonable peri-

od of time is involved and supporting evidence is not

Otherwise available to the Patent and Trademark Office.

Documents deposited with the United States Postal Ser-

vice will be given a filing date which corresponds to the

date of receipt indicated by the postal clerk on the "Ex-
press Mail" mailing label.

Comment:
Four comments indicated that §1.10 does not assist in

placing applicants and attorneys outside the Washington
area on the same footing as those in Washington.

Reply:

The main purpose of §1.10 is to implement 35 U.S.C.
21(a) in a manner which would provide for granting fil-

ing dates for papers and fees as of the date of their de-
posit with the United States Postal Service. Certainly
these provisions using "Express Mail," together with the
certificate of mailing procedure available under §1.8,
will go a long way in reducing last minute deliveries to
the Patent and Trademark Office by persons outside the
Washington area.

Comment:
Two comments stated that the comments accompany-

ing§l. 10(c) should be clarified to explain the meaning of
"more than one day."

Reply:

The final rule has been clarified.

Comment:
It was proposed by one person that the "affidavit or

declaration" under § 1.10(c) be waived if the statement is

made by a registered attorney or agent.

Reply:

The suggestion has been adopted.

Comment:
It was indicated by one person that certified mail pro-

vides proof of mailing date under §1.10 by virtue of the
Post Office stamp on the certified mail receipt card.

Reply:

The information on the certified mail receipt card is

of no benefit to the Patent and Trademark Office since it

is immediately returned to the sender. The Patent and
Trademark Office would not be able to retain any infor-

mation which gives proof of the date of mailing.

Comment:
Three comments raised questions as to the need to

make the acceptance of the "Express Mail" contingent

upon the performance of the Post Office in §l.l(Xc).

Reply:

The acceptance of the "Express Mail" is not contin-

gent upon "next day delivery". The reference in § 1.10(c)

to proof of mailing merely provides a basis for the Of-
fice requiring proof of mailing where an explanation ap-

pears to be necessary to clarify the record. Such infor-

mation is expected to be required onJy in a few
instances. The rule has also been revised to clarify this

matter.

Comment:
Five persons suggested the use of registered or certi-

fied U.S. mail for obtaining filing dates under 35 U.S.C.
21.

Reply:

Registered mail does not provide any information or
evidence to the Patent and Trademark Office as to the

date of mailing other than the postmark, which is often

unreadable. Storage of envelopes containing such post-

marks is also burdensome. The deficiency of certified

mail has already been discussed.

Comment:
One person questioned what treatment will be

accorded a paper placed in an "Express Mail" box re-

ceptacle after the box has been cleared for the last time
on a given day.

Reply:

The paper will be considered to be deposited as of the

date of receipt indicated on the "Express Mail" mailing

label by the Postal Service clerk.

Comment:
One person commented that he found the idea of us-

ing a declaration or affidavit to establish a date of depos-
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it unacceptable because it exposes the integrity of the a.s-

signment of filing dates to the risk of deception.

Reply:

The use of declarations or affidavits is usually

intended to help explain activities which can be support-

ed by exhibits. For example, if the Office copy of the

mailing label was not entirely readable, applicant's copy
of the "Express Mail" mailing label could accompany a

declaration and serve as the basis for granting a filing

date.

Comment:
Three persons objected to permitting only the individ-

ual who places the correspondence in an "Express Mail"
facility to execute the certificate of express mailing un-

der§ 1.1 0(c).

Reply:

The wording of § 1.10(c) differs from §1.8 because the

documents which are expected to be filed under §1.10

are patent and trademark applications. The filing dates

of such documents are very important and should there-

fore be based on personal knowledge.

Comment:
One comment was received which suggested that §

1.10 be adopted with an effective date retroactive to a

year earlier.

Reply:

Such an earlier date is not possible since the statutory

authority for §1.10 does not come into effect until Feb.

27, 1983.

Comment:
One comment proposed designating the Patent and

Trademark Office as an "Express Mail" Post Office to

make lower rates available.

Reply:

Such a designation is not possible.

Comment:
One person requested that the Patent and Trademark

Office publish a form of certificate of mailing by "Ex-
press Mail" suitable for purposes of § 1.10(b).

Reply:

A suggested form is included in the preamble of this

rule change.

Comment:
One comment proposed that § 1.10(c) clearly state

what evidence will be necessary and sufficient to prove

a filing date by mailing.

Reply:

A specific answer cannot be given since it is depen-

dent upon the particular fact situation and what evi-

dence is actually available.

Comment:
Two comments questioned whether P.L. 97-247 au-

thorized a rule such as §1.10 granting filing dates as of

the mailing date.

Reply:

The question raised by this comment has been treated

in the discussion of §1.10 supra.

Comment:
One comment proposed that §1.10 be corrected to

read—Any paper or fee required to be filed—to more
closely conform with 35 U.S.C. 21(a).

Reply:

No need is seen to change §1.10 as suggested since, if

a patent is desired, it is "required" that each paper relat-

ing to an application be filed in the Patent and Trade-

mark Office.

Comment:
One comment indicated that the requirement to place

the "Express Mail" label number on each paper and fee

is not realistic.

Reply:

The placement of the label number on each paper or

fee allows later verification of the mailing dates of all

different papers mailed in one envelope and is not seen

to be overly burdensome.

Comment:
A question was raised as to whether the "Express

Mail" label number should be placed on every page.

Reply:

The label number need not be placed on each page. It

should, however, be placed on the first page of each

separate document, such as, a new application, amend-
ment, assignment, and transmittal letter for a fee, along

with the certificate of mailing by "Express Mail" Al-

though the label number may be on checks, such a prac-

tice is not required.

Comment:
A question was raised by one party as to the location

within the Patent and Trademark Office of the mailing

labels where papers to different applications are placed

in the same envelope.

Reply:

The mailing labels from all "Express Mail" packages
are expected to be removed and initially retained cen-

trally in the Mail Rcx)m of the Patent and Trademark
Office. The number on each document will allow direct

access to the appropriate mailing label if any questions

should arise.

Comment:
One comment suggested that §1 22(b) be amended to

exclude itemization of all fees where a general authoriza-

tion to charge a deposit account has been given.

Reply-

Even where fees are charged to a deposit account, it

IS desirable to know specifically which fees are to be
paid. Therefore, the suggestion has not been adopted.

Comment:
One comment was received which suggested adding a

sentence to §1.41(d) indicating that the filing of an oath

or declaration executed by the applicant would consti-

tute proof of authority to file the application.

Reply:

Such an additional sentence is not considered to be

necessary since' the Patent and Trademark Office does

not intend to utilize the provisions of §1. 41(d) unless a

controversy arises.

Comment:
One comment was received which suggested the addi-

tion to the end of §1.42 of the words "except for patents

granted to the assignee either of the inventor or of the

legal representative of the inventor."

Reply:

No change is considered to be necessary since few, if

any, problems have arisen without such additional word-
ing in the past. The existing rule wording "upon proper
intervention" also provides protection for assignees.

Comment:
One comment was received which indicated that

§1.46 does not clearly authorize an assignee of a part in-

terest to cause an application to be placed on file

Reply:

Although §1.46 may not make this point clear, it is

clear from §1.4 1(c).

Comment:
One comment recommended that the requirement to

show diligence in correcting inventorship under §1.48 be

deleted.

Reply:

It is felt that corrections of inventorship should be dil-

igently made in patent applications The naming of cor-

rect inventorship is necessary for the Patent and Trade-

mark Office to make decisions on topics such as double

patenting, priority claims and first inventorship.

Comment:
It was recommended in one comment that the verified

statement of facts required by §1 48 "by the original

named inventor or inventors" be replaced by a require-

ment that he or they merely assent to the statement of

the facts since others may be better able to provide the

best evidence.
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Reply:

Since it is the original inventorship that is being
changed, it is believed that all of the previously named
inventors should positively indicate their agreement with

the facts in the case. Affidavits by other individuals may
also be supplied where such persons have direct person-

al knowledge of certain aspects of the case.

Comment:
One commeiy indicated that "it seems a reasonable

presumption that if ownership is unaffected, deceptive
intent is absent" in a §1.48 correction of inventorship sit-

uation and that such a presumption could be written into

the rules.

Reply: '

Even if applications are commonly owned, the wrong
inventorship could be deceptively named to obtain
rights which are only available to the same inventive en-

tities. The report on Public Law 97-247 also states that

"the commissioner must be assured of the presence of in-

nocent error, without deceptive intention . .

." before
permitting a substitution of a true inventor's name.

Comment:
One person suggested that the deceptive intent m

§1.48 refer to the acts of the actual inventors rather than
to both the alleged and actual inventor or inventors.

Reply:
\

This suggestion has been adopted in both §§1.48 and
1.324. but deceptive intention on the part of other
parties is subject to review under §1.56.

Comment: I

One person suggested that in §1.48. line 3 "may" be
changed to—must—.

Reply: I

The suggestion has not been adopted. Corrections
may only be made if the conditions set forth in §1.48 are
satisfied.

Comment:
Two comments objected to the insertion of "material"

in §1. 51(b).

Reply:

This word has been removed and does not appear in

the final rule.

Comment:
One comment suggested changing "an" to—a com-

plete—in the title of §1.51.

Reply:

This suggestion has been adopted.

Comment:
One comment indicated that §§ 1.52(c) and 1.56(c)

seemed overly inPexible and harsh when considering mi-
nor grammatical changes.

Reply:

Although §1.56 indicates that applications "may" be
stricken, rather than "must" be stricken, it is still- consid-
ered important to maintain a clear line m the regulations
against changes in the original applications made after

the execution of the application oath or declaration The
line between grammatical changes and changes relating
to the merits is frequently unclear.

Comment: I

Three comments noted an apparent inconsistency be-
tween proposed §§1.10 and 1.53 as to v.hether §1.10 re-

lates to the filing of patent applications.

Reply:

Section 1.10 does relate to the filing of patent applica-
tions. In order to clarify the wording, "received" in

§ 1.53(b) has been changed to "filed", ,

Comment:
One comment was received suggesting that a sentence

be added to §1 53(d) to indicate that PCT applicants
cannot submit late filing fees, oaths or declarations un-
der 35 U.S.C 371

Reply:

Such a reference in §1.53 does not appear appropriate

because this section relates to "filing dates". In the PCT
situation, the filing date was already granted at the time
of filing the PCT international application.

Comment:
One comment was received which suggested that

§ 1.53(a) be rewritten to indicate all applications are
assigned serial numbers but not accorded filing dates.

Reply:

The proposal was not adopted since it is considered
unnecessary.

Comment:
One person suggested that §1.5 3(b) be amended to

specify that only "a specification purporting to contain a
description and at least one claim . .

." is needed to ob-
tain a filing date.

Reply:

No change is being made since a determination must
be initially made as to whether or not a specification has
been filed. In any case, sufficiency of the specification
must later be checked by the examiner.

Comment:
One person indicated that the time period for filing a

correction to a defect in an application is left entirely
within the discretion of the Commissioner and that any
setting of periods of time would be tantamount to an ex-
ercise of rulemaking authority. Section 1.53(d) should be
provided with an explicit time limitation.

Reply:

No specific time period is considered to be necessary
in the regulations. The Commissioner has full authority
and discretion under the statute in 35 U.S.C. 1 1 1 to set

periods of time. The statute does not require the Com-
missioner to use the rulemaking process to set time peri-

ods for response to an action or requirement by the Pa-
tent and Trademark Office in a patent application.

Comment:
Two comments were received objecting to the use of

the words "or otherwise disposed of' in §1. 53(c).

Reply:

This wording has existed in § 1.53(b) in the past with-
out objection. No need is seen to depart from this word-
ing at this time.

Comment:
One person questioned whether the change in § 1.54(b)

would result m return post cards not being stamped with
the application serial number.

Reply:

No change is intended in the existing return post card
practice.

Comment:
One comment proposed adding another sentence to

§1 154(b) indicating that foreign priority claims will be
acknowledged on the filing receipt.

Reply:

I nis proposal is not being adopted since the examiner
must determine whether the statutory requirements of 35
L.SC. 119 have been met before an acknowledgment
can be sent.

Comment:
One comment suggested that the Patent and Trade-

mark Office indicate on the filing receipt both the filing

date under §1.10 and the actual date of receipt.

Reply:

The actual date of receipt can be obtained by request-

ing a receipt from the Postal Service. The actual date of
receipt cannot be placed on the filing receipt because of
current computer limitations. The suggestion is therefore

not being adopted at this time.

Comment:
One comment was received indicating that it is not

clear whether or not an application based on a specifica-

tion and drawing, but containing no oath or declaration

or filing fee, could serve as the basis for a priority claim
under 35 U.S.C. 120.
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Reply:

If the filed specification and drawings fully disclose
the invention as required by 35 U.S.C. 112. the applica-
tion rnay serve as a basis for a priority claim under §120
even if no oath or declaration, or no fee has been filed,

as long as the continuing application is filed prior to the
abandonment of the first application under §1. 53(d).

Comment:
One comment suggested that § 1.55(b) be removed

since the requirements of the statute are fully set forth in

35 U.S.C. 119.

Reply:

Although the statutory requirements set forth basic re-

quirements, it is felt that the more specific details of
§ 1.55(b) provide needed guidance for applicants.

Comment:
Two persons questioned the meaning of "inspection

and review" in § 1.56(c) and suggested certain amend-
ments.

Reply:

The words "inspection and" are being removed to
eliminate any redundancy. The paragraph has also been
broken down into four items as proposed by a comment.

Comment:
One suggestion was made that applicant be allowed to

order a copy of the parent patent, with payment of fee,

when filing a §1.60 application.

Reply:

Such a practice is contrary to the intent of the rule

change. The problems the Patent and Trademark Office
is attempting to solve by the change, which are caused
by poor copies and delays in processing, would remain
with such a practice.

Comment:
Two persons suggested that §1.60 be amended to drop

"and claimed" from the title.

Reply:

The suggestion has been adopted.

Comment:
One person suggested that §1.60 be modified to drop

the requirement for verification by affidavit when the

statement is made by a registered patent attorney or
agent.

Reply:

The suggestion has been adopted.

Comment:
One comment noted that there is no specific require-

ment in §§1.56, 1.63 or 1.98 to identify foreign applica-

tions filed more than one year prior to the U.S. filing

date.

Reply:

Section 1.63(b)(3) broadly requires applicant to ac-

knowledge the duty to disclose information material to

the examination of the application. This information in-

cludes foreign patents based on applications filed more
than a year prior to the filing date of the United States

application and which issue before the filing date of the

United States application.

Comment:
One person felt that §1.63(bKI) will be a disaster for

the patent system since the inventor may not be physi-

cally able to review and understand the invention or be-

cause the legal language format used in claims may not

be understood by the inventor. Five persons argued that

adoption of §1.63 would result in raising the de^nse that

the inventor did not understand the claims in each pa-

tent infringement suit.

Reply:

The inventor is not expected to understand all the le-

gal interpretations or limitations in a claim. The inventor

is expected to recognize that what is being claimed i>

the subject matter which the inventor regards as his or

her invention pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 112. The physical

factors have to some extent existed in past practice and
have been handled on a case-by-cave basis where neces-

sary. The situation outlined would exist in any signing of
a legal document. The wording of §1.63 has been
explained in the preamble to minimize occurrences of
problems.

Comment:
One comment noted that many inventors do not know

whether additional subject matter is claimed in a contin-

uation-in-part application under § 1.63(d).

Reply:

The wording in § 1.63(d) is considered to be appropn-
ate and in accordance with case law. If uncertainty ex-

ists the attorney or agent, if any, should clarify the

matter and § 1.63(d) should be followed.

Comment:
One person proposed that § 1.63(d) be modified to ex-

plicitly require the disclosure of foreign patents granted
before the filing of the continuation-in-part application.

Reply:

Section 1.63(d) has been amended to clearly indicate
that material information pursuant to § 1. 56(a) between
the filing date of the parent application and the filing

date of the continuation-in-part application must be dis-

closed. The discussion of new §1.63 refers to material
foreign patents published during this time interval.

Comment:
Two comments indicated concern with the parentheti-

cal language in proposed § 1.63(d) in that it would create
severe problems.

Reply:

Paragraph (d) of §1.63 has been amended to remove
such problems. u

Comment:
One comment suggested adding—he or she is aware

of—after information in § 1. 63(b)(3) and (d).

Reply:

This suggestion is not adopted since such wording is

already present in § 1. 56(a).

Comment:
One comment suggested that § 1.63(c) clarify what is

intended by "the first filed foreign application." particu-

larly in view of 35 U.S.C 119, third paragraph.

Reply:

The rule has been amended to clarify the matter.

Comment:
One comment was received suggesting changes be

made in the title and that paragraph (b) of §1.70 refer to

§1.63 instead of "this section."

Reply:

The change suggested to the title has been made. The
suggestion to paragraph (b) has not been made since it is

considered unnecessary.

Comment:
Three comments were received which indicated that

the wording of § 1.97(a) would require an immediate fil-

ing of disclosure information if the filing receipt is re-

ceived just before three months after filing.

Reply:

The wording of I 97(a) has been changed to remove
this problem.

Comment:
One comment was received which urged that the title

of §1.97 and contents of § 1. 97(b) not be changed, since

the proposed wording would not require filing of the

closest prior art.

Reply:

The proposed changes are not intended to make any
changes in the type of information which is to be sub-
mitted to the Office. The proposal has been adopted in

modified form.

Comment:
One person indicated preference for the use of "prior

art" m §§1.5 1(b). 1.97, 1.98, and I 99 since it does not

create an inferred admission that the information submit-

ted IS material. Five comments favored the removal of
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"prior art" from §1.97 but objected to the addition of
"material".

Reply:

The rule change was proposed to answer arguments
that the use of the term "prior art" implied that the in-
formation was a reference against applicant's invention
Since the majority of the comments supported modify-
ing the rule, the use of the terms "prior art" as well as
"material" are being dropped.

Comment: I

Two comments were received concerning § 1.98(a)
suggesting that the "place of publication" be clarified or
removed.

Replly-

This suggestion has not been adopted since the "place
of publication" is not mandatory. It is intended to mean
the city and country of publication. Also the citation
of the "place of publication" is consistent with the
§ 1.107(a) requirements.

Comment:
It was suggested by one person that §1.101 be

amended to clarify when PCT international applications
which have entered the national stage should be taken
up for examination.

Reply:

An amendment has been made to §1.101 as suggested
to clarify that they are taken up in order based on the
date they have entered the national stage by compliance
with the requirements of 35 U.S.C. 371(c).

Comment:
One comment was presented suggesting that the

words "which are not examined on the merits" in §1.101
be removed.

Reply:

The suggestion has been adopted.

Comment:
One comment urged returning to the use of the Office

draftsmen for minor corrections to reduce the burden
under proposed §1.123.

Reply: I

Some minor corrections may be made by the OfTice
draftsmen on a time-available basis. However, since the
Office currently has only a few draftsmen who are re-
sponsible for reviewing and approving all drawings,
very little time is presently available for making correc-
tions.

Comment:
Four suggestions were made to amend §1.123 to spe-

cifically provide for the filing of substitute drawings if

corrections are required.

Reply: I

These suggestions have been adopted.

Comment:
One comment was received indicating that §1.125

should indicate to whom it should be clear that accep-
tance of a substitute specification would facilitate pro-
cessing.

Reply:

An amendment has been made to clarify that it should
be clear to the examiner.

Comment:
One comment suggested removal of the last sentence

of §1.1 37(b) to permit §1.183 petitions to be filed to
waive time periods for requesting revival of unintention-
ally abandoned applications.

Reply: I

No change in § 1.137(b) is considered to be appropri-
ate at this time since §1.1 37(b) only became effective on
Oct. 1, 1982.

(Since changes to §1.141 are not being promulgated in
this rule change, comments and replies to this section
are not included.)

Comment
One comment pointed out that the reference to a "pe-

riod of twelve months" in §1.153 was indefinite

Reply:

Section 1.153 has been amended to remove the indefi-
niteness.

Comment:
One comment was presented which suggested that

§1.172 refer to a "reissue oath" rather than to "reissue
oaths."

Reply:

This suggestion has been adopted.

Comment:
One comment suggested the insertion of "the filing

of" before "each patent" in § 1.335(a) and (b).

Reply:

The suggestion has been adopted.
(Since the proposed addition of a new paragraph (e)

to §1.565 is not being adopted in this rule change, com-
ments and replies to this section are not included.)

Comment:
One suggestion was made that a procedure be

designed in which foreign filing licenses could be
granted by return post card without losing the time re-
quired to send the filing receipts.

Reply:

It is felt that the procedure under §5.12 should be
adopted at this time and be placed into operation. If af-
ter some experience additional modifications are found
desirable, further changes could be made. To introduce
several alternative procedures at this time is considered
to be too complex and may endanger the success of the
proposed procedure.

Comment:
One comment requested that the Office grant a pro-

spective foreign filing license under §5.12 for all data
and amendatory material to be filed abroad.

Reply:

Such petitions are not part of this proposed change
but this concept is being considered in a separate rule
change proposal.

Comment:
One comment suggested that the Filing Receipt spe-

cifically indicate whether or not a license has been de-
nied under §5.12.

Reply:

The proposed practice under §5.12 would indicate on
the Filing Receipt when a license is granted. On other
cases in which a license is not granted further review is

required. A license may still be granted at a later date.

Comment:
One comment stated that it should be possible to peti-

tion at any early date for a foreign filing license as well
as obtain one on the filing receipt.

Reply:

It will still be possible to petition earlier for a license
under revised §5.12.

Implementation Of Patent Procedure Revisions
The effective date of the patent procedure revisions

contained in this rulemaking is Feb. 27, 1983. The vari-
ous sections will be implemented in the manner set forth
below:

§1.10 Filing of papers and fees by "Express Mail" with
certificate.

The "Guidelines under §1.10" set forth below provide
guidance in implementing §1.10:

Guidelines under §1.10

A) The certification under §1.10 requires a signature
of the person depositing the paper with the United
States Postal Service as "Express Mail". Specifically, if

the certification under §1.10 appears on a paper that re-
quires a signature, two signatures are required, one for
the paper and one for the certification under §1.10.

B) When possible, the certification under §1.10 should
appear on an upper portion of the first page of the paper
being submitted. However, if there is insufficient space
to make the certification on the same paper, such as in
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the case of the patent issue fee transmittal form PTO-8S,
the certification should be on a separate sheet securely

attached to the paper.

C) When the certification is presented on a separate

sheet, that sheet must (1) be signed and (2) fully identify

and be securely attached to the paper or fee it

accompanies. The required identification should include

the serial number and filing date of the application as

well as the type of paper being filed, e.g., complete ap-

plication, specification and drawings, responses to rejec-

tion or refusal, notice of appeal, etc. If the serial number
of the application is not known, the identification should

include at least the name of the inventor(s) and the title

of the invention. An unsigned certification will not be

considered acceptable.

Moreover, without the proper identifying data, a cer-

tification presented on a separate sheet will not be con-

sidered acceptable if there is any question or doubt con-

cerning the connection between the sheet and the paper

filed.

D) In situations wherein the correspondence includes

papers for more than one application e.g., . single enve-

lope containing separate applications or papers for vari-

ous parts of the Patent and Trademark Office, fitch pa-

per must have its own certification and the "Express

Mail" label number as part thereof or attached thereto.

E) In situations wherein the correspondence includes

several papers directed to the same application (e.g., a

proposed response under 37 CFR 1.116 and a notice of

appeal), each paper should also have its own certifica-

tion as a part thereof or attached thereto.

F) Practitioners may place the certification language

on the first page of a paper with an inked stamp. Such a

practice is encouraged because the certification is not

only readily visible but also forms an integral part of the

paper. An example of a preferred stamp is:

"Express Mail" mailing label number
Date of Deposit '.

I hereby certify that this paper or fee is being deposit-

ed with the United States Postal Service "Express Mail

Post Office to Addressee" service under 37 CFR l.IO on

the date indicated above and is addressed to the Com-
missioner of Patents and Trademarks, Washington, DC.
20231.

(Typed or printed name of person mailing paper

or fee)

(Signature of person mailing paper or fee)

§1.48 Correction of inventorship.

Any patent application pending on or after Feb. 27,

1983, is subject to the provisions of this section.

§1.53 Serial number, filing date, and completion of appli-

cation.

The provisions of this section apply to any patent ap-

plication filed on or after Feb. 27, 1983.

§1.63 Oath or declaration.

The provisions of §1.63 will become effective on Feb.

27, 1983, and will apply to any oath or declaration filed

on or after that date. However, in order to provide a

smooth transition from the old oath or declaration re-

quirements to the new. the Office will continue to ac-

cept between Feb. 27, 1983, and June 30, 1983, any oath

or declaration in compliance with §1.65 as it existed im-

mediately prior to Feb. 27, 1983, so long as that oath or

declaration is attached to and was executed as a part of

an application to be filed in the Patent and Trademark

Office. ^, .

Effective July 1. 1983, all oaths or declarations filed

under §1.5 1(a)(2) as a part of a patent application must

fully comply with §1.63. \

A suggested format for a declaration I is set forth be-

low:

My residence, post office address and citizenship are

as stated below next to my name,

I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (if

only one name is listed below) or an original, first and

joint inventor (if plural names are listed below) of the

subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent

is sought on the invention entitled

the specification of which

(check D is attached hereto,

one) D was filed on as

Application Serial No.
and was amended on

(if applicable)

I hereby state that 1 have reviewed and understand

the contents of the above identified specification, includ-

ing the claims, as amended by any amendment referred

to above.

1 acknowledge the duty to disclose information which

is material to the examination of this application in ac-

cordance with Title 37. Code of Federal Regulations,

§ 1.56(a).

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35.

United States Code, §119 of any foreign application(s)

for patent or inventor's certificate listed below and have

also identified below any foreign application for patent

or inventor's certificate having a filing date before that

of the application on which priority is claimed:

Prior Foreign Application(s)

Priority

Claimed

D D
(Number) (Country) (Day/Month/Year Yes No

Filed)

D
(Number) (Country) (Day/Month/Year Yes No

Filed)

D D
(Number) (Country) (Day/Monlh/Year Yes No

Filed)

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35. United

States Code, §120 of any United States application(s)

listed below and. insofar as the subject matter of each of

the claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior

United States application in the manner provided by the

first paragraph of Title 35. United States Code. §112. 1

acknowledge the duty to disclose material information

as defined in Title 37. Code of Federal Regulations.

§1. 56(a) which occurred between the filing date of the

prior application and the national or PCT international

filing date of this application:

(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date) (Status)

(patented,

pending,

abandoned)

Declaration For Patent Application

As a below named inventor. I hereby declare that:

(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date) (Status)

(patented,

pending,

abandoned)

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my
own knowledge are true and that all statements made on

information and belief are believed to be true; and fur-

ther that these statements were made with the knowl-

edge that willful false statements and the like so made

are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under

Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and

that such willful false statements may jeopardize the va-

lidity of the application or any patent issued thereon.
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Full name of sole or first inventor
Inventor's signature
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Date
Residence
Citizenship

Post OfTice Address
Full name of second joint inventor, if any
Second Inventor's signature

Residence
Citizenship

Post OfHce Address

Dat(

(Supply similar information and signature for third
and subsequent joint inventors.)

The declaration form set forth above is specifically
designed for use where the specification is attached to
the form and the specification and declaration are filed
at one time, and also where the declaration form is filed
after the specification and drawings in accordance with
§1.53. The form can be used where foreign priority is

claimed under 35 L.S.C. 119 and where the benefit of
one or more United States applications is claimed under
35 use. 120. Appropriate modifications can be made
in the form so long as compliance with the rules is

maintained For example, if the form is being used as a
supplemental declaration form which is being submitted
after numerous amendments tiie form might appropriate-
ly be modified by changing the words "was amended
on" to "with amendments through

"

§1.335 Filing of notice of arbitration awards.
The written notices required by this section should be

directed to the attention of the Office of 'he Solicitor,
which Office will be responsible for processing of such
notices.

Other Considerations

Environmental, energy, and other considerations: The
rule change will not have a significant impact on the
quality of the human environment or the conservation of
energy resources.

The rule change is in conformity with the require-
ments of the Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub L
96-354). Executive Order 12291, and the Paperwork Re-
duction Act of 1980. 44 use 3501 et. %eq.

The rule change will not have a significant averse
economic impact on a substantial number of small enti-
ties (Regulatory Flexibility Act. Pub L 96-354; for sev-
eral reasons. Public Law 97-247 has taken into consider-
ation the impact it may have on small entities. In
general, the rule change will also expedite proceedings
before the Patent and Trademark Office, changing
existing procedures where they can be simplified.
The Patent and Trademark Office has determined that

this rule change is not a major rule under Executive Or-
der 12291. The annual effect on the economy will be
less than $100 million. There will be no major increase
in costs or prices for consumers, individual industries,
federal, state, or local government agencies, or geo-
graphic regions There will be no significant adverse
effects on competition, employment, investment, produc-
tivity, innovation, or on the ability of United States-
based enterprises to compete with foreign-based enter-
prises in domestic or export markets.
This rule change will not impose a burden under the

Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, 44 US C 3501 et.

it^., since no significant additional record keeping or re-
porting requirements are placed upon the public In fact,
some paperwork, especially that related to foreign filing
license petitions, will be reduced

List of Subjects in 37 CFR Parts 1 and 5
Administrative practice and procedure, Courts, Inven-

tions and patents.

Notice is hereby given that, pursuant to the authority
granted to the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
by 35 U.S.C. 6 and Public Law 97-247, the Patent and
Trademark Office is amending Title 37 of the Code of
Federal fRegulations as set forth below.

37 CFR, Parts I and 5, are amended as follows:

V

1 Section 1.4 is amended by revising paragraph (a) to
read as follows:

§1.4 Nature of correspondence.

(a) Correspondence with the Patent and Trademark
Office comprises: (1) correspondence relating to services
and facilities of the Office, such as general inquiries, re-
quests for publications supplied by the Office, orders for
printed copies of patents or trademark registrations, or-
ders for copies of records, transmission of assignments
for recording, and the like, and (2) correspondence in
and relating to a particular application or other proceed-
ing in the Office. See particularly the rules relating to
the filing, processing, or other proceedings of national
applications in Subpart B. §§1.31 to 1.352; of internation-
al applications in Subpart C. §§1.401 to 1.482- of
reexamination of patents in Subpart D, §§1.501 to 1.570
and of trademark applications, §§2.1 1 to 2.189.

• • • • •

2. Section 1.6 is revised to read as follows:
§1.6 Receipt of letters and papers.

(a) Letters and other papers received in the Patent
and Trademark Office are stamped with the date of re-
ceipt No papers are received in the Patent and Trade-
mark Office on Saturdays, Sundays or federal holidays
within the District of Columbia.

(b) Mail placed in the Patent and Trademark Office
pouch up to midnight on weekdays, excepting Saturdays
and federal holidays, by the post office at Washington.
D. C, serving the Patent and Trademark Office, is con-
sidered as having been received in the Patent and Trade-
mark Office on the day it was so placed in the pouch.

(c) In addition to being mailed or delivered by hand
during office hours, letters and other papers may be de-
posited up to midnight in a box provided at the guard's
desk at the lobby of building 3 of the Patent and Trade-
mark Office at Crystal Plaza, Arlington, Virginia and at
the mam entrance (14th Street) of the Department of
Commerce Building, Washington, D. C, on weekdays
except Saturdays and federal holidays, and all papers de-
posited therein are considered as received in the Patent
and Trademark Office on the day of deposit.

(d) If interruptions or emergencies in the United
States Postal Service which have been so designated by
the Commissioner occur, the Patent and Trademark Of-
fice will consider as filed on a particular date in the Of-
fice any paper or fee which is (1) promptly filed after
the ending of the designated interruption or emergency
-ind (1) accompanied by a statement indicating that such
paper or fee would have been filed on that particular
date if It were not for the designated interruption or
emergency in the United States Postal Service. Such
statement must be a verified statement if made by a per-
son not registered to practice before the Patent and
Trademark Office.

3 Section 1.7 is revised to read as follows:
{jl 7 Times for taking action: Expiration on Saturday,

Sunday or federal holiday.

Whenever periods of time are specified in this part in
days, calendar days are intended. When the day, or the
last day fixed by statute or by or under this part for tak-
ing any action or paying any fee in the Patent and
Trademark Office falls on Saturday, Sunday, or on a
federal holiday within the District of Columbia, the ac-
tion may be taken, or the fee paid, on the next
succeeding day which is not a Saturday, Sunday, or a
federal holiday See §1.3fJ4 for time for appeal or for
commencing civil action.

4 Section 18 is amended by revising the introductory
text of paragraph (a) and paragraph (a)(1), (a)(2) intro-
ductory text, and (a)(2)(i) to read as follows:

§1 K Certificate of mailing.

(a) Except in the cases enumerated below, papers and
fees required to he filed in the Patent and Trademark
Office within a set period of lime will be considered as
being timely filed if: (1) they are addressed to the Com-
missioner of Patents and Trademarks, Washington, D. C.
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20231. and deposited with the U.S. Postal Service with
sufficient postage as first class mail prior to expiration of
the set period, and (2) they also include a certificate for
each paper or fee stating the date of deposit. The person
signing the certificate should have reasonable basis to
expect that the correspondence would be mailed on or
before the date indicated. The actual date of receipt of
the paper or fee will be used for all other purposes. This
procedure does not apply to the following:

(i) The filing of a national patent application specifica-
tion and drawing or other papers for the purpose of
obtaining an application filing date;

5. A new section 1. 10 is added to read as follows:
§1.10 Filing of papers and fees by "Express Mail"

with certificate.

(a) Any paper or fee to be filed in the Patent and
Trademark Office can be filed utilizing the "Express
Mail Post Office to Addressee" service of the United
States Postal Service and be considered as having been
filed in the Office on the date the paper or fee is shown
to have been deposited as "Express Mail" with the Unit-
ed States Postal Service.

(b) Any paper or fee filed by "Express Mail" must
have the number of the "Express Mail" mailing label

placed thereon prior to mailing, be addressed to the
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, Washington,
D.C. 20231, and any such paper or fee must also include
a certificate of mailing by "Express Mail" which states

the date of mailing by "Express Mail" and is signed by
the person mailing the paper or fee.

(c) The Patent and Trademark Office will accept the
certificate of mailing by "Express Mail" and accord the
paper or fee the certificate date under 35 U.S.C. 21(a)
without further proof of the date on which the mailing
by "Express Mail" occurred unless a question is present
regarding the date of mailing. If more than a reasonable
time has elapsed between the certificate date and the Pa-
tent and Trademark Office receipt date or if other ques-
tions regarding the date of mailing are present, the per-

son mailing the paper or fee may be required to file a

copy of the "Express Mail" receipt showing the actual

date of mailing and a statement from the person who
mailed the paper or fee averring to the fact that the

mailing occurred on the date certified. Such statement
must be a verified statement if made by a person not

registered to practice before the Patent and Trademark
Office.

6. Section 1.17 is amended by revising paragraph (h) to

read as follows:

§1.17 Patent application processing fees.

*****
(h) For filing a petition to the Commissioner under a

section of this part listed below which refers to this

paragraph—$ 1 20.(X)

—§1.47—for filing by other than all the inventors

or a person not the inventor
—§1.48—for correction of inventorship

—§M82-for decision on questions not specifical-

ly provided for

—§1 183-to suspend the rules

—§l.26K-for late filing of interference settlement

agreement

7. Section 1.22 is revised to read as follows:

§1.22 Fees payable in advance

(a) Patent and trademark fees and charges payable to

the Patent and Trademark Office are required to be paid

in advance, that is, at the time of requesting any action

by the Office for which a fee or charge is payable with
the exception that under §1.53 applications for patciil

may be a.ssigned a filing date without payment of the ba-

sic filing fee.

(b) All patent and trademark fees paid to the Patent

and Trademark Office should be itemized in each indi-

vidual application, patent or other proceeding in such a

manner that it is clear for which purpose the fees are

paid.

8. Section 1.24 is revised to read as follows:

§1.24 Coupons.
Coupons in denominations of one dollar are sold by

the Patent and Trademark Office for the convenience of
regular purchasers of U.S. patents and trademark regis-

trations; these coupons may not be used for any other

purpose. The one dollar coupons are sold individually

and in books of 50 with stubs for record for $50. These
coupons are good until used; they may be transferred

but cannot be redeemed.

9. Section 1.41 is revised to read as follows:

§1.41 Applicant for patent.

(a) A patent must be applied for in the name of the

actual inventor or inventors. Full names must be stated,

including the family name and at least one given name
without abbreviation together with any other given
name or initial.

(b) Unless the contrary is indicated the word "appli-

cant" when used in these sections refers to the inventor
or joint inventors who are applying for a patent, or to

the person mentioned in §§1.42, 1.43. or 1 47 who is ap-

plying for a patent in place of the inventor

(c) Any person authorized by the applicant may file

an application for patent on behalf of the inventor or in-

ventors, but an oath or declaration for the application

(§1.63) can only be made in accordance with §1 64.

(d) A showing may be required from the person filing

the application that the filing was authorized where such
authorization comes into question

10. Section 1.42 is revised to read as follows:

§1.42 When the inventor is dead.

In case of the death of the inventor, the legal repre-

sentative (executor, administrator, etc.) of the deceased
inventor may make the necessary oath or declaration,

and apply for and obtain the patent. Where the inventor

dies during the time intervening between the filing of
the application and the granting of a patent thereon, the

letters patent may be issued to the legal representative

upon proper intervention.

1 1. Section 1.43 is revised to read as follows:

§1 43 When the inventor is insane or legally incapaci-

tated.

In case an inventor is insane or otherwise legally inca-

pacitated, the legal representative (guardian, conserva-
tor, etc.) of such inventor may make the necessary oath
or declaration, and apply for and obtain the patent.

12. Section 1.45 is amended by removing paragraphs (b)

and (c) and the designation (a) to the first paragraph and
by revising the text to read as follows:

§1.45 Joint inventors.

Joint inventors must apply for a patent jointly and
each must make the required oath or declaration neither

of them alone, nor less than the entire number, can ap-

ply for a patent for an invention invented by them joint-

ly, except as provided in §1 47

13 Section 1 46 is revised to read as follows:

§1.46 Assigned inventions and patents

In case the whole or a part interest in the invention or
in the patent to be issued is assigned, the application

must still be made or authorized to be made, and an
oath or declaration signed, by the inventor or one of the

persons mentioned in §§1.42. 1 43. or I 47 However, the

patent may be issued to the assignee or jointly to the in-

ventor and the assignee as provided in §1 334.

14 Section 1 47 is revised to read as follows:

§1 47 Filing when an inventor refuses l<^ sign or can-

not be reached
(a) If a joint inventor refuses to join m an application

for patent or cannot be found or reached after diligent

cftort. the application may be made by the other inven-

tor on behalf of himself or herself and the omitted in-

ventor The oath ox declaration in such an application

musi be accompanied by a petition including proof of
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the pertinent facts and by the required fee (§ 1.17(h)) and
must state the last known address of the omitted inven-
tor. The Patent and Trademark Office shall forward no-
tice of the Tiling of the application to the omitted inven-
tor at said address. Should such notice be returned to
the Office undelivered, or should the address of the
omitted inventor be unknown, notice of the filing of the
application shall be published in the Official Gazette. The
omitted inventor may subsequently join in the applica-
tion on filing an oath or declaration of the character re-

quired by §1.63. A patent may be granted to the inven-
tor making the application, upon a showing satisfactory
to the Commissioner, subject to the same rights which
the omitted inventor would have had if he or she had
been joined.

(b) Whenever an inventor refuses to execute an appli-
cation for patent, or cannot be found or reached after
diligent effort, a person to whom the inventor has
assigned or agreed in writing to assign the invention or
who otherwise shows sufficient proprietary interest in

the matter justifying such action may make application
for patent on behalf of and as agent for the inventor.
The oath or declaration in such an application must be
accompanied by a petition including proof of the perti-

nent facts and a showing that such action is necessary to
preserve the rights of the parties or to prevent irrepara-
ble damage, and by the required fee (§ 1.17(h)) and must
state the last known address of the inventor. The assign-
ment, written agreement to assign or other evidence of
proprietary interest, or a verified copy thereof, must be
filed in the Patent and Trademark Office. The -Office
shall forward notice of the filing of the application to
the inventor at the address stated in the application.
Should such notice be returned to the Office
undelivered, or should the address of the inventor be un-
known, notice of the filing of the application shall be
published in the Official Gazette. The inventor may sub-
sequently join in the application on filing an oath or
declaration of the character required by §1.63. A patent
may be granted to the inventor upon a showing satisfac-
tory to the Commissioner.

15. A new section 1.48 is added to read as follows:

§1.48 Correction of inventorship.
If the correct inventor or inventors are not named in

an application for patent through error without any de-
ceptive intention on the part of the actual inventor or in-

ventors, the application may be amended to name only
the actual inventor or inventors. Such amendhient must
be diligently made and must be accompanied by (1) a
petition including a statement of facts verified by the
original named inventor or inventors establishing when
the error without deceptive intention was discovered
and how it occurred; (2) an oath or declaration by each
actual inventor or inventors as required by §1.63; (3) the
fee set forth in §1.1 7(h); and (4) the written consent of
any assignee.

16. Section 1.51 is amended by revising paragraphs
1.51(aX2) and (b) to read as follows:

§1.51 General requisites of a complete application.
(a) • • • • •

(2) An oath or declaration, see §§1.63 and 1.68.

* « • • •

(b) Applicants are encouraged to file an information
disclosure statement. See §§1.97 through 1.99.

17. Section 1.52 is amended by revising paragraph (c) to
read as follows:

§1.52 Language, paper, writing, margins.

I

(c) Any interlineation, erasure, cancellation or other
alteration of the application papers filed must be made
before the signing of any accompanying oath or declara-
tion pursuant to §1.63 referring to those application pa-
pers and should be dated and initialed or signed by the
applicant on the same sheet of paper. No such alter-

ations in the application papers are permissible after the
signing of an oath or declaration referring to those ap-
plication papers (§ 1.56(c)). After the signing of the oath
or declaration referring to the application papers,
amendments may only be made in the manner provided
by §§1.121 and 1.123-1.125.

18. Section 1.53 is revised to read as follows:

§1.53 Serial number, filing date, and completion of appli-
cation.

(a) Any application for a patent received in the Patent
and Trademark Office will be assigned a serial number
for identification purposes.

(b) The filing date of an application for patent is the
date on which (1) a specification containing a descrip-
tion pursuant to §1.71 and at least one claim pursuant to
§1.75, and (2) any drawing required by §1. 81(a), are filed
in the Patent and Trademark Office. No new matter
may be introduced into an application after its filing date
(§1.118).

(c) If any application is filed without the specification
or drawing required by paragraph (b) of this section, ap-
plicant will be so notified and given a time period within
which to submit the omitted specification or drawing in

order to obtain a filing date as of the date of filing of
such submission. If the omission is not corrected within
the time period set, the application will be returned or
otherwise disposed of; the fee, if submitted, will be re-

funded less a S50.00 handling fee.

(d) If an application which has been accorded a filing

date pursuant to paragraph (b) of this section does not
include the appropriate filing fee or an oath or declara-
tion by the applicant, applicant will be so notified and
given a period of time within which to file the fee, oath,
or declaration and to pay the surcharge as set forth in

§ 1.16(e) in order to prevent abandonment of the applica-
tion. The notification pursuant to this paragraph may be
made simultaneously with any notification pursuant to
paragraph (c) of this section.

(e) An application for a patent will not be placed
upon the files for examination until all its required parts,

complying with the rules relating thereto, are received,
except that certain minor informalities may be waived
subject to subsequent correction whenever required.

(0 The filing date of an international application des-
ignating the United States of America shall be treated as
the filing date in the United States of America under
PCT Article 11(3), except as provided in 35 U.S.C.
102(e).

19. Section 1.54 is revised to read as follows:

§1.54 Parts of application to be filed together; filing re-

ceipt.

(a) It is desirable that all parts of the complete appli-

cation be deposited in the Office together; otherwise a
letter must accompany each part, accurately and clearly
connecting it with the other parts of the application. See
§1.53 with regard to completion of an application.

(b) Applicant will be informed of the application serial

number and filing date by a filing receipt.

20. Section 1.55 is revised to read as follows:

§1.55 Claim for foreign priority.

(a) An applicant may claim the benefit of the filing

date of a prior foreign application under the conditions
specified in 35 U.S.C. 119 and 172. The claim to priority

need be in no special form and may be made by the at-

torney or agent if the foreign application is referred to

in the oath or declaration as required by §1.63. The
claim for priority and the certified copy of the foreign

application specified in the second paragraph of 35
use. 119 must be filed in the case of interference

(§1.224); when necessary to overcome the date of a ref-

erence relied upon by the examiner; cr when specifically

required by the examiner; and in all other cases they
must be filed not later than the date the issue fee is paid.

If the papers filed are not in the English language, a

translation need not be filed except in the three particu-

lar instances specified in the preceding sentence, in
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which event a sworn translation or a translation certified

as accurate by a sworn or official translator must be
filed. If the priority papers are submitted after the date
the issue fee is paid, they must be accompanied by a pe-
tition requesting their entry and the fee set forth in

§1.17(i).

(b) An applicant may under certain circumstances
claim priority on the basis of an application for an in-

ventor's certificate in a country granting both inventor's

certificates and patents. When an applicant wishes to
claim the right of priority as to a claim or claims of the
application on the basis of an application for an inven-
tor's certificate in such a country under 35 U.S.C. 119,

last paragraph (as amended July 28, 1972), the applicant

or his attorney or agent, when submitting a claim for

such right as specified in paragraph (b) of this section,

shall include an affidavit or declaration including a spe-

cific statement that, upon an investigation, he or she has

satisfied himself or herself that to the best of his or her
knowledge the applicant, when filing his or her applica-

tion for the inventor's certificate, had the option to file

an application either for a patent or an inventor's certifi-

cate as to the subject matter of the identified claim or
claims forming the basis for the claim of priority.

21. Section 1.56 is amended by revising paragraph (c) to

read as follows:

§1.56 Duty of disclosure; fraud; striking or rejection

of applications.

(c) Any application may be stricken from the files if:

(1) An oath or declaration pursuant to §1.63 is

signed in blank;

(2) An oath or declaration pursuant to §1.63 is

signed without review thereof by the persoH making the

oath or declaration;

(3) An oath or declaration pursuant to §1.63 is

signed without review of the specification, including the

claims, as required by § 1.63(b);

or

(4) The application papers filed in the Office are al-

tered after the signing of an oath or declaration pursuant

to §1.63 referring to those application papers.

• * • • •

§1.57 [Removed]

22. Section 1.57 is removed.

23. Section 1.59 is revised to read as follows:

§1.59 Papers of application with filing date not to be

returned.

Papers in an application which has received a filing

date pursuant to §1.53 will not be returned for any pur-

pose whatever. If applicants have not preserved copies

of the papers, the Office will furnish copies at the usual

cost.

24. Section §1.60 is revised to read as follows:

§1.60 Continuation or divisional application for inven-

tion disclosed in a prior application.

A continuation or divisional application (filed under

the conditions specified in 35 U.S.C. 120 or 121), which
discloses and claims only subject matter disclosed in a

prior application may be filed as a separate application

before the patenting or abandonment of or termination

of proceedings on the prior application. Signing and exe-

cution of the application papers by the applicant may be

omitted provided the copy is supplied by and accompa-
nied by a statement by, the applicant or his or her attor-

ney or agent that the application papers comprise a true

copy of the prior application as filed. Such statement

must be a verified statement if made by a person not

registered to practice before the Patent and Trademark
Office. Only amendments reducing the number of claims

or adding a reference to the prior application (§ 1.78(a))

will be entered before calculating the filing fee and

granting the filing date.

25. Section §1.62 is revised to read as follows:

§1.62 File wrapper continuing procedure.

(a) A continuation, continuation-in-part, or divisional

application, which uses the specification and drawings
from a prior application to be abandoned, may be filed

before the payment of the issue fee. abandonment of, or

termination of proceedings on a prior application. The
filing date of an application filed under this section is the

date on which a request is filed for an application under
this section including identification of the Serial Num-
ber, filing date, and applicant's name of the prior appli-

cation.

(b) The filing fee for a continuation, continuation-in-

part, or divisional application under this section is based

on the number of claims remaining in the application af-

ter entry of any preliminary amendment and entry of

any amendments under §1.116 unentered in the prior ap-

plication which applicant has requested to be entered in

the continuing application.

(c) In the case of a continuation-in-part application

which adds and claims additional disclosure by amend-
ment, an oath or declaration as required by §1.63 must
also be filed. In a continuation or divisional application

which discloses and claims only subject matter disclosed

in a prior application, no additional oath or declaration

is required.

(d) If an application which has been accorded a filing

date pursuant to paragraph (a) of this section does not

include the appropriate filing fee pursuant to paragraph
(b) of this section, or an oath or declaration by the ap-

plicant in the case of a continuation-in-part application

pursuant to paragraph (c) of this section, applicant will

be so notified and given a period of time within which
to file the fee, oath, or declaration and to pay the sur-

charge as set forth in § 1.16(e) in order to prevent aban-
donment of the application. The notification pursuant to

this paragraph may be made simultaneously with any
notification of a defect pursuant to paragraph (a) of this

section.

(e) An application filed under this section will utilize

the file wrapper and contents of the pnor application to

constitute the new continuation, continuation-in-part, or
divisional application but will be assigned a new applica-

tion serial number.

(0 The filing of an application under this section will

be construed to include a waiver of secrecy by the ap-

plicant under 35 U.S.C. 122 to the extent that any mem-
ber of the public who is entitled under the provisions of
37 CFR 1.14 to access to, or information concerning ei-

ther the prior application or any continuing application

filed under the provisions of this section may be given

similar access to, or similar information concerning, the

other application(s) in the file wrapper.

(g) The filing of a request for a continuing application

under this section will be considered to be a request to

expressly abandon the prior application as of the filing

date granted the continuing application.

(h) The applicant is urged to furnish the following in-

formation relating to the prior application to the best of
his or her ability:

(1) Title as originally filed and as last amended:

(2) Name of applicant as originally filed and as last

amended;

(3) Current correspondence address of applicant;

(4) Identification of prior foreign application and
any priority claim under 35 U.S.C. 119.

(i) Envelopes containing only application papers and
fees for filing under this section should be marked "Box
FWC"
26. A new section 1.63 is added to read as follows:

§1.63 Oath or declaration.

(a) An oath or declaration filed under §1.51(aK2) as a

part of an application must:

(1) Be executed in accordance with either §1.66 or

§1.68:

(2) Identify the specification to which it is directed;

(3) Identify each inventor and the residence and
country of citizenship of each inventor; and

(4) State whether the inventor is a sole or joint in-

ventor of the invention claimed.
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(b) In addition to meeting the requirements of para-
graph (a), the oath or declaration must state that the
person making the oath or declaration:

(1) Has reviewed and understands the contents of
the specification, including the claims, as amended
by any amendment specifically referred to in the
oath or declaration;

(2) Believes the named inventor or inventors to be
the original and first inventor or inventors of the
subject matter which is claimed and for which a pa-
tent is sought; and
(3) Acknowledges the duty to disclose mformation
which is material to the examination of the applica-
tion in accordance with § 1.56(a).

(c) In addition to meeting the requirements of para-
graphs (a) and (b) of this section, the oath or declaration
in any application in which a claim for foreign priority
is made pursuant to §1.55 must identify the foreign ap-
plication for patent or inventor's certificate on which
priority is claimed, and any foreijgn application having a
filing date before that of the application on which priori-
ty is claimed, by specifying the application number.
country, day, month and year of its filing.

(d) In any eontinuation-in-part application filed under
the conditions specified in 35 U.S.C. 120 which discloses
and claims subject matter in addition to that disclosed in
the prior copending application, the oath or declaration
must also state that the person making the oath or decla-
ration acknowledges the duty to disclose material infor-
mation as defined in § 1.56(a) which occurred between
the filing date of the prior application and the national
or PCT international filing date of the continuation-in-
part application.

27. A new section 1.64 is added to read as follows:
§1.64 Person making oath or declaration.
(a) The oath or declaration must be made bv all of the

actual inventors except as provided for in §§1.42. 1.43
or 1.47.

(b) If the person making the oath or declaration is not
the mventor (§§1.42. 1.43. or 1.47). the oath or declara-
tion shall state the relationship of the person to the in-
ventor and, upon information and belief, the facts which
the inventor is required to state.

§1.65 (Removed]

28. Section 1.65 is removed.

29. Section 1.67 is revised to read as follows:
§1.67 Supplemental oath or declaration.
(a) A supplemental oath or declaration meeting the re-

quirements of §1.63 may be required to be filed to cor-
rect any deficiencies or inaccuracies present in an earlier
filed oath or declaration.

(b) A supplemental oath or declaration meeting the re-
quirements of §1.63 must be filed (I) when a claim is

presented for matter originally shown or described but
not substantially embraced in the statement of invention
or claims originally presented, and (2) when lh oath or
declaration submitted in accordance with § 1.53(d) after
the filing of the specification and any required drawings
specifically and improperly refers lo an amendment
which includes new matter. No new matter -nay be in-
troduced into an application after its filing date even if a
supplemental oath or declaration is filed (§ 1.53(b);
§1.118). In proper cases the oath or declaration here re-
quired may be made on information and belief by an ap-
plicant other than inventor.

30. Section 1.69 is amended by revising paragraph (b) to
read as follows:

§1.69 Foreign language oaths and declarations.
* • • * •

fb) Unless the text of any oath or declaration in a lan-
guage other than English is a form provided or ap-
proved by the Patent and Trademark Office, it must be
accompanied by a verified English translation, except
that in the case of an oath or declaration filed under
§1.63, the translation may be filed in the Office no later
than two months from the date applicant is notified to
file the translation.

31. Section 1.70 is amended by revising the title and
paragraph (a) to read as follows:

§1.70 Oath or declaration under 35 U.S.C. 371(c)(4).
(a) When an applicant of an international application,

if the inventor, desires to enter the national stage under
35 U.S.C. 371, he or she must file an oath or declaration
in accordance with §1.63.

• • • • •

32. Section 1.77 is amended by revising paragraphs (h)
and (i) to read as follows:

§1.77 Arrangement of application elements.
• • • * •

(h) Abstract of the disclosure.
(i) Signed oath or declaration.

* • • • *

33. The center heading preceding §1.97 and section 1.97
are revised to read as follows:

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
§1 97 Filing of information disclosure statement.
(a) As a means of complying with the duty of disclo-

sure set forth in §1.56, applicants are encouraged to file
an information disclosure statement at the time of filing
the application or within the later of three months after
the filing date of the application or two months after ap-
plicant receives the filing receipt. If filed separately, the
disclosure statement should, in addition to the identifica-
tion of the application, include the Group Art Unit to
which the application is assigned as indicated on the fil-
ing receipt The disclosure statement may either be sepa-
rate from the specification or may be incorporated
therein.

(b) A disclosure statement filed in accordance with
paragraph (a) of this section shall not be construed as a
representation that a search has been made or that no
other material information as defined in § 1.56(a) exists.

34 Section 1.98 is amended by revising the title and
paragraph (a) to read as follows:

§1.98 Content of information disclosure statement.
(a) Any disclosure statement filed under §1.97 or §1.99

shall include: (I) A listing of patents, publications or
other information and (2) a concise explanation of the
relevance of each listed item. The disclosure statement
shall be accompanied by a copy of each listed patent or
publication or other item of information in written form
or of at least the portions thereof considered by the per-
son filing the disclosure statement to be pertinent. All
United States patents listed should be identified by their
patent numbers, patent dates and names of the patentees.
Each foreign published application or patent should be
cited by identifying the country or office which issued
it. the document number and publication date indicated
on the docur^ient. Each printed publication should be
identified by author (if any), title of the publication,
pages, date and place of publication.

• • • * •

35. Section 1.99 is revised to read as follows:
§1.99 Updating of information disclosure statement.
If prior to issuance of a patent an applicant, pursuant

to his or her duty of disclosure under §1.56, wishes to
bring to the attention of the Office additional patents,
publications or other information not previously submit-
ted, the additional information should be submitted to
the Office with reasonable promptness. It may be includ-
ed in a supplemental information disclosure statement or
may be incorporated into other communications to be
considered by the examiner. Any transmittal of addition-
al mformation shall be accompanied by explanations of
relevance and by copies in accordance with the require-
ments of §1.98.

36. Section 1.101 is amended by revising paragraph (a)
to read as follows:

§1.101 Order of examination.
fa) Applications filed in the Patent and Trademark Of-

fice and accepted as complete applications are assigned
for examination to the respective examining groups hav-
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ing the classes of inventions to which the applications

relate. Applications shall be taken up for examination by
the examiner to whom they have been assigned in the

order in which they have been filed except for those ap-

plications in which examination has been advanced pur-

suant to §1.102 and those applications in which the Of-

fice has accepted a request for waiver of patent rights

filed under §1.139. International applications which have
complied with the requirements of 35 U.S.C. 371(c) will

be taken up for action based on the date on which such
requirements were met. However, unless a request has

been filed under 35 U.S.C. 371(0, no action may be
taken prior to 21 months from the priority date.

• * • • •

37. Section 1.118 is revised to read as follows:

§1.118 Amendment of disclosure.

(a) No amendment shall introduce new matter into the

disclosure of an application after the filing date of the

application § 1.53(b)). All amendments to the specifica-

tion, including the claims, and the drawings filed after

the filing date of the application must conform to at

least one of them as it was at the time of the filing of the

application. Matter not found in either, involving a de-

parture from or an addition to the original disclosure,

cannot be added to the application after its filing date

even though supported by an oath or declaration in ac-

cordance with §1.63 or §1.67 filed after the filing date of

the application.

(b) If it is determined that an amendment filed after

the filing date of the application introduces new matter,

claims containing new matter will be rejected and dele-

tion of the new matter in the specification and drawings
will be required even if the amendment is accompanied
by an oath or declaration in accordance with §1.63 or

§1.67.

38. Section 1.123 is revised to read as follows:

§1.123 Amendments to the drawing.

No change in the drawing may be made except by

permission of the Office. Permissible changes in the con-

struction shown in any drawing may be made only by

bonded draftsmen, at applicant's expense, or by the sub-

mission of substitute drawings by applicant. A sketch in

[)ermanent ink showing proposed changes, to become
part of the record, must be filed for approval by the ex-

aminer. The paper requesting amendments to the draw-

ing should be separate from other papers.

39. Section 1.125 is revised to read as follows:

§1.125 Substitute specification.

If the number or nature of the amendments shall ren-

der it difficult to consider the case, or to arrange the pa-

pers for printing or copying, the examiner may require

the entire specification, including the claims, or any part

thereof, to be rewritten. A substitute specification may
not be accepted unless it has been required by the exam-

iner or unless it is clear to the examiner that acceptance

of a substitute specification would facilitate processing

of the application. Any substitute specification filed must

be accompanied by a statement that the substitute speci-

fication includes no new matter. Such statement must be

a verified statement if made by a person not registered

to practice before the Office.

40. Section 1.131 is amended by revising paragraph (a)

to read as follows:

§1.131 Affidavit or declaration of prior invention to

overcome cited patent or publication.

(a) When any claim of an application or a patent un-

der reexamination is rejected on reference to a domestic

patent which substantially shows or describes but does

not claim the rejected invention, or on reference to a

foreign patent or to a printed publication, and the appli-

cant or the owner of the patent under reexamination

shall make oath or declaration as to facts showing a

completion of the invention in this country before the

filing date of the application on which the domestic pa-

tent issued, or before the date of the foreign patent, or

before the date of the printed publication, then the pa-

tent or publication cited shall not bar the grant of a pa-

tent to the applicant or the confirmation of the patent-

ability of the claims of the patent, unless the date of

such patent or printed publication is more than one year

prior to the date on which the applicant's or patent

owner's application was filed in this country.

41. Section 1.132 is revised to read as follows:

§1.132 Affidavits or declarations traversing grounds of

rejection.

When any claim of an application or a patent under
reexamination is rejected on reference to a domestic pa-

tent which substantially shows or describes but does not

claim the invention, or on reference to a foreign patent,

or to a printed publication, or to facts within the person-

al knowledge of an employee of the Office, or when re-

jected upon a mode or capability of operation attributed

to a reference, or because the alleged invention is held

to be inoperative or lacking in utility, or frivolous or in-

jurious to public health or morals, affidavits or declara-

tions traversing these references or objections may be
received.

42. Section 1.137 is amended by revising paragraph (b)

to read as follows:

§1.137 Revival of abandoned application.

(b) An application unintentionally abandoned for fail-

ure to prosecute, except pursuant to § 1.53(d), may be re-

vived as a pending application if the delay was uninten-

tional. A petition to revive an unintentionally abandoned
application must be filed within one year of the date on
which the application became abandoned or be filed

within three months of the date of the first decision on a

petition to revive under paragraph (a) of this section

which was filed within one year of the date of abandon-
ment of the application. A petition to revive an Uninten-

tionally abandoned application must be accompanied by

(1) a statement that the abandonment was unintentional,

(2) a proposed response unless it has been previously
,

filed, and (3) a petition fee as set forth in §1.17(m). Such \
statement must be a verified statement if made by a per-

son not registered to practice before the Patent and
Trademark Olffice. The Commissioner may require addi-

tional information where there is a question whether the

abandonment was unintentional. The three month period

set forth in this paragraph may be extended under the

provisions of §1. 136(a), but no further extensions under

§1.1 36(b) will be granted. Petitions to the Commissioner
under §1.183 to waive any time periods for requesting

revival of an unintentionally abandoned application will

not be considered, but will be returned to the applicant.

• • • * •

43. Section 1.153 is amended by revising paragraph (b)

to read as follows:

§1.153 Title, description and claim, oath or declara-

tion.

(b) The oath or declaration required of the applicant

must comply with §1.63.

44. Section 1.154 is amended by revising paragraph (e)

to read as follows:

§1.154 Arrangement of specification.

(e) Signed oath or declaration (See § 1.153(b)).

45. Section 1.162 is revised to read as follows:

§1.162 Applicant, oath or declaration

The applicant for a plant patent must be the person

who has invented or discovered and asexually

reproduced the new and distinct variety of plant for

which a patent is sought (or as provided in §§l 42. 1 43,

and 1.47). The oath or declaration required of the appli-

cant, in addition to the averments required by §163,

must state that he or she has asexually reproduced the

plant. Where the plant is a newly found plant the oath

or declaration must also state that it was found in a cul-

tivated area.
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46. Section 1.163 is amended by revising paragraph (b)

to read as follows:

§1.163 Specification.
|

• • • • «

(b) Two copies of the speciHcation (including the claim)
must be submitted, but only one signed oath or declara-
tion is required. The second copy of the specification
may be a legible carbon copy of the original.

47. Section 1.172 is amended by revising paragraph (a)

to read as follows:

§1.172 Applicants, assignees.

(a) A reissue oath must be signed and sworn to or
declaration made by the inventor or inventors except as
otherwise provided (see §§1.42, 1.43, 1.47), and must be
accompanied by the written assent of all assignees, if

any, owning an undivided interest in the patent, but a
reissue oath may be made and sworn to or declaration
made by the assignee of the entire interest if the applica-
tion does not seek to enlarge the scope of the claims of
the original patent.

• • • • •
I

48. Section 1.174 is amended by revising paragraph (a)
to read as follows:

§1.174 Drawings. I

(a) The drawings ujwn which the original patent was
issued may be used in reissue applications if no changes
whatsoever are to be made in the drawings. In such
cases, when the reissue application is filed, the applicant
must submit a temporary drawing which may consist of
a copy of the printed drawings of the patent or a photo-
print of the original drawings of the size required for
original drawing.

• • • • «
I

49. Section 1.175 is amended by revising the introducto-
ry text of paragraph (a) to read as follows:

§1.175 Reissue oath or declaration.
(a) Applicants for reissue, in addition to complying

with the requirements of §1.63, must also file with their
applications a statement under oath or declaration as fol-

lows:

I

50. Section 1.324 is revised to read as follows:
§1.324 Correction of inventorship in patent.
Whenever a patent is issued and it appears that the

correct inventor or inventors were not named through
error without deceptive intention on the part of the ac-
tual inventor or inventors, the Commissioner may, on
petition of all the parties and the assignees and satisfac-
tory proof of the facts and payment of the fee set forth
in § 1.20(b), or on order of a court before which such
matter is called in question, issue a certificate naming
only the actual inventor or inventors.

51. Section 1.325 is revised to read as follows:
§1.325 Other mistakes not corrected.
MisUkes other than those provided for in §§1.322,

1.323, 1.324, and not affording legal grounds for reissue
or for reexamination, will not be corrected after the date
of the patent.

52. A new §1.335 is added to read as follows:

§1.335 Filing of notice of arbitration awards.
(a) Written notice of any award by an arbitrator pur-

suant to 35 U.S.C. 294 must be filed in the Patent and
Trademark Office by the patentee, or the patentee's as-
signee or licensee. If the award involves more than one
patent a separate notice must be filed for placement in
the file of each patent. The notice must set forth the pa-
tent number, the names of the inventor and patent own-
er, and the names and addresses of the parties to the ar-
bitration. The notice must also include a copy of the
award.

(b) If an award by an arbitrator. pursuant to 35 U.S.C.
294 h modified by a court, the party requesting the
modification must file in the Patent and Trademark Of-
fice, a notice of the modification for placement in the
file of each patent to which the modification applies.
The notice must set forth the patent number, the names

of the inventor and patent owner, and the names and
addresses of the parties to the arbitration. The notice
must also include a copy of the court's order modifying
the award.

(c) Any award by an arbitrator pursuant to 35 U.S.C.
294 shall be unenforceable until any notices required by
paragraph (a) or (b) of this section are filed in the Patent
and Trademark Office. If any required notice is not filed
by the party designated in paragraph (a) or (b) of this
section, any party to the arbitration proceeding may file

such a notice.

53. Section 5.12 is revised to read as follows:
§5.12 Petition for license.

(a) Filing of an application for patent for inventions
made in the United States will be considered to include
a petition for license under 35 U.S.C. 184 for the subject
matter of the application. The filing receipt will indicate
if a license is granted. If the initial automatic petition is

not granted, a subsequent petition may be filed under
paragraph (b) of this section.

(b) Petitions for license under 35 U.S.C. 184 should be
presented in letter form and should include petitioner's
address, and full instructions for delivery of the request-
ed license when it is to be delivered to other than the
petitioner.

Dec. 23, 1982.
GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF,

Commissioner of
Patents and Trademarks.

[1027 OG 9]

(S 1 ) Deposit Accounts—Statutory Fee Charges

Beginning on May 1, 1966, and until further notice,
statutory fees, including filing fees for patent, design,
and trademark applications, issue fees, appeal fees and
opposition, cancellation and petition fees may be
charged against the deposit accounts provided for by
Rule 25(a) of the Rules of Practice in patent cases. Dur-
ing this period the prohibition of Rule 25(b) against such
charges will be suspended.

In view of the facts that these fees are indispensable
parts of the actions to which they relate and that the
charging of a fee against an account which does not
contain sufficient funds to cover it cannot be regarded
as a payment of the fee, it is evident that the overdraw-
ing of a deposit account may result in the loss of a vital
date and may also impose a substantial burden on the
Patent Office in making appropriate correction of its

records. It is, therefore, necessary that effective steps t)e
taken to avoid such overdrafts, as follows:
Checks of all accounts will be made periodically, and

if any account is found to have been overdrawn, it will
be immediately removed from the active accounts and
no further drafts on it will be honored. Prompt payment
of the outstanding balance will be required and the de-
positor or his attorney may be called on for an itemized
statement identifying all statutory fees charged against
the account during the period in question in order that it

may be ascertained whether any previously granted date
should be withdrawn.

It is emphasized that the success of the procedure
outlined above depends upon the maintenance of a suffi-
cient balance in deposit accounts at all times to meet any
charges made against them. The Office must, therefore,
strictly refuse to permit any depositor who has once
overdrawn his account to maintain such an account in
the future and in the event that any substantial number
of overdrafts occurs it may be necessary to reestablish
the prohibition of Rule 25(b) against charging statutory
fees against deposit accounts.

Accordingly, effective May 1, 1966, the requirement
of Rule 25(a) that an amount sufficient to cover all

charges made against an account must always be on de-
posit will be strictly enforced, regardless of whether any
fee is included in such charges and where this require-
ment is not complied with the account involved will be
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removed from the active accounts.

EDWARD J. BRENNER,
Feb. 23, 1966. Commissioner.

[824 O.G. 1200]

Request for Refunds(52)

In order to expedite the processing of refunds for pay-
ment of fees by actual mistake or in excess of the desig-

nated fees, attorneys and applicants requesting refunds
should direct their correspondence to the attention of
the "Refund Section, Accounting Division, Office of Fi-

nance." This procedure should be followed whether the

request is for a refund check or for a credit to the de-
posit account. The problems of misrouting the request
for a refund in the Patent and Trademark Office would
be alleviated and the payment of refunds accelerated.

BRADFORD R. HUTHER,
Assistant Commissioner

for Finance di Planning.

[1024 OG. 59(11-23-82)]

(53) Deposit Account Authorizations

The rules of practice were amended effective Oct. 1,

1982, at 37 CFR 1.25(b) to state that: "A general autho-

rization to charge all fees, or only certain fees, set forth

in §§1.16 to 1.18 to a deposit account may be filed in an

individual application, either for the entire pendency of

the application or with respect to a pariicular paper
filed." A general authorization would not apply to docu-
ment supply fees under §1.19, such as those required for

certified copies; to post-issuance fees under §1.20, such

as those required for maintenance fees; or to miscella-

neous fees and charges under §1.21, such as assignment
recording fees.

Many applications filed prior to Oct. 1, 1982, contain

broad language authorizing any additional fees which
might have been due to be charged to a deposit account.

The Patent and Trademark Office does not interpret

such broad authorizations, filed prior to Oct. 1, 1982, to

include authorization to charge to a deposit account the

issue fee or other fees in sections 1.16, 1.17 and 1.18 ex-

cept those associated with the paper containing the

broad authorization. However, such a broad authoriza-

tion filed in an application on or after Oct. 1, 1982, will

be interpreted as authorization to charge the issue fee; as

well as any other fee set forth in §§1.16, 1.17 or 1.18.

Fees under sections 1.19, 1.20 and 1.21 will not be

charged as a result of a general authorization under sec-

tion 1.25.

It is recommended that authorizations to charge fees

to deposit accounts include reference to the particular

fees or fee sections of the rules which applicant intends

to authorize. For example, if filing and processing fees

under §§1.16 and 1.17 only are intended to be included

in the authorization, and not the issue fee under §1.18,

the authorization could read: "The Commissioner is

hereby authorized to charge any fees under 37 CFR 1.16

and 1.17 which may be required during the entire pen-

dency of the application to Depost Account No.
" Such an authorization would clearly exclude

issue fees under 37 CFR 1.18 while including all the fil-

ing and processing fees listed in 37 CFR 1.16 and 1.17.

Similarly, if it were intended to authorize the charging

of fees relating only to a specific paper, the authoriza-

tion could read "The Commissioner is hereby authorized

to charge any fees under 37 CFR 1.16 and 1.17 which
may be required by this paper to Deposit Account No.

" Such authorizations would cover situations in

which a check to cover a filing and processing fee under
37 CFR 1.16 and 1.17 was omitted or was for an amount
less than the amount required.

It is extremely important that the authorization be

clear and unambiguous. If applicants file authorizations

which are ambiguous and which deviate from the usual

forms of authorizations, the Office may not interpret the

authorizations in the manner applicants intend. In such

cases applicants could be subject to further expenses, pe-

titions, etc. in order to correct fees which were not

charged as intended due to an ambiguous authorization.

GERALD J MOSSINGHOFF,
July 1, 1983. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[1032 OG 32]

(54) Notice to All Deposit Account Holders

Beginning Oct. 7, 1983, please mail deposit account re-

mittances only to:

Patent and Trademark Office

P.O. Box 70541

Chicago, III. 60673

To expedite credit to your deposit account and the

treasury, and arrangement has been made between the

Patent and Trademark Office, Treasury Department,
and the First National Bank of Chicago utilizing a spe-

cial "lockbox" depositary to receive deposit account re-

mittances.

Checks should continue to be made payable to the

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks and be accom-
panied by the top portion of your deposit account state-

ment. Submit only remittances for deposit accounts to

this new address. All other correspondence should con-
tinue to be addressed to the Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks, Washington, DC. 20231.

LEONARD L NAHME.
Director Office of Finance.

[1035 OG 27]

(55)

APPLICATION CONTENT
Use of Metric System of Measurements

in Patent Applications

In order to minimize the necessity in the future for

converting dimensions given in the English system of
measurements to the metric system of measurements
when using printed patents as research and prior art

search documents, all patent applicants are strongly en-

couraged to use either (1) only metric (S.I.) units, or (2)

English units together with their metric system
equivalents, when describing their inventions in the

specifications of patent applications. This practice, how-
ever, is not being made mandatory at this time

The initials S.I. stand for "Systeme International d'-

Unites," the French name for The International System
of Units, a modernized metric system adopted m 1960

by the International General Conference of Weights and
Measures based on precise unit measurements made pos-

sible by modern technology.

This request is made as part of the long-range pro-

gram for conversion to metric units currently bemg con-

ducted by the Federal Government.
Publications dealing with the metric system are

available from the Superintendent of Documents. U.S.

Government Printing Office. Washington. DC 20402

and the American National Standards Institute. 1430

Broadway. New York. N.Y. 10018.

C MARSHALL DANN.
July 1. 1974. Commissioner of Patents.

[924 OG 1104]

(So) Filing of Non-English Language Applications

This notice is in response to inquiries regarding the fil-

ing of applications in a language other than English. The
Office has received a few such applications in the past m
emergency situations where the filing of a non-English

language specification was the only possibility of saving

a foreign priority date or preventing the running of a
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statutory bar. In such situations the Office practice has
been to accord the apphcation a fihng date if it includes
all of the component parts required by 35 U.S.C. Ill,

and to require applicant to submit a verified translation
of the previously filed application within two months.

In view of the inquiries received, it is considered ap-
propriate that the Office clarify and publicize its prac-
tice in this area to avoid misunderstandings.

Accordingly, beginning February 1. 1976. the Office
will accord a filing date to an application meeting the
requirements of 35 U.S.C. Ill even though some or all

of the application papers, including the written descrip-
tion and the claims, is in a language other than English
and hence does not comply with 37 CFR 1.52. provided:

(1) the oath or declaration is signed and physically at-

tached to the specification and claims to which it

refers; and
(2) the application papers are accompanied by a state-

ment, in English, from the applicant, his attorney or
agent, certifying that it has been considered neces-
sary to file the non-English language application in

order to save a foreign priority date or prevent the
running of a statutory bar.

A verified English translation of the non-English lan-
guage papers should either accompany the application
papers or be filed in the Office no later than two months
after a notice requesting the translation has been mailed
by the Office.

A subsequently filed verified English translation must
contain the complete identifying data for the application
in order to permit prompt association with the papers
initially filed. Accordingly, it is strongly recommended
that the original application papers be accompanied by a
cover letter and a self-addressed return post card, each
containing the following identifying data in English: {a)
applicant's name(s); (b) title of invention; (c) number of
pages of specifications, claims, and sheets of drawings;
(J) whether oath or declaration was filed and {e) amount
and manner of paying the filing fee.

The translation must be a literal translation verified as
such by the translator, and must be accompanied by a
signed request from the applicant, his attorney or agent,
asking that the verified English translation be used as
the copy for examination purposes in the Office. If the
verified English translation does not conform to idiomat-
ic English and United States practice it should be ac-
companied by a preliminary amendment making the nec-
essary changes without the introduction of new matter
prohibited by 35 U.S.C. 132. In the event the verified
literal translation is not timely filed in the Office the ap-
plication will be regarded as abandoned.

It should be recognized that this practice is intended
for emergency situations to prevent loss of valuable
rights and should not be routinely used for filing appli-

' cations. There are at least two reasons why this should
not be used on a routine basis. First, there are obvious
dangers to applicant and the public if he fails to obtain a
correct literal translation. Second, the filing of a large
number of applications under the procedure will create
significant administrative burdens on the Office.
The practice will be clos,ely monitored to determine

whether or not it should be continued.

Dec. 31. 1975.
MARSHALL DANN,

Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[942 O.G. 1552]

(S7) Information in Oath/Declaration
Necessary to Identify the Specification

in Accordance with 37 CFR 1.63

Section 1.63 of 37 CFR requires that an oath or decla-
ration "identify the specification to which it is directed."
Since filing dates are now granted on applications with
the oath or declaration being filed later with a sur-

charge, the question has arisen as to what information
must be supplied in the oath or declaration to identify
the specification to which it is directed and to comply
with the rule.

The declaration form suggested by the Office includes
spaces for filling in the names of the inventors, title of
invention, application serial number, filing date, foreign
priority application information and United States priori-
ty application information. While this information should
be provided, it is not essential that all of these spaces be
filled in in order to adequately identify the specification
in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63.

The following combinations of information supplied in
an oath or declaration are acceptable as minimums for
identifying a specification:

(1) name of inventor and application serial number;
(2) name of inventor, attorney docket number which

was on the application as filed, and filing date of the
application;

(3) name of inventor, title of invention and filing date;
(4) name of inventor, title of invention and reference to

a specification which is attached to the oath or dec-
laration at the time of execution and filed with the
oath or declaration;

(5) name of inventor, title of invention and a statement
by a registered attorney or agent that the application
filed in the PTO is the application which the inven-
tor executed by signing the oath or declaration.

If the oath or declaration is filed with an "attached"
specification as indicated in item (4) above, it must be
accompanied by a statement that the "attached" specifi-
cation is a copy of the specification and any amend-
ments thereto which were filed in the Office in order to
obtain a filing date for the application. Such statement
must be a verified statement if made by a person not
registered to practice before the Office.
Oaths or declarations which do not meet the require-

ments set forth above will not be accepted as complying
with 37 CFR 1.63 for completing an application. Any
variance from the above guidelines will only be consid-
ered upon the filing of a petition for waiver of the rules
under 37 CFR 1.183 accompanied by a petition fee (37
CFR 1.17(h)). Supplemental oaths or declarations in ac-
cordance with 37 CFR 1.67 will be required in applica-
tions in which the oaths or declarations are not com-
pletely filled in but contain sufficient information to
identify the specifications to which they apply as de-
tailed above.

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF,
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[1035 OG 3]

Sept. 12, 1983.

(58) Extension of Transition Period to File Oaths
or Declarations in Compliance with 37 CFR 1.63

The Federal Register of Jan. 20, 1983 indicated at 48
FR 2706 that all oaths or declarations filed on and after
Feb. 27, 1983, must comply with the requirements of 37
CFR 1.63 except for the transition period as noted be-
low.

The Office indicated that it would continue to accept
any oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.65
as it existed immediately prior to Feb. 27, 1983 during a
transition period ending June 30, 1983, provided that the
oath or declaration was attached to and was executed as
a part of an application.

Although the Office is not required to do so, it in-

tends to make translated declaration forms available to
the public in at least the more frequently required non-
English languages. Since these non-English language
translations are not yet available, the transition period is

extended to end on Sept. 30, 1983 rather than on June
30, 1983. During this period, the Patent and Trademark
Office will continue to accept any oath or declaration in

compliance with 37 CFR 1.65 as it existed immediately
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prior to Feb. 27, 1483. if the oath or declaration is at-

tached to and was executed as a part of an application
to be filed in the Patent and Trademark Office.

Effective Oct. 1. 1983. all oaths or declarations filed

under 37 CFR 1.51(a)(2) as a part of a patent application
must fully comply with 37 CFR 1.63.

DONALD J QUIGG,
May 31, 1983. Acting Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks.

[1031 OG 53]

(59) Need for Copies of Drawings
Submitted in Patent Applications

The Patent and Trademark Office encourages appli-

cants to submit two clear copies of the drawings, in ad-

dition to the original drawings submitted with newly
filed patent applications. These copies are needed by the

Patent Examining Corps during the prosecution of the

case. Submission of the extra copies will allow us to re-

duce the processing time and costs for preparing appli-

cations for the examiners.

THERESA A BRELSFORD,
July 8, 1983. Assistant Commissioner

for Administration.

[1033 OG 13]

(60) Graphical Illustrations in the Specification

For convenience many applicants have been including

graphs or other types of graphical illustrations in the

text portion of the specification. These illustrations do
not come within the purview of 37 CFR. 1.58 which
permits tables and chemical and mathematical formulas

in the specification in lieu of formal drawings. Frequent-

ly, these graphical illustrations do not have satisfactory

reproduction characteristics. Moreover, these reproduc-
tions are generally less than satisfactory due to the fact

that the illustrations are usually reduced in size in order
to fit a column of the printed patent page. Accordingly,
effective immediately, graphs and graphical type illustra-

tions in the specification will be objected lo under yi

CFR. 1.58(a) and drawings pursuant to 37 CF.R. 1 SI

will be required.

WILLIAM FELDMAN.
Jan. 12, 1978. Deputy .issistant Commissioner

for PatentK.

[967 OG. 2]

(61) Multiple Dependent Claims and New
Drawing; Filing Requirements

Introduction

On January 24, 1978. Public Law 94-131 (pages lOS-

1 15 of "Patent Laws." August 1976 issue) and the Patent

Cooperation Treaty came into force. This public law

amends the patent statute. Title 35, United States Ciulc.

by providing for procedures and requirements set forth

in the Patent Cooperation Ireaty Some ot these statuto-

ry amendments also effect the laws governing the pro-

ce*ising and examination of regular United States nation-

al applications filed on and after January 24. 1978

The amendments of the patent law which will affect

U.S. patent applications filed on and after January 24.

I97fi, relate to two elements of the patent application:

the claims and the drawings. With regard to claims, the

amendments to 35 U.S.C 41 and 112 provide for multi-

ple dependent claims in accordance with PCT Rule 6.4

With regard to drawings, the amendment to 35 U.S.C
113 changes the requirements for filing drawings in or-

der to obtain a filing date in accordance with PCT Arti-

cle 7.

Purp,i\i

This memorandum establishes in inorr dii.iil the new'

procedures required by the amended statute An> ques-

tions concerning these inslructuwis may be directed to

either Mary lurowski (extension 7-3776) in the adminis-

tration area or I.ouis Maassel (extension 7-V)70) m the

examining area

Revised 37 CFR sections I 75(c>. (0 and (g) and I HI

and I.S3(c) were published in the Offuiul daziiiv (if

February 21. 1978

Multiple Dependent Claims

Generally, a multiple dependent claim is a dependent
claim which refers hack m the altcrnalne \o more than
one preceding independent or tlcpi-rulenl claim
The second paragraph of ,^5 I SC section 112 has

been revised m view of the multiple dependent claim
practice introduced by the Patent Cooperation Treaty
Thus, section 112 authorizes multiple dependent claims,

as long as they are in the alternative form (e g . "A ma-
chine according to claims 3 or A, further comprising ")

Cumulative claiming (eg. "A machine ;iccordmg lo

claims 3 and A. further comprising "I is noi permitted

A multiple dependent claim may reter in the allernati\e

to onlv one set of claims. A claim such .is "A deMce as in

claims 1. 2, .'' or 4, made h\ a process of claims 5, h. 7 or
8" IS improper Section 112 allows reference to only a

particular claim. F'urlhermore, a multiple dependent
claim may not serve as a basis for any other multiple de-

pendent claim, either directK or indirect!\ I hese limita-

tions help to avoid undue confusion in determining how
many prior claims are actualK referred to in a multiple

dependent claim

The amendment of the second paragraph of section

112 further clarifies that the limitations or elements tif

each claim incorporated b\ reference into a multiple de-

pendent claim must be considered separately Thus, a

multiple dependent claim, as such, divs not contain all

the limitations of all the alternative claims to which it

refers, hut rather, contains in an\ one embodiment only
those limitations of the particular claim referred to for

the embodiment under consideration Hence, a multiple

dependent claim must be considered in the same manner
as a plurality '.^^ single dependent claims,

Rcsiriclion Pruclut

For restriction purposes, each embodiment of a multi-

ple dependent claim will be considered in the same man-
ner as a single dependent claim Therefore, restriction

may be required between the embodiments oi' a multiple

dependent claim Also, some embodiments of a multiple

dependent claim may be held withdrawn while other

embodiments are considered on their merits

Handling of MullipU DcpcndiHi Claims
hy ifu .ipplujiii'/i DniMon

The Applicaiion Division will be responsible for veri-

fying whether multiple dependent claims filed with the

application are m proper alternative form, that they de-

pend only upon prior independent and single dependent
claims and also for calculating the amount of the filing

fee. A new form, PTO- 1 360, has been designed to be

used in coii|unction with the current fee calculation

form Pl()-K75

flandlmi; of Multiple Dependent Claims hy the E.xamming
Group Clerical Staff

The examining group clerical staff is responsible for

verifying compliance \*ith the statute and rules of multi-

ple dependent claims added by amendment and for cal-

culating the amount of any additional fees required. This

calculation should be performed on form PTO- 1360

If a multiple dependent claim (or claims) is added in

an amendment without the proper fee, the amendment
will not be entered until the fee has been received In

view of the requirements for multiple dependent claims,

no amendment containing new claims or changmg the

dependency of claims will be entered before checking

1038 O.G
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whether the paid fees cover the costs of the amended
claims. The applicant, or his attorney or agent, will usu-

ally be contacted to pay the additional fee in the same
manner as currently in existence for such defects. Where
a letter is written in insufficient fee situations, a copy of
the multiple dependent claim fee calculation form
PTO-1360 will be included for applicant's information.

Handling of Dependent Claims by the Examiner

Should any multiple dependent claim be in an applica-

tion filed prior to January 24, 1978 or include a claim as-

sociation or claim structure that violates any of the pro-

hibitions, the claim will be objected to as not being in

proper form as required by 37 CFR 1.75 in the next Of-
iice action. Such an improper claim will not be further

treated on the merits.

When referring to a singular dependent claim or a sin-

gle embodiment of a multiple dependent claim, as when
making a rejection, such a claim or embodiment will be
'referred to by using the number of all of the claims in-

volved in that claim or embodiment, starting with the

highest. For example, if claim 2 was dependent on claim

1, the notations would be 2/1. If in the same application,

claim 3 was independent and claim 4 was multiple de-

pendent on claims 2 or 3, the notations would be 4/2/1

and 4/3. Furthermore, if claim 5 depended from claim 4.

the notations would be 5/4/2/1 and 5/4/3. Each of
these embodiments will be treated individually. It would
be possible for claim 4/2/1 to be rejected under section

102 and claim 4/3 to be indicated as avoiding the prior

art and being allowable if rewritten in independent form.

A number of embodiments may be grouped together if

there is a common ground of rejection, but it must be
clear how each embodiment is treated.

A claim, such as claim 4, will not be allowed until all

embodiments covered thereby are allowable. If an em-
bodiment of a muhiple dependent claim avoids the art

while other embodiments are rejected over prior art, a

statement will be made that that embodiment avoids the

art and would be allowed if rewritten in separate depen-
dent or independent form. Wording similar to the fol-

lowing may be used:

"Embodiment would be allowable if rewrit-

ten as a proper dependent or independent claim
which contains only the limitations of this embodi-
ment."

Calculation of Fees When Multiple Dependent Claims are

Presented. Use of Form PTO-1360

To assist in the computation of the fees for multiple

dependent claims, a separate "Multiple Dependent Claim
Fee Calculation Sheet," form PTO-1360, has been
designed for use with the current "Patent Application

Fee Determination Record," form PTO-875. Form
PTO-1360 will be placed in the file wrapper by the Ap-
plication Division where multiple dependent claims are

in the application as filed. If multiple dependent claims

are not included upon filing, but are later added by
amendment, the examining group clerical staff will place

the form in the file wrapper. If there are multiple depen-
dent claims in the application, the total number of inde-

pendent and dependent claims for fee purposes will be
calculated on form PTO-1360 and the total number of
claims and number of independent claims will then i>e

placed on form PTO-875 for final fee calculation pur-

poses.

If at least S65 is included with the application on fil-

ing, but the total fee is insufficient, a "Notice of Insuffi-

cient Fee," form PTO-1094, is placed in the file wrapper
by the Application Division as is currently done. The
notice will be mailed by the examining group in accor-

dance with established procedures.

Calculating Fees for Multiple Dependent Claims Proper

Multiple Dependent Claims

Amended section 41(a) of title 35. U.S.C, pro-

vides that claims in multiple dependent form cannot
be considered as single dependent claims for the

purpose of calculating fees. Thus, a multiple depen-

cjent claim would be considered tq be that* number
of dependent claims |p which it refers. Any proper
claim depending directly or indirectly from a mMlti-

pie dependent claim woi^ld also be considered as

the same number of dependent claims ^s referred to

in the multiple dependent claim from which it der

pends.

Improper Multiple Dependent Claim

If any multiple dependent claim is improper. Ap-
plication Division may indicate that fact by placing

an encircled numeral "1" in the "Dep. Claims" col-

umn of form PTO-1360. The fee for any improper
multiple dependent claim, whether it is defective for

not being in the alternative form or for being direct-

ly or indirectly dependent on a prior multiple de-

pendent claim, will only be oqe, since only an ob-
jection to the form of such a plaim wi)l normally be

made.
This procedure also greatjy simplifies the calculation

of fees. Any claim depending from an improper multiple

dependent claim will also be considered to be improper
and be counted as one dependent claim.

FEE CALCULATION EXAMPLE
Claim
Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Independent

Dependent on
Dependent on
Dependent on
Dependent on
Dependent on
Dependent on
Dependent on
Dependent on
Independent
Dependent on
Dependent on

claim 1

claim 2

claim 2 or 3
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Comments on Fee Calculation Example

Claim /.-This is an independent claim; therefore, a
numeral "1" is placed opposite claim number I in the
"Ind." column.

Claim 2.-Since this is a claim dependent on a single
independent claim, a numeral "I" is placed opposite
claim number 2 in the "Dep." column.

Claim i.-Claim 3 is also a single dependent claim, so a
numeral "1" is placed in the "Dep." column.

Claim ^.-Claim 4 is a proper multiple dependent
claim. It refers directly to two claims in the alternative,
namely, claims 2 or 3. Therefore, a numeral "2" to indi-
cate direct reference to two claims is placed in the
"Dep." column opposite claim number 4.

Claim 5.-This claim is a singularly dependent claim
depending from a multiple dependent claim. For fee cal-
culation purposes, such a claim is counted as being that
number of claims to which direct reference is made in

the multiple dependent claim which it depends. In this

case, the multiple dependent claim number 4 it depends
from counts as 2 claims; therefore, claim 5 also counts as
2 claims. Accordingly, a numeral "2" is placed opposite
claim number 5Jih the "Dep." column.

Claim <J,-Claim 6 depends indirectly from a multiple
dependent claim 4. Since claim 4 counts as 2 claims,
claim 6 also counts as 2 dependent claims. Consequently,
a numeral "2" is placed in the "Dep." column after
claim 6.

Claim 7.-This claim is a multiple dependent claim
since it refers to claims 1 or 4. However, as can be seen
by looking at the "2" in the "Dep." column opposite
claim 4, claim 7 directly depends from a multiple depen-
dent claim. This practice is improper under 35 U.S.C.
112 and Rule 1.75(c). Following the procedure for cal-

culating fees for improper multiple dependent claims, a

numeral "1" is placed in the "Dep." column with a cir-

cle drawn around it to alert the examiner that the claim
is improper.

Claim A-This claim is a multiple dependent claim
since it refers to claims 1 or 5. However, since claim 5

depends from multiple dependent claim 4, claim 8 indi-

rectly depends from multiple dependent claim 4 through
claim 5. This practice is improper. See MULTIPLE
DEPENDENT CLAIMS, paragraph 2, above. Conse-
quently, a numeral "1" is placed in the dependent claim
column with a circle drawn around it.

Claim 9.-Claim 9 is improper since it depends from an
improper claim. If the base claim is in error, this error
cannot be corrected by adding additional claims
depending therefrom. Therefore, a numeral "1" with a

circle around it is placed in the "Dep." column.
Claim /O.-Here again we have an independent claim

which is always indicated with a numeral "1" in the
"Ind." column opposite the claim number.

Claim 7 /.-This claim refers to two independent claims
in the alternative. A numeral "2" is therefore placed in

the "Dep." column opposite claim 11.

Claim 72-Claim 12 is a dependent claim which refers

to two claims in the conjunctive ("I and 10") rather

than in the alternative ("1 or 10"). This form is improper
under 35 U.S.C. 112 and Rule 1.75(c). Accordingly,
since claim 12 is improper, an encircled numeral "1"

is

placed in the "Dep." column opposite claim 12.

Calculation of Filing Fee

After the numbers of "Ind." and "Dep." claims are

noted on form PTO-1360, each column is added. In this

example., there are 2 independent claims and 14 depen-
dent claims or a total of 16 claims. The number of inde-

pendent and total claims can then be placed on form
PTO-875 and the fee calculated. In this example, the to-

tal number of claims 16 minus 10 leaves 6, which is mul-
tiplied by S2 for an additional total claim fee of $12. The
total number of independent claims in the example is 2,

which minus 1 is 1, which times the SIO rate is $10. The
total filing fee is therefore $65 + $12 + $10, or total of
$87.

Drawing Requirements

Revised 35 U.S.C 113 relaxes the previous require-

ments for submission of drawings on filing under certam
conditions. The first sentence of 35 U.S.C. 113 does re-

quire a drawing to be submitted upon filing where such
drawing is necessary for the understandmg of the inven-

tion. In this situation the lack of a drawing renders the

application incomplete and as such, the application can-
not be given a filing date until the drawing is received.
The second sentence of 35 U.S.C 113 deals with the sit-

uation wherein a drawing is not necessary for the under-
standing of the invention but the case admits of illustra-

tion and no drawing was submitted on filing. The lack

of the drawing in this situation does not render the ap-
plication incomplete but rather is treated much in the
same manner as an informality. The examiner should re-

quire such drawings in almost all such instances. Such
drawing,s could be required during the processing of the
application but do not have to be furnished at the time
the application is filed. The applicant is allowed at least

two months from the date of the letter requiring draw-
ings to submit them.

Handling of Drawing Requirements Under the

First Sentence of 35 U.S.C 113

Under the revised provisions the Application Division
examiner will continue to make the initial decision in all

new applications as to whether a drawing is "necessary'"
under the first sentence of 35 U.S.C. 113.

If during examination an examiner feels that a filmg
dale should not have been granted m an application be-
cause it does not contain drawings, the matter will be
brought to the attention of the Supervisory Primary Ex-
aminer (SPE) for review. If the SPE decides that draw-
ings are required to understand the subject matter of the
invention, the SPE will return the application to the Ap-
plication Division with a memorandum requesting can-
cellation of the filing date and identifymg the subject
matter required to be illustrated.

Handling of Drawing Requirements Under the

Second Sentence of 35 U.S.C. 113

35 U.S.C. 113 also deals with the situation wherein
the drawing is not necessary for the understanding of
the invention, but the subject matter admits of illustra-

tion by a drawing and the applicant has not furnished a
drawing. The lack of the drawing in this situation does
not render the application incomplete but rather is treat-

ed as an informality. A filing date will be accorded with
the original presentation of the papers, despite the ab-

sence of drawings. In these situations, a drawing or fur-

ther illustration will normally be required by the exam-
iner. This may be done either prior to examination in a

separate letter or in the first Office action and may be
handled in much the same manner as informal photo-
copy drawings are presently handled. The examiner
should require drawings where appropriate as early as

possible, since the possession of the drawing at that tim;
would facilitate the examination process. A letter requir-

ing drawings may contain wording similar to the follow-
ing:

"The examiner has decided that the subject mat-
ter of this applicaton admits of illustration by a
drawing and that a drawing would facilitate the
understanding of the subject matter disclosed

(Continue with a specific mention of those items
of which drawings are desired.) Applicant is re-

quired to furnish a drawing under 37 CFR 1.81.

(Incorporate in Office action or set two-month
period for response.)"

The applicant will be given at least two months from
the date of such requirement to submit drawings. If the

requirement for drawings is included in an Office action,

the time for supplying the drawings will be the same as

the time of response to the Office action. Upon receipt

of the drawing within the period set, the examiner will

check the drawings for new matter. If new matter is in-
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eluded, the drawing will not be entered. It will be
objected to as containing new matter. A new drawing
without such new matter may be required if the examin-
er still feels a drawing is needed under 37 CFR 1.81 or
1.83. The examiner's decision would be reviewable by
petition to the Commissioner under Rule 1.181. The de-
cision or, such a petition would be handled by the
Group Director. If a drawing is not timely received in
response to a letter from the examiner which requires a
drawing, the application becomes abandoned for failure
to respond.

RENE D. TEGTMEYER.
Feb. 8, 1978. Assistant Commissioner

I

for Patents.

[968 OG. 7]

(62) Use of Symbol "0" in Patent Applications

The Greek letter Phi has long been used as a symbol
in equations in all technical disciplines It further has
special uses which include the indication of an electrual
phase or clocking signal as well as an angular measure-
ment. The recognized symbols for the upper and lovvcr
case Greek Phi characters, however, do not appear on
most typewriters. This apparently has led to the use of a
symbol composed by first striking a zero key and then
backspacing and .striking the "cancer" or "slash" key to
result in "0" which is an approximation of accepted
symbols for the Greek character Phi In other instances
the symbol is composed using the upper or lower case
letter "0" with the "cancel" f«r "slash" siiperuTip(>st-d
thereon by backspacing or is simpK handwritien in a va-
riety of styles. These expedients result in confusion be-
cause of the variety of type sizes and styles a\ailahli- on
modern typewriters

In recent years, the growth of data processmt; has
seen the increasing use of this symbol ("0") as the' stan-
dard representation of /.ero. The "slashed" or "cancelled
zero" IS used to indicate zero and avoid confusion with
the upper ca.se letter "O" in both text and draw ings

Thus, when the symbol "0" m one of its manC varia-
- tions. as discussed above, appears in patent applications
bemg prepared for printing, confusion as to the intended
meanmg of the symbol arises. Those (such as examiners,
attorneys, and applicants) working in the art can usually
determme the intended meaning of this symbol because
of their knowledge of the subject matter involved, but
editors preparing these applications for printing have no
such specialized knowledge and confusion arises as to
which symbol to print. The result, at the very least, is

delay until the intended meaning of the symbol can be
ascertained.

Since the Office does not have the resources to con-
duct a technical editorial review of each application be-
fore printing, and in order to eliminate the problem of
printing delays a.ssociated with the usage of these sym-
bols, any questions about the intended symbol will be re-
solved by the editorial staff of the Office of Publications
by pnntmg the symbol "0" whenever that symbol is
used by the applicant. Any Certificate of Correction ne-
cessitated by the above practice will be at the patentee's
expense (37 CFR 1,323) because the intended symbol
was not accurately presented by the Greek upper or
lower case Phi letters (I. 0) in the patent application.

RICHARD J SHAKMAN.
Dec. 20. 1978. Assistant Commissioner

for Administration.

[978 OG, 152]

(63) U.S. Accession to Hague Convention
Abolishing the Requirement of Legalization

for Foreign Public Documents

On Oct. 15, 1981. the Hague "Convention Abolishing
the Requirement of Legalization for Foreign Public
Documents" entered into force between the United

States and twenty-eight foreign countries that are parties
to the Convention. The Convention applies to any docu-
ment submitted to the United States Patent and Trade-
mark Office for filing or recording, which is sworn to or
acknowledged by a notary public in any one of the
member countries. The Convention abolishes the certifi-
cation of the authority of the notary public in a member
country by a diplomatic or consular officer of the Unit-
ed States and substitutes certification by a special certifi-
cate, or apostille. executed by an officer of the member
country. Accordingly, the Office will accept for filing
or recording a document sworn to or acknowledged be-
fore a notary public in a member country if the docu-
ment bears, or has appended to it, an apostille certifying
the notary's authority. The requirement for a diplomatic
or consular certificate, specified in 37 CFR 1,66 and
note 1 of 37 CFR 3,45, will not apply to a document
sworn to or acknowledged before a notary public in a
member country if an apostille is used.
The member countries that are parties to the Conven-

tion arc:

.Austria

Bahamas
Belgium
Botsuana
Cyprus
Fiji

FTance
Ciermany.

Fed Rep
Hungary
Israel

.>f

Italy

Japan
Lesotho
Liechtenstein

Luxembourg
Malawi
Malta
Mauritius

Netherlands
Portugal

Seychelles

Spain

Suriname
Swaziland
Switzerland
Tonga
U.K, of Great

Britain arid

N. Ireland

United States

Yugoslavia

The Conventu)n prescribes the following form for the
apostille:

Model of certificate

The certificate will be in the form of a square with sides
at least 9 centimetres long

1

APOSTILLE
(Convention de La Haye du Oct, 5, 1961)

I. Country: . . TT . . .A
T his public^cument

2 has been signed by
3, acting in the capacity of
4. bears the seal/stamp of

CertiHed

?^i 6. the
7. by
8, No ^ . .

;

^. Seal/stamp: 10, Signature:

Nov. 5. 1981.
GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF.

Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[1013 O.G. 3]

(64) Simulated or Predicted Tests or Examples

In order to provide for uniform practice before the
Patent and Trademark Office, the following clarification
of current Office practice relating to simulated or pre-
dicted tests or examples is being set forth. This notice
specifies the Office policy which is currently in effect
and IS considered to have been in effect in the past in
this area. The wording of the MPEP provisions prior to
this amendment went further than was intended. The
amended sections below spell out more clearly the Of-
fice's position from the start.
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The following wording will be substituted in revision

^r'm/ ^ PV^^l
presently in paragraph D of section

6U8.Ul(p) of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure,
MPEP §608,01(p)

"D. Simulated or Predicted Test Results
or Prophetic Examples

Simulated or predicted test results and prophetical ex-
amples (paper examples) are permitted in patent applica-
tions. Working examples correspond to work actually
performed and may describe tests which have actually
been conducted and results that yvere achieved Paper
examples describe the manner and process of making an
embodiment of the invention which has not actually
been conducted. Paper examples should not be repre-
sented as work actually done. No results should be rep-
resented as actual results unless they have actually been
achieved. Paper examples should not be described using
the past tense."

^nln^,,!""' ^"^ ''*^' paragraphs of MPEP section
707.07(1) are being deleted,

DONALD J, QUIGG,
Deputy Commissioner

of Patents and Trademarks.

[1018 0,G, 27]

Apr, 15, 1982,

EXAMINATION OF APPLICATIONS
(65) Examination of Claims For Patentability

Under 35 U.S.C. 103

The purpose of this notice is to inform the public of
the current Patent and Trademark Office policy con-
cerning determinations of obviousness under 35 U S C
103 in view of the recent Supreme Court decision in
Sakraida v, Ag Pro, 189 USPQ 449 (1976).
The following text is a copy of a memorandum issued

to all patent examining personnel relative to this topic
"A clarification of the policy of the Patent and Trade-
mark Office in the examination of claims for patentabili-
ty under 35 U.S.C, 103 seems in order at this time in
view of the Supreme Court's decision in Sakraida v Av
Pro. 189 USPQ 449 (decided April 20. 1976) which' is
similar to the Court's earlier decision in Anderson's-Bluck
Rock. Inc. V. Pavement Salvage Co.. 163 USPQ 67^ (de-
cided December 8. 1969). "Office policy has consistently
been to follow Graham v. John Deere Co.. 148 USPC^
4559 (decided February 21. 1966) in the consideration
and determination of obviousness under 35 I'.S.C. 103
The three factual inquiries enunciated therein as a back-
ground for determining obviousness are as follov\s;

1. Determination of the scope and content of the prior
art;

*

2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art
and the claims in issue; and

3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill m the pertinent
art.

"Attention is directed to MPEP Section 706 for a more
complete discussion of the application of the Graham
test. "The Supreme Court reaffirmed and relied upon
the Graham three-pronged test in its consideration .md
determination of obviousness in the fact situations pres-
ented in both the Ag Pro and Black Rock decisions. In
each case, the Court went on to discuss whether the
claimed combinations produced a 'new or different func-
tion' and 'a synergistic result.' but clearly decided
yyhether the claimed inventions were unobvious "on the
basis of the three-way test in Graham. Nowhere m its

decisions in those cases does the Court state that the
"neyv or different function' and 'synergistic result' tests
supersede a finding of unobviousness or obviousness un-
der the Graham test. "Accordingly, examiners should
continue to apply the test for patentability under 35
U.S.C. 103 set forth in Graham It should be noted that
the Supreme Court's application of the Graham test to

the fact circumstances in Ag Pro is somewhat stringent,
as It was m Black Rock."

C. MARSHALL DANN.
July 8, 1976. Commissioner of Patents

d Trademarks

[949 O G 3]

Claims Copied From Patents(66)

Applicants and their attorneys or agents are reminded
of the requirement of Rule 205(b) (37 CFR 1.205(b)) of
the Rules of Practice that "Where an applicant presents
a claim copied or substantially copied from a patent, he
must, at the time he presents the claim, identify the pa-
tent, give the number of the patented claim, and specifi-
cally apply the terms of the copied claim to his own dis-
closure, unless the claim is copied in response to a
suggestion b> the Office"
The requirement of Rule 205(b) (37 CFR 1.205(b))

applies to claims copied in an application at the time of
tiling as well as to claims copied in an amendment to a
pending application If an applicant, attorne>. or agent
presents a claim copied or substantially copied from a
patent without complymg with Rule "205(b) (37 CFR
1.2()5(b)l the examiner may be led into making an action
different from what he yvould haye made had he been in
possession of all the facts. Therefore, failure to comply
with Rule 205(b) (37 CFR I 205(b)). when submitting a
claim copied from a patent, may result in the issuance of
an Order To Show Cause why the application should
not be stricken from the files of the Patent Office If a
satisfactory answer is not filed within the period set m
the Order it may be necessary to strike the application
under Rule 56 (37 CFR I 56)

'

This reminder is being published to emphasize to ap-
plicants and their attorneys or agents the importance of
complying with the requirement of Rule 205(b) (,n CFR
1.205(b)) at the time the claim is copied

WILLIAM FELDMAN,
Apr. 10. I')74. Acting Assistant Commissioner

for Patents

[«)22 () G 442]

a

re

(67) Translations of Foreign Language References

Frequently. Office actions cite references that are in
forergn language. In the eyent a translation of the enti.,.
text or portion of the text of the reference is readily
available in the examiners' search files, a ci>p> of the
translation will normally be included y^ith the Office ac-
tion. Howeyer, applicants are cautioned that the inclu-
sion of a translation with a foreign language reference
should not be construed to mean thai the examiner used
or relied on the translation, or that ii is accurate or an
official translation made by the Patent and Trademark
Office

While this seryice may be infrcqueni. it could be in-

cicased by the submission of iransiaiions b> the appli-
cant to the Office. AccordingK. it is requested that
Iranslau.Mis ol loicign language M.-lererues he ir.iiisiiiii-

ted to the Office, and in particular be :raiismiiled with
the response lo the Offiee aclK-n cir in a separate en\e-
lope addressed lo: Commissioner of Patents ami Trade-
marks. Washington. DC 20231 In .iJdition, it would be
of great assistance lo the Office in u].ud itie tMiisLmon,
if the translation c:irrieii the (\ilKi\Mrig "

I ,in ideniific.i-

Iion ol the foreign language reference .md. uhere p(»ssi-

ble 2. Its location in 'he e\aniiners" se.ircli files (eg lo-

cation sh(^uld be known if teference u.is cited m IWk\
aetion) If indentifsmg informaiior. is iii>i ayaiLible. the
incoming iraiislalion sliould carr\ the name "Scu-ntifu
I.ibrar\" thereon so th.it it can be piocessed h\ the I i-

brary

\MI MAM n I n.MAN
Oct. 26. l^r?. Di'pun- .h\^'i\."il L\"rni;^si, fur

,'i'r P^hr.ls

h)«4 (>(i 24)
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(68) Restriction Between Inventions

The practice set out in the notice of June 20, 1968
(852 O.G. 509) is hereby revised as follows.

Under the statute an application may properly be re-

quired to be restricted to one of two or more claimed
inventions only if they are able to support separate pa-
tents and they are either independent or distinct.

If it is demonstrated that two or more claimed inven-
tions have no disclosed relationship ("independent"), re-

striciion should be required, and it is not necessary to

further show that the claimed inventions are distinct. If

it is demonstrated that two or more claimed inventions
have a disclosed relationship ("dependent"), then a

showing of distinctness is required to substantiate a re-

striction requirement.

Where inventions are neither independent nor distinct,

one from the other, or they are not sufficiently different

to support more than one patent, their joinder in a single

application must be permitted.

Every requirement to restrict has two aspects. (1) the
reasons (as distinguished from the mere statement of
conclusion) why the inventions as claimed are either in-

dependent or distinct, and (2) the reasons for insisting

upon restriction therebetween.
In order to support a requirement to restrict between

combination and subcombination inventions, two-way
distinctness must be demonstrated.

If it can be shown that a combination, as claimed (1)
does not require the particulars of the subcombination as
claimed for patentability, and (2) the subcombination can
be shown to have utility either by itself or in other and
different relations, the inventions are distinct. When
these factors cannot be shown, such inventions are not
distinct.

Two or more claimed subcombinations, disclosed as
usable together in a single combination, and which can
be shown to be separately usable, are usually distinct

from each other.

In applications claiming inventions in different statuto-
ry categories only one-way distinctness is needed to sup-
port a restriction requirement. For example, in applica-
tions containing claims to both process and apparatus,
distinctness may be shown if (1) the process as claimed
can be practiced by hand or by another materially dif-

ferent apparatus, or (2) the apparatus as claimed can be
used to practice another and materially different process.
As in the notice of May 1, 1974 concerning Markush-

Typc claims (922 O.G. 1016), if the search and examina-
tion of an entire application can be made without serious
burden, the examiner is encouraged to examine it on the
merits, even though it includes claims to distinct or inde-
pendent inventions.

Apr. 9, 1975.

WILLIAM FELDMAN,
Deputy Assistant Commissioner

for Patents.

[934 O.G. 450]

(69) Revised Practice Re Markush-Type Claims

This notice deals with Markush-type generic claims
which include a plurality of alternatively usable sub-
stances ox members. In most cases, a recitation by enu-
meration is used because there is no appropriate or true
generic language. In many cases, the Markush-type
claims include independent and distinct inventions. This
is true where two or more of the members are so unre-
lated and diverse that a prior art reference anticipating
the claim with respect to one of the members would not
render the claim obvious under 35 U.S.C. 103 with re-

spect to the other member(s).
In applications containing claims of that nature, the

Examiner may require a provisional election of a single
species prior to examination on the merits. The provi-
sional election will be given effect in the event that the
Markush-type claim will be examined fully with respect
to the elected species and further to the extent necessary
to determine patentability. Should the Markush-type

claim be found not allowable, examination will be limit'

ed to the Markush-type claim and claims to the elected

species, with claims drawn to species patentably distinct

from the elected species held withdrawn from further

consideration.

As an example, in the case of an application with a

Markush-type claim drawn to the compound C-R,
wherein R is a radical selected from the group consist-

ing of A, B, C, D, and E, the Examiner may require a

provisional election of a single species, CA, CB, CC,
CD, or CE. The Markush-type claim would then be ex-

amined fully with respect to the elected species and any
species considered to be clearly unpatentable over the

elected species. If on examination the elected species is

found to be anticipated or rendered obvious by prior art,

the Markush-type claim and claims to the elected species

shall be rejected, and claims to the non-elected species

would be held withdrawn from further consideration.

As in the prevailing practice, a second action on the re-

jected claims would be made final.

On the other hand, should no prior art be found that

anticipates or renders obvious the elected species, the

search of the Markush-type claim will be extended. If

prior art is then found that anticipates or renders obvi-

ous the Markush-type claim with respect to a non-elected

species, the Markush-type claim shall be rejected and
claims to the non-elected species held withdrawn from
further consideration. The prior art search, however,
will not be extended unnecessarily to cover all non-
elected species. Should applicant, in response to this re-

jection of the Markush-type claim, overcome the rejec-

tion, as by amending the Markush-type claim to exclude
the species anticipated or rendered obvious by the prior

art, the amended Markush-type claim will be re-exam-
ined. The prior art search will be extended to the extent

necessary to determine patentability of the Markush-type
claim. In the event prior art is found during the re-ex-

amination that anticipates or renders obvious the

amended Markush-type claim, the claim will be rejected

and the action made final. Amendments submitted after

the final rejection further restricting the scope of the

claim will not be entered.

If the members of the Markush group are sufficiently

few in number or so closely related that a search and ex-

amination of the entire claim can be made without Kri-
ous burden, the Examiner is encouraged to examine all

claims on the merits, even though they are directed to

independent and distinct inventions. In such a case, the
Examiner will not follow the above procedure and will

not require restriction.

This notice supersedes the practice set out in 922 O.G.
1016. dated May 1. 1974.

Although the above practice is now in effect, a rule

change proposal is also being considered to provide for

prosecution of multiple inventions in a single patent ap-

plication by submission of additional fees.

DONALD W. BANNER,
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks,

[976 O.G. 128]

Oct. 23, 1978.

(70) Revised Procedures for Recording Searches
and Considerations of Certain Prior Art

In order to provide a more complete, accurate and
uniform record of what has been searched and consid-

ered by the examiner for each application the Patent and
Trademark Office has established revised procedures for

recording search data in the application file. Such a

record is of importance to anyone evaluating the
strength and validity of a patent, particularly if the pa-
tent is involved in litigation. These new procedures will

also facilitate the printing of certain search data on pa-
tents.

Under the revised procedures, searches are separated
into two categories and listed, as appropriate, in either

the "SEARCHED" box or a newly added "SEARCH
NOTES" box on the file jacket.
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Until file jackets cart be reprinted to include a second
search data box. all file jackets for new applications will

.ifVt t
"SEARCH NOTES" box stamped therein by

•n u
'^°°'"- "^ additional space is required, entries

will be continued on the outside right flap of the file
jacket.

The revised procedures will apply to all new applica-
yO"8 '" ^*"*^^ '^^ '"'"' search is made after April I.

1977 and do not affect the manner in which references
are hsted on the form PTO-892. "Notice of References
Cited.

' Appropriate changes in the Manual of Patent
Examining Procedure Will be made.

A. SEARCHED" Box Entries

Search entries made here, except those for search up-
dates (see item A. 3 below), will be printed under "Field
of Search" on the patent front page. Therefore, the fol-
lowing searches will be recorded in the "SEARCHED"
box by the examiner along with the date and the exam-
iner's initials, according to the following guidelines:

1. A complete search of a subclass, including all United
States and foreign patent documents and other pub-
lications placed therein. The complete classification
(class and subclass) will be recorded.

2. A limited search of a subclass, for example, a search
that is restricted to an identifiable portion of the pa-
tent documents placed therein. If. however, only
the publications in a subclass are searched, such an
entry is to be made under "SEARCH NOTES"
rather than under "SEARCHED." (See item B. 4
below.)

The class and subclass, followed by the information
defining the portion of the subclass searched in pa-
renthesis, will be recorded.

3. An update ofa search previously made.
This search entry will be recorded in a manner to
indicate clearly which of the previously recorded
searches have been updated, followed by the ex-
pression "(updated)." Search update, entries, al-
though recorded in the "SEARCHED" box, will
not be printed.

When a search made in a parent application is

updated during the exaihination of a continuing ap-
plication, those searches updated, followed by
"(updated from parent S.N )" will be record-
ed. If the parent has been patented, the patent num-
ber "Pat. N. " instead of serial number in the
above phrase will be recorded.

4. A mechaniz/ed search of a file of documents in a spe-
cific art, c^onducted by using key terms to retrieve
documents. The name of the mechanized search sys-
tem as it appears in the following list will be re-
corded along with the expression "MS File" to indi-
cate mechanized search file.

Mechanized Search Systems

Termatrex Systems:

Automatic Fuel Controls
Boots & Shoes
Chemical Testing
Combined Fasteners
Electrical Contact Materials
Surface Bonding Using Critical Metal

Edge-Notched Card System:

Fluid Devices

Punch Card Systems:

Electrolysis

Organometallics
Steroids

Computer Controlled Microfiche Search Systems
(CCMSS):

A-D Convertors
Digital Data Processing Systems
Special Purpose Digital Processing Systems

When a search with a Termatrex or Edge-Notched
card system is conducted, the examiner will com-
plete form PTO-1041 in two copies, recording all

queries searched, even those which yield only non-
relevant documents. All d(x:uments returned by the
system in response to a query which are not actual-
ly reviewed will have an "X" drawn through their

associated access and patent numbers. When con-
ducting a search with a Punched Card system, the
examiner will place in the application file the Code
Sheet on which the terms searched have been
marked along with the machine tape listing the doc-
uments retrieved. Any document not actually re-

viewed will have an "X" drawn through that docu-
ment's number on the listing.

When conducting a search with the CCMSS search
systems, the machine-produced search report,
which lists the terms and tagged documents, will be
placed in the application file on the right fiap of the
file jacket. Any lagged document not actually re-
viewed will have an "X" drawn through that docu-
ment number on the search report.

B. "SEARCH NOTES" Box Entries

Entries made in the "SEARCH NOTES" box are of
equal importance to those placed in the "SEARCHED"
box; however, these entries will not be printed on any
resulting patent They are intended to complete the ap-
plication file record of areas and/or documents consid-
ered by ihe examiner m the search. The examiner will
record the following searches in the "SEARCH
NOTES" box and in the manner indicated, with each
search dated and initialled:

I.,4 cursory search, or scanning, of a subclass, i.e.. a
search usually made to determine if the documents
cia.ssified there are relevant The classification will
be recorded, followed by "(Cursory)."

2, A consultation with other examiners to determine if

relevant search fields exist in their areas of exper-
tise. The class and subclass discussed, if not actually
searched, will be recorded, followed by "(consult-
ed)." This entry may also include the name of the
examiner consulted and the art unit.

3. A search of a publication not located within the clas-
sified patent file. e.g.. a library search, a text btiok
search, a Chemical Abstracts search, etc The fol-
lowing data will be recorded for each type of litera-
ture search:

a. Abstracting publications, such as Chemical Ab-
.stracts or the Engineering Index—the name of
the publication, the list of terms consulted in the
index and the period covered will be recorded

b. Periodicals—The title and period or volumes cov-
ered, as appropriate will be recorded.

c. Books—The title and author, edition or date, as
appropriate, will be recorded.

d. Other types of literature not specifically mentioned
above (i.e.. catalogs, manufacturer's literature,
private collections, etc.).

Unless the search is a cursory or browsing one,
data as necessary to provide unique identification
of material searched will be recorded. Specific
materials cited by the examiner will not be re-
corded again here.

e. Computer search in Scientific Library—An on-line
computerized literature searching service which
uses key terms and index terms to liKate relevant
publications in many large bibliographic data bas-
es is available to examiners in the Scientific Li-
brary of the Patent and Trademark Office. A
member of the library staff is assigned to assist
examiners m selecting key terms and to program
the search.

There are two on-line search systems: The
Lockheed Information Systems and the SDC
Search Service.

These search systems include many data bases.
A copy of the search printoui will be made and
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placfJ in tlic applicalKMi file, attached to the nizht

flap of the file jacket

The examiner will also indicate which publica-

tions were reviewed b\ initialling and dating the

copy of the printout in the left margin adjacent to

each reviewed publication. If only an abstract of

a diKument was reviewed, the note of "ck'ed

ahst." will be made next to the initials and date If

the complete document was reviewed, the note

"ck'ed doc."' will be placed with the initials and

date

4. A search of only the puhLcalions in a subclass. The
class and subclass followed by "(publications only)"

will be recorded.

5. A review of url i.itcd in a parent application or in an

original patent, as required for all continuing and

reissue applications, or a review of art cited in relat-

ed applications or patents mentioned within the

specification, such as those included to provide

background of the invention The serial number of a

parent application that is still Pending or aban-

doned, followed by "refs. checked" or "refs. ck'ed"

will be recorded. If for any reason niit all of the ref-

erences are checked because ihey are not available

or clearly not relevant, such exceptions will be not-

ed. The patent number of a parent or related appli-

cation that was patented or of an vinginal patent

now being reissued will be recorded along with the

expressions "refs. checked " or "refs ck'ed."

C. Sot Recorded
|

The following data will not be recorded in either of

the search boxes, bui will be noted in the application file

as indicated below
1 Citations of prior art hy applicants conf(>rmini; to Ruk

yfi and the practice thereunder

In each instance where all prior art referred to m a

paper placed in the application file is considered.

the examiner will place the notation "all ck'ed " and
his or her initials adjacent lo the citation

2. Citations of prior art hy applicants nut ionformim^ to

Rule ^M and the practice thereunder

In eacli instance where an examiner considers, bul

does not cite on form PTC)-892. specific prior art

referred to m a paper placed in ihe application file.

the examiner will place a notatuMi adj.icent to the

reference. If all the references referred to in such a

paper are reviewed, the .examiner will place the no-

tation "all ck'ed" and his or her milials adjacent the

citation If included in the specification, the examin-

er will write his or her initials adjacent to any refer-

ence(s) checked and enter "checked" or "ck ed " in

the left margin opposite the initials. If presented in a

separate paper or in the remarks of an amendment,
the examiner's initials and "checked" or "ck'ed"

will be entered adjacent to the citation(s) oi \^ her

ever possible u> indicate clearly those checked

rem: d teotmf.yhr.
Feb 22. W77 Assistant Commissioner

for f'aienis

[''•^. O.G 154fi]

(71) Prior .Art Cited by Applicants

Effective immediately, applicants arc encouraged to

use new l\)rm P 10-144^'. i.isi of Prior .Xrt Cited b\

Applicant." when preparing .i prior art statement under

37 CFR 1.W7-1.W A cop\\)f the form is included here-

with from which suitable reproductions can be made
This form, which will enable applicants to provide the

PTO with a uniform listina of prior art citation, super-

sedes form PT{)-.V72

While the filing of prior art statements is voluntary.

the procedure is governed by the guidelines of Section

60*) of the Manual of Patent Eixamining Procedure ami
37 CFR 1>'7 through \9^. Vo he considered a proper

prior art statement, form P'r()-144'J shall be accompa-
nied by an explanation of relevance of each listed item, a

copy of each listed patent or publication or other item

of information and a translation of the pertinent portions

of foreign documents (if an existing translation is readily

available to the applicant), and should be submitted in a

timely manner as set out in MPEP Sec. 609.

Examiners will consider all prior art citations submit-

ted in conformance with 37 CFR 1.98 and MPEP Sec.
60*^ and place their initials adjacent the citations in the

boxes provided on the form. Examiners will also initial

citations not in conformance with the guidelines which
may have been considered. A reference may be consid-

ered by the examiner for any reason whether or not the

citation is in full conformance with the guidelines. A
line will be drawn through a citation if it is not in con-

formance with the guidelines and has not been consid-

ered A copy of the submitted form, as reviewed by the

examiner, will be returned to the applicant with the next

communication. The original of the form will be entered

into the application file.

Each citation initialed by the examiner will be printed

on the issued patent in the same manner as prior art cit-

ed by the examiner on form PTO-892.
The reference designations "AA," "AB." etc. (refer-

ring to applicant's reference A, Applicant's reference B,

etc.) will be used by the examiner in the same manner as

examiner's reference designations "A," "B," "C," etc. on
Office Action Form PTO-1142.

WILLIAM FELDMAN.
Aug 15, 19S0. Deputy Assistant Commissioner

for Patents.

[998 O.G. 8]

(72) F^xpress Abandonments

Flxperience i>ver the past several months has indicated

the need to clarify and re-emphasize existing practice re-

kiarding express abandonments submitted under 37 CFR
T 138

Since I96h, when Rule 138 was revised, it is no longer

required that the applicant and the assignee of record, if

any, sign an express abandonment. The revised rule indi-

cates that a patent application may be expressly aban-

doned by an attorney or agent of record. Therefore, pri-

or lo signing a declaration of express abandonment of a

patent application, it is imperative that the attorney or

agent of record exercise every precaution in ascertaining

that the abandiuiment of the application is in accordance
with the desires and best interests of the applicant.

Moreover, special care should be taken to insure that

the appropriate application from a group of related ap-

plications IS correctly identified in the letter of abandon-
ment
A declaration of abandonment signed by the applicant

oi Ins attorney or agent of record becomes effective

v^hen an appropriate otTicial of the Office takes action in

recogmiion of the declaration. When so recognized, the

dale of abandonment may be the date of recognition or

a diffeieiii date if so specified in the declaration itself.

for example, where a continuing application is filed

with a request to abandon the prior application as of the

filing date accorded the continuing application, the date

of the abandonment of the prior application will be in

.iccordance with the request once it is recognized.

Action in recognition of an express abandonment may
take the form i^f an acknowledgement by the examiner

or the Patent Issue Division of the receipt of the express

abandonmenl. indicating that it is in compliance with 37

CFR I I3S (see Section 71101 MPEP). Alternatively.

recognition may be no more than the transfer of draw-
ings to a new application pursuant to instructions which
include a request to abandon the application containing

the drawings to be transferred (see 37 CFR 1.60 and

Section 608 ()2(i) MPEP).
It IS suggested that divisional applications being sub-

mitted under 37 CFR 1 60 be reviewed before filing to

ascertain whether the prior application should be aban-

doned Recent experience reveals that some divisional

applications are being filed under 37 CFR 1.60 with re-
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quests to transfer the drawings from, and abandon, the
prior application. Following the recognition of the aban-
donment, the attorney or agent signing the request in-

forms the Office that the request was made by mistake
for any one of a number of reasons Care should be ex-
ercised in situations such as these as the Office looks on
express abandonments as acts of deliberation, intentional-
ly performed.
Another common situation involves the submission of

an express abandonment following the allowance of an
application The express abandonment may not be recog-
nized unless It is actually received by appropriate offi-

cials in time to act before the dale of issue. In those
cases, once a patent number and issue date have been
assigned t() the application, it is considered loo late to

act on the express abandonment unless a petition under
Rule 313(b) or Rule 183 is granted (see Section 71101 of
MPEP)

WILLIAM FELDMAN.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner

for Patents.

(934 O.G 2]

Apr. 7. 1975.

(73) Notice of Abandonment for Failure to

Prosecute Application

FLffective immediately the Patent Examining Corps
will mail a communication, concerning all applications

becoming abandoned in the Corps for failure to prose-

cute, to the correspondence address of record
Ihe communication to be mailed will merely com-

prise a copy of the first page of the Office action, to

which applicant failed to properly respond, the copy in-

cluding stamped language thereon indicating that the ap-

plication has become abandoned and the date that the

copy was mailed. Ihe language stamped on the copy
will be as follows: APPLICATION HAS BECOMi:
AHANDONIvD FHIS NOIICE MAILED
In no case will the mere failure to receive a notice of
abandonment affect the status of an abandoned applica-

tion.

This new procedure should enable applicants lo lake

appropriate and ililigent action to reinstate an applica-

tion inadvertently abandoned for failure \o timely re-

spond to an official communication. In most cases, a pe-

tition to revive under 37 CFR 1 137 will be the appro-
priate remedy. It may be that a response to the Office

action was mailed to Ihe Office with a certificate ol'

mailing declaration as a part thereof (notice of October
26. 1976: 951 OG. I.U2) but was not received in the Of-

fice. In this instance, adequate relief may be available bv

means of a petition to withdraw the holding of abandon-
menl.

In any instance, if action is not taken promptly afier

receiving the notice of abandonment, appropriate relief

inay not be granted.

If a lack of diligent action is predicated on the conten-
tion that neither the Office action nor the notice ot

abandonment was received, one may presume that there

IS a problem with the correspondence address of record
Accordingly, your attention is directed to recent ntHices

of May 2H.' 1975. and September 9. 147(i. dealing with
changes of address (935 OCi. 1352 and 951 (Xi 454|

In essence, it is imperative that a paper notifying the Of
fice of a change of address be filed promptly in eath ap-

plication in which the correspondence address is lo be

changed
If an application is abandimed or a patent lapsed for

an excessive time a terminal disclaimer may be required

A terminal disclaimer may also be required v\here (he

hc^lding of abandonmenl or lapse is withdrawn hut a de
termination is made that action attempting \o correct the

pri>blem should have been taken in a nn>re diligent man-
ner

WII I lAM 111 DMAN.
May 9. l')77. Deputy .\ssi\iant (.'omniissinner

/or Patents.

[959 O c;. 24]

(74) Requirement for a Response L'nder

37 CFR L 1 36 and M 37 Where a

Continuing Application is Being Filed.

1 his notice is intended to clarify the requirements for

a response as required by 37 CFR 1 136 or 1 137 in situ-

ations involving a petitu)n for extension of lime or a pe-

tition to revive an abandoned application for the pur-

pose of filing a continuing application

In those instances where an extension of time or a

revival of an abandoned application is sought solely for

the purpose of filing a continuing apphcatmn under 35

use. 120 and where the prior application is to be

abandoned in favor of the continuing application, ihe fil-

ing of a response as required by 37 CFR 1111. 1 113.

1.192 or other regulation is considered to be an unneces-
sary expenditure of resources hy the applicant Accord-
ingly, in these situations, the Patent and Trademark Of-
fice will accept the filing of a continuing application as a

response under 37 CFR I 136 or I 137

To facilitate processing by the Office, any such peti-

tion for extension of time or petition to revive should
specifically refer lo the filing of a ct)ntinuiiig applic.ition

and also include an express abandonmenl of the prn»r

applicalion conditioned upon the granting <A the petition

and the granting of a filing date to the continuing appli-

cation

Cii:RAl D J MOSSINCiHOl F.

May 13. 1983 Commissioner of Patents

and / radernarks

[1031 0(i 11]

(75) Procedure for IfandlinK Amendments
under 37 CFR 1.1 16

On Oct 1. 19h2. pursuant \o Public I .iw ')" 247. ihc

Patent and Irademark Office discontinued the previous
practice in patent applications of extending wiifiout lee

the shorteneil statutory period for response to a final re-

jection upon the filing of a limeK first resp<nise to a fi-

nal rejection (H CFR 1.116) Since Oct 1. I^h2. appli-

cants are able to obtain additional lime lor .i first or

subsequent resptinse lo a final reieciion b\ petitioning

and paying the appropriate fee under '" CFR 1 n6(.i),

provided the ailditional time does not exccd ihe six

month siatutorv pern>d

In order to continue lo encourage the earlv filing ot

any first response afler a final rejection .ind lo lake caie
of any situations in which the evamiiier does not iimelv

respond to .i first response afier final reiection which is

filed early in Ihe peruni for response, the t)tfice is

changing the manner in which the period lor response is

set on anv final rejection mailed afier Feb 2". |9K^

L'nder the changed procedure, it an applic.mi inuiallv

respoiuls within tv\o months trom the dale ot m.iilinp ot

any final rejection selling a three-month shortened siatu-

lory period tor response and (he Olt'ice does ni>i mail an
advisory action until afier the end of iIk' ihree-monih
shortened siatiilorv period, the period lt>r response lot

purposes of determining the amount ol anv evtension lee

\mII be the date on which the Ofi'ice mails the .ulvisoiv

aclK^n advising applicani of the status ot the .ipplkaiioii.

but in no event c.m the perioil exierul bevond six months
from the liate ol the fin.il reieclion I his procedure will

apply only lo a first response lo a lin.il reieclion and
will be implemented bv including the follow ing lan-

guage in each final rejeclKin mailed alter Feb 27, I'»H'

.\ shorteneil st.itutorv peritu) tor lesponse to this fi-

nal actiiMi IS set li) expire three months from the dale
iif this actum In the event .i first response is filed

within two montlis of the m.'.ilmg d.ite of ihis final

.iclion .ind the advisory action is not maik\i until .il-

Ii r the end ot the three-month shorlened staliitory

perioil. tlieti the sluirteiu'd st.itutorv period will ex-

pire on the d.ite llu' .idvisorv .iciion is nKiileii. .ind

.mv eMension fee piirsuaiU lo ^' CFR I MMa) will

be calcul.iled from the m:iiling d.ite ot thi- , idvisorv
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action. In no event will the statutory period for re-

sponse expire later than six months from the date of

this final action.

For example, if applicant initially responds within two
months from the date of mailing of a final rejection and

the examiner mails an advisory action before the end of

three months from the date of mailing of the final rejec-

tion, the shortened statutory period will expire at the

end of three months from the date of mailing of the final

rejection. In such a case, any extension fee would then

be calculated from the end of the three-month period. If

the examiner, however, does not mail an advisory action

until after the end of three months, the shortened statu-

tory period will expire on the date the examiner mails

the advisory action and any extension fee may be calcu-

lated from that date.

Statutory periods set in Office actions mailed before

Feb. 28, 1983, will not be effected by this change in pro-

cedure.

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF.
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[1027 OG 71]
,

Jan. 14. 1983.

(76) New Procedures for Recordation of Interviews

This notice establishes within the Patent and Trade-

mark Office additional general procedures for the recor-

dation of interviews. Proposed procedures were

published in the Official Gazette of June 28. 1977 (959

O.G. 36) for comment from interested members of the

public by August 10, 1977. Fifteen written comments
were received the majority of which were favorable to

the proposed procedures. Careful consideration has been

given to the comments and the procedures are being

adopted with a few changes.

Under present practice it is the responsibility of the

applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substance

of an interview of record in the application file, unless

the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It is the ex-

aminer's responsibility to see that such a record is made
and to correct material inaccuracies which bear directly

on the question of patentability as set forth in section

713.04 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure

(MPEP). This practice is continued and further ampli-

fied as set forth below.

Recent surveys have indicated that the substance of

many interviews has not been made of record or the text

thereof is incomplete as to substantive matters. In some
cases, the substance of'an interview may be presented as

arguments in a subsequent response filed by the appli-

cant but without any indication that they had been pres-

ented at the interview. In order to help insure a better

record of examiner-applicant interviews in application

files, the following new procedures are adopted to be-

come effective for interviews conducted on and after

January 1, 1978. Appropriate changes will be made in

the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP).
Examiners will complete a two-sheet carbon interleaf

Interview Summary Form for each interview held

where a matter of substance has been discussed by

checking the appropriate boxes and filling in the blanks

in neat handwritten form. Discussions regarding only

procedural matters, directed solely to restriction require-

ments (for which interview recordation is otherwise pro-

vided for in Section 812.01 of the MPEP), or pointing

out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office

actions or the like, are excluded from the interview re-

cordation procedures below.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an ap-

propriate paper number, placed in the file and listed on

the "Contents" list on the file wrapper. The docket and

serial register cards will not be updated to reflect this in-

terview. In a personal interview, the duplicate copy of

the Form will be removed and given to the applicant (or

attorney or agent) at the conclusion of the interview. In

the case of a telephonic interview, the copy will be

mailed to the applicant's correspondence address either

with or prior to the next official communication. If addi-

tional correspondence from the examiner before an al-

lowance is not likely or if other circumstances dictate,

the Form will be mailed promptly after the telephonic

interview rather than with the next official communica-

tion. The original of the completed Form will be made

of record and placed in the right hand flap of the file.

The Form provides for recordation of the following

information:

—Serial Number of the application

—Name of applicant

—Name of examiner
—Date of interview

—Type of interview (personal or telephone)

—Name of participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent,

etc.)

—An indication whether or not an exhibit was shown
or a demonstration conducted
—An identification of the claims discussed

—An identification of the specific prior art discussed

—An indication whether an agreement was reached

and if so, a description of the general nature of the

agreement (may be by attachment of a copy of

amendments or claims agreed as being allowable).

(Agreements as to allowability are tentative and do
not restrict further action by the examinee to the con-

trary.)

—The signature of the examiner who conducted the

interview

—Names of other Patent and Trademark Office per-

sonnel present.

The Form also contains a statement reminding the ap-

plicant of his responsibility to record the substance of

the interview.

It is desirable that the examiner orally remind the ap-

plicant of his obligation to record the substance of the

interview in each case unless both applicant and examin-

er agree that the examiner will record same. Where the

examiner agrees to record the substance of the inter-

view, or when it is adequately recorded on the Form or

in an attachment to the Form, the examiner will check a

box at the bottom of the Form informing the applicant

that he need not supplement the Form by submitting a

separate record of the substance of the interview.

It should be noted, however, that the Interview Sum-
mary Form will not be considered a complete and prop-

er recordation of the interview unless it includes, or is

supplemented by the applicant or the examiner to in-

clude, all of the applicable items required below con-

cerning the substance of the interview:

The complete and proper recordation of the substance

of any interview should include at least the following

applicable items:

1)A brief description of the nature of any exhibit

shown or any demonstration conducted.

2) an identification of the claims discussed.

3) an identification of specific prior art discussed.

4) an identification of the principal proposed amend-
ments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these

are already described on the Interview Summary
Form completed by the examiner.

5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the

principal arguments presented to the examiner. The
identification of arguments need not be lengthy or

elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description

of the arguments is not required. The identification

of the arguments is sufficient if the general nature

or thrust of the principal arguments made to the ex-

aminer can be understood in the context of the ap-

plication file. Of course, the applicant may desire to

emphasize and fully describe those arguments which

he feels were or might be persuasive to the examin-

er.

6) a general indication of any other pertinent matters

discussed, and

7) if appropriate, the general results or outcome of the

interview unless already described in the Interview

Summary Form completed by the examiner.
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Examiners are expected to carefully review the aopli-
cantV record of the substance of an interview. Ir the
record is not complete or accurate, the examiner will
take appropriate action as set forth in MPEP Section
713.04. If the record is complete and accurate, the exam-
iner should place the indication "Interview record OK"
on the paper recording the substance of the interview
along with the date and the examiner's initials.

Aug. 30, 1977.

C. MARSHALL DANN,
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[962 O.G. 21)

(77) Statements Filed Under Atomic Energy Act
And NASA Act

Attention is called to the provisions of section 152 of
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2182) and
section 305(c) of the National Aeronautics and Space
Act of 1958 (42 U.S.C. 2457). These statutes provide
that the title to inventions useful in the production or
utilization of special nuclear material or atomic energy,
made or conceived in the course of or under any con-
tract, subcontract, or arrangement entered into with or
for the benefit of the Atomic Energy Commission, and
any invention made in the performance of any work un-
der any contract of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, shall H)e vested in the United Stales.
They also provide that no patent may be granted for
any invention useful in the production or utilization of
special nuclear material or atomic energy, or which in

the opinion of the Commissioner has i^ignificant utility in

the conduct of aeronautical or space activities, unless the
applicant files with his application or within 30 days af-

ter request therefor by the Commissioner, a statement
under oath setting forth (a) the full facts in regard to the
making or conception of the invention, and (b) the situa-
tion with regard to the contractual relationships involv-
ing the Commission or the Administration. Careful at-
tention should be given the exact wording of the
requirements of whichever of these sections is pertinent
in order to assure that all of the requirements are met.
Since the duly of requiring the statements is placed by
law on the Commissioner of Patents, it is incumbent on
the Commissioner to determine whether the statements
are timely filed and sufficient in substance to comply.
Since these laws do not provide for any extension of the
30-day period or for reviving an applicaton which has
become abandoned for failure to file a proper statement,
it is important that such statements be timely filed and
that they do so comply in order to avoid loss of valu-
able patent rights.

The "full facts" involved in the conception and mak-
ing of an invention should include those which are
unique to thai invention. The use of form paragraphs or
printed forms which set forth only broad generalized
statements of fact is not ordinarily regarded as meeting
the requirements of these statutes.

This office has construed the word "applicant" in

both of these statutes to mean the inventor or joint in-

ventors in person. Accordingly, in the ordinary situa-

tion, the statements must be signed by the inventor or
joint inventors, if available. This construction is consis-
tent with the fact that no other person could normally
be more knowledgeable of the "full facts concerning the
circumstances under which such invention was made,"
(42 U.S.C. 2457) or. "full facts surrounding the making
or conception of the invention or discovery" (42 U.S.C.
2182).

In instances where an applicant does not have first-

hand knowledge whether the invention involved work
under any contract, subcontract, or arrangement with or
for the benefit of the Atomic Energy Commission, or

had any relationship to any work under any contract of
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and
includes in his statement information of this nature de-

rived from others, his statement should identify the

source of his information. Alternatively, the statement

by the applicant could be accompanied by a supplemen-
tal declaration or oath, as to the contractual matters, by
the assignee or other person, e.g., an employee thereof,

who has the requisite knowleidge.
Where an applicant is deceased or incompetent, or

where it is shown to the satisfaction of this Office that

he refuses to furnish a statement or cannot be reached
after diligent efforts, declarations or statements under
oath setting forth the information required by the statutes

may be accepted from an officer or employee of the as-

signee who has sufficient knowledge of (he facts. The of-

fer of such substitute statements should be based on the
actual unavailability of or refusal by the applicant, rather
than mere inconvenience. Where it is shown that one of
Joint inventors is deceased or unavailable, a statement by
all of the other joint inventor(s) may be accepted.

WILLIAM FELDMAN,
Aug. 13, 1973. Deputy Assistant Commissioner

for Patents.

[914 O.G. 2]

Extension of Time Limit(78)

This notice is intended to clarify certain misunder-
standings and indicates the treatment given to reauests
for an extension of time in a situation where applicant
has been given a time limit to complete an otherwise in-

complete but bona fide attempt to respond to the previ-
ous Office action and advance the case to final action.

According to 37 CFR 1.135(c) when the applicant has
filed a response to an examiner's action but consider-
ation of some matter or compliance with some require-
ment has been inadvertently omitled, an opportunity to
explain and supply the omission may be given before the
question of abandonment is considered. According to
the M.P.E.P., Section 710.02(c), the examiner may give
applicant one month or the remainder of the period for
response, whichever is longer, to complete the response.
Neither the regulation nor the MPEP. indicate that

this time can be extended.
Under the regulation, the missing matter or lack of

compliance must be considered by the examiner as being
"inadvertently omitted." Once an inadvertent omission is

brought to the attention of the applicant, the question of
inadvertence no longer exists. Therefore, any further
time to complete the response would not be appropriate
under 37 CFR 1.135(c). Accordingly, no extension of
time will henceforth be granted in these situations.

WILLIAM FELDMAN.
Nov. 28. 1977. Deputy Assistant Commissioner

for Patents.

[965 O.G. 14]

(79) TITLE 37—PATENTS, TRADEMARKS
AND COPYRIGHTS

Chapter 1—Patent and Trademark OfTice, Department of
Commerce

Part 1—Rules of Practice in Patent Cases

Patent Examining and Appeal Procedures

On October 4, 1976 notice was given in the Federal
Register (41 FR 43729) of a proposal to amend sixteen
sections of Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations
relating lo patent examining and appeal procedures. In-

terested persons were invited to comment on the pro-
posal by December 7, 1976. One hundred seventy-five
written letters and statements were submitted. A hearing
was held in Arlington, Virginia on December 7, 1976 at

which 21 persons testified orally. Careful consideration
has been given lo all comments received and the propos-
al is being adopted with certain changes.
The regulations adopted involve all sections that were

proposed to be revised, amended or added—namely,
§§1.1 1. 1.14. 1.52. 1.56. 1.65, 1.69. 1.97. 1.98. 1.99. 1.109,

1.175. 1.194. 1. 196. 1.291. 1.292. and 1.346. Amendments
also arc being made in two sections which were not in-
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eluded in the published proposal— ?>{> 1.51 and 1 176

Since amendments to these sections are closely related

to the substance of matters notice and public comment
on these amendments are deemed unnecessary

In addition, amendments are being adopted which

were published for comment in two earlier, much less

extensive proposals that concerned availability of certain

flies for public inspection A notice of a proposed

amendment to 5;! 14(h) was published on June 4, 1974

(39 FR 147K6) A notice of a proposed amendment to

§1.1 Ha) was published on September 17, 1974 (39 FR
33376). No negative comments were submitted with re-

spect to either of these proposals and both are being

adopted \Mthout change

The text of the rules uill he reproduced in the Patent

and Trademark Office Official Gazette in about a month

with additions indicated by arrows and deletions indicat-

ed b\ brackets to help readers identify the changes A
transcript of the hearing, the letters ami vvrilteii state-

ments received, and a summarv and analysis of the com-

ments are available for public inspection in Room llFilO

,.f Crvsiai rici/a Huildii.g v 2021 Jefferson Davis High-

wa>. .Ariir.gtoM. Virginia.

Purpose of Rules '

"The purpose o\ the rules that are being adopteil is to

improve the qiKililv and reliability of issued patents b\

strengthening patent examining and appeal procedures

It IS desirable that patents be as dependable as possible.

so as l<< enhance the incentives provided bv the patent

system !o make inventions, to invest in research and de-

velopment. Ill put new or improved proiiucts on the

market, and to disclose inventions that otherwise vvnuid

be kept as trade secrets. It is believed that the rules be-

ing adopted vmII help to maintain strong patent

incentives

Ihe rules affc^rd patent owners an opportunity,

through the tiling of a reissue application, to obtain a

ruling from an examiner on the pertinence of additional

prior art after a patent has been issued The rules also

broaden the public's opportunity for participation in the

patent examining process, consistent with the limitations

of statute, the protection of trade secrets, and the need

t<i avoid making it unduly expensive to obtain a pateni

The rules set forth the dulv of candtu and good faith

which applicants have to the Patent and Trademark Of-

fice and encourage them to provide information about

the prior art in a way that will make it more useful to

e.xammers. .A provision for foreign language oaths by in-

dividuals who do not understand Fnglish is intended li>

make them more aware of their representations and of

their obligations

Under the rules more Patent and Trademark Office

decisions that could have important precedent value will

be available to the public, and some additional tiles will

be available for inspection Proceedings before the

Board of Appeals are modified to help avoid the issu-

ance of invalid patents. The rules encourage examiners

to see that persons inspecting the file history ot issued

patents will be able to tell why the case was allowed

Reissue Applications

Amended §1 175 permits a patent owner to have new

pnoT art considered by the Office by way of a reissue

application without making any changes in the claims or

specification. It is adopted with no change from the pro-

posal The requirement for an oath or declaration alleg-

ing that the reissue applicant believes "the original pa-

tent to be wholly or partly inoperative or invalid

is dispensed within Jj I 175(a) (1) unless the applicant be-

lieves that to be the case. Sectu)n 1 175(a) (4) recogni/es

that reissues may be filed to have the patentability of the

original patent considered in view of prior art or other

information relevant to patentability which was not

previously considered by the Office

Thus, a patentee may file a reissue if he believes his

patent is valid over prior art n(M previously considered

by the Office but would like to have a reexamination

The procedure may be used at any time during the life

of a patent During litigation, a federal court may. if it

chooses, stay proceedings to permit new art to be con-

sidered by the Office.

If a reissue application is filed as a result of new prior

art with no changes in the claims or specification and

the examiner finds the claims patentable over the new
art. the application will be rejected as lacking statutory

basis for a reissue, since 35 USC 251 dt>es not authorize

reissue of a patent unless it is deemed wholly or partly

iiu>perative or invalid. However, the record of prosecu-

tion of the reissue will indicate that the prior art has

been considered by the examiner.

A substantial majority of the comments received fa-

vored amended §1 175 as a means for improving the reli-

abilitv of patents and avoiding unnecessary litigation

costs. The negative comments generally questioned the

statutory authority of the Commissioner to adopt this

section .Authority for §1.175 is believed to exist in 35

L.SC b. which IS the Commissioner's rulemaking au-

thority, and in 35 U.S.C. 251 The latter section of the

statute requires that the patent be deemed whollv or

partly inoperative or invalid before a reissue may he

granted, hut does not require such a belief by the paten-

tee before a reissue application may be filed. The ease

law does not suggest that the approach of new

§l.|7?(aH4) is inconsistent with 35 I'.S.C. 251 ' Inas-

much as ^s ISC 251 IS a remedial provision,- it is be-

heved that a liberal interpretation is justified and that

adequate authority exists for the amended section.

.Amended §1 11(b) opens all reissue applications to in-

spection by the general public. Section 1 11(b) also pro-

vides for announcement of the filings of reissue applica-

tions in the OfJUuil (iuzette. This anni>uncement will

give interested members of the public an opportunity to

submit to the examiner information pertinent to patent-

abihly of the reissue application. The announcement will

include at least the filing date, reissue applicatu)!) and

original patent numbers, title, class and subclass, name of

the inventor, name of the owner of record, name of the

attorney or agent of record, and examining group to

which the reissue application is assigned Section I 11(b)

IS amended from the proposal to so indicate. Reissue ap-

plications already on file on the effective date of the sec-

tion will not be automatically open \o inspection and

will not be announced in the Official Gazcth: However,

a liberal policy will be followed in granting petitions for

access to individual applications already c^i file.

In order that members of the public may have time to

review the reissue application and submit pertinent in-

formation to the Office before the examiner's action,

§1 176 IS amended to provide that reissue applications

will no\ be acted on sooner than two months after the

Offuiat Gazcth announcement of filing.

A substantial majority of the comments received fa-

vored adoption of §1.1 1(b) The only opposition was

based upon a suggestion that no statutory authority ex-

ists However, since reissue applications contain no new

disclosure, and therefore no trade secrets or confidential

infi)rmation. they are considered to present a "special

circumstance" within the meaning of 35 U.S.C. 122

The insertion of "all" as the fifth word of the first sen-

tence of §1.1 Kb) IS for clarity. The word "furnished" is

changed to "obtained" in §1.1 1 for clarity.

Protests and Public Use ProceedinKS

Amended §§1291 and 1.292 give greater recognition

to the value of written protests and public use petitions

in avoiding the issuance of invalid patents.

A substantial majority of the comments favored these

sections and viewed them as imprt>ving the quality of is-

sued patents Entry of protests has been upheld in court.
'

'Six In r,- Clark. ^11 K 2d h2' 1X7 tSPQ 2(W (CCPA 1475), al fcKiliiotc

4 whin- \\k Lourl dcvlind lu decide whilticr it is proper to >>eek reissue

nierelv K- disclose uneited prior art See also In re Allenpohl. 500 t" 2d 1151.

jx^ ISt'O 'X (CCI'A 14741

Sec In r, Oda 441 V 2d I2(X). 170 ISPg 2hX (CCPA I47II

' Inlernalional Papi-r Co. v hihn-board Corp. hi F.R U Htt. IXI L'SPl.^

740 (D Del 14741
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Section 1.291(a) provides that public protests against
pending applications will be entered in the application
file and will, if they meet stated requirements, be consid-
ered by the examiner. To guarantee consideration by the
examiner, protests must be accompanied by copies of
prior art documents relied upon, although protests with-
out copies will not necessarily be ignored This is similar
to the requirement of new §1 98 that copies of patents
and publications accompany prior art statements Sec-
tion 1.291 does not contemplate permitting a protester to
participate as a party in further proceedings In the case
of applications available to the public, such as reissue

applications, the protester may file papers rebutting
statements made by the applicant. The examiner at his

discretion may request a protester to submit additional
written information or may provide extra time for com-
ments by a protester to be filed.

To ensure consideration by the examiner, all protests
must be timely submitted. Protests will generally be con-
sidered timely submitted, if they are filed before final re-

jection or allowance of the application by the examiner
The consideration given to protests filed after final re-

jection or allowance of the application by the examiner
will depend upon the relevance of the prior art docu-
ments submitted and the point in time at which they are
submitted. Obviously, if the prior art documents antici-

pate or clearly render obvious one or more claims they
will not knowingly be ignored. It must be recognized,
however, that the likelihood of consideration by the ex-
amjner decreases as the patent date approaches Accord-
ingly, protests must be filed early in order to ensure
their consideration.

The first sentence of §1.29 1(a) is deleted as unneces-
sary. Section 1.291(a) also is changed from the proposal
to make clear that it applies to pending applications and
that all protests will be referred to the examiner having
charge of the subject matter involved.

Section 1.291(b) incorporates the existing Office poli-

cy of permitting persons to submit prior art citations or
copies of prior art after a patent has been granted. The
section is changed from the proposal by the addition of
the words "any papers related thereto" to recognize that

statements as to the pertinence of prior art may be sub-
mitted. Both the citations and the related papers are to
be entered without comments. The material submitted is

not examined by the Office but is available to members
of the public inspecting Office records.

Some suggestions were received for major modifica-
tions of §1.291. It was suggested that an advisory opin-
ion of the examiner be placed in the pateni file when
protests were received after issuance of the patent. Sev-
eral persons supported a suggestion t\)r examiners to

state whether a "new issue" was raised by prior art cited

by a protester. Another suggestion was that a procedure
similar to that used in the recent Trial Voluntary Protest
Programs' be adopted on a continuing basis. These sug-
gestions were carefully considered, but are not adopted
The suggestions extend substantially beyond §l.2'^l as

proposed, and their benefits do not appear sufficient iv)

justify the added cost at this time.

Materials submitted to the Office under §§1.291 and
1.292 are to be served upon the applicant, patentee, at-

torney or agent when possible. The term "patentee "
is

used in its ordinary sense as defined in 35 USC l(X)(d). If

service is not possible, materials are to be submitted in

duplicate so that the Office can attempt to send the du-
plicate copy. The proposal is changed by adding the
words "with the Office" after "filed" in §§1.29 1(c) and
1.292(b) for clarity.

In §1.292, the requirement that petitioner bear the Of-
fice's expenses in conducting the public use proceeding
IS deleted. Section 1.292 is also amended to ensure thai

the existence of public use proceedings is reconled in

the application file wrapper. Notice of a petition for a

public use proceeding will be entered in the file in lieu

of the petition itself when the petition and the accompa-

nying papers are too bulky to accompany the file Any
public use papers not physically entered in the file will

be publicly available whenever the application file wrap-

per IS available

Duty of Disclosure

Am'Tided §1 56 defines the duty to disclose informa-

tion to the Office and the criteria for striking an applica-

tion when that duty is violated The wording of the

section IS changed in several respects from the proposal,

but the purpose and general scope are the same as in the

proposal The section codifies the existing Office policy

on fraud and inequitable ci>nduct, which is believed con-

sistent with the prevailing case law m the federal courts.

The expanded vvording of the section is intended to be
helpful to individuals who are not expert in the judicial-

ly developed doctrines ccMicerning fraud The section
should have a stabilizing effect on future decisions in the
Office and may afford guidance to courts as well.

.A majority of comments received favored §1 56 as

proposed or vMth modifications Persons opposed
expressed concern over the imprecise definition of the
duty of discliisure and the pi>ssibility that the proposal
would substantially increase the burden on patent appli-
cants Some stated that there would be increased litiga-

tion as a result of the proposal Several suggestions were
received on better ways id define the individuals who
should disclose informatum and the kinds of information
that should be disclosed

The first sentence of {jl 56(a) is changed from the pro-
posal by adding ihe word "substantively." so that indi-

viduals having a duty of disclosure are limiled to those
who are "substantively involved in the preparation or
prosecutuMi of the application " This change is intended
to make clear that the duly d<K's not extend to typists,

clerks, and similar personnel who assist with an applica-
tiiMi This phrase, when taken with the last sentence of

§ 1.56(a). IS believed lo provide an adequate indication <W"

the individuals who are covered by the duty of disclo-
sure The word "with" is inserted in the first sentence of
§1 56(a) befc^re "the assignee" and before "anyone to

whom there is an obligation to assign" to make clearer
that the duty applies only to individuals. ruM to organi-
zations.

Numerous comments concerned the term "relevance"
that was used in ihe pri'posal In respi>nse lo the com-
ments, language is substituted in §1 56 .md related sec-

tions which IS believed to establish a clearer standard for

determining whether information need be disclosed to

the Office "Relevant" is replaced by "maleriar" because
the latter term Ci>iiiK»tes something more ih.m a trivial

relationship It appears lo be more commi>iii\ used in

court opinions In aildiiion. the third sentence of
§1 56, which defines materialily, is rewritten The sen-
tence now states ituit information is material "where
there is a subsianlial likelihood that a reasunable examin-
er uoulii viMisider ii imporlant in deciding whether to

.illow the applicalion io issue ,is a pateni " The seiileiKc
paraphrases the definition nf malerialitv used h\ the Su-
preme Court in lis recent decision in ISC' h\iiu\trir\ \

\'<rilinay " .Although in that case the ct>uri was (.on-

cerned with rules promulgated by the Securitus and Ex-
change Commission, the Court's arliCMlation of material-
ity IS believed consisient vMth the prev.iilniL; concept
ih.tl has been .ipphed bv I.>wit courts m ri'cein p.ileni

cases

Ihe def'inilioii o\ ni iieii.iiiiv m Ij 1
s(. vvill h.ive lo be

interpreted in the context nf pateni law r.iiher than secu-
rities law Principles followed h\ tnuris in securities

cases should noi be Ir.insl.ited to p.iieri! t.is^s .uii.iin.ili

c.illy It IS iMiew.irlfiv. however th.il in I'orniul.itinL: llie

definition of maleruiiiiv in / S( lnilu\trn\ the Su[ireine

Court considered some of ilu' s.irtie m. liters h^i v^hivh
i-oncern was expiesseJ in the piibjiv ..oriimenis on pro-
poseilsjl '^6 Ihe co'iri noteil ifiat iht- si.iiufan.1 of maleii-

*421()Ci 2 41il()(, |4'i4 4tX()(i 'U'

4> is 4.'> 1 I a .M

luMi M IW'f,

'<^ S it :i> 44 1 S| W 1«<.: .h-, ulcd
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ality should not be so low that persons would be
"subjected to liability for insignificant omissions or mis^
statements," or so low that the fear of liability would
cause management "simply to bury the shareholder in an
avalanche of trivial information—a result that is hardly
conducive to informed decision making."^
Although the third sentence of §I.S6(a) refers to deci-

sions of an examiner, it is intended that the duty of dis-

closttre would apply in the same manner in the less com-
mon instances where the official making a decision on a

patent application is someone other than an examiner

—

e.g., a member of the Board of Patent Interferences or
the Board of Appeals. This is implicit in the duty ''of

candor and good faith" toward the Office that is speci-

fied in the first sentence of § 1.56(a).

Comments and questions were received concerning
the term "information" used in the second and third sen-
tences of §l.S6(a) and elsewhere. It means all of the
kinds of information required to be disclosed under cur-
rent case law. In addition to prior art patents and publi-

cations, it includes information on prior public uses,

sales, and the like. It is not believed practicable to define
information in the text of the rule at this time. However,
the rule is not intended to require disclosure of informa-
tion favorable to patentability—e.g.. evidence of com-
mercial success of the invention. Neither is it meant to

require disclosure of information concerning the level of
skill in the art for purposes of determining obviousness.

Several comments were received concerning the duty
to disclose information the patent applicant regards as

confidential, including information the applicant has re-

ceived from another party under an injunction of secre-

cy. This problem has existed prior to amendment of
§1.56. The Patent and Trademark Office, of course,
keeps information disclosed by applicants confidential
until a patent is issued. It has been suggested that the
Office should develop a mechanism for continuing to
hold information in confidence after issuance of a patent
if in the judgment of the examiner the information is not
material to the examination of the application. The feasi-

bility of offering a rule for public comment on this topic
at a later date will be considered.
New § 1.56(b) is added to make clear that information

may be disclosed to the Office through an attorney or
agent of record or through a pro se inventor, and that

other individuals may satisfy their duty of disclosure to

the Office by disclosing information to such an attorney,
agent or inventor. Information that is not material need
not be passed along to the Office.

Proposed sections 1.56 (b) and (c) have been revised
and shortened and appear at §§1.56 (c) and (d). The pro-
posal was criticized for leaving it open to the Office to

apply a different standard of materiality from the one set

forth in §1.56.' Section 1.56(d) as adopted states that an
application "shall" be stricken when the criteria set forth
are met. Thus § 1. 56(d) as adopted establishes a single
standard for striking applications.

The term "inequitable conduct" is dropped from
§ 1.56(d) as covering too great a spectrum of conduct to

be subject to mandatory striking. Inequitable conduct
that is equivalent to fraud is intended to come within the
definition of fraud. The Court of Customs and Patent
Appeals already has interpreted "fraud" in existing

§1.56 to encompass conduct of this sort.*" Moreover,
§ 1. 56(d) as adopted calls for striking an application ei-

ther for fraud or for a violation of the duty of disclo-

sure.

In § 1.56(d) "bad faith" is substituted for the term "de-
liberate" that was used in the proposal. This change is to

make clear than an intent to deceive (or gross negli-

gence equivalent to such an intent) must be shown be-
fore an application will be stricken. Bad faith is not pres-

»426 U.S. «— . 48 L. Ed. 2d at 765. 96 S ct at 2132. 44 U S L W ai

4853

'See discussion accompanying proposed rules in Federal Register of Oct

4. 1976. page 43731, first sentence.

*Nonon r. Curias. 433 K 2d 779. 792. 167 USHQ 532. 543 (CCPA 1970)

ent if information is withheld as a result of an error in

judgment or inadvertence.
Several comments concerned whether attorneys and

agents could represent their clients* interests and at the
same time comply with §1.56. Similar comments were
directed to §§1.97 to 1.99. It is of course in the interest
of the client to have a valid patent and this cannot be
obtained without disclosure of known material facts. It

is not inconsistent for an attorney or agent to fulfill his

duty of candor and good faith to the Office and to act
as an advocate for his client. The submission of informa.
tion under §1.56 does not preclude the submission of ar.

guments that such information does not render the sub-
ject matter of the application unpatentable.

In §1.65 a new third sentence is added to require the
patent applicant to acknowledge the duty of disclosure.
The language is changed from the proposal to be consis-
tent with changes made in §1.56. To allow time for the
Office and applicants to revise printed oath and declara»
tion forms now in use, the mandatory acknowledgement
of the duty of disclosure in amended §1.65 does not be-
come effective until January I, 1978. Applicants at their
option may include the new language in oaths and dec-
larations filed prior to the effective date. The Office will
publish a separate notice in the Federal Register adding
a sentence acknowledging the duty of disclosure to ap-
propriate forms in 37 CFR Part* 3, "Forms for Patent
Cases."

The word "statement" is deleted from the title of
§1.65 to avoid confusion with the prior ait statement of
§1.97 through 1.99.

Amended §1.346 emphasizes that there must be a rea-

sonable basis to support every allegation of improper
conduct made by a registered practitioner in any Office
proceeding. The language that was proposed is clarified

in the section as adopted. Although §1.346 is limited to

papers filed in Office proceedings, the amendment to

§1.346 is not intended to imply that disciplinary action
never will be taken against a registered practitioner un-
der§ 1.348 for a groundless allegation of improper con-
duct in a court proceeding.

Prior Art Statement

New §§1.97. 1.98 and 1.99 deal with prior art state-

ments and provide a mechanism by which patent
applicants may comply with the duty of disclosure pro-
vided in §1.56. The sections have been substantially
changed from the proposal, in response to comments re-

ceived.

Unlike the corresponding part of the proposal, the
sections as adopted are not mandatory, though appii-

cants are strongly encouraged to follow the procedures
described in them. Applications will be examined wheth-
er or not a prior art statement is filed and whether it

complies with the rules or is defective. It is nevertheless
believed that applicants will find that the use of prior art

statements complying fully with the requirements of
§§1.97 through 1.99 will be the best way to satisfy the
duty of disclosure. The Patent and Trademark Office
cannot assure that prior art disclosed in other ways will
be considered by the examiner.

Sections 1.97 through 1.99 do not prescribe the con-
tent of what materials should be submitted in the prior
art statement; this is for the applicant and the attorney
or agent to decide in the light of the duty of disclosure
expressed in §1.56. The only criterion contained in

§§1.97 through 1.99 as to content of the art cited is in

§1.97^b). This subsection indicates that the statement
will be construed as a representation that the prior are
listed includes what the submitter considers to be the
closest art of which he is aware. The submitter need not
decide which particular items of prior art arc the closest

or identify any items as such; the representation is sim-
ply that he is not withholding known prior art which he
considers closer than that which is submitted. Section
1.97(b) makes clear that the prior art statement is not
representation that a search has been made or that no
better art exists
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In § I -97(3) the time for filing the prior an statement is
extended from the two months of the original proposal
to three months. In most cases prior art submitted with-
in three months will be available to the examiner before
he takes up the case for action, though it will be helpful
if citations are made as promptly as possible.

Section 1.98 lists the elements or the prior an state-
ment: a listing of the art, a concise explanation of the
relevance of each listed item, and copies of the ari or
the pertinent portions thereof
The prior art statement resembles somewhat the "pat-

entability statement" of the proposal and the "patentabil-
ity brief proposed elsewhere.' The name has been
changed to reflect a change in the requirements of
§ 1.98(a). Unlike the proposed version of this paragraph,
which called for an explanation of why the claimed in-
vention is believed patentable over the cited art, the
paragraph as adopted calls only for a concise explana-
tion of the relevance of each listed item. This may be
nothing more than identification of the particular figure
or paragiaph of the patent or publication which has
some relation to the claimed invention. It might be a
simple statement pointing to similarities between the
item of prior art and the claimed invention. It is permis-
sible but not necessary to discuss differences between
the prior art and the claims. It is thought that the expla-
nation of relevance will be essentially as useful to the
examiner as the formerly proposed explanation of pat-
entability, and should be significantly less burdensome
for the applicant to prepare.

Section 1.98 requires a copy of each patent or publica-
tion cited, including U.S. patents, to accompany the pri-
or art statement. Several comments questioned the need
for burdening the applicant to supply copies of materials
that are present in the Office's files. However, substan-
tial time and effort often is needed to locate a document
in the Office's files. Since the person submitting the pri-
or art statement generally has available a copy of tW
Item being cited, it is believed that expense and effort
can be minimized by having that person supply the copy
in all cases. Consideration has been given to proposals to
allow the applicant to submit an order for copies of the
patents along with his statement instead of actually sub-
mitting copies. This will be further studied, but to date
no way has been found to assure that the copies will be
available to the examiner by the first action unless the
applicant submits them with the prior art statement.

Other changes to §§1.97 through 1.99 from the pro-
posal eliminate unnecessary language and clarify the re-
quirements.

A notice published in 1974"' contained guidelines for
the citation of prior art by applicants. Many of those
guidehnes are repeated or superseded by §§1.97 through
1.99. In order to allow applicants, attorneys and agents
time to adjust their procedures to comply with the re-
quirements for prior art statements, the effective date of
§§1.97 through 1.99 will be July I. 1977. Until these
new sections become effective, applicants should contin-
ue to follow the 1974 guidelines. Issuance of a revised
notice, to take effect July I. 1977, is under study.
A survey conducted by the Office in 1976 concludes

that many applicants have not been citing prior art to
the Office." It is hoped that with the duty of disclosure
expressly set forth in §1.56. applicants will perceive that
it IS to their advantage to use the procedures of §61.97
through 1.99.

""

Section 1.51 is amended by designating the existing
rule as §1. 51(a) and adding new §1. 51(b) which contains
a reference to §§1.97 through 1.99.

'Eg. Federal Register of Sept 4. \^ttH. .U FR 14176, 8M>()G I4<)2. S.

2255, 94lh Congress. «iHl(b)

"'Notice of .Aug 12, 1974. 92h()0 :

"BNAs Patent Trademark jnd Copyright Journal. No .301, Oct 28.

1976. page 15-

1

Foreign Language Oaths

Amended §1.52 and new §1.69 are adopted as pro-
posed.

Section 1.69 requires that oaths and declarations be in

a language which is understood by the individual mak-
ing the oath or declaration, i.e., a language which the in-

dividual comprehends. If the individual comprehends
the English language, he must use it. If the individual
cannot comprehend the English language, any oath or
declaration must be in a language which the individual
can comprehend. If an individual uses a language other
than English for an oath or declaration, the oath or dec-
laration must include a statement that the individual un-
derstands the content of any documents to which the
oath or declaration relates. If the documents are in a lan-
guage the individual cannot comprehend, the documents
may be explained to him so that he is able to understand
them.

The Omce will provide approved translations for as
many of the oath or declaration forms which appear in
Pari 3 of Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations as
practicable, and in as many languages as practicable,
probably using a side-by-side English/foreign language
format. The availability of the foreign language forms
will be announced in the Official Gazelle at a later date.
The change in §1 52. providing for an exception to

the requirement that oaths and declarations be in the
English language, is necessitated by the adoption of
§1 .69.

Although very few persons opposed §§1.52 and 1.69.
several suggested that the philosophy behind the change
be extended to the specification, requiring the specifica-
tion to be in a language which the applicant under-
stands, accompanied by an English translation. This sug-
gestion )^as not considered feasible because of the
obvious burdens on the applicant and the danger to the
applicant and the public if the translation is not literally
correct. Also, if a large number of applications were
filed in a foreign language, there would be significant
administrative burdens on the Office. Attention is direct-
ed to the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure.
§608.1, which permits non-English language applications
to be filed in certain limited circumstances.
Other suggested modifications of the proposed rule in-

cluded: (1) using an English language oath or declara-
tion with one additional clause in a language understood
by the person making the oath or declaration, the clause
stating that the person understands all the documents to
which the oath or declaration relates, and (2) extending
the two month grace period for filling an English trans-
lation of an oath or declaration filed under §1.65.

After due consideration, suggestion (1) was believed
not to accomplish the objectives of the rule as well as
the adopted rule. Suggestion (2) would cause unsatis-
factory delays in the initial processing of applications.

Decisions and Files Made Public

Section 1.14(d) makes more explicit the conditions un-
der which significant decisions of the Patent and Trade-
mark Office will be made available to the public, and in-
cludes reference to decisions of the Board of Patent
Interferences, in addition to decisions of the Board of
Appeals and the Commissioner.
A large majority of the comments received were fa-

vorable. Several commentators felt that more decisions
would be made available as a result of the proposed sec-
tion and that it would assist in publicizing aspects of Of-
fice procedure which may not have been available
previously.

Some negative comments were based on the view that
the Freedom of Information Act' required all decisions
of the Office to be made publicly available A greater
number of those opposing the prop<wed section, howev-
er, felt that applicants should have an absolute right to
have their applications maintained in confidence and

'•'5 use 552
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that no information should be made pubhc without spe-

cific authorization from them One commentator feh

that rulemakmg on this subject should be deferred until

currently pending litigation under the Freedom of In-

formation Act was finally resolved

The section as adopted is applicable to decisions

deemed by the Commissioner to involve an interpreta-

tion of patent laws or regulations that would be of sig-

nificant precedent value, where such decisions are con-

tained in either pending or abandoned applications or in

interference files not otherwise open to the public. It is

applicable whether or not the decision is a final decision

of the Patent and Trademark Office.

The parenthetical phrase in the first sentence of the

proposed section, which cited other provisions of the

rules under which decisions are open to public inspec-

tion, IS deleted as unnecessary and possibly confusing

Also, in view of several comments received, the period

of time during which an applicant or party in interest

may object to having a decision made public is extended
from one month to two months At least twenty days is

given to request reconsideration and seek court review

before a decision is made public over an objection.

Section 1.14(d) is considered to place a duty on the

Patent and Trademark Office to identify significant deci-

sions and to take the steps necessary to inform the pub-

lic of such decisions, by publication of such decisions, in

whole or in part It is anticipated, however, that mi
more than a few dozen decisions per year will be

deemed of sufficient importance to warrant publication

under the authoritv. of this section.

Amended ij I 14(b) allows public inspection of aban-

doned applications referred to in defensive publications

The comments received on the proposed amendment on
this topic in 1974 expressed no opposition and the pro
posal is adopted without change.

The amendment is intended to encourage use n| iIr-

defensive publication program provided under J)l IW
The objective of that program is to make available t(>

the public the technical disclosure of applications in

which the owner prefers to publish an abstract in lieu ot

obtaining an exannnation fixisting <><)!. 11(h) and 1
1^''

open the complete defensive publication application lo

inspLction bv the general public upon puhlicalioii ot the

abstract With the amendment, an abandoned application

referred to in a defensive publication application will

likewise be open to public inspection, avoiding any need
to repeat its contents in the defensive publication appli-

cation Thus, public availability of the applications m
volved should he of benefit both lo the applicani aiui

the puhlit.

A suggestion was made thai the section he extended
still further to include abandoned applications referred

lo in foreign patents. This suggestion, however, goes \oo

far be>()nd the proposal that was published and has too

uncertain an impact to be adopted at this time

Amended f) 1.1 1(a) primdes earlier access to the Ilk ot

an interference which involved a patent or an applica

tion on which a patent has issued .All comments that

were submitted on the l'^74 proposal t)n this t(»pic were
favorable and two commentators tell the proposal

should be extended further. I he proposal is heinij

adopted without change
Under present practice, access to the file of an inter -

ference is not permitted until ludicial review ot the dei. i

sion of the Hoard of Patent Interlerences has beer

exhausted. I he amended >ei.tion allows access to the fik

after final decision of the Hoard ot Paten' lnlerlerenci.s

if that decision is dn award of priontv .is to all parties Ii

IS believed thai su-h earlier access will he ot benefit to

members of the public by making available inlormation

relevant lo the issuance of the patent whether or noi ihe

interference decision is still being adjudicated.

Patent Appeals

Section 1.1'M clarifies the circumstances in \\,hich oral

hearings should be requested, provides for oral avjui-

" Iron: v ( :<>i:;, hulk Slip ()(s-ii..i.. S.- "4
i '-n' iIU ( ,i O^i ;|.

147^,)

ments by or on behalf of examiners in certain appeals
and reduces the time permitted for oral arguments.
Comments relating to this section were favorable by a

very substantial majority, although there were several

reservations to the effect that § 1.194(a) tended to dis-

courage or downgrade oral arguments. Participation by
examiners was considered to be desirable not only from
the standpoint of improving the overall presentation of
the argument, particularly in complex cases, but also for

the educational and experience benefits to the examiners
themselves

The only opposition to the section was based on the

feeling that oral hearings would be discouraged. The
rule is intended to discourage oral hearings only to the

same extent as the Office's 1975 Official Gazette notice
on the subject. ' Section 1.194(a) indicates that oral hear-

ings should not be requested as a matter of course in ev-

ery appeal, but only in those circumstances where the

appellant feels that such a hearing will be of material as-

sistance to the proper presentation of the appeal. The
section expressly provides that equal consideration will

he accorded in deciding all appeals, whether or not an
oral hearing is held.

In appeals where the appellant has requested an oral

hearing ijl 194(b) provides for oral argument by. or on
behalf of. the primary examiner, if such argument is con-
sidered to he helpful by either the primary examiner or
the Board This provision incorporates the present prac-

tice of permitting examiners to present an oral argument
before the Fioard ' It gives the Board additional discre-

tionary authority to request presentation of an oral argu-

ment by, or on behalf of the examiner to ensure that all

issues are fully and accurately presented.

Section 1 194(c) provides, as does existing §1.194. that

appeals will be assigned for consideration and decision

without an oral hearing where none has been requested
hv the appellant Where an oral hearing has been re-

quested, a dav of hearing will be set, and both appellant

and the primary examiner will be notified. A provision

tor notice lo the examiner is added to the proposed ver-

sion Additionally, !}1 194(c) refiecls the present practice

of limiting oral argument on behalf of the appellant to

twenty minutes ' The time permitted for argument by

I he evammer has been shortened from twenty minutes,

as proposed, lo fifteen minutes. The examiner, unlike the

appelhmi, will not ordinarily need time to present the

facts of the case or for rebuttal.

In any appeal where oral argument is lo be presented
hy, or on behalf of, the primary examiner, the appellant

will he given due notice of thai fact

Proposed ijl l')6(h) would have authorized the Hoard
of Appeals to reject allowed claims, in cases before it,

whenever the Hoard had knowledge of grounds for so

doint;

While a majority of those cc^mmenting <in this section

favoied m principle the concept of allowing the Hoard
to have this right, significant concern was voiced that

there was no statutory authority for the Board lo actual-

l> reiect allowed claims. Further, the question of proper
authirify for judicial review of such action hy the B<iard

was a matter of concern. Other reasons advanced in op-

position to the section were ihal applicants would be

inhihiicd from appealing hy the risk of having allowed
claims rejected ami that the proposal would create a

higher presumption ot validity in cases reviewed by the

Hoard A signilicant number commented that it would
he more appropriate for the Board to remand the case to

I he primarv examiner lor consideration of the grounds
raisei! hy ihe Hoani This would afford the applicant an

)[>porlunily lo demonstrate the palentabilily of the

cl.tiMis anil woulii lemove any question as to slatulorv

autlioritv

In view of the comments received, exisiing (jl.r^6(h)

will noi be modified, but a new <}1. 146(d) is added pro-

* Si-f nrnii ( ' .1 VI. i[
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viding express authority for the Board of .Appeals lo in-

clude, in its decision, a statement of an\ grounds for re-

jecting any allowed claim that it believes shiiuld be

considered by the primary examiner Sectuni 1 19(i(d)

provides that the Board may remand the case to the ex-

aminer for such consideration, and that the applicant

shall have an opportunity to respond to the grounds set

forth by the Board prior to consideration, by the exam-

iner. If Ihe previously allowed claims are rejected b\ the

examiner, the rejection may be appealed to the Board

The new section further provides that a decision ot

the Board which includes a remand will not be consid-

ered as a final decision in the lase. but that the Board,

following conclusion of the proceedings before the pri-

mary examiner, will either adopt its earlier decision as

final or will render a new decision based on all appealed

claims, as it considers appropriate In either case, final

action by the Board will give rise to the existing alterna-

tives available to an appellant following a decision bv

the Board.

In situations where the primary examiner concludes

after consideration of all the evidence and argument thai

the remanded claims should be allowed, the new rule

dealing with reasons for allowance (§1 109) prinides an

appropriate mechanism for him to explain, on the

record, his reasoning for coming to this ciinclusion, iuii-

wilhstanding the grounds set forth by the Hoard in its

statement.

Promulgation of new |)1 l'>(i(d) does not affect the

Board's existing autlu^ritv to remand .' case to the prima

ry examiner without rendering a decision m .ippropnate

circumstances. Section 1.196(d) is not inleiided as an in-

struction to Ihe Board to reexamine every allowed claim

in every appealed application. It is. rathei. iiilciuled to

give the Hoard express authority lo .icl vv hen il becomes

apparent, during ihe consideraiioii of re|ecleil cl.iiiiis.

that one or more allowed claims may he subiecl lo te

jeclion on either ihe same or on dilTereiil gioiiiuls Iroin

those applied agaiiisi the rejected claims

Reasons for Allowance

New ijl.lUM IS intended to enipluisi/e and lormali/e

ihe examiners aulhoritv l(- stale his le.isoiimg loi

allowing a claim oi i. I.iims Ihe .nitliontv is disereliori

ary vvilli the exaiumei ami is oiilv lo he used ulicvilu

rticord does noi otherwise reveal the reasons toi .illow

ance.

A majority of the coinmenls received l.ivoied the lule

as proposed because il would lend to provide courts ami

others who were revu'Wiiig the p.ileiil with a clearer

record I hose who opposed the rule most ot'leii gavi'

, the reason that the ex.iminer niiglil tail lo st.ite .ill llu

reasons or ihe strongest reasons whs .i i laiiii was

allowed, which could place uiiiu'c ess.irv hinil.ilions on

the ckiims or create an estoppel in suhseqiuiil liliealii>ii

OI licensing.

jo help mstire thai llu' ev.iiiiiiiers >i.ii. ineiil ot Ijis

reasoning iii allowing .i Jaim will not uiiiiecess.inlv liiiiil

the claims oi i re.ile an estoppel, a Ini.il seiUeiice i. .idd

ed to llie |iiop(is.il v«. Iiu 11 sl.ilts llial lailiui- ot the .ippli

I'aiil lo comiiu-iil upiin or tehu' the ex.iminers o .isoinn^'

"shall iiol give use lo ,m> iiiiplKaiion ili.it ihe .ipplu .ml

agrees with or acquiesce'- m the kmsohiiij.' ot (he e\.iiii

mer
'

Several coinmeiileis siij'iiesleil tli.it sIikIci eiiloice

iiK-Ml ot vjijl II! .imi 1 n'^ uould cliiiiiiMU !lif med t"!

a new rule coiiceriiiiij: reasons loi .illow.iiicc SiiiKilh'n-

e.Msl. lu>we\ei, V lieie .i st ileinei:! ot irisoiiv ti'i .il!o\\

ance could he heljilul. I'.'! ev.iiii|')le wh.ii ,i;i c\.i:ir.nei

withdravss .i leieclion t'wi le.iscin^ not • im^'csled In ili>-

applic.ml, >.vl!en .iii .ipplic.inl Mihmii'. sever. i! ,ii j-MUiirnl ^

for allowiiui a >. laiiii ,iiul ilie ev.iiniiui fiiuls •
.

.; .ill ol

them [UTsuasivi when .ui e'.amiiiei .i!!. a\s ,i J.uni "m

Ihe first Office a^'tiwii .iflei -.itiiii-' \ei> dee |mi.' ,iil

.iiul vvlieii the ev.iiniiier allov>s .i cl.iiin .iliei lein.iiul

from Ihe HiMid of Appe.iK (see m w ^1 l'»«,(c!M

The first sentence :^f the pioposrd luK' is i li.iiM'ed lo

ilefiiie nxMC prei iselv the circuiiisi.iiK.'s m v^lluh in e\

aminer's stalemeni is appropriate, as well as \o d^tinc

more preciselv the conleiit of ihe sialenieiit Ihe -t.iii

meni will include the examiner's "reasoning" The evain

mer mav slate his reasoning whenever he "helie\e- 'li.ii

the record of the prosecution .is ,i whole dois noi m.ike

clear his reasons ffir allowing a cl.nin or cl.iinis

Several persons commented that the rule should pio-

vide a procedure lor .tppc.il from the ev.iminei's si.iie

meiit of his reasinimg I he rule does permit .ipplic.niis

to ciimment upon the ex.innner's reasoning I! the .ippli-

canl does not wish to commeni, !u mav reserve I' i

later proceeding, vsitlioiil preiudice. aiiv rebutl.il [levi

(if adopted rules appe.irs in ^" CFR. revised '-l-^"!

/•.'//('( /oc Diitc I hese amendmeiils become etieciive on

March I, \'>1'. except tor ^jJ:;!.^, IT. r<^, and I
''^'

which become etleclive on lul\ 1. U''". and ^>jl 6!^ and

1,64 which become cftective on .lanuarv I.
\^''^

C MAKSHAI I DANS,
Jan IK. 1477. i ,'mini\\io>h r ,>i I'uU'ins

ijiui / rudi'thJ'k:

Betsy \ncktT-.Iohnson, Ph.D.

Jan |4. 1477 .IwnlijiH Sun liirv'or

Siii Hi ( ijnd I < I hth'I'X^

[4S'; ()(i Kl.M]

(SO) (iuidclines for Implementation of

Ri'ccntl> Revised Rules

Recenllv .i number ot rules relating to I'-ileiii I v.imin

ing and .Appi'al proceiiuies weie ri'v ised I Ik nevs lules

were published in the F edei.il Registei .ii 4: \ R "^"^.ss

on Jaiui.irv 2K. 147^, ,ind m ilie Ofthuii ((i;.-. ,'.'. .ii
''^^

()(; l()'i4 on Fehruarv ::. I""" 1 lie lollowiii:' juiJe

lines .ire being piitilished lo destrihe ilie pio^eilwics

which aie being follovscil ;ii iinplenuiilinL' ^' CIR se>.

lions 1 II, I 47"l uw. ! IIP 1 I'M, I
:»! .uid 1

:'>!

I //r\ ()/\ It Ii' :lii ruf'lii

Section I 11(h) is a[->plK.ihle 'MiIv I" iIios, r^ issue ,ip

plic.ilions filed on oi .itier M.iu h 1
1"" Mi's, !,iss,n

.ipjiluMtions alreadv on file will n.'i in- .iiiioni.ili .liK

op'ii to mspeilion hut .i lihei.il polu \ vv ill h» tol|.'\^t.|

h\. the ( )t'lu e ol the Solicitor in _ei .iiiIhil; peliiious lot

iCCi'ss to such .tpplle.lIUMls

(Note I hese sections .is ^h.inceil uiH l\ iiu^ip i.ii

ed into the M.inual tcM in Ri v * o; llu M.inu.il )

lor those reissue ,i[iplic.ilions fileil on .>i .itlei M.iu i.

I. |4'". the following proceduie smII Ih .'lisci^cil

I) Ihe filing ol' leissiie .ipplicilioiis uili (h ninou' .\'d

III the OJ/h liil (itJ^i Hi A\\<\ vmII iikIuJv ^iii.nii ui.n

litviiiu liat.t as s|HMt'ied in seilhui 1 IN hi \iu

niemheroflliegeiiei.il puhlu iii.is !.,|ia^; .k^c ^ !.•

.1 p.iiticuLii n-issne .ipplicilioii I'lKil i! i i M.ioli I

P'""? SlIlCl' llvl U'LOltl ol Ml.. !l llljiusl I- illlllUll.l 11'

W- ke|>l. .Ill oi.il leque-i .vill -uHkv
.'

I 1 III' ! I issiK' .ipplu .11 ion I iK s \v ili Ih ni.inii iiii. J m
tin.' I'V.imiiiiiig .eioups .iml n.Npn n.'ii llu ic^'i will Iv

siiperviseil ti\ giiui|i peisonih i \ Il Ih nu' li ii'i ^.eiiei

.il limit is pi. iced on llu .inh'uM .il liiiu spent le

vievung the files, the ( )llu c .ni. impose iiinii.ilion

it liei.ess.ll s . eg. uluie llu .ipi ..ii ,i'|. 'ii i' .ulivelv

hi'lllg JMoi I sseil

MVVIiere llu leissue .ipjlu .Hi. 'n luis I. M llu . v.iniiiinif

glOUp loi atllllllll>l!.llO <- pU-i ' sslUc'.. U'HU. sis I'll .K

cess slioulil In due. led 1. ilu' i|'pi"(MMle Mipi'ivi

sorv peisoniu'l i" die OivisU'ii .'i Hi.ni.li wluie llu

,ip|lllC.lll01l l> > 11' Il llll\ I' '> .'!< d

4)Reqiu-ts loi ..^pie- ol i.ipels ;ii the leis-.ne .ipplic

lion t'lli lliusi Ih 111 wMMni- .ulilUsseU lo itie 4 olll

llllssioiiel of IViU'.ils .ilul ' '.id, lii.iiU \V.(slil-lg|..|l.

DC 2<l2^l .Ilul lli.iv he ellliei in, ill. d "i delneled

lo the Oltui iil.illM.'iii I lu' piue I. -I c.pie' lO -l.-

hv the ( )lfu I IS Itiiil V ^i'lils pel p.uie

/''hit in Sijii'i'ii iii\

Ihis notice supersedes the iu>iues ol Nuc'usi \1. I'''l

(4:(, ()(, :) .ind M.n |4. prs pus ( » I. 4n.^ u l.ninc
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to citjd.:."- of prmr art. Although new sections 1.97
through i ^^i are not effective until July 1, 1977. and are
not mand.iiorv upon applicants, they provide an ideal
mechanism for complving with the duty of disclosure
under .^' CfR I 56. The statements should be submitted
in acci'rdancc wnh the following guidelines:

1) Prior ;irt statements should be submitted at the time
of fiiing the application or within three months
ihjreaflcr and may be separate from the specifica-
tion rr incorporated therein. The statement shall
scr\c as a representation that the person preparing
I! has included therein what he believes to be the
c!(i«-jsi prior art of which he is aware and shall not
nc cnslrucd as a representation that no better art
<'\ists or that a search has been made. If the first ac-
tion in ilio application is received prior to three
ni< nths after filling of the application and no prior
ar: St itimcnt has been submitted, the prior art state-
rncnt ma\ he submitted with the response to the
'list actinn and be considered timely.

2) lh(. statement' shall include a listing of the patents.
puiiii^atuins or other information which the prepar-
'^ of the statement wishes to cite and a concise ex-
planation of the relevance of each listed item. Cop-
ies 1,1 ihe pertinent portions of all listed documents
^.^^ll b.. supplied along with the statement, both
AHcii ir.corpi)rated into the specification and when
iiiL-d separately. If two or more patents or publica-
i!oris considered material are substantially identical.
a copy of a representative one shall be included
V. -ih the Niatement and others may merely be listed
•v.th an indication of which are considered to be
sabstaiitiall> identical

3».\ translation of the pertinent portions of foreign
!ar L'ua^e patents or publications considered material
should be transmitted if an existing translation is
rcadiK available to the applicant. It will be suffi-
>-ieni. however, to transmit an equivalent English
iaiiL'Liagc patent or publication so long as it is identi-
Hc 1 ;r> an equivalent

VVhere the applicant has submitted copies of prior
iM in y..t'.rdance with these guidehnes in a prior
af pln.ation. reference to the prior application and
i.'ic siibmiNsion therein will be sufficient for the con-
•I'luiiii; application as far as the copies are con-
•,'-!iitil As tar as the statement per se is concerned,
!!r- rctj\aiicc of the prior art to the claimed subject
matter must be indicated if it differs from its rele-
vance as explained in the prior application.

4) II prior ti> the issuance of a patent an applicant pur-
suant to his duty of disclosure under 37 CFR 1.56.
wishes to bring to the attention of the Office addi-
tional patents, publications or other information not
pr-.vioush submitted, the additional information
-nr.ui'l be- submitted to the Office with reasonable
prMmpiness It may be included in a supplemental
f'l' T art statement or may be incorporated into orh-
'-•I communications to be considered by the examin-
'•r An> transmittal of additional information shall
^: accompanied by explanations of relevance and
\ copies in accordance with the requirements
.torctiieniioned The transmittal should include a
>tai'.-n)cnt explaining why the prior art was not ear-
Ik--^ -.ijS.mitlcd.

Vvl.iiu 111.- Patent and Trademark Office will not
knowiii^'lv igni)re any prior art which might anticipate
or sui:y^st the claimed invention, no assurance can be
ui.en that ^ited art or other information not submitted
in accordance with these guidelines will be considered
by the cKaminer

After thi- claims have been indicated as allowable by
the examiner, eg, by the mailing of an Ex parte Quayle
.-ct;oM, a notice of allowability (PTOL— 327). an examin-
er s amendment (PTOL— 37). or a Notice of Allowance
iVKn «5). any citations submitted will be placed in
t.hc tile Since prosecution has ended, however, such
submissions will not ordinarily be considered by the ex-
aniiner unless the citation is accompanied by:

{a) A proposed amendment cancelling or further
restricting at least one independent claim and nar-
rowing the scope of protection sought:

(b) A timely affidavit under 37 CFR 1.131 with re-
spect to the material cited; or

(c) A statement by the applicant or his attorney or
agent that, in the judgment of^e person making
the statement, the prior art orjother information
cited raises a serious question as ^6 the patentabili-
ty of the claimed subject matter, Or is closer prior
art than that of record.

j

If the material is submitted after the'base issue fee has
been paid, it must also be accompanied by a petition un-
der 37 CFR 1.183 requesting a waiver of 37 CFR 1.312.
Such petition, if granted, would result in review of the
art by the examiner and possible entry of the amend-
ment.

In each instance where an examiner considers, but
does not cite on form PTO—892, specific prior art re-
ferred to in a paper placed in the application file, the ex-
aminer will place a notation adjacent to the reference
according to the following:

If included in the specification, the examiner will
write his or her initials adjacent to any references
checked and enter "checked" in the left margin op-
posite the initials. If presented in a separate paper or
in the remarks of an amendment, the examiner's ini-
tials and "checked" will be entered adjacent to the
citations or wherever possible to indicate clearly
those checked.

Reasons for Allowance

One of the primary purposes of the change in Section
1.109 IS to improve the quality and reliability of issued
patents by providing a complete file history which
should clearly reflect, as much as is reasonably possible,
the reasons why the application was allowed. Such in-
formation facilitates evaluation of the scope and strength
of a patent by the patentee and the public and may help
avoid or simplify litigation of a patent.
The practice of stating the reasons for allowance is

not new and the rule merely formalizes the examiner's
existing authority to do so and provides applicants an
opportunity to comment upon any such statement of the
examiner.

When the examiner determines that it is necessary or
desirable, a "Statement of Reasons for Allowance " will
be prepared. The "Statement" will usually be an attach-
ment to either a notice of allowability (PTOL—327) or
Exarnmer's Amendment (PTOL—37). Any comments
considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no
later than the issue fee and should preferably accompany
the issue fee. Submission with the issue fee avoids any
delay in the processing of the application and avoids the
necessity to associate the comments with the application
while it is in issue except at the time the file must be
pulled to record the payment of the issue fee. Such com-
ments will be entered in the application file by the
Allowed Files Branch with an appropriate notation on
the "contents" list of the file wrapper, but will not be
reviewed by the examiner.

Oral Hearings Be/ore Board ofAppeals

Section 1 194 clarifies the circumstances in which oral
hearings should be requested and provides for oral argu-
ments by. or on behalf of, primary examiners in certain
appeals.

Under Section 1.194, the following procedures will be
in effect:

I) In accordance with Section 1.192, appellants who
desire an oral hearing must request the same at the
time of filing the appeal brief.

2) If appellant has requested an oral hearing and the
primary examiner intends to present an oral argu-
ment, the last paragraph of the examiner's answer
will indicate this intention.

3) Notice of the oral hearing will be given to the ap-
pellant and, at the same time, to the primary exam-
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iner in those cases in which the primary examiner
has indicated an intention to present an oral argu-
ment.

4) After an oral hearing has been confirmed and the
date set as provided in Section 1.194(c), the applica-
tion file Will be delivered to the examiner via the
appropriate Group Director at least one week prior
to the date of the hearing for those cases in which
the examiner is expected to be present at the hear-
ing. In those cases where the Board requests the
presentation of an oral argument by, or on behalf
of, the primary examiner, the appellant will be so
notified. The Board's request for an oral argument
may, where appropriate, indicate specific points or
questions to which the argument should be particu-
larly directed. The application file will be returned
to the Board before the hearing.

S)In those appeals in which an oral hearing has been
confirmed and either the primary examiner or the
Board has indicated a desire for oral argument, such
oral argument may be presented whether or not ap-
pellant appears.

Protests and Public Use Proceedings

Amended sections 1.291 and 1.292 give greater recog-
nition to the value of written protests and public use pe-
titions and are intended as an aid in avoiding the
issuance of invalid patents.

Under sections 1.291 (b) and (c) and 1.292(b). the fol-

lowing procedures will be observed:
l)Only in those instances where it has not been possi-

ble to serve protest papers upon the applicant, attor-

ney or agent, should duplicates of the papers
submitted be provided. In this case the appropriate
examining group will attempt to get the duplicate
copy to the applicant, attorney or agent. However,
every effort should be made by the protester to ef-

fect service.

2) Citations of prior art and any papers related thereto
may be entered in the file after a patent has been
granted by submitting them to the attention of the
Record Room, where they will be entered without
comment by the Office. If after diligent effort it has
not been possible to serve the prior art citations and
related papers on the patentee, his attorney or
agent, duplicate copies should be submitted in

which case the Record Room will attempt to get

the duplicate copy to the owner of record.

3) When public use petitions and accompanying papers
are submitted they, or a notice in lieu thereof, will

be entered in the application file. Duplicate copies
should be submitted only when, after diligent effort,

it has not been possible for petitioner to serve a
copy of the petition on the applicant, his attorney

^ or agent in which case the Office of the Solicitor

( will attempt to get the duplicate copy to the appli-

( cant, his attorney or agent.

^)To ensure consideration by the examiner, protests

should be timely submitted, i.e., before final rejec-

tion or allowance. Consideration of protests filed af-

ter final rejection or allowance will depend upon
the relevance of the prior art documents and the

point in time at which they are submitted. Docu-
ments which clearly anticipate or render obvious
one or more claims will not knowingly be ignored.

If protests are not timely submitted or if they fail to

comply with section 1.291(a) as to the submission of

a copy of each prior art document relied upon, they

will be acknowledged and referred to the examiner
having charge of the subject matter involved for en-

try in the application file and such consideration as

seems warranted.

In each instance where an examiner considers but

does not cite on form PTO—892 specific prior art re-

ferred to in a protest, the examiner will place a notation

in the protest paper adjacent to the reference which will

include his or her initials and the term "checked."

Additional future guidelines as to protest procedures

may be developed after gaining experience with ilu new
practice.

C. MARSHALL DANN.
Mar. 18, 1977. Commissioner of Patvni\

and Trademarks

(957 O.G. 11]

(81) Further Guidelines Relating to 37 CFR 1.175

and 1.291, as Amended Effective March 1, 1977

The experience with the above revised rules since

their effective date has indicated the desirability (^1 fur-

ther guidelines relating to the manner in which ihe\ aio

to be implemented. The following guidelines arc supple-

mental to those which have already been provided in

the publication of the rules in the Federal RogiNici of
January 28, 1977 (42 F.R. 5588) (955 O.G 1054. fehru-
ary 22. 1977), and in the earlier Guidelines published ,ii

957 O.G. 11 on April 12. 1977. Copies of the lade: !^^o

Official Gazette publications appear as items 5'> and iO of
the current "Consolidated Listing of Recent OtTicial Cia-

zette Notices" published at 96b O.G 22-32 The piesent

guidelines are also supplemental to the aitproptiaie se>.

tions of the Manual of Patent Examining Piocedun.
e.g.. Sections 1401-1401.12 relating to reissue, and Sec-
tion 1309.02 relating to protests Sections 721 and ''J I 0]

of the MPEP contain guidelines to be followed i( either

a reissue or other application, or a protest relative \o

any application, raises questions of "fraud" i>r "viol nion
of the duty of disclosure." Accordingly, the above-iuied
materials should be consulted in addition to these turthei

guidelines, which are in themselves not intended to com-
pletely treat the subjects involved. Lor the most pari,

Ihe guidelines herein merely ideniifv and ciaritv exutmu
requirements and practices The Patent and Irademaik
Office has a general study underway ol the proce<li:res

for handling reissue applications and priMests wh^h iiiav

result in future modifications in these guidelines

Section 1, 175(a)(4) of the revised rules rcLdgni/es lii.n

reissues may be filed to have the paientahihtv oi thi'

original patent, without changes therein, coiisideied m

view of prior art or other information lelev.mi to pat

entability which was not previouslv consideud b\ the

Office.

The experience to date reveals the need lo cljidv
what should be filed by the applicant in order to eek
the reexamination contemplated bv sub seuion (ai(4i

and also the type and content o'( the examiiiaiion \OiiJ
the examiner will give to applications tiled i.iuli i -nh

section (a)(4).

First, sub-section (a)(4) does nm coiiteniplale. oi per

mil, the filing of a reissue application without an iMth oi

declaration To Ihe conlrary, an o.iih oi deelar.iiion is

required, and such oath or declaration rnu\i coinpiv uiili

each of sub-seclions (a)(4), (a)(5). and (a)(^) I bus. .nHiei

sub-section (a)(4) the tialh or tleclaration musi |..iiik:i

larly specify the "prior an or t>llier iiifonii.uioii ie!i v.ini

to patentability, not prevu>usl> coiisideied in the Of
fice," which ihe reissue applicant considi-ts iinclK taiise

Ihe examiner to deem the original patent wlioiK oi |>.iii

ly inoperative or invalid" The leixsue o.nh oi dev lar.

lion must also request, under snb-seclion (a)(4) ili.i'. ii

the examiner so deems, the applicant be peiniutnl lo

amend the patent and be granted a reissue p.iient
'

Under sub-section (a)(5). the reissue oa\\\ .>! de».lai.i

lion, including those filed under subse>.iioii taiUi. nuisi

particularly specify "the errots oi what mij.lii he

deemed to be errors relied upon, and liov\ ilu\ .nose oi

occurred" This sub-seclion has two spicdu uijune
menis, both of which mu\i he aimplnJ wnh ni. .<r h\ , the

reissue oath or declaration 1 lius, instWar as (.ik4| i.issiu-

oaths or declarations are concerned, the oath oi tie, l.ir.i

lion must particularly specify "what might be deeiimi lo

be errors." For example, if the reissue applicant is seek

ing reexamination in view of particular prior ait or other

information, the reissue oath or dcclaiation must pomi
out "what might be deemed lo be errors" in |>atentabili

ly in view of such prior art or other information \lvue
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^pefificalK. the oath or Jtvlaration. in appropriate cir-

cumstancc^, nnjhi state that some or all claims might ho

deemed ic he [on hroad and invalid m mcvv of refer-

ences \ and 'S uhich uere not of record in the patented

files L'sualK, a general statement will sutTice Hut u here

appropriate, sueh is where the pertinence o\ the new^

references >b and ^ are not cMdent. more speoificif>

ahout "what might be deemed to be errors"" should he

provided Of ciuirse. the reissue applicant does nui ha\e
ti\ and presuiiiahh does >iiii. agree that ""ernTs"" exist

However, the reissue applicant does have to. in the reis-

sue oath or declaration of the suh-seclion (a)(4) t\pe.

particularK specifv "what might he deemed to be crr<^rs

relied up' 'n

In additiiMi lo spccifsing "'what might he deemed in

he errors relied upon."" sub-section (a)(5) alsi^ requires

""particularly specify ing" ""how the\ arose or occurred
"'

This means. •

-; ^luuse. ;hat the reissue <iath or declara-

ni>n must >pecit\ the manner in which that which
"might he deemed t he errors"' "arose or occurred"
}-or ;-\.im;'le. if the (ali4i reissue is being filed t"or

leeraminatii n ir. '. :-w >

•{' prior art or other infornialion.

ih.' reissue <\ith cr declaration must indicate when and
the manner in which th^' reissue applicant became aware
('! the possible error in the patent, eg . third party alle-

gation, discovery of prior .irt or other information subse-

ijuent to issuance of parent, knowledge i>\ prior art *ir

• ih,"- inf<""malion before issuance ot patent with signifi-

caii.c being brought out after is>u.ince by third partv.

ihr uigh allegations m.ide in lit;gation invoKing the pa-

fenT. etc li is particularly imp'^riant that the reissue oath
T declaraMoii idequalely specifv how "what might he
-Itemed to be errors'" arose or occurred. If the reissue

•a'h or lieclaralion does not particularly specify "how."'

•J. the manner in which any possible errors arose or

v^urred. the Oftl^ will he unable to adequately evalu-

ate reissiK- applic.ml"s statement m compliance with
I i)(h| that the "errors, if any. aro-,e "vvilhout any decep-
Mvr iii'e.'ition' cin the part of the applicant."

Suh-se^'ioii (aMh) specificallv requires that the reissue

I'h or Jeclaration. including tliose filed under sub-sec
li'-T' (ai'4i contain the averment that the "errors, if any.
.trose "without any deceptive mleiilion" on the part o\'

'he ipplicant " This requiremeir must not he overlooked
m lii;ng since the re(|;iirement tor an absence of ••decep-

tive intention" is • necessary part of any reissue appiica-
lion. in^ludiiii; ihose o\' the (a)(4) tvpe

i he significance .ind importance of suh-sei. lions laK^i
iikI (at'h) must noi he ov(_-riooked or minimi/ed insofar

IS reis>uc laths or deciaratu^ns are concerned, including
i!' :-e filed liultT -ab-sc^Hon (a)(4i These siib-seclions.

t ' A large ''vteni. enable the Office ti! make its determi-
nation reqiiirt-d hy statiiie that am error ;s "without ,iin

.licepiive Miteniion

In additK^r, to mee'ing the recjiiirements ot Sections

1
1""^ (a)<4i (a)(6) insofar as ihe reissue oath or declara-

tion IS coi'.ccrned the n-issiie applicant, at the time ot fil-

ing the reissue application, including the <a)(4) tvpe rei'-

sue .ipplicalioii. must .>\\o be awari- of the requirements of
^7 r\ R 1 56. as revisetl effective March I. 1477 Reissue
ipplicants may, of course, utili/e new Sections 1 47- 1 m'j

|o comply with the diitv of disclosure required hv Sec-
tion ! 5'^ While Section I "7(,,i provides for filing of the
prior art statement within three rTtonlhs i>f the filing <it

the application, reissue applicants are encouraged to file

ihe prioi .iri stat'.-nunt at 'he Mine of filing the application
II! onier that sucli -l.iiemeiils will be avaihile to

ilie piiiiln. ih.rmg M,^- iwo-rnontli period provided hv Sec-
tion I Pfi

'

In sitii.itioiis ui which tfie patent t'or which
ree>ftmiii.i'i> Fti is being s(Hight is. or has been, mviilved
in lifi^.itiori. V hich raised a question material to evami
nation of the reissue appiic.ition. such as (hi- validitv of
'he patent, or .iii\ .illcLiation of fraud, the existence o\'

such liiigaiion rniis; he ftroughr to the attentu'ii of the
( ^ffiee .it the tin; n shorily after, filing the applica-
tion, cither in the reissue oath t declaration, or in a sep-

.irate p.iper. preteiably accomp.iiiy ing the application .is

filed I itigitioii Secup .ilti r filing of the reissue applica

tion also should be promptly brought to the attention of
the Otfice The details and documents from the litiga-

tion, insofar as they are "material to the e.^amination"" of
the reissue application as defined m 37 CFR 1.5b(a).

should accompany the application as filed, or he submit-
ted as promptly thereafter as possible. For example, the
defenses raised against validity of the patent, or charging
fraud or inequitable conduct in the litigation, wnuld nor-
mally be "material to the examination" of the reissue ap-
plication It would, in most situations, be appropriate to

bring such defenses to the attention of the Office by fil-

ing in the reissue application a copy of the Court papers
raising such defenses. As a minimum, the applicant
should call the attentutn of the Office to the litigation,

the existence and nature of any allegations relating lo

v.ilidity and/ or "fraud" relating to the original patent,

and the nature of litigation materials relating to these is-

sues Hnough information should be submitted to clearly

inform the Office of the nature of these issues so that the
Office can intelligently evaluate the need for asking for

fiirther materials in the litigation. Thus, the existence of
supp(>riing materials which may substantiate allegations
of invalidity or •"fraud"" should, at least, be fully de-
scribed, or submitted. The Office is nol. of course, inter-

ested m receiving vdluminous litigation materials which
are nor relevant to (he Office's consideration of the reis-

sue application. The status of the litigation should be
updated in the reissue application as soon as significant

events happen in Ihe litigation.

Ihc Examination oj Reissue Applications.

I'uludini; fliosc Filed Under .U CFR 1.175(j)(4)

Ihe examirralion of reissue applications, including
those filed under sub-section (a)(4). will be m accor-
dance with Sections 1401-1401.12. M.F.E.P. Attention is

particularly directed to Section 1401.0*), M.P.E.P. which
refers to the two aspects of reissue examination, i.e . ex-

amination in the same manner as an original application

and examin.ilion for compliance with the reissue statute

and rules The purpose of the present guidelines is to

supplement those presently in existence and to empha-
size certain points, particularly as they relate to reissue

applications filed under sub-section (a)(4).

When examining the reissue application the examiner
will consider whether or not applicant, in the reissue

oath or declaration, has complied with each of the re-

^Ulrements of 37 CFR 1.175 For example, in all reissue

applications, the reissue oath or declaration must comply
with Ihe requirements of the first sentence of 37 CFR
i h5 When the reissue application is other than the

'.i)(4) type, the reissue oath or declaration must comply
with the appropriate sub-sections (aKl) to (a)(3) and sub-
sections (a)(5) and (a)(6). When the reissue application is

filed uiuler sub-section (a)(4), the reissue oath or declara-
iion must also comply with sub-sections (a)(5) and (a)(6)

I hus. all reissue applications must comply with sub-sec-
tions (.11(5) ,ind (a)(6). If the examination reveals a lack
of compliance with any requirement of Section 1 175.

e g . the requirements of sub-sections (a)(5) and/or
(a)(6), a reieclion will be made on the basis that the reis-

sue oath or declaration is insufficient. See Section
1401 OM. M V \. V L'n'der no circumstances will any reis-

sue application be passed for issue without full compli-
ance with 37 CFR 1 175.

Applications filed under sub-section (a)(4) will not. of
course, be passed for issue without amendment, but will

be reiecled as lacking statutory basis for a reissue if there

(ire no other i^ntunds for rejection, since 35 li.S.C. 251

(Joes noi authorize reissue of a patent unless the patent is

deemed wholly or partly inoperative or invalid. If a reis-

sue filed under sub-section (a)(4) is subsequently
anieiided thereby converting it into an application under
subsections (a)(1) to (a)(3). a supplemental reissue oath or

deeluraiion must he filed containinf^ the appropriate aver-

ments. If such a proper supplemental oath or declaration
IS not filed, a re|eclion will be made on the basis that the

reissue oath or declaration is insufficient. The supple-
mental oath or declaratum insures compliance with 35
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L'.S.C. 251 by providing apprtipnate avermenis relating

to actual errors rather than possible errors.

If the examiner becomes aware of litigation involving

the patent stiughl to be reissued during examination i'lf

the reissue application, and applicant has not m,ii.le the

details regarding that litigation of record in the reissue

application, the examiner, m the next otfice action, will

inquire regarding the same The following paragraph

may be used for such an mquiiy

""It has come to the attention of the examiner th.it the

patent sought to be reissued by this application (isi

(lias been) involved in litigation Any tioi. uiiieni-

and/or materials, including the defenses laised

against validity, or agamst enfoiceahility beiause .-\

fraud or inequitable conduct, which would he mate-

rial to the examinatuin of this leissue .tppliciiion r,

required to be made of record n: rcspoir-i 'U 'Ct'

See ^7 CF R I n5(b)."'

If the additional details of the litigalion appe' • •

h,

material to exammalion lA' the leissue ipplic.ition, ilu

examiner may make such .ukiition,il iimiini"- i. iV' c-

sary and approjuiate under 3" CT"R 1 P.'^ihi

However, any application whi>.h indicates ilv .xis

tence of a question of "fraud"" or "viohition of itu- dui -

of disclosure"' will be fiirwarded to the ()tTke o| 'lu \ -,

sistant Commissioner for Patents pursuant to Si.\ii,mi

721.01. M.P.F.P.. as soow as the existence of Ui,n </I/.•^

lion is appreciated. For example, any reissui .ipplK iii' n

which seeks reexamination in vievv of matena' piioi .m

iir other information known before issuatK ot the p.:

tent to a person having a duty under 37 Cl R ' '^'^(a)

must be forwarded under Section 721.01. M 1' I I' to

the Assistant Commissioner via the (iroup Oirt^t i

Ihe Hlinii oj Protests Under r CIR 1. 2''!

The amendments to Section I 241 reflected 'lu in

creased value the Office places on appropri.iti' written

protests as an aid in avoiding the issuance of inv.ilid |\i

tents The present supplemental guidelines aie in addi-

tion to those previously published and leterred to ibove

The nature of the protest, and the timeliness of its sub-

mission, are imptirtant factors in deterniining the

consideration which is given the protest, and by whom
It IS considered. Insofar as the question of timeliness is

concerned, the original publication of the rules at 455

O.G. 1054, the earlier Ciuidelines published at 457 Oti
11, and Section l.V)4()2, M P.I'.P adequately treat this

question. Protests should obviously be subnntted as early

in the examination process as possible in ordei to be of

maximum benefit lo the Office in its examination v)t the

application involved.

If the protest is being filed with regard to a reissue .ip

plication, the protest should be filed within the two

month period following announcement ot the tiliiii: of

the reissue application in the Offical Ciazette. if it is .ii

all possible to do so If, for some reason, the protest of

the reissue application cannot be filed wnhin the iwi^

month period prtnided by 37 CFR I 17h. the pn^tesi

can he submitted at a later lime, b"ul protestor must be

aware that reissue applications are "special" and a later

filed protest may be received after action by Ihe examin-

er, if submitted later than the two months provided bv

37 CFR 1.176. In the event a protest is intended against

a reissue application, but cannot be submitted within the

two months provided following the O.O announcement.

the protestor can request an additional specified perKxt

within which to file the protest, explaining why the ad-

ditional lime IS necessary and the nature of the protest

intended. A copy of any such request for ailditional time

to protest a reissue application beyonil the Iwo months

provided musi he served on. the reissue applicant I he

request for additional lime should be direcleil lo the ap

propriale Ciroup Oireclor The requests for addition. il

lime beycHid the two months provided will be criiualh

reviewed as lo demonstrated need before being granted

since the delay of examination of a reissue application ol

another party is being requested Accordingly, the re

quests should be made only where necessary, for the mini

mum period required and with a justifi ation establishing

the necessity lot the extensron

.\iiv protest filed .illegmg 'fraud'" or "vioLiIion of the

dutv ot disclosure " should be ilireeled to the attention ol

the .Assistant Commissioner t<n Patents, Muilding ^.

Room 11 \ r» Protests h.isi^i on grounds other than

"fraud" Ol "violation of the duiv ^^f disclosuie " should

he directed to the attention of the Director ot ihe partis

ular evaminmg gioup in which the appiic.ition is peiid

ing If the prolesioi is unable to specifically identity the

.ipplie.ilKin to which the protest is directed, hut. nevei

theless. believes such an .ipplivation to be pending, itie

protest diould he directed to the attention of the Assis

taut ( o!iinii's!oner lot P.itents. Huildiiig 3. Room I I ,A

13. .iloiig with .IS much ideiiiifving data for the applica-

tion is is ,1V .III able

•\s itidu.ited in the e.irliei publications, eg. Section

! <n^M): MP I- I' c\.i\ effort should he made bv a

pp'icMor lo .-ffecl SI r\ ice of t(u [>roiesi upon the altiir

iiev or .ij'eiii ol .ippiivMiit w h' is ot resold o' upini the

.ipplK.ini Ilie ptoieM filed m the (X'fiee should tencsl

ih.it 'v""vi>.v li.ts heeii ni.ule ()nly in lliose insi.iiKes

w fu'I •• si'ivn.1 Is II it p(>ssih|i should 'lie prou-sl hi tiUi.1

!!• di p'K.iie in order iti.il \h>. < 'Mi. v.ei ittempt serv ic>.

( >! v'Uise. ihe copy served upon .ippf. .ml or .ipplic.int'^

ill< iiiev "I agent slioiilil be as\otnp.mied hy ,i co\<\ .i

e.i.ii p'n r HI ov 'ilii.i do^unuiil ii'lii'tl upon in ili-

v.iin.- iiianiK-i ,is le.iuirevf by Se.iioii ; J'iiai loi die ( )l

flee ^op\

I iu I.x.ioiih' '''
( "i-.di ^Imn ol f'ri<ii'.;\

!'• Ui-sis >iht t th m those illeL'ing "ir.nul ' oi "moI.i

ti 11' >i -iic diiiv ol diss Insure' will be uxeivi'il hv. <.

•

l.ru.iided I «, die < ti mp Dusstor of (he ex.imiiiiiii-

e.l,",lt^ wlie'i. til. ippli till '1 1^. 'I mav in- pending .iild

ttieii iclerred i. i'mc .i|^|Moj-.i.,ite exaniifiei II it is itieii.

OI Miei dis^'veicd ;h,it ,i i|uesUon >'l 'li lud " or ""viola

iK-r, (.' ill,- dulv ol disclosure exisis. tin applicalioi, .md

the pioiesi Will Ih loiw.iulc 1 to ilu ( )ffice of the \ssis

lani Cominissioiici to, I'.i'.'iiis piiiMi.iiil to Scstion

721.01. M 1' I I'

If no .ilk'galioiis Hi ,]iiesi)oiis .if ' tr.iiid " ot 'Aiol.ilion

of the iluiy of disci, sine" io' t. mud to exist the examin

er will consider the pioUsi ind trp.^ii die icsults of the

considei.itioii lo the (noup One. tot II the protest lias

been timely suhmilied i. .
Hetou- 'iiki; ie|ectioi; o- .d

low.inci'. the ex.iiiHDi' v^ill .onsulei e.n-h ot iiu piioi

;irt or other doiuiiun's suliniitied At least thosi' prior

alt documents whuli die . x.innner lelies on ni ri'ieclinr

cLiinis will be made ol leeouj hv nie.nis o| loim PIO
S42 If the ex.inimei does not uie .ill .1 die prior .irl oi

ottier do,.uiiieiits ol form 1' I ( ) ^''J. itu c v.immet will

jifice ,1 not.ilion in tlu' protest p.ipcr .iili.U'. ni to the nl

eri'ii. e to the dosunienls vOikIi \s\\\ iik liide the i v.itnin

CIS null, lis ,ind the term "». lies ked

If ihe piotest IS filed iltet l"iii,il m k-.l'.ni oi .illowai

of the appiic.ition, the considei.iiion h\ ili.- ex,uiiiiK i

will tiepend ujioii the relev.ince ''f the [m i i .ill A'\ ^.

meiits submitted .md die point in luii' .n w his h iliey Me
submitted Documents whuh cle.iiK .tnlici|\iie or refi

der obvious one or moie . lainis will \\o\ h( kiiovMiicK

Ignored Prosecution ot du .ipplis.ilion will he reopened

vvhere necessary Howt-vn, protestoi imisi he .iw.iie

thai Ihe likelihood of coiisidei.ition hv tin I x.iminer dc

creases as the patent issue il.ite .ippio.ahes Aseordinglv ,

protests must he tiled e.irly in oidei lo eiisuie then son

sideralion

If the protest is not ascoin|vinu'd )n .i sopy ol e.icli

prioi ait or othei do^ unieiit nlud upon as lequiied )n

Section I 241(a). tfie protestor c.miioi he .issuied ih.it llie

examiner will consider the missing document llowevei

il the ex.iminer does so. the ex.imiiicr wi'l eilliet site the

document on torrii PIO ^42 or pi.ice .i nol.ilion in the

protest paper ad|aci'iit to the refereiisc lo the doi uineiil

which will include the ex.iniiner's inilials ,ind die term

"checked
"

II. upon coiisuleiing the piotesi or .iii\ suImiiissioii-

suhsequeiil thereto, the exaininei coiisideis it desii.ihle to

obtain .ipplicanl's comments on the [Molest beloie lui

ther .iction, rlu- examiner will oiler .ipplk.tnl an oppoi
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tunity it^ nie comments within a set period, usually two
months
The following suggested format can be used to offer

applicant an opportunity to file comments on the pro-
test

"A protest against the issuance of a patent based on
.

this application has been filed under 37 CFR 1.291
on . . and a copy (has been indicated as having
been served on applicant) (is attached hereto). Any
comments or response applicant desires to file before
consideration of the protest must be filed by . . .

."

Section 1.291(a) indicates that protests are acknowl-
edged and this acknowledgement will normally be made
by the particular office to which the protest is ultimately
Jirectcd for consideration. Protests alleging "fraud" or
"violation of the duty of disclosure" will normally be
acknowledged by the Office of the Assistant Commis-
sioner for Patents. Other protests, i.e., those not alleging
Truud" or "violation of the duty of disclosure" will nor-

mally be acknowledged by the Group Director of the
examining group where the application is. or may be.
pending

If the protest involves an application to which the
priMestor has access, e.g.. a reissue application filed after
March 1. 1977. or one in which protestor has been for-
mally granted access, then protestor may monitor the
proceedings and file such additional papers as protestor
consider? appropriate. If protestor has access to the ap-
plication, protestor may request the Office to supply
protestor with copies of Office actions or other docu-
ments mailed by the Office. Such a request should be di-
rected to the particular area in which the application is

pending, e.g., Office of Assistant Commissioner for Pa-
tents, or Director of the particular examining group
The request should explain why protestor needs the cop-
ies m question and should indicate an intent on protes-
tors part to assist the Office in its examination by sup-
plying relevant comments. Normally, the Office will
send copies of Office actions to protestors where the
protestor indicates an intent to review actions and, if ap-
propriate, comment to the Office on them. However,
since protestor has no right to copies of the Office ac-
tions or other documents, the granting or denying of
such requests will be within the sole discretion of. and
for the convenience of the Office. \

If the protestor has access to the application.^^ examin-
er may communicate with the protestor in writing to
seek clarification and/or additional information if the ex-
aminer considers such clarification and/or additional in-
formation necessary to properly consider the protest.
The following suggested format can be used by the ex-
aminer to seek clarification and/or additional informa-
tion from a protestor having access to an application:

'The protest, as filed. -. has been noted.
However, clarification and/or additional information
is desired. In particular [Examiner explains] any sub-
mission of the requested information should be made
within ONE MONTH of the date of this letter and
the submission must indicate service on applicant."

While the examiner should not normally need clarifi-

cation and/or additional information from the protestor
where the grounds involve only published prior art, e.g..

patents, periodicals, etc.. under some circumstances it

may be necessary for the examiner to seek such clarifica-
tion and/or additional information. For example, if the
date of a reference is in question, or some question of
public use is involved, and the information being sought
is within the knowledge or control of the protestor, the
examiner may find it necessary to communicate with the
protestor to obtain the same.
Where the examiner feels that a protestor with access

to an application can contribute significantly to the ex-
amination process, the protestor may be given a specific
period, normally one month, within which to comment
on responses submitted by patent applicants to Office ac-
tions Such a comment period should only be provided
where it would appear to be of benefit to the examina-

tion process and only with the approval of a Superviso-
ry Primary Examiner. Where an applicant agrees to
such participation by a protestor or where a Court has
suspended litigation for consideration of a related appli-
cation by the Patent and Trademark Office with an ex-
pression of its desire for such protestor participation, it

should be more liberally granted.
Where a protestor requests permission to participate

in any interview between an applicant and the examiner
or requests on its own behalf to have an interview with
the examiner, the request should be referred to the Of-
fice of the Assistant Commissioner for Patents for ac-
tion. Normally, protestor participation in interviews
with examiners will not be allowed unless special justify-
ing circumstances exist. Where authorized, participation
by the protestor in an interview will be according to
conditions set down by the Patent and Trademark Of-
fice. Normally, any transcript of the interview, if autho-
rized, will be at the expense of the party or parties re-
questing it and will be arranged by such party or parties.
Where Office actions are betrig sent to a protestor or
where a protestor is present for an interview, a copy of
the Interview Summary Form and other records made
of the interview will be provided to the protestor.
Where protestor's participate in an interview, they may
submit their own record of the interview which will be
made of record in the file.

Interviews relating to a patent application with a pro-
testor will not be permitted without the applicant pres-
ent.

A protestor with access to an application appealed to
the Board of Appeals who intends to file comments or a
brief in opposition to appellant's brief should file an indi-
cation of such intention within one month after the no-
tice of appeal is filed and serve a copy of the same upon
appellant. The indication of intention should state that
protestor agrees to file such comments or brief in tripli-

cate, within one month after appellant's brief is filed,
and also agrees to serve a copy of the comments or brief
upon appellant. If such an indication is not filed and
served, or the protestor's comments or brief is not time-
ly filed in triplicate and served, no assurance is given
that the Examiner will consider the protestor's com-
ments or brief during the preparation of the Examiner's
Answer.
A protestor who participates by the filing of com-

ments or a brief in opposition to appellant's brief may
also request, at the time of filing the comments or brief,

to appear at any oral hearing. If a protestor does not file

such comments or brief, the protestor cannot be present
at any oral hearing. If a protestor does file such a re-
quest, the Board of Appeals, in its discretion, will decide
whether or not the issues on appeal are such that protes-
tor's participation at the hearing would be helpful. The
Board of Appeals will notify protestor whether or not
the request to appear at the hearing is granted and, if

granted, how much time will be permitted. Of course, if

appellant does not request an oral hearing, or provides
timely notification to the Board and protestor that appel-
lant will not appear, protestor will not be heard.
A copy of any examiner's letter or communication to

a protestor will be mailed to applicant at the same time
it is mailed to the protestor. While the examiner may
communicate in writing with a protestor having access to
the application, the examiner will not communicate oral-
ly and protestor must refrain from oral communications
with the examiner except to ask purely procedural ques-
tions which have no relation to the substance of the pro-
test or the merits of the application, unless specifically
authorized in writing by the Assistant Commissioner for
Patents.

Where the handling of a protest or the handling of a
reissue application involved in related litigation requires
an inordinately larg;er than normal amount of work on
the part of an examiner and where otherwise warranted.
Supervisory Primary Examiners may authorize the use
of non-examining time for handling some or all of the
examination.

The above guidelines are intended to make clearer the
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policies of the Patent and Trademark Office in respect

to the handling of reissue applications, protests and
"fraud" questions. The Office is especially interested in

seeing that the consideration of reissue applications and
protests is thorough and fair. It is interested in seeing

that protestors have an opportunity to participate in the

proceedings in the Office to the extent that such partici-

pation is helpful and appropriate in each case. It is also

greatly interested in the completeness and accuracy of

the file record, including indications whether or not pri-

or art references and information mentioned in the

record have been reviewed by the examiner.

The present guidelines which will be incorporated

into the M.P.E.P. as soon as possible, when considered

in conjunction with those previously issued and the

M.P.E.P., should answer many of the questions being

raised about the revised rules.

DONALD W. BANNER,
Commissioner of Patents

A Trademarks.

[977 O.G. 11]

Nov. 13, 1978.

(82) Expedited Processing of Reissue Applications

and Applications Having Issues of Fraud or Failure

to Comply With The Duty of Disclosure

The Patent and Trademark Office has been experienc-

ing increasing delays in the examination of reissue appli-

cations and other applications in which charges or ques-

tions of fraud or failure to comply with the duty of

disclosure have been raised or are apparent on the

record. Consideration of these charges involves consid-

erable expenditures of resources and time. They also

tend to delay prompt consideration on the merits in

view of the prior art, etc. Considerable duplication of ef-

fort and expenditures of resources and time also may oc-

cur when the Office considers applications in circum-

stances where the same issues are concurrently being

considered in Court.

Deferral of Fraud Issues

Effective immediately, the Office is instituting a poli-

cy of delaying consideration of issues of fraud or failure

to comply with the duty of disclosure in any application

until all other issues are settled.

Accordingly, under this procedure, applications hav-

ing issues of fraud or failure to comply with the duty of

disclosure will continue to be referred to the Office of

the Assistant Commissioner for Patents, but will then be

promptly returned, along with any appropriate examin-

ing instructions, to the Director of the Examining

Group for immediate action by the Examiner. Decisions

on Petitions to Strike applications pursuant to 37 CFR
I.S6(d) will be deferred pending resolution of the patent-

ability issues before the Examiner. Any such Petitions to

Strike filed after the Office of the Assistant Commission-

er has initially reviewed the application and returned it

for immediate action will be acknowledged by the Ex-

amining Group Director and action on the Petition will

be deferred pending completion of the patentability is-

sues before the Examiner. Examin'^rs will note in their

Office actions the existence of issues of fraud or failure

to comply with the duty of disclosure without

commenting on the substance of such issues and will in-

dicate that the issues will be considered after all other

matters have been disposed of Matters other than fraud

or failure to comply with the duty of disclosure raised in

a Petition to Strike, e.g., patentability in light of a refer-

ence, will be treated by the Examiner or other appropri-

ate official. Petitions relating to procedural matters in-

volving the examination of the applications, e.g..

requests for protestor participation in interviews, will be

decided by the appropriate Examining Group Director

Applications which have been referred to the Office of

the Assistant Commissioner and which are required to

bd returned thereto before allowance or after abandon-

ment of the application will have a notation placed on

the face of the application file by the Office of the Assis-

tant Commissioner requiring such return.

Suspension of Action Where There n Comurnni l.itinatirm

In order to avoid duplication ot eRort, aciinns in ap-

plications in which there is an indication o( concurrent

litigation will be suspended aulomaiicaliy unless .iiul un-

til it is evident to the examiner, or the applicant indi-

cates, that; (1) a stay itf the litigation is in efleci. (2) the

litigation has been terminated; O) there aie n.^ sigiiiri

cant overlapping issues between the jpplicaiion .iiui iht

litigation, or (4) it is applicant's desire that the .ippliv.a-

tion be examined ut that time

Expedited E.xamntalion uj H' i\\ui">

All reissue applications, except ihosi' umlei suspi-nsi.-ti

because of litigation, will be taken up for action ahe.nl

of other "special" applications; this means ih.it all issms

not deferred will be treated and responcieii to ininudiuw-

ly. Furthermore, reissue applications imoKed m "M.iyeo

litigation" will be taken up for action in advance ol uih-

cr reissue applications

Insofar as reissue applications for p.itcnis m Iiiig.iiMii

are concerned, the Office is presently consiJcrmp m"di

fications to the rules to provide for their t\amiiMiion

within the two-month waiting peruid now pn>\ uied h>

Section 1.176. Until appropriate niodiric.iiu'n>- .ire nuUe
to the rules, the Office will entertain petili'Mis uiJor ^^

CFR 1. 183 to waive the delay period ot ^" M K I I'^n

In addition, the Office is presently considering; u.j'.iiiing

the prompt disclosure of the existence of liiig.iiu'r ulat-

ed to a pending application.

Time monitoring systems are being put into elleci

which will closely monitor the time used b> .ipplicinis.

protestors, and examiners in processing reissue applica-

tions of patents involved in litigation m vvli.ch ilu - "uit

has stayed further action

Applicants in reissue applications invnl\i.j m liiig.uion

which has been sta>ed. dismisseil. eii. loi coiisid-iai n'li

by the Patent and Trademark Office will n.'tni.iliv fie

given one month to respond to Office .ictiiwi^ i;; ihi sc

situations where the Office determines ttiii ihe leissue

applicant can readily prepare a respi»iise in such ntnc

This one month period may be extended up.>n .i >lu>u

ing of clear justification, Ol course, up to thuc nioniliv

may be set for response if the r.\aininer deteriinnt.^ sucii

a period is justified.

Applicants and protestors submitting p.iper- t'l (.ntiv

in reissue applications of patents involved m litig.iiiMi

are requested to mark the i^utside envel(^j>e .mJ tlu dp
right hand portion of the paper with the wiud.s "HI IS-

SUE LITIGATIOX" and vMth the unit i^( the VVO in

which the reissue application is located c g .\ssi^:jn'

Commissioner for Patents. Hoard of Appe.iN .m | x.umim-

ing Group. The notations piet"er.ililv shnuKI 'x wiiiu'!

in a bright color with a felt point nuiiki.r I'lixrs

marked "REISSUE /.//7G.^ //aV" will he given >p.vi.il

attention. Also, the PTO will place .i prominent lu^.tiioi'

on the application file to indicate the eviNtence ot litig.i

tion.

The purpose of these changes is to lediKc ilu tinu iv-

tween filing and final action insofar as pi>-~sihit u ule

still giving all parties sufficient time to be Ik u.l 1 lii>

notice is supplemental to. and in some respeu>. nii diu <.

the earlier published notices on this suhjeci .ind p.irlieii-

larly the notice published at 977 OG II on Decenibci

12. 1978.

DONAl D W HANM K.

June 5. 1979. Commissioner ,>t f'..:,ii:\

iind 1 i\Jiitiiui'<\

[983 O G 24)

(83) Prior Art Cited by Patent Offires

in Other Countries

Section l.5() of Title 37 of the Code ot I cd.t.il Kegu-

lations requires patent applicants .md oihci^ .issnei.tud

with the prosecution of a patent application heloie the

US. Patent and Trademark Office to call i.' the DliKe's

attention information which is material to ev.uimi.iiion

Where related or correspi>nding paieiu .ipplicaiious h.i\e
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been filed in other counlncs. prior art may be cited b\

the Patent Offices o\' those other countries in connection
uith the examinaticm of the applications filed there
Where prior art is cited by those other Patent Offices
uhile the L.S. applicatu^n is pending, citatuins v\hich
are materia! to examination in this country and known
to an\ o\' thi- individuals covered by Section l.?6 must
be called to the attention of this Office. Attorneys and
agents are reminded of their obligations in this respect

l( IS siiggi'stod. of course, that such prior art be cited

to (he r S Patent and Trademark Office in a prior art

statement v^hich complies \Mth the provisions of Section
I
47-1 w o\ y CFR

DONALD W BANNER.
Cantmiwioncr of Pawnt^

and I rudcmarks.

C^S: O C. 3h]

Apr :V l')^'»

'^•It Kxtensions of Time
in Reexamination Proceedings

1 his notice is intended to clarify extension of time
practice as it relates to reexamination proceedings, and
supplement the provisions of Section 2265 of the Manual
of Patent E-Aamining Procedure (MPEP).
The provisions of 37 CFR 1.13f)(a) and (b) are SOT

applicable to reexamination proceedings under any cir-

cumstances Public Law '^7-247 amended 35 U S C 41

to authorize the Commissioner to charge fees for exten-
sions of tune to take action in an "application"" \ reex-

amination proceeding does not involve an "applicatitm""
37 CFR 1 136 authorizes extensions of the time period
only in an jpplication in which an applicant must re-

Npond or take action There is neither an ""application",

nor an ""applicant"" m\ol\ed in a reexamination proceed-
ing

Requests for an extension iif time to file a patent own-
er's siattmenl under 37 CFR 1.53(1 or respond to any
Office action in a reexamination proceeding must be
filed under 37 CFR 1.55()(c). These requests for an ex-

tension of time vmII be granted only for sufficient cause
and must be filed on or before the day on which action
by the patent owner is due. In no case will mere filing

of a request for extension of lime automatically effect

an\ extension. Although the appeal provisions of 3"

CFR 1 l'}2(a). l.iy-(b). and 1.3()4(a) set time periods ap-

plicable to reexamination as well as application proceed-
ings. the> also include a further proviso making these

time periods subject to the extension provisions of 3^

CFR 1 136. Hmvever, for the reasons set forth above,
the extension provisions of 37 CFR 1,136 are limited to

.tpplication proceedings and do not apply to reexam-
utation proceedings. Therefore, any request for an exten-
sion of time in a reexamination proceeding to file a brief

or reply brief a request for reconsideration or rehearing.
or u notice and reasons of appeal to the L' S Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit or for commencing ,i

ivil action, will be considered under the provisions of
"^"' CFR 1 55()(c). The regulations setting a time period
." which any of these actions must be taken set a tiiiic

1 -I replv within the meaning of 37 CFR 1 55()(b). v'vhich

I'l^e ^.in be extended under 37 CFR 1 '^f>(Mx)

I 1k' extension-of-time practice in reexaminatiMi pro-
.1. jiii.;s III which a final Office actio'i has hceii mailed
^ VI iiuics to hf reflected in MPEP Section llb'^ T lul is.

'l.i- .itie^-fiiial practice m reexamination proceetiings iii<i

:,. t .h'lige Oct 1. l'->^>2. and the automatic extension mi

irne pcl.vv ; t response to a final rejection .ind assotiat-

.d i>i.;lI!-c ir.' vti!! m effect \\\ reexamination procLvd-
jngs

f -ic'is'.^iN it liiiic for a requester of a reexamination.
A Mi; ;^ i'v t ttie patent ovvnei. are available onlv m rare
..iri. iimstaiic!-- A requL-^! t\)r an extension of the time pe-
riod 'o fik .! pe'Hio;; t'' on) the denial of a request tor

r.e\aiTiiii.iin n cm o<'.i\ i-.v entertained bs filing .i pcti

;u'!i undc .<" CI K I iS3 wiih appropriate fee !) waive
th^ l;i:u pro"> is'oris o| <7 (. f"R 1.5i'^(c) No exiens'oiis

will be permitted to the two-month time for filing a re-

ply by the requester under 37 CFR L535. This two-
month period IS set by statute (35 U.S.C. 304) and can-

not be extended.

GERALD J MOSSINGHOFF,
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[1028 OG 18]

Feb 17, 1983.

C^^) Priority Claims Based on Inventors Certificates

Pursuant to the provisions of 35 U S.C. 11'), last para-

graph (as amended July 28. 1972). 37 CFR 1.55(c) re-

quires that when an applicant wishes to claim a right of
priority on the basis of an application for an inventor's

certificate. ""
. the applicant or his attorney or agent,

when submitting a claim for such right . . . shall include

an affidav it or declaration including a specific statement
that, upon an investigation, he has satisfied himself that

to the best of his knowledge the applicant, when filing

his application for the inventor's certificate, had the op-
tion to file an application either for a patent or for an in-

ventor's certificate as to the subject matter of the identi-

fied claim or claims forming the basis for the claim of
priority ."

.As such. It has been and remains the position of the
Patent and Trademark Office that, in accordance with
35 L S C 1 19. application for inventors' certificates shall

give rise to a right of priority only when the country in

which they are filed gives to applicants, at their discre-

tion, the right to apply, on the same invention, either for

a patent or for an inventor's certificate. The affidavit or

declaration specified under 37 CFR 1.55(c) is only re-

quired for the purpose of ascertaining whether, in the

country where the application for an inventor's certifi-

cate originated, this option generally existed for appli-

cants vMth respect to the particular subject matter of the

invention involved. The requirements of 35 U S.C. 119

and 37 CF R 1.55(c) are not intended, however, to probe
into the eligibility of the particular applicant to exercise

the optu^n in the particular priority application involved.

It IS recognized that certain countries that grant in-

ventors' certificates also provide by law that their own
nationals who are employed in state enterprises may
onlv receive inventors" certificates and not patents on in-

ventions made in connection with their employment.
This vmII not impair their right to be granted priority in

the L'nited States based on the filing of the inventor's

certificate.

.Accordingly, affidavits or declarations filed pursuant
to 37 CF-R 1.55(c) need only show that in the country in

which the original inventor's certificate was filed, appli-

cants generally have the right to apply at their own op-
tion either for a patent or an inventor's certificate as to

the particular subject matter of the invention.

C MARSHAL L DANN.
\ul' 17. 1977 Commissioner of Patents

and I radcmarks.

[9h: O.ci 14]

(Sh) Requirements for Priority Documents.
Priority Fiased on .Application for Industrial Design

In ihe lederal Republic of Germany, an application

tor protcLtiini of an industrial design mav be accompa-
nied h\ (.iihcr a moilel or a drawing It is understood
I flat German residents file such applications with their

Iml.iI ludicial .lulhoniy ("Amtsgericht") rather than with

'he {ierni:in Patent Office in Munich
(^uesiions have been raised m this connection as to:

' 1 ) V\ hat s(>rt of priority document under 35 U.S.C.

1 19 IS requiretl when the original filing has com-
pnscd a model rather than a drawing, and

(2l Whether ii is necessary where the original filing

w.is with ,i local judicial authorit\ to obtain also a

ceriifii. u-' from the national patent office.
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As to the first question, the Patent and Trademark Of-
fice will receive under 35 U.S.C. 119, as evidence of an
earlier filed design application which included the de-
posit of a model, drawings or acceptable photographs of
the deposited model faithfully reproducing the design
embodied therein together with other required informa-
tion, certified by an official of the court or office with
which the application was originally filed.

No additional certification by the national patent of
fice will be required. Article 4D(3) of the Pans Conven-
tion refers to certification ".

. . by the auth(mty which
received such application . .

." so the reference in 35

U.S.C. 119 to "patent office" will be construed to ex-

tend also to the authority in charge of the design regis-

ter.

Aug. 15, 1977.

C MARSHALL DANN.
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks

[962 OG. 14]

(87) Right of Priority (35 U.S.C. 119) Based
on a Foreign Application Filed Under a Bilateral

or Multilateral Treaty

Under Article 4A of the Paris Convention for the

Protection of Industrial Property (21 UST 1583; 24 UST
2140; TIAS 6923, 7727; 852 O.G. 511) a right of priority

may be based either on an application filed under the na-

tional law df a foreign country adhering to the Conven-
tion or on a foreign application filed under a bilateral or

multilateral treaty concluded between two or more such
countries. Examples of such treaties are the Hague
Agreement Concerning the International Deposit of In-

dustrial Designs, the Benelux Designs Convention, and
the Libreville Agreement of September 13. 1962. relat-

ing to the creation of an Afric;.n and Malagasy Industri-

al Property Office The Convention o\\ the Grant of Eu-
ropean Patents and the Patent Ciioperation Treaty will

be further examples of such treaties once they enter into

force.

I he Priority Claim
^

In claiming priority of a foreign application

previously filed under such a treaty, certain information

must be supplied to the I'atent and 1 rademark Office In

addition to the application number and the date of the

filing of the application, the following information is re-

quired: (I) the name of the treaty under which the appli-

cation was filed. (2) the n.ime of at least one cinintrv

other than the United Stales m which the application

has the effect of or is equivalent to. a regular national

application, and (3) the naine and location of the nation-

al or intergovernmental authority which received such
applicatuMi

Certijiealion oj' ine Pruinty Papers

Section 119 of Title 35 of the Lnited States Code re

quires the applicant to furnish a certified copy of prii>ri

ty papers. Certification by the authority empowered im
der a bilateral or multilateral treaty to receive

applications which give rise to a right of priority under
Article 4A(2) of the Pans Convention will be deemeil to

satisfy the certification requirement

C MARSHALL DANN.
Aug. 9. 1977. Commissioner of Pulenis

and I rademarks

[9^: O Ci :)

(88) Abstract of the Disclosure

This notice is intended to announce a change in I he

examining practice concerning review of the abstract foi

c<impliance vsilh the guidelines set l(»rth in MPI P
608.0 1(b).

At present, the examiner is instructed to review the

abstract for compliance vsilh the guidelines v^hen pass

ing the case to issue, making any necessarv revisions h\

examiner"s amendment Ihis policv has led to the neces-

sity for many changes by the examiner which could

have and shoulil have been made at an earlier point in

the prosecution F^or example, abstracts in excess of the

250 word limit require cancellation and/or rewriting of

portions thereof This 250 word limit is strictlv enforced

since It represents a requirement of the printing process

and the printed patent format designed to present a max-
imum amount of information concerning a patent on a

single page
F:ffective immediately, examiners are to require cor-

rection of the abstract at the earliest point in the prose-

cution that non-compliance with the guidelines is

detected Applicants are expected to observe the guide-

lines in drafting the abstract and correct any defect thai

Is identified in an Office action Applicants are encour-
aged to make the necessarv corrections not onlv lo re-

lieve the examiner of this burden, but also to help avoid
any potential conflict with respect to altering the scope
of the enabling disclosure In this regard, it should be

noted that the abstract i>f the disclosure has been
interpreted to be a part of the specification for the pur
poses of compliance with paragraph 1 '>! 35 CSC 112 In

re Armhrusier. 512 F 2d h''h.' I^5 LSPQ 152 (CCPA
1975). Flowever, although it is piclerahle for apphc.iiil

to make any necessarv changes, the examiner will lel.iiii

the authi>rit\ and responsibilitv for reviewing, editing

and revising the abstract ot the ilisclosure .it the time oi

alKiwance of the .ipplicalion li> .issme >. omph.iiii.r \\iili

the guidelines

Section 608(i|(h) ot' the Manual ot F'atent Lvaininmg
Procedures will be .imended appropriateh

WII I lAM IF I inLAN.
Dec 30. 1977 l\piil\ t\si\!ani ( <in}nus\i,n}, r

Jor /'.;.'( !:i\.

(wr>' ( ) ( ; :i

(K4) Supplemental (iuidelincs for The Impltmentaliiin

of 37 CFR 1.1(19 Reasons for Allowance

.A leceiil reviev^ ol recorded si.ilenu'iiis ol leasuns I'or

allowance indkates the iieeil loi .i hjwe. uiuleisianding

reuardiiig implenieiii.ition d new Pule HW (3""
( I K

1 U)9)

These guidehnes aie supplein.'iii.il ii' those puHlisheJ

111 Ihe Official da/ettc ai
^)'^" l)(i II on April 12. 1""7

and amplified in SeUi 'ii 13(i: 14 \ll'l P. ke\ ^: April

1977

In delerniimiig wheitiei le.isoiis l,.i .illow.iiKe should

be recoiiied ilie pniiiaiv e tiiMderalion lies in the fiis!

sentence ol the Rule

"If the ev.iminei believe^ li'.i; !lu tei..>rJ >il the ptos-

ecution -.IS ii ti/;ii/( iJO(.-s iioi iii.ik. .U.n his u.i^ 'iis

tor .tllowiiig a V l.iiiii or tl.iin!>. ihi. evuiiiiier ii;.i\ set

forth svi^ h re.isoiuiig " (Liiiph.iMN .nKkil i

In nuKt cases the ev.iniiiur s .kiumis .md 'lie ippli-

cant's response make evident the ii.isons In .illow.ince.

salistying ilu' 'record as .i whole proviso ot ihe ink
This IS p;irlicul.trlv true when .ipplu.mt lulls vo^l;>lu^

with *"' CFR I I 11(h) and (U. <" C I K I 1V' .nul <7

CFR 1 133(bi I luis w here the ev.miiiier s .u iioi)> V li'.n l\

point oiii ihe leasonv loi n.i'\lioii .iiid ihe .ippiicini s le

spouse evphtiilv re[>iesenis le.isoiis win >.l.iiiiis .ue p. it

enuihle ovei iIk leleieike. ihe reasons \oi .illow.iiKe .iii

111 all prob.ibiliiv evideiii tiom ihe recoui .uu) no si.ue

nienl shoulil he ik\ess.ir\ Cons eiseiv . wlieie llie ie>.o;d

IS iiol ev[ilicil as lo re.isoiis. hiii .illovs.iiKe is in ouli'i.

then a logk.il evieiiMoii ol >" C"l K I 111. I II" .nul

1 M3 \\oiild ilklale lli.it iIk- iv.miinei should ni.iki re.i-

soiis of record .ind siuh re.isons shouki be specifu

Where speiilic le.isons .ire recorded in llu ev.iminer.

c.ire must be t.iken to iiisuie Ih.ii such re.isons .ue .iei.u-

r.ile. precise and do iioi placi' unw.irr.mud inter prel.i-

lions, whethei bio.ul or narrow, upon ilu' el.iims I lu'

examiner should keep in niinJ ihe possible niisinierprel.i

lions iif his sMtenunl ihat m,i\ he iii.ide ,uul iis possible

estoppel etieets I ,i>. h st.Heinenl shouki iiKliuk ,il le.f!
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(I) the major difTerence in the claims not found in the
prior art of record, and (2) the reasons why that differ-
ence is considered to define patentably over the prior art
if either of these reasons for allowance is not clear in the
record. The statement is not intended to necessarily state
all the reasons for allowance or all the details why
claims are allowed and should not be written to specifi-
cally or impliedly state that all the reasons for allowance
are set forth.

Under the rule, the examiner must make a judgement
of the individual record to determine whether or not
reasons for allowance should be set out in that record.
These guidelines, then, are intended to aid the examiner
in making that judgement. They comprise illustrative ex-
amples as to applicability and appropriate content. They
are not intended to be exhaustive.

Examples of When It Is Likely Thai a Statement Should
Be Added to the Record

1. Claims are allowed on the basis of one (or some) of
a number of arguments and/or affidavits presented
and a statement is necessary to identify which of
these were persuasive, for example:

a. When the arguments are presented in an appeal
brief

b. When the arguments are presented in an ordinary
response with or without amendment of claims.

c. When both an affidavit under 37 CFR 1.131 and
arguments under 102 and 103 are presented.

2. First action issue:

a. Of non-continuing application wherein claims are
very close to cited prior art and differences have
not been discussed elsewhere.

b. Of continuing applications wherein reasons for al-

lowance are not apparent from the record in the
parent case or clear from preliminary filled mat-
ters.

3. Withdrawal of a rejection for reasons not suggested
by applicant, for example:

a. As a result of an appeal conference.
b. When applicant's arguments have been misdirect-
ed or are not persuasive alone and the Examiner

_ comes to realize that more cogent argument is

available.

c. When claims are amended to avoid a rejection
under 35 USC 102 but arguments (if any) fail to

address the question of obviousness.
4. Allowance after remand from the Board of Ap-
peals.

5. Allowance coincident with the citation of newly
found references that are very close to the claims,
but claims are considered patentable thereover:

a. When reference is found and cited (but not ar-

gued) by applicant.

b. When reference is found and cited by Examiner.
6. Where the reasons for allowance are of record
but in the Examiner's judgement, are unclear (e.g.

spread throughout the file history) so that an unrea-
sonable effort would be required to collect them.
7. Allowance based on claim interpretation which
might not be readily apparent, for example:

a. Article claims in which method limitations impart
patentability.

b. Method claims in which article limitations impart
patentability.

c. Claim is so drafted that "non-analogous" art is

not applicable.

d. Preamble or functional language "breathes life"

into claim.

Examples of Statements of Suitable Content

l.The primary reason for allowance of the claims is

the inclusion of .03 to .05 percent nickel in all the
claims. Applicant's second affidavit, in example 5
shows unexpected results from this restricted range.

2. During two telephonic interviews with applicant's
attorney, Mr.—on 5/6 and 5/10/77, the Examiner
stated that Applicant's remarks about the placement

of the primary teaching's grid member were persua-
sive, but he pointed out that applicant did not claim
the member as being within the reactor. Thus, an
amendment doing such was agreed to.

3. The instant application is deemed to be directed to
an unobvious imnrovement over the invention
patented in Pat. No. 3,953.224. The improvement
comprises baffle means 12 whose effective length in
the extraction tower may be varied so as to opti-
mize and to control the extraction process.

4. Upon reconsideration, this application has been
awarded the effective filing date of S.N.
Thus the rejection under 35 USC 102(d) and 103
over Belgian Patent No. 757,246 is withdrawn.

5. The specific limitation as to the pressure used dur-
ing compression was agreed to during the telephone
interview with applicant's attorney. During said in-

terview, it was noted that applicants contended in

their amendment that a process of the combined ap-
plied teachings could not result in a successful arti-

cle within the amended pressure range. The Exam-
iner agreed to rely on this statement (see page 3,

bottom, of applicant's amendment), and the case
was allowed.

6. In the Examiner's opinion, it would not be obvious
to a person of ordinary skill in the art first to elimi-
nate one of top members 4, second to eliminate
plate 3, third to attach remaining member 4 directly
to tube 2 and finally to substitute this modified han-
dle for the handle 20 of Nania (see Fig. 1) especial-
ly in view of applicant's use of term "consisting."

Examples ofStatements That Are Not Suitable as to

Content
1 The 3 roll press couple has an upper roll 36 which

is swingably adjustable to vary the pressure selec-
tively against either of the two lower rolls. (Note;
The significance of this statement may not be clear
if no further explanation is given.)

2. The main reasons for allowance of these claims are
applicant's remarks in the appeal brief and an agree-
ment reached in the appeals conference. .

3. The instant composition is a precursor in the manu-
facture of melamine resins. A thorough search of
the prior art did not bring forth any compositions
which corresponds to the instant compositions. The
Examiner in the art also did not know of any art

which could be used against the instant composi-
tion.

4. Claims 1-6 have been allowed because they are be-
lieved to be both novel and unobvious.

The examiner should not include in his statement any
matter which does not relate directly to the reasons for
allowance. For example:

5. Claims 1 and 2 are allowed because they are patent-
able over the prior art. If applicants are aware of
better art than that which has been cited, they are
required to call such to the attention of the Examin-
er.

6. The reference Jones discloses and claims an inven-
tion similar to applicant's. However, a comparison
of the claims, as set forth below, demonstrates the
conclusion that the inventions are non-interfering.

WILLIAM FELDMAN,
Jan. 24, 1978. Deputy Assistant Commissioner

for Patents.

[968 O.G. 61

(90) Practice/Re: New Grounds of Rejection

After Appeal Brief Has Been Filed

A new practice has been implemented in the Patent
Examining Corps to promote uniformity and adherence
to guidelines in situations where a new ground of rejec-

tion is made in an Office action after an appeal brief has
been filed. Under this practice Supervisory Patent Ex-
aminer approval is required for any new ground of re-

jection made after the filing of an Appeal Brief. This
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requirement extends to new grounds of rejection made
either in an examiner's answer or in an Office action re>

opening prosecution. Evidence of that approval should

appear on applicant's copy of the Office action or an-

swer as well as the record copy. Consultation with or

approval by the Group Director is no longer required in

these situations.

This new practice does not alter the existing gujcfe-

lines for reopening prosecution (MPEP) 706.7(e) or for

making a new ground of rejection in an examiner's an-

swer (MPEP 1208.01). Appropriate modification wjll bp
made to applicable Sections ot the Manual of Patent p^;
amining Procedure in a future revision.

WILLIAM FELDMAN,
. Deputy Assistant Commifsioner

for Pqienii.

[970 O.G. 94 (5-23-78)]

(91) Commercial Success and Other

Considerations Bearing on Obviousness

In order to clarify Office practice relative to consifler;

ations of commercial success and other items bearing pn
obviousness, the following changes are made in the

Manual of Patent Examing Procedure.

In section 716, subsection 4, change the sub-title and

first paragraph to read as follows:

4. Commercial Success qnd Other

Considerations Bearing on Obvipusnesf

Affidavits or declarations submitting evidence of com-
mercial success, long-felt but unsolved needs, faijure

of others, ?tc., must be considered by (he Examiner in

determining the issye pf obviousness of claims for pat

tent-ability under 3S U-S.C. 103. Such evidence might be

utilized to give light to circumstances surrounding the

origin of the subject matter sought to be patented. As in-

dicia of obviousness or unobvioMsness, such evi(|ence

may have relevancy, GrafiQm v. Jofftf Deere Co.. 383

U.S. 1. 148 USPQ 459 (1966) ; fn re Pqimer 172 USPQ
126, 451 F.2d 1100 (CCPA 1971) ; In r? Fielder and Un-

derwood, 176 USPQ 300, 471 F.2d 640 (CCPA 1973).

The Graham v. John Deere pronouncements on the rele-

vance of commercial success, etc. to a deter-

mination of obviousness were not negated in Sakraida v.

Ag ProA25 U.S. 273, 189 USPQ 449 (1976) or Andersons

Black Rock, Inc. v. Pavement Salvage Co.. Inc.. 396 U.S.

57, 163 USPQ 673 (1969), where reliance was placed

upon A A PTea Ca v. Svpermprket Corp. 340 U.S. 147

87 USPQ 303 (1950). See Dann v. Johnston. 425 U.S.

219, 189 USPQ 257 (1976), at 261, footnote 4.

The weight attached to evidence of commercial suc-

cess, etc. by the Examiner will depend upon its material-

ity to the issue of obviousness and the amount and

nature of the evidence. Note the great reliance apparent-

ly placed on this type of evidence by the Supreme Court

in upholding the patent in United States v. Adams, 383

U.S. 39, 148 USPQ 479 (1966).

Evidence of commercial success, etc. must be com-

mensurate in scope with the scope of the claims [In re

Tiffin, 448 F.2d. 791. 171 USPQ 294 (1971)]. Further in

considering evidence of commercial success, care should

be taken to evaluate to the extent possible from the evi-

dence submitted, whether the commercial success al-

leged is directly derived from the invention claimed, in a

marketplace where the consumer is free to choose on

the basis of objective principles, and that such success is

not the result of heavy promotion or advertising, shift in

advertising consumption by purchasers normally tied to

applicant or assignee, or other business events extrane-

ous to the merits of the claimed invention, etc. [In re

Mageli. et al. 176 USPQ 305. (CCPA 1973)]; [In re

Noznick. et al. 178 USPQ 43. (CCPA 1973)].

Similarly in considering evidence of longfelt but

unsolved needs and failure of others, care should be

taken to determine whether such failures were due to

lack of interest or appreciation of an invention's poten-

tial or marketability rather than want of technical know-

how [Scully Signal Co. v. Electronics Corp. of America.

196 USPQ 657 (1st Cir. 1977)].

In section 716, subsection 4. add the following as the

last paragraph:

If, after evaluating the evidence, the examiner is ttili

not convinced that the claimed invention is patentable,

his action should include a simple statement to that ef-

fect, identifying the reason(s) (e.g., evidence of commert

cial success not convincing, the commercial success not

related to the technology, etc.).

R^NE D TEGTMEYER.
Jifjy 10, 1978. Assistant Commissioner

for Patents.

[973 O.G. 34]

(92) Handling of Dependent Claims by the Examiner

Effective immediately, the following practice will be

followed by patent examiners when making reference to

a dependent claim—either singular or multiple. The new
practice is intended to simplify and streamline our cur-

rent practice (MPEP 608.0 l(n). Revision 55. January

1978) which experience indicates was unnecessarily bur-

densome in many cases.

1. When identifying a singular dependent claim which

does not include a reference to a multiple depen-

dent claim, either directly or indirectly, reference

should be made only to the number of the depen-

dent claim.

2. When identifying the embodiments included within

a multiple dependent claim, or a singular dependent

claim which includes a reference to a multiple de-

pendent claim, either directly or indirectly, each

embodiment should be identified by using the num-
ber of the claims involved, starting with the highest,

to the extent necessary to specifically identify each

embodiment.
3. When all embodiments included within a multiple

dependent claim or a singular dependent claim

which includes a reference to a multiple dependent

claim, either directly or indirectly, are subject to a

common rejection, objection or requirement, refer-

ence may be made only to the number of the depen-

dent claim.

The following table illustrates the intended differences

between current and the revised practice where each

embodiment of each claim must be treated on an indi-

vidual basis:

Identification

Claim Current Revised

Number Claim Dependency Practice Practice

1 .... Independent 1 1

2 Depends from 1 . . . . 2/1 2

3 .... Depends from 2 . . . . 3/2/1 3

4 . . . . Depends from 2 or 3 4/2/1 4/2

4/3/2/1 4/3

5 . . . . Depends from 3 . . . . 5/3/2/1 5

6 . . . . Depends from 2, 3 or 5 6/2/1 6/2

6/3/2/1 6/3

6/5/3/2/1 6/5

7 . . . . Depends from 6 7/6/2/1 7/6/2

7/6/3/2/1 7/6/3

7/6/5/3/2/1 7/6/5

When all embixiiments in a multiple dependent claim

situation (claims 4. 6 and 7 above) are subject to a com-

mon rejection, objection or requirement, reference may
be made only to the number of the individual dependent

claim. For example, if 4/2 and 4/3 were subject to a

common ground of rejection, reference should be made
only to claim 4 in the statement of that rejection.

The provisions of 35 USC 132 require that each Of-

fice action make it explicitly clear what rejection, objec-
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lion and/or requirement is applied to each claim
embodiment.

WILLIAM FELDMAN.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner.

[<i76 0.G. 128]

Oct. 17. 1978.

(^}) Microorganisms—Patentable Subject Matter

The deci.sion of the Supreme Court in Diamond \

Chakrabariy (2()fe U.S.P.Q 193) held thai micro-
organisms produced by genetic engineering are not e.x-

cluded from patent protection by 35 U.S.C. §101 It is

clear from the Supreme Court decision that the question
of whether or not an invention embraces living matter is

irrelevant to the issue of patentability.

Accordingly, the Patent and Trademark Office is now
examining patent applications including claims to micro-
organisms which had been under suspension Assumnm
that the products invoUed were the result of human in-

tervention and were not products of nature, such claims
will not be rejected under 35 U.S.C §101 as directed to
unpatentable subject matter.

SIDNEY A DIAMOND.
July 29, 1980. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks

[997 O.G. 24]

(94) Department of Commerce
Patent and Trademark Office

Designation of International Depository Authorities under
the Budapest Treaty i

The Budapest Treaty and the International Recogni-
tion of the Deposit of Microorganisms for the Purposes
of Patent Procedure came into force on Aug. 19. 1980
with respect to the United States. Bulgaria, France.
Hungary, and Japan. A copy of the Treatv was
published in the Official Gazette on Aug 23, 1977 (961
O.G. 21-2b).

This Treaty authorizes each State for which the Trea-
ty is in effect to designate a depository on its territory to
serve as an international depository authorit\ More than
one depository may be designated. Each such depository
will be authorized to receive and store deposits, and dis-

pense samples thereof, m compliance with the Treaty
and the patent laws of each State adhering thereto. The
Treaty is open for adherence by anv member Stale of
the Paris Union for the Protection ot' Industn.il Proper
ty.

The Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks hereby
solicits requests from private and public depositories lo-

cated in the United States to serve as international de-
pository authorities. Requests should be addressed to:

Sidney .A. Diamond. Commissioner of Patents and
Trademarks, Washington. DC. 20231

Each request must explain and, to the extent praQlica-
ble. provide evidence of the depository's capacity to
meet the obligations of the Treaty. Such request must
also include an offer by the depository to assume the
cost of transferring deposits made under the Treaty to
another international depository authority in the event
of default of any of its Treaty obligations.The availabili-
ty of funds for such transfer, if needed, must be available
through a bond, special reserve fund, escrow or other
means judged suitable b\ the Commissioner.

Requests will be promptly evaluated by the Commis-
sioner of Patents and Trademarks, and each requesting
depository promptly notified of the decision reached.
Questions or inquiries concerning this notice ma\ be ad-
dressed to the Office of Legislation and International
Affairs, at the following address: Box 4, Commissioner
of Patents and Trademarks. Washington. DC 20231
The telephone number of the Office of Legislation and
International Affairs is (703) 557-3065
The World Intellectual Property Organization, in Ge-

neva. Switzerland, the Secretariat for the Pans Union,
has provided a .memorandum explaining the role and ob-

ligations of international depositorv authorities. This
memorandum is reproduced below for the guidance of
depositories in requesting recognition as an international
depository authority.

MEMORANDUM
For the purposes ofprospective international depositary au-

thorities under the Budapest Treatv

Introduction

1 This memorandum contains informations for the
benefit of any depositary institutions (culture collections)
that ma\ wish to become "international depositary au-
thorities" under the Budapest Treatv on the Internation-
al Recognition of the Deposit of Microorgan-
isms for the Purposes of Patent Procedure (done at Bu-
dapest on Apr. 28. 1977), Its brevity is such that it

cannot be exhaustive Any interested person requiring
full intormation should refer to the relevant provisions
o^ the Budapest Treaty and the Regulations under it

(any reference hereinafter to an "Article" or to a "Rule"
IS a reference to an Article of the Budapest Treaty or to
a Rule of the Regulations under it).

Objectives of the Budapest Treaty

2 Disclosure o\' the invention is a generally recog-
nized requirement for the grant of patents (for 'the pur-
poses of this memorandum, the word "patent" also
covers other titles of protection, such as inventors' cer-
tificates) Normally, an invention is disclosed by means
of a written description. Where an invention involves
the use of a micrtiorganism that is not available to the
public, such a description is not sufficient for disclosure,
since the invention could not be used by a person skilled
in the art. That is why in the patent procedure of an in-
creasing number of countries it is necessary not only to
file a written description but also to deposit, with a de-
positary institution, a sample of the microorganism.
When protection for the invention is sought in several
countries, the complex and costly procedures of the de-
posit of the microorganism might have to be repeated in
each of those countries. The objective of the Budapest
Treaty is precisely to obviate such multiple deposits: un-
der the Treaty a single deposit with one "international
depositary authority" is sufficient for the purposes of pa-
lent procedure before the industrial property offices of
all Contracting States, and of inter-governmental organi-
zations granting regional patents which have declared
that they recognize the effects of the Treaty (Articles
3(l)(a)and 9(l)(a)).

General Remarks on International Depositary Authorities

3 "International depositary authorities" are depositary
institutions that have acquired the status of international
depositary authorities. To obtain this status, a depositary
institution has to be located on the territory of a Con-
tracting State or of a member State of one of the organi-
zations referred to in the preceding paragraph, and has
to benefit from "assurances" furnished by that Contract-
ing State or organization to the effect that the institution
complies and will continue to comply with the require-
ments referred to in paragraph 5 below (Article 6(1)).
The action for acquiring this status is taken by the State
or organization concerned (Article 7 and Rule 3). There
IS nothing to prevent it from making more than one de-
positary institution acquire such status: it is therefore
possible for there to be several international depositary
authorities located on the territory of one and the same
State

4 An inttrnational depositary authority can lose its

status cither entirely (in which case "termination of sta-
tus" IS spoken of) or partly, in other words in respect of
certain types of microorganisms onl^ (in which case
"limitation of status" is spoken oO- Loss of the status oc-
curs if the State or organization whose action brought
about the acquisition of the status denounces the Treaty
or withdraws the declaration of recognition of the ef-
tects of the Treaty (in which case the lo.ss of status can
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only be total), or if the State or organization withdraws

its assurances regarding the international depositary au-

thority, or again by virtue of a decision of the Assembly

of Contracting States taken at the request of another

Contracting State or another i>rganization (Articles H,

9(4) and 17(4); Rule 4).

Requirements Which Have to be Met by International De-

positary Authorities

5. The requirements referred to in paragraph 3 above

which a depositary institution has to meet in order to

become a depositary authority are the following (Article

6(2) and Rule 2):

(a) The institution has to have a c(Mitinuous existence

It has to be impartial and objectise— which means

among other things that it has to be free of any depen-

dence on interests that are liable to prejudice the disin-

terested performance of its functions—and it has to be

available, for the deposit of microorganisms, to any de-

positor undei the same conditions. These requirements,

which in tact seem self-evident, are designed to give the

public in general and depositors in particular fundamen

tal guarantees of reliability as to the smooth operation of

the system. On the other hand, the legal status of the in-

stitution is irrelevant: it may be either public or prnate.

(b) The institution has to have the necessary staff and

facilities to perform its scientific and administraliv.c

tasks, which consist among other things in:

(i) accepting for deposit any or certain kinds of miciii-

organisms;

(ii) examining the viability of the microorganisms de-

posited with it and issuing a receipt to the depositor and

any required viability statement (see paragraphs 7 .md s

below);

(iii) storing the deposited microorganism for at least

30 years (Rule 9(1)) in such a \k\x\ as to keep them \ i.i-

ble and uncontaminated:

(iv) providing for sufficient safety measures to mini-

mize the risk of losing the deposited micri>-

organisms,

(v) complying with respect to the microorganisms de-

posited under the Treaty with the requirement of

secrecy which means giving no information to anyi>ne

on the question whether a microorganism has been thus

deposited and giving no information to anyone (except

to a person who is entitled to a sample—see paragraph

10 below) on any microorganism thus deposited (Rule

9(2));

(vi) furnishing, rapidly and in an appropriate manner.

samples of the deposited microorganisms to all those

who are entitled to such samples (see paragraph 10 be-

low).

Handling of Microorganism Deposits by the International

Depositary Authority

6. Reception of the microorganism. The internal itmal

depositary authority may require that the microorganism

be deposited in an appropriate form and quantity, and

that it be accompanied by a form established by that au-

thority. In such a case, the said authority has to commu-
nicate its requirements (and any amendments to them) to

the International Bureau in order that the latter may
communicate them to all the depositors concerned

(Rules 6.3 and 13.2(b)(v)). When it receives the microor-

ganism, the international depository authority notes the

date of receipt of the deposit and gives it an accession

number (Rule 7.3(iii) and (v)). If issues a receipt \o the

depositor attesting the receipt and acceptance of the de-

posit (Rule 7). The model of the international form tor

the receipt, the use of which will be mandatory, nmH be

established by the Director General of WIPO and com-

municated to all international depositary authorities.

7. Viability test. The international depositary aulhoriiy

promptly tests the viability of the microorganism; it also

undertakes viability tests at reasonable interxais.

depending on the kind of microorganism and its possible

storage conditions, or at any lime, if necessary for tech-

nical reasons or at the request of the depositor (Rule

10.1)

h I'labittty statement. The international depositary au-

thority issues a statement concerning the \iabilily ot ihc

microorganism to the depositor or to any person rceeiv

ing a sample of the microorganism (see paragraph 10 be-

low ) (Rule 102) The model of ihe mtcriuitional form

for the viability siaicment. the ust of uhKti is niandalo

ry, will be established by the Director Ciencral ol W IPO

and communicated to all mlern.iiional di'posii.iry .niilior

ities

9. Storage ot the mieruorgani^m. The inlernalional de-

positary authority stores the mieroorganisni tor .i period

of at least 30 years after the date of -lis deposit, or until

five years have elapsed without iis li.ivuig received a re

quest for a sample, the period ev|iiniig later being appli-

cable (Rule 'Ml li complies uiih the rcquiremeni ol

secrecy at all limes (see paragraph 5( v i abovel \\ Iktc h

cannot furnish samples of ihe diposiu-d iiiKiooig.tnisni

for any reason, it notifies the ikpositor ot the taci. indi

eating the reason ,ind informing bun ihal he is iniiiied

to make a new deposit (.\riicle 4)

10 Turmshm^ <>/ satupL's. Ihe Kctiulaiioiis ciium de

tailed provisions specitying who is cntiiiid to receive

samples ol ilu' microoi^anism. aiui v^lieii (Kiik- II) Ihe

depositor himseil is ciililled to lei^eivc a sample at anv

time. He may authorize third p.irlks to have samples

furnished to ihem. whereupon the lliird paities reeeive a

sample on preseniat;on of their aulhonzaiiMis -Xny iii

dustnal properly office to which the Ire.ily applies nny

receive a sample on request if ii meds the microorgan-

ism for the purposis ol .i p.tleiil procedure .-Xny other

person mav obtain .i sample on rei)uesi il an industrial

pioperty offwe to whkh the lu.ily .ipplies cerlities

ih.il, under the applicable \.\\s
. \\\M person has .i i:^hl i

a sample of the mierooi i:.it)ism vo!,,.eriKd ttu Reiiula-

tions specify m detail the teiiitKatioit pi^i^evlure FIk

use of a form (whose eonteiils v\iil be esi.ihhshed H\ iIk

Assembly and coniintitik .iled ny the Intern.itiona! Hu

reau to all miern.ilional depositaiy auihonties) is manda

lory for the nquest and certifi>..ilion There is an

alternative prcvedure wherey the indusiri.il properly ol-

fice from time to time communicates to international de-

positary aulhorilies lists of the ai.vession numbers given

to the deposit of the micriHuganisms releiied to in the

patents granted and published bv it the etlCLt o| this

communicaiion is to aulhorize those aulli.>rities lo !ur-

nish samples of the microori:.inisms lo anv one It slunikl

be stressed that it tollows from the toregoing thai the in-

ternational deposiiaty never h.is to decide ilselt vvhelhei

It has the right to tiirnish .i sample since it only does so

if It has the authonzaluMi of the depositor or of an in-

dustrial priiperly ot'fice Ihc mlernationa! depositary au-

ihiirity furnishes the sample in .i eiMU.iinei marked with

the accession number given lo iht deposit .md .iccompa-

nied by a copy of the receipt tor the deposit It notit'ies

the depositt>r of the turnishinc ot the s.imple

11, Ci>mmunnatu>n ot the m/c;;/',, iii^irir'nm u>id <'r

proposed laxi'ncmu designaiion. \f the depoMUu has mdi-

ciled a scientific description and or proposed a i.ivo-

nomic designatiiMi of the deposited niK roorganism. the

inlernation.i! deposit.iry .uitlii'iitv must commiinicaie ii.

on request, to any person entitled to teceive .i s.ur.ple ot

the said microorganism (Rule " M
12 Tees I'or the procedure under the lie.iiv .nut ihe

Regulations, the international deposit.nv aiithoritv has

the right to charge .i fee in ccri.iin c.ises (specitied m
Rule 12 1) Ihe tvvo m.im fees are the ti.e tor the storage

of the microorganism (which is a sitigle tee lor the en

tire period of storage) and the tee tor the luinislung ot .i

sample (ihe tiirnisl'ing of samples to iiidustrial propeitv

olTices IS free of cnarge. howevet I I he inlei naliona! de

positary authority fixes the amounts ot tees at its discrc

lion, but llicy nuisi not vary oi\ acvi>unt ot the

natioiialily oi lesidcnce of the pers>>iis who have \o pay

them

SinNi;> A DIAMOND.
July 14. ^'''S. C'ommis\ii>ner ,<! Taunh

and Trademarks
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(9S) Entry Into Force of the Budapest Treaty

The Patent and Trademark Office announces the en-
try into force on Aug. 19, 1980 of the Budapest Treaty
on the International Recognition of the Deposit of Mi-
croorganisms for the Purposes of Patent Procedure with
respect to the United States, Hungary, Bulgaria, France
and Japan. A copy of the Treaty was published in the
Official Gazette on Aug. 23, 1977 (961 O.O. 21-36).

Following entry into force of the Treaty, each .state

adhering or acceding thereto will be authorized to nomi-
nate depositories dn its territory to serve as international
depository authorities. Upon compliance with certain
procedural steps set forth In the Treaty, each such de-
(kMitory will be designated an international depository
authority.

No depository in the United States or elsewhere has
yet been nominated or designated to serve as an interna-
tional depository authority. It is expected, however, that
some depositories will shortly be designated both in the
United States and other States adhering to the Treaty.
Public tiotice will be provided of the designation of each
international depository authority and its requirements
for patent deposits.

An application for a patent in any adhering States in-

Volyitig the action of a microorganism, for which a de-
posit is required, may make the required deposit in any
international depository authority. The fact and date of
making the deposit will be recognized for all patent pur-
poses in each State adhering to the Treaty. No further
deposit will be required for national patent processing or
enforcement, provided a deposit is properly made under
the provisions of the Treaty.

Art application for a United States patent will not be
required to proceed under the provisions of the Buda-
pest Treaty, however. Such an applicant may rely in-

stead on a deposit made in any depository meeting the
requirements set forth in In re Argoudelis. ei ai. 168
USPQ 99 (CCPA. 1970) and reprinted in section
608.01(p), Manual of Patent Examining Procedure.

Questions or information regarding the Budapest
Treaty may be directed to the Office of Legislation and
International Affairs, at the following address: Box 4,

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks. Washington.
D.C. 20231. The telephone number of the OfTice of Leg-
islation and International Affairs is (703) 557-3065.

July 14, 1980.

July 16, 1980.

SIDNEY A. DIAMOND,
Commissioner of Patents and

Trademarks.

JORDAN J BARUCH.
Assistant Secretary for

Productivity. Technology and Innovation.

(997 O.G. 10]

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
(96) Patent and Trademark Office

Recognition of United States Depository as
an International Depository Authority Under

the Budapest Treaty

As provided in Article 7 of the Budapest Treaty on
the International Recognition of the Deposit of Microor-
ganisms for the Purposes of Patent Procedure, the Unit-
ed States announces recognition of the American Type
Culture Collection, Rockville, Md., as an international
depository authority. The communication of the Direc-
tor General of the World Intellectual Property Organi-
zation according this recognition as of Jan. 31, 1981
follows:

SIDNEY A. DIAMOND,
Dec. 30, 1980. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

BUDAPEST Notification No. II

BUDAPEST TREATY ON THE INTERNATIONAL
RECOGNITION OF THE DEPOSIT OF MICROOR-

GANISMS FOR THE
PURPOSES OF PATENT PROCEDURE

Communication of the United Slates ofAmerica
Relating to the Acquisition of the Status

of International Depositary Authority by the

American Type Culture Collection

The Director General of the World Intellectual Prop-
erty Organization (WIPO) presents his compliments to

the Minister for Foreign Affairs and has the honor to

notify him of the receipt, on Nov. 17, 1980, of a written
communication from the Government of the United
States of America, relating to the American Type Cul-
ture Collection, indicating that the said depositary insti-

tution is located on the territory of the United States of
America and including a declaration of assurances to the
effect that the said institution complies and will continue
to comply with the requirements concerning the acquisi-

tion of the status of international depositary authority as

specified in Article 6(2) of the Budapest Treaty on the
International Recognition of the Deposit of Microorgan-
isms for the Purposes of Patent Procedure, done at Bu-
dapest on Apr. 28, 1977.

The American Type Culture Collection will acquire
the status of international depositary authority under the
said Treaty as from Jan. 31, 1981, the date of publication
of the said communication in the Jan. 1981 issue of In-

dustrial Property/La Propriete industrielle (see Article 7(2)
of the said Treaty).

Dec. 3. 1980.

(1002 O.G. 116]

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
(97) Patent and Trademark Office

Recognition of United States Depository as

an International Depository Authority Under
the Budapest Treaty

As provided in Article 7 of the Budapest Treaty on
the International Recognition of the Deposit of Microor-
ganisms for the Purposes of Patent Procedure, the Unit-

ed States announces recognition of the Agricultural

Research Culture Collection, Peoria, III., as an interna-

tional depository authority. The communication of the
Director General of the World Intellectual Property Or-
ganization according this recognition as of Jan. 31, 1981

follows:

SIDNEY A. DIAMOND,
Dec. 30, 1980. Commissioner of Patents

and Tradmarks,

BUDAPEST Notification No. 12

BUDAPEST TREATY ON THE INTERNATIONAL
RECOGNITION OF THE DEPOSIT OF

MICROORGANISMS FOR THE
PURPOSES OF PATENT PROCEDURE

Communication of the United States of America
Relating to the Acquisition of the Status

of International Depositary Authority by the

Agricultural Research Culture Collection

The Director General of the World Intellectual Prop-
erty Organization (WIPO) presents his compliments to

the Minister for Foreign Affairs and has the honor to

notify him of the receipt, on Dec. 2, 1980, of a written

communication from the Government of the United
States of America, relating to the Agricultural Research
Culture Collection, indicating that the said depositary in-

stitution is located on the territory of the United States

of America and including a declaration of assurances to

the effect that the said institution complies and will con-
tinue to comply with the requirements concerning the
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acquisition of the status of international depositary au-

thority as specified in Article 6(2) of the Budapest Trea-
ty on the International Recognition of the Deposit of
Microorganisms for the Purposes of Patent Procedure,
done at Budapest on Apr. 28, 1977.

Th? Agricultural Research Culture Collection will ac-

quire the status pf international depositary authority un-

der the said Treaty as from Jan 31, 1981, the date of
publication of the said communication in the Jan. 1981

issue of Industrial Property/La Propriete industrielle (see

Article 7(2) of the said Treaty).

Dec. 8, 1980.

(1002 O.G. 116]

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
(98) Patent and Trfidemiirk Office

37 CFR Part 1

(Docket No. 21001-201]

File Wrapper Continuing Application Procedure

Agency: Patent and Trademark Office, Commerce.

Action: Final rule.

Summary: The Patent and Trademark Office is amending
the rules of practice in patent cases to provide a new

» procedure for filing continuation, continuation-in-part,

and divisional patent applications. This procedure is \ie-<

ing provic)ed to simplify filing and processing of contin-

uation, continuation-in-part and divisional patent

applications which have heretofore reauired a new set

of application papers. By using the application whiph is

to be abandoned, the procedMre will eliminate many of

the problems currently involved in preparing and
processsii^^ such continuing patent application papers.

Effective Dat?: Feb. 27, 1983.

For Further Information Contact: Mr Louis O. Maassel

by telephone at (703) 557-3070, or by mail marked to his

attention and addressed to the Commissioner of Patentti

and Trademarks, Washington. D.C. 20231.

Supplementary Information: The Patent and Trademark
OfTice is amending the rules of practice for patent gases

to permit an applicant to file a continuation or division

of a pending patent application by simply filing a request

therefor and paying the necessary application filing fee.

To fite a continuation-in-part application, an amendment
adding the additional subject matter and an oath or dec-

laration relating thereto is also reauired.

The "file wrapper continuing" (FWC) procedure is in-

corporated in the rules by adding a new §1.62. Under
this simplified procedure, any continuing application

such as a continuation, continuation-in-part, or divisional

application may be filed by using the papers in the

copending prior application, which application will be-

come automatically expressly abandoned. Under the

FWC procedure, a new serial number is assigned and
the specification, drawings and other papers in the par-

ent appUcation file wrapper are used as (ne papers in the

continuing application. Changes in inventorship may be

made. The "file wrapper continuing" (FWC) procedure

is available for utility, design, plant, and reissue applica-

tions to the full extent that continuing applications can

now be filed in such applications. Use of the FWC pro-

cedure will automatically result in express abandonment

of the prior application as of the date that the continua-

tion, continuation-in-part, or divisional application is

filed.

The FWC procedure could be used for any continua-

tion, continuation-in-part or divisional application pro-

vided the applicant wishes the copending prior

application to become abandoned. If a divisional applica-

tion is desired without abandonment of the parent appli-

cation, the procedure under §1.60 should be used.

Applicant also has the option of filing new application

papers with a reexecuted oath onleclaration.

Background

The notice of proposed rulemaking was published in

the Federal Register on Nov. 7, 1980 at 45 PR 73965

and in the OfRcial Gazette on Dec. 9, 1980 at 1003 O.G.

9. An oral hearing was held on Feb. 4, 1981.

Discussion of Miuor iMue Involved

A continuation or divisional application is an applica-

tion in which the disclosure is identical to an earlier ap-

plication. However, the claims mav be changed.

Continuation applications arc of^en filed in situations

where the applicant feels that the issue of patenubility

has not been satisfactorily resolved before the examiner

and the application is not in condition for an appeal

from the nnal rejection to the Board of Appeals. Divi-

sional applications are filed voluntarily or as a result of a

requirement for restriction by the examiner in a prior

application. Continuation-in-part applications are filed

where additional subject matter is added and claimed in

the application. Under 35 US.C. 120 of the patent law.

a continuation, continuation-in-part or divisional applica-

tion may be filed during the pendency of the prior appli-

cation and the benefit of the filing date of the prior

application for the subject matter disclosed therein may
be obtained.

The practice under §1.60 has resulted in a number of

problems, especially difficulties in obtaining good-quality

copies of prior applications. In addition, the practice in-

volves unnecessary handling and processing delays.

Under new §1.62, the specification, claims and draw-

ings, and any amendments in the prior application are

made available for use in the continuation, continuation-

in-part, or divikional application. A new filing fee is re-

quired in accordance with 35 U.S.C. 41 and 37 CFR
1.16. The only other statutory requirement under 35

use. Ill is a signed oath or declaration. Since a con*

tinuation or divisional application cannot contain new
matter, the oath or declaration filed in the prior applica-

tion would supply all the information required under the

statute and rules to have a complete application and to

obtain a filing date. Accordingly, the previously-filed

oath or declaration will be considered to be the oath or

declaration of the §1 62 continuation or division. How-
ever, if a continuation-in-part application is being filed,

or a correction of inventorship is being made, then a

new oath or declaration must be signed and filed by the

applicant.

The original disclosure of an application filed under

61 62 will be the original parent application as executed

by the inventor(s). However, the filing fee will be based

on the claims in the §1 62 application after entry of any

unentered amendments under §1 lib in the prior applica-

tion and any preliminary amendment which may accom-

pany the FWC request and filing fee. The Certificate of

Mailing Procedure under 37 CFR 1.8 will not apply to

filing a request for a "File Wrapper Continuing" appli-

vation since the filing of such a request is considered to

be a filing of application papers for the purpose of

obtaining an application filing date (37 CFR |.8(aKi))-

The applicant may file a signed FWC request and the

regular filing fee under §1.16 and other necessary papers

with the Patent and Trademark Office, either by mail

addressed to "Box FWC" or in person with the mail

room. An individual check or deposit account authoriw-

tion should accompany each FWC application, since

combined checks delay processing.

The Correspondence and Mail Division will sort out

all "Box FWC" envelopes upon receipt and deliver

them to a reader for prompt special handling. The read-

er would apply the "Mail Room" date stamp and mark

the categories of the fees. The papers for each FWC ap-

plication would be assigned a regular national serial

number and be placed in a "Jumbo" size file wrapper.

The Special Handling Branch will review the FWC re-

quest For accuracy and completeness and assign the fil-

ing date if everything appears to be in order Problems

will be handled, insofar as possible, by calling the appli-

cant or attorney by telephone. There will be no need for

any processing of the FWC application by the Classifi-
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cation or Examination Branches of Application Division

since there are no papers to be examined and the FWC
application will be routed to the group assigned the pri-

or application When the FW'C application file wrapper
is received in the examining group, the parent applica-

tion will be promptly obtained and processed by a cleri-

cal staff member.
All of the correspondence from the Office in a FW'C

application will refer to the FWC application serial

number and filing date and will be processed in the same
manner as any other continuation, continuation-in-part

or divisional application. The first action final rejection

procedures set forth in §706. 07(b) of the Manual of Pa-

tent Examining Procedure will also apply to FWC appli-

cations filed under §1.62.

The PALM III system will supply information to

authorized persons as to the location of the parent appli-

cation file wrapper and will tie the parent application

number to the FWC application number.
The provisions of §1.62 provide that if any application

in the file wrapper is available to the public that all ap-

plications in the file wrapper will be available to the

public.

Some of the anticipated benefits o\' the new §1.62 pro-

cedure are the following: i'

For the Applicant

1. Formal requirements will be mini.nal.

2. A more prompCfirst action in the continuing appli-

cation should be received in view of reduced processing

time The .Application Division can process promptly all

§1.62 applicatiuns with minimal effort. In the examining
groups, the iipplications will be given high priority for

processing purposes.

3 Amendments made to the specification, drawings
and claims of the prior application will carry over into

the §1 62 continuing application and will not need to be
resubmitted in the continuing application.

For the Public

1. The pendency of a series of applications should be
reduced since the time delay before examination and is-

suance of a continuing application filed under the §1.62

procedure would be reduced.

2 The entire record of prosecution could be in one
file wrapper under the §1.62 procedure, even if several

continuing applications are filed This will result in easi-

er access b\ the public to a series of applicatums if a pa-

tent IS later issued.

lor the Patent and Fradcmark Office \

1. The workload of reviewing and processing new
application papers m the Application Division will he
reduced

2. The examining group clerks will not be required to

again enter amendments made in the prior application.

3. Less storage space will be required under §1.62

since there will he fewer papers to store.

4. The prior applicatUMi file history and references cit-

ed therein will be readily available to the examiner un-

der§l 62 and will not need to be ordered from
abandoned files.

5. The Office will not be required to prepare a copy
of the prior application file under the §1 62 procedure.

Discussion of Comments Received

After careful consideration of the comments which
have been received, the proposed rulemaking relating to

file wrapper continuing application procedure is being

adopted with certain changes. A total of 1} coninient

letters were received. Six of these letters were rccei\ed

from patent law organizations. Two persons presented
oral comments at the hearing. The ct)mments of 6 letters

supported the proposed rulemaking without further sug-

gestions for change. Only one letter opposed the propos-

al.

Seven of the letters urged adoption of a procedure
whereby an applicant could pay a fee to ha\e a final re-

jection withdrawn so that prosecution could be extended
in an application rather than filing a continuing applica-

tion. This suggestion was not adopted for several rea-

sons Such a procedure could not be used for filing of
continuation-in-part applications, the average pendency
of applications in the Office would be extended, and sig-

nificant problems in internal record systems would be
created

A number of comments were received which present-
ed specific suggestions to proposed §1.62. Four letters

commented that the requirement of proposed § 1. 62(a)(4)
to supply information as to title, applicant, correspon-
dence address, etc. in order to file under §1.62 could
easily lead to filing errors.

In final § 1.62(a)(3) only the serial number, filing date
and applicant's name of the prior application are re-

quired The filing of information relating to the title, ap-
plicant's name. etc. is however urged in paragraph (e) of
final §1.62 and is needed to prepare Office records and
the filing receipt.

One comment letter was received which indicated

that a specific reference should be made to unentered
amendments filed under 37 CFR 1.116. Such a reference
has been added to paragraph (a)(2) of §L62.
Two letters objected to the requirement in proposed

§1 62(a)(2) that a new set of claims be presented. This
requirement has been deleted from final §1.62.

A number of general comments were also presented

relating to §1.62. One comment argued that the pro-

posed practice would encourage abuse by examiners of
the second action final rejection practice. In response to

this argument, it is felt that the proposed procedure
would not create any new problems.
One comment indicated that problems involving ac-

cess to the file wrapper may arise. It is felt, however,
that access prt)blems should not ari.se in view of para-

graph (c) of final §1.62 which relates to waiver of secre-

c\ The current PALM III computer record system is

capable of indicating the location of both the prior and
continuing applications.

One comment was received relating to proposed
§1 138 which indicated that the reference to §1.60 was
confusing The reference to §1.60 haS been deleted in fi-

nal§l.l38.

New §1 62 sets forth the requirements of the file

wrapper continuing procedure.

Section §11 38 is amended so that a registered attor-

ney or agent could, without being of record, file a §1.62
application and expressly abandon a pending prior appli-

cation. Such an action would not affect applicant's

rights to any great extent since the prior application

would only be expressly abandoned if a filing date was
granted to a continuing application.

Other Considerations

Fnvironmental. Energy, and Other Considerations: The
rule change will not have a significant impact on the

quality of the human environment or the conservation of
energy resources.

This rule change is m conformity with the require-

ments of the Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. ')6-

354), Executive Order 12291, and the Paperwork Reduc-
tion Act of 1980(44 use. 3501 et seq.).

The rule change will not have a significant adverse

economic impact on a substantial number of small enti-

ties because it adds no burdens and does simplify filing

procedures (Regulatory Flexibility Act. Pub L. 96-354).

I he Patent and Trademark Office has determined that

this Mile change is not a major rule under Executive Or-

der 12291 The annual effect on the economy will be

less than SI 00 million. There will be no major increase

111 costs or prices for consumers, individual industries,

Federal, State, or local government agencies, or geo-

graphic regions. There will be no significant adverse

effects on competition, employment, investment, produc-

tivity, innovation, or on the ability of United Slates-

based enterprises to compete with foreign-based enter-

prises in domestic or export markets.

This rule change will not impose a burden under the

Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. 44 U.S.C. 3501 et

seq.. since no significant additional record keeping or re-

porting requirements are placed upon the public. In fact,
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some paperwork, especially that related to preparing ap-

plication papers and amendments, will be reduced.

List of Subjects in 37 CFR Part 1

Administrative practice and procedure. Inventions and

patents, Lawyers.
(Text of adopted rules appears in 37 CFR, revised July

1. 1983.)

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF.
Sept. 30, 1982. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[FR Doc. 82-»2S3 Filed 10-2^-82: R:4S anil

BILLING CODE 9SI0-I6-M

[1024 O.G. 59)

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

(99) Patent and Trademark Office

37 CFR Part 1

Reissue, Reexamination, Protest and Examination

Procedures in Patent Cases

Agency: Patent and Trademark Office, Commerce.

Action; Final rule.

Summary: The Patent and Trademark OfTice is amending

the rules of practice in patent cases (1) to eliminate con-

sideration of the so-called "no defect" reissue applica-

tions, (2) to limit the participation by protestors during

the examination of patent applications, (3) to reject and

permit appeal to the Board of Appeals for failure to

comply with the duty of disclosure rather than striking

applications without appeal rights, and (4) to clarify the

interface between patent application examination and pa-

tent reexamination in certain areas. These changes are

intended to (1) reduce the prosecution costs of patent

applicants, and (2) permit some of the Patent and Trade-

mark Office resources now devoted to consideration of

the so-called "no defect" reissue applications, and to ex-

tensive participation by protestors during application ex-

amination, to be directed toward reduction of the back-

log of pending patent applications. The changes are also

intended to provide for review by the Board of Appeals

of duty of disclosure issues which arise during patent ap-

plication examination. The rule changes are further in-

tended to clarify the interface between the duty of dis-

closure during patent application examination and the

duty of disclosure during patent reexamination, as well

as the treatment of concurrent reissue and reexamination

proceedings on the same patent.

Effective Date: July 1, 1982.

For Further Information Contact: Mr. R. Franklin Bur-

nett by telephone at (703) 557-3054 or by mail marked to

his attention and addressed to the Commissioner of Pa-

tents and Trademarks. Washington, D.C. 20231.

Supplementary Information:

Background

A notice of proposed rulemaking was published in the

Federal Register on Nov. 10, 1981, at 46 FR 55666-

55672 and in the Official Gazette on Dec. 8, 1981, at

1013 OG. 19-25. An oral hearing was held on Feb. 4.

1982. Forty-two written letters and statements were sub-

mitted. Fourteen persons testified at the oral hearing

which resulted in 113 pages of testimony. Consideration

was also given to the comments presented at the oral

hearing on Apr. 16, 1981, relating to the proposed rules

for implementing patent reexamination.

Objectives of Rule Change

The rule change is designed to adopt and implement

suggestions from members of the public for changes in

patent examination practice considered desirable in light

of the implementation of statutory patent reexamination,

contained in Public Law 96-517. Many of the persons

who commented in writing and at the hearing held on

Apr. 16, 1981, on the proposed rules for implementing

patent reexamination favored modification of patent ex-

amination rules as amended herein This rule change is

designed to implement the suggestions received and, in

particular, to reduce the prosecution costs of patent ap-

plicants by limiting the amount of participation by pro-

testors during the patent application examination

process.

The rule change al.>o seeks to reduce the amount of

time required by the Patent and Trademark Office to ex-

amine protested applications by limiting protestor par-

ticipation. The technical expertise oP the Patent and

Trademark Office will continue to be available to make
determinations of patentability on the basis of prior art

and related facts on an ex parte basis However, the pa-

tent examiners in the Office are not trained as hearing

examiners and have no substantial experience in han-

dling inter partes matters Under the rule change, protes-

tor participation will be limited to the filing ofjpapers in

opposition to the grant of a patent with no Office com-

munications to the protestor resulting therefrom beyond

an acknowledgment of receipt of a protest or petition to

strike in reissue applications. The opportunity to com-
ment on Office actions and applicants' responses is elimi-

nated. The rule change also intends to accomplish these

purposes by eliminating the consideration of reissue ap-

plications not initially presented to correct defects pur-

suant to 35 U.S.C. 251

The rule change is also designed to provide for

review by the Board of Appeals of duty of disclosure is-

sues which arise during patent application examination

This is accomplished by amending §1 56(d) to provide

that the claims in an application be rejected if upon ex-

amination pursuant to 35 U.S.C 131 and 132 it is found

that applicant is not "entitled to a patent under the law"

because of fraud or a violation of the duty of disclosure.

The rejection would be made under the same conditions

and circumstances previously used to strike an applica-

tion, i.e., "clear and convincing evidence" of fraud or

any violation of the duty of disclosure through bad faith

or gross negligence. The statute, 35 U.S.C. 131. provides

for examination of an application "and if on such exami-

nation it appears that the applicant is entitled to a patent

under the law. the Commissioner shall issue a patent

Section 132 of Title 35, United States Code,

makes provision for the rejection of a claim for a patent

as a result of the examination directed by 35 U.S.C. 131

While questions of fraud and violations of the duty of

disclosure have historically been dealt with by the Com-
missioner through the mechanism of striking the affected

application, there is no statutory requirement that the

Commissioner act in that manner. Clearly the Commis-
sioner can choose how, and by whom, the examination

directed by 35 U.S.C. 131 can be made 35 U S.C 132

authorizes a rejection in those circumstances where ap-

plicant is not "entitled to a patent under the law." The
rule change simply modifies the mechanism and proce-

dures which the Commissioner will use where the appli-

cant is not "entitled to a patent under the law" because

of failures to comply with § 1. 56(d).

The rule change is also designed to clarify the inter-

face between patent application examination and patent

reexamination in certain areas. The two areas involved

are duty of disclosure and concurrent proceedings in-

volving a patent under reexamination and for which a

reissue application has been filed.

Sections 1.56. 1.106, 1.175. I 193, 1.291, 1.555, 1 565,

and 1.570 are amended to accomplish the purpose indi-

cated above.

Discussion of Specific Rules

Access and Publication of Reissue Applications

The changes proposed in §1.11 are not being adopted

since only one of the twenty-two comments favored the

changes.

The publication of notices of the filing of reissues and

provisions for public access to reissues will therefore

continue as at present. Such publication eliminates the

need for interested members of the public to periodically

1038 O.G.—
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monitor the patent files to determine if a reissue applica-

tion has been filed.

Amendments to §/.5d

A large majority of the comments supported the
amendments to §1.56. A number of comments ques-
tioned the advisability of having relatively inexperienced
or non-attorney examiners handle questions of fraud or
violation of the duty of disclosure. In response thereto,

the amendments to the rule do not require that such
questions be handled by the examiner who examines the
application for questions of obviousness, enablement, etc.

The Office pfesently plans to have questions of possible
fraud or violation of the duty of disclosure examined by
examiners with legal training assigned to the Office of
the Assistant Commissioner for Patents. Several com-
ments suggested that the provisions for striking an appli-

cation pursuant to existing paragraph (c) of §1.56 are
inconsistent with the rejection for fraud or violation of
the duty of disclosure contemplated in the amendment
to paragraph (d). In response thereto, it is pointed out
that paragraph (c) of §1.56 makes striking of the applica-

tion discretionary with the Commissioner. It is thus
more appropriate to retain this authority to strike the ap-
plication in appropriate circumstances rather than to

make it subject to a rejection. No inconsistency is seen
between the different routes under paragraphs (c) and
(d) of §1.56. Several comments were received indicating

concern about the possible delay of a decision by the
Board of Appeals pending consideration of a fraud or
duty of disclosure question. In response to these con-
cerns, it is pointed out that less time overall will be re-

quired by having the Board of Appeals consider the
matter once rather than in a series of separate decisions.

Further, expense to the applicant will be minimized by
one appeal rather than two. The amendments to §1.56
are adopted as proposed except for some clarifying

changes in paragraph (g).

Section 1.56 is amended by revising the title and para-

graph (d), and by adding new paragr:tphs (e) through (i).

The revision to the title and paragraph (d) provides for

the rejection of claims upon examination pursuant to 35
U.S.C. 131 and 132 on the ground that applicant is not
entitled to a patent under the law if it is established by
clear and convincing evidence (1) that any fraud was
practiced or attempted on the Office in connection with
the application, or in connection with any previous ap-
plication upon which the application relies, or (2) that

there w^s any violation of the duty of disclosure
through bad faith or gross negligence in connection with
the application, or in connection with any previous ap-
plication upon which the application relies. Under
amended paragraph (d), any rejection which would be
made would include all the claims in the application.

The standards to be used in rejecting the claims under
paragraph (d) as amended, would be the same as those
utilized by the Commissioner in striking applications
pursuant to present paragraph (d), i.e., clear and con-
vincing evidence of fraud or any violation of the duty of
disclosure through bad faith or gross negligence. Consis-
tent with present practice, the revision of paragraph (d)
looks to fraud or a violation of the duty of disclosure
through bad faith or gross negligence with relation to
the application under consideration or any previous ap-
plication upon which the application relies.

The phrase "in connection with the application" is

construed in the same manner as in the present un-
amended paragraph (d). For purposes of this section, a
reexamination proceeding on a patent would be consid-

ered as being "in connection with the application" inso-

far as consideration of any subsequent reissue application

is concerned. The phrase also includes within its scope
the mere refiling of the subject matter of an application

in another application without relying in the second ap-

plication uix)n the first application. Thus, an appropriate
rejection upon examination pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 131

and 132 based on conduct or actions proscribed by
§l.S6(d) could not be avoided merely by refiling the

subject matter of the application in a second or subse-
quent application which did not rely upon the earlier ap-
plication. The phrase "in connection with any previous
application upon which the application relies" is intend-
ed to include all applications upon which the application
under consideration relies, either directly or indirectly.
For example, an application to reissue a patent obviously
relies upon the application which resulted in the patent
sought to be reissued. Likewise, continuation applica-
tions, continuation-in-part applications, and divisional
applications also rely upon one or more parent applica-
tions.

New paragraph (e) of §1.56 normally delays the exam-
ination of an application for compliance with paragraph
(d) of §1.56 until such time as (1) all other matters are
resolved, or (2) appellant's reply brief pursuant to

§ 1.193(b) has been received and the application is other-
wise ready for consideration by the Board of Appeals, at
which time the appeal will be suspended for examination
pursuant to paragraph (d) of this section. Present plans
are to have this examination on the question of fraud or
violation of the duty of disclosure conducted by examin-
ers with legal training assigned to the Office of the As-
sistant Commissioner for Patents. Paragraph (e), as
added, would thus permit the resolution of issues arising
under § 1.56(d) to be delayed until consideration of such
issues is necessary and appropriate. The practice under
new paragraph (e) is generally consistent with present
practice under paragraph (d) which normally delays the
substantive resolution of fraud and duty of disclosure is-

sues until other issues have been resolved in favor of ap-
plicant. Under new paragraph (e) an appeal would be
suspended for examination pursuant to amended para-
graph (d) of §1.56 once appellant's reply brief pursuant
to § 1.193(b) has been received and the application is oth-
erwise ready for consideration by the Board of Appeals.
If no questions of possible violation of §1.56 are raised
or evident on the record before the examiner, no exami-
nation for compliance with paragraph (d) of §1.56 will

be undertaken. New paragraph (e) provides for the re-

opening of prosecution of the application to the extent
necessary to conduct the examination pursuant to
amended paragraph (d) of §1.56 including any appeal
pursuant to §1.191. New paragraph (e) also indicates
that where an appeal has already been filed based on a
rejection on other grounds, any further rejection under
amended paragraph (d) will be treated in accordance
with amended § 1.193(c).

New paragraph (0 continues the present long standing
practice whereby any member of the public can file a
petition to strike an application from the files pursuant
to paragraph (c) of §1.56. Such petitions are currently
being filed without specific mention in §1.56. Under re-

vised§1.56 petitions to strike an application for a viola-

tion of §1.56 are limited to violations of paragraph (c),

with any violations of paragraph (d) being subject mat-
ter for rejection under paragraph (d). New paragraph (0
requires that any such petition alleging a violation of
paragraph (c) which is entered in the application file

must: (1) Be timely filed, (2) specifically identify the ap-
plication to which the petition is directed, and (3) be
served on the applicant or be filed with the Office in du-
plicate in the event service is not possible. New para-

graph (0 does not specifically limit a "timely petition"

to any particular point in the examination of the applica-

tion. Such petitions will generally be considered "time-

ly" if they are filed before final rejection or allowance
of the application by the examiner. Whether or not a pe-

tition filed after final rejection or allowance of the appli-

cation by the examiner is considered "timely" will

depend upon the circumstances and the point in the

prosecution at which the petition is submitted.

New paragraph (0 requires that the petition specifical-

ly identify the application to which the petition is direct-

ed. While an identification by application serial number
is not essential, the identification must include enough
specificity that the Office can determine with certainty

the application to which the petition is directed. Para-
graph (0 requires service of the petition on the appli-
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cant, or a duplicate copy in the event service is not

pouible, before the petition will be entered. While the

OfFice might, in some circumstances, reproduce and
serve a petition on the applicant, a member of the public

would have no assurance that this would be done and,

under paragraph (Oi could not rely upon the Office do-
ing so. Paragraph (f) also requires that any petition filed

by an attorney or agent comply with §1.346.

New paragraph (g) of §1.56 assures a member of the

public that a petition to strike an application for viola-

tion of paragraph (c) of §1.56 which meets the require-

ments of paragraph (0 will be considered by the Cmice.

Language has been added to conform to additional lan-

guage in §1.291(c). The Office will send petitioner an ac-

knowledgment of the entry of a petition to strike in a

reissue application file. However, the Office will not

communicate with the member of the public filing such

a petition in non-reissue applications, except for the re-

turn of any self-addressed postcard which was enclosed

which merely acknowledges receipt of the petition. The
member of the public filing the petition will not be per-

mitted to contact the Office as to the disposition, or sta-

tus, of the petition, or to participate in any Office

proceedings relating to the petition. No further papers

will be acknowledged or considered unless they raise

new issues which could not have been earlier presented

and thereby constitute a new proper petition. Mere ar-

guments relating to the Office's decision on the petition

or applicant's response to the petition would not qualify

as a new proper petition. The disposition of the petition,

once one has been filed, will, under paragraph (g), be an

ex parte matter between the Office and the applicant.

Paragraph (g) provides for communication by the Office

with the applicant regarding a petition to strike the ap-

plication which has been entered in the application file.

Under new paragraph (g) the applicant could be re-

quired by the Office to respond to the petition. Any
such response would be ex parte and would not be

served on the member of the public filing the petition.

New paragraph (h) of §1.56 provides that any member
of the public may seek to have the claims in an applica-

tion rejected pursuant to the amended paragraph (d) of

§1.56 by filing a timely protest in accordance with §1.291.

New paragraph (h) also requires that any such protest

filed by an attorney or agent seeking a rejection of

claims pursuant to amended paragraph (d) of §1.56 must

be in compliance with §1.34i6. One comment suggested

that the last sentence of paragraph (h) is redundant since

§1.346 applies without any specific mention. After care-

ful consideration of the comment the sentence is being

retained in order to emphasize and remind attorneys and

agents of the obligations imposed by §1.346.

New paragraph (i) provides for the Office requiring

the applicant to supply information pursuant to para-

graph (a) of §1.56 in order for the Office to decide any

issues relating to paragraphs (c) and (d) of §1-56, wheth-

er or not such issues arise as a result of a petition or a

protest, or arise from other sources, e.g., an examiner

discovering the issue while studying the application file.

Any requirements for information under new paragraph

(i) will be ex parte in nature between the Office and the

applicant. The ex parte nature of the requirements for

inmrmation under new paragraph (i) differs from past

practice under which information was required, or re-

quested, from applicant and one or more petitioners or

protestors in some cases.

Rejection of Claims

Five comments were submitted relating to new para-

graph (c) of §1.106. Two of the comments favored the

paragraph as written and three recommended modifica-

tion or clarification of the paragraph to ensure that it is

not inconsistent with In re Ruff, et al. 45 CCPA 1037,

118 USPQ 340 (CCPA 1958), and subsequent decisions.

No modification or clarification of the paragraph is con-

sidered necessary since the intent of the paragraph was

not to change current practice, but was merely to em-

phasize the importance placed on admissions and to

make §1.106 more closely reflect current practice, which

includes practice following In re Ruff, et al.. and subse-

quent decisions. The amendments to §1.106 are adopted

as proposed.

Section 1.106 is amended to include a new paragraph

(c) which emphasizes the importance placed on admis-

sions by the applicant or the patent owner in a

reexamination proceeding insofar as matters affecting pat-

entability are concerned. Paragraph (c) includes a refer-

ence to the use of rejections based upon facts within the

knowledge of the examiner as provided in §1.107. Para-

graph (c) does hot constitute a change in practice, but

does result in §1.106 more closely reflecting current prac-

tice.

Reissue Oath or Declaration

Ten persons commented on §1.175. Four comments
were received in support of the proposed change. Three
of these favorable comments were from patent law

groups. Of the six comments received opposing the

change, two were from patent law groups. Eleven com-
ments received at the Apr. 16, 1981, hearing on
reexamination argued for retraction of the "Dann
Amendments" which included §1.175(aK4). Four com-
ments at the Apr. 16, 1981, hearing favored reuining the

"Dann Amendments". The arguments supporting the

change were generally that paragraph (aX4) was not

necessary in view of the new reexamination procedure.

The arguments opposing the deletion were generally

that an inter partes practice before the Office is desirable

from the standpoint of the judiciary and for a complete

resolution of issues. After careful consideration of all of

the arguments and the resources available in the Patent

and Trademark Office, it is felt that the practice under

paragraph (aK4) of §1175 should be discontinued and
paragraph (a)(4) should be cancelled.

The numbering of paragraphs (aK5) and (6) is not be-

ing changed. Proposed paragraph 1 175(aK6) is being

adopted as new paragraph 1.175(aK7). The proposed

wording is otherwise being adopted without change.

Amended §1.175 eliminates paragraph (aK4). Under
paragraph (a)(4), the Office gave advisory opinions on
patentability over additional prior art without any

changes in the patent claims. The courts have generally

refused to give preclusive effect to these advisory opin-

ions. See PIC. Inc v. Prescon Corp.. 485 F. Supp. 1302,

205 USPQ 228 (D. Del. 1980). and Rohm and Haas Co
V. Mobil Oil Corp.. 525 F. Supp. 1298. 212 USPQ 354

(D. Del. 1981). Accordingly, in view of the implementa-

tion of patent reexamination pursuant to Pub. L. 96-517

it is appropriate to discontinue the advisory opinions

provided pursuant to §1.175(aK4) Under amended
§1.175 an applicant for reissue of a patent will be re-

quired to file with the reissue application a statement un-

der oath or declaration specifically averring a defect in

the patent, e.g., "a defective specification or drawing,"

or an excess or insufficiency in the claims. Amended
§1.175 also requires, in paragraphs (aX5) and (aX6). that

applicant specify "errors" as opposed to "what might be

deemed to be errors." Amended §1 175 effectively elimi-

nates Office consideration of the merits of "no defect"

reissue applications since any such "no defect" reissue

applications filed after July 1. 1982. the effective date of

the changes to §1175. will not be examined as to ques-

tions of patentability. In addition. §l.l75(aK7) has been

added to parallel the provisions in §1.65 requiring the

same acknowledgment of the duty of disclosure in the

oath or declaration of reissue applications as in the case

of non-reissue applications.

Delay in Examination of Reissue Applications

Six comments were received relative to the proposed

changes in §1.176. One comment supported, and five

comments opposed, deleting the two month waiting pe-

riod before action could be taken by an examiner in a

reissue application. The opposing comments favored

retaining the two month period to provide an opportuni-

ty for interested parties to submit information relating to

the examination of a reissue application after notice of

the filing thereof has been published in the Official Ga-
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zette. Since the notices under §1.11 will continue to be
published, no need is seen to change §1.176. The pro-

posed change is therefore not adopted.

Examiner's Answer
\

Only one comment was made relating to the proposed
addition of paragraph (c) to §1.193. It suggested includ-

ing a minimum time period for response in the rule. This
suggestion was not adopted because in some circum-
stances it may be appropriate to set a shorter or a longer
period for the reply brief. The amendments to §1.193 are
adopted as proposed.

Paragraph (c) adds to §1.193 a provision that any de-
cision rejecting claims pursuant to §l.S6(d) in an applica-

tion already on appeal from a rejection based on other
grounds shall constitute a supplemental examiner's an-

swer introducing a new ground of rejection and remov-
ing the suspension of the appeal introduced pursuant to

§ 1.56(e). Prior to entering any such supplemental
examiner's answer under paragaph (c), the Office may
require information from applicant pursuant to para-
graph (i) of §1.56. Under paragraph (c) of §1.193, the
appellant may file a reply to the supplemental examiner's
answer. Paragraph (c) provides that the appellant's reply
to the supplemental examiner's answer will be consid-
ered and responded to as necessary with appellant being
provided with an additional month, or such other time
as may be set. within which to reply to any such re-

sponse from the Office. After introduction of a supple-
mental examiner's answer pursuant to paragraph (c) and
any replies and response thereto, the application will be
forwarded to the Board of Appeals for consideration.

Protests by the Public Against Pending Applications

Fifteen persons commented on the proposed amend-
ment of §1.291. Two persons suggested that protests be
acknowledged by more than the return of a self-ad-

dressed postcard. The suggestion has been adopted to
the extent of providing for an acknowledgment of the
entry of a protest in a reissue application file to be sent
to the member of the public filing the protest. The sug-
gestion has not been adopted insofar as original applica-
tions are concerned since these applications are
generally required to be kept in confidence under 35
U.S.C. 122. Further, the use of return postcards is an es-

tablished method of receiving acknowledgment from the
Office that a paper has been filed. By merely returning
the postcard to a protestor in an application for an origi-

nal patent and directing Office initiated communications
solely to applicant, the amount of Office resources re-

quired will be minimized.
Several persons commented that the protest proceed-

ing should be more inter partes. The weight of the
comments received at the hearings held on Apr. 16,

1981, and Feb. 4, 1982, and in writing, favored ex parte
proceedings. To ensure that the proceedings are essen-
tially ex parte, a sentence is being added to paragraph
(c) of §1.291, indicating that active participation by a
member of public ends with the filing of the protest. To
retain the inter partes nature of the protest would be
contrary to the majority of the comments received and
to one of the major purposes of the rule change, i.e., to
reduce the amount of time spent by the Office in exam-
ining protested applications. The amendments to para-
graphs (a) and (b) of §1.291 are adopted as proposed and
paragraph (c) is being revised as indicated above.
Amended §1.291 continues to permit protests by the

public against pending original and reissue applications.
The protest may include any grounds which the member
of the public filing the protest believes to be applicable.
Amended paragraph (a) of §1.291 provides for entry

of a protest in the application file if the protest specifi-

cally identifies the application, is timely submitted, and
is either served upon the applicant in accordance with
§1.248, or filed with the Office in duplicate, in the event
service is not possible. The comments made above in the
discussion of new paragraph (f) of §1.56 regarding the
timehness of the filing or submission, specific identi-
fication of the application, and service on the applicant.

are also applicable to the amendments of paragraph (a)
of §1.291. The requirement that the Office acknowledge
the filing of a protest is deleted from paragraph (a), but
is covered in paragraph (c).

New paragraph (b) of §1.291 assures members of the
public that a protest will be considered by the Office if

(1) it specifically identifies the application to which it is

directed; (2) it is timely submitted; (3) it is properly
served upon the applicant in accordance with §1.248, or
is filed with the Office the duplicate in the event service
is not possible; (4) it includes a listing of the patents,
publications or other information relied upon and a con-
cise explanation of the relevance of each listed item; (5)
it includes a copy of each listed patent or publication
or other item of information in written form, or at least
the pertinent portions thereof; and (6) it includes an Eng-
lish language translation of all the necessary and pertinent
parts of any non-English language document relied upon.
It is considered desirable that §1.291 advise members of
the public as to the contents which should be included in

any protest since there will be no Office communications
directed to the member of the public submitting the pro-
test under paragraph (c). Thus, under paragraph (c) mem-
bers of the -public will not be given an opportunity to
complete any protest which is incomplete. Amended
paragraph (c) provides for the acknowledgment of the en-
try of a protest in a reissue application file.

Amended paragraph (c) of §1.291 provides that a
member of the public filing a protest in an application
for an original patent will not receive any communica-
tions from the Office relating to the protest, other than
the return of a self-addressed postcard acknowledging
receipt of the protest. Amended paragraph (c) of §1.291
does not permit the member of the public filing the pro-
test, or any other member of the public, to contact the
Office as to the disposition, or status, of the protest or to
participate in any Office proceedings relating to the pro-
test. The disposition of the protest, once it has been filed

will, under paragraph (c), be an ex parte matter between
the Office and the applicant. However, applications
which are open to the public may be inspected pursuant
to§l.ll.

Amended paragraph (c) provides for the Office to
communicate with the applicant regarding any protest
entered in the application file. Under paragraph (c), the
applicant could be required by the Office to respond to
the protest. Any response would be ex parte and would
not be served on the member of the public filing the
protest. Paragraph (c) provides for the Office to require
applicant to supply information pursuant to pargraph (a)

of §1.56 in order for the Office to decide any issues

raised by the protest. Requirements for information un-
der paragraph (c) will be ex parte in nature between the
Office and the applicant. The ex parte nature of the re-

quirements for information under paragraph (c) differs

from past practice under which information could be re-

quired, or requested, from applicant and one or more
protestors. Under amended paragraph (c), the active
participation of the protestor ends with the filing of the
protest and no further submission on behalf of the pro-
testor will be acknowledged or considered unless such
submission raises new issues which could not have been
earlier presented, and thereby constitutes a new protest.

Mere arguments relating to an Office action or an appli-

cant's response would not qualify as a new protest.

Duty of Disclosure in Reexamination Proceedings

Only two comments were received relative to pro-
posed§ 1.555. One comment argued that the Office
should never ignore a violation of the duty of disclosure
or leave it hanging. In response thereto, neither the stat-

ute nor the presently existing reexamination rules pro-

vide for reexamination on grounds other than those
based on patents or printed publications. The second
comment questioned whether a patent owner has a duty
to cite new prior art after a request but prior to an order
to reexamine. No further clarification of the section is

necessary since § 1.555(a) specifies when the patent own-
er should file a prior art statement in a reexamination

7
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proceeding. The amendments to §1.555 are adopted as

proposed.
Amended §1.555 makes the duty of disclosure in

reexamination proceedings more consistent with the

duty of disclosure in patent applications. Paragraph (a)

of §1.555 specifies that a duty of candor and Rood faith

toward the Patent and Trademark Office rests on the pa-

tent owner or involved employees of the patent owner,

on each attorney or agent who represents the patent

owner, and on every other individual who is substan-

tively involved on behalf of the patent owner in a

reexamination proceeding. This rule is consistent with

the duty set forth in § 1.56(a) insofar as patent applica-

tions are concerned, except that in paragraph (a) of

§1.5S5 the patent owner is specified rather than the in-

ventor as set forth in paragraph (a) of §156. This does

not, however, impose the responsibility for compliance

with the duty of disclosure on a corporate entity or or-

ganization but leaves the responsibility with involved

individuals in the corporation or other organization.

Paragraph (a) of §1555 places a requirement on the indi-

viduals identified to bring to the attention of the Office

patents or printed publications material to the

reexamination which have not been previously made of

record in the patent file and specifies how that should be

accomplished.
Amended paragraph (b) of §1.555 essentially parallels

existing paragraph (b) of §1.56 and makes similar provi-

sions applicable to disclosures in reexamination proceed-

ings.

Amended paragraph (c) of §1.555 provides that the

duties of candor, good faith, and disclosure required in

paragraph (a) of §1.555 have not been complied with if

any fraud was practiced or attempted on the Office or

there was any violation of the duty of disclosure

through bad faith or gross negligence by, or on behalf

of, the patent owner in the reexamination proceeding.

The language of paragraph (c) refers to fraud or viola-

tion of the duty of disclosure in the reexamination pro-

ceeding since such conduct during the pendency of

applications is covered by §156.

Amended paragraph (d) of §1555 affirms that the re-

sponsibility for compliance with §1.555 rests upon the

individuals identified in paragraph (a). Paragraph (d)

also provides that no evaluation will be made in the

reexamination proceeding by the Office as to compliance

with §1.555. Paragraph (d) of §1.555 also provides that

questions of compliance with §1.555 which are discov-

ered during a reexamination proceeding will be noted as

unresolved questions in accordance with present

§ 1.552(c). Paragraph (d) will not preclude the patent

owner from filing a reissue application to have questions

of candor, good faith, and duty of disclosure considered

and resolved, including such questions which arise dur-

ing a reexamination proceeding, so long as the require-

ments of 35 U.S.C. 251 have been met. Paragraph (d)

does not preclude suspension or disbarment proceedings

under present §1.348 based upon conduct during a

reexamination proceeding.

Concurrent Office Proceedings

Four comments were received on §1.565. One com-

ment proposed adding a sentence at the end of para-

graph (b) of §1.565 reflecting that reexamination would

only be stayed in extraordinary situations. This sugges-

tion has not been adopted since it is considered inappro-

priate to attempt to further define by rule the

circumstances under which a stay of the reexamination

may be appropriate. Two comments were received rais-

ing questions as to the treatment, during a merged reis-

sue and reexamination proceeding, of broader claims

which are present therein because of a reissue applica-

tion which contained broadened claims. No clarification

or change is necessary since the broadened claims are

properly in the merged proceeding during the period it

is merged. Such broader claims which are present in

both the reissue and reexamination files during the pen-

dency of the merged proceeding will be treated in ac-

cordance with the reissue statute and case Jaw during

the pendency of the merged proceeding If the merged

proceeding ceases to exist because of the abandonment

of the reissue application, the claims in the

reexamination file, including any broadened claims, will

be examined in accordance with the reexamination stat-

ute and rules. Finally, one comment did not agree with

merging reissue and reexamination proceedings because

the merger is not seen to produce cost savings or other

salutary results. One of the reasons for the merged pro-

ceedings is to ensure that claims of differing scope and

inconsistent responses are not presented at the same time

in different proceedings in the same patent Moreover,

since the proceedings are concurrent rather than sequen-

tial, a significant savings in resources and overall pen-

dency time may be realized by merging in many cases

The amendment to §1 565 clarifies the proposed

language of paragraph (b), eliminates from paragraph (b)

the last two sentences relating to the treatment of con-

current reexamination and reissue proceedings, and adds

a new paragraph (d) relating to this subject. The clanfi-

cation in paragraph (b) is intended to avoid misinterpre-

tations relating to stay determinations where concurrent

litigation or reissue applications are involved.

Under new paragraph (d), which is consistent with

the practice presently m effect under paragraph (b), if a

reissue application and a reexamination proceeding on

which an order pursuant to present §1.525 has been

mailed are pending concurrently on a patent, a decision

will normally be made to merge the two proceedings or

to stay one of the proceedings. New paragraph (d) also

provides that where merger of a reissue application and

a reexamination proceeding is ordered, the merged ex-

amination will be conducted in accordance with present

§§1.171-1.179. The examiner, m examining the merged

proceeding, will apply the reissue statute and case law,

in addition to applicable provisions of §§1 171-1 179. to

the merged proceeding. This is appropriate m view of

the fact that the statutory provisions for reissue applica-

tions and reissue application examination include, inter

alia, provisions equivalent to 35 U.S.C 305 relating to

the conduct of reexamination proceedings. New para-

graph (d) of §1.565 makes clear that the patent owner
must place and maintain the same claims m the reissue

application and the reexamination proceeding during the

pendency of the merged proceeding. Under new para-

graph (d) of §1.565 the examiner's actions and any re-

sponses by the patent owner in a merged proceeding

will apply to both the reissue application and the

reexamination proceeding and will be physically entered

into both files. New paragraph (d) also provides that ans

reexamination proceeding merged with a reissue applica-

tion shall be terminated by the grant of the reissued pa- •

tent. The amendments to §1.565 are adopted with the

changes or clarification indicated in paragraph (b)

Reexamination Certificate

Section 1.570. as amended, revises paragraph (e) to re-

fer to new paragraph (d) of §1.565 rather than para-

graph (b) in order to reflect the changes in §1 565

No comments were received concerning the section

and it is adopted without change.

Interim Procedures on Applications Pending on Effeciiw

Date

On July 1, 1982, the revised procedures of §§ I 56(d)

and 1.193(c) will apply to any applications then pending

which have not been the subject of a final Office deci-

sion on questions of fraud or violation of the duty of dis-

closure. Any petition to strike an application from the

files or any protest against a pending application filed

prior to July I, 1982, will be governed by the rules m
effect prior to that date. Any applications filed under

§1. 175(a)(4) prior to July 1, 1982. will be e.iammed until

the application is amended and a reissue patent issues

thereon or the application becomes abandoned For a

discussion of the interim practice in effect prior to July

1, 1982. see 1013 O.G. 18-19.

Environmental, energy, and other considerations The
rule change will not have a significant impact on the
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quality of the human environment or the conservation of
energy resources.

The rule change will not have a significant adverse
economic impact on a substantial num^r of small enti-

ties (Regulatory Flexibility Act, Pub. L. 96-354).
The Patent and Trademark Office has determined that

this rule change is not a major rule under Executive Or-
der 12291.

List of Subjects in 37 CRF Part 1 '

Administrative practice and procedure. Courts. Free-
dom of information. Inventions and patents. Lawyers.

AmendnMnt of Regulations

(Text of adopted rules appear in 37 CFR. revised July 1.

1983.)

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF.
Apr. 6, 1982. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[FH Doc. tMMI} FiM 5-IM2; %M urn]

BILLING CODE 3510- 16-M

[1019 OG. 37]

(100) Interim Reissue, Reexamination, Protest, And
Examination Procedures In Patent Cases Pending
Proposed Revision of 37 CFR §§1.11, 1.56, 1.106,
1.175, 1.176, 1.193, 1.291, 1J55, 1.565, and 1.570.

This notice sets forth, in general, the practice the Of-
fice intends to follow pending a final determination on
the "Notice of proposed rulemaking" published in the
Federal Register on November 10, 1981, at 46 F.R
55666-55672. The "Notice of proposed rulemaking" is

also being published in this issue of the Official Gazette

Practice Rebting To §1.11

Any reissue application which is presently open to in-

spection by the general public pursuant to present
§1.1 Kb), and any reissue application filed before the ef-

fective date of a change in the rule, will continue to be
open to inspection by the general public. No restriction
of access to those reissue applications is contemplated at

this time, either during their pendency before the Office,
or after an abandonment of the reissue application. The
filing of reissue applications will continue to be an-
nounced in the Official Gazette pending revision of
§1. 11(b).

I

Practice Relating To §1.56

Any issues arisinjg under § 1.56(d) prior to the effective
date of a change in paragraph (d) will continue to be
handled in accordance with paragraph (d) as it presently
exists. If paragraph (d) is amended as proposed, the Of-
fice presently intends to apply the revised procedures to
any applications then pending which have not been the
subject of a final Office decision on questions of "fraud"
or violation of the duty of disclosure.

Any petitions to strike applications from the files

which have been filed prior to the date of publication of
this Notice in the Official Gazette will continue to be
treated in accordance with the practices in effect prior
to this Official Gazette Notice via the appropriate sec-
tions of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure.
Any petition to strike an application from the files

which is filed after the date of publication of this Notice
will be considered in accordance with the procedure set
forth in the "Notice of proposed rulemaking" insofar as
participation by the petitioner is concerned. Since the
provisions of 37 CFR 1.56 now in effect do not guaran-
tee a member of the public the right to participate fully
in Office consideration of petitions to strike applications,
it is considered appropriate and proper to restrict partic-
ipation on behalf of a petitioner as set forth in the "No-
tice of proposed rulemaking" while such proposed
rulemaking is pending. At this time the degree of partici-
pation is solely at the discretion of the Commissioner
and the Commissioner is hereby acting in his discretion
to restrict such participation. Accordingly, any petition
to strike an application from the files which is filed after

the date of publication of this Notice must include a self-
addressed postcard specifically identifying the petition
and the application to which the petition is directed if an
acknowledgement of the filing of the petition is desired.
A member of the public filing a petition to strike an ap-
plication after the date of publication of this Notice will
not receive any communications from the Office relating
to the petition, other than the return of a self-addressed
postcard which the Office will stamp and return in or-
der to acknowledge receipt of the petition. All Office
communications will be conducted with the applicant in
accordance with the procedures set forth in the pro-
posed rulemaking, which procedures are those currently
in effect.

Practice Relating To §1.106

No interim practice is necessary regarding this pro-
posed revision since it would not constitute a change in

practice, but would merely make §1.106 more closely re-

flect current practice.

Practice Relating To §1.175

Any applications filed under §1.175(aX4) prior to the
effective date of any change in the rule will be examined
until the application is amended and a reissue patent is-

sues thereon or the application becomes abandoned.

Practice Relating To §1.176

The examination of any applications filed prior to the
effective date of any change in the rule will continue to
be delayed for two months after the announcement of
the filing in the Official Gazette, except where the delay
period is waived by a decision on a petition under 37
CFR 1.183.

Practice Relating To §1.193(c)

No interim practice is necessary regarding this pro-
posed revision since the practice of rejecting claims pur-
suant to § 1. 56(d) will not be adopted prior to the
effective date of a change in paragraph (d).

Practice Relating To §1.291

Any protest against a pending application which is

filed after the date of publication of this Notice in the
Official Gazette will be treated essentially in accordance
with the procedures set forth in the "Notice of proposed
rulemaking." Any protests which have been filed prior
to the date of publication of this Notice in the Official
Gazette will continue to be treated in accordance with
the practices in effect prior to this Official Gazette No-
tice via the appropriate sections of the Manual of Patent
Examining Procedure. Since the provisions of 37 CFR
1.291 now in effect do not guarantee a member of the
public the right to participate fully in Office consider-
ation of protests filed under §1.291, it is considered ap-
propriate and proper to restrict participation on behalf
of a protestor essentially as set forth in the "Notice of
proposed rulemaking" while such proposed rulemaking
is pending. At this time the degree of participation is.

solely at the discretion of the Commissioner and the
Commissioner is hereby acting in his discretion to re-

strict such participation. Accordingly, any protest filed

after the date of publication of this Notice will be ac-
knowledged as set forth in present §1.291 on a self-ad-

dressed postcard which protestor is hereby advised to
include with the protest. The self-addressed postcard
must specifically identify the protest and the application
to which the protest is directed, to the extent such iden-
tifying data for the application is known. A member of
the public filing a protest against a pending application
after the date of publication of this Notice will receive
no communication from the Office relating to the pro-
test, other than the self-addressed postcard which the
Office will stamp and return in order to acknowledge
receipt of the protest as set forth in present §1.29 1(a).

All Office communications will be conducted with the
applicant in accordance with the procedures set forth in

the proposed rulemaking, which procedures are those
currently in effect. Pending adoption of the proposed
rulemaking the Office will consider protests which com-
ply with present §1.29 1(a) even though the protest does
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not include all the items enumerated in proposed new
paragraph (b) of §1.291.

Practice Relating To §1.555

No interim practice is necessary regarding this pro-

posed revision since it merely makes §1.555 more closely

parallel §1.56 and more specifically defines the responsi-

bility of a patent owner in a reexamination proceeding.

Practice Relating To §1.565

No interim practice is necessary regarding this pro-

posed revision since it merely clarifies, but does not

change, present practice.

Practice Relating To §1.570

No interim practice is necessary since this proposed

revision merely reflects the paragraph change proposed

in §1.565.

CONCLUSION

The present interim procedures will be in effect until

further notice and pending a final determination on the

proposed rulemaking.

DONALD J. QUIGG,
Nov. 16, 1981. Deputy Commissioner

of Patents A Trademarks.

(1013 OG. 18]

(101) Request for Comments on Proposed

Expedited Patent Application Procedure

The Patent and Trademark Office is seeking com-

ments on the desirability of providing a new procedure

for highly expedited handling and prosecution of a pa-

tent application upon the payment of a relatively large

fee set to recover the full cost of the expedited process-

ing. The purpose of the procedure would be to provide

a patent to applicants who need or desire a patent very

quickly and are willing to pay the costs. It is anticipated

that the pendency of such an application would normal-

ly be a few months. The application would literally be

hand-carried through most of the processing in the

PTO.
Implementation of such a procedure would require

additional staffing of personnel throughout the Office

who would personally process the application or insure

its immediate processing by regular personnel, and the

implementation of special filing, processing, and examin-

ing procedures and requirements. Accordingly, the costs

would be relatively high.

A program of this nature would only be contemplated

to the extent that it would not interfere with achieve-

ment of the PTO goal of 18 months average pendency

for patent applications in 1987. An outline of the pro-

posed procedure to expedite an application is set forth

below:

1. Applicant requests special expedited application.

a. At time of filing or anytime during pendency of

application.

2. Required fees at time of filing (or when requested):

a. Normal filing fee.

b. Normal issue fee.

c. Special fee set to recover the full costs of the ex-

pedited processing (possibly $4,000-$5.000 depend-

ing on the degree of prosecution permitted after fi-

nal rejection under 6e below).

3. Applicant would agree to special requirements:

a. Submission of information disclosure statement

b. Immediate correction of drawing informalities and

objections.

c. One month shortened statutory period for response

to Office actions (extendable under 37 CFR 1.136).

d. Automatic election of first claimed invention.

4. Application provided special expedited prosecution

throughout Office,

a. Essentially walk-through processing.

b. All processing done out-of-tum on immediate ba-

sis.

5. Specially designated expeditors for clerical process-

ing throughout Patent and Trademark Office:

a. Would personally perform certain processing steps

where possible.

b. If not possible, would wait with application for im-

mediate performance of processing steps by regu-

lar personnel.

c. Hand-carry application from step to step.

d. Special expeditors might be designated employees

in existing organizations or a special central cleri-

cal operation that would serve as expeditors and

do or oversee the processing for most other opera-

tions.

6. Examiner processing:

a. Highest priority for examination.

b. One month shortened statutory period for re-

sponse.

c. Interviews strongly encouraged.

d. More use of telephone.

(1) To resolve minor problems.

(2) For follow-up on interviews.

(3) To notify applicant of Office mailing and na-

ture of communication.

e. After final practice.

(1) Alternative I - Normal tight second action final

practice.

(2) Alternative II - More liberal after final prac-

tice.

7. Special distinctive marking on file wrapper.

8. All incoming envelopes, responses, and correspon-

dence specially identified to permit rapid routing

and processing,

a. Preference for hand-carry of all responses to the

PTO
9. Central monitoring of application progress through-

out Office to insure that application is not lost or

delayed.

10. Special expedited printing procedure.

11. Rules change required to implement.

12. Possible starting date - Jan. I. 1985.

Written comments on the desirability of the Office of-

fering such a procedure should be submitted by Sept. 30.

1983, and addressed to the attention of R. Franklin Bur-

nett. Crystal PIz 3-1IA13, Patent and Trademark Of-

fice, Washington. DC. 20231 For further information

contact R. Franklin Burnett by telephone at

(703)557-3054.

DONALD J QUIGG.
June 1, 1983. Acting Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks.

[1031 OG 53]

Department of Commerce

(102) Patent and Trademark Office

37 CFR Parts I and 5

[Docket No. 30422-64]

Revision of Foreign Filing License Procedure

Agency: Patent and Trademark Office, Commerce

Action: Notice of proposed rulemaking.

Summary: The Patent and Trademark Office proposes to

revise the rules of practice in patent cases to establish a

streamlined procedure for granting a license for foreign

filing. The term "transmitting" as used m the proposed

rules would include iransmillal of technical data to a

foreign country for purposes of filing a patent applica-

tion The proposed rules also specify the content of a

petition for retroactive license The proptised changes

would simplify the obtaining of foreign filing licenses for

amendments, mtxlifications. and supplements and would

result in reduced work for hox\\ patent applicants and

the Patent and Trademark Office At the same time, na-

•tional security protections would be strengthened.
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Dates: Comments must be submitted on or before July
20. 1983; a public hearing will be held July 20. 1983: re'-

quests to present oral testimony should be received prior
to July 13. 1983.

Addresses: Address written comments and requests to
present oral testimony to the Commissioner of Patents
and Trademarks: Attention: Kenneth L. Cage. Special
Laws Administration, Group 220. Room 4-I0D17,
Washington. DC 20231. The hearing will be held in

Room 3-11C24 of Building 3. Crystal Plaza, located at

2021 Jefferson Davis Highway. Arlington, VA. Written
comments and transcripts of the public htanng will be
available for public inspection in Room 3-11A13 of
Building 3. Crystal Plaza.

For Further Information Contact: Kenneth L. Cage by
telephone at (703) 557-2877 or by mail marked to his at-

tention and addressed to the Commissioner of Patents
and Trademarks, Washington. DC. 20231.

Supplementary Information: Under the present proce-
dures, all licenses for foreign filing of a patent applica-
tion have the same scope, as set forth in current §5 15

The scope of these licenses, as held by the Court in In
re Caertner. 202 USPQ 714 (C.C.P.A. 1979). does not in-

clude amendments and modifications of an application
which contain additional subject matter.
Under the proposed rules, there would be two types

of licenses of differing scope for foreign filing. The first

type under §5. 15(a). the grant of which would be indi-

cated on the filing receipt in accordance with §5 ! 2(a)
published af 48 PR 2696, would permit the transmittal
for filing of the application and of any amendments or
modifications to the application in a foreign country,
even if "additional subject matter" were introduced into
the foreign application provided the subject matter did
not change the general nature of the subject matter dis-

closed and did not pertain to certain categories of poten-
tially sensitive material which are set forth in proposed
§5. 15(a) (l)-(5). This scope of license under §5 15(a)
would also be granted under §5. 12(b) pursuant to §5 13

petition, if the §5. 15(a) scope of license is indicated on
the license grant.

The second type of license under §5. 15(b) would be
limited in scope to the original subject matter disclosed
at the time the license was granted and would not cover
"additional subject matter" as the phrase is currently
interpreted {In re Gaertner. 202 USPQ 714 (C.C.P.A
1979)) The licenses under §§5 12(b), 5.13, and 5 14
would be of the same scope as those granted under pres-
ent practice unless a §5. 15(a) license is indicated on the
license grant. If a petition for a license under §5. 12(b) is

granted prior to the grant of the §5. 12(a) filing receipt li-

censes, the former would merge into the latter and
would be considered a §5. 12(a) license for the purpose
of proposed §5.15.

A new §5.20 is proposed which would set forth m the
regulations the requirements to be met for the granting
of a retroactive license. The proposed requirements in-

clude (1) a list of the foreign countries which received
the information; (2) the date(s) of transmittal; (3) an oath
or declaration which avers to (i) the non-sensitive nature
of the material, (ii) a showing of diligence in attempting
to obtain the license upon discovery of the error, and
(iii) a showing of facts which support a conclusion of in-

advertence; and (4) the required fee. The section as pro-
posed also provides in paragraph (b) for review from a

denial of a petition for a retroactive license.

A revised §5. 11(a) is proposed which would set forth
in the regulations a requirement that a license from the
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks is required be-
fore transmitting an application to a foreign country, if

the United States application has not been on file for six

months, or no application has been filed in the United
States. This proposed rule change would more accurate-
ly reflect the intent of the statutes and make the rules

more closely conform with the regulations of other
agencies which deal with the export of technical data to
a foreign country. The proposed change requinng a li-

cense before transmitting an application to a foreign
country is not intended to interpret the language in 35
use 184 "file or cause or authorize to be filed" as
necessarily requinng a license before an application is

transmitted to a foreign country. Further, the proposed
change is not intended to imply that every transmission
within SIX months of U.S. filing without a license is pro-
hibited under the existing regulations, such as where an
application has been transmitted to a foreign agent with-
out an authonzation to file a foreign application. The
proposed regulations are intended to change existing
practice by requiring a license in all situations to trans-
mit an application abroad. This change is proposed un-
der the authority of 35 U.S.C. 6 to assure adequate pro-
tection of sensitive material under title 35 and to provide
for consistency with the Arms Control Act and the Ex-
port Administration Act and their implementing regula-
tions.

A revised §5.1 1(b) is proposed which would state that
applications under secrecy order under §5.2 cannot be
transmitted or filed in a foreign country except in accor-
dance with §5.5.

A revised §5. 11(c) is proposed which would state that
a license pursuant to paragraph (a) is not required where
the invention is not made in the United States, or the
U.S. application was on file for six months without a se-
crecy order being issued.

A new §5.1 1(d) is proposed which would state that a
license for foreign filing may be revoked at any time
upon written notice.

Sections 5 1, 5.12(b), 5.13, 5.14, 5.15 and 5.17, as pro-
posed are revised to conform to the §5.11 requirement
of a license for transmittal of an application to a foreign
country.

Finally, §§5 12(b), 5.13. 5.14. 5.15, and 1.17, as pro-
posed, also would refer to the new fees for these
services.

Discussion of Specific Sections Proposed To Be Changed

Section 1.17(h) is proposed to be amended to include
a specific reference to §5.20 petitions for retroactive li-

censes for which the petition fee is charged, rather than
having the present retroactive license fee under §1.182
petitions. The fee for §5. 1 2(b) licenses is new and is for
special handling of these license request.

Section 5.1, as proposed, would reflect the proposed
§5. 1 1 license requirement for transmittal to a foreign
country.

Section 5.11, as proposed, would require a license for

transmitting an application to a foreign country for filing

if the U.S. application has not been on file for at least six

months prior to the date of transmittal, or no application
has been filed m the United States. This will enable the
Patent and Trademark Office to better exerci.se the ex-
port control functions set forth in §§5.18 and 5.19 estab-
lished in accordance with 35 U.S.C. 184, the Arms Con-
trol Act of 1977 and the Export Administration Act of
1979, respectively.

Under these Acts, the export of technical data is the
activity to be controlled. Proposed §5.1 1(a) controls ex-
port activity by requiring a license for transmittal of
technical data in connection with foreign filing of an ap-
plication and to that extent implements the Arms Con-
trol Act and the Export Administration Act. If a license

as required by proposed §5.11 is obtained under §§5.12,
5 13 or 5.14, no license for the export of technical data
to a foreign country m connection with a patent applica-
tion IS required under the Export Administration Act of
1979 or the Arms Control Act of 1977. It is emphasized
that the scope of the license for transmittal of technical
data is limited to transmitting an application for foreign
filing and does not include selling or using the technical
data in a foreign country. T^ese latter acts continue to
require separate licenses under the Export Administra-
tion Act and the Arms Control Act.

Also, the transmittal of technical data in any form to a
foreign country for purposes other than filing or sup-
porting the filing of a patent application or consideration
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whether a patent application should be filed is not con-
trolled by title 35 United States Code or the exiting or
proposed regulations in Part 5. The transmittal of data
to a foreign country in such cases would be subject to
other laws and regulations such as the export and arms
control regulations.

Section 5.11(b), as proposed, states that an application
cannot be transmitted to a foreign country when the
corresponding United States application is under secrecy
order except under §5.5.

Section 5.11(c), as proposed, states that no license is

required if the invention was not made in the United
States, or the application was on file in the United States
at least six months and is not under a secrecy order is-

sued under §5.2.

Section S.lUd), as proposed, states that any license for
foreign filing may be revoked at any time by written no-
tification.

Section 5.12(b), as proposed, would refer to the li-

cense fee under proposed § 1.17(h).

Section 5.13, as proposed, would refer to the fee un-
der proposed § 1.17(h) for a petition for license where no
corresponding national or international application has
been filed in the United States.

Section 5.14(a), as proposed, would indicate that peti-

tions under this section require a fee as set forth in pro-
posed§ 1.1 7(h).

The other changes make grammatical corrections and
would not alter the intent of the section.

Section 5.14(c), as proposed, would reflect the pro-
posed§5.11 license requirement for transmittal to a for-

eign country.

Section 5.15, as proposed, would change the scope of
licenses granted under §5. 12(a). Paragraph (a) of §5.15 de-
fines the scope of licenses to be granted under §5. 12(a),

the granting of which is indicated on the filing receipt.

This license permits transmitting corresponding subject
matter in the application to any foreign country for fil-

ing and any amendments, modifications, and supple-
ments, including divisions, changes or supporting matter
consisting of the illustration, exemplification or explana-
tion of subject matter disclosed in the application. This
includes new matter which does not change the general
nature of subject matter disclosed and does not pertain
to certain prohibited subjects or areas listed on various
export restriction lists. These lists are established by the
Department of State, the Department of Commerce, the
Department of Energy, and various executive orders
and statutes.

These changes also permit an applicant to take action
in the prosecution of the foreign or international applica-
tion and submit supporting data such as affidavits, test

data or the like as long as it directly relates to the appli-
cation and does not pertain to the prohibited, subjects or
areas enumerated in §5. 15(a).

New paragraph (b) of §5.15, as proposed, would de-
fine the scope of a license granted under §5. 12(b) to be
the same as a license granted under the provisions of
present §5.15. The existing prohibition against the filing

of "subject matter additional to that covered by the li-

cense" is being continued. Accordingly, court interpreta-
tions of this language would still apply. Only the scope
of a §5. 12(a) license would be different from foreign fil-

ing licenses which have been granted in the past. Sub-
ject matter listed in §5.15(aXlHa)(5) would require an
additional license, regardless of which provision autho-
rized the original license grant.

New paragraph (c) of §5.15, as proposed, would de-
fine the scope of a license granted pursuant of §5.13 to

be of the same scope as a paragraph (a) license, if it is

indicated on the license grant.

New paragraphed) of §5.15, as proposed, would pro-
vide for a reorganization of paragraphs with no signifi-

cant change in substance.

New paragraph (e) of §5.15, as proposed, would recite

the situations in which a license would be required to

file any amendment or other papers abroad. Amend-
ments to applications under both types of licenses arc

covered. Any amendment to an application licensed un-
der proposed §5 12(a) requires a separate license only if it

pertains to specifically identified areas or subjects.
Any amendment to an application licensed under §5. 12(b)
requires a separate license if the amendment discloses
additional subject matter.

Paragraph (0 of §5.15, as proposed, would set forth
the licensing requirements for combining or dividing ap-
plications. If any of the applications have not been li-

censed under §5. 12(a), then any additional subject matter
must be separately licensed. If all of the applications
have been licensed under §5 12(a). then only subject mat-
ter listed in paragraph 5.15(aKI)-(aX5) need be separate-
ly licensed.

Paragraph (g) of §5.15, as proposed, would include a
reference to the section dealing with the requirements
for a petition for a retroactive license.

Section 5.17. as proposed, would include the transmit-
tal requirement of proposed §5. 1 1 in the use of a license.

Section 5.20. as proposed, is new and would set forth
the requirements for seeking a retroactive license.
New §5. 20(a) requires identification of the subject

matter which is to be licensed as m §§5.13 or 5.14. New
§5.20 (a)(1) and (aM2) identify the specific proscribed
transmittal for filing for which the license is made retro-
active. New §5.20(aK3) provides for the specific show-
ing of inadvertence. New §5. 20(a)(4) refers to the re-
quired fee. New §5. 20(b) provides for time periods to
renew petitions that have been denied, and procedures
to be followed after denial of a renewed petition.

Section 5.23, as proposed, would reflect the new orga-
nizational title.

Environmental, energy, and other considerations: The
proposed rule change will not have a significant impact
on the quality of the human environment or the conser-
vation of energy resources.

The proposed rule change will not have a significant
adverse economic impact on a substantial number of
small entities (Regulatory Flexibility Act. Pub. L.
96-354) for several reasons. Under this proposed
rulemaking, small entities would be able to obtain li-

censes without filing separate requests therefor. In gen-
eral, the rule change will also expedite proceedings be-
fore the Patent and Trademark Office, changing existing
procedures where they can be simplified
The Patent and Trademark Office has determined that

this proposed rule change is not a major rule under Ex-
ecutive Order 12291 The annual effect on the economy
will be less than $100 million. There will be no major in-

creases in cost or prices for consumers, individual indus-
tries. Federal. State, or local government agencies, or
geographic regions. There will be no significant adverse
effects on competition, employment, investment, produc-
tivity, innovation, or on the ability of United States-
based enterprises to compete with foreign-based enter-
prises in domestic or export markets.
This proposed rule change would not impose a burden

under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, 44 U S.C.
3401 et seq.. since no additional recordkeeping or report-
ing requirements arc placed on the public

List of SubJecU

37 CFR Part I

Administrative practice and procedure. Courts, Free-
dom of information, Inventions and patents. Lawyers,
Small businesses.

37 CFR Part 5

Classified information. Foreign relations. Inventions
and patents.

Proposed Amendment of Regulations

Notice IS hereby given that, pursuant to the authority
granted to the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
by 35 use 6, the Patent and Trademark Office pro-
poses to amend Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regula-
tions as set forth below.

It IS proposed to amend 37 CFR, Parts I and 5 as fol-
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lows, with deletions indicated by brackets and additions

by arrows:

PART 1-[AMENDED]

1. Section 1.17 is proposed to be amended by revising

paragraph (h) to read as follows:

§1.17 Patent application processing fees. |

(h) For Tiling a petition to the Commissioner under a

section of Part 1 or 5< [this part] listed below which
refers to this paragraph, SI 20.00.

— §1.47 -for fihng by other than all the inventors or

a person not the inventor
— §1.48 -for correction of inventorship
— §1.182-for decision on questions not specifically

provided for

— §1.183-to suspend the rules

— §1.268-for late filing of interference settlement

agreement
— ^§§5.13 and S.14-for special handling of foreign

filing license

— §5.20-for retroactive licensed

PART 5-[AMENDED]

2. Section 5.1 is proposed to be amended by revising

paragraph (a) to read as follows:

§5.1 Defense inspection of certain applications.

(a) The provisions of this part shall apply to both na-

tional and international applications filed in the Patent

and Trademark Office and, with respect to inventions

made in the United States, to applications filed in any

foreign country or any international authority other than

the United States Receiving Office. The
(1) transmittal {ot< filing of a national or an interna-

tional application in a foreign country or with an inter-

national authority other than the United States Receiv-

ing Office, or

(2) transmittal of an international application to a

foreign agency or an international authority other than

the United States Receiving Office is considered to be a

foreign filing within the meaning of Chapter 17 of Title

35, United States Code.

3. The center heading preceding §5.11 and §5.11 are

proposed to be amended by revising the center heading

and paragraphs (a), (b), and (c), and adding new para-

graph (d) to read as follows:

Licenses for Foreign Transmittal or^ Filing

§5.11 License for transmitting-^ [filing] application

on an invention made in the United States to a-4 [in]

foreign country [or for transmitting international appli-

cations].

(a) [When no secrecy order has been issued under

§5.2, a ] A'^ license from the Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks [under 35 U.S.C. 184] is required before

[filing] any application for patent or for the registration

of a utility model, industrial design, or model

[, in a foreign country, or transmitting an international

application to any foreign patent agency or any interna-

tional agency other than the United States Receiving

Office, or causing or authorizing such filing or transmit-

tal, with respect to] on-^ an invention made in the

United States can be transmitted to a foreign country

(including an international agency in a foreign country)

for filing if:

(1) An application on the invention has been on file in

the United States less than six months prior to the date

on which the application is to be transmitted, or

(2) No application on the invention has been filed in

the United States.

The license from the Commissioner of Patents and
Trademarks referred to in this paragraph would be is-

sued pursuant to, and meet the requirements of, 35

use. 184 and §§5.18 and 5.19 of this part.-^

[.if:

(1) The foreign application is to be filed or its filing

caused or authorized before a national or international

application for patent is filed in the United States, or

(2) The foreign application is to be filed, or its filing

caused or authorized, or the transmittal of the interna-

tional application is caused or authorized, prior to the

expiration of six months from the filing of the applica-

tion in the United States.]

(b) If a secrecy order has been issued under §5.2, an

application cannot be transmitted to, or filed in, a for-

eign country (including an international agency in a for-

eign country), except in accordance with §5.5.^^ [When
there is no secrecy order in effect, a license under 35

U.S.C. 184 is not required if:

(1) The invention was not made in the United States,

or

(2) The foreign application is to be filed or the inter-

national application is to be transmitted, or its filing or

transmittal caused or authorized, after the expiration of

six months from the filing of the national application in

the United States]

(c) No license pursuant to paragraph (a) of this sec-

tion is required if:

(1) the invention was not made in the United States,

or

(2) the United States application is not subject to a se-

crecy order under §5.2, and was filed at least six months
prior to the date on which the application is transmitted

to a foreign country.-^ [When a secrecy order has been
issued under §5.2, an application cannot be filed in a for-

eign country, nor can an international application be
transmitted to any agency other than the United States

Receiving Office except in accordance with §5.5.]

(d) A license pursuant to paragraph (a) of this sec-

tion can be revoked at any time upon written notifica-

tion by the Patent and Trademark Office.'^

4. Section 5.12 is proposed to be amended by revising

paragraph (b) to read as follows:

§5.12 Petition for license.

* « • • «

(b) Petitions for license under 35 U.S.C. 184 should be
presented in letter form and [should] must-^ include

any required fee.-^ petitioner's address, and full in-

structions for delivery of the requested license when it is

to be delivered to other than the petitioner.

5. Section 5.13 is proposed to be revised to read as

follows:

§5.13 Petition for license; no corresponding application.

If-< [Where there is] no corresponding national or

international application has been filed in the United

States-^, the petition for license under §5. 12(b) <
must be accompanied by any required fee (§1. 17(h))

and^ a legible copy of the material upon which a
< license is desired. This copy will be retained as a mea-
sure of the license granted. For assistance in the identifi-

cation of the subject matter of each license so issued, it

is suggested that the petition or requesting letter be sub-

mitted in duplicate and provide a title and other descrip-

tion of the material. The duplicate copy of the petition

will be returned with the license or other action on the

petition. [Where an international application is being

filed in the United States Receiving Office, the petition

may accompany the international application.]

6. Section 5.14 is proposed to be amended by revising

paragraphs (a) and (c) to read as follows:

§5.14 Petition for license; corresponding U.S. application.

(a) Where there is a corresponding United States ap-

plication on file a-^ [the] petition for license under §

5.12(b) must include any required fee (§ 1.17(h)) and
-4 must identify this application by serial number, filing

date, inventor, and title, but^ [and] a copy of the ma-

terial upon which the license is desired is not required.

The subject matter licensed will be measured by the dis-

closure of the United States application. Where the title
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is not descriptive, and the subject matter is clearly of no
interest from a security standpoint, time may be saved
by a short statement in the petition as to the nature of
the invention.

(c) where the application to be [filed or] transmitted

abroad for filings contains matter not disclosed in the

United States application or applications, including the

case where the combining of two or more United States

applications introduces subject matter not disclosed in

any of them, a copy of the application as it is to be
transmitted for filing-4 [filed] in the foreign country or
international application as it^ [which] is to be trans-

mitted to a foreign international or national agency [as it

is to be filed] for filing^ in the Receiving Office must
be furnished with the petition. If, however, all new mat-
ter in the foreign or international application to be
transmitted^ [filed] is readily identifiable, the new mat-
ter may be submitted in detail and the remainder by ref-

erence to the pertinent United States application or ap-

plications.

7. Section 5.15 is proposed to be amended by revising

paragraph (a), redesignating paragraphs (b), and (c) as

paragraphs (f) and (g) and revising new paragraphs (0
and (g) and adding new paragraphs (b), (c), (d), and (e)

to read as follows:

§5.15 Scope of license.

(a) [Aj^Grant of a^ license under §5.12 (a) autho-

rizes the transmittal of < [to file] an application

to-4 [in] a foreign country or [transmit] the transmittal

of^ an international application to any foreign patent
agency^ or international patents agency
[other than the United States Receiving Office, when
granted,] where the subject matter of the foreign or in-

ternational application corresponds to that of the domes-
tic application. Further, this licensed includes authority

to forward all duplicate and formal papers to the foreign

country or international agencies and to make amend-
ments^, modifications and supplements, including new
matter which does not change the general nature of the

subject matter disclosed, at the time of transmittal, or
later,-4 and to < take any action in the prosecution of
the foreign or international application [,]

unless the paper, modification, amendment, supplement
of action involves subject matter pertaining to:

(1) Defense services or articles designated in the Unit-

ed States Munitions List applicable at the time of filing,

the unlicensed exportation of which is prohibited pursu-

ant to the Arms Export Control Act of 1977;

(2) Restricted Data, sensitive nuclear technology or

technology useful in the production or utilization of spe-

cial nuclear material or atomic energy, the dissemination

of which is subject to restrictions of the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, as amended, and the Nuclear Non-Prolifer-

ation Act of 1978, as implemented by the Regulations
for unclassified Activities in Foreign Atomic Energy
Programs;

(3) Articles, materials and supplies, the export of
which is prohibited or restricted pursuant to the Export
Administration Act of 1979, as implemented by the Ex-
port Administration Regulations:

(4) Information subject to classification in accordance
with executive orders protecting national security infor-

mation from disclosure; or

(5) Information, the dissemination, disclosure or ex-

portation of which is restricted by a statute, regulation

or executive order which amends or supersedes any of

paragraphs (a)(l)-(4) of this section. < [Provided subject

matter additional to that covered by the license is not in-

volved. In those cases in which no license is required to

file the foreign application or transmit the international

application, no license is required to file papers in con-

nection with the prosecution of the foreign or interna-

tional application not involving the disclosure of addi-

tional subject matter. Any paper filed abroad or with an

international agency following the filing of a foreign or

international application which involves the disclosure

of additional subject matter must be se;*rately licensed

in the same manner as a foreign or international applica-

tion.]

(b) Grant of a license under §5 12(b) authonzes the

transmittal of an application to a foreign country or the

transmittal of an international application to any foreign

patent agency or international patent agency. Further,

this license includes authority to forward all duplicate

and formal papers to the foreign patent agency or inter-

national patent agency and to make amendments, modifi-

cations or supplements to and take any action in the

prosecution of the foreign or international application,

provided subject matter additional to that covered by
the license is not involved.

(c) Grant of a license under §5. 12(b) pursuant to §5.13

shall have the same scope of a license granted in para-

graph (a) of this section, if it is so specified in the li-

cense.

(d) In those cases in which no license is required to

transmit the foreign application or the international ap-

plication, no license is required to transmit papers in

connection with the prosecution of the foreign or inter-

national application not involving the disclosure of addi-

tional subject matter.

(e) Any paper transmitted abroad or to an internation-

al patent agency following the transmittal of a foreign or
international application which involves the disclosure

of subject matter listed in paragraphs (aKI>-(aK5) of this

section must be separately licensed in the same manner
as a foreign or international application. Further, if no li-

cense has been granted under §5. 12(a) on filing the cor-

responding United States application, any paper filed

abroad or with an international patent agency which in-

volves the disclosure of additional subject matter must
be licensed in the same manner as a foreign or interna-

tional application. '4

(0^ [(b)] Licenses separately granted m connection
with two or more United States applications may be ex-

ercised by combining or dividing the disclosures, as de-

sired, provided^:

(1) Subject matter listed in paragraph (aKl)-<aK5) of
this section is not introduced and.

(2) In the case where at least one of the licenses was
obtained under §5. 1 2(b), < additional subject matter is

not introduced.^ [(c)] A license does not apply to acts done before
the license was granted unless the petition specifically

requests and describes the particular acts and the license

is worded to apply to such acts. See §5.20.'<

8. Section 5.17 is proposed to be revised to read as

follows:

§5.17 Who may use license.

Licenses may be used by anyone interested in the

transmitting for^ foreign filing or international trans-

mittal for or on behalf of the inventor or the inventor's

assigns.

9. A new §5.20 is proposed to be added to read as fol-

lows:

§5.20 Petition for retroactive license.

(a) A petition for retroactive license under 35 US C
184 shall be presented in accordance with §5.13 or
§5.14. and shall include:

(1) A listing of the foreign countnes to which the pa-

tent application material was transmitted.

(2) The dates on which the material was transmitted,

(3) A verified statement containing:

(i) An averment that the subject matter in question
was not under a secrecy order at the lime it was trans-

mitted and filed abroad, and that is not currently under
a secrecy order.

(ii) A showing that the license has been diligently

sought after discovery of the proscribed transmittal and
foreign filing, and

(iii) An explanation of why the material was inadver-
tently transmitted and filed broad without the required
license under §5.1 1 first having been obtained, and

(4) The required fee (§1. 17(h)).
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The above explanation must include a showing of facts

from which a conclusion of inadvertence may be drawn
rather than a mere allegation of inadvertence. The
showing of facts should include statements by those per-

sons having personal knowledge of the acts regarding
transmitting and Tiling in a foreign country and should
be accompanied by copies of any necessary supporting
documents such as letters of transmittal or instructions

for filing. The acts which are alleged to constitute inad-

vertence should cover the period from the time of trans-

mission until actual filing of the petition under this sec-

tion.

(b) If a petition for a retroactive license is denied, a

time period of not less than thirty days shall be set, dur-

ing which the petition may be renewed. Failure to re-

new the petition within the set time period will result in

a final denial of the petition. If a renewed petition is de-

nied, the denial is final unless recourse be had under
§1.181 within two months of the date of the denial. If

the petition for a retroactive license is denied with re-

spect to the invention of a pending application and no
petition under §1.181 has been filed, a final rejection of
the application under 35 U.S.C. 185 will be made.-4

10. Section 5.23 is proposed to be revised to read as

follows:
I

§5.23 Correspondence. '

All correspondenceHn connection with this part, in-

cluding petitions, should be addressed to "Commissioner
of Patents and Trademarks (Attention ^Licensing and
Review'^ [Patent Security Division]), Washington, D.C.
2023 I.-

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF,
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.
[FR Doc. 83-13810 Filed 5-20-83; 845 am

]

BILLING CODE 3S10-I6
|

[1031 OG 41]
'

[Pending—no final action taken]

May 18, 1983.

MISCELLANEOUS

(103) Hearings Before the Board of Appeals

In recent years^ the backlog of cases awaiting decision

by the Board of Appeals has grown substantially. The
average time elapsing between filing of the examiner's

answer and final disposition is now roughly 17 months.

Intensive effort by the Board and greater use of acting

examiners-in-chief have been successful in raising the

number of dispositions, but at the same time the number
of appeals continues to grow. Thus in the first six

months of 1974, the Board disposed of 1,193 appeals but

received 1,915; in the last half of the year the Board dis-

posed of 1,993 appeals but received 2,179.

In this connection it will be helpful if applicants and
attorneys will dispense with oral hearings except where
unusual circumstances are present which make a hearing

important to the decision. Appeals submitted on brief re-

ceive just as careful consideration as those in which oral

argument is presented, nor are any implications drawn
as to the merits of the appeal from failure to request a

hearing. It has been the Board's experience that in the

ordinary case the hearing is not of great value in arriv-

ing at the ultimate decision.

Appellants are also encouraged to review cases where
a hearing has already been requested, with a view to

withdrawing the request if it is not necessary. It is par-

ticularly imptortant that the Board be given timely notice

whenever circumstances prevent the applicant or his

representative from appearing at a scheduled hearing.

Rule 194 (37 CFR 1.194) limits oral argument to thir-

ty minutes unless otherwise ordered by the Board. It has

been the Board's experience, however, that effective ar-

guments can be presented in less than thirty minutes in

most cases. Effective immediately the Board will be in-

forming appellants in the notices of hearing mailed to

them that oral argument will be limited to twenty min-
utes unless otherwise ordered before the hearing begins.
The assistance of the public will be appreciated.

C MARSHALL DANN,
Mar. 20, 1975. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[933 O.G. 1010]

(104) Access to Interference Settlement
Agreements by Government Agencies

Under the provisions of 35 U.S.C. § 135(c), a party to
an interference filing a copy of a settlement agreement
may request that the copy be kept separate from the file

of the interference, and made available only to Govern-
ment agencies on written request, or to any person on a
showing of good cause.

In order to provide the parties with a record of the
inspection of such agreements by Government agencies,

a representative of an agency will henceforth be re-

quired to present a written request, similar to the follow-

ing, for each interference in which the inspection and/or
copying of the agreement(s) is desired:

Date:

To: Clerk, Board of Patent Interferences

Pursuant to the provisions of 35 U.S.C. 135(c),

please permit

the bearer(s) of this letter, to [ ] inspect and/or [ ]

copy the settlement agreement(s) filed in Interference

No
The information gained from such inspection and/or
copying will be kept in confidence and will not be
disclosed to any other person except for official in-

vestigative or law enforcement purposes.

Name, Title

Agency

The request will be placed in the folder containing the

copy of the agreement, where it may be inspected by
the parties or their authorized representatives.

This procedure will be applicable only to inspection

or copying by the representatives of Government agen-

cies, since no person other than a representative of a

Government agency, or of a party, will be granted ac-

cess to a copy of an interference settlement agreement
which is kept separate from the interference file except

by way of a petition for access thereto, see M.P.E.P.
§1002.02(k), item 2, and the parties to the interference

are normally provided with copies of any such petition.

LUTRELLE F. PARKER,
June 5, 1978. Acting Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[972 OG. 2]

(105) Accessibility of Non-Final Discovery Opinions

and Orders Issued by the Board
of Patent Interferences

A number of inquiries have been received from the

patent bar and other interested persons relating to dis-

covery practice under 37 C.F.R. §1.287 before the

Board of Patent Interferences. The inquiries indicate a

need for making available to the public non-final Board
opinions, including concurring and dissenting opinions,

as well as orders, made in the adjudication of discovery

matters before the Board. While non-final opinions need

not be made available to the public [5 U.S.C. §552(a)(2)],

in order to satisfy the need, copies of non-final opinions

issued by the Board will be kept in a file in the Service

Branch of the Board in the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office (Crystal Plaza, Building 6, Eleventh Floor, Room
1116, Arlington, Virginia). Opinions in the file may be
reviewed by the public during normal business hours

(8:30 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.). Copies of opinions may be
made by the public on reproducing equipment in the
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Service Branch with tokens at a cost of $0.15 per page
or copies may be ordered at a cost of $0.30 per page [37

C.F.R. 1.21(b)].

In view of the provisions of 35 U.S.C. §122 and 37

C.F.R. §1.1 1(a), a consent will be obtained by the Office

from all parties in an interference before an opinion is-

sued in connection with the interference is placed in the

file if the interference file is not otherwise available to

the public. Preliminary indications are that the parties

and their counsel generally consent.

In order to obtain optimum dissemination of the infor-

mation contained in the file, opinions placed therein will

be indexed according to specific topics. Copies of the in-

dex will be updated from time to time as the need oc-

curs. Specific questions relating to the index and file

may be directed to the Patent Interference Examiners.

The initial index is as follows:

Index

1.00 Discovery in general [37 C.F.R. §1.287]

1.10 Requests and service under § 1.287(a)

1.20 Requests under § 1.287(b)

1.30 Motions for additional discovery under

§ 1.287(c)

1.31 Related to derivation

1.32 Related to abandonment, suppression, and
concealment
1.33 Related to inequitable conduct
1.34 Other

1.40 Motions under § 1.287(d)(1)

1.50 Action under § 1. 287(d)(2)

1.60 Agreements under §1. 287(e)

C. MARSHALL DANN,
Mar. 5, 1976 Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[944 O.G. 2098]

(106) Extensions of Time and Filing

of Papers in Interferences

A recent sample of the interferences declared during

fiscal years 1971-1975 has shown that since the 1950-

1959 period there has been an increase of 27 days in the

approximately one and one-half year pendency time of

the average interference. This increase has occurred in

spite of the Commissioner's notice of April 24, 1964. 802

O.G. 601, and an extensive revision of the interference

rules in 1965.

While the failure to achieve any reduction in average

interference pendency time may in part be attributable

to the adoption in 1971 of 37 CFR 1.287(a)(2), which

provides for the setting of additional time periods for

purposes of discovery, it appears that a considerable re-

duction would result if the parties were to adhere to the

times originally set by the Office, rather than seeking ex-

tensions of those times. Accordingly, stipulations or mo-
tions for extensions of time under 37 CFR 1.245 will not

henceforth be approved or granted, respectively, unless

accompanied by a detailed showing of facts sufficient to

establish that the action for which the extension is

sought could not have been or cannot be taken or com-
pleted during the time previously set therefor, and that

the entire extension appears necessary for the taking or

completion of that action. Since the Office favors the

amicable settlement of interferences, the foregoing re-

quirement will be liberally applied in the case of a first

request for extension of time for the purpose of negotiat-

ing settlement.

Another factor which adversely affects the pendency

time of the average interference is the number of papers

filed. While parties are certainly entitled to exercise their

rights in filing papers provided for by the rules, many
papers are also filed that are not provided for by the

rules, such as replies to replies to oppositions to motions

under 37 CFR 1.231, and replies to oppositions to mo-

tions or petitions under 37 CFR 1.243 or 1.244. These

unprovided-for papers appear to be generally unneces-

sary, cause a considerable increase in the size of the in-

terference files, and delay determination of the motions

or petitions to which they relate Therefore, m the fu-

ture papers filed in interference proceedings will be giv-

en no consideration unless they are specifically provided

for by the rules. In this regard, particular attention is di-

rected to 37 CFR 1.228. 1.231(b). 1.237. 1.243 and 1.244.

C MARSHALL DANN.
Nov. 9, 1976. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[953 O.G. 2]

(107) Petitions in Interference Cases From Decisions

of The Board on Motions for Additional Discovery

Under 37 CFR 1.287(c)

Notwithstanding the clear statement m the last sen-

tence of 37 CFR 1.287(c). parties in interference cases

continue to seek review by the Commissioner of deci-

sions of the Board of Patent Interferences on motions
for additional discovery under 37 CFR 1.287(c) Review
of such a decision can be had along with judicial review
of a decision on the question of priority. Cochran v

Kresock. 530 F.2d 385. 188 USPQ 553 (CCPA 1976);

Comstock v. Kroekel. 200 USPQ 548 (Comm'r. Pat.

1978). Accordingly, parties in interference cases are

reminded that a petition to the Commissioner should not

be filed for the purpose of seeking review of an interloc-

utory decision of the Board granting or denying a mo-
tion for additional discovery under 37 CFR 1.287(c). See
also Fenstermacher v. Dougherty, 189 USPQ 536
(Comm'r. Pat. 1975) and Sheehan v Ekiyle. 202 USPQ
783 (Comm'r. Pat. 1978). The filing of such a petition

only serves to delay the ultimate disposition of interfer-

ences on the merits. The filing of a paper for the mere
purpose of delay is not permitted by the rules 37 CFR
1.346. The Board of Patent Interferences will no longer

grant a stay of proceedings pending disposition of a peti-

tion to the Commissioner seeking review of a decision of

the Board on a motion for additional discovery under 37

CFR 1.287(c).

SIDNEY A DIAMOND.
Apr. 17, 1980. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[994 O.G. 28)

(108) Petitions in Interference Cases

to Strike Applications for

Alleged Violations of 37 CFR §1.S6

Not infrequently a party in an interference will file a

petition requesting the Commissioner to enter an order

under 37 CFR § 1.56(d) striking from the files a patent

application involved in an interference. The issues raised

by such a petition have been determined to be ancillary

to priority within the meaning of 37 CFR § 1. 258(a). See

e.g.. Sorton v. Curiiss. 57 CCPA 1384. 433 F. 2d 779.

167 USPQ 532 (1970); Longer v Kaufman. 59 CCPA
1261. 465 F. 2d 915, 175 USPQ 172 (1972). Hence, the

issues may be considered by the Board of Patent Inter-

ferences at final hearing if properly and timely present-

ed.

The normal disposition of a petition to strike an

application involved in an interference is to dismiss the

petition, without prejudice to renewal following termi-

nation of the interference. Such a disposition allows the

parties to develop the issues before the Board of Patent

Interferences. If the party filing the petition ultimately

prevails in the interference, further action on the peti-

tion may be unnecessary. Should action on the petition

be necessary, the Commissioner has the benefit of the

view of the Board of Patent Interferences on the issues.

Under present practice, the Board of Patent Interfer-

ences generally will hold a petition to strike an applica-

tion involved in an interference until the time for

opposition has expired. The file is then forwarded to the

Commissioner, where the petition is normally disposed

of as indicated in the preceding paragraph. This practice

is time consuming and needlessly delays the interference.
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In order to prevent such delays, in the future the Patent
Interference Examiner is authorized to enter an order
dismissing a petition to strike an application involved in

an interference, without prejudice to renewal of the peti-

tion after termination of the interference. The petition
should be dismissed immediately upon receipt, without
suspension of the interference.

Petitions to strike an application not involved in an in-

terference will continue to be handled in the Office of
the Assistant Commissioner for Patents in the manner
previously announced.

SIDNEY A. DIAMOND.
Aug. 11, 1980. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[998 O.G. 8]

COMMISSIONER'S NOTICE

(109) Practice under 37 CFR § 1.225(b)

When a junior party to an interference is placed under
an order to show cause why judgment should not be en-
tered pursuant to 37 CFR §1.225 and requests final hear-
ing to contest an ancillary matter, either the junior or
senior party may file a motion for permission to take tes-

timony pursuant to 37 CFR § 1.225(b) and the last sen-
tence of 37 CFR §1.25 1(b). However, some uncertainty
has arisen as to when the motion must be filed and what
it must contain. >

Motion by the Junior Party

When a junior party is placed under an order to show
cause and the junior party desired a testimony period.
the motion for permission to take testimony should be
filed preferably before the time set for responding to the
order to show cause. The motion will be considered
timely, however, if filed no later than twenty (20) days
after the Board of Patent Interferences enters an order
setting final hearing.

There are instances where the requested testimony re-

lates to priority. For example, the junior party may oc-
casionally desire to take testimony to establish prior
inventive acts alleged in a preliminary statement even
though those acts are subsequent to the senior party's ef-

fective filing date. This situation arises when (1) the ju-
nior party's preliminary statement dates fall between the
filing date of the senior party's involved application and
the filing date of a prior application accorded to the se-

nior party, (2) the junior party has unsuccessfully con-
tended in a motion under 37 CFR §1.231 that the senior
party should not be accorded benefit of the prior appli-
cation, and (3) the junior party has requested final hear-
ing to review the examiner's adverse decision on the
motion.
When the requested testimony includes priority testi-

mony, the motion to take testimony may be pro forma,
viz.. a simple request that a testimony period be set to
obtain priority evidence. Normally, however, when a ju-
nior party seeks to take testimony under 37 CFR
§1.22S(b), the proposed testimony relates solely to ancil-
lary matters. When the requested testimony relates

solely to ancillary matters, the motion must comply with
the provisions of 37 CFR § 1.225(b)—a showing of good
cause must be submitted and a pro forma request would
not be sufficient. See generally Rivise & Caesar, Interfer-
ence Law and Practice. Vol. Ill, §§376-377 (1947).

Motion by the Senior Party

There are occasions when a senior party may desire a
testimony period even if the junior party does not re-

quest a testimony period. See e.g., Lorenian v. Winstead,
127 USPQ 501 (Bd.Int. 1959). When a senior party de-
sires a testimony period, the motion for permission to

take testimony should be filed promptly after the Board
of Patent Interferences enters an order setting final hear-

ing, but in no event later than twenty (20) days after en-
try of such order. A senior party should take into

account the fact that a junior party will begin prepara-

tion of a brief for final hearing after receiving notice of
the briefing schedule. Therefore, a senior party should
not be permitted to let a junior party expend unneces-
sary energy preparing a brief for final hearing^^he se-
nior party plans to move to take testimony.
As in the case of a junior party, a rea6est to take

testimony relating to priority may be pro forma. A re-
quest to take testimony limited to ancillary matters must
comply with 37 CFR §1.225(b). See 37 CFR 1.251(b),
last sentence.

RENE D. TEGTMEYER,
June 15, 1981. Acting Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks.

[1008 O.G. 9]

(1 10) Disclosure Document Program

This notice consolidates and supersedes the notices of
Mar. 26. 1969 (862 O.G. Ifand Aug. 11, 1970 (878 O.G.
1) relating to the Patent -Office Disclosure Document
Program. Under this program the Patent Office accepts
and preserves, for a period of two years, papers referred
to as "Disclosure Documents." These papers may be
used as evidence of the dates of conception of inven-
tions.

The Program

A paper disclosing an invention and signed by the in-

ventor or inventors may be forwarded to the Patent
Office by the inventor (or by any one of the inventors
when there are joint inventors), by the owner of the in-

vention, or by the attorney or agent of the inventor(s) or
owner, it will be retained for two years and then be
destroyed unless it is referred to in a separate letter in a
related patent application within said two years.
A Disclosure Document is not a patent application

and the date of its receipt in the Patent Office will not
become the effective filing date of any patent application
subsequently filed. However, like patent applications,
these documents will be kept in confidence by the Pa-
tent Office. If patent protection is desired, a patent ap-
plication should be filed as soon as possible.

This program does not diminish the value of conven-
tional witnessed and notarized records as evidence of
conception of an invention, but it should provide a more
credible form of evidence than that provided by the
popular practice of mailing a disclosure to oneself or an-
other person by registered mail! The program is made
available as a service to those persons desiring to use it.

Content of Disclosure Document

Although there are no restrictions as to content and
claims are not necessary, the benefits afforded by a Dis-
closure Document will depend directly upon the ade-
quacy of the disclosure. Therefore, it is strongly urged
that the document contain a clear and complete explana-
tion of the manner and process of making and using the
invention in sufficient detail to enable a person having
ordinary knowledge in the field of the invention to make
and use the invention. When the nature of the invention
permits, a drawing or sketch should be included. The
use or utility of the invention should be described, espe-
cially in chemical inventions.

The Disclosure Document must be limited to written
matter or drawings on paper or other thin, flexible mate-
rial, such as linen or plastic drafting material, having di-

mensions or being folded to dimensions not to exceed
8 1/2 by 13 inches. Photographs also are acceptable.
Each page should be numbered. Text and drawings
should be sufficiently dark to permit reproduction with
commonly used office copying machines.
A $10 fee is charged for filing a Disclosure Docu-

ment. Payment must accompany the Disclosure Docu-
ment when it is submitted to the Patent Office.

In addition to the $10 fee, the Disclosure Document
must be accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed enve-
lope and a separate paper in duplicate, signed by the in-

ventor, stating that he is the inventor and requesting
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that the material be received for processing under the

Disclosure Document Program. The papers will be

stamped by the Patent Office with an identifying num-
ber and date of receipt, and the duplicate request will be

returned in the self-addressed envelope together with a

warning notice indicating that the Disclosure Document
may be relied upon only as evidence and that a patent

application should be diligently filed if patent protection

is desired. The inventor's request may take the following

form:

"The undersigned, being the inventor of the disclosed in-

vention, requests that the enclosed papers be accepted under

the Disclosure Document Program, and that they be pre-

served for a period of two years.
"

Retention

The Disclosure Document will be preserved in the

Patent Office for two years after its receipt and will

then be destroyed unless it is referred to in a separate

letter in a related patent application filed within the two-

year period. The Disclosure Document must be referred

to in the separate letter by title, number, and date of re-

ceipt. Acknowledgment of receipt of such letters will be

made in the next official communication or in separate

letter from the Patent Office. Unless it is desired to have

the Patent Office retain the Disclosure Document be-

yond the two-year period, it is not required that it be re-

ferred to in a patent application.

Warning as to Limitations

The two-year retention period should not be

considered to be a "grace period" during which the in-

ventor can wait to file his patent application without

possible loss of benefits. It should be recognized that in

establishing priority of invention an affidavit or testimo-

ny referring to a Disclosure Document must usually also

establish diligence in completing the invention or in fil-

ing the patent application since the filing of the Disclo-

sure Document.
Inventors are also reminded that any public use or

sale in the United States, or publication of the invention

anywhere in the world, more than one year prior to the

filing of a patent application on that invention will pro-

hibit the granting of a patent on that invention.

If the inventor is not familiar with what is considered

to be "diligence in completing the invention" or "reduc-

tion to practice" under the patent law, or if he has other

questions about patent matters, the Patent Office advises

him to consult an attorney or agent registered to prac-

tice before the Patent Office. Patent attorneys and

agents may be found in the telephone directories of most

major cities. Also, many large cities have associations of

patent attorneys which may be consulted.

RICHARD A WAHL.
Jan. 4. 1971. Assistant Commissioner

of Patents.

[883 O.G. 3]

(111) Suspension of Action Under 37 CFR 1.103

and Under 37 CFR 1.212

The purpose of this notice is to clarify existing Office

practice with respect to suspension of action. "Suspen-

sion of action" under 37 CFR I 103 applies only to the

situation where action is to be taken by the Examiner In

other words, action cannot be suspended in an applica-

tion which contains an outstanding Office action

awaiting response by the applicant.

Under 37 CFR 1.212. upon declaration of an interfer-

ence, ex parte prosecution of an application is suspended

and any outstanding Office actions are considered as

withdrawn by operation of the rule. Ex parte Peterson.

USPQ 119 (Commissioner of Patents, 1941) Upon termi-

nation of the interference, the Examiner will reinstate

the action treated as withdrawn by operation of 37 CFR
1.212 and set a statutory period for response. The for-

mats set forth in MPEP 1 109.01 and MPEP 1 109 02 may
be followed.

Careful adherence to the distinction set forth above

will prevent any question of abandonment from arising

in connection with cases in which suspension of prose-

cution has occurred.

WILLIAM FELDMAN.
Mar. 7, 1978. Deputy Assistant Commissioner

for Patents.

[969 O.G 8]

(112) POSTAL SERVICE EMERGENCY CONTINGENCY PLAN

The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is establishing

the following contingency plan for filing any paper or

paying any fee in the Office in the event of an emergen-

cy caused by any major interruption in the mail service

in the United States. Upon determination by the Com-
missioner of Patents and Trademarks that such an emer-

gency exists, a notice activating the plan will be issued

by «he Commissioner. The activating notice will be

published in the Wall Street Journal and made available

in a special recorded telephone message at area code

703, 557-3158. Also, certain publications, patent bar

groups, and other organizations closely associated with

the patent system, will be notified. Terifiination of the

program will be similarly announced. Where the postal

emergency is not nationwide, the Commissioner will

designate the areas of the United States in which the

procedures outlined below will be in effect.

U.S. Department of Commerce District Offices (for-

merly referred to as Department of Commerce Field Of-

fices) will be designated on an emergency basis, as

receiving stations for filing papers and paying fees in the

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

Upon determination that an emergency exists, the fol-

lowing procedures may be followed: All papers and fees

should be enclosed in a sealed envelope addressed to the

Patent and Trademark Office and deposited in one of

the District Offices. Such papers will be considered as

received in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office on the

day of deposit. The District Office will date stamp each

envelope and the accompanying receipt card which

completely identifies the deposited papers. The receipt

card will be returned to the deptisilor Applicants or

their representatives should assure the legibility of the

date stamp.
District Office deposits should be limited to checks in

payment of issue fees, new application papers wherein

priority dates or statutory bars may be involved, amend-

ments where the six month statutory period for response

is about to expire, trademark oppositions, Section 8 affi-

davits, trademark renewals, and to other papers for

which the patent and trademark statutes do not provide

a remedy for failure to obtain a particular date.

Where papers originate from overseas, it is suggested

that the papers be mailed to a registered agent in Cana-

da, with a request thai the papers be forwarded by cou-

rier to the nearest District Office in the United States

In regard to pending applications, if the time for

taking any action or paying any fee expires during the

period that the Commissioner declares to be an emer-

gency, the time will be extended until one month after

the end of the emergency period, provided that such ex-

tension does not exceed the maximum period for re-

sponse provided for in the statutes.

Since this extension of time will be automatic. lh$re

will be no record in the individual files to indicate that a

response filed during the extended period is in fact time-

ly. In order to provide a complete record, applicants or

their representatives should file a paper referring to this

notice in each case in which a response is filed during

the extended period.

The addresses of the Department of Commerce Dis-

trict Offices, subject to subsequent changes, are as follows;
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ALBUQUERQUE. N.M.. 87101. Rcx)m 316. U.S.
Courthouse (505) 766-2386.

ANCHORAGE. 99501. 632 Sixth Ave.. Hill BIdg.. Suite
412 (907) 265-4597.

ATLANTA, 30309, Suite 523. 1401 Peachtree St.. NE.
(404) 526-6000.

BALTIMORE. 21202, 415 U.S. Customhouse. Gay and
Lombard Sts. (301) 962-3560.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA., 35205. Suite 200-201. 908 S.

20th St. (205) 325-3327.

BOSTON, 02116. 10th Floor. 441 Stuart St. (617)
223-2312.

BUFFALO. N.Y.. 14202. Room 1312. Federal BIdg..
Ill W. Huron St. (716) 842-3208.

CHARLESTON. W. VA., 25301, 3000 New Federal
Office BIdg., 500 Quarrier St. (304) 343-6181, Ext.

CHEYENNE, WYO., 82001, 6022 O'Mahoney Federal
Center, 2120 Capitol Ave. (307) 788-2151.

CHICAGO. 60603, Room 1406, Mid-Continental Plaza
BIdg., 55 E. Monroe St. (312) 353-4450.

CINCINNATI, 45202, 8028 Federal Office BIdg.. 550
Main St. (515) 684-2944.

CLEVELAND, 44114. Room 600. 666 Euclid Ave.
(216) 522-4750.

COLUMBIA. S.C. 29204. Forest Center. 2611 Forest
Dr. (803) 765-5345.

DALLAS, 75202, Room 3E7, 1100 Commerce St. (214)
749-1515.

DENVER, 80202. Room 161. New Custom House, 19th
and Stout Sts. (303) 837-3246.

DES MOINES, IOWA, 50309, 609 Federal BIdg.. 210
Walnut St. (515)284-4222.

DETROIT. 48226, 445 Federal BIdg. (313) 226-3650.
GREENSBORO, N.C., 27402, 203 Federal BIdg.. W.

Market St.. P.O. Box 1950. (919) 275-9111. Ext. 345.
HARTFORD. CONN., 06103, Room 610-B. Federal

Office BIdg., 450 Main St. (203) 244-3530.
HONOLULU, 96813. 286 Alexander Young BIdg.. 1015

Bishop St. (808) 546-8694.

HOUSTON, 77002, 201 Fannin. 1017 Federal Office
BIdg. (713)226-4231.

INDIANAPOLIS, 46204. 355 Federal Office BIdg.. 46
E. Ohio St. (317)269-6214.

KANSAS CITY. MO.. 64106. Room 1840. 601 E. 12th
St. (816) 374-3142.

LOS ANGELES. 90024. 11201 Federal BIdg.. 11000
Wilshire Blvd. (213) 824-7591.

MEMPHIS. 38103. Room 710. 147 Jefferson Ave. (901)
534-3213.

MIAMI, 33130, Rm. 821, City National Bank BIdg., 25
W. Flagler St. (305) 350-5267.

MILWAUKEE, 53203. Straus BIdg.. 238 W. Wisconsin
Ave. (414) 224-3473.

MINNEAPOLIS. 55401. 306 Federal BIdg.. 110 S.

Fourth St. (612)725-2133.
NEW ORLEANS, 70130. Room 432, International
Trade Mart. 2 Canal St. (504) 589-6546.

NEW YORK, 10007, 41st Floor. Federal Office BIdg.,
26 Federal Plaza, Foley Sq. (212) 264-0634.

NEWARK, N.J., 07102, Gateway BIdg., (4th Floor)
(201)645-6214.

PHILADELPHIA, 19106. 9448 Federal BIdg.. 600
Arch St. (215) 597-2850.

PHOENIX. ARIZ.. 85004. 508 Greater Arizona Savings
BIdg.. 112 N. Central Ave. (602) 261-3285.

PITTSBURGH. 15222, 431 Federal BIdg., 1000 Liberty
Ave. (412) 644-2850.

PORTLAND, ORE., 97205, 921 SW. Washington St.,

Suite 521, Pittock Block. (503) 221-3001.
RENO, NEV., 89502, 2028 Federal BIdg.. 300 Booth St.

(702) 784-5203.

RICHMOND. VA.. 23240. 8010 Federal BIdg.. 400 N.
8th St. (804) 782-2246.

ST. LOUIS. 63105, Chromalloy BIdg., 120 S. Central
Ave. (314)622-4243.

SALT LAKE CITY, 84111, 1201 Federal BIdg., 125 S.
Stalest. (801)524-5116.

SAN FRANCISCO. 94102. Federal BIdg.. Box 36013.
450 Golden Gate Ave.. (415) 556-5860.

SAN JUAN. P.R.. 00902. Room 100. Post Office BIdg..
(809) 723-4640.

SAVANNAH. 31402. 235 U.S. Courthouse and Post Of-
fice BIdg.. 125-29 Bull St. (912) 232-4204.

SEATTLE. 98109. 706 Lake Union BIdg.. 1700 West-
lake Ave. North (206) 442-5615.

C. MARSHALL DANN,
July 18, 1975. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks,

[937 O.G. 386]

(113) Examiner Testimony

As stated in Section 1701 of the Manual of Patent
Examining Procedure, patent examiners are forbidden to
testify as patent experts or to express opinions, in testi-

mony or otherwise, as to the invalidity of any issued pa-
tent. Patent examiners have, in connection with
litigation involving patent validity, been called to testify

on factual matters. In those cases, the practice has been
to permit the examiner to testify only upon the issuance
of a subpoena.

Henceforth, patent examiners will be permitted to tes-

tify on deposition in patent suits, without the need for a
subpoena, provided the following conditions are satis-

fied:

1. The party proposing to take the testimony will state

in writing, that the questions to be asked of the ex-
aminer will be phrased to comply with the permissi-
ble scope of inquiry as outlined in the protective
orders contained in the Court opinions in In re

Mayewsky, 162 USPQ 86, 89 and Shaffer Tool Works
V. Joy Manufacturing Co., 167 USPQ 170, 171:

the scope of the oral depositions of the patent
examiners is hereby limited to matters of fact and
must not go into hypothetical or speculative areas
or the bases, reasons, mental processes, analyses, or
conclusions of the patent examiners in acting uj)on
the patent applications maturing into the patent
[in suit]." 167 USPQ 171.

2. That in addition to complying with the require-

ments of Rule 30 of the Federal Rules of Civil Pro-
cedure, the party taking the testimony will agree to

give notice of the taking of the deposition of the pa-
tent examiner to the Solicitor, at least thirty days
prior to the date on which the taking of the deposi-
tion is desired.

3. That the party taking the deposition arrange with
the Solicitor to notice the deposition at a place con-
venient to the Patent Office.

If the party desiring to take the testimony of the ex-
aminer does not agree to the conditions enumerated, the
Patent Office will not permit the examiner to be deposed
without a subpoena and compliance with the procedure
set forth in Section 7.02, Department of Commerce Ad-
ministrative Order 205-12, June 29, 1967 as amended
April 10, 1970. That section states:

In any case where it is sought by subpoena, order
or other compulsory process or other demand of a

court or other authority (hereinafter referred to as a
"demand") to require the production or disclosure

of any record in the files of the Department of
Commerce or other information acquired by an offi-

cer or employee of the Department as a part of the

performance of his official duties or because of his

official status, the matter shall be immediately re-

ferred for determination to the appropriate official

described in subsection 4.01 of this order. If such
official has discretion with respect to disclosure and
he determines that it would be improper to comply
with the demand, or if he has no discretion with re-

spect to disclosure, the matter shall be promptly re-

ferred to the Secretary of Commerce for final

determination. Unless and until the Secretary deter-
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mines that the records or information should be
produced, the officer or employee who appears in

answer to the demand shall inform the court or oth-

er authority {a) that the section 7 of this order pro-

hibits the officer or employee from producing or
disclosing the records or other information
demanded without the prior approval of the Secre-

tary of Commerce, and (b) that the demand has

been, or is being, as the case may be, referred for

the prompt consideration of the Secretary. The offi-

cer or employee shall also provide the court or oth-

er authority with a copy of the regulations

prescribed in this section 7 of this order, and shall

respectfully request the court or other authority to

stay the demand pending the receipt of instructions

or directions from the Secretary of^ Commerce con-
cerning the demand.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK.
Mar. 13, 1972. Commissioner of Patents.

[897 O.G. 762]

(114) No Change in Foreign Filing

License Requirements

It should be noted that the change to 37 CFR 5.19 de-

leting the requirement to obtain an export license for

filing a patent application in a foreign country does not

in any way alter the provisions of 35 U.S.C. 184. 35

U.S.C. 184 requires that a foreign filing license be
obtained from the Patent and Trademark Office before

any patent application, based on an inveotion made in

the United States, is filed abroad unless a corresponding
application has been on file in the USPTO for over six

months.
Further information may be obtained by contacting

Mr. T. H. Tubbesing at 703-557-2897. or Mr. Edward
Drazdowsky at 703-557-2167.

WILLIAM FELDMAN.
Acting Assistant Commissioner,

for Patents.

[1001 O.G. 28]

Nov. 24. 1980.

(115) Department of Commerce

Patent and Trademark Office

United States Adherence to the International Union for

the Protection of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV)

On Nov. 12. 1980. the United States deposited its in-

strument of acceptance of the 1978 text of the UPOV
Convention. The United States was the second State to

adhere to this text. New Zealand having earlier done so.

The UPOV Convention will take effect with respect

to the United States and the other adherents to the 1978

text upon a total of five adherences, three of which must
be by present member States (States adhering to the

1961 text of the Convention). We expect at least three

present member States to adhere shortly and the 1978

text to take effect, therefore, during 1981.

The United States deposited its instrument of accep-

tance on the basis of the legal protection offered for

asexually reproduced plants under the plant patent law

(35 U.S.C. 161-164). Accordingly, the Convention will

apply only to asexually reproduced plants protected un-

der this law. Steps are now being taken, however, by

the Plant Variety Protection Office of the Department
of Agriculture to conform the implementation of the

Plant Variety Protection Act (7 U.S.C. 2321 et seq.) to

the Convention's requirements. When this is done, the

United States will notify the UPOV Secretariat that the

Convention is also applicable in the United States to sex-

ually reproduced plants protected under that Act.

Questions concerning the UPOV Convention may be

directed to the Office of Legislation and International

Affairs of the Patent and Trademark Office. This Office

may be addressed as follows: Box 4, Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks. Washington. DC. 20231. The
Office's telephone number is (703) 557-3065.

SIDNEY A. DIAMOND.
Dec. 16, 1980. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[1002 O.G. 102]

(116) Taking EfTect in the United States

of the International Convention for

the Protection of New Varieties of Plants

The International Convention for the Protection of

New Varieties of Plants (the UPOV Convention) will

take effect in the United States on Nov. 8. 1981. It will

apply to all applications for the patenting of plants un-

der the provisions of Title 35, United States Code,
which are filed on or after Nov. 8, 1981. The actual fil-

ing date will govern in determining whether the Con-
vention will apply to an application, even though the

application may be entitled to an earlier effective date

under section 119 or 120 of Title 35, United States

Code.
In addition to the United States the UPOV Conven-

tion will be in effect as of Nov. 8, 1981. in the following

fourteen States: Belgium, Denmark. Federal Republic of
Germany. France. Ireland, Israel. Italy. Netherlands.

New Zealand, Republic of South Africa, Spain. Sweden.
Switzerland, and the United Kingdom.
No changes in the patent law are needed to implement

the UPOV Convention in the United States. An appli-

cant for a plant patent will be required, however, to sub-

mit for registration a variety name for the plant to be

patented. Registration is required by Article 13 of the

UPOV Convention.
Registrability shall be determined in accordance with

the International Code of Nomenclature for Cultivated
Plants (1980). As an interim procedure pending the pro-

mulgation of an appropriate rule, inclusion of the variety

name in the application will be accepted as a submission

of the name for registration. No plant patent as a result

of an application filed on or after Nov. 8. 1981, shall be

issued without the registration of a variety name Ques-
tions concerning this variety naming requirement or the

UPOV Convention may be addressed to:

Mr. Michael K. Kirk, Director

Office of Legislation and
International Affairs

Box 4

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

Washington. DC. 20231

Mr. Kirk's telephone number is (703) 557-3065

GERALD J MOSSINGHOFF.
Oct. 15. 1981. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks

[1011 O.G. 27]

(117) Policy Regarding Exchange Agreements

Under the Authority of 35 USC Section 6(a)

Background
The Patent and Trademark Office (PTO). by virtue of

Section 6(a) of Title 35. United States Code, is empow-
ered to enter into exchange agreements with other orga-

nizations to further the use of patent and trademark in-

formation, and to facilitate the use and availability of

that information. In recognition of these objectives, the

PTO establishes the following guidelines and principles

which shall apply when evaluating and entering into ex-

change agreements with other public, private, domestic

and foreign agencies, firms and companies.

Nature of Exchange Agreements

Exchange agreements by the PTO will generally be

for the purpose of (1) acquiring goods and services
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which will assist the PTO in accomplishing its mission
and achieving its goals; (2) reducing the cost to the gov-
ernment of processing activities associated with the ex-

amination of applications for patent and trademark regis-

tration; (3) fostering the dissemination of information
contained in patent and trademark documents; and (4)

furthering the general goal of automating patent and
trademark examination processes.

In exchange agreements, the PTO and the industrial

or commercial concerns will share in the cost and risks

of the endeavor. Terms and conditions of each agree-
ment, including the business arrangements, are negotia-

ble within the limits of prevailing statutes and regula-
tions and will be commensurate with the risks,

involvement, and investment of the parties to the agree-
ments. The PTO's intent is to offer as much latitude as
practical in the agreement.
Each agreement will be negotiated on a case-by-case

basis. Agreements will vary in size, complexity, scope
and the nature of the materials, services, and/or prod-
ucts being exchanged by the parties. All exchange agree-
ments will be subject to the availability of funds.

Incentives

Incentives provided by the PTO for the purpose of
entering into exchange agreements may include, but are
not limited to (1) providing copies of PTO documents;
(2) providing computer processable data obtained from
patents, trademark applications, trademark registrations,

and other data sources developed by the PTO; (3) pro-
viding government furfiished equipment necessary for

the other party to fulfill the agreement; and (4) entering
into joint programs where each party funds its own par-
ticipation.

Considerations^

The factors to be considered by the PTO prior to en-
tering into an exchange agreement or providing
incentives shall include, but will not be limited to the
following considerations: (1) public or social need for

the product(s) of the agreement; (2) enhanced dissemina-
tion of technological information; (3) benefits accruing
to the public or the U.S. Government from the endeav-
or; (4) the desirability of private sector involvement in

PTO programs; (5) the merit of the research, develop-
ment or application proposed; (6) the degree of risk and
flnancial participation by the other party; (7) the amount
of proprietary data or other information to be furnished
by the concern; (8) the rights in data to be granted to
the PTO and the concern as a result of their contribu-
tions; (9) the willingness and ability of the concern to
market and sell any resulting new or enhanced products
on a reasonable basis; and (10) the impact of PTO spon-
sorship upon a given industry or area of commercial en
deavor. .

Administration

The Administrator for Automation is delegated the
authority to enter into negotiations. The Commissioner
of Patents and Trademarks will approve exchange
agreements on behalf of the PTO. Before proceeding
into comprehensive evaluation of a joint endeavor, a
preliminary assessment will be made of the merits of the
offer. Exchange agreement proposals which are too
sketchy or ill-defined to (1) establish the merit in the ba-
sic idea, (2) establish that the proposal is in accordance
with PTO program objectives, or (3) establish that the
proposing organization is willing to make significant

contribution to the endeavor, will not be evaluated in

depth and will be treated as correspondence or advertis-
ing. This preliminary assessment will be conducted by
the Administrator for Automation or his or her designee
to determine if the proposal warrants further consider-
ation. If this determination is positive and if the parties
agree to proceed with a joint endeavor, the Administra-
tor for Automation will enter into detailed discussions
and negotiations with the offeror regarding the technical
and business aspects of the offer. Upon reaching a mutu-
ally satisfactory arrangement, the agreement will be sub-
mitted to the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
for approval. Administration of the exchange agreement

program will be performed by the Administrator for
Automation.
Due to resource limitations and the necessity for di-

versity in the program, only one offer will normally be
accepted for a given PTO incentive. If substantially sim-
ilar offers are received within any 4S-day period, they
will be evaluated and/or negotiated together. The offer
which provides the best total consideration for the Gov-
ernment will be accepted. Special consideration shall be
given to small and minority businesses, as appropriate.

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF,
May 3, 1983. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[1030 OG 49]

Department of Commerce
(118) Patent and Trademark Office

37 CFR Parts I and 2

[Docket No. 30719-138]
Attorney Disciplinary Rules

Agency: Patent and Trademark Office, Commerce.
Action: Notice of proposed rulemaking.

Summary: The Patent and Trademark Office proposes to
revise the rules of practice in patent and trademark
cases, concerning standards of conduct and disciplinary

procedures for attorneys and agents recognized to prac-
tice before the Office. The present rules do not go into

detail as to the obligations arising under the standards of
conduct, or as to the procedures for investigating com-
plaints and conducting disciplinary actions. The pro-
posed rules would spell out the obligations of those who
practice before the Office, and the procedures for

enforcing them, in sufficient detail to better achieve an
even-handed regulation of the practice of attorneys and
agents before the Office. The proposed rules would also

reassign responsibility for administering these rules.

However, the proposed rules would not change the cur-

rent requirements and procedures for gaining recogni-

tion to represent applicants or other parties before the
Office.

Dates: Comments must be received on or before Sept.

29, 1983; a public hearing will be held Sept. 29, 1983,

beginning at 9:00 AM. Requests to present oral testimo-
ny should be received by Sept. 22, 1983.

Address: Address written comments to the Commission-
er of Patents and Trademarks, Washington, D.C. 20231,
marked to the attention of William Feldman. The hear-
ing will be held in Room nC24 of BIdg. 3, C.y-tal Plz.,

located at 2021 Jefferson Davis Hwy., Arlington, Va.
Written comments and a transcript of the public hearing
will be available for public inspection in Room 11A13 of
BIdg. 3, Crystal Plz., 2021 Jefferson Davis Hwy., Ar-
lington, Va.

For Further Information Contact: William Feldman, by
telephone at (703) 557-2012 or by mail marked to his at-

tention and addressed as indicated above.

Supplementary Information: This proposed rule change is

designed in part to clarify the standards of professional

conduct to which attorneys and agents must conform in

representing applicants or other parties before the Patent
and Trademark Office. Sections 1.344 and 2.13, if

amended as proposed, would require attorneys, agents
and other persons appearing before the Office in patent

and trademark cases, respectively, to conform to the

standards of ethical and professional conduct set forth in

the American Bar Association's current Code of Profes-

sional Responsibility. This change, coupled with the re-

moval of §§1.345 and 2.14 which prohibit advertising,

and the addition of §1.349, would make the rules consis-

tent with the decisions of the United States Supreme
Court in Bates v. State Bar of Arizona. 433 U.S. 350
(1977); Ohralik v. Ohio State Bar Association. 436 U.S.
447 (1978); and In re Primus. 436 U.S. 412 (1978).

Additional changes in §§1.344 and 2.13 are proposed
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which would specifically prohibit patent agents regis-

tered to practice under §§l.341(b) or 1.341(e) and per-
sons recognized to practice under §§2. 12(b) or 2.12(c),
from holding themselves out to be an attorney, solicitor

or lawyer. The prohibition would include all forms of
communication since such representation would not only
be false, deceptive and misleading but a misrepresenta-
tion of the authority granted the individual by virtue of
their recognition to represent clients in patent and trade-
mark cases. Tliis prohibition has been added so that non-
lawyers bound by a lawyer's code of responsibility will

not mistakenly assume they can style themselves as law-
yers.

A new §1.349 is proposed to prohibit advertising and
solicitation specifically proscribed in 35 U.S.C. 32.

A new §1.360 is proposed to define the Commission-
er's authority to conduct disciplinary proceedings.
The addition of a new §1.361 further concerning pro-

fessional conduct is proposed. This proposed new sec-

tion defines by means of a non-exclusive listing, conduct
which is considered prima facie disreputable and would
result in suspension or exclusion from practice. The pur-
pose of this section is to augment §§1.344 and 2.13

which require adherence to the standards of ethical and
professional conduct set forth in the Code of Profession-
al Responsibility of the American Bar Association.
New §1.362 is proposed to replace § 1.348(a). This sec-

tion provides for a Director of Enrollment and Disci-

pline. Under § 1.362(b) the Director is assigned the
responsiblity previously assigned to the Solicitor for

conducting investigations, preparing charges, collecting

and presenting testimony, and presenting cases for sus-

pension or exclusion from practice of attorneys and reg-

istered agents admitted to practice before the Office.

Establishing the position of Director of Enrollment and
discipline will provide separation of the discipline func-

tion from the duties of the Solicitor and a full time in-

vestigative office to which complaints can be specifical-

ly directed. Moreover, the Solicitor will be available to

counsel the Commissioner on disciplinary matters with-

out conflict of interest problems since the Solicitor will

not have been involved in the investigation or presenta-

tion of the case for suspension or exclusion.

Proposed §1.363-1.379 would specify in detail the

procedures for initiation and conduct of disciplinary pro-

ceedings and would replace §1.348(b)-(e). Specifically,

§ 1.363(a) would require disreputable conduct to be re-

ported to the Director of Enrollment and Discipline.

Section 1.363(b) would impose a duty on attorneys and
registered agents to supply information concerning vio-

lation of the regulations to the Director of Enrollment
and Discipline. Sections 1.363(c) and 1.364(a) would en-

courage the Director of Enrollment and Discipline to

correspond and confer with a proposed respondent prior

to instituting disciplinary proceedings. Section 1.364(b)

would allow the Director of Enrollment and Discipline

to accept resignations or voluntary suspensions in lieu of
instituting disciplinary proceedings.

Proposed § 1.363(c) would replace §348(b) and require

the Director of Enrollment and Discipline to file a for-

mal complaint to institute disciplinary proceedings. Sec-

tion 1.365 would require the complaint to be plain and
concise, and sets forth a time limit for respondent to file

an answer to the complaint. This is not significant depar-

ture from existing practice.

Proposed § 1.366(a) is new to the rules and would pro-

vide methods for serving the complaint and obtaining

proof of service. Section 1.366(b) similarly would pro-

vide for service of papers other than the complaint and
would authorize the Administrative Law Judge or Com-
missioner to require express mail or hand delivery if

warranted.
Proposed §1.367 would replace § 1.348(c) and require

the respondent to file an answer to the complaint which
fully responds to each allegation of the complaint and
also states any affirmative defenses. This would not be a

significant departure from existing practice.

Proposed § 1.367(e) would authorize use of a subpoena

under 35 U.S.C. 24 to obtain evidence once an answer

to the complaint has been filed.

Proposed §1.370 would provide for the filing of mo-
tions. Under this section the moving party would be re-

quired to confer with the opposing party and make a

good faith effort to resolve the issue raised by the mo-
tion before making the motion. This section is new and
is designed to expedite disciplinary proceedings by re-

ducing issues.

Proposed §1.372 would replace § 1. 348(e) and provide
for the appointment of an Administrative Law Judge to

preside over disciplinary proceedings. Specific responsi-

bilities of the Administrative Law Judge are delineated
in § 1.372(b). Requiring an Administrative Law Judge to

preside over disciplinary proceedings is designed to in-

sure that the presiding official will be competent and ex-

perienced in deciding matters such as admissibility of ev-
idence, etc.

Under proposed §1.373, disciplinary hearings would
be held in all cases. The hearings would be recorded
and transcribed. This section would replace § 1.348(d)

but would not depart significantly from present practice.

Under proposed §1.374, disciplinary hearings would
not be open to the public unless the respondent requests

an open hearing and the Director of Enrollment and
Discipline does not object. Although the current rules

are silent on this point, this is consistent with present

practice.

Proposed §1.375 would provide general rules of evi-

dence to be followed in hearings in disciplinary proceed-
ings. Specific guidelines for taking depositions are set

forth in proposed §1.376. This section would replace

§1.348(dX3) and specifically set time limits and condi-
tions broadly referenced in the predecessor section.

Under proposed §1.377, specific guidelines for discov-
ery and limitations on discovery are set forth. This sec-

tion would depart from past practice but is consistent

with the Court of Appeals' decision in Silverman v.

Commodity Futures Trading Commission, 549 F. 2d 28

(7th Cir. 1977).

Under proposed §1.378, the parties would have the
right to file proposed findings and conclusions and a

post-hearing memorandum prior to the initial decision of
the Administrative Law Judge.

Under proposed §1.379, the Administrative Law
Judge would be required to file a written initial decision

in the case within six months from the date the com-
plaint is served. This would be a significant departure
from present practice under which no time limit is pre-

scribed for filing the initial decision. This section is

designed to expedite disciplinary proceedings.

Under proposed §1.380, either party may appeal the
initial decision of the Administrative Law Judge to the
Commissioner within thirty days of the initial decision.

The Commissioner would make a final decision under
proposed §1.381 after allowing the other party thirty

days to file a reply brief As in the past the respondent
may seek review of the Commissioner's decision by peti-

tioning the United States District Court for the District

of Columbia.
Proposed § 1.382(a) and (b) set forth the consequences

of suspension or exclusion from practice as they now ex-

ist. Under proposed § 1.382(c) a further sanction of revo-

cation of privileges would be possible. This sanction is

designed to prevent suspended or excluded practitioners

from circumventing the disciplinary action taken by the

Office. Proposed § 1.382(d) would provide for publica-

tion of the final order of suspension or exclusion from
practice. Such publication is believed necessary to effect

the disciplinary sanction under §1. 361(f).

Under proposed §1.383 an excluded practitioner may
petition for reinstatement after five years. In addition,

this section suggests that a further penalty, the costs of
the disciplinary proceedings plus interest, may be levied

against an excluded or suspended practitioner as a condi-

tion for reinstatement.

Under proposed §2.16 attorneys and other persons

representing applicants in trademark cases would be
held to the same standards of professional conduct as

registered attorneys and agents representing applicants
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in patent cases. Procedures governing disciplinary pro-

ceedings and reinstatement as specifically provided in

§§1.362-1.383 would apply as well to trademark practi-
' tioners.

Environmental, energy, and other considerations: The
proposed rule change will not have a significant impact
on the quality of the human environment or the conser-
vation of energy resources.

The proposed rule change is in conformity with re-

quirements of the Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96
-354), Executive Order 12291, and the Paperwork Re-
duction Act of 1980, 44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.

The Patent and Trademark Office has determined that

this rule change is not a major rule under Executive Or-
der 12291. The annual effect on the economy will be
less than $100 million. There will be no major increase

in costs or prices for consumers, individual industries.

Federal, State, or local government agencies, or geo-
graphic regions. There will be no significant adverse
effects on competition, employment, investment, produc-
tivity, innovation, or on the ability of United States-

based enterprises to compete with foreign-based enter-

prises in domestic or export markets.

This rule change will not impose a burden under the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, 44 U.S.C. 3501 et

seq., since no significant additional record keeping or re-

porting requirements are placed upon the public.

List of Subjects in 37 CFR Parts 1 and 2

Administrative practice and procedure, Advertising,

Courts, Freedom of information. Inventions and patents.

Investigations, Lawyers, Legal services. Trademarks.
Notice is hereby given that, pursuant to the authority

granted to the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
by 35 U.S.C. 6. 31 and 32, the Patent and Trademark of-

fice proposes to amend Title 37 of the Code of Federal
Regulations as set forth below.

It is proposed to amend 37 CFR Parts 1 and 2 as fol-

lows with deletions indicated by brackets and additions
by arrows.

Part 1—[Amended]
1. Section 1.344 is proposed to be amended by desig-

nating the existing paragraph as paragraph (a), revising

newly designated paragraph (a) and adding a new para-
graph (b) to read as follows:

§1J44 Professional conduct.

(aH Attorneys and agents appearing before the Pa-
tent and Trademark Office must conform to the stan-

dards of ethical and professional conduct set forth in the

Code of Professional Responsibility of the American Bar
Association [as amended Feb. 24, 1970,] insofar as such
code is not inconsistent with ^Chapter I of4 this

title < [part]. A copy of the said code is available for

inspection in the Office of the [Solicitor]^Director of
Enrollment and Discipline, U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office, Room [11C04] 11E14«^, Bldg. [3]^4^ , Crystal
Plz., [2021] Jefferson Davis Hwy., Arlington, Va. Cop-
ies of the code are available upon request to the Ameri-
can Bar Center, 1155 E. 60th St., Chicago, 111. 60637.
(b) An agent registered to practice under

§§1.34 Kb) or 1.341(e) shall not hold himself or herself
out to be an attorney, solicitor or lawyer.'^

2. Section 1.345 is proposed to be removed as follows:

§1.345 [Advertising.]^Reserved.-<
[(a) The use of advertising, circulars, letters, cards,

and similar material to solicit patent business, directly or
indirectly, is forbidden as unprofessional conduct, and
any person engaging in such solicitation, or associated
with or employed by others who so solicit, shall be re-

fused recognition to practice before the Patent and
Trademark Office or may be suspended, excluded or dis-

barred from further practice.

(b) The use of simple professional letterheads, calling
cards, or office signs, simple announcements necessitated
by opening an office, change of association, or change
of address, distributed to clients and friends, and inser-

tion of listings in common form (not display) in a classi-

fied telephone or city directory, and listings and profes-

sional cards with biographical data in standard
professional, directories shall not be considered a viola-
tion of this rule.

(c) No agent shall, in any material specified in para-
graph (b) of this section or in papers filed in the Patent
and Trademark Office, represent himself to be an attor-

ney, solicitor or lawyer.]

3. Section 1.348 is proposed to be removed as follows:

§1.348 [Suspension or disbarment proceedings]^Re-
served.'^

[Except as otherwise provided, proceedings for sus-

pension, disbarment or exclusion from practice are be-
fore a Commissioner.

(a) Investigating and prosecuting officer. The duties of
investigation, preparing charges, collecting and present-
ing testimony, and presenting a case for suspension, ex-
clusion from practice or disbarment shall be performed
by the Solicitor of the Patent and Trademark Office or,

at his direction, by a designated law examiner or other
person, and neither the Solicitor nor such law examiner
or other person shall pariicipate in any manner in the
decision of the case. If, upon investigation of a com-
plaint or other information concerning an attorney or
agent, it shall appear to the Solicitor that grounds for
suspension, exclusion from practice, or disbarment exist,

he shall prepare and forward the necessary notice and
statement.

(b) Notice of proceedings. Proceedings for suspension
or disbarment shall be instituted by the Solicitor by
mailing to, or otherwise serving on, the respondent a no-
tice of such proceeding with a statement of the charges
against him, at the same time forwarding a copy to the
Commissioner. It shall be the duty of the respondent to

answer the charges as specified in paragraph (c) of this

section.

(c) Answer. The respondent's answer shall be filed in

writing with the Commissioner within one month from
the time the notice is served on the respondent, or with-
in such extension of time as may be allowed by the

Commissioner for good cause shown. The answer shall

be under oath or declaration. Failure to answer within
the time allowed will be taken as an admission of the
charges. The respondent in his answer should specifical-

ly admit or deny every material allegation of fact in the
statement of charges; every allegation not denied shall

be deemed admitted, unless the respondent states that he
has no knowledge thereof sufficient to form a belief,

which statement shall be considered a denial. Any spe-

cial matters of defense shall be stated affirmatively in the
answer. False statements in the answer may be made the
basis of supplemental charges.

(d) Hearing. (1) Unless the Commissioner finds the an-
swer sufficient to dispose of the charges, he will set the
case for hearing before him, notifying the repondent and
the Solicitor of the place, day and time of commence-
ment of the hearing. Evidence as to the matters in issue

may be submitted at the hearing, the testimony of
witnesses being presented orally, under oath and report-

ed.

(2) The hearing may be advanced and continued by
the Commissioner as far as may be deemed convenient
and proper.

(3) Depositions for use at the hearing in lieu of per-

sonal appearance of witnesses may be taken by either

the Solicitor or the respondent on application to and
with the written consent of the Commissioner within
such times and under such conditions as the Commis-
sioner may prescribe.

(e) Hearing Officer. The Commissioner may, in his dis-

cretion, delegate the conduct of the hearing to a hearing

or trial examiner who shall be the presiding officer and
who shall make a recommended decision.

(f ) Administrative Procedure Act. Proceedings shall be
governed, in matters not specifically set forth herein, by
the provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act, 60
Stat. 237; 5 U.S.C. 1001-1011, which may be applicable.]

4. Section 1.349 is proposed to be added and reads as
follows:
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§1.349 Advertising and solicitation.

4

No attorney or registered agent shall with respect to

any prospective business before the Patent and Trade-
mark Office, by word, circular, letter, or advertising,

with intent to defraud in any manner, deceive, mislead

or threaten any prospective applicant or other person
having prospective business before the Office. '<

§1.351 [Redesignated as §1.391]

5. Section 1.351 is proposed to be redesignated as

§1.391. The center heading "Amendment of Rules" is

transferred to appear above §1.391.

§1.352 [Redesignated as §1.392.]

6. Section 1.352 is proposed to be redesignated as

§1.392.

7. Section 1.360 is proposed to be added and reads as

follows:

§1.360 Suspension or exclusion from practice.'^

The Commissioner, after notice and opportunity for

hearing, may suspend or exclude from practice before

the Patent and Trademark Office either generally or in

any particular case, any person, attorney or registered

agent shown to be incompetent, disreputable or guilty of

unethical or unprofessional conduct or gross miscon-

duct, or who does not comply with the rules and regula-

tions in Chapter I of this title. '4

8. Section 1.361 is proposed to be added and reads as

follows:

§1.361 Disreputable conduct. <<

Disreputable conduct for which an attorney or reg-

istered agent may be suspended or excluded from prac-

tice before the Patent and Trademark Office includes,

but is not limited to:

(a) Conviction of any criminal offense under any law

of the United State or any state thereof or for any of-

fense involving dishonesty or breach of trust.

(b) Giving false or misleading information, or partici-

pating in any way in the giving of false or misleading in-

formation, to the Patent and Trademark Office or any

employee thereof, or to any tribunal authorized to pass

upon matters administered by the Patent and Trademark
Office in connection with any matter pending or likely

to be pending before them, knowing the information to

be false or misleading. Facts or other matters contained

in testimony, applications for patents or trademarks, affi-

davits, declarations, or any other document or state-

ment, written or oral, are included in the term "informa-

tion."

(c) Misappropriation of, or failure properly and

promptly to remit funds received from a client for the

purpose of payment of fees to the Commissioner.

(d) Directly or indirectly attempting to influence, or

offering or agreeing to attempt to influence, the official

action of any employee of the Patent and Trademark
Office by the use of threats, false accusations, duress or

coercion, by the offer of any special inducement or

promise of advantage or by the bestowing of any gift,

favor, or thing of value.

(e) Disbarment or suspension from practice as an at-

torney by any duly constituted authority of any State,

Possession, Commonwealth, the District of Columbia, or

by any Federal Court.

(0 Knowingly aiding and abetting another person to

practice before the Patent and Trademark Office during

a period of suspension, exclusion, or ineligibility of the

other person. Maintaining a partnership for the practice

of law, or other related professional service with a per-

son who is under suspension or exclusion from practice

before the Patent and Trademark Office is presumed to

be a violation of this provision.

(g) Contemptuous conduct in connection with prac-

tice before the Patent and Trademark Office, including

the use of abusive language, making false accusations

and statements knowing them to be false, or circulating

or publishing malicious or libelous matter.

(h) Knowingly withholding from the Patent and

Trademark Office information identifying a patent from

which a claim(s) has (have) been copied.

(i) Refusing or neglecting to forward correspondence

received on behalf of a former client to that client or to

notify the Patent and Trademark Office of the inability

to forward such correspondence.'^
9. Section 1.362 is proposed to be added and reads as

follows:

§1.362 Direcior of Enrollment and Discipline.<
(a) Appointment. The Commission shall appoint a

Director of Enrollment and Discipline. In the event of

the absence of the Director of Enrollment and Disci-

pline or a vacancy in that office the Commissioner shall

designate an employee of the Patent and Trademark Of-

fice to act as Director of Enrollment and Discipline.

(b) Duties. The Director of Enrollment and Discipline

shall: conduct investigations; prepare charges; collect

and present testimony and present cases for suspension

or exclusion from practice of the attorneys and regis-

tered agents admitted to practice before the Patent and
Trademark Office. The Director may perform other

duties as are necessary and appropriate to carry out the

Director's functions under this part or as prescribed by
the Commissioner. The Director shall not participate in

deciding any case. '4

10. Section 1.363 is proposed to be added and reads as

follows:

§1.363 Initiation of disciplinary proceedings. •<

(a) Receipt of information. If an employee of the Pa-

tent and Trademark Office has reason to believe that an

attorney or registered agent has violated any of the pro-

visions of this part, the employee shall promptly make a

report thereof which will be forwarded to the Director

of Enrollment and Discipline. Any other person possess-

ing information concerning violations or disreputable

conduct may make a report thereof to the Director of

Enrollment and Discipline or to any employee of the

Patent and Trademark Office.

(b) Furnishing information. It is the duty of an attor-

ney or registered agent who practices before the Patent

and Trademark Office, when requested by the Director

of Enrollment and Discipline, to provide the Director

with any information the person may have concerning

violation of the regulations in this part by any other per-

son, and to testify thereto in any proceeding instituted

under this part for the suspension or exclusion from

practice of an attorney or registered agent, unless the

person believes in good faith and on reasonable grounds

that that information is privileged or that the request is

of doubtful legality.

(c) Institution of proceeding. When the Director of En-

rollment and Discipline has reason to believe that any

attorney or registered agent has violated any provisions

of the laws or regulations governing practice before the

Patent and Trademark Office, the Director may repn-

mand the person to institute a disciplinary proceeding

for the suspension or exclusion from practice of that per-

son. The proceeding will be instituted by a complaint

which names the respondent and is signed by the Direc-

tor of Enrollment and Discipline and filed in the Direc-

tor's office. Except in cases of willfulness, or when time,

the nature of the proceeding, or the public interest does

not permit, the Director of Enrollment and Discipline

may not institute a proceeding until the Director has

called to the attention of the proposed respondent, in

writing, facts or conduct which warrant institution of a

proceeding, and has accorded the proposed respondent

the opportunity to demonstrate or achieve compliance

with all lawful requirements. An Administrative Law
Judge will be appointed at the time the complaint is

filed. A copy of the complaint will be given to the Ad-
ministrative Law Judge.'^

11. Section 1.364 is proposed to be added and reads as

follows:

§1.364 Conferences.^
(a) General. The Director of Enrollment and disci-

pline may confer with an attorney or registered agent

concerning allegations of misconduct whether or not a

proceeding for suspension or exclusion from practice has

been instituted.
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(b) Resignation or voluntary suspension. An attorney or
registered agent may avoid the institution or conclusion
of a suspension or exclusion proceeding by ofTering his

or her consent to suspension from practice before the
Patent and Trademark Office. A registered agent may
also offer a resignation. The Director of Enrollment and
Discipline, at his or her discretion, may accept the of-

fered resignation of a registered agent and may suspend
an attorney or registered agent in accordance with the
consent offered. Revocation of the privilege of using the
Public Search Room and other facilities of the Patent
and Trademark Office to perform work on behalf of
others may be a condition of suspension or acceptance
of resignation.'4

12. Section 1.36S is proposed to be added and reads as
follows:

1 .365 Contents of complaint<
|

(a) Charges. A complaint will give a plain and con-
cise description of the allegations which constitute the
basis for the proceeding. A complaint will be deemed
sufficient if it fairly informs the respondent of the charg-
es so that respondent is able to prepare a defense.

(b) Demand for answer. The complaint will state the
place and time for filing an answer by the respondent.
The time will be not less than fifteen (15), and not more
than thirty (30), calendar days from the date of service
of the complaint. Notice will be given that a decision by
default may be rendered against the respondent if the
complaint is not answered as required. '4

13. Section 1.366 is proposed to be added and reads as
follows:

§1.366 Service of complaint and other papers.-^

(a) Complaint. A copy of the complaint may be
served upon the respondent by certified mail or by first-

class mail sent to respondent's last address known to the
Director of Enrollment and Discipline. The copy of the
complaint may be delivered to the respondent or the re-

spondent's attorney of record either in person or by
leaving it at the Office of the respondent, or attorney, or
the complaint may be delivered in any manner which
has been agreed to by the respondent. If service is by
certified mail, the post office receipt signed by or on be-
half of the respondent will be proof of service. If the
certified mail is not claimed or accepted by the respon-
dent and is returned undelivered, complete service may
be made upon the respondent by mailing the complaint
to respondent by first-class mail, addressed to the re-

spondent at the address on file with the Committee on
Enrollment or at last known address known to the Di-
rector of Enrollment and Discipline. If service is made
upon the respondent or the respondent's attorney in per-
son, or by leaving the complaint at the office of the re-

spondent, or attorney, the verified return by the person
making service, setting forth the manner of service, will

be proof of service. If respondent is a registered agent
or attorney a letter pursuant to §1.347 may be sent with
the complaint. Respondent shall respond to said letter

within fifteen (15) days from the date of the letter and
such response shall constitute proof of service.

(b) Service of other papers. Any paper other than the
complaint may be served upon an attorney or registered
agent as provided in paragraph (a) of this section, or by
mailing the paper by first-class mail to the respondent's
attorney of record or if respondent is not represented by
an attorney by mailing the paper by first-class mail to
the respondent at the address on file with the Committee
on Enrollment or at the last address known to the Di-
rector of Enrollment and Discipline. This mailing will
constitute complete service. The Administrative Law
Judge or Commissioner may require that service of pa-
pers be made by express mail or hand delivery.

(c) Filing of papers. When the filing of a paper is re-

quired or permitted in connection with a disciplinary
proceeding, and the place of filing is not specified by
this section or by rule or order of the Administrative
Law Judge or by direction of the Director of Enroll-
ment and Discipline, the papers should be filed with the
Director of Enrollment and Discipline, Patent and

Trademark Office, Washington, D.C. 20231. All papers
will be filed in duplicate.^

14. Section 1.367 is proposed to be added and reads as
follows:

§1.367 Answer.'^

(a) Filing. The respondent shall file an answer in
writing with the Administrative Law Judge within the
time specified in the complaint or notice of institution of
the proceeding, unless, on application, the time is ex-
tended by the Director of Enrollment and Discipline or
the Administrative Law Judge. A copy of the answer
shall be served on the Director of Enrollment and Disci-
pline.

(b) Content. The respondent shall include in the an-
swer a statement of facts which constitute the grounds
of defense, and shall specifically admit or deny each al-

legation set forth in the complaint, except that the re-
spondent shall not deny a material allegation in the com-
plaint which respondent knows to be true, or state that
respondent is without sufficient information to form a
belief when in fact the respondent possesses that infor-
mation. The respondent shall also state afTirmatively spe-
cial matters of defense.

(c) Failure to deny or answer allegations in the com-
plaint. Every allegation in the complaint which is not
denied in the answer is deemed to be admitted and may
be considered proven, and no further evidence in re-
spect of that allegation need be adduced at a hearing.
Failure to file an answer within the time prescribed in
the notice to the respondent, except as the time for an-
swer is extended by the Director of Enrollment and Dis-
cipline or the Administrative Law Judge, will constitute
an admission of the allegations of the complaint and a
waiver of hearing, and the Administrative Law Judge
may render a decision by default without a hearing or
further procedure.

(d) Reply by Director of Enrollment and Discipline. No
reply to the respondent's answer is required, and new
matter in the answer shall be deemed to be denied, but
the Director of Enrollment and discipline may file a re-

ply at the Director of Enrollment and Discipline may
file a reply at the Director's discretion or at the request
of the Administrative Law Judge.

(e) Contested Case. Upon the filing of an answer by re-

spondent the proceeding shall be regarded as a contested
case within the meaning of 35 U.S.C. 24. Evidence
obtained by subpoena shall not be admitted into the
record or considered unless the subpoena was previously
authorized by the Administrative Law Judge.'^

15. Section 1.368 is proposed to be added and reads as
follows:

§1.368 Supplemental charges.^

If it appears that the respondent's answer, falsely

and in bad faith, denies a material allegation of fact in

the complaint or states that the respondent has no
knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief,

when respondent in fact possesses knowledge or that in-

formation, or if it appears that the respondent has know-
ingly introduced false testimony during proceedings for

respondent's suspension or exclusion from practice the
Director of Enrollment and Discipline may file supple-
mental charges against the respondent. These supple-
mental charges may be tried with other charges in the
case, provided the respondent is given notice and is af-

forded an opportunity to prepare a defense to them.^
16. Section 1.369 is proposed to be added and reads as

follows:

§1.369 Proof; variance; amendment of pleading. -4

In case of a variance between the evidence and the
allegations in a pleading, the Administrative Law Judge
may order or authorize amendment of the pleading to
conform to the evidence. The party who would other-
wise be prejudiced by the amendment will be given rea-

sonable opportunity to meet the allegation of the plead-
ing as amended, and the Administrative Law Judge shall

make findings on an issue presented by the pleadings as
so amended. <<
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17. Section 1.370 is proposed to be added and reads as

follows:

§1.370 Motions. -4

Motions may be filed with the Administrative Law
Judge. The Administrative Law Judge will determine on
a case-by-case basis the time period for response to a

motion. No motion will be considered by the Adminis-
trative Law Judge unless such motion is supported by a

written statement by the moving party that the moving
party or attorney for the moving party has conferred

with the opposing party or attorney for the opposing
party in an effort in good faith to resolve by agreement
the issues raised by the motion and has been unable to

reach agreement. If issues raised by the motion are sub-

sequently resolved between the parties the moving party

should advise the Administrative Law Judge in writing

of the matters in the motion which no longer require a

decision.'^

18. Section 1.371 is proposed to be added and reads as

follows:

§1.371 Representation-^A respondent or proposed respondent may appear in

person or be represented by an attorney who need not

be registered to practice before the Patent and Trade-

mark Office. The Director of Enrollment and Discipline

may be represented by an attorney or other employee of

the Patent and Trademark Office.<4

19. Section 1.372 is proposed to be added and reads as

follows:

§1.372 Administrative Law Judge.<4

(a) Appointment. An Administrative Law Judge,

appointed as provided by 5 U.S.C. 3105, shall conduct
disciplinary proceedings.

(b) Responsibilities. The Administrative Law Judge
shall have authority to:

(1) Administer oaths and affirmations;

(2) Make rulings upon motions and requests; these rul-

ings may not be appealed prior to the close of the hear-

ing except at the discretion of the Administrative Law
Judge or the Commissioner in extraordinary circum-

stances;

(3) Rule upon offers of proof, receive relevant evi-

dence, and examine witnesses;

(4) Take or authorize the taking of depositions;

(5) Determine the time and place of hearing and regu-

late its course and conduct;

(6) Hold or provide for the holding of conferences to

settle or simplify the issues by consent of the parties;

(7) Receive and consider oral or written arguments on

facts or law;

(8) Make initial decisions;

(9) Adopt procedures and modify them from time to

time as occasion requires for the orderly disposition of

proceedings; and
(10) Perform acts and take measures as necessary to

promote the efficient and timely conduct of any pro-

ceeding.^
20. Section 1.373 is proposed to be added and reads as

follows:

§1.373 Hearings. "<

(a) Conduct. The Administrative Law Judge shall

preside at hearings in disciplinary proceedings. Hearings

will be stenographically recorded and transcribed and

the testimony of witnesses will be received under oath

or affirmation. The Administrative Law Judge shall con-

duct hearings in accordance with 5 U.S.C. 556. A copy
of the transcript of the hearing shall become part of the

record. A copy of the transcript shall be provided to the

Director of Enrollment and Discipline and the respon-

dent.

(b) Failure to appear If either party to a disciplinary

proceeding fails to appear at the hearing, after notice

has been sent, the Administrative Law Judge may deem
the absent party to have waived the right to a hearing

and may make a decision against the absent party by de-

fault. •<

21. Section 1.374 is proposed to be added and reads as

follows:

§1.374 Hearings and records.^A hearing in a disciplinary proceeding will not be

open to the public except that the Director of Enroll-

ment and Discipline may grant a request by a respon-

dent to open his or her hearing to the public and make
the record of the proceeding available for public inspec-

tion provided agreement is reached by stipulation in ad-

vance to exclude from public disclosure information

which is privileged or confidential under applicable laws

and regulations. However, if the hearing results in disci-

plinary action against an attorney or registered agent,

the record of the proceeding will be available for public

inspection.^

22. Section 1.375 is proposed to be added and reads as

follows:

§1.375 Evidence.-^

(a) Rules of evidence. The rules of evidence prevail-

ing in couris of law and equity are not controlling in

hearings in disciplinary proceedings. However, the Ad-
ministrative Law Judge shall exclude evidence which is

irrelevant, immaterial, or unduly repetitious.

(b) Depositions. Depositions of witnesses taken pursu-

ant to §1.376 may be admitted as evidence.

(c) Government documents. Official documents,
records, and papers of the Patent and Trademark Office

are admissable in evidence without extrinsic evidence of

authenticity. These documents, records and papers may
be evidenced by a copy certified as correct by an em-
ployee of the Patent and Trademark Office.

(d) Exhibits. If any document, record, or other paper
is introduced in evidence as an exhibit, the Administra-

tive Law Judge may authorize the withdrawal of the ex-

hibit subject to any conditions the Administrative Law
Judge deems appropriate.

(e) Objections. Objections to evidence will be in short

form, stating the grounds of objection and the record

may not include arguments thereon, except as ordered

by the Administrative Law Judge. Rulings on objections

will be a part of the record. No exception to the ruling

is necessary to preserve the rights of the parties. '4

23. Section 1.376 is proposed to be added and reads as

follows:

§1.376 Depositions.^

Depositions for use at a hearing may. with the ap-

proval of the Administrative Law Judge, be taken by ei-

ther the Director of Enrollment and Discipline or the

respondent or their authorized representatives. Deposi-

tions may be taken upon oral or written questions, upon
not less than ten (10) days written notice to the other

party, before any officer authorized to administer an

oath for general purposes or before an employee of the

Patent and Trademark Office authorized to administer

an oath. The written notice will state the names of the

witnesses and the time and place where the depositions

are to be taken. The requirement of ten (10) days notice

may be waived by the parties in writing, and depositions

may then be taken from the persons and at the times and

places mutually agreed to by the parties. When a deposi-

tion is taken upon written questions, any cross-examina-

tion will be served upon written questions. Copies of the

written questions will be upon the other party with the

notice, and copies of any written cross-interrogatories

will be mailed or delivered to the opposing party at least

five (5) days before the date of taking the deposition, un-

less the parties mutually agree otherwise. A party on
whose behalf a deposition is taken must file a transcript

thereof with the Administrative Law Judge and serve

one copy upon the opposing party. Expenses in the re-

production of depositions will be borne by the party at

whose instance the deposition is taken. •^

24. Section 1.377 is proposed to be added and reads as

follows:

§1.377 Discovery.<
Discovery shall not be authorized except as follows:

(1) The Administrative Law Judge may require
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parties to file and serve, prior to any hearing, a pre-hear-
ing statement which contains

(a) A list (together with a copy) of all proposed exhib-
its to be used in connection with a party's case-in-chief,

(b) a list of proposed witnesses,

(c) the identity of government employees who have
investigated the case and,

(d) copies of memoranda reflecting respondent's own
statements to administrative representatives;

(2) After a witness testifies for a party, if the opposi-
tion requests, the party may be required to produce, pri-

or to cross-examination, any written statement made by
the witness;

(3) Requests for admissions, filed within such time as

may be authorized by the Administrative Law Judge,
which are to be admitted or denied and if denied a brief

reason given for denial.^
25. Section 1.378 is proposed to be added and reads as

follows:

§1.378 Proposed findings and conclusions.'^

Except in cases when the respondent has failed to
answer the complaint, or when a party has failed to ap-
pear at the hearing, the Administrative Law Judge, prior
to making an initial decision, shall afford the parties a

reasonable opportunity to submit proposed findings and
conclusions and a post-hearing memorandum in support
of the proposed findings and conclusions.'^

26. Section 1.379 is proposed to be added and reads as
follows:

§1.379 Decision of Administrative Law Judge.-^

Within six (6) months from the date charges are
served, the Administrative Law Judge shall make an ini-

tial decision in the case. The decision will include (a) a
statement of findings and conclusions, as well as the rea-

sons or basis therefor, upon all the material issues of
fact, law, or discretion presented on the record, and (b)
an order of suspension, exclusion from practice or repri-

mand or an order of dismissal of the complaint. The Ad-
ministrative Law Judge shall file the decision with the
Director of Enrollment and Discipline and shall transmit
a copy to the respondent or the respondent's attorney of
record. In the absence of an appeal to the Commissioner
or review of the decision upon motion of the Commis-
sion, the decision of the Administrative Law Judge will,

without further proceedings, become the decision of the
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks thirty (30)
days from the date of the decision of the Administrative
Law Judge.-4

27. Section 1.380 is proposed to be added and reads as
follows:

§L380 Appeal to the Commissioner -4

Within thirty (30) days from the date of the intial

decision of the Administrative Law Judge, either party
may appeal to the Commissioner. An appeal by the re-

spondent will be filed with the Director of Enrollment
and Discipline in duplicate and will include exceptions
to the decision of the Administrative Law Judge and
supporting reasons for those exceptions. If the Director
of Enrollment and Discipline files the appeal, the Direc-
tor shall transmit a copy of it to the respondent. Within
thirty (30) days after receipt of an appeal or copy there-
of, the other party may file a reply brief in duplicate
with the Director of Enrollment and Discipline. If the
Director files the reply brief, the Director shall transmit
a copy of it to the respondent. Upon the filing of an ap-
peal and a reply brief, if any, the Director of Enrollment
and Discipline shall transmit the entire record to the
Commissioner.'^

28. Section 1.381 is proposed to be added and reads as
follows:

§1.381 Decision of the Commission.-^

On appeal from or review of the initial decision of
the Administrative Law Judge, the Commissioner shall

make a final decision. In making this decision, the Com-
missioner shall review the record or those portions of
the records as may be cited by the parties in order to
limit the issues. The Director of Enrollment and Disci-

pline shall transmit a copy of the Commissioner's deci-
sion to the respondent. Review of the Commissioner's
action may be had by petition to the United States Dis-
trict Court for the District of Columbia.-^

29. Section 1.382 is proposed to be added and reads as
follows:

§1.382 Effect of susi)ension or exclusion. -4

(a) Exclusion. If the final order against the respon-
dent is for exclusion from practice, the respondent will
not thereafter be permitted to practice before the Patent
and Trademark Office in patent and trademark cases un-
less authorized to do so by the Committee on Enroll-
ment or the Commissioner.

(b) Suspension. If the final order against the respon-
dent is for suspension, the respondent will not thereafter
be permitted to practice before the Patent and Trade-
mark Office in patent and trademark cases during the
period of suspension.

(c) Revocation ofprivileges. Revocation of the privilege
of using the Public Search Room and other facilities of
the Patent and Trademark Office, for work to be
performed on behalf of others may be a condition of sus-
pension or exclusion from practice.

(d) Notice of suspension or exclusion. Upon the issuance
of a final order for suspension or exclusion from prac-
tice, the Director of Enrollment and Discipline shall
give notice of the order to appropriate employees of the
Patent and Trademark Office and to interested depart-
ments and agencies of the Federal Government. The Di-
rector of Enrollment and Discipline may also give no-
tice to the proper authorities of the State in which, and
any Courts before which, the suspended or excluded
person is licensed to practice as an attorney.'^

30. Section 1.383 is proposed to be added and reads as
follows:

§1.383 Petition for reinstatement.-^

The Committee on Enrollment may entertain a peti-
tion for reinstatement from any person excluded from
practice before the Patent and Trademark Office after
the expiration of five (5) years following exclusion. The
Committee on Enrollment may grant reinstatement if it

is satisfied that the petitioner will conduct himself or
herself in accordance with these regulations, and that
granting reinstatement would not \^ contrary to the
public interest. In issuing a final order, the Commission-
er may impose as a condition for reinstatement that the
person seeking reinstatement pay all or a portion of the
costs and expenses of the proceedings which led to sus-
pension or exclusion, plus interest thereon from the date
of suspension.-^

31. Section 1.384 is proposed to be added and reads as
follows:

§1.384 Saving clause.'^A proceeding for suspension or exclusion based on
conduct engaged in prior to the effective date of these
regulations may be instituted subsequent to such effec-
tive date, if such conduct would continue to justify sus-
pension or exclusion under the provisions of these re-

vised regulations.'^

32. Section 1.385 is proposed be added and reads as
follows:

§1.385 Special orders.-^

The Commissioner reserves the power to issue such
special orders as he may deem proper in any disciplinary
proceedings.'^

Part 2—[Amended]
33. Section 2.13 is proposed to be amended by desig-

nating the existing paragraph as paragraph (a), revising

newly designated paragraph (a) and adding new para-
graph (b) to read as follows:

§2.13 Professional conduct

(a)'^ Attorneys and other persons appearing before
the Patent and Trademark Office in trademark cases
must conform to the standards of ethical and professional
conduct set forth in the Code of Professional Responsi-
bility of the American Bar Association [as amended Feb.
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24, 1970,] insofar as such code is not inconsistent with
this part. A copy of the said code is available for inspec-
tion in the Office of the [Solicitor]^ Director of Enroll-
ment and Discipline-^ , U.S. Patent and Trademark Of-
fice, Room [11C04]^11E14'< , BIdg. [3] 4-<

,

Crystal Plz., [2021] Jefferson Davis Hwy. Arlington. Va.
Copies of the code are available upon request to the
American Bar Center, 1155 E. 60th St., Chicago, III.

60637.
*

(b) Any person recognized to practice under
§§2. 12(b) and 2.12(c) is required to conform to the stan-
dards set forth in said Code of Professional Responsibili-
ty, and such person shall not hold himself or herself out
to be an attorney, solicitor or lawyer.-^

34. Section 2.14 is proposed to be removed as follows:

§2.14 [Advertising]^ Reserved. -4

[(a) The use of display advertising, circulars, letters,

cards, and similar material to solicit trademark business,
directly or indirectly, is forbidden as unprofessional con-
duct, and any person engaging in such solicitation, or as-

sociated with or employed by others who so solicit,

shall be refused recognition to practice before the Patent
and Trademark Office or suspended or excluded from
further practice.

(b) The use of simple professional letterheads, calling
cards, or office signs; simple announcements necessitated
by opening an office, change of associations, or change
of address, distributed to clients and friends, and inser-
tion of professional cards, listings in common form (not
display) in a classified telephone or city directory, and
listings and professional cards with biographical data in

standard professional directories are not prohibited.
(c) No person not an attorney, solicitor or lawyer

shall, in any material specified in paragraph (b) of this

section or in papers filed m the Patent and Trademark
Office represent himself to be an attorney, solicitor or
lawyer.]

35. Section 2.16 is proposed to be revised to reacf as
follows:

§2.16 Suspension or exclusion from practice.

The Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks may.
after notice and opportunity for a hearing, suspend or
exclude, either generally or in any particular case, from
further practice before the Patent and Trademark Office,
any person, attorney, or agent shown to be incompetent
or disreputable, or guilty of unethical or unprofessional
conduct or gross misconduct, or who refuses to comply
with the rules and regulations as provided in §§1.349.
1.361 and otherwise in part 1 or this part -^ [or who
shall, with intent to defraud in any manner, deceive,
mislead, or threaten any applicant or prospective appli-
cant or other person having immediate or prospective
business before the Patent and Trademark Office by
word, circular, letter, or in any other manner] The rea-
sons for any such suspension or exclusion shall be duly
recorded. Proceedings for suspension, [disbarment] or
exclusion from practice are conducted as provided in §
§1.362-1.383.^ [§1.348. (See 35 U.S.C, 1958. sec. 32 for
review of the Commissioner's action by the United
States District Court for the District of Columbia.)]

GERALD J MOSSINGHOFF.
July 15. 1983. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

(FR D<K- 8.1-21917 Filed S-IO-HV K 45 jm)

BILLING CODi: 3SI0-16-M

[1034 OG 39]

[Pending—no final action taken]
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(119)
I. Accession to the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT)

by Mauritania and Listing of PCT Member Countries.

The Patent and Trademark Office has received notifi-

cation from the World Intellectual Property Organiza-

OFFICIAL GAZETTE

Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCD Update

January 3. 1984

tion (WIPO) that Mauritania deposited its instrument of
accession to the PCT on January 13, 1983. Therefore,
according to PCT Article 63(2), Mauritani may be des-

ignated in international applications filed on and after

April 13, 1983.

Listing of PCT Member Countries

Country
Ratification

or Accession

Date of
Ratification

or Accession

Date from
which Country

may be Designated

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

Central African Republic* ....
Senegal*
Madagascar
Malawi
Cameroon*
Chad*
Togo*
Gabon*
United States of America
Germany, Federal Republic of**
Congo*
Switzerland**
United Kingdom**
France**
Soviet Union
Brazil

Luxembourg**
Sweden**
Japan
Denmark
Austria**
Monaco
Netherlands**
Romania
Norway
Liechtenstein**

Australia

Hungary
Democratic People's Republic of
Korea (North Korea)
Finland
Belgium**
Sri Lanka
Mauritania*

Accession
Ratification

Ratification

Accession
Accession
Accession
Ratification

Accession
Ratification

Ratification

Accession
Ratification

Ratification

Ratification

Ratification

Ratification

Ratification

Ratification

Ratification

Ratification

Ratification

Ratification

Ratification

Accession .

Ratification

Accession .

Accession .

Ratification

Accession
Ratification

Ratification

Accession
Accession

15 September 1971

08 March 1972 . .

27 March 1972 . .

16 May 1972

15 March 1973 . .

12 February 1974 .

28 January 1975 . .

06 March 1975 . .

26 November 1975

19 July 1976

08 August 1977 . .

14 September 1977
24 October 1977 .

25 November 1977

29 December 1977
09 January 1978 . .

31 January 1978 . .

17 February 1978 .

01 July 1978

01 September 1978

23 January 1979 . .

22 March 1979 . .

10 April 1979 . . .

23 April 1979 ...

01 October 1979 .

19 December 1979

31 December 1979
27 March 1980 . .

08 April 1980 ...

01 July 1980
14 September 1981

26 November 1981

13 January 1983 . .

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

23
22
10

23

01

19

31

27

08
01

14

26
13

June 1978 . . .

June 1978
June 1978

June 1978 . . .

June 1978 . . .

June 1978 . . .

June 1978 . . .

June 1978 ...

June 1978 ...

June 1978 . . .

June 1978 . . .

June 1978 . . .

June 1978 ...

June 1978 ...

June 1978 . . .

June 1978 . . .

June 1978

June 1978

October 1978 .

December 1978

April 1979

June 1979

July 1979
July 1979

January 1980 .

March 1980 . .

March 1980 . .

June 1980 ...

July 1980

October 1980 .

December 1981

February 1982
April 1983 . .

Membere of Afnc«n Intellectual Property Organization (OAPI) regional patent system Only regional patent protection is available for OAPI member
countnes. A designation of any country is an indication that all OAPI countnes have been designated. Note: Only one designation fee is due regardless of

the number of OAPI member countnes designated.

"Members of European Patent Convention (EPC) regional [Mtent system Either national patents or European patents for member countries are avail-

able through PCT, except for France and Belgium, for which only European patents are available if PCT is used. Note: Only one PCT designation fee is

due if European regional patent protection is sought for one, several or all EPC member countries.

\l. Change in International Fees Effective January 1,

1984
I

On October 4, 1983 the PCT Assembly in its tenth

session (4th Ordinary) held in Geneva, Switzerland,
fixed U.S. dollar amounts for the changed intematioal
fees that are set in Swiss francs in the Schedule of Fees
annexed to the PCT Regulations.

Effective January 1, 1984, for U.S. applicants filing

PCT international applications in the United States Re-
ceiving Office, the amounts of the international fees are:

Basic Fee (first 30 pages) $295.00
Basic Supplemental Fee

(each page over 30) $6.00
Designation fee

(per country or region) $70.00

The Transmittal and Search Fees remain unchanged:

Transmittal Fee $ 125.00

Search Fee
For the U.S. Patent and Trademark

Office as Searching Authority:

No prior corresponding
U.S. application $500.00

Prior corresponding U.S. application . $250.00
Supplemental Search Fee for each

additional invention $125.00
For the European Patent Office (EPO)

as Searching Authority
Search Fee for each application $670.00

Supplemental Search Fee for

each additional invention

payable directly to the EPO.

A listing of current PCT fees appears in each issue of
the Official Gazette.

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF,
Nov. 14, 1983. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[1037 OG 12]
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(120) Reduction of European Search Fee
for PCT Cases

The following letter dated December 21, 1979 from
Dr. J. B. Van Benthem, the President of the European
Patent Office, was received by the Commissioner of Pa-
tents and Trademarks and is being published to provide
the information to applicants using the Patent Coopera-
tion Treaty (PCT). The effect of the decision of the Ad-
ministration Council of the European Patent
Organization is to reduce the search fee required by the
European Patent Office by 20% if the application was
filed under the PCT and was searched by the United
States Patent and Trademark Office acting as an Interna-
tional Searching Authority.
The letter and accompanying annex are reproduced

below.

SIDNEY A. DIAMOND,
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

"Dear Mr. Diamond:
Pursuant to Article 157, paragraph 3, EPC, the Ad-

ministrative Council of the European Patent Organiza-
tion is entitled to decide under what conditions and to
what extent:

a) the supplementary European search report under
Article 157, paragraph 2a, EPC is to be dispensed with

b) the search fee as provided for in Article 157, para-
graph 2b, EPC is to be reduced.
Up to the present, the Administrative Council of the

EPO has taken decisions in regard to Article 157, para-
graph 3, in respect of international applications for
which the international search report has been drawn up
by the following Offices: the European Patent Office,
the Swedish Patent Office, the Austrian Patent Office,
the United States Patent and Trademark Office, the Jap-
anese Patent Office and the USSR State Committee for
Inventions and Discoveries.
The decisions concerning the Swedish and Austrian

Patent Offices are based on the agreements concluded
between these Offices and the EPO pursuant to Section
III, paragraph 2 and Section IV, paragraph 2 of the Pro-
tocol on the Centralisation of the European Patent Sys-
tem, which is an integral part of the EPC. These
agreements prescribe that the searches to be carried out
by these Offices are to meet the same criteria and be of
the same standard as applied at the EPO.
For these reasons the Administrative Council has de-

cided that in respect of Sweden and Austria the supple-
mentary European search report under Article 157,
paragraph 2a, EPC is to be dispensed with and a search

fee as provided for in Article 157. paragraph 2b. EPC
shall not be charged.
As far as those States are concerned which arc not

members of the European Patent Organization, the Ad-
ministrative Council of the EPO decided on 14 Septem-
ber 1979. that the search fee provided for in Article 157.
paragraph 2b. EPC. shall be reduced by one-fifth in the
case of international applications on which an interna-
tional search report has been drawn up by the United
States Patent and Trademark Office, the Japanese Patent
Office or the USSR State Committee for Inventions and
Discoveries. This reduction reflects the economy
expected to be made in drawing up the supplementary
European search report according to EPO standards.
Annexed you will find a copy of the Decision of 14

Sept. 1979. It applies to all international applications
filed since 1 June 1979.

Yours sincerely.

J. B. Van Benthem.
(President)."

ANNEX
The Administrative Council of the European Patent

Organization

Having regard to the European Patent Convention
(hereinafter called "the Convention"), and m particular
Article 157. paragraph 3, thereof. Has decided as fol-
lows:

Article 1

-,,1}^^
c^^^^^ ^^^ provided for in Article 157, paragraph

2(b). of the Convention shall be reduced by one fifth in
the case of international applicahons on which an inter-
national search report "has been drawn up by the United
States Patent and Trademark Office, the Japanese Patent
Office or the USSR State Committee for Inventions and
Discoveries.

Article 2

lolt''*.
^^^'^^°^ ^'i^" enter into force on 14 September

1979. It shall apply to all international applications filed
since I June 1978.

Done at Berlin. 14 Sept. 1979.

For the Administrative Council
The Chairman,

G VIANES
END OF ANNEX

(992 OG. 2]
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TRADEMARK NOTICES
(121) Interviews Involving Trademark Application

Interviews frequently result in a better understanding
of the issues involved, shorten the prosecution and facili-

tate disposal of applications.

Interviews for discussion of registrability of the mark
of a pending application will not be had before the first

officii Office action thereon and ordinarily not before
filing the first response. Arrangements for an interview

should be made in advance so that the Examiner may
review the case and be familiar with the details in-

volved.

Interviews on Friday will no longer be prohibited as a

matter of policy but all interviews should be set at a

time satisfactory to all parties concerned.
A memorandum summarizing the conclusions reached

at the interview should be prepared by the Examiner
and placed in the application file. The memorandum will

be retained in the application file until the prosecution is

completed. Such procedure will not, however, relieve

the applican| of the responsibility of complying with the

requirements of Trademark Rule 2.62.

HORACE B. FAY. Jr.,

July 6, 1964. Assistant Commissioner.

This supersedes the notice of Feb. 10, 1958, 728 O.G.
(TM 1).

[804 O.G. TM 147]

(122) Powers of Attorney in Registered

Trademark Files

On and after Feb. 1, 1967, communications advising of
changes in the powers of attorney for registered trade-

marks will be placed in the registration files, but will not
be acknowledged by the Patent Office. The information
will thus be available to those who inspect the files, but
since these powers of attorney do not directly concern
the Patent Office, acknowledgments are not believed to

be necessary.

Jan. 30. 1967.

CM. WENDT,
Director.

(123) Request for Extension of Time in

which to Oppose

The Patent Office is adopting a new procedure to be
used when filing a request for an extension of time in

which to oppose under Section 13 of the Trademark Act
and Rule 2.102, Trademark Rules of Practice. All re-

quests for extension of time should be submitted in tripli-

cate. The Patent Office will stamp each copy of the re-

quest with the action taken and send a copy to the

requester and the applicant. The third copy will be en-

. tered in the file.

The purpose of this new procedure is to expedite the

handling of extensions of time by eliminating the prepa-
ration of a formal notice of the disposition of the re-

quest. Further, this procedure will provide the applicant

with additional information concerning the potential op-
position.

WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER, Jr ,

June 16, 1971. Commissioner of Paten ts.

Published in 36 F.R. 13232: July 16. 1971

[889 O.G. TM 3]

(124) DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office

37 CFR Part 2

IDocket No. 2816-134]

Trademark Applications, Filing Dates

Agency: Patent and Trademark Office, Commerce.
Action: Final rule.

I

Summary: This document amends the rules of practice in

trademark cases. The amendments are needed to reduce
both the special handling required to process and con-
trol applications not entitled to a filing date and the de-
lays such handling imposes on other applications. The
amendments clarify the requirements for an application
and allow the Office to return applications that fail to
meet these requirements. The amendments also define
with greater specificity the nature of the drawing and
specimens which must accompany an -application in or-
der for it to be entitled to a filing date.

Effective Date: Oct. 4, 1982.

For Further Information Contact: Alan B. Davidson by
telephone at (703) 557-3916, or by mail marked to his at-

tention and addressed to the Commissioner of Patents
and Trademarks, Washington, D.C. 20231.

Supplementary Information: A notice of proposed
rulemaking concerning the amendment of 37 CFR 2.21,

2.52. 2.54, and 2.57 and the deletion of §2.55 was
published in the Federal Register on Oct. 7, 1981 (46 FR
49602). Interested parties were requested to submit writ-

ten comments on or before Jan. 5, 1982. Comments were
received from thirteen individuals and organizations and
were given careful consideration.

One commenter suggested that the final sentence of
§2.54, providing for correction of drawings by the Of-
fice, should not be deleted. The individual reasoned that

minor alterations are more expeditiously handled by
sending the drawing to the Office draftsman rather than
returning it to the applicant. The administrative over-
head of such a procedure was thought to be more costly

than the correction process. This suggestion has not
been adopted. Under the existing practice, simple dele-

tions from drawings are made by Examiners and clerical

personnel using gummed labels and opaque correction
fiuid. Due to the lack of facilities, drawings have not
been sent to the Drafting Branch for correction for two
years.

One commenter questioned whether the proposed re-

vision of paragraph (d) of §2.52 required a date of first

use for applications filed under the provisions of Section
44 of the Lanham Act. The revision was not intended to

extend the use date requirement to such applications.

Paragraph (d) has been reworded to eliminate any possi-

ble confusion.

Three commenters expressed unequivocal support for

the proposed amendments. While two other commenters
found them to be beneficial both to the Office and to ap-
plicants, they expressed some concern as to how the
new practice will be implemented. One asked about the
availability of proof of the initial date of filing should
the papers be improperly returned by the Office. The
other directed attention to the possibility that a self-ad-

dressed postcard, often submitted by an applicant, would
be sent back bearing a mail date stamp and a serial num-
ber, and the application papers would be returned subse-

quently as incomplete.

The procedures that have been developed to imple-
ment the proposed changes should eliminate both of
these concerns. All papers which constitute an applica-

tion will be date stamp>ed in the Mail Room prior to a

review of their completeness. If an application fails to

meet the requirements for receiving a filing date, a sec-

ond stamp will be added to indicate that the papers are
informal. A notation will also be placed on the applica-

tion to indicate the nature of the omission that resulted

in denying a filing date. Should the initial determination
prove to be erroneous, reinstating the filing date should
be a simple matter. Only applications deemed to be suffi-

cient to receive a filing date will reach the processing

stage at which a serial number is assigned and the post-

card returned. Hence, there should be no instances in

which the papers are returned but the self-addressed

postcard indicates they are accepted.
One commenter recommended further revisions to

§§2.2 1(a)(6) and 2.52(d). The individual thought an ap-

plication based on Sections 44(d) or 44(e) of the Lanham
Act should be required to include complete information
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on the foreign application or registration claimed. In ad-
dition, the country of origin, the application or registra-
tion number, and relevant dates were suggested as re-
quired components of the heading of the drawing. These
recommendations have not been adopted. Such informa-
tion, while helpful, is not essential to the initial examina-
tion of an application. Much of the information is avail-
able from the certification or certified copy of the for-
eign registration that must accompany the application
papers. While placing Section 44 information on the
drawing may be of some convenience, it is not needed in

order to perform a normal search. The principal area of
concern to commenters involved the revisions of §§
2.52(d) and 2.21(aX6) which make the heading on the
drawing a requirement for receiving a filing date. The
six commenters who addressed themselves to this issue
believed the changes placed form over substance and
imposed a penalty too severe for a strictly administrative
problem. They believed that the potential impact of the
new procedure on applicants' substantive rights far

outweighed the current inconvenience to the Office. Al-
ternative proposals were advanced for eliminating the
problem of clerks interrupting classification work to add
or complete headings on drawings. One called for im-
posinjg a penalty fee for applications with incomplete
drawings. Another would require the Office to hold
such applications for a reasonable time while the appli-
cant corrected the deficiency. The original filing date
would be awarded once compliance was achieved. One
suggestion would allow an application to receive a filing

date upon substantial compliance with the drawing re-

quirements.

A survey conducted by the Patent and Trademark Of-
fice recently showed additional processing was required
to add or complete the headings on the drawings in

14% of all applications. This means remedial action is

necessary for approximately 85(X) applications annually.
Each time an application clerk is required to add or
complete the heading on a drawing, processing of other
applications is slowed. As a result, the mailing of filing

receipts and the filing of copies of the application draw-
ings in the Trademark Search Library cannot be accom-
plished in the most timely manner.

Inadequate preparation of drawings affects the public
as well as the Office. Users of the Trademark Search
Room need certain basic information about each new
mark in order to identify marks likely to cause confusion
with other pending and registered marks. Unless this in-

formation is displayed on the drawings, the searcher
must attempt to locate the application files, the only al-

ternative source of the information.

The imposition of penalty fees or the establishment of
a grace period for correcting deficiencies would not
eliminate the potential difficulties for Search Library
users. If drawings without complete headings were held
pending correction, the search copies of all application
drawings received by the Office on a given day would
not be filed at the same time in the Search Library. The
potential impact on a party making a search could be se-

vere should a conflicting mark bearing a filing date a
month or more old appear after a search that should
have revealed it has been conducted. For these reasons,
the suggestions were not adopted.
One commenter explicitly stated, and others implied, a

fear of overzealous enforcement of the amended rules.

The Office will make every effort to interpret the rules

sensibly. The Office will make every effort to interpret
the rules sensibly. For instance, an application will not
be denied a filing date because of the absence of a zip
code or other non-critical part of an address. No letter-

by-letter comparison of an applicant's name appearing
on the drawing and in the application will be made. De-
tailed procedures and guidelines for the Office's clerical

personnel should ensure a reasonable and evenhanded
approach. The implementation of the rules will be moni-
tored carefully for the first several months.
Environmental and Other Considerations

This rule changes will not have any significant impact

on the quality of the human environment or the conser-
vation of energy resources.

These rule changes will not have a significant adverse
economic impact on a substantial numt^r of small enti-
ties (Regulatory Flexibility Act, 5 U.S.C. 601 et seq.)
The rule changes will clarify application requirements,
simplify existing procedures, and expedite procedings
before the Patent and Trademark Office.

The Patent and Trademark Office has determined that
these rule changes do not constitute major rules as de-
fined in Section 1(b) of Executive Order 12291 (45 FR
13193), since they would benefit trademark applicants
and reduce the burdens on the Office.
These rule changes will not impose a burden under

the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. 44 U.S.C 3501
el seq., since no significant additional record keeping or
reporting requirements are placed on the public.

List of Subjects in 37 CFR Part 2

Administrative practice and procedure. Trademarks.
PART 2—RULES OF PRACTICE IN TRADEMARK
CASES
Amendment to Regulations

In consideration of the comments received and pursu-
ant to the authority of the Commissioner of Patents and
Trademarks under 15 U.S.C 1123. Part 2 of Title 37,
Code of Federal Regulations is amended as set fonh be-
low.

I. Section 2.21 is revised to read as follows:

§2.21 Requirements for receiving a filling date.

(a) Materials submitted as an application for registra-
tion of a mark will not be accorded a filing date as an
application until all of the following elements are re-
ceived:

(1) Name of the applicant;

(2) A name and address to which communications can
be directed;

(3) A drawing of the mark sought to be registered
containing the information required by paragraph (d) of

(4) An identification of goods or services;

(5) At least one specimen or facsimile of the mark as
actually used;

(6) A date of first use of the mark in commerce, or a
certification or certified copy of a foreign registration if

the application is based on such foreign registration pur-
suant to section 44(e) of the Trademark Act. or a claim
of the benefit of a prior foreign application in accor-
dance with section 44(d) of the Act:

(7) The required filing fee for at least one class of
goods or services. Compliance with one or more of the
rules relating to the elements specified above may be re-

quired before the application is further processed.
(b) The filing date of the application is the date on

which all of the elements set forth in paragraph (a) of
this section are received in the Patent and Trademark
Office.

(c) If the papers and fee submitted as an application
do not satisfy all of the requirements specified in para-
graph (a) of this section, the papers will not be consid-
ered to constitute an application and will not be given a
filing date. The Patent and Trademark Office will return
the papers and any fee submitted therewith to the per-
son who submitted the papers. The Office will notify the
person to whom the papers are returned of the defect or
defects which prevented their being considered to be an
application.

2. Section 2.52 is amended by revising paragraph (d)
to read as follows:

§2.52 Requirement for drawings.

(d) Heading. Across the top of the drawing, beginning
one inch (2.5 cm.) from the top edge and not exceeding
one fourth of the sheet, there must be placed a heading,
listing in separate lines, applicant's complete name, appli-
cant's post office address, the dates of first use of the
mark and first use of the mark in commerce (except for
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an application Tiled under section 44 of the Trademark
Act), and the goods or services recited in the application

or a typical item of the goods or services if a number of

items are recited in the application. This heading should

be typewritten.

• * • * •

3. Section 2. 54 is revised to read as follows:

§234 Infomul drawings.

A drawing not in conformity with §2.51 or para-

graphs (a), (b), (c), or (e) of §2.52 or §2.53 may be ac-

cepted for purpose of examination, but the drawing must

be corrected or a new one furnished, as required, before

that mark can be published or the application allowed.

§235 [RemoTcd]

4. Section 2.55 is removed.
5. Section 2.57 is revised to read as follows:

§237 Facsimiles.

(a) When, due to the mode of applying or affixing the

trademark to the goods, or to the manner of using the

mark on the goods, or to the nature of the mark, speci-

mens as above stated cannot be furnished, five copies of

a suitable photograph or other acceptable reproduction,

not to exceed 8-1/2 inches (21.6 cm.) wide and 13 inches

(33.0 cm.) long, and clearly and legibly showing the

mark and all matter used in connection therewith, shall

be furnished.

(b) A purported facsimile which is merely a reproduc-

tion of the drawing submitted to comply with §2.51 will

not be considered to be a facsimile depicting the mark as

actually used on or in connection with the goods or in

connection with the services.

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF.
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.
Aug. 13, 1982.

[FR Doc f2-MlSt FiM 9-I-S2; »M am]

BILUNC CODE 3S10-16-M

(125)

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office

37 CFR Part 2

[Docket No. 30120-11]

Trademark Oppositions; Petitions To Cancel and
Affidavits or Declarations Under Section 8 of the

Trademark Act

Agency: Patent and Trademark Office, Commerce.

Action; Final rule.

Summary: The Patent and Trademark Office is amending
the rules of practice in trademark cases to eliminate the

requirement for verification of oppositions and petitions

to cancel; to require that additional requests for exten-

sion of time to oppose be filed prior to the expiration of

an extension; to require that affidavits or declarations

filed under Section 8 of the Trademark Act show use of

the mark in commerce; and to clarify and revise certain

other procedures for oppositions and petitions to cancel.

The amendments are necessary to implement certain

trademark provisions of Pub. L. 97-247, enacted Aug.
27, 1982, which provisions are effective six months after

the date of enactment, and to revise and codify existing

practices so as to assist the orderly and prompt resolu-

tion of the issues.

Effective Date: Feb. 27, 1983.

For Further Information Contact: As to the rules relating

to oppositions and petitions to cancel, Ms. Janet Rice by
telephone at (703) 557-3551 or by mail addressed to the

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks. Attention:

Ms. Janet Rice. Crystal Sq. 5, Suite 1008, Washington,
D.C. 20231. As to the rules relating to affidavits or dec-
larations under Section 8, contact Ms. Paula Hairston by
telephone at (703) 557-3882 or by mail addressed to the

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, Attention:

Ms. Paula Hairston, Room CP2-3C-06, Washington,
DC. 20231.

Supplementary Information: Amendments to rules 2.101,

2.102, 1.103, 2.111, and 2.112, among others, were pro-

posed in a rulemaking notice published in the Federal
Register on June 29, 1982, at 47 FR 28324, the Patent

and Trademark Office Official Gazette of July 27, 1982,

at 1020 O.G. 25, and Vol. 24 of BNA's Patent, Trade-
mark & Copyright Journal (July 1, 1982) at p. 236. The
purpose of these proposed amendments was to revise

and codify existing practices. One of the proposed
amendments (not adopted herein) was to interchange
rules 2.101 and 2.102. Interested parties were requested
to submit written comments on or before Oct. 4, 1982.

An oral hearing was held on the same date. Written
comments relating to proposed rules 2.101, 2.102, 2.103,

2.111, and 2.112 were submitted by four organizations

and one individual. Three persons testified at the oral

hearing.

Two of the individuals testified in behalf of organiza-

tions which also submitted written comments. Each of
the two testified that the organization which he repre-

sented approved of the proposed amendments except as

indicated in the organization's written comments. The
third individual testified concerning the history and pur-

pose of the proposed amendments and expressed his ap-

proval of them.
However, further changes to several of these pro-

posed rules, as well as amendments to other trademark
rules, were required in order to implement certain trade-

mark provisions of intervening Pub. L. 97-247 enacted
Aug. 27, 1982. The text of the law is published in the

Patent and Trademark Office Official Gazette of Oct.

26, 1982, at 1023 O.G. 31.

Provisions of Pub. L. 97-247 relating to trademark
fees were implemented by trademark fee rule changes
which were published in the Federal Register on July 30,

1982 at 47 FR 33086 and which took effect on Oct. 1,

1982. That final rule document was based on the public

law in effect at that time, Pub. L. 96-517, and on H.R.
6260, which was then pending but is now Pub. L. 97-

247. As a result of the fee rule changes, which were sub-

sequently confirmed in a document published in the Fed-
eral Register on Sept. 17, 1982 at 47 FR 41272, further

changes to rule 2.101 (identified in the June 29, 1982 no-

tice as 2.102) were required.

Additional changes to rules 2.101 (identified in the

June 29, 1982 notice as 2.102), 2.103 and 2.111, as well

as changes to rules 2.161 and 2.162, were required in or-

der to implement the provisions of Sections 8 and 9 of
Public Law 97-247. Section 8 of the new law amends
Section 8 of the Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C.
1058) to require that an affidavit or declaration filed un-

der Section 8 show use of the mark in commerce. Sec-
tion 9(a) amends Section 13 of the Trademark Act (15

U.S.C. 1063) to eliminate the requirement for verifica-

tion of oppositions (thus permitting a party's attorney to

sign an opposition before the Trademark Trial and Ap-
peal Board), and to require that additional requests for

extension of time to oppose be filed prior to the expira-

tion of the extension. Section 9(b) amends Section 14 of
the Trademark Act (15 U.S.C. 1064) to eliminate the re-

quirement for verification of petitions to cancel (thus

permitting a party's attorney to sign petitions to cancel
before the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board). The
provisions of Sections 8 and 9 of the new law which are
implemented by the rules amended in the present notice

are effective Feb. 27, 1983.

The proposed changes to rules 2.101 (identified in the

June 29, 1982 notice as 2.102), 2.103, 2.111, 2.161, and
2.162 required as a result of the enactment of Pub. L. 97
-247 were published in the Federal Register on Nov. 24,

1982 at 47 FR 53054. In that notice, as in the June 29,

1982; notice, rules 2.101 and 2.102 were interchanged,

and it was indicated in the notice that although rules

2.102 (identified in the notice as 2.101) and 2.112, as pro-

posed in the June 29, 1982, notice, already included the

necessary changes called for by Pub. L. 97-247 and thus

were not being republished, further comments on the
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two proposed rules would be entertained. Interested
parties were requested to submit written comments on
or before Jan. 7, 1983. Comments were received from
one organization.

Other provisions of Pub. L. 97-247 relevant to trade-
mark cases either require no changes in Part 2 of Title
37 CFR or require changes in Part 1 which were pro-
posed in a separate notice.

Sections 10, 11, and 14(c) of the new law amend the
Trademark Act but require no changes in the trademark
rules of practice. Section 10 amends Section 15 of the
Trademark Act (15 U.S.C. 1065) relating to incontest-
ability of registered marks. Under the amended section,
a registered mark does not acquire incontestability if its

use infringes a valid right acquired under the law of any
state or territory by use of a mark or trade name con-
tinuing from a date prior to the date of registration. Be-
fore the section was amended, the date was the date of
publication. Section 11 amends Section 16 of the Act (15
U.S.C. 1066) to correspond to the current practice relat-
ing to interferences. The amended section states that an
interference will be declared only upon petition to the
Commissioner showing extraordinary circumstances.
Section 14(c) amends Section 11 of the Act (15 U.S.C.
1061) relating to acknowledgements and verifications.
An official authorized to administer oaths in a foreign
country may prove such authority by apostille if the for-
eign country accords like effect to apostilles of designat-
ed officials in the United States.

Section 12 of the new law affects practice in both pa-
tent and trademark cases. Amendments to the rules in

Part 1 which apply to both patent and trademark cases
were proposed in a separate notice published in the Fed-
eral Register on Oct. 27. 1982 at 47 FR 47744.

In summary, this notice of final rulemaking is based
upon the notices of proposed rulemaking published in

the Federal Register on June 29, 1982. at 47 FR 28324
and on Nov. 24, 1982 at 47 FR 53054.
Discussion of Specific Sections Changed
The rules which are being amended are discussed be-

low. (The designation § is used in The Code of Federal
Regulations to denominate a rule; lettered subdivisions
(•'(a)", "(b)", etc.) are subsections of rules; numbered
subdivisions ("(!)", "(2)", etc. ) are paragraphs within
sections or subsections.)

It was proposed in the notice of June 29, 1982, that

former §§2.101 and 2.102 be interchanged. That propos-
al has not been adopted in the amended rules. Further
§2.101, as amended, eliminates the requirement for veri-

fication of oppositions.

Section 2.101(a), as amended, states when an opposi-
tion proceeding is commenced, which is important for

the application of §2.135.

Section 2.101(b), as amended, indicates that an opposi-
tion should be addressed to the Trademark Trial and
Appeal Board, which helps to route mail within the

PTO.
Section 2.101(c), as amended, requires that an opposi-

tion be filed within thirty days after publication of the
application or prior to the expiration of a granted exten-
sion of time for filing an opposition.

Section 2.101(dXl) requires the payment of the statu-

tory fee for an opposition, and provides for the late pay-
ment of opposition fee or fees, when a notice of
opposition is not accompanied by at least one full fee to

oppose one class by one person, if the required fee(s) is

submitted to the Patent and Trademark Office within
the time limit set in the notification of the defect by the
Office. This section incorporates the substance of, and
replaces, §2. 101(c) which was adopted effective Oct. 1,

1982,47 FR 33086 at 33111.

Section 2.101(d) (2) and (3) provide, where the fees

that are submitted are insufficient for the number of
classes being opposed and/or for the number of persons
joined as party opposer, an opportunity for submission
of the required fees or sp)ecification of the class or clas-

ses opposed and/or of the party opposers, and provides
for the allocation of the insufficient fees if no such speci-

fication is made.

Sections 2.102(a) and (b), as amended, repeat, with re-

visions to clarify the provisions, former §2. 102(a).

Section 2.102(c) requires that a notice of opposition be
filed within thirty days after publication of the applica-
tion or prior to expiration of a granted extension or time
for filing a notice opposition, and provides that exten-
sions of time to file an opposition aggregating more than
120 days will not be granted except upon (1) the written
consent of applicant, or (2) a written request by the po-
tential opposer which states that applicant has consented
to the request and which includes proof of service upon
applicant, or (3) a showing of extraordinary circum-
stances.

Section 2.102(d) provides that a request to extend the
time for filing a notice of opposition should be submitted
in triplicate. This section codifies an existing practice
which expedites notification of the Board's action on a
request for an extension of time.

Section 2.103 is removed. Since §2.101. as amended,
eliminates the requirement for verification of an opposi-
tion and allows the attorney to sign an opposition with-
out need for subsequent confirmation, §2.103 is unneces-
sary.

Sections 2.111 and 2.112. as amended, eliminate the
requirement for verification of petitions for cancellation.
It was proposed in the notice of June 29, 1982 that the
requirement for verification of a petition for cancellation
be deleted from §2.112 and be placed m §2.111. The re-

quirement is not included in either section, as amended.
Section 2.1 1 1(a) states when a cancellation proceeding

is commenced, which is important for the application of
§2.134.

Section 2. 1 1 1(b) incorporates most of the provisions of
former §2.111 and also indicates that a petition for can-
cellation should be addressed to the TTAB. which helps
to route mail within the PTO.

Section 2.111(c) states the requirement for the pay-
ment of the fee(s) due upon filing a petition for cancella-
tion; provides, where the fees that are submitted are in-

sufficient for the number of classes sought to be
cancelled and/or for the number of persons joined as
party petitioners, an opportunity for submission of the
required fees (provided that the five-year period, if ap-
plicable, has not expired) or specification of the class or
classes sought to be cancelled and/or of the party peti-
tioners; provides for the allocation of the insufficient
fees if no such specification is made: and slates that the
filing date of a petition for cancellation is ihe date of re-

ceipt in the Patent and Trademark Office of the petition
with the required fee, and that if the amount of the fee
filed with the petition is sufficient for at least one named
party petitioner and one class of goods or services but is

less than the required amount because multiple party pe-
titioners and/or multiple classes in the registration for .

which cancellation is sought are involved, and the re-

quired additional amount of the fee is filed within the
time limit set in the notification of the defect by the Of-
fice, the filing date of the petition with respect to the
additional party petitioners and/or classes is the date of
receipt in the Patent and Trademark Office of the addi-
tional fees.

Section 2.112(a) incorporates that part of former
§2.112 which described the contents of a petition for

cancellation, except that the requirement for verification

has been removed.
Section 2.112(b) states the conditions for filing a con-

solidated petition for cancellation of different registra-

tions owned by the same party.

Section 2.161. as amended, requires that an affidavit

or declaration filed under Section 8 of the Trademark
Act of 1946 show that the mark is in use in commerce.

Sections 2.162(e). (0 and (g). as amended, require that

the affidavit or declaration filed under Section 8 of the
Trademark Act of 1946 state that the mark is in use in

commerce, and specify the nature of such commerce.
The latter requirement is consistent with §2.33(viii) of
the trademark rule which requires that the application
for trademark registration specify the nature of the com-
merce in which the mark is used.
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Response to Comments on the Rules

All of the comments received in response to the no-

tices of proposed rulemaking published in the Federal

Register on June 29, 1982. and Nov. 24, 1982, have been

given careful consideration, and a number of the

suggested modifications have been adopted. The com-
ments and responses appear below.

Comment: One organization opposed the proposal to

reverse the order of §§2.101 and 2.102, asserting that a

change in the location of §2.101 would be likely to

cause confusion, and that the more logical order is to

first explain the substance of filing an opposition and

then explain how to obtain an extension of time in

which to act.

Response: To minimize confusion in view of the nu-

merous recent rule changes and proposed rule changes,

the proposal to reverse the order of §§2.101 and 2.102

has been withdrawn.

Comment: One organization noted that in §§2.101 and
2.102, as proposed, the term "opposition", when used to

refer to the complaint in an opposition proceeding, has

been changed to "notice of opposition". The organiza-

tion expressed its belief that there is no reason for

reverting to the phrase "notice of opposition" except
tradition, and that that phrase is confusingly similar to

the phrase "notification of opposition".

Response: The proposal to change "opposition" to

"notice of opposition" in certain instances has not been
adopted.

Comment: Two organizations suggested that §2. 101(d)

(identified as §2. 102(e) and as 2.102(d) in the notices of
proposed rulemaking of June 29, 1982, and Nov. 24,

1982, respectively), which deals with insufficient opposi-

tion fees and provides for the allocation of the fees sub-

mitted, be revised to give opposer(s) an opportunity to

select the opposer(s) and/or classes to which the submit-

ted fees apply. One of these organizations suggested that

the opposer also be given an opportunity to submit the

proper fee(s). Similar comments were made with respect

to §2.1 11(c) (identified in the June 29, 1982 notice as

§2. 11 1(d)), which deals with insufficient cancellation

fees.

Response: Where the fees submitted are insufficient for

each named party opposer or petitioner (for each class

sought to be opposed or cancelled, it is in fact the prac-

tice of the Board to give the opposer(s) or petitioner(s)

an opportunity to either submit the proper fees or to se-

lect the opposer(s) or petitioner(s) and/or classes to

which the submitted fees apply. Accordingly, the sec-

tions have been changed to reflect this practice. See

also, with respect to insufficient cancellation fees,

§2.85(e).

Comment: One member of one of the organizations

suggested that the subsections identified as §2.102 (e)

and (0 in the notice of proposed rulemaking of June 29,

1982, and as §2.102 (d) and (e) in the notice of proposed

rulemaking of Nov. 24, 1982, be consolidated into a sin-

gle subsection so that all of the provisions concerning

insufficient opposition fees will appear in the same sub-

section. Another organization suggested that these and
certain other portions of the rules dealing with fees be

moved to §2.6 or a new §2.7.

Response: The suggestion concerning consolidation has

been adopted, and the two subsections in question have
been consolidated into the single subsection now identi-

fied as §2. 101(d). Inasmuch as it is believed that the

most logical and effective location for these provisions is

§2.101, the suggestion that they be moved to §2.6 or a

new §2.7 has not been adopted.

Comment: One individual suggested that §2. 101(a)

(identified as §2. 102(a) in the notices of proposed
rulemaking) and §2. 111(a) be modified by inserting the

word "properly" before the word "executed" in order

to make it clear that an opposition or cancellation pro-

ceeding is not commenced until a properly verified com-
plaint has been filed.

Response: In view of the elimination of the require-

ment for verification of oppositions and petitions for

cancellation, this suggestion is moot.

Comment: One organization suggested, with respect to

the phrase "or other person authorized to represent the

potential opposer" which appears in §2. 102(a) (identified

as §2. 101(a) in the June 29, 1982 notice of proposed
rulemaking), that the type of authorization intended here

be explained by inserting a cross reference to §2.12 (b)

and (c) and §2. 17(b), the sections entitled "Persons who
may practice before the Patent and Trademark Office in

trademark cases" and "Recognition for representation",

respectively.

Response: The subsection has been modified as

suggested.

Comment: One organization stated, with respect to

§2. 102(b) (identified in the June 29, 1982 notice of pro-

posed rulemaking as §2. 101(b)), that it agreed with "the

PTO's pro|X)sed amendment in paragraph (b) regarding

•privity'," but believed that "the intent should be men-
tioned in the legislative history of the rules."

Response: The substance of §2. 102(b), as amended, is

identical to the latter portion of former §2. 102(a). That
is, the amendment is not substantive in nature but rather

involves a slight improvement in the wording of the

subsection. The provision concerning privity was added
by an earlier amendment effective Feb. 1, 1976. The leg-

islative history of that rule change may be found in the

notice of proposed rulemaking published in the Federal

Register on Feb. 11, 1975 at 40 FR 6363 and in the no-
tice of final rulemaking published in the Federal Register

at 41 FR 756.

Comment: One organization suggested that the phrase

"under this section" be deleted from the subsection iden-

tified as §2. 101(c) in the June 29, 1982 notice of pro-

posed rulemaking (§2. 102(c), as amended) so that exten-

sions can be granted without requiring a showing of

good cause following an extension which is not made
under this section, as, for example, after a blanket exten-

sion published in the Official Gazette.

Response: The suggestion has been adopted.

Comment: Two organizations and some of the mem-
bers of the "cognizant committee" of a third organiza-

tion commented, with respect to the subsection

identified in the June 29, 1982 notice as §2. 101(c)

(§2. 102(c), as amended), that the requirement that a po-
tential opposer seeking an extension of time beyond 120

days based upon the consent of applicant must furnish

applicant's consent in writing is unduly harsh and that

the potential opposer should be permitted to rely upon
applicant's oral consent.

Response: Rule 2.102(c), as amended, permits the po-

tential opposer to rely upon applicant's oral consent pro-

vided that the request to extend is accompanied by
proof of service upon applicant or its authorized repre-

sentative. Although proof of service of papers filed in

connection with an inter partes proceeding before the

Board upon the other parties to the proceeding is re-

quired after the proceeding commences, it is not normal-

ly required prior to that time. However, where a request

for extension of time to oppose beyond 120 days is based

upon potential opposer's assertion that applicant has giv-

en its oral consent thereto, the requirement for proof of

service is necessary in order to provide applicant written

confirmation of its oral consent.

Comment: Another portion of the "cognizant commit-

tee" of the organization referred to in the comment
above suggested, with respect to the same subsection,

that either the language regarding written stipulation be

deleted or that the word "or" before the phrase "upon a

showing of extraordinary circumstances" be changed to

"and", thereby making a showing of extraordinary cir-

cumstances an essential requirement for any extension of

time to oppose beyond 120 days.

Response: It is advantageous both to the Office and to

the parties to a potential opposition if the conflict be-

tween the parties can be settled without resort to an op-

position proceeding. It is believed that the changes

suggested by this portion of the committee are unduly
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restrictive and would cause oppositions to be filed in

cases where they might otherwise be avoided. Accord-
ingly, the proposed changes have not been made. It

should be noted in this regard that even when a request
for extension of time beyond 120 days is based upon the
written or oral consent of the applicant, good cause
must still be shown for the requested extension. Thus
the potential for abuse of the extension of time process
which would exist if there were no requirement for a
showing of good cause is avoided in §2. 102(c) as
amended.

Comment: One organization questioned the provisions
in §2.111 for the payment of late fees in connection with
a petition for cancellation as being possibly inconsistent
with §14 of the Trademark Act of 1946, which states
that the "petition • • • may, upon payment of the pre-
scribed fee, be filed • • •"; noted that there is the possi-

bility that the five-year period of §14 would pass be-
tween the filing of the petition and the payment of the
fee as to one or more classes; and suggested that a peti-

tion to cancel should not be effective as to any class or
person until the fee for that class is paid and the filing is

complete.
Response: While it has been held, because of the pow-

er granted to the Commissioner by §13 of the Trade-
mark Act of 1946 to extend the time for filing a notice
of opposition and to fix a time within which an
unverified opposition may be verified, that the payment
of the required fee is not jurisdictional in the case of an
opposition (See: Marzall v. Libby. McNeill & Libby. 89
USPQ 10 (D.C. Cir. 1951), and Colgate-Palmolive Co.
V. Brenner, 148 USPQ 535 (S.D.N.Y. 1965)). the Court
of Customs and Patent Appeals has held* in The
Williamson-Dickie Manufacturing Co. v. Mann Overall
Co., Inc., 149 USPQ 518 (CCPA 1966). that the pay-
ment of the required fee for a petition for cancellation is

a jurisdictional requirement without which a petition has
not been filed in compliance with §14 of the statute. Cf
§9 of the Trademark Act of 1946 (which, like §14. con-
tains no provision granting the Commissioner the power
to extend the time for filing). §2. 183(b) of the Trade-
mark Rules of Practice, and In re Michaels Stern & Co.,
Inc., 199 USPQ 382 (Comr. 1978). Further, when multi-

ple classes are combined in a single application or regis-

tration, the combined application or registration is re-

garded as though it were a group of individual
applications which have been physically assembled with-
in a single file wrapper bearing a single serial or regis-

tration number, and each of these individual applications
or registrations must stand or fall on its own merits in

pre-registration and post-registration ex parte and inter

partes proceedings, so that if an opposition or petition

for cancellation is filed with respect to more than one of
the classes in the combined application or registration,

there are effectively multiple separate proceedings, each
of which must be determined on its own facts and mer-
its. See, for example: Federated Foods, Inc. v. Fort
Howard Paper Co., 192 USPQ 24 (CCPA 1974), and In

re Bombardier Limited, 204 USPQ 943 (Comr. 1979).

Similarly, when multiple persons are named in a com-
plaint as party opposers or petitioners, each must show
that it would be damaged by the issuance or continued
existence of the registration in question, so that if two
different persons, for example, are joined as party peti-

tioners, there are effectively two different cancellation
proceedings, each of which must be determined on its

own merits. It follows from the foregoing that when a

petition for cancellation involves multiple classes and/or
party petitioners, the required fee is jurisdictional with
respect to each class and/or party petitioner, that is, that

the petition for cancellation is not effective as to any
class or person until the fee for that class or person has
been received by the Office; and that if the five-year pe-

riod of §14 of the Trademark Act of 1946 expires be-

tween the filing of the petition and the payment of the

fee as to one or more classes or party petitioners, the pe-

tition as those classes or party petitioners can be
entertained by the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board
only to the extent that the petition is based upon the

provisions of §14 (c). (d) or (e) or §24 of the statute or
seeks cancellation of a registration issued under the Act
of 1920. Accordingly, §2.1 1 1(a) has been revised to stale

that a cancellation proceeding is commenced by the
timely filing of a petition for cancellation, together with
the required fee. in the Patent and Trademark Office;

the last sentence of subsection (b) has been revised to in-

dicate that in those cases where the five-year limitation

is apphcable. both the petition and the required fee must
be filed within the five-year period; in subdivisions (1)
and (2) of subsection (c) (identified in the notice of pro-
posed rulemaking of June 29. 1982. as subsection (d)).

the provision of an opportunity to submit additional fees

IS limited, if the five-year period is applicable, to those
cases in which the period has not expired; and a new
subdivision (3) has been added to subsection (c) stating

that the filing date of a petition for cancellation is the
date of receipt in the Patent and Trademark Office of
the petition together with the required fee. and that if

the amount of the fee filed with the petition is sufficient

for at least one named party petitioner and one class of
goods or services but is less than the required amount
because multiple party petitioners and/or multiple clas-

ses in the registration for which cancellation is sought
are involved, and the required additional amount of the
fee IS filed within the time limit set in the notification of
the defect by the Office, the filing date of the petition
with respect to the additional party petitioners and/or
classes is the date of receipt m the Patent and Trade-
mark Office of the additional fees.

Comment: One organization suggested that a cross ref-

erence to §2.6 be added to §2 Ill(cKI) (identified in the
June 29. 1982. notice of proposed rulemaking as

§2.

1

11(d)(1)) along with the reference to §2. 85(e).

Response: A cross reference to §2.6 has been added to

§2. 1 1 1(c)(1). along with the reference to §2. 85(e).

Comment: One organization objected to §2. 162(e) to
the extent that it requires thaft a statement of use in com-
merce "must be supported by evidence which shows
that the mark is in use in commerce '." and
recommended that the words "in commerce" be deleted
from the quoted phrase. The organization indicated that

while it did not object to the requirement of use in com-
merce, nor to the requirement of a showing that the
mark is in use. it did object to a requirement of a show-
ing that the mark is in use in commerce since such a
showing could not be accomplished by a mere specimen
but would also require invoices or the like.

Response: The subsection has been modified as

suggested.

Environmental, Energy, and Other Considerations

The rule change will not have a significant impact on
the quality of the human environment or the conserva-
tion of energy resources.

The rule change will not have a significant adverse
economic impact on a substantial number of small enti-

ties (Regulatory Flexibility Act. Pub. L. 96-354) The
rule change includes no additional or increased fees.

Substantive rights to use valuable trademarks are not ad-

verily affected. The rule change serves to implement
the required trademark provisions of Pub. L. 97-247.

The rule change does not impose a record keeping or
reporting burden under the Paperwork Reduction Act
of 1980. 44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq. No additional informa-
tion is required from the public. No additional records
are required to be maintained by the Patent and Trade-
mark Office because there are no additional fees or pro-
ceedings to monitor.

The Patent and Trademark Office has determined that

this rule change is not a major rule under Executive Or-
der 12291. The annual effect on the economy will be
less than $100 million. There will be no major increase
in costs or prices for consumers, individual industries.

Federal. State, or local government agencies, or geo-
graphic regions. There will be no significant, adverse ef-

fects on competition, employment, investment, produc-
tivity, innovation, or on the ability of United States

based enterprises to compete with foreign based enter-

prises in domestic or exptvt markets.
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List of Subjects in 37 CFR Part 2

Administrative practice and prcx;edure, Courts, Law-

yers, Trademarks. .

Amendment of Regulations

After consideration of the comments received and

pursuant to the authority contained in 15 U.S.C. 1123,

Part 2 of Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations is

amended as set forth below.

PART 2—RULES OF PRACTICE IN TRADEMARK
CASES

1. Section 2.101 is revised to read as follows:

§2.101 Filing an opposition.
I

(a) An'bpposition proceeding is commenced by the fil-

ing of an opposition in the Patent and Trademark Office.

(b) Any person who believes that he would be dam-

aged by the registration of a mark on the Principle Reg-

ister may oppose the same by filing an opposition, which

should be addressed to the Trademark Trial and Appeal

Board.

(c) The opposition must be filed within thirty days af-

ter publication (§2.80) of the application being opposed

or within an extension of time (§2.102) for filing an op-

position.

(dXl) The opposition must be accompanied by the re-

quired fee for each party joined as opposer for each

class in the application for which registration is opposed

(see §2.6(1)). If no fee, or a fee insufficient to pay for

one person to oppose the registration of a mark in at

least one class, is submitted within thirty days after pub-

lication of the mark to be opposed or within an exten-

sion of time for filing an opposition, the opposition will

not be refused if the required fee(s) is submitted to the

Patent and Trademark Office within the time limit set in

the notification of this defect by the Office.

(2) If the fees submitted are sufficient to pay for one

person to oppose registration in at least one class but are

insufficient for an opposition against all of the classes in

the application, and the particular class or classes against

which the opposition is filed are not specified, the Office

will issue a written notice allowing opposer until a set

time in which to submit the required fee(s) or to specify

the class or classes opposed. If the required fee(s) is not

submitted, or the specification made, within the time set

in the notice, the opposition will be presumed to be

against the class or classes in ascending order, beginning

with the lowest numbered class and including the num-

ber of classes in the application for which the fees sub-

mitted are sufficient to pay the fee due for each class.

(3) If persons are joined as party opposers, and the

fees submitted are sufficient to pay for one person to op-

pose registration in at least one class but are insufficient

for each named party opposer, the Office will issue a

written notice allowing the named party opposers until a

set time in which to submit the required fee(s) or to

specify the opposer(s) to which the submitted fees apply.

If the required fee(s) is not submitted, or the specifica-

tion made, within the time set in the notice, the first

named party will be presumed to be the party opposer

and additional parties will be deemed to be party oppos-

ers to the extent that the fees submitted are sufficient to

pay the fee due for each party opposer. If persons are

joined as party opposers against the registration of a

mark in more than one class, the fees submitted are in-

sufficient, and no specification of opposers and classes is

made within the time set in the written notice issued by
the Office, the fees submitted will be applied first on be-

half of the first-named opposer against as many of the

classes in the application as the submitted fees are suffi-

cient to pay, and any excess will be applied on behalf of
the second-named party to the opposition against the

classes in the application in ascending order.

2. Section 2. 102 is revised to read as follows:

§2.102 Extension of time for filing an opposition.

(a) Any person who believes that he would be dam-
aged by the registration of a mark on the Principal Reg-
ister may file a written request to extend the time for fil-

ing an opposition. The written request may be signed by

the potential opposer or by an attorney at law or other

person authorized, in accordance with §2.12 (b) and (c)

and §2. 17(b), to represent the potential opposer.

(b) The written request to extend the time for filing an

opposition must identify the potential opposer with rea-

sonable certainty. Any opposition filed during an exten-

sion of time should be in the name of the person to

whom the extension was granted, but an opposition may
be accepted if the person in whose name the extension

was requested was misidentified through mistake or if

the opposition is filed in the name of a person in privity

with the person who requested and was granted the ex-

tension of^ time.

(c) The written request to extend the time for filing an

opposition must be filed in the Patent and Trademark
Office before the expiration of thirty days from the date

of publication or within any extension of time previously

granted, should specify the period of extension desired,

and should be addressed to the Trademark Trial and

Appeal Board. A first extension of time for not more
than thirty days will be granted upon request. Further

extensions of time may be granted by the Board for

good cause. In addition, extensions of time to file an op-

position aggregating more than 120 days from the date

of publication of the application will not be granted ex-

cept upon (1) a written consent or stipulation signed by

the applicant or its authorized representative, or (2) a

written request by the potential opposer or its autho-

rized representative stating that the applicant or its au-

thorized representative has consented to the request, and

including proof of service on the applicant or its autho-

rized representative, or (3) a showing of extraordinary

circumstances, it being considered that a potential op-

poser has an adequate alternative remedy by a petition

for cancellation.

(d) Every request to extend the time for filing a notice

of opposition should be submitted in triplicate (original

plus two copies).

§2.103 [Removed]

3. Section 2.103 is removed.
4. Section 2. 1 1 1 is revised to read as follows:

§2.111 Filing petition for cancellation.

(a) A cancellation proceeding is commenced by the

timely filing of a petition for cancellation, together with

the required fee, in the Patent and Trademark Office.

(b) Any person who believes that he is or will be

damaged by a registration may file a petition, which

should be addressed to the Trademark Trial and Appeal

Board, to cancel the registration in its entirety or for

each class in the registration specified in the petition.

The petition may be filed at any time in the case of reg-

istrations on the Supplemental Register or under the Act
of 1920, or registrations under the Act of 1881 or the

Act of 1905, which have not been published under

§ 12(c) of the Act of 1946, or on any ground specified in

§14 (c) or (e) of the Act of 1946. In all other cases the

jjetition and the required fee must be filed within five

years from the date of registration of the mark under the

Act of 1946 or from the date of publication under § 12(c)

of the Act of 1946.

(c)(1) The petition must be accompanied by the re-

quired fee for each class in the registration for which

cancellation is sought (see §§2.6(1) and 2.85(e)). If the

fees submitted are insufficient for a cancellation against

all of the classes in the registration, and the particular

class or classes against which the cancellation is filed are

not specified, the Office will issue a written notice

allowing petitioner until a set time in which to submit

the required fee(s) (provided that the five-year period, if

applicable, has not expired) or to specify the class or

classes sought to be cancelled. If the required fee(s) is

not submitted, or the specification made, within the time

set in the notice, the cancellation will be presumed to be

against the class or classes in ascending order, beginning

with the lowest numbered class, and including the num-

ber of classes in the registration for which the fees sub-

mitted are sufficient to pay the fee due for each class.
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(2) If persons are joined as party petitioners, each must
submit a fee for each class for which cancellation is

sought. If the fees submitted are insufficient for each
named party petitioner, the Office will issue a written no-
tice allowing the named party petitioners until a set time
in which to submit the required fee(s) (provided that the
five-year period, if applicable, has not expired) or to
specify the petitioner(s) to which the submitted fees ap-
ply. If the required fee(s) is not submitted, or the specifi-

cation made, within the time set in the notice, the first

named party will be presumed to be the party petitioner
and additional parties will be deemed to be party peti-

tioners to the extent that the fees submitted are sufficient
to pay the fee due for each party petitioner. If persons
are joined as party petitioners against a registration
sought to be cancelled in more than one class, the fees
submitted are insufficient, and no specification of parties
and classes is made within the time set in the written no-
tice issued by the Office, the fees submitted will be ap-
plied first on behalf of the first-named petitioner against
as many of the classes in the registration as the submitted
fees are sufficient to pay, and any excess will be applied
on behalf of the second-named party to the petition
against the classes in the registration in ascending order.

(3) The filing date of the petition is the date of receipt
in the Patent and Trademark Office of the petition to-

gether with the required fee. If the amount of the fee
filed with the petition is sufficient to pay for at least one
person to petition to cancel one class of goods or
services but is less than the required amount because
multiple party petitioners and/or multiple classes in the
registration for which cancellation is sought are in-

volved, and the required additional amount of the fee is

filed within the time limit set in the notification of the
defect by the Office, the filing date of the petition with
respect to the additional party petitioners and/or classes
is the date of receipt in the Patent and Trademark Office
of the additional fees.

5. Section 2.1 12 is revised to read as follows:

§2.112 Contents of petition for cancellation.

(a) The petition to cancel must set forth a short and
plain statement showing how the petitioner is or will be
damaged by the registration, state the grounds for can-
cellation, and indicate the respondent party to whom no-
tification shall be sent. A duplicate copy of the petition,

including exhibits, shall be filed with the petition.

(b) Petitions to cancel different registrations owned by
the same party may be joined in a consolidated petition

when appropriate, but the required fee must be included
for each party joined as petitioner for each class sought
to be cancelled in each registration against which the
petition to cancel is filed.

6. Section 2.161 is revised to read as follows:

§2.161 Cancellation for failure to file affidavit or declara-
tion during sixth year.

Any registration under the provisions of the Act of
1946 and any registration published under the provisions
of section 12(c) of the Act (§2.153) shall be cancelled as
to any class in the registration at the end of six years fol-

lowing the date of registration or the date of such publi-
cation, unless within one year next preceding the expira-
tion of such six years the registrant shall file in the

Patent and Trademark Office an affidavit or declaration
in accordance with §2.20 showing that said mark is in

use in commerce as to such class or showing that its

nonuse as to such class is due to special circumstances
which excuse isuch nonuse and is not due to any inten-

tion to abandon the mark.

7. Section 2.162 is amended by revising paragraphs
(e), (0 and (g) to read:

§2.162 Requirements for affidavit or declaration during
sixth year.

be supported by evidence which shows that the mark is

in use, and normally such evidence consists of a speci-

men or a facsimile specimen which is currently in use,

or a statement of facts concerning use. The supporting
evidence should be submitted with the affidavit or decla-
ration, but if it is not or if the evidence submitted is

found to be deficient, the evidence, or further evidence,
may be submitted and considered even though filed after

the sixth year has expired;

(0 If the registered mark is not in use in commerce,
recite facts to show that nonuse is due to special circum-
stances which excuse such nonuse and is not due to any
intention to abandon the mark. If the facts recited are
found not to be sufficient, further evidence or explana-
tion may be submitted and considered even though filed

after the sixth year has expired; and
(g) Contain the statement of use in commerce or state-

ment as to nonuse and appropriate evidence, as required
in paragraphs (e) and (0 of this section, for each class to
which the affidavit or delcaralion pertains in this regis-
tration.

(Sees. 8 and 9. Pub. L. 97-247 (96 Stat. 320))

DONALD J QUIGG. ^

Jan. 19. 1983 Deputy Commissioner of
Paients and Trademarks.

(FR Ok- 8.1-2550 Filed I-27-8.V 8 45 im|

BILLING CX)DE 3510- I^M
(1027 TMOG 129)

(e) State that the registered mark is in use in com-
merce and specify the nature of such commerce (except

under paragraph (0 of this section). The statement must

Department Of Commerce

( 1 26) Patent and Trademark Office

37 CFR Part 2

(Docket No. 30428-69)
Trademark Applications and Examination Proceedings;

Trademark Interference, Concurrent Use, Opposition and
Cancellation Proceedings; Trademark Post-Registration

Proceedings

Agency: Patent and Trademark Office, Commerce.

Action: Final rule

Summary: The Patent and Trademark Office is amending
the rules of practice in trademark cases to clarify and re-

vise procedures for the examination of applications; ap-
peals from final refusals of registration: the institution

and/or conduct of trademark interference, concurrent
use. opposition and cancellation proceedings; the exami-
nation of affidavits or declarations under section 8 of the
Trademark Act of 1946; amendments to registrations un-
der section 7 (d) of the Trademark Act; and petitions to

the Commissioner. The procedures revise or codify
existing practices, or simplify procedures, or establish

periods of time, to assist the orderly and prompt resolu-

tion of issues.

Effective Date: June 22. 1983.

For Further Information Contact: Miss Janet E Rice by
telephone at (703) 557-3551 or by mail addressed to the
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks. Attention:
Miss Janet E. Rice. Crystal Square 5. Suite 1008. Wash-
ington. DC. 20231.

Supplementary Information: Amendments to §§2.20. 2.27.

2.63, 2.64, 2.65. 2.72. 2.81. 2.96. 2.98. 2.99. 2.101. 2.102.

2.103, 2.104. 2.105. 2.106, 2.107. 2.111. 2,112. 2.113.

2.115. 2.116. 2.117. 2.120. 2.121. 2.122. 2.123. 2.124.

2.125, 2.127. 2.128. 2.129. 2.131. 2.132. 2.134. 2.135.

2.142. 2.146. 2.165. 2.173. 2.184. and 2 186 and the re-

moval of §§2.88. 2.94, 2.95. 2.97. 2.126. 2.147. and 2.148

were proposed in a rulemaking notice published in the
Federal Register on June 29, 1982. at 47 FR 28324, the
Patent and Trademark Office Official Gazette of July 27,

1982. at 1020 O.G. 25. and Vol 24 of BNA's Patent.

Trademark A Copyright Journal (J ii\y 1. 1982) at p. 236.
The purpose of these proposed amendments was to re-

vise and codify existing practices. One of the proposed
amendments (subsequently not adopted) was to inter-

change§§2.101 and 2.102. Interested parties were re-

quested to submit written comments on or before Oct. 4.
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1982. An oral hearing was held on the same date. Writ-

ten comments were submitted by four organizations and
four individuals. Three persons testified at the oral hear-

ing. Two of the individuals testified in behalf of organi-

zations which also submitted written comments. Each of
the two testified that the organization which he repre-

sented approved of the proposed amendments except as

indicated in the organization's written comments. The
third individual testified concerning the history and pur-

pose of the proposed amendments and expressed his ap-

proval of them.

However, further changes to several of these pro-

posed rules, as well as amendments to other trademark
rules, were required in order to implement certain trade-

mark provisions of intervening Pub. L. 97-247 enacted
Aug. 27, 1982. The text of the law is published in the
Patent and Trademark Office Official Gazette of Oct. 26.

1982. at 1023 O.G. 31.

Provisions of Pub. L. 97-247 relating to trademark
fees were implemented by trademark fee rule changes
which were published in the Federal Register on July 30.

1982 at 47 FR 33086 and which took effect on Oct. 1.

1982. That final rule document was based alternatively

on the law in effect at that time, Pub. L. 96-517, and on
H.R. 6260, which was then pending but is now Pub. L.

97-247. As a result of the fee rule changes, which were
based on Pub. L. 97-247 and subsequently confirmed in

a document published in the Federal Register on Sept.

17. 1982 at 47 FR 41282, further changes to §2.101
[identified in the June 29, 1982 notice as §2.102] were re-

quired.

Additional changes to §2.101 [identified in the June
29, 1982 notice as §2.102] and §2.111, the removal of

§2.103, and changes to §§2.161 and 2.162 were required

in order to implement the provisions of Sections 8 and 9

of Pub. L.97-247. Section 8 of the new law amends Sec-

tion 8 of the Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1058) to

require that an affidavit or declaration filed under Sec-

tion 8 show use of the mark in commerce. Section 9(a)

amends Section 13 of the Trademark Act (15 U.S.C.

1063) to eliminate the requirement for verification of op-

positions (thus permitting a party's attorney to sign an

opposition before the Trademark Trial and Appeal
Board), and to require that additional requests for exten-

sion of time to oppose be filed prior to the expiration of

the extension. Section 9(b) amends Section 14 of the

Trademark Act (15 U.S.C. 1064) to eliminate the re-

quirement for verification of petitions to cancel (thus

permitting a party's attorney to sign petitions to cancel

before the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board). The
provisions of Sections 8 and 9 of the new law became
effective Feb. 27, 1983.

The additional proposed changes to §1.101 (identified

in the June 29, 1982 notice as §2.102) and §2.111, the

changes to §§2.161 and 2.162, and the proposed removal
of §2.103, all required as a result of the enactment of
Pub. L. 97-247, were published in the Federal Register

on Nov. 24, 1982 at 47 FR 53054. In that notice, as in

the June 29, 1982 notice, §§2.101 and 2.102 were in-

terchanged, and it was indicated in the notice that al-

though§2.102 [identified in the notice as §2.101] and
§2.112, as proposed in the June 29, 1982 notice, already
included the necessary changes called for by Pub. L.
97-247 and thus were not being republished, further

comments on the two proposed rules would be
entertained. Interested parties were requested to submit
written comments on or before Jan. 7, 1983. Comments
were received from one organization.

In a notice of final rulemaking published in the Feder-
al Register on Jan. 28, 1983 at 48 FR 3972, and in the

Official Gazette of Feb. 22, 1983 at 1027 O.G. 129,

§2.103 was removed, and §§2.101, 2.102, 2.111, 2.112,

2.161, and 2.162 were amended, to incorporate changes
adoped both as a result of the notice of proposed
rulemaking of June 29, 1982 (to revise and codify

existing practices) and as a result of the notice of pro-

posed rulemaking of Nov. 24, 1982 (to implement the

provisions of Sections 8 and 9 of Pub. L. 97-247). All of
the comments ;:elating to §§2.101, 2.102, 2.103. 2.111,

2.112, 2.161, and 2.162 which were received in response
to the two notices of proposed rulemaking were dis-

cussed in that final rule notice and the rule changes
adopted therein became effective on Feb. 27, 1983.

Accordingly, this final rule notice does not include a
discussion of the comments relating to §§2.101, 2.102,

2.103, 2.111, and 2.112 which were received in response
to the June 29, 1982 notice of proposed rulemaking.

Discussion of Specific Sections Changed:
The rules which are being amended are discussed be-

low. (The designation § is used in The Code of Federal
Regulations to denominate a rule. If internal division of
a section is necessary, it is divided into paragraphs des-
ignated as follows: "a", "b", etc. at the first level; "1",

"2", etc. at the second level; "i", "ii", etc. at the third

level; "A", "B", etc. at the fourth level; "7", "Z\ etc. at

the fifth level; and "/", "/7", etc. at the sixth level.)

In this preamble to the rulemaking, "Patent and
Trademark Office" is abbreviated as "PTO" and
"Trademark Trial and Appeal Board" is abbreviated as

•TTAB"
Section 2.20 was proposed to be amended by the addi-

tion of a new paragraph (b) to codify the practice
whereby a nonofficer of a corporation or association

who is authorized to sign a notice of opposition or peti-

tion for cancellation may verify the pleading by a decla-
ration in lieu of an oath or affirmation. Inasmuch as the
requirement for verification has been eliminated (See
Pub. L. 97-247, enacted Aug. 27, 1982 and the final rule

notice published in the Federal Register on Jan. 28, 1983
at 48 FR 3972), this proposal is withdrawn as moot.

Section 2.27(e) is added to permit the PTO to retain

in confidence, not available for public inspection, any-

thing filed under seal pursuant to a protective order [see

amended §§2.120(0 and 2.125(e)]. Conforming amend-
ments are made in paragraphs (b) and (d) of §2.27.

Section 2.63 is clarified and designated as paragraph
(a).

Section 2.63(b) is added to codify the practice of
allowing an applicant to petition to the Commissioner
for relief from either an examiner's repeated but nonfinal

formal requirement which is appropriate for petition to

the Commissioner or a final action which is limited to

subject matter which is appropriate for petition to the

Commissioner. The paragraph also requires that a peti-

tion be timely and sets a time limit for action after denial

of a petition. See amended §2. 146(b) for a description of
nonpetitionable subject matter and amended §2. 146(d)

for the time limit (sixty days) for a petition. The final

text includes a phrase that was not included in the pro-

posed paragraph, namely, the phrase "and the subject

matter of the requirement is appropriate for petition to

the Commissioner" which now appears in the clause

"(1) the requirement is repeated, but the examiner's ac-

tion is not made final, and the subject matter of the re-

quirement is appropriate for petition to the Commission-
er;". The phrase has been added in order to further

clarify the intent of the paragraph and is not considered

to result in a material alteration thereof

Section 2.64 is designated as paragraph (a) and revised

to agree with the provision in §2.63(b) permitting peti-

tions to the Commissioner concerning some require-

ments which have been made final.
c

Section 2.64(b) is added to clarify the existing practice

of replying to requests for reconsideration after final ac-

tion, and to permit entry of amendments accompanying
such requests if they comply with the Act of 1946 and

the rules of practice in trademark cases.

Section 2.65 is designated as paragraph (a) and
amended by the addition of a sentence to provide that a

timely and proper petition under §2. 63(b) avoids the

abandonment of an application. A new paragraph (b)

permits the examiner to allow an applicant additional

time to explain and supply an inadvertent omission

which would otherwise have resulted in the application

being held abandoned. The final text of (b) includes a

phrase that was not included in the paragraph as pro-

posed, namely, the phrase "filed within the six-month re-
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sponse period" which now appears in the clause begin-
ning "When action by the applicant filed within the six-

month response period is a bona fide attempt to advance
the examination of the application • *." The phrase
has been added in order to further clarify the intent of
the paragraph and is not considered to result in a materi-
al alteration thereof

Section 2.72 is revised so that the standard for amend-
ment of a mark in an application now is the same in

terms as the standard for amendment of a registered
mark set forth in section 7(d) of the Act of 1946.

Section 2.72 was proposed to be further revised to al-

low non-material changes in the drawing to be support-
ed by specimens which were not necessarily in use at

the time the original application was filed. However,
upon further consideration, it appears that the proposed
revision might result in so many amendments to marks
as to constitute a burden on the Patent and Trademark
Office. Accordingly, this part of the proposal is with-
drawn.

Section 2.81 is revised to clarify the language of the
section. Proposed §2.81 has been slightly reworded here-
in so as to further improve the clarity of the section.

Section 2.88 is deleted because requests to consolidate
applications are very rare and the procedure is un-
workable. See Official Gazette notice of July 29. 1981.
1009 TMOG 17.

Section 2.94 is deleted because interferences are de-
clared only upon petition [see §2.91], which assumes
proper review before an interference is declared, and
existing §2.94 is unnecessary.

Section 2.95 is deleted because the deletion of §2.94
makes §2.95 unnecessary.

Section 2.96 is amended to codify existing practice on
the issues determinable in an interference and the order
of the parties and burden of proof The amended rule

states who is the junior party if two applications have
the same filing date but different dates of execution. The
third and fourth sentences of proposed §2.96 have been
reworded herein so as to improve the clarity of the sec-
tion.

Section 2.97 is deleted because it is unnecessary in

view of the codification in §2.96.

Section 2.98 is amended to make the rule consistent
with existing §2.91.

Section 2.99 is reorganized and amended to describe
the concurrent use application procedure in greater de-
tail. Paragraph (a) of the amended rule provides that an
application for a concurrent use registration will be ex-
amined in the same manner as other applications for reg-
istration.

Paragraphs (b) and (c) aiid paragraph (d)(1) of §2.99
describe the procedure to be used to institute a concur-
rent use proceeding.

Paragraphs (d)(2) and (3) of §2.99 codify existing
practice on who must file an answer to a notice of insti-

tution of a concurrent use proceeding and the effect of
not filing an answer.

Section 2.99(e) codifies existing practice on the order
of the parties and the burden of proof and states who is

the junior party if two applications have the same filing

date but different dates of execution. A person specified
as an excepted user but who has not filed an application
is stated to be a senior party to every party that has an
application involved in the proceeding because a party
without an application is seeking no relief and therefore
has no burden of proving entitlement to relief

Section 2.99(0 provides for the issuance of a concur-
rent use registration upon the basis for a court's determi-
nation of the rights of the parties to use their marks in

commerce, without the institution of a proceeding by
the TTAB, when all of the conditions specified in the
rule are fulfilled. The first clause in paragraph (0.
which, as proposed, read "when a concurrent use regis-

tration is sought on the basis of a Cv»urt's determination
of the rights of the parties to use the marks in com-
merce, • • •". has been modified herein to read "When
a concurrent use registration is sought on the basis that a

court of competent jurisdiction has finally determined
that the parties are entitled to use the same or similar

marks in commerce. • • •" The modified clause closely
follows the language of that portion of section 2(d) of
the Act of 1946 upon which the rule is based The modi-
fication has been made in order to clarify the subsection
and is not considered to result m a material alteration

thereof

Section 2.99(g) codifies existing law that registrations

and applications to register on the Supplemental Regis-
ter and registrations under the Act of 1920 are not sub-
ject to concurrent use registration proceedings and im-
plements section 26 of the Act of 1946. which provides,
inter alia, that applications for and registrations on the
Supplemental Register shall not be subject to section 17

of the Act, which is the statutory authority for a con-
current use registration proceeding (cf existing §2 91(b))

Section 2.104 is amended to clarify existing §2.104

Section 2.105 is amended to clarify existing §2 105 and*,
codify the practice thereunder.

Section 2.106(c) is amended to ctxlify the practice un-
der existing §2 106(c) that, after an answer is filed, an
opposition may be withdrawn without prejudice only
with the written consent of the applicant

Section 2.107 is amended to cxxlify the practice under
existing §2.107 whereby any pleading, including the an-
swer, may be amended.

Section 2.113 is amended to clarify existing §2 113.
which described the prixredure for notifying a registrant
of the filing of a proper petition for cancellation of his

registration The amended section includes cross-refer-
ences to §§2.111 and 2 112 (amended effective Feb 27,

1983). which pertain to the "filing" of and proper form
for a petition for cancellation, and to §2 118. which per-
tains to undelivered Office notices

Section 2.115 is amended to codify the practice under
existing §2 115 whereby any pleading, including the an-
swer, may be amended

Section 2.116(b) is amended to clarify the language
and intent of existing §2. 116(b)

Section 2.116(c) is amended to clarify existing
§2. 116(c). Any complaint filed by a party in an interfer-
ence or concurrent use proceeding would be a petition
for cancellation, and the position of the parties in the
consolidated proceeding will be set by the TTAB as re-

quired.

Section 2.117 is amended by designating the present
section as paragraph (a) and adding two new para-
graphs, (b) and (c). Section 2 117 as proposed contained
four subsections. Prop<ised paragraph (b) is withdrawn
and proposed paragraphs (c) and (d) are redesignated (b)
and (c).

Section 2.117(b) codifies existing practice as to deter-
mination of a potentially dispositive motion when the
question of suspension of proceedings is raised

Section 2.117(c) permits a party to move, or parties to
stipulate, for suspension, which usually occurs when ne-
gotiations for settlement are undertaken and the parties
want proceedings suspended for that purpose.

Section 2.120 is amended m several respects, com-
mencing with a reorganization of the rule to state how
discovery may be taken, then how discovery may be
compelled, then how admissions may be requested and
the sufficiency of admissions or objections to requests
therefor may be tested, and then how the results of dis-
covery may be used in a priKeeding.

Section 2.l2CKa) clarifies the language of the intrtxiuc-
lory paragraph of existing §2.120

Section 2.120(b) clarifies existing §2 120(a)(1) and
codifies the practice thereunder, and is made applicable
to domestic parties.

Section 2.l2(Kc)(l) restates in modified form (he pro-
visions of existing §2 I2()(a)(2). and in addition, permits
oral discovery depositions in foreign countries on mo-
tion for gixxl cause or by Mipulalion of the parties

Section 2 120(c)(2) provides ftir oral discovery deptisi-
tions within the United States of foreign parties or their
officers, etc if they will be in the United States during a
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discovery period.

Section 2.120(d) makes specific provision for requests

for production and codifies the practice for this kind of
discovery.

Section 2.120(e) clarifies existing §2. 120(c)(1) and
codifies the practice on motions to compel discovery.

Section 2. 12(K0 adds provisions pertaining to protec-

tive orders during discovery.

Section 2.12(Xg) clarifies existing §2.12(Xc)(2) and fur-

ther codifies the practice on sanctions for failing to obey
orders pertaining to discovery.

Section 2.120(h) adds to the discovery rules provisions

pertaining to requests for admissions and codifies the

practice pertaining to requests for admissions.

Section 2.12(Xi) codifies the practice on the use of
telephone and pre-trial conferences to resolve disputes.

Section 2.120(j) clarifies existing §2. 120(a)(3) relating

to the use of discovery depositions, and codifies and re-

vises the practice on the filing with the TTAB of matter
obtained during discovery and the use thereof at trial.

Section 2.121 clarifies existing §2.121 and codifies the

practice thereunder.

Section 2.122 consolidates in one section the rules

governing the introduction and admission of certain

types of evidence in inter partes proceedings before the

TTAB.
Section 2.122(a) identifies the sources of the law of

evidence to be applied in inter partes proceedings.

Section 2.122(bKl) clarifies the language and codifies

the practice under existing §2. 122(a).

Paragraph (bX2) and paragraph (c) of §2.122 clarify

existing §2.126 and codify the practice under that sec-

tion.

Section 2.122(dKl) incorporates all of the substance of
existing §2. 122(b) relating to the introduction in evi-

dence of a plaintiff's pleaded registration with the com-
plaint, except that the provision permitting the submis-

sion of an order for status and title copies of a pleaded
registration with the complaint has been eliminated.

Section 2.122(dX2) provides for the introduction in

evidence of a registration owned by a party to a pro-

ceeding during the taking of testimony or by the filing

of a notice of reliance on the registration, together with
status and title copies thereof, during that party's testi-

mony period.

Section 2.122(e) [identified in the notice of proposed
rulemaking as §2.122(cKl)] clarifies and adds to the pro-
visions of existing §2. 122(c) relating to printed publica-

tions and official records. Section 2.122(e) requires that

an official record or copy thereof offered under the rule

be an authentic record or copy pursuant to the Federal
Rules of Evidence and also requires that, when a copy
of a relevant portion of a printed publication is offered,

the copy include the title page and any other page need-
ed to show the place and date of publication, the name
and address of the publisher, and the name of the author
or the editor, which information is intended to enable
the party against whom the evidence is offered to identi-

fy what it is. In the proposed and final rules, a new
phrase, namely, "among members of the public or that

segment of the public which is relevant under an issue in

a proceeding", has been added to the opening clause of
existing §2. 122(c), so that that clause now reads "Printed
publications, such as books and periodicals, available to

the general public in libraries or of general circulation

among members of the public or that segment of the
public which is relevant under an issue in a proceeding".
The phrase was added so that it would be clear chat a

trade journal, for example, is a printed publication of the
type contemplated by the rule notwithstanding the fact

that it may be circulated only among members of the
trade rather than among members of the general public;

the addition is not to be construed as an indication that

an individual company's promotional literature, product
booklets, annual reports, etc., are admissible under this

section. Cf. Glamorene Products Corporation v. Earl
Grissmer Company, Inc., 203 USPQ 1090 (TTAB 1979);

Litton Industries, Inc. v. Litronix, Inc., 188 USPQ 407
(TTAB 1975); and Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing

Company v. Stryker Corporation, 179 USPQ 433
(TTAB 1973).

Section 2.122(0 clarifies existing §2. 1 22(d) and codifies
the practice thereunder.

Section 2.123 is amended by revising paragraphs (a),

(e)(3), Cj). and (k) thereof.

Section 2.123(a)(1) provides that testimony may be
taken by depositions upon oral questions or upon written
questions and further provides that if a party serves a
notice of taking a testimonial deposition upon written
questions, any adverse party may move to have the de-
position taken upon oral questions if the witness, even
though he may be a foreign party or a person who usu-
ally resides in a foreign country, is, or at the time of the
deposition will be, in the United States or any territory

under the control and jurisdiction of the United States.

Section 2.123(a)(2) provides that testimony in a for-

eign country is ordinarily to be taken by a deposition
upon written questions but that the party against whom
a testimonial deposition will be taken may move for

good cause shown to have it taken by oral questions in a
foreign country, and further provides that the parties

may stipulate to have testimony taken by an oral deposi-
tion in a foreign country.

Section 2.123(e)(3) codifies the practice that a party
who did not receive a proper notice of the taking of a de-
position with respect to any witness may cross-examine
that witness under protest while preserving his right to

move to strike the whole of the testimony of that witness.

Section 2.123(j) is revised to provide that Rule
32(d)(1). (2), and (3) (A) and (B) of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure shall apply to errors and irregularities in

depositions; that notice will not be taken of merely for-

mal or technical objections which shall not appear to

have wrought a substantial injury to the party raising

them; and that in case of such injury it must be made to

appear that the objection was raised at the time specified

in the aforesaid rule.

Section 2.123(k) is revised to provide that objections
to the competency of a witness or to the competency,
relevancy, or materiality of testimony must be raised at

the time required by Rule 32(d)(3KA) of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure, and that such objections will

not be considered until final hearing.

Section 2.124 sets out the procedure to be followed in

taking a discovery deposition or a testimonial deposition
upon written questions.

Section 2.124(a) provides that a deposition upon writ-

ten questions may be taken before any of the persons de-

scribed in Rule 28 of the Federal Rules of Civil Proce-
dure.

Section 2.124(b)(1) provides for the kind of notice

which must be served by a party desiring to take a testi-

monial deposition upon written questions and further

provides that a copy of the notice, without the ques-
tions, must be filed with the TTAB.

Section 2.124(bX2) provides for the kind of notice

which must be served by a party desiring to take a dis-

covery deposition upon written questions and further

provides that a copy of the notice, without the ques-
tions, must be filed with the TTAB. This paragraph also

provides that, if the name of the person to be deposed is

not known to the party who will take the deposition, a

general description sufficient to identify the class or
group to whom the prospective witness belongs shall be
stated in the notice and the party to be deposed shall

designate one or more discovery witnesses.

Section 2.124(c) requires that every notice of deposi-

tion upon written questions name or describe by title the

officer before whom the deposition will be taken.

Section 2.124(d)(1) specifies the procedure and timeta-

ble for serving the questions, objections, and substitute

questions for a deposition upon written questions.

Section 2.124(d)(2) provides that the TTAB may reset

the times specified in §2.124(dKl) and, when a testimoni-

al deposition is to be taken upon written questions, shall

suspend or reschedule other proceedings in the matter to

allow for the completion of the deposition.

Section 2.124(e) provides the procedure for sending
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the notice and questions to the officer designated in the
notice, the taking of the deposition, and the certification
and mailing of the transcript to the party who took the
deposition.

Section 2.124(0 provides for the service of copies of
the transcript and exhibits, states that the party who
took the deposition is responsible for the correctness of
the transcript, permits the use of a discovery deposition
as provided by §2.120(j). and provides for the filing with
the TTAB of a testimonial deposition, a copy thereof,
and the exhibits.

Section 2.124(g) states that objections to questions and
answers may be considered at final hearing.

Section 2.12S(a) provides for the service of a tran-
script of an oral testimonial deposition and the exhibits,

and, in respect of that requirement, continues the rule of
existing §2.12S(a).

Section 2. l2S(b) makes the party who took a deposi-
tion responsible for its correctness and for serving the
adverse party with a corrected transcript or corrected
pages.

Section 2.12S(c) continues the requirement of existing

§2.12S(a) that a certified transcript and the exhibits be
filed promptly with the TTAB and further provides that

notice of filing be served on the adverse party and that a
copy of the notice be filed with the TTAB. The require-

ment for the filing of a copy of the transcript (in addi-
tion to the certified transcript), which appeared both in

existing §2. 125(a) and in proposed §2. 125(c), has not
been retained in the final rule since the TTAB does not
really need the copy and the printing of it is an unneces-
sary expense for parties involved in proceedings before
the TTAB.

Section 2.125(d) continues the requirements of existing

§2. 125(b).

Section 2.125(e) provides that the TTAB, on motion,
may order that any part of a deposition transcript or ex-

hibits that directly disclose a trade secret or other confi-
dential research, development, or commercial informa-
tion may be filed under seal and kept confidential and
provides for sanctions for failure to comply with the
order.

Section 2.126 is deleted because the substance of the
existing section has been shifted to §2. 122(b)(2) and (c).

Paragraphs (a), (b), and (c) of §2.127 clarify, and codi-
fy the practice under, existing paragraphs (a), (b). and
(c) of that section.

Section 2.127(d) codifies the practice with respect to

suspending all matters in a case not germane to a poten-
tially dispositive motion until the determination thereof

Section 2.128(a)(1) clarifies existing §2. 128(a) except
that the rule requiring copies of a brief is shifted to final

§2. 128(b).

Section 2.128(a)(2) codifies the practice of having the
TTAB set the briefing schedule by order when proceed-
ings are consolidated, or when there is a counterclaim,
or when more than two parties are involved.

Section 2.128(a)(3) contains a new provision enabling
the TTAB to enter judgment against a plaintiff who fails

to file a brief at final hearing and also fails to respond to

an order to show cause why such judgment should not
be entered against him or files a response indicating that

he has lost interest in the case.

Section 2.128(b) clarifies and codifies the practice un-

der the last sentence of existing §2. 128(a) and existing

§2. 128(b).

Section 2.129(a) clarifies and codifies the practice un-

der existing §2. 128(c) and existing §2. 129(a).

Section 2.129(b) clarifies existing §2. 129(b).

Section 2.129(c) clarifies existing §2. 129(c). from
which the language referring to a decision on a motion
which is finally dispositive of a case has been deleted be-

cause any requests for reconsideration or modification of
a decision issued on a motion would be made under final

§2. 127(b).

Section 2.131 clarifies and codifies the practice under
existing §2.131. The effect is to eliminate the dichotomy
between inter partes and ex partes issues and to provide
for the determination by the TTAB of all issues that

have been expressly pleaded by the parties or tried by
their express or implied consent and to reserve for re-

mand to the examiner for reexamination only issues nei-

ther pleaded nor tried but which appear to make the

mark of an applicant unregistrable.

Section 2.132(a) changes the practice under existing

§2. 132(a) by eliminating the step of having the TTAB is-

sue an order to the plaintiff to show cause why judg-
ment should not be entered against him. Under amended
§2. 132(a). the plaintiff will have fifteen days from the

date of service of the defendant's motion for dismissal

within which to show cause why judgment should not

be rendered against the plaintiff.

Section 2.132(b) clarifies existing §2. 132(b).

Section 2.134(a) codifies the practice under existing

§2.134 that the written consent of the adverse party is

required to avoid judgment against a cancellation re-

spondent who applies to cancel his registration under
section 7(d) of the Act of 1946 while the registration is

involved in a proceeding.
Section 2.134(b) provides that, after the commence-

ment of a cancellation proceeding, if it comes to the at-

tention of the TTAB that a respondent (registrant) has
permitted his registration to be cancelled under section 8

of the Act of 1946 or has failed to renew his registration

under section 9 of the Act. an order may be issued

allowing respondent until a set time in which to show
cause why the resulting demise of the registration

should not be deemed to be the equivalent of a cancella-
tion of the registration by request of the repondent with-
out the written consent of the adverse party and should
not result in entry of judgment against the respondent,
and that, in the absence of a showing of good and suffi-

cient cause, judgment may be entered against respon-
dent. Section 2.134(b) is added to avoid situations where
a respondent in a cancellation proceeding may moot the.
case and avoid judgment because of the fortuitous cir-

cumstance that his registration happens to reach its sixth

anniversary or twentieth anniversary while a proceeding
is pending and the responderft exploits this situation by
simply failing to file an affidavit under section 8 of the
Act or a renewal application under section 9 of the Act.

Section 2.135 cixiifies the practice under existing

§2.135. which is parallel to the practice under existing

§2.134 and final §2. 134(a). that the written consent of
the adverse party is required to avoid judgment against

an applicant who abandons his application or mark
while the application is involved in an opposition, con-
current use or interference prcx:eeding. Ii should be not-

ed that existing §2.135 begins. "If. m a proceeding, an
applicant • • *'". but that the keciiorf as proposed re-

ferred only to "an opposition proceeding". The narrow-
ing of the application of the rule in the section as pro-
posed was an inadvertent error. In order to correct the
error, the proposal to revise the section to include only
a reference to an opposition proceeding is withdrawn.
The wording of the beginning of final §2.135. namely.
"After commencement of an opposition, concurrent use,

or interference proceeding, if the applicant • • •". is le-

gally equivalent to the beginning of existing §2.135.

Section 2.142(a) clarifies existing §2. 142(a).

Section 2.142(b) requires the examiner to file with the
TTAB a brief answering the appellants brief and re-

quires the examiner to file the brief within sixty days af-

ter appellant's brief is sent to the examiner by the
TTAB. Section 2.142(b) as proposed required that the
examiner's brief (referred to therein as a "statement")
answer "every point in" the appellant's brief, whereas
existing §2. 142(b) requires only that the examiner furnish

a written statement "In answer to" appellant's brief
Upon further consideration, the proposal to modify
§2. 142(b) to require that the examiner's brief answer
"every point in" the appellant's brief is withdrawn since
it is likely to result in briefs which are unduly lengthy.
An appellant's brief may contain points which are so in-

significant, immaterial, etc. as to require no response.

Section 2.142(c) codifies the practice that all require-

ments made by the examiner and not the subject of ap-
peal shall be complied with prior to the filing of an
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appeal.

Section 2.142(d) provides that the record in the appli-

cation should be complete prior to the filing of an ap-

peal, states that the TTAB will ordinarily not consider

additional evidence filed with the TTAB by the appel-

lant or by the examiner after an appeal is filed, and pro-

vides that either the appellant or the examiner may re-

quest the TTAB to suspend the appeal and remand the

application for further examination if the appellant or
th^ examiner desires to introduce additional evidence.

Section 2.142(e)(1) amends existing §2. 142(c), and
codifies the practice under the existing rule, by changing
the due date for a request for an oral hearing on an ap-

peal from the date when the appellant's brief is filed to a

date ten days after the due date for a reply brief.

Section 2.142(eX2) requires the examiner to present an
oral argument if an oral argument is requested by the

appellant.

Section 2.142(eK3) allots twenty minutes to the appel-

lant for oral argument and ten, minutes to the examiner
for oral argument.

Section 2.142(0 provides for situations where, during
an appeal, it appears to the TTAB that an issue not
previously raised may render the mark of the appellant

unregistrable, that is, when something on the face of the
record on appeal indicates that a question concerning
the registrability of the mark may exist but has not been
considered. The paragraph provides the procedure to be
followed by the TTAB, the Examiner, and the appellant
when the TTAB suspends an appeal and remands an ap-
plication on the TTAB's own initiative. The paragraph
as amended includes certain words, namely, "to be com-
pleted", appearing in the phrase "and remand the appli-

cation to the examiner for further examination to be
completed within thirty days", which were not included
in the paragraph as proposed. The words have been
added in order to further clarify the intent of the para-

graph and are not considered to result in a material al-

teration thereof. Further, for the reason indicated in

connection with §2. 142(b), the words "every point in"

have been omitted from §2.142(0(4).
Section 2.146 collects in one section the rules on peti-

tions to the Commissioner in existing §§2.146, 2.147, and
part of §2.148. For this reason existing §2.147 is re-

moved. In the notice of proposed rulemaking, it was
also proposed that existing §2.148 be deleted. The reason
for the proposal was a belief that the entire substance of
§2.148 was incorporated in proposed §2. 146(a)(5), which
provides that petition may be taken to the Commissioner
in any extraordinary situation, when Justice requires and
no other party is injured thereby, to request a suspension
or waiver of any requirement of the rules not being a re-

quirement of the Act of 1946. However, existing §2.148
provides that in an extraordinary situation, when justice

requires and no other party is injured thereby, any re-

quirement of the rules not being a requirement of the
statute may be suspended or waived by the Commission-
er. That rule is not limited to waiver petition but rather
also encompasses waiver upon the Commissioner's own
initiative. Inasmuch as the entire substance of existing

§2.148 is not incorporated in proposed and final

§2.146(aX5), the proposal to remove §2.148 is with-
drawn.

Section 2.146(a) reflects the change in §2.63(b) permit-
ting petitions concerning some requirements which have
been made final.

Section 2.146(b) delineates classes of questions which
are not considered to be appropriate subject matter for
petitions to the Commissioner. These questions are sub-
stantive issues of registrability of marks and are consid-
ered to be appropriate for appeal to the TTAB. Section
2.146(b) as proposed read "Questions arising under Sec-
tions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 23 of the Trademark Act during
the ex parte prosecution of applications are not consid-
ered to be appropriate subject matter for petitions to the

Commissioner", whereas paragraph (b) as adopted here-

in reads "Questions of substance arising during the ex

parte prosecution applications, including, but not limited

to. questions arising of under Sections 2, 3, 4, S, 6 ^nd

23 of the Act of 1946, are not considered to be appropri-
ate subject matter for petitions to the Commissioner."
The wording of the paragraph has been modified for
purposes of clarification, and such modification is not
considered to result in a material alteration of the para-
graph.

Section 2.146(c) specifies the contents of a petition of
the Commissioner, and in this respect clarifies require-
ments previously included in §2. 146(b).

Section 2.146(d) specifies the time limit for filing a pe-
tition on any matter not otherwise specifically provided
for. In proposed §2. 146(d), an attempt was made to list

the matters otherwise specifically provided for. Howev-
er, several matters were inadvertently omitted. In order
to ensure that the rule is correct, the list has been omit-
ted from the final rule.

Section 2.146(e) provides time limits and specifies the
procedure for a petition to the Commissioner from the
denial of a request for an extension of time to file an op-
position or from an interlocutory order of the TTAB.
Section 2.146(e)(1) contains a new requirement that a
petition from the denial of a request for an extension of
time to oppose must be served on the applicant or his at-

torney and provides for a response by the applicant to
the petition.

Section 2.146(f) clarifies a provision previously in-

cluded in §2. 146(c).

Section 2.146(g) clarifies and codifies the practice
previously under §2. 146(d) and, in addition, makes §2.146
consistent with §§2.63(b) and 2.65, as adopted herein.

Section 2.146(h) codifies the practice previously under
§2. 146(e) whereby authority to act on classes of peti-

tions, in addition to any particular petition, may be dele-

gated.

Paragraphs (a), (b), and (c) of §2.165 specify the
procedure when the affidavit or declaration filed under
section 8 of the Act of 1946 is refused. The steps to be
taken by the registrant to request reconsideration and to
petition to the Commissioner and the time limits for

such requests and petitions are stated.

Section 2.165(d) states that a petition to the Commis-
sioner for review of the action refusing the affidavit or
declaration under section 8 of the Act of 1946 shall be a
condition precedent to an appeal to or action for review
by any court. This implements section 21 (a)(1) and
(b)(1) of the Act, which provides, inter alia, that a regis-

trant who has filed an affidavit under section 8 of the
Act who is dissatisfied with the decision of the Commis-
sioner may appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit or may have remedy by a civil action.

Section 2.173(b) clarifies the circumstances in which
an amendment of the identification of goods or services
of a registration is permitted. The rule states that an
identification of goods or services can be restricted or
can be otherwise changed in ways that would not re-

quire republication of the mark.
Paragraphs (a), (b), and (c) of §2.184 specify proce-

dures and time limits for relief when an application for

renewal of the registration under section 9 of the Act of
1946 is refused, in parallel with final §2.165.

Section 2.184(d) is parallel to final §2. 165(d) and has
the same statutory basis.

Section 2.186 clarifies and codifies the practice under
existing §2.186 that action with respect to an assigned
application or registration may be taken by the assignee

provided that the assignment has been recorded.

Response to Comments on the Rules

The written comments and oral testimony offered in

response to the notice of proposed rulemaking published
in the Federal Register on June 29, 1982 have been given
careful consideration, and a substantial number of the
suggested modifications have been adopted. The com-
ments and responses (except those pertaining to §§2.101,
2.102, 2.103, 2.111, and 2.112, which were included in

the final rule notice published in the Federal Register on
Jan. 28, 1983 at 48 FR 3972) appear below:

Comment: In response to the proposal to amend §2.20
by adding a new paragraph (b) to codify a particular
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practice relating to the verification of oppositions and
petitions for cancellation, one organization notpd that
the question of verification of oppositions and petitions
for cancellation appeared to be moot in view of Pub. L.
97-247; indicated its belief, with respect to the phrase
"person who is authorized to sign" in proposed §2.20(b).
that the rules pertaining to oppositions and petitions for
cancellation should be amended to require that when an
opposition or petition for cancellation is signed on behalf
of a corporation or an association by a person who is

authorized to sign the document but who is not an offi-
cer, the person must represent that he has such authori-
ty; and submitted its proposal for a substitute §2.20
(modeled on the corresponding patent rule, §1.68) which
is broader in scope than present §2.20.

Response: Inasmuch as Pub. L. 97-247 has amended
the Trademark Act of 1946 so as to eliminate the re-
quirement for verification of oppositions and petitions
for cancellation, the proposal to amend §2.20 by adding
a new paragraph (b) relating to verification of opposi-
tions and petitions for cancellation has been withdrawn.
The other two suggestions involve substantive rule
changes which are outside the scope of the proposed
rule changes as published and hence cannot be adopted
without affording members of the public an opportunity
to comment thereon. However, these suggestions will be
considered in connection with any future proposals to
amend the rules in question. In this regard, it should be
noted that when an opposition or petition for cancella-
tion is signed by a person whose authority to sign is not
apparent, it is the practice of the Trademark Trial and
Appeal Board to inquire as to that person's authority to
sign.

Comment: One organization suggested that the word
"Anything" be substituted in proposed §2. 27(e) for the
phrase "Any documents, tangible things, answer to in-
terrogatories, or all or any part of any discovery or tes-
timonial deposition transcripts" because the attempt to
list all of the types of things subjected to the rule might
invite disputes as to whether particular items are cov-
ered. The same organization suggested that the follow-
ing sentence be added to paragraph (e): "When possible,
only confidential portions of filings with the Board shall
be filed under seal."

Response: The paragraph has been modified as
suggested.

Comment: One organization and three members of an-
other organization suggested that proposed §2. 64(b),
which concerns requests for reconsideration after final

action by the examiner, be modified to require that any
request for reconsideration filed within three months of
the final action be responded to by the examining attor-
ney before the time for appeal.

Response: The six-month period for appealing from a
final refusal of registration, or for complying with a re-

quirement which has been made final, or for petitioning
the Commissioner [if permitted by §2. 63(b)] with respect
to such a requirement, is statutory, and the Patent and
Trademark Office cannot guarantee that any request for

reconsideration filed within three months of the final ac-
tion will be responded to by the examining attorney be-
fore the time for appeal. However, the paragraph has
been modified to provide that normally the examiner
will reply to a request for reconsideration before the end
of the six-month period if the request is filed within
three months after the date of the final action.
Comment: Two organizations expressed disapproval of

the final sentence of proposed §2.64(b), which reads:
"Amendments accompanying requests for reconsidera-
tion after final action will be entered if they place the
application in condition for publication or in better form
for appeal." The organizations criticized this provision
as being unduly restrictive and vague, and suggested
that the subsection be modified to permit any amend-
ment that complies to the Trademark Act of 1946 and
the Rules of Practice in Trademark Cases.

Response: The paragraph has been modified as
suggested.

Comment: One organization suggested that proposed

§2. 65(a), which includes a reference to proposed §2. 63(b),
be modified to include also a reference to proposed
§2.146. for the asserted reason that if reference is made
to other sections of the rules, the reference should in-

clude all the most pertinent rules

Response: The Paragraph has been modified as
suggested.

Comment: Two organizations urged with respect to
proposed §2. 65(b) (which concerns the filing of an in-

complete response to an examiner's action), that the
word "may" m the clause "opportunity to explain and
supply the omission may be given before the question of
abandonment is considered" be changed to "shall"

Response: The suggestion has not been adopted. A re-

quirement that an opportunity lo explain and supply an
omission be given in every case would result in a signifi-
cant increase in the work load of the Trademark Exam-
ining Operation and hence an undue burden upon the
Patent and Trademark Office. Accordingly, the word
"may" has been retained in the final paragraph so as to
leave the Trademark Examining Attorney with the
descretion to determine whether such an opportunity
should be given, depending upon the nature of the omis-
sion. The final paragraph parallels corresponding patent
§1. 135(c).

Comment: One member of one of the organizations
commented that as a result of the proposed revision of
§2.72 (which would allow non-material changes in the
drawing of a mark to be supported by specimens which
were not necessarily in use at the time the original appli-
cation was filed), an applicant might amend its mark
sought to be registered in order to overcome a reference
under section 2(d) of the Trademark Act of 1946.

Response: The proposed revision might well have the
result suggested in the comment, and an amendment for
such a purpose would net be wrong, m and of itself
However, upon further consideration it appears that the
proposed revision might result in so many amendments
to marks as to constitute a burden upon the Patent and
Trademark Office. Accordingly, the proposal to revise
§2.72 in the manner described above is withdrawn. A
second proposal to change the last sentence of §2.72
from "Amendments may not be made if the nature of
the mark is changed thereby" to "Amendments may not
be made if the character of the mark is materially al-

tered", so that the standard for amendment will be the
same as the standard for amendment of registered marks
(see section 7(d) of the Act of 1946). is adopied.

Comment: One organization commented, with respect
to proposed §2.81, that there is a typographical error in
the first line of the section, namely, that "with" should
be "within." Another organization noted certain errors
in the corrections to proposed §2. 121(b)(1) and (c)
published in the Federal Register at 47 FR 32955

Response: The noted errors were made in printing
They do not appear in the original text of the notice of
proposed rulemaking which was prepared and retained
by the Patent and Trademark Office.

Comment: One individual, one organization, and one
member of another organization expressed iheir belief
that the second sentence in proposed §2. 99(a) (which
states, "The examiner may require an applicant for regis-

tration as a concurrent user to make a prima facie show-
ing that the applicant is entitled to a concurrent use reg-
istration") is too vague to be of help in drafting a con-
current use application, and suggested that this portion
of the paragraph either be deleted or made more specif-
ic.

Response: Upon further consideration, ii appears that
the subject matter of this portion of the subsection
should be developed either through decisional law or in

the Trademark Manual of Examining Procedure. Ac-
cordingly, the sentence has been deleted.

Comment: Proposed §2.99(0 lists the conditions which
must be met when an applicant seeks to obtain a concur-
rent use registration under the provisions of section 2(d)
of the Act of 1946 based on a court decree, without the
necessity of a concurrent use proceeding in the Patent
and Trademark Office. One organization urged that the
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fifth condition (which states: "the excepted use specified

in the concurrent use application does not involve a reg-

istration") be deleted for the reason that it is vague and,

in any event, inappropriate where the registration in-

volved was otherwise before the court.

Response: When the excepted use specified in a con-

current use application based on a court decree involves

an unrestricted registration, a concurrent use registration

proceeding must be instituted in order that the Trade-

mark Trial and Appeal Board may restrict the registra-

tion in accordance with the court decree. In such cases,

the concurrent use registration proceeding does not go

forward to trial but rather is terminated on the basis of

the court decree immediately after institution of the pro-

ceeding. However, if the registration has been restricted

by the Commissioner in accordance with the court de-

cree, and the other conditions listed in paragraph (0

have been met, there is ordinarily no need for a concur-

rent use registration proceeding. Accordingly, paragraph

(0 has been modified to read: "the excepted use speci-

fied in the concurrent use application does not involve a

registration, or any involved registration has been re-

stricted by the Commissioner in accordance with the

court decree."

Comment: One organization noted that in §§2.104 and

2.105, as proposed, the term "opposition", when used to

refer to the complaint in an opposition proceeding, has

been changed to "notice of opposition". The organiza-

tion expressed its belief that there is no reason for

reverting to the phrase "notice of opposition" except

tradition, and that that phrase is confusingly similar to

the phrase "notification of opposition".

Response: The proposal to change "opposition" to

"notice of opposition" in certain instances has not been

adopted.
Comment: One organization commented that proposed

§2.113 should be modified to indicate that the effective

filing date of a petition for cancellation will be the date

that the statiftory requirements, including payment of

the required fee(s), are satisfied. Tlie organization indi-

cated that it was concerned here and elsewhere (see

comment and response pertaining to §2.111 in the final

rule notice published in the Federal Register on Jan. 28,

1983 at 48 FR 3972) about cases in which an incomplete

filing is made within five years of the date of registra-

tion and not perfected until the five-year period of sec-

tion 14(a) of the Act of 1946 has passed. The organiza-

tion also suggested that the section be modified to

include a cross-reference to existing §2.118, which per-

tains to undelivered notifications.

Response: The section has been modified to include a

cross-reference to §2.118. Additionally, the first clause in

the section, which as proposed read "When a petition

for cancellation has been filed in proper form and the

correct fee(s) have been submitted,", has been modified

by the inclusion of a cross-reference to §§2.111 and

2.1 12 and by the deletion of the words "and the correct

fee(s) have been submitted,", so that the modified clause

reads "When a petition for cancellation has been filed in

proper form (see §§2.111 and 2.112),". Section 2.111. as

amended effective Feb. 27, 1983 (see the final rule notice

published in the Federal Register on Jan. 28, 1983 at 47

FR 3972) provides in effect that the filing date of a peti-

tion for cancellation with resj)ect to each named party

petitioner and each class sought to be cancelled is the

date of receipt in the Patent and Trademark Office of

the petition together with the required fee for that party

petitioner and class, and that is those cases where the

five-year limitation of sections 14 (a) and (b) of the Acts

of 1946 is applicable, the petition and required fee(s)

must be filed prior to the expiration of the five-year pe-

riod. Section 2.112, as amended effective Feb. 27, 1983.

pertains to the proper form for a petition for cancella-

tion.

Comment: One organization stated, with respect to

proposed §2. II 7(b), that it failed to appreciate the neces-

sity for requiring that issue be joined in both the civil

action and the proceeding in the Patent and Trademark

Office before the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board

will consider suspension of the Board proceeding pend-

ing the outcome of the civil action. The organization

also noted that the retained paragraph of §2.117 needs a

paragraph reference, i.e., "(a)".

Response: The retained paragraph of §2.117 has desig-

nated been "a". Insofar as proposed paragraph (b) is

concerned, it is not in fact the practice of the Board to

require that issue be joined in the civil action before sus-

pension of the Board proceeding will be considered [see

Tokaido v. Honda Associates, Inc., 179 USPQ (TTAB
1973)]. Moreover, while it may not be possible in some
cases to determine whether a civil action is likely to be

determinative of a proceeding before the Board until an

answer has been filed in one or both proceedings, in oth-

er cases it is feasible and advantangeous to suspend prior

to answer. Accordingly, proposed §2.1 17(b) has been

withdrawn, and proposed paragraphs (c) and (d) have
been redesignated (b) and (c).

Comment: One organization suggested that suspension

be considered automatic upon the showing of the institu-

tion of a civil action between the parties provided that

the party in the position of plaintiff in the Board pro-

ceeding has neither commenced taking testimony nor

filed any evidence in such proceeding.

Response: It is the normal practice of the Board to sus-

pend under the circumstances outlined in the comment if

it appears that the civil action may be dispositive of the

proceeding before the Board. However, even under

these circumstances there are times when it may be de-

sirable to go forward with the Board proceeding, as, for

example, when the civil court has a large backlog or

suspends its own action pending the final determination

of the Board proceeding. Accordingly, it is believed that

the matter of suspension should be left to the discretion

of the Board, and the suggested amendment has not

been adopted.

Comment: With respect to §2. 11 7(b) [identified in the

notice of proposed rulemaking as §2. 117(c)], which as

proposed reads "Whenever there is pending, at the time

when the question of the suspension of proceedings is

raised, a motion which is potentially dispositive of the

case, the motion will be decided before the question of

suspension will be considered.", one organization and
two members of another organization suggested that the

phrase "the motion will be decided" be changed to "the

motion may be decided", so that the Board will have
the discretion to either suspend or rule in such a case,

and will not be compelled to determine the motion be-

fore it if, for example, a similar motion is pending in the

civil action.

Response: The paragraph has been modified in accor-

dance with this suggestion.

Comment: Four members of one organization objected

to proposed §2.120(cK2) (which provides in effect that

whenever a foreign party or its officers, etc., is or will

be in the United States during a discovery period, such

party may be deposed in the United States by oral exam-
ination upon notice by the party seeking discovery.) The
reason given for the objection was that the foreign offi-

cer could be seriously inconvenienced because of the

proposed rule, which invites abuse.

Response: While it is true that a foreign officer who is

traveling in the United States on other business might

find it inconvenient to have his oral discovery deposi-

tion taken, it is equally true that there are instances in

which it is inconvenient for a domestic officer to have

his oral deposition taken. Further, there can be no doubt

that the oral deposition is a far better discovery device

than the deposition upon written questions. It is believed

that the advantages offered by the oral deposition out-

weigh the disadvantage of possible inconvenience. Ac-

cordingly, proposed §2.120(cK2) is being adopted herein

as a final rule.

Comment: With respect to proposed §2. 120(d), which

provides for the production of documents, in response to

a request for production of documents, at the place

where the documents are usually kept, or where the

parties agree, or where and in the manner which the

Trademark Trial and Appeal Board, upon motion, or-
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ders, one individual suggested that the paragraph be
modified to require that the party upon which the re-
quest is served respond to the request by sending copies
of all documents requested to the party making the re-
quest.

Response: The purpose of §2. 1 20(d) is to permit the
Board, upon motion, to order that a party produce re-
quested documents by photocopying and mailing them
to the requesting party at the latter's expense. However,
inasmuch as there are cases in which some other manner
of production is more appropriate or feasible, the man-
ner of production is a matter which is better left to the
discretion of the Board. Accordingly, the suggestion has
not been adopted.
Comment: One individual suggested that proposed

§2. 120(e), which concerns motions to compel discovery,
be modified to provide that if counsel for the parties
reach an agreement relating to a disputed discovery mat-
ter, a motion may be brought to enforce the agreement.

Response: Inasmuch as it is not the function of the
Board to enforce agreements between parties, this sug-
gestion has not been adopted. However, a party may al-

ways argue the existence of such an agreement as a fac-
tor bearing on the merits of a motion to compel
discovery.

Comment: With respect to proposed §2.120(i) (which
provides, in essence, that the Board may at its discretion
request that the parties come to its offices for a pre-trial
conference when pre-trial questions or issues have been
so complex that their resolution by correspondence or
telephone conference is not practical), one individual,
noting that the paragraph provides for a pre-trial- confer-
ence at the Board's option and discretion, suggested that
the paragraph be modified to indicate that such a con-
ference may also be requested by a party to a proceed-
ing but that the Board be left with the discretion to
grant the request. The same individual also suggested
that the paragraph, which as proposed contains only a
passing reference to a "telephone conference", be bro-
ken into two parts, the first being devoted to the
telphone conference (with provision therefor at the op-
tion of the Board or at the request of a party to a pro-
ceeding, but again leaving the Board with discretion to
grant the request), and the second being devoted to the
pre-trial conference. The individual expressed his belief
that attorneys should be made aware of the telephone
conference procedure since it can be very useful to them
as well as to the Board.

Response: The paragraph has been modified as
suggested to include two paragraphs and to provide that
the Board may utilize the telephone and pre-trial confer-
ence procedures either upon its own initiative or upon
request made by one or both of the parties. Although
neither of the new paragraphs contains the words "at its

discretion," both contain the words "the Board may,"
which cleariy indicate that the utilization of these proce-
dures is a matter which is left to the discretion of the
Board.

Comment: A number of comments were received with
respect to proposed §2.1200), which pertains to the use
of discovery depositions, admissions, or answers to in-

terrogatories. Two organizations noted that proposed
§2.120(j)(2) (which incorporates the "fairness exception"
of Rule 32(aK4) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
("F.R.C.P.") apparently limits the use of discovery de-
positions only to the inquiring party, while Rule 32(aK4)
F.R.C.P. allows the use of the deposition for any pur-
pose by either party once the adverse party has relied
upon any part of it. These organizations recommended
that the paragraph be modified to follow Rule
32(aK4) F.R.C.P. One organization objected to proposed
§2.120(jX3) (which permits the introduction into evi-
dence on motion of the discovery deposition of a non-
party under certain circumstances provided that the mo-
tion is filed promptly after the circumstances claimed to
justify use of the deposition become known) on the
ground that the timing requirement for the motion is un-
necessary and unduly restrictive and that the better
practice would be to let the motion be filed at the time

of the purported offer of the deposition into evidence
Another organization recommended that consideration
be given to permitting much greater use of non-party
discovery depositions than permitted by proposed
§2.1200K3), or at least that the burden imposed by the
last of the listed instances in which such depositions may
be introduced into evidence, namely, "upon a showing
of extraordinary circumstances and necessity in the in-
terest of justice", should be lessened Three members of
one organization commented that any party, not just the
deposing party, should be able to make a discovery de-
position of record if its use at trial is permitted by Rule
32 F.R.C.P. Finally, one individual noted that proposed
§2.120(j). which permits only the inquiring party to in-
troduce a discovery deposition into evidence (unless the
"fairness exception" applies), confiicts with Rule 32(aK2)
FRCP., which provides that a deposition of a party
"may be used by an adverse party for any purpose", and
with Rule 32(aK3) FRCP., which provides that the de-
position of "a witness, whether or not a party, may be
used by any party for any purpose" m the limited cir-
cumstances corresponding to those set forth in proposed
§2.120(jK3) (except for the 100-mile exception, which is

not applicable to proceedings before the Trademark Tri-
al and Appeal Board). This individual submitted a
suggested alternative text for §2.1200) which conforms
to Rule 32(a) FRCP, by (a) eliminating the restriction
m proposed §2.1200X1) and (2) that only the inquiring
party may offer a discovery deposition in evidence, and
(b) broadening proposed §2.1200X2) to cover any "wit-
ness, whether or not a party" In the suggested text,
paragraphs (I)-(3) of proposed §2 1200) are also re-
organzied and rearranged for clarity.

Response: The text suggested by the individual lias
been adopted with certain modifications m order to re-
solve the confiicts and objections noted by this individu-
al and others, as outlined above. In the final paragraph
the text of §2.1200X1) follows the text of Rule 32(aX2)
F.R.C.P. The text of the discovery deposition "fairness
exception", which appears in final §2.1200X4). is essen-
tially the same as the text of Rule 32(aH4) F.R.C.P. The
provision relating to the introduction into evidence, by
order of the Board upon motion, of the discovery depo-
sition of a non-party under certain circumstances (which
appears in final §2.1200X2)] has been broadened to per-
mit the introduction, by order of the Board upon mo-
tion, of the discovery deposition of a witness, whether
or not a party, by any party under the stated circum-
stances. The final such circumstance, which in the pro-
posed paragraph read "upon a showing of extraordinary
circumstances and necessity in the interest of justice",
has been modified to read "upon a showing that such
exceptional circumstances exist as to make it desirable,
in the interest of justice, to allow the deposition to be
used," which closely follows the wording of Rule
32(aX3) F.R.C.P. The timing requirement for a motion
filed under the paragraph has been changed from "filed
promptly after the circumstances claimed to justify use
of the deposition became known" to "filed at the lime of
the purported offer of the deposition in evidence" for all

such motions except those based upon a claim of excep-
tional circumstances. In the latter instance, the proposed
timing requirement, namely, "filed promptly after the
circumstances claimed to justify use of the deposition
became known", has been retained in the final rule for
two reasons; first, to provide an adverse party with the
best possible opportunity lo investigate the claim of ex-
ceptional circumstances, and second, so thai m those
cases where the circumstances become known prior to
the taking of the deposition, the motion will be filed,

and hence can be determined, before the deposition is

taken. Finally, in order to make it clear that once a dis-
covery deposition, or a part thereof, or an answer to an
interrogatory, or an admission, has been properly made
of record by one party, it may be referred to by any
party for any purpose permitted by the Federal Rules of
Evidence, a provision to that effect, identified as para-
graph 0X7). has been included in the final paragraph.

Comment: With respect to proposed §2.122(cK2)
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(which provides that a registration owned by a party to

a proceeding may be made of record by that party by

filing a notice of reliance accompanied by a certified

copy of the registration showing current status and ti-

tle), two organizations and three members of another or-

ganization objected to the requirement for certification

of the status and title copies as being unnecessary, ex-

pensive, and unduly harsh. One of these organizations,

noting that proposed §2.122 is modified to eliminate the

practice set forth in existing §2. 122(b) (which provides

that a registration of an opposer or petitioner pleaded in

an opposition or petition to cancel will be received in

evidence and made part of the record if two copies

showing status and title of the registration or an order

for such copies accompany the opposition or petition),

expressed its belief that, accepting the Patent and Trade-

mark Office's position that the practice set forth in

existing §2. 122(b) has caused delays and problems for

the Office, still there is no reason for requiring that the

status and title copies of the registration be certified

when made of record, pursuant to proposed §2. 120(c)(2),

by the filing of a notice of reliance during the testimony

period of the party filing the notice.

Response: The proposal to require that status and title

copies of registrations also be certified has not been

adopted hereiii. Further, since the only part of existing

§2. 122(b) which caused trouble was the provision

involving the submission of an order for status and title

copies with the complaint, the proposal to modify
existing §2.122 by eliminating that provision is adopted
herein, but the proposal to eliminate the provision in-

volving the submission of actual status and title

copies with the complaint is withdrawn. Hence, final

§2.122 provides, in paragraph (d)(1), that a registration

of the opposer or petitioner pleaded in an opposition or

petition to cancel will be received in evidence and
made part of the record if the opposition or petition is

accompanied by two copies of the registration prepared

and issued by the Patent and Trademark Office show-
ing both the current status of and current title to the

registration.

Comment: One organization suggested that the word
"competent" should be inserted before the word "evi-

dence" in two (unspecified) places in proposed §2.122-

(bK2) and in one place in proposed §2. 122(b)(3), and that

the first clause in proposed -^i. 1 22(cK2) be changed from
"A registration owned by any party to a proceeding
may be made of record in the proceeding by that party

by filing a notice of reliance," to "A registration owned
by any party to a proceeding may be made of record in

the proceeding by that party by appropriate identifica-

tion and introduction during the proper testimony peri-

od or by filing a notice of reliance,". The same organiza-

tion also submitted a suggested plan for reorganizing

propose<^§2.122 and for giving each paragraph therein a

heading. Three members of another organization

expressed their agreement with these suggestions.

Response: The suggested plan for reorganization and
for headings has been adopted herein with certain minor
modifications necessitated by the response to the forego-

ing comment (e.g., the comment concerning the intro-

duction of registrations in evidence).

The word "competent" has been inserted before the

word "evidence" only once in final §2. 122(b)(2) and not

at all in final §2. 122(c) [identified in the notice of pro-

posed rulemaking as §2. 122(b)(3)]. The clauses in these

paragraphs were the word "comjietent" might have
been, but was not, inserted before the word "evidence"
read "The allegation in an application for registration, or

in a registration, of a date of use is not evidence on be-

half of the applicant or registrant;"; "Specimens in the

file of an application for registration, or in the file of a

registrant, are not evidence on behalf of the applicant or

registrant * • •"; and "An exhibit attached to a pleading

is not evidence on behalf of the party to whose pleading

the exhibit is attached • • •" The reason why the word
"competent" was not inserted in these instances is that

in each one the matter in question is not evidence on be-

half of the named party at all (although specimens, or the

allegation of a date of use, for example, may be used as

evidence against an applicant or registrant, e.g., as an
admission against interest).

Finally, the first clause in proposed §2. 1 22(c)(2) [iden-

tified herein as §2.122(dK2)] has been modified to read
"A registration owned by any party to a proceeding
may be made of record in the proceeding by that party
by appropriate identification and introduction during
the taking of testimony or by filing a notice of re-

liance."There is a slight difference between the clause as

adopted and the clause as suggested by the organization
(the organization's suggested wording "during the prop-
er testimony period" has been changed to "during the

taking of testimony"). The change in the wording was
made so that it would be clear that this portion refers to

identification and introduction during the taking of testi-

mony as distinguished from identification and introduc-
tion by notice of reliance. This change is not to be con-
strued as an indication that such identification and
introduction does not have to be made "during the

proper testimony period"; with the deception of status

and title copies of a plaintiffs pleaded registration sub-

mitted with the complaint, any evidence which a party

offers on the case must be offered during the proj)er tes-

timony period.

Comment: With respect to proposed §2. 123(a)(1)

(which provides, inter alia, that if a party serves notice

of the taking of a testimonial deposition upon written

questions of a witness within the United States, any ad-

verse party may, within fifteen days from the date of
service of the notice, file a motion with the Trademark
Trial and Appeal Board, for good cause, for an order
that the deposition be taken by oral examination), one
individual, noting that the procedure for taking testimo-

ny by written questions is unsatisfactory and often frus-

trating, suggested that the paragraph be changed to re-

quire that a party seeking to utilize this procedure (in

lieu of an oral examination) file a motion requesting, for

good cause shown, permission to by-pass the oral exami-
nation of its witness, that is, that the burden of filing a

motion and showing good cause be shifted to the party

who wants to take testimony upon written questions.

Response: If the burden of filing the motion were
shifted in the manner suggested, the Trademark Trial

and Appeal Board would have to rule on a motion in

every case where a party desires to take testimony by
written questions. Under the rule as proposed, the Board
would have to rule on a motion only in those cases

where one party desires to take testimony by written

questions and the adverse party objects to the use of thi".

procedure in lieu of an oral depositon. Often, the ad-

verse party does not object. Moreover, Rule 31

F.R.C.P., which provides for the use of depositions

upon written questions in federal district courts, does'

not require that a party who wishes to use this proce-

dure file a motion requesting permission to do so. Ac-
cordingly, this suggestion has not been adopted.

Comment: Two organizations commented that pro-

posed paragraphs (j) and (k) of §2.123, which relate to

the raising of objections to testimony depositions taken

in inter partes proceedings, appear to be inconsistent and
unclear as to the timing of objections. Both organiza-

tions suggested that the paragraphs be modified to rely

upon the pertinent portion of the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure, namely. Rule 32(d)(3). Similarly, one individ-

ual commented that proposed paragraph (k) is ambigu-
ous as to the timing of an objection to testimony based
upon lack of competency of the witness.

Response: In order to improve their consistency and
clarity, the paragraphs have been modified as suggested.

It should be noted that the result of the modification of
paragraph (j) is that if a party fails to attend the taking

of a depositioi^ he thereby waives any objection which
under Rule 32(«n(3)(A) and (B) F.R.C.P. is deemed to

be waived if norHriade at the taking of the deposition.

This is a significant change from existing §2.123(j),

which permits the raising of formal or technical objec-

tions as soon as a rprty becomes aware of them, e.g., in

the case of a party' who did not attend the taking of a
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deposition, at the time when such party receives a copy
of a tran|cript of the deposition.

Comment: With respect to the same paragraphs, one
individual suggested that the Trademark Trial and Ap-
peal Board entertain and determine, prior to the briefing
period, motions to strike testimony, so that parties to a
proceeding before the Board will know exactly what is

in the record when they write their briefs.

Response: The adoption of this suggestion would put
an intolerable burden on the Board ^cause the Board
would have to read testimony depositions both at the
time of determination of a motion to strike them and
again at final hearing. It is the longstanding policy of the
Board not to read trial testimony taken in a proceeding
before it. or to examine other evidence offered by the
parties in support of their respective cases, until final

hearing,. See, for example: Curtice-Burns, Inc. v. North-
west Sanitation Products. Inc.. 182 USPQ 572 (Comr.
1974), and Clairol Inc. v. Holland Hall Products. Inc.. 161
USPQ 616 (TTAB 1969). Accordingly, the suggestion
has not been adopted.

Comment: With respect to proposed §2.124(dK2)
(which provides in part that when one or more testimo-
nial depositions are to be taken upon written questions,
the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board may suspend or
reschedule other proceedings in the matter to allow for
the orderly completion of the depositions upon written
questions), one individual expressed his belief that when
the Board receives notice that a deposition is to be taken
upon written questions, it should immediately suspend
proceedings for a sixty-day period to allow for the com-
pletion of the deposition, thereby avoiding unnecessary
motions to extend the trial periods.

Response: The paragraph has been modified to provide
that in such situations the Board "shall" suspend or
reschedule other proceedings in the matter to allow for
the orderiy completion of the deposition. The length of
the suspension has been left to the discretion of the
Board since the time required to complete the taking of
a deposition upon written questions varies according to
the place where the witness is located.

Comment: One organization, noting that the words
"the letter" in proposed §2. 124(e) have no antecedent
and hence create an unnecessary ambiguity, suggested
that the words "the notice and of all of the questions
mailed" be substituted therefor. With respect to the
statement in proposed §2.124(0 that it is the responsibili-
ty of the party who takes a deposition upon written
questions to assure that the transcript is correct, the
same organization suggested that the paragraph be modi-
fied to include a cross-reference to proposed §2. 125(b).
which specifies procedures for correcting transcripts.

Response: The paragraphs have been modified as
suggested.

Comment: With respect to proposed §§2. 27(e).
2.120(0. and 2.125(e), which relate to the provision, in

inter partes proceedings before the Trademark Trial and
Appeal Board, of certain types of discovery information,
and the submission of certain types of trial evidence, un-
der protective order, one individual commented that the
proposed rules would appear to permit parties to keep
virtually all relevant information confidential from the
public at large.

Response: Under the rules as proposed and adopted,
only trade secrets and confidential information are held
under seal and kept confidential by the Board. Very lit-

tle of the evidence offered in inter partes proceedings
before the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board is of this

nature. /

Comment: Two organuations objected to proposed
§2. 128(a)(3) (which provides in essence that when a par-
ty fails to file a brief on the case, the Trademark Trial
and Appeal Board may treatSuch failure as a concession
of the case) on the grounds that the proposed rule is un-
duly harsh; that it constitutes an abrogation of the
Board's responsibility to decide cases on the record be-
fore it, regardless of the absence of briefs; that the
granting or denial of a registration with its evidentiary
presumptions is too important an issue to be decided on

the basis of a presumed concession; and that a party
who fails to file a brief should at least be given an op-
portunity to show cause why judgment should not be
entered against him for such failure. Similarly, one mem-
ber of another organization believes that the proposed
rule would encourage the filing of spurious oppositions
in cases where the opposer feels that the applicant may
not be in a position to afford the legal fees required for

preparing a brief

Response: For the reasons indicated in the comments,
proposed §2.l28(aM3) has been modified to refer only to
the party in the position of plaintiff, and proposed
§2. 128(a)(1) has been modified to make it clear that the
filing of a brief on the case is not mandatory for the par-
ty in the position of defendant Further, the primary
purpose of proposed §2 128(aM3) was to save the Board
the burden of determining cases of the merits in in-

stances where the parties have settled, but have failed to
inform the Board thereof, or where one party, particu-
larly the plaintiff, has lost interest in the case It is not
the intention of the Board to enter judgment against a
plaintiff for failure to file a brief on the case if the plain-
tiff still desires to obtain a determination of the case on
the merits. Accordingly, proposed §2 128(aK3) has been
modified herein to provide an opportunity for the plain-
tiff who fails to file a main brief on the case to show
cause why such failure should not be treated as a con-
cession of the case Additionally, the paragraph has been
modified to indicate that judgment may be entered
against a plaintiff for failure to file a main brief only if

plaintiff fails to file a response to the order to show
cause or files a response indicating that he has lost inter-

est in the case.

Comment: One organization, noting that proposed
§2. 128(b) permits briefs to be filed on legal or letter size

paper, suggested that since the federal courts now per-
mit only the use of letter size paper, consideration
should be given to requiring that briefs and all other for-

mal papers filed in the Patent and Trademark Office by
on letter size paper only. With respect to the same para-
graph, one individual recommended, because of the dif-

ferent paper sizes permitted under the rule, that the rule
be modified to specify the number of words that a brief
can contain or. alternatively, to specify separately the
number of pages permitted for briefs written on each
size of paper. The same individual suggested that it

should be made clear that the permitted number of
pages in a brief does not include pages containing the in-

dex and the alphabetical list of cases.

Response: The paragraph has been modified to require
that briefs be submitted on letter size paper. As to what
is included within the specified page limitations, the
paragraph as proposed and adopted states in part that

"no brief shall contain more that fifty pages of argument
and. in the case of a reply brief, the enure brief shaW not
exceed twenty-five pages" (emphasis added). It is be-
lieved that the paragraph as written clearly indicates
that the fifty-page limitation for a mam brief applies only
to the length of the argument and does not include the
index and case list pages, but that the twenty-five page
limitation for a reply brief applies to the entire brief,

e.g.. argument, index, case list, and all. Accordingly, no
further modification has been made.

Comment: With respect to proposed §2.l34<b) (which
provides that if the respondent in a cancellation pro-
ceeding permits his involved registration to be cancelled
under section 8 of the Act of 1946 or fails to renew the
registration under section 9 of the Act of 1946. such
cancellation or failure to renew shall be deemed to be
the equivalent of a cancellation by request of resplendent

without the consent of the adverse party and shall result

in entry of judgment against resplendent), two organiza-
tions commented that the judgment entered against a re-

spondent under the proptesed paragraph would have a
res judicata effect; that the entry of such a judgment
would be unduly harsh where the cancellation or expira-

tion was the result of an inadvertence or mistake: and
that, at a minimum, a respondent should be tallowed to^"
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"show caqse" why such a judgment should be entered.

Similarly one individual commented that in such situa-

tions, a respondent whose use of its registered mark has
in fact been discontinued should be put in a position
whereby it can terminate the dispute with prejudice only
as to the ground of abandonment.

Response: The paragraph has been modified to provide
an opportunity for the respondent in such situation to
"show cause" why judgment should not be entered
against it. If respondent submits a showing that the can-
cellation or expiration was the result of an inadvertence
or mistake, judgment will not be entered against it. If re-

spondent submits a showing that the cancellation or ex-
piration was occasioned by the fact that its registered
mark had been abondoned and that such abandonment
was not made for purposes of avoiding the proceeding
but rather was the result, for example, of a two-year pe-
riod of nonuse which commenced well before respon-
dent learned of the existence of the proceeding, judg-
ment will be entered against it only and specifically on
the ground of abandonment.
Comment: Apparently with respect to proposed §2.135

(which provides that after the commencement of an
opposition proceeding, if applicant files a written aban-
donment or the application or of the mark without the
written consent of every adverse party, judgment shall

be entered against the applicant), one individual
expressed his belief that if an applicant involved in an
opposition were allowed to abandon its mark or applica-
tion without the consent of the opposer without incur-
ring entry of judgment against itself, more applicants
would abandon, thus saving money for the Patent and
Trademark Office.

Response: The purpose of §2.135 is to prevent an ap-
plicant involved in an opposition from abandoning its

opposed application and then refiling, thus putting op-
poser (and the Patent and Trademark Office) to the ex-

pense of multiple proceedings. A rule to the contrary
would be inequitable. Accordingly, §2.135 has not been
modified in the manner suggested by this comment.
Comment: One individual questioned the necessity for

the requirement in proposed §2.142(eK2) that if the ap-
pellant in an ex parte proceeding requests an oral argu-
ment, the examiner who issued a refusal of registration
or a requirement from which an appeal is taken, or in

lieu thereof another examiner from the same examining
division as designated by the supervisory attorney there-
of, shall present an oral argument.

Response: The purpose of the requirement is to ensure
that the examining attorney will be present at the oral
hearing to respond to any new arguments raised by ap-
pellant and to answer any questions which the members
of the panel assigned to hear the case may have. The ex-
amining attorney's oral argument neid not be lengthy; if

he (she) has nothing to add to what he (she) has already
said in his (her) appeal brief, he (she) m^ay simply say so.

Comment: With respect to the last sentence of pro-
posed§2.16S(a) (which states in essence that the certifi-

cate of mailing procedure provided by §1.8 does not ap-
ply to affidavits or declarations filed under section 8 (a)

or (b) of the Act), one organization expressed its belief
that the sentence should be deleted in light of H.R. 6260.

Response: H.R. 6260, which was enacted on Aug. 27,

1982 as Pub. L.97-247, amended 35 U.S.C. 21 to include
a provision that the Commissioner may by rule prescribe
that any paper or fee required to be filed in the Patent
and Trademark Office will be considered filed in the Of-
fice on the date on which it was deposited with the
United Sutes Postal Service or would have been depos-
ited with the United States Postal Service but for postal
service interruptions or emergencies designated by the
Commissioner. As a result thereof, a new section, §1.10,
effective Feb. 27, 1983, has been added, by final rule no-
tice published in the Federal Register on Jan. 20, 1983 at

48 FR 2696, to Part I of Title 37 CFR. The new section
provides a procedure for assigning the date on which
any paper or fee is deposited as "Express Mail" with the
United States Postal Service as the filing date of the pa-

per or fee in the Patent and Trademark Office. Inas-

much as this new section applies to "any paper or fee",

it applies to affidavits or declarations filed under section
8 (a) or (b) of the Act of 1946. However, the §1.8 certif-

icate of mailing procedure has not been eliminated, and
that section still specifically provides that the procedure
outlined therein does not apply to affidavits filed under
section 8 (a) or (b) of the Act. In view thereof, the last

sentence of §2. 165(a) has been amended by the addition
of a final clause, namely, "but the certificate df mailing
by 'Express Mail' procedure provided by §1.10)does ap-
ply thereto."

Comment: One organization has submitted suggestions
for changes to rules not involved herein.

Response: The suggested changes cannot be adopted
without affording members of the public an opportunity
to comment thereon. However, these suggestions will be
considered in connection with any future proposals to
amend the rules in question.

Environmental, energy and other considerations: The
rule change will not have a significant impact on the
quality of the human environment or the conservation of
energy resources.

The rule change will not have a significant adverse
economic impact on a substantial number of small enti-

ties (Regulatory Flexibility Act, Pub. L. '96-354). The
rule change includes no additional or increased fees.

Substantive rights to use valuable trademarks are not ad-
versely affected.

The rule change does not impose a record keeping or
reporting burden under the Paperwork Reduction Act
of 1980, 44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq. No additional informa-
tion is required from the public. No additional records
are required to be maintained by the Patent and Trade-
mark Office because there are no additional fees or pro-
ceedings to monitor.

The Patent and Trademark Office has determined that

this rule change is not a major rule under Executive Or-
der 12291. The annual effect on the economy will be
less than SlOO million. There will be no major increases
in costs or prices for consumers, individual industries.

Federal, State, or local government agencies, or geo-
graphic regions. There will be no significant, adverse ef-

fects on competition, employment, investment, produc-
tivity, innovation, or on the ability of United States
based enterprises to compete with foreign based enter-

prises in domestic or export markets.

List of Subjects in 37 CFR Part 2

Administrative practice and procedures. Courts, Law-
yers, Trademarks

Amendments of Regulations

After consideration of the comments received and
pursuant to the authority contained in 15 U.S.C. 1123,
Part 2 of Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations is

amended as set forth below.

PART 2-RULES OF PRACTICE IN TRADEMARK
CASES

1. Section 2.27 is amended by revising paragraphs (b)

and (d) and adding paragraph (e) to read as follows:

§2.27 Pending trademark application index; access to ap-
plications.

(b) Except as provided in paragraph (e) of this sec-

tion, access to the file of a particular pending application

will be permitted prior to publication under §2.60 upon
written request.

(d) Except as provided in paragraph (e) of this sec-

tion, after a mark has been registered, or published for

opposition, the file of the application and all proceedings
relating thereto are available for public inspection and
copies of the papers may be furnished upon paying the

fee therefor.
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(e) Anything ordered to be filed under seal pursuant

to a protective order issued or made by any court or by
the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board in any proceed-

ing involving an application or a registration shall be

kept confidential and shall not be made available for

public inspection or copying unless otherwise ordered

by the court or the Board, or unless the party protected

by the order voluntarily discloses the matter subject

thereto. When possible, only confidential portions of fil-

ing with the Board shall be filed under seal.

2. Section 2.63 is revised to read as follows:

§2.63 Reexamination.

(a) After response by the applicant, the application

will be reexamined or reconsidered. If registration is

again refused or any formal requirement(s) is repeated,

but the examiner's action is not stated to b»e final, the ap-

plicant may respond again.

(b) After reexamination the applicant may respond by
filing a timely petition to the Commissioner for relief

from a formal requirement if: (1) The requirement is re-

peated, but the examiner's action is not made final, and

the subject matter of the requirement is appropriate for

petition to the Commissioner (see §2. 146(b)); or (2) the

examiner's action is made final and such action is limited

to subject matter appropriate for petition to the Com-
missioner. Ifvthe petition is denied, the applicant shall

have until six^months from the date of the Office action

which repeated the requirement or made it final or thir-

ty days from the date of the decision on the petition,

whichever date is later, to comply with the requirement.

A formal requirement which is the subject of a petition

decided by the Commissioner may not subsequently be

the subject of an appeal to the Trademark Trial and Ap-
peal Board.

3. Section 2.64 is revised to read as follows:

§2.64 Final Action.

(a) On the first or any subsequent reexamination or re-

consideration the refusal of the registration or the insis-

tence upon a requirement may be stated to be final,

whereupon applicant's response is limited to an appeal,

or to a compliance with any requirement, or to a peti-

tion to the Commissioner if permitted by §2. 63(b).

(b) During the period between a final action and expi-

ration of the time for filing an appeal, the applicant may
request the examiner to reconsider the final action. The
filing of a request for reconsideration will not extend the

time for filing an appeal or petitioning the Commission-

er, but normally the examiner will reply to a request for

reconsideration before the end of the six-month period if

the request is filed within three months after the dale of

the final action. Amendments accompanying requests for

reconsideration after final action will be entered if they

comply with the rules of practice in trademark cases and

the Act of 1946.

4. Section 2.65 is revised to read as follows:

§2.65 Abandonment.

(a) If an applicant fails to respond, or to respond com-
pletely, within six months after the date an action is

mailed, the application shall be deemed to have been

abandoned. A timely petition to the Commissioner pur-

suant to §§2.63(b) and 2.146 is a response which avoids

abandonment of an application.

(b) When action by the applicant filed within the six-

month response period is a bona fide attempt to advance
the examination of the application and is substantially a

complete response to the examiner's action, but consid-

eration of some matter or compliance with some re-

quirement has been inadvertently omitted, opportunity

to explain and supply the omission may be given before

the question of abandonment is considered.

5. Section 2.72 is revised to read as follows:

§2.72 Amendments to description or drawing of the mark.

Amendments to the description or drawing of the

mark may be permitted only if warranted by the speci-

mens (or facsimilies) as originally filed, or supported by

additional specimens (or facsimilies) and a supplemental

affidavit or declaration in accordance with §2.20 alleg-

ing that the mark showij in the amended drawing was in

actual use prior to the filing date of the application.

Amendments may not be made if the character of the

mark is materially altered.

6. Section 2.81 is revised to read as follows:

§2.81 Allowance of application.

If no opposition is filed within the time permitted or

all oppositions filed are dismissed, and if no interference

is declared and no concurrent use proceeding is institut-

ed, the application will be prepared for issuance of the

certificate of registration as provided in §2.151.

§2.88 [Removed]

7. Section 2.88 is removed.

§2.94 [Removed]

8. Section 2.94 is removed.

§2.95 [Removed]

9. Section 2.95 is removed.

10. Section 2.96 is revised to read as follows;

§2.96 Issue; burden of proof.

The issue in an interference between applications is

normally priority of use. but the rights of the parties to

registration may also be determined The party whose
application involved in the interference has the latest fil-

ing date is the junior party and has the burden of proof

When there are more than two parties to an interfer-

ence, a party shall be a junior to and shall have the bur-

den of proof as against every other party whose applica-

tion involved in the interference has an earlier filing

date. If the involved applications of any parties have the

same filing date, the application with the latest date of

execution will be deemed to have the latest filing date

and that applicant will be the junior party. The issue in

an interference between an application and a registration

shall be the same, but in the event the final decision is

adverse to the registrant, a registration to the applicant

will not be authorized so long as the interfering registra-

tion remains on the register.

§2.97 (Removed)

11. Section 2.97 is removed.

12. Section 2.98 is revised to read as follows:

§2.98 Adding party to interference.

A party may be added to an interference only upon

petition to the Commissioner by that party If an appli-

cation which is or might be the subject of a petition for

addition to an interference is not added, the examiner

may suspend action on the application pending termina-

tion of the interference proceeding.

13. Section 2.<)9 is revised to read as follows:

§2.99 Application to register as concurrent user.

(a) An application for registration as a lawful concur-

rent user will be examined in the same manner as other

applications for registration.

(b) When it is determined that the mark is ready for

publication, the applicant may be required to furnish as

many copies of this application, specimens and drawing

as may be necessary for the preparation of notices for

each applicant, registrant or user specified as a concur-

rent user in the application for registration

(c) Upon receipt of the copies required by paragraph

(b) of this section, the examiner shall forward the appli-

cation for concurrent use registration for publication in

the Official Gazette as provided by §2 80 If no opposi-

tion IS filed, or if all oppositions that are filed are

dismissed or withdrawn, the Trademark Trial and Ap-

peal Board shall prepare a notice for the applicant for

concurrent use registration and for each applicant, regis-
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trant or user specified as a concurrent user in the appli-

cation. The notices for the specified parties shall state

the name and address of the applicant and of the appli-

cant's attorney or other authorized representative, if

any, together with the serial number and filing date of

the application.

(dKl) The notices shall be sent to each applicant, in

care of his attorney or other authorized representative, if

any, to each user, and to each registrant. A copy of the

application shall be forwarded with the notice to each
party specified in the application.

(2) An answer to the notice is not required in the case

of an applicant or registrant whose application or regis-

tration is specified as a concurrent user in the applica-

tion, but a statement, if desired, may be filed within for-

ty days after the mailing of the notice; in the case of any
other party specified as a concurrent user in the applica-

tion, and answer must be filed within forty days after

the mailing of the notice.

(3) If an answer, when required, is not filed, judgment
will be entered precluding the specified user from
claiming any right more extensive than that acknowl-
edged in the application(s) for concurrent use registra-

tion, but the applicant(s) will remain with the burden of
proving entitlement to registration(s).

(e) The applicant for a concurrent use registration has

the burden of proving entitlement thereto. If there are

two or more applications for concurrent use registration

involved in a proceeding, the party whose application

has the latest filing date is the junior party. A party

whose application has a filing date between the filing

dates of the earliest involved application and the latest

involved application is a junior party to every party

whose involved application has an earlier filing date. If

any applications have the same filing date, the applica-

tion with the latest date of execution will be deemed to

have the latest filing date and that applicant will be the

junior party. A person specified as an excepted user in a

concurrent use application but who has not filed an ap-

plication shall be considered a party senior to every par-

ty that has an application involved in the proceeding.

(0 When a concurrent use registration is sought on
the basis that a court of competent jurisdiction has final-

ly determined that the parties are entitled to use the

same or similar marks in commerce, a concurrent use
' registration proceeding will not be instituted if all of the

following conditions are fulfilled:

(1) The applicant is entitled to registration subject

only to the concurrent lawful use of a party to the court

proceeding; and

(2) The court decree specifies the rights of the parties;

and

(3) A true copy of the court decree is submitted to the

examiner; and

(4) The concurrent use application complies fully and
exactly with the court decree; and

(5) The excepted use specified in the concurrent use

application does not involve a registration, or any in-

volved registration has been restricted by the Commis-
sioner in accordance with the court decree.

If any of the conditions specified in this paragraph is not

satisfied, a concurrent use registration proceeding shall

be prepared and instituted as provided in paragraphs (a)

throught (e) of this section.

(g) Registrations and applications to register on the

Supplemental Register and registrations under the Act
of 1920 are not subject to concurrent use registration

proceedings.

14. Section 2. 104 is revised to read as follows:

§2.104 Contents of opposition. '

The opposition must set forth a short and plain state-

ment showing how the opposer would be damaged by
the registration of the opposed mark and state the

grounds for opposition. A duplicate copy of the opposi-
tion, including exhibits, shall be filed with the opposi-
tion.

15. Section 2.105 is revised to read as follows:

§2.105 Notification of opposition proceeding(s).

When an opposition in proper form has been filed and
the correct fee(s) have been submitted, a notification

shall be prepared by the Trademark Trial and Appeal
Board, which shall identify the title and number of the

proceeding and the application involved and shall desig-

nate a time, not less than thirty days from the mailing
date of the notification, within which an answer must be
filed. A copy of the notification shall be forwarded to

the attorney or other authorized representative of the

opposer, if any, or to the opposer. The duplicate copy of
the opposition and exhibits shall be forwarded with a

copy of the notification to the attorney or other autho-
rized representative of the applicant, if any, or to the ap-

plicant.

16. Section 2.106 is amended by revising paragraph (c)

to read as follows:

§2.106 Answer.
* • • • •

(c) The opposition may be withdrawn without preju-

dice before the answer is filed. After the answer is filed,

the opposition may not be withdrawn without prejudice

except with the written consent of the applicant.

17. Section 2.107 is revised to read as follows:

§2.107 Amendment of pleadings in an opposition proceed-

ing.

Pleadings in an opposition proceeding may be
amended in the same manner and to the same extent as

in a civil action in a United States district court.

1 8. Section 2.113 is revised to read as follows:

§2.113 Notification of cancellation proceeding.

(a) When a petition for cancellation has been filed in

proper form (see §§2.111 and 2.112), a notification shall

be prepared by the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board,

which shall identify the title and number of the proceed-
ing and the registration or registrations involved and
shall designate a time, not less than thirty days from the

mailing date of the notification, within which an answer
must be filed. A copy of the notification shall be
forwarded to the attorney or other authorized represen-

tative of the petitioner, if any, or to the petitioner. The
duplicate copy of the petition for cancellation and exhib-

its shall be forwarded with a copy of the notification to

the respondent (see §2. 1 1 8). If the petition is found to be

defective as to form, the party filing the petition shall be

so advised and allowed a reasonable time for correcting

the informality.

19. Section 2.1 15 is revised to read as follows:

§2.115 Amendment of pleadings in a cancellation proceed-

ing.

Pleadings in a cancellation proceeding may be

amended in the same manner and to the same extent as

in a civil action in a United States district court.

20. Section 2.116 is amended by revising paragraphs

(b) and (c) to read as follows:

§2.116 Rules of Procedure.

• • • * •

(b) The opposer in an opposition proceeding or the

petitioner in a cancellation proceeding shall be in the po-

sition of plaintiff, and the applicant in an opposition pro-

ceeding or the respondent in a cancellation proceeding

shall be in the position of defendant. A party that is a ju-

nior party in an interference proceeding or in a concur-

rent use registration proceeding shall be in the position

of plaintiff against every party that is senior, and the
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party that is a senior party in an interference proceeding

or in a concurrent use registration proceeding shall be

defendant against every party that is junior.

(c) The opposition or the petition for cancellation and

the answer correspond to the complaint and answer in a

court proceeding.

21. Section 2.1 17 is revised to read as follows:

§2.117 Suspension of proceedings.

(a) Whenever it shall come to the attention of the

Trademark Trial and Appeal Board that parties to a

pending case are engaged in a civil action which may be

dispositive of the case, proceedings before the Board

may be suspended until termination of the civil action.

(b) Whenever there is pending, at the time when the

question of the suspension of proceedings is raised, a

motion which is potentially dispositive of the case, the

motion may be decided before the question of suspen-

sion is considered.

(c) Proceedings may also be suspended, for good

cause, upon motion or a stipulation of the parties ap-

proved by the Board.

22. Section 2.120 is revised to read as follows:

§2.120 Discovery. ^

(a) In general. The provisions of the Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure relating to discovery shall apply in op-

position, cancellation, interference and concurrent use

registration proceedings except as otherwise provided in

this section. The Trademark Trial and Appeal Board

will specify the closing date for the taking of discovery.

(b) Discovery deposition within the United States. The

deposition of a natural person shall be taken in the Fed-

eral judicial district where the person resides or is regu-

lariy employed or at any place on which the parties

agree by stipulation. The responsibility rests wholly with

the party taking discovery to secure the attendance of a

proposed deponent other than a party or anyone who, at

the time set for the taking of the deposition, is an offi-

cer, director, or managing agent of a party, or a person

designated under Rule 30(b)(6) or Rule 31(a) of the Fed-

eral Rules of Civil Procedure. See 35 U.S.C. 24.

(c) Discovery deposition in foreign countries. ( 1 ) The dis-

covery deposition of a natural person residing in a for-

eign country who is a party or who, at the time set for

the taking of the deposition, is an officer, director, or

managing agent of a party, or a person designated under

Rule 30(b)(6) or'Rule 31(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure, shall, if taken in a foreign country, be taken

in the manner prescribed by §2.124 unless the Trade-

mark Trial and Appeal Board, upon motion for good

cause, orders or the parties stipulate, that the deposition

be taken by oral examination.

(2) Whenever a foreign party is or will be, during a

time set for discovery, present within the United Slates

or any territory which is under the control and jurisdic-

tion of the United States, such party may be deposed by

oral examination upon notice by the party seeking dis-

covery. Whenever a foreign party has or will have, dur-

ing a time set for discovery, an officer, director, manag-

ing agent, or other person who consents to testify on its

behalf, present within the United States or any territory

which is under the control and jurisdiction of the United

States, such officer, director, managing agent, or other

person who consents to testify in its behalf may be de-

posed by oral examination upon notice by the party

seeking discovery. The party seeking discovery may

have one or more officers, directors, managing agents,

or other persons who consent to testify on behalf of the

adverse party, designated under Rule 30(b)(6) of the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The deposition of a

person under this paragraph shall be taken in the Feder-

al judicial district where the witness resides or is regu-

larly employed, or, if the witness neither resides nor is

regularly employed in a Federal judicial district, where

the witness is at the time of the deposition. This para-

graph does not preclude the taking of a discovery depo-

sition of a foreign party by any other procedure provid-

ed by paragraph (cKU of this section.

(d) Request for production. The production of docu-

ments and things under the provisions of Rule 34 of the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure will be made at the

place where the documents and things are usually kept,

or where the parties agree, or where and in the manner

which the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board, upon

motion, orders.

(e) Motion for an order to compel discovery. If a party

fails to designate a person pursuant to Rule 3(XbK6) or

Rule 31(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, or if

a party, or such designated person, or an officer, direc-

tor or managing agent of a party fails to attend a deposi-

tion or fails to answer any question propounded in a dis-

covery deposition, or any interrogatory, or fails to

produce and permit the inspection and copying of any

document or thing, the party seeking discovery may file

a motion before the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board

for an order to compel a designation, or attendance at a

deposition, or an answer, or production and an opportu-

nity to inspect and copy The motion shall include a

copy of the request for designation or of the relevant

portion of the discovery deposition; or a copy of the in-

terrogatory with any answer or objection that was

made; or a copy of the request for production, any prof-

fer of production or objection to production m response

to the request, and a list and brief description of the

documents or things that were not produced for inspec-

tion and copying The motion must be supported by a

written statement from the moving party that such party

or the attorney therefor has made a good faith effort, by

conference or correspondence, to resolve with the other

party or the attorney therefor the issues presented m the

motion and has been unable to reach agreement. If issues

raised in the motion are subsequently resolved by agree-

ment of the parties, the moving party should inform the

Board in writing of the issues in the motion which no

longer require adjudication.

(0 Motion for a protective order Upon motion by a par-

ty from whom discovery is sought, and for good cause,

the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board may make any

order which justice requires to protect a party from an-

noyance, embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden or

expense, including one or more of the types of orders

provided by clauses (1) through (8). inclusive, of Rule

26(c) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure If the mo-

tion for a protective order is denied in whole or in pan.

the Board may. on such conditions (other than an award

of expenses to the party prevailing on the motion) as are

just, order that any party provide or permit discovery.

(g) Failure to comply with order If a party fails to

comply with an order of the Trademark Trial and Ap-

peal Board relating to discovery, including a protective

order, the Board may make any appropriate order, in-

cluding any of the orders provided in Rule 37(b)(2) of

the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, except that the

Board does not have authority to hold any person in

contempt or to award any expenses to any party The

Board may impose against a party any of the sanctions

provided by this subsection in the event that said party

or any attorney, agent, or designated witness of that par-

ty fails to comply with a protective order made pursuant

to Rule 26(c) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

(h) Request for admissions. Requests for admissions

shall be governed by Rule 36 of the Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure except that the Trademark Trial and

Appeal Board does not havQ authority to award any ex-

penses to any party. A motion by a party to determine

the sufficiency of an answer or objection to a request

made by that parly for an admission shall include a copy

of the request for admission and any exhibits thereto and

of the answer or objection. The motion must be support-

td by a written statement from the moving party that

such parly or the attorney therefor has made a gixxl

faith effort, by conference or correspondence, to resolve

with the other party or the attorney therefor the issues
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presented in the motion and has been unable to reach
agreement. If issues raised in the motion are subsequent-
ly resolved by agreement of the parties, the moving par-

ty should inform the Board in writing of the issues m
the motion which no longer require adjudication.

(i) Telephone and pre-trial conferences. (I) Whenever it

appears to the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board that a

motion filed in an inter partes proceeding is of such na-
ture that its resolution by correspondence is not practi-

cal, the Board may, upon its own initiative or upon re-

quest made by one or both of the parties, resolve the
motion by telephone conference.

(2) Whenever it appears to the Trademark Trial and
Appeal Board that questions or issues arising during the
interlocutory phase of an inter partes proceeding have
become so complex that their resolution by correspon-
dence or telephone conference is not practical and that

resolution would be likely to be facilitated by a confer-
ence in person of the parties or their attorneys with a
Member or Attorney-Examiner of the Board, the Board
may, upon its own initiative or upon motion made by
one or both of the parties, request that the parties or
their attorneys, under circumstances which will not re-

sult in undue hardship for any party, meet with the
Board at its offices for a pre-trial conference.

(j) Use of discovery deposition, admission, or answer to

interrogatory. (1) The discovery deposition of a party or
of anyone who at the time of taking the deposition was
on officer, director or managing agent of a party, or a
person designated by a party pursuant to Rule 30(b)(6)
or Rule 31(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,
may be offered in evidence by an adverse party.

(2) Except as provided in paragraph (j)(l) of this sec-
tion, the discovery deposition of a witness, whether or
not a party, shall not be offered in evidence unless the
person whose deposition was taken is, during the testi-

mony period of the party offering the deposition, dead;
or out of the United States (unless it appears that the ab-
sence of the wi^^ss was procured by the party offering
the deposition); orNunable to testify because of age. ill-

ness, infirmity, or imprisonment; or cannot be served
with a subpoena to compel attendance at a testimonial
deposition; or there is a stipulation by the parties; or
upon a showing that such exceptional circumstances ex-

ist as to make it desirable, in the interest of justice, to al-

low the deposition to be used. The use of a discovery
deposition by any party under this paragraph will be
allowed only by stipulation of the parties approved by
the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board, or by order of
the Board on motion, which shall be filed at the time of
the purported offer of the deposition in evidence, unless
the motion is based upon a claim that such exceptional
circumstances exist as to make it desirable, in the interest

of justice, to allow the deposition to be used, in which
case the motion shall be filed promptly after the circum-
stances claimed to justify use of the deposition became
known.

(3) A discovery deposition, an answer to an interroga-
tory, or an admission to a request for admisssion, which
may be offered in evidence under the provisions of para-
graph (j) of this section may be made of record in the
case by filing the deposition or any part thereof with
any exhibit to the part that is filed, or a copy of the in-

terrogatory and answer thereto with any exhibit made
piart of the answer, or a copy of the request for admis-
sion and any exhibit thereto and the admission (or a

statement that the party from whom an admission was
requested failed to respond thereto), together with a no-
tice of reliance. The notice of reliance and the material
submitted thereunder should be filed during the testimo-
ny period of the party who files the notice of reliance.

An objection made at a discovery deposition by a party
answering a question subject to the objection will be
considered at final hearing.

(4) If only part of a discovery deposition is submitted
and made part of the record by a party, an adverse par-
ty may introduce under a notice of reliance any other
part of the deposition which should in fairness be con-
sidered so as to make not misleading what was offered

by the submitting party.

(5) An answer to an interrogatory, or an admission to
a request for admission, may be submitted and made part
of the record by only the inquiring party except that, if

fewer than all of the answers to interrogatories, or fewer
than all of the admissions, are offered in evidence by the
inquiring party, the responding party may introduce un-
der a notice of reliance any other answers to interroga-
tories, or any other admissions, which should in fairness
be considered so as to make not misleading what was of-
fered by the inquiring party.

(6) Paragraph (j) of this section will not be interpreted
to preclude the reading or the use of a discovery deposi-
tion, or answer to an interrogatory, or admission as part
of the examination or cross-examination of any witness
during the testimony period of any party.

(7) When a discovery deposition, or a part thereof, or
an answer to an interrogatory, or an admission, has been
made of record by one party in accordance with the
provisions of paragraph (j)(3) of this section, it may be
referred to by any party for purpose permitted by the
Federal Rules of Evidence.

(8) Interrogatories, requests for production, requests
for admissions, and materials or depositions obtained
during the discovery period should not be filed with the
Board except when submitted with a motion to compel
discovery, or in support of or response to a motion for

summary judgment, or under a notice of reliance during
a party's testimony period.

23. Section 2.121 is revised to read as follow:

§2.121 Assignment of times for taking testimony.

(a)(1) The Trademark Trial and Appeal Board will is-

sue a trial order assigning to each pSrty the time for tak-
ing testimony. No testimony shall be taken except dur-
ing the times assigned, unless by stipulation of the
parties approved by the Board, or, upon motion, by or-
der of the Board. Testimony periods may be rescheduled
by stipulation of the parties approved by the Board, or
upon motion granted by the Board, or by order of the
Board. The resetting of the closing date for discovery
will result in the rescheduling of the testimony periods
without action by any party.

(2) The initial trial order will be mailed by the Board
after issue is joined.

(b)(1) The Trademark Trial and Appeal Board will

schedule a testimony period for the plaintiff to present

its case in chief, a testimony period for the defendant to

present its case and to meet the case of the plaintiff, and
a testimony period for the plaintiff to present evidence
in rebuttal.

(2) When there is a counterclaim, or when proceed-
ings have been consolidated and one party is in the posi-

tion of plaintiff in one of the involved proceedings 9nd
in the position of defendant in another of the involved
proceedings, or when there is an interference or a con-
current use registration proceeding involving more than
two parties, the Board will schedule testimony periods
so that each party in the position of plaintiff will have a

period for presenting its case in chief against each party
in the position of defendant, each party in the position

of defendant will have a period for presenting its case
and meeting the case of each plaintiff, and each party in

the position of plaintiff will have a period for presenting

evidence in rebuttal.

(c) A testimony period which is solely for rebuttal

will be set for fifteen days. All other testimony periods

will be set for thirty days. The periods may be extended
by stipulation of the parties approved by the Trademark
Trial and Appeal Board, or upon motion granted by the

Board, or by order of the Board.

(d) When parties stipulate to the rescheduling of testi-

mony periods or to the rescheduling of the closing date

for discovery and the rescheduling of testimony periods,

a stipulation presented in the form used in a trial order,

signed by the parties, or a motion in said form signed by
one party and including a statement that every other

party has agreed thereto, and submitted in one original

plus as many photocopies as there are parties, will, if ap-
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proved, be so stamped, signed, and dated, and the copies

will be promptly returned to the parties.

24. Section 2.122 is revised to read as follows:

§2.122 Matters in evidence.

(a) Rules of evidence. The rules of evidence for pro-
ceedings before the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board
are the Federal Rules of Evidence, the relevant provi-

sions of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the rele-

vant provisions of Title 28 of the United States Code,
and the provisions of this Part of Title 37 of the Code of
Federal Regulations.

(b) Application files. (I) The file of each application or
registration specified in a declaration of interference, of
each application or registration specified in the notice of
a concurrent use registration proceeding, of the applica-

tion against which a notice of opposition is filed, or of
each registration against which a petition or counter-
claim for cancellation is filed forms part of the record of
the proceeding without any action by the parties and
reference may be made to the file for any relevant and
competent purpose.

(2) The allegation in an application for registration, or
in a registration, of a date of use is not evidence on be-

half of the applicant or registrant; a date of use of a
mark must be established by competent evidence. Speci-

mens in the file of an application for registration, or in

the file of a registration, are not evidence on behalf of
the applicant or registrant unless identified and intro-

duced in evidence as exhibits during the period for the

taking of testimony.

(c) Exhibits to pleadings. Except as provided in para-

graph (d)(1) of this section, an exhibit attached to a

pleading is not evidence on behalf of the party to whose
pleading the exhibit is attached unless identified and in-

troduced in evidence as an exhibit during the period for

the taking of testimony.

(d) Registrations. (1) A registration of the opposer or
petitioner pleaded in an opposition or petition to cancel

will be received in evidence and made part of the record
if the opposition or petition is accompanied by two cop-
ies of the registration prepared and issued by the Patent

and Trademark Office showing both the current status

of and current title to the registration. For the cost of a

copy of a registration showing status and title, see

§2.6(n).

(2) A registration owned by any party to a proceeding
may be made of record in the proceeding by that party

by appropriate identification and introduction during the

taking of testimony or by filing a notice of reliance,

which shall be accompanied by a copy of the registra-

tion prepared and issued by the Patent and Trademark
Office showing both the current status of and current ti-

tle to the registration. The notice of reliance shall be
filed during the testimony period of the party that files

the notice.

(e) Printed publications and official records. Printed

publications, such as books and periodicals, available to

the general public in libraries or of general circulation

among members of the public or that segment of the

public which is relevant under an issue in a proceeding,

and official records, if the publication or official record
is competent evidence and relevant to an issue, may be
introduced in evidence by filing a notice of reliance on
the material being offered, which notice shall specify the

printed publication or the official record and the pages
to be read, indicate generally the relevance of the mate-
rial being offered, and be accompanied by the official

record or a copy thereof whose authenticity is estab-

lished under the Federal Rules of Evidence, or by the

printed publication or a copy of the relevant portion

thereof, including the title page and any other page
needed to show the place and date of publication, the

name and address of the publisher, and the name of the

author or the editor. A copy of an official record of the

Patent and Trademark Office need not be certified to be
offered in evidence. The notice of reliance shall be filed

during the testimony period of the party that files the

notice.

(f) Testimony from other proceedings. By order of the

Trademark Trial and Appeal Board, on motion, testimo-

ny taken in another proceedmg, or testimony taken in a

suit or action in a court, between the same parties or

those in privity may be used in a proceeding, so far as

relevant and material, subject, however, to the nght of

any adverse pariy to recall or demand the recall for ex-

amination or cro\s-examination of any witness whose
prior testimony has been offered and to rebut the testi-

mony.

25. Section 2.123 is amended by revising paragraphs
(a), (e)(3), (j) and (k) to read as follows:

§2.123 Trial testimony in inter partes cases.

(a)(1) The testimony of witnesses in inter paries cases

may be taken by depositions upon oral examination as

provided by this section or by depositions upon written

questions as provided by §2.124. If a party serves notice

of the taking of a testimonial deposition ^pon written

questions of a witness who is. or will be at the time of
the deposition, present within the United States or any
territory which is under the control and jurisdiction of
the United States, any adverse party may. within fifteen

days from the date of service of the notice, file a motion
with the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board, for good
cause, for an order that the deposition be taken by oral

examination.

(2) A testimonial deposition taken in a foreign country
shall be taken by deposition upon written questions as

provided by §2.124. unless the Board, upon motion for

good cause, orders that the deposition be taken by oral

examination, or the parties so stipulate

(e) Examination of witnesses. • • •

(3) Every adverse party shall have full opportunity to

cross-examine each witness. If the notice of examination
of witnesses which is served pursuant to paragraph (c)

of this section is improper or inadequate wiih respect to

any witness, an adverse party may cross-examine that

witness under protest while reserving the right to object

to the receipt of the testimony m evidence Promptly af-

ter the testimony is completed, the adverse party, if he
wishes to preserve the objection, shall move to stnke
the testimony from the record, which motion will be de-

cided on the basis of all of the relevant circumstances. A
motion to strike the testimony of a witness for lack of
proper or adequate notice of examination must request

the exclusion of the entire testimony of that witness and
not only a part of that testimony.

(j) Effect of errors and irregularities in depositions: Rule
32(d) (1). (2). and (3) (A) and (B) of the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure shall apply to errors and irregulari-

ties in depositions. Notice will not be taken of merely
formal or technical objections which shall not appear to

have wrought a substantial injury to the party raising

them; and in case of such injury it must be made to ap-

pear that the objection was raised at the time specified

in said rule.

(k) Objections to admissibility. Subject to the provisions

of paragraph (j) of this section, objection may be made
to receiving in evidence any deposition, or part (hereof,

or any other evidence, for any reason which would re-

quire the exclusion of the evidence from consideration.

Objections to the competency of a witness or to the
competency, relevancy, or materiality of testimony must
be raised at the time specified in Rule 32(dK3)(A) of the

Federal Rules of Civil PriKedure. Such objections will

not be considered until final hearing.

26. Section 2.124 is revised to read as follows:

§2.124 Depositions upon written questions.

(a) A deposition upon written questions may be taken
before any person before whom depositions may be
taken as provided by Rule 28 of the Federal Rules of
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Civil Procedure.

(bXD A party desiring to take a testimonial deposition
upon written questions shall serve notice thereof upon
each adverse party within ten days from the opening
date of the testimony period of the party who serves the
notice. The notice shall state the name and address of
the witness. A copy of the notice, but not copies of the
questions, shall be filed with the Trademark Trial and
Appeal Board.

(2) A party desiring to take a discovery deposition
upon written questions shall serve notice thereof upon
each adverse party and shall file a copy of the notice,
but not copies of the questions, with the Board. The no-
tice shall state the name and address, if known, of the
person whose deposition is to be taken. If the name of
the person is not known, a general description sufficient

to identify him pr the particular class or group to which
he belongs shall be stated in the notice, and the party
from whom the discovery deposition is to be taken shall

designate one or more persons to be deposed in the same
manner as is provided by Rule 30(bX6) of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure.

(c) Every notice given under the provisions of para-
graph (b) of this section shall be accompanied by the
name or descriptive title of the officer before whom the
deposition is to be taken.

(dXI) Every notice served on any adverse party under
the provisions of paragraph (b) of this section shall be
accompanied by the written questions to be propounded
on behalf of the party who proposes to take the deposi-
tioii. Within twenty days from the date of service of the
notice, any adverse party may serve cross questions
upon the party who proposes to take the deposition; any
party who serves cross questions shall also serve every
other adverse party. Within ten days from the date of
service of the cross questions, the party who proposes to
take the deposition may serve redirect questions on ev-
ery adverse party. Within teft days from the date of ser-

vice of the redirect questions, any party who served
cross questions may serve recross questions upon the
party who proposes to take the deposition; any party
who serves recross questions shall also serve every other
adverse party. Written objections to questions may be
served on a party propounding questions; any party who
objects shall serve a copy of the objections on every
other adverse party. In response to objections, substitute
questions may be served on the objecting party within
ten days of the date of service of the objections; substi-

tute questions shall be served on every other adverse
party.

(2) Upon motion for good cause by any party, or
upon its own initiative, the Trademark Trial and Appeal
Board may extend any of the time periods provided by
paragraph (dKO of this section. Upon receipt of written
notice that one or more testimonial depositions are to be
taken upon written questions, the Trademark Trial and
Appeal Board shall suspend or reschedule other pro-
ceedings in the matter to allow for the orderiy comple-
tion of the depositions upon written questions.

(e) Within ten days after the last date when questions,
objections, or substitute questions may be served, the
party who proposes to take the deposition shall mail a
copy of the notice and copies' of all the questions to the
officer designated in the notice; a copy of the notice and
of all the questions mailed to the officer shall be served
on every adverse party. The officer designated in the
notice shall take the testimony of the witness in response
to the questions and shall record each answer immedi-
ately after the corresponding question. The officer shall

then certify the transcript and mail the transcript and ex-
hibits to the party who took the deposition.

(0 The party who took the deposition shall promptly
serve a copy of the transcript, copies of documentary
exhibits, and duplicates or photographs of physical ex-
hibits on every adverse party. It is the responsibility of
the party who takes the deposition to assure that the
transcript is correct (see §2. 1 25(b)). If the deposition is a

discovery deposition, it may be made of record as pro-
vided by §2.120(j). If the deposition is a testimonial de-

position, the original, together with copies of documen-
tary exhibits and duplicates or photographs of physical
exhibits, shall be filed promptly with the Trademark Tri-
al and Appeal Board.

(g) Objections to questions and answers in depositions
upon written questions may be considered at final hear-
ing.

27. Section 2.125 is revised to read as follows:

§2.125 Filing and service of testimony.

(a) One copy of the transcript of testimony taken in
accordance with §2.123, together with copies of docu-
mentary exhibits and duplicates or photographs of physi-
cal exhibits, shall be served on each adverse party with-
in thirty days after completion of the taking of that
testimony.

(b) The party who takes testimony is responsible for
having all typographical errors in the transcript and all
errors of arrangement, indexing and form of the tran-
script corrected, on notice to each adverse party, prior
to the filing of one certified transcript with the Trade-
mark Trial and Appeal Board. The party who takes tes-
timony is responsible for serving on each adverse party
one copy of the corrected transcript or, if reasonably
feasible, corrected pages to be inserted into the tran-
script previously served.

(c) One certified transcript and exhibits shall be filed
promptly with the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board.
Notice of such filing shall be served on each adverse
party and a copy of each notice shall be filed with the
Board.

(d) Each transcript shall comply with §2. 123(g) with
respect to arrangement, indexing and form.

(e) Upon motion by any party, for good cause, the
Trademark Trial and Appeal Board may order that any
part of a deposition transcript or any exhibits that direct-
ly disclose any trade secret or other confidential re-
search, development, or commercial information may be
filed under seal and kept confidential under the provi-
sions of §2.27(e). If any party or any attorney or agent
of a party fails to comply wirti an order made under this
paragraph, the Board may impose any of the sanctions
authorized by §2. 120(g).

§2.126 [Removed]

28. Section 2.126 is removed.

29. Section 2.127 is revised to read as follows:

§2.127 Motions

(a) Every motion shall be made in writing, shall con-
tain a full statement of the grounds, and shall embody or
be accompanied by a brief. A brief in response to a mo-
tion shall be filed within fifteen days from the date of
service of the motion unless another time is specified by
the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board or the time is

extended by order of the Board on motion for good
cause. When a party fails to file a brief in response to a
motion, the Board may treat the motion as conceded.
An oral hearing will not be held on a motion except on
order by the Board.

(b) Any request for reconsideration or modification of
an order or decision issued on a motion must be filed

within thirty days from the date thereof. A brief in re-

sponse must be filed within fifteen days from the date of
service of the request.

(c) Interlocutory motions, requests, and other matters
not actually or potentially dispositive of a proceeding
may be acted upon by a single Member of the Trade-
mark Trial and Appeal Board or by an Attorney-Exam-
iner of the Board to whom authority so to act has been
delegated.

(d) When any party files a motion to dismiss, or a mo-
tion for judgment on the pleadings, or a motion for sum-
mary judgment, or any other motion which is potential-
ly dispositive of a proceeding, the case will be
suspended by the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board
with respect to all matters not germane to the motion
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and no party should file any paper which is not germane
to the motion. If the case is not disposed of as a result of

the motion, proceedings will be resumed pursuant to an

order of the Board when the motion is decided.

30. Section 2.128 is revised to read as follows:

§2.128 Briefs at final hearing.

(a)(1) The brief of the party in the position of plaintiff

shall be due not later than sixty days after the date set

for the close of rebuttal testimony. The brief of the par-

ty in the position of defendant, if filed, shall be not later

than thirty days after the due date of the first brief. A
reply brief by the party in the position of plaintiff, if

filed, shall be due not later than fifteen days after the

due date of the defendant's brief.

(2) When there is a counterclaim, or when proceed-

ings have been consolidated and one party is in the posi-

tion of plaintiff in one of the involved proceedings and

in the position of defendant in another of the involved

proceedings, or when there is an interference or a con-

current use registration proceeding involving more than

two parties, the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board will

set the due dates for the filing of the main brief, and the

answering brief, and the rebuttal brief by the parties.

(3) When a party in the position of plaintiff fails to file

a main brief, an order may be issued allowing plaintiff

until a set time, not less than fifteen days, in which to

show cause why the Board should not treat such failure

as a concession of the case. If plaintiff fails to file a re-

sponse to the order, or files a response indicating that he

has lost interest in the case, judgment may be entered

against plaintiff.

(b) Briefs shall be submitted in typewritten or printed

form, double spaced, on letter size paper. Without leave

of the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board, no brief shall

contain more than fifty pages of argument and. in the

case of a reply brief, the entire brief shall not exceed

twenty-five pages. Each brief shall contain an alphabeti-

cal index of cases cited therein. One original and two
legible copies, on good quality paper, of each brief shall

be filed.

31. Section 2.129 is revised to read as follows:

§2.129 Oral argument; reconsideration.

(a) If a party desires to have an oral argument at final

hearing, the party shall request such argument by a sep-

arate notice filed not later than ten days after the due

date for the filing of the last reply brief in the proceed-

ing. Oral arguments will be heard by three Members of

the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board at the time spec-

ified in the notice of hearing. If any party appears at the

specified time, that party will be heard. If the Board is

prevented from hearing the case at the specified time, a

new hearing date will be set. Unless otherwise permit-

ted, oral arguments in an inter partes case will be limited

to thirty minutes for each party. A party in the position

of plaintiff may reserve part of the time allowed for oral

argument to present a rebuttal argument.

(b) The date or time of a hearing may be reset, so far

as is convenient and proper, to meet the wishes of the

parties and their attorneys or other authorized represen-

tatives.

(c) Any request for rehearing or reconsideration or

modification of a decision issued after final hearing must

be filed within thirty days from the date of the decision.

A brief in response must be filed within fifteen days

from the date of service of the request. The times speci-

fied may be extended by order of the Trademark Trial

and Appeal Board on motion for good cause.

32. Section 2.131 is revised to read as follows:

§2.131 Remand after decision in inter partes proceeding.

If, during an inter partes proceeding, facts are dis-

closed which appear to render the mark of an applicant

unregistrable, but such matter has not been tried under
the pleadings as filed by the parties or as they might be

deemed to be amended under Rule 15(b) of the Federal

Rules of Civil Procedure to conform to the evidence,

the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board, in lieu of deter-

mining the matter in the decision on the proceeding,

may refer the application to the examiner for reexam-

ination in the event the applicant ultimately prevails in

the inter partes proceeding. Upon receiving the applica-

tion, the examiner shall withhold registration pending

reexamination of the application in the light of the refer-

ence by the Board. If. upon reexamination, the examiner

finally refuses registration to the applicant, an appeal

may be taken as provided by §§2.141 and 2.142.

33. Section 2.132 is revised to read as follows:

§2.132 Involuntary dismissal for failure to take testimony.

(a) If the time for taking testimony by any party in

the position of plaintiff has expired and that party has

not taken testimony or offered any other evidence, any
party in the position of defendant may. without waiving

the right to offer evidence in the event the motion is de-

nied, move for dismissal on the ground of the failure of

the plaintiff to prosecute. The party m the position of

plaintiff shall have fifteen days from the date of service

of the motion to show cause why judgment should not

be rendered against him. In the absence of a showing of

good and sufficient cause, judgment may be rendered

against the party in the position of plaintiff. If the mo-
tion is denied, testimony periods will be reset for the

party in the position of defendant and for rebuttal.

(b) If no evidence other than a copy or copies of Pa-

tent and Trademark Office records is offered by any
party in the position of plaintiff, any party in the posi-

tion of defendant may, without waiving the right to of-

fer evidence in the event the motion is denied, move for

dismissal on the ground that upon the law and the facts

the party in the position of plaintiff has shown no right

to relief The party in the position of plaintiff shall have
fifteen days from the date of service of the motion to

file a brief in response to the motion. The Trademark
Trial and Appeal Board may render judgment against

the party in the position of plaintiff, or the Board may
decline to render judgment until all of the evidence is in

the record. If judgment is not rendered, testimony peri-

ods will be reset for the party in the position of defen-

dant and for rebuttal.

(c) Any motion filed under paragraph (a) or (b) of this

section must be filed before the opening of the testimony

period of the moving party.

34. Section 2.134 is revised to read as follows:

§2.134 Surrender or voluntary cancellation of registration.

(a) After the commencement of a cancellation pro-

ceeding, if the respondent applies for cancellation of the

involved registration under section 7(d) of the Act of

1946 without the written consent of every adverse party,

judgment shall be entered against the respondent.

(b) After the commencement of a cancellation pro-

ceeding, if It comes to the attention of the Trademark
Trial and Appeal Board that the respondent has permit-

ted his involved registration to be cancelled under sec-

tion 8 of the Act of 1946 or has failed to renew his in-

volved registration under section 9 of the Act of 1946.

an order may be issued allowing respondent until a set

time, not less than fifteen days, in which to show cause

why such cancellation or failure to renew should not be

deemed to be the equivalent of a cancellation by request

of respondent without the consent of the adverse party

and should not result in entry of judgment against re-

spondent as provided by paragraph (a) of this section. In

the absence of a showing of good and sufficient cause,

judgment may be entered against respondent as provided

by paragraph (a) of this section.

35. Section 2.135 is revised to read as follows:

§2.135 Abandonment of application or mark.

After the commencement of an opposition, concurrent

use. or interference proceeding, if the applicant files a

written abandonment of the application or of the mark
without the written consent of every adverse party.
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judgment shall be entered against the applicant.

36. Section 2.142 is proposed to be revised to read as
follows:

§2.142 Time and manner of ex parte appeals.

(a) Any appeal filed under the provisions of §2.141
must be filed within six months from the date of final re-

fusal or the date of the action from which the appeal is

taken. An appeal is taken by filing a notice of appeal and
paying the appeal fee.

(b) The brief of appellant shall be filed within sixty
days from the date of appeal. If the brief is not filed

within the time allowed, the appeal may be dismissed.
The examiner shall, within sixty days after the brief of
appellant is sent to the examiner, file with the Trade-
mark Trial and Appeal Board a written brief answering
the brief of appellant and shall mail a copy of the brief
to the appellant. The appellant may file a reply brief
within twenty days from the date of mailing of the brief
of the examiner.

(c) All requirements made by the examiner and not
the subject of appeal shall be complied with prior to the
filing of an appeal.

(d) The record in the application should be complete
prior to the filing of an appeal. The Trademark Trial
and Appeal Board will ordinarily not consider additional
evidence filed with the Board by the appellant or by the
examiner after the appeal is filed. After an appeal is

filed, if the appellant or the examiner desires to intro-
duce additional evidence, the appellant or the examiner
may request the Board to suspend the appeal and to re-
mand the application for further examination.

(eXl) If the appellant desires an oral hearing, a re-

quest therefor should be made by a separate notice filed
not later than ten days after the due date for a reply
brief Oral argument will be heard by three Members of
the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board at the time spec-
ified in the notice of hearing, which may be reset if the
Board is prevented from hearing the argument at the
specified time or, so far as is convenient and proper, to
meet the wish of the appellant or his attorney or other
authorized representative.

(2) If the appellant requests an oral argument, the ex-
aminer who issued the refusal of registration or the re-
quirement from which the appeal is taken, or in lieu
thereof another examiner from the same examining divi-
sion as designated by the supervisory attorney thereof,
shall present an oral argument. If no request for an oral
hearing is made by the appellant, the appeal will be de-
cided on the record and briefs.

(3) Oral argument will be limited to twenty minutes
by the appellant and ten minutes by the examiner. The
appellant may reserve part of the time allowed for oral
argument to present a rebuttal argument.

(fXl) If, during an appeal from a refusal of registra-
tion, it appears to the Trademark Trial and Appeal
Board that an issue not previously raised may render the
mark of the appellant unregistrable, the Board may sus-
pend the appeal and remand the application to the exam-
iner for further examination to be completed within thir-

ty days.

(2) If the further examination does not result in an ad-
ditional ground for refusal of registration, the examiner
shall promptly return the application to the Board, for
resumption of the appeal, with a written statement that
further examination did not result in an additional
ground for refusal of registration.

(3) If the further examination does result in an addi-
tional ground for refusal of registration, the examiner
and appellant shall proceed as provided by §§2.61. 2.62.
2.63 and 2.64. If the ground for refusal is made final, the
examiner shall return the application to the Board,
which shall thereupon issue an order allowing the appel-
lant sixty days from the date of the order to file a sup-
plemental brief limited to the additional ground for the
refusal of registration. If the supplemental brief is not
filed by the appellant within the time allowed, the ap-
peal may be dismissed.

(4) If the supplemental brief of the appellant is filed,

the examiner shall, within sixty days after the supple-
mental brief of the appellant is sent to the examiner, file

with the Board a written brief answering the supplemen-
tal brief of appellant and shall mail a copy of the brief to
the appellant. The appellant may file a reply brief within
twenty days from the date of mailing of the brief of the
examiner.

(5) If an oral hearing on the appeal had been request-
ed prior to the remand of the application but not yet
held, an oral hearing will be set and heard as provided
in paragraph (e) of this section. If an oral hearing had
been held prior to the remand or had not been
previously requested by the appellant, an oral hearing
may be requested by the appellant by a separate notice
filed not later than ten days after the due date for a re-
ply brief on the additional ground for refusal of registra-
tion. If the appellant files a request for an oral hearing,
one will be set and heard as provided in paragraph (e)
of this section.

(g) An application which has been considered and de-
cided on appeal will not be reopened except for the en-
try of a disclaimer under section 6 of the Act of 1946 or
upon order of the Commissioner, but a petition to the
Commissioner to reopen an application will be consid-
ered only upon a showing of sufficient cause for consid-
eration of any matter not already adjudicated.

37. Section 2.146 is revised to read as follows:

§2.146 Petitions to the Commissioner.

(a) Petition may be taken to the Commissioner: (1)
From any repeated or final formal requirement of the
examiner in the ex parte prosecution of an application if

permitted by §2.63(b); (2) in any case for which the Act
of 1946, or Title 35 of the United States Code, or this
Part of Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations
specifies that the matter is to be determined directly or
reviewed by the Commissioner; (3) to invoke the super-
visory authority of the Commissioner in appropriate cir-

cumstances; (4) in any case not specifically defined and
provided for by this part of Title 37 of the Code of Fed-
eral Regulations; (5) in an extraordinary situation, when
justice requires and no other party is injured thereby, to
request a suspension or waiver of any requirement of the
rules not being a requirement of the Act of 1946.

(b) Questions of substance arising during the ex parte
prosecution of applications, including, but not limited to,

questions arising under sections 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 23 of
the Act of 194^, are not considered to be appropriate
subject matter for petitions to the Commissioner.

(c) Every petition to the Commissioner shall include a
statement of the facts relevant to the petition, the points
to be reviewed, the action or relief that is requested, and
the requisite fee (see §2.6). Any brief in support of the
petition shall be embodied in or accompany the petition.
When facts are to be proved in ex parte cases (as in a
petition to revive an abandoned application), the proof
in the form of affidavits or declarations in accordance
with §2.20, and any exhibits, shall accompany the peti-

tion.

(d) A petition on any matter not otherwise specifically

provided for shall be filed within sixty days from the
date of mailing of the action from which relief is re-

quested.

(eXl) A petition from the denial of a request for an
extension of time to file a notice opposition shall be filed

within fifteen days from the date of mailing of the denial
of the request and shall be served on the attorney or
other authorized representative of the applicant, if any,
or on the applicant. Proof of service of the petition shall

be made as provided by §2. 119(a). The applicant may
file a response within fifteen days from the date of ser-

vice of the petition and shall serve a copy of the re-

sponse on the petitioner, with proof of service as provid-
ed by §2.1 19(a). No further paper relating to the petition

shall be filed.

(2) A petition from an interlocutory order of the
Trademark Trial and Appeal Board shall be filed within
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thirty days after the date of maihng of the order from
which relief is requested. Any brief in response to the
petition shall be filed, with any supporting exhibits,

within fifteen days from the date of service of the peti-

tion. Petitions and responses to petitions, and any papers
accompanying a petition or response, under this subsec-

tion shall be served on every adverse party pursuant to

§2.1 19(a).

(0 An oral hearing will not be held on a petition ex-

cept when considered necessary by the Commissioner.

(g) The mere filing of a petition to the Commissioner
will not act as a stay in any appeal or inter partes pro-

ceeding that is pending before the Trademark Trial and
Appeal Board nor stay the period for replying to an Of-

fice action in an application except when a stay is specif-

ically requested and is granted or when §§2.63(b) and
2.65 are applicable to an ex parte application.

(h) Authority to act on petitions, or on any petition,

may be delegated by the Commissioner.

§2.147 [Removed]

38. Section 2.147 is removed.

39. Section 2.165 is revised to read as follows:

§2.165 Reconsideration of affidavit or declaration.

(aXl) If the affidavit or declaration filed pursuant to

§2.162 is insufficient or defective, the affidavit or decla-

ration will be refused and the registrant will be notified

of the reason. Reconsideration of the refusal may be re-

quested within six months from the date of the mailing

of the action. The request for reconsideration must state

the grounds for the request. A supplemental or substi-

tute affidavit or declaration required by section 8 of the

Act of 1946 cannot be considered unless it is filed before

the expiration of six years from the date of the registra-

tion or from the date of publication under section 12(c)

of the Act. The certificate of mailing procedure provid-

ed by §1.8 does not apply to affidavits or declarations or

to supplemental or substitute affidavits or declarations

filed under section 8 (a) or (b) of the Act, but the certifi-

cate of mailing by "Express Mail" procedure provided

by §1.10 does apply thereto.

(2) A request for reconsideration ihall be a condition

precedent to a petition to the Commissioner to revie^Jf^

the refusal of the affidavit or declaration unless the first

action refusing the affidavit or declaration directs the

registrant to petition the Commissioner for relief, in

which ever^t the petition must be filed within six months
from the date of mailing of the action.

(b) If the refusal of the affidavit or declaration is ad-

hered to, the registrant may petition the Commissioner
to review the action under §2. 146(a)(2). The petition to

the Commissioner requesting review of the action adher-

ing to the refusal of the affidavit or declaration must be
filed within six months from the date of mailing of the

action which denied reconsideration.

(c) The decision of the Commissioner on the petition

will constitute the final action of the Patent and Trade-
mark Office. If there is no petition to the Commissioner,
the Commissioner will notify the registrant of the refusal

of the affidavit or declaration after the expiration of six

years from the date of registration or from the date of
publication under section 12(c) of the Act of 1946, and
such notice will constitute the final action of the Office.

(d) A petition to the Commissioner for review of the

action shall be a condition precedent to an appeal to or

action for review by any court.

40. Section 2.173 is amended by revising paragraph

(b) to read as follows:

§2.173 Amendment; disclaimer in part.

be permitted.

41. Section 2.184 is revised to read as follows:

§2.184 Refusal of renewal.

(a) If the application for renewal is incomplete or de-

fective, the renewal will be refused. The application

may be completed or amended in response to a refusal,

subject to the provisions of §2.183. If a response to a re-

fusal of renewal is not filed within six months from the

date of mailing of the action, the application for renewal
will be considered abandoned. A request to reconsider a

refusal of renewal shall be a condition precedent to a pe-

tition to the Commissioner to review the refusal of re-

newal.

(b) If the refusal of renewal is adhered to. the regis-

trant may petition the Commissioner to review the

action under §2. 146(a)(2). The petition to the Commis-
sioner requesting review of the action adhering to the

refusal of the renewal must be filed within six months
from the date of mailing of the action which adhered to

the refusal. If a timely petition to the Commissioner is

not filed, the application for renewal will be considered
abandoned.

(c) The decision of the Commissioner on the petition

will constitute the final action of the Patent and Trade-
mark Office.

(d) A petition to the Commissioner for review of the

action shall be a condition precedent to an appeal to or
action for review by any court.

42. Section 2.186 is revised to read as follows:

§2.186 Action may be taken by assignee of record.

Any action with respect to an assigned application or
registration which may or must be taken by a registrant

or applicant may be taken by the assignee provided that

(he assignment has been recorded

DONALD J QUIGG.
Apr. 28, 1983. Deputy Commtsstoner of

Patents and Trademarks.

(FR DfK.- K.UnVlOhilfd ^-20.K^ K4^ am)

BILLING C0DO5l0«^ M
(1031 TMOG 12]

(127) Initial Processing of Application

(b) No amendment in the identification of goods or

services in a registration will be permitted except to re-

strict the identification or otherwise to change it in ways
that would not require republication of the mark. No
amendment seeking the elimination of a disclaimer will

On Feb. 1. 1972, the operations of the Trademark Ap-
plication Section of the Patent Office will be reorga-

nized. The purpose of the reorganization is to provide
the public and applicants with more current information

concerning newly filed appHcations.

The prompt initial processing of trademark applica-

tions is necessary in order to fulfill one of the main Pa-

tent Office functions, that of producing a record, acces-

sible to the public, of new trademark activity to

facilitate the clearance of new marks for use. determine
the registrability of proposed marks, and avoid conflicts

with the rights of others. In order to maintain a record

of marks applied for which refiects the most current in-

formation available to the Office concerning them, the

early processing of drawings in order to have them
placed in the search room is considered as a first priori-

ty. The processing of these drawings includes the assign-

ment of serial numbers, initial classification, duplication

of the drawing and the forwarding of copies of the

drawing to the search room. Other functions which are

necessary in the processing of applications, such as the

processing and mailing of filing receipts, are secondary
to the processing of drawings.

In past years, there have been delays in processing ap-

plications and forwarding application drawings to the

search room. These delays have varied from several

weeks to several months. In view of the importance,

both to applicants and the public, of recording essential

information concerning newly filed applications as

quickly as possible, a reorganization of the workflow in
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the Application Section is being effected.

There is no change in the processing of applications
through the mail room and Hnance branch to the Appli-
cation Section. However, under the new plan, upon re-

ceipt in the Trademark Application Section, all applica-
tions will be stamped with a serial number, and the
drawing of the mark will be reproduced immediately
and placed in the search file. This processing will occur
as soon as the application files reach the Application
Section. Such procedures as determining whether or not
an application will receive a filing date, preparation of
the file jackets, and mailing of the filing receipt will take
place at a later time.

Applicants who wish to be notified promptly of the
date their papers were received in the office and their
serial number, may send two self-addressed postcards
with their application papers. The mail room will stamp
both postcards with the date of receipt and return one
to the applicant: the second postcard will be stamped
with the serial number and forwarded to the applicant
from the Application Section. The postcards should con-
tain the applicant's name and the trademark which is the
subject of the application. When more than one set of
application papers are forwarded under one cover, post-
cards should be attached to each set of papers for which
a receipt is desired.

Under the new system of processing application pa-
pers, your particular attention is directed to the follow-
ing changes as compared to the present procedure.

1. Application drawings will be placed in the public
search file prior to the mailing of the filing receipt.

2. By using the postcard system described above, ap-
plicants will be notified sooner of the date of receipt of
their papers and the serial number of their application.
Applicants ace encouraged to use the postcard system.

3. Additional papers sent in by the applicant or attor-
ney should be identified by serial number, thereby en-
abling the office to process these papers quickly.

4. When an- application is accompanied by a petition
to the Commissioner under §2.146, the petition will not
be considered until processing by the Application Sec-
tion is complete.

Effective date. The procedure outlined in this notice
will become effective Feb. I, 1972.

Jan. 11, 1972.

RICHARD A. WAHL.
Acting Commissioner of Patents.

JAMES H. WAKELIN, Jr.,

Assistant Secretary for
Science and Technology.

Published in 37 F.R. 942; Jan. 21, 1972

[895 O.G. TM 193]

(128) Petition to Make Trademark
Applications Special

The practice of expediting the prosecution of new
trademark applications on request of the applicant (ac-
celerated prosecution) was rescinded, effective Aug 1

1971 (36 F.R. 13231. July 16, 1971; 825 O.G. 2). This ac-
tion was taken after a careful study of the practice, in-
cluding a recommendation of the Public Advisory Com-
mittee for Trademark Affairs that the Patent Office
terminate accelerated prosecution of trademark appli-
cations. The study considered both the effect of the pro-
cedure on the workload of the Trademark Operations
and the broader interest of examining trademark applica-
tions in an order which is equitable to all applicants.

Since the termination of this practice, the Office has
experienced some increase in the number of petitions re-
questing the Commissioner to invoke his supervisory au-
thority pursuant to Rule 2.146 in order to advance the
examination of applications out of their regular order.
This was to be expected since applicants who might
have been able to show special circumstances entitling
them to advanced examination could previously achieve
this special treatment without resorting to a petition.
However, some of the petitions now being received are

not considered sufficient to justify the extraordinary re-
lief of mvoking the supervisory authority of the Com-
missioner for the purpose of advancing the applications
out of their regular order.

In particular, a number of such petitions have been
based on the ground that the applicant is about to em-
bark on an advertising campaign or to commit advertis-
ing or promotional expenditures in which the mark ap-
plied for IS material. Such a ground is not considered to
constitute appropriate circumstances justifying the ad-
vancement of the application out of its regular turn and
the petitions based on such ground have been and will
continue to be denied. The principal reason for the deni-
al is that these circumstances are applicable to a sub-
stantial portion of the trademark applications filed in the
Patent Office. The supervisory authority of the Com-
missioner should be exercised only where an extra-
ordinary reason for such action has been disclosed. See
Anderson & Dyer v. Lewry, 89 O.G. 1861, 1899 CD. 230
and Wilputte v. Van Ackeren. 103 USPQ 235. Thus, the
extraordinary remedy of invoking the supervisory au-
thority of the Commissioner is not considered appropri-
ate under these circumstances.

In the interest of equitable treatment of all applicants,
the policy of the Office in granting such petitions will
be restricted to those cases in which particular and very
special circumstances exist, such as a demonstrable pos-
sibility of loss of substantial rights, rather than circum-
stances which would be equally applicable to a large
number of other applicants for trademark registration.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK,
Mar. 13, 1972. Commissioner of Patents.

[897 O.G. TM 2]

( 1 29) Realignment of Patent Office Handling
of Opposition Papers

In order to increase efficiency in processing papers, all
activities connected with the handling of oppositions
have been transferred from the Trademark Examining
Operation to the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board. As
a result of the transfer, requests for extension of time to
oppose and matters pertinent thereto are now received
and processed by the staff of the Trademark Trial and
Appeal Board rather than by the staff of the Office of
the Director of the Trademark Examining Operation.
No substantial change in procedure in the handling of

papers relative to oppositions and extensions of time is

contemplated by this realignment of duties in the Patent
Office. Reasonable requests for extensions of time to op-
pose will continue to be granted with liberality particu-
larly if there is no protest by another party and if the
parties are negotiating or otherwise exploring bases for
settlement, and fees for both verified and unverified op-
positions will continue to be required to be filed within
the time prescribed for opposing.

RENE D. TEGTMEYER,
Nov. 14, 1974. Assistant Commissioner

for Trademarks.

(130)

[929 O.G. TM 62]

Standardized Disclaimers

Beginning with the Nov. 9, 1982 issue of the Official
Gazette, disclaimers in marks published for opposition
and in those registered on the Supplemental Register
will be printed in a standardized form, regardless of the
text submitted. Certificates of registration for marks is-

sued on the Supplemental Register will also contain the
standardized disclaimer as of that date. Certificates of
registration for marks issued on the Principal Register
will contain the uniform statement beginning Feb. 1,

1983. The disclaimed matter will be taken from the dis-
claimer of record and inserted into a standardized dis-
claimer for printing and data base purposes. The new
disclaimer text will take the following form:
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No claim is made to the exclusive right to use
apart from the mark as shown.

Aug. 30, 1982.

MARGARET M. LAURENCE,
Assistant Commissioner

for Trademarks.

(131) Conference of Parties in Trademark Inter

Partes Proceedings

Under the inter partes rules of procedure in trademark
cases effective July I, 1972 (898 O.G. TM 170, May 16,

1972), the interlocutory phases of trademark inter partes
proceedings are becoming increasingly involved, and the
experience of the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board
has been that the difficulties in such proceedings can fre-

quently be resolved more satisfactorily and quickly by
conference in person than by correspondence or tele-

phone. Therefore, effective immediately, the following
practice is being adopted:
Whenever it appears to the Trademark Trial and Ap-

peal Board that questions or issues arising during the in-

terlocutory phase of a trademark inter partes proceeding
have become so complex that their resolution by corre-
spondence or telephone is not practical and would be
likely to be facilitated by conference in person of the
parties and/or their attorneys with a member or mem-
bers of the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board, the
Board may at its discretion suggest that the parties

and/or their attorneys, under circumstances' which will

not result in undue hardship for any par»y, meet with
the Board at its offices in Crystal Plaza, Arlington, Va.,
to discuss the resolution of difficulties.

Feb. 3, 1975.

C. MARSHALL DANN,
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[932 O.G. TM 2]

(132) International Protection of Government
Emblems and Seals

Change of Intent

The Patent and Trademark Office, Department of
Commerce, intends to forward only the 50 State seals

plus one department seal for each department listed in

the publication "Seals and Other Devices in Use at the
Government Printing Office" ("Seals") instead of the
entire publication, as indicated on page 59366 of the
Federal Register of Dec. 23, 1975.

Since the publication had been printed in 1975, it was
assumed that few deletions and additions would be nec-
essary. However, the response to the above notice,

along with some necessary deletions, resulted in a large

number of seals in the publication requiring deletion.

This rendered the publication unacceptable for submis-
sion to the World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO).

Therefore, the Patent and Trademark Office now in-

tends to forward only the 50 State seals along with the
departmental seal denoted "No. 1" for each department
listed in the "Seals" publication. If this is not the pre-

ferred departmental or State seal, the department or
State involved is requested to notify the Patent and
Trademark Office by Sept. 21. 1976. This notification

should either specify the number of the preferred seal, as

it appears in the "Seals" publication, or provide a clear,

black and white photograph, suitable for reproduction,
of the preferred seal. The seal must be no larger than 1

1/2 inches in diameter.

These seals will then be forwarded to WIPO for pro-
tection under Article bter of the Paris Convention for

the Protection of Industrial Property.
Address all correspondence to: Commissioned of Pa-

tents and Trademarks. Washington, DC. 2023!.

C. MARSHALL DANN.
Aug. 18, 1976. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

(133)

Published in 41 F.R. 35741

[950 O.G. TM 1 14]

Recording of "Territorial Assignm^^nts**

in the Assignment Division of the Patent

and Trademark Office

It has been the practice of the Assignment Division
for many years to refuse to record "territorial assign-

ments." that is, assignments purporting to transfer rights

in a trademark registration (not a concurrent use regis-

tration) for less than the entire United States. Hereinaf-
ter, such documents will be recorded as long as the re-

quirements of the Rules of Practice are met ^y the
documents submitted.

The Office is not addressing the validity or effect of
such documents by recording same, but is merely recog-
nizing that such transfers may affect title to a registered
mark and therefore ought to be recorded. At the time a

Section 8 affidavit or declaration or an application for

renewal is filed, the Examiner of Trademarks will con-
sider the effect of such a document.

BERNARD A MEANY.
Oct. 7. 1977. Assistant Commissioner

for Trademarks.

[964 TMOG 8]

(134) Trademark Rule 2.165 Requirement
Where A Section 8 Affidavit Or
Declaration Is Held InsufTicient

Several recent Petitions to the Commissioner have in-

dicated a failure on the part of registrants and their at-

torneys to follow the requirements of Trademark Rule
2.165. Therefore, reviewing certain basic elements of
this rule is considered timely so as to alert registrants
and attorneys to technical errors which might lead to
the cancellation of a valuable trademark registration.

Part (fl) of Rule 2.165 indicates that the examiner will

notify the registrant when an affidavit or declaration of
use under Section 8 of the Statute is insufficient and the
reasons therefor. When the registrant wishes the examin-
er to reconsider the affidavit or declaration, or when the
registrant has taken additional steps to rectify the defi-

ciencies and desires to have the examiner reconsider the
affidavit or declaration m light of those steps, the re-

quest for reconsideration must be submitted within 6
months of the date of mailing of the notice of insuffi-

ciency.

Note, however, that a supplemental or substitute affi-

davit or declaration required by Section 8 cannot be
considered unless it is received before the expiration of
the six year anniversary of the registration Consequent-
ly, registrants should file their affidavits as early as pos-
sible during the sixth year following registration.

There are situations where correcting the deficiency
in the affidavit or declaration requires recording an as-

signment with the Assignment Division of this Office If

the recording cannot be completed within 6 months, the
registrant must at least respond to the examiner's notice
of insufficiency within that peruxi. The response must
indicate the steps being taken to correct the deficiency
The examiner can then allow the registrant additional

time or suspend action depending on the circumstances.
Registrants must always observe the "six month re-

sponse" period whenever resptmdmg to the examiner
from an adverse action.

Part (b) of Rule 2.165 permits a registrant to request
the Commissioner to review the action of the examiner
when he is dissatisfied with that action Review by the

Commissioner should be sought only where it is be-

lieved that the examiner has erred in his action. In other
words, the Commissioner's role is to review the correct-
ness of the examiner's action and not to serve as an alter

ego of the examiner before whom the registrant may
seek to correct deficiencies.

When review by the Commissioner has been sought.
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the decision on that request constitutes the final action

of the Patent and Trademark Office. If no review by the

Commissioner is sought and if no request for reconsider-

ation of an examiner's action is timely filed, the Commis-
sioner will notify the registrant of the deficiency in the

affidavit or declaration after the sixth year has expired.

Such notice is never mailed prior to the expiration of
the sixth year following registration nor until a reason-

able time has elapsed following a six month period from
the last action mailed by this Office. This notice consti-

tutes the final action of the Patent and Trademark OfTice

in those cases where the Commissioner's review has not
been sought. Once this notice has been mailed, it is too
late (under the Rules of Practice) to request the Com-
missioner to review the action of the examiner. Review
would only be proper if an affiant could show circum-
stances sufficient to suspend the finality element of Rule
2.l6S(b) pursuant to Rule 2.148.

Registrants will be held to strict compliance with
Rule 2.165 as it has been briefed above. Therefore,
parties are urged to respond fully as soon as possible af-

ter an action is received from the examiner.

BERNARD A. MEANY,
Assistant Commissioner

for Trademarks.

[966 TMOG 80]

In order to clarify the policy regarding Trademark
Examiners giving out Trademark information to the gen-
eral public, the following directive has been promulgat-
ed:

Trademark Examiners are reminded that they may
only be responsive to questions regarding applications
pending before them. All other questions regarding
Trademark matters must be directed to the Director of
the Trademark Examining Operation, 703-557-3268.

BERNARD A. MEANY,
Assistant Commissioner

for Trademarks.

[968 TMOG 9]

Feb. 15, 1978.

Dec. 12, 1977.

( 1 36) Notice To Purchasers Of Trademark Indices

An incorrect stock number has been assigned to the
"1976 Index of Trademarks."
The correct stock number to be used when ordering

the "1976 Index of Trademarks" through the Superin-
tendent of Documents is as follows: 003-004-00532-7.
The cost of this publication is $8.00 per copy.

RICHARD J. SHAKMAN,
Mar. 14, 1978. Assistant Commissioner

for Administration.

[969 TMOG 2]

(135) Dissemination Of Trademark Information
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(137) TRADEMARK REGISTRATION TREATY
At the conclusion of the Vienna Diplomatic Conference

on industrial property, the Trademark Registration Treaty

was signed on June 12. 1973 for the United States. This

Treaty is designed to simplify the procedures for obtaining

international registration of trademarks for United States

companies doing business abroad.

The Treaty was unanimously adopted at the final plenary

session. In addition to the United States, the United King-
dom, the Federal Republic of Germany. Italy, Portugal.

Hungary. San Marino and Monaco also signed. Some for-

ty-six countries were represented at the Conference. In their

closing statements most of the other delegations present in-

dicated their hope to sign before the end of the year. The
Treaty remains open for signature through Dec. SI. 1973.

The Treaty will enter into force six months after five States

have deposited their instruments of ratification or accession.

The negotiations at Vienna represent the climax of the

work of several committees of experts and working groups

which have met at Geneva since 1970 with the assistance of
the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). The

U.S. delegation to the Vienna Conference was composed of
officials from the Department of State, the U.S. Patent Of-

fice and advisors from the private sector. Previous versions

of the proposed Treaty were published on Feb. 22, 1972:

Sept. 19, 1972: and Feb. 20, 1973. in the Official Gazette

of the U.S. Patent Office Published in this issue is the

complete text of the Trademark Registration Treaty and its

Regulations, as adopted by the Conference. For conve-

nience, in addition to the text of the Articles ond Regula-

tions as adopted there is included a table of contents at the

end of each section.

Additional copies of this material are available upon re-

quest to the Commissioner of Patents

June 22, 1973.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK.
Commissioner of Patents

TRADEMARK REGISTRATION TREATY

Adopted at Vienna, June 12, 1973

INTRODUCTORY PROVISIONS

Article 1

Establishment of a Union

The States party to this Treaty (hereinafter called

"the Contracting States") constitute a Union for the in-

ternational registration of marks.

Article 2

Abbreviated Expressions

For the purposes of this Treaty and the Regulations

and unless expressly stated otherwise:

(i) "international registration" means a registration

effected under this Treaty by the International Bureau
in the International Register of Marks;

(ii) "international application" means an application filed

for international registration;

(iii) "applicant" means the natural person who or legal

entity which files the international application;

(iv) "owner of the international registration" means the

natural [>erson or the legal entity in whose name the

international registration stands in respect of all or

fewer than all the designated States and in respect of

all or some only of the goods and/or services listed in

that registration;

(v) "mark" means both a trademark and a service mark;

it also includes a collective mark within the meaning
of Article This of the Stockholm (1967) Act of the

Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial

Property and a certification mark whether or not such

certification mark is a collective mark within the said

meaning;
(vi) "national mark" means a mark registered by a gov-

ernment authority of a Contracting State having the

power to grant registrations with effect in that State;

references to a national mark shall not be construed as

references also to regional marks;
(vii) "regional mark" means a mark registered by an in-

tergovernmental authority other than the International

Bureau having the power to grant registrations with

effect in more than one State;

(viii) references to any final decision or final refusal

shall be construed as references to a decision or refus-

al against which there is no remedy, or against which
all remedies have been exhausted, or where the time

limit for asking for a remedy against the refusal or de-

cision has expired;

(ix) references to any publication by the International Bu-

reau shall be construed as references to publications

effected in the official Gazette of that Bureau;
(x) references to the date of the publication of the inter-

national registration or to the date of the publication of
the recording of the later designation shall be con-
strued as references to the date of that issue of the of-

ficial Gazette of the International Bureau in which the

international registration or the recording of the later

designation, as the case may be, has been published;

(xi) references to any recording by the International Bu-
reau shall be construed as references to recordings

made in the International Register of Marks;

(xii) "designated State" means any Contracting State in

which the applicant or the owner of the international

registration desires that such registration produce the

effects provided for in this Treaty and which has been
identified for that purpose in the international applica-

tion or any request for the recording of later designa-

tions;

(xiii) "national Office" means the government authority

of a Contracting State entrusted with the registration

of marks; references to a national Office shall be con-

strued as referring also to any intergovernmental au-

thority which several States have entrusted with the

task of registering regional marks, provided that al

least one of those States is a Contracting State, and
provided that such authority has been empowered to

assume the obligations and exercise the powers which
this Treaty and the Regulations provide for in respect

of national Offices;

(xiv) "national register of marks" means the register of
marks kept by a national Office in which national

and/or regional marks are registered;

(xv) "designated Office" means the national Office of

the designated State;

(xvi) references to national law shall be construed as ref-

erences to the national law of a Contracting State and,

where a regional mark is involved, to the regional

treaty providing for the registration of regional marks;

(xvii) "Madrid Agreement" means the Madrid Agree-

ment Concerning the International Registration of

Marks;
(xviii) "Union" means the Union referred to in Article 1;

(xix) "Assembly" means the Assembly of the Union;

(xx) "Organization" means the World Intellectual Prop-

erty Organization;

(xxi) "International Bureau" means the International Bu-

reau of the Organization and, as long as it subsists, the

United International Bureau for the Protection of In-

tellectual Property (BIRPI); and where any provision

refers to the receiving of documents, or of payments,

by the International Bureau, it also includes any agen-

cy of that Bureau established under Article 32(2Ka)
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(ix);
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(xxii) "Director General" means the Director General of
the Organization;

(xxiii) "International Classification" means the classifica-

tion established under the Nice Agreement Concern-
ing the International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of
Marks;

(xxiv) "Regulations" means the Regulations referred to

in Article 35.

CHAPTER I: SUBSTANTIVE PROVISIONS

Article 3 I

International Register ofMarks

(1) [International Registrations] The International Bu-
reau shall register marks in the International Register of
Marks according to the provisions of this Treaty and the
Regulations.

(2) [International Applications] International registra-

tions shall be effected in the basis of international appli-

cations.

Article 4

Right To File International Applications and To
Own International Registrations

(1) [Entitlement] (a) Any resident or national of a
Contracting State may file international applications and
may own international registrations.

(b) If there are several applicants, they shall have the
right to file an international application only if all of
them are residents of nationals of Contracting States.

(c) If there are several owners of an international reg-

istration, they shall have the right' to own such a regis-

tration only if all of them are residents or nationals of
Contracting States.

(2) [Natural Persons] (a) Any natural person shall be
regarded as a resident of a Contracting State if:

(i) according to the national law of that State, he is a
resident of that State, or

(ii) he has a real and effective industrial or commercial
establishment in that State.

(b) Any natural person shall be regarded as a national

of a Contracting State if, according lo the national law
of that State, he has the nationality of that State.

(3) [Legal Entities] (a) Any legal entity shall be re-

garded as a resident of a Contracting State if it has a

real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
in that State.

(b) Any legal entity shall be regarded as a national of
a Contracting State if it is constituted according to the
national law of that State.

(4) [ Different Residence and Nationality] If the State
of the residence and the State of the nationality of the
applicant or owner of the international registration are
different, and only one of those States is a Contracting
State, the Contracting State alone shall be considered
for the purposes of this Treaty and the Regulations.

(5) [Certain Associations] Where under the national

law of any Contracting State an association of natural

persons or legal entities may own marks notwithstanding
the fact that it is not a legal entity, it shall be entitled to

file international applications and to own international

registrations, provided it is a resident or national of that

State within the meaning of paragraph (3).

(6) [Domestic Filing] (a) The national law of any Con-
tracting State may provide that, where the applicant is

both a resident and a national of that State, an interna-

tional application may be filed only if the mark that is

the subject of the international application is, at the time
of the filing of that application, the subject of an appli-

cation for registration, in the name of the said applicant,

in the national register of marks of that State in respect

of at least those goods and/or services listed in the inter-

national application.

(b) Subparagraph (a) shall not apply where, at the
time of the filing of the international application, the
mark that is the subject of the international application is

already registered in the name of the applicant in the na-
tional register of marks of the said State in respect of the
said goods and/or services.

Article 5

The International Application

resj-

(l)(a) [Mandatory Contents] The international applica-
tion shall contain, as specified in this Treaty and the
Regulations:

(i) an indication that it is filed under this Treaty,
(ii) indications concerning the applicant's identity,

dence, nationality, and address,
(iii) a reproduction of the mark,
(iv) a list of goods and/or services in which the terms

are grouped under the applicable classes of the Inter-
national Classification and in which each term is com-
prehensible, permits classification in one class only of
that Classification, and, as far as possible, is one that
appears in the alphabetical list of goods and/or
services of the said Classification,

(v) the identification,of the designated State or States,
(vi) in respect of any designated State in which the ef-

fects provided for in this Treaty are available either as
if the mark had been applied for and registered as a
national mark or as if the mark had been applied for
and registered as a regional mark, an indication of the
choice between the two,

(vii) in respect of any designated State in which the ef-

fects provided for in this Treaty are desired as for a
collective mark or a certification mark, an indication
to that effect.

(b) [Optional Contents] The international application
may contain a declaration, as provided in the Regula-
tions, claiming the priority of one or more earlier appli-

cations filed in or for any country party to the Paris
Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property.
Furthermore, the international application may contain
such additional indications as are provided for in other
provisions of this Treaty and in the Regulations.

(c) [Language, Form, Signature, Fees] The internation-

al application shall be in a prescribed language and in

ihe prescribed form, shall be signed as provided in the
Regulations, and shall be subject to the payment of the
prescribed fees.

(2) [Filing With International Bureau] International ap-
plications shall be filed direct with the International Bu-
reau.

(3) [Filing Through National Office] (a) Notwithstand-
ing paragraph (2) but subject to subparagraph (c), the
national law of any Contracting State may provide that

international applications of residents of that State may
be filed through the intermediary of the national Office
of the said State.

(b) Where the international application is filed

through the intermediary of a national Office competent
under subparagraph (a), that Office shall indicate on the
international application the date on which it received
that application and shall promptly transmit the same to

the International Bureau, as provided in the Regulations.
(c) Any Contracting State on whose territory an agen-

cy of the International Bureau, established under Article

32(2)(a)(ix), is functioning shall, at least for the time

such agency functions, suspend the application of any
provision of its national law referred to in sub-
paragraph (a) and Article 6(3)(a).

Article 6

Later Designation

(1) [Possibility of Later Designation] Any Contracting
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State not designated in the international application or
whose designation has ceased to have the effects provid-
ed for in Article 1 1 may be designated by the applicant
or, once the international registration has been effected,
by the owner of the international registration, as provid-
ed in the Regulations ("later designation").

(2)(a) [Mandatory Contents: Filing With International
Bureau] Any later designation shall be the subject of a
request for the recording of later designations. Several
States may be designated in the same request. The re-

quest shall be filed direct with the International Bureau
and shall contain, as specified in the Regulations:

(i) an indication that it is for the recording of later des-
ignations under this Treaty,

(ii) indications concerning the identity, residence, na-
tionality and address of the applicant or, where the in-

ternational registration has already been effected, of
the owner of the international registration,

(iii) the identification of the international application or.

where the international registration has already been
effected, of such registration,

(iv) the identification of the later designated State or
States,

(v) in respect of any later designated State in which the
effects provided for in this Treaty are available either
as if the mark has been applied for and registered as a
national mark or as if the mark had been applied for
and registered as a regional mark, an indication of the
choice between the two,

(vi) in respect of any later designated State in which the
effects provided for in this Treaty are desired as for a
collective mark or a certification mark, an indication
to that effect.

(b) [Optional Contents] The request may contain a
declaration, as provided in the Regulations, claiming the
priority of one or more earlier applications filed in or
for any country party to the Paris Convention for the
Protection of Industrial Property. Furthermore, the re-

quest may contain in respect of any State designated
therein a list of goods and/or services, provided that, if

that list is different from the list of goods and/or
services included in the international registration as
published or, if the international registration has not yet
been published, from the list of goods and/or services
included in the international application after any limita-

tion under Article 7(4), it shall conform with the formal
concept of limitation as defined in the Regulations. Fi-
nally, the request may contain such additional indica-
tions as are provided for in other provisions of this

Treaty and in the Regulations.
(c) [Language, Form, Signature, Fees] The request

shall be in a prescribed language and in the prescribed
form, shall be signed as provided in the Regulations, and
shall be subject to the payment of the prescribed fees.

(3) [Filing Through National Office] (a) Notwithstand-
ing paragraph (2)(a) but subject to Article 5(3)(c), the
national law of any Contracting State may provide that
requests for the recording of later designations by resi-

dents of that State may be filed through the intermedi-
ary of the national Office of the said State.

(b) Where the request for the recording of later desig-
nations is filed through the intermediary of a national
Office competent under subparagraph (a), that Office
shall indicate on the request the date on which it re-

ceived that request and shall promptly transmit the same
to the International Bureau, as provided in the Regula-
tions.

Article 7

International Registration or Declining of the
International Application

(1) [No Defects] Subject to paragraphs (2) to (5), the
International Bureau shall promptly effect the interna-
tional registration as applied for, and the date under
which such registration shall be effected ("international
registration date") shall be the date on which the inter-

national application was received by the International
Bureau or, in the case of an international application
filed through the intermediary of a national Office under
Article 5(3), the date on which it was received by that

Office provided that the said application is received by
the International Bureau before the expiration of 45 days
from that date. The International Bureau shall issue to
the owner of the international registration a certificate

of international registration.

(2) [Defects Which Necessarily Entail a Later Registra-
tion Date] (a) Where the International Bureau finds any
of the following defects, that is to say, where:

(i) the international application does not contain an indi-

cation that it is filed under this Treaty.
"^

(ii) the international application is in a language other
than one of the prescribed languages,

(iii) the international application contains no indications
concerning the residence or nationality of the appli-
cant or only such indications as do not permit the
conclusion that he has the right to file international
applications,

(iv) the international application contains no indications
concerning the applicant's identity and address or
only such indications as do not permit him to be iden-
tified and reached by mail,

(v) the international application does not include the re-

production of the mark,
(vi) the international application does not contain a list

of goods and/or services,

(vii) the international application does not designate any
Contracting State,

(viii) no fees have been received by the International
Bureau on or before the dale on which the interna-
tional application is received by the Bureau or, where
the international application is filed through the inter-

mediary of a national Office under Article 5(3). no
fees have been received by the International Bureau
within 45 days from the date on which that Office re-

ceived the international application,
(ix) the amount of the fees received by the International

Bureau by the date referred to in item (viii) does not
attain the amount ("minimum amount") fixed in the
Regulations, it shall invite the applicant to correct the
defect; however, where the defect referred to in item
(iv) makes it unlikely for the invitation to reach the
applicant, the International Bureau is not required to
send such invitation.

(b) If the defect is not corrected within three months
from the date on which the International Bureau re-

ceived the international application, the International
Bureau shall decline that application.

(c) If the defect is corrected within the time limit re-

ferred to in subparagraph (b) and unless the international
application is declined under paragraph (3Kb). the Inter-

national Bureau shall effect the international registration,

and the international registration date shall be the date
on which that Bureau received the required correction
or the prescribed amount of the fees, unless a later date
is applicable under paragraph (3)(d).

(3) [Defects Which Do Sol Necessarily Entail a Later
Registration Date] (a) Where the International Bureau
finds any of the following defects, that is to say. where;

(i) the amount of the fees received by the International
Bureau by the date referred to in paragraph (2KaKviii)
is less than the amount prescribed but attains the mini-
mum amount,

(ii) the international application does not contain, in re-

spect of any designated State to which Article

5(l)(aKvi) applies, the indication of the choice re-

ferred to in the said provision,

(iii) the international application is not signed, it shall in-

vite the applicant to correct the defect.

(b) If the defect is not corrected within three months
from the date on which the International Bureau re-

ceived the international application, the International

Bureau shall decline that application or. if the only de-
fect which is not corrected within the said time limit is
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the defect referred to in subparagraph (aXii), the Inter-

national Bureau shall decline to record the State con-
cerned as a designated State.

(c) If the defect is corrected before the expiration of
one month from the date of the invitation referred to in

subparagraph (a) and unless the international application
is declined under subparagraph (b) or paragraph (2Xb),
the International Bureau shall effect the international
registration, and the international registration date shall

be the date referred to in paragraph (1), unless a later

date is applicable under paragraph (2Xc).
(d) If the defect is corrected later than at the expira-

tion of one month from the date of the invitation re-

ferred to in subparagraph (a) but earlier than at the expi-
ration of three months from the date on which the
International Bureau received the international applica-
tion, and unless the international application is declined
under paragraph (2Xb), the International Bureau shall ef-

fect the international registration, and the international

registration date shall be the date on which that Bureau
received the required correction or payment, unless a
later date is applicable under paragraph (2Xc):

(4) [Classification Causing Increase in Fees] (a) Where
the International Bureau flnds that, by classifying any of
the terms appearing in the list of goods and/or services
in or also in a class or classes of the International Classi-
fication in which such term was not classified in the in-

ternational application as filed, the amount of the fees
required is higher than if that term had not been so clas-

sified, the invitation referred to in paragraph (2Xa) or
(3Xa) shall contain appropriate explanations and shall in-

dicate that the applicant may limit the list of goods
and/or services.

(b) If, within three months from the date on which
the International Bureau received the international appli-
cation, it receives from the applicant a statement which
limits the list of goods and/or services in conformity
with the formal concept of limitation as defined in the
Regulations, the International Bureau shall modify the
list of goods and/or services accordingly and, if such
modification entails a change in the prescribed amount
of the fees, such change shall be taken into account by
the International Bureau in determining that amount and
in applying paragraph (2Xb), (2Xc), (3Xb). (3Xc), or
3(d), as the case may be.

(5) [Details] (a) The Regulations shall provide for the
details of the procedure under paragraphs (1) to (4).

(b) Failure to send or receive any invitation referred
to in paragraphs (2) to (4), or any delay in dispatching
or receiving it, or any error therein, shall not extend the
time limits fixed in those paragraphs and shall not affect
any obligation to decline the international application.

(c) Where the international application is declined, the
International Bureau shall reimburse to the applicant
such amounts as are specified in the Regulations.

(6) {Defects Peculiar to Filings Through National Offices]
Where the international application filed through the in-

termediary of a national Office under Article 5(3):

(i) does not indicate that the applicant is a resident of the
State through the intermediary of whose national Of-
fice the international application was filed, or

(ii) dr cs not contain a statement by the said national Of-
fice indicating the date on which that Office received
the international application, or

(iii) contains the said statement indicating a date which
precedes by more than 45 days the date on which the
International Bureau received the international applica-
tion, that application shall be treated as if it had been
tiled direct with the International Bureau on the date it

reached that Bureau.

Article 8 '

Recording or Declining ofLater Designations

(I) [No Defects] Subject to paragraph (2), the Interna-
tional Bureau shall promptly effect the recording of any
later designation as requested, and the date under which

such recording shall be effected ("recording date of the
later designation") shall be the date on which the re-
quest for the recording of the later designation was re-

ceived by the International Bureau or, in the case of a
request filed through the intermediary of a national Of-
fice under Article 6(3), the date on which it was re-

ceived by that Office, provided that the said request is

received by the International Bureau before the expira-
tion of 45 days from that date. The International Bureau
shall issue to the owner of the international registration
a certificate of the recording of the later designation.

(2) [Defects] (a) The provisions of Article 7(2) to (6)
shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to the recording of later
designations and declining of requests for the recording
of later designations, provided that, once the internation-
al registration has been effected, any reference to the ap-
plicant shall be considered a reference to the owner of
the international registration.

(b) Notwithstanding subparagraph (a), items (v) and
(vi) of Article 7(2Xa) shall be considered to have been
replaced by the following:

"(v) the request does not identify the international appli-
cation or, once the international has been effected,
such registration."

(c) Notwithstanding subparagraph (a), Article 7(3Xa)
shall be considered to have been completed by the fol-
lowing:

"(iv) any list of goods and/or services contained in the
request does not conform with the requirements of
Article 6(2Xb), second sentence."

Article 9

Avoiding the Effects of Declining

(1) [Requesting Redress Through Designated Office]
NVhere the International Bureau has declined the interna-
tional application or a request for the recording of later

designation, the applicant or the owner of the interna-
tional registration may, within two months from the
date of the notification of the declining, file with the na-
tional Office of any State designated in the declined in-

ternational application or declined request:

(i) a petition for the purpose of requesting the Interna-
tional Bureau to proceed, in respect of that State,
where the international application was declined, with
the international registration and the recording of the
designation of the said State or, where the request for
the recording of the later designation was declined,
with the recording of the designation of that State, or

(ii) an application for the registration, in the national
register of marks ("national application"), of the mark
that is the subject of the declined international appli-
cation or declined request, in respect of all or some of
the goods and/or services indicated in the said inter-

national application or the said request, such applica-
tion complying with all the requirements of the na-
tional law of the said State for the filing of
applications for the registration of marks in the nation-
al register of marks.

(2) [Decision on the Request] If the national Office or
any other competent authority of the said State finds
that the declining, by the International Bureau, of the in-

ternational application or of the request for the record-
ing of the later designation of that State was unjustified
under this Treaty or the Regulations, or that the declin-
ing was based on the fact that there was a delay in

meeting a time limit which must be excused by virtue of
Article 29(1). then:

(i) where a petition has been filed under paragraph (IXi).

the said national Office shall request the International
Bureau to proceed as provided in that paragraph, and
the International Bureau shall proceed as requested,
and the international registration date or the recording
date of the later designation shall be the same as if the
declining had not taken place,

(ii) where a national application has been filed under
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paragraph (lXii)> that application shall, provided it

complies with all the requirements of the national law
of the said State for the filing of applications for the

registration of marks in the national register of marks,
be treated as if it had been filed on the date which
would have been the international registration date or
the recording date of the later designation had the de-
clining not taken place.

(3) [Recording of the Petition for Redress] The appli-

cant or the owner of the international registration who
files a petition under paragraph (IXi) shall, at the time of
filing the petition, transmit a copy of that petition to the
International Bureau. If the petition relates to a mark
which is already registered in the International Register
of Marks, the International Bureau shall, as provided in

the Regulations, record and publish the fact that it has
received a copy of such petition; otherwise it shall keep
the said copy in its files.

the reference in paragraphs (I) and (2) to the national

register of marks shall be construed as a reference to the

register or part of the register so indicated.

Article 10

Publication and Notification

(1) [Publication] International registrations and record-
ings of later designations shall be promptly published by
the International Bureau, as provided in the Regulations.

(2) [Notification] International registrations and re-

cordings of later designations shall be promptly notified

by the International Bureau to the national Offices of
each designated State, as provided in the Regulations.

Article 11

Effects of International Registration and of Recording of
Later Designation

(1) [National Application Effect] The international reg-
istration of a mark and the recording of any later desig-

nation, published and notified as provided in Article 10,

shall have the same effect in each designated State as if

an application for the registration of the mark in the na-
tional register of marks had been filed with the national

:
Office of that State on the international registration date
or on the recording date of the later designation, as the
case may be.

(2) [National Registration Effect] Furthermore, the said

international registration and recording shall, subject to
Articles 12 and 13, have the same effect in each desig-
nated State as if the mark had been registered in the na-

tional register of marks of that State; such effect shall

come into existence in any designated State:

(i) where no refusal or notice that a refusal may eventu-
ally be pronounced ("notice of possible refusal") has
been notified by the national Office of that State with-
in the time limit fixed in Article 12(2XaXi). at the ex-
piration of the said time limit or on such earlier date
as may be prescribed by the national law of that State,

(ii) where a refusal or a notice of possible refusal has
been notified by the national Office of that State with-
in the time limit fixed in Article l2(2XaXi). if and
when, and to the extent to which, the refusal is re-

versed by a final decision or the final decision taken in

the proceedings referred to in the notice of possible
refusal results in acceptance of the effect provided for

in this paragraph,

and shall be deemed to have started as of the interna-

tional registration date or the recording date of the later

designation, as the case may be.

(3) [Several National Registers] Where, in any desig-

nated State, there is more than one national register of
marks or the national register of marks has several parts,

the reference in paragraphs (1) and (2) to the national

register of marks shall be construed as a reference to

that national register or that part of the national register

which affords the highest degree of protection, unless

another register or part of the register is indicated in the

international Application or the request for the recording
of the later designation. In the case of such indication,

Article 12

Refusal of the Effects Provided for in Article II

(1) [Grounds of Refusal] Subject to paragraph (2) and
Articles 19, 21(3) and 22(3). the effects provided for in

Article 1 1 may, in respect of any designated State, be re-

fused by the competent authorities of that State:

(i) on the same grounds and to the same extent as those
in respect of which applications for the registration of
marks in the national register of marks may be refused

under the national law of the said State, provided that

such grounds are not incompatible with this Treaty
and the Regulations or the most recent provisions of
the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial

Property by which that State is bound, and provided
that Article bquinquies of the Stockholm (1967) Act of
the said Convention shall apply also to marks regis-

tered under this Treaty, the international registration

taking the place, for the purposes of the said Article 6
quinquies, of registration in the country of origin,

(ii) on the ground that the owner of the international

registiation is not entitled to own international regis-

trations or that the applicant was not entitled to file

international applications.

(2) [Time Limit and Other conditions] (a) Any refusal

under paragraph (i) shall be effective only:

(i) if the refusal or notice of possible refusal is notified,

as provided in the Regulations, by the national Office
of the designated State to the International Bureau so
that the latter receives it within 15 months or, in the
case of a certification mark. 18 months from the date
of the publication of the international registration, or,

in the case of a later designation, of the publication of
the recording of the later designation of such State,

and
(ii) in the case of a refusal, if the grounds for the refusal

are specified, and provided, where such refusal is not
final, that the grounds given in the final decision of
refusal include at least one of the grounds specified in

the said refusal and the final decision is or is also

based on at least one of the grounds specified in the

said refusal,

(iii) in the case of a notice of possible refusal followed
by a refusal, if the notice specifies, as provided in the

Regulations, the grounds on which a refusal may
eventually be pronounced, and provided that the
grounds given in the final decision of refusal include
at least one of the grounds specified in the said notice

and the final decision is or is also based on at least one
of the grounds specified in the said notice.

(b) The proviso of subparagraph (aXii) and the provi-

so of subparagraph (aXiii) shall not apply where the final

decision is that of a court or other independent review
authority.

(c) Subparagraph (a) shall not apply where the refusal

is based on lack of compliance with the requirements of
the national law of the designated State permitted by
Article 19(3).

(3) [Remedies] The owner of the international registra-

tion shall, with reasonable time limits, have in any desig-

nated State the same remedies against any decision of re-

fusal and the same procedural and substantive rights m
connection with any intended refusal, whether ex officio

or based on the opposition of a third party, as have ap-
plicants who apply for the registration of marks in the
national register of marks of the State in question.

(4) [Procedural Details] (a) The International Bureau
shall record any notification received under paragraph

(2Xa) and publish a corresponding notice.

(b) Where the decision of refusal is final, the national

Office of the designated State shall notify the Interna-

tional Bureau accordingly, and that Bureau shall record
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the final decision, cancel the designation of that State,

or, in a case where the final decision relates to some
only of the goods and/or services listed, cancel in re-

spect of the said State those goods and/or services to

which the said decision relates, and publish such cancel-
lation.

(c) Where a refusal which is not final or a notice of
possible refusal has been notified under paragraph (2)(a)

and the final decision results in acceptance of the effect

referred to in Article 11(2), the national Office of the
designated State shall notify the International Bureau ac-
cordingly, and the International Bureau shall record the
notification received and publish a corresponding notice.

(d) The details of the procedures referred to in

subparagraphs (a) to (c) are provided in the Regulations.

Article 13 I

Cancellation of the Effect Acquired Under Article 11(2)

(1) [Grounds of Cancellation] Subject to Article 19, the
effect acquired under Article 11(2) may, in respect of
any designated State, be cancelled by the competent au-
thorities of that State:

(i) on the same grounds, to the same extent and subject
to the same procedure as those in respect of which
registrations of marks in the national register of marks
may be cancelled under the national law of the said
State, provided that such grounds and such procedure
are not incompatible with this Treaty and the Regula-
tions or the most recent provisions of the Paris Con-
vention for the Protection of Industrial Property by
which that State is bound, and provided that Article 6
quinquies of the Stockholm (1967) Act of the Paris
Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property
shall apply also to marks registered under this Treaty,
the international registration taking the place, for the
purposes of the said Article dquinquies, of registration
in the country of origin,

(ii) on the ground that the owner of the international
registration is not entitled to own international regis-

trations or that the applicant was not entitled to file

international applications.

(2) [Defense and Remedies] The competent authorities
of the designated State shall give, with reasonable ad-
vance notice, an opportunity to the owner of the inter-

national registration to defend his rights in any cancella-
tion proceeding and such owner shall have the same
remedies against any decision of cancellation as have
owners of marks registered in the national register of
marks of the said State.

(3) [Procedural Details] If the decision of cancellation
is final, the national Office of the designated State shall

notify the International Bureau accordingly, and that
Bureau shall record that decision, cancel the designation
of the said State or, in a case where the cancellation re-

lates to some only of the goods and/or services listed,

cancel—in respect of that State—those goods and/or
services to which the said decision relates, and publish
such cancellation.

Article 14

Change in the Ownership of the International Registration

(IXa) [Total or Partial Change: Request: Recording]
Where the ownership of any international registration
changes so that the new owner has become the owner in

respect of all or fewer than all of the designated States
and in respect of all or some only of the goods and/or
services, the change in ownership shall, on request, sub-
ject to paragraph (2), be recorded by the International
Bureau.

(b) [Details of the Request] The request shall contain,
as provided in the Regulations:

(i) an indication to the effect that the recording by the
international Bureau of a change in ownership is re-

quested,

(ii) the international registration number of the interna-

tional registration,

(iii) indications concerning the name, residence, national-
ity and address of the new owner,

(iv) the identification of those of the designated States in

respect of which the new owner has acquired owner-
ship and the identification, in respect of each of those
States, of those of the goods and/or services for
which the new owner has acquired ownership.
(c) [Signature] The request shall be signed by the per-

son who, pursuant to the change in ownership, ceases to
own the international registration in respect of all or
fewer than all of the designated States and in respect of
all or some only of the goods and/or services ("earlier
owner") or, where the earlier owner is unable to sign,

by the new owner, provided that if it is signed by the
new owner the request shall also contain an appropriate
attestation, as provided in the Regulations, by the na-
tional Office of the Contracting State of which the earli-

er owner was, at the time of the change of ownership, a
national or, if at that time the earlier owner was not a
national of a Contracting State, by the national Office of
the Contracting State, of which, at the said time, the
earlier owner was a resident.

(d) [Fee: Publication: Notification] The request shall be
subject to the payment of a fee to the International Bu-
reau, and the recording shall be published by that Bu-
reau and notified by it to the earlier owner and the new
owner and to the interested designated Offices, as pro-
vided in the Regulations.

(2) [Declining of Request] (a) In any of the following
cases, the International Bureau shall decline the request
and shall notify accordingly the person who has signed
it:

(i) Where the request does not contain the indication re-

ferred to in paragraph (l)(b)(i),

(ii) where the request does not contain the number re-

ferred to in paragraph (l)(b)(ii),

(iii) where the request contains no indications concern-
ing the residence or nationality of the new owner, or
only such indications as do not permit the conclusion
that he is entitled to own international registrations,

(iv) where the request contains no indications concern-
ing the identity and address of the person who has
signed it or only such indications as do not permit him
to be identified and reached by mail,

(v) where the request does not identify any designated
State in respect of which the new owner has acquired
ownership,

(vi) where the request does not identify, as provided in

the Regulations, any goods and/or services in respect
of each of the designated States for which the new
owner has acquired ownership,

(vii) where the request is not signed and, if it is signed
by the new owner, where it does not contain the at-

testation, as provided in the Regulations, referred to
in paragraph (l)(c),

(viii) where the prescribed fee has not been received.
(b) Where the request has the defect referred to in

subparagraph (a)(iv) to the extent that it makes it unlike-
ly for the notification referred to in subparagraph (a) to
reach the person who signed the request, the Interna-
tional Bureau is not required to send such a notification.

(3) [Effect] Subject to paragraph (4), any recording
effected under paragraph (1) shall, from the date of such
recording, have the same effect as if it had been effected
in the national register of marks, or any other related
register, of each of the designated States to which the
request relates.

(4)(a) [Denial of Effect: Grounds] The competent au-
thorities of any designated State may, as far as that State

is concerned, deny the effect referred to in paragraph
(3) on grounds which, according to its national law, do
not allow of changes in ownership or on the ground that

the new owner is not entitled to own international regis-

trations.

(b) [Denial of Effect: Evidence] The national law of
any Contracting State may provide that the effect re-
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ferred to in paragraph (3) may, as far as such State is

concerned, be denied if, within three months from the
date of the publication referred to in paragraph (IKd)
or, where that national law provides for a longer period,
within that period, evidence is not adduced before its

national Office which satisfies the conditions of the na-
tional law as regards changes in ownership. Any nation-
al Office may collect the fee prescribed by its national
law in connection with the examination of the said evi-
dence adduced before it.

(c) [Denial of Effect: Notification by Designated State:
Recording. Notification, Publication] Where the compe-
tent authorities of any designated State deny the effect
referred to in paragraph (3), the national Office of that
State shall promptly notify the International Bureau ac-
cordingly, and that Bureau shall record the denial and
effect the corresponding notifications and publication.
The details of the procedure are provided in the Regula-
tions.

(5) [Switchover to National Register Where an Owner
Cannot Own International Registrations] Where there is a
change in ownership other than by contract between the
earlier owner and the new owner, and where the new
owner is a person who is not entitled to file international
applications but is entitled under the national law of any
designated State to file applications for the registration
of marks in the national register of marks of that State,
the new owner may file an application for the registra-
tion, in the said national register, of the mark which is

registered, and in respect of all or some of the goods
and/or services which are listed, in the International
Register of Marks in r^pect of that State. If, within two
years from the change in ownership and prior to six

months af^r the expiration of the initial term of the in-

ternational registration or the then running term of re-

newW^ajUhe case may be, the new owner files such an
application, that application shall be treated in the said
State as if it had been filed at the time when the designa-
tion of that State took effect.

Article 15

Change in the Name of the Owner of the International
Registration

(1) [Recording] Where the owner of the international
registration changes his name, such change in the name
of the owner shall, on his request, be recorded by the
International Bureau.

(2) [Request] (a) Any request may relate to several in-

ternational registrations of the same owner.
(b) The request shall contain, as provided in the Regu-

lations:

(i) an indication to the effect that the recording by the
International Bureau of a change in the name of the
owner of the international registration is requested,

(ii) a declaration to the effect that the change in name
does not amount to a change in the ownership of the
international registration,

(iii) the international registration number of the interna-
tional registration,

(iv) an indication of the former name and of the new
name of the owner of the international registration.

(c) The request shall be signed with the new name of
the owner of the international registration.

(d) The request shall be subject to the payment of a
fee to the International Bureau.

(3) [Publication, Notification, Copies of Documents] The
recording shall be published by the International Bureau
and shall be notified to the designated Offices, as provid-
ed in the Regulations.

(4) [Declining of Request] In any of the following
cases, the International Bureau shall decline the request
and shall notify accordingly the owner:

(i) where the request does not contain the indications re-

ferred to in paragraph (2)(b),

(ii) where the request is not signed as provided in para-
graph (2)(c),

(iii) where the prescribed fee has not been received.

(5) [Effect] Subject to paragraph (6), any recording
effected under paragraph (1) shall, from the date of such
recording, have the same effect as if it had been effected
in the national register of marks, or any other related
register, of each of the designated States.

(6Xa) [Denial of Effect: Evidence] The national law of
any Contracting State may provide that the effect re-

ferred to in paragraph (5) may. as far as such State is

concerned, be denied if. within three months from the
date of the publication referred to in paragraph (3Ka) or,

where that national law provides for a longer period,
within that period, evidence is not adduced before its

national Office which proves thai the national person or
legal entity designated by the former name and the new
name is the same.

(b) [Denial of Effect: Notification by Designated Stale:

Recording. Notification. Publication] Where the compe-
tent authorities of any designated State deny the effect

referred to in paragraph (5), the national Office of that
State shall promptly notify the International bureau ac-
cordingly, and that bureau shall record the denial and
effect the corresponding notifications and publication.
The details of the procedure are provided in the Regula-
tions.

Article 16

Limitation of the List of Goods and/or Services

(1) [Request; Recording] On the request of the owner
of the international registration, the International Bureau
shall record, in respect of any designated State, any limi-

tation of the list of goods and/or services which con-
forms with the formal concept of limitation as defined m
the Regulations.

(2) [Fees: Publicotian and Notification] The request for
recording shall be subject to the payment of a fee to the
International Bureau, and the recording shall be
published by that Bureau and notified to all the interest-

ed designated States, as provided in the Regulations.

(3) [Declining of the Request] The International Bureau
shall decline the recording of any change in the list of
goods and/or services which does not conform with the
said formal concept of limitation or other requirements
of the request, and shall notify the owner of the Interna-
tional Registration accordingly, as provided in the Reg-
ulations.

(4) [Effect] Subject to paragraph (5), any recording
effected under paragraph (1) shall, from the date of such
recording, have the same effect as if it had been effected
in the national register of marks of each of the designat-
ed States to which the request relates.

(5)(a) [Limitation on the Invitation of the Designated Of-
fice] If the national Office or other competent authority
of a designated State finds that the limitation requested
by the owner of the international registration in respect
of that State but declined by the International Bureau is,

in fact, a limitation in the sense that the terms proposed
in the request relate only to goods and/or services
which are covered by the terms appearing in the inter-

national registration, the national Office of that State,

upon petition by the owner, shall, as provided in the
Regulations, invite the International Bureau to record
the limitation in respect of that State.

(b) [Reinstatement of the List of Goods and/or Services

on the Invitation of the Designated Office] If the national
Office or other competent authority of a designated
State finds that the limitation requested by the owner of
the international registration and recorded by the Inter-

national Bureau is. in fact, not a limitation in the sense
indicated in subparagraph (a), the national Office of thai

State may. as provided in the Regulations and after hav-
ing heard the owner, invite the International Bureau to

reinstate, in respect of that Stale, wholly or in pari, the
list of goods and/or services as il was prior to the limi-

tation in question.

(c) [Procedural Details] The International Bureau shall

proceed as invited and effect, as provided in the Regula-
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tions, the corresponding recording, publication and noti-

fications.

Article 17

Term and Renewal of the International Registration

(1) [Initial Term] The initial term of any international

registration shall be ten years from the international reg-

istration date.

(2) [Renewal] (a) Any international registration may
be renewed in respect of any designated State by its

owner for terms of ten years.

(b) Renewal shall prolong the effects provided for in

Article 1 1 in each designated State for the term of the

renewal.

(c) Each term of renewal shall start on the day fol-

lowing the day on which the initial term of the interna-

tional registration or the term of the last renewal ex-

pires.

(3Xa) [Demand] Renewal shall be the subject of a

demand presented to the International Bureau as provid-

ed in the Regulations, and shall be subject to the pay-

ment of fees, as provided in the Regulations. The de-

mand shall not be presented and the fees shall not be
paid earlier than six months before, or later than six

months after, the starting date of the term of renewal. If

the demand is presented or the fees are received after

the starting date of the term of renewal, renewal shall be
subject to the payment of an additional fee ("renewal
surcharge"), as provided in the Regulations, which shall

be paid before the expiration of six months after the

starting date of the term of renewal.

(b) [Publication] The International Bureau shall record
and publish the renewal and shall notify each designated
Office accordingly, as provided in the Regulations.

Article 18

Fees I

(1) [Fees Belonging to the International Bureau] (a) The
International Bureau shall be entitled to fees in connec-
tion with the filing of each international application, re-

quest for recording of later designations, demand for re-

newal, and such other operations and services as are

subject, according to this Treaty or the Regulations, to

the payment of fees.

(b) The Regulations fix the amounts of the fees re-

ferred to in subparagraph (a).

(2) [Fees Belonging to the Contracting States] Each
Contracting State shall be entitled to fees ("State fees")

in connection with each designation and each renewal
concerning it. The State fees shall be either "individual"

or "standard," according to the choice of the Contract-
ing State. The choice shall be exercised and applied as

provided in the Regulations and shall apply to all desig-

nations and renewals concerning the Contracting State.

(3) [Individual State Fees] (a) Subject to subparagraphs
(b) to (f), the amounts of individual State fees applicable

to any State shall be determined by such State.

(b) The amounts of the individual State fees shall be
communicated by the national Office of the Contracting
State to the International Bureau in the currency and
within the time limits specified in the Regulations. They
shall remain applicable for the periods specified in the
Regulations.

(c) The amounts of the individual State fees may vary
only according to the number of classes to which the

goods and/or services listed in respect of that State be-

long under the International Classification and according
to whether the mark is or is not a collective mark or a

certification mark.
(d) Any individual State fee shall belong to the desig-

nated State in respect of which it was paid and shall be
transferred to its national Office as provided in the Reg-
ulations.

(e) The amount of the individual State fee to which
the Contracting State is entitled in connection with each
designation concerning it ("individual State designation

fee") shall not exceed the total amount of any filing,

class, examination, registration and publication fees
which that State prescribes in connection with an appli-
cation for registration in the national register of marks.

(f) The amount of the individual State fee to which
the Contracting State is entitled in connection with each
renewal concerning it ("individual State renewal fee")
shall not exceed the amount of the renewal fee which
that State prescribes for the renewal of a registration in

the national register of marks, provided that, if the latter

amount relates to a period which is longer or shorter
than ten years, the said limit shall be proportionately re-

duced or proportionately increased, as the case may be.

(4) [Standard State Fees] (a) The amounts of the stan-

dard State designation fee and of the standard State re-

newal fee shall be fixed in the Regulations.

(b) The standard State fees shall belong to the States
which have chosen standard State fees. The total

amount of such fees collected by the International Bu-
reau for any given calendar year shall be distributed and
transferred in the course of the following year to the na-
tional Offices of the Contracting States to which the
standard State fees apply in proportion to the number of
designations and renewals concerning each of them, pro-
vided that the number resulting for each Office shall be
first multiplied by the coefficient, as fixed in the Regula-
tions, based on the extent of the examination which the

national law provides.

(5) [Other Details Concerning Fees] The Regulations
give further details concerning fees and provide for the

total or partial reimbursement of certain fees in certain

circumstances.

Article 19

Certain National Requirements

(1) [Fees] Subject to Article 14(4)(b), no national Of-
fice of any designated State shall, unless acting as an in-

dependent review authority, require the payment of any
fee by the applicant or the owner of the international

registration in connection witb^e obtaining and renew-
ing of the effects, in the said State, of international appli-

cations, international registrations, and recordings con-
cerning such applications and registrations.

(2) [Number of Classes and of Goods and/or Services]

No designated State may refuse or cancel the effects

provided for in Article 1 1 merely on the grounds that its

national law allows the registration of marks only in re-

spect of a limited number of classes or a limited number
of goods and/or services.

(3Xa) [Actual Use] The national law of any Contract-
ing State may impose the same conditions as are applica-

ble to marks whose registration is applied for or which
are registered in the national register of marks in that

State in respect of any requirement that the owner of an
international registration use the mark in that State or in

any other place, provided that such State shall not re-

fuse under Article 12, cancel under Article 13, or other-

wise fail to accord the effects of the international regis-

tration as defined in Article II, on the ground that the

mark has not been used at any time prior to the expira-

tion of three years counted from the international regis-

tration date or the recording date of the later designa-

tion, as the case may be. However, the national law of
any Contracting State may provide that any action for

infringement based upon an international registration

may be started only after the owner of such internation-

al registration has commenced the continuing use of the

mark in the said State and that any remedy resulting

from such action shall relate only to the period after

such use has commenced.
(b) [Actual Use: Continued] Where, at the expiration of

the three-year time limit referred to in subparagraph (a),

the final decision referred to in Article I l(2Xii) has not
been made, the said time limit shall be extended until the

expiration of one year counted from the date on which
the effect provided for in Article 11(2) does, in fact,

come into existence, provided that in no case shall any
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Contracting State be required to extend the said three-
year time limit by more than two years. This
subparagraph shall not apply to any Contracting State
whose national law does not permit of such extension.
Any such State shall notify the International Bureau of
the provisions of its national law in this regard at the
time it deposits its instrument of ratification or accession.
Each Contracting State shall notify the International Bu-
reau whenever its national law changes in regard to this

subparagraph.
(c) [Actual Use: Continued] Where prior to the inter-

national registration date or the recording date of the
later designation, as the case may be, the mark has been
registered, in the name of the person who is the owner
of the international registration, in the national register
of marks of any designated State, or has been the subject
on the part of the said person of an application for regis-

tration in that register, the proviso of subparagraph (a)
and the first sentence of subparagraph (b) shall not apply
to the extent that the said registration or application re-

lates to the same goods and/or services as are listed in

respect of such State in the international registration.
However, where the application for registration in the
national register was filed less than three years before
the international registration date or the recording date
of the later designation, as the case may be, the proviso
of subparagraph (a) shall apply, but only during the peri-

od between such date and the expiration of the third

year counted from the date on which the said applica-

tion was filed. Where the three-year time limit is extend-
ed under subparagraph (b), the preceding sentence shall

be applied accordingly. The present subparagraph shall

also apply where the earlier registration is one effected
in the international register under the Madrid Agree-
ment or the present Treaty.

(d) [Declaration of Actual Use] Where one of the con-
ditions of the national law of the designated State re-

ferred to in subparagraph (a) consists of a requirement,
general in the sense that it is applicable to all marks reg-

istered in the national register of marks of that State,

that a declaration stating that the mark is or is still in

use in that State must be filed with its national Office at

certain points in time or in connection with each renew-
al or other specific event ("routine declaration"), such
declaration may, in the form prescribed by the national
law of that State or in the form prescribed in the Regu-
lations, be filed with the International Bureau and shall

have the same effect as if it had been filed with the na-

tional Office of that State on the date on which it was
received by the International Bureau. Such declaration
shall be promptly forwarded by the International Bureau
to the said national Office. The said effect shall not be
denied on the ground that the declaration was not ac-
companied by any required supporting evidence, or that

the evidence accompanying it was insufficient, without
the said national Office's giving the owner of the inter-

national registration an opportunity to adduce or com-
plete before it any required evidence within not less

than three months after having notified the said owner
or his duly appointed representative that evidence or ad-
ditional evidence is required. The present subparagraph
shall not apply in inter partes and other proceedings in

which the requirement is not a general one in the sense
indicated above ("ad hoc requirement").

(e) [Declaration of Actual Use: Continued] No require-

ment referred to in subparagraph (d) shall be applicable
prior to the expiration of the time limit under the provi-

so of subparagraph (a), subject, where applicable, to

subparagraph (b), or subparagraph (c).

(4) [Declaration of Intent To Use the Mark] (a) Any
Contracting State may apply its national law requiring

that applicants file a declaration with its national Office
to the effect that they intend to use the mark, provided
that such requirement shall be considered to have been
complied with if a declaration in the form specified in

the Regulations to the effect that the applicant or the

owner of an international registration intends to use the

mark in that State is contained in the international appli-

cation or request for the recording of the later designa-

tion, as the case may be.

(b) The International Bureau shall, as provided in the

Regulations, notify the national Office of any designated

State in respect of which a declaration under sub-

paragraph (a) was filed with that Bureau of such decla-

ration.

(5) [Provisions Common to Paragraphs (3) and (4)]

Whenever paragraphs (3) and (4) refer to use of the

mark by the applicant or the owner of the international

registration, use by a person whose use, under the appli-

cable national law, inures to the benefit of the applicant
or the owner shall be sufficient for invoking the benefits

provided for in the said paragraphs.

(6) [Collective Marks ana Certification Marks] Any
Contracting State may apply its national law requiring
that where the mark is a collective mark or a certifica-

tion mark the owner thereof must adduce before its na-

tional Office certain supporting documents and other ev-
idence, including in particular the bylaws of the
association or other entity owning such mark and the
rules concerning the control exercised over the use of
such mark.

(7) [Representation] No designated State shall require
that the applicant or the owner of the international reg-

istration be represented by any natural person or legal

entity located in that State or that, for the purr>ose of
serving notices on such applicant or owner, an address
in that State be indicated, except where, in respect of or
based on the mark which is the subject of the interna-

tional application or the international registration, the
applicant or owner ill^titutes or defends a proceeding be-
fore the national authorities of the said State

(8) [Service of Certain Notifications] (a) The national
law of any Contracting State may provide that proceed-
ings before a national authority, including a court, in

that State may. for the cancellation in that State pursu-
ant to Article 13 of the effect provided for in Article
11(2). and for no other matter, validly be commenced
against the owner of the international registration by
means of service of a notification addressed to him at

the International Bureau.
(b) The International Bureau shall promptly forward

the said notification to the owner of the international

registration by registered airmail accompanied by a post-
al receipt form (avis de reception. Ruckschein).

(c) Promptly upon return to the International Bureau
of the receipt form, that Bureau shall send to the party
instituting the proceeding a copy, certified by that Bu-
reau, of the said receipt form.

(d) If the receipt form showing receipt by the said

owner is not received by the Internal Bureau within one
month from the date of its having mailed the notifica-

tion, the International Bureau shall promptly publish the
notification.

(e) Any national law referred to in subparagraph (a)

shall provide for a reasonable time limit for the owner
of the international registration to respond to the notifi-

cation and defend his rights in the proceedings. This
time limit shall not be less than three months from the
date of the notification.

(9) [Certain Associations] Article 4<5) shall be without
prejudice to the application of the national law in any
designated State. However, no such State shall refuse or
cancel the effects provided for in Article 1 1 on the
ground that the applicant or the owner of the interna-

tional registration is an association of the kind referred
to in Article 4(5) if, within two months from the date of
an invitation addressed to it by the designated Office,

the said association files with thai Office a list of the
names and addresses of all the natural persons or legal

entities who or which comprise it, together with a dec-
laration that its members are engaged in a joint enter-

prise. The said State may. in such a case, consider the
said persons or entities as the owners of the international

registration standing in the name of the said association

(10) [Certification of Documents Issued by the Interna-

tional Bureau] Where any document issued by the Inter-

national Bureau bears the seal of that Bureau and the
signature of the Director General or a person acting on
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his behalf, no authority of any Contracting State shall

require aathentication, legalization or any other certifi-

cation of such document, seal or signature, by any other

person or authority.
|

Article 20

Recordings Effected by National Offices

(1) [Notification of the International Bureau] The na-

tional Office of any Contracting State which effects any
recording in its own register of marks or in any other

related register in respect of matters that may be record-

ed in the International Register of Marks with regard to

any mafk which is registered in the International Regis-

ter of Marks and for which that State is a designated

State shall, at the time of effecting such recording and as

provided in the Regulations, notify the International Bu-

reau of the said recording unless the recording has been

effected pursuant to a notification by the International

Bureau to that national Office.

(2) [Annotation and Publication by the International Bu-

reau] The International Bureau shall, as provided in the

Regulations, make the appropriate annotation in the In-

ternational Register of Marks and publish a notice con-

cerning such annotation.

(3) ]Lack of Annotation and Publication] (a) Until the

said annotation and publication are effected, any record-

ing referred to in pargraph (I) shall not be effective in

respect of any third party unless such third party was
actually aware of the subject matter of the said record-

ing.

(b) Notwithstanding subparagraph (a), the national

law of any Contracting State may provide that record-

ings in its own register referred to in paragraph (1) shall

be effective in respect of the residents of that State even

before the annotation and publication referred to in

subparagraph (a) are effected.

Article 21

Preservation of Rights Acquired Through
National Registration

(1) [Rights Preserved] If, at the international registra-

tion date or the recording date of the later designation,

as the case may be, the owner of the international regis-

tration of a mark owns, in any designated State, a regis-

tration of the same mark in the national register of

marks ("national registration"), his rights under this

Treaty shall be deemed to include in respect of that

State all rights, particularly any priority right, existing

under the national registration, and. subject to paragraph

(4), shall be deemed to continue to include them even

where the national registration subsequently expires. The
foregoing provision shall apply to the extent that the

goods and/or services referred to in respect of the said

State in the international registration are, in fact, cov-

ered by the list of goods and/or services referred to in

the said national registration.

(2) [Procedural Details] The applicant or the owner of

the international registration of a mark may, as provided

in the Regulations, make a declaration stating that he

owns national registrations of the same mark in certain

designated States and identifying such registrations. The
declaration may be included in the international applica-

tion or the request for the recording of later designa-

tions or it may be filed separately. It shall, as provided

in the regulations, be accompanied by a certified copy of

each national registration referred to in the declaration.

The International Bureau shall record and publish the

declaration and shall notify the interested designated Of-

fices accordingly, as provided in the Regulations. Those
Offices shall refer to the declaration in their respective

national registers of marks in connection with the said

national registrations.

(3) [Immunity Against Refusal] (a) Where a declara-

tion under paragraph (2) has been notified to the desig-

nated Office and the conditions referred to in paragraph

(1) are complied with, and to the extent that they are

complied with, the effects provided for in Article 1

1

may not. subject to subparagraph (b), be refused under
Article 12.

(b) Where, in any designated State, there is more than

one national register of marks or the national register of

marks has several parts and the national registration re-

ferred to in paragraph (I) exists in a national register or

a part of that register which affords less than the highest

degree of protection, subparagraph (a) shall apply only

if the declaration under paragraph (2) relates to a regis-

tration in the same national register or in the same part

of that register.

(4) [Expiration of the National Registration] Where the

national registration referred tc in paragraph (1) expires,

the rights under this Treaty shall be deemed to continue

to include the rights which existed under the said na-

tional registration only where a declaration referred to

in paragraph (2) has been filed not later than within one
year from the expiration of the said national registration.

Article 22

Preservation of Rights Acquired Through International

Registration Under the Madrid Agreement

(1) [Rights Preserved] If, at the international registra-

tion date or the recording date of the later designation,

as the case may be. the owner of the international regis-

tration of a mark effected under this Treaty owns, in re-

spect of any designated State, an international registra-

tion of the same mark effected under the Madrid
Agreement ("Madrid Registration"), his rights under

this Treaty shall be deemed to include in respect of that

State all rights, particularly any priority right, existing

under the Madrid registration and, subject to paragraph

(4). shall be deemed to continue to include them even
where the Madrid registration subsequently expires. The
foregoing provision shall apply to the extent that the

goods and/or services referred to in respect of the said

State in the international registration under this Treaty

are. in fact, covered by the list of goods and/or services

referred to in respect of the said State in the Madrid
registration.

(2) [Procedural Details] The applicant seeking the in-

ternational registration of a mark under this Treaty, or

the owner of the international registration of a mark un-

der this Treaty, may, as provided in the Regulations,

make a declaration stating that he owns a Madrid regis-

tration of the same mark in respect of certain designated

States and identifying such registration. The declaration

may be included in the international application or the

request for the recording of later designations or it may
be filed separately. The International Bureau shall

record and publish the declaration, as provided in the

Regulations.

(3) [Immunity Against Refusal] Where a declaration

under paragraph (2) has been notified to the designated

Office and the conditions referred to in paragraph (1)

are complied with, and to the extent that they are com-
plied with, the effects provided for in Article 11 may
not be refused under Article 12, unless protection under

the Madrid Agreement has been refused or as long as re-

fusal under that Agreement is still possible.

(4) [Expiration of the Madrid Registration] Where the

Madrid registration referred to in paragraph (I) expires,

the rights under this Treaty shall be deemed to continue

to include the rights which existed under the Madrid
Agreement only where a declaration referred to in para-

graph (2) has been filed not later than within one year

from the expiration of the said Madrid registration.

Article 23

Preservation of the Right to Use the Madrid Agreement

Where any natural person or legal entity has the right

to seek international registration under the Madrid
Agreement or to renew his or its international registra-
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tion under that Agreement, such right shall not be af-

fected by this Treaty in any Contracting State party also
to the Madrid Agreement.

Article 24

National Registrations Based on Internationl

Registrations

(1) [Preservation of Rights Acquired Through Interna-
tional Registration] The owner of the international regis-

tration of a mark having the effect provided for in Arti-
cle 1 1(2) in any Contracting State may, at any time and
with reference to such international registration, apply
for the registration of the same mark in the national reg-
ister of marks of that State, and such national registra-
tion shall, provided the requirements of the national law
are complied with, be granted in that State, and the
rights of the said owner under such national registration
shall be deemed to include all rights, particularly any
priority right, existing under the said international regis-

tration in the said State, even where the international
registration subsequently expires in respect of that State.

The foregoing provision shall apply to the extent that
the goods and/or services listed in the said application
are in fact covered by the list of goods and/or services
referred to in the said international registration in re-

spect of the said State.

(2) [Procedural Details] Until the expiration of the ef-

fect referred to in paragraph (a). Article 20(1) and (2)
shall apply also in connection with any national registra-

tion effected under that paragraph.

Article 25

Regional Marks

(1) [Designation Having the Effect of an Application for
a Regional Mark] (a) Where the residents or nationals of
all Contracting States are given the right under a treaty

providing for the registration of regional marks ("re-

gional treaty") to file applications and obtain registra-

tions under such regional treaty by way of this Treaty,
any Contracting State party to such regional treaty may
declare, as provided in the Regulations, that its designa-
tion under the Treaty shall have the same effect as if the
mark had been applied for a regional mark effective in

that State.

(b) Where the international application is for a region-
al mark and, under the regional treaty, the applicant
cannot limit his application to some only of the States

party to that treaty, designation of one or more of those
States shall be treated as designation of all the States
party to that treaty, and withdrawal of the designation,
or renunciation of the recording of the designation, or
cancellation of the designation for any other reason of
any such State shall have the effect of withdrawal, re-

nunciation or cancellation with respect to the designa-
tion of all such States.

(2) [fVe5]Where the use of this Treaty results in ef-

fects under a regional treaty. Article 18(2) to (5) shall

apply mutatis mutandis and subject to the following pro-
visions:

(i) The beneficiary of the fees referred to in Article

18(2) shall be the intergovernmental authority admin-
istering the regional treaty.

(ii) The choice referred to in Article 18(2) shall be exer-

cised by the intergovernmental authority administer-
ing the regional treaty.

(iii) Where, under a regional treaty, fees vary according
to the number of the States to which the effect of the

regional registration extends, the amounts of individu-

al fees may vary not only according to Article

l8(3Kc) but also according to the number of the desig-

nated States party to the said regional treaty, provided
that the total amount referred to in Article 18(3Xe)
and the amount of the renewal fee referred to in Arti-
cle 18 (3K0 shall be that of the fees prescribed in the
regional treaty with respect to as many States as are
designated States.

Article 26

Representation Before the International Bureau

(1) [Possibility of Representation] Applicants and own-
ers of international registrations may. as provided in the
Regulations, be represented before the International Bu-
reau by any natural person or legal entity empowered
by them to that effect (hereinafter referred to as "the
duly appointed representative").

(2) [Effect of Appointment] Any invitation, notification
or other communication addressed by the Internationl
Bureau to the duly appointed representative shall have
the same effect as if it had been addressed to the appli-

cant or the owner of the international registration. Any
application, request, demand, declaration or other docu-
ment whose signature by the applicant or the owner of
the international registration is required in proceedings
before the International Bureau, except the document
appointing the representative or revoking his appoint-
ment, may be signed by his duly appointed representa-
tive, and any communication from the duly appointed
representative to the International Bureau shall have the
same effect as if it had been effected by the applicant or
the owner of the international registration.

(3) [Several Applicants or Owners] (a) Where there are
several applicants, they shall appoint a common repre-
sentative. In the absence of such appointment, the appli-
cant first named in the international application shall be
considered the duly appointed representative of all the
applicants.

(b) Where there are several owners of the internation-
al registration, they shall appoint a common representa-
tive. In the absence of such appointment, the natural
person or legal entity first named among the said owners
in the International Register of Marks shall be consid-
ered the duly appointed representative of all the owners
of the international registration.

(c) Subparagraph (b) shall not apply lo the extent that

the owners own the international registration in respect
of different designated States, or in respect of different

goods and/or services, or in respect of different States
and different goods and/or services.

Article 27

Conditions for and Effect of Priority Claim Contained
in the International Application or in the Request for

the Recording of Later Designations

The conditions for and the effect of any priority

claimed in the international application or in the request
for the recording of later designations shall be as provid-
ed for in respect of marks in Article 4 of the Stockholm
(1967) Act of the Paris Convention for the Protection of
Industrial Property.

Article 28

International Application as Possible Basis

of Priority Claim

(1) [Basis of Claim] Any international application
which is regular shall be equivalent to a regular national

filing within the meaning of Article 4 of the Stockholm
(1967) Act of the Paris Convention for the Protection of
Industrial Property and shall be recognized as the basis

of a priority claim as provided for in that Act.
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(2) [Criterion of "Regular" International Application].

For the purposes of paragraph (1), an international ap-

plication shall be regarded as regular if it is adequate to

establish the date on which it was filed with the Interna-

tional Bureau or, where it was filed through the inter-

mediary of a national office, with that Office.

Article 29

Delay in Meeting Time Limits

(1) [Delays That Must Be Excused by Contracting Slates]

Subject to paragraph (3), any Contracting State shall, as

far as that State is concerned, excuse, for reasons admit-

ted under its national law, any delay in meeting any time

limit fixed in this Treaty or the Regulations.

(2) [Delays That May Be Excused by Contracting States]

Subject to paragraph (3), any Contracting State may, as

far as that State is concerned, excuse, for reasons other

than those admitted under its national law, any delay in

meeting any time limit fixed in this Treaty or the Regu-
lations.

(3) [Delays That Cannot Be Excused] Paragraphs (1)

and (2) shall not apply to any delay in meeting any time

limit provided for in Article 7(1), Article 7(6Kiii). Arti-

cle 8(1) and Article 12(2KaKi)

(4) [International Bureau] The International Bureau
shall not excuse delays by applicants, owners of interna-

tional registrations or national Offices in meeting any
time limit fixed in this Treaty and the Regulations.

Article 30 '

Correction of Errors of the International Bureau

(1) [Petition for Redress] Subject to Article 9, where,
in the opinion of the applicant or the owner of the inter-

national registration, the International Bureau has, in ap-

plying the provisions of this Treaty and the Regulations,

made an error which may affect the interests of such ap-

plicant or owner in respect of any designated State, the

said applicant or owner may, within the time limit fixed

in the Regulations, filed with the national Office of such
State a petition for the purpose of requesting the Inter-

national Bureau to correct the error in respect of said

State.

(2) [Redress] If the national Office or any other com-
petent authority of the said State finds that the Interna-

tional Bureau has in fact made the error which is the
subject of the petition, the said national Office shall re-

quest the International Bureau to correct that error in

respect of that State and the International Bureau shall

proceed as requested.

(3) [Procedure] The applicant or the owner of the in-

ternational registration who files a petition under para-

graph (1) shall, at the time of filing the petition, transmit

a copy of that petition to the International Bureau. If

the petition relates to a mark which is already registered

in the International Register of Marks, the International

Bureau shall, as provided in the Regulations, record and
publish the fact that it received a copy of such petition;

otherwise it shall keep the said copy in its files.

(4) [Procedure: Continued] Where the correction re-

quires a corresponding modification of the International

Register of Marks, the International Bureau shall modify
that Register accordingly. Furthermore, where the cor-

rection affects any information which has been the sub-

ject of a publication by the International Bureau, that

Bureau shall publish the correction.

Article 31

Notification of Owner of International Registration,

Any matter recorded by the International Bureau in

respect of an international registration shall be the sub-
ject of a corresponding notification to the owner of the
international registration. Details may be provided in the
Regulations.

CHAPTER II: ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS
Article 32

Assembly

(1) [Composition] (a) The Assembly shall consist of the

Contracting States.

(b) The Government of each Contracting State shall

be represented by one delegate, who may be assisted by
alternate delegates, advisors, and experts.

(2) [Tasks] (a) The Assembly shall:

(i) deal with all matters concerning the maintenance and
development of the Union and the implementation of
this Treaty;

(ii) excercise such rights and perform such tasks as are

specially conferred upon it or assigned to it under this

Treaty;

(iii) give directions to the Director General concerning
the preparation for revision conferences;

(iv) review and approve the reports and activities of the

Director General concerning the Union, and give him
all necessary instructions concerning matters within

the competence of the Union;
(v) determine the program and adopt the budget of the

Union, and approve its final accounts;

(vi) adopt the financial regulations of the Union;
(vii) establish such committees and working groups as it

deems appropriate to facilitate the work of the Union
and of its organs;

(viii) determine which States other than Contracting

States and which intergovernmental and international

non-governmental organizations shall be admitted to

its meetings as observers;

(ix) decide upon the establishment of any agency of the

International Bureau in any place outside Geneva
(Switzerland) for the purpose of receiving documents
and payments under this Treaty and the Regulations
with the same effect as if they had been received by
the International Bureau in Geneva;

(x) take any other appropriate action designed to further

the objectives of the Union and perform such other
functions as are appropriate under this Treaty.

(b) With respect to matters which are of interest also

to other Unions administered by the Organization, the

Assembly shall make its decisions after having heard the

advice of the Coordination Committee of the Organiza-
tion.

(3) [Representation] A delegate may represent, and
vote in the name of, one State only.

(4) [Vote] Each Contracting State shall have one vote.

(5) [Quorum] (a) One-half of the Contracting States

shall constitute a quorum.
(b) In the absence of the quorum, the Assembly may

make decisions but, with the exception of decisions con-
cerning its own procedure, all such decisions shall take

effect only if the quorum and the required majority are

attained through voting by correspondence as provided
in the Regulations.

(6) [Majority] (a) Subject to Article 34(5X0. Article

3S(2)(b) and (c), and Article 38(2Kb), the decisions of

the Assembly shall require a majority of the votes cast.

(b) Abstentions shall not be considered as votes.

(7) [Sessions] (a) The Assembly shall meet once in ev-

ery calendar year in ordinary session upon convocation

by the Director General, preferably during the same pe-

riod and at the same place as the Coordination Commit-
tee of the Organization.

(b) The Assembly shall meet in extraordinary session

upon convocation by the Director General, either on
the Director General's own initiative or at the request of

one-fourth of the Contracting States.

(8) [Rules of Procedure] The Assembly shall adopt its

own rules of procedure.

Article 33

International Bureau

(1) [Tasks] The International Bureau shall:
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(i) Perform the administrative . tasks concerning the

Union; in particular, it shall perform such tasks as are

specially assigned to it under this Treaty or by the As-
sembly;

(ii) provide the secretariat of revision conferences, of the

Assembly, of the committees and working groups es-

tablished by the Assembly, and of any other meeting
convened by the Director General and dealing with
matters of concern to the Union.

(2) [Director General] The Director General shall be
the chief executive of the Union and shall represent the

Union.

(3) [Meetings Other Than Sessions of the Assembly] The
Director General shall convene any committee and
working group established by the Assembly and all oth-

er meetings dealing with matters of concern to the

Union.

(4) [Role of International Bureau in the Assembly and
Other Meetings] (a) The Director General and any staff

member designated by him shall participate, without the

right to vote, in all meetings of the Assembly, the com-
mittees and working groups established by the Assem-
bly, and any other meeting convened by the Director

General and dealing with matters of concern to the

Union.

(b) The Director General or a staff member designat-

ed by him shall be ex officio secretary of the Assembly,
and of the committees, working groups and other meet-

ings referred to in subparagraph (a).

(5) [Revision Conferences] (a) The Director General
shall, in accordance with the directions of the Assembly,
make the preparations for revision conferences.

(b) The Director General may consult with intergov-

ernmental and international non-governmental organiza-

tions concerning the said preparations.

(c) The Director General and persons designated by
him shall take part, without the right to vote, in the dis-

cussions at revision conferences.

(d) The Director General or a staff member designat-

ed by him shall be ex officio secretary of any revision

conference.

(6) [Assistance by National Offices] The Regulations

may specify the services that national Offices shall ren-

der in order to assist the International Bureau in carry-

ing out its tasks under this Treaty.

Article 34

Finances

(1) [Budget] (a) The Union shall have a budget.

(b) The budget of the Union shall include the income
and expenses proper to the Union, its contribution to the

budget of expenses common to the Unions, and any sum
made available to the budget of the Conference of the

Organization.

(c) Expenses not attributable exclusively to the Union
but also to one or more other Unions administered by
the Organization shall be considered as expenses com-
mon to the Unions. The share of the Union in such com-
mon expenses shall be in proportion to the interest the

Union has in them.

(2) [Coordination with Other Budgets] The budget of
the Union shall be established with due regard to the re-

quirements of coordination with the budgets of the other

Unions administered by the Organization.

(3) [Sources of Income] The budget of the Union shall

be financed from the following sources:

(i) fees and other charges due for services rendered by
the International Bureau in relation to the Union;

(ii) sale of, or royalties on, the publications of the Inter-

national Bureau concerning the Union;

(iii) gifts, bequests, and subventions;

(iv) rents, interests, and other miscellaneous income.

(4Ka) [Self-Supporting Financing] The amounts of fees

and charges due to the International Bureau and the

prices of its publications shall be so fixed that they

should, under normal circumstances, be sufficient to

cover the expenses of the International Bureau connect-

ed with he administration of this Treaty.

(b) (Continuation of Budget; Reserve Fund) If the

budget is not adopted before the beginning of a new fi-

nancial period, it shall be at the same level as the budget
of the previous year, as provided in the financial regula-

tions. If the income exceeds the expenses, the difference

shall be credited to a reserve fund.

(5) [ Working Capital Fund] (a) The Union shall have a

working capital fund which shall be constituted by a sin-

gle payment made by each Contracting State. If the

fund becomes insufficient, the Assembly shall arrange to

increase it. If part of the fund is no longer needed, it

shall be reimbursed.

(b) The amount of the initial payment of each Con-
tracting State to the said fund or of its participation shall

be proportionate to the number of international applica-

tions which, among the total number of such applica-^

tions. it is estimated that its residents will file. The par-

ticipations of all Contracting States in the fund may be
revised from time to time by the Assembly to make
them correspond to the number of international applica-

tions actually filed by the residents of the various States

since the date of the initial payments or the last such re-

vision.

(c) The proportion and the terms of payment shall be
fixed by the Assembly on the proposal of the Director

General and after it has heard the advice of the Coordi-
nation Committee of the Organization^

(d) If loans from the reserve fund permit the constitu-

tion of a working capital fund that is sufficient, the As-
sembly may suspend the- application of subparagraphs
(a), (b) and (c).

(e) Any reimbursement under subparagraph (a) shall

be proportionate to the amounts paid by each Contract-

ing State, taking into account the dates at which they
were paid.

(f) Any decision under subparagraphs (a) to (d) shall

require two-thirds of the votes cast.

(c) [Advances by Host Country] (a) In the headquarters

agreement concluded with the State on the territory of
which the Organization has its headquarters, it shall be
provied that, whenever the working capital fund is in-

sufficient, such State shall grant advances. The amount
of those advances and the conditions on which they are

granted shall be the subject of separate agreements, in

each case, between such State and the Organization. As
long as it remains under the obligation to grant ad-

vances, such State shall have an ex officio seat in the

Assembly if it is not a Contracting State.

(b) The State referred to in subparagraph (a) and the

Organization shall each have the right to denounce the

obligation to grant advances, by written notification.

Denunciation shall take effect three years after the end
of the year in which it has been notified.

(7) [Auditing of Accounts] The auditing of the accounts
shall be effected by one or more of the contracting

States or by external auditors, as provided in the finan-

cial regulations. They shall be designated, with their

agreement, by the Assembly.

Article 35

Regulations

(1) [Adoption of Regulations] The Regulations adopted
at the same time as this Treaty are annexed to this Trea-

ty

(2) [Amending the Regulations] The Assembly may
amend the Regulations. Amendments may consist also of

new provisions added to the Regulations concerning:

(i) matters in respect of which this Treaty expressly re-

fers to the Regulations or expressly provides that they
are or shall be prescribed,

(ii) any administrative requirements, matters or proce-
dures,

(iii) any details useful in the implementation of this Trea-
ty

(b) Subject to subparagraphs (c) and (d), the amend-
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ment of the Regulations shall require two-thirds of the

votes cast.

(c) The amendment of any provision of the Regula-
tions affecting the amount of the fees referred to in Arti-

cle 18(2), as well as the distribution among the national

Offices and the transfer to them of such fees, shall re-

quire three-fourths of the votes cast. Where the amend-
ment relates to fees referred to in Article 18(2) but those

fees are fees to which only some of the Contracting
States are entitled, only the Contracting States entitled

thereto shall, for the purposes of the quorum, be consid-

ered Contracting States, and only they shall have the

right to vote.

(d) The amendment of any provisions of the Regula-
tions concerning declarations of intent to use the mark
and declarations of actual use of the mark shall require

that it be accepted by a majority of two-thirds of the

votes cast and that no Contracting State whose national

law allows or requires the filing of such declarations

vote against the proposed amendment.
(3) [Conflict Between the Treaty and the Regulations] In

the case of conflict between the provisions of this Trea-
ty and those of the Regulations, the former shall prevail.

Article 36

Search Service

(1) [Tasks] The International Bureau shall maintain a

Service whose task shall be to search for anticipations

among marks registered under this Treaty, and, to the
extent authorized by the Assembly, other marks as well.

(2) [Fees; Availability] Searches shall be made on re-

quest and shall be subject to the payment of fees fixed

under the Regulations. The Service shall be at the dis-

posal of any Government, national Office, other legal

entity, or natural person.

(3) [Self-Supporting Financing] The amounts of the
fees referred to in paragraph (2) shall be so fixed that

they should be sufficient to cover the expenses of the In-

ternational Bureau connected with the Service.

CHAPTER III: REVISION AND AMENDMENT
Article 37

Revision of the Treaty

(1) [Revision Conferences] This Treaty may be revised
from time to time by conferences of the Contracting
States.

(2) [Convocation] The convocation of any revision

conference shall be decided by the Assembly.
(3) [Provisions That Can Be Amended Also by the As-

sembly] The provisions referred to in Article 38(1 )(a)

may be amended either by a revision conference or ac-
cording to Article 38.

Article 38
|

Amendment of Certain Provisions of the Treaty

(1) [Proposals] (a) Proposals for the amendment of the
length of any time limit fixed in Chapter I of this Trea-
ty, other than those referred to in Articles 12(2) and
19(3), or for any amendment to Articles 32(5) and (7),

33, 34 and 36, may be initiated by any Contracting State
or by the Director General.

(B) Such proposals shall be communicated by the Di-

rector General to the Contracting States at least six

months in advance of their consideration by the Assem-
bly.

(2) [Adoption] (a) Amendments to the provisions re-

ferred to in paragraph (1) shall be adopted by the As-
sembly.

(b) Adoption shall require three-fourths of the votes
cast, provided that adoption of any amendment of the
length of the time limit fixed in Articles 7(1), 7(3)(c),

7(6)(iii) and 8(1) shall require that no Contracting State
vote against the proposed amendment.

(3) [Entry Into Force] Any amendment to the provi-

sions referred to in paragraph (1) shall enter into force
one month after written notifications of acceptance,
effected in accordance with their respective constitution-
al processes, have been received by the Director Gener-
al from three-fourths of the Contracting States members
of the Assembly at the time the Assembly adopted the
amendment.

(b) Any amendment to the said Articles thus accepted
shall bind all the Contracting States which were Con-
tracting States at the time the amendment was adopted
by the Assembly, provided that any amendment increas-

ing the financial obligations of the said Contracting
States shall bind only those which have notified their ac-
ceptance of such amendment.

(c) Any amendment which has been accepted and
which has entered into force in accordance with
subparagraph (a) shall bind all States which become
Contracting States after the date on which the amend-
ment was adopted by the Assembly.

CHAPTER IV: HNAL PROVISIONS
Article 39

Becoming Party to the Treaty

(1) [Ratification, Accession] Any State member of the
International Union for the Protection of Industrial

Property may become party to this Treaty by:

(i) signature followed by the deposit of an instrument
of ratification, or
(ii) deposit of an instrument of accession.

(2) [Deposit of Instrument] Instruments of ratification

or accession shall be deposited with the Director Gener-
al.

(3) [Reference to Other States] (a) Any instrument of
ratification or accession may be accompanied by a decla-
ration to the effect that it shall be considered to have
been deposited only when another State, or either one
of two other States, or both of two other States, speci-

fied by name, shall have deposited instruments of ratifi-

cation or accession. The instrument of ratification or ac-

cession of any State having made such a declaration
shall be considered to have been deposited

(i) on the day on which the specified State, or one of
the two specified States, or the second specified State,

as the case may be, deposits its instrument of ratifica-

tion or accession,

(ii) where the instrument of ratification or accession of
any specified State itself is accompanied by a declara-

tion concerning other States, on the day on which the

'^instrument of ratification or accession of the said spec-

ified State is to be considered to have been deposited.

(b) Any declaration made under subparagraph (a) may
be withdrawn at any time or, if it was made in respect

of two States, may be limited to one of them. The in-

strument of ratification or accession of any State with-
drawing its declaration shall be considered to have been
deposited on the day on which the withdrawal is noti-

fied to the Director General, whereas the instrument of
ratification or accession of any State limiting its declara-

tion shall be considered to have been deposited on the

day on which the remaining State deposits its instrument
of ratification of accession. If the instrument of ratifica-

tion or accession of the remaining State has already been
deposited, the instrument of ratification or accession of
the State limiting its declaration shall be considered to

have been deposited on the day on which the limitation

is notified to the Director General.

(4) [Certain Territories] (a) The provisions of Article

24 of the Stockholm (1967) Act of the Paris Convention
for the Protection of Industrial Property shall apply to

this Treaty.

(b) Subparagraph (a) shall in no way be understood as

implying the recognition or tacit acceptance by a Con-
tracting State of the factual situation concerning a terri-

tory to which this Treaty is made applicable by another
Contracting State by virtue of the said subparagraph.
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Article 40

Transitional Provisions

(1) [Declaration by Certain Developing Countries] Any
State party to the Paris Convention for the Protection of
Industrial Property but not party to this Treaty which,
in conformity with the established practice of the Gen-
eral Assembly of the United Nations, is regarded as a

developing country may make a declaration addressed

to the Director General stating that it wishes to avail it-

self of the right provided for in paragraph (2) and that it

intends to become party to this Treaty at the latest with-

in two years from the date on which that right, accord-

ing to the applicable provisions of paragraphs (5) to (8),

ceases to be effective in respect of that State.

(2) [Effect of Declaration] Residents and nationals of

any State having made a declaration according to para-

graph (1) shall, notwithstanding Article 4(1), have the

right to file international applications and to own inter-

national registrations under this Treaty.

(3) [Time of Filing Declaration] The declaration re-

ferred to in paragraph (1) shall be filed with the Direc-

tor General at any time before June 12, 1978.

(4) [Commencement of Effect] If filed before the entry

into force of this Treaty according to Article 41(1), the

declaration referred to in paragrai^ (3) shall become ef-

fective on the date of the said entry into force. If filed

after such entry into force, the said declaration shall be-

come effective three months after the date of its filing.

(5) [Expiration of Effect] Subject to paragraphs (6) to

(8), the right provided for in paragraph (2) shall be ef-

fective until the expiration of whichever of the follow-

ing two periods expires later:

(i) a period of ten years from the date (June 12, 1973) of

the signature of this Treaty,

(ii) a period of five years from the entry into force of

this Treaty according to Article 41(1).

(6) [Possible Prolongation of Effect] (a) The period re-

ferred to in paragraph (S) may be prolonged twice for

periods of five years each by decisions of the Special

Conference as defined in subparagraph (b) in respect of

those States having made the declaration referred to in

paragraph (1) whose residents or nationals have filed an

average of not more than two hundred international ap-

plications per year during the three consecutive years, as

defined in subparagraph (d).

(b) The Special Conference shall consist of the States

which, at the time it meets, are Contracting States and
those States having made a declaration under paragraph

(1) which fulfill, in respect of the number of internation-

al applications, the conditions set forth in subparagraph
(a).

(c) The decision of the Special Conference shall re-

quire a simple majority of the votes cast. The said Con-
ference shall meet upon convocation by the Director

General during the year preceding the year in which:

(i) the period referred to in paragraph (5) expires, and
(ii) the first five-year period referred to in subparagraph

(a) expires if prolongation for that period had been de-

cided.

(d) The three consecutive years referred to in

subparagraph (a) shall, in respect of each of the two pos-

sible decisions, be the fourth, third and second calendar

years before the year in which the decision is made.

(7) [Possible Further Prolongation of Effect] The As-

sembly, in exceptional cases and upon request, may de-

cide to prolong for two further periods of five years

each the application of the right under paragraph (2) in

respect of any State which, at the time the decision is

made, benefits from the said right and which is then re-

garded as one of the least developed among the devel-

oping countries.

(8) [Termination of Effect for Special Reasons] Not-

withstanding paragraphs (4) to (7), the right provided

for in paragraph (2) shall cease to exist on the last day
of the calender year which follows the year in which
any State having made a declaration under paragraph

(1):

(i) ceases to be regarded as a developiag country in con-

formity with the established practice of the General

Assembly of the United Nalions, or

(ii) denounces the Paris Convention for the Protection

of Industrial Property.

Article 41

Entry Into Force of the Treaty

(1) [Initial Entry Into Force] This Treaty shall enter

into force six months after five States have deposited

their instruments of ratification or accession.

(2) [States Not Covered by the Initial Entry Into Force]

Any State which is not among those referred to in para-

graph (1) shall become bound by this Treaty three

months after the date on which it has deposited its in-

strument of ratification or accesssion.

Article 42

Reservations to the Treaty

Subject to Article 46(2), no reservations to this Treaty

are permitted.

Article 43

Denunciation of the Treaty

(1) [Notification] Any contracting Slate may denounce
this Treaty by notification addressed to the Director

General.

(2) [Effective Date] Denunciation shall take effect one
year after the day on which the Director General has

received the notification.

(3) [Moratorium on Denunciation] The right of de-

nouncing this Treaty provided for in paragraph (1) shall

not be exercised by any Contracting State before the ex-

piration of five years from the date on which it becomes
bound by this Treaty.

(4) [Continuation of the Effects of the Treaty] (a) The
effects of this Treaty on any mark enjoying the benefits

of this Treaty on the day preceding the day on which
the denunciation by any Contracting State takes effect

shall continue in that State until the expiration of the ini-

tial or renewal term which was running on that date.

(b) Where the right to own the international registra-

tion of a mark is based on the owner's being a resident

or national of the Contracting State referred to in

subparagraph (a), the benefits of this Treaty shall, in all

designated States, continue until the day on which the

period referred to in subparagraph (a) expires in respect

of that mark.

Article 44

Signature and Languages of the Treaty

(1) [Original Texts] This Treaty shall be signed in a

single original in the English and French languages,

both texts being equally authentic.

(2) [Official Texts] Official texts shall be established by
the Director General, after consultation with the inter-

ested Governments, in the German, Italian, Japanese,

Portuguese, Russian and Spanish languages, and such

other languages as the Assembly may designate.

(3) [Time Limit for Signature] This Treaty shall re-

main open for signature at Vienna until December 31,

1973.

Article 45

Depositary Functions

(1) [Deposit of the Original Texts] The original of this

Treaty, when no longer open tor signature, shall be de-

posited with the Director General.

(2) [Certified Copies] The Director General shall trans-

mit two copies, certified by him, of this Treaty to the
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Governments of the States party to the Paris Conven-
tion for the Protection of Industrial Property and, on re-

quest, to the Government of any other State.

(3) [Registration of the Treaty^ The Director General
shall register this Treaty with the Secretariat of the

United Nations.

(4) [Amendments] The Director General shall transmit

two copies, certified by him. of any amendment to this

Treaty to the Governments of the Contracting States

and, on request, to the Government of any other State.

Article 46

Settlement of Disputes

(1) [International Court of Justice] Any dispute be-

tween two or more Contracting States concerning the

interpretation or application of this Treaty or the Regu-
lations, not settled by negotiation, may, by any one of
the States concerned, be brought before the Internation-

al Court of Justice by application in conformity with the

Statute of the Court, unless the States concerned agree
on some other method of settlement. The Contracting
State bringing the dispute before the Court shall inform
the International Bureau; the International Bureau shall

bring the matter to the attention of the other Contract-
ing States.

(2) [Reservation] Each Contracting State may, at the
time it signs this Treaty or deposits its instrument of rat-

ification or accession, declare by notification deposited
with the Director General that it does not consider itself
bound by paragraph (1). With regard to any dispute be-
tween any Contracting State having made such a decla-
ration and any other Contracting State, paragraph (1)
shall not apply.

(3) [Withdrawal of Reservation] Any Contracting State
having made a declaration in accordance with paragraph
(2) may, at any time, withdraw its declaration by notifi-
cation addressed to the Director General.

Article 47

Notifications

The Director General shall notify the Governments of
the States party to the Paris Convention for the Protec-
tion of Industrial Property of:

(i) signatures under Article 44;
(ii) deposits of instruments of ratification or accession

under Article 39(2) and of any declaration accompa-
nying them under Article 39(3)(a) and any withdrawal
or limitation of such declarations made under Article
39(3Xb);

(iii) the date of entry into force of this Treaty under Ar-
ticle 41(1) and any amendment under Article 38(3Xa);

(iv) denunciations received under Article 43;
(v) declarations received under Articles 40(1) and 46(2)
and (3).
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UNDER THE TRADEMARK REGISTRATION TREATY

Rule 1

Abbreviated Expressions

1.1 "Treaty"

In these Regulations, the word "Treaty" means the

Trademark Registration Treaty.

1.2 "Chapter" and "Article"

In these Regulations, the words "Chapter" and "Arti-

cle" refer to the specified Chapter or Article of the

Treaty.

1.3 "Associations"

In these Regulations, references to legal entities where
such references concern them in their capacity of appli-

cants or owners of international registrations shall be

construed as references also to associations referred to in

Article 4(5).

1.4 "Gazette'

In these Regulations, the word "Gazette" means the

official Gazette of the International Bureau referred to

in Article 2(ix).

1.5 'Table of Fees"

In these Regulations, the words "Table of Fees" mean
the table of fees annexed hereto.

2.1

RULES CONCERNING CHAPTER 1

Rule 2

Representation Be/ore The International Bureau

Number of Duly Appointed Representatives

(a) The applicant and the owner of the international

registration may appoint only one representative.

(b) Where several natural persons or legal entities

have been indicated as representatives by the applicant

or the owner of the international registration, the natural

person or legal entity first mentioned in the document in

which they are indicated shall be regarded as the only

duly appointed representative.

(c) Where the representative is a partnership or firm

composed of attorneys or patent or trademark agents, it

shall be regarded as one representative.

2.2 Form of Appointment

(a) A representative shall be regarded as a "duly

appointed representative" if his appointment complies

with the prescriptions of paragraphs (b) to (e).

(b) The appointment of any representative shall re-

quire:

(i) that his name appear as that of a representative in the

international application and that such application

bear the signature of the applicant, or

(ii) that a separate power of attorney (i.e., a document
appointing the representative), signed by the applicant

or the owner of the international registration, be filed

with the International Bureau.

(c) Where there are several applicants or owners of

the international registration, the document containing

or constituting the appointment of their common repre-

sentative shall be signed by all of them.

(d) Any document containing or constituting the ap-

pointment of a representative shall indicate his name and

his address. Where the representative is a natural person,

his name shall be indicated by his family name and given

name(s), the family name being indicated before the giv-

en name(s). Where the representative is a legal entity or

a partnership or firm of attorneys or patent or trademark

agents, "name" shall mean the complete name of the le-

gal entity or partnership or firm. The address of the rep-

resentative shall be indicated in the same manner as that

provided for in respect of the applicant in Rule 5.2(c).

(e) The document containing or constituting the ap-

pointment shall contain no words which, contrary to

Article 26(2), would limit the powers of the representa-

tive, in particular by indicating a time limit or event af-

ter which the appointment would expire, by excluding

certain matters from the powers of the representative, or

by specifying some only of the powers which any repre-

sentative has under the said Article.

(f) Where the appointment does not comply with the

requirements referred to in paragraphs (b) to (c), it shall

be treated by the International Bureau as if it had not

been made, and the applicant or the owner of the inter-

national registration as well as the natural person, the le-

gal entity, the partnership or firm which was indicated

as the representative in the purported appointment shall

be informed of this fact by the International Bureau.

(g) The Administrative Instructions shall provide

recommended wording for the appointment

2.3 Revocation or Renunciation of Appomimeni

(a) The appointment of any representative may be re-

voked at any time by the natural person who or legal

entity which has appointed that representative. The re-

vocation shall be effective even if only one of the natu-

ral persons who or legal entities which have appointed

the representative revokes the apptiintmenl.

(b) Revocation shall require a written document
signed by the natural person or the legal entity referred

to in the preceding paragraph It shall be effective, as

far as the international Bureau is concerned, as from the

date of the receipt of the said document by that Bureau.

(c) The appointment of a representative as provided in

Rule 2.2 shall be regarded as the revocation of any earli-

er appointment of any other representative. The appoint-

ment shall preferably indicate the name of the other ear-

lier appointed representative.

(d) Any representative may renounce his appointment

through a notification signed by him and addressed to

the International Bureau

2.4 General Powers of Attorney

The apptiintment of a representative in a separate

power of attorney (i.e.. a document appointing the rep-

resentative) may be general in the sense that it relates lo

more than one international application and more than

one international registration in respect of the same nat-

ural person or legal entity. The identification of such ap-

plications and registrations, as well as other details in re-

spect of such general power of attorney and of its revo-

cation or renunciation, shall be provided in the

Administrative Instructions. The Administrative Instruc-

tions may provide for a fee payable in connection with

the filing of general powers of attorney

2.5 Substitute Representative

(a) The appointment of the presentative referred to in

Rule 2.2(b) may indicate also one or more natural per-

sons as substitute representatives.

(b) For the purposes of the second sentence of Article

26(2). substitute representatives shall be considered as

representatives.

(c) The appointment of any substitute representative

may be revoked at any lime by the natural person who
or legal entity which has appointed the representative or

by the representative. Revocation shall require a written

document signed by the said natural person, legal entity

or representative. It shall be effective, as far as the Inter-

national Bureau is concerned, as from the date of the re-

ceipt of the said document by that Bureau

Rule 3

3 1 Inlernunonal Register of Mark \

Contents oj the International Register

The International Register of Marks shall contain, in

espect of each mark registered therein

r
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(i) all the indications that must or may be furnished un-
der the Treaty or these Regulations, and that have in
fact been furnished, to the International Bureau, and,
where relevant, the date on which such indications
were received by that Bureau,

(ii) the amount of all fees received and the date or dates
on which they were received by the International Bu-
reau,

(iii) the number and date of the international registration
and the numbers, if any, and the dates of all record-
ings relating to that registration. i

3.2 Keeping of the International Register

The administrative Instructions shall regulate the es-
tablishment of the International Register of Marks, arid,
subject to the Treaty and these Regulations, shall speci-
fy the form in which it shall be kept and the procedure
which the International Bureau shall follow for
inscribing recordings therein and for preserving it from
loss or other damage.

4.1

Rule 4
I

Applicant
The Same Applicant for Alt Designated Stales

(a) The applicant shall be the same for the purposes of
all the designated States.

(b) Where the international application, as filed, does
not indicate the same applicant for the purposes of all
the designated States, that application shall be treated as
if only the state first mentioned therein, and any other
State for the purposes of which the same applicant is in-
dicated as for the said first-mentioned state, had been
designated.

IRules
Mandatory Contents of the International Application

5.

1

Indication that the International Application
is Filed Under the Treaty

The indication referred to in Article 5(lXaXi) shall be
worded as follows. "The undersigned requests that the
mark herein reproduced be registered in the Internation-
al Register of Marks established under the Trademark
Registration Treaty"; or it shall consist of a statement to
the same effect.

5.2 Indications Concerning the Applicant

(a) The applicant's identity shall be indicated by his

name. If the applicant is a natural person, his name shall
be indicated by his family name and given name(s). the
family name being indicated before the given name(s). If
the applicant is a legal entity, its name shall be indicated
by the full, official designation of the said entity.

(b) The applicant's residence and nationality shall be
mdicated by the name(s) of the State(s) of which he is a
resident and of which he is a national.

(c) The applicant's address shall be indicated in such a
way as to satisfy the customary requirements for prompt
postal delivery at the indicated address and shall, in any
case, consist of all the relevant administrative units up
to, and mcluding, the house number, if any. Where the
national law of the designated State does not require the
indication of the house number, failure to indicate such
number shall have no effect in that State. Any tele-
graphic and teletype address and telephone number that
the applicant may have should preferably be indicated
For each applicant, only one address shall be indicated
if several addresses are indicated, only the one first men-
tioned in the international application shall be consid-
ered.

5.3 Reproduction of the Mark; Color; Transliteration

(a) Where the mark consists only of letters of the Lat-
in alphabet. Arabic or Roman numerals, and punctuation
signs usual in connection with the Latin alphabet, and
the applicant does not wish to claim any special graphic

feature, the mark may be reproduced, for example by
typing the letters, numerals and signs, on the sheet itself
on which the international application appears. The use
of small letters and capital letters shall be permitted, and
shall be followed in the publications of the International
Bureau.

(b) In cases other than that referred to above, the
mark shall be reproduced on a sheet of paper of A4 size
(29.7 cm X 21 cm.), separate from the sheet on which
the text of the international application appears, and
shall be attached to the latter sheet. The reproduction of
the mark itself on the separate sheet shall not occupy a
space larger than 10 centimeters horizontally and 10
centimeters vertically. The reproduction of the mark on
the separate sheet shall be of a quality admitting of di-
rect reproduction by photography and printing process-
es. The separ?— sheet shall indicate the name and ad-
dress of the applicant.

(c) Where color is claimed, the international
application shall contain a statement to that effect and
shall be accompanied by

(i) either a reproduction of the mark in color in one
copy satisfying the requirements set forth in para-
graph (b),

(ii) or a reproduction of the mark in color in the number
of copies fixed in the Administrative Instructions and
a reproduction of the mark in black and white in one
copy containing a description of the colors in words
and signs as specified in the Adminstrative Instruc-
tions, all copies satisfying the requirements sefforth in
paragraph (b).

(d) Where the mark or a certain part of it is three-di-
mensional, the international application and the separate
sheet containing the reproduction of the three-dimen-
sional feature shall contal.i an indication to that effect.

(e) Where the mark is intended to be used, or also to
be used, as a sound mark, the international application
and any separate sheet containing the reproduction of
the mark shall contain an indication to that effect.

(f ) Where the mark consists of or contains matter in
script other than Latin script or numbers expressed in
forms other than Arabic or Roman, the international ap-
plication shall also contain a transliteration of such mat-
ter in Latin script and Arabic numerals; the translitera-
tion shall follow the English pronunciation if the
international application is in English, and the French
pronunciation if it is in French. If the International Bu-
reau finds that such transliteration is incorrect or is miss-
ing and it is equipped to effect itself the said translitera-
tion, it shall do so. In the latter case, however, it shall
notify the applicant of its transliteration and invite him
to make comments on it within one month from the date
of the notification, and shall not proceed with the inter-

national registration before the expiration of the said pe-
riod of one month.

5.4 List of Goods and/or Services

(a) Each of the groups of terms pertaining to the same
class of the International Classification shall be preceded
by an indication of the number of the class, and the vari-
ous groups shall follow in the numerical order of the
corresponding classes.

(b) If, in the list of goods and/or services contained in
the international application as filed, the terms are not or
not properly grouped as provided in Article 5(lXaKJv),
the International Bureau shall, after having notified the
applicant of its intention to do so and allowing him one
month from the date of the notification to react to such
notification, classify each term as required and constitute
the required groups. If any of the terms does not permit
classification in one class only of the International Clas-
sification, it shall be classified in each of the applicable
classes.

(c) If the International Bureau finds that any term is

incomprehensible, it shall notify the applicant of its find-
ing and allow him one month from the date of the noti-
fication to submit either arguments to the effect that the
term is comprehensible or a request that the incompre-
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hensible term be deleted. If. on the basis of the said ar-

guments or other considerations, the International Bu-
reau finds that the term is comprehensible, it shall treat

it according to its comprehended meaning. Otherwise it

shall delete it ex officio.

(d) The list of goods and/or services shall be the same
for the purposes of all States designated in the interna-

tional application as filed or as limited under Article
7(4Xb). Where the international application as filed or as

limited under Article 7(4Xb) indicates different goods
and/or services in respect of different designated States,

that application shall be treated as if only the State first

mentioned therein, and any other States for the purposes
of which the same list of goods and/or services is indi-

cated as for the said first-mentioned State, had been des-
ignated.

5.5 Identification of States

(a) Identification of any State shall consist in writing
its name in the international application in a manner suf-

ficiently clear for the purposes of identification.

(b) The identification of any designated State which is

not a Contracting State shall be treated as if such State
had not been identified.

5.6 Choice Between National and Regional Marks

(a) The availability of any choice referred to in Arti-

cle 5(l)(a)(vi) shall be notified by the interested Con-
tracting State to the International Bureau, and that Bu-
reau sh^ll publish a corresponding announcement.

(b) The choice referred to in Article 5(lXaXvi) shall

be indicated by the words "national mark desired" or
"regional mark desired," respectively, or by other words
to that effect, appearing next to the name of the desig-

nated State to which the choice applies.

5.7 Collective Marks and Certification Marks

The indication referred to in Article 5(IXaXvii) shall

consist of the words "collective mark desired" or "certi-

fication mark desired," respectively, or other words to

that effect, appearing next to the name of the designated
State to which the indication applies.

5.8 Application Filed Through the Intermediary

of a National Office

(a) The indication referred to in Article 5(3Xb) shall

be worded as follows: "The . . .
' certifies that the pres-

ent international application was filed with it on . . .
' ."

' Indicate the name of the national Office. Indicate
the date.

(b) The national Office of any Contracting State
whose national law provides that international applica-
tions of residents of that State may be filed through the
intermediary of the national Office of the said State
shall, at least once a week, send to the International Bu-
reau a note containing the following indications con-
cerning each of the international applications filed with

it since the sending of the last such note.

(i) the name of the applicant.

(ii) a reproduction of the mark.
(iii) the date on which the international application was

filed with that Office,

(iv) the date on which the international application was
mailed to the International Bureau.

(c) The notes referred to in paragraph (b) shall be
numbered consecutively.

(d) If the International Bureau does not receive any of
the international applications listed in any note within 15

days from the date on which it received such note, it

shall inform the national Office accordingly.

6.2 Claiming of Priority

Rule 6

Optional Contents of the International Application

6.1 Naming of a Representative

The international application may indicate a represen-

tative.

(a) The declaration referred to in Article 5(1 Xb) shall

consist of a statement to the effect that the pnority of an
earlier application is claimed and shall indicate:

(i) where the earlier application is an application filed

for the registration of a mark in the register of marks
of a given country, the country in which it was filed;

where the earlier application is an international appli-

cation filed under the Treaty, a State designated there-

in; where the earlier application is an application for a
regional mark, the authority with which it was filed

and a State for which it was filed;

(ii) the dale on which the earlier application was filed;

(iii) the number allotted to the earlier application.

(b) If the declaration does not indicate the country or
State, and the date, referred to in paragraph (aXi) and
(ii), the International Bureau shall treat the declaration
as if it has not been made.

(c) If the application number referred to in paragraph
(a)(iii) is not indicated in the declaration but is furnished
by the applicant or tlje owner of the international regis-

tration to the International Bureau prior to the expira-
tion of the lOth month from the filing date of the said

application, it shall be considered to have been included
in the declaration and shall be published by the Interna-
tional Bureau.

6.3 Declaration of Intent To Use the Mark

(a) Any declaration made under Article 19(4Xa) shall

consist of the following statement:

"The undersigned applicant declares that (he) (it)

intends to use the mark which is the subject of this

international application himself (ilscIO and/or by
and through persons whose use mures to his (its)

benefit in commerce with and/or on -the terntory
of . . . on and/or in connection with the goods
and/or services listed in this international applica-
tion."

' If the declaration relates to all the States designated
in the international application, insert "each of the Stales

designated in this application"; otherwise, indicate those
of the Slates designated in respect of which the declara-
tion is made.

(b) It shall depend on the national law of each desig-
nated State whether any declaration to the same effect

as but worded differently than m paragraph (a) shall

produce the effect provided for m Article 19(4Xa) m
that State.

6.4 Declaration of Actual Use

In respect of any designated State, ihe following state-

ment, signed by the applicant, may be made and at-

tached to the international application:

"The undersigned applicant declares that the fol-

lowing mark ... ' which is Ihe subject of the

international application to which this declaration
is attached is now in use by and through ... m
commerce with and/or on the territory of . . .

'

on
or in connection with the following goods and/or
services listed in respect of such State . .

*
;

that such use commenced on .

'
; and that the

mode and manner in which Ihe mark is used is:

on labels or tags affixed to and/or containers

for the goods, as evidenced by the at-

tached specimen(s) or facsimile(s) '
;

on displays which are associated with the

goods, as evidenced by the attached speci-

men(s) or facsimile(s) -
;

in ihe case of services, in advertising of such
services, as evidenced by the attached

specimen(s) or facsimile(s) "
;

other ."

' Reproduce the mark. Insert "the undersigned ap-

plicant" and/or, if applicable, the name and address of
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the person or persons whose use of the mark inures to

the benefit of the applicant in the State. • Insert name
of State. ' Insert "all" or indicate the particular goods
and/or services on or in connection with which the
mark is used. ' Insert the date of commencement of the
continuing use of the mark, including, where different

dates are applicable to different goods and/or services,

the particular goods and/or services to which each such
date relates. The inclusion of specimens or facsimiles
may be dispensed with where the declaration is made in

respect of a State whose national law does not require
that specimens or facsimiles be attached to routine dec-
larations of actual use. ' Recite sufficient facts in addi-
tion to, or in lieu of, checking one or more of the above
boxes as to sales or advertising, or both, to show that

the mark is in current use.

6.5 Declarations Under Articles 21(2) and 22(2)

(a) Any declaration under Article 21(2), where includ-

ed in the international application, shall:

(i) specify the designated State or States in respect of
which it is made,

(ii) contain the statement that the applicant owns a na-

tional registration or national registrations of the same
mark in the said State or States,

(iii) indicate, in respect of each such national registra-

tion, its number.

(b) Any declaration under Article 22(2), where includ-

ed in the international application, shall:

(i) specify the designated Slate or States in respect of
which it i» made,

(ii) contain the sutement that the applicant owns a Ma-
drid registration of the same mark in respect of the
said State or Sutes,

(iii) indicate the relevant registration number under the
Madrid Agreement.

6.6 Option Under Article 11(3)

The indication referred to in Article 11(3) shall be
effected by identifying the appropriate national register

or the appropriate part of the national register (for ex-
ample, "Supplemental Register" or "Part B Register").

6.7 Trade or Business of the Applicant

The applicant may indicate in the international appli-

cation the trade or business in which he is engaged.

6.8 Translation of the Mark

» If the mark consists of or contains one or more words
which can be translated into the language of the interna-
tional application, that application may contain such
translation.

7.1

Rule 7

Languages
|

Language of the International Application

The international application shall be in the English or
in the French language.

7.2 Language of the Request for Recording

of Later Designations

The request for the recording of any later designation
shall be in the same language as that in which the inter-

national application was filed.

7.3 Language of Registrations, Recordings,
Annotations and Communications

(a) Registrations, recordings and annotations by the
International Bureau shall be in the same language as
that in which the international apphcation was filed.

(b) Any notification or other communication ad-
dressed by the International Bureau to the applicant or
the owner of the international registration and any re-

quest, demand, declaration or other communication ad-
dressed by the applicant or the owner of the internation-
al registration to the International Bureau shall be in the

same language as that in which the international applica-
tion was filed.

(c) Notification by the national Offices to the Interna-
tional Bureau, and letters of other written communica-
tions from the national Offices to the International
Bureau, shall be in the English or in the French lan-

guage, it being understood that copies of papers filed by
a third party in the case of an opposition proceeding at-

tached to any notice of possible refusal and any copy re-

ferred to in Rule 20.3(aKiii) shall be in the language in

which such papers or copy were filed with the national
Office.

(d) Letters from the International Bureau to any na-
tional Office shall be in English or French according to
the wish of the national Office; any matter in such let-

ters quoted from the International Register of Marks
shall be in the language in which such matter appears in

that Register.

(e) Where the International Bureau is under the obli-
gation to forward to the applicant or the owner of the
international registration any of the communications re-

ferred to in paragraph (c), it shall forward them in the
language in which it received them.

8.1

Rules
Form of the International Application

Printed Forms

(a) The international application shall be made on the
printed form referred to in paragraph (b) or on a paper
identical, for all practical purposes, with that form as to
size, content and layout.

(b) The International Bureau shall furnish free of
charge, on request, to prospective applicants, attorneys,
patent or trademark agents, and to the national Offices,
printed forms for international applications. Such forms
shall be established in the English language, in the
French language, and in both of thosp languages.

(c) The form shall be filled in preferably by typewrit-
er and shall be easily legible.

8.2 Copies; Signature

(a) Subject to Rule 5.3(c)(ii), the international applica-
tion, including the reproduction of the mark and any at-

tachments, shall be filed in one copy.
(b) The international application shall be signed by the

applicant.

8.3 No Additional Matter

(a) The international application shall not contain any
matter, and shall not be accompanied by any document,
other than those prescribed or permitted by the Treaty
or these Regulations.

(b) If the international application contains matter oth-
er than that prescribed or permitted, the International
Bureau shall delete it ex officio; and if the international
application is accompanied by any document other than
those prescribed or permitted, the International Bureau
shall treat such document as if it had not been transmit-
ted to it and shall return the said document to the appli-

cant.

Rule 9

Fees Payable With the Filing of the International

Application

9.

1

International Application Fee and State

Designation Fees

(a) The fees payable with the international application
shall be:

(i) an "international application fee," and, where Rule
5.3(c)(i) applies, a color reproduction fee,

(ii) in respect of each designated State, the individual
State designation fee or the standard State designation
fee, as the case may be.

(b) The amounts of the international application fee,
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the color reproduction fee and the standard State desig-
nation fee are indicated in the Table of Fees.

(c) The amounts of the individual State designation
fees concerning the various Contracting States shall be
published by the International Bureau each year in the
month of August. The amounts so published shall be ap-
plicable as the individual State designation fees from
Jan. 1 to Dec. 31 of the year following the year in

which they are published.

10.1

Rule 10

Mandatory Contents of the Request for the

Recording of Later Designations

Indication that the Request is for the

Recording of Later Designations

The indication referred to in Article 6(2KaKi) shall be
worded as follows: "The undersigned applicant/owner
of the international registration identified herein requests
the recording in the International Register of Marks of
the following later designations made under the Trade-
mark Registration Treaty"; or it shall consist of a state-

ment to the same effect.

10.2 Indications Concerning the Applicant or the

Owner of the International Registration

Rule 5.2 shall apply, mutatis mutandis, in the case of
Article 6(2)(a)(ii).

10.3 Identification of the International Application

or International Registration

(a) The international application shall be identified by
a copy of the same and, where it was filed direct with
the International Bureau, the date on which it was filed

with or mailed to the International Bureau or. where it

was filed through the intermediary of a national Office,

the name of that Office and the date on which it was re-

ceived by or mailed to the said Office.

(b) The international registration shall be identified by
its international registration number and date.

10.4 Identification of the Later Designated States

Rule 5.5 shall apply, mutatis mutandis, in the case of
Article 6(2)(aKiv).

10.5 Indication of the Choice Between National
Mark and Regional Mark

The choice referred to in Article 6(2)(a)(v) shall be in-

dicated by the words "national mark desired" or "re-
gional mark desired," respectively, or by other words to
that effect, appearing next to the name of the designated
State to which the choice applies.

10.6 Collective Marks and Certification Marks

The indication referred to in Article 6(2)(a)(vi) shall

consist of the words "collective mark desired" or "certi-

fication mark desired," respectively, or other words to
that effect, appearing next to the name of the designated
State to which the indication applies.

10.7 Requests Filed Through the

Intermediary of a National Office

(a) The indication referred to in Article 6(3)(b) shall

be worded as follows: "The ... ' certifies that the
present request was filled with it on . . .

". ' Indicate
the name of the national Office. • Indicate the date.

(b) The national Office of any Contracting State

whose national law provides that requests for the re-

cording of later designations by residents of that Slate
may be filed through the intermediary of the national
Office of the said State shall, at least once a week, send
to the International Bureau a note containing the follow-
ing indications concerning each of the requests filed

with it since the sending of the last such note:

(i) the name of the applicant or the owner of the inter-

national registration,

(ii) the international registration number and date to

which the request refers or, where such number and
date are not available, the reproduction of the mark,
together with, where the international application was
filed through the intermediary of the national Office,
the date on which it was so received by such Office
and the date on which it was mailed to the Interna-
tional Bureau or, where the international application
was filed direct with the International Bureau, the
date on which it was so filed or the date on which it

was mailed to the International Bureau.
(iii) the date on which the request was filed with that

Office.

(iv) the date on which the request was mailed to the In-

ternational Bureau.

(c) The notes referred to m paragraph (b) shall be
numbered consecutively. Where since the sending of the
last note no requests have been filed with the national
Office, the note shall state that fact

(d) If the International Bureau does not receive any of
the requests listed m any note withm 15 days from the
date on which it received such note, it shall inform the
national Office accordingly.

Ill

Rule 11

Optional Contents of the Request for the
Recording of Later Designations

Claiming of Priority

Rule 6.2 shall apply also to the declaration referred to
in Article 6(2)(b)

11.2 Declaration of Intent To Use

(a) Any declaration made under Article I9(4)(a) shall
consist of the following statement:

"The undersigned applicant/owner of the inter-

national registration declares that he (it) intends to
use the mark which is the subject of the interna-
tional application/international registration to
which this request relates himself (itselO and/or by
and through persons whos use inures to his (Us)
benefit in commerce with and/or on the territory
of . . . 'on and/or in connection with the goods
and/or services listed in this request."

' If the declaration relates to all the States designat-
ed in the request, insert "each of the States designated in

this request"; otherwise, indicate those of the States des-
ignated in the request m respect of which the declara-
tion is made.

(b) It shall depend on the national law of each desig-
nated State whether any declaration to the same effect

as but worded differently than m paragraph (a) shall

produce the effect provided for in Article 19(4)(a) m
that State.

11.3 Declaration of Actual Use

In respect of any Slate designated in the request for

recording of later designations, a statement, signed by
the applicant or the owner of the international registra-

tion and whose form shall be the same as that appearing
in Rule 6.4 or Rule 26.3. as the case may be. may be
made and attached to the request.

1 1 .4 Declarations Under Articles 21(2) and 22(2)

Rule 6.5 shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to any declara-
tion under Articles 21(2) or 22(2). where such declara-
tion is included in the request for the recording of later

designations.

11.5 List of Goods and/or Services

The formal concept of limitation referred to in Article
6(2)(b), second sentence, is defined m Rule 24.2

11.6 Option Under Article 11(3)

The indication referred to in Article 11(3) shall be
effected by identifying the appropriate national register
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or the appropriate part of the national register (for ex-
ample, "Supplemental Register" or "Part B Register").

Rule 12

Form of the Request /or the Recording
of Later Designations

12.1 Printed Forms I

(a) The request for the recording of later designations
shall be made on the printed form referred to in para-
graph (b) or on a paper identical, for all practical pur-
poses, with that form as to size, content and layout.

(b) The international Bureau shall furnish free of
charge, on request, to applicants, owners of international
registrations, attorneys, patent or trademark agents, and
to the national OfTices, printed forms for requests for the
recording of later designations. Such forms shall be es-
tablished in the English language, in the French lan-
guage, and in both of those languages.

(c) The form shall be filled in preferably by typewrit-
er and shall be easily legible.

12.2 Copies: Signature

(a) The request for the recording of later designations
and any attachments thereto shall be filed in one copy.

(b) The request shall be signed by the applicant or the
owner of the international registration.

12.3 No Additional Matter

Rule 8.3 shall also apply to requests for the recording
of later designations.

13.1

Rule 13

Fees Payable With the Request /or the
Recording o/ Later Designations

International Later Designation Fee
and State Designation Fees

(a) The fees payable with the request for the record-
ing of the later designation of any Contracting State
shall be the following:

(i) an "international later designation fee," and, where
Rule 5.3(cXi) applies, a color reproduction fee.

(ii) in respect of each later designated State indicated in
the request, the individual State designation fee or the
standard State designation fee, as the case may be.

(b) The amounts of the international later designation
fee, the standard State designation fee and the color re-
production fee are indicated in the Table of Fees.

I

14.1

Rule 14

De/ects in the International Application

Minimum Amount Under Article 7

The minimum amount referred to in Article 7(2)(a)
(ix) and (3KaXi) shall be an amount equivalent to the
amount of the international application fee referred to in
Rule 9.1(a(i).

14.2 Notification, and Reimbursement o/ Certain
Fees. Under Article 7(5)

(a) Where the International Bureau declines the inter-
national application, it shall notify the applicant accord-
ingly and shall state the grounds for declining. It shall
reimburse to the applicant all fees received from him ex-
cept an amount equivalent to the international applica-
tion fee referred to in Rule 9.l(aXi)

(b) Where the International Bureau declines to record
a State as a designated State either on the ground re-
ferred to in Article 7(3Xb) or on the ground that the
said State is not a Contracting State, it shall reimburse
to the applicant any fee received from him in respect of
the attempted designation of that State.

14.3 Notification o/ the National O/fice

Where the international application is treated as pro-

vided for in Article 7(6), the International Bureau shall
inform accordingly the national Office through the inter-
mediary of which the application was filed.

15.1

Rule 15

De/ects in the Request /or the Recording
o/ later Designations

Application o/ Rule 14

Rule 14 shall apply, mutatis mutandis, in respect of
Article 8. provided that the amount referred to in Rules
14.1 and 14.2(a) shall be an amount equivalent to the
amount of the international later designation fee referred
to in Rule 13.l(a)(i).

Rule 16

Procedure Where Avoiding the Effects o/
Declining Is Sought

16.

1

Recording and Publication Under Article 9(3)

(a) The fact of having received a copy of a petition
under Article 9(1 Xi) shall, where the petition relates to a
mark which is already registered in the International
Register of Marks, be recorded by recording the subject
of the petition, the name of the national Office to which
it appears to be addressed, and the date on which the
said copy was received.

(b) The publication under Article 9(3) shall contain
the international registration number of the mark, the
name of the State to whose national Office the petition
appears to have been addressed, and the date on which
the copy of the petition was received by the Internation-
al Bureau.

16.2 In/ormotion Available to National O/fices

On the request of the applicant or the owner of the
international registration, or of the interested national
Office, the International Bureau shall send to that Office
a copy of the file of the declined international applica-
tion or declined request for the recording of later desig-
nations, together with a memorandum setting out the
grounds for and the various steps leading to the declin-
ing of the said application or request.

16.3 In/ormation Furnished by the National O/fice

Any request by a national Office referred to in Article
9(2Xi) shall indicate the grounds on which it is based.

Rule 17

Certificates

17.1 Certificates o/ International Registration and
Certificates o/ Recording o/ Later Designations

(a) The certificates referred to in Articles 7(1) and
8( 1 ) shall be issued in the name of the International Bu-
reau and shall be signed by the Director General or an
officer of the International Bureau authorized to do so
by the Director General.

(b) Any such certificate shall consist of a facsimile of
the publication of the international registration or of the
publication of the recording of the later designations, as
the case may be, and a statement to the effect that the
said registration or recording reproduced in the certifi-

cate has been effected in the International Register of
Marks.

(c) The certificate shall be promptly sent to the owner
of the international registration.

18.1

Rule 18

Publication o/ International Registrations and
Recordings o/ later Designations

Contents o/ Publication o/ International
Registrations
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(a) The publication of any international registration
shall contain:

(i) the name and address of the owner of the internation-
al registration, together with any indication of his
trade or business and, if he bases his right to file inter-
national applications on his residence in, or his nation-
ality of, a State other than that in which he has his ad-
dress, the name of the State of his residence or
nationality, as the case may be.

(ii) the reproduction of the mark, together with any indi-
cation under Rule 5.3(d) or (e) and any transliteration
and translation; where color is claimed, the reproduc-
tion shall be in color if Rule 5.3(cXi) applies, and it

shall be in black and white and shall be accompanied
by a description of the colors in words and sisns if

Rule 5.3(cXii) applies.
(iii) the list of goods and/or services,
(iv) the names of the designated States and, where appli-

cable, after the name of each such State, an indication
concerning the choice referred to in Rule 5.6 and the
indication referred to in Rule 5.7,

(v) the international registration date.
(yi) the international registration number,
(vii) where the priority of one or more earlier applica-

tions is claimed, the date of filing and the number (iO
available) of such applications, the name of the coun-
try or countries in which or for which they were
filed, and, where applicable, an indication that the ap-
plication was filed under this Treaty or, where it was
for a regional mark, an indication of the authority
with which it was filed.

(vii) any indication under Article 11(3),
(ix) any declaration under Articles 21(2) and 22(2),
(x) the particulars concerning the representative, as pro-

vided in Rule 39.2(a).

(b) Where, in respect of any designated State, the in-
ternational registration is effected pursuant to Article
9(2) (i), this fact shall be indicated in the publication.

(c) The Administrative Instructions shall provide for
the composition and allocation of international registra-
tion numbers.

18.2 Contents o/ Publication o/ Recordings o/ later

Designations

(a) The publication of any recording of a later desig-
nation shall contain:

(i) mutatis mutandis, the same elements as those re-
ferred to in Rule 18.1(a),

(ii) the international later designation number,
(iii) the date of the recording of the later designation.

(b) Where the recording of any later designation is

effected pursuant to Article 9(2Xi). this fact shall be in-
dicated in the publication.

The Administrative Instructions shall provide for the
composition and allocation of international later designa-
tion mimbers.

(d) Where the recording of any later designation was
effected sufficiently prior to the date of publication of
the international registration to be practical to do so. the
publication of the recording of the later designation shall
be consolidated with the publication of the international
registration.

Rule 19

Notification o/ International Registrations and
Recordings o/ later Designations

19.1 Form o/ Notification

The notification referred to in Article 10(2) shall be
effected separately for each national Office and shall
consist of:

(i) a list of the international registration numbers and the
international later designation numbers of the interna-
tional registrations and recordings of later designations
in which the State of the said Office has been desia-
nated,

*

(ii) reprints made of the publication by the International
Bureau of each international registration and of each
recording of later designations referred to in the said
list,

(iii) a copy of the international application or the request
for the recording of later designations if it contains a
declaration made under Article 19(4Xa)

(iv) a copy of any declaration made under Rules 6.4 or
11.3.

(v) where Rule 5.3(cXii) applies, the reproduction in col-
or of the mark in the number of copies specified in the
Administrative Instructions, provided that such In-
structions shall enable each Office to require at least
six copies.

19 2 Time o/ Notification

The notification shall be effected on the same day as
that on which the issue of the Gazette is published that
contains the matter from which the reprints referred to
in Rule I9.l(ii) are made.

20.1

Rule 20 ^

Re/usals: Notices o/ Possible Re/usal

Notifying the International Bureau; Grounds

(a) Any notification under Article 12(2Ka) shall be
sent in one copy, preferably on a form furnished free of
charge by the International Bureau to the national Of-
fice of each contracting State. The notification shall, in
any case, contain:

(i) the international registration number of the interna-
tional registration, or the international later designa-
tion number of the later designation, as the case may
be. to which the refusal or the notice of possible refus-
al relates,

(ii) the name of the owner of the international registra-
tion,

(iii) an indication of the mark in the cases and the man-
ner provided for in paragraph (b),

(iv) an indication as to whether the notification is that of
a refusal or of a notice of possible refusal.

(v) where it relates to some only of the goods and/or
services listed, identification of those to which it re-
lates,

(vi) the grounds referred to in Article 12(2XaXii) and
(iii), together with a reproduction of any mark cited in
the notification and not reproduced therein and a
copy of the list of goods and/or services (in the origi-
nal language) pertaining to such mark, and when the
notice of possible refusal specifies the grounds by ref-
erence to the opposition of a third party, a copy of
any document filed by the opposing party in which
the said grounds are specified, together with a repro-
duction of any mark cited in the said document and
not reproduced therein and a copy of the list of goods
and/or services pertaining to such mark; where the
grounds specified by the national Office in the notice
of possible refusal do not include the grounds or some
of the grounds invoked in the document filed by the
opposing party and transmitted together with the said
notice by the national Office, all the grounds con-
tained in the said document shall be considered as
having been specified by the national Office,

(vii) an indication as to whether any remedy is available,
and if so with which authority it has to be sought and
within what time limit.

(b) The cases and the manner referred to in paragraph
(aXiii) and in Rules 2.1.(aXii) and 28.1(cXii) shall be as
follows:

(i) where the mark consists of letters of the Latin alpha-
bet, Arabic or Roman numerals, and punctuation signs
usual in connection with the Latin alphabet, without
any special graphic features and without also contain-
ing figurative elements, the indication shall consist of
the letters, numerals and signs,

(ii) where item (i), above, does not apply, the indication
shall consist of a reproduction of the mark.
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(c) The form referred to in paragraph (a) shall be pre-

pared separately for each Contracting State, in collabo-

ration with its national OfTice. It shall list the more com-
mon of the grounds for refusal with a reference to the

pertinent provisions of the national law so that, wherev-
er possible, such grounds may be specified by marking
the applicable items of the list. The form shall contain a

space reserved for specifying any other grounds and for

other possible indications.

20.2 Notifying the Owner of the International

Registration: Publication

(a) The notification under Article 31, of the recording
effected under Article 12(4Ka) shall be sent to the owner
of the international registration promptly after the re-

ceipt of the notification referred to in Article I2(2)(a); it

shall indicate the date on which the notification made
under Article 12(2)(a) was received by the International

Bureau and shall include a copy thereof
(b) The publication of the recording effected under

Article 12(4)(a) shall be effected promptly and shall con-
tain:

(i) the international registration number of the interna-

tional registration, or the international later designa-
tion number of the later designation, as the case may
be, to which the refusal or the notice of possible refus-

al relates, and the name of the owner of the interna-

tional registration,

(ii) the name of the State whose national Office transmit-

ted the notification,

(iii) a statement to the effect that a notification uner
Article 12(2)(a) was received.

20.3 Notification and Recording of Final
Decisions of Refusal; Cancellation of the

designation, and Publication of the Cancellation

(a) The notification by the national Office under Arti-

cle (12)(4)(b) shall be effected promptly after the date on
which the date on which the decision of refusal becomes
final and shall contain:

(i) an indication that it relates to a final decision of re-

fusal,

(ii) the indications referred to in Rule 20.1(a)(i),

(iii) where the decision is that of a court; a copy of the

final decision, or, where the decision is not that of a

court, the grounds given in the final decision, prefera-

bly in the same manner as that indicated in Rule
20.1(c),

(iv) where the notification relates to some only of the

goods and/or services listed, identification of those to

which it relates,

(v) the name of the authority which pronounced the de-
cision, the number, if any, and the date of such deci-

sion,

(vi) the date on which the decision became final.

(b) The notification by the International Bureau under
Article 12(4Xb) shall be effected as soon as possible and
shall include a copy of the notification referred to in

paragraph (a), as well as the name of the State whose
authorities have pronounced the final decision and an in-

dication of the date of the receipt of such notification by
the International Bureau.

(c) The details of the recording referred to in Article

12(4Xb) shall be provided in the Administrative Instruc-
tions.

(d) The publication referred to in Article 12(4)(b)
shall be effected promptly and shall consist of the indi-

cations contained in the notification referred to in para-
graph (a)(i) and (iv) to (vi), above, as well as the name
of the State whose authorities have pronounced the final

decision and the name of the owner of the international
registration.

20.4 Notification and Puplication Where Final
Decision Results in Acceptance of the Effect

Provided for in Article 11(2)

(a) The notification under Article 12(4Xc) shall be
effected promptly after the final disposal of the case and

shall consist of a statement to the effect that the notice
of possible refusal or the refusal is withdrawn, the indi-

cations referred to in Rule 20.1(a)(i), the number, if any,
and the date of the decision, and the date on which the
decision became final.

(b) The publication referred to in Article 12(4)(c) shall

be effected promptly and shalL consist of the elements
referred to in paragraph (a), as well as the name of the
State whose authorities have pronounced the final deci-
sion and the name of the owner of the international reg-

istration.

20.5 Belated Notifications

If any notification referred to in Article 12(2Xa) is re-

ceived by the International Bureau after the expiration
of the time limit fixed in that provision, the International
Bureau shall inform accordingly the national Office
which effected the notification, treat such notification as
if it had not been effected, inform the owner of the in-

ternational registration that the notification it received is

belated, and send to the owner a copy thereof

21.1

Rule 21

Final Decisions of Cancellation

Notification and Recording of Final Decisions

of Cancellation: Cancellation of the Designation,

and Publication of the Cancellation

(a) The notification referred to in Article 13(3) shall

be effected promptly after date on which the decision of
cancellation becomes final and shall contain:

(i) the international registration number of the inter-

national registration, or the international later designa-
tion number of the later designation, as the case may
be, to which the final decision of cancellation relates,

(ii) an indication of the mark in the cases and the man-
ner provided for in Rule 20.1(b),

(iii) where the final decision relates to some only of the
goods and/or services listed, identification of those to
which it relates,

(iv) the name of the authority which pronounced the fi-

nal decision,

(v) the number, if any, and the date of such decision,
(vi) the date on which the decision became final.

(b) The details of the recording referred to in Article
13(3) shall be provided in the Administrative Instruc-
tions.

(c) The publication referred to in Article 13(3) shall

be effected promptly and shall consist of the indications
contained in the notification referred to in paragraph (a),

as well as the name of the State whose authorities have
pronounced the final decision of cancellation and the
name of the owner of the international registration.

22.1

Rule 22

Changes in Ownership

Request for Recording of Change
in Ownership

(a) The indication referred to in Article 14(l)(b)(i)

shall preferably be worded as follows: "The undersigned
requests that the following change in ownership con-
cerning the international registration identifed herein be
recorded."

(b) Rule 5.2 shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to the indi-

cations concerning the new owner referred to in Article

14(l)(b)(iii).

(c) The designated States referred to in Article

1491)(b)(iv) shall be identified by their names in a man-
ner sufficiently clear for the purpose, provided that

where the request relates to all the States designated in

the existing international registration, they may be iden-

tified by a statement to that effect.

(d) The goods and/or sevices referred to in Article
14(l)(b)(iv) shall be identified as follows:

(i) where the request relates to all of the designatec^

T
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States and all of the goods and/or services listed in re-

spect of each of those States, by a statement to that

effect,

(ii) where the request relates to all of the designated
States and the list of goods and/or services, while be-

ing the same for each, is more limited than in the in-

ternational registration, by a new list and by a state-

ment to the effect that it applies to all of the

designated States,

(iii) in all other cases, in respect of those States for

which the list of goods and/or services is the same as

in the existing international registration, by a state-

ment to that effect, and, in respect of those States for

which the list of goods and/or services is more limit-

ed than the list of goods and/or services in the

existing international registration, by a new list.

(e) The attestation referred to in Article 14(1 )(c) shall

be worded as follows:

"According to evidence produced before this Of-

fice, ... ' appears to be the successor in title of . .

2 to the extent described in the present request,

and the conditions referred to in Article 14(l)(c) of

the Trademark Registration Treaty appear to be

fulfilled. This attestation is given for the sole pur-

pose of allowing the change of ownership to be re-

corded in the International Register of Marks."
' Insert the name of the new owner. ^ insert

the name of the earlier owner.

(0 The attestation shall be dated and shall bear the

stamp or seal of the national Office and the signature of

an official thereof

(g) the amount of the fee referred to in Article 14

(l)(d) is indicated in the Table of Fees.

(h) The request may contain an indication of the trade

or business in which the new owner is engaged.

22.2 Publication Where the Change in

Ownership is Total

(a) Where the change in ownership concerns all the

designated States and all the goods and/or services, the

publication referred to in Article 14(l)(d) shall contain:

(i) an indication that the change in ownership concerns

all the designated States and all the goods and/or

services,

(ii) the name and address of the new owner together

with the indication, if any was given by him, of his

trade or business and, if he bases his right to own in-

ternational registrations on his residence in, or his na-

tionality of a State other than that in which he has

his address, the name of the State of his residence or

nationality, as the case may be,

(iii) the name of the earlier owner,
(iv) the date on which the International Bureau received

the request,

(v) a reference to all the prior publications concerning

the international registration except those which have

been superseded by later publications in respect of

that registration.

(b) The publication shall be effected under the number
of the international registration, and, where applicable,

the numbers of later designations to which it refers,

followed by such further indications as the Administra-

tive Instructions shll provide.

22.3 Publication Where the Change in

Ownership is Partial

(a) Where the change in ownership concerns fewer
than all of the designated States and/or some only of the

goods and/or services, the publication referred to in Ar-
ticle 14(1 )(d) shall contain two parts, one concerning the

new owner, the other the earlier owner.
(b) The part concerning the new owner shall contain:

(i) an indication that the publication is effected pursuant

to a request for the recording of a change in owner-
ship,

(ii) the date on which the International Bureau recieved

the request.

(iii) the number under which the part concerning the

earlier owner is published,

(iv) the name and address of the new owner together

with the indication, if any was given by him. of his

trade or business and, if he bases his right to own in-

ternational registrations on his residence in, or his na-

tionality of a State other than that in which he has

his address, the name of the State of his residence or

nationality, as the case may be,

(v) all the indications which, prior to the date referred

to in item (ii), were published in respect to the inter-

national registration and which have not been super-

seded by later publications in respect of that registra-

tion, except those indications which solely concern
designated States and goods and/or services in respect

to which ownership is retained by the earlier owner.

(c) The part concerning the earlier owner shall con-

tain:

(i) an indication that the publication concerns an existing
* international registration and contains those elements

of that registration which, after the recording of the

change in ownership concerning that registration, con-

tinue to concern the earlier owner,
(ii) the number under which the part concerning the

new owner in published.

(iii) the date on which the International Bureau received

the request,

(iv) all the indications which, prior to the date referred

to in item (iii), were published in respect of the inter-

national registration and have not been superseded by
later publications in respect of that registration, except

those indications which, because of the change in

ownership, no longer concern the earlier owner

(d) Each part shall have an number and possibly also

an appropriately worded heading. The Administrative

Instructions shall provide the details of such numbers
and headings.

22.4 Notification of Recording of Changes

(a) The notifications referred to in Article 14<lXd)

shall be effected by sending reprints of the publication

referred to in Rules 22.2 and 22.3.

(b) The transmittal to designated Offices of the re-

prints referred to in paragraph (a) shall be accompanied
by a list of the numbers referred to in Rules 22.2(b) and

22.3(d) relating to recordings concerning the designated

State to which the list is addressed. Rule 19.2 shall ap-

ply, mutatis mutandis,

22.5 Notification of Declining of the Recording

The notification referred to m Article I4(2Ma) shall be

effected by letter. The letter shall state the grounds for

declining. ,

22.6 Denial

(a) The notification by the national Office referred to

in Article l4(4Xc) shall:

(i) refer to the fact of the denial,

(ii) identify the authority that pronounced the denial and

the date on which it was pronounced,
(iii) indicate the relevant number or numbers referred to

in Rule 22.2(b) and 22.3(d),

(iv) contain a brief indication of the grounds for the de-

nial.

(b) The recording and the publication referred to in

Article 14(4)(c) shall contain:

(i) the elements referred to in paragraph (a),

(ii) the date on which the International Bureau received

the notification referred to in paragraph (a),

(iii) a reference to the publication of the recording

effected under Article 14(IXd).

(c) The notification by the International Bureau re-

ferred to in Article I4(4)(c) shall be sent to the earlier

and the new owners and to the national Office which
notified the denial.
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Rule 23

Changes in the Name of the Owner of i,,^

International Registration

23.1 Request for Recording of Change in the Name

(a) The indication and declaration referred to in Arti-

cle lS(2KbKi) and (ii) shall preferably be worded as fol-

lows: "The undersigned requests that the following
change in the name of the owner of the international

registration(s) identified herein be recorded. He declares

that this change in his name does not amount to change
in ownership."

(b) Rules S.2(a) shall apply, mutatis' mutandis, to the

indication of both the former and the new names of the

owner of the international registration.

(c) The amount of the fee referred to in Article

lS(2Xd) is indicated in the Table of Fees.

23.2 Publication

(a) The publication referred to in Article 15(3) shall

contain:

(i) an indication to the effect that it concerns a change
in the name of the owner of the international registra-

tion,

(ii) the former name of the owner, |

(iii) the new name of the owner,
(iv) the international registration number of the interna-

tional registration in respect of which the recording
has been effected,

(v) the date on which the International Bureau received
the request,

(vi) a reference to all the prior publications concerning
the international registration except those wliich have
been superseded by later publication in respect of the

international registration conemed.

(b) The publication shall be effected under the number
of the international registration, and, where applicable,

the numbers of later designations to which it refers,

followed by such further indications as the Administra-
tive Instructions shall provide.

23.3 Notification of Recording

(a) The notifications referred to in Article 15(3) shall

be effected by sending reprints of the publication re-

ferred to in Rule 23.2

(b) The transmittal to designated Offices of the re-

prints referred to in paragraph (a) shall be accompanied
by a list of the numbers referred to in Rule 23.2(b) relat-

ing to recordings concerning the designated State to

whose national Office the list is addressed. Rule 19.2

shall apply, mutatis mutandis.

23.4 Notification of Declining the Recording

The notification referred to in Article 15(4) shall be
effected by letter. The letter shall state the grounds for

declining. :

23.5 Denial

(a) The notification by the national Office referred to

in Article 15(6Kb) shall:

(i) refer to the fact of the denial,

(ii) identify the authority which pronounced the denial
and the date on which it was pronounced,

(iii) indicate the relevant number or numbers referred to

in Rule 23.2(b),

(iv) contain a brief indication of the grounds for the de-
nial.

(b) The recording and the publication referred to in

Article 15(6Kb) shall contain:

(i) the elements referred to in paragraph (a),

(ii) the date on which the International Bureau received
the notification referred to in paragraph (a),

(iii) a reference to the publication of the recording
effected under Article 15(3).

(c) The notification by the International Bureau re-

ferred to in Article 15(6Xb) shall be sent to the owner of

the international registration and to the national Office
which notified the denial.

24.1

Rule 24

Recording of Limitations of the List of
Goods and/or Services

Request for Recording of
Limitation of the List

(a) The request for recording referred to in Article

16(1) shall indicate its purpose and contain:

(i) the name of the owner of the international registra-

tion,

(ii) the international registration number,

(iii) the desired limitation of the list of goods and/or
services,

(iv) where the request relates to fewer than all the
designated States, identification of those States to which
it relates,

(v) where the request relates to one only of the designat-
ed States and, while not conforming with the formal
concept of limitation ad defined in Rule 24.2(a) and
(b), it conforms with a decision of the national Office
or other comi)etent authority of such State concerning
the international registration, a copy of such decision
and, if the decision is in a language other than English
or French, a translation of such decision.

(b) The request shall be signed by the owner of the in-

ternational registration.

(c) The amount of the fee referred to in Article 16(2)
is indicated in the Table of Fees.

(d) Where any term which is the subject of the re-

quest appears under more than one class of the Interna-
tional Classification and the request does not identify the
class or classes to which it relates, such request shall be
treated as if it related to the term under each of the clas-

ses under which it appears.

24.2 Formal Concept of Limitation

(a) Subject to paragraph (c), any request under Article

16(1) shall be regarded as conforming with the formal
concept of limitation if it is presented in any of the fol-

lowing forms:

(i) it asks for the deletion of one or more terms in the
list of goods and/or services,

(ii) it asks for the insertion of one or more words, linked

to the existing term by words (such as "except")
which, from the point of view of syntax, make it clear

that the inserted word or words are meant to be ex-

cluded from the existing term (for example, milk prod-
ucts (existing term) except (linking word) condensed
milk (inserted words)),

(iii) it asks for the insertion of one or more words linked
to the existing term by words (such as "provided
that") which, from the point of view of syntax, make
it clear that the inserted words are covered by the
existing term (for example, pineapples (inserted word)
provided that they are (linking words) canned fruits

(existing term)).

(b) Unless the limitation is presented in one of the forms
described in paragraph (a), it shall not, subject to

paragraph (c), be regarded as conforming with the
formal concept of limitation, however clear it may be
that, in the ordinary sense of the word, there is a limi-

tation (for example, replacing the term "milk prod-
ucts" by "condensed milk").

(c) For the purposes of Rule 24.1(a)(v), any change in

the list of goods and/or services decided upon by the
national Office or other competent authority concerned
shall be deemed to conform with the formal concept of
limitation.

24.3 Recording, Publication, and
Notification, of Limitation of the List

(a) If the request complies with the presecribed re-

quirements, the International Bureau shall record the in-
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dications referred to in Rule 24.1(aXi) to (iv) and the
date on which the request was received.

(b) Where the request is based on a decision referred
to in Rule 24.1(aXv), this fact, together with the follow-
ing particulars, shall also be recorded:

(i) the name of the authority which pronounced the de-
cision,

(ii) the number, if any, and the date of such decision.

(c) The publication and the notification referred to in

Article 16(2) shall contain the indications referred to in

Rule 24.1(aXi) to (iv), the indications referred to in

paragaph (b) and the date of the recording.

24.4 Declining the Recording of
Limitation of the List

If the request does not comply with the prescribed re-

quirements, the International Bureau shall decline the re-

cording of the limitation and shall notify the owner of
the international registration accordingly. The notifica-

tion shall include the grounds for declining.

24.5 Invitation to Record Limitation of
the List; Recording, Publication and Notification

(a) The invitation by the national Office referred to in

Article 16(5Xa) or (b) shall:

(i) indicate the relevant international registration number
and date,

(ii) indicate the name of the owner of the international

registration,

(iii) refer to the declining of the request of the owner or
to the recording of the limitation by the International
Bureau, as the case may be,

(iv) indicate the finding of the national Office or other
competent authority together with a brief indication

of its grounds,
(v) where the finding is contained in a decision,

indentify the authority which pronounced the decision

and the date on which it was pronounced,
(vi) where, under Article 16(5)(b), the limitation is found

to be a limitation only in part, specify the extent to

which it is found to be a limitation.

(b) The recording and the publication referred to in

Article 16(5)(c) shall contain:

(i) the elements referred to in paragraph (a),

(ii) the date on which the International Bureau received
the invitation referred to in paragraph (a),

(iii) a reference to the publication of the recording, if

any, effected under Article 16(1).

(c) The notifications by the International Bureau re-

ferred to in Article 16j(5)(c) shall be sent to the national

Office which sent the invitation.

25.1

Rule 25

Renewal

Reminder by the International Bureau

The International Bureau shall send a letter to the
owner of the international registration before the expira-

tion of the term, initial or renewal (as the case may be),

which is in effect, reminding him that such term is about
to expire. Further details concerning the contents of the
reminder shall be provided in the Administrative in-

structions. The reminder shall be set at least 6 months
before the expiration date. Failure to send or receive the
reminder, or the fact of sending or receiving it outside
the said period, or any error in the remainder, shall not

affect the expiration date.

25.2 Demand for Renewal

(a) Any demand for renewal may exclude any of the

designated States.

(b) Any demand for renewal may exclude in respect
of any of the designated States all the goods and/or
services appearing in the international registration under
a given class or under given classes of the International
Classification.

(c) The demand for renewal referred to in Article

17(3Xa) shall preferably be made on a pnnted from
furnished free of charge by the International Bureau to-

gether with the remainder referred to in Rule 25.1 The
demand shall, in any case, indicate its purpose and con-
tain:

(i) the name and address of the owner of the internation-

al registration,

(ii) the international registration number.
(iii) where the demand contains any exclusion under

paragraphs (a) or (b), the identification of the state or
State and/or the class or classes referred to in para-
graph (b).

(d) Where the demand contains any exclusion under
paragraphs (a) or (b). it shall be signed by the owner of
the international registration.

(e) The demand for renewal shall not be combined
with any other request; in particular, it shall not contain
a request for recording a later designation, a request for
recording a change in ownership, or, subject to para-
graph (b). a request for recording a limitation in the list

of goods and/or services.

(0 Rule 8.3 shall also apply to demands for renewal,
provided that any declaration under Article I9(3Xd)
may be filed at the same time as the demand for renew-
al.

25.3 International Renewal Fee and
Slate Renewal Bj^s

(a) The fees payable under Article 17(3Xa) shall be
the following:

(i) an "international renewal fee." and. where Rule
5.3(cXi) applies, a color reproduction fee, as well as.

where applicable, the "renewal surcharge" referred to
in Article 17(3Xa).

(ii) in respect to each designated State to which the de-
mand relates the individual State renewal fee or the
standard State renewal fee. as the case may be.

(b) The amounts of the international renewal fee. the
color reproduction fee. the renewal surcharge and the
standard State renewal fee are indicated in the Table of
Fees.

(c) The amounts of the individual State renewal fees

concerning the various Contracting States shall be
published by the International Bureau each year m the
month of Aug. The amounts so published shall be appli-

cable as the individual State renewal fees from Jan. 1 to

Dec. 31 of the year following the year in which they are
published.

25.4 Imperfect Demands

(a) Where, within the time limits fixed in Article
17(3)(a). the International Bureau receives:

(i) a demand which does not conform with the
requirements or Rule 25.2. or

(ii) a demand but no payment or insufficient pay-
ment to cover the renewal fees and any sur-

charge that is due. or
(iii) money which appears to be intended to cover

fees connected with renewal but not demand,

it shall, whenever practicable, promptly mvite the own-
er of the international registration to present a correct
demand, to pay or complete the renewal fees and any
surcharge that is due. or to present a demand, as the
case may be. The invitation shall indicate the applicable
time limits.

(b) Failure lo send or receive the invitation referred
to in paragraph (a), or any delay in dispatching or re-

ceiving such invitation, or any error in the invitation,

shall not prolong the time limits fixed in Article 17(3Ka).

25.5 Recording. Publication, and Notification

(a) Where the demand is presented and the fees are
paid as prescribed, the International Bureau shall record
the renewal and shall publish the elements, as specified
in paragraph (b). of the international registration as it
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stands on the first day of the term of renewal, together

with an indication both of the fact that the publication is

that of a renewal and of the date on which the renewal

shall expire,

(b) The elements referred to in paragraph (a) shall be

the following:

(i) the name and address of the owner of the internation-

al registration, together with the indication, if any was
given by him, of his trade or business and, if he bases

his right to own international registrations on his resi-

dence in, or his nationality of, a State other than that

in which he has his address, the name of the State of

his residence or nationality, as the case may be,

(ii) the reproduction of the mark, together with any indi-

cation under Rule 5. 3(d) or (e) and any transliteration

and translation; where color is claimed, the reproduc-

tion shall be in color if Rule S.3(cKi) applies, and it

shall be in black and white and shall be accompanied
by a description of the colors in words and signs if

Rule 5.3(cKii) applies,

(iii) the list of goods and/or services, provided that,

where the list of goods and/or services differs in re-

spect of different designated States, the publication

shall contain appropriate indications in order to show
which goods and/or services relate to which designat-

ed State,

(iv) the names of the designated States and, where appli-

cable, after the name of each such State, and indica-

tion concerning the choice referred to in Rule 5.6 and
the indication referred to in Rule S.7,

(v) where, in respect of any designated State, a refusal

or notice of possible refusal was notified and no fmal

decision resulting in the cancellation of the designa-

tion or in the acceptance of the effect referred to in

Article 11(2) has been notified, an indication that a re-

fusal or notice of possible refusal was notified, togeth-

er with the date of the receipt by the International

Bureau of the notification of the refusal or notice of
possible refusal,

(vi) the international registration number,
(vii) any international later designation number,
(viii) where the priority of one or more earlier applica-

tions was claimed, a statement that such claim has

been made, —
(ix) a reference to any indication under Article 1 1(3),

(x) a reference to any declaration under Articles 21(2)
and 22(2),

(xi) particulars concerning the representative, as provid-

ed in Rule 39.2(a).

(c) Any indication which, at some time prior to the
first day of the term of renewal, has been part of the in-

ternational registration but which, before that day, has
been cancelled or superseded shall not be included in

the publication referred to in paragraph (a).

(d) The notification under Article 31 shall be effected

by sending to the owner of the international registration

a reprint of the publication of the renewal referred to in

paragraph (a).

(e) The International Bureau shall notify each desig-

nated Office of the renewal by sending it:

(i) a reprint of the publication referred to in paragraph
(a), and

(ii) where Rule 5.3(cXii) applies, the reproduction of the
mark in the number of copies specified in the Admin-
istrative Instructions, provided that such Instructions

shall enable each national Office to require at least six

copies.

25.6 Declining the Demand

(a) Where the limits fixed in Article 17(3Xa) are not
respected or where the demand does not conform with
the requirements of Rule 25.2 or the fees (including,
where applicable, any surcharge) are not paid as
presecribed, the International Bureau shall decline the
demand and shall notify the owner of the international

registration by letter. The letter shall state the grounds
for declining.

(b) The International Bureau shall not decline any de-

mand before the expiration of 6 months after the starting
date of the term of renewal.

25.7 Reimbursement of Certain Fees

Where, under Rule 25.6(a), the International Bureau
declines the demand, it shall reimburse to the owner of
the international registration all fees received from him
except an amount equivalent to the international renewal
fee referred to in Rule 25.3(aXi)-

25.8 Recording of Lack ofDemand

Where, by the expiration of 6 months after the start-

ing date of the term of renewal, no demand for renewal
is presented to the International Bureau in respect of any
or all of the designated States, such fact shall be record-
ed by the International Bureau.

25.9 Publication of Lists of International

Registrations Not Renewed

The International Bureau shall publish, at intervals

specified in the Administrative Instructions, a list of the
international registration numbers of those international

registrations which, having become due for renewal,
have been renewed in respect of none of the designated
States.

26.1

Rule 26

Declarations ofActual Use

Information on Requirement
Concerning Routine Declarations

ofActual Use

The national Office of any Contracting State whose
national law requires the filing of rountine declarations
referred to in the first sentence of Article 19(3)(d) shall

in form the International Bureau of such requirement
and of any changes therein. Such information shall, in

particular, indicate the time limits within which such
declarations must be filed according to the national law
and state whether the attachment of specimens or fac-

similes to routine declarations of actual use is required
by the national law. Any information received shall be
published promptly upon receipt. Furthermore, the In-

ternational Bureau shall republish in Aug. of each year
all the information received and still applicable at the
time of the republication in respect of all the States con-
cerned.

26.2 National Forms

The national Office of any Contracting State referred

to in Rule 26.1 shall supply free of charge to the Inter-

national Bureau in reasonable quantities declaration

forms, in the form prescribed by the national law of that

State, for the purposes of making declarations referred

to in Article l9(3Xd). The International Bureau shall

furnish such forms free of charge to interested persons.

26.3 International Form

(a) Where the declaration referred to in Article

19(3)(d) is not made on a national form according to

Rule 26.2, it shall be made on a form ("international

form") consisting of the following statement and shall be
signed by the owner of the international registration:

"The undersigned owner of the international reg-

istration declares that he (it) is the owner of the in-

ternational registration which was effected under
No as shown by recordings in the Interna-

tional Register of Marks, in respect of . . . ' on . .

^
; that the mark which is the subject of the in-

ternational registration herein identified is now in

use by and through ... Mn commerce with
and/or on the territory of the said State on or in

connection with the following goods and/or
services listed in respect of such State: ... *

; that

such use commenced on . . .
'

; and that the mode
or manner in which the mark is used is:

on labels or tags affixed to and/or containers
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for the goods, as evidenced by the at-

tached specimen(s) or facsimile(s) *
;

on displays which are associated with the
gooids, as evidenced by the attached speci-

men(s) or facsimile(s) *
;

in the case of services in advertising of such
services, as evidenced by the attached
specimen(s) or facsimile(s) *

;

other ' ."

' Insert name of State. ^ Insert international registra-

tion date or, if applicable, recording date of the later

designation of such State. ^ Insert "the undersigned
owner" and/or, if applicable, the name and address of
the person or persons whose use of the mark inures to

the benefit of the owner in the State. * Insert "all" or
indicate the particular goods and/or services on or in

connection with which the mark is used. ' Insert the
date of commencement of the continuing use of the
mark, including, where different dates are applicable to

different goods and/or services, the particular goods
and/or services to which each such date relates. " The
inclusion of specimens or facsimiles may be dispensed
with where the declaration is made in respect of a State

whose national law does not require that specimens or
fascimiles be attached to routine declarations of actual

use. ^ Recite sufficient facts in addition to, or in lieu of
checking one or more of the above boxes as to sales or
advertising, or both, to show that the mark is in current

use.

(b) The International Bureau shall furnish such forms
free of charge to interested persons.

(c) The inclusion of specimens or facsimiles may be
dispensed with where the declaration is made in respect

of a State whose national law does not require that spec-

imens or facsimiles be attached to routine declarations of
actual use.

(d) The specimens referred to in paragraph (a) shall.

in the case of a mark for goods, be duplicates of the ac-

tually used labels, tags, or containers, or the displays as-

sociated therewith, or portions thereof, when made of
suitable material and capable of being arranged flat and
of a size not larger than the declaration. When, owing to

the mode of applying or affixing the mark to the goods
or to the manner of its use on the goods, such specimens
cannot be furnished, suitable photographs or other ac-

ceptable reproductions, not larger than the declaration,

which clearly and legibly show the mark and all matter
used in connection therewith, shall be furnished. In the

case of marks for services, specimens or facsimiles, as

specified above, of the mark as used in the sale or adver-
tising of the services shall be furnished unless impossible

because of the nature of the mark or the manner in

which it is used, in which event some other acceptable
reproductions shall be furnished.

(e) It shall depend on the national law of each Con-
tracting State whether any declaration to the same effect

as but worded differently than in paragraph (a) shall

produce the same effect.

27.1

Rule 27

Declarations Concerning Earlier National
or Madrid Registrations

Separately Filed Declarations

(a) Any separately filed declaration under Article

21(2) shall:

(i) specify the designated State or States in respect of
which it is made,

(ii) contain the statement that the owner of the interna-

tional registration owned a national registration or na-

tional registrations in the said State or States on the

international registration date or the international later

designation date, as the case may be,

(iii) indicate, in respect of each such national registra-

tion, its number,
(iv) indicate the international registration number of the

international registration to which it relates.

(b) Any separately filed declaration under Article

22(2) shall:

(i) specify the designated State or States in respect of
which it is made,

(ii) contain the statement that the owner of the interna-

tional registration owned a registration under the Ma-
drid Agreement in respect of the said State or States

on the international registration date or the interna-

tional later designation date, as the case may be,

(iii) indicate the number of the relevant Madrid registra-

tion,

(iv) indicate the international registration number of the

international registration to which il relates

27.2 Certification of National Registrations

The certification of the copy of any national registra-

tion referred to in Article 21(2) shall be in the English
or French language, shall be signed by a person autho-
rized by the national Office to effect certifications and
shall indicate the date to which the certification refers

That date shall be the international registration date or
the international later designation date, as the case may
be. or, where the certification is made before interna-

tional registration or recording of the later designation is

effected, the date on which the certification is effected

In the latter case, the national Office effecting the certi-

fication shall, on the request of the International Bureau
presented once the said registration or recording is

effected by it, indicate to that Bureau any change which
might have occurred in respect of the national registra-

tion between the date to which the certification referred

and the international registration date or the recording
date of the later designation, as the' case may be.

27.3 Defects

(a) The International Bureau shall promptly notify the
applicant or the owner of the international registration

of any defect in the declaration made under Article

21(2) or Article 22(2). including the absence of the certi-

fied copy referred to in Article 21(2) and any defect in

the certification thereof as provided in Rule 27 2.

(b) As long as any defect referred to in paragraph (a)

is not corrected, the International Bureau shall treat the
declaration as if it had not been made.

27.4 Publication: Notification

(a) Unless effected by virtue of Rule I8.1(aXix) or
Rule 18.2(a)(i). the publication of any declaration under
Article 21(2) or Article 22(2) shall indicate:

(i) the fact that the publication relates to a declaration
made under Article 21(2) or 22(2). as the case may be.

(ii) the State or States in respect of which the declara-
tion was made and the numbers of the relevant nation-

al or Madrid registrations,

(iii) the international registration number of the interna-

tional registration to which the declaration relates.

(iv) the name of the owner of the international

registration.

(b) Unless effected by virtue of Rule 19.1. the notifica-

tion of any declaration under Article 21(2) or 22(2) shall

consist of an indication that the declaration made under
Article 21(2) or 22(2). as the case may be. was recorded
by the International Bureau and shall be accompanied
by a copy of the declaration.

Rule 28

Transmittal of Documents to the International Bureau

28.

1

Place and Mode of Transmittal

(a) International applications, requests, demands, noti-

fications and any other documents intended for filing,

notification or other communication to the International

Bureau shall be deposited with the competent service of
that Bureau during the office hours fixed in the Admin-
istrative Instructions, or mailed to that Bureau.

(b) Where any document is transmitted to the Interna-
tional Bureau in response to an invitation by that Bureau
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bearing a reference number, the dcx:ument shall indicate
such reference number.

(c) Where paragraph (b) does not apply, any docu-
ment transmitted to the International Bureau shall:

(i) where it relates to an international application, be ac-
companied by a copy of such application,

(ii) where it relates to an international registration, indi-
cate, by its international registration number, the
international registration to which it relates; it may
also contain an indication of the mark as provided for
in Rule 20.1(b).

(d) Paragraph (c) shall not apply in those cases where
these Regulations contain specific provisions on the
identification of the international application or registra-
tion to which any document transmitted to the Interna-
tional Bureau relates.

28.2 Date of Receipt ofDocuments

Any document received by the International Bureau
through deposit or mail shall be considered to have been
received on the day on which it is actually received by
that Bureau, provided that, when it is actually received
after office hours, or on a day when the Bureau is

closed for business, it shall be considered to have been
received on the next subsequent day on which the Bu-
reau is open for business.

Rule 29

Signature

29.1 Legal Entity

(a) Where any document submitted to the Internation-
al Bureau is signed by a legal entity, the name of the le-

g?.l entity shall be indicated in the place reserved for sig-
nature and shall be accompanied by the signature of fhe
natural person or persons entitled to sign for such legal
entity according to the national law of the State under
whose law the legal entity was established.

(b) Paragraph (a) shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to
partnership or firms composed of attorneys or patent or
trademark agents but which are not legal entities.

29.2 Exemption from Certification

No sijgnature provided for under the Treaty or these
Regulations shall require authentication, legalization or
other certification.

30.1

Rule 30

Calendar; Computation of Time Limits

Calendar
I

The International Bureau, national Offices, applicants
and owners of international registrations shall, for the
purposes of the Treaty and these Regulations, express
any date in terms of the Christian era and the Gregorian
calendar.

30.2 Periods Expressed in Years, Months, or Days

(a) When a period is expressed as one year or a cer-
tain number of years, computation shall start on the day
following the day on which the relevant event occurred,
and the period shall expire in the relevant subsequent
year in the month having the same name and on the day
having the same number as the month and the day on
which the said event occurred, provided that if the rele-
vant subsequent month has no day with the same num-
ber the period shall expire on the last day of that month.

(b) When a period is expressed as one month or a cer-
tain number of months, computation shall start on the
day following the day on which the relevant event oc-
curred, and the period shall expire in the relevant subse-
quent month on the day which has the same number as
the day on which the said event occurred, provided that
if the relevant subsequent month has no day with the
same number the period shall expire on the last day of
that month.

(c) When a period is expressed as a certain number of
days, computation shall start on the day following the
day on which the relevant occurred, and the period
shall expire on the day on which the last day of the
count has been reached.

30.3 Local Dates

(a) The date which is taken into consideration as the
starting date of the computation of any period shall be
the date which prevails in the locality at the time when
the relevant event occurred.

(b) The date on which any period expires shall be the
date which prevails in the locality in which the required
document is filed or the required fee is paid.

30.4 Expiration on a Non-Working Day

If the expiration of any period during which any doc-
ument or fee must reach the International Bureau or any
of its agenices falls on a day on which such Bureau or
agency is not open for business, or on which ordinary
mail is not delivered in Geneva or the locality in which
the agency is situated, the period shall expire on the
next subsequent day on which neither of the said two
circumstances obtains.

31.1

Rule 31

Payment of Fees

Payment to the International Bureau

All fees due under the Treaty and these Regulations
shall be payable to the International Bureau.

31.2 Applicable Fee Schedule

The fees payable shall be:

(i) where they concern an international application or a
request for the recording of a later designation, the

fees in force on the date the fnternational application
or the request for the recording of the later designa-
tion is received by the International Bureau or, where
the application or request has been filed through the
intermediary of a national Office under Article 5(3),
on the date on which it was received by that Office,

(ii) where they concern a demand for renewal, the fees
in force on the date which precedes by 6 months the
starting date of the term of renewal.

31.3 Currency

(a) Subject to paragraph (b), all fees due under the
Treaty and these Regulations shall be payable in Swiss
currency.

(b) Where the International Bureau has agencies, the
Administrative Instructions may, under specified condi-
tions, allow exceptions to paragraph (a).

3 1 .4 Deposit Accounts

(a) Any natural person or legal entity may open a de-
posit account with the International Bureau or any or its

agencies.

(b) The details concerning deposit accounts shall be
provided in the Administrative Instructions.

31.5 Indication of the Mode of Payment

(a) Unless the payment is made in cash to the cashier
of the International Bureau, the international application,
and any request, demand, or other document, filed with
the International Bureau in connection with any interna-
tional registration, subject to the payment of any fee,

shall indicate:

(i) the name and address, as provided in Rule 5.2(a) and
(c), of the natural person or legal entity making the
payment, unless the payment is made by a cheque at-

tached to the document,
(ii) the mode of payment, which may be by an authori-

zation to debit the amount of the fee to the deposit ac-
count of such person or entity, or by transfer to a
bank account or to the postal cheque account of the
International Bureau, or by cheque. The Administra-
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tive Instructions shall provide the details, in particular

those governing the kind of cheques that shall be ac-

cepted in payment.

(b) Where the payment is made pursuant to an autho-
rization to debit the amount of the fee to a deposit ac-

count, the authorization shall specify the transaction to

which it relates unless there is a general authorization to

debit to a specified deposit account any fee concerning a

certain applicant, owner of an international registration,

or duly appointed representative.

(c) Where the payment is made by transfer to a bank
account or to the postal cheque account of the Interna-

tional Bureau, or by a cheque not attached to the inter-

national application, request, demand, or other docu-
ment, the notification of the transfer or the cheque (or

paper accompanying it) shall identify the transaction to

which the payment relates, in the manner to be provided
for in the Administrative Instructions.

31.6 Effective Date of Payment

Any payment shall be considered to have been re-

ceived by the International Bureau on the date indicated

hereinbelow:

(i) if the payment is made in cash to the cashier of the

International Bureau, on the date on which such pay-
ment is made,

(ii) if the payment is made by debiting a deposit account
with the International Bureau pursuant to a general

authorization to debit, on the date on which the inter-

national application, the request for the recording of
later designation, the demand for renewal or other
document entailing the obligation to pay fees is re-

ceived by the International Bureau, or in the case of a

specific authorization to debit, on the date on which
the specific authorization is recieved by the Interna-

tional Bureau,

(iii) if the payment is made by transfer to a bank account
or to the postal cheque account of the International

Bureau, on the date on which such account is

credited,

(iv) if the payment is made by cheque, on the date on
which the cheque is received by the International Bu-

reau, provided that it is honored upon presentation to

the bank on which the cheque is drawn.

32.1

Rule 32

Withdrawals and Renunciations

Withdrawal of the International

Application or Request for Recording

of Later Designation

(a) Any withdrawal of an international application

shall be treated as such by the International Bureau if

the communication of withdrawal reaches it before

preparations for publication have been completed.

(b) Any withdrawal of a request for the recording of

later designation shall be treated as such by the Interna-

tional Bureau if the communication of withdrawal
reaches it before preparations for publication have been
completed.

32.2 Renunciation of the International Registration

or of Certain Designations

(a) The owner of the international registration may, at

any time, renounce the international registration or the

recording of the designation of any designated State.

(b) Renunciation of the recording of all designated

States shall be treated as renunciation of the internation-

al registration.

32.3 Procedure

(a) Withdrawals and renunciations referred to in Rules

32.1 and 32.2 shall be effected in a written communica-
tion addressed to the International Bureau and signed by

the applicant or the owner of the international registra-

tion, as the case may be. The International Bureau shall

acknowledge receipt of this communication.

(b) In the case of any withdrawals, the International

Bureau shall reimburse to the applicant or the owner of

the international registration any State designation fee

which it received from him in connection with any State

affected by the withdrawal.

(c) The International Bureau shall record and publish

renunciations, and shall notify interested designated Of-

fices thereof The details shall be provided in the Ad-
ministrative Instructions.

33.1

Rule 33

Choice Between Individual and Standard
State Fees Initial Choice

Any Contracting State shall choose between individu-

al and standard State fees in a wntten declaration

addressed to the International Bureau at the same time

as it deposits its instrument of ratification or accession.

If it chooses individual State fees, the declaration shall

also indicate the amounts of those individual State fees

in Swiss francs. The choice of the Contracting State

shall become effective and the amounts indicated shall

be applicable from the date on which such State be-

comes bound by the Treaty. Where the Contracting
State fails to indicate its choice at the prescribed time,

or where it chooses individual State fees but fails to in-

dicate their amounts in Swiss francs, it shall be consid-

ered to have chosen standard States fees.

33.2 Change in Choice

Any Contracting State may at any time indicate, in a

written declaration addressed to the International Bu-

reau, that it wishes to choose standard Stale fees instead

of individual State fees or vice versa, provided that, in

the latter case, the declaration shall indicate also the

amounts of the individual State fees The change in

choice shall apply from Jan. 1 of that calendar year

which commences at the expiration fat least 6 months
after the date on which the International Bureau re-

ceived the declaration. If the desired change is for indi-

vidual State fees but the declaration fails to indicate

their amounts in Swiss francs, the declaration shall be
treated as if it had not been made.

34.1

Rule 34

Change in the Amounts of Individual State

Fees Communication: Effective Date

Any change in the amounts of individual State fees,

expressed in Swiss francs, shall be communicated m
writing by the interested national Office to the Interna-

tional Bureau. The amounts so communicated shall be
applicable as from Jan. 1 of that calendar year which
commences at the expiration of at least 6 months after

the date on which the International Bureau receives the

communication.

Rule 35

35.1 State Fees Individual State Fees

(a) The International Bureau shall in every calendar

year transfer to any interested designated Office the fees

referred to in Article 18(3Kd) that are collected in re-

spect of international registrations, recordings of re-

quests for later designations, and recordings of renewals,

effected in the preceding calendar year

(b) Further details shall be provided in the Adminis-

trative Instructions.

35.2 Standard State Fees

(a) The coefficient referred to in Article 18(4Xb) shall

be:

(i) 2, if the national law provides only for examination of
"absolute grounds of nullity,"

(ii) 3, if the national law provides for examination as to

whether there is conflict with another mark ("relative

grounds of nullity") and if such examination is carried
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out only where there is third-party opposition,
(iii) 4, if the national law provides for examination of

relative grounds of nullity ex officio and without
third-party opposition,

(iv) 5, if the national law provides for examination of
relative grounds of nullity ex officio followed by the
possibility of third-party opposition.

(b) Further details shall be provided in the Adminis-
trative Instructions.

36.1

Rule 36

Fees Belonging to the International Bureau
Fees Belonging to the International Bureau

All fees and charges collected under the Treaty, these
Regulations and the Administrative Instructions, except
those referred to in Article 18(2), shall belong to the In-
ternational Bureau.

Rule 37

Recordings Effected by National Offices

37.

1

Notification

The notification by the national Office provided for in
Article 20(1) shall be made on a form furnished by the
International Bureau and the details of which are pro-
vided in the Administrative Instructions.

37.2 Annotation and Publication

The Administrative Instructions shall provide for the
extent to which annotations of any changes notified un-
der Article 20(2) shall be made in the International Reg-
ister of Marks and shall be published by the Internation-
al Bureau, provided that such annotation and such
publication shall at least indicate the international regis-
tration number of the mark, the State which it concerns,
the date on which it was received, and its subject mat-
ter.

38.1

Rule 38

Changes in Addresses
Recording and Publication

(a) The International Bureau shall, on request, record
and publish, free of charge, any change in the address of
the owner of the international registration or his repre-
sentative.

(b) The request shall be signed.

Rule 39

39.1 Recording and Publication Concerning
Representatives Recording

(a) Where a representative is appointed, the appoint-
ment shall be recorded.

(b) Where the appointment of a representative is re-
voked or renounced, the revocation or the renunciation
shall be recorded.

39.2 Publication
I

(a) Where a representative is appointed, his appoint-
ment, including his name and address, shall be published.

(b) Where the appointment of a representative is re-
voked or renounced, the revocation or the renunciation
shall be published unless, at the time the publication
could be effected, the appointment of another represen-
tative is published.

40.1

Rule 40

The Gazette
Contents and Title of the Gazette

(a) All matters which, according to the Treaty or
these Regulations, the International Bureau is obliged to
publish shall be published in a periodical entitled- "Inter-

national Marks Gazette/Gazette internationale des
marques".

(b) The Administrative Instructions may provide for
the inclusion of other matters in the Gazette.
40.2 Frequency of Issue of the Gazette

The Gazette shall be issued once a week.
'*0 3 Languages of the Gazette

(a) The Gazette shall be issued in a bilingual (English
and French) edition.

(b) The Administrative Instructions shall identify
those portions which require translation and those por-
tions which do not require translation.

(c) Matters which can be easily understood even if not
translated (for example, the names of the designated
States), or which are indicated by signs or abbreviations
(for example, "Ren." for "Kenev/a\/Renouvellement") to
which the keys shall be published in each issue, need not
be translated. The details shall be provided in the Ad-
ministrative Instructions.

(d) Matters not falling within the scope of paragraph
(c) (for example, the lists of goods and/or services) shall
always be published in both languages. The publication
shall indicate which is the original language. Transla-
tions shall be prepared by the International Bureau. In
case of any divergence between the original and the
translation, all legal effects shall be governed by the
original.

40.4 Sale of the Gazette

The subscription and other sale prices of the Gazette
shall be fixed in the Administrative Instructions.

40.

5

Copies of the Gazette for National Offices

(a) Before July 1 of each year each national Office
shall notify the International Bureau of the number of
copies of the Gazette which it wishes to receive in the
next subsequent year.

(b) The International Bureau shall make the requested
number of copies available to the national Office:

(i) free of charge, up to the same number as the number
of units corresponding to the class chosen under the
Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial
Property by the Contracting State of which the said
Office is the national Office,

(ii) at half of the ordinary subscription or sale price, for
copies in excess of the said number.

(c) Copies given free of charge or sold under para-
graph (b) shall be for the internal use of the national Of-
fice which has requested them.

40.6 Errors in Publications

(a) Any error in the Gazette may be rectified by the
International Bureau through publication of an appropri-
ate corrigendum.

(b) Any national Office and any interested person may
call any error in the Gazette to the attention of the In-
ternational Bureau.

40.7 Further Details

Further details concerning the Gazette may be pro-
vided in the Administrative Instructions.

41.1

Rule 41

Copies and Other Information Available

to the Public
Copies and Information Concerning International

Applications and International Registrations

(a) Any person may obtain from the international Bu-
reau, against payment of a fee whose amount shall be
fixed in the Administrative Instructions, certified or
uncertified copies or extracts of the international regis-
tration or of any document in the file of any internation-
al application or international registration. Each copy or
extract shall refiect the situation of the international reg-
istration or of the file, or parts of such registration or
file, on a specific date; such date shall be indicated in
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the said copy or extract.

(b) On request and against payment of a fee whose
amount shall be fixed in the Administrative Instructions,

any person may obtain from the International Bureau
oral or written information, or information by telecopier

devices, on any fact appearing in any document in the

file of any international application or international reg-

istration.

(c) Notwithstanding paragraphs (a) and (b), the Ad-
ministrative Instructions may waive the obligation to

pay any fee where the work or the expense connected
with the furnishing of a copy, extract, or information is

minimal.

42.1

Rule 42

Regional Marks
Declaration Under Article 25(1)(a)

(a) The declaration referred to in Article 25(1 )(a) shall

be in writing and shall be addressed to the International

Bureau. It shall be effective as from the date or event
specified in ihe declaration, provided that it shall not be-

come effective prior to the expiration of 2 months from
the receipt of the declaration by the International Bu-
reau.

(b) The declaration shall be promptly published by the

International Bureau.

42.2 Fees

Rules 9, 13, 25.3, 33 and 34 shall apply mutatis

mutandis, in the case referred to in Article 25(2).

Rule 43

43.1 Procedure Where Correction

of Errors of the International Bureau is Sought
Time Limit Under Article 30

The time limit referred to in Article 30(1) shall be:

(i) where the alleged error may be discovered on the ba-

sis of a notification sent by the International Bureau to

the applicant or the owner of the international regis-

tration, 2 months from the date of such notification,

(ii) where item (i) does not apply and the alleged error

may be discovered on the basis of a publication of the

International Bureau, 2 months from the date of such
publication,

(iii) where neither item (i) nor item (ii) applies, the time

limit provided for in the national law.

43.2 Application of Rule 16

Rule 16 shall apply, mutatis mutandis, in respect of

Article 30.

44.

RULES CONCERNING CHAPTER II

Rule 44

Expenses of Delegations

Expenses Borne by Governments

The expenses of each delegation participating in any
session of the Assembly and in any committee, working
group or other meeting dealing with matters of concern
to the Union shall be borne by the Government which
has appointed it.

45.1

Rule 45

Absence of Quorum in the Assembly
Voting by Correspondence

(a) In the case provided for in Article 32(5)(b), the In-

ternational Bureau shall communicate any decision of

the Assembly (other than decisions relating to the As-

sembly's own procedure) to the Contracting States

which were not represented when the decision was
made and shall invite them to express in writing their

vote or abstention within a period of 3 months from the

date of the communication.

(b) If, at the expiration of the said period, the number
of Contracting States having thus expressed their vote

or abstention attains the number of Contracting States

which was lacking for attaining the quorum when the

decision was made, that decision shall take effect provid-

ed that at the same time the required majority still ob-

tains.

46.1

Rule 46

Administrative Instructions

Establishment of Administrative
Instructions; Matters Governed by Them

(a) The Director General shall establish Administra-
tive Instructions. He may modify them. They shall deal

with matters in respect of which these Regulations ex-

pressly refer to such Instructions and with details in re-

spect of the application of these Regulations.

(b) Before establishing the Administrative Instruction

and before modifying any provision thereof which af-

fects national Offices, the Director General shall com-
municate to the interested Offices the text of the intend-

ed provisions and shall invite the said Offices to notify

him of any observations they might wish to make.
(c) All forms of interest to applicants and owners of

international registrations shall be included in the Ad-
ministrative Instructions.

46.2 Control by the Assembly

The Assembly may invite the Director General to

modify any provision of the Administrative Instructions,

and the Director General shall proceed accordingly

46.3 Publication and Effective Date

(a) The Administrative Instructions and any modifica-
tion thereof shall be published in the Gazette.

(b) Each publication shall specify the date on which
the published provisions become effective. The date
need not be the same for all the provisions provided that

no provision may be declared effective prior to the expi-

ration of a period of one month after the publication

date of that issue of the Gazette in which it was
published.

46.4 Conflict with the Treaty and the Regulations

In the case of conflict between any provision of the

Administrative Instructions and any provision of the

Treaty or of these Regulations, the latter shall prevail

ANNEX TO THE REGULATIONS

Table of Fees

The fees marked by an asterisk apply to the States

which have chosen the standard State fee system (see Ar-

ticles 18(2) and (4)). Where, either because of the choice

exercised by the applicant or the owner of the interna-

tional registration under Article 5(lKaKvi) or 6(2KaKv).
or because only a regional mark is available, the designa-

tion of one or more States party to a regional treaty has

the same effect as if an application for the registration of

the mark in the regional register of marks had been filed,

the fees marked by an asterisk shall be payable once even
if the regional registration effect extends to more than

one Slate party to the regional treaty.

Kind of Fee

Amount in Swiss francs

1

.

Application

1.1 International Application Fee (Rule 9.1(a)

(i)): irrespective of the number of desig-

nated States and of the numbers of classes 400
1.2 'Standard State Designation Fee (Rule

9. l(a)(ii): for each designated State to

which the Standard Fee System applies '30

1.3 Color Reproduction Fee (Rule 9.1(a)(1)) 100

2. Later Designation

2.1 International Later P-sign-'fion Fee (Rule
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13.1 (aKi)): irrespective of the number of

designated States and of the number of

classes 100

2.2 'Standard State Designation Fee (Rule

13.1(aXii)): for each designated Sute to

which the Standard Fee System applies 30

2.3 Color Reproduction Fee (Rule 13.1 (aXii)): 100

3. Change in Ownership
|

3. 1 Request for Recording Change in Owner-
ship Fee (Rule 22.1(g)) 100

4. Change in the Name of the Owner—Request for

Recording Change in the Name of the Owner
(Rule 23.1(c)):

4.

1

Where the request relates to one internation-

al registration 100

4.2 Where the request relates to more than one
international registration -50

5. Limitation of List of Goods and/or Services

5. 1 Request for Recording of Limitation of the

List of Goods and/or Services Fee (Rule

24.1(c)) 100

6. Renewal I

6.1 International Renewal Fee (Rule 2S.3(aXi)):

irrespective of the number of designated

States and of the number of classes 400
6.2 Renewal Surcharge (Rule 2S.3(aXi)): irre-

spective of the number of designated

States and of the number of classes 200
6.3 "Standard Sute Renewal Fee (Rule 25.3(a)

(ii)): for each designated State to which
the Standard Fee System applies '30

6.4 Color Reproduction Fee (Rule 25.3(aXi)) 100

' Muliipiied by the number of claues

^ For each of the international registrations to which it relates

LIST OF REGULATIONS

Rule 1: Abbreviated Expressions
1.1 'Treaty"
1.2 "Chapter" and "Article"

1.3 Associations

1.4 "Gazette" i

1.5 •Table of Fees"

Rules Concerning Chapter I

Rule 2: Representation before the International Bu-
reau

2.1 Number of Duly Appointed Repre-
sentatives

2.2 Form of Appointment
2.3 Revocation or Renunciation of Ap-

pointment
2.4 General Powers of Attorney
2.5 Substitute Representative

Rule 3: International Register of Marks
3.

1

Contents of the International Regis-

ter

3.2 Keeping of the International Regis-
ter

Rule 4: Applicant
4.1 The Same Applicant for All Desig-

nated States

Rule 5: Mandatory Contents of the International

Application
5.1 Indication that the International

Application is Filed Under
the Treaty

5.2 Indications Concerning the Appli-
cant

5.3 Reproduction of the Mark; Color;
Transliteration

5.4 List of Goods and/or Services
5.5 Identification of States

5.6 Choice Between National and Re-
gional Marks

5.7 Collective Marks and Certification

Marks
5.8 Application Filed Through the In-

termediary of a National Office
Rule 6: Optional Contents of the International Ap-

plication

6.

1

Naming of a Representative
6.2 Claiming of Priority

6.3 Declaration of Intent To Use the

Mark
6.4 Declaration of Actual Use
6.5 Declarations Under Articles 21(2)

and 22(2)
6.6 Option Under Article 11(3)

6.7 Trade or Business of the Applicant
6.8 Translation of the Mark

Rule 7: Languages
7.

1

Language of the International Appli-
cation

7.2 Langtiage of the Request for Re-
cording of Later Designations

7.3 Language of Registrations, Record-
ings, Annotations and
Communications

Rule 8: Form of the International Application
8.1 Printed Forms
8.2 Copies; Signature
8.3 No Additional Matter

Rule 9: Fees Payable with the Filing of the Inter-

national Application
9. 1 International Application Fee and

State Designation Fees
Rule 10: Mandatory Contents of the Request for the

Recording of Later Designations
10.1 Indication that the Request is for the

Recording of Later Designations
10.2 Indications Concerning the Appli-

cant or the Owner of the Interna-

tional Registration

10.3 Identification of the International

Application or International Reg-
istration

10.4 Identification of the Later Designat-

ed States

10.5 Indication of the Choice Between
National Mark and Regio.ial Mark

10.6 Collective Marks and Certification

Marks
10.7 Requests Filed Through the Inter-

mediary of a National Office
Rule 1 1 : Optional Contents of the Request for the

Recording of Later Designations
11.1 Claiming of Priority

1 1.2 Declaration of Intent to Use
11.3 Declaration of Actual Use
1 1.4 Declarations Under Articles 21(2)

and 22(2)
11.5 List of Goods and/or Services
1 1.6 Option Under Article 1 1(3)

Rule 12: Form of the Request for the Recording of
Later Designations

12.1 Printed Forms
12.2 Copies; Signature
12.3 No Additional Matter

Rule 13: Fees Payable with the Request for the Re-
cording of Later Designations

1 3. 1 International Later Designation Fee
and State Designation Fees

Rule 14: Defects in the International Application

14.1 Minimum Amount Under Article 7

14.2 Notification, in Reimbursement of
Certain Fees, Under Article 7(5)

14.3 Notification of the National Office

Rule 15: Defects in the Request for the Recording
of Later Designations

15.1 Application of Rule 14

Rule 16: Procedure Where Avoiding the Effects of
Declining is Sought

16.1 Recording and Publication Under
Article 9(3)
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Rule 17:

Rule 18:

Rule 19:

Rule 20:

Rule 21:

Rule 22:

Rule 23:

Rule 24:

Rule 25:

16.2 Information Available to National
Offices

16.3 Information Furnished by the Na-
tional Office

Certificates

17.1 Certificates of International Regis- Rule 26:

tration and Certificates of Record-
ing of Later Designations

Publication of International Registrations

and Recordings of Later Designations
18.1 Contents of Publication of Interna-

tional Registrations Rule 27;

18.2 Contents of Publication of Record-
ings of Later Designations

Notification of International Registrations

and Recordings of Later Designations
19.

1

Form of Notification

19.2 Time of Notification

Refusals; Notices of Possible Refusal Rule 28:

20.1 Notifying the International Bureau;
Grounds

20.2 Notifying the Owner of the Interna-

tional Registration; Publication Rule 29:

20.3 Notification and Recording of Final

Decisions of Refusal; Cancellation

of the Designation, and Publica- Rule 30:

tion of the Cancellation
20.4 Notification and Publication Where

Final Decision Results in Accep-
tance of the Effect Provided for in

Article 11(2)

20.5 Belated Notifications Rule 31:

Final Decisions of Cancellation

21.1 Notification and Recording of Final

Decisions of Cancellation; Cancel-
lation of the d>esignation, and
Publication of the Cancellation

Changes in Ownership
22.1 Request for Recording qJT Change in Rule 32:

Ownership
22.2 Publication Where the Change in

Ownership is Total

22.3 Publication Where the Change in

Ownership is Partial

22.4 Notification of Recording of Chang-
es

22.5 Notification of Declining of the Re- Rule 33:

cording
22.6 Denial

Changes in the Name of the Owner of the

International Registration Rule 34:

23.

1

Request for Recording of Change in

the Name
23.2 Publication Rule 35:

23.3 Notification of Recording
23.4 Notification of Declining the Re-

cording Rule 36:

23.5 Denial

Recording of Limitations of the List of
Goods and/or Services Rule 37:

24.

1

Request for Recording of Limitation

of the List

24.2 Formal Concept of Limitation Rule 38:

24.3 Recording, Publication, and Notifi-

cation, of Limitation of the List Rule 39:

24.4 Declining of the Recording of Limi-
tation of the List

24.5 Invitation to Record Limitation of
the List; Recording, Publication Rule 40:

and Notification

Renewal
25.1 Reminder by the International Bu-

reau

25.2 Demand for Renewal
25.3 International Renewal Fee and Stale

Renewal Fees
25.4 Imperfect Demands
25.5 Recording, Publication, and Notifi- Rule 41:

cation

25.6 Declining the Demand
25.7 Reimbursement of Certain Fees

25.8 Recording of Lack of Demand
25.9 Publication of Lists of International

Registrations Not Renewed
Declarations of Actual Use
26.1 Information on Requirements Con-

cerning Routine Declarations of

Actual Use
26.2 National Forms
26.3 International Form
Declarations Concerning Earlier National

or Madrid Registrations

27.1 Separately Filed Declarations

27.2 Certification of National Registra-

tions

27.3 Defects
27.4 Publication; Notification

Transmittal of Documents to the Interna-

tional Bureau
28.1 Place and Mode of Transmittal

28.2 Date of Receipt of Documents
Signature

29.1 Legal Entity

29.2 Exemption from Certification

Calendar; Computation of Time Limits

30.1 Calendar
30.2 Periods Expressed m Years, Months.

or Days
30.3 Local Dates
30.4 Expiration on a Non-Working Day
Payment of Fees
31.1 Payment to the International Bureau
31.2 Applical?le Fee Schedule
31.3 Currency
31.4 Deposit Accounts
31.5 Indication of the Mode of Payment
31.6 Effective Date of Payment
Withdrawals and Renunciations

32.1 Withdrawal of the International Ap-
plication or Request for Record-
ing of Later Designation

32.2 Renunciation of the International

Registration or of Certain Desig-

nations

32.3 PrtK-edure

Choice Between Individual and Standard

State Fees
33.1 Initial Choice
33.2 Change in Choice
Change in the Amounts of Individual Slate

Fees
34.1 Communication. EfTeclive Date
Stale Fees
35.1 Individual Slate Fees
35.2 Standard Stale Fees
Fees Belonging to the International Bureau
36.1 Fees Belonging to the International

Bureau
Recordings Effected by National Offices

37.1 Notification

37.2 Annotation and Publication

Changes m Addresses
38 1 Recording and Publication

Recording and Publication Concerning
Representatives

39.

1

Recording
39.2 Publication

The Gazette
40.1 Contents and Title of the Gazelle
40.2 Frequency of Issue of the Gazelle
40.3 Languages of the Gazelle
40 4 Sale of the Gazelle
40.5 Copies of the Gazelle for National

Offices

40.6 Errors m Publications

40.7 Further Details

Copies and Other Information Available to

the Public
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41.1 Copies and Information Concerning
International Applications and In-

ternational Registrations

Rule 42: Regional Marks
42.1 Declaration Under Article 25(1 Ka)
42.2 Fees

Rule 43: Procedure Where Correction of Errors of

the International Bureau Is Sought
43.

1

Time Limit Under Article 30
43.2 Application of Rule 16

RULES CONCERNING CHAPTER II

Rule 44: Expenses of Delegations

Rule 45:

Rule 46:

January 3, 1984

44. 1 Expenses Borne by Governments
Al^nce of Quorum in the Assembly
45. 1 Voting by Correspondence
Administrative Instructions

46.

1

Establishment of Administrative In-

structions; Matters Governed by
Them

46.2 Control by the Assembly
46.3 Publication and Effective Date
46.4 Conflict with the Treaty and the

Regulations

Annex to the Regulations: Table of Fees —
[912 TMOG 205]
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(138) TRADEMARK REGISTRATION TREATY
Implementing Legislation

On September 3. 1975 the Trademark Registration Trea-
ty (77? 71, signed at Vienna. Austria, on June 12. 1973,
was transmitted by the President to the Senate of the Unit-
ed States with a view to receiving its advice and consent to

ratification. Legislation designed to implement the TRT
has been prepared by the Patent and Trademark Office in

the Department of Commerce.
Following a suggestion by the General Accounting Office,

the Patent and Trademark Office is planning a survey of a
random sample of United States trademark owners who
would have a direct interest in the TRT and in the changes
required in United States trademark law. In order to pro-
vide the interested public with the information on which the
sampled companies will base their responses, the complete
draft legislation, including Summary, Statement of Purpose
and Need and Sectional Analysis is reproduced below. A
copy of the survey questionnaire will be published in a fu-
ture issue of the Official Gazette.

The text of the TRT was reproduced in the Official
Gazette of July 24, 1973. Some post conference docu-
ments, including a history of the Treaty, were reproduced
in the Official Gazette of Feb. 11, 1974. The report of
the United States delegation to the Vienna Conference was
reproduced in the Official Gazette of Feb^ 11, 1975.
Additional copies of the material reproduced below as well
as the previous Official Gazette publications are avail-

able upon request to the Commissioner of Patents and
Trademarks.

DONALD W. BANNER.
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

July 11, 1978.

SUMMARY
In 1973, the United States and thirteen other countries

signed the Trademark Registration Treaty. This Treaty
was transmitted to the Senate on September 3, 1975,
with a view to advice and consent to receiving its ratifi-

cation.

The Trademark Registration Treaty will establish an
international trademark filing arrangement, through
which persons and companies residing in one of the
member States can more easily register trademarks (in-

cluding service marks, and collective and certification

marks) and maintain these property rights in all of the
member States. Since the Treaty is not self-executing,
the instrument of United States ratification will not be
deposited until the necessary implementing legislation is

enacted.

The proposed implementing legislation effects the nec-
essary changes in the trademark statutes and provides to
persons filing domestic applications the same benefits in

the United States as those accorded under the Treaty.
The implementing legislation would not come into force
until the Treaty enters into force. Entry into force re-

quires the deposit of instruments of ratification or acces-
sion by five States.

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE AND NEED
The enclosed bill would amend the Trademark Act of

1946 (60 Stat. 427, as Amended, 15 U.S.C. 1051 et seq.)

to implement the Trademark Registration Treaty and
make certain of its benefits available to persons filing na-

tional applications for United States trademark registra-

tion.

First, the bill would implement the Trademark Regis-
tration Treaty (TRT), an agreement adopted on June 12.

1973, by the Vienna Diplomatic Conference on Industri-

al Property to facilitate the protection of trademarks
used or intended to be used in international commerce.
This Treaty was signed by the United States and was
transmitted by the President to the Senate of the United
States on September 3. 1975, with a view to receiving its

advice and consent to ratification.

Ratification of the Treaty and its implementation by
this bill would enable United States nationals and resi-

dents to avail themselves of the advantages offered by
the Treaty when it has entered into force with respect
to the United States. In addition to the procedural
implementing provisions, the bill would effect certain
changes in the Trademark Act of 1946 (60 Stat. 427. as
Amended, 15 U.S.C. 1051 et seq.) that are required to be
made in order to comply with certain conditions and re-

quirements of the Trademark Registration Treaty. These
changes would not come into effect until the entry into
force of the Treaty.

Second, the bill also makes modifications in the pres-
ent law to provide to United States nationals and resi-

dents the same benefits when filing national applications
for trademark registration in the United States Patent
and Trademark Office as would be available to such ap-
plicants in the United States if filing under the Treaty.

Purpose of Trademark Registration Treaty

The Trademark Registration Treaty has as its pnmary
purpose the establishment of a trademark filing arrange-
ment through which persons and companies residing in

one of the member States can more easily register trade-
marks (including service marks, and collective and certi-

fication marks) and maintain these property nghts in all

of the member States. Separate actions in approximately
150 jurisdictions (i.e. States, possessions, terntones. etc.)
are now required by United States companies in order
to extend the protection of a trademark throughout the
world. The complexity and high cost of establishing and
protecting trademarks in international markets through
the diverse national laws and procedures is a senous
problem for businessmen seeking to further their com-
mercial objectives by the sale of trademarked products
across national boundaries. However, if trademark pro-
tection in potential foreign markets is not secured
promptly, the unprotected mark is frequently appropriat-
ed by a "pirate" or may even be coincidentally adopted
by another.

The entry into force of the Trademark Registration
Treaty would help alleviate these problems by es-

tablishing an alternative international registration proce-
dure through which the effects of national trademark
registration in member countries could be secured,
maintained and renewed on a central international regis-

ter of marks. With a few exceptions, the effects of inter-

national registration in each participating State would
remain subject to the substantive requirements of the na-

tional laws of such State.

History of Treaty Development

The Trademark Registration Treaty is the culmination
of continuous efforts, since 1965, by the United States,

to participate in an acceptable international arrangement
to facilitate the protection of trademarks in international

commerce. Consideration was first given to the possibili-

ty of United States adherence to the Madrid Agreement
for the International Registration of Marks, a special ar-

rangement under the Paris Convention for the Protec-
tion of Industrial Property. The Madrid Agreement, in

force since 1891. has long operated successfully among
twenty-three countries, principally European.
By 1968, it became apparent that there was substantial

U.S. private sector opposition to adherence to the Ma-
drid Agreement in its present form, largely because of
certain of its features which, it was argued, would be
contrary to the interests of United States firms.

From 1968 to 1970. there were efforts to revise the
Madrid Agreement to correct these alleged deficiencies,

but these efforts were not successful. However, whereas
there was opposition to our adherence to the Madrid
Agreement, interested private groups continued to urge
United States participation in an acceptable trademark
registration treaty.

In September. 1970. a United States sponsored resolu-
tion to develop a new trademark registration treaty was

1038 O.G.
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adopted unanimously by the competent administrative

organs of the Paris Convention. After several drafts and
examinations by three Committees of Experts and sever-

al Consultants' groups, a filial draft was considered at a

diplomatic conference held in Vienna. Austria, from
May 17 to June 12, 1973. Fifty States and thirty-one in-

ternational organizations (governmental and non-govern-

mental) were represented at the conference. On June 12,

1973, the Trademark Registration Treaty was signed by
eight countries, including the United States, and re-

mained open for signature until Dec. 31, 1973, by which
date a total of fourteen countries had become signato-

ries. The Treaty will enter into force six months after

five States have deposited their instruments of ratifica-

tion or accession. To date, none of the signatory States

has ratified the Treaty. Four States (Congo, Gabon,
Togo, and Upper Volta) have deposited instruments of
accession.

Main Features of Treaty

The Trademark Registration Treaty will establish a

multilateral trademark filing arrangement for residents

or nationals of its member countries, which provides

easier procedures for securing, administering and
maintaining national trademark registration effects in

other countries by filing a single international applica-

tion, securing a single international registration and
maintaining a record of such rights on a centra! interna-

tional register. International registration amounts to cen-

tral recording of a "bundle of national rights" rather

than a separate property right.

With some exceptions (as noted below), the substan-

tive aspects of rights are regulated by each member
State according to its national law. The main features of
the Treaty are as follows:

1. A national or resident of a member State may file

directly with the International Bureau of the World
Intellectual Property Organization an international

application designating the States in which protec-

tion of the trademark is desired. Any number of
States, including the applicant's home State, may be
designated.

2. The international application may claim the pri-

ority (Paris Convention "right of priority") of an
earlier first application to register the same trade-

mark.

3. The application is subject to an international fee

plus a fee for each designated State (not higher than

100% of the total fees for national registration).

4. After a brief examination as to formal require-

ments, the trademark is registered by the Interna-

tional Bureau. The details of the international regis-

tration are promptly published in English and
French in an international gazette and communicat-
ed to each of the designated States.

5. Unless refused by a designated State, the interna-

tional registration is accorded the same legal effect

as if the same trademark were registered nationally
in that State. The time limit for the initial notice of
refusal, including all reasons or possible reasons for

refusal, is fifteen months from the date of the inter-

national publication. The reasons for refusal cannot
be different from those applicable to national appli-
cations.

6. If initially refused by any designated State, the
owner is notified of the refusal and is guaranteed
the same procedural rights of re-examination and/or
remedies available in the case of refusals of national
trademark applications. Further proceedings are not
subject to any Treaty time limits, and are carried
out directly between the owner and the concerned
national office.

7. The effects of an international registration may
be cancelled in any designated State according to
the national law of that State. The effect of cancel-
lation is limited to the State in which the legal ac-
tion for cancellation was brought.

8. An international registration may be renewed at

ten year intervals by a single renewal application
filed with the International Bureau.

9. States not originally designated may be added lat-

er by requesting the recording of later designations
of the new States.

10. Assignments, changes of name, limitations of the
goods and/or services, etc. may be recorded by fil-

ing a single international request, with the same le-

gal effect as if recorded in the national registers.

1 1 Non-use of the trademark during an initial peri-

od of three years counted from the filing date
cannot result in refusal or cancellation by any State.

However, any State may require that the owner de-
clare his intention to use the trademark in that State
and may further provide in its law that no action
for infringement may be commenced until the con-
tinuing use of the trademark in that State has sUrt-
ed and that any remedy (e.g. damages or profits)

may relate only to the period after use has com-
menced.

The benefits of the Treaty will be available only to
nationals or residents of member countries. As to such
p)ersons, the Treaty may be used to secure protection in

a few countries, or in many, depending upon the extent
of the commercial interests.

The Treaty provides that the contracting States shall

constitute a Union for the international registration of
marks. The provisions for administration of the Union
are similar to those established for the Patent Coopera-
tion Treaty, which was transmitted to the Senate on
Sept. 12, 1972, and was favorably acted on by that body
on Oct. 30, 1973.

The Regulations annexed to the Treaty provide rules
concerning administrative

. requirements and procedures
and details useful in implementation of the Articles.

Interest of Other Countries

In addition to the United States, the signatories of the
TRT include a number of major trading countries (e.g.

Federal Republic of Germany, United Kingdom, Italy,

Sweden, Austria). Others are awaiting developments in

the United States, which furnished primary impetus to
the negotiations. In particular, the interest of most West-
ern European countries is contingent upon United States
ratification, primarily because of the existence of the
Madrid Agreement. The Trademark Registration Treaty
is more modern than the Madrid Agreement, has more
advantages for trademark owners and eliminates features

which have long inhibited the territorial growth of the

Madrid system. However, the position of the Madrid
Agreement members is dependent upon the interest of
major countries outside that Union in the new arrange-

ment. Of these, the United States is clearly the most im-
portant. However, Japan, United Kingdom, Canada, and
the Scandinavian group are among other countries out-

side the Madrid Union which are known to be seriously

considering participating in the TRT arrangement, or,

failing that, in some other multilateral agreement, such
as Madrid.

Main Advantages

The main advantages of the Treaty are the simplified

procedures provided in order to secure national registra-

tion effects, to maintain the rights thereby acquired, and
to continue these rights by renewal. Other benefits are
the time limits for national refusal notifications and the
limitations on national use requiremCfhts.

The Treaty will not be a panacea for all trademark
problems. It will establish what is essentially a multilat-

eral trademark filing arrangement, reserving (except for

a few points) the substantive aspects of rights to regula-
tion on a country-by-country basis under the national
law of each country. However, by limiting participation

to Stales having previously adhered to the Paris Con-
vention for the Protection of Industrial Property, it as-

similates or applies the norms and standards of trade-

mark protection law which have been agreed to by the
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eighty-seven member countries of that Union over the
almost 100 years of its existence. The fact that its filing,

maintenance and administrative procedures are indepen-
dent of national procedures means that a framework for
future development of international substantive stan-

dards and further rationalization of procedures is provid-
ed. Also, since trademark piracy is best dealt with pre-

emptively by prompt filing and diligent maintenance
practices, the Treaty attacks this problem directly by fa-

cilitating the filing and maintenance procedures.
Even the short range objectives and benefits will not

be immediately realized upon United States ratification.

Five States must ratify before the Treaty enters into

force. To date, only eighteen out of the eighty-seven po-
tential member States have taken positive steps (i.e. four-

teen signatories and four adherents). The benefits of sim-
plified filing and maintenance will accrue in proportion
to the number of member States.

Effect on U.S. System—Cost

As the Treaty matures in terms of the number of par-

ticipating States, one of its effects will probably be an
increase of foreign origin filings in* this country (present

foreign origin filings are less than 10% of total filings).

It is fundamental that the benefits of simplification ac-

crue in both directions. To the extent that any increased
filings reflect existing commercial rights, this result

would be consistent with a fundamental purpose of the
federal trademark registration system, i.e. the central re-

cording of marks in which rights may exist. Because
registration is not mandatory in order to secure rights in

a trademark in the United States (and this would not
change under the Treaty), the U.S. system is designed to
encourage federal registration, in order to provide cen-
tralized information to those searching for and selecting
new marks for new products or services to be sold in

commerce. Part of the increase, as explained later, may
result from permitting the filing and registration of
marks based on an intent to use as an alternative to actu-
al use.

Since the intent to use amendments to be effected by
the bill will not come into force until the date of entry
into force of the Treaty, none of the financial conse-
quences will accrue until after that date. It is assumed
that entry into force will occur promptly after United
States ratification, if noi before that date. Assuming ac-
tion by the 95th Congress, increased incremenul costs
and manpower requirements of the Patent and Trade-
mark Office have been estimated as shown in the follow-
ing chart.

ESTIMATED COSTS INCURRED BY RATIFICATION OF TRT AND ENACTMENT OF RELATED LEGISLATION '

(Dollar Amounts in Thouunds)

FY 1979

Adjust

FY
ment for

1980 Total FY

MY

1980

Dollar

Adjust

FY
meni for

1981 Total FY 1981

MY Dollar MY Dollar MY Dollar M Y Dollar

Operalionil printing'

Operational, other '

Slarl-up'

21.7

30

581.9

420.3

109.8

1. 112.0

(+116)

(-2 0)

( + 68 7)

( + 252.6)

(-73 4)

333

10

.34 3

6)0.6

672.9

364

1.3599

( + 74)

(-10)

( + 54 8)

( + 1761)

(-31 5)

407

7054

849

'49

24.7 407 1.559 3

'These estimated costs will be partially offset by fees to the same extent as under our national system

'Assumes additional publication of all applications will be required (see discussion of Sections 9 and 10 of bill in the Sectional Analysis)
' Includes supervisory, professional and clerical personnel, and mail.

'Includes legislation and International staff. Organization and Systems, and all travel

'Only travel remains.

An important caveat is that many of the assumptions
on which the above estimates are based are, at this

point, very speculative. Also, since the Treaty provides
for the assessment of country designation fees (paid cen-
trally) at a level equal to the fees for national registra-

tion, any increased operational costs of the Patent and
Trademark Office due to increased filings will be offset

to the same extent as under the national system. The
above cost estimate does not reflect these partially off-

setting fees.

Additional cost factors, too remote for attempting to

estimate at this time, involve contributions to the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) which will

serve as the International Bureau uncJer the Treaty. Arti-

cle 34(5) of the Treaty establishes a working capital

fund, constituted by a single payment made by each
contracting State. Based on the experience in the case of
other treaties administered by WIPO, it is believed that

consideration of any working capital fund would be de-
ferred, at least, until several years after the Treaty enters

into force. The amount of the initial payment of each
contracting State to this fund is computed with due re-

gard to the number of international applications which
are filed by residents of that State. Thus, a direct rela-

tionship exists between the amount of the payment by
the United States and the use of the TRT by U.S. com-
panies.

In starting up for operations under the TRT, the In-

ternational Bureau will have to establish a budget fi-

nanced from fees and charges for services rendered by

the International Bureau, from sales of publications and
other miscellaneous income. While the Madrid Agree-
ment, also administered by WIPO, has operated at a
profit for many years, and the TRT is designed to be
self-supporting under normal circumstances (Article

34(4)), the possibility of deficits cannot be ruled out alto-

gether. Deficits would be covered out of the working
capital fund, which fund would then be reimbursed by
the States. Deficits are not expected to be of any signifi-

cant magnitude. Contributions to the working capital

fund would be the responsibility of the Department of
State.

Effect on U.S. Trademark Law

Participation in the international system will require
that our national trademark law be amended in a num-
ber of respects. The most fundamental change is one
which would permit the securing of a national registra-

tion in the United States based on intention to use the
trademark applied for. and provide for an initial period
of 3 years during which nonuse of the mark could not
be a basis for refusing or cancelling such registration.

Consistent with the Treaty, the proposed legislation pro-
vides that infringement actions in the courts would con-
tinue to be contingent upon the commencement of use,

however.
As explained by the President in forwarding the Trea-

ty to the Senate for its advice and consent, there is a
sharp difference of opinion among interested persons,
firms and as.sociations in the United States as to the de-
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sirability of making this change, and, to a lesser extent,

other less significant changes, required by the Treaty, in

our national law.

The essence of the change in United States law is that

it would move us from the strict use approach (today

held to only by the United States, and a few other

countries, e.g. Republic of Philippines, Panama) to the

middle position, i.e. a use or intention to use system sim-

ilar in principle to that of the British. The change is be-

lieved to be more consistent with the legitimate needs of

businessmen, especially where international trade is con-

templated.

Intention To Use Legislation

In fact, legislation permitting the filing of a trademark

application based on an intent to use was widely sup-

ported in the private sector and, in the 91st Congress,

identical House and Sgjiate bills, substantially the same
as the earlier Senate biTls, were introduced at the request

of the Administration (S. 3110, McClellan; H.R. 14050

Kastenmeier). This legislation was not reintroduced in

the 93rd and 94th Congresses, however, since it was
known at an early stage in the Treaty negotiations that

the use requirements of the United States would be af-

fected.

The support of intention to use legislation in the Unit-

ed States had its foundation in domestic concerns. Under
present law actual use of a mark is a prerequisite to the

filing of an application for registration. Thus, every ap-

plicant for federal registration, in addition to other re-

quirements, must specify in his application the date of
first use of the mark and the date of first use in com-
merce over which Congress has control (usually inter-

state commerce).
As applied to the adoption of new trademarks, the re-

quirement of establishing use of a mark prior to applying

for its registration is unrealistic since the time interval

between clearance and adoption of a trademark and use

of commercial quantities varies from several months to

several years depending upon the products involved.

Typically, before a consumer product is marketed com-
mercially, there is considerable time and effort expenc^ed

in the developmental effects. After having undertaken
the effort and expense of creating and planning the pro-

motion of a new mark, however, the businessman may
find that the mark is not registrable because of conflict

with another mark or some other reason. These prob-

lems led to the drafting and introduction of intent to use

legislation.

Canada, in 19S4, after careful study, adopted a system
permitting applications for registration on the basis of an
owner's proposed use. The Canadian system is favorably
regarded by businessmen, as are the intention to use sys-

tems of many other nations. Approximately one-half of
the trademark applications filed today in Canada are

based on proposed use, rather than actual use. evidenc-
ing the usefulness and acceptability of the system.

Differences Between Previous

Intention To Use Legislation

and the Treaty

Although similar in terms of their substantive effect,

the "intent to use" amendments previously proposed in

this country do not satisfy the requirements of the Trea-
ty. There are two basic differences:

(1) The time period under the Treaty during which
use may not be required cannot be less than 3 years,

counted from the filing date.

Under the "intent to use" bills, the time period was
flexible, depending u|X>n the length of time
consumed by the examination, i.e. 90 days, counted
from the date of allowance of the application by the

examiner (a shorter period if the application were
opposed). Although entirely dependent upon pen-
dency experience of the Patent and Trademark Of-
fice, the period of permitted non-use of most of the

applied for marks under those bills would have been
in the approximate range of one to two years,
counted from the filing date.

Whereas the Treaty permits the "reserving" of a mark
for an initial 3 years, more entended "reserving" may be
precluded under Article 19(3) and this is done in the
proposed implementing legislation. Thus, the 3 year pe-

riod cannot be extended except for extraordinary rea-

sons. The fact that an application is still pending at the
date of expiration of the 3 years may not be accepted as

a reason for extension. The use requirements after 3

years are the same as under present law.

(2) Under the Treaty, the national registration effect

of an international registration may not, for the ini-

tial three year period, be refused or cancelled on
the ground of non-use. However, any country may
provide that the right to sue for infringement of the

registered mark (even during the three years) is sub-

ject to the condition of use, i.e. no right to sue until

after continuous use has commenced: and that any
remedy may relate only to the period after use has
commenced.

Under the "intent to use" bills, an application could
be filed, and priority secured, based on intent to

use, without actual use, but the registration would
not issue until a declaration demonstrating actual

use had been filed and accepted.

The implementing legislation takes into account the

above differences, as the Treaty requires. Also, in all re-

spects, the benefits to applicants from the 3 year use
moratorium are accorded to United States residents fil-

ing regular nationals applications in the United States as

well as to those applicants filing under the Treaty.

A BILL

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to provide for

the registration and protection of trademarks used in

commerce, to carry out the provisions of international

conventions, and for other purposes," approved July 5,

1946, as amended.
Be it enacted by the Senate and the House of Represen-

tatives of the United States of America in Congress assem-

bled, that, in order to carry out the provisions of the

Trademark Registration Treaty and extend its benefits to

citizens and residents of the United States pursuant to

the authority of Congress to regulate commerce within

its control, section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act to pro-

vide for the registration and protection of trademarks
used in commerce, to carry out the provisions of inter-

national conventions, and for other purposes," approved
July S, 1946 (60 Stat. 427), as amended, is amended to

read as follows:

"(a) Any person who is the owner of a trademark
which is used or intended to be used in commerce may
register that trademark on the principal register hereby
established, subject to the conditions and requirements
of this Act.

"(b) Application by a person described in section 1(a)

to register a trademark on the principal register may be
made:

(I) By paying in the Patent and Trademark Office the

filing fee and filing in such Office

—

(A) A written application, in such form as may be
prescribed by the Commissioner, signed by the ap-

plicant or by a duly appointed representative of the

applicant, specifying the applicant's domicile and
citizenship and the particular goods in connection

with which the trademark is used or intended to be
used in commerce;

(B) A drawing of the trademark;

(C) Except where the declaration under section 1(c)

is filed together with the application, a declaration

of the applicant's intention to use the trademark in

commerce in connection with the goods specified in

the application;
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and by complying with such rules or regulations, not
inconsistent with law, as may be prescribed by the
Commissioner; or

(2) By designating the United States in an internation-
al registration, or in the recording of any later desig-
nation in an international registration, published and
notified to the Patent and Trademark Office in confor-
mity with the Trademark Registration Treaty: Provid-
ed. That—

(A) the person applying was entitled to file internation-
al applications, is entitled to own international
registrations, and is the Owner of the international reg-

istration of the trademark sought to be registered un-
der this Act; and

(B) a declaration of such person 's intention to use the
trademark in commerce in connection with the goods
specified in the international registration is notified to

the Patent and Trademark Office in conformity with
the said Treaty.

"A person whose international application, or request
for the recording of later designation, designating the
United States, has been declined by the International Bu-
reau may apply to register the same trademark under
paragraph (I) of this subsection. If the application under
paragraph (1) is filed in the Patent and Trademark Of-
fice prior to the expiration of two months, counted from
the date of the notification by the International Bureau
of its declining of the corresponding international appli-

cation or request, and if the Commissioner determines
that such declining was not justified, the application
shall be treated as if it had been filed on the date which
would have been the international registration date or
the recording date of the later designation had the de-
clining not taken place.

"(c)(1) The applicant of an application for registration
under this Act, or the registrant of a registration is-

sued on the basis of such application, shall file in the
Patent and Trademark Office, in such form as may be
prescribed by the Commissioner, a declaration stating
that the trademark is in use in commerce and that

such use commenced on or prior to the date of expira-
tion of three years counted from the filing date of the
application, and specifying the date of his first use of
the trademark, the date of his first use of the trade-
mark in commerce, those of the particular goods iden-
tified in the registration, or, if the registration has not
been issued, in the application for registration, in con-
nection with which the trademark is used, and the
mode or manner in which the trademark is used in

connection with such goods. The declaration shall be
signed by the registrant or his duly appointed repre-
sentative, or, if the registration has not been issued, by
the applicant or his duly appointed representative, and
it shall be accompanied by such number of specimens
or facsimiles of the trademark as actually used as may
be prescribed by the Commissioner. Where the decla-
ration concerns an application filed under, or registra-

tion issued pursuant to, section 1(b)(2), it may, in such
form as may be prescribed by the Commissioner or in

the form prescribed by the Trademark Registration
Treaty, be filed with the International Bureau, with
the same effect as if it had been filed in the Patent and
Trademark Office on the date on which it was re-

ceived by the International Bureau.

(2) The declaration under paragraph (I) of this subsec-
tion may be filed together with the application to
which it pertains, or later: Provided. That unless such
declaration has been filed prior to the expiration of
four years, counted from the filing date, the Commis-
sioner shall cancel the registration, if issued, or refuse
the application for registration, if pending. If the dec-
laration is accepted in respect of fewer than all of the
goods stated in the registration or identified in the ap-
plication, the application or registration shall be limit-

ed by the Commissioner to those of the particular
goods specified in the declaration in connection with
which the mark is in use in commerce.

(3) If an application for registration is pending after

the expiration of the three-year period referred to in

paragraph (1) of this subsection, or if a registration is

relied upon in an opposition or cancellation proceed-
ing under this Act which was filed, or which is pend-
ing, after the expiration of such period, the Commis-
sioner may require that the declaration under this

subsection in respect of such application or registra-

tion be filed within such earlier period as he may pre-

scribe: Provided. That such earlier penod shall not ex-

pire earlier than 2 months, counted from the date of a

notice mailed to the applicant or registrant.

(4) If a person who applied for registration of a trade-
mark under this Act, or any successor, assignee or re-

lated company of such applicant, shall subsequently
apply for registration under this Act of the same or a

substantially equivalent trademark on or pnor to the
date of expiration of five years from the filing date of
the said earlier application in respect of all or fewer
than all of the goods recited in the said earlier appli-

cation, the three-year period referred to in paragraph
(1) of this subsection shall, in respect of those of the
goods which are the same, be counted from the filing

date of the said earlier application, or if there were
more than one such earlier application, from the filing

date of the earliest of them: Provided. That this para-
graph shall not be applicable if a declaration of use
.conforming to the requirements of this subsection is

filed together with the said subsequently filed applica-
tion.

(5) Upon a satisfactory showing by the applicant or
registrant that his failure to commence use of the
inark in commerce on or prior to the date of expira-
tion of the three-year period referred to in paragraph
(1) of this subsection was due to extraordinary cir-

cumstances which excuse such failure and was not
due to any intention to abandon the mark, the Com-
missioner may extend the date of expiration of the
said period and of the time limit for filing the declara-
tion under this subsection: Provided. That the said ex-
piration dates may not be extended for the reason that
the application for registration was pending after the
date of expiration of the said three-year period.

(6) The Commissioner shall notify the applicant or
registrant who files the above prescribed declaration
of his acceptance or refusal thereof and. if a refusal,

the reasons therefor.

"(d) In any application in respect of which the decla-
ration under section 1(c) has been filed, the applicant
may claim concurrent use. If concurrent use is

claimed, the applicant shall state exceptions to his

claim of exclusive use, in which he shall specify, to
the extent of his knowledge, any concurrent use by
others, the goods in connection with which and the
areas in which each concurrent use exists, the periods
of each use, and the goods and area for which the ap-
plicant desires registration.

"(e) If the applicant is not domiciled in the United
States he shall designate by a written document filed

in the Patent and Trademark Office the name and ad-
dress of some person resident in the United States on
whom may be served notices or process in proceed-
ings affecting the trademark. Such notices or process
may be served upon the person so designated by leav-

ing with him or mailing to him a copy thereof at the
address specified in the last designation so filed. Un-
less filed with the application, the document designat-
ing such person shall be filed on or prior to the date
on which the applicant, or the registrant of any regis-

tration issued on the basis of such application, replies
to any communication by the examiner, or otherwise
institutes or defends any proceeding under this Act.
relating to such application or registration. Until such
person has been designated, or if the person so desig-
nated cannot be found at the address given in the last

designation, such notices or process may be served
upon the Commissioner."
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Sec. 2 The flrst sentence of section 3 of such Act is

amended by striking out "used in commerce".

Sec. 3 The first sentence of section 4 of such Act is

amended by striking out "used in commerce" and by in-

serting, following "exercising", the words "or intending

to exercise".

Sec. 4 Section 5 of such Act is amended by inserting,

following "used" (first occurrence), the words, "or is in-

tended to be used,"; and by inserting, following "use"
(both occurrences), the words "or intention to use".

Sec. 5(a) The second sentence of section 7(a) of such

Act is amended by inserting, following "date" (third

occurrence), the words "of issue"; by striking out

"date on which the application for registration was re-

ceived in the Patent and Trademark Office" and in-

serting in lieu thereof the words "filing date"; and by
changing the period at the end of the sentence to a

colon and adding the following proviso:

"Provided. That if the declaration under section 1(c)

has not been filed, this fact shall be indicated in lieu of
the dates of first use of the mark."

(b) A new sentence is added to section 7(a) of such
Act reading as follows: "The Commissioner shall

cause a notice concerning the issuance qf the registra-

tion to be published in the Official Gazette of the Pa-

tent and Trademark Office."

(c) Section 7(b) of such Act is amended to read as fol-

lows:

"Subject to any conditions and limitations stated

therein, a certificate of registration of a mark upon the

principal register provided by this Act shall be prima
facie evidence of the validity of the registration, of
the registrant's ownership of the mark, and of the

right of the registrant to prevent registration under
this Act by any other person, except a lawful concur-
rent user, of the mark either in the identical form as

reproduced in the registration, or in such near resem-
blance thereto as to be likely, when applied to the

f[0ods or services of such other person, to cause con-
usion or to cause mistake, or to deceive."

(d) Section 7(d) of such Act is amended by inserting,

preceding the first sentence of such subsection, "(1)"

and by adding, at the end thereof, the following new
paragraphs:

"(2) The registrant of any registration under this

Act may limit the goods and/or services specified

in his registration by filing an application, in such
form as may be prescribed by the Commissioner,
for the recording of such limitation or, in the case
of a registration issued on the basis of an application
under section 1(b)(2), or renewed pursuant to sec-

tion 9(bX2), by filing at the International Bureau a
request for the recording of a limitation, in respect
of the United States, of the goods and/or services

of the international registration on the basis of
which such registration was issued. The Commis-
sioner shall refuse to record any limitation request-

ed by the registrant if its effect would be to enlarge
the scope of the goods and/or services beyond that

of the goods and/or services specified in the regis-

tration. The recording by the International Bureau
of a limitation of the goods and/or services, in re-

spect of the United States, of an international regis-

' tration shall, unless refused by the Commissioner,
have the same effect as if such limitation had been
entered in the records of the Patent and Trademark
Office on the same date of such recording."

"(3) Where the Commissioner has limited the goods
and/or services of any registration pursuant to the
provisions of paragraph (2) of this subsection, or
sections l(cK2), 8(aK2), or 9(cX2) of this Act, ap-
propriate entry of such limitation shall be made in

the records of the Patent and Trademark Office
and, if requested by the registrant, upon the certifi-

cate of registration or, if such copy is lost or
destroyed, upon a certified copy thereof."

(e) Section 7 of such Act is amended by adding, after

subsection 7(g), the following new subsection:

"(hXI) Appropriate entry shall be made in the

records of the Patent and Trademark Office of any
recording notified to it by the International Bureau
in respect of a registration issued on the basis of an
application under section l(bX2), or renewed pursu-
ant to section 9(bX2), unless the effect of such re-

cording has been refused in conformity with the
provisions of this Act or of the Trademark Regis-
tration Treaty.

(2) The Commissioner shall notify the International

Bureau as provided in the Trademark Registration

Treaty before making any entry, other than as spec-

ified in paragraph (1) of this subsection, in the

records of the Patent and Trademark Office in re-

spect of a registration issued on the basis of an ap-

plication under section l(bX2), or renewed pursuant
to section 9(bX2), and the entry in such records
shall not be made until the corresponding entry has
been annotated and published by the International

Bureau as provided in the said Treaty."

Sec. 6 Section 8(a) of such Act is amended to read as

follows:

"(1) The initial term of a registration under this Act
shall be 10 years counted from the filing date:

Provided, That the registration of any mark under the

provisions of this Act shall be cancelled by the Com-
missioner at the end of 6 years counted from its date
of issue, unless, within 1 year next preceding the expi-

ration of such 6 year period, the registrant shall file in

the Patent and Trademark Office, in such form as may
be prescribed by the Commissioner, an affidavit or
declaration showing that the mark is still in use in

commerce. Special notice of the requirement for such
affidavit or declaration shall be attached to each cer-

tificate of registration. Where the affidavit or declara-

tion concerns a registration issued pursuant to section

l(bX2), it may, in the form prescribed herein, or in the

form prescribed by the Trademark Registration Trea-
ty, be filed with the International Bureau, with the

same effect as if it had been filed in the Patent and
Trademark Office on the same date as the date on
which it was received by the International Bureau.

(2) If the affidavit or declaration of use under para-

graph (I) of this subsection is accepted in respect of
fewer than all of the goods and/or services stated in

the registration, the registration shall be limited by the

Commissioner to those of the particular goods and/or
services specified in the affidavit or declaration in

connection with which the mark is still in use in com-
merce.

(3) Upon a satisfactory showing by the registrant that

his nonuse of the mark in comrherce is due to special

circumstances which excuse such nonuse and is not

due to any intention to abandon the mark, the Com-
missioner may extend the time for filing the affidavit

or declaration under this section."

Sec. 7 Section 9 of such Act is amended to read as fol-

lows:
"(a) The owner of a mark which is still in use in com-
merce may renew his registration of that mark for pe-

riods of ten years from the end of each expiring

period of the registration, subject to the conditions

and requirements of this Act.

"(b) Renewal of a registration by a person described

in section 9(a) may be effected:

(1) By paying in the Patent and Trademark Office the

prescribed fee and filing in such Office

—

(A) within the six months next preceding the date

of expiration of the period for which the registra-

tion was issued or renewed, an application for re-

newal: or

(B) prior to the expiration of six months counted
from the date of expiration of the period for which
the registration was issued or renewed, an applica-
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tion for late renewal, on payment of the additional
fee herein prescribed;

and by complying with such rules or regulations, not
inconsistent with law, as may be prescribed by the
Commissioner; or

(2) By the renewal of an international registration in

respect of which the United States is a designated
State, published and notified to the Patent and Trade-
mark Office in conformity with the Trademark Regis-
tration Treaty, Provided: That the person applying is

entitled to own international registrations and is the
Owner of the international registration of the mark
sought to be renewed under this Act.

If the Commissioner refuses an application for renewal
of a registration filed under paragraph (1), he shall noti-

fy the registrant of his refusal and the reasons therefor.

The provisions of section 1(e) shall be applicable to any
person not domiciled in the United States who applies
for or effects the renewal of a registration under this

Act.

"(cXl) The registrant of a registration renewed under
this Act shall file in the Patent and Trademark Office,
in such form as may be prescribed by the Commis-
sioner, a declaration stating that the mark is still in use
in commerce, and specifying those of the particular

goods and/or services identified in the registration on
or in connection with which the mark is so used. The
declaration shall be signed by the registrant or by his

duly appointed representative, and shall be accompa-
nied by a specimen or facsimile showing current use
of the mark. Where the renewal is effected pursuant
to section 9(bX2), the declaration may, in the form
prescribed herein, or in the form prescribed by the
Trademark Registration Treaty, be filed with the In-

ternational Bureau, with the same effect as if it had
been filed in the Patent and Trademark Office on the
date on which it was received by the International

Bureau.

(2) The declaration under paragraph (1) of this subsec-
tion may be filed together with the application for re-

newal under section 9(b)(1), or, in the case of a re-

newal effected pursuant to section 9(bX2), with the
demand for renewal of the corresponding international

registration filed with the International Bureau, or lat-

er: Provided, That unless such declaration has been
filed prior to the expiration of six months, counted
from the starting date of the term of renewal, the
Commissioner shall cancel the registration. If the dec-
laration is accepted in respect of fewer than all of the
goods and/or services stated in the registration, the
registration shall be limited by the Commissioner to

those of the particular goods specified in the declara-

tion in connection with which the mark is still in use
in commerce.

(3) Upon a satisfactory showing by the registrant that

his nonuse of the mark in commerce is due to special

circumstances which excuse such nonuse and is not

due to any intention to abandon the mark, the Com-
missioner may extend the time for filing the declara-

tion under this section.

(4) The Commissioner shall notify the registrant who
files the above prescribed declaration of his accep-
tance or refusal thereof and, if a refusal, the reasons

therefor."

Sec. 8(a) Section 10 of such Act is amended by inserting,

preceding the first sentence of such section, "(aXI)". by
striking out "(d)" in the last sentence and inserting in

lieu thereof "(e)", and by adding at the end of such sec-

tion the following new paragraphs:

"(2) A change in the ownership of a registration or

application for registration under this Act may be
recorded in the Patent and Trademark Office in

such form as may be prescribed by the Commission-
er, or, in the case of an application filed or registra-

tion issued pursuant to section l(bX2), or renewed
pursuant to section 9(bX2), by recording the change
in Ownership, in respect of the United States, of the

international registration on the basis of which such
application was filed or such registration was is-

sued. The recording by the International Bureau of
a change in the Ownership, in respect of the United
States, of an international registration shall, if valid,

have the same effect as if such change had been en-

tered in the records of the Patent and Trademark
Office on the same date as the date of such interna-

tional recording.

"(3) The recording of a change in ownership pursu-
ant to paragraph (2) which is the result of an assign-

ment of the registered or applied for mark shall, as

of the date of such recording, be accorded the same
effects as those which are accorded to the record-
ing of such assignment: Provided. That within three
months from the date of notice of such recording,
mailed to the person who applied therefor, or,

where the recording is effected by the International

Bureau, from the date of publication of such inter-

national recording, instruments of assignment con-
forming to the requirements of paragraph (1) have
been recorded in the Patent and Trademark Office.

"(4) Any person, not entitled to file international

applications, who has. nevertheless, become the
owner of an application filed or registration issued

pursuant to section l(bX2), or renewed pursuant to

section 9(bX2). other than as a result of a contract
between him and the previous applicant or regis-

trant, may file an application for registration of the
same mark under section l(bKl) If the application

under section l(bXI) is filed by such person in the
Patent and Trademark Office within two years from
the said change in ownership and prior to six

months after the expiration of the initial term, or of
the then running term of renewal, of the interna-

tional registration on which such application or reg-

istration is based, it shall, in respect of those of the

goods and/or services which are the same, be treat-

ed as if it had been filed on the same date as the
date on which the designation of the United States

in such corresponding international registration took
effect: Provided, That such application under section

l(bXl) conforms to all of the requirements of this

Act."

(b) Section 10 of such Act is amended by adding the
following subsections:

"(b) Instruments evidencing changes in the name of
the applicant or registrant may be recorded in the Pa-
tent and Trademark Office, in such form as may be
prescribed by the Commissioner, or. in the case of a

registration issued on the basis of an application filed

under section l(bX2). or renewed pursuant to section

9(bX2), by recording the change in the name of the

Owner of the international registration on the basis of
which such registration was issued. The recording by
the International Bureau of a change in the name of
the Owner of an international registration, in which
the United States is a designated State, shall, if valid,

have the same effect as if it had been entered in the
records of the Patent and Trademark Office on the
same date as the date of such recording.

"(c) Where at any time, as a result of a final decision
in any proceeding under this Act, it is determined that

a recording made under this section is void or that

such recording was made contrary to the require-

ments of the Act, the Commissioner shall, upon re-

quest of any interested party, cause an appropriate
correction to be entered in the records of the Patent

and Trademark Office. If such recording was effected

on the basis of a recording in respect of an interna-

tional registration, the Commissioner shall, if appropri-
ate, deny the effect of such international recording
and notify the International Bureau accordingly, as

prescribed in the Trademark Registration Treaty."

Sec. 9 Section 12(a) of such Act is amended to read as

follows:

"Upon the filing of an application for registration, the
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Commissioner shall refer the application to the exam-
iner in charge of the registration of marks, who shall

cause an examination to be made. Unless the applica-

tion has been previously withdrawn or abandoned, the

mark shall be published in the Official Gazette of

the Patent and Trademark Office at such time as the

Commissioner shall prescribe, not later than 12

months, counted from the filing date of the applica-

tion. In the case of an applicant claiming concurrent

use, or in the case of an application to be placed in an

interference as provided for in section 16 of this Act,

the mark may be published subject to the determina-
tion of the rights of the parties to such proceedings."

Sec. 10 Section 12(b) of such Act is amended by striking

out "6" in two places and inserting, in lieu thereof "3"

and by adding at the end thereof

"Except for the failure of an applicant to comply with

the requirements of section 1(c), no mark shall be re-

fused registration for a reason which has not been in-

dicated in a communication given or mailed to the ap-

plicant on or prior to 12 months, counted from the

filing date: Provided, That this limitation shall not ap-

ply to any refusal determined by the Trademark Trial

and Appeal Board or by a court."

Sec. 11 The second sentence of section 13 of such Act is

amended by changing the period at the end of this sen-

tence to a colon and adding a proviso and a new third

sentence reading as follows:

"Provided, That such time shall in no event be extend-

ed to a date which is later than 14 months, counted
from the filing date of the application for registration

in respect of which the extension of time for filing op-
position is requested. An opposition may be filed by a

duly authorized attorney of the opposer."

Sec. 12 Section 14 of such Act is amended by inserting,

following "person" the words, "or by a duly authorized
attorney of any person"; by inserting, following "date"
in clause (a), the words "of issue", and by inserting, fol-

lowing "thereunder" , in clause (c), the following
words:

"or, in the case of a registration issued on the basis of
an application under section l(bK2), or renewed pur-

suant to section 9(bX2), on the ground that the regis-

trant was not entitled to own international registra-

tions,".

Sec. 13 The first sentence of section 15 of such Act is

amended by inserting, following the third occurrence of
"date", the words "of issue".

Sec. 14 The first sentence of section 16 of such Act is

amended by inserting, following "may" the words, "pri-

or to the publication under section 12(a) of such mark,".

Sec. 15 Section 17 of such Act is amended by inserting,

between the first and second sentences thereof:

"Where an interference, opposition to registration or

concurrent user proceeding concerns an application

for registration under this Act of a mark, the entitle-

ment to registration of which has not been finally de-

termined by the examiner in charge of the registration

of marks or, as a result of an appeal from a final refus-

al of the examiner, by the Trademark Trial and Ap-
peal Board or a court, the Commissioner may, with

notice to all parties, defer the commencement of such
proceeding until such final determination has been
made."

Sec. 16 The first sentence of paragraph (I) of section

21(a) of such Act is amended by inserting, following "af-

fidavit", the words "or declaration"; and by striking out

"section 8" and inserting in lieu thereof "section 8. 1(c).

or 9(c)".

Sec. 17 Section 22 of such Act is amended by inserting,

at the beginning of the sentence, "Issuance of a" and by
changing the "R" in "Registration" to "r".

Sec. 18 Section 23 of such Act is amended by inserting,

following "commerce" in the second sentence of such
section, "or are intended to be used in commerce,"; by
striking out in the second sentence of such section "for

the year preceding the filing of the application"; by in-

serting between the second and third sentences of such
section: "An application for the registration of a mark
shall be treated as an application under this section only
if the application or, in the case of an application pursu-

ant to section l(bX2), if the international registration or

recording of later designation which is the basis for such
application, contains an indication to this effect."; and
by striking out in its entirety the last sentence of such
section.

Sec. 19(a) The second sentence of section 24 of such
Act is amended by inserting, preceding "may," the

words, "or his duly authorized attorney," and by strik-

ing out the word "verified".

(b) The fourth sentence of section 24 of such Act is

amended by inserting, following "used", the words, "fol-

lowing the date of expiration of the period referred to in

section l(cXl),"

Sec. 20 The second sentence of section 30 of such Act is

amended to read as follows:

"When the goods and/or services specified in an ap-

plication fall within a plurality ot classes, a fee equal-

ling the sum of the fees for filing an application in

each class shall be paid, and the Commissioner may is-

sue a single certificate of registration for such mark."

Sec. 21(a) Subsection (a) of section 31 of such Act is

amended by striking out paragraph (3) of such subsec-

tion, by appropriately renumbering the remaining
paragraphs; and by inserting, following "mark" in

newly renumbered clause (6) (old paragraph (7)),

"change in the name of the registrant,".

(b) Section 3 1 of such Act is amended by adding, af-

ter subsection 31(c), the following new subsection:

"(d) The fees specified in paragraphs (1) and (2) of
subsection (a) shall, in the case of applications pursu-

ant to section 1(b)(2) and renewals pursuant to section

9(b)(2), be deemed to be substituted for, respectively,

by the individual State fees and the individual State

renewal fees applicable to designations of and renew-
als concerning the United States pursuant to the

Trademark Registration Treaty. The Commissioner
shall communicate to the International Bureau the

amounts of such individual State fee and individual

State renewal fee and such amounts shall be the same,

respectively, as the amounts of the fees specified in

paragraphs (1) and (2) of subsection (a)."

Sec, 22 Section 32(1) of such Act is amended by adding

at the end of such section the following sentence:

"No action under this section may be started by the

registrant of a registration issued under this Act until

the declaration under section 1(c) in respect of the

mark which is the subject of such registration has

been filed in the Patent and Trademark Office and ac-

cepted by the Commissioner."

Sec. 23(a) Section 33(a) of such Act is amended by in-

serting following "registration" (second occurrence),

the words, "and in respect of which the mark is stated

to be in use in commerce in the registration, or in the

declaration under section 1(c) which has been filed in

the Patent and Trademark Office and accepted by the

Commissioner,"

(b) Paragraph (5) of section 33(b) of such Act is

amended by inserting, preceding "registration" the

words "the date of issue of the".

(c) Section 33 of such Act is amended by adding, after

subsection 33(b), a new subsection reading as follows:

"(c) For the purpose of determining priority of rights

in any proceeding under this Act, an application for

registration of a mark which has not been withdrawn
or abandoned or a registration issued on the basis of

such application, shall, from and after its filing date,

be accorded the same effect as if the applicant, or the

registrant, had commenced use of the mark in com-
merce on the said filing date, without derogation,

however, of any earlier priority based on use of the
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mark commenced eariier than the said filing date or of
any right of priority to which the applicant of regis-
trant may be entitled pursuant to second 44(d) of this
Act."

Sec. 24 Section 35 of such Act is amended by adding at
the end of such section the following sentence:

"Any remedy under this section shall relate only to
the period after the registrant commenced the con-
tinuing use of the mark in commerce."

Sec. 25 Section 44(a) of such Act is amended by insert-
ing, preceding the first sentence of such subsection,
"(1)" and by adding, at the end thereof, the following
new paragraphs:

"(2) The Commissioner shall keep a register of inter-
national registrations designating the United States
which have been published and notified to the Patent
and Trademark Office in conformity with the Trade-
mark Registration Treaty, including renewals thereof
and recordings related thereto, and shall be authorized
to accord and refuse effects, communicate notifica-
tions, make attestations, decide petitions, determine
the amounts of and receive payments of fees, and per-
form all other acts prescribed by the said Treaty, sub-
ject to the requirements thereof

"(3) Where the time limit for a notification to the In-
ternational Bureau prescribed by the Trademark Reg-
istration Treaty is stated in terms of the date of re-
ceipt of such notification by the International Bureau,
such notification shall be transmitted by Registered
Mail no later than 14 days prior to the expiration of
the time limit and, except where an agency of the said
Bureau, established pursuant to the said Treaty, is op-
erating within the United States, shall be transmitted
to that bureau via Air Mail.

"(4) A mark subject of an application under section
1(b)(2) in respect of which no notification of refusal
or possible refusal was received by the International
Bureau within the time limit fixed in Article l2(2)(aXi)
of the Trademark Registration Treaty shall be auto-
matically entitled to registration under this Act on the
same register as the one for which such application
was made. Upon request by the applicant of such an
application and unless the registration has been
previously issued, the Commissioner shall issue the
registration to which such applicant is entitled under
this paragraph and the date of issue of such registra-
tion shall be the date of the Official Gazette next
preceding the date of expiration of the said time limit.

Registration of a mark under the provisions of this

paragraph shall be without prejudice to the right of
any person to petition to cancel such registration un-
der section 14 of this Act for any reason, including
one which was referred to in a refusal made pursuant
to section 12(b) or in an opposition filed pursuant to
section 13, the notification of which was not received
by the International Bureau or which was not re-

ceived by such Bureau within the said time limit. If a
registration is issued pursuant to this paragraph in re-

- spect of a mark, the registration of which had been
opposed in a timely filed opposition, the Commission-
er shall notify the opposer in such opposition and
shall, upon request of such opposer received within 30
days from the date of such notice, direct the Trade-
mark Trial and Appeal Board to determine and decide
the rights of registration as if the opposition to regis-
tration had been filed as an application to cancel the
said registration on the date of issue of such registra-
tion.

"(5) Failure by the applicant of an international appli-
cation or by the Owner of an international registration
to act within prescribed time limits in connection with
requirements pertaining to an international application,
international registration or later designation designat-
ing the United States, or to any recording related
thereto, may be excused upon a showing satisfactory
to the Commissioner of unavoidable delay, to the ex-
tent not precluded by the Trademark Registration

Treaty or by this Act."

Sec. 26 Section 44(c) of such Act is amended by striking
out the first sentence of such section; and by striking out
the heading, preceding the second sentence, "Country of
origin defined."

Sec. 27 Section 44(d) of such Act is amended to read as
follows:

"An application for registration of a mark under sec-
tions 1, 2, 3, 4 or 23 of this Act filed by a person de-
scribed in paragraph (b) of this section who has
previously duly filed an application for registration of
the same mark in one of the countries described in

paragraph (b), or a regular international application in

respect of the same mark designating at least one
country other than the United States, shall be
accorded the same force and effect as would be
accorded to the same application if filed under this
Act on the same date on which such application was
first filed in such foreign country, or on which such
international application was first filed with the Inter-
national Bureau: Provided. That

—

(1) The application under this Act is filed within 6
months from the date on which the application was
first filed in the foreign country or on which the in-

ternational application was first filed with the Inter-
national Bureau;
(2) The rights acquired by third parties before the
date of the filing of the first application m the for-
eign country or of the first international application
shall in no way be affected by a registration
obtained on an application filed under this subsec-
tion (d);

(3) Nothing in this subsection (d) shall entitle the
owner of a registration granted under this section to
sue for acts committed prior to the date on which
such registrant has commenced the continuing use
of the mark in commerce.

In like manner and subject to the same conditions and
requirements, the right provided in this section may be
based upon a subsequent regularly filed foreign applica-
tion or subsequent regular international application, in-
stead of the first filed foreign application: Provided. That
any foreign application or international application filed
prior to such subsequent application or international ap-
phcation has been withdrawn, abandoned, or otherwise
disposed of, without having been laid open to public in-
spection and without leaving any rights outstanding, and
has not served, nor thereafter shall serve, as a basts for
claiming a right of priority."

Sec. 28(a) The paragraphs headed "Trademark." "Ser-
vice Mark," "Certification Mark." "Collective Mark"
and "Intent of Act" in section 45 of such Act are
amended by inserting, following each occurrence of
"used", the words "or intended to be used".

(b) Clause (a) of the paragraph in section 45 of such
Act headed "Abandonment of Mark" is amended to
read as follows:

"(a) when its use has not commenced and there is no
intent to commence use or when its use has been dis-
continued with intent not to resume. Lack of intent to
commence or intent not to resume may be inferred
from the circumstances. If use of a mark has been dis-
continued, its nonuse for two consecutive years shall
be prima facie abandonment."

(c) Section 45 of such Act is amended by adding the
following paragraphs:

"Filing date. The filing date of an application for
registration under section 1(b)(1) shall be the date
on which all of the elements prescribed by the
Commissioner as minimum elements for according a
filing date have been received in the Patent and
Trademark Office. The filing date of an application
for registration under section l(bX2) shall be the
same date as the international registration date of
the international registration or, if applicable, the
recording date of the later designation, on the basis
of which such application is filed."
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"Date of issue. The date of issue of a registration un-

der this Act is the date of the issue of Official

Gazette of the Patent and Trademark Office in

which the notice concerning the issuance of the

registration appears."

"Trademark Registration Treaty. The term "Trade-

mark Registration Treaty" means the Treaty so en-

titled, done at Vienna, Austria, on June 12, 1973, in-

cluding the Regulations under the said Treaty."

"International application, international registration,

request for the recording of later designation, recording

of later designation. International Bureau, regular in-

ternational application, individual State fee, individual

State renewal fee. The terms "international applica-

tion", "international registration", "request for the

recording of later designation", "recording of later

designation", "International Bureau", "regular inter-

national application", "individual State fee" and "in-

dividual State renewal fee" are to be taken in the

sense indicated by the Trademark Registration

Treaty."

"Owner. Ownership. The terms "Owner" and "Own-
ership" are to be taken in the sense indicated by the

Trademark Registration Treaty where they appear

in this Act in capitalized form."

"Owner of a trademark. The term "owner of a

trademark" means a person who is using, or who
has an intention to use, a trademark in commerce:
Provided, That no other person, except a lawful con-

current user, has the right to use, and is using or

has previously declared, in an application filed un-

der this Act which has not been withdrawn or

abandoned, his intention to use, such mark in com-
merce either in the identical form thereof or in such
near resemblance thereto as to be likely, when ap-

plied to the goods of such other person, to cause

confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive."

Sec. 29(a) This Act shall come into force on the same
date as the entry into force of the Trademark Regis-

tration Treaty with respect to the United States. It

shall apply to applications for registration of marks
flied in the Patent and Trademark Office on or after

such date, even though entitled to an earlier effective

filing date, and to registrations issued on the basis of
such applications; to international applications and lat-

er designations designating the United States filed

with the International Bureau on or after such date,

even though entitled to an earlier effective filing date,

and to international registrations accorded effects in

the United States on the basis of such international ap-

plications and later designations; and to proceedings
under the Trademark Act of 1946, as amended, com-
menced on or after such date.

(b) Except as otherwise hereafter provided, applica-

tions for registration of marks on file in the Patent and
Trademark Office on the date this Act comes into

force, registrations issued on the basis of such applica-

tions, and proceedings under the Trademark Act of
1946, as amended, which are pending on such date,

shall be governed by the provisions of the Trademark
Act of 1946, as amended, in effect immediately prior

to such date.

(c) Except as otherwise provided hereafter in this sec-

tion, all registrations under the Trademark Act of
1946, as amended, or under the previous Acts speci-

fied in section 46(b) of such Act, existing on the date

this Act comes into force shall be governed by the

Trademark Act of 1946, as amended, in effect immedi-
ately prior to such date.

(d) The provisions of section 9 of the Trademark Act
of 1946, as amended, as amended by this Act, shall ap-

ply to all registrations under such Act and under the

previous Acts specified in section 46(b), whether is-

sued or applied for before, on, or after the date this

Act comes into force: Provided, that the amendments
to such section by this Act shall not apply to the re-

newal of any registration for any p>eriod which started

on a date,which is earlier than six months after such
date.

(e) The amendment by this Act, of the Trademark
Act of 1946, as amended, shall not affect any rights or
liabilities existing under such Act in effect immediate-
ly prior to the date this Act comes into force.

SECnONAL ANALYSIS
Section 1 of the bill amends section 1 of the Trademark
Act of 1946, as amended (hereinafter referred to as

Trademark Act) ' in a number of respects. The preamble
makes it clear that the commerce clause as well as the

treaty power is invoked to support the amendments.
Section 1 of the amended Trademark Act is divided into

five subsections, each of which is separately discussed

below:

Section 1(a) Entitlement to registration of a trademark.

Entitlement to registration is changed from present law
in one fundamental respect. This is that intention to use,

as well as actual use of, a trademark is a valid basis for

ownership and registration. The other conditions are es-

sentially the same as under present law.

The applicant must be a "person", as defined in section

45. The definition of "person" has not been changed.

As under the present statute, the applicant must be the

"owner" of the trademark sought to be registered. The
concept of ownership is modified as necessary to be
consistent with the new alternative basis of rights. Also,

rather than being part of the verified statement, the defi-

nition of "owner of a trademark" is in section 4S.

The term "owner" is defined, as under present law, in

respect of the absence of a superior right in any other

person. What is new is that a claim of ownership is

defeated not only by the superior right of a prior user of

the same of a similar mark but also by the superior right

of one who has a prior intention to use such a mark.

However, the latter right can defeat the claim of owner-
ship only it the intention to use has been previously de-

clared in an application filed under the Act which has

not been withdrawn or abandoned. Accordingly, while a

person acquires (absent a superior right) an ownership
right by reason of his intention to use a trademark, the

right in that case is inchoate and is accorded no protec-

tion under the statute and no priority until it has been

fixed in an application filed under the Act in which the

intention to use is declared. Thus, filing the application

is critical to a claim of ownership by intention to use

and except, of course, where the Paris Convention

"right of priority" (i.e. section 44(d)) is invoked, the fil-

ing date is the earliest date on which such a person can

rely in a priority contest. (See Section 23(c)).

Finally, the use or intended use must be in commerce.
The definition of "commerce" is not changed. The out-

side parameters of "intended use in commerce" are left

to interpretation just as has been the case with "use in

commerce" under the present statute, and the principles

that would be applied in such interpretation are essen-

tially the same.

Section 1(b) Procedure for applying to register a trade-

mark. Under the amended Act, there are two basic pro-

cedures for securing the registration of a trademark, i.e.

by filing an application in the Patent and Trademark Of-

fice (section 1(b)(1)) and by designating the United

States in an international registration punuant to the

' Public Law 489. 79th Congress, approved July S, 1946; 60 Sui. 427.

Amendments have been efTecled by the Tollowing public laws.

PL 710, 8lsl Cong., 64 Stat. 459. 8-17-SO.

PL 593, 82nd Cong., 66 Stat. 792. 7-19-52.

PL 609. 85lh Cong.. 72 Stat. 540. 8-8-58.

P L 333. 87th Cong.. 75 Stat. 748, 10-3-61.

PL 772, 87th Cong , 76 Stat. 769, 10-9-62.

PL 89-83, 89th Cong., 79 Stat, 260, 7-24-65.

PL 93-596, 93rd Cong., 88 Stat. 1949, 1-2-75.

P L 93-600, 93rd Cong., 88 Stat. 1955, 1-2-75.
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Trademark Registration Treaty ^ (section l(bK2)). Ex-
cept for the place where the application is filed and the
fee is paid, the substantive requirements applicable to the
alternative procedures are essentially the same.

Section l(bKl) Domestic procedure. In order to achieve
harmonization of domestic and international procedures,
the following changes are made in the national applica-
tion procedures.

1. The application may be signed by a representative,
duly appointed by the applicant, as an alternative to
signing by the applicant himself. The same benefit is

provided to applicants filing under the Trademark
Registration Treaty (Article 26).

2. Consistent with the requirements of the Trademark
Registration Treaty and modern practice in regard to
the filing of statements with federal agencies the veri-
fication of ownership requirement has been eliminated.

Of course, the criminal provisions of 18 U.S.C. 1001
would remain applicable to a statement made in a trade-
mark application irrespective of whether such statement
is verified.

3. The applicant need not allege use of the mark in his
application. The Trademark Registration Treaty pro-
hibits such a' requirement (Article 19(3Xa)) for the
owners of international registrations; consequently, the
same benefit is accorded to persons filing regular na-
tional applications. Substituted for this requirement is

the declaration of intention to use the mark in com-
merce, which is permitted by the Treaty (Article

' 19(4)). Consistent with this change, specimens or fac-
similes of the mark as actually used need not be sub-
mitted with the application.

It should be noted that required allegations and exhibits
relating to actual use according to the present statute are
retained in section 1(c). It should also be noted here that
the applicant may file the section 1(c) declaration to-

gether with his application (section 1(c)(2)), if the mark
is already in use in commerce. In such case, the declara-
tion of intention to use is obviously superfluous and
need not be made.

Section 1(b)(2) International procedure.

This paragraph states the requirements which must be
satisfied in order to secure the effect of a United States
application, i.e. the effect required by the Trademark
Registration Treaty (Article 11(1)).

The provisions of Article 19(4) of the Treaty, requiring
a declaration of intention to use, are also implemented,
corresponding to the same requirement in section 1(b)
(1)(C) for domestic applicants.

Finally, a special requirement as to entitlement of a for-
eign applicant to use the Trademark Registration Treaty
(Article 4) has been added since the International Bu-
reau will only examine this question formally, leaving it

to the designated States to examine it as to substance.
Thus, non-entitlement of a foreign applicant to use the
Treaty procedure is a ground for refusal (Article
12(l)(ii)) or cancellation (Article 13(l)(ii)) in addition to
the grounds applicable under the national law.

The final two sections of section 1(b) implement part of
Article 9 of the Treaty whereunder the improper declin-
ing of an international application or later designation
request by the International Bureau can be rectified by
filing a regular domestic application within 2 months
from the notice of the declining.

Section 1(c) Declaration of use.

Section 1(c) calls for a declaration of use showing that
use of the mark commenced on or prior to the date of
expiration of three years, counted from the filing date.

Paragraph (1) requires the declaration to contain es-
sentially the same information as that required by
present section 1.

Done at Vienna, Austria, June 12. 1973 This is the Treaty which was
transmitted by the President to the Senate for advice and consent to ralifi-

calion on Sept 3. 1975 Congremonal Record Sepi J. 1975. S I5li<i

Paragraph (2) prescribes a time limit of four years,
counted from the filing date, within which the decla-
ration may be filed, and indicates the consequences of
failure to file an acceptable declaration.

Paragraph (3) authorizes the Commissioner to require
the eariier filing of a declf-ation when important rela-

tive to an issue in any 'Office proceeding, provided
that the three-year perioi has expired.

Paragraph (4) prevents a >use of the intention to use
provisions by a person filing successive applications
for the same, or a substantially equivalent, mark by
providing that, unless there is a gap of at least two
years between the expiration of the nonuse moratori-
um of the earlier case and the date of filing of the lat-

er case, the three-year period in the later case is mea-
sured from the filing date of the earlier case. Any
subsequent application which is accompanied by a
declaration of use is excluded from the special provi-
sions.

Paragraph (5) provides for an extension of the time
limits when due to extraordinary circumstances non-
use is excusable. The proviso expressly states, howev-
er, that the mere pendency of the application for reg-
istration as of the expiration of the three-year period
shall not justify an extension, making it clear that Ar-
ticle l9(3Xb) of the Trademark Registration Treaty
does not apply in the United States.

Paragraph (6) requires the Commissioner to give no-
tice regarding acceptance or refusal of a declaration.

Section 1(d) Special requirement for concurrent use appli-
cations

This provision, unchanged from present law. is placed in

a separate subsection because its applicability is limited
to applications wherein the section 1(c) declaration of
use has been filed.

Section 1(e) Special requirement for applicants not domi-
ciled in United States.

This subsection requires all applicants not domiciled in

the United States to designate an agent for service on or
prior to the institution or defense of a proceeding under
this Act. Before a local agent for service has been desig-
nated, service may be made upon the Commissioner.

Sections 2 and 3 of the bill amend sections 3 and 4 of the
Trademark Act so that service marks and cc ctive and
certification marks may be registered based n either use
or intention to use.

Section 4 of the bill amends section 5 of the Trademark
Act to provide that the intended use by a related com-
pany inures to the benefit of the registrant or applicant.

Section 5(a) of the bill amends section 7(a) of the Trade-
mark Act to take into account the fact that registrations
issued on the basis of intent applications would not, if

the declaration of use has not been filed, contain any
data concerning use of the mark. In such cases, the fact
that the declaration has not been filed would be indicat-
ed in the registration in lieu of the indications as to use.
Also, the term "date of the registration" has been de-
leted, the significant dates under the amended statute be-
ing the "filing date" and the "date of issue."

Section 5(b) amends section 7(a) by requiring a notice of
registration to be^jublished in the Official Ga/ette in

support of the definition of "date of issue" in section 45.

Section 5(c) amends section 7(b) of the Trademark Act
by deleting the presumption of the registrants exclusive
right to use the registered mark in commerce on the
goods specified in the registration. One reason is that
this presumption in the present statute is repeated in sec-
tion 33(a).

The other reason is that this presumption, as it pertains
to infringement actions, must be limited to be consistent
with the limitation on the right even to file an infringe-
ment action prior to the commencement of use (see Sec-
tion 23(a)).

Deletion of the "exclusive right to use" presumption
from section 7(b) leaves a gap in the statute, however,
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the bringing of Patent and Trademark Office proceed-

ings, i.e. oppositions and cancellations is not subject to

the above mentioned limitation. The exclusive right to

use presumption has served in such proceedings as the

basis of the ruling that a registrant is entitled to rely

solely upon his registration on the principal register as

prima facie evidence of his right to exclude any other

person from securing a registration under the Act of a

confusing mark. Therefore, a presumption as to this

right has been added.

Section 5(d) of the bill amends section 7(d) by adding

two new paragraphs which provided domestic and inter-

national procedures, consistent with present law and

with the Treaty, for amending a registration in respect

of the specification of goods and/or services.

Section 5(e) of the bill amends section 7 by adding a new
subsection, section 7(h), providing for appropriate notifi-

cation, consistent with Article 20 of the Treaty, with re-

spect to entries concerning registration based on interna-

tional registrations.

Section 6 of the bill amends section 8(a) of the Trade-
mark Act by changing the term of a registration from 20

to 10 years and the date from which the terms is mea-
sured from the registration date to the filing date. These
changes correspond the term of domestic registrations to

that of registrations secured under the Trademark Regis-

tration Treaty. The shorter term also facilitates the

clearing from the register of unused marks.

The section is also amended to require that the use de-

clared in the affidavit or declaration set forth in the pro-

viso, i.e. the present section 8 affidavit, be use "in com-
merce".

Finally, the section is amended to permit, consistent

with the requirement in the Treaty (Article 19(3)(d)),

that such affidavit or declaration requirements be capa-

ble of being fulfilled in jhe case of an international regis-

tration by filing with the International Bureau.

Section 7 of the bill amends section 9 of the Trademark
Act to set forth domestic and international procedures
for renewal and to provide equivalent treatment, as to

substantive requirements, of international and domestic
registrants. Thus, as in the case of an application for reg-

istration, the renewal application may be signed by a

representative, duly appointed by the registrant.

Two changes are made in the statute which conform to

the Treaty, as follows:
*

1. The term of renewal is 10 years rather than 20.

consistent with the Treaty (Article 17).

2. The time period, counted from the expiration date
of the expiring term, in which a late renewal appli-

cation can be filed is increased from three months
to s»x months, corresponding to Article 17(3)(a).

Section 9(c) requires a declaration of use which require-

ment is applicable to all renewed registrations. Other
than the three additional months in which to declare use

of the mark, the only difference from present law is that

the consequence of failure to satisfy the requirement is

cancellation of the registration rather than refusal to re-

new.

Section 8(a) of the bill amends section 10 of the Trade-
mark Act in several minor respects. Except for a techni-

cal change, the present provision for recording of
assignments (section 10) is not changed.

Three new paragraphs have been added to the assign-

ment section. The first two of these (i.e. l(Xa)(2) and
l(XaK3)) implement Article 14 of the Treaty, under
which a change in the ownership of an international reg-

istration may be recorded, by adding equivalent proce-
dures to the national law. Thus, any applicant or regis-

trant may record the fact that a new person has become
the owner of an application filed or registration issued

under the Act by complying with certain basic formali-
ties. Paragraph (3) provides that if this step is taken
within the period specified in paragraph (1) and it is

followed up by the recording of instrliments of assign-

ment conforming to the requirements of paragraph (1).

the constructive notice effect of recording an assignment
in the Office will accrue.

The third additional paragraph (i.e. lCKa)(4)) is a special
provision, implementing Article 14(5), for the benefit of
one who, -although not entitled to file under the Treaty,
becomes the owner of an international registration by
operation of law (e.g. by inheritance). Such a person
may, subject to special requirements, rectify this defect
by filing a regular national application.

Section 8(b) of the bill amends section 10 of the Trade-
mark Act by adding two new provisions. The first of
these (Section 10(b)) adds a new procedure, consistent
with Article 15 of the Treaty, for recording a change in

the name of the registrant.

Subsection (c) is added to clarify the procedure where a
recording is void. Recordings under subsections (a) and
(b) may later be determined to be void or contrary to
law in another proceeding (cancellation, infringement
action, etc.) under the Act. A specific provision has
been added to clarify the fact that the Commissioner has
the authority to correct the records and to provide a ba-

sis for denial of any international recording which
formed the basis of the national entry.

Section 9 of the bill amends section 12(a) of the Trade-
mark Act to provide for a "cut off" in the length of the
ex parte examination of twelve months counted from the
filing date of the application. Under amended section

12(a) all applications, the examination of which has not
been completed, would have to be published for opposi-
tion purposes no later than 12 months from the filing

date.

The reason for 12 months as the "cut off" is that the
time required to effect publiction, to receive oppositions
(including delays in processing oppositions received on
the last day), and to communicate, in the case of interna-
tional registrations, all grounds of refusal or possible re-

fusal to the International Bureau, must be taken into ac-

count in order to meet the deadlines prescribed by the
Treaty (see Article 12).

It should be noted that the exact schedule for publica-
tion is left to determination by the Commissioner. There
are, at least, two possibilities: (1) publication, promptly
after filing, of all applications; and (2) publication (of

allowed cases) after completion of the ex parte examina-
tion (as at present), or (of all Still pending cases) at the
expiration of 12 months, whichever event is the earlier

to occur.

Section 10 of the bill amends section 12(b) of the Trade-
mark Act by reducing the period of time in which to re-

ply to an Office communication concerning the applica-

tion from six to three months and by providing a time
limitation applicable to notifying the applicant of
grounds raised during the ex parte examination. The re-

duction of response time should make it possible for the

Office to complete the ex parte examinaion of most ap-

plications within the 12 months period of amended sec-

tion 12(a).

The cut off is the same as the one in amended section

12(a), i.e. 12 months, counted from the filing date. The
examination need not be completed within the 12

months as the Treaty requirement is only that all

grounds be communicated within that period. Also, the

limitation would not apply to a new ground of refusal

based on a decision of the Trademark Trail and Appeal
Board or of a court.

Section 11 of the bill amends section 13 of the Trade-

mark Act by providing for a time limit of 14 months for

receiving oppositions. The 14 month time limitation ties

in with the amendment to section 12(a) of the Act, pro-

viding equivalence of treatment of domestic and Treaty

applicants. Section 13 is also amended to provide that an

attorney may file an opposition on behalf of the opposer.

Section 12 of the bill amends section 14 of the Trade-
mark Act in two respects, conforming this section to

amended section 13, and a minor change in terminology

("date of issue").
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Section 13 of the bill amends section 15 of the Trade-
mark Act by a minor change in terminology ("date of is-

sue").

Section 14 of the bill amends section 16 of the Trade-
mark Act by providing specifically that an interference
may be declared as to any particular application for reg-
istration of a mark only prior to the publication for op-
position of that mark. While this is no different than cur-
rent practice, the change in the statute seemed desirable.
Since the declaration of an interference would constitute
a ground of possible refusal under the Trademark Regis-
tration Treaty, such ground would have to be notified to
the International Bureau within the prescribed time lim-
it. By requiring the declaration of the interferences prior
to the date of publication, the section is subject to the
same time limitation as in amended section 12(a), i.e. 12
months from the filing date.

Section 15 of the bill amends section 17 of the Trade-
mark Act by providing discretionary authority to the
Commissioner to defer the commencement of certain in-

ter partes proceedings where the ex parte examination of
a concerned application is not complete.

Section 16 of the bill amends section 21 of the Trade-
mark Act by providing for an appeal from a refusal to
accept a declaration pursuant to sections 1(c) and 9(c),
as is now provided in the case of refusal of a section 8
affidavit.

Section 17 of the bill makes a language change in section
22 of the Trademark Act, consistent with the change
from "date of registration" to "date of issue". Thus, con-
structive notice begins with publications of issuance of
the registration (date of issue), no different in substance
than under present law.

Section 18 of the bill amends section 23 of the Trade-
mark Act by eliminating the requirements and provisions
relatinjg to use in the first and fourth paragraphs. Also,
provision is made for treatment of applications as being
under this section only where the application or the in-

ternational registration (or recording of later designa-
tion) so indicates. The specific reference implements Ar-
ticle 11(3) which requires this treatment in the case of
international registrations.

Section 19(a) of the bill amends section 24 of the Trade-
mark Act by deleting the requirement that a petition to
cancel a registration on the Supplemental Register be
verified (consistent with amended section 14).

Section 19(b) of the bill amends section 24 of the Trade-
mark Act by limiting the authority to cancel a registra-

tion on the Supplemental Register for nonuse, consistent
with the use moratorium of the Treaty.

Section 20 of the bill amends section 30 of the Trade-
mark Act in minor respects to remove an incidental ref-

erence to use of a mark that is inconsistent with
amended section I.

Section 21(a) of the bill amends section 31 of the Trade-
mark Act by deleting the requirement of a fee for the
filing of a section 8 affidavit. Since a section 8 fee can-
not be assessed against a registration issued on the basis

of an international registration (Article 19(1)), it is de-
leted in order to provide equivalence between domestic
and Treaty applicants as to fees payable to the United
States.

Section 21(b) of the bill amends section 31 of the Trade-
mark Act by adding new subsection (d) whereby the fil-

ing and renewal fees are deemed to be substituted for by
the corresponding fees set forth in the Treaty, where the
international procedure is followed. This provision also
obligates the Commissioner to fix the Treaty fees at the
same amounts as the national fees.

Section 22 of the bill amends section 32(1) of the Trade-
mark Act by providing that no infringement action may
be started under the Act until the declaration of use of
the mark in commerce has been filed in the Patent and
Trademark Office and accepted by the Commissioner.
This change implements the last sentence of Article

19(3Xa). Examination of the declaration could be accel-

erated if the registrant faced an impendmg infringement
situation.

Section 23(a) of the bill amends section 33(a) of the
Trademark Act so that the presumption of exclusive
right to use the mark would apply as a rule of evidence
only as to those goods and/or services in respect of
which the mark is stated to be in use in commerce either
in the registration itself or in the declaration under sec-
tion 1(c).

Section 23(b) makes some minor changes in the language
of section 33(b).

Section 23(c) amends section 33 of the Trademark Act
by adding a new subsection (c) to define priority of
rights accorded to applications or registrations based on
an intention to use the mark. Under new subsection (c),

the priority of an intent applicant or registrant would be
the same as if he had commenced use of the mark in

commerce on the filing date, unless, of course, he had an
earlier priority based on use or based on the Pans Con-
vention priority provisions of section 44(d) of the Act

Section 24 of the bill amends section 35 of the Trade-
mark Act in order to implement the last sentence of Ar-
ticle 19(3)(a) so that the remedies of profits and damages
cannot date back prior to the date of commencement of
use.

Section 25 of the bill renumbers present section 44(a) of
the Trademark Act as section 44(aKI) and adds to it

some special provisions relating to the Trademark Regis-
tration Treaty.

Paragraph (2) authorizes the Commissioner to keep a
register of international registrations designating the
United States.

Paragraph (2) also contains a broad implementing pro-
vision, authorizing the Commissioner lo lake various
actions prescribed by the Treaty While all of the es-

sential Treaty provisions parallel to provisions con-
cerning domestic applications and registrations have
been specifically implemented, a large number of
Treaty provisions remain which solely concern the in-

ternational procedures.

Paragraph (3) prescribes a precedure for communicat-
ing notifications where the deadline is stated in terms
of the date of receipt by the International Bureau,
most importantly the notification of refusal or possible
refusal under Article l2(2Ka)(i).

Paragraph (4) implements Article Il(2)(i) of the Trea-
ty providing for automatic rejgistration as of the dale
of expiration of the time limit fixed in Article 12(2)
(a)(i) where no notification of refusal or possible refus-

al has been received by the International Bureau

Pargraph (5) implements Article 29 of the Treaty
whereby certain delays in meeting the time limits

fixed in the Treaty must be waived and others may be
waived. There are some specific exceptions in the
Treaty which is the reason for the last clause in this

pargraph.

Section 26 of the bill amends section 44(c) of the Trade-
mark Act by deleting the first sentence of this subsec-
tion. Since a person can secure a registration based on
an intention to use the mark in commerce, the sentence
is inconsistent with the amended Act However, the sen-
tence is no longer necessary. Under the amended Act all

applicants would be required to declare use or an inten-
tion lo use in commerce, whether or not the mark is also
registered in the country of origin.

Section 27 of the bill deletes present subsection 44(d) of
the Trademark Act and substitutes therefor a subsection
providing that a right of priority may be based on a first

international application as well as a first national appli-
cation. Paragraph (2) of present subsection (d) is not
continued. Waiver of use in commerce is no longer nec-
essary since an application need not allege use under the
amended Act. Old pargraph (4) (new paragraph (3)) of
the subsection is amended to be consistent with the first

sentence of section 44(c).
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Section 28(a) of the bill amends the definitions, in section

45 of the Trademark Act, of the terms "trademark,"
"service mark," "certification mark," "collective mark"
and "Intent of Act" by adding the phrase, "or intended

to be used" in appropriate places consistent with the

new basts for securing registrations.

Section 28(b) of the bill amends the definition, in section

45 of the Trademark Act, of "abandonment" to provide
for abandonment of a mark applied for based on an in-

tention to use where no use is commenced and there

was never any intention to commence use. The two year
prima facie abano^nment provision is amended to make
it clear that it applies only where use of a mark is dis-

continued.

Section 28(c) of the bill amends section 45 of the Trade-
mark Act by adding the following new definitions:

(1) "Filing date" is defined because of its significance

in respect of priority of rights in the case of an ap-

plication or registration based on the intention to

use*

(2) "Date of issue" is defined; '

(3) "Trademark Registration Treaty" is defined;

(4) Various terms used in respect of the Trademark
Registration Treaty are referenced to the Trade-
mark Registration Treaty definitions;

(5) The terms "Owner" and "Ownership," used in

capitalized form are referenced to the Trademark
Registration Treaty.

This was done in order to distinguish these references
from other references in the statute to "owner" or
"ownership" which refer to the owner, or ownership, of
a mark.

Finally, the term "owner of a trademark" is defined.

The reason for this definition is discussed under Section

1, infra.

Section 29 of the bill prescribes the implementation of
the various changes effected by the bill. The effective

date of the Act coincides with the entry into force of
the Treaty with respect to the United States. Appropri-
ate provisions specify the controlling law which is appli-

cable before, or on or after, the effective date.

(13^) Trademark Applications Under Section 44
of the Trademark Act of 1946

[37 CFR Parts 2 and 4]

Withdrawal of Proposed Rules

Agency: Patent and Trademark Office, Commerce.
Action: Withdrawal of proposed rules.

Summary: The Patent and Trademark Office hereby
withdraws its rule proposals (FR Doc. 77-23095

published in the Federal Register on Aug. 10, 1977, 42
FR-40450; 962 TMOG 2-4, Sept. 6, 1977) regarding ap-
plications filed under section 44 of the Trademark Act
of 1946.

Under the proposed rules, foreign applicants filing un-
der section 44 (d) or (e) of the Trademark Act of 1946,

as amended, 15 U.S.C. 1126, would no longer have been
required to allege use of the mark somewhere or to sub-
mit specimens of facsimiles demonstrating such use.

The primary consideration for the withdrawal of this

rules proposal was the strong objection voiced by sever-
al commenters that the proposed rule changes would
have placed some United States nationals in a less favor-

able position than foreign nationals than is the case un-
der the present rules.

Effective Date: June 30, 1978.

For Further Information Contact: J. Paul Williamson, Pa-

tent and Trademark Office, 703-557-2521.

Supplementary Information: A notice was published in

the Official Gazette of the United States Patent and
Trademark Office on Apr. 30, 1974 (921 OG TM 250)
detailing the procedure being followed by the Office in

connection with applications filed under section 44 of
the Trademark Act of 1946 without specimens and with-
out a statement of use of the mark. That notice is hereby
withdrawn and the procedure thereunder terminated.
Henceforth, in order to receive a formal filing date, an
application under section 44 must include in the applica-
tion at least one specimen and a statement that the mark
has been used.

Those applicants having cases now under suspension
in this Office in accordance with the Apr. 1974
Official Gazette notice will be notified individually
of the Office policy regarding specimens and use as set

out above.
Finally, the withdrawal of this rules proposal should

in no way be interpreted as a diminution of the continu-
ing support of the Department of Commerce and this

Office for the Trademark Registration Treaty. Under
that Treaty it will be possible to treat all applicants, for-

eign and domestic, equally in regard to initial use re-

quirements for filing an application for trademark regis-

tration in the United States Patent and Trademark
Office.

DONALD W. BANNER,
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

JORDAN J. BARUCH,
Assistant Secretaryfor Science

and Technology.

[FR Doc. 78-18301; Filed 6-29-78; 8:4S am]
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June 16, 1978.
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(140) THE RETENTION SCHEDULE FOR TRADEMARK RECORDS
As with most government agencies, the Patent and Trademark Office disposes of old files, papers and records pur-

suant to a specific schedule. In an effort to clarify any questions concerning the procedures for disposing of Trade-
mark records and in response to public inquiries, the present Retention Schedule for Trademark Records and other
records including trademark matters which may be of interest to the public is set forth as follows;

International Intellectual Property Activities Case Files. Project case files

showing Patent and Trademark Office activity relating to problems con-
cerning the protection of intellectual property throughout the world. In-
cludes correspondence with private individuals, the Department of State
and other countries; reports, records of international meetings concerning
patents; trademarks and other matters pertaining to the protection of in-

tellectual property throughout the world; and other materials relating to
international affairs.

Proposed Intellectual Property Legislation Files Documents accumulated in

the preparation and processing of legislation proposed by or in the inter-

ests of the Patent and Trademark Office. Includes drafts of legislation, re-

ports to committees on introduced legislation, and comments on legisla-

tive proposals.

Trademark Adversary Proceedings Files. Consists of Trademark Opposi-
tion, Cancellation, Interference, and Concurrent-Use proceedings files.

Canceled Trademark Registration Files. Consists of original application

and all related correspondence.

Expired Trademark Registration Files. Consists of original application and
all related correspondence.

Abandoned Trademark Application Files. Consists of original application
and all related correspondence.

Trademark Renewal Index. Index to trademark registrations that are re-

newed.

Indexes to Trademark Applications. Index shows applicant's name, serial

number of application, filing date, name of mark description of goods, at-

torney's name, and final disposition of the application.

A. Applicant's Index.

B. Serial Index..

Proceedings Index to Trademark Adversary Proceedings. Index arranged by
type of proceeding. Shows status of proceeding prior to and immediately
after a decision by the Board.

Trademark Adversary Proceeding Records. Card file showing records of
Trademark Adversary Proceedings.

Trademarks Published in Official Gazette. Clippings of marks from Official
Gazette.

PERMANENT. Transfer to FRC 5

years after close of case. Offer to Na-
tional Archives when 25 years old.

PERMANENT. Transfer to FRC after

5 years. Offer to National Archives
when 25 years old.

The past schedule to destroy after 10

years is in the process of being
changed. At this time, these records
are not being disposed of pending the

new amendment to this section.

Destroy 2 years after the date of can-

cellation.

Destroy 2 years after expiration of
registration.

Destroy 2 years after date of abandon-
ment.

PERMANENT. Offer to National Ar-
chives when no longer needed for

reference.

PERMANENT Offer to National Ar-
chives when no longer needed for ref-

erence.

PERMANENT. Offer to National
Archives when no longer needed for

reference.

Destroy 3 years after termination of
the proceeding.

PERMANENT Offer to National Ar-
chives when no longer needed for ref-

erence.

a. Those which have been opposed.

b. All others.

Trademark Registrant's Index. Index to Trademark registrant's name, in-

cludes serial and registration numbers, date of registration, line of goods
and other related information.

Class of Goods Index. Card index used to indicate into what class any
conceivable goods may fall.

Index to Trademark Trial and Appeal Board Cases. Record of trademark
trial and appeal board cases.

Retain in agency until no longer needed
for reference.

Destroy when mark is registered.

PERMANENT. Offer to National Ar-
chives when no longer needed for ref-

erence.

Destroy after information transferred

to magnetic media.

PERMANENT. Offer to National Ar-
chives when no longer needed for ref-

erence.

Public Advisory Committee for Trademark Affairs Files.
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a. Agenda, minutes, correspondence, reports and related supporting
files.

b. papers and reference materials.

I

Seminar in Trademark practice and Procedure Files. Record set of training

materials used in training trademark examiners.

I

January 3. 1984

PERMANENT. Transfer to Federal
Records when 10 years old. Offer to
National Archives when 25 years old.

Destroy when 10 years old or no long-
er needed for reference, whichever is

sooner.

PERMANENT. Transfer to Federal
Records Center when 10 years old.

Offer to National Archives when 25
years old.

Trademark Petitions Files. Petitions to the Commissioner relating to trade-

marks with related materials.

a. Original Petitions in trademark case file.

b. Other copies.

Trademark Protest Letters. Letters of protest to the Commissioner related

to trademarks.

I

Dispose of with related case file.

Destroy when 2 years old.

Destroy when no longer needed or
when three years old, whichever is

earlier.

International Patent and Trademark Activities Case Files. Project case files

showing Patent and Trademark Office activity relating to international
patent and trademark programs.

a. Records that supplement the International Property Activities

Case Files (Item 103).

b. Other materials.

International Intellectual Property Activities Case Files. Project case files

showing Patent and Trademark Office activity relating to problems con-
cerning the protection of intellectual property throughout thelworld. In-

cludes correspondence with private individuals, the Departmemt of State
and other countries; reports; records of international meetings concerning
patents; trademarks and other matters pertaining to the protection of in-

tellectual property throughout the world; and other materials relating to
international affairs.

PERMANENT. Transfer to office re-

sponsible for international affairs after

case is closed.

Destroy 5 years after close of case or
sooner if no longer needed.

PERMANENT. Transfer to FRC 5

years after close of case. Offer to Na-
tional Archives when 25 years old.

Proposed Intellectual Property Legislation Files. Documents accumulated in

the preparation and processing of legislation proposed by or in the inter-

est of the Patent and Trademark Office. Includes drafts or legislation, re-

ports to committees on introduced legislation, and comments on legisla-

tive proposals.
|

Bulky Trademark Specimens. Trademark applications specimens which do
not strictly meet the basic requirements for physical form of specimens
which state:

1. That they be made of material suitable for being placed inside a
manila file wrapper.

2. That they be capable of being arranged flat, such as being folded.

3. That they be of a size not to exceed 8'/ 2 inches wide by 13
inches

long. (Rule 2.56)
I

These requirements provide for specimens which will fit inside the appli-
cation file wrapper, which is 9 x 14 inches in size and which will conve-
niently expand to about one inch thickness.

Specimens which do not meet the above requirements are referred to as
"bulky" specimens and the Examiner must require that they be replaced
by specimens of acceptable size and shape.

February 28, 1979.

[980TMOG 16]

PERMANENT. Transfer to FRC after

5 years. Offer to National Archives
when 25 years old.

Destroy 30 days after applicant is noti-

fied that the specimens are unaccept-
able, unless picked up sooner by the

applicant.

SAUL LEFKOWITZ,
Acting Assistant Commissioner

for Trademarks.
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(141) Flexible Working Hours

On Jan. 4, 1979 the Patent and Trademark Office is

beginning a 15 month experiment with flexible working
hours for its employees. Under the "flexitime" experi-
ment many of the Office's employees will have flexibili-

ty to begin their workdays as early as 6:30 a.m. or as
late as 9:30 a.m., and end their workdays between 3:00
p.m. and 6:30 p.m. Employees in every case shall of
course work eight hours each day. All or most patent
and trademark examiners will have flexible hours.
The public hours of the Patent and Trademark Office

will continue to be 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. All units of the
Office which deal directly with the public will be staffed

to answer telephone calls and receive visitors during
those hours. All employees will be on duty from 9:30
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. The patent public search room will

continue to operaie from 8:(X) a.m. until 8:00 p.m. and
the trademark search room from 8:00 a.m. until 5:30
p.m.

With the advent of flexible hours, it will be advisable
for members of the public to make appointments in ad-
vance when they wish to interview examiners.

DONALD W. BANNER,
Dec. 13, 1978. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

Compressed Work Week(142)

The Office of Personnel Management has completed a
study on compressed work schedules and has recom-
mended that Congress enact permanent legislation au-
thorizing use of alternative work schedules in the Feder-
al Government. The authority for the program expires
on Mar. 28, 1982.

The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office has been par-

ticipating in this program, on an experimental basis, for

nearly two years. Most of the Office's examiners and
other employees are permitted to participate under one
of two options:

1. 4/10 plan-Work ten hours four days a week and
choose Monday, Wednesday, or Friday as a day off

each week. The day selected can be changed only
with supervisory approval.

2. 5/4-9 plan-Work nine hours for eight continuous
days, eight hours on the ninth day, and choose Mon-
day, Wednesday, or Friday as a day off once every
two weeks. Again, the day off can only be changed
with supervisory approval.

All employees must be on duty Tuesdays and
Thursdays.
The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is interested in

considering any comments or recommendations you may
have about the program in order to make the proper de-
cision concerning the continuation, revision, or termina-
tion of alternative work schedules should the Congress
enact legislation authorizing its continuation.

Please send any comments or recommendations you
may have, no later than Mar. 2, 1982, to:

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

Washington, D.C. 20231

GERALD J. MCiSSINGHOFF.
Jan. 21, 1982. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

(143) Bulky Specimens in Trademark Cases

When an application containing bulky specimens is re-

ceived, it will be given a filing date; but before it is

forwarded to the Examiner, a letter will be sent to the

applicant requiring new specimens in conformance with
Rule 2.56. If the new specimens are not received within
six months from the date of the letter, the application

will be abandoned. The letter will also note that the
"bulky specimens" received by the Office will be held

for pick-up by the applicant for 30 days from the date of

the letter, and will then be destroyed.
This practice is being instituted to alleviate the in-

creased storage difficulties posed by bulky specimens.
As always, however, an Examiner has the discretion to
request additional information in the form of bulky spec-
imens during examination under Trademark Rule
2.61(b). In the case of International Class 16. at least one
complete issue of a publication will still be required.
Also in the situation where the mark is a configuration
of the goods, or a configuration of the container of the
goods, then one actual container may be required. TTie
other four specimens should be facsimiles as described in

Trademark Rule 2.57. All applicants are reminded that

bulky specimens which are not picked up within 30 days
of notification will be destroyed and that specimens hav-
ing intrinsic value should not be filed.

The inconsistent provisions of the previous O.G. No-
tice concerning bulky specimens [900 T.M.O.G. 176
(July 25. 1972]. are hereby repealed.

The new procedure will be put into effect on Apr. 1,

1979.

DONALD W. BANNER,
Commissioner of Patents qr

and Trademarks.

(980TMOG 17]

Feb. 28. 1979.

(144) Public Advisory Committee for

Trademark Affairs

Reestablishment

In accordance with the provisions of the Federal Ad-
visory Committee Act 5 U.S.C. App. (1976) and Office
of Management and Budget Circular A-63 of Mar. 1974.

and after consultation with GSA. it has been determined
that the reestablishment of the Public Advisory Commit-
tee for Trademark Affairs is m the public interest in con-
nection with the performance of duties imposed on the

Department by law.

The Committee was first established in Sept., 1970.

and its present charter expired on Jan 10, 1979. Since its

inception the purpose of the Committee has been to ad-
vise the Patent and Trademark Office concerning steps

which can be taken to increase the efficiency and effec-

tiveness of administration of the Trademark Act and to

provide a continuing flow of knowledge from the pri-

vate sector to the government in the field of trademarks.
Approximately seventy-five per cent of the over one
hundred twenty-five specific recommendations have
been implemented at least in part. There is no question
that the Committee has contributed greatly to the effi-

ciency and effectiveness of the administration of the stat-

ute. In reviewing the Committee, the Secretary has
sought continued effort towards this objective. The
Committee's function cannot be accomplished by any
organizational element or other committee of the De-
partment.

As it was initially established, the Committee will con-
tinue to comprise the members of the Advisory Commit-
tee for Trademark Affairs of the United States

Trademark Association. The membership is balanced
and is under the control of the President of the Associa-
tion. The Committee will continue to operate in compli-
ance with the provisions of the Federal Advisory Com-
mittee Act.

Copies of the Committee's revised charter will be
filed with appropriate committees of Congress.
Any inquiries or comments may be addressed to

Patricia M. Davis. Committee Control Officer. Office of
Trademark Program Control. U.S. Patent &. Trademark
Ofllce; Washington, DC. 20231; telephone (703) 557-

3881.

GUY W CHAMBERLIN,
Mar. 15, 1979. Assistant Secretary

for Administration.

[FR Doc. 79-8929; Filed 3-22-79; 8:45 am]

[982 TMOG 14]
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(145)
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Forms Booklet Available

A new publication titled "Patent and Trademark
Forms Booklet" dated Oct. 1979 is now available from
the Superintendent of Documents. The price is $12.00
and the stock number is 003-004-00569-6.
The booklet contains forms for use by the public in

both patent and trademark cases. The booklet is printed
on 8 1. by 11 inch paper and is designed for use as a full

size master copy for copying. It includes 52 English lan-
guage forms (oaths, declarations, etc.) for use in patent
cases. 69 non-English language forms for use under 37
CFR 1.69 situations in patent cases. 3 forms for use in
international applications filed under the Patent Cooper-
ation Treaty, and 70 forms for use in trademark cases.
Orders should be directed to:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington. D.C. 20402

SIDNEY A. DIAMOND,
Mar. 26, 1980. Commissioner of Patents

1 and Trademarks.

(146)

[993TMOG18]
|

Reorganization of the Patent
and Trademark Office

In July 1980 the Patent and Trademark Office was reor-
ganized to establish a fourth Assistant Commissioner posi-
tion. The new Assistant Commissioner is known as the
Assistant Commissioner for Finance and Planning. Set
forth below is the text of Department of Commerce Organi-
zation Order 30-3B and an accompanying organization
chart defining the functions and lines of authority for the
principal units in the Patent and Trademark Office.

Section 1. Purpose

.01 This Order prescribes the organization and assign-
ment of functions within the Patent and Trademark Of-
fice. (Department Organization Order 30-3A prescribes
the scope of authority and functions.)

.02 This revision reflects the realignment of existing
elements of the Patent and Trademark Office to form
the offices reporting to the newly established Assistant
Commissioner for Finance and Planning (Section 9).
and incorporates the provisions of outstanding amend-
ments.

Section 2. Organization Structure

The principal organization structure and line of au-
thority shall be as depicted in the attached organization
chart (Exhibit I).

Section 3. Commissioner of Patents
and Trademarks

The Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks deter-
mmes the policies and directs the programs of the Patent
and Trademark Office and is responsible for the conduct
of all activities of the Patent and Trademark Office. The
Commissioner is principally assisted by a Deputy Com-
missioner, four Assistant Commissioners and a Solicitor
whose main duties shall be as specified below.

a. The Deputy Commissioner shall assist the Commis-
sioner in the direction of the Patent and Trademark Of-
fice; shall perform the duties of the Commissioner in the
latter's absence; and shall direct the Office of Equal Em-
ployment Programs.

b. The Assistant Commissioner for Patents (an Assistant
Commissioner under 35 U.S.C 3) shall provide adminis-
trative and policy direction to the patent examining and
documentation operations which consist of the organiza-
tional elements enumerated in Section 5. of this Order.
The Assistant Commissioner is assisted by a Deputy As-
sistant Commissioner. The Deputy Assistant Commis-
sioner shall, among other duties as assigned, have imme-
diate responsibility for patent examination and for the
organizational elements enumerated in paragraph 5.01,
and shall perform the duties of the Assistant Commis-

sioner during the latter's absence. There shall also be an
Administrator for Documentation who shall have imme-
diate responsibility for domestic and foreign patent doc-
umentation and the organization elements enumerated in
paragraph 5.02.

c. The Assistant Commissioner for Trademarks (an As-
sistant Commissioner under 35 U.S.C. 3) shall provide
administrative and policy direction to the trademark reg-
istration and related operations which consist of the or-
ganization elements enumerated in Section 6. of this Or-
der.

d. The solicitor shall be the chief law officer of the
Patent and Trademark Office and shall provide adminis-
trative and policy direction to organizational elements
enumerated in Section 7, of this Order. Pursuant to De-
partment Organization Order 10-6, the Solicitor shall be
subject to the overall authority of the Department's
General Counsel with respect to legal matters involving
the Patent and Trademark Office, other than in connec-
tion with the issuance of patents or the registration of
trademarks. The Solicitor shall be assisted by a Deputy
Solicitor who shall perform the duties of the Solicitor
during the latter's absence.

e. Assistant Commissioner for Administration shall be
the principal advisor to the Commissioner on the formu-
lation and application of administrative policies. The As-
sistant Commissioner for Administration shall provide
administrative and policy direction to the organizational
elements enumerated in Section 8. of this Order. The
Assistant Commissioner shall be assisted by a Deputy
Assistant Commissioner who shall perform the duties of
the Assistant Commissioner during the latter's absence.

r The Assistant Commissionerfor Finance and Planning
shall be the principal advisor to the Commissioner on fi-

nancial and planning matters. The Assistant Commis-
sioner shall provide administrative and policy direction
to the organizations enumerated in Section 9. of this Or-
der. The Assistant Commissioner shall be assisted by a
Deputy Assistant Commissioner. Among other duties as
assigned, the Deputy Assistant Commissioner also shall
be the Director of Resource Management, with immedi-
ate responsibility for the organizational elements enu-
merated in paragraph 9.01.

Section 4. Organizations Reporting To The
Commissioner

.01 The Board of Appeals shall be responsible for hear-
ing and deciding appeals from adverse decisions of
examiners upon applications for patent.

.02 The Board of Patent Interferences shall conduct in-
terference proceedings and make final determinations in
the Patent and Trademark Office as to priority of inven-
tion. The Board shall also hear and decide questions
concerning property rights in inventions in the atomic
energy and space fields brought before it under the pro-
visions of Sections 2182 and 2456 (d) and (e) of Title 42.
use.

.03 The Of/ice of Information Services shall advise and
represent the Commissioner on information matters; con-
duct programs fostering public understanding of the
American patent system and of the functions, services
and administrative publications of the Patent and Trade-
mark Office; and develop publication policies,

.04 The Office of Legislation and International Affairs
shall, subject to Department Organization Order 10-6,
make studies and advise the Commissioner on policy and
actions concerning matters which may require legisla-
tion or which involves international patent and trade-
mark (intellectual property) matters; draft proposed leg-
islation relating to patents and trademarks and advise on
pending legislation affecting the Patent and Trademark
Office; represent the Commissioner in the negotiation or
renegotiation of treaties and the negotiation of other
new major international initiatives; assist in the develop-
ment and implementation of related programs; coordi-
nate or conduct in cooperation with other appropriate
Patent and Trademark Office organizations, negotiations
in matters relating to existing international programs;
and maintain liaison with the Office of the Secretary, the
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General Counsel, other agencies, international and for-

eign bodies, members of the public, and appropriate con-
gressional committees in such matters.

.05 The Office of Equal Employment Programs, under
the immediate direction of the Deputy Commissioner,
shall be responsible for the design, development, imple-

mentation, review, and maintenance of all Patent and
Trademark Office Equal Employment Opportunity

(EEO) programs; including EEO complaint processes,

the Affirmative Action Plan, upward mobility programs
and other special emphasis programs such as those for

women, Hispanic-Americans, the handicapped, and all

protected groups and classes of employees.

Section 5. Organizations Reporting To The
Assistant Commissioner For Patents

.01 Patent Examination Organizations.

a. The Office of Patent Program Control shall establish

program activity targets and continually evaluate status

against program objectives; provide training to examin-
ers in patent practices and procedures; and provide plan-

ning evaluation and budget support to the examination
organizations, and perform such other duties as assigned.

b. The Patent Examining Groups shall examine appli-

cations for patents to ascertain if the applicants are enti-

tled to patents under the law and grant patents to those

so entitled. Each examining group shall perform this

function for patent applications falling within the gener-

ic category assigned to it. The number of examining
groups and the coverage of the generic categories shall

be determined by the Commissioner.
.02 Patent Documentation Organizations.

a. The Office of Documentation Planning. Support and
Control shall analyze the examiner and public patent

search files and all proposed programs concerning them;
coordinate efforts in regard to numerical files; develop
and maintain overall documentation plans relating to

these files; define the form, content and accessibility of

these files and insure such definition through periodic

checks; initiate the acquisition and provision of patent

documentation for these files; coordinate the develop-

ment of an overall system, and the efforts of related

implementing activities, to insure the accuracy and ef-

fective utilization of patent data; provide budgetary and
other services for the documentation organizations; and
establish performance standards and evaluation criteria

for, and monitor and evaluate, the activities of the docu-
mentation organizations.

b. The Office of International Patent Classification shall

direct Patent and Trademark Office initiatives designed

to foster harmonization of the United States Patent Clas-

sification System with the International Patent Classifi-

cation System. The Office shall also consult and partici-

pate with foreign counterparts representing national

offices and appropriate international groups in further

development and refinement of the International Patent

Classification System. In carrying out such consultations

and participations, it shall coordinate all related policy

matters with the Office of Legislation and International

Affairs.

c. The Office of Micrographic Systems shall develop
and recommend plans for micrographic information sys-

tems including analyses of existing and proposed
micrographic hardware and techniques suitable for meet-

ing the particular demands of the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office. It shall also evaluate ongoing
micrographic information systems in respect to the re-

sponsiveness of such systems to evolving informational

needs. The foregoing shall be coordinated with other ap-

propriate offices such as the Office of Automatic Data
Processing Administration and the Office of Search Sys-

tems
d. The Office of Search Systems shall maintain a state-

of-the-art awareness of machine-assisted information

storage, access, retrieval, and display systems useful or

potentially useful in searching patent documentation;
participate with parties in the private and government
sectors in cooperative programs designed to develop

systems for Patent and Trademark Office utilization:

evaluate the potential of existing and cooperatively de-

veloped systems; initiate the acquisition and adaption of
selected systems and direct the maintenance of all non-
operational search and display systems (equipment and
materials); conduct and evaluate pilot tests in Patent and
Trademark Office operating environments; recommend
operational establishment or discontinuance of evaluated
systems; and monitor and evaluate the performance of
operational systems.

e. The Scientific Library maintains collections of tech-

nical and scientific information such as foreign patents,

periodicals, books and other publications, in printed or

microfilm form, and provides related services and facili-

ties, for use by the public and by examiners and other

personnel in the internal operations of the Patent and
Trademark Office.

r The Classification Groups shall develop, implement
and maintain subject matter classification systems for the

organization of patent search files of prior art mcluding
the preparation of definitions, indexes, schedules, and re-

lated documentations. Each classification group shall

perform this function for subject matter falling within

the generic category (chemical, electrical, mechanical)
assigned to it.

Section 6. Organizations Reporting To
The Assistant Commissioner For Trademarks

.01 The Office of Trademark Program Control shall de-

velop guidelines governing trademark examining proce-

dures; establish program activity targets and continually

evaluate status against program objectives; and provide

instruction in trademark practice and procedures and co-

ordinate trademark administrative support activities.

.02 The Trademark Trial and Appeal Board shall be re-

sponsible for hearing and deciding adversary prcKced-

ings involving interfering applications, oppositions to

registration, cancellations, and concurrent use proceed-

ings; and for hearing and deciding appeals from final re-

fusals of the trademark examiners to allow the registra-

tion of trademarks.

.03 The Trademark Examining Operation shall be

responsible for the classification of trademark applica-

tions into classes of goods and services, the examination

and processing of these applications, and the registration

of trademarks, service marks, and certification marks,

and maintain the principal and supplemental registers of

trademarks. The Trademark Examining Operation shall

be composed of examining divisions, the number and
coverage of such divisions to be determined by the

Commissioner.

Section 7. Offices Reporting To The Solicitor

.01 The Office of the Solicitor s\\9\\ handle all litigation

to which the Commissioner is a party and provide other

legal services, including advice and assistance on legisla-

tive matters, and maintenance of the law library.

.02 The Office of Government Employee Inventions shall

review questions of ownership of patents and rights to

inventions made by Government employees in issues

brought before it under Executive Order 10096 and s'-ail

make appropriate recommendations to the Commissioner
for action on such questions.

Section 8. Office Reporting To The Assistant

Commissioner For Administration

.01 The Office of Automatic Data Processing Adminis-

tration shall coordinate automatic data processing re-

sources for the Patent and Trademark Office; recom-
mend to management the acceptance, updating or

termination of all Patent the Trademark Office automat-

ic data processing resources and contracts; provide man-
agement with regular reviews on the status of automatic

data processing expenditures and utilization of resources,

advise management on alternatives for meeting defined

short and long range ADP requirements; coordinate

ADP procurement and installation; operate a central

computer facility for the Patent and Trademark Office

responsive to user needs; conduct and review specified

ADP feasibility studies: design, implement, operate and
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coordinate specialized ADP management information
systems, including data collection, manipulation and dis-

semination; coordinate ADP liaison for the Patent and
Trademark Office with the Department of Commerce
and other Federal agencies; provide programming and
systems design resources for approved projects based on
requirements; provide technical assistance to the Patent
and Trademark Office to fulfill needs as specified by the
user.

.02 The Office of General Services shall plan and ad-
minister a broad Office-wide program of general
services, including procurement control; property, space,
and facilities management; communications, files, mail
and correspondence, and forms management; administra-
tive printing; and clearance of all requirements involving
contractual procurements, including liaison with the De-
partment of Commerce, in connection therewith.

.03 The Office of Patent and Trademark Services shall
provide materials and services to the public, many on a
fee basis, as well as to examiners and other personnel for
internal operations of the Patent and Trademark Office.
It shall maintain a Public Search Room with a collection
of U.S. patents; record assignments and other instru-
ments for the transfer of property rights to patents and
trademarks; furnish copies of patents, trademark registra-
tions and office records; and provfde drafting services. It

shall also conduct an initial examination of patent appli-
cations for compliance with law and regulations as to
form and certain matters of factual content; grant or
deny a filing date based on such examination, and for-
ward to the Examining Groups those granted a filing

datjc; acknowledge the acceptance or rejection of appli-
cations for examination; and maintain records on the sta-
tus and location of all applications.

.04 The Office of Personnel shall administer activities
relating to recruitment, placement, employee relations,
training and career development, incentive awards, per-
formance rating, position classification and wage admin-
istration, group-management relations, and various em-
ployee benefit programs.

.05 The Office of Publications shall schedule and
manage the processing and movement of allowed patent
application files in procuring the creation of full patent
text machine language data base and the composition
and printing of weekly issues and related announcements
in the Official Gazette; provide requisition and schedul-
ing services for trademark publications; monitor the
quality or performance by contributing sources and
maintain close liaison with U.S. Government Printing
Office; and prepare and issue patent grants and periodic
publications of patent indexes. i

Section 9. Offices Reporting To The Assistant
Commissioner For Finance And Planning

.01 Resource Management Organizations.
a. The Office of Finance shall develop and maintain

the financial accounting system of the Patent and Trade-
mark Office, perform accounting operations for the rev-
enue, trust funds, and appropriation of the Patent and
Trademark Office, including maintenance of general ac-
counts and related fiscal records, preparation of financial
statements and reports, audit and certification of vouch-
ers for payment, issuance of deposit account statements,
initiation of action to collect amounts due the Patent and
Trademark Office, and administration of the payroll sys-
tem and related employee accounts; and provide finan-
cial advice.

b. The Office of Budget shall develop and maintain Pa-
tent and Trademark Office budget and fiscal plans
provide advice and staff to assist line managers in pre-
paring, reviewing, justifying, presenting and executing
the Patent and Trademark Office's budget; develop bud-
getary policies and procedures for the entire Patent and
Trademark Office budget process; maintain budgetary
accountability for available funds: maintain external liai-
son on budgetary matters; and provide assistance in inte-
grating program plans with the budgetary process.

c. The Office of Planning and Evaluation shall coordi-
nate and help develop medium and long range plans for

all Patent and Trademark Office programs; develop and
administer a system for integrating the Patent and
Trademark Office planning process with the budgetary
process; coordinate and help develop goals, objectives,
and strategies for the operating program offices of the
Patent and Trademark Office, and evaluate the effective-
ness of the administration of the programs against those
goals, objectives and strategies.

.02 The Office of Management and Organization shall
develop and/or receive requests for management im-
provement systems, programs or projects, including
studies for work measurement, resource utilization,
workflow analyses, computer systems, operations re-
search and other operational problems and programs
and determine the best resource(s) for analyses, resolu-
tion, and implementation; conduct organizational re-
views; conduct, coordinate or assign studies on resource
utilization, procedures or workflow analyses; coordinate
work measurement studies; manage Patent and Trade-
mark Office policy orders and administrative instruc-
tions and issuances; develop and maintain statistical data;
and develop and manage a historical file on all manage-
ment studies and statistical data developed.

.03 The Office of Technology Assessment and Forecast
shall continually assess the status of technological activi-
ties in all countries; compare inventive activity in the
United States relative to other nations; and forecast de-
velopment on a worldwide basis.

.04 The Office of Quality Review shall establish criteria
for reviewing, and perform a review of the quality of
examination of patent and trademark applications which
have been examined. The Office shall review; the appli-
cation of substantive statutory criteria for patentability
or registrability; the adequacy of the examiner's search
of prior patent, trademark or other literature; and the
adherence to approved examining procedures. The Of-
fice shall provide information to managers and examin-
ers on the results of its review, and make recommenda-
tions for maintaining or improving the quality of
examination.

Section 10. Effect on Other Orders

This Order supersedes Department Organization Or-
der 30-3B of Aug. 19, 1976, as amended.

SIDNEY A. DIAMOND,
Commissioner of Patent

and Trademarks.

Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology.
Acting Assistant Secretary for Administration.

[1001 O.G. 10]

(147) Change in Official Gazette Entry to Show
Cancellation of Fewer Than All Classes in a Multiple

Class Registration

Effective with the Official Gazette issue of December
16, 1980. there will be a change in the Official Gazette
listing entitled "Trademark Registrations Cancelled."
Beginning with that issue, "Trademark Registrations
Cancelled" will list:

(1) single class registrations cancelled;

(2) multiple class registrations cancelled in all classes;

(3) multiple class registrations cancelled in fewer than
all classes.

For every entry in the listing, the specific classes can-
celled will be included in parentheses, next to the regis-
tration number and mark.

For a single class registration and for a multiple class
registration in which every class has been cancelled, the
class number(s) shown in parentheses will represent ev-
ery class to which the registration applied.

For a multiple class registration in which fewer than
all classes have been cancelled, the Official Gazette entry
will include the word "only" following the notation of
classes in parentheses, for example: (Int. Cls. 12 and 20,
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only). In this example, the addition of the word "only"
would indicate that there are classes in the registration

in addition to Classes 12 and 20, but only Classes 12 and
20 have been cancelled.

MARGARET M. LAURENCE,
Assistant Commissioner

for Trademarks.

[1000 TM 21]

Oct. 29, 1980.

(148) Trademark Examining Procedure for Amended
Applications; Reporting Oldest Dates of

Amended Trademark Applications

Effective immediately, the order in which amend-
ments to trademark applications are examined is

changed. Previously, Examiners have usually acted on
amended cases in order of filing date of the application

which the amendment concerned, i.e., amended cases

with the oldest filing date were examined first. Under
the new procedure, amended cases will normally be ex-

amined in the order in which the amendment or other

response is received, i.e., amendments that are received

first will normally be examined first.

Effective with this issue of the Official Gazette (Trade-

mark Section) in order to reflect more accurately the

condition of division dockets, the column reporting the

date of the oldest amended application in each 'division

has been changed to indicate the date of receipt of the

oldest filed amendment. Under this new method of re-

porting the oldest date of receipt of a filed amendment
upon which no action has been taken by an Examiner
will be indicated for each division of the Trademark Ex-
amining Operation.

RENE D. TEGTMEYER,
July 15, 1971. Assistant Commissioner

[889 OG. TM 6]

(149) Trademarks—Status Inquiries

In order to expedite the handling of inquiries regard-

ing the status of both new and amended applications, the

Patent Office has adopted a new procedure. Henceforth,

status inquiries should be filed in duplicate and should

identify by title and date the last paper known by the

applicant to have been filed to the case. Each inquiry

should be accompanied by a self-addressed, stamped en-

velope. The original inquiry will be entered in the file

and the duplicate will be marked with a response and re-

turned to the applicant. The date when the next office

action can be expected will not be given unless specifi-

cally requested.

Status letters have been used by applicants to establish

diligence in support of a later petition to revive should

the application become abandoned. Under current prac-

tice, attorneys have frequently submitted status letters as

a matter of course for such purposes. This has proved
burdensome both to attorneys and the Patent Office. Un-
til further, notice, in new applications, the applicant will

be considered to have exercised diligence in connection

with a petition to revive an application abandoned for

failure to respond to the initial office action if inquiry as

to the status of the application is received by the Patent

Office within either one of the two following periods,

whichever expires later:

a. Eighteen months from the filing date of the applica-

tion, or

b. A reasonable period after the Official Gazette

(Trademarks) indicates that the filing date of the oldest

new case awaiting action in the Division to which the

application is assigned is more recent than the filing date

of the application.

For amended cases, the applicant will be considered

to have exercised diligence if inquiries as to the status of

the application are received by the Patent Office within

either one of the two following periods, whichever ex-

pires later:

a. Eighteen months after filing a response to the ex-

aminer's last received action, or

b. A reasonable period after the Official Gazette

(Trademarks) indicates that the date of the oldest

amendment filed that is awaiting action in the Division

to which the application is assigned is more recent than

the date of filing the last amendment to the application.

It should be noted as an exception to the above that

status inquiries are totally unnecessary during period(s)

of time when an application is suspended pursuant to 37

CFR 2 67

Applicants are urged not to file status inquires within

the first year after filing due to the current backlog of
new applications.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK.
July 28, 1971. Acting Commissioner

of Patents.

JAMES H WAKELIN, JR ,

Assistant Secretary for
Science and Technology.

in. Dot. 71-11532 FiM S-IO-71: t:4a am]

July 30. 1971.

Published in 36 FR. 14771. Aug II. 1971

[890 O G. TM 5]

(150) Requests for Information on Status

of Trademark Registrations

The purpose of this notice is to explam the circum-

stances in which the Trademark Examinmg Operation
can respond to written and telephone requests for infor-

mation about the status of trademark- registrations. Only
limited information can be provided by telephone.

I. Orders for "Status" Copies ^

The most reliable means of obtaining status informa-

tion concerning a registration is a written order for a

"status" copy of the registration. Status copies show
whether affidavits have been filed under Sections 8 and
15, whether the registration has been renewed or can-

celled, and whether certain other actions have been

taken with respect to the registration. The charge for

copies of registrations showing status and/or title, if not

certified, is $6.50. effective Oct. 1. 1982 The charge for

a certified copy showing status and/or title is* $10.00 ef-

fective the same date.

II. Telephone Information Available from the Search

Library

If the caller has the registration number, he or she

may leave a request for status information on an auto-

matic answering machine in the Trademark Search Li-

brary (Search Room) at 703-557-3282. The Search Li-

brary staff will call back with the information requested

within one working day. Callers are asked to limit their

requests to two registration numbers per day.

The Search Library staff is not permitted to make
"searches" to determine if particular marks are m the

Office's search files. Neither is the staff able to supply

information as to the ownership or assignment of regis-

trations, or to read over the telephone lengthy passages

of a registration, such as the identification of gixxls or

services.

III. Telephone Information on Receipt of Section 8 and
15 Affidavits and Renewal Applications

The Post Registration Section can be reached by call-

ing 703-557-2923. The staff of this section can advise

only on whether an affidavit or a renewal application

has or has not been received. Inquiries as lo whether af-

fidavits and renewals have been accepted should be di-

rected lo the Search Library.

MARGARET M LAURENCE.
Sept. 15. 1982. Assistant Commissioner

for Trademarks.
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(151)

OFFICIAL GAZETTE January 3. 1984

Renewal Applications and
Section 8 Affidavits

There has been a noticeable increase in the number of
petitions requesting provisional acceptance of defective-
ly executed Section 8 AfTidavits and Renewal Applica-
tions under 35 U.S.C. §26, the most common problem
being a lack of notarization or a Rule 2.20 declaration.
Often, such petitions are necessitated by the failure of
registration owners to file the documents early enough
to leave time in which to correshould they prove defec-
tive.

Section 8 Affidavits may be filed beginning with the
fifth anniversary of the registration. The period for filing
expires on the sixth anniversary of the registration. The
period for filing Renewal Applications begins six months
before the twentieth anniversary of the registration and
extends three months beyond the expiration of the twen-
ty year term. While the Post Registration Division may
allow up to six months to respond to a notice of defect,
it may not allow corrective action beyond the period for
filing established by the Trademark Act. It is therefore
in the registrant's best interest to file such documents as
close to the opening date as possible to allow time for
correction, if necessary. Provisional acceptance under 35
U.S.C. §26 has been, and will continue to be, given nar-
row application. Registrants should not rely on 35
U.S.C. §26 as a means of acquiring an extension of time.
We have also become aware of many delays caused

by defects in the chain of title. Registrants are encour-
aged to keep Patent and Trademark Office assignment
records current with regard to ownership of registra-
tions.

The filing of Post Registration documents at the earli-
est date and maintenance of assignment records will help
to avoid the cancellation or expiration of registrations of
trademarks currently in use, and will result in a savings
of time and expense for both the registrant and the Pa-
tent and Trademark Office.

Apr. 19, 1983.

MARGARET M. LAURENCE,
Assistant Commissioner

for Trademarks.

[1030 TMOG 37]

(152) Titie 37—Patents, Trademarks,
and Copyrights

Chapter I—Patent Office, Department of Commerce
Parts 2 and 6—Rules of Practice in Trademark Cases

International Trademark Classification

A proposal was published at 37 F.R. 6404 to revise
§6. 1 of the Rules of Practice in Trademark Cases. The
Patent Office proposed to establish the "International
Classification of Goods and Services to Which Trade-
marks Are Applied" (the subject of the "Nice Agree-
ment Concerning the International Classification of
Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration
of Marks" of 1957, as revised at Stockholm on July 14.
1967) as the primary classification of goods and services
for registration of trademarks and service marks. Pursu-
ant to the Notice, written comments have been received,
and a public hearing was held on June 14. 1972. Full
consideration has been given to all matter presented, and
changes in the text of the original proposal have been
made in view thereof It has been determined that adop-
tion of the international classification system is desirable.
The Patent Office has studied the international classifi-

cation and, since Mar. 5, 1968, has indicated the appro-
priate international class in all publications and on all

issued registrations and renewals as a subsidiary classifi-

cation. Based on this experience and the comments re-
ceived, it is now believed that adoption of the interna-
tional schedule as the primary classification system is de-
sirable. The international system is easier to administer
because of fewer classes of goods and the availability of
an alphabetical listing of goods and services.

The Nice Agreement provides for an International
Committee of Experts whose objective is to keep the
classification current. The classification of specific goods
and services is set forth in the Alphabetical List entitled
"International Classification of Goods and Services to
Which Trademarks Are Applied" (published by the
World Intellectual Property Organization). In addition,
the International Trademark Classification List contains
the names of the classes setting forth the basic contents
of each class. The Alphabetical List also comprises ex-
planatory notes which serve as guidelines for determin-
ing the appropriate international class for a specific
product or service.

The alphabetical listing within the International
Trademark Classification Manual is currently used by
the Office as a guideline for determining the degree of
particularity of identification of goods. See "Identifica-
tion of Goods and Services in Trademark Applications."
36 F.R. 13232; July 16, 1971.

Applications for registrations filed on or after Sept. 1,

1973, and registrations issuing thereon, will be classified
according to the international classification set forth in
the new §6.1. Accordingly, the international classifica-
tion is adopted under Section 30 of the Trademark Act
of all purposes under the statute and rules; and, there-
fore, will be the criterion for determining, inter alia,
fees.

Applications for the registration of marks filed on or
before Aug. 31, 1973, appeals or petitions to revive or
oppositions filed in connection with said applications,
and affidavits, renewals and petitions for cancellation
filed in connection with registrations issuing thereon,
will continue to be processed under the classification
system existing at the time the mark was registered.

All applications which are published and registrations
which are issued will carry both the appropriate interna-
tional classification and existing U.S. classification num-
ber.

An insufficient fee, in connection with an appeal or
opposition on any application or in connection with an
affidavit or renewal filed in connection with any regis-
tration, will not render the same unacceptable, if the
proper fee is submitted within a time limit set forth in a
notification of the defect, providing the proper fee for at
least one class has been originally submitted within the
applicable time limit. This will be the case even if the
full fee is not received within the sixth year in the case
of an affidavit filed under Section 8 or before the end of
the twentieth year, including the grace period, in the
case of renewal applications, or within the six-month
statutory response period in the case of an appeal, or
within the thirty-day opposition period, or any extension
thereof in the case of the filing of an opposition.
The existing classification system will continue to be

used for searching registered and pending marks until all

documents in the search file are organized on the basis
of the international system of classification. Until this

changeover is effected, the U.S. class designation will
continue to be printed on all published applications and
registrations issued under the existing or the internation-
al classification system to facilitate searching on the ba-
sis of the existing U.S. system of classification.

Until all applications filed on or before Aug. 31, 1973,
have been disposed of, the trademark sections of the Of-
ficial Gazette, which are organized by class, will include
two sections: one for applications published or registra-

tions issued on the basis of applications filed on or be-
fore Aug. 31, 1973, organized by class according to the
U.S. schedule of classes; the other section for applica-
tions published or registrations issued on the basis of ap-
plications filed on or after Sept. I, 1973, organized by
class according to the new international schedule.

Certification marks and collective membership marks
will continue to be classified as set forth in redesignated
§§6.3 and 6.4.

Efforts will be made to have the International Trade-
mark Classification List printed by the Government
Printing Office or otherwise assure the availability of the
List from local sources. Notification will appear in the
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Official Gazette when the List is available from local

sources of the Government Printing Office.

The English edition of the "International Classifica-

tion of Goods and Services to Which Trademarks Are
Applied" can presently be ordered from:

Sales Branch, The Patent Office. Block C
Station Square House. St. Mary Cray
Orpington, Kent, England

Certain modifications and additions to the international

trademark classification have been published as supple-

ments and are also available from the British Office. In

addition, and inasmuch as the World Intellectual Proper-

ty Organization (WIPO) has issued the List in several

languages, it is anticipated that an English version will

be published by that organization.

We have been advised by the Patent Office of the

United Kingdom that the only acceptable methods of
payment for the International Trademark Classification

List are by International Postal Money Order or by
banker's draft payable in sterling and drawn on a bank
in the United Kingdom.

May 14, 1973
ROBERT GOTTSCHALK,

Commissioner of Patents.

BETSY ANCKER-JOHNSON.
Assistant Secretary for

Science and Technology.

Published in 38 F.R. 41681, June 4. 1973

[911 O.G. TM 210]

(Note: Rule 2.85 (Classification schedules) was revised

and Rule 6.1 (International schedule of classes of goods
and services) was established as of September 1. 1973 by
this notice; prior U.S. schedule of classes was
redesignated as Rule 6.2.)

(153) Change In Format for Publishing Trademarks
for Opposition

Section 30 of the Trademark Act of 1946 as amended
by Public Law 772, 87th Congress, approved October 9,

1962, 76 Stat. 769, provides for the filing of a combined
application for the registration of a trademark in more
than one class.

The present practice of publishing the mark with per-

tinent data under each class in which registration is

sought results in needless duplication.

Beginning with the issue of November 3. 1964.

"Marks Published for Opposition" will be divided into

two sections. In Section 1, all marks presented in com-
bined applications for registration in more than one class

will be published with only one reproduction of each
mark.
The reproduction of the mark will be followed by the

class numbers and titles, and under each class will ap-

pear the description of the goods in connection with
which the trademark is used. If the dale of first use

applies to all classes, it will appear following the last

class; otherwise, the dates of use will appear after each
class.

Trademarks presented in applications for registration

in a single class will be published, as in the past, in class

order, in Section 2.

The same procedure will be followed in the notice of
the issuance of registrations on the Supplemental Regis-

ter.

EDWIN L REYNOLDS.
First Assistant Commissioner

[807O.G. TM 51]

Sept. 18, 1964.

( 1 54) Changes in Format for Publishing

Trademarks for Opposition

Because of the adoption of the International classifica-

tion of goods and services by the United States as of
September 1, 1973 (see Official Gazette of June 26. 1973,

911 OG. TM 210). it is necessary to change the ar-

rangement in the Official Gazette of the marks published
for opposition.

Beginning with the issue of May 7, 1974. the section

of the Official Gazette entitled "Marks Published for Op-
position" will be divided into four sections instead of the

present two sections. (For the preceding change from
one to two sections, see Official Gazette of October 13.

1964. 807 OG. TM 51.) Sections 1 and 2 will be accord-
ing to international classification and will contain marks
in applications filed on or after September I. 1973. and
Sections 3 and 4 will be according to pnor United States

classification and will contain marks in applications filed

on or before August 31. 1973.

In Section 1. all marks presented in combined applica-

tions filed on or after September 1. 1973 for registration

in more than one international class will be published
with only one reproduction of each mark. The repro-

duction of the mark will be followed by the internation-

al class numbers, and under each class will appear the

goods or services in connection with which the mark is

used. If the date of first use applies to all classes, it will

appear following the last class; otherwise, the dates of
use will appear after each class.

In Section 2, all marks presented in applications filed

on or after September I. 1973 for registration in a single

class will be published in international class order.

In Section 3. all marks presented in combined applica-

tions filed on or before August 31. 1973 for registration

in more than one prior United Stales class will be
published with only one reproduction of each mark. The
reproduction of the mark will be followed by the prior

United States class numbers and lilies, and under each
class will appear ihe goods or services in connection
with which the mark is used If the date of first use

applies to all classes, it will appear following the last

class; otherwise, the dales of use will appear after each
class.

In section 4, all marks presented m applications filed

on or before August 31. 1973 for registration in a single

class will be published in the prior United States class

order.

The following explanation will appear under the head-

ing "Marks Published for Opposition";

The following marks are published m compliance
with section 12(a) of' the Trademark Act of 1946

Applications for the registration of marks m more
than one class have been filed as provided in section

30 of said act as amended by Public Law 772. 87th

Congress, approved Oct. 9. 1%2. 76 Stat 769. Op-
position under Section 13 may be filed within thirty

days of the date of this publication. See Rules 2.101

to 2.105.

A separate fee of twenty-five dollars for opposing
each mark in each class must accompany the oppo-
sition.

Sections 1 through 4 will appear immediately after the

above explanation, the sections being designated as fol-

lows:

Section 1. International classification—Application in

more than one class

Section 2. International classification— Application in

one class

Section 3. Prior United States classification—Applica-

tion in more than one class

Section 4. Prior United States classification—Applica-

tion in one class

The same procedure of dividing into four sections will

be followed in the notice of the issuance of registrations

on the Supplemental Register

Mar. 22, 1974.

RENE D TEGTMEYER.
Assistant Commissioner

for Trademarks.

[921 OG TM 122)
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(155) Hand Delivery of Trademark Papers

Trademark papers which are not accompanied by fees

or by authorization to charge a deposit account, may be
filed by hand in the Trademark Docket Section or in the

Incoming Mail Section of the Mail and Correspondence
Division. However, to avoid confusion concerning mon-
ey matters, when papers which are accompanied by fees

or by authorization to charge a deposit account are filed

by hand, they should be delivered only to the window
in the Incoming Mail Section of the Mail and Corre-
spondence Division where personnel can immediately
refer the money or the charge to the Cashier. Trade-
mark Examiners should not be requested to receive pa-

pers for filing (either with or without fees) since there is

no convenient procedure by which the Examiners can
transmit such papers to proper locations.

If a receipt is desired from the Trademark Docket
Section, it may take the form of a duplicate copy of the
paper or of a card identifying the paper and the applica-

tion. The receipt will be date-stamped at the same time
as the paper and handed back to the person delivering

the paper. If a receipt is desired from the Incoming Mail
Section, a card should be used. The card will be date-

stamped and handed back to the person delivering the

paper.

When a card is used for receipt, it should contain suf-

ficient information to identify the paper and the applica-

tion clearly, such as applicant's name, the serial number
and filing date of the application, the mark, and the title

or a description of the paper being filed.

In the discretion of the Assistant Commissioner for

Trademarks, or of the Director of the Trademark Exam-
ining Operation, or of the Trademark Trial and Appeal
Board, papers appropriate for those Offices (such as pe-

titions or briefs) may be filed by hand in such Offices.

The procedure set forth in the notice entitled "Hand-
Delivery of Papers" in the Official Gazette of February
26, 1974 (919 O.G. TM 180) pertains to papers for pa-

tent applications. The designation "Examining Group"
used in that notice relates to the patent examining area
of the Patent Office. (The equivalent designation in the
trademark examining area is "Examining Division")

RENE D. TEGTMEYER,
Aug. 21, 1974. Assistant Commissioner

for Trademarks.

[926 O.G. TM 132]

(156) Mail Delays and Petitions to Revive
(Trademarks)

Since applications that become abandoned uninten-

tionally present burdens to both the Patent office and
the applicant, a simplified procedure has been devised to

alleviate these burdens when the abandonment results

\from a delay in the mails. This procedure (which is simi-

JBT to the procedure adopted for patent applications at

910 O.G. 402 and 910 O.G. TM 76) provides for an au-
tomatic petition to revive.

When a trademark communication which falls within
the circumstances enumerated below is mailed to the Pa-
tent Office more than three full days prior to the due
date, a conditional petition may be attached to the com-
munication. If the communication is received in the Pa-
tent Office after the due date and the application be-

comes abandoned, the conditional petition will become
effective, subject to the following requirements. The pe-
tition must include (1) an authorization to charge a de-
posit account for any required fees, including the peti-

tion fee, and (2) an oath or declaration signed by the
person mailing the communication and also signed by
the applicant or his attorney stating that the communica-
tion and petition were either placed in the United States

mail as first class or air mail or placed in the mail out-
side the United States as air mail. Since mail handled in

this manner may reasonably, be expected to reach the
Patent Office by the due date, any mail delays beyond
such time will be considered to constitute unavoidable

delay and sufficient cause to grant a petition to revive
(Section 12(b) of the Trademark Act of 1946).
The circumstances under which this procedure may

be used are those where the communication, if timely
filed, (1) would be a proper and complete response to an
action or request by the Patent Office, and (2) would
stop a period for response from continuing to run. Ac-
cordingly, this procedure would be appropriate for:

1. A response to a non-final Office action.
2. A response to a final Office action which places the

application in condition for publication or issue.

3. A notice of appeal and requisite fee.

4. An appeal brief

A suggested declaration form for the petition is shown
below:

Applicant:

Serial No.:

Date Filed:

Mark:

4 Petition to Revive

I hereby declare that the attached communication is

being deposited in ( ) the United States mail as first class
or aif mail, or ( ) the mail outside the United States as
air mail, in an envelope addressed to: Commissioner of
Patents, Washington, DC. 20231, on

,

which date is more than three full days prior to the due
date, at , by

(Location) (Name of individual)

In the event that such communication is not timely
filed in the Patent Office, it is requested that this paper
be treated as a petition to revive and that the delay in

prosecution be held unavoidable.
The petition fee is authorized to be charged to Depos-

it Account No. in the name of
The undersigned declares further that all statements

made herein of his own knowledge are true, and that all

statements made on information and belief are believed
to be true; and further that these statements were made
with the knowledge that willful false statements and the
like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or
both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States
Code and that such willful false statements may jeopar-
dize the validity of the application or document or any
registration resulting therefrom.

Date: (Signature of applicant or
applicant's attorney)

And
Date: (Signature of person mailing,

if other than the above)

Normal petition practices are not affected in those sit-

uations where this procedure is either not elected or not
appropriate, nor does this procedure bar the granting of
a petition in different fact situations where justified.

RENE D. TEGTMEYER,
Mar. 21, 1974. Assistant Commissioner

for Trademarks.

[921 O.G. TM 126]

(157) Recording of Documents Affecting Title

The Patent Office is liberalizing its policy concerning
the recording of documents, other than assignments,

which affect title to trademark registrations and applica-

tions. Under Rule 2.185 of the Trademark Rules of
Practice, instruments affecting title to a trademark regis-

tration or application, and licenses of trademarks which
are the subject of trademark registrations or applica-

tions, will be recorded even though the recording there-

of may not serve as constructive notice under Section 10

of the Trademark Act of 1946, as amended (15 U.S.C.

1060).

WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER, JR.,

June 16, 1971. Commissioner of Patents.

Published in 36 F.R. 13231; July 16. 1971

[889 O.G. TM 2]
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( 1 58) Separation of the Patent and Trademark
Sections of the Official Gazette

Effective February 2. 1971, the Official Gazette will be
separated into two parts to be known as the Patent Offi-
cial Gazette and the Trademark Official Gazette.

• • * • •

Orders for subscriptions should be addressed to the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Print-
ing Office. Washington, DC. 20402.

Also effective February 2. 1971. the Official Gazette
will no longer contain "Decisions in Patent and Trade-
mark Cases." Decisions of the type heretofore found in

the "Decisions in Patent and Trademark Cases" are
published by non-Federal organizations such as. for ex-
ample, the Bureau of National Affairs, Inc.. 1231 25lh
St. NW.. Washington. D.C. 20037, and West Publishing
Co., 50 Kellogg Blvd.. St. Paul, Minn. 55102.

Finally, the "Decisions Leafiet" of the Official Gazette
will no longer be supplied as a separate subscription
item after January 26, 1971. According to present plans,
however, both the Patent Official Gazette and the Trade-
mark Official Gazette will have identical "Patent Office
Notices" sections containing notices of the various types
heretofore published in the Gazette decision leaflet and
Trademark Section. Those notices of particular interest

to Patent Office employees will be accumulated and
published approximately every fourth week, and distrib-

uted separately to employees.

WILLIAM E. SCHUYLER. JR.,
Dec. 29, 1970. Commissioner of Patents.

[882 O.G. TM 33]

Trademark Office Actions(159)

Effective Apr. 1, 1972, trademark applicants or their

attorneys will be provided with only one carbon copy of
any office action, and the mailing of an additional car-

bon copy will be discontinued.

This change is consistent with the current practice in

the patent examining operations and should result in

greater efficiency in the preparation and mailing of of-

fice actions.

ROBERT GOTTSCHALK.
Commissioner of Patents.

[895 O.G. TM 238 ]

Feb. 7, 1972.

( 1 60) Wording In Verification or Declaration of

Trademark Application

Applicants and attorneys are requested to use the fol-

lowing wording in the part of the verification or decla-
ration of the trademark application which indicates the
signer's belief that the mark applied for.does not resem-
ble another person's mark:

—that no other person, firm, corporation, or associ-

ation, to the best of his knowledge and belief has
the right to use such mark in commerce either in

the identical form thereof or in such tiear resem-
blance thereto as to be likely, when applied to the

goods of such other person, to cause confusion, or

cause mistake, or to deceive:—
The wording emphasized conforms to the present lan-

guage of both Sections 1(a)(1) and 2(d) of the Trade-
mark Act of 1946.

Some applicants and attorneys, instead of using the
wording emphasized above, are still using the now obso-
lete wording "as might be calculated to deceive" which
was promulgated in the forms under the Trademark Act
of 1905 and inadvertently continued by the Act of 1946
up to October 1962 in Section 1(a)(1) and in the forms
connected with the Act. Section 1(a)(1) of the 1946 Act
was amended by Act of October 9, 1962 (Public Law
772, 87th Congress, 76 Stat. 769) to conform it to the

language of Section 2(d) of the 1946 Act. smce the lan-

guage of Section 2(d) reflects the thmking at the time
the 1946 Act was written. The wordmg of the trade-
mark forms for the 1946 Act has also been amended ap-
propriately.

It is desirable that proper wording be used. However,
smce the JifTerences in wording referred to above are
considered to be differences of form rather than of sub-
stance. Examiners will not require new verifications or
declarations. When the obsolete wording is observed
and a letter is to be written for other reasons, Examiners
will at that time call attention to the fact that the word-
ing is obsolete and should be modified in applications in

the future.

RENE D TEGTMEYER.
Mar. 25. 1974. Assistant Commissioner

for Trademarks.

[921 OG. TM 186]

(161) Rules Service Company Address Change

The Patent and Trademark Office has been notified of
a change in the address and telephone number of the
Rules Service Company which publishes a looseleaf

Rules of Practice in Patent and Trademark Cases with a

revision service. The new address and telephone num-
bers are:

Rules Service Co.
4341 Montgomery Ave.
Bethesda. Md. 20014
(301)656-4660

SIDNEY A DIAMOND.
Apr. 7, 1980. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

[994 O.G. 10]

(162) Late-Filed Renewal Fees

Sections 9 and 31 of the Lanham Act (15 U.S.C.
§§1095 and 1113) require that an additional five dollar

($5.00) fee be submitted by a registrant who files a re-

newal application during the three-month period follow-
ing expiration of its registration. The language of the
statute requires that this additional fee be submitted
within the three-month grace period. A number of regis-

trants who have failed to submit the additional fee with-
in the prescribed period have petitioned the Commis-
sioner to allow their renewal applications. The Commis-
sioner has granted petitions of this kind where the
registrant or its attorney maintained a Patent and Trade-
mark Office deposit account which contained, on the
date the renewal application was filed, sufficient funds
to cover the additional fee. Specifically, the Commis-
sioner has exercised discretion under Trademark Rules
2.146(a)(3) and 2.147 to deem the authorizations to

charge the der)osit accounts to have taken place at the
time the registrants filed their renewal applications, even
though the authorizations were not confirmed until a lat-

er date. This Office policy was established by the Com-
missioner's decision in In re Ralston Purina Co.. 19]

USPQ 154 (Comr. Pats. 1976).

The policy established by the Ralston Purina decision
is being chanjged. Henceforth, the Commissioner will no
longer exercise discretion to charge deposit accounts
nunc pro tunc for trademark renewal application fees. To
allow an authorization to charge a deposit account to re-

late back to a date on which no actual authorization
existed is. in effect, to allow late payment. It is inequita-

ble to permit those registrants who have deposit ac-

counts (or those whose attorneys have such accounts) to

make late payment of renewal fees, while those without
deposit accounts may not.

Petitions relying on Ralston Purina will, after the date
of this notice, be denied, unless the events that gave rise
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to those petitions occurred before publication of this no-
tice.

MARGARET M. LAURENCE.
Feb. 20, 1981. Assistant Commissioner

for Trademarks.

[1004 OG. 29]

(163) Single Copies of the Trademark
Official Gazette

Members of the public ordering single copies of the
Trademark Official Gazette from the Superintendent of
Documents are reminded they must specify the date of
the issue being ordered.
The date of the issue in which a mark will be

published for opposition is shown on The Notice of
Publication form mailed to applicants approximately two
weeks before the publication date. This date must be in-

cluded on each single copy order.

Orders received without an issue date may be filled

from current weekly stock. The Superintendent of Doc-
uments cannot check on whether a particular mark is

published in the issue then in stock. If the stock is

exhausted at the time the order is received, the order
will be returned unfilled.

MARGARET M. LAURENCE,
Mar. 3, 1981. Assistant Commissioner

for Trademarks.

(1004O.G. 36]

(164) Consolidated Certificates Under
Trademark Rule 2.88

Trademark Rule 2.88 provides as follows:

Applications may be consolidated.

a. When several applications have been filed by the
same applicant for registration on the same register
of a mark shown in identical form on the drawings
for goods and/or services in different classes and
each of the applications has been allowed, a single
certificate based on such applications may be issued.
A request for the issuance of a consolidated certifi-

cate must be made of record in each of the applica-
tions involved prior to the allowance of any of the
applications.

b. The issuance of any original certificate may be sus-
pended upon request of the applicant for a period
not exceeding 6 months, to permit such consolida-
tion.

The resulting certificate of registration is known as a
consolidated certificate.

Because Rule 2.88 is seldom invoked and because the
issuance of consolidated certificates entails undue admin-
istrative effort, the Patent and Trademark Office will
soon be publishing for comment a proposal to eliminate
the rule.

In the meantime, any applicant seeking registration of
a single mark for more than one class of goods and/or
services is encouraged to use the multiple-class applica-
tion procedure set forth in Trademark Rule 2.87, rather
than the consolidated application procedure set forth in

Trademark Rule 2.88.

MARGARET M. LAURENCE,
July 29, 1981. Assistant Commissioner

for Trademarks.

[1009 O.G. 17]

1
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TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
General Information (703) 557-3080

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY
AND COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND

TRADEMARKS
Assistant Secretary and Commissioner, Gerald J.

Mossinghoff
Special Assistant, Barbara Luxenberg
Deputy Assistant Secretary and Deputy
Commissioner, Donald J. Quigg
Assistant Commissioner for Patents,

Rene D. Tegtmeyer
Assistant Commissioner for Trademarks,
Margaret M. Laurence

Assistant Commissioner for Administration,

Theresa A. Brelsford

Assistant Commissioner for Finance and
Planning, Bradford R. Huther

Assistant Commissioner for External Affairs,

Michael K. Kirk
Office of the Solicitor

|

Solicitor, Joseph F. Nakamura
Deputy Solicitor, Jere Sears

Office of Enrollment and Discipline, William
Feldman

Board of Appeals (Patent), Chairman,
Fred C. Mattern, Jr

Board of Patent Interferences, Chairman,
Ian A. Calvert

Office of Quality Review, (Vacant)

OFFICE OF ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER
FOR PATENTS

Assistant Co mmissioner, Rene D. Tegtmeyer
Special Assistant, R. Franklin Burnett ....
Manual of Patent Examining Procedure,

Editor, Louis O. Maassel
Patent Examining Corps
Deputy Assistant Commissioner,
James E. Denny

Petitions Examiner. Edward E.

Kubasiewicz
Petitions Examiner, David L. Stewart . . .

Chemical Examining Groups
Group 1 10, Director. Dennis E. Talbert. Jr

Group 120, Director, Charles E.
Van Horn

Group 140, Director. James O. Thomas
Group 160. Director. Samih Zaharna .

Group 170, Director, Robert F. White
Electrical Examining Groups

Group 210, Director, Samuel W. Engle
Group 220, Director, Kenneth L. Cage
Group 230, Director, Earl Levy
Group 240, Director, Gerald Forlenza
Group 250, Director, Samuel S. Matthews

Mechanical Examining Groups
Group 310, Director, Bobby Gray ....
Group 320, Director, Stephen G. Kunin
Group 330, Director, Richard Aegerter
Group 340, Director, Donley J. Stocking
Group 350, Director. Al L. Smith ....

Office of Patent Program and Documentation
Control, Director, i

Richard Rouck .' 3955
Patent Documentation Organizations,

Administrator, William S. Lawson 0400

OFFICE OF ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER
FOR TRADEMARKS

Assistant Commissioner, Margaret M. Laurence 3061
Executive Assistant, Paula T. Hairston 3916
Petitions and Special Projects Attorney, Ellen
Seeherman 7467

Trademark Trial and Appeal Board,
Chairman, Daniel L. Skoler 3551

Trademark Examining Operation,
Director, Mark M. Newman 3268
Deputy Director, Patricia M. Davis 3268

3273

3071

3071

3961

3811

3061

2290

1572

3065

4035

4035

2012

4072

4000
3564

3811

3813

3070

4279

4279
4282

1360

3637
3800
3547

3680

2488
2877

5088
2906
2671

2921

1890

3330
3340
3000

Law Office I, Managing Attorney, Charles J.

Condro
Law Office II, Managing Attorney,
John Demos 3277

Law Office III, Managing Attorney,
Myra Kurzbard 9560

Law Office IV, Managing Attorney,
Robert Anderson , . . . 9550

Law Office V, Managing Attorney,
Paul Fahrenkopf 5380

Law Office VI, Managing Attorney,
Ronald Wolfington 2937

Law Office VII, Managing Attorney,
Peter Harab 5237

Law Office VIII, Managing Attorney,
Sidney Moskowitz 5242

Petitions and Classification Attorney,
Michael J. Hynak 3268

Trademark Manual of Examining Procedure,
Procedures and Special Projects Attorney

Carlisle E. Walters 3268
Trademark Services Division, Director,

Doreane I. Poteat 5249
Trademark Search Library, Supervisor,

Kathy Dixon 3281

OFFICE OF ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER
FOR ADMINISTRATION

Assistant Commissioner,
Theresa A. Brelsford 2290
Director of Special Projects, Wesley Gewehr 3055

Office of General Services, Director,

John D. Hassett 0183
Office of Patent and Trademark Services,

Director, Frank V. Caesar
Public Services Center, Clementine Griffen
PCT Division. Mary E. Turowski 2003

Examination Services Division, Peggy Dubose 3256
Application Branch, Arthur Stephens ....
Reexamination Pre-processing Unit,

Lucille Batchelor

Assignment Branch, Emmanuel DeMesme .

Patent Search Division, Head, Bernard
Thomas

Office of Personnel, Personnel Officer,

Aaron Deitch
Office of Publications, Director, Stanley J. Bania

Publishing Division, Manager,
Ruth C. Mason 3282

Office of Equal Employment Programs,
Director, (Vacant) 3030

Office of Management and Organization,

Director. Sara E. Bjorge 5825

OFFICE OF ASSISTANT'COMMISSIONER
FOR FINANCE AND PLANNING

Assistant Commissioner, Bradford R. Huther . . 1572

Office of Budget, Planning and Evaluation,

Director, James R. Lynch 3875

Office of Finance, Director,

Leonard L. Nahme
Automation Administrator, J. Howard Bryant

Office of Technology Assesment and Forecast,

Director. John Terapane 4114
Office of Automation Concepts Implementation,

Director, Donald LeCrone 3567

Office of Micrographic Systems,

Director. L. Liddle 2327

Office of Search Systems, Director,

Donald Stein 3957

Office of ADP, Director,

William Maykrantz 3646

OFFICE OF ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER
FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

Assistant Commissioner, Michael K. Kirk .... 3065

Office of Public Affairs, Director,

William Craig 3428

Office of Legislation and International Affairs,

Director. (Vacant) 3065

3236
5168

3831

1562

3266

2219

2662

3794

3051

3967
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38-41
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42
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50
49

99

19
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20
33
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40
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28,29
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Suspension of action 82, 1 1
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Test results, simulated or predicted 64
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Title of invention 36
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Amended Applications (Examining Pro-
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Applications Under Section 44 (With-
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Bulky Specimens in Trademark Cases ... 143
Change in Format for Publishing Trade-
marks For opposition (two sections) . . 153
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Classes 147
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Conference of Parties in Inter Parties

Proceedings 131
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Hand Delivery of Trademark Papers ... 155
Initial Processing of Applications 127
International Protection of Government
Embossed and Seals 132

International Trademark Classification .. 152
Interviews Involving Applications 121

Late-Filed Renewal Fees 162
Mail Delays and Petitions to Revive .... 156
Notices to Purchasers of Trademark In-

dices 136
Petition to Make Applications Special . . 128
Powers of Attorney in Registered Files . 122
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Realignment of Handling of Opposition

Papers 129
Recording of Documents Affecting Title 157
Recording of "Territorial Assignments" . 133

Reorganization of the Patent and Trade-
mark Office 146
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Oppose 123

Retention Schedule for Trademark
Records 140
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Rule 2.165 Requirements for Section 8 . . 134
Separation of the Patent and Trademark

Sections of the Official Gazette 158

Single Copies of the Trademark Official

Gazette 163

Standardized Disclaimers 130
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Trademark Applications, Filing Dates,

Final Rule Making 124
Trademark Office Actions 159
Trademark Registration Treaty 137
Trademark Registration Treaty,

Implementing Legislation 138
Wording in Verification or Declaration . 160

U
UPOV Convention 1 15, 1 16

V
Visitor passes and regulations 19

PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE NOTICES

Patent Cooperation Treaty Information

For information concerning the PCT member
^mS^"!? ^."l* "°Sf*

appearing in the Official Gazette
at 1037 O.G. 12 on Dec. 13. 1983. For use of the Euro-
pean Patent Office as a Searching Authority for PCT
applications filed in the United States Receiving Office,

^J.. "°*'^ appearing in the Official Gazette at 1022
O.G. 52 on Sept. 28, 1982.

Domestic PCT fees were increased on Oct. 1, 1982 by

?n?f *r^*S*"8e to 37 CFR 1.445 that was published at
1021 O.G. 11 on Aug. 10, 1982. The search fee for the
European Patent Office was changed as of Jan 22 1983
and was announced at 1025 O.G. 27 on Dec. 28,' 1982
International PCT fees were changed by the PCT As-
sembly effective Jan. 1. 1984 and were announced at

125 ?°- ^^ °rP^- '^' '^83 "The current schedule ofPCT fees is as follows:

Transmittal fee $ ,25.00
Search fee

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office as
Searching Authority

• No corresponding prior U.S. national
application filed 500.00

• Corresponding prior U.S. national
application filed 250 00

European Patent Office as
Searching Authority

• All cases 670.00
International Fees

Basic Fees (first 30 pages) 295.00
Basic Supplemental Fee (for each
page over 30) g.OO

Designation fee (for each national
or regional office) 70.00

XI ,>. ,no,
GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF,

Nov. 14, 1983. Commissioner 0/ Patents
and Trademarks.

REISSUE APPLICATIONS HLED

Notice under 37 CFR 1.11(b). The reissue applications list-

ed below are open to inspection by the general public in the
indicated Examining Groups and copies may be obtained by
paying the fee therefor (37 CFR 1.21(b)).

4,073^9, Re. S.N. 545,482, Filed Oct. 26, 1983 CI
427/244, METHOD OF APPLYING MODIFYING
INGREDIENTS TO OPEN-CELLED POLYURE-THANE MATERIAL. Winslow L. Pettingsell, Owner
of Record: Foam Cutting Engineers. Inc.. Chicago. III..

Attorney or Agent: Ernest A. Wegner, Ex. Gp.: 162

4,301,013, Re. S.N. 540,281, Filed Oct. 11, 1983 CI
210/637, SPIRAL MEMBRANE MODULE WITHCONTROLLED BY-PASS SEAL. Duilio Setti, et al..
Owner of Record: Abcor. Inc.. Wilmington. Mass.. Attor-
ney or Agent: Richard P. Crowley, Ex. Gp.: 176

..i^^^' ^^ SN- 548.905, Filed Nov. 4, 1983, CI.
428/148, ABRASION RESISTANT LAMINATE,
Herbert I. Scher, et al., Owner of Record: Nevamar
Corp.. Odenton. Md. Attorney or Agent: Karl W
Flocks, et al., Ex. Gp.: 164

.«?'?3^*' ^^ ^-N 542.997, Filed Oct. 18, 1983. CI.
156/69. PREPARATION OF GLASS CONTAINER
FOR THE^OPLASTIC CLOSURE. Michael T
Dembicki. et al., Owner of Record: Brockway Glass,
Brockway. Pa,. Attorney or Agent: Edwin T. Bean, Jr
Ex. Gp.: 161

REQUESTS FOR REEXAMINATION HLED

Notice under 37 CFR 1.1 1(c). The requesu for re-
examination listed below are open to inspection by the gen-
eral public in the indicated Examining Group*. Copies of the
requests and related papers may be obtained by paying the
fee therefor esublished in the Rules (37 CFR 1.21(b)).

In the event correspondence to the patent owner is not re-
ceived, this notice will be considered to be constructive no-
tice to the patent owner and reexamination will proceed (37
CFR 1.248(aX5) and 1.525(b)).

^^

->^'***iSi'^'^I^~c\T-,^°- 90/000,472, Requested: Nov.
??,c.ol?F' ^' 523/336, PROCESS FOR RAPIDDISSOLVING WATER-SOLUBLE VINYL ADDI-
VnS^^^^'f^P ^S'N° WATER-IN-OlE EMUL-
?w^^P°"*'^ "^ Anderson, et al.. Owner of Record:
Nalco Chemical Co.. Chicago, III., Attorney or Agent
Henry L. Bnnks, Ex. Gp.: 140. Requester: Owner

, .^•'I^'f^^A.^^J^ No. 90/000,467, Requested: Nov.

li^M^^' ^' 525/163. WATER-INSOLUBLE CON-
Pnt^'f^rIJIPvJ2l>Tk;^^S ^"^ ALDEHYDK ANDINTERPOLYMERS. Roger M. Christenson, Owner of
Record: PPG Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh. Pa, Attorney
or Agent: Chester A. Johnson, Ex. Gp.: 140. Requester-
Sherwin-Williams Co., Cleveland, Ohio

^?'^2'?^\ Reexam. No. 90/000.468. Requested: Nov
14, 1983, CI. 525/154, RESINOUS MATERIALS. Ro^
er M. Christenson, Owner of Record: PPG Industries,
Inc.. Pittsburgh. Pa, Attorney or Agent; Chester A
JohnM)n, Ex. Gp.: 140. Requester: Sherwin-Williams
Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

,-,^'-?„V^' ^^^^^ No. 90/000,470. Requested: Nov
SJ^Il CI 210/104. SYSTEM FOR HOME WASTE:WATER TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL. Stanley J
Dea. Owner of Record: Stanley J. Dea, Rockville, Md
Attorney or Agent: Jones. Tullar A Cooper. Ex. Go
170. Requester: Owner

lo^'^fnit**'^^^'"''"
No. 90/000.469. Requested; Nov.

iio.'v'"' *^' *^/"6. METHOD OF PLAYINGSTRINGED MUSICAL INSTRUMENT. Emmet H
Chapman. Owner of Record: Emmett H. Chapman Los
Angeles, Calif Attorney or Agent: Nilsson. Robbins. et
al.. Ex. Gp.: 210. Requester: Owner

Erratum

The registrant in the following registration, listed in
the "Index of Registrants" section of the Trademark Of-
ficial Gazette of May 10. 1983. was incorrectly identified
as Alabe Crafts. Inc. of Cincinnati. Ohio.

743.727 TMOG May 10. 1983

The registrant's name, city and sute are CBS. Inc

.

New York. N.Y.

MARK M NEWMAN.
Nov. 28, 1983. Director. Trademark

Examining Operation.

Erratum

The registrant in the following registration, listed in
the "Index of Registrants" section of the Trademark Of-
ficial Gazette of Mar. 22. 1983. was incorrectly identi-
fied as H. Jungheinrich Maschinenfabrik GmbH KG

740.883 TMOG Mar. 22. 1983
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The registrant's name is H. Jungheinrich Maschin-
enfabrik GmbH & Co. KG.

MARK M. NEWMAN,
Nov. 28, 1983. Director. Trademark

Examining Operation.

Erratum

The following registration number was inadvertently

canceled in the "Trademark Registrations Canceled,

Section 18" section of the Official Gazette listed below:

923.403 TM245 Nov. 8, 1983

Consequently, the above-identified registration is still

active.

MARK M. NEWMAN.
Nov. 28, 1983. Director, Trademark

Examining Operation.

Trademark Examining Operation

Effective Dec. 1, 1983, all requests presented to the

Patent and Trademark Office under the provisions of

Section 7 of the trademark statute (15 U.S.C. 1057) will

be considered by the Post Registration Section of the

Trademark Examining Operation.

Necessary telephone inquiries concerning procedure
or status should be directed to 703-557-1986.

MARGARET M. LAURENCE,
Assistant Commissioner

for Trademarks.
Dec. 2, 1983.

I

Extension of Time for Filing Notices of Opposition to

Marks Published in the Official Gazette Dated Nov. 29,

1983

Copies of the Official Gazette dated Nov. 29, 1983

were not mailed until Dec. 5, 1983. Therefore, for marks
published in the Official Gazette dated Nov. 29, 1983,

Notices of Opposition filed by Jan. 4, 1983 will be con-
sidered timely.

MARGARET M. LAURENCE,
Dec. 6, 1983. Assistant Commissioner

for Trademarks.
I

National Technical Information Service

U.S. Government-Owned Inventions

Notice ofAvailability for Licensing

The inventions listed below are owned by agencies of

the U.S. Government and are available for licensing in

the U.S. in accordance with 35 U.S.C. 207 to achieve ex-

peditious commercialization of results of federally funded
research and development. Foreign patents are filed on
selected inventions to extend market coverage for U.S.

companies and may also be available for licensing.

Technical and licensing information on specific inven-

tions may be obtained by writing to:

Office of Government Inventions and Patents

U.S. Department of Commerce
P.O. Box 1423

Springfield, Va. 22151

Please cite the number and title of inventions of inter-

est.

DOUGLAS J. CAMPION,
Program Coordinator,

Office of Government Inventions and Patents

National Technical Information Service

U.S. Department of Commerce.

Department of Agriculture ^

SN 6-290,540 (4,410,967). METHOD FOR SAM-
PLING FLYING INSECT POPULATIONS
USING LOW-FREQUENCY SOUND DETECT-
ING AND RANGING IN CONJUNCTION WITH
A BIOLOGICALLY ACTIVE CHEMICAL/PHE-
ROMONE.

SN 6-345,512 (4,410.625). SALT-TOLERANT MI-
CROBIAL XANTHANSE AND METHOD OF
PRODUCING SAME.

SN 6^56,930. APPARATUS AND METHOD OF
MEASURING EDGEWISE COMPRESSION DE-
FORMATION.

SN 6-456,954. NOVEL STRAIN OF CORYNEBAC-
TERIUM FASCIANS AND USE THEREOF TO
REDUCE LIMONOID IN CITRUS PRODUCTS.

SN 6-461,299. SYNTHETIC PHEROMONE 10-ME-
THYL-2-TRIDECANONE AND ITS USE IN CON-
TROLLING THE SOUTHERN CORN ROOT-
WORM AND RELATED DIABROTICITES.

SN 6-464.530. A DICARBAMOtLSULFONATE
TANNING AGENT.

SN 6-467,068. METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
MEASURING PRESS ROLL CLEARANCE.

SN 6-473,397. PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR
SIMULATING A ROLLING AND DRYING OP-
ERATION.

SN 6-488,530. INSECT REPELLENTS.
SN 6-500.049. 2-ACETYL-l-PYRROLINE AND ITS
USE FOR FLAVORING FOODS.

SN 6-506.079. PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR
DRYING PAPER AT ELEVATED TEMPERA-
TURE AND PRESSURE.

SN 6-506.952. METHOD FOR THE PREPARATION
OF MYCOHERBICIDE-CONTAINING PELLETS.

SN 6-507,191. STARCH-BASED SEMIPERMEABLE
FILMS.

SN 6-508.204. FLOATING DISCS FOR IMPROVED
FURROW OPENING FOR CONSERVATION
PLANTERS.

SN 6-518,779. ABRASION-RESISTANT DURABLE-
PRESS ACRYLIC FINISHES FOR COTTON TEX-
TILES BY USE OF NONOXIDATIVE POLYMER-
IZATION INITIATORS AND ACCELERATORS
IN TWO-STAGE HEAT CURING.

SN 6-519,786. PROCESS FOR RECYCLING AND
DISPOSAL OF DYE SOLUTIONS.

SN 6-525,917. DIRECT FERMENTATION OF
CELLODEXTRINS TO ETHANOL BY CANDIDA
WICKERHAMII.

SN 6-526,751. PROCESS FOR REINFORCED YARN
WITH GLASS FIBER.

SN 6-526.752. MILD-CURE FORMALDEHYDE-
FREE DURABLE-PRESS FINISHING OF COT-
TON TEXTILES WITH GLYOXAL AND GLY-
COLS.

SN 6-526,753. METHOD OF DEBITTERING CIT-
RUS JUICE WITH CYCLODEXTRIN POLY-
MERS.

SN 6-527,730. ELECTRODYNAMIC METHOD FOR
SEPARATING COMPONENTS.

SN 6-527,894. ZINC PYRITHIONE PROCESS TO
IMPART ANTIMICROBIAL PROPERTIES TO
TEXTILES.

SN 6-532,431. OVIPOSITIONAL STIMULANT FOR
TRICHOGRAMMA SPP.

SN 6-534,015. PRODUCTION OF DEFATTED SOY-
BEAN PRODUCTS BY SUPERCRITICAL FLUID
EXTRA rrioN.

SN 6-534,178. IRRADIATION ALCOHOL FER-
MENTATION PROCESS.

SN 6-539.025. CONTROL OF MYCOTOXIN PRO-
DUCTION BY CHEMICALLY INHIBITING
FUNGAL GROWTH.

SN 6-539.028. SELECTION PROCEDURE FOR
OBTAINING NATURALLY OCCURRING LAC-
TIC ACID BACTERIA OR THEIR MUTANTS
WHICH DO OR DO NOT PRODUCE CARBON
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DIOXIDE FROM MALIC ACID.
SN 6-539,860. SOLUBILIZATION OF DRY PRO-
TEIN IN AQUEOUS OR ACIDIC MEDIA AF-
TER TREATMENT WITH CONCENTRATED
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE.

DEPARTMErO- OF HEALTH A HUMAN SERVICES

SN 6-265,469 (4,410,700). PREPARATION OF
CHIRAL 1-BENZYL- 1,2,3,4-TETRAHY-DROSIO-
QUINOLINES BY OPTICAL RESOLUTION.

SN 6-330,020 (4,410,630). LYSIS FILTRATION CUL-
TURE CHAMBER.

SN 6-511,108. NOVEL PLASMID PJL6.
SN 6-527,490. CONSTRUCTION AND CHARAC-
TERIZATION OF A STRAIN OR RECOMBI-
NANT WHICH OVERPRODUCES ECORl EN-
DONUCLEASE AND METHYLASE.

Department of the Air Force

SN 6-195,147 (4,405,203). ATMOSPHERIC DISPER-
SION CORRECTOR.

SN 6-256,373 (4,403,196). PULSE WIDTH MODU-
LATED POWER AMPLIFIER WITH DIFFER-
ENTIAL CONNECTING LINE VOLTAGE
DROP COMPARATORS.

SN 6-259,761 (4,404,055). ELASTOMERIC SEAL.
SN 6-311,379 (4,403,813). ROLLER BEARING CAGE
DESIGN.

SN 6-326,973 (4,406,800). GREASE COMPOSITION
CONTAINING POLY(ALPHA-OLEFIN).

SN 6-347,381 (4,406,863). INTEGRATED SOLID
PROPELLANT GAS GENERATOR AND FLUID
HEAT EXCHANGER.

SN 6-403,247. MEASUREMENT OF VISUAL CON-
TRAST SENSITIVITY.

SN 6-433,171 (4,406,627). WAVEFORM SIMULATOR
FOR AN ELECTRONIC SYSTEM MAINTE-
NANCE TRAINER.

SN 6-445.886 (4,402.836). METHOD FOR TREAT-
ING CONTAMINATED WASTEWATER.

SN 6-482,754. RAIN RATE METER
SN 6-504.183 EMI FILTER CAPACITOR UNIT
SN 6-505.165. MULTIPLE TASK ORIENTED PRO-
CESSOR.

SN 6-528.309. MINIATURE CELL ADAPTOR TO
ACCOMMODATE SMALL SAMPLES IN RESIS-
TIVITY CELLS.

SN 6-529.078. DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA SYSTEM
HAVING SIDELOBE SUPPRESSION

SN 6-529.179. TESTING APPARATUS FOR QUAN-
TITATIVELY MEASURING CREEPATILITY
OF LIQUIDS.

SN 6-529,412 PROTECTION CIRCUITRY FOR
HIGH VOLTAGE DRIVES.

Department of the Army

SN 6-489.969. METHOD FOR MAKING A RADIAL
FLOW CERAMIC ROTOR FOR ROTARY TYPE
REGENERATOR HEAT EXCHANGE APPARA-
TUS; AND ATTENDANT CERAMIC ROTOR
CONSTRUCTIONS.

SN 6-508.783. PULSE-TYPE CLEANING MEANS
FOR FILTER PANELS.

SN 6-514.984. MOTORIZED WHEELS FOR IX)LLY
STRUCTURES.

SN 6-519,876. VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE.
SN 6-533,183. MULTILEVEL NOISE CODE MATE
PAIR GENERATION AND UTILIZATION OF
SUCH CODES.

SN 6-536,064. EXPANDED MULTILEVEL NOISE
CODE GENERATOR EMPLOYING BUTTING

Department of the Interior

SN 6-376,065 (4.410.496). RECOVERY OF METAL
VALUES FROM COMPLEX SULFIDES
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4,036,096

4,179,734

4,239,890

4,243,996

4,264,828

4,293,548

4,302,654

4,313,160

4,324,869

4,331,948

4,338,225

4,349,695

4,354,103

4,361,293

4,369,232

4,370,860

4.371,392

4,372,889

4,373,019

4,374,967

4,375,756

4,376,104

4,376,773

4,376,888

4,377,524

4,377,865

4,381,421

4,386,140

4,387,954

4,390,288

4,390,496

4,390.527

4,391,499

4,392,781

4,392,950

4,392,961

4,392,980

4,393,847

4,393.863

4.393.965

4,394,662

4,395.118

4,395,687

4,396,280

4,398.603

4.399,036

4,399,462

4,402,108

4,402,591

4,402,6^
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4,403,281

4,403,573

4,404,109

4,404,566

4,404,649

4.404,843

4,405,107

4,405,470

4,405,520

4,405,655

4,405,786

4,406,296

4,406,872

4,407,099

4,407,226

4.407.272

4.407,410

4,407.491

4,407,526

4,407,530

4,407,717

4,407,745

4,407,829

4,407,877

4.408.054

4,408.370

4,408,865

4,409,100

4.409,152

4,409,230

4,409,543

4.409,673

4,410,047

4,410,340

4,410,604

4.410.645

4,410,753

4,411,327

4,411,601

4,411.803

4,412,391

4,412,465

4,412.730

4,412,806

4,412,826

4,413,247

4,413,344

4,414.208

4,414,469

4,414,661

Disclaimers

4,234,585.— Wemer Winter, Heppenheim; Walter-Gunar
Friebe, Darmstadt; Wolfgang Kampe. Heddesheim;
Androniki Roesch. Mannheim and Otto-Henning
Wilhelms, Weinheim-Rittenweier, all of Fed. Rep. of
Germany. l,2-DIHYDRCX)UINOLINE-2-ONE DE-
RIVATIVES. Patent dated Nov. 18, 1980. Disclaim-
er filed Mar. 21, 1983, by the assignee, Boehringer
Mannheim GmbH.
Hereby enters this disclaimer to claims 1, 2, 7 and 8 of

said patent.

4,350,922.—Qirme/i A. Catanese, Rocky Hill, and Stanley
Bloom, Bridgewater, N.J. MULTICOLOR CATH-
ODE-RAY TUBE WITH QUADRUPOLAR FO-
CUSING COLOR-SELECTION STRUCTURE.
Patent dated Sept. 21, 1982. Disclaimer filed Nov.
16, 1983, by the assignee, RCA Corp.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to all claims of said pa-
tent.

Dedication

3,751,618.—Z>o« M. Hallerberg. Huntington Beach, Calif.

PUSH-SWITCH WITH SPRING BIASED
PLUNGER. Patent dated Aug. 7, 1973. Dedication
filed June 30, 1982, by the assignee, Hi-Tek Corp.

Hereby dedicates to the Public the remaining term of
said patent.

Reference Collections of U.S. Patents Available for Public Use in

Patent Depository Libraries

The libraries listed herein, designated as patent deposi- table following, the collections are organized in patent
tory libraries, receive current issues of U.S. Patents and number sequence.
maintain collections of earlier issued patents. The scope Depending upon the library, the patents may be avail-

of these collections varies from library to library, rang- able in microfilm, in bound volumes of paper copies, or
ing from patents of only recent months or years in some in some combination of both. Facilities for making paper
libqgies to all or most of the patents issued since 1870, copies from either microfilm in reader-printers or from
or earlier, in other libraries. the bound volumes in paper-to-paper copies are general-
These patent^ollections are open to public use and ly provided for a fee.

each of the jj^ttent depository libraries, in addition, offers Owing to variations in the scope of patent collections
the publications of the patent classification system (e.g. among the patent depository libraries and in their hours
The Manual of Classification, Index to the U.S. Patent of service to the public, anyone contemplating use of the
Classification, Classification Definitions, etc.) and pro- patents at a particular library is advised to contact that
vides technical staff assistance in their use to aid the library, in advance, about its collection and hours, so as
public in gaining effective access to information con- to avert possible inconvenience,
tained in patents. With one exception, as noted in the

State Name ofLibrary Telephone Contact

Alabama Auburn University Libraries (205) 826-4500 Ext.21
Birmingham Public Library (205) 254-2555

Arizona Tempe: Science Library. Arizona State University (602) 965-7140
California Los Angeles Public Library (213) 626-7555 Ext. 273

Sacramento: California State Library (916) 322-4572
Sunnyvale: Patent Information Clearinghouse* (408) 738-5580

Colorado Denver Public Library (303) 571-2122
Delaware Newark: University of Delaware (302) 738-2238
Georgia Atlanta: Price Gilbert Memorial Library, Georgia Institute of

Technology (404) 894-4508
Idaho Moscow: University of Idaho Library (208) 885-6235
Illinois Chicago Public Library (312) 269-2865
Indiana Indianapolis—Marion County Public Library (317) 269-1706
Louisiana Baton Rouge: Troy H. Middleton Library, Louisiana State

University (504) 388-2570
Massachusetts Boston Public Library (617) 536-5400 Ext. 265

Ann Arbor: Engineering Transportation Library, University of
Michigan (313) 704-7494

Michigan Detroit Public Library (313) 833-1450
Minnesota Minneapolis Public Library & Information Center (612) 372-6570
Missouri Kansas City: Linda Hall Library (816) 363-4600

St. Louis Public Library (314) 241-2288 Ext. 390.

Ext. 391
Nebraska Lincoln: University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Engineering Library . . (402) 472-3411
Nevada Reno: University of Nevada Library (702) 784-6579
New Hampshire Durham: University of New Hampshire Library (603) 862-1777
New Jersey Newark Public Library (201) 733-7815
New Mexico Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Library (505) 277-5441
New York Albany: New York State Library (518) 474-5125

Buffalo and Erie County Public Library (716) 856-7525 Ext. 267
New York Public Library (The Research Libraries) (212) 930-0850

North Carolina Raleigh: D. H. Hill Library, N.C. State University (919) 737-3280
Ohio Cincinnati & Hamilton County, Public Library of (513) 369-6936

Cleveland Public Library (216) 623-2870
Columbus: Ohio State University Libraries (614) 422-6286
Toledo/Lucas County Public Library (419) 255-7055 Ext. 212

Oklahoma Stillwater: Oklahoma State University Library (405) 624-6546
Pennsylvania Cambridge Springs: Alliance College Library (814) 398-2098

Philadelphia: Franklin Institute Library (215) 448-1321**
Pittsburgh: Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh (412) 622-3138
University Park: Pattee Library, Pennsylvania State University . . (814) 865-4861

Rhode Island Providence Public Library (401) 521-7722 Ext. 226
South Carolina Charleston: Medical University of South Carolina (803) 792-2372
Tennessee Memphis & Shelby County Public Library and Information

Center (901) 725-8876
Texas Austin: McKinney Engineering Library, University of Texas. ... (512) 471-1610

Dallas Public Library (214) 749-4176
Houston: The Fondren Library, Rice University (713) 527-8101 Ext. 2587

Washington Seattle: Engineering Library, University of Washington (206) 543-0740
Wisconsin Madison: Kurt F. Wendt Engineering Library, University of

Wisconsin (608) 262-6845
Milwaukee Public Library (414) 278-3043

All of the above-listed libraries offer CASSIS (Classification And Search Support Information System), which
provides direct, on-line access to Patent and Trademark Office data.

'Collection organized by tubjecl matter.

**Call only between the houn of ICMX) a.m. and SOO p.m. ^
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PATENT EXAMINING CORPS
RENE D. TEGTMEYER, Assistant Commissioner

WILLIAM FELDMAN, Deputy Assistant Commissioner

CONDITION OF PATENT APPLICATIONS AS OF April 2, 1983

PATENT EXAMINING GROUPS

CHEMICAL EXAMINING GROUPS

Actual

Filing Date
of Oldest

New Case

Awaiting

Action

GENERAL CHEMISTRY AND PETROLEUM CHEMISTRY, GROUP 1 10—D. E. TALBERT. Director
Inorganic Compounds; Inorganic Compositions; Organo-Metal and Organo-Metailoid Chemistry; MeUllurgy Metol-

lurgical Apparatus; Metal Stock; Electro Chemistry; Batteries; Hydrocarbons; Mineral Oil Technology; Lubricating
Compositions; Gaseous Compositions; Fuel and Igniting Devices.

GENERAL ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. GROUP 120-C. E. VAN HORN. Director
Heterocyclic Amides; Alkaloids; Azo; Sulfur; Misc. Esters; Carbohydrates; Herbicides; Poisons; Medicines; Cosmetics-
Steroids; Oxo and Oxy; Qumones; Acids; Carboxylic Acid Esters; Acid Anhydrides; Acid Halides.

HIGH POLYMER CHEMISTRY. PLASTICS AND MOLDING. GROUP 140-J. O. THOMAS, JR.. Director
Synthetic Resins; Rubber; Proteins; Macromolecular Carbohydrates; Mixed Synthetic Resin Compositions; Synthetic
R«ins With Natural Polymers and Resms; Reclaiming; Pore-Forming; Compositions (Part) e.g.. Coating; Molding;
Ink; Prosthdontics; Adhesive and Abrading Compositions; Molding, Shaping, Treating Process, and Apparatus
Therefor; Irradiation (Part); Bleaching; Dyeing; Leather, Fur and Textile Treating Compositions.

COATING, LAMINATING AND PHOTOGRAPHY. GROUP 160-S. N. ZAHARNA, Dir«;tor
CMtmg: Processes. Apparatus and Misc. Products; Laminating Methods and Apparatus; Stock Materials; Adhesive
Bonding; Special Chemical Manufactures; Special Utility Compositions; and PhotoKraohv

SPECIALIZED CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES AND CHEMICAL ENGINEERING. GROUP 170-
R. F. WHITE. Director

Fertilizers; Foods; Fermentation; Analytical Chemistry; Reactors; Sugar and Surcli; Paper Making; Glass Manufac-
ture; Gas; Heating and Illuminating; Cleaning Processes; Liquid Purification; Distillation; Preserving; Liquid, Gas,
and Solid Separation; Gas and Liquid Contact Apparatus; Refrigeration; Concentrative Evaporators; Mineral Oils
Apparatus; Misc. Physical Processes.

ELECTRICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS. PHYSICS AND RELATED ELEMENTS. GROUP 210—S. W. ENGLE, Director

Goieration and Utilization; General Applications; Conversion and Distribution; Heating and Related Art Conductors-
Switches; Photography; Motion Pictures; Horology; Acoustics; Recorders; Weighing Scales.

SPECIAL LAWS ADMINISTRATION. GROUP 220-KENNETH L. CAGE. DiFector
Ordnance, Firearms and Ammunition; Lubrication; Illumination; Nuclear Reactors; Acoustics, Communications, Op-

tics; Radar; Directional Radio; Torpedoes; Seismic Exploring; Cathode Ray Tube Circuitry; Cryptography- Laser
Devices; Radioactive Materials; Powder Metallurgy, Rocket Fuels; Special, Fuel, Explosive and Thermic Composi-
tions; Thermal and Photoelectric Batteries.

INFORMATION TRANSMISSION, STORAGE. AND RETRIEVAL. GROUP 230-EARL LEVY, Director
Communications; Multiplexing Techniques; Television; Facsimile; Data Processing, Computation and Conversion-
Storage Devices and Related Arts.

RECEPTACLES. CLEANING. WINDING, AND MEASURING, GROUP 240-
G. M. FORLENZA, Director

'^^^fE^T*'
?**""«*= -^O'"' Packing; Conduits; Switches; Presses; Plumbing Fixtures; Textiie iSpinning; Cleaning-

Food Trrating; Agitating; Centnfugal Separating; Geometrical Instruments; Sound Recording; Image Projectors-Web Feeding; Winding and Reeling; Cable Hoists; Measuring and Testing; Indicating; Fluent Material Handling;
Shaft; Impellers; Rotary Fluid Motors.

=» © «,

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT SYSTEMS AND DEVICES. GROUP 250-S. S. MATTHEWS. Director
Semi-Conductor and Space Discharge Systems and Devices; Electronic Component Circuite; Wave Transmission
Lines and Networks; Optics; Radiant Energy; Measuring.

DESIGN, GROUP 290-KENNETH L. CAGE, Director .

Industrial Arts; Household. Personal and Fine Arts.

MECHANICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
HANDLING AND TRANSPORTING MEDIA. GROUP 310-B R. GRAY. Director

Conveyore; Hoists; Elevators; Article Handling Implements; Store Service; Sheet Feeding; Dispensing; Fluid Sprin-
kling; Fire Extinguishers; Com Handling; Check Controlled Apparatus; Classifying and Assorting Solids; Boats-

WA-rloPt't cu**n,v^^ '^.°i^M"/*r-4l'**
^«*>'cles and Appurtenances; Brakes; Railways and Railway Equipment.MATERIAL SHAPING. ARTICLE MANUFACTURING. TOOLS. GROUP 320-STEPHEN G. KUNIN, Director

Manufactunng Processes, Assembling, Combined Machines, Special Article Making; Metal Deforming; Sheet Metal
and Wire Working; Metal Fusion-Bonding. Metal Founding; Machine Tools for Shaping or Dividing; Work and

aiuitI^ciSt Sv,^^vT',5o''i"«AJ^'A\^"^'^''y' ^^'^^^' Fishing. Etc.; Butchering; and Books and Printed Matter.AMUSEMENT. HUSBANDRY. PERSONAL TREATMENT. INFORMATION. GROUP 330—
R. E. AEGERTER. Director

Amusement and Exercising Devices; Projectors; Animal and Plant Husbandry; Plants; Harvesting; Earth Working and
Excavating; Tobacco; Artificial Body Members; Dentistry; Jewelry; Surgery; Toiletry; Printing; Typewriters; Infor-
mation Dissemination.

HEAT. POWER, AND FLUID ENGINEERING, GROUP 340-D. J. STOCKING, Director 1Power Plants; Combustion Engines; Fluid Motors; Reaction Motors; Pumps; Rotary Engines and Pumps; Heat Gener-
ation and Exchange; Refngeration; Ventilation; Drying; Temperature and Humidity Regulation; Couplings; Gearing
Fluid Handling and Control; Lubrication. ^ e.
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GENERAL CONSTRUCTIONS, TEXTILES, MINING AND GEARING. GROUP 350—
A. L. SMITH. Director
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T103,801

MIRROR MULTIPLEXOR FOR LINEAR IMAGE
SENSORS

Duane E. Grant, 445 S. 68th St., Boulder, Colo. 80303, and

RandaU A. Maddoz, 416 Woodfiew Dr., Uxington, Ky. 40509

Continuation of Ser. No. 152,442, May 22, 1980, abandoned.

This appUcation Aug. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,723

Int a.3 HOIJ 40/14

U.S. a. 250—578
2 Sheets Drawing. 20 Pages Specification

retained in a window (11) in the dial of a calendar wnstwatch

'^kT'

An optical apparatus and method for multiplexing (that is

splitting) an optical ray or rays emanating from a line object

disposed at the platen of a scanner. The procedure enables

multiple images of a line object to be formed at the image

plane. The apparatus includes a plurality of fixed and movable
mirrors disposed to fold the rays along separate optical axis

through a common lens onto a plurality of linear photosensi-

tive arrays. The arrays are disposed at the image plane of the

scanner. The arrays are configured with the centers of each

array being disposed symmetrical with respect to the principal

axis of the lens.

In one embodiment a plurality of optical filters are disposed so

that each filter intercepts one of the optical axis exiting from

the lens. The rays which are associated with each axis pass

through the filters onto the linear photosensitive arrays. The
configuration is ideally suited for use in a single pass color

scanner.

T103,802

MAGNinCATION LENS FOR DATE DIAL IN A
WRISTWATCH

Joseph Rinaldl, 38 Old Colony Dr., Watertown, Conn. 06795

FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 423,887

Int. a? G02B 27/02

U.S. a. 350—114
1 Sheets Drawing. 7 Pages S|M>ciflcation

A magnification lens (12) is disclosed which fits into and is

and is arranged to magnify indicia (10) on a date ring rotatable

beneath the window.

T103,803

PHOTOGRAPHIC SPEED INCREASING AND LATENT
IMAGE STABILIZING COMPOUNDS, SILVER HALIDE

EMULSIONS, AND PHOTOGRAPHIC ELEMENTS
Roger Lok, Hilton; John P. Freeman, Rochester, and WUlian N.

Baum, Henrietta, all of N.Y.

Di?ision of Ser. No. 320,794, Not. 11, 1981, Pat. No. 4,378,426.

This appUcation Aug. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 408,536

Int. a.^ C07D 277/82, 263/58, 235/30

VS. a. 548—121

No Drawing. 22 Pages Speciflcatioa

Photographic silvef halide emulsions show increased speed

and reduced latent image fading when a compound of the

following structure is incorporated:

X [ ^Z-CH2C= CH

wherein:

X is —O— . —S— . —Se— , or

R
—N—

;

Y represents the atoms completing a fused aromatic nucleus;

Z is

R R
—CH2N— or —N—

;

and

R is hydrogen or lower alkyl of from 1 to 5 carbon atoms.

I
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Re. 31,479 Re. 31,480

HOT WIRE TONGUE AND GROOVE CUmNG FLUID CONTROL APPARATUS
APPARATUS Emery Mi^or, 1210 Brickyard Cove Rd., Point Richmond,

David L. Uwis, 9 Candee Rd^ Pnwpect, Cobb. 06712 Calif. 94801

OrigiBal No. 4,221,148, dated Sep. 9, 1980, Ser. No. 23,019, Original No. 4,313,464, dated Feb. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 91.726, Nov.

Mar. 22, 1979. AppUcation for reinne Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 6, 1979. AppUcatioa for reiMoe Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No.

427,159 362,111

Int a.J B26F 3/12 Int Q.' F04B 1 1/00

VS. a. 83—869 17 dainu U.S. Q. 137—544 9ClainM

K ,U

1. A hot-wire cutting apparatus for cutting a plurality of

grooves in a foamed synthetic resin workpiece having a first

face and a second, substantially planar, face extending substan-

tially perpendicularly to the first face, comprising:

a. a support structure providing a bed surface that defmes a

substantially horizontal bed plane;

b. guide means mounted on said support structure adjacent

said bed siuface and providing a guide surface defming a

cutting plane extending at a right angle to said bed plane

for gtiiding the workpiece when its first and second faces

are in abutting relationship with said bed and guide sur-

faces, respectively, said bed surface and said guide surface

defining a path of travel in a direction parallel to the line

of intersection of said bed plane and said cutting plane;

c. groove-cutting-wire motmting means mounted on said

support structure adjacent said bed surface and said guide

means;

d. at least one groove-cutting wire mounted on said groove-

cutting-wire mounting means to provide a plurality of

generally U-shaped operative portions vertically spaced

from each other and from said bed surface, each of said

operative portions extending through said cutting plane

with its leg portions vertically spaced apart and its web
portion disposed inwardly of said cutting plane above said

bed plane; and

e. means electrically connected to said groove-cutting wire

and adapted for connection to a voltage source for apply-

ing voltage from said voltage source to said groove-cut-

ting wire to cause current to flow through said groove-

cutting-wire operative portions and thereby to heat said

operative portions, said operative portions thereby tend-

ing to cut vertically spaced grooves extending longitudi-

nally in the direction of said path of travel in the second

face of the associated workpiece when the first and second

faces of the associated workpiece are in abutting relation-

ship with said bed and guide surfaces, respectively, and

the workpiece is moved in the direction of said path of

travel past said groove-cutting wires.

1. Fluid control apparatus comprising in combination:

mounting means;

at least one inlet check valve assembly mounted on said mount-

ing means;

at least one [inletJ outlet check valve assembly mounted on

said mounting means in fluid flow communication with

said inlet check valve assembly, each of said check valve

assemblies including a movable valve member and a valve

seat cooperable to permit passage of fluid therethrough in

a predetermined direction;

filter means operatively associated with each of said check

valve assemblies for removing particulate matter from

liquid passing through said check valve assembUes; and

a pulse damper device comprising a primary housing interior

deflned by said mounting means in fluid flow communica-

tion with said outlet check valve assembly and a dispenser

orifice formed in said moimting means, a piston including

a ram portion slidably positioned in said primary housing

interior and responsive to fluid pressure in said primary

housing interior to move away from said dispenser orifice,

a coil compression spring continuously urging said piston

toward said dispenser orifice, and a spring housing

mounted on said motmting means for accomodating said

coil compression spring and having a bearing surface

maintaining said spring in compression against an element

of said piston, seal means disposed between said primary

housing and said spring housing and having an aperture

within which said piston ram portion is slidably disposed,

said seal means maintaining the housing interior, the coil

compression spring and the piston element out of contact

with said fluid.

Re. 31,481

SHEAR TYPE TREE CUTTING DEVICE
Joaeph S. Choat, Rte. 1, Box 358, OdcaviUe, Ala. 35120

OrigiBal No. 3,493,020, dated Feb. 3, 1970, Ser. No. 611,936,

Jan. 26, 1967. AppUcatioB for rciarae Oct 1, 1979, Ser. No.

80,307

iBt a.} AOIG 23/08

VJS. a. 144—34 E 4 OaiflH

8. A tree cutting device comprising a frame, said frame

including a jaw means adapted to clampingly engage a cylin-

drical object specifically oriented adjacent said jaw means, and

means carried by said frame adapting the latter to be supported
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/free

for oscillation about a horizontal ajiis through an arc of at least

generally ninety degrees whereby said frame may be swung
from a position in which said jaw means may grip an upright
free to a position in which said jaw means may grip a horizon-
tally disposed tree portion, said means adapting said frame to
be supported for oscillation about a horizontal axis being oper-
able to locate said axis spaced from but adjacent said jaws
whereby the radius of the arc of swinging movement of said
jaw means during oscillation of said frame will not be exces-
sively great so as to limit freedom of oscillatory movement of
said frame in heavily wooded areas, said frame being elongated
and said jaw means being disposed at one end thereof, said
frame including a shear-type cutting blade mounted thereon

for reciprocal movment therealong between an inactive posi-
tion remote from said jaw means and an active position cooper-
able with said jaw means to shear a tree member clampingly
engaged by said jaw means, said means carried by the leading
end of said platform including generally horizontal arm means
pivotally secured at one end to said platform for movement
about a horizontal axis extending transversely of said arm
means and with the other end of said arm means projecting
outwardly of said platform, said frame being pivotally sup-
ported from the other end of said arm means for rotation about
a horizontal axis extending transversely of said arm means, said
means connected between said arm means and said platform
including an elongated tension member supported at one end
from said platform and secured to said frame at its other end.

Re. 31,482 '

METHOD FOR CENTRIFUGAL CASTING AND
ARTICLES SO PRODUCED

CSnrla H. Noble, 2307 Manama Dr., Birmingham, Ala. 35213
Origiiial No. 4,124,056, dated Not. 7, 1978, Ser. No. 778,705,
Mar. 17, 1977. AppUcation for reiasne Oct 31, 1980, Ser. No.
202,755

Int a.' B22D J3/02; B22C 3/00. 13/10
VJS. a. 164-114

, 21 Claims

^ '

^

^TT^ll'-
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a melting point significantly higher than the temperature
of the molten metal to be cast, a specific gravity of at least

2.25, and a particle size such that at least 95% of the
particles have a maximum dimension not exceeding IDS
microns;

rotating the mold to distribute said quantity of refractory
material centrifugally and thereby establish over the entire
active surface of the mold a layer of said refractory mate-
rial which is thicker than desired for casting;

densifying the layer of refractory particulate material by
routing the mold at a rate such that the particulate refrac-
tory material is subjected to centrifugal force adequate to
establish an equivalent specific gravity, determined by
multiplying the actual specific gravity of the refractory
material by the number of gravities ofcentrifugal force, or
at least 7.5; contouring the iimer surface of said layer, to
the form desired for the article to be cast, by positioning
against the inner portion of the layer, while continuing to
rotate the mold, a contouring tool having a working edge
which extends longitudinally of the mold and which has a
longitudinal profile identical with that desired for the
article to be cast,

said quantity of refractory material, and the position of said
contouring tool relative to the active mold surface, being
such that, after contouring, the thinnest portion of said
layer will have a thickness equal to at least 5 times the
maximum dimension of the particles of the [predomi-
nent] predominant fraction of the particulate material and
significantly greater than the maximum dimension of the
largest particle in the particulate material I;J .thepanicles
of the layer, after densifying and contouring the layer, being
sopacked together in the layer that the voids at the surface of
the layer are too small to be entered by the molten metal:

rotating the mold at a casting rate such as to apply to the
densified and contoured layer a centrifugal force of at

least 10 gravities; and
introducing the molten metal for casting while continuing to

rotate the mold at said casting rate, rotation of the mold
being continued at said casting rate at least until the mol-
ten metal has covered the inner surface of the densified
layer of refractory material.

Re. 31 483
LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURE WITH ENHANCED BASS

RESPONSE
John O. Hniby, Jr., 1240 Alta Paseo, Burbank, Calif. 91501
Original No. 4,139,076, dated Feb. 13, 1979, Ser. No. 873,235,

Jan. 30, 1978. Continnation of Ser. No. 212,986, Dec 4, 1980,
abandoned. Application for reiasne Oct 25, 1982, Ser. No.
436,628

lat a? H04R 1/28
U.S. a. 181—151 15 aaimi

1. In the production of tubular metal articles by centrifugal
casting in a hollow metal mold having an active mold surface
which is of circular cross-section transverse to the axis of mold
rotation, the improvement comprising

introducing into the mold a quantity consisting essentially of
a dry finely particulate binderiess free flowing milled
refractory material, said refractory material being inert at

the teq^perature of the molten metal to be cast and having

14. A loudspeaker enclosure comprising for each loud^teaker
mountable to the enclosure, a primary chamber definite a princi-

pal interior volume and a secondary chamber defining a minor
interior volume substantially smaller than the principal interior

volume, the primary chamber having a front wall with outer and
inner faces, the inner face fanning a front boundary of selected

height and width dimensionsfor the principal volume, the second-

January 3, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

ary chamber being defined by an elongated housing essentially
permanently sealed to thefront wall of the primary chamber and
projecting beyond one of the faces of the primary chamber front
wall, said housing defining a speaker mounting opening which
opens essentially directly to the exterior of the enclosure from a
front boundary of the minor volume, said housing defining a
second simple opening disposed substantially coaxial with the
speaker mounting opening at a rear boundary ofthe minor volume
and which opens through the minor volume rear boundary to the
principal volume, the second opening providing simple and direct
communication between the principal and minor volumes, the
minor volume at the second opening having height and width
dimensions which are less than and are in directions respectively
parallel to the height and width dimensions oftheprincipal volume
front boundary.

Re. 31,485
WAVEFORM TRANSITION SENSITIVE JOSEPHSON
JUNcnoN QRcurr having sense bus and logic

APPLICATIONS
Sadeg M. Faris, Vorktowo Heigtati, N.Y., aHignor to Intenia-

tional Bniineii Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.
Original No. 4,149,097, dated Apr. 10, 1979, Ser. No. 865^15.

Dec. 30, 1977. Application for reianic Apr. 9, 1981, Ser. No.
252,657

Int. a.5 H03K 19/195, 5/153
U.S. a. 307-476 45 OaimM

•UlJfC
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Re. 31 484
ANTI-OXIDATION FLUID REPLENISHER CONTROL
SYSTEM FOR PROCESSOR OF PHOTOSENSITIVE

MATERIAL
Theodore A. Melander, and Ralph L. Chamley, botii of Minne-

apolis, Minn., assignors to Pako Corporation, Minneapolis,
Minn.

Original No. 4,174,169, dated Not. 13, 1979, Ser. No. 882,804,
Mar. 2, 1978. AppUcation for reissue Feb. 13, 1981, Ser. No.
234,388

Int a.3 G03D 3/06
UA a 354-324 31 Claims

'•okust

1. A control system for controlling anti-oxidation replen-
isher means to provide anti-oxidation fluid to a processor of
photosensitive material, the control system comprising:

count decision means responsive to whether use-related
chemical replenishment is occurring within the processor
for providing a first signal when use-related chemical
replenishment is not occurring and a second signal when
use-related chemical replenishment is occurring;

counter means operatively coupled to the count decision
means for holding a first predetermined value and for
counting in one direction in value whenever the count
decision means provides the first signal and for counting in
the opposite direction in value whenever the count deci-
sion means provides the second signal; and

detection means operatively coupled to the counter means
for detecting the occurrence of a second predetermined
value in the counter means and for causing the anti-oxida-
tion replenisher means to initiate anti-oxidation fluid re-

plenishment.

1. A waveform transition sensitive circuit comprising:
a device capable of carrying Josephson current,
a current source connected to said device to provide curr^t

flow therein of a given polarity,

a utilization circuit connected to said device,
at least a source of current pulses each of said pulses under-

going at least a pair of waveform transitions, and
means connected to said device and said at least a source of

current pulses responsive to said at least a pair of wave-
form transitions for generating at least transition currents
of said given polarity and of a polarity opposite to said
given polarity in said device to switch it and deliver said
current to said utilization device when said current in said
device and a transition current of said at least transition
currents are of the same polarity.

Re. 31 486
RAPID STARTING OF GAS DISCHARGE LAMPS

James G. Helmuth, Monroria, Calif., aasignor to Cbadwick-Hel-
muth Company, Inc., El Monte, Calif.

Original No. 3,944,876, dated Mar. 16, 1976, Ser. No. 510.440,
Sep. 30, 1974. AppUcation for reissue May 20, 1982, Ser. No
380,074

Int a.^ HOSB 41/16. 41/24
U.S. a. 315-205 14 Claims

1. In a starting device for a gas discharge lamp to which
main AC voltage is supplied via lamp electrodes,

a. first means electrically connected with at least one lamp
electrode to apply to the lamp a succession of transient
voltage pulses of declining amplitudes [transient volUge
pulse] which initially [changes] change in amplitude in
a polarity direction relatively in opposition to the polarity
of the main voltage simultaneously supplied to at least one
(7/"the electrodes,

b. said first means including circuitry to cause said [pulse]
pulses to thereafter change in amplitude in a polarity direc-
tion in aid of the polarity of the main voluge simulu-
neously supplied to at least one of the electrodes, whereby
the lamp may be re-started when hot.
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5,168

ROSE PLANT CV. AROCAD
Herbtft C. Swim, and Jack E. ChiiiteBaen, both of Ontario,

Calif., aasignon to Annitrong Nnnerics, Inc., Ontario, Calif.

Filed Jon. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 390,924

Int a.3 AOIH 5/00
U.S. a. Pit—16 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of rose plant of the hybrid tea

class, substantially as herein shown and described, being partic-

ularly characterized in its rich apricot flower coloration, its

plant vigor, and the abundance of large, well-formed flowers

produced on strong stems of a length suitable for cutting.

5,169

BEGONU PLANT NAMED CONNIE
Erland V. Schelbeclc, Odenac, Denmark, aaaignor to L. Daehn-

feldt Ltd., Odenae, Denmark
Filed Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 420,500

Int CL^ AOIH 5/00
U.S. a. Pit—68 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct cultivar of begonia known by the

cultivar name Connie, as described and illustrated, and particu-

larly characterized by its double rose-red flowers which are up
to S cm. in diameter; medium size dark green glabrous leaves;

upright and compact growth habit; ease of propagation; excel-

lent and continuous flowering year round, and excellent keep-

ing qualities.

5,170

AFRICAN VIOLET PLANT
Reinbold Holtkamp, laaclbvi, Fed. Rep. of Gcrauuiy,

to Gcaaeilachaftffertrag nber die ErflnderaeaeiMchafI "OP-
TIMARA", lawlbarg. Fed. Rep. of GcrMmy

Filed Sep. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 300,629

Int a.J AOIH 5/O0
II.S. a. Pit—«9 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct cultivar of African violet plant known
by the cultivary name Rhode Island and particularly charac-
terized by the combined features of intensive piiUc flower
color, with a somewhat darker pink center; profuse blooming
habit providing a corolla which appears rather fluffy during
full bloom; dark green shiny leaves; excellent growth habit,

producing up to 15 flower stems, each of which contains up to

12 or more flowers per stem, with the flowers being long
lasting and non-dropping, and by its ability to provide a sale-

able plant within 8 weeks after potting.

5,171

TOMATO PLANT
Carroll G. Brigga, San Joan Bantiata, Calif., aaaignor to The

Upjohn Company, Kalamaioo, Midi.

Filed Jan. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 340,956

Int a.' AOIH 5/00
U.S. a. Pit—89 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of a hybrid tomato plant sub-

stantially as herein shown and described.
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GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
4,423,523

OVERLAPPING BIBS ON STRIP
Bcreriy B. Bodner, 5914 Cwdl A?c^ Agovi, Calif. 91301, aod

Bonnie J. Udmuum, 290 Mountain Hone RL, Woodride,
Calif. 94062

Continnation of Scr. No. 300,520, Sep. 21, 1981, abandoned. This
appUcation Jnl. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 404,516

Int CL3 A41D 27/12
VS. a. 2—49 R 19 OainM

,y-
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1. Apparel for covering at least part of the clothing on a
person for keeping said clothing clean, said apparel compris-
ing:

a flrst panel having absorbent characteristics.

a second panel having non-absorbent characteristics, said

flrst panel and said second panel being substantially the
same size, said flrst panel and said second panel combined
at least in part for forming a unitary article,

said flrst panel and said second panel offset from each other
so that the upper part of said flrst panel is free from said

second panel and the lower part of said second panel, is

free from said first panel, .

means coupled to said upper part of said flrst panel said

means having adhesive characteristics on its face for se-

curing said apparel to said person's clothing.

4,423,524

SUSPENSION SYSTEM FOR HEADGEAR
Douglas R. Kralik, and Hal D. Mitchell, both of RoUa, Mo.,

assignors to A*T-0 Inc., Willonghby, Ohio
FUed Feb. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 238,230

Int a.3 A42B 3/02
U.S. a. 2—416 22 CUims

for permitting extension and contraction, and elastically de-
formable means receivable in said pocket means, said elasti-

cally deformable means being adapted elastically to deform
when tension is applied to the strap means to extend it, as when
an impact load is applied to the system, the deformation of said

means serving to attenuate the shock from said appUed impact
load, said elastically deformable means being adapted to return

sustantially to iu undeformed shape when said tension is re-

moved from the strap means upon termination of said impact
load thereby to effect contraction of said strap means, said

pocket means comprising a pair of pockets extending generally
transversely of the strap means, said elastically deformable
means comprising a pair of elastically deformable members
receivable in said pockets, said members being selectively

removable from their respective pockets for varying the length
of the strap means and for permitting visual inspection of the
members.

4,423,525

HEART VALVE PROSTHESIS
Franco Vallana, and Gioachino Bona, both of Tnria, Italy, as-

signors to Sorin BiooMdica S.pA., Saloggia, Italy

FUed Oct 22, 1981, Ser. No. 313^43
Claims priority, application Italy, JoL 14, 1981, 67972 A/81

Int a.3 A61F 1/22
UAQ. 3—1.5 _ ICIaiB

A 3b

14. A shock attenuation system comprising strap means of a
substantially inextensible material having pocket means therein

1. A heart valve prosthesis comprising an annular frame, a

disc-shaped obturator, and means for coupling the obturator to

the annular frame which allow the obturator to rotate around
its central axis and to orient itself about one of its chordal axes,

under the action of the blood flow, between an open angular

position and a closed angular position so as to allow the free

flow of blood through the aperture of the annular frame in one
direction and the interruption of the flow in the opposite direc-

tion, respectively, wherein said coupling means are such as to

enable the obturator to orient itself perpendicular to the plane

of the frame in the open angular position, and the side of the

obturator which faces away from the central axis of the annu-

lar fragie in the open angular position is deflned, at least over
a major portion of its peripheral part by a surface which is

generated by rotation about the central axis of the obturator, of
a curve, the locus of centres of curvature of which lies at a

flnite distance on the opposite side of said curve from a curve
which generates, by rotation about said central axis of the

obturator, a surface deflning the other side of the obturator,

whereby, when the obturator is in the open angular position,

blood flowing through the aperture of the annular frame is

smoothly deflected over and around the obturator.
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4,423,526

RESILIENT GASKET BETWEEN TOILET BOWL AND
DRAINPIPE

Lewis B. Izzi, Sr^ Shelby, N.C^ Mrignor to Plastic Oddities,

Ibc^ Shelby, N.C.

Filed Apr. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 370,187

Int CLJ E03D 11/10. 11/16; Fl« 15/12
VS. CL 4—252 R 5 Claims

1. A gasket sealing device for fitting inside a rigid generally

cylindrical shell member for connecting a toilet bowl with an
outlet horn to a drain pipe, said shell member having a circum-
ferential flange surrounding a central opening connection to a
drain pipe and with bolt holes through the flange for mounting
the flange and drain pipe firmly to a floor and for supporting
the toilet bowl on the flange, the sealing device for fitting

concentrically between the toilet bowl and inner surface of the

shell member for preventing the escape of odors from the seal

between a toilet bowl mounted on the flange and the drain

pipe, comprising in combination, a flexible disc of sealant

materia] having a memory that causes it to attain its original

shape after being flexed, said disc having a diameter great

enough to substantially cover said flange with bolt holes on
opposite sides of the disc in registration with bolt holes of the

flange, said disc further having a central opening for extending
inside the shell central opening and shaped for receiving there-

into the toilet bowl outlet horn in frictionally contacting seal-

ing engagement to flexibly engage the toilet bowl horn and
conform to its shape thereby to keep odors from escaping from
the drain pipe through the sealing engagement, whereby the

toilet bowl can be removed and replaced and thereby still

attain a frictional leakproof seal even if not exactly replaced in

the same position because of the sealant material memory
without requiring replacement of the disc, and whereby the

location of the disc may be retained in place and centered on
the flange by means of the registered bolt holes.

4,423,527

FABRICATED FLOOR DRAIN WITH COMBINATION
ANCHORING AND SEEPAGE CONTROL FLANGE

Earl L. Morris, La Habrt Heights, and V. Walter Hafiier,

Whittier, both of Califs assignors to Acorn Engineering, City

of Indnstry, Calif.

FOcd Sep. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 428,405

Int a.J E03C 1/26
VJS. CL 4—288 12 Claims

1. A fabricated floor drain for waste reception comprising:
a receptor body having an outwardly extending top rim

extending around the top thereof, side walls and a bottom
outlet;

flange means sealingly affixed about the entire exterior of the

side walls of the receptor body just above the point at

which said flange means meets the wall; and
membrane clamp means held against the under surface of the

top rim, said membrane clamp means having two ends, the
first end having at least one clamp bar which abuts the
upper surface ofmembrane to be held against the flat shelf

portion of the flange means and the second end of the
clamp means being held against the under surface of the
top rim and not protruding above said top rim.

4,423,528

TWO PIECE MOLDED FIBERGLASS SHOWER UNIT
Charies A. Wiedmeier, 3323 W. Cypress, Phoenix, Ariz. 85009
Continuation of Scr. No. 112,083, Jan. 14, 1980, abandoned. This

appUcation May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374,444

Int a.J A47K 3/22
VS. a. 4—613 5 Claims

1. A two-piece molded fiberglass shower unit comprising in

combination:

(a) a base section, said base section including a floor surface,

a drain hole extending through the floor surface, a wall

surrounding and continuous with said floor surface, a
continuous top surface of said wall, and a continuous

sealing ridge extending vertically from said top surface,

said sealing ridge extending along a substantial portion of
said top surface and leaving a gap corresponding to an
entryway of said shower unit; and

(b) a unitary wall section for attachment to said base section,

said unitary wall section bounding a volume and having a

side opening corresonding to and partially bounding the

entry way of said shower unit, said unitary wall section

including a continuous bottom flange, said bottom flange

having therein a continuous ridge receiving slot for re-

ceiving said sealing ridge, said sealing ridge closely fltting

in said ridge receiving slot for providing a sealed junction

between said base section and said unitary wall section

and for rigidly attaching said base section to said unitary

wall section, whereby said base section can be installed or

positioned before attachment of said unitary wall section

thereto,

said base section including a single piece section composed
of molded flberglass;

said base section being substantially rectangular, said base

section having first, second, third and fourth sides, said

sealing ridge extending along said fust, second and third

sides, said imitary wall section having first, second and
third wall panels, said ridge receiving groove extending

coextensively with said sealing ridge along said first

second and third wall panels of said wall section;

said unitary wall section including first and second flanges

extending forward from said first and second wall panels,

respectively, for effecting attachment of said unitary wall

section to walls of a bounded shower unit installation

region within which said shower unit is to be installed,

said first and second flanges being flush with an outer
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surface of said flrst and second sides of said base section,

whereby said flanges can be used as strips for nailing to

the walls of the bounded shower unit installation region or
for adhesive attachment thereto;

said unitary wall section including first second and third

horizontal reinforcing members attached to said first

second and third wall panels, respectively;

said wall of said base section having a vertical, upper, inner

wall surface, said unitary wall section having a vertical

lower, inner wall surface, said vertical, upper, inner wall

surface being flush with said vertical, lower, inner wall

surface when said base section is joined to said unitary

wall section such that said sealing qdge extends entirely

into said ridge receiving slot;

said wall of said base section having a vertical, upper, outer

wall surface, said unitary wall section having a vertical,

lower, outer wall surface, said vertical, upper, outer wall

surface being flush with said vertical, lower, outer wall

surface when said base section is joined to said unitary

wall sections such that said sealing ridge extends entirely

into said ridge-receiving slots;

said unitary wall section including flrst and second vertical

posts bounding the entryway of said two-piece molded
flberglass shower unit, said flrst and second vertical posts

being integral with said unitary wall section, there being

no vertical joints between said first and second vertical

posts and other portions of said unitary wall section,

whereby said two-piece molded flberglass shower unit

avoids build-up of residue or mildew of the type that

occurs in crevices, joints or seams that retain moisture in

multi-piece shower units.

4,423,529

DEVICE FOR RETAINING AND DRAINING KITCHEN
ARTICLES

Edward Drach, 275 McLean Atc., Yonkcrs, N.Y. 10705

FUed May 18, 1981, Ser. No. 264,702

Int a.3 A47L 19/02

VS. a. 4—656 10 Oaims

.-^

r

,"> ^

V J

1. A device for retaining and draining kitchen articles, for

use in connection with a sink having an interior recessed with

respect to a generally planar exterior surface, and a faucet

extending upward from said exterior surface, said device com-
prising first and second spaced, generally upstanding, side

surfaces, each having a bottom edge adapted to rest on the

exterior surface, a drainage surface mounted between said side

surfaces at an incline towards the interior of the sink, and

means situated on said drainage surface adapted to retain

kitchen articles, said drainage surface comprising a recess

adapted to receive said faucet therein and to permit same to at

least partially extend above said drainage surface, a portion of

said drainage surface being adapted to overhang the interior of

the sink, said portion having a drainage port therein, a gener-

ally upstanding wall mounted to said portion of said drainage

surface and adapted to partially extend below said drainage

surface into the interior of the sink, means located on said

upstanding wall for spacing said upstanding wall from the wall

of the interior of the sink, said port being substantially aligned

with the space between the sink wall and said upstanding wall

so as to permit drainage from said drainage surfape into the

sink.

4,423,530

SHOE UPPER HEAT SETTING MACHINE
Anthony M. White, Oadby, England, assignor to USM Corpora-

tion, Farmiagton, Conn.

FUcd Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,233

Int a.3 A43D 21/00
VS. a. 12—1 A 9 Claims

1. A machine for use in heat setting a lasted shoe upper
comprising:

a framework forming an elongated substantially enclosed

channel;

conveying means operable to convey lasted shoe uppers

along the channel;

heating means operable to supply heat to the channel to heat

a lasted shoe upper being conveyed along the channel to

cause heat setting of the lasted shoe upper; and

a resiliently deformable member secured to the framework
at one side of the channel and extending along the chan-

nel, the resiliently deformable member being arranged to

extend across the channel to engage a cooperating mem-
ber secured to the framework at the other side of the

channel and to thereby close the top of the channel, the

arrangement being such that, by deformation of the resil-

iently deformable member, the leg portion of the lasted

upper of a high-legged boot can be inserted between the

resiliently deformable member and the cooperating mem-
ber to be supported by these members as the upper is

conveyed along the channel.

4,423,531

FLEXIBLE HAIRBRUSH
Albert Wall, Lodi, Califs assignor to Pro-Flex, Inc., Stockton,

Calif.

FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 425,063

Int a.^ A46B 1/00. 9/02

VS. a. 15—187 19 ClaiM
1. A hairbrush comprising:

a generally planar bristle plate having a first face, a pair of

first longitudinal edges and a plurality of bristles extending

outwardly from said first face;

a pair of members in a facing relationship with respect to

each other, each of said members including a first portion,

a second portion and a third portion interposed said first

portion and said second portion, said first portion of each

of said members being engageable with a different one of

each of said lateral edges, said second portion of each of

said members together defining a handle dimensioned to

be received in a palm of a hand, said third portion of each

of said members having means for selectively manipulat-
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ing laid members in a first direction and in a second direc-

tion, said first face being concave when said members are

l:^..^

1. A duster comprising:

(a) a cylindrical step provided with a continuous thread from
a forward tip end thereof to a position intermediate the
ends of the stem;

(b) a length of ductile synthetic material spUt and crimped
transversely of its width to form bundles of fibers which
are joined together along one edge to form a band, said

fibers of the band being electrically charged;
(c) a supporting member secured to the cylindrical stem at

said tip end thereof, said member having a hollowed inte-

rior bounded by a front plate and a sidewall, said front

plate including a first notched portion which communi-
cates with the hollowed interior and with a notch extend-
ing along one side of the sidewall and a second notched
portion which communicates with the first notched por-
tion and a notch extending along the opposite side of said

sidewall, both said first notched portion in the front plate

and the notch along said one side of the sidewall being
dimensioned so as to allow the entry of the edge portion of
a tightly rolled end of said band into the hollowed interior

of the supporting member and to retain said edge portion
within the hollowed interior upon relaxation of the rolled

end, both said second notched portion and the notch along
said opposite side of the sidewall being dimensioned so as

to allow the unrolled edge portion of the band which is

adjacent the rolled end to pass therethrough whereby said

unroUed edge portion is positioned to be received in the
thread of the cylindrical stem;

(d) means provided at said position intermediate the ends of
the stem for securing an end of the band edge received in

the cylindrical stem thread; and
(e) a grip detachably mated with the unthreaded end of said

stem.

M23,533
FURNACE AIR PORT CLEANER

Byron L. Goodipeed, 1111 Hokomb Rd^ Kelio, WmL 98626
Filed Job. 9, 1962, Scr. No. 386^35

iBt CL^ D21C 7/14
UjS. CL 15—246 14

manipulated in said first direction and convex when said

members are manipulated in said second direction.

4,423,532

DUSTER
AUra Yagi, Takatnild; Hamo Niahimnra, Onka; Shii^ Bandai,

Kawaniihi; Mano K^jimald, Ibaragi; Yoahihiro NakjOima,
Onka, and NoriynU Matmmoto, Toyoaaka, all of Japan,
avigDon to DnaUa Franchiae Kahuriiflri Kaiaha, Osaka,
Japan

Filed Apr. 23, 1981, Scr. No. 256^35
Int CL^ A47L 13/40

UA CL 15—182 2 Claims

2. Apparatus for cleaning air port openings located in a wall
of a firebox, said firebox being provided with a wind box for
supplying air under pressure to said openings, said wind box
having an outer wall spaced from said wall of said firebox, said

apparatus comprising:

a plurality of rods each provided with a cleaning tip adapted
for insertion into one of said openings, said cleaning tip

being smaller than said opening in at least one lateral

direction,

mounting means for removable attachment to said wind box
for pivotally and slidably mounting said rods,

means for slidably advancing said rods in a direction primar-
ily longitudinal of said rods for inserting said cleaning tips

into said openings, and for subsequently retracting said

rods for retracting said cleaning tips from said openings,
and means for moving said rods in at least one laterial direc-

tion while said cleaning tips are inserted in said openings
and before retraction thereof to move said cleaning tips

along edges of said openings for dislodging residual

buildup therefrom, said means for moving said rods in at

least one lateral direction comprising means for pivoting
said rods with respect to said moimting means.

4,423,534

VACUUM CLEANER HANDLE LOCK
John B. Lyman, Bloomington, and George K. Weatergren, Lind-
wood TownaUp, Anoka County, both of Minn., asiignori to

Whirlpool Corporation, Benton Harbon, Mich.
FUed Dec. 14, 1981, Scr. No. 330,077

Int a.3 A47L 9/32
U.S. Q. 15—410 18 OainH

10. In a vacuum cleaner having a nozzle provided with a
wheel axle defining a pivot axis, a handle having a coimector
pivotally mounted to said nozzle to swing about a second axis

parallel to said axle pivot axis to and from a storage petition,

the improvement comprising:
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means on the connector defining a latching notch; and
a one-piece handle lock having a mounting portion pivotally

mounted to said axle to pivot about said pivot axis, a pair

of spaced shoulder portions defining a pair of stop shoul-

ders, a spring portion between said shoulder portions

engaging said nozzle for biasing the handle lock to releas-

ably engage said stop shoulders with said connector in

said latching notch and thereby retain said handle releas-

ably in said storage position, and a. manipulating portion

adapted to be engaged by a user for swinging the shoulder

portions away from engagement with said connector

against the biasing action of said spring portion, thereby to

release said handle for movement away from said storage

position.

IOt><

/3,

1. A spring balancer positionable between a fixed member
and a movable member having an end hingedly connected to

the fixed member so that the movable member is pivotable

about a substantially horizontal axis between open and closed

positions, said spring balancer comprising:

a cylinder;

a first bracket connected to one end of said cylinder for

connecting said balancer to one of the fixed and movable
members, the other end of said cylinder being open;

a rod having one end portion inserted into the open end of

the cylinder;

a second bracket connected to the other end portion of said

rod for connecting said balancer to the other of the fued

and movable members;

friction means positioned in the cylinder in the vicinity of

the open end for engaging the rod and for exerting a

friction force on the rod opposing movement thereof

during pivoting of the movable member;

a compression coil spring encompassing said cylinder and

said rod so that said spring is compressed when said one

end portion of said rod moves into said cylinder as said

movable member moves between open and closed posi-

tions thereof so that the compressed coil spring assists

movement of the movable member from its closed to its

open position; and

means for retaining the one end portion of the rod in said

cylinder.

4,423,536

TORQUE CANCELLING, TORQUE TYPE WINDOW
SASH BALANCE

Rex D. Croaa, 375 Fairfldd A?c Stanford, Conn. 06905
FUed Apr. 20, 1981, Scr. No. 255,750

Int a.' E05D 13/12
U.S. a. 16—197 10 ClaiiH

4^23,535
SPRING BALANCER

JiUi OJima, Ebina, and Ynichi Nagaac, Nagano, both of Japui,

aaignon to NHK Spring Co., Ltd., Yokohaau^ Japan
FUed Mar. 31, 1981, Scr. No. 249,719

Int a.3 E05F 5/06
\}&. a. 16—85 5 Claims

1. A window sash balance comprising a pair of oppositely

wound helical springs, means for attaching said springs to a

jam, a pair of oppositely wound actuators, each of said actua-

tors being oppositely wound with respect to an associated one
of said springs for winding said springs in opposite directions

when the balance is elongated and means for attaching said

actuators to a sash, the resultant torques produced by the

springs on the actuators being equal and opposite and substan-

tially cancelling each other when the balance is elongated.

4,423,537

HINGE BRACKET-MOUNTING PLATE ASSEMBLY
HAVING A SUDABLE LOCKING BOLT

Lodano SaUcc, Carinute, Italy, aaaignor to Deatachc Salicc

GmbH, Frcflicrg, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed No?. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 322,233

ClaiflH priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Gcrauay, Nov. 20,

1980, 3043789

Int CL' E05D 5/02. 7/12

U.S. CL 16—258 8 Claims

35 /i\

1. A hinge bracket-mounting plate assembly wherein the

mounting plate is provided on both sides with parallel guiding

grooves, ^ding lugs angled inwardly from the fianges of the

channel-shaped hinge bracket are slidable in the grooves until

the lugs abut stops formed by end faces of the grooves, and
detent means are provided for releasably locking the hinge

bracket to the mounting plate, characterized in that the mount-
ing bracket is formed with a recess, which extends transversely

to and connects the guiding grooves, two sliding plates are

provided, said sUding plates overlap each other in the middle

region of the mounting plate and are guided in said recess, each
sliding plate is formed with a substantially diagonal slot, which
cross each other and extend between pairs of diagonaUy oppo-
site comer portions of respective said sliding plates, the mount-
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ing plate is fonned in its center plane between the guiding
grooves with a bore, which is parallel to said grooves, a bolt is

slidably mounted in said bore and protrudes from that end
thereof which is the forward end in the direction of movement
of the hinge bracket as it is pushed onto the mounting plate,

said bolt carries a radial pin which extends through a slot, said

slot is fonned in the bottom of said recess and is parallel to the

bore, said radial pin extends into the diagonal slots of the
sliding plates, an abutment is provided at the rear end of the

bore, a prestressed compression spring is held in the bore
between the bolt and the abutment, the pin is adapted to en-

gage the forward end of the slot in the bottom of the recess to

hold the sliding plates in a position in which each sliding plate

extends into the adjacent guiding groove, and the length of the
guiding grooves from the forward edges of the sliding plates to

the end faces of said guiding grooves is as large as the length of
the sliding lugs.

4,423,538

WIRE CONNECTION
Millard P. Saylor, 1125 W. Greenbrier Ct., Arlington Heights,

ni. 60004

Filed Aug. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404,273

Int a.3 B65D 63/04
VS. a. 24—27

I
4 Oaims

-w /°x^'^l

1. A wire connection for joining two ends of a wire member
comprising:

a first end portion of the wire member adjacent one end
thereof being formed in a closed loop,

a second end portion of the wire adjacent the other of the
ends of the wire member being bent back over an adjacent
portion of the wire member to form a projection lying in

spaced relationshp thereto,

said projection having a free end spaced from said adjacent
portion, the end section of said free end portion having a
widened configuration relative to the adjacent portion of
said free end portion, said widened configuration forming
at least one bearing area,

said second end portion further forming a wire receiving
opening for permitting insertion of said closed loop pro-
jection and said adjacent wire portion,

said closed loop being arranged to be inserted in a first

direction through said opening to a position where said

projection passes said closed loop upon withdrawal of said
first end portion in a direction opposite to said first direc-

tion,

said second portion acting to be distorted in a secure connec-
tion with said closed loop upon application of a selected

tensile force on the wire member, said at least one bearing
area being wedged against another portion of said second
end portion after distortion, and

said second end portion deforms under application of the
tensile force to cause one section thereof to extend in

crossing relationship with yet another portion of said

second end portion.

a plurality of spacedly positioned and longitudinally ar-
ranged elastic strands,

a textile thread woven around the assembled group of said
elastic strands to form an elongated web,

the diameter of said strands being larger than the thickness
of the web between said strands, thereby forming a ribbed
configuration on each side of said web,

rigid tips on the extremities of said textile covered strands to
maintain the latter in assembled relationship to define a
tying member,

said textile thread being woven around said strands for
causing said strands to function substantially indepen-
dently of the other strands in the assembly, and

each longitudinal edge of said shoelace comprising a strand
covered by said textile thread woven therearound.

4,423,540

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A BEARING
HOUSING

Tadashi Hishida, 2-3, 2-cho, Kitashimizn-cho, Sakai-shi, Osaka-
fii, Japan

FUed Dec. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 327,738
Qaims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 15, 1980, 55-180982

Int. a.3 B23P 3/00. 19/04
U.S. a. 29-460 4 Claims
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4,423,539

PLASTIC LACES FOR RUNNING SHOES
Jeffrey Ifanboe, Chandler, Ariz., aarignor to Edwam I. Green-

berg, Chandler, Ariz.

Filed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,940

Int CL^ A43C 9/00
UJS.a 24—143 A

1. A shoelace comprising:
3Claini8

1. A method of manufacturing a bearing housing coaxially

accommodating two bearings, comprising the steps of fitting a
metal ring on a large-diameter portion of a core of a male mold,
fitting another metal ring on the outer ring of a bearing, fitting

said bearing and said another ring on a small-diameter portion
of said core, axially aligned with and spaced from said first

mentioned ring, fitting a female mold on said male mold with
a cavity left between -aid female mold and said male mold,
injecting fluid synthetic resin into said cavity, cooling and
curing said fluid synthetic resin so as to form a housing, taking
said housing out of said molds, pressing a shaft into said bear-
ing, fitting a sleeve on said shdt between said metal rings, and
inserting another bearing into a socket fonned by said first

mentioned metal ring on the large-diameter portion.

3. A method of manufacturing a bearing housing coaxially

accommodating two bearings, comprising the steps of fitting a
metal ring on a large-diameter portion ofa core ofa male mold,
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fitting another metal ring on the outer ring of a bearing, fitting

said bearing and said another ring on a small diameter portion
of a core of a female mold, axially aligned with and spaced
from said first mentioned ring, fitting said female mold on said

male mold with a cavity left between said female mold and said

male mold, injecting fluid synthetic resin into said cavity,

cooling and curing said fluid synthetic resin so as to form a
housing, taking said housing out of said molds, pressing a shaft

into said bearing, fitting a sleeve on said shaft between said

metal rings, and inserting another bearing into a socket fonned
by said first mentioned metal ring on the large-diameter por-

tion.

4,423,541

ROLLING MILL ROLL
Robert Marshall, Sheffield, England, assignor to Davy-Loewy

Limited, Sheffield, England

FUed Not. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,723

Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Not. 11, 1980,

8036178

Int. a.3 B60B 9/00; B21B 31/08
UJS. a. 29—117 4 Claims

marginal portion of said panel member including a narrow
laterally projecting tongue supported therefrom adapted to

project into said worn portion of said bore, said tongue being

transversely concavo-convex with the convex side thereof

adapted to at least substantially seat in said worn side of said

bore and the concave side thereof being adapted to oppose the

side of said bore remote from said worn side, at least one
ponton of one side surface of said panel member including an
adhesive coating, whereby said panel member may be adhe-
sively secured to one side of said frame plate.

4,423,543

METHOD FOR THE PRODUCTION OF A LINK-BELT
Gcrrit Vi. E. LeoTeUak, Haaksbergen, Nethcriands, asdgnor to

T.T. Haaksbergen B.V., Haaksbergea, Nethcriands
DiTisioB of Ser. No. 149,692, May 14, 1980, Pat No. 4,345,730.

This appUcation Jon. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 391,224
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 26,

1979, 2921491

Int a.' B23P 19/04
U.S. a. 2»—433 12 Claims

1. A rolling mill having adjustable axial compliance compris-

ing:

a. a sleeve having an axial bore;

b. an arbor within said bore and engaging said sleeve over a

limited central pari;

c. said arbor being spaced from said sleeve to form at each
side of said central pari an axially extending annular space;

and

d. in each said annular space, a plurality of annular wedge
devices about said arbor;

e. said wedge devices being contiguously axially arranged in

said space from said central pari and being expansible to

adjust the length of continuous suppon given by said

arbor to said sleeve.

4,423,542

APPARATUS FOR REPAIR OF WORN CLOCK FRAME
BEARING BORES

Gregory Stolarczyk, 12910 Orme Rd., Garfield Heights, Ohio
44125

FUed Dec. 18, 1980, Ser. No. 217,790

Int a? B23P 19/04

U.S.a.29—231 13 Claims

1. A repair journal for a worn shaft journal bore in a clock

frame plate, said repair journal comprising a panel member for

support from one side of said plate in paralleUy juxtaposition

thereto, said panel member including a marginal portion

thereof for disposition adjacent the worn side of said bore, said

1. A method for the manufacture of a link belt defmed by a

multiplicity of helical coils joined in side-by-side disposition by
hinge wires of a thermoplastic monofilament material threaded

through the interdigitated turns of adjacent such coils, includ-

ing the steps of arranging adjacent coils in interdigitated dispo-

sition, threading a respective hinge wire through the interdigi-

tated turns of each pair of adjacent coils, subjecting the resul-

tant link structure to a suitable heat-setting temperature and
longitudinal tension to cause the hinge wires to deform and
assume a crimped configuration in the plane of the structure,

and subsequently reducing the temperature of the structure.

5. A method for the manufacture of a link-belt from a plural-

ity of hehcal coils of a synthetic thermoplastic material ar-

ranged in interdigitated disposition and connected together by
respective hinge wires engaged with the interdigiUited turns of

adjacent coils, the thickness of the monofilament defining the

coil approximating to the spacing between successive turns of

the said coil, comprising the steps of arranging adjacent coils in

interdigitated disposition, threading a respective hinge wire

through the interdigitated loops of each respective pair of

adjacent coils, and subjecting the resultant link structure to a

heat setting temperature whilst under longitudinal tension

thereby to effect a deformation of the material of the coils in

those regions thereof whereat the hinge wires are seated to

increase the cross sectional dimension of the said coils in such

regions to a level in excess of the spacing between adjacent

turns of the said coils as measured in the axial direction of the

hinge wires.

4,423,544

METHOD OF MAKING COMPOSITE GASKET
Gerald E. KashoMrick, Undenhnrst and Gerald A Roseaqnist

Montgomery, both of Dl., aasignon to Feh Products M|g. Co.,

Skokle,IU.

FUed Not. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 318,947

Int a.) B23P 15/06

VS. a. 29—527J 13 ClalM
1. A method of forming a high temperature resistant sealing

ring comprising the steps of '
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fonning a kxMc coil of a first height from a strip of heat-

reastant material,

friacing said coil in a first die and axially compressing the coil

under a first lower pressure into an annular preform of a

second height having a plurality of crevices in a surface

thereof,

placing said preform in a second die,

placing temperature resistant sealing material in said second
die juxtaposed with said preform,

U^. CL 29—568 3 Claims

1. A machining center comprising

a tool spindle,

a tool magazine,

a tool shuttle assembly for transferring tools between said

tool spindle and said tool magazine including

rail means,

a tool change mechanism including a carriage,

means for mounting said carriage on said rail means for

displacement therealong,

a dynamically brakeable motor for driving said tool

change mechanism along said rail means in a selected

direction,

means for stopping said tool change mechanism driven in the

selected direction, including

first proximity switch means sectired to said carriage at a

selected spacing from said rail means for maintaining

the condition of said proximity switch means as said

carriage is displaced along said rail means,

opening means in said rail means at a selected location for

changing the condition of said first proximity switch

means as said carriage means is di^laced in the selected

direction along said rail means,

second proximity switch means secured to said rail means,
said tool change mechanism including a projecting ele-

ment for changing the condition of said second proxim-
ity switch means from a first condition to a second
condition as said tool change mechanism is displaced

therealong, said projecting element being selectively

located and said opening being selectively configured

so that said first aiod second proximity switches will

simultaneously have said second condition when said

tool change mechanism is at said predetermined posi-

tion.

axially compressing said preform and said sealing material

under high pressure to force said sealing material into said

crevices in said preform surface, to reduce the height of
said cylindrical preform to a third height, to substantially

deform said preform and said sealing material, and to form
a smooth sealing material surface at said preform surface,

thereby to provide an improved sealing ring.

4,423,545^

MACHINING CENTER
Richard R. CvroU, Chagrin Falls, and Alan M. Papp, Eastlake,

both of Ohio, avignora to Litton Indnstrial Products, Inc^

Clcfelaad, Ohio
FDed Aog. 5, 1981, Scr. No. 290,411

Int a.3 B23Q 3/157

4,423,846

PUNCH PRESS WITH AUTOMATIC TOOL CHANGER
William B. Scott, Rochelle; Duiel C DiddMon, Pecstonica,

and Jod C. E. AroeaMM, Rodrfbrd, all of DL, aHigMn to W.
A. Whitney Corp^ Rodrftord, DL

Filed Sep. 4, 1961, Scr. No. 299,391

Int a.3 B23Q 3/157
U.S. CL 29—568 5 ri.i—

as^

1. A punch press comprising a support, a vertically recipro-

cable ram, a punch holder on the lower end of said ram and
having means for releasably retaining a punch, a die holder

spaced below and alined vertically with said punch holder and
having means for releasably retaining a die, a tool magazine on
said support and releasably holding a plurality of sets of verti-

cally alined punches and dies, means for moving said magazine
on said support to advance any selected one of said sets to a

tool changing station, means mounting said punch and die

holders on said support for bodily movement toward said

magazine and into said tool changing station and for bodily

movement away from said magazine and out of said tool

changing station, means for moving said punch and die holders

bodily toward and away from said magazine and said tool

changing station while maintaining the punch holder and the

die holder in vertical alinement, and means for actuating said

retaining means to cause said punch and die holders to pick up
a punch and die from said magazine when said punch and die

holders are in said tool changing station and to release said

punch and die to said magazine when said punch and die hold-

ers are next in said tool changing station.

4,423,547

METHOD FOR FORMING DENSE MULTILEVEL
INTERCONNECTION METALLURGY FOR

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
Panl A. Farrar, Sooth Bariington; Robert M. Gcflkea, Barling-

ton, both of Vt, and Charica T. KroU, Raldgh, N.C, Mri^ort
to International BnaiBeM Machiaci Corporatioa, Araook,
N.Y.

Filed Jnn. 1, 1981, Scr. No. 269,230

Int a.1 HOIL 21/04
U.S. CL 29—571 8 Cfadw

1. The method for providing multilevd interconnections for

an integrated circuit comprising the steps of:

providing a first patterned layer of interconnect metallurgy on
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the surface of a semiconductor substrate passivated with an
oxide of silicon;

blanket depositing a layer of silicon nitride over said substrate;

photolithographically defining overlap via holes only through
said silicon nitride layer to expose portions of said first pat-

terned layer where interlevel contacU are desired;

blanket depositing a layer of organic dielectric material over
said substrates said organic dielectric layer being thicker

than said silicon nitride layer;

photolithographically defining oversized via holes, larger than

said overlap via holes, in said organic dielectric layer to

expose said overlap via holes and to re-expose said portions

of said first patterned layer; and
depositing a second patterned layer of interconnection metal-

lurgy over said substrate to form continuous interconnection

segments contacting said first patterned layer through said

overlap and oversized via holes and passing over at least

portions of said organic dielectric layer and said silicon

nitride layer.

4,423,548

METHOD FOR PROTECTING A SEMICONDUCTOR
DEVICE FROM RADIATION INDIRECT FAILURES

Terry S. Hnlacwch, Mesa, Ariz., aadgnor to Motorola, Inc.,

Sduuunbarg, HI.

Filed JnL 6, 1981, Scr. No. 280,190

lot a.3 HOIL 21/56
UJS. a. 29—591 6 Claims

with the rotor shaft to an end cap assembly that has bearing

means for recdving the rotor shaft and has spring biased

brushes engaging the current conducting means once the rotor

shaft is assembled to the end cap, the steps comprising, placing

a radially outer wall means of a brush retainer having a central

opening into engagement with internal wall means of said end
cap whereby the retainer is supported by the end cap, assem-

bling a plurality of brushes and associated springs that are

separate from said brush retainer to said end cap with a radially

inner end of each brush engaging said outer wall means of said

brush retainer and with the springs urging each brush against

the retainer, the retainer serving to maintain the brushes in a

retracted position, inserting the shaft of said rotor through the

central opening in said retainer and into the bearing means, and
during the insertion of said shaft engaging a portion of said

rotor with said retainer to axially slide said retainer relative to

said end cap along internal wall means of said end cap to a

position out of engagement with said brushes whereby the

brushes are spring biased into engagement with said current

conducting means of said rotor.

4,423,550

COMPOSTTE MAGNETIC HEAD STRUCTURE AND
PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING THE SAME

Yoahiharn Fnlioka, Yaauto, and Shnshi Takd, Yokohaaa, both

of Japan, aaaigDors to Tokyo Shlbaon Dcaki Kahnahiki Kai-

sha, Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Apr. 21, 1981, Scr. No. 256,050

Claims priority, appUcatioa Japan, Apr. 30, 1980, 55/57525

Int CL^ GllB 5/42

U.S. a. 29—603 5 OaiM

1. A method for forming a radiation shield to protect a

semiconductor device from radiation induced failures, said

semiconductor device formed at a surface of a semiconductor

wafer and including on said surface device metallization and
bonding pads, said method comprising the steps of: forming an

insulating layer overlying said surface; forming a metal layer

on said insulating layer by sequential depositions of chromium
and a first copper layer followed by the electrolytic plating of

a second copper layer, said insulating layer providing electrical

isolation between said metal layer and said device metalliza-

tion; and patterning said metal layer to allow bonding to said

bonding pads.

4^23,549
METHOD OF ASSEMBLING DYNAMOELECTRIC

MACHINE BRUSHES
DallOB E. Kill, Daytoo, Ohio, OMlvMr to GcMral Motors Cor-

ponRioBt Dcvoiia Auch*

DifWoB of Scr. No. 74387, Sep. 10, 1979, Pot No. 4^293,785.

This appUeotioa Apr. 13, 1981, Scr. No. 253,793

lot a.) H02K 15/14: HOIR 43/12

U.S. CL 29—597 2 doisH
1. A method of assembling a rotor of a dynamodectric

machine having a current conducting means secured to rotate

1. A process for manufacturing a composite magnetic bead

structure comprising the steps of:

forming in a first magnetic plate and a second magnetic plate

a plurality of parallel notches at a predetermined pitch and
ofa predetermined width with the space between adjacent

notches defining a track width;

forming a groove defining a gap depth in said first magnetic
plate in a direction perpendicular to said plurality of pard-
id notches;

adhering said first and second magnetic |dates in such a
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nunner that a non*magnetic material layer is interposed

therebetween and said plurality of parallel notches in the

respective magnetic plates oppose each other to form a

pluiality of holes;

opposing and adhering two assemblies formed by said adher-

ing step in such a manner that non-magnetic spacing

means is interposed therebetween and said plurality of

parallel holes of said assemblies are mutually shifted by
half the pitch;

cutting the obtained adhered assemblies into a plurality of

assembly blocks along planes extending perpendicular to

said spacing means and perpendicular to the longitudinal

direction of said plurality of holes;

cutting the obtained assembly block into a plurality of first

assembly chips along lines passing the middle points be-

tween said holes of one assembly and perpendicular to the

longitudinal direction of said spacing means; and
adhering said first assembly chips with second assembly

chips processed to have grooves to form a first side leg, a

second side leg and a common leg having a notch to

correspond with said spacing means in such a manner that

said notch of said common leg corresponds with said

spacing means, thereby defining first and second magnetic

flux paths, and forming respective windings on said first

and second side legs.

4,423,551

PIZZA CUTTING AND SERVING UTENSIL
John F. Chmela, Mt Prospect; Carl R. Fletcher, Arlington

Heishta, and Norton Samoff, Northbrook, all of 111., assignors

to Eanr CorporatkHi, Wheeling, 111.

Filed May 7, 1982, Ser. No. 375,809

Int a.3 A47J 4S/28

VJS. CL 30—142 12 Cbdms

1. A utensil for cutting and serving pizza or the like, com-
prising:

a handle;

a cutting wheel;

a blade having sufficient width and length to hold thereon a

piece of pizza or the like, and having formed as a part

thereof

(i) a luufe-like edge along one elongate edge thereof, and
(ii) a bifurcated yoke with a pair of planar furcations

between which said cutting wheel is joumaled for rota-

tion and thus disposed coplanar with said blade, each

said furcation being smoothly merged into and forming

a part of the blade surface whereby the serving surfaces

of said utensil are continuous and effective as a server

irrespective of which planar side thereof said pizza or

the like is served.

4,423,552

UNIVERSAL KNIFE BLOCK
Joha BowgeiB, aad Betsy Rothman, both of 4549 Horton St,

(Mtlaad, CkUf. 94406

FBed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,760

Int CL^ A47F 5/16

VS.a 30—296 A I 10 Claims

1. A knife holder comprising a generally solid block member
defined by extehor planes including a face plane and having a

longitudinal axis perpendicular to said face plane wherein said

block has formed therein

a plurality of elongated slots for storing and protecting

knife blades wherein each said slot is defined by a sepa-

rate pair of substantially parallel closely spaced side

walls extending a substantial distance into said block
member parallel to said longitudinal axis wherein each
of said slot defining walls has an edge in said face plane

whereby a knife blade can be inserted into said block

member through one of said slots in said face plane

thereof

A plurality of spaced divider grooves formed in at least

one side wall of each of said slots and wherein each said

divider groove has an edge in said face plane

A plurality of slot dividers, each formed to be slideably

insertable into and removable from a slot at a selected

divider groove, each of said dividers having a width that

spans the distance between the walls defming a slot and a

length which permits each said divider to extend from said

face plane into said block a substantial distance, said di-

vider including a portion which registers in a divider

groove when said divider is inserted into said block at a
divider groove whereby each of said slots is divisible into

a plurality of knife blade storing and protecting pockets

wherein the number of said pockets formed from each slot

and the size knife blade which can be inserted into a

pocket is determined by the particular divider grooves
into which dividers are inserted.

4,423,553

BLADE FOR A SAW AND A METHOD FOR
MANUFACTURING THE SAME

Uichi Miyawaki, 1015-1 Kishi-cho, Ooo-shi, Hyogo Pref., Japan
FUed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,455

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, May 1, 1981, 56-67448

Int a.3 B27B 21/00: B23D 63/00
U.S. a. 30—355 6 Claims

1. A blade for a cross-cutting saw provided along at least one

.
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edge thereof with a plurality of cutting teeth splayed in alter-
nate directions, each cutting tooth edge being Upered to a
sharp cutting edge on its outer edge, forming an acute taper
angle a which is substantially the same for all cutting teeth,
each cutting tooth being inclined at an angle to the central
plane of the blade and each adjacent tooth being inclined at an
angle to the same planeAut in the opposite direction and each
cutting tooth being equally spaced along the length of the
blade from each adjacent tooth, wherein main cutting teeth
comprising a majority of said cutting teeth along said edge of
said blade are splayed with a desired splaying angle x to said
central plane of the blade such that the width between the
outer tips of the splayed main cutting teeth deflnes a width of
a kerf cut in a workpiece when said saw is used to cut the
workpiece and such that said main cutting teeth form an angle
A with the horizontal, anda predetermined number of interme-
diate auxiliary cutting teeth at a plurality of predetermined
points along said edge of said blade comprising the balance of
said cutting teeth other than said main cutting teeth, are
splayed with a desired splaying angle y which is less than the
splaying angle of said main cutting teeth, such that said auxil-
iary teeth cut in the area laterally between said main cutting
teeth and such that said auxiliary cutting teeth form an angle B
with the horizontal, the angles bearing the following relation-
ships: x-»-a-t-A=90' and y-t-a-»-B=90% said auxiliary cutting
teeth extending further along the central plane of the blade
than said main cutting teeth, and the combined cutting action
of said main and said auxiliary cutting teeth creates a substan-
tially flat-bottomed kerf in the workpiece when said saw is

used to cut said workpiece.

4423 554
INSULATION DEPTH GAUGE

James E. CantreU, 207 0?er Creek Rd., Greenrille, S.C. 29607
FUed Apr. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 254,742

Int a.3 GOIB 3/28
U.S. a. 33-169 B 4 Claims

4,423,555
DEVICE FOR MEASURING CUTS IN WALL PANELING

AND THE LIKE
Doyle F. Woottea, R.D. #1, Box 3, MagMlia, Dei. 19962

FUed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,007
lot a.} GOIB 3/14

UA a 33-174 G 9ClaiiM

1. A device for accurately measuring the locations of cuts in
wood or similar paneling needed to accommodate windows,
electrical switches and outlets, stairs and the like comprising:

(a) an upper body member,
(b) a lower body member affixed to said upper body mem-

ber,

(c) an upper arm assembly and a lower arm assembly atu-
chedto each of said upper and lower body members, each
arm assembly comprising
(i) an interior arm member pivotally attached at one end to

said body member,
(ii) a middle arm member pivotally attached at one end to

the other end of said interior arm, and
(iii) an exterior arm member pivotally attached to one end

to the distal end of said middle arm member
(d) all pivotal attachments being by rivets having sufficient

force exeried at each joint to prevent substantial move-
ment of said joints in transportation of the device, yet each
joint being readily adjustable and moveable to allow pre-
cise positioning of the components at desired locations.

4,423,556

AUGNMENT DEVICE
GUbert J. DiVelez, 117 S. 10th St, Colorado Sprino, Colo.
80904

FUed Jon. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 272,501
Int a.J GOIB 3/30. 5/14

U.S. a 33-180 R 6 Claims

1. An insulation depth gauge comprising:

a handle having indicia thereon, said handle comprising a
plurality of telescoping sections for the collapse or exten-
sion thereof;

linear measuring means attached to said handle at an angle
thereto to permit depth measurement in a direction other
than the direction defined by said handle; and

indicia on said measuring means to indicate depth of penetra-
tion into insulation; and

wherein indicia on said handle corresponds to indicia on said

linear measuring means; and
wherein said indicia on said linear measuring means com-

prise color coded sections indicating units of linear mea-
surement, and said indicia on said handle comprises-color
coded sections corresponding to said color coded sec-

tions-of said linear measuring means and having numeral
indicia thereon to identify the number of units of linear

measurement submerged to said depth of penetration.

1. A tool comprising

A. A base having, on one side, an arcuate fmger portion with
a concave upper surface and an elongated slot cut verti-

caUy through a substantial portion of the length of the
fmger and, on the other side, a second portion with a
concave lower surface and an upper and at least one
lateral surface adapted for fued connection to position
rod attachment means;
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B. Chain means rotatably connected adjacent the concave
lower surface on the lower comer of the second portion

and adaptable for insertion into a hooking means movea-
bly positioned through the slot in the arcuate finger por-

tion of the base;

C. Hooking means having a hook portion adapted to receive

and hold the chain means within the hook, said hook
. portion to pass through the elongated slot and an anchor
means and for positioning by a retractor means;

D. Anchor means closely fitted and adapted to rotate within

the concave upper surface of the arcuate fmger portion

and to be positioned and held by the hooking means and
retractor means;

E. Retractor means adapted for retracting the hooking
means; and

F. Attachment means for

(1) fixed connection to at least one of the upper and at least

one lateral surface of the base and adapted for

(2) attachment to a gauge. i

4,423,557

GRAVITY FLOW DRYER FOR PARTICULATE
MATERIAL HAVING CHANNELIZED DISCHARGE

Chriadaaiis M. T. Wertelaken, St Mary's, Ontario, Canada
FUcd Job. 19, 1981, Ser. No. r5,312

lBta.3F26B 77/72

VS. CL 34—56 8 Claims

I

1. A gravity flow dryer for particulate material comprising:

a generally vertical drying column having first and second
opposed spaced walls, a corresponding portion of each of
said walls including perforations therein, the column
being adapted to receive particulate material at the top

and direct the material through the dryer to the bottom
and being unrestricted in the column to the flow of partic-

ulate material so as to permit particulate material to flow
from the second wall toward the fint wall as the particu-

late material passes down the column;

means for introducing moist particulate material into a top

portion of the column;

means for passing drying air into the column through the

perforate portion of the first wall and out of the column
through the perforate portion of the second wall for dry-

ing the material in a treating zone in the column;
output means located below the perforate portion of the

column for removing dried particulate material from the

bottom of the column below the treating zone in and
including a first discharge means at the bottom of the

column and a second discharge means at the bottom of the

column, the first discharge means being adjacent the fvst

wall and the first discharge means being adapted to dis-

charge particulate material at a rate faster than the second

discharge means to provide a differential grain flow in the
unrestricted column in the treating zone for more partico-

late material passing through the column to be discharged
through the first discharge means, whereby the faster

dried grain adjacent the first wall in the column peases

through the column faster for a channelized discharge
through the discharge means.

M23,558
DEVICE FOR HEAT EXCHANGE BETWEEN SOLID

PARTICLES AND A GAS CURRENT
Georges Meimler, Fontaines Par Chagny, n«Bce, assignor to St
Gobain Vitrage, Conrberoie, Fhuce
ContinoatioB of Ser. No. 227,390, Jan. 22, 1981, which is a

continnatioB of Ser. No. 75,125, S^. 13, 1979, abaDdoned, and
Ser. No. 76,464, Sep. 17, 1979, abaadoned. This application May

2, 1983, Ser. No. 489,601

Claims priority, i^pUcatioo Fhuce, Sep. 21, 1978, 78 27054;
Sep. 21, 1978, 78 27057

Int a.) F26B 77/70
U.S. a. 34—57 A 16 Claims

1. A heat exchanger for exchanging heat between solid

particles and a gas where said exchanger has a vertically ex-

tending column in which the solid particles flow downwardly
under gravitational forces and gas flows upwardly and at least

one stage in said column having a stack of packing elements

and a support for supporting said packing elements; the im-

provement comprising in that said support has openings

therein having meshes the porosity of which is at least 73% of
the porosity of the stack of packing elements through which
said gas may flow at a velocity whereby the soUd particles will

form a loose fluidized bed in contact with the support.

4,423,559

GOLD DREDGE SUCHON NOZZLE
John L. Malin, P.O. Box 186, Shady Core, Oreg. 97539

FUed JoL 15, 1982, Ser. No. 398,583

iBt a.3 E02F 3/88
liJS. a. 37—58 1 ClaiB

1. A suction nozzle for the inlet end of a hand supportable

suction dredge hose, said nozzle including horizontidly elon-

gated inlet and outlet end sections each including inlet and
outlet ends, the inlet end of said outlet section and the outlet

end of said inlet section being fluid flow communicated with

each other and including coacting means universally coupling

the fluid flow communicated ends together for limited univer-

sal relative angular displacement about infinitive axes extend-

ing substantially normal to the center axes of said ends and for
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rototional angular displacement of said inlet end section about
Its center axis reUtive to said outlet end section while maintain-
ing a good fluid seal between said flow communicated ends,
and handgrip means carried by said inlet section and projection
lateraUy outwardly therefrom, said ouUet end section includ-
ing a tubukr nipple defining outlet end and a partial spherical
outwardly flaring inlet end, the ouUet end of said inlet end
section defining a partial spherical bulbous end universally
received in the inlet end of said outlet end section, a band
section including a truncated spherical interior joined to the
large diameter end of said inlet end of said outlet section cap-

F-

for supporting a portion of the weight of the frame and
base (MUJ at the same time as weight is supported by the
means for lifting.

4. The mechanism of claim 3 wherein the walking mecha-
nism is an excavating machine of the drag line type having a
boom at one end of the frame, the cross pad being positioned
proximate that end of the frame having the boom. "

4,423,561

COAT PRESS
GioTaanl CartabUa, Via FMine, 36, 25036, Palaziolo SoU-

'ogUo, Italy

FUcd Jul. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 286,206
Claims priority, applicatiOB Italy, Aag. 4, 1980, 23913 A/80

lat a.} D06F 71/28
U.5. a. 38-23 7 ctaim.

t.~k™«

tively retaining said bulbous end in said partial spherical inlet
end, said handgrip means being carried by said inlet end of said
inlet section and comprising an upstanding inverted U-shaped
handle rigid with said inlet end section and having its closed
upper end outermost, said handle being rearwardly and up-
wardly inclined toward its closed upper end, said inlet end of
said inlet end section defming a downwardly opening inlet
opening inclined relative to the longitudinal axis of said inlet

end section and of an inside cross-sectional area at leat slightly
less than the cross-sectional area of the remainder of the inte-
rior of said inlet end section, said U-shaped handle and said
inlet end section being disposed in substantially the same plane.

4,423,560

AUXILIARY SUPPORT FOR HEAVY EQUIPMENT
Theodore RiTinins, 810 N. Second St, and Emannel Helm, both

of Bismarck, N. Dak. 58501
FOed Oct 26, 1981, Ser. No. 314,532

lat a.3 B62D 57/02
VJS. a. 37—116 6 Claims

1. An ironing machine for ironing coats, sections of coats
and like articles which machine comprises a base means (1); a
pair of half-manikins each supported by said base means and
having respective configurations that are generally of mirror-
image symmetry, each half-manikin including a half-bust form
assembly (3), a shoulder form assembly (4) and a sleeve form
assembly (5) releasably coupled together, said sleeve form
assembly being adjusUbly movable in relation to said shoulder
form assembly, said half-bust form assembly (3) including a
movable board operable to iron the top sleeve portion of a coat
put on the half-manilcin, said sleeve form assembly including a
flexible rod means operable to recover the size and shape of the
sleeve of a coat put on the half-manikin; and a pair of plates
supported for movement relative to said base means and for
movement relative to said sleeve form assembly for coopera-
tion therewith in ironing the coat sleeves.

1. In a walking mechanism for heavy equipment, the combi-
nation comprising:

a frame;

a base pad attached to the frame for supporting the equip-
ment on the ground;

means for lifting the base pad and frame off of the ground
and to provide movement of the equipment horizontally
with respect to the ground; the improvement comprising:

a cross pad positioned exterior to the base pad and adjacent
an end of the frame opposite from the direction of move-
ment;

means pivotally connected to both the frame and the cross
pad for exerting force tending to separate the frame and
the cross pad; and

the cross pad being selectively engageable with the ground

4,423,562

COMBINATION WALL CALENDAR AND SUPPORT
Gordon E. Nichols, deceaaed, late of Middleboro, Mass. by

Madeleine Nichols, administrator, assignor to Winthrop-
Atkins Co., Inc., Middleboro, Mass.

FUed Aug. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 406,205
Int a.' B42D 5/04; B43L 7/00

U.S. a. 40—107 4 Oat—
1. A combination wall calendar and support comprising a

back panel of predetermined length having back and front
sides, a face panel of shorter length than the back panel dis-

posed in face-to-face contact with the front side of the back
panel with iu ends parallel to the ends of the back panel and
with ite lower end spaced from the lower end of the back
panel, a forwardly and downwardly-inclined supported panel
at the lower end of the face panel, a pair of hingedly-connected
supporting panels supporting the supported panel in said for-

wardly and downwardly-inclined position, one ofsaid support-
ing panels being hingedly connected to the lower end of the
supported panel and the other to the lower end of the back
panel, said supported and supporting panels coUectively ex-
ceeding the length of the distance between the lower end of the
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face pinel and the lower end of the back panel, one of said

supporting panek being disposed to extend upwardly from the
lower end of the back panel in contact with the front face of
the back panel and the other to extend outwardly and up-
wardly from the upper end of the one panel at an angle to the

fttmt face of the back panel to the lower edge of the supporting
panel such that the supported panel and the outwardly and
upwardly-extending disposed supporting panel define, in con-
junction with the back panel, a continuous passage trans-

versely of the structure in the form of an open-ended pocket
suitable to receive writing materials and a lip at the junction of
the lower end of the supported panel with the upper end of the

outwardly and upwardly-positioned supporting panel cut out
of the supported panel, integral with the upwardly and out-

wardly-positioned supporting panel and projecting forwardly
from the lower end of the supported panel in the plane of the

upwardly and outwardly-positioned supporting panel defining

a shelf suitable to support a writing implement at the lower end
of the supporting panel.

of said first carrier, and said first interior picture further com-
prising a flexible central first interior picture section interjoin*

ing said first and second picture sections, said front picture

panel hinging means, upon said front picture panel being
swung to said outwardly-extending position, being operative

to position the inner surface of said front picture panel to lie in

substantially the same plane as that of the front surface of said

housing, said first carrier member being so disposed within said

housing as to display said first interior picture sections in a
substantially common plane.

4,423,564

TRAPS AND TRAPPING TECHNIQUES
AJan R. Davies; Ewen D. M. MacAulcy, both of Kimpton;

George Harria, Looc; RayoKMd Baker, Soothaaptoo; Philip

E. Howae, and David A. Eraaa, bodi of Eaatleigh, all of En-
gland, assignors to The Uiii?eiiity of Soothampton, Sooth*
ampton and OECOS Ltd^ Kimpton, both of, ffjigiaiyP

per No. PCr/GB80/00034, § 371 Date No?. 3, 1980, § lOKe)
Date Not. 3, 1980, PCT Pnb. No. WO80/01748, PCT Pub.
Date Sep. 4, 1980

per FUed Feb. 28, 1980, Ser. No. 201^3
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Mar. 2, 1979,

7907470

Int a.3 AOIM 1/10
U.S. Q. 43—121 6 Claims

4,423,563 '

FOLDING PICTURE FRAME
George Ondricek, 150 NW. 126th St, North Miami, FUl 33168

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,339

Int a.3 G09F 79/00
U.S. a. 40—533 3 Claims

1. A folding picture frame comprising, in combination, a
rectangular housing, a rectangular front picture panel, means
hinging said front picture panel at one side along one side of
said housing for swinging said front picture panel between
face-to-face overlying and sidewardly outwardly-extending
positions with respect to the front surface of said rectangular
housing, said front picture panel, when swung to said side-

wardly outwardly-extending position, revealing a first interior

picture of approximately twice the size of said front panel
picture, said first interior picture comprising a first section

find against the inner surface of said front picture panel, a first

carrier member normally within said housing, said first interior

picture further comprising a second section supported in front

1. A pest trap comprising a surface which can be changed
alternately from a pest-supporting condition to a pest-dislodg-

ing condition at predetermined time intervals, a trapping zone
associated with the surface for receiving pests dislodged there-

from and pest-retaining means associated with the trapping

zone, wherein the changing of said surface between said pest-

supporting and pest-dislodging conditions, at said predeter-

mined time intervals, is sufHcient only to dislodge pests from
the surface into the trapping zone, the surface being operable
electrically between the pest-supporting and pest-dislodging

conditions, the surface comprising electrical conductors be-

tween which an electric potential can be applied only to dis-

lodge pests from the surface and not to kill said pests, the trap

comprising a housing of substuitially triangular cross section

with opposed inclined surfaces each leading to a respective,

inwardly extending and downwardly inclined cockroach-
receiving surface in the form of electrically-insulating panels

upon whose upper surfaces are disposed said electrical conduc-
tors and beneath whose lower edges is located a trapping zone
in the form of a removable tray with a sticky insert positioned

therein.

4,423,565

BUBBLE-BLOWING DEVICE WITH VARYING AIR
FLOW PRESSURE

Philip D. Bart Coral Springs, FUl, SMignor to M A B Toys,

SA., Colon, Panama
Filed Dec 30, 1980, Ser. No. 219,143

Int CL^ A63H 33/28
U.S. CL 46—8 9 Claim

1. In a device for blowing bubbles, such device being opera-

ble with a soapy-like Uquid and a source ofelectric current the

device including a housing, a reservoir in the housing for

containing a quantity of said liquid, an electric blower carried

by said housing and powered by said source ofelectric current
the blower fiirther including a duct with an outlet opening for
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directing a stream ofair and electrical switch means for turning slide elemenu formed on said base member arranged to rest
said blower on and off, a bubble-forming element movably against said guide flange, with at least one of said slide elemente
mounted on said housing and having a first part which defines
therein at least one aperture, and drive means for moving said
bubble forming element such that its first part moves down-
ward into said reservoir and thence upward out of said reser-
voir for dipping said aperture into and out of any of said liquid

in said reservoir, thereby forming a liquid membrane across
said aperture, and thence for moving said first part and mem-
brane into a bubble position adjacent said outlet opening and in

the path of said stream of air, the improvement comprising
control means actuating said switch means and blower to said

on condition periodically when said first part and membrane
are moved to said bubble position and actuating said switch
means and blower to said off condition when said first part is

V

moved away from said bubble position, said blower producing
a stream ofair having a particular air flow pressure during said

on condition, and wherein said control means turns said blower
on in a timed relationship with the movement of said bubble-
forming element such that said stream of air will have an air

flow pressure less than said continuous air flow pressure each
time one of said apertures is initially moved to said bubble
position, said housing further defming an outer orifice adja-

cent downstream of and aligned with an aperture of said

bubble-forming element when in its bubble position, said outer
orifice having a diameter no less than the diameter of said

aperture and being situated sufficiently close to said aperture at

said bubble position to permit some of the bubbles at some time
during the formation thereof to form simultaneously from said

outer orifice and said aperture.

JKl,

being formed with a resilient structure to hold said base mem-
ber in resilient engagement with said guide flange.

4,423,567

POWER STROKING HONING MACHINE AND
CONTROL APPARATUS

Alfred J. Raven, III, 7 Hillside Ter., MorganTille, NJ. 07751
FUed Sep. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 302,489

Int a.} B24B 5/08
U.S. a. 51—31 R 8 Claims

4,423,566

DRIVE ARRANGEMENT FOR A WINDOW UFTING
MECHANISM

Ham-Peter Hen, Coborg, and Giinter Miihling, Grub a. Fortt
both of Fed. Rep. of Gmnany, assignors to Metallwerk Max
Braae GmbH A Co., Coborg, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jon. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 274,664
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 24,

1980, 3023641

Int CV E05F 11/48
MS. a. 49—352 20 Claims

1. A drive mechanism for a window, particularly the win-

dow of a motor vehicle, comprising a driven base member
having means for enabling a window to be affixed thereto, a

longitudinal guide rail supportably engaging said base member
to guide movement thereof, a driving member connected with

said base member to drive said base member along said guide

rail, a guide flange provided on said guide rail extending gener-

ally in the direction of movement of said base member, and

1. In a honing machine of the type having a base assembly,
a honing beam pivotally mounted for vertical movement on
said base assembly and adapted to move up and down in said

vertical plane as controlled by a cylinder having a moveable
piston and coupled between the btasa and said base for verti-

cally moving the beam up or down in said vertical plane, and
a rotatable honing tool assembly coupled to said beam, the
combination therewith of apparatus for controlling the move-
ment of said beam between a selectable upper limit manifesting
a selectable vertical stroke, comprising:

a plurality of non-contacting sensors positioned along said

cylinder and responsive to the position of said piston, to

actuate when said piston is at a position corresponding to

any one of a plurality of positions determined by the

location of said sensor along said cylinder, and
control means coupled to said sensors and operative to select

any one of said sensors to cause said beam to move down-
wardly when said selected sensor is actuated,

down sensing means responsive to said beam being in a
maximum down position to provide a control signal indic-

ative of said position, selecuble operated power dwell
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means responsive when selected to said control signal

indicative of said maximum down position,

a separate sensor positioned proximate said cylinder and

operative to be acutated when said power dwell means is

selected to cause said sensor to be actuated when said

beam moves upwardly a distance less than any distance

selected by said control means and independent of said

selection by said control means and selectable timing

means for providing a selected timing interval when said

power dwell means is selected to cause said beam to move
up and down within a predetermined distance deflned by

said separate sensor and said down sensing means during

said selected timing interval, whereby after said selected

timing interval said beam continues to move up and down
as selected by said control means accorded to said selected

sensor.

4,423.568
'

SPLASH SHIELD AND CUTTINGS GUARD FOR GLASS
ROUTER

Larry L. Gould, 516 S. Calumet, Aurora, Dl. 60506

FUed Oct. 5, 1981, Scr. No. 308,395

Int. a.3 B24B 55/00

VS. CL 51—72 R 5 Claims

1. In combination, a glass router and improved splash shield

and cuttings guard in which:

said router comprises a housing having top, bottom, front,

back and side portions; the top portion having a rim en-

closing a reservoir for liquid coolant, a horizontal work
table above the reservoir and an abrasive router wheel

positioned to grind a workpiece on the table; the bottom

portion having foot means at least along the front edge;

said splash shield and cuttings guard comprising a readily

removable side shield and a readily removable eye shield;

said side shield comprising a generally C-shaped horizontal

base plate having outer and inner margins, an upstanding

wall extending along the outer margin at the back and

sides of the housing to intercept coolant and cuttings flung

outwardly by said wheel, a depending flange extending

along the inner margin, engaged with the inner edge of the

rim at the back and sides of the housing, and extending

into the reservoir; and

said eye shield comprising a plate having an upstanding

section in front of Uie housing, a transparent section at the

top of the upstanding section inclined diagonally rear-

wardly for viewing a workpiece on the work table, a

rearwardly extending flange at the lower end of the up-

standing section extending beneath the bottom portion of

the housing, said flange having apertures through which

said foot means extends to engage a supi>orting base, said

eye shield plate having a clip on the back side thereof

being engaged with the rim at the front of the housing to

thereby retain said eye shield in an upright working posi-

tion; J

whereby coolant and cuttings flung outwardly by the w'heel

are intercepted by said wall and coolant is recycled to the

reservoir via the base plate and flange; and
whereby further said side shield is readily removable by

upward movement to disengage the flange of the side

shield from the rim; and said eye shield is readily remov-

able by upward movement to disengage the clip from the

rim followed by downward movement to disengage the

foot means from the apertures in the flange of the eye

shield.

4,423,569

AUTOMATIC LENS EDGER
Theodore J. Stem, Woodlaad Hills, Cklif., aod Wilfredo P.

Loreto, Hofflnaa Estates, DL, asrigiiori to AIT ludnstrlcs,

Inc., Schanmbnrg, DL
FUed Oct 2, 1981, Scr. No. 307^52

iBt CL^ B2«B 9/14

U.S. a. 51—101 LG 8 OaiiH

1. An apparatus for grinding the peripheral edges of ophthal-

mic lenses to a predetermined configuration, comprising a pair

of grinding wheels, one a rough grinding wheel and the other

a bevel edging wheel, rotating about a first axis; a rotary work-

holder for supporting and rotating a lens about a second axis

generally parallel to the first; first motor means operable to

shift said grinding wheels and workholder relative to each

other to selectively position the periphery of the lens opposite

from a grinding surface of one of said grinding wheels; second

motor means cyclically operable to rotate said workholder and

to then sequentially (a) move said grinding wheels and work-

holder toward each other to engage the periphery of the rotat-

ing lens with the grinding surface of the wheel opposite from

the lens, (b) move said grinding wheels and workholder

toward and away from each other in a predetermined manner

while the rotating lens is engaged with the grinding surface to

grind the periphery of the lens to a predetermined configura-

tion, and (c) move said grinding wheels and workholder away
from each other to disengage the lens from the grinding sur-

face; first circuit means, including first and second switches

each manually actuable between first and second states, for

controlling operation of said first and second motor means,

such that actuation of said first switch to its first state operates

said first motor means to position the lens opposite from said

rough grinding wheel and actuation to its second state operates

said first motor means to position the lens opposite from said

bevel edging wheel, and actuation of said second switch to its

second state initiates a cycle of operation of said second motor

means; second circuit means electrically connected with but

separate and disconnectable from said first circuit means, said

second circuit means interacting with and automatically con-

trolling operation of said first circuit means such that, when
said first switch is placed in its first state and said second switch

is then actuated to its second state, said second circuit means

controls said first circuit means to automatically and sequen-

tially (1) operate said first motor means to position the lens

opposite from said rough grinding wheel, (2) operate said

second motor means to rough grind the lens, (3) operate said

fu^t motor means to position the lens opposite from said bevel

edging wheel, and (4) operate said second motor means to

bevel edge the lens; and including means for enabling said first

circuit means, in the absence of said second circuit means, to

control operation of said first and second motor means in

response to manual actuation of said first and second switches,

whereby upon failure of said second circuit means said appara-

tus is not disabled and may be manually operated.
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,_ 4,423,570 4,423,571
APPARATUS FOR DRESSING AND ADJUSTING A QVICK CHANGE SHOE ASSEMBLY FOR STRAIGHT

GRINDING WHEEL AT A TOOTH FLANK-GRINDING LINE SANDER
MACHINE Kari W. Sdtiader, 2425 WUdwood Dr., Gkadom, Qdlf. 91740,

Mflan Bartosek, FahrwuigeB, Switieriaiid, assignor to Maag "^ ^o*" '• Smj, 14104 E. MacVMa, WUttlcr, dUf. 91602
Gcar-Wbcel A MacfaiM Conpuy Limited, Zirich, Switaer- "W J«l. 1, 1981, Scr. No. 279,591"^ Irt. CLJ B24B 23/00

FUed Mar. 29, 1982, Scr. No. 362,874 U.S. Q. 51—170 TL
Claims priority, appUcatioa Switzerlaml, Apr. 27, 1981,

2725/81

12

U.S. a. 51—165.88

gfi

iBt CL^ B24B 49/18

2ClaiflH

W 13 13

1. An apparatus for dressing and adjusting a dished grinding
wheel at a tooth flank-grinding machine for a gear, comprising:
an adjustable grinding wheel support;

a grinding wheiel mounted at the grinding wheel support;
said grinding wheel having a working end surface and an outer

jacket surface;

a dressing carriage adjustable essentially radially with respect
to said grinding wheel;

two dressing tools and a feeler arranged at least approximately
diametrically opposite a work location at which there is

effective the grinding wheel upon a tooth flank;

one of said dressing tools serving for dressing the working end
surface of the grinding wheel;

the other of said dressing tool serving for dressing the outer
jacket surface of the grinding wheel;

said feeler serving for scanning the working end surface of the
grinding wheel;

drive means for adjusting the grinding wheel support and the
dressing carriage, with an adjustment path c of the dressing
carriage being greater than an adjustment path b of the
grinding wheel support;

control means providing for said drive means and operative as
a function of said feeler;

support means for guiding said dressing carriage separately
from said grinding wheel support;

the grinding wheel support having an adjustment direction;

the dressing carriage having an adjustment direction;

the adjustment direction of the grinding wheel support enclos-

ing with the adjustment direction of the dressing carriage an
acute angle y which opens in the direction of the lengthwise
axis of the grinding wheel;

said acute angle y coinciding at least approximately with an
inclination fi of a rear surface of the grinding wheel in

realtion to a radial plane;

the lengthwise axis of the grinding wheel enclosing with the

adjustment direction of the grinding wheel support a com-
plementary angle 90* -y; and

the adjustment path c of the dressing carriage behaving in

relation to the adjustment path b of the grinding wheel
support so as to satisfy the function c:6=2-cos y.

1. A quick change shoe assembly for use with a sanding and
filing apparatus having a movable plate comprising:

a base which is configured to be fixedly secured to said
movable plate;

a shoe having a substantially rigid member and a working
surface carried by the rigid member, said rigid member
having a plurality of substantially rigid vertical flaps
spaced to receive the base and secure the shoe against
lateral movement of the shoe relative to the base, said
flaps extend upwardly from the top surface of said shoe
and are configured to frictionally secure the edges of said
base therebetween; and

a chp adapted to engage the base and secure the shoe mem-
ber against vertical movement relative to the base;
wherein the shoe is retnovable from the base without the
use of tools and without removing said base from said
movable plate.

4,423,572

WATER-TIGHT INSULATED ROOF CONSTRUCnON
FOR HOUSE

Edward S. Tor, P.O. Box 70, Fuhoo, Calif. 95439
FUed Sep. 22, 1980, Scr. No. 189,371

lat a.3 E04D 3/362: E04B 7/02
U.S. a. 52—94 3

1. A water-tight roof construction for a house having a ridge
pole and a plurality of covering panels equipped with upper
and lower bent edges and comprising:

a plurality of interlocking metallic panels fastened to and
completely covering an existing roof deck;

heat insulating means positioned between said panels and
said roof deck;

a longitudinal ridge cap flashing positioned along the top
central ridge of said roof;

said ridge cap flashing comprising a flat metallic strip over-
lapping the upper edges of said panels and being fastened
to said panels and said roof deck;

a longitudinal wall flashing positioned along the lower edges
of said panels;

said waU flashing positioned along the lower edges of said
panels;

said wall flashing comprising a metallic strip of right-angular
configuration;
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one leg of said angular strip being positioned horizontally M23,574
and being overlapped by the lower bent edges of said INSULATING PANEL FOR THERMAL OPENINGS
panels and being fastened thereto; Jacqnilyn L. Pierre, 8780 42iid St, North, Lake Ebno, Minn.

the other end of said strip being positioned vertically and 55042

being fastened to said panels and the vertical frame of said Coatinnatioa of Scr. No. 198,656, Oct 20, 1960, abaodoiied.

house; TUs appUcatkia Sep. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 304,688

water sealing means inserted between the upper edges of

said panels and said existing roof deck.

4,423,573

WALL PANEL WITH REMOVABLE ACOUSTICAL
INSERT

Brace D. Omholt and Robert L. Knapp, both of Grand Rapids,

Midu, iMignon to American Seating Company, Grand Rap-
id8,Mich.

FUed Not. 8, 1978, Scr. No. 958,784

lot aJ E04B 1/84

U.S. a. 52—145 6 Qaims

I

1. A wall panel for an open ofTice system comprising: a

peripheral support frame including at least a front surface and
adapted to be placed in an upright position; an acoustical insert

panel including a central body portion and an integral border

of glass fiber, said border having a density substantially greater

than the average density of said main body portion, and adding
rigidity to said insert panel, at least a major portion of said

border overlying said front surface of said frame; receptacle

means on said frame defining a plurality of apertures on said

front surface; and a corresponding plurality of locking mem-
bers on said insert panel border for removably coupling said

insert panel to said frame, said locking members each compris-

ing a spring cUp adapted to be received in one of said apertures,

each clip comprising a channel-shaped ctip support and a clip

member, said cUp support being adapted for fitting over said

border and having a front plate, a rear plate and a side portion

interconnecting said front and rear plates, said plates being

pressed against the border of said panel and held thereby, said

clip member being carried by the rear plate of an associated

support in alignment with an associated aperture on said frame

and defining first and second lead-in surfaces and first and

second oppositely extending tabs; said clip support defming

first and second slots, one of said slots being adapted to diago-

nally receive one of said tabs of said clip member and the other

of said slots including a first slot portion laterally aligned with

a side of said first slot of said clip suppori and a second slot

portion aligned with a diagonal of said first slot, whereby said

second tab of said clip member may be inserted into said sec-

ond slot portion and said cUp member rotated so that said

second tab enters said first slot portion of said second aperture

and is locked to said clip support.

U.S. a. 52—202
lot a.2 E06B 3/26

SCiaimi

1. In combination, a wall, a thermal opening formed in said

wall, said thermal opening having a closure member mounted
therein and surrounded by a closure member frame, a covering
element such as a curtain hung over said closure member, and
a panel for insulating said thermal opening, said panel compris-
ing:

a single sheet of opaque insulating material having height

and width dimensions greater than the height and width
dimensions of said thermal opening such that said sheet

completely covers said thermal opening and overlaps the

edges of said thermal opening;

a covering material connected to said sheet at least along a

major surface of said sheet to provide structural rigidity to

said panel and to enhance the appearance of said panel;

a peripheral framework connected to the edges of said sheet

and completely surrounding said sheet, said framework
having a width substantially greater than the thickness of
said sheet such that said framework extends beyond said

sheet in a direction toward said thermal opening for pro-

viding space between said sheet and said thermal opening
to accommodate said covering element; and

connector means attached between said panel and said wall

for removably hanging said panel over said thermal open-
ing such that said framework contacts said wall com-
pletely around said thermal opening and holds said sheet

at a distance spaced from said closure member by a suffi-

cient distance to accommodate said covering element.

4,423,575

DEVICE FOR FRAME PROFILES
Lars Lagergren, Stora K?aragataB 49B, Malm5, Sweden, and

Wictor C. O. Lindstrom, Parkgatan 39D, Fnrnlnod, Sweden
244 02

FUed Jul. 31, 1981, Scr. No. 288,756

Claims priority, appUcatioB Sweden, Ang. 14, 1980, 8005739
iBt a.2 E06B 1/04

U.S. CI. 52—211 12 Claims
1. A profile assembly for covering a frame piece having a

comer comprising first and second adjacent sides, said assem-

bly comprising:

at least one bracket adapted to be mounted on said frame
piece;

at least two profile members adapted to be retained on said

bracket and spaced from said sides of the frame piece;

a first of said profile members being adapted to extend along

said first side and having first and second hook portions;

a second of said profile members being adapted to extend

along said second side and having a first supporting por-

tion adapted to project generally away from said second
side and generally parallel to and in engagement with said

first profile member along a second supporting portion
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thereof, said second profile member having a third hook
portion;

said first supporting portion being operable to engage and
grip said second supporting portion and said second hook

the substantially coplanar faces of said tab means, said

facing members having blind holes in the back thereof
being in alignment with the apertures of said aperiured
portions of said tab means, and;

(e) a plurality of connector means for connecting said facing
members and said tab means, each said connector means
adhered to one end thereof to said blind hole, extending
therefrom through said apertures of said tab means and
secured at the other end thereof to said tab means;

whereby the weight of said facing members is transmitted

through said frame to said vertical columns of said build-

ing framework.

portion and said first and third hook portions being opera-
ble to engage and grip said bracket whereby said profile

members are securely retained together in a spaced relb-

tionship to said frame piece.

4,423,576

BUILDING STRUCTURE AND COMPONENT
THEREFOR

Joaeph "Furint, Eait Orange, and Antonio Pacelli, West Pater-
son, both of NJ., assignors to Titan Marble A Stone Co.,

Totowa, NJ.
FUed Dec. 4, 1980, Ser. No. 213,058

Int a.2 E04B 1/24
VJS. a. 52—235 8 Claims

1. A prefabricated facing panel for a building comprising, in

combination:

(a) a building framework with vertical columns;

(b) a frame of structural steel members having at least an
upper cord member and a lower chord member with a
plurality of web members interconnecting said upper
chord member and said lower cord member, said frame
secured to and dimensioned to extend between adjacent

vertical columns of said building framework;
(c) tab means for mounting facing media, each said tab

means attached at one face thereof to one side of said

frame, with each opposite face thereof being in substantial

planar alignment with corresponding faces of remaining
tab means, said tab means having apertured portions ex-

tending beyond said structural steel members for accom-
modating connectors;

(d) a plurality of facing members having an exposed front

and a back, the back of said facing member being adjacent

4,423,577

ARRANGEMENTS FOR SELECTIVELY CHANGING THE
RADUTION AND VIBRATION TRANSMISSION

PROPERTIES OF PANELS
Constando Largnia, Carlos PeUegriai 885, Boenos Aires, Argen-

tina

FUed Jul. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 281,360
Oaims priority, appUcation ArgeatiBa, JoL 8, 1980, 281696

Int CL2 E04H 14/00
VJS. a. 52—171 7 Claims

1. In an arrangement for selectively varying the radiation

and vibration transmitting properties of a panel usable in build-

ings and other structures comprising a panel having two sub-

stantially parallel sheets of transparent or translucid material

mounted in a supporting frame, said two sheets being spaced
apart and defining therebetween an intermediate closed space
for receiving, from a reservoir, low density solid particulate

material having predetermined thermal and/or optical charac-
teristics, said space having an uppermost part and a lowermost
part and said lowermost part having at least one end portion,

the particulate material being fed into said closed space from
the uppermost part thereof and returned to said reservoir from
said end portion of the lowermost part thereof, the improve-
ment comprising a multi-perforated bed member defming the

bottom wall of said space, said bottom wall being shaped to

have alternative crests and valleys parallelly arranged one to

another, said crests and valleys being formed by areas of said

bed member facing towards and away from said end portion,

the multiplicity of perforations in said bed mepber extending

only through said areas facing towards said end portion

whereby air injected into said space through said perforations

will below particulate material resting on said bed member
towards said end portion, while said areas facing away from
said end portion help to direct said blown particulate material

towards said end portion thus enhancing evacuation of said

space.

1038 O.G.— 10
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4,423,578

THERMALLY BROKEN FRAME WITH SEPARATION
PREVENTION

WflUn Meigi, and Horace B. McWUrtcr, O, both of Sdma,
Ala^ Milginri to Diico AhoHiaui ProdMti Co^ Imc^ Sdna,
Akk

Flkd Jm. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 384,068

lat a.3 E06B 3/26
UjS. CL S2—403 9 Claims

1. A method of numufacturing a thennally broken frame in

whicli the separation of the inner and outer frame members due
to a failure of the thermal break material is prevented, compris-

ing the steps of:

producing a frame having an inner frame member and an

outer frame member spaced from one another and con-

nected by a long bridging flange;

connecting the inner frame member and the outer frame
member together with a thermal break material along the

length of the frame members; and
removing the bridging flange at intervals along the length of

the frame such that the fl-ame is substantially a thermally

broken frame with the thermal break material connecting
the inner frame member and the outer frame member and
such that the small remaining sections of bridging flange

prevent separation of the inner frame member and outer

frame member where the thermal break material fails.

4,423,579
'

THERMAL INSULATING SYSTEM PARTICULARLY
ADAPTED FOR BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

Harriioa G. Dyar, P.O. Box 185, Tanpa, FU. 33601
DfrWoB of Ser. No. 215,083, Dec. 10, 1980, Pat No. 4,334,395.

This appUcatton May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374,319

lat a.3 E04B 1/78
VS. a. 52—407 12 Claims

^.«^'">

panels for contacting a Umited exterior surface area of said

insulating panels only upon said first-mentioned contacting
means becoming inoperative which would in the absence of
said said second-mentioned contacting means result in direct
contact between said insulating panels and said peripheral wall,

and said second-mentioned contacting means being elongated
pin-like elements each of relatively small cross-sectional con-
figuration whereby thermal conduction transferred there-

through is substantially negUgible.

4,423,580

THERMAL INSULATING SYSTEM PARTICULARLY
ADAPTED FOR BUILDING CONSTRUCHON

Harrison G. Dyar, P.O. Box 185, Tampa, Fla. 33601
DiTision of Ser. No. 215,083, Dec 10, 1980, Pat No. 4,334,395.

This appUcation May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374,320
lot a.3 E04B 1/78

U.S. a. 52—407 14 Claims

1. A system for insulating building walls, ceilings, floors or
like structure comprising wall means for forming a hollow
insulating panel defining an interior chamber under negative

pressure, means contacting a limited exterior surface area of
said panel for supporting said panel in generally spaced reU-
tionship from an associated building wall, ceiling, floor or like

structure, means normally spaced from the exterior surface of
said panel for contacting a limited exterior surface area of said

panel only upon said first-mentioned contacting means becom-
ing inoperative which would in the absence of said second-

mentioned contacting means result in direct contact between
said panel and the associated building wall, ceiling, floor or like

structure, said second-mentioned contacting means being an
elongated pin-like element of relatively small cross-sectional

configuration whereby thermal conduction transferred there-

through is substantially negligible, said panel including a plu-

rality of comers, and said first-mentioned contacting means
including a spring at at least one of said comers.

4,423,581

CONCEALED FASTENER, STANDING RIB, METAL
ROOF PARTS

Richard D. Miller, 1947 Warrea Rd^ Niks, Mich. 49120
Filed Dec 12, 1980, Ser. No. 215,837

Int a.} E04D 1/Oa 1/36
UJS. a. 52—519 18

1. A system for insulating building walls, ceilings, floors or

like structure comprising first wall means for forming a plural-

ity at hollow insulating panels each defining an interior cham-
ber under negative pressure, second wall means for forming at

least a peripheral wall bounding said insulating panels, means
between adjacent insulating panels and between insulating

panels and said peripheral wall for contacting limited exterior

surface areas of said insulating panels and said peripheral wall

for su|qx)rting the same in generally spaced relationship to

each other, means carried by sud peripheral wall normally

spaced from the exterior surfac^of each of said insuUiting

1. Panel assembly, for the in-situ production of a standing

seam roof including a roof panel having a planar section, a

semi-trapezoidal folded portion extending across one edge of
said planar section and at top of which is formed an inwardly
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facing, hook-shaped formation, a trapezoidal folded portion
extending across one edge of said pUnar section and at top of
which is formed an inwardly facing, hook-shaped formation, a
trapezoidal folded portion extending across an opposite edge
of said planar section and at top of which is formed an out-
wardly directed hook-shaped formation, and a horizontal fas-

tening flange extending outwardly from a load supporting leg
~' said trapezoidal folded portion for fastening the panel to

' purlins wherein said outwardly directed hook-shaped
ition defines an acute, cam engagement angle that is

greater than an acute angle defined by said inwardly facing
hook-shAped formation and which serves with a cam receiving
seat formed by an upper horizontal wall portion of said trape-
zoidal portion located immediately thereunder for enabling a
camming snap-in interconnection to be achieved between said
cam engagement angle and cam engagement seat of said panel
and an inwardly facing hook-shaped formation and upper
horizontal wall of a semi-trapezoidal folded portion of another,
like roof panel to form a series of panels with said fastening leg
being hidden under the semi-trapezoidal folded portion of said
like roof panel,

comprising a plurality of said roof panels for interlocking
into said series of panels, plural modified roof panels for

interlocking into a second series of panels, and upper and
lower clamping bars for clamping together adjacent pan-
els of said first and second series in a partially overlapping
manner therebetween, wherein said modified panels cor-
respond to said roof panels except for comer portions of
said fastening edge, trapezoidal folded portion, outwardly
directed hook-shaped formation, and inwardly facing
hook-shaped formation which are removed, wherein each
of said upper clamping bars has a tab at one end and a slot

at an opposite end, said tab being configured for passing
through said slot on a like upper clamping bar and inter-

locking underneath said snap-in interconnection, and
wherein each lower clamping bar has an aperture at both
ends for enabling fastening thereof to said roof purlins.

4,423,582

GLASS DOOR AND WINDOW STRUCTURES
Leigh T. Yates, Lakewood, N.Y., aadgnor to Falconer GUms

Indnstries, Inc., Falconer, N.Y.

FUed Jul. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 285,343

Int a.3 E04C 2/38
VJS. a. 52—825 5 Oaims

and said metal shoe whereby said glass, frame and shoe form a

single non-yielding structural entity.

1. A metal framed glass door and window structure compris-
ing a metal frame having a glass receiving groove with one
smooth side parallel to a face surface of said frame and an
opposite smooth side sloping slightly inwardly toward a bot-

tom of the groove, a glass sheet in said glass receiving groove
bearing against the said one side and spaced from the said other
sloping side, an elongate rigid metal shoe fitted in the glass

receiving groove between the glass and said other sloping side,

said shoe having a flat smooth face bearing on the glass surface

and a sloping smooth face corresponding in slope to and bear-

ing on the said opposite smooth sloping side of the frame and
means in said frame engaging said shoe to draw it slidably

relatively to and in direct contact with said glass and frame
into said glass receiving groove generally parallel to the glass

sheet in tight sealing engagement between the glass and said

other sloping side to engage the glass in non-resilient engage-
ment between the metal sidewall of the glass receiving groove

4,423,583

PACKAGING MACHINE WITH POUCH GRIPPING
CLAMPS

Norauu W. Carey. Saraoota, Ffat, aasipMr to Rczham Corpora-
tioa. New York, N.Y.

FUed Joi. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 286,180

Int a.) B65B 51/14
VJS. CI. 53—373 2 Claims

1. Apparatus for handling an upright pouch having upright
side margins and for forming a top heat seal along the extreme
upper end portion and along the top margin of the pouch, said

apparatus comprising a pair of clamps for releasably gripping
opposite side margins of the pouch, means for advancing said

clamps and the gripped pouch along a predetermined path,

each of said clamps having upper opposing jaws and having
lower opposing jaws spaced below the upper jaws, a pair of
opposing heated seal bars disposed on opposite sides of said

path for heat sealing the extreme upper end portion of the

pouch between the pair of clamps, means for moving said bars

to active positions in which the bars contact opposite sides of
the extreme upper end portion of the pouch to form said top
heat seal, said sealing ban having oppositely extending por-

tions projecting toward said side margins and spaced below the

top ends of the bars and extending into the spaces between the

upper and lower jaws of said clamps when said bars are in said

active positions, the upper and lower jaws of each clamp grip-

ping said pouch at elevations respectively located above and
below the bottom margin of the top heat seal formed by said

bars.

4,423,584

ROLL-WRAPPING APPARATUS WITH LABEL
INSERTER AND METHOD

Bertram F. Elsaen Frank Eisner, Jr., and Robert E. Moliaoa, all

of Hanover, Pa., aasignors to Eisner Eagiaeering Works, lac^
HanoTer, Pa.

FUed Feb. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 234,572

lat a.' B65B 11/04. 11/08, 61/20
MS. a. 53—415 16 ClaiM

11. Apparatus for forming a snug transparent film envelope
surrounding a roll with a flexible non-rigid label sandwiched
between the roll ana the envelope, the label having a circum-

ferential extent less than the circumference of the roll, the

apparatus including a work area, a positive film feed on one
side of the work area for supplying a pre-measured length of
film to a curtain extending across the work area, a demand film

feed on the opposite side of the work area for supplying film to

the other side of the curtain on donand, a label gripper, a drive

for moving the label gripper from a label pickup position

remote from the work area to a label release position adjacent

the curtain so that the gripper engages a flexible non-rigid label
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at the pickup position and carries the label to a position in front

of the curtain in the path of the roll, and means for moving a

roll located in front of the curtain against the label and curtain

to wrap the curtain over the roll, fold the label over the roll so
as to sandwich the label between the curtain and roll and form
a frictional connection there between with the label extending
partially around the roll and move the roll, curtain and label

past the film seal means as film is first drawn from said positive

/^

/
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film feed to rotate the roll and label in a first direction by said

friction connection and film is then drawn from said demand
film feed to route the roll and label in the opposite direction by
said friction connection, and tensioning means maintaining said

curtain taut during film feeding and forming of the envelope,
whereby actuation of the film seal means forms a seal across
the curtain closing a snug envelope on the roll and label with
the label held in a known position in the envelope and a seal

re-establishing the curtain.

(c) means for sealing and severing said material into individ-
ual packages having side, top and bottom seals;

(d) means for filling each successive package after forming
of the side and bottom seals thereof and before forming
the top seal thereof;

(e) means for holding open the tube form making up each
said successive package during the filling thereofcompris-
ing:

(i) a pair of oppositely positioned magnetizable bars sup-
ported on said frame structure and positioned so as to
extend into said tubular form during the forming and
filling of each said successive package; and

(ii) a pair of magnetic field source dieans supported from
said frame structure with one such source means being
adjacent each said magnetizable bar and providing
magnetic fields positioned so as to magnetically attract
and draw each said bar outwardly so as to mainfin said
tubular form and each said successive package (formed
therefrom open during the Filling thereof;

(0 a belt drive assembly oppositely associated with each said
magnetic field source means and supported by said frame
structure including for each said belt drive assembly sets
of rollers over which the belt associated therewith runs
when moving adjacent the respective magnetizable bar
associated therewith, each said assembly having a belt
engaging the outer surface of said tube form and running
between the respective magnetic field source means with
which such belt is associated and the respective magnetiz-
able bar attracted thereto;

(g) means to drive each said belt at selected times coordi-
nated with the forming, sealing and filling of packages to
pull packaging material through said former; and

(h) means adjustably mounting said rollers enabling the
positioning of said rollers to be adjusted with respect to
the position of the respective magnetic field source means
associated therewith whereby to maintain a selected air

gap between said respective magnetic field source means
and the respective magnetizable bar associated therewith.

4,423,586

PNEUMATIC YARN SPUCING DEVICE
PACKAGE FORMING APPARATUS AND METHOD I«*i"i> Matsui, Kyoto, Japan, assignor to Mntata Kikai Kabn-

Claade E. Moosees, and WUliam W. Simpson, both of Dnrham, "l^^ Kaisha, Kyoto, Japan

N.Cn assignors to Rexhan Corporation, Charlotte, N.C. ^^^^ Oct 28, 1982, Scr. No. 437,276
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct 29, 1981, 56-

161347[U]

Int a.3 DOIH 15/00

4,423,585

Filed Ang. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 294,551
Int CL^ B65B 9/14, 41/12

U.S. CL 53-^«51 15 Claims
U.S. a. 57—22 7Claims

^w^..

1. In a package forming and filling machine, in combination:
(a) a frame structure;

(b) a former for shaping packaging material into tubular
form;

1. A pneumatic yam splicing device comprising:

a bracket;

a yam splicing member mounted on said bracket and having
a pair of side faces and a yam splicing hole extending
transversely between said side faces, said yam Splicing

member including an air ejection nozzle for ejecting a
compressed air flow into said yam splicing hole; and

a pair of yam presser levers pivotably mounted with respect

to said bracket and each having a first portion for control-

ling the amount of air flowing out of the open ends of the
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yam splicing hole and a second portion for nipping the
yam introduced in the yam splicing hole in cooperation
with the bracket.

4,423,587

DOUBLE TWISTING FRAME FOR FLANGE BOBBIN
YosUhisa Inoac, Ibaragi, Japan, assivsor to Mnrato Klkai
KabusUki Kaisha, Japan

Filed May 14, 1981, Ser. No. 263,789
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, May 14, 1980, 55-66774

Int a? DOIH 7/86
U.S. a. 57—58.86 4 Claims

1. In combination a double twister having a top end and an

axis of rotation and including a rotatable spindle having an axis

of rotation on the axis of rotation of the double twister, a rotary

board having an axis of rotation congruent with the axis of

rotation of the spindle one side of which is secured to the

spindle for rotation therewith and having a yam passage ex-

tending first axially from the other side thereof and then radi-

ally through the outer periphery thereof, a first hollow shaft

secured to the rotary board on the axis of the spindle extending

from the other side of the rotary board, the inside of which is

in communication with the yam passage in the rotary board, a

stationary board sleeved over the first shaft, means operable

between the first shaft and rotary board for permitting relative

rotation therebetween, said stationary board including means
for mounting a flange bobbin on the axis of roution of the

spindle, and a cylindrical yam supply pot having a lower end
secured to the stationary board and an upper end for receiving

a yam supply flange bobbin positioned therein on the axis of

rotation of the spindle, a tensor positioped in spaced relation to

the top end of the double twister for receiving yam unwound
from a flange bobbin placed in the double twister and provid-

ing a tension on the yam as it proceeds axially downwardly
through the double twister on the axis thereof and a flyer

rotatably mounted on the axis of the double twister between

the tensor and the double twister including means for guiding

the yam past the upper flange of a flange bobbin placed in the

double twister as it passes between the flange bobbin in the

double twister and the tensor whereby fluffs are not formed in

the yam.

4,423,588

APPARATUS FOR PAYING OFF WIRE FROM A BOBBIN
Ricardo A. M. Garcia, Ondad Satelite, Mexico, assignor to

Trimak Equipment Ltd., George Town, Grand Cayman, Brit-

ish West Indies

FUcd Oct 22, 1981, Ser. No. 313,792

Int a.3 D07B 7/02

UJS. CL 57—127.5 16 Claims

1. Apparatus for paying off wire from a bobbin mounted for

rotation about its longitudinal axis in a high speed strander

cradle, comprising:

(a) wire guide means for guiding the wire from the bobbin
along a path substantially normal to the axis of the bobbin to

a path substantially coincident with the longitudinal axis of
the cradle;

(b) adjusting means for presetting said wire guide means to

establish a reference tension in the wire;

(c) braking means for applying variable braking torques to the

bobbin, said wire guide means being in the nature of a feed-

back device continuously comparing the actual tension in

the wire with the reference tension and moving about an
equilibrium position as a function of the deviations of the

actual tension in the wire from the reference tension; and
(d) actuating means connected to sai<l wire guide means and

said braking means to continuously adjust the torque on the

bobbin to thereby maintain the tension in the wire substan-

tially equal to the reference tension during operation of the

strander.

4,423,589

TELECOMMUNICATION CABLES AND METHODS OF
MANUFACTURING SAME

Tommy G. Hardin, Lilbura, and Brace C. Vrieland, NorcrtMS,

both of Ga., assignors to Western Electric Company, Inc.,

New York, N.Y.

FUed Feb. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 230,233

Int a.' HOIB 13/04; D07B 3/00
MS. a. 57—293 2 Claimi

1. A method of manufacturing a telecommunication cable

having improved insertion loss characteristics comprising the

steps of forming a plurality of wire units by advancing groups

of twisted wire pairs or quads through twisting stations

wherein each group is alternately twisted in clockwise and

counterclockwise rotary directions with both the frequency

and amplitude of the twisting being modulated; stranding the

plurality of units so formed together into a cable core; and
forming a conductive sheath around the core, whereby the

cable is manufactured with each wire pair or quad of a unit

located proximal to the conductive sheath at irregularly spaced

intervals with longer pair or quad sections created by twist

reversal dwell time in proximity with the sheath distributed

among a relatively large number of wire pairs or quads.
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4,423t590 cess of said body, and said confining means being defined by a
BALLOON CONTROL RING portion of said sUder.

Knio TaakuMto, aad MIckio Shibamt, both of Kariya, Japan,
Iginr i to KabMhiU Kaiiha Toyoda Jidoahokld Seiaaknaho,

Kariya, Japu 4,423,592

Filed Aug. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 289,904 FUEL CONTROL SYSTEM FOR GAS TURBINE ENGINE
Oaimi priority, application Japan, Ang. 9, 1980, 55- Rowland M. Evaaa, Terraaae Vaadrcoil, Canada, aHignor to

112903[U]
~

U.S. CL 57—354
Int a.} DOIH 1/42

1 I S 4 I
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Ariation Electric Ltd^ Montreal,

Filed Not. 28, 1980, Ser. No. 210,938

5 Clainis Int Q.^ F02C 3/10. 9/28
U.S. a. 60—39.161 15 ri.i—

.B

4,423,591 I

BRACELET, WATCHBAND OR LKE LINK
Berahard Teach, Ennetbiirgen, Switzeriand, aaslgnor to Zwyro

A.G., SchafnuuHca and Teach A.G., Ennetbiirgen, both of,

Switzerland

Filed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 372,081
ClainM priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 27,

1981, 3116585

Int a.i F16G 13/18
UJS. GL 59—80 15 Claims

1. A link for a wristband comprising a body having opposite
longitudinal edge portions and opposite transverse edge por-

tions, one of said longitudinal edge portions defining a trans-

venely directed projection, another of said longitudinal edge
portions defining a recess generally aligned with and con-

toured to the general configuration of said projection whereby
said link and similar links can be joined in projection-recess

interconnected relationship, a transversely disposed guide
channel in said body opening outwardly through an associated

longitudinal edge portion, a slider mounted for reciprocal

sliding movement in said guide channel and transversely rela-

tive to said associated longitudinal edge portion between first

and second projected poeitions at each of which a terminal end
portion of said slider is disposed outwardly of said associated

kngitadinal edge portion, spring means for biasing said slider

to laid first projected position, means for confining said spring

against inadvertent dislodgement from a spring-receiving re-

1. A balloon control ring to control ballooning of yam being

spun out from a spinner or twister, comprising an innner cir-

cumferential surface of said balloon control ring, means defin-

ing at least one annularly extending, aligned plurality of
grooves formed in said inner circumferential surface, said inner

circumferential surface defining annularly extending yam
contacting surfaces respectively above and below each said

aligned plurality of grooves, and respective bank portions

disposed between and forming the ends of adjacent one of said

grooves, whereby air flowing within and along said grooves is

diverted inwardly of said balloon ring by said bank portions.

1. A fuel control system for a gas tubine engine comprising:
means for generating an actual speed signal proportional to

the actual turbine speed of the gas turbine engine;

means for generating a scheduled speed signal proportional
to a desired engine output power;

means for generating a demanded speed signal proportional
to the time integral of a difference signal;

means for generating said difference signal proportional to

the difference between said scheduled speed signal and
said demanded speed signal;

means for generating an error signal proportional to the
difference between said demanded speed signal and said

actual speed signal; and
means for controlling the fuel flow to the gas turbine engine

as a function of said error signal.

4,423,593

FUEL CONTROL FOR CONTROLLING HEUCOPTER
ROTOR/TURBINE ACCELERATION

Raymond D. ZagranaU, Somers, and Jamea J. Howlett, North
Haven, both of Conn., assignon to Chandler ETana Inc., West
Hartford, Conn.

FUed Apr. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 369,301

Int a.3 F02C 9/28
\iS. a. 60—39.161 2 Claina

7-^
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1. An engine control for a free turbine gas engine, compris-
ing:

speed means for providing an actual speed signal indicative

of the speed of the free turbine;

fuel valve means responsive to a fiiel command signal pro-
vided thereto for metering fuel to the engine; and

ftiel controlling signal processing means responsive to said

speed means for providing a reference speed signal indica-

tive of a desired speed of the turbine, for comparing said
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reference speed signal with said actual speed signal and
providing a speed error signal indicative of the difference
in said actual speed signal from said reference speed sig-
nal, and for providing a fuel command signal to said valve
means in response to said speed error signal;

characterized by:

said signal processing means comprising means for provid-
ing a desired acceleration signal as a function of said speed
error signal, for providing, in response to said actual speed
signal, an actual acceleration signal indicative of actual
atxeleration of thehurbine, for providing, in response to
said desired acceleration signal and said actual accelera-
tion signal, an acceleration error signal indicative of the
difference in said actual acceleration signal from said
desired acceleration signal, and for providing said fuel
command signal in response to said acceleration error
signal.

4,423,594

ADAPTIVE SELF-CORRECTING CONTROL SYSTEM
Stanley H. Ellla, Palm B«Kh Gardeaa, FUl, aadgnor to United

Technologicf Corporatioa, Hartfbrd, Conn.
Filed Job. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 269,196

Int a.» PQ2C 9/28
U.S. a. 60-39J8 9 Claims
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sensors indicative of parameters used by said control system,
for compensating for deterioration in said power plant, for

compensating for errors in said geometry and for detecting a

failed sensor, said means including:

a plurality of sensors having feedback means monitoring a

pluraUty of engine operating variables, function generator
means responsive to said feedback means for generating
signals that are multiple estimates of the control variables,

means for applying predetermined weighting factora to said

corrected estimated signals for giving priority to any
given estimate as a function of the accuracy of said esti-

mate but limited to a maximum weighting factor value to
prevent any one sensor from having a voting majority,

averaging means responsive to said weighted estimate sig-

nals by dividing the sum of said weighted estimates by the
sum of the corresponding weighting facton to produce
weighted average estimate signals,

adaptive trim means, responsive to said multiple estimates of
said control variables and the value of the weighted aver-
age, by gradually reducing the error between independent
estimates and the corresponding weighted average esti-

mate,

means for compensating for calculation error and integrator
drift to prevent the adaptive trim from altering the ground
trim setting of the control by feedback means that drives
the weighted sum of adaptive trims to zero,

editing means for systematically comparing said weighted
estimate signals with predetermined boundary limits sur-

rounding the weighted average fatimatc, means for elimi-

nating any of said estimated sigiWls falling outside of said

boundaries while allowing said weighted estimates to be
reinsuted when falling within said boundary limits,

actuator means responsive to said weighted average estimate
signals for controlling the fuel to the engine and the geom-
etry of the engine.

4,423,595

AUGMENTOR RESIDUAL FUEL DRAIN APPARATUS
Howard J. McLean, North Palm Beach, Fla., aaaignor to United

Technologiea CoiporatioB, Hartford, Coon.
FUed May 27, 1982, Ser. No. 382,851

Int a.' P02K 3/10
U.S. a. 60—261 9 Claims
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1. In a gas turbine engine having an axis and including means
1. An electronic control system for controlling the operation deflning a turbine exhaust gas flow path, an augmentor system

ofa turbine type power plant which controls fuel to and geom- comprising:

etry of the power plant and utilizes a plurality of sensors for fuel spray means disposed in said flow path;
monitoring predetermined engine operating variables, means fiiel supply means in fluid communication with said spray
for synthesizing parameters from signals produced by said means for supplying fuel thereto;
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a flameholder downstream of said spray means;

fuel drain means including drain conduit means havihg out-

let means within said flameholder; and

valve means in operable relationship with said drain conduit

means and with said fuel supply means said valve means

< comprising means for shutting off the flow of fuel to said

spray means and for providing fluid communication be-

tween said spray means and said drain conduit means upon

the shutting off of fuel flow to said spray means for drain-

ing residual fuel from said spray means into said flame-

holder.

4,423,596

THERMAL ENGINE
Tbomai E. Karnes, 4529 18th St, and Robert J. Tropin, 468

Elizabeth St, both of San Frandsco, Calif. 94114
Filed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 334,728

Int a.3 P03G 7/06

U.S. CL 60—527 12 Claims

8. A nitinol thermal engine comprising

an elongated strip of nitinol material secured at one end to an

output shaft and fixed at the other end against movement,
a pair of chambers containing different temperature liquids

disposed on opposite sides of said strip with said strip

forming a common wall between said chambers, said

chambers and said strip being partially rotatable in either

direction about a horizontal axis disposed proximate the

longitudinal axis of said strip,

means for concurrently absorbing and partially storing and

partially translating the energy developed by the longitu-

dinal shortening of the strip, said energy storage means
elongating said strip when it is thermally cycled to elon-

gate.

means for alternately rocking said chambers in opposite

directions around said horizontal longitudinal axis to alter-

nately apply the different temperature liquids to the oppo-

site sides of said strip, said means including a mechanical

interconnection between said reciprocating output shaft

and said chambers for partially translating the shortening

of said strip and transforming the stored energy into the

alternate partial rotational motion of said chambers about

said horizontal longitudinal axis,

means secured to said output shaft for utilizing the excess

energy developed during the longitudinal shortening of

the nitinol material and not utilized to elongte the strip or

to rotate the chambers.

4,423,597

HYDRAUUC BRAKE ASSEMBLY WITH PNEUMATIC
POWER ASSIST

Norbert Spielmann, Ebem, Fed. Rep. of Germany, anignor to

Fag Kngelflacher Georg ScUifer A Co., Schweinftirt Fed.
Rep. of Germany

Filed Feb. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 237,674
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 26,

1980, 3007148

Int a.J B60T WOO
U.S. a. 60—547.1 16 Claims

1. Hydraulic brake assembly with pneumatic power assist for

use in a motor vehicle, said assembly comprising:

a substantially cylindrical elongated housing;

fastening means for attaching said housing to the frame of

said vehicle;

tandem master brake cylinders aligned with one another,

rigid with and surrounded by said housing;

actuator means including a push rod operatively linked at

one end to a brake pedal of said vehicle and at an opposite

end to pistons of said master cylinder for operating same;

power-booster means operatively connected to said master

cylinder and to the intake manifold of the engine of said

vehicle for assisting, with suction power supplied by said

manifold, said push rod in the operation of said master

cylinders, said power-booster means including a pair of

annular chambers separated by a membrane and concen-

trically surrounding said housing and said master cylin-

ders, and a tension rod axially traversing a substantial

portion of said master cylinders and linked to said mem-
brane power-booster means for transmitting a tensile force

to said pistons to aid said push rod in the actuation of said

master cylinders, said housing axially traversing said an-

nular chambers and said membrane;

reservoir means attached to said housing between ends

thereof for storing brake fluid for charging said master

cylinders;

hydraulic-circuit means extending from said master cylin-

ders to wheel brake cylinders for guiding brake fluid upon
the operation of said master cylinders;

a valve casing rigid with said housing;

first valve means mounted in said casing and operatively

connected to said actuator means and to said power-

booster means for controlling the operation thereof at

least partially in response to axial motion of said push rod,

said fu^t valve means being connected to said power-

booster means by at least one channel running through

said housing; and

second valve means in said hydrauUc-circuit means respon-

sive to the axial motion of said push rod for closing a

circuit path between said reservoir means and said master

cylinder and for opening another path between same and
said brake cylinders upon an inward axial shift of said push

rod.
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^4,423,598
WORKING FLUID SUPPLY SYSTEM FOR A

HYDRAUUC POWER BOOSTER AND A POWER
STEERING SYSTEM

Yaiuftami Ideta, Tokyo, Japan, anignor to Nissan Motor Com-
pany Limited, Yokohama, Japan

FUed No?. 12, 1980, Ser. No. 206,106
Claims priority, appUcation Japui, Not. 13, 1979, 54-145982

Int a.J F15B IS/IS
UA a. 60-547J 14 Claims

ized working fluid supplied from said outlet port and
being in communication with said fluid reservoir means
for restoring the working fluid thereto.

.J
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4,423,599
SOLAR ENERGY UTILIZATION APPARATUS AND

METHOD
Charics C. Veale, 170 McKaigbt Dr., Lagnna Beach, Calif

92651 ^^ ^^
FUed Ang. 1, 1980, Ser. No. 174,416

lat a.3 P03G 7/02
U& a. 60—641.8 20 ClaiM

>« M ">

1. A working fluid supply system for an automotive vehicle,
comprising:

(a) a first pump driven by an-engine of the automotive vehi-
cle, said first pump having a fluid discharge rate which
decreases below a predetermined level in response to an
engine speed beyondd a predetermined level;

(b) a second pump;
(c) control means for operating said second pump when the

discharge rate of said first pump is less than said predeter-
mined level; and

(d) a hydraulic power boosting apparatus having:

(1) a first inlet port communicating with said first pump
and supplied with pressurized working fluid therefrom;

(2) a second inlet port communicating with said second
pump and supplied with pressurized working fluid
therefrom when the discharge rate of said first pump is

less than the predetermined level;

(3) an outlet port communicating with a power steering
unit;

(4) a drain port communicating with fluid reservoir means
for restoring the fluid thereto;

(5) a first passageway communicating said first inlet port
with said outlet port through a first valve;

(6) said first valve being open to permit the flow of the
working fluid therethrough when a brake pedal is in a
released position and being closed to prevent the flow
of the working fluid therethrough when the brake pedal
is in an applied position;

(7) a second passageway communicating said first inlet

port with a power boosting chamber through a second
valve, said power boosting chamber defined within said
power boosting apparatus;

(8) said second valve being closed to prevent the flow of
the working fluid therethrough when the brake pedal is

in a released position and being open to permit the flow
of the working fluid therethrough when the brake pedal
is in an applied position;

(9) a third passageway communicating said power boost-
ing chamber with said drain port through a third valve;

(10) said third valve being open to permit the flow of the
working fluid therethrough when the brake pedal is in a
released position and being closed to prevent the flow
of the working fluid therethrough when the brake pedal
is in an applied position; and

(1 1) a fourth passageway communicating said second inlet

port with said power boosting chamber;
(e) said power steering unit being operated by the pressur-

MI- %
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1. A solar to mechanical energy conversion system compris-
ing, in combination:

means in the form of a solar energy collector for converting
an inlet stream of water to an outlet flow of steam;

control means for preventing initiation of water and steam
flow at steam pressure below a selected pressure and after
initiation of water and steam flow, for terminating water
and steam flow at pressures less than a given pressure; and

heat engine means responsive to said flow of steam above the
selected pressure for generating a mechanical energy
output.

4,423,600
METHOD FOR PRESERVATION OF LIVING ORGANIC

TISSUE BY FREEZING
Joan J. McKenna, 2811 Gro?e St^ Berkeley, Calif. 94703

FUed Dec. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 448,467
Int CI.3 F25D 25/00

U.S. a. 62—62 11 <Ti—
1. A process for the freezing of organic tissue which com-

prises lowering the pressure of the atmosphere in contact with
said tissue to release from said tissue at least a substantial por-
tion of the gaseous matters dissolved therein with substantially
no vaporization of water from said tissue, while cooling said
tissue to a temperature at or below the freezing point thereof
and agitating said tissue to disrupt crystal growth within said
tissue.

4,423,601

WATER DEFROST EVAPORATOR WITH
NON-UNIFORM WATER DISTRIBUTION

Daniel E. Kramer, 2009 Woodland Dr., Yardley, Pa. 19067
Filed Jnl. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 283,969

Int a.' F25D 21/12
U.S. a. 62—82 4 m«i—

1. An improved forced air cooling evaporator including a
frosting coil comprising a bundle of substantially straight
spaced apart tubes joined at their ends with U bends, said
bundle having end portions adjacent the U bends and central
portions; means for defrosting the coil by applying water to it
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wherem the improvement comprises means for supplying

water at a higher unit rate to an end portion and at a lower unit

rate to a central portion to speed up the defrost rate of the end

portion.

4,423,602

SYNERGISTIC AIR COND^^O^aNG AND
REFRIGERATION ENERGY ENHANCEMENT METHOD
BouMtt M. VenaMc, Northport, N.Y^ aarignor to Certified

Energy Corp^ Jericho, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 338,183

Int. a.3 F25B 27/02

MS. CL 62—238.6
,

2 Claims
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1. A refrigeration system including a compressor, a con-

denser, expansion means and an evaporator connected in a

refrigerant flow relationship, and, additionally, a cooling water

storage and recirculation system comprising: a heat exchanger

connected between the condenser and the expansion means; a

water storage tank; a pump; first temperature responsive con-

trol means operatively associated with the storage and recircu-

lation system for preventing water flow therein responsive to

sensing a predetermined low temperature and permitting flow

therein responsive to sensing a predetermined high tempera-

ture, the first temperature responsive control means including

a thermostat and a first solenoid valve; second temperature

responsive control means operatively associated with the stor-

age and recirculation system for relieving pressure therein

responsive to sensing of a predetermined low temperature and

increasing pressure therein responsive to sensing a predeter-

mined high temperature, the second temperature responsive

control means including an aquastat and a second solenoid

valve; first pressure responsive control means operatively

associated with the heat exchanger for draining water from the

storage and recirculation system upon sensing a predetermined

low water pressure therein and for retaining water in ^he sys-

tem upon sensing a predetermined high water pressure therein,

the first pressure responsive control means including a first

drain valve; second pressure responsive control means opera-

tively associated with the water storage tank for draining

water from the storage and recirculation system upon sensing

a predetermined low water pressure and retaining water

therein upon sensing a predetermined high water pressure, the

second pressure responsive control means including a second

drain valve; and, a pressure sensitive pressure responsive pump
control means for activating said pump to add water to the

system upon sensing a water pressure above a preselected high

value and for deactivating said pump to drain water from the

system upon sensing a water pressure below a preselected low
value whereby cooler water is automatically drained from the

storage and recirculation system at a preselected low tempera-

ture and warmer water is automatically added to the storage

and recirculation system at a preselected high temperature.

4^423,603

HEAT PUMP TYPE REFRIGERATION SYSTEM
Kensakn Ognni, Shimiio; Hiroma Yamda, Shlzntdu, ud
SigeaU Kunxb, Shimizo, all of Japan, larigBon to Hitaehi,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed May 27, 1982, Scr. No. 382,561

Claims priority, application Japan, May 29, 1981, 5641172
Int a.3 F25B WOO

U.S. a. 62—324.1 12 Claims

JIh'2

4^'

1. A heat pump type refrigeration system comprising a heat

pump type refrigeration circuit including: a compressor having

a suction-side line and a discharge-side line; a four-way valve;

an outdoor heat exchanger and an indoor heat exchanger to

which said suction-side line and discharge-side line of said

compressor are connected switchably through said four-way

valve, the other ends of said heat exchangers being connected

to each other through a first pressure reducer, bottom of the

gas-liquid separator and a second pressure reducer; a refriger-

ant tank disposed in a pipe interconnecting said four-way valve

and said indoor heat exchanger, in a heat exchanging relation

to the pipe interconnecting the four way valve and the indoor

heat exchanger; and a pipe interconnecting an upper portion of

said gas-liquid separator and said refrigerant tank; said refriger-

ation system further comprising a bi-component refrigerant

mixture confined in said refrigerant circuit and consisting of

two refrigerants of different boUing temperatures.

4,423,604

ADJUSTABLE SPACER FOR CONTACT PLATE
FREEZER

Eugene Riley, Macon, Mo., aasignor to Banqnet Foods Corpora-

tion, Macon, Mo.
FUed Sep. 14, 1982, Scr. No. 418,007

Int a.J F17C 5/14

U.S. a. 62—341 10 Claim
1. In a contact plate freezer, for freezing products brought in

contact with a pair of consecutive freezing plates on a stack of

freezing plates, said stack including a pair ofconsecutive freez-

ing plates consisting of a first and a second freezing plate, the

improvement comprising:

spacer means, adjustable to the size of the products, mounted

on said first freezing plate for separating said second freez-

ing plate from said first freezing plate, a distance substan-

tially equal to the height of the products, said spacer

means comprising:

ramp means mounted on said first freezing plate;

a plurality of spacer bars overlying said ramp means, said

spacer bars determining the separation distance be-
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tween said first freezing plate and said second freezing
plate; and

4,423,605

RADIATIVE COOLER
Stimley W. Petoick, La Canada, and Ramon D. Garcia, AUuun-

bra, both of Calif., assignora to The United Stiitea of America
as represented by the Administrator of the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration, Washington, D.C.

FUed Jul. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 284,289

Int a.3 F25B 21/02
U.S. a. 62—467 R lo claims

1. An improved radiative cooling device comprising:
a housing for said device; and
means mounted in said housing for serially reflecting re-

duced quantities of emissive radiation including a series of
spaced shields characterized by relatively low emissivity

and having planar reflective surfaces arranged in mutually
angularly related planes defining between adjacent shields

V-shaped spaces communicating with a common heat
sink, said reduced quantities of radiation being reflected

by said surfaces through the V-shaped spaces to said

common heat sink.

4,423,606

METHOD FOR MECHANICAL STITCH FORMATION AS
WELL AS KNITTING MACHINE FOR CARRYING OUT

THE METHOD
Ulrich Hofnann, Hcrdcritr. 99, D-7470 Albatadt 1, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

FUed Mar. 11, 1980, Scr. No. 129,366
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Gmnany, Mar. 14,

1979,2909963

Int CL^ D04B 9/02, 7/00 35/02
MS. a. 66—13 10 Clalna

10. A method for forming a stitch with at least one continu-

ous thread comprising:

,
(a) catching a thread by the hook of a knitting needle during

its most advanced longitudinal stroke position,

(b) holding fast a previously formed stitch by the transport

hook of a plate,

(c) moving said thread rearwardly through said previously

formed stitch by the longitudinal retraction of said needle

thereby forming a new stitch around the shaft of said

needle,

(d) releasing said previously formed stitch above said re-

tracted hook of said needle by retracting said plate,

(e) moving said plate transversely toward said needle caus-

ing engagement of said plate and said transport hook with
said needle.

pulling means, each corresponding to one of said spacer
bars, for pulling said spacer bars along said ramp means,
thereby adjusting the separation distance.

(0 advancing said needle with said engaged plate and trans-

port hook to said needle's most advanced stroke position,

and

(g) widening said new stitch to a size sufficient to allow
subsequent retraction of said needle therethrough by mov-
ing said plate substantially perpendicular from said needle
shaft while said needle shaft is in its most advanced longi-

tudinal stroke position prior to the subsequent retraction

of said needle.

4,423,607

WASH TUB OF PLASTICS MATERIAL FOR CLOTHES
WASHING MACHINES

Dino Mnniai, Pordenone, Italy, aaaignor to Industrie Zaanaal
S.P.A., Pordenone, Italy

FUed Jul. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 281,203
Claims priority, appUcation Italy, Jul. 3, 1980, 45722 A/80

Int a.' D06F 23/02, 37/04. 37/22
U.S. a. 68—23J 6 Claims

1. A wash tub for use with a domestic clothes washing
machine of the front loading type, said wash tub comprising a
single and integral body formed of plastic material, said body
comprising:

a cylindrical member including a front cylindrical portion
and a rear cylindrical portion having a diameter smaUer
than that of said front cylindrical portion, said cylindrical

member including means for supporting ballast masses and
means for supporting a drive member for a wash drum of
a clothes washing machine, and said cylindrical member
having therein inlet and discharge apertures for a washing
liquid;

a rear waU integral with said rear cylindrical portion and
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dosing a rear end of said cylindrica] member, said rear

wall including an integral hub for housing bearings for

supporting a shaft of the wash drum; and

said cylindrical member having extending outwardly there-

from, at an area of juncture between said front and rear

cylindrical portions, an integral annular rib having inte-

gral transversely extending stifTening elements and includ-

ing seats for locking attachment to suspension members to

be used for suspending an assembly of said wash tub and

the wash drum.

4,423,608

WASHING APPARATUS
Kazno FnmUd, Kwngal, Japan, assignor to Tokyo Shibaura

Deoki Kabashlkl Kaislia, Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Dec. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 448,323

Claims priority, applicatioo Japan, Dec. 30, 1981, 56-211684

Int a.3 D06F i7/24

U.S. a. 68—23J . 17 Claims

84 se

.
28 22 «8 42„j2

1. A washing apparatus comprising: '

a casing in the form of a substantially rectangular tube open

at both ends;

a water reservoir disposed in the casing;

a rotary tub disposed in the water reservoir;

an agitator disposed in the rotary tub;

driving means attached to the water reservoir and located

inside the casing to drive the rotary tub and/or the agita-

tor;

suspending means elastically suspending the water reservoir

and the driving means in the casing; and

a pair of end members equal in size and shape and attached

individually to both ends of the casing, each end member
having a substantially rectangular ring-shaped frame at-

tached to the peripheral edge portion at each correspond-

ing end of the casing and protrusions formed individually

in the four comers of the frame, the protrusions of one end

member constituting suppori members supporting the

suspending means, and the protrusions of the other end

member constituting legs of the casing.

4,423,609

SINGLE-OPERATION TYPE OF FASTENING DEVICE
FOR BOBBIN SPACER

Takcjl Itch, Kasogd, Japan, assignor to Osaka Bobbin Kabu-

shfld Kalsha, Osaka, Japan

FDed Dec. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 327,542

lat a? D06B 23/04: B65H 49/20

U.S. CL 68—212 9 Claims

9. A bobbin holder, comprising:

a spindle on which a plurality of bobbins can be coaxially

mounted;

a pair of upper and lower bobbin retainers mounted on said

spindle, each of said bobbin retainers having an opening
therein and said spindle extends through said openings,

said lower retainer being secured in a fixed position at the

lower end of said spindle and said upper retainer being

slidably disposed at the upper end of said spindle;

a locking rod coaxial with said spindle and secured at its

lower end to the upper end of said spindle, said locking

rod having an annular groove in the periphery thereof,

said groove being coaxial with said locking rod;

a sleeve axially slidably mounted on the outer periphery of
said locking rod, said sleeve having a plurality of radially

extending holes herein, said holes being alignable with

said annular groove;

a plurality of locking balls disposed in said holes, the radially

innermost portions of said balls being receivable in said

annular groove to prevent axial movement of said sleeve

relative to said locking rod;

an axially slidable ring disposed on the outer periphery of
said sleeve on the lower end portion thereof;

a first stop member secured to said sleeve at a position above
said slidable ring;

a first compression spring helically wound around the outer

periphery of said sleeve, said first spring being interposed

between said first stop member and said slidable ring,

whereby said spring urges said slidable ring downwardly
into sealing contact with an upper end portion of said

upper bobbin retainer, which upper end portion defines

said opening in said upper bobbin retainer, whereby said

upper bobbin retainer can move upwardly due to expan-

sion of said bobbins against the action of said first spring;

an axially slidable locking member mounted on the outer

periphery of said sleeve above said stop member, said

iocldng member having a recess formed in the upper end

thereof;

a second stop member secured to an upper end portion of

said sleeve above said locking member; and

a second compression spring disposed in said recess in said

locking member, the upper end of said second spring

being in abutment with the lower end of said second stop

member, the lower end of said second spring being in

abutment with said locking member, whereby said locking

member is urged to a downwardmost position into abut-

ment with the upper side of said first stop member, said

balls being held in said radially innermost positions thereof

by contact with the inner periphery of said locking mem-
ber when said locking member is in its downwardmost
position, and said balls being disengageable from said

annular groove by upward movement of said locking

member whereby said balls move radially outwardly in

said holes out of engagement with said annular groove to

respective radially outermost positions, thereby releasing

the assembly of said sleeve, locking member, slidable ring,
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said fint and second stop member, said first and second 4,423,612
compression springs, and said balls from engagement with CANTILEVERED ROLL SHAFT BEARING BRACKET
said locking rod. Bapa R. Uppainri, Skaroa Hill, Pa., aaslgaor to SoMkwlre Co»

PMy, Ga.

Filed Dec. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 3324»50

..„„_ iBt a.' B21B i//02

SHA^*'^CK
U^. a. 72-35 ,a.i«

Judy L. Hart, and William A. Mnoday, both of Seattle, Wash.,
assignors to Gross National Producta, Inc., Seattle, Wash.

Filed Jon. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 275,895

Int. a.} E05B 7i/O0
U.S. a. 70—18 12 Claims

1. A device for securing a cross bolt having an eye in a

shackle comprising:

a plunger insertable through the eye of the cross bolt when
the cross bolt is engaged with the shackle,

spring means urging the plunger through the eye of the cross

bolt,

means for preventing rotation of the plunger and spring

means relative to the shackle when the plunger is inserted

through the eye.

4,423,611

CYLINDER LOCK FOR VEHICLES
Guy Neyret, and Alain Cadoux, both of OuUins, France, assign-

ors to Sodex-Magister, Societe d'ExploiUtion des Brerets
Neiman, Croissy, France

FUed Apr. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 255,951
Claims priority, applicatioo Fhmce, Apr. 30, 1980, 80 09822

Int a.3 E05B 17/18
U.S. a. 70—455 4 Claims

1. In a cylinder lock of the type comprising a cylinder rotat-

able in a bore of a body and controlled by a key sliding in a

longitudinal passage of the cylinder, the entry of the key pas-

sage being closed by a flap which pivots when the key is intro-

duced, the provision of:

(a) a sUder which is movable at right angles to the key pas-

sage,

(b) a spring for returning the flap towards its closure posi-

tion,

(c) a lug on said flap against which said slider presses the

assembly being lodged in a front cavity of the head of the

cylinder, and

(d) a cap for closing said cavity.

1. Apparatus for limiting deflection and bending moment of
cantilevered roll shafts of a cantilevered type rolling mill com-
prising mutually stabilized, adjusuble bearing housings
wherein a first bearing housing is mounted on the cantilevered
end of a first cantilevered roil shaft and secured to a second
cooperating bearing housing mounted on the cantilevered end
of a second cantilevered roll shaft, such that said first roll shaft

is substantially parallel to said second roll shaft.

4,423,613

GRAVITY ACCELERATED SHOT TREATING
APPARATUS

Bruce W. DeClark, Walker, and Joseph H. Weber, Grand Rap-
ids, both of Mich., assignors to ProgressiTc Blasting Systcam,
Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Filed Sep. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 300,948

Int a.3 B21J 5/00
U.S. a. 72—53 16 Claims

d:tw-.

1. Apparatus for treating workpieces with gravity acceler-

ated media comprising:

a housing having a fu^t chamber through which the media is

dropped;

a second chamber containing an elevator means for elevat-
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ing said media from the lower end of said second chamber
to the upper end thereof;

support means for supporting workpieccs intermediate the

upper and lower ends of said first chamber;

means located at the upper sections of said chambers for

causing said media to pass from the upper end of said

second chamber to the upper end of said first chamber and
fall downwardly through said first chamber; and means at

the lower sections of said chambers for causing the media
to pass from said first chamber to said second chamber so

it can be elevated by said elevator means to the upper
sections of said chambers, the improvement comprising:

a screen located intermediate said upper end of said first

chamber and the portion of said first chamber where said

support means supports said workpieces, said screen being

elongated and extending in a direction along the width of
said first chamber; said elevator means having elongated

media carriers extending along the width of said second
chamber, said lengths of said carriers being substantially

the same lengths as said screen for fading media evenly

along the entire length of said screen.

4,423,614

APPARATUS FOR SHAPING ARTICLES BY ROLLING
Leonid T. Kriirda; Alexandr S. Pihenishi^uk, both of KIct;

Viktor L GromoT, ud Vladimir K. Schnkin, both of Tolyatti,

all of U^^JL, aHigaon to Kienkiy PoUtekhnichesky In-

ititat of USSR, Kiev, UJS,S.R.

FUcd Jul. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 286,620

lot a.3 B21J 13/02

VS. CL 72—115 4 ebims

i >
,

,

^']^s
if ^if' 1
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1. Apparatus for shaping a workpiece having an elongated

rod and a flanged head into articles by rolling, comprising:

(a) a frame;

(b) means for locally deforming said workpiece said means
being mounted in the upper portion of said frame and
having

a drive for producing oscillating motion;

a pressing device in kinematic connection with said drive

and,

a punch fixed in the lower portion of said pressing device;

(c) a cross piece mounted below said means for locally

deforming said workpiece for reciprocating movement in

the vertical direction, said cross piece having.

a portion extending from said frame;

a through groove defined by walls and adapted to receive

the rod of the workpiece, said groove being normal to the

pUne of punching and connecting said extending portion

with the zone of punching;

(d) a table mounted on the upper portion of said cross piece

for reciprocating in a horizontal plane along said groove
to move from the zone of punching, said table being pro-

vided with an opening which is coaxial with the portion of
said groove within the zone of punching;

(e) means for axially loading the workpiece said means being

kinenutically connected with said cross piece, and dis-

posed beyond the travel path of said table and.

(0 a die fixed on said table and having an opening in said

Uble.

4,423,615

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING A
CONNECTOR PLATE

Anthony M. Moyer, HoUywood, aad Robert H. Kelly, Miraaar,
both of Fla., asdgaors to Gang-Nail Syitcaa, bk, Miaad,
Fla.

DiTisioa of Ser. No. 71,551, Ang. 30, 1979, Pat No. 4,343,580.

This appUcation Dee. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 327,199

lot a.3 B21D 28/02. 28/14
U.S. a. 72—326 8 Claims

1. A method for producing a connector plate made from a
sheet metal plate, such connector plate having a plurality of
pairs of teeth projecting from the plate with such teeth being
struck from the plate by an air cutting and metal forming
process, said method comprising the steps of: arranging a
portion of the plate between a punch press and die with the
punch press having punches cooperating with die cavities in

the die and, when each punch is inserted into the die cavity,

each corresponding punch and die cavity have circumferences
defmed by corresponding opposed longitudinal side walls and
lateral end walls, each of the lateral end walls having a slanted

section, where a substantial portion of the space between the

slanted sections of the lateral end walls of each inserted punch
within the corresponding die cavity, is less than the thickness

of the sheet metal plate; breaking the metal plate by striking it

with each punch; and moving each punch into the correspond-
ing die cavity so as to cause two teeth to be struck from the

sheet metal plate and leaving a slot between such teeth; form-
ing the metal teeth by wiping the metal between the slanted

sections of the lateral end walls ofeach punch and correspond-

ing die cavity so as to reshape and to extrude a portion of each
tooth and develop a knife edge portion ofeach tooth with such
knife edge portion having a cross-sectional thickness which is

thinner than the remaining portion of the tooth and having a

sharp edge with a cross-sectional angle of between 8 and 12*,

said sharp edge of each knife portion extending from said

pointed tip of each of the respective said teeth along a continu-

ous substantially arcuate path to said metal plate for facilitating

penetration of each of said teeth into a member to which said

connector plate is to be attached.

6. A punch press and die for punching pairs of teeth from
connector plates formed of metal stock material, comprising:

upper and lower relatively moveable die shoe^ a punch and
die with said punch being secured to one of said shoes and said

die being secured to the other of said shoes for operating on the

metal stock material passing through said press between said

shoes; said die having a cavity for receiving said punch; said

punch being aligned so as to cut through the metal stock mate-

rial and to enter said cavity of said die for cutting a pair of teeth
of the connector from the metal stock material with a slot

between each pair of teeth; said punch and said cavity each
having six side walls around the circumference thereof, includ-

ing two longitudinal parallel side walls, two partial lateral side

walls that are perpendicular to the respective longitudinal side

walls and two slanted side walls at opposite comers of said

punch and said cavity, respectively; said slanted side walls

forming a pair of corresponding opposite opposing walls of
said punch and said die each forming an angle between such

opposing walls of less than IS*; each slanted side wall of the

cavity being attached to the adjacent longitwJioAl side wall of
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the cavity and forming an angle of between 30 and 40* with
said longitudinal side wall; each slanted side wall of said punch
being attached to the adjacent longitudinal side wall of the
punch and forming an angle of between 40 and 50* with said
longitudinal side wall; said punch having a face surface that
mitially contacts the metal stock material to be punched, said
face surface having a primary cutting edge at iu uppermost
end for cutting an initial opening in the metal stock material
and forming the pair of teeth, said primary cutting edge ex-
tending on a diagonal between the longitudinal side walls of
the punch and forming an angle with a longitudinally extend-
ing line along each ofsaid longitudinal side walls ofbetween 30
and 43*.

4,423,616
METHOD OF MAKING SHEET METAL THREADED

ARTICLE
James F. Pease, 7916 N. Congress Park Dr., Dayton, Ohio
45459

Division of Ser. No. 182,072, Ang. 28, 1980, Pat No. 4,363,581.
This appUcation Sep. 20, 1982„Ser. No. 419,837

Int a.3 B21D 22/00
UA a. 72-348 11 caaims

ciJii J^

1. A method of making a sheet metal threaded article com-
prising the steps of progressively drawing a thin sheet of metal
to form a hollow sheet metal body having an elongated tubular
portion projecting from an integrally connected and out-
wardly projecting base portion defining an opening, crimping
a section of said tubular portion to form helical threads and a
corrugated wall configuration in axial cross-section, forming
within said section at least one axially extending folded sheet
metal rib having a double wall thickness, and arranging said
helical threads for receiving a threaded member.

4,423,617

METHOD OF MAKING A MALE RESISTANCE
WELDING ELECTRODE

RnsseU A. Nippert Delaware, OUo, assignor to The Nippert
Company, Delaware, Ohio

FUed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 351,056
Int a? B21D 22/00

UA CL 72—356 9 claims

ually reduces to a first diameter toward said second end, said
shank portion being of a second diameter and said head portion
being of a third diameter at the point where said head portion
and said shank portion meet, said second diameter being leas
than said third diameter and greater than said first diameter,
comprising the steps of:

placing a cylindrical cut-off billet of dispersion strengthened
copper materia] in a first cylindrical die cavity of a first

die, said first die cavity being open at one end thereof and
having an inner diameter substantially equal to said second
diameter, said first die including a cylindrical pin located
axially within said first die cavity and extending thereinto
from the end opposite said open end of said first die cavity,
said pin having an outer diameter substantially equal to the
inner diameter of said recess,

applying pressure to said cut-off billet adjacent said open end
of said first die cavity to cause forward extrusion of said
billet over said pin, whereby a preform billet is produced
of an outer diameter substantially equal to said second
diameter and having said cylindrical recess formed in one
end thereof,

placing said preform billet in a second die cavity of a second
die, said second die cavity being open at one end, said
second die including a cylindrical pin of an outer diameter
substantially equal to the inner diameter of said cylindrical
recess, located axially within said second die cavity and
extending thereinto from the end opposite said open end
of said second die cavity, said second die cavity including
a truncated conical cavity region around said cylindrical
pin adjacent the end opposite said open end of said second
die cavity, said truncated conical cavity region having an
inner diameter adjacent said end opposite said open end of
said second die cavity substantially equal to said first

diameter and an inner diameter at the opposite end of said

truncated conical cavity region substantially equal to said
second diameter, said second die cavity further including
a substantially cylindrical cavity region around said cylin-
drical pin adjacent the open end of said second die cavity,
said substantially cylindrical cavity region having an inner
diameter substantially equal to said third diameter, said

preform billet being placed in said second die cavity such
that said cylindrical recess thereof receives said cylindri-

cal pin,

applying pressure with a first forming member to the end of
said preform billet opposite said cylindrical recess to force
the end of said preform billet surrounding said cylindrical

recess into said truncated conical cavity region, thereby
forming said shank portion of said electrode, while upset-
ting the end of said preform billet opposite said cylindrical

recess to a diameter substantially equal to said third diame-
ter, thereby working said end of said preform billet oppo-
site said recess to produce a nonfibrous grain structure by
substantially increasing the diameter thereof to form a

semi-finished workpiece, and
while said semi-finished workpiece remains in said second

die cavity, applying pressure to the end of said semi-fin-

ished workpiece adjacent said open end of said second die
cavity with a second forming member defining a recess of
a generally tnmcated conical shape to form said truncated
conical head shape of said electrode, thereby producing
said resistance welding electrode.

1. A method of making a male resbtance welding electrode
of a dispersion strengthened copper material, said electrode
having a head portion at a first end thereof of a generally
truncated conical shape and a truncated conical shank portion
at the second end thereof, said shank portion defining a cylin-

drical recess therein and having an outer diameter which grad-

4,423,618

REHARDENING OF COPPER CONNECTORS
John P. Clarke, DeSoto, Tex., aasi^or to VirgiBia Oy^jfah

Inc., PortsaMNrth, Vs.

FUed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 302,098

lat a.3 B21D 41/02
UJS. a. 72—370 7 n.i—

1. A method for enabling a process component of heat-
exchanging, air-conditioning, and refrigerating circuits to be
joined to fluid conduit tubing of said circuits by field brazing,
using phosphorus-bearing copper fUler metal with little or no
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silver content to make the brazed joints, by imparting a protec-

tive amount of hardness to exposed ends of fully annealed small

sections of copper tubing which have a roundness and diame-

ter needed for said brazed joints and are used as connectors,

each said connector having one end joined to a dissimilar metal

of said process component by furnace brazing so that said

copper tubing has been fully annealed, at an elevated tempera-

ture that is significantly higher than optimum annealing tem-

peratures, to a hardness of 2-10 F Scale Rockwell, said method

comprising the following steps:

A. selecting said tubing with a diameter which is smaller

than the field brazing diameter needed for making said

brazed joints; and

B. mechanically expanding said exposed ends of said tubing

from two percent to twenty percent in diameter to said

field brazing diameter, whereby said tubing is work-hard-

ened to a hardness of 45-50 F Scale Rockwell, whereby

said tubing is resistant to damage during shipping and

handling before said field brazing is performed and is able

to retain the critical tolerances needed for said field braz-

ing.

I

4,423,619

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR PRESTRESSING A
COUNTERSUNK FASTENER HOLE

Louis A. Oiampoux, Seattle, Wash., assignor to Fatigue Tech-

nology, Inc., Seattle, Wash.

FUed Job. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 273,725

iBt a.J B21D 39/08; B23P 11/02
UJS. a. 72—393 34 Oaims

I. In a pull gun of a type which is used for pulling a mandrel
through a split prestressing sleeve located within a fastener

hole, so that an increasing diameter portion and an adjacent

maximum diameter portion of the mandrel can exert expansion

forces on the sleeve, to cause the sleeve to be expanded in the

radial direction and prestressing the metal around the fastener

hole, to in that manner improve fatigue properties of the metal,

the improvement comprising:

an axially split, segmented expandable ring member having a

central passageway through which the mandrel travels as

it is being retractnl into the pull gun;

said passageway being normally smaller in diameter than the

maximum diameter of the mandrel and a substantial part of

the increasing diameter portion of the mandrel, so that as

the mandrel moves through such passageway it enlarges

the passageway by forcing the segments of the ring mem-
ber apart; and

said ring member segments including means to engage a

countersunk portion of said hole to prestress metal form-

ing the same when said segments are forced apart in re-

sponse to axial movement of the mandrel through said

expandable ring member.

4,423,620

CABLE FOR ELECTRICAL POWER TRANSMISSION
Fraaciscns Hogenhout, Redmond; Arthnr W. McDemott,
Maple Valley, and Joseph L. Rmmiey, Seattle, all of Wash.,
assignors to The Boeiog Conpany, Seattle, Wash.

FUed Jnn. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 268,929

Int a.3 B21J 15/24; HOIB 9/00
U.S. a. 72—430 7 Claims
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1. A high voltage short pulse power transmission cable

assembly comprising:

an inner conductor;

a pair of tubular-shaped outer conductors concentrically

disposed in electrically insulative relationship about said

inner conductor;

said inner conductor having a cross-sectional area in circular

mils substantially equal to the cross-sectional area of said

tubular-shaped outer conductors combined; and,

wherein said pair of tubular-shaped outer conductors com-
prises a pair of concentrically disposed tubular braid mem-
bers.

4,423,621

KNOCKING DETECTOR
Yoshida Kenichi, Yokosoka, Japan, assignor to Nissan Motor
Company, Limited, Yokohama, Japan

FUed Oct 9, 1980, Ser. No. 195,628

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct 11, 1979, 54-131224;

Nov. 16, 1979, 54-148456; Mar. 26, 1980, 55-38721

Inta.JG01L2i/22
U.S. a. 73—35 12 Claims
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1. A knocking detector for an engine, comprising:

(a) means for sensing vibration of the engine as an alternating

current signal;

(b) means for rectifying the output of said sensing means;

(c) means for smoothing the output of said rectifying means;

(d) means for comparing the output of said smoothing means
with the output of said sensing means; and

(e) means responsive to the output of said comparing means
for cutting off supply of the rectified signal to said

smoothing means during knocking.
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4,423,622

PIPE PRESSURE TESTING AND CLEANING
APPARATUS

John M. Bartlctt, Wcston-oa-thc-GreeD, England, assignor to

Elan Pressure Clean Undtcd, Coventry, England
PCT No. PCr/GB81/00053, § 371 Date Nov. 20, 1981, § 102(e)

Date No?. 20, 1981, PCT Pnb. No. WO81/02787, PCT Pub.
Date Oct 1, 1981

PCT FUed Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 325,425

Claims ^ority, appUoation United Kingdom, Mar. 22, 1980,

8009768

Int. K^? GOIM i/2S
UJS. a. 73—49.5 14 Claims

1. A method of pressure testing and cleaning a pipe, having

first and second ends, at a single station comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a treatment manifold having at least one pipe

receiving location;

(b) positioning the first end of the pipe on the treatment

minifold at said at least one pipe receiving location;

(c) providing closure means at the second end of the pipe to

seal off said second end of the pipe;

(d) supplying fluid to the pipe through the treatment mani-

fold;

(e) pressuring the pipe to a required desired value;

(0 sensing the pressure level within the pipe so as to register

a pressure drop indicative of pipe failure;

(g) releasing pressure within the pipe;

(h) removing said closure means from the said second end of

the pipe; and

(i) washing the pipe with water at high pressure above 500

psi supplied through the treatment manifold.

4,423,623

MICROWAVE METER FOR FLUID MIXTURES
WUliam W. Ho; Alan B. Harker, Ira B. Goldberg, and Kwang E.

Chung, aU of Thousand Oaks, Calif., aasignors to RockweU
Intemational Corporation, EI Segundo, Calif.

FUed Aug. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 295,904

Int a.J GOIN 22/00; GOIF 1/70

U.S. a. 73—61 R 11 Claims

4. A method of measuring an ingredient in a mixture of

ingredients, comprising the steps of:

providing a waveguide for propagating microwaves and for

containing said mixture;

determining a relationship between the quantity of said

ingredients in said mixture and a frequency characteristic

of said mixture in said waveguide by:

placing samples of said mixture having known quantities

of said ingredients in said waveguide;

propagating microwaves in said waveguide;

varying the frequency of said microwaves;

detecting said microwaves after they have propagated in

said waveguide; and

determining a frequency characteristic of said waveguide

with each of said samples; placing said mixture to be

measured in said waveguide;

propagating microwaves in said waveguide containing said

mixture to be measured;

varying the frequency of said microwaves;

detecting said microwaves after they have propagated in

said waveguide;

determining a frequency characteristic of said waveguide
with said mixture to be measured contained therein; and

comparing said frequency characteristic of said mixture with

said relationship, whereby the quantity of said ingredient

in said mixture is measured.

8. A method of measuring the flow rate of a heterogeneous

mixture of ingredients, comprising the steps of:

providing a waveguide through which the mixture to be
measured can flow;

propagating microwaves in a first section of said waveguide
while said mixture is flowing in said waveguide;

r"
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detecting said microwaves after they have propagated in

said first section of said waveguide;

determining a time dependent characteristic frequency of

said first section of said waveguide containing said mix-

ture;

propagating microwaves in a second section of said wave-

guide while said mixture is flowing in said waveguide, said

second section being located a predetermined distance

from said first section;

detecting said microwaves after they have propagated in

said second section of said waveguide;

determining a time dependent characteristic frequency of

said second section of said waveguide containing said

mixture;

cross correlating the time dependent characteristic frequen-

cies obtained for said first and said second sections of said

waveguide, whereby the flow rate of said mixture is mea-

sured.

4,423,624

DIESEL TIMING UGHT
Daniel Dooley, Burr Ridge; Joseph Dooky, Chicago, both of lU.,

assignors to Creative Tool Company, Burr Ridge, lU.

FUed Feb. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 351,662

lot a.) GOIM 15/00

U.S. a. 73—119 A 4 Claiau

1. Apparatus for monitoring the timing ofcombustion within

the cylinder of a diesel engine having a glow plug aperture

comprising:

a transducer adaptable to said glow plug aperture for devel-

oping a signal that varies with pressure changes within

said cylinder which include a primary pressure rise occur-

ring at the point of combustion;

circuit means for receiving said transducer output signal and

for developing a timing pulse in response to the variation

of said signal resulting from said combustion pressure rise.
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while being non-responsive to all other variations of said
transducer signal;

a high intensity strobe light for providing a flash of illumina-
tion upon occurrence of said timing pulse to provide a
visual indication of combustion timing.

4,423,625 I

PRESSURE TRANSIENT METHOD OF RAPIDLY
DETERMINING PERMEABILITY, THICKNESS AND

SKIN EFFECT IN PRODUCING WELLS
Jamci N. Biwtic III, Dallas, Tez^ Robert D. Carter, Tulsa,

OkbM Ran G. Agvwal, Tnlaa, OUa., and Ronald F. CroweU,
JcBka, OkbL, mignora to Standard Oil Company, Chicago,
m.

FUed Not. 27, 1981, Scr. No. 325,804

lat CL' E21B 47/10
UA a 73—155 11 Claims

1. A method of flow testing a producing low-permeability
gas-formation through a w^l comprising:

(a) placing an instrument adjacent the formation;
(b) placing test chamber apparatus in the well;
(c) sealing the space between said test chamber apparatus
and the well and measuring the pressure and temperature
within the well with said instrument;

(d) allowing formation fluids to enter said test chamber
apparatus; and

(e) measuring the pressure and temperature within the well
as a function of time by said instrument as the pressure
within said test chamber apparatus increases.

I

4,423,626
METHOD OF DETERMINING WIND DIRECnON FOR

HUNTERS
Deu Henckede, 8560 Doou Ia, Cfadaaati, Ohio 45236

FDed Mar. 27, IMl, Ser. No. 248^12
lot CL^ GOIW 7/00

UA CL 73-188 6 Claims
1. A method for avoiding detection by game animals by

scent of a hunter through esUblishing wind direction to insure
that the hunter is positioned downwind from the animal, com-
prising the steps of providing a quantity of finely divided
powder-like hydrophobic material undetectable by smell by
the animal; furnishing said material with a natural masking
scent having an odor chosen from the group consisting of
acorn, pine, apple or cedar, said scent being identifiable by the
animal and serving to mask the scent of the hunter; dispersing
into the air in a relatively small cloud at a location removed
from the animal a quantity of said material; and observing the
direction of travel in the air of said cloud of material to estab-
lish wind direction.

4,423,627

FLOWMETER
Watson V. CavUeer, Fullerton, and Don B. Locy, Anaheim, both

of Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 187,605, Sep. 15, 1980,
abandoned. This appUcation Oct 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,634

Int Q\? GOIF 1/20
U.S. a. 73-215 8 Claims
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1. A flow meter for measuring the volume of fluid flow
comprising

fluid passageway means connectable to a fluid transmitting
member,

a plurality of scales of indicia on said fluid passageway
means for indicating different ranges of fluid flow rates,

said fluid passageway means defining an orifice opening
for each of said scales, each of said orifice openings
having a predetermined area correlated with said indi-

cia of the one of said scales therefor causing said indicia

to indicate the quantity of fluid flow in said fluid trans-

mitting member in accordance with the level of fluid in

said fluid passageway means,

means for selectively opening each of said orifice openings
for allowing fluid in said fluid passage means to discharge
therefrom while closing the remaining ones of said orifice

openings for causing the indicia of the corresponding one
of said scales to so indicate fluid flow,

said fluid passageway means including:

a tube having a light transmissive wall to permit the level

of fluid therein to be seen through said wall,

said orifice openings being adjacent one end of said

tube, and a sleeve having a portion telescoped with
respect to said tube and rotatable relative thereto,

said sleeve having an opening through the wall thereof
at least as large as the largest of said orifice openings,

whereby at selected rotational positions of said tube
relative to said sleeve a selected one of said orifice

openings is in registry with said opening in said sleeve

so that fluid received in said sleeve can discharge
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through said opening in said sleeve and one of said
orifice openings and can rise in said tube for indicat-
ing fluid flow rate.

4,423,628
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MONTTORING THE

LENGTH OF A UQUID COLUMN
Olaf A. Rickter, Nener Weg30 A, D-3504 Knfkagn, Fed. Rep.

of Germany
Filed Not. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,557

Claims priority, applicatioB Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 18,

1981, 3128507

Int a.} GOIF 23/2B
MS. CL 73—290 R 33 Claims

18 40 K2 46
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provided therein vertically with a beating element heated by a
power source and a desired pluraUty of thennocouple elements
which are provided by said heating element with a verttcaDy

uniform temperature condition and are capable of sensing
external temperature, said thermocouple elementt are formed
by connecting two kinds of thermocoaple wires alternately in

series by thermometric contacts and leading out a pair of termi-

nals on cold contact side to outside, said thermometric contacts
of the thermocouple elements are disposed on dividing lines of
sensing sections formed by dividing a desired liquid level

sensing range into a desired number of sections, which are

provided in numben ranging from the highest which is equal
to the number of the dividing lines to the lowest which is one
or two, are provided with differences in phase from one an-
other, and the terminals on cold contact side of the thermo-
couple elements, when said thermocouple eleibents sensed a
temperature gradient by the difference in heat transfer rate of
the liquid to be sensed in the phase above and below the liquid

level, changed the electromotive forces generated thereby in

the thermocouple elements into binary signals of "0" and T'
and connect them to a thermocouple signal processing and
liquid level deciding circuit which decides in which sensing
section said liquid level exists by permutation of said binary
signals.

11. An apparatus for monitoring the length of a liquid col-

umn, such as the filling height ofa beverage bottle, said appara-
tus comprising a high frequency electrical signal generator
parallel circuit connected to the output of said generator, said

parallel circuit including a first branch including electrodes for

electrically connecting the ends of the column to be monitored
to said branch thereby coupling the liquid column to the gener-
ator which is of a frequency such that electrical resonance is

produced in the first branch, and a second branch including

means for detecting in said second branch an electrical parame-
ter associated with the electrical signal produced by said gen-
erator and thereby providing a measure of the length of the
liquid column being monitored.

4,423,629

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SENSING UQUID
LEVEL

Katiayukl Ara; Naoaki Wakayama, both of IbaraU; Kaauo
Kobayaski, Hitackl, and Toskikiko Ogaaawara, Ibaraki, all of

Japan, assignors to Japan Atomic Energy Researck lostitnte,

Tokyo and Sokckawa Electric Co., Ltd., Ibaraki, botb of,

Japan

FUed Oct 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,903

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct 7, 1980, 55-140289

Int CL^ GOIF 23/22
U.S. a. 73—295 3 Claims
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2. A liquid level sensing apparatus characterized in that a

metal pipe to be charged vertically into a liquid to be sensed is

4,423,630

CYCUC POWER MONTTOR
IVmum R. Morrison, 137 OTcrlook St, Moot Vctmm, N.Y.

10552

FUed Jnn. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 275^34
lot aj GOIL 5/02

U.S. a. 73—379 7
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1. Apparatus for measuring athletic performance of a bicycle

rider comprising:

means for sensing a force on a pedal of a bicycle effective to

produce a force signal related to a force applied to said

pedal by said bicycle rider,

means responsive to said force signal for detecting a prede-

termined event in each rotation of a pedal crank of said

bicycle and for producing an output signal in Ttpffntf.

means responsive to said output signal for o«tr»iftTng a

period between said events; and

means responsive at least to said period for '^HflsHng at

least one parameter of said athletic performance.
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4^23,631
CONSTRUCTION OF A HOUSING, PARTICULARLY
FOR TACHOGRAPHS, AND OF A COVER PIVOTALLY

ARRANGED ON THE HOUSING
Bcrthold Dold, Schramberg, Fed. Rep. of Gennuy, assignor to

Kienile Appwite GmbH, Vaiingeo, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Flted Not. 25, 1«1, Ser. No. 324,809

Gains priority, appOcation Fed. Rep. of Gcnnany, Dec. 6,
1980, 3046118

'

iBt a.3 GOID 11/24
UAa73-431 4cud^

U
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magniture of the unbalance of the wheel as the velocity of
the wheel decreases.

4,423,633
NOSE UNIT FOR A VEHICLE-WHEEL BALANCING

MACHINE
Paul A. Coetsier, Chelles, France, aasignor to EtablisMncntsM
MuUer A Oe., Paris, Fkaace

FUed Dec. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 335,569
Claims priority, appUcation Trunet, Jan. 9, 1981, 81 00270

Int Q\? GOIM 1/06
U.S. a. 73-W7 g Claim.

N 33
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1. Construction of a housing, particularly for tachographs,
and of a cover which is pivotally arranged at said housing, at
the front of said cover a window is provided which makes
possible at least the observation of different indicating means
arranged in said cover, characterized in that said cover 8 is

connected with said housing 18 in two separate bearings 24, 25
in such a way that during opening of said cover a part thereof
recedes into said housing, and that at said housing 18 at least
one extension 9 which is assigned to the receding part of said
cover 8 and has a frontal area 4 which lies essentially in the
plane of the frontal area 3 of said cover, and at least one edge
47 which is independent from the cover and is formed by
intersection of said area 4 with the adjoining housing wall 48.

4,423,632
METHOD AND APPARATUS TO DETERMINE THE,-

IMBALANCE IN A ROTATING OBJECT I
Allen C. Maddea, Woodside, aod Albert L. MitcheU, San Jose,

both of Calif., anignors to QYL Inc., Santa Clara, Calif.
Filed Feb. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 238,091

lat a,3 GOIM 1/22

^r|_

U.S. CL 73—462

^i4

26 Claims

1. An apparatus to determine the imbalance in a rotating
wheel said apparatus comprising:

a solid shaft means for supporting said wheel;
an eight pole asynchronous induction motor drive means

directly connected to said shaft means, for acclerating said
wheel to a predetermined speed;

means for removing power to said drive means; and
force transducer means for continuously measuring the

1. A vehicle-wheel-balancing-machine nose unit comprising
means for balancing any of a plurality of different types of
vehicle wheels, wherein said balancing means comprise in
combination:

(a) a hollow body of revolution attached coajiially to a
spindle and having an external annular flange designed to
serve as a support for the abutting application of a vehicle-
wheel rim when the wheel is mounted by means of a
centering cone in coaxial relation to said spindle; a cup
housed within the hollow body in coaxial relation to the
spindle and urged towards the central opening of the
hollow body by a resilient member applied against the
end-wall of said hollow body, said cup being adapted to
exert a thrust on the cone when said cone is engaged
within the rim on the rear side thereof, the direction of
said thrust being opposite to the direction of the thrust
exerted by an external device for clamping said rim
against said hollow body;

(b) and a disk fitted for free rotational displacement within
an annular recess in the front face of the annular flange
and provided with a series of grooves which are inclined
at a predetermined angle with respect to the radii of the
disk and which are positioned in such a manner as to be
located opposite to corresponding holes formed in the
annular flange of the hollow body in respect of a predeter-
mined angular position of said disk, this arrangement
being such that a series of crank-plates provided with
studs for securing the vehcle-wheel rim can be pivotally
mounted on said annular flange when the vehicle wheel to
be balanced is to be mounted by means of the wheel-rim
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holes through which the crank-plate studs are accordingly
passed, said studs being equal in number to the holes of
said rim.

4,423,634

DEVICE FOR THE ACTIVATION OF AN APPARATUS
FOR MEASURING ACOUSTIC EMISSION BY
DETECnON OF BACKGROUND NOISE

Bcraard Andeaard, and Jean Marini, both of Paris, France,

anignors to CGR, Paris, France

FUed Jul. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 280,355

Claimi priority, application France, Jul. 8, 1980, 80 15157

lat a? GOIN 29/00; GOIH \/00: GOID 7/00

U.S. a. 73—587 5 Qaims

2 37

1. A device for measuring acoustic emission, wherein said

device comprises a detection circuit for detecting the back-

ground noise collected by transducers of the measuring appa-

ratus; means for comparing the signal generated by said detec-

tion circuit with a reference voltage and producing an output

signal when the comparison indicates that the background
noise level has increased above a certain threshold level; and
means for acquiring data at a first frequency, f, when no output

signal is produced and when said output signal is produced
acquiring data at a second frequency, F, greater than said first

frequency, f.

4,423,635

SYSTEM OF ANALYSIS BY VISUAL DISPLAY OF THE
VIBRATORY MOVEMENTS OF A ROTARY MACHINE
Jacqnet-Marie Seniconrt, Villemonble, and Jean-Loois Tebec,

Gif snr Yrette, both of France, assignors to Sodete Nationale

elf Aquataine, France

Filed May 19, 1982, Ser. No. 379,984

Claims priority, appUcation France, May 21, 1981, 81 10135

Int. a.3 GOIH 1/00; GOIM li/OO
U.S. a. 73—593 22 Claims

1. A system of analysis by visual display of the vibratory

movements of a rotary machine comprising at least one shaft

supported by at least one bearing, wherein said system com-
prises for each bearing and that pari of the shaft supported by
the bearing, two first transducers able in each case to transmit

electrical signals as a function of the relative displacements of

the shaft relative to the bearing, said two first transducers

being located in the bearing facing the shaft in such a way that

they form a given angle between the transducers; two second

transducers each able to transmit electrical signals which are a

function of the absolute displacements of the bearing, said two
second transducers being positioned level with the bearing so

that they form a given angle between the transducers; control

means for controlling the first and second transducers; detec-

tion means for detecting electrical signals from the two first

and two second transducen; means for combining the electri-

cal signals from the detection means for determining the abso-

lute movements of the shaft; and wherein said system com-
prises display means; means for simultaneously producing on

the said display means two groups of animated or moving
circles, the movements of the circles of the first group repre-

senting the displacements of the shafts in the bearings and the

movements of the circles of the second group representing the

displacements of the bearings; and means for positioning the

two groups of moving circles on the display means so as to

represent the image of the machine.

4,423,636

ARTICULATED TEST PROBE MECHANISM WTTH
FLUID BEARING IN TEST ROLL GAP

Arcade J. Plante, Center VaUey, Pa., aasignor to BethlehcB
Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, Pa.

FUed Dec. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 328,772

Int a.3 GOIN 29/04
U.S. a. 73—622 3 Claiau

<>.<-«» mM-0M *. M« ^

1. A nondestructive probe mechanism for testing roll surface

conditions of a rolling mill roll rotatable in a test fixture and

operable with a grinder carriage moveable substantially paral-

lel to and lengthwise of the test roll longitudinal axis, said

probe mechanism comprising:

(a) articulated probe structure means mountable on the

grinder carriage, said structure means comprising:

1. a carriage-mounted base member with upright support,

2. a spindle rotatable about the upright support,

3. a moveable support arm pivotally attached to the spin-

dle with a free end positionable over at least the test

surface,

4. a universal mount on the free end of the support arm

providing attachment means with at least one axis of

movement,

5. a nondestructive test probe housing attached to the

universal mount attachment means and wherein a probe

sensor of either eddy current or ultrasonic design gener-

ates an anomoly test signal when aligned with the test

roll surface, and

6. said probe housing being modified to include pressur-

ized fluid bearing means capable of maintaining a probe

housing-to-test roll gap;

(b) means for automatically positioning the test probe hous-

ing including:

1

.

first and second fluid pressure responsive means cooper-

ating with the spindle and the support arm to position

the probe housing in a safe retracted position related

away from the test roU, a probe test up position and a

probe test down position over the test roU surface, all in

response to corresponding position control signals,

2. a first pressurized fluid source adjusted to maintain a

constant fluid bearing roU gap, and

3. a second pressurized fluid source for said fluid pressure

responsive means;
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(c) control means for producing the corresponding position

contnri signals in response initially to a command.

4,423,637

ULTRASONIC TESTING INSTRUMENT AND METHOD
Makloa R. Soleway, 202 Sunrise HiU Rd^ Norwalk. Coon.
06S5I

FOed Dec 18, 1980, Ser. No. 217,778

U.S. a. 73-642
IbL a^GOW 29/04

I

28 Claims

1. An ultrasonic instrument for use in the non-destructive
and non-invasive testing of an object comprising:

transmitter means for generating a converging beam of
ultrasonic energy;

housing means enclosing said transmitter means and having
an exit opening for said beam;

a medium of low sound attenuation disposed in said housing
means, said medium defining the path for the beam of
ultrasonic energy from said transmitter means to said exit

opening;

collimating means positioned beyond the focal point of the
converging beam to produce a collimated beam passing
through said exit opening which remains collimated as the
beam passes out of the instrument and into materials of
different acoustic indices of refraction; and

receiver means separate from the transmitter means and
responsive to ultrasonic eftergy returned from an object to
be tested by reflection of said collimated beam at bound-
aries between regions of different ultrasonic transmission
characteristics within said object, said receiver means
providing an output signal responsive and indicative of
said returned energy.

4,423,638

CAPAOnVE SYSTEM FOR MANOMETRIC
DETECnON AND MEASUREMENT OF DIFFERENTIAL

PRESSURES
EmubcI Twutl, Northridge, Calif., aarignor to Tward 2001

Liidtod, Los Aagelci, Calif.

Filed Job. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,791

iBt a.J GOIL 9/12
UAa 73-749 15 Claims

1. A manometric method for measuring differential pressures
by comparing the dielectric properties of a strata of fluids in a
fint manometric column with the dielectric properties of a
strata of fluids in a second manometric column which com-
priaes:

(a) providing a multi-capacitor manometric fluid sensor
formed of a first pair of capacitors having like dielectric

spaces within which a first straU of fluids is maintained as
a colunu) under a first pressure force as the dielectric

material filling said spaces and a second pair of capacitors
having like dielectric space within which a second strata

of fluids is maintained as a column under a second pressure
force as the dielectric material filling said spaces, the
dielectric spaces of said first pair of capacitors and the
dielectric qMces of said second pair of capacitors being in

fluid flow communications with one another at their

lower ends whereby said first strau of fluids and said

second strata to fluids assume equilibrium positions within
their reflective dielectric spaces in relation to the densi-

ties of said fluids and the respective pressure forces ap-
plied to the columns thereof;

(b) connecting the first and second pairslif capacitors of said
sensor together to form the four capacitive sides of a
Wheatstone bridge circuit, the first pair of capacitors
connected as two opposing sides of said bridge and the
second pair of capacitors connected as the remaining two
opposing sides of said bridge;

(c) applying a source of alternating current of constant
voltage and set frequency across said bridge circuit to a
first set of bridge terminals at opposite comers of the
bridge, each of said first terminals located between a
capacitor of the first pair of capacitors and a capacitor of
the second pair of capacitors of said sensor;

(d) interrogating the bridge circuit through a detection
circuit connected across said bridge to a second set of
bridge terminals independent of said first set of terminals
and at opposite comers of the bridge, each of said second
terminals located between a capacitor of the first pair of
capacitors and a capacitor of the second pair of capacitors
of said sensor; and

(e) measuring the current value in said detection circuit and
indicating said value as a deviation value of capacitance
value of the fu^t column of fluids under said first pressure
force with respect to the capacitance value of the second
column of fluids under said second pressure force in direct

linear relationship with said current value.

4,423,639

APPARATUS FOR ADJUSTING AND INDICATING THE
TENSION IN A GUY LINE

Lanny V. Grade, Oklahoma City, and Stnart E. Corry, Hallett,

both of Okla., asdgnors to The Gcoiograph Company, Okla-
homa aty, Okla.

FUed Nov. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 324,101

Int a.3 GOIL 5/04
VS. a. 73—862.42 4 Claims

1. A tension indicator device used in conjunction with a guy
line system of an inclined oilwell derrick, comprising a hydrau-
lic compression load cell, a pair of interlocking U-shaped yokes
housing said load cell, each yoke having an outer end and an
inner base portion, a pressure generating plunger connected to
said load cell and positioned against the base portion of the U
of one interlocking yoke of said pair of interlocking yokes
while said load cell is positioned against the base portion of the
U of the other of said interlocking yokes of said pair of inter-

locking yokes, whereby, when a tension force is applied to the
ends of said yokes, a compression force will be applied to said
load cell and said plunger through said base portions of said
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yokes, an initial tensioning means mounted on one of said outer
ends and providing an initial tension load to said guy line

system, a fine adjustment means affixed to the other of said
outer ends and providing a finer adjustment of the tension
provided by said initial tensioning means, a plurality of attach-
ment means rotatably mounted on the ends of said tension

/

indicator device providing a means to insert said tension indi-

cator device between a set of intermediate chains of said guy
line system, and a calibrated pressure gauge directly attached
to said load cell; and whereby said interlocking yokes transfer

a linear tension load into a compression force in said load cell

by means of said plunger and wherein said compression force

is transmitted as a pressure signal to said pressure gauge.

4y423,640

ELECTROMECHANICAL BENDING FORCE RECEIVER,
IN PARTICULAR FOR WEIGHING CELLS

Hans Jetter, BaUngen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, asrignor to Bizer-

ba-Werke, Wilhelm Krant GmbH A Co. KG, Baiingen, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
FUed Oct 29, 1981, Ser. No. 316,330

Claims priority, aivUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Not. 15,

1980, 3043139

Int a.3 GOIL 1/22
VJS. a. 73—862.65 9 Claims

1. An electromechanical bending force receiver for weigh-
ing cells and the like comprising a bending body capable of
being loaded with a force to be measured, at least one electro-

mechanical transducer in the form of a strain gauge disposed

on said bending body and a covering foil protecting the strain

gauge against environmental influences, wherein said bending
body has a notch-like recess, said strain gauge is disposed in

said recess, said recess is surrounded by a plane step surface

located adjacent to that zone of the bending body which is

neutral with respect to bending and said covering foil is ar-

ranged in said neutral zone of said bending body and is hermet-

ically bonded to said step surface.

4,423,641

SAMPLING VALVE FOR DRAWING SAMPLES FROM
TANKS CONTAINING EASILY CONTAMINATED

UQUIDS
K^i Ottnag, Aakdiyni 8, DK-2830 Vinuo, Deunrk

Filed Oct 13, 1961, Ser. No. 310,877

Claims priority, appUcatioB Deuurit, Oct 13, 1980, 4327/80

bt 0.3 GOIN ///O

U.S. a. 73—863J6 1 daln
1. A sampling valve for drawing sterile samples, from vessels

containing liquids that are easily contaminated, comprising, a

valve housing with a side to be flushly attached to one of said

vessels, said side containing a conical valve seat, said housing

defining a bore aligned with said valve seat, a valve unit in said

bore having a spindle with a resilient body at one end thereof

cooperable with said valve seat, said resilient body having a

first part in sealing engagement with said bore and a second
part of lesser diameter cooperable with said valve seat, a sec-

tion of said housing including two externally accessible pas-

sages which are inclined relative to said bore and have axes

which intersect at the center of said valve seat, said valve body
second part being the part that closes said valve seat, said first

part of said valve body and parts of said section which connect
said two passages cooperating when said valve seat is doted to

form an annular passage interconnecting said two externally

accessible passages, said valve body second part being pierca-

ble, when said valve seat is closed, by a hypodermic needle

first extending through either of said two externally accessible

passages and thereafter through said annular passage.

4,423,642

ACTUATOR
Koichi Knboichi, Kawasaki, Japan, aasigBor to Eagle ladMtry

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Mar. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 239,282

Int CL' G05G 17/oa- F16K 31/Sa 31/56
VJS. a. 74—2 9 OaiM

1. An actuator comprising a cylinder, a stem means mounted
for axial movement on said cylinder, a piston slidable in said

cylinder, said piston having an internal longitudinal Of>emng,

said stem means comprising a stem shaft and a stem end part,

said stem end part being slidable in said internal opening in said

piston, connecting means slidably connecting said stem means

to said piston to provide for free independent movement of

said piston relative to said stem means and to provide simulta-

neous movement of said piston and said stem means, a valve

element connected to said piston for opening and closing a

valve, biasing means in said cylinder biasing said piston in a

first direction in which said valve element closes said valve,

and holding-release means having a holding element operable

to engage said piston to hold said piston in a first position in

which said valve is open, said holding element being mounted
and retained on said cylinder as said piston moves in said

cylinder, said holding-release means further comprising a re-

lease element engageable by said stem end part to release said

holding element such that upon such release, said -biasing

means resiliently drives said piston and said valve element to

close said valve.
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4,423,643

GEAR RETAINER
V. McNanara, Kalamazoo, Mich., aangnor to Eaton

CorporatioB, Clcrelaiid, Ohio
FDcd Mar. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 361,283

lat 0.3 F16H 3/08. 37/00
U.S. CL 74—331

I
7 Claims

1. Improved gear retainer means for a change gear transmis-

sion of the type having a mainshaft with axially extending
external splines formed thereon, first and second radially float-

ing mainshaft gears encircling said mainshaft and axially posi-

tioned close together, said first mainshaft gear axially spaced
from said second mainshaft gear in a first axial direction, said

mainshaft gears provided with axially extending internal clutch
teeth formed therein, said first mainshaft gear having a first

radially extending shoulder formed in the clutch teeth thereof
facing in said second axial direction and said second mainshaft
gear having a second radially extending shoulder formed in the
clutch teeth thereof facing in said first axial direction, a plural-

ity of substantially identical countershafts each having coun-
tershaft gears supporting said mainshaft gears and driving said
mainshaft gears at different relative rotational speeds, and
clutch means selectively operative to clutch said mainshaft
gears to said mainshaft one at a time, said improved gear re-

tainer means comprising:

thrust means axially retained to said mainshaft for axially

retaining said first and second mainshaft gears relative to

said mainshaft and for reacting axial forces on the
clutched one of said mainshaft gears toward and away
from the other one of said mainshaft gears to said main-
shaft through thrust surfaces rotating at the same speed as
said mainshaft, said thrust means received in the circum-
ferential space defined by the root diameters of said main-
shaft external splines and the root diameters said mainshaft
gear clutch teeth, said thrust means comprising:

a first mainshaft washer axially fixed to said mainshaft in at

least said first axial direction, said first mainshaft washer
having an outer diameter smaller than the apex diameter
of said first mainshaft gear clutch teeth;

a first thrust ring axially abutting said first mainshaft washer
in the said first axial direction, said first thrust ring having
an outer diameter smaller than the outer diameter of said

first mainshaft washer;

a first mainshaft gear washer axially abutting said first shoul-
der in the said first axial direction, said first mainshaft gear
washer having an inner diameter greater than the outer
diameter of said first thrust ring and less than the outer
diameter of said first mainshaft washer, said first mainshaft
gear washer telescopically surrounding said first thrust

ring and having an axial length slightly less than the axial

length of said first thrust ring;

means to axially retain said first mainshaft gear washer axi-
ally abutting said first shoulder,

a spacer axially abutting said first thrust ring in said first axial
direction, said spacer having an outer diameter greater
than the inner diameter of said first mainshaft gear washer
and less than the apex diameter of said first mainshaft gear
clutch teeth;

a second thrust ring axially abutting said spacer in the said
first axial direction, said second thrust ring having an
outer diameter smaller than the outer diameter of said
spacer;

a second mainshaft gear washer axially abutting said second
shoulder in the said second axial direction, said second
mainshaft gear washer having an inner diameter greater
than the outer diameter of said second thrust ring and less
than the outer diameter of said spacer, said second main-
shaft gear washer telescopically surrounding said second
thrust ring and having an axial length slightly less than the
axial length of said second thrust ring;

means to axially retain said second mainshaft gear washer
axially abutting said second shoulder, and

a second mainshaft washer axially fixed to said mainshaft in
at least said second axial direction, said second mainshaft
washer axially abutting said second thrust ring in said first

axial direction, said second mainshaft washer having an
outer diameter smaller than the apex diameter of said
second mainshaft gear clutch teeth but greater than the
inner diameter of said second nuunshaft gear washer.

4,423,644

MULTI-SPEED PLANETARY DIFFERENTIAL
Alan R. Contaat, Chillicothe, U., anignor to Caterpillar Tractor

Co., Peoria, 111.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 68,241, Aug. 20, 1979,
abandoned. This appUcation Apr. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 248,743

Int a.3 F16H 1/38
VS. a. 74—710 10 Claimi
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1. In a planetary differential (10) including a first planetary
gear set (12) having a first ring element (26), a first sun element
(28) and a first carrier element (30), a second planetary gear set

(14) arranged concentrically along a common transverse axis

(24) with the first planetary gear set (12) and having a second
ring element (34), a second sun element (36) and a second
carrier element (38), the first and second sun elements (28,36)
being connected for joint rotation, first and second output
members (18,20) individually connected to one of the ring and
carrier elements (26,30,34,38) of the respective planetary gear
sets (12,14), a rotary input member (16) connected to the re--
maining one of the elements (26,30) of the first planetary gear
set (12), and the remaining one of the elements (34,38) of the
second planetary gear set 14 being held stationary, the im-
provement comprising:

planetary means (22) for selectively driving the input member
(16) at either of two speeds and including a third planetary
gear set (46) concentrically disposed on the common axis

(24) with the first and second planetary gear sets (12.14) and
having a third sun element (56), the planetary means (22) and
first and second gear sets (12,14) continually driving the
output members (18,20) at equal levels of torque and at a
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reduction speed ratio, and including brake means (48) for

selectively holding the third sun element (56) stationary.

4,423,645

PIPE SPINNER
Roderick K. Abbott, Villa Park; Padmaiiri D. ScneriratBe,

FUlertoa, and Joaeph A. R. Picard, Fountain Valley, all of
Calif., aaiignon to Varco International, Inc., Orange, Calif.

Filed Jnn. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 272,328
Int a.» F16H 5/52. 3/22, 57/00

VS. a. 74—810 32 Claims

1. A spinner comprising:

a tubular member adapted to be conneblMl to the upper end

of a kelly or the like and containing a passage through

which drilling fluid flows downwardly;

a reversible motor having a rotor which is power driven in

opposite directions; and

a drive for transmitting power from said motor to said tubu-

lar member and including two gears driven by the motor

and operable to drive said member in opposite directions

respectively;

said drive including threaded connection means mounting

said gears for axial movement and operable upon rotation

of said rotor in one direction to shift a first of the gears

axially from a retracted non-driving position to an active

position engaging a coacting gear and driving said mem-
ber in a first direction, and to exert force axially against

the second of said gears in the direction of a retracted

non-driving position thereof;

said threaded connection means being operable upon rota-

tion of said rotor in its opposite direction to shift said

second gear axially from said retracted non-driving posi-

tion to an active position engaging a coacting gear and

driving said member in its second direction, and to exert

force axially against said first gear in the direction of said

retracted position thereof.

4,423,646

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING A ROTARY DRILLING BIT
David L. Bernhardt, Canton, Mich., assignor to N.C Secoritiea

Holding, Inc., Livonia, Mich.

FUed Mar. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 249,039

Int a.} B21K 5/02; B22C 9/04; B22D 19/00

VS. a. 76—108 R 18 Claims

13. A method of producing a rotary drill bit having a steel

drill body and a plurality of rigid cutting members secured in

a preselected pattern on said drill body and extending out-

wardly from the surface of said body, comprising the steps of:

(A) producing a form having an exterior shape substantially

identical to the exterior shape of said drill body;

(B) holding said cutting members in said preselected pattern

using said form;

(C) covering said cutting members and said form with a

molding material to create a mold body conforming to

said exterior shape of said form;

(D) holding said cutting members in said preselected pattern

using said mold body;

(E) removing said form from said mold body and said cut-

ting members;

(F) introducing molten steel into said mold body and around
said cutting members;

(G) cooling said molten steel to form said drill body having

said cutting members held therein; and

(H) removing said mold body from said drill body.

4,423,647

PIPE ALIGNMENT APPARATUS AND METHOD
Lester W. Toelke, Houston, Tex., assignor to Intcmatioaal Tool

A Supply Co., Inc., Houston, Tex.

FUed Feb. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 232,144

Int a.5 B25B 13/50
VS. a. 81—57J4 9 Claims

1. Apparatus adapted for use in positioning the ends of pipe

joints in axial alignment to facilitate the making of a threaded

connection therebetween, comprising:

an upper clamp assembly and a lower clamp assembly, said

lower clamp assembly being adapted to grasp the upper

end portion of a pipe joint that extends downwardly into

a well and said upper clamp assembly being adapted to

grasp the adjacent lower end portion of a pipe joint that

initially is suspended above said first-mentioned pipe joint,

each of said clamp assemblies including a fixed segment

and pivotal segment; means for hinging said fixed segment

and said pivotal segment to one another, whereby said
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legmentt may be opened to permit said end aectioiis to be
positiofied therein and then closed in order to grasp the

means for connecting said clamp assemblies in vertical align-

ment with one another to correspondingly align the said

end portions of said pipe joints, said connecting means
being operable to lower said upper clamp assembly
toward said lower clamp assembly to bring the adjacent

ends of said pipe joints into abutting engagement; and,

farther including first gripping elements mounted on said

upper clamp assembly and second gripping elements

mounted on said lower clamp assembly, said gripping

elements being adapted to be brought into forceful en-

gagement with outer peripheral wall surfaces of said pipe

joints as said segments are closed, wherein said gripping

elements are mounted for substantially radially directed

inward and outward movement on said segments; and
means for forcing said gripping elements radially inwardly
against said pipe sections upon closure of said segments,
and wherein said forcing means comprises cam means
cooperable with said gripping elenoents, said cam means
including ring segments routably mounted on each of said

clamp assemblies, rotation of said ring segments in one
rotadonal direction causing inward movement of said

gripping elements and rotation of said ring segments in the

opposite rotational direction causing outward movement
of said gripping elements; and motor means for routing
said ring segments in said one routional direction.

M23,648
PIPE ALIGNMENT TOOL

Later W. Todkc, HouttM, Tez^ MrigBor to latematioaal Tool
ad Sapply Co^ Ik^ HoMton, Tex.

FDed Mar. 23, 198U Scr. No. 246,674

lat. CLJ B25B 13/50
UjS. CL si—57J4 14 Claima

1. Apparatus adapted for use in aligning the ends of pipe
joinu to facilitate the making of a threaded connection there-

between, comprising:

upper and lower clamp aaaembUes connected together in

verticaJ alignment, said lower clamp assembly carrying a
first set of gripping means adapted to engage the upper
end portion of a pipe joint that extends downwardly into

a well, laid upper clamp assembly carrying a second set of
gripping means adapted to engage the lower end portion
of a pipe joint that initially is suspended above said first-

mentioaed pipe joint and to support the same, each of said

clamp assemblies including pivotally mounted segments
that can be opened to permit said end portions to be posi-

tioned therein and then closed in order to tightly grip and
thereby precisely vertically align said end portions;

means for advancing said upper clamp assembly toward said

lower clamp assembly to bring the adjacent ends of said
pipe joints into abutting engagement; and

means for tightening the engagement ofeach of said first and
second gripping means with said end portions of said pipe
joints m response to downwardly directed force, said
tightening means for said first gripping means including
downwardly and outwardly inclined coengageable sur-

faces on said lower clamp assembly and said first gripping
means whereby downwardly directed force due to the
weight of said apparatus and said suspended pipe joint
functions to tighten the engagement of said first gripping
means with said first-mentioned pipe joint, said tightening
means for said second gripping means including down-
wardly and inwardly inclined coengageable surfaces on
said upper clamp assembly and said second gripping
means whereby downwardly directed force due to the
weight of said suspended pipe joint functions to tighten
the engagement of said second gripping means therewith.

4^23,649
RATCHET DRIVE WITH AN EQUAL LOAD DOUBLE

PAWL ARRANGEMENT
Joha K. Jankers, Saddle Rirer, NJ., aad Wflhdn Kraatter,

Portlaad, Pa., aMigaors to Uaez CorporatioB, Sooth Haekea-
sack,NJ.

PDcd Jaa. IS, IMl, Scr. No. 225,409

lat a.3 B25B 13/46
UJS. a. 81—57J9 10 ClalBH

1. A ratchet drive with an equal load double pawl arrange-

ment comprising support means; a ratchet gear motmted on
said support means for turning about its axis; a pair of drive
pawls; drive plate means for moving said drive pawls about
said axis along an active stroke and a return stroke, said drive

pawls having front ends arranged for engaging teeth of said

ratchet gear during each active stroke to therd)y turn said

ratchet gear through a given angle in one direction; means
connecting the rear ends of said two drive pawls to said drive

plate means for shifting, if due to manufacturing tolerances the

front end of only one of said drive pawls should during the

active stroke of said drive plate means initially engage a corre-

sponding tooth, the other drive pawl in substantially axial

direction into engagenoent with another tooth to equalize the

load onto said two teeth daring each active stroke of said drive

plate means, said coonecttng means comprising a member
mounted on said drive plate means tiltable about a pivot axis

spaced from said axis of said ratchet gear, a leaf q}ring fiMtened

to said member and engaging one face of one of said drive
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pawls for biasing the latter into engagement with the teeth of
said ratchet gear; and a projection in the region of said front
end of the other drive pawl and engaging a face opposite said
one face of said one drive pawl.

4,423,650

MACHINING PROCESS FOR METAL MIRROR
SURFACES

Doaald L. Decker, JaaMS O. Porteai, both of Ridgecrest, and
DarreU J. Graa^leaa. Iritrokera, aU of Calif., MrigMn to The
UaHcd States of AiMrlca ai rcprcscated by the Secretary of
the Nafy, WaaUagtoa, D.C.

Filed Sep. 18, 1981, Scr. No. 303,450
lat CLi B23B 1/Oa 5/00

VS. CL 82—1 C 1 ClahD

1. A method of producing uniformly hardened metal mirror

surfaces with a turning diamond machining bit comprising the

steps of:

preparing a given metal surface by diamond turning it with
said bit positioned at a top rake angle within the range of
-5'to-»-3*;

machining said metal surface by diamond turning it with said

bit positioned at a top rake angle of approximately - 30*

such that plastic deformations of a predetermined depth
occurs in said metal surface due to compression loading

with minima] shearing force to form a chip at the metal

surface; and

remachining said metal surface a third time by diamond
turning it with said bit positioned at a top rake angle of
approximately 0* such that sufTicient shearing force to

machine the surface is present so only a portion of said

predetermined depth is removed.

4,423,651

BAR FEED CENTRICALLY GUIDING DEVICE FOR
LATHE APPARATUS

Eldred V. Hardee, Loria, S.C., aarigaor to Hardee Maanflictar-

iag Coovaay, lac^ Loria, S.C.

FDed Mar. 24, 1981, Scr. No. 246,981

lat CL^ B23B 13/00
UJS. CL 82—2J 8 Clalais

figuration disposed coaxially on said support shaft by inter-

mediate ball bearing means,

said sleeve members each having a sloped surface on the outer
cylindrical configuration thereof, with the sloped surface of
each sleeve member sloped toward each other, and

an expansible hollow cylindrical ring member having at each
end thereof an inwardly sloped surface for cooperatively
mating with the sloped surface on the outer cylindrical

configuration of said sleeve members and surrounding and
engagingly mating therewith, and

an outer hollow roUUble cylinder exterior of said expansible
hollow cylindrical ring member being fixedly retained in

position upon any expansion of the expansible hollow cylin-
drical ring member for roution therewith.

4,423,652

POTATO CENTERING DEVICE
Eldea D. Winslow, Caldwell, Id^ assizor to J. R. Simplot Com-

pany, Boise, Id.

Filed May 6, 1981, Scr. No. 260,971

lat a.> B26D 1/03
VS. a. 83—24 19 Claims
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6. In an hydraulic cutting system including an hydraulic
flow path, a cutting assembly positioned along the flow path,

and means for propelling a potato with a propelling liquid flow
stream through the flow path into cutting engagement with the

cutting assembly, a method of centering the pouto within the

flow path, comprising the steps of:

forming a portion of the flow path immediately upstream of the
cutting assembly with an elongated and generally linear tube
at least about one foot in length and having a longitudinal

centerline in substantial alignment with a centerline through
the cutting assembly;

accelerating the flow stream and the pouto to a substantial

velocity at the upstream end of the linear flow path portion;

accelerating the flow stream at the upstream end of the linear

flow path portion to a velocity greater than the poUto ve-

locity to create hyraulic forces which act upon the potato,

when the potato is displaced from a centered position with
respect to the centerline, to urge the potato to move back
toward the centered position; and

maintaining a differential between the velocities of the flow
stream and the pouto throughout the length of the tube and
for a sufficient period of time substantially until the pouto
moves into cutting engagement with the cutting assembly to

permit the pouto to react to the hydraulic centering forces

for movement substantially to the centered position prior to

engagement with the cutting assembly.

1. A bar feed centrically guiding device for a lathe compris-

ing

a movable support shaft having a flange element proximate to

a free end thereof and having means for receiving bar stock

at an opposite end,

a plurality of sleeve members each of hollow cylindrical con-

4,423,653

BAND SAW BLADE CONSTRUCnON
L. Brewster Howard, West Sprl^fleld, Mmb., Mslgaor to Aacr-

icaa Saw A Mflg. Coaipaay, East LoagMadow, Maas.
Filed Oct 15. 1982, Scr. No. 434,712

lat a.i B23D 61/12: B27B 33/06
VS. a. 8^-820 5 ClaiM

5. Band saw blade having a planar toothed cutting edge for

use on band saw machines having a pair of spaced saw blade
guides engaged at spaced locations along the back edge of the

blade to urge the cutting edge against a work piece for cutting

the same, said blade including a plurality of recessed and outer

edge portions alternately arranged along the back edge of the

blade, said portions being interconnected by relatively short

inclined sections, said recessed and outer edge portions being

generally parallel to said cutting edge and having a length
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_;Tlated to the saw guide spacing such that one guide is alter-

• nately engaged with an outer edge portion and then a recessed

edge portion as the blade is advanced thereby, while simulta-

neously the other saw guide is alternately engaged with a

recessed portion, and then an outer edge portion whereby the

blade is alternately tilted from one to another substantially

different cutting angle relative to a work piece disposed at a

point intermediate the said saw guides.

4,423,654

TONE CX)NTROL
TakayoiU Yamagami, Matnunoto, Japan, assignor to Mat-
amokii Kogyo Kabashiki Kaisha, Matsmnoto, Japan

FUed Jon. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 384,177
OaiDs priority, application Japan, Dec. 8, 1981, 56-

181710[U]

lat a.3 GIOH 3/00
\}S. a. 84—1.15
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1. A tone control for an electromagnetic pick-up for a

stringed musical instrument wherein said electromagnetic

pick-up comprises at least a pair of coils and a magnet, com-
prising means for gradually switching the mutual connection
between said pair of coils from parallel connection to series

connection and vice versa to alter the tone color characteris-

tics of the output from said electromagnetic pick-up, said

means for gradually switching comprising at least a ganged
pair of rheostats of high rated resistance wherein at one ex-

treme of travel of sliding members of the ganged rheostats the

coils are connected in parallel, and at the other extreme o<

travel of the sliding members of the ganged rheostats the coils

are connected in series, and at intermediate positions thereof a

combination of parallel and series connection components is

achieved in a proportion determined by the relative position of
the sliding members of said rheostats. i

4,423,655

ELECTRONIC TRANSFER ORGAN
WOUaB D. TvBcr, 12804 Cedarbrook La., Lanrel, Md. 20811

Diriaioa of Scr. No. 293,273, Ang. 17, 1981, Pat No. 4^38,849,

wkkh is a coBtianatioii-iiHpart of Ser. No. 44,071, May 31, 1979,

abudoocd. This appUcatioa May 7, 1982, Ser. No. 376,105

lot CL^ GIOH 1/02

MS. CL 84—1.19 1 Claim

1. In an electronic transfer organ, comprising in combina-

tion:

a keyboard having a multiplicity of keys, each said key

corresponding to at least one of a multiplicity of nominal

pitches to be sounded(

stop means having at least one stop, each said stop corre-

sponding to a voice to be soundeid;

at least one large memory for each voice, each said large

memory having stored therein individualized information
comprising at least the amplitude, waveform, frequency,
keying phases, and spatial position in the distance-from-lis-

tener dimension of each of said nominal pitches to be
sounded;

at least one array of small memories corresponding to each
said large memory, said small memories being substan-

tially identical to each other, the number of small memo-
ries in each array being equal to the number of keys that

may be desired to activate concurrently; means responsive

to depression of any key to activate one of said small

memories in each array to receive information and cause
transfer from each of said corresponding large memories
of the said individualized information including said spa-

tial position therein corresponding to that depressed key
to the respective small memories corresponding to the

depressed key for temporary storage therein;

means for causing activation of any stop to converi the

information temporarily stored in each small memory
corresponding to that stop and the depressed key into a
signal corresponding to the information so stored, there

being a said signal corresponding to each note, each said

signal being individualized with respect to amplitude,

-Ci^

waveform, frequency, and keying phases; means respon-

sive at least to said transferred spatial position information

when a key is depressed, for generating at least four com-
posite signals from said transferred individualized signals,

each said composite signal representing a distinctive com-
bination of the ampUtudes, waveforms, frequencies and
keying phases of its comprised individualized signals; and

separate switch means for each voice for producing a pair of

amplitude-multiplication factors characteristic of the lat-

eral spatial position of that voice; sound-generating means
responsive to said four or more composite signals and said

pair of amplitude-multiplication factors for generating

sounds whose combined acoustic sound image approxi-

mates the acoustic sound image of a multiplicity of indi-

vidualized sound sources distributed in at least two or-

thogonal spatial dimensions; said sound-generating means
including a multiresonant filter for each of said composite

signals as modified by said amplitude-multiplication fac-

tors, said filters being adapted to modify the input currents

thereto so that input currents of different frequencies are

reinforced or attenuated according to the overall transfer

characteristics of the filters, the resonant peaks in each
multiresonant filter set spanning a plurality of octaves,

whereby each of the peaks of each multiresonant filter set

can be adjusted so that said combined acoustic sound
image approximates the resonance characteristics of the

enclosure of a pipe organ.

4,423,656

FRAME CONSTRUCnON FOR STRING INSTRUMENTS
Leif S. Johansson, Gmrgalaii 11, Atridabcrg, Sweden
Continuation of Ser. No. 174,524, filed as PCT SE/00079, Apr.

2, 1979, published as WO 79/0089, No?. 1, 1979, § 102(e) date
Not. 5, 1979, abudoned. Thia application Oct. 29, 1981, Scr.

No. 316,296

Claiflu priority, application Sweden, Apr. 6, 1978, 7803867
Int CL^ GIOC i/09

U.S. CL 84—188 ^
5 Cfadw

1. A musical instrument comprising a series of modules
detachably mounted independent ofone another and generally
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transverse to and on at least two supporting beams, each said
module:

(a) being an elongate hollow metal extrudate of uniform
rectangular cross-section over the length thereof and
having a length different from that of any other module;

prevenU unwinding of the string thereby locking in said

coarse-adjustment, and said mens for applying a force may be
varied finely so as to vary the torque about said frame member
serving as a fulcrum so as to finely adjust tension in the string.

(b) having a tensioned string thereon spaced from the surface
of said extrudate;

(c) having means for attaching the ends of said string to said
extrudate and for tensioning and tuning said string; and

(d) being adapted to being strung and tuned prior to being
assembled on said beams.

3 2
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1. A device for stringing of strings in pianos, harpsichords,
zithers and the like comprising: a tuning rod having an axis,

said tuning rod being adapted to tension a string; a frame
member having a slot adapted for locking said tuning rod, said
frame member being adapted to serve as a fulcrum for said
tuning rod; said tuning rod having an end adapted to wind the
string, located on one side of said slot; said tuning rod having
another end, located on an opposite side of said slot; a means
for applying a force to finely adjust force acting upon said
tuning rod, said means for applying a force acting upon said
other end, whereby a force applied by said means for applying
a force acts in a direction generally parallel to said string to
counteract a moment generated by tension in the string about
said frame member serving as a fulcrum; said end and said
other end being movable relative to each other along said axis;

a locking portion ofsaid rod being located adjacent to a coarse-
adjustment portion of said rod; said locking portion being
shaped to slide into said slot and prevent relative rotation

between said slot and said locking portion, said coarse-adjust-
ment portion being narrower than said locking portion in at

least one dimension, being adapted to permit axial rotation of
said tuning rod when said coarse-adjustment portion is en-

gaged in said slot; a means for adjusting axial length of said

tuning rod whereby said locking portion and said coarse-

adjustment portion are selectively movable into said slot, to

prevent axial rotation of said tuning rod while said locking
portion is within said slot and to permit axial rotation when
said coarse-adjustment portion is within said slot; whereby
engagement of said coarse-adjustment section with said slot

allows winding of the string about said end to create tension in

the string, engagement of said locking sectidn with said slot

4,423,658

GRAND PIANO HUMIDIHER
AUen M. Foote, P.O. Box 68, Dana, N.C. 28724

FUed Aug. 4, 1981, Scr. No. 289,896
iBt a.' GIOC i/00; G05D 22/02

U.S. a. 84—453 laClaiau

4,423,657

DEVICE FOR STRINGING OF STRINGS IN PIANOS AND
THEUKE

Gimnar SJostrand, Vattagriind 7, 591 45 Motala, Sweden
FUed Oct 2, 1981, Ser. No. 308,135

Int a.3 GIOC i/lO
U.S. a. 84—207 10 Claims

1. A humidifier for a grand piano or other small enclosed
space comprising a tank receiving a supply of water, support
means for the tank extending between structural components
of the grand piano or other enclosed space, a heater positioned

longitudinally of the top of the tank and supported above the
water level in the tank, evaporative pad means extending from
the heater into the water in the tank to faciliute evaporation of
water from the tank, and a baflle positioned above the heater
and adapted to be oriented closely below the central portion of
the soundboard of a grand piano, said baffle including an elon-

gated inverted channel-shaped member positioned longitudi-

nally centrally of the tank in spaced relation above the heater,

and means supporting the baffle from the tank support means,
said support means for the tank including a pair of elongated
support rods, each end of the tank having a pair of spaced
brackets, hook means on the upper ends of the brackets for

detachable engagement with the support rods, said means
supporting the baffle including a pair of elongated tubes with
one of the tubes being disposed adjacent each end of the baffle,

said tubes having the baflle secured thereto, the lower surface

of the tubes being longitudinally split to enable the tubes to be
positioned over the support rods between the support brackitt

attached to the tank thereby supporting the baffle in central-^^
ized relationship to the tank.

10. A humidifier for a piano or other musical device having
a soundboard with structural components disposed below the

soundboard and defming a small space for receiving the humid-
ifier, said humidifier comprising an open-topped tank provided
with a supply of water, means supporting the tank from the

structural components in the small space, a baflle overlying the

tank and disposed below the soundboard, means supporting the

baffle from said tank supporting means, said bafHe supporting

means enabling assembly of the baflle with the tank after the

tank is supported by the tank support means, and means associ-

ated with the tank to facilitate vaporization of water from the
tank.
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M23,659
PAGE TURNER FOR SHEET MUSIC

AJastair K. Ctmth Brown, 13 Saint John's R«L, Cambridge,
Maak 02138

FIM Oct 16, 1981, Ser. No. 311,917

Int a.3 GlOG 7/00

U.S. CL 84-^486

allowing the insertion of said container into said launching
tube.

4,423,661

RAIL LAUNCHER
lOOainu David W. Sheldon, Wcitford, Maw^ aMignor to Raytheon Com-

pany, Lexington, Mam.
Filed Feb. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 344,899

Int CL^ F41F 7/00
U.S. a. 89—1J19 4 niri—

1. A mechanism for turning a plurality of successive pages of
sheet music or the like, comprising:

a biased filament extending from a sheath, through an asym-

metrical opening in a panel, and attached to a page to be

turned, said asymmetrical opening in said panel compris-

ing an opening having a narrow portion sufficient to pre-

vent a stop means attached to each filament from going

therethrough, and a wide portion sufficient to permit said

stop means to go therethrough; and

a release mechanism for moving said filament transversely

with respect to said opening to permit said stop means to

be pulled therethrough and said page thereattached to be

turned.

4,423,660

PARACHUTE RETAINER LATCHING MECHANISM
Charica W. Onellette, Portimoath, RJ., aarignor to Raytheon
Company, Lexington, Maaa.

FOed Ang. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 289,938

Int 0.3 F41F 5/02
VS. CL 89—1.5 R 8 Claims

1. A sonobuoy container adapted to be inserted into a

launching tube comprising:

a container having an opening to its interior at one end of

said container;

a cover for said end opening; '

a latch mechanism adapted to releasably secure said cover to

said container end;

said latch mechanism, when in position to secure said cover,

comprising means for preventing the insertion of said

container into said Uunching tube;

said latch mechanism, when in position to release said cover,

1. In 8 rail launcher wherein a pair of lugs affixed to a guided
missile may sUde along a substantially continuous rail, the
improvement comprising:

(a) a first movable section of rail initially aligned with the

substantially continuous rail, one end ofsuch first movable
section normally abutting a first fixed section of such rail;

(b) a second movable section of rail initially aligned with the

substantially continuous rail, one end ofsuch second mov-
able section normally abutting the second end of the first

movable section and the second end of such second mov-
able section being hinged to a second fixed section of such
rail; and

(c) a wedge formed by the abutting ends of the first and the

second movable sections.

4,423,662

MUZZLE ARC SUPPRESSOR FOR ELECTROMAGNEnC
PROJECTILE LAUNCHER

Dan R. McAllister, Sannyrak, CaUf., a«igBor to Westinghoase
Electric Corp., Pittsborgh, Pa.

FUed Oct 8, 1981, Ser. No. 309,862

Int a.3 F41F 1/00
VS. CL 89—8 5 Claims
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1. An electromagnetic projectile launcher comprising:

a pair of generally parallel conductors having a breech and
a nozzle end;

means for conducting current between said conductors and
for accelerating said projectile;

a source of high current connected to said conductors;

a first impedance disposed across said conductors adjacent

the muzzle end thereof; and
a second impedance disposed in at least one of said conduc-

tors on the muzzle skle of where said first impedance is

connected across said conductors, said second impedance
increasing in resistivity as the dialance to the muzzle de-

creases;
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whereby current is commuuted to said first impedance to
suppress muzzle arcing.

4,423663
ARRANGEMENT FOR A MORTAR IN AN ARMORED

VEHICLE
Anton Politur, Lanf/Pcgn^ and Wilhdm Maehmer, Narvm-

berg, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, aaaivKn to Flrma DIchL
Nuremberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FOed Oct 31, 1977, Ser. No. 849,520
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Not. 5.

1976,2650622

Int CL^ F41H 7/08
UAa89-40A sctaim

1. Arrangement for a mortar in an armored vehicle, includ-
ing a gun laying device, and a ball bearing for said mortar
located in a vehicle traverse; characterized by a gun mount, the
tube of said mortar being axially displaceably supported in said
gun mount, said gim mount including a spherical head fitted

into said ball bearing in said traverse and a tubular section for
axially guiding said mortar tube; a pair of armored shutters
forming said gun laying device being rotatable relative to each
other in said vehicle, and means on said mortar tube and said
gun mount to facilitate displacement of said mortar tube on
said gun mount along the direction of said tubular section for
the breech-ended loading of munition and for locking into a
firing position subsequent to loading of said mortar.

4,423,664

DEPTH CONTROL APPARATUS
Andrew F. Buchl, 401 9th A?e. Sooth West Rngby, N. Dak.

58368

FUed Apr. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 253,014
Int a.3 FOIB 25/26

VS. a. 91-1 4 Claims

and said main piston, a third region defined by the space
between said main piston and said second end;
said main piston including a stem extending outside said
cyUnder for transmission of fluid into and out of said
second region;

said first and second ends including first and second aper-
tures respectively for transmission of fluid into and out
of said first and third regions, respectively;

passage means in said cylinder proximate said second end
for permitting fluid communication between said sec-
ond aperture and said second region when said main
piston is substantially in abutment with said second end;

(b) one way check valve means for preventing the flow of
fluid into and out of said first aperture;

(c) a slave cyUnder having first and second ends, third and
fourth apertures respectively in said ends, a second main
piston, second passage means in said slave cylinder proxi-
mate said second end for permitting fluid to flow between
said third and fourth apertures and around said second
main piston;

(d) first conduit means for connecting said second and third
apertures;

(e) control means for controlUng the flow of fluid into and
out of said first, second, third and fourth apertures, said
control means having:

(1) a first position thereof which disables said check valve
means and permiu the flow of fluid into said first aper-
ture, out of said second aperture, into said third aperture
and out of said fourth aperture, thereby causing said
floating piston to move toward the second end,

(2) a second position thereof which disables said check
valve means and permits the flow of fluid into said
fourth aperture, out of said third aperture, into said
second aperture and out of said first aperture, thereby
causing said floating piston to be moved toward said
first end,

(3) a third position thereof which allows the flow of fluid
into said stem, out of said second aperture and into said
third aperture, and out of said fourth aperture, thereby
causing said main piston to move toward the second
end,

(4) a fourth position thereof which allows the flow of fluid

into said fourth aperture, out of said third aperture to
said second aperture, and out of said stem, thereby
causing said main piston to move toward the first end.

4,423,665

MECHANICALLY CONTROLLABLE POWER BOOSTER
Lncas H. Haar, Niddatal, Fed. R^. of Germany, aaaigaor to
nr ladnstrics. Inc., New York, N.Y.

FUed Jnn. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 276,585
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany. Jal. 2,

1980, 3024967

Int a.3 F15B 9/ia- F16J 3/02
VS. CI. 91—369 B 35 claims

1. A hydraulic system comprising:

(a) a main cylinder having first and second ends, a main
piston, a floating piston, a first region defined by the space
between said floating piston and said first end, a second
region defined by the space between said floating piston

1. A mechanically controllable brake power booster com-
prising:

a booster housing having a longitudinal axis;

1
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a reinforcement element disposed coaxial of said axis within

said booster housing interconnecting both end walls of

said booster housing transverse of said axis, said reinforce-

ment element having a tubular section;

an axially movable piston arrangement disposed in said

booster housing subdividing the interior of said booster

housing into a low-pressure chamber and a working cham-
ber, said piston arrangement including a working piston

encompassing said reinforcement element to provide a

first boosting force and a valve housing disposed within

said tubular section to provide a second boosting force,

said valve housing containing a valve device for the pur-

pose of controlling the pressure present in said working

chamber; and

a reaction device supported on a first return spring bearing

against said movable piston arrangement coaxial of a force

output member, said valve housing and a control element

of said valve device, said reaction device transmitting said

second boosting force onto said control element in opposi-

tion to an actuating direction when said booster is oper-

ated;

said working piston bearing directly against and applying

said first booster force to said force output member; and

said valve housing providing a second piston which is axially

movable independently of said working piston to transmit

said second boosting force solely onto said reaction de-

vice.

4,423,666 '

BRAKE BOOSTER
AtfoshJ Ohmi, Ai^o, Japan, assignor to Aisin Seiki Kabushiki

Kaislia, Kariya, Japan

ContinnatioH of Ser. No. 145,692, May 1, 1980, abandoned. This

appUcation Ang. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 411,040

Claims priority, application Japan, May 28, 1979, 54-065812

Int. a.J F16J 15/18

U.S. a.92—168 aOaims

1. A brake booster for automotive vehicles comprising:

a housing including a shell;

a cup-shaped portion provided at a central portion of said

shell integrally therewith and having an annular wall, a

base wall, and a rounded boundary portion formed there-

between such that said annular wall, said base wall and
said rounded boundary portion form a substantially con-

tinuous cup-shaped portion;

an annular sealing member having an axis and positioned in

an interior portion of said cup-shaped portion and within

an interior portion of said shell and abutting against said

base wall along a ftrst side of said sealing member;
said sealing member having along said first side a first cir-

cumferential groove and an annular bead portion at an

outer periphery thereof in sequential order radially out-

wardly;

an output rod extending from an interior portion of said

housing for actuating a master cylinder and passing her-

metically and slidably through said sealing member;
a single retainer disposed adjacent to a second side of said

sealing member located opposite said first side and includ-

ing an annular portion of said single retainer parallel with

said base wall and in snug contact with an annular fiat side

face of said sealing member, a coned portion positively

supporting said bead portion radially from an inner side of
said bead portion for establishing continuous intimate

contact between said rounded boundary portion and said

bead portion such that said single retainer and said sealing

member exclusively establish said continuous and intimate

contact, and a plurality of securing hooks radially project-

ing from said coned portion of said single retainer for

fixedly engaging said annular wall wherein said coned
portion positively supporting said bead portion further

comprises means for positively supporting said sealing

member at an angle with respect to said axis and wherein
said sealing member includes at said second side thereof a

second circumferential groove, a projection extending

therefrom, a fiat portion, and a coned surface in sequential

order radially outwardly, said coned portion snugly con-

tacting said coned surface of said sealing member.

4,423,667

BEARING
Yoshimasa Hayashi, Kamakura, Japan, assignor to Nissan

Motor Co., Ltd., Yokohama, Japan

Filed May 5, 1980, Ser. No. 146,930

Claims priority, application Japan, May 9, 1979, 54-61489

Int. a.3 P02F 7/00: FOIB 7/00

U.S. a. 92—261 5 Claims
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1. In an automotive engine having a cylinder block cooperat-

ing with a bearing cap to define a metal housing through which

extends a crankshaft, the improvement comprising a sleeve-

type bearing consisting of mating semi-cylindrical half-sections

interposed between said crankshaft and said housing, said

bearing having an inner sleeve rotatably supporting said crank-

shaft, an outer sleeve supported by said housing, means fixedly

interposed between said inner and outer sleeves for damping

the oscillation of said crankshaft and a locking portion inte-

grally formed on at least said outer sleeve, said locking portion

protruding radially outwardly from the exterior cylindrical

surface of said outer sleeve and being adapted to be received in

mechanical engagement with said housing to fixedly locate

said bearing in relation thereto.
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4,423,668

UNIVERSAL AIR DEFLECTOR
AlTin L. Lobs, aTilian Gen. Del., Bcale AJ'.B^ Calif. 95903

CoBtinBatioa-in-put of Ser. No. 91,730, No?. 8, 1979,
abandoned, which is a continnatioB-in-part of Ser. No. 917,953,
Jbb. 22, 1978, abBBdoBcd. lUs appUcatioB Oct 13, 1981, Ser.

No. 310,622

iBt. a.3 B60J 1/20
VS. CL 98—2.12 1 Claim

1. In an air deflector device for use across the threshold of a
window opening of a vehicle, comprising; an L-shaped air

deflector member having adjustment holes in the horizontal
portion of the member, an identical inverted L-shaped holding
member having adjustment holes in the horizontal portion that

mate with selected holes of the L-shaped air deflector member,
the vertical portion of the inverted holding member being
insertable into a window well, a bolt insertable into the se-

lected mating holes of the two members for pivotal adjustment
of the L-shaped air deflector member relative to the inverted
L-shaped holding member to allow the angle of air adjustment
to be changed as well as the inboard and outboard positions of
the air deflector member on the holding member, a wing nut
for securing the bolt and the L-shaped member in iu adjusted
position, the vertical portion of the holding member being
coated with high friction rubber material to prevent slippage
or dislodgement when inserted into the window well.

4,423,669

AIR CURTAINING APPARATUS
Norman J. Bnllock, Proapect, and John W. Snyder, LouisTille,

both of Ky., assignors to Ciasell ManafMiuring Company,
LonisTiUe, Ky.

Filed Mar. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 354,216

Int a.3 F24F 9/00
UJ5. a. 98—36 5 Claims

shaped vertical air curtain and having first and aecood air

inlets at opposite ends, thereof through which air is sup-

plied to said manifold, said manifold including a central

front segment and right and left side segments disposed on
either side of said central segment between opposite ends
of said central segment and said first and second manifold

air inlets;

an air-collecting hood having an interior disposed above and
in general vertical alignment with said manifold to collect

air from said air curtain;

blower means structurally connected to said hood and hav-

ing an air inlet communicating with said hood interior for

removing collected air therefrom, and first and second air

outlets at which pressurized air is provided, said first and
second outlets disposed in vertical alignment with and
above said first and second air inlets of said manifold;

first and second vertically disposed ducts interconnecting

said first and second air outlets of said blower means and
said first and second air inlets of said manifold for convey-
ing pressurized air from said blower means to said mani-

fold in € vertically downwardly direction, said first and
second ducts structurally interconnecting said manifold

with said hood and blower means to provide the sole

suppori for said hood and blower means;

an air deflector in each of said right and left side segments of
said manifold proximate their respective junctions with
said centra] manifold segment, each said air deflector

including an inclined panel spanning only the upper por-

tion of its respectively associated side manifold segment,
each said panel being inclined upwardly toward said cen-

tral manifold segment to direct only a portion of the pres-

surized air entering said manifold inlets from said vertical

ducts in an upwardly direction for emission from said side

manifold segments while permitting the remaining portion

of said entering air to pass in a horizontal direction be-

neath and beyond said deflectore to said central segment
of said manifold located beneath said deflectors for up-

ward emission therefrom; and

a damper in each of said air inlets of said manifold, each said

damper including a vertically disposed panel which de-

fines a vertically extending slot within a respective side

segment, each said panel being selectively vertically shift-

able to facilitate altering the flow rate of air from said

vertical ducts into said horizontal side manifold segments,

said vertical slot so defined assuring at least some horizon-

tally directed air flow into said side segments from said

vertical ducts throughout substantially the entire height of

said side manifold segments regardless of the vertical

positions of said damper panels, in turn ensuring vertical

emission of inlet air from said side manifold segments and
some fU>w of inlet air beneath the deflector panels to the

central manifold segment for vertical emission therefrom.

1. An air curtaining apparatus comprising:

an elongated horizontally disposed generally U-shaped air

manifold having an upwardly directed air outlet along

substantially the entire length thereof to establish a U-

4,423,670

FERMENTING AND CARBONATING APPARATUS
Earnest M. Teaiaon, 506 E. 11th St, Port Angeles, WMh. 98362

Filed Jbb. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 393,249

iBt a.} A23L 2/40
UJS. a. 99—275 16 Oaim

1. A fermenting and carbonating apparatus comprising:

a container and a cap therefor;

a valve in the cap;

a first chamber within the container attached to the cap;

1038 O.G.— II
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a second chamber within the container attached to the cap; 4,423,672
and DEVICE FOR FEEDING AND TENSIOmNG THE

PACKAGING STRAP IN STRAP APPLYING MACHINES
Franco Tacchini, Milan, Italy, anignor to Officina Meccanica

Sestese S.p^., Pamzzaro, Italy

FUed Mar. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 358,802
Claims priority, appUcation Italy, Mar. 24, 1981, 20695 A/81

Int a.3 B65B 13/22
U.S. a. 100-4 g Claims

materia] within the first and second chambers for treating

material within the container.

4,423,671

FLOATING KNIFE ASSEMBLY FOR A MEAT
DEFATTING MACHINE WTTH POSITIVE BLADE

POSITION
Robert P. Murphy, 1807 Commercial St., Joseph, Mo. 64503
CoBtiniiation-iB-part of Ser. No. 281,006, Jul. 6, 1981, Pat. No.
433,761. This appUcation May 5, 1983, Ser. No. 491,938

Int. a.3 A22C 17/12
UA a. 99—486 6 Qaims

1. In a meat defatting machine adapted for removing all but

a generally consistant thickness of a portion of fat from succes-

sive pieces of meat, each having a fat layer of varying thickness

thereon and a lean portion of generally consistant thickness;

said machine comprising a housing, a conveyor for moving
meat therebetween, a defatting knife positioned above the

conveyor and moveable through a continuous range of posi-

tions thereabove, a gauge plate member engageable with a top
surface of each successive piece of meat and means connecting
the knife blade to the gauge plate to position the knife blade a

desired amount above the conveyor dependent upon the thick-

ness of each successive piece of meat, the improvement com-
prising:

(a) a knife blade position locking means cooperating with

said knife blade and adapted to lock said knife blade in a

predetermined position above a plane associated with said

conveyor whereby said knife blade does not move relative

to said conveyor as a piece of meat is urged therepast such
that a generally consistent thickness of fat layer is left

along the piece of meat.

c5!
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1. Device for feeding and tensioning the strap in strap apply-

ing machines, of the type in which the strap is moved forward
and fed between a pair of wheels, one being a drawing wheel
rotated by motor means and the other being an idly rotating

contrast wheel pressed against the first wheel through the
strap, characterized in that the drawing wheel (1) is caused to
rotate by an epicyclic train the free element (9) of which is

connected by a mechanical drive (11, 12, 17, 16, 15) to the shaft

(8) of the contrast wheel (2), while the contrast wheel (2) is

mounted idle onto an eccentric pin (7) of said shaft (8), said

mechanical drive (11, 12, 17, 16, 15) comprising a movable
control element (17) being apt to act elastically on the shaft (8)
of the contrast wheel (2) in order to cause the rotation thereof.

4,423,673

APPARATUS FOR PREDRAPING STRAPPING ABOUT
AN ARTICLE TO BE STRAPPED

Richard I. Ball, Round Lake, 111., assignor to Signode Corpora-
tion, Glenview, 111.

Filed Jun. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 384,218

Int. a.3 B65B 13/10
U.S. a. 100—28 4 Claims

1. A chuteless apparatus for forming a loop of flexible bind*

ing about an object positioned in an object receiving station,

said apparatus having means for restraining an end of said

binding adjacent said receiving station, means for pulling a
trailing portion of the binding in a path around said object,

means for sealing the loop, a clamp bar assembly including an
object contacting member carried by said clamp bar assembly
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adapted to contact an object in said receiving station and
means for moving said clamp bar assembly between an ele-

vated position spaced above said object receiving station and a

lowered position contacting said object to hold said object in

said object receiving sution, and means for then severing the

sealed loop from the rest of the binding, said apparatus charac-

terized by the improvement comprising;

means for continuing said pulling of a trailing portion of said

binding after binding a first object, said means for continu-

ing said pulling of the binding including means for pulling

the binding through a major portion of the locus of said

path around said receiving station, and means for tempo-

rarily guiding spaced portions of said binding around said

receiving station to temporarily retain the binding in a

configuration spaced outwardly of said receiving station

for a major portion of the locus of said path, said guiding

means including spaced catch block assemblies rotatably

mounted within said clamp bar assembly and gear means
interconnecting said object contacting member and catch

block assemblies to rotate said catch block assemblies to

release the binding therefrom when the object contacting

member contacts the object to be bound.

r—»ir H t5 9

1. A belt press comprising:

a plurality of upper and a plurality of lower traverses respec-

tively having lower and upper traverse faces;

upper and lower press platens carried on and between said

traverses and having respective upper and lower platen

faces respectively confronting said lower and upper tra-

verse faces, whereby a belt to be pressed can be engaged

between said platens;

at least one bend-compensating element having a pair of

nonparallel upper and lower surfaces and engaged be-

tween one of said platen faces and the confronting tra-

verse faces;

a hydraulic force-transmitter engaged between said bend-

compensating element and one of the respective traverse

and platen faces, said transmitter being formed of a plural-

ity of diametrally compressible but circumferentially un-

stretchable hydraulic hoses forming at least one substan-

tially closed chamber of a predetermined maximum vol-

ume, and of a body of an incompressible fluid only par-

tially filling said chamber; and

mechuiically actuated means including bolts engaged be-

tween said traverses for displacing said traverses toward

each other and thereby pressing said platens against a belt

engaged therebetween.

4,423,675

MAGNETIC CTRCUrr AND PRINT HAMMER
Zong S. Loo, and Chor S. Chan, both of Boiae, Id^ aaaigBon to

Hewlett-Packard Company, Palo Alto, Calif.

FUed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,982

Int a.3 B41J 3/00
U.S. CI. 101—93.04 20 ClaloH

axm (n/nM or Mmr«

4,423,674

BELT PRESS WITH HOSE-TYPE HYDRAULIC FORCE
TRANSMITTER

Peter Thies, Ennepetal-Voerde, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aasignor

to Wagener Schwelm GmbH A Co., Schwelm, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
FUed Jul. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 286,669

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 26,

1980, 3028401

Int. a.3 B30B 15/06

U.S. a. 100—99 10 Qaims

^NWX^

1. A printing device comprising:

a permanent magnet for providing a source of magnetic flux;

two pole pieces with said permanent magnet located there-

between, having a first path of low magnetic reluctance

between said pole pieces; and

print hammer means comprising an integral unit having two
ends, one end being held fixed against transverse vibra-

tions, said print hammer means being located in close

proximity to said pole pieces for providing a second path

of low magnetic reluctance between said pole pieces, said

second path having a magnetic reluctance which is lower

than the magnetic reluctance of said first path, said print

hammer means also for switching magnetic flux from said

permanent magnet between said first and second paths,

and said integral unit having 9 frequency spectrum of

normal modes for transverse vibrations such that the ratio

of the frequency of the second lowest frequency mode to

the frequency of the lowest frequency mode of said spec-

trum is greater than 7.

4,423,676

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRINTING
COMPOSITE DESIGNS ON FABRIC

Keenar A. Neel, Concord, N.C., assignor to Cannon Mills Com-
pany, KannapoUs, N.C.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 261,693, May 8, 1981,

abandoned. This appUcation Nov. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 325,093

Int. a.J B41M 1/12; B41F 31/2%: B05C 9/06

U.S. a. 101—211 12 Claims

9. A printing apparatus for printing patterns on a surface of

a length of textile fabric advanced therethrough, which com-

prises:

a rotary print screen mounted for printing a repeating back-

ground design pattern at a predetermined repeat interval

along the length of the fabric;
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a peripheral surface marking on said print screen, the posi-

tion of the surface marking being predetermined relative

to the longitudinal position of a predetermined portion of
the background pattern;

means for advancing the fabric in a horizontal plane through
the printing apparatus in contact with the print screen;

an airbrush gun mounted downstream of the print screen for

applying a variable tone design feature to a selected por-

tion of the background design previously printed on the

fabric; and

means for detecting each rotation of the surface marking
past a fixed reference point for triggering the operation of

said airbrush gun at a precise reference registration point

with respect to the background design operation to be
airbrushed.

and

1. Rotary sheet offset printing machine having
a sheet supply apparatus (3, 41); .

at least one plate cylinder (4, 5; 42, 43); '

at least one rubber blanket cylinder (6, 7; 44, 45) associated
with the at least one plate cylinder and, during printing,

positioned for continuous contact therewith;

mians (I) for supplying ink to the at least one plate cylinder;

and a printing, or impression cylinder (8, 9; 46),

said at least one blanket cylinder and said impression cylin-

der being relatively shiftable with respect to each other
for selective printing engagement or for surface separa-
tion, respectively;

wherein, in accordance with the invention,

all said cylinders have the same diameter;

said sheet supply apparatus (3, 41) has two different sheet
supply rate settings to supply, for one predetermined
cylinder speed, in a fwst supply setting, a predetermined
number of sheets per unit time and, for said same predeter-
mined cylinder speed, in a second supply setting, half the
number of predetermined sheets per unit time;

and control means (C) are provided, connected to and con-
trolling the relative position of the at least one blanket
cylinder (6, 7; 44, 45) and the printing, or impression
cylinder (8, 9; 46) such that

(a) when said sheet supply apparatus is in the second
supply setting, the blanket and impression cylinders are
moved to a separated position during a first revolution
of the cylinders to provide for inking of the blanket
cylinder, and the blanket cylinder and the impression
cylinder are moved to engaged position during a second
or subsequent revolution, to permit double inking of the
blanket cylinder from the plate cylinder without trans-

fer of printing information from the blanket cylinder
after the first inking, and printing on a sheet during said

subsequent revolution,

(b) when said sheet supply apparatus is in said first supply
setting, the blanket and impression cylinders are in

continuous printing engagement to provide for single
inking of the blanket cylinder and sheet feed at said

predetermined number per unit time.

4,423,678
APPARATUS FOR ENGAGING IMPRESSION CYLINDER
Katsntoshi Matsninoto, Kyoto, Japan, rijnnr to DainippoD

Screen Mfg. Co., Ltd^ Japan
FUed Jmi. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 384,916

Claims priority, appUcation Japu, Jan. 23, 1981, 56-98005
lat a.J B41F 13/24

VS. a. 101—248 3 cialma

4,423.677

ROTARY SHEET OFFSET PRINTING MACHINE
Hctouob Flachcr, AngriMirg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aasignor to

MA,N.-ROLAND DmckmaacUnen Aktiengeaellacliaft, Of-
fenbach am Main, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FOed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,230

Claimi priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 7,

1981, 3108808

Int a.' B41F 13/24

VS. a. 101—232 6 Claims

1. An apparatus for engaging an impression cylinder with a
rotating plate cylinder comprising a mechanism by which the
impression cylinder is adapted to be disengaged from the plate

cylinder in a period between two angular sequential phases of
said rotating plate cylinder, wherein the preceding phase being
an angular position of said plate cylinder having a printing

plate attached thereon where the image area of said printing

plate has just passed through a contact point where the cylin-

ders abut each other, whereas the following phase being the
other angular position of said plate cylinder where the trailing

end of an object that is to be printed is just before said contact
point, the object being of sufficient thickness to deform a
printing plate on the plate cylinder in the absence of such
disengagement.

4,423,679

IMPRINTER HAVING A REMOVABLE CARTRIDGE
CONTAINING A PLURALITY OF ROLLER PLATENS

John A. Maul, Sr., Lyndhnnt, Ohio, aarignor to DBS, Inc.,

Randolph, Mass.

Filed Aug. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 294,437

Int a.J B41F 3/04
VS. a. 101—269 6 Ciaima

1. An imprinter comprising:

(a) a base member including means for receiving a printing

member having a line of raised printing elements thereon,

(b) carriage means movably mounted with respect to said

base member,
(c) a roller platen assembly mounted by said carriage means

for imprinting data from said raised printing elements onto
a form positioned over said printing member, said roller

platen assembly being movable in a first path across said

printing member from a home position to an actuated
position and in a second path from said actuated position

back to said home position to perform a printing cycle
where the printing cycle commences when the roller

platen assembly leaves the home position to travel to the

actuated position and terminates when the roller platen

assembly returns to the home position from the actuated

position, said roller platen assembly having means for

supporting at least one row of interconnected roller plat-

ens where said row and said line of raised printing ele-
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ments extend in a direction parallel to said first and second 4,423,681 ___^
paths and where at least one of said roller platens is in OFFSET LITHO CONVERSION FROM LETTERPRESS

printing contact with said raised printing elements at all EQUIPMENT «„«.
Gary R. Smith, Overland Park, Kans., aadgBor to Smith RPM

Corporation, Overland Park, Kans.

Diriiion of Ser. No. 86,717, Oct 22, 1979, and Ser. No. 12,567,

Feb. 15, 1979, Pat No. 4,286,519, and a continnation-in-part of

Ser. No. 936,130, Ang. 23, 1978, abandoned, This appUcatioa

Feb. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 348,136

Int a.' B41L 17/12; B41F 27/00

VS. a. 101—451 5 ClaiBi

times during said printing cycle to prevent the remaining

roller platens from immediately dropping off at an end of

said line of raised printing elements.

4,423,680

AUTOMATIC CONTACT INK STAMPING APPARATUS
Alva J. Bishop, 2270 WeUer Dr., ZanesriUe, Ohio 43701

FUed Dec. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 447,888

Int a.3B41F 77/00. 17/24

VS. a. 101—318 3 Qaims

1. In an automatic conUct ink stamping apparatus wherein

the stamping platen travels between an ink supply station and

a stamping station, horizontally spaced from one another, and

then veriically at each of said stations to engage an ink supply

pad at the ink supply station and a workpiece disposed at said

stamping station; the combination of a first member slideably

mounted on a frame for horizontal movement between each of

said stations; a second member slideably mounted for horizon-

tal travel within said first member and operatively connected

to a piston rod having a horizontal forward and return stroke;

a stamping platen including an upper elongated stem portion

slideably mounted for vertical travel within said carriage mem-

ber and normally biased into engagement with said second

member for horizontal travel as a unit with said first and sec-

ond members between said stations; means provided on said

second member and said stem portion for converting horizon-

tal travel of said second member independent of further travel

by said first member into a downward force upon said stem

portion to effect a vertically downward displacement of said

stamping platen at each of said respective sUtions.

1. The process of permanently modifying conventional,

continuous web letterpress newspaper printing equipment

having cooperating first and second horizontally spaced sets of

printing couples each comprising a letterpress impression and

plate cylinder from letterpress printing equipment to continu-

ous web offset equipment; said letterpress couples having a

fixed spacing therebetween; said process including the steps of:

(a) permanently modifying the first letterpress plate cylinder

to accept an offset plate and thereby function as a first

offset plate cylinder having a first diameter; said first

offset plate cylinder generally being positioned in said

tower at the same location as said first letterpress plate

cylinder was located;

(b) permanently modifying said first letterpress impression

cylinder to accept an offset blanket and thereby function

as a first offset blanket cylinder having a diameter gener-

ally equal to said first diameter; said first offset blanket

cylinder generally being positioned in said tower at the

same location as said first letterpress impression cylinder

was located;

(c) permanently modifying said second letterpress plate

cylinder to an offset plate cylinder to thereby function as

a second offset plate cylinder having a diameter generally

equal to said first diameter; said second offset plate cylin-

der generally being positioned in said tower at the same

location as said second letterpress plate cylinder was

located;

(d) permanently modifying said second letterpress impres-

sion cylinder to accept an offset blanket and thereby func-

tion as a second offset blanket cylinder having a diameter

generally equal to said first diameter; said second offset

blanket cylinder generally being positioned in said tower

at the same location as said second letterpress impression

cylinder was located;

(e) said first and second offset blanket cylinders being posi-

tioned within said tower frame such that they arc gener-

ally horizontally opposed and spaced apart a distance less

than said first diameter;

(0 said first and second offset plate cylinders being posi-

tioned in tangential contact with respective first and sec-

ond offset blanket cylinders;

(g) positioning dampening and inking equipment in coopera-

tion with said first offset plate cylinder;

(h) positioning dampening and inking equipment in coopera-

tion with said second offset plate cylinder;

(i) permanently positioning a first offset impression cylinder

in tangential contact with said first offset blanket cylinder

at a first bight spaced from said first offset plate cylinder;

said first offset cylinder being an added cylinder having a

diameter substantially smaller than said first diameter and

being positioned such that the axial center of said first
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impression cylinder is between vertical planes passing
through axial centers of said first and second offset plate
cylinders;

(j) rotating said first offset impression cylinder such that the
speed of the surfaces of said first offset impression cylinder
and said first offset blanket cylinder at said first bight are
substantially the same;

(k) permanently positioning a second offset impression cylin-

der in tangential contact with said second offset blanket
cylinder at a second bight spaced from said second plate

cylinder;

0) rotating said second offset impression cylinder such that

the speed of the surfaces of said second impression cylin-

der and said second offset blanket cylinder at said second
bight are substantially the same; and

(m) reeving a continuous web between said first bight so as
to pass between said first offset blanket cylinder and said
first offset impression cylinder and said second bight so as
to pass between said second impression cylinder and said
second offset blanket cylinder at said second bight.

circumferentially spaced, radially directed apertures aligned
between the second circular plate and hollow cylinder;

shear pins disposed in the aligned apertures for retaining the
second circular plate within the hollow cylinder;

said shear pins adapted for failure at elevated pressure
buildup in the contained explosive for allowing the second
circular plate to be displaced in the axial direction from

4,423,682

ONE-WAY EXPLOSIVE TRANSFER ASSEMBLY
Morry L. Schimmel, University Qty, Mo., assignor to McDon-

nell Donglas Corporation, St. Lonis, Mo.
Hied Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 311,079

Int. a.3 F42B 3/10
U.S. a. 102-275J 9aaims

the hollow cylinder other end for relieving said pressure
buildup; and

outer container covers releasibly secured to the outer ends
of the hollow cylinder and including a portion spaced
outwardly of the circular plates means to define a space
for allowing contained displacement of at least the second
circular plate means due to pressure buildup in the hollow
cylinder having sheared the shear pins.

I

7. A one-way explosive transfer assembly comprising:
(a) a body having an internal chamber with first and second

passages opening outwardly from said chamber;
(b) first detonating cord means in said first passage with a

first explosive tip adjacent said chamber;
(c) second detonating cord means in said second passage

with a second explosive tip spaced from said chamber;
(d) explosive initiating means in said chamber adjacent said
second explosive tip; and

(e) heat transfer means for the hot gases of the explosion
disposed in said chamber between said first explosive tip
and said explosive initiating means, said heat transfer
means including shock attenuating means positioned to
block travel of fragments from said first explosive tip
toward said explosive initiating means.

4 423 684
TRACK LEVELLING AND TAMPING MACHINE WITH

HYDRAULIC PRESSURE CONTROL SYSTEM
Josef Theurer, Vienna; Gemot Bock, Aschach, and Mihir Gan-

gi|ly, Linz, aU of Austria, assignors to fnaz Plasser Bann-
baumaschinen-Industrie Gesellschaft m.b.H., Vienna, Austria

FUed Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 341,292
Qaims priority, appUcation Anstria, Feb. 2, 1981, 470/81

Int a.3 EOIB 27/17
U.S. a. 104-7 R 4 ctaia^

4,423,683

ENCLOSURE FOR A WARHEAD CASE
FWsco T. Telmo, King George, Va., assignor to The United

States of Ancrica as represented by the Secretary of the Navy.
Washington, D.C.

Filed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 334,753
lat a.3 F42B 13/48: B65D 25/00

UA a. 102-481 SCtaims
1. An enclosure for an explosive to prevent inadvertent

detonation thereof due to enclosure pressure buildup, compris-
ing:

a hollow cylinder containing explosive material;
first circular plate means secured within one end of the
hollow cylinder for closing it;

second circular plate means slidably disposed within the
other end of the hollow cylinder for defining a temporary
closure;

1. A mobile track leveling and tamping machine comprising
the combination of a frame mounted for mobility on the track,
vibratory and reciprocatory ballast tamping tools vertically
adjustably mounted on the frame, a leveling reference system
including a transmitter emitting an electrical control signal
indicating a sensed track level, a hydraulically operated drive
for reciprocating the tamping tools, the drive including a
cylinder and a piston reciprocable therein, the piston dividing
the cylinder into two chambers, and a hydraulic control system
operating the drive, wherein the control system includes

(a) a receptacle containing hydraulic fluid,

(b) a three-way proportional electro-hydraulic valve having
an outlet connected to one of the cylinder chambers and
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another outlet connected to the hydraulic fluid containing

receptacle,

(c) a hydraulic pressure regulator steplessly adjustable to a

desired maximum tamping pressure exeried by reciproca-

tion of the tamping tools,

(d) a differential element having two inputs and an output

connected to the valve, and

(e) a threshold value stage connected between the transmit-

ter and one of the differential element inputs, the other

input being connected to the regulator and a third outlet

of the valve being connected to the other cylinder cham-

ber whereby the hydraulic pressure therein is controlled

. in response to the threshold value.

4,423,685

CRANE TROLLEY
Wilhehn KerckhofT, Herdecke, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to Mannesmann Aktiengesellschaft, Dusseldorf, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
FUed Jul. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 288,482

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 16,

1980 3030929

Int. a.s B61F 9/00: B61B 13/04: E05D 13/02

U.S. a. 105—150 10 Qainis

1. A crane trolley adapted to guide a carrying wheel along a

beam, of the type having guide pulleys lying against upper and

lower guide surfaces of said beam, the improvement compris-

ing

(a) only two upper guiding pulleys arranged diagonally facing

each other at the upper guide surface,

(b) only two lower guiding pulleys arranged diagonally facing

each other at the lower guide surface and also placed diago-

nally from said upper guiding pulleys,

(c) said upper and lower guiding pulleys lying closely against

said upper and lower guide surfaces, resjjectively,

(d) whereby imaginary connecting lines drawn between said

four guiding pulleys would cross each other between said

pulleys.

4,423,686

TABLE APPARATUS
Katumi Ueno, and Genichi Nishizaki, both of Tanashi, Japan,

assignors to Gtizen Watch Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Dec. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 334,055

Int. a.3 A47B 37/00

U.S. a. 108—20 6 Claims

1. A table apparatus with suppori blocks, comprising:

a guide way means extending between said support blocks;

a non-circular guide shaft extending between said suppori

blocks in parallel to said guide way means;

a lower slide slidably supported by said guide way means

and said guide shaft, said lower slide being longitudinally

movable along said guide way means and said guide shaft;

an upper slide slidably mounted on said lower slide;

drive means for rotating said guide shaft; and

a rotation transmission mechanism engaging with said guide

shaft and slidabie therealong, said rotation transmission

_ 52

n

mechanism being drivably connected to said i^per slide to

move said upper slide in a direction perpendicular to an

axis of said guide shaft in response to rotation of said guide

shaft.

4,423,687

SAFE DEPOSIT BOX ANCHORING SYSTEM
Henry Serra, Novato, CaUf., assignor to Hermann Associates,

Inc., San Francisco, Calif.

FUed Not. 18, 1980, Ser. No. 207,860

Int. a.3 E05G 1/08: F16B 12/00; B65D 27/00

U.S. a. 109—50 7 Claims

1. A method of separating an upper safe deposit box nest that

is registered over a lower safe deposit box nest, said upper nest

being fitted with first and second lower retainer brackets proxi-

mate a lower edge of a rear wall thereof at a predetermined

spacing, said lower nest being fitted with first and second

upper retainer brackets proximate an upper edge of a rear wall

thereof at the same predetermined spacing, said upper and

lower nests being horizontally subilized with respect to one

another by first and second Ubs in the passageways defined by

said registered first upper and lower retainer brackets and said

second upper and lower retainer brackets, said method com-

prising:

inserting a wedge between said nests at the front thereof to

cause said upper nest to pivot about said lower edge of

said rear wall;

inserting a roller into the space between said upper and

lower nests at a position generally approximately halfway

between the front and rear thereof;

pivoting said upper nest about the fulcrum defined by said

roller to lift said first and second tabs completely above

the upper surface of said lower nest; and

moving said upper nest toward the front of said lower nest to

effect the removal of said upper nest.

4,423,688

BRUSH FEEDER FOR DISPOSAL OF THERMOPLASTIC
WASTE IN A FLUIDIZED BED REACTOR

HoBg-Hsiaiig Kno, Troy, Mich., assigDor to General Motors

Corporatioii, Detroit, Mich.

FUed Apr. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 370,456

lat CL' F23G 5/00

U.S. a. 110—245 3 Claim

1. Means for feeding particles having a meltable polymer
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coflstituent into a fluidized bed reactor operating at an elevated
temperature substantially above the temperature at which the
particles fuse with one another, said reactor being used to
thermally degrade said particles the feeder means comprising

a source of said polymer particles remote from said reactor,
the particles of said source being maintained at a tempera-
ture below their fusion temperature;

a feed tube having a hollow barrel portion in which said
particles are transported from said source into the fluid-

ized bed reactor;

gases while the temperature of the mixture is still substan-
tially higher than the acid dew point of the flue gas to both
convey the finely divided fuel from the pulverizer and to dry
the finely divided fuel particles;

filtering the finely divided fuel from the mixture of flue gas and
air to provide a mass of dry finely divided fuel particles;

exhausting the mixture flue gas and air;

storing the finely divided fuel particles in a storage bunker;
distributing the stored, finely divided fuel particles to the

pulverized coal pilot burners of the main furnaces as needed,
and

entraining a portion of the finely divided fuel particles in a
stream of air, preheated by the flue gases of the auxiliary
generator, and firing the auxiliary generator with the finely

divided fuel particles.

rtuioiziNc
CA3

means for flowing pressurized gas in said barrel to agitate the
scrap particles therein, to maintain them at a temperature
below their fusion temperature, and to prevent hot gases
from the reactor from substantially penetrating the feed
tube;

an auger feed within said feed tube comprsing a shaft carry-
ing a plurality of helically arrayed flexible bristles; and

means for rotating said auger feed such that the scrap parti-

cles are carried by said bristles from the particle source
into the fluidized reactor bed in a steady, unagglomerated
stream at a desired rate.

4,423,690
SEWING MACHINE FOR PRODUCING CURVED EDGE

PARALLEL SEAMS
Erich Willenbacher, KaiMflantem, and Fritz Jehle, Enkenbach-
Alsenbom, both of Fed. Rep. of Gennany, anignon to Pfaff
IndnstriemaachiDen GmbH, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Dec. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 328,504
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 20.

1980, 3048198

Int a.J D05B 97/00. 35/10
U.S. a. 112-262.3 12 Claims

4,423,689

METHOD OF PRODUCING PULVERIZED COAL AS
FUEL FOR PULVERIZED-COAL PILOT BURNERS

Jokaancs Merz; Gnnter v. d. Kanuner, and Ulrich Rau, all of
Ganmenbwh, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aaaignors to L. A C.
Stdnnjiller GmbH, Gommenbach, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Mar. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 361,527
Cbdmi priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 25,

1961, 3111674

Int a.3 F23D 1/00: F23K 5/00
UA a. 110-347 1 Claim

1

J'
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/

'j. -ii/

1. A method of providing pulverized coal for use as fuel for

pulverized coal pUot burners in a power plant having main
furnaces and at least one auxiliary steam generator which also
utilizes pulverized coal, the method comprising the following
steps in combination:

storing raw coal in a bunker;

pulverizing the raw coal to produce finely divided fuel parti-

cles particularly suitable for burning in pilot burners;

filtering ash from the flue gases of the auxiliary steam genera-
tor,

mixing the flue gases with intake air;
'

entraining the finely divided fuel particles in the mixture of flue

1. A mechanism in a sewing machine having a needle recip-

rocating in a needle path spaced from an edge guide for guid-
ing an edge of a workpiece, for producing a curved edge
parallel seam in the workpiece comprising:
workpiece feed means for feeding a workpiece past the needle

path, with its edge guided along the edge guide;

edge scanning means for sensing when the workpiece edge
moves away from the edge guide which is indicative of the
presence of a curved workpiece edge area;

workpiece pressure means for applying pressure, when acti-

vated, to a point on the workpiece spaced laterally of the
needle path to cause rotation of the workpiece about said

point during feed of the workpiece by said workpiece feed
means; and

a control circuit connected to said workpiece pressure means
and said edge scanning means for intermittently activating

said workpiece pressure means a plurality of times when said

edge scanning means senses the presence of a curved work-
piece edge area.

12. A method of automatically producing a curved edge
parallel seam in a workpiece using a sewing machine having a
reciprocating needle and edge guide comprising:
feeding a workpiece with its edge along the edge guide;
sensing the movement of the workpiece edge away from the
edge guide which is indicative of the presence of a curved
edge area; and

applying an intermittent pressure to a point on the workpiece
spaced from the needle during the feeding of the workpiece
to cause a rotation of the workpiece about the point only
when the workpiece edge is sensed as moving away from the
edge guide.
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4,423 691
MATERIAL SENSING MEANS FOR SEWING MACHINES
Konstaatin Schwaab, Alchwald, Fed. Re^. of Gcraumy, aadgaor

to Uaion Special GmbH, Stottgait, Fed. Rep. of Gcnnaay
FUed Not. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 438,064

ioS^.J!fl?*^'
«»"«•*'«' ^•^ »»«P. ot Genaaay, Not. 6,

1981, 3144127

Int a.3 D05B 69/00
UAa 112-272 4cuu,B,

1. A device adapted to monitor the passage of a workpiece
edge beneath a sewing machine presser foot assembly, said
device comprising:

a presser foot sole means forming a pari of said presser foot
assembly, said presser foot sole means having a longitudi-
nally extending bottom channel with a veriically elevated
top surface and two depending side edge poriions;

fiber optic means capable of transmitting light and having
one end thereof arranged flush with the top surface of said
channel and opposite a reflecting surface; aitd

operative means connected to the other end of said fiber
optic means, said operative means being responsive to the
interruption and restoration of light caused by the ends of
a workpiece passing between the end of the fiber optic
means and said reflective surface, said operative means
being capable of producing a signal indicative of such
workpiece passage.

4,423,692

PNEUMATIC NEEDLE POSITIONfJ)
James C. KeUy, and Fredrick W. Gamett both of StarkTlUe,

Miss., assignors to StarkTille Tool and Die Compaqy, Stark-
TillcMiss.

FUed Jul. 16, 1981. Ser. No. 283^09
Int a.3 DOSB 69/22

VS. a 112-274 35 Qalms

1. A pneumatically controlled needle positioner for position-
ing a needle in relation to a workpiece comprising:

(a) means for sensiDg a position of a sewing or stitching

machine handwheel wherein said haadwheel is calibrated

in relation to the position of a machine needle in the sew-
ing or stitching cycle;

(b) a pneumatically operated needle positioning motor dis-

posed intermediate a sewing or stitching machine motor
drive pulley and said machine handwheel;

(c) a needle positioning motor pulley disposed on said pneu-
matically operated needle positioning motor and adja-
cently spaced to one side of a drive belt connecting said
sewing machine drive pulley and said machine hand-
wheel;

(d) means disposed on the other side of said drive belt for
biasing said drive belt around a portion of the circumfer-
ence of said needle positioning motor pulley; and

(e) control means for activating and deactivating said pneu-
matically operated needle positioning motor, said means
for sensing the position of said machine handwheel and
said means for biasing said drive belt against saio needle
positioning motor pulley.

4,423,693
FEED DOG STRUCTURE OF SEWING MACHINES

Snsama Hanyu, Hachioji; Mikio Koike, Oum, and g—-~>-.

Hara, Hiao, aU of Japaa, aastgaors to JaaoM Scwiag Ma-
chine Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japaa

FUed Jaa. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 275^37
Clalau priority, appUcatioB Japan, Jaa. 27, 1980, 5549371

lat a.3 DOSB 57/14
VS. a 112—324 3

1. A sewing machine having a vertically reciprocative and
laterally swingable needle for sewing, said needle carrying a
fint thread, said machine comprising;

(a) a roUUible loop taker, said loop taker being adapted to

catch a thread loop during a sychronous roution thereof
with the vertical reciprocating movement of said needle,
said loop taker being rotauble in a horizontal plane with
respect to said needle;

(b) a bobbin member mounted within said loop taker and
carrying a second thread; said second^ thread being
adapted to form a lock stitch with said first thread when
said loop taker catches a thread loop of said first thread;

(c) a feed dog member, said feed dog member including a
plurality of feed dog elements, said feed dog elements
being vertically and horizontally movable synchronously
with said swingable needle so as to allow the fabric to be
moved relative to said needle; and

(d) a thread guide positioned on a certain one of said plural-

ity of feed dog elements, said thread guide being adapted
to guide said second thread away from a vertical recipro-

cating path of said swingable needle to the left side thereof
if viewed from the position of the machine operator each
time said feed dog elemenu are vertically moved.
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4,423,694

PAD FOR SETTING CONCRETE
Bcrtrud SemiCTille, 20 do Rhone, app. 415, St-Lambert, Que-

bec, Canada J4S 1X4
FUcd Oct 27, 1982, Ser. No. 437,120

Claims priority, application Canada, Not. 6, 1981, 389604

Int. a.3 B32B 7m
U.S. a. 112—405 11 Oaims

1. In a pad for concrete for appreciably reducing the setting

time of concrete, comprising an essentially water and air tight

flexible cover enclosing a heat insulating cushion resting put

directly over a lower part intended to be laid directly in

contact with the surface of concrete, the improvement wherein

the said lower part is made up of ribbons weaved together in

the form of a network in such a manner as to have a good
mechanical resistance to wear by friction, and so as to create a

zone between the heat insulating cushion and the surface of the

concrete capable of allowing the excess water oozing through

the concrete surface to flow only slowly away thereby avoid-

ing the need of water from an outside source, allowing also the

heat resulting from the setting reaction to accumulate inside

the interstices of the said network thus may accelerate the

setting of the concrete.

4. A pad for concrete according to claim 1, wherein the

water and air tight flexible cover, the heat insulating cushion

and the lower part have about the same surface size and are

bound to each other by seams of threads sown completely

through the cover, the cushion and the lower part along their

common periphery.

4,423,695

FLOATABLE AND UNSINKABLE NAUTICAL CRAFT
Jacques Rougerie, Paris, France, assignor to Oceanova, Paris,

France

FUed Aug. 6, 1980, Ser. No. 175,884

Claims priority, application France, Aug. 7, 1979, 79 20156

Int. a.3 B63B i5/72

U.S. a. 114—61 13 Oaims

1. A floatable, unsinkable and nautical observation craft

comprising in combination a hull having a keel portion below
the water line, an upper portion above the water line and
longitudinal sides, separate stabilization and buoyancy means
connected rigidly to the upper portion of the hull and project-

ing laterally from both longitudinal sides of the hull, a passen-

ger's compartment extending longitudinally in the hull at least

partially below the water line in the keel portion thereof,

propulsion means at at rear of the craft, passenger access means
in the upper portion of the hull, a pilot station at the front of
the upper portion of the hull, said passenger compartment
having at least one longitudinally extending observation win-

dow in each longitudinal side of the hull, said observation

window being dome-shaped and defining a laterally projecing

part of the keel portion of the hull of sufficient length that

several passengers can simultaneously have an under-water

view through said dome-shaped window in a substantially

horizontal direction and in a downwards direction, and means
providing surface vision and under-water vision for a pilot in

said pilot station said stabilization and buoyancy means com-
prising a transversely extending high resistance supporting

structure extending to both sides of the hull and extending

downwardly floats at opposite sides of said supporting struc-

ture and spaced laterally from said passenger compartment.

4,423,696

IMPROVED BOAT THRUSTER SYSTEM INCLUDING
SWIRL REDUaNG VANES

Charles M. Aker, 2006 Barranca, Newport Beach, Calif. 92660
FUed Apr. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 256,528

Int. a.3 B63H 25/46

U.S. a. 114—148 7 Claims

1. In combination with a boat having a hull, a thnister sys-

tem mounted in said hull including an assembly of fixedly

mounted substantially cylindrical pipe sections, said assembly

having an inlet opening through said hull proximate to the

bottom thereof and first and second outlets opening through

opposite sides of said hull, and pump means located proximate

to said inlet for drawing water into said inlet and selectively

discharging water through said first and/or second outlets,

means for enhancing the thrust produced by water discharged

from said outlets, said means comprising:

a first plurality of substantially planar vanes fixedly mounted in

said pipe assembly proximate to said first outlet, each vane

being oriented so as to define a plane extending substantially

parallel to the primary flow path defined by the pipe assem-

bly thereat; and

a second plurality of substantially planar vanes fixedly

mounted in said pipe assembly proximate to said second

outlet, each vane being oriented so as to define a plane

extending substantially parallel to the primary flow path

defined by the pipe assembly thereat.

4,423,697

DEVICE FOR LOCKING CHAIN, WIRE, CABLE, OR THE
LIKE TO A STATIONARY STRUCTURE,

PARTICULARLY A BOAT DECK
Norrald Royset, Hareid, Norway, assignor to Ulitein Trading

Ltd. A/S, Ulsteinrik, Norway
FUed May 20, 1981, Ser. No. 265,285

Claims priority, appUcation Norway, Jua. 12, 1980, 801747

Int a.i B63B 21m
U.S. a. 114-199 7 Claims

7. A cable locking device for locking a cable, chain, wire or
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tow pariicularly but not exclusively for securing an anchor
chain or/and pendant wire to an offshore vessel, characterized
in that the device comprises an oblong lock housing in which
there is arranged a fluid activated jack means, the jack cylinder
being rigidly connected with the housing and the jack piston
rod being operationally connected with a locking jaw means
having a pair of locking jaws adapted for moving against/from

one another by retracting/extending the piston rod into/from
the jack cylinder, respectively, the housing being adapted to be
arranged extendable/retractable in a correspondingly shaped
well in a stationary structure, and characterized in that in the
lock housing a fluid activated jack lifting means is provided
with jack cylinder(s) connected with the stationary structure

and the piston rod(s) connected with the lock housing.

4,423,698

DIVING BOARD AND BRACKET ASSEMBLY FOR A
BOAT

Nicholas Peluso, 210 Belvedere Dr., Massapequa Park, N.Y.
11762

Filed Oct. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 316,565

Int. a.3 B63B n/00
U.S. a. 114—343 4 Qaims

1. A diving board and bracket assembly for a boat compris-
ing:

a generally rectangular diving board having at least one
mounting hole extending vertically therethrough adjacent

to one end thereof;

a bracket having a generally rectangular slot for receipt

therein of an end of said diving board, said bracket having
a pair of spaced-apart, generally upstanding, parallel side-

walls, and a pair of generally horizontally disposed,

spaced-apart, parallel, upper and lower support walls

joined to and extending between said sidewalls to define,

in cooperation therewith, said rectangular slot, as well as

a back wall to which at least one of said sidewalls and said

support walls is secured, said upper support wall having a

width which is less than said lower support wall, the latter

of which is provided with at least one mounting hole

vertically extending therethrough and disposed for align-

ment with the hole in said diving board when said diving

board is inserted into said rectangular slot;

means for detachably securing said board to said bracket so
as to allow relatively quick securement and detachment of
said board to said bracket; and

means for securing said bracket to a boat in a relatively

permanent manner.

4,423,699

CEINTFRIFUGE ROTOR APPARATUS FOR PREPARING
PARTICLE SPREADS

John W. Boeekd, Hamden; Vernon C. Robdc, Newtown, both of
Conn., and John R. WeUs, Los Angeles, Calif., asdpiors to E.
I. Du Pont de Nemours A Co., WUmington, Del.

FUed Feb. 28, 1979, Ser. No. 15,911

Int. a.^ B05C II

m

U.S. a. 118—52 11 Claims

1. A centrifuge rotor for depositing suspended particles of a

sample carried in a supernatant onto a deposition surface com-
prising:

a region in said rotor adapted to receive said surface therein;

a removable chamber adapted to hold said sample, said

chamber being positionable in said region, said chamber
having an inlet orifice for introducing said sample into said

chamber and an outlet orifice contiguous to said surface

through which the particles in said sample and the super-

natant may pass radially outwardly of the rotor toward
said surface; and,

a conduit extending through a portion of said chamber for

removing the supernatant from said surface in a radially

inwardly direction of said rotor.

4,423,700

APPARATUS FOR COATING PLASTIC PIPE
Minh D. Nguyen, Englewood, and Charles Lostak, Littieton,

both of Colo., assignors to J-M Manufacturing Company, Inc.,

Stockton, Calif.

Filed Jan. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 343,078

Int. a.3 B05C i/lO
U.S. a. 118—404 1 Qaim

1. In an apparatus for coating a series of axially aligned rigid

pipe sections with an adhesive coating or the like having a first

coating chamber and a second coating chamber adjacent said
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first coating chamber for containing a liquid coating material,

said first coating chamber having at least a first wall and a

second wall, positioned opposed and generally upright, and

said second chamber having said second wall and a third wall,

each of said walls having a circular opening of sufficient diam-

eter to permit said pipe sections to pass therethrough, wherein

the improvement comprises:

(a) first, second, and third flexible sealing means sealing!y

attached across an opening with an inner diameter defining

an inner edge which flexibly conforms to the outside surface

of said pipe section when said pipe sections are guided

through said circular openings;

(b) roller means adjustably mounted approximate said first and

third walls for supporting said pipe sections in a predeter-

mined positional relationship with said openings, whereby

said seal means and said roller means co-operatively associ-

ate in combination to maintain the pipe section in a predeter-

mined position within the coating chambers and cause said

pipe section to be submerged in said adhesive coating mate-

rial for a predetermined dwell time period;

(c) means for maintaining an amount of said liquid coating

materia] in said first coating chamber adequate to completely

submerge all portions of said pipe sections in said chamber

when said sections are passing through said coating cham-

bers via said openings;

(d) said second chamber positioned adjacent and after said first

coating chamber relative to the direction of movement of

said pipe sections and sealingly engaging said first coating

chamber at said second upright wall and over said opening

therein, said second coating chamber, having at least said

third upright wall opposite said first wall permitting said

pipe sections to pass therethrough and out of said second

chamber; -j

(e) said third flexible seal means sealingly engaging said third

wall across an opening with an inner diameter defming an

inner edge which flexibly conforms to the outer surface of

said pipe sections; and,

(f) said second chamber including a drain means for removing

any excess coating material from said second chamber, said

drain means being operatively connected via forward con-

duits with a mix tank and a make-up tank means, each tank

operatively connected to a pumping means for recirculating

excess coating material out from said second chamber and

back into said first chamber, whereby the coating material is

evenly applied to the outer wall of the pipe for uniformity of

coating.

ing said substrate; the improvement comprising, in combina-

tion:
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means for supporting said cathode in a non-horizontal plane

within said housing, whereby the amount of deposition

debris collected on the cathode is minimized.

4,423,702

METHOD FOR DESULFURIZATION,
DENTTRIFACnON, AND OXIDATION OF

CARBONACEOUS FUELS
Robert A. Ashwortb, 6367 24th St, S., St. Petersburg, Fla.

33712; Antonio A. Padilla, 15803 Deep Creek La., Tampa,

Fla. 33624; Larry A. Rodriguez, 7452 18th St., NE., St Pe-

tersburg, Fla. 33702; Ned B. Spake, 2711 Smmnerfleld Dr.,

Winter Park, Fla. 32792, and Wamie L. Sage, 6274 S. Jackaon

St., Littleton, Colo. 80121

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 341,768, Jan. 22, 1981, Pat No.

4,395,975. This appUcation Mar. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 473,597

Int a.5 ClOJ 1/00

U.S. a. 122—5 16 Claims
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4,423,701

GLOW DISCHARGE DEPOSITION APPARATUS
INCLUDING A NON-HORIZONTALLY DISPOSED

CATHODE
Prem Nath, Troy, and David A. Gattnso, Pontiac, both of Mich.,

awignots to Eoergy Coaversioa Devices, lac^ Troy, Mich.

Filed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 363,256

lot a.3 C23C 13/08; HOIL 45/00

VS. CL 118—715 27 Claims

1. In deposition apparatus wherein a semiconductor layer is

deposited upon a substrate; the apparatus including a housing;

a vacuum chamber provided by said housing; means for devel-

oping a plasma region in said vacuum chamber; said plasma

region developing means including: a cathode operatively

disposed within said chamber; at least one substrate opera-

tively disposed within said chamber; means for introducing an

amorphous layer-producing material into said plasma region; a

semiconductor layer-producing material; and means for heat-

SOUDFUCL-OIL

I waTeriSStiics
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1. A method for desulfurization, denitrification and oxida-

tion of carbonaceous fuels, said method comprising the steps

of:

a. introducing said carbonaceous fuel into a first stage partial
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oxidation unit containing molten slag at a temperature of
about 2,200* F.-2,600* P.;

b. simultaneously introducing oxygen-containing gas into

said first unit, whereby partial oxidation of said carbona-

ceous fuel occurs to generate a combustible gas and at

least about 50-99%, by weight, of the sulfur content of the

carbonaceous fuel is chemically captured in said slag, fuel

nitrogen being essentially completely converted to di-

atomic nitrogen;

c. transferring said combustible gas along a substantially

horizontal path to a second stage oxidation unit for com-
bustion; and

d. removing said sulfur containing slag for disposal, said slag

remaining in a reducing atmosphere until quenched.

4,423,703

STEAM GENERATOR OR UKE APPARATUS
INCLUDING SELF-CLEANING HEATING ELEMENT

SUPPORT ARRANGEMENT
Walter H. Faselman, Los Altos, and Stanley J. Green, Palo Alto,

both of Calif., assignors to Electric Power Research Institute,

Inc., Palo Alto, Calif.

Filed Mar. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 241,565

Int a.' F28F 13/08. 1/00

VJS. a. 122—510 6 Claims

r-=t>

37-^ ^57

1. A steam generating apparatus comprising: a housing in-

cluding an inner chamber and inlet and outlet means into and

out of said chamber, respectively; a plurality of support plates

disposed within said chamber in spaced relationship to one

another between said inlet and outlet means, each of said sup-

port plates including a plurality of openings and a helical

groove extending the length of and located in the side wall

defining each of said openings; a plurality of elongated tubular

members, equal in number to said plurality of openings, dis-

posed within said chamber and extending through associated

openings in said support plates, each of the side walls of said

openings and the outer surface of its associated tubular member
cooperating with one another so that the only passageway for

water therebetween is through its helical groove; means for

supplying a continuous stream of hot fluid through each of said

tubes whereby the latter serve as heating elements; and means

for causing water having a certain amount of dissolved solid

material therein to pass into said chamber through said inlet

means whereby to be converted to steam by said heating ele-

ments such that the dissolved solid material from the converted

steam accumulates within said chamber and across said plates

toward said outlet means, said grooves being such that at least

some of said water and/or converted steam passes through and

along each of said helical grooves with sufficient force to clean

the crevices at the junctures of said tubular members and

support plates of any of said solid material.

4,423,704

METHOD FOR IMPROVING EITICIENCY OF AN
INTERNAL COMBUSTION IRRIGATION ENGINE

JaoNS G. Persinger, P.O. Box 477, 1108 IndMtrlal St, H^o-
ton, Kana. 67951

FUed Sep. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 302,495

Int a.' P02M 25/04
U.S. a. 123—25 R 9 OaiM

1. A method for improving efficiency of an internal combus-
tion irrigation engine by cooling and humidifying an inlet air

stream to the engine, the method comprising the steps of:

channelling an inlet air stream to the engine through a single

pass air cooler at a flow rate of between about 200 cubic

feet per minute and about SOOO cubic feet per minute, said

air cooler being a counter-current flow packed cooling

tower utilizing irrigation water as cooling means;

directly contacting said inlet air stream with irrigation water

in said air cooler to bring the temperature of said air

stream within a range of between about S3' F. and about
73* F. and to bring the relative humidity of said air stream

within a range of from about 90% to about 100%;
mixing the cooled and humidified inlet air stream with fuel;

and

directing the resultant gaseous mixture to a combustion
chamber of said internal combustion irrigation engine for

ignition.

4,423,705

COOUNG SYSTEM FOR UQUID-COOLED INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINES

Yasuyuki Morita; Katsuhiko Yokookn; Hideo Shiraiahi, and

Masahiko Matsunra, all of Hlroahiou, Japan, aasigaors to

Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd., Hiraakima, Japan

FUed Mar. 25. 1982, Ser. No. 361,823

dains priority, appUcation Japwi, Mar. 26, 1981, 56-44985;

Mar. 27, 1981, 56-45739

Int a.' POIP 5/12

U.S. a. 123—41.02 8 OaiaM
1. A cooling system for a liquid-cooled internal combustion

engine including a high temperature portion and a low temper-

ature portion, said cooling system comprising first cooling

liquid passage means having first cooling liquid jacket means
provided in the high temperature portion of the engine for

passing cooling liquid therethrough, second cooling liquid

passage means have second cooling liquid jacket means pro-

vided in the low temperature portion of the engine for passing

cooling liquid therethrough, cooling liquid pump means for

circulating the cooling liquid through said fvst and second

passage means and said first and second jacket means, driving
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means for driving said pump means at a speed independent of 4,423,707
engine speed, engine temperature sensing means for sensing ENGINE WITH INTERNAL CRANKCASE BRIDGE
engine temperature and producing an engine temperature HAVING INTEGRAL OIL PUMP AND DRIVE HOUSING
signal, control means adapted to receive the engine tempera- Tanas M. Sihon, Ann Arbor, and Jerry W. Ransom, Livonia,

ture signal and control said driving means to decrease the ^*^ °f Micli.

FUed Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 422,576
Int. a.' P02F 7/00; Ft)2B 77/00

U.S. a. 123-1% R 3 Claim

speed of said pump means when the engine temperature is

below a first predetermined value so that the overall amount of

cooling liquid circulation is decreased and the cooling liquid is

passed only through said high temperature portion of the

engine.

4,423,706

INTAKE SYSTEM OF ENGINES
Hirold Onodera, Iwata, Japan, assignor to Yamaha Motor Co.,

Ltd., Japan

FUed Jun. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 277,326

Gaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 28, 1980, 55-88068

Int. a.J F02M 35/00
U.S. a. 123—52 M I 10 Qaims

1. An induction system for a variable volume chamber of an

internal combustion engine having an induction passage for

supplying intake charge to said chamber, a throttle valve for

controlling the flow through said induction passage, a plenum
chamber, means for communicating said plenum chamber with
said induction passage only between said throttle valve and
said chamber, said communicating means and said plenum
chamber providing for flow of a portion of said intake charge
from said induction passage into said plenum chamber during a

portion of the engine operating cycle and providing flow from
said plenum chamber to said induction passage of at least a part

of said portion of said intake charge during at least a part of the

induction cycle of said engine for supplementing the flow in

said induction passage, and means for precluding communica-
tion of said plenum chamber with said induction passage when
said throttle valve is in its idle position comprising a control

valve means operatively connected with said throttle valve

and movable from a closed position when said throttle valve is

in its idle position to an opened position when said throttle

valve is moved from its idle position.

1. The combination of an engine having a crankcase housing
with a pair of longitudinally extending oppositely spaced side
walls having interconnected ends, said walls partially defining
between them a crankcase cavity in which a crankshaft is

supported for rotation on a longitudinal axis, said side walls
extending substantially below said axis and being adapted to

support an oil pan, a driving member on said crankshaft for

driving an oil pump, and the improvement comprising
a crankcase bridge member extending laterally across the

crankcase cavity beneath the crankshaft and secured to

both said side walls between their ends to structurally

interconnect them for stiffening and limiting vibrations

thereof,

said bridge member including integral housing means con-
taining an oil pump connected to draw lubricating oil

from within said oil pan, and
a drive member carried by said bridge member and directly

connected to drive said oil pump, said drive member being

positioned closely adjacent to said crankshaft and drivably

connecting with said crankshaft carried driving member
for driving said oil pump upon rotation of said crankshaft,

whereby an engine having a compact crankcase bridge and
oil pump housing and drive assembly is provided.

4423 708
LIQUID COOLING UNIT FOR AN INTERNAL

COMBUSTION ENGINE
Roger D. Sweetland, Columbus, Ind., assignor to Cummins

Engine Company, Inc., Columbus, Ind.

Filed Dec. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 336,286

Int. a.3 F02M 1/00
U.S. a. 123—196 AB 7 Claims

1. A removable cooling unit for mounting on the housing of
an internal combustion engine, the housing having a first inte-

rior portion provided with an external inlet and an external

outlet and through which a first liquid circulates and a second
interior portion through which a second liquid circulates, the

second interior portion being provided with a relatively large

access opening, said unit comprising a removable base section

for overlying the access opening and being sealingly secured to

surface portions circumjacent the access opening, said base

section being provided with a first set of ports adapted to

register with the inlet and outlet of the first interior portion and
a second set of ports spaced from said first ports; a heat ex-

change section carried on one side of said base section and
protruding therefrom, said heat exchange section and said base

section being of unitary construction and said heat exchange
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section being adapted to project through the access opening
into the second interior portion whereby the exterior of said

heat exchange section is positioned independently of the hous-
ing surfaces defining said access and is conUcted only by the
circulating second liquid, the interior of said heat exchange
section being in communication with said second set of ports,

the first liquid being adapted to circulate through the interior

4,423,709

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ECONOMIZING
FUEL CONSUMPTION IN OPERATING A

MULTICYLINDER INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
Francisco A. Arrieta, Rio Piedras, P.R.

Continuation of Ser. No. 856,629, Dec. 2, 1977, abandoned,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 584,179, Jun. 5, 1975,

abandoned. This application Mar. 3, 1980, Ser. No. 126,184

Int. a.' P02B 77/00
U.S. a. 123—198 F 30 Qaims

1. A method of economizing fuel consumption in operating

an internal combustion engine having first and second groups
of combustion chambers, respectively having reciprocating

pistons therein, the first group communicating through intake

valves with a first intake manifold and the second group com-
municating through intake valves with a second intake mani-

fold separate from said first manifold, the steps of consecu-

tively introducing combustible fuel through the manifolds into

each combustion chamber of the groups for ignition in the

chambers to provide relatively high power availability for

periods of relatively high power demand, and of consecutively

introducing combustible fuel for ignition into only the first

manifold for combustion in the chamber of the first group
while continuously holding open the intake valves of the sec-

ond group and venting the second manifold to ambient air for

thereby venting the combustion chambers of the second group
to ambient atmosphere so that they do not build up appreciable

compression in the chambers of the second group, while con-

tinuing the reciprocating of all of said pistons to provide rela-

tively low power availability for periods of relatively low
power demand. ^

4.423,710

HIGH COMPRESSION ROTARY ENGINE
Robert H. Williams, Rt. 2, Box 44, Bandera, Tex. 78003

Filed Not. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,731

Int. a.' P02B 53/00
U.S. O. 123—228 2 Qaims

of said heat exchange section; and a cover section sealingly

secured to a second side of said base section, said cover section

having the surface thereof adjacent said base section concealed
and provided with a plurality ofindependent passages, a first of
said passages interconnecting' a port of the first set with a port

of the secdnd set and a second of said passages interconnecting

another port of the first set with another port of the second set.

1. A rotary interna! combustion engine having the four-

phase cycle of intake, compression, expansion and exhaust with

each revolution of the engine shaft, the engine comprising:

a stator with a cylinder bore sealed between parallel end

walls;

an engine shaft joumaled in bearings in the end walls, con-

centric with the cylinder bore;

an eccentric annular rotary piston fixed to the engine shaft,

the piston substantially coextensive with the end walls, its

head fitted with a spring-biased wiper vane in a transverse

slot to yieldably sweep the cylinder to push air ahead of it

throughout a compression stroke;

a combustion-expansion chamber comprising a shallow

arcuate cavity in the upper part of the sutor centered near

12:00 o'clock, adjacent to the path of the piston head,

communicating with the cylinder space;

a first abutment having a first end pivotally secured to the

stator near 10:00 o'clock and a second end projecting

clockwise and free to swing vertically in the cylinder

space, the abutment long enough to make tangential seal-

ing engagement with the piston in all positions of the

piston, the under side of the abutment arcuate on a radius

not shorter than that of the cylinder;

a second abutment having a first end pivotally secured to the

stator near 2:00 o'clock and a second end projecting coun-

ter-clockwise in the cylinder space, the abutment free to

swing vertically in the cylinder and long enough to make
tangential sealing engagement with the piston in all posi-

tions of the piston, the under side of the abutment arcuate

on a radius short enough to insure that the piston head,

while passing under the abutment, not lift the free end of

the abutment off the face of the piston;

both first and second abutments making sliding sealing en-

gagement with both end walls and with the piston to

enclose the combustion chamber above them to insure
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that during combustion, the expanding gases bear down
on the three elements to cause the eccentric piston head to
rotate, turning the engine shaft;

each abutment spring biased downward toward the piston

by a spring outside the engine wall, the spring based on a
lug cast on the wall and bearing upward against a lever
which lever is keyed to an extension of the abutment pivot
through the end wall, to which pivot the abutment is also

fixed;

spring tension on the first abutment adjusted to allow the
free end of that abutment to be forced upward off the face
of the piston by compressed air in front of the piston head
promptly after an exhaust valve opens inside the combus-
tion-expansion chamber, the upward lifted abutment end
constituting an inlet port to allow air to be compressed
directly into the combustion chamber;

at least one inlet port fitted with at least one one-way inlet

valve to admit air to the cyUnder;
exhaust means comprising at least one poppet valve posi-

tioned in the engine head to open into the expansion cham-
ber at the end of a power stroke to allow the engine to be
scavenged of spent gases, the valve timed to close in time
to allow the combustion chamber to catch the next charge
of compressed air;

means for mtroducing a charge of fuel into the combustion
chamber in timed reUtion to the position of the piston
head, the means constituting a fuel injector installed to

project into the combustion chamber;
means for firing the fuel charge as it is injected, the means

comprising a spark plug, positioned in close proximity to

the fuel injector;

each of the two abutments enlarged on its upper face at its

pivoted end to reshape the combustion-expansion cham-
ber to confine the combustion gases more centrally over
the free ends of the abutments to partially reduce the
downward pressure of combustion on the abutment, to
reduce friction where the free end of the abutment rides

on the face of the rotating piston, each enlargement com-
prising a section of a drum-shaped cylinder virtually coex-
tensive with the end walls and parallel to and concentric
with its respective pivot;

a close-fitting cavity machined in the stator for each abut-
ment enlargement, to receive the enlargement as it is

forced upward by the piston during the compression
stroke.

4,423,711

MULTIPLE PORT INTAKE MEANS FOR ROTARY
PISTON ENGINES

Tomoo Tadokoro; NobuMro Hayama, and Toahimichi Akagi, aU
of Hiroahima, -Japan, aarignon to Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd.,

HlfoaUoia, Japan

Filed Jul. 15, 1981, Scr. No. 283,744
Claim priority, appUcation Japan, Jul. 16, 1980, 55-97860;

JaL 16, 1980, 55-97861; Jul. 16, 1980, 55-97862; Jul. 16, 1980,
55-97864

Int. a.J F02B 53/06 ,

VS. CL 123-242
j 6 Claims

1. A rotary piston engine including a casing comprised of a
rotor housing having a trochoidal inner wall and a pair of side
housings secured to the opposite sides of the rotor housing to
define a rotor cavity therein, a substantially polygonal rotor
disposed in said rotor cavity for roUtion with apex portions is

sliding engagement with the inner wall of the rotor housing to
define working chambers of variable volumes to conduct in-

take, compression, combustion, expansion and exhaust strokes,
exhaust port means formed in said casing so as to open to said
rotor cavity at the working chamber in the exhaust stroke,
primary intake port means formed in one of the side housings
so as to open to said rotor cavity at the working chamber in the
intake stroke, said primary intake port means being located so
that it is opened to the working chamber after the same work-
ing chamber is substantially disconnected from the exhaust
port means, secondary intake port means formed in the other

side housing so as to open to said rotor cavity and located so
that it is opened to and disconnected from the working cham-
ber substantially simultaneously with the primary intake port
means, auxiliary intake port means formed in at least one of the
side housings so as to open through at least one opening to the
rotor cavity at the working chamber in the intake stroke and
located so that is is disconnected from the same working cham-

ber later than the primary and secondary intake port means,
control valve means for opening and closing said auxiliary

intake port means, intake passage means having throttle valve
means and connected to the primary, secondary and auxiliary

intake port means, said control valve means being provided
adjacent the opening of the auxiliary intake port means, actua-
tor means for actuating the control valve means to open the
same under a predetermined engine load condition.

4,423,712

ENGINE RETARDER SLAVE PISTON RETURN
MECHANISM

Harry H. Mayne, Simsbnry, and Raymond N. Quenaerille,
Soflleld, both of Conn., asdgnors to The Jacoba Mfg. Com-
pany, Bloomfield, Conn.

FUed Apr. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 372,551

Int a.J P02D 31/00
U.S. a. 123—321 6 Claims

1. In an engine retarding system of a gas compression relief

type including an internal combustion engine having exhaust
valve means including an exhaust valve spring and pushrod
means, hydraulically actuated first piston means associated

with said exhaust valve means to open said exhaust valve

means at a predetermined time and movable between first and
second positions, second piston means actuated by said push-

rod means movable between first and second positions and
hydraulically interconnected with said first piston means,
adjustable stop means axially displaced from said first piston

means to define said first position of said first piston means, the

improvement comprising an hydraulic return mechanism oper-

able when said first piston means approaches said second posi-

tion, said hydraulic return mechanism comprising reset valve

means mounted in said adjustable stop means for reciprocating

motion therewith between first and second positions and
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adapted to seal against said first piston means, first spring
means associated with said adjustable stop means and said reset

valve means and biasing said reset valve means toward said

first piston means, accumulator piston means located coaxially

with respect to said fust piston means, second spring means
adapted to bias said accumulator toward said first piston

means, passageway means formed in said first piston means,
said passageway means communicating at one end with said

reset valve means and at the opposite end with said accumula-
tor piston means, said reset valve means adapted to seal off said

passageway means whenever said reset valve means is in

contact with said first piston means to prevent the flow of
hydraulic fluid therethrough, the motion of said reset valve

means between its first and second positions being less than the

motion of said first piston means between its first and second
positions whereby when said first piston means approaches its

second position said passageway means is opened to permit the

flow of hydraulic fluid into said accumulator piston means
whereby the hydraulic pressure acting on said first piston

means is equalized so as to permit said exhaust valve spring to

close said exhaust valve and return said first piston means
towards its first position while said second piston means is still

in its second position.

4. A process for operating a compression relief engine re-

tarder having an hydraulic pressure circuit comprising apply-

ing hydraulic pressure to the hydraulic pressure circuit to

drive a piston means from a first toward a second position to

open mechanically an engine exhaust valve near the end of the

compression stroke of the engine against the bias of the engine

exhaust valve spring sensing the position of the piston means
when the engine exhaust valve has attained a predetermined

open position and the said piston means has approached its

second position, equalizing the hydraulic pressure acting on
the piston means when the said piston means is at the second

position while maintaining an hydraulic pressure in the engine

retarder hydraulic pressure circuit, mechanically closing the

engine exhaust valve by the bias of the engine exhaust valve

spring while maintaining an hydraulic pressure in the engine

retarder hydraulic pressure circuit, and thereafter relieving the

hydraulic pressure in the hydraulic pressure circuit.

4,423,713

ELECTRIC CONTROL APPARATUS FOR A FUEL
INJECTION PUMP

Hiroahi Sami, Snaono; Tatehlto Ueda, Nnmazu; Oiamn Ito,

Toyota; Nobohito Hobo, Inayana; Takaihi Nalton, Oobu;

Tetmya Nakamora, CUryu; Shizno Kawai, Kariya, and

Ynkinori MIyata, Oobn, all of Japan, aaaignors to Nippon-

denao Co., Ltd., Kariya and Toyota Jidoaha Kogyo Kabuahiki

Kalsha, Toyota, both of, Japan

FUed May 2, 1980, Scr. No. 146,369

Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 10, 1979, 54-87884

Int a.3 F02D 5/00; F02M 59/20

VS. a. 123—357 7 Claims

an intake temperature sensor for sensing a temperature in

said engine intake manifold;

means connected to said sensors such that a detection value

of said intake pressure sensor is divided by a detection

value of said intake temperature sensor to thereby com-
pute an intake density;

operating condition sensing means for sensing an operating

condition of said engine;

means connected to said operating condition sensing means
to compute an air-excess ratio f^om detection signals

generated by said operating condition sensing means; and
means connected to said intake density computing means
and said air-excess ratio computing means such that a

smoke-limit injection amount to said engine is controlled

in accordance with a signal from said intake density com-
puting means which is indicative of intake density and a

signal from said air-excess ratio computing means which is

indicative of air-excess ratio.

4,423,714

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
Yoahlmaia Hayaahi, Kaauiknra, Japan, aaaignor to Niaaan

Motor Company limited, Yokohama, Japan
FUed May 21, 1981, Ser. No. 266,002

Claiau priority, appUcation Japan, May 23, 1980, 55-68455

Int a.' FD2P 5/04
VS. a. 123—407 12 Claims

1. An electric control apparatus for a fuel injection pump of

a Diesel engine having a supercharger, comprising:

an intake pressure sensor for sensing a pressure in an intake

manifold of said engine;

1. An internal combustion engine for a vehicle having a

spark plug disposed in each combustion chamber, said engine

comprising:

means for generating an ignition signal which causes the

spark plug to produce a spark, said ignition signal generat-

ing means being capable of generating said ignition signal

at retarded timings relative to timings dependent on a

predetermined schedule;

circuit means for detecting an engine operation range which

is conducive to an undesirable level of combustion noise

by detecting all of (1) a high engine speed condition,

whemever engine speed is higher than a predetermined

value, (2) a high engine load operating condition, when-

ever engine load is higher than a predetermined value, and

(3) a condition in which a transmission gear arrangement

of said vehicle is in a lower speed gear position, and for

generating a signal in response thereto, said engine speed

condition being detected independently of said transmis-

sion gear condition; and

means for decreasing engine combustion noise by causing

said ignition signal generating means to generate said

ignition signal at said retarded timings in response to said

signal from safd circuit means.
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4,423,715

FUEL PUMP-INJECTOR UNITARY ASSEMBLY FOR
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Andre Ecooiard, Marly-le-Roi; Loaii Briaod, Sevres, and Phi-

Uppe Pinchon, Rneil-Malmaiion, all of France, assignors to

lutitnt Fhmcais dn Petrole, RneU-Malaaison, France
FUcd Jnn. 26, 1981, Scr. No. 277,588

Claims priority, application FVance, Jnn. 27, 1980, 80 14370
Int. a.' PD2M 59/20

VJS. CI. 123—501 10 Claims

1. A fuel pump and injector unitary assembly for an internal

combustion engine having an axial bore with a bore wall and a
bottom portion traversed by at least one fuel spray nozzle, at

least one inlet duct opening in said bore near said bottom
portion, and said inlet duct being in communication with a fuel

source, said communication precluding an intermediate meter-
ing chamber, at least one fuel outlet port opening on said bore
wall at a level different from that of said inlet duct, a plunger
having a wall, a Upered end and a central axis, and being
slidable in said bore between a first position wherein said

plunger is spaced from the bore bottom portion and a second
position, corresponding to the injection end, wherein said

tapered end of said plunger obturates said spray nozzles at said

bottom portion, said fuel pump and injector unitary assembly
further comprising metering means for injecting an adjustable
fuel charge during the displacement of said plunger towards
said second position, said metering means comprising in combi-
nation:

(a) a recess, having an upper and lower edge, located in said

plunger wall in communication with said outlet duct when
said plunger is in said first position, at least a portion of the
upper edge of said recess defining a ramp inclined to the
plunger axis, and said ramp being for controlling the
beginning of the injection by obturating said outlet duct
when said plunger moves to said second position,

(b) a transfer passageway in said plunger having one end in

communication with said recess and its other end opening
near the bottom of said bore, and

(c) means for adjusting the relative angular position of said

phinger and of said outlet duct.

4,423,716

FUEL SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINES

James W. Glass, New Castie, Pa., assignor to Ennco Inc., Las
Vegas, NcT.

FOed Not. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,820
Int a.J F02M 31/00

VJS. a. 123—557 8 Qaims
1. In a fuel supplying system for an internal combustion

engine having an inlet manifold, comprising: a device in com-
munication with said inlet manifold, air supplying means in

communication with said device, a throttle valve in communi-
ottion with said device, at least one valve responsive in opera-
tion to inlet manifold pressure upstream of said throttle valve,
a hot fuel gas generator upstream of said pressure responsive
valve, fuel supplying means adapted to supply liquid fuel at

predetermined fuel pressure to said hot fuel gas generator and
temperature and pressure sensor means in said hot fuel gas
generator for emitting signals representative of temperature
and pressure in said hot fuel gas generator; signal comparator/-
controller means coupled to said sensor means, fuel regulating
means positioned in said fuel supplying means and heating
means positioned in said hot fuel gas generator coupled to said

comparator/controller means and responsive to said signals for

regulating fuel supplied to said hot fuel gas generator and for

P^S^ ^

regulating said heating means so as to maintain known temper-
atures therein sufficient to gasify said liquid fuel, the improve-
ment wherein said device, throttle valve, the valve responsive
in operation to inlet manifold pressure and the hot fuel gas
generator are adjacent to and in communication with one
another and the throttle valve is arranged to finally control the
hot gaseous fuel supplied the engine through said device, and
secondary heating means provided in said inlet manifold pres-

sure responsive valve.

4,423,7i7

VARIABLE DOUBLE WHEEL BALL PROPELLING
MACHINE

Edward W. Kataelin, 15701 Container La., Huntington Beach,
Calif. 92649

Continuation of Ser. No. 914,528, Jnn. 12, 1978, abandoned.
This appUcation Jun. 16, 1980, Ser. No. 160,116

Int. a.J F41B 15/00
U.S. a. 124—78 9 Claims

1. A machine for propelling balls of at least two different

diameters with accurate speed, direction and spin including:

a body;

means for supporting said body in an adjustable manner with
respect to the ground;

a pair of opposed wheel assemblies;

adjustable support means connected to said body and sup-

porting said wheel assemblies so that at least two predeter-

mined spaces being less than the diameter of one of the
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balls and the other predetermined space being less than the
diameter of the other ball;

means to rotate said wheel assemblies in opposite directions
with at least one predetermined spin ratio therebetween;
and

means to guide a ball to be thrown into said predetermined
space for frictional engagement with said rotating op-
posed wheel assemblies for propulsion thereby, said means
to guide a ball including:

a ball inserter positioned between said wheel assemblies,
said inserter being generally cylindrical in shape and
having an inlet end and an outlet end, said outlet end
including concave cutouts on opposite sides thereof to
provide clearance for said wheel assemblies;

a ball chute being generally cylindrical in shape and hav-
ing a portion spaced from said wheel assemblies and
facing the direction of ball propulsion removed there-

from so that a ball moving therethrough can be ob-
served by a person at whom the ball is going to be
propelled so that the person can anticipate the propul-
sion of the ball; and

connector means adjustably connecting said ball chute to

said ball inserter so that said ball chute can be main-
tained at an orientation which causes gravity to move
the balls toward said ball inserter no matter the orienta-

tion of said body, said means to rotate said wheel assem-
blies further including:

an electric motor having at least first and second pulley

outputs;

a first puUey assembly having at least first and second
inputs and being connected to one of said opposed
wheel assemblies;

a second pulley assembly having at least first and second
inputs and being connected to the other of said opposed
wheel assemblies, said first pulley output of said electric

motor being in alignment with said first pulley inputs of
said first and second pulley assemblies and said second
pulley output of said electric motor being in alignment
with said second pulley inputs of said first and second
pulley assemblies; and

a drive belt threadable about each of said aligned pulley

inputs and output, said drive belt being threadable about
said motor pulley and one of said pulley assemblies in a

first rotative direction and about the other pulley assem-

bly in the opposite rotative direction, each of said

aligned pulley inputs and outputs providing a different

rotative speed to said wheel assemblies when said elec-

tric motor speed is the same.

end in respective cross manifold concentrating surface

troughs, the lower sheet having a mirrored coating;

an upper solar transparent sheet sealed to said lower sheet

whereby to form an envelope;

an absorbing tube network having a plurality of substantially

parallel longitudinal tube members terminating at each
end in respective cross manifold tube members, said tube

network positioned between said lower sheet and said

upper sheet within said envelope whereby each of said

longitudinal tube members are positioned within a respec-

tive linear concentrating surface troughs and said respec-

tive cross manifold tube members are positioned within

respective manifold concentrating surface troughs;

the tube network coated with a solar absorbing surface; and
the absorbing tube network having an entrance sealably

protruding through said envelope from one of said mani-
fold tube members and an exit sealably protruding
through said envelope from the opposite manifold tube
member and said absorbing tube network being suitable

for passing a heauble fluid therethrough.

4,423,719

PARABOLIC TROUGH SOLAR COLLECTOR
Joseph A. Hutchison, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Solar Kinetics,

Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Continuation of Ser. No. 136,828, Apr. 3, 1980, Pat. No.
4,240,406. This application Aug. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 407,106

Int. a.' F24J 3/02: G02B 5/W
U.S. a. 126—438 14 Qaims

4,423,718

SOLAR COLLECTOR PANEL AND ENERGY SHIELD
John D. Garrison, 5607 Verba Anita Dr., San Diego, Calif.

92115

FUed Feb. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 351,921

Int. a.J F24V 3/02
U.S. a. 126—438 22 Qaims

1. A solar collector panel consisting of:

a lower sheet formed as a plurality of substantially parallel

linear concentrating surface troughs terminating at each

1. A parabolic solar collector comprising at least one mono-
coque stressed-skin module further comprising a plurality of

stressed-parabolic channels fastened to and supported by a

plurality of parallel parabolic bows, said stressed parabolic

channels further comprising at least one interior parabolic

mirror channel and at least one exterior parabolic channel, at

least one of said stressed parabolic channels further comprising

a central parabolic surface having a channel return edge dis-

posed in perpendicular relation to each curved edge of said

parabolic surface, each said channel return edge being in facing

contact with and connected to a parabolic bow.
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4,423,720

PATELLAR STABILIZING ORTHOSIS
Robert H. Meier, and Evelyn Farr, both of Jackson, Mich.,

assignors to Camp International, Inc., Jackson, Mich.
FUed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,503

lot CL^ A61F 3/00
UJS. a. 128—80 C 8 Claims

62^-'. r^ I

38-24

I. A patellar stabilizing orthosis comprising, in combination,
a U-shaped body formed of a nonelastic fabric having a pair of
elongated substantially parallel legs interconnected by a base
portion, said body having an outer surface of flnely looped
material and an inner surface of cushioned material, said legs

each having a free end, a hooked fastener affixed to each leg

free end to releasably fasten to said body outer surface, a

cushioned pad mounted upon said body inner surface at said

base portion, a pair of elastic straps each having an inner end
affixed to said body at said base portion and a free outer end,
and a hooked fastener affixed to each strap free outer end
adapted to releasably fasten to said body outer surface

whereby upon placing said pad laterally with respect to the

patella said legs are wrapped about the wearer's leg above and
below the patella and said leg free end fasteners are attached to

said body outer surface and said straps extend from said base
portion in the opposite direction with respect to said body legs

and said strap free end fasteners are fastened to the adjacent leg

outer surface placing said straps under tension.

4,423,721

DEVICE FOR INSERTION AND EXTRACnON OF
MEDULLARY NAILS

Wolf-Dieter Otte; Heinz Otte, both of Volkach, Fed. Rep. of
Germany; Siegfried Schider, Reutte, and Otto Wiesner,
Rentte-Muehl, both of Austria, assignors to Schwarzkopf
Development Corporation, New York, N.Y.

per No. PCr/US79/00710, § 371 Date May 9, 1980, § 102(e)

Date May 9, 1980, PCT Pub. No. WO80/00534, PCT Pub.
Date Apr. 3, 1980

PCT FUed Sep. 4, 1979, Ser. No. 351,127
Claims priority, application Austria, Sep. 4, 1978, 6367/78

Int. a.' A61F 5/04
VS. a. 128—92 EC 4 Claims

1-.!

1. In a metallic device for insertion and extraction of medul-

lary nails, comprising a guide tube (1) with striking elements

(7,9) on both ends thereof, a displaceable strike bushing (6)
disposed concentrically and slidably relative to said guide tube,

said striking elements being removable from said guide tube,

the improvement comprising the end of the guide tube towards
the medullary nail has a doubly reduced diameter in two suc-

cessive longitudinal sections (2,3), said tube diameter diminish-
ing to the diameter of the successive section at each transition

between the individual longitudinal sections; the end longitudi-

nal section (3) towards the medullary nail having the smallest

diameter and being threaded; the intermediate longitudinal

section, between said guide tube and said end section, having
concentrically disposed thereabout one of said striking ele-

ments, said striking element including an insertion sleeve (7)
which is with said striking element slidably displaceable on
said intermediate section; during insertion of said nail, said

insertion sleeve bears against the end face of said nail and
delivers directly thereto the force imported by striking said

striking element with said strike bushing; said strike bushing
being made from a composition having a density greater then
10 g/cm^ wherein said composition is a material selected from
the group consisting of a sintered composite of principally
tungsten with metalic binders or a metal powder encased in a
steel jacket.

4,423,722

BANDAGE GUARD
Dennis M. Dickman, 227 Princeton St, Jefferson, Mass. 01522

FUed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,094
Int. a.' A61F 13/00; A61D 13/00; B65B 11/00

U.S. a. 128—132 R 1 Claim

1. A bandage guard comprising a rigid tubular member
having an open first end and a closed second end, a flexible

sleeve member mounted on said tubular member, said sleeve

member being closed at one end, and said tubular member
being disposed wholly within said sleeve member, said second
end of said tubular member being adjacent said closed end of
said sleeve member, said sleeve member extending from said

first end of said tubular member in a direction inwardly of said

tubular member, said sleeve member having at its end removed
from said tubular member an expandable opening therein, said

opening being smaller than said tubular member open first end.

4,423,723

CLOSED CYCLE RESPIRATOR WITH EMERGENCY
OXYGEN SUPPLY

Jorg Winkler, Stockelsdor^ Hans MattUessen, Gross Parin,

and Ernst Wamcke, Lobeck; Adalbert Pastemack, Bad
Schwartan, all of Fed. Rep. of Gernuny, assignors to

Dragerwerk AktiengeseUschaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Mar. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 357,064

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Gomany, Mar. 13,

1981, 3109658

Int. a.3 A62B 7/04
VJS. a. 12»—202JZ2 6 Claims

1. A closed cycle respirator with emergency oxygen supply
comprising:

a breathing air circuit;

a breathing bag connected in said circuit;

a carbon dioxide absorber connected in said circuit;
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a pressurized oxygen supply container having an outlet;

a pressure reducer connected to said outlet;

an oxygen supply line having one end connected to said

pressure reducer;

a switching valve connected to the opposite end of said

oxygen supply line and having a first position and a second

position;

a first oxygen flow path connected from said switching

valve to said bag and communicating with said oxygen

supply line when said switching valve is in said first posi-

tion;

a second oxygen flow path connected from said switching

valve to said bag and communicating with said oxygen

supply line when said switching valve is in said second

position;

a solenoid valve connected in said first flow path;

a first control element connected to said solenoid valve for

opening said solenoid valve;

a first oxygen sensor for sensing oxygen in said bag con-

nected to said first control element for activating said first

control element to open said solenoid valve when less than

a selected amount of oxygen is sensed in said bag;

a second control element connected to said switching valve

for switching said switching valve between its first and

second position;

a second oxygen sensor in said breathing bag connected to

said second control element for switching said switching

valve from its first to its second position when a level of

oxygen is sensed in said bag to be above a selected upper

limit or below a selected lower limit;

proportioning means in said second flow path for regulating

a flow of oxygen into said bag from said oxygen supply

line with said switching valve in its second position; and

a switching line having one end connected to said second

flow path and automatically ofwrable regulator means

connecting the opposite end of said switching line to said

breathing air circuit for supplying oxygen to teid breath-

ing air circuit from said oxygen supply line when said

switching valve is in its second position and in response to

decreased pressure in said breathing air circuit.

4,423,724

INHALATION DEVICE FOR POWDERED
MEDICAMENTS

David M. Young, Loughborough, England, assignor to Fisons

Limited, England

Filed Jnn. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 270,237

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jun. 6, 1980,

8018586
Int a.J A61M 75/00

U.S. a. 128—203.15 9 Claims

9. An inhalation device comprising a body portion end a

hollow mouthpiece portion having an open end into which is

located said body portion, the mouthpiece and body portions

being longitudinally relatively movable with respect to one

another; the body portion comprising a housing within which

is situated an internal chamber adapted to receive a medica-

ment container and having a container piercing cavity in com-

munication with the chamber such that the container can pass

from the cavity to the chamber; the mouthpiece portion having

an outlet communicating with the chamber such that the medi-

cament from within the container can pass from the chamber

through the mouthpiece to the user and both portions being

provided with cooperating passages in tangential communica-
tion with the chamber whereby air can be drawn through the

device from said passages to the outlet so as to cause a swirling

air flow through the chamber; the body portion including a

transverse opening leading into said cavity, a spring biassed

piercing needle mounted in said body portion such that said

needle is movable and reciprocated in said transverse opening

/P 20

Into the cavity so as to pierce a container when in the cavity

and further including another opening leading into said cavity

opposite said chamber, a pin member slidably mounted in said

another opening, a lever arm pivotably mounted on said body
portion about a fulcrum and acting on said pin member so as to

movably reciprocate the pin member into the cavity to eject a

container from the cavity into the chamber; the mouthpiece

portion having an inwardly directed projection and said needle

and lever arm being mounted with respect to said body portion

such that said projection, needle and le^r arm are in alignment

whereby said; projection is adapted (6 engage in sequence the

needle and the lever arm upon insertion of the body portion

into the mouthpiece portion so as to cause said reciprocatable

movement thereof

4,423,725

MULTIPLE SURGICAL CUFF
Ostap E. Baran, and AndrU O. D. Baran, both of 219 E. 12th St,

New York, N.Y. 10003

nied Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 363^72

Int Q\} A61M 16/00, 25/00. 7/00

U.S. a. 128—207.15 10 Claims

1. A multiple surgical cuff for introduction into an integral

body passage comprising:

(A) A tubular base member having an unblockable lumen;

(B) A middle cuff member comprising (1) an imperforate

inflatable tubular inner cuff member encircling said tubu-

lar base member, (2) a distensible tubular outer cuff mem-
ber encircling said inner cuff member, the wall of said

outer cuff member being multiperforated at spaced poinU;

(C) First passage means for communicating with the space

between said inner cuff member and said outer cuff mem-
ber for introducing a fluid into said space;

(D) Second passage means communicating with the space

between said inner cuff member and said tubular base

member for inflating said inner cuff member to displace

wall portions thereof toward the wall of said outer cuff

member, whereby the spacing between the opposed walls
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of said inner and outer cufTmembers is reduced to transmit

fluid outwardly through the perforations of the wall of
said outer cuff member or to close said integral body
passage;

(E) A proximal cuff member comprising a first inflauble

tubular cuff member encircling said tubular base member
on the near side of said middle cufT member;

(F) Third passage means communicating with the space
between said first inflatable tubular cuff member and said

tubular base member for inflating said first inflatable tubu-

lar cuff member, whereby said proximal cuff member can
press against an adjacent body passage portion of said

integral body passage;

(G) A distal cuff member comprising a second inflatable

tubular cuff member encircling said tubular base member
on the far side of said middle cuff member; pi (H) Fourth
passage means communicating with the space between
said second inflatable tubular cuff member and said tubu-

lar base member for inflating said second inflatable tubular

cuff member, whereby said distal cuff member can press

against an adjacent body passage portion of said integral

body passage; and

(I) Fifth passage means communicating with the space along
said tubular base member between said proximal and
middle cuff members;

(J) Wherein said middle cuff member, said proximal cuff
member and said distal cuff member are permenantly
located substantially adjacent to each other with respect

to said tubular base member;
(K) Whereby, with deflation of said middle cuff member, a

continuous flow of fluid may be fed past a body passage
portion between said proximal and distal cuff members via

said first and fifth passage means.

4,423,727

CONTINUOUS FLOW UROLOGICAL ENDOSCOPIC
APPARATUS AND METHOD OF USING SAME

Jerrold Widran, 60 Estate Dr^ Glencoe, Dl. 60022, and Helmut
Krebs, 4849 N. Kenneth, Chicago, III. 60630

FUed Apr. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 252,941
Int. a.3 A61B 17/36

U.S. a. 128—303.15 11 Claims

Jljik

4,423,726

SAFETY DEVICE FOR LASER RAY GUIDE
Kyoshiro Imagawa, and Shiro Saliiiragi, both of Kyoto, Japan,

assignors to Agency of Industrial Science & Technology,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 313,195
Claims priority, application Japan, Not. 4, 1980, 55-153737

Int. a.3 A61B 17/i6

11. A method of using an endoscope including an enveloping
tubular sheath, fluid conduit means including fluid inlet means,
and fluid exhaust means disposed within said sheath, said con-
duit means extending longitudinally through said sheath for
presentation into a restricted passage communicating with a
body cavity for transmittal of a fluid stream through said
passage and into and from a treatment zone subjected to a
surgical procedure, tissue treatment means including means for
removing tissue from said treatment zone, optical means in-

cluding lens means at a distal end of said optical means for
viewing said treatment zone,

the improvement comprising the steps of flowing fluid into
said fluid inlet means and out said fluid exhaust means;
detecting body cavity fluid pressure directly and continu-
ously, at a forward interior portion of said sheath, during
flow of fluid into and out of the body cavity; continuously
generating electrical signals indicative of said body cavity
fluid pressure and conveying them outside of said sheath;

and interrupting said fluid flow in response to said signals

indicating an undesirable body cavity pressure.

U.S. a. 128—303.1

LiSER
OSCILLATOB

5'

2Clainis

4,423,728

CAM-GUIDED TREPHINE
David M. Liebemian, 174 8th Atc., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11215

FUed Feb. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 352,523

Int. a.' A61B 17/16
U.S. a. 128—310 17 Claims

1. A laser ray guide and safety device comprising:
a laser ray guide having an input element, an output element,
and laser ray transmission means between said input and
output elements;

a first laser ray-receiving means positioned for receiving
rays reflected from the input side of said output element
and including means for producing an abnormal signal

when the laser rays passing said output element are other
than normal; and

a second laser ray-receiving means positioned for receiving
rays reflected from the input side of said input element and
including means for producing an abnormal signal when
the laser rays passing said input element are other than
normal, whereby when an abnormal signal is produced by
said first laser ray-receiving means it indicates trouble in

said transmission means or said output element, and when
an abnormal signal is produced by said second laser ray-

receiving means it indicates trouble in a source of laser

rays supplied to said input element or in said input ele-

ment.

1. A opthalmic device for cutting selected portions ofan eye,
comprising:

base means;

means to conform and secure the opthalmic device to the

eye; first and second cutting means;
pattern means operatively connected to said base means and

having a non-circular shape; and
rotation means adapted to be disposed and rotated on said

base means, said rotation means having first and second
blade mounting means at a portion thereof for securing
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said respective first and second cutting blades thereto, said

rotation means further adapted to operatively engage said

pattern means, whereby when said rotation means are
rotated on said base means, said first blade mounting
means follows a path related to the non-circular shape of
said pattern means.

4,423,729

SUTURE INSTALLATION INSTRUMENT
Robert C. Gray, 280 aifford, Blackfoot, Id. 83221

FUed Oct. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 307,841

Int. C\? A61B 17/04, 17/32: B26B 13/00
U.S. a. 128—334 R 3Qaims

}]

fe^

ity of forwardly longitudinally extending circumferentially

spaced pointed extensions, and a collar having a plurality of

longitudinally extending circumferentially spaced flexible ex-

tensions radially spaced outwardly from and directed toward

the extensions on said ring, the inner diameter of that portion

of the collar extending toward the metal ring being sufficiently

larger than the outer diameter of the pointed extensions on said

ring so that a substance grasped by said pointed extensions may
be firmly held between said ring and collar when the ring is

moved into and within the said collar.

3. Cannulation device comprising a metallic ring section

having sharp longitudinally extending projections, a collar

section having circumferentially spaced flexible extensions

having an internal diameter greater than the external diameter

of said ring, means mounting said collar spaced from and
coaxially with said ring with the flexible extensions of the

collar facing the sharp projections from said ring, means de-

tachably connected to said ring section for moving the same
through an incision of a hollow organ to be cannulated with

the projections of said ring contacting the inner walls of the

incision, said means including further means pulling said nng
and the contacted walls of the incision within the flexible

extensions on said collar, whereby the said walls are clamped
in a hollow atriotomy button formed by the outer surface of

said ring and the inner surface of said flexible extension.

1. An instrument for use in installing sutures comprising:

(a) a pair of scissors having blades defining a shearing line;

(b) a tapered hood member having a rounded nose portion

and a hollow interior dimensioned to receive said blades

and to permit pivotal manipulation thereof;

(c) pivot means extending transversely across the interior of

said hood member for positioning said hood member in

relation to said blades and to provide an axle for pivotal

rotation of said blades within said hood and wherein said

pivotal means includes a tubular shaft extending through

said hood member and said blades to secure said shaft in

position;

(d) slot means formed across said nose of said hood member,
the plane of said slot means being in parallel alignment

with the shearing line of said blades, the width of said slot

means being related to the breadth of the interior of the

hood member such that the blades can be parted suffi-

ciently to permit suture threads to be accommodated at

the back of said slot.

4,423,730

ATRIOTOMY BUTTON AND IMPLANTATION DEVICE
Shiomo Gabbay, Hartsdale, N.Y., assignor to SheUiigh Inc.,

Hartsdale, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,343

Int. a.3 A61B 17/10; A61M S/00

U.S. a. 128—334 R 5 Claims

4,423,731

SURGICAL DRESSINGS
Reyadh K. Roomi, Leicester General Hospital, Gwendolen Rd.,

Leicester, England '

Filed Sep. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 299,498

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Sep. 9, 1980,

8029082

Int. a.) A61B 17/04. 17/08

U.S. a. 128—335 3 Qaims

U\^

1. Atriotomy button comprising a metal ring having a plural-

1. A surgical dressing for use to maintain elongate slit-type

wounds of a patient's skin in a closed condition compnsing:

first and second strips of adhesive plaster each adapted to

adhere to the patient's skin alongside but slightly spaced

from lengthwise extending edges of the wound;

a third strip of adhesive plaster having a plurality of fila-

ments secured at spaced intervals along its length and

coupled to said first strip;

a fourth strip of adhesive plaster having a plurality of fila-

ments secured at spaced intervals along its length, inter-

laced with the filaments of the first and third strips, and

coupled to said second strip;

wherein the length of each filament exceeds the width of the

first or second strips so that the third and fourth strips may
be adhered to the patient's skin at regions beyond the

second and first strips, respectively, and each filament

being adapted in use to co-operate under tension between

one of said first and second adhesive strips and one of said

third and fourth adhesive strips on the opposite side of the

wound to draw the edges of the wound together.
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4,423,732

STERILE CONNECTOR SYSTEM FOR PACKAGED
PACER

Peter P. Taijan; Mairin L. Snasnuui, both of Miami, Fla., and
Steven JacobMn, Salt Lake Qty, Utah, assignors to Cordis
Corporatioa, Miami, Fla.

FUed Feb. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 233,622
Int. a.3 A61N 7/00

UA a. 128-^19 P 18 Claims
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second relay means for relaying a signal characteristic of a
stimulus impulse of said stimulator of said pacemaker

cycle-to-cycle control means for receiving said characteris-
tic signals from said first and said second relay means and
for constructing a cycle-tOKrycle wave signal characteris-
tic of a cardiac T wave and a stimulus R wave representa-
tion respectively of an electrocardiogram,

wave absence detection means for detecting the absence of
said cardiac wave or said stimulus impulse in said cycle-to-
cycle control means, said wave absence detection means
being capable of relaying a wave absence signal, and

means for receiving said wave absence signal including
means for translating said wave absence signal into a
counteraction signal, and

means for receiving said counteraction signal including
means for signaling a counteraction, and

means to implement the counteraction.

1. A connector system that transmits tissue stimulating elec-
trical signals and bioelectric signals from the tissue to the
packaged device between the interior and exterior of a closed
packaging system having first and second wall members de-
tachably sealed at a common periphery comprising, a flat,

elongated connector strip having a first end location within the
interior of the packaging system, a second end exterior to the
packaging system and an intermediate portion disposed in the
sealed peripheral region between said first and second wall
members, said connector strip having a flexible, non-conduc-
tive substrate and at least one thin, longitudinally extending
layer of a conductive material secured on and projecting from
at least one surface of said substrate, and means for sealing said
substrate, including its side surfaces and said conductive path,
to said first and second wall members, said sealing means being
capable of maintaining said seals during mechanical stresses on
said connector strips and the surrounding portions of said first

and second wall members, said sealing means comprising an
adhesive material held in a recess formed in one of said first or
second wall members adjacent said intermediate portion of said
strip and adapted to hold and disperse said adhesive material.

4,423,733
RELAY aRCUIT FOR CARDIAC PACEMAKER

IMPLANT
GiBO Gnssi, Via Imbriani 21, Sesto Fiorentino; Leonardo Cam-

milli. Via G. CaseUi 11, and Luciano Alcidi, Via G. Console 8,
all of Firenze, Italy

FUed Aug. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 294,914
Int. a.^ A61N l/i6

UA a. 128-419 PG
I

12aaims

4423 734
NURSING BRA WITH NURSING INDICATOR

Pamela G. Schawei, 344 S. Elm St., Itasca, lU. 60143
Continuation of Ser. No. 360,622, Mm-. 22, 1982. This

application Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,427
Int. a? A41C 3/04; G09F 21/02

U.S. a. 128-160 9ci.teu

tlONOST*§cE
HULTiviauTan
CHOKT?

1. In an improved nursing bra having left and right breast
cups that are at least partially detachable to thereby form an
opening near the left or right breast, respectively, an improve-
ment comprising:

nursing indicator means for safely and easily designating
which breast is to be used when starting a breast-feeding
of an infant, said nursing indicator means being perma-
nently fastened to the bra.

4,423,735
DYNAMIC ORTHOTIC DEVICE CONTAINING FLUID

.Tohn E. Comparetto, P.O. Box 433a, Nassawadoxl, Va. 23413
Continuation of Ser. No. 902,614, May 3, 1978, abandoned. This

appUcation Dec. 23, 1980, Ser. No. 219,737
Int Q\? A43B 7/14

U.S. a. 128-594 5 Claims

1 A relav cimiif fnr » ,.«rH«^ ^ -l x. .
* '^" orthotic device comprising a flexible fluid enclosure

tor imnknLTrnl^li.T
P*""*^*^ ^^^^'S « *'"""»«- having a forefoot portion, an inside upper surface means and an

f,^^ SL^n^LnfT^ ^r^' "*7™"!!= "*^"°^ ''"rf«^ '"<^' »he inside up^ surface means having

JtVJ^^ ""E^^'"* "
wf'^J'^

""''"" ^*^"' ^ ^PP"'"*^ "PP*' "t«"°' surface r^s which is cambered

S^l^^ri.t ;^of°T ^^ "'*'"' °^ '''*y*"« " "«"^ ^'^ ^ ""'^'P'*^ ***^fi"«' ridge means to moderate fluid wave
characteristic of said cardiac wave. motion and direction, and a lower flat wall means forming a
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fluid enclosure with a heel strike portion means at one end of
the enclosure which upon pressure by the foot at the upper
exterior surface portion means adjacent the heel strike portion
mrans creating horizonul, longitudinal and upward directed
fluid waves to force the cambered upper exterior surface
means to supinate the subtalar joint from a position of prona-
tion, the longitudinal waves providing support to the forefoot
immediately prior to and during toe-off" at the portion of the
enclosure distal to the heel strike at the forefoot portion

stored echo daU by rows into a first digital-to-analog

converter to generate a first signal corresponding to a
tomographic representation of the scanned cross-section
of said body;

fourth means for writing said digital echo daU generated in

response to the ultrasonic echo signals successively re-

turning along a desired line path into columns of said

second memory for storage and for reading out the stored

4,423,736
METHOD FOR EVALUATION OF ERYTHEMA

UTILIZING SKIN REFLECTANCE MEASUREMENT
DaTid P. DeWitt; Robert E. Hannemann; Barrett F. Robinson,

all of West Lafiiyette, Ind., and Edward J. Haaley, Broken
Arrow, OMa., assignors to Pordne Research Foundation,
West Lafkyette, Ind.

Filed Oct 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,474
Int. Q\? A61B 6/00

UA a. 128-633 15 claims

1. A method for determining erythema, said method com-
prising:

establishing a predetermined physiologic measure based
upon blood content with respect to a patient;

exposing the skin of said patient to radiation and collecting
said radiation reflected from said skin;

utilizing said collected radiation to provide an indication of
skin reflectance measure; and

relating said indication of skin reflectance measure to said
predetermined physiologic measure to thereby provide an
indication of the extent of erythema with respect to the
skin of said patient.

4,423,737

COMBINATION TOMOGRAPHIC AND
CARDIOGRAPHY ULTRASONIC IMAGING METHOD

AND SYSTEM
Tsutomn Yano, Kawasaki; Yoshihiro Hayakawa, Sagamihara;
Ryobnn Tachita, Kawasaki; Kazuyoshi Irioka, Sagamihara;
Hiroshi Fnkukita, Tokyo, and Akira Fukumoto, Machida, all

of Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial Com-
pany, Limited, Osaka, Japan

FUed Feb. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 231,935
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 5, 1980, 55-13166

Int. a.^ A61B 10/00
U.S. a. 128—661 9 Claims

1. An ultrasonic imaging system for diagnostic purposes
comprising:

first means including an array of transducer elements for

successively transmitting ultrasonic energy along each of
a plurality of successive line paths to scan across the body
of a patient;

second means for sampling and converting ultrasonic echo
signals representative of the amplitude of ultrasonic en-
ergy returning along said scan paths to digital echo data;

first and second digital memories each having a matrix of
storage cell locations arranged in columns and rows;

third means for writing the digital echo data into columns of
said first memory for storage and for reading out the
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echo data by rows into a second digiul-to-analog con-
verter to generate a second signal corresponding to a
time-motion representation of the cardiac structure along
said desired line path; and

fifth means responsive to said first and second signals for

providing a simultaneous display of said tomographic and
time-motion representations in respective different areas
of a single viewing screen.

4,423 738
NONINVASIVE BLOOD PRESSURE MONITORING

TRANSDUCER
Peter M. Newgard, Redwood Qty, CaUf., assignor to SRI Inter-

national, Menlo Park, Calif.

FUed Not. 4, 1977, Ser. |Jo. 848,753

Int a.' A61B 5/02
U.S. a. 128—672 3 Claims

1. In a system for the continuous external measurement of
blood pressure in an underlying artery comprising at least one
transducer array having a multiplicity of individual pressure
sensitive elements, each of said individual pressure sensitive

elements in said array having at least one dimension smaller
than the lumen of the underlying artery in which blood pres-

sure is measured and each individual pressure sensitive element
being capable of producing a continuous waveform having an
amplitude which is a function of blood pressure in an underly-
ing artery, means responsive to the waveform output of aU of
the said individual pressure sensitive elemente to select the
single one of the said transducer elemenu which is best posi-

tioned in the arterial pressure sensing environment for blood
pressure measurement, and means to utilize the output of only
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the said single one of the said individual pressure sensitive

elements to measure blood pressure and produce a continuous

iS^;'
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m^Mimoi* Outfit . .'t/Ot Omci^-^ B3-

waveform having an amplitude which is a function of blood

pressure in an underlying artery.

A
4,423,739

END TIDAL CARBON DIOXIDE GAS ANALYZER
Robert E. Passaro, and Iirin G. Burougb, both of Walnut Creek,

Calif., assignors to Andros Analyzers Incorporated, Oakland,

Calif.

FUed Aug. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 295,486

Int. a.3 A61B 5m
U.S. a. 128—719 22 Qaims

1. A method for determining the partial pressure of carbon

dioxide in the arterial blood of a patient under anesthesia,

comprising, detecting the carbon dioxide concentration at the

end tidal of the patient's exhaled breath by measuring the

infrared energy absorbed at a predetermined first wavelength

band coinciding with a peak absorption wavelength of carbon

dioxide, detecting the nitrous oxide concentration at the end
tidal of the patient's exhaled breath by measuring the infrared

energy absorbed at a predetermined second wavelength band

coinciding with a peak absorption wavelength of nitrous oxide,

and correcting the detected value of the carbon dioxide con-

centration in accordance with the detected value of the nitrous

oxide concentration.

4,423,740

SLIT CATHETER METHOD FOR MEASURING
INTERSTITIAL PRESSURE

G. S. Peter Castle, and Cecil H. Rorabeck, both of London,

Canada, assignors to Howmedica, Inc., New York, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 249,314

Int. a.i A61B 5/00
U.S. a. 128—748 4 Claims

1. A method for measuring interstitial tissue pressure com-
prising:

inserting a cannula into said interstitial tissue;

passing an unobstructed catheter having a distal end and a

proximal end and having an inner wall and an outer wall

through said inserted cannula into said interstitial tissue,

said catheter being filled with a physiologically compati-

ble fluid and the distal end thereof being provided with a

plurality of longitudinal slits defining a plurality of petals

between them;

withdrawing said cannula from said interstitial tissue leaving

the distal end of said catheter in situ with said petals form-

ing an obtuse angle with the adjacent inner catheter wall;

and

reading said pressure on a pressure sensing device at the

proximal end of said catheter.

4,423,741

MIDSTREAM SAMPLING OF CATHETERIZED LIQUID
FLOW FROM A BODY CAVFTY AND IMPROVED

COUPLING THEREFOR
Norman Levy, Highland Park, lU., assignor to Fiasco, Inc.,

Gumee, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 111,591, Jan. 14, 1980, abandoned. This

application Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,409

Int. a.3 A61B 70/00

U.S. Cl. 128—768 9 Qalms

1. In a urinary catheterization system that includes upstream

flexible catheter supply tube means through which captured

liquid is ducted, downstream flexible receptor tube and capture

means spaced from said upstream tube means and adapted to

receive liquid therefrom, and a tubular cross member con-

structed to define intersecting elongated passageways each

partially bounded by a pair of spaced, elongated, open-ended

tubular arms of internal cylindrical periphery, said cross mem-
ber being interposed between said upstream and downstream

tube means and providing spaced upstream and downstream

tubular arms thereof respectively telescoped with portions of

said upstream and downstream flexible tube means to provide

separable but liquid tight connections between each tube

means and its tubular arm, and with the other pair c^ opix>sed

tubular arms having an internal cylindrical periphery for re-

ceiving therein an elongated, slidable, valve member, of exte-

rior cylindrical periphery, that requires application thereto of a

deliberate positive manual force to move said slidable member
in either of opposite directions;

the improvement of a multiple position midstream valve, for

directing the catheterized urine selectively along either of

two completely separate flow paths in the slidable valve

member to avoid cross contamination of the urine and/or

of the technician handling the equipment and surround-

ings, comprising, in combination:

said elongated and selectively positionable slidable valve

member being shaped and arranged to deflne a first trans-

verse flow passageway means formed in and through said

valve member and extending substantially diametrically of

the longitudinal axis of said valve member and at a loca-

tion spaced axially from both ends of said valve member,

and a second flow passageway means in said valve mem-
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ber but spaced axially from said first flow passageway
means, said second flow passageway means being shaped
to provide a first portion thereof extending radially into
the valve member from a terminal opening in the side wall
of the elongated valve member, and a second portion
thereof communicating with said first portion and extend-
ing axially of the valve member to terminate at and
through one end of the elongated valve member;

the other end of the elongated valve member projecting
axially outwardly of its said surrounding tubular arm and
being provided thereat with grippable control means
which affords means to effect manual selective axial
movement of the valve member for axial positioning of
said valve member in said second pair of opposed tubular
arms;

said valve member being shaped to provide seal surfaces
thereon which slide against and cooperate with the inner
periphery of the second pair of tubular arms to prevent
liquid flow leakage between the adjacent surfaces of the
valve member and the surrounding tubular arms, and
which also function to isolate the first and second flow
passageways means in the valve member from each other,
so as to foreclose cross flow between said flow passage-
way means; and

means operatively associated with said control means of said
elongated slide valve member, but spaced from the inte-
rior of the tubular arms that surround the slide valve
member, and cooperating with means provided integrally
on the exterior of said cross member for preventing rota-
tion of the elongated, cylindrical, slide valve member
about its longitudinal axis and providing means to pre-
cisely selectively position each of the two flow passage-
way means in the valve member in flow receiving relation
relative to the flow supplying passageway through said
upstream tubular arm of the cross member.

portion of said path, including trimming the stream in a second
plane which is spaced apart from said first plane whereby the
thus trimmed stream is converted into said filler; condensing
the filler and draping the filler into a web of wrapping material
to form a continuous wrapped filler in a second portion of said
path downstream of said first portion; monitoring the density
of the filler downstream of said first portion of said path and
changing the position of one of said planes with reference to
the other of said planes as a function of deviations of monitored
density from a predetermined density; monitoring the height of
successive increments of the stream upstream of said second
portion of said path and generating first signals denoting the
height of the respective increments; monitoring the distance
between said planes and generating second signals denoting
such distance; comparing said first and second signals; and
generating third signals denoting the differences between said
first and second signals.

4,423,743
GRAVITY HELD ASHTRAY APPARATUS

Alfonse SpieUogel, 10261 Delano Dr., Cypress, Calif. 90630
Filed Jnn. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 278,048

int. a.' A24F 19/00. 19/10
U.S. a. 131-231 3ci,i„„

4,423,742
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTING SOFT

SECTIONS OF TOBACCO HLLERS
Joachim Reuland, Neu-Bomsen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to Hauni-Werke Korber A Co. KG, Hamburg, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

FUed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 302,240
Gaims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 18.

1980,3035166
3, v.

,

Int. a.3 A24C 5/18
U.S. a. 131-84 C 33aaims

g

1. A method of detecting those portions of a continuous
rod-like filler of fibrous material, especially a filler consisting
of or containing shredded and/or otherwise comminuted to-
bacco, which contain less than a desired quantity of fibrous
material, comprising the steps of forming a continuous stream
of variable height at least the major part of which normally
contains a surplus of fibrous material; conveying the stream
lengthwise in a predetermined direction and along a predeter-
mined path so that one side of the stream is located in a first

plane and the distance between such one side and another side
of the stream which is located opposite the one side varies as a
function of variations of the height of the stream; removing the
surplus at the other side of the stream in a predetermined first

1. A gravity held ashtray apparatus for mounting on an
upstanding hex nut assembly included in the plumbing leading
to a urinal and formed with an upwardly facing surface, said
apparatus including:

an upwardly opening cup-shaped ashtray for receiving
ashes; and

a boss assembly formed on the bottom of said ashtray and
including a downwardly opening hexagonal shaped
socket for closely and removably fitting over said hex nut
and including a subsuntially flat downwardly facing bear-
ing surface for setting on said upwardly facing surface of
said hex nut assembly, said boss assembly further includ-
ing a peripheral wall surrounding said bearing surface to
define the hexagonal shape of said socket to complemen-
tally fit over the facets of said hex nut to support said
ashtray from shifting and tipping relative to said hex nut
assembly whereby said socket may be removably inserted
on said hex nut assembly to be supported thereon by said
bearing surface, said boss assembly including a down-
wardly opening tube and an insert removably received in

said tube and formed with said hexagonal shaped socket.

4,423,744
TOBACCO SMOKE HLTER CONTOURED TO PROVIDE

UNDILUTED AIR FLOW AND METHOD AND
APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING SAME

Richard M. Berger, Midlothian, Va., aasipior to American
FUtrona Corporation, RichaMwd, Va.

FUed Dec. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 333,802
Int a.J A24D 3/Oa 3/04

U.S. a. 131—336 22 ClalM
1. In a smoke filter element having smoke receiving and

discharging ends and of the type in which a rod of smoke-per-
vious filter material is circumscribed with a rod wrap of
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smoke-impervious material which is in turn wrapped with

air-impervious tipping means, an improvement wherein said

tipping means peripherally engages said rod wrap for a first

length of said element extending from said smoke receiving

end to substantially preclude passage of smoke therebetween,

said tipping means being spaced from said rod wrap along a

second length of said element extending from said smoke dis-

4,423,745

RINSING MACHINE
William C. Butt, and Boford L. Almond, both of Lynchburg, Va.,

iMignon to Simplimatic Engineeriog Company, Lynchburg,

Va.
*• FUed Nov. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 445,252

Int. a? B67C 1/047; B08B 9/08

VS. a. 134—62
, 24 Qaims

3«' ^ S

1. A rinsing machine for articles of glassware or the like

comprising

(A) a pair of endless conveyors, each of said conveyors

defining a travel path comprising a flight path and a return

path, said flight path extending from a lower level article-

intake segment through an upwardly-extending article-

inversion segment, along an upper flight segment of ap-

preciable length, through a downwardly-extending arti-

cle-re-inversion segment, and to a lower level article-dis-

charge segment, said return path being spaced from said

flight path, said upper flight segment extending in a sub-

stantially horizontal plane;

(B) converging means for bringing said conveyors into arti-

cle-grasping juxtaposition at said article-intake segment,

diverging means for bringing said conveyors into article-

releasing juxtaposition at said article-discharge segment,

and means for retaining said conveyors in said article-

grasping juxtaposition between said article-intake and
article-discharge segments;

(C) means for rinsing inverted articles traveling along said

upper flight segment; and

(D) means for driving each of said conveyors along its re-

spective travel path.

4,423,746

DEVICE FOR VENTING FUEL TANKS
Dieter ScfaenrcBbnod, Oitflldera, and Manfred Stotz, Aich-

wald, both of Fed. Rep. of GcrniaBy, anignon to Daimler-

Benz Aktieagesellaciiaft, Fed. Rep. of Gcmuuy
FUed Ang. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,508

Claims priority, applica;^on Fed. Rep. of Gcmumy, Aug. 9,

1980, 3030288

Int. a.i B65D 90/34; F16K 17/12. 17/194
LI.S. a. 137—43 14 Claims

charging end to define a space between said rod wrap and said

tipping means along said length and at said smoke discharging

end, and wherein said tipping means includes ventilation holes

defined therein at a location along said second length of said

element for permitting air to flow into and through said space

in response to suction applied at said smoke discharging end of

said element.

1. A device for venting automotive vehicle fuel tanks, com-
prising a volume equalizing vessel arranged in an upper zone of

the interior of a fuel tank, said volume equalizing vessel being

iii communication with the atmosphere by equalizing conduit

means, said volume equalizing vessel having outlet opening

means disposed at opposite ends thereof close to respective

side end walls of the fuel tank extending in a longitudinal

direction with respect to the longitudinal direction of the

vehicle, each said outlet opening means closable by a blocking

element means pivotally mounted exteriorly of the volume
equalizing vessel and connected with a weighted means swing-

ably hanging in a depending manner in the tank below said

blocking element means, wherein one of said weighted means
causes the respective connected blocking element means to

close one respective outlet opening means at one end of the

volume equalizing vessel and another weighted means causes

the respective connected blocking means to open a respective

outlet opening means at an opposite end of the volume^qualiz-

ing vessel when the fuel tank is inclined.

4,423,747

PRESSURE REGULATING VALVE
Joachim Heiser, Stuttgart, and Volkmar Leutner, Friolzheim,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, aasignora to Robert Bosch

GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Jol. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 283,666

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 16,

1980,3034865

Int a.3 G05D 16/00

U.S. a. 137—85 9 Claims

1. A pressure regulating valve for controlling a fluid pres-

sure proportionally to an electrical nominal valve signal, com-
prising a housing; a valve body in said housing; a proportion-
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ally operating magnet having an armature and an electric
input; a displacement pick-up having a movable member; a
difference amplifier having inputs receiving a nominal value
signal and an output signal from said displacement pick-up, and
an output connected with said input of said magnet; a valve
cone associated with said valve body and loaded in a direction
opposite to a fluid pressure which is connected to an inlet in the
valve housing and is controlled via variable flow path means
deflned by the valve body and the loaded valve cone, said
valve cone being connected with said movable member of said

displacement pick-up; and a measuring spring loading said
valve cone and fixedly abutting said housing, said valve body
being movable in said housing and adjustable by said armature
of said magnet against the force of said measuring spring.

4,423,748

EMERGENCY SHUT DOWN DEVICE
James R. Ellett, Edmonton, Canada, assignor to Barlome Re-

sources Limited, Calgary, Canada
FUed Not. 7, 1975, Ser. No. 629,942

Claims priority, appUcation Canada, Sep. 2, 1975, 234571
Int. a.3 F16K 43/00. 37/00. 31/122

U.S. a. 137—315 6 aairas

cylinder, piston, ram cup and stem can be removed from said

spring cartridge assembly.

1. An emergency shut down device for a reciprocable valve

comprising:

(a) a base member for connecting said device to a valve
housing, said member having a central bore therethrough;

Qo) a spring cartridge assembly including a generally cylin-

drical container having first plate means at one end, sec-

ond plate means at the other end, an opening in said first

plate means to receive said base member, an opening in

said second plate means of a diameter greater than that of
the first-mentioned opening, annular ring means in said

container, and compression spring means between said

first plate means and said ring means;

(c) an annular ram cup connected to and extending from said

ring means toward said first plate means, said ram cup
having a closure plate provided with a central opening, at

the end distant from said ring means;

(d) a cap member connected to the exterior of said second
plate means to cover the second-mentioned opening;

(e) a cylinder connected to and extending from said cap
member into the interior of said ram cup;

(0 piston means sealingly slidable within said cylinder;

(g) stem means connected at one end to said ram cup and
extending through the central opening in said ram cup, the

interior of said assembly and said bore in said base member
for connection to said reciprocable valve; and

(h) inlet means in said cap member for admitting fluid under
pressure to a chamber formed in said cylinder between
said cap member and said piston,

whereby fluid under pressure in said chamber will move said

piston to abut said ram cup and then move said ram cup to

extend the stem means from the base member and to simulta-

neously compress the spring, a loss of pressure permitting the

spring to rapidly return the ram cup, piston and stem to an

unextended condition.

6. The device of claim 1 wherein said opening in said second

plate means is larger in diameter than the central passage in

said ring means whereby upon removing said cap member, said

4,423,749

ANGLE COCK IMPROVEMENTS
EngeM W. Scfaodtt, Lockport, lU., aasifBor to Slou Valve
Coapuiy, FraakUa Park, lU.

CoBtiniiatioa-ia-part of Ser. Np. 448,032, Dec. 8, 1982. TUs
appUcatloa Mar. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 473,659

lot a.) F16K 5/06
U.S. a. 137—315 5 ClaiaH

1. In a shutofT valve for use in a transportation environment,
a body having an internal passage, a chamber in said body in

communication with said passage, an opening in said body in

alignment with said chamber,

a flexible seal member in the form of a housing positioned

within said chamber and having openings therein in com-
munication with said passage, said body opening being of
a size and shape to permit movement of said seal member
therethrough into position within said chamber opposite
sides of said seal member having outwardly-extending

lugs which mate with correspondingly-shaped and sized

grooves on the inside of said chamber to prevent move-
ment of said seal member within said chamber, air vent

holes in said lugs preventing disengagement of the seal

lugs from the body when the valve is closed, said seal

member having peripheral bead-like sealing areas sur-

rounding said seal member openings, said bead-like sealing

areas being in sealing engagement with said chamber and
each including, at each opening, a bead directly adjacent

said opening, an adjacent groove, and a second bead, with
said groove separating said peripheriJ beads,

a ball member positioned within and enclosed by said hous-

ing-like seal member, said ball member being rotauble to

open and close said valve, said seal member having an
opening therein slightly smaller than said ball member
whereby said seal member is stretched to permit insertion

of said ball member, but after insertion, said seal member
confines said ball member therein,

a handle extending through said body and into engagement
with said ball member, and a cover plate closing said body
opening, with said handle permitting external operation to

open and close said valve.

4,423,750

UQUEFIED GAS OVERCHARGE PREVENTION DEVICE
Mitsuo Morizimii, and Maaahiro Kawahata, both of Yokohaaui,

Japan, askignors to Nissan Motor Co., Ltd., YokohaaM, Japan
CoBtiBiiation of Ser. No. 152,236, May 22, 19M, ahaadoart.

TUs appUcatioa Nov. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 318,074

Claims priority, appUcatioa Japan, May 31, 1979, 54-

72417[U]

lat. a.' n6K 31/34

U.S. a. 137—413 5 ClaiM
1. An automatic liquefied gas overcharge prevention device

for installation within an enclosed tank, comprising:

(a) a valve case having:
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(1) a supply passage to supply a liquefied gas;

(2) an inlet port connected to said supply passage, to

which a supply pipe is attached to supply the gas from

a gas source;

(3) an outlet port connected to said supply passage, from

which the gas is supplied into the enclosed tank; and

(4) a poppet port communicating between said supply

passage and a gasified space within the enclosed tank;

(b) a float being movable up and down in response to

changes in the level of the supplied liquefied gas;

(c) a poppet valve element for opening or closing said pop-

pet port in response to the position of said float;

(d) a float valve element having an orifice therein for open-

ing and closing said outlet port in response to a pressure

differential across said orifice created by pressurized gas

intet conduit into the bypass conduit whenever the fluid

pressure within the inlet conduit is above the fluid pres-

flowing therethrough and through said poppet port and in

accordance with an area difference between the upper and
lower surfaces thereof;

(e) a first relief valve for relieving an excessive pressure from
within the enclosed tank to within said supply passage;

and

(f) a second relief valve for relieving an excessive pressure

from within said supply passage to outside the device;

whereby a liquefied gas can be supplied from the inlet port,

through the supply passage and the outlet port, to within

the enclosed tank, and regulated when the pressure in the

tank increases beyond a predetermined level, an excessive

pressure within the tank or within the supply passage

being relieved through the first and second relief valves,

thus regulating the gas pressure within the tank.

4,423,751

BYPASS VALVE AND ALARM ASSEMBLY
Leilie A. Roettgen, Columbus, Ind., assignor to Cummins Engine
Company, Inc., Columbus, Ind.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 214,673, Dec. 9, 1980, Pat. No.
4,366,837. This application Nov. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 318,101

Int. a.3 F16K il/OO
U.S. a. 137—557 13 Qaims

1. A valve and alarm assembly, comprising

(a> a housing containing an inlet conduit, a bypass conduit
and a cavity communicating with the inlet conduit and the

bypass conduit;

(b) alarm means for generating an alarm signal indicative of
fluid pressure conditions within the inlet conduit and the

bypass conduit;

(c) first piston means for activating said alarm means when-
ever the fluid pressure within the inlet conduit is above the

fluid pressure within the bypass conduit by a first differen-

tial level, said first piston means including a sealing piston

mounted for movement within the cavity between an off

position' and an on position;

(d) second piston means for activating said alarm means
whenever the fluid pressure within the bypass conduit is

below a predetermined pressure level, said second piston

means including a low pressure piston movable between
an alarm position and a no alarm position; and

(e) bypass valve means for allowing fluid to flow from the

sure within the bypass conduit by a second differential

level which is greater than the first differential level, said

bypass valve means being mounted on said sealing piston.

4,423,752

ANTI-SCALD MIXING VALVE
John Psarouthakis, Ann Arbor, Mich., assignor to J. P. Indus-

tries, Inc., Ann Arbor, Mich.

FUed Dec. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 218,484

Int. a.3 F16K U/06
U.S. a. 137—625.41 8 Qaims

1. A mixing valve comprising:

a body having two inlet passages, an outlet duct, and a valve

cavity including a generally circular valve seat disposed

therein with the outlet duct and the inlet passages termi-

nating in an outlet port and two spaced inlet ports to said

valve seat,

a generally cylindrical closure member rotatable about its

axis and fitted within said body, said closure member
having one end surface overlying said valve seat so as to

normally cover and seal said inlet ports and prevent flow

through said valve in a closed position,

said closure member end surface having a recess formed

therein and located such that upon rotation of said closure

member from said closed position through a continuum of

open positions said recess progressively and selectively

overlies said inlet ports to provide a mixing of flow

through said valve varying from flow only from a first of

said inlet ports to flow only from the second of said inlet
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ports, said recess overlying said outlet port in each of said
open positions to provide fluid communication between
said outlet port and said inlet ports and to provide mixing
of fluid when both said inlet ports are open simulta-
neously, a flexible diaphram member positioned between
said closure member and said valve seat to enhance sealing

between said closure member and said valve seat, said

diaphram member being resiliently deformable into said

recess in response to pressure of fluid in said inlet passages
in said open positions, and

means for rotating said closure member about its axis be-
tween said closed and open positions.

4,423,753

FLANGE PROTECTOR
John S. Smith, and Donald R. Rogers, both of 809 Kansas, South

Houston, Tex. 77587

Filed Aug. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 408,136

Int. Q\? B65D 59/06
U.S. a. 138—89 2 Qaims

1. A flange protector adapted for attachment to a flange of
the type having a machined surface, an annular edge and a
plurality of bolt holes, the bolt holes extending through the
flange, comprising:

a circular shaped cover of flexible material having an outer
annular beveled edge;

said cover having one side formed to conform to the shape
of the machined surface of the flange and extending over
and closing the upper ends of the bolt holes and having
said annular beveled edge disposed at the annular edge of
the flange so that the cover engages the entire machined
surface and the annular beveled edge inhibits inadvertent

displacement of the cover from the flange;

a plurality of fastening means extending from said one side of
said cover for frictionally engaging the inner wall of bolt

holes in a flange to retain said one side of said cover in

engagement with the machined surface of the flange; and,

each of said fastening means includes:

an elongated tubular shank extending from said cover to

an open end;

said tubular shank being hollow substantially from said

cover to said open end; and,

said tubular shank having a shorter length than the length

of the bolt holes extending through the flange.

4,423,754

CUP TYPE PIPELINE INFLATION ANCHOR
Ernest E. Carter, Jr., Duncan, Okla., assignor to Halliburton

Company, Duncan, Okla.

FUed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 350,930

Int Q.J F16L 55/12
U.S. Q. 138—93 5 Claims

1. An inflation anchor adapted to travel through the interior

of a conduit in an uninflated state and to seal the bore thereof
upon inflation, comprising;

a shoe assembly including an annular shoe base, an annular
shoe wedge threaded to said shoe base and a disc within
said shoe base and fixed thereto;

a thin tubular elastomeric bladder having a leading end and
a trailing end, said leading end being bonded to the inte-

rior of said shoe base;

at least two layers of calendered metal cable surrounding
said tubular elastomeric bladder substantially to iu fullest

longitudinal extent, each layer of said meul cable having
a leading end and a trailing end and being laid on a bias to

the other layer and to the axis of said inflation anchor,

both of said layers being clamped between said shoe base
and said shoe wedge at their said leading ends; and

an elastomeric cup overlapping said trailing ends of said

bladder and said cable layers, said elastomeric cup being
bonded to both, said elastomeric cup having a relatively

thick annular wall proximate to and surrounding said

bond, and a substantially thinner and flexible annular wall
trailing therefrom, said thinner and flexible annular wall

flaring outwardly to a trailing edge of relatively greater

thickness which trailing edge possesses at least one rein-

forcing annular rib therein, said annular rib adapted to

prevent collapse of said trailing edge of said thinner and
flexible annular wall.

4,423,755

PAPERMAKERS' FABRIC
Charles E. Thompson, Raleigh, N.C., assignor to Huyck Corpo-

ration, Wake Forest, N.C.

Filed Jan. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 341,744

Int Q.J D03D 15/00: D21F I/IO
U.S. Q. 139—383 A 13 Claims

1. A papermakers' single layer fabric comprising warp and
weft yams interwoven together to define the central plane of
said fabric and to provide a repeating pattern of warp floats at

the paper support surface, and floater yams interspaced be-

tween and parallel to said weft yams, said fabric being free of
any warp interlacing between any one of said floater yams and
a next adjacent weft yams.

4,423,756

WEFT INSERTER FOR WEAVING MACHINES
Raymond Dewas, 120, BouleTard de Qocatin, Saint 8000

Amiens, France

FUed Apr. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 368,978

Claims priority, applicatioa France, Jan. 31, 1979, 79 02554
InL a.J D03D 47/20

U.S. Q. 139—448 6 r^«t—
1. A moving weft inserter for a weaving machine including
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a sUtJonary weft tensioiied transverse to the path of the mov-

ing inserter, said inserter comprising: .

a rigid head,

first, second, and third weft ramps on said head positioned in

approximate parallel relationship, said second ramp being

located between said flrst and third ramps, said first, sec-

ond, and third ramps having respective first, second, and

third ramp tips, said first and third ramp tips being posi-

tioned at an elevation above said second ramp tip, said first

and third ramps being downwardly inclined and said

second ramp being upwardly inclined relative to said

respective tips and to said head,

said second weft ramp including a first weft guiding portion

and said third weft ramp including a second weft guiding

portion, and

resilient weft gripping means including a resilient first weft

ramp, said gripping means being formed by the converg-

f ing lower surface of said first weft ramp and the upper

surface of a rigid lower member mounted on said head,

said weft being movable relative to said moving inserter

from a first weft position to a second weft position,

said first, second, and third weft ramps defining a weft seiz-

ing and directing means for seizing said weft in said first

weft position wherein said weft is mounted transverse to

the movement of said inserter at an elevation below said

first and third ramp tips and above said second ramp tip,

and for directing said weft downward under said first and

third ramps and upward over said second weft ramp to a

position of seizure by said gripping means and to said first

and second guiding portions wherein said weft ceases

movement relative to said inserter and is piositioned in a

state of tension by said inserter.

length of wire and for forming an open latch loop at an

opposite end of the length of wire; and
means on said body for properly positioning and facilitating

bending said length of wire intermediate the ends thereof

with the wire bent back toward itself whereby said open
latch loop is engageable with said one end of the wire

inwardly of said eyelet to form a closable spring snap,

including means on one side of said body for positioning

and holding said open latch loop and means on said one
side of the body protruding outwardly therefrom and

longitudinally axially spaced from said means for position-

ing and holding said open latch loop and about which the

length of wire is bent back onto itself to properly position

the loop engageable Math the wire inwardly of said eyelet.

4,423,758

DISC TYPE WCK)D CHIPPER KNIFE HAVING
POSITION ADJUSTING SERRATIONS

Jack R. Haller, and Dino M. Demopoolos, both of Waasan,
Wis., assignors to Mnmy Machinery, Inc,, Waosan, Wis.

FUed Feb. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 352,246

Int a.3 B27C 7/10; B02C Wl%
U.S. a. 144—176 8 Clain

4,423,757 '

DEVICE FOR FORMING CLOSABLE WIRE SPRING
SNAPS

Dewey O. Brobcn, Jr., Long Grove, HI., aasignor to Da-Bro
ProdKta, lac, WsMoada, DL

FDcd Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,678

lit CL^ B21F 0/OQ

U.S. CL 140—123 22 Claims

1. A device for forming closable spring snaps from wire,

comprising:

- a unitary elongated body having a longitudinal axis;

means on said body for forming an eyelet at one end of a

7. E>isc-type apparatus for chopping material comprising:

a disc having spaced apart surfaces and rotatable about an

axis perpendicular to said surfaces, said disc having at least

one radially disposed elongated opening extending there-

through between said surfaces;

a disc plate disposed adjacent a surface of said disc and

having a radially disposed elongated opening extending

through said disc plate in registry with said opening in said

disc but of greater width so as to define an elongated

recess wherein a portion of said surface of said disc is

exposed;

a wear plate disposed adjacent said disc plate and having a

radially dispcoed elongated opening extending through

said wear pUte in registry with said opening in said disc

plate;

means for securing said disc, said disc plate and said wear

plate together;
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an elongated knife seat disposed in said recess and bearing
against the exposed portion of said surface of said disc and
against a side of said opening in said disc plate, said knife
seat comprising an outer surface having a projection
thereon and an outwardly fscing angularly disposed elon-

gated groove;

means for rigidly securing said knife seat to said disc and
including a screw extending through a hole in said knife

seat and into a threaded hole in said disc;

an elongated counter knife disposed in said groove and
having a knife-engaging surface with a plurality of pro-
truding serrations extending therealong, said counter knife

further comprising at least one elongaged screw-receiving
slot extending therethrough, said slot having a counter-
sunk recess extending inwardly from said knife-engaging
surface;

a cap screw in said slot and engaged in a threaded hole in

said knife seat for rigidly but adjustably securing said

counter knife to said knife seat, each cap screw having its

head disposed in said countersunk recess associated with
said slot;

shim means disposed between said counter knife and the end
of said groove for determining the rearwardmost position

of said counter knife relative to said knife seat;

a knife clamp disposed adjacent and bearing against a por-

tion of said knife seat and having a threaded hole therein,

said knife clamp comprising a flat knife engaging surface;

a knife having two cutting edges, a flat outer surface, and an
inner surface having inwardly extending serrations

thereon, said knife being disposed between said knife

engaging surface of said counter knife and said flat knife

engaging surface of said knife clamp, said serrations on
said knife engaged with said serrations on said counter

knife; and

an elongated stud threaded at opposite ends and extending

through a hole in said disc, through a hole in said knife

seat and into said threaded hole in said knife clamp, said

stud having a nut at its other end for securing said knife

clamp against said knife seat and for clamping said knife

between said knife clamp and said counter knife.

closed setting at which said drive motor is energized by
said power source to propel said carriage in the opposite

direction towards the other of said first splitting compo-
nents, and a third normally open setting at which said

drive is deenergized to halt carriage movement;
and operating means for manually adjusting said switch from

said third normally open setting to either of said first or

second closed settings, said operating meanx being addi-

tionally operative in response to movement of said car-

riage to adjust said switch from either of said first or

second closed settings, to said third normally open setting

in order to limit the movement of said carriage in either of
said directions.

4,423,760

TIRE TREAD WITH ZIG-ZAG GROOVES HAVING
GROOVE SIDEWALLS OF VARYING DEGREES OF

SUPPORT
Barry W. Treves, Walsall, and Ian Kenp, Taaworth, both of

England, assignors to Dunlop Limited, Londoii, Eoglaod
FUed Jun. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 384,496

Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom Job. 12, 1981,
8118219

Int a.) B60C um
U.S. a. 152—209 R 19 Claims
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4,423,759

ELECTRICALLY POWERED LOG SPLnTER
Richard E. Sccger, Kittery Point, Me., aasignor to Armatron

International, Inc., Melrose, Mass.
FUed Oct 30, 1981, Ser. No. 316,885

Int CL? B27L 7/00

U.S. CL 144—193 R 16 Claims

8. In a double acting log splitter having a longitudinally

extending frame, a pair of first splitting components spaced

along the length of and fixed to said frame, a second splitting

component mounted on a carriage which is movable on said

frame in opposite directions between said first splitting compo-
nents, and a reversible drive motor adapted to be connected to

and to be powered by an electrical power source, said drive

motor being operable to propel said carriage in said opposite

directions, the improvement comprising:

a control switch electrically connected between said power
source and said drive motor, said switch having a first

closed setting at which said drive motor is energized by

said power source to propel said carriage in one direction

towards one of said first splitting components, a second

1. A tire tread comprising an elongate strip having a fwttem
formed in that surface which is intended to contact the ground
in use of a tire incorporating the tire tread wherein the pattern

includes a continuous or discontinuous zig-zag groove extend-

ing generally longitudinally of the strip, the groove comprising

two sidewalls, one on each side of the groove, each sidewall

comprising straight or substantially straight portions, each

portion of which extends at an acute angle to the length of the

strip, and a buttress supporting a part of at least one of the

portions, the height of the buttress varying along the portion to

provide a progressively increasing degree of support thereto, a

minimum height and thus a minimum degree of support being

provided at or adjacent to that end of the portion extending

into the groove, and a maximum height and thus a maximum
degree of support being provided at or immediately adjacent to

that end of the portion extending into the tread and wherein

the maximum height of the buttress is less than the groove

depth.

4,423,761

LOWER BEAD LOOSENER STROKE ADJUSTMENT
John F. Wood, Brentwood, Tenn., assignor to Su Electric Cor-

poration, CiTStal Lake, Dl.

FUed Mar. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 356,764

iBt a.) B60C 25/08
U.S. a. 157—1J8 3 ClaiM

1. In a tire changing machine of the type having a bead-loos-

ening shoe driven by a cylinder, an improved means for adjust-

ably securing said bead-loosening shoe thereto comprising, in

combination:

a channel secured to said cylinder so as to move therewith.

1038 O.G.— 12
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said channel defining at least two pairs of adjustment
' apertures;

a connector adapted to matingly and slideably be received

by said channel, said connector defining a pair of locking

apertures adapted to substantially align with said pairs of

adjustment apertures as said connector moves within said

channel; and
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a locking pin adapted to engage said channel and said con-

nector through said adjustment apertures and said locking

apertures, respectively, and thereby lock said connector

with respect to said channel;

said bead-loosening shoe being secured to and extending

from said connector, whereby the stop position of said

shoe is set by selection of said adjustment apertures.

4,423,762

METHOD FOR THE PRODUCHON OF A METAL
CASTING MOULD HAVING A RISER AND A CAVITY
FORMER AND RISER SLEEVE FOR USE THEREIN

Gcrd Trinkl, and Helmut Schopp, both of Borken, Fed. Rep. of

Germany, assignors to Foseco International Limited, England

per No. PCr/GB80/00074, § 371 Date Jan. 22, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Jan. 22, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO80/02658, PCT Pub.

Date Dec. 11, 1980

PCT FUed Apr. 28, 1980, Ser. No. 230,956

Int. a.3 B22C 9/08

US. a. 164—37 7 Claims

1. A method for the production of a metal casting mould of

particulate material, said mould having a mould cavity to

produce said metal casting and a riser cavity being in commu-
nication with said mould cavity with said riser cavity permit-

ting insertion and gripping of a riser sleeve, said riser sleeve

having an opening in communication with said mould cavity,

said riser sleeve further having an outside diameter taper such

that the outside diameter of the riser sleeve adjacent the mould
cavity is greater than the outside diameter of the riser sleeve at

the end remote from the mould cavity, said method involving

providing a riser cavity former having a taper complementary
to said riser sleeve taper, said former having at least one verti-

cally extending recess, locating said cavity former in a body of

particulate moulding material, said cavity former having been

made oversize relative to the riser sleeve to be received in the

cavity, compacting the particulate moulding material about the

cavity former and removing said cavity former to form said

riser cavity in said moulding material, and wherein said riser

cavity has at least one inwardly projecting vertically extending
rib-like formation of moulded material for gripping the riser

sleeve when received therein.

4,423,763

COMPACT INJECTION ASSEMBLY FOR DIE CASTING
MACHINES

Guido Perrella, SenneTille, Canadi, assigiior to DBM Industries

Limited, Quebec, Canada
FUed Apr. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 258,814

Claims priority, application Canada, Jan. 20, 1981, 368889
Int. a.3 B22D 17/04; B29F 1/00

U.S. a. 164—316 3 Claims

1. A compact injection assembly for die casting machines,

said compact assembly including a small pot for retaining a

molten casting metal therein and delivered thereto from a

remote source; a cylinder having upper and lower ends inte-

grally formed in said pot and a piston mounted for reciproca-

tion therein, a shot chamber in the lower end of the cylinder,

a nozzle and a passageway interconnecting the shot chamber

and nozzle; and means connectable to said die casting machine

for supporting said assembly at a single point in close proximity

to the dies of said machine, said single point of support com-

prising a vertically adjustable bolt having a spherical head

thereon and a socket member on said assembly directly below

said cylinder for receiving said spherical head; the highest

level of casting metal in said pot being lower than the runner of

a casting formed in said machine.

4,423,764

BINDER FOR PREPARING IMPROVED CORES AND
MOLDS

Charles E. Seeney, BrazU; John F. Kraemer, and Janis Inge-

brigtsen, both of Terre Hante, all of Ind., assignors to Interna-

tional Minerals A Chemical Corp., Terre Haote, Ind.

FUed Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342^14
Int a.' B22C 1/18

VJS. a. 164—528 10 Claims

1. An improved binder composition for a foundry aggregate

comprising aluminum dihydrogen phosphate and a hardener

therefor selected from the group consisting of ammonium
polyphosphate, potassium polyphosphate, potassium olivine

phosphate, volcanic ash, sodium sUicate, phosphoric acid and

mixtures thereof.
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4,423,765

APPARATUS FOR REDUONG HEATER AND AIR
CONDITIONING ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Paul N. HUdebrand, Oklahoma Qty, Okla., assignor to Orange
Energy Systems, Inc., Lawtoo, Okla.

FUed Jun. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 384,017

Int. CIJ F23N 5/20; H03K 3/17
U.S. a. 165—12 4 Claims
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reduced pressure comprisng a cooled vapor condenser defm-
ing therein a vapor chamber and including a vapor supply line,

liquid level sensor means within said vapor condenser for

sensing the level of liquid therein, vacuum pump means con-

nected with said vapor chamber of said condenser for drawing
vapor therefrom, control valve means connected between said

vapor chamber and said vacuum pump means for controlling

drawing of vapor from said vapor chamber, and a metering

device for controlling the outflow of liquid condensate from
said condenser, said liquid sensor means being connected with

said control valve means to close said control valve means
when the liquid level in said condenser rises above a predeter-

mined level and to open said control valve means when said

liquid level falls below said predetermined level.

1. An apparatus for controlling the operation of a heater
element which has a heater element control wire electrically

connected between said heater element and a heater control

signal generator means and the operation of an air conditioner
cooling element which has a cooling element control wire
electrically connected between said air conditioner cooling
element and an air conditioner control signal generator means,
said apparatus comprising:

first switch means connected in electrical series with said

heater element control wire between said heater element
and said heater control signal generator means;

second switch means connected in electrical series with said

cooling element control wire between said air conditioner

cooling element and said air conditioner control signal

generator means;

switch control means for controlling the opening and clos-

ing of said first and second switch means, said switch

control means including the timer means for periodically

opening and closing said first or second switch means, said

timer means including:

first integrated circuit timer means for providing a first

output signal having a selectable period, said first inte-

grated circuit timer means having a master reset input;

and
second integrated circuit timer means, responsive to said

first output signal, for providing a second output signal

having a selectable period, said second output signal

being communciated to said master reset input; and
wherein said first and second switch means are responsive to

said second output signal.

4,423,766

VACUUM CONDENSATION APPARATUS
Karl'Heinz Bernhardt, and Helmut Strzala, both of Braunfels,

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Arthur Pfeiffer Vakuum-
technUc Wetzlar GmbH, Asslar, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Not. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320,511

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Not. 18,

1980,3043456

Int a.3 F28F 13/00; F28B 11/00
UJS. a. 165—13 3 Qaims
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4,423,767

FLAT PLATE HEAT EXCHANGE APPARATUS
Robert A. Hay, II, Midland, and Charles C. Cmgfacr, III, Bea-

Terton, both of Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Com-
pany, Midland, Mich.

Filed Feb. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 465,726
Int. a.' F28F 9/22; F28D 1/00

U.S. a. 165—81 4 Claims
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1. Vacuum condensation apparatus for condensing vapors at

1. In a heat exchange vessel, the vessel comprising an axis

extending from a first end to a second end, a foraminous feed

tube disposed generally coaxially with the axis of the vessel at

least adjacent the first end, a first annular flat plate heat ex-

changer disposed coaxially about the foraminous tube; at least

a second flat plate heat exchanger disposed externally to the

first flat plate heat exchanger and generally coaxial therewith;

means to supply a first heat exchange fluid to the first flat plate

heat exchanger; means to supply a second heat exchange fluid

to the second flat plate heat exchanger, the first and second flat

plate heat exchangers being disposed within the vessel, the

vessel having a product discharge port at the second end of the

vessel with the furiher limiution that each of the flat plate heat

exchangers comprise a plurality of generally annular flat

plates, each having a centrally disposed aperture; the flat plate-

like member assembled perpendicularly to the axis of the vessel

with a space between each of the individual plate members; the

plate members being positioned in close proximity to one

another to provide a flow pattern between adjacent members,

the plate members being in spaced apart relationship; a plural-

ity of heat exchange conduits passing through said plate-like

members to thereby permit circulation of heat exchange fluid

through said conduits, wherein each of the flat plate heat

exchangers has a common fixed tube sheet and a common
floating tube sheet supported primarily by tubes passing

through the flat plate heat exchanger, the improvement which

comprises providing a floating tube sheet, the floating tube

sheet comprising a flrst generally annular outer portion, a

second generally discoidal inner portion, a frustoconical inter-

face between the first and second floating tube sheet portions,

the frustoconical interface being projectible to a cone having

an apex which lies approximately at the intersection of a face of

the fixed tube sheet which is adjacent a floating tube sheet and

the intersection of said plane with the axis of generation of the

flat plate heat exchangers.
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4,423,768

PIEZOELECTRIC POLYMER HEAT EXCHANGER
ScyflMNV EddmiB, Sil?cr Spring, MiL, and Lowell D. BaUard,

Starling Park, Va^ aaaignora to The United States of America

m represented by tiie Secretary of tlie Amy, Washington,

D.C.

DiTifion of Ser. No. 30,966, Apr. 17, 1979. This application Apr.

20, 1982, Ser. No. 370,027

Int a.' F28D J1/06

VJS. CL 165—84 4 Qaims

1. A heat exchanger comprising:

at least one hollow cylindrical structure comprising two
fluid conductive channels through which respective rela-

tively warm and cold fluids are led for exchanging appre-

ciable amounts of heat therebetween;

the said fluid conductive channels being completely sepa-

rated, being formed in said cylindrical structure by pres-

ence of a tubular, heat conductive partition means, one
channel being within, and one channel surrounding said

tubular means, within said cylindrical structure, said heat

conductive partition means comprising piezoelectric poly-

mer materi^;

first and second helical type electrode means formed in a

double helix directly on the said tubular partition means,
on the same side of said partition, electrically coupled at

one of the electrode means mutually same ends, and
wound screw thread about said tubular means, connected
to an alternating current electrical signal piezoelectrically

driving said partition means to periodically undulate; and
a signal source for the said alternating current signal being

provided for delivering a signal at a particular frequency
equal to the natural frequency of resonance of transverse

vibration of the said partition piezoelectric material so as

to generate a standing wave pattern therein,

the resonance factor enhancing the heat flow action across

said partition compared to non resonant undulation.

I

4,423,769

TURBULATOR RETAINING MEANS
Patrick Cadars, Montigny le Bretonnenx, France, assignor to

Vaieo, Paris, Ftancc

Filed Mar. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 356,476

Clain priority, appUcatioa France, Mar. 23, 1981, 81 05768
Int a.3 F28F 9/24 i

U^. CL 165—109 T 13 Claims
1. Turbulator retaining means in a heat exchanger compris-

ing a nest of tubes for liquid circulation and a plurality of
tu^ulators inserted into the tubes of the nest, each turbulator

having two substantially parallel leg portions inserted into two
tubes of the nest and a curved U-shaped mid-portion connect-

ing the leg portions to each other, said mid-portion being

outward of the tubes, said turbulator retaining means compris-
ing stops extending on either side of the said U-shaped mid-

portion ofeach turbulator to restrict movement of said turbula-

tor out from the tubes under the effect of the liquid flowing

through the tubes.

4,423,770

DEVICE FOR REDUCING THERMAL STRESSES ON A
HEAT EXCHANGER

Pierre Pouderoux, Meudon la Foret, and Jean-Pierre Peyre-
longue, Pontchartrain, both of France, assignors to Stein

Industrie, Villacoublay, France

FUed Jun. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 268,869
Claims priority, application France, Jun. 2, 1980, 80 12189

Int a.3 F28F 9/22

VJS. a. 165—134 R 5 Qaims

1. A device for reducing thermal stresses on a heat ex-

changer between two counterflow-circulating liquid alkali

metal circuits comprising an annular cylindrical nest of tubes

surrounding an axial pipe for the introduction of the liquid

alkali metal to be heated and extended by an annular pipe for

discharging the heated liquid alkali metal, wherein it comprises

in the said annular pipe for discharging the heated liquid alkali

metal means for radially homogenizing the temperature of the

alkali metal, said means comprising pipes which, at the outlet

of the nest of tubes, tap a part of the relatively hotter alkali

metal flowing along the outer periphery of the annular pipe to

bring it into its flow area closest to the axis.

4,423,771

HEAT EXCHANGER
Charles V. Frederick, Rte. #5, New Virginia, Iowa 50210

Continuation of Ser. No. 934,867, Aug. 18, 1978, abandoned.

This appUcation Jan. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 228,252

Int a.3 F28D 1/04: F28F 1/32

U.S. a. 165—151 3 Claims

1. A heat exchanger comprising

a plurality of spaced apart parallel flat plates having a plural-

ity of apertures therein, with each aperture dwelling en-

tirely within the thickness of said plates,

a plurality of hollow frusto-conically shaped cone members
having a larger base end and a smaller opposite end, said

cone members having straight tapered side walls that
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uniformly decrease in diameter from said base end to said

opposite end, said cone members being inserted in the
apertures of said plates and being of such relative size to
be tightly embraced by the peripheries of said apertures
whereby said cone members only frictionally retentively

engage said peripheries of said apertures,

the opposite ends of said cones in each of said plates being
tightly nested and stacked in the base ends of the cones in

the next adjacent plate whereby said opposite ends of said

cones only frictionally retentively engage said base ends
of said cones in the next adjacent plate,

and means for fixedly securing said plates in parallel relation

to bind said cone members in stacked relation with said

cones in each of said plates tightly engaging the apertures

of said plate and being tightly nested in the base end of the

cones in the next adjacent plate, said means for fixedly

securing said plates comprising mechanical securement
means interconnecting said plates remote from said cones,

said stacked cone members forming a plurality of stacks

generally perpendicular to said spaced apart plates, and
said spaced apart plates forming a plurality of air passage-

ways between said plates with said stacks within said

passageways.

4,423,772

PLATE HEAT EXCHANGER
Jons A. Dahlgren, Lund, Sweden, assignor to Alfa-Laval AB,
Tumba, Sweden

FUed Aug. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 294,287

Qaims priority, application Sweden, Aug. 28, 1980, 8006020
Int aj F28F 3/00

U.S. Q. 165—166 3 Qaims

1. A plate heat exchanger comprising a plurality of generally

rectangular plates arranged adjacent to each other to form a

flow passage between each pair of adjacent plates, each of said

plates having a turbulence-generating corrugation pattern of

alternating ridges and grooves which on adjacent plates extend

in different directions, the grooves on one side of each plate

forming corresponding ridges on the other side of said plate,

each ridge on one side of each plate crossing and abutting a

plurality of ridges on the opposing side of an adjacent plate to

form interplate supporting areas spaced along the length of

said each ridge, said supporting areas alternating with unsup-

ported areas spaced along the length of said each ridge, the

exchanger being characterized in that in some of said flow

passages at least one of the plates defining the passage has said

supporting areas recessed in a lower plane in ridges of said one
plate, whereby the volumes of said some flow passages are

reduced relative to the volumes of the other passages.

4,423,773

SINGLE ACnNG SUBTERRANEAN WELL VALVE
ASSEMBLY WITH CONDUFT FLUID STRIPPING

MEANS
Gregg W. StOBt Mootgomery, Tex., aasigDor to Baker latcna-

tional Corporation, Orange, Calif.

FUed Jul. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 285,220

Int Q.J E21B 34/12. 43/04
VJS. Q. 166—51 13 Claims

I «^-

1. A valve for closing a well conduit comprising, in combi-

nation: a tubular housing threadedly msertable in the well

conduit; an annular elastomeric valve seat having its outer

periphery sealingly engaged with the bore of said housing; a

valve head pivotally mounted in said housing for movement
into sealing engagement with the inner periphery of said annu-

lar elastomeric valve seat; an annular metallic member
mounted directly above said annular elastomeric valve, the

inner peripheral portion of said annular metallic member com-
prising a plurality of circumferentially spaced radial fingers

overlying the radially medial portion of said annular elasto-

meric valve seat, said radial fmgers being pushed downwardly
and outwardly by the insertion movement of a tubing stnng

through said housing to assume a substantially vertical position

and radially shear the inner periphery of said annular elastomer

valve seat to permit said valve head and the tubing string to

pass downwardly therethrough.

4,423,774

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR POSITIONING A
SAFETY VALVE SUB FOR CONNECnON IN A

THREADED TUBULAR MEMBER
Joe MefTord, 6042 Cbeeaa, Houston, Tex. 77096

FUed Jan. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 270,020

Int Q.} E21B 17/02

U.S. Q. 166—77.5 11 Claims

1. In a well tool adapted to be supported out of the way
during well bore operations, but movable to adjacent an up-

wardly extending tubular well bore member for connecting a

sub carried by the well tool to the upper end of the tubular

member, the invention comprising:

a. releasable means engageable about the upwardly extend-
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ing tubular member to releasably secure the well tool in

position adjacent the end thereof;

. additional means pivotally connected with said releasable

means, said additional means including support means for

the sub and rotatable means for rotating the supported sub
to threadedly connect it with the tubular member;

. means to secure said releasable and additional means in

axial alignment while threadedly connecting the sub with
the tubular member; and

. means to move said rotatable means and supported sub
longitudinally relative to said releasable means when said

releasable means is engaged about the tubular member to

threadedly engage the sub with the tubular member.

4,423,775 '

LINE STRIPPER
James A. Wilson, 2039 Amelia St, Dallas, Tex. 75235

FUed Jun. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 270,252
lot a.3 E21B ii/0$

U.S. a, 166—84 2 Qaims

1. A safety sleeve for a line stripper having a tubular body
connectable to and in vertical axial alignment with a flow
conductor through which a line may move longitudinally into
and from the flow conductor, a yieldable tubular packing
element positionable about the line and in the body; piston
means movable longitudinally relative to the body for com-
pressing the packing element into stripping engagement with
the line, and means for introducing fluid pressure into said

body for moving said piston means to compress said packing
element; said safety sleeve being connectable to said stripper
and extending upwardly of said stripper for limiting the radius
of flexure of the line if the position of the line above the strip-

per is displaced laterally from vertical longitudinal alignment

with the stripper, said safety sleeve having a bottom cylindrical
portion connectable to said stripper, and an upwardly and
outwardly extending annular guide portion integral with said

cylindrical portion, said guide portion providing an annular
arcuate surface curving upwardly and outwardly and being
engageable by the line if the line above the stripper is displaced
laterally relative to the stripper, such engagement of the guide
surface limiting the radius of flexure of the line, said safety

sleeve including an integral flange portion extending out-
wardly from said guide portion in a plane perpendicular to the
longitudinal axis of said cylindrical portion, said flange extend-
ing outwardly of said stripper.

4,423,776

DRILLING HEAD ASSEMBLY
E. DeWayne Wagoner, 4302 St Thomas, Oklahoma Oty, Okla.

73120, and Earl D. Owen, 13854 E. Linrale, Anrora, Colo.
80014

FUed Jun. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 277,137
Int a? E21B 33/03

U.S. a. 166-84 32 Claims

1. An improved drilling head assembly for a wellbore, com-
prising:

a stationary housing having an upper end and a lower end,

an axial bore extending through the housing from the

upper end to the lower end and configured to receive the

extension therethrough of a rotatable driving member, the

housing having an inner sealing surface;

stripper means disposable within the axial bore for forming a

fluid passage seal between the driving member extended
through the axial bore and the inner sealing surface of the
housing; and

stripper support means removably supported at the upper
end of the housing for supporting the stripper means so

that the stripper means is rotatable with the driving mem-
ber while sealingly engaging the inner sealing surface of
the housing, the stripper support means comprises a head
assembly characterized as comprising:

^
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an inner skirt member configured to be disposed about the
exterior of the housing;

clamping means for removably securing the inner skirt

member to the housing;

an outer bearing housing assembly extending about the
inner skirt member;

bearing means for attaching the bearing housing to the

inner skirt member so that the outer bearing housing
rotates about the inner skirt member; and

stripper clamp means for securing the stripper means to the

outer bearing housing so that the stripper means and the
outer bearing housing are rotatably responsive to the

driving member when extended through the axial bore.

4,423,777

FLUID PRESSURE ACTUATED WELL TOOL
Albert A. Mullins, Humble, Tex., and aifrord H. Bcall, Broken

Arrow, Okla., assignors to Baker International Corporation,

Orange, Calif.

FUed Oct 2, 1981, Ser. No. 307,812

Int a.' E21B 3/02

VS. a. 166-120 26 Qaims

*
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1. A tool for use in subterranean wells having casing com-
prising: an inner elongated sleeve connectable to a control

element; an intermediate sleeve surrounding said inner sleeve

and slidable thereon; an annular slip mechanism surrounding

said intermediate sleeve, abutment means on said intermediate

sleeve abutting one axial end of said slip mechanism, said slip

mechanism being radially expandable by relative axial move-

ment of the other aXial end thereof with respect to said inter-

mediate sleeve; an outer sleeve surrounding a medial portion of

said intermediate sleeve and defining an annular chamber

therebetween; port means in said inner sleeve and said interme-

diate sleeve for supplying pressured fluid to said annular cham-

ber; one axial end of said outer sleeve being connected to the

other end of said slip mechanism, a first annular piston in said

annular chamber abutting said other axial end of said slip

mechanism for expanding same upon the application of fluid

pressure to said annular chamber; a second annular piston in

said annular chamber, means for detachable securement of said

intermediate sleeve to said second annular piston, thereby

applying an axial compressive force to said one end of said slip

mechanism; means on the outer wall of said second piston for

ratcheting engagement with the inner wall of said outer sleeve,

thereby locking said intermediate sleeve and said slip mecha-
nism in a radially expanded, set position engaging the casmg
wall; and shearable means for secunng said inner sleeve in

assembly with said second annular piston during run-in of the

tool.

21. In a fluid pressure set packer for use in a subterranean

well having cjising, said packer having an inner sleeve connec-
tible to a control element, a radially expandable slip mecha-
nism surrounding said inner sleeve and actuated by an annular

piston responsive to fluid pressure in said inner sleeve to move
to a set position, plug means for blocking fluid flow through
said inner sleeve to permit a substantial increase in fluid

pressure in the tubing string and said inner sleeve, the im-

provement comprising an axial extension on the annular piston

cooperating with said inner sleeve to define an annular fluid

reservoir having a port communicating with the casing annu-

lus, thereby filling said reservoir with annulus fluid, said

reservoir being constructed and arranged to decrease in vol-

ume when fluid pressure is released from said tubing string

and inner sleeve, permitting axial resilient relaxation of the

control element and inner sleeve, the fluid passage area of said

discharge port being selected to throttle the discharge of

fluid from said reservoir and thereby damp the relaxation

movement of said inner sleeve

4,423,778

CONCENTRIC TUBING SEPARATION JOINT
Burton Goldsmith, Lawndale, Calif., assignor to Baker Interna-

tional Corporation, Orange, Calif.

nied Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 305,827

Int a.' E21B 29/00
U.S. CI. 166—134 30 Claims

1. A separation joint incorporable in a tubular string in a

subterranean well comprising: first and second coupling mem-
bers attachable to said tubular string; a first tubular member in

prestress tension attached at opposite ends there of to said first

and second coupling members; and a second tubular member
extending concentrically to said first tubular member secured

to one of said coupling members and engaging the other of said

coupling members to carry only compressive loads exerted

through said first and second coupling members, said second

tubular member beuig tension in said first tubular tubular mem-
ber separates said tubular string at said separation joint.
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4,423,779

OIL RECOVERY SYSTEM AND PROCESS
AmoM M. Uftasrtoii, 50 Divisioa Ave^ MilUagton, NJ. 07946

Filed Not. 4, 1981, Scr. No. 318,177

lit aj E21B 43/24. 43/40
VJS. CL 166—250 15 Claims

further elevated pressure above the intermediate pressure;
and

1. A process for recovering oil from an oil bearing forma-
tion, comprising the steps of:

(a) injecting flne droplets of oil soluble chemicals as an
aerosol fog of at least 500* F. of said chemicals into said

oil-bearing formation through a downwell pipe, said drop-

lets penetrating said formation dissolving said oil con-

tained therein increasing said formation's permeability;

and

(b) extracting said oil-soluble chemicals and any admixed or

dissolved oil from said formation.

9. An apparatus for recovering oil from an oil bearing forma-
tion, comprising:

a thermal fog machine for producing an aerosol fog of drop-
lets of an oil-soluble chemical of at least 500* F. for pene-
trating and dissolving said oil in said oil bearing formation;

means for injecting said fog into said formation; and
means for recovering said chemicals and any admixed or

dissolved oil from said formation.

4,423,780

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FRACTURING
HYDROCARBON-BEARING WELL FORMATIONS

Ronald J. Vigneri, 9 Leone Terr., Kinnelon, NJ. 07405, and
Christopher J. Nickos, 839 Lanrel Blvd., Lanolca Harbor,
NJ. 08734

FUed May 19, 1981, Ser. No. 265,336

Int. aj E21B 43/26
|

U.S. a. 166—308 23 Claims
1. The method for increasing the yield of hydrocarbons from

an underground hydrocarbon bearing well formation by frac-

turing the formation, the formation being penetrated by a

borehole having an opening at ground level, the method com-
prising of steps of:

a. placing and connecting a gas generator in position outside
the well for supplying heated gas under pressure to the
opening of the borehole;

b. essentially sealing the connection between the gas genera-
tor and the borehole opening so as to enable the esublish-
ment of elevated pressures within the well;

c. operating the gas generator to inject gas into the well at a
relatively high temperature, said high temperature being
less than the thermal ignition temperature of the hydro-
carbons in the formation;

d. increasing the pressure within the well to an elevated

relatively high pressure by;

(1) discontinuing operation of the gas generator upon reach-

ing an intermediate pressure;

(2) subsequently raising the pressure within the well to a

e. maintaining an elevated pressure in the well at least until

the formation is fractured.

4,423,781

METHOD OF USING A SPACER SYSTEM IN BRINE
COMPLETION OF WELLBORES

David C. Thomas, Tulsa, Okla., assignor to Standard Oil Com-
pany, Chicago, 111.

Continuation of Ser. No. 136,228, Apr. 1, 1980, abandoned. This
appUcation May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 373,821

Int. a.3 E21B 21/00. 37/00
U.S. a. 166—312 13 Claims

1. A method for completing a wellbore lined with casing and
having cement in the annulus between the outer wall of the
casing and the wall of the wellbore wherein a completion fluid

is pumped into the casing to displace a fluid out of said casing,

which comprises pumping a spacer system into said casing, to

displace said fluid before pumping said completion fluid into

said casing, said spacer system comprises a spacer fluid com-
patible with said fluid in said wellbore and having a viscosity

such that said spacer fluid exists in laminar or plug flow during
said pumping.

4,423,782

ANNULUS SAFETY APPARATUS
Michael L. Bowyer, Aberdeen, Scotland, assignor to Baker

International Corporation, Orange, Calif.

FUed Oct. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 307,820

Int. a.3 E21B 34/08. 34/10
U.S. a. 166—321 25 Claims

1. A valve assembly for use in controlling the flow in an
axial Iy extending fluid transmission conduit in a subterranean

well to permit relatively greater flow downward in said con-
duit than upward in said conduit, said valve assembly compris-
ing:

first shuttle valve means for opening said conduit in response

to pressure from fluid in said conduit thereabove;

a bypass port in said first valve means having a flow area less

than the flow area of said first valve means when opened
in response to fluid pressure thereabove, said port permit-

ting metered flow through said first valve means when
said first valve means is closed; and

second surface controlled valve means in said conduit below
said first valve means for opening said conduit in response
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to a control signal other than the pressure of fluid in said

conduit, said second valve means being manipulaUble

(a) extending two sets of dogs on a bridge plug for engaging
the sides of the well by releasing an expandable means,

(b) generating a high pressure fluid in the bridge plug, and

(c) opening an elastic means with the high pressure fluid for

releasing the expandable means for simultaneously extend-

ing both sets of dogs for engaging the well walls at the

desired depth in the well.

4,423,784

VEHICLE HRE EXTINGUISHER
Ralph A. Bolen, London, Ohio, assignor to John Sawyer, Cincin-

nati, Ohio

Filed May 6, 1981, Ser. No. 261,262

Int. a.' A62C 35/12
VJS. a. 169—62 9 ciaiBs

between the open and closed positions with said first valve
means remaining in the open or closed positions.

4^423 783
METHOD FOR PLUGGING A WELL AND BRIDGE PLUG
James W. Haag, Marrero, La., assignor to Texaco Inc., White

Plains, N.Y.

FUed Apr. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 371,170

Int CL' E21B 33/134
VJS. CI. 166—382 6 Claims

1. A method for plugging a well comprising.

1. In combination with a vehicle, a fire extinguisher opera-
tive in response to vehicle impact, comprising:

(a) a longitudinal housing secured to the vehicle, said hous-
ing having first and second end components, said first end
component having a first fluid passage extending there-

through and being adapted to selectively communicate
with a source of pressurized fire retardant;

(b) an ineriial member disposed within said housing, said

ineriial member being reciprocally movable within a pre-

determined range from one of said first and second end
components to the other in response to a time rate of
change of velocity of the housing, said inertial member
having a second fluid passage extending therethrough in

selected fluid communication with said fint fluid passage;

(c) an actuator secured to the ineriial member, said actuator

being extendable to said first fluid passage as the inertial

member is moved toward the first end component;
(d) a valve disposed in the first fluid passage for controlling

fluid flow from said source of pressurized fire retardant,

said valve being movable to an open position by the actua-

tor 88 the inertial member is moved toward the first end
component;

(e) a nipple extending from the first end component, said

nipple pariially defining said first fluid passage and being
sealingly and slidingly received by the second fluid pas-
sage when said inertial member moves to the fint end
component and

(0 a rigid conduit secured to the ineriial member in fluid

communication with the second passage, said rigid con-
duit being reciprocally movable through the second end
component as the ineriial member moves through the
predetermined range.
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M23,7S5
LOADCONTROL DEVICE FOR A WORKING TOOL OF A

CONSTRUCTION VEHICLE
KdiUro Karihan, f^lgMiH; Tetsaya Nakayaau, FiuJnwa,

aad MaHkaa Moritold, Hiratsaka, all of Japaa, aarigaors to

KakHkiU Kaiiha Koantn Sdaalnnho, Tokyo, Japaa

Filed Jaa. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 222,964

Claiav priority, appUcatioa Japaa, Mar. 18, 1980, 55-34312;

Mar. 25, 1980, 55-38085

lat CL^ AOIB 63/112

U.S. a. 172—3 8 Claims
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1. A load control device for a working tool which is

mounted on a construction vehicle to excavate and carry earth,

which comprises:

an acceleration detector for detecting acceleration of said

vehicle;

a memory unit storing a characteristic curve representative

of the relation of said acceleration to a desired vehicle

speed at which a maximum work efTiciency is provided,

wherein said memory unit receives the output of the ac-

celeration detector, and provides an output in response

thereto representative of the desired vehicle speed;

a speed detector for detecting a vehicle speed; and
a control circuit for controlling a load applied to said work-

ing tool according to the difference between said desired

vehicle speed which is read out of said memory unit and
the actual vehicle speed as provided at the output of said

speed detector.

4,423,786

SOIL CULTIVATING MACHINES
Coraelis ver der Leiy, 7 BriiacliciiraiB, Zog, Switzerlaod

Coatiaaatioa of Scr. No. 954,783, Oct 26, 1978, abandoned.

This applicatioa Nor. 18, 1980, Ser. No. 207,878

ClaioM priority, applicatioa Netfaerlaodi, Not. 1, 1977,

7711983

lat Cl^ AOIB 33/06

UJS. CL 172—49J 10 Claims

1. A soil cultivating machine comprising a frame having an

elongated transverse hollow-box-shaped portion including a

U-shaped lower portion and an upper cover portion and a

plurality of cultivating members supported on said box-shaped

portion, said members being rotatable about upwardly extend-

ing axes defined by the longitudinal center lines of upwardly
extending shaf^ driving means comprising gear wheels on
each of said shafts that are in mesh with each other, each said

monber comprising a unit including the said upwardly extend-

ing shaft that is joumalled in spaced apart bearings, the said

gear wheel on said shaft being disposed between said bearings

and respective housings for said bearings, said respective hous-

ings being releasably fastened to said box-shaped portion and
so arranged and constructed to close openings in the said cover
portion and the bottom side of said lower U-shaped portion,

said housing formed at least part of the corresponding cover
portion and the said bottom side of the said lower U-shaped
portion, said unit being insertable and/or removable as a unit

from the bottom side of said U-shaped lower portion, said

bearing housings of said unit being detachably secured by
fastening means to said bottom side of said U-shaped portion

and said cover portion respectively, said fastening means pro-

viding for releasing said bearing housings from outside of said

box-shaped portion.

4,423,787

HARROW
Richard W. Steinberg, 1720 CoUette Dr., North Mankato, Mion.

56001

FUed Aag. 10, 1981, Scr. No. 291,483

lat CV AOIB 33/02. 23/02
U.S. a. 172—142 21 Claims

1. A harrow for use with an earthworking tool to work the

soil adjacent the earthworking tool comprising: a clamp assem-
bly mounuble on the earthworking tool, said clamp assembly
having a first member, a second member, and means adapted to

clamp the first and second members on the earthworking tool,

said first and second members having notches adjacent oppo-
site ends and outwardly directed ears; a harrow means
mounted on the clamp assembly for working the soil adjacent

the earthworking tool, said harrow means having first and
second coil spring means mounted on the first and second
members of the clamp assembly and tine means connected to

each of the first and second coil spring means for working the

soil adjacent the earthworking tool, said first coil spring means
being located in said notches adjacent one of the ears of the
first and second members and surrounding first adjacent ends
of the first and second members, said second coil spring means
being located in said notches adjacent the other of the ears of
the first and second members and surrounding second adjacent

ends of the first and second members, and bar means connect-

ing the first and second coil spring means adapted to engage

the earthworking tool to limit rotation of the first and second

coil spring means on said clamp assembly.

4,423,788

AGRICULTURAL FURROW FORMING APPARATUS
DEPTH CONTROL

Edward L. RobinioB, Jr., Naperrille, and Lawerence D. Wetter-

field, Romeoville, both of 111., aarignon to International Har-

Tester Co., Chicago, lU.

FUed May 20, 1981, Ser. No. 265,513

Int a.} AOIB 63/16; B60S 9/00

MS. a. 172—427 6 Claims

1. A furrow forming apparatus for a planter unit comprising:

a planting unit frame adapted to be attached to a tool bar;

a furrow opening assembly including a pair of opposed,

furrow forming discs rotatably mounted on said planting

unit frame with the discs in substantial contact at the

approximate point of entry into the soil and diverging

rearwardly upwardly relative to the direction of travel,

said furrow opening assembly having a lowermost point

defining the bottom of an opened furrow;
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a first gauge wheel support arm pivotally mounted on said

planting unit frame, said support arm having a first gauge
wheel routably mounted at one end thereof and disposed
adjacent to said discs;

a second gauge wheel support arm pivotally mounted on
said planting unit frame, said support arm having a second
gauge wheel routably mounted at one end thereof and
disposed adjacent said discs on the opposite side thereof

from said first gauge wheel;

gauge wheel adjustment means mounted on said planter unit

frame and operatively associated with said first and sec-

ond gauge wheel support arms to control the height of
said planting unit from the ground, said gauge wheel
adjustment means including an equalizer bar mounted on
a fixed pivot the ends of said equalizer bar operatively

interconnecting said first support arm and said second
support arm,

said gauge wheel adjustment means having a first planting

mode of operation in which movements of one gauge

wheel within a predetermined normal range of planter

operation, including operation on a level surface, are

dependent on equal opposite movements of the other

gauge wheel, and said furrow opening assembly pene-

trates the ground,

and a second adjustment mode in which the distance from

said lowermost point of said furrow opening assembly to

the planting unit frame is equal to the distance from the

lowermost point of said gauge wheels to the planting unit

frame; and

means for selectively holding the lowermost points of each

of said gauge wheels in horizontal alignment with each

other uid with said lowermost point of said furrow open-

ing assembly upon said gauge wheel adjustment means

being in said adjustment mode.

4,423,789

OFFSET DISC HARROW
Charlea W. Andenon, and WUliam L. Carlson, both of

Kewance, Henry County, III., aaaignors to Chromalloy Ameri-

can Corporation, St. Lonis, Mo.
Filed Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,558

Int a.} AOIB 7/00

U.S. a. 172—585 9 Claims
1. An agricultural implement for tilling soil comprising a

support frame assembly having means associated therewith for

coupling to a conventional towing vehicle, a first disc gang
assembly pivotally mounted to the forward portion of said

support frame assembly, a second disc gang assembly pivotally

mounted to the rear portion of said support frame assembly,

said first and second disc gang assemblies being positioned on
laterally opposite sides of said support frame assembly and
each including a plurality of spaced discing tools, a third disc

gang assembly pivotally mounted to said support frame assem-
bly in spaced apart relationship between said first and second
disc gang assemblies, said third disc gang assembly including a

plurality of spaced discing tools positioned such that the

lateral working width of said third disc gang assembly is

approximately equal to the combined lateral working width of

said first and second disc gang assemblies, each of said disc

gang assemblies being pivotally movable between a first posi-

tion and a second position angularly related thereto, and
means for simultaneously pivotally adjusting the angular posi-

tion of all of said disc gang assemblies to vary the working
angle of the discing tools relative to the soil including an
actuating arm lever pivotally attached to one of said disc gang

10,
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assemblies and a plurality of pivotal arm members operatively

interconnecting said first, second, and third disc gang assem-

blies, operation of said simuluneous adjustment means effect-

ing simultaneous movement of said disc gang assemblies such

that said first and second disc gang assemblies move substan-

tially in parallel with each other and said third disc gang
assembly moves in an aiigled relationship thereto.

4,423,790

CULTIVATOR SHARE WITH INTERENGAGING
CUTTING BLADE AND MOUNTING PORTIONS

Murray W. Growdea, Gladatone, Australia, assignor to Philip A.

Growden; Ina S. J. Growden; Sandra J. Lang and Robert B.

Land, all of Gladstone, Australia, part laterett to each

Filed Dec. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 329,667

Qaims priority, applicatioa Australia, Apr. 23, 1981, PE8559
Int Q\} AOIB n/06

U.S. a. 172—750 3 Qaims

1. A cultivator share of the triangular type comprising a

cutting blade poriion (12) and a mounting portion (11). and

interengaging surfaces on said portions retaining said portions

together as an assembly with the upper surfaces of the cutting

blade ponion (12) and mounting poriion (11) merging with

each other; said interengaging surfaces comprising tongues (13,

14) projecting from the mounting poriion (11) and lying copla-

nar with the pari of the mounting poriion adjacent thereto;

lands (21, 22 and 23) on the mounting poriion (11) deformed

with respect thereto so as to be contiguous with the rear sur-

face of the cutting blade poriion (12), and additional lands (26,

27) on the cutting blade poriion (12) deformed with respect

thereto so as to receive and be contiguous with the rear surface

of the tongues (13, 14) of the mounting poriion (11); said inter-

engaging surfaces furiher comprising edge surfaces (16) of the

tongues (13, 14) projecting from the mounting poriion (11)

abutting edge surfaces of respective complementary recesses

(18, 19) respectively formed by the deformed lands (26, 27) ii.

the cutting blade portion (12), each of said tongue edge sur-

faces (16) comprising a projecting portion (17) complementar)
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to one of said recesses (18, 19, respectively), each of said pro-

jecting portions and its complementary recess being of such

shape that, upon assembly of the cutting blade and mounting
portions, the cutting blade portion elastically deforms and then

at least partly returns to its original shape to engage said pro-

jecting portions thereby inhibiting release of the cutting blade

from the mounting portion.

4,423,791

METHOD OF INHIBITING DIFFERENTIAL WALL
STICKING IN THE ROTARY DRILLING OF

HYDROCARBON WELLS
Edward L. Moms, Jr^ 1775 Saint James PI., Suite 300, Houston,

Tex. 77056

FUcd Jan. 21, 1982, Scr. No. 341,279

Int a.J E21B 21/00
U.S. a. 175—65 5 Claims

1. A method of inhibiting differential wall sticking of a down
hole apparatus in the rotary drilling of an open well bore

having a drilling fluid therein, comprising:

measuring the weight of the drilling fluid in pounds per

gallon and measuring the yield point of the drilling fluid in

pound per 100 square feet and if necessary increasing the

yield point so that its measured numerical value is not

more than four integers less than the numerical value of
the weight;

mixing 10 to SO ppb of the glass beads into the separate

drilling fluid, the glass beads being solid and substantially

spherical, having a speciflc gravity between 2.4 and 2.65,

a diameter between 9.84 and 187 mils, and a hardness of
S.S Mohs; and

pumping a slug of the glass beads/drilling fluid mixture into

the open well bore.

4,423,792

ELECTRONIC SCALE APPARATUS AND METHOD OF
CONTROLLING WEIGHT

Donald F. Cowan, 510 Erskine Dr., Pacific Palisades, Calif.

90212

FUed Jun. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 274,557

Int a.J GOIG 19/44, 23/00
U.S. a. 177—25

I

30 Claims
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at the selected intervals into said memory means and
against which a comparison is to be made,

(d) electronic circuit means operatively connected to the
signal generating means for receiving the generated elec-

trical signal of a currently measured weight, said circuit

means also being operatively connected to said memory
means and capable of calculating a weight change based
on a comparison of the base weight previously introduced
into said memory means or on a comparison of the mea-
sured weight at one or more of the previous selected
intervals with the currently measured weight represented
by said electrical signal,

(e) display means operatively connected to said electrical

circuit means for numerically displaying the calculated
weight change at each measured weight,

(0 light means including a plurality of individual light ele-

ments operatively connected to said electrical circuit

means and being energized in a selected arrangement
based on a weight differential between a currently mea-
sured weight and a previously measured weight or base
weight, certain of said light elements generating light

having a color different from other of the light elements so
that different colored light patterns can be generated, the
arrangements of and color patterns created by energiza-
tion of the various light elements being a function of the
amount of weight differential thus measured and being
different for certain different weight differentials, said
arrangement of energization of said various light elements
also being controlled in a selected pattern and color ar-

rangement to provide a desired amount of encouragement
to the user of the apparatus as a function of the weight
differential, and

(g) sound generation means operatively connected to said

electrical circuit means and being operable to provide a
plurality of selected sounds and in a plurality of selected

intensities based on a weight differential between a cur-
rently measured weight and a previously measured
weight, the particular sounds generated and the intensities

of such sounds being a function of the amount of weight
differential thus measured and being different for certain

different weight differentials, the particular sounds and
intensities thereof being generated also being selected to

provide a desired amount of encouragement to the user of
the apparatus as a function of the weight differential, the

generation of sounds and energization of lights being
coordinated to create a "pin-ball" type effect representing

a certain level of achievement by the user of the apparatus

creating an effect of increasing the stimuli to control

weight so that the user of the apparatus becomes interac-

tive with the apparatus.

1. An electronic scale apparatus for providing weight con-
trol information and interacting with an individual using same
on a periodic basis by providing weight control encourage-
ment, said apparatus comprising:

(a) means for measuring weight at sequential selected inter-

vals in time,

(b) signal generating means operatively connected to the

means for measuring, for generating an electrical signal in

response to the measured weight at each selected interval,

(c) memory means for introducing and storing weight infor-

mation including a base weight and the measured weights

4,423,793

LOAD CELL OF INTEGRAL UNITARY CONSTRUCnON
CONTAINING A SOLID DISC-SHAPED MEASURING

SECnON
Richard F. Caris, Scottsdale, Ariz., assignor to Interface, Inc.,

Scottsdale, Ariz.

FUed Oct. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 314,310

Int a.J GOIG 3/14; GOIL 1/22
U.S. a. 177—211 9 Claims

1. A load cell formed as an integral unitary structure for

measuring axially applied loads which comprises
(a) a body of resilient material having first and second ends

and containing an axis extending therebetween in the

direction of the applied load;

(b) a first pair of spaced diametrical openings located within

said body and residing within a first plane, perpendicular

to said axis said openings being orthogonal one to the

other;

(c) a first pair of opposing slots interconnecting adjacent

openings of said first pair and extending inwardly to said

axis;

(d) a second pair of diametrical openings located within said
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body and residing within a second plane, perpendicular to

said axis said openings being orthogonal one to the other,

said second plane being axially spaced from said first

plane;

TO
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(e) a second pair of opposing slots interconnecting adjacent

openings of said second pair and extending inwardly to

said axis, said second pair of slots being routed about said

axis from said first pair of slots, and

(0 means for sensing strain induced in the peripheral surface

of said load cell.

4,423,794

FLYWHEEL ASSISTED ELECTRO-MECHANICAL
DRIVE SYSTEM

William H. Beck, Rancho Palos Verdes, Calif., assignor to The
Garrett Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Mar. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 243,134

lint a.3 B60K 1/04
U.S. a. 180—165 \ 20 Claims

no

b2.^

y

1. An electro-mechanical drive system for vehicles compris-

mg:

a planetary differential gear transmission having three sepa-

rate shafts coupled respectively to a sun gear, planet gears

and a ring gear;

a propulsion drive shaft coupled to a first one of said shafts;

a flywheel coupled to a second one of said shafts;

a motor-generator coupled to a third one of said shafts and

having the capability of operating as a motor to drive the

third shaft and as a generator to develop an output current

when driven by the third shaft, the motor-generator and

the flywheel being the only sources of propulsion in said

drive system;

electrical storage means for supplying electrical energy to

the motor-generator when operated as a motor and for

receiving electrical energy from the motor-generator

when operated as a generator; and

electrical control means for selectively controlling the mo-
tor-generator to cause the flywheel to deliver driving

power to the drive shaft.

4,423,795

WHEELED VEHICLE WFTH CAMBERING FRONT
MODULE

Frank J. Winchell, Orchard Lake; Jerry K. WillianM, StcrUng

Heights, and C. Clark Irwin, Dryden, all of Mich., aaiigK>n
to General Motors Corporation, Detroit Mich.

FUcd Feb. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 350,330

Int a.) B62D 61/08
U.S. a. 180—215 9 Claims

1. A narrow-track cambering vehicle comprising a rear

module having a pair of laterally spaced surface engaging
wheels and a forwardly longitudinally extending roll torque

resisting tongue and a front module receiving said tongue and
carrying a vehicle operator, a front wheel operatively disposed

in said front module forward of the front end of the tongue,

said vehicle further including bearing means substantially at

the junction of the tongue and rear module interconnecting the

tongue and front module so that said vehicle operator can
camber said front operator carrying module on an inclined

camber axis relative to said rear module between predeter-

mined limits in clockwise and counterclockwise directions

about said camber axis, manual steering means for steering said

front wheel, operator actuated cambering mechanism secured

to the forward end of said tongue and forward of the vehicle

operator for operatively interconnecting said tongue and said

front module, said cambering mechanism being manually ma-
nipulated by said vehicle operator so that said operator can

directly manually camber said front module in relation to the

rear module a controllable amount by exerting a selected

torque on said front module through said cambering mecha-
nism, and seat means disposed in said front module for support-

ing said vehicle operator at a lower center of gravity position

therein and directly in front of the rear module.

4,423,796

LADDER CLIMBER'S SAFETY DEVICE
Andrew C. Sulowski, 6 Sweet Pea Path, Weston, Ontario, Can-
ada M9P 3S3, and Henry E. Skelton, 50 Alexander St., Apt.

#1808, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 1B6
Filed Not. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 444,047

Int a.3 A62B 1/16

U.S. a. 182—8 6 Claims

1. A ladder climber's safety device adapted for attachment to

a safety belt or harness worn by a climber, comprising:

a pair of handle members,

each handle member comprising a manually operable rung

engaging portion and a latching member cooperating with

said rung engaging portion for preventing disengagement

thereof from a rung which is engaged, the latching mem-
ber having an actuating portion engageable with the rung

for holding the latching member in a latching position,

a connector assembly for attachment to the climber's safety

belt or harness, and

flexible support means interconnecting the connector assem-

bly with each of said handle members,

the flexible support means comprising a push-pull cable
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having a core element interconnecting said latching mem- 4,423,796

bers for efTecting latching and unlatching of each latching LIFT-PAD ASSEMBLY FOR VEHICLE LIFT
John A. Jones, 6312 Fairfield Dr^ Flourtown, Fa. 19031 '

FUed Jul. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 283,190
Int a.3 B60S 13/00

U.S. a. 187—8.75 5 Claim

df f me

member alternately in response to unlatching and latching

of the other.

4,423,797

LADDER LEVELING DEVICE
Uoyd E. Batten, Plantation Acres, Inc., Lot #3, Hephzibah, Ga.
30815

FUed Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,767

Int. a.J E06C 7/44

U.S. a. 182—204 llOainis

1. A device for leveling a ladder comprising:

a. a leveler guide with a hollow section secured to the lower
portion of said ladder;

b. a leveler leg sized and shaped to fit within said hollow
section of said leveler guide;

c. a plurality of guide openings spaced apart a pre-deter-

mihed distance comprising four guide openings which are

consecutively spaced apart one-half inch, three-quarters

inch, and one-half inch extending horizontally through
said hollow portion of said leveler guide;

d. a plurality of leg openings spaced apart a pre-determined

distance of one inch extending horizontally through said

leveler leg; and

e. securing means sized and shaped to fit through one of a
plurality ofguide openings and through one of said plural-

ity of leg openings when said leveler leg is placed within

said hollow section of said leveler guide, and operative to

secure said leveler leg rigidly to said leveler guide and,

thereby, to said ladder,

whereas said ladder can be raised or lowered specific dis-

tances as snail as one-quarter inch in finite adjustments.

^44

1. A lift-pad assembly for contacting and supporting a part of
a vehicle on an arm of a vehicle lift, comprising:

a horizontal platform adated to engage and support said

vehicle;

means mounting said platform on said arm in vertically

adjustable relation to said arm while holding said platform
horizontal in each of its adjusted positions; '

said mounting means comprising a flat horizontal base mem-
ber below said platform, a first and a second pivotable

support linkage and a first set of four pivot means having
mutually parallel pivot axes, two of said four pivot means
pivotably securing a lower portion of said first and second
support linkages to one portion of said base member, and
two others of said four pivot means pivotally securing an
upper portion of said first and second support linkages to

one portion of said platform, said four pivot means being
located so that a first line extending between and normal
to the two pivot axes of one of said support linkages is

parallel and equal in length to a second line extending
between and normal to the two pivot axes of the other of
said support linkages, whereby pivoting motion of said

support linkages permits said platform to move sideways
and vertically simultaneously, while holding said platform

horizontal; and

means for holding said platform in at least three different

vertical positions;

wherein said holding means comprises bar means on the

underside of said platform, bar-receiving means in the top
of said base member for receiving said bar means when
said platform is positioned to rest against said base mem-
ber in its lowermost position, and means movable at will

for covering said bar-receiving means to prevent entry of
said bar means into said bar-receiving means to support

said platform in a second position higher than said lower-

most position.

4,423,799

VEHICLE DOOR LOCK FOR UMTTING DOOR
OPENING TO SPEOFIED VEHICLE POSITIONS

Walter Glaser, Montrale, and Herbert P. Glaier, Demarcst,

both of NJ., assignors to GA.L. MannfKtnring Corporation,

Bronx, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 201,307, Oct 7, 1980, Pat No.

4,364,454. This appUcation Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 334,533

Int a.3 B66B n/00
U.S. a. 187—57 6 Claims

1. In a passenger transportation system in which a passenger

carrying vehicle moves along a selected path and stops at

predetermined points to permit passengers to exit from said

vehicle, said vehicle having a door thereon which travels

therewith and which opens to permit the exiting of passengers
from the vehicle, the combination therewith of:

latching means carried by said vehicle and acting between
the door and another portion of the vehicle for permitting

opening of said door by a predetermined amount less than

the amount required for a passenger to exit from the vehi-

cle and for preventing opening of said door by more than
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said predetermined amount, said latching means compris-
ing stop means on said another portion of said vehicle and
locking means on said door movable therewith and enga-
gable with and disengagable from said stop means;

control means which is responsive to the position of said

vehicle, which is connected to said latching means and
which disables said latching means when said vehicle is

within a predetermined distance from a said point and
thereby permits said vehicle door to open more than said

predetermined amount when said vehicle is within a pre-

determined distance from a said point, said distance being

small relative to the distances between said points, said

control means comprising operating means mounted on
said door and movable toward and away from said door,

said operating means being connected to said locking

means for preventing said locking means from engaging
said stop means when said operating means is in a first

position near said door and for permitting said locking

means to engage said stop means when said operating

means is in a second position farther from said door; and
further means at each of said points for preventing said

operating means from moving into its said second position

when said vehicle is at a point.

4,423,800

SHOCK ABSORBER WITH IMPROVED COMPRESSION
VALVE MECHANISM

Michael H. Kobiske, St Charles, Dl^ and Jerome S. Pepi, North
Attleboro, Mass., assignors to Maremoiit Corporation, Carol

Stream, 111.

FUed Mar. 3, 1980, Ser. No. 126,282

Int a.3 F16F 9/52

U.S. CL 188—277 9 Claims

1. In a hydraulic shock absorber adapted to be connected

between the sprung and unsprung masses of a vehicle including

a tubular member defining a cylindrical chamber, a piston

slidably mounted within said cylindrical chamber, a piston rod

extending from one side of said piston outwardly from one end

of said tubular member, closure means on said one end of said

tubular member closing the one end of said tubular member
and slidably sealingly engaging said piston rod, end closure

means on the opposite end of said tubular member, connecting

means for connecting said shock absorber operatively between
said masses, hydraulic fluid filling rebound and compression

spaces within said cylindrical chamber on the piston rod side of

said piston and on the opposite side thereof respectively, said

piston having first passage means therethough, rebound valve

means disposed in cooperating relation with said first passage

means to control flow of fluid from said rebound space to said

compression space, second passage means disposed between

the outer periphery of said pistQn and the interior periphery of

said cylindrical chamber, a compression valve mechanism

carried by said piston for controlling flow of fluid through said

second passage means from said compression space to said

rebound space peripherally across said piston, and means to

accommodate the flow of hydraulic fluid resulting from piston

rod displacement, the improvement which comprises said

compression valve mechanism including:

an upwardly facing annular valve seat on said piston,

an annular valve seat engaging member disposed in cooper-

ating relation with said second passage means and having

an exterior periphery spaced closely apart from the inte-

rior periphery of said cylindrical chamber providing a

relatively small annular gap therebetween and a down-
wardly facing surface adapted to engage the upwardly
facing annular valve seat,

an annular seal mounted above said annular engaging mem-
ber in motion transmitting relation therewith, said seal

being made of relatively rigid material and comprising

five components:

(1) said seal being split radially to provide a bleed gap and
for expanding to vary the fluid flow size of the bleed

gap.

(2) said seal having an upwardly and inwardly facing

generally frustoconical flat spring force transmitting

surface,

!-

^4

l-\3

ii
At.

(3) said seal having an outer peripheral sealing surface,

and

(4) said seal having a lower seating surface;

(3) said seal having a depending interior flange extending

within the interior of said annular engaging member;

a spring disposed above said seal having its upper end fixed

with respect to said piston and having its lower end dis-

posed in direct force transmitting relation with the force

transmitting frustoconical surface of said seal, said spring

biasing said seal for performing three simultaneous func-

tions:

(1) downwardly urging said lower seating surface of said

seal against said annular engaging member urging the

same into engagement with said annular valve seat,

(2) radially outwardly urging said peripheral sealing sur-

face of said seal into sealing engagement with the inte-

rior periphery of said cylindrical chamber, and

(3) expanding said seal to provide said bleed gap at the

radial split providing a bleed path communicating with

said second passage means via the annular gap of said

annular engaging member, for channeling the flow of

hydraulic fluid between said compression and rebound

space.
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M23^i
SHOCK ABSORBER

leaU Mhira, Yokohana, Japan, aMignor to Tokico Ltd^ Kawa-
nU, Japan

Filed Apr. 1, 1981, Scr. No. 249,749

Claims priority, appUcatfon Japan, Apr. 9, 1980, 55-47763[U]
Int a.3 F16F 9/19

VJS. CL 188—322.14 6 Claims

1. A hydraulic shock absorber, comprising:

a cylinder;

a piston slidably fitted within the cylinder to divide the

cylinder into two hydraulic fluid chambers;

a piston rod secured at one end to the piston and extending

from said one end, passing through one of the two fluid

chambers, and projecting out of the cylinder while being
slidably supported in a rod guide at one end of the cylin-

der;

a damping force generating means mounted on 'he piston for

generating damping forces by throttling a flow of hydrau-
lic fluid from said one fluid chamber to the other of said

two fluid chambers and also by throttling a flow of hy-

draulic fluid from said other fluid chamber to said one
fluid chamber;

a fluid reservoir communicated with said other fluid cham-
ber through a channel and filled with hydraulic fluid and
pressurized gas; and

a valve mechanism provided in the communicating channel,

the valve mechanism comprising a check valve allowing

the hydraulic fluid to flow from the fluid reservoir to said

other fluid chamber, tfic check valve having a valve body,
a valve seat member and a plate-like member disposed at

a position between the valve body and a valve seat of the

valve seat member, and a plurality of orifices composed of
a plurality of cut-out portions provided at a plurality of
positions of the plate-like member for throttling the flow
of the hydraulic fluid from said other fluid chamber to the

fluid reservoir, the sizes of said orifices being kept con-

stant during the contraction stroke of the shock absorber.

4,423,802

SHOCK ABSORBERS
Werner Botzem, Alzmao; Ortwin Knappe, Hanaa, and Peter

Sroatlik, Maintal, all of Fed. Rep. of Gonany, aarignon to
Transnnklear GmbH, Hanan, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jul. 27, 1981, Scr. No. 287,472
Claims priority, applicatioB Fed. Rqi. of Germany, JnL 26,

1980, 3028424

Int a.3 BMT 11/04
VJS. a. 188—377 14 Claims

J51j^1^2S.60

1. Cap-shaped shock absorber means for attachment over the
cylindrical end portion of a container for transporting and/or
storing radioactive material, especially spent nuclear fuel ele-

ments, the container having means arranged circumferentially

about the container adjacent the inner end of and projecting

radially outwardly beyond the end portion and defining an
abutment surface facing the end of the container, comprising:

an annular part adapted to fit snugly over the end portion of
the container and having inner and outer ends;

a plug part detachably secured in said outer end of said

annular part, the inner end of said annular part being
spaced from the abutment surface when said shock ab-

sorber is installed on the container;

said annular part including a strong rigid inner sleeve ex-

tending from the open end of said annular part past the

inner end of said plug part to a location between said parts

spaced from the outer end of said plug part;

means securing said sleeve to said plug part for detachment
therefrom on an impact with said shock absorber having a

directional component extending longitudinally of the

container; and

shock absorbing material enclosed within each of said parts,

the material in said plug part being constructed and ar-

ranged to have less resistance to crushing on such impact
than that in said annular part, whereby on such impact
said annular part becomes detached from said plug part

and does not participate effectively in shock absorption of

such impact until said plug part is crushed sufficiently to

allow the annular part to engage with the abutment sur-

face.

4,423,803

TORQUE CONVERTER CLUTCH WTTH A
TEMPERATURE REGULATOR VALVE

John D. Malloy, Troy, Mich., assignor to General Motors Cor*

poratioa, Detroit, Mich.

FUed Nov. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 318,324

Int. a.3 F16D W72. 25/06
MS. a. 192—3J9 3 CiaiM

1. A thermally sensitive control and torque converter clutch

for use in a torque converter comprising; a friction clutch

selectively engageable with the input of the torque converter

and including a pressure plate; a viscous shear clutch in series

drive relation with said friction clutch and being drivingly
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connected to the output of the torque converter; apply cham-
ber means and release chamber means on opposite sides of said

pressure plate; a passage means through said pressure plate

connecting said apply chamber means to said release chamber
means; and thermally sensitive valve means mounted on said

pressure plate for normally closing said passage means when
the temperature in said apply chamber means is below a prede-

termined value and for opening communications between said

apply chamber means and said release chamber means when
the temperature is above said predetermined value.

4,423,804

FRICnON CLUTCHES
John Kettell, and Darid Anderson, both of Sheffield, England,

assignors to Laycock Engineering Limited, Sheffield, England
Filed Jul. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 279,651

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jul. 4, 1980,

8022012

Int a.J F16D 13/71

U.S. a. 192—109 R 2 Claims

1. A clutch assembly comprising a cover member having a

mounting flange adapted to be connected to a flywheel, and an
annular lateral wall and a rear wall together defining a recess,

a pressure plate disposed within said recess and having out-

wardly extending lugs, flexible resilient means connecting said

lugs to the cover member for torque transmission while permit-

ting relative axial movement therebetween, spring means oper-

ative between the cover member and the pressure plate to bias

the pressure plate out of said recess towards a position corre-

sfxinding, when the assembly is in use, to the engaged position,

and abutments on the cover member arranged to engage said

lugs to prevent movement of the pressure plate out of the

recess to an extent which would overstress the flexible means,

said abutments comprising portions of said annular lateral wall

each sheared and displaced inwardly therefrom while remain-

ing connected thereto at opposite ends of the portion circum-

ferentially of the cover member, said portions being set back
from said mounting flange towards said rear wall.

4,423305
RATCHET ESCAPEMENT COIN COUNTER

Doaglas A. Bartfa, Sinclairrillc, and Richard J.

Kennedy, both of N.Y., aasiyiors to AmericM Locker Sec*-
rity Systems, Inc., Jamestown, N.Y.

nied Jal. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 288,008

Int a.J G07F 5/W, 17/12
U.S. a. 194—1 G 16 Claims

Wf

1. In a coin operated lock unit of the type having a coin

chute through which coins having a diameter not exceeding a

given diameter of a coin of a given denomination of a given

currency are permitted to pass on edge therethrough, a patron

lock coupled with a locking device movable upon operation of

said patron lock between unlocking and locking positions, and

restraining means normally operable for preventing movement
of said locking device from said unlocking position into said

locking position until a predetermined number of coins of said

given denomination have been deposited in said coin chute, the

improvement wherein said restraining means comprises in

combination:

coin detecting means including operator means biased for

movement from a first position thereof in a direction

relatively towards a sensing station, said operator means
has ratchet teeth spaced apart in alignment with said

direction of movement and adjustably mounts a member
in one of a plurality of positions spaced apart in alignment

with said direction of movement, and said coin detecting

means additionally includes a coin sensing pawl means
releasably engageable with said ratchet teeth for permit-

ting stepwise movements of said operator means from said

first position under said bias towards said sensing station in

response to depositing of said coins of said given denomi-

nation in said coin chute, the spacing between said posi-

tions of said member corresponding essentially to a given

distance moved by said operator means incident to each

stepwise movement thereof;

sensing means arranged at said sensing station and operable

to release said locking device for movement into said

locking position upon movement of said member into

operative association with said sensing means at said sens-

ing station, and said member is selectively adjustable

relative to said operator means to vary the number of

stepwise movements required to move said operator

means from said first position to position said member in

operative association with said sensing means, whereby to

selectively vary the number of coins of said given denomi-
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nation required to be deposited in said coin chute to per-

mit operation of said patron lock; and

means for returning said operator means to said first position

^thereof incident to movement of said locking device be-

tween said unlocking and locking positions thereof.

4,423,806

PALLET CHANGING DEVICE FOR A NUMERICALLY
CONTROLLED MACHINE TOOL

Sasamn Oguawara, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Makino
Milling Machine Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Aug. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 297,110

Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 5, 1980, 55-125532[U]

Int. a.3 B65G 37/00

U.S. a. 198—339 18 Claims

I

100^ 104 102
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7. A pallet changing device for cooperation with an associ-

ated numerically controlled machine tool having a machine

bed, a lower slide mounted on said machine bed so as to be

slidable along a first lateral axis, an upper slide mounted on said

lower slide so as to be slidable along a second lateral axis

perpendicular to said first lateral axis, the device moving a

pallet between successive positions and comprising:

a pallet dimensioned and configured for holding a workpiece

thereon;

a pallet support for resting a pallet; I

a pallet positioning table mounted on said upper slide and

adapted for positioning said pallet thereon;

a clamping means for clamping said pallet to said pallet

positioning table;

a pallet holding means for holding a pallet while the move-
ment of a pallet is carried out; and

a pallet transferring means mounted on said associated upper

slide and adapted for moving said pallet holding means
between said pallet positioning table and said pallet sup-

port being selectively responsive to sliding movement of

said associated upper slide along said second lateral axis

during movement of a pallet' between said pallet position-

ing table and said pallet support.

4,423,807

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR THE FORMATION OF
SETTING LAYERS MADE UP OF BRICK BLANKS

Walter Mailer, Kmmbach, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Lingl Corporation, Paris, Tenn. i

Filed Apr. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 256,248

.
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 23,

r 3006909

Int Q\? B65G 47/26
U.S. CL 198—425 17 Qaims

I

e:
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I. A process for forming setting layers ofbrick blanks having

cross-rows of brick blanks spaced apart at predetermined dis-

tances, said process comprising the steps of:

continuously operating plural parallel spaced-apart convey-
ors to convey brick blanks along a longitudinal direction

from a stacking point to a removal point,

feeding a predetermined number of longitudinal rows of
brick blanks onto the conveyors,

stopping said rows at a predetermined point against a stop

strip,

isolating a predetermined portion of said stopped rows on
plural lifting devices by raising the lifting devices between
the parallel conveyors thereby lifting closed-up longitudi-

nal rows off the conveyors, and
redepositing said isolated portion on the continuously mov-

ing conveyors by sequentially lowering said lifting de-

vices beginning with the first cros^machine row stopped
adjacent the stop strip.

4,423,806

APPARATUS FOR UNHOOKING AND TRANSFERRING
HUNG ARTICLES, IN PARTICULAR CUTS OF MEAT

Rino Venturelli, Savignano S/P, Italy, anignor to Tecnomec di

Venturelli Rino A C.S.n.c., Modena, Italy

FUed Sep. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 304.810

Oaims priority, appUcation Italy, Oct 8, 1960, 40081 V80;
Apr. 17, 1981, 40043 A/81

f
Int. a.3 B65G 37/00

U.S. a. 198—477 V 11 Oaims

1. An apparatus for unhooking and transferring hung arti-

cles, in particular cuts of meat (2), characterised by the fact

that it comprises:

at least one movable gripping mechanism (22) designed to

unhook or withdraw said articles from first hooks (3) or

the like on which they have been hung initially, to hold

them thus, and transfer them to and re-hang them on

second hooks (6); said gripping mechanism (22) compris-

ing two appropriately shaped gripping elements (23),

disposed symmetrically one with respect to the other and

capable of movement thus from at least one working

position (A) in which they are disposed with, at least, their

free extremities in contact through uniting of their op-

posed relative surfaces, to at least one second working

position (B) in which said elements are positioned at that

minimum reciprocal distance which allows one of the said

second hooks (6) to be guided into insertion therebetween;

said gripping mechanism (22) mounted firmly to the ex-

tremity of an arm (17, 36 or 50) and movable in three

respectively orthogonal directions; provision being made
at the outward-facing side of each of gripping elements

(23) for at least one tracer point (59) serving to sense said

article's correct positioning with respect to gripping
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mechanism (22) in order to ensure insertion and safe hang-
ing of the former upon the latter;

an appliance working in conjunction with said gripping
mechanism (22) designed to spot each of, at least, said

second hooks (6) so as to position and centre same cor-
rectly with respect to elements (23) of gripping mecha-
nism (22).

4,423,809

PACKAGING SYSTEM FOR INTRAOCULAR LENS
STRUCTURES

Thomas R. Mazzocco, Granada Hills, Calif., assignor to Staar
Surgical Company, Inc., Irwindale, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 346,105, Feb. 5, 1982. ThU
application Jul. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 400,664

Int. a.3 B65D 81/22; A61F 1/16; B65D 25/54. 51/24
U.S. a. 206—5.1 23 Cl|dms

Ha--

1. An improved autoclavable system for packaging of an
intraocular lens structure having a peripheral lens portion and
an optica] zone lens portion for implantation within a human
eye, said system comprising, in combination:

(a) an outer container having at least two optically clear

windows arranged in substantially parallel relationship

with one another;

(b) means for sealing and for maintaining a sterile environ-
ment within said outer container;

(c) means for receiving and for supporting said intraocular

lens structure mounted within said outer container, said

means integrating with said peripheral lens portion of said

intraocular lens structure but maintaining said optical

zone portion of said intraocular lens structure in a substan-

tially complete visually unobstructed fashion aligned with
said outer container windows thereby enabling the intra-

ocular lens structure to be inspected from said outer con-
tainer windows for prescribed optical parameters of said

intraocular lens structure including type, size, configura-

tion, optical finish and diopter power of said lens struc-

ture; and
(d) a fluid medium within said outer container having appro-

priate optical transmission characteristics, wherein said

system for packaging said intraocular lens structure af-

fords measurement of said optical parameters of said lens

structure in an environment substantially similar to the
expected environment of said lens structure once im-
planted in the eye while maintaining a sterile environment
for the lens structure within said system for packaging.

4,423310
COVER FOR MULTIPLE UNTT CONTAINER PACKAGES
James S. Bader, Lakewood, Colo., assignor to Adolph Coors
Company, Golden, Colo.

Filed Aug. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 292,811

Int a.3 B65D 71/00

UJS. a. 206—158 14 Claims
1. An apparatus for securing and covering a group of cans

comprising:

molded clip means disposed in at least one intersticial open-
ing between end portions of a plurality of cans for secur-

ing said plurality of cans in a group, said molded clip

means hving flange portions and chime engaging means
defining curved surface portions which are coupled to

said flange portions to form rim portions, said curved
surface portions and said flange portions defining a central

opening in said clip means having a size and shape suiuble
for insertion of a finger;

cover means for providing a covering over said end portions
of said group of cans comprising:

main body means for covering at least part of said end
portions of said group of cans;

locking tab means formed in said main body means by
cut-lines and disposed to align with said molded clip

means for integrally locking said cover means to said

clip means and holding said cover means in engagement
with said clip means;

fold line means for allowing said locking tab means to be
displaced from said main body means at said cut-lines

and inserted in said central opening of said clip means;

resilient hinge means disposed on said locking tab means
for providing a resilient fold line between a central

portion and ear portions of said locking tab means
which causes said ear portions to fold relative to said

central portion about said resilient fold line during
insertion of said locking tab means in said central open-
ing of said molded clip means and to resiliently out-

wardly expand to engage said curved surface portions

defined by said chime engaging means and abut against

said flange portions such that forces produced between
said molded clip means and said cover means causes
said ear portions to become seated in and further engage
said rim portions to hold said ear portions in an ex-

panded position in interlocking relationship with said

clip means and prevent removal of said cover means
from said molded clip means.

4,423311
MOLDED CONTAINER

Jules F. Knapp, Highland Park, lU., assignor to United Coat-
ings, Inc., Chicago, III.

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,206

Int a.3 B65D 83/10
U.S. a. 206—362J 4 Clalnis

1. A molded container for displaying an article comprising
first and second panels, each panel including a recess and
having an upper end and a lower end, a rib portion hingably
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connecting the panels to one another at their upper ends so that

when the panels are folded to a closed position in which the

inner surface of the first panel contacts the inner surface of the

second panel, a compartment is formed between said panels

and a base section is defined at the lower ends of the panels

including an opening through which a portion of the article

displayed within the compartment can extend; and closure

means including at least one first connecting member at the

lower ends of the first panel and at least one second connecting

member at the lower end of the second panel and gripping

means comprising a recessed portion about each of said con-

necting members whereby insertion of said first connecting

member within said second connecting member releasably

secures the panels in the closed position by a press fit to hold

said article therebetween, said first connecting members com-
prises cylindrical projections and said second connecting mem-
bers comprise cylindrical depressions, said first and second
connecting parts being axially symmetrical.

MULTILEVEL CTAOONG CONTAINER
Elsmer W. Krecger, Allegan, and Edward L. StaU, Brighton,

both of Mich^ aadgnon to Pinckncy Molded Plaitki, Iiic„
Pinckney, Mich.

FUed May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,072
iBt aj B65D 21/04

U.S. a. 206—506 6 Claims

4,423,812

CASSETTE RECEPTACLE DEVICE
Manakl Sato, Hachioji, Japan, aisignor to Olympus Optical

Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan

FUcd Sep. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 302,374

Clainis priority, application Japan, Sep. 18, 1980, 55-130429
Int. a.3 B65D 85/672

VS. a. 206—387 5 Claims

1. A combined cassette receptacle and article storage device
for a motor vehicle comprising:

means defining an article storage compartment generally

formed with a box-like configuration having an open side

through which articles may be inserted and removed from
said compartment;

a lid mounted to said compartment for opening and closing

of said open side thereof;

a cassette receptacle member mounted on said article storage
compartment for cooperation with said lid and adapted to

releasably hold therein a plurality of tape cassettes;

hinge means pivotally mounting said lid to said compartment
for pivotal movement between an open and a closed posi-

tion relative to said open side and also pivotally mounting
said cassette receptacle member for pivotal motion rela-

tive to both said article storage compartment and said lid,

said hinge means being structured to mount both said lid

and said receptacle member for pivotal movement about a
common axis;

recessed means defining on said cassette receptacle member
a plurality of recesses shaped to receive therein in fitted

engagement tape cassettes, said recesses being located on
a side of said receptacle member facing toward said lid;

and

latch means operatively interposed between said article

storage compartment and both said lid and said cassette

receptacle member, said latch means being operative to

latch said lid and said receptacle member together for

pivotal motion jointly about said common axis to enable
access to said storage compartment and to release said

latching engagement to permit pivoted motion about said

common axis of said lid alone to enable access to said

recesses on said cassette receptacle member.

1. In a multilevel stacking container adapted to be stacked on
a like container at any one of a plurality of different levels
relative thereto, said container including a rectangular bottom,
and first and second end walls fixedly secured to and project-
ing upwardly from respective opposite ends of said bottom; the
improvement wherein each of said end walls comprises a
web-like lower rail fixedly secured to said bottom, a web-like
upper rail vertically spaced above said lower rail, a plurality of
support webs each fixedly secured at its lower end to the outer
side of said lower rail and fixedly secured at its upper end to
the inner side of said upper rail whereby said upper rail is offset

outwardly from said lower rail by the thickness of said support
webs, a support foot at the lower end of each support web, a
support platform at the upper end of each support web spaced
downwardly from the upper edge of said upper rail and hori-
zontally offset from the support foot at the lower end of its

support web, a support seat on each support web vertically

below and horizontally offset from both the support platform
and support foot on the web, means defining a recess on the
inner side of said upper rail extending horizontally the entire

length of said upper rail and extending downwardly from the
upper edge of said upper rail substantially to said support
platforms, a stacking shelf, hinge means hingedly connecting
said shelf to said upper rail along the lower edge of said recess

for hinging movement of said shelf relative to said upper rail

between a generally vertical stored position wherein said shelf

is received within said recess and a generally horizontal sup-

port position wherein said shelf Ues upon said support plat-

forms in vertical alignment with said stacking feet whereby the

stacking feet of a like container may be supported on said shelf

when said shelf is in said support position to establish a high
stacked relationship and may be supported on said support
seats when said shelf is in said stored position and said like

container is in a first orientation to the one container, said

upper rail being engageable with said shelf when said shelf is in

said stored position and said like container is in a second orien-

tation reversed from said first orientation.

4,423,814

SEPARATION OR CONCENTRATION OF
MAGNESIUM-BEARING MINERALS BY INDUCED

FLUORESCENCE
William R. White, Capistrano BeMsh, Calif., SHignor to Occi-

dental Research Corporation, Irrine, Calif.

FUed Jnn. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 270,730

Int a.J B07C 5/02. 5/34
U.S. a. 209—3.3 7 Clainis

1. A process for separation of magnesium-rich first ore parti-

cles containing an exposed magnesian mineral on the surface of
said magnesium-rich ore particles from magnesium lean second
ore particles containing a lesser surface area of said exposed
magnesian mineral on its surface than the first ore particles,

said process comprising the steps of:
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1. conditioning particulate ore comprising said magnesium-
rich ore particles and said magnesium lean ore particles
with a conditioning agent comprising at least one hy-
droxyquinoline which by irradiation with electromagnetic
radiation can be induced to fluoresce at at least one partic-

ular wavelength when combined with said magnesian
mineral on the surface of said ore particles and which
causes said magnesium lean ore particles after said condi-
tioning and upon said irradiation to fluoresce at a substan-
tially lower intensity or not at all at said particular wave-
length than the intensity of said fluorescence of said irradi-

ated, conditioned, magnesium-rich ore particles;
I. after said conditioning, irradiating said magnesium-rich
and said lean ore particles with electromagnetic radiation

to produce sufficient fluorescence of said conditioned and
irradiated magnesium-rich ore particles to enable the
difference in fluorescent intensity between said irradiated,

conditioned magnesium rich ore particles and the irradi-

ated, conditioned magnesium lean ore particles to be
detected;

. detecting the fluorescent intensity of said irradiated, con-
ditioned ore particles; and,

. separating said magnesium-rich ore particles from said

lean ore particles based on the detected differences in

fluorescent intensity of said conditioned, irradiated ore
particles.

into positions for feeding articles received from said track

means to less than all of the paths of said output means.

4,423,815

COMPONENT SORTING APPARATUS
Clande M. Boiaricat, Cnpertino, Calif., assignor to Contrel

Corporation, Sonnyrale, Calif.

FUcd Aug. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,253

Int a.3 B07C 9/Oa 5/344
U.S. a. 209-655 11 Claims

1. A component sorting apparatus comprising:
track means for receiving one at a time articles to be sorted;

shuttle means including a pair of rails and support means
having spacing meuis for holding said rails in spaced apart
relationship, and at least one rod means, said rails and said

spacing means being slideably moveable as a unit along
said rod means so that said raUs may be positioned in

alignment with said track means to receive articles there-

from, and drive means for selectively positioning said rail

means relative to said track means; and
output means forming at least three paths equally spaced
from one another by distances which are a function of the

spacing between said rails, and for receiving articles from
said shuttle means, the direction of extent of said track

means and the paths of said output means extending sub-

stantially parallel to one another, with said rails being
disposed between said track means and the paths of said

output means and arranged for reciprocating movement in

a direction transverse to the direction of extent of said

track means and the paths of said output means, the re-

spective ones of said raUs being arranged for movement

4,423,816 y
FORWARD FEED MERCHANDISING DEVICE FOR

SOFT DRINK BOTTLES
James M. Snttles, Elberton, Ga., aarignor to The Mead Corpora-

tion, Atlanta, Ga.

Dirision of Ser. No. 178,933, Aug. 18, 1980, Pat. No. 4,367,818.

This application Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,148

Int. a.' A47F 5/00
U.S. a. 211—183 1 Claim

1. A uniury, elongated sheet metal track element for use in

a bottle merchandising device comprising:

a substantially planar, elongated web having two opposite
edges extending in the direction of its length; and

first and second flanges of different widths extending in

opposite directions from the respective edges of said web
in substantially perpendicular relationship to said web;

and characterized by first and second ramps, extending
respectively from said first and second flanges, in perpen-

dicular relationship to the plane of said web and in oblique

relationship to said flanges, beyond one end of said web,
said ramps crossing each other, and each ramp having
means, projecting through the plane of said web and
overlying and engaging the other ramp, for preventing

said other ramp from bending toward a coptanar relation-

ship with the flange from which it extends.

4,423,817

SHELF RACK
Jesus Moi^o-Rufl, Lizaro Cirdenas, 1., Barcelona, Spain

FUed Aug. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 290,422
Claims priority, application Spain, Aug. 8, 1980, 252.761

Int. a.' A47B 57/04
U.S. a. 211—187 7 Clainis

1. A shelf rack, comprising:

a pair of profiled vertical joints with generally U-shaped
cross-sections;
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cross-member brace means for linking together the pair of
profiled vertical joints to form a unit;

interlinkable longitudinal beam means for connecting to-

gether the pair of profiled vertical joints;

two longitudinal rows of slanted aperture means, provided
along the length ofeach one of the pair of profiled vertical

joints, for fitting together the pair of profiled vertical

joints with the interlinkable longitudinal beam means, said

aperture means by equidistant pairs converging symmetri-
cally together downwards and each of said aperture

means having a contour which takes the approximate
shape of an irregular pentagon;

angular section means, provided at each end of the interlink-

able longitudinal beam means, for fitting together the

interlinkable longitudinal beam means with the pair of
profiled vertical joints;

free wing means, included as a part of each of the angular
section means, for jutting out in a plane parallel to the

length of each one of the pair of profiled vertical joints;

tongue means, provided in said free wing means, for fitting

into at least one of said aperture means; and
safety bolt means, formed as a mainly S-shaped shank, for

interlocking the tongue means into at least one of said

aperture means, said safety bolt means having one end
branch arranged to extend through the free wing means in

which the tongue means is provided and having the other

end branch arranged to extend through at least one of said

aperture means.

4,423,818

ARTICLE DISPENSER
WUliam S. Spamer, Roswell, Ga., assignor to The Mead Corpo-

ration, Dayton, Ohio
FUed Sep. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 304,895

Int a.3 A47F 1/00
U.S. a. 211—49 D 9aainis

support being angularly disposed with respect to said base
element.

4,423,819

FLEXIBLE STERILE CLOSURE SYSTEM FOR
CONTAINERS

Robert Cummings, Richardson, Tex^ assignor to U.S. Clinical
Products, Inc., Richardson, Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 294,331, Aug. 19, 1981, Pat
No. 4,390,104. This appUcation Jnn. 7, 1962, Ser. No. 386,021

InL a.3 B65D 41/32
U.S. a. 215—232 (3 ciains

40 46 20 It 41

1. An article dispenser comprising a base element, side pan-
els joined respectively to the side edges of said base element
and upstanding therefrom, a rear panel joined to one end edge
of said base element and upstanding therefrom, a front panel
joined to the other end edge of said base element and upstand-
ing therefrom, at least one aperture formed in said base ele-

ment, at least one front support element extending down-
wardly from said base element and being secured thereto, at

least one rear support element extending downwardly from
said base element and being secured thereto, said rear support
element extending downwardly a distance farther than said

front support element, a first reinforcing rib extending substan-
tially the length of said base element with at least a portion
thereof in coincidence with a portion of the periphery of said

aperture, said aperture having a pair of oppositely disposed
generally parallel edges, one of said support elements compris-
ing a pair of downwardly extending vertical supports, said

vertical supports being secured respectively to said base ele-

ment along said pair of edges and being coextensive therewith,
a horizontal support secured to the lower edges of said vertical

supports and extending therebetween, and said horizontal

1. A flexible multi-layered sealing cover for resealing the
port of a pharmaceutical container, comprising:

a first layer of plastic film forming an upper surface of a
cover region, said first layer being substantially imperme-
able to moisture and bacteria;

a second layer of a flexible film forming a next layer of the
cover region, said second film layer being made from a
material capable of plastic deformation under stress;

means for bonding said first layer to said second layer;

an area of adhesive material bonded to the surface of said

second layer;

means for forming an adhesive free region within said adhe-
sive area for separating the adhesive material of said adhe-
sive region from the port of the container;

a pull-tab region extending from the cover region and
formed from said first and second layers; and

means for tearing the cover along at least one tear line upon
its removal with said pull-tab region from the port of the

container to leave a telltale mark that the seal has been
broken, whereby application of the cover to the port

causes plastic deformation to occur to promote retention

of the cover to the container.

4,423320
TAMPER PROOF CLOSURE AND METHOD OF

MANUFACTURING SAME
William Vangor, Fairfield, Conn., assignor to KLM Company,

Bridgeport, Conn.

FUed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,401

Int. a.3 B65D 41/34

U.S. a. 215—252 12 Claims

1. A closure thermoformed from a sheet of plastic material

to have
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atop,

a skirt wall having one end depending from said top,

an annular, generally horizontal flange having one edge
attached to the other end of said skirt wall,

a breakaway ring depending downwardly from said other
edge of said flange, said flange being cut therearound to

form a major cut line through the flange and a plurality of
bridges which hold the ring to the flange, each of said

bridges being generally trapezoidal in shape with two
generally parallel sides, one being narrower than the other
and two ends joining said sides with the ends diverging in

generally opposite directions from said narrow side, the

narrow side of each bridge facing and connected to the
skirt wall and the other wider side facing and connected to

the breakaway ring, and
at least one tab on said breakaway ring adapted to engage a

lug on the container to which the closure is fastened when
the closure is unfastened by rotation in a first direction, the

continuing rotatio^ of the closure in said first direction

causing the ring ^lock and the bridges to fracture

whereby the breakaway ring separates from the closure.

1,423,821

STRESS FAILURE RESISTANT CONTAINER CAP
James Mcintosh, Montclair, N.J., assignor to Mack-Wayne

Plastics Company, Wayne, NJ.
FUed Sep. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 304,834

Int. a.} B65D 41/04

U.S. a. 215—329 8 Claims

.•• ?*/M...A',

1. A stress failure resistant cap for a threaded neck container

having a discharge opening therein, said cap being made of a

resUient material and including;

a top portion having a dome-shaped center section and a

circumferentially depending annular rib which bridges the

dome-shaped center section and outer comer portion and
engages the container adjacent the discharge opening
when the cap is applied,

a skirt def>ending from said top portion and having threads

which cooperate with the threads on the container neck as

the cap is applied,

a circumferential comer portion of arcuate cross section

having a full large radius located at the juncture between
said rib and said skirt,

whereby excessive tightening pressure applied to said cap
causes flexure of said dome and comer portions and lateral

elastic yielding of said top portion thereby preventing

stress cracking of said cap top portion.

4,423,822

CLOSURE CAP WITH THUMB ACTUATED REMOVAL
ASSISTING TAB

Joseph C. Powalowski, Chicago, lU., assignor to Continental

White Cap. Inc., Northbrook, lU.

FUed Apr. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 364,278

Int a.i B65D 41/46

VJS. a. 215—365 11 Claims

1. A snap-on closure for containers, said closure having at

least an annular rim portion including a depending skirt formed

of a deformable plastic, said skirt having an internal bead for

locking relative to a container neck finish; said closure being

improved by said skirt having formed in the confines of said

skirt a skirt portion disposed along a free edge of said skirt and
deflectable from the contour of said skirt and defining a thumb

engageable tab for facilitating the application of a lifting re-

moval force to said closure, said tab bemg integral with said

skirt and having a primary connection with the remainder of
said skirt along a circumferential line spaced from said skirt

free edge a disunce at least as great as the spacmg of a central

part of said bead from said free edge of said skirt.

4,423,823

CONTAINERS
Josef T. Franek, Chorleywood; Paul Poracznik, St. Albans;

Peter H. Serby, Newbury, and Christopher J. N. Tod, Steyn-

ing, all of England, assignors to Metal Box Limited, Reading,

England

PCT No. PCT/GB80/00210, § 371 Date Aug. 10, 1981, § 102(c)

Date Aug. 10, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/01695, PCT Pub.
Date Jun. 25, 1981

PCT Filed Dec. 5, 1980, Ser. No. 293,634

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, I>ec. 8, 1979,

7942425

Int a.3 B65D 25/14
U.S. a. 220—77 12 Qaima

1. A metal can comprising a plurality of steel components

having overlapping edge portions secured to each other in a

seam, characterised in that at least one of the components is

made from sheet comprising a laminate of steel with polypro-

pylene, the latter being cast co-extensively over at least one

side of the steel to a thickness in the range 0.01 to 0. 10 mm, at

least one said polypropylene layer of the overlapping edge

portions in said seam being disposed between the steel layer of

said edge portions, and said steel layers being securely and

substantially permanently bonded together solely by means of

the said cast polypropylene between them and without any

adhesive layer in the seam.
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4«423^24
CXOSURE DEVICE

John A. Vuvdell, Bagihot, Eagiaiid, nrignor to Shell Interna-

tionale ReMarch MaatachappU B.V., The Hague, Netherlands

Filed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 362,606

ClaiBM priority, application United Kingdom, Apr. 7, 1981,

8110878

Int a.3 B6SD 41/52, 51/00
VJS. a. 220—281 11 Claims

15-^0^11
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4,423,825

STEAM PRESSURE COOKING POT
Gerd D. Banmgarten, Wilnadorf-WUden, Fed. Rep. of Germany,
aMignor to Heinrich Banmgarten KG Eisen-und Blechwaren-
AMk, NennUrchen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Not. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 441,150

Int. a.3 B65D 45/00
VJS. CL 220—316 14 Claims

1. In a steam pressure cooking pot, in which the lid can be
releasably secured to the pot with the interpositioning of a seal

ring, preferably by a bayonet connection, including respective
radially projecting handles which are secured on the lid and on
the pot and which are arranged one above the other in the
closed position, including if desired a pressure limiting valve
and including a discharge valve which can be closed by over-
pressure in the steam pressure cooking pot, the improvement
comprinng wherein the handle which is secured on the lid is

provided with a control knob which preferably extends at least

partially radially inwardly over the lid edge, wherein the
discharge valve is mounted, preferably below the control
knob, on the lid and the movable plunger of the discharge
valve can be moved between a blow-off position and a closing
position, wherein the plunger rests directly or indirectly on an
annular first cam surface which is constructed on the control
knob, wherein the cam surface in connection with the control
knob permits various positions of the plunger in the discharge
valve, namely a cooking, a blow-off" and an open position.

wherein with the control knob there is associated a further
annular cam surface which, like the first cam surface, is fixed
against rotation with respect to the control knob and on which
slides a spring-biased slide, the free end of which cooperates
with the handle which is secured on the pot.

4,423,826
NOTE SUPPLY CONTAINER WITH REJECT RECEIVER

FOR BANK NOTE DISPENSER
Akira Hirata, and TakaaU ShicUnohe, both of Tokyo, Japan,

assignors to Laurel Bank Machine Company, Tokyo, Japan
FUed Jan. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 343,593

Oaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 2, 1981, 56-13947
Int a.3 B65H 7/00; G07G 5/00

U.S. a. 221-100 4 ciaima

1. A closure device comprising a base and a lid, the lid being
a resiliently deformable disc generally centrally resiliently

mounted on the base and capable of flexing reversibly between
and maintaining two stable dished conditions, respectively an
externally convex closed form, in which the rim area of the

disc bears on a member selected from the group consisting of
said base or a member about said base, and an externally con-
cave open form, in which the rim of the disc is spaced away
from the base, said resilient mounting of the lid being by resil-

ient bridge means spanning at least part of said base.

1. A bank note disbursing machine in which notes are drawn,
one at a time, out of a note receiving box and transferred

toward a payment opening when the notes are normal ones and
accumulated into a reject box when the notes are not normal
ones characterized in that the note disbursing machine is

formed with a reject pool section (3) above an uppermost nqte
receiving box (2), wherein the uppermost note receiving box
(2) comprises a receiving box body, an upper cover (21) facing

the reject pool section (3) rotatably mounted on the receiving

box body, a reject box (32) roUtably mounted on the upper
cover (21), a cover (38) rotatably mounted on the reject box
(32) for covering an opening (31) of the reject box (32), and a
pull-up link (56) connecting the reject box (32) and the cover
(38) to be partially rotatable together.

4,423,827
AUTOMATIC RESEITING APPARATUS FOR STORING

AND DISPENSING OBJECTS
Jean Guigan, 9, rue Jean Mermoz, 75008 Paris, France

FUed Apr. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 252,988

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 10, 1980, 80 08041

Int a.3 B65G 59/06
VJS. CI. 221—129 30 Claims

1. Automatic resetting apparatus for storing and dispensing

objects, said apparatus comprising:

means including a side wall defining vertical piegon-holes

for storing stacks of objects, said pigeon-holes including a

horizontal hinged trap-door defining a bottom of each
pigeon-hole, said pigeon-holes being disposed in at least

one horizontal row and forming a rack;

one ejector mechanism per pigeon-hole, said ejector mecha-
nism being housed in a flat body or casing which fits

vertically into a cut-out portion at the lower part of said

side wall of the pigeon-hole and being operatively posi-

tioned with respect to said trap-door and designed to close

the bottom of the pigeon-hole and to support the stack of
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objects contained in the pigeon-hole, and a clamping shoe
carried by said ejector mechanism which allows the last

but one object of the stack to be jammed against a side
wall of the pigeon-hole during the opening of the trap-
door;

one moving carriage per rack of pigeon-holes which car-
riages moves along the rack;

guide and drive means for each moving carriage;
first means on said carriage for selectively operating said

ejector mechanisms to jam the clamping shoe against said
last but one object and then open said trap-door;

31^ 5^ 33^ ^3J ^n n

second means on said carriage for automatically resetting

the ejector mechanism previously selectively operated to
close said trap-door and release said clamping shoe, in that

order, after dispensing of the last object of the stack in

response to continued movement of said carriage;

motor means for engaging said drive means for moving said

carriage; and
means for collecting the objects removed from the pigeon-

holes.

4,423,828

GOODS DISCHARGE MECHANISM AND GOODS
STORAGE AND DISCHARGE SYSTEM OF AUTOMATIC

VENDING MACHINE
Nobuyasu Tanaka, Yokkaichi; Hiroshi Tomlnaga, Higashi-

inamachi; Minom Fqjita, Ooyasnnachi; Hi^inie Tanaka,
Yokkaichi; TakaUsa Hattori, Tsn; Aklra Yasuda, YokkaicU,
and Shigeya Kato, Snzuka, all of Japan, assignors to FnJi
Electric Company, Ltd., Kawasaki, Japan

FUed Jul. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 284,956

Int a.J G07F 11/04
VJS. a. 221—129 9 Claims

»• ,^-^

tended, the lowermost good to prevent the latter from being
discharged;

a second retainer member adapted to be extended into and
retracted from said goods passage so as to engage, when
extended, the second lowermost good to prevent said second
lowermost good and following goods from being dis-

charged;

a solenoid having a movable core adapted to be attracted by
said solenoid and biased in the direction opposite to the
direction of the attraction;

a transmission mechanism adapted to transmit the movement
of said solenoid to both of said retainer members so as to
alternately move said retainer members into and out of said

goods passage;

and wherein the portion of each retainer member adapted to
engage said goods has a width substantially equal to the
corresponding dimension of said goods but a depth less than
about one-half the depth of the transmission mechanism and
solenoid, and wherein the width of said transmission mecha-
nism and said solenoid are less than about one-half the width
of said retainer member and are disposed at one side of said

goods passage, so that when two discharging mechanisms
are arranged in back-to-back relation, said transmission
mechanisms and said solenoids of said discharging mecha-
nisms are laterally adjacent each other and so that the dis-

tance between adjacent goods storage shelves is about equal
to the depth of one transmission mechanism and associated
solenoid.

4,423,829

APPARATUS FOR CONTAINING AND DISPENSING
FLUIDS UNDER PRESSURE AND METHOD OF

MANUFACTURING SAME
Hyman Katz, Montreal, Canada, assignor to Container Indus-

tries Inc., Londonderry, N.H.
FUed Aug. 28, 1980, Ser. No. 182,115

Int a.3 B65D 37/00
U.S. a. 222—95 so Claims

1. In an automatic vending machine having a vertically

extending goods passage of a goods storage shelf, said goods
passage being adapted to store cylindrical goods in a rolling

condition; a goods discharge mechanism disposed in the vicin-

ity of the lower end of said goods passage and being adapted to

discharge said goods one by one in accordance with a dis-

charging command, comprising:

a first retainer member adapted to be extended into and re-

tracted from said goods passage so as to engage, when ex-

1. An apparatus for containing and dispensing a fluid me-
dium under pressure comprising:

(a) substantially inert flexible means defining an inner region

for containing the fluid medium under pressure and capable
of being folded about one axis in its empty condition and
expanded at least in directions substantially transverse to

said axis when filled with the fluid medium under pressure;

(b) a sleeve disposed outwardly of and surrounding said flexi-

ble container means, said sleeve having a generally fabric-

like configuration and being generally resilient at least in

directions substantially transverse to said axis;

(c) a resUient tubular member positioned outwardly of said

sleeve, said resilient tubular member extending at least over
the length of said sleeve and being expandable in directions

substantially transverse to said axis when said flexible con-
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tuner means is filled with the fluid medium under pressure;

and

(d) valve means connected to said flexible container means and
adapted to substantially prevent evacuation of said flexible

container means under normal conditions and capable of
selectively providing communication between said inner

region of said flexible container means and the outside atmo-
sphere thereby to permit selective amounts of the pressur-

ized fluid medium to exit said flexible container due to the

generally inward forces provided by said resilient member in

its generally expanded condition.

insulation structurally retaining the shell to the plate

and having a substantially planar bottom surface and
skin; and

means for mounting of the bin, cold plate and insulation

in and to the apparatus, said mounting means being on
the insulation bottom surface.

I-

1. Apparatus for dispensing particulate ice and beverage,
comprising:

a. an ice bin having upright walls;

b. a cold plate in a bottom of the bin, said cold plate having
heat exchange means for cooling beverage flowing there-

through by melting of ice in the bin and atop the cold
plate;

c. an ice dispensing chute extending from the bin; and
d. an ice dispensing rotor directly above the cold plate, said

rotor being selectively rotatable for expelling particulate

ice out of the bin and into the dispensing chute, said rotor
having:

(1) a plurality of arcuately spaced apart paddlewheels on
the outside of the rotor, for said expelling of the ice into

the chute,

(2) entry means on top of the paddlewheels for precluding
entry of oversize ice into arcuate spaces between adja-

cent paddlewheels, and

(3) a substantially open center section within the paddle-
wheels and entry means, the oversize ice being freely

passable through the center section and onto the cold
plate, for consumption of the oversize ice as cooling
medium.

19. In beverage dispenser apparatus having an ice bin, and a
cold plate heat exchanger at the bottom of the bin, with ice

being placeable in the bin and upon the plate for cooling bever-
age passed through the plate;

the improvement comprising a unitized bin construction
having:

a. a rabbet around an upper surface of the cold plate, said

upper surface being the bottom of the ice bin;

b. an upright tubular shell mounted in the rabbet and to

the plate, said shell extending upwardly and being the
side wall of the ice bin;

c. adhesive watertightly sealing the shell in and to the

rabbet;

d. thermal insulation physically secured to and enclosing
the outside of both of the shell and the cold plate, said

4.423330
APPARATUS FOR STORING AND DISPENSING

PARTICULATE ICE
Charles M. Leats, Leon Valley, and Craig A. Swanson, San

Antonio, both of Tez^ asiignors to Stainless Icetainer Com-
pany, San Antonio, Tex.

FUcd Aug. 25, 1980, Ser. No. 181,321

Int a.5 B67D 5/62
U.S. a. 222—146 C 24 Claims

I

4,423,831

DROP-BOTTOM BOX
Richard L. Sipiey, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, assignor to Apex

Welding, Inc., Bedford, Ohio
FUed Jul. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 283,498

Int. a.3 B67D 3/00
U.S. a. 222—185 2 Claims

'" ^"

tz"::::::

1. In a drop-bottom box having side walls defining a space

between them for accommodating material and a bottom wall

being hingedly connected to a first said side wall of the box,

said bottom wall upon being swung upwardly to the level of

the lower portions of said side walls retaining the material in

the box, the improvement comprising a pair of hook members
carried by the box at a distance from, and opposite of, said first

side wall, said hook members being swingable on a common
axis in parallel arcs, a pair of stud members carried by said

bottom wall and extending laterally outwardly therefrom on
opposite sides of the box at a distance from said first wall in

positions to be engaged by, and held in the bight of, said hook
members, a rod operatively connecting said hook members to

cause the hook members to swing in unison on said common
axis in parallel arcs, an actuating member connected to said rod

to rotate the same and to swing said hook members, the said

box being adapted to be lowered to rest upon a supporting

surface and to be raised at an elevation above said supporting

surface, the said hook members having outer arcuate surfaces

engageable by said stud members upon the box being lowered

toward the supporting surface, and to cammingly swing the

hook members in their respective arcs to hookingly engage the

said stud members, the stud members hookingly engaged in

said hook members holding said bottom wall up to the level of

the lower portions of side walls to retain material in the box,

actuation of said actuating member to swing said hook mem-
bers to disengage said stud members upon the raising of the box
above said supporting surface permitting said bottom wall to

swing downwardly to permit material in the box to fall there-

from, and engaging means mounted on the outboard ends of

said stud members for engaging the said supporting surface

upon lowering of the box and guarding said hook members
against engagement with said supporting surface.
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n^wyw A ». A n. .^ . ...,„-
.^^^^^^ member adapted to be immersed in the melt bath, the improve-

INFLATABLE LINER FOR PARTICULATE BULK CARGO ment comprising:
RECEPTACLES

Hngh Boyd, Tallniadge, Ohio, and John J. Kane, Erie, Pa.,

assignors to Goodyear Aerospace Corporation, Akron, Ohio
Filed Jul. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 288,080

Int. a.3 B65G 69/08
U.S. a. 222—203 7 Qaims

1. An inflatable liner assembly for mounting on the interior

surface of a container wall to assist in maintaining the flow of
bulk particulate material from the container, said liner assem-

bly comprising:

A. a plurality of inflatable members at space locations along
said interior surface;

B. a flexible cover sheet loosely covering said members and
said surface;

C. the cover sheet being attached along its upper edge to the

container to suspend it within the container;

D. flexible sling means loosely supporting the inflatable

members between the cover sheet and the container wall

to permit limited multi-directional movement of the inflat-

able members with respect to the cover sheet and the

adjacent container wall when the members are alternately

inflated and deflated, each of the inflatable members lying

loosely within the sling means in a substantially horizontal

position and resting on the bottom of the sling means; and
E. means supplying a fluid under pressure to the inflatable

members.

4,423,833

REFRACTORY IMMERSION SPOUT
Werner Richter, Krefeld, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Didier-Werke A.G., Wiesbaden, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Jan. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 337,273

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 16,

1981, 3101219

Int. a.3 B22D 41/08
U.S. a. 222—591 4 Claims

1. In a refractory immersion spout for the continuous casting

of a metal melt from an intermediate container into an ingot

mold, said immersion spout being of the type including a re-

fractory spout member including an upper portion adapted to

be connected to an intermediate container and a lower portion

adapted to be at least partially immersed in a melt bath, said

spout member having a pouring channel and outlet openings

extending laterally from said pouring channel at a level

adapted to be below the level of a slag-covered upper surface

of the melt bath, and a refractory sleeve covering the outer

surface of at least that part or said lower portion of said spout

said spout member comprising an extrusion product result-

ing from the extrusion of a material including 30-75%
alumina and 10-30% carbon, with said carbon being
aligned longitudinally of said spout member as a result of
said extrusion;

said sleeve comprising an isosUctically compressed member
formed of a highly refractory material;

*
-
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the thickness of said lower portion of said spout member
being less than the thickness of said upper portion of said

spout member, said reduction in thickness resulting from a

reduction of the outer size of said spout member; and
said sleeve being cemented onto the outer surface of said

lower portion of said spout member by an alumina-nch
refractory cement.

4,423,834

CONVERTIBLE BACKPACK/CAFE
Anne K. Rush, P.O. Box 9223, Berkeley, Calif. 94709

Filed Dec. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 327,327

Int. a.' B65D 30/10
U.S. a. 224—151 7 Claims

1. An article of manufacture for use by a wearer as a back-

pack or as a cape, the article comprising:

a generally rectangular piece of material having side edges,

a bottom edge and a top edge, having inner and outer

material surfaces;

side flaps extending substantially along said side edges and
having inner and outer side flap surfaces;

a top flap extending from said top edge and having inner and
outer top flap surfaces;

strap means, connected to the piece of material near the top

edge, for supporting said piece of material and flaps there-

with against the back of the wearer; and

means mounted along the inner side flap surfaces for remov-
ably attaching a lower portion of each said side flap to an

upper portion of the respective side flap when said side

flaps are first folded inwardly to overlie the outer material

surface and then said piece of material and side flaps
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therewith is folded so that upper and lower portions of the

outer material surface are opposed and said top and bot-

tom edges are generally proximate one another, whereby-

said piece of material and said flaps form the cape before

folding and form the backpack when so folded.

means for removing said plurality of particles of grit material
from the surface of said refractory piece after said biased

4,423,835

METHOD OF IMPOSING A DAMAGE FREE SCORE IN A
REFRACTORY PIECE

Charles J. Hyatt, and James L. Oravitz, Jr., both of Cheswick,
Pa., assignors to PPG Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

FUed Oct. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 307,816

Int. a.3 C03B 33/02
VS. CI. 225—2 11 Claims

scoring wheel has passed through said plurality of parti-

cles.

4,423,837
NEEDLE CONSTRUCnON FOR TAG ATTACHERS

Alan Oements, Tappan, N.Y., assignor to Ben Qements A Sons,
Inc., South Hackensack, N.J.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 251,671, Apr. 21, 1981,
abandoned. This application Aug. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 291,521

Int a.3 B65C 7/00
U.S. a. 221-61 22 Clainis

1. A method of imposing a damage free score in a refractory

piece, comprising the steps of:

entrapping a particle of grit material between a scoring

wheel and the surface of said refractory piece with an
initial biasing force having a magnitude sufficient to dam-
age the surface of said refractory piece thereby; and from
the point of said surface damage,

moving said scoring wheel and said refractory piece relative

to one another along a selected path of scoring while
biasing said scoring wheel and said refractory piece

toward one another with a biasing force having a magni-
tude sufficient to impose a damage free score in said re-

fractory piece upon encountering said surface damage.

4,423,836

APPARATUS FOR IMPOSING A DAMAGE FREE SCORE
IN A REFRACTORY PIECE

Charles J. Hyatt, Cheswick, Pa., assignor to PPG Industries,

Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

FUed Oct 2, 1981, Ser. No. 307,817
Int a.3 C03B 33/02

VS. a 225—96 11 Qaims
1. Apparatus for imposing a damage-free score in a piece of

refractory material, comprising:

a scoring wheel; '

means for biasing said scoring wheel toward the surface of
said refractory piece;

means for providing a plurality of particles of grit material

upon the surface of said refractory piece;

means for moving said scoring wheel and said plurality of
particles relative to one another to pass said biased scoring

wheel through said plurality of particles to damage the

surface of said refractory piece and to initiate a damage
free score within said refractory piece; and

1. A needle for use in tag attachers comprising an elongated
body having first and second ends, the first end of said body
being attachable in an opening in a tag attacher and the second
end of said body having a point, said elongated body having a

longitudinally extending bore and a longitudinally extending

slot in alignment with said bore, said elongated body having a

collar larger than said opening in said tag attacher proximate

the first end of said body, said collar abutting against an outer

surface of said tag attacher when said needle is secured in said

opening of said tag attacher.

4,423,838

SELECTABLE SEPARATION AND CAPACTTY
IRRIGATION LINE

EMad Dinur, Kibbutz Naan, Israel, assignor to Naan Mechani-
cal Works, Kibbutz Naan, Israel

FUed Feb. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 231,177

Claims priority, appUcation Israel, Feb. 4, 1980, 59305

Int a.} AOIG 25/00
VS. a. 239—1 11 Claims

1. A custom designed, topographically matched irrigation

line having desired output flow characteristics therealong

comprising:

a liquid flow conduit couplable to a source of liquid under
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pressure and arranged to be disposed along a support
surface having known topographical characteristics;

a multiplicity of liquid discharge means associated with said
conduit along the length thereof and having their inputs
coupled to said conduits at selected fixed locations ar-

ranged along the length of said conduit so that the spacing
between pairs of adjacent discharge means varies along

N-^

the conduit in accordance with the topographical charac-

teristics of the support surface for compensating for pres-

sure changes therein produced by said topographical

characteristics such that the flow rates of liquid through
the individual discharge means per unit length of conduit
over various portions of the conduit are in a desired pro-

portional relationship.

4,423,839

ALIGNMENT CONTROL SYSTEM FOR LATERAL
IRRIGATORS

James R. McConneU, 650 Ford St, Colorado Spring Colo.
80915

Filed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 351,022

Int a.3 B05B 3/18
VS. a. 239—1 30 Qaimi

1. In a lateral irrigator having a first unit and a wing extend-
ing outwardly therefrom in which one of said first unit and said

wing advances in a first direction at a first rate of speed, said

lateral irrigator having a joint means for permitting said first

unit and said wing to move laterally relative to each other
substantially along a reference line extending from the one of
said first unit and said wing substantially perpendicular to said

first direction, said lateral irrigator further having an opera-
tional mode in which the other of said first unit and said wing
alternately leads and lags said reference line in an oscillating

manner, the improvement comprising:

first means for sensing changes in the lateral displacement of
the first unit and wing relative to each other substantially

along said reference line, and
second means for dampening the oscillations of the other of

said fu^t unit and said wing about said reference line in

response to the lateral displacement changes sensed by
said first means.

14. A method of operating a lateral irrigator having a first

unit and a wing extending outwardly therefrom, said method
comprising the steps of:

(a) advancing one of said first unit and said wing in a first

direction at a first rate of speed,

(b) permitting said first unit and said wing to move laterally

relative to each other substantially along a reference line

extending from the one of said first unit and said wing
subsuntially perpendicular to said first direction,

(c) initiating a first operational mode in which the other of
said first unit and wing tends to alternately lead and lag

said reference line in an oscillating manner,
(d) sensing changes in the lateral displacement of the first

unit and wing relative to each other substantially along
said reference line, and

(e) dampening the oscillations initiated in step (c) in response
to the lateral displacement changes sensed in step (d).

4,423,840

ROTARY ATOMIZER BELL
Kenneth J. Coeling, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Champion Spark

Plug Company, Toledo, Ohio
Filed Mar. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 241,620

Int. a.) B05B 5/02
VS. a. 239—3 3 a,iBtt

3. An improved method for coating with liquid paint com-
prising the steps of: rotating a roUry atomizer bell about an
axis at a speed of at least 10,000 rpm; applying a high volUge
on said bell; supplying a continuous flow of paint to an interior

conical flow surface on said bell adjacent a minimum diameter
of such flow surface; discharging atomized electrosutically

charged paint particles from a paint discharge edge at a flat

front end of said bell; providing a sharp discharge edge be-

tween said front end and said interior flow surface and provid-
ing between an exterior surface of said bell and said front end
a radius of from at least 0.040 inch up to the bell wall thickness
at said front end.

4,423,841

ELECTROMAGNETIC FUEL INJECTOR WTTH
PIVOTABLE ARMATURE STOP

James D. Palma, Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor to General
Motors Corporation, Detroit Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 343,431, Jan. 28, 1982. This

application Feb. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 351,963

Int a.J P02M 51/06
VS. a. 239—585 4 Claims

1. An electromagnetic fuel injection valve including a hous-
ing means defining a generally cylindrical bore terminating at

one end in a fuel discharge passage means located at a spray tip

end of the housing means; a solenoid pole piece means extend-
ing into said bore and being fixed at one end to said housing
means so as to extend at its free end axially within said housing
a predetermined axial extent, said solenoid pole piece means
having a flat stop surface at its free end; an armature means
operatively associated with a valve member at one end thereof
operatively positioned in said bore for movement in valve
opening and closing directions to open and close the fuel dis-

charge passage means, the opposite end of said armature means
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having a central ball socket therein; said solenoid pole piece

means including a solenoid coil to efTect movement of said

armature means in one direction upon energization of said coil;

and an armature stop member having a flat surface on one end
thereof and being spherical opposite said flat surface, said

armature stop member being pivotally positioned in said ball

socket with said flat surface thereof extending outwardly of

said armature means a predetermined distance for engagement
with said pole piece means to limit travel of said armature
means in a valve opening direction, said pivot member being
pivotable as required to achieve full contact of said flat surface

with said flat stop surface of said solenoid pole piece due to

slight variation of centerline parallelism between said solenoid

pole piece and said armature means.

4,423,842

ELECTROMAGNETIC FUEL INJECTOR WITH SELF
ALIGNED ARMATURE

James D. Palma, Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor to General
Motors Corporatioii, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Feb. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 351,964

lat a.3 F02M 5J/06
U.S. a. 239—585 3 Claims

1. An electromagnetic fuel injector including a housing
means defining a generally cylindrical stepped bore having an
internally threaded enlarged diameter bore portion at one end
thereofand defining an abutment shoulder intermediate its end;
a spray tip means in said bore portion, said spray tip means
including a spray tip adjusubly threaded in said bore portion
and a valve seat/director means slidably received in said bore
portion and axially located in one direction by said spray tip, a
solenoid pole piece means operatively positioned in the oppo-

fite end of said bore in said housing means, said valve seat/di-
rector means defining a valve guide means, a valve seat and a
discharge passage therein; an annature having a semi-spherical
valve at one end thereof operatively positioned in said bore for
movement in valve opening and closing directions relative to
said valve seat with said valve being reciprocably guided by
said valve guide means; said solenoid pole piece means includ-
ing a solenoid coil to effect movement of said armature in one
direction upon energization of said coil; a guide washer guid-
ingly encircling said armature intermediate its ends and being
slidably received in said bore portion so as to abut against said
abutment shoulder; a valve spring operatively positioned for
normally biasing said valve into engagement with said valve
seat; and, a spring means positioned in said bore between said
valve seat/director means and said guide washer whereby to
apply a bias force so as to operatively fix them within said
housing means as aligned by said annature means whereby
they are then operative to serve as a guide for said armature
during reciprocating movement thereof

4,423,843

ELECTROMAGNETIC FUEL INJECTOR WTTH
ARMATURE STOP AND ADJUSTABLE ARMATURE

SPRING
James D. Palma, Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor to General
Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

DiTision of Ser. No. 343,431, Jan. 28, 1982. This application Feb.

24, 1982, Ser. No. 351,970

Int. aj F02M 51/06
U.S. a. 239—585 2 Claims

1. An electromagnetic fuel injection valve including a hous-

ing means defining a generally cylindrical bore terminating at

one end of a fuel discharge passage means located at a spray tip

end of the housing means; a solenoid pole piece extending into

said bore and being fixed at one end to said housing means at

the opposite end of said bore from said spray tip end, said

solenoid pole piece having a stepped bore therethrough with a

portion thereof internally threaded, said solenoid pole piece

terminating at its free end in a flat surface; an armature means
having a valve member at one end thereof is operatively posi-

tioned in said bore for movement in valve opening and closing

directions to open and close the fuel discharge passage means,

the opposite end of said armature means having a central ball

guide socket therein; said solenoid pole piece including a sole-

noid coil to effect movement of said armature means in one
direction upon energization of said coil; a pivot member hav-

ing a flat surface on one end thereof and being spherical oppo-
site said flat surface, said pivot member being located so that

said spherical end of the pivot member extends below said pole

piece so as to be pivotally positioned in said ball guide socket

with said flat surface thereof extending outwardly of said

annature means for fixed engagement with said pole piece, said

pivot member thus cooperating with said pole piece and said
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armature means to limit travel of said armature means in a

valve opening direction.

4,423344
APPARATUS FOR SHREDDING MATERIALS

William A. Sours, and James F. SuUivan, both of Dallas, Tex.,

assignors to Triple/S Dynamics, Inc., Dallas, Tex.

FUed Oct 2, 1981, Ser. No. 308,133

Int. a.3 B02C 25/00
U.S. a. 241—35 21 Qaims

\V\\^^>^^.\\^

1. A material shredder comprising:

a cutting chamber having a moveable cutter unit and a fixed

cutter unit therein for shredding material fed into the

cutting chamber;

means for moving said moveable cutter unit away from said

fixed cutter unit when a blockage occurs in said cutting

chamber to permit passage of the blockage through the

cutting chamber; and

releasable lock means for selectively locking said moveable

cutter unit to said fixed cutter unit when in the operating

position.

4,423,845

REHNER PLATES
William C. Frazier, and Robert S. Charlton, both of British

Columbia, Canada, assignors to MacMillan Bloedel Limited,

Vancouver, Canada

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 95,612, Nov. 19, 1979,

abandoned. This application May 12, 1981, Ser. No. 262,810

Gaims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct. 4, 1979,

7934555

Int. a.3 B02C 7/12

U.S. a. 241—261.3 18 Claims

1. In a pair of refiner plate sets, each plate set mounted on a

disc, the pair of plate sets positioned on a common axis with

opposing surfaces facing each other, the improvement of a

series of hard spots placed at different radial distances from the

axis on at least one of the surfaces of the pair ofplate sets.

4,423,846

RETIGHTENER FOR AUTOMATIC SAFETY BELT
ROLL-UP DEVICES

Artur Fbhl, Scbomdorf, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to Repa
Feinstanzwerk GmbH, Alfdorf, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Oct. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 307,882

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 6,

1980, 3037738; Aug. 10, 1981, 3131637

Int a.J A62B 35/02; B65H 75/48

U.S. a. 242—107 SO Claims

1. In a retightener for an automatic safety belt roll-up device

having a winder mounted on a belt shaft and biasing means for

biasing the winder in a belt retraction direction, and with a

power reservoir which can be triggered in case of a crash and
with an energy transducer which acts upon the belt shaft of the

automatic winder after triggering the power reservoir, causing

the automatic winder to perform a rotary retightening motion,

the combination therewith wherein

(a) said energy transducer is a rotatable pulling means pulley,

(b) coupling means for coupling the rotatable pulling means
pulley with the belt shaft, for performmg the rotary retight-

ening motion after triggering the power reservoir,

(c) flexible pulling means connecting the pulley to the power
reservoir to impari energy from the power reservoir to

energize the pulley to efTect both the coupling connection

with the belt shaft and the retightening motion of the belt

shaft after triggering the power reservoir, and

(d) holdback means to restrain said rotatable pulling means

pulley from forming said coupling connection until said

power reservoir is triggered.

4,423,847

TAPE REEL DRIVING MECHANISM
Katsumi Yamaguchi, and Hitoshi Okada, both of Toda, Japan,

assignors to Clarion Co., Ltd., Japan

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,085

Qaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 30, 1980, 55-

138081[U]

Int. a.' GllB 15/32

U.S. a. 242—200 6 Qaims

U'

1. A reel base driving mechanism in a reverse type magnetic

tape recording/playing device, comprising;

a forward-drive reel base;
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a reverse-drive reel base;

a first shaft to rotatably support said forward-drive reel base;

a second shaft to rotatably support said reverse-drive reel

base;

a forward-drive pulley and forward reel drive block for

driving the forward-drive reel base, both mounted on said

first shaft so as to rotate independently of each other;

a reverse-drive pulley and a reverse reel drive block for

driving the reverse-drive reel base, both mounted on said

second shaft so as to rotate independently of each other;

a movable engagement means provided with an input mem-
ber engageable with said pulleys and an output member
engageable with said reel drive blocks, the input member
coupling with the output member;

a belt engaging said forward-drive and reverse-drive pul-

leys;

a driving means to always rotate said forward-drive and
reverse-drive pulleys by way of said belt in opposite direc-

tions; and

a switching means to move said engagement means to the

forward or reverse side so as to make said input member
engage the forward-drive or reverse-drive pulley and
make said output member engage the forward-drive or
reverse-drive block whereby the forward or the reverse

reel base is selectively driven. l

means being adapted to absorb energy through motion
induced by a crash, said energy absorption being at a force
level which is intermediate between the first sUge force
level of said upper energy absorber means and the first

stage force level of said intermediate energy absorber
means.

4,423,849

Self-supporting structure
Peter J. Jordan, darlotte, N.C., larignor to Henry M. Kramer,

Charlotte, N.C.

FUed Jun. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 387,861
Int a.3 n6M 11/38

VJS. a. 248-165 10 Claims

4,423,848

CRASHWORTHY HEUCOPTER SEAT
Bernard Maieliky, West Corina, Calif., assignor to Ara, Inc.

Filed Oct 1, 1980, Ser. No. 192,958

iBt a.J B64D 25/04
VS. a. 244—122 R is Claims

2. A crashworthy helicopter seat comprising:
a seat member including a seat back section and a seating

section;

energy absorbing means connected between said seat mem-
ber and the frame of said helicopter, said energy absorbing
means including upper energy absorber means connected
between said seat back section and the frame of said air-

craft, intermediate energy absorber means connected
between said seat back section and the frame of said air-

craft and disposed between said upper energy absorber
means and the floor of said aircraft, and lower energy
absorber means attached between said seat back section
and the frame of said aircraft and disposed between said

intermediate energy absorber means and the floor of said

aircraft, said upper energy absorber means and said inter-

mediate energy absorber means being adapted to absorb
energy in connection with motion thereof induced by a
crash, said upper energy absorber means and said interme-
diate energy absorber means absorbing energy in a first

stage following a crash and a second stage following said

first stage, said upper energy absorber means and said

intermediate energy absorber means each absorbing en-
ergy at a higher level of force during said first stage fol-

lowing a crash and at a lower level of force in a second
SUge following said first stage, said lower energy absorber

)

1. A self-supporting structure comprising a plurality of legs

extending angularly relative to each other, a clinch plate, said

clinch plate having a group of holes extending therethrough
and corresponding in number to the number of legs and each of
said holes being defined by upper and lower marginal edges
and having cross-sectional dimensions corresponding to but
greater than the cross-sectional dimensions of a corresponding
leg to receive said leg by hand manipulation, said legs engaging
the clinch plate at the upper and lower marginal edges of their

respective holes to define a first zone of support at the clinch

plate and extending angularly toward each other from the
clinch plate and engaging each other at a zone^of convergence
spaced from the clinch plate to define a second zone of sup-
port.

4,423350
nNE ADJUSTING MECHANISM FOR A LEVEL

PLATFORM
Alva W. Bass, Arab, Abu, assignor to The United States of
America as represented by the Secretary of the Army, Wash-
ington, D.C.

FUed Ang. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 293,580

Int a.3 F16M 11/14
VJS. a. 248—181 3 Claims

1. A platform for support of an item to be leveled compris-
ing:

a. a pedestal;

b. a housing having an outwardly extending annular flange,

said housing connected to said pedestal;

c. means for connecting said housing to said pedestal includ-

ing a shaft having a ball on its distal end extending into

said housing for engaging relation with the lower internal

surface thereof;

d. a lower support member supported on said housing, said
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lower support member having an inwardly extending
annular flange for bearing engagement with said out-

wardly extending annular flange of said housing;

. a locking plate secured to said support member, said

locking plate having a notched surface;

a locking cap secured in threaded relation with said lock-

ing plate having a curved lower surface for receiving said

ball therein;

4,423,852

APPARATUS FOR UPHNG A FLEXIBLE CABLE
George J. Conroy, Bethel Park, and MfIvin N. Ackemuu, Pitta-

borgh, both of Pa., assignors to The United States of America
as represented by the Secretary of the Interior, Washiagtoa,
D.C.

FUed Nov. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,652

Int a.) B66D 3/00
VJS. a. 254—264 3 Claims

g. a locking handle secured to said locking cap adapted to

rotate said locking cap relative to said locking plate for

engaging said ball and clamping said annular flanges; and

h. said housing including an opening for receiving a prying

tool for engagement of said notched surface for rotation of

said locking plate relative to said lockmg cap for fine

adjustment of the position of said locking cap with respect

to said ball.

4,423,851

RUBBER CLOTH FOR COPYING MACHINES
STcnd A. Heitmann, SortemoacTCj 191, 2730 Herley, Denmark

FUed Aug. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 292,289

Int a.3 G03B 27/64
U.S. a. 248—362 3 Claims

J^ i /

;i I r I n
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1. In a rubber cloth having an active field for supporting a

substrate against a glass plate comprising a rubber cloth having

a bead of deformable impervious material near its edge to form

an airtight fitting with the glass plate; means for evacuating the

space within said bead between the rubber cloth and the glass

plate said means positioned outside of the active field, and a

bearing surface having a plurality of aspirating ducts said

bearing surface positioned between and in communication

with the active field and the means for evacuation of the space

between the rubber cloth and the glass plate.

1. An apparatus for lifting and stifTening a predetermined
length of flexible cable is atuched to the rear of a machine
body and comprises a plurality of generally rectangular-shaped

blocks, each block having flat sides, a convex-shaped front face

and a concave-shaped back face and a longitudinal channel
therethrough for mounting each block on the cable; the front

face of one block facmg the back face of the successive block,

each block having at least one longitudinal hole from front to

back in the lower portion thereof for passage of a block retain-

ing wire therethrough, and

at least one reuining wire for keeping the blocks closely

together and longitudinally oriented along the length of

the cable when said blocks are not in abutment, said re-

taining wire passing through the lower longitudinal hole

provided in each block, the first end of said retaining wire

being attached to the back face of the rearmost block,

means mounted on said machine body for tensioning said

retaining wire, the second end of said retaining wire being

attached to said means for tensioning said retaining wire;

a frame for mounting said apparatus to the machine body,

said frame having a base plate which is anchored to the

machine body, a bearing plate for preventing lateral

movement of the blocks when the cable is lifted; said

frame having an aperture of sufficient diameter to accom-
modate the cable, and an additional aperture of sufficient

diameter to accommodate the retaining wire there-

through;

a further means passing through said blocks for drawing said

blocks into abutment with one another to thereby form a

rigid support to lift the cable from a ground surface.

4,423,853

CABLE-STRINGING SUPPORT BLOCK
Daniel R. Daris, Sr., 692 Ralph Rd., Conyers, Ga. 30207

Continuation of Ser. No. 102J92, Dec. 12, 1979, abandoned.

This appUcatiott Aug. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 290,016

Int a.} B66D 3/04

U.S. a. 254—390 4 Claims

4. A support block which is adapted to hang from an existing

cable suspended laterally overhead for supporting cable during

its installation which comprises:

(a) a support member having an inverted V-shaped section, the

upper ridge thereof being disposed parallel to the existing

cable; portions of the support member which intersect to

form the inverted V-shaped section being adapted to rest on
the existing cable; the upper ridge being approximately

centered above the center of gravity of the support block, so

that the support block quickly assumes an equilibrium posi-

1038 O.G.— 13
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tion once it is hung from the existing cable and rapidly

returns to that position when it is displaced during the instal-

lation of cable;

(b) a bumper which is rigidly attached at spaced points to a

leading edge of the support member, the bumper having a

pair of end portions each of which extends over the leading

edge and generally downwardly from the points of attach-

ment of the bumper thereto, the end portions defming a

passageway with a neck, the neck being of substantially

narrower width than the distance between the intersecting

portions of the inverted V-shaped section at the uppermost
points of attachment of the end portions to said V-shaped
section, so that dislodgement of the support block from the

existing cable, during any rotational motion of the support

member relative to the existing cable, is impeded; the apex of
the bumper being higher than said portions of the support
member which intersect to form the inverted V-shaped
section, thereby preventing the leading edges of either of
two such adjacent support blocks from being pulled onto the
upper surface of the other support block;

(c) the support member having an angular frame; the frame
defining a structure having opposing edges between which
the cable being installed is passed sidewise; and

(d) at least one roller connected to the support member, each
roller supporting one and only one cable during its installa-

tion; the center of gravity, during most of a cable installa-

tion, being approximately located in a vertical plane which
bisects the longitudinal axis of a roller.

4,423354
ROADWAY BARRIER

UocolB C. Cobb, Dalln, Tex^ and Raymond A. WardeU,
DownsTicw, Canada, aasignors to International Barrier Cor-
poration, Toronto, Canada
Coatinnation-in-part of Ser. No. 97,228, Not. 26, 1979,

budooed. Tbli application Not. 7, 1980, Ser. No. 203,819

Int a.} AOIK i/00
I

VJS. a 256—13.1 58 Claims
I. A roadway barrier component adapted to be assembled on

a supporting surface with corresponding barrier components
removably connected to opposed ends thereof for forming an
elongated dismountable roadway barrier for flanking a road-
way, the barrier being deformable under vehicle impact to
gradually redirect a straying vehicle coming into contact
thereMnth, the barrier component comprising:

(a) a pair of panels to be positioned along a lower edge of
each panel on such a supporting surface in laterally spaced
relationahip to define a filler cavity between their internal

surfaces for receiving a displaceable ballast material to

support the component on such a supporting surface and

to provide a medium for dissipating impact energy during
use;

(b) panel connection means for use in removably connecting
the panels together in their laterally spaced rdationship;

(c) each panel having panel fitting zones for use in remov-
ably connecting the panels of the barrier component to
panels of corresponding barrier components to form an
elongated roadway barrier having at least one elongated
outer surface which is generally smooth and free of out-
wardly projecting obstructions in at least one direction
parallel to the length of the barrier;

(d) the barrier component being adapted to provide a lesser

impact resistance in a lower zone than in a central impact
zone of the barrier component during vehicle impact
therewith to combat vehicle ramping; and

(e) the central impact zone of at least one panel being formed
to provide an elongated beam stiffness along the length of
the panel to distribute an impact force along the length of
the panel during use and thus encourage re-direction of an
impacting vehicle along the length of the barrier.

4,423355
THERMOCHEMICAL DRILLING AND SEPARATING
PROCESS FOR SIO2 CONTAINING MINERALS AND
DEVICE FOR CARRYING OUT THE PROCESS

Rudolf Kallenbach, Birkeshoh 12, D 5882 Meinerzliagen 1, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

Filed Not. 5, 1975, Ser. No. 628,875
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 17,

1975, 2531918

Int. a.3 B23K 7/08
U.S. a. 266—74 12 Claims

1. A device for thermochemically drilling and separating

Si02-containing minerals comprising:

a mixer including a swirl chamber for mixing a flux with oxy-
gen, and means for regulating the amounts of flux and oxy-
gen mixed together;

a consumable oxygen lance for carrying out the drilling and
separating operation, coupled to said mixer, said lance hav-
ing an elongated combustion tube, and a plurality ofcombus-
tion wires disposed in said tube deflning channels therebe-

tween for the flow of flux and oxygen therethrough.

\
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4,423356
CONTROLLED COOLING APPARATUS FOR HOT

ROLLED WIRE RODS
EUi Takahashi, Nishinomiya; Shinlcki SUmaio; Ynkio Wada,

botii of Kobe; Ichiro Iwaad; Takasbi Nishiwaki, both of

Kakogawa; Toshikazu Niahiyama, Akashi, and Yntaka Ichida,

Osaka, aU of Japan, assignors to Kaboshiki Kaisha Kobe
Seiko Sho, Kobe, Japan

Filed Mar. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 359,231

Claima priority, appUcation Japui, Mar. 18, 1981, 56-41221;

Mar. 18, 1981, 56-41222

Int a.J C21D 9/573

U.S. a. 266—106 2 Claims

i—

—

f^Xm—

^

lected from the group comprising: mild steel, stainless steel,

inconel.

1. A controlled cooling apparatus for a wire rod coiled into

loops immediately after hot rolling and being transported with

said loops laid flat with a space of a predetermined pitch from

one another on a cooling bed provided with a conveying

means, comprising:

a plurality of nozzles for projecting cooling fluid from below

the cooling bed to cool the coiled wire rod during transpor-

tation thereof wherein each of said nozzles is open in a

transverse direction of the cooling bed with a nozzle open-

ing area ratio of from 0.8 to 1.2, and wherein each of said

nozzles is disposed for projecting the cooling fluid at an

angle of from 60* to 120* with respect to the plane of the

cooling bed.

4,423,857

SPACER FOR BATCH COIL ANNEAUNG
Nicholas Muzak, Hamilton, and Montague J. Robinson, Camp-

bellTille, both of Canada, aasignors to Steico Inc., Hamilton,

Canada
FUcd Jul. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 394,903

Int a.J F27D 5/00

U.S. a. 266—262 6 Claims

1. A spacer for vertically separating coils in an annealing

furnace, the spacer comprising a lower segmental plate and an

upper segmental plate, ribs between the segmental plates and

affixed thereto and a porous medium disposed between the

segmental plates, whereby the porous medium can be heated

by hot gas passing therethrough and can radiate heat to the

inside surfaces of the segmental plates, the porous medium

being loosely enough packed to be easily permeable to such

hot gas, the porous medium being a wire mesh material se-

4,423358
—

TUYERE OR NOZZLE
Artnr OsUnad, LinkSping, Sweden, aasifnor to Stal-LaTal Appa-

rat AB, Sweden
Filed Jon. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 384,410

Claims priority, appUcation Sweden, Jan. 4, 1981, 8103528

Int a.5 C21B 7/16; C21C 5/4S
U.S. a. 266—270 6 ClalM

1. A device for injecting a substance into a metallic melt in

a container, said device comprising

an elongated body which is capable of extending through an

opening in the wall of the container containing the metal-

lic melt, said elongated body deflning a substance flow

channel which extends from a flrst end of the elongated

body which is locatable externally of the container wall to

a second end which can communicate with the metallic

melt inside the container,

a cover means which includes a flow channel extending

from a flrst side thereof to a second side, the second side

of the cover means being abuttable against the flrst end of

said elongated body such that the flow channel in the

cover means is in communication with the flow channel in

the elongated body to allow a flow of substance supplied

to the flow channel in the cover means from the flrst side

thereof to flow into the flow channel in the elongated

body, said cover means including an elongated recess

which communicates with the flow channel therein,

a flrst closure means removably attached to the second end

of the elongated body to close ofT the associated mouth of

the flow channel therein,

a second closure means located in the recess in the cover

means, the second closure means being capable of block-

ing off the flow channel in the cover means,

an impulse means for axially moving the second closure

means out of the recess and into the flow channel in the

cover means, and

a third closure means which is removably attached to the

flrst side of the cover means to close off the associated

mouth of the flow channel therein.

4,423359

IMPACT DAMPER
Rudolf M. R. Miiller, Frankfurt am Main, Fed. Rep. of Ger-

many, aasignor to ProfU-VerbindnngBtachBik GmbH A Co.

KG, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Continuation of Ser. No. 169,169, Jnl. 15, 1980, abandoMd. This

appUcation Dec 10, 1981, Ser. No. 329,412

Claiflu priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jnl. 17,

1979, 2928777

Int a.' F16F 7/00

VS. a. 267—119 7 Claims

3. An impact damper for producing a graded spring resis-

tance for reducing noise in a machine having a stationary

member and a reciprocating impact member, comprising: an

external casing fued relative to said stationary member of said
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machine and a telescopic cylinder normally engaging said
reciprocating member of said machine, said telescopic member
including an internal piston having a head engaging said recip-

rocating machine member and an external piston having an
internal bore telescopically receiving and guiding said internal
piston, said internal piston having an end portion adjacent said
casing in sealed relation within said external piston bore, said
casing enclosing the end portion of said external piston in

sealed guided relation, said casing including an enclosed gas
chamber located between said piston end portions and the base
of said casing adjacent said machine stationary member, said
internal piston having a central bore opening toward said

bottom surfaces of the associated side rail and providing said
load bearing means, a second set of top and bottom surfaces on
the top and bottom sides of each slot on the movable jaw
mtersecting the aforesaid top and bottom surfaces of the first
set and forming vertically opposed apical edges providing a
fulcrum for the movable jaw accommodating tilting thereof
for quick adjustment.

4,423,861

ACROBATIC APPARATUS
Sharyn D. Venit, 2740 A Fobom St, San Francisco, Calif. 94110

FUed Jul. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 283,641
Int a.3 A63B 7/02

US. a. 272-61 3CtataM

casing base, and a gas supply tube fixed relative to said casing
telescopically extending into said internal piston bore, said gas
supply tube communicating with a source of gas and having a
lateral port spaced from its distal end, said external piston
having a head which engages said reciprocating machine mem-
ber when said internal piston is substantially fully received
within said external piston, said pistons then telescopically
moved within said casing under the force of said reciprocating
machine member in unison, said gas supply tube port located in
said tube such that the port is closed by entering said internal
piston bore prior to said internal piston being fully received
within said external piston, providing said graded spring resis-
tance.

1. An acrobatic apparatus comprising:

(a) two pentagonal frames, each frame comprising five strut
members connected at their ends by comer pieces, said
strut members being arranged to form, when viewed in

side elevation, a five pointed star;

(b) four parallel dowels, each extending between two corre-
sponding points of said pentagonal frames connected to
said comer pieces;

(c) a bar, means connecting the ends of said bar to the upper-
most corresponding points of said frames; and

(d) means supporting said bar spaced above the ground
whereby said frame may swing freely when a user's body
is engaged with one of said dowels.

4,423,860 4,423,862

D»K- 17 «/. ^.^ J?^^ CLAMP ARM WRESTLING DEVICE
Robert F. Wtads^p, 1008 Oak Park Are., Oak Park, lU. 60302 Jennings P. Hewitt, 6704 W. 14th St, Sioux Falls, S. Dak. 57106

FUed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,406 FUed Jun. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 271J48
Int a.3 B25B 1/02 I„t. a.3 A63B 23/00

U.S. a. 269—180 4 Qaims U.S. Q. 272—67 iClaim

\
1. A vise comprising a longitudinal guide, a stationary jaw

fixed with respect to said guide and having a work-engaging
face generally normal to said guide, a jaw movable with re-
spect to said guide longitudinally thereof and having a work-
engaging face opposing said face on the stationary jaw, load
bearing means cooperative with said guide for maintaining said
movable jaw in squared relation to said fixed jaw, said guide
comprising a frame having a pair of side rails with parallel top
and bottom surfaces, said load bearing means simultaneously
engaging said top and bottom surfaces of both rails upon appli-
cation of a workload between the jaws, said movable jaw
having a slot on each side thereof receiving the respective side
rail therein, a first set of surfaces of the top and bottom sides of
the slot arranged for full face engagement with the top and

1. A device for providing an adjustable clockwise and coun-
terclockwise rotational resistance force in opposition to an
individual user's rotation of the left or right forearm about the
respective elbow joint, said device comprising:

(a) a base stmcture for receiving and supporting the remain-
ing elements of said device,

(b) elbow receiving means for supporting and placement of
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an elbow joint of a user, said receiving means being dis-

posed at generally the fronul poriion of said device,

(c) a rigid lever arm extending upward when at rest in prox-

imity to said elbow receiving means, said lever arm having

an upper portion for hand gripping by a user and a lower
portion having a shaft extending therefrom for forming a

horizontal axis of rotation, said shaft having an upwardly
extending bar member attached to iu opposite end, said

bar member furiher having a guide post fixed thereabove,

said lever arm being disposed so that a user subsequent to

elbow placement can grasp said upper portion of said

lever arm, and,

(d) adjustable rotational force resistance means being com-
municatively operable to both clockwise and counter-

clockwise rotation of said lever arm, said force resistance

means being comprised of a fulcrum means attached to

said base stmcture and having first and second tension

force storing means attached to its opposing ends, said

first tension force storing means further being attached at

its opposite end to said base stmcture, said second tension

force storing means being comprised of a cable and spring

arrangement having the cable attached to the top portion

of the bar member attached to said lever arm and furiher

having the cable extending through said guide post mem-
ber to provide clockwise and counterclockwise resistance

forces in a generally equal manner as said lever arm is

rotated, whereby,

a user of said device subsequent to elbow placement and hand

grasping of said lever arm utilizes said device for athletic or

therapeutic purposes by overcoming said rotational resistance

force, as either forearm is rotated about its respective elbow

joint.

4,423,863

EXERaSING DEVICE
Romulo A. Figueroa, 2275 Taft Ave., Malate, Metro Manila,

PhUippines 3008

FUed May 12, 1982, Ser. No. 377,323

Int a.3 A63B 21/22

U.S. a. 272—73 4 Claims

4,423,864

ANGULARLY ADJUSTABLE SKI DECK
Sven E. WUk, 2883 Burseia Creek Rd., Stcanboat VUlage, Colo.

80499

Filed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,379

Int a.3 A63B 69/1%
U.S. a. 272—97 9 Clains

1. An apparatus for simulating skiing and terrain encoun-
tered during skiing, comprising:

support means resting on a support surface;

an elongated frame having belt rollers rotatably mounted
transverse thereto, said elongated frame pivotally con-

nected to said support means to provide selective angular

positioning of said frame between downwardly inclined

and upwardly inclined positions corresponding to said

terrain;

motive means pivotally connected to said frame adapted to

pivotally move said frame relative to said support means;

an endless belt mounted around said belt rollers, said belt

having two parallel slide tracks formed therein for simu-

lating a ski track; and

-neans for rotating said belt about said belt rollers and for

varying the velocity of said belt rollers and said belt de-

pendent on the angular position of said frame.

4,423,865

EXEROSE BENCH
Parker E. Mahnke, Glendale, Calif., aasignor to Marcy Gymna-
sium Equipment Co., Alluunbra, Calif.

Filed Jan. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 339,382

Int a.3 AOIB \i/00

U.S. a. 272—123 5 aains

1. An exercising device comprising:

a conventional bicycle frame,

a front and rear wheel rotatively mounted at the front and rear

ends of said frame, respectively,

a base frame supporting said bicycle frame in such a manner

that said wheels are elevated,

pedal operated means for rotating said rear wheel,

hand operated means for rotating said front wheel, and

incrementally adjustable means for decreasing or increasing

the frictional drag on each of said wheels to suit the needs of

the exerciser.

1. An exercise bench comprising:

(a) a supporting frame, including:

(1) a first "U" shaped frame member having a pair of

transversely spaced apari upstanding legs intercon-

nected by a bight poriion;

(2) a rigid cross-member disposed above said bight portion

of said first frame member and interconnecting said legs

thereof;

(3) a second frame member having at least one down-
wardly extending leg and a longitudinally extending

poriion, said longitudinally extending portion being
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disposed in a crossing relationship with respect to said

rigid cross-member;

(4) floor engaging means connected to said leg of said

second frame member proximate the lower end thereof,

for providing subility to said frame member;

(5) a transversely extending cross-sectionally "U" shaped

stabilizing plate having vertically spaced apart upper
and lower walls defining an elongated transversely ex-

tending bearing surface therebetween, said upper wall

being rigidly connected to said longitudinally extending

portion of said second frame member and said lower

surface being rigidly connected to said rigid cross-mem-

ber;

(6) a supporting element having upstanding legs intercon-

nected proximate one end thereof with a transversely

extending portion, said portion being received with in

said transversely extending bearing surface of said con-

necting plate for rotational movement therewithin;

(b) a first planar, bench portion extending longitudinally of

said support member of said second frame member and
rigidly connected thereto;

(c) a second planar bench portion hingeably interconnected

with said first bench portion for pivotal movement rela-

tive thereto into various elevated positions through an

acute angle with respect to said support member of said

second frame member; and

(d) an interconnecting means carried by said second bench
portion including spaced apart portions adapted to be

releasably interconnected with said free ends of said up-

standing legs of said supporting element and said second
planar bench portion when said portion is disposed in

various angular positions with respect to said support

member of said second frame member.

4,423,866

GYMNASnCS/EXERaSING EQUIPMENT
Edrard Stolba, Mofien 2, N-1458 FJeUstrand, Norway

FUed May 15, 1981, Scr. No. 264,137
daini priority, appUcatioa Norway, May 28, 1980, 801576

lot a.3 A63B 21/00
MS. a. m—\25 5 Claims

y^

I

1. A gymnastics/exercising device comprising two separate

elongated handles each of a length approximately that of a

width of a human hand interconnected by means of an inelastic

rope by which the length between the handles can be varied,

wherein respective ends of the rope are secured to each of said

handles at a middle section of the handles, said middle section

having a circular cross section of smaller diameter than the end
sections of the handle, and wherein one end section has a larger

diameter than the other end section and contains a cavity

interconnected with a channel means opening from said middle
section in which a knotted end of the rope is retained for

securing the rope to the handles, so that the length of said rope
can be varied by winding the rope around the middle section of
each handle to suit the user.

4,423,867

BILUARD CUE WITH LATERAL OFFSET
WilliaiB A. D. Wise, 28 WoUaitOB Atc, Apt 17, Woilaiton,
Mass. 02170

FUed Jan. 21, 1963, Ser. No. 459,766

lot a.3 A63D 15/08
U.S. a. 273-68 5 cUdmg

2. A billiard cue, comprising:

a substantially straight handle portion, being smoothly ta-

pered about its longitudinal axis;

a substantially straight ball-engaging portion, including a
resilient ball-contacting tip, said ball engaging portion also

being smoothly tapered about its longitudinal axis; and
an offsetting member, centrally positioned between and

interconnecting said handle and ball-engaging portions,

and contoured so as to match the taper of each of said

portions at the respective point of contact therewith, for

laterally offsetting the longitudinal axes of said portions
from each other, while ^guintaining said axes parallel.

4,423,868

PROTECTIVE DP^CE FOR USE ON A BASEBALL BAT
Richard B. Yoabls, 2706 Elmore Dr., Springfleid, Ohio 45505

Filed Dec. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 326,827

Int a.' A63B 59/06
U.S. a. 273—72 R 2 Claims

1. A protective device for the hands and wrists adapted to be
carried on a bat having a knob and grip portion comprising, a

first body portion adapted for attachment to said grip portion

adjacent said knob and having a rim, an elongated second body
portion disposed on said first body portion and adapted to

shield the hands when grasping said grip, wherein said rim

deflnes a cut away region opposite the position at which said

second body portion is disposed on said first body portion and
adapted to provide clearance for the wrists while swinging said

bat.

4,423,869

GAMES RACKET FRAME
Robert C. Haines, Hnddersfleld, England, assignor to Dunlop

Limited, London, England

FUed Not. 27, 1981, Ser.^ 325,197
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Dec. 3, 1980,

8038745

Int a.3 A63B 49/10. 49/12
MS. a. 273—73 C 7 Claims

1. A frame for a games racket, said frame consisting of a
hollow moulding made from a plastics material and a rigid

member, said rigid member being integrally moulded with said

plastics material and completely embedded therein so as to

reinforce said hollow moulding in a region corresponding to

the crown portion of said frame, said rigid member having a
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plurality of perforations the individual diameter ofsome of said

perforations being non-uniform along their length whereby,

when said rigid member is moulded integrally with said hollow
plastics moulding, the plastics material penetrates said perfora-

output signal in response to the duration of the collision

signal exceeding a minimum time period.

4,423,870

VIDEO GAME COLLISION DETECTION SYSTEM
Stephen D. Bristow, Los Altos Hills, Calif., assignor to Atari,

Inc., Sunnyvale, CaUf.

Continuation of Ser. No. 34,715, Apr. 30, 1979, abandoned. This

application Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 350,977

Int. a.J A63F 9/22

U.S. a. 273—85 G 8 Qaims
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4,423371

TOY VEHICLE GAME
SalTatore A. Mucaro, Maywood, NJ., aasignor to Ideal Toy

Corporation, HolUs, N.Y.

FUed Feb. 4, 1982, Scr. No. 345^70
Int a.' A63F 9/14

U.S. a. 273—86 R 14 Claims

tions and sets therein to lock said rigid member to said hollow

moulding, said rigid member being of generally U-shaped

channel section and being so positioned relative to said hollow

moulding that the base of the U lies adjacent the strung area of

the frame.

1. An interactive video system for detecting collisions be-

tween an object generated by the video system and a player

object responsive to manual control, the video system compris-

ing:

a first video signal generator for providing a first video

signal representing an object generated by the video sys-

tem;

manual control means for providing control signals in re-

sponse to manual manipulation;

a second video signal generator coupled to the manual con-

trol means for providing a second video signal represent-

ing a player object responsive to control signals;

logic means coupled to the first and second video signal

generators for providing a collision signal in response to

coincidence of said first and second video signals; and

detector means coupled to the logic means for providing an

U t. ^K It U (4 fcj

1. A toy vehicle game including a track and toy vehicle for

operation on the track, and means for launching the vehicle

and propelling it along the track, said track including a start

position at which said launcher is located and an end position

located above said start position whereby a vehicle launched

onto said track at said start position traverses the track to the

end position above the start position, said track including a

pivoted track section which is normally maintained in a hori-

zontal position and which pivots when the vehicle enters it to

deposit the vehicle onto the start position of the track to return

the vehicle to the launching means.

4,423,872

PINBALL GAME
Kazuo Okada, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Kabnshiki Kaisha

UniTersal, Tochigi, Japan

Filed Aug. 5, 1980, Scr. No. 175,683

Claims priority, applicatioa Japan, Aug. 11, 1979, 54-101804;

Not. 19, 1979, 54-148870; Not. 19, 1979, 54-148871

Int. a.3 A63F 7/00: A63D 3/02

U.S. a. 273—121 A 3 Claims

1. In a pinball game machine having a playing field board

along the exposed upper surface of which a ball rolls; the

improvement in which the playing field board is a metal plate

having at least one layer of elastomeric material applied to said

surface of the metal plate, the uppermost of said at least one

layer being transparent and printed material beneath said trans-

parent layer and visible through said transparent layer, a hole

through said plate, said transparent elastomeric material clos-

ing said hole, and a plug of transparent plastic disposed in said

hole beneath said transparent elastomeric material.
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4,423,873
GOLF CLUB PUTTER ARRANGEMENT

Ynkio Shintori, 1806 Oear Creek Dr., Fullerton, Calif. 92633
Coatioiiation-iii.|Mrt of Ser. No. 915,618, Jim. 15, 1978, Pat. No
4,212,467. Thia appUcation 'Mar. 11, 1980, Ser, No. 129,339

Int a.J A63B 69/36. 53/10
VS. a. 273-163 A 24 Claims

1. In a golf club, the improvement comprising, in combina-
tion:

I

a club head;

an elongated longitudinally extending shaft means having a
first end coupled to said club head, and a second end;

a grip means coupled to said second end of said shaft means;
said shaft means having:

a predetermined longitudinal axis extending between said
grip means and said club head;

a peripheral surface spaced from said longitudinal axis;
planar walls in planes parallel to each other and parallel to

said longitudinal axis defining a slot extending through
said shaft means for a predetermined longitudinal length
mtermediate said club head and said grip means and said
walls at least alignable in a vertical orientation for viewing
through said slot and providing visual indicia means;

a front intersection at one intersection of said walls of said
slot with said peripheral surface;

a rear intersection spaced from said front intersection and at
another intersection of said walls of said slot with said
peripheral surface; and

opaque indicia means on said shaft means and in said slot and
viewable through said slot, and said opaque indicia means
alignable in vertical and perpendicular orientations for
viewing through said slot.

4,423,874

^^^^ CLUB HEAD
Alfred O. Stuff, Jr., 1176-C Paaeo Del Mar, Casselberry, Ha.

Division of Ser. No. 231,981, Feb. 6, 1981, Pat. No. 4,340,229
This application Jun. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 393,643

Int. a.3 A63B 53/08
U.S. a. 273—171

4 Qaims

1. A putter head for a golf club comprising:
an elongate front face having a centrally located ball-con-

tacting area;

an essentially continuous top surface having an approximate

"I^' shape wherein said front face represents the rela-
tively straight portion of said "D" shape;

a sole plate extending rearwardly from stiid front face, a
portion of said sole plate being curved upwardly from a
point intermediate between said front face and the rear
edge of said putter head;

at least three relieved areas in said sole portion disposed
rearwardly from said front face and extending to said rear
edge, said relieved areas defining at least two ribs forming
said rearwardly extending portion of said sole plate
thereby minimizing the area of said sole plate which will
be in contact with the putting surface during a puttina
stroke.

=> »- e

4,423,875

GOLF TRAINING AID
Gardner H. MUler, Albuquerque, N. Mex., assignor to Trus-

troke International, Inc., Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 398,112, Jul. 14, 1982. This

application Aug. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 409,418
Int. a.3 A63B 69/36

U.S. a. 273-186 C
5q^

I. A golf training aid comprising:
a housing having first and second ends;
first and second elongated telescopically extendable rail
means each having first and second ends and being con-
nected to said housing and being selectively extendable
from said first end of said housing to an operational posi-
tion or retracted to a storage position with said housing-

third and fourth elongated telescopically extendable rail
means each having first and second ends and being con-
nected to said housing and being selectively extendable
from said second end of said housing to an operational
position or retracted to a storage position with said hous-
ing;

first elongated adjustable slide rail means having first and
second ends, said first end thereof being pivotally con-
nected to said first end of said first elongated telescopi-
cally extendable rail means, said second end thereof being
selectively pivotally connected to said first end of said
second elongated telescopically extendable rail means in
said operational position to thereby rigidly couple said
first ends of said first and second elongated telescopically
extendable rail means in said operational position;

second elongated adjustable slide rail means having first and
second ends, said first end thereof being pivotally con-
nected to said first end of said third elongated telescopi-
cally extendable rail means, said second end thereof being
selectively pivotally connected to said first end of said
fourth elongated telescopically extendable rail means in
said operational position to thereby rigidly couple said
first ends of said third and fourth elongated telescopically
extendable rail means in said operational position;

said first elongated adjustable slide rail means being disposed
substantially perpendicular to said first and second elon-
gated telescopically extendable rail means to thereby
maintain said first and second elongated telescopically
extendable rail means in a preselected spaced apart rela-
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tionship throughout the entire length of said first and
second elongated telescopically extendable rail means in

said operational position;

said second elongated adjustable slide rail means being dis-

posed substantially perpendicular to said third and fourth
elongated telescopically extendable rail means to thereby
maintain said third and fourth elongated telescopically

extendable rail means in a preselected spaced apart rela-

tionship throughout the entire length of said third and
fourth elongated telescopically extendable rail means in

said operational position;

said first and second elongated adjustable slide rail means
being disposed transversely to said housing to enable the
golf training aid to collapse to a compact configuration;
and

means for rigidly locking together said elongated telescopi-

cally extendable rail means and said elongated adjustable
slide rail means in said operational position and said stor-

age position.

4,423,876

GAME-TOY ANTHROPOMORPHIC
(HUMAN-ROBOT-SHAPED) DOMINOES

Alvin L. Boyd, P.O. Box 5280, Austin, Tex. 78763
FUed Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342,483

Int. a.3 A63F 9/20
U.S. a. 273—294 i Claim

traditional dominoes do; has an overall physical appearance of
a space-age robot with human shape; has extra-large gauntleted
(gloved) hands to enhance the pushing characteristic and the
physically aggressive visual personality of the design.

4,423377
GAME APPARATUS

Don W. Cook, 677 Dougherty Terrace Dr., MuKlMstcr, Mo.
63011

nied Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 420,109
Int a.' A63B 67/12

U.S. a. 273—317 8 ctalM

t 7

1. A new and improved set of game-toy domino figures that:

has added to each piece a head-in-helmet at the top, legs-in-

armor and feet-in-boots at the bottom, and hands-in-gauntlets
on the front side, to achieve the appearance of a human-robot-
shaped domino figure with a large flat area on the back which
is divided into two equal panels of a top area and bottom area,

with each panel having an incised (depressed) hexagonal pat-

tern of 19 dots (five rows of dots, with top row of 3 dots, 2nd
row of 4 dots, center row of 5 dots, 4th row of 4 dots, bottom
row of 3 dots), with certain patterns of those dots selected to be
imprinted in ink or paint in numerical equivalents in the follow-
ing sequence (first number imprints in top panel half/second
number imprints in bottom panel): 9/9, 8/9, 7/9, 6/9, 5/9, 4/9,

3/9, 2/9, 1/9, 0/9, 8/8, 7/8, 6/8, 5/8, 4/8, 3/8, 2/8, 1/8, 0/8,

7/7, 6/7, 5/7, 4/7, 3/7, 2/7, 1/7, 0/7. 6/6, 5/6, 4/6, 3/6, 2/6.

1/6, 0/6. 5/5, 4/5, 3/5, 2/5, 1/5, 0/5, 4/4, 3/4, 2/4, 1/4, 0/4,

3/3. 2/3, 1/3. 0/3. 2/2. 1/2. 0/2. 1/1. 0/1. 0/0, so that they can
be used, just as traditional dominoes are used, to play estab-

lished-rule domino games such as All Five (Muggins), All
Threes, Block and Draw. Forth-Two, Matador, Sniff,

Straight, Threes and Fives, Whist, etc.; will be produced in

traditional 28- and 55-piece sets of double-sixes and double-
nines from any color or any liquid casting medium such as

metal, plastic or epoxy. or shaped or carved from other hard
media such as wood, bone, stone or ivory; can be stacked,

arranged, or lined-up in many variations and positions because
of the exact design and placement of the flat helmet top. shoul-

der and boot-bottom surfaces, which provide stable position-

ing and loose interlocking, even upside-down; will retain the

overall dimensions of traditional dominoes in a one-unit wi-

deX two-units highxi- to i-units thick; are well-balanced in

all positions, yet will easily tip over when hit or pushed by
another piece tQ_$chieve the push-over ripple eflect such as

«1. A game apparatus for play by a preselected number of
players comprising a segmentally divided indicator, manually
operable means associated with said indicator for chance seg-
ment selection, a plurality of playing pieces, there being an
indicator segment corresponding to at least each playing piece,

each of said playing pieces being of generally upwardly open-
ing cup-shape character and of varying height, there being an
elongated stick-like tool provided each player for manipulating
a predetermined playing piece in an endeavor to dispose same
in inverted position for effecting point scoring.

4,423,878

SEALING ASSEMBLY, KTT AND METHOD FOR
ROTATABLE SHAFTS

Jesse W. Escue, 1010 BueU Ave., JoUet, lU. 60435
Filed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 363,375 '

Int. a.J F16J 15/34
U.S. a. 277—

1

. 20Claima

e:?'

17. A method of aligning a sealing surface of a sealing mem-
ber in a preselected plane in relation to a rotauble shaft, com-
prising:

providing said sealing member with means for adjusting the

planar orientation of said sealing surface and means for

securing said sealing surface in a planar orienution achieved
with said adjusting means;

providing an aligning member adapted to be secured to said

rotatable shaft, said aligning member having a^ reference
surface lying in said preselected plane when said aligning

member is secured to said rotatable shaft, said aligning mem-
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ber including means for securing said reference surface in

said preselected plane;

securing said aligning member to said rotatable shaft in closely

spaced relation to said sealing member with said reference

surface in confronting relation to said sealing surface;

adjusting the planar orientation of said sealing surface of said

sealing member with said adjusting means to lie in a plane

lying generally parallel to the plane of said reference surface

of said aligning member;
securing said aligning member to said rotatable shaft adjacent

to said sealing member with said reference surface in contact

with said sealing surface;

measuring the distance between said reference surface of said

aligning member and said sealing surface of said sealing

member at a plurality of points about the periphery thereof;

adjusting the planar orientation of said sealing surface of said

sealing member with said adjusting means until said refer-

ence surface of said aligning member and said sealing surface

of said sealing member are spaced equidistant substantially

entirely about the periphery thereof; and

securing said sealing surface of said sealing member in said

planar orientation achieved with said adjusting means by

utilizing said securing means;

whereby said sealing surface of said sealing member may be

aligned in said preselected plane.

4,423,879

MECHANICAL SEAL
Akin Tskenaka, and Tatsohiko Fokuolui, both of Toyota, Ja-

pan, aadgnon to Taiho Kogyo Co., Ltd., Aichi, Japan

Cootinaation of Set. No. 123,626, Feb. 22, 1980, abandoned,

which is a division of Ser. No. 895,072, Apr. 10, 1978,

abandoned. This appUcation Apr. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 366,811

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 12, 1977, 52/41838;

Mar. 3, 1978, 53/24137; Mar. 3, 1978, 53/24138

Int a.J F16J 15/34

U.S. a. 277—96.1 10 Qaims

1. A combination comprising:

a mechanical seal including stationary means and a follower

ring,

the stationary means including a seating ring which receives

therethrough a rotatable shaft and has an annular sliding

contact surface,

the follower ring being mounted to rotate with said rotatable

shaft and has another annular sliding contact surface in

slidable contact with the sliding contact surface of said

seating ring when the shaA is rotated causing relative

motion in one direction between said sUding contact sur-

faces,

each said annular sliding contact surface having a radially

inner portion and a radially outer portion,

means for sealing a pressurized fluid, which consists of a

liquid or a mixture of a gas and a liquid, in a zone radially

outside of said foUower ring, and

means for connecting the radially inside surface of said

follower ring to inside air,

at least one of said annular sliding contact surfaces having

means cooperative with the other said annular contact

surface for avoiding the leakage of said fluid from said

outside zone to said inside air, said leakage avoiding means
comprising:

a circumferentially noncommunicating plurality of fine

grooves in at least one of the annular sliding contact sur-

faces, said grooves having a closed outer end portion

terminating radially short of the outer periphery of said

annular sliding contact surface, said grooves having a

depth in the range from as low as 0.05 mm up to about 1.0

mm and being less than about 1.0 mm wide, at least some
of said grooves having closed radially inner ends, said

grooves being oriented outwardly from the shaft in a

rearward direction with respect to the direction of said

relative motion, said grooves extending along a line ap-

proximately tangent to the radially inner edge of the

corresponding annular sliding contact surface.

4,423,880

HYDRAUUC CHUCK
Wojciech B. Kosmowski, San Juan Capistrano, Calif., assignor

to Cooper Industries, Inc., Houston, Tex.

FUed Feb. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 236,846

Int a.3 B23B 31/30
U.S. a. 279—4 10 Qaims

1. A self-contained hydraulic chuck for use with high speed

drills or other high speed rotational power tools comprising:

a housing;

a shaft having an axis and supported within the housing;

a hollow tubular plunger and a central structure within the

shaft defining a first hydraulic fluid chamber;

a head section coupled to the shaft and extending from an

end of the housing, said head section having a central

opening;

a diaphragm secured within the central opening of the head

section, said diaphragm and said head section defining a

second hydraulic fluid chamber, said head section and said

shaft having hydraulic fluid channel means for coupling

the first chamber to the second chamber;

a collet, located within the central opening of the head

section and abutting the diaphragm, for gripping a tool;

said hollow tubular plunger being co-axially movable on said

central structure and within the shaft so as to vary the

volume of the first hydraulic fluid chamber;

spring means for forcing the plunger in a direction which

decreases the volume of the first hydraulic fluid chamber

and compresses the hydraulic fluid, thereby flexing the

diaphragm against the collet so as to force the collet in-

ward to grip a tool; and

mechanical means for pushing the plunger against the force

of the spring means, thereby reducing the pressure on the

hydraulic fluid and preventing the diaphragm from being

flexed, to thereby allow a tool to be inserted into or re-

moved from the collet, said mechanical means being de-

coupled from said plunger when the chuck is gripping a

tool.
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4,423381
QUICK OPERATING CHUCK

Dennis M. Whitehead, 202 Terrace Ct^ Trafford, Pa. 15085
FUed Jon. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,358

Int a.} B23B 31/12
US.a 279—62 5 Claims

1. In a quick operating chuck having a body portion with a

plurality of longitudinal slots therein, a plurality of tool-grip-

ping elements slidably positioned one in each slot and having
circumferential threads on their exterior surfaces, a ring encir-

cling the tool-gripping elements internally threaded to mesh
with the threads of the tool-gripping elements, a rotatable

sleeve surrounding the ring and means fixing the sleeve to the

body portion against longitudinal movement therebetween, the

improvement comprising a circumferential groove extending

around the major portion of the exterior of the ring and captive

means carried by the sleeve extending into the circumferential

groove.

1. A shopping cart which comprises:

(a) a wheeled chassis;

(b) an elevated frame carried by said chassis;

(c) a basket defining a main lading-carrying space, said bas-

ket including a bottom wall secured to said elevated

frame, two opposed side walls, and a gate at the front end
of said cart, and having an open end at the rear thereof;

(d) a baby seat compartment secured to the rear portion of

said elevated frame, said baby seat including a bottom

wall, two opposed side walls, a front wall having an up-

right closed position and an open position, the width of

said baby seat front wall being less than the width of said

lading-carrying basket said hinge for said baby seat front

wall being located at a level at least as high as the bottom

wall of said lading-carrying basket, said front wall being

hinged at its bottom edge portion to permit it to be swung
down from its closed position in the forward direction,

when desired, to rest on the bottom wall of said lading-

carrying basket, and a rear wall defining two openings to

receive the legs of a baby seated in said baby seat; and

(e) latching means for providing a positive holding of said

baby seat front wall to secure the same against movement
in either the forward or rearward direction from its said

upright, closed position while a baby is seated in the seat,

said means being releasable when it is desired to swing

said front wall down to rest on the bottom wall of said

basket to increase the lading-carrying capacity of the

shopping cart.

4,423,883

STEERING ARRANGEMENT FOR MOTOR VEHICLES
Henning Wallcntowitz, Schaabach; Hclmat Strack, WinaaidcB,
and Karl-Heiaz Richtcr, Kcrnca, aU of Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaay,
assignors to Daimler-Benz AktieagcseUschaft Stattgart Fed.

Rep. of Germany
Filed Dec. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 218,970

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec 22,

1979, 2952087

Int. a.} B62D 7/08

U.S. a. 280—96 15 ClaiBM

J-

4,423,882

SHOPPING CART WTTH BABY SEAT
Don A. StOTer, Oklahoma Gty; Clarence W. Upshaw, Tattle,

and Warren N. Norman, Oklahoma Oty, all of Okla., assign-

ors to UNR Industries, Inc., Chicago, III.

FUed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,593

Int a.3 B62B 3/00
UJS. a. 280—33.99 B 22 Claims

• A

1. A steering arrangement for motor vehicles which includes

a steering column means for transmitting turning motions to

two steerable wheels, steering rod means connected to the two
steerable wheels and to a steering gear arm means, character-

ized in that the steering gear arm means is divided into two
parts with each part being respectively connected to one of the

steerable wheels, a drive means is provided for driving the

steering gear arm means, a planetary gear means is interposed

between the secondary drive means and the steering column
means, and in that a locking means is provided for alternatively

locking a portion of the planetary gear means and a portion of

the drive means.

4,423384
BOOSTER AXLE CONNECnON SYSTEM FOR A

TRAILER ASSEMBLY
Darid E. GcTers, Laftiyettc, Ind., assignor to Talbert Maaafoc-

turing. Inc., Renmelaer, Ind.

FUed Jan. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 337,864

Int. a.) B62D 53/04

VS. a. 280-^405 A 12 Claiau

t' '-••'i''i''!'';'y;'Vi' •*.• -f^

1. A trailer assembly, comprising a main frame, pairs of

laterally spaced wheels on tandem axles supporting the main

frame, first suspension means connecting the tandem axles to

the main frame, main frame connection means for coupling the

main frame to a power unit a secondary frame, at least one pair

of laterally spaced wheels on a booster axle supporting the
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secondary frame, second suspension means connecting the
booster axle to the secondary frame, and a booster axle connec-
tion system for coupling the secondary frame to the main
frame, the connection system including a lever arm extending
forward from the secondary frame, a support arm extending
rearward from the main frame, variably positionable fulcrum
means for pivotally connecting the support arm to the lever
arm at one of at least two fulcrum points.

thereby to allow at least a limited range of pivotal movement
of said hitch arrangement relative to said body part about an
axis located not rearwardly of the centre of gravity of said
body part.

4 423 885
REMOVABLE GOOSENECK TRAILER

WjUtam R. Cuney, and Larry E. Hasenberg, both of Kewanee,
111., aMignora to Hyster Company, Portland, Oreg.

Filed Sep. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 301,201
Int. a.3 B62D 53/06

U.S. a 280-423 B ,3 a^ims

4,423,887
PASSIVE SAFETY BELT SYSTEM

Simon D. Packington, Bognor Regis, England, auignor to Britax
(Wingard) Limited, England

Filed Dec. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 333,467
Oaims priority, application United Kingdom, Jan. 10, 1981,

Int. a.3 B60R 27/70
U.S. a. 280-802

,0 c,^^

1. In a trailer, including a platform and gooseneck, an appa-
ratus connecting the platform to the gooseneck comprising:
(a) a rotatable, detachable forward coupling means connecting
one end of the platform to a forward location on the goose-
neck;

(b) an arm having a first end rotatably attached to the goose-
neck and a second end bearing on the platform at a location
remotely to the rear of the forward coupling means, such
that rotation of the arm will create a force couple about the
forward coupling means resulting in the relative rotation of
the gooseneck and platform;

(c) a link having a first end pivotally attached to the arm
(d) a lever rotatably attached to the gooseneck at a first liga-

tion and pivotally attached at a second location to the sec-
ond end of the link, and;

(e) means to rotate the lever attached to the lever at a third
location remote from said second location.

4,423,886
PICK-UP HITCH MOUNTING ARRANGEMENT

wmiam S. H. Taylor, Stockport, England, assignor to W. S. H
Taylor Engineering Developments Ltd., Stockport, England

Filed Mar, 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,359
CUdns priority, application United Kingdom, Mar. 23, 1981,

8109061

Int. a.3 B60D 7/00
U.S. a. 280-496

,2 Claims

1. In a motor vehicle having a seat located adjacent to a
front-hinged door, a safety belt system comprising a shoulder
strap, a lap strap and a common strap interconnected to form a
three-point safety belt, the free ends of the shoulder and lap
straps being connected to the rear edge of said door in proxim-
ity to the top and bottom comers thereof and the free end of
the common strap being guided, at a location inboard of and
adjacent to the bottom of the back of the seat, on to an inertia
reel, the system further comprising first flexible puller means
interconnecting a point of the safety belt which is inboard of
the seat when the door is closed and a point on the vehicle in
front of and above the knees of an occupant of the seat, second
flexible puller means extending from a point on the vehicle in
front of and above the knees of the occupant of the seat, when
the door is open, to guide means which is slidable on both the
first puller means and the common strap so as to vary the
location along their length at which they are permitted to
diverge from one another, and retractor means coupled to said
inertia reel for reducing the effective length of the second
puller means as said common strap is protracted from said
inertia reel.

1. A pick-up hitch arrangement for a vehicle having a driven
axle comprising a rigid support frame and means for securing
said frame to said driven axle, said vehicle comprising a body
part and resilient suspension means on which said vehicle is
supported, and pick-up hitch means pivotally mounted on the
support frame, wherein pivotal attachment means are provided
which connect said hitch arrangement to said body part

4423888
STORE CART WITH CLIPBOARD ITEM-RETENTION

MEANS
William D. Addison, R.R. 3, Box 129, Greenfield, Ind. 46140

Filed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 350,645
Int. a.3 B42D 77/00; G09F 79/00

U.S. a. 281-45
1 Chin

1. For a store cart having a parcel receptacle which is sup-
ported by wheels accommodating movement of the receptacle
throughout the store, and having a handle means extending
transversely of the receptacle, and at a distance rearwardly of
the receptacle, which provide manually-operable means by
which the user may maneuver the receptacle in the store, and
having a clipboard having retention means thereon for releas-
ably retaining items desired for use in the store, the said clip-
board being mounted on the store cart so as to carry the said
items along with the receptacle and both conveniently accessi-
ble and visible to the user as the user moves with the receptacle
about the store.
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the improvement of the clipboard being mounted upon the
handle means of the cart, and the clipboard is movably
supported and movably interconnected to the cart thereby,
and is movable between a first relatively lower and out-of-
the-way position in which it hangs outwardly of the cart
from the said handle means of the cart, and a second rela-

tively higher and more-visible and item-presenting position,
and in which in the second relatively higher position the
clipboard is supported by two relatively spaced portions of
the cart providing stable support of the clipboard, even
though it is connected to the cart at only one of such por-

tions, the portion of the cart which supports the clipboard
even though there is no interconnection of the clipboard and
cart at such place being the rearward transverse upper frame
member of the parcel recepUcle, the support of the clip-

board in both its said first and second positions being inde-
pendent of any movable inner wall means of the cart, and the
support of the clipboard being such that in moving from its

first relatively lower position to its second relatively higher
position it is swingable rearwardly, upwardly, then for-

wardly, about 270*, and regardless of the position of any
movable inner wall means of the cart or even whether the
cart is provided with a movable inner wall means.

4423 889

WELL-TUBING EXPANSION JOINT
Stanley A. Weise, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Dresser Industries,

Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Filed Jul. 29, 1980, Ser. No. 173,302

Int. a.' F16L 55/00
U.S. a. 285—39 2 Qaims

ing and sealing therebetween intermediate opposite ends
of said housing,

releasable locking means connected between said mandrel
and said housing for normally supporting said mandrel in

a central position against movement within said housing
and being releasable to free said mandrel for movement in

either longitudinal direction within said housing between
fully collapsed and extended positions to compensate for

expansion and contraction within said well tubing, said

releasable locking means including,

a releasable latching member connecuble between said

lower end portion of said mandrel and said housing and
normally latching said housing and said mandrel to-

gether, and

a wireline releasable, locking sleeve movable within said

housing between an upper position locking said latching
member against movement from its normally latched
central position and a lower position releasing said latch-

ing member so said mandrel is free to slide within said

housing, said lower position being located out of the way
beneath the lower end of said mandrel when the latter is in

its fully collapsed position, and said locking sleeve includ-
ing,

a plurality of spring finger latches extending therefrom,
with said housing having upper and lower mating reces-

ses for said spring finger latches to releasably catch
therein for holding said sleeve releasably within said

housing in said upper and lower positions, respectively,
a stop collar connected to said housing and having an annu-

lar shoulder disposed between said housing and said man-
drel, and means on said collar and housing preventing
relative rotation therebetween and key means extending
radially inward from said collar,

a longitudinal slot formed in said mandrel and receiving said

key to lock said collar and said mandrel against relative

rotational movement, and
an annular abutment fixed to said mandrel and extending

toward said housing for engagement with said annular
shoulder to limit said mandrel to its fully extended posi-

tion.

4,423,890

WELDED TUBE TO WALL JUNCTION
Charles D. Hackett, Tunnel Hill, Ga.. and James R. Bray, Hene-

gar, Ala., assignors to Conbtutioa Engineering, Inc.,

Windsor, Conn.

Filed Dec. 8, 1980, Ser. No. 213,701

Int. a.J B23K 9/00. 35/16
U.S. a. 285—189 1 Claim

1. An expansion-contraction joint for connection between
upper and lower sections of well tubing including:

a tubular housing with a lower end portion adapted for

connection to the lower section of tubing;

a mandrel with an upper end portion adapted for connection
to the upper section of tubing and a lower end portion

telescoped into the housing,

sealing means carried by one of said mandrel and said hous-

1. A welded junction between the external surface of a tube

and the surface of a drum wall, including.

a drum wall with an internal surface.

a tube hole through the drum wall,

a tube positioned within the tube hole and extending above the

surface of the wall with a pressure boundary between the

ouuide surface of the tube wall and the inside surface of the

tube wall and the inside surface of the tube hole,

a counterbore from the internal surface of the drum and about

the tube hole.
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an inaert ring positioned within the counterbore and about the

tube with a pressure boundary between the ring and tube,

a first bevel on the upper edge of the inside surface of the ring

forming a groove at the juncture of the ring and tube and
above the pressure boundary,

a second bevel on the upper edge of the outside surface of the

ring forming a groove at the juncture between the groove
and counterbore above the pressure boundary between the

tube and the inside wall of the tube hole,

a weld bead extending from the drum wall surface to the tube

surface and over the two grooves formed by the ring, bevels,

wherein the grooves provide ventilating passageways for

vaporized surface materials to avoid penetration of the weld
bead in its molten state.

4,423^1
CORRUGATED HOSE COUPLING

WiUian H. Mengn, 149 Sqnan Beach Dr^ Mantaloking, NJ.
08738

FUed Sep. 28, 1981, Scr. No. 306,214

Int a.3 F16L 37/0%
U.S. a. 285—305 6 Claims

1. A corrugated hose coupling apparatus comprising:
a length of corrugated hose having repetitive circular ridges

and grooves alternating along its length;

connector means for mating with said hose, said connector
means including at least one slot therein;

groove engaging means for engaging at least one of said

grooves of said hose, said groove engaging means com-
prising a split lock ring;

O-ring means received in at least one of said grooves for

sealing the connection between said hose and said connec-
tor means;

retaining means attached to said connector means for an-

choring said connector means with respect to said groove
engaging means, said retaining means comprising a spring
clip located on the opposite side of said split lock ring
from the end of said hose being coupled with said connec-
tor means, said spring clip being received in said slot in

said connector means,

wherein said retaining means and said groove engaging
means keep said connector means from disengaging from
said hose.

4,423,892

SWIVELABLE QUICK CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY
Donald D. Bartholomew, 5771 McKlnley, Marine City, Mich.
48039

Filed Oct. 29, 1980, Scr. No. 201,711

iBt a,3 F16L 37/14
U.S. a. 285—319 21 Claims

1. A connector assembly for providing a swivelable quick
connection, comprising:

a tubular conduit adapted to convey fluid, having outwardly
projecting annular surface means, formed at a predetermined
distance from an end of said conduit to be connected, for

providing a blocking wall portion disposed transversely to a
central axis of said conduit;

'' a housing having axial bore means formed therein for receiving
said conduit at a first end for providing a fluid path at a

second end, said housing having an inwardly extending
flange disposed at said first end thereof;

elastomeric ring means disposed in said bore means for provid-
ing a seal between said conduit and said housing;

annular bushing means disposing in said bore means of said
housing for positioning said ring means and for guiding the
insertion of said conduit into a sealing engagement with said
ring means; and

retainer means, demountably coupled to said first end of said
housing, for cooperating with said blocking wall portion of
said annular surface means to resist the disconnection of said
conduit from said housing;

said retainer means being made from a resilient material, and
comprised of a circumferentially continuous ring having an
outer diameter approximately corresponding to the diameter
of said inwardly extending flange of said housing, jaw means
projecting from a first side of said ring, and converging at

one end and extending beyond said outer diameter of said

ring at another end, for providing said cooperation with said

annular surface means of said conduit, and tab means pro-
jecting radially outwardly from a second side of said ring for

positioning said retainer means at said first end of said hous-
ing in cooperation with said jaw means.

4,423,893

SELF-SEALING TAPERED THREAD FORM
Horace D. Hohnes, 28576 Green Willow, Farmlngton Hills,

Mich. 48024

FUed Feb. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 23531
Int a.3 F16L 25/00. 15/00. 21/00

U.S. a. 285—334 6 Claim

f

^4^

1. A threaded fastener device comprising:

a female member including a body having a helical thread

form thereon,

said thread form having a generally tapered cross-sectional

shape and being defined by a pair of converging flanks, a

thread crest, and a thread root,

a first portion of said thread root lying along a first reference

axis inclined with respect to the longitudinal axis of said

thread form,

a second portion of said thread root being radially spaced
from said first reference axis toward said longitudinal axis,

said threaded fastener device fiirther including a male
member having a body provided with a helical thread

form thereon, said thread form being defined by a pair of
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converging flanks, a thread crest and a thread root, the 4,423,895
entire length of said last-named thread crest lying along a DEAD-BOLT-TYPE LOCKING MEANS, AND AN
common reference axis. ASSEMBLY THEREOF

Thomas C. Modcy, Jr., 8628 E. Granda Rd^ Scottadalc, Ariz.

85257

FUed Apr. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 256,388

Int. a.' E05C 1/06, 9/02
U.S. a. 292—36 5 Claim

4,423,894

CARPET-KNOTTING INSTRUMENT
Gcrda Kanftnana, GottUcb-Dairaler-Str. 3, 7809 Denzlingen,

Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed May 6, 1981, Ser. No. 260,922

Int a.3 D03J 3/00; B65H 69/04
MS. a. 289—17 17 Claims

1. A carpet knotting apparatus for use in combination with a

canvas or the like having successive pairs of spaced parallel

threads with a clearance between the threads of each pair,

comprising:

a. a guidance rod having a pair of opposed ends;

b. a mounting plate slideably mounted to one of said ends
and adapted for reciprocable displacement longitudinally

of said guidance rod;

c. a knotting head secured to said other end of said guidance

rod and having a longitudinally projecting needle holder;

d. a knotting needle having a pair of generally parallel sides

and a generally oblong shaped eyelet therethrough se-

cured to said needle holder and extending longitudinally

therefrom;

e. knotting thread positioning means disposed on said knot-

ting head for positioning a loop of knotting thread with a

pair of ends adjacent said knotting needle;

f. a pair of guidance slots disposed on either side of said

knotting needle and associated with said knotting head
and each of said guidance slots having guide means;

g. thread positioning'means disposed on said needle holder

for positioning said needle holder on one of said pairs of
threads;

h. a pair of spaced cooperating legs articulably mounted to

said mounting plate and displaceable therewith and each
leg extending from said mounting plate to an associated

one of said guiding slots and adapted for being guided by
said guide means;

i. each of said legs having a hook end adapted for engaging

and pulling an associated one end of said loop of knotting

thread; and,

j. whereby longitudinal displacement of said mounting plate

toward said knotting head displaces each of said legs and

said hook ends with engage and pull an associated end of

said loop of knotting thread through said eyelet for knot-

ting said loop of knotting thread.

1. An assembly of dead-bolt-type locking means, comprising:

a plurality of dead-bolt-type locking devices;

each of said devices having

(a) a cylindrical element; ^S.
(b) a bolt slidably disposed within said element forixtal

translation relative to said element;

(c) a sleeve, having a camming surface, in envelopment of

said element;

(d) an actuator in envelopment of said sleeve; and

(e) means engaged with said bolt, in penetration of said

element, and cammingly engaged with said camming
surface, for causing translation of said bolt in response to

rotation of said sleeve; wherein

said actuator and said sleeve have means mutually coopera-

tive to cause rotation of said sleeve in response to rotation

of said actuator; further including

means coupled to said actuators of said devices for causing

coincident rotation of each actuator pursuant to rotation

of any one thereof; wherein

said actuators of said devices each have a crank arm extend-

ing therefrom;

said coupled means comprises a rod coupled at the ends

thereof to ends of said crank arms;

said rod is pivotably coupled to said ends of said crank arms;

and

said crank arms slue through arcs of a given radius; and

further including a hasp coupled to said rod intermediate

the length thereof;

said hasp including a pivoted and slotted strap, and an aper-

tured lug for penetration of said slotted strap; wherein

said strap slues through an arc of said given radius; and

a radially outermost portion of said strap is pivotably cou-

pled to said rod.
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4,423396
REPLACEMENT HASP, KIT, AND MFTHOD FOR
REPLACING RAILROAD CAR LOCK HASPS

RmmU M. Looids, PdM Heights, IlL, tMigaor to Unarco
ladMtric*, lac^ Chicago, DL

FUcd Mar. 6, IMl, Ser. No. 241,234
lat a.} E05C 19/08

VS. a. 292—284 9CUijii8

f^'j

an elongated keeper block mounted between said paraJlel
spaced flanges in reinforcing contact therewith,

means for securing said keeper block in place between said
parallel spaced flanges, and

an elongated stop member,
said keeper block and the one of said flanges adjacent to the

other closure panel being formed with a bore receiving
said stop member with said stop member projecting there-
from in position to intercept the end of said other closure
panel and halt further relative opening movement be-
tween said panels.

I. A kit for making a replacement hasp for a damaged or
inoperable hasp on a railroad car door assembly of the type
which is locked by a lock mechanism which employs a mov-
able hasp secured to said railroad car by a link which passes
through an eye formed on the hasp, which link is permanently
attached at both its ends to the car side, comprising:

a partial-eye-deflning member which is sized and shaped to
fit loosely about the link and extend therefrom, said par-
tial-eye-deflning member being generally U-shaped with
two approximately parallel arms defining an opening;

and

an eye-completion member sized and shaped to cooperate
with said partial-eye-deflning member to complete the eye
when afflxed thereto and to form a complete replacement
movable hasp when mounted to the link, said eye-comple-
tion member having two approximately parallel surfaces
to mate with said approximately parallel arms of said
partial-eye-deflning member and be welded thereto to
form shear welds,

whereby a new replacement hasp may be formed in place of
an original hasp by positioning the partial-eye-defining
member about the link, mating the eye-completion mem-
ber therewith and affixing said members together at least
primarily by means of shear welds, all without severing
the link or modifying in any way the attachment of both
ends of said link to the car side.

4,423,898

nREWOOD CARRIER
Hennao Spor, Rte. 1, Box 284, Lexington, Olda. 73051

FUed Mar. 31, 1582, Ser. No. 363,955
Int a.3 A47J 49/00

U.S.a.294-9 3 Claims

f 1
^ n

t
~ — 1.

I

4,423,897

WINDOW VENTILATING STOP
D. EMrton Williams, 1410 Edith St, Berkeley, Calif. 94703
Continnation of Ser. No. 950,080, Oct 10, 1978, abandoned.

This appUcation Sep. 15, 1980, Ser. No. 186,896
Int a.3 E05C J 7/54

VS. a. 292—288
|

3 claims

©-J7

1. A firewood carrier comprising:
a pair of spaced handle bars each defining a pair of transverse

rod bores spaced inwardly from opposite ends thereof;
a pair of elongated rigid rods of circular cross-section and each

having an angulation forming a step intermediate its ends,
and said rods having portions extending parallel to each
other and passing through the transverse rod bores in said
handle bars; and

fastening means projecting into said handle bars and into fas-
tening contact with said rods at the locations where the rods
pass through the transverse bores in said handle bars.

4,423,899
SYSTEM FOR EXTENDING THE CAPACITY OF A

PICK-UP TRUCK AND THE LIKE
Darid L. Langmead, 615 Winana Way, Baltimore, Md. 21229

FUed Jul. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 282,040
Int. a.3 B60P 3/00

U.S. a. 296—3 10 Claims

1. In a closure for a building opening having overlapping
metal framed glass closure panels formed with outwardly
projecting parallel spaced flanges slidable in meUl channels
affixed to the building, a stop device for selectively restricting
how far said panels can be overlapped and hence the amount of
opening while permitting such opening to the desired position,
comprising

1. A system for extending the capacity of a pickup truck and
the like having an open bed with upright sides for carrying
particular loads at levels including a level above the cab of a
said pick-up truck comprising: a basic frame for affixing inside
a said open bed, means fixing the basic frame to a said open
bed, load-supporting means proportioned for use with the basic
frame for supporting loads specific to certain trades in spaced
relation with a said open bed, quick-attachment means for
detachably affixing said load supporting means to said basic
frame, the basic frame including four posts, each said post
having tubular shape and length for extending upright from
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position at a respective comer of a said open bed to a point
higher than a said cab of a pick-up truck, means for holding
each post upright in said position, the load supporting means
having a plurality of vertical sleeves, the quick-attachment
means including a plurality of pins proportioned for extending
downwardly through respective of said sleeves into said posts,

means for limiting travel of said pins in said sleeves and posts,

all said pins, sleeves and posts having substantially square
cross-section, the means limiting travel including a cap on each
pin, each cap having a tie-down ring thereon, and all said pins,

sleeves and posts being in vertical alignment when the pins are

in said sleeves and posts.

4,423,900

TIRE-STORAGE ARRANGEMENT OF AUTOMOTIVE
VEHICLE

Yoji Sugimoto, and Hirotaka Tomioka, both of Yokohama,
Japan, assignors to Nissan Motor Company, Limited, Yoko-
hama, Japan

Filed Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,629

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 15, 1981, 56-55478

Int. a.3 B62D 43/10
U.S. a. 296—37.14 9 Oaims

extending cross members which mate with and are secured to

said one frame tube, and a pair of plates secured to and extend-

ing forwardly from the ends of said cross members, said plates

having laterally spaced, longitudinally extending upwardly
facing fairing supporting surfaces to receive the mounting
surfaces of the fairing, the imrovement wherein:

the lower of said cross members has a central portion which
mates with the one frame tube and which is lower than the

end portions thereof, the vertical spacing between the

portions of the cross members which mate with the one
frame tube being sufficient to provide stability and the

height of said plates required to accommodate the ends of

said cross members being minimized.

1. A spare-tire storage arrangement of an automotive vehicle

having a vehicle body including a floor panel structure having

a substantially horizontal upper face, comprising

a tire-storage pan portion forming part of the floor panel

structure and downwardly sunk from the horizontal upper
face of the floor panel structure, the tire-storage pan por-

tion having a bottom wall and a side wall and being

formed with a concavity which is open upwardly and
which is surrounded by the side wall, the tire-storage pan
portion is being internally sized to be suitable for having a

regular-sized spare tire snugly received on the inner sur-

face of said side wall at least at a plurality of points of the

outer perimeter of the tread portion of the tire;

a receptacle member externally sized to fit the inner surface

of the side wall of the tire-storage pan portion, the recep-

tacle member having an upper face located above the

upper face of the bottom wall of the tire-storage pan

portion at a level substantially equal to the difference

between the depth of the concavity in the tire-storage pan

portion and the width of a temporary-use spare tire; and
clamping means for having a temporary-use spare tire se-

curely yet detachably attached to the upper face of the

receptacle member.

4,423,901

MOUNTING HARDWARE FOR A MOTORCYCLE
FAIRING

Thomas D. Shumard, Santa Margarita; Peter B. Evans, San Luis

Obispo, and Charles M. Perethian, Arroyo Grande, all of

Calif., assignors to First Champaign Corporation, Rantoul, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 118,528, Feb. 4, 1980, abandoned. This

appUcation Sep. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 305,322

Int a.3 B62J 17/00

U.S. a. 296—78.1 9 Qaims
1. In an apparatus for mounting a fairing on the frame of a

motorcycle, said frame having at least one tube extending

downwardly and rearwardly from the fork head of said frame

and the fairing having a pair of laterally spaced, longitudinally

extending, downwardly facing mounting surfaces, the mount-

ing apparatus including a pair of vertically spaced, transversely

4,423,902

ROOF STRUCTURE FOR AN AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLE
Kouichi Yaotani, Akigawa, and Masao Tasboh, Kamakura, both

of Japan, assignors to Nissan Motor Company, Ltd.,

Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Not. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 318,346

Qaims priority, application Japan, Not. 10, 1980, 55-

160565[U]

Int a.i B60J 7/06

U.S. a. 296—214 8 Claims

J >

1. A roof structure for an automotive vehicle having a head

lining and comprising:

a plurality of support members transversely disposed with

respect to said head lining;

a pair of roof rails having a plurality of holes into which the

support members are inserted at their ends so that the head

lining is supported thereby:

the support members being made of a hollow tube;

the support members having small through-holes near their

ends; and

a plurality of stop members each being separate from the sup-

port members, said stop member having a portion which is

inserted into one of the through-holes of the support mem-
bers and a stop poriion projecting away from said support

members for engaging the roof rails for limiting movement
of the ends of said suppori members.
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4^23,903
HANDLE OPERATED INCLINER CHAIR

WilUaB V. Gcrtk, 451 PUlUp SL, Waterloo, OMario, Cauda
FOcd Apr. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 25M92

lat CLJ A47C 1/02
VS. CL 297—«9 5 Claims

*'- 43

the seat back when the seat back is in the upright position
and in any of the inclined positions.

47 " a
/'K «

1. A mechanism, connected to base plates fixed to a chair
frame, for actuating the seat, back, and footrest of a chair
between; (a) the substantially normal position of the said seat

and back and a retracted position of the footrest and; (b) a
partially and relatively inclined position of the said seat and
back and extended portion of the said footrest, comprising the
combination with hand operated rotary elements on one side of
said chair actuated by the occupant, of a pair of seat-supporting
bars, said footrest comprising a concatenated tong assembly
having forward ends thereto pivotably connected to a footrest

plate, footrest control lever bars pivotably connected at for-

ward ends thereof to said tong assembly; crank arms connected
to said rotary element; rearwardly extending primary links,

toggle plates pivotably connected to said base plates rear-

wardly of the rotary axis of said element; said primary links

being pivotably connected at their rear ends to said toggle
plates, said control bars being pivotably connected at rear ends
thereof to said toggle plates; a back controlling assembly in-

cluding (a) back controlling levers pivotably connected be-
tween their ends to said toggle plates, the forward ends of said
levets being pivoubly connected to said seatsupporting bars
and (b) swing-links pivotably connected at both their forward
and rear ends to the rear ends of said levers and said base plates

respectively whereby said back is caused upon actuation of
said mechanism to move through an arcuate path in which it is

limited to downward movement only forwardly from its nor-
mal or upright position; and secondary link levers pivotably
connected to the sides of said chair and said seat-supporting
bars for controlling said bars.

and means operated by forward movement of the seat back
toward tilted position for operatively connecting the seat
back to the actuating means.

4,423,90s

LATCH MECHANISM
George A. Ray, (^nwt, Eagiaiid, aarignor to RoUa-Roycc Mo-

tors limited, Crewe, Eoglaad
Filed Feb. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 235,159

Claims priority, appUcatioa United Kii«dom, Feb. 16, 1900,
8005297

Irt. CL3 A47C 7/38
VS. CL 297-391 u QaiiM

i
=1

4,423,904
' SEAT POSmON CONTROL MECHANISM

Ray V. Crawford, Warrea, Mich., avigMM- to General Motors
Corporatioii, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Jal. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 282,528
Irt. a.J B40N 1/02: A47C 1/02

VS. CL 297—341 4 claims
1. In a vehicle seat including a seat back movable from an

upright position rearwardly to a plurality of incUned positions
or forwardly to a tilted position, means for mounting the seat

on a vehicle for movement to a plurality of adjusted positions

and from any adjusted position to an easy enter position, a seat

position control mechanism comprising,

actuating means operable by tilting movement of the seat back
to displacement the seat from any one of the adjusted posi-

tions to the easy enter position,

means blocking operative connection of the actuating means to

1. A latch mechanism for connecting two members together,
said latch mechanism comprising:

a latch pivotally mounted on one of said two members for

movement between a first position in which said two mem-
bers can be moved relative to one another in a given direc-

tion, and a second position in which relative movement
between said two members is restrained; and

holding means free of and movable relative to said two mem-
bers and said latch, said holding means being subjected by
gravity to engage and hold said latch in said first position,

and said holding means being free to move away from en-
gagement with said latch to allow pivotal movement of said

latch to said second position when said two members are
simultaneously subjected to an involuntary external force
resulting in a component of force tending to separate said

two members.
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• 4,423,906

METHOD OF FORMING AN IN SITU OIL SHALE
RETORT

IrrlBg G. Stadrtaker, Gmd JaactloB, Colo^ Mdgiior to Occi-

dental OU Shale, lac^ Grand JaactioB, Colo.

Filed Sep. 29, 1977, Ser. No. 837,521

lat a.i E21C 41/10

VS. CL 299—2 22 Claims

along the substantially vertical formation cleavage planes

and expanding said remaining formation toward such a

void; and

detonating explosive for fracturing at least a portion of the

formation along said substantially vertical formation

cleavage planes and expanding said remaining formation

toward such a void for fragmenting said remaining forma-

tion.

1. A method for recovering liquid and gaseous products

from an in situ oil shale retort in a subterranean formation

containing oil shale and having a substantially vertically ex-

tending first cleavage plane set and a substantially vertically

extending second cleavage plane set intersecting the first

cleavage plane set, comprising the steps of:

determining the angular dispersion of cleavage planes within

the first cleavage plane set and within the second cleavage

plane set;

excavating a vertically extending slot in the formation having

relatively longer side walls and relatively shorter end walls

of unfragmented formation, the longer side walls being

substantially aligned with the cleavage plane set having the

lower dispersion, leaving a remaining portion of unfrag-

mented formation within boundaries of the in situ retori

being formed;

explosively expanding at least a part of the remaining portion

of the formation toward the slot to form a fragmented per-

meable mass of formation particles containing oil shale

within the in situ retort; and

retorting such a fragmented mass to form such liquid and

gaseous products.

4,423,908

FORMATION OF AN IN SITU OIL SHALE RETORT
WTTH CONTROL OF MOUNDING

Thomas E. Ricketts, Grand Jonction, Colo., assignor to Ocd-
deatal Oil Shale, Inc., Grand Janctioa, Colo.

Filed JuB. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 277^52
Int. a.' E21C 00/00

VS. a. 299—2 50 ClaiBU

^ <i <f-ff if a /} i' c*
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4,423,907

IN SITU RECOVERY OF SHALE OIL
Richard D. Ridley, BakenfleM, CaUf., aaiigBor to Occidental

Oil Shale, Inc., Grand Jnaction, Colo.

Continnation-ln-part of Ser. No. 563,607, Mar. 31, 1975,

abandoned. This application Sep. 19, 1977, Ser. No. 834,464

Int a.) E21C 41/10

VS. a. 299^2 20 Claims

1. A method of forming, in a subterranean formation con-

taining oil shale, an in situ oil shale retort having side walls of

formation aligned with substantially vertically inclined subter-

ranean formation cleavage planes, and containing a fragmented

permeable mass of formation particles containing oil shale,

which comprises the steps of:

excavating at least one void in the subterranean formation

containing oil shale and leaving a remaining portion of

unfragmented formation within the side boundaries of the

in situ retort being formed;

placing explosive in the oil shale in at least one row of blast-

ing holes parallel to such a substantially vertical formation

cleavage plane for preferentially fracturing said formation

1. A method for explosively expanding unfragmented forma-

tion toward a limited void in a subterranean formation com-

prising the steps of:

(a) excavating a limited void in a subterranean formation

while leaving a zone of unfragmented formation adjacent

the void, the zone of unfragmented formation comprising

a plurality of contiguous regions, wherein each such con-

tiguous region has a free face adjacent the void; and

(b) explosively expanding each such region of the zone of

^ unfragmented formation toward the void in a single round

by:

(i) explosively expanding a first portion of each such

region toward the void, wherein the free face of each

such first portion is near the center of its respective

region; and thereafter

(ii) explosively expanding a second portion of each such

region toward the void, wherein the free face of the

second portion is adjacent the free face of the first

portion and surrounds the free face of the first portion.
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4,423309
EMPTY A>fD LOAD APPARATUS TOR RAILROAD CARS
Wim«iii R. Page, 208(W-<Otta St, Bristol, Wis. 53104. and James

G. Rms, 1212 Lake Shore Dr^ Chicago, Ul. 60610
FUed Oct 30, 1981, Ser. No. 316,844

Int a.^ B60T 8/20
U.S. a. 303-23 R

,
18 Claims

8. In empty and load air brake control apparatus for use in

railroad cars of the type having a sprung car body portion
resiliently supported in sprung relation to an unsprung portion
of the car and including a brake pipe normally charged with
braking air under pressure, a reservoir normally air charged to
the pressure of the air in the brake pipe, a brake cylinder for
effecting a braking application, an air pressure responsive
brake application control valve operative in response to pres-
sure decreases in the brake pipe to control the supply of brak-
ing air under pressure from said reservoir to said brake cylin-
der through air conduit means for causing a brake stroke appli-
cation and including a retainer device for venting the braking
air that effects the braking stroke to atmosphere through the
air conduit means, on completion of the brake application in

response to pressure increases in the brake pipe, with the air
conduit means including a change over valve for changing the
pressure of the supply of the braking air to the brake cylinder
between that appropriate for load conditions and that appro-
priate for empty condition, a stop carried by the unsprung
portion of the car, and a load sensing device carried by the car
body sprung portion adjacent the stop and including a load
sensing member movable for engagement with the stop on the
brake stroke application for controlling the pressure changing
of the modulating valve in accordance with the car body being
under empty or load conditions,

the improvement wherein said load sensing device com-
prises:

a casing including piston means for actuating said load sens-
ing member, with said casing defining a first chamber in

open communication with one side of said piston means,
pipe means for communicating the braking air to said casing

first chamber for moving said piston means to shift said
load sensing member toward its extended relation,

means for biasing said load sensing member to its retracted
relation that yields when the pressure of the braking air in

said casing first chamber is on the order of fifteen psi,

said casing defining a second chamber spaced and isolated
from said piston means,

second pipe means for communicating said casing second
chamber with the change over vaJve,

a check valve assembly interposed between said casing
chambers and including means for biasing same in closed
relation for maintaining said casing first chamber sealed
off from said casing second chamber on operation of said

apparatus when the car body is under load conditions,
and linkage means actuated by said piston means for opening

said check valve assembly to communicate said casing

second chamber to said casing first chamber when the car
body is under empty conditions,

said linkage means comprising a fulcnimed lever device
having one end of same in lost motion relation to said
piston means for fulcruming actuation thereby when said
load sensing member has moved to its extended relation
for biasing said check valve assembly to open relation,

said check valve assembly biasing means having a biasing
action opposing the biasing action of said lever device that
holds said check valve assembly in closed relation when
the pressure of said braking air in said casing first chamber
is above about twenty-one psi,

whereby, on operation of said apparatus when the car body
is under empty conditions, the load sensing member is

shifted by said casing piston to move the load sensing
member to its said extended relation, said lever device is

actuated by said piston means to place said check valve
assembly in its open relation, whereby the braking air is

communicated from said casing first chamber to said
casing second chamber and thence through said second
pipe means to said change over valve whereby the braking
air at partial braking pressure is communicated through
said casing first chamber to the brake cylinder for empty
load brake operation of said apparatus.

4.423,910
REVERSIBLE TRACK LINK ASSEMBLY AND TRACK

SHOES THEREFOR
Rajendra K. Narang, 1525 Bonnie Rd., Macedonia, Ohio 44056
DiTision of Ser. No. 905.209, May 12, 1978, Pat No. 4,324,437.

This appUcation Feb. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 352,093
Int a.3 B62D 55/28

U.S. a. 305-54 6CMntt

1. An endless track for crawler type vehicles or the like

comprising a plurality of transversely spaced pairs of track
links having first and second rail surfaces on the longitudinal
edges thereof, pivot assemblies articulately interconnecting
respective link pairs into endless configuration, and track shoes
respectively secured to and extending between the corre-
spondingly positioned first or second rail surfaces of each link

pair, said track links being symmetrical above and below a
horizonul plane through the center thereof to permit said
track links and pivot assemblies after sufficient wear to be
inverted and said track shoes to be secured to the other corre-
sponding rail surfaces, thereby substantially to increase the use
life of said track links and pivot assemblies, and said first and
second rail surfaces being radially outwardly bowed relative to
said track links to progressively uniformly increase in height
from the opposite ends of each said rail surface to the middle
thereof, thereby to provide additional rail surface material for
wearing at a middle portion thereof.
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4,423,911

ROLUNG BEARING FOR LENGTHWISE MOVEMENT
Annln Olachcwiki, Schweinfurt; Manfred Brandenstein, Eus-
enbeim; Lothar Walter, Schweinftart; Hortt M. Ernst, Elting-
shanwn, and Walter Reith, Bad BocUet, all of Fed. Rep. of
Gcrmaay, asrignon to SKF Kugellagerfabriken GmbH,
Schweinftirt, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Not. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,502
Claims priority, applicatiofl Fed. Rep. of Germany, Not. 7,

1980, 8029743[U]

Int. aj F16C 29/06
U.S. a. 308—6 C 5 Qaima

1. In a rolling bearing for lengthwise movement with respect

to a shaft, wherein the bearing is comprised of an outer sleeve
with axially extending races in its bore, a plurality of endless
rows of rolling bodies in said bore, and a cage in said sleeve for

guiding said rolling bodies to roll in said races in a plurality of
circumferential distributed endless rows of which first portions

are loaded rolling body portions, said sleeve having an axially

extending slit, and wherein a rolling body row adjacent said slit

is adapted to engage an axially extending race formed in said

shaft for transmission of torque between said shaft and bearing,

the improvement wherein said slit extends axially and radially

completely through said outer sleeve, said cage having con-
necting means aligned with said slit that permits radial dis-

placement of the cage adjacent said slit while holding said cage
together, the first portion of a row of rolling bodies immedi-
ately adjacent said slit being radially moveable to entirely

engage said axially extending race formed in said shaft,

whereby the rolling bodies of the entire respective first portion

of said rolling bodies row adjacent said slit transmit torque
between said shaft and bearing, said connecting means of said

cage comprising a bendable interconnecting web aligned with
said slit.

4,423,912

ARRANGEMENT FOR MOUNTING A CONVERTIBLE
BED SEWING MACHINE IN A FLAT BED CABINET

Louis F. Daman, Warren Township, Somerset County; Albert L.

Newman, West Orange, and John Patricia, Elizabeth, all of

NJ., assignors to The Siner Company, Stamford, Conn.
Filed May 13, 1982^r. No. 377,722

Int a.' A47F 5/08

VJS. a. 312—30 4 Claims
1. In a sewing machine cabinet of the type having a cavity

for storing a sewing machine when not in use, a fixed work
supporting surface, and a hinged Hap having another work
supporting surface, said hinged fiap being adapted to be up-

wardly pivoted from a position where said hinged fiap work
supporting surface is substantially coplanar with said fixed

work supporting surface so as to allow a sewing machine to be

pivoted between a stored position within said cavity and an
operative position with its bed substantially coplanar with said

fixed work supporting surface, an arrangement for supporting
said sewing machine from the base thereof a substantial dis-

tance below the sewing machine bed comprising:

a support bracket assembly mounted on said cabinet and
extending into said cavity, said support bracket assembly
including means for fixedly mounting said sewing ma-
chine base thereon and pivot means for defining the pivot-

ing motion of said sewing machine between said stored

and operative positions; and
a support arm assembly mounted on said hinged flap, said

support arm assembly including a support arm adapted to

be extended to a first position so as to support said sewing
machine base when said hinged flap work supporting

surface is substantially coplanar with said fixed work
supporting surface and said sewing machine is in its opera-

tive position, said support arm assembly further including

means for automatically retracting said support arm to a

second position when said sewing machine is moved from
its operative position so as to provide clearance for said

sewing machine when said sewing machine is in its stored

position and said hinged flap work supporting surface is

substantially coplanar with said fixed work supportmg
surface. ^

4,423,913

DISPLAY AND STORAGE ASSEMBLY UTILIZING A
PLURALITY OF INTERCHANGEABLE STACKABLE

BINS
William J. Lee, 19290 Orchard Heights, South Bend, Ind. 46614

Filed Not. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 317,923

Int. a.J A47B 87/00: F16B 12/00
U.S. a. 312—107 4 Qaims

1. A display and storage assembly comprising a plurality of

interlocking stackable bins; each bin having a top, bottom and
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opposite first and second sides extending between ends of the

bin to define a storage compartment therein; said first side of
each bin having three longitudinally spaced vertically oriented

fasteners protruding from the exterior of the side; said second
side of each bin having two longitudinally spaced vertically

oriented fasteners protruding from the exterior of the side; said

second side two fasteners of one said bin being interlockable

with one oftwo pairs of said first side three fasteners of another

bin with said one bin second side and said another bin first side

being juxtaposed in a first relative position; said second side

two fasteners of said one bin being interlockable with a second
of said two pairs of said first side three fasteners of said another

bin sith said one bin second side and said another bin first side

being juxtaposed in a second relative position.

base inserted therein having end stops means at the other
end of said sleeve to engage said yieldable support means.

I

4,423^14
DRAWER SUDE LCXIONG LEVER

Robert J. Vander Ley, Jenisoo, Micb^ asaignor to Knape A Vogt
Maaatetariiig Co^ Grand Rapids, Mich.

Filed May 18, 1981, Scr. No. 264,273

Int a.3 A47B 88/16
U.S. a. 312—333 1 8 Claims

5. A drawer mounting strip and locking lever combination

comprising:

an elongated drawer mounting strip having a vertical ele-

ment for attachment to a drawer, and a lateral element;

a one-piece locking lever having a pair of generally opposite

ends and pivotal mount means between said ends for

pivotally mounting said lever to said vertical element;

an integral locking element at one of said ends releasably

engaging said lateral element upon pivotal movement of
said lever;

an integral deformable spring at the other of said ends in

resilient engagement with said lateral element and having
an inherent bias to serve as a spring for shifting said lock-

ing element toward engagement with said lateral element;

and

an integral actuator portion at said other end to allow man-
ual pivoting of said lever for deformation of said spring

against its inherent bias to release said locking element.

4,423,915

LAMP SOCKET
Robert C. Brownlee, Featon, Mich., asdgnor to Chrysler Corpo-

ratkMi, Highland Parit, Mich.

Filed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 350,704

iBt CL' HOIR 33/48
U.S. CL 339—32 R 3 Claims

1. A lamp socket assembly capable of receiving either single

or multicontact light bulbs having either a pair of axially

aligned or a pair of axially offset radially projecting retention

pins located on a light bulb base, the assembly including a

socket having electrical contact means therein, and yieldable

support means to support a light bulb and to urge the retention

pins against the said socket comprising:

A cylindrical sleeve, open at one end to accept a light bulb

said sleeve having two sets of diametrically disposed J-slots,

separate sets to accept each of the retention pin pairs of
either single or multicontact light bulbs.

4,423,916

CABLE CONNECTOR
Almon A. Muehlhansen, II, Thoosand Oaks, Calif., assignor to

Communications Technology Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

FUed Jul. 13, 1981, Scr. No. 282,656

Int a.3 HOIR 4/24
VJS. a. 339—59 M 8 Claims

1. In a multipiece connector for making electrical connec-
tions between first and second electrical cables, each cable
having a plurality of insulated wires therein,

the connector including an index strip, a connector module
strip and a module cap strip, with the index strip having a
plurality of first wire receiving slots in a row for laying in

wires of the first cable, with the connector module strip

having a plurality of second wire receiving slots in a row
for laying in wires of the second cable and double ended
slotted contact elements, and with the module cap strip

having a plurality of wire confming means aligned with
the second slots,

with the connector module strip snap mounting to the index
strip and the slotted contact elements penetrating the wire
insulation making electrical contact with the wires of the

first cable, and with the module cap strip snap mounting to

the connector module strip and the other ends of the

slotted contact elements penetrating the wire insulation

making electrical contact with the wires of the second
cable, and

with said connector module strip having a top member and
a bottom member joined together with said contact ele-

ments therebetween, said top member including a plural-

ity of pins for entering corresponding openings in said

bottom member, with said contact elements having
notches for positioning between said pins,

the improvement wherein each of said strips includes re-

duced structural sections at predetermined locations de-
fining means for separating the strips into a plurality of
shorter pieces, with said connector module strip pins at

said predetermined locations divided into two portions
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with a slot therebetween, and with said bottom member at
said predetermined locations having spaced walls with a
slot therebetween, with said spaced walls entering said pin
slots.

4,423,917

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR HAVING MOVABLE
CONTACT UNITS

William S. Scheingold, Palmyra, and Wilmcr L. Shccslcy, Dan-
phin, both of Pa., assignors to AMP Incorporated, Harris-
borgiPa.

FUed No?. 19, 1981, Scr. No. 323,000

Int a.i HOIR 25/02
VJS. a. 339—64 M 4 Claims

splices between preconnected wires of a cable, said closure

comprising

a shallow cup having a bottom wall and a cyhndrical side

wall formed with threads adjacent the open end of the cup
and said side wall having a plurality of wire-receiving

slots extending from the open end of the cup toward the

bottom wall,

a sealant substantially filling said cup,

a tray having a sire to receive the conductor splices and
having a size to fit within said cup, said tray having side

walls having a plurality of wire-receiving slou therein

extending from the free edge of said side walls for align-

ment with the slots in said cup, said tray receiving said

spliced wires being inverted into said cup, and
a cover adapted to matingly and threadably engage the

threads on said cup to urge said tray, when inverted, into

said cup to encapsulate a splice within said cup.

4,423,919

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
Frank M. HUlis, Franklin, N.Y., assignor to The Bendix Corpo-

ration, Sonthfleld, Mich.

FUed Apr. 5, 1982, Scr. No. 365,706

Int a.} HOIR 13/648
U.S. a. 339—143 R 7 Claims

1. An electrical connector for receiving tab terminals, com-
prising:

a. a housing of insulative material with a passage there-

through and a pin mounted in the housing and extending
across the passage; and

b. a conductive contact unit consisting of two, elongated,

spaced apart, parallel elements with the adjacent free ends
defining a tab terminal-receiving receptacle, said elemenu
being joined intermediate the free ends by a center section

extending therebetween, said section having an elongated
slot extending therethrough normal to the axis of the unit,

said unit being mounted on the pin with the pin passing
through the slot so that the unit may both pivot about and
move up and down the pin.

4,423,918

RE-ENTERABLE SERVICE WIRE SPLICE CLOSURE
Manuel FUreis, Edlna, and WUliam J. Scim, RoscfUle, both of

Minn., assignors to Minnesota Mining A Manufacturing
Company, St Paul, Minn.

FUed Aug. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 093,862
Int a.3 HOIR 4/22

U.S. a. 339—97 P 14 Claims

3. An electrical connector (20) of the type including a cylin-

drical shell (22) having a radial flange portion (26) and a longi-

tudinal key portion (29) extending therefrom, a dielectric insert

(23) mounted in the shell, an electrical contact (24) supported
in the insert for mating and a shield ring (40) formed of resilient

metal for shielding the contact from EMI RFI and including a

flat annular band (42) having convexly curved fingers (44)

extending transversely from the outer rim (43) of the band, and
means for mounting the shield ring to the shell, said mounting
means being solderless and characterized by:

a locking keyway (50) disposed on the flange portion;

means (52) for retaining the shield ring on the shell and for

positioning the annular band against the flange portion,

said shield ring being sized to fit over the shell; and
detent means (46) cooperative with said keyway for prevent-

ing said shield ring from rotating relative to said flange

portion.

1. A re-enterable moisture-resistant closure for conductor

4,423,920

ELECTRICAL CONNECTING DEVICE
Dale E. Cooper, Ronald E. GrUlot; Gary K. Qnick, and Kerin R.

Sndth, aU of Johnson County, Kans., assiflnon to King Radio
Corporation, Olathc, Kans.

Continnation of Scr. No. 180,657, Ang. 25, 1980, abandoned.

This appUcation Nov. 23, 1982, Scr. No. 443,944

Int a.) HOIR 23/66
U.S. a. 339—252 R 3 ClainH

1. A device for providing electrical and physically support-

ing connection between a connector having a socket and a

substrate assembly including first and second insulating sub-

strate panels having opposed electrically conductive portions

spaced apart from one another within a recess formed between
free edge portions of the substrate panels, said device compris-

ing:

a stem portion having a contact body adapted for insertion
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into the socket of the connectSr to make electrical contact
therewith, said stem portion having a seating surface
engaging the connector when said contact body is inserted
into the socket;

a generally flat base plate connected with said stem portion;
a bridge portion extending from said base plate and having a

length to span the free edge portion of the first substrate
panel;

a firit plate like contact element extending from said bridge
portion in a generally parallel relationship with said base
plate and spaced therefrom;

a second plate like contact element forming a spring arm
extending from said first conUct element;

a curved connecting portion integral with said first and
second contact elements and connecting said contact
elements in a manner to locate said second contact ele-

ment in a position substantially folded over said first

contact element about said connecting portion, said first

and second contact elements being urged apart about said

I

"connecting portion by compression spring action when
said contact elements are compressed toward one another;

said first and second contact elements being insertable into
said recess in electrical contact with said conductive por-
tions of the respective first and second substrate panels
with said bridge portion spanning the free edge portion of
the first panel and said base plate and first contact element
gripping the fir«t panel therebetween, said contact ele-

ments being compressed when inserted into the recess
whereby the contact elements are urged apart against said

conductive portion of the panels; and
said stem portion, contact body, base plate, bridge portion
and contact elements being formed of an electrically con-
ductive material to establish electrical connection be-
tween the conductive portions of the panels and between
each conductive portion and said connector and to physi-
cally support the substrate assembly from the connector
when said contact elements are inserted into the recess
and said contact body is inserted into the socket.

4,423^21
TAB RECEPTACLE TERMINAL

Thomas E. Hall, Fort Wayne, Ind., assignor to Essex Group,
Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

FUed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,574
Int a.3 HOIR 15/J2

VJS, a. 339—256 SP 1 Claim

JK ^fji

metal and comprising a generally channel-shaped receptacle
portion for receiving a substantially flat rectangular tab having
a recess or an aperture herein; said receptacle portion consist-
ing of a floor, side walls upstanding from the side edges of said
floor, and intumed flanges along the upper edges of said side
walls overhanging the side margins of said floor; said floor
having a transverse slit therethrough extending across a central
major portion of said floor at the forward tab-entry end of said
receptacle portion; said floor having two diverging slots there-
through extending from respective opposite ends of said slit

and terminating at respective junctions of said side walls with
said floor rearward of the forward tab-entry end of said tab
recepucle portion; said floor having a deflectable tongue of
generally trapezoidal shape defined by said transverse slit and
said diverging slots which is arranged and adapted to bias a tab
when inseried into said receptacle portion against said flanges;
said tongue being bowed upwardly lengthwise to extend from
its juncture with said floor and then downwardly toward the
floor with the free end of said tongue being offset below the
adjacent portion of said floor at the forward tab-entry end of
said receptacle portion; said tongue having a centrally disposed
detent intermediate its ends for cooperating latching engage-
ment with a recess or an aperture in a tab when inserted into
said receptacle portion; each of said side walls being provided
with an aperture communicating with a respective one of said
diverging slots to permit unhindered resilient deflection of said
tongue as its juncture with said floor; each of said side walls
having a forward edge inclined upwardly and rearwardly from
its respective juncture with said floor at the forward tab-entry
end of said receptacle portion; the leading edges of said flanges
extending inwardly and rearwardly in spaced converging
relation from their respective junctures with said forward
edges of said side walls; each of said flanges having a down-
wardly embossed free end region extending through a major
length thereof and terminating short of the respective leading
edge thereof to form a lower narrow planar contact surface
extending substantially the length of said flange; and each of
said flanges having a curved region near the leading edfee
thereof to facilitate insertion of a tab into the forward tab-entry
end of said receptacle portion.

4 423,922

DIRECnONAL COUPLER FOR OPTICAL
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

David R. Porter, Seattle, Wash., assignor to The Boeing Com-
pany, Seattle, Wash.

FUed Dec. 18, 1978, Ser. No. 970,730
Int. a.3 G02B 5/14

U.S. a. 350—96.15 19 Claims

1. An electrical tab receptacle terminal formed from sheet

1. A coupler for an optic data system, said coupler compris-
ing:

a source port,

no more than one network port,

a detector port,

directing means in a path between said source port and said
network port for receiving an output optical beam from
said network port;

said directing means including a passageway for passing an
input optical beam from said source port to said network
port,

said directing means directing said output optical beam,
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except for a portion of said beam entering said passage-
way, to said detector port; and

expanding means effective in a path between said network
port and said directing means for expanding said output
beam,

wherein the cross-sectional area of said output beam at said
networic port is larger than the cross-sectional area of said
input beam at said source port.

4,423,923
METHOD AND HXTURE FOR COUPLING OPTICAL

nBERS
Gary A. Frazier, Piano, and MUo R. Johnson, Richardson, both

of Tex., assignors to Texas Instruments Incorporated, Dallas,
Tex.

Filed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,345
Int. a.3 G02B 7/26

U.S. a. 350-96.15 9aaims

1. A fiber optic coupler for coupling two mutually isolated
fibers to a union fiber, comprising:

a body of light-transnfissive material having first and second
indentations formed therein:

wherein said first indentation and said second indentations
are opposed on opposite sides of said body, and wherein
said first and second indentation comprise respective
plane faces parallel to each other;

and wherein said first indentation is substantially circular
and has a diameter substantially equal to the diameter of
said union fiber, and wherein said second indentation has
a major dimension equal to the sum of the respective
diameters of said mutually isolated fibers.

4,423,924
STAR COUPLER BULKHEAD CONNECTOR

Ralph F. Braun, Seattle, Wash., assignor to The Boeing Com-
pany, SeatUe, Wash.

FUed Sep. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 307,344
Int. a.J G02B 7/26

VS. a. 350—96.16 2 Qaims

element for transmitting said optical data information
through said pressure bulkhead.

4,423,925

GRADED OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES
FrankUn W. Dabby, Woodbridge, and Ronald B. Cbesler, Chesh-

ire, both of Conn., aMignors to Times Fiber Cowaoaicatioas,
Inc., WaUingford, Conn.

DiTision of Ser. No. 57,519, Jul. 13, 1979, Pat No. 4,298,366.
This appUcation Jal. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 287,703

Int, Cl.^G02B 5/172
U.S. a. 350-96J1 3 cii^

1. An optical waveguide comprising (i) a core comprised of
a central area of pure fused silica of consunt refractive index
and an outer region of borosilicate exhibiting a radially de-
creasing refractive index and (ii) a claddmg of borosilicate of
consUnt refractive index, lower than the refractive indices
present in said core, characterized in that said central area of
constant refractive index comprises less than 10% of the cross-
sectional area of said waveguide.

4,423,926

PARABOLIC COLLECTOR
Roger M. Stolpin, 3136 Quick Rd., HoUy, Mich. 48442

FUed Apr. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 368,071
Int. a.3 F24J 3/02

U.S. a. 350-292
g Claims

/ v
I ?o *c * ^ '?•

. . .•> ^^H^vyrs^

1. A parabolic collector comprising: a plurality of molded
plastic panels secured to each other to define a dish type para-
bolic shape having a central axis; each panel having sides
including lugs that snap into engagement with the lugs on
adjacent panels to provide the securement of the panels to each
other; each panel having a collecting surface of a segmenul
parabolic shape bounded by the sides of the panel; and each set

of panels spaced from the central axis a given distance having
the identical construction as each other.

2. A pressure bulkhead penetrator for transmitting optical
data information through a pressure bulkhead, said pressure
bulkhead penetrator comprising:

a star coupler having input and output optical fibers coupled
to a mixer element; and,

a plurality of said input and output optical fibers disposed
through an aperture in said pressure bulkhead between
said mixer element and utilization means disposed on a
side of said pressure bulkhead remote from said mixer

4,423,927

OPTICAL, TEMPORAL BANDPASS HLTER
Vincent T. Bly, Alexandria, Va., assignor to The United States

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Army,
Washington, D.C.

FUed Sep. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 304,504
Int a.3 G02F 1/13. 1/133

U.S. a. 350—331 R 14 claims
1. An optical, temporal bandpass filter device, said device

comprising:

front and back linear polarizers having their directions of
polarization orthogonal to each other;

front and back liquid crystal light valves positioned in opti-

cal alignment between said front and back polarizers with
a relay lens in optical alignment between said front and
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back liquid crystal light valves to provide image focus

therebetween, said front and back liquid crystal light

valves having different times of responses and opposite

handedness of rotary direction untwist with matching
degrees of untwist relative to the original local light inten-

sity distribution in an optical light image emitted from an
optical image producing source;

means for applying different a.c. voltages across said front

and back liquid crystal light valves to cause faster time-

based modulation of untwist in the liquid crystal cell

molecules of one of said front and back liquid crystal light

valves, wherein said optical light image is linearly polar-

ized by said front linear polarizer with the linearly polar-

ized optical light image focused on said front liquid crystal

light valve in which the plane of polarization of said

stantially parallel and disposed in a facing relationship to each
other, control electrodes disposed on said plates, and means for

orienting the molecules of the first liquid crystal layer in

contact with the first and the second plate in a flrst and a

second direction of orientation respectively, and the molecules
of the second liquid crystal layer in contact with the second
and the third plate in a third and a fourth direction of orienta-

tion respectively, wherein said first direction of orientation is

substantially parallel to said first direction of polarization, said

first and second directions of orientation form an angle of
substantially 60*, said third direction of orientation is substan-

tially parallel to said second direction of orientation, said third

and fourth directions of orientation form an angle of substan-

tially 60*, and said second direction of polarization is substan-

tially parallel to said fourth direction of orientation.

*Z *9>.*mttB to

linearly polarized optical image is untwisted in a roury
direction by said front liquid crystal light valve in one
handedness direction and is simultaneously untwisted in a

rotary direction in the opposite handedness direction by
said back liquid crystal light valve wherein said plane of

polarization varies according to said original local light

intensity distribution wherein the untwisted optical light

image impinges on said back linear polarizer with only the

portion of the optical light image transmitted there-

through which has time response within the passband of

the faster liquid crystal cell to become at least partially

untwisted and which is above the passband of the slower
liquid crystal cell which has not had time to start any
opposite handedness of untwist to cancel the untwist in

said faster liquid crystal cell.

I

4,423^28
UQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY DEVICE

Claode LacHcr, La Chanx de Foods, Switzerland, assignor to

Ebaucbcs, SA^ Switzerland

Filed Dec. 3, 1980, Ser. No. 212,353

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Dec. 11, 1979,

10962/79

Int a.3 G02F 1/13

IIJS. a. 350—335 2 Claims

1. A liquid crystal display device comprising, in sequence, a

first polarizer, having a first direction of polarization, a first of

three transparent insulating plates, a first nematic liquid crystal

layer, the second plate, a second nematic liquid crystal layer,

the third plate and a second polarizer having a second direc-

tion of polarization, said plates and said polarizers being sub-

4,423,929

MULTI-LAYER DISPLAY DEVICE
Tsuguo Gomi, Snwa, Japan, assignor to Kabnshiki Kaisha Suwa

Seikosha, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 853,925, Nov. 22, 1977,

abandoned. This appUcation May 23, 1980, Ser. No. 152,894
Claims priority, application Japan, No?. 22, 1976, 51-140359

Int a.3 G02F 1/13
U.S. a. 350—335 17 Claims

1. A multi-layer liquid crystal display device comprising at

least two liquid crystal display cells overlapping in plan view,

each said display cell for selectively displaying a display of at

least one character with the display in each cell at least in part

overlapping along a line of sight, and each cell including two
opposed transparent panels in spaced relation formed with

segmented pattern transparent electrode means deposited on
the interior surface of one of said panels for forming said dis-

play and at least one common electrode means on the opposed

panel opposite at least a poriion of said segmented pattern

electrode means and a liquid crystal material in the space

between said panels adaptoJ to have regions thereof rendered

visually distinguishable from the remainder of said material

when a predetermined voltage is selectively applied across the

opposed regions of pattern and common electrode means,

portions of the segmented pattern electrode means of one of

said layers being electrically connected to portions of the

segmented pattern electrode means in another of said layers

with said connection outside the space between said panels, the

common electrode means in each cell formed independently

and not electrically connected with each other and multiplexed

driving circuit means for generating segment signals for appli-

cation to said segmented pattern electrode means and conunon
signals for application to each said common electrode means,

said segment and common signals for selectively energizing at

least a portion of said electrode means for displaying at least

one of said characters, and at least one of said common signals

being an OFF signal when applied to a common electrode

means to prevent the portion of the display associated with said

common electrode means from being placed in an ON condi-

tion regardless of the segment signal applied to the opposed

segmented electrode means.
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4 423 930
POLYMERICCONTACT LENS MATERIALS WITH HIGH

OXYGEN PERMEABILITY
Don N. Gray, Sylvania, Ohio, assignor to Owens-IUinois, Inc.,

Toledo, Ohio
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 81,062, Oct 2, 1979,

abandoned, which is a dlTision of Ser. No. 684,683, May 10,

1976, Pat No. 4,179,757, which is a continuation of Ser. No.
577,533, May 14, 1975, abandoned, which is a division of Ser.

No. 328,972, Feb. 2, 1973, Pat No. 3,928,294, which is a
continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 279,877, Aug. 11, 1972,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 228,240,
Feb. 22, 1972, abandoned. This appUcation Mar. 23, 1981, Ser.

No. 246,238
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Dec. 23,

1992, has been disclaimed.

Int a.3 G02C 7/04
VJS. a. 351—160 R 5 Qaims
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clarity and permeability to CO:, and a permeability to oxygen
at least as great as that of cellulose aceute butyrate, measured

HLAfrr 9

under the same conditions, and that is a biocompatible reaction
product of

(1) an alpha-olefin having 6 to 18 carbon atoms and
(2) sulfur dioxide.

4,423,931

FUNDUS CAMERA ACCESSORY FOR ANALYSIS OF
THE OCULAR FUNDUS CONTOUR

Jerrold M. Shapiro, 34 Parker Rd., Framingham, Mass. 01701
Filed Sep. 9, 1980, Ser. No. 185,585

Int a.3 A61B 3/10
U.S. a. 351—206 17 Claims

1. As an article of manufacture, a soft conuct lens article

made of a copolymer having the requisite degree of optical

1. In a photogrammetry system of obtaining ocular fundus

contour information, the system including a camera for photo-

graphing the retina and optic disc of a naked eye along a cam-
era optic axis through the pupil of the eye and a projector for

projecting and imaging a plurality of light stripes onto the

retina and optic disc of the fundus through the pupil along a

projection optic axis spaced from the camera optic axis at the

pupil, the projector comprising, along the projector optic axis:

a light source;

a projector lens system spaced from the eye;

a grating positioned at about the rear focal plane of the

projector lens system such that the grating is imaged onto
the retina and optic disc of the fundus by the optical

power of the projector lens system and the eye without a

contact lens on the eye;

a mirror for bringing the camera axis and projection axis into

a parallel relationship at the eye, the mirror providing a

grating image on the retina which spans the optic disc of

the eye while permitting return light to pass to the camera
to image the grating at the camera; and

an aperiure stop near or imaged near the pupil, the stop

being sufficiently small to provide a depth of field corre-

sponding to the depth of the optic disc cup and sufficiently

near or imaged sufficiently near the eye to provide an
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image of the grating on the retina which spans the optic
disc.

4,423^32
EYE FUNDUS OBSERVING AND PHOTOGRAPHING

OPTICAL SYSTEM
FBmio Takihwhi, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Nippon
Kogaku K.K^ Tokyo, Japap

Hied Dec. 8, 1980, Ser. No. 214,043
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 25, 1979, 54-167645

Int, a.3 A61B 3/14; G03B 29/00
U.S. a. 351—207 2 Claims
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1. An eye fundus observing and photographing optical sys-

tem comprising an objective lens including a biconvex main
positive lens component and at least one positive lens compo-
nent provided at that side of said main positive lens component
which is adjacent to an eye to be examined, and an illuminating

optical system including an apertured mirror disposed
obliquely with respect to the optical axis of said objective lens

to supply an illuminating light to the fundus of said eye
through said objective lens, the reflected image position of the
opening portion of said apertured mirror by the eye-side lens

surface of said at least one positive lens component being
subsuntially coincident with a first position whereat the re-

flected image of the opening portion of said apertured mirror
by the eye-side lens surface of said biconvex main positive lens

component is formed, and the reflected image position of the
opening portion of said apertured mirror by the apertured
mirror-side lens surface of said at least one positive lens com-
ponent being substantially coincident with a second position

whereat the reflected image of the opening portion of said

apertured mirror by the apertured mirror-side lens surface of
said biconvex main positive lens component is formed, said

second position being more adjacent to said eye than said first

position;

said biconvex main positive lens component having in itself

a first cemented surface having its convex surface facing

said apertured mirror and a second cemented surface
having its concave surface facing to said apertured mirror,

said second cemented surface being disposed at the aper-
tured mirror side of said first cemented surface, the re-

flected image position of the opening of said apertured
mirror by said first cemented surface being substantially

coincident with said second position, and the reflected

image position of the opening portion of said apertured
mirror by said second cemented surface being substan-

tially coincident with said first position;

wherein when the disunce from the vertex of the lens sur-

face of said at least one positive lens component which is

most adjacent to said eye to the vertex of the lens surface
of said main positive lens component which is adjacent to

said eye is dl and the center thickness of said main positive

lens component is d2 and when the vertex of the lens

surface of said main positive lens component which is

adjacent to said apertured mirror is the origin of the coor-
dinates and the apertured mirror side is the positive direc-

tion, the distance P) to said first position and the distance

P2 to said second position satisfy the following conditions:

-(2d|-t-d2)^P2<di/4-d2; and

wherein numerical data are as follows:

FIRST EMBODIMENT

(11)

do = 34.55

rl = -119.036

r2» = -29.510*
di- = 20.0 nl = 1.62041

d2 = 1.0

vl = 60.3

r3 = 75.617

r30 = -117.082

r3I = 47.507

r4 = -179.690

d3' = 18.0 n2 = 1.62041

d4' = 2.0 n3 = 1.74000

ds' = 25.0 n4 = 1.69350

d6' = 131.4

v2 = 60.3

v3 = 28.2

vA = 53.6

( the surface with mark • - nonspheriral surface

(first surface)

Pi - vertex position of the last surface r4

^ P2 - 53.36 mm from the vertex of the last surface r4

wherein r represents the curvature radius of each lens sur-

face, d' represents the center thickness of and the air space
between each lens, n represents the refractive index, v
represents Abbe number, and the added numerals repre-
sent the order from the eye to be examined, and wherein
dO represents the distance between the eye to be examined
and the first lens surface (ri), and rwand rsi represent the
curvature radii of the cemented surfaces in the biconvex
main positive lens component.

4423 933
READER FOR MICROHCHES WITH A DISPLAY FOR

IMAGE-HELD COORDINATES
Karl-Giintber Behr, Biebertal, and Werner Junker, Lollar, both

of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Minox G.m.b.H., Gies-
sen. Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Mar. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 361,201
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 30,

1981, 3112610

Int. a.3 G03B 23/08
U.S. a. 353—27 R 12 Claims

-id2sp,<d2 (I)

1. In a microfilm reader having a film stage having means for

displacement in two coordinate directions for moving a micro-
fiche supported thereon through an optical path defined by a
projection lamp and an optical system which projects an image
of the microimages arranged in rows and columns on the

microfiche onto a ground glass screen having a housing via a
plurality of reflecting mirrors, the improvement comprising a
microfiche reader comprising in combination on said ground
glass screen a first scale corresponding to said microimage
rows and a second scale corresponding to said microimage
columns, a movable first marking in combination with said first

scale and a second marking in combination with said second
scale, said markings being coupled with said displacement
means of the film stage and indicating the row and the column
of the microimage presently projected on said ground glass

screen, said scales on said ground glass cooperating in each of
two coordinate directions with a row of light-emitting diodes
defining said first and second markings having one LED oppo-
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site each said scale marking and individual LED's controlled
by the position of said film sUge and light up.

4423034
PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERA WTTH DIGITAL

CONTROLLER AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURE
Darid N. Lambeth, Webiten Jamea K. Lee, Pittsford, and Lee F

Fkink, Rochester, all of N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 364,832
Int. a.3 G03B 3/10, 7/097

UA a 354-412 9a^^

1. A method of manufacturing a photographic camera of the
type having a digital controller and at least one input trans-
ducer such as a position sensor, a rangefinder, or a light mea-
surement circuit and at least one controlled electromechanical
output transducer such as a shutter, aperture, or focus actuator,
said method comprising the steps of:

first making the photqgraphic camera with said digital con-
troller including: (1) a microcomputer, with a memory,
adapted to receive inputs from said input transducer and
to control said output transducer in response thereto,
according to a general control program stored in said
memory and including (2) a programable memory for
storing control consUnts to custom tailor said general
control program to the particular camera in which it

resides;

operating said photographic camera under known operating
conditions using a nominal control program;

measuring the response of said output transducer under said
known operating conditions and generating said control
constants based on said measured responses to bring the
operation of said camera into conformity with desired
parameters; and

programing the programable memory by means of external
programing equipment, with said control constants.

4,423,935

AUTOMATIC FOCUSING DEVICE
Mitsuo Eguchi, Ageo; Yoshimi Kiknchi, Urawa, and Nobuyuki

Ichlno, Warabi, all of Japan, assignors to Mamiya Koki Kabu-
shiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 267,445, May 27, 1981, abandoned.
This application Jan. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 460,282

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 21, 1980, 55-163188
Int. a.) G03B 7/08

U.S. a. 354-402
, ctaiB,

1. In an automatic focusing device comprising:
intensity distribution detecting means for detecting the in-

tensity distribution of the image of an object to be photo-
graphed and which is formed by a light beam passing
through a lens of a photographing optical system in a

photographing device, as a video signal whose level is not
affected by the brightness of the object, an accumulation
mode image sensor in said intensity distribution detecting
means with a charge accumulation time in dependence
upon the brightness of the object, a signal processing
circuit receptive of the video signal for processing the
video signal to determine whether the photographing
device is in a focused state, and to determine when the
photographing device is in a defocused sute and having
an output, a drive device in said signal processing circuit
for developing a drive direction signal output in response
to the output of the signal processing circuit to move the
lens m the photographing optical system towards a focus-
ing position, and lens driving means for moving the lens in
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a direction determined by the drive-direction signal as
long as the direction drive signal is delivered by the signal
processing circuit, the improvement comprising:

a hunting preventing circuit means for making said drive-
direction signal inefl-ective for a predetermined period of
time when said lens reaches a focusing position and which
IS shorter in time when the object is high in brightness and
IS longer in time when the object is low in brightness, even
if said drive-direction signal is delivered after it has been
determined by said signal processing circuit that said
photographing device is in a focused state, whereby the
lens is maintained stopped during said period of time when
it reaches said focusing position thereby preventing hunt-
ing.

4 423 936
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPOSURE CONTROL SYSTEM AND

METHOD
Bruce K. Johnson, AndoTer, Mass., assignor to Polaroid Corpo-

ration, Cambridge, Mass.
Filed Jul. 26, 1982. Ser. No. 402,149
Int. a.' G03B 3/10 7/093. 15/05

U.S. a. 354-403 28aalms
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I. A photographic exposure control system for classifying
ambient scene lighting conditions as normal, backlit or forelit

and, thereafter, automatically selecting appropriate exposure
parameters for the indicated conditions, said system compris-
ing:

means, including a shutter arrangement, responsive to expo-
sure parameter signals for controlling transmission of image
forming light from a scene area to a photosensitive recording
medium during an exposure interval;

means, operative during a pre-cxpcsure interval, for emitting
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ranging signals toward the scene area, separately measuring

reflected back portions of the said ranging signals from each

of a plurality of selected different scene area portions to

determine the distance range of subjects therein, comparing

said range measurements, and providing a signal identifying

the scene area portion having the nearest subject therein to

designate said portion as the subject area;

means, operative during said pre-exposure interval or during

an initial portion of the exposure interval, for separately

measuring the ambient light intensity in each of the selected

different scene area portions and providing corresponding

separate light intensity signals for each said portion;

means responsive to said subject area identifying signal and

said light intensity signals for comparing the subject area

light intensity with the light intensity of non-subject areas

and, as a result of the comparison, providing a signal classi-

fying ambient scene lighting conditions as normal, backlit or

forelit;

means for storing normal, backlit and forelit exposure parame-

ter signal programs; and

means responsive to said classifying signal for selecting the

appropriate one of said programs corresponding to said

classifying signal and transmitting said selected program of

signals to said means for controlling transmission of image

forming scene light to said recording medium.

4,423^37

TTL UGHT MEASURING SYSTEM
RyoicU Suzuki, Kawasaki, and Takashi Uchiyama, Yokohama,

both of Japan, aasiguora to Caaoo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo,

Japu
FUcd Aug. 14, 1981, Scr. No. 293,405

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Aug. 22, 1980, 55-115411

Int a.3 G03B im
U.S. a. 354—446

I

6 Claims
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5. For a camera with a diaphragm and a shutter release

wherein the shutter release is actuable to a first light measuring

position and a second shutter actuating position,

a light measuring arrangement for measuring light through

the diaphragm;

signal holding means for holding the measurement of the

measure arrangement; and

circuit means responsive to the shutter release and con-

nected to said holding means and said diaphragm control

circuit for momentarily actuating the diaphragm control

circuit and initiating operation of said holding means in

response to the shutter release being in the first light

measuring position and for reactuating said diaphragm
control circuit and reading out the content of said holding

means in response to the shutter release being in the sec-

ond shutter actuating position.

4*423,938

DATA SUPERIMPOSING AND MONITORING DEVICE
FOR A CAMERA

Shiigi Tominaga, Sakai, Japan, wignor to Minolta Camera
Kabnshiki Kaisha, Azuchi, Japu

FUcd Sep. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 299,530

Claims priority, application Japmi, Sep. 19, 1980, 55-134304

Int a.) G03B n/24, 17.36

VJS. a. 354-106 9 Claims
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7. In a camera employing a film strip for taking individual

shots of object scenes through an objective lens, the improve-

ment comprisiiig:

means for superimposing predetermined data on the film

strip relative to the object scene independent of the objec-

tive lens, the data being a composite of a plurality of

individual units; E
means for determining a frame count of the film strip;

means for activating the display means to display the film

count on at least a portion of the individual units, and
switch means to simultaneously permit the predetermined

data to be superimposed on the film while displaying only

a portion of that data to the operator plus displaying the

frame count.

4,423,939

LENS ATTACHMENT AND METHOD FOR MULTIPLE
IMAGING

Darid C. Hayles, 11403 Sagestanley, Houston, Tex. 77089

FUed Sep. 3, 1981, Scr. No. 302,291

Int a.3 G03B 41/00

U.S. a. 354—122 3 Claims

1. A multiple imaging attachment to be utilized with a cam-
era which is adjustable to provide varying amounts of light to

the lens of the camera to expose the film comprising:

a housing having an opening formed therethrough for allow-

ing light to be transmitted longitudinally through the

housing;

means for masking the opening in the housing and for com-

pensating for changes in the amount of light used to ex-

pose different portions of the film;

means for adjusting the masking and compensating means to

direct light to different sized portions of the lens so that

varying numbers of exposures can be taken on the film;
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means for coupling the housing to the camera so that the
opening in the housing is aligned to transmit light to the
lens and for facilitating roUtion of the masking and com-
pensating means so that light is directed to selected por-
tions of the lens, including:

a first track formed in portions of a first section of the
housing;

a first pair of locking members held in the first track in

alignment with and adjacent to selected portions of the
camera so that the first section of the housing can be
rotated thereon;

a second track formed in another portion of the first sec-
tion of the housing;

a second pair of locking members held in the second track
in alignment with and adjacent to a second section of
the housing so that the second section of the housing is

locked to the first section of the housing;
means for facilitating movement of the masking and com-

pensating means along a diagonal predetermined path in

the housing so that when the amount of light is changed to
expose different selected portions of the film the masking
and compensating means can be moved a predetermined
distance in the housing to compensate for changes in the
amount of light used to expose the different portions of the
film comprising:

a pair of spaced abutments fonfied in the housing and
aligned to extend along the outer periphery of the lens;

and
a pair of spaced tracks formed on the masking and com-

pensating means, the spaced tracks on the masking and
compensating means being aligned to engage and coop-
erate with the spaced abutments in the housing to secure
the masking and compensating means for slidable move-
ment in the housing between the spaced abutments.

4,423,940

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT
Toshitangu Kashifaara; Hiroahi Iwata; Tsuncmi Yoshino, all of

Nara, and Akitoahi Morioka, Osaka, all of Japan, assignors to

West Electric Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan
Filed Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,528

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jan. 20, 1981, 55-7675;
Jan. 20, 1981, 55-7676

Int a.3 G03B 15/05
VS. a. 354—149 6 Claims

ate an electrical output signal which is representative of
the focal length of a photographic lens used; and

(C) a control means responsive to said electrical output
signal from said focal-length sensing means for controlling

said motor,

whereby said movable hood is moved toward or away from
said flash lamp of said electronic flash unit so that the
beam angle thereof can be varied depending upon the
focal length of said photographic lens used.

1. A photographic equipment comprising
(A) a beam-angle changing means comprising

(a) a projection lens positioned in front of a flash lamp of
an electronic flash unit,

(b) a movable hood which supports said projection lens

and which is movable toward or away from said flash

lamp in the direction of the optical axis of the flashed

light.

(c) an electric motor, and
(d) a transmission means which is interposed between said

movable hood and said motor for translating the rou-
tion of said motor into the linear movement of said

movable hood;

(B) a focal-length sensing means which is adapted to gener-

4,423,941

DEVICE FOR SHIFTING LENS GROUP
Hiroahi Iwata, Nara, and Tsnnead Yoshino, Ibaraki, both of

Japan, assignors to West Electric Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan
FUcd May 28, 1981, Scr. No. 267,686

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 10, 1980, 55-78618
Int a.J G03B 3/10; Go2B 7/11

U.S. a. 354-195 11 Claims

1. A lens shifting device characterized by comprising
a stationary cylinder having a mounting means adapted to

engage with a mating means of a main body of an equip-

ment which uses an optical lens assembly which must be
shifted for focusing,

an inner cylinder which is slidabiy fitted*into said sUtionary
cylinder and in which is securely mounted a lens group,

contact members made into slidable contact with the inner

cylindrical surface of said stationary cylinder, one of
which being interconnected with said inner cybnder coax-
ially,

locking means adapted to cause said contact members to

lock to said stationary cylinder, and

expandable-and-collapsible means interconnecting between
said contact members,

whereby said inner cylinder is caused to slide step by step

relative to said stationary cylinder in the axial direction

thereof and forwardly or backwardly by activating said

locking means and said expandable-and-collapsible means
by desired timing relationship.

4,423,942

CAMERA WITH SELECTABLE ELECTROMAGNETIC
AND MECHANICAL SHUTTER RELEASE

MUdhito Fumya, Cbofti, and KoicU Daitoku, Savmdhara, both
of Japan, aasignors to Nippon Kogaku K.K., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct 29, 1981, Scr. No. 316,416
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Not. 5, 1980, 55-155476

Int a.3 G03B 17/38
U.S. a. 354—266 5 Claims

1. A camera which enables an electromagnetic release oper-

ation for releasing a shutter mechanism by an electromagnetic

release device and a mechanical release operation for releasing

said shutter mechanism by a mechanical release device, com-
prising:

(a) a release member operable to drive said electromagnetic

release device and said mechanical release device, said

release member being displaceable along a first stroke for

triggering said electromagnetic release device and along a
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second stroke exceeding said first stroke for triggering

said mechanical release device;

(b) a limiting member for controlling the displacement of

said release member and which is displaceable between a

flrst position where the displacement of said release mem-
ber is limited to said first stroke and a second position

where the displacement of said release member along said

second stroke is allowed;

(c) a release mode selecting member operable to move be-

tween a first range a^ociated with said electromagnetic

release operation and a second range associated with said

mechanical release operation, said release mode selecting

substantially equal to the width of said film, and an annu-
lar flange extending inwardly from each of said collars

into overlaying relation with the edges of said film; and
a housing for rotatably supporting said film spool and said

film, said housing including means defining a passageway
through which said leading end of said film may be freely

advanced to the exterior of said housing and into the

ambient light by rotating said film spool relative to said

housing, said passageway has a width less than the width

of said film thereby causing said film to be bowed width-

wise prior to being wound upon said film spool.

member and said limiting member having cooperable

means for keeping said limiting member at said first posi-

tion when said release mode selecting member is posi-

tioned in said first range and for keeing said limiting mem-
ber at said second position when said release mode select-

ing member is positioned in said second range;

(d) impeding means for acting on said release mode selecting

member in order to prevent said release mode selecting

member from moving from said first range to said second

range when said limiting member is located at said first

position; and

(e) a manually operating member which is operable to dis-

place said limiting member to said second position.

4,423,943

PHOTOGRAPHIC HLM ASSEMBLAGE HAVING A
NON-UGHTTIGHT HLM WITHDRAWAL OPENING

Nicholas Gold, Arlington, Mass., assignor to Polaroid Corpora-

tion, Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Apr. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 364,804

Int. a.3 G03B 17/26

U.S. a. 354—275 3 Oaims

1. A photographic film assemblage comprising:

a film spool;

a strip of photographic film coiled about said film spool, said

film having a leading end which is adapted to be attached

to a fihn advance apparatus;

means for protecting said film from premature exposure by
ambient light, said exposure protecting means comprising

a sheet of opaque material secured in overlaying relation

to at least the entire length of an outer convolution of said

film, a pair of spaced collars located on said film spool,

said collars being spaced from each other by a distance

4,423,944

VERTICAL ROTARY PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSOR
John M. Waters, Jr., P.O. Box 10392, TaUahassee, Ha. 32302

Filed Sep. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 302,825

Int. a.3 G03D i/04
U.S. a. 354—299 13 Qalnis
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1. An apparatus is successively processing and treating a

plurality of sensitized photographic materials in a plurality of

predetermined quantities of stepped photographic processing

and treatment fluids, said apparatus being light-tight when
loaded with said materials, and further, said apparatus being

adaptable to cooperate with means for regulating the tempera-

ture of said fluids within a desirable range, comprising,

(a) a vertically-oriented first receptacle means defining and

forming a first processing chamber, said flrst receptacle

also being cylindrical in shape, and said flrst chamber
adapted to submersibly retain flrst sheets of said sensitized

materials vertically and annularly therein with respect to

said flrst receptacle and said flrst sheets being normally

positioned with their sensitized surfaces facing outwardly

with respect to said flrst receptacle's innermost wall;

(b) means cooperating with said flrst receptacle providing

for rotatably mounting a circulation means centrally

within said flrst chamber along the central vertical axis

thereof, said circulation means comprising a cylindrical

deformed shaft, and said circulation means adapted to

directly circulate said fluids horizontally with respect to

said sensitized surfaces of said flrst sheets within said flrst

chamber when said circulation means is rotated;

(c) means providing for intermittently rotating said circula-

tion means cooperating with said flrst receptacle;

(d) means providing access to said flrst chamber for loading

and unloading sensitized materials and various cooperat-

ing parts of the apparatus;

(e) cooperating means providing for said fluids to enter said

flrst chamber such that said fluids completely submerge
said materials therein, and providing for discharge of said

fluids from said flrst chamber;
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(0 means providing for gases to enter into and exit therefrom
said flrst chamber.

4,423,945

FILM HOLDING AND AGITATING APPARATUS
Seaton T. Preston, Winnetka; Frank L. Greenwald, Western

Springs; William D. Eich, Arlington Heights, and Robert
Berger, Chicago, all of 111., assignors to G and G Products,

Inc., Niles, lU.

Filed May 26, 1982, Ser. No. 382,130

Int. a.3 G03B i/04
U.S. a. 354—313 14 Oaims

oper apparatus of the type having a vessel including at least

two oppositely disposed sidewalls, said arrangement compris-

ing at least one conveying roller, and at least one material

guiding sheet positioned between said oppositely disposed

sidewalls, and said arrangement further including means on at

least one of said sidewalls adapted to releasably secure said

sheet to said sidewall, said means comprising at least one fas-

tening element on said sidewall adapted to prevent movement
of said sheet in all directions but an unlocking direction, and

said fastening element including a cutout in said sidewall, and
at least one positioning pin in said cutout adapted to cooperate

with an opening in said sheet, said means further including a

removable locking element which is adapted to prevent move-
ment of said sheet in an unlocking direction.

1. A flim processing apparatus for use in conjunction with a

fllm processing container comprising, in combination:

flIm holding means for holding a fllm, said fllm holding

means being operable within said fllm processing con-
tainer between a rest position and an energized position;

energization means for providing a series of pulses; and
power head means, adapted to flt said fllm processing con-

tainer and interconnect with said fllm holding means, for

receiving said series of pulses and for moving said fllm

holding means between said rest position and said ener-

gized position in response to each pulse within said series,

said power head means substantially closing said fllm

processing container so as to substantially avoid the pas-

sage of light into said fllm processing container during
movement of said fllm holding means therein;

whereby said fllm processing apparatus provides an agitat-

ing action as a result of the movement of said fllm holding

means.

4,423,946

LOCKING ARRANGEMENT FOR GUIDES IN
PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL DEVELOPER

APPARATUS
Adolf Fleck, Unterhaching; Hans Ketterer, Munich, and Gerald

Pietsch, Kaufbeuren, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to

Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
Filed Sep. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 418,089

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 11,

1981, 3149111

Int. a.^ G03D im
MS. a. 354—319 6 Claims

4,423,947

RACK FOR TRANSPORTING PHOTOSENSITIVE
MATERIAL THROUGH A BATH

Nikolaus Jelinek; Hans Ketterer, and Helmut Schausberger, all

of Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Agfa-Gcvaert

Aktiengesellschaft, LcTerkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417,707

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Not. 27,

1981, 8134723[U]

Int. a.3 G03D im
U.S. a. 354—320 23 Claims

1. Conveying arrangement for photographic material devel-

1. An arrangement for advancing articles through a bath

comprising:

(a) a submersible flrst unit having transporting means de-

signed to be immersed in and to convey the articles

through the bath;

(b) a second unit having an outlet region for the articles and

being engageable with said flrst unit in such a manner that

said outlet region is located externally of the bath, said

second unit being separable from said flrst unit and includ-

ing gripping means for gripping the same, and said grip-

ping means being movable relative to the remainder of

said second unit; and

(c) cooperating coupling means on said units for releasably

locking said units to one another, said coupling means

comprising a rod on said second unit and a hook on said

flrst unit designed to engage said rod, and said second unit

being provided with guide means guiding said rod for

movement along a predetermined direction, said gripping

means being provided with receiving means receiving said

rod for sliding movement relative to said gripping means.

1038 O.G.— 14
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4,423,948

DUAL COMPONENT DEVELOPING MATEIUAL
DETECTING DEVICE FOR ELECTROSTATIC COPYING

APPARATUS
HintM KiBwa, Neyigawa; MaMhiko HisiOima, Osaka;
Yataka SUgmara, Takarazaka; Isao Yada, Neyagawa; Yoi-
cUro Iric, Soita, aad KiyoiU Morimoto, Onka, all of Japan,
aarigBon to Mlta ladaitrial Compaay Limited, Osaka, Japan

Filed JbL 17, 1981, Ser. No. 284,563
Clains priority, application Japan, Jul. 23, 1980, 55-101771

Int a.} G03G 15/06
VJS. a. 355—14 D 1 Claim

4,423,949
JAM DETECTION APPARATUS AND METHOD IN A

PHOTOCOPIER
Raymond G. Cormier, Nashaa; Richard A. Bridges, Manchester,
and Jeffrey L. Peterson, Nashua, aU of NJi., assignors to
Nashua Corporation, Nashua, NJI.

FUed Aug. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 406,215
Int a.3 G03G 15/00

US. a. 355-14 R 9 Claims

^ £r^«M-F^
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1. An apparatus for use in an electrostatic copying apparatus
for monitoring the concentration of toner in a developer hav-
ing a mixture of toner and carrier particles, said apparatus
comprising:

a hopper for supplying toner; I

a stirring roller roUUble for stirring a carrier and the toner
supplied from said hopper;

detecting means for detecting the amount of the developer at

a position adjacent said stirring roller, said detecting
mews comprising a fixed contact member and a movable
contact member;

discriminating means for discriminating an output signal
from said detecting means for a predetermined interval

during a period of rotation of said stirring roller, said

discriminating means comprising a time constant circuit

including a capacitor and a resistor connected in series, a
switching element connected in parallel with said capaci-
tor, a first comparison circuit for controlling said switch-
ing element when said fixed contact member and said

movable contact member contact each other, a second
comparison circuit for determining whether the level of
an output from said time constant circuit is greater than a
predetermined level, a timer for supplying an output sig-

nal after every said predetermined interval during a copy-
ing operation while said stirring roller is rotated, and a
latch circuit operable in response to said output signal
from said timer for storing a discriminated signal from said

second comparison circuit;

indicating means operable in response to an output signal

from said discriminating means for indicating when the
amount of said toner in the developer is less than a prede-
termined amount; and

said discriminating means further comprising driving means,
operable in response to the output signal from said latch

circuit, for operating said indicating means during a time
period when said latch circuit stores said discriminated
signal from said second comparison circuit.

y "0 M.J X r«
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9. In a photocopier having a moving photosensitive surface
and a sheet stripping station for removing a copy sheet material
from contact with the photosensitive surface, a method for
detecting a missed sheet pick-off at a position past the sheet
stripping station comprising the steps of

sensing the presence of the sheet material on the photosensi-
tive surface at said position and providing a first electrical

output signal in response thereto,

conditioning the photocopier to a jam stote in response to
said electrical signal when a sheet material is sensed on the
drum, and

automatically compensing for variations in said sheet sensing
mechanism using a signal feedback to accommodate sens-
ing mechanisms within a range of manufacturing toler-

ance.

4423,950
CLEANINGDEVICE FOR AN

ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC REPRODUONG MACHINE
Shizuo Sagami, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Rank Xerox Limited,

London, England

FUed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,499
Oaims priority, appUcation Japan, Mar. 18, 1981, 56-39966

Int. C1.5 G03G 15/00, 15/08
U.S. a. 355—15 14 Claims
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1. Toner transport apparatus for use in the process of xerog-
raphy, said apparatus comprising:

a generally cylindrical housing having a first opening in the
periphery thereof:

a toner transport member partially disposed in said housing
and protruding through said opening for contact with
toner to be transported;

means disposed internally of said housing and adapted to
prevent toner from accumulating on the periphery of said

housing and cooperating with said toner transport mem-
ber for conveying toner adjacent the periphery of said
housing away from said first opening; said housing having
a second opening in the periphery thereof, said means
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disposed internally of said housing and said transport duce a tentative reading that is a multiple of the exposure time;

member being adapted to deliver said toner to said second placing a desired filter in place in the printing means; and
opening where it can be removed from said housing.

4,423,951

ROLLER TRANSFER CORONA APPARATUS
Bruce M. Rightmyre, Carol Stream, III., assignor to Petro-Fax,

Carol Stream, 111.

FUed Jun. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 393,315

Int. C\? G03G 15/16

U.S. a. 355—3 TR 16 Qaims

1. A transfer corona assembly for use in a copy machine

having a photoconductor coated element with toner particles

forming an image and in which the image is transferred onto

copy paper having at least one fold, said transfer corona assem-

bly eliminating image voids at said fold and comprising:

contact means for physically engaging said folded copy
paper and forcing said folded copy paper against said

photoconductor coated element;

corona means for effecting the transfer of said toner particles

forming an image from said photoconductor coated ele-

ment to said folded copy paper;

housing means within which said corona means and said

contact means are located; and

said corona means positioned adjacent to and spacially sepa-

rated from said contact means for causing said toner parti-

cles to transfer to said copy paper at the point of contact

between said copy paper and said photoconductor coated

element and thereby also effecting transfer of said toner

particles at the fold of said copy paper.

4,423,952

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR COMPUTING DATA
FOR PRODUaNG PHOTO PRINTS

Harland K. Cook, 528 Kingdey Ave^ Waterloo, Iowa 50701

FUed Jun. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 245,129

Int a.3 G03B 27/80

MS. a. 355—38 3 Claims

1. A method of printing photo print and the like from nega-

tive or positive film transparencies placed into a lighted print-

ing means capable of projecting the image from said film when
placed in said lighted printing means, said method comprising

the steps of: measuring the intensity of the light produced by

said printing means without the film to be printed in place;

measuring the intensity of the light produced by the average

density of the image produced by said printing means with the

film in place in said printing means; subtracting the intensity of

the first measurement from the second measurement to pro-

measuring the intensity of the light a third time to produce a

final reading of the exposure time of the film to be printed.

4,423,953

HIGH INTENSITY LIGHT SOURCE
William W. Bumham, Mincola, N.Y., assignor to Haxcltinc

Corporation, Greenlawn, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 248,771

Int a.' G03B 27/54
UJS. CI. 355—70 10 Claims

1. A light source comprising:

a reflective tunnel having openings defining an input and an

output;

a plurality of lamps;

light diffusing means located at the output opening of said

tunnel for integrating the light incident thereon;

first means for supporting said lamps at the input of said

reflective tunnel for directing light emitted by said lamps

into said reflective tunnel and directly toward said light

diffusing means;

means for aiming light emitted by each of said lamps at an

aiming point located on the optical axis of said reflective

tunnel, said aiming point being located between the mid-

point of said reflective tunnel and the output of said reflec-

tive tunnel;

said means for aiming including a plurality of elliptical re-

flectors each having an inner and an outer focal point,

each said reflector associated with one of said lamps such

that said lamp is located at the inner focal point of said

reflector associated therewith, the focal axes of said re-

flectors intersecting at said aiming point;

second means for compensating for the alignment between

each of said lamps, said means for aiming and said light

diffusing means so that light emitted by said lamps is

aimed directly toward said light diffusing means;

said second means including a substrate located at the input
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opening of said reflective tunnel, the outer focal points of
said reflectors located in the same plane as the substrate;

and

third means located at the input of said reflective tunnel for

sensing a characteristic of thfe light within said tunnel and
for controlling said lamps in response to the sensed char-
acteristic.

4,423,955

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING APPARATUS
John W. Powers, Brookline, Mo^ assignor to Western Litho

Plate A Supply Co., St Louis, Mo.
Filed Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362,515

Int. a.3 G03B 27/04
U.S. a. 355-99 52aaini8

4,423,954

DEVICE FOR EXPOSING TO LIGHT PRINTED
ELECTRIC ORCUrr SUPPORTING PLATES OR

BOARDS
Ezio Cnrti, Viale Regiiia Gioyaniui, 38, MUano, Italy

FUed Apr. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 253,438
Claims priority, application Italy, May 7, 1980, 21840 A/80

Int. a.' G03B 27/60
VS. a. 355-73 16 Qaims

1. An improved apparatus for exposing desired regions of a
layer photosensitive material as determined by a pattern for a
circuit comprising the combination of

a plate pack including

first and second substantially rigid glass plates;

means on at least one of said plates defining a circuit

pattern;

a support member including a substantially rigid support
plate;

a layer of photosensitive material carried by said support
plate adjacent said at least one glass plate on which said

pattern exists;

first clamp means for firmly gripping said first glass plate;

second clamp means for firmly gripping said second glass
plate;

means for supporting said first and second clamp means to
permit relative movement therebetween, said clamp
means being supported thereby such that said glass
plates are in generally parallel relationship with said
support plate therebetween; and

means defining a vacuum chamber surrounding the periph-
ery of said plate pack,

said chamber having edge portions in sealing engagement
with marginal portions of the outwardly facing surfaces
of said glass plates so that the pattern area of said at least

one glass plate is unobscured and so that the chamber
interior is in communication with the spaces between
said plates; and

means for drawing a high vacuum in said chamber and said
spaces, whereby said pattern and photosensitive material
can be exposed to light while a vacuum is drawn to hold
the plates tightly together without danger of damaging

. said glass plates.
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1. Apparatus for exposing photosensitized plates to light
through films comprising:

means for holding a stock of plates to be exposed and a stock
of films through which plates are to be exposed, with the
stock of films above and offset in a rearward direction
from the stock of plates so that the stock of plates extends
forward from under the stack of films;

an exposure stotion at which a plate is exposed to light

through a film, said exposure stotion being located for-

ward of the stack holding means;
means for delivering a plate from the plate stock and a film
from the film stock to an exposure position at the exposure
stotion comprising a carriage movable forward from a
retracted position over the stacks to the exposure stotion,

and rearward back to retracted position, and plate gripper
means and film gripper means movable up and down on
the carriage, the film gripper means being adapted to grip
the top plate of the plate stack forward of the film stack
and the film gripper means being offset rearward from the
plate gripper meai\p for gripping the top film of the film

stack;

and means for operating the carriage, the plate gripper
means and the film gripper means to actuate the plate

gripper means when the carriage is in retracted position to

pick up a plate from the plate stack and to actuate the film

gripper means when the carriage is in retracted position to

pick up a film from the film stack with the film above and
offset rearward from the plate, to move the carriage to a
first forward position at the exposure stotion wherein the
plate is adapted on being released to occupy its exposure
position, to lower the plate gripper means and release the
plate to deposit the plate in exposure position, to advance
the carriage farther forward a distance corresponding to

the offset of the film from the plate to a second forward
position at the exposure stotion wherein the film is adapted
on being released to overlie a plate in exposure position, to

lower the film gripper means and release the film to de-
posit the film in exposure position overlying the plate, and
to raise the gripper means and return the carriage to re-

tracted position.
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...n^.. ^„„ 4,423,956 posed along a transverse optical axis, the beam splitter being
VAPOR DEPOSIT CONTACT PRINTING METHOD AND located on the longitudinal axis so as to deflect light entering

APPARATUS *

Robert A. Gordon, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 238,778, Feb. 27, 1981. This
application Apr. 26, 1983, Ser. No. 487,994

Int. a.' G03B 27/10
U.S. a. 355—110 9 Qaims

-^

1. Apparatus for photographic contact printing comprising,

in combination;

means for generating a vapor;

means for bringing together at a nip-forming station, and for

transporting at substontialiy the same speed past an expo-

sure position and in intimate overlying relationship, a first,

photosensitive web and a second, image-bearing web;

means at said exposure position for directing light through

said second web to expose said photosensitive web; and

means for directing said vapor, at the nip-forming station for

providing a thin layer of vapor condensate between said

webs to establish evanescent coupling between them as

they pass said exposure position.
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axially through the second aperture from the longitudinal axis

to the transverse axis.

4,423,958

TEST APPARATUS FOR DIGITAL PHOTOELECTRIC
LENGTH OR ANGLE MEASURING INSTRUMENT

Walter Schmitt, Hochgemstrassc 22, D-8225, Traunreut, Fed.

Rep. of Germany, auignor to Dr. Johanna Heidcnhaia
GmbH, Traunreut, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Mar. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 245,105

Qaima priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 20,

1980,3010611

Int. Q\} GOIB U/00: GOID 18/00

U.S. a. 356—375 16 Claims

^V-^-i

4 423 957

OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS
Joseph Poole, Orpington, England, assignor to The Secretary of

State for Defence in Her Britannic Mi^esty's Goremment of

the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,

London, England

Filed Sep. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 300,353

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Sep. 16, 1980,

8029892

Int. a.5 GOIB n/27; B02B 27/i2
U.S. Q. 356—153 10 Claims

1. An optical instrument for providing a view along the

normal to the surface of a plane mirror including an afocal

telescope having a first aperiure, a first objective lens, a second

objective lens and a second aperture mutually disposed along a

longitudinal optical axis and having an angular magnification

of -t-2 in the first-to-second direction, said telescope being

positioned in use so that the surface of the plane mirror is

adjacent the second aperiure and substantially orihogonal to

the longitudinal optical axis; and a comparator having a beam
splitter, an eyepiece and an eyepiece graticule mutually dis-

1. In a digitol electric position measuring instrument com-
prising a scale having at least one division, a scanning unit for

scanning the division to generate a scanning signal, means for

mounting one of the scale and the scanning unit for relative

movement with respect to the other of the scale and the scan-

ning unit, and an evaluating unit having a trigger circuit for

evaluating the scanning signal, the improvement comprising:

means for generating at least one test signal; and

means for selectively applying the test signal to the trigger

circuit temporarily to vary a trigger threshold of the

trigger circuit by a selected amount;

said generating means and said applying means operating to

provide a simple, reliable check of the trigger threshold of

the trigger circuit.
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4,423^59
POSITIONING APPARATUS

Kiwao Nakazawa, Tokyo; Kyoichi Sawa, Kawasaki, and Shoi-
chiro Yoahida, Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Nippon
Kosakn K.K., Tokyo, Japan

Contianation of Ser. No. 267,435, May 27, 1981, abandoned.
This appUcation Mar. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 473,042

ClaiBU priority, application Japan, Jul. 10, 1980, 55-93223
Int a.3 GOIB ll/OQ

UA a. 356-400
I

14 Qaims

'S 2 /^' ^'2
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4,423,960

TWIN-SCREW DEGASSING EXTRUDER FOR
DEGASSING THERMOPLASTIC MATERIALS OR THE

LIKE
Dietmar Anders, Hanorer, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to
Hemuuin BerstorfT Maschinenbau GmbH, Hanover, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

FUed Jul. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 281,029
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 16,

1980, 3026842

Int. a.3 B29B 1/10
UA CL 366—75 3 Claims

A^'

1. A twin-screw degassing extruder for removing gases from
thermoplastic materials comprising:

(a) a housing defining a plasticizing and homogenizing stage,

and a degassing and discharging stage, the housing in said

degassing and discharging stage having a larger internal

diameter when compared with the internal diameter of the
housing in said plasticizing and homogenizing stage,

(b) screw members extending through said stages, the screw

members in said degassing and discharging stage having a
core diameter which is smaller than the core diameter of
the screw members in said plasticizing and homogenizing
suge, and the external diameters of the webs of the screw
members in said degassing and discharging stage corre-
sponding substantially to the relatively larger internal

diameter of the housing in such region,

whereby a relatively large volume is created in the degassing
and discharging stage for improved degassing without
aflecting the desired results in the plasticizing and homog-
enizing stage.

1. In a positioning apparatus having plural alignment marks
provided in determined positions on an object to be aligned,
means for projecting plural coherent light beams onto said
object, means for causing two-dimensional relative scanning
motion between said object and said coherent light beams, and
plural detecting means for photoelectrically detecting the light

diffracted from each of said coherent light beams by each of
said alignment marks;

the improvement wherein said projecting means comprises
plural converging means for forming each coherent light

beam into a stripe-shaped beam extended in a direction
substantially perpendicular to the scanning direction of
said scanning means, and each of said alignment marks
comprises plural short line segments arranged in a stripe

extended in a direction substantially perpendicular to the
scanning direction of said scanning means and each in-

clined approximately by 45* with respect to said scanning
direction.

4,423,961

FEED MIXING APPARATUS
Roy I. Steiner, Omrille, Ohio, asrignor to Seveiiaon Company,

Orrville, Ohio

FUed Jun. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 384^5
lot. a.3 BOIF 9/(M

U.S. a. 366-183 7 Claims

1. A mixing apparatus for livestock feed constituents having
a portable base and a rotatable cylindrical drum with internal

mixing and conveying blades, said drum being mounted on a
shaft positioned above said base and projecting coaxially

through a cylindrical opening in a front wall of said drum, said

base carrying a pedestal structure extending upwardly adja-

cent a rear wall of said drum for mounting a rear end of said

drum shaft;

said base also carrying a frame grate extending upwardly
adjacent said drum front wall and having a vertically

extending medial plate for mounting a front end of said

drum shaft;

said front frame grate also having two openings formed
therein, one on either side of said medial plate, one said

opening being for supply of feed constituents, the other
said opening being for discharge of mixed feed;

said front frame grate also providing a suspension mounting
for a circular drum service plate, said service plate hang-
ing free around the perimeter, being positioned coaxially

around said drum shaft, and being oriented parallel with
and adjacent to said drum cylindrical opening;

said drum service plate having two openings formed therein,

one said opening being a supply opening in alignment with
said frame grate supply opening, the other said opening
being a discharge opening in alignment with said frame
grate discharge opening;

said front frame grate also carrying a hopper chute extend-
ing downwardly through said aligned supply openings
and said drum cylindrical opening and a closable scoop
chute extending upwardly through said aligned discharge
openings and said drum cylindrical opening.
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4,423,962

DEVICE FOR THE DISAGGREGATION OF POWDERY
MATERIAL IN A RESERVOIR

Joieph Koott, TntzlBg, Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaay, aaiigiior to Sie-

meu AktiengescUschaft, Bcrlia A Manich, Fed. Rep. of Gcr-

nuuiy

FUed Apr. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 365,789

Claim* priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 15,

1981, 3115304

lat a.3 BOIF 7/02

U.S. a. 366—279 10 Claims

age which varies in amplitude with the level of illumina-

tion incident thereon;

illumination-controlled oscillator circuit means powered by

said output voltage from the photo-electric sensing means

for generating an oscillation signal whose frequency is

determined by the amplitude of said output voltage;

frequency measurement circuit means coupled to receive

said oscillation signal and said timing signals from said

timekeeping circuit means, for generating dat^ in digital

form indicative of the frequency of said oscillation signal;

display drive means responsive to said digital data from said

frequency measurement circuit means for generating dis-

play drive signals; and

illumination level display means driven by said display drive

signals for providing a display of the illumination level

incident on said photo-electric sensing means.

1. Apparatus for the disaggregation of powdery toner mate-

rial contained in a reservoir from which said toner material is

fed to the developer station of a printing machine, comprising

a lateral shaft seated for rotation in said reservoir with laterally

spaced apari disks mounted on said shaft, at least one relatively

thin strip stretched between said disks, a clamping means for

flxedly engaging a corresponding free end of said strip, said

clamping means being removably received in a lateral bore

formed correspondingly on one said disk and held therein

against lateral movement by stop means and said clamping

means engaging said strip such that each corresponding free

end thereof projects outward of said correspotiding disk

toward an adjacent sidewali of said reservoir for raking toner

material between said disks and between said disks and adja-

cent sidewalls of said reservoir.

ILLUMINATION-
LEVEL DISPLAY
SECTION 18

LIQUID CRYSTAL
DISPLAY PtfJEL 14

MASK PLATE ,^

4,423,963

ELECTRONIC TIMEPIECE HAVING ILLUMINATION
LEVEL

Fuminori Suzuki, Tanaahi, Japan, aaaignor to Qtizen Watch

Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Sep. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 418,130

Claimi priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 18, 1981, 56-147451;

Ang. 17, 1982, 57-141654

Int. a.J G04B 19/22, 19/24

U.S. a. 368—68 13 Claims

DK5ITAL DISPLAY
SECTION 16

PHOTO-ELECTRIC
CELL I?

ANALOG DISPLAY
SECTION 28

4,423,964

TIMEPIECE WITH ALARM AND TIME SETTING
DEVICE

Jean-Bernard Grieaaen, Comanx, and WUly Geuslx, Lc Laod-

eron, both of Switicrland, aaaignors to Ebaucbet Elec-

troniques S.A., Marin, Switzerland

Filed Apr. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 368,882

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 23, 1981,

2661/81

Int. a.' G04B 23/02. 19/24

U.S. a. 368—74 5 Claims

1. In an electronic timepiece powered by a battery and

provided with a standard frequency signal source for generat-

ing a standard frequency signal, timekeeping circuit means for

frequency dividing said standard frequency signal to produce a

plurality of timing signals, and time indicating means respon-

sive to said timing signals for providing a display of time infor-

mation, an Ulumination level display system, comprising:

photo-electric sensing means for generating an output volt-

1. A timepiece for indicating time data, comprising:

a rotatable stem which is movable axially and can occupy at

least two different axial positions, namely a pushed-in

position and a pulled-out position;

first setting means responsive to rotation of said stem in its

said pulled-out position to alter the indicated time data;

an alarm device having a set condition and an off condition,

for, when in its set condition, producing an alarm at a

preadjusted time; and

control means for changing over the condition of said alarm

device;

wherein said stem is furiher displaceable axially inwards

beyond its said stable pushed-in position to a non-stable

axial position; and

wherein said control means is responsive to the positioning

of said stem in said non-stable position for changing-over

the condition of said alarm device.
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4,423,965

ELONGATED CLOCK
JohuuMS F. J. M. MnUer, Dyiutraat 1, 5398 JP Maren-Kessel,
Bd Jounes A. M. Vin Dongen, Barctatenlaaa 174, 5235 GN
'f-Hertogenboicli, both of Netherlands

FUcd Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,350
iBt a.3 G04B 45/00, 19/02. 13/02

VJS. a. 368-78 7 Claims

1. A clock having an elongated body with segmented rotat-
ing members adapted to display the time, the improvement
comprising:

a drive motor coupled to a shaft and disposed to turn the
shaft at a constant speed;

a first time indicating roll cylinder having a length greater
than its diameter and having twelve divisions, each divi-

sion having a time interval indicated thereon and display-
ing minutes of an hour in words and also having means
coupled to said shaft and adapting the first roll to rotate
constantly in unison with the shaft;

a second time indicating roll having a length greater than its

diameter and mounted for roution about said shaft and
also having twelve divisions, each division having a time
interval indicated thereon and displaying the hours of one
to twelve in words;

a drive gear means located at one end of the elongated body
coupled with said shaft and adapted to produce rotation of
the second roll;

pinion gear means adjacent the drive gear and engageable
with said drive gear;

said second time indicating roll for displaying hours also
having gear means associated therewith and said gear
means being mounted to move in response to movement of
said pinion gear to route the second roll;

said pinion gear having teeth formed about its periphery,
said teeth engageable with said gear means and with the
drive gear whereby one complete rotation of the drive
gear produces indexing of the pinion gear and only partial
rotation of the gear means and second, time indicatine
roll.

*

elongated housing means encapsulating the first and second
cylinders and having bearings to mount and receive each
end of said shaft to permit rotation of the shaft for turning
said cylinders to display the time.

4,423,966
ALARM CONTROL SYSTEM FOR ALARM CLOCK

Masuo Ogihart; Nobuo Shinozaki; TadaoU Ishikawa, and Yoi-
chi ScU, all of Yotiukaido, Japan, assignors to Seiko Koki
Kabashiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Dec. 19, 1980, Ser. No. 218,181
Clains priority, application Japan, Jan. 30, 1980, 55/9712

Int a.3 G04B 23/00
UA a. 368-263 2aaims

1. In an alarm clock, the combination comprising:
an alarm clock case having a side portion with an elongate

slot therethrough;

a single alarm control button dimensioned to fit within and
extend through the elongated slot and dimensioned to
travel within said slot along the length dimension of said
slot and pivot downwardly about one edge of said alarm
control button down into the elongate slot;

mounting means for mounting said alarm control button
within and extending through the elongate slot slidable
along the length dimension of the elongate slot and pivotal

about one edge of said alarm control button down into the
elongate slot;

a first switch positioned for engagement with said alarm
control button and opened and closed according to the
position of said alarm control button along the length
dimension of the elongate slot;

a second switch positioned for engagement with said alarm
control button and opened and closed according to the
position of said alarm control button as it is pivoted about
said one edge of said alarm control button; and

5c 6a

an alarm control circuit having an alarm mode control input
connected to said first switch so that the position of said
alarm control button along the length dimension of the
elongate slot controls an alarm mode and having a snooze
mode control input connected to said second switch so
that the position of said alarm control button pivoted
about said one edge of said alarm control button controls
the snooze mode.

4,423,967
SYSTEM FOR MEASURING TEMPERATURES OF A

FLOWING FLUID
Pierre C. Mouton, Grigny, France, assignor to Societe Nationale

d'Etude et de Construction de Moteurs d'Aviation, "S.N.E.C.-
M.A.", Paris, France

Filed Aug. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 296,855
Oaims priority, application France, Aug. 28, 1980, 80 18638

Int. a.3 GOIK 13/08. 7/02
U.S. a. 374-138 fioaims

1. A system for measuring the temperature ofa moving fluid,
through an apparatus, said system comprising:

(a) a fluid sampling conduit in fluid communication with the
main body of the fluid the temperature T of which is to be
measured;

(b) at least one temperature sensor in a measurement probe
located at a first point in said fluid sampling conduit, said
at least one temperature measurement probe generating a
signal Ti representative of the temperature of the fluid in
said fluid sampling conduit at said first point, said temper-
ature Tj difTering from the temperature T by an error AT
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because of the heat Iqss of the fluid from the conveyance
of the fluid through the sampling conduit to said first

point;

(c) at least one first corrective temperature sensor in a mea-
surement probe disposed in said fluid sampling conduit,
said at least one first corrective temperature measurement
probe generating being connected so as to generate a

signal T3 which differs from the temperature T by essen-

tially the same error AT as said at least one temperature
measurement probe;

(d) at least one second corrective temperature sensor in a

measurement probe disposed in said fluid sampling con-
duit, said at least one second corrective temperature sen-

sor and said at least one first corrective temperature being
connected so as to generate a signal T2 which differs from
the temperature T by an error 2AT which is essentially

twice the error AT
(e) first calculation means for determining the difference AT
between the signal T3 supplied by said at least one first

corrective temperature measurement probe and the signal

T2 supplied by said at least one second corrective temper-
ature measurement probe; and

(0 second calculation means for calculating the temperature
T according to the formula T=T\-tkT.

4,423,968

ACCURATE HAND-HELD DIGITAL READOUT
THERMOMETER

Donald S. Nemcek, Sr., Roselle, and John J. Selman, III, Ver-
non Hills, both of III., assignors to Cole-Parmer Instrument
Company, Chicago, III.

Filed May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 266,639

Int. a.3 GOIK 7/14

UJS. a. 374—170 4 Gaims
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2. A hand-held thermometer comprising:

thermocouple means having a measuring junction and a

reference junction for providing a millivolt range electri-

cal signal systematically related to temperature according
to a nonlinear response curve;

power supply means having a supply voltage and including

a plurality of diodes on a single substrate for providing a

substantially stable and temperature independent refer-

ence voltage difference, means for defining a stable

ground, and means responsive to ambient temperature for

generating a temperature dependent compensating volt-

age for compensating for variations in said millivolt range
electrical signal occasioned by variations in the tempera-
ture of said reference junction;

means for combining said millivolt range electrical signal

and said temperature dependent compensating voltage to

produce a compensated electric signal;

differential first amplification means including a plurality of
integrated circuit amplifiers on a single substrate for pro-

viding a substantially temperature independent consunt
gain for amplifying said compensated electrical signal to

produce a first amplified signal in the range of tenths of
volts to volts;

second amplification means responsive to said first amplified

signal and providing a gain that changes at preselected

signal levels of said first amplified signal in order to pro-

vide a piecewise linear approximation to said nonlinear

response curve whereby the output signal from said sec-

ond amplification means is a second amplified signal sub-

stantially linearly related to the measured temperature of

said measuring junction within preselected tolerances;

scale selection means operable by a user for providing scale

selection signals corresponding to the temperature scale

selected by the user;

analog/digital conversion means responsive to the said am-
plified signal and said scale selection signals for providing

digiul signals representing the temperature at said mea-
suring junction according to the temperature scale se-

lected by the user;

latching comparator means, comprising a Schmitt trigger

and an exclusive OR-gate, responsive to said supply volt-

age and said reference voltage difference for detecting a

low power supply voltage condition by producing a low
voltage signal indicative thereof; and

display means responsive to said digiul signals for indicating

the measured temperature in digital form according to the

temperature scale selected by the user and responsive to

said low volUge signal for indicating low volUge condi-

tion.

4,423,969

PRINT HEAD
Ronald J. Kobryn, Longwood, Fla., assignor to Precision Han-

dling DeTices, Inc., Assonet, Mass.
Filed Jan. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 337,240

Int. a.J B41J 3/12
U.S. Q. 400—124 24 Qaims

Av rr/

1. A dot print head of the ballistic type which comprises a

plurality of print wires, a body having a nose piece with a coil

frame assembly having a yoke with a plurality of solenoidal

coils and armatures, said print wires being disposed in said nose

piece and presenting opposite ends thereof for dot printing and
for impact by said armatures to be ballistically driven to dot

printing position, said body having means for guiding and

mounting said armatures for movement between positions in

impact delivery relationship with said print wires and return

positions, said guiding and mounting means including spring

means biasing said armatures towards said yoke and a support

structure for said spring means on said frame assembly, said

structure having a plurality of sUtionary guide posts disposed

in the direction of movement of said armatures between said

impact delivery and return positions, and openings in said

armatures in alignment with said posts and through which said

posts extend with spacing between said armature openings and

said posts in guiding and assembled relationship with said

armatures.
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4,423^0
PRINTING APPARATUS

John T. Potter, Locnst Valley, N.Y., SMigiior to Iquad Company
Incorporated, Locust Valley, N.Y.

CootiBiiatioa of Ser. No. 190,680, Sep. 24, 1980, abandoned. This

appUcation Aug. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 407,841

Int a.3 B41J 1/10. 1/54

MS. CL 400—141.1 8 Claims

7. Apparatus for printing characters in a line on a sheet

medium comprising:

a cylindrical print drum with its axis parallel to the print

medium mounted by a hub to a rotary drive shaft for

rotation therewith and translational movement there-

along, said drum comprising axially adjacent rings, each
ring having a plurality of circumferentially disposed print

characters with elongated shanks radially slidably re-

tained in slots in their respective rings with said shanks

extending within the inner peripheries of said rings, said

slots and shanks of one said ring being circumferentially

staggered relative to the slots and shanks of the adjacent

ring whereby the slots and shanks of one said ring extend

in axial planes extending between circumferentially adja-

cent type characters in the adjacent ring; and
an actuator assembly comprising a frame and an anvil radi-

ally movable therein, disposed within the inner peripher-

ies of said rings and mounted for coincidental translational

movement therewith, the anvil having a shank striking

face axially elongated for striking a shank of said one ring

or of the adjacent ring without translational movement of
said actuator assembly relative to said cylindrical print

drum;

4,423,971

PRINTER WITH A DOCUMENT GUIDE DEVICE
Yutaka Hira, Shiznoka, and Shinya Nakamura, Niimazu, both of

Japan, aaaignors to Tokyo Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
FUed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,637

Claims priority, application Japan, May 22, 1981, 56-

74182[U]

Int. a.3 B42J 1/08

U.S. a. 400—144J 4 Oaims
1. A printer comprising: I

a platen;

a character-bearing print wheel having a central hub por-

tion, a plurality of subsuntially straight spokes radially

extending from said central hub portion in the same verti-

cal plane respectively, and a plurality of character pads

fixed to the respective free ends of said spokes and defin-

ing the outer diameter of the print wheel;

a horizontally extending drive shaft attached to said central

hub portion of said print wheel for rotating said print

wheel, said drive shaft having a free end portion;

carrier means rotatably supporting said drive shaft;

a mounting head for fixing said print wheel to said free end

portion of said drive shaft, said mounting head extending
from said print wheel toward said platen; and

a document guide device defining a document path in associ-

ation with the platen, said document guide device allow-

ing a document to pass downward through the document
path;

said document guide device including an upper plate section

disposed between said platen and said character pads of
said print wheel and curved along the circumference of
said platen for insertion of the document, a slanted plate

section connected to said upper plate section at the upper

end thereof and extending downward and slanted relative

to said upper plate section and towards said platen, a

lower base plate section fixed to said carrier means, and an
intermediate plate section disposed substantially vertically

and connected to the lower end of said slanted plate sec-

tion at the upper end thereof and to said lower base plate

section at the lower end thereof; and
said slanted plate section and intermediate plate section

defining in association with said print wheel a space

within which said mounting head is accommodated,
whereby said mounting head is completely separated from
said document path.

4,423,972

SERIAL PRINTER
Ikutaro Inoue, Takizawa, and Kousaki Yanata, Morioka, both of

Japan, assignors to Alps Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
FUed Apr. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 369,213

Oaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 17, 1981, 56-58066

Int. a.3 B41J 1/50
U.S. a. 400—155 6 Claims

1. In a serial printer having a plurality of types formed on the

periphery of a cylindrical type carrier, said type carrier being
held by carriage adapted to be moved across the paper, and
means for pressing a desired type against said paper to effect

printing, the improvement comprising:

(a) a type shaft splined to said type carrier and lying parallel

to the direction of movement of said carriage;

(b) said means for pressing including a hammer lying oppo-
site said type carrier via said paper and having a striking

surface of an area sufficient for striking only one of said

types, said hammer being adapted to be moved through a

predetermined range in a direction parallel with the move-
ment of said carriage;

(c) means including a hammer drive member lying along said
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range of movement of said hammer for driving said ham-
mer in the direction of said type carrier;

(d) means including a first pulse motor for moving said

carriage;

(e) means including a second pulse motor for moving said

hammer;

(0 means including a d-c motor rotating said type shaft and
said hammer drive member, alternatively;

(g) means including a first clutch for controlling the trans-

mission of rotation between said type shaft and said d-c motor;

(h) means including a second clutch for controlling the

transmission of rotation between said hammer drive mem-
ber and said d-c motor;

(i) means including a first electromagnet for selecting the

stop position of said type carrier;

0) cam adapted to be controlled by operation of said first

electromagnet; and
(k) means including a second electromagnet for controlling

said cam after the stop position of said hammer has been

selected.

4,423,973

RIBBON ELEVATING MECHANISM FOR RIBBON
CASSETTES

Rolf Tbcilen, Forth, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aasignor to Triumph-

Adler A.G. ftir Bnro- and Informatioostcchnlk, Nuremberg,

Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 327,944

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 17,

1981, 8101069[U]

Int. a? B41J 33/14

U.S. a. 400—208 1 Claim

1. Ribbon elevating mechanism for a single element type-

writer having a carriage movable from print point to print

point along a print line, a ribbon cassette containing ribbon

mounted on said carriage forwardly of said print line, a posi-

tioning motor support on said carriage below and rearwardly

of said ribbon cassette, a positioning motor pivotally mounted
on said positioning motor support, and a print element

mounted to be driven to selected orientations by said position-

ing motor,

said mechanism including a pair of spaced generally vertically

oriented ribbon guides supporting at the upper ends thereof

a length of ribbon therebetween parallel to said print line for

elevation to said print line,

vertical slots adjacent the upper ends of said ribbon guides and

guide pins on said carriage extending into said slots for

guiding said ribbon guides during elevation, the lower ends

of said ribbon guides extending below and rearwardly of said

positioning motor support,

a pair of ribbon lift arms pivotally mounted on said positioning

motor support for powered pivoting movement and con-

nected to the lower ends of said ribbon guides for elevating

said ribbon guides,

said carriage supported cassette having ribbon exit and entry

openings substantially opposite the upper ends of said ribbon

guides,

said carriage supported cassette containing a rotatably

mounted ribbon supply spool from which said ribbon is

drawn off through said exit opening and a rotatably mounted

take-up spool for taking up said ribbon through said entry

opening,

vertical pins in said cassette located laterally outwardly of said

supply and take-up spools,

ribbon defiection rollers rotatably mounted on said vertica]

pins for tracking said ribbon between said ribbon guides and

said supply and take-up spools,

said deflection rollen being formed to pivot about an axis

perpendicular to the rotational axis thereof as said ribbon is

being elevated by said ribbon guides, and

said pivot axis of said deflection rollen being substantially

equidistant from said guide pins on said carriage and said

points of connection between said lift arms and said ribbon

guides.

4,423,974

DRIVE COUPUNG FOR RIBBON MECHANISM IN
TYPEWRITERS AND SIMILAR MACHUVES

SicgfHed Miiller, Frankftart, and Frlcdrlch Teichmaon, FcKbt,
both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, aadgBors to Triumpb-Adler
A.G. fm Buro- und Informationatecbnlk, Nnrcmbvg, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
FUed Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 327,943

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 12,

1981, 8113901[U1,

Int a.) B41J 35/00
U.S. a. 400-242 2 ClatMi

1. An engage/disengage coupling having a rotatable driving

and a rotatable drivien part,

said driving part having a central recess circumferentially

bounded by a plurality of axially extending teeth defming

between them substantially triangular recesses,

said driven pari having an axially extending pilot shaft for

reception into said central recess of said driving part, and

a single projection extending radially from said pilot shaft

defining a substantially triangular tooth plugable into any

of said triangular recesses,

said teeth on said driving part and said tooth on said driven

part opposing drive and driven surfaces parallel to the

axes of said driving and driven parts.

4,423,975

FORM TRIMMING APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
UNE PRINTER

Horat M. Krenz, St. Joaepb, Mich., aaatgaor to Heath Company,

St. Joseph, Mich.

FUed Jan. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 387,092

Int. a.> B41J 11/26

U.S. a. 400-616 1 Claim

1. For use in a line printer having a print head on a carriage

traversing parallel to a platen for printing characters through

an inked ribbon onto an edge-perforated continuous paper

form having a laterally oriented, discardable paper-drive tear

strip adjacent to each edge for separation from the center

section of said form, said printer including two paper tractor

membera each including sprocket means for engaging the edge
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perforations for pulling said form over an arcuate paper guide
and past said print head, each of said tractor members having
an outwardly swinging cover for opening and receiving said
form, and upon closing, for retaining said sprocket means in

engagement with said edge perforations of said form, a form-
trimming apparatus for automatically separating the tear strips

from said center section comprising:

two discrete form trimmers individually captivated under
said hinged cover of an associated tractor member, each
form trimmer including;

tear strip hold-down means having an arcuate section for

holding said tear strips against said arcuate paper guide,

and a flat section including slot means for passing said

sprocket means to permit said flat section to hold said

edge perforations of said tear strips in contact with said

sprocket means to enable said sprocket means to draw said

form past said print head,

said flat section further including an upstanding tab at each
end of said slot means engageable with the cover of an
associated one of said tractor members for retaining said

form trimmer in proper position during operation of the
printer;

ramp means extending at an acute angle from said flat sec-

tion of said hold-down means effective to ramp said center
section of said form upwardly and away from said tear

strips, said ramp means including an edge extending below
the level of said flat section of said hold-down means for

facilitating the shearing of said tear strips;

such that said tear strips are automatically separated from
said center section of said form during traverse of said

form through said line printer.

4,423,976
|

SHEET LIFTER
Walter Feldnahr, Northbrook, and Kenneth H. Oberg, Buffalo

Grove, both of III., assignors to Acco World Corporation,
Wbccling. Dl.

Continaatioii of Ser. No. 90,320, Not. 1, 1979, abandoned. This
application Jul. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 287,702

Int. a.3 B42F 13/10
U.S. a. 402-80 L 18 Qaims

1. An improved binder comprising:

a front cover;

a back cover;

a spine connecting said back cover to said front cover;
a plurality of rings mounted on said spine for holding sheets

placed therein; and,

a sheet lifter adjacent said front cover comprising a surface
having an inner edge, an outer edge and a lower edge with
inner and outer ends, said inner edge being contiguous to

said inner end and substantially perpendicular to said

lower edge, said outer edge being contiguous to said outer
end and forming an angle between 70 and 84 degrees with
respect to said lower edge, said inner edge extending
substantially the length of the sheets placed in the binder
and said lower edge extending only a portion of the dis-

unce across said sheets, said surface having a plurality of
holes along its inner edge, said rings extending through
said holes such that when said binder is closed said sheet
lifter facilitates the movement of sheets inserted in said

binder over said rings so as to prevent damage to said

sheets.

4,423,977
SINGLE ELEMENT SLOPE AND SKEW HANGER

Tyrell T. Gilb, Berkeley, Calif., assignor to Simpson Strong-Tie
Company, Inc., San Leandro, Calif.

Filed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,313
Int. a.' B25G 3/00; F16B 7/08, 9/00

U,S. a. 403-232.1 12 Claims

1. A sheetmetal slope and skew hanger connector in a frame
building structure comprising:

(a) a wood supporting member having a generally planar
front face;

(b) a wood supported member having a generally planar end
face, generally planar side portions intersecting said end
face, and a bottom edge face;

(c) an elongated back plate member adapted for registration

with said front face of said wood supporting member;
(d) first and second side suppori members integrally at-

tached to opposite sides of said back plate, formed with a
plurality of fastener openings and adapted for connection
to said face of said supporting member;

(e) a seat base integrally connected to an end of said back
plate along a seat bend line and extending angularly there-

from a selected distance and adapted for registration with
said bottom edge face of said wood supported member;

(0 a pair of seat sides integrally connected to opposite sides

of said seat base and extending generally parallel to each
other and angularly to said seat base and each formed with
fastener openings at a selected distance from said seat

bend line and from said seat base and adapted for connec-
tion to said side portions of said wood supported member;
and

(g) a pair of tab members spaced from said side support
members and integrally connected to opposite sides of said
back plate and extending generally parallel to each other
and angularly to said seat base and each formed with
fastener openings at selected distances from said back
plate and adapted for connection to said side portions of
said wood supported member.

^
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ciii?f vtiujt'fi!^I?I? .1.
°^ **'* "PP**" »«8ment, in cooperation with said lower segment,

r-K-i 1 X. . *"*'»'
V'^^ CONSTRUCnON while the base of said triangular point bears against said shoul-

Gabriel Tiegehnann Aurora, III., assignor to White Coasoli- der so as to prohibit withdrawal therefrom and to hold said
dated IndurtriM, Inc., CIcTeUnd, Ohio elastomer strip securely in position

Filed Not. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,477
Int. a.5 B25G 3/00; F16B 9/00; F16L 41/00

U.S. a. 403-254 7 Qaimi 4,423,980

TRUCK-MOUNTED APPARATUS FOR REPAIRING
ASPHALT

Denny F. Wamock. 6100 W. Stonebedge, GrecBHeld, WU. 53220
Filed Apr. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 256,900

Int. a.J EOlC 19/00
U.S. a. 404-83 7 Claims

1. A structure for interconnecting elements of a metal shelv-

ing assembly comprising:

a vertically extending slot provided by one of the elements,

the slot having an arcuate edge along its lower end; and
a punch press-formed, tablike projection provided as an

integral portion of another of the elements, the projection

being received by and retained in the slot, the projection

including an arcuate load-bearing surface resting on the

arcuate edge of the slot in contiguous relationship at all

interface points between the arcuate edge and the arcuate

load-bearing surface. «

4,423,979

EXPANSION JOINT SEALING STRUCTURES
Delmont D. Brown, North Baltimore, Ohio, assignor to The D.

S. Brown Company, North Baltimore, Ohio
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 76,908, Sep. 19, 1979, Pat. No.

4,290,713. This application Jul. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 285,476

Int. a.J EOlC 11/02
U.S. a. 404—69 4 Oaims

1. An expansion joint between adjacent pavement sections

with an elastomer seal comprising a first metal frame mounted
on and extending along one side of said joint, an opposing
second metal frame mounted on and extending along the other
side of said joint, and an elastomer sealing strip spanning the

joint and having longitudinal edges each extending in an out-

ward and downward direction and having a neck portion with
a distortable point of substantially triangular cross section, by
means of which said longitudinal edge is seated, in interlocking

relationship in its respective frame, each said frame being of
solid extruded metal forming a front wall, facing the opposite
frame, which includes an upper and lower segment with
slanted surfaces defining an outvvardly and downwardly ex-

tending slot widening into a cavity, said slanted surface of the

upper segment terminating in a shoulder defining part of said

cavity, and the upper surface of the neck portion of said elasto-

mer strip having an elongated neck surface which is slanted the

same as the slanted surface of the upper segment and which,

upon insertion of the distortable point of the longitudinal edge
of the strip into its respective frame engages the slanted surface

6. In combination:

a vehicle having a chassis;

an engine on said chassis for propelling said vehicle;

a fluid cooling system on said chassis for said engine;
first and second hydraulic pumps on said chassis driven by

said engine;

a hydraulic fluid reservoir on said chassis for supplying
hydraulic fluid to said hydraulic pumps;

a dump box tiltably mounted on said chassis;

a hydraulically operable tilt cylinder connected between
said chassis and said dump box;

apparatus detachably mounted on said dump box and includ-

ing:

first and second hydraulic motors supplied and driven by
said first and second hydraulic pumps, respectively;

an air compressor driven by said first hydraulic molor;

a compressed air tank supplied by said air compressor;

a pneumatic circuit supplied by said compressed air tank and
operable to supply compressed air to drive a pneumati-
cally powered tool;

an emulsion tank;

an emulsion pump driven by said second hydraulic motor for

expelling emulsion from said emulsion unk;
heater means arranged to heat said emulsion unk and said

second hydraulic motor;

a hydraulic circuit supplied by said first hydraulic pump and
operable to supply pressurized fluid to drive a hydrauli-

cally powered tool and to operate said tilt cylinder;

hydraulic fluid supply lines connected between said hydrau-

lic pumps and said hydraulic motors;

a hydraulic fluid return line connected between said hydrau-

lic motors and said reservoir;

fluid coolant supply and return lines connected between said

fluid cooling system and said heater means;

and detachable connector means in said hydraulic fluid

supply and return lines and in said fluid coolant supply and
return lines to facilitate detachment and connection be-

tween said apparatus and said dump box.

4,423,981

CONCRETE LINING OF DRILLED SHAFT
Hans Nilberg, Apple Valley, Calif., aadgDor to Santa Fc latcma-

tional Corporation, Oraiige, Calif.

Filed Jul. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 285,815

Int. a.) E21D 5/01

U.S. a. 405—133 21 Claims
1. A liner for a bore hole shaft formed of a plurality of
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cylindpdi] concrete sclents, each said concrete segment
comimsing: a top portion with an approximately V-shaped

ctional area with inner and outer slanted sections and a

small flat top section; and a bottom portion having a channel

area partially corresponding to the shape of the top portion so

that said segment can be stacked on top of a similarly shaped
segment, said channel area of said bottom portion having an

asymmetrical cross-section with a flat section for mating with

said flat section of said top portion, a slanted section along its

A
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inner edge for mating with said inner slanted section of said top

portion and an outer section extending in a direction away
from said outer slanted section of said top portion so that when
said bottom portion of one of said concrete segments is low-

ered onto said top portion of another of said concrete segments
a sufficient uneven turbulence is created between the two said

concrete segments for flushing surfaces of said portions free of
any particles and flushing such particles towards the outer

extremity of said segments.

4,423^2
METHOD AND EQUIPMENT FOR RUNNING RISER

PIPES FOR MOORING OFFSHORE FLOATING
PLATFORMS

Hnbttrt B. Zaremba, London, England, assignor to Standard Oil
Company (Indiana), Chicago, 111.

FUed Dec. 8, 1980, Scr. No. 214,596
Int. a.3 E02B 17/02; E21B 15/02

U.S. a. 405—195
I

3 Gains

2. An anchoring and riser guidance system for a floating

platform having a rectangular shape in which there is a circular

pattern of riser pipe passages in each comer of said platform

which comprises:

a template positioned on the sea floor beneath said platform

and having approximately the same shape as said platibrm,

there being a circular pattern of well slots in each corner of
said template corresponding to the circular pattern of verti-

cal passages for said riser pipes in said platform;

a center sleeve in each comer of said template located at the

center of said circular pattern of well slots, there being a
keyed anchor slot in said center sleeve;

a vertical mooring guidance riser connected between said

keyed anchor slot and a position on said platform corre-

sponding to the center of said circular pattern of vertical

riser pipe openings, the exterior of said vertical mooring
guidance riser being provided with oriented guiding splines,

said vertical mooring guidance riser being maintained under
tension by surplus buoyancy in said platform;

a guide frame mounted over said vertical mooring guidance
riser and having intemal splines complementing the splines

of said vertical mooring guidance riser;

means to lower and raise said guide frame along said vertical

mooring guidance riser;

a guide clamp on the outer end of said guide frame for guiding
a permanent riser pipe from said platform to one of said well
slots;

mooring lines extending from said platform laterally to anchors
in the ocean floor.

4,423,983

MARINE RISER SYSTEM
Nickiforos G. Dadiras, Dallas, and Ronald D. Baugh, LewisTille,

both of Tex/, aasignors to Sedco-Hamilton Production Ser-
Tices, Dallas, Tex.

FUed Aug. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 292,957

Int a.3 E21B 33/035
U.S. a. 405—195 18 aaims

1. A marine riser system for conducting well fluids between
a subsea manifold and a floating platform structure comprising:

a generally vertical support column extending between said

manifold and said platform;

tensioning means interconnecting said support column and
said platform for maintaining a predetermined tension on
said support colunm during movement of said platform
with respect to said support column;

a plurality of riser conduits extending from said manifold
generally vertically upward toward said platform; and

means interconnecting said support column and said riser

conduits for tensioning said riser conduits to hold said

riser conduits in place with respect to said support column
during movement of said platform comprising a plurality

of arms extending from said support column and pivotally

connected to said support column, said arms including

means engageable with cooperating means on said riser

conduits for supporting said riser conduits vertically with
respect to said support column; and

hydraulic actuator means urging said riser conduits gener-
ally vertically upward with a predetermined biasing force
for tensioning said riser conduits with respect to said

support column.
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4,423,984

MARINE COMPLUNT RISER SYSTEM
Narayana N. Panickcr, Grand Pndric, Tex.; Larry L. Gentry,
Sunnyralc and Herbert H. Moas, Cupertino, botii of Calif.,

•Mignors to Mobil Oil Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Continuation of Ser. No. 220,890, Dec. 19, 1960, abuidoned.

This appUcation Jan. 27, 1983, Ser. No. 507,907

Int a.^ E21B 43/01
U.S. a. 405—195 3 Claims

means for connecting flexible lines between said structure

and said tendons and adjusting the length of said flexible

1. In a marine compliant riser system wherein a catenary

flexible flowline bundle is connected between a surface facility

and a submerged lower riser section, the improvement which
comprises:

said lower riser section including a vertical casing, and a

plurality of rigid flowlines attached to said casing and

extending from a marine floor base to a submerged buoy
section located beneath the marine surface;

a yoke assembl}^ mounted on the buoy section having means
for supporting the flexible flowlines in a spaced linear

array;

a plurality of inverted U-shaped rigid connection means
each being connected at one end thereof to a respective

one of said rigid flowlines, and the other end thereof

extending downwardly above ^d yoke assembly in a

linear array; and

said flexible flowline bundle being connected at its upper end
to said surface facility and extending downwardly in a

catenary manner, each of said flexible flowlines extending

upwardly through said support means of said yoke assem-

bly and being connected to a respective one of said U-
shaped rigid connection means;

whereby the terminal portion of each of said flexible flow-

lines is maintained in a substantial normal catenary depar-

ture angle with respect to a respective one of said U-
shaped rigid connection means.

4,423,985

TENSION LEG PLATFORM WITH HORIZONTAL
MOVEMENT CAPABILITY

Paul M. Aagaard, Fullertoa, Calif., assignor to Cherron Re-

search Company, San Francisco, Calif. ,

Filed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 301,665

Int a.3 B63B 35/44

U.S. a. 405—224 8 Claims

1. An improved tension leg platform having a floating buoy-

ant structure anchored to the sea floor by a plurality of flexible

tendons, the improvement comprising:

lines to permit the structure to move substantially in a

horizontal plane from the original anchor site; and
means for moving said structure in a horizontal plane.

4,423,986

METHOD AND INSTALLATION APPARATUS FOR
ROCK BOLTING

Bo T. Skogberg, Handen, Sweden, assignor to Atlas Copco
Aktiebolag, Nacka, Sweden

Filed Sep. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 299,642

Qaims priority, application Sweden, Sep. 8, 1980, 8006252
Int. a.J E21D 20/00

U.S. a. 405—259 20 Claims

1. Method of rock bolting by using a fluid expansible tube-

formed rock bolt (10) having an intemal elongated pressure

fluid receiving chamber that is closed at both of its ends but has

a fluid inlet (18) at one end thereof which is in fluid communi-
cation with the interior of said chamber, said rock bolt (10)

being provided with a cylindrical sleeve (13) on said one end
and a supply hole through said sleeve to the interior of said

chamber of said rock bolt to provide said fluid inlet (18), said

chamber being pressurized to expand the tube formed rock bolt

in a borehole, characterized by the steps of:

inserting said one end of said rock bolt (10) in a bolt socket

(28) of a holder (21) so that a fluid conduit (40, 45, 47) of

said holder is in fluid communication with said fluid inlet

(18) of said rock bolt;

moving said holder (21) to insert said rock bolt (10) into a

borehole;

supplying high pressure liquid through said fluid conduit

(40, 45, 47) of said holder (21) and through said fluid inlet

(18) to said chamber of said rock bolt to plastically deform
said rock bolt (10) so as to be expanded and anchored in

the borehole;

sealing off said socket (28) of said holder (21) against said

sleeve (13) axially on both sides of said fluid inlet (18) at

least during supplying said high pressure liquid to said

fluid inlet (18) through said conduit (40, 45);

relieving said conduit (40, 45, 47) of fluid pressure and
thereby relieving said chamber of said rock bolt (10) of

fluid pressure; and
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removing said holder (21) from said rock bolt, said rock bolt

remaining anchored in the borehole.

4,423,987

GARBAGE CONVEYING SYSTEM
Lewis R. Powers, P.O. Box 11165, Zephyr Cove, Nev. 89448

nicd Dec. 12, 1980, Ser. No. 215,604

Int. a.5 B65G 53/48
U.S. a. 406—56 11 Qaims

«•««•«:« ^^'
i

1. A garbage conveying system having upstream and down-
stream ends comprising:

a plurality of remote terminals for receiving garbage, said

remote terminals each including air intake means;
remote terminal valve means disfxjsed in the vicinity of said

remote terminals, downstream of said air intake means of
each said remote terminal, for selectively opening one
remote terminal and its air intake means at a time to re-

ceive garbage and to permit air to flow therethrough and
into the system;

separator means disposed downstream of said remote termi-

nals for separating the garbage from the air flow, said

separator means having garbage valve means at a lower
end thereof for continuously removing garbage while
minimizing the flow of air therethrough, and air discharge
means at an upper end thereof;

suction blower means disposed in the vicinity of the down-
stream end of the system for creating a suction draft

through a selected one of said remote terminals and for

drawing air through said separator means; and
screw-type auger means immediately upstream of each said

air intake means for conveying garbage towards said

separator means;

said air intake means of each said remote terminal compris-
ing the sole air intakes upstream of said separator means;

each said valve means completely sealing off its associated

remote terminal when such terminal is not in use to isolate

said terminal from any noxious odors in the system.

4,423,988 '

MANURE HANDLING UNIT
CuBille Cote, 5, Premiere Ave., P.O. Box 8, Warwick, Quebec,
Cioada JOA IMO

Filed May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 266,637

Int. a.' B65G 53/40
U.S. a. 406—125 5 Qaims

1. In a compact, self-contained manure handling unit of the

type including a tank for holding manure, said tank having a

top wall provided with a manure inlet and a bottom wall
provided with a manure outlet, a conduit section connected to

the tank and leading from the outlet, said conduit section

including an elbow extending downwardly from the manure
outlet of the tank and laterally outwardly therefrom, inlet

valve means mounted within the tank for opening or closing
the manure inlet, inlet operating means mounted within the
tank for operating the inlet valve means, outlet valve means for

opening or closing the conduit section, outlet operating means
for operating the outlet valve means, and means for introduc-
ing compressed air into the tank to push manure out through

the conduit when the inlet is closed and the outlet is opened,
the improvement comprising:

(a) the outlet valve means includes an outlet closure plate

slidably mounted in a narrow sleeve extending trans-

versely between the bottom wall of the tank and the el-

bow, said closure plate being movable through the sleeve

between a closed position where it extends across the

TT ti 2'

elbow, and an open position where it is located within the

sleeve; and

(b) the outlet operating means includes an actuator located in

a housing projecting upwardly from the top wall of the

tank in a generally aligned position with respect to the

sleeve, and means within the tank for operatively connect-
ing the actuator to the outlet closure plate.

4,423,989

MACHINE TOOL ASSEMBLY WITH ROTATABLE
CUrnNG TOOL

Dieter Kress, Aalen, and Friedrich Hiiberle, Lauchheim, both of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Mapal Fabrik fur Priizi-

sionswerkzeuge Dr. Kress AG, Aalen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Jun. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 272,544

Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 12,

1980, 3022104

Int. a.5 B23D 77/06: B23G 39/00; B23P 77/06
U.S. a. 408—197 3 Claims

22' 23

1. A machine tool assembly having a generally centrally

located longitudinal axis about which said assembly is rotated

to perform a cutting operation including a shaft member hav-

ing a cutter head assembly at an end thereof, said cutter head
assembly comprising:

a pair of juxuposed jaws deflning a slot therebetween;

a rotauble cutter plate mounted in said slot between said

jaws, said cutter plate including transverse groove means
provided at the periphery thereof;

a clamping bolt extending through said cutter plate having a

head abutting against an annular shoulder of a bore of one
of said jaws an(j threads engaging into the other of said

jaws;

a T-shaped inseri having a pair of arms and a leg inserted

into said slot;
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an axial bore formed in said shaft member receiving therein

said leg of said T-shaped insert with said arms thereof
being located in said slot; and

a pair of axially symmetrically constructed slanted abutment
surfaces formed on said arms of said T-shaped insert and a

protuberance formed on said arms of said T-shaped insert

arranged to engage into said transverse groove means of
said cutter plate to rotatively lock said cutter place in

place;

said protuberance and said transverse groove means receiv-

ing said protuberance being arranged laterally offset so as

to be located completely outside of the path of said longi-

tudinal axis.

T ^n

I
1^

M ^A 1

4. A process for milling a crankshaft by using a crankshaft
milling machine including a pair of headstocks each having a

chuck means rotatably mounted therein, a center stock, and a
milling unit including an arbor mounting means, and a pair of
arbor means mounted to and projecting from said arbor mount-
ing means, each of said arbor means having a plurality of disk

cutters, total number of which corresponds to the number of
main bearings of the crankshaft to be milled, said pair of head-
stocks and said center stock being aligned along a line; said

process comprising the steps of:

(a) clamping ihe crankshaft by one of said chuck means while
supporting opposite ends thereof by said one chuck means
and said center stock;

(b) simultaneously milling a plurality of main bearings of the

crankshaft which are projecting from said one chuck means
by the disk cutters mounted on one of said arbor means
while driving the crankshaft by said one chuck means;

(c) unclamping the crankshaft from said one chuck means upon
completion of the milling of the step (b);

(d) clamping the crankshaft by the other chuck means while
supporting opposite ends thereof by the other chuck means
and said center stock; and

(e) simultaneously milling a plurality of remaining unmilled
main bearings of the crankshaft which are projecting from
said other chuck means by the disk cutters mounted on the

other arbor means while driving the crankshaft by said other
chuck means.

a first sleeve having an eccentric bore therein rotaubly
mounted in said housing assembly;

a second sleeve at least partially positioned within said ec-

centric bore for rotation within said first sleeve, said sec-

ond sleeve having an eccentric bore therein;

a mandrel at least partially positioned within said eccentric
bore within said second sleeve for roUtion therein;

means on said housing assembly for rotating said mandrel;
cutting means secured near a first end of said mandrel;
means for rotating said first artj second sleeves with respect

to each other;

means for routing said first and second sleeves as a unit;

4,423,990

CRANKSHAFT MILLING MACHINE
Kazoo Kodama, and YoshiUro TsuMJi, both of Komatsu, Japan,

assignors to Kaboshiki Kaisha Komatsu Scisakusbo, Tokyo,
Japan

FUed Mar. 20, 1980, Ser. No. 132,086
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 30, 1979, 54-37027

Int. a.3 B23B 5/18; B23C 3/06
U.S. a. 409—132 4 Oaims
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4,423,991

CAM ACTIVATED PLANETARY TURNING MACHINE
Ralph Derr, Jr., Downingtowa, Pa^ aMignor to Gulf A Western
Mannfactming Company, Soathfleld, Mich.

FUed Not. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 324^11
lat a.) B21D 51/54

\3S. a. 409—200 6 Claims
1. An apparatus for milling a workpiece, comprising:

a housing assembly;

LMMc^^-:'::-^
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said means for rotating said first and second sleeves with
respect to each other including:

a first slot within said first sleeve, said first slot including a

helically disposed portion extending in a first rotational

direction with respect to the axis of said first sleeve;

a second slot within said second sleeve, said second slot

including a helically disposed portion extending in a sec-

ond rotational direction with respect to the axis of said

second sleeve, said second rotational direction being op-
posite to said first rotational direction;

a pin passing through both said first and second slots; and
means for moving said pin in a direction parallel to the

respective axes of said sleeves.

4,423,992

SELF-RETAINING LOCKING ASSEMBLY FOR
THREADED COUPLINGS

Alan E. Ankeny, 5320 Magnolia St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19144
Filed Not. 21, 1980, Ser. No. 208,904

Int. a.J F16B 39/282
U.S. a. 411—223 1 Qaim

1. A self-retaining locking assembly for a threaded coupling
comprising, in combination:

first rod means externally threaded at one end having a

keyway along the threaded length thereof, said first rod
means including a free end;

second rod means internally threaded at one end and thread-

edly engaged to and encompassing said free end of said

first rod means, and having a continuous groove about the

circumference of said one end and continuous radial slots

on the face of said one end extending from the internal

threads to the outer circumference;

locking means slidable along the threaded length of said first

rod means including a flat annular base, a radially in-

wardly extending lug from a central aperture of said base,
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and radial bosses on one face of said base simultaneously

mating with said keyway and said slots respectively, and
further including a resilient clip means axially extending

from said one face of said base and terminating in detent

means releasably engaging said groove when said lug and
bosses are fully registered with said keyway and said slots,

said locking means having a smooth planar surface on the

exposed surface thereof; and

a jam nut threadedly engaging said first rod means for en-

gaging the locking means and reducing the thread clear-

ance of said coupling.

4,423^3
RETRACTABLE BAR STOCX FEEDER

Brian M. Eaton, Ebnira, N.Y., aadgnor to Hardinge Brothers,

Inc^ Ebnira, N.Y.

FUed Oct 22, 1981, Scr. No. 313,808

Int a.3 B23B li/00
\iS. a. 414—17 10 Claims

I

1. A retractable bar stock feeder, comprising:

(a) a cylindrical feeder tube assembly mounted on a carrier

standard base and containing a retractable plunger assem-

bly having an outer diameter slightly less than the inner

diameter of the feeder tube assembly,

(b) A pneumatic pressure path for receiving air pressure or

vacuum and conveying it to the rear of the plunger assem-
bly within and at the rear of the cylindrical feeder tube

assembly,

(c) a pneumatic pressure source, '

(d) selective valve means connected to the pressure source
and having a first and a second pressure outlet line for

selectively supplying pneumatic pressure to one or the

other outlet lines,

(e) automatic valve means having a pressure conduit with its

inlet connected to the first pressure outlet line of the

selective valve means, and its outlet connected to the

pneumatic pressure path for supplying air pressure to the

retracuble plunger assembly when the bar stock is to be
advanced,

(0 positive pressure conversion means connectable with the

second pressure outlet line of the selective valve means for

receiving positive pressure and producing a vacuum at a

vacuum port,

(g) a vacuum connecting line connected between the vac-

uum port and a second conduit of tlK automatic valve

means for applying a vacuum to the pneumatic path, and
(h) control means connected to the automatic Valve means

for controlling its operation so as to apply either positive

pressure or vacuum to the pneumatic path depending
upon the position of the selective valve means.

4,423,994

DRILLING RIG EQUIPPED WITH PAIRS OF BLOCK
AND TACKLE SYSTEMS

Corby J. Scbefers, 1112 B Chestnut St, BorlMUk, Calif. 91506,
and Louis D. Barber, 1156 Jnstin Are^ Glcndale, both of
Calif. 91201

FUed Oct 26, 1981, Ser. No. 314,749

Int QV E21B WOO
U.S. a. 414—22 34 Claims

1. That improvement in a drilling rig having a tower
equipped at its top with equipment support means which com-
prises:

a pair of spaced apart cranks mounted on stationary support
means for pivotal movement solely in respective coplanar
arcs overlying a horizontal plane through the pivot axes of
said cranks;

a separate block and tackle means having the crown blocks
thereofjoumalled on a respective crank pin of said cranks;

and

power means operatively connected to said cranks for pivot-

ing the same in the same direction in unison through
respective arcs overlying said horizontal plane and be-

tween first and second operating positions of said block
and tackle means located on the opposite sides of a respec-

tive vertical plane through the pivot axis of a respective

one of said cranks.

4^23,995
ARRANGEMENT FOR AUTOMATIC CHANGEOVER

BETWEEN REAM AND SKID LOADING IN A
CONTINUOUS SHEETER

Arthur T. Karis, Lenox, Mass., assignor to Bdoit Corporation,

Beloit Wis.

FUed Jun. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 274,638

Int CL^ B65H 31/22. 31/24
MS. a. 414—43 22 ClaiM

18. Apparatus for automatically changing over a sheeting

machine between a skid loading operation for stacking sheets

in a large-size pile onto a paUet and a separate ream collecting

operation for stacking sheets in a small-size pile onto a table top

comprising:

a discharge conveyor means for pUing a seriatim flow of
sheets into a coUection area,

guidetrack means extending transversely through said col-

lection area,

a pair of skid load lift table means carrying pallets mounted
for concurrent respective movement along said guide-
track means into and off to a respective opposed side of
said collection area during skid loading.
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a ream collection lift table means having said Ubie top 4,4234^
mounted for lateral movement between a stowed position GRAPPLE MECHANISM
beneath said discharge conveyor means during skid load- Walter B. Pemberton, 682 Gladwin Arc., Fern Park, Fla. 32703

ing and an operational position in said collection area F*'**! Mar, 15, 1982, Ser. No. 357,893

during ream collecting, and !» CI.' E02F 3/70

means for effecting the lateral outfeed of said small-size pile ^•^' ^' 414—697

from the ream lift table means.

lOClaiau

means for completely disengaging and removing said at least

one skid load lift table means from said collection area

during ream collecting, and

means for completely disengaging and putting said ream lift

table means in said stowed position during skid loading.

4,423,996

APPARATUS FOR HANDLING ROD-LIKE ARTICLES
Barry G. Applegate, and Stanley V. Starkey, both of London,

England, assignors to Molins IJmitfd, London, England

FUed Oct 10, 1980, Ser. No. 195,950

Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Oct. 10, 1979,

7935122

Int a.3 B65G 11/33. 47/52

MS. a. 414—391 26 Claims

1. A conveyor system for rod-like articles comprising con-

veyor means for conveying rod-like articles in a direction

transverse to their lengths, means for transferring articles to or

from the conveyor means at different locations, said transfer-

ring means including means forming a gap in said conveyor

means defining a transfer path for articles moving in stack

formation in a direction transverse to their lengths, and switch-

ing means for closing a transfer path at one location and open-

ing a transfer path at another location by moving said gap in

the conveyance direction of said conveyor means to switch

transfer of articles from one location to another location.

1. A grapple (11) operating mechanism (12) comprising in

combination:

a vehicle (10);

a boom (25) having a pair of generally L-shaped boom mem-
bers (2^ having cross brace members (44, 45) therebe-

tween and having one end portion rotatably attached to

said vehicle (10);

grapple (11) rotatably atUched to the other end of said boom
(25);

a boom actuating mechanism (29) connected between said

vehicle (10) and said boom (25) for moving said boom (25)

relative to said vehicle (10); and

grapple actuating means for rotating said grapple (11) on
said boom (25), said grapple actuating means having an

actuating member (33) connected to first arm means (36)

attached to said boom (25), a first linkage (37) connecting

said first arm means (36) to a second arm means (38) and

a second linkage (40) connecting said second arm means

(38) to said grapple (11), whereby actuating said grapple

actuating means will rotate said grapple (11) on said boom
(25), and said first arm means is a plurality of arms (36)

rotatably attached to a plurality of first arm supporting

brackets (46) on said cross brace member (45) and moved
by said actuating member (33) and said cross brace mem-
ber (45) having a plurality of second arm supporting

brackets (47) attached thereto for supporting said second

arm means (38), said second arm means also including a

plurality of arms (38) rotatably attached (o said second

arm supporting brackets (47) attached to said cross brace

member (45) of said boom (25).

4,423,998

GRIPPING DEVICE
HiUinn luiha, Hino, and Shinsnke Sakakibara, Kunitachi, both

of Japan, assignors to Fi^itsa Fanuc Ltd^ Tokyo, Japan

FUed Jul. 14, 1961, Ser. No. 283,184

Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 24, 1980, 55/101518

Int a.) B66C 1/00

MS. a. 414—730 9 Claims

1. An improved gripping device of the type having fingers

for gripping an object, wherein the improvement comprises:

a plurality of light-emitting members, provided on the grip-

ping device, for generating a plurality of light beams that

intersect at predetermined angles;

a plurality of light-receiving members, provided on the

gripping device, for receiving the plurality of light beams
and for delivering output signals of one level when the

light beams and received and of another level when the

light beams are intercepted; and

robot control means for receiving said output signals for

measuring the distance to the position of the object on the

basis of the timing at which the plurality of light beams are
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intercepted by the object as the gripping device moves
relative to the object, and for moving the gripping center

of the gripping device relative to the center of the object
over the measured distance.

I

4,423,999

MECHANICAL HAND FOR A DOOR-OPENER
Mitchell Cboly, Troy, Mich., assignor to General Motors Corpo-

ration, Detroit, Mich.

FUed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 302,105

Int. a.3 B25J 5/02
VS. a. 414—744 A 3 Qaims

SZ <» K t¥ St ^ iM

1. A mechanical hand for use with a door-opener which
serves to open and close a vehicle door having an inner panel
and an outer panel which together define a window pane
cavity, said mechanical hand comprising a housing adapted to
be connected to said door-opener; a pull member having a
contact surface formed thereon; means pivotally connecting
said pull member to said housing for movement between a
raised position wherein said conuct surface of said pull mem-
ber is located above said inner panel, and a lowered position
wherein said contact surface engages said inner panel; a push
member having a projection formed thereon; means pivotally
connecting said push member to said pull member so as to
permit said projection to be inserted into said window pane
cavity when said pull member is located in said lowered posi-
tion; and an actuator mechanism operatively connected to said
pull member and said push member for moving said pull mem-
ber from said raised position to said lowered position and for
moving said projection of said push member into said window
pane cavity whereby said vehicle door is capable of being
opened and closed by said door-opener.

4,424,000

BILLET TURNER
Jnstiii F. Sucato, West Seneca, N.Y., assignor to Bethlehem

Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, Pa.

FUed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,793

Int a.3 B21B 39/20
VS. a. 414—780 5 Claims

1. Apparatus for rotating an elongated workpiece about an
edge when located on a support bed, comprising:

(a) a carriage, mounted on tracks, for movement alongside
the support bed,

(b) a free floating turning unit, mounted on the carriage, said

turning unit having a control end and a front end and
having an axis transverse to the movement of the carriage,

with a cradle having an opening to engage the end of the

elongated workpiece mounted on one end of the turning
unit and having means to rotate the turning unit and cradle

about the turning unit axis,

^-^rincrr;!;-'; -tl
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(c) means to move the cradle toward and away from the
support bed, and

(d) a first means to adjust the control end vertically and a

second means to adjust the front end vertically.

4,424,001

TIP STRUCTURE FOR COOLED TURBINE ROTOR
BLADE

William E. North, Concord Township, Delaware County, and
Augustine C. McOay, Ridley Park, both of Pa., assignors to
Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Dec. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 327,541

Int. a.3 POID 5/18. 5/20
U.S. a. 416—92 3 Qaims

1. A turbine rotor blade, comprising:

a root portion for securing the blade in a rotor disc;

an airfoil portion having walls contoured to define concave
and convex sides for intercepting a flow of hot motive
gases;

air channels within the root and airfoil portions for support-

ing the fiow of cooling air therethrough; and
a tip portion structured to provide an exhaust path for cool-

ing air from the airfoil portion, said tip portion having:

a tip sidewall extending radially outward from said airfoil

portion substantially to bound a radially outward facing

tip cavity,

said tip sidewall generally having an edge portion extend-

ing about the airfoil trailing edge and respective por-

tions generally extending from said sidewall edge por-

tion along said airfoil concave and convex sides toward
the airfoil leading edge, and

a closing sidewall portion located short of the airfoil

leading edge and extending across said airfoil portion

between said convex and concave sidewall portions,

the base of said tip cavity formed by a blade tip surface

having therein apertures for venting cooling air from
the airfoil portion into said cavity; and

a leading edge tip surface located radially inward from the
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outermost extent of said tip cavity sidewall and extend-
ing from said closing sidewall portion to the airfoil

leading edge, said leading edge tip surface having aper-

ture means for venting at least one blade cooling chan-
nel near the airfoil leading edge, said leading edge tip

surface being too narrow to provide for a sidewall

enclosed tip venting cavity without obstructing coolant
flow near the airfoil leading edge.

4,424,002

DEVICE FOR CONVERSION BETWEEN FLOW AND
ROTATION

Osamu Nishiyama, 3-9, NagateH:ho 5<home, Nada-ku, Kobe,
Japan

Filed Mar. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 249,460
Gaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 3, 1980, 55-043843;

No?. 7, 1980, 55-157215

Int. a.J P03D 3/06
U.S. a. 416—111 10 Qaims

4,424,003

IMPROVED CONNECTION STRUCTURE FOR JOINING
CERAMIC AND METALLIC PARTS OF A TURBINE

SHAFT
Helmut Brobeck, Heasbeim, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aasignor to

AG Kiihnle, Kopp A Kauach, Frankenthal, Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many

Continuation of Ser. No. 913,494, Jnn. 7. 1978, abandoned. This

application Feb. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 231,753
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 27,

1977, 2728823

Int. a.' FOID 5/28. 5/34
VS. a. 416—241 B 13 Claims
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1. An improved turbine wheel structure comprised of a main
non-metallic turbine wheel body, a non-meullic shaft rigidly

secured to and extending away from said turbine wheel body,
a metallic shaft having means defining a hollow interior bore
extending inwardly from one end along at least part of the

length of said meUllic shaft, said non-meullic shaft having the

hollow interior portion of said meUllic shaft secured thereover
so that said hollow interior bore extends along and in direct

contact with the entire length of said non-metallic shaft, said

metallic shaft having shaped sealing and bearing elements on
the exterior thereof for sealing and supporting the turbme
wheel.

1. A device for conversion between flow energy flowing in

a flow direction and rotational energy, comprising:

a fixed revolution center shaft;

two opposing discs respectively rotatably mounted at their

centers on opposite ends of the revolution center shaft;

a vane assembly, the vane assembly including:

first and second intermediate shafts axially aligned along an

intermediate axis of rotation, rotatably mounted at corre-

sponding locations on the peripheral portions of the two
discs,

first and second arms respectively fixed to the first and
second intermediate shafts and extending in only one
corresponding direction therefrom,

only one self-rotation shaft rotatably mounted to and extend-

ing between the first and second arms a first predeter-

mined distance from the first and second intermediate

shafts, and

only one vane fixed to the self-roution shaft; and
first transmitting means for continuously converting full

turns of the discs on the revolution center shaft to corre-

sponding full turns of the first and second intermediate

shafts in such a manner that a line passing through the

intermediate axis of rotation and the self-rotation shaft is

always perpendicular to the flow direction, whereby the

vane revolves along an eccentric circular path about the

revolution center shaft, and second transmitting means for

continuously converting full turns of the intermediate

shafts on the discs to corresponding half turns of the vane

on the self-rotation shaft in such a manner that the vane is

oriented perpendicular to the flow direction when the

self-rotation shaft is furthest from the first center shaft and
parallel to the flow direction when the self-rotation shaft

is closest to the center shaft, whereby the vane maximally

collects energy from the flow energy.

4,424,004

END CAP FOR A ROTOR SHAFT OF A ROTARY
MACHINE

David J. Hiskes, Vernon, Conn., aasignor to United Technolo-

gies Corporation, Hartford, Conn.

Filed Not. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,861

Int. a.' FOID 11/00

VS. a. 416—244 A 13 Claims
1. A method of installing an end cap formed of a cover and

at least two rotatable dogs to the rotor shaft of an axial flow gas

turbine engine, the shaft having an axis extending in an axial

direction, a first circumferentially continuous side which ex-

tends radially inwardly from the rotor shaft and which faces in

a first, generally axial direction and further having a second
side facing in a direction which is opposite to said first direc-

tion, comprising the steps of
inserting at least one lock means through the cover for each

dog;

attaching a rotatable dog to the lock means;

aligning the cover with said first circumferentially continu-

ous side;

moving the cover to the first side;

rotating each dog into an insertion position such that each

dog faces only the cover;

inserting each dog axially beyond the second side;

rotating each dog into an assembly position by rotating the

lock means at the exterior of the cover such that the dog
faces the cover and the second side of the shaft and the

cover faces the dog and the first side of the shaft; and,

applying oppositely directed axial forces through the lock
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means against the dog and against the cover such that the

dog engages the second side of the shaft and the cover is

to 44

I

urged against the first, circumferentially continuous side

of the shaft.

4,424,005

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING THE
^CAPACITY OF A REOPROCATING COMPRESSOR
^Joho D. Manning, LiTerpool, N.Y., assignor to Carrier Corpora-

^ tion, Syncnse, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 314,350

Int. a? F04B 49/00. 23/00. 39/10
UA a. 417—53 8 Claims

1. A variable displacement compressor which comprises:

a cylinder defining a fixed volume space;

a piston mounted for reciprocating movement within the

cylinder for compressing a gas, said piston defining a

bypass opening extending therethrough;

means for reciprocating the piston within the cylinder;

valve means for controlling the flow of gas into and out of
the cylinder;

a bypass piston sized to extend through and block the bypass
opening to prevent the flow of gas therethrough, said

bypass piston including a portion of reduced cross-sec-

tional area such that when the reduced portion of the

bypass piston is located within the bypass opening gas

may flow therethrough; and

positioning means for placing the bypass piston to either

block flow through the bypass opening or to allow flow

through the bypass opening to regulate the capacity of the

compressor.

4,424,006

COMBINED POWER DEVICE, UGHT AND FAN
Joseph M. Armbmster, 2700 N.E. 47th St., Lighthouse Point,

Fla. 33064

FUed Dec. 9, 1980, Ser. No. 214,867

Int. a.3 FtMB 21/00
U.S. a. 417—234 3 Claims

1. A combined portable light, electrical outlet and fan assem-

bly comprising a supporting frame including a generally verti-

cal front panel and side frame members, means stably support-

ing the frame on a support surface, electrical outlet socket

means mounted on said front panel, a light mounted on said

front panel for directing a light beam forwardly of the assem-

bly, a blower housing mounted on said side frame members, a

blower mounted in said housing, said blower housing being

generally cylindrical in configuration and having a tangential

air outlet, a handle attached to said blower housing to enable

the assembly to be carried to a desired site of use, an electrical

cord and plug adapted to engage with an electrical outlet for

supplying electrical energy to the outlet socket means, light

and blower, a switch for selectively actuating the blower

independent of the light, a switch for actuating the light inde-

pendently of the blower, said electrical outlet socket means

being directly electrically connected with the cord for energi-

zation independent of the blower and light, said blower hous-

ing having end walls with each end wall including an air inlet,

and means connecting the blower housing to the side frame

members for pivotal movement of the housing about a horizon-

tal axis generally parallel to the front panel without interfer-

ence with air entering the air inlets for movement of the air

outlet between a horizontal position in which air is directed

forwardly of the front panel toward a work area illuminated by

the light and a vertical position to enable air to be discharged

in a desired direction, said handle being offset from the pivot

axis of the blower housing to enable application of rotational

torque to the blower housing.

4,424,007

PUMP AND nLTER ASSEMBLY FOR EVAPORATIVE
COOLERS

DonglM W. Mehrens, 918 W. Portland, Phoenix, Ariz. 85004,
and Janci F. Knchar, 5524 E. CKtns, Scottidale, Ariz. 85254

Filed Oct 16, 1961, Ser. No. 311,986
Int. a.' F04B 35/04: POID 15/08; BOID 35/02

U.S. a. 417—360 7 Qaims

4,424,008

HERMETIC SEAL FOR COMPRESSORS OR THE LIKE
Anton Braun, 6421 Warren Ate., Minneapolis, Minn. 55435

Continuation of Ser. No. 174,201, Jul. 31, 1980, abandoned. This

appUcation Jun. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,457

Int. a.} FtMB 39/04
U.S. a. 417—364 10 Claims

1. A hermetic seal for a compressor or the like having a

cylinder with a reciprocable rod therein and power means
for moving said rod back and forth a substantial distance

along the axis of said cylinder, comprising a bellows sur-

rounding said rod and extending between said rod and said

cylinder, said bellows having a plurality of convolutions

with one end of the bellows being sealingly connected to

said rod and the other end of said bellows being sealingly

connected to the periphery of the cylinder, and symmetri-

cal motion transmitting means around said rod and extend-

ing between said rod and one or more intermediate por-

tions of said bellows that will positively cause said inter-

mediate portion or portions of said bellows to move when
said one end of the bellows moves but at a slower speed or

speeds and to a lesser distance from said other end of said

bellows, said intermediate portions of said bellows divid-

ing said bellows into two or more bellows sections

wherein the relative displacement between the first and

1. A pump assembly for an evaporative cooler comprising:

a housing,

an electrically driven pump motor having a shaft and an

attached impeller driven thereby,

said motor, shaft and impeller being mounted in said hous-

ing,

said housing comprising a cap for surrounding said motor, a

first section for attaching to said cap at one end thereof

and enclosing said shaft, and a second section attached at

one end to the other end of said first section and forming

a chamber around said impeller,

said second section being provided with a plurality of open-

ings spacedly positioned around its periphery for the

ingress of water, and

a filter for fitting around the outside periphery of said second
section and detachably engaging at one end with said

other end of said first section, and

a base detachably connecting to the other end of said second

section and enclosing the other end of said filter.

the last convolution of each of said bellows section are

unequal.

4,424,009

PERISTALTIC PUMP
Cornells J. ran Os, Emmen, Netherlands, assignor to Noord-

Nederlandsche Machinefabriek B.V., Winscboten, Nether-

lands

Filed Jul. 10, 1980, Ser. No. 167,354

Qaims priority, application Netherlands, Jul. 12, 1979,

7905463

Int. a.' P04B 43/10
U.S. a. 417—394 35 Claims
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1. A peristaltic pump comprising:

(a) a hollow linear pump housing having opposite ends,

(b) a hose extending linearly in said housing and spaced

therefrom along its length, leaving a hollow space sur-

rounding the hose, said housing having a supply opening

in one end and a discharge opening in the other end,

(c) the ends of the hose being sealingly connected all around

to the edge of the supply opening and the discharge open-

ing of the pump housing, respectively,

(d) the pump housing provided with means for supplying a

fluid medium to the hollow space, and for discharging

medium therefrom, in order to exeri pressure on the outer

wall of the hose at desired times to collapse the hose

inwardly upon the introduction of fluid medium into the

hollow space,

(e) characterized in that the hose has uniform wall thickness

and elasticity throughout iu length except that adjacent

the supply end for the material to be pumped the hose is

provided with a weakening.
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4,424,010

BWOLUTE SCROLL-TYPE POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT
ROTARY FLUID APPARATUS WITH ORBITING GUIDE

MEANS
John E. McCaUoagh, Carlisle, Mass., assignor to Arthur D.

Littk, Ibc Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Oct 19, 1981, Ser. No. 312,745

Int a.' P04B 1 7/00: P04C 2/02
MS. a. 417—420 6 Claims

1. A positive displacement scroll-type fluid apparatus com-
prising:

a fixed scroll having at least one involute wrap;

an orbiting scroll having at least one involute wrap in mating
engagement with the fixed involute wrap and arrange-

ment to be orbitally driven about an orbital radius relative

to the fixed wrap to enable transfer of energy between a

fluid confined between the fixed and orbiting wraps and
the orbiting scroll;

said orbiting scroll being guided for orbital movement and
maintained in a predetermined angular orientation relative

to the fixed scroll solely by a rolling contact bearing

arrangement comprising opposed pairs of fixed hollow
cylindrical bearing surfaces of equal interior diameter

concentrically disposed on axially opposite sides of the

orbiting scroll, the axes of said pairs of fixed bearing

surfaces extending parallel to the orbital axis of the orbit-

ing scroll and being located on a circumference of a circle

that is concentric with the axis of orbiting movement of
the orbiting scroll; orbiting hollow cylindrical bearing

surfaces having diameters equal to the diameters of the

fixed bearing surfaces extending axially through and being

connected with the orbiting scroll, the axes of said orbit-

ing bearing surfaces extending parallel with the axes of
said fixed pairs of bearing surfaces, and lying on a circum-
ference of a circle of equal diameter as the first said cir-

cumference; each axis of an orbiting bearing surface being
located adjacent to and offset in the same direction from
the axis of respective pairs of fixed bearing surfaces by an
equal offset distance that is equal to said orbital radius; and
an orbiting cylindrical roller bearing element disposed in

and extending between each of said pairs of fixed bearing

surfaces and through a respective orbiting bearing surface,

the roller bearing element having a diameter correspond-

ing to the difference between the diameter of said fixed

bearing surfaces and said orbital radius, said rolling

contact bearing carrying and reacting substantially all

centrifugal radial loads of the orbiting scroll.

4,424,011

PAINTING APPLICATOR WITH REMOTE SUPPLY
Lawrence B. O'Brien; Walter F. Winston, both of Cannel; Ed-
mund L. Abnen Lowell G. Atkinson, both of Indianapolis; H.
Richard Rondebush, Greenfield; William L. Bnchler, Indian-

apolis; Jim K. Bergstresser, Indianapolis, and Wallier A.
Messicli, Indianapolis, all of Ind^ assignors to Triune Auto-
mated Painting Systems, Cannel, Ind.

FUed Dec. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 218,354

Int. C\? P04B 45/08; B43K 5/02
U.S. a. 417—477 2 Claims
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1. In a painting apparatus, paint mover means comprising:

a pump housing;

a pump in said housing and including a paint pumping tube,

a tube support cam, and pressure applying rollers, and
motor means for driving said rollers;

said motor means being movable relative to said housing to

move said rollers toward and away from said cam, to

respectively enable said rollers to press against said pump
tube for pumping fluid through said tube, and disable said

rollers from entrapping said tube against said cam, and
thereby facilitate removal of said tube;

and a pump housing door pivotable about an axis nonparallel

to rotational axes of said rollers, and linked to said motor
means to move said motor means and provide access to

said tube.

4,424,012

IN-LINE FLUID PUMP AND SHUTTLE VALVE
THEREFOR

Julius C. Westmoreland, Marina Del Rey, Calif., assignor to

Inotek-Westmoreland Venture, Irvine, Calif.

Filed Oct 9, 1981, Ser. No. 310,102

Int. a.J P04B 7/02: POIB 31/00
U.S. a. 417—507 5 Claims

1. A fluid pump comprising:

first and second coaxially arranged hollow cylinders form-
ing an annular chamber and having end walls enclosing

said chamber;

an annular piston received within and dimensioned for fit-

ting sliding receipt along the annular chamber;
at least one drive rod connected to the annular piston and

extending through an opening;

first and second ports in the inner cylinder wall located

respectively at opposite ends of the chamber;
inlet means interconnecting a source of pressurized fluid

with one end of the inner hollow cylinder;

outlet means interconnecting with the other end of the inner

hollow cylinder;

reciprocating drive means connected to the drive rod; and
valving means located within the inner cylinder synchro-

nized with the reciprocating movement of the drive rod to

interconnect the port ahead of the moving annular piston

to the outlet means and the port behind the moving annu-
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lar piston to the inlet means, said valving means including
first and second platelike members, a plurality of spaced
hollow tubes extending through the platelike members
and mainuining said members at a fixed spacing, and an

arcuate grooves defining a same plurality of ribs as said

arcuate grooves;

said lands and radial grooves, and said arcuate grooves and
said radial ribs are spirally formed axially of said housing;

said lands and radial grooves describe a spiral of a given arc;

and

said arcuate grooves and said radial ribs describe a spiral of
an arc which differs from said given arc; and

said rotor mounting means comprises journals formed in said

end walls, and a shaft;

said rotor being hollow centrally thereof, and having gear
means fixed therewithin; and

said shaft having ends thereof journalled in said end wall
journals, and having a centrally mounted gear fixed

thereto in mesh with said gear means; wherein
said ribs occlude and open said inlet and outlet ports dunng

rotation of said rotor within said chamber; wherein
each of said end walls has four inlet ports and four outlet

ports formed therein;

said inlet ports in said end walls, and said outlet ports in said

end walls being in linear alignment with each other; and
upon one of said ribs just commencing to uncover a given
one of said inlet ports in one of said end walls, said one nb
is coincidentally just completing occlusion of a given one
of said outlet ports in the other of said end walls.

4,424,014

open-ended pipe affixed to said first platelike member and POWER STEERING PUMP DRIVE SHAFT SEAL AREA
providing fluid communication between the inlet means DRAIN STRUCTURE
through said first platelike member to the space between Stanley E. Anderson, Saginaw, Mich., assignor to General Mo-
said plurality of tubes. *<>" Corporation, Detroit Mich.

Filed Jun. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 271,660
Int a.' P04C 2/00. 15/00

4,424,013 U.S. a. 418—104 2 Claims
ENERGIZED-FLUID MACHINE

Richard H. Bauman, 76 Marshalh Concourse, Oiffwood Beach,
N.J. 07735

Filed Jan. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 226,420

Int a.3 P04C 5/00
U.S. a. 418—48 4 aaims

1. An energized fluid machine, comprising:

a housing having spaced apart end walls;

said housing defining therewithin a chamber, intermediate
said walls, having a longitudinal axis;

rotor mounting means supported in said end walls;

a rotor mounted in said mounting means for rotation thereof
within said chamber; and

fluid inlet and outlet ports formed in at least one of said end
walls;

said housing having means circumscribing said chamber
defining a given plurality of parallel, arcuate lands extend-

ing lengthwise of said housing between said walls;

wherein

each of said lands defines, with another thereof adjacent

thereto, a radial groove, said plurality of lands defining a

same given plurality of grooves;

said rotor having a differing plurality of arcuate grooves
formed therein and extending lengthwise thereof in paral-

lel;

each of said arcuate groove defines, with another thereof

adjacent thereto, a radial rib, said differing plurality of

1. A power steering pump for use with a remote reservoir

system, said pump comprising; a pump housing; vane type
pump means disposed in said pump housing; drive shaft means
for driving said vane type pump means; seal means disposed in

a cavity in the pump housing for preventing leakage from
along said shaft to atmosphere; the interior of said housing
being subjected to either pump discharge pressure or pump
inlet supercharged pressure; supply port means for communi-
cating fluid as necessary from the remote reservoir to said

housing with the fluid in said supply port means being at a

pressure less than either interior pressures; passage means
communicating said cavity on the pump side of the seal means
with said supply port means for maintaining the pressure adja-

cent said seal means at a pressure level substantially equal to

the pressure at said supply port means by enabling leakage
along the shaft to communicate directly with the supply.
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4,424,015

APPARATUS FX>R INJECTION MOLDING
Joka W. Black, Hickoiy Corncn; Richard D. Shnpe, and Earl

Siaoo, boCb of Kafaunzoo, all of Mick^ aasignors to Pemco-
Kalaaiamo, lac, Kalamazoo, Mick.

Filed Mar. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 243,030

lat a.J COIG ]/O0

U.S. a. 425—138 25 Claims
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1. An injection molding apparatus, comprising:

a support element having at least one plural part injection

mold supported thereon;

mold means deHning a mold cavity in said plural parts of said

injection mold and an inlet thereto, said inlet being located

at a first location relative to said support element, said

plural parts being separated by a parting plane;

means for rendering said support element yieldable in a

direction perpendicular to said parting plane when force

in said direction is applied thereto so that said injection

mold will move with said support element in said direc-

tion in response to an applied force;

injection nozzle means located at a second location different

from said first location;

force applying means for supplying a force in said direction

to said support element to thereby facilitate an orientation

of said inlet at said second location to enable said injection

nozzle means to supply moldable material to said inlet; and

abutment means separate from said force applying means
oriented to engage said mold means for limiting the move-
ment thereof to orient said inlet at said second location

and for simultaneously facilitating the tight clamping of

said mold means between said force applying means and

said abutment means.

I

4,424,016

GRANULATING APPARATUS
Masami Matsnda; Koicki Ckino, and Kaznkiko Kudo, all of

Hitacki, Japan, ataignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
FOed Dec. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 333,628

Claiois priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 23, 1980, 55-181265

Int. a.3 B29C i/02

MS. a. 425—144 11 Claims

1. A granulating apparatus including: means supplying a

powder to be treated, means supplying a binder made of a

thermoplastic or thermosetting resin, means mixing the binder

into the powder to be treated, granulation means having a pair

of rolls with opposed interstices and compression molding the

powder to be treated and binder into pellets, screw feeder

means which feeds the powder to be treated with the binder

mixed therein into the interstices between said rolls while

stirring the powder to be treated, driver means which drive

said screw feeder means and said rolls respectively, tempera-

ture detector means which measures a temperature of the

powder to be treated, and controller means which controls a

rotational frequency of at least one of said screw feeder means

and said rolls on the basis of the powder temperature measured

by said temperature detector means.

4,424,017

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR BURNING LIQUEHED
GASES

Noboni Okigami; Yoahitoshi Sekignchi, both of Maizuni; Hiro-

shi Hayasaka, Sapporo; Toshitiugn Koyama, Maizuni; Takeo
Fujioka, Yokohama, and Takeshi Yoshimitsn, Kanagawa, aU
of Japan, assignors to Hitachi Shipbuilding h Engineering

Company Limited, Osaka and Mitsni Liquefied Gas Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, both of, Japan

Filed Feb. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 234,591

Int. a.3 F23D 7//i«

U.S. a. 431—3 5 Claims

1. A method for stably burning a liquefied gas in apparatus

including a burner gun for spraying the liquefied gas into a

combustion space, pump means for feeding the liquefied gas

under pressure from a supply source to the burner gun through

supply pipe means, a flow regulating valve disposed in the

supply pipe means, and a shut-off valve disposed in the supply

pipe means between the flow regulating valve and the burner

gun, said method comprising:

(a) supplying the liquefied gas from said regulating valve

through said supply pipe means to said burner gun and

providing the portion of said supply pipe means down-

stream from said regulating valve with an inner diameter

so determined in relation to the flow rate of said liquefied

gas that said liquefied gas flows through said portion in a

fog or bubble state; and,

(b) purging said apparatus by positioning closable and open-

able purging pipe means below said supply pipe means,

connecting said purging pipe means to said supply pipe

means from below between said shut-off valve and said

burner gun, closing said shut-off valve, opening said purg-

ing pipe means, and discharging the liquefied gas remain-

ing in said supply pipe means between said shut-off valve

and said burner gun into said purging pipe means by grav-

ity and the vapor pressure of said remaining liquefled gas.
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4,424,018

FLEXIBLE FIRELIGHTER
Roy E. Lowther, Sr., 8651 FoothiU Blvd., Space 196, Rancho
Cncamonga, Calif. 91730

FUed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 301,954
Int a.' F23D 3/16

U.S. a. 431—288 6 Claims

L

1. A flrelighting device, comprising:

an inflammable flexible wick taper;

an adjustably shaped semi-rigid tubular member having a

flrst end thereof open to slidably receive said taper

therein;

adjustment means to change and hold the shape of said

tubular member so as to enable an insertion of said tubular

member into a device to be lit which has a recessed fuel

source, said insertion bringing said wick taper in close

proximity to said fuel source;

an elongate cylindrical handle member circumposed on said

adjusuble tubular member adjacent the other second end
thereof, having means to permit finger axial control of said

taper within said tubular member while storing the unused
portions of said taper; and

an endcap closure to environmentally protect said unused
taper portions having means of being secured to the oppo-
site end of said handle member.

4,424,019

DEVICE FOR VERTICALLY MOVING THE WICK OF AN
OIL BURNER

Kazuham Nakamura, Nagoya; Yoahio MIto; Akiyoshi Okayasu,
both of Glfo, and Kazuhiko Takeuchi, Nagoya, all of Japan,
assignors to Toyotomi Kogyo Co., Ltd., Aichi, Japan

FUed Jol. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 281,136

Int. a.3 F23D i/i2
U.S. a. 431—307 6 Claims

1. A device for vertically moving a wick in an oil burner

comprising:

a drive shaft having a pinion;

means for rotatably mounting said drive shaft on said burner;

a rack means engaged with said pinion of said drive shaft,

said rack means being provided adjacent to a wick receiv-

ing chamber of said oil burner and being connected with

respect to said wick received in said wick receiving cham-

ber so as to vertically move said wick when said drive

shaft is rotated;

a stop means provided adjacent to said pinion and said rack
means, said stop means being adapted to engage said drive
shaft to stop the movement of said rack means with re-

spect to said drive shaft only when said wick is lowered to

the minimum normal combustion position and to allow
said drive shaft to be freely rotated between the maximum
normal combustion limit and the minimum normal com-
bustion limit; and

means for disengaging said stop means and said drive shaft to

permit continued lowering of said rack means and said

wick to the combustion extinguishing position.

4,424,020

MINIATURE PHOTOFLASH UNIT USING
SUBMINIATURE FLASH LAMPS

Andre C. Bouchard, Peabody; George J. English, Reading;
Harold H. Hall, Jr., Marblehcad, and John A. Scbolz, Daa-
Ters, all of Mass., assignors to GTE Products CorporatioB,
Stamford, Conn.

Filed May 8, 1981, Ser. No. 262,008

Int. a.' F21K 5/02
U.S. a. 431—359 17 Claims

1. A miniature photoflash unit for being electrically acti-

vated when electrically connected to a power source associ-

ated with a camera, said unit comprising:

a small, substantially planar housing including an electrically

insulative base and a light-transmitting cover secured to or

forming a part of said base;

lamp-firing circuitry located within said housing and posi-

tioned on a first surface of said base;

first and second pluralities of subminiature, electrically-

activated flash lamps each including a glass envelope and a

pair of lead-in wires projecting from one end of said enve-

lope, said lead-in wires passing through said base to a second
surface opposite said first surface and being secured to said

base and electrically connected to said lamp-firing circuitry

on said first surface, said flash lamps located within said

housing in a substantially planar array such that said envel-

opes are positioned adjacent said first surface of said base,

said first plurality of lamps oriented in a linear pattern and
occupying a first region within said housing, said second
plurality of lamps oriented in a linear pattern and occupying
a second region within said housing separate from said first

region, said lamp-firing circuitry selectively igniting said

flash lamps in both of said regions such that said lamps in

said first region will be sequentially ignited (frior to said

lamps in said second region; and

a singular mounting device secured to said housing or forming
a pari thereof for electrically connecting said photoflash unit

to said power source associated with said camera when said

mounting device is connected to said power source, said

device including first and second electrical terminals posi-

tioned on a surface of said device and electrically joined to

said lamp-firing circuitry for supplying ignition pulses to

said circuitry to effect said selective ignition of said flash

lamps in response to receipt of said pulses from said power
source, said second region of said flash lamps located be-
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tween said mounting device and said first region of flash

lamps.

4,424,021

METHOD FOR RETORTING CARBONACEOUS
PARTICLES

LaVaun S. Merrill, Jr., Englewood, Colo., assignor to Marathon
Oil Company, Findlay, Ohio

Filed Dec. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 335,906

iBt a.3 F27B 15/00: F26B 3/00; ClOG 1/00

\iS. a. 432—14 13 Oaims

1. In the method of thermolytically treating solid particles

having a range of particle sizes in a substantially vertical grav-

ity feed gas heated retort, said retort having an upper portion

and a lower portion including a heated gas inlet, wherein

substantially all of said particles are substantially continuously

downwardly nonturbulently flowing in said retort due to the

effect of gravity while being heated with continuously up-

wardly flowing heated gases, said gases flowing upwardly
from said gas inlet at a nonfluidizing rate relative to said parti-

cles, wherein the improvement comprises reducing pressure

drop in said retort and maintaining the residence time in said

retort of each said solid particle directly proportional to the

size of each said solid particle by:

obtaining at least two portions of to-be-treated particles

including a Tirst portion which includes the largest to-be-

treated particles while substantially excluding the smallest

particles, substantially all the to-be-treated particles in said

first portion having a particle size of at least one inch (2.5

cm), and a second portion including substantially all of the

smallest to-be-treated particles, substantially all of the

to-be-treated~particles in said second portion having a

particle size less than 1 inch (2.S cm);

inserting said first portion including said largest particles

into an upper portion of said retort; and

inserting the second portion including said smallest particles

into a lower portion of said retort at a vertical location

below where said first portion is inserted.

4,424,022

METHOD OF USING CERAMIC GREENWARE
SUPPORT

Lear C. Herrold, Derry, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Electric

Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 158,089, Jan. 10, 1980, Pat. No. 4,330,270.

This application Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 348,898

Int. a.3 F27D 5/00; F23J 15/00
U.S. a. 432—5 4 Qaims

1. A method for firing ceramic greenware, comprising the

steps of:

(a) providing a sufficient depth of granules alone in a con-

cave surface of a container to support said greenware
thereon and to permit relative movement of at least those

granules in contact with said greenware so as to minimize
distortion of said greenware when said greenware shrinks

during the firing thereof;

(b) leveling the surface of said sufficient depth of granules;

(c) placing said greenware on said level suriface; and
(d) firing said greenware.

4,424,023

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TEMPERATURE
CONTROL IN HEATING FURNACES

Toshio Matsuoka, Niihama, Japan, assignor to Sumitomo Heavy
Industries, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 354,428

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 9, 1981, 56-33615

Int. a.3 F27D 7/00; F27B 1/26

U.S. a. 432—19 13 Claims
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1. A method for controlling the temperature of a charge of

material disposed in a heating furnace, which comprises: heat-

ing said charge of material by radiant heat emitted from a flame

generated by combustion of fuel gas in said heating furnace;

varying the degree of completeness of combustion of said fuel

gas so as to alter the soot content of said flame, to thereby

change the emissivity of said flame and thereby modify the

amount of radiant heat transferred to said charge of material,

the amount of said soot in said flame being increased in order

to increase said flame emissivity and thereby increase the

radiant heat transferred to said charge of material, and the

amount of said soot in said flame being decreased in order to
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decrease said flame emissivity and thereby decrease the radiant
heat transferred to said charge of material.

4,424,024

BULK CURING WITH SOLID FUEL
Robert W. Wilson, Charlotte, and Olin C. Trull, Monroe, both of

N.C., assignors to Powell Manufacturing Company, Inc.,

Bennettsville, S.C.

FUed Nov. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,707
Int. a.3 F27B 79/00

U.S. a. 432-90 12 Qaims

assembly for providing combustion air for the pyrolysis

gases produced by the burning solid fuel supported on said

grate assembly, power operated blower means for deliver-

ing a supply of combustion air to said primary and second-
ary air conduit means and means for varying the propor-
tion of the supply of combustion air delivered to said

.primary air conduit means in relation to said secondary air

condujt means,

induced draft blower means for inducing a flow of com-
busted gases from said combustion chamber, and

means for controlling the operation of said blower means so
as to control the combustion rate of the supplied solid fuel

and hence the amount of heat added to the water circulat-

ing in said water circulating space.

s>a'

1. Apparatus for bulk curing tobacco comprising a bam
structure having means defining a path for the circulation of air

including curing compartment means within said path, leaf
piercing tine means for supporting a multiplicity of tobacco
leaves in initally compressed bulk form within said curing
compartment means for curing by contact with the air circulat-
ing in said path, fan means within said path for establishing and
maintaining a forced circulating flow of air in said path in

contact with tobacco leaves supported therein, damper means
within said path for controlling the introduction of outside air
into said path to be circulated therein and the discharge of
circulating air from said path to the atmosphere to thereby
vary the relative humidity of the circulating air contacting the
tobacco leaves supported within said curing compartment
means, and heating means within said path for applying heat to
the air circulated in said path to thereby vary the temperature
of the circulating air contacting the tobacco leaves supported
within said curing compartment means, the improvement
which comprises

said heating means comprising heat exchanger means defin-
ing interior flow path means for heated water and exterior
heat exchange surface means within said air flow path,

hot water supply means, and
power operated pump means for circulating hot water be-
tween said hot water supply means and said heat ex-
changer means,

said hot water supply means including a hot water heating
unit, a hot water storage unit and means for continuously
circulating water between said hot water heating unit and
said hot water storage unit, said hot water heating unit

comprising

an inner casing structure defining an interior combustion
chamber,

an outer casing structure extending over a portion of the
exterior of said inner casing structure and defining with
said exterior portion of said inner structure a water circu-
lating space communicating with said continuous circulat-

ing means,

a grate assembly within said combustion chamber for sup-
porting solid fuel for combustion therein,

exterior door means leading to said combustion chamber for

supplying solid fuel into said combustion chamber in

supported relation to said grate assembly and for remov-
ing ashes from said combustion chamber,

forced draft blower means for establishing a forced flow of
combustion air into said combustion chamber,

said forced draft blower means comprising primary combus-
tion air conduit means extending beneath said grate assem-
bly for providing combustion air to the solid fuel sup-
ported thereabove on said grate assembly, separate sec-

ondary air conduit means extending above said grate

4,424,025

GAS FORGE
Donald R. Jones, Rte. 1, Box 343, Pleasant Garden, N.C. 27313

Filed Apr. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 368,627
Int. a.3 F24J 3/00: B21J 79/00, F23D 13/24; F23C 5/08

U.S. a. 432-120 6 Claims

1. A forge comprising: a housing, a heating chamber within
said housing, said housing defining an opening, a gas burner,
said burner being outwardly, openly spaced from said housing
opening, a door means, said door means being hingeable and
adjustably closable, said burner for directing a flame from said

burner through the open space between said burner and said

housing opening and through said housing mto said heating
chamber.

4,424,026

EQUIPMENT FOR MANUFACTURING GAS-HLLED
DISCHARGE TUBES FOR USE AS TRANSIENT

PROTECTION
C. Ame Schleimann-Jensen, Stockholm, Sweden, assignor to Til

Industries, Inc., Copiague, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 322J37
Int. a.^ F27D 3/04. 1/18; F27B 5/04

U.S. a. 432-125 17 claims
1. A furnace system for producing a vacuum-tight joining of

stacked or suitably preassembled components of gas-discharge
tubes disposed on treatment trays which are adapted to move
through said furnace system for treatment, e.g. ditTusion/effu-

sion/cooling, after suitable pretreatment, such as preheating/-
preparation of the surface, comprising:

a. at least two hollow tubular-shaped treatment section

means disposed vertically in co-axial alignment extending
between an inlet end and an outlet end of said furnace
system;

b. a hollow tubular-shaped gate means disposed between
said treatment section means and m alignment therewith;
and

c. treatment tray means being dimensioned to pass through
said gate means in a generally vertical direction, the mate-
rials and dimensions of said gate means and said treatment
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tray means being selected to provide a sealing efliect be-

tween each said tray means and said two treatment section

means without substantially increasing the friction be-

tween said treatment tray means and said gate means.

4,424,027

INSULATING TILE FOR APPLICATION TO WATER
CXX)LED PIPES AND METHOD FOR APPLYING SAME

TO PIPES
Paul V. Suey, 1043 Blackforest Rd., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15235

Filed Jun. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,035

Int. a.3 F27D 3/02

U.S. a. 432—233 5 Qaims

1. In a refractory tile section for application lengthwise

about a water-cooled steel pipe such as pipes used for support

of work pieces in a metallurgical reheating furnace and the

like, the tile comprising an elongate body of concavo-convex
transverse cross-section, the inner concave surface of which
conforms to the exterior curvature of the metal pipe to which
the tile is to be applied for use with at least one other comple-

mentary tile section of matching contour, the improvement
wherein;

(a) the refractory body of the tile has a flanged channel

section embedded therein which has a bottom, an upstand-

ing side wall along each side of the bottom, each side wall

having a laterally turned flange along its upper edge, the

bottom having at least one opening therethrough substan-

tially centered between the two side walls of the channel

and of a diameter not substantially greater than half the

distance between the side walls of the channel, the tile

having a radial hole, extending through the refractory

from the bottom of the interior of the channel to the

exterior of the refractory, of a diameter approximately

equal to the distance between the side walls of the chan-

nel, and concentric with the opening through the bottom

of the channel, the outer surface of the bottom of the

channel being clear of the surrounding refractory body of

the tile whereby said surface may contact the exterior of

the metal pipe about which the tile is placed, the metal of

the channel being otherwise embedded in and surrounded

by the refractory including the interior of the channel

except where said radial hole is located.

4,424,028

REINFORCED INSULATION FOR WATER COOLED
PIPES

Matthias R. Magera, 311 Hawthorne Sq., Oakdale, Pa. 15071

Filed Aug. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 296,642

Int. a.3 F27D 3/02

U.S. a. 432—234 3 Claims

1. For use for heating insulating a fluid flowing cooling pipe

in a furnace or the like, a pair of arcuate, pre-fabricated sleeve

portions of refractory material, a metallic mesh embedded
along the length of the inner surfaces of said sleeve portions

and having parts thereof exposed and projecting beyond the

inner surface of said refractory material so as to provide metal-

lic contact with said pipe, a J-bolt hooked onto one end of said

metallic mesh of one sleeve portion and embedded in said

refractory material except for a threaded shank portion extend-

ing beyond said one end, and eye having an integral support

embedded in one end of the adjacent sleeve portion and ar-

ranged so that said threaded shank extends through said eye, a

hole in said one end of the adjacent sleeve portion, a nut pro-

jecting into said hole and screw threaded to said exposed shank

to tightly hold together the adjacent end of said meshes of

adjoining sleeve portions, terminal means connected to the

other end of said meshes and comprising substantially U-
shaped clips reversely bent in a circumferential direction and

extending in a longitudinal direction and being integrally se-

cured to the outer surface of said pipe for anchoring the other

ends of said sleeve portions as well as serving as an attaching

means for said clips permanently connected to said sleeve

portions, whereby said metallic mesh may be tensioned upon

tightening of said nut.

4,424,029

LINGUAL PLACEMENT DEVICE
Rolf Maijer, Ladysmith, and James U. Starck, Victoria, both of

Canada, assignors to Baxter Travenol Laboratories, Inc.,

Deerfield, lU.

Filed Jun. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,712

Int. a.' A61C 7/00

U.S. a. 433—3 11 Claims

1. A lingual placement device for orthodontic attachments,

comprising:

tooth engaging means for engaging the forward side of a

tooth,

orthodontic attachment holding means for holding an ortho-

dontic attachment in engagement with the lingual side of

a tooth,

means on said device for moving said attachment holding

means in a horizontal direction towards and away from

said tooth engaging means for bringing an orthodontic

attachment into engagement with the lingual side of a

tooth when said tooth engaging means is in engagement
with the forward side of the tooth.
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means on said device for moving said attachment holding
means in a vertical direction for positioning an orthodon-
tic attachment in a desired vertical location with respect
to the lingua] side of a tooth when the tooth engaging

means is in engagement with the forward side of the tooth,
and

handle means operatively connected to said tooth engaging
means and to said attachment holding means.

4,424,030

INTEGRATED ORAL MAGNETIC OSTEOGENIC AND
ORTHODONTIC APPLIANCES

Harry Smiley, White Plains, and Abraham Blechman, Tappan,
both of N.Y., assignors to Medical Magnetics, Inc., Ridge-
wood, NJ.

Continuation of Ser. No. 19,427, Mar. 12, 1979, abandoned. This
appUcation Nov. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 322,423

Int. a.' A61C 7/00
U.S. a. 433—18 10 Qaims

' n " *

1. Dental modules for use in an oral osteogenic and ortho-
dontic appliance in which at least a pair of magnets is adapted
to be mounted by archwires to the upper and lower jaws so
that the fields will be displaced relative to each other to pro-
mote osteogenesis and soft tissue repair, comprising first and
second permanent magnets, a non-magnetic and non-corrosive
sleeve encasing and protecting each magnet from impact and
oxidation and exposing the magnet only at the poles thereof,
each such sleeve being of electrically conductive material and
being peripherally continuous, whereby flux concentration is

enhanced at the poles of each magnet, means fixing the magnei
within each sleeve to prevent movement between each magnet
and its sleeve, a thin, strong coating on the poles for protecting
the magnets from damage due to oxidation and the oral cavity
from potentially toxic corrosion products of the magnets,
archwire-mounting means on one of the sleeves for mounting
the same to the upper jaw, and archwire-mounting means on
the other of the sleeves for mounting the same to the lower
jaw, said respective mounting means being adapted to position

a pole of one magnet in substantially opposed and closely
spaced adjacency to a pole of the other magnet at least during
a portion of a cycle of jaw articulation; whereby reaction

between said magnets develops a tooth-displacement force

effective to displace at least one tooth in one of the jaws and to
thereby develop a void in the one jaw in the wake of luch
tooth displacement, and further whereby, in the course ofjaw
articulation, the magnetic fields of said magnets react to pro-
duce in the developing-void region an external field which
varies as a function ofjaw articulation, said external field being
therapeutically beneficial as an aid to formation of new bone m
the void region.

4,424,031

DENTO-FAOAL ORTHOPAEDY APPARATUS
Jose Dahan, 1, Qos dcs Dahlias, Kraaiocm, Bclginn

Hied Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,770
Claims priority, appUcatioa Belgium, Mar. 24, 1981, 204246

Int. a.' A61C 7/00
U.S. a. 433—18 15 OMiua

1. A dento-facial orthopaedy apparatus compnsing:
force-convfcying means at the level of two nght-side and

left-side molars;

anchoring means for said force-conveying means on both
said molars;

each of said anchoring means comprising a tube-like element
fixedly connected to one of said molars, said tube-like

element being provided with an axial recess outwards
opened through a lengthwise groove;

said force-conveying means comprising fastening means
cooperating with each of said anchoring means, each
fastening means being movable in a substantially radial

direction relative to the corresponding tube-like element
independently of the remaining portion of said force-con-
veying means, and being so entered in said axial recess of
said tube-like element through the lengthwise groove
thereof; and

locking means to prevent any radial movement of the fasten-

ing means of the force-conveying means after entering
their tube-like element.

4,424,032

ORTHODONTIC APPUANCE
Raymond P. Howe, Dexter, Mich., assignor to Growth and

DeTelopment Research, Inc., Gregory, Mich.
Filed Oct. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 315,101

Int. a.5 A61C 3/00
U.S. a. 433—19 29 Claims

1. In an orthodontic jaw correction appliance of the type
comprising positioning means operatively disposed between
the upper and lower dental arches, said i^itioning means

iding a pair of cooperatively engaged elements one of
ich is associated with one arch and the other of which is

associated with the other arch, said elements being operable as

the jaw closes to translate the natural jaw closure force into a
corrective force component acting between the two arches,
the improvement for operatively relating one element to its

associated arch comprising a generally U-shaped splint com-
prising a generally U-shaped molded plastic body conforming
to the general U-shape of the associated arch for application to

the cusps of teeth thereof including molar teeth on laterally

opposite sides and all teeth mesial to said molar teeth, and
bonding means disposed on the U-shaped molded plastic body
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for bonding said molded plastic body to the cusps of the teeth

so that said splint acting through said bonding means stabilizes

said molar teeth and all teeth mesial thereto as a unit to effect

jaw correction, said one element and said splint having a point

of operative coupling which is mesial to the point of bonding
of the splint to at least some of said molar teeth.

16. In an orthodontic jaw correction appliance of the type

comprising positioning means operatively disposed between
the upper and lower dental arches and comprising two pairs of

operatively engaged elements with the two pairs being dis-

posed on opposite lateral sides of the appliance and each pair

comprising a first element associated with one arch and a

circular cross-section and an anterior segment connecting said

posterior segments, said anterior segment having a uniform,
non<ircular cross-section throughout substantially its entire

length, in which the wire is formed into an arch having an
anterior and a posterior portion and in which said non-circular

cross-section has substantially flat upper and lower sides which
converge toward the posterior portion of the arch.

4,424,034

ARRANGEMENT FOR, METHOD OF, AND DEVICE FOR
USE IN TAKING DENTAL IMPRESSIONS AND IN

RESTORING TEETH
Paul Korwin, 150-09 77th Atc, Flushing, N.Y. 11367, and Ro-

bert Korwin, 2300 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103
Filed Jun. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 503,066

Int. a.i A61C 9/00
U.S. a. 433—40 31 Claims
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second element associated with the other arch, the improve-
ment for operatively relating the first and second elements of
each pair with their respective arches comprising a splint to

which both said first elements are operatively connected and
which is adapted to be applied to the one arch and a pair of
members for mounting on teeth of the other arch, each mem-
ber being associated with a corresponding one of said second
elements, and mating connector structures on each side mem-
ber and the corresponding second element for connecting each
said member with the corresponding second element, each said

mating connector structure comprising a pair of interfiled

projections and tubes.

1. A device for use in taking dental impressions of a prepared
tooth having a finish line, comprising:

a tooth-encircling adjustment member having a plurality of
elongated adjustable elements mounted in a surrounding

relationship with the prepared tooth, said adjustable ele-

ments being adjustably movable along the direction of
their elongations in a space between the tooth and the

surrounding gingival tissue, said adjustable elements hav-
ing leading edges as considered in the direction of move-
ment which are adjustably movable toward a circumfer-

entially extending attachment line defined by the neck of
the tooth and its immediately adjacent gingival tissue, said

adjusted leading edges together defining a circumferen-

tially extending impression line whose contour resembles

the contour of one of said lines, whereby accurate custom-
made impressions of the prepared tooth may be taken.

4,424,033 I

ORTHODONTIC APPLIANCE
Arttaur L. Wool, 1402 Penn Ave., Wyomissing, Pa. 19610

Continiution-in-part of Ser. No. 404,572, Aug. 2, 1982,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 389,017,

Jun. 16, 1982, abandoned. This application Oct. 4, 1982, Ser. No.

432,777

Int. a.' A61C 7/00
U.S. a.433—20 14 Chums

4,424,035

SELF-CENTERING DENTAL FACE-BOW
Gonn P. Hansen, 1501 SE. 23rd Ave., Pompano Beach, Fla.

33062

FUed Oct. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 310,411

Int. a.3 A61C 19/04
U.S. a. 433—73 5 Claims

1. A self-centering dental face-bow comprising in combina-
tion an elongated cross-bar adapted to be disposed across the

front of a dental patient's face in spaced relationship therewith,

a mount which is adapted to receive various dental appliances

which are to be engaged by a patient's mouth, said mount being
disposed generally centrally on said cross-bar, a pair of spaced
arms extending transversely from said cross-bar for disposition

along associated sides of a patient's head in spaced relationship

1. An orthodontic arch wire having posterior segments of therewith and being movable toward and away from each
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other in the direction of length of said cross-bar, means dis-

posed on each of said arms for engaging an associated side of
a patient's head, means incorporated with said cross-bar for

adjusubly moving said arms toward and away from each other
equidistantly in relation to said mount thereby to adjust the
spacing between said arms and maintain said mount in said

generally central disposition, said cross-bar being a tube, each
of said arms including a tubular portion extending coaxially

with said cross-bar tube, said tubular portions being slidably

received within an associated end of said cross-bar tube, said

adjustably moving means including a rotatable shaft extending
coaxially through said cross-bar tube and said tubular portions

and being relatively rotatable thereto, said shaft having right

hand threads at one end thereof for threadingly engaging one
of said arms and left hand threads at another end thereof for

threadingly engaging the other of said arms, whereby upon
rotation of said shaft said tubular portions of said arms move
slidably toward and away from each other, said cross-bar and
shaft include cooperative means for precluding axial move-
ment of said shaft relative to said cross-bar and, said coopera-
tive means includes an inwardly directed tang disposed gener-

ally centrally within said cross-bar which relatively rotaubly
engages a circumferential indentation disposed generally cen-

trally on said shaft.

4,424,037

DENTAL IMPLANT
Makoto Ogino, Yokohama; Takamitsu Fi^in, Tokyo; Toahibiko

Futami, Kawasaki; Michio Kariya, Yokohama, and Takeo
Ichimura, Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Nippon Kogaku
K.K., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 343^33
Oaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 4, 1981, 56-14636

Int. a.' A61C S/00
U.S. a. 433—173 2 Claims

1. In a dental implant comprising a core member and a

coating layer of a biologically active glass or glass-ceramic

material covering at least part of the portion of said core mem-
ber which is to be embedded in the jawbone, the improvement
wherein said coating layer comprises at least two portions

completely separated from each other, thereby preventing
propagation of cracks over the entire coating layer.

4,424,038

INFLIGHT AIRCRAFT TRAINING SYSTEM
Paul TinglefT, Amherst; Homer Prue, and Charles Stewart, both

of Nashua, all of N.H., assignors to Sanders Associates, Inc.,

Nashua, N.H.

Filed Jan. 31, 1980, Ser. No. 117,407

Int. a.' G09B 9/aS
U.S. a. 434—2 5 Qaims

4,424,036

ANTI-SPLASH CUP FOR DENTAL PROPHYLAXIS
Oddvin Lokken, 131 Forest Ave., Rye, N.Y. 10580

FUed Mar. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 359,223

Int. a.3 A61C 1/16
U.S. a. 433—116 15 Qaims

1. An anti-splash device for attachment to a dental prophy-

laxis tool having a dental prophylaxis member and means for

delivering water from the head thereof during use, comprising

an elongated, hollow tubular member and means for securing

said hollow tubular member to the head of said dental tool in

such a manner that the entire extent of said hollow tubular

member is spaced apart from said head and is spaced apari

from and surrounds said water delivery means, whereby the

dental prophylaxis treatment may be observed through the

space between said head and the top of said hollow tubular

member.
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1. A method for providing infiight training scenarios for a

radar warning receiver aboard a military aircraft compnsing
the steps of:

storing data including an indication of the type and position

of simulated search and threat weapon radar sources

relative to an arbitrary point at which said training sce-

nario is staried,

determining the position of said military aircraft with respect

to said arbitrary point,

determining the attitude and position of said aircraft, and
computing coordinates which represent the location of

said aircraft with respect to simulated radar source coordi-

nates,

comparing the position of said aircraA with respect to said

arbitrary point to the position of simulated radar sources

1038 O.G — 15
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as reflected by said stored data to determine the distance

between said aircraft and said simulated radar sources,

providing a visual display of those simulated radar sources

that are within a predetermined range from said aircraft,

providing an audible signal to the operator of said radar

warning receiver upon said aircraft coming within a pre-

determined distance of certain ones of said simulated radar

sources,

providing an input via the controls of said radar warning
receiver indicating simulated radar sources associated

with certain types of anti aircraft weapons systems that

are not to be displayed; and

preventing the display of said last mentioned simulated radar

sources when said last mentioned input is present.

4,424,039

MATHEMATICS TEACHING DEVICE
Jack E. Washburn, 22319 W. Meade La., Buckeye, Ariz. 85326

FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,355

Int. a.3 G09B 19/02. 1/10
VS. a. 434-189 12 Qaims
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1. A mathematics teaching device comprising:

(a) a display surface, said surface being divided into a num-
ber of regions;

(b) a first collection of numbered colored plaques, said

plaques being grouped into subdivisions, each of a differ-

ent color;

(c) a multiplicity of receiving means affixed to said display

surface for removably receiving said plaques on said dis-

play surface; ^

(i) a first portion of said receiving means being mounted in

rows and columns in a first region of said display sur-

face, Ae number of said receiving means within said

first rc^gj^n being equal to the number of plaques in said

first collection;

(ii) a second portion of said receiving mans being mounted
in a second region of said display device to facilitate the

performance of arithmetic operations thereon;

(d) a second collection of numbered colored plaques;

(e) container means affixed to said display surface proximate

to said second region for removably receiving said second
collection of plaques;

(0 a number ofcolor-coded receiving means attached to said

display surface for removably receiving plaques of said

first collection, the number of said receiving means being

equal to the number of subdivisions in said first collection.

4,424 040
SKI TRAINING HALTER

Sue Buchheister, 11 Fox La., P.O. Box 80, and Ann Poulson,
Box 132, both of Fraser, Colo. 80442

FUed Feb. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 236,671

Int a.J A63C 11/00
U.S. a. 434—253 14 Claims

1. Ski training halter apparatus for restraining and control-

ling a student skier by an instructor, comprising two looped
members, each of which extends around the rear of one of the

student's thighs and upwardly across the front of the lower
abdominal region to the hip region at the respectively opposite

of the student's sides, and force application means attached to

said looped members adjacent the student's hips for the instruc-

tor to apply restraining and control forces on the student's

hips, lower abdomen, and thighs from a position of a spaced
distance away from the student.

4,424,041

TROLLING DRIVE MEANS FOR BOATS
Vernon H. Sietmann; Leonard J. Lukehart, both of Laurel, Iowa

50141, and Dale E. Locker, Gilman, Iowa 50106
FUed Aug. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 296,326

Int. a.J B63H 5/13
U,S. a. 440—5 2 Gaims

1. In combination with a boat having an inboard motor
operatively connected to a primary propeller on the exterior of
the boat,

a hydraulic motor operatively connected to a secondary

propeller and being supported by said boat in the proxim-

ity of said primary propeller, said primary and secondary
propellers being veriically aligned,

said hydraulic motor being vertically pivotally mounted
with respect to said boat from a first position to a second
position whereby actuation of said hydraulic motor in said

first position will move said boat forwardly, and actuation

of said hydraulic motor in said second position will move
said boat rearwardly said first and second positions being

at different elevations in the same vertical plane.
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4,424,042

PROPULSION SYSTEM FOR AN UNDERWATER
VEHICLE

CalWn A. Gongwer, Glendora, CaUf., assignor to The Bendix
Corporation, Southfleld, Mich.

FUed Jul. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 286,127

Int. a.' B63H 1/18. 11/08. 19/06. 23/26
VJS. CI. 440—44 5 Qaims

stretched out circle having opposite pairs of rounded

comers,

said member having an inner section comprised of a rigid

rod e;(tending the length of said inner section and a cross

brace extending parallel to and rigid with said rod at said

two opposed comers and a body of rigid resinous foam
encasing said rod and said cross braces, said body having

a larger cross section at two opposed comen relative to

the cross section at the other comers and characterized by

an ability to suppori the weight of at least one person,

said member having an outer section overlying said inner

section and characterized by first and second inflatable

compariments enclosing said inner section and generally

following the contour of said inner section, said compart-

ments being joined together.

1. In a propulsion system for an underwater vehicle having

a propeller at the rear, a generally circular cross-section and an

afterbody smaller in diameter from the maximum cross-section

of said vehicle, said system including high pressure gas gener-

ating means, and a turbine driven by said high pressure gas

characterized in that a series of water intake ducts are located

on the surface of said vehicle at said afterbody, a pump is

driven by said turbine and intalw tMndCh^ are connected be-

tween said water intake ducts and said puii)p,

a water discharge conduit connected betw^n said pump and

said propeller,

a gas conduit connected between said turbine and said pro-

peller,

said propeller including a plurality of blades, at least some of

which have radial water passages connected to said water

discharge conduit, water jet nozzles near the tip of said

blades for diverting the flow of water in an essentially

tangential path from said tips to accelerate the water

thereby providing a reaction force to rotate said propeller,

gas flow passages connected to said gas conduit for dis-

charging gas flow into a low pressure region adjacent said

blades,

and poris in said water discharge conduit permitting water

to squiri into said gas conduit downstream of said turbine

to condense condensable materials in said gas and to cool

said gas.

4,424,043

FLOTATION DEVICE
Leonard I. Behl, 436 Graystone, Kansas Qty, Kans. 66103

Filed Aug. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,623

Int. a.3 B63C 9/10. 9/12

U.S. a. 441—81 1 Qaim

1. A water recreational device comprising:

a generally curvilinear flotation member presenting a

4,424,044

METHOD OF FABRICATING CATHODE ELECTRODES
Lawrence C. Pitman, Sudbury, and Charles L. Toomey, Daarers,

both of Mass., assignors to Raytheon Company, Lexington,

Mass.

FUed Apr. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 371,151

Int. a.3 HOIJ 9/04

VJS. a. 445—35 6 Claims
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1. In the fabrication of an electron discharge device, the

method of making a cathode electrode, such method compris-

ing the steps of:

(a) mixing, in an ineri atmosphere, comminuted tungsten and

thorium hydride in a binder to produce a slurry;

(b) shaping the slurry in the form of the desired cathode

electrode and drying to remove the volatiles in the binder

to form a partially cured cathode electrode;

(c) placing the partially cured cathode electrode in situ in the

electron discharge device;

(d) decomposing, in vacuo, the thorium hydride to form

thorium and hydrogen and to drive off all remaining

traces of the binder;

(e) heating, in vacuo, the partially cured cathode electrode

to form, on particles of tungsten, an eutectic mixture of

thorium and tungsten; and

(0 sealing the electron discharge device to maintain a vac-

uum therein.
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4,424,045

RIGID HIGH SPEED FLEXIBLE SHAFT CASING
ASSEMBLY FOR TIGHT RADII INSTALLATIONS

Walter Koliadiciiko, Eat Bmoswick, NJ., and Martin J. Cap-
deridle, Staten Island, N.Y., assignors to Pennwalt Corpora-
tioB, Philadelphia, Pa.

FUcd May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,252
Int. CIJ F16C 3/035. 35/00

VS. a. 464-52
I

9 Qaims

portions of the radial portion is operative to prestress the
elastic pieces in the circumferential direction; and

(e) driver means comprising inwardly projecting members

> u

for engaging the V-shaped cavities of said radial projec-
tions by a sliding fit therein and having a cross-section that
diminishes radially inward, said driver means being con-
nected to a shaft for rotation therewith.

1. Rigid power driven flexible shaft casing assembly for use
in permanent installations requiring tight radius bends, said
assembly comprising

a rotatable flexible shaft,

casing means encasing said flexible shaft along length of said
bends, said casing means comprising

a plurality of interconnected rigid curved tubular members
each having a flared portion and unflared portion at opposite
ends thereof, said unflared portions being frictionally re-

ceived within flared portions of an adjacent tubular member
and routable 360° therewithin to enable said tight radius
bends to be routed along different planes, said flared por-
tions and unflared portions being devoid of taper,

a bearing member securely disposed within each of said flared
portions for providing bearing surfaces for said rotatable
flexible shaft, and

coupling means provided adjacent ends of said bends for cou-
pling said rigid flexible shaft casing assembly to driving and
driven members.

4,424,047

WHEEL BEARING ASSEMBLY
Hans-Heinrich Welschof, Rodenbach, and Rudolf Beier, Offen-
bach am Main, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to
Liihr A Bromkamp GmbH, Offenbach am Main, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Nov. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 319,051
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Not. 11.

1980, 3042449

Int. a.3 F16C 33/00; F16D 3/24
U.S. a. 464-145 5 CMma

4,424,046

FLEXIBLE COUPLING
Giinthcr Ziegler, Waldkraiburg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to SGF Suddeutsche GelenkscheibenfabriJc, GmbH A Co. KG,
Waldkraiburg, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Oct 6, 1980, Ser. No. 194,584
Int. a.3 F16D 3/68 ,

VS. a. 464-74 I

3 q,^
2. A flexible shaft-coupling comprising:
(a) a hub, said hub being adapted to receive a first shaft;
(b) at least three spaced arms extending from said hub;
(c) a plurality of radial projections equal in number to said

arms, said radial projections being disposed, respectively,
between said arms, said radial projections including two
legs converging radially inward to a crest to form a V-
shaped cavity therebetween, each of the legs extending
outwardly and ending in a wing portion protruding cir-

cumferentially, a tab on one wing portion engaging a
cut-out on an abutting wing portion of an adjacent radial
projection for connection thereto;

(d) a plurality of elastic intermediate pieces disposed be-
tween each said leg afid the adjacent arm and connected to
said leg and said arm such that connection of the wing

1. Wheel bearing assembly such as used on a motor vehicle
and arranged to be attached to a wheel carrier of the motor
vehicle comprising a wheel hub including an axially extending
tubular part having an axially extending inner surface and an
axially extending outer surface, a rotary constant velocity joint
arranged to drive said wheel hub, said tubular part having a
first end and a second end spaced apart in the axial direction, a
bearing located on the outer surface of said tubular part and
including an outer bearing ring arranged to be connected to the
wheel carrier of the motor vehicle, an inner bearing ring lo-
cated within said outer bearing ring and comprising a first ring
part and a second ring part arranged in contacting relation one
following the other in the axial direction of said tubular part,
said constant velocity joint including an outer joint member
and an inner joint member, said outer joint member is formed
integrally with said tubular part and is located adjacent the
second end of said tubular part, the outer surface of said tubu-
lar part forming an annular shoulder facing toward the second
end of said tubular part, said first ring part bearing against said
shoulder on said tubular part, an annular groove formed in the
outer surface of said tubular part between said shoulder and the
second end of said tubular part, a retaining ring fitted within
said groove in the outer surface of said tubular part and bearing
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against said second ring part for pressing said second ring part

against said first ring part and pressing said first ring part
against said shoulder, said ring comprising at least two surfaces

extending angularly of one another and said surfaces extending
angularly of the axis of tubular part, and said reuining ring is

formed of a plastically deformable material so that after said

retaining ring is plastically deformed as it is pressed into said

groove, said ring produces a pretensioning effect on said ring

parts.

U.S. a. 474—82 9 Qaims

/B IB iQ II

1. A front derailleur which is mounted on a seat tube of a

bicycle for switching a driving chain to one of a plurality of
front chain gears by operation of a control wire, said front

derailleur comprising:

a base member fixed to said seat tube and having a mount
which extends radially outwardly and horizontally with
respect to said seat tube;

. and second pivot shafts supported to said mount at said

base member and having their axes extending substantially

vertically respectively;

a pair of linkage members disposed longitudinally of said

bicycle with respect to said seat tube and extending hori-

zontally and pivoted at the front portions thereof swing-

ably to said mount through said first and second pivot

shafts respectively;

third and fourth pivot shafts supported to the rear portions

of said linkage member and having their axes extending

substantially vertically respectively; and,

a chain guide pivoted swingably to the rear portions of said

linkage members through said third and fourth pivot

shafts.

4,424,049

POWER TRANSMISSION BELT WITH DRIVE BLOCKS
Kenneth A. Bniybrook, Letchworth, England, assignor to Borg>

Warner Corporation, Chicago, 111.

Continuation of Ser. No. 167,261, Jul. 9, 1980, abandoned. This

appUcation Aug. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 408,299

Int. a.3 F16G 51/80. 1/00. 5/00
U.S. Q. 474—201 2 Claims

1. A power transmission drive belt especially adapted for use

in a pulley transmission in which the pulleys are each con-

structed of a pair of flanges, said belt comprising at least one
continuous metal band having inner and outer surfaces and a

plurality of drive blocks in a continuous array along and con-

nected to said metal band, each drive block having opposed
end surfaces for drivingly engaging the pulley flanges,

each drive block having a hollow body elongated in the

transverse direction of said band with front and rear sides,

ends adapted to drivingly engage the pulley flanges, a top

and a bottom, the top of each block body being in contact

with said inner surface of the band and the bottom of each
block body being free of contact with said band, and

4,424,048

FRONT DERAILLEUR FOR A BICYCLE HAVING
HORIZONTALLY POSITIONED LINKAGE MEMBERS
Keizo Shimano, Sakai, Japan, assignor to Shimano Industrial

Company Limited, Osaka, Japan

Filed Jun. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 269,611

Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 17, 1980, 55-

84977[U]; Sep. 24, 1980, 55-136298[U]; Sep. 24, 1980, 55-

136299[U]

Int. a.3 F16H 7/22

integral tab-like ear members overlying the outer surface

of the band and forming the connection of each block and
the band.

4,424,050

OIL-SEALED ROLLER CHAIN
Yoshimasa Sato, Ishikawa, Japan, assignor to Enuma Chain

Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 56,841, Jul. 12, 1979. This application

Mar. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 245,88!

Int. Q.' F16G 13/02
U.S. Q. 474—231 2 Qaims

1. A roller chain of the type having an elastic annular mem-
ber fitted adjacent each end of a pin and between a pin Imk
plate and a roller link plate for sealing lubricating oil present in

the space between the pin and a bushing, which comprises the

bushing being extended on each end thereof so as to form an

extended portion projecting outwards from the roller link

plate, said extended portion being provided with a tapered face

on the outer periphery thereof, the annular member being

fitted on said outer periphery so as to be in contact with said

tapered face and maintained in lightly pressurized contact with

the pin link plate and the roller link plate, and said extended

portion of the bushing being projected by a length slightly

smaller than, preferably of from three quarters to four-fifths of.

the diameter of the cross-section of said elastic annular mem-
ber.

4,424,051

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING
AN AGRICULTURAL BAG

Richard H. Lee; Steven R. CuUen, botii of Astoria, Oreg.; Eddie

H. Bailen, Omaha, Nehr.; Darid H. Rasmusaen, Arlington,

Nebr., and William C. Johnson, Omaha, Nebr., aasignors to

Ag-Bag Corporation, Astoria, Oreg.

Continuation of Ser. No. 37,882, May 10, 1979, abandoned. This

application Jan. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 342,842

Int. Q.3 B31B 23/02

U.S. Q. 493—37 7 Qaims
1. A method of manufacturing an agricultural storage bag,

comprising fhe steps of:

providing first and second supplies of flexible tubular mate-

rial located on opposite sides of a ring member with a

frame extending to a table on the side of the ring on which
the first supply is located;
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extending tubular material from the Hrst supply through the

inside of the frame and the center of the ring member;
turning the tubular material from the first supply outwardly
around the ring member;

extending tubular material from the second supply about the
outside of the ring member and over the tubular materials

from the first supply turned therearound;

simultaneously advancing tubular materials from the first

and second supplies over the ring member and outside of
the frame;

collecting the tubular materials in a folded condition and in

an annular configuration against the table;

measuring the length of the first and second tubular materi-

als as they are advanced;

interrupting advanc^ent of the first and second tubular

materials responsive to a predetermined length of said

materials having been advanced;

circumferentially cutting said first and second tubular mate-
rials to form a two-ply storage bag of preselected length;

and
thereafter separating the frame from the table to permit

removal of the folded two-ply storage bag.

4,424,052

DRIVE SYSTEM FOR BLADES FOR FOLDING FLAT
MATERIAL

Ovistian Griiger, Bcnoewitz, German Democratic Rep., as-

dgiior to Veb Polygraph Leipzig Kombinat Fner Polygraphis-

ehc Maichiiien and Ansmestiingen, Leipzig, German Demo-
cratic Rep.

CoatiBoation of Ser. No. 157,631, Jon. 6, 1980, abandoned,
which is a coBtiniiatioB-in-part of Ser. No. 48,355, Jun. 14, 1979,

baadoiMd. This appUcation Apr. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 374,601
Ciains priority, application German Democratic Rep., Jun.

22, 1978, 206202

Int a.3 B65H 45/18
VJS. a. 493-^444 7 Qalms

1. A drive system for folding blades for folding flat material,

particularly paper, comprising rotary drive means having a
drive shaft and a universal shaft; transmission means cooperat-
ing with a folding blade and operatively connected to said

universal shaft, said transmission means being adapted to con-
vert rotary motion of said drive means into linear motion and

to impart said linear motion to said folding blade; said drive
means further including an output shaft connected to said

transmission means, a first universal joint having a yoke and
interconnected between said drive shaft and said universal

shaft, the yoke of said universal joint and said drive shaft

extending in different planes which intersect one another form-
ing an angle of intersection, a second universal joint having a
second yoke and interconnected between said universal shaft

and said output shaft, the yoke of said first universal joint and
the yoke of said second universal joint extending in different

planes, which intersect one another forming an angle of inter-

section; means orienting said first and second universal joints

to produce an irregular angular velocity during a single revolu-

tion of said drive shaft, whereby said irregular angular velocity

is transmitted to said folding blade via said transmission means
to produce variations in the folding action of said folding

blade; and means connected to said drive shaft and operative
for changing a relative position of said drive shaft to said

output shaft.

4,424,053

DISPOSABLE AUTOTRANSFUSION DEVICE
Leonard D. Kurtz, Woodmere, and Joseph LiCausi, Port Jeffer-

son Station, both of N.Y., assignors to BioResearch Inc.,

Farmingdale, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 290,666

Int. a.3 A61M 35/00
U.S. a. 604—4 11 Claims

1. An autotransfusiori device for collecting blood from a

pool in a patient and for subsequently returning the collected

blood to the circulatory system of the patient comprising:

a liquid collection chamber having a movable end wall, a

stationary end wall and a flexible and collapsible side wall

connecting said end walls;

aspirator means for connecting said collection chamber to

the pool in the patient;

suction means including a port into said collection chamber
for connecting the collection chamber to a source of
negative pressure;

discharging means for resiliently urging said movable wall

towards said stationary wall; and

locking means for releasably locking said movable wall

spaced from said statinary wall while the liquid chamber is

being filled; and

return means for connecting the collection chamber to the

circulatory system of the patient such that said suction

means draws blood from the pool through said aspiratory

means until said collection chamber is adequately filled

and subsequently said discharging means is released to

force the collected blood back to the circulatory system
through said return means.
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4,424,054

FLUID-EXPANSIBLE CONTRACEPTIVE TAMPON AND
APPLICATOR

Shepard Conn, Metuchen, N.J., and Arnold Kushner, Queens,
N.Y., assignors to KCDP Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part oft Ser. No. 906,984, May 17, 1978. This

appUcation May 29, 1981, Ser. No. 268^81
Int. a.J A61F 15/00

U.S. a. 604—11 19 Claims

needle in the desired position for irrigation and aspiration,

movement of said sleeve along said cartridge to withdraw
said plunger from said cartridge creating a vacuum at said

nozzle end for aspirating material into said hollow cham-
ber of said cartridge, movement of said sleeve along said

cartridge to move said plunger into said cartridge reduc-

ing the vacuum at the nozzle to control the rate of aspira-

tion.

1. An apparatus for intravaginally expelling an activated

tampon comprising:

a tampon storing member defining a chamber for receiving

and storing therein said tampon in a quiescent unactivated

state, said tampon being activated by a fluid;

a reservoir member storing said fluid therein separate from U.S. CI. 604—56
and out of contact with said tampon;

manually-activatable means for releasing said fluid from the

reservoir member to activate the tampon with said fluid

while the tampon is retained in said tampon storing mem-
ber prior to intravaginal insertion; and

means, including the structural cooperation of said tampon
storing member and said reservoir member, for intravagi-

nally expelling said tampon in its activated state from said

apparatus into a vagina, wherein
said fluid releasing means includes means for effecting fluid

flow through a dispensing opening and a separate venting

opening in said reservoir member.

4,424,056

PARENTERAL ADMINISTRATION
John Urquhart, Palo Alto, and Felix Tbceuwes, Los Altos, both

of Calif., assignors to Alza Corporation, Palo Alto, Calif.

Filed Not. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,204

Int. a.J A16M 5/14

38 Claims

4,424,055

IRRIGATION AND ASPIRATION SYRINGE
Wesley K. Herman, 7311 Pleasant View Dr., Dallas, Tex. 75231

FUed Dec. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 332,332

Int. a.3 A61M 1/00
II.S. a. 604—36 8 aaims

•* M no

1. An irrigation and aspiration syringe comprising:

a hollow cylindrical cartridge extending to a nozzle at one
end and an enlarged opening at the opposite end;

means for controlling the axial movement of said cartridge;

a needle secured to the nozzle and having a first passage in

fluid communication with the hollow chamber of the

cylindrical cartridge and a second passage for connection

to a source of irrigation fluid for irrigation;

a plunger having a disk dimensioned to closely engage and
slide within the hollow cylindrical cartridge, and a rod for

controlling the movement of the disk within said car-

tridge;

an outer sleeve dimensioned to receive said cartridge; said

sleeve including an open end for receiving the open end of

said cartridge and means for connecting said rod of said

disk to the opposite end of said sleeve; and

means for controlling the axial movement of said outer

sleeve, whereby said means for controlling axial move-
ment of said cartridge and said means for controlling the

axial movement of said outer sleeve permit selective axial

movement of said outer sleeve relative to said hollow

cylindrical cartridge with one hand while maintaining the

1. A parenteral delivery system for administering a benefi-

cial agent formication to an animal, the system comprising in

combination: /

(a) a resei^ir of a pharmaceutically acceptable fluid;

(b) a primary flow path in communication with the reservoir

for the flow of fluid from the reservoir to the animal;

(c) a parallel flow path in communication with the primary

path for the flow of fluid therethrough;

(d) a formulation chamber in the parallel path, the formula-

tion chamber comprising:

(1) a wajK^urxQunding a lumen;

(2) an inlet in the wall that communicates with the parallel

path for letting fluid into the formulation chamber;

(3) a beneficial agent in the formulation chamber in an

effective amount for performing a beneficial program,

which beneficial agent forms an agent formulation with

fluid that enters the formulation chamber;

(4) a film formed of a release rate controlling polymer for

governing the rate of release of beneficial agent from

the formulation chamber at the outlet of the formulation

chamber; and,

(5) an outlet in the wall that communicates with the paral-

lel path which path communicates with the primary

path for delivering agent formulation from the formula-

tion chamber into the primary path for administration to

the animal.
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4,424,057

WET-DRY SYRINGE
High A. House, 159 Lincoln Rd., Wenonah, N.J. 08090

FUed Apr. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 364,496
Int a.3 A61M 5/22

VJS. a. 604-88 9 Oaims

1. A wet-dry syringe for combining and mixing a liquid and
a solid medicament or at least two dissimilar liquid medica-
ments prior to the application thereof to a patient comprises, in

combination:

(a) an enlongated cylindrically-shaped vial having out-
wardly extending lip portions proximate each end thereof
and a pair of identical vial seals disposed within said cylin-

der, said vial seals being in intimate frictional contact with
the internal walls of said vial and slidable therealong, said

vial seals being adapted to retain a first liquid or said solid

medicament therebetween;

(b) cap means adapted to be received on each end of said vial

to maintain its sterility;

(c) elongated cylindrically-shaped piston rod means; said

piston rod means being hollow and including;

(i) a first piston rod seal disposed proximate one end
thereof, said first piston rod seal being in intimate fric-

tional contact with the internal walls of said piston rod
means and slidable therealong;

(ii) a second piston rod seal being disposed proximate the
other end of said piston rod means in a fixed position,

said first and said second piston rod seals being adapted
to retain a second liquid medicament therebetween;

(iii) hollow needle means disposed proximate said second
piston rod seal, said piston rod means being adapted to

be received into said vial for contact with one of said

pair of vial seals and when urged into contact with said

vial seal causing said hollow needle means to provide a
fluid flow path for communication of said second liquid

medicament with said solid medicament or said liquid

medicament disposed within said vial; and
(d) second needle means having one end adapted to be in-

serted into a patient and the other end thereof adapted to

pierce the other of said pair of vial seals and communicate
with said mixed medicaments disposed within said vial,

said piston rod means causing said mixed medicaments to

be discharged through said second needle means when
urged in the direction thereof.

4,424,058

DRAINAGE CONTROL METHOD AND APPARATUS
Robert L. Parsons, 1368 Windsong Rd., Orlando, Fla. 32809;

Joseph M. Valdespino, 5023 Gold Qub Pkwy., Orlando, Fla.

32808; Alan R. Varraux, 5433 Hansel St., Orlando, Fla.

32809; Allen K. Holcomb, 200 W. Gore St., Orlando, Fla.

32806, and WUliam M. Hobby, III, 244 Sylvan Blvd., Winter
Park, Fla. 32789

Filed Nov. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 323,957
Int. a.3 A61M 27/00

U.S. a. 604—118 30 Claims

1. A drainage control valve for use in the drainage of a
bladder comprising in combination:

a housing;

pressure relief valve means located in said housing for opening
upon a predetermined fluid pressure being applied thereto

and including a valve element movably mounted therein;

suction means for holding said valve element open by the
weight of a liquid column escaping past said pressure relieve

valve means; and

said housing having an offset outlet passageway whereby a
suction column is formed when said pressure relief valve
means opens to allow the passage of a liquid therethrough.

CHEMICAL
4,424,059

PROCESS AND COMPOSITIONS FOR PRESERVING
FRESH HIDES AND SKINS

William J. Hopkins; Paula C. Sweeney, both of Philadelphia,

and David C. Bailey, Warminster, all of Pa., assignors to The
United States of America as represented by the Secretary of

Agriculatnre, Washington, D.C.

Filed Mar. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 356,865

Int. a.' C14C 9/00. 1/04
MS. a. 8—94.18 8 Clainu

1. A method of preserving a fresh animal hide comprising
treating said hide with a fresh hide preserving effective amount
of a hide preservative and a carrier, said hide preservative
being selected from the group consisting of diethylene glycol
monobutyl ether, diethylene glycol monobutyl ether acetate,

diethylene glycol diethyl ether, butoxy triglycol, and butoxy
ethoxy propanol and said method providing, with no drying
steps required in the process, a preserved hydrated hide in

condition for processing into leather.

R—NH.CO.N
,CH2

CH2

wherein R is C2.18 alkyl group so as to impart said fabric with
washfast and antibiosis which are maintained even after re-

peated washings.

4,424,061

COLOR FASTNESS OF DYED COTTON TEXTILES TO
CHLORINATED WATER AND PROCESS FOR
IMPROVING THE COLOR FASTNESS OF DYED
COTTON TEXTILES TO CHLORINATED WATER

Yoshiyuki Shimohiro, Sakai; Akio Murata, Kusatsu, and
Chiyoko Nisioka, Toyonaka, all of Japan, assignors to D^inip-

pon Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan
FUed Feb. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 349,673

Qaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 27, 1981, 56-28979;

Feb. 27, 1981, 56-28980; Dec. 29, 1981, 56-211639

Int. a.3 D06P 5/22. 5/02

U.S. a. 8—493 11 Claims
1. An agent for improving the fastness to chlorine of dyed

cotton textiles which comprises a mixture of a diamine or a salt

thereof and a hydrolyzable tannin, said diamine having the

following general formula:

R>^ ^R3
";n—A—nC

R2^ ^R«

or a salt thereof

wherein R' is Z— , Z—O—, Z—CO— , Z—O—Z"— or Z'

—

CO—Z"— in which Z is a higher aliphatic hydrocarbon group
having 7 to 20 carbon atoms, and Z' and Z" are an aliphatic

hydrocarbon group and at least one of Z' and Z" is a higher

aliphatic hydrocarbon group, R^ is the same as R' or is benzyl

group, HOCH2CH2-. H3C(OH)CHCH2- or hydrogen, R^
and R* are the same or different and each is HOCH2CH2—

.

H3C(OH)CHCH2— or hydrogen, and A is a straight or

branched lower alkylene group.

4,424,062

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR CHEMICALLY
REMOVING ASH FROM COAL

Yasumi Kamino; Shigenori Onitsuka; Takanobu Watanabe, and
Katsuyuki Yano, all of Osaka, Japan, aadgnorB to Hitachi
Shipbuilding A Engineering Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Mar. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 356,337
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 13, 1981, 56-37117;

Mar. 30, 1981, 56-47662; Apr. 15, 1981, 56-57426; Apr. 15, 1981,
56-57427

Int. a.3 ClOL 9/02 ,

U.S. a. 44—1 SR 3 Claims

4,424,060

METHOD FOR TREATING FABRIC TO IMPART
WASHFAST AND ANTIBIOSIS THERETO

Shinichi Nakamura, 8-505 Satsukigaoka 1-Chome, 29 Gaiku,
Chiba-Shi, Chiba-Ken; Riuzo Huzita, 14-2 Higashi Ohwada
2-Chome„ Ichikawa-shi, Chiba-Ken; Iwao Kamitani, 16-10

Higashi Ohgu 5-Chome„ Arakawa-Ku, Tokyo, and Tetsuma
Maeda, 1519-12 Kamiyabe-Cho, Totsuka-ku„ Yokohama-Shi,
Kanagawa-Ken, all of Japan

Filed Dec. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 446,359

Oaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 2, 1981, 56-192796

Int. C1.3 D06M 13/48. 3/02. 1/00. 3/30
U.S. a. 8—115.5 12 Qaims

1. A method for treating a fabric by the combined use of at

least one of a sterilizing compound and a mould retardation

compound and a permanent water repellent and softening

compound having the general formula:

gioo,-

gao

I-
in

^

2 4 6 8 t) 12

GTWC ACID CONCN (Wt*/.)

1. A process for chemically removing ash from coal com-
prising the steps of immersing finely divided ash-containing

coal in an aqueous deashing solution containing an acid se-

lected from the group consisting of hydrochloric acid and

citric acid, and acidic ammonium fiuoride to cause the ash to

react with the acid and the acidic ammonium fiuoride in the

aqueous solution, and separating deashed fine coal particles

from the aqueous solution.

4,424,063

HIGH FLASH POINT ADDITIVES OR COMPOSITIONS
FOR GASOLINE AND DIESEL FUELS

Rien 'T Hart, Rotterdam-Botiek, Netherlands, assignor to XRG
International, Inc., Stuart, Fla.

per No. PCr/US80/01530, § 371 Date Mar. 10, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Mar. 10, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO82/01718, PCT Pub.

Date May 27, 1982

per Filed Nov. 17, 1980, Ser. No. 304,989

Int. a.3 ClOL 1/22

U.S. a. 44—56 6 Claims

1. A high flash point agent for gasoline comprising elemental

iron, methyl isobutyl ketone, picric acid, normal butyl alcohol,

kerosene, nitrobenzene, and a Primene which is a tertiary alkyl

amine which is a cross of primary aliphatic amines of the

general formula Ri(R2) (R3)CNH2 in which the amino group is

linked to a tertiary carbon atom.

4,424,064

METHANE PRODUenON FROM AND
BENEFiaATION OF ANAEROBIC DIGESTION OF

AQUATIC PLANT MATERIAL
Donald L. Klass, Barrington, and Sambhunath Ghosh, Home-

wood, both of 111., assignors to United Gas Pipe Line Com-
pany, Houston, Tex.

FUed May 22, 1980, Ser. No. 152^35
Int. a.J C02F 3/28. 3/32

U.S. a. 48—197 A 18 Claims

1. A process for improved methane production by anaerobic

digestion comprising anaerobic digestion for more than about

four days detention time of aquatic plant material, at least a

195
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portion of which has been grown in organically polluted wa-
ter, and removal of methane containing gas from the digestion

zone, said aquatic plant portion which has been grown in

organically polluted water comprising over about 10 weight
percent on a dry solids basis of the total aquatic plant material.

4,424,065

METHOD FOR THE GASIHCATION AND
PREPARATION OF A WATER-CARBON SLURRY

JoMf Langhoff, iaeinbergertaof 10, 4220 Dinslaken, and Jiirgen

Seipcnboach, Falterweg 17, 4300 Easen 14, both of Fed. Rep.
of Germany
ConthmatioB-ia-pvt of Ser. No. 198,(09, Oct. 20, 1980,

abaodoned, CoBtiniiatioii of Ser. No. 28,193, Apr. 9, 1979,
abandoned. This application Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 302,047
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 8,

1978, 2815329

Int. a.3 ClOJ 3/46
MS. a. 48—197 R 19 Qaims

OUCROCII S
WASHCII P*HT1CLE S'ZZ

SEPAH*TO<»

HVOMOCUSON

1. A method in gasification of a feed-stock containing water-
carbonaceous material slurry comprising the following steps:

a. reacting a water-carbonaceous material slurry with oxy-
gen in a reactor to form a product gas containing solid

material comprising unbumt carbon particles and ash;

b. removing said product gas and said solid material from the
reactor;

c. treating said gas and solid material with water to remove
the solid material from the gas and to form a slurry of
water and the solid material;

d. treating said slurry of water and solid material with an oil

additive to cause oil-wetting and cause particulate ag-
glomeration of particulate carbon in said solid material,
and consequently to facilitate separating ash from said

unbumt carbon particles;

e. separating agglomerated unbumed carbon particles hav-
ing a predetermined mesh size range from said slurry such
that the carbon particles separated have a substantially

decreased ash content by admitting the slurry with a
horizontal velocity into a container for separation of par-
ticulate sizes, using substantially vertical baffles in the
container; and

f. feeding back the separated carbon particles of said prede-
termined mesh size to the reactor for being reintroduced
into the reactor with the feed stock, whereby abrasive
wear in the reactor is reduced because of reduced ash
feedback in the carbon fed back to be mixed with the feed
stock.

ing of the refractory metal carbides, nitrides, carbonitrides and
mixtures thereof uniformly distributed in a matrix comprising a
modified silicon aluminum oxynitride, said particulate material

comprising from about S volume percent to about 60 volume
percent of said cutting tool and having an average particle size

of between about 0.5 microns and about 20 microns; said modi-
fied silicon aluminum oxynitride having a modifier selected
from the group consisting of the oxides of silicon, yttrium,

magnesium, hafnium, zirconium, beryllium, the lanthanides
and combinations thereof.

*
4,424,066

ALUMINA COATED COMPOSITE SILICON ALUMINUM
OXYNITRIDE CUTTING TOOLS

Viaod K. Sarin, Lexington, and Sergej-Tomislav BulJan, Acton,
both of Maaa., assignors to GTE Laboratories Incorporated,
Waltham, Mass.

FUed May 20, 1982, Ser. No. 380^88
Int. a.5 B24D 77/00

UA a. 51—295 12 Claims
1. A coated abrasion resistant composite ceramic cutting

tool comprising a substrate body and at least one adherent
alumina coating layer; said substrate body consisting essen-
tially of a particulate material selected from the group consist-

4,424,067

PURinCATION OF ANHYDROUS HYDROGEN
FLUORIDE

Valentin Tarasenko, Littie Ferry, and Harold Edelstein, Fair
Lawn, both of N^I., assignors to Allied Corporation, Morris
Township, Morris County, N^I.

Filed Jul. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 402,869
Int. a.3 BOID 53/22

U.S. a. 55—16 8 Qaims

1. A method of reducing the arsenic trifluoride impurity
level in hydrogen fluoride gas which comprises:

(a) introducing on one side of a non-porous polymer film

resistant to degradation by fluoride a first gaseous mixture
comprising a major proportion of hydrogen fluoride and a

minor proportion of arsenic trifluoride, and
(b) recovering from the opposite side of said non-porous
polymer film a second gaseous mixture which has diffused

through said polymer film, said second gaseous mixture
containing a greater proportion of hydrogen fluoride and
a lesser proportion of arsenic trifluoride than said first

gaseous mixture.

4,424,068

SEPARATOR AND METHOD FOR SEPARATION OF
OIL, GAS AND WATER

John F. McMillan, 6421 Alderfer Ave., Odessa, Tex. 79762
FUed Dec. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 447,053

Int. a? BOID 19/00
U.S. a. 55—38 15 Claims

1. A process for separating a mixture of oil, gas, and water
comprising the steps of:

(1) progressively increasing the droplet size of the oil and
water of said mixture by flowing said mixture in a spiral,

and thereafter flowing said mixture linearly into a first

separator chamber;

(2) separating gas from the mixture in said first separator

chamber by impacting the last said linearly flowing mix-
ture against an impact member, and flowing separated gas

upwardly into an upper gas chamber while flowing the

residual mixture downwardly through a passageway into

an oil, water separation chamber;

(3) forming a gas phase, oil phase, and water phase, respec-

tively, at the upper, medial, and lower elevations, respec-

tively, of said oil, water separation chamber;

(4) connecting said gas phase to said upper gas chamber and
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flowing the separated gas away therefrom and to a point

of gas collection;

(S) flowing oil which accumulates at said oil phase away

OU • TQ WLISLM

V.

y

K>JM

v,C^

ftw

from said oil, water separation chamber and to a point of

collection at a rate which maintains said oil phase; and,

(6) flowing water away from said water phase and to a point

of collection at a rate to maintain said water phase.

cylinder; a manifold having a dirty gas inlet, a pair of parallel

gas outlets arranged at opposite ends of the manifold and

leading to the upper and lower gas inlet ports in said upright

cylinder respectively, and a swinging inlet damper disposed

adjacent said dirty gas inlet and pivotably mounted in the

manifold to selectively prevent passage of dirty gas from the

dirty gas inlet to one of said gas outlets; a water tank secured

to the outside surface of said peripheral wall of said upright

cylinder at a position approximately corresponding to said

inner cylinder, said tank having a water inlet connected with a

source of water supply, an outlet pipe leading to said settling

chamber, and a water level control means therein disposed so

as to maintain a water level in said inner cylinder between said

cyclone inlets and said overflow; and a drain connected wi a

the bottom of said settling chamber.

4,424,070

DUST COLLECTING HLTER CARTRIDGE AND
ATTACHMENT STRUCTURE FOR SUSPENDING SAME

FROM BAGHOUSE TUBE SHEET
James W. Robinson, Woodridge, 111., assignor to Flex-Kleen

Corporation, Chicago, 111.

Filed Not. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 44330
Int. Q.} BOID 46/04

U.S. a. 55—378 5 Claims

4,424,069

DRY AND WET DUAL-PURPOSE DUST-COLLECONG
DEVICE

Shien-Fang Chang, 55 Chung Cheng Rd., Hsin Ying Chen, Tai-

nan Hsien, Taiwan

FUed Aug. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 407,592

Int. a.3 BOID 47/02

MS. a. 55—226 5 Claims

1. A dry and wet dual-purpose dust-collecting device, com-
prising: an upright cylinder tapered at the lower end to form a

funnelshaped settling chamber and formed in its peripheral

wall with an upper gas inlet port and a lower gas inlet port; an

inner cylinder having a flaring top, a lower end flange, an

overflow formed in its peripheral wall, and a plurality of cir-

cumferentially spaced tangential cyclone inlets arranged in its

peripheral wall spaced below said overflow, said inner cyliner

being secured to the lower inside surface of said upright cylin-

der above said settling chamber such that an annular cyclone

passage is defined therebetween; said lower gas inlet port being

disposed in that portion of said upright cylinder defining said

annular cyclone passage; an exhaust fan mounted in a casing

atop said upright cylinder, said casing having an exhaust pipe

extending tangentially therefrom and in its bottom surface a

vent opening into a hollow cone projecting downward from

the upper end of said cylinder and terminating above said inner

1. A combination of:

A. a baghouse tube sheet having a plurality of holes therein;

B. a small-diameter filter cartridge, said cartridge having a

metal collar at its upper end; and

C. attachment structure for suspending said filter cartridge

from said baghouse tube sheet, said attachment structure

comprising:

a. a first cylindrical bag cup having an annular flange and

a vertical sidewall having an annular external groove

therein;

b. means securing said annular flange of said first bag cup

to the under surface of said tube sheet for suspending

said bag cup from said tube sheet in registry with one of

the holes therein;

c. a second cylindrical bag cup having an annular flange and

a vertical sidewall having an annular external groove

therein,

d. means securing said annular flange of said second bag cup
to upper end of said filter cartridge;

e. a tubular sleeve embracing the lower portion of said first

bag cup which includes said annular groove, said sleeve

having an internal annular bead forming an upper detent

positioned within the annular groove of said first bag cup,

said sleeve extending downwardly beyond the lower end

of said first bag cup, said sleeve extension having an inter-

nal annular bekd forming a lower detent positioned within

the annular groove of said second bag cup,

f said second bag cup with said filter cartridge secured

thereto being pushed upwardly into the extension portion
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of said sleeve to cause said lower detent to be received
within the annular groove of said second bag cup;

g. a first clamp embracing said sleeve at the level of said
upper detent; and

h. a second clamp embracing said sleeve extension at the
level of said lower detent.

stream of air at second position of said tower displaced from
said first position, conducting the spray in counterflow rela-
tionship to said air to cool said spray and to produce prills, and
removing said prills from said tower, the said method being
characterized by that the spray is maintained in an atmosphere
of gaseous ammonia as it enters the tower to suppress the
emission of fumes from the tower.

4,424,071

MOLTEN MASS TEMPERATURE CONDITIONER
WUliam R. Steitz, Toledo, aad Richard C. Carle, Grand Rapids,

both of Ohio, assignors to Toledo Engineering Co., Inc., To-
ledo, Ohio

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,426
Int. aj C03B 5/24. 7/06

U.S. a. 65-337 6 aaims

^m

4,424,073

HERBIODAL SULFONAMIDES
George Levitt, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. Du Pont de
Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Dirision of Ser. No. 130^43, Mar. 14, 1980, Pat. No. 4,342,587,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 59,152, Jul. 20, 1979,
abandoned. This application Apr. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 370,926

Int. a.3 AOIN 43/54; C07D 239/42
U.S. a. 71-92 38 ci^^

1. A compound selected from:

O N

A-S02NH-C-NH-/ r^\—Y
N

wherein

A is

1. In a glass forming plant having a furnace for supplying
molten and refined glass and a plurality of glass forming ma-
chines, each machine having its own forehearth, the improve-
ment comprising a molten glass temperature conditioner be-
tween said furnace and said forehearths, said conditioner com-
prising:

(a) a primary temperature controlling chamber,
(b) a plurality of secondary temperature controlling cham-

bers branching from said primary chamber and connected
to each forehearth,

(c) heating means above and below the surface of the molten
glass in each chamber,

(d) temperature sensing means above and below the surface
of the molten glass in each chamber, and

(e) means to control the relative heat input of said heating
means by said sensing means to maintain the temperature
required for the inlets to each associated forehearth.

R is CO2R2,

O
N

I

4,424,072

PRILLING
Bernard J. Umer, 727 Orchard Hill Dr., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15238

Filed Jul. 1, 1982, Ser. No, 394,297
Int. a.3 C05C 1/02. 9/00

VJS. a. 71-28
7 a^„.

« 919jf® 9jg9

s

-C-NRfl2Rj2^ _C-SRc2,

S02NR3R4, CI, CF3. NO2 or S(0)„R3 where n is 0, 1 or 2;
R' is H, CI, F, Br, NO2, CH3, OCH3 or CF3;
R2 is C1-C6 alkyl, C3-C4 alkenyl, C2-C3 haloalkyl, C5-C6

cycloalkyl, C4-C7 cycloalkylalkyl, CH2OCH2CH2OCH3,
CH2-CH(CH3)0R5 or (CH2)mOR5 where m is 1, 2 or 3;

Rfl2 IS H, C1-C4 alkyl, C3-C4 alkenyl or OCH3;
Rb^ is H, C1-C4 alkyl, C3-C4 alkenyl or R^i and Rt^ can be

taken together to form —CH2— 5, —CH2—4 or —CH2C-
H2—O—CH2CH2—

;

Rc2 is C1-C4 alkyl or C3-C4 alkenyl;

R3isCi-C4alkylorOCH3;
R^ is C1-C4 alkyl; —
R5 is C1-C3 alkyl;

X and Z are independently H, CH3, Br, CI, OCH3, CH2CH3,
CH2OCH3 or OCH2CH3; and

Y is F, CI, Br, I, CH3, CH2CH3. CH2CH2CH3, (CH2)3CH3,
CH2-CH=CH2, OCH3. OCH2CH3, CN. CH2CH2CI,
CH2CH2CH2CI, CH2CH2OCH3, OCH2OCH3, CH2OCH3,
OCH2CH2OCH3, CH2CO2R6, CH2CH2CO2R6, CO2R6,

1. The method of operating a prilling tower producing prills
of one of the class of materials consisting of ammonium nitrate
and urea, the said method including injecting a spray of a melt
of said material at a first position of said tower, introducing a

O
It H

or NO;
R6 is CH3 or CH2CH3;
and their agriculturally suitable salts; provided that:
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(1) when R<,2 is OCH3, then Rft2 is CH3;
(2) when R^ is OCH3, then R* is CH3; and

(3) when R is CI, then Y is F.

29. A method for the control of undesirable vegetation

comprising applying to the locus of such undesirable vegeta-

tion a herbicidally effective amount of a compound of claim 1.

4,424,074

ADDITIVES FOR CEMENTITIOUS COMPOSITIONS
Jose L. Villa, Bridgewater; Joseph V. Sinka, Mendbam; Al-

phonso W. Marcellis, Boonton, and Joseph P. Fleming, East

Brunswick, all of N.J., assignors to Diamond Shamrock Cor-
poration, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Aug. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 411,033

Int. a.J C04B 7/35

U.S. a. 166—90 13 aaims
1. A superplasticizer for cementitious materials comprising a

mixture of from about 65 to about 75 parts by weight of a salt

of a condensation product of naphthalenesulfonic acid and
formaldehyde and from about 25 to about 35 parts by weight of

a zinc salt.

4,424,075

IMPREGNATING COMPOSmONS FOR CELLULOSE
CONTAINING MATERIALS

Werner Schmidt, Augustin, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Dynamit Nobel AG, Troisdorf, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Feb. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 351,423

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 24,

1981, 3106748

Int. a.3 O09K 3/00; C08G 2/00
U.S. a. 106—287.12 9 Qaims

1. Composition for impregnating cellulose-containing mate-

rials, which composition comprises an aqueous or aqueous
alcohol solution of a mixture of an alkali aluminate and at least

one alkyl silanol wherein the alkyl is selected from ethyl,

propyl and n-butyl.

4,424,076

STABILIZING CLAY WITH HYDROXY-ALUMINUM
AND BASE

Marion G. Reed, Hacienda Heights, Calif., assignor to Chevron
Research Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Nov. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 438,545

Int. a.3 C04B 33/13; C09K 3/00. 17/00
U.S. a. 106—287.17 1 Claim

° ELLIN6SRU0
a HMirOSS
• EMMCRSTAD
• ST LCON
« TORKKULL*
OMHMEN

n to >o 40 SO M ro

•OOCD ON tl. (I/no, POMW*T(*l

1. A method of stabilizing quick clay containing less natural

base than required for effective reaction with hydroxy-

aluminum to stabilize the clay soil comprising determining an

effective amount of hydroxy-aluminum to stabilize said clay

soil, determining the natural base content of the quick clay,

determining the minimum amount of base needed for effective

reaction with said effective amount of hydroxy-aluminum,

forming a mixture of hydroxy-aluminum and at least said mini-

mum amount of base minus said natural base, and mixing said

mixture with said quick clay to gel water contained in said

quick clay to stabilize said clay.

4,424,077

PROTECTIVE nLM FOR METALLIC ARTICLES
Miroslav Novak, Prague, Czechoslovakia, assignor to Statni

vyzkumny ustav materialu, Prague, Czecboalovakia

Filed Aug. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 410,071
Oaims priority, application Czechoslovakia, Aug. 20, 1981,

6226-81

Int. a.^ C09D 5/38
U.S. a. 106—290 3 Claims

1. A protective film for metallic articles, used as a protective

coating against penetration of nitrogen, carbon and boron at a

chemical-heat treatment by means of glow discharge plasma at

a temperature ranging from 450* to 950* C, consisting of a

colloidally dispersed mixture of tin and lead absorbed pn tita-

nium dioxide containing 35 to 60% by weight of colloidally

dispersed tin, 5 to 10% by weight of colloidally dispersed lead,

10 to 23% by weight of tiUnium dioxide, 5 to 10% by weight
of a binding agent, and the remainder is an organic solvent.

4,424,078

METHOD FOR IMPROVING THE CARBONATION
PROCEDURE IN A SUGAR PLANT

Huberi Schiweck, Worms, and Giinter Witte, Obrigheim, both of
Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Sucdeutscbe Zucker-
Aktiengesellschafl, Mannheim, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 151,654, May 20, 1980, abandoned.
This application Aug. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 406,092

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 22,

1979, 2925283

Int. a.' CUD 3/06
U.S. a. 127—50 2 Qaims

1. In a two-stage process for carbonating lime-treated juice

in a sugar plant, said process comprising a first carbonation

stage and a second carbonation stage, the improvement com-
prising: (a) recycling exhaust gas from the second carbonation

stage to the first carbonation stage such that the amount of

carbonation gas required in the two carbonation stages is re-

duced by 8 to 16 percent; and (b) cooling the exhaust gas from
the first carbonation stage and/or the exhaust gas from the

second carbonation stage while recovering the heat content

thereof

4,424,079

RUST REMOVAL PROCESS
Eugene S. Barabas, Watchung, N.J., assignor to GAF Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 364,000

Int. aj B08B 7/00

U.S. a. 134—4 6 Qaims
1. Process for removing rust from a rusty metal surface

which comprises:

(a) applying to said rusty surface a layer of rust removal

coating composition consisting essentially of an aqueous
solution of a copolymer of N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone and
maleic acid; and

(b) allowing said layer of coating composition to dry

whereby rust becomes incorporated into said layer and
the lay^r containing the rust deuches itself from the sur-

face.

4,424,080

PROCESS FOR HYDROLYSIS REMOVAL OF
CONDENSATION POLYMER FROM VARIOUS

OBJECTS
Frank cSHys, Peabody, Mass., assignor to Beringer Co., Inc.,

Marblebead, Mass.

Filed Apr. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 367,904

Int. Q.3 B08B 3/00

U.S. Q. 134—5 6 Qaiflu
1. A process for removing from an object a coating of con-

densation polymer of the type that is decomposable by hydro-

lysis, including the steps of
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placing the object within a vessel forming a confined space,

purging said space of air by producing a flow of steam into

and through the vessel,

and producing an hydrolysis reaction in the polymer by
causing superheated water vapor to flow into and through

>'-"

the vessel and in flowing contact with the surface of said

coating, said vapor being at a temperature sufficient to

melt said coating at said surfaces and to produce a gravity-

induced drippage of molten polymer from the object,

thereby causing fresh surfaces of the coating to be sub-

jected to the hydrolysis reaction.

4,424,081

RECONDITIONING SOILS CONTAMINATED BY
CRUDE OILS OR OTHER REHNED PETROLEUM

PRODUCTS
Marcel L. Gigiiere, 8255 rue Renard, Brossard, Quebec, Canada
J4X 1R6

- Diviiion of Ser. No. 155,190, Jan. 2, 1980, Pat. No. 4,336,136.

This appUcation Jan. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 341,824

Int. a? B08B 3/04
U.S. a. 134—10 7 Qaims

1. A method of reconditioning soils contaminated with

crude oils or other reflned petroleum products to separate

constituent parts of said soils, said method comprising the steps

of.

(i) mixing and heating said soils with a liquid to provide a

heated blended slurry at an input stage,

(ii) conveying said blended slurry to a sparger kiln of a

further stage for further agitating and heating said blended

slurry to provide a fine particle slurry,

(iii) further conveying said fine particle slurry to another

stage for washing said fine particle slurry to effect a first

separation of oil particles from said slurry,

(iv) further conveying said slurry to a further stage for

further washing said slurry in flotation cell units to effect

a second separation of oil particles from said fine particle

slurry,

(v) collecting said liquid mixture with said oil particles,

(vi) further conveying said mixture to a still further stage for

subjecting said collected liquid mixture to an aeration

clarifier action for separating said oil particles from said

mixture,

(vii) collecting said oil particles recovered in steps (iii) and
(vi), and

(viii) collecting said mixture which has been substantially

decontaminated from said oil and other contaminated

materials for safe disposal thereof.

J

4,424,082

METHOD FOR CLEANING PARTS IN A TOTE BOX
Henry A. Rowan, Watchong, NJ., aadgnor to Economics taho-

ratory. Inc., St Panl, Minn.
FUed Nov. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 321,278

InL a.3 BOSB 3/04
U.S. a. 134—25.4 4 Oaims

A

1. A method of cleaning contents of an open top tote box
consisting essentially of:

(a) transporting the tote box taa first cleaning station;

(b) flooding the tote box while the tote box is horizontal with
a cleaning solution at a first position at the first cleaning
station, the cleaning solution having a volume at least

twice that of the tote box, whereby the cleaning solution

will flow over the open top of the tote box;

(c) indexing the tote box to a second position at the first

cleaning station and flooding the tote box while the tote

box is horizontal with a cleaning solution, the cleaning

solution having a volume at least twice that of the tote

box, whereby the cleaning solution will flow over the

open top of the tote box;

(d) indexing the tote box to a third position at the first clean-

ing station and covering the open top of the tote box with
a cover having apertures smaller than the contents of the

tote box;

(e) rotating the tote box less than 180' to empty any solution

in the tote box through the cover, the contents of the tote

box being retained in the tote box by said cover; and

(0 removing the cover and transporting the tote box from
the first cleaning station;

4,424,083

CARBURIZATION RESISTANCE OF AUSTENITIC
STAINLESS STEEL TUBES

Richard S. Polizzotti, Milford, and Richard C. Kmtenat, New
Providence, Iwth of NJ., assignors to Exxon Research and
Engineering Co., Florham Park, NJ.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 208,986, Nov. 21, 1980, Pat.

No. 4,379,745. This appUcation Dec. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 453,451

Int a.J C22F ////

U.S. a. 148—12 E 18 Claims

1. A method for enhancing the protection of a cast austenitic

stainless steel tube against carburization, the method which
comprises:

(a) shot-peening the inner surface of said tube to deform the

surface of said tube to such a degree that upon the subse-

quent heat treatment of step (b) below, dissolution of the

M23C6 carbides in the deformed region is accompanied by
recrystallization resulting in a refined micrograin struc-

ture, in the deformed surface region, to a uniform mini-

mum depth of at least about 20 microns, and
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(b) heating the shot-peened inner surface of the tube, for an
effective amount of time, at a temperature between its

recrystallization temperature and its melting temperature,
in an atmosphere which is at least oxidizing with respect
to chromium,

wherein the cast austenitic stainless steel tube comprises
about; 17 to 40 wt.% chromium, 15 to 50 wt.% nickel, and
0.6 to 4 wt.% silicon, based on the total weight of the
alloy.

4424 084

ALUMINUM ALLOY
Matthew F. Chisholm, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Reynolds

Metals Company, Richmond, Va.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 180,365, Aug. 22, 1980,
abandoned. This appUcation Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 297,873

Int a? C22C 21/14
U.S. a. 148—417 6 Claims

1. An aluminum base alloy consisting essentially of about
0.9-1.4% Cu, 0.5-1.3% Si, 0.4-1.0% Mg, 0.1-0.4% Mn, up to

about 0.6% Fe, 0.2% Cr, 0.5% Zn, 0.15% Ti and up to 0.15%
other elements which each individually do not exceed 0.05%
in concentration, balance aluminum; said alloy having been
aged to the —T6 temper in an aging cycle which comprises
exposure to a temperature of between about 350* P. and about
450* F. for a period of between about 10 and about 40 minutes,

to thereby produce an alloy characterized by excellent form-
ability, resistance to corrosion and yield strength above 45 ksi.

4,424,085

COMPOSITE SOLID PROPELLANT CONTAINING
FEOOH AS BURNING RATE MODIHER

Daizo Fukuma, Sakado, and Hisao Okamoto, Sayama, both of
Japan, assignors to Nissan Motor Co., Ltd., Yokohama, Japan

FUed Sep. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 300,649
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct. 20, 1980, 55-146612

Int a.3 C06B 45/10
\3S. a. 149—19.1 13 Claims

1. A composite solid propellant comprising ammonium
perchlorate as oxidizer, an organic fuel binder and FeOOH as

a burning rate modifier.

4424086
PYROTECHNIC COMPOSITIONS FOR SEVERING

CONDUITS
Glenn B. Christopher, Fort Worth, Tex., assignor to Jet Re-

search Center, Inc., Arlington, Tex.

Division of Ser. No. 193,856, Oct. 3, 1980, Pat No. 4,352,397.

This appUcation Jul. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 395,215

Int a? C06B 45/10
UJS. a. 149—19J 11 Claims

/a003
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1. A gas-forming pyrotechnic fuel composition load for use
in apparatus for severing conduits in high pressure environ-

ments comprising a plurality of stacked fuel pellets of a mixture

of (a) a metal selected from the group consisting of aluminum,
magnesium, niobium, titanium and mixtures thereof, (b) a metal

oxide selected from the group consisting of ferric oxide, fer-

rous oxide, ferrosoferric oxide, cupric oxide, chromium triox-

ide and mixtures thereof, and (c) a gas-forming component

which vaporizes to form a gas when heated to the temperature

at which said metal and said metal oxide react when ignited

wherein alternate fuel pellets of said load have alternate

amounts of said gas-forming component.

4,424,087

METHOD FOR DESENSITIZING PARTICLE FORMED
SOLID EXPLOSIVE SUBSTANCES

Boris Holm, Karlskoga, Sweden, assignor to Aktiebolaget Bo-
fors, Bofors, Sweden

Filed Jun. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 393,159
Qaims priority, appUcation Sweden, Jul. 1, 1981, 8104103

Int. a.5 C06B 45/02
U.S. a. 149—21 20 Claims

1. A method for temporarily rendering an explosive sub-

stance non-explosive, which comprises adding to a solid parti-

cle formed explosive substance more than 50% by weight of a

particle formed, chloride ion-containing salt having substan-

tially the same mean particle size as said explosive substance
and being easily washed out of the composition with water.

4,424068
PROCESS FOR CAUSING AT LEAST TWO BODIES TO
ADHERE TO EACH OTHER, IN PARTICULAR IN

ORDER TO MANUFACTURE, REPAIR OR RETREAD A
TIRE

Pierre Durif, Germont-Ferrand, France, assignor to Compagnie
Gcnerale des Etablissements Michelin, aermont-Ferrand,
France

Filed Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 327,937

Qaims priority, appUcation France, Dec. 16, 1980, 80 ^741
Int Q.3 B60C 21/00; B29H 5/16

U.S. Q. 156—87 21 Claims

lOOO-

1. A process for causing at least two bodies, at least one of

which is deformable, to adhere to each other, characterized by
the following steps:

(a) arranging a face of one of the bodies against a face of the

other body in such a manner that there are imperfect

contacts between the faces;

(b) applying a joint-forming silicone elastomer in liquid or

paste form astride the two bodies over at least part of the

outside of the resultant interface to form a lateral joint,

each of the bodies consisting at least in part of a rubber

which is incompatible with said silicone elastomer;

(c) at least partially vulcanizing the silicone elastomer, the

lateral joint becoming an air-permeable solid as the result

of said at least partial vulcanization;

(d) arranging the assembly thus obtained within an enclosure

which is heated and pressurized by a fluid, the assembly

being in contact with the fluid, so that, due to the imper-

fect contacts between the faces, air which may still be

present between the faces of the bodies can escape out of

the assembly through the lateral joint, towards the fluid;

and

(e) vulcanizing in the enclosure at least one rubber of at least

one of the bodies for bonding the bodies.
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4,424,089

PHOTOPRINTING PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR
EXPOSING PASTE-CONSISTENCY PHOTOPOLYMERS
Donald F. SnlliTin, 115 Cunbridge Road, King of Prussia, Pa.

19406

Division of Ser. No. 147,726, May 8, 1980. This appUcation Oct.
21, 1981, Ser. No. 313,609

Int. a.' B32B 31/06. 31/12; G03G 5/05
MS. a. 156—155 11 Qaims

process for contacting two air-impermeable sheets, one
having a photo image thereon, in a sandwich with a photopoly-
mer layer therebetween comprising the steps of,

coating one said sheet with said photopolymer,
placing one said sheet on a smooth surface,

disposing the second sheet adjacent to and spaced slightly

from the first sheet with the coating therebetween,
scanning a resilient member along the second sheet to force

the sheets into contact to remove air and smooth the
coating into a coating of uniform thickness,

scanning a light source to follow said resilient member and
thereby expose and harden the photopolymer in a pattern
produced by said photo image, and

disposing a Hquid coolant on the upper surface of the second
sheet during scanning in a position between the blade and
the light source.

4 424 090
INSULATING MATERIAL AND METHOD OF MAKING

MATERIAL
James C. Kyle, 24372 Via San Qemente, Mission Viejo, Calif.
92692

Division of Ser. No. 214,256, Dec. 8, 1980, Pat. No. 4,371,588.
This appUcation Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,109

Int. C\? C03C 27/02, 3/52
MS. a. 156-89 7 Qaims

^J2

-continued

Oxide Range of PercenUges by Weight

Silicon dioxide

Soda ash (sodium carbonate)

Titanium dioxide

Zirconium oxide

Boric acid

23-32

0.4-0.6

3.2-3.9

3.0-3.7

2.2-2.6

heating the mixture to a suitable temperature to approxi-
mately 1700° F. for a particular period of time,

quenching the heated mixture in water, and
forming the quenched mixture into beads.

4 424 091
TRANSFER SHEET WITH RESIST PORTIONS

Shogo Mizuno, Toride; Takao Suzuki, Kawagoe; Sadanobu Ka-
wasaki, and Hideichiro Takeda, both of Tokyo, all of Japan,
assignors to Dai Nippon Insatsu Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo,
Japan

Division of Ser. No. 117,798, Feb. 1, 1980, Pat. No. 4,271,224,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 864,486, Dec. 27, 1977,
abandoned. This application Jan. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 229,108
Oaiins priority, application Japan, Dec. 29, 1976, 51-158772

Int. a.3 B44C 3/02; B32B 5/16
U.S. a. 156-234 20aainis

5ZZ^ ^>^>>^^

1. A dry transfer printing process which comprises:
preparing a transfer sheet of laminated coiistruction com-

prising a substrate sheet, a coloring layer of a desired
pattern disposed on one side of the substrate sheet and
containing a heat transferable dye as a coloring agent, said
dye being selected from the group consisting of disparse
dyes, basic dyes, acidic dyes, and oil soluble dyes, and a
resist layer of a desired pattern disposed on said one side of
the substrate sheet, either above or below the coloring
layer, and containing a metal compound for resist printing
by chemical action and a binder, wherein the metal com-
pound for resist printing is a compound consisting of one
metal selected from chromium, iron, copper, nickel, and
cobalt combined with one radical selected from the radi-

cals of hydrochloric acid, nitric acid, acetic acid, formic
acid, and oxalic acid, the metal compound for resist print-

ing being capable of causing the coloring agent to lose its

heat transferability;

superposing the transfer sheet on an article to be transfer-

printed in a manner such that the side of the transfer sheet
provided with the coloring layer and the rfesist layer
contacts the article thereby to form a superposed struc-

ture; and

heating the superposed structure so as to selectively heat
transfer the coloring agent having heat transferability in

parts of the coloring layer which are not laminated with
the resist layer to the article to be transfer-printed.

1. A method of forming an electrical material, including the
following steps:

mixing the following oxides

Oxide

Lead oxide (red lead)

Range of Percenteges by Weight

57-68

4,424,092

FEED AND DISCHARGE APPARATUS FOR A
LAMINATE PRESS

Dieter Salenz, Schwaigem, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to
Maschinenfabrik J. DiefTenbacher GmbH A Co., Eppingen,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 420,334
Int C\? B32B 31/00; B44C 7/00

U.S. a. 156—391 8 Claims
1. Apparatus for feeding and discharging a laminate pack
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into a press having upper and lower press cauls for producing
a finished board comprising

(a) at least two lifters for lifting the finished board from the
lower press caul after a pressing operation,

(b) at least two holders for holding said finished board after

lifting by said lifters,

(c) at least two conveyor belts for conveying said laminate
pack into said press between said upper and lower press

cauls,

(d) at least two feeder and discharge arms, one arm posi-

tioned for movement into and out of said press from each
longitudinal side thereof, and in a direction transverse to

said longitudinal side, and each arm supporting at least

one lifter, holder and conveyor belt such that said lifter,

holder and conveyor belt move together, as a unit, into

and out of the press from each longitudinal side thereof,

(e) each of said arms positioned within the area between said

upper and lower press cauls of said press adjacent the

longitudinal edge of said press for positioning said lifters

iC^

and holders for contact with said finished board adjacent

opposite longitudinal edges of said finished board and for

conveying said laminate pack into said press by contact of
said conveyor belts adjacent opposite longitudinal edges
of said laminate pack,

(0 said arms positioned outside of the area between said

upper and lower press cauls for releasing said laminate

pack between said upper and lower press cauls,

(g) means for moving said arms into and out of the area

between said upper and lower press cauls of said press,

and

(h) means for discharging said finished board from said press

while said finished board is held by said holders, wherein
said holders are positioned above said finished board and
comprise a suction box having a sealing lip and spacer
rollers for contacting said finished board and enabling

longitudinal movement of said finished board while sup-

ported by said holders, said longitudinal movement pro-

duced by contact of said discharging means with said

finished board.

4,424,093

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCnON OF ALBUM LEAVES
Bemhard A. Schubert, Neu-Bomsen, Fed. Rep. of Germany,

assignor to Leuchtturm Albenverlag Paul Koch KG, Gees-

thacht. Fed. Rep. of Germany
Division of Ser. No. 295,823, Aug. 24, 1981. This application

Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 423,792

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 25,

1980, 3032016

Int. a.3 B32B 31/12. 31/18. 31/20
VS. a. 156—497 8 Qaims

1. Apparatus for the automatic production of album leaves

having slip-in pockets of double-layered thin plastic film glued

thereon including in operative combination:

(a) means for supplying a pair of webrolls of thin plastic film;

(b) means for advancing two webs of said thin plastic film

into contact in a longitudinal web-bonding station, said

bonding station including:

(i) means for application of adhesive, or of a fluid adhe-

sively softening the sheet web, in a plurality of linear

stripes spaced transversely apart onto the side of one
sheet web of plastic film which faces the second sheet

web of plastic film; and

(ii) means comprising contact pressure devices for press-

ing together the stripes of adhesive or fluidmoistened

sheet webs of plastic film to bond the film along longitu-

dinal zones to form a double-sheet web of plastic film;

(c) means for applying adhesive to preselected areas on each
album leaf to which said pocket blanks are to be glued
disposed in a gluing station;

(d) means comprising an adjustable stamping sub-assembly
disposed in a stamping station for forming pocket blanks
of slip-in pockets spaced longitudinally and transversely

apart, each having at least one linearly joined edge from
the double-sheet web of plastic film, said stamping station

including:

(i) means for creating a partial vacuum by suction dis-

posed in said stamping station for the intermediate

retention of stamped-out, slip-in pockets in their corre-

sponding longitudinally and transversely spaced apart

position relative to one another as produced in thfc

stamping, which positions are aligned with and corre-

spond to the redetermined arrangement in which said

pockets are to be glued to said album; and
(ii) means for the termination of the partial vacuum when

said slip-in pockets are glued onto said album
(e) means for the intermittent, stepwise, synchronous draw-

ing-off of the waste web of said double-sheet web of plas-

tic film, which waste containing longitudinally and trans-

versely spaced stamping holes remains in the sumping
station after stamping-out of said pockets and during

gluing of the pockets onto the album leaf; and

(0 means comprising a lifting device disposed m said stamp-

ing station for the aligned pressing of said album leaf

provided with said preselected zones of adhesive into

contact with said corresponding slip-in pockets retained

by said partial vacuum.

4,424,094

FABRIC SHEARING AND HEATING TOOL
Michael Laude, Danbury; Michael Marra, Huntington, botb of

Conn.; Corbett W. Stone, South Salem, N.Y., and Artin G.
Vartoukian, Roselle Park, N.J., assignors to The Singer Com-
pany, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Apr. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 372,496

Int. a.3 B32B 31/18
U.S. a. 156—513 11 Claims

1. In a fabric repairing tool, a body member, a cutter slidable

in said member, a foldable clamp with a through OMjung
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which extends to opposite sides of a fold line, and wherein a
fabric portion can be located and then folded with the clamp,
and a slot in the body member for receiving the then folded

clamp in a position wherein the said fabric portion is in the path
of movement of the cutter.

4,424,095

RADUTION STRESS RELIEVING OF POLYMER
ARTICLES

David C. Friach, Baldwin, and WiUielm Weber, HicluriUe, both
of N.Y^ aadgnore to KoUmorgen Technologies Corporation,
Ddlas,Tex.

Continuation-in-|Mrt of Ser. No. 223,944, Jan. 12, 1981, Pat. No.
4,339,303. This appUcation May 21, 1982, Ser. No. 380,999
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jul. 13,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.J B44C 1/22; C03C 15/00, 25/06; C23F 1/02
VJS. a. 156-629

I
34 Qaims

4,424,097
METAL STRIPPING PROCESS AND COMPOSITION

Erich Liplu^ Eching, and Eberhard Lendle, Oberasbcl^ both of
Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Elget Ing.-Biiro fiir Gra-
fische und Elektronische Technik, Oberasbach, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

FUed Aug. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 406,311
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 17,

1981, 3132427; Mar. 6, 1982, 3208124
Int a.3 C23F 1/02; B44C 1/22

U.S. a. 156-656 g Claims
1. A process for the rcmovaTof tin and tin alloys, which

comprises applying an aqueous solution containing 5 to 20%
v/v hydrochloric acid and 2.5 to 6.0 g/1 copper.

4,424,096

R-F ELECTRODE TYPE WORKHOLDER AND
METHODS OF SUPPORTING WORKPIECES DURING

R-F POWERED REACTIVE TREATMENT
Henry Y. Knniagai, Allentown, Pa., assignor to Western Electric

Co., Incn New Yorls, N.Y.

FUed Dec. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 452,680
Int. a.3 B44C 1/22; C03C 15/00. 25/06; C23C 15/00

US. a. 156-643 14 Qaims

13. A method of supporting workpieces during a plasma
reactive treatment, which comprises:

supporting such workpieces against mutually facing, spaced
surfaces of electrodes, each of such electrodes comprising
a conductive base structure, an intermediate layer of rela-

tively high resistance with respect to such conductive
base structure, and an outer conductive layer of relatively

low resistance with respect to such intermediate layer;

applying an R-F power signal between the base structures of
said electrodes; and .

radiating such R-F power signal from such outer, conduc-
tive layer between such spaced surfaces to genente a

plasma between such electrodes to treat said supported
articles.

4,424,098

FALLING niM EVAPORATOR
Martval J. Hartig, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. Du Pont

de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.
Division of Ser. No. 206,288, Nov. 12, 1980, Pat No. 4,341,601,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 123,023, Feb. 20,
1980, abandoned. This application Mar. 25, 1982, Ser. No.

361,853

Int. a.3 BOID 1/22
U.S. a. 159-1 W ( Claims

1. A method of stress relieving a polymer article which
method comprises exposing said article to electromagnetic

radiation selected from the group consisting of microwave,
infrared and ultraviolet at one or more ranges of frequencies

which are capable of being absorbed by said article and which
are effective for stress relieving essentially without causing
heat induced softening or flowing of said polymer, for a time
period sufficient to absorb enough energy to stress relieve

and/or stabilize said polymer against stress cracking therein.
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1. In a falling film evaporator comprising
(A) a plurality of substantially vertical and equidistant heat
exchange elements made of a film of a synthetic polymeric
material, each heat exchange element having two evaporat-
ing surfaces and two heating surfaces, the heating surfaces

being in communication with a heating steam inlet;

(B) a feeding means for delivering aqueous solution to be
evaporated to the evaporating surfaces of the heat exchange
elements;

(C) a liquid concentrate collection means for receiving and
removing liquid flowing down from the bottom of the evap-
orating surfaces of the heat exchange elements;

(D) a steam compressing means communicating with water
vapor formed on the evaporating surfaces of the heat ex-

change elements and with the heating steam inlet; and
(E) a means for collecting fresh water formed by the condensa-

tion of heating steam in conUct with the h«iting surfaces of
the heat exchange elements;

the improvement of

providing liquid spreading means being made of fibers or
particles which are wettable or made wettable by water, said

liquid spreading means having a horizontal spreading means
component and a free area of at least 20%, and the spacing
and dimensioning of the individual fibers or particles being
such that, when said evaporator is in use, the descending
aqueous solution forms droplets which completely fill the
voids, such that each liquid spreading means coacts with its

closest outer heat exchange suface and with the flowing
aqueous solution to form a stable, thin film over said outer
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heat exchange surface, thereby permitting even evaporation
of water from each said surface without formation of either

dry spots or rivulets even at a feed rate of the aqueous solu-

tion to be evaporated of less than 300 kg per linear horizontal

meter of each outer heat exchange surface per hour, said

feed rate always being higher than the evaporation rate of
said solution, and said feeding means being sized sufficient to

provide said feed rate.

4,424,099

PROCESS FOR CONTROL OF COKE OVEN EMISSIONS
Michael J. Kozy, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Koppers Company,

Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 340,234, Jan. 18, 1982, Pat. No. 4,360,404.

This application Aug. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 412,257
Int a.3 ClOB 33/00. 41/02. 57/00

U.S. a. 201-41 2 aaims

1. A method of capturing and controllably removing partic-

ulate and gaseous emissions that evolve from hot coke as it is

/pushed from a coke oven in the operation of a coke battery,

which comprises,

initially confining said emissions to a first longitudinally

extending containment zone having an inclined roof en-

closure means projecting angularly upwardly and out-

wardly from a coke-side face of said battery to be termi-

nally superimposed in spaced relation over an essentially

vertical partition wall to form a peak in said first contain-

ment zone, while directing said emissions under the influ-

ence of its gaseous thermal drive upwardly and laterally

outwardly away from the coke-side face of said battery,

transferring said emissions, at the peak of said first contain-

ment zone, laterally, through a gas expansion throat, into

a second longitudinally extending containment zone that

is adjacent and parallel to said first containment zone and
which has an outer enclosure means including a longitudi-

nally extending side wall portion extending downwardly
and a longitudinally extended inclined wall projecting

angularly downwardly and inwardly from said side wall

to a position adjacent and spaced below the essentially

vertical partition wall,

contemporaneously removing a portion of said emissions

from the upper reaches of said second containment zone
through an exhaust conduit superimposed over said sec-

ond containment zone,

permitting the remainder of said gaseous emissions in said

second containment zone to expand longitudinally and
transversely within said second zone, and

removing said remainder of said gaseous emissions from said

second containment zone through said exhaust conduit.

4,424,100

METHOD FOR PRODUCING ARTICLES BY
DEFORMATION SUBSTRATES HAVING A RADIATION

CURED SUBSTRATE
William H. McCarty, WUtchoosc Statioa; John P. G«ariM>,

LawreBccvUlc, and Frank A. Nagy, Edlsoa, all of NJ., aaalff-
ors to MobU OU Corporatioa, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 36,191, May 4, 1979, abudooed. This
application Oct 24, 1980, Ser. No. 200,117

Int a.5 C08F 8/00; B05D 3/06
US. a. 204-159.15 14 Claims

1. A method for preparing a radiation cured coating on a
metal substrate which is subsequently fabricated with deforma-
tion, which comprises:

(a) applying to a deformable metal substrate a coating com-
position comprising a blend of monounsaturated and poly-

unsaturated molecules, and an internal lubricant such that

the molar ratio of reactive unsaturated bonds present in

said polyunsaturated molecules to reactive unsaturated
bonds present in said monounsaturated molecules is below
about 0.5; and said internal lubricant is present in an
amount sufTicient to allow release of the coated metal
substrate upon fabrication with deformation;

(b) exposing said blend of polymerization-inducing radia-

tion, in the presence of a substantially oxygen-free atmo-
sphere, for a sufficient time to effect a cure of at least 85%
by weight of the monomeric unsaturated molecules in the
coating having a glass transition temperature in iu cured
state of between about - 10* C. and -t-

100* C; and
(c) subjecting the coated metal substrate to fabrication by

deformation.

4,424,101

METHOD OF DEPOSTTING DOPED REFRACTORY
METAL SIUaDES USING DC MAGNETRON/RF DIODE

MODE CO-SPUTTERING TECHNIQUES
Ronald S. Nowicki, Sunnyvale, Calif., aaaignor to The Perkin-

Elmer Corp., Norwalk, Conn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 204,411, Nov. 6, 1980, abandoned. This

application Aug. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 407,227

Int. a.^ C23C 15/00
U.S. a. 204—192 C 15 Claims

i?^ ^:. =^
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1. A method of sputtering material from a pair of target

electrodes onto substrate means, comprising the steps of:

disposing a pair of target electrodes each having a sputtering

surface within a low pressure working gas environment,

one of which has a sputtering surface comprising a mate-

rial doped with a selected dopant;

applying a DC voluge in the presence of a magnetic field to

at least one of said target electrodes; and

supporting within said gaseous environment said substrate

means intended to be sputter coated to thereby coat said

substrate means with material from said target electrodes.
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4,424,102

REACTOR FOR REACTIVE ION ETCHING AND
ETCHING METHOD

Christiiw Brandeis, Sindelfingen; Jorgen Kempf, Schonaich;
G«org Krans, Wildeberg, and Uliich Kimzel, Kusterdingen, all

of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to International Business
Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 479,405
Claims priority, application European Pat. Off., Mar. 31,

1982, 82102719.0

Int. a.3 C23C 15/00
VS. a. 204—192 E 10 Qaims

1. A plasma apparatus suitable for a plurality of spaced
reactive ion etching substrates comprising:

a vacuum chamber,
means for creating a plasma of ions reactive with said sub-

strates and applying a potential between said plasma and
said substrates, and a localized means to generate mag-
netic fields at and across each of said substrates in spaced
relationship to other substrates.

4,424,103

THIN nLM DEPOSITION
Barrett E. Cole, Bloomington, Minn., assignor to Honeywell

Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Apr. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 481,553

Int. a.3 C23C 15/00
U.S. a. 204—192 R 8 Qaims

1. A method of thin film deposition, comprising:
bombarding a target obliquely in a vacuum chamber with a

linear ion gun, the linear ion gun genfrating an ion beam
which impacts the target over an area having a width
substantially greater than a height, target material in the
impacted area being sputtered; and

depositing the sputtered target material onto a surface by
translating the surface at a controlled rate through the
sputtered material.

4 424 104
SINGLE AXIS COMBINED ION AND VAPOR SOURCE
James M. E. Harper, Yorktown Heights, and Alan W. Klein-

sasser, Putiiam Valley, boUi of N.Y., assignors to Interna-
tional Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

^iled May 12, 1983, Ser. No. 493,871
Int. a.3 C23C 15/00

U.S. a. 204-192 N 9 Qaims
1. Apparatus for generating both vapor fiux and ion flux

—

characterized by

—

(a) fiux generating means, for simultaneously generating an
ion fiux and a vapor fiux from a common source; and

(b) control means, for varying the amount of said vapor fiux
for a given ion fiux.

4,424,105
GAS GENERATOR WITH REGULATED CURRENT

SOURCE
Robert M. Hanson, Phoenix, Ariz., assignor to Henes Products

Corp., Phoenix, Ariz.

FUed Aug. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 405,586
Int. a.3 C25B 1/06, 15/02, 15/08, 9/04

UA a. 204-228 n Qaims
1. A multi-cell gas generator assembly comprising in combi-

nation:
I

a housing defining a cavity,

a plurality of chambers within the cavity of said housing,
each chamber defining a gas generating cell,

adjacent chambers being separated by electrode plates,
each chamber having inlet and outlet ports,
a gas and electrolyte separating tank means for receiving an

electrolyte and comprising inlet and first and second out-
let port means,

said first outlet port means of said tank means being con-
nected to said inlet ports of said chamber and said outlet

ports of said chambers being connected to said first inlet

port means of said tank means,

said second outlet port means of said tank means being
positioned above the surface of electrolyte placed in said

tank means for discharging gas generated from said tank
means, and

T T
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means for connecting a variable voltage power source to
electrical terminals across said chambers to achieve the
desired rate of gas generation in said chambers,

said means comprising a current regulator incorporating a
series transistor operated in a variable-resistance, current-
limiting mode.

4,424,106

ELECTROLYTIC HLTER PRESS CELL FOR
PRODUONG A MIXTURE OF HYDROGEN AND

OXYGEN
Alexei A. Rossoshinsky; Valentin I. Balakin; Alexandr K.

Babak; Vladimir K. Lebedev, aU of Kie?; Lev G. Mironoy,
Moscow; Gennady I. Chelnokov, Moskovskaya oblast, Mytis-
chi, and Gennady V. Vinogradov, Moscow, all of U.S.S.R.,
assignors to Institut Elektrosvarki Imeni E.O. Patona,
U.S.S.R.

Filed Not. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,482
Int. a.3 C25B 1/08. 1/10, 11/02

U.S. a. 204—256 9 Qaims

6. In an electrolytic filter press cell for producing a mixture
of hydrogen and oxygen having a tank adapted to contain

electrolyte, made of electrical insulating material and including

end walls and side walls, a plurality of spaced bipolar elec-

trodes forming compartments therebetween and between the

walls of said tank, and fastener means for holding said elec-

trodes in position, V_^

the improvement which comprises the provision of a depres-

sion on the same side of each of said electrodes, with each
electrode having a trough-shaped configuration, in which
said side walls are formed as a plurality of frames with a

frame situated around the edges of the depression in each
of said bipolar electrodes, and in which each frame com-
prises a diaphragm having at least one vent extending
therethrough with a center line of said at least one vent
forming an angle of 30* to 60* with the plane of the dia-

phragm.
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4,424,107
ORGANIC SURFACTANT OXIDATION PROMOTERS

FOR HYDROCARBONS
Donald D. Carlos, Louisville, Ky., assignor to Ashland Oil, Inc.,

Ashland, Ky.

Filed Apr. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 255,943
Int. a.3 C07C 27/10; ClOG 3/00, 27/00, 27/06

U.S. a. 208-3 33 Claims
1. A process for oxidizing liquid hydrocarbons comprising

saturated hydrocarbons having an average number of carbon
atoms per molecule of 20 to 100, said process comprising
blowing an oxidizing gas through a liquid mass of said hydro-
carbons in the presence of an oxidation promoting amount of
an organic surfactant selected from at least one of an organic
sulfonate salt selected from the group consisting of alkali

metal, alkaline earth metal and ammonium sulfonates, an or-
ganic phosphate salt, an organic sulfate salt, a polyalkyleneox-
ide, or a nitrogen betaine salt of the formula

10,000 angstroms (A) and comprise from about 10 to about
25% of said pore volume, the surface area of said intermediate

pores being sufficiently large to convert said preasphaltenes

M

Ri O
I n

R:—N+—A—c—o-

R3

»i

wherein at least one of Ri, R2 and R3 is a hydrocarbon radical

containing about 10 to 30 carbon atoms, the remainder of Ri,
R2 and R3 are each methyl and A is a divalent linking group.

c* 0* o« 0/

4,424,108

PROCESS FOR HEATING COAL-OIL SLURRIES
Walter A. Braunlin, Spring, Tex.; Alan Gorski, Lovington, N.
Mex.; Leo J. Jaehnig, New Orleans, La.; Clifford J. Moskal,
Oklahoma Gty, Okla.; Joseph D. Naylor, Houston, Tex.;
Krishnia Parimi, Allison Park, Pa., and John V. Ward, Ar-
vada, Colo., assignors to The Pittsburg A Midway Coal Min-
ing Co., Englewood, Colo.

Filed Jan. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 337,301

Int. C\? ClOG 1/00
U.S. a. 208—8 LE 41 Qaims

1. A process for heating a coal-oil slurry in a heating zone
comprising controllably heating in a flowing stream a coal-oil

slurry and a gas containing at least about 70 mol per cent
hydrogen while controlling the volume ratio of slurry to gas so
as to maintain homogeneous flow in the portion of the heating
zone where the bulk temperature of the coal-oil slurry is raised

from about 500* F. (260* C.) to about 600* P. (332* C).

4,424,109

CATALYST FOR COAL LIQUEFACTION PROCESS
Derk T. A. Huibers, Pennington, and Chia-Chen C. Kang,

Princeton, both of NJ., assignors to Hydrocarbon Research,
Inc., Lawrenceville, N.J.

FUed Apr. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 251,828

Int. a.3 ClOG 1/06
U.S. a. 268—10 37 Claimi

1. In a coal liquefaction process where coal is converted to

liquid fuels in an ebuUated-catalyst-bed reactor, wherein coal is

dissolved in the presence of hydrogen at a sufficiently high
temperature and converted to distillate liquid fuels, gas and
residual oil, which comprises preasphaltenes and asphaltenes,

the improvement comprising catalyst selected from the group
consisting of the oxides of nickel and molybdenum, cobalt and
molybdenum, cobalt and tungsten, and nickel and tungsten on
a carrier of alumina, silica or a combination of alumina and
silica, said catalyst having a total pore volume of about 0.500 to

about 0.900 cc/g, wherein said total pore volume comprises
micropores, intermediate pores and macropores wherein said

micropores have diameters between about 50 and about 200
angstroms (A) and comprise from about 50 to about 80% of
said pore volume, said intermediate pores have diameters
between about 200 and about 2,000 angstroms (A) and com-
prise from about 10 to about 25% of said pore volume, and said

macropores have diameters between about 2,000 and about

that have entered the catalyst pores whereby said micropores
are not substantially clogged or obstructed for converting said

asphaltenes.

4,424,110

HYDROCONVERSION PROCESS
Roby Bearden, Jr.; William C. Baird, Jr., and Qyde L. Aldridge.

all of Baton Rouge, La., assignors to Exxon Research and
Engineering Co., Florham Park, N.J.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 182,507, Aug. 29, 1980,

abandoned. This appUcation Feb. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 345,340
Int. a.' ClOG 1/08. 47/02

U.S. a. 208—10 16 Qaims
1. In a process for the hydroconversion of a carbonaceous

feed which comprises:

(a) forming a mixture of said carbonaceous feed and a ther-

mally decomposable metal compound wherein said metal

compound comprises at least one metal constituent se-

lected from the group consisting of Group II, III, IVB,
VB, VIB, VIIB. VIII and mixtures thereof of the Periodic

Table of Elements;

(b) reacting the resulting mixture with a hydrogen-conuin-
ing gas at hydroconversion conditions, in a hydroconver-
sion zone, said metal compound being converted to a

metal-containing catalyst within said mixture at said con-
ditions, and

(c) recovering a normally liquid hydrocarbon product, the

improvement which comprises said reaction being con-

ducted in the presence of a hydrogen halide in an amount
such as to provide a ratio from about 0.1 to about 20
gram-mples hydrogen halide per gram-atom of said metal

constituent.

4,424,111

REGENERATION OF ZNC12
Qyde W. ZieUte, McMurray, and WUIiam A. RoaenhooTcr,

Pittsburgh, both of Pa., assignors to Conoco Inc., WUmington,
Del.

FUed Jun. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,916

Int. C\? ClOG 1/06: COIB 9/00: BOIJ 27/32. 35/12
U.S. Q. 208—10 11 Qaims

11. A method of catalyst regeneration and hydrocracking an
ash containing coal or tar hydrocarbonaceous feed stock mate-

rial having about 3 percent or higher sulfur content containing
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vanadium or nickel using a zinc oxide containing zinc chloride

catalyst and lowering defluidization during fluidized bed re-

generation of said catalyst comprising

providing a catalyst comprising zinc chloride and zinc oxide,

in a hydrogenation means,

hydrocracking said hydrocarbonaceous feed of coal or tar in

said hydrogenation means, said hydrocarbonaceous feed

comprising sulfur and vanadium, or nickel, whereby at

least a portion of said zinc oxide forms ZnS, and said

catalyst forms a spent catalyst mixture comprising ZnS
and vanadium or nickel,

conveying at least a portion of said spent catalyst mixture

from said hydrogenation means to a fluidized bed regener-

ation means,

conveying hydrogen chloride to said regeneration means,

heating said spent catalyst mixture in said regeneration

means in the presence of said hydrogen chloride whereby

ZnCl2 vaor is formed,

conveying said ZnCh vapor from said regeneration means to

a contactor means,

I
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contacting at least a portion of said ZnCh vapor with steam

in said contactor means to form a regenerated catalyst

comprising a mixture of ZnO and ZnCh solid,

conveying said regenerated catalyst mixture of ZnO and

ZnCl2 to said hydrogenation means,

withdrawing a portion of fluidizable bed material from said

fluidized bed regeneration means to a washing means,

washing said portion of said fluidizable bed material in said

washing means with aqueous acid to produce washed
fluidizable bed material,

conveying said washed fluidizable bed material to said fluid-

ized bed regeneration means, whereby said washed flui-

dizable bed material comprises less vanadium or nickel

than said fluidizable bed material in said fluidized bed

regenerator means and defluidization in said fluidized bed

regenerator means from vanadium or nickel is lowered,

and said spent catalyst mixture is regenerated to form a

regenerated catalyst mixture of zinc chloride and zinc

oxide.

4,424,112 I

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SOLVENT
EXTRACTION

John S. Rendall, Morgu Hill, Calif., aasignor to SoIt-«x Corpo-

ration, Albaqucrque, N. Mex.
DlTUoa of Ser. No. 382,115, May 28, 1982, whicii is a division

of Scr. No. 159,680, Jon. 16, 1980, abandoacd. This application

Sep. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 429,251

iBt a.3 CNG 1/04
U.S. a. 208—11 LE I 19 Claims

1. A method for extracting bitumen oils from tar-sands com-
prising the steps of:

(a) crushing the tar-sands to yield particles of a predetermined

size;

(b) soaking the tar-sands in an organic solvent to soften the oil

layer surrounding the tar-sand particles;

(c) mixing the solvent soaked tar-sands with hot water while

excluding substantially all air therefrom such that a slurry,

containing sand, bitumen oils, solvent, and hot water, is

formed;

(d) dislodging the bitumen oils, solvent and water from the

solid and dry particles in the slurry through jet mixing and
pumping means while continuing to exclude air;

(e) separting said slurry into at least a first and second stream,

with said flrst stream being a bitumen extract containing
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bitumen oils, solvent and water with traces of solids, and said

second stream being a wet solids extract containing sand,

clay and water with traces of bituminous oils and solvent;

(0 separating said flrst bitumen extract into a component of

bitumen oils and a component of solvent and water mixture;

(g) separating said wet solids extract into a component ofdamp
tailings and a component of water and solvent; and

(h) separating said component of solvent and water mixture

into a solvent component and a water component;

(i) separating said liitumen oils into synthetic fuel oil and syn-

thetic crude oil.

4,424,113

PROCESSING OF TAR SANDS
Thomas O. Mitchell, Trenton, NJ., assignor to Mobil Oil Cor-

poration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jul. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 511,615

Int. Q\? ClOG 1/04

U.S. a. 208—11 LE 19 Claims

V- '
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1. A process for recovering bitumen from bituminous tar

sands comprising:

(a) heating the tar ^ands with steam in a heating zone under

conditions sufficient to partially visbreak the bituminous

material thereby producing a vaporous hydrocarbon dis-

tillate mixed with steam and leaving a substantial amount
of residual bituminous material of reduced viscosity and
speciflc gravity on said heat treated tar sands;

(b) recovering substantially all of the vaporous mixture of

hydrocarbon distillate and steam and cooling and con-

densing the mixture;

(c) recovering the tar sand containing beneflciated residual

bituminous material and mixing it with the condensed
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mixture of hydrocarbon distillate and water to form a
slurry; and

(d) recovering the bituminous material from the slurry by a
hot-water separation process.

4,424,114

SEPARATING BASIC ASPHALTENES USING
TRANSITION METAL OXIDE AOD CATALYSTS

Lawrence L. MnrreU, Soatii Plainfield; Duic C. Grenoble,
Plainfield, and Robert B. Long, Atlantic Highlands, all of
NJ., assignors to Exxon Research and Engineering Co., Flor-
ham Park, NJ.

FUed Sep. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 305,268
Int a.J ClOG U/04, 25/00. 25/12

U.S. a. 208—86 23 Qaims
1. A process for selectively removing basic asphaltenes from

a basic asphaltene-containing hydrocarbon feed which com-
prises contacting said feed, in an adsorption zone and at a
temperature below about 575* R, with a fresh or regenerated
solid acid catalyst comprising at least one catalytic metal oxide
selected from the group consisting essentially of the oxides of
(a) tungsten, niobium and mixtures thereof and (b) mixtures of
(a) with tantalum, hafnium, chromium, titanium, zirconium and
mixtures thereof supported on an inorganic refractory metal
oxide support, for a time sufficient to adsorb at least a portion
of said basic asphaltenes from said feed to produce a feed of
reduced basic asphaltene content wherein said catalyst has
been calcined to remove adsorbed water from the surface
thereof prior to being contacted with said feed.

4,424,115

SELECTIVE REMOVAL AND RECOVERY OF AMMONIA
AND HYDROGEN SULHDE

Thomas R. Farrell, Hercules, Calif., assignor to Sfaionogi A Co.,

Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Apr. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 366,894
Int. a.3 ClOG 53/00. 69/02; COIC 1/12

U.S. a. 208—89 2 Qaims
1. A method of treating a hydrocarbon material containing

sulfur and nitrdgen comprising:

(a) subjecting said hydrocarbon material to mild hydrotreat-
ing, wherein a portion of the nitrogen present in the hy-
drocarbon material is converted to ammonia, wherein a
portion of the sulfur present in the hydrocarbon material is

converted to hydrogen sulflde and wherein the metal
content of the hydrocarbon material is reduced;

(b) washing said hydrotreated hydrocarbon material to form
a demetallized oil and a flrst effluent stream comprising
water, ammonia, and hydrogen sulflde;

(c) separating said demetallized oil from said flrst effluent

stream;

(d) hydrotreating said demetallized oil in the presence of
hydrogen, wherein most of the nitrogen remaining in the

demetallized oil is converted to ammonia, and wherein
most of the sulfur remaining in the demetallized oil is

converted to hydrogen sulflde;

(e) washing said hydrotreated demetallized oil with only
enough water to absorb the bulk of the hydrogen sulflde

but only a fraction of the ammonia; thereby forming a

washed hydrotreated demetallized oil containing ammo-
nia and hydrogen sulflde in a vapor phase, and a second
effluent stream comprising water, ammonia and hydrogen
sulflde;

(0 separating said washed hydrotreated demetallized oil

from the second effluent stream, and separating a vapor
phase from said washed hydrotreated demetallized oil in a
high pressure separator;

(g) scrubbing said vapor phase with water to produce an
aqueous solution of ammonia having an ammonia to hy-

drogen sulflde ratio of at least 6:1;

(h) stripping said flrst effluent stream in a hydrogen sulflde

stripper;

(i) withdrawing overhead vapor from said hydrogen sulflde

stripper, said vapor comprising hydrogen sulfide essen-

tially free of ammonia;

(j) withdrawing bottoms liquid from said hydrogen sulflde

stripper, said liquid comprising water, hydrogen sulfide,

and ammonia;

(k) adding said bottoms liquid to said second eflluent stream;

(1) stripping said second effluent stream in an ammonia strip-

per;

(m) withdrawing overhead vapor from said ammonia strip-

per, said vapor comprising water, hydrogen sulflde, and
ammonia;

(n) withdrawing bottoms liquid from said ammonia stripper,

said liquid comprising stripped water;

(o) partially condensing said overhead vapor from said am-
monia stripper to form an uncondensed portion compris-
ing ammonia vapors substantially free of hydrogen sulflde
and water, and a condensed portion comprising water,
hydrogen sulflde, and ammonia;

(p) returning a part of said condensed portion to said ammo-
nia stripper; and

(q) recycling another part of said condensed portion to said

hydrogen sulflde stripper.

4,424,116

CONVERTING AND STRIPPING HEAVY
HYDROCARBONS IN TWO STAGES OF RISER

CONVERSION WITH REGENERATED CATALYST
William P. Hettinger, Jr., Russell, Ky., assignor to Ashland Oil,

Inc., Ashland, Ky.

Filed Mar. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 361,661

Int. a.' ClOG /;//*
U.S. a. 208-120 32 Claims

r
1. A method for catalytically converting hydrocarbon feeds

boiling about 650* F. and higher comprising metal contami-
nants and Conradson Carbon contributing components of
which at least 10% boil above about 1000* F. which comprises,
contacting said hydrocarbon feed with hot freshly regenerated

catalyst particles in a first riser reaction conversion zone
under conditions to effect a partial conversion of said feed to

vaporous products whereby heavy liquid oil component
material not vaporized and carbonacious material are laid

down on said catalyst particles, separating vaporous prod-
ucts from said catalyst particles,

raising the temperature of said catalyst particles separated from
vaporous products of said first riser zone in a separate sec-

ond riser contact zone by admixture with additional hot
freshly regenerated caulyst and passing the mixture with lifl

gaseous material through said second riser reaction contact
zone under conditions to effect vaporization and cracking of
heavy liquid oil component material laid down on said cata-

lyst particles in said first riser conversion zone, separating

catalyst particles comprising carbonaceous deposiu from
vaporous hydrocarbon products, stripping entrained vapor-
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ous material from said catalyst particles, regenerating the
stripped catalyst by combusting carbonaceous deposits with
oxygen containing gas in a regeneration operation compris-
ing at least one dense fluid bed of catalyst under conditions
to provide regenerated catalyst at a temperature within the
range of 1200* F. to about 1600* F., and

passing regenerated catalyst at an elevated temperature to each
of said first and second riser contact zones.

(b) separating the aqueous solution containing said contami-
nants from the feed stream.

4,424,117

HYDROSTRIPPING PROCESS OF CRUDE OIL
Manyi Kono, 7-13 Tsanmui l-chome Machida, Tokyo, Japan

FUed May 7, 1982, Ser. No. 376,217
Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 1, 1981, 56-082496

Int. a.' ClOG 65/04; BOID 3/34
VS. a. 208-211 2 Qaims

1. A hydrostripping process which is the combination of
crude oil distillation and hydrotreating of a distillat; overhead,
wherein crude oil mixed with a large amount of nydrogen is

distilled under high temperature and pressure and separated
into a distillate overhead to be hydrotreated and into a heavy
residue, said distillate to be subsequently hydrotreated in a
hydrosulfurization reactor, said process comprising:

a. supplying crude oil mixed with hydrogen rich gas into a
crude oil heater and then into a crude oil stripper,

b. supplying additional hydrogen rich gas at the bottom of
said crude oil stripper,

c. distilling and separating the resultant mixture of crude oil

and hydrogen rich gas into distillate overhead and heavy
residue in said stripper under high temperatures and pres-
sures,

d. circulating a reflux through a reflux cooler located at the
top of the stripper, said reflux helping to separate the
crude oil into distillate overhead and residue at the bottom
of said stripper, thereby preventing the contamination of
the heavier residue from carrying over to a subsequent
hydrodesulfurization reactor and maintaining the temper-
ature of said distillate overhead higher than that of the
starting temperature conditions of the subsequent hydro-
desulfurization reaction, whereby the relatively heavy
residue free distillate overhead is directly supplied to the
hydrodesulfurization reactor.

4,424,119
PROCESS FOR REMOVAL OF ALKYL LEAD

IMPURITIES FROM LIQUID HYDROCARBONS
Costuidi A. Andeh, Princeton, NJ., assignor to Mobil OU Cor-

poration. New York, N.Y.
DiTision of Ser. No. 118,815, Feb. 5, 1980, which is

continiiation-in-put of Ser. No. 754,461, Dec. 27, 1976,
abandoned. This appUcation Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,377

Int. a.3 ClOG 29/12
U.S. a. 208-251 R 12 Claims

10. A process for effecting the removal of alkyl lead
contammant from liquid hydrocarbon media containing said
contaminant which comprises contacting said liquid hydrocar-
bon media at a temperature of from about 25-60* C and aLHSV of from about 5-20 with a solid sorbent, said sorbent
compnsmg fresh, spent or regenerated bead Thermofor crack-
mg catalyst selected from the group consisting of various
forms of silica, bauxite, mordenite, natural and synthetic clays,
amorphous and crystalline aluminosilicates, alumina and silica-
alumma mixtures having a pore diameter of from about
3-300A and a surface area of from about 5-1000 mVg. having
adsorbed (herein from about 0.001-20 wt. % of anhydrous
hydrogen chloride until substantially all of said contaminant is
removed therefrom.

4,424,118

METHOD FOR REMOVING CONTAMINANTS FROM
HYDROCARBONACEOUS FLUID

Lillian A. Rankel, Princeton, NJ., assignor to Mobil Oil Corpo-
ration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 326,257

Int. a.^ ClOG 29/02. 45/02
U.S. a. 208-211 21 Qaims

4,424,120
PROCESS FOR REMOVAL OF ALKYL LEAD

IMPURITIES FROM LIQUID HYDROCARBONS
Costandi A. Audeh, Princeton, NJ., assignor to MobU Oil Cor-

poration, New York, N.Y.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 754,461, Dec. 27, 1976,

abandoned. This application Feb. 5, 1980, Ser. No. 118,815
Int. a.3 ClOG 29/04

U.S. a. 208-253 24aaims
1. A process for effecting the removal of alkyl lead contami-

nant from liquid hydrocarbon media containing said contami-
nant which comprises contact of said hydrocarbon media at a
temperature below the boiling point thereof with a solid sor-
bent having an amount of anhydrous HCl gas adsorbed therein
sufficient to effect substantial reduction in the concentration of
said contaminant and maintaining said contact until substan-
tially all of said contaminant is removed therefrom.

4 '.^•Ai
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1. A process for removing contaminants from a hydrocarbo-
naceous fluid feed stream comprising the steps of:

(a) treating said feed stream at a tempeature of from about
20" F. to about 400* F. in the presence of an aqueous
solution of ammonium sulfide type compounds for a time
sufficient to convert at least some of the contaminants in
said feed stream to components extractable in said aqueous
solution: and

4,424,121
SELECnVE REMOVAL OF NTFROGEN-CONTAINING
COMPOUNDS FROM HYDROCARBON MIXTURES

Henry W. Choi, Irrine, and Martin B. Dines, Lagnna Beach,
both of Calif., assignors to Occidental Research Corporation,
Inrine, Calif.

Filed Jul. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 403,925
Int. a.3 ClOG 21/00, 21/06

U.S. a. 208-254 R 37 Qaims
30. A process for reducing the nitrogen content of shale oil

comprising:

contacting shale oil with an extraction agent comprising at

least one solid metal salt selected from:
the group consisting of cobalt molybdate, cobalt metaborate,

the halides, nitrates, sulfates and tetronfluoroborates of
copper, zinc, nickel, cobalt, iron, manganese, chromium,
vanadium, niobium, zirconium, molybdenum, thorium and
uranium; or

the group consisting of the phosphate and phosphate deriva-
tives of zirconium and the copper II exchanged counter-
parts thereof; or

the group consisting of the substituted and non-substituted
acetates, carboxylates and acetylacetonates of copper,
zinc, nickel, cobalt, iron, manganese, chromium, vana-
dium, niobium, zirconium, molybdenum, thorium and
uranium,

for a time sufficient to remove at least a portion of the nitro-
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gen-containing compounds from the shale oil to thereby
form a nitrogen-lean shale oil rafTmate and a high-nitrogen
extract;

separating the high-nitrogen extract from the shale oil raffi-

nate;

washing the high-nitrogen extract with a first solvent having
a dielectric constant of no more than about 2 for dis-

solving non-nitrogen-containing compounds entrained in

the extract to thereby form a solvent wash comprising the
first solvent and non-nitrogen containing compounds
dissolved therein, and disstilling the solvent wash suffi-

ciently to form a distillate comprising the first solvent
substantially free of non-nitrogen-containing compounds
and a bottoms comprising non-nitrogen-containing com-
pounds;

combining the bottoms and the rafTmate;

mixing the high-nitrogen solid extract with a second solvent
having ^dielfctric constant of from about 2 to about 8 to
tliereby/rorm a solvent phase comprising the second sol-

vent arid nitrogen-containing compounds and a solid

phase comprising the metal salt;

separating the solvent phase from the solid phase; and
distilling the solvent phase sufficiently to form a distillate

comprising the second solvent substantially free of nitro-

gen-containing compounds.

4,424,122

GOLD FLOTATION WITH MERCAPTAN AND
IMIDAZOLINE

Robert M. Parlnuui, and Clarence R. Bresson, both of Bartles-
rille, Okla., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company, Bar-
tiesrille, Okla.

Filed Apr. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 369,674
Int. a.3 B03D 1/14

U.S. a. 209-166 10 Qaims
6. A flotation process comprising
(a) mixing mineral material, water and a composition as

defined in one of the claims 1 to 5 to establish a pulp,
(b) aerating said pulp to produce a froth and a tail product,
(c) separating said froth from said tail product, and
(d) recovering mineral values from said froth said tail prod-

uct or both from said froth and from said tail product.

4,424,123

ORE FLOTATION USING FULVENES
Robert M. Parlman; Lyie D. Burns, and Qarence R. Bresson, all

of Bartlesville, Okla., assignors to Phillips Peti-oleum Com-
pany, Bartlesrille, Okla.

Filed Aug. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 407,414

Int. a.' B03D 1/14
VJS. a. 209—166 7 Qaims

3. An ore flotation process comprising
(a) mixing mineral material, water and one fulvene com-
pound or a mixture of fulvene compounds represented by
the formula

HC-
II

HC.

CH
II

.CH
C
11

R^*^^R'

wherein R and R' can be hydrogen or a hydrocarbyl radical

having from 1 to 20 carbon atoms, and wherein R and R'
together with the carbon atom to which they are attached
can together form a single cyclohydrocarbylidene group,
such as cycloalkylidene, having 3 to 20 carbon atoms,

(b) aerating said pulp to produce a froth and a tail product,
(c) separating said froth and said tail product, and
(d) recoverying mineral values from said froth.

4,424,124

METHOD AND MAGNETIC SEPARATOR FOR
REMOVING WEAKLY MAGNETIC PARTICLES FROM

SLURRIES OF MINUTE MINERAL PARTICLES
Joseph lanniccUi, Brunswick, Ga., assignor to J. M. Huber

Corporatfon, Locust, NJ.
Continuation of Ser. No. 950,468, Oct. 11, 1978, abandoned,
which te a continuation of Ser. No. 712,844, Aug. 9, 1976,

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 574,972, May 6,

1975, abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 493,820,
Aug. I, 1974, abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No.

309,839, Not. 27, 1972, abandoned, which U a
continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 19,169, Mar. 13, 1970,

abandoned. This application Dec. 7, 1979, Ser. No. 10M93
Int. a.J B03C 1/00

U.S. a. 209-214 3 CMwM

1. In a method for brightening clay by removing therefrom
weakly magnetically susceptible impurities at least one of iron
and titanium mineral contaminants by dispersing the clay in an
aqueous medium to form a slurry, passing the slurry through a
magnetic separator having ferromagnetic pole members and
having a magnetic field of at least 7,000 gauss to remove at

least one of said mineral contaminants, the improvement com-
prising:

(a) forming said slurry as about a 10-40% solids by weight;
(b) disposing a container upright in the magnetic separator
between the said ferromagnetic pole members which arc
spaced apart in a vertical direction with the opposite ends
of the container adjacent to and covered by confronting
surfaces of said pole members, the container being filled

with multitudinous elongate ferromagnetic matrix ele-

ments presenting surface irregularities and packed in the
container space with each contacting yet also spaced from
others so as to constitute a flux conductive matrix that will

divert liquid flow into and concentrate flux at myriad
points bounding diverse courses of minute width within
the container, said matrix elements being selected from the
group consisting of corrugated and non-corrugated stain-

less steel strips, ribbons, or wires, woven steel wire, rib-

bons, or steel wool, ferromagnetic metal lathing, filings,

turnings and meshes; wherein said matrix elements have
the capacity of holding in excess of 25% up to 100% of
their weight in attracted magnetic particles;

(c) establishing in said matrix between the said pole members
a substantially vertically directed magnetic field through
said matrix of an average strength of at least 7,000 gauss;

(d) while continuing to subject said matrix to said magnetic
field, flowing said slurry continuously into one end of said

container and then through said matrix in a generally
vertical direction and delivering treated slurry from the
other end of said container at a rate sufficient to prevent
sedimentation in said container yet such that a substantial

portion of said weakly magnetically susceptible impurities

are collected and retained on said ferromagnetic matrix
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elements, the rate of flow of said slurry being such that it

has a retention time in said matrix of from one half to eight

minutes;

(e) discontinuing said flow when the extent of removal of

said impurities from the slurry flow has substantially di-

minisheid;

(0 then while subjecting said matrix to said fleld, flowing

water through said container to rinse out the residual

slurry by using a sufficiently gentle flow of water to leave

collected particles of impurities on said magnetized ele-

ments;

(g) then discontinuing the magnetizing of said matrix and
flowing water through said container at an increased

velocity sufficient to flush the collected particles out of

said container; and

(h) collecting the rinse effluent and the flush effluent from
said container separately from the effluent treated slurry

and separately from each other.

4,424,125 ,
SEPARATOR APPARATUS

Edward T. Martin, Ontario, Canada, assignor to Axis Products
Limited, Georgetown, Canada

FUed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,253

Int a.3 BOID 29/i6
Jii&. a. 210—104

I

8 Claims

til--- 1..-.- J>Bl.. « » » M

1. Separator apparatus for separating a mixture of liquids and
solids and comprising;

a separating tank;
'

means for passing a mixture of liquids and solids to said

separator tank;

screen means in said separator tank dividing said separator

tank into a mixture compartment, on one side of said

screen means, and a flltrate compartment on the other side

of said screen means;

mixture conduit means for removing mixture from said

mixture compartment of said separator tank;

filtrate conduit means extending from said filtrate compart-
ment of said separator tank; .

scraper mounting frame means adjacent to said screen

means;

conveyor means movable on said mounting frame means;
scraper bar means on said conveyor means for moving over

said screen means and moving material therefrom, and,

movable frame supporting means at at least one end of said

mounting frame means, said mounting frame means being
movable in said frame supporting means, whereby to

permit said mounting frame means, and said conveyor
means and said scraper bars to move momentarily away
from said screen means to avoid an obstruction.

4,424,126

APPARATUS FOR REMOVING HEAVY METALS FROM
AQUEOUS UQUIDS

Chakra J. Santhanam, Lexington, and Ravindra M. Nadkami,
Arlington, both of Mass., aarignora to Arthur D. Little, Inc.,

Cambridge, Maas.
Division of Ser. No. 940,837, Sep. 8, 1978, Pat. No. 4,278,539.

This appUcation Apr. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 254,640
Int a.3 BOID 9/00

U.S. a. 210—195.1 10 Claims

CKTSTIL OIOOMC
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1. An apparatus for processing an aqueous feed liquid to
precipitate at least one metal sulfide in a form to make said
metal sulfide subsequently removeable from said aqueous feed
liquid stream by settling and filtration, comprising in combina-
tion

a. means defining a circulating liquid loop having in order of
liquid flow

at least one mixing zone,

a controlled precipitation initiating zone, .

a crystal growing zone, and
a crystal settling zone,

wherein said means defining a circulating liquid loop
comprises a reaction crystallizer means said reaction crys-

tallizer means having a cavity therein said cavity compris-
ing

a reaction section,

a central section, and
a bottom section,

said reaction section functioning as said controlled precip-

iution initiating zone, said central section contiguous with
but essentially below said reaction section and functioning

as said crystal growing zone and said bottom section

contiguous with but essentially below said central section

functioning as said crystal settling zone;

a liquid feed line means arranged to discharge said feed

liquid into said reaction section of said reaction crystal-

lizer means;

a liquid line arranged to draw off liquid from upper portion

of said central section of said reaction crystallizer means,
said drawn off liquid being recirculated by said liquid feed

line into said reaction section of said reaction crystallizer

means;

means for mixing a pH controlling liquid with said drawn ofi*

liquid and with said feed liquid producing a resulting feed

liquid being of rate controlled pH, said resulting feed

liquid being recirculating by said feed liquid line into said

reaction section of said reaction crystallizer means, and
said means for mixing a pH controlling liquid functioning

as said at least one mixing zone;

b. means arranged for drawing offfrom said reaction crystal-

lizer means excess water-soluble sulfide reactant, used to

furnish sulfide ions in said aqueous feed liquid;

c. a holding tank means for holding aqueous feed liquid

wherein is contained said at least one metal sulfide and
wherein said aqueous feed liquid is introduced into said

circulating liquid loop through said liquid feed line;

d. an elutriation leg arranged to receive sulfide magma from
said bottom section of said reaction crystallizer means;

e. means for drawing off sulfide magma from said elutriation
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^

leg and introducing said sulfide magma into a clarifier/fil-

ter combination means;

^ clarification/filtration means for separating said meUl
sulfide from said magma thereby to provide an aqueous
liquid from which said at least one meul sulfide is re-

moved.

4,424,127

COLUMN FOR LIQUID AND GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY
Johaa Roeraade, SigviigeB 4, Tamba, Sweden 147 00
per No. PCr/SE81/00067, § 371 Date Not, 2, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Not. 2, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/02527, PCT Pub.
Date Sep. 17, 1981

PCT Filed Mar. 6, 1980, Ser. No. 317,901
Claims priority, appUcation Sweden, Mar. 7, 1980, 8001821

Int a.3 BOID 15/06
U.S. a. 210—198J 14 Claims

1. A gas or liquid chromatography column comprising a
plurality of capillary tubes coupled in parallel, the capillary

tubes being arranged in the form of a flat band-like device,
allowing the column to be bent and rolled up without tensions
arising in same, the capillary tubes being adapted at a first end
of the column to receive a supply of carrier fluid and at a
second end of the column for discharge of separated products.

4,424,128

nLTER DEVICE FOR DIESEL ENGINES
Lawrence P. Shinaver, Ceres, Calif., assignor to Applied Diesel

Engineering, Inc., San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417,692

Int. a.3 BOID 27/06
U.S. a. 210—238 13 Claims

1. An improved baffle system for use in an apparatus for

separating higher density fluids from lower density fluids

wherein said apparatus includes a sediment chamber having an
open upper end, said apparatus further including a filter means
mounted above and in sealing engagement with said chamber,
said apparatus further including an inlet port in communication
with said chamber and an outlet port for channeling fluid

outwardly from said filter means, said baffle system compris-
ing:

a central tubular member in communication with said inlet

port and extending into said sediment chamber; and
cup means disposed concentrically around said central tubu-

lar member, said cup means having an open upper end and
a bottom wall formed integrally with the outer surface of

said tubular member, said bottom wall having a plurality

of apertures formed therein, and with the side wall of said

cup means being spaced away from the inner surface of
said chamber to define a channel therebetween, such that

fluid entering said chamber through said central tubular

member flows upwardly through said channel towards
said filter means whereby heavier density fluids which
drop downwardly from the area of said filter means are
caught in said cup means and pass through the apertures
formed in the bottom wall thereof into said chamber
thereby reducing the likelihood of recntrainment in the
upward flow of fluids.

6. An improved apparatus capable of separating low density
fluids from high density fluids particularly adapted for use with
a vehicle fuel filter, said apparatus including a sediment cham-
ber having an open upper end covered by a plate means, with
the plate means having a fluid inlet port in communication with
the chamber and a fluid outlet port, said plate means having a

passageway formed therein to permit fluid to flow upwardly
from said chamber therethrough, said improvement compris-
ing:

elongated cartridge means enabling one step, scrcw-ofT
removability, while eliminating the formation of air pock-
ets, said cartridge means being threadably mounted on
said plate means and covering said passageway therein,,

said threadable mounting providing one step screw-off
removability, said cartridge means including;

an elongated central tube with the lower end thereof being
in communication with the outlet port of said plate means,
and with said central tube having a fluid entry means
located adjacent the upper end thereof, said fluid entry
means for inhibiting the formation of air pockets; and

a tubular filter element surrounding said central tube, such
that fluid leaving said chamber passes through the pas-

sageway in said plate means and into said filter element of
said cartridge means, whereupon said fluid enters the

upper end of said central tube through said entry means
prior to exiting said tube through said outlet port.

4,424,129

DEWATERING APPARATUS FOR WASTE RECOVERY
SYSTEMS

Richard E. Bunger, 5202 E. Washington St., Phoenix, Ariz.

85034

Filed Jun. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,551

Int. a.J BOID iJ/2a 21/14
U.S. a. 210—388 1 Claim

S:
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1. Apparatus for transporting and dewatering a liquid-solid

material mixture comprising:

an elongated screen in the shape of a trough,

an auger comprising a plurality of flightings joumaled for

rotation in said trough with the flightings of said auger
providing a positive pitch along the length of said trough,

said screen comprising a U-shaped configuration mounted to

closely surround said flightings and receiving therewithin,

and over at least a part of, said flightings at points along ito

length the material mixture,

said flightings having outside edges that upon rotation of
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said auger move over the inside periphery of said screen,

and

brush means detachably mounted on the edges of said flight-

ings for brushing over perforations in said screen to aid in

keeping them open for draining liquid from the material

mixture,

said screen being formed of stainless steel bars spaced ly

arranged in a direction longitudinal of said auger with the
edges of said bars forming the outer periphery of said

screen being tapered toward each other to provide an
orifice between juxtapositioned bars of between 0.005 and
0.060 inches in width, and

a frame,

spring means for resiliently mounting said frame in a ditch,

means for mounting said trough on said frame, and
a vibratory means connected to said frame for vibrating said

screen to aid in keeping the openings therein clear of the
separate portions of the material mixture.

4 424 130

RAKE DRIVE AND LIFTING DEVICE FOR
SEDIMENTATION APPARATUS

Donald L. King, Bountiful, Utali, assignor to Envirotech Corpo-
ration, Salt Lake Qty, Utah

Filed Sep. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 414,149

Int. a.3 BOID 21/06
UA a. 210-531 18 Qaims

1. An improved sedimentation apparatus generally including
a sedimentation basin having a central upright axis, a rake
assembly adapted to be rotated within the basin about said axis,

and a drivehead connected to said rake assembly for rotating
the rake assembly, wherein the improvement comprises said
drivehead including a drive motor, a drive gear member, and
an annular horizontally mounted drive hub in fixed axial rela-

tionship with the centra] axis of the basin, a vertically-extend-
ing torque plate having vertical edges slidably affixed within a
slot means in said hub, said torque-plate having attachment
means for affixing said rake assembly thereto and means at-

tached to said torque plate for raising the torque plate through
said slot means, whereby said torque-plate can both rotate and
raise said rake assembly while subjected to operating loads.

4,424,131

UQUID-LIQUID EXTRACnON METHOD AND
APPARATUS

Janes L. Baird, Winchester, Mass., assignor to Artisan Indus-
tries Inc., Waltham, Mass.

FUed Dec. 18, 1978, Ser. No. 970,543
Int. a.J BOID 11/04; ClOG 21/30

UA a. 210-634 18 Claims
I. In a method of liquid-liquid extraction, which method

comprises:

(a) introducing a light-phase liquid into the bottom section of
a liquid-liquid extraction column;

(b) introducing a heavy-phase liquid into the top section of
the liquid-liquid extraction column;

(c) withdrawing a light-phase solution from the top section
of the liquid-liquid extraction column;

(d) withdrawing a heavy-phase solution from the bottom
section of the liquid-liquid extraction column, wherein
one of the solutions withdrawn contains material ex-
tracted from either the light- or heavy-phase liquid by the
other phase, and wherein the heavy and light phases are
substantially immiscible in one another, but wherein a
material to be extracted in either the light or heavy phase
is soluble into the other phase, so that, on contact between
the light and heavy phase, as they move countercurrent in

the column, a material is extracted from one phase into the
other phase and is withdrawn from the column; and

(e) pulsing separately and independently, in-sequence over a
defined pulse time period, the light and heavy phases, to

r -^^
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provide intimate mixing of the light and heavy phases as

they move throughout the column countercurrent to each
other, and providing a nonpulse time period of defined

length between the pulsing of the light and heavy phases,

to provide coalescence of the intimately mixed light and
heavy phases, so as to form interfaces between the light

and heavy phases after each mixing pulse, the improve-
ment which comprises

introducing the heavy phase and withdrawing the heavy-
phase solution or introducing the light phase and with-
drawing the light-phase solution by the opening and
closing of the valves at the same time, while opening
and closing the valves controlling the introduction and
withdrawal of the other solution, for a time period
based on the percent of phase-volume change occurring
in the liquid-liquid extraction between the light and
heavy phases, to provide for a continuous liquid-liquid

extraction process, without substantia] movement of the
interfaces between the light and heavy phases during
the process.
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4,424,132
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR SEPARATING BLOOD

COMPONENTS
Norio Iriguchi, Fi^i, Japan, assignor to Asahi Kasei Koeyo

Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka, Japan
Filed Jan. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 344,081

Oaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 5, 1981, 56-16190:
Sep. 4, 1981, 56-140047

Int. a.J BOID 21/00
U.S. a. 210-800 8 Qaims

ampholytic sulphonamide HuorosurfacUnt falling within the
general formula:

C6F|3-(CH2)2 SO2 N(H or CHjHCHjh „
3N + (CH3h(CH2)|.3CCX) ,

said fiuorosurfactant, when as a 0.1% aqueous solution, being
film-forming on cyclohexane at normal temperatures, said
composition being substantially free of fiuonne-free surfac-
tants.

4,424,134
AQUEOUS FABRIC SOFTENING COMPOSITIONS

Margaret P. Sissin, Dayton, and Richard D. Walker, Wyoming,
both of Ohio, assignors to The Procter St Gamble Company.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Filed Jun. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 504,649
Int. a.^ D06M 13/46. 13/28

U.S. a. 252—8.8 10 Claims
1. An aqueous fabnc softener composition comprising:

(a) water;

(b) at least 1% of one or more cationic fabric softeners;
(c) at least 0.05% of one or more amines; and
(d) a 3-isothiazolone compound having the formula;

1. An apparatus for separating blood components by means
of sedimentation action due to gravitational force, comprising:

a sealed vessel;

a horizontally arranged blood flow channel comprising a flat

empty space of 50 to 500 ml containeid inside the sealed
vessel, the space having a thickness of 0.2 to 20 mm and a
width of 50 to 500 mm for separating said blood compo-
nents into a supematent layer comprising platelet rich

plasma, and a sedimentation layer comprising blood cor-
puscles containing erthrocytes and leucocytes;

an opening for feeding blood horizontally into the upstream
side of the blood flow channel; and

at least two openings for discharge lines of the separate
blood components provided at the downstream side of the
blood flow channel, one of said openings located at the
uppermost portion of said downstream side for discharg-
ing said supematent layer, and another of said openings
located at the lowermost portion of saifl downstream side
for discharging said sedimentation layer.

4. A method for separating blood components by means of
sedimentation action due to gravitational force, comprising the
steps of:

continuously passing blood to be separated at a temperature
of 35* to 42* C. horizonully through a blood flow channel
comprising a flat empty space of 50 to 500 ml, the space
having a thickness of0.2 to 20 mm and a width of 50 to 500
mm, while the blood flow channel is filled up, the resi-

dence time of the blood flow in the blood flow channel
being within the range of 2 through 20 minutes; separating
the blood flow into a supematent layer comprising platelet

rich plasma, and a sedimentation layer comprising blood
corpuscles containing erythrocytes and leucocytes, and
removing said supematent layer and said sedimentation
layer from the downstream side of said blood flow chan-
nel.

T1'

N

wherein

Y is selected from the group consisting of unsubstituted and
substituted alkyl, alkenyl, and alkynyl groups of 1 to 18
carbon atoms, unsubstituted and substituted cycloalkyi
groups having a 3 to 6 carbon ring and up to 12 carbon
atoms, unsubstituted and substituted aralkyi groups of up
to 10 carbon atoms, and unsubstituted and substituted aryl
groups of up to 10 carbon atoms,

Rio is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, halo-
gen, and (C1-C4) alkyl groups,

Rii is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, halo-
gen, and (C1-C4) alkyl groups, and

the salts of said 3-isothiazolone compounds;
wherein the said composition has a pH below about 6.

4,424,133

nRE-nCHTING COMPOSITIONS
Darid J. Mulligan, Benthara Lancaster, England, assignor to
Angus Fire Armour Limited, Thame, England

FUed Sep. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 304,642
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Sep. 30, 1980,

8031466

Int. a.3 A62C 1/00; A62D 7/00
U.S. a. 252-8.05 17 Claims

1. A fire-fighting film-forming composition which comprises
in an aqueous medium a blend of a hydrolysed protein and an

4,424,135

EMULSIHER SYSTEM FOR THE TERTIARY
RECOVERY OF OIL

Harvey E. Alford, Amherst, and Harley F. Hardmaa, Lynd-
hurst, both of Ohio, assignors to The Standard Oil Company,
QcTeland, Ohio

Continuation of Ser. No. 97,030, Not. 21, 1979, abandoned. This
application Aug. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 292,480

Int. a.J E21B 43/22
U.S. a. 252-8.55 D 2 Qaims

1. In an emulsifier system for use in the tertiary recovery of
oil comprising about 0.5 to 12 parts by weight of a surfactant
and one part by weight of an alcohol cosurfactant, said surfac-
tant being a neutralized air-oxidized solvent extracted oil

wherein the solvent extracted oil has a viscosity between about
50 SUS at 100" P. and 250 SUS at 210* P., wherein the oxida-
tion reaction is conducted at a temperature from about 250* P.
to 350* P. and wherein the oxidized oil has an acid number of
10-40 before neutralization the improvement wherein said
alcohol cosurfactant comprises a mixture of alkanols having
from 2 to 8 carbon atoms, wherein the mixture contains no
more than 55 percent of any one alcohol and has the following
alcohol distribution:

C2—0-25%
C3—9-25%
C4-40-70%
Cs—0.1-12%
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C6—0.1-10%
Cg—0.1-10%, and

wherein said emulsifier system forms an emulsified phase com-

prising emulsifler, solubilized hydrocarbon, and brine over a

range of brine concentrations of at least S weight percent NaCl
in water.

4,424,136

LITHIUM GREASE CONTAINING PARAFFINIC OILS
Ednanlo M. Barreiro, Bnrzaco, and Pedro El Juri, Buenos

Aires, both of Argentina

FUed Job. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 385,307

Claims priority, application Argentina, Jnn. 4, 1981, 285588

Int. a.3 ClOM 5/14

VS. a. 252—41 1 Claim

1. A lithium grease containing parafTinic oils, thickeners and

lithium compounds, which comprises crystallization modifiers

consisting of lattice modifiers formed by mineral acids whose

viscosity is between 20 and ISOO Seconds Saybolt Universal

(SSU) at 37.8* C. and in percentages by weight between 0.01

and S%, and polarity modifiers of the oil formed by alkyl

(C7-C20) benzenes with a viscosity of 20 to 280 seconds Say-

bolt Universal (SSU) at 37.8' C, in percentages by weight

between 0.01 and 10%, and aromatic extracts which are resi-

dues of extraction with furfural of lubricating oils, of a viscos-

ity between 800 and 10.000 seconds Saybolt Universay (SSU)
at 37.8' C, in percentages by weight between O.OI and 8%.

4,424,137

ACRYLIC PREPOLYMER AND PROCESS FOR
ENCAPSULATION OF PHOTOCELLS

Michel Avenel, Gisors; Paul Eirrard, Foarqueux, and Jean-Paul

Leca, Mantes la Jolie, all of France, assignors to Societe

ChimJqne des Charbonnages—CdF Chimie, Paris la Defense,

France

FUed Mar. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 354,922

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 5, 1981, 81 04392
Int. a.J O08F 120/06. 20/10. 120/10

U.S. a. 252—182 6 Qaims
1. An acrylic prepolymer comprising:

from 10 to 50% by weight of units derived from at least one
alkyl acrylate, the alkyl group having from 4 to 12 carbon

atoms,

from 30 to 60% by weight of units derived from at least one
alkyl methacrylate, the alky! group having from 1 to 5

carbon atoms, and

from 10 to 40% by weight of units derived from methyl

acrylate.
|

4,424,138 '

DRYING PROCESS AND PRODUCT
John P. Candlin, Aston near Stevenage; Anthony D. Caunt,
Welwyn Garden Oty, and Peter L. Law, Cambridge, all of

England, assignors to Imperial Chemical Industries PLC,
Loadoo, England

Filed Mar. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 242,528
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Mar. 24, 1980,

8009838; Feb. 18, 1981, 8105020

Int a.' C08F 4/64
VS. CI. 502—162 13 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of a solid particulate mate-

rial containing a compound of a transition metal which com-
prises forming a suspension from an inert liquid medium, parti-

cles of at least one solid material and a material which assists in

the agglomeration of the solid particles, wherein the solid

material is, or contains, a titanium halide selected from the

group consisting of titanium trichloride, a solid titanium tri-

chloride-containing material and a product of contacting tiu-

nium tetrachloride with a support which is silica, alumina,

magnesia, a mixture or complex of two or more thereof, or

^Q-SOj-NR^ R^

-(CH.j^NR^SOg—Q^

''>9°(2-a)

''>3Q(2-a)«'>«(3-c)

R^COOR^

CH=CHR"=

magnesium chloride, spray-drying the suspension and collect-

ing a spray-dried solid material.

4,424,139

CATALYST COMPRISING A PHOSPHATE AND WITH A
BIS-(CYCLOPENTADIENYL)CHROMIUM(ID

COMPOUND
Max P. McDaniel, and James N. Short, both of Bartlesrille,

Okla., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesrille,

Okla.

FUed Mar. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 363,681

Int. a.3 C08F 4/02
U.S. a. 502—117 36 Chdms

1. A catalyst system comprising:

(a) a catalyst comprising a bis-(cycIopentadienyI)chromium-

(II) compound and a phosphate-coptaining support; and
(b) a cocatalyst selected from trihydrocarbyl borane com-
pounds and aluminum compounds of the formula

AlR'„X3.n where X is a hydride or halide, R' is a 1 to 12

carbon atom hydrocarbyl radical and n is an integer of 1 to

4,424,140

STABILIZATION OF POLYCONDENSATION
CATALYSTS

Kurt Weinberg, Upper Saddle RiTer, NJ., and Gordon C. John-

son, Armonk, N.Y., assignors to Union Carbide Corporation,

Danbury, Conn.

FUed Jun. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 384,502

Int a.J C08F 4/16

VS. a. 502—155 15 Claims

1. A polycondensation catalyst/stabilizer composition for

the preparation of a high molecular weight light colored poly-

ethylene terephthalate comprising (1) a metal containing poly-

condensation catalyst wherein the metal is selected from the

group consisting of titanium, zirconium, germanium, tin and
mixtures thereof compound and (2) a stabilization composition

which is the reaction product of phosphoric acid, metaphos-

phoric acid, superphosphoric acid, polyphosphoric acid or

mixtures thereof and an aliphatic epoxide having between 2

and about 10 carbon atoms.

5. The catalyst stabUizer composition of claim 1 wherein the

metal containing polycondensation catalyst is a coordination

complex of (A) and (B), wherein:

(A) is a metal alkoxyl halide selected from the group consist-

ing of

M(OR)aXfr
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wherein M is at least one of titanium zirconium, germa-
nium and tin; R is alkyl, aryl, alkylaryl, arylalkyl and
haloalkyl having between 2 to 20 carbon atoms; a and b
are integers having a value of from 1 to 3; the sum of
(a-»-b) is equal to or less than the integer 4; X is at least one
of F, CI. Br or I;

(B) is a silicon compound selected from the group consisting
of:

R

T-(CCXX:„H2„)m-Si-R'

R

Me Me
I I

Z—Si—O—Si—

T

i I

o o
I I

Z—Si—O—Si—

Z

I I

Me Me

(II)

R"'0-

Me
I

•SiO-

I

Me

SiO-
I

Me

(HI)

•R" or

QCH2CH2SiR3»» (IV)

wherein

T is CH2=CX— or

(R*0)2PCH2CHX—

;

X is hydrogen or methyl and is methyl only when m is

one;

R* is alkyl or haloalkyl having from 1 to 4 carbon atoms;
R** is methyl, ethyl, butyl acetoxy, methoxy, ethoxy, or

butoxy;

R is methyl, ethyl, butyl, methoxy, ethoxy, butoxy, or
trimethylsiloxy;

R' is methyl, methyoxy, ethoxy, butoxy or trimethylsil-

oxy;

R" is methoxy. ethoxy. butoxy. trimethyl-siloxy or vinyl

dimethylsiloxy;

R'" is methyl, ethyl, butyl, or trimethyl-silyl;

Me is methyl;

Z is methyl or T;

Q is an NH2CH2— , NH2CH2 NHCH2— , NC—, HS- or
HSCH2CH2S— group;

n is an integer having a value of from 2 to S;

m is an integer having a value of zero or one;

X is an integer having a value of from 1 to 100; and
y is an integer having a value of from 1 to 100;

wherein the mole ratio of A:B in said coordination com-
plex is between about 2:1 and about 1:10.

rium in which a pre-catalyst precipiute or gel derived from a

pre-catalyst slurry is calcined in an oxygen-containing gas to

produce said catalyst, the improvement wherein the liquid

medium of said slurry comprises methanol, ethanol or mixtures
thereof, said oxide complex catalyst containing bismuth and
having the formula

wherein

<•) A is an alkali meul, Tl. Cu. Ag and mixtures thereof;

G is Ni, Co, Mn. Mg, a Group IIA element. IIB element or
mixtures thereof;

L is Fe, Cr, Ce, V and/or Eu;

•M «• C , « tic C T

1*''/'S

••'t

MOuKt OM tnic*«

D is Bi, Te or mixtures thereof;

E is P, As, B, Sb. Ge, Sn. Si, Ti, Zr. rare earth and/or U or
mixtures tlusreof;

Q is Mo and/or W; and

wherein

a is 0.001-2.

bis 0.01-10,

c is 0.01-8,

d is 0.1-8,

e is 0-3, and

f is 11-13.5.

X is determined by the valence sute of the other elements
present.

4,424,141

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING AN OXIDE COMPLEX
CATALYST CONTAINING MOLYBDENUM AND ONE

OF BISMUTH AND TELLURIUM
Robert K. GrasseUi, Chagrin FaUs; Dev D. Snresh, Macedonia,
and Maria S. Friedrich, Lyndharst, aU of Ohio, assignors to

The Standard OU Co., acTeland, Ohio
FUed Jan. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 222,821

Int a.J BOIJ 21/02. 23/18. 23/28. 27/18
VS. a. 502—205 10 Claims

1. In a process for producing a first stage oxide complex
catalyst containing nSblybdenum and one of bismuth and tellu-

4,424,142

CATALYST FOR HYDROTREATMENT OF HEAVY
HYDROCARBON OILS

Sachio Asaoka; Yoshimi Shiroto; Mnaekaza Nakamura, aU of
Yokohama, and Takeo Ono, Kawasaki, aU of Japan, assignors
to Chiyoda Chemical Engineering h Coostrectioa Co., Ltd.,

Yokohama, Japan

Dirision of Ser. No. 84,764, Oct. 15, 1979, Pat No. 4,326,991.
This application Mar. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 242,987

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 13, 1978, 53-153200
Int a. J BOIJ 23/22, 23/88. 27/04

VS. a. 502—84 11 Claims
1. A catalyst for the hydrotreatment of heavy hydrocarbon

oils consisting essentially of at least about 2% by weight of
vanadium in the form of vanadium sulfide represented by the

general formula:

VSx

wherein x represents a SA' atomic ratio of about 1.10 to 1.59,

which is supported on a substrate comprising as a major com-
ponent a porous clay mineral consisting essentially of magne-
sium silicate and having a double-chain structure.
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4,424,143

CATALYST FOR OXYCHLORINATION OF ETHYLENE
Ken ShJozakJ, Hyogo, and Akin Ohnishi, Kakogawa, both of

JaiMui, assignors to Kanegafuchi Kagaku Kogyo Kabusiiiki

Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

Filed Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 364,028

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 6, 1981, 56-51971

Int a.3 BOIJ 27/10

MS. a. 502—225 3 Oaims
1. A catalyst for use in the preparation of 1,2-dichloroethane

from ethylene in a fixed-bed oxychlorination system which
contains cupric chloride, potassium chloride and cesium chlo-

ride in a CuCl2/KCl/CsCl ratio of 1:0.1 to 0.5:0.1 to 0.5 by

weight.

I

4,424,144

PREPARATION OF BINDERLESS 3A ADSORBENTS
James N. Pryor, Catonsrille, and Chang W. Cbi, Columbia, both

of Md., assignors to W. R. Grace A Co., New York, N.Y.

FUed Nov. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 322,003

Int. a.J BOIJ 20/18
U.S. a. 502—68 12 Qaims

1. A process of making 3A zeolite binderless beads compris-

ing

forming beads from a mixture of 4A zeolite powder, a clay

binder and a sodium hydroxide solution;

treating the beads with additional sodium hydroxide to

convert the clay binder to a 4A zeolite to provide a 4A
binderless bead;

pariially exchanging the 4A binderless bead with a calcium

containing solution to form an intermediate bead product;

exchanging the intermediate bead product with a potassium

exchanging solution selected from the group consisting of

an aqueous solution of a potassium salt, a potassium hy-

droxide solution and mixtures thereof to obtain a 3A
zeolite binderless bead; and

recovering and activating the potassium exchanged bead

product.

6. The adsorbent 3A binderless bead made by the process of

claim 1.
I

4,424,146

ACETALDEHYDE ETHYL 6-DIHYDROLINALYL
ACETAL PERFUME COMPOSITIONS

Brian J. Willis, Ramsey; Michael R. Britten-Kelley, Metuchen,
both of NJ., and Odd Hansen, Jackson Heights, N.Y., assign-

ors to Fritzsche Dodge A Olcott Inc., New York, N.Y.
Filed Oct. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 309,388

Int. a.3 A61K 7/46; CUB 9/00; C07C 43/00, 79/34
U.S. a. 252—522 R 2 Qaims

1. The compound acetaldehyde ethyl 6-dihydrolinalyl ace-

tal, having the formula:

CH—CH3
I

cx:2Hj

4,424,147

STABILIZATION OF PERCHLOROETHYLENE
DIELECTRIC FLUIDS

Robert A. Kurz, Hermitage Township, Mercer County, and
Anthony J. Palumbo, Hermitage, both of Pa., assignors to

Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Aug. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 413,592

Int. a.3 HOIB 3/24
U.S. a. 252—575 12 Qaims

1. A method of protecting copper and synthetic organic

polymers from attack by perchloroethylene comprising adding
to said perchloroethylene about 20 to about 1000 ppm of a

compound having a general formula

NH
H

NH2—C—NH—

R

where R is

NH
II

—H, —C=N, or —C—NH2.

I

4,424,145

CALOUM INTERCALATED BORONATED CARBON
nBER

Ramond V. Sara, Parma, Ohio, assignor to Union Carbide Cor-
poration, Danbury, Conn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 276,158, Jun. 22, 1981, abandoned.

This appUcation Apr. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 486,459

Int. Q.3 DOIF 9/14, 11/00
U.S. Q. 252—509 7 Qaims

1. A mesophase pitch derived carbon fiber which has been
boronated and intercalated with calcium, wherein said fiber

contains from about 0.1% by weight to about 10% by weight
boron and the calcium to boron weight ratio in said fiber is

about 2:1.

3. A method of producing a mesophase pitch derived carbon
fiber having a low resistivity and excellent mechanical proper-

ties, comprising the steps of:

producing a mesophase pitch derived carbon fiber from a

mesophase pitch having a mesophase content of at least

70% by weight mesophase;

boronating said fiber to contain from about 0. 1% by weight

to about 10% by weight boron; and

intercalating said fiber with calcium so that the calcium to

boron weight ratio in said fiber is about 2:1.

4,424,148

PROCESS FOR PREPARING WASTES FOR
NON-POLLUTANT DISPOSAL

Terry L. Rosenstiel, Mount Prospect, and Allen A. G. Debus,

Northbrook, both of 111., assignors to United States Gypsum
Company, Chicago, 111.

FUed Feb. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 235,052

Int. Q.3 C09K 11/04
U.S. Q. 252—628 14 Claims

1. A process for preparing fluid hazardous wastes substances

for containerized storage, transport and final disposition in

which liquid or finely divided solid wastes are mixed with a

binder and water, and allowed to set to a hardenable mass;

characterized by combining as a setting, hardenable binder

mass when mixed with water:

about 90-60 weight percent calcium sulfate hemihydrate;

about 10-40 weight percent water-dispersible melamine-for-

maldehyde resin which when cured is hydrophobic;

and an amount sufficient to cure the resin of a cross-linking

agent for said resin.

10. A process for binding a fluid organic substance with

gypsum comprising the addition ofabout 1-15%, by volume of

the organic fluid, of a nonionic surfactant to a mixture of

calcium sulfate hemihydrate and water, said surfactant being a

polyethoxy alkylphenol having about 3-30 ethylene oxide
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units per phenol unit and alky! is aliphatic containing about 8 to

22 carbon atoms.

4,424,149

METHOD FOR ULTIMATE DISPOSITION OF BORATE
CONTAINING RADIOACnVE WASTES BY

VITRIFICATION
Dietmar Bege, Erlangen; Hans-Joachim Faust, Grossgeschaid;

Anwer Puthawala, and Helmut Stiinkel, both of Erlangen, all

of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Kraftwerk Union Ak-

tiengesellschaft, Miilheim, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Jun. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 271,822

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 20,

1980, 3023183; Jul. 16, 1980, 3026968

Int. Q.J G21F 9/16

U.S. Q. 252—629 2 Qaims
1. Method for ultimate disposition of radioactive wastes by

vitrification of weak-to-medium active concentrates contain-

ing boron together with ion exchange resins, which comprises

mixing weak-to-medium active radioactive waste concentrates

from borate-containing radioactive liquids with added glass-

forming materials, maximally in a ratio of 1 part by weight

waste concentrates to 3 parts by weight glass-forming materi-

als, to form a glass composition in which the borate in said

waste concentrate is an essential element in production of glass

from the composition, before subjecting said glass composition

to a melting operation, adding ion exchanger resins in an

amount up to about 10 weight percent of the total mass, treat-

ing the resultant glass composition containing ion exchanger

resins to obtain a glass-forming melt, and withdrawing and

purifying waste gases evolved during said melting operation.

by weight of vegetable protein (as determined by Kjeldahl

nitrogen X 6.25) and capable of forming heat set gels from

dispersions thereof, which gels have a hardness value which is

at least that of a heat set gel formed from a dispersion of egg

white in water having the same dispersion concentration.

4,424,150

ACETAMINOPHEN ANALOGS, ANTIGENS, AND
ANTIBODIES

Pyare Khanna, San Jose, Calif., assignor to Syva Company, Palo

Alto, Calif.

Filed Apr. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 364,836

Int. Q.' C07G 7/00

U.S. Q. 260—112 R 17 Qaims
1. A compound of the formula

4,424,152

METAL COMPLEX DYESTUFFS, PROCESSES FOR
THEIR PREPARATION AND THEIR USE FOR DYEING

NITROGEN-CONTAINING MATERIALS
Winfried Mennicke, and Hermann Gocbel, both of Lcverkusen,

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengescllschaft,

Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Jul. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 281,615

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 1,

1980, 3029271

Int. Q.' C09B 45/28. 45/32

U.S. Q. 260—148 3 Qaims
1. Metal complexes of disazo dyestuffs of the formula

vS—N=N

OH

OH

.N=N— R—SO3H

wherein

one X = chlorine and

the other X = N02, or

both the radicals X=chlorine, and

R = the radical of a diazo component of the benzene, naph-

thalene or diphenylamine series which, in the o-position

relative to the azo group, is free from groups which from

metal cpmplexes.

HO NH—CO—

X

JH

wherein:

X is methyl or —R—(CO)m
Y is —Ri—CO—NH—R2(CO)m when X is methyl, and

hydrogen when X is —R—(CO)m
R, R', and R^ are independently aliphatic linking groups of

from 1 to 12 carbon atoms each;

Z is a poly(amino acid) residue which is an antigen;

m is zero or one when Z is a poly(amino acid) residue, and

is otherwise one; and

n is an integer ranging from one to a value approximately

equal to the molecular weight of Z divided by 500 when
Z is a poly(amino acid), and is otherwise one.

4,424,151

HEAT GELLABLE PROTEIN ISOLATE
Jennifer M. Grealy, Gores Landing; Terrence J. Maurice, Col-

borne, and Chester D. Myers, AJax, all of Canada, assignors to

General Foods Inc., Don Mills, Canada

FUed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 348,875

Int Q.' A23J 1/12, 1/14

l]JS. a. 260—123.5 21 Claims

1. A vegetable protein isolate containing at least about 90%

4,424,153

1:2 CHROMIUM COMPLEX DYES CONTAINING
SULFONIC AQD GROUPS

Hans Baumann, Wachenheim, and Klaus Grychtol, Bad Dur-

kheim, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to BASF
Aktiengescllschaft, Ludwigshafen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Aug. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 295,373

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 10,

1980,3034002

Int. Q.' C09B 45/14

U.S. Q. 260—149 3 Qaims
1. A 1:2 chromium complex dye of an arylazo-azamethine of

the general formula:

OH HOOC

HO3S—A—N=N

as a salt;

where A is naphthalene or benzene radical which may be

monosubstituted or polysubstituted by alkyl, alkoxy or halo-

gen.

1038 O.G.— 16
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4,424,154

AZO DYE HAVING A 3-CYANO- OR
d-CARBAMOYL-2,6>DIAMINOPYlUDINE COUPLING

COMPONENT
Johaoocs Dehnert, Ludwjgdiafeii; Hermann Loffler, Speyer, and
Gnnthcr Lamm, Haadocfa, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, as-

signors to BASF Aktiengesellschaft, Rheinland-Pfalz, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
FUed Jon. 21, 1979, Ser. No. 50,866

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 21,

1978, 2832020

Lrt. CL' C09B 31/153; D06P 1/04. 1/16, 3/54

R3

U.S. a. 260-156
1. A dye of the formula:

O2N
CN

wherein:

R' is unsubstituted or substituted alkyl, alkenyl, cycloalkyl
or aryl,

R^ is hydrogen or a radical R';

3 Claims Z is amino, or

X is hydrogen, chlorine, bromine, methoxy, ethoxy,
propoxy, butoxy, phenoxy, methyl, ethyl, propyl, butyl,

acetylamino, diraethylamino, diethylamino, carboxyl or
-NO2.

NHC2H4OCH3
NHC2H4OCH3

2. A dye of the formula:

CI cx;h3 CH3

CI OCH3

3. A dye of the formula:

Br OCH3

02N-Q-N=N-Q-N=N

CN

NH(CH2)30CH3

NH(CH2)30C2H4CX:6H5

4,424,156

HALO-SUBS 111 UTED AMINO-AND
SUBSnrUTED-SULPHONAMIDO-CONTAINING AZO

DYESTUFPS
Rainer Hamprecht, Cologne, and Klans Lererenz, Lererknsen,

both of Fed. Rep. of Gennany, assignors to Bayer Aktien-
gesellschaft, Leverknsen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Sep. 10, 1980, Ser. No. 185,660
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gennany, Sep. 25,

1979, 2938633

Int. a.3 C09B 29/036, 29/039, 29/085. 29/09
U.S. a. 260—205 4 Claims

1. An azo dyestuff of the formula

Ifal

CH3

Br OCH3

CN

D-N=N—

/

\_NH-Ri

NHSO2R2

wherein D denotes the radical of a diazo component of the
NH(CH2)20CH3 formula

NH(CH2)20CH3
CN

I

4,424,155

AMINOAZO COMPOUNDS
Walter Kortz, Bad Dnrkheim, and Guntlier Lamm, Hassloch,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to BASF Aktien-
geacUsdiaft, Lodwigshafen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Mar. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 240,316
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 15.

1980, 30104

Int. a.J C09B 29/00
VJS. a. 260-157 2 Qaims

1. An aminoazo compound of the general formula:

Z2

Z4 CN

or O2N

Z3

X

wherein

Ri denotes Ci-Cft-alkyl, Ci-Q-chloroalkyl or C1-C4-
alkoxy-(Ci-C4)-alkyl,

R2 denotes Ci-C4-alkyl, C|-C4-chloroalkyl, phenyl, tolyl,

xylyl, chlorophenyl, or dichlorophenyl,

Hal denotes CI or Br,

Z2 denotes H, methyl, ethyl, CI, Br or CF3
Z3 denotes H, CI, Br, NO2, CN, CF3, —CO2—(Ci-Q^alkyl

or —SO2—(Ci-C4)-alkyl. and
Z4 denotes H, methyl or CI.

wherein:

A is the radical of a diazo component or coupling compo-
nent,

R is a radical of the formula:

4,424,157

SILICON CONTAINING LACTAMS
Rack H. Chung, CUfton Park, N.Y., assignor to General Electric

Co., Waterford, N.Y.

FUed Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,518

Int a.3 C07D 227/087
VJS. a. 260—239J R 4 Claim

1. A compound having the formula
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(RO)4-(6+a)S

where R is a C(|.g) aliphatic organic radical selected from the

group consisting of alkyl, alkylether, alkylester, alkylketone,

and alkylcyano or a C(7-i3)aralkyl radical, R' is a C( 1.13) mono-
valent hydrocarbon radical, Y is a

\

C-

radical, where R^ and R^ are selected from the group consist-

ing of hydrogen, C(i. 12) alkyl, C(i.i2)alkenyl, C(i.i2) alkylester,

C(i.i2) alkylether, C(6.i2) aryl. C(%\2) alkaryl, and C(7-i2) aral-

kyl radicals, n is an integer that varies from 2 to 4 and 6, 7, 8,

a is an integer equal to 1 or 2, b is a whole number equal to

or 1, and the sum of a-l-b is equal to 1 or 2.

4,424,158

PROCESS FOR PREPARING
TRIALKYLSILYLDIAZOMETHANES

Takayuki Shioiri, Aichiken; Toyohiko Aoyama, and Shigehiro

Mori, both of Nagoyashi, aU of Japan, assignors to Chisso

Corporation, Osaka, Japan

FUed Jul. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 401,268

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jul. 23, 1981, 56-115510

Int a.3 C07D 201/00; C07F 7/10

U.S. a. 260—239 AA 17 Claims

1. A process for preparing a trialkylsilyldiazomethane,

which comprises reacting halomethyltrialkylsilane represented

by the formula

R'R2R3SiCH2X

wherein R', R^ and R' denote an alkyl group of 1 to 4 carbon

atoms and X denotes a halogen group, with metallic magne-

sium to give a Grignard reagent, and reacting the Grignard

reagent with diphenyl phosphoric acid azide.

St

/
t

\

CO—CH2OH (I)

H

in which St represents a divalent steroid radical of the formula

in which n is 1 or 2, R' represents a hydrogen atom, methyl, a

free, esterifled or etherified hydroxymethyl, formyl, a formyl

protected as acetal or thioacetal, or a free or esterified carboxyl

and R^ represents an aliphatic hydrocarbon radical of 1-3

carbon atoms, a halogenated aliphatic hydrocarbon radical of

1 to 3 carbon atoms, a free, esterifled or etherified hydroxy- -

methyl, formyl, a formyl protected as acetal or thioacetal, or a

free or esterifled carboxyl, and in which the St radical may
contain in addition one or more double bonds, halogen atoms,

lower alkyl radicals, methylene bridges, free 0x0 groups, 0x0

groups protected as ketal or thio-ketal and/or oxido groups,

and also a 3a,S-trans-annular simple C-C bond of a cyclos-

teroid, singly or in combination, at one or more of the positions

1-16, which process comprises:

(a) treating a corresponding carbaldehyde of the formula II

St
/

t

\

CH=0 (H)

H

4,424,159

PROCESS FOR THE SYNTHESIS OF THE
HYDROXYACETYL SIDE-CHAIN OF STEROIDS OFTHE

PREGNANE TYPE, NOVEL
21-HYDROXY-20-OXO-17a-PREGNANE COMPOUNDS

AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
CONTAINING THEM

Michel BioUaz, Riehen, Switzerland, assignor to Ciba-Geigy

Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 1654W6, Jul. 3, 1980, abandoned, which

is a continuation of Ser. No. 37,555, May 9, 1979, abandoned.

This appUcation Feb. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 345,309

Claims priority, appUcation Switzerland, May 26, 1978,

5778/78
Int a.J O07J 33/00. 5/00

VJS. a. 260-239.5 14 Claims

1. A process for introducing a 17a- or /3-oriented hydroxya-

cetyl side chain of a 21-hydroxy-20-oxo-pregnane of formula I

in which St is the above divalent steroid radical wherein n,

R' and R^ have meaning as deflned above with the proviso

that R' does not represent free formyl, R^ does not repre-

sent free formyl or free 0x0 groups, and the St radical does

not contain free 0x0 groups with formaldehyde dimethyl-

mercaptal S-oxide of the formula

CH3—S—CH2—SO—CH3

in the form of an alkaline metal salt thereof in an aprotic

solvent at a temperature of -50* to -f-50' C, and

(b) hydrolyzing the resulting intermediate of the formula

St

/
t

\

OH S—CH3
I I

CH—CH—SO—CH3

H

in which St has the last said meaning, with a strong acid in

the presence of water at a temperature of 0* to 100* C

I
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4,424,160

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
l-HYDROXY-4-AMINO-5(8VNITROANTHRAQUINONE

Volker Hcderich, and Gnater Gehrke, both of Cologne, Fed.
Rep. of Gemiany, migiiors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft,

Lererknseii, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Jon. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 389,130

Claima priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gemiany, Jul. 9,

1981, 3127127

Int a.J C07C 97/26
U.S. a. 260-380 5 Qaims

1. Process for the preparation of l-hydroxy-4-amino-5- or
-8-nitroanthraquinone, characterised in that 1,8-dinitroan-

thraquinone or 1,5-dinitroanthraquinone respectively or mix-
tures thereof are treated below 80* C. in SOs-containing sul-

phuric acid in the presence of boric acid with reducing agents.

4,424,163
SELECnVE REDUCnON OF EDIBLE FATS AND OILS
Bruce I. Rosen, Skokie, lU., assignor to UOP Inc., Des Plaines,

FUed Jan. II, 1982, Ser. No. 338,736
Int a.3 cue 3/12

U.S. a. 260-409 10 Claims
1. A method for the selective reduction of a fatty material

comprising contacting under hydrogenation conditions the
fatty material with hydrogen and a catalyst which consists
essentially of a minor amount from about I to about 40 weight
percent zerovalent nickel dispersed on a support selected from
the group consisting of Ti02, Ta205, V2O5, and Nb:©?, said
catalyst having been activated in hydrogen at a temperature
from about 325° to about 600" C, and recovering the selec-
tively reduced product.

I

4,424,161

[liS^H] la,25 DIHYDROXYVTTAMIN D3 AND METHOD
FOR ITS PREPARATION

Michael F. Holick, Sudbury, Mass., assignor to Massachusetts
General Hospital, Boston, Mass.

FUed Dec. 10, 1979, Ser. No. 101,525

Int. a.3 C09J 9/00
U.S. a. 260-397J 9 Chums

'VO

TW7MTED

«0»-«lO0ICTVt ,1

4,424,164

DIMETHYLDIOCTADECYLAMMONIUM
MOLYBDATES

WiUiam J. Kroenke, BrecksviUe, Ohio, assignor to The B. F.
Goodrich Company, Akron, Ohio

FUed Jul. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 402,478
Int. a.J C07F 77/00

U.S. a. 260-429 R 3 Qaims
1. Dimethyldioctadecylammonium molybdates having the

empirical formula

[(CH3)2(CigH37)2N]aMoftOf

where a, b and c are (2,6,19) or (4, 8, 26).

4,424,165

VOLATILE CERIUM COMPLEXES
David A. Thompson, Horseheads, N.Y., assignor to Coming

Glass Works, Coming, N.Y.

FUed Sep. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 418,216
Int. a.3 C07F 5/00

U.S. a. 260-429.2 3 Oaims

1. [l/3-^H]la,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3, having a specific
activity of 1-20 Ci/mM.

4,424,162
SELECnVE HYDROGENATION OF FATTY MATERIALS
Bruce I. Rosen, Skokie, lU., assignor to UOP Inc., Des Plaines.

FUed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 297,883
Int. a.3 cue i/12

UAa 260-409 lOOaims
1. A method of selective hydrogenation of a fatty material

selected from the group consisting of edible oils and fats com-
prising contacting said fatty material with a catalytically effec-
tive amount of a zerovalent metal selected from the group
consisting of platinum, ruthenium, palladium, rhodium, irid-

ium, and osmium, supported on alpha-alumina, whose surface
area is less than about 15 m^/g with a macropore volume less

than about 0.5 ml/g and with greater than about 90 percent of
the macropores having a size greater than about 300 angstroms
and micropore volume less than about 0.05 ml/g, in the pres-
ence of hydrogen under hydrogenation conditions, and recov-
ering the resulting hydrogenated product.

i
E
E

uE
3
V)

E

5

2.4 2B
TEMR (l/'K «I0»)

1. A cerium ;3-diketonate complex of Ce+* with
6,6, 7, 7, 8, 8,8-heptanuoro-2,2-dimethyl-3,5,octanedione (hfod)
which has the molecular formula: Ce(fod)4.

2. A /3-diketonate complex of Ce+3 and M+' with

6,6,7,7,8,8,8-heptafluoro-2,2-dimethyl-3,5-octanedione (hfod),
having the molecular formula: M[Ce(fod)4], wherein M is

selected from the group: Na, Li, K, Cs and Rb.
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4,424,166

PREPARATION OF 1,1-DIHALOGENO-ALKENES
Fritz Maurer, Wuppertal; Uwe Priesnitz, Solingen, and Hans-
Jochem Riebel, Wuppertal, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Fed. Rep.
of Germany

FUed Feb. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 237,005

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 12,

1980,3009487

Int. a.3 C07C 72//4A 121/66, 69/743. 61/35
U.S. a. 260—464 7 Qaims

1. A process for the preparation of a 1,1-dihalogenoalkene of

the formula

H3C CH3

in which

R' is a hydrogen atom or an optionally halogen-substituted

C] to Cs alkyl radical; an optionally halogen-substituted

benzyl or phenylethyl radical; or a phenyl radical which is

optionally substituted by halogen, C) to C4 alkyl, Ci to C4
alkoxy, cyano and/or nitro;

Z is an cyano or Ci to C4alkoxycarbonyl radical, or a radical

of the formula COOM,
M is a hydrogen atom, an alkali metal, one equivalent of an

alkaline earth metal or an ammonium radical, and

X' and X^ each independently is a halogen atom,

consisting essentially of reacting a carbonyl compound of the

formula

o=c
/

H3C CH3

with a trihalogenoacetate of the formula

X'

I

X2—C—CCX)© M®

acrylonitrile which comprises contacting 3-sulphonyl-pro-

pionitrile of the formula

R'-S02-CH2-CH2-CN

wherein

R' denotes an aryl radical of 6 to 18 carbon atoms, aralkyl

radical wherein the aromatic portion contains S to 10

carbon atoms and the alkyl portion contains I to 6 carbon
atoms, alkyl radical of I to 12 carbon atoms or cycloalkyi

radical of 5 to 17 carbon atoms, each of which radicals can

be substituted by a substituent which is not changed in the

process

with a chlorination agent selected from the group consisting of

chlorine, a phosphorus chloride and a chlonnc derivative of

sulfur in the presenc of a tertiary amine basic catalyst at 30* to

130' C.

4,424,168

PREPARATION OF a-CYANO-3-PHENOXY-BENZYL
3-ALKENYL-2,2-DIMETHYL-CYCLOPROPANECAR.

BOXYLATES
Reimer Colin; Berad Gallenkamp, and Hans-Joachim Diehr, all

of Wuppertal, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Bayer
Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417,766

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 2,

1981, 3139314

Int. a.3 C07C J2I/75

U.S. a. 260—465 D 12 Qaimi
1. A process for the preparation of a-cyano-3-phenoxyben-

zyl 3-alkenyl-2,2-dimethyl-cyclopropanecarboxylatc of the

formula

R' CN

C=sCH 1
I CO—O—CH—C %T

H3C CH3
o-Q-

R2

in which

R' and R^ each independently is a hydrogen or halogen

atoms,

R^ is a hydrogen or halogen atom or an optionally substi-

tuted alkyl group, and

R^ is a halogen atom, an optionally substituted alkyl or

alkenyl group or an optionally substituted phenyl group,

or, together with R^ is an alkanediyl radical,

comprising reacting a 3-alkenyl-2,2-dimethyl-cyclo-

propanecarbo'xylic acid-chlonde of the formula

in which

X^ is halogen atom, and

M® is an alkali metal ion or one equivalent of an alkaline

earth metal ion,

in the presence of an approximately equimolar amount of a

trialkyl phosphite at a temperature between about 0* and 200°

C.

R^

R«

\
(C=CH.YCO— CI

H3C CH3

with a 3-phenoxy-benzaldehyde of the formula

4,424,167

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
2,3-DICHLOROSULPHONYL-ACRYLONITRILES

Siegfried Oeckl, Cologne, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to (

Bayer AktiengesellschaJft, Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Oct. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 315,314

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gemiany, Oct. 31,

1980 3041155

Int. a.' C07C 121/30. 121/48. 121/70

VJS. a. 260-465 G 11 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of a 2,3-dichloro-sulphonyl- or an adduct thereof with an alkali metal bisulphite (hydrogen

^-a-
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sulphite or pyrosulphite), and an alkali metal cyanide, in the
presence of an alky! ester of a Cj to Ca carboxylic acids and
water as diluents at a temperature between about -5' and
+25* C.

I

4,424,169

PREPARATION OF SURFACTANTS
Raymond J. Swedo, Mount Prospect, IIl^ assignor to UOP Inc.,

Des Plaincs, 111.

FUed Aug. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 411,214
Int a.3 C07C 143/24. 143/52. 143/42

UA a. 260-505 R 7 Oaims
1. A process for the preparation of a surfactant which com-

prises treating oil shale with an aromatic compound in the
presence of a Friedel Crafts catalyst at a temperature in the
range of from about 50* C. up to the reflux temperature of said

aromatic compound and a pressure in the range of from about
atmospheric to about 50 atmospheres, separating the resultant

alkylated product from the residual oil shale and excess aro-

matic compound, treating said product with a sulfonating

agent selected from the group consisting of sulfur trioxide and
sulfuric acid at a temperature in the range of from about ambi-
ent to about 50* C. and a pressure in the range of from about
atmospheric to about 10 atmospheres, neutralizing the sulfo-

nated product, and recovering the resultant surfactant.

4,424,172

5,5-BIS^BROMOMETHYL).^HYDROXY.2-OXO-l,3,^
DIOXAPHOSPHORINANES AND PROCESS Ft>R

PREPARING SAME
YuTil Halpem, Skokie, lU., ndgiior to Borg-Wamcr Chemicals,

Inc., Parkersburg, W. Va.

FUed Jul. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 279,660
Int. a.3 C07F 9/15

U.S. a. 260-937 f CtolBM
1. A dibromo-substituted neopentyl phosphoric acid having

the structural formula:

BrCH: CH2O O

c p
/ \ / \

BrCH2 CH2O OH

2. A process for preparing a dihalo-substituted neopentyl
phosphoric acid comprising reacting stoichiometric quantities
of 2,2-bis-(halomethyl)-l,3-propane-diol and phosphorus oxy-
chloride to form the 5,5-bis(halomethyl).2-chloro-2-oxo-l,3,2-

dioxaphosphorinane, reacting said dioxaphosphorinane, in a
solvent, with water to form the 5,5-bis(halomethyl)-2-hydroxy-
2-oxo-l,3,2-phosphorinane product, and isolating said product,
the halo in each case being bromo or chloro.

4,424,170 I

HALOSTILBENE SULFONATES USEFUL AS STARTING
MATERIALS FOR MAKING FLUORESCENT

WHTTENING AGENTS OF THE
4,4'.DISTYRYLBIPHENYL SERIES

Kurt Weber, Basel, Switzerland, assignor to Qba-Geigy Corpo-
ration, Ardsley, N.Y.

Filed May 6, 1982, Ser. No. 375,607
Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 14, 1981,

3143/81

Int. a.3 C07C 143/29. 143/36
U.S. a 260-505 C Saaims

1. A silbene compound of the formula

SO3M

R
I

wherein X is halogen, R is hydrogen, —SO3M, halogen, Ci-C-
4alkyl or C|-C4alkoxy, and M is hydrogen or a salt-forming
cation.

\

4,424,171

AQUEOUS STORAGE SYSTEMS FOR STORAGE OF
GROUND GUAYULE PLANT MATERIAL

Richard Gutierrez, Canal Fulton, and Edward L. Kay, Akron,
both of Ohio, assignors to The Firestone Tire A Rubber Com-
pany, Akron, Ohio

Filed Mar. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 355,078
Int. a.3 C08L 7/02

VS. O. 524-414 11 Claims
1. An aqueous guayule plant material storage system com-

prising:

(a) comminuted guayule plant material;

(b) water; and

(c) at least one inhibitor of offensive odor development
selected from the group consisting of protonic acids, acid
salts, metal oxides and metal hydroxides.

4,424,173
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING 0,0-DIESTERS OF

THIOPHOSPHORUS ACID
Horst Zinke, Emsthofen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.
Division of Ser. No. 164,701, Jnn. 30, 1980, Pat. No. 4,341,722.

This appUcation Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 363,988
Qaims priority, application Switzerland, Jul. 6, 1979, 6351/79

Int a.J C07F 9/165
U.S. a. 260-985 5 Claims

1. A process for producing a compound of formula I

Rl-O S 0)
\ -^
P

/ \
R2—

O

H

wherein Ri and R2 independently of one another are each
Ci-Ci8-alkyl, C5-Ci2-cycloaflwl, phenyl or C7-C9-aralkyl
each of which is unsubstituted^ is substituted by one or two
Ci-Ci2-alkyl groups, or Rj and R2 are each C2-Cio-alkoxyal-
kyl or C3-C2o-alkoxycarbonyllalkyI, or Ri and R2 together
form a bivalent radical of the {orroula II

Ri xn, \\ D. en
I

-C-
I

R4

wherein n is nought or 1, and R3, R4, R5 and R6 independently
of one another are each hydrogen, Ci-Q-alkyl, cyclohexyl or
phenyl, and R3, when n is nought, is also —CH2Z, in which Z
is —XRio, —N(Rii)Ri2, —S—P(S)—(ORioh or a group of
the formula III

S O-Ri ail)

11/
—S—

P

\
O—R2

wherein R| and R2 have the given meanings, and X is oxygen
or sulfur, and Rio, Rn and R12 independently of one another
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are each Ci-Cig-alkyI, Cs-Cu-cycloalkyi, phenyl or C7-C9-
aralkyl each of which it unsubstituted or is substituted by one
or two Ci-C|2-alkyl groups, or Rio, Rn and R12 are each Charles W
C2-Cio-alkoxyalkyl or C3-C2o-alkoxycarbonylalkyl, and R7
and Rg independently of one another are each hydrogen,
C|-C4-alkyl, cyclohexyl, phenyl, nitro, cyano, C2-Ci9-alkox-

ycarbonyl, C2-C|g-alkanoyl, or a group of the formula
(R9—0)2—P(0)— , in which R9 is Ci-Cig-alkyI, or R7 and Rg
together are 2-butenylene or 2-pentenylene, which comprises

(a) dissolving a compound of formula IV

4,424,175

SPIN CASTING
Neefe, P.O. Box 429, Big Sprlaf, Tez. 79720
FUed Jul. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 402,233

Int. a.) B29D 11/00
VS. CI. 264—2.1

Rl—

O

R2—

O

\
I

/

(IV)

P—CI

wherein R| and R2 have the meanings given above in an

inert organic solvent,

(b) subjecting simultaneously the solution of step (a), with

vigorous agitation at a temperature of - 10* to 40* C, to

gaseous ammonia and gaseous hydrogen sulfide till essen-

tially a stoichiometric amount of ammonia and a stoichio-

metric amount to excess amount of hydrogen sulfide are

added, and

(c) isolating the product.

1. A method of reducing the effect of surface tension on the

shape of the concave surface of spin cast contact lenses by
revolving a plurality of concave lens molds around a common
center, the molds concave optical surface being positioned

toward the common center of rotation and revolving each lens

mold around the intended lens optical axis and perpendicular
to the common axis of rotation.

4424174 4,424,176

FABRICATION OF OPTICAL CONNECTORS PROCESS FOR GRANULATION OF MOLTEN
Louis E. Howarth, New ProTidence, NJ., assignor to BeU Tele- .^,. „ cu. • 1 „ it ^ _. .. ^ ^
phone Uboratories, Incorporated, Murray HiU, N.J. ^"f "' ^^^^

i';^, ""^T"'
"^ l^"^^^*' I ?™V"'

FUed Jmi. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 389,876 Jf*!?"';^^ °\^:'^"^ ^ Tennessee VaUey Author-

Int. a.3 G02B 5/14 '*>' "^"^'l.^^ "^ 10., c ^, .r, ,«FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,723

Int a.3 BOIJ 2/12
U.S. a. 264—1.5 8 Claims

U.S. a. 264—7 17 Claims

1. A method of fabricating an optical fiber connector com-
prising the steps of:

providing a suppori assembly comprising an alignment wire

mandrel, a mandrel holder formed around at least a por-

tion of the wire and having an outer surface concentric

therewith, a mandrel sleeve located around at least a

portion of said wire and holder and having an outer sur-

face concentric therewith, said sleeve including an end

surface for receiving a first precision jewel with an aper-

ture therein, at least a portion of which aperture is concen-

tric with the outer surface of the jewel; ''

inserting said wire through the aperture in said jewel so that

a portion of the wire extends therethrough;

forming a backbone insert around a portion of the mandrel

sleeve;

inserting the resulting assembly in molding apparatus includ-

ing a frusto-conical die which includes at one end wall a

second jewel with an aperture which essentially coincides

with the axis of the die, the wire being inserted through

the aperture in the second jewel;

forming a molded piece-part around the backbone inseri and

a portion of the first jewel; and

removing the support assembly from the molded part and

insert to form a frusto-conical connector including the

first jewel at the end surface.

1. In an improved process for the granulation of materials

wherein same is effected in an enclosed vessel by spraying

particles of molten material on rapidly moving granules of

substrate such that the granules of substrate are increased in

size by accretion as the sprayed particles solidify quickly on
the surface of said substrate, and wherein at least a substantial

amount of the heat of crystallization and associated heat from
cooling the molten material and subsequently solid material is

removed by evaporation of water in said enclosed vessel into

air being moved through said enclosed vessel which com-
prises:

(a) atomizing the water to be evaporated in said enclosed

vessel into finely divided droplets having a median vol-

ume diameter of less than l.%7x 10"* ft;

(b) spraying said water droplets with a spray angle, the arc

of which is at least 30 degrees;

(c) spraying said water droplets in such a manner that the

liquid water comprising same totally evaporates while in

said air in a period of time of less than 2 seconds and from
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a predetermined juxtaposed position such that no water in

the hquid phase contacts either the sprayed particles of
molten material or of the substrate granules which are
increasing in size by accretion from the solidification of
said sprayed particles of molten material, or both;

(d) controlling the moisture content of said air below the
dew point of said air everywhere in said enclosed vessel,

below the concentration in said air where condensation
would take place on any surface inside said enclosed
vessel, and below the concentration in said air where
granules of substrate of any size or at any point in said

enclosed vessel would absorb water from said air, thus

preventing water absorption by said granules of substrate

and condensation of water in the air onto the inner sur-

faces of said enclosed vessel; and
(e) removing said heat of crystallization and associated heat

from cooling the molten material and subsequently solid

material by evaporation of said finely divided droplets of
water to give an overall heat transfer rate which is repre-

sented in Btu/hr by either the numerator or denominator
of the following equation which represents the thermody-
namics of the instant process, i.e.

= 1

where ir is the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its

diameter and is 3.1416 and dimensionless; r is the average
radius in ft. of an evaporating droplet over its life span and
is a maximum of 6.56X 10-' ft; n is the number of water
droplets present in atomized form in the vessel at a given
instant and as such is dimensionless; tj is the average dry
bulb temperature of the air in 'F.; tn. is the average wet
bulb temperature of the air in *F.; t^is the average temper-
ature of granules in contact with the air in 'P.; k/is the
thermal conductivity of the air in Btu-ft/(hrXft2){''F.); kcis

the forced thermal convection of air in contact with water
droplets in Btu-ft/(hrXft2) ('F.); W^ is the mass fiow rate

of air through the vessel less water evaporated in the
vessel in Ib/hr; AHo is the difference in enthalpy of the air

entering and leaving the vessel less water evaporated in

the vessel in Btu/lb; Wy is the mass flow rate of water
sprayed and evaporated in the vessel in Ib/hr; AHv is the
average change in enthalpy of the water evaporated in the
vessel after it is in the vapor phase in Btu/lb; h^ is the
average heat transfer coefficient between granules and air

in BtuAft^XhrX'F.); Ngis the number of granules exposed
to the air at any one instant and is dimensionless; A^ is the
average surface area of each one of those granules ex-

posed to the air in square feet; and q, is the rate of heat
flow from granules to the air by indirect means in Btu/hr,
and where the left hand term of the numerator fully de-
scribes the rate of heat transfer by evaporation of water in

Btu/hr, and the middle and right hand terms of the numer-
ator fully describe the heat absorbed by the air and the
water vapor, respectively, in Btu/hr, and the denominator
fully describes the rate of heat transfer from granules to air

in Btu/hr;

the improvement in combination therewith for effecting im-
proved heat transfer between the said granulated material in

said enclosed vessel and the air introduced therein, which
comprises the additional steps of:

(1) aJtemately causing at least a portion of said movement of
granules of substrate in said enclosed vessel to be verti-

cally displaced from and returned from a first zone
therein, the angle of the fall line of said granules of sub-
strate in the descending attitude of said vertical displace-
ment for return to said first zone ranging from about 90
degrees to the horizontal to about 5 degrees greater than
the angle of repose of said granules of substrate;

(2) causing at least a portion of said air in said enclosed vessel

to be moved in a generally horizontal attitude in a manner
so as to intersect said granules of substrate in said descend-
ing attitude of said vertical displacement for return of

same to said first zone, said horizontal movement of said

air being sufficient to at least partially penetrate at least a

portion of that segment of said enclosed vessel occupied
by said returning granules of substrate;

(3) causing at least a portion of said air in said enclosed vessel

having intersected and at least partially penetrated said

segment of said granules of said substrate therein to be
displaced to a second zone in said enclosed vessel, said

second zone being at least horizontally displaced away
from said granules of substrate;

(4) adjusting the enthalpy of the air displaced into said sec-

ond zone to predetermined levels to maintain a predeter-

mined temperature differential between said granules of
substrate in said enclosed vessel and said air displaced into

said second zone; and

(5) removing at least a portion of air displaced into said

second zone after the enthalpy thereof has been adjusted
and returning same into contact with at least a portion of
that segment of said enclosed vessel occupied by said

returning granular substrate to effect heat transfer there-
with by means of at least partial penetration thereof in step

2 above in a manner such that the contact angle between
said air and the plane of the fall line of said granular sub-
strate ranges from between about -45 degrees to about
-1-45 degrees from the direction perpendicular to the plane
of said fall line;

said process characterized by the fact that the thermodynamic
characteristics thereof as they relate to the heat transfer be-
tween said aid and said granular substrate are represented as

follows: '

where

qr= total heat transferred in the enclosed vessel, Btu/hr
Ua= volumetric heat transfer coefficient Btu/(hrXft^ en-

closed vesselX'F.)

V = volume of the enclosed vessel, ft^

(At),„ = true mean temperature difference between the air

and the granular substrate, °F.

4,424,177

MOLDING PREPUFFED POLYSTYRENE FOR HIGHER
DENSITY SKIN

Richard H. Immel, West Chester, Pa., assignor to Atlantic
Richfield Company, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Oct. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 311,835
Int. a.3 B29D 27/00; B05D 1/06

U.S. a. 264—24 4 Claims

1. The method of preparing an article having a relatively

low density core and having a skin of relatively higher density,

which method includes the steps of:

preparing low density prepuffed particles;

preparing separately moderate density prepuffed particles,

said moderate density prepuffed particles having a density

which is within the range from 50% to 1150% greater

than the density of the low density prepuffed particles;

generating on the surface of the moderate density prepuffed

particles a significant electrostatic charge, such charge
being adequate to suspend at least a partial second layer of
such electrostatically charged particles on the ceiling of a

mold;

directing such electrostatically charged, moderate density

prepuffed particles into the interior of a mold, whereby at

least a layer of such moderate density prepuffed particles

are formed on the mold walls;

directing into the mold lower density prepuffed particles

having minimized electrostatic charge, said low density

prepuffed particles filling the major volume of the mold
by being less attracted to the mold walls than said electro-

statically charged moderate density particles, said direct-

ing of the low density prepuffed particles being promptly
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after and/or simultaneous with said directing of the mod-

erate density prepuffed particles;

heating the thus filled mold to bond together the low density

prepuffs throughout most of the volume of the mold and

to bond together the skin of moderate density prepuffed

particles and to bond together the core and skin;
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upon the first program, which is longer than the additional

program.

5. Device for manufacturing of a preform of thermoplastic

synthetic material by means of extrusion from an extruder head

provided with a slot-shaped exit opening, the width of which is

adjustable during the extrusion of the preform in order to

adjust the wall thickness thereof by means of a device provided

with a specific program for the distribution of the wall thick-

ness of the preform, characterized thereby that at least one

second device (54) provided with a program for infiuencing

the wall thickness of the preform (42) has been included in the

design and that this program is shorter in respect to its duration

in time or the extent of its infiuence on the preform (42) than

the program of the first programmed device (53) and is in

effect only in at least one partial area of the program of the first

device (62).
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cooling the thus molded article in the mold;

and removing the thus cooled article from the mold, said

article having a skin of relatively higher density than the

core.

4,424,178

PROCEDURE AND DEVICE FOR PRODUCTION OF A
PREFORM OF THERMOPLASTIC SYNTHETIC

MATERIAL BY MEANS OF EXTRUSION
Werner DaubenbUchel, Bergtach-Gladbach; Dieter Hess, Swis-

tal-Morenhoven, and Erich Kiefer, Bonn, all of Fed. Rep. of

Germany, assignors to Knipp Kautex Machinenbau GmbH,
Bonn, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 341,373

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 23,

1981, 3102076

Int. a? B29D 23/04

U.S. a. 264-40.1 25 Qalms

1. Procedure for manufacturing a preform of thermoplastic

synthetic material by means of extrusion from an extruding

head provided with a slot-shaped exit opening, the width of

which is changed during the extrusion of the preform in ord^r

to adjust the wall thickness of the same according to a prede-

termined program, characterized thereby that the wall thick-

ness of at least one partial area of the preform is controlled by

means of at least one additional program, which is superposed

4,424,179

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A SINTERED SILICON
CARBIDE CERAMIC PART

Louis Mi^Joile, Tarbes; Bernard Lcngroane, Monsegur, Joseph

Calvet, Tarbes, and Serge Chateigner, Rabastens dc Bigorrc,

all of France, assignors to Societe Anonyme ditc: Ceraver,

Paris, France

Filed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,630

Qaims priority, application France, May 18, 1981, 81 09822

Int a.J C04B 35/64

U.S. a. 264-44 9 Claims

1. A method of manufacturing a sintered silicon carbide part,

the method comprising the following steps:

(a) mixing a silicon carbide powder, at least one sintering

additive, and an injection moulding agent; said sintering

additive being chosen from the group consisting of boron,

boron compounds, beryllium, beryllium compounds, alu-

minium and aluminium compounds; and said injection

moulding agent comprising a mixture of polystyrene and a

wax having a lower volatilisation temperature than the

volatilisation temperature of the polystyrene, said polysty-

rene being provided in a quantity sufficient to be carbon-

ized during sintering to produce 0.5% to 5% by weight of

carbon relative to the weight of the silicon carbide;

(b) forming a shaped part by injection moulding said mix-

ture;

(c) baking the moulded part in an oxidizing atmosphere to a

temperature of 230* C. to 330' C. and then maintaining the

part at said temperature for long enough to eliminate the

wax and to reticulate and to oxidize at least a f^rtion of

the polystyrene; ^
(d) heat treating the baked part in an inert atmosphere or in

a vacuum by heating up to a final temperature of about

900* C, the temperature rising at a rate of between 50* C.

per hour and 100* C. per hour such that the loss of weight

of the part is stabilized when it reaches the final tempera-

ture; and

(e) sintering the heat treated moulded part at a temperature

of I9(X)* C. to 2200* C. in an inert atmosphere or under a

vacuum.

4,424,180

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF EXPANDED
SYNTHETIC MATERIAL ARTICLES HAVING
VARIABLE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Guy Lalloz, Froideconcbe, and Gabriel Joly, Luxeuil-les-Bains,

both of France, assignors to Saplcst S.A., Faucogney et la

Mer, France

FUed Aug. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 406,408

Qaims priority, application France, Aug. 13, 1981, 81 15705

Int. a.' B29D 27/00

U.S. a. 264—51 10 Claims

1. A process for the production of an expanded synthetic

materia] molding comprising:
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(a) expanding the synthetic material in a precisely shaped
cavity of a hot mold,

(b) modifying the mechanical properties of the molding
during production by enlarging the size of the cavity.

I

^y/})////A
I

expanding the material into the enlarged cavity until it

occupies the enlarged cavity,

(c) then compressing at least a part of the molding of step (b)
to attain the fmal shape, and

(d) stabilizing the flnal shape. I

layer therebetween to assure the integrity of the latter layer,
which comprises heating the open end of the tube to be closed
off, inwardly deflecting the heated end of the tube while sup-
portmg on a mandrel its inner surface to thereby draw together
said thermoplastic layers to unit the inner thermoplastic layer
and to seal off the open end by forming a stem-like protrusion
therefrom wherein the barrier layer assumes a deflected con-
figuration, severing a portion near the end of said protrusion
whereby a portion of the protrusion is severed and the configu-
ration of barrier layer is drawn stUl closer together, and forg-
ing the severed protrusion of the tube while allowing a prede-
termined quantity of thermoplastic material to be displaced
whereby the barrier layer is brought into substantial alignment
thereby maintaining the integrity of the barrier layer over the
closed-off end of the multilayered tube.

4,424,181

PROCESS AND COMPOSITION FOR PRODUCING
OPEN-CELL CROSS LINKED POLYOLEHN FOAM

Aldtaka Senimui, and Takao Aizawa, both of Yokohama, Japan,
assignors to Nippon Unicar Company, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 433,869
Int. a,3 B29H 7/20

U.S. a. 264-54
1 Claim

1. A process for producing open-cell cross linked polyolefin
foam which comprises forming a composition comprising 100
parts by weight of olefin resin, 1 to 20 parts by weight of
blowing agent, 0.3 to 10 parts by weight of organic peroxide
crosslinking agent, 0.1 to 10 parts by weight of trifunctional
monomer, and 1 to 5 parts by weight of silicone oil or a deriva-
tive thereof having a viscosity lower than 10 cSt at room
temperature, said organic peroxide having a 10-minute half-
value temperature (T^,) of 1 10* C. to 170* C. and said blowing
agent having a decomposition temperature (T/) of 100* C. to
160* C, T^and T/satisfying the following equation.

4,424,183
DESTRUCnBLE CORE STRUCTURE AND METHOD

FOR USING SAME
Mark A. Nelson, Salt Uke Qty, Utdi, assignor to Baker Inter-

national Corporation, Orange, Calif.

FUed Jul. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 395,094
Int. a.3 B28B 7/34

U.S. a. 264-221 7Ci,i^

-10*C.ST^_T/g50'c.
I

molding said composition into pellets, powder, film or sheets,
and subsequently heating said moldings in a single step.

^
I

4,424,182
METHOD FOR SEALING A MULTILAYERED TUBE

HAVING A BARRIER LAYER
DMyl D. Cemy, Greenrille, Ohio, assignor to Ball Corporation,
Munde, Ind.

FUed Dec. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 329,625
Int a.' B29C 17/10

UA a. 264-138 14 Claims

10. A method of closing off ar open end of a multilayered
tube having inner and outer thermoplastic layers with a barrier

1. A method for producing a cast resinous part with a com-
plex internal cavity, comprising:

forming a destructible core structure from a rigid shell con-
figurated as said complex cavity and filled with an inert
flowable ballast material;

positioning said core structure in the appropriate position
within the cavity of a casting mold adapted to produce
said cast part, thereby providing a casting space the con-
figuration of said part;

introducing casting resin into said casting space, thereby to
envelope said core structure, leaving at least one access
opening through said cavity space in contact with said
core;

curing the resin to solidify the resinous mass around said
core structure;

removing the solidified resinous mass from the mold with
the core structure in place;

rupturing the shell of said core structure, and removing the
ballast material from the shell through said access open-
ing; and

removing the shell of the core structure from the internal
cavity of the resinous mass through said access opening.

4424 184
ACCELERATION OF YARN*HEAT-STRENGTHENING

PROCESS
QifTord H. Eskridge, Newark, and Robert R. Loise, Wilming-

ton, both of Del., assignors to E. I. Du Pont de Nemours A
Co., Wilmington, Del.

FUed Oct 12, 1982, Ser. No. 433,785
Int a? B29C 25/QO

U.S. a. 264-235 3 ctaiBg
1. In a process for heat-strengthening yam spun from opti-

cally anisotropic melt-forming polyesters wherein the yam is

heated at temperatures above 250* C. for a period sufficient to
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increase tenacity by at least 50%, the improvement comprising the demand thereon, and wherein the boiling power, herein

accelerating the heat-strengthening process by coating said BP, is given by the equation:

yam prior to such heat-treatment with a small amount of an

inorganic compound selected from the group of potassium BP=K\QN-a-(*^t-**fm\-Wtm

bromide, potassium hydroxide, potassium iodide, potassium

chloride, sodium chloride, sodium bromide, sodium iodide, wherein

rubidium chloride and cesium chloride. K| = a gain dependent on the requirement of the apparatus

4,424,185

PART PICK-UP MECHANISM FOR POWDER
COMPACTING PRESSES AND THE LIKE

Raymond P. DeSantis, Troy, and Herbert J. Puffer, Jr., Garden

aty, both of Mich., asrignors to PTX-Pentronix, Inc., Lin-

coln Park, Mich.

FUed Mar. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 244,605

Int a.3 B29C 7/QO, 3/00

U.S. a. 264—334 12 Claims

1. A pick-up head for transferring articles from an ejection

station to a discharge station, said pick-up head comprising a

pair of aligned cylinder bores, a pair of piston members slidably

disposed in said bores and reciprocable therein, a pair of jaw

members each one connected to one of said piston members for

reciprocation therewith, means for simultaneously introducing

a pressurized fluid behind each of said piston members for

displacing said jaw members towards each other for grasping

therebetween an article ejected at said ejection station, means

for exhausting said pressurized fluid from behind said piston

members after transfer of said article to said discharge station

by said pick-up head, and biasing means urging said jaw mem-
bers away from each other upon actuation of said means for

exhausting said pressurized fluid from behind said piston mem-
bers for releasing said article from between said jaw members

at said discharge station.

QAr= nuclear power
a= constant dependent on apparatus

hi=enthalphy of saturated water

h/w=enthalphy of feedwater injected into the steam genera-

tor

Wys»=rate of flow of feedwater.

4,424,187

APPARATUS FOR THE MONTTORING OF THE
PASSSAGE OF CONDUCTIVE OBJECTS THROUGH A

TUBE
Heinz Thyssen, Julich, and Giinter Breuer, Diiren, both of Fed.

Rep. of Germany, assignors to Kemforachungsanlage Jiilich

GmbH, Jiilich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 894,032, Apr. 6, 1978, abandoned. This

application Not. 6, 1980, Ser. No. 204,531

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 12,

1977, 2716109

Int a.J G21C 17/00

U.S. a. 376-245 10 Claims

&.

4,424,186

POWER GENERATION
Bruce M. Cook, Plum Borough, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Mar. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 239,710

Int C\? G21D 3/08

U.S. a. 376—211 11 aaims

1. Apparatus for generating power including a nuclear reac-

tor, a turbine to be energized from said reactor, a steam genera-

tor, connected to said reactor, for deriving energy therefrom,

fluid circulating means, connected to said steam generator and

said turbine, said fluid circulating means including a first

branch for supplying steam from said steam generator to said

turbine to energize said turbine and a second branch for sup-

plying feedwater from said turbine to said steam generator,

said feedwater supplied to said steam generator to be con-

verted into steam in said steam generator by the energy sup-

plied to said steam generator by said reactor, valve means in

said second branch for controlling the flow of said feedwater

to said steam generator, and means, responsive to the magni-

tude of the boiling power produced by said reactor in said

steam generator and to the level of the water in said steam

generator, for controlling said valve means in accordance with

^ 1

1. A system for monitoring the passage of individual coi.Juc-

tive objects for the core of a nuclear reactor along a path, said

system comprising:

a measuring stretch including an electrode disposed along

said path and juxtaposed with a conductive tube wall so

that said electrode and said conductive tube wall consti-

tute members defining a normally nonconductive gas-

filled gap subject to electrical breakdown and traversed

by said object;

a high-voltage direct-current generator capable of generat-

ing voltages of the order of IS kilovolts connected across

said members and said gap whereby a voltage field is

established across said gap sufficient to develop a separate

discharge in the presence of said object;

a high-ohmic resistor with a resistance value of megaohms

connected in series with said electrode and said high-volt-

age direct-current generator;

a voltage divider connected across said members and includ-
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ing a low-ohmic resistor connected to said wall and
adapted to develop a varying high-frequency oscillation

signal of a signal voltage of the order of up to 100 volts

upon the passage of an object through said gap; and
circuit means responsive to said signal voltage and including

an amplitude demodulatdr-^connected across said low-
ohmic resistor and generating a signal corresponding
substantially to the envelope c^rve of a high-frequency
oscillation signal induced by thA passage of each object
through said gap as a result of the interaction of said

object, said field, a stray capacitance of said stretch, said

high-ohmic resistor and said gap.

surfaces of the container and to subsequently evaporate
therefrom, whereby the combined effects of the free oxy-

4,424 188

STERILIZATION OF PACKAGING MATERIAL
Michael J. DiGeronimo, Chester, N.Y., assignor to International

Paper Company, New York, N.Y.

FUed Dec. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 336,212 .

Int. a.3 A61L 2/10. 2/08
U.S. a. 422-20 56 Qaims

u
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1. A chemical biocide-free method for sterilizing packaging
material, the packaging material being employed subsequent to
its sterilization for the aseptic packaging of foodstuffs, the
method including the steps of (1) first subjecting the packaging
material to ultrasonic vibrations through a liquid medium, said
liquid medium being substantially free of chemical biocidaliy
active material, and (2) then subjecting the packaging material
to ultraviolet radiation, whereby the bactericidal effect of steps

(1) and (2) combined together as a sequence in the order re-
cited is greater than if practiced in the reverse order.

4424 189
PROCESS FOR STERILIZING TUB-SHAPED

CONTAINERS
Werner Hicli, Hiddenhansen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to
Hick A Co. GmbH, Hiddenhansen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Jul. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 391,246
Int a.3 A61L 2/06. 2/18. 2/20, 2/22

U.S. a. 422-27 saaims
1. An improved technique for the sterilization of the internal

surfaces of an open-topped container comprising the steps of:

atomizing, in the vicinity of a container to be sterilized, a
sterilizing agent capable of the formation of free oxygen
upon thermal decomposition;

directing the atomized sterilzing agent against a high tem-
perature surface located in the immediate vicinity of said
container to cause substantially instantaneous thermal
decomposition thereof whereby free oxygen is formed;
and

permitting the vapor resulting from the thermal decomposi-
tion of the sterilizing agent to condense on the internal

1 6

A^'

gen and condensed sterilizing agent vapor causes steriliza-

tion of said internal surfaces.

4424 190
RIGID SHELL EXPANSIBLE BLOOD RESERVOIR,
HEATER AND HOLLOW RBER MEMBRANE

OXYGENATOR ASSEMBLY
Frank W. Mather, III, Pleasant HiU; Andreas Preussner, Berke-

ley, both of Calif., and Gaylord L. Berry, Salt Lake Qty,
Utah, assignors to Cordis Dow Corp., Miami, Fla.

Filed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 350,664
Int. a.3 A61M 1/03

U.S. a. 422-46 14 Qaims

8123

1. A blood reservoir comprising

(1) a self-supporting member having a rigid shell portion
defining a concavity opening inwardly into a reservoir
chamber and defining a rigid inner wall thereof;

(2) fiexible membrane means secured by a liquid-tight seal to
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said shell portion around the periphery of said concavity

in overlying relationship to said concavity and forming,

with said inner wall, said reservoir chamber, whereby said

reservoir chamber comprises a variable volume liquid

tight chamber;

(3) said flexible membrane means interfitting with said over-

lying the inner wall of said concavity when said chamber
is empty amd movable to variable positions outwardly

from said inner wall as liquid enters said chamber between

said inner wall and membrane means, and

(4) blood inlet and outlet means integral with said rigid shell

portion of said concavity and communicating with said

chamber.

11. A blood reservoir as claimed in claim 1 and arranged

with a heat exchanger and a blood oxygenator to provide a

blood oxygenator assembly,

said heat exchanger being secured to the lower end of said

reservoir, said outlet means being adjacent to the lower

end of said chamber and comprising blood inlet means for

said heat exchanger adjacent to the upper end of the latter,

blood outlet means for discharging heated blood from said

heat exchanger,

said blood oxygenator being secured to the lower end of said

heat exchanger and having blood inlet and outlet means.

1. In an analyzer for the chemical analysis of a liquid con-

tained in a test element, the analyzer comprising

metering station means at which liquid is deposited onto

such a test element;

storage station means comprising a storage chamber con-

structed to store more than one such test element, said

chamber having one end disposed for loading such ele-

ments and an opposite end disposed for unloading said

stored elements from said chamber;

detection station means for detecting a change in said un-

loaded test elements; and

means for sequentially moving each of such test elements

into said metering station means, from said metering sta-

tion means into said chamber, and from said chamber into

said detection station means;

the improvement wherein said moving means include:

(a) a first member movable along a first path between: (I)

an idle position upstream of said metering station means,

(2) an element-engaging position at said metering sta-

tion means, and (3) an element loading position at said

one end of said storage chamber;

(b) a second member movable along a second path spaced

from said first path, between: (I) an idle position up-

stream of said storage chamber, (2) an element-engaging

position at said opposite end of said storage chamber.

and (3) an element loading position at said detection

station means;

and reversible drive means coupled to said first member and

said second member for sequentially moving said first

member to its (1), (2) and (3) positions while synchro-

nously moving said second member respectively to its (3),

(2) and (1) positions, and vice versa;

whereby said drive means is effective to operate both said

movable members without disengagements and without

simultaneous loading and unloading of said storage cham-
ber.

4,424,192

FLUID CATALYST REGENERATION APPARATUS
Darid A. Lomas, Arlington Heights, and Gregory J. Tbompsoa,
Waukegan, both of III., assignors to UOP Inc., Des Plaines,

III.

Division of Ser. No. 273,296, Jun. 15, 1981, Pat. No. 4,353,812.

This application Jun. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 389,790

Int. a.' BOIJ 21/20. 29/38. 8/26: ClOG 11/18

U.S. a. 422—109 4 Gaims

4,424,191

ANALYZER FEATURING LOADING AND UNLOADING
MEANS FOR A STORAGE CHAMBER, AND COMMON

DRIVE MEANS
Raymond F. Jakubowicz, Rush, N.Y., assignor to Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 354,859

Int. a.5 GOIN 35/04

U.S. O. 422—65 10 Oaims

1. An apparatus for regenerating a coke-contaminated, fluid

catalyst which comprises in combination;

(a) a vertically oriented combustion chamber having an

upper and bottom section;

(b) an inlet line for passage of regeneration gas connecting

with the lower portion of said combustion chamber;

(c) an inlet line for coke-contaminated, spent fluid catalyst

connecting with the lower portion of said combustion

chamber;

(d) a disengagement chamber located superadjacent to and

above said combustion chamber and in communication

therewith;

(e) a catalyst collection section at the bottom of said disen-

gagement chamber;

(0 a shell and tube type heat exchanger of vertical orienta-

tion, remote from said combustion and disengagement

chambers, having a catalyst inlet at the upper portion of

the shell side of said heat exchanger and a catalyst outlet

at a bottom portion of the shell side of said heat ex-

changer;

(g) a hot catalyst conduit connecting said catalyst collection

section of said disengagement chamber with the catalyst

inlet in the upper portion of said shell side of said heat

exchanger such that hot regenerated caulyst flows from

said catalyst collection section of said disengagement

chamber to said shell and tube type heat exchanger;

(h) a cooled catalyst conduit connecting said catalyst outlet

of said shell side of said heat exchanger with a lower

portion of said combustion chamber, such that cooled
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catalyst flows from said shell side of said heat exchanger
to said lower portion of said combustion chamber;

(i) inlet and outlet conduits connected to the tube side of said

heat exchanger, such that cooling fluid flows through said

tubes and indirectly cools said hot regenerated catalyst

passing from said hot catalyst conduit to said cooled cata-

lyst conduit through said shell side of said heat exchanger;

(j) a fluidizing gas inlet conduit connected to a bottom por-
tion of said shell side of said heat exchanger, such that

fluidizing gas flows into said shell side to maintain said

catalyst in a fluidized catalyst bed therein; and,

(k) a flow control valve placed in said fluidizing gas inlet

conduit of step (j) to control the flow of fluidizing gas
thereto responsive to a control system comprising:

(i) means to sense the temperature at a locus within said

upper section of said combustion chamber, said upper
section containing a relatively dilute-phase of fluidizing

catalyst, which has been passed upward enroute to said

disengagement chamber from a relatively dense-phase
of fluidizing catalyst maintained in said bottom section

of said combustion chamber;

(ii) temperature control means having an adjustable set

point connected to said temperature sensing means and
developing a first output signal; and

(iii) means for transmitting said output signal to said flow
control valve of step (k) placed within said fluidizing

gas inlet conduit of step (j) to adjust said valve respon-
sive to said temperature at said locus in said upper
section of said combustion zone and to thereby regulate

the flow of fluidizing gas into said shell side of said heat
exchanger. i

4,424,193

CONSTITUENT MEMBERS OF A SEMICONDUCTOR
ELEMENT-MANUFACrURING APPARATUS AND A

REACTION FURNACE FOR MAKING SAID
CONSTITUENT MEMBERS

Masao Koyama, Oguni; Syoitn Matuo, Atragi; Chiaki Naka-
yama, Ebioa, and Katsmni Hoahina, Oguni, all of Japan,
aidgBora to Toahiba Ceramics Co^ Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jon. 25, 1980, Ser. No. 162,943
Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 9, 1979, 54416708

Int CL^ C30B 25/10
VJS. a. 422—248 7Clalnis

as measured by Cu-IQ, rays in X-ray diffraction analysis on the
(200) plane of said silicon carbide layer.

4,424,194
PROCESS FOR EXTRACnON OF METALS FROM
LEACHABLE ORES AND FORMING OF BUILDING

MATERIALS
Robert M. Hughes, 10039 Bristol, Alta Loma, Calif. 91701

FUed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,693
Int a.3 COIG 7/00. 5/00. 7/00: E04B 5/04

U.S. a. 423-1 „ oaim
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1. The method which comprises the steps of:

crushing a quantity of leachable ore into a powder of sub-
stantially uniform particle size;

mixing with a quantity of a binding material;

mixing with a leaching material;

forming into a masonry building construction article having
at least one passage therein such that the quantity of the
binding material is sufficient to impart adequate structural

strength to the article;

stacking a plurality of said masonry building construction
articles with at least some of said passages disposed therein
in generally parallel flow paths;

passing a solvent through the passages of the masonry build-

ing construction articles to extract and recover metal
values from the ore and thereafter recovering the by-pro-
duct formed construction articles.

1. A constituent member of a semiconductor element-
manufacturing apparatus, which comprises a carbon substrate
of a thermal expansion coefficient of 2.5 to 5.5xlO-V*C.
having directly upon its surface a silicon carbide layer, which
layer is vapor-deposited from a gaseous phase mainly compris-
ing silicon monoxide, said silicon monoxide having been
evolved by a reaction between silica powder and carbon under
a reduced pressure at a temperature of 1500* to 1900% said
silicon carbide layer having a half value width of 0.35* or less

4,424,195

RECOVERY OF ORGANIC EXTRACTANT FROM
SECONDARY EMULSIONS FORMED IN THE

EXTRACnON OF URANIUM FROM WET-PROCESS
PHOSPHORIC ACID

Joseph D. Korchnak, and Richard H. G. Fett, both of Lal^land,
Fla., assignors to UNC Reo?ery Corporation, Mulberry, Fla.

FUed May 14, 1980, Ser. No. 140,690

Int a.3 COIB 25/234
U.S. a. 42^-10 13 Claims

1. In a process for recovering uranium from wet-process
phosphoric acid including extracting the uranium from the
wet-process acid with an organic extractant, treating the ex-
tractant to remove secondary emulsions containing extractant

formed during extraction, and stripping the uranium from the
extractant into i^ stripping solution, the improvement compris-
ing:
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(1) mixing the secondary emulsions with water or an acid

leaching solution; and
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(2) separating the extractant from the mixture obtained in

step (1) whereby the extractant is separated from the

secondary emulsions.

4,424,197

GAS DESULFURIZATION
Byron E. Powell, RoUiags Meadows; Vircadar S. Bakhshi, Chi-

cago, and DoaaM A. Randolph, Wheatoa, all of III., Msifaon
to United States Gypsum Company, Chicago, III.

Piled Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 426,445

Int a.} BOIJ 8/00; COIB 17/00

U.S. a. 423—244 8 ClaiaH

1. A process for decontaminating a SO2 containing gas

wherein such gas also containing oxygen is contacted at a

temperature between about 500* C. and 1000* C. with calcium

oxide particles; such particles being in a highly voided skeletal

structure containing numerous macro pores in the walls of

large pores such that the pores of the particles have a toul pore

volume to weight'ratio of at least about 0.4 cubic centimeters

per gram and total pore surface area to weight ratio of at least

about 0.5 square meters per gram measured by mercury poro-

simetry; and reacting SO2 throughout the calcium oxide parti-

cle to form a calcium sulfate reaction product.

4,424,196

PHOSPHOHEMIHYDRATE PROCESS FOR
PURinCATION OF GYPSUM

Jay W. Palmer, Lutz, Fla., and John C. Gaynor, Des Plaines,

111., aasignors to United States Gjrpsum Company, Chicago,

111.

FUed Jun. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 393,232

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jun. 14,

2000, has been disclaimed.

Int a.J COIF 11/46. 13/00: COIB 25/16: G21F 9/28

VJS. a. 423—166 20 Qaims

4,424,198

PROCESS FOR PREPARING TRICHLOROSILANE AND
SILICON TETRACHLORIDE FROM SILICON AND

HYDROGEN CHLORIDE
Tadao Ito, and Hidetaka Hori, both of Yokkaichi, Japan, assign-

ors to Nippon AerosU Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Aug. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 404,751

Gaims priority, appUcation Japui, Aug. 17, 1981, 56-127834

Int a.J COIB 33/08: BOIF 7/08

U.S. a. 423—342 10 Claims

STAIILITT OIACIIAM - Ca SQ, IN Ca SQ, H,K(, H,0 STSTEH

1. A process for reducing radioactivity in calcium sulfate

containing radioactive contamination comprising the steps of:

forming an acidic aqueous slurry of fine sized phos-

phohemihydrate containing radioactive contamination

and a substantial weight proportion of coarser particles of

gypsum that are substantially free of radioactivity;

hydrating, at a temperature and P2OS concentration of phos-

phoric acid with Region 1 of FIG. 1, at least a substantial

proportion, but less than all, of the hemihydrate to coarser

gypsum substantially free of radioactivity; and

separating a coarse gypsum product low in radioactivity

from the finer sized hemihydrate containing radioactive

contamination.

9. The process of claim 1 wherein a coarse gypsum product

containing less than I pCi/g of radium-226 is separated.

1. In a process for producing trichlorosilane and silicon

tetrachloride by reacting metallic silicon or metallic-silicon-

containing materials and hydrogen chloride, the improvement

comprising:

providing, as the reactive silicon-containing starting mate-

rial, metallic silicon or metallic-silicon-containing materi-

als in the lump from ranging downward in particle size to

silicon powder;

upwardly conveying said silicon-containing starting material

in an upright cylindrical reactor provided with a screw

conveyor, the diameter of which is at least one-half of the

inside diameter of the reactor with the space between the

screw periphery and the inside wall of the reactor being

about 3-6 times the diameter of the largest lumps of metal-

lic silicon or metallic-silicon-containing materials being

conveyed through the reactor;

introducing hydrogen chloride into the reactor; and

rotating said screw conveyor so as to transport the silicon

Jumps and powder upward in the reactor, the rate of

rotation of said conveyor being controlled such that the

rate of rotation is increased as heat generation increases

and is decreased as the rate of heat generation decreases.

}.
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4,424,199

FLUID JET SEED PARTICLE GENERATOR FOR SILANE
PYROLYSIS REACTOR

Sridhir K. lyi, WUIiamsTUlc, N.Y^ assipior to Union Carbide
Corporation, Danbory, Conn.

Filed Dec 11, 1981, Ser. No. 329,956
Int a.3 COIB 3i/02: B05D 7/00; B02C 79/06

U.S. a. 423-349 7 Qaims

pH between about 4.5 and 8.5 for at least about 15 hours at a
temperature wherein said protein is not denatured.

\l

4,424,201

EMPLOYMENT OF A MEREYANINE DYE FX)R THE
DETECnON OF MALIGNANT LEUKOCYTIC CELLS

Jay E. Valinsky; Edward Reich, and Thomas G. Easton, all of
New York, N.Y., assignors to Rockefeller University, New
York, N.Y.

FUed Not. 28, 1978, Ser. No. 964^59
Int. Q\? GOIN 1/30. 21/64. 23/00; C12Q 1/04. 1/16

U.S. a. 424-3 19 Qaims
1. A method for the detection of malignant leukocytic cells

which comprises contacting a fluid solution containing malig-
nant leukocytic cells with a merocyanine dye of the formula

REOCM OF TL/OULCNIX

o

O R2

O ^=CH—CH=CH—CH=/ \=X

(CH2)„ O Vj

N

1. In a process for the production of high purity, polycrystal-

line silicon in a fluidized bed reaction zone by introducing a gas
flow of silane or silane-hydrogen mixture into a fluidized bed
of fine sized silicon particles suspended in a reaction zone by an
upward flow of fluidizing gas, said reaction zone temperature
being maintained within the decomposition temperature range
of said silane and below the melting point temperature of
silicon whereby said silane is decomposed to form silicon

which deposits on the silicon particles in the fluidized bed to

enlarge the same and cause said enlarged particles to descend
as silicon product particles from said fluidized bed reaction
zone through said upward flow of fluidizing gas into a collect-

ing chamber having interior surfaces including side walls and a
base portion having passages through which an upward flow
of gas is introduced which passes into said fluidized bed reac-
tion zone, the improvement which comprises providing in said

collecting chamber, in addition to said upward flow of gas, a
separate high velocity jet of gas above said base portion at a
velocity which is in the range of about 100 to 1200 feet per
second and which is from about 50 to 5000 times the velocity
of said upward flow of gas said high velocity jet causing turbu-
lence only in a portion of said collecting chamber so as to cause
a portion of the enlarged siMcon product particles in said cham-
ber to impinge upon each other and be thereby comminuted to
form smaller silicon particles which are transported upwardly
into said fluidized bed in said reaction zone by said upward
flow of gas passing through said perforated base.

SO3-

wherein n=l-5; X=0 or S and Ri and R2 are the same or
different C2-C5 alkyl groups;

wherein said dye is incorporated into said cells; separating
the cells from the incubation mixture and then detecting
said dyed cells.

12. The method of claim 1 wherein said merocyanine dye is

radioactive.

19. A method of detecting solid tumors which comprises
contacting a fluid solution containing leukocytic cells derived
from the blood of patients having, suspected of having or
having had a solid malignant tumor, with a merocyanine dye of
the formula

R2

^' N

)=CH—CHsCH-CHa/ Nar]

V- NN
I

(CH2)„

SO3-

Ri

4,424,200
METHOD FOR RADIOLABELING PROTEINS WITH

TECHNETIUM.99M
Dafid R. Crockford, HaverhiU, Mass., and Buck A. Rhodes,

Albnqncrqne, N. Mex., assignors to Nuc Med Inc., Albuquer-
que, N. Mex. and University Patents Inc., Norwalk, Conn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 37,992, May 14, 1979, Pat. No.
4,323,546, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 908,568,
May 22, 1978, abandoned. This application Mar. 23, 1981, Ser.

No. 246,197

Int a.3 A61K 43/00. 49/00
VS. a. 424-1.1 ,7 Qaims

1. The process for forming a reducing composition suitable
for being radiolabeled with technetium-99m which comprises
incubating a source of stannous ion with a protein in the pres-
ence of a buffering composition comprising a mixture of an
alkali metal biphthalate and an alkali metal tartrate having a

wherein n= 1-5; X=0 or S, and R| and R2 are the same or
different C2-C5 alkyl groups;

wherein said dye is incorporated into said cells; separating
the cells from the incubation mixture and detecting said

dyed cells.

4,424,202

AZELAALDEHYDATES AS PSYCHOTROPIC AGENTS
Herman P. Benecke, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to The Vinoxen
Company, Inc., Stamford, Conn.

FUed Jun. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 387,637
Int. a.3 A61U 27/00. 31/19. 31/22. 31/23. 31/40. 31/44.

31/165. 31/445
U.S. a. 424—10 20 Claims

1. A method for producing a psychotropic response in a
human or animal subject suffering from a condition for which
a psychotropic response would be therapeutic, comprising
administering to said subject a psychotropically effective non-
toxic amount of an azelaaldehydate having the formula
[CHO(CH2)7COO]„Ri, wherein n= 1 and Rj is H, lower alkyl,

cyclo{lower)alkyl, aryl(lower)alkyl, lower alkoxyOower)al-
kyl, di(lower)alkylamino(lower)alkyl, cyclic amino(lower)al-

\
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kyl or alkanoylamino(lower)alkyl; or n= 2-6 and R| is a lower
alkyl or cycloOower)alkyl polyol residue; or a pharmaceuti-

cally acceptable addition salt thereof

4,42433
GEL FOR DENTAL CARIES PREVENTION

Gennady N. Pakhomov, Leninsky prospekt 123/1, kv. 529,

Moscovr, Anita Y. Lnste, ulitsa Lachplesha 27, kv. 22, Riga;

Anatoly G. Kolesnik, ulitsa Shoaseinaya 58, korpus 2, kv. 59,

Moscow; Vastly N. Demishev, Leninsky prospekt 67, kv. 230,

Moscow; Eva L. Pashinina, ulitsa Novolesnaya 7, korpus 2,

kv. 20, Moscow; Maria V. Mordvinova, ulitsa Novye Chere-
mushki 24-a, korpus 1, kv. 9, Moscow; Lilia V. Morozova,
ulitsa Krasnogo Mayaka 8, korpus 2, kv. 264, Moscow; Lidia

M. Boginskaya, Odintsovo-2, Mozhaiskoe shosse 49, kv. 232,

Moskovskaya oblast; Irina B. Voskresenskaya, prospekt
Pravdy 5, kv. 128; Sara Z. Osadchuk, prospekt Traktoros-
troitelei 162, kv. 141, both of Hiarkov, and Galina I. Kad-
nikova, ulitsa Ya. Rudzutaka 60, kv. 10, Riga, all of U.S.S.R.

FUed Mar. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 472,213

Int. a.3 A61K 7/18. 33/16. 35/32
U.S. a. 424—52 4 Qaims

1. A gel for dental caries prevention comprising a gelling

agent, a humectant, a surface active substance, a flavouring

agent, 1.7-11% by weight of an anticaries agent which is a

mixture of sodium monofluorophosphate with a substance

obtained from treating the bone tissue with a dilute mineral

acid to completely remove the mineral components and water-

soluble proteins contained in the bone tissue, isolation of the

thus obtained solution, diluting it with water and stabilizing

additives of citric acid or salts thereof, with subsequent neu-

tralization of the solution and drying, and including the follow-

ing parts and proportions by weight %:

HO

OH

O'

y:?!cooA
OH

H3C ^COOH

CH3

CH3 CH3

in which A and A' independently represent hydrogen atoms,

sodium atoms, potassium atoms or ammonium groups, and
from 0.01 to 20% by weight based on the total weight of the

skin cosmetic composition of a glycyrrhizin composition con-

sisting essentially of from 30 to 98 mole % of said 18a-glycyrr-

hizin and from 2 to 70 mole % of an 18/3-glycyrrhizin of the

structural formula

calcium 2-6
^^^"*

sodium 19-23

potassium 0.04-0.18

anion of mineral 6-10.6 COOA 0^
acid (chloride)

1 1

anion of orthophosphoric 1.5-5.0 r ^ /"°
acid

Y Y Y Nwater-soluble proteins 1.0-5.0 NOH / N HO/
magnesium 0.05-0.2 HoSl / \l /c
complex of microelements 0.01-0.02 1

1

including fluorine, manganese,
1 1

OH OH
tin, zinc, iron

complex citrate compounds the rest.

calculated for citric

acid anion

COOA

HjC

4,424,204

CREAMY OR MILKY SKIN COSMETIC COMPOSITIONS
Hiromi Minamino; Mitsuo Kondo; Yasuhisa Otani, aU of

Odawara; Akira Miyashita, Yokohama; Kenzo Okada, Tokyo,
and Takashi Kuramoto, Onomichi, aU of Japan, assignors to

Kanebo Ltd. and Maruzen Kasei Co., Ltd., both of, Japan
FUed Mar. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 241,525

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Mar. 8, 1980, 55-29607;

Oct 2, 1980, 55-138511

Int. a.3 A61K 7/021; BOIJ 13/00; C07G 3/00; C07H 15/00
U.S. CI. 424—63 22 Qaims

1. A creamy or milky oil-in-water emulsion skin cosmetic

composition consisting essentially of

(a) an emulsifying agent selected from the group consisting

of from 0.01 to 20% by weight based on the total weight

of the skin cosmetic composition of at least one 18a-

glycyrrhizin of the structural formula

.COOH

CH3

CH3 CH3

in which A and A' independently represent hydrogen atoms,

sodium atoms, potassium atoms or ammonium groups;

(b) an oily substance selected from the group consisting of

higher aliphatic hydrocarbons, vegetable fat, vegetable

oil, animal fat, animal oil, wax, higher alcohol, higher fatty

acid, straight chain ester oil and branched<hain ester oil

in an amount of from 1 5 to 80% by weight based on the

total weight of the skin cosmetic composition; and

(c) water in an amount of from 10 to 90% by weight based

on the total weight of the skin cosmetic composition;

said skin cosmetic composition having a pH value in the

range of from 2.0 to 6.0.
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4,424,205

HYDROXYPHENYLACETAMIDES HAVING
ANALGESIC AND ANTI-IIWITANT ACTIVITYM R. LaHau, Clevet, Ohio, ud Briu L. Bockwalter,

Yirdky, Iht, iHignon to The Procter A Gamble Commny.
aMiauti,Ohio

Filed Mar. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 359,464
lat a^ C07C 103/76.- A61K 7/155. 31/165

UA a. 424-72 23 Claims
1. A compound, or pharmaceutically accepuble salt thereof,

having the formula:

O
II

CH2CNHR

wherein R is a linear or branched Cg-Cio alkyl group, a linear

or branched Q-C9 alkynyl or aralkyl group, a linear or
branched C12-C18 alkenyl group, or an unbranched or
branched Q-Cn cycloalkyl or cycloalkenyl group; and
wherein one of Rj and R2 is OH, the other being OH or H.

10. A pharmaceutical composition in unit dosage form hav-
ing analgesic activity, which comprises a safe and effective
amount of a compound, or pharmaceutically acceptable salt

thereof, having the formula:

R|

a
n

CH2CNHR

Q
Ra

wherein R is a linear or branched Cg-Cio alkyl group, a linear
or branched C6-C9 alkynyl or aralkyl group, a linear or
branched C12-C18 alkenyl group, or an unbranched or
branched Q-Cn cycloalkyl or cycloalkenyl group; and
wherein one of Ri and R2 is OH, the other being OH or H; and
a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier.

4,42436
PROCESS FOR HEAT TREATMENT OF AQUEOUS
SOLUTION CONTAINING COLD INSOLUBLE
GLOBULIN TO INACTIVATE HEPATTTIS VIRUS

Takao Ohaora, Takararnka; YBtak« Hirao, Toyonaka, and
SatoaU FtaakoaU, Katano, aU of Japan, aaaignon to The
Gmm Cnm Corporatioii, Oiaka, Japan

Filed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 351,299CUm priority, applicatioii Japan, Feb. 25, 1981, 56-27448
Irt. CI.3 A61K 35/14. 37/00

VJS. CL 424-101 17 cuim.
1. A process for heat treatment to inactivate the hepatitis

vims in a cold insoluble globuline, which comprises carrying
out the heat treatment at 50* to 80* C. of an aqueous solution
containing the cold insoluble globulin for a time sufficient to
inactivate the hepatitis virus but to retain the activity of the
coW insoluble globulin said aqueous solution also containing
10% W/V or more of at least ont stabilizer selected from the
group consisting of neutral amino acids, monosaccharides,
disaccharides, and sugar alcohols.

4,424^7
ENZYME INHIBrrORS

Michael Szeike, RniaUp; David M. Jomb, Hayca, aad Allan
HaUett, Wembley, all of Eoglaod, aHignon to Ferring Phar*
maceuticals Limited, Feltham, Engjanj

FUed Ang. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 290,620
lat a.3 0D7C 103/52; A61K 37/02

VJS. a. 424-177 24 Claims
1. A polypeptide analogue of the formula:

Z—Y—Pro—Phe—His—A—B—Z—

W

6 7 8 9 10,11 12 13

(V)

where: Pro, Phe and His may be in substituted form;
X= H, a lower aliphatic acyl (Ci=C5), t-butyloxycarbonyl,

an aromatic acyl or an L- or D- amino- acyl residue,
which may itself be N-protected similarly;

Y= D- or L-His or other D- or L- basic or aromatic aminoa-
cyl residue, or is absent;

A =

or

R' R2 O
I I ^-NH-CH-CH2—N—CH-C "reduced"

I

3
\ isostere bond

(VI)

R' O (VII)

I ^
NH-CH-C r2 O

\ I ^
CH2—CH—C "keto" isostere bond

or

Ri r2 (VIII)

-NH-CH-CH(OH)-CH2-CH-C "hydroxy"

\ isostere bond

or

R' R2 O
I I ^-NH-CH-CH2-CH2-CH-C "hydrocarbon"

\ isostere bond

(Kl)

where the configuration at asynunetric centres • is either
R or S, where in VIII the hydroxy group may be present
as such or protected in either —OR* or ester

—O—

C

\
R«

form where R* is as given under W below and where R'
and R2, the same or different= 'Pro (isopropyl),

'Bu (isobutyl), Bzl (benzyl) or other lipophilic or aromatic
amino-acid side chain;

R3=-H; lower alkyl (C1-C5); or -S02Ph,
—S02C6H4CH3(p), Boc, formyl or other N-protecting
group;

B= D- or L- Val or He or other D- or L- lipophilic aminoa-
cyl residue;

Z= D- or L- Tyr, Phe, His or other L- or D-aromatic amino-
acyl residue; and

W=
(a) OH
(b) —OR* where R*=(i) lower alkyl C1-C5 (ii) cycloalkyl
C3-C7 or Bzl
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(c) -NH2
(d) —NHR' or —N(R5)2 wherein R' is an N-protecting
group or R*

(e) L- or D-Lys

(0 L- or D-Arg unprotected or as the ester or amide

(g) L- or D-Ser and

(h) amino alcohol derived from (e)-(g) unprotected pro-

tected as such or in ester or ether form;

Z-t-W= alcohol derived from
(i) L-Tyr

(ii) L-Phe

(iii) D-Tyr or D-Phe
(iv) Hu

such polypeptide being in the above form or modified by
isosteric replacement of one or more remaining peptide bonds
by reduced. —CH2—NH— , keto,

—

C

\
CH2—

hydroxy, —CH(OH)—CH2— , or hydrocarbon, —CH-
2—CH2— isosteric links and further being in free form or in

protected form at one or more remaining peptide, carboxyl,

amino, hydroxy or other reactive groups.

4,424,210

VEHICLE COMPOSmON CONTAINING
l-SUBSTTTUTED AZACYCLOALKAN-2-ONES

Vithal J. RiUadhyakaha, Miaaioa Viejo, Calif., aaaipMr to Nel-
•on Research A Derelopawat Conpuy, Irriat, Calif.

DiTiaioB of Ser. No. 137,248, Apr. 4, 1980, Pat No. 4,316393,
which is a divisioa of Ser. No. 725,490, Oct. 28, 1976,

abaadoned, wUch to a coBtiBuatioB-iB-part of Ser. No. 588,247,
Jbb. 19, 1975, Pat. No. 3,989^16. TUa applicatioB Dec. 7, 1981,

Ser. No. 328,445

Int. a.i A61K 31/30. 31/70, 31/71. 31/505
VJS. a. 424—180 16 Claims

1. A composition comprising an cfTective amount of a physi-

oiogiclly active agent and a non-toxic, effective penetrating

amount of compound having the structural formula

II R

(CH2)6-N-(CH2),-R

wherein R' is H or a lower alkyl group having 1-4 carbon
atoms, n is 0-17 and R is —CH3,

w or — N-
/

(CH2)6

wherein R" is H or halogen.

4,424,208

COLLAGEN IMPLANT MATERIAL AND METHOD FOR
AUGMENTING SOFT TISSUE

Donald G. Wallace, Mealo Park, aad Sosaa B. Wade, Fremoat,
both of Calif., aaaigBors to CoUagea CorporatioB, Palo Alto,

Calif.

FUed JaB. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,661

iBt a.' C07C 103/52; A61K 37/02
VJS. a. 424-177 7 Claims

1. An injectable implant material for soft tissue augmentation
comprising a dispersion of:

(a) particulate cross-linked atelopeptide collagen; and
(b) reconstituted fibrous atelopeptide collagen; dispersed in

(c) an aqueous carrier wherein the total collagen in the

dispersion is in the range of about IS to about 80 mg/ml,
the cross-linked collagen constitutes about 70% to 95% by
weight of the total collagen in the dispersion and the

fibrous collagen constitutes about 5% to about 30% by
weight of the f^ral collagen in the dispersion.

4,424,211

2'DEOXY-5^2-HALOGENOVINYL>-URIDINES,
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSmONS AND METHOD

OF USE
Albert S. Jones; Richard T. Walker, both of BirmiBgham, Ea-

glaad; Erik D. A. de Gercq, Lonvain, Belgium, and Philip J.

Barr, Edmoatoa, Caaada, aaaigBors to Rega lastituut VZW,
Louraia, Belgium aad UniTcrsity of BinBiagham, Birmiag-
ham, Eaglaad

CoBtiauatioa of Ser. No. 31,410, Apr. 19, 1979, abaadoacd. Thto

appUcatiOB Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,757

lat. a.J A61K 31/70; C07H 19/08
VS. CI. 424—180 9 Claims

7. A method for treating herpes simplex infections compris-

ing administering an effective antiviral amount of an E-5-<2-

halogenovinyl)-2'-deoxyuridine compound of the formula:

4,424,209

3,4-DMSOBUTYRYLOXY-N-[3^4-ISOBUTYRYLOXY-
PHENYL)>l-METHYL-N-PROPYL]-BETA-PHENE.
THYLAMINE CYCLODEXTRIN COMPLEXES

RoBaM R. Tattle, PlaatatioB, FUu, aaaigBor to Key Phanaaceuti-

cals, Ibc., Mlunl, Fla.

Filed Jbb. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,349

iBt a.i A6IK 31/73; C08B 37/16
VS. a 424—180 4 Claims

1. A complex of 3,4-diisobutyryloxy-N-[3-(4-isobutyryloxy-

phenyl)-l-methyl-n-propyl]-beta-phenethylamine which is

complexed with at least one mol of cyclodextrin per mol 3,4-

di-isobutyryloxy-N-[3-(4-isobutyryloxyphenyl)- 1 -methyl-n-

propyl]-beta-phenethylamine.

HOCH2

OH

wherein Hal represenu a halogen atom selected from the

group consisting of bromine and iodine.
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4,424^12

K-41.a2) ESTERS
Naoki Ttqji, Ashiya, and Kazuo Naguhima, Neyagawa, both of

JaiMui, anignon to Shion^ A Co., Ltd., Japan
FUed May 27, 1981, Ser. No. 267,517

Claims priority, applidlion Japan, Jun. 13, 1980, 55-80794
Int aj A61K 31/71, 35/00

MS. a. 424—181 13 Qaims
1. A method for protecting plants and animals from the

attack of mites which comprises applying a miticidally effec-

tive amount of a K-41.C(2) ester of the formula:

-OMe

Me "^^ Me

4,424,213

BIOLOGICALLY ACnVE HETEROBICYCLIC
HYDROXIMIDATES AND THIOLHYDROXIMIDATES
AND CARBAMATE ESTER DERIVATIVES THEREOF

Thomas A. Magee, Mentor; Robert D. Battershell, Painesvilie;

Lawrence E. Limpel, Euclid, all of Ohio; Andrew W. Ho,
Pinole, Calif.; Arthur W. Friedman, Bcachwood, Ohio; H.
Glenn Corldns, Ewing, NJ.; WUIiam W. Brand, PainesWUe,
Ohio; Russell Buchman, Madison, Ohio; Louis Storace, Men-
tor-on-Lake, Ohio, and Edmond R. Osgood, Mentor, Ohio,
assignors to SDS Biotech Corporation, Painesville, Ohio
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 205,436, Nov. 10, 1980,

abandoned. This application Nov. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,516
Int. a.5 AOIN 43/10. 43/12. 43/18. 43/40. 43/84; C07D

333/78. 333/80. 409/12, 417/12. 413/12
U.S. a. 424—184 12 Qaims

10. A method of combatting arthropods or nematodes which
comprises applying to the arihropods or nematodes, or a habi-

tat thereof, an arthropodicidally or nematicidally effective

amount of at least one compound of the formula:

ail)

NOY

wherein

J represents the group

wherein Me is methyl and R is phenyl-CMalkyI, CMalkoxy,
phenyl-CM alkoxy, phenyl, or phenyl substituted with 1 to 3

groups selected from the group consisting of Cm alky I, Cm
alkoxy, halogen, and nitro, or the pharmaceutically acceptable

salt of said ester, as active ingredient, to said plants and ani-

mals.

2. An anti-coccidial composition which comprises an anti-

coccidially effective amount of a K-41.C(2) ester of the for-

mula:

-OMc

HO/1 H H
RCOCTlOH

ri

wherein Me is methyl and R is phenyl-CM alkyl, CMalkoxy,
phenyl-CM alkoxy, phenyl, or phenyl substituted with 1 to 3

groups selected form the group consisting of Cm alkyl, Cm
alkoxy, halogen, and nitro, or the pharmaceutically acceptable

salt of said ester, as active ingredient and a carrier.

V
R"i r ^—C—a-C,—a-C,—a-C—

I

Rl
I

R"'l R"'2
I

R'2

where q, independently, is or 1, a, independently, is a

single or double bond and Ri, R]', Ri", R|"', R2, R2',

R24I and R2'" are defined below;

X represents a bridge member selected from

R7 R7 R8 CH
I II / \
CH . H—C—C— H. H—C C— H,

/ \ II I I

c <d
C C or C—

C

1 1 1 1

where R7 and Rg independently represent hydrogen, halo-

gen, cyano, alkyl, alkoxy, alkoxycarbonyl or alkylthio;

Rl-Ri ", inclusive, R2-R2'". inclusive, R3 and R4 indepen-

dently represent hydrogen, halogen, hydroxy, cyano,

alkyl, alkoxy, haloalkyl, alkylcarboxy, arylcarboxy, al-

kylaminocarboxy, carbamoyl, alkylcarbamoyl, dialkylcar-

bamoyl, alkylthio, alkylsulflnyl, alkylsulfonyl, alkylamino,

dialkylamino, alkoxycarbonyl, trifluoromethyl, pyrroli-

dyl, phenyl, nitro, thiocyano, thiocarbamyl, alkylthiocar-

bamyl, dialkylthiocarbamyl, arylthiocarbamyl or the

group
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/
—E—P—

G

\
O

where E is O or S and G represents alkyl, alkoxy, alkyl-
thio, amino, alkylamino or dialkylamino;

g is 0, 1 or 2;

Y represents hydrogen or

(1) -C-N
/

i

\

R9

Rio

wherein R9-R 10 independently represent hydrogen, alkyl,

hydroxyalkyl, alkenyl, alkynyl, aralkyl, alkoxyalkyl or
polyoxyalkylene; or

CH3S

CH3

\
(

/

CH3SCH2

C=N—

,

(CH3)3C

\
(

/
C=N—

or Q where Q—OY represents formula (III) as defmed
herein;

(c) —s—S—N—C—OR|3

where R12-R13 are as defined before;

(d) —s—N—SO2— Ri5
I

(0)„

O R9
II /

(2) -C-N
\
Z

where R9 is the same as defined before and Z represents

(a) -S-Ri,

(O),

where n is 0, I or 2 and Rn is pyridyl, pyrimidyl, phenyl
or phenyl substituted with one or more members selected
from hydroxy, alkyl, alkoxy, halogen, nitro, trifiuoro-

methyl or cyano;

R12O
I II

' (b) -S-N-C-OR13
I

(0>n

where n is 0, 1 or 2, and R12 is alkyl, alkoxyalkyl or

where n is 0, 1 or 2. R14 is phenyl, alkyl, alkoxyalkyl. acyl.

alkoxycarbonylalkyl, alkylthioalkyl, carboxyalkyi and
Ri; is alkyl,

-€ <§) ^̂
CH2

(R|6)»

a
where m is 0-5, p is 0-5 and R16 is halogen, alkyl, tnfiuo-

romethyl. nitro or alkoxy;

(e) —S—NR17R18 where Rp-Rig are alkyl. aryl or together
with the nitrogen atom represent

(R"')«

where m is 0, 1, 2 or 3 and R'" is hydrogen, halogen,
cyano, nitro, alkyl, alkoxy, alkylthio, alkylsulfonyl or
phenyloxy and R13 is alkyl, alkoxyalkyl, naphthyl, alkyl-

thioalkyl

where v is 0, 1 or 2 or

/ \

—

N

N—R-

\ /

where R"" is alkyl;

s.^": -™,-0

where (R"')m is as defined before,

(0 ^S-)»!-R|9

(0)n

where n is 0, 1 or 2, m is 1 or 2 and R 19 is alkyl. cycloalkyl.

haloalkyl. cyanoalkyi, alkoxycarbonyl. (alkylthio)carbo-

nyl, alkoxy(thiocarbonyl),

alkylthio{thiocarbonyl), aryl or substituted aryl with one or
more substituents selected from halogen, cyano, nitro,

alkyl, alkoxy, alkylthio, alkylsulfonyl or phenyloxy, with
the proviso that when R19 is aryl or substituted aryl, m is

2;
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R20 R21

I /
(g) —S—N—SO2—

N

I \
(O), R22

where n is 0, 1 or 2, R20 is alkyl and R21-R22 are the same

as R|7-Rig as defined before;

R23 M
I /

(h) —S—N-P-MR24
(O), MR2J

where n is 0, 1 or 2, M, independently, is S or O and

R23-R25 independently represent alkyl or R24 and R25

together represent

I

3::-^
R26

R27

where R26-R27 independently represent hydrogen or

alkyl;

R2.O ^R2,

0) —S—N—C—

N

I \
(0)„ R30

where n is 0, 1 or 2, R28 is alkyl or aryl and R29-R30

independently represent hydrogen, alkyl, aryl or alkoxy;

R31O
I II

0) - -tSin^-C-Rn

where n is 1 or 2, R31 is alkyl and R32 is fluoro, alkyl, aryl

or aralkyl;

R33O
I U

(k) -(-S-))i-C-C-R35

(O)^ R34

thio, arylthio or —ON=CR4oR4l where R4a-R4l are the

same as R12-R13 as defined before; or

V
I

(O) —C=CH2

where V represents halogen, alkoxy or alkylthio; and

wherein the terms alkyl, alkoxy, alkanoyl, alkenyl, alky-

nyl, cycloalkyl, aryl and aralkyl used hereinabove are

defined as follows, unless otherwise specified, alkyl, alk-

oxy and alkanoyl represent 1 to 20 carbon atoms and

include all straight and branched chain moieties, alkenyl

and alkynyl represent 2 to 22 carbon atoms and include all

straight and branched chain moieties, cycloalkyl repre-

sents a carbocyclic ring of 3 to 8 carbon atoms, aryl repre-

sents an aromatic carbocyclic ring of 6 to 12 carbon atoms

and aralkyl represents an aromatic carbocyclic ring of 6 to

12 carbon atoms with one or more alkyl groups of 1 to 8

carbon atoms including straight or branch chain moieties

substituted on the ring.

4,424^14

INSECnODAL PYRAZOLYL PHOSPHATES
Yoshiyuki Okada, Osaka, and Yasuo Sato, Kyoto, Japan, assign'

ors to Takeda Chemical Industries, Inc., Osaka, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 75,842, Sep. 14, 1979, abandoned. This ^

appUcation Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,608

Qaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 19, 1978, 53-115536

Int. a? AOIN 57/16; C07F 9/65

U.S. a. 424—200 14 Claims

13. An insecticidal-acaricidal composition which comprises

as an active component an insecticidally or acaricidally effec-

tive amount of a compound of the formula

R'—

N

wherein R' is a straight-chain or branched alkyl of 1 to 4

carbon atoms, phenyl, or phenyl which is substituted by a

halogen or a straight-chain or branched alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon

atoms; R^ is hydrogen; R^ is hydrogen, a halogen, or a straight

chain or branched alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms; R* is ethyl; R'

is n-propylthio; and X is oxygen, and a carrier therefor.

where m is 0, 1 or 2, n is 1 or 2 and R33-R35 independently

represent hydrogen or alkyl; 1

CH3 O
I II

0) -S-(-CH2)m(T)H(CH2)m-S-N C-OR36

4,424,215

OXIMINOPHOSPHORIC ACID DERIVATIVES, AND
THEIR USE FOR CONTROLLING PESTS

Rainer Buerstinghaus, Weinheim; Karl Kiehs, Lampertheim;

Walter Seufert, Ludwigshafen, and Heinrich Adolphi, Lim-

burgerhof, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to BASF
AktiengeseUschaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany

where T is O, S or —CH2— , m is 1 or 2, n is or 1 and FUed Aug. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 411,870

R36=Ri3 as defined before; Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 5,

1981, 3135182

Int. a.3 AOIN 57/14: C07F 9/165

U.S. a. 424—210 5 Claims

1. An oximinophosphoric acid derivative of the formula/
R37

(m) —Si—R38

R39

where R37-R39 are alkyl or aryl;

(n)

O
II—C—

L

R>0 X CH3
\ll I ,

P—ON=C—C—R^

R2 CN CH3

(D

where R* is straight-chain or branched alkyl of not more than

4 carbon atoms, R^ is a straight-chain or branched alkoxy or

where L represents alkyl, cyano, alkoxy, aryloxy, alkyl- alkylthio group of not more than 4 carbon atoms, straight-

f
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Cham or branched alkoxyalkylthio of not more than 6 carbon
atoms, straight-chain or branched alkyl of not more than 3
carbon atoms, phenyl or a straight-chain or branched alkyi-
amino or dialkylamino radical where each alkyl is of not more
than 4 carbon atoms, R3 is straight-chain or branched alkoxy of
not more than 4 carbon atoms or methoxymethyl, and X is

oxygen or sulfur.

5. A process for combating pests, wherein an effective
amount of an oximinophosphoric acid derivative of the for-
mula I as claimed in claim 1 is allowed to act on the pests or
their habiut.

241

R-SO,

4,424,216
METHOD FOR THE REDUCTION OF MUQN

VISCOSITY
Anthony Cerami, Flanders, NJ., and Nina F. Tabachnik, Little

Neck, N.Y., assignors to The RockefeUer University, New
York,N.Y.

FUed Jul. 31, 1979, Ser. No. 62,503
Int. a.3 AOIN 31/66. 31/15, 31/44. 31/47

U.S. a. 424-211 8 Claims

05 ID 15 10 Zi
martm amconruTiai ih^/mi

» ao X) «
mmrra posr-ore tDomon

wherein R is a tertiary butyl or tertiary amyl group. R' is

methyl or ethyl and n is an integer from one to two m intimate
admixture with an inert carrier therefor.

6. The compound having the structural formula —

S OR
11/

O—

P

1. A method for reducing mucin viscosity in humans which
comprises administering to said human effective a pharmaceu-
tically effective dose of one or more compounds having pro-
tected sulfliydryl groups which metabolize in vivo to produce
free sulfliydryl groups.

OR'

R-so„

wherein R is a tertiary butyl or tertiary amyl group. R'
methyl or ethyl and n is an integer from one to two.

IS

4,424,218

NOVEL 3 a-AMINO STEROIDS
Roger Deraedt, PaTiUons-M>ns-Bois; Vesperto Torelli, Maiaona-

Alfort; Jean Vacber, Paris, and Josette Benzoni, Livry-Gar-
gan, all of France, assignors to RousscI Uclaf, Paris, France
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 177,845, Aug. 14, 1980,

abandoned. This appUcation Aug. 14, 1981, Ser. No, 292,791
Claims priority, appUcation France, Aug. 17, 1979, 79 20840:

Not. 21, 1980, 80 24750

Int. a.3 AOIN 45/00
U.S. a. 424-238 10 Claims

1. A compound selected from the group consisting of 3-

amino-steroids of the formula

wherein W is selected fro.m the group consisting of hydrogen
and —OH, X is

4,424,217

SUBSTITUTED PHENYL PHOSPHOROTHIOATES AND
THEIR USE AS PESTICIDES

Walter Reiftchneider, Walnnt Creek, CaUf., assignor to The
Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

FUed Oct 2, 1981, Ser. No. 307,966
Int a.3 AOIN 57/14; C07F 9/165

VS. a. 424-216 15 ctaim,
1. A method for killing and controlling codling moth larvae

which comprises contacting said larvae or their habiut with a
composition containing, as an active ingredient, an insecticid-

ally effective amount of at least one compound of the formula

T—CH—CH3.

the wavy line indicates the substituent has the a- or )3-position,
R| is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen and—CH3, R2 is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen
and alkyl of 1 to 5 carbon atoms, R3 is selected from the group
consisting of hydrogen, alkyl of 1 to 5 carbon atoms, hydroxy-
alkyl of 2 to 5 carbon atoms, acyl of an organic acid of 2 to 8
carbon atoms, alkoxvcarbonyl of 2 to 8 carbon atoms, acyl of
an a-amino carboxyllc acid and a peptide of 2 to 3a-amino-car-
boxylic acids and their non-toxic, pharmaceutically accepuble
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acid addition salts with the proviso that R2 and R3 are not both

hydrogen and (i) when Ri is methyl, R2 and W are hydrogen,

X is

CH3

OH

with the —OH having the (S) configuration and the amino

group is in the a-position in the case R3 is not methyl (ii) R2 and
W are hydrogen, X is

/

CH3

CH

\„
and the 3-amino is in the a-position in the case at least one of

Rl, R2 and R3 is not methyl and (iii) R2 and W are hydrogen,

R] is methyl, X is

CH3
\l

/\„
with the —OH having the (R) configuration and the 3-amino-

in the a-position in the case R3 is not ethoxycarbonyl.

r2 r3
I / '

—ccx:h—N

COR*

wherein

R2 is hydrogen, Ci-ig alkyl, Ci-io cycloalkyl, phenyl, or

naphthyl,

R3 is hydrogen, C\.\% alkyl, C3.10 cycloalkyl, phenyl or

naphthyl, and

R* is hydrogen. Cm 8 alkyl, C2.10 alkenyl, C3.10 cycloalkyl,

phenyl or naphthyl,

any of said groups in R^, R^ and R* being unsubstituted or

substituted by Cm alkoxy, C2-4 alkanoyl, C24 alkanoyloxy,

C2-4 alkoxycarbonyl, halogen, hydroxyl, nitro, cyano, trifluo-

romethyl, amino, mono(CMalkyl)amino, di(CM alkyl)amino.

Cm alkylthio. Cm alkylsulfinyl, C2.4 alkanesulfonyl, 0x0,

thioxo or Cm alkanoylamino, and said cycloalkyl, cycloalke-

nyl, phenyl and naphthyl in R^, R^ and R* being attached,

directly or through Cm alkylene, to the a-carbon atom, N-
atom or the carbonyl group on the N-atom in R; X is chlorine

or hydrogen; and Y is hydrogen, Cm alkylsulfonyl, or Ci-g

alkyl or phenyl-CM alkyl which are unsubstituted or substi-

tuted by hydroxyl, amino. Cm alkanoylamino, Cm alkyloxy,

benzyloxy, 0x0, halogen, trifluoromethyl, C2-5 alkoxycar-

bonyl, methylenedioxy or/and Cm alkylthio.

10. A method for inhibiting the growth of tumor cells and
prolonging the survival time of a warm-blooded animal, which
comprises administering to said animal an effective amount of

a compound of claim 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 1.

4,424^19

9-THIOMAYTANSINOIDS AND THEIR
PHARMACEUnCAL COMPOSITIONS AND USE

Naoto Hashimoto, and Hiroshi Shimadzu, both of Osaka, Japan,

aMignora to Takeda Chemica] Industries, Ltd., Osaka, Japan

FUed May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374,158

Claims priority, application Japan, May 20, 1981, 56/76993

Int. Q? A61K 31/535: C07D 498/06

U.S. a. 424—248.54 10 Qaims
1. A compound of the formula:

4,424,220

TREATMENT OF GIARDIASIS AND TRICHOMONIASIS
Ching C. Wang, San Francisco, Calif., assignor to Merck A Co.,

Inc., Rahway, N.J.

Division of Ser. No. 347,655, Feb. 10, 1982. This application Se^.

22, 1982, Ser. No. 421,595

Int. a.3 A61K 31/495

U.S. a. 424—250 1 Claim

1. A method of treating giardiasis and trichomoniasis in a

human which comprises the administration to a human in need

of said treatment of an effective antigiardiasis and antitri-

chomoniasis amount of 2-hydroxypyrazine-4-oxide.

CH3 CH3O

4,424,221

METHOD OF TREATING ANXIETY
Jan W. F. Wasley, Chatham, NJ., assignor to Ciba-Geigy Cor-

poration, Ardsley, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 426,424

Int. C\? A61K 31/495

U.S. a. 424—250 7 Claims

1. A method of treating anxiety in mammals comprising the

enteral or parenteral administration to a mammal in need

thereof of an effective amount of an anxiolytic compound or of

an effective amount of a pharmaceutical composition compris-

ing an anxiolytic compound of formula I

wherein R is hydrogen or Ci.2oacyl of the formula:

—COR'

wherein R' is hydrogen, Cms alkyl, C2.20 alkenyl, C3. 10 cyclo-

alkyl, phenyl or naphthyl, any of said groups being unsubsti-

tuted or substituted by Cm alkoxy, C2^ alkanoyl, C2^ al-

kanoyloxy, C2^ alkoxycarbonyl, halogen, hydroxyl, nitro,

cyano, trifluoromethyl, amino, mono(CMalkyl)amino, di(CM
alkyl)amino, Cm alkylthio. Cm alkylsulfinyl, Cm alkanesulfo-

nyl, 0x0, thioxo or Cm alkanoylamino, said cycloalkyl, phenyl

and naphthyl being attached, directly or through Cm alkylene,

to the carbonyl group in the acyl R, or R is of the formula:

(I)

wherein Ri is hydrogen, lower alkyl, lower alkenyl, cyclo-

propyl(lower)alkyl, lower alkanoyloxy(lower)alkyl or hy-
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droxy-(Iower)alkyl; R2 is hydrogen, halogen or triHuoro-
methyl; or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof, in com-
bination with one or more pharmaceutical carriers.

4,424,222 ^

PYRIDOBENZODIAZEPINONES, PHARMACEUTICAL
COMPOSITIONS AND METHOD OF USE THEREOF

Wolfhard Engel; Giinther Schmidt, both of Biberach; Giinter

Trummlitz, Warthausen; Wolfgang Eberiein, Biberach, all of
Fed. Rep. of Germany; Rudolf Hammer, Milan, and Piero D.
Soldato, Monza, both of Italy, assignors to Karl Thomae
GmbH, Biberach an der Riss, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jan. 31, 1983, Ser. No. 462,183
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 9,

1982, 3204401

Int. a.3 A61K 31/55: C07D 471/04
U.S. a. 424—250 13 Oaims

1. A compound of the formula

a:"5o
(I)

N
I

c=o
I

wherein X is oxygen, —NH— , or —NCH3— and R is 1-meth-

yl-4-piperidinyl, 4-methyl-l-piperazinyl, or a 3a- or 3/3-tropa-

nyl group, each of the groups being optionally substituted by a

further methyl group, a diastereomer or enantiomer thereof, or

a non-toxic, pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salt

thereof

4,424,223

POLYCYCLIC COMPOUNDS CONTAINING A DOUBLE
BOND IN THE D-RING PHARMACEUTICAL

COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING THEM, AND METHODS
OF TREATING PSORIASIS WITH THEM

Tibor Keve; Bela Zsadon; Gyorgy Fekete; Csaba Lorincz, all of

Budapest; Janos Galambos, Erd; Maria Z^Jer nee Balazs,

Budapest; Lilla Forgach, Budapest; Egon Karpati, Budapest;

Arpad Kiraly, Budapest; Gyongyver Kiraly nee Soos, Buda-
pest; Laszlo Szpomy, Budapest, and Bela Rosdy, Budapest, all

of Hungary, assignors to Richter Gedeon Vegyeszeti Gyar
RT, Budapest, Hungary

FUed Feb. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 345,630

Claims priority, application Hungary, Feb. 11, 1981, 321
Int. a.J A61K 31/435: C07D 461/00

U.S. a. 424—256 6 Oaims
1. 17, 18-Dehydro-apovincaminol-3',4',5'-trimethoxy-benzo-

ate or a pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salt thereof

2. A pharmaceutical composition for treating psoriasis

which comprises as active ingredient a pharmaceutically effec-

tive amount of 17,18-dehydro-apovincaminol-3',4',S'-trime-

thoxy-benzoate or a pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition

salt thereof in combination with at least one pharmaceutically

ineri carrier or diluent.

4. A method of treating psoriasis which comprises the steps

of applying to the skin a composition containing a pharmaceu-

tically effective amount of 17,18-dehydro-apovincaminol-

3',4',S'-trimethoxy-benzoate or a pharmaceutically acceptable

acid addition salt thereof

4,424,224

APOVINCAMINOL DERIVATIVE AND COMPOSITIONS
AND METHODS UTILIZING IT FOR TREATING

PSORIASIS
Csaba Szantay; Li^os Szabo; Gyorgy Kalaus; Zsuzsanna Gynlai;

Maria Zi^r nee Balazs; Lilla Forgach; Egon Kafpati; Arpad
Kiraly; Gyongyver Kiraly nee Soos; Laszlo Szpomy, and Bela
Rosdy, all of Budapest, Hungary, assignors to Richter Gedeon
Vegyeszeti Gyar Rt, Budapest, Hungary

Filed Feb. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 345,632
Claims priority, application Hungary, Feb. 11, 1981, 322

Int. a.3 A61K 31/435: C07D 461/00
U.S. a. 424—256 6 Claims

1. Apovincaminol-3',4', 5'-trimethoxy-benzoate and acid

addition salts thereof

2. An anti-psoriasis composition for the treatment of said

disease and for the prophylaxis of the recurrence of such dis-

ease which comprises a pharmaceutically effective amount of
apovincaminol-3',4', 5'-trimethoxy-benzoate or a pharmaceuti-
cally accepUble acid addition salt thereof in admixture with a

pharmaceutically acceptable inert carrier or auxiliary agent.

6. A method for the treatment or prophylaxis of psoriasis

which comprises the step of treating the skin surface with a

pharmaceutically effective amount of the anti-psoriasis compo-
sition defined in claim 2.

4,424,225

THIENOBENZODIAZEPINONES, PHARMACEUTICAL
COMPOSITIONS THEREOF AND METHOD OF USE

THEREOF
Giinther Schmidt; Wolfgang Eberiein; Wolfhard Engel, all of

Biberach; Giinter Trummlitz, Warthausen, all of Fed. Rep. of

Germany; Rudolf Hammer, Milan, and Piero Del Soldato,

Monza, both of Italy, assignors to Dr. Karl Thomae GmbH,
Biberach an der Riss, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jan. 31, 1983, Ser. No. 462,379

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 6,

1982, 3204153

Int. a.^ C07D 513/04: A6IK 31/55
U.S. a. 424—256 5 Qaims

1. A compound of the formula

(I)

wherein

Rl is hydrogen or alkyl having from I to 4 carbon atoms;

R2 is hydrogen, halogen, or alkyl having from 1 to 4 carbon
atoms; and

R is (l-methyl-4-piperidinyl)methyl, (l-methyl-1.2,5,6-tet-

rahydro-4-pyridinyl)methy 1. 1 -methyl- 1 ,2,5,6-tetrahydro-

4-pyridinyl, (l-methyl-4-piperidinyIidene)-methyl, or (8-

methyl-8-azabicyclo[3.2.1]oct-3-yl)-methyl, each of which
can optionally have an additional methyl substituent on
the heterocyclic ring,

a diastereoisomer or enantiomer thereof or a non-toxic, phar-

macologically acceptable acid addition salt thereof with an

inorganic or organic acid.

5. The method of inhibiting the formation of gastric ulcers in

a warm-blooded animal in need thereof which comprises

perorally, parenterally, or rectally administering to said animal

an effective anti-ulcerogenic amount of a compound ofclaim 1.
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4,424^26
PYRIDOBENZODIAZEPINONES, PHARMACEUTICAL
COMPOSITIONS THEREOF AND METHOD OF USE

THEREOF
WoUjpiig EbcrkiB, Biberach; Giiiiter Tnunmlitz, Warthausen;

Giatfaer Sdunkh; Wolftard Engel, both of Biberach, aU of
Fed. Rep. of Gemaay; Rndolf Hammer, Milan, and Piero Del
SoMato, Monza, both of Italy, aadgnon to Dr. Karl Thomae
GmbH, Biberach an der Riaa, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUcd Jan. 31, 1983, Ser. No. 462,377
Claima priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 9,

1982, 3204403

Int a.3 A61K 31/55; C07D 471/04
VJS. CL 424—263 6 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

oJ-io
(I)

N
I

c=o

wherein R is (l-methyl-4-piperidinyl)methyl, (1-methyI-

l,2,5,6-tetrahydro-4-pyridinyl)methyl, 1 -methyl- 1,2,5,6-tet-

rahydro-4-pyndinyl, ( 1 -methyl-4-piperidinylidene)methyl,

2,3-dehydro-8-methyl-8-azabicyclo[3.2.1]oct-3-yl-methyl

group, or endo or exo-8-methyl-8-a2abic^clo[3.2.1]oct-3-yI-

methyl, each of which may optionally have one or two methyl
substituents on the six-membered heterocyclic ring, a diaste-

reom^r or entaniomer thereof, or a non-toxic, pharmacologi-

cally accepuble acid addition salt thereof with an inorganic or

organic acid.

6. The method of inhibiting the formation of gastric ulcers is

a warm-blooded animal in need thereof, which comprises
perorally, parenterally, or rectally administering to said animal

an effective anti-ulcerogenic amount of a compound of claim 1.

4,424,227

GASTRIC CYTOPROTECnON WITH HETEROCYCLIC
SULFONAMIDES

Aadrc Robert, Kalamazoo County, Mich., aaaignor to The Up-
john Conpaay, Kalamaxoo, Mich.

Filed May 5, 1982, Ser. No. 375,144

Int a.3 A61K 31/425
VS. a. 424—270 6 Claims

1. A method of preventing a gastrointestinal inflammatory

disease in a mammal with high susceptibility to the acquisition

of said disease, which comprises:

administering to said mammal systemically an amount effec-

tive to prevent the development of said disease of a com-
pound selected from the group consisting of

N-methyl-2-benzothiazolesulfonamide;

H2-methylpropionamido)- 1 ,3,4-thiadiazole-2-sulfonamide;

S-acetamido-l,3,4-thiadiazole-2-sulfonamide; and

6-ethoxy-2-benzothiazole8ulfonamide.

4,424,228

ANTIHYPERTENSIVE AGENT COMPRISING A
THIAZOLIDINE CARBOXYUC AOD AND

PROBENECID
Tadashi Iso, Sakai, and Hideyasn Yamanchi, Oaaka, both of

Japan, assignors to Santen Phannacentical Co., Ltd., Osaka,
Japan

per No. PCr/JP81/00236, § 371 Date May 4, 1982, § 102(e)

Date May 4, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO82/00954, PCT Pub.
Date Apr. 1, 1982

PCT FUed Sep. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 380,664
Claims priority, appUcation Japu, Sep. 20, 1980, 55-131348

Int a.3 A61K 31/425
U.S. a. 424—270 8 Claims

1. An antihypertensive composition comprising (1) an anti-

hypertensive effective amount of an N-(mercaptoacyl)-amino
acid and (2) probenecid, said N-(mercaptoacyl)-amino acid

having the formula

R*—S—Z—CO—N-
R3
I

-C—COOH

I'

wherein

R' and R2 join to form a thiazolidine ring substituted with
phenyl, or phenyl substituted with a substituent selected

from the group consisting of lower alkyl, hydroxy, lower
alkoxy, halogen, nitro and amino;

R^ is hydrogen;

R* is hydrogen; and

Z is a straight or branched alkylene containing 1 to 3 carbon
atoms.

4,424,229

FLUORINE CONTAINING
2,4,5-TRIPHENYLIMIDAZOLES

Dan Jorgensen, Vedbaek, and HJame Dynting, Vinun, both of
Denmark, assignors to A/S Dnmex (Dumez Ltd.), Copcnha*
gen, Denmark
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 32,691, Apr. 23, 1979,

abandoned. This appUcation Mar. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 356,643
Int CL^ A61K 31/415; C07D 233/56

U.S. a. 424—273 R 2 Claims
1. The chemical compound 2-(2,4-difluorophenyl)-4fS-bis(4-

methoxyphenyl)imidazole.

2. An analgesic composition which comprises an analgesic

effective amount of the compound 2-(2,4-difluorophenyl)-4i5-

bis(4-methoxyphenyl)imidazole and a pharmaceutically ac-

ceptable carrier.

4,424,230

6-(l'-HYDROXYETHYL)-3.SUBSnTUTED
AMINO-l-AZABICYCLO•[3J.0]HEPT•^EN•7•ONE•^

CARBOXYUC ACID
Burton G. Christenaen, Scotch Plains, and Ronald W. RatcUfTe,

Matawan, both of NJ., asaignora to Merck A Co., Inc., Rah-
way, NJ.
Continnation-in-purt of Ser. No. 843,613, Oct 19, 1977,

abandoned. This appUcation Jul. 11, 1980, Ser. No. 167,592
Int a.J C07D 487/04. 205/08; A61K 31/40. 31/495

U.S. a. 424—274 4 Oalu
1. A compound having the structural formula:
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or3

NRR"

COOH

and the pharmaceutically accepuble salts thereof; wherein: R^
is H, or is selected from the group consisting of: formyl, acetyl,

propionyl, butyryl, chloroacetyl, methoxyacetyl, aminoacetyl,
methoxycarbonyl, ethoxycarbonyl, methylcarbamoyl, ethyl-
carbamoyl, phenylthiocarbonyl, 3-aminopropionyl, 4-

aminobutyryl, N-methylaminoacetyl, N,N-dimethylaminoa-
cetyl, 3-(N,N-dimethyl)amino propionyl, guanidinoacetyl,
3-guanidinopropionyl, N^-methylguanidinopionyl, hydroxya-
cetyl, 3-hydroxypropionyl, acryloyl, propynoyl, malonyl,
phenoxycarbonyl, amidinoacetyl, acetamidinoacetyl, amidino-
propionyl, acetamidinopropionyl, guanylureidoacetyl, guanyl-
carbamoyl, carboxymethylaminoacetyl, sulfoacetylaminoa-
cetyl, phosphonoacetylaminoacetyl, N^-dime-
thylaminoacetamidinopropionyl, uredocarbonyl, dime-
thylaminoguanylthioacetyl, 3(5-aminoimidazol- 1 -yl)-propio-
nyl, 3-sydnonylacetyl, o-aminomethylbenzoyl, o-aminobenz-
oyl, sulfo, phosphono,OSS OCH3

II II 11/
-P(OCH3)2. -P(OCH3)2, -P

ONa

—CH2CH2—O—CH2—CH2—

—CH2CH2NCH2CH2—
CH3

wherein the ring or chain substituent or substituents on R', R"
or the cyclic radical formed by their joinder are selected from:
amino, mono- and dialkylamino (each alkyl having 1-6 carbon
atoms), hydroxy], carboxyl, alkoxyl having 1-6 carbon atoms
chloro, bromo. fluoro, nitro, sulfamoyl. phenyl, benzyl, and
alkoxylcarbonyl having 1-3 carbon atoms in the alkoxyl moi-
ety.

4. An antibacterial pharmaceutical composition comprising,
in uniury dosage form, a therapeutically effective amount of a
compound according to claim 1 and a pharmaceutical carrier
therefor. [

4,424431

COMPOUNDS
John R. Bantick, Loughborough; John Fuber, Alvaston; David

N. Hardem, and Thomas B. Lee, both of Loughborough, aU of
England, aaaignors to Fisons Limited, Ipawich, England

Filed Mar. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 359,817
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom. Mar. 24, 1981,

8109090; Jul. 1, 1981, 8120255
Int. a.3 A61K 31/34: C07D 307/80. 307/83. 307/84

U.S. a. 424-274 10 cWa,,
1. A compound of formula I,

-P[N(CH3)2]2. -P-N(CH3)2. -P[N(CH3)2]2.

ONa

S
n

-P-N(CH3)2:

ONa

and R' and R" are independently selected from the group
consisting of hydrogen, substituted with 1-3 substituents and
unsubstituted: alkyl and cycloalkyl having 1-10 carbon atoms,
phenylalkyl and heterocyclyalkyi wherein the alkyl moiety
was 1-6 carbon atoms and the heterocyclyl is selected from the
group consisting of:

—N fc

-O
•N O

EXG

I

ACOOH

in which
Ra, Rb, Re, Rd, Re, Rf and Rg, which may be the same or

different, each represent hydrogen, amino, hydroxy, alk-

oxy, alkenyloxy, halogen, acyl, alkenyl, alkyl, or alkoxy
substituted by phenyl,

Rh is hydrogen, alkyl or —COOH,
X is a hydrocarbon chain containing from 2 to 10 carbon
atoms and optionally substituted by a hydroxy group,

A has no significance or represenu Y, OY, or SY and Y
represents a C I to 4 hydrocarbon chain which is option-
ally substituted by alkyl C 1 to .4,

E and G, which may be the same or different, each represent

—O— , —S— or —CH2— , provided that at least one of E
and G is —O— or —S—

,

L, together with the carbon atoms to which it is attached,
forms a furan, thiophene, or pyrrole ring,

Ra, Rb, Re, Rd, Re. Rf, Rg and Rh, when they contain
carbon, each containing less than 7 carbon atoms, \^

and pharmaceutically acceptable salts, esters and amides

\

thereof. \

10. A method of treatment of a disorder in which SRS-A is ^

a factor, which comprises administration of an effective

amount of a compound according to claim 1 to a patient suffer-

ing from such a condition.

' ^ 4,424,232
—N N TREATMENT OF HERPES SIMPLEX

V J Richard W. ParUaaon, 863 S. CarterrUle Rd., Orcm, Utah^—^
84057

FUed May 19, 1982, Ser. No. 379,737
and the cyclic group formed by the joining of R' and R" is Int Q.' A61K 31/335
selected from: u.S. Q. 424—279 10 Orf—
(CH2)5— 1. A method of treating herpes simplex comprising topically
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applying to the area affected an effective amount of a composi-
tion comprising from about 1% to 30% by weight L-lysine,

from about 10 to 10,000 parts per million by weight gibberellic

acid, and from about 0.5% to 20% by weight urea in an inert

carrier comprising water.

4,424,233

PYRETHHOID PESTICIDAL COMPOSITION
John S. BadBiin, Isle of Sheppey, and Barry J. Mears, Sitting-

bonrac, both of England, assignors to Shell Oil Company,
Houston, Tex.

Coatinnation of Ser. No. 965,002, Nov. 30, 1978, abandoned.

This application Jun. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 387,121

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Apr. 12, 1978,

14341/78

Int. a.3 AOIN 55/04

MS. a. 424—288 3 Qaims
1. An acaricidal composition comprising as the essential

active ingredients

(a) di[tri-(2-methyl-2-phenylpropyl)tin]oxide; and
(b) alpha-cyano-3-phenoxybenzyl alpha-isopropyl-p-

chlorophenyl-acetate in a ratio of (b) to (a) of from about 1

to 5.

I

4,424,234

SKIN TREATMENT COMPOSITIONS
Snaan G. Alderson, Morecambe; Martin D. Barratt, Shambrook,
and John G. Black, Harrold, all of England, assignors to Lever

Brothers Company, New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 203,287, Nov. 3, 1980,

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 59,912, Jul. 23,

1979, abandoned. This application Dec. 29, 1980, Ser. No.

220,875

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jul. 24, 1978,

30871/78

Int. a.3 A61K 31/19, 31/20
U.S. a. 424—317 5 Oaims

1. A cosmetically acceptable aqueous composition in the
form of lotions, creams, gels and sohd sticks for topical appli-

cation to the skin, comprising from 0.5 to 20% by weight of an
hydroxy alkanoic acid selected from the group consisting of
a-hydroxy-n-caproic acid, a-hydroxy-n-caprylic acid and
mixtures thereof, together with a cosmetically acceptable
vehicle other than water.

4,424,235

HYDRODYNAMICALLY BALANCED CONTROLLED
RELEASE COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING L-DOPA AND

A DECARBOXYLASE INHIBITOR
Prabhakar R. Sheth, Pearl River, N.Y., and Jacques L. Tos-

sounian. Pine Brook, NJ., assignors to Hoffmann-La Roche
Inc., Nutley, NJ.

Continuation of Ser. No. 301,498, Sep. 14, 1981, abandoned. This

appUcation Nov. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 438,205

Int. a.' A61K 31/195
\3S. CI 424—319 20 Oaims

1. A hydrodynamically balanced controlled release compo-
sition comprising

(a) as the active ingredient, an amount of L-Dopa which is

effective in achieving desired levels of L-Dopa in the blood
and an amount of a decarboxylase inhibitor selected from the

group consisting of N'-dl-seryl-N2-(2,3,4-trihydroxybenzyl)

hydrazine hydrochloride, /3-(3,4-dihydroxyphenyl)-a-

hydrazino-amethyl propionic acid, m-hydroxybenzylhydra-
zine and /3-methyldopa, which is effective for the amount of
L-Dopa in the composition and wherein the ratio of L-Dopa
to decarboxylase inhibitor ranges from about 4:1 to about
10:1 and.

(b) in percents by weight based on the total weight of the
composition, from about 5% to about 80% of a hydrocolloid
or mixture of hydrocolloids selected from the group consist-

ing of acacia, gum tragacanth, locust bean gum, guar gum,
karaya gum, agar, pectin, carrageen, soluble and insoluble

alginates, methylcellulose, hydroxy-propyl methylcellulose,

hydroxypropylcellulose, sodium carboxymethylcellulose,

carboxypolymethylene, gelatin, casein, zein and bentonite;

up to about 60% of a fatty material or mixture of fatty mate-
rials selected from the group consisting of beeswax, cetyl

alcohol, stearyl alcohol, glycerylmonosteareate, hydroge-
nated caster oil and hydrogenated cottonseed oil and up to

about 80% of edible inert pharmaceutical adjunct materials

whereby said composition, when used in capsule or tablet

form, is hydrodynamically balanced so that, upon contact with
gastric fluid, said capsule or tablet acquires and maintains a
bulk density of less than one thereby being buoyant in the
gastric fluid and remaining buoyant in the gastric fluid of the
stomach until substantially all of the active ingredients con-
tained therein have been released.

4,424,236

METHOD OF SEPARATING A VISCOUS FLOWABLE
PASTE MATERLAL

Sterret P. Campbell, 3095 Kingston Ct., Norcross, Ga. 30071
Division of Ser. No<^194,066, Oct. 6, 1980, Pat. No. 4,332,538.

This appUcation May 21, 1982, Ser. No. 380,559
Int. a.3 GOIN 33/02; A21C 11/10: A23P 1/00

U.S. a. 426—231 6 Claims

1. A method of separating a viscous flowable paste material

from a large mass of material into smaller masses of predeter-

mined volumes of the material comprising the steps of continu-

ously moving the material from the mass of material through a

volume measuring means and then from the volume measuring
means through the opening of a nozzle, continuously measur-

ing the volume of the material moving through the volume
measuring means, and in response to predetermined volumes of
the material having moved through the volume measuring

means continually, severing the material at the nozzle opening
into volumes of material corresponding to the predetermined

volumes of the material measured by the volume measuring

means by moving a paddle member in biased contact with the

nozzle across the nozzle opening from one side to the other

side of the nozzle opening and returning the paddle to the one
side of the nozzle opening through a path displaced from the

nozzle opening so as to avoid contact with the material moving
through the nozzle opening.

4,424,237

HYDRATED EMULSinER FOR USE IN FLOUR BASED
BAKED GOODS

James S. Wittman, III, Rockton, 111., assignor to Batter-Lite

Foods, Inc., Beloit, Wis.

FUed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,472 -
Int. C\? A21D 2/16; A23D 5/00

U.S. a. 426—653 11 Claims

9. A process for making a hydrated emulsifier for use as a

partial or complete replacement for shortening in flour based

baked goods comprising the steps:

(1) melting and combining stearyl monoglyceridyl citrate, in

amounts from about 2% to about 8.5%, propylene glycol

monostearate, in amounts from about 4% to about 16%,
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and lactated monoglycerides, in amounts from about 4%
to about 16%, all percentages by weights;

(2) adding water, in amounts from about 55% to about 90%
by weight, to the combined melted components in step I,

said water being at a temperature which is substantially
the same or greater than the temper-^ture of the melted
components;

(3) mixing the emulsifiers and water to form an aqueous
dispersion;

(4) cooling the aqueous dispersion.

4 424 238
ADHESIVE FOR BONDING POLYESTER HBROUS

MATERIAL TO RUBBER COMPOSITIONS
Toshihiro Yotsumoto, Higuhimurayama, and Kazuo Koyama,
Sayama, both of Japan, assignors to Bridgestone Tire Com-
pany Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 366,033
Oaims priority, appUcation Japan, Apr. 10, 1981, 56-52938

Int. a.3 B05D 3/02; C08L 61/14
U.S. CI. 427-381 3 a,l»,

1. An adhesive for bonding polyester material to rubber
compositions comprising a mixture of components A and B in
a weight mixing ratio of A/B of not less than 100/5 but less
than 100/30,

said component A being a formaldehyde condensate ob-
tained by reacting formaldehyde with one member se-
lected from the following members (l)-(4): (1) a mixture
of resorcin with one compound selected from the group
consisting of m-cresol, m-methoxyphenol, 3,5-xylenol and
m-xylene; (2) a mixture of S-methylresorcin with m-cresol
or with m-methoxyphenoi; (3) a mixture of m-cresol with
p-chlorophenol; and (4) m-cresol, in the presence of an
acidic catalyst and having substantially an average molec-
ular weight of 300-600, and

said component B being one member selected from the
following members (5)-(7): (5) a formaldehyde conden-
sate obtained by reacting formaldehyde with one member
selected from the group consisting of 3,5-xylenol, m-t-
butylphenol and a mixture of m-cresol with m-t-butyl-
phenol in the presence of an acidic catalyst and having
substantially an average molecular weight of 200-500; (6)
4,4'-thio-bis(6-t-butyl-3-methylphenol); and (7) 1,1-
bis(2,4-dihy(^roxyphenyl)disuiride.

temperature of the metal above the softening point of the
polyamide and in the range of about 200* to about 280* C.

4,424,240
POLYMERS ADHERENT TO POLYOLERNS

Andrew J. Kielbania, Jr., Chalfont, Pa., assignor to Rohm and
Haas Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

DivUion of Ser. No. 37,069, May 8, 1979, Pat. No. 4,288,499.
This appUcation Jul. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 282,121 /

Int. a.' B05D 3/02; B32B 27/08 /
U.S. a. 427—393.5 ^ Claims

1. A process for preparing an article comprising an untreated
polyolefin substrate and adherent tBereto a vinyl addition
polymer of monomers consisting essentially of (1) at least 5%
by weight of a primary monomer selected from

(a) monomers having the formula

R^ R^ O Ri r7
I I II II
CH=C-C-X-(CH-CH-0)„-R<

wherein X is —O— . —NH— or —NR*—

;

R' and R^ individually, are H, methyl or ethyl;
R2 and R3, individually, are H or an organic radical;
R* and R5, individually, are monocyclic alkyl having six

or more carbon atoms, acyclic alkyl^having nine or
more carbon atoms, or alkaryl having nine or more
carbon atoms;

n having a value from zero to about ten;

(b) vinyl esters of alkanoic acids having at least eight carbon
atoms;

(c) alkyl substituted styrene wherein the substituent group or
groups have a total of three or more carbon atoms;

and mixtures thereof and optionally (2) one or more substituted
ethylene supplementary monomers; said adherent polymer
having surface energy properties such as to form a suble bond
having a 180* peel strength greater than 2 pounds per inch with
said substrate, and wherein a liquid or foam comprising the
vinyl addition polymer is applied to the polyolefin substrate
and cured or dried.

4,424,239
LIQUID COATING COMPOSITION FOR METAL

SURFACES, AND A PROCESS FOR COATING THEM
WITH SUCH A COATING COMPOSITION

Gabriel H. A. Nota, ChantiUy, and Anton Toth, Creil, both of
France, assignors to Astral Societe de Peintures et Vemis,
Saint-Denis and ATO Chimie, Paris La Defense, both of.
France

Filed Dec. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 452,722
Gaims priority, application Netherlands, Dec. 24. 1981.

8105834

Int. a.3 B05D 3/02
U.S. a 427-388.3 27 Oaims

21. A process for coating a metal surface with a liquid coat-
ing composition comprising a binder which is made up of
10-80% by weight of a solid, powdered polyamide having a
softening point of 1 10* to 230* C. and an average particle size
of 0.5 to 200 ;im, and 20-90% by weight of a hydroxyl groups-
containing polymer having a number average molecular
weight of 800 to 20 000 and a hydroxyl functionality of 1.5-6,
and the composition also contains a cross-linking agent for the
hydroxyl groups-containing polymer in such an amount that
the molar ratio of the reactive groups of the cross-linking agent
to that of the hydroxyl groups-containing polymer is in the
range of 0.6-1.5, and the composition contains 40-60% by
weight of organic solvent for the hydroxyl groups-containing
polymer, having a boiling point of 140*-310* C. which coating
composition is applied to the metal surface and cured at a

4,424.241

ELECTROLESS PALLADIUM PROCESS
Joseph A. Abys, Bridgewater, N.J., assignor to Bell Telephone

Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray HIU. N.J.
Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,150

Int. a.' C23C 3/02
U.S. a. 427-443.1 13 Qaims

1. A process for electrolessly plating palladium on a catalyti-
cally active surface comprising the step of wetting said surface
with an electroless palladium plating bath comprising reducing
agent characterized in that the electroless palladium plating
bath comprises

a. source of palladium in the concentration range from 0.001
to 1 .0 molar;

b. sufficient acid so the pH of the bath is less than 2, and;
c. reducing agent consisting essentially of at least one com-
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pound selected from the group consisting of formalde-

hyde, formic acid, hypophosphoric acid and trimethox-

yborohydride, said reducing agent present in the concen-

tration range from 0.001 to 2.0 molar.

I

4,424^2
CONTAINERS HAVING IMPROVED GAS BARRIER

PROPERTIES
Robert B. Barbec, Kingqiort, TeniL, aarignor to Eaatnum Kodak
Owipany, Rocbcatcr, N.Y.

FUed Apr. 25, 1983, Scr. No. 488,296

iBt a.3 B32B 27/i6 {

U.S. CL 428—35 9 Claims

1. A multilayer packaging material having low gas permea-

bility comprising

(a) at least one film comprising polyglycolic acid, and

(b) at least one film formed from a polyester comprising

units derived from terephthalic acid and ethylene glycol.

4,424,243

HEAT-SHRINKABLE LAMINATE HLM
Yoahiham Niahimoto, and Keogo Yamazaki, both of Iwaki,

Japan, aarignort to Koreha Kagaku Kogyo Kaboshiki Kaisha,

Tokyo, Japan

CoBtinoatioo-in-part of Ser. No. 218,401, Dec. 19, 1980,

abandoned. Thii application Apr. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 366,412

Int a.3 B32B 7/02, 27/08; B29G 7/00; B65B 11/00

U.S. a. 428—36 lOQaims

1. A heat-shrinkable laminate film having heat resistance, oil

resistance, gas-barrier properties and a heat-shrinkability of not

less than 1S% at 9S* C. which comprises:

(A) a core layer of a vinylidene chloride copolymer resin;

(B) outer surface layers of linear low-density polyethylene

polymers selected from the group consisting of

ethylene/a-olefin copolymers having crystalline melting

points of not lower than 1 10* C. and mixtures each com-
prising not less than 20% by weight of one of said

ethylene/a-olefm copolymers and not more than 80% by
weight of an a-olefin polymer having a crystalline melting

point of from 80* to 100* C; and

(C) one intermediate layer of a thermoplastic resin having a

crystalline melting point of from 70* to 100* C. interposed

between the core layer (A) and one of the surface layers

(B),

the sum of the thicknesses of the layers (B) being from 1/5 to

178 of the total thickncaa of the layers (B) and (O.

4,424,244
'

PRINTABLE RELEASE COATING COMPOSITION
TAPES

Vnak Pnakadi, Milltown, NJ., aaiignor to Permacel, New
Bnwwick,NJ.

Filed Oct 1, 1981, Ser. No. 30739
Int CL^ B32B 25/06; O08F 19/08; C09J 7/02

UJS. a. 428—40 3 Claims

1. A printable high*adhesion pressure-sensitive adhesive tape

comprising a backing fllm or foil wnich is coated on one side

with a high-adhesion pressure-sensitive adhesive of an elasto-

mer and tackifier resin wherein in said adhesive, the major

portion of the elastomer is of an A-B-A or A-B block copoly-

mer wherein A is a thermoplastic polymer block derived from

a vinylarene and B is an elastomeric polymer block derived

from a conjugated diene and which is coated on the other side

with a release coating comprising

(1) from about 85 to IS parts by weight of a vinylidene

chloride-acrylonitrile copolymer,

(2) correspondingly from about IS to 85 parts by weight a

polymer selected from the group consisting of a vinyl

chloride-vintl acetate-vinyl alcohol terpolymer, a vinyl

at^tate-vinyl alcohol copolymer, and a solvent-soluble

copolyester, and

(3) for every 100 parts of (1) and (2), from about 17.S to 55

parts by weight of a copolymer of vinyl ester and alkyl

maleate wherein the alkyl group has a chain length of at

least about 16 carbon atoms,

said release coating being ink-imprintable and low-force

removable from said high-adhesion pressure-sensitive

adhesive.

4,424,245

THERMOSENSmVE-RECORDING-TYPE LABEL
SHEET

Keiichi Mamta, and Yokihiro Ynyama, both of Nnmazn, Japan,

assignors to Ricoh Company, Ltd^ Tokyo, Japan

FUed Feb. 24, 1982, Scr. No. 352,608

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 5, 1981, 56-31458

Int a.i B41M 5/18
U.S. a. 428—40 10 Claims

1. A thermosensitive-recording-type label sheet comprising:

a support material;

a thermosensitive coloring layer formed on the front side of

said support material, said thermosensitive coloring layer

comprising a leuco dye and an acidic material capable of

coloring said leuco dye when heat is applied thereto;

a barrier layer formed on the back side of said support material

opposite to said thermosensitive coloring layer, said barrier

layer having a thickness of from 0.3 to 20 /xm, said barrier

layer comprising a water-soluble polymeric material and

from 0.05 to 5 wt. % of a water-repellent wax or wax-like

material based on the total weight of said barrier layer, said

barrier layer being capable of preventing intrusion into said

thermosensitive coloring layer of materials which may dis-

color said thermosensitive coloring layer; and

an adhesive layer formed on said barrier layer.

4,424,246

PATCH CLOSURE SYSTEM
George Pieslak, Menio Park, and Bamie A. Wallace, Jr., Palo

Alto, both of Calif., assignors to Raychem Corporation, Menlo
Park, Calif.

FUed Nov. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,092

Int a.3 B32B 3/26; O09J 7/02

\iS. a. 428—63 8 Claim

15

I3n, 16 n ^14

15

1. A heat-recoverable wraparound patch closure compris-

mg:

a layer of cross-linked, heat-recoverable polymer, the poly-

mer layer having opposed ends, wherein one end overlaps

the other end upon assembly defining a line of overlap and

the polymer layer having a first surface and

means for retaining; the line of overlap before, during and

after heat recovery of the polymer layer located on the

first surface of the polymer layer, the retaining means

including;

i. means centrally located on the the first surface for re-
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taining the line ofoveriap before and during heat recov-
ery consisting of
a. a pressure sensitive adhesive, and
b. reinforcing means for preventing movement of the

pressure-sensitive adhesive with respect to the poly-
mer layer during heat recovery; and

ii. means for retaining the line of overlap after heat recov-
ery occupying the remainder of the first surface of the
patch consisting of heat-activauble adhesive being
activatoble at a temperature greater than the initial

temperature of heat recovery of the polymer layer and
which is applied directly to the polymer layer.

4,424,247
ABSORBENT POLYMER-HBER COMPOSITES AND

METHOD FOR PREPARING THE SAME
Robert E. Erickson, Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow

Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.
Filed Not. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,538

Int a.3 B32B 3/10
UA a. 428-138 22 Claims

1. A method for preparing a fibrous fluff of improved absor-
bency, said method comprising the mechanical disintegration
of a hydrophilic absorbent composite which comprises a layer
of a swellable hydrophilic polymer and one or more substrates
of wicking material at least partially bonded to said polymeric
layers.

through the layer of active particles into the plastic sub-
stratum layer and being elastically retained thereat.

4,424,248

AREAL FLAT STRATinED BODY FOR TREATING
GASES OR LIQUIDS, METHOD FOR THE

MANUFACTURE THEREOF AND USE OF SUCH
STRATIFIED BODY

Giinter H. Teach, Fribourg, and Johannes J. V. Col^n, Thori-
ahaus, both of Switzerland, assignors to Brevetean S.A., Zuo.
Switzerland

Continuation of Ser. No. 969,296, Dec. 14, 1978, abandoned.

^ This appUcation Jun. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 276,169
Claims priority, appUcation Switzerland, Dec. 24, 1977,

15944/77; Not. 23, 1978, 12022/78

Int a.3 B32B 5/06
U.S. a. 428-172 6 Qaims

4,424,249

SPONGE FABRIC
Vytantas R. Rupinskas, Lombard, lU., assignor to Tht KcndaU
Company, Boston, Mass.

FUed Jan. 27, 1983, Scr. No. 461,352
Int a.) B32B 3/00

U.S. a. 428-195 ,5 cuda.

1. A sponge fabric, comprising a nonwoven material in sheet
form having a mass of randomly disposed fibers, said sheet
having a bonding pattern in the form of a plurality of
diamonds, with each of the diamonds in the pattern having a
plurality of sides and being free of comers, and with each side
of a specified diamond in the pattern being the side of an adja-
cent diamond.

4,424,250

CARPET FACED TEXTILE PANEL
Ronald W. Adams, Auburn, Me., and Kathryn A. Middleton,

Concord, N.C., assignors to Albany International Corp.. Al-
bany, N.Y.

FUed Apr. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 370,603
Int a.} B32B 3/00

U.S. a. 428-198 5 cuims

1. An areal flexible stratified body for treating a liquid or
gaseous medium coming into contact with the stratified body,
comprising:

a substratum layer comprising a flexible, passive needle-
punchable plastic foil-like structure;

a cover layer formed of a needle-punchable fibrous material
and disposed upon the substratum layer;

at least one layer formed of fine grain or fibrous solid active
particles enclosed between the substratum layer and cover
layer;

said plastic substratum layer comprising said plastic foil-like

structure possessing essentially cup-like protuberances
filled with the active particles;

holding fibers emanating from the cover layer;

said holding fibers being anchored both at the substratum
layer which essentially holds back the active particles and
at the cover layer; and

said holding fibers constituting part of the cover layer and
part of the length of such holding fibers being needled

K)

1. A unitary, monolayered, nonwoven, carpet faced, decora-
tive textile panel, which comprises;

a base of non-woven, first and second thermoplastic resin

textile fibers, said first fibers having a lower temperature
softening point than the second fibers;

a face of the first fibers;

portions of said base and face fibers being interengaged with
each other, the interengagement being of a character
associated with needled fibers;

the first fibers in the base having the character of heat-soft-

ened and re-hardened fibers, interlocked by rehardening
while in contact with each other and with said second
fibers; said second fibers being textile suple fibers lacking
said character; and

the first fibers and portions of first fibers in the face being
free of interlocking as described above.
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4,424^1
THiaC-nLM MULTI-LAYER WIRING BOARD

Nobayuki Sogiihita, Yokomka, and Akin Ikegami, Yokohama,

both of Japan, aarignora to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUcd Jul. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 287,683

Claima priority, application Japan, Jul. 28, 1980, 55-

I05728[ir]

Int a.3 H05K 1/46

U.S. a. 428—209 24 Qaims

polyethylene containing about 11-1%% CI with 7-25 weight %
of an ethylene/propylene copolymer elastomer the plies that

consist essentially of the blend being at least about 0.25 mm
thick.

I

3b 2b

4a

^2a

I

4,424,254

METAL-THERMOPLASmC-METAL LAMINATES
Ross M. Hedrick, St. Louis; James C. Woodbrey, Chesterfield;

James D. Gabbert, St. Louis, and Floyd B. Erickaon, Webster

Groves, all of Mo., assignors to Monsanto Company, St.

Louis, Mo.
Continuation of Ser. No. 274,329, Jun. 16, 1981, abandoned,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 99,919, Dec. 14, 1979,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 972,555,

Dec. 22, 1978, abandoned. This application Jul. 12, 1982, Ser.

No. 397,654

Int. a.' B32B 7/02, 15/08; B29C 19/00

U.S. a. 428—215 18 Claims

1. In a thick-film multi-layer wiring board which comprises

a substrate, a first resistor circuit comprising a thick film con-

ductor and a thick film resistor, said first resistor circuit being

provided on the substrate, a Hrst insulating layer with through-

holes being provided on the first resistor circuit, a second

resistor circuit comprising a thick film conductor and a thick

film resistor being provided on the first insulating layer and

being connected to the first resistor circuit through said

through-holes, an improvement which comprises forming the

first insulating layer of crystallized glass of BaO-ZnO-MgO-
Al203-Ti02-Si02-B203 system, crystallized at 850° C. or

above, which crystallized glass is sparingly reactive to the

binder glass of the resistor circuits, whereby rate of change of

resistivity of the thick film resistor is reduced.

4,424,252

CONFDRMAL COATING SYSTEMS
Larry A. Nativi, Rocky Hill, Conn., assignor to Loctite Corpora-

tion, Newington, Conn.

Filed Not. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 441,117

Int. a.5 B05D 3/06

U.S. a. 428—209 15 Claims

1. A two-part coating composition, especially useful for

conformal coating, comprising:

(1) a first part comprising at least one urethane-acrylate or

urethane-methacrylate compound, a mono or polyfunc-

tional acrylate or methacrylate reactive diluent and a

polymerization initiator of the photoinitiator type; and

(2) a second part comprising a polyisocyanate containing

adduct,

at least one component of said first part containing unreacted

hydroxyl groups, said composition having an equivalent

weight excess of isocyanate groups in said second part to the

hydroxyl groups in said first part of at least 2:1.

15. A printed circuit board having one or more components

mounted thereon, and covered at least in part with the cured

coating composition of claim 1.

4,424,253

LAMINATED SHEET STRUCTURES
Bernard F. Anderson, West Chester, Fa., assignor to E. I. Du

Pont dc NeoKMirs A Co^ Wilmington, Del.

Coatinoation-in-part of Ser. No. 252,883, Apr. 10, 1981,

abandoned. This application Feb. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 350,841

Int a.J B32B 27/08, 27/32

UJS. a. 428—215 18 Claims

1. A laminate sheet structure comprising hot bonded alter-

nate plies of a hnear polymer of ethylene containing to about

10 weight percent of a C3-C8 a-olefin comonomer and of a

composition consisting essentially of a blend of about 73-93

weight % of a chlorinated hydrocarbon elastomer selected

from the group consisting of chlorosulfonated polyethylene

containing about 22-28% CI and 0.4-1.2% S and chlorinated

1. A metal-thermoplastic-nietal laminate having in combina-

tion:

an inelastic ratio less than about 93%;
a coefficient of linear thermal expansion less than about

esxio-^'c.-';
a fiexural stiffness of at least about 52.53 x 10^ N/m; and

a maximum weight of no more than about 9.76 kg/m^;

said laminate comprising:

a thermoplastic core layer, said core having a minimum
thickness of about 0.0483 cm; and

a metal layer laminated on each s^e of the thermoplastic

core layer, each metal layer havfl^a minimum thickness

of about 0.00127 cm; provided tmR aluminum is not the

metal layer on both sides of the laminate when the thermo-

plastic core layer is high density polyethylene and further

provided that when polypropylene is the thermoplastic

core and aluminum is the metal layer laminated on each

side of the core, the laminate has a maximum weight of

about 5.37 kg/m^;

wherein the thickness ratio of the sum of the metal layer-thick-

nesses to the thermoplastic core layer thickness is described by

the region of numerical overlap of the parameter

TR(YSm/TSc) as determined from the areas defined by the

relationships of TR(YSm/TSc) to IR/ and CLTE/, the lower

boundary of said areas being defined by the equation of a

straight line

y=mx-\-b

in which y is the y-axis parameters of IR/and CLTE/, x is the

X-axis parameter of TR(YSm/TSf), m is the slope of the

straight line, and b is the intercept on the y-axis with the pro-

viso that:

when y is IR/, m is 108 and b is zero (0) for values of x from

zero (0) to 0.65, and m is zero (0) and b is 70 for values of

x greater than 0.65; and

when y is CLTE/, m is -3.6x 10"* and b is 45x 10"' for

values of x from zero (0) to 0.1 and m is zero (0) and b is

9x 10~* for values of x greater than 0.1;

and the upper boundary of said areas being defined by the
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equation of a straight line as defined hereinabove, with the
proviso that:

when y is IR/, m is 280 and b is 30 for values of x from zero

(0) to 0.25, and m is zero (0) and b is 100 for values of x

greater than 0.25; and when y is CLTE/, m is

-2.88X lO-^and b is 216x 10-6for values of X from zero

(0) to 0.05, m is - 1.29x 10"* and b is 78.5X 10"* for

values of x from 0.05 to 0.26 and m is zero (0) and b is

45 X 10-6 for values of x greater than 0.26;

wherein:

IR/is the inelastic ratio of the laminate as measured in fiexure

at 5% strain in the outer metal layers at the point of maxi-
mum deflection;

CLTE/ is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion of the
laminate;

TR is the thickness ratio of the sum of the metal layer-thick-

nesses to the thermoplastic core layer thickness;

YSm is the thickness-weight-average tensile yield strength of
the two metal layers at an offiset of 5% elongation; and

TSf is the tensile strength of the thermoplastic core layer.

4,424,255

BACKING SHEET FOR CUSHIONED FLOOR
Motoftuni Nakamura, Tokyo; Koji Horimoto, and Motoyasu

Yusawa, both of Yamaguchi, all of Japan, assignors to Mitsui
Petrochemical Industries, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jul. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 400,065
Oaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 31, 1981, 56-121277

Int. a.3 B32B 5/16
U.S. a. 428-283 6 Qaims

1. A backing sheet for a cushioned floor comprising a fibrous

material of thermo-plastic resin, another fibrous material

which does not melt at the melting point of the thermoplastic
resin, and an inorganic filler, characterized in that the backing
sheet contains 0.5 to 5%, based on the total weight of the
fibrous materials, of at least one heat-stabilizer selected from
the group consisting of the styrene-derived alkyl phenol type
antioxidation agent of the formula (I):

4,424,256
RETORTABLE FOIL-BASED PACKAGING STRUCTURE
Ronald C. Christensen, Oshkosh; Roger P. Gcnake; Dennis E.

Kestcr, both of Necnah, and WUlian F. Oaaian, Appleton, all

of Wis., aaaignors to American Can Company, Greenwich,
Conn.

FUed Aug. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 405,752
Int. a.' C09J 7/02; B32B 15/08

U.S. a. 428—347 u claims

16-

1. A laminated structure, wherein the layers arc firmly ad-
hered to each other in face to face conUct, the structure com-
prising in order:

(a) a first layer of linear low density polyethylene;
(b) a second layer of a blend of 20% to 80% linear low

density polyethylene and 80% to 20% propylene ethylene
copolymer;

(c) a third layer of aluminum foil; and
(d) a primer coating on said third layer, said primer coating

being juxUposed between said second and third layers,

said primer coating being an anhydride modified polypro-
pylene composition.

OH (I)

wherein R stands for hydrogen atom or an alkyl group of

CmH2m-(- 1> m being an integer from 1 to 10; and n is an integer

from 1 to 3; and the trialkyl-or triaryl phosphite antioxidation

agent of the formula (II):

P (OR')3 (ID

wherein R' stands for an alkyl group of CxH2,+ i, x is an
integer from 10 to 20, or an aryl group of

Z stands for hydrogen atom, or an alkyl group of C^2>-f i. y
is an integer from 1 to 20.

4,424,257

SELF-CRIMPING MULTI-COMPONENT POLYAMIDE
FILAMENT WHEREIN THE COMPONENTS CONTAIN

DIFFERING AMOUNTS OF POLYOLEHN
Hartwig C. Bach, Pensacola, Fla., assignor to Monsanto Com-

pany, St. Louis, Mo.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 320,826, Not. 12, 1981,

abandoned. This application Jan. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 460,707
Int. a.' DOID 5/12. 5/22

U.S. a. 428—370 25 Claims
1. A process for producing a self-crimping, multi-component

filament, comprising, co-extruding at a given speed (extrusion

speed) at Jeast two molten fiber-forming components in a
side-by-side or asymmetric sheathcore configuration to form a

molten multicomponent filament, wherein one of the compo-
nents comprises a polyamide containing a minor amount of
polyolefin dispersed therein and the other component(s) com-
prises (comprise) a polyamide of the same chemical structure

containing a lesser amount of polyolefin, cooling the molten
filament in a quenching zone to form a solid filament, attenuat-

ing and accelerating the filament from its point of formation by
withdrawing the solidified filament from the quenching zone at

a speed (spinning speed) which is greater than the extrusion

speed, wherein the extrusion speed, amount of polyolefin in the

components, the spinning speed and denier of the filament are
correlated to provide an as-spun filament having a total bulk of
at least 10% and wherein said polyolefin consists essentially of
recurring units of the formula —CH2CRR'— where R and R'
are atoms or radicals which do not render said polyamide
incapable of forming fibers.

15. A helically crimped, multi-component filament having
the components arranged in a side-by-side or asymmetric
sheat-core configuration, characterized in that: the filament

has a toUl bulk of at least 10%; one component comprises a

polyamide containing dispersed therein a minor amount of at

least one polyolefin consisting essentially of recurring units of
the formula —CH2CRR'— where R and R' are atoms or radi-

cals which do not render said polyamide incapable of forming
fibers; and the other component(s) comprises(comprise) a
polyamide of the same chemical structure containing a lesser

amount of said polyolefin.

1038 O.G.— 17
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4,424,258

SELF-CRIMPING MULTI-C»MPONENT POLYESTER
FILAMENT WHEREIN THE COMPONENTS CONTAIN

DIFFERING AMOUNTS OF POLYOLEFIN
Hartwfg C. Bach, Pomcola, Fla^ anigDor to Monsanto Com-

pany, St Loois, Mo.
Continnation-in-part of Ser. No. 320,827, Not. 12, 1981,

abandoned. This appUcation Jan. 24, 1983, Scr. No. 460,708

Int a.3 DOID S/n, 5/22
VS. a. 428—370 25 Claims

1. A process for prcxlucing a self-crimping, multi-component
filament, comprising, co-extruding at a given speed (extrusion

speed) at least two molten fiber-forming components in a

side-by-side or asymmetric sheathcore configuration to form a

molten multicomponent fllament, wherein one of the compo-
nents comprises a polyester containing a minor amount of
polyolefin dispersed therein and the other component(s) com-
prises (comprise) a polyester of the same chemical structure

containing a lesser amount of polyolefm, cooling the molten
niament in a quenching zone to form a solid filament, attenuat-

ing and accelerating the filament from its point of formation by
withdrawing the solidified filament from the quenching zone at

a speed (spinning speed) which is greater than the extrusion

speed, wherein the extrusion speed, amount of polyolefin in the

components, the spinning speed and denier of the filament are

correlated to provide an as-spun filament having a total bulk of
at least 10% and wherein said polyolefin consists essentially of
recurring units of the formula —CH2CRR'— where R and R'
are atoms or radicals which do not render said polyester inca-

pable of forming fibers.

15. A helically crimped, multi-component filament having
the components arranged in a side-by-side or asymmetric
sheat-core configuration, characterized in that: the filament

has a total bulk of at least 10%; one component comprises a
polyester containing dispersed therein a minor amount of at

least one polyolefin consisting essentially of recurring units of
the formula —CH2CRR'— where R and R' are atoms or radi-

cals which do not render said polyester incapable of forming
fibers; and the other component(s) comprises(comprise) a
polyester of the same chemical structure containing a lesser

amount of said polyolefin.

4,424,260

PACKING MATERIAL FOR ASEPTIC PACKAGES
Herwig Pnpp, Land, Sweden, aarignor to Tetra Pak Interna-

tional AB, Lund, Sweden
FUed Apr. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 254,086

Qaims priority, application Sweden, Apr. 16, 1980, 8002845
Int. a.!^B32B 15/08. 27/08

U.S. a. 428—461 6 Claims

1. A packing material web for use in aseptic packages, com-
prising:

a base layer having first and second surfaces;

a first plastic layer on said first layer surface;

a gas barrier layer on said second layer surface;

a second plastic layer on said second layer surface with said

gas barrier layer interposed therebetween, said second
plastic layer being suitable for forming the inside surface

of a packing container;

a third plastic layer superimposed on said second plastic

layer, the interface between said third layer and said sec-

ond layer being in a sterile condition, and wherein said

third layer adheres, but does not fuse, to said second layer

whereby said third layer is separable from said second
layer upon formation of said packing container.

4,424,259

ARTICLES FROM ALKADIENE-VINYL ARENE
COPOLYMERS HEAT-BONDED TO VINYL CHLORIDE

POLYMERS
Terence C. Middlebrook, Bartlesrilie, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, Bartlesrilie, Okla.

FUed Dec. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 334,020

Int. a.3 B32B 13/]2. 9/04
VJS. a. 428—451 14 Qaims

1. Shaped articles comprising

(a) a first section consisting essentially of a polymer or co-
polymer of vinyl chloride, and thermally bonded to said

first section substantially without an adhesive,

(b) at least one second section formed of a composition
comprising:

(1) a thermoplastic elastomeric copolymer of an alkadiene
and a vinyl arene; and

(2) a poly(vinyl arene) resin having the structure

R H
I I

-C—C—
I I

Ar H

wherein R is an alkyl radical having from 1 to 4 carbon
atoms, Ar is an aromatic radical which can be unsubsti-

tuted or hydrocarbyl substituted, having from 6 to

about 18 carbons, and n is a whole number ranging from
about 5 to SO.

4,424,261

HYDROXYISOPROPYLMELAMINE MODIHED
MELAMINE-FORMALDEHYDE RESIN

Ronald J. Keeling; Jin-Young K. Roc, and Henry C. MoUmann,
all of Ondnnati, Ohio, assignors to American Cyanamid
Company, Stamford, Conn.

FUed Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 421,950

Int. a.3 B32B 27/04. 27/10; C08L 61/32
U.S. O. 428—530 3 Claims

1. A composition of matter comprising a blend of (1) (a) a

hydroxyalkyl melamine or (b) a reaction product of a hydroxy-
alkyl melamine and formaldehyde and (2) a melamine/for-
maldehyde resin, the ratio of (a) to (2) ranging from about 1:1

to about 1 ;20, respectively, the ratio of (b) to (2) ranging from
about 20: 1 to about 1 :20, respectively, the molar ratio of hy-

droxyalkylmelamine to formaldehyde in (b) ranging from
about 1:0.05 to about 1:3, respectively, and the molar ratio of
melamine to formaldehyde in (2) ranging from about 1:1 to

about 1 :3, respectively, said hydroxyalkyl melamine having the

formula

R*

N N

R^ N R^

wherein R' is a Cj-Cg linear or branched chain alkyl group, a

C6-C10 aryl group or R2 and R2 is —NH2, —NH(CH2)j,OH or

—NH—CH2CH—CH3
OH
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wherein x is 3-8, inclusive, and at least one of R^ is a hydroxy-
alkylamine group.

4,424,262

ELECTROCHEMICAL STORAGE CELL
Ulrich Ton Alpen, Schlossbom, and Axel Krauth, Selb, both of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Varto Batterie Aktien-
gesellschaft, HannoTer, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Oct. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 313,628
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany,- Oct. 25,

1980, 3040394

Int. a.3 HOIM 14/00
U.S. a. 429-8 2 Qaims

1. Electrochemical storage cell comprising a part made of a
ceramic, ioncontaining solid electrolyte material, constituting
ceramic plates which have been sintered together and form
mutually parallel rectangular channels with thin partitioning
walls and with an upper end and with an opposite lower end,
with alternate parallel rectangular channels having openings
for feeding liquid sodium at the upper end and closed at the
opposite end forming anode spaces and containing liquid so-
dium and parallel rectangular channels adjacent the alternate
channels open at the upper and lower ends forming cathode
spaces and containing liquid sulfur and cell reaction products,
said openings at the upper end of the anode spaces connected
to a separate sodium supply tank disposed away from said

openings, said cathode spaces connected to a sulfur and cell

reaction products supply, and metallic curent collectors ex-
tending into the cathode spaces, wherein said sodium supply is

in the sodium supply tank with a temperature level of about
10Q'-200' C, and wherein said sulfur and cell reaction prod-
ucts supply is a supply tank for sulfur and cell reaction prod-
ucts (Na2Sx) with a temperature level of about 200*-300* C,
and wherein said solid electrolyte part has a temperature level

of about 250"-350' C, and that the different temperature levels
are thermally uncoupled by delay lines in conduit means con-
necting the anode spaces to the sodium supply, and in conduit
means connecting the cathode spaces to the sulfur and cell

reaction products supply, wherein the cell is enclosed by a
radiation shield as an outer heat container reflecting heat radi-

ating from the cell, wherein within said outer radiation shield
is disposed an inner radiation shield enclosing as inner heat
container the solid electrolyte part and the supply tank for
sulfur and cell reaction products (Na2S;t), wherein the delay
lines are part sections of the sodium supply conduit and of the
supply conduit for sulfur, respectively leading from a lower to

a next higher temperature level and, wherein a first conduit
section of the sodium supply line in the form of a capillary tube
is connected to the sodium supply tank, an intermediate con-
duit section of the sodium supply line is wound helically on the
inner radiation shield, a third conduit section of the sodium
supply line is connected to the anode space, with the first,

intermediate and third conduit sections in a relatively cool
zone, an intermediate temperature zone and a warm zone
respectively.

2. Electrochemical storage cell comprising a liquid sodium
anode and a liquid sulfur cathode, which are arranged as a
plurality of connected, parallel anode spaces and a plurality of
connected, cathode spaces in a body made of a ceramic, ion-

conducting solid electrolyte matenal, said spaces having an
upper end and an opposite lower end with the anode spaces
open at the upper end. and closed at the opposite end, and with
the cathode spaces open at the lower and the upper ends, said

solid electrolyte body is a hollow block comprising profiled

ceramic plates which arc stnterend to each other, with the
plates dividing the inner space of the block into a number of
parallel channels with very thin intermediate walls, which
parallel channels in alternating sequence form the cathode
spaces and anode spaces, a sodium storage tank which is spa-
tially separated from said body of solid electrolyte connected
to the anode channels at their upper ends, a storage tank spa-
tially separated from said body of solid electrolyte, for sulfur

and reaction products of the cell, connected with said cathode
channels at their upper and lower ends, and metallic conduc-
tors embedded in the cathode channels.

4,424,263
INTERCELL FLAME ARRESTOR FOR A BATTERY

VENTING AND HLLING MANIFOLD
Gregory L. Howell, Anderson; Oscar H. Smith, Muncie, and
Don G. Townsend, Anderson, all of Ind., assignors to General
Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Dec. 24, 1981. Ser. No. 334,156
Int. Q.' HOIM 2/12

U.S. Q. 429-88 3 Qaims
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1. In a battery comprising two or more electrochemical cells

interconnected by venting means for venting flammable gas
from the cells and for occasionally conveying liquid to the cells

for replenishing electrolyte therein, the improvement compns-
ing a flame arrester incorporated into the venting means such
that the gas flow path through the venting means is from a first

portion through the flame arrestor to a second portion, said

flame arrestor comprising

a liquid trap comprising first and second conduit arms and a

fluid flow connection therebetween, said arms extending
generally upward from the connection suiubly to trap

liquid within the conduit arms about the connection suffi-

cient to temporarily block gas flow therethrough for

suppressing flame in the gas, said first arm communicating
with said first portion of said venting means to cause gas
buildup within said portion to displace liquid into the

second arm,

a chamber connected to the second liquid trap arm and
communicating with said second venting means portion

above said second conduit arm to permit gas flow through
the chamber from the liquid trap to said second venting

means portion, said chamber being suitably connected to

said second arm for receiving liquid displaced from the

liquid trap by gas buildup with said first portion of said

venting means and for draining liquid into the liquid trap

in the absence of said gas buildup, said chamber having a

fluid flow path cross section larger than the connected
conduit arm and a volume greater than said liquid trap to

retain liquid within the chamber sufficient to block the

trap while permitting gas flow therethrough for venting.
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4,424,264

MULTICELL ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERIES
Michael E. McGnire, Clifton, ud Edwin Tatloclc, Bolton, both

of Eaglaad, lasignon to Chloride Group Pnblic Limited Com-
pany, London, England

FUed Feb. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 469,695

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jun. 10, 1982,

8216841

Int a.3 HOIM 2/30

VS. a. 429—179 4 Qaims

1. A multicell electric storage battery including a rectangu-

lar section container, a plurality of cells extending along the

length of said container and a lid common to all said cells, said

lid having a peripheral side wall which is sealed to said con-

tainer, said battery having two top terminals extending

through said lid and situated on the central longitudinal axis of

said lid and two side terminals extending through said side wall

of said lid.

4,424,265

METHOD OF MAKING PICTURE TUBE FLUORESCENT
SCREEN

Norio Koike, Fukaya, and Kunihiro Ikari, Yokosuka, both of

Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha,

Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 419,628

Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 11, 1981, 56-198668

Int. a.3 G03C 5/00
|

U.S. a. 430—28 3 Qaims
1. A method of making a picture tube fluorescent screen,

comprising the steps of applying, to the inner surface of a face

plate panel of a picture tube, a composition essentially consist-

ing of a hght-sensitive resin at least having recurring units (1)

and (2) represented by the following general formulas:

I

CH2 CH2

CH CH

\ /
CH

(1)

X-

•continued

TCH2—CH-^

i„J
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<2)

in which R designates a hydrogen atom, an alkyl group or a

lower hydroxyalkyl group, and X~ designates an anion of a

strong acid, and CaS-based phosphor particles, said light-sensi-

tive resin and said CaS-based phosphor particles being dis-

persed in an aqueous medium; exposing the coat thus formed to

light in a required pattern by use of a mask; developing and
then baking the coat to form a fluorescent screen in a required

pattern.

4,424,266

LAYERED ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC
PHOTOSENSmVE ELEMENT HAVING HYDRAZONE

CHARGE TRANSPORT MATERIAL
Seiji Kurihara; Satoshi Goto; Tsnneo Wada; Akira Kinoshita, all

of Hino; Yoshiaki Takei, Hachioji; Naoko Akashi, Hachioji,

and Hiroyuki Nomori, Hachioji, all of Japan, assignors to

Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Sep, 23, 1981, Ser. No. 305,029

Qaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 15, 1980, 55-142865

Int. a.3 G03G 5/14
U.S. Q. 430—59 17 Qaims

?000 1000 6000 8000
NUMBER OF TIMES -

10000

1. An electrophotographic photosensitive element having a

conductive support provided thereon with a photosensitive

layer comprising (i) a carrier-generating phase layer containing

a carrier-generating material selected from the group consist-

ing of perylene dyes, polycyclic quinones and azo dyes and (ii)

a carrier-transporting phase layer containing a carrier-tran-

sporting material wherein said carrier-transporting phase com-
prises a hydrazone compound represented by the formula

N—NssCH—Ar—

N

/ \
R2 lU

wherein Ri, R2. R3 and R4 each represent an aryl group which
may have a substituent or substituents, and Ar represents an

arylene group which may have a substituent or substituents.

4,424,267

ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGE HOLDING
MEMBER

Hideyo Kondo, Toride, and Naoto FiOinura, Abiko, both of

Japan, assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 182,069, Aug. 28, 1980, abandoned,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 948,237, Oct. 3, 1978,

abandoned. This application Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362,251

Qaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 7, 1977, 52-120731;

Oct. 7, 1977, 52-120732

Int. Q.3 G03G 7/00

U.S. Q. 430—66 10 Claims

1. An image-holding member for electrophotography for

holding electrostatic images for both electrostatic and toner
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images comprising: (a) a support, (b) an image-holding layer,

and (c) a cured curable rubber layer of cyclized rubber spaced
between (a) and (b) or as a separate layer in (b) or both.

4,424,268

PYRYLIUM- AND THIOPYRYLIUM-SENSITIZED
LOW-PERSISTENCE PHOTOCONDUCTIVE

COMPOSITIONS AND ELEMENTS
Martin A. Berwick, Kendall; Lawrence E. Contois, Webster, and
George A. Reynolds, Rochester, all of N.Y., assignors to
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Not. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 443,787

Int. Q.J G03G 5/09
U.S. Q. 430-83 17 Qaims

1. A protonic acid-free, low-persistence photoconductive
composition comprising a organic photoconductor, and, as a
sensitizer, a 4-tertiaryaminobenzo[b]pyrylium salt or a 4-ter-

tiaryaminobenzo[b]thiopyrylium salt.

4,424,269

ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC CDS OR CDSSE WTTH
OZONE DETERIORATION INHIBITOR

Hideyuki Sasaki, Morioka; Tom Nakazawa, Kumatori; Yo-
shiaki Kato, Hirakata; Hideo Fukuda, Katano; Yasushi
Kamezaki, Sakai, and Akira Fushida, Suita, all of Japan,
assignors to Mita Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 356,215
Qaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 10, 1981, 56-33136

Int. Q.3 G03G 5/087
U.S. Q. 430-94 6 Qaims

1. A photosensitive plate for electrophotography, which
comprises a conductive substrate and a layer of a composition
formed by dispersing a photoconductor in a binder resin,

which is formed on the substrate, wherein said composition
comprises (a) the resin binder which comprises an epoxy resin

component and an amine type curing agent component, (b) 0.

1

to 50 parts by weight, per 100 parts by weight of the epoxy
resin component of an acid anhydride as the ozone deteriora-
tion preventing agent and (c) 20 to 500 parts by weight, per 100
parts by weight of the epoxy resin component of cadmium
sulflde or cadmium sulflde selenide as the photoconductor.

- 4,424,270

LIGHT-SENSITIVE MIXTURE COMPRISING A
NAPHTHOQUINONEDIA2UDESULFONIC AOD ESTER

AND PROCESS FOR PREPARING SAID ESTER
Fritz Erdmann, and Ulrich Simon, both of Mainz, Fed. Rep. of
Germany, assignors to Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt
am Main, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec. 22, 1981, Ser. No, 333,338
Claims priority, application Fed. Reprof Germany, Jan. 3,

1981, 3100077 y^
Int. Q.J G03C 1/54; G<BF 7/08

U.S. Q. 430—166 21 Qaims
1. A light-sensitive mixture comprising:

(a) a water-insoluble binder soluble in aqueous alkaline solu-

tion, and

(b) an esterifled reaction product of a naph-
thoquinonediazidesulfonyl halide and a mixture compris-
ing a low molecular weight compound containing at least

one phenolic hydroxyl group and a polymeric compound
having recurring untis each of which conuins at least one
phenolic hydroxyl group, wherein said low molecular

weight compound containing at least one phenolic hy-

droxyl group corresponds to the formula

wherein

R denotes a single bond or one of the groups of CO. S. O
SO2 and CR6R7;

Rl. R2. R3. R4 and R5 represent hydrogen, halogen, hy-
droxyl groups, alkyl groups having I to 4 carbon atoms or
alkoxy groups having I to 4 carbon atoms; and

Re and R7 represent hydrogen or alkyl groups having 1 to 4
carbon atoms:

or wherein two of the radicals R3, R4 and Rj and the radicals

Rl and R2 in each case jointly form a fused aromatic ring;

at least one of the radicals R|. R2, Rj. R4. and Rj represcntmg
a hydroxyl group.

4,424,271

DEPOSITION PROCESS
Beat G. Keel, Prior Lake; Tuan P. Tran, Bloomington; Mara M.

Koller, St. Paul; Larry D. Zimmerman, Apple Valley, and
Patrick C Darst, Q>ttage Grove, all of Minn., assignors to

Magnetic Peripherals Inc., Minnneapolis, Minn.
Filed Sep. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 418,352

Int. Q.5 G03C 5/00
U.S. Q. 430-315 11 Claims

1. A deposition process for producmg a desired feature of
deposition material comprising the steps of

a. forming a layer of adhesion inhibitor onto a portion of the

surface of a substrate in a pattern whose inner edges are

adjacent the bounds of the feature being produced, said

adhesion inhibitor serving to inhibit the bonding to the

substrate surface of deposition material to be subsequently

deposited on said adhesion inhibitor, thereby permitting

mechanical lift-off of a layer of said deposition material

from said substrate surface;

b. depositing a first layer of deposition material onto the

layer of adhesion inhibitor and the exposed portions of
said substrate;

c. forming a pattern of photoresist on said first layer of
deposition material adjacent said inner edges of said adhe-
sion inhibitor layer, the inner edges of said pattern defin-

ing the bounds of said feature being produced;

d. depositing a second layer of deposition material onto the

exposed portions of said first layer of deposition material;

e. removing said pattern of photoresist; and
f removing said adhesion inhibitor, that portion of said

second layer of deposition material not part of the feature

being produced, and that portion of said first layer of
depos'tion material over said adhesion inhibitor, at least

said portions of said first and second layers of deposition

material being removed by mechanically lifting off and
breaking or severing said first layer of deposition material

adjacent said inner edges of said adhesion inhibitor.
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4,424^2
TEMPORARY POLYMERIC MORDANTS AND

ELEMENTS CONTAINING SAME
Lioyd D. Taylor, Lexington, Mass^ assignor to Polaroid Corpo-

ration, Cambridge, Mass.

FUed Aug. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 289,289

Int a.3 G03C 1/84. J/40. 5/54. 1/72

VS. a. 430—507

r r -» • »
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9. A photosensitive element comprising a support carrying a

photosensitive silver halide emulsion layer; a mordant layer

comprising a polymeric mordant comprising recurring units of

the formula

-^CH2-C-^

X-

wherein R is hydrogen or lower alkyl; each of R' and R^ is

independently lower alkyl, cycloalkyl, substituted lower alkyl,

aralkyl, or R' and R^ taken together represent the atoms neces-

sary to complete a saturated N-containing ring; L is a divalent

linking group; A represents the atoms necessary to complete an

arylene nucleus; R^ is lower alkyl, aryl, aralkyl, alkoxy, or

aryloxy; and X- is an anion; and an organic dye capable of

being mordanted by said polymer.

4,424,273

SUBBING POLYESTER SUPPORT BASES AND
PHOTOGRAPHIC HLM COMPRISING SAID

IMPROVED SUPPORT BASES
Simone Franco, and Alberto Valsecchi, both of Ferrania, Italy,

assignors to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company,
St. Paul, Minn.

RIed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,767

Clainu priority, application Italy, May 26, 1981, 48536 A/81
Int. a.' G03C 1/78. 1/96; B32B 27/06. 27/36

U.S. a. 430—529 10 Qaims
1. A polyester support base coated with a first hydrophobic

subbing layer and a second hydrophilic subbing layer for fur-

ther coating with photographic layers, characterized by the

fact that said second subbing layer is a hardened aqueous

coating composition comprising (1) gelatin, (2) a vinyl addition

polymer compound and (3) a low viscosity highly sulfonated

water soluble polyacetal compound having at least 50% by
weight of the polyacetal as sulfonated moieties, said compound
derived from the reaction of an aldehyde sulfonic acid com-
pound with a low viscosity polyvinyl alcohol compound hav-

ing a viscosity of less than I.S dl/g, the relative quantities of

said gelatin and vinyl addition polymer compound with re-

spect to the polyacetal compound being such as to provide

good adhesion characteristics without any significant loss in

antistatic properties.

10. A light-sensitive photographic film comprising a subbed
support base according to any preceding claim and at least one
photographic layer coated directly onto said subbing layer.

19 Qaims

4,424,274

PROCESS FOR PRODUaNG CITRIC ACID FROM
HYDROCARBONS BY FERMENTATION

Takao Matsumoto; Yoshiyuki Ichikawa, and Takeo Nagata, all

of Yokohama, Japan, assignors to Showa Oil Company, Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 6, 1982, Ser. No. 375,465

Oaims priority, application Japan, Not. 18, 1981, 56-183656
Int. a.3 C12P 7/48: C12N 1/26. 1/28

U.S. a. 435—144 9 Qaims
1. A process for producing citric acid by fermentation which

comprises:

culturing the hydrocarbon assimilable microorganisms se-

lected from Candida tropicalis, Candida lipolytica. Candida
intermedia and Candida brumptii and their mutants and
their variants under aerobic conditions, while maintaining

a concentration of dissolved oxygen in the culture me-
dium of from about 1 5 to about 40 parts per million on a

culture medium weight basis immediately after the logo-

rithmic growth phase of the cultivation, at a temperature

from about 25° C. to about 40° C. and at a pH from about

3 to about 10 in a culture medium containing hydrocar-

bons selected from olefinic and paraffinic hydrocarbons
and their mixture, and recovering the produced citric acid

from said culture mixture.

4,424,275

CONTINUOUS PROCESS FOR PRODUONG
N-BUTANOL EMPLOYING ANAEROBIC

FERMENTATION
Sidney Levy, 4433 Dawn Ave., LaVeme, Calif. 91750

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 76,250, Sep. 17, 1979,

abandoned. This application Aug. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 289,156

Int. a.3 C12P 7/16

U.S. Q. 435—160 10 Qaims
1. A continuous process for the production of n-butanol

from the starting materials of an anaerobic fermentation pro-

cess consisting essentially of:

(a) continuously contacting at least one carbohydrate-con-

taining substrate with an n-butanol producing culture in

water to effect the fermentation of said substrate and form

a product mixture comprising n-butanol,

(b) continuously extracting said product mixture from said

substrate, said culture and said water by forming a solu-

tion of said product mixture with an extraction solvent,

wherein said solvent is at least one member selected from

the group consisting of monofluorotrichloromethane and

isopentane, while substantially avoiding the formation of a

solution of said solvent with said substrate, said culture,

and said water,

(c) continuously separating said extraction solvent from said

product mixture by vaporizing substantially all of said

solvent without substantial vaporization of said product

mixture, and

(d) continuously condensing said vaporized solvent for reuse

as an extraction solvent in step b.
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4,424,276
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE

GASEOUS CONTENT OF BLOOD
Justin S. Qark, and Ming-Cbeng Yen, botii of Salt Lake City,

Utah, assignors to Intermountain Health Care, Salt Lake
Qty, Utah

Filed Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 327,756
Int. Q.J GOIN 33/48

U.S.a. 436-50 27 Qaims

including the ratio of said first and second controlled
volumetric flow rates arrived at in step (i); and

(k) using the calculated oxygen content of said saline mixture
as a relatable measure of the oxygen content of said blood
sample.

V~T

1. A method for determining the oxygen content of blood
comprising the steps of:

(a) preparing a first saline solution having carbon monoxide
gas absorbed therein to a point of equilibrium;

(b) injecting a sample of blood whose oxygen content is to be
measured into a blood reservoir;

(c) mixing said first equilibrated saline solution with said
blood sample by:

(1) causing said first saline solution to flow into a first inlet

port of a mixing tee at a first fixed volumetric fiow rate,

(2) causing said blood sample to fiow into a second inlet

port of said mixing tee at a second fixed volumetric fiow
rate, and

(3) directing an output port of said mixing tee to a mixing
coil wherein said first saline solution and said blood
sample are mixed together to fornra blood/saline mix-
ture;

(d) causing said blood/saline mixture to How through an
oxygen sensor at a third fixed volumetric fiow rate, said
third fixed flow rate being determined by the sum of said
first and second fixed volumetric fiow rates;

(e) recording the measured response of said oxygen sensor to
the blood/saline mixture passed therethrough;

(0 preparing a second saline solution having oxygen ab-
sorbed therein to a point of equilibrium; ;pl (g) mixing said
first and second saline solutions together by:

(1) causing said first saline solution to How into the first

inlet port of said mixing tee at a first controlled volu-
metric flow rate,

<(2) causing said second saline solution to flow into the
second inlet port of said mixing tee at a second con-
trolled volumetric flow rate, and

(3) directing the output port of said mixing tee to said

mixing coil wherein said first and second saline solu-

tions are mixed together to form a saline mixture;
(h) causing said saline mixture to flow through said oxygen

sensor at the same third fixed volumetric flow rate as in

step (d), said third fixed flow rate being determined by the
sum of said first and second controlled volumetric flow
rates;

(i) selectively adjusting said first and second controlled
volumetric flow rates while maintaining said third fixed

volumetric flow rate until the response of said oxygen
sensor to said saline mixture flowing therethrough is

within a predetermined tolerance of the response of said

oxygen sensor measured and recorded in step (e);

0) calculating the oxygen content of said saline mixture
based upon known physical measurements and constants.

4,424,277
METHOD FOR THE DETERMINATION OF NITRATE

IONS
Detief E. Bodart, Darmstadt, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to
Merck Patent Gcsellachaft Mit Bcschriinkter Hafhing, Darm-
stadt, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Not. 24. 1981, Ser. No. 324,369
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Not. 26.

1980, 3044433

Int. Q.J COIN 21/78. 31/22
U.S,Q. 436-110 12 Qaims

1. A method for the quantitative colorimetric determmation
of nitrate ions, comprising admixing a sample with concen-
trated sulfuric acid and a color-generating reagent having the
formula 4.4'-RO-C6H4-C6H4-OR. wherein R is substi-
tuted or unsubstituted Ci-6 alkyl, said color-generating reagent
being present in an amount effective to produce a quantitative
coloration; and correlating the color of the resultant solution
with a calibrated reference standard.

4,424,278
CANCER DETECTION PROCEDURE USING AN ACYL

CARRIER PROTEIN
Edsel T. BucoTaz, and Walter D. Whybrew, both of Memphis,

Tenn., assignors to Research Corporation, Lexington, N.Y.
Filed Not. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,782

Int. Q.J GOIN 33/16
U.S. Q. 43<^-501 22 Qaims

17. A kit for detection of cancer comprising in combination
a vial containing a protein precipitating agent, a second vial

containing exogenous protein and a third vial containing dc-
tectably labelled acyl carrier protein.

4,424,279
RAPID PLUNGER IMMUNOASSAY METHOD AND

APPARATUS
Joseph W. Bohn; Peter A. Cohen, both of San Diego, and Bruce

L. Zuraw, Del Mar, all of Calif., assignors to Quidel, La Jolla,

Calif.

Filed Aug. 12. 1982, Ser. No. 407,454
Int. Q.' GOIN 33/54. 33/58

U.S.Q. 436-534 12 Qaims

f^

1. An immunoassay apparatus comprising:

a cylindrical container tube having an open end and a closed
end;

a plunger filter assembly received in the open end of the
conuiner tube and being slidable in the container tube;

and

the plunger filter assembly comprising a cylindncal tube
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open at both ends, a movable seal Fixedly secured at the

proximal end of the cylindrical tube, the distal end extend-

ing outwardly toward the open end of the container tube,

the seal being movable with respect to the interior walls of

the container tube and forming a substantially fluid tight

movable seal between the proximal end of the plunger

filter and the container tube, a dome-shaped filter inside

and closing the proximal end of the plunger filter cylinder

to the passage of material in and out of said proximal end

except for fluids and particles which can pass through the

filter, and immunologically reactive beads which, in use,

bind selected immunologically active constituents, of the

fluid to be assayed, the immunologically active beads

having porous surfaces treated with an immunologically

active constituent and being too large to pass through the

filter.

4,424,280

CERAMIC FOAMS AND PROCESS OF PREPARING THE
SAME

Henri-Bemard Maine, Cap Rouge, Canada, assignor to Centre

de Recherche Industrielle du Quebec, Ste-Foy, Canada
Filed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,617

Oaims priority, application Canada, May 27, 1981, 378467

Int a.J C04B 21/02, 43/02. 43/10

U.S. a. 501—84 35 Oaims
1. A process for preparing a clay foam in which a slip is

prepared which is thereafter foamed, dried and baked, which

comprises mechanically stirring the slip merely sufficiently to

provide homogeneous conditions thereon, and controlling said

stirring so as to prevent the introduction thereby of substantial

quantities of ambient air into said slip, and independently of the

introduction of any quantity of ambient air by said mechanical

stirring, simultaneously introducing essentially within said slip

in movement controlled quantities of a gas thereby ensuring

the reproductiveness of a foam having predetermined physical

properties, said slip being self flowing at the end of said pro-

cess, said process being further characterized by drying the

foam under conditions where temperature is heterogeneous

around said foam and ventilation is practically prevented in the

vicinity of said foam.

28. A clay foam characterized by the fact that it has been

obtained by the process according to claim 1.

29. A clay foam according to claim 28, characterized by the

fact that it has a density between about 0.3 and about 1.2.

4,424,281

REFRACTORY CEMENT
Cecil M. Jones, Worcester, Mass., assignor to Norton Company,

Worcester, Mass.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 390,566, Jun. 21, 1982,

abandoned. This application Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 423,581

Int. a.' C04B 35/10 35/52
VS. a. 501—89 17 Oaims

1. A refractory cement mix adapted to be placed in a dry

condition for forming linings for conduits for conveying mol-

ten iron and slag from a blast furnace by sintering the mix in

situ in such conduit comprising a mixture of dense alumina

grains of from 6 to 10 mesh in an amount by weight of 24%,
dense alumina grains of from 12 to 16 mesh in an amount by

weight of 25%, dense alumina grains 20 mesh and finer in an

amount by weight of 35%, calcined alumina of from 200 mesh
and finer in an amount by weight of 10%, silicon 90 mesh and

finer in an amount by weight of 3%, and (NaP03)6 200 mesh

and finer in an amount by weight of 3%.

4,424,282

PROCESS FOR THE CATALYTIC SYNTHESIS OF
HYDROCARBONS, PARTICULARLY OF METHANE,
FROM HYDROGEN AND CARBON MONOXIDE

Yves Chauvin, Le Pecq; Dominique Commereuc, Mendon; Andre
Sugier, and Jean-Francois Le Page, both of Rueil Malmaison,
all of France, assignors to Institut Francals du Petrole, Rueil-

Malmaison, France

Filed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 348,890

Oaims priority, application France, Feb. 11, 1981, 81 02718
Int. 0.3 C07C 1/04

U.S. O. 518—700 10 Claims

1. A process for manufacturing methane by reacting hydro-

gen with carbon monoxide in the presence of a ruthenium-con-

taining catalyst, comprising circulating hydrogen, carbon
monoxide and an aqueous liquid phase consisting essentially of

water through a fixed bed of a catalyst containing ruthenium

on a carrier at a temperature from 200° to 320* C, at a total

pressure from 1 to 15 MPa, and at a partial pressure of the

(CO-1-H2) mixture from 0.1 to 2 MPa, said aqueous liquid

phase being circulated in a non-trickling manner and at a flow
rate to maintain the catalyst substantially immersed therein;

separating the resultant gaseous phase from the resultant aque-

ous liquid phase; passing the aqueous liquid phase through a

heat exchanger outside the reaction zone for cooling said

aqueous phase; and recycling the cooled aqueous phase, at

least the major part of the heat produced by the reaction being

removed in said exchanger by means of the sensible heat of the

circulating aqueous liquid phase.

4,424,283

CATALYST FOR SYNTHESIZING BISPHENOL AND
METHOD FOR MAKING SAME

Gary R. Faler, and Geroge R. Loucks, both of ^tia, N.Y.,

assignors to General Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 252,493, Apr. 8, 1981,

abandoned. Division of Ser. No. 103,095, Dec. 13, 1979, Pat. No.

4,294,995. This application Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342,435

Int. O.J BOIJ 20/26. 39/20
U.S. O. 521—32 16 Oaims

1. A method for making a leach resistant organoaminomer-

captan substituted sulfonated aromatic organic polymer which
comprises,

(1) eflecting reaction between

(A) a halosulfonated aromatic organic polymer and

(B) an organoaminodisulfide selected from the class con-

sisting of

\
H H

((X©H®)oN—C—R— S]2.

H Y

H H

[(X©H®)oN—C—R— Sh,

R' Y

and mixtures thereof, in the presence of base to produce

a sulfonated aromatic organic polymer having or-

ganoaminodisulfide groups covalently bonded to sulfo-

nyl radicals by nitrogen-sulfur linkages,

(2) effecting the reduction of the organoaminodisulfide

groups on the sulfonated aromatic organic polymer of (1),

and

(3) recovering sulfonated aromatic organic polymer from (2)

having covalently bonded organoaminomercaptan groups

attached sulfonyl radicals by nitrogen-sulfur linkages,

where R is a divalent C(|. 13) organic radical, Y is selected from
the class consisting of hydrogen, carboxy and nitrile, X is

selected from the class consisting of halogen or a counter ion,

R' is a C(|.g) alkyl radical and a is or 1.
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4,424,284

CATIONIC ADSORPTION AGENT
Jaroalav Haase, Riehen, and Roger Palmberg, Allschwil, both of

Swit^rland, assignors to Ciga-Gcigy Corporation, Ardsley,

N.Y.

Filed Oct. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 313,061

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Oct. 28, 1980,

8016/80

Int. a.5 C08G 12/22
U.S. O. 521—36 19 Oaims

1. A cationic adsorption agent which is obtained by reaction

of

(a) an amino compound, or salt thereof, which contains at

least one amino group and at least one free or methylol-
ated carbamide or thiocarbamide group, or ether thereof,

with

(b) an aminoplast precondensate which contains no amino
groups, being a formaldehyde adduct or an etherified

formaldehyde adduct of a urea, thiourea or amino- 1,3,5-

triazine compound.
17. A process for the preparation of a cationic adsorption

agent, which process comprises reacting

(a) an amino compound, or salt thereof, which contains at

least one amino group and at least one free or methylol-

ated carbamide or thiocarbamide group, or ether thereof,

(b) an aminophast precondensate which contains no amino
groups, being a formaldehyde adduct or an etherified

formaldehyde adduct of a urea, thiourea or amino- 1,3,5-

triazine compound.
18. A process according to claim 17, wherein the reaction is

conducted in the presence of a catalyst.

19. A process according to claim 18, wherein the catalyst is

sulfamic acid.

4,424,285

PROCESS FOR FORMING FAST-COOL VINYL
AROMATIC EXPANDABLE POLYMERS

Adolph V. DlGiulio, Wayne, Pa., assignor to Atlantic Richfield

Company, Los Angeles, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 462,156, Jan. 31, 1983. This application

May 16, 1983, Ser. No. 495,185

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Oct. 11,

2000, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 C08J 9/18

U.S. O. 521—56 5 Oaims
1. Expandable vinyl aromatic polymer particles consisting of

vinyl aromatic polymer particles containing dispersed

throughout (1) 0.5 to 4.0 percent by weight of a triblock co-

polymer rubber of 2-50 weight percent of polymerized vinyl

aromatic monomer and 50-98 weight percent of polymerized
conjugated diene and (2) a blowing agent; said expandable
particles exhibiting fast-cooling properties in molded products
produced therefrom.

4,424,286

EXPANDED SHAPED ARTICLE COMPRISING A HEAT
RESISTANT SYNTHETIC RESIN

Masao Nakagawa, Takasago, and Tatehiko Nishida, Himeji,

both of Japan, assignors to Kanegafuchi Kagaku Kogyo Kabu-
shlki Kalsha, Osaka, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 219,344, Dec. 22, 1980, abandoned.

This application Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,597

Int. O.' C08J 9/18, 9/20

U.S. O. 521—58 9 Oaims

1

r

wherein said expandable copolymer particles consist essen-

tially of 3 to IS weight percent volatile foaming agent, and a

copolymer consisting essentially of 25 to 75 weight percent

tertiary butyl styrene and 75 to 25 weight percent styrene alone

or styrene in combination with other monomers copolymenz-
able therewith, wherein said copolymer is produced by suspen-

sion polymerization or emulsion polymerization, wherein one
of said tertiary butyl styrene and said styrene alone or styrene

in combination with said other monomers, is polymenzed as an

initial monomer, then, the other of said tertiary butyl styrene

and said styrene alone or said styrene in combination with said

other monomers, is added intermittently or at one time, when
the conversion rate of the initial monomer is between 1 5 to

75%, and thereafter the polymerization being completed, and
wherein the resulting article is substantially heat resisUnt in

terms of dimensional stability.

4,424,287

POLYMER FOAM PROCESS
D. Emil Johnson, Canandaigua; Charles M. Knitcben, Pittsford,

and G. Vincent Sharps, Jr., Fairport, all of N.Y., assignors to

Mobil Oil Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 158,187, Jun. 10, 1980,

abandoned, and Ser. No. 205,353, Nov. 10, 1980, Pat. No.

4,344,710. This application Jun. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 272,155

Int. O.' B29D 27/00
U.S. O. 521—74 28 Oaims

«^ mam torn _\cmum iom_
\

1. An expanded shaped article obtained by pre-expanding

expandable copolymer particles and subsequently heating the

pre-expanded particles to form the expanded shaped article.

1. A method for the formation of a thermoplastic foam
which comprises

introducing to a molten thermoplastic resin a blowing agent

comprising at least one atmospheric gas and at least one

volatile plasticizing blowing agent in amounts sufficient to

plasticize said thermoplastic resin;

extruding said thermoplastic in the form of a foam; and

thermoforming said foam into articles; wherein the atmo-

spheric gas is present in sufficient amounts to allow ther-

moforming immediately after the extrusion of the foam

without substantial intermediate aging.

28. A thermoplastic foam article containing in its porous

interstices at least one atmospheric gas and at least one volatile

plasticizing organic blowing agent, said organic blowing agent

being present in an amount sufficient to allow thermoforming

of said foam article without substantial aging as compared to

thermoformed thermoplastic foam which does not contain said

atmospheric gas within its porous interstices; said foam article

emitting a reduced quantity of said organic blowing agent to

the atmosphere during the formation of said foam article and

thereafter thermoforming thereof
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4,424,288

CARBODIIMIDE-MODinED POLYMETHYLENE
POLYPHENYLENE POLYISOCYANATES FOR USE IN

THE PREPARATION OF
POLYISOCYANURATE-POLYURETHANE FOAMS

John T. Patton, Jr^ Wyandotte; Peter T. lUn, Plymouth, and
Thirumurti Narayan, Grosse He, all of Mich., assignors to

BASF Wyandotte Corporation, Wyandotte, Mich.
Filed Dec. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 334,158

Int. a.3 CXWG 18/14. 18/78
U.S. a. 521—99 1 aaim

1. A polyisocyanurate-polyurethane foam prepared by react-

ing (a) a carbodiimide-modified polyisocyanate wherein said

polyisocyanate is prepared by partially reacting a crude poly-

methylene polyphenylene polyisocyanate containing no more
than 70 percent diphenylmethane diisocyanate an isomer mix-

ture of 40 to 100 weight percent 4,4'-, to 50 weight percent
2,4'- and to 10 weight percent 2,2'-diphenylmethane diisocya-

nate having an average functionality of about 2.1 to 2.7. an

NCO content of at least 31.5 weight percent in the presence of

an effective amount of a carbodiimidization catalyst to a vis-

cosity of about 3000 cps at 25° C. and an NCO content from
25.0 to 31.0 weight percent with (b) a polyol selected from the

group consisting of diethylene glycol and ethylene oxide ad-

ducts of trimethylolpropane, trimethylolethane, glycerine,

pentaerythritol, a-methylglucoside. sucrose, toluene diamine
and methylene dianiline in the presence of a trimerization

catalyst and a blowing agent.

4,424,289

CONTINUOUS PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF
QUICK-SETTING PHENOLIC FOAMS

Nicolas Meyer, Bully les Mines, and Gilbert Wollaert, Lens,
both of France, assignors to Soci^te' Chimique des Charbon-
nages SA, Paris, France

Filed May 14, 1982, Ser. No. 378,369
Oaims priority, application France, May 15, 1981, 81 09685

Int. a.3 C08J 9/14
U.S. a. 521-103

I 9 Qaims
1. In a continuous process for manufacturing a phenolic

foam, comprising mixing a liquid phenolic resol, a blowing
agent and a hardener; continuously depositing the resultant

mixture on a belt; continuously expanding and hardening the

mixture to form a phenolic foam; and recovering the resultant

foam,

the improvement wherein said blowing agent is an organic
liquid having a boiling point of 20°-80° C; and said hardener
is a concentrated, substantially anhydrous boric anhydride
solution comprising: (A) at least 5% by weight of boric

anhydride; (B) an organic solvent, said solvent being a mo-
noalcohol, a polyalcohol, a trialkylborate, a dialkyl acetal of
formaldehyde or a mixture thereof; and (C) 5-70% by
weight, based on the weight of hardener solution, of concen-
trated sulfuric acid, an aromatic sulfonic acid or a mixture
thereof.

4,424,291

CORRUGATING ADHESIVE COMPOSITION AND
PAPERBOARD PRODUCT PRODUCED THEREWITH

Craig H. Leake, Edison, and Michael A. Silano, Somerset, both
of N.J., assignors to National Starch and Chemical Corpora-
tioit, Bridgewater, NJ.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 215,289, Dec. 11, 1980, which is

a continuation of Ser. No. 96,935, Nov. 23, 1979, abandoned.
This application Aug. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,193

Int. a.3 C08L 3/02; B32B 3/28
U.S. a. 524-47 6 Qaims

1. A corrugating adhesive composition consisting essentially

of:

4,424,290

HLTRATE REDUCER ADDITIVE FOR SWELLING CLAY
GROUTS AND CEMENT-SWELLING CLAY GROUTS

Jacky Rousset, Baneins, and Roger P. Chavrier, Marseilles,
both of France, assignors to Societe Coatex, Paris, France

Filed Aug. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 292,599
Int. a.' C04B 13/00, 43/00, 7/14

US. a. 524—5 14 Claims
1. An additive for swelling clay grouts and cement-swelling

clay^routs that reduces the filtrate, lowers and stabilizes the

viscosity, retards rigidification time, limits sweating and the

sedimentation of the solid constituents, comprising an alkaline

ethylenic acid polymer and/or copolymer with a molecular
weight between 3000 and 20,000.

1. a carrier consisting essentially of:

a. about 5-98%, by weight, on a solids basis, of a polymer
which is substantially a polymer soluble in the adhesive
medium, said polymer containing at least 10%, by
weight, of carboxyl groups derived from a polymeriz-
able ethylenically unsaturated mono- or polycarboxylic
acid, or a mixture of said polymers, said polymer having
a carrier wet tack of at least about 0.03 Ib./in., and

b. about 2-95%, by weight, of gelatinized starch;

2. ungelatinized starch; and
3. water; wherein said carrier, ungelatinized starch and
water are present in amounts of 1-15%, 9-35% and
60-90%, by weight, respectively, based on the total adhe-
sive composition.

4,424,292

INFRARED REFLECHNG VINYL POLYMER
COMPOSITIONS

Elvira B. Ravinovitch, South Euclid, and James W. Summers,
Bay Village, both of Ohio, assignors to The B. F. Goodrich
Company, Akron, Ohio
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 355,501, Mar. 8, 1982,

abandoned. This application Oct 27, 1982, Ser. No. 437,076
Int. C\? C08K 3/22

U.S. a. 524—88 16 Qaims
1. A composition adapted for use in the sunlight containing

a homopolymer or copolymer of vinyl, halide and vinylidene

chloride polymerized with each other or each with one or
more polymerizable olefinic monomers having at least one
terminal

CH2=C—
I

group, with or without a plasticizer for the polymer, a tin

stabilizer, and color pigments, wherein the improvement con-
sists essentially of the addition of an effective amount of an
infrared reflecting black pigment of a mixture of chromic oxide
and ferric oxide.

4,424,293

CROSSLINKABLE POLYPROPYLENE COMPOSITION
Akio Nojiri, Yokohama; Takashi Sawasaki, and Toshio Koreeda,

both of Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to The Furukawa Elec-

tric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Division of Ser. No. 124,519, Feb. 25, 1980, Pat. No. 4,367,185.

This application Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 335,105

Int. C\? C08K 5/34
U.S. a. 524—101 10 Claims

1. A polypropylene composition which can be crosslinked

upon irradiation with radiation, comprising component (a) 100

parts by weight of propylene homopolymer or copolymer, and
cross-linking components (b) 0.5 to 4 parts by weight of tri-

acrylate or trimethacrylate of aliphatic polyhydric alcohol,

and (c) 0.01 to 5 parts by weight of a a phenolic compound
containing at least two hydroxyl groups.
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4,424,294

INJECTION MOLDABLE AMIDE-IMIDE POLYMERS
AND COPOLYMERS CONTAINING TITANATES

Waasily Poppe, Lombard, III., assignor to SUndard Oil Com-
pany, (Indiana), Chicago, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 283,438, Jul. 15, 1981. This

application Mar. 31, 1983, Ser. No. 480,937

Int. a.J C08K 5/52, 5/17. 5/09
U.S. a. 524-127 9 Qaims

1. As a composition of matter, an injection moldable amide-

imide copolymer containing about 0.5 to 1.5 percent by weight
of titanate esters selected from the group consisting essentially

of isopropyl tri(dioctylprophosphato)titanate. isopropyl tri(N-

ethylamino-ethylamino)titanate, di(dioctylprophosphato)ethy-

lene titanate, isopropyl tri(isostearoyl)titanate, titanium di(di-

octylpyrophosphato)oxyacetate, isopropyl triacryl titanate and
isopropyl tri(2-aminobenzoyl)titanaite, the copolymer compris-

ing units of:

CO2H
/

NH—OC—

Z

NH— R|-

\ /
CO

4,424.2%
BLENDS OF LOW MOLECULAR WEIGHT

HYDROXY-TERMINATED POLYESTERS AND
COATINGS BASED ON THESE BLENDS

Joseph A. Antonelli, Riverton, N.J., assignor to K. I. Du Pont de

Nemours A Co., Wilmington, Del.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 704,366, Jul. 12, 1976,

abandoned. This application Sep. 29, 1978, Ser. No. 947,183

Int. Q.' C08L 67/0(5. C08K i/20
U.S. Q. 524-539 18 Qaims

1. A polyester blend consisting essentially of

(A) 10-90 parts by weight, based on the weight of the blend,

of a polyester of the following structure;

HO-

CHj O o
II

CH,
ICH—C—CH:-CK— X— C()-f-CH:-C—CH—OH

CHiCH CH,
I

CH^

CHCH}
I

CH,

CH,

its isomer through the secondary hydroxyl group or mix-

tures thereof, wherein X —CH CH—

,

and units of:

CO2H
/

•NH—OC—

Z

NH— R2-

\ /
CO

wherein the free carboxyl groups are ortho to one amide
group, Z is a trivalent benzene ring or lower-alkyl-substituted

trivalent benzene ring, Ri and R2 are the same or are different

and are divalent aromatic hydrocarbon radicals of from 6 to

about 10 carbon atoms or two divalent aromatic hydrocarbon
radicals of fr6m 6 to about 10 carbon atoms joined directly or

by stable linkages selected from the group consisting of—O—

,

methylene, —CO—, —SO2— and —S—radicals and wherein

said Ri and R2 containing units run from about 10 mole percent

Rl containing unit and about 90 mole percent R2 containing

unit to about 90 mole percent Ri containing unit to about 10

mole percent R2 containing unit.

4,424,295

ELASTOMERIC SEALANT COMPOSITION
Joel V. Van Omum, Kirkland, Wash., and Peter L. Stang, Port

Tobacco, Md., assignors to Rockcor, Inc., Redmond, Wash.
Continuation of Ser. No. 821,360, Aug. 3, 1977, which is a

division of Ser. No. 595,351, Jul. 14, 1975, Pat. No. 4,113,799.

This application Apr. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 365,737

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Feb. 3, 1993,

has been disclaimed.

Int. Q.J C08L 9/00. 45/02
U.S. Q. 524—526 5 Qaims

1. A sealant composition comprising a reinforced partially

cross-linked matrix comprising a high average molecular

weight butyl rubbers having a molecular weight in the range of

approximately 100,000 to 400,000 and a low average molecular

weight butyl rubber having a molecular weight in the range of

approximately 10,000-40,000, in a ratio of high to low molecu-

lar weight butyl rubber of between about 20/80 and 60/40, in

admixture with a tackifier present in an amount between about

5S and 70 weight % of the composition.

aa
and wherein n = 0-10 and at least 70'7f by weight is n = 3

or less provided that only a maximum of 25'^^ by weight of

n = 0;

(B) 90- 10 parts by weight, based on the weight of the blend,

of a polyester of the following structure:

HO-

OCHi
I II II

CH—C—CH:-OC-^CH2rJFC()•

CH,CH CHi
I

CHi

CH»
I

CH'p-C—CH—OH
I

CHCH?
I

CHi

its isomer through the secondary hydroxyl group or mix-

tures thereof, where n = 0-10 and at least 65Cr by weight

is n = 3 or less and wherein m = 2-12; and

wherein polyesters (A) and (B) have a number average

molcular weight not exceeding 1.000 determined by gel

permeation chromatography using a ptilypropylene gly-

col standard

4,424.297

COLLOIDAL SILESQUIOXANES
Alvin E. Bey, Midland, Mich., assignor to Dow Coming Corpo-

ration, Midland, Mich.

Filed Jul. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 396.532

Int. Q.' C08G 77/06

U.S. Q. 524—714 16 Qaims
1. A process for making a stable colloidal suspension of

silsesquioxane with an average unit formula RSiO]/2. where R
is a monovalent hydrocarbon or substituted hydrocarbon radi-

cal containing 1 to 7 carbon atoms, which process compnses
adding a silane having the formula RSi(OR')3, wherein R' is

selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, alkyl groups

containing I to 4 carbon atoms,
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^^-C(CH3)2—^-
-CH2CH2OH. -CH2CH2CX:H3. and -CH2CH2OC2H5 r
groups, to a water and surfactant mixture, with agitation, —I- 0CH2—CH
where said water and surfactant mixture contains a sufficient •-

amount of a pH modifying substance or substainces to obtain a

pH greater than or equal to 8 for said water and surfactant where m is to 4
mixture prior to addition of said silane; where said surfactant is

an organic carboxyHc acid having greater than 8 carbon atoms
or a water soluble salt of said carboxylic acid; and where said

silsesquioxane has an average particle size of about 10 to 1000
angstroms.

=^)t

4,424,298

PREPARATION OF CONCENTRATED POLYACRYLATE
DISPERSIONS

Erich Penzel, Ludwigshafen; Guenter Eckert, Limburgerhof;
Lothar Heiden Lothar Wuertele, both of Ludwigshafen, and
Werner Schackert, Schifferstadt, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to BASF Aktiengesellschaft, Rheinland-Pfalz, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

Filed Apr. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 372,799
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 20,

1981, 3119967

Int. aj C08K 5/01 ,

VJS. a. 524-747 I 2 Qaims
1. A process for the preparation of a concentrated polyacryl-

ate dispersion consisting of polymerization of 65-97 percent by
weight of acrylic or methacrylic acid esters of alkanols of 1 to

8 carbon atoms, 0.3-10 percent by weight of a, /8-monoolefini-
cally unsaturated monocarboxylic and/or dicarboxylic acids of
3 to 5 carbon atoms and/or their amides and 0-25 percent by
weight of monomers from the group consisting of styrene,

acrylonitrile, vinyl acetate and vinyl chloride, in aqueous
emulsion at pH 2-6 in the presence of 0.01-5.0 percent by
weight, based on monomers, of the sulfuric acid half-ester of an
adduct of an alkylphenol, alkyl being of 8 to 9 carbon atoms,
with 5-50 moles of ethylene oxide and 0.01-1 percent by
weight, based on monomers, of a dialkyl sulfosuccinate, alkyl
being of 6 to 18 carbon atoms, and conventional water-soluble
free radical initiators at 30°-95° C, by the emulsion feed pro-
cess.

I

4,424,299
PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING UNSATURATED

POLYESTER RESINS WITH REDUCED
VOLATIUZATION OF MONOMER

Piotr A. Penczek; Zofia Klosowska-Wolkowicz; Ewa J. Kicko-
Walczak, all of Warsaw, and Andrzej Kopec, Wolomin, all of
Poland, assignors to Instytut Cbemii Przemyslowej, Warsaw,
Poland

Continuation of Ser. No. 155,010, May 30, 1980, abandoned.
This application Apr. 5, 1983, Ser. No. 480,378

Gaims priority, application Poland, Jun. 1, 1979, 216027;
Feb. 11, 1980, 221931

Int. G.3 C08G 63/76; C08L 63/10. 67/06
VJS. a. 525—31 2 Gaims

1. A method for the manufacture of unsaturated polyester
resins exhibiting reduced volatilization of its monomer, which
comprises the steps of disolving in 100 parts of the unsaturated
styrene-containing polyester resin mix and its precursors, from
0.005 to 5 parts of a monomer volatilization suppressing addi-
tive according to the formula:

(R—COOCH2—CH(OH)—CH20)2A

where R is selected from the group consisting of alkyl, alkenyl,

alkadienyl, hydroxyalkyi and hydroxyalkenyl of 12 to 22 car-

bon atoms and A has the formula:

4,424 300
POWDERED PHENoLfORMALDEHYDE RESIN

Otto G. Udyardy, West Hill; Patricia E. Titus, and Martin
Navratil, both of Scarborough, all of Canada, assignors to
Borden, Inc., Columbus, Ohio

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,858
Gaims priority, application Canada, Dec. 7, 1981, 391657

Int. G.3 C08L 61/10
U.S. G. 525-501 12 Qaims

1. Method of preparing a heat-softenable and fast-curing

phenol-formaldehyde resin in particulate form suitable for use
in the production of waferboard comprising:

(a) reacting together in an aqueous medium, phenol and
formaldehyde, in a ratio of one mole of phenol to between
2.0 and 3.3 moles of formaldehyde in the presence of
between 0.25 and 0.6 mole of an alkaline catalyst by heat-
ing the reactants with agitation at an elevated tempera-
ture, and continuing this reaction until a prepolymer of a
resole resin having a viscosity of from 70-150 Centipoises
at 80° C. is formed and cooling the prepolymer to from
about 20° to 25° C;

(b) reacting together in an aqueous medium, phenol and
formaldehyde, in a ratio of one mole of phenol to between
0.7 and 0.9 mole of formaldehyde in the presence of an
acidic catalyst at an elevated temperature to form a pre-

polymer of a novolac resin and then cooling the reaction
mixture to from 65°-70* C;

(c) mixing the phenol-formaldehyde resin prepolymer of (a)

with the phenol-formaldehyde resin prepolymer of (b) to

form a dark, homogeneous solution, the proportion, by
volume, of prepolymer (a) and prepolymer (b) being from
40:60 to 60:40;

(d) cooling the mixture to from 20" to 25° C. and spray-dry-
ing the solution of phenol-formaldehyde resins thus pro-
vided through a pressure-nozzle into a heated gas and
chilling the spray-dried, particulate form of the resulting

resin to form a powdered resin that softens at from
85°-100° C. and has a hot plate cure of from 10-25 seconds
at 150° C. platen temperature.

4424J01
CONTINUOUS PROCESS AND DEVICE FOR THE

MANUFACTURE OF A VINYL CHLORIDE POLYMER IN
AQUEOUS SUSPENSION

Heinz Klippert; Eberhard Tzschoppe, both of Burgkirchen/Alz;
Stratos Paschalis, Erftstadt-Liplan Jiirgen Weinlich, Epp-
stein/Taunus, and Manfired Engelmann, Burghausen/Salzach,
all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Hoechst Aktien-
gesellschaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jul. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 288,351

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 7,

1980, 3029907

Int. G.3 C08F 2/18. 2/20
U.S. G. 525—53 5 Gains

1. A continuous process for the manufacture of a vinyl

chloride polymer by homopolymerization of vinyl chloride or
by copolymerization or graft polymerization of vinyl chloride,

in the presence of one or more monomers which can be copo-
lymerized with vinyl chloride and/or of one or more polymers
which can be graft polymerized with vinyl chloride, in an
aqueous suspension, in the presence of one or more activators
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which decompose to form free radicals, and of surface-active

substances and further additives, in at least two reaction zones
in which the polymerization mixture is kept sufficiently in

motion for the polymer formed not to settle out, polymeriza-

tion being carried out in the first reaction zone up to a conver-

sion of not more than 10% by weight, relative to monomers
employed, the mixture being cooled after leaving the last reac-

tion zone, depressurized and freed from unreacted monomers

4,424,303

COMPOSITION OF AN AROMATIC CARBONATE
POLYMER, A STYRENE-BUTADIENE STYRENE

RADIAL BLACK COPOLYMER AND AN ACRYLATE
COPOLYMER

Ping Y. Liu, Naperville, III., assignor to General Electric Com-
pany, Mt. Vernon, Ind.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 246,709, Mar. 23, 1981,

abandoned. This application Feb. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 352,381

Int. G.' C08L 53/02. 69/00
U.S. G. 525—67 10 Gaims

1. A composition which comprises in admixture

a. a major amount of an aromatic carbonate polymer,

b. an acrylate copolymer comprising a copolymper of an

alkyl acrylate and an alkyl methacrylate. each of the said

alkyl having independently one to five carbon atoms,

inclusive, and

c. a styrene-butadiene-styrene radial block copolymer pres-

ent in from about three to about twenty-five weight per-

cent of the total composition of a-t-b-t-c.

and, after removing the bulk of the aqueous liquor, processed

to give a dry polymer powder, which comprises that all the

reaction zones have an essentially cylindrical construction and

each reaction zone has a length/diameter ratio of at least 4, the

polymerization mixture in the first reaction zone is agitated by

a multi-stage stirrer at a stirring power per unit volume of 0.

1

to 5 kWm-^ and the polymerization mixture in the second

reaction zone is exclusively in contact with inert, smooth,

non-metallic surfaces.

4,424,302

METHOD OF FORMING POLYMER PARTICLES
Jacob Block, Rockville, Md., and Alan S. Michaels, San Fran-

cisco, Calif., assignors to W. R. Grace A Co., New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 141,852, Apr. 21, 1980,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 121,226,

Feb. 13, 1980, abandoned. This application Aug. 11, 1980, Ser.

No. 176,803

Int. G.3 C08J 3/24
U.S. G. 525—58 11 Gaims

1. A process for forming cross-linked polymeric particles

comprising

forming an aqueous salt solution;

introducing into said salt solution a water-soluble polyvinyl

alcohol polymer, said solution containing salt of a compo-
sition and present in an amount sufficient to inhibit solubi-

lization of the polymer in the aqueous salt solution;

introducing a po^yfunctional reagent capable of reacting

with at least two hydroxy groups of said polymer: said

reagent selected from the group consisting of aldehyde

containing compounds, di- and polycarboxylic acids,

methylol and alkoxymethyl substituted ureas, or methylol

and alkoxymethyl substituted melamines;

mixing said aqueous solution at a temperature and for a time

sufficient to cause said polyfunctional reagent to react

with said polymeric hydroxy! groups; and

recovering the polymeric product as a dry powder which is

capable of forming discrete gelled particles when reconsti-

tuted with water.

4,424,304

THERMOPLASTIC MOLDING MATERIALS
Juergen Hambrecht, Heidelberg; Franz Brandstetter, Neustadt;

Adolf Echte, Ludwigshafen; Karl Gerberding, Wacbenheim,
and Walter Heckmann, Weinheim, all of Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many, assignors to BASF Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigshafen,

Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed May 28, 1982. Ser. No. 383,142

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 15,

1981, 3123716

Int. G.J C08L 61/04

U.S. G. 525—68 | Gaim
1. An impact resistant thermoplastic molding matenal com-

prising a mixture of impact resistant styrene polymer and

polyphenylene ether wherein the styrene polymer is prepared

by the polymerization of styrene monomer in the presence of a

terpolymer selected from the group consisting of ethylene ,

propylene and 5-ethylidene-2-norbone; ethylene, propylene

and 1,4-hexadiene, and ethylene, propylene and dicyclopenta-

diene, and wherein said styrene polymer consists of a flexible

component of matrix grafted rubber particles with inclusions

of polystyrene incorporated in a rigid matrix of polystyrene,

said ffexible component having an average particle diameter of

0.3 to 0.7 microns.

4,424,305

SURGICAL IMPLANTS FORMED OF POLYURETHANE
DIACRYLATE COMPOSITIONS

Francis E. Gould, Princeton, and Christian W. Johnston, Ne-

shanic Station, both of N.J., assignors to Tyndale Plains-

Hunter, Ltd., Princeton, N.J.

Division of Ser. No. 206,407, Not. 12, 1980, Pat. No. 4,359,558.

This application Sep. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 413,942

Int. G.' C08F 8/30: C08G 18/10. 18/14; A6IK 31/74

U.S. G. 525—127 19 Gaims
1. An implant comprising a hydrophilic polyurethane diac-

rylate composition which will form a hydrogel upon immer-

sion in water and is permeable to gases, ions and other low

molecular weigh* species, which composition is dimensionally

stable and exhibits memory, said polyurethane diacrylate com-
position comprising from about 90 to about 6^ weight percent

of a hydrophilic polyurethane resin characterized by terminal

hydroxyl groups and from about 10 to about 35 weight percent

of a diacrylate, said implant containing a medicament.
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4,424,306

METHOD FOR MODIFYING aS-l,4-POLYISOPRENE
RUBBER

Shizuo KiUhara, Kawaguchi; Toshihiro Fujii, and Nagatoshi
Sugi, both of Yokohama, all of Japan, assignors to Nippon
Zeon Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 389,114

Qaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 23, 1981, 56-97051

Int. a.^ C08L 75/00

U.S. a. 525—131 18 Qaims
1. A method for modifying cis-l,4-poIyisoprene rubber ob-

tained by using a Ziegler-type catalyst, which comprises react-

ing a diisocyanate with a primary diamine in the presence of
the cis-l,4-polyisoprene rubber.

4,424,307

OXYMETHYLENE POLYMER MODIHED WITH
1,2-POLYBUTADIENE EXHIBITING ENHANCED

TENSILE IMPACT PROPERTIES
Andrew H. DiEdwardo, Parsippany, and R^al M. Kusumgar,

Livingston, both of N.J., assignors to Celanese Corporation,

New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362,360

Int. a.' C08F 8/28; C08L 61/00
U.S. a. 525—154 13 Claims

1. A modified polyoxymethylene molding composition
which is capable of being molded to form articles exhibiting

enhanced tensile impact properties comprising an intimate

blend of

(a) from about 99 to about 80% by weight, based on the total

weight of the composition of an oxymet4iylene polymer;

and

(b) from about 1 to about 20% by weight, based on the total

weight of the composition, of a high molecular weight,
low crystalline 1,2-polybutadiene comprising at least 90%
1,2-units.

4,424,308

PREPARATION OF MODIHED
AROMATIC-MOIETY-CONTAINING POLYMERS

Mark L. Shannon, Ponca City, Okla., assignor to Conoco Inc.,

Ponca City, Okla.

Filed Dec. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 329,790

Int. a.' C08F 8/00
U.S. a. 525—196 I 11 Qaims

1. A process for preparing aromatic moiety-containing poly-

mers from homopolymers, copolymers or terpolymers of o-
halo-a-olefms, wherein said olefins contain from 3 to 24 carbon
atoms, comprising contacting said homopolymers, copolymers
or terpolymers with at least a stoichiometric amount, based on
the halogen present in the a)-halo-a-olefins of an aromatic
moiety-containing polymer, or combination at a temperature
of from about 0° C. to about 250° C. in the presence of a Frie-

del-Crafts catalyst for a time from about 0.25 to about 10 hours
aromatic moiety-containing monomers undergo polymeriza-
tion to form aromatic moiety-containing

90-10% wt. acrylonitrile and/or methacryionitrile, and
0-20% wt. of one or more other monomers, and

a. 2. from 95 to 30% wt. of a vinylchloride polymer;
together with

b. from 5 to 50 parts by weight of

b. 1
. a substantially saturated rubber, and

b.2. chlorinated polyethylene, and wherein the vinylchloride

polymer content in the overall polymer composition is at

least 25% by weight.

4,424,309

POLYMER COMPOSITION COMPRISING CLPE, S/AN,
PVC, AND RUBBER

Herman A. J. Schepers, Stein, Netherlands, assignor to Stami-
carbon B.V., Geleen, Netherlands

Filed Aug. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 291,077
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Aug. 8, 1980,

8004522

Int. a.3 C08L 23/28. 23/16, 23/22, 27/06
U.S. a. 525—211 10 Qaims

1. A compounded polymer composition composed of:

a. from 50 to 95 parts by weight of a mixture of
a.l. from 5 to 70 parts by weight of at least one polymer

obtained by copolymerizing a mixture of

10-90% wt. styrene and/or styrene derivatives.

4,424,310

POLY(ALLYL)POLY(ALKENYLPHENOLS)
Robert E. Hefner, Jr., and Garnet E. McConchie, both of Lake

Jackton, Tex., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company,
Midland, Mich.

Filed Oct. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 437,100

Int. C\> C08F 12/24
U.S. CI. 526—277 36 Qaims

1. A new composition of matter represented by Formulas I,

II. Ill, IV, V, VI, VII, or VIII as shown in the specification

wherein each A is a group represented by the formula —CH-
2—CH=CH2; each R, R' and R" is independently hydrogen or
an alkyl group having from 1 to about 3 carbon atoms; each X
is independently an alkyl group having from 1 to about 4
carbon atoms, chlorine or bromine with the proviso that at

least one X on each ring is chlorine or bromine; each X' is

independently chlorine or bromine; Q is independently a group
derived from any suitable polymerization initiator or termina-

tor. —H,

and wherein each aromatic ring may contain any substituent

group as those enumerated as substituent groups in Formulas I

through VIII; n has a value from about 5 to about 100; n' has

a value of from about 1 to about 99; n" has a value of from
about 1 to about 99; x has a value from zero to 4; x' has a value

of from zero to 3; x" has a value of zero to 2; y has a value of

1 or 2; z has a value from to about 100; z' has a value of from
to about 100 and z" has a value from about 1 to about 100.

4,424,311

ANTITHROMBOGENIC BIOMEDICAL MATERIAL
Shoji Nagaoka; Hidefumi Takiuchi; Yuichi Mori, all of Kama-

kura, and Tetsuya Kikuchi, Yokohama, all of Japan, assignors

to Toray Industries, Incorporated, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Jun. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 393,655

Qaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 1, 1981, 56/101331
Int. Q.J C08F 259/04

U.S. Q. 525—303 9 Qaims
1. An antithrombogenic biomedical material comprising a

graft copolymer obtained by graft copolymerization not less

than 5% by weight, based on total weight of the monomers
constituting the graft copolymer, of one or more polymeriz-

able monomers (A) having a polyethylene oxide unit with a

degree of polymerization not less than 5 and a polymerizable

carbon-carbon double bond onto a polymer (B) obtained by
polymerization of one or more monomers copolymerizable
with the monomer or monomers A, wherein said polymer (B)

is a polymer or copolymer containing not less than 10% by
weight, in terms of monomer, of vinyl chloride units.
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4,424,312

PREPARATION OF AMINO AODS IN HIGH OPTICAL
YIELD VIA CATALYTIC HYDROGENATION

John K. Stille, Fort Collins, Colo., assignor to Polymer Sciences

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 243,747

Int. Q.J C08F 8/42. 220/34
U.S. Q. 525—274 2 Qaims

1. The method of forming a catalyst for the asymmetric
hydrogenation of N-acyl-a-amino acids of both R and S con-
figuration, respectively, in high optical yields which comprises
the step of copolymerization of N-acryloyl-2(S),4(S)-4-

diphenylphosphino-2-diphenyllphosphinomethylpyrrolidine

or N-acryloyl-2(R),4{R)-4-diphenylphosphino-2-diphenyl-

phosphinomethylpyrrolidine with hydrophilic vinyl comono-
mers and a divinyl monomer, in the presence of a free radical

initiator to yield a copolymer, and as a further step exchanging
rhodium(I) onto the copolymer at the phosphine sites, while
maintaining an excess of phosphine sites over rhodium, and in

the presence of triethylamine, said rhodium(I) being in the

form of [Rh(bially)Cl]2 or [Rh(COD)Cl]2.

4,424,313

REACTIVE POLYMERS CONTAINING CARBOXYL
GROUPS, A PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION
THEREOF, AND THE USE THEREOF AS BINDER

COMPONENTS FOR POWDER LACQUERS
Rolf-Volker Meyer; Hans-Joachim Kreuder, both of Krefeld,

and Peter Hohlein, Kempen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Fed. Rep.

of Germany
Filed Jan. 12, 1983, Ser. No. 461,738

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 9,

1982, 3204333

Int. Q.J C08F 283/00; C08G 63/76; C08L 63/00. 67/00
U.S. Q. 525—438 9 Qaims

1. Reactive polymers containing carboxyl groups and hav-

ing average molecular weights Mn of from 2,500 to 25,000,

characterised in that from 0. 1 to 25% of the original carboxyl

groups are present as a salt of at least one organic nitrogen base

having the structural feature:

\ /—N=C—N— . —N=C—NH or N—C—

N

II I / II \
NH

4,424,314

CURABLE COATING COMPOSITION
Helmut Barzynski, Bad Duerkheim; Heinrich Hartmann, Lim-

burgerhof; Dieter Lautenbach, Schifferstadt; Rolf Osterloh,

Ludwigshafen; Lutz Goethlich, Ludwigshafen, and Guenter

Heil, Ludwigshafen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to

BASF Aktiengesellschaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Dirision of Ser. No. 819,816, Jul. 28, 1977, Pat. No. 4,205,139,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 603,445, Aug. 11, 1975,

abandoned. This application Sep. 24, 1979, Ser. No. 77,816

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 28,

1974, 2441148

Int. a.3 C08G 71/04

U.S. Q. 525—454 5 Qaims
1. A radiation-curable coating composition containing as a

binder a mixture of 70 to 97% by weight of (A) mono-olefini-

cally unsaturated esters of acrylic, methacrylic, maleic, fu-

maric or itaconic acid and a monohydric alcohol of 3 to 20

carbon atoms which esters may be partially replaced by one or

more acrylic or methacrylic esters of a dihydric to tetrahydric

alcohol of from 3 to 20 carbon atoms, as component A 1 in

admixture with component A2, said component A2 being an

unsaturated polyurethane from hydroxyalkyl acrylates, diiso-

cyanates and, optionally, polyetherpolyols or copolymer-

polyols or polyamines; and (B) 30 to 3% by weight of one or

more compounds cop<ilymenzable with (A) but difTcrcnl

therefrom, with a molecular weight of from 1 10 to 2,000, and

carrymg at least two N-vinyl groups and at least one carbonyl

group, each nitrogen of the N-vinyl groups being bonded to a

carbonyl group, said carbonyl group m turn being b<inded to a

nitrogen or carbon atom

4,424,315

NAPHTHOL NOVOLAK RESIN BLEND
Paul Taylor, North Andover, and Michael Gulla, Sberbom, both

of Mass., assignors to Shipley Company Inc., Newton, Mass.
Filed .Sep. 20, 1982. Ser. No. 422,310

Int. Q.' C08L 61/10
U.S. CI. 525—501 14 Qaims

1. A thermoplastic resin blend comprising a mixture of a

naphthol resin and a novolak resm. said naphthol resin com-
prising the acid catalyzed reaction product resulting from the

condensation of an aldehyde and an aromatic alcohol selected

from the group of a naphthol and mixtures of naphthol and a

phenol where the aromatic alcohol is m molar excess of said

aldehyde, said blend containing sufTicicnt naphthol resin

whereby the content of repeating units derived from naphthol

varies between 1 and 99 mole percent of the total resin blend

4,424,316

COMPOSITIONS FOR FORMING
POLY(OXAZOLIDONE/URETHANE)THERMOSI^TS

AND PRODUCTS THEREFROM
Anthony L. DiSalvo, Greenwich, Conn., and Arthur J. Yu, Har-

vard, Mass., assignors to Stauffer Chemical Company, Uest-

port. Conn.

Filed Oct. 8. 1981. Ser. No. 309.732

Int. Q.' C08G 18/58. 18/34. 18 '80. 59^42

U.S. Q. 525—528 15 Qaims
I. A process for the preparation of thcrmoset compositions

containing oxazolidone linkages in the polymer backbone

separated from one another by ester groups and urethane

linkages in side chains to the p<ilymer backbone which com-

prises reacting a polyisocyanate and a prepolymer. derned

from reaction of a diepoxide and acid, containing at least one

terminal epoxy group and at least one non-terminal, secondary

hydroxy group, the molar amounts of epoxy and hydroxs m
the prepolymer being equal, to thereby form the thermoset

II. A thermoset composition containing oxa/olidone and

urethane linkages which is substantially free of isocyanurate

linkages, said oxazolidone linkages being present in the p<ii>-

mer backbone and separated from one another by ester link-

ages derived from an acid, said urethane linkages being present

in a side chain attached to the polymer backbone

4,424,317

MANNICH CONDENSATION PRODUCT OF
ETHYLENE/PROPYLENE/CARBONYL POLYMERS

Carl Serres, Naperrille, III., and John G. Schaffhausen, Aurora,

both of III., assignors to Standard Oil Company (Indiana),

Chicago, III.

Filed Dec. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 447,446

Int. Q.' C08F 283/00

U.S. Q. 525—539 17 Qaims
1. A Mannich condensation product of an amorphous, oil

soluble olefin/carbonyl polymer, amine and formaldehyde

yielding reactant wherein the carbonyl groups are provided by

at least one member selected from the group consisting of

carbon monoxide in a concentration up to 1.0 parts by Weight

per 100 parts by weight olefin and vinyl alkyl ketone in a

concentration up to 7.5 parts by weight per 100 parts by weight

olefin.
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4,424^18
CONTINUOUS PRODUCnON OF POLYMER BEADS OF

CONTROLLED SIZE
Claude R. L. Vairetti, Ecole Boulloche, rue de chateau d'eau;

Michel R. L. Desnoyers, 31, rue Emile DuFIoye, Sinceny;
Jack Carbonel, rue de Caumont, Ognes; Paul D. A. Gram-
moot, 26, Place Saint-Momble, all of 02300 Chauny, France;
Arkadyi B. Pachkov, Naoutchno-Issledovatelski Institut

Plastman, 35 PeroTski Proezd, Moscow 111 112, U.S.S.R.;

Vladimir A. Grigoriev, Naoutchno-Issledoyatelski Institut

Plastmass, 35 Perorski Proezd, Moscow, U^.S.R., and Vladi-

mir I. Firso?, Naoutchno-Issledovatelski Institut Plastmass,

35 Perovski Proezd, Moscow 111 112, U.S.S.R.

PCT No. PCT/EP81/00069, § 371 Date Sep. 18, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Sep. 18, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/03659, PCT Pub.
Date Dec. 24, 1981

per Filed Jun. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 305,647
Claims priority, application France, Jun. 13, 1980, 80 13135

Int. a.3 C08F 2/20
U.S. a. 526—88

I 15 Oaims
1. A continuous process for the production of spherical

polymer beads within a restricted size range, characterized by
the steps of:

(a) continuously producing spherical monomer droplets

within said size range by controlled coalescence of at least

one monomer (M) finely dispersed in a laminar stream of
a liquid suspension medium (L) having a higher density

than said monomer and containing an ionizing agent (1), a

pH adjusting agent (AD), and a surface protective agent

(P) finely dispersed in said liquid medium in an amount
selected in such a manner that the monomer finely dis-

persed in said laminar stream is continuously converted by
coalescence into spherical droplets of increasing size until

they have substantially taken up all of said dispersed pro-

tective agent (P) and thereby reach a limiting diameter
within said restricted size range;

(b) continuously introducing the resulting monomer droplets

at the top of a polymerizing column (12) while circulating

a laminar stream of heated liquid polymerizing medium
descending through the column at a controlled speed
selected so as to balance the buoyant force acting on the

monomer droplets, and to thereby maintain them in sus-

pension in said laminar stream for a sufficient time for

them to undergo polymerization until they are converted
into hardened beads; and

(c) continuously discharging the hardened beads from the

bottom of the column and subjecting them to further

polymerization for a sufficient time to convert them to the

desired polymer beads.

4,424,319

PROCESS FOR REDUONG THE CHANCES OF
IGNITION AND EXPLOSION DUE TO THE

DECOMPOSrrON OF HIGH-PRESSURE INDUSTRIAL
PROCESS GASES

Pierre Durand, Neuilly sur Seine, and Guy Jouffroy, Saint
Amoult par Caudedec en Caux, both of France, assignors to
Societe Chiraique des Charbonnages —CdF Chimie, Paris la

Defense, France

DiTisiOB of Ser. No. 143,635, Apr. 25, 1980, Pat. No. 4,339,412.
This appUcatioB Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 340,042

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 25, 1979, 79 10443
Int. a.3 C08F 2/i4

U.S. a. 526—88 I 7 Qaims
1. A process for reducing the danger of ignition and explo-

sion due to decomposition of an industrial process gas under
high pressure, said process comprising:

(a) providing an evacuation system capable of rapidly vent-

ing decomposing process gases from a high-pressure ves-
sel to the atmosphere; and

(t1

10-

o

13

(b) maintaining, in at least a portion of said evacuation sys-

tem between said vessel and the atmosphere, an inert gas.

4,424,320

POLYMERIZATION WITH A SILICA BASE CATALYST
HAVING TITANIUM INCORPORATED THROUGH USE

OF PEROXIDE
Max P. McDaniel, Bartlesrille, Okla., assignor to Phillips Pe-

troleum Company, Bartlesville, Okla.
Division of Ser. No. 324,886, Nov. 25, 1981, Pat. No. 4,382,022.

This application Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,802

Int. a.2 C08F 4/02, 4/24
U.S. a. 526—106 18 Qaims

1. A polymerization process comprising:

contacting at least one mono- 1 -olefin having 2 to 8 carbon
atoms per molecule in a reaction zone under polymeriza-

tion conditions with a catalyst produced by a process

comprising:

combining a titanium compound, a peroxide, and a min-
eral acid to form a first solution;

thereafter combining said first solution With a second
solution comprising an alkali metal silicate;

allowing gellation to occur;

aging for a time of at least one hour;

wsishing to remove alkali metal ions;

removing water to produce a xerogel;

wherein said xerogel contains in addition a chromium
compound;

activating said xerogel containing said chromium in an

oxygen-containing atmosphere at an elevated tempera-

ture; and

recovering a polymer.

4,424321
PROCESS FOR PRODUONG COPOLYMER OF

ETHYLENE
Kazumi Tsubaki; Noriaki Koto, and Toyohiko Abe, all of

Ichihara, Japan, assignors to Nissan Chemical Indnstrics,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 3264>26

Qaims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 27, 1980, 55-185452

Int. Q.i C08F 4/02. 210/16
U.S. Q. 526—128 *

9 Claims

1. A process for producing a copolymer of ethylene and
from 0.5-10 mole % C4-Cioa -olefin units, which comprises:

forming a polymerization catalyst system by reacting a Grign-
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ard reagent with a chain or cyclic hydropolysiloxane contain-
ing units of the formula:

R'flHiSiO(4.fl.ft/2)

wherein R' represents an alkyl, aryl, aryalkyl. alkoxy or aryl-
oxy group;

a is 0, 1 or 2;

b is 1, 2 or 3; and

a-fb is 23, thereby forming a reaction product (a);

reacting reaction product (a) with at least one compound
having the formula:

R2„MWX,.„

wherein R2 represents a C| to C|2 hydrocarbon moiety;
M represents Al or Si;

z represents an atomic value of 3 or 4;

X represents a halogen atom;
n isO, 1 . . . (z-1) in the presence of an arotnatic hydrocarbon

solvent at a temperature lower than 85°_C.. thereby form-
ing a reaction product (b);

reacting the reaction product (b) with at least one titanium
halide in the presence of an organic carboxylic acid ester

(c), thereby obtaining a solid catalytic component (A), to
which is added an organoaluminum compound (B); and
then polymerizing ethylene and a C4-C10 a-olefin in a
presence of a catalytic amount of the polymerization
catalyst system in an inert hydrocarbon solvent or in a
liquid form of the C4-C10 a-olefin in which ethylene is

dissolved.

alicyclic or aromatic hydrocarbon radicals; and n is an integer

of from 1 to 4; and

4,424,322

PROCESS FOR PRODUQNG POLYMERS OR
COPOLYMERS OF CONJUGATED DIENES

Yasuo Hattori; Takeshi Ikematu, both of Yokohama; Toshio
Ibaragi, Kawasaki, and Makoto Honda, Tokyo, all of Japan,
assignors to Asahi Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka,
Japan

Filed Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305,685
Qaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 13, 1978, 53-111632

Int. Q.3 C08F 4/10
U.S. Q. 526—175 8 Qaims

1. A process for producing in high yield polymers having a
high content of trans- 1,4-linkage of a conjugated diene, co-
polymers of a conjugated diene and another conjugated diene,
or copolymer of conjugated diene and a vinyl aromatic hydro-
carbon, which comprises polymerizing the corresponding
monomers in the presence of a complex initiator consisting of
components (a) and (b) described below, or (a) and (b) together
with one or more components selected from components (c)

and (d); wherein (a) comprises a barium, strontium or calcium
compound specified by the following formulae:

(1)(R-Y-)2M (2) (R-C-Y-)2M (3){R-Y-C-)2M or
II II

Y Y

R
\

(4) ( N)-2M

R

wherein R is a hydrocarbon radical selected from the group
consisting of aliphatic alicyclic or aromatic hydrocarbons; Y is

an oxygen atom or a sulfur atom; and M is barium, strontium or
calcium; (b) comprises a reaction product of an organolithium
compound and at least one compound of the group consisting

of the organomagnesium and organoberyllium compound each
reactant specified by the following formulae, respectively:

tR(Li),]R(Li)„

t

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of aliphatic.

and

R2M

RMX

(I)

(2)

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of aliphatic,

alicyclic or aromatic hydrocarbon radicals; X is a halogen
atom; and M' is a magnesium atom or a beryllium atom;

(c) comprises an organolithium compound, an organomag-
nesium compound or an organoberyllium compound spec-
ified by the following formulae, respectively:

[R(Li),]R(L.),

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of aliphatic,

alicyclic or aromatic hydrocarbon radicals and n is an integer
of from 1 to 4; and

and

R2M'

RMX

(1)

(2)

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of aliphatic,

alicyclic or aromatic hydrocarbon radicals, X is a halogen
atom; and M' is a magnesium atom or a beryllium atom; and

(d) comprises an organoaluminum compound or an organo-
zinc compound specified by the following formulae, re-

spectively:

R3.mAlX„,or Rj./ZnX'/ (I)

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of aliphatic,

alicyclic or aromatic hydrocarbon radicals; X' is a hydrogen
atom or a halogen atom; m is an integer of zero, one or 2; and
1 is an integer of zero or one.

4,424.323

MOLECULAR WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION AND
MICROSTRUCrURE MODIHERS FOR ELASTOMERS
Delmar F. Lohr, Akron, Ohio, and Donald N. Schuiz, Annan-

dale, N.J., assignors to The Firestone Tire A Rubber Com-
pany, Akron, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 262,664. May 11, 1981. This application Jul.

9. 1982, Ser. No. 396.576

Int. Q.' C08F 4/48
U.S. Q. 526—180 8 Qaims

1. A process for producing an elastomer having a broad
molecular weight distribution, comprising the steps of:

adding a molecular weight distribution modifier and an

organo-lithium compound to an elastomer forming mono-
mer, said monomer selected from the group consisting of

(1) a conjugated diene having from 4 to 8 carbon atoms.

(2) monomers of a diene having from 4 to 8 carbon atoms
and a vinyl substituted aromatic compound having from 8

to 12 carbon atoms, (3) monomers of conjugated dienes

having 4 to 8 carbon atoms with themselves so that inter-

polymers are formed, and (4) combination5,4lj£reof, said

modifier compound being an unsaturate diazobicycio

compound having the formula
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CfCH2)X

N N
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where n is 3 to 6, the amount of said modifier and said or-

gano-hthium compound being sufficient to effect a molec-
ular weight distribution upon polymerization, and

anionically polymerizing said monomers to produce an

elastomer having a broad molecular weight distribution.

4,424^24 I

PROCESS FOR NONAQUEOUS DISPERSION
POLYMERIZATION OF BUTADIENE

Morford C. Throckmorton, Akron, and Charles J. Suchma,
North Royalton, both of Ohio, assignors to The Goodyear Tire

A Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio
Filed Dec. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 448,120

Int. a.3 C08F 2/08 \

U.S. a. 526—220 18 Qaims
1. A process for the nonaqueous dispersion polymerization

of butadiene monomer in a reaction mixture containing a liquid

nonaqueous dispersion medium, a catalyst system, butadiene

monomer, and at least one polymeric dispersing agent, the

improvement which comprises carrying out the polymeriza-

tion of the butadiene monomer in the presence of the reaction

product of (1) an alkylbenzene sulfonic acid wherein said alky!

moiety contains from 6 to 20 carbon atoms and (2) a polyalkyl-

ene amine that contains from 6 to 20 carbon atoms and 2 to 8

amine moieties.

4,424,325

PHOTOSENSITIVE MATERIAL
Takahiro Tsunoda; Tsuguo Yamaoka, both of Funabashi, and

Siiyi Tamura, Suita, all of Japan, assignors to Daikin Kogyo
Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed May 20, 1981, Ser. No. 265,571

Qaims priority, application Japan, May 27, 1980, 55-71164

Int. a? C08F 214/18
U.S. a. 526—245 3 Qaims

1. A copolymer comprising:

at most 75% by mole of a vinyl monomer copolymerizable
with monomers (a) and (b), as defined below;

at least 20% by mole of a monomer (a) having a perfluoroal-

kyl group or perfluoroalkenyl group at one end of the

monomer and an ethylenically unsaturated group selected

from the group consisting of acryloyloxy, metha-
cryloyloxy, acryloylamino, methacryloylamino, vinyl

ether and a-methylvinyl, at the other end of the monomer;
a bivalent group containing —(CH:)^— linking the both

end groups, monomer (a) is a compound having the fol-

lowing general formula (I):

RyB„(CH2)„-X-CR=CH2 (D

in which R/is a perfluoroalkyl group or perfluoroalkenyl

group having 7 to 21 carbon atoms; B is a bivalent group
linking the R/ group and the —(CH2)n— group selected

from the group consisting of —CO—, —SO2— , —O—

,

—(CH2)3—O—

,

-S-, _(CH2)b—NR'-,
—CO—NR>-, -SO2—NR'-,

-<y- and

-continued

wherein R' is a hydrogen atom or an alkyl group having

1 to 5 carbon atoms, and p is an integer of 1 to 6; R is

hydrogen or methyl group; X is a single bond or a bivalent

group selected from the group consisting of —O—

,

—OCO-, —COO—, —NHCO— and —CO—; m is or

1; and n is an integer of 1 to 10; and
at least 5% by mole of an ethylenically unsaturated mono-
mer (b) having a photosensitive group, wherein the photo-

sensitive group is a member selected from the group con-

sisting of:

an azidobenzoyloxy group of the formula (1):

(1)

coo-

in which Y is hydrogen, an alkyl group having 1 to 5

carbon atoms, an alkoxyl group having 1 to 5 carbon
atoms, nitro group, chlorine or bromine,

a cinnamic acid residue of the formula (2):

(2)

(3)

r V-coo—

a benzoylphenyl group of the formula (3):

and a group containing an a,/3-unsaturated ketone of the

formula (4):

—COCH=CH—(4)

the photosensitive group containing the a,/3-unsaturated

ketone of formula (4) being selected from the group con-

sisting of cinnamoylphenyl group of the formula:

/ \-CH=CHCO—

^

\—,

benzoylvinylphenyl group of the formula:

Qkcoc„=c„ --^

2'-methoxy-4'-(l-buten-3-onyl)-phenyI group of the for-

mula:
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CH3—COCH=c„j~y

.

0CH3

benzoylvinylbenzoyloxy group of the formula:

rvCOCH=CH COO—

and a cinnamoyl group of the general formula:

.^-CHCO—

in which Y is as defined above.

4,424,326

COPOLYMERIC MORDANTS
Edwin H. Land, Cambridge; Irena Y. Bronstein-Bonte, Newton,
and Lloyd D. Taylor, Lexington, all of Mass., assignors to

Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.
Division of Ser. No. 142,636, Apr. 22, 1980, Pat. No. 4,322,489.

This application Mar. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 361,422
Int. C\? C08F 226/06; G03C 1/40

U.S. Q. 526—265 . 9 Qaims

zof

IB

16

14-

12

—

OVERCOAT LAYER

IMAGE-RECEIVING LAYER

TIMING LAYER

^'

— POLYMERIC AGO-REACTING UYER

S UPPORT

1. A copolymer containing recurring units according to the
formula

-(-CH2—CH^Sr(-CH2—CH-)y

CH3

R'

CH2—N— R2 X©

^R3

4,424,327

CYANOACRYLATE ADHESIVE COMPOSITION
Karl Reich, Carlsberg; Heinz Tomascbek, Heidelberg, both of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, and Georg Bosch, Sapboria-nr-
Morges, Switzerland, aasignon to Teroaoa GmbH, Heidel-
berg, Germany

Filed Mar. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 242,510
Qaims priority, application Austria, Mar. 10, 1980, 1320/80

Int. Q.' O08F 4/31 22/32
U.S. Q. 526-297 9 Oaim

1. An a-cyanoacrylate based adhesive composition having a
catalytic amount of polymerization catalyst therein, said poly-
merization catalyst comprises at least one two-armed podand
compound of the general formula;

B—

Y

^oTA.
. ./~VAX—A—

X

Y—

B

in which X represents an oxygen atom, a sulphur atom or a
N—CH3 group; Y represents an oxygen atom, a sulphur atom,
a N—CH3 group or a —N— ; each B represents a hydrocarbon
group free of.'hydroxy or amino groups which is separately
selected from a C1-C4 alkyl. an unsubstituted aryl, a C1-C4
substituted aryl, or a hetero atom stubstituted aryl; A repre-
sents a central group capable of linking each X to the other by
one or two atoms; and n and m are each integers.

4,424,328

SILICONE-CONTAINING CONTACT LENS MATERIAL
AND CONTACT LENSES MADE THEREOF

Edward J. Ellis, Georgetown, Mass., assignor to Polymer Tech-
nology Corporation, Wilmington, Mass.

Filed Dec. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 327,279

Int. Q.^ C08F 20/10
U.S. Q. 526-279 33 Qaims

11. A contact lens material compnsmg a poiymenc matenal
formed from free radical polymerization of a monomenc mix-
ture comprising a significant amount of a multifunctional,

unsaturated, organosiloxane having the formula:

Y—X—

S

Si—X—

Y

wherein each of R', R2and R^ is independently alkyl; substitut-

ed-alkyl; cycloalkyi; aryl; aralkyi; alkaryl; or at least two of R'.
R2 and R^, together with the quaternary nitrogen atom to

which they are bonded complete a saturated or unsaturated,

substituted or unsubstituted nitrogen-containing heterocyclic

ring; X is an anion; and wherein the molar ratio of the respec-

tive recurring units represented by integers a and b is in the

range of from about 0.1:1 to about 10:1.

wherein:

Y' is an unsaturated polymerizable group selected from the
group consisting of vinyl, methacryloxy, acryloxy, metha-
crylamido, acrylamido, styryl and allyl,

X' is a divalent hydrocarbon having from to 10 carbons,
Y is an unsaturated polymerizable group selected from the
group consisting of vinyl, methacryloxy, acryloxy, metha-
crylamido, acrylamido. styryl, allyl and hydrogen.

X is a divalent hydrocarbon having from 1 to 10 carbon
atoms, or phenylene,

A is selected from the group consisting of straight chain
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alkyl groups having 1 to 5 carbon atoms, branched chain,

or cyclic alkyl groups having 3 to 5 carbon atoms, phenyl
group and "Z" groups,

Z is a group selected from the following:

trimethyl siloxy,

pentamethyl disiloxanyl,

heptamethyl trisiloxanyl,

nonamethyl tetrasiloxanyl,

bis(trimethylsiloxy)methyl siloxanyl or

tris(trimethylsiloxy)siloxanyl

"a" is an integer from to 10, the total of "a" values is at

least 2,

"n" is an integer from to about 10, and each of said X, X',

Y, Y', a, A and Z groups each individually being the same
or different and a monofunctional, unsaturated organosi-
loxane monomer having the formula:

R
I

CH2=C

c=o
I

o
(CH2)a

"A
1

A
"

1

-Si—O-
1

—

!

li

—

-O—Si-
1

1

-A b

1

A .

1 1

o
I

A—Si—

A

wherein:

R is selected from the group consisting of methyl groups and
hydrogen,

"a" is an integer from 1 to 4,
'

A is selected from the group consisting of straight chain
alkyl groups having 1 to 5 carbon atoms, branched chain
alkyl groups of from 3 to 5 carbon atoms, cyclohexyl
group, phenyl group and Z groups,

Z is a group selected from trimethyl siloxy, pentamethyl
disiloxanyl, heptamethyl trisiloxanyl, nonamethyl tet-

rasiloxanyl, bis(trimethylsiloxy)methyl siloxanyl or tris(-

trimethylsiloxy)siloxanyl,

"b" is an integer from to 10, each "b", "A" and Z may be
the same or different, and the total of "b" values being at

least 1.

4,424^29
EMBEDDING MEDIUM SUITABLE FOR THE

PREPARATION OF THIN SECTIONS OF EMBEDDED
BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS

Eric Carlemalm, Therwil, Switzerland, assignor to Chemische
Werke Lowi G.ni.b.H., Waldkraiburg, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Division of Ser. No, 242,025, Mar. 9, 1981, Pat. No. 4,368,312.

This application Nov. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 439,208
Int. a.3 C08F 220/20. 220/26

U.S. a. 526—323J 7 Qaims
1. A four component package for carrying out the method of

producing an essentially nonpolar embedding medium, which
consists essentially of the step of admixing ethylmethacrylate,
n-hexylmethacrylate, triethyleneglycoldimethacrylate and a
free radical polymerization initiator at a ratio by weight of
ethylmethacrylatern-hexylmethacrylate of 3.3 to 5.4:1, a ratio

by weight of the combined ethylmethacrylate and n-hexylme-
thacryIate:triethyleneglycoldimethyacrylate of 3.77 to 9.38:1,

and the polymerization initiator being included in the mixture
in a small amount of from about 0. 1% to about 1% by weight
based on the total weight of the resulting embedding medium.

the purity of each of the components being at least 90% by
weight, which comprises a first container containing ethylme-
thacrylate, a second container containing n-hexylmethacrylate,
a third container containing triethyleneglycoldimethacrylate,

and a fourth container containing the polymerization initiator.

4,424,330

ETHYLENE-PROPYLENE COPOLYMERS
Florent Raviola, Verquin, France, assignor to Societe Chimique

des Charbonnages, Paris, France

Filed May 27, 1981, Ser. No. 267,592
Claims priority, application France, May 28, 1980, 80 11775

Int. a.3 C08F 210/16
U.S. a. 526—348 7 Qaims

«*»

<j»'

1. An ethylene-propylene copolymer, having a density of

between 0.933 and 0.946 g/cm^ and a melt index of between 2

and 10 dg/min, wherein said copolymer has from 3 to 27 alkyl

groups per 1000 carbon atoms in the molecule and wherein its

density p and its proportion m of alkyl groups in the molecule
satisfy the relationship: 0.948Sp-|-0.71 m§0.9525.

4,424,331

STABLE, ANAEROBICALLY-HARDENING ADHESIVES
CONTAINING MIXED AMINE OXIDE/HN-AQDIC

COMPOUND INITIATORS
Werner Gniber, Korschenbroich, Fed. Rep. of Germany, as-

signor to Henkel Kommanditgesellschaft tmfAjffim, Dussel-

dorf-Holthausen, Fed. Rep. of Germany *»

Filed Feb. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 349,837

Paims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 21,

1981, 3111132

Int. a.3 C08F 20/10
U.S. a. 526—301 1 Claim

1. A stable, anaerobically-hardening adhesive system based

on polymerizable methacrylates and acrylates which are free

of peroxides and hydroperoxides and harden at an accelerated

rate under anaerobic conditions having, for 100 parts by
weight of said polymerizable methacrylates and acrylates,

from 0.2 to 5 parts by weight of at least one organic amine
oxide selected from the group consisting of (1) amine oxides

having the grouping;

at least once and (2) amine oxides having the grouping:
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On
in which the aromatic radical is condensed with one or more
aromatic hydrocarbon radicals and (3) amine oxides of (I) and
(2) above substituted by substituents selected from the group-
ing consisting of halogen, alkyl having from 1 to 12 carbon
atoms and

4,424,332
POLYMERIC METAL-AMINE COMPLEX COMPOUNDS,
PROCESSES FOR THEIR PREPARATION AND USE

Peter Panster, Rodenbach, and Peter Kleinschnit, Haaan. botb
of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to DegnsM Aktiengescll-
schaft, Frankfurt am Main, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Aug. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404,115
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Abo. 13,

1981, 3131954

Int. a.' C08G 77/22
U.S. a. 528-30 10 Claims

1. A polymeric complex organosiloxane amine of a member
selected from the group consisting of molybdenum, tungsten,
manganese, rhenium and a meul of the sub-groups VIM and I

of the Periodic Table, wherein at least one amine of the for-

mula

R
I

N
I

R

R>

N— r2

(•I

is bonded coordinately to each central metal atom, the meUl-
all where R and R', respectively, represent alkyl having from

"•''"oge" atomic ratio is from 11 to 1 lO*. any coordination

1 to 12 carbon atoms, and from 0.2 to 10 parts by weight of at P°'"** *' '^^ '"*'*' **°'" ^^'^^^ ^""^ *•'" f"^" arc occupied by

least one NH-acidic compound, as an initiator, selected from
°^^" electron pair donors, and the required charge compensa

the group consisting of
*'"" '' ^rr^-.-n k., „-..,, «r„_ ; ;

(1) organic sulfonic acid hydrazides having the formula:

tion is effected by means of an inorganic or organic anion, and
in the formula (1) R' and R^ represent a group of the formula

R"—SO3—NH—

N

/
\

R2

Ra

wherein R" is a member selected from the group consist-

ing of aromatic hydrocarbon groups, aromatic hydrocar-
bon groups substituted by halogen and/or lower alkyl,

cycloalkyl having from 5 to 10 carbon atoms and alkyl

having from 8 to 22 carbon atoms, and Ri and R2 are,

respectively, hydrogen, lower alkyl, cycloalkyl having
from 5 to 10 carbon or phenyl,

(2) carboxylic acid hydrazides wherein said carboxylic acids

are selected from the group consisting of alkanoic acids

having from 2 to 18 carbon atoms, alkanedioic acids hav-
ing from 2 to 18 carbon atoms, cycloalkane carboxylic

acids having from 6 to 11 carbon atoms, and benzene
carboxylic acids,

(3) o-benzoic sulfimide,

(4) disulfonyl imides having the formula:

R3—SO2—NH—SO2—R4

in which R3 and R4 are members selected from the groups
consisting of alkyl having from 1 to 20 carbon atoms, cycloal-

kyl having from 5 to 10 carbon atoms, hydrocarbon aryl, and
hydrocarbon aryl having substituents selected from the group
consisting of chloro, methyl, methoxy and propoxy, and

(5) acyl cyanamides selected from the group consisting of
alkanoyl cyanamides having from 2 to 18 carbon atoms in

the alkanoyl, benzoyl cyanamide, naphthaloyl cyanamide,

toluyl cyanamide, nicotinyl cyanamide, phenylacetyl

cyanamide, dichlorophenylacetyl cyanamide bromoacetyl
cyanamide, chloroacetyl cyanamide, p-methylphenyla-

cetyl cyanamide, p-nitrophenylpropionyl cyanamide,

4-chloro-butyryl cyanamide and 4-bromo-butyryl cyana-

mide.

O- (2)

—R*—Si-O-
\
O—

R* denotes a linear or branched alkylcne group having 1 to 10

C atoms or a cycloalkylene group having 5 to 8 C atoms, or

represents the units:

-(CH2)„ H

(CH2)o-6-

-(CH2),

(CH2)o-6-

wherein

n is 1 to 6 methylene groups linked to a nitrogen atoms.

R' and R^ can be identical or different,

and the free valences of the oxygen atoms arc saturated

either by silicon atoms of further groups of the formula (2)

and/or by crosslinking bridge members

O
I

-E—O—
I

O
I

or —E—O-

I

O

-E-O-
I

R'

wherein E represents silicon, titanium or zirconium, or by
the units:
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—Al
/

1

\

O—

or — Al

O—

1

\

t)-

R'

wherein

R' is a methyl or ethyl group and the ratio of the silicon

atoms in (2) to the bridge atoms silicon, titanium, zirco-

nium and aluminum can be from 1:0 to 1:10,

R^ has the same meaning as R' and R^, or represents hydro-
gen, a linear or branched alkyl group having 1 to 10 C
atoms or a cycloalkyl group having 5 to 8 C atoms or the

benzyl group.

4,424^33
MODIHED POLYURETHANE LIQUID POLYMER

COMPOSITIONS
Junes M. O'Connor, Qinton; Donald L. Lickei, Wailingford;

Michael L. Rosin, Madison, all of Conn., assignor to Olin
Corporation, New Haven, Conn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 203,212, Nov. 3, 1980, and Ser.
No. 203,213, Nov. 3, 1980, abandoned. This application Sep. 29,

1981, Ser. No. 306,845

Int. aJ C08G 18/10. 18/67
U.S. a. 528-75 17 Oaims

1. A polyurethane liquid polymer composition comprising a
polyurethane oligomer and a heat activated free radical gener-
ating catalyst, said polyurethane oligomer having an equiva-
lent ratio of NCO to OH from about 0.8/1 to about 2/1 and
being prepared by reacting

(a) an organic polyisocyanate; '

(b) a polyol having an average equivalent weight of about 75
to about 500 and an average functionality of at least about
3; and

(c) an isocyanate reactive group-containing unsaturated
monomer selected from the group consisting of
hydroxyethyl acrylate, hydroxypropyl acrylate, hydroxy-

ethyl methacrylate, hydroxyethyl acrylamide, hydroxy-
propyl acrylamide, and mixtures thereof; and

wherein there is employed an equivalent ratio of said isocya-
nate reactive group-containing unsaturated monomer to said
polyol in the range from about 0.6/1 to about 25/1.

4,424,334

HIGH SOLIDS URETHANE COATINGS FROM NEW
TETRAHYDROXY OLIGOMERS

Mohinder S. Chattha, Livonia, Mich., assignor to Ford Motor
Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 334,799

Int. a.3 C08G 18/32. 18/42; C08L 63/02
U.S. a. 528—77 15 Qaims

1. A thermosetting coating composition adapted for low
temperature bake applications comprising:

(A) a tetrahydroxy oligomer having a number average mo-
lecular weight of between about 600-2000 and being the

reaction product of:

(i) an ester containing pendant hydroxy and carboxyl

functionality and being made by a reaction of reactants

consisting essentially of:

(a) a C3-C 10 aliphatic branched diol, and
(b) an alkyl hexahydrophthalic anhydride, wherein (a)

and (b) are combined in the reaction mixture in an

amount sufficient to allow reaction in about a 1:1

molar ratio; and

(ii) a diepoxide having a number average molecular
weight between about 130-1500, wherein (i) and (ii) are

combined in the reaction mixture in an amount suffi-

cient to allow reaction in about a 2:1 molar ratio;

(B) a polyisocyanate crosslinking agent;

(C) 0-50 weight percent based on the toul weight of (A),

(B).

(C) and (D) of a hydroxy functional additive having a num-

ber average molecular weight (M^) between about
150-6000; and

(D) solvent,

said polyisocyanate crosslinking agent having two or
more reactive isocyanate groups per molecule and
being included in said composition in an amount sufTi-

cient to provide between about 0.50 and about 1.6 reac-

tive isocyanate groups per hydroxyl group present in

said composition either on said tetrahydroxy oligomer
or as a hydroxyl group of said hydroxy functional addi-

tive.

4,424,335

KERATOPROSTHETIC POLYURETHANE
Michael Szycher, Lynnfield, Mass., assignor to Thermo Elec-

tron Corporation, Waltham, Mass.
Division of Ser. No. 238,767, Feb. 27, 1981, which is a division of

Ser. No. 120,345, Feb. 11, 1980, Pat. No. 4,285,073. This

application Jul. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 399,881

Int. a.3 C08G 18/32
U.S. a. 528-77 2 Qaims

ff
'^^'" "—'"«•-«'

- v^au spcprwuM ^
-

1. A polyurethane elastomer, said polyurethane elastomer

being the reaction product of, 2.2 equivalent weights of 4,4'

dicyclohexylmethane diisocyanate, 1.0 equivalent weights of

polytetramethylene ether glycol wherein the molecular weight

of said polytetramethylene ether glycol is between the range of

1000-3000, and 1.0 equivalent weights of ethylene oxide-

capped trimethylol propane.

4,424,336

MEAT-CURABLE MIXTURE, WHICH ARE STABLE ON
STORAGE, OF EPOXIDE RESIN, 3-AMINOCROTONIC
AaD DERIVATIVES AND MALEIMIDE COMPOUND

Theobald Haug, Frenkendorf, Switzerland, assignor to Qba-
Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 268,922, Jun. 1, 1981, Pat. No. 4,360,655,

which is a division of Ser. No. 89,014, Oct. 29, 1979, Pat. No.
4,291,146. This application Sep. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 418,875

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Nov. 8, 1978,

11480/78

Int. a.3 C08G 59/52
U.S. a. 528—117 6 Claims

1. A heat-curable mixture which is stable on storage, which
contains (a) an epoxide compound with, on average, more than

one epoxide group in the molecule, (b) a /3-amino-crotonic acid

derivative of the formulae I to X

CH3 R'

I I

NC—CH=C N-))rY

(I)
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-continued

HjC—C=CH—CN
CHj Ri

I

Rl CH3II I IINC-CH=C N-R-(-N-R->)rfQ-C=CH

(IF)

—CN

CH3

NC—CH=C=N^1

CH3
I

NC—CH=C—NH2

,
r T'

R2—N—CO—CH=C—NH2

NHR' R>
I I

CH3—C=CH—CO—N^jtY

R' CH3 R'

,1 II
r2_n—CO—CH=sC N-tirY

NHR'

CH3—C=CH—CO—N^ E

NHR'
I

CH3—C=CH—COO-))rY

(III)

(IV)

(V)

(VI)

(VII)

(VIII)

(IX)

4,424337
POLYISOPHTHALATE AND COPOLYMERS THEREOF
HAVING REDUCED CYCLIC DIMER CONTENT, AND A

PROCESS FOR MAKING THE SAME
Richard R. Smith, Cuyahoga Falls, and David W. Swtorelli,

Akron, both of Ohio, assignors to The Goodyear Tire k Rub-
ber Company, Akron, Ohio

Filed Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415,304
Int. a.' O08G 63/22

U.S. a. 528—274 25 Claims
1. A process for preparing polyisophthalate or a copolymer

thereof having low amount of nngdimer of ethylene isophthal-
ate, comprising the steps of:

reacting an isophthalic compound with a glycol, said iso-

phthalic compound selected from the group consisting of
isophthalic acid, an alkyl ester of isophttialic acid having
from 10 to 20 carbon atoms, and combinations thereof,
said glycol being ethylene glycol and conuining from to

50 mole percent of one or more compounds selected from
the group consisting of a glycol having from 3 to 12 car-
bon atoms, a glycol ether having from 4 to 12 carbon
atoms, and combinations thereof;

said copolymer being the reaction product of said iso-

phthalic compound, said glycol, and up to 50 mole percent
of a dicarboxylic acid or ester thereof having from 4 to 40
carbon atoms based upon said isophthalic compound and
said dicarboxylic acid or said ester thereof, said dicarbox-
ylic acid or ester thereof being other than said isophthalic
compound;

adding a protonic acid catalyst to said reaction; and
adding an intrinsic viscosity modifying agent to said reaction

to produce said isophthalic polymer or said copolymer
thereof, having reduced cyclic dimer content

or

NHR' R' O NHR'
I I II I

CH3—C=CH—COO—R—N—C—CH=C—CH3

(X)

in which R' and R2 independently of one another are each a

hydrogen atom, alkyl having 1 to 6 C atoms, cycloalkyl having
5 or 6 C atoms or aryl having 6 to 10 C atoms, Y is a n-valent

organic radical having 2 to 30 C atoms, R is an aromatic or
aliphatic radical having not more than 30 C atoms, E. together
with the two N atoms, is a heterocyclic, Hve-membered or
six-membered ring and n is a number from 1 to 3, and (c) a

maleimide of the formula XIII

(XIII)

C
/ \

A-tN Z);,

C
II

o

in which A is a x-y«tent organic radical having 2 to 30 C atoms,
Z is vinylene or methylvinylene and x is a number from 1 to 3;

the curable mixture containing 2 to 8 epoxide equivalents per 1

equivalent of /3-aminocrotonic acid derivative, containing the

grouping

—N—
I

CH3—C=CH—

.

and a maximum of 70% of imide group equivalents, based on
the sum of equivalents of /3-aminocrotonic acid derivative and
imide group.

4,424,338

POLYMER TREATMENT
James W. Qeary, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips Petro-

leum Company, Bartlesville, Okla.

Filed Sep. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 416.755

Int. a? C08G 75/14
U.S. a. 528—388 n Claims

1. A process for reducing the ash content and concurrently
decreasing the melt flow of raw arylene sulfide polymers
which comprises heating said arylene sulfide polymer in the

presence of water, a finite, but small effective, amount suffi-

cient to accelerate curing of the polymer but insufficient to

cause polymer degradation of a mineral acid, and an oxygen-
containing gas at an elevated temperature below the melting
point of the polymer.

4,424,339

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF POLYARYLENE
SULPHIDES

Karsten Idel, Krefeld; Edgar Ostlinning, DuesMldorf; Dieter
Freitag, and Ludwig Bottenbnich, both of Krefeld, all of Fed.
Rep. of Germany, assignors to Bayer AkticagcaeUachaft
Leverkusea, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417,048
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 25,

1981, 3138178; Feb. 19, 1982, 3205996

Int a.J O08G 75/14
U.S. a. 528—388 5 ClaiaH

1. Process for the preparation of high molecular weight
branched polyarylene sulphides, characterised in that

(a) dihalogenobenzenes, of which 50 to 100 mole % corre-

spond to the formula I
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by steam stripping the greater part of the monomer or mono-

^j)
mers present in the vinyl chloride polymer, and then cooling

the vinyl chloride polymer to below its glass transition temper-

ature by evaporating the water that condensed during heating.

H H

and to 50 mole % correspond to the formula II

(11)

ArX-

wherein

Ar is a trivalent or tetravalent aromatic or heterocyclic

radical having 6-24 C atoms,

X has the same meaning as in formula I and II, and n = 3

or 4, and
(c) an alkali meul sulphide are reacted in

(d) a polar solvent, the molar ratio of (a) to (c) being in the

range from 0.85: 1 to 1 . 1 5: 1 , and (c) to (d) in the range from
1:2 to 1:15, a polycondensation time of up to 10 hours and
a polycondensation temperature from 160* to 300° C.
being maintained, and the reaction being carried out in the

presence of 2 to 30 mole %, relative to alkali metal sul-

phide, of an alkali metal sulphite and/or alkaline earth

metal sulphite.

4,424,340

PROCESS FOR REMOVING RESIDUAL VINYL
CHLORINE FROM THE POLYMER

Jean Golstein; Gaillaiune Coppens, and Jean*Oaude Davoine,

all of Brussels, Belgium, assignors to Solvay A Cie, Brussels,

Belgium

Continuation of Ser. No. 260,600, May 6, 1981, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 767,836, Feb. 11, 1977,

ahandoaed, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 551,322, Feb. 20,

1975, abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 378,061,

Jul. 11, 1973, abandoned. This application Aug. 27, 1982, Ser.

No. 412,796

Claims priority, appUcation Belgium, Dec. 29, 1972, 125979

Int. a.3 C08F 6/00. 6/28
VJS. a. 528—500 7 Oaims

1. In a process for removing by steam stripping residual

vinyl chloride and any other residual comonomers present in

vinyl chloride polymer, which polymer is a vinyl chloride
homopolymer or a copolymer of vinyl chloride containing less

than 50% by weight of one or more copolymerizable comono-
mers, the improvement consisting of removing residual vinyl

chloride and any other residual comonomers occluded in the

vinyl chloride polymer by heating the vinyl chloride polymer
to a temperature between its glass transition temperature and
180* C. by condensing steam onto the polymer, maintaining the

vinyl chloride polymer at a temperature between its glass

transition temperature and 180* C. sufficiently long to remove

4,424,341

SEPARATION OF SOLID POLYMERS AND LIQUID
DILUENT

Donald O. Hanson, and Fred T. Sherk, both of Baitlesrille,

Okla., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company, BartlesWIle,

OMa.
Filed Sep. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 304,235

Int. a.3 C08F 6/10
U.S. Q. 528—501 4 Qaims

wherein

X is fluorine, chlorine, bromine or iodine, and
R' is identical or different and is hydrogen, Ci-C20-alky!,

C5-C20-cycloalkyl, C6-C24-aryl, C7-C24-alkaryl or

C7-C24-aralkyl, or at least one pair of radicals R' can be
linked to an aromatic or heterocyclic ring, and always

at least one radical R' is different from hydrogen, and

(b) 0.1 to 2.4 mole %, relative to the dihalogenobenzenes, of

a polyhalogenoaromatic of the formula III,

(III)

1. A method for recovering polymer solids from an olefln

polymerization effluent comprising a slurry of said solids in a

liquid diluent comprising heating said eflluent and vaporizing

diluent in said heated effluent by exposing the heated effluent

to a pressure drop in a first flash step, wherein the pressure in

the first flash step and the temperature of said heated eflluent

are such that the major portion of the diluent will be vaporized

and said vapor can be condensed without compression by heat

exchange with a fluid having a temperature in the range of

about 40° F. to about 130° F.; separating the diluent vapor and
the polymer solids; condensing the vapors obtained in said first

flash step without compression by heat exchange with a fluid

having a temperature in the range of about 40' F. to about 130*

P., subjecting the polymer solids recovered from said first flash

step to a lower pressure flash step wherein diluent remaining

with the polymer solids is vaporized, and separating the diluent

vapor and polymer solids, and recycling at least part of the

condensed diluent from said first flash step to the polymeriza-

tion zone, wherein said first flash step is carried out in a flash

vessel wherein heated recycled diluent vapor is used to heat

the effluent and to maintain a fluidized bed of said polymer

solids in said vessel and wherein the superficial velocity of the

fluidizing heated recycled diluent vapor is in the range ofabout

0.4 to about 0.8 ft/sec and the fluidized bed height is no more
than about two times the bed diameter.

4,424,342

ANTHRACYCLINE ANTIBIOTIC COMPOUNDS
Toshikazu Oki, Yokohama; Akihiro Yoshimoto, Fi^isawa; Ya<-

sue Matsuzawa, Figisawa; Tomojruki Ishlkura, ChigasakI;

Hamao Umezawa, and Tomio Takeuchi, both of Tokyo, all of

Japan, assignors to Sanraku-Ocean Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 361,175

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 3, 1981, 56-49400

Int. a.3 C07H 15/24; A61K 31/71; C12P 19/56

U.S. a. 536—6.4 1 Claim

1. A compound represented by the chemical structure
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-continued

or its acid addition salts.

4,424,343

PREPARATION OF
l.N-[wAMINO.a-HYDROXYALKANOYL]KANAMYaN

POLYSILYLATES AND PRODUCTS
Martin J. Cron, Fayetteville; John G. Keil, Manlius; Jeng S.

Lin, Clay; Mariano V. Ruggeri, Liverpool, and Derek Walker,

JamesTille, all of N.Y., assignors to Bristol Myers Company,

New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 8,730, Feb. 2, 1979, abandoned, which

is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 888,585, Mar. 20, 1978,

abandoned, and Ser. No. 896,430, Apr. 14, 1978, abandoned,

each is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 791,806, Apr. 28, 1977,

abandoned. This application Not. 3, 1980, Ser. No. 203,098

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Aug. 31,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 C07H 15/22

U.S. a. 536—13.8 21 Oaims
14. Polysilylated kanamycin A or B or polysilylated kana-

mycin A or B containing a conventional non-silyl amino-block-

ing group on the 3-amino, 6'-amino or 3-amino and 6'-amino

groups; wherein the silyl moieties on the polysilylated kanamy-

cin A or B are selected from trimethylsilyl, triethylsilyl, tri-n-

propylsilyl, methyldichlorosilyl, dimethylchlorosilyl, methyl-

diethylsilyl, dimethylethylsilyl, dimethyl-t-butylsilyl, phenyl-

dimethylsilyl, benzylmethylethylsilyl, phenylmethylethylsilyl,

triphenylsilyl, tri-o-tolylsilyl, tri-p-tolylsilyl and tri-p-dime-

thylaminophenylsilyl, and the amino-blocking groups are se-

lected from those of the formulae

:^
O CH3 O O
H I II II

CH2OC— , CH3—C—O—C— , Y2XCC—

,

CH3

02N

X3C—CHj—O—C— and

wherein R' and R^ are alike or different and each is H, F, CI,

Br, NO2, OH. (lower)alkyl or (lower)alkoxy. X is CI, Br, F or

I and Y is H. CI, Br, F or I,

4,424,344

2-N-ACYLATED AND 2-N.ALKYLATED DERIVATIVES
OF 4-0-SUBSTITUTED-2-DEOXYSTREPTAMINE

AMINOGLYCOSIDES AND PROCESS
Herbert A. Kirst, and Brenda A. Trucdell, both of Indianapolis,

Ind., assignors to Eli Lilly and Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 189,440, Sep. 22, 1980,

abandoned. This application Sep. 21. 1981, Ser. No. 304J92
Int. a.' C07H 15/22

U.S. a. 536—16.9 37 Qaims
1. A process for acylating or alkylating the 2'-amino group

of a 4-O-substituted 2-deoxystreptamine aminoglycoside, com-

prising the steps of

(1) combining an aminoglycoside substrate selected from the

group consisting of;

apramycin, and a or /3-(Ci to CealkyOaprosaminide, with

about two to about six molar equivalents of a nickel salt

of the formula:

Ni(X)2

in water;

(2) diluting the above aqueous mixture with between about

two to about ten volumes of a polar organic solvent;

(3) adding between about one to about two molar equiva-

lents of an acylating agent or between about five to about

twenty molar equivalents of an alkylating agent then

carrying out the reaction at a temperature between about

0° C. to about 40° C. for a penod between about 0.5 to

about 24 hours for acylation or between about 15 hours to

about 60 hours for alkylation, wherein:

X is Ci to Ciocarboxylate; wherein the acylating agent used

is a reactive derivative of an acyl moiety selected from the

group consisting of y-proteCted amino-a-hydroxybutyryl,

/3-protected amino-a-hydroxypropionyl, N-protected

glycyl. N-protected 3-hydroxypyrollidine-3-carbonyl.

N-protected 3-hydroxyazetidine-3-carbonyl and N-

protected 2-hydroxy-2-(azetidin-3-yl)acetyl; and

the alkylating agents used are C2 to C4 alkyl bromide, C2 to

C4 alkyl bromide. C2 to C4 alkyl iodide. C3 to C5 allyl

bromide, C3 to Cj allyl iodide, benzyl bromide, benzyl

iodide, substituted benzyl bromide and substituted benzyl

iodide.

4,424,345

I-N-ACYLATED AND l-N-ALKYLATED DERIVATIVES
OF 4-0-SUBSTITUTED-2-DEOXYSTREPTAMINE

AMINOGLYCOSIDES AND PROCESS
Herbert A. Kirst, and Brenda A. Tniedell, both of Indianapolis,

Ind., assignors to Eli Lilly and Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 189,231, Sep. 22, 1980,

abandoned. This application Sep. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 304,291

Int. a.5 C07H 15/22

U.S. a. 536—16.9 38 Claims

1. A process for acylating or alkylating the 1 -amino group of

a 4-O-substituted 2-deoxystreptamine aminoglycoside, com-

prising the steps of:
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(1) combining an aminoglycoside substrate selected from the
group consisting of: apramycin, 3'-hydroxyapramycin,
and a or fi-(C\ to Q alkyl)aprosaminide, with about two
to about six molar equivalents of a zinc salt of the formula:

Zn(X)2

in water;

(2) diluting the above aqueous mixture with between about
two to about ten volumes of a polar organic solvent;

(3) adding between about one to about two molar equiva-
lents of an acylating agent or between about five to about
twenty molar equivalents of an alkylating agent then
carrying out the reaction at a temperature between about
0* C. to about 40' C. for a period between about 0.5 to

about 24 hours for acylation or between about 1 5 hours to

about 60 hours for alkylation, wherein:

X is C I to Ciocarboxylate; wherein the acylating agent used
is a reactive derivative of an acyl moiety selected from the
group consisting of y-protected amino-a-hydroxybutyryl,
/3-protected amino-a-hydroxypropionyl, N-protected
glycyl, N-protected 3-hydroxypyrrolidine-3-carbonyI,

N-protected 3-hydroxyazetidine-3-carbonyI and N-
protected 2-hydroxy-2-<azetidin-3-yl)acetyl; and

the alkylating agents used are C2 to 64 alkyl bromide, C2 to

C4 alkyl bromide, C2 to C4 alkyl iodide, C3 to C5 allyl

bromide, C3 to C5 allyl iodide, benzyl bromide, benzyl
iodide, substituted benzyl bromide and substituted benzyl
iodide.

4,424346
'

DERIVATIVES OF CHITINS, CHITOSANS AND OTHER
POLYSACCHARIDES

Laurance D. Hail, and Mansur Yalpani, both of Vancouver,
Canada, assignors to Canadian Patents and Development Ltd.,

Ottawa, Canada
Filed Jan. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 270,414

Int. a.3 C08B 37/08; A61K 31/70
VS. a. 536-20 10 Claims

1. Derivatives of chitin or chitosan wherein at least a part of
the amine groups are covalently linked, through a =C— or
—CH2— linkage, and the substituents, including the amine N,
have the structure:

(a) —N=CHR or —NHCH2R
(b) -NHR'
(c) —NHR" and

(d) -NH—CH2CO2H or -NH-glyceryl; respectively;

where
R is an aromatic ring having at least one hydroxy! or

carboxyl group, or a pyridine moiety,
R' is an aldose or ketose residue atUched via the aldehyde

or keto carbon atoms, and
R" is an organometallic aldehyde residue attached via the

aldehyde carbon atom.

4,42437
MODIHED HYDROXYALKYL CELLULOSES AND

METHOD OF PREPARATION
Wilfticd Riihse, Diisseldorf; Norbert Kiiline, Haan, and Willi

Wiiit, Ratiagen-Hoscl, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors
to Henkel Kommanditgesellschaft auf Aktien, Dusseldorf-
Holthansen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Jon. 10, 1982, Scr. No. 387,178
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 28,

1981, 3151681

iBt a.J BOIF 17/56: C08B 11/08. 11/193; E21B 43/22
UJS. a. 536—91 3 Claims

1. A method for the production of a modified hydroxyethyl
cellulose having improved viscosity subility comprising react-
ing a cellulose material with ethylene oxide in a basic medium,
said ethylene oxide being employed in a sufficient amount so
that the resultant product has a hydroxyethyl MS in the range
of 1.5 to 4.0, in which there is also present in the reaction

mixture an amount sufficient so that the resultant product has
an ether MS selected from the group consisting of a carbox-
ymethoxy MS and a methoxy MS in the range of 0.02 to 0.2 of
an additional etherification agent selected from the group
consisting of methyl chloride and monochloroacetic acid, and
recovering a modified hydroxyalkyl cellulose having a hy-
droxyethyl MS in the range of 1.5 to 4.0 and a carboxymethoxy
MS and/or a methoxy MS in the range of 0.02 to 0.2.

4,424,348

METHODS OF MANUFACTURE OF
NITRILE-CONTAINING GLUCURONIC AOD

CONJUGATES ^
David Rubin, 5 Rav Zair, Jerusalem, Israel, assignor to Adolf
W. Schwimmer, Savyon; Irwin Steven Schwartz, Tel Aviv and
David Rubin, Jerusalem, all of, Israel

Filed Oct. 13, 1978, Ser. No. 951,270
Int. a.3 A61K 31/70; C07H 15/18

U.S. a. 536-17.9 4 Qaims
1. A method for the production of mandelonitrile-/3 D-

glucuronic acid, comprising:

condensing mandelic amide with methyl (tri-O-acetyl-a-D-

glucopyranosyl)halide-uronate to form the methyl ester of
mandelic amide-tri-0-acetyl-/8-D-glucuronic acid;

reacting the product of said condensing step with acetic

anhydride at a sufficient temperature and time to produce
the methyl ester of mande]onitrile-tri-0-acetyl-/3-D-

glucuronic acid;

adding to the product of said reacting step a sufficient quan-
tity of barium hydroxide to produce a white precipitate;

separating said precipitate;

treating said precipitate with a sufficient quantity of sulfuric

acid until precipitation of barium sulfate is completed;
removing the supernatant from the product of said treating

step; and

drying said supernatant to obtain mandelonitrile-/3-D-glucu-

ronic acid.

4,424,349

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF CATIONIC
HYDRAZONE DYESTUFFS

Heinz Giesecke, Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed May 6, 1982, Ser. No. 375,775

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 26,

1981, 3120991

Int. a.3 C09B 23/16
U.S. a. 542—417 11 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of a cationic hydrazone
dyestuff of the formula

Ri

wherein

Ri is alkyl, alkenyl, aralkyl or cycloalkyl,

R2 is hydrogen, alkyl, alkenyl, aryl, aralkyl or cycloalkyl, or

alkylene bonded to the ring a,

R3 is hydrogen or one or more non-ionic substituents cus-

tomary in dyestuff chemistry, and
X ~ is an anion,

wherein an aromatic or cycloaliphatic ring can be fused to the

ring a, and wherein the radicals mentioned can carry non-ionic

substituents customary in dyestuff chemistry, comprising treat-

ing 4-methylpyridine with a quatemising agent of the formula

Ri-X
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at —20* C. up to the boiling point of the system, reacting the

resulting product with a base and a nitrite of the formula

R_0-N=0

wherein

R is an organic radical,

at a temperature from -20' C. to +60' C, and reacting the

product at a pH below 7 with a hydrazine of the formula

or with a hydrazosulphonate of the formula

H D SO3 n

N-N-(\ 5 or ^N-N-(/ ^
O3S >—

'

-O3S >=/
M + 2M

wherein

M''' is a monovalent metal cation or a mono-valent organi-

cally substituted ammonium cation or one equivalent of a

divalent cation,

at a temperature from —20° C. up to the boiling point of the

system.

4,424,350

2-DECARBOXY-2-TETRAZOLYL-PGI2 COMPOUNDS
Roy A. Johnson, Kalamazoo; Frank H. Lincoln, Portage, and

John E. Pike, Kalamazoo, all of Mich., assignors to The
Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 819,940, Jul. 28, 1977, and a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 725,550, Sep. 22, 1976,

abandoned, and a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 716,770, Aug.

23, 1976, abandoned. This application Mar. 27, 1981, Ser. No.

248,636

Int. a.' C07D 405/06; A61K 31/41

U.S. a. 542—426 1 Qaim
1. A compound of the formula

wherein Rg is hydrogen or alkyl or one to 4 carbon atoms,

inclusive,

wherein R4 is

-C(R5KR6)CjH2r-CH3.
-C(R5KR6)-Z—(Ph I), or

—CH2—CH=CH-CH2CH3.
wherein CgH2g is alkylene of one to 9 carbon atoms, inclu-

sive, with one to S carbon atoms, inclusive, in the chain

between —CRjRb and terminal methyl, wherein R5 and

Re are hydrogen, alkyl of one to 4 carbon atoms, inclusive,

or fluoro, being the same or different, with the proviso

that one of R5 and Re is fluoro only when the other is

hydrogen or fluoro and the further proviso that neither

R5 nor Re is Huoro when Z is oxa (—O— ); wherein Z
represents an oxa atom (—O— ) or CyH2y wherein C/H2y is

a valence bond or alkylene of one to 9 carbon atoms,

inclusive, with one to 6 carbon atoms, inclusive between
CR5R6— and (Ph I); wherein (Ph 1) is phenyl optionally

substituted by one, 2, or 3 alkyl of one to 4 carbon atoms,

inclusive, fiuoro, chloro, trifluoromethyl. or —OR7—
wherein R7 is alkyl of one to 4 carbon atoms, inclusive,

with the proviso that not more than two such substituents

are other than alkyl and such substituents being either the

same or different; and

wherein X is

(l)trans—CH=CH-,
(2) cis—CH=CH-,
(3) —C=C-, or

(4) -CH2CH2-;
including the lower alkanoates thereof

4,424,351

PYRIDO[3,4-E]-AS-TRIAZINES
Pal Benko; Gyorgyi nee Lax Kovanyi; Judit nee Gergely Timar;

Maria nee Lakatos Sigmond; Li^za Petocz; Peter Gorbg;

Ibolya Kosoczky; Eniko nee Kiszelly Szirt, and Hristone

Toncsev, all of Budapest, Hungary, assignors to Egyt Gyogys-

zervegyeszeti Gyar, Budapest, Hungary
Filed Feb. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 123,807

Qaims priority, application Hungary, Feb. 23, 1979, EE-2634
Int. Q.' A61K 31/53; C07D 471/04

U.S. Q. 542—439 8 Qaims
1. An acylated pyrido[3,4-e]-as-triazine derivative of the

formula (1),

^N N
L-< II

/ NH—

N

C—

H

//

,^0—

C

or a mixture comprising that compound and the enantiomer

thereof

wherein W2 is a—OH.P—H, a—H:/3—OH. 0x0. methy-

lene, a—H:^—H, or a—CH20H:^—H;

wherein L is

(2) -(CH2)rf-C{R2)2-,

(2) —CH2—O—CH2—Y-. or

(3) —CH2CH=CH—

.

wherein d is zero to 5, R2 is hydrogen, methyl, or fluoro,

being the same or different with the proviso that one R2 is

not methyl when the other is fiuoro, and Y is a valence

bond, —CH2— or —(CH2)2—

.

wherein Q is 0x0, a—H:/3—H, a—Rg:/3—OH, or a—OH:-
^-Rg.

(I)

wherein

R| stands for a C1.20 alkyl group, Cm alkoxy group, Cm
haloalkyi group, furyl group or pyndyl group or a phenyl,

phenyl-(CM alkyl) or phenyl-(C2-4 alkenyl) group option-

ally with I to 3 identical or different substituents on the

aromatic group, said substituents being halo, trifiuoro-

methyl, nitro, hydroxy, Cm alkyl or Cm alkoxy groups,

R2 stands for hydrogen atom or a group of the general

formula R|—CO—, wherein R| is as defined above,

R3 stands for hydrogen atom, a phenyl group having option-

ally a hydroxy substituent or up to 3 Cm alkoxy substitu-

ents, a naphthyl group having optionally a hydroxy sub-

stituent, a phenyl-(CM alkyl) group, pyndyl group or a

C|.20 alkyl group, and

R4 stands for hydrogen atom or a group of the general

formula R|—CO—, wherein R| is as defined above, and

R; forms together with R2 or R4 a valence bond, wherein
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R2 or R4 taking part in forming said valence bond may not
have the above meaning, or a pharmaceutically acceptable
acid addition salt thereof.

5. A pharmaceutical composition for analgesic use, contain-
ing as active ingredient an analgesically-effective amount of at

least one compound of the formula (I), wherein Ri, R2, R3 and
R4 are as deflned in claim 1, or a pharmaceutically acceptable
acid addition salt thereof, and a pharmaceutically acceptable
excipient.

4,424^52

PALLADIUM(II)
BIWHEXAFLUOROACETYLACETONATE) ADDUCTS

AND THEIR PREPARATION
Allen R. Siedle, Lake Elmo, Minn., assignor to Minnesota Min-

ing and ManufMturing Company, St. Paul, Minn.
Filed Jan. 13, 1980, Ser. No. 159,367

Int. a.J C07F 15/00
VS. a. 544-4 11 aaims

1. Adducts of palladium(II) bis(hexafluoroacetylacetonate)

of the formula

Pd(F6ACAC)2.L„

wherein

FeACAC is the hexafluoroacetylacetonate anion,

L is a Lewis base and n is an integer 1 to 4, with the provisos

that

when n is 1, 2, 3 or 4, L is dimethylethylamine, benzylamine,
imidazole, pyrazine, pyrazole, triphenylstibine, benzothi-

azole, or tert-butylisocyanide,

when n is 1, 2, or 3, L is ammonia, methylamine, dimethyi-
amine, or pyridine,

when n is 1 or 2, L is trimethylamine, triphenylphosphine,

triphenylarsine, 1,4-dithiane, alumina, silica, or aluminosil-

icates,

when n is 4, L is benzoselenazole,

when n is 2, L is l,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane, pheno-
thiazine, or phenoselenazine,

and when n is 1, L is phenazine, trimethylpyridine, bis(2-

diphenylphosphinoethyOphenylphosphine, phenoxathiin,

tetrathianaphthalene, tetrathiatetracene, benzylmethylsul-
fide, diethylsulfide, or bis(diphenylphosphino)acetylene.

4,424,353

BICYCLIC AMIDINES
Rolf-Volker Meyen Hans J. Kreuder, both of Krefeld, and
Eckhard de Qeur, Duisburg, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Fed. Rep.
of Germany

FUed NoY. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,299
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Nov. 6,

1980, 3041834

Int. a.3 C07D 239/70; C07C 729/00.- C08G 59/J8
U.S. a. 544—253 3 Qaims

1. Bicyclic amidines of the formula

HN

R2

wherein

R' is a hydrogen or alkyl having from 1 to 4 carbon atoms,
and

R2 is a hydrogen, alkyl having from 1 to 18 carbon atoms,

cycloalkyl having 5 to 14 carbon atoms, aralkyl having 7

to 16 carbon atoms or aryl having 6 to 20 carbon atoms.

4 424 354
INHIBITORS OF MAMMALIAN COLLAGENASE

Joseph E. Sundeen, Yardley, Pa., and Tamara Dejneka, Skill-

man, N.J., assignors to E. R. Squibb A Sons, Inc., Princeton,
N.J.

Division of Ser. No. 273,142, Jun. 12, 1981, Pat. No. 4,382,081.
This application Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 424,735

Int. a.' C07D 211/26, 239/02. 265/30; A61K 37/00; COIG
43/00: COIB 15/16. 25/16. 33/20; C07C 149/20. 147/02

U.S. a. 544-299 9 Qaims
1. A compound of the formula

Ri O
I II

R-S-CH2-CH-C-(AA„)p-NH(CH2)m-CHR2R3

or salts thereof wherein

R is hydrogen, alkanoyl of 2 to 10 carbon atoms or arylcar-

bonyl;

R
1
is alkyl of 3 to 8 carbon atoms, cycloalkyl of 3 to 7 carbon
atoms, aryl or arylalkyl;

R2 is hydrogen; _
Rjis

Rg NH
I II—N— R7, or —NHC—NH2;

R4 is hydrogen, lower alkyl or arylalkyl;

R7 and Rg are each independently selected as hydrogen,
lower alkyl or are combined as —(CH2)4— , —(CH2)5—
or -CH2CH2—O—CH2CH2—

;

m is an integer from to 7; p is an integer from 1 to 3;

AA„ is an amino acid chain of from one to three amino acids;

n is 1 or 1, 2 or 1, 2, 3;

when p is 1, AA„ is AAi;
when p is 2, AA„ is AA1-AA2;
when p is 3, AA« is AA1-AA2-AA3;
AAi is glycine or alanine;

AA2 is glycine or alanine;

AA3 is leucine, glutamine or isoleucine, and physiologically

acceptable salts thereof.

4,424,355

RESOLUTION OF SUBSTITUTED
DIBENZO[b,f]THIEPIN.3<:ARBOXYLIC

ACID-5-OXIDES WITH BRUONE OR EPHEDRINE
Patrice C. Belanger; Haydn W. R. Williams, botb of DoUard des
Ormeaux, and Joshua Rokach, Chomeday-Laval, all of Can-
ada, assignors to Merck A Co., Inc., Rahway, N.J.

Continuation of Ser. No. 229,222, Jan. 28, 1981, abandoned. This
application Feb. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 351,708

Int. a.3 C07D 405/14. 337/14
U.S. a. 546—35 3 Qaims

1. An improved process for the preparation of(—)7or(— )

8-fluoro-dibenzo[b,flthiepin-3-carboxylic acid-S-oxide of the
formula I, having an enantiomeric purity of at least 70 percent,

,4^_
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which comprises:

(1) Heating the racemic sulfoxide acid, (7 or 8)-fluorodiben-

zo[b,f]thiepin-3-carboxylic acid-S-oxide with an equimolar

amount of bnicine to form a diastereoisomeric mixture of

brucine salts of the corresponding ( - ) and ( -(- ) acids;

(2) Recycling the major poriion of the brucine ( + ) acid salt

by crystallization, acidiflcation and racemization to regen-

erate the starting racemic sulfoxide acid;

(3) Recovering the brucine (-) acid salt by evaporation of

the crystallization mother liquors;

(4) Acidifying said brucine ( — ) acid salt to produce the

desired sulfoxide acid product and recovering said prod-

uct by crystallization.

2. The brucine salt of (—) 7 or 8 nuorodibenzo[b,nthiepin-3-

carboxylic acid-S-oxide.

3. The brucine salt of (-I-) 7 or 8-nuorodibenzo[b,nthiepin-3-

carboxylic acid-S-oxide.

4,424,356

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
5,6,7,7A-TETRAHYDRO-4H-THIENO-[3,2,-qPYRIDIN.

2-ONE
Jean-Pierre Maffrand, Portet-sur-Garonne, France; Norio

Suzuki, Chiba, Japan; Kynichi Matsubayashi, Funabashi,

Japan, and Shinichiro Ashida, Ichikawa, Japan, assignors to

Sanofi, Paris, France

Filed Nov. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 325,795

Oaims priority, application France, Nov. 28, 1980, 80 25275

Int. a.3 C07D 495/04

U.S. a. 546—114 8 Oaims
1. Process for the preparation of 5,6,7,7a-tetrahydro-4H-

pyridin-2-one derivatives of the formula:

,(CHR')«-R (I)

N

or a physiologically acceptable salt or stereoisomer thereof in

which R is hydrogen, loweralkyl. cycloalkylloweralkyl. lowe-
ralkenyl. loweralkynyl, loweralkanoyl, cycloalkylloweralkan-
oyl, —COORi or —R2PhZ; Ri is loweralkyl. loweralkenyl or
—CH2CCI3; R2 is loweralkylene, oxyloweralkylene, loweralk-
ylenecarbonyl. carbonylloweralkylene or alkylcne ethylene
ketal; Ph is phenyl or phenylene; Z is hydrogen, halogen,
loweralkyl. loweralkoxy, hydroxy, nitro or amino; and X and
Y are the same or different and each can be hydrogen, loweral-

kyl, halogen, nitro, trifluoromethyl, loweralkoxy or cyano.
which comprises reacting in the presence of triphenylphos-

phine and diethylazodicarboxylate a cis 3-phenyl-4-pipcndinol
of the formula

N—

R

OH (Cis)

in which R and Y are as defmed with a phenol of the formula

in which R is hydrogen or phenyl substituted by at least one
halogen, lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, nitro, carboxy, alkoxycar-

bonyl or cyano; R' is hydrogen or a lower alkyl and n is 0, 1,

2, 3 or 4; and of their addition salts with mineral or organic

acids, wherein a compound of the formula:

R'OOC

,(CHR)„-R (11)

in which R, R' and n have the same meanings as above and R"
is hydrogen or alkyl containing up to 4 carbon atoms, is treated

in an organic solvent with gaseous hydrogen chloride and

gaseous hydrogen sulphide.

4,424,357

PROCESS FOR PREPARING
4-ARYLOXY-3-PHENYLPIPERIDINES

Solomon S. Klioze, Flemington, and Frederick J. Ehrgott, Ber-

nardsville, both of N.J., assignors to Hoechst-Roussel Phar-

maceuticals, Inc., Somerrille, N.J.

Division of Ser. No. 14,548, Feb. 23, 1979, Pat. No. 4,216,218.

This application Dec. 28, 1979, Ser. No. 108,014

Int. C1.3 C07D 211/46. 405/06

U.S. a. 546—207 2 Gaims
1. A method of preparing the trans isomer form of a com-

pound of the formula

where X is as defined.

4,424458

/3-3-AMINO NOR-TROPANE COMPOUNDS
Philippe L. Dostert, Paris; Thierry F. Imbert, Noiry le Roi, and

Bernard P. Bucher, Mames la Coquette, all of France, assign-

ors to Delalande S.A., Courbevoie, France

Division of Ser. No. 110,067, Jan. 7, 1980. This application Sep.

11, 1980, Ser. No. 186,100

Qaims priority, application France, Jan. 16. 1979, 79 00971;

Dec. 26, 1979, 79 31656

Int. a.^ C07D 451/00: A61K 31/46

U.S. a. 546—124 9 Qaims
1. A compound having the formula

Rl0—CO—

H

N—

H

in which Rio is methyl or ethoxy, and acid addition salts

thereof
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2. A compound having the formula

N—

R
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in which R is benzyl, meta-monosubstituted benzyl having the

formula

/*•

-c„.-/\

in which R(^s CH3, CF3 or halogen, para-monosubstituted

benzyl having the formula

_c,J~\_„

6 Claims

CH=CH2 (I)

wherein the vinyl group is bonded in the 4-position or 6-posi-

tion, Ri is hydrogen. Ci.6-alkyl, Ci-e-alkoxy, phenyl or phe-

noxy and R2 is hydrogen or methyl, with the proviso that one
of Ri and R2is not hydrogen, if the vinyl group is bonded in the

6-position.

6. A compound according to claim 1, of the formula

CH=CH2

CH3.

4,424,360

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF FUSED
1,2,3-TRIAZOLES

Ferdinand Hagedorn, Leverkusen, and Werner Evertz, Mon-
heim, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Bayer Alt-

tiengesellschaft, LeverlHisen, Fed. Rep. of Gcmumy
Filed Mar. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 361,693

Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 14,

1981, 3115070

Int. a.3 C07D 249/16
U.S. a. 548—257 20 Claims

1. In a process for the preparation of a fused l,2,3-triazol« by
reaction of an ortho-diaminoaryl with an ester of nitrous acid

in a solvent or diluent, the improvement wherein the process is

carried out in the presence of a 1,2,3-triazole as catalyst.

in which R7 is CH3O, lower alkyl, CF3 or halogen, 3.4-

dichlorobenzyl, 2-methyl thiophene, 3-methyl thiophene, 2-

methyl furan or cyclohexylmethyl, and acid addition salts

thereof.

4,424359
VINYL-SUBSTITUTED 2,2'-BIPYRIDINE COMPOUNDS
Jiirgen Kaschig, Freiburg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, and Dieter

Lohmann, Miinchenstein, Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-

Gcigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

Filed Jul. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 287,859

Gaims priority, application Switzerland, Jul. 17, 1980,

5482/80

Int. a.3 C07D 401/04
U.S. a. 546—255

1. A compound of the formula I

4,424,361

PROCESS FOR PREPARING POLYCYCLIC TRIAZOLES
USED TO INHIBIT ALLERGIC RESPONSES

John M. Tedder, Redhill, England, assignor to Beecham Group
Limited, England

Filed Jan. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 224,954

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Jan. 23, 1980,

8002328

Int. a.3 C07D 249/22
U.S. a. 548—259 5 Qaims

1. A process for the preparation of a tnazole of the formula:

or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof wherein Ri, R2,

R3 and R4 are the same or different and each is hydrogen, halo,

nitro, alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms or alkoxy of .1 to 6 carbon

atoms, or any adjacent two of Ri to R4 taken together are an

alkylene group of 3 to 5 carbon atoms or l,4-buta-l,3-dienylene

which consists essentially of the steps of (a) allowing a com-
pound of formula

wherein Rj is unsubstituted phenyl or phenyl substituted with

one or two members selected from the group consisting of

alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, alkoxy of 1 to 4 carbon atoms,

halo and nitro, and Ri, R2, R3 and R4 are as herein deflned to

react with an alkali metal primary alkoxide of 1 to 4 carbon

atoms and (b) optionally treating the resulting alkali metal salt

with acid to form the free triazole.

4,424,362

PROCESS FOR PREPARING A TRANS-6-PROPENYL
BENZIMIDAZOLE

Thomas A. Crowell, Greenwood, Ind^ assignor to Eli Lilly aad
Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

FUed Apr. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 366,808

Int. a.J C07D 235/30

U.S. a. 548—306 3 ClaiM
1. A process for preparing trans- l-isopropylsulfonyl-2-
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amino-6-(l -phenyl- l-propeny])benzimidazole which comprises
reacting l-isopropylsulfonyl-2-amino-6-( 1 -phenyl- 1 -hydroxy-
l-propyl)benzimidazole with acetic acid.

4,424,363

SUBSTTTUTED 3-AMINOPYRAZOLES
Peter Plath, Ludwigshafen; Bruno Wuerzer, Limburgerbof, and
Wolfgang Rohr, Mannheim, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to BASF Aktiengeseilscbaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 181,145, Aug. 25, 1980, abandoned,
DiTision of Ser. No. 951,566, Oct. 16, 1978, Pat. No. 4,260,775.

This application Jul. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 286,978
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 22,

1977, 2747531

Int. a.J C07D 231/38
U.S. a. 548—362 2 Claims

1. A pyrazole of the formula

R2

R5

R< N

or

N R5

R2

R* n

N ^R>

where

R' is hydrogen,

R2 is hydrogen,

R^ is phenyl,

R^ is methoxycarbonyl, and

R' is hydrogen or methyl, and the agriculturally acceptable

acid addition salts thereof.

wherein R2 and R3 are H, alkyl of from 1 to 5 carbon atoms,
inclusive, and phenyl; R4 is selected from the group consistmg
of SO2R2, SO2CH2 COphenyl. CO2CH2Z where Z is selected

from the group consisting of CH2I, CCI3, CH2SO2R2. phenyl,
and fluorenylmethyl.

4,424,366

TRICYCLIC IMIDYL DERIVATIVES
Hans Zweifel, Basel; Walter Schilling, Himmelried; Angelo

Stomi, Rbeinfelden, and Daniel Bellus, Riebcn, all of Switzer-
land, assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 183,905, Sep. 4, 1980, Pat. No. 4^37,200,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 9,985, Feb. 6, 1979,

Pat. No. 4,242,264. This appUcation Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No.
349,420

Qaims priority, application Switzerland, Feb. 8, 1978,
1400/78

Int. Q.' C07D 491/044. 491/052
U.S. Q. 548—431 5 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

4,424,364

PREPARATION OF PYRAZOLES
Norbert Goetz, Worms; Dietrich Mangold, Neckargemuend, and

Josef Wahl, Schifferstadt, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assign-

ors to BASF Aktiengeseilscbaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Jul. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 283,650

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 1,

1980, 3029160

Int. Q.J C07D 231/12
U.S. Q. 548—373 3 Qaims

1. In a process for producing pyrazole by reacting pyrazo-

line with sulfur at a temperature above 50* C, the improve-

ment which comprises:

carrying out the reaction in a solvent of pyridine or a mix-

ture of pyridine and a hydrocarbon.

4,424,365

lAMA-CYCLOPROPA[C]BENZO[l,2,-B:-4,3-B']DIPYR-
ROL-4(5H)-ONES

Wendell Wierenga, Kalamazoo, Mich., assignor to The Upjohn
Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 207,838, Not. 18, 1980,

abandoned. This application Jun. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 391,055

Int. Q.J C07C 487/02; AOIN 43/38
MJ&. Q. 548—421 2 Qaims

1. A compound of the formula, which can be in the keto or

end form,

N—Y—

X

CH)

N—Y—

X

in which R and R| independently of one another are hydrogen,

halogen, alkyl having 1 to 4 carbon atoms or methoxy, Y is

alkylene having 1 to 30 carbon atoms, cycloalkylene having S

or 6 carbon atoms, methylenebis(cyclohexylene), arylene hav-

ing 6 to 10 carbon atoms, aralkylene having 7 or 8 cartwn
atoms or alkylarylene having 7 or 8 carbon atoms; or said

arylene substituted by one alkyl of I to 4 carbon atoms, by one
alkoxy of 1 to 4 carbon atoms or by one nitro, and X is —OH.

y
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4,424^7
S<4-AMINOPHENYL)-2-THIOPHENECARBOXIMIDA-

MIDE HYDROCHLORIDE HEMIHYDRATE
Stanford S. Pelosi, Jr.; Chia-Nien Yu; Ronald E. White, and

George C. Wright, all of Norwich, N.Y., assignors to Norwich
Eaton Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Norwich, N.Y.

FUed Aug. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 409,652

Int. a.J C07D 333/48; A61K 31/38

U.S. a. 549—74 1 Qaim
1. The compound 5-(4-aminophenyl)-2-thiophenecarbox-

imidamide hyrocholoride hemihydrate.

4,424,368

PROCESS FOR MAKING PHOSPHORUS DERIVATIVES
OF AMINOTHIOMETHYLCARBAMATES

Stephen J. Nelson, Comstock Township, Kalamazoo County,

Mich., assignor to The Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Di?ision of Ser. No. 170,342, Jul. 21, 1980, Pat. No. 4,354,975,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 43,277, Jun. 1, 1979,

abandoned. This application Jun. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 389,731

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jul. 21,

1998, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 C07D 307/82. 339/00; C07F 9/24

U.S. a. 549—220 51 Oaims
1. A process for preparing a compound having the formula:

O CH3 X Y
II I 11/

R—O—C—N—S—N—

P

I \
Rl Y'

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of:

to three carbon atoms, inclusive; R7 is selected from the group
consisting of alkyl of one to three carbon atoms, inclusive, and
SRg, wherein Rg is alkyl and is the same alkyl group as Rj, and
taking R5 and Rg together with the atoms to which they are

attached form a dithio heterocyclic of the formula:

(CH2)„,

s S

/ \

wherein n is 2 or 3 and the alkylene portion ofthe ring is unsub-

stituted or substituted with one or two methyl groups; A and B
taken together with the carbon atoms to which they are at-

tached form a dithio heterocyclic of the formula:

^CH2)m^

wherein m is 2 or 3 and the alkylene portion of the ring is

unsubstituted or substituted with one to two methyl groups;

and

wherein R, R, and R are the same or different and are selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen, lower-alkyi of one to

five carbon atoms, inclusive, halogen, lower-alkoxy of one to

five carbon atoms, inclusive, lower-alkylthio of one to five

carbon atoms, inclusive, dialkylamino with each alkyl the same
or different and having one to three carbon atoms, inclusive,

and N=CHN(CH3)2;

B—C=N—
I

A

wherein A and B are the same or different and are selected

from the group consisting of lower-alkyl of one to five carbon
atoms, inclusive, lower-alkylthio of one to five carbon atoms,

inclusive, phenylthio wherein phenyl is unsubstituted or substi-

tuted with one to three substituents, same or different, selected

from the group consisting of halogen and lower-alkyl of one to

four carbon atoms, inclusive, monocyano substituted alkylthio

of one to five carbon atoms, inclusive, cyano, alkoxy having
one to five carbon atoms, inclusive, phenyl, and hydrogen,
with the proviso that when A is hydrogen, B is ofthe formula:

R6—C—S—R5

R?

wherein R3 is selected from the group consisting of alkyl of one
to three carbon atoms, inclusive, and phenyl; Re is alkyl of one

wherein T and T' can be the same or different and are selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen and lower alkyl of from

one to six carbons; Ri is selected from the group consisting of

lower-alkyl, phenyl, substituted phenyl, phenyl lower-alkyl,

and cyclo- alkyl; X is oxygen or sulfur; Y and Y' are the same

or different and are selected from the group consisting of:

Yi and Y'l I|

and

Y and Y'

taken together to form a functionality selected from the group

consisting of:

f
-O—C—Z2

\
(CZ5Z6)A

-O—C— Z3
I

Z4

—

o

—

o

1 {CS\i)pmA

I"
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-continued
.R9

—

O

—O
O

wherein Y| and Y'l are selected from the group consisting of

lower-alkyl, lower-alkoxy, lower-alkylthio, cycloalkyi,

phenyl, substituted phenyl, phenoxy, substituted phenoxy,

thiophenoxy, and substituted thiophenoxy, Zi through Zeare
the same or different and are selected from the group consist-

ing of hydrogen, methyl and ethyl; and k is or 1, p is three or

four and R9 is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,

lower alkyl, lower alkoxy and halogen; which comprises (1)

preparing an intermediate selected from the group consisting

of:

Hal—C—

N

CH3

X Y
\ 11/
S—N—

P

I \
Rl Y'

4,424,370

CYCLIC ACETALS OF N-ACYLGLUTAMIC
ACID-y-SEMIALDEHYDES, PROCESS FOR THEIR

PRODUCnON AND USE
Axel Kleemann, and Marc Samson, both of Hanau, Fed. Rep. of

Germany, assignors to Degussa Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfort,

Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Nov. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 320,129

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Nov. 15,

1980, 3043252

Int. a.^C07Diy 7/iO

U.S. a. 549—373 5 Claims

1. A cyclic acetal of N-acylglutamic acid-y-semialdehyde of

the formula

O (I)

/ \
A CH—CH2—CH2—CH—COOH
\ / I

O NH—C—

R

in which A is an alkylene group with 2 to 3 carbon atoms or

such an alkylene group substituted by 1 to 3 methyl groups and

R is a methyl, methoxy, phenyl, or benzyloxy group.

in a process wherein a compound having the formula

X Y'

11/
HN—

P

I \
Rl Y

is reacted with a compound having the formula

O
H

CH3—N—C—Hal

S—CI

4,424,371

3-CHL0R0-4<:YAN0PHENYL 4 -SUBSTITUTED
BENZOATES

Ying-Yen Hsu, Los Altos, Calif., assignor to Timex Corporation,

Waterbury, Conn.

Filed Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 422,048

Int. a.' G02F ]/13; C09K 3/34; C07D 319/04

IV U.S. a. 549—373 5 Claims

1. A compound of the formula:

wherein Ri, X, Y and Y' are as defined for formula I and Hal

is fluorine or chlorine and, (2) contacting the intermediate II

with a compound having the formula ROH wherein R is the

same as above. <>

Cl

o /~~\°>%u^ CN

wherein R is an alkyl group having 1 to 8 carbon atoms.

4,424,369

SUBSTITUTED PYRAN.2-ONES
Hans-Georg Schmidt, Niederkassel, Fed. Rep. of Germany,

assignor to Dynamit Nobel AG, Troisdorf, Fed. Rep. of Ger-

many
Division of Ser. No. 218,593, Dec. 19, 1980, Pat. No. 4,348,535.

This application Jul. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 282,689

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 22,

1979, 2952068; Dec. 3, 1980, 3045455; Dec. 6, 1980, 3046059

Int. C1.J C07D i09/i0

U.S. a. 549—273 5 Oaims
1. A substituted lactone of the formula

4,424,372

4-SUBSTITUTED PHENYL
4'-(5-N-ALKYL-l,3-DIOXAN-2-YL)THIOBENZOATES

Ying-Yen Hsu, Los Altos, Calif., assignor to Timex Corporation,

Waterbury, Conn.

Filed Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 419,655

Int. a.' C09K 3/34; C07D 319/04; G02F ]/l3

U.S. a. 549—374 6 Claims

1. A compound of the formula:

O
I

o=c

-"
A R'

rR^

1

H

o

>— o
O •"'-(OV"'

(. wherein R| is an alkyl group having 1 to 10 carbon atoms and

wherein A stands for —CHY—CHY— , Y being Cl or Br and R2 is selected from the group consisting of an alkyl and alkoxy

R', R^ and R^ are the same or different radicals from the group group having 1 to 10 carbon atoms, a cyano group and a nitro

of hydrogen and Ci to Cio alkyl. group.

1038 O.G.— 18
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4,424^3
SECALONIC ACIDS

Itno KvolMBe, MadiMM, Wis^ Leo C. Vining, and Alister G.
Mclaacs, both of Halifiu, Cuada, aMignors to Asahi Kasei
Kogjro Kaboihlki Kaisha, Onka, Japaa

CoatiBnatkM of Ser. No. 113,664, Jan. 21, 1980, abaodoncd. This
applicatkm Aag. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 407,100

ClaioH priority, appUcatkm Japan, Jaa. 30, 1979, 54-8774

Int. a.J corm 311/86
MS. a. 549—393 5 Claims

1. A secalonic acid in substantially pure form having a 2,4'-

linkage of the formula (I) or a 4,4'-linkage of the formula (II),

(I)

CH3

(II)

COOCH3 COOCH3

4,424,374

BICYCLOHEPTANE DERIVATIVES
Michael P. L. Catoa, Upminister, and Keith A. J. Stuttle, Roch-

ford, both of England, assignors to May A Baker Limited,
London, England

Continuation of Ser. No. 81,841, Oct. 4, 1979, abandoned, which
is a difision of Ser. No. 27,788, Apr. 6, 1979, abandoned. This

appUcation Mar. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 243,567
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Apr. 10, 1978,

14032/78

Int. a.3 C07C 61/38
U.S. a. 424—308

1. A compound of the formula:

CH3

9aainis

CH3
CCXJH

OH

wherein R' represents a phenoxy or benzyl group, and phar-
maceutically acceptable salts thereof, and alkyl esters thereof
containing from 1 to 12 carbon atoms in the alkyl moiety
which may be straight- or branched-chain.

4,424,375
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PERFORMING

CARBONYLATION REACnONS
Moustafi El-Chahawi, Troiador^ Uwc Prange, Niederkasael-

Ranzel; Hermann Richtzenhain, Moch-Schwellenbach, and
Wilhelm Vogt, Cologne, aU of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assign-
ors to Dynamit Nobel AG, Troisdorf-Cologne, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 154,161, May 28, 1980, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 744,357, Not. 23, 1976,
abandoned. This appUcation Jun. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 274,108
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 1.

1975, 2553931

Int. a.3 C07C 69/76
U.S. a. 560—105 ( ctaina

1. In the process for producing carboxylic acid esters or salts

by contacting a halogen alkyl compound of the formula
R—CH2-halogen with carbon monoxide and a basic substance
for maintaining a pH in the reaction mixture, in the range of 5
to 10, in the presence of a metal carbonyl carbonylation cata-
lyst for carbonylation of the halogen alkyl and production of
the corresponding ester or salt of the basic substance, the
improvement which comprises performing said contacting in a
reaction vessel, circulating a liquid mass of the halogen alkyl,

basic substance and metal carbonyl carbonylation catalyst

through the vessel and maintaing a carbon monoxide atmo-
sphere in the vessel with a pressure of 0.1 to 100 bar, injecting

the circulating liquid mass into the vessel with a nozzle to
spray the liquid mass into the vessel and intimately mixing the
liquid mass with carbon monoxide in the nozzle for injection of
carbon monoxide into the vessel with the sprayed liquid mass.

4,424,376

PROSTACYCLIN INTERMEDIATES
Jerome L. Moniot, Richboro, Pa.; Rita T. Fox, Princeton; Peter
W. Sprague, Pennington, and Martin F. Haslanger, Lambert-
iUe, aU of N.J., assignors to E. R. Squibb A Sons, Inc.,

Princeton, N^I.

Division of Ser. No. 305,053, Sep. 24, 1981, Pat No. 4,362,872.
This appUcation Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 422,244

Int. a.3 C07C 35/31 69/757
U.S. a. 560—120 5 Claims

1. A prostacyclin intermediate having the structure

5. A prostacyclin intermediate having the structure

OH DH

"«Vx^^vL^ F

OH
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4,424,377

BENEZENESULFONYLISOCYANATES
Gregory W. Schwing, Lincoln University, Pa., assignor to E. I.

Dn Pont de Nemours A Co., WUmington, Del.

Division of Ser. No. 264,661, May 27, 1981, Pat No. 4,348,220,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 168,350, Jul. 11, 1980,

abandoned. This appUcation May 14, 1982, Ser. No. 378,398

Int a.3 C07C 143/828

U.S. a. 564—91 4 Claims

1. A compound selected from

'^C—

L

(HI)

SO2NCO

4,424,379

CYCLOHEXENYL-ALPHA-ALKYL ACROLEIN
DERIVATIVES

Mark A. Sprecker, Sea Bright NJ.; PhiUp T. Klcmarczyk,

Newington, Conn., and Robert P. Beiko, Woodbridge, NJ.,

assignors to Intematioaal Flavora A Fragrances Inc., New
York, N.Y.

nicd Jul. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 398,953

Int a.' C07C 47/225

U.S. a. 568—446 10 Claims

1. At least one aldehyde having a structnie selected from the

group consisting of:

L is S(0)nR7 or OR9;

R is H, F, CI, Br, NO2, CF3, C1-C3 alkyl or C1-C3 alkoxy;

Rl is H or C1-C4 alkyl;

R2 is H or CH3;

R7 is C1-C4 alkyl; and

R9 is Ci-C^ alkyl, C3-C4 alkenyl, CH2CF3, CF2CF2H or

Cs-Ce cycloalkyl; and

n is or 2.

4,424,378

METHYL SUBSTITUTED PINYL OXOPENTENES,
ORGANOLEPTIC USES THEREOF AND PROCESS FOR

PREPARING SAME
BnU> D- Mookherjee, Holmdel; Robert W. Trenkle, Bricktown;

Robin K. Wolff, Point Pleasant; Richard M. Boden, Ocean,

and Takao Yoshida, West Long Branch, aU of NJ., assignors

to International Flavors A Fragrances Inc., New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 362,237, Mar. 26, 1982. This

appUcation Jul. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 396,485

Int a.3 C07C 49/21

U.S. a. 568—374 3 Gaims
1. A compound or mixture of compounds each of which is

defmed according to the structure:

R| R2

wherein one of the lines:

is a carbon-carbon double bond and the other of the lines:

is a carbon-carbon single bond; wherein one of R] or R2 is

methyl and the other of R| or R2 is hydrogen; and wherein X
represents ketone having the structure:

l^T

4,424,380

HYDROFORMYLATION CATALYST AND PROCESS OF
USING IT

Chao-Yang Hsu, Media, Pa., assignor to Sun Tech, Inc., Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Filed Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 327,867

Int CV C07C 45/50

U.S. a. 568—454 9 Claims

1. In the process of hydroformylating an oleHn containing 2

to about 20 carbon atoms by reacting the olefm with hydrogen

and carbon monoxide at elevated pressure in the presence of a

catalyst to produce an aldehyde, the improvement of using as

catalyst a complex of the formula Pt(Acetylacetona-

te)2/mMX2.nH20/xPR3 where M is a Group IVA metal. X is

a halogen atom, m is an integer from about 2 to about 10, n is
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or 2, X is an integer from about 5 to about 20, and PR3 is a

phosphine where R is an alkyl or aryl group.

4,424^1
PROCESS FOR SEPARATING DIHYDRIC PHENOLS

Gcrd Lcston, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Koppers Company,
Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

FOed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 372,062

Int. a.3 C07C 37/68
U.S. a. 568-753 37 Qaims

1. A process for resolving a mixture of two or more dihydric
phenols comprising the step of:

treating a mixture of two or more dihydric phenols with a

metal halide salt selected from the group consisting of
calcium bromide, calcium chloride, lithium bromide, mag-
nesium chloride and magnesium bromide, at a temperature
of from about 0* C. to about 100* C, in the presence of an
aliphatic ether, so as to form preferentially a complex
comprised of the selected halide salt, the ether and one of

-the dihydric phenols;

whereby the preferentially-formed halide salt-ether-dihydric

phenol complex may be isolated and thereafter decomposed to

a product comprising a predominantly greater amount of one
dihydric phenol over other dihydric phenols present, as com-
pared to the relative amounts of dihydric phenols present in the
original mixture of dihydric phenols. 1

R3—(0)a (0)fl—R,

P-(0)a-(CH2),-(0)„-P

R4—(0)a (0)a—R2

wherein Ri, R2, R3, and R4 are individually hydrogen, alkyl
radicals having 1 to 16 carbon atoms, and aryl radicals having
6 to 15 carbon atoms; a is or 1, and n is an integer from 1 to

6; the reaction being carried out at 150* to 250° C. and 450 to
600 bars.

4,424,382

SUPERAaO CATALYZED PREPARATION OF
RESORCINOL FROM META-ISOPROPYLEPHEOL

George A. Olah, BeTerly Hills, Calif., assignor to PCUK Pro-
dnits Chimiques Ugine Kuhlmann, Courbevoie, France
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 211,771, Dec. 1, 1980,

abandoned, which is a division of Ser. No. 130,402, Mar. 14,

1980, Pat. No. 4,339,614. This application Jun. 1, 1982, Ser. No.
383,940

Int a.3 C07C 37/00, 39/06
US. a. 568-783 3 Qaims

1. A process for producing substantially pure meta-iso-

propylphenol which comprises isomerizing ortho or para iso-

propylphenol isomers or mixtures thereof which can also in-

clude the meta isomer but which are not substantially pure
meta-isopropylphenol in the presence of a combination catalyst

of:

(a) an excess of anhydrous hydrogen fluoride and a Lewis
acid fluoride, or

(b) an excess of anhydrous hydrogen fluoride and a perfluo-

rinated alkanesulfonic superacid of one to eighteen carbon
atoms

at a temperature sufficient to produce substantially pure meta-
isopropylphenol.

4,424,384

PROCESS FOR HOMOLOGATION OF METHANOL TO
ETHANOL

Jiang-Jen Lin, Round Rock, and John F. Knifton, Austin, both
of Tex., assignors to Texaco Inc., White Plains, N.Y.

Filed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,531
Int. a.' C07C 29/00. 31/08

U.S. a. 568-902 15 Qaims
1. A process for preparing ethanol which comprises contact-

ing a mixture of carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and methanol
with an iodide-free catalyst system comprising a ruthenium-
containing compound, an iodide-free quaternary phosphonium
base or salt and a halide-free cobalt-containing compound in
the presence of a substantially inert solvent at a pressure of 500
psig or greater, and at a temperature of about 150° C. or
greater.

4 424 385
SYNTHESIS OF NITROMETHANE

Sheldon B. Markofsky, 19340 OIney Mill Rd., OIney, Md.
20832, assignor to W. R. Grace A Co., New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404,127
Int. a.3 C07C 76/02

U.S. a. 568—948 7 Qaims
1. A process for forming nitromethane comprising contact-

ing in a reaction zone an alkali metal or alkaline earth metal
nitrite with a methyl halide under elevated pressure and at a
temperature and a time sufficient to produce nitromethane, the
ratio of methyl halide to metal nitrite being at least about 2:1

and separating and recovering the formed nitromethane.

4,424J83
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING ETHANOL AND

N-PROPANOL FROM METHANOL
Boy Comils, Dinslaken; Carl D. Frohning, (M>erhausen; Gerhard

Dickhaus, Oberhausen; Ernst Wiebus, Oberhausen, and Hel-
mut Bahmumn, Hiinxe, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors
to Ruhrchemie Aktiengesellschafl, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Nov. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 320,008
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Nov. 11.

1980, 3042434

Int. a.3 C07C 31/08, 29/00
US. a. 568-902 13 Qaims

1. A method for the production of ethanol and n-propanol
comprising reacting methanol with carbon monoxide and
hydrogen in the presence of a catalyst containing a cobalt
compound, a ruthenium compound, iodine or an iodide, and a
bi-denUte organic phosphine or phosphite of the formula

4,424,386

METHYLCHLOROFORM STABILIZER
COMPOSITIONS EMPLOYING THIAZOLIDINE

Nobuyuki Ishibe, Lake Jackson, Tex., assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Sep. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 300,715

Int. a.J C07C7 7/42
U.S. a. 570—109 4 Qaims

1. A stabilized methylchloroform composition consisting
essentially of methylchloroform, a stabilizing amount of
thiazolidine and, optionally, a stabilizing amount of a nitroal-

kane.

i

4,424,387

ADAMANTYL CARBOXYLIC AND SULFONIC AOD
CATALYZED PARAFTIN ISOMERIZATION

George M. Kramer, Berkeley Heights, N.J., assignor to Exxon
Research and Engineering Co., Florham Park, NJ.

Filed Mar. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 475,451

Int. Q.3 C07C 5/30
U.S. Q. 585—743 19 Qaims

1. An isomerization process comprising the step of contact-
ing a C4-C6 paraffinic hydrocarbon with a strong acid system
in the presence of an adamantyl carboxylic acid, adamantyl
sulfonic acid, or mixture thereof, said adamantyl containing at

least one unsubstituted bridgehead position, and said process
being conducted at a temperature of about - 100° C. to 150°
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C, thereby producing a branched isomer of said paraffinic

hydrocarbon.

4,424,388

PRODUCnON OF ALCOHOLS BY HYDRATION OF
OLEHNS

David G. Braithwaite, deceased, late of Tyler, Tex. by Jacque-
line M. Braithwaite, executrix, and Joe D. Pickle, Flint,

Tex., assignors to Improtec, Tyler, Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 285,306, Jul. 20, 1981,

abandoned. This application Jun. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 392,311

Int. Q.' C07C 29/04

U.S. Q. 568—899 6 Qaims
1. In a process for the production of alcohol within a reac-

tion medium by hydration of propylene, the propylene being

contacted with a sulfonated ion-exchange resin in the presence

of water to hydrate and convert said propylene to isopropanol,

with by-products inclusive of diisopropyl ether and propylene

polymerization products

the improvement comprising

adding a glycol diether solvent selected from the group

consisting of dialkyi ethers of diethylene glycol and dial-

kyl ethers of tetraethylene glycol to the reaction medium
in concentration ranging from about 40 percent to about

90 percent, based on the weight of water and glycol di-

ether solvent and hydrating said propylene at tempera-

tures ranging from about 110° C. to at>out 185° C. at total

pressures ranging from about 100 psi to about 1000 psi

sufficient to disperse the water and propylene to form a

homogeneous mixture which lies in contact with the ion-

exchange resin, the homogeneous mixture containing two

dispersed liquid phases, a glycol diether phase and a water

phase, the reaction which forms the isopropanol proceed-

ing predominantly in the glycol diethyl phase and to 'a

lesser extent in the water phase, the products being distrib-

uted between the two phases, the isopropanol being ap-

proximately equally distributed between the phases, the

diisopropyl ether and propylene polymerization products

being distributed predominantly within the glycol diether

phase, whereby continuous extraction of the isopropanol

out of the glycol diether phase effectively displaces the

equilibrium toward higher isopropanol production, and

conversely the presence of diisopropyl ether in the glycol

diether phase suppresses the equilibrium and minimizes

formation of the diisopropyl ether and other by-product

formation.

4,424,389

SYNTHESIS OF 6-HYDROXYCHROMAN-2-METHANOL
DERIVATIVES

Yoji Sakito, Ibaraki, Japan, assignor to Sumitomo Chemical

Company, Limited, Osaka, Japan

Filed Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,550

Qaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 30, 1981, 56-66681

Int. Q.3 C07D 311/72. 311/58

U.S. Q. 549—407 17 Qaims
8. A process for producing a compound of the formula.

N N—

A

OR 5

wherein A is an aryl group and Rjis a C1-C4 alkyl group, with

a compound of the formula,

R|0 MgX

wherein Rj isaCi-Cialkyl group, X is a halogen atom and R2,

R3 and R4 are defined above, to obtain a compound of the

formula,

Cy-^
N NA

OR)

wherein A, Rj, R2, R3 and R4 are as defined above, reacting

the resulting compound with methylmagnesium halide and

then hydrolyzing to obtain a compound of the formula.

RlO
CHO

wherein R|, R2, Rj and R4 are as defined above, reducing the

resulting compound to obtain a compound of the formula.

HO

OH

R|0
OH

wherein R2, R3 and R4are each a hydrogen atom or a C1-C4 wherein Ri, R2, R3 and R4 are as defined above, and then

alkyl group, which comprises reacting a compound of the oxidizing the resulting compound to obtain a compound of the

formula, formula.
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wherein R2, R3 and R4 are as defined above, followed by
reduction.

4,424,390 I

PROCESS FOR PRODUONG
5-HALOMETHYLFURFURAL

Kazuhiko Hamada, Ibaraki; Hiroshi Yoahihara, Takatsuki, and
Gohfii Sazakamo, Ibaraki, all of Jipan, assignors to
Somitomo Chemical Company, Limited, Osaka, Japan

Filed Oct 28, 1982, Ser. No. 437^54
Claims priority, application Japan, Not. 6, 1981, 56-178508

Int. a.3 C07D 307/46
VS. a. 549-483 g Qaims

1. A process for producing 5-halomethylfurfural represented
by the formula (I),

XCH: " CHO

(D

I

wherein X is CI or Br, which comprises carrying out an acid-
decomposition of saccharide in a water/organic solvent/mag-
nesium halide system, in the presence or absence of a surface
active agent as a catalyst.

|

4,42431
PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF OLERNE

OXIDES
Rene WairaeveBS, and Luc Lerot, both of Brussels, Belgium,

aadgnors to Solvay A Cie, Brussels, Belgium
Continuatioo of Ser. No. 147,624, May 7, 1980, abandoned. This

appUcatioB Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 420,320
Claims priority, application France, May 10, 1979, 79 12145

Int. a.^ C07D 301/14
MS. a. 549-525 20 Qaims

1. In a process for the manufacture of an olefine oxide con-
taining from 3 to 10 carbon atoms in its molecule and having a
boiling point of at least 370* K. under atmospheric pressure by

(1) reacting a carboxylic acid with hydrogen peroxide in a
reactor in the presence of a catalyst and an inert organic
solvent to yield a reaction mixture containing percarbox-
ylic acid

(2) withdrawing a portion of the reaction mixture containing
percarboxylic acid from the reactor in step (1) and sepa-
rating the withdrawn portion by decantation into an aque-
ous phase and an organic phase which comprises an or-
ganic solution of the percarboxylic acid in the organic
solvent

(3) epoxidizing oleflne in an epoxidation reactor with the
separated organic solution of percarboxylic acid obtained
in step (2) to yield an epoxidation reaction mixture con-
taining olefine oxide, the carboxylic acid, the inert organic
solvent and unconverted olefine

(4) separating from the mixture coming from the epoxidation
step (3), olefine oxide and a carboxylic acid solution

(5) recycling the separated carboxylic acid solution of step

(4) to provide at least a portion of the carboxylic acid used
in step (I), the improvement comprising:

(6) employing as the inert organic solvent, a mixture of
solvents which does not form an azeotrope with the ole-

fine to be epoxidized or with the olefine oxide, and which
comprises:

(a) from 5 to 60% by weight of a volatile solvent, the
boiling point of which is lower than the boiling point of
the olefine oxide, and which forms with water a hetero-
geneous azeotrope and which serves to remove, by
azeotropic distillation, the water in at least one of the
reaction mixtures chosen from the reaction mixture
containing percarboxylic acid in step (I) and the reac-
tion mixture coming from the epoxidation reactor in
step (3) and containing the olefine oxide,

said volatile solvent being selected from the group consisting
of solvents capable of forming, with water, a heteroge-
neous azeotrope with a minimum boiling point which is

lower than the boiling point of other constituents and
other possible azeotropes present in said reaction mixture,
under equivalent pressure conditions,

(b) a solvent of low volatility, the boiling point of which
is higher than the boiling point of the olefine oxide and
which serves as a solvent in the carboxylic acid solution
recycled in step (5), and in case the solvent of low
volatility is capable of forming an azeotrope with car-
boxylic acid, the boiling point of this azeotrope is higher
than those of the olefine and olefine oxide, and

(c) the solvents being not soluble in water and being not
water solvents, the solvents being selected in a manner
such that their mixture can dissolve at least 0.05 mol of
carboxylic acid per liter, the solvent being selected from
among carboxylic acid esters, ethers, halogenohydro-
carbons, unsubstituted hydrocarbons, hydrocarbons
substituted by nitro groups, nitric acid esters, and non-
acid esters of carbonic and phosphoric acids,

step (4) comprises separating from the reaction mixture
coming from the epoxidation reactor of step (3), the un-
converted olefine, the volatile solvent, the olefine oxide
which constitutes the end product, and the solution of
carboxylic acid, the solution of carboxylic comprising a
solution containing the low-volatility solvent, by subject-
ing the reaction mixture coming from the epoxidation
reactor of step (3) to several successive distillations during
which

(a) the uncoverted olefine is separated from a first liquid

product containing the volatile solvent, the olefine

oxide, the low volatility solvent and the carboxylic acid,

(b) the first liquid product is separated into the volatile

solvent and a second liquid containing the olefine oxide,
the low volatility solvent and the carboxylic acid, and

(c) the second liquid product is separated into the olefine

oxide which constitutes the end product and the solu-

tion of carboxylic acid in the low volatility solvent

(7) recycling the volatile solvent separated in step (4Xb) to

the peracid fabrication reactor of step (1),

and

(8) removing, by azeotropic distillation with the volatile

solvent, the water present in at least one of the mixtures
selected from among the reaction mixture containing the
percarboxylic acid of step (I) and the reaction mixture
coming from the epoxidation reactor of step (3) and con-
taining the olefine oxide.

4,42432
ALDEHYDE CONTAINING HYDROLYZABLE SILANES
Herbert E. Petty, Bethel, Cono., airigBor to Union Carbide

Corporation, Daabory, Cou.
FUed Mar. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 361,189

Int a.3 CD7F 7/04. 7/18
U.S. a. 556-^436 25 Claims

1. A monoaldehyde containing hydrolyzable silane having
the formula
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R3-jSi—X—CHO

wherein R represents an alkoxy radical having from 1 to 4

carbon atoms, R' represents a monovalent alkyl radical having

from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, X represents a divalent organic

bridging group and a has a value of to 2.

CF3^°#'
\

wherein R^ is selected from halogen, alkyl or alkoxy con-

taining 1 to 10 carbon atoms, cyano, nitro, or trifluoromethyl

and n is 0, 1, 2, or 3;

by the steps of:

(a) halogenating in an inert organic liquid reaction medium, at

a temperature of from 20* C. to 100* C, and in the presence

of a free radical initiator a 3-(2- and/or 6-substituted-4-tri-

nuoromethylphenoxy)-m-toluene compound of the formula:

Y CH3

Y'

to form the corresponding 3-(2- and/or 6-substituted-4-tri-

fluoromethylphenoxy) benzotrihalide;

(b) hydrolyzing the benzotrihalide of step (a) in the liquid

phase with aqueous acetic acid to prepare a substituted

benzoic acid compound of the formula:

COOH

4,42433
PROCESS OF PREPARATION OF SUBSTITUTED

DIPHENYL ETHERS
Frederick F. Gudk, Wadiworth; SteTcn E. Pamcr, Rittman, and

Sidney B. Ricbter, Fairlawn, all of Ohio, assignors to PPG
Induitries, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Aug. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 295,885

Int. a.J C07C 79/46

U.S. a. 560—21 4 Claims

1. A process for preparing a compound of the formula:

o o
It

• II

C—O—R—C—Z— R'

(c) reacting the substituted benzoic acid of step (b) with an

alkali metal base, in a polar organic solvent, at a temperature

from SO* C. to 200* C, to form the corresponding acid salt;

(d) reacting the acid salt formed in step (c) with an y-halocar-

boxylic acid ester of the formula:

H»l-R—COZ—R'

wherein Hal is halogen, in a polar organic solvent and a

temperature of from 50* C. to 200' C, to form a compound
of the formula:

O O
II II

C—O—R—C—Z— R'

CF3-(
( ) >-0-/0/

wherein:

A is nitro,

Y is hydrogen or halogen;

Y' is hydrogen, halogen, cyano, -trifluoromethyl or alkyl con-

taining 1 to 4 carbon atoms;

Z is oxygen or sulfur;

R is alkylene containing 1 to 3 carbon atoms which may be

monosubstituted by a substituent selected from alkyl, oxoal-

kyl or hydroxyalkyl containing 1 to 4 carbon atoms; and

R' is hydrogen, alkyl or alkoxy containing 1 to 10 carbon

atoms, cycloalkyl containing 3 to 8 carbon atoms, an

agromonically acceptable ionic species or

(R^)«

Y'

(e) converting the compound prepared in step (d) to the corre-

sponding 2-nitro derivative by nitration, at a temperature

from 0* C. to 70* C, with a nitrating agent selected from

nitric acid, nitric acid/sulfuric acid, potassium nitrate/sulfu-

ric acid, or nitric acid/sulfuric acid/acetic anhydride.

4,424,394

MANUFACTURE OF ARYLACETIC AODS AND THEIR
ESTERS

Kurt Schneider, Bad Durkbeim; Rudolf Kummcr, FraakeBthal;

Kurt Scbwirten, Ludwigsbafen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany;

Hans-Dieter Scbindler, deceasid, late of Frankentbal, Fed.

Rep. of Germany; Maria E. Scbindler, beir-at-law; Utc Lang,

heir-at-law, Neuried, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, and

Rainer Scbindler, beir-at-law, Hecbendorf, Fed. Rep. of Ger-

many, assignors to BASF Aktieagesellscbafl, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
Continuation of Ser. No. 676,572, Apr. 13, 1976, abaadooed.

This application Nov. 8, 1979, Ser. No. 92,444

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 15,

1975, 2521601

Int. a.J O07C 67/36, 69/76. 179/10. 51/00

U.S. a. 560—105 11 Clalflu

1. In a process for the manufacture of arylacetic acids, and

their esters, of the formula I

Ar(CH2—COOR), I

where Ar is aryl, R is hydrogen or a hydrocarbon radical, and

n is 1 or 2, by carbonylation of halomethylaryl compounds of

the formula II

ArtCHjX), II

where X is chlorine, bromine or iodine, with carbon monoxide

and an iron carbonyl compound as the catalyst and with stoi-

chiometric amounts of an inorganic base or of an alcoholate of

an alcohol ROH at a temperature of from about 20* to 120* C.

and under a carbon monoxide preliure of from about 1 to 100
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bars, the improvement which comprises using as said iron
carbonyl compound a compound of the formula III

M + [Fe(CO)3NO]- III

where M is an alkali metal cation or ammonium cation or one
equivalent of an alkaline earth metal cation.

/
I

4,424^95
CARBAMATES OF BIPHENYLS

Robert M. Strom, Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow Chemi-
cal Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Mar. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 357,345
Int. a.J C07C 125/075. 125/073

U.S. a. 560—133
I. A compound corresponding to the formula:

-n Q y—0-fA01ffC-NH-R)2

wherein:

Rl and R2 are selected from the group consisting of hydro-
gen, CMalkyl, and phenyl;

A each occurrence is independently a C2-4 vicinal alkylene
group;

n is an integer from zero to about 20; and
R is an ethylenically unsaturated aliphatic moiety selected
from the group consisting of —CR'=CH2 and —CH2C-
H20C(0)CR :=CH2 where R' is hydrogen or methyl.

wherein X' is chloro or fluoro and X and Y are as defined
above with the proviso that when X' is chloro, X is hydrogen
or chloro, and when X and Y are both chloro, X' is fluoro,
with an a-amino acid compound of the formula

R2-<
NH2

C02R

6 Qaims wherein R and R2 are as defined above.

4,424,397

FORMALDEHYDE PROCESS
David J. Hoene, and John L. Riggs, both of Wilmington, Del.,

assignors to E. 1. Du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wil-
mington, Del.

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 425,049

Int. a.3 C07C 47/052
U.S. a. 568-473 5 Qaims

/?-

4,424,396

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION SUBSTITUTED
ANILINO ACIDS

R. Simon-Bierenbaum, Buffalo, N.Y.; Ernest W. Ertley, Mission
Viejo; Frederick J. Goetz, Santa Ana, both of, CA, and David
Y. Tang, Tonawanda, N.Y., assignors to Occidental Chemical
Corporation, Niagara Falls, N.Y.

FUed Jul. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 400,219

Int. a.3 C07C 99/00
U.S. a. 562-*56 30 Qaims

1. A process for the preparation of anilino acids of the for-

mula

NH—CH—CO2R

where R is H or a metal cation; R2 is H or alkyl of 1 to 5 carbon
atoms, lower alkenyl of 2 to 5 carbon atoms, lower haloalkyi of
1-4 carbon atoms, lower haloalkenyl of 2 to 4 carbon atoms, or
lower cycloalkyi of 3 or 4 carbon atoms, Y is hydrogen,
chloro, methyl group or trifluoromethyl group, and X is hy-
drogen chloro, or fluoro, which comprises reacting an aryl
halide of the formula

1. In a process of oxidative dehydrogenation of methanol to

produce formaldehyde comprising contacting methanol with
oxygen at from about 550° to about 750° C. using layers of
different size silver crystals as catalyst, the improvement
wherein at least one of the layers of silver crystals is separated
from the others and supported by a foraminous member
formed of 20 to 100 percent by weight gold and the remainder
consisting essentially of silver.

4,424,398

PROCESS FOR PREPARATION OF ENERGETIC
PLASTICIZERS

Raymond R. McGuire, Colorado Springs, Colo.; Robert E. Co-
choy, Dayton, Ohio, and Scott A. Shackelford, Colorado
Springs, Colo., assignors to The United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of the Air Force, Washington,
D.C.

Filed Sep. 25, 1974, Ser. No. 508,938
Int. a.3 C07C 79/343. 76/02; C06B 25/00

U.S. a. 568—589 10 Claims
1. A process for synthesizing energetic plasticizers and pre-

cursors for binder systems which comprises reacting, in the

presence of a catalytic amount of mercuric or mercurous sul-

fate, an alcohol selected from the group consisting of 2-fluoro-

2,2-dinitroethanol, 2,2-dinitro-l,3-propane diol and 2,2,2-trini-

troethanol with an unsaturated compound selected from the
group of compounds having the following formulas:
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(1) RO—C—C—Ri, where R is alkyl, ethynyl or aryl and 4,424,399

Rl is hydrogen, alkyl or aryl; UNSATURATED FATTY ALCOHOLS AND METHOD OF
(2) PREPARING THEM

Didier Morel, Lyons, France, assignor to Rhone-Poulenc Indus-

tries, Paris, France

Filed Sep. 9, 1980, Ser. No. 185,593

Qaims priority, application France, Sep. 14, 1979, 79 22976

Rj R4 Int. Q.' C07C 33/02

\ __ / U.S. Q. 568—840 3 Qaims

/ ~^\. ' I- An unsaturated fatty alcohol of the formula:

R2 H

where R2 is hydrogen or alkyl, R3 is alkyl ether, aryl ether

or vinyl ether when R2 is hydrogen, and R3 is alkyl, aryl,

alkyl ether, aryl ether or vinyl ether when R2 is alkyl and

R4 is hydrogen or alkyl; and

(3)

CH CH2 / CH CHjN CH2 CH2
// \ / < / \\ / s / \ //

H2C CH CH: CH ICH2 CH
I k J"
OH

in which n = 2 or 4.

R5—CH=C—C=CH— Rg.

where Rs, Re. R? and Rs are hydrogen or alkyl, the mole

ratio of alcohol to unsaturated compound ranging from

1:1 to 1:6 and the reaction being conducted in a solvent

which is inert to the alcohol and unsaturated compound at

a temperature ranging from about room temperature to

reflux temperature for a period ranging from about 4 to 48

hours.

10. As a new composition of matter, a compound selected

from the group of compounds having the following formulas:

NO2
I

O—CH—C—

F

I
I

I
NO2

CH3CH2—O—C—CH3 ;

I
NO2

I I

O—CH—C—

F

I

NO2

(1)

4,424,400

OLIGOISOBUTYLCYCLOHEXANE, A PROCESS FOR
ITS PREPARATION AND ITS USE

Karl-Heinz Hentschel, and Rolf Dhein, both of Krefeld, Fed.

Rep. of Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengescllschaft,

Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Mar. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 243,418

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 14,

1980,3009848

Int. Q.' C07C 5/00. 13/00

U.S. Q. 585—20 9 Qaims
1. An oligoisobutylcyclohexane of the formula:

wherein

R'-R' are identical or different and independently denote

hydrogen, a Ci-C4-alkyI group, Ci-C4-alkoxy group or a

C|-C4-alkylthio substituent and R^denotes a branched cham
Ci2-C4o-alkyl group of trimeric to decameric isobutene.

CH3—CH—OCH2CH3;
I

NO2

O—CH2—C—

F

NO2

NO2
I

O—CH2—C—

F

I

NO2
CH3—CH—O—CH—CH3

NO2

O—CH2—C—

F

NO2

and

CH3

CH3—C—CH2CH2CH3
I

NO2

O—CH2—C—

F

NO2

(2) 4,424,401

AROMATIZATION OF ACETYLENE
Noam White, Elstemwick; Douglas A. Kagi, Windsor, Jack G.

Creer, Upwey, and Peter Tsai, Parkville, all of Australia, as-

signors to The Broken Hill Proprietary Company Limited;

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisa-

(3)
Hon, all of, Australia

Filed Aug. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 290,317

Qaims priority, application Australia, Aug. 12, 1980, PE4987;

Jan. 27, 1981, PE7375
Int. Q.J C07C 6/00

U.S. Q. 585—416 14 Qaims
1. A process for producing a hydrocarbon stream containing

predominately aromatic compounds, said process comprising

contacting a feed stream containing acetylene with a crystal-

line zeolite catalyst having a silica to alumina molar ratio of 35

(4) to 500 or a zeolite catalyst having a crystal framework struc-

ture similar to the ZSM-5 type zeolites and having a silica to

alumina molar ratio of at least 100, at a temperature of about

260' to 550* C, a pressure between 0.5 and 50 atmospheres,

and a weight hourly space velocity of 0.1 to 20 hr~ ' to convert

the acetylene to a predominately aromatic mixture, wherein

the process can tolerate the presence of water and hydrogen in

the feed stream.
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4,424,402

GAS-INSULATED BUSHING
Hiroshi Murtse, YokohaiiM, Japan, assignor to Tokyo Shibaura
Denki KabushiU Kaisha, Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 298,186

aaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 19, 1980, 55/178913
Int. a.3 HOIB 17/it, 17/54, 17/28

U.S. a. 174—16 BH 10 Qaims

6. A gas-insuiated bushing comprising:

(a) a conductor pipe;

(b) a porcelain insulator tube surrounding said conductor

pipe;

(c) a support member for said insulator tube surrounding said

conductor pipe and being airtightly fltted to said insulator

tube;

(d) an insulator spacer airtightly disposed between said

support member and said conductor pipe;

(e) a potential control series-connected capacitor in the form

of a stepped tube disposed in the space between said con-

ductor pipe and said porcelain insulator tube, an upper

part of said capacitor being airtightly fitted to said con-

ductor pipe and a lower part of said capacitor being air-

tightly fitted to said support member, whereby the space

defined by the outside of said conductor pipe, the inside of

said capacitor, the inside of said support member, and the

top of said insulator spacer and the space defined by the

outside of said conductor pipe, the outside of said capaci-

tor, the inside of said insulator tube, and the outside of said

support member constitute independent insulation gas

chambers;

(0 a cooling case airtightly fitted to a top portion of said

insulator tube;

(g) a terminal electrically connected to said conductor pipe;

(h) a bellows airtightly -fitting an upper end portion of said

conductor pipe to the bottom of said cooling case; and

(i) a hollow internal pipe enclosed in said conductor pipe,

the upper end of said internal pipe communicating with

the interior of said cooling case, the lower end of said

internal pipe being open-ended, and the upper end of the

space between said internal pipe and said conductor pipe

communicating with the interior of said cooling case,

whereby, in use, cooling gas circulates up between the

inside of said conductor pipe and the outside of said inter-

nal pipe, through said cooling case, down through the

interior of said internal pipe, and back up between the

inside of said conductor pipe and the outside of said inter-

nal pipe.

4,424,403

CABLE ASSEMBLY HAVING SHIELDED CONDUCTOR
AND METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TERMINATING

SAME
Stephen B. Bogese, II, Roanoke, Va., assignor to Virginia Patent

Development Corporation, Roanoke, Va.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 48,523, Jun. 14, 1979, Pat. No.

4,281,212. ThU application Apr. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 258,728

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jul. 28,

1998, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.} HOIB 11/06

U.S. a. 174—36 24 Claims

^(:

1. Apparatus, which comprises;

a cable assembly comprising a plurality of shielded wire

assemblies, each of said shielded wire assemblies includ-

ing: conductive wire means for transmitting an electrical

signal; insulation means for covering said wire means
along its length; and means for shielding said wire means
against electrical interference which comprises a thin

metal layer of conductive material bonded to said insula-

tion; said plurality of shielded wire assemblies being dis-

posed in laterally adjacent relation, said thin metal layers

on adjacent shielded wire assemblies being in electrically

conductive contact;

miniature modular plug means for termmating said cable

assembly; and

wherein said thin metal layer on at least one of said shielded

wire assemblies is stripped back to expose an unshielded

end, said unshielded end being received and termmated by

said modular plug means, and wherein another of said

shielded wire assemblies has a shielded end containing said

thin metal layer, said shielded end being received in and

terminated by said modular plug.

4,424,404

ENCLOSURE FOR ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS
Brian E. Moore, Greenwood, and Richard D. Buis, Indianapolis,

both of Ind., assignors to Endress A Hauser, Inc., Greenwood,

Ind.

Filed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,453

Int. a.3 H05K 5/04

U.S. a. 174—52 R 8 Claims

1. An enclosure for enclosing electrical components and the

like, and protecting the same in hazardous environments com-

prising:

a body having a generally cylindrical cavity therein;

a closure securable to the body for closing the top of the cav-

ity;

a land within the cavity for supporting a first component sub-

stantially normal to the axis of the cavity;

at least one pair of longitudinal slots arranged substantially

parallel to the axis of the cavity for receiving a second com-

ponent normal to the first component;

293
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a first internally threaded outlet situated at the bottom of the

body substantially axially aligned with the cavity; and

I

second and third internally threaded outlets located on oppo-
site sides of the body generally above said land.

1. An electrical wiring box arrangement including an electri-

cal wiring box and a unitary gripping member for engaging the

mounting screw of an electrical wiring device mounted in said

wiring box;

said electrical wiring box comprising: '

a wall structure of front-to-rear walls and a rear wall

therebetween which together define a chamber with a

forward facing opening for receiving an electrical wir-

ing device;

said wall structure including support means for seatably

receiving and supporting a yoke member of an electrical

wiring device;

said wall structure further including mounting means
adjacent to said support means for slideably mounting
and retaining said gripping member in said wiring box
wall structure;

said unitary gripping member comprising:

two opposed txxly portions each having a face for coact-

ing with said mounting means of said wiring box wall

structure;

said opposed body portions each having a curved face for

coacting with the mounting screw of said wiring de-

vice; and

resilient biasing means for urging said opposed body por-

tions into contact with said mounting means and caus-

ing portions of the curved faces of the opposed body
portions to be spaced apart by less than the diameter of
the mounting screw of said wiring device;

whereby a yoke member of a wiring device mounted in said

wiring box is seatably received and supported on said

support means, the mounting screw of said wiring device
passes through said yoke member and betwen said op-
posed body portions of said gripping member retained in

said wiring box wall structure mounting means into en-

gagement with the portion of the curved faces of the

opposed body portions which are spaced apart by less

than the diameter of the mounting screw, and said mount-
ing screw is firmly engaged by the cooperative action of
said mounting means of said wall structure urging said

opposed gripping member body portions toward one
another to tightly grip the mounting screw upon turning
of the screw.

4,424,405

ELECTRICAL WIRING BOX ARRANGEMENT
William Nattel, Montreal, Canada, assignor to GTE Sylvania

Canada Limited, Montreal, Canada
Filed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,711

Int. a.' H02G 3/08
MS. a. 174—53 12 Qaims

4,424,406

CABLE ENTRY PORT MEANS FOR ELECTRICAL
OUTLET BOX

Thomas S. Slater, Port Washington, and Wade R. Bowden, Jr.,

Northport, both of N.Y., assignors to Slater Electric Inc.,

Glen Core, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 22,993, Mar. 22, 1979, abandoned,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 879,767, Feb. 21,

1978, Pat. No. 4,366,343. This application Jul. 30, 1981, Ser. No.

288,431

Int. a.^ H02G 3/08
U.S. a. 174—65 R 12 Gaims

1. In an electrical outlet box having a wall structure provid-

ing front-to-rear walls and a bottom wall interconnected there-

between, the front-to-rear walls and bottom wall defining a

chamber within the wall structure which opens through the

front of the box, the improvement therein which comprises,

cable entry port means in said wall structure for the passage of
an electrical cable into said box chamber, said cable entry port

means including:

at least one aperture formed in said wall structure at the inter-

section of said front-to-rear walls and said bottom wall, said

aperture includes

a first generally rectangular opening extending upwardly
into a first front-to-rear wall portion of said front-to-rear

walls from said bottom wall, and
a second opening facing the front opening of said box

formed in the general shape of a right triangle, the hypote-

nuse of said right triangle shaped opening extending from
a longitudinally extending side rim of said first rectangular

opening to a second front-to-rear wall portion of said

front-to-rear walls,

said first and second front-to-rear wall portions compris-
ing intersecting end and side walls, respectively, of said
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outlet box, and said hypotenuse extending between said

side wall and the longitudinally extending side rim of

said first rectangular opening remote from said side

wall; and

closure panel means for said entry port means including a

single closure panel extending angularly inwardly from said

longitudinally extending side rim of said first rectangular

opening remote from said side wall portion subsUntially

along said hypotenuse of said second right triangle opening
formed in said bottom wall.

4,424,407

ELECTRICAL OUTLET SAFETY COVER
Mark J. Barbie, 4955 Mayfield Q., San Jose, Calif. 95130

Filed No?. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 325,736

Int. a.5 H02G 3/18
U.S. a. 174—67

,0
4 Qaims

/

1. An electrical outlet safety cover, which comprises an

enclosure dimensioned and configured to fit over the electrical

outlet and define a closed space of sufficient size to include a

plug inserted in the outlet, said enclosure defining an opening
through which an electrical cord attached to the plug may
pass, a screw threaded to mate with screw threads for fastening

the faceplate to the electrical outlet, for removably fastening

said enclosure to a faceplate of the electrical outlet, said screw
having a pivotally mounted head for releasably fastening the

enclosure to the faceplate, said enclosure being formed from a

deformable material, deformation of the enclosure toward the

faceplate allowing the pivotal head of the screw to be pivoted
for removal of said enclosure from the faceplate, and said

enclosure when free of deformation preventing the head of
said screw from being pivoted for removal of said enclosure

from the faceplate.

4,424,408

HIGH TEMPERATURE ORCUIT BOARD
Vito D. Elarde, 6429 Lance Ct., San Diego, Calif. 92120
Continuation of Ser. No. 96,402, Nov. 21, 1979, abandoned,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 873,738, Jan. 30, 1978,

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 625,466, Oct. 24,

1975, abandoned. This application Sep. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 299,345

Int. a.3 H05K 1/09, 3/14
U.S. a. 174—68.5 2 Qaims

FLAME SPRAY

1. A high temperature performance circuit board compris-

mg:

group consisting of polyimide, modified polyimide and

epoxy glass bonded laminate, and
a metal circuit of conductive metal fiame sprayed on said

board,

said metal circuit comprising a first layer of aluminum, and

a second metal layer selected from the group consisting of

nickel, copper, silver solder brazed alloy compnsing
about 20% to 45% silver and 30% to 52.5% copper and

22.5% to 35% zinc, an alloy of about 5% to 15% silver

and 80% to 89% copper and 5% to 6% phosphorous, an

alloy of about 5% to 9% silver and 53% to 58% copper

and 37% to 38% zinc, an alloy of about 7% silver and

85% copper and 8% tin, an alloy of about 60% copper and
40% zinc, and an alloy of about 50% copper and 40% zinc

and 10% nickel.

4.424,409

THIN-HLM ELECTRONIC HRCUIT UNFF
Klaus Kiittner, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 335,165

Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 15.

1981, 3101032; Sep. 12. 1981. 3136198

Int. a.' H05K 1/09
U.S. a. 174—68.5 3 Qaims

\
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an insulating board of high temperature resistant material,

said high temperature resistant material selected from the

1. A thin-film electronic circuit unit carried on a substrate (1)

plate of insulation material comprising:

a first valve metal layer (2) of a thickness order of magnitude

from one-tenth to several tenths of ! fim located directly on
said substrate and partly covering said substrate in first (M|)
and second (M2) patterns which interconnect in at least one

location and form first (Mi) and second (Mi) regions of said

first valve metal layer (2), said first region thereof defining

circuit component elements of said circuit unit and said

second region thereof defining connection paths (L) and

contact areas (A|,A2) of said circuit unit;

metallization of the thickness order of magnitude from one-

tenth to several tenths of 1 /xm and constituted by a single

layer of nickel (50), superposed on said second region (Mj)

of said valve metal layer;

a layer of copper (10) at least 2 ^m thick of a metal that does

not melt at temperatures to which it may be exposed in

soldering operations performed in making connections to

said circuit unit, superposed on said metallization (4,5,6;50),

said copper layer serving to enhance conductivity of con-

ducting paths and to reinforce said metallization to preserve

the integrity of said conducting paths and contact areas and

being uncovered in the portion of said second region (M2)
serving to provide electrical connection paths;

a layer of soft solder (12) covering said copper layer only in the

portion of said second region (M2) serving to provide partic-
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uUr electrical contact areas (Ai) for faciliuting the solder-

ing thereto of components by the reflow solder process, and
a gold layer (11) in the portion of said second region (M2)

serving to provide particular electrical contact areas (A2) for

facilitating the electrical connection of components by chip-

and-wire-bonding technique.

SPUCE CONNECTOR WITH SHIELD BREAK
NdsM W. EdgertoB, MartiiuTiUe, NJ., assignor to Amerace

Corporation, New Yofk, N.Y.

CoatiBiiation of Ser. No. 174,867, Aug. 4, 1980, abandoned,
which is a contiauation*in-|Mrt of Ser. No. 970,190, Dec. 18,

1978, abandoned. This application Sep. 16, 1982, Ser. No.
418,810

Int a.3 H02G 15/184
U.S. a. 174—73 R 18 Qaims

2r^ --i.:rr^^^^w^^^£X-^.:
4 -a,

1. A splice connector for connecting high voltage cables,

each cable having a conductor, insulation surrounding the
conductor, and a shield around the insulation, the connector
including means for connecting bared portions of the conduc-
tors together at the terminus of each cable, said connector
comprising:

a pair of adaptor sleeves for placement of one adaptor sleeve
at the terminus of each cable, each adaptor sleeve having
an internal surface for engaging a corresponding cable, an
external surface, a first sleeve part of insulating elasto-

meric material and a second sleeve part of conductive
elastomeric material integral with the first sleeve part, the
second sleeve part including a first end portion located
adjacent the internal surface for axially-overlapping juxta-

position with a terminal end portion of the shield of the
cable when the adaptor sleeve is placed at the terminus of
that cable and a second end portion located axially oppo-
site the first end portion in axially-overlapping juxtaposi-
tion with the external surface of the adaptor sleeve;

a housing for placement over the adaptor sleeves, the hous-
ing having an inner surface for engaging ^h adaptor
sleeve, the housing including axially opposite ends, a first

tubular housing part of insulating elastomeric material

extending axially between the opposite ends of the hous-
ing and having an outer surface for receiving a second
tubular housing part of conductive material for surround-
ing the first tubular housing part intermediate the opposite
ends of the housing in integral engagement with the first

tubular housing part, and third tubular housing parts of
conductive elastomeric material integral with the first

tubular housing pSrt adjacent each said opposite end, each
third tubular housing part having a first end portion lo-

cated in axially-overlapping juxtaposition with a corre-
sponding end portion of the outer surface of the first

tubular housing part and a second end portion located
adjacent a corresponding end portion of the inner surface
for axially-overlapping juxUposition with a correspond-
ing adaptor sleeve second end portion when the housing is

in place over the adaptor sleeves with the first tubular

housing part surrounding the connected bared portions of
the conductors; and

a tubular skirt part of insulating elastomeric material inter-

posed radially between at least two of the axially-overlap-
ping juxtaposed end portions located adjacent one of the
opposite ends of the housing when the housing is in place
over the adaptor sleeves and the adaptor sleeves are in

place over each cable terminus such that said two of the
axially-overlapping juxtaposed end portions are electri-

cally insulated from one another to provide a shield break
at the connector.

7. For use in a splice connector for connecting high voltage
cables, each cable having a conductor, insulation surrounding
the conductor, and a shield around the insulation, the connec-
tor including means for connecting bared portions of the con-
ductors together at the terminus of each cable, and a pair of
adaptor sleeves for placement of one adaptor sleeve at the
terminus of each cable, each adaptor sleeve having an internal
surface for engaging a corresponding cable, an external sur-
face, a first sleeve part of insulating elastomeric material and a
second sleeve part of conductive elastomeric material integral
with the first sleeve part, the second sleeve part including a
first end portion located adjacent the internal surface for axial-
ly-overiapping juxtaposition with a terminal and portion of the
shield of the cable when the adaptor sleeve is placed at the
terminus of that cable and a second end portion located axially
opposite the first end portion for axially-overlapping juxtaposi-
tion with the external surface of the adaptor sleeve:

a housing for placement over the adaptor sleeves, the hous-
ing including

axially opposite ends;

a first tubular housing part of insulating elastomeric material
extending axially between the opposite ends of the hous-
ing and having an inner surface for engaging the adaptor
sleeves when the housing is in place over the adaptor
sleeves and an outer surface for receiving a second tubular
housing part of conductive material for surrounding the
first tubular housing part intermediate the opposite ends of
the housing in integral engagement with the first tubular
housing part;

third tubular housing parts of conductive elastomeric mate-
rial integral with the first tubular housing part adjacent
each said opposite end, each third tubular housing part
having a first end portion, the first end portion of one of
the third tubular housing parts being spaced radially in-

wardly from the outer surface of the first tubular housing
part, and a second end portion extending to the inner
surface of the housing for contact with a corresponding
adaptor sleeve second end portion when the housing is in

place over the adaptor sleeves with the first tubular hous-
ing part surrounding the connected bared portions of the
conductors; and a tubular skirt part of insulating elasto-

meric material interposed radially between the outer sur-

face of the first tubular housing part and the first end
portion of said one of the third tubular housing parts such
that said one of the third tubular housing parts is electri-

cally insulated from the outer surface of the housing and
will be electrically insulated from the second tubular
housing part when the second tubular housing part is in

place over the outer surface, whereby a shield break is

provided at the connector.

13. For use in providing a shield break in a splice connector
for connecting high voltage cables, each cable having a con-
ductor, insulation surrounding the conductor, and a shield

around the insulation, the connector including means for con-
necting bared portions of the conductors together at the termi-
nus of each cable, and a housing for placement over the con-
nected bared portions of the conductors and over the terminus
of each cable:

an adaptor sleeve for placement at the terminus of either

cable, between the cable and the housing, the adaptor
sleeve having

an internal surface for engaging the cable;

an external surface for being engaged by the housing when
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the housing is placed over the terminus of the cable and
over the adaptor sleeve;

a first sleeve part of insulating elastomeric material;

a second sleeve part of conductive elastomeric material
integral with the first sleeve part, the second sleeve pari

including a first end portion located at the internal surface
for axially-overlapping juxtaposition and contact with a
terminal end portion of the shield of the cable when the

adaptor sleeve is placed at the terminus of that cable, and
a second end portion located adjacent the external surface

for axially-overlapping juxtaposition with the housing
when the housing is placed ^ver the adaptor sleeve; and

a tubular skirt part of insulating elastomeric material inter-

posed radially between the second end portion of the

second sleeve part and the external surface of the adaptor
sleeve such that the second end portion is electrically

insulated from the external surface and will be electrically

insulated from the housing when the housing is placed
over the adaptor sleeve, whereby a shield break is pro-

vided at the connector.

4,424,411

CONNECTOR
Robin J. T. Gabbum, Menlo Park, Calif., assignor to Raychem

Limited, London, England

Filed Dec. 6, 1979, Ser. No. 100,985

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Dec. 6, 1978,

47370/78

Int. a.3 HOIR 4/56
U,S. 0. 174—84 R 8 Qaims

1. A connector suitable for application connecting at least

two substrates in situ comprising:

a plurality of insert members capable of being positioned to

form a generally tubular assembly; at least two substan-

tially convex contact portions on an internal surface of
said insert members; and at least two heat shrinkable

drivers each sized to be positioned about an external sur-

face of said insert members, each said driver when posi-

tioned over said insert members and substantially over
said contact portions applying a force substantially over
said contact portions and driving said insert members
together upon recovery to form an integral structure with

said insert members and at least two substrates when said

connector is positioned to form a generally tubular assem-

bly.

4,424,412

SPLICE CASE END CLOSURE ASSEMBLY AND SPLICE
CASE INCLUDING SAME

Erwin H. Goetter, ChesterUmd, and Ralph B. Siter, Mayfield

Heights, both of Ohio, assignors to Preformed Line Products

Company, Qeveland, Ohio
FUed Dec. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 334,423

Int. a.3 H02G 15/U3, 15/117

MS. a. 174-92 20 Qaims
1. A vault end closure assembly adapted to receive a plural-

ity of linear bodies in an environmentally sealed relationship,

the end closure assembly comprising:

an inner end plate having an inner face, an outer face and a

plurality of apertures extending through said inner end

plate between the inner and outer faces thereof;

an outer end plate having an inner face, an outer face and a

plurality of apertures extending therethrough between the

outer end plate inner and outer faces, the apertures in said

inner and outer plates being located for registry with each
other;

a plurality of annular recesses disposed in at least one of the

inner end plate outer face and the outer end plate inner

face in a surrounding relationship with said apertures;

body means passing through each of said plurality of regis-

tered apertures in said inner and outer end plates;

compressible gasket means at least partially received in said

annular recesses; and,

means for drawing the inner and outer end plates axially

toward each other in a controlled manner such that said

gasket means is compressed longitudinally and expanded
radially into the apertures, whereby seals will be formed
between the gasket means and said body means which
passes through each pair of said registered apertures in the
inner and outer plates and between the gasket means and
the inner and outer plates to establish the environmentally

sealed relationship.

f
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11. A splice case for receiving a plurality of linear bodies to

be spliced and for protecting the splice from the environment,

said splice case comprising:

a first end closure assembly comprising an inner end plate

having an inner face, an outer face and a plurality of

apertures extending axially therethrough; and outer end
plate having an inner face disposed contiguous with the

inner end plate outer face, an outer face and a plurality of

apertures extending axially therethrough in registry with

the inner end plate apertures; a plurality of annular reces-

ses disppsed in at least one of the inner end plate outer face

and the outer end plate inner face; gasket means at least

partially received in the recesses; and, means for drawing
the inner and outer end plates axially toward each other

such that the gasket means is compressed longitudinally

and expanded radially into the inner and outer end plate

apertures, whereby said gasket means is adapted to be
placed in an environmental sealing relationship with first
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body means extending through each pair of said registered

apertures in said inner and outer end plates;

a second end closure assembly having an inner face, an outer
face, and at least one aperture extending axially thereof
between said innw and outer faces adapted to receive in an
environmental sealing relationship second body means
adapted for extending axially therethrough;

at least a pair of elongated members extending axially of and
operatively connected with the first and second end clo-

sure assemblies for retaining said inner end plate inner face

and said second end closure assembly inner face in a gen-

erally predetermined laterally spaced apart relationship;

and,

cover members closely received circumferentially of said

first and second end closure assemblies for defining an

enclosed splice chamber therebetween, said cover mem-
bers being releasably disposed in an environmental sealing

relationship with each other and with said end closure

assemblies whereby the interior of the splice case is main-

tained hermetically sealed.
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1. A circuit for converting a binary input signal into a tele-

graph signal comprising:

first and second constant current sources each including a

transistor,

said constant current sources being connected respec-

tively at terminals to operating voltages of opposite

polarity;

two bias voltage means each having a plurality of bias volt-

age elements for respectively biasing the transistors in said

constant current sources;

an input signal supply device for receiving said binary input

signal and supplying said input signal to the base of at least

one of said transistors in said constant current sources; and
a telegraph signal output to which each of said

constant current sources are connected,

the transistor in said first constant current source and the

bias means associated therewith being completely dis-

posed between one of said operating voltage terminals

and said signal output,

and the transistor in said second constant current source

and the bias means associated therewith being com-
pletely disposed between the other of said operating

voltage terminals and one of the bias voltage elements

of said bias voltage means associated with said first

constant current source,

said one of said bias voltage elements being connected to

said signal output.

4,424,413 I

CTRCUIT FOR CONVERTING A BINARV INPUT SIGNAL
INTO A TELEGRAPH SIGNAL

Norbert Skobranek, Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin A Munich, Fed. Rep. of

Gcmany
Filed Sep. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 303,096

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 24,

1980, 3035999

Int. a.J H04L 15/00: H04B J/02
U.S. a. 178—17 R 11 Qaims

4,424,414

EXPONENTIATION CRYPTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS
AND METHOD

Martin E. Hellman, Stanford, Calif., and Stephen C. Pohlig,

Acton, Mass., assignors to Board of Trustees of the Leland
Stanford Junior University, Stanford, Calif.

Filed May 1, 1978, Ser. No. 901,770

Int. a.3 H04K 9/00
U.S. a. 178-22.11 , 2aaims
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1. In a method of communicating securely over an insecure

communication channel of the type which communicates a

message from a transmitter to a receiver by enciphering the

message with a secret enciphering key at the transmitter, trans-

mitting the enciphered message from the transmitter to the

receiver, and deciphering the enciphered message with a secret

deciphering key at the receiver, the improvement character-

ized by:

generating the secret deciphering key as the multiplicative

inverse, in modular arithmetic, of the secret enciphering

key;

generating the enciphered message by exponentiating, in

modular arithmetic, the message with the secret encipher-

ing key;

deciphering the enciphered message by exponentiating, in

modular arithmetic, the enciphered message with the

secret deciphering key, wherein the step of:

generating the secret deciphering key is performed by gener-

ating a secret deciphering key D, such that

D=K-Hmodq~l) -

where l = D= q.— 2, q is a prime number, and the secret

enciphering key K is an independent random number
chosen uniformly from the set of integers (1, 2, . . . q— 2)

which are relatively prime to q— 1;

generating the enciphered message is performed by generat-

ing an enciphered message C, such that

where P is the message; and

deciphering the enciphered message is performed by gener-

ating the message P, where

P=C^(mcAq).
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4,424,415

FORMANT TRACKER
Kun-Shan Lin, Lubbock, Tex., assignor to Texas Instruments

Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Aug. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 289,603

Int. a.3 GIOL l/OO

U.S. a. 381—39 16 Qaims
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1. A formant tracker for receiving an analog signal, said

formant tracker comprising:

means for tracking a pitch associated with the analog signal

and generating a fundamental frequency therefrom; and
means operably coupled to the output of said pitch tracking

means for receiving the fundamental frequency of the

analog signal to determine at least one formant within a

frequency spectrum in which the analog signal is found,

said formant determining means including

means establishing an integer set including a plurality of

integers associated with at least a selected frequency

range containing said at least one formant and within

said frequency spectrum in which the analog signal is

found, and

means for establishing within said integer set over the

plurality of integers contained therein an optimal inte-

ger for said selected frequency range within said fre-

quency spectrum from said integer set and a bandwidth
associated with said optimal integer;

said formant determining means generating said at least one

formant in response to the product of said optimal integer

and said fundamental frequency.

4,424,416

ACOUSTIC REPRODUCING APPARATUS
Norio Fukuoka, Hachioji, Japan, assignor to Olympus Optical

Company Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 269,347

Qaims priority, application Japan, Aug. 22, 1980, 55-

118771 [U]

Int. a.^ H04R 5/02

U.S. a. 381—24 1 Qaim

1. An acoustic reproducing apparatus including first and

second channels connected to first and second speakers, com-
prising:

said first and second speakers being disposed in a housing,

said housing having a sound path through which said first

and second speakers are acoustically coupled, said sound

path having sound absorbing material disposed therein to

form a low pa.ss filter for absorbing the high frequency

signal component from said first and second speakers, said

low pass filter operating to add the low frequency signal

component of said first channel to said second channel,

said low pass filter operating to add the low frequency

signal component of said second channel to said first

channel, whereby the low frequency signal components of

said first and second channels are combined to produce a

composite low frequency signal with greater amplitude

which is reproduced in phase by each of said first and
second speakers.

4,424,417

METHOD FOR ESTABLISHING DAMA
RADIOTELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS BY
SINGLE-SPAN SATELLITE TRANSMISSION

Christian Chavey, and Pierre Lagoutte, both of Boulogne Billan-

court, France, assignors to LMT Radio Professionnelie, Bou-
logne Billan Court, France

Filed Jul. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 289,074

Claims priority, application France, Aug. 6, 1980, 80 17355

Int. a.' H04M ///Oft H04B 7/J9

U.S. a. 179—2 E 8 Gaims

7. A communication system for establishing DAMA radio-

telephone conversations by single-span satellite transmission

between subscribers of a plurality of peripheral stations each

having intermediate-frequency modulators/demodulators of

the single-channel-per-carner (SCPC) type, telephone junctor

circuits and ringer circuits and a central station comprising

means at the central station for transmitting a synchroniza-

tion signal, at least within the time intervals during which

the periphe/al stations are capable of calling the central

station, on a specialized unidirectional channel common to

each of said peripheral stations,

means at the central station for inserting messages in said

synchronization signal,

DAMA circuit means at each peripheral station coupled to

said modulators/demodulators and said junctor and ringer

circuits for controlling and interfacing said SCPC chan-

nels for causing randomly presented requests by said

peripheral stations to be transmitted at a given time with

respect to said synchronization signal to avoid confiicts

arising from simultaneous call demands.
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4,424,418

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM PARKHOLD
CONFERENCING

George E. Moore, Tintoo Falls, and Vincent A. Muehter,
Towaco, both of NJ^ aMignon to Bell Telephone Laborato-
rici, Incorporated, Murray Hill, NJ.

Filed May 18, 1981, Scr. No. 264,569
Int a.J H04M 3/56 -,

VS.a 179-18 BC 10 Claims

S-£» .i ?

I

1. A conference control arrangement for use in a communi-
cation system, said control arrangement being operable for

establishing a conference connection among at least three
stations,

said control arrangement characterized by '

means responsive to a signal from one of said stations involved
in an established conference for placing said conference in a
parkhold mode whereby said one station is removed from
said conference while said conference continues between the
other conference stations,

means responsive to receipt of a second signal from said re-

moved one station for directly reconnecting said one station

to said established conference at the option of said one sta-

tion,

means for accepting from any station in the system an identifi-

cation signal, and
means responsive to receipt of said identification signal from
any said signaling station for connecting said signaling sta-

tion to said established conference.

a conducting film blocking the passage, the conducting film
transparent to said acoustic vibration and impermeable to

4,424,419

ELECTRET MICROPHONE SHIELD
Gny J. Chaput, Carleton Place; Inward M. Sich, Nepean, and

Beverley W. T. Gomb, London, all of Canada, assignors to
Northern Telecom Limited, Montreal, Canada

FUed Oct 19, 1981, Ser. No..312,375

Int. aJ H04R 19/04
VS. a. 179-111

E

I 9 Claims
1. In an electret microphone comprising a casing and an

electret element within the casing for producing an electrical

signal corresponding to acoustic vibration passing into the
casing through a passage therein, the improvement comprising

moisture, the film electrically contacting a fixed potential body
whereby to fix the potential of the conducting film.

4,424,420
PIVOTAL SWITCH OPERATING MECHANISM

Steve W. Haskins, Corinth, Miss., assignor to International
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.

FUed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 301,462
Int. a.3 HOIH 9/04, 21/02: H04M 1/08

U.S. a. 179-164 9 Claims

9. A hookswitch mechanism for a telephone instrument
comprising:

a camshaft rotatable through an arc upon movement of an
operating means;

at least one pair of leaf springs; and
at least one cam mounted on said camshaft disposed between
and adjacent a contact end of each of said leaf springs of
said one pair of leaf springs, said contact ends of said one
pair of leaf springs being spaced apart by said one cam in

a first position of said camshaft and said contact ends of
said one pair of leaf springs being in electrical contact with
each other in a second position of said camshaft;

each of said leaf springs including a crested ridge formed
thereon at an acute angle to a base line parallel to the

length of said leaf springs to provide a contacting surface

at said contact end thereof, said contacting surfaces of said
pair of leaf springs forming a cross shaped contact in said

second position of said camshaft; and
said camshaft having eccentric journals at the ends thereof

meeting with said operating means for producing en-

hanced rotation of said camshaft.
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4,424,421

APPARATUS FOR TESTING SUBSCRIBER CARRIER
SYSTEMS

Todd V. Townsend, Reno, and Thomas Streenan, Carson City,

both of Nev., assignors to Lsmch Communication Systems,

Inc., Reno, Nev.

Filed Oct. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 314,212

Int. a.' H04M 3/30. 3/32
U.S. a. 179—175J R 19 Claims

eluding a molded plastic frame having a central opening

therethrough for receiving the tube, the thermal element

including an elongated bimetal member secured at one end

to the frame, the bimetal member extending lengthwise of

the tube and immediately adjacent thereto, the bimetal

member bending away from the tube with increase in

temperature to open the switch.

Q
MULTIPLEXING DEVICES

ofncE \A
TEST SET
37 (0T5)

25

COMM/WD CH>*JNEL

30
UfeMOTE

TEST SET
3fc (trrs)

1. A system for testing telephone subscriber lines from a

central office, the central office coupled to a central multiplex-

ing means, the central multiplexing means coupled through

trunks to a remote multiplexing means and the remote multi-

plexing means coupled through subscriber lines to subscriber

equipment, comprising:

(a) a central office test set connected to said central office by

a designated line;

(b) a remote test set coupled to said remote multiplexing

means, said central multiplexing means and said central

office test set through a dedicated trunk line;

(c) means at said remote test set for communication with

each of the subscriber lines;

(d) means at said central office test set for establishing a test

command through said dedicated trunk line to said re-

motely located test set and addressed for specific one of

said subscriber lines;

(e) means at said remote test set for transmitting test results

to said central office; and

(0 means for displaying said test results at said central office.

4,424,422

THERMOSTATICALLY CONTROLLED ELECTRIC
DIESEL FUEL HEATER

Lon E. Bell, and William P. Gruber, both of Altadena, Calif.,

assignors to Technar, Inc., Arcadia, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 174,916, Aug. 4, 1980,

abandoned. This application Aug. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 289,166

Int. a.J H05B 1/02: HOIH 37/60: F02M 31/12: F24H I/IO

U.S. a. 219—205 6 Qaims

1. A fuel heater for raising the temperature of diesel fuel

passing through a fuel filter comprising:

a heat conductive tube for transmitting the fuel to a filter, a

resistance heating element in thermal contact with the

tube for transmitting heat to the tube and fuel therein, a

thermostat including a thermal element, a snap-acting

switch mounted on and secured to the tube adjacent the

heating element, the thermal element being spaced from

the heating element in a direction upstream of the heating

element, the switch when closed completing an electrical

circuit through the heating element, the thermal element

when heated above a predetermined temperature opening

the switch and breaking said circuit, the thermostat in-

4,424,423

SWITCHING MECHANISM
Eduard Hermie, Kirchstrasse 20, D-7303 Neuhausen a.F., Fed.

Rep. of Germany
Filed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,806

Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 23,

1980, 3039968

Int. a.' HOIH 3/42

U.S. a. 200—31 R 3 Qaims

1. In a switching mechanism having a rotatable control shaft

and several switches disposed along the control shaft which

has an axis of rotation and carries a cam unit per switch for

activation of said switch, at least one of said cam units having

a set of at least two cam discs which are rotatable about said

axis and securing means for preventing roution of the cam
discs relative to the control shaft, wherein the improvement

comprises said securing means comprising

a support member on each side of the set of cam discs of the

cam unit, each of said suppori members being disposed on

the control shaft and secured against rotation relative

thereto and at least one of the suppori members being

displaceable axially along the control shaft,

at least one spring that acts in an axial direction with respect

to said control shaft to produce a rotational frictions!

coupling between the cam discs and the suppori members

of the cam unit,

means for axially tightening said spring,

axial stop means for defining an axial end position of said

tightening means and therefore the maximum axial tension

of the spring, and

a friction disc carried by the control shaft and disposed

between the cam discs of said cam unit, said friction disc

being displaceable axially along the control shaft and

secured against rotation relative thereto,

said spring being located between said axial stop means and

the cam disc facing said stop means.
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4,424,424

BOAT BATTERY SELECTOR SWITCH COMBINED
WITH LOCK

Leroy F. HoUenbeck, Jr., Miami, Fla., assignor to Perko, Inc.,

Mijunj, Fla.

Division of Ser. No. 120,230, Feb. 11, 1980, Pat. No. 4,280,028.

This application Feb. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 233,351
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jul. 21,

1998, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.^ HOIH 9/28. 19/20
U.S. a. 200-44 1 aaim

1. A single pole, triple throw selector switch for boat batter-

ies having:

(a) a housing for said selector switch, said housing having a

top surface with indentation means for engaging formed
therein;

(b) a selector knob actuating said selector switch and
mounted for rotation on said housing; and

(c) means for preventing rotation between said selector knob
and said housing located in said selector knob and com-
prising a locking cylinder mounted for rotation by a key,

said locking cylinder having a locking pin projecting

vertically from the bottom thereof for engagement with

said indentation means.

4,424,425

ORCUrr BREAKER COMPARTMENT SHIELD
ASSEMBLY

Roger N. Castonguay, Terryville, Conn., assignor to General
Electric Company, New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 324,336, Dec. 7, 1981,
abandoned. This application Jul. 5, 1983, Ser. No. 511,070

Int. a.3 HOIH 9/22: H02B 1/04
U.S. a. 200—50 AA 15 Qaims

10. A shield assembly for use with fused circuit breakers

within a circuit breaker compartment comprising:

a side mounting frame;

a pair of first and second shields hingeably connected to said

mounting frame;

a pair of first and second actuator arms pivotally attached to

said mounting frame;

an extension shield on said mounting frame in a plane per-

pendicular to said first and second moveable shields;

an extension link connecting between said second actuator

arm and a connecting link for causing said first and second
shields to open and close in unison when said first actuator

arm contacts a portion of a fused circuit breaker; and

means defining a guide slot within said second actuator arm
for guiding said connecting link in a first direction to open

said pair of shields and in an opposite direction for closing
said pair of shields.

4,424,426

BATTERY POWERED DRAWER OPENING DEVICE
Shiro Ishii, Garden Grove, Calif., assignor to M-S Corporation,

Stanton, Calif.

Filed Jun. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 391,911

Int. a.3 HOIH 3/16
U.S. a. 200—61.61 17 Qaims

r"

1. An electrically opening drawer assembly comprising:

a. a casing;

b. a drawer tray slidable into and out of said casing;

c. a first latch member fixed to said drawer tray;

d. a second latch member pivotally mounted to said casing

for rotation about a first mounting axis, having a hook
portion engageable with said first latch member when said

second latch member is in a first rotational position to hold

said drawer tray inside said casing, said first latch member
being spaced from said first mounting axis in a first direc-

tion radially outwardly extended from said first mounting
axis, said second latch member having a first extended
portion radially extending from said first mounting axis;

e. a solenoid fixed in said casing, and means, electrically

capable of being coupled to said solenoid, for energizing

said solenoid in response to an applied DC voltage;

f. switch means for coupling said energizing means to said

solenoid to apply said DC voltage to said solenoid;

g. a third latch member pivotally mounted to said casing for

rotation about a second mounting axis, having a second
extended portion extending generally radially outwardly
from said second mounting axis and engageable at an end
thereof spaced from said second mounting axis with an
end of said first extended portion spaced from said first

mounting axis;

h. means, responsive to energization of said solenoid by said

DC voltage, for rotating said second extended portion

about said second mounting axis so as to disengage said

first extended portion from said second extended portion;

i. first spring means, coupling said first and second extended
portions, for biasing said first and second extended por-

tions into engagement; and

j. second spring means for rotating said second latch member
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to disengage said hook portion from said first latch mem-
ber and for urging said drawer tray out of said casing

when said first latch member is disengaged from said hook
portion.

4,424,427

VACUUM SWITCH
Rudolf Gebel, and Lothar Schmidt, both of Erlangen, Fed. Rep.

of Germany, assignors to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Mu-
nich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jul. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 396,384

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 22,

1981, 3129020

Int. a.' HOIH 33/00

U.S. a. 200—144 B 3 Claims

1. A vacuum switch of the type having a housing and

contacts which are arranged therein to be movable with re-

spect to each other, the vacuum switch further comprising;

vapor shield means having an inwardly directed bulge, said

bulge being arranged near a center plane between the

contacts and having a predetermined angle of inclination

adapted to defiect along a predeterminable path a plasma jet

flow resulting from arcing across the contacts; and

baffie collector means attached to the housing and arranged in

said predeterminable path for collecting particles removed

from said vap)or shield means by said plasma jet How. ^

cxsT'fe

1. Rotating arc switch comprising:

a tight enclosure filled with an insulating gas having a high

dielectric strength;

first and second contacts housed within said enclosure and

having respective annular contact surfaces coming into

abutment in a closed position, said contacts being separable

m an open position by relative movement extending along a

direction perpendicular to said annular contact surfaces;

an annular arc zone arranged between said contact surfaces in

the open position;

a cylindrical housing comprising a part of said first contact,

including a ring-shaped electrode surrounding a central

aperture, and having a front face which constitutes said

annular contact surface associated to the first contact, and a

rear face;

a permanent magnet lodged within said cylindrical housing so

as to develop a magnetic field in said annular arc area, and to

compel rotation of the arc drawn up<in said annular sepa-

rated contact surfaces, the permanent magnet being placed

up against the rear face of said ring-shaped electrode having

a central office;

a central cavity provided in said permanent magnet and lo-

cated close to the central orifice of said ring-shaped elec-

trode so as to prevent establishment of the arc in said central

cavity of the magnet and to constrain the arc within said

annular arc area of maximum magnetic blow-out field

strength

4.424,429

CONTACTOR FOR VACUUM TYPE CIRCUIT
INTERRUPTER

Takashi Yamanaka; KouichI Inagaki; Eizo Naya; Michinoauke

Demizu, and Mitsuhiro Okumura, all of Amagasaki, Japan,

assignors to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo,

Japan

Filed Dec. 30. 1981, Ser. No. 335,836

Gaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 16, 1981, 56-147545

Int. CI.' HOIH 1/04

U.S. a. 200—264 7 Claims

4,424,428

PERMANENT MAGNET ROTATING ARC SWITCH
Georges Bernard, Saint-Egreve; Serge Olive, St. Paul de Varces,

and Francesco Scarponi, Brignoud, all of France, assignors to

Merlin Gerin S.A., Grenoble, France

Filed Apr. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 250,156

Qaims priority, application France, Apr. 4, 1980, 80 07904

Int. a.3 HOIH 33/18

U.S. a. 200—147 A 8 Qaims

?00fm

1. A contactor for a vacuum type circuit interrupter having

a pair of detachable electrodes in a vacuum chamber which

comprises an electrode obtained by sintering a composition

comprising an electric conductive metal which is copper or

silver as a main component and at least one metal oxide having

a melting point lower than that of said conductive metal, said

metal oxide being bismuth oxide, thallium oxide, indium oxide,

antimony oxide or tellurium oxide, as an additive, in vacuum or

a reduced atmosphere or a nonoxidative atmosphere with the

resulting formation of a uniformly distributed continuous net-

work of the metal of the metal oxide in the electrode

4,424,430

ENERGY FEED SYSTEM FOR A MICROWAVE OVEN
Per H. I. Almgren; Ove R. Fredriksson, and Adil M. Nasretdin,

all of Norrkoping, Sweden, assignors to U.S. Philips Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 309,335

Qaims priority, application Sweden, Oct. 7, 1980, 8006994

Int. Q.' H05B 6/72

U.S. Q. 219—10.55 F 15 Claims

1. A microwave oven comprising an oven cavity bounded

by a plurality of conductive walls, a microwave energy source

mounted external of said oven cavity, and an energy feed

system for coupling energy from the microwave energy source

to the interior of the oven cavity comprising, an energy feed-
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ing aperture in one cavity wall, a waveguide external to said

oven cavity coupling the microwave energy source to said

energy feeding aperture, and a routable slotted disc arranged
within the oven cavity in front of the feeding aperture for

producing a relatively uniform energy distribution within the
oven cavity, and wherein

the disc is dimensioned so as to cover most of said one cavity
wall and is arranged at a small disUnce from/the one
cavity wall so that a narrow space is formed between said

one cavity Wall and the disc, said narrow space serving to

propagate microwave energy radially from the feeding

aperture,

the disc comprises a plurality of slots oriented transversally

to their respective radial position vectors and dimensioned
so as to be excited by microwave energy propagating in

said narrow space thereby to radiate energy into the inte-

rior of the oven cavity,

the disc is joumalled eccentrically so that both the disc and
the slots perform simultaneously a rotation and a transla-

tion as the disc is rotated; and
means for rotating the disc in a predetermined direction.

4,424,431

TURNTABLE DRIVE FOR A MICROWAVE OVEN
Vincent P. GunilMtluun, St. JoMph Township, Berrien County,

Mich., assignor to WUrlpool Corporation, Benton Harbor,
Mich.

FUed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,769

Int. a.3 H05B 6/7S
U.S. a. 219—10.55 F 14 Oaims

J«7«

1. In a microwave oven having wall means defining an oven
cavity, microwave generator means for delivering microwave
energy to said cavity, a motor, a fan driven by the motor for

cooling the generator means during operation thereof, and a

food support, the improvement comprising:

a flexible shaft having one end driven by the fan motor, and
a distal end;

means for movably mounting the support for (a) movably
supporting food in the cavity, and (b) disposing the sup-

port in an access position at least partially outwardly of
said cavity for placement of food on and removal of food
from said support; and

a mechanism connected to said distal end of flexible shaft for

driving about a center position thereof said support during
operation of the fan motor, said shaft remaining connected
to the mechanism when said support is disposed in said

access position while permitting selective positioning of
the support in said access position.

4,424,432

ELECTRODE MATERIAL FOR TRAVELLING-WIRE
TYPE ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE MACHINING

Hideo Kaneko, 2-35-7 Wakabayashi, Sctagayaku, Tokyo, Japan,
and Makoto Onoue, Kanagawaken, Japan, assignors to Hideo
Kaneko, Tokyo and Inoue-Japax Research Incorporated,
Yokohama, both of, Japan

Fil^ Oct. 31, 1978, Ser. No. 956,329
Oainu priority, application Japan, Not. 10, 1977, 52-134064

Int. a.) B23K 9/16
U.S. a. 219—69 E 6 Claims

1. A method of machining a workpiece which comprises the

steps of:

(a) drawing an elongated element having a thickness not

greater than O.S mm from a cast compositioiLconsisting of
0.1 to 3% by weight zirconium, 0.5 to 10% by weight
zinc, and the balance copper;

(b) displacing said elongated element along a predetermined
path to form a travelling-wire machining electrode there-

from and juxtaposing the travelling-wire machining elec-

trode with a workpiece across a machining gap flooded

with a liquid dielectric;

(c) applying time-spaced electrical pulses across said elec-

trode and said workpiece to effect electrical discharges

across said gap and machine said workpiece; and
(d) relatively displacing said path of said electrode of said

composition and said workpiece to form a machined con-
tour in said workpiece.

4,424,433

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ELECTRICALLY
MACHINING A CONDUCTIVE WORKPIECE WTTH
ISOTROPIC ULTRASONIC-WAVES RADIATION

Kiyoshi Inoue, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Inoue-Japax Research
Incorporated, Yokohama, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 202,232, Oct. 30, 1980, Pat. No.
4,408,113, which U a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 222,763,

Jan. 6, 1981, Pat. No. 4,386,256, which is a continuation-in-part

of Ser. No. 226,417, Jan. 19, 1981, Pat. No. 4,379,960. This

application May 12, 1981, Ser. No. 262,932

Qaims priority, application Japan, May 15, 1980, 55-64469

Int a.J B23P 1/12
U.S. a. 219—69 W 6 Claims

1. In a method of electrically machining a conductive work-
piece wherein the machining surface of an electrode is spac-

edly juxtaposed with the workpiece and supplied with a ma-
chining liquid medium to define a liquid filled n^hining gap
therebetween and a machining electric current is passed be-

tween the electrode and the workpiece to electrically machine
the latter across the gap,

the improvement which comprises the steps of:

positioning a circumferentially continuous annular vibrant
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wave-emitting surface of an emitting member independent
of said workpiece so as to spacedly surround said electrode
and to be spaced from the workpiece; and

they are to be welded with the layer of welding matenal
therebetween; and

d. irradiating the welding material with the laser welding

w-
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producing ultrasonic waves with said surface by vibrationally

activating the same, and propagating said ultrasonic waves
onto at least a poriion of said machining electrode surface
substantially isotropically from said continuous annular
waveemitting surface.

4,424,434

BOILER TUBE WEARBAR, STUD AND ARC SHIELD
Charles C. Pease, Vincentown, and Eugene P. SchaefTer, Marl-

ton, both of N.J., assignors to Oraark Industries, Inc.,

Portland, Oreg.

Filed Not. 17, 1980, Ser. No. 207,665

Int. a.) B23K 9/20
U.S. a. 219-99 14 Claims
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beam, through the component constructed of a matenal
which is subsuntially transparent thereto, for a sufficient

period of time to cause melting of the welding material
and fusion thereof to the two components being welded.

4,424,435

LOW EXPANSION LASER WELDING ARRANGEMENT
William P. Bancs, Jr., Acton, Mass., assignor to Itek Corpora-

tion, Lexington, Mass.

Filed Sep. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 301,266

Int. a.3 B23K 27/00
UjS. a. 219—121 LD 9 Claims

1. A method of laser beam welding of two components,
comprising the steps of:

a. selecting the material of at least one of the two compo-
nents to be welded to be substantially transparent to radia-

tion at the wavelength of the laser welding beam;
b. placing over the surface area of the weld joint a layer of

welding material which is substantially absorbent of radia-

tion at the wavelength of the laser welding beam;
c. positioning the two components in the positions at which

4,424,436

METHOD OF FORMING CRUHBLES FOR MOLTEN
MAGNESIUM

Kenneth J. Humberstonc, Pepper Pike, Ohio, assignor to Ameri-
can Tank tt Fabricating Company, GeTclaad, Ohio

DiTision of Ser. No. 220,741, Dec. 29, 1980, Pat. No. 4,353,535.
This appUcation Dec. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 334J12

Int. a.) B23K 9/00
U.S. a. 219—137 R 10 Clains

13. The method of securing wearbars to members such as
boiler tubes used in furnaces and the like wherein the wearbars
protect the boiler tubes from abrasion by high velocity air and
fuel comprising the steps of:

placing a wearbar having an aperture therein in position

upon the boiler tube; and
placing an end weldable stud through the aperiure of the

wearbar in contact with the boiler tube and securing the
wearbar in place by stud welding the stud by the stud
welding technique utilizing sufTicient welding current to,

at least, partially fill the aperiure of the wearbar with
molten metal to fuse together the stud, wearbar and boiler

tube.

1. A method of fabricating a ferritic stainless steel crucible

for containing molten magnesium, includmg the steps of work-
ing ferritic stainless steel plates at temperatures above about
200* F. but below the blue brittle temperature range for the

ferritic suinless steel plate to form side wall sections of a

crucible, placing opposed portions of the side wall se<;tions in

close proximity to each other, heating the opposed portions of
the side wall sections to 100*- 150* C. and completely welding
the opposed portions of the side wall sections to each other
before allowing the temperature of the opposed portions of the

side wall sections to drop belowl 100* C.
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4,424,437

HAIR DRYER WITH REMOTE SENSING
TEMPERATURE CONTROL

Henry J. Walter, Dunedin, Fla., and Frank Schwarz, Stamford,

Conn., assignors to Clairol Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 238,240

Int. a.^ H05B 1/02

U.S. a. 219—364 10 Qaims

1. An electric hair dryer comprising a housing having

therein

an air inlet, i

an air outlet,

a heating source comprising a fan and heating means,

at least one infrared radiation detector to sense the infrared

radiation emanating from the hair and to convert said

infrared radiation to electric signals,

wherein said electric signals are transmitted to control

means for controlling the output of the heating means in

response to the infrared radiation electric signals to permit

rapid drying without the hair exceeding a predetermined

temperature level.

4,424,438

REMOTE ACTUATOR SYSTEM
Stanley I. Antelman, Sacramento, Calif., and Charles Ladue,

Phoenix, Ariz., assignors to Stanmar Technology, Sacra-

mento, Calif.

Filed Not. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 318,400

Int. a.3 H05B 1/02

U.S. a. 219—491 10 Qaims

co^wc ^^^'^a ^J^ L

1. A low voltage control system for selectively turning on
and off one or more of a plurality of electrical devices used in

the operation of a spa, and which devices op>erate at around

120/230 VAC, comprising a plurality of low voltage activated

electrical circuits, each electrical circuit operating one of said

electrical devices, each electrical circuit including:

(a) a relay coupling said electrical device to a power source

of 120/230 volts AC,

(b) a low voltage momentary contact switch having a low

voltage lamp electrically connected thereto to indicate

when said switch is energized,

(c) dual flip-flop means coupled to said switch to act as a

flip-flop, said dual flip flop means further constituting a

(d) debounce means connected to said switch;

(e) a high frequency decoupling capacitor connected to said

switch to niter out any high frequency components of the

electrical signal that can arise as a result of the relay

switching,

(0 transistor means coupled between said flip-flop means,

said relay for energizing said flip-flop means when said

switch is actuated,

(g) a p>ower supply including transforming, rectifying and
voltage regulation means for providing low voltage oper-

ating power for said flip-flop means and said transistor

means, and

(h) a zener diode voltage overload means electrically con-

nected to said relay and to said lamp.

4,424,439

PROTECTIVE METHOD AND ORCUIT
ARRANGEMENT FOR APPLIANCE INCORPORATING

SHEATHED HEATING ELEMENT
Thomas R. Payne, Louisville, and Robert V. Chou, Prospect,

both of Ky., assignors to General Electric Company, Louis-

ville, Ky.

Filed Jan. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 337,877

Int. a.3 HOSB 1/02

U.S. a. 219—501 16 Qaims
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1. A protective control arrangement comprising: a heating

unit comprising a concentric assembly of a resistive heating

element embedded in an insulating material and enclosed

within a metallic sheath, said insulating material in its normal

state being characterized by a very high resistance, said resis-

tive element being adapted for energization by an external

power supply, said heating unit being susceptible to a disconti-

nuity developing in said resistive element when energized

which can result in an electrical arc at the discontinuity, the

arc being effective to reduce said insulating material proximate

to the arc to a relatively low resistance state to create a rela-

tively low resistance current path from the discontinuity to

said sheath and ultimately rupture said sheath, the arc and

rupture then if unchecked propagating along the length of said

sheath, the period of propagation being the time between

initiation and termination of such propagation, said insulating

material having associated therewith a nominal recovery time

required to allow the resultant relatively low resistance insulat-

ing material to return to a relatively high resistance state upon
extinguishing the arc by interruption of power to said heating

element;

switch means operatively connected to said heating element

for selectively coupling said heating element to the exter-

nal power supply; and

control means operatively connected to said switch means

and effective to periodically interrupt power to said heat-

ing element by opening said switch means for interrupt

periods of predetermined duration; the time between

successive ones of said interrupt periods being selected to

confine the duration of the period of propagation within
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predetermined limits and the duration of each of said

interrupt periods being at least approximately equal to the

nominal recovery time thereby preventing the propaga-
tion of a relatively low resistance current path from said

heating element to said metallic sheath through said insu-

lating material along the length of said heating unit result-

ing from the occurrence of a discontinuity in said heating

element.

4,424,410

AUTOMATIC PHOTOCELL LOADING
Barry J. Youmans, Rittmaa, Ohio, assignor to The Babcock A
Wilcox Company, New Orleans, La.

Filed Oct. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 311,845

Int. Q.J G02B 27/00

U.S. Q. 250—206 9 Qaims

1. A circuit for regulating the output voltage of a device

having a logarithmic output signal comprising loading means
connected across the output of the device, amplifying means
connected across said loading means to amplify the output

voltage produced by the device, and switching means con-

nected to the output of said amplifying means, said switching

means being actuated at a predetermined voltage applied

thereto by said amplifying means resulting in the shunt loading

of the device preventing the output voltage of the device from
approaching a flat portion of the logarithmic output signal.

4,424,441

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR INSPECTING GLASS
CONTAINERS

Robert J. Bieringer, and Sam Lovalenti, both of Toledo, Ohio,

assignors to Owens-Illinois, Inc., Toledo, Ohio
Filed Jun. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 273,164

Int. Q.3 GOIV 9/04

U.S. Q. 250—223 B 7 Qaims

4. An apparatus for inspecting glass containers for horizontal

checks in the flnish portion thereof, wherein the containers are

successively moved upright through an inspection station,

with means at said inspection station for interrupting lateral

movement of said container, the improvement comprising an

annular difl'used source of radiant energy at said mspection
station, said source of radiant energy being positioned above
the container finish and coaxial therewith, the spacing therebe-

tween being such as to illuminate the entire external annular

surface of the container finish with a downwardly directed,

convergent pattern of illumination, a light-sensitive device
mounted at said inspection station in axial alignment with the

open center of said annular diffused source of radiant energy
and above said container to view the interior of the upper area

of said finish portion such that a reflected detectable portion of
said radiant energy will energize said light-scnsitive device,

and means for creating a signal in response to the energization

of said light-sensitive device by a horizonul check.

4,424,442

SCANNING METHOD USING A PLURALITY OF BEAMS
AND APPARATUS THEREFOR

Takashi Kitamura, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Canon Kabu-
shiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 4, 1981, Ser. N6. 327.447

Qaims priority, application Japan. Dec. 18. 1980. 55-180194

Int. Q.J HOIJ i/l4
U.S. Q. 250—236 7 Claims

1

1. A scanning method using a pluraitiy of beams, comprising

the steps of:

generating a plurality of light beams simultaneously:

deflecting said plurality of light beams in a pnmary scanning

direction;

causing said light beams to lie at substantially the same
coordinate position relative to a coordinate axis defined

by a direction orthogonal to the primary scanning direc-

tion and causing each of the beams having such positional

relation to pass over light beam detecting means; and

scanning a plurality of difl°erent positions relative to a coor-

dinate axis defined by the primary scanning direction on a

scanned surface with said plurality of light beams.

4,424,443

APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE DENSITY OF
aCARETTE RODS OR THE LIKE

Joachim Reuland, Neu Bomsen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to Hauni-Werke Kbrber A Co. KG., Hamburg. Fed. Rep. of

Germany
Filed Oct. 1. 1980. Ser. No. 192,905

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 13.

1979, 2941580

Int. Q.' GOID 18/00; GOIN 2i/00

U.S. Q. 250-252.1 13 Qaims
1. Apparatus for measuring the density of a moving rod

which contains tobacco or other fibrous material and is trans-

ported along a predetermined path, comprising a source of

penetrative nuclear radiation, said source including a first

component which emits radiation in a direction toward trans-

ducer means by way of the rod in said path and a second

component which emits radiation toward said transducer

means while bypassing the rod in said path; selector means
operative to alternately cause the radiation issuing from said

source to propagate itself (a) across said path whereby the
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intensity of radiation decreases daring penetration through the
rod in said path proportionally with the density of the corre-
sponding portion of the rod, and (b) past said path so that the
intensity of radiation which bypasses the rod in said path re-

mains substantially unchanged; common transducer means for

converting the radiation which has penetrated through the rod
in said path into first electric signals and for converting the
radiation which has bypassed said path into a series of succes-
sive second electric signals; and signal evaluating means con-

nected with said transducer means and including means for

storing successive second signals during penetration of radia-

tion through the rod in said path within the interval of time

that follows the generation of the stored second signal and ends
on generation of the next second signal which forms part of
said series and replaces the stored second signal, and means for

comparing each stored second signal with those first signals

which are generated by said transducer means during storage

of a second signal.

4,424,444

METHOD FOR SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENT OF
BOREHOLE AND FORMATION NEUTRON UFETIMES
Harry D. Smith, Jr., and Dan M. Arnold, both of Houston, Tex.,

asrignors to Halliburton Company, Duncan, Olda.

CoatiBaatiofl of Ser. No. 182,171, Aug. 28, 1980, abandoned.
This application Jul. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 394,219

Int. a.3 GOIV 5/00
U.S. a. 250—270 21 Claims

1. A method for simultaneously measuring the thermal neu-

tron decay time of materials in and about a well borehole,

comprising the steps of:

generating, in a well borehole, a relatively short duration

discrete burst of fast neutrons which are rapidly moder-
ated by interaction with nuclei of materials in the borehole

and surrounding earth formations and slowed down to

thermal energy, creating a thermal neutron population in

the borehole and surrounding earth formations;

detecting, in the borehole, radiations representative of the

thermal neutron population in the borehole and surround-

ing earth formations, in at least four time intervals subse-

quent to said burst of fast neutrons and generating, at least

four count signals representative of said thermal neutron

population during said at least four time intervals; and
combining said at least four count signals according to a

predetermined relationship to simultaneously separate the

borehole and formation decay components and to derive

at least two measurement signals representative of the

thermal neutron decay time of the borehole medium and
the earth formation medium in the vicinity of the bore-

hole.

4,424,445

PORTABLE COATING THICKNESS MEASURING
DEVICE

Boris B. JofTe, Buffalo; John E. Tiebor, WilliamsviUe; Jerry J.

Spongr, Tonawanda, and Byron E. Sawyer, North Tonawanda,
all of N.Y., assignors to Twin Qty International, Inc., Am-
herst, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 246,723

Int. a.3 GOIN 2i/00
U.S. a. 250—308 15 Qaims

1. A portable coating thickness measuring device utilizing

radiation, said device comprising:

a housing having a base, a first bore perpendicular to the

plane of said base, and a second bore, the axis of which
intersects the axis of the first bore at a point in the plane

defined by the base of said housing;

a probe assembly slidably positioned in said first bore for

vertical movement therein between a raised position and a

lowered position wherein the lower end of the probe is in

contact with the coating to be measured in order to pro-

vide radiation backscatter therefrom;

a radiation source housed in said probe assembly;

a radiation detection system housed in said probe assembly

and capable of sensing said radiation backscatter and
providing a suitable signal indicative of the thickness of

the coating; and

means for projecting a predetermined image directly onto

the surface to be measured and at a point aligned with the

lower end of the probe, whereby to permit accurate posi-

tioning of the probe assembly with respect to the coated

area the thickness of which is to be measured, said image
projecting means being positioned in said second bore;

said probe assembly further comprising an inner cylindrical

member housing said radiation source and said detection

system, said inner cylindrical member being slidably dis-

posed within a substantially annular, outer positioning

sleeve, which, in turn, is slidably disposed within said first

bore of said housing.
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4,424,446
GAMMA CAMERA CORRECnON SYSTEM AND

METHOD FOR USING THE SAME
Dan Inban Giora Gafiii, both of Haifa; Ernest Grimberg, Kiryat

Bialick, and Jacob Koren, Haifa, ail of Israel, assisBors to
Elscint, Ltd., Haifa, Israel

Filed Jna. 19, 1980, Ser. No. 161,050
Int. a.' GOIT 1/20: GOID WOO

UA a. 250-363 S 19 Qaims

1, pg.,^

1. In a nuclear imaging device having a head that includes a
plurality of photodetectors for producing output signals in
response to radiation stimuli which are emitted by a radiation
field and interact with the device; coordinate computation
circuitry responsive to said signals for producing a pair of
calculated coordinate signals for each interaction; and a stor-
age means responsive to events, each of whose total energy lies

within an energy window functionally related to the coordi-
nates of the event, for storing a distorted representation of the
image of the radiation field, the improvement comprising:
sequentially applying to the distorted representation of the
image two sets of independent, spatially dependent, correction
factors whereby the sequence of application independently
corrects different types of distortions in the distorted image.

4,424,447

GAMMA CAMERA COMPRISING AN ELECTRONIC
DEVICE FOR THE CORRECTION OF LINEARITY

ERRORS
Pierre H. Lelong, Gentilly, and Jean H. Ott, Ste Genevieve, both

of France, assignors to U.S. Philips Corporation, New York,
N.Y.

Filed Mar. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 248,914
Claims priority, application France, Apr. 4, 1980, 80 07762

Int. a.J GOIT 1/20
U.S. a. 250—363 S 23 Qaims

arithmetic circuit for determining, on the basis of the output
signals to be applied thereto, the coordinates of the local scm-
tillations, and a correction device for correcting the coordi-
nates determined, characterized in that, the correction device
comprises means for determining the center of a photomulti-
plier tube which is situated nearest to the local scintillation,

means for determining a distance signal which is a measure of
the distance between the local scintillation and said center, and
means for determining corrected coordinates of the local scin-
tillation on the basis of the distance signal determined.

4,424,448

ELECTION BEAM APPARATUS
Tadahiro Takigawa, Inagi. and Isao Sasaki, Sode^ura, both of

Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Deoki Kabushikj Kaisha,
Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Dec. 16, 1980, Ser. No. 216,948
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 26, 1979, 54/168169;

Mar. 21, 1980, 55/35833

Int. Q.' HOIJ i/06, 3/J2
U.S. Q. 250-397 u cWms
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1. An electron beam apparatus comprising:

an electron gun having a Wehnelt electrode and an cathode;
heater means for heating the cathode,

optical means for projecting a cross-over image of an elec-

tron beam emitted from said electron gun onto a sample;
means for sensing a figure of the cross-over image on the

sample to produce an outptit signal denoting the circular-

ity of the cross-over image; and
bias means for applying a bias voltage to said Wehnelt elec-

trode according to the output of said sensing means.

4,424,449

SHIELDED FLUORESCENT SIGNS
Robert A. O'Brill, 8116 Lorel, Skokie, III. 60076

Filed Jul. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 287,949
Int. Q.5 GOIN 21/64; G09F 13/20

U.S. Q. 250-461.1 10 Qaims

CONVERTER

1. A gamma camera for forming an image of a radiation
distribution in the body, comprising a scintillation crystal for
generating local scintillations by gamma radiation intercepted
by the crystal, several photomultiplier tubes which are ar-

ranged in a regular array so that their photosensitive surface is

opposite the surface of the scintillation crystal in order to
produce output signals in response to the local scintillations, an

1. A sign, comprising:

indicia means containing a fluorescent pigment for rendering
said indicia highly visible in daylight ambient conditions;
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means at least partially translucent to visible radiation and at

least partially opaque to ultraviolet radiation, spaced apart

in front of said indicia means for shielding thereof from
solar ultraviolet radiation impinging on said indicia means
to prevent or at least to retard greatly the fading of said

fluorescent pigment in said indicia means during daylight
ambient conditions and for permitting the observation
thereof by visible radiation in daylight ambient conditions;

and
radiation means disposed in front of said indicia means and

interposed between said shielding means and said indicia

means for producing rearwardly directed ultraviolet radi-

ation and for causing said radiation to impinge directly on
said indicia means without passing through said shielding

means to cause said fluorescent pigment to fluoresce in

low light ambient conditions to produce forwardly di-

rected visible radiation passing through said shielding

means toward an observer.

4,424,450

HYBRID MOVING STAGE AND RASTERED ELECTRON
BEAM LITHOGRAPHY SYSTEM EMPLOYING

APPROXIMATE CORRECTION ORCUIT
Billy W. Ward, Rockport, and William D. Wells, Beverly, both

of Mass^ assignors to Varian Associates, Inc., Palo Alto,

Calif.

Filed Sep. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 299,681

Int. a.3 HOIJ 77/OO
U.S. a. 250—492.2 6 Claims

1. A hybrid moving stage and scanning electron beam li-

thography system, including within a vacuum chamber a

source of electrons, an electron optical column for directing an

electron beam towards a mask or wafer, a moving stage for

mounting said mask or wafer to be exposed and means for

generating uncorrected x and y analog voltages yxo, V^
adapted for deflecting said electron beam over the surface of
said mask or wafer, the improvement comprising:

a circuit for generating corrected x and y analog deflection

voltages V;,, \y approximately corrected for raster scan

errors, such as field curvature and trapezoidal errors by
adding to incorrected voltage yxo^ V^ predetermined
correction voltages which are derived from said uncor-

rected analog values of \xo, V^ i

4,424,451

WATER TURBINE
Fricdrich Schmidt, 7 Harrigan St., Edison, N.J. 08817
CoatiBoation-in-part of Ser. No. 103,888, Dec. 17, 1979. This

appUcation Jan. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 337,926

Int a.J F03B U/IO
U.S. a. 290—54 12 Oaims

1. A water turbine for the conversion of the kinetic energy of

moving water into electrical energy comprising:

(a) a housing means defining a generally cylindrical chamber
means therein, said housing means further defining a later-

ally extending opening therearound to allow fluid flow
communication with moving water;

(b) a rotor means being rotatably mounted within said cham-

ber means of said housing means, said rotor means com-
prising:

1. a hub means rotatably secured to said housing means;

and

2. a plurality of vane means extending radially outwardly
from said hub means and fixedly secured with respect

thereto, each of said vane means defining a propulsion

side adapted to concentrate the force of moving water

against said vane and to rotate said rotor means in a first

propelling direction and a non-propulsion side adapted

to dissipate the force of moving water against the other

side of said vane to prevent rotation of said rotor means
in the opposite second non-propelling direction, said

vane means further comprising:

(i) a first blade means fixedly secured with respect to

said hub means to be rotatable therewith;

(ii) a second blade means being pivotally secured with

respect to said first blade means and extending radi-

ally outward therefrom to be engageable with respect

to an adjacent vane means responsive to a predeter-

mined force being exerted on said vane means in the

second non-propelling direction;

(iii) a stop means positioned adjacent said first blade

means and said second blade means to limit the dis-

tance of rotational movement therebetween toward

said non-propulsion side thereof; and

(iv) a resilient biasing means attached to said first blade

means and said second blade means and adapted to

apply a force to urge the second blade means to rotate

away from said propulsion side thereof toward the

position of engagement of said stop means to facilitate

rotation of said rotor means in the first direction.

4,424,452

FLUID-DRIVEN POWER GENERATOR
Paul T. Francis, P. O. Box 66, Wareham, Mass. 02538

Filed Jan. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 340,760

Int. a.3 F03D 1/02

U.S. a. 290—55 9 Oaims

// 18 22 17 It 19 23 13-10 21 24

1. Fluid-driven power generator, comprising:

(a) a tubular shroud,

(b) a spool mounted concentrically in the shroud, the inner

surface of the shroud and the outer surface of the spool

approaching one another from an entrance end to an exit

end to form a venturi.
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(c) a series of stator blade rings joining the spool to the
shroud,

(d) a rotor blade ring rotaUbly mounted on the spool adja-
cent each stator blade ring, and

(e) a separate generator mounted in the spool adjacent each
rotor blade ring and joined to it by a separate drive mecha-
nism, said drive mechanisms having different gear ratios
and the gear ratios of the drive mechanisms being such
that It takes less energy to turn each succeeding rotor
blade from the entrance end to the exit end.

with a second liming schedule and third setting means select-
mg the output of said first setting means dunng the winter

*lfe^/ '•CI
OSC'ii * V*
* ^.:^i a

—I f' —

r
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4 424 453
KEY-OPERATED DEVICE FOR SAVING ELECTRICAL

ENERGY
Nigel P. Balls, 30 Commonfields, West End, Woking, Surrey
and Raymond B. Brill, 29 Ham St., Ham, Richmond, Surreyi
both of England

Filed Apr. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 250,871

oni^S^c?'^"'^*'''
PPlic**'"" United Kingdom, Apr. 8, 1980,

8011618; Sep. 2, 1980, 8028247
Int. a.3 HOIH 19/04. 27/06

U.S. a. 307-112
7 Claims

months and the output of said second setting means during the
summer months.

^

23 24

1. A system for saving electrical energy in accommodation
to which access is by a lockable door, said system comprising
a key-operated device including switch means for controlling
the supply of electrical power to at least one electrical outlet
associated with the accommodation; and a single key insertablem said device and movable to an actuating position for both
unlocking the door and operating said device, said switch
means being arranged to connect said supply to said outlet only
when the key is present in the device and in an actuating posi-
tion and to disconnect said supply from said outlet when the
key is removed from the device.

4,424,454

ELECTRICAL TIME SWITCH
Malcolm W. T. Palmer, Holt, and Grahame A. Pickford, Chil-

compton, both of England, assignors to Horstman Gear Groun
Ltd., Bath, England

Filed Dec. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 326,932

BfSHilf
'"^°^*y' "PPUcation United Kingdom, Aug, 21, 1981,

Int. a.3 HOIH 3/26

^f ?• ^-'^, 15 Qaim,
1. An electrical timer device comprising switching means

for switching the supply of electricity to an electrical load, first
setting means determining the times of day at which electricity
IS to be supplied to the load in accordance with a first timing
schedule, second setting means determining the times of day at
which electricity is to be supplied to the load in accordance

4,424,455
GLITCH ELIMINATING DATA SELECTOR

Enc D. Neely, Phoenix. Ariz., assignor to Motorola, Inc..
Schaumburg, 111.

Filed Apr. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 370,7'!
Int. a.' H03K 79/007. 19/01

U.S. a. 307-243
5 ^laim.

I •C ! i^' f4 \3* .

"t

1. A data selection circuit for selectively generating first and
second complementary signals at first and second outputs
thereof in response to an input signal which is capable of as-
suming first and second states, comprising:

inverting circuit means adapted to be coupled to said input
signal for generating said first signal at said first output,
said inverting circuit means comprising,
a first transistor having a base adapted to be coupled to

said input signal, an emitter adapted to be coupled to a
first source of supply voltage, and a collector adapted to
be coupled to a second source of supply voltage,

a second transistor having a base coupled to the emitter of
said first transistor,

a collector adapted to be coupled to said first source of
supply voltage and having an emitter,

a first inverting stage having an input coupled to the
emitter of said second transistor, and

a first push-pull output stage coupled between said first

output and an output of said first inverting stage;
non-inverting circuit means adapted to be coupled to said

input signal for generating said second signal at toid sec-
ond output, said noninverting circuit means comprising,
a second input sUge for receiving said input signal,
a second inverting sUge having an input coupled to an

output of said second input stage,

a third inverting stage having an input coupled to an
output of said second inverting stage, and

a second push-pull output stage coupled between said
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second output and an output of said third inverting

stage; and
diode means coupled between said second output and the

junction of the emitter of said first transistor and the base

of said second transistor, so as to conduct current from
said junction to said second output for preventing said Tirst

^ and second outputs from simultaneously being in said first

state.
I

4,424,456

DRIVER aRCUTT FOR CHARGE COUPLED DEVICE
Rynio Shiraki; Seizi Watanabe, both of Tokyo, and Toshio

Yuyama, Kawasaki, all of Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaura

Denki KabosUki Kaisha, Kawasaki, Japan

FUcd Dec. 23, 1980, Ser. No. 219,239

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 26, 1979, 54-169731;

Dec. 26, 1979, 54-169732; Dec. 26, 1979, 54-169733; Dec. 26,

1979, 54-169734; Dec. 26, 1979, 54-169735; Dec. 26, 1979,

54-169737

Int. a.3 H03K 5/01. 17/687

US. a. O07—268 14 Qaims

1. A control circuit for a charge coupled device (CCD)
comprising:

CMOS inverter means including first and second comple-

mentary MOS transistor means connected so as to respond

complementarily to an input switching signal;

means connecting said CCD to be driven by said CMOS
inverter means such that said CMOS inverter provides a

charge control path, including said first MOS transistor

means, for the equivalent load capacitance of said CCD,
said charge control path being switchable under control of

said input switching signal; and

control means including variable voltage supply means for

controlling the mutual conductance of said first MOS
transistor means to adjust the time constant of said charge

control path.

4,424,457

VOLTAGE LEVEL DETECHNG ORCUIT
Oskar Lenthold, Marin, Switzerland, assignor to Ebaucbes

Electroniques, Switzerland

Filed May 20, 1981, Ser. No. 265,594

Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 28, 1980,

4128/80

Int. a.3 H03K 5/24. 5/153

VJS. a. 307—350 17 Qaims

age with a reference level which is associated with the band-

gap value of a diode voltage for being substantially indepen-

dent of temperature, the reference level is defined on the basis

of the sum of a first diode voltage and of the product of the

difference between a second and a third diode voltage by a

predetermined coefHcient, comprising:

a first and a second input terminal between which said input

voltage is applied;

voltage generating means for providing a first, a second and

a third voltage the values of which are respectively repre-

sentative of a first, second and third diode voltage;

a first capacitive substractive circuit being connected to at

least one of said input terminals and to which said first

voltage is applied, for producing a first signal representa-

tive of the difference between the represented first diode

voltage and said input voltage;

a second capacitive substractive circuit to which said second

and said third voltages are applied for producing, in asso-

ciation with the production of the first signal, a second

signal representative of the product of the difference

between the represented second and third diode voltages

by a predetermined coefficient, said first and second sig-

nals being applied to a node of the detecting circuit for

producing at said node a difference signal representative

of the algebraic value of the difference between said input

voltage and a reference level; and

an amplifying circuit having an input connected to said node

for bringing said difference signal to a logic level.

4,424,458

CONTACTLESS PROXIMITY SENSOR WITH
MULTILEVEL RESPONSE

Robert Buck, Neukirch, and Gerd Marhofer, Essen-Bredeney,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Oct. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 309,480

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 9,

1980 3038102

Int. a.3 A03K 3/26: G08B 3/00; H03K 5/153

U.S. Q. 307—361 5 Claims

tTcc-roa|

;2< L»J' Lrv!L__J35SCt_J

1. A voltage detecting circuit for comparing an input volt-

1. A contactless proximity sensor comprising:

a detector of incoming signals indicative of the presence of an

object in a predetermined area;

a threshold circuit connected to said detector and provided

with a first, a second and a third output respectively ener-

gized in the presence of an incoming signal surpassing a low,

an intermediate and a high level;

a visual indicator;

load-control means connected to said second output for per-

forming a switching operation in response to an incoming

signal exceeding at least said intermediate level; and

pulse-generating means connected independently of said indi-

cator to said first, second and third outputs for flashing said

indicator at a relatively low rate in response to incoming

signals lying in a lower range between said low and interme-

diate levels and flashing said indicator at a relatively high

rate in response to incoming signals lying in an upper range

between said intermediate and high levels, said rates lying

within the range of visual perception.
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4,424,459
HIGH FREQUENCY SWITCHING CTRCUIT

Koichiro Inomata, Yokohama; Michio Hasegawa, Machida, and

I°?'"I?..°~^'"' Konitachi, all of Japan, assignors to
Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Jun. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 390,888
Qalms priority, application Japan, Jun. 25, 1981, 56-97527

Int. a.' GllC 13/02
U.S. a. 307-*15

9 Claim.

nected between said second logic value input signal and
said outut means and further connected to said first logic
value signal means for passing said second logic value
signal to said output means in response to a logic uro
control signal from said first input means;

second transmission gate means connected between said first

logic value input signal and said output means, said second
transmission gates means including control means con-

1. A high frequency switching circuit which comprises:
a single-ended switching circuit including a transformer

having a primary winding and a secondary side circuit and
a switching element connected between the primary
winding of said transformer and DC source;

means for effecting switching with a predetermined cycle
and for a predetermined conductive period;

means for rectifying and smoothing a supplied voluge,
which includes a filtering capacitor connected in parallel
with a rectifying element and load; and

a magnetic amplifier which is connected between said sec-
ondary side circuit of said transformer and said rectifying-
smoothing means and includes a saturable reactor, said
saturable reactor having a coercive force He of 0.6 Oe or
below and a rectangular ratio Br/Bs of80% or above at an
operating frequency of 20 kHz or above and being pre-
pared from an amorphous alloy having a composition of
(Co„ Fcv NiH,)ioo_z Xr or

(Co„ Fei_„)ioo_,_^T, By

where:

x=at least one selected from a group consisting of the
elements of P, B, C, Si and Ge

O^u^l.O
O^v^l.O
O^w^O.7
15^zS30
u + v-|-w=1.0

T=at least one selected from a group consisting of Ti, Zr,
Hf, V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo and W

6^xSlS
O^y^lO.

'4,424,460

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR PROVIDING A
LOGICAL EXCLUSIVE OR/EXCLUSIVE NOR

FUNCTION
Darid W. Best, Marion, Iowa, assignor to Rockwell Interna-

tional Corporation, El Seguado, Calif.

Filed Jul. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 283,268
Int. a.J H03K 19/21

U.S. a. 307-471 4 ctaiBM
1. Apparatus for providing a logical exclusive OR function

comprising, in combination:

first means for providing a first logical input signal to be
exclusively OR'd;

second input means for supplying a second signal to be
exclusively OR'd;

output means for providing a output signal indicative in

logic value of the exclusive OR combination of said first

and second signals;

first transmission gate means, including control means con-

nected to said second logic value signal whereby said first

logic value signals are passed to said output means when
said second logic value signals are in a logic zero condi-
tion; and

third transmission gate means including logic value inver-
sion means and control input means, connected for passing
said first logic value signals to said output means in an
inverted condition whenever said second logic value
signal is in a logic one condition.

4,424,461

SEMICONDUCTOR INTEGRATED aRCUIT
PROVIDING TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION

Ymuo Taguchi, Yokohama, and Satoahi Nakao, Tokyo, both of
Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisba,
Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Feb. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 237.110
Oaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 22, 1980, 55-021202

Int. a. J H03K 3/01. 3/26: HOIL 31/00: H03F 3/45
U.S. a. 307-491 g Claim.

1. A temperature compensated semiconductor integrated
circuit comprising:

a first resistance having a first predetermined temperature
coefficient;

a second resistance having a second predetermined tempera-
ture coefficient diflerent from said first temperature coef-
ficient; and

a semiconductor element having a temperature dependent
characteristic and being connected to uid first and second
resistances, said first and second reustances having values
which cause a collective temperature coefficient of skid
first and second resistances to offset said temperature
dependent semiconductor element characteristic so that
said integrated circuit operates independent of tempera-
ture.
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4,424,462

SWITCHED DELAY aRCUTT
Michael J. Gay, Vand, Switzerland, assignor to Motorola, Inc.,

Sduunburg, III.

FUed Apr. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 372,876

Int. a.^ H03K 5/159. 6/00. 17/16

U.S. a. 307—603 4 Qaims

4,424,463

APPARATUS FOR MINIMIZING MAGNETIC COGGING
IN AN ELECTRICAL MACHINE

J. Donald Musil, 905 Top-O-Hollow Rd., Ames, Iowa 50010

Filed May 27, 1981, Ser. No. 267,526

Int. a.3 H02K 3/16

U.S. a. 310—49 R 38 Qaims
1. An apparatus for reducing magnetic cogging in an electri-

cal motor comprising:

a plurality of magnetic poles, each having a defined pole

pitch;

means to support said poles in at least two annular conFigura-

tions wherein said poles are arranged with substantially

alternate polarity within each annular configuration and

the configurations overlie one another so that they have a

common central axis, said annular configurations are

identical rotatable rotors of even number with poles of the

same polarity registered;

a magnetic flux carrier including a magnetic material dis-

posed in spaced concentric relation within each of said

annular configurations, and being supported by axial bear-

ings to allow relative rotation between each carrier and

respective annular configuration about said axis;

the angular position of the magnetic material and at least one

flux carrier being displaced angularly relative to the mag-

netic material and at least one other flux carrier so that the

magnetic cogging between the annular configurations

surrounding the displaced flux carrier and the magnetic

material of the displaced flux carrier, is opposed by the

magnetic cogging between the annular configuration

surrounding the non-displaced flux carrier and the mag-

netic material of the non-displaced flux carrier, said flux

carriers are cylindrical, each flux carrier having an equal

number of teeth each having a defined tooth pitch and

being shaped from the magnetic material and regularly

spaced around the external circumference of the cylinder

and wherein the flux carriers are paired, with the first

member of each pair being angularly displaced relative to

the second member of each pair so that the teeth of each

first member are registered with the space between the

1. A switched delay circuit comprising: an input node; an

output node; a first voltage bus; a second voltage bus; a first

transistor having a base coupled to the input node, an emitter,

and a collector coupled to the first voltage bus; a first resistor

liaving a second end and a first end with the first end coupled

to the emitter of the first transistor; a second transistor having

a base, an emitter, and a collector coupled to the first voltage

bus; a second resistor coupled between the second end of the

first resistor and the base of the second transistor; a first capaci-

tor coupled between the second end of the first resistor and the

emitter of the second transistor; a first current source coupled

between the emitter of the second transistor and the second

voltage bus; a third transistor having a base, a collector, and an

emitter coupled to the second voltage bus; a second capacitor

coupled between the base of the second transistor and the base

of the third transistor; a fourth transistor having a base, an

emitter and a collector coupled to the output node; a third

resistor coupled between the emitter of the first transistor and

the emitter of the fourth transistor; a fourth resistor coupled

between the collector of the third transistor and the emitter of

the fourth transistor; a fifth resistor coupled between the base

and collector of the third transistor; a sixth resistor coupled

between the collector of the fourth transistor and the first

voltage bus; and a bias voltage node coupled to the base of the

fourth transistor.
{

teeth of the second member of the same pair, with the

angular distance between the centers of adjacent poles

being one pole pitch, and wherein there are three pairs of

flux carriers and the first member of each pair is angularly

displaced through a distance equal to one-third of two
pole pitches with respect to the first member of all other

pairs, and the second member of each pair is displaced

through a distance equal to one-half of one pole pitch with

respect to the first member of the same pair;

the magnetic material of the flux carriers is shaped to receive

coils so that if a variable current signal is established in the

coils said relative rotation will occur;

the ratio of the span of each of said tooth pitch and to said

pole pitch being about 1:1.

4,424,464

COMBINATION DC/AC GENERATOR FOR
AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES

Takashi Ikegami, Himeji, Japan, assignor to Mitsubishi Denki

Kabushiki Kaisha, Himeji, Japan

per No. PCr/JP81/00180, § 371 Date Apr. 14, 1982, § 102(e)

Date Apr. 14, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO82/00737, PCT Pub.

Date Mar. 4, 1982

PCT Filed Aug. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 375,127

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 19, 1980, 55-117973

Int. a.3 H02K 23/50

U.S. a. 310—68 D 1 aaim
1. A generator comprising: a cylindrically shaped frame; a

rotary shaft adapted to be rotated by a vehicular motor; a first

rotor fixedly mounted on said rotary shaft, said first rotor

comprising a plurality of circumferentially arranged pole

members of alternating magnetic polarity; a first field winding

wound on said first rotor; a pair of slip rings and a pair of

brushes for making connection to said first field winding; a

second rotor fixedly mounted on said rotor forwardly of said

first rotor, said second rotor being an induction-type rotor

comprising a cylindrically shaped field core fitted flush against

said rotary shaft, a cup-shaped magnetic pole member with

said field core being positioned within said magnetic pole

member, at least one magnetic pole ring, and a magnetic insu-

lating ring coupling said at least one magnetic pole ring to said

magnetic insulating ring; a field winding frame fixedly
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mounted on said frame and extending into a gap between said
field core and said magnetic pole member; a second field wind-
ing wound on said field winding frame; a first stator core
fixedly mounted on an inside wall of said frame and surround-
ing said first rotor with a small gap therebetween; a first stator
winding wound on said first stator; rectifying means for recti-
fying an output voltage produced across said first stator wind-

deflecting the electron beam in mutually perpendicular direc-
tions, and a permanently magnetized multipole ring positioned
between the first deflection means and the target, said ring

4,424,465

PIEZOELECTRIC VIBRATION TRANSDUCER
Hiroji Ohigashi, Zushi; Toshiharu Nakanishi, Kamakura, and
Miyo Suzuki, Fi^isawa, all of Japan, assignors to Toray In-
dustries, Inc., Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 149,989, May 15, 1980, abandoned.
This application Oct. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 434,713

Int. aj HOIL 41/08
U.S. a. 310-335 20 Qaims

1. A piezoelectric ultrasonic vibration transducer compris-
ing a series of vibration elements comprising a polyiheric pi-

ezoelectric film sandwiched by electrode plates, a front surface
of the series of vibrational elements being cylindrically con-
cave about a common axis, the polymeric piezoelectric film
being continuous through the series of vibrational elements,
each of the series of vibrational elements forming an arc sub-
stantially perpendicular to the common axis.

4,424,466

CATHODE RAY TUBE WITH MULTIPOLE
CORRECTION RING

Klaus W. M. P. Zeppenfeld, Heerlen, Netherlands, assignor to

U.S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Sep. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 189,468

Qaims priority, application Netherlands, Oct. 2, 1979,
7907305

Int. a.3 HOIJ 29/74
U.S. Q. 313—433 g Qaims

I. A cathode ray tube comprising, in an evacuated envelope,
a target, an electron gun for directing an electron beam onto
the target, first and second deflection means for successively

11 S 8 7 • « 10 11

having a plurality of magnetic poles for producing a magnetic
field which is a composite of magnetic fields for correcting
respective errors in beam deflection.

ing; a second stator core fixedly mounted on said inside wall of
said frame and surrounding said second rotor with a small gap
therebetween; a second stator winding wound on said second
sutor core; and AC output terminals coupled to corresponding
ends of said second stator winding, a number of turns of said
second stator winding being substantially greater than a num-
ber of turns of said first stator winding.

4,424,467

CATHODE-RAY TUBE HAVING A MIXTURE OF LONG
AND SHORT PERSISTENCE PHOSPHORS

Mutsuo Masuda, Kyoto; Yasuyuki Takagi. and Shigeya
Ashizaki, both of Takatsuki, all of Japan, assignors to Mateu-
shita Electronics Corporation, Kadoma, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 164,935, Jul. 1, 1980, abandoned. This
application Oct. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 433.007

Qaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 4. 1979. 54-84647
Int. Q.3 HOIJ 29/10

U.S. Q. 313-467 x 7 auna

\

1. A cathode-ray tube having a phosphor screen consisting
of a mixture of a long persistent phosphor having a one-tenth
persistent time of 10 msec or more and a short persistent phos-
phor having a one-tenth persistent time of 1 ^sec or less, said

phosphor screen producing a monochromatic image m re-

sponse to simultaneous one electron beam excitation of said
long persistent phosphor and said short persistent phosphor,
said monochromatic image comprising a sharp rise-up light

image from the former and dull rise-up but long persistent light

image from the latter.

1038 O.G.— 19
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4,424,468

INVERTER BALLAST CIRCUIT WITH SHOOT
THROUGH PREVENTION, AUTO TRANSFORMER

COUPLING AND OVERLOAD PREVENTION
Frauds J. Zelioa, and William B. Zclina, both of 6410 W. Ridge

Rd^ Pa. 16506

ContiBiiatioa-iB-part of Scr. No. 280,866, Jul. 6, 1981,

abuKkNied. This application Oct 19, 1981, Set. No. 312,908

Int. a.' H05B 37/02

US. a. 315—222 7 Qaims

4,424,469

TELEVISION RECEIVER FERRORESONANT HIGH
VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY USING TEMPERATURE

STABLE CORE MATERIAL
Babah Shahbendcr, Frank S. Wendt; Irwin Gordon, all of

Princeton, NJ., and Robert J. Gries, Indianapolis, Ind., as-

signors to RCA Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 250,131

Int a.J HOIJ 29/70

U.S. a. 315—411 11 Claims

liThrjm or
SueSTlTuTEO LITHIUM

FERRITE
20

1. A circuit for driving a load comprising,

a resonant circuit,

a power supply,

an inverter circuit,

control means for actuating said inverter,

a first transformer having a winding,

a second transformer having a single primary winding, a first

secondary winding and a second secondary windmg,

a condenser,

a first electronic valve having an actuating means.

a second electronic valve having an actuating means,

said resonant circuit comprising said first transformer wind-

ing, said second transformer primary winding and said

condenser connected in series with one another,

said inverter comprising said first electronic valve and said

second electronic valve,

said first electronic valve being connected to said power

supply and to said resonant circuit,

said second electronic valve being connected in series with

said resonant circuit forming a loop,

said first secondary winding of said second transformer

being connected to said actuating means on said first

electronic valve,

said second secondary winding of said second transformer

being connected to said actuating means of said second

electronic valve,

said control means for actuating said inverter consisting of

said second transformer,

said second transformer first secondary being adapted to

actuate said first electronic valve connecting said power

supply to said resonant circuit to charge said condenser to

a first polarity,

said second transformer second secondary winding being

adapted to actuate said second electronic valve connect-

ing said resonant circuit into a loop allowing current to

flow in said loop to charge said condenser to a second

polarity when the current in said resonant circuit passes

through zero,

and means on said circuit for connecting said first trans-

former winding to a load,

said second transformer having a third secondary winding

and a fourth secondary winding,

said third secondary winding being connected to the actuat-

ing means on said second electronic valve and through a

first diode to said first secondary,

said fourth secondary winding of said second transformer

being connected to said actuating means on said first

electronic valve and through a second diode to said power

supply.
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4. A saturating core power supply having an output voltage

that is relatively temperature stable, comprising:

a source of alternating input voltage;

a saturating magnetic element including a magnetizable core

and a winding located on said core;

means coupled to said source and to said winding for devel-

oping a magnetizing current that generates in said magne-

tizable core an alternating magnetic fiux that links said

winding so as to develop an alternating polarity output

voltage;

a capacitance for developing a circulating current that gen-

erates a magnetic flux in a core section associated with

said winding that aids in magnetically saturating said

associated core section to regulate said alternating polar-

ity output voltage; and

a load circuit coupled to and energized by said regulated

alternating polarity output voltage,

wherein to provide temperature stability of said regulated

output voltage, said magnetically saturating associated

core section of said saturating magnetic element is formed

of a magnetizable material comprising a ferrospinel se-

lected from one of a lithium ferrite and a substituted lith-

ium ferrite such that the magnitude of the fractional

change of saturation flux density per degree centigrade

exhibited by said magnetizable material over the normal

operating temperature range of said power supply is equal

to or less than 1.5 part per thousand per degree centigrade

and such that the coercivity of said magnetizable material

is equal to or less than 1.5 oersted.

4,424,470

MOTOR CONTROL CTRCUIT FOR RADIO
CONTROLLED MODELS

Robert A. Finch, 19575 W. Martin Dr., Mundelein, III. 60060

Filed Feb. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 352,230

Int OJ H02P 5/16; H04Q 7/02

U.S. a. 318—6 11 Claims
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1. In a system for the radio control of motor driven models

including a transmitter for transmitting a recurring control

pulse having a duration controllable by an operator within a
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predetermined range and a receiver for receiving said control
pulses, a motor control circuit at said receiver comprising:

reference pulse generating means responsive to received
control pulses for producing a reference pulse having a

predetermined duration between the shortest and longest
received pulse duration;

means for comparing the duration of each of said received
control pulses with the duration of said reference pulse
and producing a difference signal;

means including sample and hold circuit means for produc-
ing in response to said difference signal a D.C. reference
voltage having an amplitude proportional to the differ-

ence in durations of said received control pulses and said

reference pulse;

means including means for producing a sawtooth voltage
and means for comparing said sawtooth voltage with said

DC. reference voltage for producing a DC. voltage
switched on and off with a duty cycle proportionally

responsive to said D.C. reference voltage and variable

from 0% to 100%; and
output means adapted to be connected in series with an

electric motor and a D.C. voltage source for converting
said switched D.C. voltage to switched direct current for

driving the motor.

4,424,471

ELECnUCAL MOTOR
John W. Collen, Billericay, England, assignor to Ford Motor
Company, Dearborn, Mich.

FUed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,754

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Mar. 10, 1981,

8102562

Int a.3 H02K 29/02
U.S. a. 318—138 1 Oaim

11 20

1. An electrical motor comprising a rotor carrying a plural-

ity of permanent magnetic poles, a generally cylindrical stator

with a circumference carrying at least two main windings
which, when activated, interact with the magnetic fields gener-

ated by the said poles to drive the rotor relative to the stator,

and electronic switching means for activating the main wind-
ings, in sequence in accordance with the rotational position of
the rotor characterized in that the electronic switching means
comprises search windings on the stator each associated with a

respective one of the main windings and arranged to i/!teract

with the magnetic field generated by the said poles, and
switches for each main winding operable by the search wind-
ing associated therewith to activate the main windings for

different periods;

one of said at least two main windings occupying a greater

part of the circumferential length of the stator than any
other of said at least two main windings so that said at

least two main windings provide an unequal force to

facilitate rotation of said rotor;

each of said switches including a power transistor for con-

ducting current through the main winding, and a drive

transistor for controlling the conductive state of the

power transistor and each of said switches being operable

in response to current induced in the search winding by
the main winding; and

said search windings being connected into switch circuits

having different time constants, at least one search wind-

ing being coupled in series with a bias resistor thereby

reducing the time constant for causing switching and at

least one search winding being coupled in parallel with a

capacitor thereby increasing the time constant for causing

switching, so that at least two search windings have differ-

ent associated time constants to insure rotation of the rotor

in a predetermined direction.

4.424,472

PROGRAMMABLE ROBOT
Jacques Jacot-Descombes, GencTcys-sur-CofFrane, and Jean-

Luc Monnier, Neuchatel, both of Switzerland, assignors to

Microbo, S.A., Switzerland

Filed Oct. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 309,265

Oaims priority, application Switzerland, Oct. 10, 1980,

7568/80

Int. a.' G05B 19/42
U.S. a. 318—568 8 Gaims
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1. A programmable robot, including at least one movable
member which is displaceable with respect to a reference

position in the direction of a corresponding degree of freedom
and at least one corresponding control unit, said at least one
control unit comprising a sensor responsive to the position of

said movable member with respect to the reference position to

furnish a positional datum representing said position of the

movable member; a control system comprising means for

producing a command datum and means responsive to said

positional and command data to calculate an error datum and

to produce a control signal the amplitude of which is a function

of the error datum; an actuator responsive to said control

signal to displace said movable member with respect to said

reference position, so as to tend to eliminate the error; memory
means responsive to a first external action to store said posi-

tional datum of the movable member; and mode-selecting

means responsive to a second external action for selectively

enabling a training mode of said control system wherein said

command datum used for the calculation of said error datum is

kept constant during each interval of time between two con-

secutive ones of successive instants, at each of them said com-
mand datum is rendered identical with said positional datum.

4,424,473

DRIVE APPARATUS FOR AN INDUSTRIAL ROBOT
Robert H. Gorman, Kemersiillc, N.C., assignor to American
Robot Corporation, Pittsburg, Pa.

Filed Feb. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 346,222

Int. a.J G05B 19/42

U.S. Q. 318—568 18 Claims

1. An industrial robot comprising at least one element which
is operatively connected to a second element for relative

movement about an axis, and including a drive apparatus for

effecting relative movement of the two elements about said

axis and which is characterized by the ability to permit accu-

rately controllable movement of the two elements relative to

each other, and by the ability to function as a readily controlla-

ble transmission, said drive apparatus comprising:

a pair of electrical stepping motors fixedly mounted to one
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of said elements, with each motor having an output shaft

mounting a drive gear,

drive control means for selectively operating each of said

motors, and operating at least one of said motors at a

variable rotational speed,

a pair of gear wheels, with each gear wheel disposed coaxi-
ally about said axis and having two face gears, with one
face gear of each wheel operatively meshing with respec-
tive ones of said drive gears and so that each motor is

adapted to route its associated gear wheel about said axis,

pinion gear means mounted to the other of said elements,
with said pinion gear means being positioned between and
operatively meshing with the second face gear of each of
said gear wheels,

whereby accurately controllable relative movement of the

two elements may be achieved by operating the motors at

speeds which produce slightly different rotational speeds
in the two gear wheels, and the speed of relative move-
ment between the two elements may be varied by varying
the speed of said one controllable motor.

4,424,474

METHOD AND CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT FOR
CONTROLLING THE R.P.M. OF A THREE-PHASE

MOTOR
Walter Diirr, OffenlMch; Dietrich Weisse, Waibstadt; Ulrich

Simon, Dreieich, and Friedwalt Ton Neufrille-Schoepflin,

Keikbeim, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Firma
nVE Ingenieargellschaft fner wirtschaftiiche Energienutzong
mit beschraenkter Haftung, Nen-Isenburg, Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many

FUed Dec. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 326,907
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 10,

1980,3046406

Int. a.5 H02P 5/40 '

U.S. a. 318—798 15 Oaims
1. A method for controlling the r.p.m. of a multi-phase

electnc motor having motor windings connected in a Y-circuit

or star circuit including a sur point, and operated by a multi-

phase power supply 'source connecuble to respective motor
windings, comprismg the following steps:

fa) sensing current variations in said star point by a control-
lable diode circuit means having a single common control

input;

fb) converting said current variations into voltage variations

representing the current flow through the motor wind-
ings;

fc)and controlling in an on-off manner with a single control-

ling circuit connected to said single control input the time
durations during which the multi-phase power supply is

connected to and disconnected from the motor windings

by the conduction and non-conduction of said diode cir-

cuit means as a function of said voltage variations
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whereby the motor r.p.m. is reduced in response to a

decreasing current flow through the motor windings.

4,424,475

APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING A STATIC AC/AC
THYRISTOR CON^VERTER WHICH FEEDS A
SYNCHRONOUS ROTATING MACHINE AT A

VARIABLE FREQUENCY
Henri Godfroid, Valdoie, France, assignor to CGEE Alsthom,

Levallois-Perret, France

Filed May 21, 1982, Ser. No. 380,599
Oaims priority, application France, May 27, 1981, 81 10613

Int. a.3 H02P 5/i4: H02M J/45
U.S. a. 318—803 3 Qaims
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1. A control apparatus for controlling a static AC/AC thy-

ristor converter for supplying power to a synchronous rotating

machine, said converter comprising a machine bridge, a mains

bndge connected to receive power from a transformer, first

and second conductors connecting said machine bridge and
said mains bridge, and an auxiliary connection for returning

point current from a neutral point of said synchronous machine
to said transformer via said auxiliary connection, said control

apparatus comprising:

a speed regulator for supplying an average reference cur-

rent;

a comparator circuit for comparing said average reference

current with a sum of currents flowing in said first and

second conductors;

current regulator means for controlling said current flowing

on said first and second conductors;

pulse control means; and

summing means receiving as a first input an output of .said

comparator circuit, as a second input an output of said

current regulator means, and as a third input a signal for

controlling full opening of said converter, an output of

said summing means being applied via said pulse control

means to control said mains bridge, wherein said sum of

said currents flowing in said first and second conductors is

maintained equal to said reference value.
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4,424,476

CONTROLLED FAST CHARGER
Ferdinand H. Mullersnum, Gainsville, Fla., assignor to General

Electric Company, Gainesville, Fla.

Filed Jan. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 225,609
Int. Q\? H02J 7/10

U.S. a. 320-36 , 7 Oaims

linkage means operatively connected to the diaphragm of
said diaphragm assembly and a throttle flap for opening
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1. Apparatus for supplying a controlled charging current to
a sealed rechargeable cell comprising:

(a) means connectable to an external electrical source for

providing charging current;

(b) controllable switching means connected in series be-
tween said charging current means and said rechargeable
cell and being operable between a conducting state,

wherein said charging current is supplied to said cell, and
a non-conducting state wherein said charging current is

interrupted;

(c) thermal sensing means including first means in thermal
proximity to said rechargeable cell for sensing the temper-
ature of said rechargeable cell, and second means for

sensing the ambient temperature; and
(d) switching control means responsive to said thermal sens-

ing means for maintaining said switching means in the
. conducting state, and thereby providing a path for the

delivery of said charging current to said rechargeable cell,

until the cell temperature exceeds the ambient tempera-
ture by a predetermined amount and thereafter maintain-
ing that temperature difference.

the throttle fiap to a predetermined angle when the angle
of the throttle flap is below said predetermined angle

4,424,477
\

APPARATUS FOR PREVENTING A VEHICLE BATTERY
FROM BEING OVERDISCHARGED

Toshio Enoshima, Fujisawa, and Jun-ichi Kuro, Yokohama, both
of Japan, assignors to Nissan Motor Company, Ltd., Yoko-
hama, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 64,184, Aug, 6, 1979, abandoned. This
application Nov. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,566

Qaims priority, application Japan, Aug, 15, 1978, 53-111243
Int. a.' H02J 7/i2

U,S. a. 320-61 15 Qaims
12. An apparatus for preventing a battery of a vehicle from

being overdischarged, comprising:

(a) first means for measuring the voltage of said battery
while an engine of said vehicle is running;

(b) second means responsive to said first means for generat-
ing an electric ouput signal when the battery voltage is

below a predetermined value; and
(c) third means responsive to said second means for raising

the engine crankshaft rotational speed Ti. .-n an idling

speed, defined as occurring when the engine is idling, to a

predetermined higher speed when the voltage of said

battery is below said predetermined value, wherein said

third means comprises:

an electromagnetic valve assembly having first and second
input ports respectively fcommunicating with atmosphere
and vacuum pressure and an output pori;

a diaphragm assembly having first and second chambers
respectively communicating with said output pori of said

electromagnetic valve assembly and atmosphere; and

4 424 478
DEVICE FOR EXaTING MASTER GENERATOR OF

SELF-CONTAINED POWER UNITS FOR
TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES

Eliaiar Y. Bukhshtaber, 9 Parkovaya, 47, korpus 1, k». 37; Jury
M. Andreev, Nagatinskaya, 15, korpus 1, kv. 53; Mikhail P.
Askinazi, Trifonovskaya ulitsa, 60, korpus 2, kv. 73; Anatoly
D. Mashikhin, ulitsa Marshala Timoshenko, 28, kv. 45; Egor
P. Plotnikov, SUvropolskaya ulitsa, 54, korpus 2, kv. 34, and
Vitaly I. Anders, ulitsa Gorkogo, 6, kv. 281, all of Moscow.
U.S.S.R.

Filed Jan. 7, 1981, Ser, No, 223,048
Int. a.^ H02P 9/14, 9/30

U.S. a. 322-63 5 Qaims
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1. A device for exciting a master generator of self-contained

power units for transportation facilities comprising:

a master generator with output terminals;

a first excitation winding of said master generator with leads;

an auxiliary exciter generator with d-c leads electrically

coupled to said leads of said first excitation winding of said

master generator;

a second excitation winding of said auxiliary exciter genera-
tor with leads;

an independent d-c source whose poles are electrically cou-

pled to said leads of said second excitation winding of said

auxiliary exciter generator to permit exciting current fiow
from said independent d-c source;

an exciting current regulator electrically coupled to said

auxiliary exciter generator and to said independent d<
source;

the first of said leads of said first excitation winding of said

master generator electrically coupled to the first of said

d-c leads of said auxiliary exciter generator through its

second excitation winding connected in series with said

auxiliary first excitation winding of said master generator

so that current from said exciter generator Hows through
said second excitation winding of said auxiliary exciter

generator in the same direction as said exciting current

from said independent d-c source.
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4,424,479

LOOP FAULT LOCATION
James M. Brown, Chatham, NJ., assignor to Bell Telephone

Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, NJ.
FUed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,417
Int a.5 GOIR 31/08; H04B 3/46

U.S. a. 324-52 5 Qaims
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1. Wire-pair apparatus for testing a single-sided fault (R/r)

coupled to ground and located between first (101) and second
(100) test positions along a wire-pair have a good wire (TIP)
and a faulty wire (RING) and for determining the resistance
(R2) between said fault and said first test position, said appara-
tus

characterized by I

means (123) at said first position for shorting said pair; and
means (120-122,140-146) at said second position comprising

a DC voltage source (120), of a preselected value (V)
referenced to said ground,

shunt means (121,122,140-142) for applying said source
simultaneously to said wires and means (121 and 122)
for measuring the DC current (I5) in said good wire and
the current difference (}a-Ib) between the DC currents
flowing in both said wires, and

serial means (121,122,143-146), operatively alternately
with said shunt means, for applying said source to said
good wire and means (121 and 122) for measuring the
DC current (Ic) in said good wire and the DC current
{Id) in said faulty wire (RING),

wherein said resistance (R2) is given by

R2 =

I

-^ ({IA - Ib)/Ib)

7F^
Id

Ic

capacity of an electric cable, said device comprising a measur-
ing electrode through which the cable can be fed in an axial

direction; means for applying an alternating voltge between
the said measuring electrode and the conductor of the cable;

screening electrodes arranged coaxially at each side beyond
said measuring electrode, whereby a uniform electric field is

maintained in the region of said measuring electrode; and
means for determining the capacitive current flowing between
the cable conductor and said measuring electrode, the im-
provement wherein said current determining means comprises
a pair of current sensing devices, spaced apart disposed respec-
tively between an end of the measuring electrode and the
contiguous respective screening electrode in order to enable
sensing of the electric current flowing in the cable at their

respective locations; and means for producing an output signal

representative of the difference between the currents sensed by
said sensing devices.

4424481
APPARATUS FOR MEASURING AN ELECTRICAL

HELD
Pierre A. R. M. Laroche, Corbeil; Roland J. Hoarau, I'Hay les

Roses, and Patrice G. M. Brault, Lorient, all of France, as-
signors to Office National d'Etudes et de Recherche Aeros-
patiales (O.N.E.R.A.), Chatillon, France

FUed Feb. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 236,618
aaims priority, application France, Feb. 22, 1980, 80 04017

Int. a.3 GOIR 31/02
U.S. a. 324-72 12 aaims
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4424 480 I

PROCESS FOR THE MEASUREMENT OFTHE SPEOnc
CAPACITY OF A CABLE AND A DEVICE FOR

CARRYING OUT THE PROCESS
Zgorski Stefen, Biel, Switzerland, assignor to Zumbach Elec-

tronic AG, Orpund, Switzerland

Continuation of Ser. No. 193,662, Oct. 3, 1980, abandoned. This
appUcation Feb. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 462,903

Claims priority, application Switzeriand, Oct. 15, 1979,
9260/79

Int d? GOIR 11/52
UA a. 324-60 C 17 Oaims
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1. In a device for use in the measurement of the specific

1. An electrical field sensing apparatus, particularly for

measuring the atmospheric electrical field, comprising: a hous-
ing; a fixed detection electrode; a rotating modulator; a fixed

screen having apertures formed therein and made out of an
electrically conductive material connected to the housing, said

fixed screen being interposed between said detection electrode
and said rotating modulator, and said fixed screen being wider
than said detection electrode for protecting said detection
electrode against the influence of the measured electrical field

when the apertures in said fixed screen are covered by the
rotating modulator; a driving motor for the modulator; a me-
tallic cup for housing the electrode modulator and screen, the
metallic cup having an opening turned downwardly, with the
modulator being positioned closest to the opening of the cup;
metallic legs for positioning the metallic cup above a surface

on which the legs rest; a cylindrical casing fixedly connected at

one end to the cup for containing the driving motor of the

modulator; a cover connected to the end of the cylindrical

casing opposite the cup and angularly adjustable in position

relative to the casing; and an opto-electrical device including a
light source, a photo-electrical receiver, and a toothed disc

rigidly connected to the driving motor, interposed between the
light source and the photo-electrical receiver and carried by
the cover.
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4,424,482
ADAPTIVE BANDWIDTH SIGNAL ENCODER

Edwin M. Drogin, Dix Hills, N.Y., assignor to Eaton Corpora-
tion, Qeveland, Ohio

Filed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 302,194
Int. a.J GOIR 23/14

U.S. a. 324-79 D ,„ 7 Qaimsr70S
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1. Apparatus for encoding a pulse signal, comprising:
(a) means for dividing the pulse signal into a series of contig-

uous sampling periods, said means for dividing being
connected to receive the pulse signal as an input and
provide the divided pulse signal as an output,

(b) means for counting the number of cycles within each
sampling period, said means for counting the number of
cycles being connected to receive the divided pulse from
the means for dividing as an input and provide the count
of cycles within each sampling period as an output, and

(c) means for encoding and storing the number of cycles
within each sampling period and identifying the particular

sampling period for which the dau is being stored, said

means for encoding being connected to the means for

counting the number of cycles to receive the count within
each period.

4424483
MICROWAVE RADIATION MONTTOR

Edward E. Asian, Plainview, N.Y., assignor to The Narda Mi-
crowave Corporation, Hauppauge, N.Y.

FUed Apr. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 254,590
Int. a.3 GOIR 21/10. 19/22: HOIQ 1/36

U.S. a. 324-95 9 QaiM

4,424 484
INDUCTION METER HAVING AN IMPROVED
ELECTROMAGNEnC VOLTAGE SECTION

James E. Ramsey, Jr., Raleigh, N.C., assignor to Westingbouae
Electric Corp., Pittoburgh, Pa.

Filed Jun. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 272,245
Int. a. J GOIR 11/02

U.S. a. 324-137 4 Claim,
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1. An induction meter including a voltage magnetic section
and a current magnetic section each producing magnetic flux
and a rotaUble disk driven at a rate responsive to said magnetic
flux directed from said magnetic sections mto said disk,
wherein said voltage magnetic section comprises:

a substantially E-shaped laminated magnetic core having a
center leg terminating at a main pole face and two adja-
cent legs terminating at coplanar auxiliary pole faces on
opposite sides of said main pole face, said first and last

laminae defining first and second sides, respectively, of
said core;

a voltage coil wound about said center leg;

a nonmagnetic member supported by said core and extend-
ing from one of said adjacent legs to said other adjacent
leg, said member having three perpendicular extensions
with each extension corresponding to one of said legs, said

member being oriented so as to be adjacent said first side
and having one edge substantially coplanar with said

auxiliary pole faces, said extension corresponding to said

center leg providing support for said voltage coil;

means supported by said core for providing an adjustable
shunt path for magnetic flux between said main pole face
and said auxiliary pole faces, said means located in mag-
netic proximity to said first side and separated therefrom
by said nonmagnetic member;

a power factor bracket extending from said second side of
said magnetic core; and

a flux return tongue carried by said power factor bracket and
located opposite said main pole face and maintaining a
spaced relationship therewith, said disk rotating in said

space.

1. A microwave radiation monitor comprising: a dual Archi-
medean spiral antenna defined by r=aB. wherein r is the radius
from the center to a point on the curve of the spiral, a is a

constant, and is the angle of rotation in radians; means for

orienting said antenna with and responsive to an electric field

to generate currents therein, the currents in adjacent turns
being in-phase and out-of-phase at predetermined radial posi-

tions of r and B; resistive means proximate to at least one pair

of said adjacent turns and coupled thereto in a region where
the currents in the adjacent turns are out-of-phase; and detect-

ing means coupled to the inner ends of said spiral antenna
operative to measure the signal therebetween.

4,424,485

nXED LIGHT LOAD ADJUSTMENT ASSEMBLY FOR
INDUCTION METERS

William J. Zisa, Cary, N.C., assignor to Westingbousc Electric
Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Jun. 10, 1981. Ser. No. 272,243
Int. a.J GOIR 11/02

U.S. a. 324-137 8 claims
1. An induction meter including a voltage and current mag-

netic sections each producing magnetic flux and a rouuble
disk driven at a rate responsive to said magnetic flux directed
from said magnetic sections into said disk, wherein said voluge
magnetic section comprises:

a substantially E-shaped laminated magnetic core having a
center leg terminating at a main pole face and two adja-
cent legs terminating at coplanar auxiliary pole faces on
opposite sides of said main pole face, said first and last
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laminae defining a first and a second side, respectively, of
said core;

a voltage coil wound about said center leg;

a fixed light load adjuster bracket located in magnetic prox-

imity to said first side, said bracket having a fixed tab

extending over a portion of one of said auxiliary pole faces

and means for supporting a screw;

a non-magnetic spacer separate from said light load adjuster

bracket located between said first side and said light load

adjuster bracket, said spacer, said light load adjuster

bracket and said laminae of said core being fastened to-

gether so as to provide a rigid assembly;

a screw carried by said bracket screw support means; and

a movable tab located in proximity to said bracket and hav-

ing a threaded portion cooperating with said screw, said

movable tab being oriented so as to extend over adjustable

portions of said other auxiliary pole face and said main
pole face thereby providing an adjustable magnetic fiux

-shunt path, said bracket and said tabs acting as an addi-

tional magnetic fiux shunt path.

4,424,486

PHASE ROTATION ORCUIT FOR AN EDDY CURRENT
TESTER

Gyde J. Denton, Bellevue, and Lloyd T. Lamb, Issaquah, both of

Wash., assignors to Zetec, Inc., Issaquah, Wash.
Filed Oct. 14, 1980, Ser. No. 196,197

Int. a.3 GOIN 27/72; GOIR ii/l2: H03L 7/00

U.S. a. 324—225 6 Qaims
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6. A phase rotation circuit comprising:

means for providing a calibration signal and a test signal;

means for determining the sine and cosine of the phase angle

of said calibration signal including normally unpowered
memory means for storing a table of sine and cosine val-

ues, and means for selectively supplying power to said

memory means;

multiplying means for forming the products of said sine and
cosine and the resistive and reactive components of said

test signal; and

phase rotator means for combining said products to produce
a phase rotator output rotated by the phase angle from
said test signal such that said phase rotator has a reactive

phase rotator output component equal to the difference of

said reactive test signal comp>onent and said reactive cali-

bration signal component.

4,424,487

DISPERSION COEFnaENT DETERMINATION
Donald E. Lauffer, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips Pe-

troleum Company, Bartlesville, Okla.

Filed Jun. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 269,204

Int. a.3 GOIR ii/06
U.S. a. 324—307 8 Oaims

1. A method for determining the dispersion coefficient of

fluid in porous media comprising

(a) positioning a sample representative of said [>orous media
in an NMR spectrometer,

(b) causing said fiuid to flow through said so positioned

sample, said fluid being capable of exhibiting a detectable

response in an NMR spectrometer measurement,

(c) carrying out an NMR spin echo measurement while said

fluid is glowing and while said flowing fluid is subjected

to a magnetic field gradient and obtaining a spin echo
signal,

(d) determining the dispersion coefficient from the spin echo
signal obtained.

4,424,488

NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE APPARATUS
Godfi-ey N. Hounsfield, Newark, England, assignor to Picker

International Limited, Wembley, England

Filed May 19, 1981, Sef. No. 265,165

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, May 21, 1980,

8016808

Int. a.3 GOIR 33/08
U.S. a. 324—309 7 Claims

1. A method of operating an NMR imaging system in which
there is applied a pulsed field having a gradient in a direction

lying in a cross-sectional slice of a body being examined, the

nuclei in said slice having been selectively excited to reso-

nance, the resonance signal is sensed during the pulsed field,

the sensed signal is sampled and the samples analysed by a

method including Fourier transformation, the sampling inter-
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val being varied with time in such a way that the higher fre-

quencies after transformation orginate from a sampling which
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4,424,490
HIGH VOLTAGE PROBE FOR GAS INSULATED HIGH

VOLTAGE SWITCHING INSULATION
Manfred Mamet; Dietrich Fischer; Gerhard Tuemmler, and

Detlev Niederhuefner, all of Berlin, Fed. Rep. of Gcmumy,
assignors to Siemens AG, Berlin and Munich, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Jul. 29, 1981, Ser. So. 287,911
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 4,

1980, 3029778

Int. a.' GOIR il/02 ^
U.S. a. 324-424 6 Qaims
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is more widely spaced than the sampling producing the lower
spatial frequencies.

4,424,489

ENGINE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM TEST DEVICE
Richard W. Gray, Box 211B, Howe, Ind. 46746

Filed Sep. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 302,272

Int. C1.JF02P7 7/00
U.S. a. 324—396

28 126

1. In a spark ignition engine tester for inserting between
normally interconnected pairs of releasable connectors in the
high voltage portion of the engine's spark ignition system, the

combination comprising:

first and second electrodes having adjacent ends spaced by a

visible spark gap and remote ends for temporary electrical

interposition of said tester between a said pair of releasable

ignition system connectors;

an insulator element fixedly carrying said electrodes inter-

mediate the ends of each electrode, the length axes of said

electrodes being at right angles to each other; and
a resilient conductive member releasably connectible with a

said remote electrode end for in turn effecting temporary
connection to one of said pair of releasable ignition system
connectors, said insulator element being substantially

L-shaped in profile with two legs substantially at right

angles to each other, said electrodes extending through
respective ones of said legs at right angles thereto, said

legs and electrodes being substantially coplanar, said insu-

lator element being a one-piece molded plastic element of
T cross section intermediate the remote ends of said legs,

the ends of said legs comprising substantially cylindrical

bosses receiving said electrodes fixedly therethrough,

wherein said spark gap is at the concave side of said L,

said insulator element having a rib at the convex side of
said L, said bosses extending beyond said rib, one said boss
and its corresponding electrode remote end being longer
than the other.

1. In a metal-clad, compressed gas-msulated high-voltage
switching three-phase installation having three conductors
within a casing, wherein installation parts can be cut offelectn-
cally by circuit breakers and can be connected with the

4 Oaims grounded casing by means of a grounding switch, two pin-type
insulated measuring electrodes provided in the casing adjacent
to said grounding switch, means connected to said electrodes
for transmitting an indication of the presence or absence of
conductor voltage within said casing, said measunng elec-
trodes being positioned respectively centrally between differ-

ent pairs of the three conductors, one end respectively of said

electrodes protruding into the interior of said casing

4,424,491

AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE IMBALANCE DETECTOR
Ronald E. Bobbett; J. Byron McCormick, both of Los Alamos,

N. Mcx., and William J, Kerwin, Tucson, Ariz., assignors to

The United States of America as represented by the United
States Department of Energy, Washington, D.C.

Filed May 20. 1981, Ser. No. 265,319

Int. a.' GOIN 27/46
U.S. a. 324-433 3 Oaims

1. A device for indicating malfunction of at least one voltage

cell in a plurality of voltage cells connected in series compns-
ing:

means for adding the voltage magnitudes of two adjacent

voltage cells of said plurality of voltage cells connected in

series at upper and lower voltage points to obtain a sum
voltage;

means for comparing said sum voltage with a central voltage

between said two adjacent voltage cells to obtain an error
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voltage proportional to the difierence between said sum
voltage and said central voltage; and

switching means for providing an output whenever said
error voltage exceeds a predetermined magnitude indica-
tive of a malfunction of at least one of said voluge cells,

said switching means having a first transistor connected to
conduct whenever said error signal exceeds a predeter-
mined positive volUge and a second transistor connected
to conduct whenever said error signal exceeds a predeter-
mined negative voltage.

4,424,492

APPARATUS AND MEANS FOR HIGH SPEED DIGITAL
FREQUENCY SHIITING

Ronald W. Potter, Saratoga, Calif., assignor to Hewlett-Packard
Company, Palo Alto, Calif.

Filed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 347,113
Int. a,3 H03K 5/00: H03L 7/00

U.S. a. 328-155 7 Qaims
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and second electrodes and wherein the principal conduc-
tion path of each transistor is controlled by potential

applied between their respective control and first elec-

trodes;

first and second terminals for applying relatively positive
and relatively negative supply potential;

an output terminal;

means connecting the respective second electrodes of the
first and second transistors to the first terminal;

means connecting the respective second electrodes of the
third and fourth transistors to the second terminal;

respective means connecting the respective first electrodes
of the first and third transistors to the output terminal;

respective means connecting the respective first electrodes
of the second and fourth transistors to the control elec-

trodes of the third and first transistors respectively;

means for applying a signal potential to the control elec-

trodes of the second and fourth transistors; and
means connected between the control electrodes of the first

and third transistors, said means exhibiting substantially

linear resistance for potentials occurring between the
control electrodes of the first and third transistors having
less than a prescribed threshold potential and exhibiting a
small resistance relative to said linear resistance for poten-
tials between said control electrodes in excess of said

threshold potential.

1. A method of frequency shifting a digital input signal
separated into its complex components of a real part and an
imaginary part comprising the steps of:

sampling said input signal at a predetermined rate to obtain
n samples, n being an integer; and

digitally processing each of said samples substantially only
by equivalently multiplying said sample by one of (i)"

(— i)", where n corresponds to the nth sample and i is the
square root of -1.

4,424,493

CROSS<;OUPLED COMPLEMENTARY POWER
AMPLinER

John O. Schroeder, Trenton, NJ., assignor to RCA Corporation,
New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 296,866

Int. a.^ H03F 3/18. 3/30
U.S. a. 330-263 6 aaims

1. A linear complementary symmetry common emitter am-
plifier circuit comprising:

first and second transistors of a first conductivity type and
third and fourth transistors of a second conductivity type,
said first, second, third and fourth transistors each having
respective first, second and control electrodes, respective
principal conduction paths between their respective first

4,424,494

AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL CTRCUIT
Fredrick A. Aldridge, Russiayille, and Burtron D. Schertz, Ko-
komo, both of Ind., assignors to General Motors Corporation,
Detroit, Mich.

Filed Dec. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 331,662
Int. a.3 H03G 3/10

U.S. a. 330—278 5 Qaims

I^ r-*

1. An AGC circuit having first and second input terminals
for receiving a differential input and having an output terminal,

said circuit comprising a current source, a capacitor coupled to

said current source, a transistor having its emitter-collector

path connected in parallel with said capacitor, voltage divider
means establishing a reference voltage at a reference node,
means responsive to the voltage at said reference node for

forward biasing said transistor to establish a substantially con-
stant quiescent voltage across said capacitor related to said

reference voltage, means applying the voltage across said

capacitor to said output terminal, threshold detecting means
connected between said first and second input terminal and the
base of said transistor and responsive to said differential input

for switching said transistor at the frequency of said input

whenever the peak-to-peak volUge of said input reaches a

predetermined value to thereby vary the voltage at said output
terminal.
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4,424,495
RADIO POWER DISTRIBUTOR AND RADIO
EQUIPMENT USING SUCH A DISTRIBUTOR,

PARTICULARLY IN THE SOLID STATE
Alain Bert, Paris, France, assignor to Thomson-CSF, Paris,

France

Filed Dec. 19, 1980, Ser. No. 218,101
Clainu priority, application France, Jan. 15, 1980, 80 00845

Int. a.3 H03F 3/60
U.S. a. 330-286 13 Qaims

through said second waveguide from said first waveguide
means.
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4,424,497

SYSTEM FOR PHASE LOCKING CLOCK SIGNALS TO A
FREQUENCY ENCODED DATA STREAM

Michael W. Fellinger, Boulder, Colo., assignor to Monolithic
Systenu Corporation, Englewood, Colo.

Filed Apr. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 259.020
Int. a.3 H03L 7/08; H03D 3/18

U.S. a. 331-1 A 12 aain«

MrMC t

1. A radio power distributor, comprising
(a) a plurality of dividers (FIG. 2; D(i- 1); D(i)), each hav-

ing an input (A(i-l); A(i)), and a plurality of outputs
(B(i-l). Ci(i-l). C2(i-1), C;„(i-1); B(i), C,(i). C2(i).

Cm(i));

(b) said dividers being connected in cascade with one output
of one divider (B(i- 1) of D(i- 1)) connected to the input

of the next divider (A(i) of D(i));

(c) a plurality of dissipative elements (between a-b, a-c,

a-d);

(d) each of the other outputs (Ci(i- 1), C2(i- 1), Cm(i- 1) of
said one divider D(i- 1)) being connected by a different

one of said dissipative elements to said one output (B(i - 1)

of said one divider D(i- 1)); and
(e) each of said other outputs (Ci(i- 1), C2(i- 1), C^(i- 1)

of said one divider D(i-l)) being adopted to be con-
nected to a load.

K'^^r ^ T

4,424,496

DIVIDER/COMBINER AMPLIHER
Lawrence J. Nichols, Burlington, and George H. MacMaster,

Lexington, both of Mass., assignors to Raytheon Company,
Lexington, Mass.

FUed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,011

Int. a.3 H03F 3/60
U.S. a. 330—286 12 Qaims

1. In a system having a frequency encoded data stream, a
clock having an output at a given nominal frequency for de-
modulating the data stream, and means for phase locking the
clock to the data stream; the improvement wherein said clock
comprises a source of clock signals at a frequency that is a

multiple of said nominal frequency, and dividing means for

dividing said clock signals to produce said output, and wherein
said means for phase locking comprises a phase comparator for

comparing said output and dau stream, and means responsive
to the output of said comparator for selectively inhibiting or
double counting in said dividing means.

4,424,498

ADAPTIVE EQUALIZER
James A. Murray, Sawbridgeworth, and David Nyman, New

Barnet, both of England, assignors to International Standard
Electric Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,446
Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Dec. 18, 1980,

8040502

Int. Q.' H04B 3/04: H03H 11/06
U.S. Q. 333—18 2 Qaims

1. A microwave amplifier comprising:

a first waveguide means;

an amplifying means connected to said first waveguide
means to form a waveguide amplifier having an input and
an output;

a plurality of said waveguide amplifiers having their inputs

and outputs connected irr parallel;

means adjacent said first waveguide providing a second
waveguide between each pair of adjacent first waveguides
of said waveguide amplifiers which prevents the operating

mode of each of said waveguide amplifiers from propagat-

ing through said second waveguide means;.

a microwave absorber terminating each second waveguide;
and

said absorber absorbing the microwave energy transmitted

1. An adaptive equalizer for use with a telephone Ime, com-
prising:

differential amplifier means having a fixed internal gain to

one input of which the line is connected when the equal-

izer is in use;

feedback loop means connected from one output of the

amplifier to the other input thereof, said loop intercon-

necting an output of one polarity and an input of the other

polarity; and

first adjustable impedance means connected to one input of
the amplifier and second adjustable impedance means
connected to the other input of the amplifier, whereby the

first adjustable impedance is automatically adjusted in

accordance with line conditions to compensate for varia-

tions in line attenuation, and whereby the second adjust-

able impedance is automatically adjusted to compensate
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for variations in the frequency characteristics of the line,

and wherein each adjustable impedance means includes a
diode having an impedance which is variable in accor-
dance with the current flowing therethrough.

4 424 499
EQUALIZER aRCUIT FOR A REPEATER

Frederick J, Kiko, Shenandoah, Ga., assignor to Reliance Elec-
tric Company, Geveland, Ohio

Diirision of Ser. No. 120,125, Feb. 11, 1980, Pat. No. 4,331,842.
This application Nov. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320,656

Int. a.J H03H 7/03
U.S. a. 333-28 R 3 Qaims
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1. An equalizer for flattening a signal frequency response for
a predetermined frequency range have an upper limit compris-
ing:

I

(a) first, second and third nodes;

(b) an impedance means connected between said second and
third nodes, said impedance means including at least a
tank circuit tuned to said upper limit and having a fre-

quency dependent impedance which is a maximum at said

tuned frequency, an output signal voltage being devel-
oped across said impedance means in response to an input
signal voltage being applied across said first and third
nodes;

(c) a plurality of binary weighted resistance means con-
nected in series with each other between said first and
second nodes; and

(d) a plurality of separately operable switching means each
coupled across a respective one of said plurality of resis-

tance means, said switching means ordinarily bypassing
said respective one of said resistance means and said

switching means being selectively operable for removing
said bypass to thereby attenuate said input signal in a
plurality of equal db increments.

4 424 500
BEAM FORMING NETWORK FOR A MULTIBEAM

ANTENNA
Raymond D. Viola, Oyster Bay, and Gerard L. Hanley, Mel-

yille, both of N.Y., assignors to Sperry Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 29, 1980, Ser. No. 220,228
Int. a.3 HOIP im, 5/12

U.S. a. 333-128 7 aai„s
1. An apparatus having a multiplicity of co-planar input

ports numbering n and a plurality of co-planar output terminals
numbering m wherein each of the n input ports are coupled to
all of the m output terminals such that an excitation coupled to
one of the input ports causes responsive excitation at each
output terminal in a manner to esublish a phase and amplitude
distribution across the m output terminals that is associated
with the excited input port comprising:

a power divider arranged to couple each of said n input ports
to at least two non-planar output ports; and

a matrix having input ports on at least two decks each cou-
pled to one of said power divider output ports and output
ports coupled to said m output terminals, each deck hav-
ing sections thereof which include conductors on at least

two levels with crossing conductors located at different
levels and wherein transitions between levels are accom-
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plished through non-contacting interlevel elements posi-
tioned in an electromagnetic coupling relationship.

4,424,501

ELECTROMAGNETIC CONTACTOR HAVING
IMPROVED CONTACT STRUCTURE

Ronald W. Goodrich, Logansport, Ind., assignor to Essex Group,
Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 371,107, Apr. 19, 1982. This
application May 6, 1982, Ser. No. 375,598

Int. a.3 HOIH 3/60. 51/08
U.S. a. 335-193 1 Qaim

1. An electromagnetic contactor comprising: a terminal and
contact block of insulating material having a slot-like guide
opening therethrough; a contact actuator of insulating material
slidably received in said guide opening for linear reciprocation
in a path determined by said guide opening; said actuator
having an aperture therein defining opposing parallel abut-
ments normal to said path; a contact leaf spring mounted in

cantilever fashion on said block with the free end of said leaf

spring projecting into said aperture between said abutments;
said leaf spring having upstanding stiffening side flanges along
the sides thereof extending along a major length of said leaf

spring; the free end portion of said leaf spring being longitudi-

nally slotted into three tongues; the outer tongues lying sub-

stantially in the major plane of said leaf spring and the center
tongue being bent at an obtuse angle from the major plan of
said leaf spring; said center tongue being in resilient engage-
ment with one of said abutments and biasing said outer tongues
into engagement with the other of said abutments; a movable
contact carried by said leaf spring intermediate the ends
thereof; a fixed contact on said block engageable by said mov-
able contact; and an electromagnetic operator for moving said

actuator along said path from an at-rest position to an actuated
position for closing said contact; said movable contact engag-
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ing said fixed contact before movement of said actuator to its

actuated position thereby Hexing said center tongue toward
said outer tongues for damping contact bounce.

4,424,502

TRANSFORMER WITH A CONTROLLED FLOW OF
COOLING LIQUID

Kenneth Kullinger, Vasteras, and Mats Mattsson, Ludvika, both
of Sweden, assignors to ASEA Aktiebolag, Viisteras, Sweden

Filed Nov. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 438,119
Qaims priority, application Sweden, Dec. 17, 1981, 8107579

Int. a.3 HOIF 27/70
U.S. a. 336—57 4 Qaims

4,424,503

THREE-PHASE AND THREE-LEG CORE OF
CORE-TYPE TRANSFORMER

Yoshitake Kashima, Hitachi, Japan, assignor to Hitachi, Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 311,973
Qaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 22, 1980, 55-148717

Int. Q.3 HOIF 27/26
U.S. Q. 336—60 5 Qaims
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1. Transformer with a controlled flow of cooling liquid,

comprising a transformer tank (1) and an iron core arranged

therein with yokes and legs (2) and with windings arranged

thereon, a pressure chamber (10) arranged at a lower yoke,

directing means for directing a plurality of cooling liquid

flows, emanating from the pressure chamber, to flow vertically

along the windings in order thereafter to be collected in said

transformer tank, said transformer tank being connected to at

least one cooling circuit which comprises an outlet conduit

connected to the transformer tank, a cooler arranged outside

the transformer tank, a circulating pump, and at least one
supply conduit (11) connected between the output side of said

circulating pump and said pressure chamber, said pressure

chamber (10) being hydraulically connected to a collecting

space (13) for cooling liquid, located within said transformer

tank but outside the pressure chamber, via at least one hydrau-

lic connecting member, the hydraulic resistance of said con-

necting member being smaller for a flow directed from the

collecting space to the pressure chamber than for a flow in the

opposite direction, characterised in that said hydraulic con-

necting member (14) is substantially constituted by a hollow

body (15) which is internally defined by a surface of revolution

and which has a first and a second end portion, said first end
portion being connected to said pressure chamber, said second

end portion comprising a first channel (18) which is coaxially

oriented in relation to the axis (A—A) of the surface of revolu-

tion and which connects the interior of said hollow body with

said collecting space (13), said first channel (18) being sur-

rounded by a channel wall having a radially outwardly facing

surface, which defines radially inwards an annular portion (20)

of the space (19) surrounded by said surface of revolution, said

annular portion (20) being connected at its outer periphery to

at least one second channel (21) which is passed through a

substantially circular-cylindrical, radially outer wall portion

defining said annular space portion (20), said at least one sec-

ond channel (21) being substantially tangentially directed in

relation to said circular-cylindrical wall portion, the free end of

said at least one second channel (21) being connected to said at

least one supply conduit (11).

1. A three-phase and three-leg core of a core-type trans-

former comprising three main legs spaced in parallel each of
which is formed of a plurality of steel sheets stacked to form a

substantially circular cross section, and upper and lower yokes
each formed of a plurality of steel sheets stacked to fort^ a

substantially circular cross section for magnetically connecting
said main legs, the steel sheets forming each of said main legs

being diagonally cut at opposite longitudinal ends thereof and
the steel sheets forming each of said yokes being cut in two
different fashions, one fashion of which is of diagonal cuts

disposed at opposite longitudinal ends thereof to provide steel

sheets of the trapezoidal shape and the other fashion being of a

diagonal cut disposed at one of opposite longitudinal ends
thereof and a right angle cut disposed at the other longitudinal

end thereof to provide steel sheets of the trapezoidal shape,

each of the steel sheets in a layer forming each of said yokes
being provided with a width greater than a width of each
of the steel sheets in the same layer forming each of said

main legs;

the longitudinal opposite ends of each of the steel sheets for

forming the center main leg of said three main legs inter-

posed between the two outer main legs being cut diago-

nally at an angle less than 45 degrees and joined diago-

nally and at a right angle to the steel sheets for forming
said upper and lower yokes substantially through the

entire surfaces; and

the longitudinal ends of each of the steel sheets for forming
the two outer main legs disposed on opposite sides of the

center main leg being cut diagonally at 45 degrees and
joined diagonally to the steel sheets for forming the upper
and lower yokes in an area in which each of the yoke steel

sheets is cut diagonally.

4,424,504

FERRITE CORE
Tadashi Mitsui, Tokyo, and Hiraku Imaizumi, Shisuiraachi,

both of Japan, assignors to TDK Electronics Co., Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Jun. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 388,636

Qaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 19, 1981, 56-

89428[U]; Jul. 1, 1981, 56-98866[U]

Int. Q.J HOIF 27/24
U.S. Q. 336—83 7 Qaims

1. A ferrite core half for use in a power supply circuit com-
prising:

(a) a circular center boss (6),

(b) a pair of outer walls (7, 8) positioned at both the sides of

said boss for mounting a coil,

(c) a pair of base plates (9, 10) coupling a portion of said boss

with said outer walls, said base plates extending from the

periphery of said boss to the side surface of said walls

wherein said boss, walls and base plates form an E-shaped
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structure and wherein the end portion of said boss, end
portions of said walls and said base plates are all aligned in

a single plane,

(d) each of the outer walls is substantially rectangular with
an external linear wall and an inner curved wall which is

substantially coaxial with said circular boss and the width
of said external linefu- wall is larger than the diameter (2a i)

of the circular boss,

(e) each of said base plates being substantially in an arc
shape, and the portions of said boss which are coupled to

said base plates being less than the whole of the periphery
of said boss such that a space is formed between said base
plates along the periphery of said boss,

(0 the area (S6, S7) coupling said base plates with said outer
walls being equal to or larger than the half of the cross-

sectional area (Si =fl'ai2) of said boss,

(g) the area (S2, S3) coupling said boss with the base plates

being substantially the same as half of the cross-sectional

area (Si =7rai2) of said boss,

magnet wire, both of the insulated lead wires passing
through said opening; and

/

(h) the area (S4, S5) of the cross-section of each of said outer
walls being equal to or larger than the half of the cross-

sectional area (frai^) of said boss,

(i) the core half being symmetrical with regard to a first

plane including a center axis of said boss and being parallel

with the external linear walls of said outer walls,

(j) a concaved opening (R) being provided between said base
plates in a first side of the core half with regard to a refer-

ence plane which includes a center axis of said boss and is

perpendicular to said first plane, and said opening (R)
extending to the surface of the center boss,

(k) the length (Bi) between said reference plane to the end of
the first side of the core half in the first side which in-

cludes said concaved opening being longer than the length
(B2) between said reference plane to the end of a second
side of the core half, and

fl) said length (B2) being the same as the radius ai of the
center boss.

cover having an annular portion abutting the small flange
and a cylindrical portion which fits over the rim of the
large flange.

4,424,505

ELECTRIC COIL ASSEMBLY
Keqji Yatsushiro, Chicago, and George F. Kuchuris, Blooming-

dale, both of 111., ttsignora to The Singer Company, Stamford,
Coon.

FUed Mar. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 473,937
Int. a.' HOIF 15/10. 27/30

UA a. 336-90 11 Qaims
1. An electrical coil assembly comprising:

a bobbin having a large flange at one end and a small flange
at the other end; .

two terminals fixed on the small flange;

magnet wire connected to one terminal and wound on the
bobbin and connected to the other terminal;

an insulated lead wire connected to each terminal;

an opening in the large flange radially beyond the coiled

4424 506
SNAP-ACTING MECHANISMS

Lyndon W. Burch, Boston, Mass., assignor to B/K Patent De-
velopment, Inc., Highland Park, 111.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 304,866, Sep. 23, 1981. This
application Oct. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 315,624

Int. a? HOIH 37/54
U.S. a. 337—365 25 Claims

1. In a snap acting mechanism having a generally planar
blade of resilient material formed with a pair of outer legs, one
end of each outer leg being connected to one end of the other,

and a pair of inner legs between the outer legs, each inner leg

having a free end and an end connected to the other end of an
outer leg, the combination with said blade of

a base comprising a pair of members secured together and
respectively having base portions in spaced facing rela-

tionship, the base having positioning means extending
from one of said base portions to the other, the positioning

means locating and clamping said free ends in a predeter-

mined position between said base portions and including

spreader means for spreading said free ends apart to stress

the blade into a condition having two stable positions and
a center position therebetween, and

stop means on the base in position to engage the blade in a
position between one of said stable positions and said

center position.
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4,424,507

THIN nLM THERMISTOR
Takeshi Nagai; Kazushi Yamamoto, and Ikuo Kobayashi, all of

Nara, Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.,
Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Mar. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 363,498
Qaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 10, 1981, 56/54892;

Dec. 15, 1981, 56/202731

Int. a.5 HOIC 7/04
U.S. a. 338—22 R 13 Qaims

1. A thin film thermistor comprising:
an insulating substrate having two surfaces;

one pair of electroconductive electrode films arranged on
one surface of said insulating substrate in a desired pattern,

the electrodes being electrically insulated from each
other;

a thermally sensitive resistive film arranged on said one
surface of said insulating substrate and said at least one
pair of electroconductive electrode films, said film ar-

ranged so as to leave part of said electrodes exposed for

making external connections thereto;

one pair of external leads connected to said exposed elec-

trode portions; and
a metal housing in a cylindrical form having a bore extend-

ing along the longitudinal axis thereof and having both a
closed end and an open end, wherein another surface of
said insulating substrate is secured to the inner surface of
said closed end by a brazing arrangement of an Ag-Cu
alloy layer, one of a Ti and a Zr foil layer, and another
Ag-Cu alloy layer, said layers arranged between said
another surface of said insulating substrate and said inner
surface of said closed end.

4,424,508

MOISTURE SENSITIVE ELEMENT
Mitno Harata, Kawasaki; Masaki Katsura, Yokosuka; Shigeki

Uno, Kawasaki; Hideaki Hirakl, Kawasaki, and Masayuki
Shiratori, Kawasaki, all of Japan, assignors to Tokyo
Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Aug. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,761
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 8, 1980, 55-108242;

Aug. 15, 1980, 55-111608; Aug. 15, 1980, 55-111613; Aug. 15,

1980, 55-111615; Aug. 15, 1980, 55-111619

Int. a.3 HOIL 7/00
U.S. a. 338—35 17 Qaims

and oxide form, said at least one of phosphorus and sulfur

being supported by said porous metal oxide ceramic.

1. A moisture sensitive element comprising:

a porous metal oxide ceramic; and
at least one of phosphorus and sulfur in at least one of a pure

4,424,509

SENSOR ARRANGEMENT TRIGGERABLE BY
DECELERATION FORCES

Rudolf Andres, Sindelflngen, and Holger Seel, Aidlingen, both of
Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Daimler-Benz Aktien-
gesellschaft, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jun. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 269,^
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 30,

1980, 3020505

Int. Q.' B60Q 7/00
U.S. Q. 340-52 E 26 Qaims
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1. A sensor means adapted to be triggered by deceleration

forces and forming a component of a vehicle safety belt sys-

tem, the sensor means including a mass deflectible from an

initial position to a fully deflected position upon exceeding a

predetermined amount of deceleration force and an indicator

means for providing an indication as to whether the belt of the

safety belt system was deployed during an occurrence of a

predetermined rate of deceleration characterized in that means
are provided for positioning the mass so that a deflection of the

mass to the fully deflected position is attained only beginning

with a deceleration force of a predetermined amount, and
means are provided for controlling the mass in one of said

initial position and said deflected position.

4,424,510

HRE ALARM SYSTEM
Lawrence L. Hartshorn, 214 Silver Spring St., Providence, R.I.

02904

Filed Oct. 27, 1980, Ser. No. 201,133

Int. a? G08B 25/00
U.S. Q. 340—304 4 Qaims
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1. In a fire alarm system,
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a fire alarm device for calling assistance comprising a fire
alarm actuating switch assembly and a cover therefore;

a mechanism for ensuring the presence of the one who has
operated the alarm device at such device for a predeter-
mined length of time, said mechanism comprising an en-
closure in which the alarm switch assembly and its cover
are mounted, said enclosure having an opening for the
entry and exit of said operator of the fire alarm device, the
alarm switch assembly being so disposed in the enclosure
so that the operator must be within the enclosure before
he can operate the alarm switch assembly;

said alarm switch assembly having a movable member
adapted to be engaged by the user;

a door for selectively closing said opening, means responsive
to at least the partial open position of the door for prevent-
ing operation of the fire alarm device unless the door is

closed;

means for normally preventing manual movement of the
alarm switch assembly comprising an electric solenoid
whose armature normally engages the movable member
of the switch to prevent movement thereof;

means responsive to a closed door and actuated by the
movement of the cover for the fire alarm switch assembly
for closing a circuit to remove the engagement of the
armature with the movable member of the switch;

means actuated by the operation of the fire alarm switch
assembly for locking the door and maintaining the door
locked for a predetermined length of time after operation
of the fire alarm switch assembly.

input of said area voice responsive channel audio ampli-
fier; and

an area indicator means responsive to said area voice respon-
sive channel, said area indicating means including a dis-
play counter driven by said area responsive channel elec-
trical circuit for providing an indication of the number of
times said area voice responsive channel electrical circuit
has been completed.

4 424 512
FAULT INDICATOR HAVING INCREASED

SENSITIVITY TO FAULT CURRENTS
Edmund O. Schweitzer, Jr., 1002 Dundee Rd., Northbrook. HI.
60118

Conrinuation of Ser. No. 190,584, Sep. 25, 1980, abandoned. This
application Aug. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 407,641

Int. a.3 G08B 27/00
U.S. CI. 340-664 ,4 ci,i„5

4,424 511

NOISE MONFTOR
Fred L. Alberts, Jr., 3500 Hardy St., Apt. 56, Hattiesburg, Miss.
39401

Filed Oct. 30, 1980, Ser. No. 202,353
Int. a.J G08B 23/00; H04Q 1/00

U.S. a 73-646 9 cMms
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1. A noise level monitoring and indicating system, compris-

(a) a plurality of voice responsive channels, each including a
microphone, an audio amplifier, and switch means for
completing an electrical circuit when the amplitude of the
output of said audio amplifier exceeds a predetermined
value; and an indicator means for each of said plurality of
voice responsive channels, said indicator means including
a display counter driven by said electrical circuit for
providing an indication of the number of times said electri-
cal circuit has been completed in the associated one of said
plurality of voice responsive channels;

(b) an area -voice responsive channel, including an audio
amplifier and switch means for completing an electrical
circuit when the amplitude of the output of said last men-
tioned audio amphfier exceeds a predetermined value;

(c) means coupling an output of each of said audio amplifiers
from said plurality of voice responsive channels to the

1. A fault indicator responsive to the occurrence of a fault
current at or above a predetermined minimum threshold level
in an alternating current conductor, comprising, in combina-
tion:

a housing including means for attaching the housing to the
conductor;

indicator means within said housing having a reset-indicat-
ing state and a fault-indicating state;

electric circuit means within said housing for conditioning
said indicator means to said fault-indicating state in re-
sponse to a contact closure;

first and second magnetic reed switch elements arranged in

parallel-spaced relationship to respective parallel-spaced
planes each generally perpendicular to the axis of said
conductor, said switch elements being in magnetic com-
munication with said conductor and each including a pair
of contacts actuated only upon the occurrence of a cur-
rent in said conductor in excess of said predetermined
threshold level;

said magnetic reed switch elements each including an elon-
gated housing having magnetically and electrically con-
ductive wire leads extending from the ends thereof;

the lead on one end of said first switch elements being elec-
trically and magnetically connected to the lead on the
adjacent end of said second switch elements, the remain- ^
ing leads of said switch elements being arranged in paral-
lel-spaced relationship to each other and to the axis of said
switch elements;

a magnetically non-conductive and electrically conductive
bridging element connected between said parallel-spaced
switch leads, said circuit means being connected to said
bridging element and to said connected leads whereby
said indicator means are conditioned to a fault indicating
state upon closure of either of said contacts of said switch
elements; and

permanent magnet means mounted with the opposing poles
thereof in communication with respective ones of said
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parallel spaced leads for establishing a magnetic bias cir-

cuit which serially includes said contacts of said magnetic
switch elements, whereby said switch elements actuate
upon the occurrence of a fault current at or above said

threshold level during respective half cycles of the alter-

nating current in the conductor, and return to a non-
actuated state following termination of the fault current.

4,424,513

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING A
DYNAMIC OR STATIC TYPE DIGITAL DISPLAY

DEVICE
Itsuro Hatao, and Susumu Kobayashi, both of Yokohama, Ja-

pan, assignors to Victor Company of Japan, Limited, Yoko-
hama, Japan

Filed Dec. 15, 1980, Ser. No. 216,809
Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 17, 1979, 54-

174546[U]

Int. C1.3 G09G 3/04
U.S. a. 340—805 7 Qaims
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1. An apparatus for producing selectively one of a dynamic
drive signal and a static drive signal in response to a selection

signal so that a digital display device having a plurality of
multi-segment display units can be driven selectively in either

(1) a dynamic drive mode, in which said plurality of multi-seg-

ment display units are driven sequentially, or (2) a static drive
mode, in which said plurality of multi-segment display units

are driven simultaneously, said circuit arrangement compris-
ing:

(a) first memory means for storing data to be displayed;

(b) second memory means for storing operational instruc-

tions for producing said dynamic drive signal on the basis

of data read out from said first memory means;

(c) third memory means for storing operational instructions

for producing said static drive signal on the basis of data

read out from said first memory means;

(d) a manually operable switch and an associated circuit for

producing said selection signal;

(e) control means for reading out data from said first mem-
ory means in response to said selection signal, said control

means processing said data in accordance with said opera-

tional instructions read out from said second memory
means for producing said dynamic drive signal including a

plurality of parallel data signals each having information

for energizing a segment of each of said plurality of multi-

segment display units when said selection signal assumes a

predetermined level, said dynamic drive signal also in-

cluding parallel timing signals with which each of said

multi-segment display units is periodically energized; said

control means processing said data in accordance with

said operational instructions read out from said third

memory means for producing said static drive signal in-

cluding at least one serial data signal having information

of a plurality of figures to be displayed by said plurality of

multi-segment display units when said selection signal

assumes another predetermined level, said static drive

signal also including a timing signal for decoding said

serial data signal so that each segment of each of said

multi-segment display units is selectively energized in

accordance with said serial data signal; and

(0 a plurality of output terminals from which said dynamic
drive signal and said static drive signal are selectively

derived in such a manner that some of said output termi-

nals are used in common for both signals of said dynamic
drive signal and signals of said static drive signal.

4,424,514

DECODER FOR TRANSMITTED MESSAGE
ACTIVATION CODE

Robert D. Fennell, Coral Springs; Darid F. Bailey, Plantation,
and Charles J. Ganucheau, Jr., North Lauderdale, all of Fla.,

assignors to Motorola, Inc., Schaumburg, III.

Filed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,592
Int. a.^ H04Q 9/00. 7/00; H04B 7/26: H04M 11/02

U.S. a. 340—825.52 17 Clidms
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1. A decoder for a receiver in a plural population of receiv-

ers, each said receiver having a predetermined alert sequence,
for receiving transmitted coded information signals, including

activation code signals, comprising:

means responsive to received coded signals designating the

address of at least one said receiver in said plural popula-
tion of receivers;

means responsive to the detection and decoding of an ad-

dress of said addressed receiver for establishing a ready
state of said addressed receiver to receive additional infor-

mation signals; and

means responsive to a first activation code signal for activate

ing said addressed receiver to begin said predetermined

alert sequence.

4,424,515

ASSEMBLY FOR MOUNTING ANTENNA ON VEHICLE
BODY

Erhard Arbter, Dauchingen, and Ernst Steinhauer, Esslingen,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Richard Hirsch-

mann Radiotechnisches Werk, Esslingen am Neckar, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
Filed Jul. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 286,895

Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 2,

1980, 3029413

Int. a.J HOIQ 1/32
U.S. O. 343—715 8 Qaims

1. An assembly for fastening a retractable antenna to the

body of an automotive vehicle, comprising:

an antenna casing in the form of a tube;

an electrically conductive rod slidably inserted and retract-

able in said casing, said casing being provided with means
for facilitating the connection of an electrically conduc-
tive cable to said rod; and

an elastic mounting sleeve provided at one end with an

outwardly facing circumferential groove for receiving,

flanking and gripping an edge of a preformed hole in said

body upon an insertion of said sleeve through said hole

during a mounting operation, said sleeve having a substan-

tially spherical inner surface at said one end, said casing

having at one end a distended section with a substantially

spherical outer surface engaging said inner surface in a
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pressure fit and hugging said inner surface over a substan-
tial part of the area thereof upon an insertion of said casing
into said sleeve during said mounting operation, said
spherical surfaces coacting to facilitate an inclination,
within limited angles, of said casing and said rod with
respect to a surface of said body in a region about said
hole, said casing having a substantially cyUndrical outer
surface and an annular shoulder projecting therefrom and

spaced from said spherical outer surface, said sleeve hav-
ing in an unstressed state a substantially cylindrical wall
formed with bellows-like undulations and at an end of said

sleeve opposite said groove with an annular bead for

gripping said cylindrical outer surface and for engaging
said shoulder regardless of the angle of inclination of said

casing with respect to a surface of said body in a region
about said hole.

— 4,424,516 I

AROUND-THE-MAST ROTARY COUPLER WITH
INDIVIDUAL POWER MODULE EXCITATION

Bradford E. Kniger, and John C. Parr, both of Woodland Hills,
Calif., assignors to Internationa] Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation, New Yorlc, N.Y.

FUed Dec. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 334,230
Int. a.3 HOIQ i/02

U.S.a 343-763 g Qairas

planar interface for transfer of radio-frequency energy be-
tween said rotor and said stator, and comprising:

first means including a plurality of discrete transmit/receive
modules each of which is connected discretely to a corre-
sponding one of said stator cells, said first means including
means for feeding said modules in parallel during a trans-
mit mode; and second means within each module of said
first means for receiving signal energy in each correspond-
ing cell during a receiving mode, said second means in-

cluding individual duplexing means associated wih each of
said modules for separating the operation of said modules
between transmit and receive modes.

4,424,517
INTEGRATED DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDE RADAR

FRONT END DEVICE
Richard A. Stem, Allenwood, and Richard W. Babbitt, Fairha-
en, both ofNJ., assignors to The United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of the Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed May 31, 1983, Ser. No. 499,735
Int. a.J HOIQ 13/10

U.S. a. 343-771 8 Qaims
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1. A monolithic dielectric waveguide radar front end device
comprising;

a dielectric transmission line having an input section and an
antenna radiating section;

a non-reciprocal prism shaped ferrite circulator integrated in

said transmission line and interposed between said input
section and said antenna radiating section, said circulator
having opposing base surfaces and three lateral rectangu-
lar faces providing three ports, said input section being
connected to one face, said antenna section being con-
nected to a second face; and

a dielectric waveguide output section connected to the third
face for coupling energy out of said circulator.

1. A rotary, annular, radio-frequency, coupler system having
rotor and stator members each including a distributed series of
spaced conductive webs extending radially between radially
spaced inner and outer concentric conductive cylindrical sur-
faces to divide said rotor and stator members into a series of
circumferentially contiguous cells, said rotor and stator mem-
bers each being open and facing each other at an annular planar
interface, said rotor and stator being arranged concentrically,
having said inner cylindrical surfaces of each of substantially

the same diameter and said outer surfaces of each of the same
diameter, thereby forming an annular interface within said

4 424 518
COLUMN DOT FORMATION IN AN INK JET SYSTEM

PRINTER OF THE CHARGE AMPLITUDE
CONTROLLING TYPE

Hitoshi Suzuki, Nara; Fumio Togawa, Yamatokoriyama, and
Mitsuhiro Hakaridani, Nara, all of Japan, assignors to Sharp
Kabushiki Kaii^lm, Osaka, Japan

Filed Apr. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 256,917
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 24, 1980, 55-54920

Int. a.3 GOID 15/16
U.S. a. 346-75 7 Claims

1. A method for forming a dot column with an Inkjet system
printer of the charge amplitude controlling type wherein
charged ink droplets are deflected as they pass through a
constant high volUge deflection electric field in accordance
with the charge amount carried thereon, and the deflected ink
droplets are deposited on a recording medium to print a de-
sired symbol in a dot matrix fashion, said column dot formation
method comprising at least:

a first step of applying a first charge voltage to a first ink
droplet so that said first ink droplet is directed to a first dot
position in said column on said recording medium;

a second step of applying a second charge voltage to a
second ink droplet next following said first ink droplet so
that said second ink droplet is directed to a second dot
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position in said column on said recording medium, said

second dot position being separated from said first dot

position by at least a first preselected distance in a first

direction; and

a third step of applying a third charge voltage to a third ink

droplet next following said second ink droplet so that said

carried by the platen in the image plane when the platen is in

the advanced position.

4,424,520

INK JET PRINTING APPARATUS
Yasumasa Matsnda, Hitachi; Syoji Sagae, Hitackiota, and

Masatoshi Kasahara, Hitachi, all of Japan, assignors to Hita-

chi, Ltd. and Hitachi Koki Co., Ltd., both of Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. IS, 1981, Ser. No. 311,887

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. IS, 1980, 55-142991;

Jan. 7, 1981, 56420
Int. a.' GOID 15/18

U.S. a. 346—140 R 7 Claims

third ink droplet is directed to a third dot position in said

column on said recording medium, said third dot position

being separated from said second dot position by at least a

second preselected distance in a second direction substan-

tially opposite to said first direction and separated from

said first dot position by at least a third preselected dis-

tance.

4,424,519

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PRODUONG ARTWORK
FOR PRINTED ORCUIT BOARDS

Don B. Neumann, Laguna Beach; Lyle K. Norton, Santa Ana,

and Eric V. Olson, Long Beach, all of Calif., assignors to

American Hoechst Corporation, SomenriUe, N.J.

Division of Ser. No. 42,133, May 24, 1979. This appUcation Mar.

19, 1981, Ser. No. 245,694

Int. a.3 GOID 9/42i H04N 1/22; G03B 41/00

U.S. a. 346—108 5 Qaims

1. In a system for forming an image of printed circuit art-

work on a generally planar output medium: laser means for

providing a beam of coherent radiation, means for modulating

the beam in accordance with the image to be formed, means for

deflecting the beam to efliect scanning of the output medium,

means for focusing the scanning beam at an image plane, a

carriage movable in a fixed plane generally parallel to the

image plane, a platen mounted on the carriage and having a

relatively large planar surface for holding the output medium,

means for moving the platen between advanced and retracted

positions relative to the carriage and the image plane, and stop

means carried by the carriage for abutting engagement with

the planar surface of the platen to position the output medium

1. An ink jet printing apparatus comprising:

a nozzle head including at least one orifice means for eject-

ing ink panicles, first ink chamber means having one end

thereof communicated with said orifice means and the

other end thereof communicated with an ink supply aper-

ture to define a pressure chamber and first piezoelectric

transducing means associated with said first ink chamber

means for changing an internal volume of said first ink

chamber means when actuated to eject the ink pariicles

from said orifice means;

means for selectively applying a set of main and sub-electri-

cal signal pulses to said first piezoelectric transducing

means to actuate the same, said electrical pulse signal

applying means including first means for generating said

main electrical signal pulse for inducing a rise of a pressure

wave in said first ink chamber means and second means

for generating said sub-electrical signal pulse for suppress-

ing the pulsation of pressure in said first ink chamber

means, said sub-electrical signal pulse having a phase

lagged by a predetermined time interval from said main

electrical pulse signal;

second ink chamber means arranged between said first ink

chamber means and said ink supply aperiure and commu-
nicating therewith, and second piezoelectric transducing

means associated with said second ink chamber means for

changing an internal volume of said second chamber

means when actuated; and

said set of main and sub-electrical signal pulses further in-

cluding a pre-electrical signal pulse to be applied to said

second piezoelectric transducing means to actuate the

same, and said electrical signal applying means includes

third means for generating said pre-electrical signal a

predetermined time interval prior to said main electrical

signal pulse.

4,424,521

INK JET APPARATUS AND RESERVOIR
Arthur M. Lewis, Ridgefield, Conn., and Morris W. Lccn, York-

town Heights, N.Y., assignors to Exxon Research and Engi-

neering Co., Florham Park, NJ.
Filed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,602

Int. a.J GOID 15/1%

U.S. a. 346—140 R 16 Claims

1. An ink jet apparatus comprising:

at least one ink jet chamber including an ink droplet ejection

orifice and an inlet; and
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a relatively shallow reservoir including wall portions at the

outer extremities of the reservoir tajjering to an acute

I

4,424,523

READ/WRITE BAR FOR MULTI-MODE
REPRODUCTION MACHINE

Christopher Snelling, Penfield, and Martin E. Banton, Fairport,
N.Y., assignors to Xerox Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Jul. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 394,601
Int. a.5 GOID 15/06; H04N 1/04

U.S. a. 346-160 19 Claims

I

angle, said inlet of said ink jet communicating with said

reservoir in the region of said acute angle.

4,424,522

CAPAOTIVE ELECTROSTATIC STYLUS WRITING
WITH COUNTER ELECTRODES

William A. Lloyd, Los Altos; Keith E. McFarland, Woodside,
and Kenneth E. Smith, San Jose, all of Calif., assignors to

Xerox Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Nov. 14, 1980, Ser. No. 206,786

Int. a.3 GOID 15/06
U.S. a. 346-154 5 Qaims

1. Combined document reading, illuminating, and writing
means for either scanning a document to provide image signals

representative of the document image or scanning an imaging
member to expose said imaging member in accordance with an
image signal input to write images represented by said image
signal input on said imaging member, comprising in combina-
tion:

(a) a substrate;

(b) plural light emitting and light sensing scanning elements
on said substrate, said scanning elements being arranged
on said substrate in at least one linear array capable of
either scanning a document or scanning said imaging
member; and

(c) control means for operating first ones of said elements as

light emitters for illuminating a line-like portion of said

document and the remaining second ones of said elements
as image sensors for scanning said document illuminated

portion and converting the document image to image
signals or for operating said first and second ones of said

elements as selectively actuable light emitters for exposing
said imaging member in accordance with said image signal

input.

1. In an electrostatic stylus printer having at least one nib
and at least one counter electrode aligned on opposite sides of
a dielectric coated recording medium with said nib being
adjacent to said dielectric coating, and means for maintaining
said counter electrode in conforming contact with said record-
ing medium such that there is relatively httle contact impe-
dance between said counter electrode and said recording me-
dium; the improvement comprising

means for applying a first writing voltage pulse to said nib
and a second writing voluge pulse to said counter elec-

trode in timed sequence and for predetermined time peri-

ods;

said sequence being selected to enable said nib to substan-
tially stabilize at a predetermined writing voltage level

prior to the application of said second writing voltage
pulse, whereby said dielectric coating is capacitively
charged to approximately a predetermined image voltage
level in response to the application of said second writing
voltage pulse, and

said time periods being selected so that said second writing
voltage pulse terminates no later than said first writing
voltage pulse, thereby preventing premature discharge of
said dielectric coating.

4,424,524

READ/WRITE BAR FOR MULTI-MODE
REPRODUCnON MACHINE

Joseph J. Daniele, Pittsford, N.Y., assignor to Xerox Corpora-
tion, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Jul. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 394,758

Int. a.3 GOID 15/06; H04N 1/04
U.S. a. 346—160 13 Qaims

1. Combined image reading and writing means for either

scanning a document original to provide image signals repre-

sentative of the document image or scanning an imaging mem-
ber and exposing said imaging member in accordance with an
image signal input to write images represented by said image
signal input on said imaging member comprising in combina-
tion:

(a) a substrate;

(b) plural combination light emitting and light sensing scan-

ning elements on said substrate, said scanning elements
being arranged on said substrate in at least one linear array
capable of either scanning a document original or scan-

ning said imaging member; and
(c) control means for operating said elements as either image
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sensors for convening the image content of said document
original to image signals or as selectively actuable light

emitters for exposing said imaging member in accordance
with said image signal input.

40

1. An active semiconductor device with high electron mobil-

ity, comprising

a source layer of a semiconductor doped with donoAmpuri-
ties,

a channel layer of a semiconductor having a larger electron

affinity than the semiconductor of the source layer and
forming a heterojunction with said source layer, wherein
a channel is formed in said channel layer along said

heterojunction,

at least one control terminal formed on a selected one of said

source and channel layers over said poriion of said hetero-

junction,

a pair of output terminals selectively formed on said source

and channel layers, on opposite sides of said at least one
control terminal,

said source layer having sufficiently small thickness, at least

under said at least one control terminal, so as to be entirely
depleted of majority carriers under said at least one con-
trol electrode,

wherein said output terminals are electrically connected, at

least under said at least one control terminal, only by an
accumulation of electrons with high mobility in said chan-
nel in said channel layer, depending on a control voltage
applied to said control terminal.

4 424 525
HIGH ELECTRON MOBILITY SINGLE

HETEROJUNCTION SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
Takashi Mimura, Machida, Japan, assignor to Fiyitsu Limited,

Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Dec. 29, 1980, Ser. No. 220,968
aaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 29, 1979, 54-171026;

Dec. 29, 1979, 54-171027; Jun. 17, 1980, 55-82035; Jun. 27,

1980, 55-87527

Int. a.' HOIL 29/78
U.S. a. 357-23 17 Qaims

4,424,526

STRUCTURE FOR COLLECTION OF
lONIZATION-INDUCED EXCESS MINORITY

CARRIERS IN A SEMICONDUCTOR SUBSTRATE AND
METHOD FOR THE FABRICATION THEREOF

Robert H. Dennard, Cortlandt, and Matthew R. Wordeman,
Mohegan Lake, both of N.Y., assignors to International Busi-
ness Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed May 29, 1981, Ser. No. 268,506
Int. a.' HOIL 31/00. 29/92. 29/80 27/02

U.S. a. 357-29 9 Qaims

1. In a semiconductor substrate wherein the improvement
comprises a buried interconnected grid-like region of enhanced
concentration of impurity type opposite to that of the semicon-
ductive substrate for collecting excess minority carriers gener-
ated in the semiconductor substrate.

4,424.527

BONDING PAD METALLIZATION FOR
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

Srinivas T. Rao, South Brunswick, and JeofTrey Mott, Franklin
Lakes, both of N.J., assignors to Optical Information Sys-
tems, Inc., Elmsford, N.Y.

Filed Jul. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 288,857

Int. a.^ HOIL 29/46. 23/48
U.S. CI. 357-71 15 Qaims

1. A bonding pad metallization for semiconductor electronic

devices comprising:

a first layer of gold having a thickness of 1.5 microns or

greater deposited onto said semiconductor device;

a layer of nickel deposited onto said gold layer;

a second layer of gold deposited onto said nickel layer, with
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said layer of nickel and said second layer of gold both
being relatively thin as compared to said first layer of
gold.

4,424,528

VIDEO aRCUIT
Janes A. Karlock, ud Roger A. Marin, both of Portland, Oreg.,

MrigBon to VidicrafI, Inc^ Portland, Oreg.

FUed Not. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 326,804

Int. a.J H04N 5/08
VS. a. 358—39 4 Qaims
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1. A circuit for processing video information comprising:
an input circuit path for receiving a video input signal,

means for normally separating the luminance portion of the

video input signal from synchronizing information, said

means including means for maintaining the back porch of
the video input signal at a predetermined voltage level,

said separating means further comprising unilaterally con-
ducting means in shunt relation to the circuit path of said

video input signal and normally biased for conducting at a

voltage below said predetermined voltage level whereby
synchronizing information is shunted through said unilat-

erally conducting means and substantially eliminated from
luminance information at the input of said unilaterally

conducting means,

and means for separately processing said luminance informa-
tion from said synchronizing information and for then
adjustably recombining the same,

said circuit further comprising means for switching current
between the output and input of said unilaterally conduct-
ing means at predetermined times corresponding to prede-

termined portions of said video input signal for alterna-

tively passing substantially the entire video input signal

through said unilaterally conducting means by supplying
additional current to the input thereof at said predeter-

mined times so that said luminance information is then
coupled through the circuit without separate processing,

while at other times additional current is supplied at the
output of said unilaterally conducting means to maintain
substantially the same voltage level at the output of said

unilaterally conducting means.

means to receive power therefrom and to generate a
carrier signal,

modulator means connected to receive the carrier signal

and said synchronizing signal, said modulator means
generating as an output the carrier signal modulated by
the synchronizing signal, and

transmitter means connected to receive the modulated
signal output from the modulator means and to transmit

same into the surrounding medium;
receiving means positioned remote from said transmission

means to receive the modulated carrier signal and gener-
ate a switching signal, said receiving means having:

receiver means to receive the transmitted modulated car-

rier signal from the medium,
a rechargeable battery connected to supply power,
demodulator means connected to receive power from the

power supply means and to receive the modulated

r- a----^.Hi: i-

^
carrier signal from the receiving means to extract the

synchronization signal therefrom,

switching logic to receive the synchronization signal and
to generate a switching signal;

a pair of electro-optic shutter means each connected to said

switching logic to receive said switching signals to selec-

tively and in accordance with the synchronizing signal

alternately operate each of said shutters between maxi-
mum and minimum optical transmission states;

eyeglass means in mechanical association with the electro-

optic shutters for positioning each of said electro-optic

shutters in the line-of-sight of one of the eyes of a user,

said eyeglass means having said receiving means posi-

tioned therein; and

tray means sized to receive said glass means and support

same, said tray means having means positioned and opera-

ble to recharge said rechargeable batteries.

4,424,529

REMOTELY TRIGGERED PORTABLE STEREOSCOPIC
VIEWER SYSTEM

John A. Roeac, 6315 Camino Corto, San Diego, Calif. 92120, and
A. Fnuldin Tamer, 748 S. El Molino Aye., Pasadena, Calif.

91106

Cootinaation-in-|Mrt of Ser. No. 854,259, Nov. 23, 1977, Pat.

No. 4,214,267. This appUcation Mar. 3, 1980, Ser. No. 126,216

Int. a.J H04N 9/54
VS. a. 358—88 18 Qaims

1. A stereoscopic viewer system for monitoring a synchro-
nized leA-right stereoscopic image pair, said system compris-
ing:

transmission means connected to receive a synchronizing
signal from left-right stereoscopic image pair production
means, said transmission means including:

first power supply means connected to supply power,
carrier generator means connected to said power supply

4,424,530

LOG SURFACE DETERMINATION TECHNIQUE
Wilson E. Taylor, Palm Bay, Fla., assignor to Harris Corpora-

tion, Melbourne, Fla.

Filed Sep. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 303,138

Int. a.3 H04M 7/00
U.S. a. 358—96 11 Qaims

S/5 WTS
ON mSHT

1. A method of refining the image of an object so as to
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remove discontinuities in the image of the perimeter of said
object, comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a prescribed image filter which defines a delim-
ited, predetermined-shape area of said image;

(b) applying those portions of the image of said object hav-
ing characteristics capable of defining the perimeter of
said object to said filter, and eliminating from said image
those portions which said filter establishes as not lying on
said perimeter or as constituting discontinuities in said

perimeter; and

(c) selectively generating prescribed perimeter images at

those portions of the image of said object which said filter

has removed as constituting discontinuities in said perime-
ter;

whereby a complete image of the perimeter of said object
absent discontinuities there is obtained.

4,424,532

CODING AND DECODING SYSTEM FOR VIDEO AND
AUDIO SIGNALS

Pieter den Toonder, Dordrecht; Pieter J. Fondac, Papcndrecht;
Johannes SeltenrUch, Gorichem; Cornelia A. de Jong, ZwUa-
drccht, and Tom dc Koningh, Gonda, all of Netheriaods, as-

signors to Oak Industries Inc., Rancho Bernardo, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 368,854, Apr. 15, 1982, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 149,707, May 14, 1980, Pat.
No. 4,353,088, and a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 965,940,
Dec. 4, 1978. ThU application May 9, 1983, Ser. No. 492,706

Int. a.J H04N 7/16
U.S. a. 358—120 5 atiau
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4,424,531

INSPECTION DEVICE WITH TELEVISION CAMERA
FOR NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

Gaus Elter, Bad Durkheim; Hubert Handel, Rimbach; Hans-
Juergen Heiland, Bruehl-Rohrhof; Hermann Schmitt, Lang-
meil, and Josef Schoening, Hambruecken, all of Fed. Rep. of
Germany, assignors to Hochtemperatur-Reaktorbau GmbH.,
Cologne, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed May 20, 1981, Ser. No. 265,693
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 27,

1980, 3020093

Int. a.J H04N 7/18
U.S. a. 358—100 7 Qaims
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1. An inspection device for insertion into nuclear reactor

installations comprising:

a tubular housing;

a television camera mounted in said tubular housing and
having a variable objective in an axial direction;

means for cooling said television camera;

a mirror movably arranged in front of the objective of said

television camera;

an extension member supporting said mirror and extending
from said tubular housing;

means for selective illumination of the area surrounding said

tubular housing;

means for movement of said mirror relative to said television

camera objective;

wherein said selective illumination means and said move-
ment means are housed in tubular modules having the

same tubular diameter as the tubular housing and adapted
to connect directly and in an interchangeable sequence to

said tubular housing and extension member.
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1. Means for coding and decoding video and audio signals

including:

(a) at the transmitter:

(1) means for deriving clock and internal timing signals

from the video signal,

(2) means controlled by said internal timing signals for

providing digital audio daU during horizontal lines of
the video signal,

(3) means for providing data representative of a decoder
clock signal and a vertical reference signal,

(4) means for suppressing the video signal during horizon-

tal and vertical blanking intervals,

(5) means for inserting the digiul audio data and decoder
clock signal data into suppressed horizontal blanking

intervals,

(6) means for inserting vertical reference signal data into

suppressed vertical blanking intervals,

(b) at the receiver:

(1) circuit means for separating the digital audio data,

decoder clock signal data and vertical reference signal

data from the video signal,

(2) means for independently generating a complete pattern

of video signal horizontal and vertical sync pulses,

(3) a vertical reference signal data recognition circuit

connected to said separating circuit and said sync pulse

generator for detecting said vertical reference signal

data and providing a gate signal to said sync pulse

generator to start the pattern of horizontal and vertical

sync pulses,

(4) a clock circuit connected to said separating circuit and
to said sync pulse generator for detecting said clock

signal data and providing clock signals to said sync
pulse generator to control the timing of the pattern of

horizontal and vertical sync pulses,

(5) means connected to said separating circuit for detect-

ing said digital audio data and for providing a reconsti-

tuted audio signal,

(6) and means for combining the transmitted video signal,

the reconstituted audio signal and the horizontal and
vertical sync pulses from said sync pulse generator into

television receiver usable video and audio signals.
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4,424,533

PHASE DISTORTION DETECTION ORCUITRY FOR
LOW COST AUTOMATIC EQUALIZER

Theodore S. Rzeszewski, Lombard, 111., assignor to Matsushita
Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 282,039, Jul. 10, 1981,

abandoned. This application Sep. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 306,967
Int. a.3 H04N 5/i;

U.S. a. 358—167 23 Qaims
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disposed such that the ratio of the optical path length
between said image reading means and the first lens to the
optical path length between the first lens and the original

is different than the ratio of the optical path length be-
tween said image reading means and the second lens to the
optical path length between the second lens and the origi-

nal; and

means for selectively opening and closing the optical path of
said first projection optical system and the optical path of
said second projection optical system in accordance with
the selected magnification.

1. A system for detecting and reducing phase distortion in

video signals due to multipath effects, comprising means for

providing a horizontal synchronization pulse portion of said

video signal having a predetermined phase relationship be-

tween high and low frequencies contained in said horizontal

synchronization pulse portion prior to transission thereof,

means for measuring the phase of said high frequencies relative

to said low frequencies to thereby provide a correction signal

indicative of said phase distortion, and means coupled to re-

ceive said correction signal and said video signal for reducing
said phase distortion in said video signal in accordance with
the correction signal.

4,424,534

ORIGINAL READER
Hiromicbi Nagane, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Canon Kabushiki

Kaisba, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 335,467
Qaims priority, application Japan, Jan. 9, 1981, 56-1853; Jan.

9, 1981, 56-2271

Int. a.3 H04M 1/04
U.S. a. 358-287 26 Qaims
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1. An original reader, comprising:

means for illuminating an original;

image reading means for receiving light and for generating
an electric signal corresponding to the received light;

a fixed first projection optical system for projecting an image
of the original illuminated by said illuminating means on
said image reading means at a first magnification, said

fixed first projection optical system having a first station-

ary lens;

a fixed second projection optical system for projecting an
image of the original illuminated by said illuminating
means on said image reading means at a second magnifica-
tion through an optical path different from the optical

path of said first projection optical system, said fixed

second projection optical system having a second station-

ary lens; wherein the first and second stationary lenses are

4,424,535

DOCUMENT VIDEO DIGITIZER
Michael Rothbart, Westlake Village; Robert D. Tberien, New-

bury Park; Thomas W. Oliver, Agoura; Thomas W. Roller,

Thousand Oaks, and Robert D. Williams, Canoga Park, all of
Calif., assignors to Terminal Data Corporation, Woodland
Hills, Calif.

( Filed Mar. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 360,021

Int. a.3 H04N 1/12
U.S. a. 358—294 iQ Qaims

1. Document video-manipulative means, comprising;

(A) video means (16) to accept an image of a document (2),

(B) belt means (10) to selectively reversibly translate a docu-
ment,

(C) servo means (43) to translate said belt means, mechani-
cally connected thereto,

(D) microprocessor means (40) to control said servo means,

electrically connected thereto, to;

(a) move said document forward at high speed,

(b) stop said document,

(c) move said document backward at low speed, and
(d) activate said video means during the backward motion

of said document to form a video signal corresponding

to the image of said document.
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4,424,536

DATA EXCHANGE CTRCUIT FOR A MAGNETIC
MEMORY APPARATUS

Yasuich Hashimoto, and Yasuyuki Oda, both of Oume, Japan,
assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha,
Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Dec. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 334,362
Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 26, 1980, 55-184014

Int. Q.3 GllB 5/09
U.S. Q. 360—51 2 Qaims

:at]'^

1. A data exchange circuit for a magnetic memory apparatus,

comprising:

first generator means for generating modified frequency

modulation data pulse signals and selectable width modi-
fied frequency modulation data pulse signals from modi-
fied frequency modulation signals read from signals stored

in said magnetic memory media;

phase lock loop means coupled to said first generator means
for producing output signals synchronized to a predeter-

mined edge of said selectable width data pulse signals;

clock generator means coupled to said phase lock loop

means for producing clock signals based on said output

signals;

said first generator means comprising delay circuit means for

selecting the pulse width of said selectable width data

pulse signals;

gating means for logically combining said selectable width
data signals and said phase lock loop output signals to

produce phase optimized data signals defining a predeter-

mined phase margin relative to said clock signals; and
second generator means electrically connected to said clock

generator means and said gating means for generating a

non-retum-to-zero signal based on the state of said phase

optimized data signals at a predetermined edge of said

clock signals.

an erasing head which is connected between said first termi-

nal of said recording head and a reference potential; and

a recording signal source for applying a recording signal to

an input terminal of the amplifier which has its output

connected to the second terminal of said recording head.

4,424 538
TAPE RECORDER WITHDIGITAL AUTOMATIC LEVEL

CONTROL
Ronald K. Greene, North Las Vegas, Nev., assignor to 50 States

Distributing Company, Las Vegas, Nev.

Filed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,568

Int. Q.' GllB 5/02
U.S. Q. 360—68 8 Qaims
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1. An automatic level control circuit having input means for

carrying an input signal, output means for carrying an output

signal, peak detecting means for detecting input signal peaks

above a desired level, low level detecting means for determin-

ing an averate input signal below a predetermined level, and
digital counting means having a voltage output level respon-

sive to signals from the peak detecting means and low level

detecting means.

4,424,537

MAGNETIC RECORDING DEVICE
Yoshimistu Sunaga, Saitama, Japan, assignor to Pioneer Elec-

tronic Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,985

Qaims priority, application Japan, Jan. 8, 1981, 56-1474

Int. Q.3 GllB 5/47. 5/02
U.S. Q. 360—66 4 Qaims

1. A magnetic recording device comprising:

a source of recording bias signal;

an inverting first amplifier and a non-inverting second ampli-

fier receiving said bias signal, each amplifier having an

output;

a recording head having first and second terminals con-

nected across said amplifier outputs;

4,424,539

MAGNETIC DISK-CONTROL TRACK READ THROUGH
ENVELOPE

Steven D. KeidI, and Karl A. Shidler, both of Rochester, Minn.,

assignors to International Business Machines Corporation,

Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 333,837

Int. Q.J GllB 5/0/2. 5/82

U.S. Q. 360—69 29 Qaims
1. In a magnetic disk assembly including a Hexible disk

having a magnetic recording coating on at least one surface

thereof and positioned within a disk carrier having an aperture

therein for permitting a magnetic transducer to coact with said

coating, the improvement comprising:
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at least one magnetic storage track at a location which is not
accessible through said aperture,
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said storage track containing control information readable
through said carrier.

vertical sliding contact with said movable guide being
disposed within said vertical guide groove.

4,424^1
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR MULTI-TRACK

RECORDING OF A DIGITAL SIGNAL
Kazuo Koinuma, and Masami Yamazaki, both of YokohanuL

Japan, assignors to Victor Compuy of Japan, Limited, Yoko-
nama, Japan

Filed Feb. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 238,099
Qaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 29, 1980, 55-24675

Int. a.J GllB 21/02
U.S. a. 360-75 „ ci^^

4,424,540 I

CASSETTE LOADING ASSEMBLY ESPEQALLY FOR
USE IN VIDEO CASSETTE TAPE RECORDERS

Akira Naoi, Yalta, Japan, assignor to Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha,
Osaka, Japan

FUed Apr. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 257,603
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 30, 1980. 55-59160-

Apr. 30, 2980, 55-59162

Int. a.3 GllB 15/66. 25/06
VS. a. 360-71
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1. A cassette loading apparatus for a front-loading tape
recorder comprising:

a housing having side walls and a front portion, an opening
being provided in said front portion for horizontally in-
serting a cassette;

a cassette carrier for operatively receiving said cassette, said
cassette carrier being movably mounted relative to said
housing between an insert position to an operative posi-
tion and between an operative position to an eject posi-
tion;

at least one fixed guide being mounted on said side wall
honzontal and vertical guide grooves being disposed in skid

fixed guide;

a guide boss being operatively attached to said cassette
earner for slidable engagement with said horizontal guide
groove;

a movable guide being slidable mounted within said vertical
guide groove;

a horizontal guide groove being disposed within said mov-
able guide;

drive means for providing a drive force for moving said
cassette carrier between said insert position to said opera-
tive position and from said operative position to said eject
position;

control means for sequentially operating said drive means
for automatically moving said cassette carrier to said
operative position after a cassette is inserted therein and
for automatically moving said cassette carrier to said eject
position upon actuation of an eject signal;

upon insertion of a cassette within said cassette carrier, said
cassette carrier being confined to be sequentially in hori-
zontal sliding contact with said guide boss being disposed
in said horizontal guide in said fixed guide, in horizontal
sUdmg contact with said guide boss being disposed in said
honzontal guide groove in said movable guide and in

1. A Upe recording and/or reproducing apparatus for re-
cording and/or reproducing information in the form of-a digi-
tal signal on and from a plurality of parallel longitudinal tracks
on a magnetic recording tape via a multi-track head having a
plurality of spaced apart head gaps aligned along a center axis
thereof, the number of said plurality of head gaps being sub-
stantially equal to one half the number of said tracks, and the
spacing between adjacent head gaps being substantially equal
to the length of each head gap, so that said head gaps scan
alternate tracks, means for orienting said multi-track head so
that said center axis of said multi-track head assumes first and
second inclined positions which are inclined in opposite direc-
tions with respect to a transverse direction of said magnetic
recording tape and means for producing relative movement
between said tape and said head in first and second, opposite,
directions wherein said head scans odd and even tracks of said
tape, respectively, said means for orienting said head operable
so that said center axis of said multi-track head may assume
respectively said first inclined position when scanning even or
odd tracks in one of said directions of relative movement, and
said second inclined position when scanning said odd or even
tracks in the opposite direction of relative movement between
said head and said tape to complete scanning of said plurality
of parallel longitudinal tracks.

4,424 542
MAGNETIC HEAD AND METHOD OF PRODUCTNG

SAME
Takashi Ujihara, Kawagoe; Akiyoshi Inoue, Tokorozawa; You-

zou Yamada, Tokorozawa; SUqJi Yasuda, Tokorozawa; Shi^i
Takeda, Tokorozawa, and Takao loroi, Tokorozawa, all of
Japan, assignors to Pioneer Electronic Corporation, Tokyo.
Japan

FUed May 15, 1981, Ser. No. 264,t21
Claims priority, application Japan, May 19, 1980, 55-066288

Int. a.J GllB 5/11. 5/12. 5/27
U.S. a. 360-121 7ci,i^

1. A magnetic head composed of at least two units, each unit
comprising

a shielding case half having a notched window formed
therein;

support means provided within said shielding case half; and
at least one core supported by said support means within the

shielding case half, one end portion of said core defining a
y
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gap surface, said gap surface extending outside of said

shielding case half through said notched window, wherein

:<$.
^.^3.

at least two of said units are joined to each other such that

said gap surface of one unit faces the gap surface of the

core of an adjacent unit.

;

4,424,544

OPTICALLY TOGGLED BIDIRECTIONAL SWITCH
Gee-Kung Chang, New ProTidcnce; Mahmoud A. El Hamamsy,

Watchuag; Adrian R. Hartman, New Proridence, and Or?al
G. Lorimor, Warren, all of NJ., assignors to Bell Telepbonc
Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, NJ.

Filed Feb. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 347,299

Int. a.' H02H 9/00
U.S. a. 361—56 21 Claims
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4,424,543

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR RECORDING
TRANSDUCER POSTHONING INFORMATION

Martyn A. Lewis, Pacific Palisades; Steven K. Penniman,
Goleta, and David A. Sutton, Santa Ynez, all of Calif., assign-

ors to DMA Systems Corporation, Goleta, Calif.

Filed Nov. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,747

Int. a.J GllB 5/82. 21/10. 21/08
U.S. a. 360—135 9 Oaims
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1. In a disc having opposed surfaces, at least one of said

surfaces being coated with a magnetic material, said disc being

adapted to be mounted on a spindle for rotation relative to a

magnetic transducer positioned for recording data on and
reading data from said surface, a plurality of concentric annu-

lar tracks being defined on said surface of said disc, each of said

tracks being divided into a plurality of sectors, each such

sector having associated therewith prerecorded data for identi-

fication thereof, the improvement wherein said prerecorded

identification data comprises:

a track identification code recorded a plurality of times in

succession, said code changing between adjacent sectors

in adjacent tracks; and

a clock shift check code recorded immediately following the

last recorded one of said track identification codes, the

same clock shift check code being recorded for each

sector of every track.

1. A normally-on switch comprising a pair of terminals,

semiconductive circuit means connected between said termi-

nals including a pair of serially connected normally-on
field-effect transistors forming a current path between said

terminals, the point between said two transistors forming
a control node for providing controllable conduction
between said terminals and including photovoltaic means
for switching the state of conduction, and

protective circuit means connected between said terminals

for protecting the semiconductive circuit means against

current or voltage surges including at least one thyristor

connected essentially in parallel between said terminals,

the gate of each being effectively connected to said con-
trol node.

4,424,545

TAILBITER AND OPEN MAGNETRON PROTECHON
CTRcurr

Merle W. Faxon, Kingston, N.H., assignor to Raytheon Com-
pany, Lexington, Mass.

Filed Mar. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 357,943

Int. a.J H02H 9/04

U.S. a. 361—91 12 Claims

__ '^ «ft*CMM
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1. In combination:

a radar modulator including a transformer having a primary

winding and a secondary winding connected to provide

modulator pulses to a magnetron;

said transformer having an independent winding magneti-

cally coupled to said primary ana secondary windings and
adapted to refiect a lower leakage reactance to the sec-

ondary winding of said transformer than to said primary
winding;

i

f
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one end of said independent winding connected to ground;
a saturable reactor connected to the other end of said inde-

pendent winding and an SCR adapted to maintain a prede-
termined pulse width and store excess pulse energy in a
capacitor circuit upon saturation of said saturable reactor;

means including said SCR connected in parallel with said
capacitor circuit and adapted to discharge said excess
pulse energy during the interpulse period of said radar
modulator; and

means including a zener diode connected from the other end
of said independent winding and the input of said SCR,
said zener diode adapted to initiate conduction in said
SCR to present a protective load on said primary winding
in response to excess voltage due to failure of said magne-
tron to fire, said loaded primary winding thereby prevent-
ing said modulator from applying excess operating volt-
age to said magnetron and associated circuitry during
misfire or open circuit conditions.

4,424,546

MINIATURE CENTRAL OFHCE SURGE PROTECTORS
Thomas J. Smith, Bay Shore, N.Y., assignor to Til Industries

Inc., Copiagur, N.Y.

Filed May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,360

Int. a.J H02H 9/04

lively connected to the other of said pair of extending
terminals proximate thereto, said heat coil being provided
with a centrally disposed movable electrical contact in

electrical conductive contact with one end of said coil and
maintained in a first position by said heat coil, said heat
coil being movable to a second position responsive to a
current overload through said coil;

(c) insulating cover means disposed on the free end of said
heating coils, said cover means being provided with a
centrally disposed aperture adapted to permit passage of
said heat coil movable contact therethrough;

(d) spring means mounted to said second bracket means, in

electrical conductive contact therewith, and having a pair
of extending arms, said extending arms being in mechani-
cal contact with each said insulating cover means urging
each said soil towards said second position, said heat coil
in said second position permitting said contact to extend
through said cover means aperture and into electrical
conductive contact with said spring means.

U.S. a. 361—119

4 424 547
SURGE SUPPRESSOR CONSTRUCnON

Charles H. Titus, Newtown Square, Pa., and John E. Zlupko,
Marlton, N.J., assignors to General Electric Company, King

11 Oaims of Prussia, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 203,837, Nov. 4, 1980, abandoned. This
application Jan. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 341,711

Int. a.3 H02H 9/04
U.S. a. 361-127 6 Qaims

1. A miniature surge protector for central office use, or the
like, comprising:

(a) an insulated base means adapted to be received by a
centra] office terminal block having two pairs of in-line
open terminal receptacles, one pair of terminal receptacles
being disposed in each of a pair of communication lines,

and a ground terminal receptacle, said base means includ-
ing:

(i) two pairs of extending terminals adapted to be received
by said receptacles of said central office terminal block
providing electrical conductive contact therebetween,

(ii) a pair of first bracket means, one of said bracket means
being affixed to one end of one of each pair of said
extending terminals and extending upwardly therefrom,

(jii) an extending ground terminal adapted to be received
by said ground receptacle of said central office terminal
block.

(iv) a second bracket means, said second bracket means
being affixed to one end of said extending ground termi-
nal and extending upwardly therefrom;

(b) a pair of heat coils, one of said heat coils being affixed to
each of said bracket means proximate each of said one
extending terminals and in electrical conductive contact
therewith, the other end of said heat coils being conduc-

1. A surge suppressor for limiting the magnitude of the surge
voltages appearing between two points in an electric power
system at widely different potentials, comprising:

(a) a tubular housing of insulating material having one end
open and an end wall of insulating material at its opposite
end,

(b) a metal end cap sealingly joined to said one end of the
housing,

(c) a metal terminal at the other end of said housing extend-
ing through said end wall and having a portion located
within said housing,

(d) a stack of metal-oxide varistor blocks within said housing
having two opposed ends, one of which bears against said
portion of said terminal, said stack having an external
diameter much smaller than the internal diameter of said
tubular housing so that a generally cylindrical space is

present between said stack and the surrounding wall of
said housing,

(e) a metal plate bearing against the other end of said stack of
blocks,

(0 a spring located between said metal end cap and said
metal plate and urging said plate into engagement with
said other end of said stack,

(g) a plurality of rods of insulating material fixed to said end
wall independently of said terminal and extending through
openings in said metal plate registering with said rods, said
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rods extending alongside said stack through said cylindri-

cal space and limiting lateral movement of said stack in

response to vibrations and mechanical shock,

(h) and means at the outer periphery of said metal plate

engaging said housing for blocking rotation of said metal
plate about the central axis of said tubular housing but

allowing axial motion of said plate relative to said housing.

4,424,548

CENTRAL LOCKING SYSTEM FOR LOCKABLE
ENTRIES OF BUILDINGS OR VEHICLES,
PARTICULARLY MOTOR VEHICLES

Rainer Fey, Schweinfurt; Gerhard Dumbaer, Niederwerm, and
Arthur Laun, Gochsheim, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assign-

ors to Fichtel A Sachs AG, Schweinfurt, Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many

Filed Jul. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 285,990

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 13,

1980, 3030569

Int. a.3 HOIH 47/22
U.S. a. 361—152 7 Qaims

1. A central locking system for locking or opening a number
of closure members of buildings or vehicles at one time in

response to actuation of a control switch, comprising a number
of lock bolt mechanisms each for providing lock movement in

a selected one of first and second directions to a lock element

associated with one of the closure members in response to a

drive pulse, at least one control switch which is selectively

actuable to one of a first and a second switching position, a

pulse drive circuit including a capacitor coupled to each of said

lock bolt mechanisms wherein said drive circuit produces a

selected one of a first drive pulse corresponding to the first

direction of lock movement and a second drive pulse corre-

sponding to the second direction of lock movement in response

to current which ffows through said capacitor, a charging

current circuit coupled to said capacitor for directing a charg-

ing current to said capacitor to produce said first drive pulse

when said control switch is moved to said first switching

position so that said lock bolt mechanisms''mWe the lock

elements in the first direction, a discharging current circuit

coupled to said capacitor for directing a discharging current

from said capacitor to produce said second drive pulse when
said control switch is moved to said second switching position

so that said lock bolt mechanisms move the lock elements in

the second direction, wherein said control switch comprises a

single-pole switch including a first contact for forming part of

a first contact path wherein a power source is connected in

series with said capacitor and said lock bolt mechanisms for

providing lock movement in the first direction, and a second

contact for forming a part of a second contact path wherein

said capacitor is connected in parallel to said lock bolt mecha-
nisms for providing lock movement in the second direction,

and electronic switches for actuating said lock bolt mecha-
nisms, said electronic switches including control electrodes

coupled to said capacitor for switching a current in response to

a voltage applied to said control electrodes.

4,424,549

CORONA DEVICE
Hendrik Easing, Velden, Netherlands, assignor to Oce-Neder-

land B.V., Venio, Netherlands

Filed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 350,748
Qaims priority, application Netherlands, Mar. 16, 1981,

8101260

Int. Q.' HOIT 19/04
U.S. Q. 361—230 10 Claims

1. A corona device suitable for use in an electrographic

apparatus, comprising a first conductive element, a body of
insulating material having a multiplicity of electrode pms em-
bedded therein, all of said electrode pins having respective end
portions thereof projecting from said body at a first side of said

body and also at an opposite, second side thereof, the project-

ing portions of said pins at said first side extending into the

vicinity of yet being spaced from said first conductive element
so as to provide a space in which a matenal to be charged can
be present between said pins and the first conductive element
a second conductive element having in its vicinity yet being
spaced from the portions of said electrode pins projecting from
said second side of said body of insulating material so that

electric discharges can fiow between said second conductive
element and said projecting portions at said second side and
means including a D.C. voltage source having opposite poles

thereof connectable respectively with said first and said second
conductive elements for subjecting said pins to a difference of

potential such that each of said projecting end portions of said

pins at said first side will generate a spray of corona discharges

directed onto a material present in said space.

4,424,550

ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSDUCER
Gerald B. Smith, Birmingham, England, assignor to Lucas In-

dustries Limited, Birmingham, England

Filed Jul. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 280,526

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Jul. 19, 1980,

8023676

Int. Q.' P02P 5/06
U.S. Q. 361—236 7 Qaims

V81F

1. An electromagnetic transducer comprising a source of

magentic ffux, pole means linked with said source to form a

magnetic circuit, a winding linked with said magnetic circuit,

a relatively movable member of magnetic material shaped so as
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to vary the reluctance of said magnetic circuit as it moves
relative to said pole means, said winding producing electrical

pulses of duration which is short relative to the intervening

time interval of the relatively movable member moves relative

to the pole means, said pulses being alternately of opposite

polarity, and a discriminating circuit comprising an active

integrating circuit connected to said winding and providing an

output signal dependent on the integral of the signal produced
by said winding, a variable bias circuit for the integrator which
is sensitive to the output of the integrator and biases the input

to the integrator so that the positive and negative excursions of

the integrator output have a desired relationship to a reference

voltage level and a voltage comparator connected to compare
the integrator output with said reference voltage level.

4,424^51

HIGHLY-REUABLE FEED THROUGH/FILTER
CAPACITOR AND METHOD FOR MAKING SAME

Robert A. Stevemon, Canyon Country, and Albert W. Dey,
BoriMBk, both of Calif., assignors to U.S. Capacitor Corpora-

tioii. Sun VaUey, Calif.

Filed Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342,497

Int. a.3 HOIG 4/42. 4/22
U.S. a. 361—302 21 Claims

16. A capacitor comprising:

a canister having first and second mutually insulated electri-

cally conductive interior surfaces;

a capacitive structure having a plurality of pairs of spaced
apart electrically conductive plates, a first electrically

conductive bus connecting one plate of each pair together

to the exclusion of the other plate of each pair, and a

second electrically conductive bus connecting the other

plate of each pair together to the exclusion of the one
plate, the capacitive structure lying in the canister to

define a first gap therebetween and so the second bus is

adjacent to the second surface of the canister to define a

second gap therebetween;

a first mass of connecting material bridging the first gap, the

first mass comprising a cured thermoset and conductive
particles suspended in the thermoset in sufficient concen-
tration to establish an electrical connection between the

first bus and the first surface; and
a second mass of connecting material bridging the second

gap, the second mass comprising a cured thermoset and
conductive particles suspended in the thermoset in sufii-

cient concentration to esublish an electrical connection
between the second bus and the second surface, the first

and second masses being insulated from each other, at

least one mass having an uneven concentration of conduc-

tive particles in the connecting material.

4,424,552

CONDENSER BLOCK AND VOLTAGE MULTIPLIER
COMPRISING SUCH A CONDENSER BLOCK

Roland Saint Marcoox, Bagnolet, France, assignor to L.C.C.-

C.I.C.E. Compagnie Enropeenc de Composaats Electroniques,

Bagnolet, France

Filed May 28, 1982, Ser. No. 383,163
Claims priority, application FVance, Jnn. 5, 1981, 81 11218

Int. a.3 HOIG 1/14. 4/38
U.S. a. 361—306 5 Claims
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1. A condenser block comprising a stack of insulating layers,

separated by metal plates, arranged in relation to one another
in such a way that at least part of each such plate is approxi-
mately opposite at least part of another such plate, in the direc-

tion of stacking, the said metal plates forming the condenser
plates and the said block being characterized by the fact that

one metal plate, positioned between one pair of insulating

layers, and opposite part of a second metal plate, placed above
the first plate, between a second pair of insulating layers, is also

opposite part of a third metal plate, between a third pair of
insulating layers, and that the second and third pairs have not

more than one insulating layer in common.

4,424,553

MULTIDIRECnONAL MOUNT FOR ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENTS

Angelo A. Marsocci, Duxbury; Robert B. Powers, Norwell, and
Bruce E. Chapman, Hanover, all of Mass., assignors to Ameri-
can District Telegraph Company, Jersey Qty, NJ.

Filed Not. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,430

Int. C\? H02B 1/04; H05K 7/12

U.S. a. 361—427 11 Claims

1. A mount for an electrical instrument having a predeter-

mined vertical orientation comprising:

a bracket member with means for attachment to any one of
several tyf>es of junction box at any of several possible

angles determined by the type and installation of the box
selected;
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a base member holding the electrical instrument in mechani-

cal connection to a junction box, the base and bracket

member having a bayonet coupling including at least one

knob element interengaging with one or more groove

elements on the respective members, an even number of

one element being equiangularly spaced around the cou-

' pling axis at angles including the possible box angles, the

knob and groove element dimensions allowing play for

fine angular adjustment of the interengaged base and

bracket members; and

interengaging means on the bracket and base members in-

cluding a pawl on one member adjustably engaging an

annular ratchet on the other member for holding the base

in fine adjusted position.

4,424,555

CONCEALABLE LIGHTING nXTURE
Ronald H. Knibsack, Vernon Hills; Jerome C. Caruso, Lake

Forest, both of III., and Larry J. Knibsack, Colgate, WU.,

assignors to Hartlaad Products Company, Inc., Hartland,

WU.
Filed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 351,015

Int. a.J F21M 3/18

U.S. a. 362—419 25 aalms

4424554
CEILING nXTURE WITH IMPROVED MOUNTING

MEANS
Leonard E. Woloski, Jersey Qty, and Walter E. Wyles, Somer-

set, both of N.J., assignora to Lightolier Incorporated, Jersey

aty, NJ.
Filed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 426,173

Int. a.J F21S 1/06

U.S. a. 362—365 5 Qalms

1. A recessed lighting fixture adapted to be mounted to a

ceiling tile support grid or the like comprising a generally

rectangular downwardly open light housing having parallel

side and end walls and a top wall, each of the said side walls

having movably mounted thereon a support latch assembly

shiftable in a path parallel to said sidewalls from a retracted

position whereat said latch members are disposed inwardly of

said end walls to an extended position whereat portions of said

latch members project beyond said end walls, horizontal ledge

portions extending laterally from said side walls and overlying

said latch members, said latch members each including spring

means biased between same and said housing and yieldingly

urging the same outwardly toward said projected position, and

detent means interposed between said latch members and said

housing releasably retaining said latch members in said re-

tracted position against the force of said spring means, said

latch members further including a horizonUl top wall portion

underlying said ledge portions, said latch members being

mounted for limited pivotal movement relative to said housing,

whereby said top wall portions of said latch members are

biased into abutting relation to said ledge portions by the

weight of said fixture in said projected position of said latch

members.

/ A_iZ'

1. A concealable lighting fixture comprising a mounting

member adapted to be mounted on a vertical surface, such as

the hidden side of a large object capable of concealing the

fixture, or on a wall adjacent to such an object, bearing means

carried by said mounting member, a support member mounted

in said bearing means for movement between an elevated,

operative position and a depressed, position concealed by said

object, said support member having upper and lower ends,

lamp means carried at said upper end of said support member,

and releasable retaining means carried by said bearing means

and said support member for retaining said support member in

said elevated, operative position while permitting said support

member and said lamp means to be swung through a range of

angular positions about a vertical axis through said bearing

means, said releasable retaining means also being operable

when said support member is disposed in a predetermined

angular position with respect to said bearing means to permit

said support member to be shifted downwardly from said

elevated position to said depressed, concealed position.

4,424,556

SELF-OSaLLATING DC TO DC CONVERTER
Mikio Macda, Kataao; Masahiro Kosaka, Suita, and Katsuhiko

Higuhiyama, Ncyagawa, all of Japan, assignors to Matsu-

shita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Aug. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 292,445

Int. a.J H02M 3/335

U.S. a. 363—17 2 Claims

1. A self-oscillating DC to DC converter comprising:

at least one pair of transistors;

a converting transformer having primary and secondary

windings for transferring energy to a load through a recti-

fier means by self-oscillating said at least one pair of

switching transistors;

a driving transformer having windings for providing base

currents to said at least one pair of switching transistors

through a resistor and an inducunce which are connected

in series between said secondary winding of said convert-

ing transformer and one of said windings of said driving
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transformer; and a current transformer for providing

additional base currents to said at least one pair of switch-

ing transistors which are in proportion to collector cur-

rents of said at least one pair of switching transistors.

4,424,557 '

FULL BRIDGE PWM INVERTER WITH DISTRIBUTED
DEVICE SWITCHING

Robert L. Steigerwald, Scotia, N.Y., assignor to General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 334,843

Int. a.^ H02P 13/20: H02M 7/537
U.S. a. 363—98 2 Claims

commanded to flow in a first direction and said inverter

load current signal is less than said reference waveform by
a predetermined amount, and biasing into conduction said

first lower switching device and said second upper switch-
ing device when the output current is commanded to flow
in a second direction opposite to the first and said inverter

load current signal is less than said reference waveform by
a predetermined amount; and

means responsive to said flip-flop means, said signal polarity

sensing means and said switching signal generator for

biasing out of conduction one of the two conduction
switching devices when said inverter load current signal

exceeds said reference waveform by a predetermined
amount, so that alternate ones of said two conducting
switching devices are biased out of conduction every time
said inverter output current exceeds the reference wave-
form signal by a predetermined amount thereby distribut-

ing the switching duty among the switching devices.

4,424,558

FREELY COMMUTATING CHOPPER CIRCUIT
N'Guyen U. Thuy, LaVeroilliere, France, assignor to Societe

CEM Compagnie ElectooMecanique et Cie, Paris, France
Filed Jul. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 284,211

Oaims priority, application France, Jul. 17, 1980, 80 15805

Int. CI.' H02M 3/135
U.S. a. 363—124 4 Qaims
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1. A control for a full bridge current inverter, said inverter

having a first upper and a first lower switching device con-
nected in series across an external dc source and a second
upper and a second lower switching device connected in series

across the external dc source, the output of said inverter being
available between said series connected upper and lower
switching devices, each of said switching devices connected in

inverse parallel with a diode to carry reverse currents, said

control comprising:

current measuring means for providing a signal proportional

to the inverter output current;

commanded reference waveform generating means for pro-

viding a current reference waveform signal;

switching signal generating means for comparing with hys-

teresis the inverter output current signal and the reference

waveform signal for generating a first switching signal,

when the inverter output current signal exceeds the refer-

ence waveform signal by a predetermined amount and for

generating a second signal when the inverter output cur-

rent signal is less than the reference waveform signal by a

predetermined amount;

flip-flop means responsive to said switching signal transi-

tions so that said flip-flop is in a different state when each
successive first switching signal is generated;

signal polarity sensing means responsive to said reference

waveform signal for determining the commanded direc-

tion of output current flow;

means responsive to said signal polarity sensing means and
said switching signal generating means for biasing into

conduction said first upper switching device and said

second lower switching device when the output current is

t—Kih—

I

1. A freely commutating chopper circuit for the supply of
power to a load from a source of direct current, comprising

a principal thyristor;

a return diode connected in reverse parallel relationship

with said thyristor;

a series resonant commutation circuit connected in parallel

with the load; and

a free-wheeling diode connected in parallel with a capacitor

of the series resonant circuit and in series with a coil of
said resonant circuit, so that said coil conducts both the

commutation current and at least a major portion of the

free-wheeling current and thereby serves both as the

commutation coil in the resonant circuit and the coil

limiting variations of the current in said principal thy-

ristor.

4,424,559

MODULAR INSTRUMENTATfON FOR MONITORING
AND CONTROL OF BIOCHEMICAL PROCESSES

Robert S. Lorincz, Milltown; Carmine Masucci, Piscataway, and
Daniel N. Bull, Upper Montdalr, all of N.J., assignors to New
Brunswick Scientific Co., Inc., Edison, N.J.

Filed Feb. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 238,737

Int. a.' G06F 15/46
U.S. a. 364—131 66 Claims

1. A module for monitoring and control of one of a plurality

of variables in a biochemical process in response to sensor

output signals comprising a microprocessor; first memory
means coupled to said microprocessor for storing the program
for the operation of said module to monitor and control one of
said variables, said first memory means beings releasably

mounted in said module for the substitution thereof to permit
the selection of the first memory means containing the pro-
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gram associated with the desired one of said variables; a second
electrically alterable memory means coupled to said micro-

processor for storing at least variable set point data for use in

the control of said variable; manual input means coupled \o
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said second memory means for selectively inputting said set

point data to said second memory means; and interface means
coupled to said microprocessor for at least receiving signals

representative of sensor output and applying same to said

microprocessor for effecting variable control.

4,424,560

COMPONENT OF AN ELECTRIC OR ELECTRONIC
CIRCUIT, IN PARTICULAR A DIODE AS WELL AS A
BRIDGE RECTIFIER AND ALTERNATOR OF MOTOR

VEHICLES COMPRISING IT

Jerzy R. Kasperski, Paris, France, assignor to S.E.V. Alter-

nateurs, Issy-les-Moulineaux, France

Filed Nov. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 324,554

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 1, 1980, 80 25465

Int. a.' H02M 1/00

U.S. a. 363—144 14 Claims

1. An electric or electronic circuit component including: a

body portion having a flat surface; and a filiform terminal, said

terminal including vibration damper means constituted by coils

formed around an axis at one end of the filiform terminal, and

said vibration damper means including a substantially planar

end coil for soldering or said terminal to said body portion.

4,424,561

ODD/EVEN BANK STRUCTURE FOR A CACHE
MEMORY

Philip E. SUnley, Westboro; Richard P. Brown, Acton, and

Arthur Peters, Sudbury, all of Mass., assignors to Honeywell

Information Systems Inc., Waltham, Mass.

Filed Dec. 31, 1980, Ser. No. 221,854

Int. a.J G06F 13/00. 13/06

U.S. a. 364—200 9 Oaims
1. In a data processing system wherein data words are stored

in a system memory including a plurality of storage locations

and each of the storage locations is associated with either an

odd or an even system address number, a cache memory com-
prising:

a first odd data store for slormg data words, said first odd
data store includmg a first plurality of memory locations

a second odd data store for storing data words, said second

odd data store including a second plurality of memory
locations, each of said first plurality of memory locations

being pair-wise associated with a different one of said

plurality of second memory locations, and each pair of

associated first and second memory kxrations being fur-

ther ass(x.'iated with selected ones of said plurality of odd
system address numbers;

a first even data store for storing data words, said first even

data store including a third plurality of memory locations.

a second even data store for storing data words, said second

even data store including a fourth plurality of memory
locations, each of said third plurality of memory locations

being pair-wise associated with a dirPerenl one of said

plurality of fourth memory locations, and each pair of

associated third and fourth memory locations being fur-

ther associated with selected ones of a plurality of even

address numbers;

means for transferring said data words stored in said system

memory and said system address numbers associated

therewith from said system memory to said cache mem-
ory;
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cache data input multiplexer means coupled to said transfer-

ring means for receiving said transferred data words and

for supplying said received data words to said first and

second odd and even data stores; and

cache address driver means for receiving said transferred

system address numbers and for controlling said first and

second txld data stores to store a received data word
associated with an odd system address number at a se-

lected one of said first and second plurality of memory
locations, said selected one of said first and second plural-

ity of memory locations being associated with an address

number comprising said odd system number modulo than

total number of storage locations in said first plurality of

storage locations plus one and for controlling said first and

second even data stores to store a received data word
associated with an even system address number at a se-

lected one of said third and fourth plurality of memory
locations, said selected one of said third and fourth plural-

ity of memory locations being associated with an address

number comprising said received even system address

number modulo the total number of storage locations in

said third plurality of storage locations.

1038 O.G —20
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4,424,562

DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM HAVING PLURAL
ADDRESS ARRAYS

KazntMhi Gcnna, Sagunihara, and Aldo Sasaki, Hadano, both

of Japan, aasignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Aug. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 180,473

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 24, 1979, 54-107766

Int a.3 G06F 13/06
VS. a. 364^200

I

2 Qaims

1. A data processing system including a plurality of process-

ing units and a main storage unit containing information shared

by each of said processing units, the information in the main
storage unit being addressed by addressing bits, at least one of

said processing units comprising:

a. a buffer memory for storing part of the information stored

in said main storage unit;

b. a plurality of address arrays each for storing at least some
of the address bits constituting addresses in said main

storage unit corresponding to information stored in said

buffer memory, said address arrays being controlled so

that they store identical contents;

c. a first detecting means for detecting whether or not there

is coincidence in one of said address arrays in terms of at

least some of the address bits constituting an access ad-

dress issued from said at least one processing unit to said

main storage unit;

d. a second detecting means for detecting whether or not

there is any coincidence in a different one of said address

arrays from said address array in terms of said at least

some of the address bits constituting a store address issued

from another processing unit to said main storage unit;

e. means for cancelling that address of said at least same of

the address bits which has been detected as being coinci-

dent by said second detecting means; and
f. means for controlling said first and second detecting means

so that said first and second detecting means will carry

out, during a period from completion of cancellation by
said cancelling means until another coincidence will be

detected in said second detecting means and cancellation

thereof will be carried out by said cancelling means, de-

tection operations on address arrays different from those

on which said first and second detecting means are carry-

ing out detecting operations.

4,424,563

DATA PROCESSOR INCLUDING A MULTIPLE WORD
PROCESSING METHOD AND DEVICE

Todd R. Lynch, Albany, Oreg., assignor to Hewlett-Packard

Company, Palo Alto, Calif.

Filed Sep. 5, 1980, Ser. No. 184,581

Int. a.i G06F 9/00. 9/02

VS. a. 364-200 3 Oaims
1. A processor for performing an operating instruction upon

first and second strings of data, the processor comprising:

an instruction register for storing the operating instruction;

a first register group for storing the first data string such that

a least significant word is stored in a 0-th register and a

most significant word is stored in an n-th register;

a second register group for storing the second data string

such that a least significant word is stored in a 0-th register

and a most significant word is stored in an n-th register;

a first counter for storing a source address of a source word
located within the first register group;

a second counter for storing a destination address of a desti-

nation word located within the second register group;

initializing means, coupled to the first and second counters,

for initially setting the first counter to the 0-th register

address of the first register group and for initially settling

the second counter to the 0-th register address of the

second register group;

comparator means, coupled to the second counter means
and to the second register group, for generating a repeat

signal as long as the destination address is less than or
equal to the address of the second register group n-th

register;

logic means, coupled to the instruction register, the first and
second register groups, the first and second counters, the

initializing means, and the comparator means, the logic

means being operative for receiving the repeat signal and
in response thereto for performing the operating instruc-

tion upon the source word and the destination word and

for storing a resultant word at the destination address, the

logic means being further operative for detecting an ab-

sence of a repeat signal and in response to such absence for

storing another first data string in the first register, for

storing another second data string in the second register

group, and for causing the initializing means to initialize

the first and second register groups;

incrementing means, coupled to the logic means and to the

first and second counters, for incrementing the first and

second counters after the logic means performs the oper-

ating instruction;

a carry register coupled to the logic means for storing a

carry bit generated by the logic means during the perfor-

mance of the operating instruction;

shift means, coupled to the logic means and to the first and
second register groups, for shifting bits within the source

word and the destination word; and,

an extend register, coupled to the logic means and to the first

and second register groups, for storing a portion of a word
truncated by the shift means.

4,424,564

DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM PROVIDING DUAL
STORAGE OF REFERENCE BITS

Mamoru Hinai, Hadano, Japan, assignor to Hitachi, Ltd., To-
kyo, Japan

Filed May 29, 1981, Ser. No. 268,352

Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 2, 1980, 55-73957

Int a.' G06F 13/00
U.S. CI. 364—200 7 Claims

1. A data processing system comprising:

real storage means including a plurality of storage units of
predetermined length for storing data;

storage key memory means for retaining storage keys, each
including a reference bit corresponding to a respective stor-

age unit of said real storage means, and including means for
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setting the reference bit of the corresponding storage key
therein whenever said real storage means is referred to;

buffer storage means for storing a partial copy of the data
stored in said real storage means;

reference bit memory means for retaining reference bits, each
corresponding to a respective storage unit of said real stor-

age means, including means for setting the corresponding
reference bit therein whenever said buflfer storage means is

referred to; and
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of said header field is received to identify the location in

said associated processor memory (201) wherein said data

message is to be stored if said processor (200) is the desig-

nated destination of said data message;

incoming state controller means (104) responsive to said last

byte of said header field as it is being received for seizing

said data, address and control busses;

driver means (108) connected to said processor address bus

and said pattern matcher means (105) and responsive to

said hardware address for transmitting said hardware
address on said processor address bus to activate said

identified memory store location in said associated proces-

sor memory (201); and

wherein said driver means (108) is also connected to said

interface means (102) and said processor data bus and is

responsive to said hardware address for directly stonng,

as received, the data portion of said data message as out-

putted by said interface means (102) in said activated

memory store location via said processor data bus.

processing means for making reference to said real storage

means and said buffer storage means and OR means opera-

tive when a real storage key instruction is issued by said

processing means for ORing the reference bit of said storage

key memory means with the corresponding reference bit of
said reference bit memory means to produce a true reference

bit.

4,424,565

CHANNEL INTERFACE CTRCUIT WITH HIGH SPEED
DATA MESSAGE HEADER HELD TRANSLATION AND

DIRECT MEMORY ACCE.SS
Allen L. Larson, Thornton, Colo., assignor to Bell Telephone

Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, NJ.
Filed Jun. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 276,074

Int. a.> G06F 3/04
U.S. a. 364—200 21 Qaims
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1. In a data communication system having a communication
channel (101) which carries data messages to a processor (200)

having data, address, and control busses and an associated

memory (201) connected to said data, address and control

busses, a channel interface circuit (100) for interconnecting

said data, address and control busses with said communication
channel (101) comprising:

interface means (102) connected to said communication
channel (101) and responsive to said data message, which

^ contains a header field having address and control por-

tions, appearing on said communication channel (101) for

outputting said data message as received on a byte-by-byte

basis;

pattern matcher means (105) connected to said interface

means and responsive to only said header field of said data

message for generating a hardware address as the last byte

4,424,566

DATA PROCESSING APPARATUS WITH VOICE
OUTPUT

Hanzo Tsuzuki, Fussa, Japan, assignor to Casio Computer Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 258,948

Qaims priority, application Japan, May 8, 1980, 55-61139

IntW G06F 3/16: GIOL 1/08

U.S. Q. 364-405^^^ 5 Claims

1. A voice data output apparatus for an electronic cash

register comprising:

input means including at least one numerical key for entenng

numerical data and a department key for registenng the

numerical data last entered by said numencal key;

control means connected to said input means which performs

a registering operation based on the numencal data in accor-

dance with the operation of said department key, said con-

trol means being arranged to perform a registering operation

based on previously entered numerical data when an input

signal is initially provided by the department key without

first entering numerical data, and to provide a repeat signal

for displaying the same data as the immediately previously

entered numerical data;

visual data output means connected to said control means for

producing visual data corresponding to the output of said

control means; and

voice output means connected to said control means which
produces a voice corresponding to said numerical data deliv-

ered from said control means wherein when said control

means provides said repeat signal, said voice output means is

inhibited from producing said voice corresponding to said

numerical data.
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4,424,567

ELECTRONIC CASH REGISTER WITH TIMEKEEPER
Kuio Yasutake, Akigawa, Japan, assignor to Casio Computer

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Continnation of Ser. No. 102,769, Dec. 12, 1979, abandoned.
This application Nov. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 442,841

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 21, 1978, 53-157953;

Dec. 21, 1978, 53-157954

Int. aj G06F 15/21. 15/02
U.S. a. 364—405 2 Claims

1. A timekeeper equipped electronic cash register compris-

ing:

a time count circuit for outputting a time count signal ob-

tained by frequency dividing a reference pulse signal

generated at a predetermined cycle;

a first memory means coupled to the time count circuit to

store in a time count sequence date data at least including

month and day units, said date data being sequentially

updated for each day on a basis of the time count signal

from the time count circuit;

a central processing unit coupled to the first memory means;
a keyboard coupled to said central processing unit and hav-

ing a control switch means settable for designating various

modes including a registration mode, setting mode and
settlement mode; data input keys for inputting data includ-

ing amount data and date data; a date setting key for

causing the transferring of the date data to the first mem-
ory means via the central processing unit; and a receipt

sheet issuing key for caj^sing the issuing of a receipt sheet

when a transaction is completed for a customer;

a printing device coupled to the central processing unit to

print sales amount, date data, etc.. on the receipt sheet;

and

mode switch means coupled to the keyboard and settable to

selectively designate different input sequences of date data
inputted by the data input keys and different printing

output sequences of the date data in the printing device,

in which said central processing unit comprises:

first converting means for causing date data comprised of a

plurality of date units inputted by the operation of the data
input keys to be converted to date data arranged in a time
count sequence on the basis of the setting of the mode
switch means when the date setting key is operated with
the control switch means set in a setting mode;

second memory means for storing date data converted by
the first converting means in the time count sequence;

writing means for causing the time-sequenced date data
stored in the second memory means to be written into the

first memory means;

reading means for reading out the date data in the first mem-
ory means when the receipt sheet issuing key is operated
with the control switch means set at least to the registra-

tion mode;

a second converting means for causing the read-out time-

sequenced data to be converted to date data whose date
units are arranged in the seuence designated by the setting

of the mode switch means, and for causing insertion of a

marker code between said date units thereof so that a

separation is provided on the receipt sheet between said

date units; and
means for causing date data including the marker code to be

delivered as printing data to the printing device.

4,424,568

METHOD OF CONTROLLING INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Yutaka Nishimura; Yoshishige Oyama, both of Katsuta; Hiroshi
Kuroiwa, and Minoru Osuga, both of Hitachi, all of Japan,
assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 229,840
Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 31, 1980, 55-11349;

Jan. 31, 1980, 55-11410

Int. a.3 F02B 3/04: F02D 5/02: P02M 51/00
U.S. a. 364—431.07 15 Qalms
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1. A method of operating a control apparatus for controlling

the operation of an internal combustion engine, said apparatus
including

sensor means including an air flow rate meter and a crank-

shaft rotation angle sensor for generating output signals

representative of operating conditions of the engine;

actuator means, including at least a fuel injector, for control-

ling operating conditions of the engine in response to

control signals applied thereto; and
a data processing unit including central processor, random

access memory and read only memory, for executing data

calculations based upon output signals generated by said

sensor means and producing therefrom control signals to

be coupled to said actuator means for controlling operat-

ing conditions of the engine;

said method comprising the steps of:

(a) sampling output signals generated by said air flow rate

meter and said crankshaft rotation angle sensor at pre-

determined timings;

(b) storing, in said random access memory, said sampled
output signals;

(c) executing, in said central processor, a first prescribed

calculation in accordance with selected ones of the

signal samples stored in said random access memory
representative of air flow rate and thereby producing
first extrapolated air flow rate data;

(d) executing, in said central processor, a second pre-

scribed calculation in accordance with selected ones of
the signal samples stored in said random access memory
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representative of crankshaft rotation speed and thereby
producing first extrapolated crankshaft rotation speed
data;

(e) executing, in said central processor, a third prescribed
calculation in accordance with a prescribed relationship

between said first extrapolated air flow rate data and
said first extrapolated crankshaft rotation speed data
and producing therefrom a fuel injection control signal

representative of the amount of fuel to be injected by
said fuel injector based upon said third prescribed calcu-

lation; and

(0 applying said fuel injection control signal to said injec-

tor.

positional command signals, whereby the workpiece is

machined first by the first tool and then by the second
tool.

4,424,570

TRACER CONTROL SYSTEM
Ryoji Imazeki, and EUuo Yamazaki, both of Hachioji, Japan,

assignors to Fujitsu Fanuc Limited, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Jun. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 272.200

Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 18, 1980, 55-82567

Int. a.^ G05B 19/33; G06F 15/46
U.S. a. 364—520 4 Qaims

4,424,569

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR A NUMERICAL
CONTROL DEVICE FOR CONTROLLING A

MACHINING DEVICE HAVING A PLURALITY OF
TOOLS

Ryoji Imazeki; Hiroomi Fukuyama, and Yoshimasa Kagawa, all

of Hachioji, Japan, assignors to Fujitsu Fanuc Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Jul. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 283,349

Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 24, 1980, 55-101521

Int. C\? G05B 19/417, 11/32

U.S. a. 364—474 7 Qaims
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1. A method of numerically controlling a machine tool being

operatively connected to receive, from a numerical control

apparatus, absolute positional and coordinate setting command
signals, and incremental coordinate command signals, the

machine tool being operatively connected to a pulse distribu-

tion circuit, a current position register operatively connected
to the pulse distribution circuit, an arithemetic means opera-

tively connected to the pulse distribution circuit and to the

current position register, and said machine tool having at least

two tools operatively connected to the pulse distribution cir-

cuit and arranged to move in unison while maintaining a con-

stant positional relationship with respect to one another, each
of the at least two tools having a current position and capable

of being moved relative to a workpiece in accordance with one
of the absolute positional command signals to subject the

workpiece to a prescribed machining operation, said method
comprising the steps of:

(a) storing the current position of a first tool of the at least

two tools in the current position register prior to machin-
ing the workpiece with the first tool;

(b) moving the first tool to machine the workpiece in re-

sponse to pulses from the pulse distribution circuit, the

pulses being provided in accordance with the current

position of the first tool indicated by the current position

register and one of the absolute positional command sig-

nals;

(c) computing the current position of a second tool of the at

least two tools by the arithmetic means in response to one
of the coordinate setting command signals;

(d) storing the computed current position of the second tool

in the current position register; and

(e) moving the second tool to machine the workpiece in

response to pulses from the pulse distribution circuit, the

pulses being provided in accordance with the content of

said current position register and one of the absolute
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1. A tracer control system comprising

mean for calculating the magnitude of the displacement of a

stylus tracing the surface of a model with respect to a

tracer head from displacement signals from the tracer

head, and for calculating trace velocities along (1) a set

trace axis in a plane defined by two axes of the tracer

control system and (2) a third axes of the tracer control

system, so that the magnitude of the displacement may
become constant,

a respective position detector for detecting the position of

said tracer head along each of said two axes, one of said

two axes being a selected axis and the other being a non-

selected axis, and said set trace direction being at a se-

lected angle to said non-selected axis, and

angle correcting means for determining the difTerence be-

tween the set trace direction and the actual trace direction

in said plane in terms of the difference between the actual

and a desired output of the position detector correspond-

ing to said selected axis for a predetermined constant

distance along the non-selected axis, and for correcting for

each said difTerence by controlling the component of trace

velocity along said selected axis for the subsequent motion

through said predetermined constant distance along the

non-selected axis during said tracing along said set trace

direction,

whereby said tracing is performed along said set trace direc-

tion.

4,424,571

RECIPROCATING COMPRESSOR ANALOG
Carl E. Ediund, Castroville, Tex., assignor to Southern Gas

Association, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Jun. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 278491
Int. a. J G06G 7/48. 7/57

U.S. a. 364—806 3 Qaims
3. An apparatus for electrically simulating a reciprocating

fluid compressor, comprising:

means for simulating an intake valve;

means for simulating a discharge valve, wherein said dis-

charge valve simulating means is coupled to said intake

valve simulating means at a common point;
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a controllable gain amplifier having an input coupled to the

common point;

a capacitor coupled to an output and the input of said ampli-

fier in a feedback arrangement;

a first memory;
means contained within said amplifier for multiplying an

output signal from said first memory with a voltage pro-

?--
^"

portional to the voltage present at the input of said ampli-

fier;

a second memory;
a digital to analog converter coupled to the output of said

second memory; and

means for sequentially addressing the contents of said first

and second memories.

4,424,572
'

DEVICE FOR THE DIGITAL TRANSMISSION AND
DISPLAY OF GRAPHICS AND/OR OFCHARACTERS ON

A SCREEN
Bernard Lorig, 18 rue de Brest, 35000 Rennes, France; Jean-

Clande Ratauel, and Catherine Roux, both of Rennes, France,

assignors to Etablissement Public de Diffusion dit Telediffu-

sion de France, Montrouge and Bernard Lorig, Rennes, both

of, France

Filed Sep. 9, 1980, Ser. No. 185,572

Claims priority, application France, Sep. 12, 1979, 79 22780
Int. a.3 G06F 3/14

VS. Q. 364—900 9 Qaims
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1. In a device for a digital transmission and display of graph-

ics on a screen, comprising at least two telewriting terminals

connected by a transmission network, each terminal being

associated with a graphic acquisition device and with a unit for

display on a screen, each terminal being organized around a

digital data processing circuit connected to said graphic acqui-

sition device via a first interface and to the network via a

second interface, the circuit receiving from one or the other

interface digital data comprising in particular coordinates X
and Y of points composing graphics and display codes or

information enabling a display of said graphics, each terminal

further comprising a unit for storing these digital data, inserted

between the data processing circuit and a display control

module, said module controlling the display of said points by
said unit for display, each terminal comprises:

(a) a plurality of storage assemblies, each storage assembly
being constituted by a random access memory (RAM) of
sufficient capacity to be able to contain informations corre-

sponding to a complete image covering said screen, said

memory having a writing input, a read-out output, a valida-

tion input and an addressing input, each storage assembly
comprising a logic function generator having a control

input, a first signal input, a second signal input connected to

the read-out output of the random access memory and a

signal output connected to the writing input of said memory
signal output conveying a word to be written which is a

logic function of a word applied to the first signal input and
a word applied to the second input;

(b) an address computing circuit receiving, via the data pro-

cessing circuit, for each current point written on the graphic
acquisition device, said coordinates X and Y of said point

and delivering on octet P/ comprising only one binary ele-

ment equal to "1", said octet being applied to the first input

of the logic function generator, and a digital signal constitut-

ing an address for said octet P,;

(c) a circuit for controlling writing and read-out in the storage

assemblies, comprising:

(ci) a selector circuit having an input connected to the

output of the data processing circuit from ^which it re-

ceives four signals: a first signal which is said octet P„ a

second signal which is a validation code formed by as

many binary elements as there are storage assemblies, a

third signal which is a logic function code, and a fourth

signal which is an address of said octet P/, the selector

having first, second, third and fourth outputs and being

adapted to direct the four signals that it receives respec-

tively on said four outputs,

(c2) a first store having an input connected to the first output

of said selector circuit from which it receives the octet P/

and an output connected to the signal input of the logic

function generator,

(c3) a second store having an input connected to the second
output of said selector circuit, from which it receives

binary elements forming a validation code, said second
store containing as many storage binary cells as there are

storage assemblies, said cells each being connected to an
output connection, said output being connected to said

validation input of one of said random access memories,
said memories therefore all being able to be validated in

parallel;

(C4) a third store having an input connected to the fourih

output of said selector circuit, from which it receives the

address of the octet P/ and having an output connected to

the addressing inputs of the storage assemblies,

said storage assemblies, computing circuit and controlling

circuit allowing simultaneous access to said plurality of
storage assemblies validated in parallel to write therein

binary information at a desired address taking into account

the information already written at this address according to

predetermined functions.

4,424,573

SYSTEM FOR ENTERING A POSTAGE METER SERIAL
NUMBER INTO A NONVOLATILE MEMORY FROM AN
EXTERNAL CHANNEL AFTER ASSEMBLY OF THE

METER
Alton B. Eckert, Jr., Norwalk, and Edward C. Duwel, Tmnbiill,

both of Conn., assignors to Pitney Bowes Inc., Stamford,

Conn.

FUed Feb. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 238,331

Int. a? G06F 3/00. 15/00
U.S. a. 364—900 15 Claims

1. An intercommmunication system for communication
between a data center of the type that stores postage meter

information and electronic postage meters each of which has a

nonvolatile memory wherein the intercommunication system
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supplies information for the entering of a serial number into the

nonvolatile memory upon completion of assembly of each
meter, comprising:

the data center having storage means for storing a chip

number and a seed number for each nonvolatile memory
to be used in assembly of the electronic postage meters;

first communicating means for communicating the serial

number and chip number of each of the assembled meters

to said data center;

data center receiving means for receiving the serial numbers
and chip numbers;

generating means located within the dau center for generat-

ing seed numbers associated with said chip numbers;

second communication means for communicating respective
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serial numbers and seed numbers to each of the electronic

postage meters;

electronic postage meter receiving means located in each

postage meter for receiving information from said data

center in accordance with its respective serial number and

seed number;

means for selectively entering the information from said data

center into each electronic postage meter;

means for indicating acceptance of the information by each

of the electronic postage meters;

means for writing the serial number in the nonvolatile mem-
ory upon acceptance of the information by each electronic

postage meter; and

means for preventing furiher writing into the nonvolatile

memory where the serial number is written.

4,424,574

FUNCTION PRESEHTNG CTRCUrr FOR AN
AUDIO/VIDEO RECORDING AND REPRODUONG

SYSTEM
Takashi Enoki; Hiroaki Nakamura, both of Toyokawa, and

Fi^io Nakashima, Aichi, all of Japan, assignors to Hitachi,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 247,264

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 26, 1980, 55-37485

Int. aj GllB 27/36

U.S. a. 364—900 12 Qaims
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1. A function presetting circuit for an audio/video systfcm

for at least selecting a function and controlling a selected

function unit by a microcomputer having a function keying

circuit, comprising;

(a) reset means for providing a reset signal to said microcom-
puter at a time of power-on to initialize said microcom-
puter,

(b) a delay circuit having an output of said reset means
coupled thereto in parallel with said microcomputer, said

delay circuit producing a signal having a presence of

predetermined time duration in response to the reset signal

from said reset means, and

(c) function presetting switch means responsive to the signal

from said delay circuit to produce a function selection

presetting signal during the presence of said signal from
said delay circuit, said presetting signal being supplied to

an input terminal of said microcomputer,
said microcomputer containing a stored program for allow-

ing execution of a main program said predetermined time

period after application of the reset signal and input pro-

cessing by said presetting signal.

4,424,575

TEXT PROCESSING SYSTEM INCLUDING MEANS TO
ASSOQATE COMMENTARY WFFH TEXT

Samuel L. H. Clarke, and Robert W. Inder, both of Cbclauford,

England, assignors to The Marconi Company Limited,

Chelmsford, England

Filed Oct. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 309,256

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct. 7, 1980,

8032206

Int. Q.J G06F 3/06. 3/16
U.S. Q. 364—900 12 Qaims
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1. A text processing system operable in two modes, in a first

mode audio commentary is recorded and associated with se-

lected portions of displayed text, in a second mode the com-
mentary is played back while the text to which it pertains is

recalled to a display, said system comprising;

(a) a word processor including:

(i) a display unit (DU) on which the text is displayed,

(ii) addressable means for storing data including said text,

(iii) input means for selecting the mode of operation,

(iv) a processing unit responsive to said input means for

communicating data, including text, between said stor-

age means, the DU and said input means, said process-

ing unit generating digital address information corre-

sponding to the locations in said storing means where
said selected text is located, said processing unit includ-

ing bus means by which the display unit, storing means
and interface means can communicate with the process-

ing unit;

(b) recorder means capable of recording and playing back

address information and commentary;

(c) means for interfacing said processing unit with the re-

corder means to permit the processing unit to control

recording and playback and to store and retrieve said

address information from the recording means such that:

(i) during the first mode the processing unit generates

address information to be recorded along with the audio

commentary and
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(ii) during the second mode the processing unit causes the

recorder to play back the recorded address information

and commentary, said processing unit retrieving said

address information via said interfacing means and
utilizing it to display the text to which the commentary
pertains;

whereby a first user can select text displayed on the DU and
record commentary relating thereto and, when desired,

the same or a second user can listen to the recorded com-
mentary while having the text to which it pertains dis-

played on the DU.

U.S. a. 364—900

» , " ' *'.
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1. A maintenance panel apparatus for communicating with

an automated maintenance system for testing a preselected unit

in a data processing system, said maintenance system including

means for transmitting information to and receiving informa-

tion from said data processing system under test, said apparatus

comprising:

(a) a keyboard means for entering address, data, command
and control information to be transferred to said auto-

mated maintenance system to control the function of said

automated maintenance system;

(b) a display means to display address, data, command, and
control information entered by said keyboard means for

transfer to said automated maintenance system, and for

display of address, data, and command information re-

ceived by said automated maintenance system from said

unit of said data processing system under test; and,

(c) a port means coupled to said keyboard means, to said

display means, and to said automated maintenance system

for the transfer of address, data, command, and control

informtion to said automated maintenance system, and for

the transfer of address, data, and command information

received by said automated maintenance system from said

preselected unit of said data processing system to said

display means, said display means including means to

display system conditions status information from said

automated maintenance system.

4,424,577

CONDUCrORLESS BUBBLE DOMAIN SWITCH
Isoris S. Gergis, Yorba Linda, and Bruce E. MacNeal, Fullerton,

both of Calif., assignors to Rockwell Interaational Corpora-
tion, EI Segundo, Calif.

Filed Jul. 21, 1980, Ser. No. 170,462

Int. a.3 GllC 19/08
U.S. a, 365—36 36 Qaims

^^f^DO
4,424,576

MAINTENANCE PANEL FOR COMMUNICATING WITH
AN AUTOMATED MAINTENANCE SYSTEM

Ronald E. Lange, Phoenix, and Robert J. Koegel, Glendale, both

of Ariz., assignors to Honeywell Information Systems Inc.,

Phoenix, Ariz.

Filed Sep. 17, 1979, Ser. No. 75,771

Int. a.J GOIR 31/28

HINOft LOOPS

1. A magnetic bubble domain system comprising:

a planar layer of magnetic material in which magnetic bub-

ble domains can be propagated;

a bubble domain guide structure coupled to said layer for

guiding the movement of said bubble domain in said layer;

said guide structure being organized into a major loop and
a plurality of minor loops suitably positioned for transfer

of bubble domains between said major loop and respective

ones of said minor loops; and transfer means disposed

between said major loop and a respective one of said

minor loops for transferring bubble domains therebe-

tween;

characterized in that said transfer means comprises a contig-

uous disk pattern element disposed with respect to said

major loop and one of said minor loops such that the

direction of a bubble domain transfer path between said

one minor loop and said major loop is substantially the

same direction as one of the crystallographic axes of said

planar layer.

4,424,578

BIPOLAR PROM
Junichi Miyamoto, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Tokyo

Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Japan

Filed Jul. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 283,011

Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 14, 1980, 55-95844

Int. a.^ GllC 11/40. 17/00
U.S. a. 365—104 11 Qaims
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1. A semiconductor memory device having a plurality of

bipolar transistors each having an emitter region and a base

region, said emitter region located in said base region, said base
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region forming a bit line, and at least one of said memory cells
including:

a. an oxide layer covering said emitter region;

b. a contact hole in said oxide layer extending to said emitter
region;

c. a barrier layer in said contact hole contacting said emitter
region;

d. a high resistance layer formed on said barrier layer;

e. a metal wiring layer forming a word line and contacting
said high resistance layer, wherein said metal wiring layer
melts to contact said barrier layer through said high resis-

tance layer, thereby short-circuiting said bit line and word
line, when a voltage for writing is applied across said bit

line and said word line.

polarized optical radiation of a concentration, power
intensity and duration sufTicient to induce a change in

1. A mask programmable read-only memory having memory
cells stacked above a semiconductor substrate comprised of:

a. address decode means integrated into a surface of said

substrate for addressing said cells in said memory;
b. a first insulating layer covering said address decode means
and said surface;

c. an array of spaced-apart memory cell select lines on said

first insulating layer including:

i. a plurality of spaced-apart semiconductor lines formed
on said first insulating layer;

ii. a second insulating layer formed over said semiconduc-
tor lines; and

iii. a plurality of spaced-apart metal lines formed over said

second insulating layer and arranged orthogonal to said

semiconductor lines;

d. outputs from said address decode means respectively

coupled through said first insulating layer to said select

lines wherein each cell of said memory is formed at an
intersection of one of said semiconductor lines and one of
said metal lines and further includes a mask selectable

Schottky diode at select ones of said intersections repre-

sentative of the information in said cell.

4,424,580

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GENERATING
ELECTRON SPIN REVERSAL IN FERRIMAGNETIC

MATERIAL
Carl H. Becker, Mountain View, and Werner J. Christmann, Los

Altos, both of Calif., assignors to Precision Echo, SanU Clara,

Calif.

Filed May 6, 1981, Ser. No. 260,963

Int. a.3 GllC 13/04. 13/06
U.S. a. 365—121 39 Oaims

1. A method for transforming ferrimagnetic material com-
prising:

transiently exposing ferrimagnetic thin film with circularly

I.
' »»> 1 _>•!

4 424 579
MASK PROGRAMMABLE READ-ONLY MEMORY

STACKED ABOVE A SEMICONDUCTOR SUBSTRATE
Bruce B. Roesner, San Diego, Calif., assignor to Burroughs

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Feb. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 237,420

Int. a.3 GllC 77/06
U,S. a. 365-105 18 Oaims

\\A-r'\^\: \'':

intrinsic magnetization but not sufficient to cause irrever-

sible change to said material.

4,424.581

LOGIC QRCUIT WITH A TEST CAPABILITY
Masato Kawai, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nippon Electric Co..

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 24. 1981. Ser. No. 324.707
Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 25. 1980. 55/166074

Int. a.3 GllC 13/00
U.S. a. 365-154 10 Qaims
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1. A logic circuit comprising.

a combinational network for receiving in parallel a bit pat-

tern which comprises at least first and second groups of
input signals and for pnoducing a corresponding parallel

bit pattern output comprising at least first and second
groups of output signals;

a group of master fiip-fiops for receiving said first group of
output signals from said combinational network;

a group of slave fiip-fiops corresponding to respective ones
of said master fiip-fiops, said slave fiip-fiops receiving the
output bit pattern of said master fiip-fiops and feeding said

master fiip-fiop output bit pattern back to said combina-
tional network as said first group of input signals;

first means for cascade<onnecting said master fiip-fiops to

form a shift register with a feedback loop; and
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second means for cascade-connecting said slave flip-flops to a longitudinal direction along said flat portion from said free
form a shift register with a feedback loop. end of the cantilever to inhibit oscillation of the cantilever at

4,424^2
'

SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORY DEVICE
Toshltaka FnkmUiBa, Yokohuiia; Kazomi Koyama, Kanagawa;

Koi^i Ueno; Tamio Miyamnni, both of Kawaiaki, and Yuichi

Kawabata, Kawaaaki, all of Japan, aaiigaon to Fi^itra Lim-
ited, Kamigawa, Japan

FUed Apr. 21, 1980, Scr. No. 141,931

Claima priority, appUcation Japan, Apr. 27, 1979, 54-52125

Int a.J GllC 7/00

U.S. a. 365—189 18 Claims
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1. A semiconductor memory device for writing or reading

information in selected memory cells in dependence upon a

write or read status, comprising:

an address buffer which receives address signals and gener-

ates outputs accordingly;

address signal lines, levels of which are set by the outputs of
said address buffer, generating outputs;

a decoder circuit for decoding the outputs of said address

signal line, said decoder circuit comprising:

a decoding transistor connected to said address signal

lines;

a first transistor having a base connected to said decoding
transistor, an emitter and a collector;

a second transistor having a base connected to said emitter

of said first transistor and an emitter connected to

ground, and producing a flrst current; and
a resistor connected to said collector of said First transis-

tor;

memory cells, connected to said second transistor, which
will be rendered selectively conductive or non-conduc-
tive in accordance with write information, the conductive
or non-conductive state of said memory cells being ren-

dered in dependence upon the first current; and
means, operatively connected to said resistor, for sensing the

read and write status and for producing a control current

in said flrst transistor of said decoder circuit of a higher

value when writing information into a selected memory
cell than when reading, the control current in said flrst

transistor controlUng generation of said flrst current.

4,424,583

PICKUP CARTRIDGE HAVING A RIBBED CANTILEVER
Maiayoahi UcUda, Yokohama, Japan, aasignor to Victor Com-

pany of Japan, limited, Yokohama
FUed May 27, 1981, Scr. No. 267,695

Clalna priority, application Japan, May 28, 1980, 55-

72572[U1

Int. a.5 H04R 1/1%

U.S. a. 369—126 5 Claims
1. A pickup cartridge comprising a cantilever having one

end thereof supported by a suspension means and a stylus

attached to the free end of said cantilever for detecting signals

from disc records, and a connecting wire attached to said

stylus for conducting said detected signal to an external circuit,

said cantilever being formed with a generally horizontally

extending flat portion, said stylus extending at substantially a

right angle to the plane of said flat portion, said cantilever

being further formed with at least one rib portion extending in

cr|x^

the resonant frequencies of said disc records with which said

stylus is in contact.

4,424,584

ELECTRODE HOLDER ASSEMBLY FOR SELF-BAKING
ELECTRODES

Knut Evensen, Oslo, Norway, aMlgnor to Elkem a/a, Olio,

Norway
FUed Oct. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 309,219

Int a.' H05B 7/107

U.S. a. 373—97 15 Claims

1. An electrode holder assembly for holding an electrode in

an electrothermal smelting furnace, said electrode including a

casing having ribs projecting radially outwards from the cas-^

ing, comprising:

(a) a plurality of clamping means, each said clamping means
comprising two substantially identical reversed parts being

operative to contact said ribs for conducting current into the

electrode; and

(b) said clamping means being adapted for slidably clamping

only against the ribs of said electrode casing whereby the

clamping means impose only tangential forces on the casing

of the electrode.

4,424,585

CHEMICAL LASER NOZZLE BLADE SUPPORT SYSTEM
Jimmie D. Wells, Northridge, Calif., and Robert E. DeLand,

Fredericktown, Mo., assignors to The United States of Amer-
ica as represented by the Secretary of the Air Force, Washing-

ton, D.C.

Filed Not. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 322,042

Int. a.3 HOIB 3/095

U.S. a. 372—89 4 Claims

1. In a chemical laser having a body and a plurality of nozzle

blades, the improvement therein being in the form of a nozzle

blade support system, said nozzle blade support system com-
prising a flexure member, wherein said flexure member has a

preselected thickness, t| and the relationship between a flrst
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predetermined radius of curvature, R, and a second predeter-
mined radius of curvature, R|, is defined by the expression
R|=t/2 (€-»-(t/2R) (l-t-£) wherein e represenu the strain of
said member due to bending at said radius, R|, said flexure
member being fixedly secured at one end thereof to one end of
at least one of said plurality of nozzle blades and being secured
at the other end thereof to said laser body, first means on at
least said one nozzle blade adjacent said flexure member for
supporting said one end of said flexure member, second means
on said laser body adjacent said flexure member for supporting
said other end of said flexure member, said nozzle blade and
said flexure member lying along said first predetermined radius

tioning said film cassette tray in a waiting position outside

said beam of X-rays when said X-ray tube is in its first

position and for transferring said film cassette tray from
said waiting position to said exposure position when said

X-ray tube is moved from iu first position to iu second
position.

roiiTioa

4,424,587

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE
IDENTIFICATION OF ARTICLES

Klaus Wevclsiep, Kriftel; Bemhard Stnrm, Schadttca, and Hans
Scbolzc, Dreieich, all of Fed. Rep. of Gcnuny, asaisnofs to
Scantron GmbH A Co. Elcktroniachc Lcscteratc KG, Frank-
fiirt-Hocchst, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Apr. 13, 1981, Scr. No. 253,475
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 16.

1980, 3014513

Int. a.J G06K 9/i2
U.S. a. 382—44 12 Claim

of curvature, R, under a substantially no stress condition, said

flrst and said second support means each being defined by said

second predetermined radius of curvature, Ri, said radius, R|,
being substantially less than said radius, R, and means secured
between the other end of at least one of said plurality of said

nozzle blades and said laser body for supporting said other end
of said nozzle blades, whereby upon application of stress to
said nozzle blades during laser operation said flexure member
bends around said radius of curvature of said flrst and said

second support means and said means for supporting said other
end of said nozzle blade bends in such a manner thereby en-
abling said nozzle blades to act as a hoop member in accommo-
dating said stress applied thereto.

4,424,586

X-RAY EXAMINATION APPARATUS
WInfried Plata, Southington, and Steven J. Plommcr, Middle-

field, both of Conn., assignors to Siemens Corporation, IscUn,
N.J.

FUed Oct. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 312,621

Int Q\? A61B 6/12
U.S. a. 378—197 23 Claims

1. In an X-ray apparatus containing:

an X-ray tube;

means for moving said X-ray tube between
a flrst position in which said X-ray tube is adapted to emit

a beam of X-rays in a flrst direction, and
a second position in which said X-ray tube is adapted to

emit a beam ofX-rays in a second direction substantially

normal to said first direction;

a fllm cassette tray having a plane in an exposure position to

receive said beam of X-rays from said X-ray tube when
said X-ray tube is in its second position; and

means operationally connected to said X-ray tube for posi-

1. In a method for the identification of articles which appear
in random positions and orientation and at random times at an
image window, said articles having an identification on a sur-

face thereof facing the image window in the form of a data
field, said data field comprising contrasting indicia in at least

one data track and at least one contrasting line pattern (PIC),

said PIC indicating the position and orientation of the data

track and containing a plurality of lines with varying spacing
and/or line widths, wherein the image window is scanned with
an opto-electronic scanner in a sequence of rows to generate a

corresponding video signal of the scanned contrasting se-

quence wherein in a first method step, a search operation, the

image window is scanned with a search raster until the con-
trasting line pattem(s) is (are) cut by several raster scans and
recognized, wherein in a second method step, the angle be-

tween the data track(s) and the scanning rows of the search

raster is determined, and in a third method step, a reading

operation, the dau field is scanned with a reading raster in the

direction of, or perpendicular to, the data track(s), and the

symbols contained in the data track(s) are read and fed as said

video signal to a decoder for decoding thereof, the improve-
ment to the method comprising:

(a) coding the amplitude of said video signal at successive

discrete time points into binary digits which represent

light/dark values of the corresponding raster points (x,y)

of the data field,

(b) entering the digits serially and in a sequence of rows into

a memory matrix, whereby successive memory positions

of a memory matrix row correspond to equivalent succes-

sive raster points of a scanning row of the dau field,

(c) and thereafter sequentially reading out and decoding at a

predetermined reading rate mutually overlapping partial

regions of the memory matrix, the size of said partial

regions corresponding to the size of the format of a sym-
bol and the displacement between successive partial re-
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gions being substantially smaller than the size of the partial

regions.

4,424,588

METHOD FOR DETECTING THE POSITION OF A
SYMMETRICAL ARTICLE

Takashi Satoh, Kawasaki, and Isamu Shimada, Yokohama, both

of Japan, asrignon to Figitsu Limited, Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Aug. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 296,310

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 29, 1980, 55-119082

Int. a.3 H04N 7/]8

U.S. a. 382—48 4 Qaims
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1. A method of detecting the position of a symmetrical

article by converting image signals of the article in to binary

information and detecting with a computer a central position

of the article based on said binary information, said method
comprising the steps of:

determining a first median point, from said binary informa-

tion, between two points of intersection of a first straight

line intersecting said article and the sides of said article;

determining a second median point, from said binary infor-

mation, between two points of intersection between a

second straight line and the sides of said article, said sec-

ond straight line passing through said first median point

and crossing said first straight line at right angles;

sequentially determining an n'th median point, from said

binary information, between two points of intersection

between an n'th straight line and the sides of said article,

said n'th straight line passing through the preceding

(n— l)th median point and crossing the preceding (n— l)th

straight line at right angles, where n is an integer greater

than or equal to 3; and

performing the detection of the position of the article by
using said n'th median point as the central position of the

article.

4,424,589

FLAT BED SCANNER SYSTEM AND METHOD
E. Raymond Thomas; Lysle D. Cahill, both of Dayton; William

W. Marshall, Xenia; Luke L. Talley, Centerville; John A.

Lawson, Dayton, and Brian N. Wilcox, Kettering, all of Ohio,

assignors to Coulter Systems Corporation, Bedford, Mass.
Filed Apr. 11, 1980, Ser. No. 139,463

Int. Q\? G06K 9/4R H04N I/IO

U.S. a. 382—61 17 aaims
1. For use in an optical scanning system where a beam of

light is deflected across a planar original image in a pattern of

scan lines by a rotatable raster mirror having a center of rota-

tion at a fixed distance perpendicular from the original image
and arranged parallel to the scan lines,

an apparatus for compensating for the differences in rotational

changes of the raster mirror required to produce equidistant

scan lines on the original image, the apparatus comprising:

stepping motor means for rotating, in response to stepping

pulse applied thereto, the raster mirror in incremental

angular steps that are much smaller than the angular

change requied to deflect the beam of light from scan line

to scan line;

memory means containing a plurality of fixed numbers rep-

resenting the number of stepping pulses to be applied to

the stepping motor to rotate the raster mirror the required

number of incremental angular steps to step the beam of
light from scan line to scan line; and

controller means for applying stepping pulses to the stepping

motor in response to the fixed numbers contained in the

memory means to rotate the raster mirror and deflect the

beam from scan line to scan line, said controller means
comprising means for selecting different fixed numbers
corresponding to different locations of the scan line on the

original image, whereby said stepping motor is stepped a

different predetermined number of steps corresponding to

said plurality of fixed numbers.

4,424,590

DOCUMENT READER
Takashi Ozawa, Kanagawa, Japan, assignor to Fuji Xerox Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 272,236

Gaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 25, 1980, 55-85241

Int. Q\? G06K 9/00; H04N i/14
U.S. O. 382—68 5 Qaims

1. A document reader comprising:

a plurality of light-receiving devices divided into a plurality

of ordered groups of ordered light-receiving devices;

a plurality of voitage-application switches one of said volt-

age-application switches being provided for each group of

said light-receiving devices, each said voltage-application

switch being coupled to a first terminal of each light-

receiving device in the corresponding group of light-

receiving devices to selectively connect said first termi-

nals to one of a power source and ground;

a plurality of common lines, ones of said common lines

connecting second terminals of like order ones of said

light-receiving devices among even number-order groups

of said light-receiving devices and other ones of said

common lines connecting second terminals of like order

ones of said light-receiving devices among odd number-

order groups of said light-receiving devices; and

a plurality of reading switches, one of said reading switches

being coupled between each of said comnfon lines and an

output terminal.
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4 424 591
ANTENNA SWITCH FOR HOME VIDEO ACCESSORIES
Allen H. Boardman, Maryville, Tenn., assignor to Magna?ox
Consumer Electronics Company, Knoxville, Tenn.

Filed No?. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 324,746
Int. a.3 H04B ///«, H04N 5/22; HOIQ 1/50

U.S. a. 455-289 9 Qaims

(CF3)2AsI which can be photodissociated by sunlight to

produce lasing;
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6. An antenna switch for supplying first and second signals

to a receiver comprising:

a first terminal for receiving said first signal;

a transformer having first and second windings, said first

winding connected to receive a signal from said first

terminal and coupling said first signal to said second wind-
ing;

an output terminal connected to one side of said second
winding for delivering a signal to a receiver antenna input

terminal;

first shunt means connected in parallel with said first wind-
ing comprising a diode, said diode providing a bypass path
for said first winding in response to a biasing current;

a second shunt means connected across said second winding,
said second shunt means comprising a second diode,

which when carrying a biasing current couples a signal

applied to the remaining end of said second winding to

said output terminal;

means for coupling said second signal to said second wind-
ing remaining end comprising a third diode in response to

a biasing current, said coupling means including means, in

the absence of said biasing current, for establishing a

potential on said second remaining end of said winding to

permit said first signal to be coupled to said output termi-

nal; and

means for simultaneously biasing said diodes into a conduct-
ing state whereby said second signal is coupled to said

output terminal.

^ / ^
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means for recirculating the gas lasant through the laser

cavity; and

means for collecting sunlight and directmg it onto the walls

of the chamber to cause the gas lasant to lasc.

4,424,593

SUPPRESSED CARRIER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
Leonard R. Kahn, 70 N. Grove St., Freeport, N.Y. 11520
Continuation of Ser. No. 835,115, Sep. 20. 1977, abandoned,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 706,440, Jul. 19, 1976,
abandoned, Ser. No. 563,658, Mar. 31, 1975, abandoned, and

Ser. No. 356,493, May 2, 1973. abandoned. This application Sep.

29. 1982. Ser. No. 427,497

Int. a.' H04B 1/6S
U.S. a. 455—47 16 Qaims

,

—

\—.-, —I—, _^
,

j ItND «lET«ri30«

«-^ p»ss I— »» H- '^ -.^to'i"^

4,424,592

SOLAR PUMPED LASER
Ja H. Lee; Frank Hohl, and Willard R. Weaver, all of Newport
News, Va., assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the Administrator of the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration, Washington, D.C.

Filed Dec. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 327,658

Int. a? HOIS 2/091. 3/22

U.S. a. 372—79 2 Qaims
2. A direct solar pumped laser system comprising:

a laser cavity including two mirrors and a chamber having
walls transparent to sunlight and filled with a gas lasant

1. A communications system subject to frequency translation

errors comprising;

a transmitter which produces a modulated wave as a func-

tion of an input signal and a receiver which demodulates
the received wave to produce an output wave corre-

sponding to said input signal,

said transmitter incorporating filter means which imparts an
identifiable frequency response charactenstic to the mod-
ulated wave,

said receiver incorporating means for sensing frequency
translation errors in the received identifiable frequency
response characteristic, and,

means for frequency translating received signal components
incorporating an oscillator the frequency of which shifts

responsive to the translation frequency errors sensing

means by an amount and direction to reduce the frequency
translation errors in the receiver's output wave
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4,424,594

EXTENDED RANGE TUNABLE RESONANT CTRCUTT
FOR A VHP TELEVISION RECEIVER TUT«NG SYSTEM
Peter C. Skerkw, aad Peter StraauBcllo, Jr^ both of Ariiogton

Heights, DL, iHigMrB to Zeaith Radio Corporatioa, Glen-
Tiew, ni.

FDed Oct 5, 1981, Scr. No. 308,018

lat CL^ H04B 1/26
VS. CL 455—180 5 CUims

1. An extended range tunable resonant circuit for use in a

VHF television receiver tuning system comprising:

a bandswitchable inductive network including at least two
bandswitch diodes each having a conductive state charac-

terized by a relatively large series resistance;

a gallium arsenide varactor diode characterized by a rela-

tively low series resistance coupled to said inductive net-

work;

means for appljring a variable tuning voltage to said gallium

arsenide varactor diode for adjusting the capacitance

exhibited thereby within a predetermined range; and
foeans for selectively controlling the sutes of said band-
switch diodes for interconnecting said galliun arsenide

varactor diode and said inductive network in at least three

different circuit configurations, each of said circuit config-

urations being characterized by a different value of effec-

tive inductance and wherein the relatively large series

resistance of the bandswitch diodes are at least partially

offset by the relatively low series resistance of the gallium

arsenide varactor diode for allowing tuning of a respec-

tive band of a plurality of respective band of sub-UHF

VOLT«0£ t
fVOLTSIZS

television channels in response to a variation in said ap-

plied tuning voluge, said tuning bands collectively defin-

ing an extended sub-UHF tuning range extending from
about 54 MHz to at least 408 MHz.

DESIGNS

JANUARY 3. 1984

272,009 272,012

MOLDED POULTRY STRIP OR SIMILAR ARTICLE STRIPES PORTION OF A SHOE UPPER
Martin B. P. Zonnenberg, Old Oakwood Rd., Oakwood, Ga. Jean P. Trevisani, Bogota, Colombia, aaiigDor to Unlroyal, Inc.,

30566 New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 3, 1980, Ser. No. 193,883 Filed Apr. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 257,299

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. DOl—07 Int. Q. D2—04
U.S. a. Dl—13 U.S. a. D2—314

f

/ V

T^Si

272,013

BELT
Quenton T. Elliott, 3218 Sackett, Houston, Tex. 77098, and

272 010 Quenton T. ElUott, Jr., 4516 Holt, Bellairc, Tex. 77401

SWIMMING TRUNKS »'"«• 1^'- '• }^]' ^er No. 252,375

Richard L. Rhea, 1872 Woodhollow, Apt. 209, Maryland
Tnt** Q D02-O7**"

Heights, Mo. 63043 ii«rim vi<
Division of Ser. No. 879,472, Feb. 21, 1978. ThU application ^^- ^'- "^—»»

Dec. 30, 1980, Scr. No. 221,296

Term of patent 14 years /

Int.a. D2—02 '-'^^-uu
._

U.S. a. D2—42 ^K^H^

272,011

SKI BOOT 272,014

Georges Dehay, 38 Bote de Cange, 27000 Evreux, and Gerard TIE TACK
Chalme, 2 me Andre Chenier, 76420 Biborel, both of France William D. Mitcham, Rte. 1, Box 205-F, Hampton, Ga. 30228.

FUed Jul. 24, 1981, Scr. No. 286,381 uti Michael P. Mitcham, Sagamore Lodge, Lee St.. Amcri-

Term of patent 14 years cus, Ga. 31709

Int a. D2—04 Filed Jul. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 279,808

U.S. a. D2—276 Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D02—07
U.S. a. D2—420

361
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272,015 272,018

INFANT CARRIER STOOL
Jeanette S. Black, 2313 Buckingham Rd., Burlington, N.C. Robert V. Thompson, Boatyard Condominiums, 75th Ave.

27215 North, Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577
Filed Jun. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 273,498 Filed Apr. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 256,821

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D3—99 Int. Q. 06—07
U.S. CI. D3—31 U.S. a. D6—32

272,016 272,019

COMBINED WALLET AND KEY HOLDER CHAIR
Saundra G. Blair, 4808 W. W^ndover Ave., Greensboro, N.C. Laurence E. Morehouse, 910 Tiverton Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

27410 90024

Filed Feb. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 233,797 Filed Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 341,516

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D3—07 Int. Q. D6—07

U.S. a. D3—56 U.S. a. D6—47

I

272,017

DEEP-SEA nSHERMAN'S CHAIR 272,020

Rogenald J. Keller, 204 N. Minnesota Ave., St. Peter, Minn. SPRING BASE CHAIR
56082 Wil|is A. Baty, Arkadelphia, Ala. 35033

Filed Nov. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 318,335 Filed Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 246,847

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D6—07 Int. Q. D6—07

U.S. a. D6—26 U.S. a. D6—70
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272,021 272,023
DISPENSER FOR PLASTIC HLM MATERIAL AND THE SUPPORT BRACKET

I'IKE Joseph B. Mayer, Chicago, and John P. Chap, Lemont, both of
Stanley Ruff, New Rochelle, N.Y., assignor to RGG, Inc., Bos- III., assignors to Selfix, Inc., Chicago, III.

ton, Mass. Filed Jun. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 266,644
Filed Jun. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 272,298 Term of patent 14 years

Term of patent 14 years Int. Q. D6—0^, D8—0#
Int. a. D23—02 U.S. O. D6— 125

U.S. a. D6—96

272,024

WALL MOUNTABLE DRAWING IMPLEMENT HOLDER
Tim Basaldua, Jr., 1911 W. Wabansia Ave., Chicago, III. 60622

Filed Jun. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 273,659

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D6— 99

U.S. a. D6— 125

272,022

COMBINED BATHROOM TOWEL SUPPORT AND
STORAGE DEVICE

Joseph C. Teague, 334 Avenue "M" West, Ft. Dodge, Iowa
50501

Filed Sep. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 300,794

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. 23—02
U.S. a. D6-100

272,025

RECEPTACLE FOR SHEET MATERIAL
Maurice Goutchat, 7 Grande rue, 78850 Thiverval, France

Filed Nov. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320,633

Claims priority, application France, Jun. 24, 1981, 81 2254

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D6—04
U.S. a. D6— 180
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272,026 I

272,028
COLLAPSIBLE DISPLAY BOOTH TEXTILE FABRIC PLACEMAT

Mark H. Bevu, Manhattan Beach, and Garry C. Kief, Los Susan E. Dempster, Piano, Tex^ assignor to Dempster Corpora-
Angeles, both of Califs assignors to Hastings, Clayton, Tucker tion. Piano, Tex.
A Craig, Inc Newport Beach, Calif. FUed Apr. 1, IWl, Ser. No. 250,086

FUed Jnn. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 277,260 Term of patent 14 years
Term of patent 14 years lot Q. D6—/i

U.S. a. D6—186

Int. a. D06—04 U.S. a. D6—274

272,027

COMBINED PARTITION AND MERCHANDISE
DISPLAY STAND

Bruce E. Hagberg, 670 Weston La., Plymouth, Minn, 55447
Filed Apr. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 252,539

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D(i6—04
VJS. a. D6—190

272,029

COVERED FOOD STORAGE CONTAINER
Gerald M. Grusin, Chicago, 111., assignor to Dart Industries Inc..

Northbrook, 111.

FUed Aug. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 294,720

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D07—0/
U.S. a. D7—16
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272,030 272,032

BOWL NUTCRACKER CUP
Robert W. Sleith, Palmer, Mass., assignor to Suburban Plastics, Melvin E. Shaffer, 603 W. Monroe, Kokomo, Ind. 46901

Incorporated, Three Rivers, Mass. Filed May 22, 1981, Ser. No. 266,152

FUed Jan. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 337,518 Term of patent 14 years

Term of patent 14 years Int. G. DV1—06
Int. a. D07—07 U.S. Q. D7—98

U.S. a. D7—28

^::^u

V

272,031

TRANSFER SURFACE OR THE UKE FOR CULINARY
WARE

Candace M. Faber, Coming, N.Y., assignor to Coming Glass

Works, Coming, N.Y.

FUed Aug. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 289,261

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D07—07
U.S. a. D7—39

I

I

1*1*/

272,033

BABY'S FORK
Marcel Saucier. 391 Abitibi Ave., Malartic, Canada JOY IZO

Filed Apr. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 252.469

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. Dl—03
U.S. a. D7—141
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272,034 272,036
DEEP FRYER OPEN END WRENCH

Bernard Beugnot, Is sur Tille, France, assignor to SEB, Selon- Charles C. Richardson, 1802 Virginia La., Pasadena, Tex. 77502
gey, France Filed Apr. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 250,501

Filed May 12, 1981, Ser. No. 263,022 Term of patent 14 years
Claims priority, application France, Not. 19, 1980, 803579 int. a. DS—05

Term of patent 14 years U.S. CI. D8—28
Int. a. D07—02

VS. a. D7—360

3

^

St
U

^<J7

^ LOGO

272,037
TOOL FOR IMPRINTING nSH SCALE PATTERNS IN

FRESH CONCRETE
John L. Puccini, 432 Upper Lake Rd., Thousand Oaks, Calif.

91361

Filed Jan. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 223,577

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. DS—05
U.S. a. D8—45

272,038

DOVETAIL TEMPLATE RXTURE
William C. Dicke, Easley, S.C., assignor to The Singer Com-

272,035 Pany. Stamford, Conn.

SLIP JOINT SINK PLUMBING WRENCH F»'«' Sep. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 299,380

Ansul E. McMillin, 2151-334 Oakland Rd., San Jose, Calif. Term of patent 14 years

95131

Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,511 ^S. Q. D8—71

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D8—OJ
I

U.S. a. D8—22

Int. a. D8—99

-^us^^^^^^'''"'
XiiS^*^''
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272,039 272,042
GRAB BAR FOR BATHTUBS OR THE LIKE COMBINED SPACER AND FOLDABLE LOCK FOR

Henry M. Stairs, Jr., Neshanic, N.J., assignor to American WIRES OR THE LIKE
Standard Inc., New York, N.Y. Rudolph E. Moench, Shelby, N.C., assignor to Fuco Controls
Division of Ser. No. 169,568, Jul. 17, 1980. This application Corporation, Shelby, N.C.

Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,658 Filed Sep. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 304,830
Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D8—0<5 Int. Q. D8—0*
U.S. a. D8—315 U.S. a. D8—356

/

- 2

_::i- V
4'

- _ _ _

272,040

HINGE
Arthur F. Scanlan, 93 Hall St., Semaphore, South Australia

5019, Australia

Filed Jul. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 279,566

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. DS—06
U.S. a. D8—327

272,043

SEPARABLE CONNECTOR
Thorp C. Cowdroy, Sydney, Australia, assignor to Clive Invest-

ments Pty. Limited, Australia

Filed Feb. 13, 1981. Ser. No. 235,302

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—OS
U.S. a. D8—382

272,041 272,044

LOCK UNIT COMBINED HANDLE AND POSITION FIXATING
John M. Harris, West Palm Beach, Fla., by Janet E. Harris, DEVICE FOR USE WITH A GROUND CLOTH

personal representative, 219 2nd ler., Palm Beach Gardens, Thomas E. Fesler, 23132 Via San Gabriel, Mission Viejo, Calif.

Fla. 33410 92691

Filed Feb. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 236,695 _ Filed May 5, 1981, Ser. No. 260,618

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D8—07 Int. Q. D8—0#
U.S. a. D8—330 U.S. a. D8—390
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272,045 272,048
PRESSURIZED DISPENSING CONTAINER ARTICLE CARRIER BLANK

Erwlfl W. Parr, Dct MoIms, Iowa, aMignor to Ziphron, Inc., James T. Stout, Acwortii, Ga^ aarigaor to The Mead Conora-
Des MoiMS, Iowa tion, Daytoo, OUo

Filed Jan. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 271,045 Filed Not. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,129
Term of pateat 14 yean Term of patent 14 years

.,., ^ ~. ,««
IiitCLD9-0/ lBta.D9-0i

U.S. CL D9-300 U.S. Q. D9—433

272,046

DISPENSING CONTAINER FOR DEODORANTS OR THE
UKE

Harley H. Mattbeis, Verona, NJ., assignor to Risdon Corpora-
tion, Nangatnck, Conn.

FUed Apr. 21, 1980, Ser. No. 141,820

Term of patent 14 years

int a. D9—o;
U.S. a. D9—377

S-^ 1 \

t /

/
^

i , \

/ I
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272,047

BAG FOR HOLDING LIQUID
Yotaro Tsatsami, and Masaomi Ikeda, both of Yokohama, Ja-

pan, assignors to Toyo Scikan Kaisha, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Apr. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 257,560

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct. 25, 1980, 55-44391;
Oct 25, 1980, 55-44392

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D9—Oi
U.S. CL D9—415

272,049

CLOCK
GioTanni Bolgari, Rome, Italy, assignor to Anthos S.A., Genera,

Switzerland

FUed Oct. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 312,087

Claims priority, application Hague, Apr. 21, 1981, DM/000
705

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. DIO—07
U.S. a. DIO—11
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272,050 272,052
CONTROL UNTT HOUSING FOR AN ELECTRICAL TIRE TREAD AND BUTTRESS

PROTECnON SYSTEM Donald E. Jackson, SufHeld, Ohio, assignor to The Goodyear
Terence E. Gibbs, Nyack, N.Y., and Walter Wagner, Dumont, Tire A Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio
NJ., assignors to American District Telegraph Company, Filed Nov. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 318,528
New York, N.Y. Term of patent 14 years

Filed May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 267,076 Int. Q. D12— /5

Term of patent 14 years U.S. a. D12—142

Int. a. DIO—OJ
U.S. a. DIO—106

272,053

PNEUMATIC TIRE TREAD AND BUTTRESS
Gcrassimos C. Candiliotis, Grossc Pointe Farms, Mich., as-

signor to Uniroyal Inc., New York, N.Y.

272 051 Division of Ser. No. 230,083, Jan. 30, 1981. This application

- TIRE TREAD AND BUTTRESS ^*'' ^5. »•«. Ser. No. 478,972

Donald E. Jackson, SufHeld, Ohio, assignor to The Goodyear T*"" •»' !>»«»» 1* y<«"

Tire A Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio
FUed Not. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 318,527

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D12—75

U.S. a. D12—142

Int. a. D12—75

U.S. a. D12—146
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272,054

TIRE
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272,056

, „^.„ ^ ^ TIRE TREAD AND BUTTRESS
Jean-Philippe Gorez, Greenrille, S.C, assignor to Compagnie Fernand J. Blau, Colmar-Berg, Luxembourg, assignor to The

Generale des Etablissements Michelin, Qemiont-Ferrand, Goodyear Tire A Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio
''™"**

Filed Nov. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 319,004
Filed Jan. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 337,306 Qaims priority, application Luxembourg, May 18. 1981

Term of patent 14 years 30297-00
Int. a. D12—/J Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D12—147

U.S. a. D12—151

Int. a. D12—75

272,055

TIRE
Jean-Philippe Gorez, Greenville, S.C, assignor to Compagnie

Generale des Etablissements Michelin, Clermont-Ferrand,
France

Filed Jan. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 337,308

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D12—/5
U.S. a. D12—147

272,057

TIRE TREAD AND BUTTRESS
Andre E. J. Baus, Bettembourg, Luxembourg, assignor to The
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio

Filed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,102

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. 012—75
U.S. a. D12—151
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272,058 272,060
COMBINED TRUCK CAB ROOF AND DEFLECTOR BOAT

Timothy J. Kangas, Issaquah, Wash., assignor to PACCAR Inc., Fred A. Tremiti, Jr., 4653 Vanalden Ave., Tarzana, Calif. 91356
Bellevue, Wash. Filed Apr. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 253,251

Division of Ser. No. 87,244, Oct. 22, 1979. This application Mar. Term of patent 14 years
25, 1982, Ser. No. 361,724 Int. a. D12—06
Term of patent 14 years U.S. Q. D12—315

Int. a. D12—76

U.S. a. D12—156

/c
/^=^

,^\

272,061

CONNECTOR HOUSING
Yasuharu Moriai, Suzuka; Yoshio Ito, Yokkaichi, and AUushi

Sakatani, Matsusaka, all of Japan, assignors to Tokai Electric

Wire Co., Ltd., Yokkaichi, Japan

Filed Dec. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 327,100

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 31. 1981, 56-38421

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D13—Oi
U.S. a. D13—24

w

p-l 1==1 1=^

t-5
1=1 =1
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272,059

ARTICLE STORAGE UNIT FOR A VEHICLE SUNVISOR 272,062
Ted A. Bell, and Daniel F. Lehner, both of Coshocton, Ohio, VIDEO TAPE CASSETTE

assignors to Pretty Products, Inc., Coshocton, Ohio Masamitsu ShibaU, Matsudo, and Haruki Ogata, Sagamihara,
Filed Jul. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 282,529 i^ji, of j,pg„^ assignors to Victor Company of Japan Limited.

Term of patent 14 years Yokohama, Japan
Int. a. D12—76 piiej ^^g 4 ,98, ^^ ^^ 289,976

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D14—0/
U.S. a. D14— 11

U.S. a. D12—191
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DIGITAL AUDIO DISCS PLAYER wALL TELEPHOiSfr acit ur*. ,c.x„.

^^PiShm.«?Vio«i c- *j ,^,«o.
Electric Ubs Inc., Northtake, IU.

FUed May 12, 1981, Ser. No. 262,985 Fu-d Oct l iMi «.- m« w» a-^^
Cbim. Rriority, .ppUction J.p«, Nov. 13. 1980. 55^7436

^'^
^J^JZe^^UylT'*''

T/nnVA';"^ I-t.aD14-(W
Int. a. D14—O; _ U.S. a. D14—61

U.S. a. D14—14 ^

272,064
COMBINED TELEPHONE HANDSET AND BASE

THEREFORE
John C. Coons, and Jean M. Beirise, both of Cincinnati. Ohio,

assignors to Masco Corporation of Indiana, Taylor. Mich
FUed May 1, 1981, Ser. No. 259,617

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D14—Oi
VS. a. D14—53 272,066

CHAIR MOUNTED TELEVISION HOUSING
Reld S. Larsen, Bountiful, Utah, assignor to Midwest Interna-

tional. Inc., Salt Lake Gty, Utah
Filed Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 246,208

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D14—Oi
U.S. a. D14—77
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272,067 272,069

PICTURE IMAGE MEMORY UNIT QUICK HITCH FOR EARTH HANDLING TOOLS
Knnio Hara, Chiba, Japan, assignor to Tokyo Shibaura Deaki Torsten Larsson. Karlskoga, Sweden, assignor to AktlcbolatH

Kabushiki Kaisha, Kawasaki, Japan

FUed Mar. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 243,605

Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 17, 1980, 55-38064

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D14—02
U.S. a. D14—107

Bofors, Bofors, Sweden
Filed Oct. 26. 1981, Ser. No. 315.117

Claims priority, application Sweden. Apr. 27. 1981, 81-1038

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D15—Oi
U.S. a. D15—28

272,070

QUICK HITCH FOR EARTH HANDLING TOOLS
Torsten Larsson. Karlskoga. Sweden, assignor to Aktiebolaget

Bofors. Bofors. Sweden

Filed Oct. 26, 1981. Ser. No. 315,118

Qainis priority, application Sweden. May 12. 1981. 81-1136

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D15—Oi
U.S. O. D15—28

272,068 272,071
COMBINED VIBRATOR AND HOPPER FOR A MORTAR COMBINED CAB AND BODY FOR AN EARTHMOVING

APPLYING MACHINE
Norris Price, 953 A Main St., Church HiU, Tenn. 37642

Filed Aug. 27, 1980, Ser. No. 181,792

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D15—0^
U.S. a. D15—13

AND HANDLING MACHINE
Daniel Baconet, Stains; Jacques Leguay, Trilport, and Jean-

Yves Morizur, Compiegne, all of France, assignors to Poclain.

Sodete Anonymc fiiucaise, France

Filed Sep. 19, 1980, Ser. No. 188,696

Claims priority. appUcation France. Mar. 20. 1980. 80 0897

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. DIS—04
U.S. a. D15—30
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272,072 272,075
PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERA OR SIMILAR ARTICLE COMBINED PAPER GUIDE AND WORK TABLE FOR

Diane B. Ainslie, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Eastman Kodak TYPEWRITER
Company, Rochester, N.Y. Gregg Martell, 8644 Cavel St., Downey, Calif. 90242

Division of Ser. No. 26,153, Apr. 2, 1979, Pat. No. Des. 263,477. Filed Nov. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 324,589
This application Sep. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 300,831 Term of patent 14 years

Term of patent 14 years Int. a. D18—99
Int. a. D16—o; U.S. a. di8—12

U.S. a. D16—

1

272,073

SOFT CONTACT LENS REMOVING DEVICE
Delma M. Cointment, 914 Pontalba St., New Orleans, La. 70124

Filed Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305,750

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D16—06
U.S. a. D16—124

272,076

COUNTER TOP PNEUMATIC CONVEYOR TERMINAL
Harold R. Greene, 2617 Tarba Dr., Dallas, Tex. 75229

272,074 I^>le<l ^ay 1^' ^^61, Ser. No. 265,024

ELECTRIC VIOLIN Term of patent 14 years

Richard B. Saidat, St. Charles, III., assignor to Fischer Indus-
'"*• ^' *^12—05

tries. Inc., Geneva, III.

Filed Mar. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 248,292

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D17—Oi
U.S. a. D17—17

U.S. CI. D18—35
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272,077 * 272,079
TELEPHONE INDEX GAME BOARD

Hans Halm, Heme, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to Confon David G. de Keller, c/o The East India A Sports Qub, 16, St.
AG, Rheineck, Switzerland James's Sq., London SWl, England

Filed Mar. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 241,365 Filed Dec, 15, 1980, Ser. No. 216,563
Term of patent 14 years Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Jun. 24, 1980.

Int. a. D19—02 995427
U.S. a. D19—76 Tern, of p^j^n, j4 y^^^s

Int. a. D21—0/

U.S. a. D2I—40

(

272,078

HAND HOLDABLE HOUSING FOR GAME
Katsumi Sato, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Tomy Kogyo Co., Inc.,

Japan

Filed Jan. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 337,922

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 5, 1981, 56/53922
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D21—0/
U.S. CI. D21—13

272,080

FISHING LURE
Carl T. Jablonski, deceased, late of Mentor, Ohio by Bertha O.

Jablonski. executor, 7257 Famham Dr., Mentor, Ohio 44060
Filed Sep. 18. 1981. Ser. No. 303,632

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D22—27
U.S. CI. D22—27
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272,081 272,083

TRIGGER SPRAYER CASSETTE FOR A SEWERLESS TOILET
John I. SuhiOd*; Robert E. Corba; Richard L. DsTenport, and William R. Bocchini, Wyckoff, and Brian Wiicockaoa, Long

Allen D. Miller, all of Radne, Wis., assignors to S. C. Johnson Beach Island, both of NJ., aarifBors to American Standard
* Son, Inc^ Racine, Wis. Inc., New York, N.Y.

FUed Oct 26, 1981, Ser. No. 314,893 Filed Nov. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320,270
Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D23—0/ Int. Q. D23—02
U.S. a. D23—17 U.S. a. D23—48

272,082

COMBINED ESCUTCHEON AND DIVERTER VALVE 272,084

CONTROL FOR BATHTUB/SHOWER UNITS HREPLACE INSERT OR THE LIKE

Wolfgang Fabian, Mannheim, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to ^^^^ ^' MacAleese, and Lon B. Leech, both of Huntington,

American Standard Inc., New York, N.Y. '**• "Mlgno" to American Standard Inc., New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 92,874, Not. 9, 1979. This application May ''"«*' ^^^' ^' '^2» ^'- ^°- 344,699

14, 1982, Ser. No. 378,362

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 13,

1979, 79/3

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D23—0/
U.S. a. D23—26

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D23—Oi
U.S. a. D23—94
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272,085 272 087DUCTLESS ASH CONTAINER OR SIMILAR ARTICLE CLINICAL CHEMISTRY ANALYZER
Jo-;H!2l'*S?'..'IlJnS!"^

^ """"^^ ^^ °' "**• *• ^"^ "'**^ ^ Smith, Copley. Ohio, assignor to Coming Glass
Junction, Mich. 49056 Works, Coming, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 30, 1980. Ser. No. 202,163 Ried May 20. 1981. Ser. No. 265.670

II « r^ n7»_i»i
D23-0i i„t q D24—07. D10-0¥

U.!». CI. D23—131 us Q D24— 1.1

c

272,086

COMBINED AIR IONIZER AND CLEANER
Stephen J. S. Gehlke, Berkeley, Calif., assignor to Ion Systems,

Inc., Berkeley, Calif.

Filed Jul. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 282,038

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D23—0^
U.S. a. D23—149 272.088

PORTABLE LABORATORY MIXER
Sanford L. Simons. 9188 S. Turkey Creek Rd., Morrison. Colo.
80465

Filed Mar. 16, 1981. Ser. No. 243.755

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D24—02, D15—OJ
U.S. a. D24-^
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272,089 272,091

SURGICAL INSTRUMENT DISPOSABLE SWAB APPLICATOR PACKAGE WITH
Jacob A. Glassman, 1680 Michigan Ave., Miami Beach, Fla. STANDBY RESERVOIR
33139 Jack W. Kaufman, 357 Frankel Blvd., Merrick, N.Y. 11566

Filed Feb. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 234,808 Filed Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 246,379

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D24—02 Int. Q. D24—02, D9—04
U.S. a. D24—26 U.S. Q. D24—34

' 272,092

272,090 CHIROPRACTIC BODY MASSAGER
MASSAGE DEVICE Teruo Masuda, Itsukaichi, Japan, assignor to France Bed Co.,

Jack B. Hosid, 7224 W. Genesee St., Fayetteville, N.Y. 13066 Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 275,414 Filed Oct. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 311,245

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D28—Oi, D24—99 Int. Q. D28—Oi; D24—99

U.S. a. D24—36 U.S. Q. D24—36

.«

a\^
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272,093

HEXAGONAL SUNTANNING BOOTH INTERIOR
Errol R. Fish, P.O. Box 4840, Mesa, Ariz. 85201

Filed Dec. 24, 1980, Ser. No. 220,014

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D24—0/
U.S. a. D24—39

r::.:..^ h.
/••' ,. -x.
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272,094

PRESSURIZED MEDICAMENT DISPENSER AND
MONITOR

James L. Wolf, Golden, and Daniel V. Sallis, Littleton, both of

Colo., auignors to Advanced Technology Products, Inc.,

Lakewood, Colo.

Filed May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 266,831

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. 24—0^
U.S. a. D24—62

\ ji'^ ,(

^-J

^

272,095

WALL PANEL
Jose Varela, 1725 W. 33rd PI., Hiaieah, Ha. 33012

Filed Dec. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 331,568

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D25—0/
U.S. a. D25—80

IV ^
X-

5^X I ?t

s i
IN
n:
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^

272,096

COMPACT FLUORESCENT LAMP
Masumi Nanba, Funabashi, Japan, assignor to Tokyo Shibaura

Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Japan

Filed Dec. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 333,895

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D26—04
U.S. a. D26—

3

1038 O.G.—21
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272,097 272,099
COMPACT FLUORESCENT LAMP COSMETIC APPUCATOR

Masumj Nuba, FunabMhi, Japan, assignor to Tokyo Shibaura Henry J. Cassai, 95-15 107 St, Ozone Park, N.Y. 11416
Denki KabnsUki Kaisha, Japan Filed Dec. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 330,930

FUed Dec. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 333,905 Term of patent 14 years
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 15, 1980, 55-51984 Int. Q. D28—Oi

Term of patent 14 years U.S. CI. D28—

7

Int. a. D26—04
VJS. a. D26—

3

Iffjfff Q

S^ 0^

272,098

FLUORESCENT LAMP OR THE LIKE
Thomas Haraden, Ipswich, and Harold L. Hough, Beverly, both

of Mass., assignors to GTE Products Corporation, Stamford,
Conn.

FUed Dec. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 329,910

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D26—04
VJS. a. D26—

3

272,100

ADJUSTABLE COSMETIC APPLICATOR
Henry J. Cassai, 95-15 107 St., Ozone Park, N.Y. 11416, and
Gino H. Cassai, 924 E. 96th St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11236

Filed Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 341,365

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D2S—03
U.S. a. D28—

7

B^'
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272,101 272,102
HAIR DRYER SLIDE FOR TRANSFERRING INVALID BETWEEN

Noboru Abe, Suita, Japan, and Florian Seiffert, Griienwald, Fed. WHEEL CHAIR AND AUTO SEAT
Rep. of Germany, assignors to Matsushita Electric Works, Alfred Olivan, 26658 Peterman Ate., Hayward, Calif. 94545
Ltd., Osaka, Japan piled Sep. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 300,062

FUed Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,663 Terra of patent 14 years
Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 29, 1981, 56-33668 Int. Q. D12—05

Term of patent 14 years U.S. CI. D34—32
Int. a. D28—Oi

U.S. a. D28—12

272,103

GIFT WRAPPING PAPER
Diane L. Richards, 1867 ATenida de Las Flores, Thousand Oaks,

Calif. 91362

Filed Aug. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 297,355

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D5—06
U.S. a. D59—2 C



LIST OF PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 3rd DAY OF JANUARY, 1984

Note.—Arranged in accordance with the first significant character or word of the name
(in accordance with city and telephone directory practice).

S.

A/S Dumex (Dumex Ltd.): See—
Jorgensen, Dan; and Dyrsting, Hjame. 4,424,229, CI. 424-273.00R.

A-T-O Inc.: See—
Kralik, Douglas R.; and Mitchell, Hal D., 4,423.S24, CI. 2-416.000.

Aagaard, Paul M ., to Chevron Research Company. Tension leg plat-

form with horizontal movement capability. 4,423,985, CI.

405-224.000.

Abbott, Roderick K.; Seneviratne, Padmasiri D.; and Picard, Joseph A.

R., to Varco International, Inc. Pipe spinner. 4,423,645, CI.

74-810.000.

Abe, Toyohiko: See—
Tsubaki, Kazumi; Koto, Noriaki; and Abe, Toyohiko, 4,424,321, CI.

526-128.000.

Abner, Edmund L.: See—
O'Brien, Lawrence B.; Winston, Walter F.; Abner, Edmund L.;

Atkinson, Lowell G.; Roudebush, H. Richard; Buehler, William

L.; Bergstresser, Jim K.; and Messick, Walker A., 4,424,01 1, CI.

417-477.000.

Abys, Joseph A., to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated. Elec-

troless pidladium process. 4,424,241, CI. 427-443.100.

Acco World Corporation: See—
Feldmahr, Walter; and Oberg, Kenneth H., 4,423,976, CI. 402-

80.00L.

Ackerman, Melvin N.: See—
Conroy, George J.; and Ackerman, Melvin N., 4,423,852, CI.

254-264.000.

Acorn Engineering: See—
Morris, Earl L.; and Hafner, V. Walter, 4,423,527, CI. 4-288.000.

Adams, Ronald W.; and Middleton, Kathryn A., to Albany Interna-

tional Corp. Carpet faced textile panel. 4,424,250, CI. 428-198.000.

Addison, WUliam D. Store cart with clipboard item-retention means.

4,423,888, CI. 281-45.000.

Adolph Coors Company: See—
Bader, James S., 4,423,810, CI. 206-158.000.

Adolphi, Heinrich: See—
Buerstinghaus, Rainer; Kiehs, Karl; Seufert, Walter; and Adolphi,

Heinrich, 4,424,215, CI. 424-210.000.

Ag-Bag Corporation: See—
Lee, Richard H.; Cullen, Steven R.; Bailen, Eddie H.; Rasmussen,
David H.; and Johnson. William C, 4,424,051, CI. 493-37.000.

AG Kuhnle, Kopp ft Kausch: See—
Brobeck, Helmut, 4,424,003, CI. 416-241.OOB.

Agarwal, Ram G.: See—
Bostic, James N., Ill; Carter, Robert D.; Agarwal, Ram G.; and

Crowell, Ronald F., 4,423,625, CI. 73-155.000.

Agency of Industrial Science ft Technology: See—
Imagawa, Kyoshiro; and Sakuragi, Shiro, 4,423,726, CI.

128-303.100.

Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft: See-
Fleck, Adolf; Ketterer, Hans; and Pietsch, Gerald, 4,423,946, CI.

354-319.000.

Jelinek, Nikolaus; Ketterer, Hans; and Schausberger, Helmut,
4,423,947, CI. 354-320.000.

Aisin Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ohmi, Atsushi, 4,423,666, CI. 92-168.000.

AIT Industries, Inc.: See-
Stem, Theodore J.; and Loreto, Wilfredo P., 4,423,569, CI. 51-

101.OLG.
Aizawa, Takao: See—

Senuma, Akitaka; and Aizawa. Takao, 4,424,181, CI. 264-54.000.

Akagi, Toshimichi: See—
Tadokoro, Tomoo; Hayama, Nobuhiro; and Akagi, Toshimichi,

4,423,711, CI. 123-242.000.

Akashi, Naoko: See—
Kurihara, Seiji; Goto, Satoshi; Wada, Tsuneo; Kinoshita, Akira;

Takei, Yoshiaki; Akashi, Naoko; and Nomori, Hiroyuki,

4,424,266, CI. 430-59.000.

Aker, Charles M. Improved boat thnister system including swirl reduc-

ing vanes. 4,423,696, CI. 114-148.000.

Aktiebolaget Bofors: See-
Holm, Boris, 4,424,087, CI. 149-21.000.

Albany International Corp.: See-
Adams. Ronald W.; and Middleton, Kathryn A., 4,424,250, CI.

428-198.000.

Alberts, Fred L., Jr. Noise monitor. 4,424,511, Q. 73-646.000.

Alcidi, Luciano: See—
Grassi, Gino; Cammilli, Leonardo; and Alcidi, Luciano, 4,423,733,

a. 128-419.0PG.

Alderson, Susan G.; Bamtt, Martin D.; and Black. John O., to Lever
Brothers Company. Skin treatment compositions. 4,424,234, CI.

424-317.000.

Aldridge, Clyde L.: See—
Bearden, Roby, Jr.; Baird, William C, Jr ; and Aldridge, Clyde L ,

4,424,110, CI. 208-10.000.

Aldridge, Fredrick A.; and Schertz, Burtron D., to General Motors
Corporation. Automatic gain control circuit. 4,424,494, CI.

330-278.000.

Alfa-Laval AB: See—
Dahlgren, Jons A.. 4,423,772, CI. 165-166.000

Alford, Harvey E.; and Hardman, Harley F., to Standard Oil Company,
The. Emulsifier system for the tertiary recovery of oil. 4,424,135, CI.

252-8.55D.

Allied Corporation: See—
Tarasenko, Valentin; and Edelsteui, Harold, 4,424,067, CI.

55-16.000.

Almgren, Per H. I.; Fredriksson, Ove R.; and Nasretdin. Adil M., to

U.S. Philips Corporation. Energy feed system for a microwave oven.
4,424,430, CI. 219-10.55F.

Almond, Buford L.: See-
Butt, William C; and Almond, Buford L , 4,423,745, CI. 134-62.000.

Alps Electric Co., Ltd.: See—
Inoue, Ikutaro; and Yanata. Kousaki, 4,423.972, CI. 400-155.000.

Alza Corporation: See—
Urquhart, John; and Theeuwes, Felix. 4,424,056. CI 604-56.000

Amerace Corporation: See—
Edgerton, Nelson W.. 4,424.410. CI. 174-73 OOR -

American Can Company: See—
Christensen, Ronald C; Genske. Roger P.; Kester, Dennis E.; and

Ossian, WUliam F., 4,424,256, CI. 428-347.000.

American Cyanamid Company: See-
Keeling, Ronald J.; Roe, Jin-Young K.; and Mollmann, Henry C,

4,424,261, CI. 428-530.000.

American District Telegraph Company: See—
Marsocci, Angelo A.; Powers, Robert B.; and Chapman, Bruce E.,

4,424,553, CI. 361-427.000.

American Filtrona Corporation: See—
Berger, Richard M., 4.423.744. CI. 131-336 000

American Hoechst Corporation: See-
Neumann, Don B.; Norton, Lyie K.; and Olson. Enc V.. 4,424,519,

CI. 346-108.000.

American Locker Security Systems, Inc.: See

—

Barth, Douglas A.; and Chester. Richard J . 4,423.805. CI 194-

I.OOG.

American Robot Corporation: See-
Gorman, Robert H., 4,424,473, CI. 318-568 000.

American Saw ft Mfg. Company: See-
Howard, L. Brewster. 4,423.653, CI 83-820.000

American Seating Company: See—
Omholt, Bruce D.; and Knapp. Robert L. 4.423.573, CI.

52-145.000.

American Tank ft Fabricating Company: See—
Humberstone. Kenneth J., 4,424,436, CI 219-137 OOR.

AMP Incorporated: See—
Scheingold, William S.; and Sheesley, Wilmer L. 4.423.917. CI

339-64.00M.
Anders, Dietmar, to Hermann BerstorfT Maschinenbau GmbH. Twin-
screw degassing extruder for degassing thermoplastic materials or the

like. 4,423,960, CI. 366-75.000.

Anders, Vitaly I.: See—
BukhshUber, Eliazar Y.; Andreev, Jury M.; Askinazi, Mikhail P.;

Mashikhin, Anatoly D.; Plotnikov. Egor P.; and Anders, Vitaly

I., 4,424,478, CI. 322-63.000.

Anderson, Bernard F., to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company.
Laminated sheet structures. 4,424,253, CI. 428-215.000

Anderson, Charles W.; and Carlson, William L.. to Chromalloy Amen-
can Corporation. Offset disc harrow. 4,423,789, O. 172-585.000.

Anderson, David: See

—

Kettell, John; and Anderson, David, 4,423,804, Q. 192-I09.00R.

Anderson, Stanley E., to General Motors Corporation. Power steering

pump drive shaft seal area drain structure. 4,424,014, CI. 418-104.000.

Andreev, Jury M.: See—
Bukhshtaber, Eliazar Y.; Andreev, Jury M.; Askinazi, Mikhail P.;

Mashikhin, Anatoly D.; Plotnikov. Egor P.; and Anders, Vitaly

I., 4,424,478, CI. 322-63.000.

Andres, Rudolf; and Seel, Holger, to Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft.

Sensor arrangement triggerable by deceleration forces. 4,424,509, CI.

34O-52.00E.

Androa Analyzers Incorporated: See—
Passaro. Robert E.; and Burough, Irvin G.. 4,423,739, O

128-719.000.

Angus Fire Armour Limited: See-
Mulligan, David J., 4,424, 1 33, CI. 252-8.050.

PI 1
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Ankeny, Alan E. Self-rrtaining locking assembly for threaded cou-
plings. 4,423,992. Q. 41 1-223.000.

Antelman, Stanley I.; and 'Ladue. Charles, to Stanmar Technology.
Remote actuator system. 4.424.438, a. 219-491.000.

Antooelli. Joseph A., to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company.
Blends of low molecular weight hydroxy-tenninated polyesters and
coatings baaed on these blends. 4,424,296, Ci. S24-339.000.

Aoyama. Toyotaiko: See—
Shioiri, Takayuki; Aoyama. Toyohiko; and Mori, Shigehiio,

4,424,138. a. 26O-239.0AA.
Apex Welding, Inc.: See—

Sipley, Richard L., 4,423.831. Q. 222-185.000.
Applegate. Barry G.; and Starkey, Stanley V., to Molins Limited.

ApfMratttS for handling rod-like articles. 4,423,996. CI. 414-391.000.
Applied Diesel Engineering. Inc.: See—

Shinaver, Lawrence P., 4.424,128. CI. 210-238.000.
Ara. Inc.: See—

Mazelsky. Bernard. 4,423,848, Q. 244-122.00R.
Ara, Katsnyuki; Wakayama. Naoaki; Kobayaahi, Kazuo; and Ogasa-

wara, Toshihiko, to Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute; and
Sukekawa Electric Co., Ltd. Method and apparatus for sensing liquid
level. 4,423,629, a. 73-295.000. * ^

Arfoter, Erhard; and Steinhauer, Ernst, to Richard Hirschmann Radi-
otechnisches Werk. Assembly for mounting antenna on vehicle body
4,424.515, a. 343-715.000.

Armatron International, Inc.: 5ee—
Seeger, Richard E., 4,423,759, CI. I44.193.0(».

Armbnister, Joseph M. Combined power device, light and fan
4,424,006, a. 4 1 7-234.000.

Ameason, Joel C. E.: See-
Scott, William B.; Dickinson, Daniel C; and Ainesson, Joel C. E.,

4,423,546, Q. 29-568.000.

Arnold, Dan M.: See—
Smith, Harry D.. Jr.; and Arnold. Dan M., 4,424,444, CI.

25O-270.000.

Arrieta, Francisco A. Method and apparatus for economizing fuel
consumption in operating a multicylinder internal combustion engine.
4,423.709, a. 123.198.0OF. >

Arthur D. Little, Inc.: See— '

McCullough. John E.. 4.424.010. Q. 417-420.000.
Santhanam. Chakra J.; and Nadkami. Ravindra M., 4,424,126, CI.

210-195.100.

Arthur Pfeiffer Vakuumtechnik Wetzlar GmbH: See—
Bernhardt, Karl-Heinz; and Strzala, Helmut, 4,423.766, Q.

165-13.000.

Artisan Industries Inc.: See— I

Baird. James L.. 4.424,131. CI. 210^34.000.
Asahi Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Hattori. Yasuo; Ikematu, Takeshi; Ibaragi. Toshio; and Honda,
Makoto, 4,424,322, CI. 526-175.000.

Iriguchi, Norio, 4,424,132, CI. 210-800.000.
Kurobane, Itsuo; Vining, Leo C; and Mclnnes, Alister G..

4,424.373. Q. 549-393.000.
Asaoka. Sachio; Shiroto. Yoshimi; Nakamura, Munekazu; and Ono,
Takeo. to Chiyoda Chemical Engineering St Construction Co.. Ltd.
Catalyst for hydrotreatment of heavy hydrocarbon oil*. 4.424.142, CI.
502-84.000.

ASEA Aktiebolag: See— I

Kullin|er, Kenneth; and Mattsson, Mats, 4,424,502, CI. 336-57.000.
Ashida, Smnichiro: See—

Maffirand. Jean-Pierre; Suzuki, Norio; MaUubayashi, Kynichi; and
Ashida, Shinichiro, 4,424,356, CI. 546-114.000.

Ashizaki, Shigeya: See—
Masuda, Muttuo; Takagi, Yasuyuki; and Ashizaki, Shigeya.

4.424,467. Q. 313-46TW0. • »
?»•

Ashland Oil, Inc.: See-
Carlos. Donald D., 4,424,107, CI. 208-3.000.
Hettinger, William P., Jr., 4,424,116, CI. 208-120.000.

AAworth, Robert A.; Padilla, Antonio A.; Rodriguez, Larry A.; Spake,
Ned B.; and Sa^e, Wamie L. Method for desdfurization, denitrifac-
tion. and oxidation of carbonaceous fuels. 4,423.702, CI. 122-5.000

Askinazi, Mikhail P.: See—
Bukhshtaber. Eliazar Y.; Andreev. Jury M.; Askinazi. Mikhail P.Mashikhin. Anatoly D.; Plotnikov, Egor P.; and Anders. Vitaly

I.. 4.424.478. a. 322-63.000.
»• y

Asian, Edward E. to Narda Microwave Corporation, The. Microwave
radiation monitor. 4,424,483, CI. 324-95.000.

Astral Societe de Peintures et Vemis: See—
Nota, Gabriel H. A.; and Toth, Anton, 4.424,239, CI. 427-388.300.

Atari, Inc.: See—
Bristow, Stephen D., 4,423,870, CI. 273-85.00G.

Atkinaon. LoweU G.: 5^e—
O'Brien. Lawrence B.; Winston, Walter F.; Abner, Edmund L

Atkinson. Lowell G.; Roudebush. H. Richard; Buehler. WUIiani
L.; Bmttresaer. Jun K.; and Messick. Walker A.. 4.424.01 1, CI.
417-477.000.

Atlantic RichfieM Company: See—
DiGittlio, Adoiph V.. 4.424.285. Q. 521-56.000.
Immel. Richard H., 4.424.177, CI. 264-24.000.

Atlas Copco Aktiebolag: See—
,

Skogberg. Bo T., 4,423,986. a. 405-259.000. '

ATO Cbimie: See—
Nota, Gabriel H. A.; and Toth, Anton. 4,424,239, CI. 427-388.300.

Audeh, Costandi A., to Mobil Oil Corporation. Process for removal of
alkyl lead impurities from liquid hydrocarbons. 4,424,119. CI. 208-
231.00R.

Audeh. Costandi A., to MobU OU Corporation. Process for removal of
^' '«*gl "np«»"ti« from liquid hydrocarbons. 4.424.120. a.

Audenard. Bernard; and Marini. Jean, to CGR. Device for the activa-
uon of an apparatus for measuring acoustic emission by detection of
background noise. 4.423.634. Q. 73-587.000.

Avenel, Michel; Evrard. Paul; and Leca, Jean-Paul, to Societe Chi-
mique des Charfoonnages—CdF Chimie. AcryUc prepolymer and
process for encapsulation of photocells. 4,424,137, CI. 252-182.000

Aviation Electric Ltd.: See-
Evans, Rowland M., 4,423,592, Q. 60-39.161.

Axis Products Limited: See—
Martin, Edward T., 4,424,125. CI. 21O-1O4.000.

B. F. Goodrich Company. The: See—
Kroenke, William J., 4.424.164. a. 260-429.00R.
Ravinovitch, Elvira B.; and Summers, James W., 4,424,292, CI.

B/K Patent Development, Inc.: S^—
Burch, Lyndon W., 4,424,506, CI. 337-365.000.

Babak, Alexandr K.: See—
Rossoshinsky, Alcxei A.; Balakin. Valentin I.; Babak, Alexandr K •

Lebedev, Vladimir K.; Mironov. Lev G.; Chebiokov, Gennady
I.; and Vinogradov, Gennady V., 4,424,106, Q. 204-256.000.

Babbitt, Richard W.: See-
Stem, Richard A.; and Babbitt. Richard W., 4,424.517. CI.

Babcock & Wilcox Company. The: See—
Youmans. Barry J., 4.424.440, Q. 250-206.000.

Bach, Hartwig C, to Monsanto Compaqy. Self-crimping multi-compo-
nent polyamide filament wherein the components contain differing
amounts of polyolefin. 4,424,257, d. 428-370.000.

Bach, Hartwig C, to Monsanto Company. Self-crimping multi-compo-
nent polyester filament wherein the components contain difTeruig
amounts of polyolefm. 4,424,258, CI. 428-370.000.

Badcr, James S., to Adoiph Coors Company. Cover for multiple unit
container packages. 4,423,810, CI. 206-158.000.

Badmin, John S.; and Meais, Barry J., to Shell Oil Company. Pyre-
throid pcsticidal composition. 4,424,233, Q. 424-288.000.

Bahrmann, Helmut: See—
Comils, Boy; Frohning, Carl D.; Diekhaus. Gerhard; Wiebus,

Ernst; and Bahrmann. Helmut. 4,424,383. Q. 568-902.000.
BaUen, Eddie H.: See-

Lee, Richard H.; Cullen, Steven R.; Bailen, Eddie H.; Rasmussen,
David H.; and Johnson, WUliam C, 4,424,051, CI. 493-37.000.

Bailey, David C: See-
Hopkins, William J.; Sweeney, Paula C; stad Bailey, David C.

4.424,059, CI. 8-94.180.

Bailey, David F.: See—
Fennell, Robert D.; Bailey, David F; and Ganucheau, Charles J.,

Jr.. 4,424,514, CI. 340-825.520.
Baird, James L., to Artisan Industries Inc. Liquid-liquid extraction
method and apparatus. 4,424,131, Q. 210-634.000.

Baird. William C, Jr.: See—
Bcardcn. Roby, Jr.; Baird, WUliam C, Jr.; and Aldridge, Clyde L.,
4,424,110,0.208-10.000.

Baker International Corporation: See—
Bowyer. Michael L., 4.423.782, CI. 166-321.000.
Goldsmith, Burton, 4,423,778, CI. 166-134.000.
Mullins, Albert A.; and Beall, Clifford H., 4,423,777, CI.

166-120.000.

Nelson. Mark A., 4,424,183, CI. 264-221.000.
Stout, Gregg W., 4,423,773, CI. 166-51.000.

Baker. Raymond: See

—

Davies, Alan R.; MacAuley, Ewen D. M.; Harris, George; Baker,
Raymond; Howse, Philip E.; and Evans, David A., 4.423.564, CI.
43-121.000.

Bakhshi, Virendar S.: See-
Powell, Byron E.; Bakhshi, Virendar S.; and Randolph, Donald A..

4.424.197. CI. 423-244.000.
Balakin. Valentin I.: See—

Rossoshinsky. Alexei A.; Balakin. Valentin I.; Babak, Alexandr K.;
Lebedev. Vladimir K.; Mironov, Lev G.; Chelnokov, Gennady
I.; and Vinogradov, Gennady V., 4,424.106. Ci. 204-256.000.

Ball Corporation: See

—

Cemy. Daryl D., 4.424,182, Q. 264-138.000.
Ball. Richard I., to Signode Corporation. Apparatus for predraping

strapping about an article to be strapped. 4,423,673, CI. 100-28.000.
Ballard, Lowell D.: See—

Edelman, Seymour; and Ballard, Lowell D., 4,423,768, Q.
163-84.000.

Balls, Nigel P.; and Brill, Raymond B. Key-operated device for saving
electrical energy. 4,424,453, CI. 307-1 12.000.

Bandai, Shinji: See—
Yagi, Akira; Nishimura, Hanio; Bandai. Shinji; Kajimaki. Maaao;

Nakajima. Yoshihiro; and Matsumoto. Noriyuki. 4.423.532. CI.
15-182.000.

Banquet Foods Corporation: See—
Riley, Eugene, 4,423,604, a. 62-341.000.

Bantick, John R.; Fuher, John; Hardem, David N.; and Lee, Thomas
B., to Fisons Limited. Compounds. 4,424,231, Q. 424-274.000.

Banton, Martin E.: See—
Snelling, Christopher; and Banton, Martin E.. 4,424.523. CI.

346-160.000.

Barabas. Eugene S.. to GAF Corporation. Rust removal process.
4,424.079, CI. 134-4.000.
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Baran, Andrij O. D.: See—

^^•wSVS ^' *"*• ^*^' ^"**"J O. D., 4,423,723. CI.

Barbee. Robert B.. to Eastman Kodak Company. Containers having
improved gu barrier properties. 4.424.242. CI. 428-35.000.

Barber. Louu D.: S^e—
Schefers, Corby J.; and Barber, Louis D., 4,423,994, Q. 414-22.000.

Barbie, Mark J. Electncal outlet safety cover. 4,424.407, Q. 174-67 000
Barlome Resources Limited: See—

Ellett, James R., 4.423.748. CI. 137-315.000.
Barnes. William P., Jr.. to Itek Corporation. Low expansion laser
weldmg arrangement. 4.424.435. CI. 219-12I.0LD.

Barr, Philip J.: See-
Jones, Albert S.; Walker, Richard T.; de Clercq. Erik D. A.; and

Barr, Philip J., 4,424,2 1 1 , CI. 424- 1 80.000.
Barratt, Martin D.: See—

Alderson. Susan G.; Barratt. Martin D.; and Black. John G..
4.424.234. CI. 424-317.000.

Barreiro, Eduardo M.; and El Juri, Pedro. Lithium grease containing
parafRnic oils. 4,424,136, CI. 252-41.000.

Bart, Philip D., to M 4 B Toys, S.A. Bubble-blowing device with
varymg air flow pressure. 4,423,565, Q. 46-8.000.

Barth, Douglas A.; and Chester, Richard J., to American Locker Secu-
"ty Systems, Inc. Ratehet escapement coin counter. 4,423,803, CI.

Bartholomew, Donald D. Swivelable quick connector assembly
4,423,892, CI. 285-319.000.

'

Bartlett, John M., to £lan Pressure Clean Limited. Pipe pressure testing
and cleaning apparatus. 4.423.622, CI. 73-49.500.

Bartosek, Milan, to Maag Gear-Wheel ft Machine Company Limited.
Apparatus for dressing and adjusting a grinding wheel at a tooth
Hank-grinding machine. 4,423,570, CI. 51-165.880.

Barzynski, Helmut; Hartmann, Heinrich; Lautenbach, Dieter; Osterloh,
Rolf; Goethlich. LuU; and Heil. Guenter. to BASF Aktiengesell-
schaft. Curable coating composition. 4.424,314. CI. 525-454.000.

BASF Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Barzynski, Helmut; Hartmann, Heinrich; Lautenbach, Dieter

Osterloh. Rolf; Goethlich. Lutz; and Heil, Guenter, 4.424.314;
CI. 525-454.000.

Baumann. Hans; and Grychtol. Klaus. 4.424.153. CI. 260-149.000.
Buerstinghaus, Rainer; Kiehs, Karl; Seufert. Walter; and Adolphi.
Heuinch, 4,424,215, CI. 424-210.000.

Dehnert, Johannes; Loffler, Hermann; and Lamm, Gunther.
4.424.154, CI. 260-156.000.

Goetz, Norbert; Mangold, Dietrich; and Wahl, Josef, 4,424,364, CI.
548-373.000.

Hambrecht, Juergen; Brandstetter, Franz; Echte, Adolf; Gerberd-
ing, Karl; and Heckmann, Walter, 4,424,304, CI. 525-68.000.

Kurtz. Walter; and Lamm. Gunther. 4.424.155. CI. 260-157.000.
Penzel, Erich; Eckert, Guenter; Heider, Lothar; Wuertele. Lothar
and Schackert. Werner, 4,424,298, CI. 524-747.000.

Plath, Peter; Wuerzer, Bruno; and Rohr, Wolfgang, 4,424,363, CI.
548-362.000.

Schneider, Kurt; Kummer, Rudolf; Schwirten, Kurt; Schindler,
Hans-Dieter, deceased; Schindler, Maria E., heir-at-law; Lang.
Ute, heir-at-law; and Schindler, Rainer, heir-at-law, 4,424,394,
CI. 560-105.000.

BASF Wyandotte Corporation: See—
Patton, John T., Jr.; Kan. Peter T.; and Narayan. Thirumurti,

4.424,288. CI. 521-99.000.
Bass. Alva W.. to United Stetes of America, Army. Fine adjusting
mechanism for a level platform. 4,423,850, CI. 248-181.000

Batten, Lloyd E. Ladder leveling device. 4,423,797, CI. 182-204.000
Batter-Lite Foods, Inc.: See—

Wittman, James S., Ill, 4,424,237, CI. 426-653.000.
Battershell, Robert D.: See—

Magee, Thomas A.; Battershell. Robert D.; Limpel. Uwrence E.;
Ho. Andrew W.; Friedman, Arthur W.; Corkins, H. Glenn
Brand, William W.; Buchman. Russell; Storace. Louis; and Os-
good, Edmond R., 4,424,213, Q. 424-184.000.

Baugarten. Gerd D.. to Heinrich Baumgarten KG Eisen-und Blech-
warenfabrik. Steam pressure cooking pot. 4.423.825, CI. 220-316.000.

Baugh, Ronald D.: See—
Dadiras, Nickiforos G.; and Baugh. Ronald D., 4,423.983. CI.

Bauman, Richard H. Energized-fluid machine. 4,424.013. CI.

Baumann. Hans; and Grychtol. Klaus, to BASF Aktiengesellschaft. 1:2
Chromium complex dyes containing sulfonic acid groups. 4,424.153,

Baxter Travenol Laboratories, Inc.: See—
Maijer, Rolf; and Starck, James U., 4,424,029, CI. 433-3.000.

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft: See—
CoUn, Reimer; Gallenkamp, Bemd; and Diehr, Hans-Joachim.

4,424,168, a. 26(M65.00D.
Oiesecke, Heinz, 4,424,349, CI. 542-417.000.
.Hagedom. Ferdinand; and Evertz. Werner. 4,424.360. CI.

548-257.000.

Hamprecht. Rainer; and Leverenz. Klaus. 4,424,156. CI.
l€O-2O5.000.

Hederich, Volker. and Gehrke, Gunter. 4.424,160, Q. 260-380.000.
Hentschel, Karl-Heinz; and Dhein. Rolf. 4.424.400. Q. 585-20.000.
Idel. Karaten; Ostlinning. Edgar. Frdtag, Dieter; and Bottenbruch,
Ludwig, 4.424.339, d. 528-388.000.

Maurer, Fritz; Priesnitz, Uwe; and Riebel, Hans-Jochem, 4,424,166,
a. 260-464.000.

Mennicke, Winfried; and Goebel, Hermann, 4,424,152. Ci.
260-148.000.

Meyer, Rolf-Volker; Kreuder. Hans-Jo«;him; and Hohlein, Peter.
4,424,313, a. 525-438.000.

Meyer. Rolf-Volker; Kreuder, Hans J.; and de Cleur, Eckhard.
4,424,353. Q. 544-253.000.

^^
Oeckl. Siegfried, 4,424,167. a. 26(M65.00G.

Beall. ClifTord H.: See—
Mullins, Albert A.; and Beall. QifTord H., 4,423,777, Q.

Bearden, Roby. Jr.; Baird, William C. Jr.; and Aldridge. Qyde L.. to
Exxon Research and Engineering Co. Hydroconverston process
4.424.110. CI. 208-10.000.

k "**—

Beck, WUliam H., to Garrett Corporation. The. Flywheel assisted
electro-mechanical drive system. 4.423,794. Ci. 180-165 000

Becker Carl H.; and Christmann, Werner J., to Precision Echo. Method
and apparatus for generaUng electron spin reversal in ferrimagnetic
material. 4.424,580. a. 363-121.000.

""•ncoc

Beecham Group Limited: See-
Tedder, John M.. 4,424,361. Q. 548-259.000.

Bege, Dietmar; Faust, Hans-Joachim; Puthawala, Anwer; and Stunkel,
Helmut, to Kraftwerk Union Aktiengesellschaft. Method for ultimate

4424^4rci 2«529aM^'"*
™*''°^*'^* **""'*' ^^ ^»"''««»n

Behl, Leonard I. Floution device. 4,424,043. Q. 441-81.000
Behr. Karl-Gunther; and Junker. Werner, to Minox GmbH. Re»ler

r\ «$ rr nil?
^'*' ' **'*''''^ '°'" "°*««-'«W coordinates. 4,423.933,

Beier, Rudolf: See—
We^hof, Hans-Heinrich; and Beier. Rudolf, 4,424,047, Q.

Belanger, Patrice C; Williams. Haydn W R ; and Rokach. Joshua, to
Merck ft Co., Inc. Resolution of substituted dibenzo{b.f1tMepin-3-car-

SSLmiv!?'*'"''"*'****
*^'*' brucme or ephedrine. 4,424,355, Q.

Beiko, Robert P.: See—

Bell, Lon E.; and Gruber, WUliam P.. to Technar, Inc. Thennosutically
controlled electric diesel fuel heater. 4.424.422. Q. 219-205.000.

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated: See—
Abys, Joseph A., 4,424.241. Q. 427-443.100.
Brown. James M.. 4.424,479. CI. 324-52.000.
Chang, Gee-Kung; El Hamamsy. Mahmoud A.; Hartman. Adrian

R.; and Lorimor, Orval G.. 4.424.544, CI. 361-36.000
Howarth, Louis E., 4,424.174, Q. 264-1.300.
Larson, Allen L., 4.424.365. CI. 364-200.000.
Moore, George E.; and Muehter, Vincent A.. 4.424,418. CI 179-

18.0BC.
Bellus, Daniel: See—

Zweifel. Hans; SchUling, Walter; Stomi. Angelo; and Bellus, Dan-
iel, 4.424.366. Q. 548-431.000.

«»eiiuM^

Beloit Corporation: See—
Karis, Arthur T.. 4.423.993, CI. 414-43.000.

Ben Clemenu ft Sons, Inc.: See—
Qements, Alan. 4.423.837. CI. 227-67.qOO.

Bendix Corporation. The: See—
Gongwer, Calvin A., 4,424,042, CI. 44(M4.000.
HUlis, Frank M., 4.423,919, CI. 339-I43.00R.

Benecke, Herman P., to Vinoxen Company, Inc.. The. Azelaaldehy-
dates as psychotropic agenU. 4.424.202, CI 424-10.000.

Benko, Pal; Kovanyi, Gyorgyi nee Lax; Timar. Judil nee Oergely;
Sigmond, Maria nee Lakatos; Petocz. Lujza; Gorog. Peter Ko^
soczky. Ibolya; Szirt. Emko nee Kiszelly; snd Toncsev, Hristoiie, to
Egyt Gyogyszervegyeszeti Gyar. PyridoI3,4.el-as-triazines.
4,424,331, CI. 542-439.000.

/ "i
• i -^-^

Benzoni, Josette: See—
Deraedt, Roger; Torelli, Vesperto; Vacher, Jean; and Benzoni.

Josette, 4,424.2 1 8, CI. 424-238.000.
Berger, Richard M., to American FUtrona Corporation. Tobacco
smoke fUter contoured to provide undUuted air flow and method and
apparatus for manufacturing same. 4,423,744, Q. 131-336.000.

Berger, Robert: See-
Preston, Seaton T.; Greenwald, Frank L.; Eich. WUliam D.; and

Berger, Robert, 4,423,945, CI. 354-313.000.
Bergstresser, Jim K.: See-

O'Brien, Lawrence B.; Winston, Walter F.; Abner, Edmund L.-
Atkinson, Lowell G.; Roudebush, H. Richard; Buehler, WUIiam
L.; Bergstresser, Jim K.; and Measick, Walker A., 4.424,01 1, CI.

Beringer Co., Inc.: See-
Days, Frank, 4,424,080, CI. 134-5.000.

Bernard, Georges; Olive. Serge; and Scarponi, Franceaco, to Merlin
Gerin S.A. Permanent magnet routing arc switeh. 4,424.428, Ci.
200-147.00A.

Bernhardt, David L., to N.C. Securities Holding, Inc. Prooeas for
producing a rotary drilling bit. 4,423,646, CI. 76-I08.00R.

Bernhardt, Karl-Heinz; and Strzala, Helmut, to Arthur PfeifTer Vaku-
umtechnik Wetzlar GmbH. Vacuum condensation aooantus.
4,423,766, CI. 165-13.000.

^^^
Bern. Gaylord L.: See-

Mather, Frank W., Ill; Preuasner, Andreas; and Berry, Gayloid L..
4.424,190, CI. 422-46.000.
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Ben, Alain, to Thonuon-CSF. Radio power distributor and radio

equtpment using such a distributor, particularly in the solid sute.

4,424.493, Q. 330-286.000.

Berwick. Martin A.; Contois, Lawrence E.; and Reynolds, George A..

to Eattman Kodak Company. Pyrylium- and thiopyrylium-sensitized

low-persistence photoconductive compositions and elements.

4,424.268, CI. 430-83.000.

Best, David W., to Rockwell International Corporation. Apparatus and
method for providing a logical exclusive OR/exclusive NOR func-

tion. 4,424,460, CI. 307-471.000.

Bethlehem Steel Corporation: See—
|

Plante, Arcade J., 4,423,636, CI. 73-622.000.

Sucato, Justin F., 4,424,000, Q. 414-780.000.

Bey, Alvin E., to Dow Coming Corporation. Colloidal silesquioxanes.

4.424,297, CI. 524-714.000.

Bieringer, Robert J.; and Lovalenti, Sam, to Owens-Illinois, Inc.

Method and apparatus for inspecting glass containers. 4,424,441, CI.

2SO-223.00B.

Biollaz, Michel, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Process for the synthesis of
the hydroxyacetyl side-chain of steroids of the pregnane type, novel
21-hydroxy-20-oxo-17a-pregnane compounds and pharmaceutical
preparations containing them. 4,424,159. CI. 260-239.500.

BioResearch Inc.: See—
Kurtz. Leonard D.; and LiCausi, Joseph, 4,424,053, CI. 604-4.000.

Bishop. Alva J. Automatic contact ink stamping apparatus. 4,423,680,

a. 101-318.000.

Bizerba-Werke. Wilhelm Kraut GmbH & Co. KG: See—
Jetter. Hans. 4,423,640, CI. 73-862.650.

Black, John G.: See—
Alderson, Susan G.; Barratt, Martin D.; and Black, John G.,

4.424.234. CI. 424-317.000.

Black, John W.; Shupe, Richard D.; and Simon, Earl, to Pemco-
Kalamazoo. Inc. Apparatus for injection moMing. 4,424,015, CI.

425-138.000.

Blechman, Abraham: See—
Smiley, Harry; and Blechman, Abraham. 4,424,030, CI. 433-18.000.

Block. Jacob; and Michaels, Alan S., to W. R. Grace & Co. Method of
forming polymer particles. 4,424,302, CI. 525-58.000.

Bly, Vincent T., to United States of America, Army. Optical, temporal
bandpass filter. 4,423,927, CI. 350-33 l.OOR.

Boardman. Allen H., to Magnavox Consumer Electronics Company.
Antenna switch for home video accessories. 4,424,591, CI.

455-289.000.

Bobbett. Ronald E.; McCormick, J. Byron; and Kerwin, William J., to

United States of America, Energy. Automatic voltage imbalance
detector. 4.424,491. CI. 324-433.000.

Bock. Gemot: See—
Theurer. Josef; Bock, Gemot; and Ganguly, Mihir, 4,423,684, CI.

1O4-7.0OR.

Bodart, Detlef E., to Merck Patent Gesellschaft Mit Beschrankter
Haftung. Method for the determination of nitrate ions. 4,424,277, CI.

436-110.000.

Boden, Richard M.: See—
Mookherjee, Braja D.; Trenkle, Robert W.; Wolff, Robin K.;

Boden. Richard M.; and Yoshida, Takao, 4,424,378, CI.

568-374.000.

Bodner, Beverly B.; and Liebmann, Bonnie J. Overlapping bibs on strip.

4.423.523. Q. 2-49.0OR.

Boeckel. John W.; Rohde. Vemon C; and Wells, John R., to Du Pont
de Nemours, E. I., and Company. Centrifuge rotor apparatus for

preparing particle spreads. 4,423,699, CI. 118-52.000.

Boeing Company. The: See—
Braun. Ralph F., 4,423.924. CI. 350-96.160.

Hogenhout, Franciscus; McDermott, Arthur W.; and Rumney,
Joseph L., 4.423,620, CI. 72-430.000.

Porter, David R.. 4,423.922, CI. 350-96.150.

Bogoe. Stephen B., II. to Virginia Patent Development Corporation.
Cable assembly having shielded conductor and method and apparatus
for terminating same. 4,424.403. Q. 174-36.000.

Boginskaya. Lidu M.: See—
Pakhomov, Gennady N.; Luste, AniU Y.; Kolesnik, Anatoly G.;
Demishev. Vasily N.; Pashinina, Eva L.; Mordvinova. Maria V.;
Morozova, Lilia V.; Boginskaya, Lidia M.; Voskresenskaya,
Irina B.; Osadchuk, Sara Z.; and Kadnikova, Galina I., 4,424,203,
a. 424-52.000.

Bohn, Joseph W.; Cohen. Peter A.; and Zuraw, Bruce L., to Quidel.
Rapid plunger immunoassay method and apparatus. 4,424,279, CI.

436-534.000.

Boiasicat, Claude M., to Contrel Corporation. Component sorting
appwatus. 4,423.815, CI. 209-655.000.

Bolen, Ralph A., to Sawyer. John. Vehicle fire extinguisher. 4.423,784,
a. 169-62.000.

Bona, Gioachino: See—
Vallana, Franco; and Bona, Gioachino. 4,423,525, CI. 3-1.500.

Borden, Inc.: See

—

Udvardy. Otto G.; Titus. Patricia E.; and Navratil, Martin,

4,424.30a a. 525-501.000.

Borg-Warner Chemicals, Inc.: See—
Halpera, Yuval. 4,424.172, CI. 260-937.000. |

Borg-Wamer Corporation: See—
Braybrook. Kenneth A., 4,424,049, CI. 474-201.000.

Boatic James N., Ill; Carter, Robert D.; Agarwal, Ram G.; and Cro-
wd!, RonaM F., to Standard Oil Company. Pressure transient method
of rapidly determining permeability, thickness and skin effect in

producing wells. 4.423,625, Q. 73-155.000.

Bottenbnich, Ludwig: See—
Idel, Karsten; Ostlinning. Edgar; FreiUg. Dieter; and Bottenbnich.
Ludwig, 4,424,339, CI. 528-388.000.

Botzem, Werner; Knappe. Ortwin; and Srostlik. Peter, to Transnuklear
GmbH. Shock absorbers. 4,423,802. CI. 188-377.000.

Bouchard, Andre C; English, George J.; Hall, Harold H., Jr.; and
Scholz, John A., to GTE Products Corporation. Miniature photo-
flash unit using subminiature flash lamps. 4,424,020, CI. 431-359.000.

Bourgein, John; and Rothman. Betsy. Universal knife block. 4.423.552,
CI. 30-296.00A.

Bowden, Wade R., Jr.: See-
Slater, Thomas S.; and Bowden, Wade R., Jr., 4,424.406. CI. 174-

65.00R.
Bowyer, Michael L., to Baker International Corporation. Annulus

safety apparatus. 4,423,782, CI. 166-321.000.

Boyd, Alvin L. Game-toy anthropomorphic (human-robot-shaped)
dominoes. 4,423,876, CI. 273-294.000.

Boyd, Hugh; and Kane, John J., to Goodyear Aerospace Corporation.
Inflatable liner for particulate bulk cargo receptacles. 4,423,832, CI.
222-203.000.

Braithwaite, David G., deceased (by Braithwaite, Jacqueline M.. execu-
trix); and Pickle, Joe D., to Improtec. Production of alcohols by
hydration of olefins. 4,424,388, CI. 568-899.000.

Braithwaite, Jacqueline M., executrix: See—
Braithwaite, David G., deceased; and Pickle. Joe D.. 4.424,388, CI.

568-899.000.

Brand. William W.: See—
Magee, Thomas A.; Battershell. Robert D.; Limpel, Lawrence E.;
Ho, Andrew W.; Friedman. Arthur W.; Corkins, H. Glenn;
Brand, William W.; Buchman. Russell; Storace, Louis; and Os-
good, Edmond R., 4,424,213, CI. 424-184.000.

Brandeis, Christine; Kempf, Jurgen; Kraus, Georg; and Kunzel. Ulrich,
to International' Business Machines Corporation. Reactor for reactive
ion etching and etching method. 4,424.102. CI. 204-192.00E.

Brandenstein, Manfred: See—
Olschewski, Armin; Brandenstein, Manfred; Walter, Lothar; Ernst,

Horst M.; and Reith, Walter, 4,423,911. CI. 308-6.00C.
Brandstetter, Franz: See—

Hambrecht, Juergen; Brandstetter, Franz; Echte. Adolf; Gerberd-
ing, Karl; and Heckmann, Walter, 4,424.304. CI. 525-68.000.

Brault, Patrice G. M.: See—
Laroche, Pierre A. R. M.; Hoarau, Roland J.; and Brault, Patrice G.

M., 4,424,481, CI. 324-72.000.

Braun, Anton. Hermetic seal for compressors or the like. 4,424.008, CI.
417-364.000.

Braun, Ralph F., to Boeing Company. The. Star coupler bulkhead
connector. 4,423,924, CI. 350-96.160.

Braunlin, Walter A.; Gorski, Alan; Jaehnig, Leo J.; Moskal. Clifford J.;

Naylor, Joseph D.; Parimi, Krishnia; and Ward, John V.. to Pittsburg
& Midway Coal Mining Co.. The. Process for heating coal-oil slur-

ries. 4,424,108, CI. 208-8.0LE.
Bray, James R.: See—

Hackctt, Charles D.; and Bray, James R.. 4.423.890, CI.
285-189.000.

Braybrook, Kenneth A., to Borg-Wamer Corporation. Power transmis-
sion belt with drive blocks. 4,424.049. CI. 474-201.000.

Bresson, Clarence R.: See—
Parlman, Robert M.; and Bresson. Clarence R., 4,424.122. CI.

209-166.000.

Parlman, Robert M.; Bums. Lyle D.; and Bresson. Clarence R.,

4,424,123, CI. 209-166.000.

Breuer, Gunter: See—
Thysscn, Heinz; and Breuer, Gunter, 4,424.187. CI. 376-245.000.

Breveteam S.A.: See—
Tesch. Gunter H.; and Colijn, Johannes J. V.. 4,424,248, CI.

428-172.000.

Briand, Louis: See—
Ecomard, Andre; Briand, Louis; and Pinchon, Philippe, 4.423.715,

CI. 123-501.000.

Bridges, Richard A.: See—
Cormier, Raymond G.; Bridges. Richard A.; and Peterson, Jeffrey

L., 4,423,949, CI. 355-14.00R.
Bridgestone Tire Company Limited: See—

Yotsumoto, Toshihiro; and Koyama, Kazuo, 4,424,238, Q.
427-381.000.

Brill, Raymond B.: See-
Balls, Nigel P.; and Brill, Raymond B., 4,424,453. CI. 307-112.000.

Bristol Myers Company: See—
Cron, Martin J.; Keil, John G.; Lin. Jeng S.; Ruggeri, Mariano V.;

and Walker, Derek, 4,424,343, CI. 536-13.800.

Bristow, Stephen D., to Atari, Inc. Video game collision detection

system. 4,423,870, CI. 273-85.00G.
Britax (Wingard) Limited: See—

Packington, Simon D., 4.423.887. CI. 280-802.000.

Britten-Kelley, Michael R.: See-
Willis, Brian J.; Britten-Kelley, Michael R.; and Hansen, Odd,

4,424.146, CI. 252-522.00R.
Brobeck, Helmut, to AG Kuhnle, Kopp ft Kausch. Improved connec-

tion structure for joining ceramic and metallic parts of a turbine shaft.

4,424,003, CI. 416-24I.00B.
Broberg. Dewey O.. Jr.. to Du-Bro Products. Inc. Device for forming

closable wire spring snaps. 4.423,757, CI. 140-123.000.

Broken Hill Proprietary Company Limited. The: See-
White. Noam; Kagi, Douglas A.; Creer. Jack G.; and Tsai. Peter,

4.424,401. CI. 585-416.000.
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Bronstein-Bonte, Irena Y.: See-
Land. Edwin H.; Bronstein-Bonte. Irena Y.; and Taylor. Lloyd D..

4.424.326, CI. 526-265.000.
Brown, Delmont D., to D. S. Brown Company. The. Expansion joint

sealing structures. 4.423,979, CI. 404-69.000.
Brown. James M., to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated. Loop

fault location. 4.424.479, CI. 324-52.000.
Brown, Richard P.: See-

Stanley, Philip E.; Brown. Richard P.; and Peters. Arthur,
4,424,561, CI. 364-200.000.

Brownlee, Robert C, to Chrysler Corporation. Lamp socket. 4,423,91 5,
CI. 339-32.0OR.

Bucher, Bernard P.: See—
Dostert. Philippe L.; Imbert, Thierry F.; and Bucher, Bemard P.,

4,424,358, CI. 546-124.000.

Buchheister, Sue; and Poulson, Ann. Ski training halter. 4,424,040, CI.
434-253.000.

BuchI, Andrew F. Depth control apparatus. 4.423,664, CI. 91-1.000.
Buchman. Russell: See—

Magee, Thomas A.; Battershell, Roben D.; Limpel, Lawrence E.;

Ho, Andrew W.; Friedman. Arthur W.; Corkins, H. Glenn;
Brand, William W.; Buchman. Russell; Storace, Louis; and Os-
good. Edmond R., 4,424.213. CI. 424-184.000.

Buck. Robert; and Marhofer. Gerd. Contactless proximity sensor with
multilevel response. 4.424,458, CI. 307-361.000.

Buckwalter, Brian L.: See—
LaHann, Thomas R.; and Buckwalter, Brian L., 4.424,205, CI.

424-72.000.

Bucovaz. Edsel T.; and Whybrew. Walter D., to Research Corporation.
Cancer detection procedure using an acyl carrier protein. 4,424.278,
CI. 436-501.000.

Buehler, William L.: See-
O'Brien, Lawrence B.; Winston. Walter F.; Abner, Edmund L.;

Atkinson, Lowell G.; Roudebush. H. Richard; Buehler, William
L.; Bergstresser, Jim K.; and Messick, Walker A., 4,424,01 1, CI
417-477.000.

Bueratinghaus, Rainer; Kiehs, Karl; Seufert, Walter; and Adolphi,
Heinrich, to BASF Aktiengesellschaft. Oximinophosphoric acid
derivatives, and their use for controlling pesu. 4,424,215. CI.
424-2 lOOOO.

Buis, Richard D.: See-
Moore. Brian E.; and Buis, Richard D., 4.424.404, CI. 174-52.00R

BukhshUber, Eliazar Y.; Andreev. Jury M.; Askinazi, Mikhail P.;

Mashikhin, Anatoly D.; Plotnikov, Egor P.; and Anders, Vitaly I.

Device for exciting master generator of self-contained power units
for transportation facilities. 4,424,478, CI. 322-63.000.

Buljan, Sergej-Tomislav: See—
Sarin, Vinod K.; and Buljan, Sergej-Tomislav, 4.424,066, CI.

51-295.000.

Bull, Daniel N.: See—
Lorincz, Robert S.; Masucci, Carmine; and Bull, Daniel N.,

4.424,559, CI. 364-131.000.

Bullock, Norman J.; and Snyder. John W., to Cissell Manufacturing
Company. Air curtaining apparatus. 4,423,669, CI. 98-36.000.

Bunger, Richard E. Dewatering apparatus for waste recovery systems.
4.424,129,0.210-388.000.

Burch, Lyndon W., to B/K Patent Development. Inc. Snap-acting
mechanisms. 4,424.506, CI. 337-365.000.

Bumham. William W., to Hazeltine Corporation. High intensity light

source. 4,423.953, CI. 355-70.000.

Bums. Lyle D.: See

—

Parlman, Robert M.; Bums. Lyle D.; and Bresson. Clarence R.,

4,424.123, CI. 209-166.000.

Burough. Irvin G.: See—
Passaro, Robert E.; and Burough. Irvin G., 4,423,739, CI.

128-719.000.

Burroughs Corporation: See—
Roesner. Bruce B., 4.424,579, CI. 365-105.000.

Busch, Georg: See-
Reich. Karl; Tomaschek, Heinz; and Busch, Georg, 4.424,327. CI.

526-297.000.

Butt. William C; and Almond. Buford L.. to Simplimatic Engineering
Company. Rinsing machine. 4.423.745, CI. 134-62.000.

Cadars, Patrick, to Valeo. Turbulator retaining means. 4,423,769, CI.

165-109.00T.

Cadoux. Alain: See—
Neyret. Guy; and Cadoux. Alain, 4.423,61 1, CI. 7O4S5.000.

Cahill, Lysle D.: See-
Thomas. E. Raymond; Cahill, Lysle D.; Marshall, William W.;

Talley. Luke L.; Lawsoii, John A.; and Wilcox, Brian N.,

4,424,589, CI. 382-61.000.

Calvet, Joseph: See—
Minjolle, Louis; Lengronne, Bemard; Calvet, Joseph; and Cha-

teigner. Serge. 4,424,179, CI. 264-44.000.

Camey. William R.; and Hasenberg. Larry E., to Hyster Company.
Removable gooseneck trailer. 4,423.885, CI. 28a423.00B.

^
Cammilli, Leonardo: See—

Grassi, Gino; Cammilli. Leonardo; and Alcidi, Luciano, 4,423.733,

CI. I28.419.0PO.

Camp Intemational, Inc.: See-
Meier. Robert H.; and Farr, Evelyn. 4.423,720, CI. 128-80.00C.

Campbell, Sterret P. Method of separating a viscous flowable paste
material. 4,424,236, CI. 426-231.000.

Canadian Patenu and Development Ltd.: See-
Hall. Laurance D.; and Yalpani, Mansur. 4,424.346, CI. 536-20000.

Candlin. John P.; Caunt, Anthony D.; and Law. Peter L.. to Imperial
Chemical Industries PLC. Drying process and product. 4,424,138, Q.
502-162.000.

Cannon Mills Company: See—
Neel, Keenar A.. 4,423,676. Q. 101-21 1.000.

Canon Kabushiki Kaisha: Sire—
Kitamura, Takashi, 4,424.442, CI 250-236.000.
Kondo, Hideyo; and Fujimura. Naoto, 4,424,267, CI. 430-66.000.
Nagane, Hiromichi, 4,424.534, a 358-287.000.
Suzuki, Ryoichi; and Uchiyama. Takashi, 4,423,937. Q

354446.000.
Cantrell, James E. Insulation depth gauge. 4.423,554, CI. 33-I69.00B
Capdevielle, Martin J.: See—

Kulischenko, Walter; and Capdevielle. Martin J.. 4,424,045. CI
464-52.000.

Carbonel. Jack: See—
Vairetti, Oaude R. L.; Desnovers, Michel R L.; Cartmnel. Jack.
Grammont, Paul D. A.; Pachkov, Arkadyi B.; Grigoriev, Vladi-
mir A.; and Finov, Vladimir I., 4,424,318, Q 526-88.000.

Carey, Norman W., to Rcxham Corporation. Packaging machine with
pouch gripping clamps 4,423,583. CI. 53-373 000.

Caris, Richard F., to Interface. Inc. Load cell of integral unitary con-
struction containing a solid disc-shaped measuring section. 4,423,793,
CI. 177-211.000.

Carle. Richard C: See—
Steiu, William R.; and Carle. Richard C. 4.424,071. CI. 65-337.000

Carlemalm, Eric, to Chemiiche Werke Lowi G.m.b.H. Embedding
medium suiuble for the preparation of thin sections of embedded
biological materials. 4.424.329, CI. 526-323 200

Carlos, Donald D., to Ashland Oil. Inc. Organic surfactant oxidation
promoters for hydrocarbons. 4.424.107. CI. 208-3.000.

Carlson. William L.: See-
Anderson. Charles W.; and Carlson, William L , 4,423.789, CI

172-585.000.

Camey. Frederick T., Jr.: See-
Shirley. Arthur R., Jr.; and Camey. Frederick T . Jr . 4,424,176. CI

264-7.000.

Carrier Corporation: See-
Manning. John D., 4.424,005. CI. 417-53.000

Carroll, Richard R.; and Papp, Alan M., to Litton Industrial Producu,
Inc. Machining center. 4.423,545. CI. 29-568.000.

Carubbia. Giovanni. Coal press. 4.423.561, CI. 38-23.000
Carter, Emest E., Jr., to Halliburton Company. Cup type pipeline

innation anchor. 4,423,754, CI. 138-93.000.

Carter, Robert D.: See—
Bostic, James N., Ill; Carter. Roben D.; Agarwal, Ram G.; and

Crowell, Ronald F.. 4.423,625, CI. 73-155.000.

Caruso, Jerome C: See—
Krubsack, Ronald H.; Caruso, Jerome C; and Krubsack. Larry J..

4,424,555. CI. 362-419.000

Casio Computer Co.. Ltd.: See—
Tsuzuki, Hanzo, 4.424.566, CI. 364-405.000.

Yasutake, Kunio, 4,424.567. CI. 364-405.000
Cassels-Brown, Alastair K. Page tumer for sheet music. 4,423,659. CI.

84-486.000.

Castle, G. S. Peter; and Rorabeck, Cecil H.. to Howmedica, Inc Slit

catheter method for measuring interstitial pressure. 4,423,740, CI.

128-748.000.

Castonguay, Roger N., to General Electric Company. Circuit breaker
companment shield assembly 4.424.425. CI. 200-50.0AA.

Caterpillar Tractor Co.: See—
Coutant, Alan R., 4,423.644. CI. 74-710000.

Caton, Michael P. L.; and Stuttle, Keith A. J., to May A Baker Limited.
Bicycloheptane derivatives. 4,424,374, CI. 424-308.000.

Caunt, Anthony D.: See—
Candlin, John P.; Caunt, Anthony D.; and Law, Peter L., 4,424,138,

CI. 502-162.000.

Cavileer, Watson V.; and Locy, Don B. Row meter. 4,423,627, CI.

73-215.000.

Celanese Corporation: See—
DiEdwardo, Andrew H.; and Kusumgar. Rajal M., 4,424,307. CI.

525-154.000.

Centre de Recherche Industrielle du Quebec: See—
Malric, Henri-Bemard, 4,424,280, CI. 501-84.000

Ccrami, Anthony; and Tabachnik, Nina F., to Rockefeller University.

The. Method for the reduction of mucin viscosity. 4,424,216, CI.

424-211.000.

Cemy, Daryl D., to Ball Corporation. Method for sealmg a n^iltilay-

ered tube having a barrier layer 4,424,182, CI 264-138.000.

Cenified Energy Corp.: See—
Venable, Bennett M.. 4,423,602, CI. 62-238.600.

CGEE Alsthom: See—
Godfroid, Henri, 4,424,475, CI. 318-803.000.

CGR: See^
Audenard. Bemard; and Marini. Jean. 4.423.634, CI. 73-587.000.

Champion Spark Plug Company: Ser—
Coeling, Kenneth J., 4,423,840, CI. 239-3.000.

Champoux, Louis A., to Fatigue Technology, Inc. Apparatus and
method for prestrcssing a countersunk fastener hole. 4.423,619, CI.

72-393.000.

Chan, Chor S.: See—
Luo, Zong S.; and Chw, Chor S., 4,423,675, CI. 101-93.040.

Chandler Evans Inc.: See—^
Zagranski, Raymond D.; and Howlett. James J., 4,423,593, CI.

60-39.161.
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Chang, Oee-Kung; El Hamtmsy, Mahmoud A.; Hartman, Adrian R.
and Lorimor, Orval G., to BeU Telq>hone Laboratories, Incorpo-
rated. Optically toggled bidirectional switch. 4,424,544, CI.
361-36.000.

Chang, Shien-Fang. Dry and wet dual-purpow dust-collecting device.
4,424.069,0.55-226.000.

r i—

-

Chaoman, Bruce E.: See— '

Manocci, Angelo A.; Powen, Robert B.; and Chapman, Bruce E.,

4,424,553. Q. 361-427.000.
Chaput, Ouy J.; Sich, Edward M.; and Gumb, Beverley W. T., to

Northern Telecom Limited. Electret microphone shield. 4.424.419.
a. 179-1 11.OOE

Chariton, Robert S.: See—
Frazier, William C; and Charlton. Robert S., 4,423.845. CI.

241-261.300.

Chateiper. Serge: See—
Mmjolle, Louis; Lengronne. Bernard; Calvet, Joseph; and Cha-

togner. Serge, 4.424,179, Q. 264-44.000.

Chattha, Mohinder S.. to Ford Motor Company. High solids urethane
coatings from new tetrahydroxy oUgomers. 4.424.334. CI. 528-77.000.

Chauvin, Yves; Commereuc, Dominique; Sugicr. Andre; and Le Page,
Jean-Francois, to Institut Francais du Petrole. Process for the cau-
lytic synthesis of hydrocarbons, particularly of methane, from hydro-
gen and carbon monoxide. 4.424,282, Q. 518-700.000.

Chavey. Christian; and Lagoutte, Pierre, to LNfT Radio Profession-
ndle. Method for estabUshing DAMA radiotelephone conversations
by single-span satellite transmission. 4,424.417, O. 179-2.00E.

Chavrier, Roger P.: See—
Rousaet. Jacky; and Chavrier, Roger P., 4,424,290, CI. 524-5.000.

Chelnokov, Gennady I.: See—
Roaaoshinsky. Alexei A.; Balakin. Valentin I.; Babak, Alexandr K.;

Lebedev. Vladimir K.; Mironov, Lev G.; Chelnokov, Gennady
L; and Vinogradov, Gennady V., 4,424.106, CI. 204-256.000.

Chemische Werke Lowi G.m.b.H.: See—
Carlemahn, Eric, 4,424.329. CI. 526-323.200.

Chesler, Ronald B.: See-
Dabby. Franklin W.; and Chesler. Ronald B.. 4,423,925, CI.

330-96.310.

Chester, Richard J.: See—
Barth, Douglu A.; and Chester, Richard J., 4,423.805, CI. 194-

l.OOG.

Chevron Research Company: See—
Aagaard, Paul M., 4,423,985, Q. 405-224.000.

Reed, Marion G., 4.424.076. Q. 106-287.170.

Chi, Chang W.: See—
Pryor. James N.; and Chi. Chang W., 4.424.144. CI. 502-68.000.

Chino, Koichi: See—
Matsuda, Masami; Chino, Koichi; and Kudo, Kazuhiko, 4,424,016.
a. 425-144.000.

Chishobn, Matthew F., to Reynolds Metals Company. Aluminum alloy.

4.424,084. a. 148-417.000.

Ch^ Corporation: See—
Shioiri. Takayuki; Aoyama, Toyohiko; and Mori, Shigchiro,

4,424. 1 58, a. 260.239.0AA.
Chiyoda Chemical En^neering & Construction Co., Ltd.: See—

Aaaoka. Sachio; Shiroto, Yoshimi; Nakamura, Munekazu; and One,
Takeo, 4,424,142, Q. 502-84.000.

Chloride Group Public Limited Company: See—
McGuire, Michael E.; and Tatlock, Edwin, 4,424,264, CI

429-179.000.

Chmela, John F.; Fletcher, Carl R.; and SamofT, Norton, to Ensar
Corporation. Pizza cutting and serving utensil. 4,423,551, CI.
30-142.000.

Choi, Henry W.; and Dines, Martin B.. to Occidental Research Corpo-
ration. Selective removal of nitrogen-containing compounds from
hydrocarbon mixtures. 4.424,121, CI. 208-2S4.00R.

Choly. Mitchell, to General Motors Corporation. Mechanical hand for
a door-opener. 4.423.999. CI. 414-744.00A.

Choo, Robert V.: 5w—
Payne, Thomas R.; and Chou, Robert V., 4.424,439, CI.

219-501.000.

ChristeMen, Burton G.; and RatcUffe. Ronald W., to Merck ft Co., Inc.
6-<l •Hydroxyethyl>3-sub8tituted amino- l-a2abicyclo-r3.2.0]hept-2-
en-7-one-2-carboxylic acid. 4,424.230, Q. 424-274.000.

C^^n««. Ronald C; Genake, Roger P.; Kester. Dennis E.; and
Owan, WiUiam F.. to American Can Company. Retoruble foil-based
pKkagmg structure. 4.424.256, Q. 428-347.000.

Chriatmann, Werner J.: See—

^J!jf..fSL "•! "*• Christmann, Werner J.. 4.424,580. CI.
365-121.000.

Chiittopber, Glenn B.. to Jet Research Center, Inc. Pyrotechnic com-
podtMOS for severing conduiu. 4,424.086. CI. 149-19.300.

Chromalloy American Corporation: See—
Anderson, Charles W.; and Carlson, William L.. 4,423,789, CI.

172-383.000. I

Chrysler Corporation: See
Brownlee, Robert C, 4,423,915. Q. 339-32.00R.

Chnng, Kwug E.: See—
Ho. William W.; Harker, Alan B.; Goldberg. Ira B.; and Chung.
Kwang E.. 4.423,623, Q. 73-61 OOR.

'^

Chnng, Rack H., to General Electric Co. Silicon containing lactams
4^157, a. 26Q-239.30R.

Oba Geigy Corporation: See—
Bioilaz, Midcl. 4.424,159. Q. 260-239.500.

HMig, Theolwld, 4,424.336, Q. 528-117.000.

KjMchig, Jurgen; and Lohniann, Dieter. 4.424.359, CI. 546-255.000.

Wasley. Jan W. F.. 4.424.221, Q. 424-250.000.
Weber, Kurt, 4,424.170. Q. 260-505.00C.
Zinke. Horst, 4.424.173. Q. 260-985.000.

Zweifel. Hans; SchiUing, Walter; Stomi, Angelo; and Bellua, Dan-
iel, 4,424,366. Q. 548-431.000.

Ciga-Geigy Corporation: See—
Haase, Jaroslav; and Pahnberg, Roger. 4,424,284. Q. 521-36.000.

Cissell Manufacturing Company: See—
BuUock. Norman J.; and Snyder, John W., 4,423,669, CI. 98-36.000.

Citizen Watch Company Limited: See—
Suzuki, Fuminori, 4.423.%3. Q. 368-68.000.

Ueno. Katumi; and Nishizaki, Genichi, 4.423.686. CI. 108-20.000.
Clabbum. Robin J. T.. to Raychem Limited. Connector. 4.424,411, CI.

174-84.00R.

Clairol Incorporated: See—
Walter, Henry J.; and Schwarz. Frank. 4.424.437. CI. 219-364.000.

Clarion Co., Ltd.: See—
Yamaguchi, Katsumi; and Okada, Hitoshi. 4.423.847. CI.

242-200.000.

Clark. Justin S.; and Yen. Ming-Cheng, to Intermountain Health Care.
Method and apparatus for measuring the gaseous content of blood.
4,424,276, Q. 436-50.000.

Clarke, John P., to Virginia Chemicals Inc. Rehardening of copper
coimectors. 4.423.618. Q. 72-370.000.

Clarke, Samuel L. H.; and Inder, Robert W., to Marconi Company
Limited, The. Text processing system including means to associate
commentary with text. 4,424.575. CI. 364-900.000.

Cleary, James W., to Phillips Petroleum Company. Polymer treatment.
4,424,338, CI. 528-388.000.

Clements, Alan, to Ben Clements ft Sons. Inc. Needle construction for
tag attachers. 4,423.837, CI. 227-67.000.

Cleusix, Willy: See—
Griessen, Jean-Bernard; and Qeusix, Willy, 4.423.964. CI.

368-74.000.

Cobb, Lincoln C; and Wardell. Raymond A., to International Barrier
Corporation. Roadway barrier. 4.423.854. CI. 256-13.100.

Cochoy, Robert E.: See—
McGuire. Raymond R.; Cochoy, Robert E.; and Shackelford. Scott

A.. 4.424,398, CI. 568-589.000.

Coeling. Kenneth J., to Champion Spark Plug Company. Rotary atom-
izer bell. 4.423,840, CI. 239-3.000.

Coetsier, Paul A., to Eublissements M. Mueller ft Cie. Nose unit for a
vehicle-wheel balancing machine. 4.423,633, CI. 73-487.000.

Cohen, Peter A.: See—
Bohn, Joseph W.; Cohen, Peter A.; and Zuraw, Bruce L.,

4.424,279, CI. 436-534.000.

Cole. Barrett E., to Honeywell Inc. Thin film deposition. 4,424,103, CI.
2O4-192.00R.

Cole-Parmer Instrument Company: See—
Nemcek, Donald S., Sr.; and Selman, John J.. III. 4,423,968. CI.

374-170.000.

Colijn, Johannes J. V.: See—
Tesch, Gunter H.; and Colijn, Johannes J. V.. 4.424.248. CI.

428-172.000.

Collagen Corporation: See—
Wallace, Donald G.; and Wade. Susan B.. 4.424.208. CI.

424-177.000.

Collen, John W.. to Ford Motor Company. Electrical motor. 4,424,471,
CI. 318-138.000.

Colin, Reimer; Gallenkamp, Bemd; and Diehr, Hans-Joachim, to Bayer
Aktiengesellschaft. Preparation of a-cyano-3-phenoxy-benzyl 3-alke-

nyl-2,2-dimethyl-cyclopropanccarboxylate8. 4,424,168, CI. 260-
465.00D.

Combustion Engineering, Inc.: See—
Hackett. Charles D.; and Bray. James R., 4,423.890. CI.

285-189.000.

Commereuc. Dominique: See—
Chauvin, Yves; Commereuc, Dominique; Sugier, Andre; and Le

Page. Jean-Francois. 4.424.282. CI. 518-700.000.

Commonwealth Scientific: See—
White. Noam; Kagi. Douglas A.; Creer. Jack G.; and Tsai, Peter,

4,424.401. CI. 585-416.000.

Communications Technology Corporation: See—
Muehlhausen. Ahnon A.. II. 4,423,916, Q. 339-59.00M.

Compagnie Generale des Etablissements Michelin: See—
Durif, Pierre. 4.424,088, CI. 156-87.000.

Comparetto, John E. Dynamic orthotic device containing fluid.

4,423,735. CI. 128-594.000.

Conn. Shepard; and Kushner, Arnold, to KCDP Corporation. Fluid-
expansible contraceptive tampon and applicator. 4.424,054. Q.
604-11.000.

Conoco Inc.: See—
Shannon. Mark L.. 4.424,308. Q. 525-196.000.

Zielke. Clyde W.; and Rosenhoover, WUUam A., 4.424.111. Q.
208-10.000.

Conroy, George J.; and Ackerman, Melvin N.. to United States of
America. Interior. Apparatus for Ufting a flexible cable. 4.423,852. Q.
254-264.000.

Container Industries Inc.: See—
Katz. Hyman. 4,423,829, CI. 222-95.000.

Continental White Cap. Inc.: See—
Powalowski, Joseph C, 4,423,822, a. 21^365.000.

Contois, Lawrence E.: See—
Berwick. Martin A.; Contois, Lawrence E.; and Reynolds, George

A., 4.424.268. Q. 430-83.000.
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Contrel Corporation: See—
Boiasicat, Claude M., 4.423.815, Q. 209-655.000.

Cook, Bruce M.. to Westinghouse Electric Corp. Power generation.
4.424.186,0.376-211.000.

Cook, Don W. Game apparatus. 4,423.877, Q. 273-317.000.
Cook, Harland K. Method and apparatus for computing data for pro-

ducing photo prints. 4,423,952, O. 355-38.000.
Cooper. Dale E.; Grillot, Ronald E.; Quick, Gary K.; and Smith. Kevin

R., to King Radio Corporation. Electrical connecting device
4,423.920. a. 339-252.00R.

Cooper Industries, Inc.: See—
Kosmowski, Wojciech B., 4.423.880, CI. 279-4.000.

Coppena. Guillaume: See—
Golstein, Jean; Coppens, Guillaume; and Davoine. Jean-Claude.

4.424.340. a. 528-500.000.
Cordis Corporation: See—

Tarjan. Peter P.; Suaaman, Marvin L.; and Jacobsen. Steven.
4.423.732, CI. 128-419.00P.

Cordis Dow Corp.: See-
Mather, Frank W., Ill; Preussner, Andreas; and Berry. Gaylord L..

4.424.190, a. 422-46.000.
Corkina, H. Glenn: See—

Magee, Thomas A.; Battershell, Robert D.; Limpel, Lawrence E.;
Ho, Andrew W.; Friedman, Arthur W.; Corkins, H. Glenn;
Brand. William W.; Buchman, Russell; Storace, Louis; and Os-
good, Edmond R.. 4,424,213, CI. 424-184.000.

Cormier, Raymond G.; Bridges. Richard A.; and Peterson, Jeffrey L.,
to Nashua Corporation. Jam detection apparatus and method in a
photocopier. 4.423,949, CI. 355-14.0OR.

Corails. Boy; Frohning. Carl D.; Diekhaus. Gerhard; Wiebus. Ernst;
and Bahrmann. Helmut, to Ruhrchemie Aktiengesellschaft. Process
for producing ethanol and n-propanol from methanol. 4.424.383. CI.
568-902.000.

Coming Glass Works: See-
Thompson. David A.. 4.424,165. CI. 260-429.200.

Corry, Stuart E.: See-
Grade, Lanny V.; and Corry, Stuart E., 4.423.639. CI. 73-862.420.

Cote. Camille. Manure handling unit. 4,423,988. CI. 406-125.000.
Coulter Systems Corporation: See-

Thomas, E. Raymond; Cahill, Lysle D.; Marshall, WUliam W.;
Talley, Luke L.; Lawson, John A.; and Wilcox, Brian N.,
4,424,589. CI. 382-61.000.

Coutant, Alan R., to Caterpillar Tractor Co. Multi-speed planetary
differential. 4,423,644. CI. 74-710.000.

Cowan, Donald F. Electronic scale apparatus and method of control-
ling weight. 4,423,792. CI. 177-25.000.

Crawford. Ray V., to General Motors Corporation. Seat position
control mechanism. 4,423,904. CI. 297-341.000.

Creative Tool Company: S^—
Dooley. Daniel; Dooley, Joseph; and Creative Tool Company,

4,423.624. CI. 73-119.00A.
Creer. Jack G.: See-

White. Noam; Kagi. Douglas A.; Creer, Jack G.; and Tsai. Peter,
4,424.401, CI. 585-416.000. '

Crockford, David R.; and Rhodes, Buck A., to Nuc Med Inc.; and
University Patents Inc. Method for radiolabeling proteins with tech-
netium-99m. 4,424.200, CI. 424-1.100.

Cron. Martin J.; Keil. John G.; Lin. Jeng S.; Ruggeri. Mariano V.; and
Walker. Derek, to Bristol Myers Company. Preparation of l-N-[(i>-

amino-a-hydroxyalkanoyl]kanamycin polysilylates and producu.
4.424.343. CI. 536-13.800.

Cross, Rex D. Torque cancelling, torque type window sash balance.
4.423,536. CI. 16-197.000.

Crowell, Ronald F.: See—
Bostic. James N., Ill; Carter, Robert D.; Agarwal. Ram G.; and

Crowell. Ronald F.. 4.423,625, CI. 73-155.000.

Crowell, Thomas A., to EU Lilly and Company. Process for preparing
a trans-6-propenyl benzimidazole. 4.424,362, CI. 548-306.000.

Crugher. Charles C, III: See-
Hay, Robert A., II; and Crugher, Charles C, III, 4,423,767, CI.

165-81.000.

Cullen. Steven R.: See-
Lee. Richard H.; Cullen. Steven R.; Bailen. Eddie H.; Rasmussen.
David H.; and Johnson, William C, 4.424.051. Q. 493-37.000.

Cummings, Robert, to U.S. Clinical Products. Inc. Flexible sterile

closure system for containers. 4.423,819, CI. 215-232.000.

Cummins Engine Company. Inc.: See—
Roettgen, LesUe A.', 4,423.751, CI. 137-557.000.

Sweedand, Roger D.. 4.423,708. CI. 123-196.0AB.
Curti, Ezio. Device for exposing to light printed electric circuit sup-

porting plates or boards. 4.423.954. CI. 355-73.000.

D. S. Brown Company. The: See-
Brown. Delmont D., 4.423,979, CI. 404-69.000.

Dabby, Franklin W.; and Chealer, Ronald B., to Times Fiber Communi-
cations, Inc. Graded optical waveguides. 4,423.925, Q. 350-96.310.

Dadiras, Nickiforoa G.; and Baugh, Ronald D.. to Sedco-Hamilton
Production Services. Marine riser system. 4.423.983, CI. 405-195.000.

Dahan, Joae. Dento-facial orthopaedy apparatus. 4,424,031, CI.
433-18.000.

Dahlgren, Jons A., to Alfa-Laval AB. Plate heal exchanger. 4,423,772.
a. 165-166.000.

Dai Nippon Insatsu Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Mizuno, Shogo; Suzuki, Takao; Kawasaki, Sadanobu; and Takeda,

Hideichiro, 4,424,091, CI. 156-234.000.

Daikin Kogyo Co.. Ltd.: See—
Tsunoda, Takahira. Yamaoka, Tsuguo; and Tamura. Sinii.

4.424.325. Q. 526-245.000.
Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Andrea. Rudolf; and Seel. Holger, 4,424,509, Q. 34O-52.0OE.
Scheurenbrand, Dieter; and Stotz, Manfred, 4,423,746, Q.

137-43.000.

Wallentowitz, Henning; Struck. Hehnut; and Richter, Karl-Heinz.
4.423.883. CI. 280-96.000.

Dainippon Pharmaceutical Co.. Ltd.: See—
Slumohiro, Yoahiyuki; Murata, Akio; and Nisioka, Chiyoko.

4.424.061. a. 8-493.000.

Dainippon Screen Mfg. Co.. Ltd.: See—
Mauumoto, Katsutoshi. 4,423.678, Q. 101-248.000.

Daitoku, Koichi: See—
Furuya. Mikihito; and Daitoku. Koichi, 4,423,942. C\ 354-266.000.

Daman, Louis F.; Newman, Albert L.; and Patricia, John, to Siner
Company. The. Arrangement for mounting a convertible bed sewing
machine in a flat bed cabinet. 4.423.912, CI 312-30.000.

Daniele, Joseph J., to Xerox Corporation. Read/write bar for multi-
mode reproduction machine. 4.424.524, Q. 346-160.000

Darst, Patrick C: See-
Keel. Beat G.; Tran. Tuan P.; Koller, Mara M.; Zimmerman. Larry

D.; and Darst, Patrick C. 4.424.271. Q. 430-315.000.
Daubenbuchel. Werner; Hess, Dieter; and Kiefer, Erich, to Knipp
Kautex Machinenbau GmbH. Procedure and device for production
of a preform of thermoplastic synthetic material by means of extru-
sion. 4.424.178, a. 264-40. 100.

Davies. Alan R.; MacAuley, Ewen D M.; Harris, George; Baker,
Raymond; Howse, Philip E.; and Evans, David A., to Umversity of
Southampton, The; and OECOS Ltd. Traps and trapping techniquea.
4,423,564, CI. 43-121 000.

kk • -^
Davis. Daniel R., Sr. Cable-stringing support block. 4,423.853, CI.

Davoine. Jean-Claude: See—
Golstein. Jean; Coppens, Guillaume; and Davoine, Jean-Claude

4,424,340, CI. 528-500.000.

Davy-Loewy Limited: See-
Marshall. Robert, 4.423,541, Q. 29-117 000.

Days, Frank, to Beringer Co., Inc. Process for hydrolysis removal of
condensation polymer from various objects. 4,424.080, G. 134-5.000

DBM Industries Limited: See—
Perrella. Guido. 4.423.763. CI. 164-316.000.

DBS. Inc.: See-
Maul. John A., Sr, 4.423,679. CI. 101-269 000.

Debus, Allen A. G.: See—
Rosenstiel. Terry L.; and Debus, Allen A. G., 4.424,148, CI.

252-628.000.

Decker, Donald L.; Porteus. James O ; and Grandjean, Darrell J., to
United Sutes of America, Navy. Machining process for metal mirror
surfaces. 4.423,650. CI. 82-l.OOC.

DeClark, Bruce W
; and Weber, Joseph H., to Progressive Blasting

Systems, Inc. Gravity accelerated shot treating apparatus. 4,423.613.
CI. 72-53.000,

de Clercq, Erik D. A.: See-
Jones, Albert S.; Walker, Richard T; de Clercq. Erik D A.; and

Barr. Philip J., 4,424,211. CI. 424-180.000.
de Cleur, Eckhard: See-

Meyer, Rolf-Volker; Kreuder. Hans J.; and de Qeur. Eckhard.
4,424,353, CI. 544-253.000.

Deguasa Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Kleemann. Axel; and Samson, Marc, 4,424,370. CI. 549-373.000.
Panster, Peter; and Kleinschmit. Peter. 4.424,332, Q. 528-30.000.

Dehnert, Johannes; Loftier. Hermann; and Lamm, Gunther, to BASF
Aktiengesellschaft. Azo dye having a 3-cyano- or 3-carbanioyl-2.6-
diaminopyridine coupling component. 4.424,154, CI. 260- 1 56.000.

Dejneka, Tamara; See—
Sundeen, Joseph E.; and Dejneka. Tamara, 4,424.354, Q.

544-299.000.

de Jong, Cornells A.: See— ^
den Toonder. Pieter; Fondae, Pieter J.; Seltenrijch, Johannea; de

Jong, Comelis A.; and de Koningh. Tom, 4,424,532, Q.
358-120.000.

de Koningh, Tom: See-
den Toonder, Pieter. Fondse, Pieter J.; Seltenrijch, Johannea; de

Jong, Comelis A.; and de Koningh. Tom. 4,424,532. CI
358-120.000.

Dclalande S.A.: See—
Doatert. Philippe L.; Imbert. Thierry F.; and Bucher, Bernard P..

4.424.358, CI. 546-124.000.

DeLand, Robert E.: See-
Wells. Jimmie D.; and DeLand, Robert E.. 4.424.585, Q.

372-89.000.

Del Soldato, Piero: See—
Eberlein, Wolfgang; Trummliu, Gunter; Schmidt, Gunther, Engel,

Wolfliard; Hammer, Rudolf; and Del Soldato, Piero. 4.424426.
CI. 424-263.000.

Schmidt. Gunther; Eberlein, Wolfgang; Engel, Wolfliaitl; Trumm-
Utz. Gunter. Hammer. Rudolf; and Del Soldato. Piera 4.424.225,
CI. 424-256.000.

Demishev. Vasily N.: See—
Pakhomov. Gennady N.; Luste. Aniu Y.; Kolesnik, Anatoly O.;
Demishev. Vasily N.; Paahinina, Eva L.; Mordvinova, Marvs V.;
Morozova, Lilia V.; Boginskaya, Lidia M.; VoakroMakaya,
Irina B.; Osadchuk, Sara Z.; and Kadnikova, GaUna I.. 4.424J03,
a. 424-52.000.
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Demizu, Mkhinosuke: Set—
Yanunaka, TaJuthi; Inagaki, Kouichi; Naya, Eizo; Demizu, Mi-

chinoauke; and Okumura, Mitsuhiro, 4,424.429. CI. 200-264.000.

DemopookM, Diiio M.: See—
HaUer, Jack R.; and Oemopoulcn, Dino M., 4,423,758, CI.

144-176.000.

Dennard, Robert H.; and Wordeman, Matthew R., to International

Butmeaa Machines Corporation. Structure for collection of ioniza-

tkm-iiiduced excess minority carriers in a semiconductor substrate

and method for the fabrication thereof. 4,424,526, a. 357-29.000.

Denton, Clyde J.; and Lamb, Lloyd T., to Zetec, Inc. Phase rotation

circuit for an eddy current tester. 4,424,4^6, CI. 324-225.000.

den Toonder. Pieter; Fondse. Pieter J.; Seltenrijch, Johannes; dc Jong,

Cornells A.; and de Koningh, Tom, to Oak Industries Inc. Coding
and decoding system for video and audio signals. 4,424,532, CI.

3S8-12O.000.

Deraedt, Roger; Torelli, Vesperto; Vacher, Jean; and Benzoni, Josette.

to Rouaael Uclaf. Novel 3 a-amino steroids. 4,424,218, CI.

424-238.000.

Derr, Ralph. Jr., to Gulf ft Western Manufacturing Company. Cam
activated planetary turning machine. 4,423,991, CI. 409-200.000.

DeSantis, Raymond P.; and Puffer, Herbert J., Jr., to PTX-Pentronix,
Inc. Part pick-up mechanism for powder compacting presses and the

like. 4,424.185, Q. 264-334.000.

Desnoyers, Michel R. L.: See—
Vairetti, Claude R. L.; Desnoyers, Michel R. L.; Carfoonel, Jack;

Grammont, Paul D. A.; Pachkov, Arkadyi B.; Grigoricv, Vladi-

mir A.; and Firsov, Vladimir I.. 4,424,318. Q. 526-88.000.

Deutsche Salice GmbH: See—
Salice, Luciano, 4,423,537, CI. 16-258.000.

Dewas, Raymond. Weft inserter for weaving machines. 4,423,756, CI.

139-448.000.

DeWitt, David P.; Hannemann, Robert E.; Robinson, Barrett P.; and
Hanley, Edward J., to Purdue Research Foundation. Method for

evaluation of erythema utilizing skin reflectance measurements.
4.423.736, Q. 128-633.000. i

Dey, Albert W.: See— '

Stevenson, Robert A.; and Dey, Albert W., 4,424.551, CI.

361-302.000.

Dhein, Rolf: See—
Hentschel, Karl-Heinz; and Dhein, Rolf, 4,424.400, CI. 585-20.000.

Diamond Shamrock Corporation: See—
Villa, Jose L.; Sinka, Joseph V.; Marcellis, Alphonso W.; and

Fleming, Joseph P.. 4,424.074. CI. 106-90.000.

Dickinson. Daniel C: See—
Scott, William B.; Dickinson, Daniel C; and Amesson, Joel C. E.,

4.423.546. Q. 29-568.000.

Dickman. I>ennis M. Bandage guard. 4,423,722, CI. 128-132.0OR.
Didier-Werke A.G.: See—

Richter. Werner. 4.423.833, Q. 222-591.000.

DiEdwardo, Andrew H.; and Kusumgar, Rajal M., to Celanese Corpo-
ration. Oxymethylene polymer modifled with 1,2-polybutadiene
exhibiting enhanced tensile impact properties. 4,424,307, CI.

525-154.000.

Diehl. Firma: See—
Politzer. Anton; and Machmer, Wilhelm, 4,423,663, CI. 89-4O.0OA.

Diehr. Hans-Joachim: See-
Colin, Reimer; Gallenkamp, Bemd; and Diehr, Hans-Joachim,

4,424.168, CI. 26&465.00D.
Diekhaus. Gerhard: See—

Comils, Boy; Frohning, Carl D.; Diekhaus. Gerhard; Wiebus,
Ernst; and Bahrmann. Helmut, 4.424.383, CI. 568-902.000.

DiGeronimo. Michael J., to International Paper Company. Sterilization

of pwkaging material. 4.424.188, Q. 422-20.000.

DiGiulio, Adolph V., to Atlantic Richfield Company. Process for

forming fast-cool vinyl aromatic expandable polymers. 4,424,285, CI.

521-36.000.

Dines. Martin B.: See-
Choi, Henry W.; and Dines, Martin B.. 4.424,121, CI. 208-254.00R.

Dinar, ^dad, to Naan Mechanical Works. SelecUble separation and
capacity irrigation line. 4,423.838, CI. 239-1.000.

DiSalvo, Anthony L.; and Yu. Arthur J., to StaufTer Chemical Com-
pany. Compositions for forming poly(oxazolidone/urethane) thermo-
sett and products therefrom. 4.424.316, CI. 525-528.000.

Disco Aluminum Products Co.. Inc.: See—
Meigs, William; and McWhirter, Horace B., II, 4,423,578, Q.

52-403.000.

DiVelez. Gilbert J. Alignment device. 4,423,556, CI. 33-180.00R.
DMA Systems Corporation: See—

Lewis, Martyn A.; Penniman, Steven K.; and Sutton, David A.,

4.424,543. O. 360-135.000.

Dr. Johannes Heidenhain GmbH: See—
Schmitt, Walter. 4.423.958. Q. 356-375.000.

Dr. Karl Tbomae GmbH: See—
Eberlein, Wolfgang; Tnunmlitz, Gunter; Schmidt, Gunther; Engel,
Wolfhard; Hammer, Rudolf; and Del Soldato, Piero, 4,424,226,

a. 424-263.000.

Schmidt, Ountber, Eberlein, Wolfgang; Engel. Wolfhard; Trumm-
iitz, Gunter; Hammer, Rudolf; and Del Soldato. Piero, 4.424.225.

a. 424-256.000.

Doid, Berthoid, to Kienzle Apparate GmbH. Construction of a housing,

particularly for tachographs, and ofa cover pivotally arranged on the

houi^ 4.423,631, dT 73-431.000.

Dooley, Daniel; Dooley, Joaeph; and Creative Tool Company. Diesel
timing light 4.423,624, O. 73-119.00A.

Dooley, Joseph: See—
Dooley, Daniel; Dooley, Joseph; and Creative Tool Company,

4,423,624, CI. 73-1 19.00A.
Dostert, Philippe L.; Imbert, Thierry F.; and Bucher, Bernard P.. to

Delalande S.A. /3-3-Amino nor-tropane compounds. 4.424.358. CI.
546-124.000.

Dow Chemical Company. The: See—
Erickson, Robert E., 4,424.247, CI. 428-138.000.

Hay, Robert A., II; and Crugher, Charles C. III. 4,423.767, CI.
165-81.000.

Hefner, Robert E., Jr.; and McConchie, Garnet E., 4,424,310, CI.
526-277.000.

Ishibe, Nobuyuki, 4,424,386, CI. 570-109.000.

Reifschneider, Walter, 4,424,217, CI. 424-216.000.
Strom, Robert M., 4,424,395. CI. 560-133.000.

Dow Coming Corporation: See— "

Bey, Alvin E., 4,424,297, CI. 524-714.000.

Drach, Edward. Device for retaining and draining kitchen articles.

4,423.529, CI. 4-656.000.

Dragerwerk Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Winkler, Jorg; Matthiessen, Hans; and Wamcke, Ernst. 4,423,723,

CI. 128-202.220.

Dresser Industries, Inc.: See—
Wcisc, Stanley A., 4,423,889, CI. 285-39.000.

Drogin, Edwin M., to Eaton Corporation. Adaptive bandwidth signal
encoder. 4,424,482, CI. 324-79.00D.

Du-Bro Products, Inc.: See—
Broberg, Dewey O., Jr., 4,423.757. CI. 140-123.000.

Dumbser, Gerhard: See—
Fey, Rainer; Dumbser, Gerhard; and Laun, Arthur, 4,424,548, CI.

361-152.000.

Dunlop Limited: See—
Haines, Robert C, 4,423,869, CI. 273-73.0OC.
Treves, Barry W.; and Kemp, Ian, 4,423.760. CI. 152-209.00R.

Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company: See—
Anderson, Bernard F., 4,424,253, CI. 428-215.000.

Antonelli, Joseph A.. 4.424,296. CI. 524-539.000.
Boeckel. John W.; Rohde, Vernon C; and Wells, John R.,

4,423,699, CI. 118-52.000.

Eskridge, Clifford H.; and Luise, Robert R., 4.424.184. Q.
264-235.000.

Hartig, Martval J., 4,424,098, CI. 159-l.OOW.
Hoene, David J.; and Riggs, John L., 4,424.397, CI. 568-473.000.
Levitt. George, 4,424,073, CI. 71-92.000.

Schwing, Gregory W., 4.424,377, Q. 564-91.000.

Durand, Pierre; and JoufTroy, Guy, to Societe Chimique des Charbon-
nages —CdF Chimie. Process for reducing the chances of ignition

and explosion due to the decompositon of high-pressure industrial

process gases. 4,424,319, CI. 526-88.000.

Durif, Pierre, to Compagnie Generale des EUblissemente Michelin.
Process for causing at least two bodies to adhere to each other, in

particular in order to manufacture, repair or retread a tire. 4.424.088.
CI. 156-87.000.

Durr, Walter; Weisse, Dietrich; Simon. Ulrich; and von Neufville-

Schoepflin, Friedwalt, to IWE Ingenieurgellschaft fuer wirtschaft-

liche Energienutzung mit beschraenkter Haftung, Firma. Method and
circuit arrangement for controlling the r.p.m. of a three-phase motor.
4,424,474, CI. 318-798.000.

Duskin Franchise Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Yagi, Akira; Nishimura, Hanio; Bandai. Shinji; Kajimaki. Masao;

Nakajima, Yoshihiro; and Matsumoto. Noriyuki. 4.423.532, CI.

15-182.000.

Duwel, Edward C: See—
Eckert, Alton B., Jr.; and Duwel, Edward C, 4,424.573, CI.

364-900.000.

Dyar, Harrison G. Thermal insulating system particularly adapted for

building construction. 4,423,579. CI 52-407.000.

Dyar, Harrison G. Thermal insulating system particularly adapted for

building construction. 4,423.580, Gf. 52-407.000.

Dynamit Nobel AG: See—
El-Chahawi, Moustafa; Prange, Uwe; Richtzenhain, Hermann; and

Vogt, Wilhelm, 4,424,375, CI. 560-105.000.

Schmidt, Hans-Georg. 4,424,369. CI. 549-273.000.

Schmidt, Werner, 4,424,075, CI. 106-287.120.

Dyrsting, Hjame: See—
Jorgensen, Dan; and Dyrsting, Hjame. 4,424.229. CI. 424-273.00R.

E. R. Squibb ft Sons, Inc.: See—
Moniot. Jerome L.; Fox. Rita T.; Sprague. Peter W.; and Has-

langer, Martin F., 4.424.376. Q. 560-120.000.

Sundeen, Joseph E.; and Dejneka, Tamara, 4,424.354. CI.

544-299.000.

Eagle Industry Co., Ltd.: See—
Kuboichi, Koichi, 4,423,642, CI. 74-2.000.

Eastman Kodak Company: See—
Barbee, Robert B., 4,424.242. CI. 428-35.000.

Berwick, Martin A.; Contois, Lawrence E.; and Reynolds, George
A.. 4,424,268. a. 430-83.000.

Gordon. Robert A.. 4.423.956. CI. 355-110.000.

Jakubowicz. Raymond F.. 4.424.191, Q. 422-65.000.

Lambeth. David N.; Lee. James K.; and Frank. Lee F.. 4.423.934,

CI. 354-412.000.

Easton, Thomas G.: See—
Valinsky, Jay E.; Reich. Edward; and Easton. Thomas G.,

4.424.201. CI. 424-3.000.

Eaton, Brian M., to Hardinge Brothers, Inc. Retractable bar stock
feeder. 4.423.993, CI. 414-17.000.
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Eaton Corporation: See—
Drogin, Edwin M., 4,424.482, CI. 324-79.00D.
McNamara, Thomas V., 4,423,643. CI. 74-331.000.

Ebauches Electroniques: See—
Leuthold. Oskar. 4,424,457, CI. 307-350.000.

Ebauches Electroniques S.A.: See—
Griessen, Jean-Bernard; and Cleusix, Willy, 4,423,964,

368-74.000.

Ebauches, S.A.: See—
Laesser, Claude, 4,423,928, CI. 350-335.000.

Eberlein, Wolfgang; Trummlitz, Gunter; Schmidt, Gunther; Engel,
Wolfhard; Hammer, Rudolf; and Del Soldato, Piero, to Dr. Karl
Thomae GmbH. Pyridobenzodiazepinones, pharmaceutical composi-
tions thereof and method of use thereof 4,424,226, CI. 424-263 000

Eberlein. Wolfgang: See—
Engel. Wolfhard; Schmidt. Gunther; Trummlitz, Gunther; Eber-

lem, Wolfgang; Hammer, Rudolf; and Soldato, Piero D..
4,424,222, CI. 424-250.000.

Schmidt, Gunther; Eberlein, Wolfgang; Engel, Wolfhard; Trumm-
litz, Gunter; Hammer, Rudolf; and Del Soldato, Piero, 4,424,225,
CI. 424-256.000.

Echte, Adolf: See—
Hambrecht. Juergen; Brandstetter, Franz; Echte. Adolf; Gerberd-
mg, Karl; and Heckmann, Walter, 4,424.304, CI 525-68.000.

Eckert. Alton B.. Jr.; and Duwel, Edward C, to Pitney Bowes Inc.
System for entering a posUge meter serial number into a nonvolatile
memory from an external channel after assembly of the meter.
4,424,573, CI. 364-900.000.

Eckert, Guenter: See—
Penzel, Erich; Eckert, Guenter; Heider, Lothar; Wuertele, Lothar
and Schackert, Werner, 4,424,298, CI. 524-747.000.

Ecomard, Andre; Briand, Louis; and Pinchon, Philippe, to Institut
Francais du Petrole. Fuel pump-injector uniury assembly for internal
combustion engine. 4,423,715. CI. 123-501.000.

Economics Laboratory, Inc.: See-
Rowan, Henry A., 4.424,082, CI. 134-25.400.

Edelman, Seymour; and Ballard, Lowell D., to United States of Amer-
ica, Army. Piezoelectric polymer heat exchanger. 4,423,768. CI.
165-84.000.

Edelstein, Harold: See—
Tarasenko, Valentin; and Edelstein, Harold, 4,424,067, CI

55-16.000.

Edgerton, Nelson W., to Amerace Corporation. Splice connector with
shield break. 4,424,410, CI. 174-73.00R.

Ediund, Carl E., to Southem Gas Association. Reciprocating compres-
sor analog. 4,424,57 1 , Ci 364-806.000.

Eguchi, MiUuo; Kikuchi, Toshimi; and Ichino, Nobuyuki, to Mamiya
Koki Kabushiki Kaisha. Automatic focusing device. 4,423,935, CI.
354-4O2.000.

Egyt Gyogyszervegyeszeti Gyar: See—
Benko. Pal; Kovanyi, Gyorgyi nee Lax; Timar, Judit nee Gergely;
Sigmond, Maria nee Lakatos; Petocz, Lujza; Gorog, Peter;
Kosoczky, Ibolya; Szirt, Eniko nee Kiszelly; and Toncsev, Hri-
stone, 4.424,351, CI. 542-439.000.

Ehrgott. Frederick J.: See—
Klioze. Solomon S.; and Ehrgott, Frederick J., 4,424,357, CI.

546-207.000.

Eich, William D.: See-
Preston. Seaton T.; Greenwald, Frank L.; Eich, William D.; and

Berger, Robert. 4,423,945, CI. 354-313.000.
Elan Pressure Clean Limited: See—

Bartlett, John M., 4,423,622, CI. 73-49.500.
Elarde. Vito D. High temperature circuit board. 4,424,408, CI.

174-68.500.

El-Chahawi. Moustafa; Prange, Uwe; Richtzenhain, Hermann; and
Vogt, Wilhelm, to Dynamit Nobel AG. Method and apparatus for
performing carbonylation reactions. 4,424,375, CI. 560-105.000.

Electric Power Research Institute, Inc.: See—
Esselman, Walter H.; and Green, Stanley J., 4.423,703, CI.

122-510.000.

Elget Ing.-Buro fur GraTische und Elektronische Technik: See—
Lipka, Erich; and Lendle, Eberhard, 4,424,097. CI. 156-656.000.

El Hamamsy, Mahmoud A.: See-
Chang. Gee-Kung; El Hamamsy, Mahmoud A.; Hartman, Adrian

R.; and Lorimor, Orval G., 4,424,544. CI. 361>56.000.
Eli Lilly and Company: See—

Crowell. Thomas A., 4,424,362, CI. 548-306.000.
Kirst, Herbert A.; and Truedell, Brenda A., 4,424,344, CI.

536-16.900.

Kirst, Herbert A.; and Tmedell, Brenda A., 4,424,345, CI.
536-16.900.

El Juri, Pedro: See—
Barreiro, Eduardo M.; and El Juri, Pedro, 4,424,136, C\. 252-41.000.

Elkem a/s: See

—

Evensen, Knut, 4.424.584. CI. 373-97.000.

Ellett. James R., to Barlome Resources Limited. Emergency shut down
device. 4,423,748. CI. 137-315.000.

Ellis. Edward J., to Polymer Technology Corporation. Silicone-con-
taining contact lens material and contact lenses made thereof
4,424,328, CI. 526-279.000.

Ellis, Stanley H.. to United Technologies Corporation. Adaptive self
correcting control system. 4,423,594. CI. 60-39.280.

Elscint. Ltd.: See—
Inbar, Dan; Gafni. Giora; Grimberg. Emest; and Koren. Jacob,

4.424.446. CI. 250-363.00S.

Eisner. Bertram F ; Eisner, Frank. Jr.; and Molison, Roben E., to
Eisner Engineenng Works. Inc. Roll-wrapping apparatus with label
mserter and method. 4,423,584. CI. 53-415.000.

Eisner Engineering Works, Inc.: See—
Eisner, Bertram F.; Eisner, Frank, Jr , and Molison, Robert E..

4,423,584. CI. 53-415.000.
Eisner, Frank, Jr.: See—

Eisner, Bertram F.; Eisner. Frank, Jr.; and Molison. Robert E..
4,423,584. CI. 53-415 000.

Elter, Claus; Handel, Hubert; Heiland, Hans-Juergen; Schmitt, Her-
mann; and Schoening. Josef, to Hochtemperatur-Reaktorbau GmbH
Inspection device with television camera for nuclear installations
4.424,531, CI 358-100.000

Endress ft Hauser, Inc.: See-
Moore, Brian E.; and Buis. Richard D , 4,424.404. CI I74-52.00R

Energy Conversion Devices, Inc.: See—
Nath, Prcm; and Gattuso, David A., 4.423.701, CI 118-715.000

Engel, Wolfhard; Schmidt, Gunther; Trummlitz, Gunther; Eberlein.
Wolfgang; Hammer, Rudolf; and Soldato, Piero D . to Karl Thomae
GmbH. Pyndobenzodiazepinones, pharmaceutical compositions and
method of use thereof 4.424,222, CI. 424-250.000.

Engel, Wolfhard: See—
Eberlein, Wolfgang; Trummlitz, Gunter; Schmidt, Gunther; Engel.

Wolfhard; Hammer. Rudolf; and Del Soldato. Piero. 4,424,226.
CI. 424-263.000

Schmidt, Gunther; Eberlein. Wolfgang; Engel, Wolfhard; Trumm-
litz, Gunter; Hammer. Rudolf; and Del Soldato. Piero. 4,424,225.
CI. 424-256000.

Engelmann, Manfred: See—
Klippert. Heinz; Tzschoppe, Eberhard; Paschalis, Stratos; Wein-

lich, Jurgen; and Engelmann. Manfred. 4.424,301, CI. 525-53.000
English, George J.; See-

Bouchard, Andre C ; English, George J ; Hall. Harold H . Jr ; and
Scholz, John A.. 4.424,020. CI. 431-359.000.

Ennco Inc.: See

—

Glass, James W., 4,423,716, CI. 123-557.000.
Enoki, Takashi; Nakamura. Hiroaki; and Nakashima, Fujio. to Hitachi.

Ltd. Function presetting circuit for an audio/video recording and
reproducing system. 4,424,574, CI. 364-900.000

Enoshima, Toshio; and Kuro, Jun-ichi. to Nissan Motor Company. Ltd.
Apparatus for preventing a vehicle battery from bcina overdis-
charged. 4,424,477, CI. 320-61.000.

Ensar Corporation: See—
Chmela, John F.; Fletcher, Carl R.; and SamofT. Norton, 4.423,551,

CI. 30-142.000.

Ensing, Hendrik. to Oce-Nederland B V. Corona device 4,424,549, CI
361-230.000.

Enuma Chain Manufacturing Co., Ltd.: See-
Sato, Yoshimasa, 4,424,050, CI. 474-231.000.

Envirotech Corporation: See—
King, Donald L., 4,424.130. CI. 210-531.000.

Erdmann, FriU; and Simon, Ulrich, to Hoechst AktiengesellschaA.
Light-sensitive mixture composing a naphthoquinonediazidesulfonic
acid ester and process for preparing said ester 4,424,270, CI
430-166.000.

Erickson, Floyd B.; See—
Hedrick, Ross M.; Woodbrcy, James C; Gabben, James D ; and

Erickson, Royd B.. 4.424.254, CI. 428-215.000.
Erickson, Robert E., to Dow Chemical Company. The Absorbent

polymer-flber composites and method for prepanna the same.
4,424,247, CI. 428-138.000

r i~ e

Ernst, Horst M.; See—
Olschewski, Armin; Brandenstein, Manfred; Walter, Lothar; Ernst,

Horst M; and Reith, Walter, 4,423,911. CI 3O8-6.00C
Ertley, Emest W.: See—

Simon-Bierenbaum. R.; Ertley, Emest W.; Goeu, Frederick J. and
Tang, David Y., 4.424.396. CI. 562-456.000.

Escue, Jesse W. Sealing assembly, kit and method for rotatable shafts.

4,423,878. CI. 277-1.000.

Eskridge, Clifford H.; and Luise, Robert R., to Du Pont de Nemours. E
I., and Company. Acceleration of yam heat -strengthening process.
4,424,184, CI. 264-235.000.

Esselman, Walter H.; and Green, Stanley J., to ElectrK Power Re-
search Institute, Inc. Steam generator or like apparatus including
self-cleaning heating element support arrangement. 4,423.703, C
122-510.000.

Essex Group, Inc.: See—
Goodrich, Ronald W., 4,424,501, CI. 335-193000
Hall, Thomas E., 4,423.921, CI 339-256.0SP

Etablissement Public de Diffusion dit TeledifTuaion de Fr
Lorig, Bernard; Rahuel, Jean-Claude; and Rows.

4,424,572, CI. 364-900.000.

Etablissements M. Mueller ft Cie.: See—
Coetsier, Paul A.. 4,423,633, CI. 73-487.000.

Evans, David A.: See—
Davies, Alan R.; MacAuley, Ewen D. M.; Harris. George; Baker,
Raymond; Howse, Philip E.; and Evans, David A.. 4.423.564. C\
43-121.000.

Evans. Peter B.: See—
Shumard, Thomas D.; Evans, Peter B.; and Perethian, Charles M.,

4,423,901, CI. 296-78.100.

Evans, Rowland M., to Aviation Electric Ltd. Fuel control system for
gas turbine engine. 4.423,592, CI. 60-39.161

Evensen, Knut, to Elkem a/s. Electrode holder assembly for telf-baking
electrodes. 4,424.584. CI. 373-97.000.
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Evertz, Werner: See—
Hagedom. Ferdinand; and Evertz, Werner, 4,424,360, CI

548-257.000.

Evraid, Paul: See—
Avenel. Michel; Evrard, Paul; and Leca, Jean-Paul, 4.424,137, CI

252-112.000.

Exxon Rewarch and Engineering Co.: See—
Bearden. Roby. Jr.; Baird. William C, Jr.; and Aldridge, Clyde L..

4,424, 1 10, a. 208- 10.000.
'

Kramer, George M.. 4,424.387, CI. 585-743.000.

^^yihJi^^ ^-'^ "<* ^-<*°' Mof™ W. 4,424,521, a. 346-
140.00R.

Murrell. Lawrence L.; Grenoble, Dane C; and Long, Robert B
4,424,114, CI. 208-86.000.

*

Polizzotti, Richard S.; and Krutenat, Richard C, 4,424,083, CI.

Fag Kugelfischer Georg Schafer ft Co.: See—
Spielmann. Norbert, 4,423,597, a. 60-547.100.

Falconer Glass Industries, Inc.: See—
Yates, Leigh T., 4,423,582, Q. 52-825.000.

Faler, Gary R.; and Loucks, Geroge R., to General Electric Company.
Catalyst for synthesizing bisphenol and method for makins same
4,424,283, Q. 521-32.000.

"

Farina, Joseph; and Pacelli, Antonio, to Titan Marble ft Stone Co
Building structure and component therefor. 4,423,576, a. 52-235 000

Farr, Evelyn: See-
Meier, Robert H.; and Farr, Evelyn, 4,423,720, Q. 128-80.00C.

Farrar, Paul A.; Geffken, Robert M.; and KroU, Charles T., to Interna-
tional Business Machines Corporation. Method for forming dense
multilevel interconnection metallurgy for semiconductor devices
4,423,547, CI. 29-571.000.

FarreU, Thomas R., to Shionogi ft Co., Ltd. Selective removal and
recovery ofammonia and hydrogen sulfide. 4,424*1 15, a. 208-89.000

Fatigue Technology, Inc.: See—
Champoux, Louis A., 4,423,619, a. 72-393.000.

Faust, Hans-Joachim: See—
Bmc, Dietmar; Faust, Hans-Joachim; Puthawala, Anwer; and

Stunkel, Hehnut, 4,424,149, Q. 252-629.000.
Faxon, Merle W., to Raytheon Compafly. Tailbiter and open magnetron

protection circuit. 4,424,545, CI. 361-91.000.
Fekete, Gyorgy: See—

Keve, Tibor, Zsadon, Bela; Fekete, Gyorgy; Lorincz, Csaba;
Galambos, Janos; Zajer nee Balazs, Maria; Forgach, LUla; Kar-
pati, Egon; Kiraly, Arpad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver

., ..
Szporay, Laszlo; and Rosdy. Beta, 4,424,223, CI. 424-256.000.

Feldmahr, Walter; and Oberg, Kenneth H., to Acco World Corpora-
tion. Sheet lifter. 4,423,976, Q. 402-80.00L.

Fellinger, Michael W., to MonoUthic Systems Corporation. System for

???f .ISP'^^,*''**'' *'*™^* ^ frequency encoded data stream.
4.424.497, CI. 331-l.OOA.

Felt Products Mfg. Co.: See—
Kashmerick. Gerald E.; and Rosenquist, Gerald A., 4,423,544, CI

29-527.200.

Fmnell, Robert D.; Bailey, David F.; and Ganucheau, Charles J., Jr., to
Motorola, Inc. Decoder for transmitted message activation code.
4.424,514, a. 340-825.520.

Ferring Pharmaceuticals Limited: See—
S«Uw. Michael; Jones, David M.; and Hallett. Allan. 4,424,207, CI.

Fett, Richard H. G.: See—
Korchnak, Joseph D.; and Fett, Richard H. G., 4,424,195, CI.

Fey, Rainer; Dumbser, Gerhard; and Laun, Arthur, to Fichtel ft Sachs
AG. Central locking system for lockable entries of buildings or
vehKles. particularly motor vehicles. 4,424,548. a. 361-152.00a

FKhtel A Sachs AG: See-
Fey

, Rainen Dumbser, Gerhard; and Uun, Arthur, 4.424.548, CI.
361-152.000.

Figueroa, Romulo A. Exercising device. 4,423,863, a. 272-73.000.
Filreis, Manuel; and Seim. WUliam J., to MinnesoU Mining ft Manufac-

turing Company. Re-enterable service wire splice closure. 4.423.918,
a. 339-97.00P.

Finch, Robert A. Motor control circuit for radio controlled models.
4.424,470. a. 318-6.000.

Firestone Tire ft Rubber Company, The: See—
Gutierrez. Richard; ancf Kay, Edward L., 4,424,171, CI.

Lohr, Delmar F.; and Schulz, Donald N., 4,424,323, Q.
526-180.000.

Fiisov, Vladimir I.: See—
Vairetti, Claude R. L.; Desnoyers, Michel R. L.; Carbonel, Jack;
Grammont, Paul D. A.; Pachkov, Arkadyi B.; Grigoriev, Vladi-
mir A.; and Firsov, Vladimir I., 4,424,318, Q. 526-88.000.

First Champaira Corporation: See—
Shumard, Thomas D.; Evans, Peter B.; and Perethian, Charles M.,

4,423,901, a. 296-78.100.

Fiacber, Dietrich: See—
Mainet, Manfred; Fucber, Dietrich; Tuemmler, Gerhard; and

Niederhuefner, DeUev, 4,424,49a Q. 324-424.000.
Fiacber, Hermann, to M.A.N.-ROLAND Druckmaschinen Aktien-
naellacfa^ Rotary sheet ofbet printing machine. 4,423,677, a.
101-232.000.

Fiaaas Limited: See—
Butick. John R.; Fuher, John; Hardem, David N.; and Lee,
Tlwinas B., 4,424,231, Q. 424-274.000.

Young. David M., 4.423,724, Q. 128-203.150.

Fleck,, Adolf; Ketterer, Hans; and Pietsch, Gerald, to Agfa-Gevaert
Aktiengesellschaft. Locking arrangement for guides in photographic
material developer apparatus. 4,423,946, Q. 354-319.000.

Fleming. Joseph P.: See—
VUla, Jose L.; Sinka. Joseph V.; Marcellis, Alphonso W.; and

Fleming, Joseph P., 4,424,074, a. 106-90.000.
Fletcher, Carl R.: See—

Chmela, John F.; Fletcher, Carl R.; and SamofT, Norton, 4,423,551,

Flex-Klcen Corporation: See—
Robinson, James W., 4,424,070, CI. 55-378.000.

Fol, Artur, to Repa Feinstanzwerk GmbH. Retightener for automatic
safety belt roll-up devices. 4,423,846, Q. 242-107.000.

Fondse, Pieter J.: See-
den Toonder, Pieter; Fondse, Pieter J.; Seltenrijch, Johannes; de

Jong, Cornells A.; and de Koningh, Tom, 4,424,532, CI.

Foote, Allen M. Grand piano humidifier. 4,423,658, Q. 84-453.000.
Ford Motor Company: See—

Chattha, Mohinder S., 4,424,334, Q. 528-77.000.
Collen, John W., 4,424,471, a. 318-138.000.

Forgach, Lilla: See—
Keve, Tibon Zsadon, Bela; Fekete, Gyorgy; Lorincz, Csaba;
Galambos, Janos; Zajer nee Balazs, Maria; Forgach, Ijll«: K«r-
pati, Egon; Kiraly, Arpad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver,
Szporny, Laszlo; and Rosdy, Bela, 4,424,223, Q. 424-256.000.

Szanuy, Csaba; Szabo, Lajos; Kalaus, Gyorgy; Gyulai, Zsuzsanna;
Zajer nee Balazs, Maria; Forgach, Lilla; Karpati, Egon; Kiraly,
Arpad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver; Szporny, Laszlo: and
Rosdy, Bela, 4,424,224, Q. 424-2^000.

Foseco International Limited: See
Trinkl, Gerd; and Schopp, Helmut, 4,423,762, Q. 164-37.000.

Fox. Riu T.: See—
Moniot, Jerome L.; Fox, Riu T.; Sprague, Peter W.; and Has-

langer, Martin F., 4,424,376, Q. 56O-120.000.
Francis. Paul T. Fluid-driven power generator. 4.424.452, CI.

Franco, Simone; and Valsecchi, Alberto, to MinnesoU Mining and
Manufacturing Company. Subbing polyester support bases and pho-
tographic fihn comprising said improved support bases. 4,424,273, CI.
430-529.000.

Franek, Josef T.; Porucznik, Paul; Serby, Peter H.; and Tod, Christo-
pher J. N.. to Metal Box Limited. Containers. 4,423,823, Q.

Frank, Lee F.: See-
Lambeth, David N.; Lee, James K.; and Frank, Lee F., 4,423,934,

CI. 354-412.000.

Franz Plasser Bannbaumaschinen-Industrie Gesellschafl m.b.H.: See—
Thcurcr, Josef; Bock, Gemot; and Ganguly, Mihir, 4,423,684, Q.

104-7.00R.

Frazier, Gary A.; and Johnson, Milo R., to Texas InstrumenU Incorpo-
rated. Method and fixture for coupling optical fibers. 4,423,923, CI.

Frazier, WUliam C; and Charlton, Robert S., to MacMillan Bloedel
Limited. Refmer plates. 4,423,845, Q. 241-261.300.

Frederick, Charles V. Heat exchanger. 4,423,771, CI. 165-151.000.
Fredriksson, Ove R.: See—

Almgrcn, Per H. I.; Fredriksson, Ove R.; and Nasretdin, Adil M.,
4.424.430, CI. 219-10.55F.

FreiUg, Dieter: See—
Idel, Karsten; Ostlinning, Edgar; Freitag. Dieter; and Bottenbruch.
Ludwig, 4,424,339, CI. 528-388.000.

Friedman, Arthur W.: See—
Magee, Thomas A.; Battershell, Robert D.; Limpel, Lawrence E.;
Ho, Andrew W.; Friedman, Arthur W.; Corkins, H. Glenn;
Brand, William W.; Buchman, Russell; Storace, Louis; and Os-
good, Edmond R., 4,424,213, Q. 424-184.000.

Friedrich, Maria S.: See—
Grasselli, Robert K.; Suresh, Dev D.; and Friedrich, Maria S..

4,424.141, a. 502-205.000.
Frisch, David C; and Weber, Wilhehn, to Kollmorgen Technologies

Corporation. Radiation stress relieving of polymer articles. 4,424.095.
CI. 156-629.000.

«» t~ /

Fritzsche Dodge ft Olcott Inc.: 5^e—
Willis, Brian J.; Britten-Kelley, Michael R.; and Hansen, Odd,

4,424,146, a. 252-522.00R.
Frohning, Carl D.: See—

Comils, Boy; Frohning. Carl D.; Diekhaus. Gerhard; Wiebus,
Ernst; and Bahrmann, Helmut, 4,424,383, Q. 568-902.000.

Fuher. John: See—
BaAtick, John R.; Fuher, John; Harden, David N.; and Lee,
Thomas B., 4,424,231, Q. 424-274.000.

Fuji Electric Company, Ltd.: See—
Tanaka, Nobuyasu; Tominaga. Hiroshi; Fujita, Minoru; Tanaka,

Hajime; Hattori, Takahisa; Yasuda, Akira; and Kato. Shiseya.
4.423.828. Q. 221-129.000.

Fuji Xerox Co.. Ltd.: See—
Ozawa. Takashi, 4,424,590, CI. 382-68.000.

Fujii, Toshihiro: See—
Kitahara, Shizuo; Fujii, Toshihiro; and Sugi, Nagatoshi, 4,424.306l
a. 525-131.000.

Fujimura, Naoto: See—
Kondo, Hideyo; and Fujimura, Naoto, 4,424.267, a. 430-66.000.
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Fujioka, Takeo: See—
Oldgami, Nobora; Sekiguchi, Yoshitoshi; Hayasaka. Hiroshi

4 474X. cT^TtJoS."^"**
'''~= "•' ^"'^''•"- ^*^"'"'

^"&J^"T= ^ '^'^"' S''"**^' ^ Tokyo Shibaura Dcnki
K^bushikj Kaisha. Composite magnetic head structure and process
for manufactunng the same. 4,423,550. CI. 29-603.000

Fujita. Muioru: See—

^'H^ Nobuyasu; Tominaga, Hiroshi; Fujiu. Minoru; Tanaka,

Fujitsu Fanuc Ltd.: See—

Imazeki, Ryoji; and Yamazaki, Ettuo, 4.424,570. CI. 364-520.000

414^730000"''
'"*' Sakakibara, Shinsuke. 4.423.998, CI.

FujiUu Limited: See—
Fukushima, Toshiuka; Koyama, Kazumi; Ueno, Kouji; Miyamura.
Tamio; and KawabaU, Yuichi, 4,424,582. CI. 365-189.000

Munura, Takashi, 4,424,525, CI. 357-23.000.

- .. i?'!'
Takashi; and Shimada, Isamu, 4,424.588, CI. 382-48.000

Fujiu, Takamiuu: See—
0^0, Makoto; Fujiu, Takamiuu; FuUmi. Toshihiko; Kariy*.

c I. J^^' "** Ichimura, Takeo, 4.424.037. CI. 433-173.000.
Fukuda, Hideo: See-

Sasaki, Hideyuki; Nakazawa, Tom; Kato, Yoshiaki; Fukuda,

ixrvSrtv?"* '
^•»"''"= "** Fushida, Akira, 4.424,269, CI.

Fukukita. Hiroshi: See—
Ymo. Tsutomu; Hayakawa. Yoshihiro; Tachita, Ryobun; Irioka,

^^?^h^^^ Hiroshi; and Fukumoto. Akira, 4,423.737.
U. 128-661.000.

Fukuma, Daizo; and Okamoto. Hisao. to Nissan Motor Co.. Ltd. Com-

M2?0M'crfw.'l9'l(»'"'""'"*
'''^^" " ''"™'"* "•* '"«*'''«^

Fukumoto, Akiira: See—
Yano, Tsutomu; Hayakawa, Yoshihiro; Tachita, Ryobun; Irioka,

J^,H?2^i^^^ Hiroshi; and Fukumoto, Akira, 4,423.737,
CI. 128-66 1.000.

Fukuoka, Norio, to Olympus Optical Company Ltd. Acoustic repro-
ducmg apparatus. 4,424,416, CI. 381-24.000.

Fukuoka, TaUuhiko: See—
^^,'?^««'^'""^ ""* Fukuoka, TaUuhiko, 4,423.879. CI.

277-96. 100.

Fukushima, jMhiUka; Koyama, Kazumi; Ueno, Kouji; Miyamura.
Tamio; and Kawabata, Yuichi. to FujiUu Limited. Semiconductor
memory device. 4,424,582, CI. 365-189.000.

Fukuyama, Hiroomi: See—

'7r2!?,56?.'?^S!:i'7a
''^'"' ""' '^«'"*' ^°'»''™»-

Funaki, Kazuo. to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Washina
apparatus. 4,423,608. CI. 68-23.300.

*

Funakoshi. Satoshi: See—

^^J!l"l^J,^^^"*°' Yuuka; and Funakoshi. Satoshi, 4.424,206.
CI. 424-101.000.

Fumkawa Electric Co.. Ltd.. The: See—
^°^',^^'^, ^"^' TakMhi; and Koreeda, Toshio. 4,424,293.

CI. 324-101.000.

Fumya, Mikihito; and Daitoku, Koichi, to Nippon Kogaku K.K Cam-
f?,?!'?-.'^'?^!^'''*

electromagnetic and mechanical shutter release.
4,423,942, CI. 354-266.000.

Fushida, Akira: See—
Sasald, Hideyuki; Nakazawa, Tom; Kato. Yoshiaki; Fukuda,

lV«^'itf°'"'"' Y""**"; and Fushida, Akira, 4,424,269, CI.
430-94.000.

Futami, Toshihiko: See—
Opno. Makoto; Fujiu, Takamiuu; Futami, Toshihiko; Kariya.

Michio; and Ichimura, Takeo, 4,424,037. CI. 433-173.000
G.A.L. Manufacturing Corporation: See

Glaser, Walter; and Glaser. Heriiert P.. 4.423.799. CI. 187-57.000G and G Products, Inc.: See—
Praton, Seaton T.; Greenwald, Frank L.; Eich, William D.; and

Berger, Robert, 4,423,945, CI. 354-313.000.G^y, SWomo, to Shelhigh Inc. Atriotomy button and implanution
device. 4,423,730. CI. 128-334.00R. -

Gabbert, James D.: See—
Hedrick, Ross M.; Woodbrey, James C; Gabbert, James D. and
Enckson, Floyd B., 4,424,254, CI. 428-215.000.

GAF Corporation: See—
Barabas, Eugene S., 4,424,079. CI. 134-4.000.

Gafni, Giora: See—

'"m24!5S a'?5b.3J3S«°™'*'*'
^"^^ ""* ''°^- ^'«*-

Oalambiis, Janos: See—
Keve. Tibor, Zsadon, Bela; Fekete, Gyorgy; Lorincz, Csaba;
Oalamboa. Janos; Ztja nee Balazs, Maria; Forgach, LUla; Kar-
pati, Egcm; Kiraly. Arpwl; Kiraly nee Soos. Gyongyver;
Szporny. Laszlo; and Rosdy. Bela, 4,424,223, Q. 424-256.000.

Oallenkamp, Bemd: See—
Colin. Reimer; GaUenkamp, Bemd; and Diehr. Hans-Joachim

4,424,168, a. 2fi<M65.00D!
"«»-Joacmm,

Oang-NaU Systems, Inc.: See—

,??;*^*'^y ^•'' "^ *^*"y' *<**" "• M23,615, Cl.
72-326.000.

Ganguly, MUiir: See—
•^"["•JMef; Bock. Gemot; and Ganguly, Mihir. 4.423,684, Q

Ganucheau. Charles J.. Jr.: See—
Fennell, Robert D.; BaUey. David F , and Ganucheau. Charles J

Jr.. 4.424.514. CI. 340-825.520.
Garcia. Ramon D.: See—

'**JJ^^|«*n'ey
W.; and Garcia, Ramon D . 4.423,605. CI 62-

Garcia, Ricardo A. M.. to Trimak Equipment Ltd Apparatus for
psymg off wire from a bobbin. 4.423.588. G. 37-127 500

Gamett, Fredrick W.: See—

''*i'i2-274oS
^' "^ °*™«»' Fredrick W.. 4.423.692, Cl

Garrett Corporation, The: See-
Beck. WUliam H.. 4.423.794. Q. 180-165 000

CM26-438000
^"^ "'""^'°' P*~' "^ ™"«y •*^'«1 M23,7I8.

Gattuso, David A.: See—
Nath. Prem; and Gattuso. David A.. 4,423.701. Q 1 18-715.000

Cl 3O7-W3 00b'°
^°^°^°^ '"*" Switched delay circuit. 4.424.462.

Gaynor, John C: See—

/- w^''S"j IV' ^ • "^ G«ynor. John C. 4.424,1%. Q. 423-166000
Oebel. Rudolf; and Schmidt. Lothar. to Siemens Aktiengesellichaft
Vacuum switch. 4.424.427. Q 200- 1 44 OOB

Geffken. Robert M.: See—

^M23.SfCL 29^?f5S:
''°**" ''' "^ '^"' ^"^ ^-

Gehrkc. Gunter: See—
Hedcrich. Volker; and Gchrke, Gunter. 4.424.160, Q. 260-380000

General Electric Company: See—
Castonguay. Roger N.. 4.424.425. Q. 200-50 OAA
Chung. Rack H . 4.424,157, Cl. 260-239.30R.
Faler. Gary R.; and Loucks. Geroge R . 4.424.283. Q. 521-32 000
Liu. Ping Y.. 4.424.303, CI. 525-67 000 .

* ^-^ vaa;

Mullersman. Ferdinand H.. 4.424,476, d 320-36 000
'*>?«• Thomas R.. and Chou. Robert V, 4.424.439. Cl

Steigcrwald. Robert L., 4.424.557. Q. 363-98 000
Titu^ Charles H.; and Zlupko, John E.. 4,424.547. Cl 361-127 000

General Foods Inc.: See—

General Motors Corporation: See—
'^'''ij^fc, Frednck A; and Schertz. Burtron D. 4.424.494. CI

Anderson. Stanley E.. 4.424.014, Cl 418-104 000
Choly, Mitchell. 4.423.999, CI. 414-744.00A
Crawford. Ray V.. 4.423.904. Cl. 297-341 000

^°/i^^l\9S^l°^ ^ •
^"""'' 0»<=" "

;
"xl Townsend. Don G

.

4,424.263. CI. 429-88.000.
King. Dallas E.. 4,423.549, CI. 29-597 000
Kuo. Hong-Hsiang, 4,423,688. CI. 1 10-245 000
Malloy. John D., 4.423.803. Cl. 192-3.290.
Palma, James D.. 4.423,841. Cl. 239-585.000
Palma, James D.. 4.423.842. Cl. 239-585.000
Palma, James D. 4,423.843. CI. 239-585 000

^?'?^f'i•»/™"'' ^' Wil'iMM. Jerry K.; and Irwin. C Clark.
4,423.795,0.180-215.000.

Genma, Kazutoshi; and Sasaki. Akio. to Hitachi. Ltd. Dau proceuina
system having plural address arrays, 4.424,562. CI. 364-200000

Genske, Roger P.: See—
Christensen. Ronald C; Genske. Roger P ; Kester. Dennu E and

Ossian. William F , 4.424,256. Cl. 428-347 000
Gentry, Larry L.: See—

' Mt98l| aT5.^95.^*^'^ "" "^ ^°^ »"^ " •

Geolograph Company. The: See—
Grade. Unny V.; and Corry. Stuart E.. 4.423,639. Cl. 73-862.420

Gerberdmg, Karl: See—
Hambrecht, Juergen; Brandstetter, Franz; Echte, Adolf; Gerberd-
mg. Karl; and Heckmann. Walter, 4,424,304. Cl. 525-68 000

Gergtt, Isoru S.; and MacNeal, Bruce E.. to Rockwell International
Corporation. Conductorless bubble domain switch. 4,424.577. Cl
365-36.000.

Oe^*^, William V. Handle operated incliner chair. 4.423.903, CI
297-89.000.

Oeyers, David E., to Talbert Manufacturing. Inc. Booster axle connec-
tion system for a traUer assembly 4.423,884. Cl. 28O-4O5.0OA <»

Ghosh, Sambhunath: See—

'^iS-P°'^** ^' '^ Ghosh, Sambhunath. 4.424.064, Q. 48-
I97.00A.

Giesecke. Heinz, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the prepara-
tion of cationic hydrazone dyestufTs. 4,424,349. Cl. 542-417.000

Giguere, Marcel L. Reconditioning soUs contaminated by crude oUs or
other refined petroleum producu 4.424,081, Cl. 134-10.000.

GUb, Tyrell T., to Simpaon Strong-Tie Company. Inc. Single element
slope and skew hanger. 4.423.977. Q. 403-232. 100.

Glaser, Herbert P.: See—
Glaser. Walter; and Glaser. Herbert P., 4.423,799. O. 187-57.000

GUjser, Walter, and Glaser. Herbert P.. to G.A.L Manufacturing
Corporation. Vehicle door lock for Umiting door openina to stwcified
vehicle positions. 4.423.799. Q. 187-57.000.

Glass, James W.. to Ennco Inc. Fuel system for internal oombuatioa
engines. 4.423,716, Cl. 123-557.000.
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Godfroid, Henri, to CGEE Alsthom. Apparatus for controlling a static

AC/AC thyristor converter which feeds a synchronous rotating

machine at a variable frequency. 4,424,475, CI. 318-803.000.

Goebel, Hermann: See—
Mennicke. Winfried; and Goebel, Hermann, 4,424,152, CI.

260-148.000.

GoetUich, Lutz: See—
Barzynski, Helmut; Hartmann, Heinrich; Lautenbach, Dieter;

Osterloh, Rolf; Goethlich, Lutz; and Heil, Guentcr, 4,424,314,

a. 525-454.000.

Goetter, Erwin H.; and Siter, Ralph B., to Preformed Line Products

Company. Splice case end closure assembly and splice case including

same. 4,424,412. Q. 174-92.000.

Goetz. Frederick J.: See—
Simon-Bierenbaum, R.; Ertley, Ernest W.; Goetz, Frederick J.; and
Tang, David Y., 4,424,396, CI. 562-456.000.

Goetz, Norbert; Mangold, Dietrich; and Wahl, Josef, to BASF Aktien-

gesellschaft. Preparation of pyrazoles. 4,424,364, CI. 548-373.000.

Gold, Nicholas, to Polaroid Corporation. Photographic film assemblage
having a non-lighttight film withdrawal opening. 4,423,943, CI.

354-275.000.

Goldberg, Ira B.: 5w—
Ho, William W.; Harker, Alan B.; Goldberg, Ira B.; and Chung,
Kwang E., 4,423,623, Q. 73-61.00R.

Goldsmith, Burton, to Baker International Corporation. Concentric

tubing separation joint. 4,423,778, CI. 166-134.000.

Golstein, Jean; Coppens, Guillaume; and Davoine, Jean-Claude, to

Solvay ft Cie. Process for removing residual vinyl chlorine from the

polymer. 4,424,340, CI. 528-500.000.

Gomi, Tsuguo, to Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha. Multi-layer display

device. 4,423,929, CI. 350-335.000.

Gongwer, Calvin A., to Bendix Corporation, The. Propulsion system

for an underwater vehicle. 4,424,042, CI. 44(M4.000.

Goodrich, Ronald W., to Essex Group, Inc. Electromagnetic contactor

having improved contact structure. 4,424,501, CI. 335-193.000.

Goodspeed, Byron L. Furnace air port cleaner. 4,423,533, CI.

15-246.000.

Goodyear Aerospace Corporation: See—
Boyd, Hugh; and Kane, John J., 4,423,832, CI. 222-203.000.

Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Company, The: See—
Smith, Richard R.; and Sartorelli, David W., 4,424,337, CI.

528-274.000.

Throckmorton, Morford C; and Suchma, Charles J., 4,424,324, CI.

526-220.000.

Gordon, Irwin: See—
Shahbender, Babah; Wendt, Frank S.; Gordon, Irwin; and Gries,

Robert J., 4,424,469, a. 315-411.000.

Gordon, Robert A., to Eastman Kodak Company. Vapor deposit

contact printing method and apraratus. 4,423,956, CI. 355-110.000.

Gorman, Robert H., to American Robot Corporation. Drive apparatus

for an industrial robot. 4,424,473, CI. 318-568.000.

Gorog, Peter: See—
Benko, Pal; Kovanyi, Gyorgyi nee Lax; Timar, Judit nee Gergely;
Sigmond, Maria nee Lakatos; Petocz, Lujza; Gorog, Peter;

Kosoczky, Ibolya; Szirt, Eniko nee Kiszelly; and Toncsev, Hri-

stone, 4,424,351, CI. 542-439.000.

Gorski, Alan: See—
Braunlin, Walter A.; Gorski, Alan; Jachnig, Leo J.; Moskal, Clif-

ford J.; Naylor, Joseph D.; Parimi, Krishnia; and Ward, John V.,

4,424,108, CI. 208-8.0LE.
Goto, Satoshi: ^ee—

Kurihara, Seiji; Goto, Satoshi; Wada, Tsuneo; Kinoshita, Akira;

Takei, Yoshiaki; Akashi, Naoko; and Nomori, Hiroyuki,

4.424,266, CI. 430-59.000.

GouJd, Francis E.; and Johnston, Christian W., to Tyndale Plains-

Hunter, Ltd. Surgical implants formed of polyurethane diacrylate

compositions. 4,424,305, CI. 525-127.000.

Gould, Larry L. Splash shield and cuttings guard for glass router.

4,423,568, Q. 51-72.00R.

Grade, Lanny V.; and Corry, Stuart E., to Geolograph Company, The.
Apparatus for adjusting and indicating the tension in a guy line.

4,423.639, Q. 73-862.420.

Grammont, Paul D. A.: See—
Vairetti, Claude R. L.; Desnoyers, Michel R. L.; Carbonel, Jack;

Grammont, Paul D. A.; Pachkov, Arkadyi B.; Grigoriev, Vladi-

mir A.; and Firsov, Vladimir I., 4,424,318, CI. 526-88.000.

Grandjean, Darrell J.: See—
Decker, Donald L.; Porteus, James O.; and Grandjean, Darrell J.,

4.423,650, a. 82-l.OOC.

Graaelli, Robert K.; Suresh, Dev D.; and Friedrich, Maria S., to

Standard Oil Co., The. Process for producing an oxide complex
catalyst containing molybdeniun and one of bismuth and tellurium.

4.424.141, a. 502-205.000.

Gniari, Gino; Cammilli. Leonardo; and Alcidi. Luciano. Relay circuit

for cardiac pacemaker implant. 4.423.733, CI. 128-419.0PG.

Gray, Don N., to Owens-Dlmois, Inc. Polymeric contact lens materials

with lugh oxygen permeability. 4,423.930, Q. 351-I60.00R.

Gray, Richard W. Engine electrical system test device. 4,424,489, CI.

324-396.000.

Gray, Robert C. Suture installation instrument. 4,423,729, CI. 128-

334.0(»l.

Gtealy, Jeniiifer M.; Maurice, Terrence J.; and Myers, Chester D., to

Geoeral Foods Inc. Heat gellable protein isolate. 4,424,151, CI.

260-123.500.

Green Cross Corporation, The: See—
Ohmura, Takao; Hirao, Yutaka; and Funakoshi, Satoshi, 4,424,206,

CI. 424-101.000.

Green, Stanley J.: See—
Esselman, Walter H.; and Green, Stanley J., 4,423,703, CI.

122-510.000.

Greenberg, Edward I.: See—
Ivanhoe, Jeffrey, 4,423.539, CI. 24-143.00A.

Greene, Ronald K., to 50 States Distributing Company. Tape recorder
with digital automatic level control. 4,424,538, CI. 360-68.000.

Greenwald, Frank L.: See—
Preston, Seaton T.; Greenwald, Frank L.; Eich, William D.; and

Berger. Robert, 4,423,945, C\. 354-313.000.

Grenoble, Dane C: See—
Murrell, Lawrence L.; Grenoble, Dane C; and Long, Robert B.,

4,424,114, CI. 208-86.000.

Gries, Robert J.: See—
Shahbender, Babah; Wendt, Frank S.; Gordon, Irwin; and Gries,

Robert J., 4,424,469, CI. 315-411.000.

Griessen, Jean-Bernard; and Cleusix, Willy, to Ebauches Electroniques
S.A. Timepiece with alarm and time setting device. 4,423,964, CI.

368-74.000.

Grigoriev, Vladimir A.: See—
Vairetti, Claude R. L.; Desnoyers, Michel R. L.; Carbonel, Jack;
Grammont, Paul D. A.; Pachkov, Arkadyi B.; Grigoriev, Vladi-
mir A.; and Firsov, Vladimir I., 4,424,318. CI. 526-88.000.

Grillot. Ronald E.: See-
Cooper, Dale E.; Grillot, Ronald E.; Quick. Gary K.; and Smith,

Kevin R., 4,423.920, Q. 339-252.00R.
Grimberg, Ernest: See—

Inbar, Dan; Gafni, Giora; Grimberg, Ernest; and Koren, Jacob,

4.424,446, CI. 25O-363.00S.
Gromov, Viktor I.: See—

Krivda, Leonid T.; Pshenishnjuk, Alexandr S.; Gromov, Viktor I.;

and Schukin, Vladimir K., 4,423,614, CI. 72-115.000.

Gross National Products, Inc.: See—
Hart, Judy L.; and Munday, William A., 4,423,610, CI. 70-18.000.

Growden, Ina S. J.: See—
Growdcn, Murray W., 4,423,790, CI. 172-750.000.

Growden, Murray W., to Growden, Philip A.; Growden, Ina S. J.;

Lang, Sandra J.; and Land, Robert B., part interest to each. Cultiva-
tor share with interengaging cutting blade and moimting portions.

4,423,790, CI. 172-750.000.

Growden, Philip A.: See—
Growden, Murray W., 4,423,790, CI. 172-750.000.

Growth and Development Research, Inc.: See—
Howe, Raymond P., 4,424,032, CI. 433-19.000.

Gruber, Werner, to Henkel Kommanditgesellschaft auf Aktien. Stable,

anaerobically-hardening adhesives containing mixed amine ox-

ide/HN-acidic compound initiators. 4,424,331. Q. 526-301.000.

Gruber, William P.: Sec-
Bell, Lon E.; and Gruber. WUliam P., 4.424.422. CI. 219-205.000.

Gruger, Christian, to Veb Polygraph Leipzig Kombinat Fuer Polygra-
phische Maschinen und Ausruestungen. Drive system for blades for

folding flat material. 4,424,052. CI. 493-444.000.

Grychtol, Klaus: See—
Baumann, Hans; and Grychtol. Klaus. 4,424.153, CI. 260-149.000.

GTE Laboratories Incorporated: See—
Sarin, Vinod K.; and Buljan. Sergej-Tomislav, 4,424,066, CI.

51-295.000.

GTE Products Corporation: See—
Bouchard, Andre C; English, George J.; Hall, Harold H., Jr.; and

Scholz, John A., 4,424,020, O. 431-359.000.

GTE Sylvania Canada Limited: See—
Nattel, WUliam, 4,424,405, CI. 174-53.000.

Guarino, John P.: See—
McCarty, William H.; Guarino, John P.; and Nagy, Frank A.,

4,424,100, CI. 204-159.150.

Guigan, Jean. Automatic resetting apparatus for storing and dispensing

objects. 4,423,827, CI. 221-129.000.

Gulf ft Western Manufacturing Company: See—
Derr, Ralph, Jr., 4,423,991, Q. 409-200.000.

Gulla, Michael: See—
Taylor. Paul; and Gulla, Michael, 4,424,315. CI. 525-501.000.

Gumb, Beverley W. T.: See—
Chaput, Guy J.; Sich, Edward M.; and Gumb, Beverley W. T.,

4,424,419, CI. 179-1 ll.OOE.

Gurubatham, Vincent P., to Whirlpool Corporation. Turntable drive

for a microwave oven. 4,424,431, Q. 219-10.55F.

Gutierrez, Richard; and Kay, Edward L., to Firestone Tire ft Rubber
Company, The. Aqueous storage systems for storage of ground
guayule plant material. 4.424.171, Q; 524-414.000.

Guzik. Frederick F.; Pamer. Steven E.; and Richter, Sidney B., to PPG
Industries, Inc. Process of preparation of substituted diphenyl ethers.

4,424,393, CI. 560-21.000.

Gyulai, Zsuzsanna: See—
Szanuy, Csaba; Szabo, Lajos; Kalaus. Gyorgy; Gyulai. Zsuzsanna;

Zajer nee BiJazs. Maria; Forgach, Lilla; Karpati, Egon; Kiraly.

Arpad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver; Szpomy. Laazlo; and
Rosdy. Bela, 4.424.224. Q. 424-2S6.000.

Haag. James W., to Texaco Inc. Method for plugging a well and bridge

plug. 4.423.783, CI. 166-382.000.

Haar, Lucas H., to ITT Industries. Inc. Mechanically controllable

power booster. 4.423.665. CI. 91-369.00B.
Haase. Jaroslav; and Palmberg, Roger, to Ciga-Geigy

Cationic adsorption agent. 4.424.284. Q. 521-36.000.
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Haberle. Friedrich: See—

u Iff^tPV^i^ Haberle. Friedrich. 4.423,989. CI. 408-197.000

jJf%^jE:' "" ?.""• '""*• * • '° Combustion Engineering.
Inc. Welded tube to wall junction. 4,423.890. CI. 285- 1 89.000.

Hafner, V. Walter: See—
Morris. Earl L.; and Hafner. V. Walter, 4.423.527. CI. 4-288.000.

Magedora, Ferdmand; and Evertz. Werner, to Bayer Aktiengesell-

J^i VubVIS^''"'
*''* PreP"«tion of fused 1.2,3-triazoles. 4,424,360,

wl. 3^11*237.000.

"^V^'.^^^IJC.. to Dunlop Limited. Games racket frame. 4.423.869,

Hakaridani. MiUuhiro: See—

^T}^1 ^o°^'J.°^'!^ ^"™°! ""* Hakaridani. MiUuhiro,
4.424.518. CI. 346-75.000.

Hall. Harold H., Jr.: See-
Bouchard. Andre C; English. George J.; Hall, Harold H., Jr.; and

Scholz, John A.. 4.424,020. CI. 431-359.000.
H^. Laurance D.; and Yalpani, Mansur, to Canadian Patenu and
Development Ltd. Derivatives of chitins, chitosans and other doIv-
sacchandes. 4.424.346. CI. 536-20.000.

"M2l$2r?l.l39.?56^R
°""''' '"" ^"' '"^"^'^ '^'"'^

Haller. Jack R.; and Demopoulos. Dino M.. to Murray Machinery. Inc

n^iVff^i^^/l'iS'JSL,'"''"' '"'^"« P*»'''°" «lJU8ting serrations.
*i**3,73o, \^\, 144-176.000.

Hallett. Allan: See—
Szelke. Michael; Jones. David M.; and Hallett. Allan. 4,424,207. CI

424-177.000.

Halliburton Company: See-
Carter. Ernest E.. Jr., 4,423.754. CI. 138-93.000.

S™jJ. H«^ D.. Jr.; and Arnold. Dan M.. 4.424,444, a.

"""j*.?"; )'"y*'* '° Borg-Wamer Chemicals, Inc. 5,5-Bis-(Bromome-
thyl)-2-hydroxy-2-oxo-1.3.2-dioxaphosphorinancs and process for
preparing same. 4,424.172, CI. 260-937.000.

Hunada. Kazuhiko; Yoshihara, Hiroshi; and Suzukamo. Gohfu. to
Sumitomo Chemical Company. Limited. Process for producing
5-halomethylfurfural. 4.424,390, CI. 549-483.000.

HMibrecht, Juergen; Brandstetter, Franz; Echte, Adolf; Gerberding.
Karl; and Heckmann. Walter, to BASF Aktiengesellschaft. Thermo-
plastic moldmg materials. 4,424.304. CI. 525-68.000.

Hammer. Rudolf: See—

^J}^^' Wolfgang; Trummlitz. Gunter; Schmidt, Gunther; Engel,
Wolfhard; Hammer, Rudolf; and Del Soldato, Piero, 4,424,226,
CI. 424-263.000.

Engel, Wolfhard; Schmidt, Gunther, Trummlitz, Gunther; Eber-
lein. Wolfgang; Hammer, Rudolf; and Soldato, Piero D
4.424.222. CI. 424-250.000.

Schmidt, Gunther; Eberlein, Wolfgang; Engel, Wolfhard; Trumm-
litz, Gunter; Hammer, Rudolf; and Del Soldato, Piero. 4.424.225
CI. 424-256.000.

HMiprecht. Rainer; and Leverenz, Klaus, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft.
Halo-substituted amino-and substituted-sulphonamido-containina azo
dyestuffs. 4.424.156. CI. 260-205.000.

Handel, Hubert: See—
Elter, Claus; Handel, Hubert; Heiland, Hans-Juergen; Schmitt.
Hermann; and Schoening, Josef, 4,424,531, CI. 358-100.000.

Hanley, Edward J.: See—
DeWitt, David P.; Hannemann, Robert E.; Robinson, Barrett F
and Hanley, Edward J.. 4,423,736, CI. 128-633.000.

Hanley, Gerard L.: See—
Viola, Raymond D.; and Hanley, Gerard L., 4,424,500, CI.

JJJ* l^o.lXAJ.

Hannemann, Robert E.: See—
DeWitt, David P.; Hannemann, Robert E.; Robinson, Barrett F
and Hanley, Edward J., 4,423,736, a. 128-633.000.

^^^•, 5?™ **• Self-centering dental face-bow. 4,424,035, CI.
433-73.000.

Hansen, Odd: See-
Willis, Brian J.; Britten-Kelley, Michael R.; and Hansen, Odd,

4.424.146. CI. 252-522.00R.
Hanson. Donald O.; and Sherk. Fred T.. to Phillips Petroleum Com-

pany. Separation of solid polymers and liquid diluent. 4,424,341, CI.
528-501.000.

Hanson, Robert M.. to Henes Products Corp. Gas generator with
regulated current source. 4.424,105. CI. 204-228.000.

Hanyu, Susumu; Koike. Mikio; and Hara, Kazumasa. to Janome Sewing
Machme Co. Ltd. Feed dog structure of sewing machines. 4.423.693.
CI. 112-324.000.

Hara, Kazumasa: See—
Hanyu, Susumu; Koike, Mikio; and Hara, Kazumasa, 4.423.693. CI

112-324.000.

Huata, Mituo; Katsura, Masaki; Uno, Shigeki; Hiraki. Hideaki; and
Shiraton, Masayuki, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha
Moisture sensitive element. 4,424,508, CI. 338-35.000.

Hardee, Eldred V., to Hardee Manufacturing Company, Inc Bar feed
centrically guiding device for lathe apparatus. 4,423,651, CI. 82-2.500

Hardee Manufacturmg Company, Inc.: See—
Hardee. Eldred V., 4,423,651, a. 82-2.500.

Hardem, David N.: See—
Bantick, John R.; Fuher, John; Hardem, David N.; and Lee.
Thomas B.. 4.424,231, CI. 424-274.000.

Hardm, Tommy G.; and Vrieland. Bruce C. to Western Electric Com-
pany, Inc. Telecommunication cables and methods of manufacturina——. 4,423,589, CI. 57-293.000.

*

Hardinge Brothers. Inc.: See—
Eaton. Brian M.. 4.423,993. O 414-17.000

Hardman, Harlex F.: See—
Alford. Harvey E.; and Hardman. Harley F. 4.424.135. Q. 252-

Harker. Alan B.: See—
Ho. William W.; Harker. Alan B.; Goldberg, Ira B and Chuna.
KwangE. 4.423,623. CI. 73-61.OOR

*"

""^"^ki""**
M E.; and Kleinsasser, Alan W . to International Busi-

ness Machines Corporation. Single axis combined ion and vaoor
source. 4,424.104. CI. 2O4-I92.0ON.

Harris Corporation: See—
Taylor, Wilson E., 4,424,530, CI. 358-96.000

Hams, George: See—
Davies, Alan R

; MacAuley. Ewen D M ; Harris. George Baker
Raymond; Howse. Philip E ; and Evans. David A . 4,423.564. C\
43-121.000.

Hart, Judy L
;
and Munday. William A., to Grots National Products,

Inc. ShacUe lock. 4.423,610. CI 70-18.000.
Hart, Rien T, to XRG International. Inc High flash point additives or
compositions for gasoline and diesel fuels 4,424,063. Q 44-56 000

^'.f ^f"^'' J
•
«o Du Pom de Nemours. E. I . and Company

Falling film evaporator 4,424.098. CI. 159-1 OOW
Hartland Producu Company. Inc.: See—

^^^a^^' '*°"*''* M
;
Caruso. Jerome C . and Krubsack, Larry J

4.424,555, CI. 362-419.000.
'

Hartman, Adrian R.: See—
Chang, Gw-Kung; El Hamamsy. Mahmoud A.; Hartman, Adrian

K.; and Lonmor, Orval G , 4,424.544, CI 361-56.000
Hartmann, Heinrich: See—

Barzynski, Helmut; Hartmann. Heinnch. Lautenbach, Dieter

a 525l'5foC)0
°°'"'''*^''' ^"''' "** ""'• G"'"'*'. 4,424.314!

Hartshorn, Lawrence L. Fire alarm system 4,424.510. CI 340-304 000
Hasegawa. Michio: See—

'"m2M59.°C? W7.?,rcS)"''
'^""°^ "•* ^«*"'- ^°""'"'°-

Hasenberg, Larry E.: See-
Carney. William R.; and Hasenberg. Larry E . 4,423.885, CI. 280-

423.OOB.
Hashimoto. Naoto; and Shimadzu, Hiroshi, to Takeda Chemical Indus-

tnes. Ltd. 9-Thiomaytansinoids and their pharmaceutical comooti-
tions and use. 4.424.219, CI. 424-248 540

HMhmioto, Yasuich; and Oda. Yasuyuki, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki
Kabushiki Kaisha. Dau exchange circuit for a magnetic memory
apparatus. 4,424,536, CI. 360-51.000.

Haskins. Steve W., to. International Telephone and Telegraph Corpora-
tion. Pivotal switch operating mechanism. 4,424,420. CI. 179-164 OOO

Haslanger. Martin F.: See—
Moniot. Jerome L.; Fox. Riu T.; Sprague. Peter W ; and Has-

langer. Martin F., 4,424,376. CI. 560-120000
Hauo. Itturo; and Kobayashi, Susumu. to Victor Company of Japan.

Limited. Method and apparatus for controlling a dynamic or sutic
type digital display device. 4.424.513, CI. 340-805 000

Hattori. Takahisa: See—
Tanaka. Nobuyasu; Tominaga. Hiroshi; Fujita. Minoru; Tanaka,

Hajune; Hatton, Takahisa; Yasuda. Akira. and Kato. Shiseya.
4,423.828, CI. 221-129.000.

anigeya.

Hattori, Yasuo; Ikematu, Takeshi; Ibaragi, Toshio; and Honda, Makoio
to Asahi Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha Process for producing
polymers or copolymers of conjugated dienes. 4,424.322, cf
526-175.000.

Haug. Theobald, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation Meat-curable mixture,
which are suble on storage, of epoxide resm. 3-aminocrotomc acid
derivatives and maleimidc compound. 4.424,336, CI 528-1 17 000

Hauni-Werke Korber ft Co. KG: See—
Rculand, Joachim, 4,423,742, CI. I3I-84.00C.
Reuland. Joachim, 4,424.443, CI. 250-252.100.

Hay. Robert A.. II; and Crugher, Charles C. III. to Dow Chemical

T?r^F^^
"""^ '^" P'"' '•*•' exchange apparatus. 4,423.767. CI.

165-81.000.

Hayakawa, Yoshihiro: See—
Yano, Tsutomu; Hayakawa. Yoshihiro; Tachita. Ryobun; Irioka,

Kazuyoshi; Fukukita, Hiroshi; and Fukumoto. Akira. 4.423 737
CI. 128-661.000.

Hayama. Nobuhiro: See—
Tadokoro, Tomoo; Hayama, Nobuhiro; and Akagi. Tothunichi

4.423.711,0.123-242.000.
Hayasaka, Hiroshi: See—

Okigami, Noboru; Sekiguchi, Yoshitoshi; Hayasaka. Hiroshi
Koyama. Toshiuugu; Fujioka, Takeo; and Yoshimiuu, Takeshi
4.424,017. CI. 431-3.000.

Hayashi. Yoshimaaa, to Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. Bearing. 4,423,667. CI
92-261.000.

Hayashi, Yoshimasa, to Nissan Motor Company Limited. Internal
combustion engine. 4.423.714. CI 123-407 000

Hayles, David C. Lens attachment and method for multiple imasma
4,423,939, CI. 354-122.000. ^ *

Hazeltine Corporation: See—
Bumham, William W., 4,423,953, CI. 355-70.000.

Heath Company: See—
Krenz. Horst M., 4,423,975, CI. 4OO-6I6.00O.

Heckmann, Walter: See—
Hambrecht, Juergen; Brandstetter, Franz; Echte, Adolf; Gerberd-

uig. Karl; and Heckmann, Walter. 4.424,304. CI. 525-68.000.
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Hederich, Volker; and Gehrke. Gunter, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft.
ProccM for the preparation of l-hydroxy-4-ainino-^8>-nitroan-
thraquinone. 4.424,160, Q. 260-380.000.

Hedrick, Rosi M; Woodbrey, James C; Gabbert, James D.; and Erick-
son, Floyd B., to Monsanto Company. Metal-thermoplastic-metal
laminates. 4.424.2S4, Q. 428-215.000.

Hefner. Robert E., Jr.; and McConchie, Garnet E., to Dow Chemical
Company, The. Poly(aUyl)poly(alkenylphenob). 4,424.310, CI.
326-277.000.

Heider, Lotbar: See—
Penzel, Erich; Eckert, Guenter; Heider, Lothar; Wuertele. Lothar;
and Schackert, Werner, 4,424.298, Q. 524-747.000.

Heil, Guenter: See—
Barzynski, Hehnut; Hartmann, Heinrich; Lautenbach, Dieter;

Otterloh. Rolf; Goethlich. Lutz; and Heil. Guenter, 4,424,314,
a. 525-454.000. i

Heiland, Hans-Juergen: See—
Elter, Claus; Handel, Hubert; Heiland, Hans-Juergen; Schmitt,
Hermann; and Schoening, Josef, 4,424,531, Q. 358-100.000.

Heinrich Baumgarten KG Eiaen-und Blechwarenfabrik: See—
Baugarten. Gerd D., 4,423,825, CI. 220-316.000.

Heiaer, Joachhn; and Leutner, Volkmar, to Robert Bosch GmbH.
Preanire regulating valve. 4,423,747, Q. 137-85.000.

Heitmann, Svend A. Rubber cloth for copying machines. 4,423,851, Q.
248-362.000.

HeUman, Martin E.; and PoMig. Stephen C, to Leland Stanford Junior
University, Board of Trustees of the. Exponentiation cryptographic
apparatus and method. 4,424,414, CI. 178-22.110.

Hehn, Emanuel: See—
Rivinius, Theodore; and Helm, Emanuel, 4,423,560, CI. 37-1 16.000.

Henes Products Corp.: See—
Hanson. Robert M., 4,424,105. CI. 204-228.000.

Henkel Kommanditgesellschaft auf Aktien: See—
Gniber, Werner, 4,424,331, CI. 526-301.000.

Rahse. Wilfried; Kuhne, Norbert; and Wust, WUli, 4,424,347, CI.
536-91.000.

Hentachel, Karl-Heinz; and Dhein, Rolf, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft.

Oligoiaobutylcyclohexane, a process for its preparation and its use.

4,424,400, a. 585-20.000.

Herman, Wesley K. Irrigation and aspiration syringe. 4,424,055, CI.
604-36.000.

Hermann Associates, Inc.: See—
Serra. Henry. 4.423,687, CI. 109-50.000.

Hermann BerstorfT Maschinenbau GmbH: See-
Anders, Dietmar, 4,423,960, CI. 366-75.000.

Hermle. Eduard. Switching mechanism. 4,424,423, CI. 200-31.DOR.
Herrold, Lear C. to Westinghouse Electric Corp. Method of using
ceramic greenware support. 4,424,022. Q. 432-5.000.

Herachede, Dean. Method of determining wind direction for hunters.
4.423,626. Q. 73-188.000.

Hess, Dieter: Sw—
Daubenbuchel, Werner; Hess, Dieter, and Kiefer, Erich, 4,424,178,
a. 26440.100.

Hess, Hans-Peter; and Muhling, Gunter, to Metallwerk Max Brose
GmbH ft Co. Drive arrangement for a window lifting mechanism.
4.423,566, Q. 49-352.000.

Hettinger. William P., Jr., to Ashland Oil, Inc. Converting and stripping
heavy hydrocarbons in two stages of riser conversion with regener-
ated catalyst. 4,424,116. Q. 208-120.000.

Hewitt, Jennings P. Arm wrestling device. 4.423.862. CI. 272-67.000.
Hewlett-Packard Company: See—

Luo. Zong S.; and Chan. Chor S.. 4.423.675. CI. 101-93.040.
Lynch. Todd R.. 4.424.563, CI. 364-200.000.
Potter, Ronald W., 4,424,492, CI. 328-155.000.

Hick ft Co. GmbH: See-
Hick, Werner, 4,424,189, CI. 422-27.000.

Hick, Werner, to Hick ft Co. GmbH. Process for sterilizing tub-shaped
containers. 4,424.189. CI. 422-27.000.

Higashiyama, Katsuhiko: See—
Maeda, Mikio; Kosaka, Masahiro; and Higashiyama, Katsuhiko,

4,424,556. Q. 363-17.000.

Hildebrand, Paul N., to Orange Energy Systems, Inc. Apparatus for
reducing heater and air conditioning energy consumption. 4,423,765,
a. 165-12.000.

Hillis, Frank M., to Bendix Corporation, The. Electrical connector.
4,423,919, a. 339-143.00R.

Hinai, Mamoru, to Hitachi, Ltd. Data processing system providing dual
storage of reference bits. 4,424,564, CI. 364-200.000.

Hira, Yutaka; and Nakamura, Shinya, to Tokyo Electric Co., Ltd.
Printer with a document guide device. 4,423,971, CI. 400-144.200.

Hiraki. Hideaki: See—
Harata, Mituo; Katsura, Masaki; Uno. Shigeki; Hiraki, Hideaki; and

Shiratori, Maaayuki, 4,424,508, Q. 338-35.000.

Hiiao. Yutaka: See—
Ohmura, Takao; Hirao, YutiUta; and Funakoshi, Satoshi, 4,424,206,
a. 424-101.000.

Hirata, Akira; and Sbichinohe, Takashi. to Laurel Bank Machine Com-
pany. Note supply container with reject receiver for bank note dis-

penser. 4.423,826. O. 221-100.000.

Hoanna, Masahiko: See—
Kimura, Hiroahi; Hisajima, Masahiko; Shigemura, Yutaka; Yada.

laao; Irie, Yoichiro; and Morimoto. Kiyoshi. 4.423,948. Q. 355-
14.00D.

Hiahida, Tadaahi. Method of manufacturing a bearing housing.
4.423,340. a. 29-460.000.

Hiskes, David J., to United Technologies Corporation. End cap for a
rotor shaft of a rotary machine. 4,424.004. C\. 416-244.00A.

Hitachi Koki Co., Ltd.: See—
Matsuda, Yasumasa; Sagae, Syoji; and Kasahara, Masatoahi,

4,424,520, CI. 346-140.00R.
Hitachi, Ltd.: See—

Enoki. Takashi; Nakamura, Hiroaki; and Nakaahima. Fuiio.
4,424,574, CI. 364-900.000.

Genma, Kazutoshi; and Sasaki. Akio, 4,424,362, Q. 364-200.000.
Hinai, Mamoru, 4,424,564, Q. 364-200.000.
Kashima. Yoshitake, 4,424,503, Q. 336-60.000.
Matsuda, Masami; Chino, Koichi; and Kudo, Kazuhiko. 4,424,016.

CI. 425-144.000.

Matsuda, Yasumasa; Sagae, Syoji; and Kasahara, Masatoshi,
4,424,520, CI. 346-14O.0OR.

Nishimura, Yutake; Oyama, Yoshishige; Kuroiwa, Hiroahi; and
Osuga. Minoru. 4,424.568. CI. 364-431.070.

Oguni. Kcnsaku; Yasuda, Hiromu; and Kuroda, Sigeaki. 4.423.603.
CI. 62-324.100.

Sugishita, Nobuyuki; and Ikegami. Akira, 4.424.251, CI.
428-209.000.

Hitachi Shipbuilding ft Engineering Co., Ltd.: See—
Kamino, Yasumi; Onitsuka, SUgenori; Watanabe. Takanobu: and
Yano. Katsuyuki. 4,424.062. Q. 44-l.OSR.

Okigami, Noboru; Sekiguchi, Yoshitoshi; Hayasaka, Hiroahi;
Koyama, Toshitsugu; Fujioka, Takeo; and Yoshimitsu, Takeshi,
4,424,017, CI. 431-3.000.

Ho, Andrew W.: See—
Magee, Thomas A.; Battersbell, Robert D.; Limpel, Lawrence E.;
Ho, Andrew W.; Friedman, Arthur W.; Corkina, H. Glenn;
Brand, WilUam W.; Buchman, Russell; Storace, Louis; and Os-
good, Edmond R., 4,424.213. Q. 424-184.000.

Ho, William W.; Harker, Alan B.; Goldberg, Ira B.; and Chung, Kwang
E., to Rockwell International Corporation. Microwave meter for
nuid mixtures. 4,423,623, CI. 73-61.00R.

Hoarau, Roland J.: See—
Laroche. Pierre A. R. M.; Hoarau. Roland J.; and Brault, Patiice G.

M.. 4.424,481, CI. 324-72.000.

Hobby, William M., Ill: See-
Parsons, Robert L.; Valdespino. Joseph M.; Varraux. Alan R.;
Holcomb. Allen K.; and Hobby. WiUiam M.. Ill, 4,424.058, CI.
604-118.000.

Hobo, Nobuhito: See—
Sami, Hiroshi; Ueda, Tatehito; Ito, Osamu; Hobo, Nobuhito; Nai-

tou, Takashi; Nakamura, Tetsuya; Kawai. Shizuo; and Miyata,
Yukinori. 4,423.713. CI. 123-357.000.

Hochtemperatur-Reaktorbau GmbH.: See—
Elter. Claus; Handel, Hubert; Heiland, Hans-Juergen; Schmitt,
Hermann; and Schoening, Josef, 4,424,531, Q. 358-100.000.

Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Erdman^, Fritz; and Simon, Ulrich, 4,424.270, CI. 430-166.000.
Klippert, Heinz; Tzschoppe, Eberhard; Paschalis, Stratos; Wein-

Uch, Jurgen; and Engelmann, Manfred. 4,424,301, Q. 525-53.000.
Hoechst-Roussel Pharmaceuticals, Inc.: See—

Klioze, Solomon S.; and Ehrgott, Frederick J., 4,424,357, Q.
546-207.000.

Hoene, David J.; and Riggs, John L., to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and
Company. Formaldehyde process. 4,424,397, CI. 568-473.000.

Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.: See—
Sheth, Prabhakar R.; and Tossounian, Jacques L.. 4,424,235, Q.

424-319.000.

Hofmann, Ulrich. Method for mechanical stitch formation as well as
knitting machine for carrying out the method. 4,423,606, Q.
66-13.000.

Hogenhout. Franciscus; McDermott, Arthur W.; and Rumney. Joseph
L., to Boeing Company, The. Cable for electrical power transmission.
4,423,620, CI. 72-430.000.

Hohl, Frank: See-
Lee. Ja H.; Hohl, Frank; and Weaver, Willard R.. 4,424,592, CL

372-79.000.

Hohlein, Peter: See—
Meyer, Rolf-Volker; Kreuder, Hans-Joachim; and Hohlein, Peter,

4,424,313, CI. 525-438.000.

Holcomb, Allen K.: See-
Parsons, Robert L.; Valdespino. Joseph M.; Varraux. Alan R.;
Holcomb, Allen K.; and Hobby, WiUiam M.. HI. 4,424,038. Q.
604-118.000.

Holick, Michael F., to Massachusetts General Hospital. [l^^H] la,23
Dihydroxyvitamin D3 and method for its preparation. 4,424,161, Q.
260-397.200.

HoUenbeck, Leroy F., Jr., to Perko, Inc. Boat battery selector switch
combined with lock. 4,424,424, Q. 20(M4.000.

Holm, Boris, to Aktiebolaget Bofors. Method for desensitizing particle
formed soUd explosive substances. 4,424.087. CI. 149-21^000.

Holmes. Horace D. Self-sealing tapered thread form. 4,423,893. CI.
285-334.000.

Honda. Makoto: See—
Hattori. Yasuo; Ikematu, Takeshi; Ibaragi. Toshio; and Honda,
Makoto. 4.424.322. Q. 526-175.000.

Honeywell Inc.: See

—

Cole, Barrett E., 4,424,103, Q. 204-I92.00R.
Honeywell Information Systems Inc.: See

—

Lange. Ronald E.; and Koegel, Robert J., 4,424,376. Q.
3M-9OO.O0O.

SUmley, Philip E.; Brown, Richard P.; and Peters. Arthur,
4.424.561, CI. 364-200.000.
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"??'^ WUliam J.; Sweeney, PauU C; and BaUey, David C to

l7^^o? "i^^ Agriculature. Process^^^^^o^
for prMervmg fresh hides and skms. 4,424.059, CI. 8-94.180^

Hon, Hidetaka: See—
Ito, Tadao; and Hori, Hidetaka, 4,424.198. Q. 423-342.000.

Honmoto, Koji: See—

Horstman Gcu Group Ltd.: See—

'*1o7"l'40a»
*" ^ ^ "** ^"°"^' OnhBxae A.. 4.424,4H Q.

Hoshina, KaUumi: See—
Koyama, Masao; Matuo, Syuitu; Nakayama, Chiaki; and Hoshina.

Kateumi, 4.424.193. a. 422-248.000.
"»«. "•«• nosnma.

Hounsfield. Godfrey N.. to Picker International Limited. Nuclear
magnetic resonance apparatus. 4.424,488, Q. 324-309.000.

House, Hugh A. Wet-dry syringe. 4,424,057. CI. 604-88.000.
HowMd. L. Brewster, to American Saw ft Mfg. Company. Band saw

blade construction. 4.423.653. CI. 83-820.000
Howarth. Louis E.. to Bell Telephone Uboratories. Incorporated.

Fabrication of optical connectors. 4.424.174, CI. 264-1 500

"^i R«yinond P., to Growth and Development Research. Inc
Orthodontic appliance. 4,424,032, CI. 433-19.000.

Howell, Gregory L; Smith, Oscar H.; and Townsend, Don G.. to
Ueneral Motors Corporation. Intercell flame arrestor for a batterv
venting and filling manifold. 4,424,263, CI. 429-88.000

Howlett, James J.: See—
* ^^^^^,'^*'™'"** ^' ""* Howlett, James J.. 4.423.593. CI.

6(^39.161.

Howmedica, Inc.: See—

^«%.i9nr^ ^'^' "** Rorabeck. Cecil H.. 4,423,740, Q.
1 *o~7^0*000.

Howse, Philip E.: See—
Davies. Alan R.; MacAuley, Ewen D. M.; Harris, George; Baker,
^yraonj; Howse. PMip E.; and Evans, David A., 4,423,564, CI.

Hsu, Chao-Yang, to Sun Tech, Inc. HydroformyUtion catalyst and
process of usmg it. 4,424,380, CI. 568-454.000.

Hsu, Ying-Yen, to Timex Corporation. 3-Chloro-4-cyanophenyl 4'-sub-
stitiited benzoates. 4,424,371, CI. 549-373.000. ' *^ '

""}; yi^g-Yen. to Timex Corporation. 4-Substituted phenyl 4'-(5.N-
alkyl-l,3-dioxan-2-yl) thiobenzoates. 4,424,372, Q. 549-374.000?

Hughes, Robert M. Process for extinction of meUds from leachable ores
and formmg of building materials. 4,424,194, CI. 423-1 000

Huibers, Derk T. A.; and Kang, Chia-Chen C, to Hydixxartjon Re-

Sf^nJS*^" ^^y^ fo' CO*" liquefaction process. 4,424,109, CI.
ZOB- 10.000.

Hulseweh, Terry S., to Motorola, Inc. Method for protecting a semi-

MwToOO **
'"'"°" '*''**'°" indirect failures. 4,423,548, CI.

HimbCTStone, Kenneth J., to American Tank ft Fabricating Company

510 i?7/Sn»
"""^ crucibles for molten magnesium. 4,424.436, CI.

Hutchison, J<»^h A., to Solar Kinetics, Inc. Parabolic trough solar
collector. 4,423,719, CI. 126-438.000.

a' ~ ~
Huyck Corporation: See—

Thompson, Charles E., 4.423,755, CI. 139-383.00A.
Huzita, Riuzo: See—

Nakamura. Shinichi; Huzita, Riuzo; Kamitani, Iwao; and Maeda.
Tetsuma. 4,424,060, a. 8-115.500.

^ihu^'f -^^ *".** Oravitz, James L., Jr., to PPG Industries, Inc.

Mt«5°a'"2S3'&o'.
"^"^ f'" -core in a refr«:tory piece.

Hyatt, Charles J., to PPG Industries, Inc. Apparatus for imposing a
damage free score in a refractory piece. 4,423,836, CI. 225-96.00a

Hydrocarbon Research, Inc.: See—

^^^^B^^ "^ ^'^ *"** *^«' Chia-Chen C. 4,424,109, CI.
268- 10.000.

Hyster Company: See—
^^^^^^^""^ ^ • ""* Hasenberg, Larry E., 4,423,885, CI. 28^

423.00d.
lannicelli, Joseph, to J. M. Huber Corporation. Method and magnetic

separator for removmg weakly magnetic particles from slurries of
nunute muieral particles. 4,424,124, CI. 209-214.000

Ibaragi, Toshio: See—
Hattori, Yasuo; Ikematu, Takeshi; Ibaragi, Toshio; and Honda.
Makoto, 4,424,322, Q. 526-175.000.

Ichida, YuUdca: See—
Takahashi, Eiji; Shimazu. Shinichi; Wada, Yukio; Iwami, Ichiro

J^2^'J^!^'r5"'i|2?i=«^l;5iy'°*
Toshikazu; and Ichida. Yutaka,

4,423,836, CI. 266-106.000.
Ichikawa, Yoshiyuki: See—

**:5H2S:a'«5'i£'Soo"''
'''^'^ "*• '**«"^ '"'^'

Ichimura, Takeo: See—
Opno. Makoto; Fujiu, Takamitsu; Futami. Toshihiko; Kariya.

Michio; and Ichimura, Takeo, 4,424.037. CI. 433-173.000.
Ichino, Nobuyuki: See—

Eguchi, MiUuo; Kikuchi, Yoshimi; and Ichino, Nobuyuki,

Ideal Toy Corporation: See—
Mucaro, Salvatore A.. 4,423.871, CI. 273-86.00R.

Idel, Kanten; Ostlinning, Edgar; Freitag, Dieter; and Bottenbruch,
Ludwig, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the preparation of
polyarylene sulphides. 4,424,339, a. 328-388.000.

Ideta. Yasufumi. to Niaaan Motor Compuiy Limited. Wosking fluid
supply system for a hydraulic power booster and a power ateerina
system. 4.423,598. a. 60.547.30a

'^^^^
Ikari, Kunihiro: See—

Koike. Norio; and Ikari. Kunihiro. 4.424.265. Q. 430-28.000
Ikegami, Akira: See—

Sugishita. Nobuyuki; and Ikegami. Akira. 4.424 251 O
428-209.000.

^^ '.'^.^31. U.

"'?5?% J'''*^' *° M''«'»»»" Denki Kabushikj Kaisha. Combinatioa
IA-/AC generator for automotive vehicles. 4.424,464, a. 310-
Oo.OOD.

Ikematu, Takeshi: See—
Hattori. Yasuo; Ikematu. Takeshi; Ibaragi. Toshio; and Honda.
Makoto. 4,424,322, CI. 526-175.000.

^^
Imac^wa, Kyoshiro; and Sakuragi. Shiro, to Agency of Industrial

a"7M-M3 lO) ° ^*'' ^""^ '^'"^ '^°' ""^ "^ *"*^ 4.423,726,

Imaizumi, Hiraku: See—
Miuui, Tadashi; and Imaizumi, Hiraku, 4.424,504. ci. 336-83 000

Imazeki. Ryoji; Fukuyama, Hiroomi; and Kagawa. YoshimMa. to
Fujiuu Fanuc Lid. Method and apparatus foTa numeriailcootrol

mSSw' a"32474 '0^*'^°^^ "''^ ""^^ ' P'"^'»y of ««>>^

Imazeki. Ryoji; and Yamazaki, Euuo, to Fujitsu Fanuc Limited Tracer
control system. 4.424.570. Q. 364-520 000

"™«» "ce^

Imbert, Thierry F.: See—

Immel, Richard H to Atlantic Richfield Company Molding prepufTed
polystyrene for higher density skin. 4.424.177, a. 264-24 000

Imperial Chemical Industries PLC: See—

^'ij);,"'?^ i^^""** ^"w»y D.; and Law. Peter L.. 4,424. 1 38.
i^l. 3U2- 162.000.

Improtec: See—

^'Ji''^^*^"''*' ° •
«l«ceaaed; and Pickle. Joe D . 4,424,388. Q.

Inaba. Hajimu; and Sakakibara. Shinsuke, to Fujitau Fanuc Ltd Grin-pmg device. 4.423,998. Q. 414-730.000.
^

Inagaki, Kouichi: See—
Yamanak^ Takashi; Inagaki, Kouichi; Naya, Eizo; Demizu. Mi-

f i„ vl"**!??';
"** Okuoiura. Mitsuhiro. 4.424.429, a 200-264 000

Intar. Dan; Oafm, Giora; Grimberg. Ernest; and Koren, Jacob, to
biscuit, Ltd. Gamma camera correction system and method for usina
the same. 4.424,446, Q. 250-363.00S.

^^ "

Inder, Robert W.: See—

°?!i*in^'' ^ " • "^ '»<*"• J^o**" ^. M24,375, a.

Industrial Research Organisation: See—

Induatrie 2^uaai S.p.A.: See—
Munini, Dino, 4.423,607, Q. 68-23.200

Ingebrigtaen, Jania: See—

T4Y3,7H"cri&i5S^."'
'°*" ''• "** '"*'*''*«^ '"^

Inomata. Koichiro; Haaegawa, Michio; and Onodera, Toahihiro. to
Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabuahiki Kaiaha. Hi£b freauencv switchina
circuit. 4,424,459. Q. 307-415.000.

""I^iicy swiicmng

Inotek-Westmoreland Venture: See—
Westinoreland, JuUus C, 4,424,012. CI. 417-507 000

Inoue. Akiyoshi: See—
Ujihara, Takashi; Inoue. Akiyoshi; Yamada. Youzou; Yasuda.
?^j'; Takeda, Shuji; and loroi. Takao. 4.424.542. O.
joO- 1 2 1 .000.

Inoue. Ikutimj; and Yanata, Kousaki. to Alps Electric Co.. Ltd. Serial
pnnter. 4.423.972, CI. 400-155.000.

^^
.

"«• aenai

Inoue-Japax Research Incorporated: See—
Inoue, Kiyoshi, 4,424,433, CI. 219-69.00W.
Kaneko, Hideo; and Onoue, Makoto. 4.424,432, CI. 2I9-69.00E

Inoue, Kiyoshi, to Inoue-Japaz Research Incorporated. Method and
apparatus for electrically machining a conductive workpiece with
isou^pic ultrasonic-waves radiation. 4,424.433. CI. 2I9-69 00W

Inoue. Yoahihisa. to MuraU Kikai Kabuahiki Kaisha. Double twistina
frame for flange bobbin. 4,423,587, Q. 57-58.860.

Institut Elektrosvarki Imeni E.O. Patona: See—
Roesoshinsky, Alexei A.; Balakin, Valentin I.; Babak, Alexandr K

Lebedev, Vladimir K.; Mirooov, Lev G.; Chelnokov. Gennady
I.; and Vmogradov, Gennady V., 4,424.106. Q. 204-256.000.

Institut Francais du Petrole: See—
Chauvin. Yves; Commereuc. Dominique; Sugier. Andre- and Le

Page. Jean-Francois. 4.424.282. Q. 518-700.000.

^°^' ilt?^ ^"*°^' ^'°*^ "^ Pinchoo. Phihppe. 4.423.715.
U. 123-301.000.

Instytut Cbemii Przemyslowej: See—
Penczek. Piotr A.; Klosowska-Wolkowicz. Zofia; Kicko-Walczak.
Ewa J.; and Kopec. Andrzej, 4,424,299, CI. 525-31.000.

Interface, Inc.: See—
Caria. Richard F., 4,423.793, Q. 177-211.000.

Intermounlain Health Care: See—
Clark, Juatia S.; and Yen, Ming-Cheng, 4,424,276. CI. 436-30.000.

Intematiopal Barrier Corporation: See—
Cobb. Lincohi C; and Wardell. Raymond A.. 4,423,834, Q.

International Buainess Machines Corporatioa: See—
Brandeis, Christine; Kempf, Jurgen; Kraus. Gcorg; and KuazeL

Ulrich, 4,424,102. a. 204-192.00E!
^^
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Demiard, Robert H.; and Wordeman, Matthew R., 4,424,326, CI.

357-29.000.

Farrar, Paul A.; GefTken, Robert M.; and Kroll, Charles T.,

4,423,547, O. 29-571.000.

Harper, James M. E.; and Kleinsasser. Alan W., 4,424,104, CI.

2O4-192.00N.

Keidl, Steven D.; and Shidler, Karl A., 4.424,539, CI. 36069.000.
Internationa] Flavors St. Fragrances Inc.: See—

Mookberjee, Braja D.; Trenkle, Robert W.; WolfT, Robin K.;

Boden. Richard M.; and Yoshida. Takao, 4,424,378, CI.

568-374.000.

Sprecker, Mark A.; Klemarczyk, Philip T.; and Seiko, Robert P.,

4,424,379, Q. 568-446.000.

International Harvester Co.: See—
Robinson, Edward L., Jr.; and Westerfield, Lawerence D.,

4,423,788. Q. 172-427.000.

International Minerals ft Chemical Corp.: See—
Seeney, Charles E.; Kraemer, John F.; and Ingebrigtsen, Janis,

4,423,764, Q. 164-528.000.

International Paper Company: See—
DiGeronimo, Michael J., 4,424,188, Q. 422-20.000.

International Standard Electric Corporation: See-
Murray, James A.; and Nyman, David, 4,424,498, CI. 333-18.000.

Intematioiud Telephone and Telegraph Corporation: See—
Haskins. Steve W., 4,424,420, CI. 179-164.000.

Krtfger, Bradford E.; and Parr, John C, 4,424,516, CI. 343-763.000.

International Tool ft Supply Co., Inc.: See—
Toelke, Lester W.. 4,423,647, CI. 81-57.340.

Toelke. Lester W., 4,423,648, CI. 81-57.340.

loroi. Takao: See—
Ujihara, Takashi; Inoue, Akiyoshi; Yamada, Youzou; Yasuda.

Shinji; Takeda, Shuji; and loroi, Takao, 4,424,542, CI.

360-121.000.

Iquad Company' Incorporated: See—
Potter, John T., 4,423,970, CI. 400-141.100.

Irie, Yoichiro: See—
Kimura, Hiroshi; Hisajima, Masahiko; SMgemura, Yutaka; Yada,

Isao; Irie, Yoichiro; and Morimoto, Kiyoshi, 4,423,948, CI. 355-

14.00D.

Iriguchi, Norio, to Asahi Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Apparatus
and method for separating blood components. 4,424,132, CI.

210-800.000.

Irigka. Kazuyoshi: See—
Yano, Tsutomu; Hayakawa, Yoshihiro; Tachita, Ryobun; Irioka,

Kazuyoshi; Fukukita, Hiroshi; and Fukumoto, Akira, 4,423,737,

a. 128-661.000.

Irwin, C. Clark: See—
Winchell, Frank J.; Williams, Jerry K.; and Irwin, C. Clark,

4,423,795, CI. 180-215.000.

Ishibe, Nobuyuki, to Dow Chemical Company, The. Methylchloroform
subilizer compositions employing thiazolidine. 4,424,386, CI.

570-109.000.

Ishii, Shiro, to M-S Corporation. Battery powered drawer opening
device. 4,424.426, CI. 200-61.610.

Ishikawa, Tadashi: See—
Ogihara, Masuo; Shinozaki, Nobuo; Ishikawa, Tadashi; and Seki,

Yoichi, 4,423,966, CI. 368-263.000.

Ishikura, Tomoyuki: See—
Oki, Toshikazu; Yoshimoto, Akihiro; MaUuzawa, Yasue; Ishikura,

Tomoyuki; Umezawa, Hamao; and Takeuchi, Tomio, 4,424,342,
a. 536^.400.

lao, Tadashi; and Yamauchi, Hideyasu, to Santen Pharmaceutical Co.,
Ltd. Antihypertensive agent comprising a thiazolidine carboxylic
acid and probenecid. 4,424,228, CI. 424-270.000.

Itek Corporation: See-
Barnes, WUliam P., Jr., 4,424,435, Q. 219.121.0LD.

Ito, Osamu: See—
Sami, Hiroshi; Ueda, Tatehito; Ito, Osamu; Hobo, Nobuhito; Nai-

tou, Takashi; Nakamura, Tetsuya; Kawai, Shizuo; and Miyata,
Yukinori, 4,423,713, CI. 123-357.000.

Ito, Tadao; and Hori, Hidetaka, to Nippon Aerosil Co., Ltd. Process for

preparing trichlorosilane and silicon tetrachloride from silicon and
hydrogen chloride. 4,424,198, CI. 423-342.000.

Itoh, Takeji. to Osaka Bobbin Kabushiki Kaisha. Single-operation type
of fastening device for bobbin spacer. 4,423,609, CI. 68-212.000.

ITT Industries, Inc.: See—
Haar, Lucas H., 4,423,665, CI. 91-369.00B.

Ivanhoe, Jeffrey, to Greenberg, Edward I. Plastic laces for nmning
shoes. 4,423,539, CI. 24-143.00A.

Iwami, Ichiro: See

—

Takahashi, Eiji; Shimazu, Shinichi; Wada, Yukio; Iwami, Ichiro;

Nishiwaki, Takashi; Nishiyama, Toshikazu; and Ichida, Yutaka,
4,423.856. CI. 266-106.000.

Iwata, Hiroshi; and Yoshino, Tsunemi, to West Electric Co., Ltd.

Device for shifting lens group. 4,423,941, CI. 354-195.000.

Iwata, Hiroshi: See—
Kashihara. Toshitsugu; Iwata, Hiroshi; Yoshino, Tsunemi; and
Morioka. Akitoshi, 4,423,940, CI. 354-149.000.

IWE Ingenieurgellschaft fuer wirtschaftliche Energienutzung mit
beschnenkter Haftung. Firma: See

—

Durr. Walter; Weisae. Dietrich; Simon, Ufaich; and von Neufvillc-

Schoepflin. Friedwalt, 4,424,474, CI. 318-798.000.

lya, Sridhar K., to Union Carbide Corporation. Fluid jet seed particle

generator for silane pyrolysis reactor. 4,424.199, CI. 423-349.000.

Iza, Lewis B.. Sr.. to Plastic Oddities, Inc. Resilient gasket between
toilet bowl and drainpipe. 4,423.526. Q. 4-252.00R.

J. M. Huber Corporation: See

—

lannicelli, Joseph. 4.424.124. CI. 209-214.000.
J-M Manufacturing Company, Inc.: See-

Nguyen, Minh D.; and Lostak, Charles, 4,423,700. CI. 1 18-404.000.
J. P. Industries. Inc.: See

—

Psarouthakis, John. 4,423,752, Q. 137-625.410.

J. R. Simplot Company: See

—

Winslow, Elden D., 4,423,652. CI. 83-24.000.

Jacobs Mfg. Company, The: See

—

Mayne, Harry H.; and Quenneville. Raymond N.. 4.423.712, CI.
123-321.000.

Jacobsen, Steven: See

—

Tarjan, Peter P.; Sussman, Marvin L.; and Jacobaen. Steven.
4,423,732. CI. 128-419.00P.

Jacot-Descombes, Jacques; and Monnier. Jean-Luc, to Microbo, S.A.
Programmable robot. 4.424.472. a. 318-568.000.

Jaehnig, Leo J.: See—
Braunlin, Walter A.; Gorski. Alan; Jaehnig. Leo J.; Moskal. Clif-

ford J.; Naylor, Joseph D.; Parimi. Krishnia; and Ward. John V..
4,424,108, CI. 208-8.0LE.

Jakubowicz, Raymond F., to Eastman Kodak Company. Analyzer
featuring loading and unloading means for a storage chamber, and
common drive means. 4,424.191, CI. 422-65.000.

Janome Sewing Machine Co. Ltd.: See—
Hanyu, Susumu; Koike, Mikio; and Hara, Kazumasa, 4,423,693, CI.

112-324.000.

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute: See

—

Ara, Katsuyuki; Wakayama, Naoaki; Kobayashi, Kazuo; and Oga-
sawara, Toshihiko, 4,423.629. CI. 73-295.000.

Jehle, Fritz: See—
WUIenbacher, Erich; and Jehle, Fritz, 4.423.690. CI. 112-262.300.

Jelinek, Nikolaus; Ketterer, Hans; and Schausberger, Helmut, to Agfa-
Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft. Rack for transporting photosensitive
material through a bath. 4,423,947, CI. 354-320.000.

Jet Research Center, Inc.: See

—

Christopher, Glenn B., 4.424,086. CI. 149-19.300.

Jetter, Hans, to Bizerba-Werke, Wilhehn Kraut GmbH ft Co. KG.
Electromechanical bending force receiver, in particular for weighing
cells. 4.423,640, CI. 73-862.650.

Joffe, Boris B.; Tiebor, John E.; Sponc'. Jerry J.; and Sawyer. Byron
E., to Twin City International, Inc. Portable coating thickness mea-
suring device. 4,424,445, CI. 250-308.000.

Johansson, Leif S. Frame construction for string instruments. 4,423.636.
CI. 84-188.000.

Johnson. Bruce K., to Polaroid Corporation. Photographic exposure
control system and method. 4.423.936. CI. 354-403.000.

Johnson, D. Emil; Knitchen, Charles M.; and Sharps. G. Vincent. Jr., to
Mobil Oil Corporation. Polymer foam process. 4.424.287. CI.

521-74.000.

Johnson, Gordon C: See

—

Weinberg, Kurt; and Johnson. Gordon C. 4,424,140. CI.

502-133.000.

Johnson, Milo R.: See

—

Frazier, Gary A.; and Johnson, Milo R., 4,423,923, CI. 350-96.150.

Johnson, Roy A.; Lincoln, Frank H.; and Pike, John E., to Upjohn
Company, The. 2-Decarboxy-2-tetrazolyl-PGl2 compounds.
4,424,350, CI. 542-426.000.

Johnson, William C: See

—

Lee, Richard H.; Cullen, Steven R.; Bailen, Eddie H.; Rasmussen,
David H.; and Johnson, William C. 4.424,051. CI. 493-37.000.

Johnston. Christian W.: See

—

Gould, Francis E.; and Johnston, Christian W., 4,424.305, CI.

525-127.000.

Joly, Gabriel: See

—

Lalioz, Guy; and Joly, Gabriel, 4,424,180, CI. 264-51.000.

Jones, Albert S.; Walker, Richard T.; de Clercq. Erik D. A.; and Barr.

Philip J., to Rega Instituut VZW; and University of Birmingham.
2'Deo]iy-5-<2-ha]ogenovinyl)-uridines, pharmaceutical compositions
and method of use. 4.424,211, CI. 424-180.000.

Jones, Cecil M., to Norton Company. Refractory cement. 4,424,281, CI.

501-89.000.

Jones, David M.: See

—

Szelke, Michael; Jones, David M.; and Hallett. Allan. 4.424.207. CI.

424-177.000.

Jones, Donald R. Gas forge. 4,424,025, CI. 432-120.000.

Jones, John A. Lift-pad assembly for vehicle lift. 4,423,798, CI.

187-8.750.

Jordan, Peter J., to Kramer, Henry M. Self-supporting structure.

4,423,849, CI. 248-165.000.

Jorgensen, Dan; and Dyrsting, Hjame, to A/S Dumex (Dumex Ltd.).

Fluorine containing 2,4,5-triphenylimidazoles. 4,424,229, CI. 424-

273.00R.

JoufFroy, Guy: See

—

Durand. Pierre; and Jouffroy, Guy, 4.424.319. CI. 526-88.000.

Junker, Werner: See

—

Behr, Karl-Gunther; and Junker. Werner. 4.423.933. CI. 353-

27.00R.

Junkers, John K.; and Krautter, Wilhelm. to Unex Corporation. Ratchet
drive with an equal load double pawl arrangement. 4.423.649, G.
81-57.390.

Kabushiki Kaisha Kobe Seiko Sho: See

—

Takahashi, Eiji; Shimazu. Shinichi; Wada, Yukio; Iwami, Ichiro;

Nishiwaki, Takashi; Nishiyama, Toshikazu; and Ichida, Yutaka,

4,423,856, CI. 266-106.000.

Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu Sdsakusho: See—
Kodama, Kazuo; and Tsukiji. Yoshihiio, 4,423,990. Q. 409-132.000.
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'^"'i^»> Keishiro; Nakayama. Tetouya; and Moritoki, Masakazu,

Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha: See—
Gomi. Tsuguo, 4,423.929, CI. 350-335.000.

Kabushiki Kaisha Toyoda Jidoshokki Seisakusho: See—
„ ^^'".l^o'O' '^""'o; Md Shibano. Michio, 4,423.590, CI. 57-354.000
Kabushiki Kaisha Universal: See—

Okada, Kazuo, 4,423,872. CI. 273-121.00A.
Kadnikova. Galina I.: See—

Pakhomov. Gennady N.; Luste, AniU Y.; Kolesnik. Anatoly G.
Demishev, Vasily N.; Pashinina, Eva L.; Mordvinova, Maria V
Morozova. Lilia V.; Boginskaya. Lidia M.; Voskrcsenskaya.
Inna B.; Osadchuk, Sara Z.; and Kadnikova, Galina 1.. 4.424,203
CI. 424-52.000.

Kagawa. Yoshimasa: See—
Imazeki. Ryoji; Fukuyama. Hiroomi; and Kagawa. Yoshimasa,

4,424.569. CI. 364-474.000.
Kagi. Douglas A.: See-

White. Noam; Kagi, Douglas A.; Creer, Jack G.; and Tsai. Peter
4,424,401, CI. 585-416.000.

Kahelin, Edward W. Variable double wheel ball propelling machine
4,423,717, CI. 124-78.000.

f k- e

Kahn, Leonard R. Suppressed carrier communications system.
4,424,593, CI. 455-47.000.

Kajimaki, Masao: See—
Yagi, Akira; Nishimura. Haruo; Bandai, Shinji; Kajimaki, Masao;

Nakajima, Yoshihiro; and Matsumoto, Noriyuki, 4,423.532. CI
15-182.000.

Kalaus, Gyorgy: See—
SzanUy, Csaba; Szabo, Lajos; Kalaus, Gyorgy; Gyulai, Zsuzsanna;

Zajer nee Balazs, Maria; Forgach, Lilla; Karpati, Egon; Kiraly.
Arpad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver; Szpomy, Laszlo; and
Rosdy, Bela, 4,424,224, CI. 424-256.000.

K^lenbach, Rudolf Thermochemical drilling and separating process
for Si02 containing minerals and device for carrying out the process
4,423,855, CI. 266-74.000.

Kamezaki, Yasushi: See-
Sasaki, Hideyuki; Nakazawa, Torn; Kato. Yoshiaki; Fukuda,

Hideo; Kamezaki, Yasushi; and Fushida, Akira, 4,424,269, CI
430-94.000.

Kamino, Yasumi; Onitsuka. Shigenori;.Watanabe, Takanobu; and Yano,
Kattuyuki. to Hitachi Shipbuilding ft Engineering Co., Ltd. Process
and apparatus for chemically removing ash from coal. 4,424,062. CI
44-l.OSR.

Kamitani, Iwao; See—
Nakamura, Shinichi; Huzita, Riuzo; Kamitani, Iwao; and Maeda.
Tetsuma, 4.424,060, CI. 8-115.500.

Kan, Peter T.: See—
Patton, John T., Jr.; Kan, Peter T.; and Narayan, Thirumurti,

4,424,288, CI. 521-99.000.

Kane, John J.: See—
Boyd. Hugh; and Kane. John J., 4.423.832. CI. 222-203.000.

Kanebo Ltd.: See—
Minamino. Hiromi; Kondo. Mitsuo; Otani. Yasuhisa; Miyashiu,

Akira; Okada, Kenzo; and Kuramoto, Takashi. 4.424,204, CI.
424-63.000.

Kanegafuchi Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Nakagawa, Masao; and Nishida, Tatehiko, 4,424.286, CI.

521-58.000.

Shiozaki, Ken; and Ohnishi, Akira, 4,424,143, CI. 502-225.000.
Kaneko, Hideo; and Onoue, Makoto. to Kaneko, Hideo; and Inoue-
Japax Research Incorporated. Electrode material for travelling-wire
type electrical discharge machining. 4,424,432, CI. 219-69.00E.

Kang, Chia-Chen C: See—
Huibers. Derk T. A.; and Kang. Chia-Chen C. 4,424,109, CI.

Karis. Arthur T.. to Beloit Corporation. Arrangement for automatic
changeover between ream and skid loading in a continuous sheeter.
4.423.995, CI. 414-43.000.

Kariya. Michio: See—
Ogino. Makoto; Fujiu. Takamitsu; Futami, Toshihiko; Kariya.

Michio; and Ichimura, Takeo. 4,424.037. CI. 433-173.000.
Karl Thomae GmbH: See—

Engel, Wolfliard; Schmidt. Gunther; Trummlitz. Gunther; Eber-
lein. Wolfgang; Hammer. Rudolf; and Soldato, Piero D.,
4,424,222, CI. 424-250.000.

Karlock. James A.; and Marin. Roger A., to Vidicraft. Inc.. Video
circuit. 4,424,528. CI. 358-39.000.

Karnes, Thomas E.; and Trupin, Robert J. Thermal engine. 4,423.596.
CI. 60-527.000.

Karpati, Egon: See—
Keve. Tibor; Zaadon, Beta; Fekete, Gyorgy; Lorincz, Csaba;
Galambos, Janos; Zajer nee Balazs, ^|aria; Forgach, Lilla; Kar-
pati. Egon; Kiraly. Arpad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver;
Szpomy, Laszlo; and Rosdy, Bela, 4,424.223. CI. 424-256.000.

SzanUy, Csaba; Szabo. Lajos; Kalaus. Gyorgy; Gyulai. Zsuzsanna;
Zajer nee Balazs. Maria; Forgach. LUla; Karpati. Egon; Kiraly,
Arpad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver; Szpomy, Laszlo; and
Rosdy, Bela, 4.424.224. CI. 424-256.000.

Kaaahara, Masatoshi: See—
Maauda. Yasumasa; Sagae, Syoji; and Kaaahara, Maaatoshi,

4.424,520, a. 346-140.00R.
Kaachig, Jurgen; and Lohmann, Dieter, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation.

Vinyl-substituted 2,2'-bipyridine compounds. 4,424.359, CI.
546-255.000.

Kashihara, Toshiteugu; Iwata, Hiroshi; Yoshino, Tsunemi; and Mori-
oka, Akitoshi, to West Electric Co , Ltd Photographic equipment
4.423,940.0.354-149.000

Kashima. Yoshitake. to Hitachi, Ltd. Three-phase and three-leg core of
core-type transformer. 4.424,503, Q. 336-60 000

Kashmerick. Gerald E.; and Rosenquist. Gerald A., to Felt ProducU
Mfg. Co. Method of making composite gasket. 4.423,544. CJ
29-527.200.

Kasperski, Jcrzy R., to S.E.V. Altemateurs. Component of an clecinc
or electronic circuit, in particular a diode as well as a bridge rectifier
and alternator of motor vehicles comprising it. 4,424,560. CI

Kato, Shigeya: See—
Tanaka, Nobuyasu; Tominaga. Hiroshi; Fujita, Minoni; Tanaka.

Hajime; Hattori. Takahisa; Yasuda, Akira; and Kato, Shiaeya.
4.423.828, CI. 221-129.000.

*

Kato, Yoshiaki: See-
Sasaki, Hideyuki; Nakazawa, Toru; Kato. Yoshiaki; Fukuda,

Hideo; Kamezaki. Yasushi; and Fushida. Akira, 4.424,269. CI
430-94.000.

Kauura, Masaki: See—
Harata, Mituo; Kauura, Masaki; Uno. Shigeki; Hiraki, Hideaki and

Shiratori, Masayuki, 4.424,508. CI 338-35.000
Katz, Hyman. to Container Industries Inc. Apparatus for conlaimng
and dispensing fluids under pressure and method of manufacturina
same. 4.423,829, CI. 222-95000.

Kaufmann, Gerda Carpel-knotting instrument. 4,423,894. CI
289-17.000.

Kawabata. Yuichi: See—
Fukushima, Toshitaka; Koyama, Kazumi; Ucno, Kouji; Miyamura.
Tamio; and Kawabata. Yuichi. 4.424.582. CI 365- 189 000

Kawahata. Masahiro: See—
Morizumi. Miuuo; and Kawahata, Masahiro. 4,423,750. CI

137-413.000.

Kawai, Masato. to Nippon Electric Co . Ltd Logic circuit with a test
capability 4.424.581. CI 365-154.000

Kawai, Shizuo: See—
Sami, Hiroshi; Ueda, Tatehito; Ito. Osamu; Hobo. Nobuhito; Nai-

tou. Takashi; Nakamura. TeUuya; Kawai, Shizuo; and Miyata.
Yukinori. 4.423,713. CI. 123-357.000.

Kawasaki, Sadanobu: See—
Mizuno, Shogo; Suzuki. Takao; Kawasaki, Sadanobu and Takeda,

Hideichiro, 4,424.091. CI 156-234.000.
Kay, Edward L.: See-

Gutierrez, Richard; and Kay. Edward L.. 4.424.171 CI
524-414.000.

KCDP Corporation; See-
Conn. Shepard; and Kushner. Arnold. 4.424.054. Q 604-1 1.000

Keel, Beat G.; Tran, Tuan P.; Koller. Mara M.; Zimmerman. Larry D
and Darst, Patrick C, to Magnetic Peripherals Inc Deposition pro^
cess. 4.424,271. CI. 430-3 1 5.000.

Keeling. Ronald J.; Roc. Jin-Young K.; and Mollmann, Henry C . to
American Cyanamid Company. Hydroxyisopropylmelamine modi-
fied meIam.ne-formaldehyde resin. 4.424,261. CI. 428-530.000

Keidl. Steven D.; and Shidler. Karl A., to International Business Ma-
chines Corporation. Magnetic disk-control track read throuoh enve-
lope. 4.424.539. CI. 360-69.000.

*^

Keil, John G.: See—
Cron, Martin J.; Keil, John G.; Lin. Jeng S ; Ruggeri. Mariano V
and Walker, Derek, 4,424,343, CI. 536-13.800

Kelly, James C; and Gamett. Fredrick W.. to Starkville Tool and Die
Company. Pneumatic needle positioner. 4.423,692, CI. 112-274.000

Kelly, Robert H.: See—
Moyer, Anthony M.; and Kelly, Robert H.. 4.423.615, CI

72-326.000.

Kemp, Ian: See—
Treves, Barry W.; and Kemp. Ian. 4.423,760. CI. 152-209.00R.

Kemjpf, Jurpen: See—
Brandeis, Christine; Kempf, Jurgen; Kraus, Georg; and Kunzel.

Ulrich. 4,424. 1 02. CI. 204- 1 92.00E.
Kendall Company. The: See—

Rupinskas, Vyuutas R., 4,424,249, CI. 428-195.000.
Kenichi, Yoshida, to Nissan Motor Company. Limited. Knockms

detector. 4.423,621, CI. 73-35.000.

KerckhofT. Wilhelm, to Mannesmann Aktiengesellschaft. Crane trolley
4,423,685, CI. 105-150.000.

Kemforschungsanlage Julich GmbH: See—
Thyssen, Heinz; and Breuer. Gunter. 4,424,187. CI. 376-245.000

Kerwin, William J.: See—
Bobbett. Ronald E.; McCormick. J. Byron; and Kerwin. Wilham J..

4,424.491. CI. 324-433.000.

Kester, Dennis E.: See—
Christensen, Ronald C; Genske. Roger P.; Kester. Dennis E.; and

Ossian, William F., 4.424.256, CI. 428-347.000.
Kettell, John; and Anderson, David, to Laycock Engineering Limited

Friction clutches. 4,423,804, CI. I92-I09.00R.
Ketterer, Hans: See-

Fleck, Adolf; Ketterer, Hans; and Pietsch, Gerald, 4,423,946. Q.
354-319.000.

Jelinek. Nikolaus; Ketterer, Hans; and Schausberger, Helmut,
4,423,947, Q. 354-320.000.

Keve, Tibor; Zaadon, Bela; Fekete, Gyorgy; Lorincz. Caaba; Galam-
bos, Janos; Zajer nee Balazs, Maria; Forgach, Lilla; Karpati. Egon;
Kiraly, Arpad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver, Szpomy, LmzIo; and
Rosdy, Bela, to Richter Gedeoo Vegyeazeti Oyu RT. Polycyclic
compounds containing a double bond in the D<ing pharmaceutical
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compoBtioia containing them, and methods of treating psoriaais with
them. 4.424,223, Q. 424-2S6.000. i

Key Pharmaceuticala, Inc.: See— '

Tuttk. Ronald R.. 4,424,209, Q. 424-180.000.

Khanna, Pyare, to Syva Company. Acetaminophen analogs, antigens,

and antibodies. 4,424,130, Q. 260-1 12.00R.

Kicko-Walczak, Ewa J.: See—
Penczek, Piotr A.; Klosowska-Wolkowicz, Zofia; Kicko-Walczak,
Ewa J.; and Kopec, Andrzej, 4,424,299, CI. S2S-3 1.000.

Kiefer, Erich: See—
Daubenbochel, Werner; Hess, Dieter; and Kiefer, Erich, 4,424,178,

a. 264-40.100.

Kieha, Karl: See—
Baerstinghaus, Rainer; Kiehs, Karl; Seufert, Walter; and Adolphi,

Heinrich. 4,424,215, a. 424-210.000.

Kielbania, Andrew J., Jr., to Rohm and Haas Company. Polymers
adherent to polyolefins. 4,424,240, CI. 427-393.S00.

Kienzle Apparate GmbH: See—
Dold. Berthold. 4,423,631, Q. 73-431.000.

Kievskiy Politekhnichesky Institut of USSR: See—
Krivda, Leonid T.; Pshenishnjuk, Alexandr S.; Gromov, Viktor I.;

and Schukin, Vladimir K., 4,423,614, CI. 72-1 IS.OOO.

Kiko, Frederick J., to Reliance Electric Company. Equalizer circuit for

a rraeater. 4,424,499, Q. 333-28.00R.

Kikuchi, Tetsuya: See—
Nagaoka, Shoji; Takiuchi, Hidefumi; Mori, Yuichi; and Kikuchi,

fettuya, 4,424,311, O. S23-303.000.

Kikuchi, Yoshimi: See—
Eguchi, Mitsuo; Kikuchi, Yoshimi; and Ichino, Nobuyuki,

4,423,93S, a. 354-402.000.

Kimura, Hiroshi; Hisajima, Masahiko; Shigemura, Yutaka; Yada, Isao;

Irie, Yoichiro; and Morimoto, Kiyoshi, to Mita Industrial Company
Limited. Dual component developing material detecting device for

elactrostatic copying apparatus. 4,423,948, CI. 355-14.00D.
King, Dallas E., to General Motors Corporation. Method of assembling

dynamoelectric machine brushes. 4,423,549, Q. 29-597.000.

King, Donald L., to Envirotech Corporation. Rake drive and lifting

device for sedimenUtion apparatus. 4,424,130, CI. 210-531.000.

King Radio Corporation: See—
Cooper, Dale E.; Grillot, Ronald E.; Quick, Gary K.; and Smith,

Kevin R., 4,423,920, CI. 339-252.00R.
Kinoahita, Akira: See—

Kurihara, Seiji; Goto, Satoshi; Wada, Tsuneo; Kinoshita, Akira;
Takei, Yoshiaki; Akashi, Naoko; and Nomori, Hiroyuki,
4,424,266, Q. 430-59.000.

Kiraly, Arpad: See

—

Keve, Tibor; Zsadon, Bela; Fekete, Gyorgy; Lorincz, Csaba;
Galambos, Janos; Zajer nee Balazs, Maria; Forgach, Lilla; Kar-
pati, Egon; Kiraly, Arpad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver;
Szpomy, Laszlo; and Rosdy, Bela, 4,424,223, CI. 424-256.000.

SzanUy, Csaba; Szabo, Lajos; Kalaus, Gyorgy; Gyulai, Zsuzsanna;
Zajer nee Balazs, Maria; Forgach, Lilla; Karpati, Egon; Kiraly,

Aipad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver; Szpomy, Laszlo; and
Rosdy, Bela. 4,424,224, Q. 424-256.000.

Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver: See—
Keve, Tibor; Zsadon. Bela; Fekete, Gyorgy; Lorincz, Csaba;
Galambos, Janos; Zajer nee Balazs, Maria; Forgach, Lilla; Kar-
pati, Egon; Kiraly, Arpad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver;
Szpomy, Laszlo; and Rosdy, Bela, 4,424,223, CI. 424-256.000.

SzanUy, Csaba; Szabo, Lajos; Kalaus, Gyorgy; Gyulai, Zsuzsanna;
Zajer nee Balazs, Maria; Forgach, Lilla; Kairpati, Egon; Kiraly,
Aipad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver; Szpomy, Laszlo; and
Rosdy, Bela, 4,424,224, Q. 424-256.000.

Kirst, Herbert A.; and Truedell, Brenda A., to Eli Lilly and Company.
2-N-Acylated and 2-N-alkylated derivatives of 4-0-8ubstituted-2-

deoxystreptamine aminoglycosides and process. 4,424,344, CI.

536-16.900.

Kirst, Herbert A.; and Tmedell, Brenda A., to Eli Lilly and Company.
1-N-Acylated and 1-N-alkylated derivatives of 4-0-substituted-2-

deoxystreptamine aminoglycosides and process. 4,424,345, CI.

536-16.900.

Kitahara, Shizuo; Fujii, Toahihiro; and Sugi, Nagatoshi, to Nippon
Zeon Co., Ltd. Method for modifying cis-l,4-polyisoprene rubber.
4,424,306, a. 525-131.000.

KitamuTB, Takashi. to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Scanning method using
a plurality of beams and apparatus therefor. 4,424,442, CI
230-236.000.

Klaat, Donald L.; and Ghosh, Sambhunath, to United Gas Pipe Line
Company. Methane production from and benefkhation of anaerobic
digcMion of aquatic plant material. 4,424,064, Q. 48-197.00A.

Kleemann. Axel; and Samson, Marc, to Degussa Aktiengesellschaft.

Cyclic acetals of N-acylglutamic acid-y-semialdehydes, process for

their production and use. 4,424.370. Q. 549-373.000.

KleinaasKr, Alan W.: See—
Harper. James M. E.; and Kleinaasser, Alan W., 4,424,104, a.

204-192.00N.
Kleinachmit, Peter: See—

Panster, Peter; and Kleinachmit. Peter, 4,424,332. Q. 528-30.000.

Klemarczyk. PhiUp T.: See—
Spnsdux, Mark A.; Klemarczyk. Philip T.; and Beiko, Robert P.,

4,424,379. Q. 568-446.000.

Klioze. Solomon S.; and Ehrgott, Frederick J., to Hoechst-Rouasel
Pharmaceuticals. Inc. Prooess for preparing 4-aryloxy-3-pbenyI-

piperidines. 4,424.357, Q. 546-207.000.

Kfippert. Heinz; Tzachoppe, Eberhard; Paschalis, Stratot; Weinlich,
Jurgen; and Pngelmaiin, Manfred, to Hoechat AktiengesellschaA.

Continuous process and device for the manufacture of a vinyl chlo-
ride polymer in aqueous suspension. 4.424.301, C\. 525-33.000.

KLM Company: See—
Vangor, WUliam, 4,423,820. Q. 213-252.000.

Klosowska-Wolkowicz, Zofia: See—
Penczek, Piotr A.; Kloaowska-Wolkowicz, Zofia; Kicko-Walczak,
Ewa J.; and Kopec, Andrzej, 4.424,299, Q. 523-31.000.

Knape & Vogt Manufacturing Co.: See—
Vander Ley, Robert J., 4,423,914, Q. 312-333.000.

Knapp, Jules F., to United Coatings. Inc. Molded container. 4,423,811,
a. 206-362.300.

Knapp, Robert L.: See

—

Omholt. Bruce D.; and Knapp, Robert L., 4,423,573, CI.
52-145.000.

Knappe, Ortwin: See—
Botzem, Werner; Knappe, Ortwin; and Srostlik, Peter. 4.423.802.
a. 188-377.000.

Knifton, John F.: See—
Lin, Jiang-Jen; and Knifton, John F.. 4.424.384, Q. 368-902.000.

Knott, Joseph, to Siemens Aktiengeaellachaft. Device for the disaggre-
gation of powdery material in a reservoir. 4,423.962. Q. 366-279!Q0O.

Kobayashi, Ikuo: See

—

Nagai, Takeshi; Yamamoto. Kazushi; and Kobayashi, Ikuo,
4,424,507, CI. 338-22.00R.

Kobayashi, Kazuo: See^
Ara, Kauuyuki; Wakayama. Naoaki; Kobayashi. Kazuo; and Oga-

sawara, Toshihiko, 4,423,629, Q. 73-293.000.
Kobayashi, Susumu: See

—

Hatao, Itsuro; and Kobayashi. Susumu. 4.424.313, CI. 34O-8O3.000.
Kobiske, Michael H.; and Pepi. Jerome S., to Maremont Corporation.
Shock absorber with improved compression valve mechaniam.
4,423,800, CI. 188-277.000.

Kobryn, Ronald J., to Precision Handling Devices, Inc. Print head.
4.423,969, CI. 400-124.000.

Kodama, Kazuo; and Tsukiji. Yoshihiro, to Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu
Seisakusho. Crankshaft milling machine. 4,423,990, CI. 409-132.000.

Koegel, Robert J.: See—
Lange, Ronald E.; and Koegel, Robert J.. 4.424.376. CI.

364-900.000.

Koike, Mikio: See

—

Hanyu, Susumu; Koike, Mikio; and Hara, Kazumasa, 4,423,693. CI.
112-324.000.

Koike. Norio; and Ikari, Kunihiro, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki
Kaisha. Method of making picture tube fluorescent screen. 4,424,265.
CI. 430-28.000.

Koinuma. Kazuo; and Yamazaki, Masami. to Victor Company of Japan,
Limited. Apparatus and method for multi-track recordmg of a digital

signal. 4,424,541, CI. 360-75.000.

Kolesnik, Anatoly G.: See

—

Pakhomov, Gennady N.; Luste, Anita Y.; Kolesnik, Anatoly G.;
Demishev, Vasily N.; Pashinina, Eva L.; Mordvinova, Mana V.;

Morozova, Lilia V.; Boginskaya, Lidia M.; Voskresenskaya,
Irina B.; Osadchuk, Sara Z.; and Kadnikova, Galina I., 4,424,203.
CI. 424-52.000.

Koller, Mara M.: See-
Keel, Beat G.; Tran, Tuan P.; Koller, Mara M.; Zimmerman, Larry

D.; and Darst, Patrick C, 4,424,271, CI. 430-315.000.

KoUmorgen Technologies Corporation: See—
Frisch, David C; and Weber, WUhelm. 4.424.095, O. 136-629.000.

Kendo. Hideyo; and Fujimura, Naoto, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha.
Electrophotographic image holding member. 4,424,267, CI.

430^.000.
Kondo, Mitsuo: See

—

Minamino, Hiromi; Kondo, Mitsuo; Otani, Yasuhiaa; Miyashita.
Akira; Okada. Kenzo; and Kuramoto. Takashi. 4.424.204, O.
424-63.000.

Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd.: See—
Kurihara, Seiji; Goto, Satoshi; Wada, Tsuneo; Kinoshita, Akira;

Takei, Yoshiaki; Akashi, Naoko; and Nomori, Hiroyuki,
4,424,266, CI. 430-59.000.

Kopec, Andrzej: See

—

Penczek, Piotr A.; Kloaowska-Wolkowicz. Zofia; Kicko-Walczak.
Ewa J.; and Kopec, Andrzej, 4,424,299, Q. 323-31.000.

Koppers Company, Inc.: See

—

Kozy, Michael J., 4.424,099. a. 201-41.000.

Leston, Gerd. 4,424.381, Q. 368-753.000.

Korchnak, Joseph D.; and Fett, Richard H. O., to UNC Reoveiv
Corporation. Recovery of organic extractant from secondary emul-
sions formed in the extraction of uranium from wet-process phos-
phoric acid. 4,424,195, CI. 423-10.000.

Koreeda, Toshio: See

—

Nojiri, Akio; Sawasaki, Takashi; and Koreeda, Toshio, 4.424.293.

CI. 524-101.000.

Koren, Jacob: See—
Inbar, Dan; Gafhi, Giora; Grimberg. Ernest; and Koren. Jacob.

4,424,446, CI. 25O-363.00S.
Korwin, Paul; and Korwin, Robert. Arrangement for, method of, and

device for use in taking dental impressions and in restoring teeth.

4,424,034, a. 433-40.000.

Korwin, Robert: See

—

Korwin, Paul; and Korwin. Robert, 4,424,034. Q. 433-40.000.

Kosaka, Masahiro: See

—

Maeda, Mikio; Kosaka, Masahiro; and Higashiyama, Katsuhiko,

4,424,556, Q. 363-17.000.

Kosmowski, Wojciech B., to Cooper Industries, Inc. Hydraulic chuck.
4,423,880. a. 279-4.000.
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Koaoczky, Ibolya: See—
Benko, Pal; Kovanyi, Gyorgyi nee Lax; Timar, Judit nee Gergely;
Sigmond, Maria nee Lakatos; Petocz, Lujza; Gorog, Peter
Kosoczky, Ibolya; Szirt, Eniko nee Kiszelly; and Toncsev, Hri-
stone, 4,424,351, Q. 542-439.000.

Koto, Noriaki: See—
Tsubaki, Kazumi; Koto, Noriaki; and Abe, Toyohiko, 4,424,321, Q.

526-128.000.

Kovanyi, Gyorgyi nee Lax: See—
Benko, Pal; Kovanyi, Gyorgyi nee Lax; Timar, Judit nee Gergely;
Sigmond, Maria nee Lakatos; Petocz, Lujza; Gorog, Peter-
Kosoczky, Ibolya; Szirt, Eniko nee Kiszelly; and Toncsev, Hri-
stone, 4,424,351, CI. 542-439.000.

Koyama, Kazumi: See—
Fukushima, Toshitaka; Koyama, Kazumi; Ueno, Kouji; Miyamura.
Tamio; and Kawabata, Yuichi, 4,424,582, CI. 365-189.000,

Koyama, Kazuo: See—
Youumoto, Toshihiro; and Koyama, Kazuo, 4,424.238, CI.

427-381.000.

Koyama, Masao; Matuo, Syuitu; Nakayama, Chiaki; and Hoshina,
Katsumi, to Toshiba Ceramics Co., Ltd. Constituent members of a
semiconductor element-manufacturing apparatus and a reaction
furnace for making said constituent members. 4,424,193, CI
422-248.000.

Koyama, ToshiUugu: See—
Okigami, Noboru; Sekiguchi, Yoshitoshi; Hayasaka, Hiroshi;
Koyama, ToshiUuKu; Fujioka, Takeo; and YoshimiUu. Takeshi,
4.424.017, CI. 431-3.000.

Kozy, Michael J., to Koppers Company, Inc. Process for control of
coke oven emissions. 4,424,099, CI. 201-41,000.

Kraemer, John F.: See—
Seeney, Charles E.; Kraemer, John F.; and Ingebrigtsen. Janis,

4,423,764, CI. 164-528.000.

KraAwerk Union Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Bege, Dietmar; Faust, Hans-Joachim; Puthawala, Anwer; and

Stunkel, Helmut, 4,424,149, CI, 252-629.000.
Kralik, Douglas R.; and Mitchell, Hal D., to AT-O Inc. Suspension
system for headgear. 4,423,524, CI. 2-416.000,

Kramer, Daniel E. Water defrost evaporator with non-uniform water
distribution and visual overflow. 4,423,601, CI. 62-82,000,

Kramer, George M., to Exxon Research and Engineering Co, Adaman-
tyl carboxylic and sulfonic acid catalyzed paraffin isomerization,
4.424,387. CI. 585-743.000.

Kramer, Henry M.: See-
Jordan, Peter J., 4,423,849, CI. 248-165.000.

Kraus, Oeorg: See—
Brandeis, Christine; Kempf, Jurgen; Kraus, Georg; and Kunzel,

Ulrich, 4.424,102. CI, 2O4-192.00E,
Krauth, Axel: See—

von Alpen, Ulrich; and Krauth, Axel, 4,424,262, CI. 429-8,000.
Krautter, Wilhelm: See-

Junkers, John K.; and Krautter, Wilhelm, 4,423,649, CI. 81.57.390.
Krebs, Helmut: See—

Widran, Jerrold; and Krebs, Helmut, 4,423,727, CI, 128-303.130,
Kreeger, Elsmer W.; and Stahl, Edward L., to Pinckney Molded Plu-

tics. Inc. Multilevel stacking container, 4,423,813, CI. 206-306.000.
Krenz, Horst M., to Heath Company, Form tKmming apparatus and
method for line printer. 4.423.973, CI. 400-616.000.

Kress. Dieter; and Haberle. Friedrich, to Mapal Fabrik fur Prazision-
swerkzeuge Dr. Kreu AG. Machine tool assembly with rouuble
cutting tool. 4.423.98». CI. 408-197.000.

Kreuder. Hans J.; See-
Meyer, Rolf-Volker; Kreuder, Hans J.; and de Qeur, Eckhard,

4,424,353, CI. 344-233.000,

Kreuder, Hans-Joachim: See-
Meyer, Rolf-Volker; Kreuder, Hans-Joachim; and Hohlein, Peter,

4,424,313. CI. 323-438.000.

Krivda. Leonid T.; Pshenishnjuk. Alexandr S.; Gromov, Viktor I.; and
Schukin, Vladimir K.. to Kievskiy Politekhnichesky Institut of
USSR. Apparatus for shaping articles by rolling. 4,423,614, CI.
72-115.000.

Kroenke, William J., to B. F, Goodrich Company, The, Dimethyldioc-
tadecylammonium molybdates, 4,424,164, CI, 260-429.00R,

Kroll, Charles T.: See—
Farrar, Paul A.; Geflken, Robert M.; and Kroll. Charles T.,

4,423,547, CI. 29-571.000.

Krubsack, Larry J.: See—
Krubsack, Ronald H.; Caruso, Jerome C; and Kmbsack, Larry J.,

4,424,333, CI. 362-419.000.

Krubsack, Ronald H.; Caruso, Jerome C; and Krubsack, Larry J., to
Hartland ProducU <:ompany. Inc. Concealable lighting fixture.

4.424.333. CI. 362-419.000.

Kruger. Bradford E.; and Parr. John C, to International Telephone and
Telegraph Corporation. Around-the-mast rotary coupler with indi-

vidual power module exciution. 4,424,316, CI. 343-763.000.
Krupp Kautex Machinenbau GmbH: See—

Daubenbuchel, Werner; Hess, Dieter; and Kiefer, Erich, 4.424.178,
a. 264-40.100.

Krutchen, Charles M.: See-
Johnson, D. Emil; Krutchen, Charles M.; and Sharps. G. Vincent.

Jr.. 4,424.287. CI. 321-74.000.

Krutenat. Richard C: See—
Polizzotti. Richard S.; and Krutenat, Richard C. 4,424.083, CI.

148-12.00E.

Kuboichi, Koichi, to Eagle Industry Co., Ltd. Actuator. 4,423.642. CI.
74-2.000.

Kuchar, James F,: See—
Mehrens, Douglas W.; and Kuchar, James F., 4.424,007. O.

417-360.000.

Kuchuris, George F.: See—
Yauushiro, Kenji; and Kuchuris, George F, 4,424,303, O.

336-90.000

Kudo, Kazuhiko: See—
MaUuda, Masami; Chino. Koichi; and Kudo, Kazuhiko, 4,424,016,

CI. 425-144.000.

Kuhne, Norbert: See—
Rahse. Wilfried; Kuhne, Norbert; and Wust, Wilh. 4.424,347. Q

536-91.000.

Kulischenko. Walter; and Capdevielle, Martin J., to Pennwalt Corpora-
tion. Rigid high speed flexible shaft casing assembly for tight radii
installations. 4,424,043. CI. 464-52 000

Kullinger, Kenneth; and Mattsson, Mats, to ASEA Aktiebolag. Trans-
former with a controlled flow of cooling liquid. 4.424.302. Q
336-57,000.

Kumagai. Henry Y.. to Western Electric Co.. Inc. R-F ElecUode type
workholder and methods of supporting workpieces during R-F
powered reactive treatment. 4,424,096, CI. 136-643.000.

Kummer, Rudolf: See-
Schneider, Kurt; Kummer. Rudolf; Schwirten. Kurt, Schindler,

Hans-Dieter, deceased; Schindler, Mana E., heir-ai-Uw; Lang.
Ute, heir-at-law; and Schindler, Ramer. hetr-al-law, 4,424,394,
CI. 560-103.000.

Kuno. Masaya. Hydrostripping process of crude oil. 4,424.117, a.
208-211.000.

Kunzel, Ulrich: See—
Brandeis, Christine; Kempf, Jurgen; Kraus, Georg; and Kunzel,

Ulrich, 4.424.102. CI. 204-I92.00E.
Kuo, Hong-Hsiang, to General Motors Corporation. Brush feeder for

disposal of thermoplastic waste in s fluidized bed reactor. 4,423.688.
CI. 110-245.000.

Kuramoto, Takashi: See—
Minamino, Hiromi; Kondo. MiUuo; Otant. Yasuhisa, Miyashita,

Akira; Okada, Kenzo; and Kuramoto. Takashi, 4.424,204, Q.
424-63.000.

Kureha Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kauha: Set—
Nishimoto. Yoshiharu; and Yamazaki, Kenga 4,424,243. Q.

428-36.000.

Kurihara, Keishiro; Nakayama. TeUuya; and Moritoki, Masakazu. to
Kabushiki Kaisha Komauu Seisakusho. Load control device for a
working tool of s construction vehicle 4.423.785, O. 172-3.000.

Kurihara. Seiji; Goto, Satoshi; Wada, Tiuneo; Kinoshita, Akira; Taket.
Yoshiaki; Akashi, Naoko; and Nomon, Hiroyuki, to Konishiroku
Photo Industry Co., Ltd Layered electrophotographic photosensi-
tive element having hydrazone charge transport material. 4.424,266,
CI. 430-59.000.

Kuro, Jun-ichi: See—
Enoshima, Toshio; and Kuro. Jun-ichi, 4.424,477, CI. 320-61.000

Kurobane, luuo; Vining. Leo C ; and Mclnnes, Alister G.. to Asahi
Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Secalonic acids. 4,424,373, CI.
549-393.000.

Kuroda, Sigeski: See—
Oguni, Kensaku; Yuuda. Hiromu; and Kuroda. Sigeaki. 4.423.603,

CI. 62-324.100.

Kuroiwa, Hiroshi: See—
Nishimura, Yutake; Oyama. Yoshishige; Kuroiwa. Hiroshi; and
Osuga, Minoru. 4,424,568, CI. 364-431.070.

Kurtz, Leonard D.; and LiCausi, Joseph, to BioResearch Inc. Dispos-
able aulotransfusion device. 4,424,053, CI 604-4.000

Kurtz, Walter; and Lamm, Gunther, to BASF AktiengesellschaA.
Aminoazo compounds. 4.424.155, CI. 260-157.000

Kurz, Robert A.; and Palumbo, Anthony J., to Westinghouse Electric
Corp. Subilization of perchloroethylene dielectric fluids 4,424.147.
CI. 252-575,000.

Kushner, Arnold: See-
Conn, Shepard; and Kushner. Arnold. 4,424,054, O 604-11.000.

Kusumgar, R^al M.: See—
DiEdwardo, Andrew H.; and Kusumgar. Rajal M.. 4.424.307, CI

525-154.000.

Kuttner, Klaus, to Robert Bosch GmbH. Thin-film electromc circuit

unit. 4.424,409. CI. 174-68.500.

Kyle, James C. Insulating material and method of makmg material.
4,424,090, CI. 156-89.000.

L.C.C.-C.I.C.E. Compagnie Europeene de ComposanU Electroniques:
See-

Saint Marcoux, Roland. 4.424,552, CI. 361-306.000.

L. A C. Steinmuller GmbH: See—
Merz, Johannes; v. d. Kammer, Gunter; and Rau, Ulnch, 4,423,619,

CI. 110-347.000.

Ladue, Charles: See—
Antelman, Stanley I.; and Ladue, Charles, 4,424,438, CI.

219-491.000.

Laesser. Qaude, to Ebauches, S.A. Liquid crystal display device.
4,423.928. CI. 33O-335.000.

Lagergren. Lars; and Lindstrom, Wiclor C. O. Device for frame pro-
files. 4,423,375, CI. 52-21 1.000.

Lagoutte, Pierre: See—
Chavey, Christian; and Lagoutte, Pierre, 4,424,417, Q. I79-2.00E.

LaHann, Thomas R.; and Buckwalter, Brian L., to Procter A Gamble
Company, The. Hydroxyphenylacetamidcs having tftlfnif tad
anti-irritant activity. 4,424,205, Q. 424-72.000.
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Lalloz, Guy; ind Joly, Gabriel, to Saplest S.A. Process for the produc-

tion of expanded synthetic material articles having variable physical

characteristics. 4,424,180. CI. 264-51.000.

Lamb, Lloyd T.: See—
Denton. Qyde J.; and Lamb, Lloyd T., 4.424,486. CI. 324-225.000.

Lambeth, David N.; Lee, James K.; and Frank, Lee F., to Eastman

Kodak Company. Photographic camera with digital controller and

method of manufacture. 4.423.934. CI. 354-412.000.

Lamm, Gunther: See—
Dehnert, Johannes; Loffler, Hermann; and Lamm, Gunther,

4.424.154, a. 260-156.000.

Kurtz. Walter; and Lamm. Gunther. 4,424.155. CI. 260-157.000.

Land. Edwin H.; Bronstein-Bonte. Irena Y.; and Taylor. Lloyd D., to

Polaroid Corporation. Copolymeric mordants. 4.424.326. CI.

S26-26S.000.

Land. Robert B.: See—
Growden. Murray W.. 4,423,790, CI. 172-750.000.

Lang, Sandra J.: See—
Growden. Murray W., 4.423,790, CI. 172-750.000.

Lang, Ute, heir-at-law: See—
Schneider. Kurt; Kummer. Rudolf; Schwirten. Kurt; Schindler.

Hans-Dieter, deceased; Schindler. Maria E., heir-at-law; Lang.

Ute. heir-at-law; and Schindler. Rainer, heir-at-law, 4,424,394,

a. 560-105.000.

Lange, Ronald E.; and Koegel, Robert J., to Honeywell Information

Systems Inc. Maintenance panel for communicating with an auto-

mated maintenance system. 4,424.576, CI. 364-900.000.

Langhoff, Josef; and Seipenbusch, Jurgen. Method for the gasiflcation

uk) preparation of a water-carbon slurry. 4,424,065, CI. 48-197.00R.

Langmead, David L. System for extending the capacity of a pick-up

truck and the like. 4,423,899, Q. 296-3.000.

Larguia, Constancio. Arrangements for selectively changing the radia-

tion and vibration transmission properties of panels. 4,423,577, CI.

52-171.000.

Laroche. Pierre A. R. M.; Hoarau. Roland J.; and Brault. Patrice G. M.,

to Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatialcs (O.N-

.E.R^.). Apparatus for measuring an electrical field. 4.424,481, CI.

324-72.000.

Larson, Allen L.. to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated. Chan-

nel interface circuit with high speed daU message header Held trans-

lation and direct memory access. 4,424,565. CI. 364-200.000.

Laude. Michael; Marra, Michael; Stone, Corbett W.; and Vartoukian,

Artin G., to Singer Company, The. Fabric shearing and heating tool.

4,424,094. CI. 156-513.000.

Lauffer. Donald E.. to Phillips Petroleum Company. Dispersion coefTi-

cient determination. 4.424.487, CI. 324-307.000.

Laun, Arthur: See-
Fey, Rainer; Dumbser, Gerhard; and Laun, Arthur, 4,424,548, CI.

361-152.000.

Laurel Bank Machine Company: See— ^

Hirata, Akira; and Shichinohe, Takashi, 4,423,826. CI. 221-100.000.

Lautenbach. Dieter: See—
Barzynaki, Helmut; Hartmann. Heinrich; Lautenbach, Dieter;

Osterloh. Rolf; Goethlich, LuU; and Heil, Guenter, 4,424,314,

a. 525-454.000.
;

Law, Peter L.: See—
Candlin, John P.; Caunt, Anthony D.; and Law. Peter L.. 4.424, 1 38,

a. 502-162.000.

Lawson. John A.: See—
Thomas, E. Raymond; Cahill. Lysle D.; Marshall, William W.;

Talley, Luke L.; Lawson. John A.; and Wilcox. Brian N.,

4,424.589. CI. 382-61.000.

Laycock Engineering Limited: See—
KetteU. John; and Anderson. David. 4.423.804, CI. 192-109.00R.

Leake, Craig H.; and Silano, Michael A., to National Starch and Chemi-

cal Corporation. Corrugating adhesive composition and paperboard

product produced therewith. 4,424.291, CI. 524-47.000.

Lebedev, Vladimir K.: See—
Rossoshinsky, Alexei A.; Balakin. Valentin I.; Babak. Alexandr K.;

Lebedev. Vladimir K.; Mironov. Lev G.; Chelnokov, Gennady
l; and Vinogradov. Gennady V.. 4.424.106. CI. 204-256.000.

Leca, Jean-Paul: See—
Avenel. Michel; Evrard, Paul; and Leca, Jean-Paul, 4.424.137, CI.

252-182.000.

Lee. Ja H.; Hohl, Frank; and Weaver, Willard R., to United Sutes of

America, National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Solar

pumped laser. 4.424.592. CI. 372-79.000.

Lee, James K.: See—
Lambeth. David N.; Lee. James K.; and Frank. Lee F., 4,423.934,

a. 354-412.000.

Lee, Richard H.; Cullen, Steven R.; Bailen, Eddie H.; Rasmussen,

David H.; and Johnson, William C, to Ag-Bag Corporation. Method

and apparatus for manufacturing an agricultural bag. 4,424,051, CI.

493-37.000.

Lee, Thomas B.: See—
Baatick, John R.; Fuher, John; Hardem, David N.; and Lee,

Thomas -B., 4.424,231. CI. 424-274.000.

Lee, William J. Display and storage assembly utilizing a plurality of

interchangeable stackable bins. 4,423,913, Q. 312-107.000.

Leen, Morris W.: See-
Lewis. Arthur M.; and Leen. Morris W., 4,424,521, Q. 346-

140.0(Hl.

Leiand Stanford Junior University, Board of Trustees of the: See—
HeUman. Martin E.; and Pohlig, Stephen C, 4.424,414, CI.

178-22.110.
I

Leiong, Pierre H.; and Ott, Jean H.. to U.S. Philips Corporation.

Gamma camera comprising an electronic device for the correction of

linearity errors. 4.424.447. CI. 25O-363.00S.

Lendle, Eberhard: See—
Lipka, Erich; and Undle. Eberhard. 4,424,097, CI. 156-656.000.

Lengronne, Bernard: See—
Minjolle, Louis; Lengronne, Bernard; Calvet, Joseph; and Cha-

teigner. Serge, 4,424,179, CI. 264-44.000.

LenU, Charles M.; and Swanson, Craig A., to Stainless Icetainer Com-
pany. Apparatus for storing and dispensing particulate ice. 4.423.830,

CI. 222-146.00C.

Le Page, Jean-Francois: See—
Chauvin, Yves; Commereuc. Dominique; Sugier. Andre; and Le

Page. Jean-Francois. 4,424.282, CI. 518-700.000.

Lemer. Bernard J. Prilling. 4,424,072, CI. 71-28.000.

Lerot, Luc: See—
Walraevens, Rene; and Lerot, Luc. 4.424,391. CI. 549-525.000.

Leston, Gerd, to Koppers Company, Inc. Process for separating dihy-

dric phenols. 4,424,381. CI. 568-753.000.

Leuchtturm Albenvcrlag Paul Koch KG: See-
Schubert, Bemhard A., 4,424,093, CI. 156-497.000.

Leuthold, Oskar, to Ebauches Electroniques. Voltage level detecting

circuit. 4.424,457. CI. 307-350.000.

Leutner. Vollunar: See—
Heiser, Joachim; and Leutner, Volkmar, 4,423,747, CI. 137-85.000.

Leuvelink, Gerrit W. E., to T.T. Haaksbergen B.V. Method for the

production of a link-belt. 4,423,543, CI. 29-433.000.

Lever Brothers Company: See—
Alderson, Susan G.; Barratt, Martin D.; and Black, John G.,

4,424,234, CI. 424-317.000.

Leverenz, Klaus: See—
Hamprecht, Rainer; and Leverenz, Klaus, 4,424,156, CI.

260-205.000.

Levitt, George, to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company. Herbi-

cidal sulfonamides. 4,424,073, CI. 71-92.000.

Levy, Norman, to Fiasco, Inc. Midstream sampling of catheterized

liquid flow from a body cavity and improved coupling therefor.

4,423,741, CI. 128-768.000.

Levy, Sidney. Continuous process for producing N-butanol employing

anaerobic fcrmcnUtion. 4,424,275, CI. 435-160.000.

Lewis, Arthur M.; and Leen, Morris W., to Exxon Research and Engi-

neering Co. Ink jet apparatus and reservoir. 4,424,521, CI. 346-

140.00R.

Lewis, Martyn A.; Penniman, Steven K.; and Sutton, David A., to

DMA Systems Corporation. Method and apparatus for recording

transducer positioning information. 4,424,543, CI. 360-135.000.

LiCausi, Joseph: See—
Kurtz. Leonard D.; and LiCausi. Joseph. 4,424,053, CI. 604-4.000.

Lieberman. David M. Cam-guided trephine. 4.423,728, CI. 128-310.000.

Liebmann, Bonnie J.: See—
Bodner, Beverly B.; and Liebmann, Bonnie J., 4,423,523, CI. 2-

49.00R.

Lightolier Incorporated: See—
Woloski, Leonard E.; and Wyles, Walter E., 4,424,554, CI.

362-365.000.

Limpel, Lawrence E.: See—
Magee. Thomas A.; Battershell. Robert D.; Limpel. Lawrence E.;

Ho, Andrew W.; Friedman, Arthur W.; Corkins, H. Glenn;

Brand, William W.; Buchman. Russell; Storace. Louis; and Os-

good, Edmond R.. 4.424,213, CI. 424-184.000.

Lin, Jeng S.: See—
Cron, Martin J.; Keil, John G.; Lin, Jeng S.; Ruggeri, Mariano V.;

and Walker. Derek. 4,424,343, CI. 536-13.800.

Lin. Jiang-Jen; and Knifton, John F., to Texaco Inc. Process for homol-

ogation of methanol to ethanol. 4,424,384, CI. 568-902.000.

Lin, Kun-Shan, to Texas Instruments Incorporated. Formant tracker.

4.424,415, CI. 381-39.000.

Lincoln, Frank H.: See—
Johnson, Roy A.; Lincoln, Frank H.; and Pike, John E., 4,424,350,

CI. 542-426.000.

Lindstrom, Wictor C. O.: See—
Lagergren, Lars; and Lindstrom, Wictor C. O., 4,423,575, CI.

52-211.000.

Lingl Corporation: See—
Muller. Walter. 4,423,807, CI. 198-425.000.

Lipka, Erich; and Lendle, Eberhard, to Elget Ing.-Buro fur Grafische

und Elektronische Technik. Metal stripping process and composition.

4.424,097, CI. 156-656.000.

Litton Industrial Products, Inc.: See— ^

Carroll. Richard R.; and Papp, Alan M.. 4,423,545, a. 29-568.000.

Liu, Ping Y., to General Electric Company. Composition of an aro-

matic carbonate polymer, a styrene-butadiene styrene radial black

copolymer and an acrylate copolymer. 4,424.303, CI. 525-67.000.

Livingston, Arnold M. Oil recovery system and process. 4,423,779, CI.

166-250.000.

Lloyd, William A.; McFarland, Keith E.; and Smith, Kenneth E., to

Xerox Corporation. Capacitive electrosUtic stylus writing with

counter electrodes. 4,424.522, a. 346-154.000.

LMT Radio Professionnelle: See—
Chavey, Christian; and Ugoutte, Pierre, 4,424.417, d. I79-2.00E.

Locker, Dale E.: See—
Sietmann, Vernon H.; Lukehart, Leonard J.; and Locker, Dale E.,

4,424,041, CI. 44O-5.000.

Loctite Corporation: See—
Nativi, Larry A., 4.424,252, CI. 428-209.000.
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Locy, Don B.: See—
Cavileer, Watson V.; and Locy, Don B.. 4,423.627, a. 73-215.000.

Lomer. Hermann: See—
Dehnert, Johannes; Lofller. Hermann; and Lamm, Gunther.
4,424,154.0.260-156.000.

Lohmann. Dieter: See—
Kaichig. Jurgen; and Lohmann. Dieter, 4.424,359. CI. 546-255.000.

Lohr ft Bromkamp GmbH: See—
Welschof. Hans-Hetnrich; and Beier, Rudolf. 4.424,047, C\.

464-145.000.

Lohr. Delmar F.; and Schulz. Donald N.. to Firestone Tire A Rubber
Company. The. Molecular weight distribution and microstructure
modifiers for elastomers. 4,424.323. CI. 526-180.000.

Lokken. Oddvin. Anti-spluh cup for dental prophylaxis. 4,424,036, CI.
433-116.000.

Lomas, David A.; and Thompson, Gregory J., to UOP Inc. Fluid
catalyst regeneration apparatus. 4,424,192, CI. 422-109.000.

Long, Alvin L. Universal air deflector. 4,423,668. CI. 98-2.120.
Long. Robert B.: See—

Murrell. Lawrence L.; Grenoble, Dane C; and Long. Robert B.,

4.424.114. CI. 208-86.000.
Loomis, Russell M.. to Unarco Industries. Inc. Replacement hasp, kit.

and method for replacing railroad car lock hasps. 4,423.896, CI.
292-284.000.

Loreto. Wilfredo P.: See-
Stem. Theodore J.; and Loreto. Wilfredo P.. 4.423.569. CI. 51-

lOl.OLG.
Lorig. Bernard; Rahuel. Jean-Claude; and Roux, Catherine, to Eu-

blissement Public de Diffusion dit TeledifTusion de France; and
Lorig. Bernard. Device for the digital transmiuion and display of
graphics and/or of characters on a screen. 4.424.572, CI. 364-900.000.

Lorimor, Orval G.: See-
Chang, Gee-Kung; El Hamamsy. Mahmoud A.; Hartman, Adrian

R.; and Lorimor, Orval G., 4,424,544, CI. 361-56.000.
Lorincz, Csaba: See—

Keve, Tibor; Zsadon, Bela; Fekete, Gyorgy; Lorincz, Csaba;
Galambos, Janos; Zajer nee Balazs, Maria; Forgach, Lilla; fCar-
pati, Egon; Kiraly, Arpad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver;
Szpomy, Laszlo; and Roidy, Bela, 4,424,223, CI. 424-256.000.

Lorincz, Robert S.; Masucci, Carmine; and Bull, Daniel N, to New
Brunswick Scientific Co., Inc. Modular instrumenution for monitor-
ing and control of biochemical processes. 4,424,559, CI. 364-131.000.

Lostak, Charles: See-
Nguyen, Minh D.; and Lostak, Charles, 4,423,700, CI. 1 18-404.000.

Loucks, Geroge R.: See—
Faler, Gary R.; and Loucks, Geroge R., 4,424,283, CI. 521-32.000.

Lovalenti, Sam: Ser-X
Bieringer, Robert J.; and Lovalenti, Sam. 4,424.441. CI. 250-

223.00B.
Lowther, Roy E., Sr. Flexible firelighter. 4,424,018, CI. 431-288.000.
Lucas Industries Limited: See-

Smith, Gerald B., 4,424,550, CI. 361-236.000.
Luise, Robert R.: See—

Eskridge, Clifford H.; and Luise, Robert R., 4,424,184, CI.
264-235.000.

Lukehart, Leonard J.: See—
Sietmann, Vernon H.; Lukehart, Leonard J.; and Locker. Dale E.,

4.424,041. CI. 44O-5.000.

Luo. Zong S.; and Chan, Chor S., to Hewlett-Packard Company.
Magnetic circuit and print hammer. 4.423.675. CI. 101-93.040.

Luste. AniU Y.: See—
Pakhomov. Gennady N.; Luste. AniU Y.; Kolesnik. Anatoly G.;
Demishev, Vuily N.; Puhinina, Eva L.; Mordvinova, Mans V.;
Morozova, Lilia V.; Boginskaya. Lidia M.; Voakresenskaya,
Irina B.; Osadchuk, Sara Z.; and Kadnikova, Galina I., 4,424,203,
CI. 424-52.000.

Lyman, John B.; and Westergren, George A., to Whirlpool Corpora-
tion. Vacuum cleaner handle lock. 4,423,534, CI. 15-410.000.

Lynch Communication Systems, Inc.: See—
Townsend, Todd V.; and Streenan, Thomas, 4,424.421. CI. 179-

175.30R.
Lynch. Todd R.. to Hewlett-Packard Company. DaU processor includ-

ing a multiple word processing method and device. 4.424.563. CI.
364-200.000.

M.A.N.-ROLAND Druckmaschinen Aktiengesellschafl: See-
Fischer. Hermann. 4.423,677, CI. 101-232.000.

M A B Toys, S.A.: See-
Bart. Philip D., 4,423.565. CI. 46-8.000.

M-S Corporation: See—
Ishii. Shiro. 4.424,426. CI. 200-61.610.

Maag Gear-Wheel ft Machine Company Limited: See—
Bartoaek, Milan. 4,423,570, Q. $1-165.880.

MacAuley, Ewen D. M.: See—
Davies, Alan R.; MacAuley, Ewen D. M.; Harris, George; Baker,
Raymond; Howse, PhiUp E.; and Evans. David A., 4,423,564. CI.
43-121.000.

Machmer, Wilhehn: See—
Politzer, Anton; and Machmer, Wilhehn, 4.423,663, CI. 89-40.00A.

Mack-Wayne Plastics Company: See—
Mcintosh, James, 4,423.821, CI. 215-329.000.

MacMaster, George H.: See-
Nichols, Lawrence J.; and MacMaster, George H., 4,424,496, CI.

330-286.000.

MacMillan Bloedel Limited: See—
Frazier, William C; and Charlton, Robert S., 4,423,845. CI.

241-261.300.

MacNeal. Bruce E.: See—
Gergis. Isoris S ; and MacNeal. Bruce E , 4,424.577, 0. 36S-36.000.

Madden, Allen C; and Mitchell. Albert L . to QYL Inc. Method and
apparatus to determine the imbalance in a routng object. 4,423.632.

CI 73-462.000

Maeda. Mikio; Kotaka. Maaahiro; and Higashiyama. Katsuhiko, lo

Mauushiu Electnc Industrial Co., Ltd. Self-oacillating DC to DC
converter. 4,424.556. Q. 363-17.000.

Maeda. TeUuma: See—
Nakamura. Shinichi; Huzita. Riuzo; Kamitani. Iwao; and Maeda.
TeUuma. 4,424,060. CI 81 IS 500.

Maffrand. Jean-Pierre; Suzuki. Norio; MaUubayaahi. Kynichi; and
Ashida, Shinichiro. to Sanofi. Process for the preparation of 5.6.7,7a-

tetrahydro-4H-thieno-I3,2.<)pyridin-2-one 4.424,356, Q
546-114.000.

Magee, Thomas A.; Battershell, Robert D.; Limpel, Lawrence E.; Ho,
Andrew W.; Friedman, Arthur W.; Corkins. H. Glean; Brand, Wil-
liam W.; Buchman. Russell; Storace. Louis; and Osgood. Edmond R..
to SDS Biotech Corporation. Biologically active heterobicycUc
hydroximidates and thiolhydroximidales and cartwmate ester deriva-
tives thereof 4,424,213. C\. 424-184 000

Magera. Matthias R. Reinforced insulation for water cooled pipes.
4.424.028, CI. 432-234.000

Magnavox Consumer Electronics Company See—
Boardman. Allen H.. 4.424,591. Q. 455-289.000.

Magnetic Peripherals Inc See-
Keel. Beat G : Tran, Tuan P ; Koller. Mara M ; Zimmerman. Larry

D.; and Darst, Patrick C . 4.424,271. CI 430-315 000.
Mahnke, Parker E., to Marcy Gymnasium Equipment Co. Exercise

bench. 4,423.865, CI. 272-123.000.

Maijer, Rolf; and Starck, James U , to Baxter Travenol Laboratories.
Inc. Lingual placement device. 4.424.029. C. 433-3.000.

Makino Milling Machine Co.. Ltd.: See—
Ogasawara. Susumu, 4.423,806, Q 198-339.000.

Malin. John L. Gold dredge suction nozzle. 4.423.559. O 37-58.000.
Malloy, John D., to General Motors Corporation. Torque converter

clutch with a temperature reguUtor valve 4.423.803. CI 192-3 290
Malric. Henri-Bernard, to Centre de Recherche Industnelle du Quebec
Ceramic foams and process of prepanng the tame 4.424,280, Q.
501-84.000.

Mamet, Manfred; Fischer. Dietrich; Tuemmler, Gerhard, and Nieder-
huefner. Detlev, to Siemens AG. High voltage probe for gas tIl«^

f|^^f^^

high voluge switching insulation. 4,424.490. C 324-424 000
Mamiya Koki Kabushiki Kauha: See—

Eguchi. Miuuo; Kikuchi. Yoshum, and Ichino. Nobuyukj.
4.423.935, CI. 354-402.000.

Mangold, Dietnch: See—
Goetz. Norbert; Mangold. Dietrich; and Wahl. Josef, 4.424.364. 0.

548-373.000.

Mannesmann Aktiengesellichaft: See—
Kerckhoff. WUhelm. 4.423.685, Q 105-150000

Maiming. John D.. to Carrier Corporation. Method and apparatus for

controlUng the capacity of a reciprocating compressor. 4,424.005. C
417-53.000.

Mapal Fabrik fur Prazisionswerkzeuge Dr. Kreas AG: See—
Kress. Dieter; and Haberle. Friedrich. 4.423.989. CI 40«-197 000

Marathon Oil Company: See-
Merrill. LaVaun S . Jr.. 4.424.021. Q. 432-14.000

Marcellis, Alphonso W.: See—
VUla. Jose L.; Sinka. Joseph V.; Marcellis. Alphonso W.^ and

Fleming. Joseph P., 4,424.074, Q 106-90.000.

Marconi Company Limited. The: See-
Clarke, Samuel L. H.; and Inder. Robert W.. 4,424.575. G

364-900.000.

Marcy Gymnasium Equipment Co.: See—
Mahnke. Parker E.. 4.423.865. CI. 272-123 000

Maremont Corporation: See—
Kobiske. Michael H.; and Pepi. Jerome S. 4,423.800, G

188-277.000.

Marhofer. Gerd: See-
Buck. Robert; and Marhofer. Gerd. 4.424.458. G. 307-361.000.

Marin, Roger A.: See—
Karlock, James A.; and Marin, Roger A., 4.424.528. G. 358-39.000

Marini. Jean: See—
Audenard, Bernard; and Marini. Jean, 4,423,634. CI 73-587.000.

Markofsky. Sheldon B.. to W. R. Grace A Co. Synthesis of nitrometh-
ane 4.424,385. G. 568-948.000.

Marra. Michael: See—
Laude, Michael; Marra, Michael; Stone. Corbett W., and Var-

toukian. Artin G.. 4,424.094. G 156-513 000.

Marshall. Robert, to Davy-Loewy Limited. Rolling mill roil. 4,423.541.
CI. 29-117.000.

Marshall. WilUam W : See—
Thomas. E. Raymond; Cahill. Lysle D.; Marshall. WiUiaa W.;

Talley. Luke L.; Lawson, John A.; and Wilcox. Brian N..

4.424,589, G. 382-61.000.

Marsocci, Angelo A.; Powers, Robert B.; and Chapman. Bruce E.. to
American District Telegraph Company. Multidirectional mount for

electrical instnimentt. 4,424.553. CI. 361-427.000.

Martin, Edward T.. to Axis Producu Limited. Separator apparatua.
4,424,125, G. 2 10- 104.000.

Maruta. Keiichi; and Yuyama, Yukihiro, to Ricoh Company, Ltd.
Thermoaensitive-recofding-type label sheet 4,424.245. G.
428-40.000.
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Manuen Kasei Co., Ltd.: 5m—
Minunino, Hiromi; Kondo, Mitsuo; Otani, Yasuhisa; Miyashita,
Akin; Okada, Kenzo; and Kuramoto, Takashi, 4.424,204. CI.

424-63.000.

Maachinenfabrik J. DiefTentMcher GmbH A Co.. Ste—
Salenz. Dieter. 4,424.092. CI. 156-391.000.

Maahikhin. Anatoiy D.: See—
Bukhsbtaber. Eliazar Y.; Andreev. Jury M.; Askinazi. Mikhail P.;

Maahikhin. Anatoiy D.; Plotnikov. Egor P.; and Anders. Vitaly
I., 4.424.478. Q. 322-63.000.

Maaaachttwtts General Hospital: See—
Holick. Michael F., 4.424.161. CI. 260-397.200.

Masucci, Carmine: See—
Lorincz, Robert S.; Masucci. Carmine; and Bull, Daniel N

,

4.424.559. CI. 364-131.000.

Masuda, Mutsuo; Takagi, Yasuyuki; and Ashizaki. Shigeya. to Matsu-
shita Electronics Corporation. Cathode-ray tube having a mixture of
long and short persistence phosphors. 4,424,467, CI. 313-467.000.

Mather, Frank W.. Ill; Preussner, Andreas; and Berry. Gaylord L., to

Cordis Dow Corp. Rigid shell expansible blood reservoir, heater and
hollow fiber membrane oxygenator assembly. 4,424,190, CI
422-46.000.

Matsubayashi. Kynichi: See—
Maflrand. Jean-Pierre; Suzuki. Norio; Matsubayashi. Kynichi; and

Ashida, Shinichiro. 4.424.356, CI. 546-114.000.

Matsuda, Masami; Chino. Koichi; and Kudo. Kazuhiko. to Hitachi. Ltd.
Granulating apparatus. 4.424,016, CI. 425-144.000.

Matsuda, Yasumasa; Sagae, Syoji; and Kasahara, Masatoshi, to Hitachi,
Ltd.; and Hitachi Koki Co., Ltd. Inkjet printing apparatus. 4,424,520,
a. 346-14O.00R.

Matsui. Isamu, to MuUta Kikai Kabushiki Kaisha. Pneumatic yam
splicing device. 4.423.586. CI. 57-22.000.

Matsumoku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Yamagami. Takayoshi. 4.423,654, CI. 84-1.150.

Matsumoto. Katsutoshi. to Dainippon Screen Mfg. Co., Ltd. Apparatus
for engaging impression cylinder. 4,423,678, CI. lCl-248.000.

Matsumoto, Noriyuki: See—
Yagi. Akira; Nishimura. Haruo; Bandai. Shinji; Kajimaki, Masao;

Nakajima, Yoshihiro; and Matsumoto, Noriyuki, 4,423,532, CI.
15-182.000.

Matsumoto, Takao; Ichikawa, Yoshiyuki; and Nagata, Takeo, to Showa
Oil Company, Ltd. Process for producing citric acid from hydrocar-
bons by fermenution. 4,424,274. CI. 435-144.000.

Matsuoka, Toshio. to Sumitomo Heavy Industries. Ltd. Method and
apparatus for temperature control in heating furnaces. 4,424,023, CI
432-19.000.

Matsushiu Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd.: See—
Maeda, Mikio; Kosaka, Masahiro; and Higashiyama, Katsuhiko,

4.424,556, CI. 363-17.000.

Nagai. Takeshi; Yamamoto, Kazushi; and Kobayashi, Ikuo,
4,424,507. CI. 338-22.00R.

Rzeszewski. Theodore S., 4,424,533, CI. 358-167.000.
Yano, Tsutomu; Hayakawa, Yoshihiro; Tachita, Ryobun; Inoka,

Kazuyoshi; Fukukita, Hiroshi; and Fukumoto. Akira. 4.423.737,
a. 128-661.000.

Matsushiu Electronics Corporation: See—
Masuda, Mutsuo; Takagi. Yasuyuki; and Ashizaki. Shigeya,

4.424.467. CI. 313^7.000.
,

Matsuura, Masahiko: See— '

Morita, Yasuyuki; Yokooku, Katsuhiko; Shiraishi, Hideo; and
Matsuura. Masahiko, 4,423,705, CI. 123-41.020.

Matsuzawa, Yasue: See—
Oki, Toshikazu; Yoshimoto, Akihiro; Matsuzawa, Yasue; Ishikura,
Tomoyuki; Umezawa, Hamao; and Takeuchi, Tomio, 4,424,342,
CI. 536-6.400.

Matthiessen, Hans: See—
Winkler, Jorg; Matthiessen, Hans; and Wamcke, Ernst, 4,423,723,

CI. 128-202.220.

Mattsson, Mats: See—
KulUnger, Kenneth; and Mattsson, Mats, 4,424,502, CI. 336-57 000.

Matuo, Syuitu: See—
Koyama. Masao; Matuo, Syuitu; Nakayama. Chiaki; and Hoshina,

Katsumi, 4.424.193, CI. 422-248.000.
Maul. John A.. Sr., to DBS, Inc. Imprinter having a removable car-

tridge containing a plurality of roller platens. 4,423,679, CI
101-269.000.

Maurer, FriU; Priesnitz. Uwe; and Riebel, Hans-Jochem. to Bayer
Aktiengesellschaft. Preparation of 1.1-dihalogeno-alkenes. 4,424,166,
a. 260464.000.

Maurice, Terrence J.: See

—

I

Grealy. Jennifer M.; Maurice, Terrence J.; and Myers, Chester D.,
4,424,151, CI. 260-123.500.

May ft Baker Limited: See—
Caton, Michael P L.; and Stuttle, Keith A. J., 4,424,374, CI

424-308.000.

Mayne, Harry H.; and Quenneville, Raymond N., to Jacobs Mfg.
Company, The. Engine retarder slave piston return mechanism.
4,423,712, CI. 123-321.000.

Mazelsky, Bernard, to Ara, Inc. Crashworthy helicopter seat. 4,423,848,
CI. 244-I22.00R.

Mazzocco, Thomas R.. to Staar Surgical Company. Inc. Packaging
system for intraocular lens structures. 4,423,809, CI. 206-5.100.

McAllister, Dtn R., to Westinghouse Electric Corp. Muzzle arc sup-
presaor for electromagnetic projectile launcher. 4,423,662, CI.

89-8.000.

McCarty, William H.; Guarino. John P.; and Nagy. Frank A., to Mobil
Oil Corporation. Method for producing articles by deformation

substrates having a radiation cured substrate. 4.424,100. CI.
204-159.150.

McClay. Augustine C: See-
North, WUliam E.; and McClay. Augustine C, 4,424,001, CI. ,

416-92.000. /
McConchie, Garnet E.: See—

Hefner, Robert E., Jr.; and McConchie, Garnet E., 4,424,310, Q.
526-277.000.

McConnell, James R. Alignment control system for lateral irrisators.
4,423,839, CI. 239-1.000.

McCormick, J. Byron: See

—

Bobbett, Ronald E.; McCormick, J. Byron; and Kerwin, William J..

4,424,491, CI. 324-433.000.

McCullough, John E., to Arthur D. Little, Inc. Involute scroll-type
positive displacement rotary fluid apparatus with orbiting guide
means. 4,424,010, CI. 417-420.000.

McDaniel, Max P.; and Short, James N., to Phillips Petroleum Com-
pany Catalyst comprising a phosphate and with a bis-<cyclopen-
Udienyl)chromium(II) compound. 4,424.139, CI. 502-117.000.

McDaniel, Max P., to Phillips Petroleum Company. Polymerization
with a silica base caulyst having titanium incorporated through use
of peroxide. 4,424,320. CI. 526-106.000.

McDermott, Arthur W.: See—
Hogenhout, Franciscus; McDermott, Arthur W.; and Rumney.
Joseph L.. 4,423,620, CI. 72-430.000.

McDonnell Douglas Corporation: See

—

Schimmel, Morry L., 4.423.682, CI. 102-275.200.
McFarland, Keith E.: See-

Lloyd, William A.; McFarland. Keith E.; and Smith. Kenneth E..
4.424,522, CI. 346-154.000.

McGuire, Michael E.; and Tatlock, Edwin, to Chloride Group Public
Limited Company. Multicell electric storage batteries. 4.424.264, CI.
429-179.000.

McGuire, Raymond R.; Cochoy, Robert E.; and Shackelford, Scott A.,
to United Sutes of America, Air Force. Process for preparation of
energetic plasticizers. 4,424.398, CI. 568-589.000.

Mclnnes, Alister G.: See

—

Kurobane, Itsuo; Vinrng, Leo C; and Mclnnes. Alister G.,
4.424.373, CI. 549-393.000.

Mcintosh. James, to Mack-Wayne Plastics Company. Stress failure

resisunt container cap. 4,423,821. CI. 215-329.000.
McKenna, Joan J. Method for preservation of living organic tissue by

freezing. 4,423,600, CI. 62-62.000.

McLean, Howard J., to United Technologies Corporation. Augmentor
residual fuel drain apparatus. 4,423,595, CI. 60-261.000.

McMillan, John F. Separator and method for separation of oil. gas and
water. 4,424,068, CI. 55-38.000.

McNamara, Thomas V., to Eaton Corporation. Gear retainer.

4,423,643, CI. 74-331.000.

McWhirter, Horace B., II: See—
Meigs, William; and McWhirter. Horace B.. II, 4,423,578, G.

52-403.000.

Mead Corporation. The: See

—

Spamer. William S., 4.423.818. CI. 211-49.00D.
Suttles, James M., 4,423,816. CI. 211-183.000.

Mears, Barry J.: See

—

Badmin, John S.; and Mears. Barry J.. 4,424,233. CI. 424-288.000.
Medical Magnetics. Inc.: See

—

Smiley, Harry; and Blechman, Abraham, 4.424,030, CI. 433-18.000.
Mefford, Joe. Method and apparatus for positioning a safety valve sub

for connection in a threaded tubular memlMr. 4,423,774, CI.

166-77.500.

Mehrens, Douglas W.; and Kuchar, James F. Pump and filter assembly
for evaporative coolers. 4,424,007, CI. 417-360.000.

Meier, Robert H.; and Farr, Evelyn, to Camp International. Inc. Patel-

lar subilizing orthosis. 4,423.720, CI. 128-80.00C.
Meigs, William; and McWhirter, Horace B., II, to Disco Aluminum

Products Co., Inc. Thermally broken frame with separation preven-
tion 4,423,578, CI. 52-403.000.

Menges, William H. Corrugated hose coupling. 4.423,891. CI.

285-305.000.

Mennicke, Winfried; and Goebel. Hermann, to Bayer Aktiengesell-
schaft. Metal complex dyestuffs. processes for their preparation and
their use for dyeing nitrogen-containing materials. 4.424.152. CI.

260-148.000.

Merck & Co.. Inc.: See

—

Belanger, Patrice C; Williams. Haydn W. R.; and Rokach. Joshua,

4,424,355, CI. 546-35.000.

Christensen. Burton G.; and Ratcliffe. Ronald W., 4,424,230, CI.

424-274.000.

Wang, Ching C. 4,424,220. CI. 424-250.000.

Merck Patent Gesellschaft Mit Beschrankter Haftung: See—
Bodart, Detlef E., 4,424,277. CI. 436-1 10.000.

Merlin Gerin S.A.: See

—

Bernard, Georges; Olive. Serge; and Scarponi. Francesco,

4.424,428, CI. 200-147.00A.
Merrill, LaVaun S., Jr., to Marathon Oil Company. Method for retort-

ing carbonaceous particles. 4.424.021. CI. 432-14.000.

Merz, Johannes; v. d. Kammer. Gunter; and Rau, Ulrich, to L. ft C.
Steinmuller GmbH. Method of producing pulverized coal as fuel for

pulverized-coal pilot burners. 4,423,689. CI. 1 10-347.000.

Messick. Walker A.: See—
O'Brien, Lawrence B.; Winston, Walter F.; Abner, Edmund L.;

Atkinson, Lowell G.; Roudebush, H. Richard; Buehler, William
L.; Bergstresser. Jim K.; and Messick, Walker A.. 4,424,01 1. CI.

417-477.000.
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Metal Box Limited: See—
Franek. Josef T.; Porucznik. Paul; Serby. Peter H.; and Tod, Chris-

topher J. N., 4.423,823. CI. 220-77.000.
Metallwerk Max Brose GmbH ft Co.: See—

Hess. Hans-Peter; and Muhling. Gunter. 4.423.566. CI. 49-352.000
Meunier. Georges, to St. Gobain Vitrage. Device for heat exchange
between solid particles and a gas current. 4,423,558, CI. 34-57.00A

Meyer, Nicolas; and Wollaert. Gilbert, to Societe Chimique des Char-
boniuges SA. Continuous process for the manufacture of quick-set-
ting phenolic foams. 4,424,289, CI. 521-103.000.

Meyer, Rolf-Volker; Kreuder. Hans-Joachim; and Hohlein. Peter, to
Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Reactive polymers containing carboxyl
groups, a process for the production thereof, and the use thereof as
binder components for powder lacquers. 4,424.313, CI. 525-438.000.

Meyer. Rolf-Volker; Kreuder. Hans J.; and de Cleur. Eckhard. to Bayer
Aktiengesellschaft. Bicydic amidines. 4.424.353. CI. 544-253.000.

Michaels. Alan S.: See-
Block. Jacob; and Michaels. Alan S.. 4.424.302. CI. 525-58.000.

Microbo, S.A.: See—
Jacot-Descombes. Jacques; and Monnier, Jean-Luc. 4.424.472, CI.

318-568.000.

Middlebrook, Terence C, to Phillips Petroleum Company. Articles
from alkadiene-vinyl arene copolymers heat-bonded to vinyl chloride
polymers. 4.424.259. CI. 428-451.000.

Middleton. Kathryn A.: See-
Adams. Ronald W.; and Middleton. Kathryn A.. 4.424.250. CI.

428-198.000.

Miller, Gardner H., to Trustroke International. Inc. Golf training aid.

4.423.875. CI. 273-186.00C.
Miller. Richard D. Concealed fastener, standing rib. metal roof parts.

4.423.581. CI. 52-519.000.

Mimura, Takashi, to Fujitsu Limited. High electron mobility single

heterojunction semiconductor devices. 4,424,525, CI. 357-23.000.

Minamino, Hiromi; Kondo, Mitsuo; Otani, Yasuhisa; Miyashita. Akira;
Okada, Kenzo; and Kuramoto. Takashi, to Kanebo Ltd.; and
Maruzen Kasei Co., Ltd. Creamy or milky skin cosmetic composi-
tions. 4,424,204, CI. 424-63.000.

Minjolle, Louis; Lengronne, Bernard; Calvet, Joseph; and Chateigner,
Serge, to Societe Anonyme dite: Ceraver. Method of manufacturing
a sintered silicon carbide ceramic part. 4,424,179, CI. 264-44.000.

Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Company: See—
Filreis, Manuel; and Seim. William J., 4,423,918, CI. 339-97.00P.

Franco. Simone; and Valsecchi, Alberto, 4.424,273, CI.

430-529.000.

Sicdie. Allen R.. 4.424.352. CI. 544-4.000.

Minolta Camera Kabushiki Kaisha: See

—

Tominaga. Shinji. 4.423.938. CI. 354-106.000.

Minox G.m.b.H.: See—
Behr, Karl-Gunther; and Junker. Werner. 4.423.933. CI. 353-

27.00R.

Mironov. Lev G.: See

—

Rossoshinsky. Alexei A.; Balakin, Valentin I.; Babak, Alexandr K.;

Lebedev, Vladimir K.; Mironov. Lev G.; Chelnokov. Gennady
I.; and Vinogradov, Gennady V., 4,424,106. CI. 204-256.000.

Mita Industrial Company Limited: See

—

Kimura, Hiroshi; Hisajima, Masahiko; Shigemura. Yutaka; Yada.
Isao; Irie, Yoichiro; and Morimoto. Kiyoshi. 4.423.948, CI. 355-

14.00D,

Sasaki, Hideyuki; Nakazawa, Tom; Kato, Yoshiaki; Fukuda.
Hideo; Kamezaki. Yasushi; and Fushida, Akira, 4,424.269. CI.

430-94.000.

Mitchell, Albert L.: See-
Madden, Allen C; and Mitchell, Albert L., 4,423,632, CI.

73-462.000.

Mitchell, Hal D: See—
Kralik, Douglas R.; and Mitchell, Hal D., 4,423,524, CI. 2-416.000.

Mitchell, Thomas O., to Mobil Oil Corporation. Processing of tar sands.

4,424,113. CI. 208-11.OLE.
Mito, Yoshio: &e—

Nakamura, Kazuharu; Mito, Yoshio; Okayasu, Akiyoshi; and
Takeuchi, Kazuhiko, 4,424,019. CI. 431-307.000.

Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha: See

—

Ikegami, Takashi. 4,424,464, CI. 310-68.00D.

Yamanaka, Takashi; Inagaki, Kouichi; Naya, Eizo; Demizu, Mi-

chinosuke; and Okumura, Mitsuhiro. 4.424.429. CI. 200-264.000.

Mitsui Liquefied Gas Co.. Ltd.: See

—

Okigami. Noboru; Sekiguchi. Yoshitoshi; Hayasaka. Hiroshi;

Koyama, Toshitsugu; Fujioka, Takeo; and Yoshimitsu, Takeshi.

4.424.017. CI. 431-3.000.

Mitsui Petrochemical Industries. Ltd.: See

—

Nakamura, Motofumi; Horimoto, Koji; and Yusawa, Motoyasu.
4,424,255, CI. 428-283.000.

Mitsui, Tadashi; and Imaizumi, Hiraku, to TDK Electronics Co., Ltd.

Ferrite core. 4,424,504, CI. 336-83.000.

Miura, leaki, toTokico Ltd. Shock absorber. 4,423,801, CI. 188-322.140.

Miyamoto, Junichi, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Bipo-

lar prom. 4.424.578. CI. 365-104.000.

Miyamura, Tamio: See

—

Fukushima, Toshitaka; Koyama, Kazumi; Ueno, Kouji; Miyamura.
Tamio; and Kawabata. Yuichi. 4,424,582, CI. 365-189.000.

Miyashita, Akira: See—
Minamino, Hiromi; Kondo, Mitsuo; Otani. Yasuhisa; Miyashita,

Akira; Okada, Kenzo; and Kuramoto, Takashi, 4,424,204, CI
424-63.000.

Miyata, Yukinon: See—
Sami. Hiroshi; Ueda. Tatehito; Ito. Oiamu; Hobo, Nobuhito; Nai-

tou, Takashi; Nakamura. Tetsuya; Kawai. Shizuo; and Miyata,
Yukinori. 4,423,713. a 123-357.000

Miyawaki. Uichi. Blade for a saw and a method for manufacturing the
same. 4.423,553, CI. 30-355.000.

Mizuno, Shogo; Suzuki. Takao; Kawasaki, Sadanobu; and Takeda,
Hideichiro, to Dai Nippon InsaUu Kabushiki Kaisha. Transfer sheet
with resist portions. 4,424,091, CI 156-234000

Mobil Oil Corporation: See—
Audeh, Costandi A., 4.424.1 19. CI 208-25 1.OOR
Audeh, Costandi A , 4,424,120, CI 208-253 000
Johnson, D. Emil; Krutchen, Charles M . and Sharps, G Vincent,

Jr., 4,424,287, CI. 521-74.000.

McCarty, William H.; Guarino, John P; and Nagy, Frank A.,
4,424,100, CI. 204-159.150.

Mitchell, Thomas O, 4,424,113. CI 208-1 l.OLE
Panicker, Narayana N.; Gentry, Larry L ; and Moss, Herbert H..

4,423,984, CI. 405-195.000.

Rankel, Lillian A., 4.424,118, CI. 208-211 000.
Molins Limited: See

—

Applcgate, Barry G.; and Starkey, Stanley V, 4,423,996. CI
414-391.000.

Molison, Robert E.: See—
Eisner, Bertram F.; Eisner, Frank, Jr , and Molison, Robert E.,

4,423,584. CI. 53-415.000.

Mollmann, Henry C: See

—

Keeling, Ronald J.; Roe, Jin-Young K.; and Mollmann. Henry C.
4.424.261,0.428-530.000.

Moniot, Jerome L.; Fox, Riu T.; Sprague, Peter W.; and Haalanger,
Martin F., to E. R. Squibb & Sons, Inc. Prostacyclin intermediates
4.424.376, CI. 560-120.000

Monjo-Rufi. Jesus. Shelf rack 4,423,817, CI 211-187,000.
Monnier, Jean-Luc: See—

Jacot-Descombes, Jacques; and Monnier. Jean-Luc, 4,424,472, CI
318-568.000.

Monolithic Systems Corporation: See

—

Fcllinger, Michael W., 4,424,497, CI. 331-l.OOA
Monsanto Company: See

—

Bach, Hartwig C, 4,424,257, CI. 428-370.000.

Bach, Hartwig C, 4,424,258, CI 428-370.000
Hedrick. Ross M.; Woodbrey, James C; Gabbert, James D , and

Erickson, Floyd B., 4,424,254, CI 428-215 000
Monsees. Claude E.; and Simpson, William W . to Rexham Corpora-

tion. Package forming apparatus and method. 4.423,585, CI
53-451.000.

Mookherjee, Braja D.; Trenkle. Robert W , Wolff. Robin K , Boden.
Richard M.; and Yoshida, Takao. to International Flavors ft Fra-
grances Inc. Methyl substituted pinyl oxopentenes, organoleptic uses

thereof and process for preparing same 4,424.378, CI 568-374.000.

Moore. Brian E.; and Buis. Richard D., (o Endress ft Hauser, Inc.

Enclosure for electrical componenu. 4,424,404, CI. 174-52 OOR.
Moore, George E.; and Muehier, Vincent A , to Bell Telephone Labo-

ratories, Incorporated. Communication system parkhold conferenc-
ing. 4,424,418, CI. I79-18.0BC

Mordvinova, Maria V.: See—
Pakhomov, Gennady N.; Luste, Aniu Y.; Kolesnik, Aiutoly G.;

Demishev, Vastly N.; Pashinina, Eva L.; Mordvinova, Mana V.;

Morozova, Lilia V.; Boginskaya, Lidia M ; Voskresenskaya.
Irina B.; Osadchuk, Sara Z ; and Kadnikova. Galina I., 4,424,203,

CI. 424-52.000.

Morel, Didier, to Rhone-Poulenc Industries. Unsaturated fatty alcohols
and method of preparing them. 4,424,399, CI. 568-840 000

Mori. Shigehiro: See

—

Shioiri, Takayuki; Aoyama, Toyohiko; and Mon, Shigehiro,

4,424,158. CI. 260-239.0AA.
Mori. Yuichi: See—

Nagaoka. Shoji; Takiuchi, Hidefumi; Mori. Yuichi. and Kikuchi,
Tetsuya, 4,424,311, CI. 525-303.000.

Morimoto, Kiyoshi: See—
Kimura, Hiroshi; Hisajima, Masahiko; Shigemura, Yutaka; Yada,

Isao; Irie, Yoichiro; and Morimoto, Kiyoshi, 4,423,948, CI. 355-

14.00D.

Morioka, Akitoshi: See

—

Kashihara, Toshitsugu; Iwata. Hiroshi, Yoshino, Tsuneim, and
Monoka, Akitoshi, 4,423,940, CI. 354-149 000

Morita, Yasuyuki; Yokooku, Katsuhiko; Shiraishi, Hideo; and Matsu-
ura, Masahiko, to Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd Cooling system for liquid-

cooled internal combustion engines. 4,423,705, CI. 123-41.020

Moritoki, Masakazu: See—
Kurihara, Keishiro; Nakayama, Tetsuya, and Moritoki, Masakazu,

4.423,785. CI. 172-3.000.

Morizumi. Mitsuo; and Kawahata, Masahiro, lo Nissan Motor Co , Ltd.

Liquefied gas overcharge prevention device. 4,423,750, CI
137-413.000.

Morozova. Lilia V.: See—
Pakhomov. Gennady N.; Luste. Anita Y.; Kolesnik, Anatoiy G.;

Demishev. Vasily N.; Pashinina. Eva L.; Mordvinova, Maria V.;

Morozova. Lilia V.; Boginskaya. Lidia M., Voskresenskaya.

Irina B.; Osadchuk, Sara Z.; and Kadnikova. Galina 1 , 4,424.203,

CI. 424-52.000.

Morris, Earl L.; and Hafner, V. Walter, to Acorn Engineering. Fabn-
cated floor drain with combination anchonng and seepage control

nange. 4,423.527. CI. 4-288.000.

Morrison. Thomas R. Cyclic power monitor 4.42j,o30, CI. 73-379.000.
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Mows, Edward L., Jr. Method of inhibiting difTcrential wall sticking in

the roUry drilling of hydrocarbon wells. 4,423,791, CI. 175-63.000.

Modul, Clifrord J.: See—
Braunlin. Walter A.; Gorski, Alan; Jaehnig, Leo J.; Moskal, Oif-

ford J.; Naylor, Joseph D.; Parimi, Krishnia; and Ward, John V.,

4,424,108, a. 20S-8.0LE.
Moaley, Tbomas C, Jr. Dead-bolt-type locking means, and an assembly

thereof. 4,423,895, Q. 292-36.000.

Men, Heffoert H.: Set—
Puicker, Narayana N.; Gentry, Larry L.; and Moss, Herbert H.,

4,423,984, Q. 405-195.000.

Motorola, Inc.: See—
Fennell, Robert D.; Bailey, David F.; and Ganucheau, Charles J.,

Jr., 4.424,514. Q. 340-825.520.

Gay, Michael J., 4,424,462, Q. 307-603.000.

Huheweh, Terry S., 4,423,548, Q. 29-591.000.

Neely, Eric D., 4.424,455, Q. 307-243.000.

Mott, Jeoffrey: See-
Rao, Sfinivas T.; and Mott, Jeoffrey. 4.424.527, Q. 357-71.000.

Mouton. Pierre C. to Societe Nationale d'Etude et de Construction de
Moteurs d'Aviabon, "S.N.E.C.M.A.". System for measuring temper-
atures of a nowing Huid. 4.423,967. Q. 374-138.000.

Moyer, Anthony M.; and Kelly, Robert H.. to Gang-Nail Systems. Inc.

Method and apparatus for producing a connector plate. 4.423,615, CI.

72-326.000.

Mucaro, Salvatore A., to Ideal Toy Corporation. Toy vehicle game.
4,423,871. a. 273-86.00R.

Muehlhausen, Almon A., II, to Communications Technology Corpora-
tion. Cable connector. 4,423,916. CI. 339-59.00M.

Muehier, Vincent A.: See-
Moon, George E; and Muehter. Vincent A.. 4.424.418. CI. 179-

18.0BC.

Muhling, Gunter: See—
Hess, Hans-Peter; and Muhhng, Gunter. 4,423.566. CI. 49-352.000.

Muller. Johannes F. J. M.; and Van Dongen. Joannes A. M. Elongated
clock. 4.423.%5. Q. 368-78.000

MuUer. Rudolf M. R., to Profil-Verbindungstechnik GmbH & Co. KG.
Import damper. 4.423.859. Q. 267-119.000.

Muller, Siegfried; and Teichmann, Fricdrich, to Triumph-Adler AG.
fiir Euro- und Informationstechnik. Drive coupling for ribbon mecha-
nism in typewriters and similar machines. 4,423.974. CI. 400-242.000.

Muller, Walter, to LingI Corporation. Process and apparatus for the
formation of setting layers made up of brick blanks. 4.423.807, CI.

198-425.000.

Mullenman, Ferdinand H., to General Electric Company. Controlled
fast charger. 4,424,476, Q. 320-36.000.

Mulligan, David J., to Angus Fire Armour Limited. Fire-fighting
compositions. 4,424,133, C\. 252-8.050.

Mullins, Albert A.; and Beall, ChfTord H., to Baker International Cor-
poration. Fluid pressure actuated well tool. 4,423,777, CI.
166-120.000.

Munday. William A.: See—
Hart, Judy L.; and Munday. WUliam A.. 4,423,610, CI. 70-18.000.

Munini, Dino, to Industrie Zanussi S.p.A. Wash tub of plastics material
for clothes washing machines. 4,423,607, Q. 68-23.200.

Murase. Hiroshi, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Gas-
insulated bushing. 4.424.402. CI. I74-I6.0BH.

Murata. Akio: See—
Shimohiro, Yoshiyuki; Murata, Akio; and Nisioka, Chiyoko,

4,424,061, a. 8-493.000.
,

MuraU Kikai Kabushiki Kaisha: See— I

Inoue, Yoshihisa, 4,423.587, CI. 37-58.860.

Murphy, Robert P. Floating knife assembly for a meat defatting ma-
chine with positive blade position. 4,423.671, CI. 99-486.000.

Murray, James A.; and Nyman. David, to International Standard Elec-
tric Corporation. Adaptive equalizer. 4,424.498. O. 333-18.000.

Murray Machinery, Inc.: See—
Haller, Jack R.; and Demopoulos, Dino M., 4,423.758, CI.

144-176.000.

Murrell, Lawrence L.; Grenoble, Dane C; and Long, Robert B.. to
Exxon Research and Engineering Co. Separating basic asphaltenes
using transition metal oxide acid catalysts. 4,424,114. CI. 208-86.000.

Muail, J. Donald. Apparatus for minimizing magnetic cogging in an
electrical machine. 4,424,463, Q. 310-49.00R.

Muuu Kikai Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Mattui. Isamu, 4,423,586, Q. 57-22.000.

Muzak, Nicholas; and Robinson, Montague J., to Steico Inc. Spacer for
batch coil annealing. 4,423,857, Q. 266-262.000.

Myers, Chester D.: See—
Grealy, Jennifer M.; Maurice, Terrence J.; and Myers, Chester D.,

4.424,151, a. 260-123.500.

N.C. Securities Holding. Inc.: See—
Bernhardt. David L., 4,423,646, G. 76-108.00R.

Naan Mechanical Works: See—
Dinur, Eldad, 4,423,838, CI. 239-1.000.

Nadkami, Ravindra M.: See—
Santhanam , Chakra J.; and Nadkami, Ravindra M., 4.424,126, O.

210-195.100.

Naoai, Takeshi; Yamamoto, Kazushi; and Kobayashi, Ikuo. to Matsu-
sUu Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. Thin film thermistor. 4.424,507, CI
338-22.00R.

Nague, Hiromichi, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Original reader.
4,424.534. Q. 358-287.000.

Nagaoka, Sboji; Takiochi, Hidefumi; Mori, Yuichi; and Kikuchi, Tet-
nya, to Tony Industries, Incorporated. Antithrombogenic biomedi-
cal HMtcfial. 4,424,31 1, Q. 525-303.000.

Nagase, Yuichi: See—
Ojima, Juji; and Nagase. Yuichi, 4,423.535, Q. 16-85.000.

Nagashima, Kazuo: See—'
Tsuji, Naoki; and Nagashima. Kazuo, 4,424,212, Q. 424-181.000.

Nagata, Takeo: See—
Matsumoto. Takao; Ichikawa. Yoshiyuki; and Nagata, Takeo,

4,424,274, Q. 435-144.000.

Nagy. Frank A.: See—
McCarty, William H.; Guarino, John P.; and Nagy, Frank A.,

4,424.100. a. 204-159.150.

Naitou, Takashi: See—
Sami, Hiroshi; Ueda. Tatehito; Ito, Osamu; Hobo, Nobuhito; Nai-

tou, Takashi; Nakamura. Tetsuya; Kawai, Shizuo; «nd Miyata.
Yukinori, 4,423.7n, Q. 123-357.000.

Nakagawa. Masao; and Nishida. Tatehiko, to Kanegafiichi Kagaku
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Expanded shaped article comprising a beat
resistant synthetic resin. 4,424.286, CI. 521-58.000.

Nakajima, Yoshihiro: See—
Yagi, Akira; Nishimura. Hanio; Bandai, Shinji; Kajimaki. Masao;

Nakajima, Yoshihiro; and Matsumoto, Noriyuki. 4,423,532. CI.
15-182.000.

Nakamura, Hiroaki: See—
Enoki, Takashi; Nakamura, Hiroaki; and Nakashima. Fujio,

4,424.374. CI. 364-900.000.

Nakamura, Kazuhani; Mito, Yoshio; Okayasu. Akiyoshi; and Takeuchi,
Kazuhiko, to Toyotomi Kogyo Co., Ltd. cievice for vertically mov-
ing the wick of an oil burner. 4,424,019, Q. 431-307.000.

Nakamura, Motofumi; Horimoto, Koji; and Yusawa. Motoyasu. to
Mitsui Petrochemical Industries. Ltd. Backing sheet for cushioned
floor. 4,424.255. CI. 428-283.000.

Nakamura, Munekazu: See—
Asaoka, Sachio; Shiroto. Yoshimi; Nakamura, Munekazu; and Ono,

Takeo. 4,424.142. CI. 502-84.000.

Nakamura, Shinichi; Huzita, Riuzo; Kamitani, Iwao; and Maeda. Tet-
suma. Method for treating fabric to impart washfast and antibiosis
thereto. 4.424.060. CI. 8-115.500.

Nakamura, Shinya: See—
Hira, Yutaka; and Nakamura. Shinya. 4,423,971, Q. 400-144.200.

Nakamura, Tetsuya: See—
Sami. Hiroshi; Ueda. Tatehito; Ito, Osamu; Hobo, Nobuhito; Nai-

tou, Takashi; Nakamura, Tetsuya; Kawai, Shizuo; and Miyata,
Yukinori, 4.423.713, Q. 123-357.000.

Nakanishi. Toshiharu: See—
Ohigashi. Hiroji; Nakanishi, Toshiharu; and Suzuki, Miyo,

4,424,465. CI. 310-335.000.

Nakao, Satoshi: See— _
Taguchi, Yasuo; and Nakao, Satoshi, 4,424,461, Q. 307-491.000.

Nakashima, Fujio: See

—

Enoki, Takashi; Nakamura, Hiroaki; and Nakashima, Fujio,

4,424.574. CI. 364-900.000.

Nakayama, Chiaki: See—
Koyama. Masao; Matuo, Syuitu; Nakayama, Chiaki; and Hoshina,

Katsumi, 4,424.193, Q. 422-248.000.

Nakayama, Tetsuya: See—
Kurihara, Keishiro; Nakayama, Tetsuya; and Moritoki. Masakazu,

4,423,785, CI. 172-3.000.

Nakazawa, Kiwao; Suwa, Kyoichi; and Yoshida, Shoichiro, to Nippon
Kogaku K.K. Positioning apparatus. 4,423,959, Q. 356-400.000.

Nakazawa, Torn: See—
Sasaki, Hideyuki; Nakazawa, Toru; Kato, Yoshiaki; Fukuda,

Hideo; Kamezaki, Yasushi; and Fushida, Akira, 4,424,269, Q.
430-94.000.

Naoi. Akira. to Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha. Cassette loading assembly
especially for use in video cassette tape recorders. 4,424,540. CI.

360-71.000.

Narang. Rajendra K. Reversible track link assembly and track shoes

therefor. 4.423.910. Q. 305-54.000.

Narayan. Thirumurti: See—
Patton. John T., Jr.; Kan, Peter T.; and Narayan, Thirumurti,

4,424.288. O. 521-99.000.

Narda Microwave Corporation, The: See—
Asian, Edward E., 4,424,483, O. 324-95.000.

Nashua Corporation: See—
Cormier, Raymond G.; Bridges, Richard A.; and Peterson. Jeffrey

L., 4,423.949. a. 355-14.00R.

Nasretdin. Adil M.: See—
Almgren, Per H. I.; Fredriksson, Ove R.; and Nasretdin, Adil M.,

4.424.430. a. 219-10.55F.

Nath, Prem; and Gattuso, David A., to Energy Conversion Devices,

Inc. Glow discharge deposition apparatus including a non-horizon-

tally disposed cathode. 4,423,701, Q. 118-715.000.

National Starch and Chemical Corporation: See—
Leake. Craig H.; and Silano. Michael A., 4,424,291. Q. 524-47.000.

Nativi, Larry A., to Loctite Corporation. Confonnal coating systems.

4.424.252. O. 428-209.000.

Nattel, William, to GTE Sylvania Canada Limited. Electrical wiring

box arrangement. 4.424,405, CI. 174-53.000.

Navratil, Martin: See—
Udvardy, Otto G.; Titus, Patricia E.; and Navratil, Martin,

4,424,300, a. 525-501.000.

Naya, Eizo: See—
Yamanaka. Takashi; Inagaki, Kouichi; Naya, Eizo; Demizu. Mi-

chinosuke; and Okumura, Mittuhiro, 4,424,429, CI. 200-264.000.
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Naylor, Joseph D.: See—

^ftS?* v^'r ^'' °V^J^' ^'^^i' ^ J
; Moskal, Clif-

Neefe, Charles W. Spin casting. 4,424,175. CI. 264-2.100.

nri-!^""*' ' ^^^" ^"'' CompMiy. Method and apparatus for

N«N^iff?'*rJ*ii!!'«^ °"/'^ *'*".676. a. 10I-2TOoS^

'^!l!S!!i**"''' ^ '^^^ International Corporation. Destructible core

NelSfS^hTte' '?' "*"« !?~ ^•'2*.'83. CI. 264-22I.SS)nelson Research ft Development Company: See—
Rajadhyaksha. Vithal J., 4,424,210. CI. 424-180.000.

B^S?*^' • ^ "P/**" Comply, The. Process for making

M9?20oS
" Of •nunothiomethylcarbamates. 4.424.368. cf

Nemcek, Donald S.. Sr.; and Selman. John J., III. to Cole-Parmer

^TA^m^k^^^Z^ '-"''""^ '**'^ '-•°'" '^«™°-

'^H^'.S^Il^ri.'^^T'
^y'"

*i.'
"^ °'«'"' ^™ '^ • '° A-n^ricanMoechst Corporation. System and method for producing artwork forpnnted circuit boards. 4,424,519, CI. 346-108.0)0

New Brunswick ScientiTic Co., Inc.: See—

'MH55t.°a3(S:=l3LSSr''
"^"'^ ""* ^""' ^•^' '^•

Newgard, Peter M. to SRI International. Noninvasive blood pressuremomtonng transducer. 4.423.738, CI. 128-672.000
Newman, Albert L.: See—

"^^3,91% fli.^^ST'
^''*" ^^ ""' '^'"^ '°'-

'^tTJl^^rii""* ?^°'"' ^^'^° Sodex-Magister. Societe d'Exploi-

tSSs (»0
" Neiman. Cylinder lock for vehicles. 4.423.61 1; CI.

Nguyen, Minh D.; and Lostak, Charles, to J-M Manufacturing Com-
PMJ^^Ina Apparatus for coating plastic pipe. 4.423,700, CI.

NHK Spring Co., Ltd.: See—
Ojima, Juji; and Nagase, Yuichi. 4,423,535. CI. 16-85.000.

o%«^'**°A.?' ''^S*^ ^y Nichols, Madeleine, administrator).

^"^^f^^^ ^
L"**

MacMaster, George H., to Raytheon Com-
-,.P*"y Divider/combmer amphfier. 4,424,496, Q. 330-286.000.
Nicnols, Madeleme, administrator: See—
K, J^'*^'J2!^

°o'<lo" E.. deceased, 4,423,562, CI. 40-107 000
Nickos, Christopher J.: See—

^'K^bs'oOO^*'
'

'

""* ^"'^°^' ^'™'°P''«' J
•
'.'23.780. CI

Niederhuefiier, Detlev: See—

^!?!!^ M^red; Fischer, Dietrich; Tuemmler. Gerhard; and
X, .w-

Niglerhuefher, DeUev. 4,424,490, CI. 324-424.000.

''te.SM JSUl'cHS'iScS^"''""
^""^"'^ '™"«

Nippert Company, The: See—
Nippert, Russell A., 4.423,617, Q. 72-356.000.

Nippert, Russell A., to Nippert Company. The. Method of making amale resistance weldmg electrode. 4,423,617, CI. 72-356.000
Nippon Aerosil Co.. Ltd.: See—

Ito, Tadao; and Hori, Hidetaka, 4,424.198, CI. 423-342.000.
Nippon Electnc Co., Ltd.: See—
.... ^''i^ Masato, 4,424,581, CI. 365-154.000.
Nippon Kogaku K.K.: See—

Funiya, Mikaiito; and Daitoku, Koichi, 4,423,942, CI. 354-266.000

''Mf3;5\a."3T^"S.
'''°^''' "^ ^°^^ ^»'™^'>^°-

Opno, Makoto; Fujiu, Takamittu; Futami. Toshihiko; Kariya.
Michio; and Ichimura, Takeo, 4,424.037. CI. 433-173.000

Takahashi, Fumio, 4,423,932, CI. 351-207.000.
Nippon Unicar Company: See—

Senuma, Akitaka; and Aizawa, Takao. 4.424,181, CI. 264-54.000.
. Nippon Zeon Co., Ltd.: See—

'"cMW-fsfoM
''"^"' '^°*^'^"°' ""^ S"»' Ntgatoshi, 4.424.306.

Nippondenso Co., Ltd.: See—
Sami, Hiroshi; Ueda, Tatehito; Ito. Osamu; Hobo. Nobuhito; Nai-

toi^ Takashi; Nakamura. TeUuya; Kawai, Shizuo; and Miyata.
Yukinori. 4,423.713, CI. 123-351000.

^^
Nishida. Tatehiko: See—

'^^m*5?'jY«
**"~' "*' Nishida. Tatehiko. 4,424,286. CI.

Niriiimoto. Yoshihani; and Yamazaki, Kengo, to Kureha Kagaku

a°42l3600?"^
^"^ Heat-shrinkable laminate film. 4,424!243.

Nishimura, Haruo: See—
Yagi, Akira; Nishimura, Hanio; Bandai, Shinji; Kajimaki. Masao-

1JM82000
°**'**'°* •** Mattumoto, Noriyuki, 4,423,532. Cl!

Nishimura. YuUke; Oyama, Yoshishige; Kuroiwa, Hiroshi; and Osuga,

i!!S^a'2,?S'"Ai^?^*?f!'^«°^«""'°'""8 ^^"^ combustkm
engine. 4,424>568, Cl. 364-431.070.

Nishiwaki. Takashi: See—
^ Takahashi. Bji; Shimazu, Shinichi; W«^

i;4"S.^S'ai6S«^"»' ^"-^"^ •«• '^"^ ^"-^
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Nishiyama, Toshikazu: See—
Takahashi Eiji; Shimazu. Shinichi; Wada, Yukio; Iwami. Ichiro

V^l^^^' T*k*»hi; Nishiyama, Toshikazu; and Ichida, Yutaka.'
4.423.856. Cl. 266-106.000

«», .u»«.

Nishizaki. Genichi: See—
Uena Katumi; and Nishizaki. Genichi. 4.423.686, Q. 108-20000

Nuioka, Chiyoko: See—
"»-«/««

'
M24':a. crs^Soo'^""'*'

^"^^ "^ "^"^ ^^**°-
Nissan Chemical Industries, Ltd.: See—

^*^^^^X^' ^°^°' ^°"^- •«» Abe. Toyohiko. 4,424,321. Q
3^0-128.000.

Nissan Motor Company, Ltd.: See—
Enoshima. Toahio; and Kuro. Jun-ichi. 4.424.477. Q. 320-61 000hukuma, Daizo; and Okamoto. Hisao. 4.424.085. Cl. 149-19 ioo
Hayashi. Yoshimasa, 4.423.667, Cl 92-26 1 .000
Hayashi, Yoshimasa, 4.423,714. Cl 123-407 000
Ideta, Yasufumi. 4.423.598. C\. 60-547 300
Kenichi. Yoshida, 4.423.621. Cl. 73-35.000

°3r4r3'000'*'"°'
"^ *^*»'»«t^ Masahiro. 4.423.750. Cl

Sugimoto. Yoji; and Tomioka, Hirotaka, 4.423.900. Q. 296-37 140

M • i^'" 'i°*^'"'
"nd Tashoh. Masao. 4.423.902. Cl 296-214 000Nojin. Akio; Sawasab. Takashi; and Koreeda. Toshio. to Fumklw.

4^iS"293'S'. 5'-2ll0?(5x)'^^°"""'""'
polypropylene compo«tK,n

Nomori, Hiroyuki: See—

'^S^''
Scu|;.Goto Satoshi; Wada, T.uneo; Kinoshita. Akira;

M2?266':c!^39'^S5^'
""""^^ '^ ^°-"- "^^

Noord-Nederlandsche Machmefabriek B V See—
van Os. Comelis J , 4.424.009, Cl. 417-394.000.

Norman. Warren N.: See—

^ZnMici^^^s'^"'^ "*" ^ ^°™"'- ^'-" '^ •

North. WUharn E.; and McClay. Augustine C. to Westinghouse Elec-

4?6-92 000
*'""^'"^* ^°^ '^^^ '"^'"c ^otor blade 4,424.001. CI.

Northern Telecom Limited: See—

^4'j2i4?9"y^i?j;:fi,^r'
"" "' °"'"'- ^^'^"^ ^ T..

Norton Company: See—
Jones. Cecil M . 4,424.281. Cl 501-89.000

Norton. Lyie K.: See—
N*""?;"' DonB.; Norton, LyIe K.; and Olson. Enc V.. 4.424.319,

Norwich Eaton Pharmaceuticals, Inc See—
Pelosi. Stanford S Jr.; Yu. Chm-Nien; White. Ronald E; andWnght. George C. 4.424.367. Cl. 549-74.000

Wr2."'^n!i"AxA*?il^°'*''
^"*°"' '° ^""^ ^'«»» 'I' Peintures etverms; and ATO Chunie Liquid coatmg composition for metal

i^i'iUm'hr^i.tiS'
""" ""' "^^ ' """"«^^-

Novak. Miroslav. to Sutni vyzkumny usuv matenalu. Protective film
for metallic articles. 4.424.077. Cl 106-290000

Nowicki. Ronald S., to Perkin-Elmer Corp.. The. Method of deposiUng
doped refractory metal silicides using DC magnctron>/RFdiode
mode co-sputtermg techniques. 4.424.101, Cl 204-I92 00C

Nuc Med Inc.: See—

^42inob
^"'"'^ ^' ""* "^^odes. Buck A.. 4.424,200, Q.

Nyman, David: See—

^^^^^r*^' ^?" ^'' ""• Nyman, David, 4.424.498. Q. 333-18 000Oak Industnes Inc.: See—
den Toondcr. Picter; Fondsc. Picter J ; Seltennjch. Johannes de

358-*I20^
^'' ""* **' Komngh. Tom. 4.424.532. Cl

Oberg, Kenneth H.: See—

^^}^^^' ^*"*'' "^ °'*'*' 'Rennet*' H.. 4.423.976, Cl. 402-

O'Brien, Uwrcnce B.; Winston. Walter F.; Abner. Edmund L.; Atkin-
son, Lowell G.; Roudebush, H. Richard; Buehler. WUliam L Berss-
tresMr, Jim K.; and Mesuck. Walker A., to Tnune Automated PainT

417-477'oQD
"** applicator with remote supply 4.424.011, CI.

^?«Tl!iAi'^°**'^
^ Shielded fluorescent signs 4.424.449. Cl

Occidental Chemical Corporation: See—
Simon-Bierenbaum. R.; ErUey, Ernest W.; Goeu. Fredenck J and
Tang. David Y.. 4.424.396. Cl. 562-456.000.

'^'~*"" ^' "^
Occidental Oil Shale. Inc.: See—

Ricketts, Thomas E., 4.423,908, Cl. 299-2.000.
Ridley. Richard D.. 4.423.907. Cl. 299-2.000
Studebaker. Irving G.. 4.423,906. Cl. 299-2.000

Occidental Research Corporation: See—

Sl°i'"^ ^ ;."^ R",""'
'^*""' ^ •

'.24.121. Cl. 208-254.00R.
While. Wilham R.. 4,423,814. Cl. 209-3.300

Oce-Nederland B.V.: See—
Ensing, Hendrik, 4,424,549, Cl. 361-230.000

Oceanova: See—
Rougerie, Jacques, 4,423.695. Cl. 114-61.000.

O'Connor. James M
,

to Olin Corporation. Modified polyurethane
liquid polymer compositions. 4.424.333, CI. 528-75 000

^^
Orta, Yasuyuki: See—

Hashimoto, Yasuich; and Oda. Yasuyuki. 4,424,536, Q. 360.51.000.
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Oeckl, Siegfried, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the prepara-

tioii of 2,3-dichk>rosulphonyl-acryloiiitriles. 4,424,167, CI. 260-

465.00G. 1

OECX)S Ltd.: See—
'

Davies, Alan R.; MacAuley, Ewen D. M.; Harris. George; Baker,
Raymond; Howse, Philip E.; and Evans. David A., 4,423,564, CI.

43-121.000.

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales (O.N.E.R.A.):
See—
Laroche, Pierre A. R. M.; Hoarau, Roland J.; and Brault. Patrice G.

M., 4,424,481, CI. 324-72.000.

Officina Meccanica Sestese S.p.A.: See—
Tacchini, Franco, 4,423,672, CI. 100-4.000.

' Ogasawara, Susumu, to Makino Milling Machine Co., Ltd. Pallet

changing device^or a numerically controlled machine tool. 4,423,806,
CI. 198-339.000. ,

Ogasawara, Toshihiko: See—
Ara, Katsuyuki; Wakayama, Naoaki; Kobayashi, Kazuo; and Oga-

sawara, Toshihiko, 4,423,629, CI. 73-295.000.

Ogihara, Masuo; Shinozaki, Nobuo; Ishikawa, Tadashi; and Seki, Yoi-
chi, to Seiko Koki Kabushiki Kaisha. Alarm control system for alarm
clock. 4,423,966, CI. 368-263.000.

Ogino, Makoto; Fujiu, Takamitsu; Futami, Toshihiko; Kariya, Michio;
and Ichimura, Takeo, to Nippon Kogaku K.K. Dental implant.

4,424,037, CI. 433-173.000.

Oguni, Kensaku; Yasuda, Hiromu; and Kuroda, Sigeaki, to Hitachi,
Ltd. Heat pump type refrigeration system. 4,423,603, CI. 62-324.100.

Ohigashi, Hiroji; Nakanishi, Toshiharu; and Suzuki, Miyo, to Toray
Industries, Inc. Piezoelectric vibration transducer. 4,424,465, CI
310-335.000.

Ohmi, Atsushi, to Aisin Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha. Brake booster.
4,423,666, CI. 92-168.000.

Ohmura, Takao; Hirao, Yutaka; and Funakoshi, Satoshi, to Green Cross
Corporation, The. Process for heat treatment of aqueous solution
containing cold insoluble globulin to inactivate hepatitis virus.

4,424,206, CI. 424-101.000.

Ohnishi, Alcira: See—
Shiozaki, Ken; and Ohnishi, Akira, 4,424,143, CI. 502-225.000.

Ojima, Juji; and Nagase, Yuichi, to NHK Spring Co., Ltd. Spring
balancer. 4,423,535, CI. 16-85.000.

Okada, Hitoshi: See—
Yamaguchi, Katsumi; and Okada, Hitoshi, 4,423,847, CI.

242-200.000.

Okada, Kazuo, to Kabushiki Kaisha Universal. Pinbali game. 4,423,872,
CI. 273-121.0OA.

Okada, Kenzo: See—
Minamino, Hiromi; Kondo, Mitsuo; Otani, Yasuhisa; Miyashita,

Akira; Okada, Kenzo; and Kuramoto, Takashi, 4,424,204, CI.
424-63.000.

Okada, Yoshiyuki; and Sato, Yasuo, to Takeda Chemical Industries.
Inc. Insecticidal pyrazolyl phosphates. 4.424,214, CI. 424-200.000.

Okamoto, Hisao: See—
Fukuma, Daizo; and Okamoto, Hisao, 4,424,085, CI. 149-19.100.

Okayasu, Akiyoshi: See—
Nakamura, Kazuharu; Mito, Yoshio; Okayasu, Akiyoshi; and

Takeuchi, Kazuhiko, 4,424,019, CI. 431-307.000.

Oki, Toshikazu; Yoshimoto, Akihiro; Matsuzawa, Yasue; Ishikura.

Tomoyuki; Umezawa, Hamao; and Takeuchi, Tomio, to Sanraku-
Ocean Co., Ltd. Anthracycline antibiotic compounds. 4,424,342, CI.

536-6.400.

Okigami, Noboru; Sekiguchi, Yoshitoshi; Hayasaka, Hiroshi; Koyama,
Toshitsugu; Fujioka, Takeo; and Yoshimitsu, Takeshi, to Hitachi
Shipbuilding & Engineering Company Limited; and Mitsui Liquefied
Gas Co., Ltd. System and method for burning liquefied gases
4.424,017, CI. 431-3.000.

Okumura, Mitsuhiro: See—
Yamanaka, Takashi; Inagaki, Kouichi; Naya, Eizo; Demizu, Mi-

chinosuke; and Okumura, Mitsuhiro, 4,424,429, CI. 200-264.000
Olah, George A., to PCUK Produits Chimiques Ugine KuhJmann.

Superacid catalyzed preparation of resorcinol from meu-isopropyle-
pheol. 4,424,382, CI. 568-783.000.

Olin Corporation: See— I

O'Connor, James M., 4,424,333, CI. 528-75.000.

Olive, Serge: See-
Bernard, Georges; Olive, Serge; and Scarponi, Francesco,

4,424,428. CI. 200- 147.00A.
Oliver. Thomas W.: See—

Rothbart, Michael; Therien. Robert D.; Oliver, Thomas W.; Roller,
Thomas W.; and Williams, Robert D., 4,424,535, CI. 358-294.000

Olschewski. Armin; Brandenstein. Manfred; Walter. Lothar; Ernst,
Horst M.; and Reith, Walter, to SKF KugcUagerfabriken GmbH.
Rolling bearing for lengthwise movement. 4,423,911, CI. 308-6.00C

Olson, Eric v.: See-
Neumann, Don B.; Norton, Lyie K.; and Olson, Eric V., 4,424,519,

CI. 346-108.000.

Olympus Optical Company Ltd.: See—
Fukuoka, Norio, 4,424,416, CI. 381-24.000. I

Sato, Masaaki, 4.423,812, O. 206-387.000.

Omark Industries, Inc.: See-
Pease, Charles C; and Schaeffer, Eugene P., 4,424,434, CI

219-99.000.

Omholt, Bruce D.; and Knapp, Robert L., to American Seating Com-
pany. Wall panel with removable acoustical insert. 4,423,573, CI.

S2- 145.000.

Ondrkek, George. Folding picture frame. 4,423,563, CI. 4O-S33.000.

Onitsuka, Shigenori: See—
Kamino, Yasumi; Onitsuka, Shigenori; Watanabe, Takanobu- and

Yano, Katsuyuki, 4,424,062, Q. 44-l.OSR.
Ono, Takeo: See—

Asaoka, Sachio; Shiroto, Yoshimi; Nakamura, Munekazu; and Ono
Takeo, 4,424,142, CI. 502-84.000.

Onodera. Hiroki, to Yamaha Motor Co., Ltd. Intake system of engines
4.423,706, a. 123-52.00M.

Onodera, Toshihiro: See—
Inomata, Koichiro; Hasegawa, Michio; and Onodera, Toshihiro,

4,424,459, CI. 307-415.000.

Onoue, Makoto: See—
Kaneko, Hideo; and Onoue, Makoto, 4,424,432, CI. 219-69.00E.

Optical Information Systems, Inc.: See—
Rao, Srinivas T.; and Mott, Jeoffrey, 4,424,527, CI. 357-71.000.

Orange Energy Systems, Inc.: See—
HUdebrand, Paul N., 4,423,765, CI. 165-12.000.

Oravitz, James L., Jr.: .See

—

Hyatt, Charles J.; and Oravitz. James L., Jr., 4,423,835, CI.
225-2.000.

Osadchuk, Sara Z.: See—
Pakhomov, Gennady N.; Luste, Anita Y.; Kolesnik, Anatoly G.;
Demishev, Vasily N.; Pashinina, Eva L.; Mordvinova, Maria V.;
Morozova, Lilia V.; Boginskaya, Lidia M.; Voskresenskaya,'
Irina B.; Osadchuk, Sara Z.; and Kadnikova, Galina I., 4,424.203.
CI. 424-52.000.

Osaka Bobbin Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Itoh, Takeji, 4,423,609, CI. 68-212.000.

Osgood, Edmond R.: See—
Magee, Thomas A.; Battershell, Robert D.; Limpel, Lawrence E.;
Ho, Andrew W.; Friedman, Arthur W.; Corkins, H. Glenn;
Brand, William W.; Buchman, Russell; Storace, Louis; and Os-
good, Edmond R., 4,424,213, CI. 424-184.000.

Ossian, William F.: See—
Christensen, Ronald C; Genske, Roger P.; Kester, Dennis E.; and

Ossian, William F., 4,424,256, CI. 428-347.000.
Osterloh, Rolf See—

Barzynski, Helmut; Hartmann, Heinrich; Lautenbach, Dieter;
Osterloh, Rolf; Goethlich, Lutz; and Heil, Guenter, 4,424,314,
CI. 525-454.000.

Ostlinning, Edgar: See—
Idel, Karsten"; Ostlinning, Edgar; FreiUg, Dieter; and Bottenbruch,
Ludwig, 4,424,339, CI. 528-388.000.

Ostlund, Artur, to Stal-Laval Apparat AB. Tuyere or nozzle. 4,423,858,
CI. 266-270.000.

Osuga, Minoru: .See

—

Nishimura, Yutake; Oyama, Yoshishigc; Kuroiwa, Hiroshi; and
Osuga, Minoru, 4,424,568, CI. 364-431.070.

Otani, Yasuhisa: See—
Minamino, Hiromi; Kondo, Mitsuo; Otani, Yasuhisa; Miyashita,

Akira; Okada, Kenzo; and Kuramoto, Takashi, 4,424,204, CI.
424-63.000.

Ott, Jean H.: See—
Lelong, Pierre H.; and Ott, Jean H., 4,424,447, CI. 25O-363.00S.

Otte, Heinz: See—
Otte, Wolf-Dieter; Otte, Heinz; Schidcr, Siegfried; and Wies'ner,

Otto, 4,423,721, CI. 128-92.0EC.
Otte, Wolf-Dieter; Otte, Heinz; Schider, Siegfried; and Wiesner, Otto,

to Schwarzkopf Development Corporation. Device for insertion and
extraction of medullary nails. 4,423,721, CI. 128-92.0EC.

Ottung, Kaj. Sampling valve for drawing samples from tanks containing
easily contaminated liquids. 4,423,641, Ci. 73-863.860.

Ouellette, Charles W., to Raytheon Company. Parachute retainer
latching mechanism. 4,423,660, CI. 89-1. 50R.

Owen, Earl D.: See-
Wagoner, E. DeWayne; and Owen, Earl D., 4,423,776, CI.

166-84.000.

Owens-Illinois, Inc.: See—
Bieringer, Robert J.; and Lovalenti, Sam, 4,424,441, CI. 250-

223.00B.
Gray. Don N., 4,423,930, CI. 351-I6O.00R.

Oyama, Yoshishige: See

—

Nishimura, Yutake; Oyama, Yoshishige; Kuroiwa, Hiroshi; and
Osuga, Minoru, 4,424,568, CI. 364-431.070.

Ozawa, Takashi, to Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd. Document reader. 4,424,590,
CI. 382-68.000.

Pacelli, Antonio: See—
Farina, Joseph; and Pacelli, Antonio, 4,423,576, CI. 52-235.000.

Pachkov, Arkadyi B.: See—
Vairetti, Claude R. L.; Desnoyers, Michel R. L.; Carbonel, Jack;
Grammont, Paul D. A.; Pachkov, Arkadyi B.; Grigoriev, Vladi-
mir A.; and Firsov, Vladimir I., 4,424,318, CI. 526-88.000.

Packington, Simon D., to Britax (Wingard) Limited. Passive safety belt

system. 4,423,887, CI. 280-802.000.
Padilla, Antonio A.: See

—

Ashworth, Robert A.; Padilla, Antonio A.; Rodriguez, Larry A.;
Spake, Ned B.; and Sage, Wamie L., 4,423,702, CI. 122-5.000.

Page, William R.; and Rees, James G. Empty and load apparatus for
railroad cars. 4,423,909, Q. 303-23.00R.

Pakhomov, Gennady N.; Luste, Anita Y.; Kolesnik, Anatoly G.; Demis-
hev, Vasily N.; Pashinina, Eva L.; Mordvinova, Maria V.; Morozova,
Lilia v.; Boginskaya, Lidia M.; Voskresenskaya, Iriiu B.; Osadchuk,
Sara Z.; and Kadnikova, Galina I. Gel for dental caries prevention.
4,424,203, CI. 424-52.000.

Palma, James D., to General Motors Corporation. Electromagnetic fuel

injector with pivoUble armature stop. 4,423.841, CI. 239-585.000.
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PaJma, James p., to General Motors Corporation. Electromagnetic fuel

injector with self aligned armature. 4,423,842, CI. 239 585 OO)

in'^.n?"^?^'
'° °""'' ^°'°" Corporation. Electromagnetic fuel

4";K3. a'23^85"c;S)
""^ "" •^^'"'^'"^ *""-"^^ *"""«

Palmberg, Roger: See—

P.i™"T' ^^"^^^"j ^*^ Palmberg, Roger, 4,424,284. CI. 521-36.000

nTnv VL i"i!^ ^t^T- •'°''" ^ • '° ^""«» Sutes Gypsum Com-

4,^24,196 "0.423-7^01?'' "'"^ ^°' punf.cation of gypsum

**

rTro^.nl'^H"^
W. T; and Pickford, Grahame A., to Horstman Gearuroup Ltd. Electrical time switch. 4,424,454. CI 307-140 000

Palumbo. Anthony J.: See—
"^

i'/-; c?f^ ^'- '"*^ Palumbo. Anthony J., 4.424.147. CI.
252-575.000.

Pamer, Steven E.: See—

°4?24,Sfct565;2fS,"'
'''^'" ^' ""'^ '^*^'""- ^"^-^ «

^'Ci^KV'r;!?^'""' ^ = ^.T'^' ^'^ L
•
""'^ Moss. Herbert H.. to

405-195000
'^''""°" ""' compliant riser system. 4.423.984, CI.

Pansier, Peter; and Kleinschmit, Peter, to Degussa Aktiengesellschaft
folymenc metal-amine complex compounds, processes for their
preparation and use. 4,424,332, CI. 528-30.000

Papp, Alan M.: See—

„
.Carroll, Richard R.; and Papp. Alan M.. 4.423.545. CI. 29-568 000

fanmi, Knshnia: See—
^?""j'r' ^"^l" ^'' ^°'^^'' ^'""' Jaehnig, Leo J.; Moskal. Clif-

rl,/.v'^">''°'' '°**P*' ^' Parimi. Krishnia; and Ward. John V
4.424,108, CI. 208-8.0LE. . « .

^%2l^9(m^"^
W Treatment of herpes simplex. 4.424.232. CI.

Parlman, Robert M.; and Bresson, Clarence R., to Phillips Petroleum
Company. Gold floution with mercaptan and imidazoline. 4,424.122,
CI. 209-166.000.

''"^'i.'"n"'
0°**? ^'- ^"™*' "-y'^ ^' ""* Bresson. Clarence R., to

r^i 3 f/i''^"'"
^o'"Pany Ore floution using fulvenes. 4,424,123,

CI. 209-166.000.

Parr, John C: See—
Kruger, Bradford E; and Parr, John C, 4,424,516, CI 343-763 000

Parsons, Robert L.; Valdespino, Joseph M.; Varraux, Alan R Hol-
comb, Allen K.; and Hobby, William M., III. Drainage control
method and apparatus. 4,424,058, CI. 604-1 18.000

Paschalis, Stratos: See—
Klippert, Heinz; Tzschoppe, Eberhard; Paschalis. Stratos; Wein-

"ch, Jurgen; and Engelmann, Manfred, 4,424.301, CI 525-53 000
Pashinina, Eva L.: See—

Pakhomov, Gennady N.; Luste, Anita Y.; Kolesnik, Anatoly G
Demishev, Vastly N.; Pashinina, Eva L.; Mordvinova, Maria V •

Morozova^ L,lia V.; Boginskaya. Lidia M.; Voskresenskaya.'

%l'*^..r.:9^^^^' ^"' ^' ""'^ Kadnikova, Galina I., 4,424,203.
CI. 424-52.000.

Passaro, Ro^rt E.; and Burough, Irvin G., to Andros Analyzers Incor-

r?I"i?Q'nr^
"'^"' ^^^^ dioxide gas analyzer. 4.423,739, CI.

1*8-71 ".(XX).

Patricia, John: See—

Patton, John T. Jr.; Kan, Peter T ; and Narayan, Thirumurti. to BASF
Wyandotte Corporation. Carbodiimide-modified polymethylene
poyphenylene polyisocyanates for use in the preparation of
polyisocyanurate-polyurethane foams. 4.424,288, CI 521-99 000

Payne, Thomas R.; and Chou, Robert V., to General Electric Com-
pany. Protective method and circuit arrangement for appliance
incorporatmg sheathed heating element. 4,424,439. CI. 219-501 000PCUK Produits Chimiques Ugine Kuhlmann: See—
Olah, George A., 4,424,382, CI. 568-783.000.

^^\ ^*'*{''«* C.; and Schaeffer, Eugene P., to Omark Industnes, Inc
Boiler tube wearbar, stud and arc shield. 4,424.434, CI 219-99 000

*^4i"L^^.'',,l!i'',2l °^ ""^"^ *^«^' "'«'*' threaded article
4,423,616, CI. 72-348.000.

Pelosi, Stanford S., Jr.; Yu, Chia-Nien; White, Ronald E.; and Wright

u*"*.*
5" '

'° Norwich Eaton Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 5-(4-Amino-'

?^7/lr,'*iH°?!?^",**^*''"''*""''l' hydrochloride hemihydrate.
4,424,367, CI. 549-74.000.

'*''i'^;*Qi'''l?i''^,™",SJ~"**
""^ ^"^^^^ assembly for a boat.

4,42J,0V8, CI. 114-343.000.

Pemberton, Walter B. Grapple mechanism. 4,423,997, CI. 414-697 000
Pemco-Kalamazoo, Inc.: See-

Black. John W.; Shupe, Richard D.; and Simon, Earl, 4,424,015, CI.
^*3* i J0.iXX/>

Penczek, Piotr A.; Klosowska-Wolkowicz, Zofia; Kicko-Walczak, Ewa
J.; and Kopec, Andrzej, to Instytut Chemii Przcmyslowej. Process
for manufactunng of unsaturated polyester resins with reduced
volatilization of monomer. 4,424,299, CI. 525-31 000

Penniman, Steven K.: See—

^^^'a^V^i '^i,'!«"^'"'
^''^'" ^' •"*' Sutton, David A..

4>4*4,34J, 1,1. 30O-135.000.
Pennwalt Corporation: See—

'^I'i^fljfjiS'
^*''*'^' *"<! Capdevielle, Martin J., 4,424,045, CI.

464-52.000.

Prazel. Erich; Eckert. Guenter; Heider, Lothar; Wuertele, Lothar and
SchKkert, Werner, to BASF Aktiengesellschaft. Preparation of
concentrated polyacrylate dispersions. 4,424,298. CI. 524-747 000
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and Pepi. Jerome S. 4,423,800, C\.

Pepi, Jerome S.: See—
Kobiske, Michael H

188-277.000.

Perethian, Charles M.: See—

Pcrkin-EImer Corp., The: See—
Nowicki, Ronald S.. 4,424.101. CI. 204-192 OOC

Perko. Inc.: See—
Hollenbeck. Leroy F.. Jr.. 4.424.424. CI. 20044.000 ^

Permacel: See—
Puskadi. Frank. 4.424,244. CI. 428-40 000

Perrella. Guido. to DBM Industries Limited Compact i^tion asaem-
bly for die casting machines. 4,423,763, CI 164-316 000

Persinger. James G Method for improving efficiency of an internal
combustion irngation engine. 4,423.704, CI 123-25 OOR

Peters, Arthur: See—

'^2^56?^ .3i4.2&"-
"^""•^ '' ""^ '•"-• ^«''--

Peterson, Jeffrey L.: See—

T'"42?.9'4rc? ?55.?4".3^r'
""''"' ^' •"** '•'•'~"- '"^^^^

Pctocz, Lujza: See—
Benko, Pal; Kovanyi. Gyorgyi nee Ux; Timar. Judit nee Gergely
Sigmond, Mana nee Ukatos; Petocz. Lujza; Gorog. PeterKosoczky Ibolya; Szirt, Eniko nee Kiszelly; and Toncsev Hn-
stone, 4,424.351. CI. 542-439.000

"ncsev. nn
Pctnck. Stanley W

;
and Garcia, Ramon D , to United Sutes of Amer-

cc:^ler'i«3,Ua"S7SSR
''''"' Administration Rad«t.ve

Petro-Fax: See—
Rightmyrc, Bruce M.. 4,423,951, CI 355-3 OTR

Petty Herbert E to Union Carbide Corporation Aldehyde containing
hydrolyzablesilanes 4.424,392, CI 556-436 000

Peyrelongue, Jean-Pierre: See—

''","i^*'1°,1*Ano^"*''
""'^ Peyrelongue, Jean-Pierre. 4.423.770, CI

Pfaff Industriemaschinen GmbH; See—

Du ^'"n"''"*;^*^'''
^"'^*'' '"'^ '^hle, Fntz, 4.423.690. CI 112-262 300

Phillips Petroleum Company: See—
Cleary, James W., 4.424,338. CI 528-388 000
Hanson. Donald O

;
and Sherk, Fred T . 4.424.341, CI 528-501 000

Lauffer. Donald E. 4.424,487, CI 324-307 000.
McDaniel, Max P.; and Short, James N.. 4,424. 1 39. CI 502- 1 1 7 000
McDaniel. Max P. 4,424,320. CI. 526-106 000
Middlebrook, Terence C. 4.424.259, CI 428-451 000
Parlman, Robert M. and Bresson, Clarence R, 4,424.122, CI

''''4.«£%"2iJ-i^^:
'^" ^ • '"' "'"""• ^"^"'^^ "^ •

Picard. Joseph A. R.: See-
Abbott. Rodenck K ; Seneviratne. Padmasin D , and Picard Jo-

seph A. R.. 4.423.645. CI 74-810 000
Picker International Limited: See—

Hounsfield, Godfrey N.. 4,424,488. CI 324-309 000
Pickford, Grahame A. See—

Palmer. Malcolm W T ; and Pickford. Grahame A . 4.424.454. CI.

Pickle, Joe D.: See—
Braithwaitc, David G . deceased; and Pickle, Joe D 4 424 388 CI

568-899 000
'

'''cT52-202"oOO
^ '"""'"'"« P*"^' ^°f Ihermal openings 4,423.574,

Piwiak George; and Wallace. Bamie A , Jr . to Raychem Corporation
Patch closure system. 4,424,246. CI. 428-63 000

Pietsch. Gerald: See—
^

w*!'
Adolf; Ketiercr. Hans; and Pietsch. Gerald. 4.423.946 CI

354-319.000.

Pike. John E : See—
^°^*°V- Roy A

;
Lincoln. Frank H ; and Pike. John E . 4.424.3J0.

Pinchon, Philippe: See—
Ecomard. Andre; Bnand, Louis; and Pinchon, Philippe, 4 423 715

CI. 123-501.000.
Pinckney Molded Plastics, Inc : See—

Kreeger, Elsmer W.; and Stahl, Edward L. 4,423,813, CI
206-506.000.

Pioneer Electronic Corporation; See—
Sunaga, Yoshimislu, 4,424,537, CI 360-66000
^Jlljara. Takashi; Inoue, Akiyoshi; Yamada, Youzou; Yuuda,

360^121 000
"^'' ^''"''' ""^ '°'^°'' '^'''*°' <'*24,542, CI

^'^^^"lllfVr''^ ^ "*'^ Toomey, Charles L
, to Raytheon Company

Method of fabncating cathode electrodes. 4,424,044, CI 445-31000
Pitney Bowes Inc.: See-

Eckert, Alton B.. Jr.; and Duwel. Edward C. 4 424 573 CI
364-900.000

.'^'.J'J. ui.

Pittsburg & Midway Coal Mining Co.. The: See—
Braunlin, Walter A.; Gonki, Alan; Jaehnig, Leo J Moakal Qif-

Plante, Arcade J., to Bethlehem Steel Corporation Articulated leal

?3°622 Oro *"
*"*' ""'** ***""* '" **" ™" *'' *'*2^'*^' CI

Plaico, Inc.: See-
Levy, Norman, 4,423,741, CI 128-768.000.
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PUttic Oddities, Inc.: See—
Izzi. Lewis B.. Sr., 4,423,326, Q. 4-232.0OR.

Plath, Peter; Wuerzer, Bruno; ind Rohr, Wolfgsng, to BASF Aktien-
gesellschsft. Substituted 3-aniinopyrszoles. 4,424.363, CI.

34S-362.000.

PUtz, Winfried; and Pluminer, Steven J., to Siemens Corporation.
X-Rsy examination apparatus. 4,424,586, CI. 378-197.000.

Plotnikov, Egor P.: See—
Bukhshtaber, Eliazar Y.; Andreev, Jury M.; Askinazi, Mikhail P.;

Mashikhin, Anatoly D.; Plotnikov, Egor P.; and Anders, Vitaly
I., 4.424.478, CI. 322-63.000.

Plummer, Steven J.: See—
Platz, Winfried; and Plummer, Steven J.. 4,424,386, CI

378-197.000.

Pohlig. Stephen C: See—
Hellman, Martin E.; and Pohlig. Stephen C, 4,424,414. CI.

178-22.110.

Polaroid Corporation: See-
Gold, Nicholas, 4,423,943, CI. 334-273.000.

Johnson, Bruce K., 4.423,936, CI. 354-403.000.

Land, Edwin H.; Bronstein-Bonte, Irena Y.; and Taylor, Lloyd D.,

4.424,326, Q. 326-263.000.

Taylor, Lloyd D., 4,424,272, CI. 430-307.000.

Politzer, Anton; and Machmer, Wilhelm, to Diehl, Firma. Arrangement
for a mortar in an armored vehicle. 4,423,663, CI. 89-4O.00A.

Polizzotti, Richard S.; and Krutenat, Richard C, to Exxon Research
and Engineering Co. Carfourization resistance of austenitic stainless

steel tubes. 4,424,083, CI. 148-12.00E. i

Polymer Sciences Corporation: See—
Stille, John K., 4,424,312, CI. 325-274.000.

Polymer Technology Corporation: See—
Ellis, Edward J., 4,424,328, CI. 526-279.000.

Poole, JoKph, to United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, The Secretary of Sute for Defence in Her Britannic Majes-
ty's Government of the. Optical instruments. 4,423,937, CI.

336-153.000.

Poppe, Wasaily, to Standard Oil Company, (Indiana). Injection mold-
able amide-imide polymers and copolymers containing titanates.

4,424,294, Q. 524-127.000.

Porter, David R., to Boeing Company, The. Directional coupler for

optical communications system. 4,423,922, CI. 350-96.150.

Porteus, James O.: See-
Decker, Donald L.; Porteus, James O.; and Grandjean. Darrell J.,

4,423,650. a. 82-I.OOC.

Poniczaik, Paul: See—
Franek, Joaef T.; Porucznik. Paul; Serby, Peter H.; and Tod, Chris-

topher J. N., 4,423,823, CI. 220-77.000.

Potter, John T., to Iquad Company Incorporated. Printing apparatus.
4,423,970,0.400-141.100.

Potter, Ronald W., to Hewlett-Packard Company. Apparatus and
means for high speed digital frequency shifting. 4,424.492. CI.
328-155.000.

Pouderoux, Pierre; and Peyrelongue, Jean-Pierre, to Stein Industrie.
Device for reducing thermal stresses on a heat exchanger. 4,423,770,
a. 165.134.00R.

Poulson, Ann: See—
Buchheister, Sue; and Poulson, Ann. 4,424.040, CI. 434-233.000.

Powalowski, Joseph C, to Continental White Cap. Inc. Closure cap
with thumb actuated removal assisting tab. 4,423.822, CI. 213-365.000.

Powell, Byron E.; Bakhshi, Virendar S.; and Randolph. Donald A., to
United Sutes Gypsum Company. Gas desulfurization. 4,424,197, CI.
423-244.000.

Powell Manufacturing Company. Inc.: See—
Wilson. Robert W.; and Trull. Olin C, 4,424,024. CI. 432-90.000.

Fowen, John W., to Western Litho Plate ft Supply Co. Photographic
printing apparatus. 4,423,955, CI. 355-99.000.

Powers, Lewis R. Garbage conveying system. 4,423,987, CI.
406-56.000.

Powers, Robert B.: See—
Mairsocci. Angelo A.; Powers, Robert B.; and Chapman, Bruce E.,

4.424,533, CI. 361-427.000.

PPG Industries, Inc.: See—
Guzik, Frederick F.; Pamer, Steven E.; and Richter, Sidney B.,

4,424,393, a. 560-21.000.

Hyatt. Charles J.; and Oravitz, James L., Jr., 4.423,835, CI.
22^2.000.

Hyatt. Charles J., 4,423,836, CI. 225-96.000.

Prange, Uwe: See—
El-Chahawi. Moustafa; Prange, Uwe; Richtzenhain, Hermann; and
Vo«, WUhelm, 4,424,375, Q. 560-105.000.

Precisioo Echo: See-
Becker Carl H.; and Christmann, Werner J., 4,424,580, CI.

36M21.000.
Prediion Handling Devices, Inc.: See—

Kobryn. Ronald J., 4,423,969, CI. 400-124.000.
Preformed Line Producu Company: See—

Ooetter. Erwin H.; and Siter, Ralph B., 4,424.412. Q. 174-92.000.

Preston, Seaton T.; Greeowald. Frank L.; Eich. WUliam D.; and Ber-
ger. Robert, to G and G Products, Inc. Film holding and agiuting
apparatus. 4,423,945, Q. 354-313.000.

Preuasner, Andreas: See—
Mather, Frank W., Ill; Preussner, Andreas; and Berry, Gaylord L.,

4,424,190, a. 422-46.000.

Prieanitz, Uwe: See—
Maurer, Fritz; Priesnitz, Uwe; and Riebel, Hans-Jochem. 4.424.166.
a. 260-464.000.

Pro-Flex, Inc.: See-
Wall. Albert, 4,423,531, CI. 15-187.000.

Procter ft Gamble Company, The: See—
LaHann, Thomas R.; and Buckwalter, Brian L., 4,424,205. CI.

424-72.000.

Sissin, Margaret P.; and Walker, Richard D., 4,424,134, Q.
252-8.800.

Profil-Verbindungstechnik GmbH ft Co. KG: See—
Muller, Rudolf M. R., 4,423,859. Q. 267-1 19.000.

Progressive Blasting Systems, Inc.: See—
DeClark. Bruce W.; and Weber, Joseph H.. 4,423,613. Q.

72-33.000.

Pnie, Homer: See—
Tingleff, Paul; Prue, Homer, and Stewart, Charles, 4,424,038, Q.

434-2.000.

Pryor. James N.; and Chi, Chang W., to W. R. Grace ft Co. Preparation
of binderless 3A adsorbenu. 4.424.144. Q. 502-68.000.

Psarouthakis. John, to J. P. Industries, Inc. Anti-scald mixing valve.
4,423.752, Q. 137-625.410.

Pshenishnjuk, Alexandr S.: See—
Krivda, Leonid T.; Pshenishnjuk, Alexandr S.; Gromov, Viktor I.;

and Schukin, Vladimir K.. 4,423,614, a. 72-115.000.
PTX-Pentronix, Inc.: See—

DeSantis, Raymond P.; and Puffer, Herbert J., Jr., 4,424,185, CI.
264-334.000.

Puffer, Herbert J., Jr.: See—
DeSantis, Raymond P.; and Puffer, Herbert J., Jr., 4,424,185, Q.

264-334.000.

Pupp, Herwig, to Tetra Pak International AB. Packing material for
aseptic packages. 4,424,260. CI. 428-461.000.

Purdue Research Foundation: See

—

DeWitt, David P.; Hannemann, Robert E.; Robinson, Barrett F.;

and Hanley, Edward J., 4,423,736. Q. 128-633.000.
Puskadi. Frank, to Permacel. Printable release coating compoaition

Upes. 4,424.244. CI. 428-40.000.

Puthawala, Anwer: See—
Bege, Dietmar; Faust, Hans-Joachim; Puthawala, Anwer; and

Stunkel, Helmut, 4,424,149, CI. 252-629.000.
Quennevillc, Raymond N.: See—

Mayne. Harry H.; and Quenneville, Raymond N., 4,423,712, CI.
123-321.000.

Quick, Gary K.: See-
Cooper. Dale E.; Grillot, Ronald E.; Quick, Gary K.; and Smith,

Kevin R., 4,423,920, Q. 339.252.0eR.
Quidel: See—

Bohn, Joseph W.; Cohen, Peter A.; and Zuraw, Bruce L.,

4,424,279, CI. 436-534.000.

QYL Inc.: See-
Madden, Allen C; and Mitchell, Albert L., 4,423,632, CI.

73-462.000.

Rahse, Wilfried; Kuhne, Norbert; and Wust, Willi, to Henkel Komman-
ditgesellschaft auf Aktien. Modified hydroxyalkyi celluloses and
method of preparation. 4,424,347, CI. 536-91.000.

Rahuel, Jean-Claude: See-
Long, Bernard; Rahuel, Jean-Claude; and Roux, Catherine,

4,424,572, CI. 364-900.000.

Rajadhyaksha, Vithal J., to Nelson Research ft Development Com-
pany. Vehicle composition containing l-substituted azacydoalkwi-
2-ones. 4,424,210, CI. 424-180.000.

Ramsey, James E., Jr., to Westinghouse Electric Corp. Induction meter
having an improved electromagnetic voltage section. 4.424,484, CI.

.

324-137.000.

Randolph, Donald A.: See-
Powell, Byron E.; Bakhshi, Virendar S.; and Randolph, Donald A.,

4,424.197, a. 423-244.000.

Rank Xerox Limited: See

—

Sagami, Shizuo, 4,423,950, CI. 355-15.000.

Rankel, Lillian A., to Mobil Oil Corporation. Method for removing
contaminants from hydrocarbonaceous fluid. 4,424,118, CT
208-211.000.

Ransom. Jerry W.: See

—

Sihon. Tanas M.; and Ransom. Jerry W., 4,423,707, CI. 123-

I96.00R.

Rao, Srinivas T.; and Mott, JeofTrey. to Optical Information Systems,
Inc. Bonding pad metallization for semiconductor devices. 4,424,527,

CI. 357-71.000.

Rasmussen. David H.: See

—

Lee. Richard H.; Cullen, Steven R.; Bailen, Eddie H.; Rasmuaaen.
David H.; and Johnson, WUliam C, 4,424,031, a. 493-37.000.

RatclifTe, Ronald W.: See—
Christensen, Burton G.; and RatclifTe, Ronald W., 4.424,230. Q.

424-274.000.

Rau, Ulrich: See—
Merz, Johannes; v. d. Kammer, Gunter; and Rau, Ulrich, 4,423,689,

a. 110-347.000.

Raven, Alfred J., III. Power stroking honing machine and control
apparatus. 4,423,567, Q. 51-31.00R.

Ravinovitch, Elvira B.; and Summers, Jamea W., to B. F. Goodrich
Company, The. Infrared reflecting vinyl polymer compositions.
4,424,292, Q. 524-88.000.

Raviola, Florent, to Societe Chimique dea Charbonnages. Ethylene-
propylene copolymers. 4,424,330, CI. 526-348.000.

Ray, George A., to Rolls-Royce Motors Limited. Latch
4,423,903, a. 297-391.000.
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Raychem Corporation: See—
Pieslak, George; and Wallace, Bamie A., Jr., 4,424,246, CI.

428-63.000.

Raychem Limited: See—
CUbbum, Robin J. T., 4,424,411, CI. I74-84.00R.

Raytheon Company: See-
Faxon, Merle W., 4.424,345, CI. 361-91.000.

Nichols, Lawrence J.; and MacMaster, George H., 4,424,496, CI.
330-286.000.

Ouellette, Charles W., 4,423,660, CI. 89-1.30R.
Pitman, Lawrence C; and Toomey, Charles L., 4,424,044, CI.

445-35.000.

Sheldon, David W., 4,423,661, CI. 89-1.819.

RCA Corporation; See—
Schroeder, John O., 4,424,493, CI, 330-263.000.
Shahbender, Babah; Wendt, Frank S.; Gordon, Irwin; and Gries,

Robert J., 4,424,469, CI. 315-41 1.000.

Reed, Marion G., to Chevron Research Company. Subilizing clay with
hydroxy-aluminum and base. 4,424,076, CI 106-287.170.

Rees, James G.: See-
Page, William R.; and Rees, James G.. 4.423,909. CI. 303-23.00R.

Rega Instituut VZW: See-
Jones, Albert S.; Walker, Richard T.; de Clercq, Erik D. A.; and

Barr, Philip J., 4,424,211, CI. 424-180.000.

Reich, Edward: See—
Valinsky, Jay E.; Reich, Edward; and Easton, Thomas G.,

4,424,201, CI. 424-3.000.

Reich, Karl; Tomaschek, Heinz; and Busch, Georg, to W. R. Grace ft

Co. Cyanoacrylate adhesive composition. 4,424,327, CI. 526-297.000.

Reifschneider, Walter, to Dow Chemical Company, The. Substituted
phenyl phosphorothioates and their use u pesticides. 4,424,217, CI.

424-216.000.

Reith, Walter: See—
Olschewski, Armin; Brandenstein, Manfred; Walter, Lothar; Emit,

Horst M.; and Reith, Walter, 4,423,911, CI. 3O8-6.00C.
Reliance Electric Company: See—

Kiko, Frederick J., 4,424.499, CI. 333-28.00R.
Rendall, John S., to Solv-ex Corporation. Method and apparatus for

solvent extraction. 4,424,112, CI. 208-11.OLE.
Repa Feinstanzwerk GmbH: See—

Fol, Artur, 4,423,846, CI. 242-107.000.

Research Corporation: See—
Bucovaz, Edsel T.; and Whybrew, Walter D., 4,424,278, CI.

436-501.000.

Reuland. Joachim, to Hauni-Werke Korber ft Co. KG. Method and
apparatus for detecting soft sections of tobacco fillers. 4,423,742, CI.

131-84.00C.

Reuland, Joachim, to Hauni-Werke Korber ft Co. KG. Apparatus for

measuring the density of cigarette rods or the like. 4,424,443, CI.

250-252.100.

Rexham Corporation: See-
Carey, Nonnan W., 4,423,583, CI. 53-373.000.

Monsees, Claude E.; and Simpson, William W., 4,423,585. CI
53-451.000.

Reynolds, George A.: See

—

Berwick, Martin A.; Contois, Lawrence E.; and Reynolds, George
A., 4,424,268, CI. 430-83.000.

Reynolds Metals Company: See—
Chuholm, Matthew F., 4,424,084, CI. 148-417.000.

Rhodes, Buck A.: See-^^
Crockford, David R.; and Rhodes, Buck A., 4,424,200, CI.

424-1.100.

Rhone-Poulenc Industries: See-
Morel, Didier, 4,424,399, CI. 568-840.000.

Richard Hinchmann Radiotechnisches Werk: See—
Arbter, Erhard; and Steinhauer, Enut, 4,424,515, CI. 343-715.000.

Richter Gedeon Vegyeszeti Gyar RT: See—
Keve, Tibor; Zsadon, Bela; Fekete, Gyorgy; Lorincz, Csaba;
Galambos, Janos; Zajer nee Balazs, Maria; Forgach, Lilla; Kar-
pati, Egon; Kiraly, Arpad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver;
Szponiy, Laszlo; and Rosdy, Bela. 4,424,223, CI. 424-256.000.

Szantay, Csaba; Szabo, Lajos; Kalaus, Gyorgy; Gyulai, Zsuzsanna;
Zajer nee BiJazs, Maria; Forgach, Lilla; Karpati, Egon; Kiraly,

Arpad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver; Szpomy, Laszlo; and
Rosdy, Bela, 4,424,224, CI. 424-256.000.

Richter, Karl-Heinz: See—
Wailentowitz, Henning; Struck, Helmut; and Richter, Karl-Heinz,

4,423,883, Q. 280-96.000.

Richter, Olaf A. Method and apparatus for monitoring the length of a

liquid column. 4,423,628, CI. 73-290.00R.

Richter, Sidney B.: See—
Guzik, Frederick F.; Pamer, Steven E.; and Richter, Sidney B.,

4,424,393, CI. 560-21.000.

Richter, Werner, to Didier-Werke A.G. Refractory immeraion spout.

4,423,833, CI. 222-391.000.

Richtzenhain, Hermann: See—
El-Chahawi, Moustafa; Prange, Uwe; Richtzenhain, Hermann; and
Vogt. WUhelm, 4,424,373, CI. 360-105.000.

Ricketts, Thomas E., to Occidental Oil Shale, Inc. Formation of an in

situ oU shale retort with control of mounding. 4,423,908, CI.

299-2.000.

Ricoh Company. Ltd.: See—
Manita, Keiichi; and Yuyama. Yukihiro, 4,424,245, O. 428-40.000.

Ridley, Richard D., to Occidental OU Shale, Inc. In situ recovery of

shale oU. 4,423,907, Q. 299-2.000.

Riebel, Hans-Jochem: See

—

Maurer, Fritz; Priesnitz. Uwe; and Riebel, Hans-Jochem, 4,424,166,

CI. 260-464.000.

Riggs, John L.: See—
Hoene, David J ; and Riggs, John L., 4,424,397, CI 368-473.000

Rightmyre, Bruce M., to Petro-Fax. Roller transfer corona apparatus.

4,423.931, CI. 355-3.0TR.
Riley, Eugene, to Banquet Foods Corporation. Adjustable spacer for

contact plate freezer 4,423,604, CI 62-341.000
Rivinius, Theodore; and Helm, Emanuel. Auxiliary support for heavy

equipment. 4.423,560, CI. 37-116.000.

Robert, Andre, to Upjohn Company, The. Gastric cytoprotection with
heterocyclic sulfonamides. 4,424,227, CI 424-270 000

Robert Bosch GmbH: See—
Heiser, Joachim; and Leutner, Volkmar. 4,423.747, Q. 137-85.000.

Kuttner, Klaus. 4.424.409, Q. 174-68.500.

Robinson, Barrett F.: See—
DeWitt, David P.; Hannemann, Robert E.; Robinson. Barrett F.;

and Hanley. Edward J.. 4,423,736, CI. 128-633.000.

Robinson. Edward L., Jr.; and Westerfteld, Lawerence D., to Interna-

tional Harvester Co. Agricultural furrow forming apparatus depth
control. 4,423,788, CI. I72-427.000.

Robinson, James W., to Flex-Kleen Corporation. Dust collecting filler

cartridge and attachment structure for suspending same from bag-
house tube sheet. 4,424,070. CI. 55-378.000

Robinson, Monugue J.: See-
Muzak, Nicholas; and Robinson, Montague J., 4,423,857, Q.

266-262.000

Rockcor, Inc.: See-
Van Omum, Joel V; and Stang. Peter L. 4,424.295. O

524-526.000.

Rockefeller University. The: See—
Cerami, Anthony; and Tabachnik, Nma F., 4,424.216, CI

424-211.000.

Valinsky, Jay E.; Reich, Edward; and Easton, Thomas G.,

4,424,201, CI. 424-3.000

Rockwell International Corporation: See-
Best, David W., 4,424,460, CI. 307-471.000.

Gergis, Isoris S.; and MacNeal, Bruce E., 4,424,577, 0. 365-36.000

Ho, William W.; Harker, Alan B.; Goldberg. Ira B.; and Chung,
Kwang E.. 4,423,623, CI. 73-61.OOR.

Rodriguez, Larry A.: sire-
Ashworth, Robert A.; Padilla, Antonio A.; Rodriguez, Larry A.;

Spake, Ned B.; and Sage. Wamie L., 4,423.702. CI 122-5.000.

Roe. Jin-Young K.: See-
Keeling. Ronald J.; Roe, Jin-Young K.; and Mollmann, Henry C,

4,424,261. CI. 428-330.000

Roeraade, Johan. Column for liquid and gas chromatography.
4,424,127. CI. 210-198.200.

Roese, John A.; and Turner. A. Franklin. Remotely triggered portable

stereoscopic viewer system. 4,424,529, CI. 358-88.000

Roesner, Bruce B., to Burroughs Corporation Mask programmable
read-only memory stacked above a semiconductor substrate.

4,424,579. CI. 365-103.000

Roettgen, Leslie A., to Cummins Engine Company, Inc. Bypass valve
and alarm assembly. 4,423,731, CI. 137-557.000.

Rogers, Donald R.: See-
Smith, John S.; and Rogers, Donald R , 4,423,753, CI 138-89.000

Rohde, Vernon C: See—
Boeckel, John W.; Rohde, Vernon C; and Wells, John R.,

4,423.699. CI. 118-32.000.

Rohm and Haas Company: See—
Kielbania. Andrew J.. Jr., 4,424,240, CI. 427-393.500.

Rohr, Wolfgang: See—
Plath, Peter; Wuerzer. Bruno; and Rohr. Wolfgang, 4,424,363, CI.

548-362.000.

Rokach, Joshua: See—
Belanger, Patrice C; Williams, Haydn W R.; and Rokach, Joshua.

4.424.355. CI. 546-35.000.

Roller, Thomas W.: See—
Rothbart, Michael; Therien, Robert D.; Oliver, Thomas W ; Roller,

Thomas W.; and Williams, Robert D., 4.424.535, CI. 338-294.000.

Rolls-Royce Motors Limited: See-
Ray, George A., 4,423,905, CI. 297-391.000.

Roomi, Reyadh K. Surgical dressings. 4,423,731. CI. 128-335.000.

Rorabeck, Cecil H.: See-
Castle, G. S. Peter; and Rorabeck, Cecil H.. 4,423,740, Q

128-748.000.

Rosdy, Bela: See—
Keve, Tibor; Zsadon, Bela; Fekete, Gyorgy; Lorincz, Csaba;

Galambos, Janos; Zajer nee Balazs, Maria; Forgach, Lilla; Kar-

pati, Egon; Kiraly, Arpad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver;
Szponiy, Laszlo; and Rosdy, Bela, 4,424,223, CI. 424-256.000.

Szantay, Csaba; Szabo, Lajos; Kalaus, Gyorgy; Gyulai, Zauzaanna;

2Ujer nee Balazs, Maria; Forgach, LUla; Karpati, ^on; Kiraly,

Arpad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver; Szporny, Laazlo; and
Rosdy, Bela. 4,424,224, CI. 424-256.000.

Rosen, Bruce I., to UOP Inc. Selective hydrogenation of fatty materials.

4.424.162, CI. 260-409.000.

Rosen, Bruce I., to UOP Inc. Selective reduction of edible fats and oils.

4.424.163, CI. 26(MO9.O0O.
Rosenhoover, WUliam A.: See—

Zielke, Clyde W.; and Rosenhoover, William A., 4,424,111, Q.
208-10.000.
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RoKnquist, Gerald A.: See—
Kishinenck, GeraJd E.; and Rosenquist, Gerald A., 4,423.544, CI.

29-527.200.

Rotenstiel, Terry L.; and Debus. Allen A. G.. to United States Gypsum
Company. Process for preparing wastes for non-pollutant disposal.

4.424,148. CI. 252-628.000.

Ronoihinsky, Alexei A.; Balakin, Valentin I.; Babak, Alexandr K.;
Lebedev. Vladimir K.; Mironov, Lev G.; Chelnokov. Gennady I.;

and Vinogradov. Gennady V., to Institut Elektrosvarki Imeni E.O.
Pktona. Electrolytic filter press cell for producing a mixture of hy-
drogen and oxygen. 4.424.106. CI. 204-256.000.

Rothbart, Michael; Therien, Robert D.; Oliver. Thomas W.; Roller,
Thomas W.; and Williams, Robert D., to Terminal DaU Corporation.
Document video digitizer. 4.424.535, CI. 358-294.000.

Rothman. Betsy: See—
Bourgein, John; and Rothman. Betsy. 4,423.552. CI. 30-296.00A.

Roudebush, H. Richard: See—
O'Brien, Lawrence B.; Winston. Walter F.; Abner, Edmund L.;

Atkinson. Lowell G.; Roudebush. H. Richard; Buehler, William
L.; Bergstresser. Jim K.; and Messick. Walker A.. 4.424.01 1, CI.
417-477.000.

Rougerie. Jacques, to Oceanova. Floatable and unsinkable nautical
craft. 4.423,695, CI. 114-61.000.

Rouaael Uclaf: See—
Oeraedt, Roger; Torelli, Vesperto; Vacher, Jean; and Benzoni,

Josette, 4,424,218, CI. 424-238.000.
Rouaaet, Jacky; and Chavrier. Roger P.. to Societc Coatex. Filtrate

reducer additive for swelling clay grouts and cement-swelline clav
grouts. 4,424,290. CI. 524-5.000.

Roux, Catherine: See-
Long, Bernard; Rahuel, Jean-Claude; and Roux. Catherine,

4,424,572, CI. 364-900.000.

Rowan, Henry A., to Economics Laboratory. Inc. Method for cleaning
parts in a tote box. 4,424.082, CI. 134-25.400.

Royset, Norvald, to Ulstein Trading Ltd. A/S. Device for locking
chain, wire, cable, or the like to a sutionary structure, particularly a
boat deck. 4,423.697. CI. 1 14-199.000.

Rubin, David, to Schwimmer. Adolf W.; Schwartz, Irwin Steven; and
Rubin, David. Methods of manufacture of nitrile-containing glucu-
ronic acid conjugates. 4,424,348, CI. 536-17.900.

Rugged, Mariano V.: See—
Cron, Martin h; Keil, John G.; Lin, Jeng S.; Ruggeri. Mariano V.;
and Walker. Derek. 4,424.343. CI. 536-13.800.

Ruhrchemie Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Comils. Boy; Frohning. Carl D.; Diekhaus, Gerhard; Wiebus.

Ernst; and Bahrmann. Helmut, 4.424,383, CI. 568-902.000.
Rumney, Joseph L.: See—

Hogenhout, Franciscus; McDermott, Arthur W.; and Rumney,
Joseph L.. 4,423.620, CI. 72-430.000.

Rupinskas, Vyuutas R.. to Kendall Company, The. Sponge fabric.
4,424.249, Q. 428-195.000.

*

Rush, Anne K. Convertible backpack/cape. 4,423.834, CI. 224-151.000.
Rzeszewski, Theodore S.. to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.
Phase distortion detection circuitry for low cost automatic eaualizer.
4,424,533, CI. 358-167.000.

S.E.V. Altemateurs: See—
Kaaperski, Jerzy R., 4,424,560, CI. 363-144.000.

Sagae. Syojt: See—
Matsuda. Yasumasa; Sagae, Syoji; and Kasahara, Masatoshi,

4,424,520, CI. 346-140.00R.
Sagami, Shizuo, to Rank Xerox Limited. Cleaning device for an electro-

photographic reproducing machine. 4,423,950. CI. 355-15.000.
Sage, Wamie L.: See—

Ashworth, Robert A.; Padilla, Antonio A.; Rodriguez. Larry A.-
Spake, Ned B.; and Sage. Wamie L.. 4.423,702. CI. 122-5.000.

St. Gobain Vitrage: See—
Meunier. Georges, 4,423,558, CI. 34-57.0OA.

Saint Marcoux, Roland, to L.C.C.-C.I.C.E. Compagnie Europeene de
Composants Electroniques. Condenser block and voluge multiplier
comprising such a condenser block. 4,424,552, CI. 361-306.000

Sakakjbarii, Shinsuke: See—
Inaba, Hajimu; and Sakakibara. Shinsuke, 4,423,998, CI.

414-730.000.

Sakito, Yoji, to Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited. Synthesis of
6-hydroxychrom:ui-2-methanoi derivatives. 4,424.389, CI
549-407.000.

Sakuragi, Shiro: See—
Imagawa, Kyoshiro; and Sakuragi, Shiro, 4,423,726, CI.

128-303.100.

Salenz, Dieter, to Maschinenfabrik J. DiefTcnbncher GmbH & Co. Feed
and discharge apparatus for a laminate press. 4,424,092. CI
156-391.000.

Salice, Luciano, to Deutsche Salice GmbH. Hinge bracket-mounting
plate assembly having a slidable locking bolt. 4.423,537, CI
16-258.000.

Sami, Hiroahi; Ueda. Tatehito; Ito. Osamu; Hobo. Nobuhito; Naitou.
Takathi; Nakamura, Tetsuya; Kawai. Shizuo; and Miyata, Yukinori,
to Nippoodenao Co., Ltd.; and ToyoU Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki
Kaiaha. Electric control apparatus for a fuel injection pump.
4,423.713. a. 123-357.000.

Samaoo, Marc: See—
KJeemann. Axel; and Samson, Marc, 4,424,37a CI. 549-373.000.

Sanders Aaaociates. Inc.: See—
Tinykfr, Paul; Pnie, Homer; and Stewart. Charles. 4.424.038, CI.

434-2.000.

Sanofl: See—
MafTrand, Jean-Pierre; Suzuki, Norio; Matsubayashi, Kynichi and

Ashida, Shinichiro, 4,424,356, CI. 546-1 14.000.
Sanraku-Ocean Co., Ltd.: See—

Oki, Toshikazu; Yoshimoto, Akihiro; Matsuzawa. Yasue; Ishikura,
Tomoyuki; Umezawa, Hamao; and Takeuchi. Tomio, 4,424.342!
CI. 536-6.400.

Santa Fe International Corporation: See—
Nilberg. Hans. 4.423.981. CI. 405-133.000.

Santcn Pharmaceutical Co.. Ltd.: See—
Iso, Tadashi; and Yamauchi. Hideyasu. 4,424,228, CI. 424-270.000.

Santhanam, Chakra J.; and Nadkami, Ravindra M., to Arthur D. Little,
Inc. Apparatus for removing heavy metals from aqueous liquids
4,424,126, CI. 2 10- 1 95. 100.

^

Saplest S.A.: See—
Lalioz, Guy; and Joly, Gabriel, 4,424,180, CI. 264-51.000.

Sara, Ramond V., to Union Carbide Corporation. Calcium intercalated
boronated carbon fiber. 4,424,145, CI. 252-509.000.

Sarin, Vinod K.; and Buljan, Sergej-Tomislav, to GTE Laboratories
Incorporated. Alumina coated composite silicon aluminum oxyni-
tride cutting tools. 4,424,066, CI. 51-295.000.

Samoff, Norton: See—
Chmela, John F.; Fletcher, Carl R.; and SamofT, Norton, 4.423.551.

CI. 30-142.000.

Sartorelli, David W.: See-
Smith, Richard R. and Sartorelli, David W., 4,424.337. CI.

Sasaki, Akio: See—
Genma, Kazutoshi; and Sasaki. Akio, 4,424,562, CI. 364-200.000.

Sasaki, Hideyuki; Nakazawa, Toru; Kato, Yoshiaki; Fukuda, Hideo;
Kamezaki, Yasushi; and Fushida. Akira, to Mito Industrial Co., Ltd.
Electrophotographic CdS or CdSSe with ozone deterioration inhibi-
tor. 4,424.269, CI. 430-94.000.

Sasaki, Isao: See—
Takigawa, Tadahiro; and Sasaki, Isao, 4,424,448, CI. 250-397.000.

Sato, Masaaki, to Olympus Optical Company Limited. Cassette recepta-
cle device. 4,423,812, CI. 206-387.000.

Sato, Yasuo: See—
Okada. Yoshiyuki; and Sato. Yasuo, 4.424,214. CI. 424-200.000.

Sato. Yoshimasa, to Enuma Chain Manufacturing Co., Ltd. Oil-sealed
roller chain. 4.424.050. CI. 474-231.000.

Satoh, Takashi; and Shimada, Isamu, to Fujitsu Limited. Method for
detecting the position of a symmetrical article. 4,424,588. CI.
382-48.000.

Sawasaki, Takashi: See—
Nojiri, Akio; Sawasaki, Takashi; and Koreeda, Toshio, 4.424,293,

CI. 524-101.000.

Sawyer. Byron E.: See—
Joffe. Boris B.; Tiebor. John E.; Spongr, Jerry J.; and Sawyer.

Byron E.. 4.424.445. CI. 250-308.000.
Sawyer, John: See—

Bolen, Ralph A.. 4.423.784. CI. 169-62.000.
Saylor. Millard P. Wire connection. 4,423.538, CI. 24-27.000.
Scantron GmbH & Co. Elcktronische Lesegerate KG: See—

Wevelsiep, Klaus; Sturm, Bemhard; and Scholze, Hans, 4,424,587,
CI. 382-44.000.

Scarponi, Francesco: See—
Bernard, Georges; Olive, Serge; and ^'•arponi, Francesco,

4.424.428. CI. 200-147.00A.
Schackert, Werner: See—

Penzel, Erich; Eckert, Guenter; Heider, Lothar; Wuertele. Lothar;
and Schackert, Werner, 4,424.298, CI. 524-747.000.

Schaeffer, Eugene P.: See-
Pease, Charles C; and Schaeffer, Eugene P.. 4.424,434. CI.

219-99.000.

Schaflhausen, John G.: See—
Serres, Carl; and Schaffhausen. John G., 4.424,317, CI. 525-539.000.

Schausberger, Helmut: See—
Jelinek. Nikolaus; Ketterer, Hans; and Schausberger, Helmut,

4,423,947, CI. 354-320.000.

Schawel, Pamela G. Nursing bra with nursing indicator. 4,423,734, CI.
128-460.000.

Schefers, Corby J.; and Barber, Louis D. Drilling rig equipped with
pairs of block and tackle systems. 4,423,994, CI. 414-22.000.

Scheingold, William S.; and Sheesley, Wilmer L.. to AMP Incorpo-
rated. Electrical connector having movable contact units. 4.423,917,
CI. 339-64.00M.

Schepers, Herman A. J., to Stamicarbon B.V. Polymer composition
comprising CIPe, S/An, PVC, and rubber. 4,424,309, 0. 525-21 1.000.

Schertz, Burtron D.: See—
Aldridge. Fredrick A.; and Schertz, Burtron D., 4,424,494, CI.

330-278.000.

Scheurenbrand, Dieter; and Stotz, Manfred, to Daimler-Benz Aktien-
gesellschaft. Device for venting fuel tanks. 4,423,746, CI. 137-43.000.

Schider, Siegfried: See—
Otte, Wolf-Dieter; Otte, Heinz; Schider, Siegfried; and Wiesner,

Otto, 4,423,721, CI. 128-92.0EC.
Schilling, Walter: See—

Zweifel. Hans; Schilling, Walter; Stomi, Angelo; and Bellus, Dan-
iel, 4,424.366, CI. 548-431.000.

Schimmel, Morry L., to McDonnell Douglas Corporation. One-way
explosive transfer assembly. 4,423,682, CI. 102-275.200.

Schindler, Hans-Dieter, deceased: See-
Schneider, Kurt; Kummer, Rudolf; Schwirten, Kurt; Schindler,

Hans-Dieter, deceased; Schindler, Maria E., heir-at-law; Lang,
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Ute, heir-at-law; and Schindler. Rainer, heir-at-law, 4.424,394.
CI. 560-105.000.

Schindler, Maria E., heir-at-law: See-
Schneider, Kurt; Kummer, Rudolf; Schwirten. Kurt; Schindler.

Hans-Dieter, deceased; Schindler. Maria E.. heir-at-law; Lang.
Ute. heir-at-law; and Schindler, Rainer, heir-at-law, 4.424.394.
CI. 560-105.000.

Schindler, Rainer, heir-at-law: See-
Schneider, Kurt; Kummer, Rudolf; Schwirten, Kurt; Schindler.

Hans-Dieter, deceased; Schindler, Maria E., heir-at-law; Lang.
Ute, heir-at-law; and Schindler, Rainer, heir-at-law. 4,424,394.
CI. 560- 105.000.

Schiweck. Hubert; and Witte. Gunter. to Suedeutsche Zucker-Aktien-
gesellschaft. Method for improving the carbonation procedure in a
sugar plant. 4,424.078. CI. 127-50.000.

Schleimann-Jensen, C. Ame, to Til Industries, Inc. Equipment for
manufacturing gas-filled discharge tubes for use as transient protec-
tion. 4,424,026, CI. 432- 1 25.000.

Schmidt, Friedrich. Water turbine. 4,424,451, CI. 290-54.000.
Schmidt, Gunther; Eberlein, Wolfgang; Engel, Wolfhard; Tnimmlitz,

Gunter; Hammer, Rudolf; and Del Soldato, Piero, to Dr. Karl
Thomae GmbH. Thienobenzodiazepinones, pharmaceutical composi-
tions thereof and method of use thereof 4,424,225. CI. 424-256.000

Schmidt, Gunther: See—
Eberlein, Wolfgang; Trummlitz, Gunter; Schmidt. Gunther; Engel,

Wolfhard; Hammer, Rudolf; and Del Soldato, Piero, 4,424,226.
CI. 424-263.000.

Engel, Wolfhard; Schmidt, Gunther; Trummlitz, Gunther; Eber-
lein, Wolfgang; Hammer, Rudolf; and Soldato, Piero D.,
4,424,222, CI. 424-250.000.

Schmidt, Hans-Georg, to Dynamit Nobel AG. Substituted pyran-
2-ones. 4,424,369, CI. 549-273.000.

Schmidt, Lothar: See—
Gebel, Rudolf; and Schmidt, Lothar, 4,424,427, CI. 200-I44.00B.

Schmidt, Werner, to Dynamit Nobel AG. Impregnating compositions
for cellulose containing materials. 4,424,075, CI. 106-287.120.

Schmitt, Eugene W.. to Sloan Valve Company. Angle cock improve-
ments. 4,423.749, CI. 137-315.000.

Schmitt, Hermann: See—
Elter, Claus; Handel, Hubert; Heiland, Hans-Juergen; Schmitt.
Hermann; and Schoening. Josef. 4,424,531, CI. 358-100.000.

Schmitt, Walter, to Dr. Johannes Heidenhain GmbH. Test apparatus for
digital photoelectric length or angle measuring instrument. 4,423,958,
CI. 356-375.000.

Schneider, Kurt; Kummer, Rudolf; Schwirten. Kurt; Schindler. Hans-
Dieter, deceased; Schindler. Maria E., heir-at-law; Lang, Ute, heir-at-
law; and Schindler. Rainer. heir-at-law. to BASF Aktiengesellschaft.
Manufacture of arylacetic acids and their esters. 4,424,394. CI.
560-105.000.

Schoening, Josef: See—
Elter, Claus; Handel, Hubert; Heiland. Hans-Juergen; Schmitt,
Hermann; and Schoening, Josef, 4,424,531, CI. 358-100.000.

Scholz, John A.: See-
Bouchard, Andre C; English, George J.; Hall, Harold H., Jr.; and

Scholz. John A.. 4,424,020, CI. 431-359.000.
Scholze, Hans: See—

Wevelsiep, Klaus; Sturm, Bemhard; and Scholze, Hans. 4.424.587,
CI. 382-44.000.

Schopp, Helmut: See—
Trinkl, Gerd; and Schopp, Helmut, 4,423,762, CI. 164-37.000.

Schroeder, John O., to RCA Coriraration. Cross-coupled complemen-
tary power amplifier. 4.424,493, CI. 330-263.000.

Schubert, Bemhard A., to Leuchtturm Albenverlag Paul Koch KG.
Apparatus for production of album leaves. 4.424.093, CI. 156-497.000.

Schukin. Vladimir K.: See—
Krivda, Leonid T.; Pshenishnjuk, Alexandr S.; Gromov, Viktor I.;

and Schukin, Vladimir K., 4.423.614, CI. 72-115.000.
Schulz. Donald N.: See—

Lohr, Delmar F.; and Schulz. Donald N., 4.424,323, CI.
526-180.000.

Schwaab, Konstantin, to Union Special GmbH. Material sensing means
for sewing machines. 4,423,691, CI. 112-272.000.

Schwartz, Irwin Steven: See-
Rubin, David, 4,424,348, CI. 536-17.900.

Schwarz. Frank: See-
Walter. Henry J.; and Schwarz, Frank. 4.424.437, CI. 219-364.000.

Schwarzkopf Development Corporation: See—
Otte, Wolf-Dieter; Otte, Heinz; Schider, Siegfried; and Wiesner,

Otto, 4,423,721, CI. I28-92.0EC.
Schweitzer, Edmund O., Jr. Fault indicator having increased sensitivity

to fault currents. 4,424.512. CI. 340-664.000.

Schwimmer, Adolf W.: See-
Rubin, David, 4,424,348, CI. 536-17.900.

Schwing. Gregory W.. to Du Pont de Nemours, E. 1., and Company.
Benezenesulfonylisocyanates. 4.424,377, CI. 564-91.000.

Schwirten, Kurt: See-
Schneider, Kurt; Kummer. Rudolf; Schwirten, Kurt; Schindler,

Hans-Dieter, deceased; Schindler, Maria E., heir-at-law; Lang,
Ute, heir-at-law; and Schindler. Rainer. heir-at-law, 4,424,394,
CI. 560-105.000.

Scott, WUliam B.; Dickinson, Daniel C; and Amesson, Joel C. E., to W.
A. Whitney Corp. Punch press with automatic tool changer.
4,423,546, CI. 29-568.00P.

SDS Biotech Corporation: See—
Magee. Thomas A.; Battershell. Robert D.; Limpel, Lawrence E.;

Ho, Andrew W.; Friedman, Arthur W.; Corkins, H. Glenn;

Brand, William W.; Buchman. Ruaaell; Storace. Louis; and Os-
good. Edmond R., 4.424,213, CI 424-184.000.

Sedco-Hamilton Production Services: See—
Dadiras, Nickiforos G.; and Baugh. Ronald D.. 4,423,983. O

405-195.000.

Seeger. Richard E., to Armatron International. Inc. Electrically pow-
ered log splitter. 4.423.759, CI. I44-193.00R

Seel, Holger: See-
Andres, Rudolf; and Seel. Holger. 4.424,509, CI. )4O-52.0OE.

Seeney, Charles E.; Kraemer, John F.; and Ingebrigtaen, Janis, to
International Minerals & Chemical Corp. Binder for preparing im-
proved cores and molds. 4.423,764. CI. 164-528.000.

Seiko Koki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ogihara, Masuo; Shinozaki, Nobuo; Ishikawa, Tadashi; and Seki.

Yoichi, 4,423,966. CI 368-263.000
Seim. WUliam J.: See—

Filreis, Manuel; and Seim. William J.. 4,423.918, CI 339-97 OOP
Seipenbusch, Jurgen: See—

LanghofT, Josef; and Seipenbusch, Jurgen. 4,424,065, CI 48-
I9700R

Seki, Yoichi: See—
Ogihara. Masuo; Shinozaki. Nobuo; Ishikawa. Tadashi; and Seki.

Yoichi, 4.423.966. CI. 368-263.000.
Sekiguchi, Yoshitoshi: See—

Okigami, Noboru; Sekiguchi. Yoshitoshi; Hayasaka, Hiroshi;
Koyama, Toshitsugu; Fujioka, Takeo; and Yoshunitsu. Takeshi.
4.424,017,0.431-3.000.

Selander. Karl W.; and Smay, John J. Quick change shoe assembly for
straight line sander. 4,423.571. CI. 51-I7O0TL

Selman, John J.. Ill: See—
Nemcek, Donald S., Sr ; and Selman, John J . Ill, 4.423.968, C\.

374-170.000.

Seltenrijch, Johannes: See-
den Toonder, Pieter; Fondse, Pieter J ; Seltenrijch. Johannes; de

Jong. Comelis A.; and de Koningh. Tom, 4,424,532. CI.
358-120.000.

Seneviratne, Padmasiri D.: See-
Abbott, Roderick K.; Seneviratne, Padmasiri D.; and Picard, Jo-

seph A. R., 4,423,645, CI. 74-810.000
Senicourt, Jacques-Marie; and Tebec. Jean-Louis, to Societe Nationale

elf Aquataine. System of analysis by visual display of the vibratory
movements of a rotary machine. 4,423,635, CI 73-593.000

Senneville, Bertrand. Pad for setting concrete 4,423,694, CI
112-405.000.

Senuma, Akitaka; and Aizawa, Takao, to Nippon Unicar Company
Process and composition for producing open-cell cross linked poly-
olefin foam. 4,424.181, CI. 264-54,000

Serby, Peter H.: See—
Franek, Josef T.; Porucznik, Paul; Serby. Peter H.; and Tod, Chru-

topher J. N., 4,423.823, CI. 220-77.000.

Serra, Henry, to Hermann Associates, Inc. Safe deposit box anchonng
system. 4,423.687, CI. 109-50.000.

Serres, Carl; and Schaffhausen, John G , to Standard Oil Company
(Indiana). Mannich condensation product of ethylene/propylene/-
carbonyl polymers. 4.424,317, CI 525-539.000

Seufert, Walter: See—
Buerstinghaus, Rainer; Kiehs, Karl; Seufert, Walter; and Adolphi.

Heinrich. 4,424,215, CI. 424-210.000
Sevenson Company: See—

Steiner, Roy I., 4,423,961, CI. 366-183 000.

SGF Suddeutsche Gelenkscheibenfabnk, GmbH A Co. KG: See—
Ziegler, Gunther. 4.424.046, CI 464-74 000

Shackelford, Scott A.: See—
McGuire, Raymond R.; Cochoy, Robert E.; and Shackelford, Scott

A., 4,424.398. CI. 568-589.000.

Shahbender. Babah; Wendt, Frank S.; Gordon, Irwin; and Gries. Ro-
bert J., to RCA Corporation. Television receiver ferroresonant high
voluge power supply using temperature suble core material
4,424,469, CI. 315-411.000.

Shannon, Mark L., to Conoco Inc. Preparation of modified aromatic-
moiety-containing polymers. 4,424,308. CI. 525-196.000

Shapiro, Jerrold M. Fundus camera accessory for analysis of the ocular
fundus contour. 4,423.931, CI 351-206.000.

Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha: See

—

Naoi, Akira, 4,424,540, CI. 360-71.000.

Suzuki, Hitoshi; Togawa, Fumio; and Hakaridani. Mitsuhiro.
4,424.518. CI. 346-75.000.

Sharps, G. Vincent. Jr.: See-
Johnson. D^Emil; Krutchen, Charles M.; and Sharps, G Vincent,

Jr., 4,424,287, CI. 521-74.000.

Sheesley, Wilmer L.: See—
Scheingold. William S.; and Sheesley, WUmer L., 4.423.917, CI

339-64.00M.
Sheldon, David W., to Raytheon Company. Rail launcher. 4,423,661.

CI. 89-1.819.

Shelhigh Inc.: See—
Gabbay, Shlomo, 4,423.730, CI 128-334 00R.~-

Shell Internationale Research Maatschappij B.V.: See—
Vamdell. John A., 4,423,824. CI. 220-281.000.

Shell Oil Company: See—
Badmin. John S.; and Mears, Barry J.. 4,424.233. O. 424-288.000

Sherk. Fred T.: See—
Hanson. Donald O.; and Sherk. Fred T. 4.424.341. Q. 528-501.000

Sheth, Prabhakar R.; and Tossounian. Jacques L., to HofTimann-La
Roche Inc. Hydrodynamically balanced controlled release composi-
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tioiis conuining L-dopa and a decarboxylase inhibitor. 4,424.235, CI
424-319.000.

Shibano, Michio: See—
Tiukamoto, Kunio; and Shibano, Michio, 4,423,590, CI. 57-354.000.

ShKhmohe, Takaahi: See—
Hirata, Akira; and Shichinobe, Takaahi, 4,423,826, CI. 221-100.000.

ShxUer, Karl A.: See-
Kadi, Steven D.; and Shidler, Karl A., 4.424,539, CI. 360-69.000.

Shigemura, Yutaka: See—
Kimura, Hiroshi; Hisajima. Maaahiko; Shigemura, Yutaka; Yada.

laao; Irie, Yoichiro; and Mohmoto. Kiyoshi. 4.423,948, CI. 355-
14.00D.

Shimada, Isamu: See—
Satoh, Takashi; and Shimada. Isamu, 4,424,588, Q. 382-48.000.

Shimadzu, Hiroshi: 5k—
Hashimoto, Naoto; and Shimadzu, Hiroshi, 4,424,219, CI.

424-248.540.

Shimano Industrial Company Limited: See—
Shimano. Keizo. 4.424,048, Q. 474-82.000.

Shmiano, Keizo, to Shimano Industrial Company Limited. Front derail-
lenr for a bicycle having horizontally positioned linkage membcre.
4.424,048. a. 474-82.000.

Shimazu, Shinichi: See—
Takahashi, Eiji; Shimazu. Shinichi; Wada, Yukio; Iwami, Ichiro;

Nishiwaki, Takashi; Nishiyama, Toshikazu; and Ichida. Yutaka.
4.423,856. Q. 266-106.000.

Shimohiro, Yoshiyuki; Murata, Akio; and Nisioka, Chiyoko, to Dainip-
pon Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. Color fastness ofdyed cotton textiles to
chlorinated water and process for improving the color fastness of
dyed cotton textiles to chlorinated water. 4,424,061, CI. 8-493.000.

Shinaver, Lawrence P., to Applied Diesel Engineering, Inc. Filter
device for diesel engines. 4,424,128, Q. 210-238.000.

Shinozaki, Nobuo: See—
Ogihara, Masuo; Shinozaki, Nobuo; Ishikawa, Tadashi; and Seki,

Yoichi, 4.423,966. CI. 368-263.000.
Shioiri, Takayuki; Aoyama, Toyohiko; and Mori, Shigehiro, to Chisso

Corporation. Prooss for preparing trialkylsilyldiazomethancs.
4.424,158. a. 260-239.0AA.

Shionogi A Co., Ltd.: See—
FarreU. Thomas R., 4.424,115, CI. 208-89.000.
Tsuji, Naoki; and Nagashima, Kazuo, 4,424,212, CI. 424-181.000.

Shiozaki, Ken; and Ohnishi, Akira, to Kanegafuchi Kagaku Kogyo
Kabushiki Kaisha. Catalyst for oxychlorination of ethylene
4.424.143. a. 502-225.000.

Shipley Company Inc.: See—
Taylor. Paul; and Gulla. Michael. 4.424,315. CI. 525-501.000.

Shiraishi, Hideo: See—
Morita, Yasuyuki; Yokooku, Katsuhiko; Shiraishi, Hideo; and
Matsuura, Masahiko. 4.423.705. Q. 123-41.020.

SbiraU. Ryuzo; Watanabe, Seizi; and Yuyama. Toshio. to Tokyo
Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Driver circuit for charge coupled
device. 4,424,456, Q. 307-268.000.

Shiratori. Masayuki: See—
Harata, Mituo; Katsura, Masaki; Uno, Shigeki; Hiraki. Hideaki; and

Shiratori, Masayuki, 4,424,508, a. 338-35.000.
Shiratori, Yukio. Golf club putter arrangement. 4,423.873, CI. 273-

163.00A.
Shirley, Arthur R., Jr.; and Carney, Frederick T., Jr., to Tennessee
Valley Authority. Process for granulation of molten materials.
4,424.176. a. 264-7.000.

Shiroto, Yoshimi: See—
Asaoka, Sachio; Shiroto, Yoshimi; Nakamura, Munekazu; and Ono,
Takeo, 4,424,142. CI. 502-84.000.

Short, James N.: See—
McDaniel. Max P.; and Short, James N., 4.424.139. Q. 502-1 17.000.

Sfaowa Oil Company. Ltd.: See—
Matsuffioto, Takao; Ichikawa, Yoshiyuki; and Nagata. Takeo
4,424,274,0.435-144.000.

is-«. ,

Shumard, Thomas D.; Evans, Peter B.; and Perethian, Charles M., to
Rrjt Champaign Corporation. Mounting hardware for a motorcycle
fairing. 4,423.901, a. 296-78.100.

Shupe, Richard D.: See-
Black, John W.; Shupe, Richard D.; and Simon, Earl, 4,424,015, a.

425-138.000.

Sich. Edward M.: See—
Cbaput. Guy J.; Sich, Edward M.; and Gumb, Beverley W. T.,

4,424,419. a. 179-1 ll.OOE.
Siedle, AUeo R., to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company.

PkUadiura(II) bis(hezafluonMcetylacetonate) adducts and their prep-
aration. 4.424,352, Q. 544-4.000.

Siemens AG: Siee—
Mamet, Manfred; Facher, Dietrich; Tuemmler, Gerhard and

Niederhuefiaer. Detlev, 4.424,490, Q. 324-424.000.
nt AktiengeKlbchaft: See—

Gebel, Rudolf; and Schmidt, Lothar, 4.424.427, Q. 200-144.00B.
Knott. Joaeph. 4.423,962, Q. 366-279.000.
Skobranek. Norbert, 4,424,413, Q. 17g-17.00R.

Plate, Winfried; and Plummer, Steven J., 4.424,586, CI.
378-197.00a

Vernon H.; Lukehart. Leonard J.; and Locker. Dale E.
Trolling drive means for boats. 4.424,041. Q. 440-5.000.

Sigmnnri. Maria nee Lakatoe: See—
Benko, Pal; Kovanyi, Gyorgyi nee Lax; Tmar, Judit nee Gergely;
Sifmood, Maria nee lakatoa; Petocz, Lujza; Gorog. Peter;

Kosoczky. Ibolya; Szirt, Eniko nee KiszeUy; and Toncaev. Hri-
stone. 4,424,351, CI. 542-439.000.

Signode Corporation: See—
Ball, Richard I.. 4,423,673. Q. 100-28.000.

Sihon, Tanas M.; and Ransom. Jerry W. Engine with internal crankcase
bridge having integral oil pump and drive housing. 4.423,707, CI.
I23-196.00R.

Silano, Michael A.: See—
Leake, Craig H.; and Silano, Michael A., 4.424.291, d. 524-47.000.

Sunon-Bierenbaum. R.; Ertley, Ernest W.; Goetz, Frederick J.; and
Tang, David Y., to Occidental Chemical Corporation. Process for the
preparation substituted anilino acids. 4.424.396. G. 562-456.000.

Simon, Earl: See—
Black, John W.; Shupe, Richard D.; and Simon, Earl, 4,424,015, C\.

425-138.000.

Simon, Ulrich: See—
Durr, Walter; Weisse, Dietrich; Simon, Ulrich; and von NeufviUe-

Schoepflin, Friedwalt. 4.424,474, CI. 318-798.000.
Erdmann, FriU; and Simon, Ulrich, 4,424,270, Q. 430-166.000.

Simplunatic Engineering Company: See—
Butt, WUliam C; and Almond, Buford L., 4.423,745, CI. 134-62.000.

Simpson Strong-Tie Company, Inc.: See—
Gilb, Tyrell T., 4.423.977. Q. 403-232.100.

Simpson, William W.: See—
Monsees, Claude E.; and Simpson. William W., 4.423,585, CI

53-451.000.

Siner Company, The: See—
Daman, Louis F.; Newman, Albert L.; and Patricia. John.

4,423,912, a. 312-30.000.

Singer Company, The: See—
Laude, Michael; Marra. Michael; Stone, Corbett W.; and Var-

toukian, Artin G.. 4,424,094, Q. 156-513.000.
Yatsushiro, Kenji; and Kuchuris, George F.. 4,424,505, Q.

336-90.000.

Sinka. Joseph V.: See-
Villa. Jose L.; Sinka, Joseph V.; Marcellis, Alphonso W.; and

Fleming, Joseph P., 4,424,074. Q. 106-90.000.
Sipley, Richard L., to Apex Welding, Inc. Drop-bottom box. 4,423,831.

CI. 222-185.000.
...

Sissin. Margaret P.; and Walker, Richard D.. to Procter & Gamble
Company, The. Aqueous fabric softening compositions. 4,424, 134, CI.

Siter, Ralph B.: See—
Goetter, Erwin H.; and Siter, Ralph B.. 4,424,412, Q. 174-92.000.

Sjostrand, Gunnar. Device for stringing of strings in pianos and the like.

4,423,657, Q. 84-207.000.

Skelton, Henry E.: See—
Sulowski, Andrew C; and Skelton, Henry E., 4.423,796, Q.

182-8.000.

Skerlos, Peter C; and Strammello, Peter, Jr., to Zenith Radio Corpora-
tion. Extended range tunable resonant circuit for a VHF television
receiver tuning system. 4,424,594, CI. 455-180.000.

SKF KugcUageifabriken GmbH: See—
Olschewski, Armin; Brandenstein, Manfred; Walter, Lothar; Ernst,

Horst M.; and Reith, Walter, 4,423,911, CI. 308-6.00C.
Skobranek, Norbert, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Circuit for convert-

ing a binary input signal into a telegraph signal. 4,424,413, Q. 178-
17.00R.

Skogberg, Bo T.. to Atlas Copco Aktiebolag. Method and installation
apparatus for rock bolting. 4,423.986, d. 405-259.000.

Slater Electric IiiC: See

—

Slater, Thomas S.; and Bowden, Wade R., Jr., 4,424,406. Q. 174-
65.00R.

Slater. Thomas S.; and Bowden, Wade R., Jr., to Slater Eledtric Inc.
Cable entry port means for electrical outlet box. 4,424.406, Q. 174-
65.0OR.

Sloan Valve Company: See

—

Schmitt, Eugene W., 4.423,749. Q. 137-315.000.

Smay. John J.: See

—

Selander. Karl W.; and Smay, John J., 4,423,571, Q. 51-I7O.0TL.
Smiley. Harry; and Blechman. Abraham, to Medical Magnetics, Inc.

Integrated oral magnetic osteogenic and orthodontic appliances.
4.424.030. a. 433-18.000.

Smith. Gary R.. to Smith RPM Corporation. Ofto litbo conversion
from letterpress equipment 4.423,681, O. 101-451.000.

Smith, Gerald B., to Lucas Industries Limited. Electromagnetic trans-
ducer. 4.424,550, a. 361-236.000.

^^
Smith. Harry D., Jr.; and Arnold, Dan M., to HaUiburton Company.
Method for simultaneous measurement of borehole and formation
neutron lifetimes. 4,424,444, a. 250-270.000.

Smith, John S.; and Rogers, Donald R. Flange protector. 4,423,753, Q.
138-89.000.

Smith, Kenneth E.: See^
Lloyd. William A.; McFarland, Keith E.; and Smith. Kenneth E.,

4.424,522, Q. 346-154.000.

Smith, Kevin R.: See—
Cooper. Dale E.; Grillot, Ronald E.; Quick. Gary K.; and Smith.

Kevin R., 4,423.920. CI. 339-252.00R.
Smith, Oscar H.: See—

Howell, Gregory L.; Smith, Oscar R; and Townaend, Don G..
4.424,263, O. 429-88.000.

Smith, Richard R.; and SartorelU, David W., to Goodyear Toe *
Rubber Company, The. Polyi80|riithalate and copolymen thereof
having reduced cyclic dimer content, and a prooea for makins the
same. 4,424,337. Q. S2S-274.000.
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Smith RPM Corporation: See-
Smith. Gary R., 4,423,681, CI. 10M51.000.

Smith. Thomas J., to Til Industries Inc. Miniature central office surge
protectors. 4,424,546, Q. 361-1 19.000.

Snelling, Christopher, and Banton, Martin E., to Xerox Corporation.

5i?7 "** '*' ^°^ multi-mode reproduction machine. 4,424,523, CI.
34^160.000.

Snyder, ;ohn W.: See-
Bullock, Norman J.; and Snyder, John W., 4.423,669, Q. 98-36.000

Societe Anonyme dite: Ceraver: See—
Minjolle, Louis; Lengronne, Bernard; Calvet, Joseph; and Cha-

tagner. Serge, 4,424,179. O. 264-44.000.
Societe CEM Compagnie ElectroMecanique et Cie: See—

Thuy. N'Guyen U., 4,424,558, Q. 363-124.000.
Societe Chimique des Charbonnages: See—

Raviola. Florent, 4,424,330, Q. 526-348.000.
Societe Chimique des Charbonnages —CdF Chimie: See—

Durand, Pierre; and Jouffroy, Guy, 4,424,319, CI. 526-88.000.
Soaete Chimique des Charbonnages SA: See-

Meyer, Nicolas; and WoUaert. Gilbert, 4,424,289, CI. 521-103.000.
Societe Chimique des Charbonnages—CdF Chimie: See—

Avenel, Michel; Evrard, Paul; and Leca, Jean-Paul, 4.424,137, CI.
252-182.000.

Societe Coatex: See—
Rousset, Jacky; and Chavrier, Roger P., 4,424,290, CI. 524-5.000.

Soaete Nationale d'Etude et de Construction de Moteurs d'Aviation,
"S.N.E.C.M.A.": See—
Mouton, Pierre C, 4,423,967, CI. 374-138.000.

Societe Nationale elf Aquataine: See—
Senicourt, Jacques-Marie; and Tebec, Jean-Louis, 4,423,635, CI.

73-593.000.

Sodex-Magister, Societe d'Exploitation des BreveU Neiman: See—
Neyret, Guy; and Cadoux, Alain, 4,423,611, CI. 70-455.000.

Solar Kinetics, Inc.: See-
Hutchison, Joseph A.. 4,423,719, CI. 126-438.000.

Soldato, Piero D.: See—
Engel, Wolfhard; Schmidt, Gunther; Trummlitz, Gunther; Eber-

lein, Wolfgang; Hammer, Rudolf; and Soldato, Piero D.,
4,424,222. Q. 424-250.000.

Soloway, Mahlon R. Ultrasonic testing instrument and method.
4,423,637, CI. 73-642.000.

Solv-ex Corporation: See— ^
Rendall, John S., 4,424,112, CI. 208- 11.OLE.

Solvay & Cie: See—
Golstein, Jean; Coppens, Guillaume; and Davoine, Jean-Claude.

4,424,340, CI. 528-500.000.

Walraevens, Rene; and Lerot, Luc, 4,424,391, CI. 549-525.000.
Sorin Biomedica S.p.A.: See—

Vallana, Franco; and Bona, Gioachino, 4,423,525. CI. 3-1.500.
Sours. William A:; and Sullivan, James F.. to Triple/S Dynamics, Inc.
Apparatus for shredding materials. 4,423,844, CI. 241-35.000.

Southern Gas Association: See—
Edlund, Carl E., 4,424,571, CI. 364-806.000.

Southwire Company: See—
Uppaluri, Bapa R., 4,423,612, CI. 72-35.000.

Spake, Ned B.: See—
Ashworth, Robert A.; Padilla. Antonio A.; Rodriguez. Larry A.

Spake, Ned B.; and Sage, Wamie L., 4.423,702, CI. 122-5.000.
Spamer, WUliam S., to Mead Corporation, The. Article dispenser.

4,423,818, CI. 21 1-49.00D.
Sperry Corporation: See—

Viola, Raymond D.; and Hanley, Gerard L., 4,424,500, CI.
333-128.000.

Spielmann, Norbert, to Fag Kugelfischer Georg Schafer & Co. Hydrau-
lic brake assembly with pneumatic power assist. 4,423,597, CI.
60-547.100.

Spielvogel, Alfonae. Gravity held ashtray apparatus. 4,423,743, CI.
131-231.000.

' KK-

Spongr, Jerry J.: See—
Joffe, Boris B.; Tiebor, John E.; Spongr, Jerry J.; and Sawyer,
Byron E., 4,424,445, Q. 250-308.000.

Spor, Herman. Firewood carrier. 4,423,898, CI. 294-9.000.
Sprague, Peter W.: See—

Moniot, Jerome L.; Fox, Riu T.; Sprague, Peter W.; and Has-
langer, Martin F., 4,424,376, CI. 560-120.000.

Sprecker, Mark A.; Klemarczyk, Philip T.; and Belko, Robert P., to
International Flavors A Fragrances Inc. Cyclohexenyl-alpha-alkyl
acrolein derivatives. 4,424,379. Q. S68-446.000.

SRI International: See—
Newgard. Peter M., 4,423,738, CI. 128-672.000.

Srostlik, Peter: See—
Botzem, Werner; Knappe. Ortwin; and Srostlik, Peter, 4,423,802,

CI. 188-377.000.

Staar Surgical Company, Inc.: See—
Mazzocco, Thomas R., 4,423,809, Q. 206-5.100.

Stahl, Edward L.: See—
Kreeger, Elamer W.; and Stahl, Edward L., 4,423,813, CI.

206-506.000.

Stainless Icetainer Company: See-
Lents, Charles M.; and Swanson, Craig A., 4,423,830, CI. 222-

I46.00C.

Stal-Laval Apparat AB: See—
Ostiund, Artur, 4,423,858, CI. 266-270.000.

Stamicarbon B.V.: See—
Schepers, Herman A. J., 4,424,309, Q. 525-21 1.000. g

Standard Oil Company, The: See—
Alford, Harvey E.; and Hardman, Harley F., 4,424,135. a. 252-

8.55D.

Bostic, James N., Ill; Carter, Robert D.; Agarwal, Ram G.; and
Crowell. Ronald F., 4,423,625, C\. 73-155.000.

Graaselli, Robert K.; Suresh, I>ev D.; and Friedrich, Maria S.,

4,424,141,0.502-205.000.
Thomas, Da*id C. 4.423,781, Q. 166-312.000.

Standard Oil Company, (Indiana): See—
Poppe. WassUy, 4,424,294, Q. 524-127.000.
Serres, Carl; and SchafThausen, John G., 4,424.317, Q. 525-539.000.
Zaremba, Hubart B., 4,423.982, O. 405-195.000.

Stang. Peter L.: See-
Van Omum. Joel V.; and Stang, Peter L., 4.424.295, Q.

524-526.000.

Stanley, Philip E.; Brown, Richard P.; and Peters. Arthur, to Honey-
well Information Systems Inc. Odd/even bank structure for a cache
memory. 4,424,561, CI. 364-200.000

Stanmar Technology: See—
Antelman, Stanley I.; and Ladue, Charles. 4,424,438, Q.

Starck, James U.: See—
Maijer, Rolf; and Starck, James U, 4,424.029. Q. 433-3.000.

Starkey. Stanley V.: See—
Applegate, Barry G.; and Starkey, Stanley V., 4,423,996, Q.

Starkville Tool and Die Company: See-
Kelly. James C; and Gamett, Fredrick W., 4,423,692, Q.

112-274.000.

Statni vyzkumny ustav materialu: See
Novak, Miroslav, 4.424,077, CI. 106-290.000.

StaufPer Chemical Company: See—
DiSalvo. Anthony L.; and Yu, Arthur J., 4,424,316, Q.

525-528.000.

Stefan, Zgorski, to Zumbach Electronic AG. Process for the measure-
ment of the specific capacity of a cable and a device for carrying out
the process. 4,424,480, Q. 324-60.00C.

Steigerwald, Robert L., to General Electric Company. Full bridgePWM inverter with distributed device switching. 4,424.557 C\
363-98.000.

a ... I

Stein Industrie: See—
Pouderoux, Pierre; and Peyrelongue. Jean-Pierre, 4,423,770, CI.

Steinberg, Richard W. Harrow 4.423.787, Q. 172-142.000.
Steiner, Roy I., to Sevenson Company. Feed mixing aooaratus
4.423,961,0.366-183.000.

"-*me -fi—

Steinhauer, Ernst: See—
Arbter. Erhard; and Steinhauer, Ernst, 4,424,515, Q. 343-715.000.

Steitz. William R.; and Carle. Richard C. to Toledo Engineering Co.,
Inc. Molten mass temperature conditioner. 4,424,071, Q. 65-337.000

Steico Inc.: See-
Muzak, Nicholas; and Robinson, Montague J., 4,423,857, Q.

266-262.000.

Stem, Richard A.; and Babbitt, Richard W., to United Sutes of Amer-
ica, Army. Integrated dielectric waveguide radar front end device
4,424.517, CI. 343-771.000.

Stem, Theodore J.; and Loreto, Wilfredo P., to AIT Industries, Inc
Automatic lens edger. 4,423,569, CI. 51-lOl.OLG.

Stevenson, Robert A.; and Dey, Albert W., to U.S. Capacitor Corpora-
tion. Highly-fcliable feed through/filter capacitor and method for
making sam* 4,424,551, CI. 361-302.000.

Stewart, Charles: See—
TinglefT, Paul; Prue, Homer; and Stewart, Charles, 4,424.038, Q.

434-2.000.

Stille. John K., to Polymer Sciences Corporation. Preparation of amino
acids in high optical yield via catalytic hydrogenation. 4,424.312, CI
525-274.000.

Stcrfarczyk, Gregory. Apparatus for repair of worn clock frame bearing
bores. 4,423,542. CI. 29-231.000.

Stolba. Edvard. Gymnastics/exercising equipment. 4.423,866. Q.
272-125.000.

» -1 K

Stolpin, Roger M. ParaboUc collector. 4,423.926, CI. 350-292.000.
Stone, Corbett W.: See—

Laude. Michael; Marra, Michael; Stone, Corbett W.; and Var-
toukian. Artin G., 4,424,094, CI. 156-513.000.

Storace, Louis: See—
Magee, Thomas A.; Battershell, Robert D.; Limpel, Lawrence E;
Ho, Andrew W.; Friedman, Arthur W.; Corkins, H. Glenn;
Brand, William W.; Buchman, Russell; Storace, Louis; and Os-
good, Edmond R.. 4,424,213, CI. 424-184.000.

Stomi, Angelo: See

—

Zweifel, Hans; SchilUng, Walter; Stomi, Angelo; and Bellus, Dan-
iel, 4,424,366, CI. 548-431.000.

Stotz, Manfred: See—
Scheurenbrand, Dieter; and Stotz, Manfred, 4,423,746. d.

137-43.000.

Stout, Gregg W., to Baker International Corporation. Single acting
subterranean well valve aaaembly with conduit fluid stripping means.
4.423,773, CI. 166-51.000.

Stover, Don A.; Upshaw, Clarence W.; and Norman. Warren N., to
UNR Industries, Inc. Shopping cart with baby seat. 4.423,882, Q.
280-33.99B.

Strammello, Peter, Jr.: See—
Skerlos, Peter C; and StranuneUo, Peter. Jr., 4,424,594, Q.

455-180.000.
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Streenan, Thomas: See—
Townsend, Todd V.; and Streenan, Thomas, 4.424,421, CI. 179-

175.30R.

Strom, Robert M., to Dow Chemical Company, The. Carbamates of
biphenyls. 4,424,395, CI. 560-133.000.

,

Struck. Helmut: See— '

Wallentowitz, Henning; Struck. Helmut; and Richter, Karl-Heinz,
4,423,883, CI. 280-96.000.

Strzala, Helmut: See—
Bernhardt, Karl-Heinz; and Strzala, Helmut. 4,423,766, CI.

165-13.000.

Studebaker, Irving G., to Occidental Oil Shale, Inc. Method of forming
an in situ oil shale retort. 4,423,906, CI. 299-2.000.

Stuff, Alfred O., Jr. Golf club head. 4.423,874, CI. 273-171.000.

Stunkel, Helmut: See—
Bege, Dietmar; Faust, Hans-Joachim; Puthawala, Anwer; and

Stunkel. Helmut, 4,424,149, CI. 252-629.000.

Sturm. Bemhard: See—
Wevelsiep, Klaus; Sturm, Bemhard; and Scholze, Hans, 4,424,587,

CI. 382-44.000.

Stuttle. Keith A. J.: See—
Caton. Michael P. L.; and Stuttle, Keith A. J.. 4,424,374, CI.
424-308000.

Sucato, Justin F., to Bethlehem Steel Corporation. Billet turner.

4.424,000, CI. 414-780.000.

Suchma, Charles J.: See—
Throckmorton, Morford C; and Suchma, Charles J., 4.424,324, CI.

526-220.000.

Suedeutsche Zucker-Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Schiweck, Hubert; and Witte, Gunter, 4,424,078. CI. 127-50.000.

Suey. Paul V. Insulating tile for application to water cooled pipes and
method for applying same to pipes. 4,424,027. CI. 432-233.000.

Sugi, Nagatoshi: See—
Kitahara, Shizuo; Fujii, Toshihiro; and Sugi, Nagatoshi, 4,424,306,

CI. 525-131.000.

Sugier, Andre: See—
Chauvin, Yves; Commereuc, Dominique; Sugier, Andre; and Le

Page, Jean-Francois, 4,424,282, CI. 518-700.000.
Sugimoto, Yoji; and Tomioka, Hirotaka, to Nissan Motor Company,

Limited. Tire-storage arrangement of automotive vehicle. 4,423,900.
CI. 296-37.140.

Sugishita, Nobuyuki; and Ikegami. Akira, to Hitachi, Ltd. Thick-film
multi-layer wiring board. 4,424,251, CI. 428-209.000.

Sukekawa Electric Co., Ltd.: See—
Ara, Katsuyuki; Wakayama, Naoaki; Kobayashi, Kazuo; and Oga-

sawara, Toshihiko, 4,423,629, CI. 73-295.000.
Sullivan, Donald F. Photoprinting process and apparatus for exposing

paste-consistency photopolymers. 4,424,089, CI. 156-155.000.
Sullivan, James F.: See—

Sours, William A.; and Sullivan, James F., 4,423,844, CI.
241-35.000.

Sulowski, Andrew C; and Skelton. Henry E. Ladder climber's safety
device. 4,423,796, CI. 182-8.000.

Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited: See—
Hamada, Kazuhiko; Yoshihara, Hiroshi; and Suzukamo, Gohfu,

4,424,390, a. 549-483.000.

Sakito, Yoji. 4,424,389, CI. 549-407.000. I

Sumitomo Heavy Industries, Ltd.: See—
Matsuoka. Toshio. 4,424,023, CI. 432-19.000.

Summers, James W.: See—
Ravinovitch, Elvira B.; and Summers, James W., 4,424,292, CI.

524-88.000.

Sun Electric Corporation: See—
Wood, John F., 4,423,761, CI. 157-1.280.

Sun Tech, Inc.: See—
Hsu, Chao-Yang, 4,424,380, CI. 568-454.000.

Sunaga, Yoshimistu, to Pioneer Electronic Corporation. Magnetic
recording device. 4,424,537, CI. 360-66.000.

Sundeen, Joseph E.; and Dejneka. Tamara, to E. R. Squibb & Sons, Inc.
Inhibitors of mammalian collagenase. 4,424,354, CI. 544-299.000.

Suresh, Dev D.: See—
Grasselli. Robert K.; Suresh, Dev D.; and Friedrich, Maria S..

4.424.141, a. 502-205.000.

Sussman. Marvin L.: See—
Tarjan, Peter P.; Sussman, Marvin L.; and Jacobsen, Steven,

4.423,732, CI. 128-419.00P.
Suttles, James M., to Mead Corporation, The. Forward feed merchan-

dising device for soft drink bottles. 4,423,816, CI. 211-183.000.
Sutton, David A.: See—

Lewis, Martyn A.; Penniman, Steven K.; and Sutton, David A..
4,424,543, CI. 360-135.000.

Suwa, Kyoichi: See—
Nakazawa. Kiwao; Suwa, Kyoichi; and Yoshida, Shoichiro.

4.423,959, CI. 356-400.000.

Suzukamo, Gohfu: See—
Hamada, Kazuhiko; Yoshihara. Hiroshi; and Suzukamo, Gohfu,

4.424,390, a. 549-483.000.

Suzuki. Fuminori. to Citizen Watch Company Limited. Electronic
timepiece having Ulumination level. 4.423,963, CI. 368-68.000.

Suzuki, Hitoshi; Togawa. Fumio; and Hakaridani, Mitsuhiro, to Sharp
Kabushiki Kaisha. Column dot formation in an ink jet system printer
of the charge amplitude controlling type. 4,424,518, CI. 346-75.000.

Suzuki. Miyo: See—
Ohiga^, Hiroji; Nakanishi, Toshiharu; and Suzuki, Miyo,

4,424,463, a. 310-335.000.

Suzuki, Norio: See—
Maffrand, Jean-Pierre; Suzuki, Norio; MaUubayashi, Kynichi; and

Ashida, Shinichiro, 4,424,356, CI. 546-114.000.
Suzuki. Ryoichi; and Uchiyama, Takashi, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha.
TTL Light measuring system. 4,423,937, CI. 354-446.000.

Suzuki, Takao: See—
Mizuno. Shogo; Suzuki, Takao; Kawasaki, Sadanobu; and Takeda,

Hideichiro, 4,424,091, CI. 156-234.000.
Swanson, Craig A.: See-

Lents, Charles M.; and Swanson, Craig A., 4,423,830, CI. 222-
146.00C.

Swedo, Raymond J., to UOP Inc. Preparation of surfactanU. 4,424,169.
CI. 260-505.00R.

Sweeney, Paula C: See-
Hopkins. William J.; Sweeney, Paula C; and Bailey, David C.

4,424,059, CI. 8-94.180.

Sweetland. Roger D., to Cummins Engine Company, Inc. Liquid
cooling unit for an internal combustion engine. 4,423,708, CI. 123-
196.0AB.

Syva Company: See—
Khanna, Pyare, 4,424,150, CI. 260-1 I2.00R.

Szabo, Lajos: See

—

Szantay. Csaba; Szabo, Lajos; Kalaus, Gyorgy; Gyulai, Zsuzsanna;
Zajer nee Balazs, Maria; Forgach, Lilla; Karpati, Egon; Kiraly,
Arpad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver; Szpomy, Laszlo; and
Rosdy, Bela, 4,424,224, CI. 424-256.000.

SzanUy, Csaba; Szabo, Lajos; Kalaus, Gyorgy; Gyulai, Zsuzsanna;
Zajer nee Balazs, Maria; Forgach, Lilla; Karpati, Egon; Kiraly,
Arpad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver; Szpomy, Laszlo; and Rosdy,
Bela, to Richter Gedeon Vegyeszeti Gyar Rt. Apovincaminol deriva-
tive and compositions and methods utilizing it for treating psoriasis.
4,424,224, CI. 424-256.000.

Szelke. Michael; Jones. David M.; and Hallett, Allan, to Ferring Phar-
maceuticals Limited. Enzyme inhibitors. 4,424,207, CI. 424-177.000.

Szirt, Eniko nee Kiszelly: See

—

Benko, Pal; Kovanyi, Gyorgyi nee Lax; Timar, Judit nee Gergely;
Sigmond, Maria nee Lakatos; Petocz, Lujza; Gorog, Peter;
Kosoczky, Ibolya; Szirt, Eniko nee Kiszelly; and Toncsev, Hri-
stone, 4,424,351, CI. 542-439.000.

Szpomy, Laszlo: See

—

Keve, Tibor; Zsadon, Bela; Fekete, Gyorgy; Lorincz, Csaba;
Galambos, Janos; Zajer nee Balazs, Maria; Forgach, Lilla; Kar-
pati, Egon; Kiraly, Arpad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver;
Szpomy, Laszlo; and Rosdy, Bela. 4,424,223, CI. 424-256.000.

SzanUy. Csaba; Szabo. Lajos; Kalaus, Gyorgy; Gyulai, Zsuzsanna;
Zajer nee Balazs, Maria; Forgach, Lilla; Karpati, Egon; Kiraly,
Arpad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver; Szpomy, Laszlo; and
Rosdy, Bela, 4,424,224, CI. 424-256.000.

Szycher. Michael, to Thermo Electron Corporation. Keratoprosthetic
polyurethane. 4,424,335. CI. 528-77.000.

T.T. Haaksbergen B.V.: See—
Leuvelink, Gerrit W. E., 4.423,543, CI. 29-433.000.

Tabachnik, Nina F.: See

—

Cerami, Anthony; and Tabachnik, Nina F., 4,424,216, CI.
424-211.000.

Tacchini, Franco, to Ofllcina Meccanica Sestese S.p.A. Device for
feeding and tensioning the packaging strap in strap applying ma-
chines. 4,423,672, CI. 100-4.000.

Tachita, Ryobun: See

—

Yano, Tsutomu; Hayakawa, Yoshihiro; Tachita. Ryobun; Irioka.

Kazuyoshi; Fukukita, Hiroshi; and Fukumoto, Akira. 4,423,737,
CI. 128-661.000.

Tadokoro, Tomoo; Hayama, Nobuhiro; and Akagi, Toshimichi, to
Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd. Multiple port intake means for rotary piston
engines. 4,423,711. CI. 123-242.000.

Taguchi, Yasuo; and Nakao, Satoshi, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabu-
shiki Kaisha. Semiconductor integrated circuit providing tempera-
ture compensation. 4,424,461, CI. 307-491.000.

Taiho Kogyo Co., Ltd.: See—
Takenaka, Akira; and Fukuoka, Tatsuhiko, 4,423,879, CI.

277-96.100.

Takagi, Yasuyuki: See—
Masuda. Mutsuo; Takagi, Yasuyuki; and Ashizaki, Shigeya,

4,424,467, CI. 313-467.000.

Takahashi, Eiji; Shimazu, Shinichi; Wada, Yukio; Iwami, Ichiro; Ni-
shiwaki, Takashi; Nishiyama, Toshikazu; and Ichida, Yutaka, to
Kabushiki Kaisha Kobe Seiko Sho. Controlled cooling apparatus for
hot rolled wire rods. 4,423,856, CI. 266-106.000.

Takahashi. Fumio, to Nippon Kogaku K.K. Eye fundus observing and
photographing optical system. 4,423,932, CI. 351-207.000.

Takeda Chemical Industries, Inc.: See—
Okada, Yoshiyuki; and Sato, Yasuo, 4,424,214, CI. 424-200.000.

Takeda Chemical Industries, Ltd.: See—
Hashimoto, Naoto; and Shimadzu, Hiroshi, 4,424,219, CI.

424-248.540.

Takeda, Hideichiro: .See

—

Mizuno. Shogo; Suzuki, Takao; Kawasaki, Sadanobu; and Takeda,
Hideichiro, 4,424,091. CI. 156-234.000.

Takeda, Shuji: See

—

Ujihara, Takashi; Inoue, Akiyoshi; Yamada, Youzou; Yasuda,
Shinji; Takeda, Shuji; and loroi, Takao, 4,424,542, CI.
360-121.000.

Takei, Shushi: See—
Fujioka. Yoshiharu; and Takei, Shushi, 4,423,550, CI. 29-603.000.
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Takei, Yoshiaki: See

—

Kurihara, Seiji; Goto, Satoshi; Wada, Tsuneo; Kinoshita, Akira;
Takei, Yoshiaki; Akashi, Naoko; and Nomori, Hiroyuki,

4,424,266, CI. 430-59.000.

Takenaka. Akira; and Fukuoka, Tatsuhiko. to Taiho Kogyo Co.. Ltd
Mechanical seal. 4,423,879, CI. 277-96.100

Takeuchi, Kazuhiko: See—
Nakamura, Kazuhani; Mito, Yoshio; Okayasu, Akiyoshi; and

Takeuchi, Kazuhiko, 4,424,019, CI. 431-307.000.

Takeuchi, Tomio: See—
Oki, Toshikazu; Yoshimoto, Akihiro; Matsuzawa, Yasue; Ishikura,

Tomoyuki; Umezawa, Hamao; and Takeuchi. Tomio, 4,424,342,

CI. 536-6.400.

Takigawa, Tadahiro; and Sasaki, Isao, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabu-
shiki Kaisha. Electron beam apparatus. 4.424.448. CI. 250-397.000.

Takiuchi, Hidefumi: See—
Nagaoka. Shoji; Takiuchi, Hidefumi; Mori, Yuichi; and Kikuchi,

Tetsuya, 4,424,31 1, CI. 525-303.000.

Talbert Manufacturing, Inc.: See—
Gevers. David E., 4,423,884, CI. 280-405.00A.

Talley, Luke L.: See-
Thomas, E. Raymond; Cahill, Lysle D.; Marshall. William W.;

Talley, Luke L.; Lawson. John A.; and Wilcox, Brian N.,

4,424,589, CI. 382-61.000.

Tamura, Sinji: See—
Tsunoda, Takahiro; Yamaoka. Tsuguo; and Tamura. Sinji,

4.424.325, CI. 526-245.000.

Tanaka, Hajime: See

—

Tanaka, Nobuyasu; Tominaga, Hiroshi; Fujita, Minoru; Tanaka.
Hajime; Hattori, Takahisa; Yasuda, Akira; and Kato, Shigeya.

4,423,828, CI. 221-129.000.

Tanaka, Nobuyasu; Tominaga, Hiroshi; Fujiu. Minoru; Tanaka.
Hajime; Hattori, Takahisa; Yasuda, Akira; and Kato. Shigeya, to Fuji

Electric Company, Ltd: Goods discharge mechanism and goods
storage and discharge system of automatic vending machine.

4,423,828, CI. 221-129.000.

Tang, David Y.: See—
Simon-Bierenbaum, R.; Eriley, Emest W.; Goetz, Frederick J.; and
Tang, David Y., 4,424,396, CI. 562-456.000.

Tarasenko, Valentin; and Edelstein, Harold, to Allied Corporation.

Purification of anhydrous hydrogen fluoride. 4,424,067. CI. 55-16.000.

Tarjan, Peter P.; Sussman, Marvin L.; and Jacobsen, Steven, to Cordis

Corporation. Sterile connector system for packaged pacer. 4.423,732,

CI. I28-419.00P.

Tashoh, Masao: See—
Yaotani, Kouichi; and Tashoh, Masao, 4,423,902, CI. 296-214.000

Tatlock, Edwin: See—
McGuire, Michael E.; and Tatlock, Edwin, 4,424,264, CI

429-179.000.

Taylor, Lloyd D., to Polaroid Corporation. Temporary polymeric

mordants and elements containing same. 4,424,272, CI. 430-507.000.

Taylor, Lloyd D.: See-
Land, Edwin H.; Bronstein-Bonte, Irena Y.; and Taylor, Lloyd D..

4.424.326, CI. 526-265.000.

Taylor, Paul; and Gulla, Michael, to Shipley Company Inc. Naphthol
novolak resin blend. 4,424,315, CI. 525-501.000.

Taylor, William S. H., to W. S. H. Taylor Engineering Developments
Ltd. Pick-up hitch mounting arrangement. 4,423,886, CI. 280-496.000.

Taylor, Wilson E., to Harris Corporation. Log surface determination

technique. 4,424,530, CI. 358-96.000.

TDK Electronics Co., Ltd.: See—
MiUui, Tadashi; and Imaizumi, Hiraku, 4,424,504, CI. 336-83.000

Tebec, Jean-Louis: See—
Senicourt, Jacques-Marie; and Tebec, Jean-Louis, 4,423,635, CI.

73-593.000.

Technar, Inc.; See

—

Bell, Lon E.; and Gruber, William P., 4,424,422, CI. 219-205.000.

' Tecnomec di Venturelli Rino ft C.S.n.c: See—
Venturelli. Rino, 4,423,808, CI. 198-477.000.

Tedder, John M., to Beecham Group Limited. Process for preparing

polycyclic triazoles used to inhibit allergic responses. 4,424,361, CI.

548-259.000.

Teichmann, Friedrich: See

—

Muller, Siegfried; and Teichmann, Friedrich, 4,423,974, CI.

400-242.000.

Telmo, Frisco T., to United Sutes of America, Navy. Enclosure for a

warhead case. 4,423,683, CI. 102-481.000.

Tenison, Earnest M. Fermenting and carbonating apparatus. 4,423,670,

CI. 99-275.000.

Tennessee Valley Authority: See—
Shiriey, Arthur R., Jr.; and Carney. Frederick T.. Jr., 4,424,176, CI.

264-7.000.

Terminal Data Corporation: See—
Rothbart, Michael; Therien, Robert D.; Oliver, Thomas W.; Roller,

Thomas W.; and Williams, Roberi D., 4,424,535, CI. 358-294.000.

Teach AG.: See—
Tesch, Bemhard, 4,423.591, CI. 59-80.000.

Teach, Bemhard, to Zwyro A.G.; and Tesch A.G. Bracelet, watchband

or like link. 4,423,591, CI. 59-80.000.

Tesch, Gunter H.; and Colijn, Johannes J. V., to Breveteam S.A. Areal

flat stratified body for treating gases or licjuids, method for the manu-

facture thereof and use of such stratified body. 4,424,248, CI.

428-172.000.

Tetra Pak International AB: See—
Pupp, Herwig, 4,424,260, CI. 428-461 .000.

Texaco Inc.: See—
Haag, James W., 4.423.783, CI 166-382.000.

Lin. Jiang-Jen; and Knifton. John F.. 4.424.384. CI 568-902.000

Texas Instruments Incorporated: See—
Frazier. Gary A.; and Johnson. Milo R , 4.423.923. CI 350-96 150.

Lin. Kun-Shan. 4,424.415. CI. 381-39.000.

Theeuwes. Felix: See

—

Urquhart. John; and Theeuwes. Felix. 4.424.056. CI 604-56.000

Theilen. Rolf, to Tnumph-Adler A.G. fur Buro- und Informationstech-

nik. Ribbon elevating mechanism 4,423.973. CI 400-208.000.

Therien, Robert D.: See

—

Rothbart. Michael; Thenen, Robert D.; Oliver. Thpmas W.; Roller.

Thomas W.; and Williams. Robert D.. 4.424.535. CI 358-294.000

Thermo Electron Corporation: See

—

Szycher, Michael. 4,424.335. CI. 528-77.000.

Theurer. Josef; Bock. Gemot; and Ganguly. Mihir. to Franz Plasier

Bannbaumaschinen-Industrie Gesellschaft m.b H Track levelling and
tamping machine with hydraulic pressure control system. 4,423.684.

CI. I04-7.00R.

Thies. Peter, to Wagcncr Schwclm GmbH ft Co. Belt press with hose-

type hydraulic force transmitter. 4.423,674. CI. 100-99.000

Thomas. David C, to Standard Oil Company Method of using a spacer

system in bnnc completion of wcllbores 4,423,781, CI 166-312.000

Thomas. E. Raymond; Cahill. Lysle D , Marshall. William W ; Talley,

Luke L ; Lawson. John A ; and Wilcox, Bnan N.. to Coulter Systems
Corporation Rat bed scanner system and method 4,424.589. CI
382-61.000

Thompson. Charles E., to Huyck Corporation Papermakers' fabnc
4.423.755. CI. 139-383.00A

Thompson, David A., to Coming Glass Works Volatile cenum com-
plexes. 4.424.165. CI. 260-429.200

Thompson, Gregory J See—
Lomas. David A, and Thompson, Gregory J., 4,424.192. CI

422-109.000.

Thomson-CSF: See-
Bert. Alain. 4.424.495. CI 330-286.000.

Throckmorton, Morford C; and Suchma. Charles J . to Goodyear Tire

ft Rubber Company. The. Proces-s for nonaqueous dispersion poly-

merization of butadiene. 4.424,324. CI. 526-220.000

Thuy. N'Guyen U . to Societe CEM Compagnie ElectroMecanique el

Cie. Freely commuuting chopper circuit 4,424,558. CI. 363-124.000.

Thyssen, Heinz; and Breuer, Gunter. to Kemforschungsanlage Julich

GmbH. Apparatus for the monitoring of the passsage of conductive
objects through a tube. 4.424,187. CI 376-245 000

Tiebor, John E.: See—
JofTe. Boris B.; Ticbor, John E.; Spongr, Jerry J , and Sawyer,

Byron E.. 4,424.445, CI 250- 308 000
Tiegelmann, Gabriel, to White Consolidated Industnes. Inc Shelving

construction. 4,423.978. CI. 403-254 000
Til Industnes. Inc.; See— •

Schleimann-Jensen. C. Ame. 4.424.026, CI 432-125 000
Smith. Thomas J.. 4.424.546, CI 361-119 000

Timar, Judit nee Gergely; See—
Benko. Pal; Kovanyi. Gyorgyi nee Lax, Timar. Judit nee Gergely;

Sigmond, Maria nee Lakatos; Petocz. Lujza. Gorog, Peter,

Kosoczky. Ibolya; Szirt. Eniko nee Kiszelly; and Toncsev. Hn-
stone. 4.424.351, CI 542-439 000.

Times Fiber Communications. Inc.: See-
Dabby. Franklin W.; and Chesler, Ronald B, 4.423.925. CI

350-96.310.

Timex Corporation: See-
Hsu, Ying-Yen, 4.424.371, CI 549-373.000.

Hsu. Ying-Ycn, 4.424.372. CI. 549-374.000.

Tingleff. Paul; Prue, Homer; and Stewart. Charles, to Sanders Associ-

ates. Inc. Inflight aircraft training system. 4.424.038, CI. 434-2 000
Titan Marble ft Stone Co See-

Farina. Joseph; and Pacelli. Antonio. 4.423.576. CI 52-235.000

Titus. Charles H.; and Zlupko, John E.. to General Electric Company
Surge suppressor construction. 4,424,547. CI 361-127.000

Titus, Patricia E.; See—
Udvardy, Otto G.; Titus, Patncia E, and Navratil. Martin.

4.424.300. CI. 525-501000
Tod, Christopher J N.; See—

Franek. Josef T.; Porucznik. Paul; Serby. Peter H ; and Tod, Chris-

topher J. N . 4.423.823, CI 220-77,000

Toelke. Lester W.. to Intemational Tool ft Supply Co., Inc '"ipe

alignment apparatus and method 4.423.647. CI 81-57 340.

Toelke. Lester W., to Intemational Tool and Supply Co . Inc Pipe

alignment tool. 4.423.648, CI 81-57 340

Togawa. Fumio: See

—

Suzuki. Hitoshi; Togawa, Fumio; and Hakandani. Mitsuhiro.

4.424.518. CI. 346-75.000.

Tokico Ltd.: See—
Miura. leaki. 4.423.801. CI 188-322.140.

Tokyo Electric Co., Ltd.: See—
Hira, Yutaka; and Nakamura. Shinya, 4.423.971. Ci. 400-144.200.

Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Fujioka, Yoshiharu; and Takei. Shushi. 4.423.550. CI. 29-603.000.

Funaki. Kazuo. 4.423.608. CI. 68-23.300

HaraU, Mituo; Katsura, Maaaki; Uno, Shigeki; Hiraki, Hideaki; and
Shiratori, Masayuki, 4,424,508, CI. 338-35.000

Hashimoto, Yasuich; and Oda, Yasuyuki. 4.424,536. CI 360-51.000.

Inomata, Koichiro; Haiegawa, Michio, and Onodera, Toahihiro,

4.424,459. CI. 307-415.000.

Koike, Norio; and Ikari. Kunihiro. 4.424,265. CI 430-28.000.

Miyamoto. Junichi. 4.424.578. CI 365-104 000.
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Murne. HiitMhi. 4.424,402, Q. 174-16.0BH.
Shinki, Ryuzo; Wauiube, Seizi; and Yuyanut, Toshio, 4,424,456,
a. 307-268.000.

Tacuchi. Yasuo; and Nakao. SaUJshi, 4,424,461, CI. 307-491.000.
Takigawa, Tadahiro; and Saaaki, Isao. 4,424,448, CI. 250-397.000.

Toledo Engineenng Co., Inc.: See—
Stdtz, William R.; and Carle. Richard C, 4.424,071, CI. 65-337.000.

Tomaachek, Heinz: See-
Reich, Karl; Tomaachek. Heinz; and Busch, Georg, 4,424,327, CI.

526-297.000.

Tominaga, Hiroahi: See—
Tanaka, Nobuyaau; Tominaga. Hiroshi; Fujita. Minoni; Tanaka.

Ha.^me; Hattoii, Takahisa; Yasuda, Akira; and Kato, Shigeya.
4,423,828, Q. 221-129.000.

Tominaga, Shinji. to Minolu Camera Kabushiki Kaisha. DaU superim-
poatng and monitoring device for a camera. 4,423,938, CI.
354-106.000.

Tomioka, Hkotaka: See—
Sugiffloto. Yoji; and Tomioka, Hirotaka. 4,423,900, CI. 296-37.140.

Toncaev. Hriatone: See—
Benko, Pal; Kovanyi, Gyorgyi nee Lax; Timar, Judit nee Gergely;
Sigmond, Maria nee Lakatos; Petocz. Lujza; Gorog, Peter;
Koaoczky, Ibolya; Szirt, Eniko nee Kiszelly; and Toncsev, Hri-
stone, 4,424,351. Q. 542-439.000.

Toomey. Charles L.: See-
Pitman. Lawrence C; and Toomey, Charles L., 4,424,044, CI.

445-35.000.

Tor. Edward S. Water-tight insulated roof construction for house.
4.423,572. Q. 52-94.000.

Toray Industries, Incorporated: See—
Nagaoka. Shoji; Takiuchi, Hidefumi; Mori, Yuichi; and Kikuchi,

Tetsuya, 4,424,311, CI. 525-303.000.

Ohigashi, Hiroji; Nakanishi, Toshihani; and Suzuki, Miyo,
4.424,465, Q. 310-335.000.

Torelli. Vesperto: See—
Deraedt. Roger; Torelli. Vesperto; Vacher. Jean; and Benzoni.

Joaette. 4,424,^8, CI. 424-238.000.

Toshiba Ceramics Co., Ltd.: See—
Koyama. Masao; Matuo, Syuitu; Nakayama, Chiaki; and Hoshina,

Kattumi, 4.424.193, Q. 422-248.000.

Toaaounian, Jacques L.: See—
Sheth. Prabhakar R.; and Tossounian, Jacques L., 4,424,235, CI.

424-319.000.

Toth. Anton: See—
Nota, Gabriel H. A.; and Toth. Anton. 4,424,239, CI. 427-388.300.

Townsend, Don G.: See

—

Howell, Gregory L.; Smith. Oscar H.; and Townsend, Don G.,
4,424,263, CI. 429-88.000.

Townsend, Todd V.; and Streenan, Thomas, to Lynch Communication
Systems, Inc. Apparatus for testing subscriber carrier systems.
4,424.421. a. 179-175.30R.

Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd.: See—
Morita. Yasuyuki; Yokooku, Katsuhiko; Shiraishi, Hideo; and

Mattuura. Masahiko, 4,423,705, CI. 123-41.020
Tadokoro. Tomoo; Hayama, Nobuhiro; and Akagi, Toshimichi,

4.423.711. a. 123-242.000.

ToyoU Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Sami. Hiroshi; Ueda. Tatehito; Ito, Osamu; Hobo, Nobuhito; Nai-

tou. Takashi; Nakamura, Tetsuya; Kawai. Shizuo; and Miyata.
Yukinori. 4.423.713. CI. 123-357.000.

Toyotomi Kogyo Co.. Ltd.: See—
Nakamura, Kazuharu; Mito, Yoshio; Okayasu, Akiyoshi; and
Takeuchi. Kazuhiko, 4,424.019. CI. 431-307.000.

Tran, Tuan P.: See-
Keel. Beat G.; Tran. Tuan P.; Koller. Mara M.; Zimmerman, Larry

D.; and Darst. Patrick C, 4,424,271, CI. 430-315.000.
Trananuklear GmbH: See—

Botzem. Werner; Knappe. Ortwin; and Srostlik, Peter, 4,423.802.
a. 188-377.000.

I

TrenUe. Robert W.: See—
Mookberjee. Braja D.; Trenkle, Robert W.; Wolff, Robin K.;
Boden. Richard M.; and Yoshida. Takao. 4,424,378, CI.
568-374.000.

Trevea, Barry W.; and Kemp, Ian. to Dunlop Limited. Tire tread with
zig-zag grooves having groove sidewalls of varying degrees of sup-
port 4,423.760. CI. 152-209.00R.

Trimak Equipment Ltd.: See—
Garcia, Ricardo A. M., 4.423.588, CI. 57-127.500.

Trinkl, Gerd; and Schopp, Helmut, to Foseco International Limited.
Method for the production of a metal casting mould having a riser

and a cavity former and riser sleeve for use therein. 4.423,762. CI.
164-37.000.

Triple/S Dynamics, Inc.: See— I

Sours. William A.; and Sullivan. James F.. 4.423,844, C\.
241-35.000.

Triumpb-Adler A.G. fiir Buro- und Informationstechnik: See

—

Muller, Siegfried; and Teichmann. Friedrich, 4,423,974, a.
400-242.000.

Theilen, Rolf, 4,423,973, Q. 400-208.000.

Triune Automated Painting Systems: See-
O'Brien. Lawrence B.; Winston, Walter F.; Abner. Edmund L.;

Atkiuon, Lowell G.; Roudebush. H. Richard; Buehler, William
L.; Bergatreaaer, Jim K.; and Messick. Walker A.. 4.424,01 1, Q.
417-477.000.

Truedell, Brenda A.: 5^e—
Kirst, Herbert A.; and Truedell. Brenda A.. 4.424,344, Q.

536-16.900.

Kirst, Herbert A.; and TruedeU, Brenda A., 4,424,345, Q.

Trull, Olin C: See—
WUson, Robert W.; and Trull, Olin C. 4,424.024. Q. 432-90.000.

Trummlitz. Gunter: See

—

Eberlein. Wolfgang; Trummlitz, Gunter, Schmidt, Gunther; Engel,
Wolfhard; Hammer, Rudolf; and Del Soldato, Piero. 4,424,226,
a. 424-263.000.

Schmidt, Gunther; Eberlein, Wolfgang; Engel, Wolfhard; Trumm-
litz, Gunter; Hammer, Rudolf; and Del Soldato. Piero. 4,424.225,
CI. 424-256.000.

Trummlitz, Gunther: See—
Engel. Wolfhard; Schmidt, Gunther; Trummlitz. Gunther; Eber-

lein. Wolfgang; Hammer. Rudolf; and Soldato. Piero D..
4,424.222, CI. 424-250.000.

Trupin, Robert J.: See—
Karnes. Thomas E.; and Trupin. Robert J., 4,423,596, Q.

60-527.000.

Trustroke International, Inc.: See—
MUler, Gardner H., 4,423,875, Q. 273-186.00C.

Tsai, Peter: See

—

White, Noam; Kagi, Douglas A.; Creer, Jack G.; and Tsai, Peter,
4,424,401, CI. 585-416.000.

Tsubaki, Kazumi; Koto, Noriaki; and Abe, Toyohiko, to Nissan Chemi-
cal Industries, Ltd. Process for producing copolymer of ethylene.
4,424,321, CI. 526-128.000. ^ t- j

Tsuji, Naoki; and Nagashima, Kazuo, to Shionogi ft Co., Ltd. K-
4I.C(2) esters. 4,424.212, Q. 424-181.000.

Tsukamoto, Kunio; and Shibano, Michio, to Kabushiki Kaisha Toyoda
Jidoshokki Seisakusho. Balloon control ring. 4,423,590, CI.
57-354.000.

e
. . .

Tsukiji, Yoshihiro: See—
Kodama. Kazuo; and Tsukiji. Yoshihiro, 4,423,990, CI. 409-132.000.

Tsunoda. Takahiro; Yamaoka, Tsuguo; and Tamura, Sinji. to Daikin
Kogyo Co., Ltd. Photosensitive material. 4,424,325, Q. 526-245.000.

Tsuzuki, Hanzo, to Casio Computer Co., Ltd. DaU processing appara-
tus with voice output. 4,424,566, CI. 364-405.000.

Tuemmlcr, Gerhard: See

—

Mamet, Manfred; Fischer, Dietrich; Tuemmler, Gerhard; and
Niederhuefner, E>etlev, 4,424,490, CI. 324-424.000.

Turner, A. Franklin: See

—

Roese, John A.; and Turner, A. Franklin, 4,424,529, a. 358-88.000.
Turner, William D. Electronic transfer organ. 4,423,655, CI. 84-1.190.
Tuttle, Ronald R., to Key Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 3,4-Di-isobutyryloxy-

N-[3-{4-isobutyryloxyphenyl)- 1 -methyl-n-propyl]-beU-phenethyla-
mine cyclodextrin complexes. 4,424,209, CI. 424-180.000.

Tward. Emanuel, to Tward 2001 Limited. Capacitive system for mano-
metric detection and measurement of differential pressures. 4,423,638.
CI. 73-749.000.

Tward 2001 Limited: See—
Tward, Emanuel, 4,423,638, CI. 73-749.000.

Twin City International, Inc.: See—
Joffe, Boris B.; Tiebor, John E.; Spongr, Jerry J.; and Sawyer,
Byron E., 4.424,445, Q. 250-308.000.

Tyndale Plains-Hunter, Ltd.: See

—

Gould, Francis E.; and Johnston, Christian W.. 4.424,305, CI.
525-127.000.

Tzschoppe, Eberhard: See

—

Klippert, Heinz; Tzschoppe, Eberhard; Paschalis, Stratos; Wein-
lich, Jurgen; and Engelmann, Manfred. 4,424,301, Q. 525-53.000.

Uchida, Masayoshi, to Victor Company of Japan, Limited. Pickup
cartridge having a ribbed cantilever. 4.424.583, CI. 369-126.000.

Uchiyama. Takashi: See

—

Suzuki, Ryoichi; and Uchiyama, Takashi, 4,423.937, Q.
354-446.000.

Udvardy. Otto G.; Titus, Patricia E.; and Navratil, Martin, to Borden,
Inc. Powdered phenol-formaldehyde resin. 4,424,300, CI.
525-501.000.

Ueda. Tatehito: See—
Sami, Hiroshi; Ueda, Tatehito; Ito, Osamu; Hobo, Nobuhito; Nai-

tou, Takashi; Nakamura, Tetsuya; Kawai, Shizuo; and Miyata,
Yukinori, 4,423,713, Q. 123-357.000.

Ueno, Katumi; and Nishizaki, Genichi, to Citizen Watch Company
Limited. Table apparatus. 4,423,686. CI. 108-20.000.

Ueno. Kouji: See

—

Fukushima, Toshitaka; Koyama. Kazumi; Ueno. Kouji; Miyamura,
Tamio; and Kawabata. Yuichi. 4,424,582, Q. 365-189.000.

Ujihara, Takashi; Inoue, Akiyoshi; Yamada, Youzou; Yasuda, Shinji;

Takeda, Shuji; and loroi, Takao, to Pioneer Electronic Corporation.
Magnetic head and method of producing same. 4,424,542, CI.
360-12I.OOO.

Ulstein Trading Ltd. A/S: See—
Royset, Norvald, 4,423,697, CI. 114-199.000.

Umczawa, Hamao: See—
Oki, Toshikazu; Yoshimoto, Akihiro; Matsuzawa, Yasue; Ishikura,
Tomoyuki; Umezawa, Hamao; and Takeuchi, Tomio, 4,424,342,
a. 536-6.400.

Unarco Industries, Inc.: See—
Loomis, RusseU M., 4,423.896, Q. 292-284.000.

UNC Reovery Corporation: See—
Korchnak, Joseph D.; and Fett, Richard H. G., 4,424,195, CI.

423-10.000.
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Unex Corporation: See—

UniitS5d'e°S.;^.Sm*^'!r'
^•"*'"' -»•*""'• « "••"^^

lya. Sridhar K., 4,424,199, CI. 423-349.000.
Petty, Herbert E., 4,424.392. CI. 556-436.000.
Sara. Ramond V.. 4.424,145, CI. 252-509.000.

sffisOOo""'
"** Johnson, Gordon C, 4,424,140, a

Union Special GmbH: See—
11 ..^•'*'"^> Konstantin. 4.423,691, CI. 112-272.000.
Umted Coatugs, Inc.: See—

• > !^r5PP' ir" ^- *.*23.811, CI. 206-362.300.
Umted Ou Pipe Line Company: See—

197 oSr*''*
L-; "W Ghosh. Sambhunath, 4.424,064, a. 48-

"ofsS^^'?t?'°"^'5"'^ ""* ^'°«''em Ireland, The Secretary
orstate for Defence m Her Bnlannic Majesty's Government of the:

„ c '!?°'*' J<**Ph. 4,423.957, CI. 356-153.000.
U.S. Capacitor Corporation: See—

^leb^boo"**"
^''' ""* ^^' ^^^ ^' *'*2*.551. CI.

• U.S. Clinical Products. Inc.: See—
Cummings. Robert, 4,423,8 19, CI. 2 1 5-232.000. *»

Umted Sutes Oynum Company: See-
Palmer, Jay W.; and Gaynor, John C, 4,424,196, CI. 423-166.000.

^^lilSuOx"^
L.; and Debus. Allen A. G.. 4.424,148, CI.

United Sutes of America
Amculature: See—

Air Force: See—
M^uire. Raymond R.; Cochoy, Robert E.; and Shackelford,

Scott A., 4,424,398, CI. 568-589.000.

^372-89M?'
°' ""^ °*^'*' '^'**" ^' *-'*2*.585, CI.

Army: See-
Bass, Alva W., 4.423,850, CI. 248-181.000.
Bly, Vincent T, 4,423,927. CI. 350-33 l.OOR.

,i?f?'~5fy°°": •"<* Ballard, Lowell D., 4,423,768, CI.
163-84.000.

^^ 771*00** ^" ""* ®*h»''tt. Richard W., 4,424.517, CI.

Energy: See—

^rV^^^^^i^^^f??!^^ "'• ^>"°"; •™1 Kerwin, William
J., *,4*4,4yi, u. 324-433.000.

Interior: See—

^^264^'*' J
;
"«> Ackerman, Melvin N., 4,423,852, CI.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration: See—

372-79"6[»
°"' ^"^' ""* ^'•^*'' ^'""'' ^' *.*24,592, CI.

^'£7 Obi**^*^
W

;
"wl 0«re««. R«nion D., 4,423,605, CI. 62-

Styy-.See—

°?'''f;-.?2Si''l4'•i.f?]5S;^
'•""• ^' ""'* Oraadjean, Darrell

J., 4,423,650. CI. 82-l.OOC.

., c ^^^^J""^ "^- M23,683, CI. 102-481.000.
U.S. Philips Corporation: See—

Lelong, Pierre H.; and Ott. Jean H.. 4,424,447, a. 25O-363.0OS.

ft ^f?)?*^*''*.' *^" ^ M P- *.«4,466, CI. 313-433.000.
Umted Technologies Corporation: See-

Ellis, Stanley H., 4,423,594, CI. 60-39.280.
Hiskes, David J., 4,424,004, a. 416.244.00A.
McLean, Howard J., 4,423,595, Q. 60-261.000.

Umversity of Birmingham: See—
Jones, Albert S.; Walker. Richard T.; de Clercq, Erik D. A.; and

Barr,Phihp J., 4,424,211, CI. 424-180.000.
Umversity of Southampton, The: See—

Daviea. Alan R.; MacAuley. Ewen D. M.; Harris. George; Baker,

43-^l2YoOO *^' "^''' ^' *"*' ^^'°*'^^ ^' *'*"•'"• CI

University Patents Inc.: See—
C'gkford, David R.; and Rhodes. Buck A., 4,424.200, a.

Uno, Shigeld: See—
Harata, Mituo; Katsura, Maaaki; Uno. Shigeki; Hiraki. Hideaki- and

Shiratori. Masayuki. 4.424.508. Q. 338O5.000.
UNR Induatriea. Inc.: See—

'IS.Sg'^.^iSCSlwB^'™* ^-^ "*• '^""^ ^"«" ""'

UOP Inc.: See—

^^422Amcm
^" "^ ^^'°°'*°"' 0'««<»y '• 4.424.192. a.

Rosen. Bruce I.. 4.424.162. a. 260-409.000.
Roaen, Bruce I., 4.424,163, Q. 26(M09.000.
Swede, Raymond J., 4,424,169, a. 260-505.00R.

Upjohn Company, The: See—
Johnaon, Roy A.; Lincob. Frank H.; and Pike, John E., 4,424,35a

CI. 542-426.000.

Nelson, Stephen J.. 4.424,368. Q. 549-220.000.

PI 37

Robert. Andre. 4,424,227, CI. 424-270.000.

1 1
^•«'*"»^ Wendell. 4,424,365, Q. 548-42 1 .000.

Uppalun, Bapa R., to Southwire Company. Cantilevered roll shaft
bearmg bracket. 4.423.612, Q. 72-35.00a

Upshaw, Clarence W.: See—

^^"Si Ji?*;^ \VJP',*?'*''
CUrence W.; and Norman. Warren N..

4,423,882, CI. 280-33.99B
Urquhart, John; and Theeuwea, Felu, to Alza Corporation. Parenteral

admimstration. 4.424,056. Q. 604-56000
USM Corporation: See-

White, Anthony M., 4.423,530, Q. 12-I.OOA.
v. d. Kammer, Gunter: See—

^cT" /SmTOOO
** ''*'™^' ^""•*'' '^ '^"' ^"«h, 4,423,689.

Vacher, Jean: See—

^ ««1^ S*!^ ^ ^^R^^y*"- "^"^hel R. L.; Carbonel. Jack; Gram-^ ^i^3 ^ • ^i^°^' ^'"^y* ^' Origoriev. Vladimir A ; andFotov, Vladunir I Contmuous production of polymer beads of
controlled size. 4,424,318, CI. 526-88.000

^^
Valdespino, Joseph M.: See—

Panons, Robert L.; Valdespino. Joseph M.; Varraux. Alan R-

JSnT00^ *" " ""* ^' ^ ^ •
'"• *'*2*.058, ci;

Valeo:See-

w ..C^**"' P«riclt. 4,423,769. CI. 165-109 OOT

D'"u'';n'''.,^v ^^^ Edward; and Easton. Thomas G. to
Rockefeller University. Employment of a mereyanine dye for the
detectKMi of malignant leukocytic cells. 4,424,201. CI. 424-3 000

Vallana, Franco; and Bona. Gioachino. to Sorin Biomedica S.pA.
Heart valve prosthesu. 4.423,523, CI. 3-1,500.

*^

Valsecchi, Alberto: See—

'''43lS'29 000°~'
"** Valsecchi, Alberto. 4.424,273. CI.

^*?^"iK*'' ^?'*" ^; •?,'^Pe * Vor Manufacturing Co. Drawer
shdelockinglever. 4,423,914. CI. 312-333.000

Van [X>ngen, Joannes A. M.: See—

^"'."u.Li^i"'^' ,'° ^^^ Company. Tamper proof closure and
method of manufactunng same. 4,423.820, 07215-252.000

Van Omum, Joel V.; and Stang, Peter L.. to Rockcor, Inc Elastoraeric
sealant composiuon. 4,424,295, CI. 524-326.000.

««»enc

van Os, Comelis J., to Noord-Nederlandsche Machinefabriek B V
Peristaltic pump. 4.424.009. CI. 417-394.000.

Varco International, Inc.: Sev-
Abbott. Roderick K.; Seneviratne. Padmasiri D.; and Picard. Jo-

leph A. R. 4.423.643, a. 74-810.000.
•ncrn. jo-

Vanan Associates. Inc.: See—

V.JJL'S**'i^i"''A^ "5^ )y?"^ ^""^ ^ •
*.*2*.*M. CI. 250-492.200.

varndell. John A., to Shell Internationale Research MaatschaoDii B V
Closure device. 4.423,824. Q. 220-28 1 000

^^
Varraux, Alan R.: See—

Parsons, Robert L.; Valdespino. Joseph M ; Varraux. Alan R
SS'*???^"*" ^- *"** "°hby. William M.. III. 4.424.058. ci!
604-1 18.000.

VarU Batterie Aktiengesellschafl: See—
von Alpen. Ulrich; and Krauth. Axel. 4.424.262. CI. 429-8.000

Vartoukian. Artin G.: See—
Laude. Michael; Marra, Michael; Stone. Corbett W. and Var-

toukian, Artin G., 4.424,094, CI. 156-513.000

"^

M23,55r'a. £iJ?So"^'«'
"'^'^ "^'"' "^ """^

Veb Polygraph Leipzig Kombinat Fuer Polygraphiache Maachinen und
Ausruestungen: See—
Gruger, Oiristian, 4,424.052, CI. 493-444.000.

Venable. Bennett M., to Certified Energy Corp. Synergistic air condi-

????#^ refngeration energy enhancement methodr4.423.602, Q.
O2-238.0O0.

Venit, Sharyn D. Acrobatic apparatus. 4,423,861, Q. 272-61.000
Venturelh, Rino, to Tecnomec di VentureUi Rino A C S.n.c Apparatus

SLt"M?3S&, a. S?J?7"S&.'""«
'^'-' " "^^ ^'"' "^

^"72-49 MO^'
^™*''* ^" cultivating machines. 4,423.786, Q.

Victor Company of Japan, Limited: See—
Hatao, Itturo; and Kobayashi, Susumu, 4,424,513, Q. 340-805.000

i!2J^n«^*™°= ** Yamazaki. Maaami. 4.424.541. Q.

.,.^.^chida. Masayoshi. 4.424,583, Q. 369-126.000.
Vidicraft. Inc.: See—

Karteck. James A.; and Marin. Roger A.. 4.424.528. a. 358-39.000.
Visnen. Ronald J.; and Nickoa, Christopher J. Method and apparatus

,L laS^^^ hydrocaiboo-bearing weU formations. 4,423,7*80, Q.
1 6^.308.000.

VUla, Jose L.; Sinka. Joseph V.; Maroellis. Alphonso W.; and Fleming.
Joseph P., to Diamond Shamrock Corporation. Additives for cemen-
titious oompoaitioas. 4.424.074. Q. 106-90.000.

Vining. Leo C: See—
Kurobwie. Itsuo; Vining. Leo C; and Mclnnes. Alister O

4.424.373. Q. 549-393L000.
^^ ^^

'

Vinogradov. Oennady V.: See—
Rossoahinsky. Alexd A.; Balakin, Valentin I.; Babak, Alexaadr K
Lebedev Vladimir K.; Mironov, Lev O.; Chetookov. Ocsmady
I; and Vmogradov. Oennady v.. 4,424,106, a. 204-256.000.
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Vinoxen Company, Inc., The: 5m—
Benecke, Hennan P., 4,424,202, CI. 424-10.000.

Viol*, Raymond D.; and HanJey, Gerard L., to Sperry Corporation.
Beam forming network for a multibeam antenna. 4,424,500. CI
333-128.000.

Virginia Chemicals Inc.: See— I

Clarke, John P., 4,423.618, CI. 72-370.000.

Virginia Patent Development Corporation; See—
Bogeae, Stephen B., II. 4,424,403. CI. 174-36.000.

Vogt, Wilhelm: See—
El-Chahawi, Moustafa; Prange, Uwe; Richtzenhain, Hermann and
Vogt, Wilhehn. 4,424,375, CI. 560-105.000.

von Alpen, Ulrich; and Krauth, Axel, to Varta Battcrie Aktiengesell-
ichaft. Electrochemical storage cell. 4,424,262, CI. 429-8.000.

von Neufville-Schoepflin, Friedwalt: See-
Dan, Walter; Weisse, Dietrich; Simon, Ulrich; and von Neufville-

Schoepflin, Friedwalt, 4,424,474, CI. 318-798.000.
Votkreaenskaya, Irina B.: See—

Pakhomov, Gennady N.; Luste, Anita Y.; Kolesnik, Anatoly G.
Demishev, Vasily N.; Pashinina, Eva L.; Mordvinova, Maria V
Morozova. Lilia V.; Boginskaya, Lidia M.; Voskrescnskaya,'
Irina B.; Osadchuk, Sara Z.; and Kadnikova, Galina I., 4,424,203
CI. 424-52.000. - . .

Vrieland, Bruce C: See—
Hardin, Tommy G.; and Vrieland, Bruce C, 4,423,589, CI.

57-293.000.

W. A. Whitney Corp.: See— '

Scott, William B.; Dickinson, Daniel C; and Amesson, Joel C. E.,
4,423,546. CI. 29-568.000.

W. R. Grace ft Co.: S«—
Block, Jacob; and Michaels, Alan S., 4,424,302, CI. 525-58 000
Markofsky, Sheldon B., 4,424,385, CI. 568-948.000.
Pryor, James N.; and Chi, Chang W., 4,424,144, CI. 502-68.000.
Reich, Karl; Tomaschek, Heinz; and Busch, Georg, 4,424,327, CI.

W. S. H. Taylor Engineering Developments Ltd.: See-
Taylor, William S. H., 4,423,886, Q. 280-496.000.

Wada. Tsuneo: See—
Kurihara, Seiji; Goto, Satoshi; Wada, Tsuneo; Kinoshita, Akira

Takei, Yoshiaki; Akashi, Naoko; and Nomori, Hiroyuki.'
4,424,266.0.430-59.000.

^

Wada, Yukio: See—
Takahariii, Eiji; Shimazu, Shinichi; Wada, Yukio; Iwami, Ichiro

Nishiwaki, Takashi; Nishiyama, Toshikazu; and Ichida, Yutaka!
4,423,856,0.266-106.000.

,

«. "t^

Wade. Susan B.: See— I

Wallace, Donald G.; and Wade, Susan B., 4,424,208, CI.

Wagener Schwelm GmbH & Co.: See—
Thies, Peter, 4,423,674, Q. 100-99.000.

Wagoner, E. DeWayne; and Owen, Earl D. Drilling head assembly.
4,423,776, CI. 166-84.000.

Wahl. Josef: See—
Goetz, Norbert; Mangold, Dietrich; and Wahl, Josef, 4,424,364, CI.

548-373.000.

Wakayama, Naoaki: See—
Ara, Katsuyuki; Wakayama, Naoaki; Kobayashi, Kazuo; and Oga-

sawara, Toshihiko, 4.423,629. CI. 73-295.000.
Walker, Derek: See—

Cron, Martin J.; Keil, John G.; Lin, Jeng S.; Ruggeri, Mariano V.
and Walker, Derek, 4,424.343, Q. 536-13.800.

Walker, Richard D.: See—
Siasin, Margaret P.; and Walker, Richard D., 4,424,134, CI.

252-8.800.

Walker, Richard T.: See-
Jones, Albert S.; Walker, Richard T.; de Clercq, Erik D. A. and

Barr, Philip J., 4,424,211, CI. 424-180.000.
^".Albert, to Pro-Flex, Inc. Flexible hairbrush. 4,423,531, CI.

Wallace, Bamie A., Jr.: See—
P*«^. George; and Wallace, Bamie A.. Jr., 4,424,246, CI.

428-63.000.

Walkce, Donald G.; and Wade, Susan B., to Collagen Corporation.
Collagen unplant material and method for augmenting soft tissue
4,424,208, a. 424-177.000.

^jjentowite, Henning; Struck, Helmut; and Richter, Karl-Heinz, to
Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft. Steering arrangement for motor
vehicles. 4,423,883, Q. 280-96.000.

Walraevens, Rene; and Lerot, Luc, to Solvay & Cie. Process for the
manufacture of olefme oxides. 4,424,391, CI. 549-525.000.

J
*"' ^'""y ^'' '™' Schwarz, Frank, to Clairol Incorporated. Hair^^ wj* remote sensing temperature control. 4,424,437, CI.

219-364.000.

Walter. Lothar: See—
Olachewski, Armin; Brandenstein, Manfred; Waiter. Lothar; Ernst,

Horst M.; and Reith, Walter, 4,423,91 1, CI. 308-6.00C.
Wang, Ching C, to Merck ft Co., Inc Treatment of giardiasis and

tncbomoniasis. 4,424,220, CI. 424-250.000.
Wud, BUly W.; and Wells, William D.. to Varian Associates, Inc.
Hybrid moving stage and rastered electron beam lithography system
employing approximate correction circuit. 4,424,450, CI. 250-492.200

Ward, John V.: See—
Bnunlin, Walter A.; Gorski. Alan; Jaehnig, Leo J.; Moskal, Clif-

f<Md J.; Naylor, Joseph D.; Parimi, Kriahnia; and Ward, John V.,
4.424,108, a. 208-8.QLE.

I

Warden, Raymond A.: See—

^^.^'.V'fiS?'" ^' "^ W"dell, Raymond A., 4,423,8H a.
230-13.100.

Wamcke, Ernst: See—

^CM^'s-mI
'220'"*""^' """• "** ^""*=^«' Enist, 4,423.723.

^M2'j9«{a"404.8loOo''''"°""'***
*^'*"'" '°' "P*^* '^^'

Washburn, Jack E. Mathematics teaching device. 4,424,039, C\.

Wasley, Jm W. F., to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Method of treating
anxiety. 4,424,221, CI. 424-250.000.

"oiung

Watanabe, Seizi: See—

^^^^^^!^ri^^^^^' ^^'' "** Yuyun*. Toshio, 4,424.456,

Watanabe, Takanobu: See
Kamino. Yasumi; Onitsuka, Shigenori; Watanabe. Takanobu; and

Yano, Katsuyuki, 4,424,062. CI. 44-l.OSR.

^Cri5£299 000^^
Vertical rotary photographic processor. 4,423,944,

Weaver, WUlard R.: See—
L«!. J" H^Hohl, Frank; and Weaver, Willard R., 4,424,592, Q.

Weber, Joseph H.: See—

^-53axf""^
W; *nd Weber, Joseph H., 4,423.613, CI.

Weber, Kurt, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Halostilbene sulfonates useful
as starting materials for making fluorescent whitening agents of the
4,4 -distyrylbiphenyl series. 4,424,170, CI. 260-SO5.00C

Weber, Wilhelm: See—
Frisch, David C; and Weber, WUhelm, 4,424,095. CI. 156-629.000.

Weuiberg, Kurt; and Johnson, Gordon C, to Union Carbide Corpora-
tion. Subilization of polycondensation catalysts. 4.424.140 CI
502-155.000.

....
Weinlich, Jurgen: See—

Klippert, Heinz; Tzschoppe, Eberhard; Paachalis, Stratos; Wein-
hch, Jurgen; uid Engelmann, Manfred. 4,424.301. Q. 525-53.000.

Weise, Stanley A., to Dresser Industries. Inc. Well-tubing expansion
jomt. 4,423,889, CI. 285-39.000.

"^
Weisse, Dietrich: See—

Durr, Walter; Weisse, Dietrich; Simon, Ulrich; and von Neufville-
Schoepflin, Friedwalt, 4,424.474. CI. 318-798.000.

Wells, Junmie D.; and DeLand, Robert E.. to United States ofAmerica,
Air Force. Chemical laser nozzle blade support system. 4,424.585. CI
372-89.000. . .

.>-

Wells, John R.: See—
Boeckel, John W.; Rohde. Vernon C; and Wells, John R.,

4,423,699, CI. 118-52.000.
Wells, WUliam D.: See-

Ward, Billy W.; and Wells, WUliam D., 4.424.450. CI. 25(M92.200.
Welschof, Hans-Heinrich; and Beier, Rudolf, to Lohr ft Bromkamp
GmbH. Wheel bearing assembly. 4.424.047. CI. 464-145.000.

Wendt, Frank S.: See—
Shahbendcr, Babah; Wendt, Frank S.; Gordon, Irwin; and Gries.

Robert J., 4,424,469, CI. 315-411.000.
West Electric Co., Ltd.: See—

Iwata, Hiroshi; and Yoshino, Tsunemi. 4,423,941, CI. 354-195.000.
Kashihara, Toshitsugu; Iwata. Hiroshi; Yoshino, Tsunemi; and

Morioka, Akitoshi, 4,423,940, CI. 354-149.000.
Westelaken, Christianus M. T. Gravity flow dryer for particulate mate-

rial having channelized discharge. 4,423.557. Q. 34-56.000.
Westerfield, Lawerence D.: See-

Robinson, Edward L., Jr.; and Westerfield. Lawerence D..
4,423,788, CI. 172-427.000.

Westcrgren, George A.: See—
Lyman, John B.; and Westcrgren, George A., 4,423,534, CI.

15-410.000.

Western Electric Company, Inc.: See—
Hardin, Tommy G.; and Vrieland, Bruce C, 4.423.589. 01.

Kumagai, Henry Y., 4,424,096, CI. 156-643.000.
Western Litho Plate ft Supply Co.: See-

Powers, John W., 4,423,955, CI. 355-99.000.
Westinghouse Electric Corp.: See-

Cook, Bruce M., 4,424, 1 86, CI. 376-2 1 1 .000.
Herrold, Lear C, 4,424.022, CI. 432-5.000.
Kurz, Robert A.; and Palumbo, Anthony J.. 4.424.147. CI.

252-575.000.

McAllister, Dan R., 4,423,662, Q. 89-8.000.
North, William E.; and McClay, Augustine C, 4,424,001. CI.

416-92.000.

Ramsey, James E., Jr., 4,424.484, CI. 324-137.000.
Zisa, WUliam J., 4,424,485, CI. 324-137.000.

Westmoreland, Julius C, to Inotek-Westmoreland Venture. In-line fluid
pump and shuttle valve therefor. 4.424.012. CI. 417-507.000.

Wevelsiep, Klaus; Sturm, Bemhard; and Scholze, Hans, to Scantron
GmbH ft Co. Elektronische Leaegerate KG. Method and apparatua
for the identification of articles. 4,424,587, CI. 382-44.000.

Whirlpool Corporation: See

—

Gurubatham, Vincent P., 4.424.431. CI. 219-10.55F.
Lyman. John B.; and Westergren. George A.. 4.423.534. Q.

15-410.000.

White, Anthony M., to USM Corporation. Shoe upper heat setting
machine. 4,423,530, CI. 12-l.OOA.

White Consolidated Industries, Inc.: See—
Tiegelmann, Gabriel, 4,423,978. CI. 403-254.000.
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White, Noam; Kagi, Douglas A.; Creer. Jack G.; and Tsai, Peter, to
Broken HUl Proprietary Company Limited. The; Commonwealth
Scientific; and Industrial Research Organisation. Aromatization of
acetylene. 4,424,401, CI. 585-416.000.

White, Ronald E.: See—
Pelosi, Stanford S., Jr.; Yu. Chia-Nien; White, Ronald E.; and

Wright. George C. 4,424,367. CI. 549-74.000.
White, William R., to Occidental Research Corporation. Separation or

concentration of magnesium-bearing minerals by induced fluores-
cence. 4,423.814, CI. 209-3.300.

Whitehead, Dennis M. Quick operating chuck. 4,423,881, CI.
279-62.000.

t~ e

Whybrew, Walter D.: See—
Bucovaz, Edsel T.; and Whybrew, Walter D., 4,424,278. CI.

436-501.000.

Widran, Jerrold; and Krebs, Helmut. Continuous flow urological endo-
scopic apparatus and method of using same. 4,423,727, CI.
128-303.150.

Wiebus, Ernst: See

—

Comils, Boy; Frohning, Carl D.; Diekhaus, Gerhard; Wiebus,
Ernst; and Bahrmann, Helmut, 4,424,383, CI. 568-902.000.

Wiedmeier, Charles A. Two piece molded fiberglass shower unit.

4,423,528, CI. 4-613.000.

Wierenga, Wendell, to Upjohn Company, The. 1 ,2,8,8a-Cyclop^opa[c-
]benzo[l,2,-b:-4,3-b'}dipyrrol-4(5H)ones. 4.424,365, CI. 548-421.000.

Wiesner, Otto: See—
Otte, Wolf-Dieter; Otte, Heinz; Schider, Siegfried; and Wiesner.

Otto, 4,423,721, CI. 128-92.0EC.
Wiik, Sven E. Angularly adjusuble ski deck. 4,423,864, CI. 272-97.000.
WUcox, Brian N.: See-

Thomas, E. Raymond; CahUl, Lysle D.; Marshall, William W.;
Talley, Luke L.; Lawson, John A.; and Wilcox, Brian N.,
4,424.589, CI. 382-61.000.

WUlenbacher, Erich; and Jehle, Fritz, to PfafT Industriemaschinen
GmbH. Sewing machine for producing curved edge parallel seams.
4,423,690, CI. 112-262.300.

WUliams, D. Emerton. Window ventUating stop. 4,423,897, CI.
292-288.000.

WUliams, Haydn W. R.: See—
Belanger, Patrice C; Williams, Haydn W. R.; and Rokach, Joshua,

4.424,355, CI. 546-35.000.

Williams, Jerry K.: See—
Winchell, Frank -J.; WUliams, Jerry K.; and Irwin, C. Clark.

4,423,795, CI. 180-215.000.

WUliams, Robert D.: See—
Rothbart, Michael; Therien, Robert D.; Oliver, Thomas W.; Roller,
Thomas W.; and WUliams, Robert D., 4,424,535, CI. 358-294.000.

WUliams, Robert H. High compression rotary engine. 4,423,710, CI.

123-228.000.

WUlis, Brian J.; Britten-Kelley, Michael R.; and Hansen, Odd, to Fritzs-

che Dodge ft Olcott Inc. Acetaldehyde ethyl 6-dihydrolinalyI acetal
perfume compositions. 4,424,146, CI. 252-522.00R.

WUson, James A. Line stripper. 4,423,775, CI. 166-84.000.

WUson, Robert W.; and Trull, Olin C, to Powell Manufacturing Com-
pany, Inc. Bulk curing with solid fuel. 4,424,024, CI. 432-90.000.

Winchell, Frank J.; WUliams, Jerry K.; and Irwin, C. Clark, to General
Motors Corporation. Wheeled vehicle with cambering front module.
4,423,795, CI. 180-215.000.

Windstrup, Robert F. Vise clamp. 4,423,860, CI. 269-180.000.
Winkler, Jorg; Matthiessen, Hans; and Wamcke, Emst, to Dragerwerk

Aktiengesellschaft. Closed cycle respirator with emergency oxygen
supply. 4,423,723, CI. 128-202.220.

Winslow, Elden D., to J. R. Simplot Company. Pouto centering de-
vice. 4,423,652, CI. 83-24.000.

Winston, Walter F.: See-
O'Brien, Lawrence B.; Winston, Walter F.; Abner, Edmund L.;

Atkinson, Lowell G.; Roudebush, H. Richard; Buehler, William
L.; Bergstresser, Jim K.; and Messick, Walker A., 4.424,01 1, CI.

417-477.000.

Winthrop-Atkins Co., Inc.: See-
Nichols, Gordon E., deceased, 4,423,562, CI. 40-107.000.

Wise, WUliam A. D. Billiard cue with lateral offset. 4,423,867, CI.

273-68.000.

Witte. Gunter: See—
Schiweck, Hubert; and Witte, Gunter, 4,424,078, CI. 127-50.000.

Wittman, James S., Ill, to Batter-Lite Foods, Inc. Hydrated emulsifier

for use in flour based baked goods. 4,424,237, CI. 426-653.000.

Wolfl-, Robin K.: See—
Mookherjee, Braja D.; Trenkle, Robert W.; Wolff, Robin K.;

Boden, Richard M.; and Yoshida, Takao, 4,424,378, CI.

568-374.000.

Wollaert, GUbert: See-
Meyer. Nicolas; and Wollaert, GUbert, 4,424,289, CI. 521-103.000.

Woloski, Leonard E.; and Wyles, Walter E., to Lightolier Incorpo-
rated. CeUing fixture with improved mounting means. 4,424,554, CI.

362-365.000.

Wood, John F., to Sun Electric Corporation. Lower bead loosener
stroke adjustment. 4,423,761, CI. 157-1.280.

Woodbrey, James C: See

—

Hedrick, Ross M.; Woodbrey, James C; Gabbert, James D.; and
Erickson, Floyd B.. 4,424,254, CI. 428-215.000.

Wool. Arthur L. Orthodontic appliance. 4,424,033, CI. 433-20.000.

Wootten, Doyle F. Device for measuring cuts in wall paneling and the

like. 4,423.555, CI. 33-174.00G.

Wordeman. Matthew R.: See—
Dennard. Robert H.; and Wordeman. Matthew R., 4,424,526, Q.

357-29.000.

Wright, George C: See—
Pelosi, Stanford S.. Jr ; Yu, Chia-Nien; White. Ronald E.; and

Wright. George C. 4.424,367. CI. 549-74.000.

Wuertele, Lothar: See—
Pcnzel, Erich; Eckcrt, Gucnter; Heider, Lothar; Wuertele. Lothar;
and Schackcrt. Werner. 4,424.298. CI. 524-747.000.

Wuerzer, Bruno: See—
Plath, Peter; Wuerzer, Bruno; and Rohr, Wolfgang, 4,424,363, CI.

548-362.000.

Wuat, WUh: See—
Rahse, Wilfricd; Kuhnc. Norbert; and Wust, WUIi. 4.424.347. CI

536-91.000.

Wyles, Walter E.: See—
Woloski, Leonard E.; and Wyles, Walter E., 4,424,554. CI.

362-365.000.

Xerox Corporation: See—
Danicic, Joseph J., 4,424,524, CI. 346-160.000.
Lloyd, WUliam A.; McFarland, Keith E.; and Smith, Kenneth E.,

4,424,522. CI. 346-154.000.

Snelling, Christopher; and Banton, Martm E.. 4,424,523, CI.
346-160.000.

XRG International, Inc.: See-
Hart, Rien T. 4.424,063. Q. 44-56000.

Yada, Isao: See—
Kimura, Hiroshi; Hisajima, Masahiko; Shigemura, Yutaka; Yada,

Isao; Ine, Yoichiro; and Morimoto. Kiyoshi. 4.423.948, CI. 355-
14.00D.

Yagi, Akira; Nishimura, Hamo; Bandai, Shinji; Kajimaki. Masao;
Nakajima, Yoshihiro; and MaUumoto, Nonyuki, to Duskin Franchise
Kabushiki Kaisha. Duster. 4.423.532. CI. 15-182.000.

Yalpani, Mansur: See-
Hall, Laurance D.; and Yalpani, Mansur. 4,424.346. CI. 536-20.000.

Yamada, Youzou: See—
Ujihara. Takashi; Inoue, Akiyoshi; Yamada. Youzou; Yasuda,

Shinji; Takeda, Shuji; and loroi, Takao, 4,424.542, CI.
360-121.000.

Yamagami, Takayoshi, to Matsumoku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Tone
control. 4,423,654, CI. 84-1.150.

Yamaguchi, Katsumi; and Okada. Hitoshi. to Clarion Co.. Ltd Tape
reel driving mechanism. 4.423.847. CI. 242-200.000.

Yamaha Motor Co.. Ltd.: See—
Onodera, Hiroki. 4,423,706. CI. I23-52.00M.

Yamamoto, Kazushi: See—
Nagai. Takeshi; Yamamoto. Kazushi; and Kobayashi, Ikuo.

4.424.507. CI. 338-22.00R.
Yamanaka, Takashi; Inagaki. Kouichi; Naya, Eizo; Demizu. Mi-

chinosuke; and Okumura. Mitsuhiro. to Mitsubishi Denki KabushUu
Kaisha. Conuctor for vacuum type circuit interrupter 4.424,429. CI.
200-264.000.

Yamaoka, Tsuguo: See

—

Tsunoda, Takahiro; Yamaoka, Tsuguo; and Tamura, Sinji,

4,424,325, CI. 526-245.000.

Yamauchi, Hideyasu: See—
Iso, Tadashi; and Yamauchi, Hideyasu. 4,424.228, CI 424-270.000.

Yamazaki. Etsuo: .See—
Imazeki, Ryoji; and Yamazaki, Euuo, 4.424.570. CI 364-520.000

Yamazaki, Kengo: See—
Nishimoto, Yoshiharu; and Yamazaki, Kengo. 4,424.243. CI.

428-36.000.

Yamazaki. Masami: See

—

Koinuma, Kazuo; and Yamazaki. Masami. 4.424,541. CI.

360-75.000.

Yanata, Kousaki: See—
Inoue, Ikutaro; and Yanata, Kousaki, 4.423.972. CI 400-155 000.

Yano. Katsuyuki: See

—

Kamino. Yasumi; Onitsuka. Shigenori; Watanabe, Takanobu; and
Yano, Katsuyuki. 4,424,062, CI. 44-l.OSR.

Yano, Tsutomu; Hayakawa, Yoshihiro; Tachila, Ryobun; Irioka,

Kazuyoshi; Fukukita, Hiroshi; and Fukumoto, Akira. to Matsushiu
Electee Industrial Company. Limited. Combination tomographic
and cardiographic ultrasonic imaging method and system. 4.423.737.
CI. 128-661.000.

Yaotani. Kouichi; and Tashoh, Masao, to Nissan Motor Company. Ltd.
Roof structure for an automotive vehicle. 4.423.902. CI. 296-214.000.

Yasuda. Akira: See—
Tanaka. Nobuyasu; Tominaga, Hiroshi; Fujita, Minoru; Tanaka,

Hajime; Hattori, Takahisa; Yasuda, Akira; and Kato, Shigeya,
4,423,828, CI. 221-129.000.

Yasuda, Hiromu: See

—

Oguni, Kensaku; Yasuda, Hiromu; and Kuroda, Sigeaki, 4,423,603,

CI. 62-324.100.

Yasuda, Shinji: See—
UjUiara, Takashi; Inoue, Akiyoshi; Yamada, Youzou; Yasuda,

Shinji; Takeda. Shuji; and loroi, Takao, 4,424,542, CI.

360-121.000.

Yasutake, Kunio, to Casio Computer Co., Ltd. Electronic cash register

with timekeeper. 4,424,567, CI. 36MO5.000.
Yates, Leigh T., to Falconer Glass Industries, Inc. Glass door and
window structures. 4,423,582, CI. 52-825.000.

Yatsuahiro, Kenji; and Kuchuris, George F., to Singer Company, The.
Electric coU assembly. 4,424,505, CI. 336-90.000.

Yen, Ming-Cheng: See—
CUrk, Justin S.; and Yen, Ming-Cheng, 4,424,276, CI. 436-50.000.
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Yokooku, Katsuhiko: See—
Moriti, Yasuyuki; Yokooku, Katsuhiko; Shinishi, Hideo; and
Matsuon, Mandiiko, 4,423,705, Q. 123-41.020.

Yoahida, Sboichiro: 5ee—
Nakazawa, Kiwao; Suwa, Kyoichi; and Yoshida, Shoichiro,

4,423,959, Q. 356-400.000.

Yoduda, Takao: See—
Mookherjee. Braja D.; Trenkk, Robert W.; Wolff. Robin K.;

Boden. Richard M.; and Yoshida, Takao, 4,424,378, CI.

368-374.000. ,

Yoahihara. Hiimhi: See— '

Hamada, Kazuhiko; Yoahihara, Hiroshi; and Suzukamo, Gohfu.
4,424.390, a. 549-483.000.

Yoahimitiu, Takeahi: See—
Okigami. Noboru; Sekiguchi, Yoshitoshi; Hayasaka. Hiroshi;

Koyama, Toshitsugu; Fujioka, Takeo; and Yoshimitsu, Takeshi,
4,424,017. a. 431-3.000.

Yoahimoto, Akihiro: See— '

Oki, Toshikazu; Yoahimoto, Akihiro; Matsuzawa, Yasue; Ishikura,

Tomoyuki; Umezawa, Hamao; and Takeuchi, Tomio, 4,424,342,

a. 5364.400.

Yoahino. Tiunemi: See—
Iwata, Hiroshi; and Yoshino, Tsunemi, 4,423,941, CI. 354- 195.000.

Kaahihara, Toshitsugu; Iwata, Hiroshi; Yoshino, Tsunemi; and
Morioka, Akitoahi, 4,423,940, CI. 354-149.000.

Yottumoto, Toshihiro; and Koyama, Kazuo, to Bridgestone Tire Com-
pany Limited. Adhesive for bonding polyester fibrous material to

rubber compositions. 4,424,238, Q. 427-381.000.

Youmans, Barry J., to Babcock A Wilcox Company, The. Automatic
photoceU kMding. 4,424,440, Q. 250-206.000.

Young, David M., to Fisons Limited. Inhalation device for powdered
medicaments. 4.423,724, Q. 128-203.150.

Younts, Richard B. Protective device for use on a baseball bat.

4,423,868, CI. 273-72.00R.

Yu, Arthur J.: See—
DiSalvo, Andiony L.; and Yu, Arthur J., 4,424,316, CI.

525-528.000. i

Yu, Chia-Nien: See— '

FeloM, Stanford S.. Jr.; Yu, Chia-Nien; White, Ronald E.; and
Wright, George C, 4,424.367, Q. 549-74.000.

Yusawa, Motoyasu: See—
Nakamura. Motofiuni; Horimoto, Koji; and Yusawa, Motoyasu,

4,424,255, Q. 428-283.000.

Yuyama, Toshio: See—
Shiraki, Ryuzo; Watanabe, Seizi; and Yuyama, Toshio. 4,424.456,

a. 307-268.000.
i

Yuyama, Yukihiro: See—
Manita, Keiichi; and Yuyama, Yukihiro, 4,424,245, CI. 428-40.000.

Zagranaki, Raymond D.; and Howlett, James J., to Chandler Evans Inc.

Fuel control for controlling helicopter rotor/turbine acceleration.

4,423,593,0.60-39.161.

Zajer nee Balazs, Maria: See—
Keve, Tibor; Zsadon, Bela; Fekete, Gyorgy; Lorincz, Csaba;
Galambos, Janos; Zajer nee Balazs, Maria; Forgach, Lilla; Kar-
pati. Egon; Kiraly, Arpad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver;
Szpomy, Laszio; and Rosdy, Bela. 4.424.223. CI. 424-256.000.

Szantay, Csaba; Szabo. Lajos; Kalaus. Gyorgy; Gyulai. Zsuzsanna;
Zajer nee Balazs, Maria; Forgach, LiJJa; Karpati, Egon; Kiraly,
Aipad; Kiraly nee Soos, Gyongyver; Szpomy, Laszio; and
Rosdy, Bela, 4,424,224, Q. 424-256.000.

Zaremba, Hubart B., to Standard Oil Company Indiana). Method and
equipment for running riser pipes for mooring offshore floating
platforms. 4,423,982. Q. 405-195.000.

Zelina. Francis J.; and Zelina, William B. Inverter ballast circuit with
shoot through prevention, auto transformer coupling and overload
prevention. 4,424,468, CI. 315-222.000.

Zelina, William B.: See—
Zelina, Francis J.; and Zelina, WUliam B., 4,424,468, CI.

315-222.000.

Zenith Radio Corporation: See—
Skerlos, Peter C; and Strammello, Peter, Jr., 4,424,594. CI.

455-180.000.

Zeppenfeld, Klaus W. M. P.. to U.S. PhiUps Corporation. Cathode ray
tube with multipole correction ring. 4,424,466, CI. 313-433.000.

Zetec, Inc.: See

—

Denton, Clyde J.; and Lamb, Lloyd T., 4,424,486, Q. 324-225.000.
Ziegler, Gunther, to SGF Suddeutsche Gelenkscheibenfabrik, GmbH
& Co. KG. Flexible coupling. 4,424,046, Q. 464-74.000.

Zielke, Clyde W.; and Rosenhoover, William A., to Conoco Inc. Re-
generation of ZnC12. 4.424,111. CI. 208-10.000.

Zimmerman. Larry D.: See

—

Keel, Beat G.; Tran, Tuan P.; KoUer. Mara M.; Zimmerman. Larry
D.; and Darst, Patrick C, 4,424,271, Q. 430-315.000.

Zinke, Horst, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Process for producing 0,0-
diesters of thiophosphorus acid. 4.424.173. Q. 260-985.000.

Zisa, William J., to Westinghouse Electric Corp. Fixed light load
adjustment assembly for induction meters. 4,424,485, CI. 324-137.000.

Zlupko, John E.: See-
Titus, Charles H.; and Zlupko. John E.. 4.424.547. CI. 361-127.000.

Zsadon, Bela: See

—

Keve, Tibor; Zsadon. Beta; Fekete. Gyorgy; Lerincz, Csaba;
Galambos, Janos; Zajer nee Balazs, Maria; Forgach, Lilla; Kar-
pati. Egon; Kiraly. Arpad; Kiraly nee Soos. Gyongyver;
Szpomy, Laszio; and Rosdy, Bela. 4.424.223. CI. 424-256.000.

Zumbach Electronic AG: See-
Stefan, Zgorski. 4.424.480, CI. 324-6O.00C.

Zuraw, Bruce L.: See

—

Bohn, Joseph W.; Cohen, Peter A.; and Zuraw, Brace L.,

4,424,279, CI. 436-534.000.

Zwcifel, Hans; Schilling, Walter; Stomi, Angelo; and Bellus. Daniel, to
Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Tricyclic imidyl derivatives. 4.424.366. CI.
548-431.000.

Zwvro JKl ft * Cff

Tescli. Bemhard, 4,423,591, CI. 59-80.000.

SO States Distributing Company: See-i-

Greene, Ronald K., 4.424.538. CI. 360-68.000.

LIST OF REISSUE PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 3RD DAY OF JANUARY, 1984

Note.—Arranged in accordance with the first significant character or word of the name
(in accordance with city and telephone directory practice).

Chadwick-Helmuth Company. Inc.: See—
Helmuth. James G.. Re. 31,486, CI. 315-205.000.

Chamley, Ralph L.: See—
Melander, Theodore A.; and Chamley, Ralph L., Re. 31,484, CI.

354-324.000.

Choat. Joseph S. Shear type tree cutting device. Re. 31,481, Q. 144-

34.00E.

Paris, Sadeg M., to International Business Machines Corporation.

Waveform transition sensitive Josephson junction circuit having
sense bus and logic applications. Re. 31,485, CI. 307-476.000.

Helmuth, James G., to Chadwick-Helmuth Company, Inc. Rapid start-

ing of gas discharge lamps. Re. 31.486, CI. 315-205.000,

Hraby, John O., Jr. Loudspeaker enclosure with enhanced bass re-

sponse. Re. 31,483. CI. 181-151.000.

International Business Machines Corporation: See—
Paris, Sadeg M., Re. 31.485, Q. 307-476.000.

Lewis, David L. Hot wire tongue and groove cuttins apDaratus.
Re. 31,479. Q. 83-869.000.

Major, Emery. Fluid control apparatus. Re. 31,480, CI. 137-544000.
Melander, Theodore A.; and Chamley, Ralph L., to Pako Corporation

Anti-oxidation fluid replenisher control system for processor of
photosensitive material. Re. 31,484, CI. 354-324.000.

Noble, Charles H. Method for centrifugal casting and articles so pro-
duced. Re. 31,482, Q. 164-114.000.

Pako Corporation: See—
Melander, Theodore A.; and Chamley, Ralph L., Re. 31,484, CI.

354-324.000

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
Abe, Nobora; and Seiffert. Florian, to Matsushiu Electric Works, Ltd.

Hair dryer. 272.101, 1-3-84. CI. D28- 12.000.

Advanced Technology Products. Inc.; See-
Wolf, James L.; and Sallis. Daniel V., 272,094, CI. D24-62.000.

Ainslie, Diane B., to Eastman Kodak Company. Photographic camera
or similar article. 272,072, 1-3-84, CI. D 16- 1.000.

Aktiebolaget Bofors: See—
Larsson, Torsten. 272,069. CI. D 15-28.000.

Larsson, Torsten. 272.070. CI. D 15-28.000.

American District Telegraph Company: See—
Gibbs, Terence E.; and Wagner, Walter, 272,050, CI. DlO-106.000.

American Standard Inc.: See

—

Bocchini, WUliam R.; and Wilcockson, Brian, 272,083, CI. D23-
48.000.

Fabian. Wolfgang, 272,082, CI. D23-26.000.
MacAleese, George K.; and Leech, Lon B., 272,084, CI. D23-

94.000.

Stairs, Henry M., Jr.. 272.039. CI. D8-3 15.000.

Anthos S.A.: See—
Bulgari. Giovanni, 272.049. CI. DlO-1 1.000.

Baconet. Daniel; Leguay, Jacques; and Morizur. Jean-Yves, to Poclain,
Societe Anonyme francaise. Combined cab and body for an earth-
moving and handling machine. 272,071. 1-3-84, CI. D 15-30.000.

Basaldua. Tim, Jr. Wall mounUble drawing implement holder. 272,024,
1-3-84, CI. D6-125.000.

Baty. Willis A. Spring base chair. 272.020, 1-3-84. CI. D6-70.000.
Baus. Andre E. J., to Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Company, The. Tire

tread and buttress. 272.057. 1-3-84. CI. D 12- 15 1.000.

Beirise. Jean M.: See-
Coons, John C; and Beirise, Jean M., 272,064, CI. D14-53.000.

Bell. Ted A.; and Lehner. Daniel F., to Pretty Products. Inc. Article
storage unit for a vehicle sunvisor. 272.059. 1-3-84, CI. D 12- 19 1.000.

Beugnot. Bernard, to SEB. Deep fryer. 272,034, 1-3-84. CI. D7-36O.O0O.
Bevan, Mark H.; and Kief. Garry C, to Hastings, Clayton. Tucker ft

Craig. Inc. Collapsible display booth. 272,026, 1-3-84, CI. D6-186 000.
Black, Jeanette S. Infant carrier. 272.015, 1-3-84, CI. D3-3I.OOO.
Blair. Saundra G. Combined wallet and key holder. 272,016. 1-3-84, CI.

D3-56.000.

Blau, Femand J., to Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Company, The. Tire
tread and buttress. 272,056. 1-3-84, CI. D 12- 15 1.000.

Bocchini, William R.; and Wilcockson, Brian, to American Standard
Inc. Cassette for a sewerless toilet. 272.083. 1-3-84. CI. D23-48.000.

Bulgari. Giovanni, to Anthos S.A. Clock. 272.049, 1-3-84, CI. DIO-
11.000.

Candiliotis. Geraasimos C. to Uniroyal Inc. Pneumatic tire tread and
buttress. 272,053, 1-3-84, O. D12-146.000.

Cassai, Gino H.: See—
Caasai, Henry J.; and Cassai, Gino H.. 272,100, CI. D28-7.000.

Cassai. Henry J. Cosmetic applicator. 272.099, 1-3-84. CI. D28-7.000.
Cassai. Henry J.; and Caasai, Gino H. AdjusUble cosmetic applicator.

272,100, 1-3-84, CI. D28-7.000.

Chalme, Gerard: See—
Dehay, Georges; and Chalme. Gerard. 272.011. CI. D2-276.000.

Chap. John P.: See-
Mayer. Joseph B.; and Chap. John P.. 272.023, CI. D6- 125.000.

Clive Investments Pty. Limited: See—
Cowdroy. Thorp C. 272.043. Q. D8-382.O0O.

Cointment, Delma M Soft contact lens removing device. 272.073.
1-3-84. CI. D 16- 124.000.

Compagnie Gencrale des Eublissements Michelin: See—
Gorez, Jean-Philippe, 272,054, CI. D12I47 00O
Gorez, Jean-Philippe, 272,055, CI DI2-147.000.

Confon AG: See-
Halm, Hans, 272.077, CI. D 19-76.000.

Coons, John C; and Beirise, Jean M., to Masco Corporation of Indiana.
Combined telephone handset and base therefore. 272,064. 1-3-84. CI.
DI4-53.000.

Corba, Robert E.: See—
Suhajda, John I.; Corba, Robert E.; Davenport. Richard L.; and

MUler, Allen D., 272,081, CI. D23-I7 000
Coming Glass Works: See—

Faber. Candace M.. 272.031. CI. D7-39.000
Smith, Robert M., 272,087, CI. D24-I 100

Cowdroy, Thorp C. to Clive InvestmenU Pty. Limited. Separable
connector. 272,043, 1-3-84. CI. D8-382 000

Dart Industries Inc.: See—
Grusin, Gerald M., 272,029. CI. D7- 16.000.

Davenport, Richard L.: See—
Suhajda. John I.; Corba, Robert E.; Davenport. Richard L., and

Miller. Allen D.. 272,081. CI. D23- 17.000

Dehay, Georges; and Chalme, Gerard. Ski boot. 272.011. 1-3-84, CI.
D2-276.000.

de Keller, David G. Game board. 272,079, 1-3-84. CI. D2I-4O.O00.
Dempster Corporation: See

—

Dempster, Susan E., 272,028, CI. D6-274.000.
Dempster, Susan E., to Dempster Corporation. Textile fabric placemat.

272,028, 1-3-84, CI. D6-274.000.
Dicke, William C, to Singer Company. The. Dovetail template future.

272,038, 1-3-84, CI. D8-7I.000.
Eastman Kodak Company: See—

Ainslie, Diane B., 272,072, CI. D 1 6- 1.000.

Ekuan, Kenji, to Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha. Digital audio
discs player. 272,063, 1-3-84, CI. D14-14.000.

Elliott, Quenton T.; and Elliott, Quenton T, Jr. Belt. 272,013. 1-3-84,

CI. D2-385.000.
Elliott, Quenton T., Jr.: See-

Elliott, Quenton T.; and Elliott. Quenton T.. Jr.. 272,013. CI. D2-
385.000.

Faber, Candace M.. to Coming Glass Works. Transfer surface or the
like for culinary ware. 272,031, 1-3-84. CI. D7-39.O0O.

Fabian, Wolfgang, to American Standard Inc. Combined escutcheon
and diverter valve control for bathtub/shower units. 272,082, 1-3-84.

CI. D23-26.O0O.
Faaco Controls Corporation: See—

Muench, Rudolph E., 272,042, CI. D8-356.O0O.
Fealer, Thomas E. Combined handle and position fixating device for use
with a ground cloth. 272.044, 1-3-84, Q D8-390.000.

Fischer Industries. Inc.: See

—

Saidat. Richard B., 272,074, CI. DI7-17.000
Fish. Errol R. Hexagonal suntanning booth interior. 272,093, 1-3-84, CI.

D24-39.000.
France Bed Co.. Ltd.: See—

Masuda. Teruo, 272,092. CI. D24-36.000.
Gehlke. Stephen J. S., to Ion Systems. Inc. Combined air ionizer and

cleaner. 272.086. 1-3-84, Q. D23-t49.000.
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Gibbs, Terence E.; and Wagner, Walter, to American District Tele-

graph Company. Control unit housing for an electrical protection

system. 272,050, 1-3-84, a. DlO-106.000.

Classman. Jacob A. Surgical instrument. 272.089, 1-3-84, CI. D24-
26.000.

Goodyear Tire A Rubber Company, The: See—
Baus, Andre E. J., 272,057, CI. D12-151.000.

Blau. Femand J., 272,056, CI. D12-151.000.

Jackson, Donald E., 272,051, CI. D12-142.000.
Jackson, Donald E., 272,052, CI. D 12- 142.000.

Gorez, Jean-Philippe, to Compagnie Generale des Etablissements

Michelin. Tire. 272,054, 1-3-84, CI. D12-147.000.

Gorez, Jean-Philippe, to Compagnie Generale des Etablissements

Michelin. Tire. 272,055, 1-3-84, CI. D12-147.000.

Goutchat, Maurice. Receptacle for sheet material. 272,025, 1-3-84, CI.

D6- 180.000.

Greene, Harol6 R. Counter top pneumatic conveyor terminal. 272,076,

1-3-84. CI. 018-35.000.

Grusin. Gerald M., to Dart Industries Inc. Covered food storage con-
tainer. 272,029, 1-3-84, CI. D7-16.000.

GTE Automatic Electric Labs Inc.: See—
Janda. George M., 272,065, CI. D14-61.000.

GTE Products Corporation: See—
Haraden, Thomas; and Hough, Harold L., 272,098, CI. D26-3.O0O.

Hagberg, Bruce E. Combined partition and merchandise display stand.

272.027, 1-3-84, CI. D6- 190.000.

Halm, Hans, to Confon AG. Telephone index. 272,077, 1-3-84, CI.

D19-76.000.

Hara, Kunio. to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. ncture
image memory unit. 272,067, 1-3-84, CI. D14-107.000.

Haraden, Thomas; and Hough, Harold L., to GTE Products Corpora-
tion. Fluorescent lamp or the like. 272.098, 1-3-84, CI. D26-3.000.

Harris, Janet E., personal represenutive: See—
Harris, John M.; and Harris, Janet E., personal representative,

272,041, CI. D8-33O.O0O.

Harris, John M.; and by Harris, Janet E., personal representative. Lock
unit. 272.041, 1-3-84, CI. D8-33O.00O.

Hastings. Clayton, Tucker & Craig, Inc.: See—
Sevan, Mark H.; and Kief, Garry C, 272,026, CI. D6- 186.000.

Hosid, Jack B. Massage device. 272,090, 1-3-84, CI. D24-36.000.
Hough, Harold L.: See—

Haraden, Thomas; and Hough, Harold L., 272,098, CI. D26-3.00O.
Ikeda, Masaomi: See—

Tsutsumi. Yotaro; and Ikeda, Masaomi, 272,047, CI. D9-4I5.000.
Ion Systems. Inc.: See—

Gehlke. Stephen J. S., 272,086, CI. D23-149.000.
Ito, Yoshio: See—

Moriai. Yasuharu; Ito, Yoshio; and Sakatani, Atsushi, 272,061, CI.

D 13-24.000.

Jablonski, Bertha O., executor: See—
Jablonski, Carl T., deceased; and Jablonski, Bertha O., executor,

272,080, CI. D22-27.0OO.
Jablonski, Carl T., deceased; and by Jablonski, Bertha O., executor.

Fishing lure. 272,080, 1-3-84, CI. D22-27.000.
Jackson, Donald E., to Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Company, The. Tire

tread and buttress. 272,051, 1-3-84, CI. D12-142.000.
Jackson, Donald E., to Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Company, The. Tire

tread and buttress. 272,052, 1-3-84, CI. D12-142.000.
Janda, George M., to GTE Automatic Electric Labs Inc. Wall tele-

phone base housing. 272,065, 1-3-84, CI. D14-6I.000.
Kangas, Timothy J., to PACCAR Inc. Combined truck cab roof and

deflector. 272,058, 1-3-84, CI. D 12- 156.000.

Kaufman, Jack W. Disposable swab applicator package with standby
reservoir. 272.091, 1-3-84, CI. D24-34.000.

Keller, Rogenald J. Deep-sea fisherman's chair. 272,017, 1-3-84, CI.

D6-26.000.
Kief, Garry C: See—

Bevan, Mark H.; and Kief, Garry C, 272,026, CI. D6- 1 86.000.

Larsen, Reid S., to Midwest International, Inc. Chair mounted televi-

sion housing. 272,066, 1-3-84, CI. D14-77.000.
Larsson. Torsten. to Aktiebolaget Bofors. Quick hitch for earth han-

dling tools. 272.069, 1-3-84, CI. D 1 5-28.000.

Larsson. Torsten. to Aktiebolaget Bofors. Quick hitch for earth han-
dling tools. 272.070. 1-3-84, CI. D 1 5-28.000.

Leech. Lon B.: See—
MacAleese. George K.; and Leech, Lon B., 272,084, CI. D23-

94.000.

Leguay, Jacques: See—
Baconet, Daniel; Leguay, Jacques; and Morizur, Jean-Yves,

272,071, CI. D15-30.000.
Lehner. Daniel F.: See-

Bell. Ted A.; and Lehner, Daniel F., 272,059, CI. D 12- 1 9 1.000.

MacAleese. George K.; and Leech. Lon B., to American Standard Inc.

Fireplace insert or the Uke. 272.084, 1-3-84, CI. D23-94.000.
Martell. Gregg. Combined paper guide and work table for typewriter.

272,075. 1-3-84, Q. D 18- 12.000.

Masco Corporation of Indiana: See—
Coons, John C; and Beiriae, Jean M., 272.064. CI. D14-53.000.

Masuda, Tenio. to France Bed Co.. Ltd. Chiropractic body massager.
272.092. 1-3-84. Q. D24-36.000.

Mauushiu Electric Works, Ltd.: See-
Abe. Noboni; and Seiffert, Florian. 272.101, CI. D28- 12.000.

Mattheis, Harley H.. to Riadon Corporation. Dispensing container for

deodorants or the like. 272.046. 1-3-84, CI. D9-377.000.
Mayer. Joseph B.; and Chap. John P.. to Selflx. Inc. Support bracket.

272.023. 1-3-84. Q. D6- 125.000.

McMillin, Ansul E. Slip joint sink plumbing wrench. 272,035, 1-3-84,
CI. D8-22.000.

Mead Corporation, The: See—
Stout, James T., 272,048, CI. D9-433.000. •

'

Midwest International, Inc.: See—
Larsen, Reid S., 272,066, CI. D14-77.000.

MUler, Allen D.: See—
Suhajda, John I.; Corba, Robert E.; Davenport. Richard L.; and

Miller, Allen D., 272,081. CI. D23- 17.000.

Mitcham, Michael P.: See—
Mitcham, William D.; and Mitcham, Michael P.. 272.014. CI.

D2-420.000.
Mitcham, William D.; and Mitcham. Michael P. Tie tack. 272.014.

1-3-84, CI. D2-420.000.
Morehouse, Laurence E. Chair. 272,019, 1-3-84, CI. D6-47.000.
Moriai, Yasuharu; Ito, Yoshio; and Sakatani, Atsushi, to Tokai Electric
Wire Co., Ltd. Connector housing. 272,061, 1-3-84, CI. Dl 3-24.000.

Morizur, Jean-Yves: See—
Baconet, Daniel; Leguay. Jacques; and Morizur. Jean-Yves.

272,071, CI. D 15-30.000.

Muench, Rudolph E., to Fasco Controls Corporation. Combined spacer
and foldable lock for wires or the like. 272,042, 1-3-84. CI. D8-
356.000.

Nanba, Masumi, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Compact
nuorescent lamp. 272,096, 1-3-84. CI. D26-3.000.

Nanba, Masumi, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Compact
fluorescent lamp. 272,097, 1-3-84, CI. D26-3.000.

Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ekuan, Kenji, 272,063, CI. D14-14.000.

Ogata, Haniki: See—
Shibata. Masamitsu; and Ogata, Haniki, 272,062, CI. D14-1 1.000.

Olivan, Alfred. Slide for transferring invalid between wheel chair and
auto seat. 272,102, 1-3-84, CI. 034-32.000.

PACCAR Inc.: See—
Kangas, Timothy J.. 272,058. CI. D 12- 156.000.

Parr, Erwin W., to Ziphron. Inc. Pressurized dispensing container.
272,045, 1-3-84, CI. D9-300.000.

Poclain, Societe Anonyme francaise: See—
Baconet, Daniel; Leguay, Jacques; and Morizur, Jean-Yves,

272,071, CI. D 15-30.000.

Pretty Products, Inc.: See—
Bell, Ted A.; and Lehner, Daniel F.. 272,059, CI. D12-191.000.

Price, Norris. Combined vibrator and hopper for a mortar applying
machine. 272,068, 1-3-84, CI. D 15- 13.000.

Puccini, John L. Tool for imprinting flsh scale patterns in fresh con-
crete. 272,037, 1-3-84, CI. D8-45.000.

RGG, Inc.: Sec-
Ruff, Stanley, 272,021, CI. D6-96.000.

Rhea. Richard L. Swimming trunks. 272.010. 1-3-84, CI. D2-42.000.
Rhoades, Betty L.: See—

Rhoades, Deo A.; and Rhoades, Betty L., 272.085. CI. D23- 13 1.000.

Rhoades, Deo A.; and Rhoades, Betty L. Dustless ash container or
similar article. 272,085, 1-3-84, CI. D23- 13 1.000.

Richards, Diane L. Gift wrapping paper. 272,103, 1-3-84. CI. D59-
2.00C.

Richardson. Charles C. Open end wrench. 272.036. 1-3-84, CI. D8-
28.000.

Risdon Corporation: See—
Mattheis, Harley H., 272,046, CI. D9-377.000.

Ruff, Stanley, to RGG, Inc. Dispenser for plastic fllm material and the
like. 272,021. 1-3-84. CI. D6-96.000.

S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc.: See—
Suhajda, John I.; Corba, Robert E.; Davenport, Richard L.; and

Miller, Allen D., 272,081, CI. D23- 17.000.

Saidat, Richard B., to Fischer Industries, Inc. Electric violin. 272,074,
1-3-84, CI. D17-17.000.

Sakatani, Atsushi: See—
Moriai, Yasuharu; Ito, Yoshio; and Sakatani, Atsushi, 272,061, CI.

D 13-24.000.

Sallis, Daniel V.: See-
Wolf, James L.; and Sallis, Daniel V., 272.094. CI. D24-62.000.

Sato, Katsumi, to Tomy Kogyo Co., Inc. Hand holdable housing for

game. 272,078, 1-3-84, CI. D21-13.000.
Saucier, Marcel. Baby's fork. 272,033, 1-3-84, CI. D7-141.000.
Scanlan, Arthur F. Hinge. 272,040, 1-3-84, CI. D8-327.O0O.
SEB: See—

Beugnot, Bernard, 272,034, CI. D7-36O.00O.
Seiffert, Florian: See—

Abe, Noboru; and Seiffert. Florian. 272.101. CI. D28-12.000.
Selfix, Inc.: See—

Mayer, Joseph B.; and Chap, John P.. 272.023. CI. D6- 125.000.

Shaffer, Melvin E. Nutcracker cup. 272.032. 1-3-84, CI. D7-98.000.

Shibata. Masamitsu; and Ogata, Haniki, to Victor Company of Japan
Limited. Video Upe cassette. 272.062, 1-3-84. CI. D14-1 1.000.

Simons, Sanford L. Portable laboratory mixer. 272,088. 1-3-84, CI.

D24-8.000.
Singer Company. The: See—

Dicke, WUliam C, 272,038, CI. D8-7 1.000.

Sleith. Robert W., to Suburban Plastics, Incorporated. Bowl. 272,030,
1-3-84, CI. D7-28.000.

Smith, Robert M., to Coming Glass Works. Clinical chemistry an^y-
zcr. 272,087, 1-3-84, CI. D24- 1.100.

^
Stairs, Henry M.. Jr.. to American Standard Inc. Grab bar for bathtubs

or the like. 272,039. 1-3-84, CI. D8-3 15.000.

Stout, James T., to Mead Corporation, The. Article carrier blank.

272,048, 1-3-84, CI. D9-433.000.
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Suburban Plastics, Incorporated: See—
Sleith, Robert W., 272,030, CI. D7-28.O0O.

Suhajda, John I.; Corba, Robert E.; Davenport, Richard L.; and Miller.
Allen D, to S. C. Johnson A Son, Inc. Trigger sprayer. 272,081
1-3-84, CI. D23- 17.000.

«« k ^

Teague, Joseph C. Combined bathroom towel support and storage
device. 272.022, 1-3-84, CI. D6- 100.000.

Thompson, Robert V. Stool. 272,018, 1-3-84, CI. D6-32.000.
Tokai Electric Wire Co., Ltd.: See—

Moriai, Yasuharu; Ito, Yoshio; and Sakatani, Atsushi, 272,061. CI.
D 13-24.000.

Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Hara, Kunio, 272,067, CI. D14-107.000.

" Nanba, Masumi, 272.096, CI. D26-3.000.
Nanba, Masumi, 272,097, CI. D26-3.000.

Tomy Kogyo Co., Inc.: See-
Sato, Katsumi, 272,078, CI. D2 1-1 3.000.

Toyo Seikan Kaisha, Ltd.: See—
Tsutsumi, Yotaro; and Ikeda, Masaomi. 272,047, CI. D9-4 15.000

Tremiti. Fred A., Jr. Boat. 272.060, 1-3-84, CI. D 1 2-3 15.000.

Trevisani, Jean P.. to Uniroyal, Inc. Stripes portion of a shoe upper.
272,012, 1-3-84. CI. D2-314000.

"^
TsuUumi, Yotaro; and Ikeda, Masaomi, to Toyo Seikan Kaisha, Ltd

Bag for holding liquid. 272,047, 1-3-84. CI D9.4I5 000
Uniroyal Inc.: See—

Candiliotis, Gerassimos C , 272,053, CI DI2- 146.000
Trevisani, Jean P., 272,012, CI. D2-3I4.000.

Varela, Jose Wall puiel. 272.095. 1-3-84, CI. D25-80 000
Victor Company of Japan Limited: See—

Shibata, Masamitsu; and Ogata, Haniki. 272,062, CI. D 1 4- 11.000
Wagner, Walter: See—

Gibbs, Terence E.; and Wagner, Walter. 272,050, CI DlO-106.000.
Wilcockson, Brian: See—

Bocchini, William R.; and Wilcockson, Brian, 272.083, CI D23-
48.000.

Wolf, James L.; and Sallis, Daniel V . to Advanced Technology Prod-
ucts, Inc. Pressurized medicament dispenser and monitor. 272.094.
1-3-84, CI. D24-62.000.

Ziphron, Inc.: See-
Parr, Erwin W., 272,045, CI 09-300000.

Zonnenberg, Martin B P Molded poultry stnp or similar article
272,009. 1-3-84. CI. DI-13.000

imiiu mnicie.

LIST OF PLANT PATENTEES
Armstrong Nurseries, Inc.: See-

Swim, Herbert C; and Christensen, Jack E., 5,168, CI. 16.000.

Briggs, Carroll G., to Upjohn Company, The. Tomato plant. 5,171,
1-3-84, CI. 89.000.

Christensen, Jack E.: See-
Swim, Herbert C; and Christensen, Jack E., 5,168, CI. 16.000.

Gessellschaftsvertrag uber die Erfindergemeinschaft "OPTIMARA":
See—
Holtkamp, Reinhold, 5,170, CI. 69.000.

Holtkamp, Reinhold, to Gessellschaftsvertrag uber die Erfindergemein-
schaft "OPTIMARA" Afncan violet plant. 5,170. I •3-84. CI 69 000

L. Daehnfcldt Ltd.: See—
Schelbeck, Erland V , 5.169, CI 68.000

Schelbeck, Erland V
, to L Daehnfcldt Ltd Begonia plant named

Connie. 5,169, 1-3-84, CI. 68.000
Swim, Herbert C; and Chnstensen. Jack E , to Armstrong Nurseries,

Inc. Rose plant cv Arocad. 5,168, 1-3-84, CI 16000
Upjohn Company, The; See—

Bnggs. Carroll G . 5,171, CI 89000.

LIST OF DEFENSIVE PUBLICATIONS
APPLICANTS TO WHOM

DEFENSIVE PUBLICATIONS WERE ISSUED ON THE 3rd DAY OF
'

JANUARY, 1984

Published at the request of the applicant or owner in accordance with the Notice of Dec. 16, 1969, 869 O G 687.

Baum^Willwm N^^ej- .p^^ increasing and latent image subilizing compounds, silver halide

0.541-1210^ ' •
^""'"O"'. "d photographic elemenU. T103.803. 1-3-84. CI

Freeman, John P.
'-. See— S*i-n\ 000.

Lok, Roger; Freeman. John P.; and Baum, William N., TI03,803,
"addox, Randall A.: See—

CI. 548-121.000. Grant, Duane E.; and Maddox, Randall A . TI03,801, CI
Grant, Duane E.; and Maddox, Randall A. Mirror multiplexor for linear 250-578.000.

image sensors. T103,801, 1-3-84, CI. 250-578.000. Rinaldi, Joseph. Magnification lens for date dial in a wnstwatch
Lok, Roger; Freeman, John P.; and Baum, William N. Photographic T103,802, 1-3-84, CI 350-114 000
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CLASSinCATION OF PATENTS
ISSUED JANUARY 3, 1984

Note —First number, claas; second number, su'bclass; third number, patent number

CLASS2
49 R

416
4,423,523

4,423.524

CLASS3
1.5 4.423.525

CLASS4
252 R
288
613
656

4,423.526

4.423.527

4,423.528

4.423.529

CLASS!
94.18 4.424.059

115.5 4.424.060
493 4,424,061

CLASS 12

I A 4,423.530

CLASS IS

182 4.423.532
187 4,423,531
246 4,423,533
410 4,423.534

CLASS 1<

85 4,423,535
197 4,423,536
258 4.423,537

CLASS 24

27 4,423,538
143 A 4,423,539

CLASS 29

117 4,423,541

231 4,423,542
433 4.423.543
460 4,423,540
527.2 4,423,544
568 4,423.545

4,423,546
571 4,423,547
591 4,423,548
597 4,423.549
603 4.423,550

CLASS 30

142 4,423,551
2% A 4,423,552
355 4,423,553

CLASS 33

169 B 4,423,554
174 O 4,423,555
180 R 4.423,556

CLASS 34

56 4.423.557
57 A 4.423,558

CLASS 37

58 4,423.559
1 16 4.423.560

CLASS3a
23 4.423.561

CLASS40
107 4,423,562
533 4,423,563

CLASS 43

121 4,423,564

CLASS 44

I SR 4,424,062
56 4,424,063

CLASS 46

8 4,423,565

CLASS 4a

197 A 4,424,064
197 R 4,424,065

CLASS 49

352 4,423.566

CLASS Sl

31 R 4.423.567
72 R 4.423.568

101 LO 4,423,569
165.88 4,423,570

170 TL
295

4.423.571

4.424.066

94
145

171

202

211

235
403
407

519
825

CLASS S2

4.423.572

4,423.573

4.423.577

4,423,574

4.423.575

4.423.576

4,423.578

4.423.579

4,423.580

4.423.581

4,423,382

CLASS S3

373 4,423,583
413 4.423.584
451 4.423,585

CLASS SS

4,424,06716

38

226
378

4.424,068

4.424.069

4,424,070

CLASS S7

22 4.423,586
58.86 4,423,587

127.5 4,423,588
293 4,423,589
354 4,423,590

CLASS 99

80 4,423,591

CLASS CO

39.161

39.28

261

527
547.1

547.3

641.8

4,423,592

4,423.593

4,423.594

4,423.595

4,423.5%
4,423.597

4,423,598

4.423.599

CLASS 62

4,423.600

4.423.601

4,423,602

4,423,603

4,423,604

4.423.605

62

82

238.6

324.1

341

467 R

CLASS 6S

337 4,424,071

CLASS 66

13 4.423,606

CLASS <•

23.2 4,423,607
23.3 4.423,608

212 4,423.609

CLASS 70

18

455
4,423,610

4,423,611

CLASS 71

28 4.424.072
92 4,424,073

CLASS 72

35 4,423,612
53 4,423,613

115 4,423,614
326 4.423.615
348 4,423,616
356 4,423,617
370 4.423.618
393 4,423.619
430 4.423.620

CLASS 73

35

49.5

61 R
119 A
155

188

215
290 R
295

4,423,621

4,423,622

4.423.623

4,423,624

4,423,625

4.423.626

4.423,627

4,423,628

4.423.629

379

431

462
487
587

593

622
642
646
749

862.42

86265
863.86

2

331

710
810

4.423.630

4,423,631

4.423,632

4,423,633

4.423,634

4,423,635

4,423,636

4,423.637

4.424.311

4,423.638

4,423.639

4.423.640

4.423,641

CLASS 74

4.423,642

4,423,643

4,423,644

4.423,643

CLASS 76

108 R 4,423,646

CLASS II

57.34 4,423,647

4,423,648
57.39 4,423,649

CLASS 12

I C 4,423.650
2.5 4,423.651

CLASS 13

24 4,423.652
820 4.423,653
869 Re31,479

CLASSM
1.15 4,423.654
119 4.423.655

188 4.423.656
207 4,423,657
453 4,423,658
486 4,423,659

CLASSM
1.5 R 4,423,660
1.819 4,423,661

8 4,423,662
40 A 4,423,663

CLASS 91

I 4,423,664
369 B 4,423,665

CLASS 92

168 4,423,666

?61 4,423,667

CLASS 99

2.12 4,423,668
36 4,423,669

CLASS 99

275 4,423,670
486 4,423,671

CLASS 100

4 4,423,672
28 4,423,673
99 4,423.674

CLASS 101

4,423,67593.04

211

232
248
269

318
451

4,423,676

4,423.677

4.423.678

4.423.679

4.423,680

4,423,681

275.2

481

CLASS 102

4,423,682

4,423,683

CLASSIC*
7 R 4,423,684

CLASS lOS

150 4,423,685

CLASS 106

90 4,424,074

4,424,075

4.424.076

287.12

287.17

290 4,424,077

CLASS lOi

20 4,423,686

CLASS 109

50 4,423.687

CLASS 110

4,423,6(1245

347

262 3

272

274

324

405

61

148

199

343

52

404
715

4,423,689

CLASS 112

4,423,690

4,423,691

4.423,692

4,423,693

4,423,694

CLASS 114

4.423,695

4,423,696

4,423,697

4.423,698

CLASS 111

4,423,699

4,423,700

4,423,701

CLASS 122

5 4,423.702
510 4.423,703

CLASS 123

25 R
41.02

52 M
196 AB
196 R
198 F
228

242

321

357

407

501

557

4,423,704

4,423,705

4,423,706

4,423,708

4,423,707

4,423,709

4,423,710

4,423,711

4,423,712

4,423,713

4,423,714

4,423,715

4.423,716

78

CLASS 124

4.423,717

CLASS 126

438 4,423,718

4,423,719

CLASS ir
50 4,424,078

CLASS 129

80C
92 EC
132 R
202.22

203 15

20715
303 1

303.15

310
334 R

'335

419 P
419 PO
460
594
633
661

672
719
748

768

4,423,720

4,423,721

4,423,722

4,423,723

4,423,724

4,423,725

4,423,726

4,423,727

4,423,728

4,423,729

4,423,730

4,423,731

4,423,732

4,423,733

4,423,734

4,423,735

4,423,736

4,423,737

4,423,738

4,423,739

4,423,740

4,423,741

CLASS 131

84 C 4,423,742
231

336

4

5

10

254
62

4,423,743

4,423,744

CLASS 134

4.424,079

4,424,010

4,424,011

4,424,012

4,423,745

43

85

315

413
544

557

623 41

CLASS 137

4.423,746

4,423,747

4.423,748

4,423,749

4,423.750

Rc3l.4a0
4,423,751

4.423.732

CLASSM
89 4,423,753
93 4,423.754

CLASS 139

383 A 4,423,755
448 4,423,756

CLASS 149

123 4,423,757

CLASS 144

34 E Re 31,481
176 4.423,758
193 R 4,423,759

CLASS 141

12 E 4,424,0(3
417 4,424,094

CLASS 149

19 1 4.424,013
19 3 4.424,096
21 4.424,017

CLASS 1S2

209 R 4.423,760

CLASS IS«

4.424,0(8

4,424,090

4,424,0(9

4.424,091

4.424.092

4,424,093

4,424,094

4.424.095

4.424.096

4.424,097

87

89

135

234
391

497

513

629
643

656

CLASS ir
128 4.423.761

CLASS IS9

I W 4.424,098

CLASS 164

37 4.423, /62

114 Re 31,4(2
316 4,423,763
528 4,423.764

CLASS 168

12 4.423,765

13 4.423.766
81 4.423,767
84 4,423,768

109 T 4,423,769
134 R 4,423,770
151 4,423,771

166 4,423.772

CLASS 166

51 4.423.773
77 5 4.423.774
84 4.423,775

4,423,776
120 4,423,777
134 4,423,778
250 4,423,779
308 4,423,780
312 4,423,781

321 4,423,782
382 4,423,783

CLASS 169

62 4,423,7(4

CLASS 172

4,423,7853

49 5

142

427

585

4,423,7(6

4,423,7(7

4,423,7((

4,423,7(9

750 4.423,790

CLASS 174

16 BH
36

52 R
53

65 R
67

6(5

73 R
(4 R
92

4,424,402

4,424,403

4,424,404

4,424,405

4,424,406

4,424,407

4,424,40(

4,424,409

4,424,410

4,424,411

4,424,412

CLASS 179

4,423,79165

CLASS IT7

23 4,423.792
211 4,423,793

CLASS 171

17 R 4,424,413
22 11 4,424,414

CLASS 179

2 E 4,424,4
1'7

KBC 4,424,4 1 (

HIE 4,424,419
164 4,424,420
175 3 R 4,424,421

CLASS 190

165 4,423,794
215 4,423,795

CLASS 111

151 Re 31,4(3

CLASS 112

I 4,423,796
204 4.423.797

CLASS ir
« 75 4,423, 79(

57 4.423.799

CLASS in
277

322 14

377

4,423,100

4,423,(01

4.423,102

CLASS 192

3 29 4.423,(03
109 R 4,423,(04

CLASS 194

1 G 4,423,105

CLASS 191

339 4,423,(06
425 4,423,107
477 4,423,(0(

CLASS 100

31 R
44

50 AA
6161
144 B
147 A
264

4,424,423

4,424,424

4,424.425

4.424.426

4.424.427

4.424.42(

4,424,429

CLASS JOI

41 4,424,099

CLASS 30*

15915
192 C
192 E
192 N
192 R
22(
256

4,424,100

4,424,101

4,424,102

4,424,104

4,424,103

4,424,105

4,424,106

5 I

I5(

362 3

3(7

506

CLASS 306

4,423.109

4.423.(10

4.423.811

4.423,(12

4,423,(13

CLASS 300

4,424,107

PI 45
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SLE 4.424.108

10 4,424,110

4.424,111

11 LE 4.424,112

4,424.113

86 4,424.114
89 4.424,1 IS

120 4,424.116
211 4.424,117

4.424.118

2SIR 4.424.119

253 4,424,120
234 R 4,424.121

CLASS 309

3.3 4,423.814
166 4.424,122

4,424.123
214 4,424.124

633 4.423.813

CLASS 310

104 4,424.123
193.1 4.424.126
198.2 4.424.127

238 4.424.128

388 4,424,129

331 4.424,130

634 4.424,131

800 4,424,132

CLASS 311

49 D 4.423.818

183 4.423.816

187 4.423.817

CLASS 315

232 4.423.819
232 4.423.820

329 4,423,821

363 4,423,822

CLASS 319

10.33 F 4,424.430

4,424,431

69 E 4,424,432

69 W 4,424,433

99 4,424,434
121 LD 4,424,433

137 R 4,424,436
203 4,424,422

364 4,424,437
491 4,424,438
301 4.424.439

CLASS 330

77 4.423,823

281 4.423,824
316 4,423,823

CLASS 331

too 4.423.826
129 4,423,827

4,423,828

CLASS 333

93 4.423,829
146 C 4.423.830
183 4.423.831
203 4.423.832
391 4,423,833

CLASS 334

131 4,423,834

CLASS 335

2 4,423,833
96 4,423,836

CLASS 337

67 4,423.837

CLASS 339

1 4.423.838

4,423,839

3 4,423,840
383 4.423.841

4,423.842

4,423,843

CLASS 341

33 4,423,844
261.3 4,423.843

CLASS 343

107 4,423,846
200 4,423,847

CLASS 344

123 R 4.423.848

CLASS 340

163 4,423,849
181 4.423,830
362 4,423.831

CLASS 350

306
323B

4,424,440
4.424,441

236
252.1

270
308

363 S

397

461.1

492.2

4.424.442

4,424,443

4,424,444

4,424,445

4,424,446

4,424,447

4,424,448

4,424.449

4.424.450

CLASS 353

8.03 4,424,133

8.35 D 4,424.135
8.8 4.424,134

41 4,424.136

182 4,424,137
309 4,424,145

522 R 4.424,146
575 4.424,147

628 4,424,148

629 4,424.149

CLASS 254

264
390

4.423,852

4.423,853

CLASS 356

13.1 4,423,854

CLASS 3(0

112R
123.5

148

149

156

157

205
239 AA
239.3 R
239.5

380
397.2

409

429 R
429.2

464
465 D
465 G
505 C
303 R
937
985

4,424,150

4,424,151

4,424.152

4,424,153

4,424,154

4.424,155

4,424,156

4,424,158

4,424,157

4,424,159

4,424.160

4.424.161

4,424,162

4,424.163

4.424,164

4,424,165

4.424,166

4,424,168

4,424,167

4.424,170

4,424.169

4,424.172

4.424.173

CLASS 364

1.5

2.1

7

24
40.1

44
51

54

138

221

235
334

4,424.174

4,424,175

4,424,176

4,424.177

4,424,178

4,424,179

4.424,180

4,424,181

4.424,182

4,424.183

4.424.184

4.424.185

CLASS 366

74 4,423,855
106 4.423,856
262 4.423.857
270 4.423,858

CLASS 367

119 4,423.859

CLASS 268

10 4.424.109

CLASS 369

180 4.423.860

CLASS 372

61 4,423.861
67 4,423.862
73 4.423,863
97 4.423,864
123 4,423.865
125 4.423.866

CLASS rs
68 4.423,867
72 R 4.423,868
73 C 4,423.869
85 G 4,423.870
86 R 4,423,871

121 A 4.423,872
163 A 4,423,873
171 4,423,874
186 C 4,423,875
294 4,423,876
317 4,423.877

CLASS 377

1 4.423.878
96.1 4,423.879

4

62

CLASS 279

4.423.880

4.423,881

CLASS 280

33.99 B 4,423,882

96 4,423,883

405 A 4,423,884
423 B 4.423,885
496 4,423,886

802 4,423,887

CLASS 2*1

45 4,423.888

CLASS 2S5

39 4,423,889
189 4,423,890

305 4,423,891

319 4,423,892

334 4,423.893

CLASS 2>9

17 4,423,894

CLASS 290

4,424.451

4,424,452

34

55

CLASS 292

36 4,423,895
284 4,423,896

288 4,423.897

CLASS 294

9 4,423,898

CLASS 296

4,423,8993

37,14

78.1

214

4,423,900

4,423,901

4,423,902

CLASS 297

89 4,423,903
341 4,423.904

391 4,423,905

CLASS 299

2 4.423,906

I

4,423,907
' 4,423,908

CLASS 303

23 R 4,423,909

CLASS 305

54 4,423,910

CLASS 307

112
140

243

268
350
361

415
471

476
491

603

4,424,453

4,424,454

4,424,455

4,424,456

4,424,457

4,424,458

4,424,459

4.424,460
Re.3 1,485

4,424,461

4,424,462

CLASS 308

6 4,423,911

CLASS 310

49 R 4,424,463
68 D 4,424,464

335 4,424,465

CLASS 312

30 4,423.912
107 4.423.913
333 4,423,914

CLASS 313

4,424,466

4,424,467

CLASS 315

Re.3 1,486

4.424,468

4.424,469

433
467

205

222
411

CLASS 318

6 4,424.470
138 4.424,471
568 4,424,472

4,424,473
798 4,424,474
803 4,424,475

CLASS 320

36 4,424,476
61 4.424,477

CLASS 322

63 4.424.478

CLASS 324

52

60C
72

79 D
95
137

225
307

309
396
424
433

155

263

278
286

4.424,479

4.424.480

4.424,481

4,424,482

4,424,483

4,424,484

4,424,485

4.424,486

4,424,487

4,424.488

4.424,489

4.424,490

4.424.491

CLASS 328

4,424.492

CLASS 330

4.424,493

4,424,494

4,424,495

4,424,496

CLASS 331

1 A 4,424,497

CLASS 333

18 4,424,498

28 R 4,424,499
128 4,424,500

CLASS 335

193 4,424,501

CLASS 336

57 4,424,502
60 4,424.503
83 4,424,504
90 4,424,505

CLASS 337

365 4,424,506

CLASS 338

22 R 4,424,507
35 4,424.508

CLASS 339

32 R
59 M
64M
97 P

143 R
252 R
256 SP

4.423,915

4,423,916

4,423,917

4,423,918

4,423,919

4,423,920

4,423,921

CLASS 340

52 E 4,424,509
304 4,424,510
664 4,424,512
805 4,424,513
825.52 4,424,514

CLASS 343

715 4,424,515
763 4,424,516
771 4,424,517

CLASS 346

75 4.424,518

108 4,424,519
140 R 4,424,520

4,424,521

154 4,424,522
160 4,424.523

4.424.524

CLASS 350

96 15 4,423,922

4,423,923
96.16 4,423,924
96.31 4,423.925

292 4,423,926
331 R 4,423,927
335 4,423,928

4,423,929

CLASS 351

160 R 4.423.930
206 4,423.931

207 4.423,932

CLASS 353

27 R 4,423,933

CLASS 354

106 4.423,938
122 4,423,939
149 4,423,940
195 4,423,941

266 4,423,942
275 4.423.943
299 4.423,944
313 4,423,945
319 4.423,946
320 4,423,947
324 Re.31.484

402 4.423.935
403 4.423.936
412 4,423,934
446 4,423,937

CLASS 355

3TR 4,423.951

14 D 4.423,948
14 R 4,423,949
15 4,423,930
38 4,423.932
70 4,423,933
73 4.423.934
99 4,423,935
110 4,423.956

CLASS 356

153 4,423,957
375 4,423,938
400 4.423.939

CLASS 357

23 4,424.325
29 4.424.526
71 4.424.527

CLASS 358

39 4.424.528
88 4.424,529
96 4,424,330
100 4.424.531
120 4.424,532
167 4,424.533
287 4,424,534
294 4,424.535

CLASS 360

51 4,424.'536

66 4,424.537
68 4.424,538
69 4,424,539
71 4,424.340
75 4.424.541

121 4.424.542
135 4,424.543

CLASS 361

56 4,424,544
91 4.424,545
119 4,424,546
127 4,424,547
152 4.424,548
230 4,424,549
236 4.424.550
302 4,424.551

306 4.424,552
427 4.424,533

CLASS 362

363 4,424,354
419 4,424,335

CLASS 363

17 4,424,556
98 4,424,557
124 4,424,338
144 4,424,360

CLASS 364

131 4,424,359
200 4,424,561

4,424,562

4,424,363

4,424,364

4,424.363
405 4,424,366

4,424,367
431.07 4,424,368
474 4,424.569
520 4,424,570
806 4,424.571
900 4.424.572

4,424,573

4,424,374

4.424.575

4,424.576

CLASS 365

36 4.424,577
104 4,424,578
105 4,424,579
121 4,424,580
154 4.424,581

189 4,424,382

CLASS 366

75 4,423,960

183 4,423,961
279 4,423,962

CLASS 368

68 4,423,963
74 4.423,964
78 4,423,965

263 4,423,966

CLASS 369

126 4,424,383

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS

79

89

97

CLASS 372

4,424.592

4,424,385

CLASS 373

4,424,384

CLASS 374

138 4,423,967
170 4,423,968

CLASS 376

211 4,424.186
245 4,424,187

CLASS 378

197 4,424.386

CLASS 381

24 4,424.416

39 4,424,413

CLASS 383

4,424,587

4,424,588

4,424,589

4,424.590

48

61

68

CLASS 400

124 4,423.969
141.1 4,423,970
144.2 4,423,971

133 4,423,972
208 4,423,973
242 * 4,423,974
616 4,423.973

CLASS 403

80 L 4,423,976

CLASS 403

232.1 4,423,977
234 4.423,978

CLASS 404

69
83

4,423,979

4,423,980

CLASS 405

133 4,423,981
195 4,423,982

4.423.983

4.423.984
224 4.423.985
259 4.423,986

CLASS 406

56
123

4,423,987

4.423,988

CLASS 408

197 4,423,989

CLASS 409

132

200

223

4,423,990

4,423,991

CLASS 411

4,423,992

CLASS 414

17 4,423,993
22 4.423.994
43 4.423,993

391 4,423,996
697 4,423,997
730 4,423,998
744 A 4,423,999
780 4,424,000

CLASS d6
92 4,424,001

111 4,424,002
241 B 4,424,003
244 A 4,424,004

CLASS 417

53 4,424,005

234 4,424,006

360 4,424,007

364 4.424,008

394 4.424.009
420 4,424,010
477 4,424,011
507 4,424,012

CLASS 418

48
104

4,424.013

4,424,014

CLASS 433

20
27

46
65

109

248

4,424,188

4,424,189

4,424,190

4,424,191

4,424,192

4,424.193

CLASS 433

I 4.424.194

10 4.424.195

166 4.424.196

244 4.424.197

341 4.424.198

349 4.424.199

CLASS 424

1.1 4.424.200

3 4.424.201

to 4.424.202

52 4,424.203

63 4.424.204

72 4.424.205

101 4.424.206

177 4,424.207

4,424,208

110 4,424,209

4,424,210

4,424.211

181 4.424,212

184 4,424.213

200 4,424.214

210 4,424.215

211 4,424,216

216 4.424.217

238 4.424.218
248.54 4.424.219

230 4,424.220

4.424.221

4.424.222

256 4,424.223

4,424,224

4,424.225

363 4.424.226

270 4.424,227

4.424.228

273 R 4.424.229

274 4,424,230

4.424,231

279 4,424,232

388 4,424.233

308 4.424.374

317 4,424.234

319 4,424.235

CLASS 425

138 4,424,015

144 4,424,016

CLASS 426

231 4,424.236

653 4,424,237

CLASS 437

381 4.424,238

PI 47

3883
393.5

443 1

4,424.239

4,424.240

4.424.241

CLASS 438

35

36

40

63

138

172

195

198

209

215

283

347

370

451

461

530

4.424.242

4.424.243

4.424.244

4.424.243

4,424.246

4,424.247

4.424.248

4.424,249

4.424.230

4.424.251

4.424.252

4,424.253

4,424,254

4,424,255

4.424.256

4,424.257

4,424,258

4,424.259

4,424.260

4,424.261

CLASS 429

8 4.424.262

88 4.424.263
179 4.424,264

CLASS 430

28 4,424,265

59 4,424.266

66 4.424.267

83 4.424.268

94 4.424.269

166 4,424,270

315 4.424.271

507 4.424.272

529 4.424.273

CLASS 431

3 4.424,017

288 4,424.018

307 4,424.019

359 4,424,020

CLASS 433

5- 4.424,022

14 4.424.021

19 4,424.023

90 4.424,024

120 4,424.025

125 4.424.026

233 4.424.027

234 4.424.028

CLASS 433

3 4,424.029

18 4,424,030

4,424,031

19 4,424,032

20 4,424,033

40 4.424.034

73 4.424.035

1 16 4,424.036

173 4,424.037

CLASS 434

2 4,424,038
189 4.424,039

233 4.424,040

CLASS 435

144 4,424.274

160 4,424,275

CLASS 436

50 4,424,276

1 10 4,424,277

501 4,424,278

534 4,424.279

CLASS 440

3 4,424,041

44 4,424,042

CLASS 441

81 4.424.043

CLASS 445

35 4.424.044

CLASS 455

47 4.424.593

180 4.424.594

289 4.424,591

CLASS 464

52 4,424,045

74 4,424,046

145 4,424,047

CLASS 474

82 4,424,048

201 4,424,049

231 4,424.050

CLASS 493

37 4.424.051

444 4.424.052

CLASS 501

84 4.424.280

89 4.424.281

CLASS 502

68 4,424,144
84 4.424,142

117 4.424,139

155 4,424.140

162 4,424,138

205 4,424,141

225 4.424.143

CLASS SIS

700 4,424.282

CLASS 521

32 4,424,283

36 4,424,284

56 4,424,285

58 4,424,286
74 4,424,287
99 4,424,288

'("< 4,424,289

CLASS 524

5 4,424,290

47 4,424,291

88 4,424,292
101 4,424,293

127 4,424,294
414 4,424.171

526 4.424.293

539 4.424.296

714 4.424,297
747 4,424.298

CLASS 525

31

53

58

67

68

127

131

154

1%
211

274

303

438
454

501

528

539

4.424.299

4.424,301

4,424,302

4,424,303

4.424,304

4.424,305

4.424.306

4,424,307

4,424,308

4,424.309

4,424,312

4,424,311

4,424,313

4,424,314

4,424,300

4,424.315

4.424.316

4,424.317

CLASS S26

88 4,424.318

4.424,319

106

128

175

180

220

245

265

277

279

297

301

323 2

348

4,424,320

4,424.321

4.424.322

4,424.323

4.424.324

4,424.325

4,424,326

4,424,310

4,424,328

4,424.327

4.424,331

4,424,329

4,424,330

421

431
4.424.365

4.424.366

CLASS 528

30 4,424,332
75 4,424,333
77 4,424,334

4,424,335
117 4,424,336
274 4,424,337
388 4,424,338

4,424,339

500 4,424.340

501 4.424,341

CLASS 536

6 4 4,424.342
1 3 8 4.424,343
16<» 4.424,344

4.424,345

17 9 4,424,348

20 4,424,346
91 4,424,347

CLASS 542

417 4,424,349

426 4.424,350
4.19 4,424,351

CLASS 544

4.424,352

4,424.353

4.424,354

4

253
299

CLASS 546

35 4,424.355
114 4.424.356

124 4,424,358
207 4,424.357

255 4,424,359

CLASS 548

257 4.424,360

4.424,361259

306

362

373

4.424,362

4.424.363

4.424.364

CLASS 549

74 4,424.367

220 4.424.368
273 4.424.369
373 4,424,370

4,424.371

374 4.424,372

393 4,424.373
407 4.424.389

483 4,424.390

Hi 4.424,391

CLASS 556

436 4,424,392

CLASS 560

21 4,424.393

105 4,424,375

4,424,394
120 4.424.376

133 4,424.395

CLASS 562

456 4.424.396

CLASS 564

91 4,424,377

CLASS 568

374

446
454
473

589

753

783

840
899

902

948

4.424.378

4.424.379

4.424,380

4,424,397

4.424.398

4.424,381

4,424,382

4,424,399

4,424.388

4.424.383

4.424,384

4,424.383

CLASS 570

10« 4,424,386

CLASS 585

20 4,424,400
416 4,424,401
743 4,424,387

CLASS 604

4 4.424.053
1

1

4.424,054

36 4,424,055
5* 4.424,056

88 4.424.037

118 4.424,038

CLASSIFICATION OF DESIGNS
Dl- 13 272,009 180 272.025 330 272.041 272.057 124 272,073 26 272 089D2— 42 272,010 186 272.026 356 272.042 156 272.058 D17- 17 272,074 )4 272,091

272,090

272,092

272,093

276 272,011 190 272.027 382 272.043 191 272.059 D18- 17 272,073 36314 272,012 274 272.028 390 272.044 315 272.060 35 272,076
385 272.013 D7- 16 272.029 D9- 300 272.045 D13- 24 272.061 D19- 76 272,077

39420 272.014 28 272.030 377 272.046 DI4- 11 272.062 D21- 13 272,078
D3- 31 272,015 39 272.031 415 272.047 14 272.063 40 272,079

62 272,094

56 272,016 98 272.032 433 272.048 53 272.064 D22- 27 272,080
D25~ 80 272,095

D6- 26 272.017 141 272.033 D10- 11 272.049 61 272.063 D23- 17 272.081
D26- 1 272,096

32 272.018 360 272.034 106 272.050 77 272.066 26 272.082 272,097

47 272.019 D8- 22 272.035 D12- 142 272.051 107 272.067 48 272.083 272,098
70 272.020 28 272.036 272.052 D15- 13 272.068 94 272,084 D28- 7 272,099
96 272.021 45 272.037 146 272.053 28 272.069 Ml 272.085 272.100
100 272.022 71 272.038 147 272.054 272,070 149 272,086 12 272.101
125 272.023 315 272.039 272.055 30 272,071 D24- 1 1 272.087 D34- 32 272.102

272.024 327 272.040 151 272.056 D16- 1 272,072 8 272.088 D59- 2C 272.103

CLASSIFICATION OF PLANTS
p — 16 5,168 68 5,169 69 5,170 89 5,171

DEFENSIVE PUBLICATIONS APPLICATIONS
[Notice of Dec. 16, 1969, 869 O.G. 6877]
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GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX
OF RESIDENCE OF INVENTORS

(U.S. States, Territories and

Alabama
i

Alaska 2
American Samoa 3

Arizona 4
Arkansas 5

California 6
Canal Zone 7
Colorado g

Connecticut 9
Delaware 10
District of Columbia 11

Florida 12

Georgia 13

Guam 14

Hawaii 15

Idaho 16
Illinois 17

Indiana ig

Iowa 19

Kansas 20

(First number in listing denotes location
as to inventor name, location, etc.)

Armed Forces, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the Canal Zone)

Kentucky 2I
Louisiana 22
Maine 23
Maryland 24
Massachusetts 25
Michigan 26
Minnesota 27
Mississippi 28
Missouri 29
Montana 30
Nebraska 31
Nevada 32
New Hampshire 33
New Jersey 34
New Mexico 35
New York 36
North Carolina 37
North Dakota 3g
Ohio 39
Oklahoma 40

Oregon 41
Pennsylvania 42
Puerto Rico 43
Rhode Island 44
South Carolina 45
South Dakota 4^
Tennessee 47
Texas 4g
Utah 49
Vermont 50
Virginia 51
Virgin Islands 52
Washington 53
West Virginia 54
Wisconsin 55
Wyoming 55
U.S. Air Force 57
U.S. Army 5g
U.S. Navy 59

according to above key. Refer to patent number in body of the OfTicia] Gazette to obtain details

PATENTS
I :

4 :

4,423,578 4.424.372
4.423.850 4,424.382
4,424,176 4.424,408
4,423,548 4.424.414
4,424,007 4.424.438
4,424.039 4.424,492
4.424.105 4,424.519
4,424,129 4.424,522
4,424.455 4.424,529
4,423.552 4.424.580
4,423.569 4.424,585
4,423,571 8 : 4,423,556
4,423,572 4.423.700
4,423.596 4,423.839
4.423,600 4.423.906
4,423.623 4.423.908
4.423,632 4.434,040
4,423,645 4.424.398
4,423,650 4.424,497
4,423,662 4.424.565
4,423.687 9 : 4.423.536
4,423,696 4.423,593
4,423,703 4.423.699
4,423,717 4,423,820
4.423,718 4.423.925
4,423.738 4,424,094
4,423,739 4,424.252
4,423,743 4,424,316
4.423,778 4,424,333
4,423,809 4.424,425
4,423,814 4.424,521
4,423.815 01 : Re.31.481
4,423,861 Re.31.482
4,423.865 04 : 4.423,528
4.423,873 4.423,539
4,423,901 4.423.793
4,423.907 4.423.895
4,423,916 4,424,576
4,423,977 06 : Re.31.480
4,423,985 Re.3 1,483
4,423,994 Re.31,486
4,424,012 4.423.523
4,424,076 4,423,527
4,424,101 4.423.531
4,424,128 4,423,599
4,424,194 4,423,605
4,424,208 4.423.627
4,424,217 4,423.638
4,424,220 4,423,668
4,424,246 4.423.792
4,424,275 4.423.794
4,424,279 4,423.834
4,424,371 4,423,848

08

09

10

12

PI 48

4.423.870

4.423.880

4.423.897

4.423,981

4,424,018

4,424,042

4,424,056

4.424.090

4,424.112

4.424.115

4,424.121

4.424.150

4.424.190

4.424.210

4.424.407

4.424.411

4.424,422

4,424,426

4,424,516

4,424,535

4,424,543

4,424,551

4,424,577

4.424.579

4.423.810

4.423.864

4.424.021

4.424.312

Re. 3 1.479
4.423.637

4,423,712

4.424.004

4.424.392

4.424.573

4.424.586

4.423.555

4.424.073

4.424.098

4.424.184

4.424.397

4.423.563

4.423.565

4,423.579

4.423.580

4.423.583

4.423.594

4.423.595

4,423.615

4.423.702

4.423.732

4.423.874

4.423.944

4,423.969

13

16

17

4,423.997

4.424,006

4.424.035

4.424.058

4.424.195

4,424.1%
4,424,209

4,424,257

4,424,258

4,424,424

4,424,437

4,424,476

4,424,514

4,424.530

4.423.589

4.423,797

4,423,816

4,423,818

4,423.853

4.423.890
4.424.124

4.424.236

4.424.499

4.423.652

4.423.675

4.423.729

4.423,538

4,423.544

4,423.546

4,423.551

4.423.568

4.423,624

4,423.644

4.423.673

4,423.727

4,423,734

4,423.741

4.423.749

4.423.757

4.423.788

4,423.789

4.423.800

4.423.811

4.423.822

4.423.860

4.423.878

4,423.885

4.423.896

4.423.945

4.423,951

4.423.968

4,423.976

4.423,978

18

19

20

21

22

4.424.064

4.424,070

4,424.148

4,424,162

4,424,163

4,424,169

4,424,172

4,424.192

4.424.197

4,424,237

4.424,249

4.424,290

4,424.294

4,424,303

4,424,317

4.424,449

4,424,470

4,424,505

4,424,512

4,424,533

4,424,555

4,424,594

4,423,708

4,423,736

4.423,751

4,423.764

4,423,884

4,423,888

4,423,913

4,423,921

4,424,011

4,424,263

4,424,344

4,424,345

4,424,362

4.424,404

4,424,489

4,424,494

4,424,501

4,423.771

4,423,952

4,424,041

4.424,460
4,424,463

4,423,681

4,423,704

4,423,920

4,424,043

4,423,669

4,424,107

4.424,116

4,424,439

4,423.783

23

24

25

26

4,424,110

4,423,759

4.424,250

4,423,655

4,423,768

4,423,899

4,424,144

4.424.302

4.424,385

4,423,562

4,423,653

4,423,659

4,423,661

4.423,722

4,423,867

4.423,931

4,423,936

4,423,943

4,423,995

4,424,010

4,424,020

4,424,044

4,424,066

4,424,080

4,424,126

4,424,131

4,424,161

4.424,200

4,424,272

4,424,281

4,424,315

4,424,326

4,424,328

4,424,335

4.424,435

4,424,450

4,424,452

4,424,496

4,424,506

4,424,553

4,424,561

4,423.573

4,423.581

4,423,613

4.423,643

4,423,646

4.423,688

4,423,701

4,423,707

4.423,720

4,423,752

4,423,767

4.423,795

GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX OF RESIDENCE OF INVENTORS PI 49

4.423.803 4.423.780 4.423.698 4.423,664 41 4,423,559 4.423.710
4,423.813

4,423,841

4.423.842

4.423.843

4.423.892

4.423.893

4.423.904

4.423.914

4.423.915

4.423.926

4.423.975

4.423.999

4.423.799 4.423.725 39 4,423,542 4,424,051 4.423.719
4.423.821 4.423.728 4,423.545 4,424,528 4.423.753
4.423.871 4.423.730 4.423.549 4,424,563 4.423.773

>

4,423,891

4,423,912

4,424,013

4,424,045

4,424,054

4,424,057

4,424,067

4,424,074

4,424.079

4.424,082

4,424,083

4,424,100

4,424 109

4.423.805

4.423.837

4.423,919

4,423,934

4,423,953

4,423,956

4,423,970

4,423,993

4,423,616

4,423,617

4.423.626

4,423,679

4,423,680

4,423,784

4,423,831

4,423,832

42 4,423,584

4,423,601

4,423,612

4,423,636

4.423,716

4,423,798

4,423.835

4,423,836

4.423.774

4.423.775

4.423.777

4.423.791

4.423.819

4.423.8M
4.423.844

4.423.854

4.424.014
4,424,000 4,423.840 4,423,852 4.423.876

. 4.424.015
4,424,005 4,423.868 4,423,881 4,423.889

4.424.032
4.424.030 4,423,910 4,423,917 4.423.923

4.424.185
4.424,034 4,423,930 4,423.991 4.423.939

4.424.227 4 424 1 1

3

4,424,036 4,423,%l 4,423.992 4.423.983

4.424.247 4,424,114
4,424,053 4,423.979 4,424.001 4.423.984

4.424.288 4,424,118
4,424,095 4,424,071 4,424,022 4.424.055

4.424.297 4,424,119
4,424,104 4,424,134 4,424,027 4.424.068

4.424.334 4,424,120
4,424,157 4,424,135 4,424,028 4.424.0(6

4.424.350 4,424,140
4,424,165 4.424,141 4,424,033 4.424.108

4.424.365 4,424,146
4,424,188 4,424,145 4,424,059 4.424,175

4.424,368 4,424,174
4,424.191 4,424,164 4.424,072 4,424,310

4.424.395 4,424,216
4,424,199 4,424,171 4.424,084 4.424,384

4.424.431 4,424,221
4,424,201 4,424,182 4,424,089 4,424,386

27 : Re.3 1.484 4,424,230
4,424,235 4,424,202 4,424,0% 4.424,388

4,423,534 4,424,241 4,424,268 4,424,205 4,424.099 4,424,415

4.423.574 4,424.244 4,424,283 4,424,213 4.424.111 4,424,444

4.423.787 4.424.291 4,424,287 4,424,261 4.424,147 4,424,571

4.423.918 4.424.2% 4,424,343 4,424,292 4.424,177 49 4,424,130

4.424.008 4,424,305 4,424,367 4,424.308 4.424,186 4,424,183
4.424.103 4,424,307 4,424.3% 4,424,323 4.424,240 4,424,232
4.424.271 4.424.357 4,424,406 4,424.324 4,424,253 4,424,276
4.424.352 4.424.378 4,424,445 4,424,337 4,424.285 50 4,423,547
4.424.539 4.424.379 4,424,482 4,424,393 4.424.354 51 4.423,683

28 : 4,423.692 4.424.387 4,424,483 4,424,412 4.424,376 4.423.735
4.424,420 4.424.410 4,424,500 4.424,436 4.424.377 4.423,744
4,424,511 4.424.418 4,424,523 4,424,440 4.424.380 4,423,745

29 : 4.423.524 4.424.434 4,424,524 4,424,441 4,424,381 4.423.927
4.423.604 4.424.451 4,424,526 4,424,589 4.424.468 4.424.403
4.423.671 4.424.469 4,424,546 40 4,423,639 4,424,547 4,424.592
4.423.682 4,424.479 4,424,557 4,423,754 43 4.423,709 53 4.423,533
4.423,877 4,424.493 4,424,593 4,423,765 44 4.423.660 4,423.610
4,423,955 4.424,517 37 : 4,423,526 4,423,776 4,424,510 4.423.619
4.424.254 4,424,527 4,423,585 4,423,781 45 4.423.554 4.423.620

32 : 4.423.987 4,424,544 4,423,658 4,423,882 4.423.651 4.423,670
4.424.421 4,424,554 4,423,676 4.423,898 46 4,423.862 4.423,922
4.424,538 4,424,559 4,423,755 4,424,122 47 4.423.761 4,423,924

33 : 4,423.949 35 : 4,423,875 4,423,849 4,424,123 4,424.242 4,424,295
4.424.038 4,424,491 4,424.024 4,424,139 4.424.278 4,424.486
4.424.545 36 : Re.31.485 4.424.025 4,424,259 4.424,591 35 4,423.758

34 : 4.423.567 4.423.529 4.424.473 4,424,320 48 4,423.618 4.423.909
4.423.576 4,423.582 4.424.484 4,424.338 4.423.625 4.423.980
4.423.649 4.423.602 4,424.485 4,424,341 4,423,647 4.424.256
4.423.779 4.423.630 38 : 4.423.560 4,424.487 4,423.648 4,424.373

01
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06

272.020

272.093

272.019

272,026
272,035

272,037

272,044

272.060

272.075

272.086

272,102
272,103

5.168

08 TI03.801

08 :

12 :

13 :

17 :

272.088

272,094

272,041

272.089

272,095

272,009

272.014

272,048

272,023
272.024

272,029

272,065

DESIGN PATENTS
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272.074

272.032

272.084

272.022
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272.073

272.030

272.098
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272.085

272.017
272.027
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34
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272.010

272.039

272.046

272.083

272.021

272.031

272.050

272.072

272.090

272.091

272.099

PLANT PATENTS
5.171

37

39

45

272.100

272.015

272,016

272,042 47

272.051 48

272.052

272.059

272.064

272.080 49

272.087 53

272.018 55

DEFENSIVE PUBLICATIONS APPLICATIONS
[Notice of Dec. 16, 1969, 869 O.G. OTT]
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PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE NOTICES

Patent Cooperatioa Treaty Infomuition

For information concerning the PCT member
countries see the notice appearing in the Official Gazette
at 1037 O.O. 12 on Dec. 13, 1983. For use of the Euro-
pean Patent Office as a Searching Authority for PCT
applications filed in the United States Receiving Office,
see the notice appearing in the Official Gazette at 1022
O.O. 52 on Sept. 28, 1982.

Domestic PCT fees were increased on Oct. 1, 1982 by
a rule change to 37 CFK 1.44S that was published at
1021 O.O. 11 on Aug. 10, 1982. The search fee for the
European Patent Office was changed as of Jan. 22, 1983
and was announced at 102S O.O. 27 on Dec. 28, 1982.
International PCT fees were changed by the PCT As-
sembly effective Jan. 1, 1984 and were announced at

1037 O.G. 12 on Dec. 13, 1983. The current schedule of
PCT fees is as follows:

Transmittal fee $ 125.00
Search fee

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office as

Searching Authority
No corresponding prior U.S. national
application filed 500.00

• Corresponding prior U.S. national
application filed 250.00

European Patent Office as

Searching Authority
• All cases 670.00

International Fees
Basic Fees (first 30 pages) 295.00
Basic Supplemental Fee (for each
page over 30) 6.00

Designation fee (for each national
or regional office) 70.00

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF,
Nov. 14, 1983. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

REISSUE APPLICATIONS FILED

Notice under 37 CFR 1.11(b). The reissue q>plications list-

ed below are open to inspection by the general public in the
indicated F.xamining Groups and copies may be obtained by
paying the fee therefor (37 CFR 1 .2 1(b)). |

3,806,558, Re. S.N. 552,767, FUed Nov. 17, 1983, CI.
525/198, DYNAMICALLY PARTIALLY CURED
THERMOPLASTIC BLEND OF MONOOLEFIN
COPOLYMER RUBBER AND POLYOLEFIN
PLASTIC, William K. Fischer, Owner of Record:
Uniroyal. Inc., New York, N.Y., Attorney or Agent:
James J. Long, Ex. Gp.: 142

4^1,466, Re. S.N. 552,632, FUed Nov. 16, 1983, CI.
358/13, FAST ACTING PHASE SHIFTING APPA-
RATUS FOR USE IN DIGITAL SAMPLING SYS-
TEMS, Maurice G. Lemoine, et al., Owner of Record:
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Ampex Corp.. Redwood City. Calif.. Attorney or Agent:
Joel D. Talcott, Ex. Gp.: 231

4,353,512, Re. S.N. 553,015, FUed Nov. 18, 1983, CI.
242/54R, APPARATUS FOR ROLLING CHAIN
LINK FENCE, Herbert E. Rohrbacher, Owner of
Record: Inventor. Attorney or Agent: Charles H.
Schwartz, et al., Ex. Gp.: 245

4,363^5, Re. S.N. 551,359, FUed Nov. 14, 1983, CI.
188/249. TRANSMISSION BRAKE BAND END
CONNECTION, Alfred Schlanger, Owner of Record:
Inventor. Attorney or Agent: Stephen E. Feldman, Ex.
Gp.: 314

4,392,496, Re. S.N. 544,892, FUed Oct. 24, 1983, CI.
128/423, NEUROMUSCULAR STIMULATOR, David
J. Stanton, Owner of Record: Medtronic Inc. Minneapo-
lis, Minn.. Attorney or Agent: Robert J. Kepinski, et al.,

Ex. Gp.:335

4,395,173, Re. S.N. 551,807, FUed Nov. 15, 1983, CI.
411/387, DRILL SCREW WITH PROTECTIVE
BURRS, Henry Anton Svgnator, Owner of Record: Illi-

nois Tool Works, Inc. Chicago, III. Attorney or Agent:
Thomas W. Buckman, et al., Ex. Gp.: 351

REQUESTS FOR REEXAMINATION FILED

Notice under 37 CFR 1.11(c). The requests for re-

examination listed below are open to inspection by the gen-
eral public in the indicated Exunining Groups. Copies of the
requests and related papers may be obtained by paying the
fee therefor established in the Rules (37 CFR 1.21(b)).

In the event correspondence to the patent owner is not re-

ceived, this notice will be considered to be constructive no-
tice to the patent owner and reexamination will proceed (37
CFR 1.248(aX5) and 1.525(b)).

No Pnblicatioiu This Iisiie

National Infenton Day

The Patent and Trademark Office, the National Coun-
cU of Patent Law Associations and the National Inven-
tors Hall of Fame Foundation, Inc., wUl sponsor Nation-
al Inventors Day in the Public Search Room on
Saturday, Feb. 11, 1984 from 1K)0 p.m. to 5K)0 p.m. and
Sunday, Feb. 12, 1984 from lOKX) a.m. to 5«) p.m. The
public is invited to view the exhibits on these days. In-
ventors wiU be inducted into the National Inventors
Hall of Fame on Sunday, Feb. 12, at 2KX) p.m.

In order to assemble the exhibits it wiU be necessary
to close the Search Room on Friday, Feb. 10, 1984 at
5.-00 p.m. The removal of all personal property from the
Search Room would be appreciated.

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF,
Dec. 27, 1983. Commissioner ofPatents

and Trademarks.

PATENT NOTICES

Certificates of Correction for the Weclc of Jan. 10, 1984

D. 270,609 4,384,112 4,402,376 4,410.758

4,288,574 4,385,606 4,404,013 4.411,286

4,347,165 4,386,210 4,405,519 4.411,329

4,350,469 4,387,209 4,405,857 4.411.640

4,352,958 4,389,408 4.406.258 4.411.682

4,354,152 4,390,055 4.406,339 4,412,360

4,354,881 4,391,923 4.406.651 4,412,824

4,356,004 4,393,687 4.406.734 4,412,863

4,359,456 4,394,613 4.406.941 4,413.664

4,361,960 4,395,276 4,407,390 4.413,850

4,363,332 4,395,613 4,407,542 4,413.984

4,365,130 4,395,885 4,407,599 4,414,077

4,367,160 4,396,476 4,407,898 4,414,203

4,370,670 4,396,589 4,408,037 4,414,262

4,372,941 4,397,351 4,408,229 4,414,362

4,378,506 4,397,354 4,408,476 4,414,991

4,380,026 4,398,522 4,409,229 4,415.882

4,381,923 4,399,142 4,409,737 4,416,856

4,381,993 4,399,220 4,409,838

4,382,960 4,399,725 4,410,058

4,383,495 4,399,823 4,410.149

Disclaimers

3,962,048.—Curriu M. Gilbert, Richard A. Bemis and
Norman D. Schulzc North Adams, Mass. METHOD
FOR FORMING A UNIFORM OXIDE FILM ON
A VALVE METAL. Patent dated June 8, 1976

Ehsclaimer filed Nov. 14, 1983, by the assignee,

Sprague Electric Co.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, 8 and 9 of said patent.

4,275,844.— Wt//tom A. Grgurich, Albert B. Niles and
Kenneth W. Updyke. Peoria, 111. FUEL INJECTION
NOZZLE. Patent dated June 30, 1981. Disclaimer

filed Dec. 1, 1983, by the assignee. Caterpillar Tractor

Co.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to claims 1,11 and 1 2 of

said patent.
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Reference Collections of U.S. Patents Available for Public Use in
Patent Depository Libraries

The libraries listed herein, designated as patent deposi-
tory libraries, receive current issues of U.S. Patents and
maintain collections of earlier issued patents. The scope
of these collections varies from library to library, rang-
ing from patents of only recent months or years in some
libraries to all or most of the patents issued since 1870,
or earlier, in other libraries.

These patent collections are open to public use and
each of the patent depository libraries, in addition, offers
the publications of the patent classification system (e.g.
The Manual of Qassification, Index to the U.S. Patent
Classification, Classification Definitions, etc.) and pro-
vides technical staff assistance in their use to aid the
public in gaining effective access to information con-
tained in patents. With one exception, as noted in the

table following, the collections are organized in patent
number sequence.
Depending upon the library, the patents may be avail-

able in microfilm, in bound volumes of paper copies, orm some combination of both. Facilities for making paper
copies from either microfilm in reader-printers or from
the bound volumes in paper-to-paper copies are general-
ly provided for a fee.

Owing to variations in the scope of patent collections
among the patent depository libraries and in their hours
of service to the public, anyone contemplating use of the
patents at a particular library is advised to contact that
library, in advance, about its collection and hours, so as
to avert possible inconvenience.

State

Alabama

Arizona
California

Colorado
Delaware
Georgia

Idaho
Illinois

Indiana

Louisiana

Massachusetts
Michigan

Mbuiesota
Missouri

Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

North Carolina
Ohio

Oklahoma
Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

South Carolina
Tennessee

Texas

Washing[ton
Wisconsin

Name ofLibrary

Auburn University Libraries
Birmingham Public Library
Tempe: Science Library, Arizona State University .!!!!.
Los Angeles Public Library
Sacramento: California Sute Library
Sunnyvale: Patent Information Clearinghouse* ....!!!![,
Denver Public Library
Newark: University of Delaware
Atlanta: Price Gilbert Memorial Library, Georgia Institute of
Technology

Moscow: University of Idaho Library
Chicago Public Library
Indianapolis—Marion County Public Library ..!!.!!.!!!!
Baton Rouge: Troy H. Middleton Library, Louisiana State

University

Boston Public Library
Ann Arbor: Engineering Transportation Library, University of

Michigan
Detroit Public Library
Minneapolis Public Library & Information Center
Kansas City: Linda Hall Library
St. Louis Public Library

Lincoln: University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Engineering Library
Reno: University of Nevada Library
Durham: University of New Hampshire Library . . .

Newark Public Library
Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Library . . .

Albany: New York State Library
Buffalo and Erie County Public Library
New York Public Library (The Research Libraries) . !

Raleigh: D. H. Hill Library, N.C. State University
Cincinnati & Hamilton County, Public Library of
Cleveland Public Library
Columbus: Ohio State University Libraries .............
Toledo/Lucas County Public Library
Stillwater: Oklahoma State University Library .!.!!!!!!
Cambridge Springs: Alliance College Library
Philadelphia: Franklin Institute Library
Pittsburgh: Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
University Park: Pattee Library, Pennsylvania State University
Providence Public Library

,

Charleston: Medical University of South Carolina
'.

Memphis & Shelby County Public Library and Information
Center

Austin: McKinney Engineering Library, University of Texas. .

Dallas Public Library
Houston: The Fondren Library, Rice University ....!...
Seattle: Engineering Library, University of Washington . .

Madison: Kurt F. Wendt Engineering Library, University of
Wisconsin

Milwaukee Public Library

Telephone Contact

(205) 826-4500 Ext.21
(205) 254-2555

(602) 965-7140

(213) 626-7555 Ext. 273
(916) 322-4572

(408) 738-5580

(303) 571-2122

(302) 738-2238

(404) 894-4508

(208) 885-6235

(312) 269-2865

(317) 269-1706

(504) 388-2570

(617) 536-5400 Ext. 265

(313) 704-7494

(313) 833-1450

(612) 372-6570

(816) 363-4600

(314) 241-2288 Ext. 390,

Ext. 391
(402)472-3411

(702) 784-6579

(603) 862-1777

(201) 733-7815

(505) 277-5441

(518) 474-5125

(716) 856-7525 Ext. 267
(212) 930^850
(919) 737-3280

(513) 369-6936

(216) 623-2870

(614) 422-6286

(419) 255-7055 Ext. 212
(405) 624-6546

(814) 398-2098

(215) 448- 1321"
(412) 622-3138

(814) 865-4861

(401) 521-7722 Ext. 226
(803) 792-2372

(901) 725-8876

(512) 471-1610

(214) 749-4176

(713) 527-8101 Ext. 2587
(206) 543-0740

(608) 262-6845

(414) 278-3043

nrn^l^!^r^T^^^
libraries Offer CASSIS (Classification And Search Support Information System), whichprovides direct, on-lme access to Patent and Trademark Office data.

^y«cui;, wmtn

•CoUectioa organized by rabject matter.

••Call only between the houn of 10«) a.m. and 5«) p.m.
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PATENT EXAMINING CORPS
RENE D. TEGTMEYER, Assistant Commissioner

WILLIAM FELDMAN, Deputy Assistant Commissioner

CONDITION OF PATENT APPLICATIONS AS OF April 2, 1983

PATENT EXAMINING GROUPS

ActtuJ

Filing Date

of Oldest

New Caie

Awaiting

Action

CHEMICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
GENERAL CHEMISTRY AND PETROLEUM CHEMISTRY, GROUP 110-D E TALBERT. Director

Inorganic Compounds; Inorganic Compositions; Organo-Mctal and Organo-Mctalloid Chemistry; Meullurgy; Metal-

lurgical Apparatus; Metal Stock; Electro Chemistry; Batteries; Hydrocarbons; Mineral Oil Technology; Lubncating
Compositions; Gaseous Compositions; Fuel and Igniting Devices.

GENERAL ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, GROUP 120-C. E. VAN HORN, Director

Heterocyclic Amides; Alkaloids; Azo; Sulfur; Misc. Esters; Carbohydrates; Herbicides; Poisons; Medicines; Cosmetics;

Steroids; Oxo and Oxy; Quinones; Acids; Carboxylic Acid Esters; Acid Anhydrides; Acid Halides.

HIGH POLYMER CHEMISTRY, PLASTICS AND MOLDING. GROUP 140—J O. THOMAS. JR . Director

Synthetic Resins; Rubber; Proteins; Macromolecular Carbohydrates; Mixed Synthetic Resin Compositions; Synthetic

Resins With Natural Polymers and Resins; Reclaiming; Pore-Forming; Compositions (Part) e.g., Coating; Molding;

Ink; Prosthdontics; Adhesive and Abrading Compositions; Molding, Shaping, Treating Process, and Apparatus
Therefor; Irradiation (Part); Bleaching; Dyeing; Leather, Fur and Textile Treating Compositions.

COATING, LAMINATING AND PHOTOGRAPHY. GROUP 160—S N ZAHARNA. Director

Coating: Processes, Apparatus and Misc. Products; Laminating Methods and Apparatus; Stock Matenals; Adhesive
Bonding; Special Chemical Manufactures; Special Utility Compositions; and Photography.

SPECIALIZED CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES AND CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, GROUP 170-
R. F. WHITE, Director

Fertilizers; Foods; Fermentation; Analytical Chemistry; Reactors; Sugar and Surch; Paper Making; Glass Manufac-
ture; Gas; Heating and Illuminating; Cleaning Processes; Liquid Purification; Distillation; Preserving; Liquid, Gas,

and Solid Separation; Gas and Liquid Contact Apparatus; Refrigeration; Concentrative Evaporators; Mineral Oils

Apparatus; Misc. Physical Processes.

ELECTRICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS, PHYSICS AND RELATED ELEMENTS. GROUP 210—S W ENGLE, Director

Generation and Utilization; General Applications; Conversion and Distribution; Heating and Related Art Conductors;

Switches; Photography; Motion Pictures; Horology; Acoustics; Recorders; Weighing Scales.

SPECIAL LAWS ADMINISTRATION, GROUP 220—KENNETH L CAGE. Director

Ordnance, Firearms and Ammunition; Lubrication; Illumination; Nuclear Reactors; Acoustics. Communications, Op-
tics; Radar; Directional Radio; Torpedoes; Seismic Exploring; Cathode Ray Tube Circuitry; Cryptography; Laser

Devices; Radioactive Materials; Powder Metallurgy. Rocket Fuels; Special. Fuel. Explosive and Thermic Composi-
tions; Thermal and Photoelectric Batteries.

INFORMATION TRANSMISSION, STORAGE, AND RETRIEVAL, GROUP 230—EARL LEVY, Director

Communications; Multiplexing Techniques; Television; Facsimile; Data Processing. Computation and Conversion;

Storage Devices and Relatcxl Arts.

RECEPTACLES, CLEANING, WINDING, AND MEASURING, GROUP 240-
G. M. FORLENZA, Director

Receptocles; Bearings; Joint Packing; Conduits; Switches; Presses; Plumbing Fixtures; Textile Spinning; Cleaning

Food Treating; Agitating; Centrifugal Separating; Geometrical Instruments; Sound Recording; Image Projectors;

Web Feeding; Winding and Reeling; Cable Hoists; Measuring and Testing; Indicating; Fluent Matenal Handling

Shaft; Impellers; Rotary Fluid Motors.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT SYSTEMS AND DEVICES, GROUP 250—S. S. MATTHEWS. Director

Semi-Conductor and Space Discharge Systems and Devices; Electronic Component Circuits; Wave Transmission

Lines and Networks; Optics; Radiant Energy; Measuring.

DESIGN, GROUP 290—KENNETH L. CAGE. Director

Industrial Arts; Household, Personal and Fine Arts.

MECHANICAL EXAMINING GROUPS

1-16-81

11-20-81

3-1-82

3-09-82

1-12-82

5-22-81

3-30-81

1-05-81

5-12-81

8-25-80

1-30-81

5-18-81HANDLING AND TRANSPORTING MEDIA, GROUP 310-B. R. GRAY. Director

Conveyors; Hoists; Elevators; Article Handling Implements; Store Service; Sheet Feeding; Dispensing; Fluid Sprin-

kling; Fire Extinguishers; Coin Handling; Check Controlled Apparatus; Classifying and Assorting Solids; Boau;

Ships; Aeronautics; Motor and Land Vehicles and Appurtenances; Brakes; Railways and Railway Equipment.

MATERIAL SHAPING, ARTICLE MANUFACTURING, TOOLS. GROUP 320-STEPHEN G KUNIN. Director 7-27-81

Manufacturing Processes, Assembling, Combined Machines, Special Article Making; Metal Deforming; Sheet Metal

and Wire working; Metal Fusion-Bonding, Metal Founding; Machine Tools for Shaping or Dividmg; Work and

Tool Holders, Woodworking; Tools; Cutlery; Jacks; Fishing, Etc.; Butchering; and Books and Printed Matter

AMUSEMENT, HUSBANDRY. PERSONAL TREATMENT, INFORMATION. GROUP 330-
R. E. AEOERTER, Director 8-27.«2

Amusement and Exercising Devices; Projectors; Animal and Plant Husbandry; PlanU; Harvesting; Earth Workina and

Excavating; Tobacco; Artificial Body Members; Dentistry; Jewelry; Surgery; Toiletry; Printing; Typewriters; Infor-

mation Dissemination.

HEAT, POWER, AND FLUID ENGINEERING, GROUP 340-D. J. STOCKING. Director 11-17.80

Power Plants; Combustion Engines; Fluid Motors; Reaction Motors; Pumps; Rotary Engines and Pumps; Heat Gener-

ation and Exchange; Refrigeration; Ventilation; Drying; Temperature and Humidity Regulation; Couplings; Gearing;

Fluid Handling and Control; Lubrication.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTIONS, TEXTILES, MINING AND GEARING, GROUP 350-
A. L. SMITH, Director 9-17-80

Building Structures; Racks; CabineU; Closures; SupporU; Furniture; Fasteners; Locks; Pipe Couplings; Joints; Miscel-

laneous Hardware; Textiles; Sewing Machines; Apparel; Footwear; Earth Engineering; Earth Drilling; Mining;

Wells; Roads; Bridges; Tool Driving; Gearing; Macnuie Elements; Clutches.

Expintioa of patcals: The patents within the range of numbers indicated below expire during April 1983, except thoae which may

have had their terms curtailed by disclaimer under the provisions of 35 U.S.C. 253. Other patents, issued after the dales of the range

of numbers indicated below, may have expired before the full term of 17 years for the same reasons, or have lapsed under the provi-

sions of 33 U.S.C. 151.

Patents Numbers 3,243,822 to 3.248,737. inclusive

Plant Patents Numbers 2,616 to 2,627 inclusive

1038 OG 265



REEXAMINATIONS
JANUARY 10, 1984

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ J appears in the patent but forn» no part of this reexamination specification; nutter printed in itaJics indicates

additions made by reexamination.

Bl 3,942.969 (153rd)

DELAYED RELEASE NUTRIENTS FOR MUSHROOM
CULTURE

Alban D. Carroll, Jr., Fleetwood, and Lee C. Schisler, State

College, both of Pa., assignors to Research Corp., New York,

N.Y.

Reexamination Request No. 90/000,305, Dec. 13, 1982.

Reexamination Certificate for Patent No. 3,942,969, issned Mar.

9, 1976, Ser. No. 471,893, May 21, 1974.

int. a.J C05F 5/00; AOIG 1/04

U.S. a. 71—5

-c^COnOKSEEOPHOTEIH
|-t— HEAT OEHAIUHEO COnONSEEO PfWTEIM

POWWOHYDE TREATED (10MWL)
COTTONSEED PROTEIN

§

2468DI2NI6B2022
WrS AFTER SPAWNING

-COTTONSEED PROTEIN

HEAT DENATURED COTTONSEED PROTEIN

- FORHALOEHYOE TREATED (UM VOL

)

OOTTDNSEED PROTEIN

2H68DI2f«lba20
DAK AFTER SPAWNING

Bl 4,206,965 (154th)

METHOD FOR ELECTROSTATIC ASSISTANCE IN
PRINTING PROCESSES, AND PRINTING MACHINES
HAVING ELECTROSTATIC SUBSTRATE CONTACT

PRESSURE
Helmut Eichler, Burgunderstr. 13, D-7601 Dnrbacfa, and Fnuu

Knopf, Meister-Erwinstr. 18a, D-758 BMhl, both of Fed. Rep.

of Germany
Reexamination Request No. 90/000,022, Jan. 30, 1982.

Reexamination Certificate for Patent No. 4^08,965, issued Jan.

24, 1980, Ser. No. 889,801, Mar. 24, 1978.

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 25,

1977, 2713334; Apr. 7, 1977, 2715766

Int. a.3 B41F 5/04: G05F 7/00

U.S. a. 101—426

AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION, IT HAS BEEN
DETERMINED THAT:

Claims 8, 13, and 15, having been finally determined to be

unpatentable, are cancelled.

Claims 1, 9, 16-19, 21, 23, 24 and 26 arc detcnnined to be

patentable as amended:

Claims 2-7, 10-12. 14, 20. 22, 25, and 27-29. dependent on

amended claims, are determined to be patentable.

AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION, IT HAS BEEN ^ew claims 30-33 are added and determined to be patent-

DETERMINED THAT: able.

The patentability of claims 1-16 is confirmed. i. Method for electrosutic assistance of the printing process

in a printing machine, in which method a non-conductive

12. A growth medium for mushroom mycelium which com- printing substrate is passed between a printing cylinder coated

prises the admixture of a mushroom compost and a nutrient with printing ink and a contact pressure roller which mechani-

improving amount of a denatured protein. cally presses the substrate against the cylinder and which is

383
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provided with an outer layer of matenal selected from the
group consisting of non-conductive and weakly-conductive
materials, during which procedure the application of a high
d.c. voltage between the pnnting cylinder and at least one [of
a plurality of point electrodes] electrode arrangement running
in a longitudinal direction to the contact pressure roller results
in electrons and ions being sprayed by corona discharge onto
the surface of the contact pressure roller which, as a result of
its rotating and its intrinsic conductivity, conveys these elec-
trons and ions into the printing gap and enables them to flow
off over this gap. characterized by providing the electrode ar-

rangement with a plurality of discrete electrode points longitudi-
nally thereof, and spraying the electrons and ions required per
unit length of the printing gap and per second in order to

achieve the desired printing result over the discrete electrode

points distnbuted along the contact pressure roller and being

acted upon by said d.c. voltage, in which process the current

flowing to discrete groups of said electrode points is decou-
pled, and the current flowing through each electrode point in

the case of a short circuit, is limited to a value which is less

than the critical break-down current for the atmosphere

[atomsphere] surrounding said machine, and by keeping the

surroundings of the points, except in the case of the contact pres-

sure roller, free of conducting materials onto which the electrons

and/or ions could flow.

REISSUES

JANUARY 10, 1984

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ J appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifical.on, matter pr.nted >n ital.cs
indicates additions made by reissue.

Re. 31,487
'

Re 31 48S
SLIDE FASTENER WITH IMPROVED END CASTING .METHODS WITH COMPOSITE MOI DED

CONNECTIONS CORE ASSEMBLYM^B F. Friedberg, 13534 Preston Rd., Suite 206, Dallas, Tex. David V. Trumbauer, Bremer, Iowa, assignor to Deere A Com-^'^ pany, Moline, 111.

^^ ™*:i^^'^"' *^**** ^P'- "' *'*^' ^'- '^"- ^^'"^27, Original No. 4,093,018, dated Jun. 6, 1978, Ser. No. 733,958
Oct. 9, 1979. Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 20,318, Mar. 15, Oct. 19, 1976. Application for reissue Jun. 2, 1980. Ser No
1979, Pat. No. 4,232,430, which is a continuation-in-part of 155,194
Ser. No. 940,255, Sep. 7, 1978, Pat. No. 4,232,429, which is a
continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 895,935, Apr. 13, 1978, aban- U.S. Q. 164—32
doned. Application for reissue May 26, 1982, Ser. No. 382,170

Int. a.5 A44B 19/36
U.S. a, 24-386 12 Qaims

\

Int. a.' B22C 9/04

16 Claims

I. A device for connecting the ends of a separable zipper [of
the type] having first and second rows offteeth] interlocking

elements disposed along [the] respective opposed [edges of
supporting] stringers, [the device] comprising:

a slider [having top and bottom plates held in spaced-apart

parallel planes by a center post, the plates having facing

side rims defining first and second side slots through
which the stringers pass, the front edges of the side rims

defining first and second ports on opposite sides of the

center post, the ports leading to a cbmmon passageway
within the slider where the teeth are] for progressively

[engaged] engaging or [disengaged] disengaging said

interlocking elements depending on the direction of slider

movement;

a base terminal disposed at the rearward end of the first row
of [teeth and] interlocking elements adapted to carry the

slider when the [rows] interlocking elements are [fully]

disengaged;

a receiving terminal disposed at the rearward end of the

second row of [teeth] interlocking elements, the receiv-

ing terminal including wall portions defining an aperture;

and

first means [affixed to the bottom oQ carried beneath and
integral with the slider, said means being insertable into the

aperture in [the] a direction generally perpendicular to

[said parallel planes] the direction of movement of said

slider along the interlocking elements to [permit] cause the

[ports of the] slider to [be aligned for receiving] receive

the [rearmost ends of the rows of teeth] interlocking

elements upon forward movement of the slider.

10. A method of casting metal castings compnsmf^ the steps of
fabricating a composite core assembly by

molding a destructible layer of cellular plastic material such

that a surface of said plastic layer includes an irregular

surface portion: and
forming a core in encompassing relation around said irregu-

lar surface portion of said plastic layer by blowing a mix-

ture ofsand and binder around said surface portion, such

that a surface of said core intimately contacts and con-

forms to the configuration of the irregular surface portion

of said plastic layer to interlock said core and said plastic

layer together:

forming a mold cavity within a pair of mold sections:

inserting said core assembly as an integral unit within one of
said mold sections:

securing said mold sections together: and
introducing molten metal into said cavity to destroy said plastic

layer and form said casting.

Re. 31,489

SOLID STATE LITHIUM-IODINE PRIMARY BATTERY
Satoahi Sckido, Vawata; Tadaahi Sotomura, Kashiwara, and

Yochito Ninomiya, Hirakata, all of Japan, assignors to Mat-
Miahlta Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Original No. 4,148,976, dated Apr. 10, 1979, Ser. No. 922,049,

Jul. 5, 1978. Application for reismie Sep. II, 1981, Ser. No.
301,367

Clainu priority, application Japan, Jul. 7. 1977, 52/081838;
Not. 10, 1977, 52/135400

Int. a.3 HOIM 6/18
U.S. a. 429-191 13 Qaims

1. A substantially anhydrous cell comprising a solid lithium

anode, a solid [electronically] electrically conductive icxiinc

.^H.S
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cathode containing a charge transfer complex of iodine with a
l-normal-alkyl-pyridinium iodide and an iodine-inert electh-

ment of the support along said axis by said first means such that
the amplitude of said translation of said support in said plane
progressively increases as a function of the translational move-
ment along said axis when advancing said support beyond a
predetermined distance and decreases as a function of the
translational movement along said axis when withdrawing said
support to said predetermined distance.

7 M 15

caliy nonconductive powder, and a solid electrolyte of lithium
iodide doped with the l-normal-alkyl-pyridinium iodide.

Re. 31 490
DEVICE FOR ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE MACHINING
WITH SIMULTANEOUS RELATIVE ADVANCE AND
CYCLIC TRANSLATIONAL MOVEMENT OF THE

ELECTRODES
George Wyss, Schwerzenbach, Switzerland, assignor to Ateliers

des Channilles, S.A., Geneva, Switzerland
Original No. 4,104,500, dated Aug. 1, 1978, Ser. No. 6%,712,

Jun. 16, 1976. Application for reissue May 4, 1981, Ser. No
260,010

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jun. 18, 1975,
7932/75; Sep. 8, 1975, 11598/75

|

Int. a.3 B23P 1/08
U.S. a. 219-69 V 10 Qaims

Re. 31,491
METHOD OF ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE MACHINING
WITH SIMULTANEOUS RELATIVE ADVANCE AND
CYCLIC TRANSLATIONAL MOVEMENT OF THE

ELECTRODES
George Wyss, Schwerzenbach, Switzerland, assignor to Ateliers

des Channilles, S.A., Geneva, Switzerland
Original No. 4,104,501, dated Aug. 1, 1978, Ser. No. 696,713,

Jun. 16, 1976. Application for reissue May 4, 1981, Ser. No.
260,305

Qaims priority, application Switzerland, Jun. 18, 1975.
7932/75

Int. a.3 B23K 9/16
U.S. a. 219-69 M 5 Qaims

1. In an electrical discharge machining arrangement for
machining the surface of a recess in a workpiece electrode, in
which relative movements of the electrodes are controlled to
mainuin given sparking conditions in a machining zone com-
prised between the electrodes, and comprising a device for
controlling a translational displacement of one electrode rela-
tive to the other both in the direction of an axis of penetration
of one of said electrodes into the other electrode and in a plane
perpendicular to said axis, said device comprising a support for
said one electrode, first means for moving the support in trans-
lation along said axis, and second means for moving the sup-
port in translation according to a predetermined amplitude in a
plane perpendicular to said axis to provide a combined transla-
tional movement of the support along said axis and in said
perpendicular plane, said second means comprising an eccen-
tric member having, parallel to said axis of penetration, an axis
in relation to which said support is fixed, the improvement
comprising a rotatable shaft having an axis parallel to said axis
of penetration, said eccentric member cooperating with said
shaft for sliding in relation to said shaft in a direction forming
a 45* angle with said axis of penetration and for routing with
said shaft about the axis of said shaft, and means for sliding said
eccentric member relative to said shaft in response to move-

1 In a method of machining by electrical discharges the
surfaces of a recess in a workpiece electrode to substantially

the same shape as a tool electrode, said method comprising
controlling the relative displacements of the electrodes which
are translationally movable relative to one another both in the
direction of an axis of penetration of one electrode into the
other and in a plane perpendicular to said axis and displacing
one of the electrodes along said axis of penetration to produce
sparking in a machining zone comprised between correspond-
ing surfaces of said electrodes, said machining zone extending
on fronul and lateral portions of said surfaces, the improve-
ment comprising simultaneously relatively moving the elec-
trodes in translation in said perpendicular plane with a prede-
termined amplitude, and progressively increasing said ampli-
tude as a function of the penetration along said axis to provide
a combined oblique relative translational movement along at

least one generatrix of a surface of revolution of increasing
section in said direction of penetration, while controlling said

oblique relative translational movement to maintain given
sparking conditions in the machining zone comprised between
said electrodes at said frontal and lateral portions of said sur-

faces, wherein the amplitude of said relative translational

movement in said plane increases linearly with the penetration
along said axis whereby said oblique relative translational

movement is along a generatrix of a cone coaxial to said axis of
penetration and said generatrix is substantially at 45* to said
axis of penetration.
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Re. 31,492

ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE MACHINING APPARATUS
WTTH SIMULTANEOUS RELATIVE ADVANCE AND
CYCLIC TRANSLATIONAL MOVEMENT OF THE

ELECTRODES
George Wyss, Zurich, Switzerland, assignor to Ateliers des

Channilles, S.A., Geneva, Switzerland

Original No. 4,243,863, dated Jan. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 921,784,

Jul. 3, 1978. Division of Ser. No. 696,712, Jun. 16, 1976, Pat.

No. 4,104,500, and Ser. No. 696,713, Jul. 16, 1976, Pat. No.

4,104,501. Application for reissue May 4, 1981, Ser. No.

260,306

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jun. 18, 1975,

7932/75

The portion of the term of this patent subiequent to Aug. 1, 1995,

has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 B23P 1/12

U.S. a. 219—69 V 11 Oaims

1. In an electrical discharge machining arrangement for

machining the surface of a recess in a workpiece electrode, in

which relative movements of the electrodes are controlled to

maintain given sparking conditions in a machining zone com-

prised between the electrodes, and comprising a device for

controlling a translational displacement of one electrode rela-

tive to the other both in the direction of an axis of penetration

of one of said electrodes into the other electrode and in a plane

perpendicular to said axis, said device comprising a support for

said one electrode, first means for moving the support in trans-

lation along said axis, and second means for moving the sup-

port in translation according to a predetermined amplitude in a

plane perpendicular to said axis to provide a combined transla-

tional movement of the support along said axis and in said

perpendicular plane, said second means comprising an eccen-

tric member having, parallel to said axis of penetration, an axis

in relation to which said support is fixed in position, the im-

provement comprising a rotatable shaft having an axis parallel

to said axis of penetration, said eccentric member cooperating

with said shaft for sliding in relation to said shaft in a direction

forming an angle with said axis of penetration and for rotating

with said shaft about the axis of said shaft, means for sliding

said eccentric member relative to said shaft in response to

movement of the support along said axis by said first means

such that the amplitude of said translation of said support in

said plane progressively varies as a function of the translational

movement along said axis beyond a predetermined distance,

[wherein! siidable linear guide means between said eccentric

member and said shaft [have facing facesJ, said linear guide

means [are disposed between said facing faces! allowing

sliding of said [facing faces! eccentric member relative to

[one another! said shaft along said direction, and means [are

provided! for holding said eccentric member and shaft to-

gether while allowing relative radial and axial displacements

therebetween.

Re. 31,493

METHOD OF MACHINING BY EROSIVE ELECTRICAL
DISCHARGES

Jean Pfau, Collonge-Bellerive, Switzerland, assignor to Ateliers

des Channilles, S.A., Geneva, Switzerland

Original No. 4,057,703, dated Nov. 8, 1977, Ser. No. 630,959,

Nov. 12, 1975. Application for reissue Jun. 8, 1981, Ser. No.

271,561

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Nov. 14, 1974,

15183/74

Int. a.' B23P 1/08

U.S. a. 219—69 C 26 Claims

M''-! -'-
iti-

m
wifr

1. In a process for machining a surface of an electrode work-

piece by electrical discharges initiated and supplied with cur-

rent by a succession of voltage pulses applied to a machining

zone across a machining gap between an electrode tool and

said electrode workpiece according to which a relative dis-

placement between said electrodes is achieved along a cyclic

translation movement following a closed path [inscnbed in a

surface! of predetermined [shape and! contour in such a

manner as to [decrease the gap between said electrodes on a

portion of the machines surface and to! produce a cyclic

displacement of the machining zone, the improvement com-

prising [varying the speed of said translation movement!

adjusting the angular speed of the cyclic translation movement at

a predetermined value, adjusting the amplitude ofsaid translation

movement at a predetermined value in such a manner as to main-

tain a machining current at substantially all locations along said

path during at least a first cycle of translation, measuring the

cyclic variations of the machining gap during the following cycles

oftranslation, and varying said angular speed as a function ofsaid

variations of the machining gap so as to remove for all the ma-

chined surface of the workpiece the same quantity of matenal

per unit area during at least one cycle of translation

Re. 31,494

ELECTRIC DISCHARGE MACHINING METHOD AND
DEVICE WITH PRESET ELECTRODE

Francois Baileys, Geneva, and Jean Dupraz, Vaud. both of

Switzerland, assignors to Ateliers des Channilles, S.A., Ge-

neva, Switzerland

Original No. 4,049,942, dated Sep. 20. 1977, Ser. No. 668,750.

Mar. 19, 1976. Application for reissue Jun. 26, 1981, Ser. No.

277,654

Clainu priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 7, 1975,

4352/75

Int. a.' B23P 1/08

U.S. a. 219—69 M 6 Qaims

1. A method of machining by applying electncal pulses

providing intermittent electrical discharges between an elec-

trode and a workpiece while regulating their relative displace-

ment to maintain a quantity characterizing the sparking condi-

tions at a predetermined value, said method comprising pro-
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gressively reducing the [rate] speed ofpenetration of the elec-
trode in the workpiece as a function of a quantity representing
their relative position in a manner to prevent the electrode from
penetrating in the workpiece beyond at least one predetermined
final relative position [while maintaining the electrical dis-

January 10, 1984

^, ^^?

:
14. X .

charges], allowing the electrode and workpiece freedom to
move relative to one another as a function of the spark-
ing conditions up to said final relative position and stopping the
relative motion of said electrode and workpiece upon reaching
said final relative position while maintaining the electrical
pulses across said electrode and workpiece.

PLANT PATENTS
GRANTED JANUARY 10, 1984

Illustrations for plant patents are usually in color and therefore it is not practicable to reproduce the drawing

5,172

ROSE PLANT NAMED DE VITE
Thelma G. DeVor, Pleasanton, Calif., assignor to DeVor Nurser-

ies, Inc., Pleasanton, Calif.

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 425,047

Int. a.3 AOIH 5/00

U.S. a. Plt.--23 1 Claim

1. A new ''and distinct rose plant, substantially herein de-

scribed, characterized by its profuse and continuous produc-

tion of clean white fiowers of generally medium size, with

rapid growth rate and with vigorous, upright and free branch-

ing growth habit.

5,174

GRAPEVINE—RELIANCE CULTIVAR
James N. Moore, Fayetteville, Ark., assignor to Arkansas Agri-

cultural Experiment Station, University of Arkansas, Fayette-

ville. Ark.

Filed Dec. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 438,403

Int. CI.' AOIH 5/Oi

U.S. a. Pit.—47 1 Qaim
1 A new and distinct variety of gra{>evine. substantially as

illustrated and described, characterized by its early ripening,

seedless fruit of outstanding and unique flavor, and Us ability to

withstand extreme cold winter temperatures

5,173

ALMOND XPEACH HYBRID ROOTSTOCK TREE
Carl J. Hansen, deceased, late of Citrus Heights, Calif, (by Betty

C. Hansen, heir), assignor to The Regents of the University of

California, Berkeley, Calif.

Filed Aug. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 408,715

Int. C1.3 AOIH 5/Oi

U.S. a. Pit.—30 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of almond x peach hybrid

rootstock tree, substantially as illustrated and described, partic-

ularly characterized by a relatively high percentage of success-

ful reproductions from hardwood cuttings, by a deep rooting,

adventitious root system which provides excellent anchorage,

by immunity to root-knot nematode infections, Mcloidygyne

incognita acrita and M. javanica, and by a tree generally resem-

bling the "Hansen 2168" but slightly less vigorous, roots from

cuttings at a somewhat less rooting percentage, has more red

color of the fiowers and of the young leaves and shoots in the

Spring, and has more small, fine roots associated with the main

roots of the root system.

5,175

CARNATION PLANT
Leonard E. Carrier, 1911 Sheridan Rd., Encinitas, Calif. 92024

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431.835

Int. CI.' AOIH 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit.—71 1 Gaim
1. A new and distinct cultivar of cartiatum plant named

Melody substantially as herein shown and dc>cnhcd. charac-

terized particularly as to novelty by the unique combination of

a very vigorous and free-breaking plant habit, and strong and

straight stems; superior resistance to sc^l-borne diseases such as

Fusarium oxysporium and Fusarium roseum and other root-

rots such as damping off, water molds, and the like, large

serrated fiowers which open fully without bursting the cal>x

and causing "splits"; a distinctive and attractive pink Hovver

color which fades evenly to a slightly lighter shade of pink

giving a frosted appearance; and good heat tolerance which is

superior to that of the parent lines and the so-called "Sim"
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ERRATA

For See

CLASS PATENT NO.

604-006 4,425. 1 1

3

604-006 4.425 .114

604-022 4.425 .115

604-034 4.425 .116

604-093 4.425.117

604-175 4.425,118

604-164 4.425,119

604-198 4,425.120

604-209 4.425 ,121

604-237 4,425, 1 22

604-247 4.425. 1 23

604-283 4.425 . 1 24

604-321 4.425. 1 25

604-366 : 4.425. 1 26

604-366 4.425.127

604-381 4.425.128

604-385 4.425. 1 29

604-389 4,425 . 1 30

502-038 4.425.255

502-41

8

4,425 ,256

502-154 4,425.257

502-154 4.425.258

502-074 4.425,259

502-255 4,425,260

502-339 4,425,261

524-110 4.425.268
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4,424,595

BOXING GLOVE
Howard Albert, 27 Eaton Rd., Syosset, N.Y. 11791

Filed Nov. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320,596

Int. a.5 A41D 13/10
U.S. a. 2—18 12 Oaims

1. In a thumbless boxing glove including a mitt section

defined by a soft padded back portion and a palm portion, said

back portion and palm portion deflning an inner cavity for

receiving the entire hand of a boxer, an elongated hand grip
member extending across the interior of said inner cavity gen-
erally parallel to said palm portion in position to be substan-

tially enclosed by a closed fist of the boxer, the improvement
comprising a flexible strap having opposite ends secured to the
inside of said inner cavity and sized to receive and surround the

thumb of the boxer generally in the area of the inner joint of
the thumb, said strip being positioned at one end of said hand
grip member for restricting movement of the boxer's thumb to

a position for proper clenching about the boxer's fist and pre-

venting movement of the thumb outwardly from the boxer's

hand or fist.

4,424,596

THERAPEUTIC STOCKING STRUCTURE
Lauren M. Jackson, Yardley, Pa., assignor to The Kendall Com-

pany, Boston, Mass.

Filed Dec. 8, 1980, Ser. No. 214,142

Int. G.3 A41B 11/00
U.S. a. 2—240 1 Qaim

1. A therapeutic stocking structure having interchangeable

components including a waist belt totally encircling the body
and two stockings releasably secured to said belt at side por-

tions thereof, either of said stockings being releasably secured
to either of said belt side portions and either or both of said

stockings being worn by a wearer for therapeutic purposes,

said belt comprising an extended length band of material and
having means for adjusting the length of said belt about a

wearer's waist, each of said pair of stockings comprising a

circumferential, elastic boot portion, a hip panel extending

upwardly from said elastic boot portion, and a stocking margin
band at the upper end of said hip panel, there being means for

releasably securing said band to either side portion of said

waist encircling belt, on the outer surface thereof, including

identical, first quick disconnect means on either side portion of
said waist encircling belt and second, mating quick disconnect
means on each of said stocking margin bands, on an inner

surface thereof, facing a wearer, whereby in use, one or both of
said stockings may be worn with the stocking margin bands
thereof being releasably secured to either of said side portions

of said belt.

4.424,597

POSTERIOR CHAMBER IMPLANT LENS
Hans-Joachiro Schlegei, Bad Homburg, Fed. Rep. of Germany,

assignor to Inprohold Establishment, Vaduz, Liechtenstein

Filed May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374,439
Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 13,

1981, 3119002

Int. a.3 A61F 1/16. 1/24
U.S. a. 3-13 13 Claims

1. Posterior chamber implant lens as a replacement for the

natural lens surgically removed, m particular extracapsularly.

from the eye of a living being of a higher order, which has a

central lens body, and holding means arranged on said lens

body extending radially outwards from the periphery for fixing

said lens body in its position, said lens compnsing a homogene-
ous, clear, vulcanized silicone rubber which has the following

features in combination with each other:

(a) the lens body is formed as a convex lens, wherein the rear

surface for facing the lens capsule rear wall has a greater,

preferably much greater curvature than the front surface

facing the iris;

(b) on the lens body is situated a basically radially outwardly

extending, thin-walled support element, the outer edge of

which encircles the center point of the lens body with a

diameter (D) of between approx. 9.0 and approx 12.0 mm,
preferably about 10.0 to 1 1.0 mm;

(c) in the support element are several spaces distributed over

the element, preferably in the form of round holes;

(d) the support element has a material thickness of between

about 0.15 mm and 0.40 mm, preferably of about 0.20 mm to

0.25 mm;
(e) the vulcanized silicone material (organopolysiloxane) has a

specific gravity of between 1.01 and 1.08. preferably of

about 1.02;

(0 the vulcanized silicone material has a Shore hardness of

between about 30 and 60, preferably of about 40 to 50;

(g) the vulcanized silicone material has a temperature resis-

tance without deformation of the lens and its components of

over 356* F. during a longer, dry heat treatment lasting at

least 100 hours.

\^)
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4,424,598

MULTI-MODE BATH MODULE
Louis E. Cima, Adamsrille, Tenn., assignor to Aqua Glass Cor-

poration, Adamsrille, Tenn.

Filed Jul. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 399,795

Int. a.' A61H 33/06
VJS. a. 4—524 6 Qaims
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1. A multi-mode bath module having an enclosed interior

comprising spaced-apart top and bottom wails with opposed
pairs of side and end walls extending generally vertically there-

between to jointly therewith define the interior of the module,
said walls being joined integrally to define a monolithic shell-

like structure, one of said side walls having a relatively large

opening therethrough for providing access to said interior, first

door means for opening and closing said access, the other of
said side walls having a first recessed portion defining a storage

compartment, second door means slidably mounted in substan-

tially coplanar relation to said other of said side walls for

opening and closing said first recessed portion, said walls

having relatively small openings therein, a plurality of comfort
mode determining means communicating with the interior of
said module through said openings, operating means connected
to said mode determining means and responsive to pneumatic
control signals for controlling operation of said mode deter-

mining means, control means mounted in said recessed portion

for producing said control signals, a hand held shower having
a shower head and a flexible water hose, a water input for said

hose mounted in said first recessed portion, means for remov-
ably supporting said shower head in said first recessed portion,

and valve means mounted in said first recessed portion for

controlling the temperature of water dispensed through said

shower head.

portion being below said lobular neck engaging portion
when said pillow rests upon a horizonul surface;

said shoulder engaging portion, lobular neck engaging por-
tion and occiput engaging portion being cooperatively

4,424,599

CERVICAL PILLOW
Nabil Hannouche, 403 Andulusian Trail, SimpsonTille, S.C.

29681

Filed Sep. 18, 1980, Ser. No. 188,304

Int. a.^ A47G 9/00
\3&. a. 5—436 I 7 Qaims

1. A cervical pillow for use by an individual in a supine
position upon a horizontal surface, comprising:

a shoulder engaging portion for supporting the spine be-

tween shoulders and for preventing dislodgement of the

pillow during sleep;

a lobular neck engaging portion having a first radius of
curvature extending across substantially the entire width
of said pillow; and

an occiput engaging portion being substantially planar and
parallel to said horizontal surface, said occiput engaging

responsive to the weight of a user to increase the radius of
curvature of said lobular neck engaging portion to a sec-
ond radius of curvature of about 17 centimeters, which is

a desired radius of curvature for maintaining spinal adjust-

ment in the neck area.

4,424,600

ADJUSTABLE HRMNESS MATTRESS PILLOW TOP
Milton A. Callaway, Jackson, Oreg., assignor to Simmons

U.S.A. Corporation, Atlanta, Ga.
FUed Jun. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 276,155

Int. a.' A47C 27/1%: A47G 9/00
U.S. a. 5-470 12 Claims

38 130 30 M

1. An adjustable mattress construction, comprising:
a. a mattress body designed to provide the primary support for

a person lying on top thereof;

b. a pillow top removably fastened to said mattress body; said

pillow top having a bottom liner detachably fastened thereto
and

c. a relatively thin, fluid inflatable cushion pressurizable to a
variable firmness removably positioned within said pillow
top to permit adjustment of the firmness of said pillow top
said inflauble cushion being arranged between the lower
surface of said pillow top and said bottom liner, said pillow
top and inflatable cushion substantially covering the top of
the mattress body.

4,424,601

FORMING AND EMBOSSING TEMPLATE
Eleanor J. Weber, 440 Sand Dollar Dr., La Selra Beach, Calif.

95076

Filed Jan. 25, 1979, Ser. No. 6,360

Int. a.3 B25F 1/00: B26B 3/00
U.S. a. 7—113 6 Claims

1. A forming and embossing template including a forming
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means having a body portion and peripheral cutting means
having a desired configuration extending laterally therefrom,

and an embossing means having a desired pattern releasably

carried by said body portion, whereby said cutting means form
the shape of an article in said desired configuration in a pri-

mary operation and said embossing means subsequently im-

presses the desired pattern on said article in a secondary opera-

tion, wherein the embossing means and body portion are inter-

changeable with different embossing means and different body
portions, said cutting means are flanges which extend from said

body in a first direction generally perpendicular thereto, and
wherein said embossing means is carried by said body in a

second direction opposed to said flanges so that after said

desired configuration is formed in said article the template is

reversed to impress the desired pattern thereon by said emboss-
ing means, wherein said template includes secondary emboss-
ing means extending from said body portion in substantially the

same direction as said flanges with said secondary embossing
means being located directly beneath and proximate to said

embossing means.

4,424,602

CAR WASHING APPARATUS
James A. Belanger, Northville; Robert J. Wentworth, Ann Ar-

bor, and Graham J. Astley, Novi, all of Mich., assignors to

Belanger, Inc., Northville, Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 309,283, Oct. 7, 1981,

abandoned. This application Jun. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 383,925

Int. O.^ B60S 3/06

U.S. a. 15—97 B 19 Qaims

0»t¥4^^ -itO^

1. A car washing apparatus for successively scrubbing the

front, a side and the rear of a vehicle body during movement
along a predetermined path comprising:

an upright standard adapted for mounting upon a floor

surface laterally of said path;

a horizontal boom pivotally mounted at one end upon said

standard on a generally vertical axis and having the other

end free;

a wheel mounting carriage guidably and movably mounted
upon said boom between said ends longitudinally thereof;

a motor mounted on said carriage for movement therewith

and having a generally vertical drive shaft;

a scrubbing wheel connected to said drive shaft and depend-

ing from said carriage and rotated by said motor about a

vertical axis and in a predetermined direction;

said boom having a first position where it extends across said

path, with said carriage located at or near the free end

thereof and said rotating wheel arranged near said path

and adapted for registry with the vehicle to scrub either

the front or rear of the vehicle body;

said boom having a second position where it extends sub-

stantially parallel to said path at one side of the vehicle

body, with said rotating wheel in registry with the side of

the vehicle body and said carriage being adapted to move
freely toward said one end of said boom as the wheel
scrubs the side of the vehicle body as a result of contact

between the rotating wheel and the moving vehicle;

a fluid control system including first and second fluid con-

trol means;

said first fluid control means being connected between said

boom and said standard for controlling angular movement
of said boom between said first and second positions;

and said second fluid control means being connected be-

tween said boom and said carriage for controlling move-
ment of said carriage on said boom in one direction from
said one end towards said free end thereof

4,424,603

EDGING DEVICE FOR A PAINT TOOL
Peter Balint, Milwaukee; Fredrick B. Bums, South Milwaukee,

and Howard R. Moon, Fort Atkinson, all of Wis., assignors to

Ez Paintr Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,904

Int. Q.' B05C n/00
U.S. Q. 15—210 R 14 Qaims

1. An edging cartridge for a paint applying tool, wherein

said tool includes a base with a front, a back and first and

second sides, and a handle secured to said base, said cartndge

comprising:

a pivot arm,

means for pivotally securing said pivot arm on one end to

said base to allow said arm to pivot relative to said base,

and

a pair of wheels rotatably mounted in tandem on the other

end of said arm, each wheel rotatabie about an axis spaced

from the axis of rotation of the other wheel and both

wheels pivotable with said arm about said base.

4,424,604

WHEEL KIT FOR AN ITEM OF FURNITURE
Emanuel F. Dupuis, 21 Prince Philip Dr., St. Catharines, On-

Urio, Canada L2N 3H9
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 906,463, May 17, 1978,

abandoned. This application Apr. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 255,009

Qaims priority, application Canada, Sep. 28, 1978, 312270

Int. Q.' B60B 33/00

U.S. Q. 16—29 2 Claims

1. In the combination of a furniture item and a wheel and

handle kit for mobilization of the furniture item, the combina-

tion comprising:

at least one wheel assembly attached to one end of the furni-

ture item, the assembly having a wheel engageabie with

the ground for support of the said one end of the furniture

item clear of the ground when the other end of the fumi-
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ture item is lifted from the ground and the furniture item

is thus moved from a horizontal position to a tilted posi-

tion in which it is to be moved on the wheel assembly;

and at least one handle assembly attached to the said other

end of the furniture item for the said lifting thereof from
the ground;

wherein the wheel assembly comprises a wheel bracket

member having an L-shaped portion with a protruding

rim member, the L-shaped portion having a first verti-

cal bracket part engaged with a surface of the furniture

item that is at least approximately vertical when the

furniture item is in horizontal position, and a second
horizontal bracket part comprising a flat bottom plate

engaged with a bottom surface of the furniture item that

is horizontal when the furniture item is in horizontal

position, so that the said flat bottom plate is interposed

between the said furniture item bottom surface and the

ground, the furniture item rests upon the flat bottom
plate, and the flat bottom plate is in turn in contact with

the ground;

bracket and the top of the track to secure the support member
to the bracket and an elongate track cover having a portion

overhanging said door and supported by a lower end of said

support member.

wherein the protruding rim member extends from the

second horizontal bracket part parallel to the first verti-

cal leg bracket part and is spaced therefrom so that the

respective part of the furniture item is interposed be-

tween them;

wherein the said L-shaped portion has at least one aper-

ture therein; and fastening means passing through the

said aperture into the furniture item to secure the

bracket member thereto;

wherein the bracket member further has a vertically-dis-

posed arm extending from said first vertical bracket part

and carrying a respective wheel mounted thereon for

rotation about a horizontal axis, the vertical spacing
between said flat bottom plate and said horizontal axis

being substantially equal to the radius of the wheel,
whereby the wheel is located in predetermined position

clear of the ground when the furniture item is horizon-
tal, and is in engagement with the ground for movement
of the furniture item on the wheel upon said tilting of
the furniture item.

I

4,424,605

SLIDLNG DOOR TRACK ASSEMBLY INCLUDING A
TRACK COVER AND MOUNTING SUPPORTS

George Squires, Madison, and Charles Bland, Beioit, both of
Wis., assignors to Combo Corporation, Walkerton, Ind.

Filed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 348,750

Int. a.3 E05D 13/02
\

U.S. a. 16—94 R 4 Qaims
1. A sliding door track assembly in combination with a

sliding door of the type having a number of rollers mounted on
the top of the door for suspending the door over an opening in

a building wall, said assembly comprising a split elongate track

for matingly engaging said rollers, a plurality of brackets con-
nected at spaced intervals to the top of said track for mounting
said track on the wall above said opening, each of said brackets
including an offset portion spaced above said track, a separate
cover support member corresponding to each of said brackets,

each said support member including a Ub adapted to be in-

serted into the space provided between the offset portion of the

4,424,606

HINGE FOR OPENING AND CLOSING A DUST COVER
Akira Sorimachi, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Katoh Electri-

cal Machinery Co. Ltd., Yokohama, Japan
PCT No. PCT/JP80/00319, § 371 Date Aug. 10, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Aug. 10, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/01900, PCT Pub.
Date Jul. 9, 1981

PCT Filed Dec. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 293,215

Int. CV EOSF ]/10
U.S. CI. 16—223 3 Qaims

I 2 5

1. In a record player cabinet with a defined hinge receiving

space therein, a dust cover hinge for said space which will

permit the attached dust cover to pivot open, said hinge com-
prising in combination:

(a) a hollow elongated hinge support member (3) sized to fit

said space, with an inner and an outer end, having a spring

case (3a) with an inner wall at said inner end and hinge pin

support means (3b) at said outer end;

(b) a fiat slider (4) in said spring case (3a) with a defined

upper portion, lower end and a front portion, a plurality of

recesses (4a. 46) in said front portion, an acting pin (id)

passing through said upper portion with projections ex-

tending out therefrom and an upwardly biased vertical

compression coil spring (5) with two ends, one end being

connected to said slider lower end and the other end being

in said spring case (3o), a leaf spring (6) mounted on said

spring case inner wall to sequentially engage said slider

recesses (4a, 46) at predetermined pivoting positions of the
hinge; and,

(c) a cover support (7) with a base plate (7fl), an angle-

shaped holder (76) on said base plate, follower means (7c)

under said base plate, hinge pin supports (Id) and a hinge

pin under said follower means, said follower means (7c)

engaging said acting pin projections, said hinge pin being

rotatably mounted to the hinge pin support means (36) by
the hinge pin supports (Id).
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4,424,607

SYMMETRICAL DOOR HINGE
Giinter Langenhorst, Bad Sassendorf, Fed. Rep. of Germany,

assignor to Die top-element Bauelemente Tiir Innenausbau -f -

Raumgestaltung GmbH A Co. KG, Hamm, Fed. Rep. of Ger-

many
Filed Jun. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 272,472

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 12,

1980, 8015568[U]

Int. Cl.^ E05C 3/02. 5/04

U.S. a. 16—387 3 Claims

/z
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1. A door hinge comprising a pair of identical hinge elements

adapted to be mounted respectively upon a door frame and a

door, each of said elements having a fiat fiange provided on
one edge over the full length thereof with a sleeve in axial

symmetric orientation with said flange whereby a median
plane at said fiange is a diametral plane of the sleeve, each
sleeve being open at its opposite ends and of uniform cross

section over its entire length, each of said fianges being pro-

vided with a plurality of screw-receiving holes; and a hinge pin

formed with a collar at an intermediate location along its

length and respective identical cylindrical ends each extending

over said full length and interchangeably received in said

sleeves from opposite ends to swingably interconnect said

elements, both of said elements having centrally disposed

screw-receiving holes in the respective fianges and all of the

mounting holes of each fiange being disposed mirror symmetri-

cally about respective planes perpendicular to the axis of the

respective sleeve whereby said elements can each be rotated

about the axis of the respective centrally disposed hole for

opposite side hinging of a door.

4,424,608

AUTOMATIC POULTRY BREAST PROCESSING
MACHINE AND METHOD

Eugene G. Martin, Ephrata, Pa., assignor to Victor F. Weaver,

Inc., New Holland, Pa.

Filed Apr. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 364,604

Int. a.' A22C 21/00
U.S. a. 17—52 18 Gaims

18. A buttom cut method of removing whole wing members
from forward bilateral carcass sections consequent to the auto-

mated mechanical optionally selective sectioning thereof ac-

complished without either bone fiber contamination or re-

moval of breast meat therewith, said method comprising im-

paledly placing said carcass sections individually and succes-

sively upon supports therefor insertably through the body
cavity thereof with the rearward ends of said carcass sections

respectively foremost leading so the back thereof is disposed

uppermost and the breast thereof is dependent and rearward

facing with the wings thereof respectively outward extended

either bilateral side thereof, indexibly moving said carcass

sections thus supported individually forward while simulta-

neously slidably engaging and outward distending progres-

sively said extended wings bilaterally while rotating the same
upwardly and slightly rearward to the forward direction thus

initiating and ultimately effecting wing to carcass section

shoulder joint dislocation prepatory to the severing thereof,

protectively shielding the breast sections from contact with

joint severing knives concurrent with forward movement
engagement thereof bilaterally with pivotally defiectable blade

shields progressively engaging to that point of directed expo-

sure immediately prior to contact of the then respective dislo-

cated shoulder joint distended connecting tissue and tendon
materials of said forward carcass section with severing blades,

slowing the supported carcass section forward movement just

prior to and continually reduced throughout respective dislo-

cated and distended shoulder joint contact by severing blades

respectively therewith in effecting simultaneous bilateral dislo-

cated and distended shoulder joint passage thereof in accom-
plishing whole wing button cut removal by severing only the

distended tissue and tendon materials between the dislocated

ball-and-socket joint of said shoulder joints respectively, and
upon completed passage of severing blades through said shoul-

der joints indexibly stopping forward movement of the remain-

ing supported carcass section torso member for continued

forward movement indexibly thereafter into mechanical op-

tionally selective sectioning blades upon the next successive

forward movement indexing of a supported carcass section in

accomplishing whole wing button cut removal therefrom.

4,424,609

LOCK FOR GRIPPING CORDS OR THE LIKE
Ogden W. Boden, 1580 Gaywood Dr., Altadena, Calif. 91001

Filed Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 339,973

Int. G.' F16G 11/00

U.S. G. 24-134 R 11 Galmi

so *•

1. A device for gripping at least one elongated fiexible ele-

ment and retaining it against longitudinal movement in a prede-

termined direction, comprising;

a first member having a gripping surface;

an actuating member mounted to said first member for rela-

tive swinging movement essentially about an axis between

a locking position and a released position; and

a locking member connected to said actuating member for

swinging movement therewith between said positions, and

having a gripping portion which in said locking position

of the actuating member is positioned to clamp said elon-

gated element against said gripping surface of said first

member and which in said released position of the actuat-

ing member releases said element for longitudinal move-
ment in said direction;

said locking member being free for limited pivotal move-

ment relative to said actuating member about said axis

when the latter is in said locking position;

said gripping portion of said locking member having a plu-

rality of teeth for contacting and gripping said elongated

element which are distributed essentially eccentrically

with respect to said axis and adapted to move progres-

sively closer to said gripping surface of said first member
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to grip said element progressively more tightly as said

locking member pivots relative to said actuating member
when the latter is in said locking position;

said gripping surface of said first member being shaped to

define and form a recess opposite said gripping portion of

said locking member into which the locking member
presses said elongated flexible element;

said gripping surface having teeth within and defining said

recess following essentially a pattern which curves pro-

gressively toward said axis as the surface advances about

the axis in the direction in which said locking member
pivots relative to said actuating member to tighten the

grip on said elongated element;

said teeth of said gripping surface of said first member in-

cluding a first series of said teeth distributed arcuately

about a second axis which is essentially parallel to but

ofTset from said first axis, and a second series of said teeth

distributed arcuately about a third axis which is essentially

parallel to and offset from both of said first and second

axes.

4,424,610

OBJECT-SIMULATING BELT BUCKLE
J<riiii J. Barbieri, 756 E. Main St, East Aurora, N.Y. 14052, and
Ron C. Oar, Orchard Park, N.Y., assignors to John J. Bar-

bieri, East Aurora, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 245,016

Int. a.' A44B 11/00
US. a. 24—163 K 10 Qaims

1. A belt buckle comprising:

(a) a body adapted to be connected to a belt for wearing on
a user, said body having a structure which simulates a

known object having a movable component, said body
having means thereon for connecting said body to a belt;

(b) an element carried by said body and located so as to be
exposed to view when said buckle is worn on the user, said

element having a structure which simulates the movable
component of the object;

(c) means for operatively connecting said element to said

body in a manner permitting movement of said element
relative to said body;

(d) an operator member coupled to said body in a manner
permitting movement of said member in two directions

relative to said body in response to manual operation, said

operator member being located on said body for manual
operation when the belt buckle is worn on the user; and

(e) motion transmission means carried by said body and
operatively connected to said element and to said operator

member for converting movement of said operator mem-
ber into movement of said element in two directions rela-

tive to said body while the belt buckle is worn on the user;

(0 whereby manual operation of said operator member by
the user causes movement of said element relative to said

body for simulating the appearance and activity of the

known object while the belt buckle is worn on the user.

4,424,611

BUCKLE FOR WATCH BANDS
Yoshinobu Mori, Tanashi, Japan, assignor to Citizen Watch Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 328,145
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 17, 1980, 55-

181545[U]

Int. a.3 A44C 5/08
U.S. a. 24-192 4 Qaims

1. A buckle for a watch band having two ends comprising:
(a) a clasping member having a top plate, a first end of said

clasping member connected to the first end of said band, a
second end and an opening formed in said top plate adja-
cent said second end;

(b) a middle plate rotatably connected to said second end of
said clasping member;

(c) a bottom plate having a first end rotatably connected to
said middle plate and a second end connected to the sec-

ond end of said watch band;

(d) a first engaging means for engaging and securing said

clasping member to said bottom plate;

(e) a second engaging means for engaging and securing said

clasping member to said bottom plate;

(0 said second engaging means comprising a lock member
rotatably mounted on said clasping member at a position

adjacent the second end of said clasping member;
(g) a hook portion formed on said lock member;
(h) a hook portion on said bottom plate adjacent said second
end of said bottom plate;

(i) said hook portion on said bottom plate being parallel with
said bottom plate;

(j) said hook portion on said lock member passing through
said opening and engaging said hook portion on said

bottom plate when said lock member is rotated in one
direction;

(k) said hook portion on said lock member being parallel

with said bottom plate when rotated in said direction;

whereby relative rotation between said middle plate and said

bottom plate is prevented.

4,424,612

FASTENING PLATE FOR SECURING A SNAP PIN TO AN
AUTOMOBILE DOOR PANEL

Klaus Muller, Weil-Haltingen, and Leon Tancer, Lorrach, both
of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to A. Raymond, Lorrach,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Apr. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 258,585

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 16,

1980, 8013284[U]

Int. a.3 A44B 17/00
U.S. O. 24—669 8 Claims

1. A fastening plate for securing to a panel a removable snap
pin which includes a head and adjoining neck, the head of the

snap pin having a rear face, a circumferential wall, and a cir-

cumferential shoulder integral with the snap pin's neck, com-
prising:

a support plate for attachment to the panel,

a holding plate offset from said support plate, said holding

plate including an aperture larger in diameter than the

neck of the snap pin and smaller in diameter than the head
of the snap pin, said aperture including an opening on one
side for slideably accepting the neck of the snap pin, and
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clamp means for resiliently pressing the shoulder of the snap

pin against the portions of the holding plate surrounding

said aperture to thereby securedly hold the snap pin per-

pendicular to the support plate while permitting the radial

movement of the snap pin within the clearance between
the neck of the snap pin and the aperture,

n,U-jnI, )rp-^

said clamp means including a rest plate positioned under said

aperture at a distance from said holding plate slightly less

than the thickness of the snap pin's head, and said rest

plate including a free end aligned with said opening, the

distal portion of said free end being bent toward said

support plate and ending just short of the extended plane

of said support plate.

4,424,613

APPARATUS FOR BRUSHING PILE FABRIC
Walter Engels, Tryon, N.C., assignor to Miliiken Research

Corporation, Spartanburg, S.C.

Division of Ser. No. 224,753, Jan. 13, 1982, Pat. No. 4,388,750.

This application Jul. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 400,563

Int. a.3 D06C 27/00

U.S. a. 26—2 R 6 Qaims

4,424,614

APPARATUS FOR THREADING UP A RAPIDLY
TRAVELLING THREAD IN A TEXTURIZING NOZZLE
Wolfgang Martin; Hans Knopp, both of Ludwigshafen; Dieter

Herion, Frankenthal; Gerhard Conzelmann, Otterstadt;

Guenter Leuchtmann, Mannheim, all of Fed. Rep. of Ger-

many; Peter Gujer, Winterthur, Switzerland; Dieter Gulden-

fels, Dinhard, Switzerland, and Armin Wirz, Ossingen, Swit-

zerland, assignors to BASF Farben A Faaem AG, Hamburg,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Division of Ser. No. 230,355, Jan. 30, 1981, Pat. No. 4,356,604,

which is a division of Ser. No. 25,173, Mar. 29, 1979, Pat. No.

4,280,260. This application Sep. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 305,043

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 21,

1978, 2817478

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jul. 28,

1998, has been disclaimed.

Int. Q.' D02G 1/12

U.S. Q. 28—255 1 Qaim

nA-^—
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1. In a fiuid-jet texturizing arrangement in which, during

steady state operation, thread is conveyed through a texturiz-

ing nozzle at high speed by means of a pressunzed texturizing

fiuid medium, an apparatus for introducing at least one thread

into a fluid-jet texturizing nozzle, said Huid-jet texturizing

nozzle having an inlet member means of vanable cross-seciion,

wherein said inlet member means at its inlet end has a trans-

verse slot formed therein for guiding the thread when extend-

ing in a direction substantially normal to the axis of said inlet

member means, and wherein said apparatus comprises means
for mounting the fluid-jet texturizing nozzle together with the

inlet member means for pivotal movement between a threading

position and a steady state position, a reduced pressure cham-

ber, and suction means coupled to said texturizing nozzle

through said reduced pressure chamber in said threading posi-

tion such that a reduced pressure, relative to atmospheric

pressure, is set up at the inlet member means of the texturizing

nozzle, thereby to draw the end of a cut thread in said slot into

the nozzle.

G izfT'^^^i^^
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1. A machine to brush the pile fabric comprising: means to

supply a pile fabric, means to heat the pile of the pile fabric,

means to urge the selvedge of the pile fabric in an outward

direction to remove the wrinkles therefrom, means to brush

the pile of the pile fabric and means to take up the pile fabric,

said means to urge the selvedge of the pile fabric in an outward

direction including an elongated hollow member and a

spreader box mounted on each end of said elongated hollow

member, each of said spreader boxes having an opening in the

top thereof and a rotating brush therein, means operably asso-

ciated with each of said brushes urging said brushes towards

said opening, and means to rotate said brush mounted on said

spreader box, each of said spreader boxes having a suction

conduit operably associated therewith.

4,424,615

CAPACITOR AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURING
THE SAME

Kikuo Wakino, Muko, Japan, assignor to Murata Manufactur-

ing Co., Ltd., Japan

Filed Mar. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 249,428

Qaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 3, 1980, 55-44141

Int. Q.' HOIG 7/00. 4/06. 4/10

U.S. Q. 29—25.42 9 Qaims
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9. A method of manufacturing a capacitor, comprising the

steps of:

(A) forming a first composite including:

(1) a first ceramic insulating layer;

(2) a first electrode located on part of said first insulating

layer; and

(3) a first ceramic dielectric layer located on said first

ceramic insulating layer and covering said first elec-

trode;
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(B) forming a second composite including:

(1) a second ceramic insulating layer;

(2) a second electrode located on part of said second

insulating layer; and

(3) a second ceramic dielectric layer located on said sec-

ond ceramic insulating layer and covering said second

electrode;

(C) placing said first and second composites together such

that said first and second electrodes face each other with

said first and second dielectric layers touching each other

and being located between said first and second elec-

trodes; and thereafter
|

(D) firing said first and second composites to simultaneously

sinter said first and second dielectric layers whereby said

first and second dielectric layers are integrated with each
other.

4,424,616

CONDITIONING LINE FOR STEEL PIPES
Masachika Niunano, Yokosuka; Shiivji Akita, Yokohama, and
Minora Morita, Kawasaki, all of Japan, assignors to Nippon
Kokan Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 291,955

Qalms priority, application Japan, Aug. 20, 1980, 55-116727

Int. Cl.^ B23P 23/06
U.S. a. 29—33 T 10 Gaims

1. A steel pipe conditioning line comprising:

at least one main line;

at least one reprocessing line for rejected steel pipe;

said main line and said reprocessing line being arranged
parallel to each other;

means to automatically transfer said rejected steel pipe from
said main line to said reprocessing line;

means for reprocessing said rejected steel pipe on said repro-

cessing line;

means for automatically transferring said reprocessed steel

pipe back to said main line;

one or more closed loops comprised of at least one main line

and at least one reprocessing line arranged in series; and
said main line of each said closed loop includes at least one

pair of thread cutting means and at least one thread in-

specting means.

4,424,617

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR BOXING AND
ENCAPSULATING ELECTRICAL DEVICES

William J. Fanning, Glen Ellyn; Peter J. Nichele, Chicago, III.,

and Roger P. Pratali, Berwyn, all of III., assignors to Western
Electric Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Jul. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 284,833
Int. a.' HOIG 4/00

U.S. a. 29-25.42 u Qaims

:.#^

1. A system for encapsulating and boxing capacitors, which
comprises:

a trackway;

a stack of carriers positioned at one end of the trackway, each
of said carriers having a series of slots for receiving capaci-
tors and including a series of teeth equal in number to the
number of slots;

a pair of cog devices coupled together and mounted for move-
ment forward and backward relative to said trackway and
each cog device having a slide with a toothed end section

mounted for movement toward and away from the trackway
to engage the toothed end with the teeth on carriers posi-

tioned in said trackway;

means for advancing a succession of carriers from said stack

into position to be engaged by the teeth on a first of said cog
device slides;

means for operating said cog devices to move said slides (1)
forward to advance the tooth engaged carriers, (2) away
from said carriers, (3) backward relative to the carriers, and
(4) toward said carrier to engage the slide teeth with the
carrier teeth;

means for advancing a box into each slot upon each advance of
a carrier;

means for injecting a predetermined charge of heat curable
encapsulant into each box advanced along the trackway;

means for pressing a strip connected to pairs of terminal leads

attached to capacitors to seat the capacitors in the boxes;

an oven for curing the encapsulant;

stripping means for engaging the boxes to shift the boxes and
terminal strip from a carrier; and

means within the oven for engaging and moving the stripping

means through the oven to cure the encapsulant.

4,424,618

ASSEMBLY OF STRAIGHT DUCT AND TRANSITIONS
Jaraes H. Stubbings, RockviUe, Md., assignor to Potomac Ap-

plied Mechanics, Inc., Bethesda, Md.
Division of Ser. No. 788,641, Apr. 18, 1977, Pat. No. 4,111,143.

ThU application Apr. 20, 1978, Ser. No. 898,458

Int. O.^ B21D 39/00
U.S. a. 29—509 7 Qalms

1. A method of automatically forming a duct transition piece
using an edge interiocking machine having rollers; comprising
the steps of

forming a plurality of ductwork pieces each having a prede-
termined length, out of sheet material, and at least two
pieces having opposed sides that are not parallel;

forming at least one of the pieces so that it has an edge
configuration adapted to be acted upon to interlock and
form a seam with another piece to form the duct; and
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feeding the plurality of pieces into the edge interlocking casting to a reaming station with the pivot pin opening extend-
machme, and actmg upon the at least one edge configura- jng transverse to the direction of movement, aligning the pivot

pin opening in the knuckle casting with reaming means, hold-

ing the aligned knuckle casting while reammg the pivot pin

opening to a desired size, moving the knuckle castmg to a

lifting station, supporting the knuckle casting at the liftmg

station for rotation about an axis generally parallel to the axis

of the reamed pivot pin opening, grinding at least said front

r.r- -
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tion so that it forms a seam with another piece to form a

duct transition piece having the predetermined length.
(
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4,424,619

POSITIVE DRIVE SYSTEM
Rene A. Conrad, 215 Olive Hill La., Woodside, Calif. 94062
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 845,929, Oct. 27, 1977, Pat. No.
4,214,488, which is a division of Ser. No. 97,132, Nov. 26, 1979,

Pat. No. 14,315,751. This application Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No.

334,831

Int. a.3 B22D 11/126

U.S. a. 29—527.4 3 Qaims

face, heel, tail stop and tail surface of the knuckle casting to a

preestablished profile while rotating the casting about an axis

generally parallel with the axis of the reamed pivot pin open-
ing, and thereafter contacting at least part of the outer periph-

eral surface of the knuckle casting while rotated about an axis

generally parallel to the axis of the reamed pivot pin opening
with a machine member under a predetermined pressure to

finish-grind the contacted surface.

1. A method of making a drive cable for a positive drive
system, comprising:

passing a length of flexible multi-strand wire cable through a

series of sets of coining wheels which compress the cable

strands and deform the outer surface of said cable to

provide a coined cable; and
forming a plurality of nodules on said coined cable at regular

spaced intervals.

4,424,620

METHOD OF MACHINING A KNUCKLE CASTING
Frank W. Oshinsky, McKeesport, Pa., assignor to McConway &

Torley Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Jul. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 288,597

Int. a.3 B23Q 7/00

U.S. a. 29—558 5 Oaims
1. A method for processing a knuckle casting for a railroad

coupler wherein the knuckle casting includes a nose portion to

engage with the nose portion of a knuckle of a mating coupler
when the couplers are coupled together, the knuckle casting

having an outer peripheral surface defining inter alia a front

face extending from said nose portion laterally and rearwardly

to a heel adjacent a surface of a hub for a pivot pin opening
through the body of the knuckle casting, the knuckle casting

rearwardly of said hub having a tail stop merging with a tail

surface forming the generally-rearward extremity of the cast-

ing, said method including the steps of moving a knuckle

4,424,621

METHOD TO FABRICATE STUD STRUCTURE FOR
SELF-ALIGNED METALLIZATION

Shakir A. Abbas, Wappingers Falls, and Ingrid E. Magdo, Hope-
well Junction, both of N.Y., assignors to International Busi-

ness Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 335,894

Int. a.' HOIL 21/302. 21/76
U.S. a. 29-571 25 Oaims

1. Method of forming self-aligned isolation for semiconduc-

tor devices comprising:

forming a first insulating layer on the surface of a monotrys-
talline substrate whose coefficient of expansion is similar

to that of the substrate;

forming an oxidation resistant second insulating layer over

said first layer;

forming a poiycrystalline silicon layer over said second

layer;

forming an oxidation resistant third insulating layer over said

poiycrystalline silicon layer;

removing said third insulating layer and said poiycrystalline

silicon layer down to said second layer to produce sub-

stantially vertical sidewalls on the remaining third insula-

tion layer and poiycrystalline silicon layer;

wherein the said removing of said third insulating and poiy-

crystalline silicon is in areas designated to be at least the

said isolation areas in said substrate, and the remaining

poiycrystalline silicon covers areas of said substrate desig-

nated to have semiconductor devices formed therein;

thermally oxidizing the exposed sidewalls of said poiycrys-

talline silicon layer to produce a silicon dioxide sidewall

layer thereon;

removing the exposed said second layer and in turn the

exposed first layer in said designated to be at least the

isolation areas;

etching grooves into the exposed said substrate using the
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remaining said third insulating layer and polycrystalline opening adapted to receive the inner body portion to define
silicon layer as a mask;

filing said grooves with dielectric isolation material; and
a peripheral space therebetween;

(c) assembling the retaining ring portion on the inner body
portion with the heating element located in the peripheral

space formed therebetween and spaced from said ring por-
tion and said inner body portion; and

/

— ^i
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forming devices in said substrate between said grooves filled

with dielectric isolation material.

4,424,622 '

METHOD OF MAKING INTEGRAL CORROSION
RESISTANT MANIFOLD

Peter E. F. Krause, R.R. #1, Limehouse, Ontario, Canada
Filed Jul. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 399,729

Claims priority, application Canada, Jul. 15, 1982, 407360
Int. a.3 H05B i/OO

U.S. a. 29-411 10 Qaims
1. A method of manufacturing an electrically heated injec-

tion molding manifold having an inner body portion with a

plurality of melt ducts extending therethrough seated in a

hollow retaining ring portion defining a peripheral space there-

between which receives an electrical heating element sur-

rounded by a highly conductive material, comprising the steps

of:

(a) forming the inner body portion of a suitable abrasion and
corrosion resistant material with a plurality of melt ducts
extending from a common inlet to separate outlets;

(b) forming the hollow reuining ring portion with a central

(d) vacuum casting a highly thermally conductive material into

the peripheral space thereby surrounding the heating ele-

ment and providing the manifold with an integral construc-
tion.

4,424,623

APPARATUS FOR LADDER CONSTRUCTIONS
William Bailey, P.O. Box 73, Acacia Ridge 4110 Queensland,

Australia

Division of Ser. No. 136,767, Apr. 3, 1980. This application Jun.

25, 1982, Ser. No. 392,376

Qaims priority, application Australia, Apr. 4, 1979, PD8319
Int. a.3 B23P 27/00/ B23Q 75/00

U.S. a. 29—716 5 Qaims

K j7 n

1. Apparatus for forming a ladder of ladder components
comprising a pair of stiles and a plurality of steps, said steps

being formed with at least one hollow section at each end,

comprising a carriage assembly adapted to support and to

advance the operatively positioned ladder components longi-

tudinally along a path in a stepwise fashion, two longitudinally

spaced pairs of opposed hydraulic rams, the rams of each said

pair being disposed at opposite sides of said positioned ladder

components supported on said carriage, each said ram being

provided with operating heads, one said pair of operating

heads being provided with blanking dies to force said hollow
end sections of said steps through the respective said stiles to

protrude therefrom and the other said pair of operating heads
being provided with swaging dies to swage the protruding

hollow end sections about the respective said stiles.

4,424,624

MULTIPLE COIL HEAT EXCHANGER
Richard W. Sievers, South Windsor, Conn., assignor to Spiral

Tubing Corp., Windsor, Conn.
Division of Ser. No. 141,894, Apr. 21, 1982, abandoned, which is

a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 83,568, Oct. 11, 1979,

abandoned. This application Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 420,600

Int. a.3 B23P 15/26
U.S. a. 29—727 9 Claims

1. An apparatus for forming a tube into a multiple coil heat

exchanger comprising a support, a coil-forming die mounted
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on said support for rotation about an axis and having a thread 4,424,626
sized to receive said tube commencing at one end of said die ANCHORING DEVICE AND METHOD FOR SECURING
and terminating at the other end thereof, coil-reversing means A CAPACTTOR TO A PRINTED CTRCUIT BOARD
formed at said other end of said die which merge with and are Charles E. Pennington, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Emhart

Industries, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Sep. 16, 1980, Ser. No. 187,752

V Int. a.' H05K i/ii; F16M 7i/00
U.S. a. 29—839 7 Qaims

a continuation of said thread, said coil-reversing means having

a first portion which spirals outward to a radial position above
said thread at said other end and a second portion which axi-

ally extends toward said one end of said die, and means for

rotating said die about said axis.

4,424,625

CONNECTOR REMOVAL TOOL
Daniel L. Callahan, Roseville, Minn., assignor to Sperry Corpo-

ration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,758

Int. Q\? H05K i/U. 13/04

VJS. Q. 29—764 7 Qaims

1. For use in removing a strip electrical connector held in

place by friction contact with electrical interconnection pins

associated therewith and mounted to a support assembly, a

removal tool comprising:

a pair of wall member means arranged in a spaced apart

relationship forming a channel therebetween to accommo-
date the width of an electrical connector to be removed,

each of said wall members having leading, trailing, top

and bottom edges;

joining means coupled intermediate said pair of wall member
means for holding said pair of wall member means in said

spaced apart relationship;

striking means coupled to said joining means for allowing

motive force to be applied to the removal tool; and

deflection means mounted at each of said bottom edges

forming smooth surfaces with said bottom edges for slid-

ing on a support assembly and disposed along the length

thereof for defining a continuous slot therebetween, said

defiection means for deflecting the electrical connector

out of holding contact with the friction fit electrical pins

without contacting said electrical pins as the removal tool

is moved axially along the length of the connector being

removed, said deflection means of a predetermined length

sufficient to avoid damage to said electrical connector or

said electrical pins during removal.

1. An anchoring device for securing a capacitor body to a

printed circuit board, comprising;

circumferential band means for encircling said capacitor

body, said band means including a crimpable section for

reducing the circumference of said band and for applying

compression to said band to engage said capacitor body,
said band means also including means for engaging reces-

ses in said capacitor body to further secure said capacitor

body by contacting surfaces thereof intended to face away
from said printed circuit board; and

a plurality of connection means affixed to said band means
and extending perpendicular to the circumference there-

for for penetrating said printed circuit board to allow

mounting of said clamp means and thereby said capacitor

body to said printed circuit board.

3. A method for securing a capacitor body to a printed

circuit board, comprising the steps of
locating a circumferential band means around said capacitor

body including positioning said band means over a cir-

cumferential groove in said capacitor body, said band
means having a crimpable section for reducing the cir-

cumference of said band means and a plurality of connec-

tion means affixed to said band means and extending per-

pendicular to the circumference of said band means;

compressing said crimpable section to engage said band

means with said circumferential groove and said capacitor

body; and

securing said band means and said capacitor body to said

printed circuit board Including penetrating said printed

circuit board with said connection means

4,424,627

WIRING HARNESS CONSTRUCTION MEANS AND
METHOD

John W. Tarbox, 13096 Caminito Dei Rocio. Del Mar, Calif.

92014

Filed Aug. 4. 1980. Ser. No. 170.722

Int. CI.' HOIR 43/00

U.S. Q. 29—857 31 Claims

1. Structure for retaining, identifying and arraying wire

strands in electrical harnesses and the like, said structure com-
prising:

(a) an elongated comb-like strip having a row of teeth on at

least one longitudinal edge thereof with elongated slots

defined by and between said teeth and extending trans-

versely of the strip;

(b) said teeth having substantially inflexible shank portions

and opposing detent portions adjacent to the ends of said

teeth, and said detent portions being at least slightly fiexi-

ble and capable of accepting and capturing at least one

wire strand in each of said slots by resilient defiection in
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the general longitudinal plane only of said comb-like strip

without substantial deflection of said shank portions;

(c) a keeper securable by said detent portions on said teeth to

retain the wire strands;

(d) the detent portion of each of said teeth defining an ar-

rowhead with a pair of resilient down-sloped barbs to

engage said keeper; and,

Xe) the barbs of each of said barb pairs being connected along

at least one edge by a flexible web.

14. Structure for retaining, identifying and breaking out

individual strands of wire from a bundle comprising: .

(a) a wrapper having a back flap, a front flap, and a central

connector portion hingedly joining said flaps;

(b) means connecting said flaps at multiple spots separated

by intervals along the outside edges thereof opposite the

central connector portion to defme sequential breakout

openings between said flaps at said spaced intervals; and

(c) indicia on said wrapper indexed with said spaced inter-

vals providing routing information correlated to the par-

ticular wire strands to be broken out through the respec-

tive openings to reduce the dependency of a harnessmaker

on outside instruction materials.

19. A layout board apparatus for temporarily retaining,

identifying and arraying strands in electrical harnesses or the

like which have a strand bundle with at least one breakout

point therealong from which individual strands from said

bundle are ordered and diverted from the strand bundle to a

connector or the like, said layout board comprising:

4,424,628

SHAVING APPARATUS
Gerrit J. Groothuis, and Eduard W. Tietjens, both of Drachten,

Netherlands, assignors to U.S. Philips Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 85,158, Oct. 15, 1979, abandoned. This
application Jul. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,320

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Nov. 21, 1978,
7811437

Int. a.3 B26B 19/64
U.S. a. 30—43.92 2 Oaims

1. A shaving apparatus comprising a shear plate with hair

entry apertures; a cutting member associated with and recipro-

catory relative to the shear plate, said cutting member includ-

ing a frame formed from longitudinally extending oppositely

disposed strips interconnected at their opposite ends by cross

members; and cutting elements extending from said cutting

member toward the shear plate, each cutting element being

constituted by a semi-circular rigid supporting lamelliform

plate member secured in the oppositely disposed strips, a

groove being formed in the semi-circular edge of the lamelli-

form plate member facing the shear plate, and a single cutter in

the form of a filament positioned in said groove and secured at

its ends to said oppositely disposed strips, said filamentary

cutter being in contact with said shear plate.

(a) a layout panel:

(b) at least one breakout station defined on said panel;

(c) a breakout element for each of said breakout stations,

each such element being adapted to independently engage
and contain a strand bundle at a breakout point and order

and divert individual strands from the bundle; and

(d) said at least one station each having means to temporarily

and releasibly engage a breakout element.

25. A method of laying out a wiring harness having a plural-

ity of strand breakout points along a bundle of strands using a

layout board with a plurality of breakout stations and releasible

engagement means at each of said layout stations and a plural-

ity of comb-like strips having upright teeth with detent tips

engagable by said engagement means, said method including

the following steps:

(a) engaging at least one of said comb-like strips in each of

those of said engagement means which correspond to a

breakout point of a harness being made;

(b) on each of said strips engaging a first edge of a flexible

wrapper over said teeth and pressing down until said teeth

project thru said wrapper;

(c) drawing sequential strands across said board adjacent

each respective one of said comb-like strips and breaking

at least one of said strands laterally out through sequential

pairs of teeth of each of said comb-like strips; and,

(d) folding said wrapper over said strand bundle and engag-

ing a second edge of said wrapper opposite said first edge
over said teeth to be detained by said detent tips.

4,424,629

APPARATUS FOR CUTTING TUBES AND THE LIKE
Donald E. Schott, Chester, Vt., assignor to Thomas C. Wilson,

Inc., Long Island City, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 13, 1980, Ser. No. 206,548

Int. a.3 B23D 21/06

U.S. a. 30—105 12 aairas
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c.

An apparatus for cutting a portion of a tube comprising:

housing means having a first end and a second end, the

first end being configured and dimensioned for insertion

into the tube to be cut;

cutting means movably ]X)sitioned within said housing

means so as to be disposed adjacent the inner wall surface

of the tube portion to be cut when the first end of the

housing means is inserted within the tube;

hydraulic means for both advancing said cutting means
outwardly toward the tube portion so as to cause said

cutting means to forcibly cut the inner wall surface of the
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tube to be cut and also for rotating the housing means so

as to cause said cutting means to traverse a substantially

inner circumferential path and to cut the inner wall of the

tube to a predetermined depth corresponding to the level

of penetration of said cutting means into the wall of the

tube to be cut; and

. means cooperating with said hydraulic means for increas-

ing the cutting force applied by said cutting means against

the inner wall of the tube up to a predetermined and

controlled force so as to cause said cutting means to corre-

spondingly further penetrate the tube.

4,424,630

APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE DIMENSIONS OF
DELICATE PARTS

John G. Aceti, Princeton, N.J., assignor to RCA Corporation,

New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 335,512

Int. a.3 GOIB 7/28

U.S. a. 33—174 L 13 Gaims

an oscillator for providing clock frequency output signals;

counter means coupled to said oscillator and responsive to

said clock frequency signals therefrom for providing an

excitation frequency signal for a fiux-gate sensor and for

providing a synchronization signal at a harmonic fre-

quency of said excitation frequency;

bandpass filter means coupled to said oscillator and includ-

ing means for receiving signal information from a flux-
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1. Apparatus for measuring a given dimension of a yieldable

part comprising:

transducer means including a tactile member, said trans-

ducer means being movable between a reference position

and a measurement position, said tactile member being

movable when said tactile member contacts said yieldable

part with a given force;

first means for sensing the movement of said tactile member
when said tactile member contacts said yieldable part and
for providing an indication when said transducer means is

in said measurement position;

second means for sensing the position of said transducer

means when said transducer means is in said reference

position;

means for driving said transducer means in a first direction

such that said transducer is moved from said reference

position to said measurement position and for driving said

transducer means in a second direction from said measure-

ment position to said reference position, said means for

driving being responsive to a pulsed signal such that said

transducer is moved a given linear amount for each pulse

of said pulsed signal;

means for providing said pulses signal to said means for

driving; and

means for counting the number of pulses of said pulsed signal

provided to said means for driving to move said trans-

ducer from said reference position to said measurement

position, said given dimension of said yieldable part being

determined from said number of pulses.

4,424,631

ELECTRICAL COMPASS
Jeffrey L. Franki, Hollud, Mich., asiignor to Prince Corpora-

tion, Holland, Mich.

Filed Mar. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 353,896

Int. a.3 GOIR 33/02; GOIC 17/30

U.S. a. 33—361 16 aairas

1. A control circuit for use with an electrically operated

magnetic field detector employing a flux-gate sensor compris-

ing:

gate sensor and responsive to signal information and sig-

nals from said oscillator to provide signals at said har-

monic frequency of said excitation frequency; and

detection means coupled to said filter means and to said

counter means and responsive to the synchronization

signal and signals from said filler means for providing

output signals representative of the orientation of a flux-

gate sensor to an external magnetic field.

4,424,632

SYNTHETIC RESIN PELLET DEHYDRATING
APPARATUS

Keniaku Nakamura, 272-1, Betso-cho, MaUubara-shi, Osaka,

Japan

Filed Dec. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 326,605

Int. a.'F26B 17/\0

U.S. a. 34—57 R 2 Gaims

1. A resin pellet dehydrating apparatus comprising

a plurality of interconnected dehydrating chambers having

an entry end and an exit end, and positioned to be substan-

tially vertically oriented with one chamber on top of the

next adjacent chamber and with the entry end at the

bottom and the exit end at the top, each said chamber
comprising a truncated conically shaped dehydrating

screen for removing water from wet pellets and means for

collecting and draining said removed water, each said

screen being connected and disposed to each other so that

the direction of travel of wet pellets will be upwardly and

from a larger diameter portion toward a smaller diameter

portion of each screen;

means for forcibly feeding wet pellets mixed with air into
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said entry end of said chambers, whereby said pellets are

forcibly directed upwardly against said screens thereby to

cause moisture on the surface of said wet pellets to be
removed by said screen and drained by said means for

collecting, said wet pellets moving successively through

each chamber to exit at said exit end, and wherein said

means for forcibly feeding comprises a blower means for

supplying air under pressure and feeding means connected
between said blower means and said entry end for feeding

said wet pellets, whereby air supplied by said blower
means carries under pressure said wet pellets into said

entry end of said interconnected chambers;

storage means connected to said exit end of said intercon-

nected chambers, for storing substantially dried pellets

after dehydration operation of said screens, said storage

means having an opening at the bottom thereof, an open-
ing at a side wall thereof, an opening at the top thereof, an

outer wall and a vented inner wall, said exit end being

connected to said opening at said side wall; and
pipe means connected between said opening at said top of

said storage means and said blower means, whereby air is

drawn by said blower means through said opening in said

bottom of said storage means, through said vented inner

walls, through said opening at said top of said storage

means, through said pipe means, through said blower
means, through said feeder means whereat said wet pellets

are mixed therewith, through said entry end of said inter-

connected chambers and upwardly through said intercon-

nected chambers, whereat said wet pellets are forcibly

directed against said truncated conically shaped screens to

remove moisture from the surface of said pellets, through
said exit end of said chambers, and through said opening in

said side wall of said storage means into said storage

means, whereby said pellets are subsUntially dried in said

chambers and placed in said storage means.

4,424,633

APPARATUS FOR HEATING AND DRYING ARTICLES
Karl-Heinz Bernhardt, aod Helmut Strzala, both of Braunfels,

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Arthur Pfeiffer Vakuum-
technik Wetzlar GmbH, Assler, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Oct. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 310,316
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 11,

1980, 3038493

Int. a.3 F26B 21/14
U.S. a. 34-75 7 Qaims

1. Apparatus for heating and drying articles under vacuum
by the condensation heat of the vapor of a solvent comprising:
an evacuable drying chamber containing therein articles to be

dried;

a vacuum pump means for evacuating said drying chamber;
thin film evaporator means supplying to said drying chamber a

first liquid evaporated in said thin film evaporator means, the
vapor of said first liquid being condensed within said drying
chamber on said articles to be dried;

a first condenser connected to said drying chamber for con-
densing a part of said solvent vapor;

a second condenser connected by a throttle valve to said first

condenser;

a separation tank which collects condensate from said«first and
said second condensers;

a collecting container wherein said condensed first liquid and a

second liquid having a higher boiling point than said first

liquid are collected, said collecting container being refilled

with condensate from said separation tank;

a feed pump feeding back a mixture of said first and said second
liquid to said thin film evaporator wherein said first liquid is

evaporated to a residual concentration in said second liquid;

pressure barrier means through which said second liquid with
a residual concentration of said first liquid escapes in re-

evaporator means wherein the residual concentration of said

first liquid is lowered by evaporating said first liquid, the
vapor of which condenses in said second condenser; and

oil collecting container means for collecting said second liquid.

4,424,634

MODULAR COLUMN DRYER FOR PARTICULATE
MATERIAL

Christianus M. T. Westelaken, St. Mary's, Ontario, Canada
Filed Jun. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 275,311

Int. a.3 F26B 17/12
U.S. a. 34-167 8 Qalms

1. A gravity fiow dryer for particulate material comprising:

a vertical dryer housing having at least one generally verti-

cal drying column for drying the particulate material;

a removable drying column module supported in the hous-

ing and comprised of at least one support member and a
first pair of generally vertical side panels having perfora-

tions therein, said side panels being fixed to the support
member to form a generally vertical drying column
adapted to receive particulate material and direct the

material vertically downwardly through the housing for

drying the particulate material and providing essentially

all of a drying column for the dryer;

means for introducing moist particulate material into a top

portion of the drying column module;

means for introducing drying air into the drying column
module through the perforations in at least one of the side

panels for drying the particulate material in the drying
column module; and

means for removing dried particulate material from a bottom
portion of the drying column module.
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4,424,635
SHOE HEEL STRUCTURE FOR A WOMAN'S SHOE

Henri R. Jourdan, Romans, France, auignor to Polyplastiform,
France

Filed Sep. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 302,743
Galnu priority, application France, Jun. 19, 1981, 81 12146

Int. a.J A43B 21/20. 21/36
U.S.a.36-34A

, Claim

means for locking said latch in relation to the pivot pin inter-

connecting said arm and said support in the closed position

of the device, and an auxiliary control member mounted to
said latch for releasmg said latch.

1. A shoe heel particularly for a woman's shoe, the heel
being of the type having a molded body with a distal end of
small cross-sectional area, a molded replaceable wear piece
made of an abrasion resistant material and means for coupling
the wear piece to the body, the improvement wherein said

means for coupling comprises

a first tubular member of non-circular cross section molded
into said body,

said first member having a longitudinal slot filled with the
material from which said body is molded,

said first member being substantially hollow and having an
end open at the distal end of said heel; and

a second tubular member of non-circular cross section fixedly

attached at one end to said wear piece,

said second member being shaped and dimensioned to be
tightly telescopically received in said first member so that

said wear piece abuts said distal end of said body,
said second member having a longitudinal slot aligned with

said slot in said first member,
said second member and said slot being filled with molding

material such that the material filling said first and second
slots is in contact when said second member is received in

said first member, thereby increasing the frictional en-
gagement between said members to inhibit separation
thereof.

4 424 636
BUCKLE FASTENER, NOTABLY FOR SPORTS

FOOTWEAR
Darid C. Everest, Boulder, Colo., assignor to Lange Interna-

tional SA., Fribourg, Switzeriand

Filed Jun. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 390,838
Int. a.3 A43B 11/00.- A43C 11/14; A44B 21/00

U.S. a. 36-50 6 Gaima
1. A buckle fastener for closing two portions of a ski boot or

like sports footwear, which comprises:

a coupling member adapted to interconnect the two portions of
the boot;

means for anchoring a first end of said coupling member to a

catch adapted to be secured to one portion of the boot;

a latch pivoted to the end of at least one arm having its other
end pivoted about a pin carried by a support adapted to be
secured to the other boot portion, a spring mounted about a
pivot pin interconnecting said coupling member and said

latch consUntly urging said coupling member toward the
boot surface;

4,424,637

GALLERY PICTURE FRAME
David J. Leahy, Framingham, Mass., assignor to Dennison

Manufacturing Company, Framingham, Mass.
Filed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,421

Int. a.' G09F 1/12
U.S. a. 40-152 ,2 Qaims

so J-
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1. A display device for a plurality of snapshots and the like

which comprises:

a mounting panel comprised of an adhesive coated cardboard
or paper backing sheet overlaid with a release sheet remov-
able from said adhesive coated backing sheet in a plurality of
sections of predetermined sizes and shapes to form a plural-

ity of mounting sections with exposed adhesive therein, said

adhesive being a pressure sensitive adhesive of a reuseable
type permitting secure bonding between the snapshot and
said mounting section, and yet permitting manual removal of
the snapshots therefrom and replacement of said removed
snapshots with substitute snapshots in said mounting section;

a translucent front panel, and
a middle panel releaseably located between the front panel and

mounting panel without adhesively securing any one of said

panels to any other of said panels, said middle panel having
portions defining a plurality of cutout sections therein, the
cutout sections corresponding substantially to the size and
shape of the mounting sections, and

means for holding the mounting member, middle panel, and
front panel together in locked position, said means being
releasable to permit separation of the mounting member,
middle panel and front panel and relockable to hold the
mounting member, middle panel and front panel together in

locked position, said means comprising a frame member
having at least one pair of adjacent arms which are deUch-
able and relockable at a common joint.
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4,424,638

HANDGUN
Robert L. Hillberg, Cheshire, Conn., assignor to COP, Inc.,

Torrance, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 111,870, Jan. 14, 1980, abandoned. This

application Jun. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 388,934

Int. a.3 F41C 19/14, 19/00

U.S. a. 42—69 R

H;«= <
,

fv r.

^33

18 Gaims

1. A handgun comprising a frame, a barrel assembly sup-

ported on said frame and including a plurality of barrels, each

of said barrels having an associated cartridge chamber, a trig-

ger suppxjfted on said frame for movement between ready and

firing positions, a hammer pivotally supporied on said frame

for movement between releasing and striking positions, a firing

element supp>orted on said hammer for rotary indexing move-

ment in one direction relative to said hammer to successive

strilung locations, said firing element in each of its striking

locations being aligned with an associated one of said cartridge

chambers, indexing means for rotating said firing element to

one of its striking locations in response to movement of said

hammer to its releasing position, means for biasing said index-

ing means in the direction of said striking position and toward

engagement with said firing element, detent means for accu-

rately aligning and releasably retaining said firing element in

said one striking location and preventing retrograde rotation of

said firing element from said one striking location, strut means
for biasing said hammer from its releasing position toward its

striking position and including a strut engageable with said

hammer and a strut spring acting between said strut in said

frame, sear means for moving said hammer to its releasing

position in opposition to the biasing force of said strut means

and releasing it in its releasing position in response to move-
ment of said trigger from its ready position to its firing posi-

tion, and stop means for arresting movement of said strut in the

direction of said striking position, said strut means being out of

engagement with said hammer during the initial portion of the

travel of said hammer toward its releasing position in response

to movement of said trigger from its ready position toward its

firing position and during the final portion of the travel of the

hammer from its releasing position to its striking position, said

means for biasing said indexing means acting through said

indexing means and said firing element and biasing said ham-
mer toward its striking position when said trigger is in its ready

position and during initial movement of said hammer toward
its releasing position in response to movement of said trigger

toward its firing position.

4,424,639

nSHING ROD HANDLE AND FASTENER
Donald J. Richardson, 15972 Dudley Rd., Brown City, Mich.

4S416

Filed Aug. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 277,204

Int a.3 AOIK 87/00

U.S. a. 43—18.1 7 Qaims
6. In combination, a fishing rod handle and fastener for

releasably securing a reel and rod to said handle and to angu-

larly align said rod with said handle and prevent relative rota-

tion of said rod with respect to said handle comprising:

a retaining element;

a threaded bore formed in said retaining element;

a screw having a head and threaded shank engageable with

said threaded bore, a recess formed along the shank adja-

cent the head;

a bore formed in said handle to receive said screw;

an inward directed radially moveable finger provided along

said bore;

said finger moved radially away from said threaded shank as

said screw enters said threaded bore, said finger entering

said recess when said retaining element is tightened;

a projection formed on said retaining element;

a recess formed in said handle slidingly engageable with said

projection;

said recess being limited in length to limit the axial move-

ment of said projection and prevent withdrawal of said

threaded shank;

a horizontal bore formed in said handle to receive an end of
said rod;

a radial projection formed on the rod end;

a radial recess formed in the bottom of said horizontal bore

a horizontal projection extending outward from said radial

projection; and
wherein said radial projection is engageable with said radial

recess to align said rod angularly with said handle, and
said horizontal projection and a portion of said reel sand-

wiched between said retaining element and said handle to

releasably secure said rod to said handle.

4,424,640

BINARY ANIMAL TRAP
Rodney G. Cook, 1500 California Ave., Camden, Ark. 71701

Filed Aug. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 294,559

Int. a.3 AOIM 23/26

U.S. Q. 43—58 27 Claims

17. An aminal trap comprising:

rigid, box-like housing means adapted to be concealed in an

area likely to be visited by a target animal;

separate box-like, rigid jaw carriage means adapted to be

releasably received within said housing means for captur-

ing a target animal;

dog means operable in a set state to secure said carriage

means relative to said housing means;

trigger means responsive to animal contact for releasing said

dog means to free said carriage means;
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thrust spring means for expelling said jaw carriage means
from said housing means in response to release of said dog
means;

said jaw carriage means comprising:

a pair of cooperating jaw members pivotally moveable
between an untensioned set position and a triggered
position;

jaw spring means operable when released for forcing said

jaw members into said triggered position;

jaw spring catch means for yieldably maintaining said jaw
spring means in a set position; and,

means for disabling said jaw spring catch means in re-

sponse to expelling of said jaw carriage means thereby
triggering said jaw members.

4,424,641

FEED POT LID
Garrett J. Kyte, Ewell, Md. 21824
Continuation of Ser. No. 866,914, Feb. 3, 1978, abandoned. This

application Aug. IS, 1979, Ser. No. 66,661
Int. a.3 E05D 7/084: AOIK 69/06

U.S. a. 43-102 llOaims

1. A feed pot lid, which is made in one piece, and has a
center which is three fourths round, and one fourth straight,

means with said feed pot lid for permitting both slidable and
pivotal movement thereof in relationship to a wire mesh ma-
rine life trap having a bait feed pot with an opening to the
outside of the trap which the feed pot lid as installed normally
covers including from the straight part of the lid a single exten-
sion which points away from the center, then loops, and points
back to the center resulting in an open loop forming slidable

and pivotal hinge structure extending from the straight part of
the lid which is easily inseruble into and engageable with the
wire mesh of the trap, and further means provided with said

feed pot lid for fastening the lid in a closed position over the
opening of the feed pot of the trap including on the opposite
round end of the center part, another single extension which
points away from the center and then loops back toward the
center, making a hook.

25,000, the weight ratio of polyvinyl alcohol to tacky
component being from 3:1 to 1:2; an emulsifier; and water;

trapping the insects which land on an adhesive to the coating
composition; and

washing the adhesive composition and insects off of the
substructure with water.

4,424,643

TOY PARACHUTE RELEASE MECHANISM
Bill M. Tilghman, 5604 W. Palo Verde Ave.. Phoenix, Arir.
85302

Continuation of Ser. No. 206,472, No?. 13, 1980, abandoned.
This application Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,557
Int. a.J A63H 33/20; B64C 31/06: F41J 9/08

U.S. a. 46-86 R
, Claim

4,424,642

WATER STRIPPABLE ADHESIVE
Catherine E. Stnbler, Morristown, N.J.; George N. Palmer,

Wilmington, Del., and Paul J. Albee, Bensalem, Pa., assignors
to Allied Corporation, Morris Township, Morris County, N.J.

' Filed Jul. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 285,203
Int. a.3 AOIM 1/14: AOIN 25/24

U.S. a. 43—114 4 Qaims
1. A method of trapping insects comprising the steps of:

coating an effective trapping amount of an adhesive compo-
sition onto a substructure the adhesive composition com-
prising:

a tacky component selected from the group consisting of:

ethylene vinyl acetate copolymer and oxidized ethylene
vinyl acetate copolymer, the ethylene vinyl acetate co-

polymer containing from 35 to 45 percent by weight of a
vinyl acetate moiety and having a molecular weight from
2,500 to 5,000;

polyvinyl alcohol having a molecular weight from 2,000 to

1. In combination with a toy parachute for being attached to
a kite string and for. after traveling up said stnng with the
wind, being released from said string for free flight to the
ground, said toy parachute including,

a weight,

a parachute having a canopy and a plurality of shroud lines,

said shroud lines being separately attached to said canopy
at their upper ends and attached to said weight at their

lower ends, and

carrier means, connected to said weight, for releasably mov-
ably engaging said kite string,

the improvement in said toy parachute comprising,
(a) a flight device comprising at least one member having

surfaces generally shaped, contoured and dimensioned
such that movement of said device through the air pro-
vides aerodynamic lift for said device,

(b) means for detachably connecting said flight device to

said toy parachute, said connecting means comprising a

fulcrum-lever pair including

(i) an elongate lever member carried by said flight device
and having

a central portion, and
first and second end sections each attached to said

central portion of said lever member,
(ii) a fulcrum member carried by said toy parachute and

shaped to detachably receive said lever member,
said lever member contacting said fulcrum member at at least

a pair of points while said carrier means engages said kite

string,

(iii) a first point at which said central portion of said lever

member contacts and turns about said fulcrum member,
and

(iv) a second point at which said second end section of
said lever member contacts said fulcrum member,

said fulcrum member and lever member being shaped and
dimensioned such that

(v) while said carrier means engages said kite string, the
force of gravity acting on said flight device pulls said

flight device and said first end section of said lever

member downwardly and rotates said central section of
said lever member about said fulcrum member, forcing
said second end section of said lever member upwardly
against said fulcrum member at said second point of
contact to maintain said lever-fulcrum pair in engage-
ment, and

(vi) said lever-fulcrum pair separate when said carrier

1038 O.G.—25
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means is released from said string so that said flight

device and said toy parachute separately free flight to

the ground.
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4,424,644

WINKING APPARATUS FOR HGURE TOY
Jargit Sapkns; Charles D. Clarke, both of Manhattan Beach; J.

Stephen Lewis, Pacific Palisades, and James P. Mills-Win-

kler, Torrance, all of Calif., assignors to Mattel, Inc., Haw-
thorne, Calif.

Filed Feb. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 232,072

Int. a.3 A63H 3/48

VS. a. 46—135 R 1 Oaim

1. In combination with a figure toy of the type which in-

cludes a torso having a neck portion and a head having a neck

portion connected to the neck portion of said torso, said head

including a skull, a soft polymeric skin covering said skull and
a pair of simulated eyes provided on said skin, the improve-

ment which comprises:

(A) a socket provided on the neck portion of said torso;

(B) a bulbous configuration provided by the neck portion of

said head, whereby said head and said torso may be articu-

lately connected together for rotation with respect to each

other;

(C) an arcuate slot provided in said head above at least one
of said simulated eyes;

(D) a simulated eyelid mounted in said arcuate slot, said

simulated eyelid having a first end disposed outside of said

head and a second end disposed inside said skull;

(E) an eyelash affixed to said first end of said simulated

eyelid;

(F) means affixed to said second end of said simulated eyelid

for moving said simulated eyelid from a normally open
position to a closed position with respect to at least one of

said simulated eyes, whereby said figure toy may be made
to simulate a winking action, said moving means includ-

ing:

(i) a first plate affixed to said second end of said simulated

eyelid;

(ii) a pivot swingably mounting said first plate to said

skull;

(iii) a rod having a first end pivotally coupled to said first

plate, an intermediate portion extending through said

neck portions and a second end extending into said

torso;

(iv) a motion-translating mechanism mounted to said

torso, said motion-translating mechanism including a

second plate having an elongated slot provided therein.

said second end of said rod being received within said

elongated slot; and
(v) first and second stop members affixed to said second

end of said rod above and below said second plate,

respectively, whereby said rod will transmit motions
from said motion-translating mechanism to said first

plate regardless of the amount said head is rotated with
respect to said torso.

4,424,645

GROWTH SUBSTRATE BED
Pertti K. Rannali, Turku, Finland, assignor to Farmos-Yhtyma
Oy, Turku, Finland

Filed Aug. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 297,124

Oaims priority, application Finland, Oct. 23, 1980, 803329
Int. a.3 AOIG 9/W

U.S. a. 47—66 11 Claims
1. A growth substrate bed consisting of:

a flexible, rollable, container capable of assuming a first

rolled configuration and a second unrolled configuration;

and

a dry particulate growth medium in j)ellet form capable of
swelling when water is added thereto, said growth me-
dium when in its dry, unswelled state being evenly distrib-

uted in and partially filling said container when said con-

tainer is in its rolled configuration, said growth medium
when in its wetted, swelled state substantially filling said

container when said container is in its unrolled configura-

tion, said container when in said rolled configuration

being held sufficiently tight to prevent a substantial dis-

placement of said dry growth medium during handling

and transportation of said container such that when said

container is unrolled to assume its unrolled configuration

and said dry growth medium is wetted, said growth me-
dium needs no repositioning.

4,424,646

VENT-TYPE WINDOW WITH EMERGENCY EGRESS
MOUNTING

Sherman C. Adams, Bradenton, Fla., assignor to Alcan Alumi-
num Corporation, Clereland, Ohio

Filed Apr. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 368,101

Int. a.' E05B 65/10
U.S. a. 49—141 11 Qaims

-}?

1. In a vent-type window structure, in combination,

(a) a vent sash including two opposed jamb members each

having a first surface facing toward the center of the sash

and a second surface facing away from the center of the sash;

(b) a pair of hinges respectively disposed adjacent said jamb
members for mounting the sash for angular movement about

an axis of rotation parallel to the dimension of the sash

between the jamb members, each of said hinges including a

portion overlying the second surface of the jamb member
adjacent that hinge;

(c) each of said jamb members having an opening extending

between the first and second surfaces thereof, and each of

said hinge portions having an opening in register with the

opening of the jamb member adjacent that hinge portion;
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(d) a pair of pins for respectively securing said jamb members
to said hinges, each of said pins including
(i) an axially rectilinear shaft extending entirely through the
opening in one of said jamb members and the opening in

the hinge portion overlying that jamb member and having
an end portion projecting beyond said last-mentioned
hinge portion away from the center of the sash,

(ii) a manually engageable portion secured to said shaft and
projecting from the first surface of said one jamb member
toward the center of the sash, for enabling a manual pull-

ing force to be exerted on the pin in a direction toward the
center of the sash; and

(iii) means carried by said end portion and abutting said

last-mentioned hinge portion adjacent the opening therein
for yieldably resisting movement of the shaft toward the
center of the sash, thereby to maintain the pin in position

securing said one jamb member to the last-mentioned
hinge portion, said abutting means being yieldable, upon
subjection of the pin to a sufficient manual pulling force
exerted in a direction toward the center of the sash, to

permit axially directed displacement of said shaft out of
the openings through which the shaft extends as the pin is

pulled toward the center of the sash, for releasing the sash
from said hinges,

said pins being the only means positively securing said sash to

said hinges.

4,424,648

LAPPING TOOLS
Pierre A. Largeteau, Bezonz, France, assignor to S.A. Automo-

biles Citroen and Societe Automobiles Peugeot, both of Paris,
France

Continuation of Ser. No. 125,451. Feb. 25, 1980. abandoned.
This application Mar. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 360,939

Oaims priority, application France, Nov. 3, 1977, 77 33677
Int. a.' B24B 25/00

U.S. CI. 51-1 5 a.im.

4,424,647

WINDOW PANE SUPPORTER IN MOTOR CAR
Toshihiro Sasaki; Hiromi IkehaU, both of Toyota, and Ryoichi

Fukumoto, Nagoya, all of Japan, assignors to Aisin Seiki
Kabushiki Kaisha and ToyoU Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kai-
sha, both of Aichi, Japan

Filed Mar. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 243,572
Oaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 17, 1980, 55-33576

Int. a.' B60J 5/04
U.S. a. 49-502 8 Qaims

1. In a lapping machine comprising a rotatable spindle, a
lapping tool connected to said spindle and an axially displace-
able expansion rod operable to vary the diameter of said tool,
the improvement wherein said tool compnses:

an elongated tubular member having a working portion
formed at one end thereof with a substantially cylindncal
abrasive external surface and a frustoconical internal sur-
face, at least said working portion being provided with at

least one slot throughgoing between said surfaces and
elongated along a generatrix;

a control rod having a frustoconical portion axially slidable

within said working portion and cooperating with said

frustoconical internal surface for adjusting the diameter of
said working portion by relative axial displacement of said

rod and said member;
means for connecting said tubular member to said expansion

rod. said means for connecting said tubular member to
said expansion rod including a support tube coaxially
surrounding said control rod. a key fixed to said support
tube and passing through said expansion rod and longitu-

dinal slots of said control rod and a screwthread coupling
between said tubular member and said support tube for
axially adjusting said working portion of said tubular
member relative to said control rod; and

means for fixing said control rod to said spindle to prevent
axial movement of the frustoconical portion of said con-
trol rod during rotation of said tubular member by said

spindle and axial displacement of said expansion rod to

adjust the diameter of said working portion.

1. A window pane supporter, in an upper portion of a door
of a motor vehicle, for vertically movably supporting the pane
in the width-wise direction of the vehicle, comprising:

weather strips at top portions of an inner plate and outer

plate of the door, said weather strips abutting against inner

and outer surfaces of the pane;

a cleaning means elastically supported by the outer plate and
lower than said weather strip, said cleaning means includ-

ing a brush abutting against the outer surface of the pane
for cleaning the outer surface of the pane; and

a support portion lower than said cleaning means for sup-

porting the pane in the width-wise direction of the vehi-

cle.

4,424,649

ABRASIVE CUTTER
Donald P. Vincent, Lake Zurich, and Hubert J. Thomisier,

Skokie, both of III., assignors to Buehler Ltd., Lake Bluff, III.

Filed Aug. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 295,711

Int. a.' B24B 7/02
U.S. a. 51-92 R 6 CUima

1. A cutter machine comprising, in combination, a motor-
driven cutting wheel mounted in a cutting chamber for rota-

tion about a horizontal axis extending from side-to-side relative

to said machine, a workpiece holder carried on a platform
mounted forwardly of said cutting wheel for horizontal sliding

movement in said cutting chamber along a straight line in a
front-to-back direction relative to said machine, a manually
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operable generally upwardly extending workpiece advance

lever located substantially forwardly and to one side of said

platform to afford convenient access to an operator and yet be

remote from said cutting chamber, said advance lever being

connected at its lower end to a rotatabie platform drive shaft,

said drive shaft extending laterally from the lower end of said

'^2

advance lever into said cutting chamber to a location for-

wardly of said platform, crank means mounted on said drive

shaft in said cutting chamber, and rack and pinion drive means
operated from said crank means for effecting rearward sliding

movement of said platform when said advance lever is pivoted

rearwardly and effecting forward sliding movement of said

platform when said advance lever is pivoted forwardly.

I

4,424,650

ROOF INSULATION SYSTEM AND METHOD
Pin] L. Van Note, 1990 Starkey Rd., Largo, Fla. 33541

Filed Aug. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,231

Int. a.3 E04B 7/00

UA a. 52—96 22 Qaims

J2A

1. A roof insulation system for a building having sidewalls

and an upper supporting surface, comprising in combination:
first substantially rigid insulation means disposed about the

periphery of the upper supporting surface of the building;

second flexible insulation means disposed within the central

area defined by said first substantially rigid insulation

means for insulating the entire upper supporting surface of
the building;

flexible waterproof covering means disposed upon said first

and second insulation means;

said fint insulation means being substantially more rigid than

aid second insulation means to add mechanical strength

around the periphery of the upper support surface en-

abling said first insulation means to support said flexible

waterproof covering means from the periphery of the

upper supporting surface and said second insulation means
supporting said flexible waterproof covering means from
the central area of the upper supporting surface; and

sealing means for sealing the terminating ends of said flexible

waterproofcovering means to the building in proximity to

the periphery of the upper supporting surface thereby

producing a waterproof insulating roof system.

4,424,651

MULTI-EXrr PARKING GARAGE
Hyong Lee, 383-253, Sotek-ri, Kuri-ep, Namyangjn-gun, Kyong-

gi-do, and Chul H. Kim, 127-29, Hongfi-dong, Chongro-ku,
Seoul, both of Rep. of Korea

Filed Apr. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 368,586
Oaims priority, application Rep. of Korea, Apr. 17, 1981,

2756

Int. a.3 EOIF 9/00
U.S. a. 52—175 2 Qaims

''2-3,
30 33

1. A parking garage building comprising a plurality of sto-

ries, each story having parking places marked thereon, said

plurality of stories being divided into blocks of several stories

each, an access ramp connected to each story, and a plurality

of egress ramps attached to said building, each egress ramp
ascending from ground to one of said blocks without access to
any lower block, each egress ramp having access to each story
of its associated block.

4,424,652

PRE-CAMBERED STEEL BEAM
Arthur R. Turner, 29 Healey Rd., Dandemong, Victoria, Austra-

lia

FUed Oct. 31, 1980, Ser. No. 202,629

Int. a.' E04B 1/26; E06B 1/04
U.S. a. 52—204 22aainis

»

1. In wood frame construction, a composite load bearing
structure, comprising:

a metal beam element formed to have a cross section which
includes a substantially flat web and at least one flange
generally perpendicular to said web, said beam element
having a predetermined precamber along its longitudinal

axis and parallel to said web when not subjected to a load;

a wood frame construction element spanning a length over
which a load is to be supported, said wood frame con-
struction element being initially bowed in a direction

opposite the deflection said load would produce and in an
amount substantially equal to said precamber of said metal
beam element;

said wood frame construction element being disposed to

abut both said flrst flange and said web along their length
such that said precamber of said metal beam element is

substantially coincident with said bow in said wood frame
construction element, the amount of said precamber being
predetermined so that said composite load bearing struc-

ture will deflect to a substantially straight and uncam-
bered condition under the intended load; and
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fastening means for fastening said meUl beam element to said
wood frame construction element.

4,424,653

FIRE-PROOF WINDOW
Hana-Dieter Hcinen, me Catherine Andre 15, 4890 Malmedy,

Belgiiun

Filed Dec. 10, 1980, Ser. No. 215,058
Qaims priority, application Belgium, Oct. 10, 1980, 202414

Int. a.J E06B 1/04
U.S. a. 52-213 -

2 Qaims

(3U II 20 19

1. A fire-proof window comprising: a frame of U-shaped
section forming an inner continuous groove,
a pane of glass in said inner continuous groove, means sealing

said pane in said inner continuous groove providing a sealing
joint,

tongue means made of a heat-expandable material placed in

said inner continuous groove between the base of said inner
continuous groove and the sealing joint so as to enable it to
swell up and replace the sealing joint as the latter bums and
reduces when heated under the effect of fire, thereby to keep
the fire-proofing properties of the window,

a casing formed with an inner longitudinal groove to accom-
modate said frame,

a flexible elastic element placed against the bottom of said
inner longitudinal groove over the entire length thereof,

a rigid element made of heat-insulating material extending on
and along said flexible elastic element and extending along
the periphery of the frame, and

adjustable clamping means to adjusubly compress the flexible
elastic element so as to property and tightly position the
frame within the casing.

4,424,654

PANEL RIGIDIZER
William C. Andenon, Qucade, and Richard H. Wolters, Grand

Rapids Township, Kent County, both of Mich., assignors to

Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Aug. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 291,742

Int. Q.3 E04H 3/00
U.S.Q. 52—239 3 Qaims

1. A panel rigidizer for maintaining linear alignment of a
plurality of space dividing wall panels comprising:
at least first and second space dividing wall panels having

connector means on each end thereof;

a cylindrical post constructed and arranged to interconnect
and support said first and second wall panels through said

connector means, said cylindrical post having a threaded
aperture in the top end thereof;

rigidizing means including a pair of linearly aligned leg por-
tions and a hub portion therebetween, said hub portion
including a Upered aperture therethrough;

means for securing one of said leg portions to the top edge of
said first wall panel and the other of said leg portions to the
top edge of said second wall panel whereby said tapered
aperture in said hub portion overties the threaded aperture in

said cylindrical post, and
post cap means having a complimentary tapered portion and a

threaded portion, said post cap means extending through
said tapered aperture in said hub portion of said rigidizing

means whereby said complimentary tapered portion seats
within said tapered aperture when the threaded portion of

«N

said post cap means is threaded into the threaded aperture in

said cylindrical post.

4,424,655

COMPENSATING CLIP FOR SIDING
John W. Trostle, Allison Park, Pa., assignor to Aluminum Com-

pany of America, Pittsburgh, Pa.

FUed Jul. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 287.025

Int. a.3 E04D 1/34. 1/00
U.S. Q. 52—520 SQaiou

1. In combination with horizontal siding panels having a

fastening portion along the upper edge, a longitudinal groove
opening away from the upper edge on the panel face below the

fastening portion, and a hooked flange portion along the lower
panel edge projecting at an acute angle from the panel face

toward the panel back for engagement with the groove on the
face of an adjacent panel, a clip device comprising:

(a) an upper fastening leg for attachment to a building struc-

ture, said leg having a generally vertically elongated
opening therethrough;

(b) an integral medial leg projecting downwardly from the

terminal end of the fastening leg and outwardly from the

face of the fastening leg;

(c) an integral lower depending leg projecting at an acute
angle from the face of said clip toward the back of the clip

from the terminal end of the medial leg;

(d) said clip overiying a first horizontal siding panel near the

groove of the panel upper edge and underlying a second
hoizontal siding panel near the lower panel edge;

(e) said clip including a fastening means for attaching the
lower depending leg of said clip to the lower hooked
flange portion of the second horizontal siding panel to

secure the siding panel to the building structure when
panels are disengaged by relative vertical displacement of
the panels.
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4,424,656

ASSEMBLY CLIP FOR CEILING PANELS
Alonzo A. LaVinture, Schaumburg, 111., assignor to Airtex

Corporation, Chicago, 111.

Filed Jan. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 269,357

Int. a.3 E04C 1/10
U.S. a. 52-584 31 Qaims

-~H •

I

4,424,657

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CARDING PIERCED
EARRINGS AND THE LIKE

Frank V. Lawson, Jr., Cumberland, and Joseph C. Dionne,
North Providence, both of R.I., assignors to R. N. Koch, Inc.,

Providence, R.I.

Filed Nov. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,750

Int. a.' B65B 29/00 .

U.S. a. 53—111 R '

2 Qaims
1. An apparatus for orienting jewelry clutches and the like of

the type having enlarged facing portions and reduced rear

portions, in a predetermined array, said apparatus comprising:
a. a generally horizontally disposed, substantially flat planar

plate having a plurality of apertures therethrough, said

apertures being disposed to define said array and each
being dimensioned to receive the rear portion of a clutch
or the like with the corresponding facing portion of the

clutch adjacent to the top surface of said plate;

b. retaining means extending substantially around the periph-

ery of said plate for retaining clutches and the like on the

upper plate surface;

c. vibrating means for vibrating said plate to cause jewelry
clutches or the like disposed on the upper surface of said

plate to be randomly moved, and reoriented thereon.

whereby at least a portion of the rear portions of said

clutches fall into said apertures, said plate further charac-

terized as a metallic plate, said apparatus further compris-
ing a fibrous dampening board having at least one recess in

the upper surface thereof, said plate being adhered to said

38-

50 J*

r-J^^r-^^ \^

1. A ceiling, wall or the like formed from a group of panels

and able to be assembled on-site in side-by-side fashion by the

quick and simple application of coupling or locking devices
comprising:

first and second panels positioned adjacent to each other, each
having front and rear faces;

an assembly clip defining a fiat surface; '

a panel retainer arrangement on each of said panels;

a clip retainer arrangement on said assembly clip;

said assembly clip being dimensioned to permit unrestrained

vertical movement of said assembly clip until said flat sur-

face thereon abuts a rear surface of said first and second
panels when said assembly clip is in a first rotational position

with respect to said panels;

said clip retainer arrangement engaging said panel retainer

arrangement when said assembling clip surface abuts said

rear face and said assembly clip is oriented in a second rota-

tional position with respect to said panels, said assembly clip

being movable between said first and second rotational

positions about an axis which is perpendicular to one of said

faces of said panels, said panel retainer arrangements cooper-
ating with said clip retainer arrangement to prevent lateral

movement of said first panel with respect to said second
panel;

said panel retainer arrangements including respective fixed

surfaces on each of said first and second panels; and
said clip retainer arrangement including corresponding first

and second flanges dimensioned for abuttment with said

fixed surfaces when said clip is oriented in said second rota-

tional position, said flanges being operative to urge said

panels toward each other laterally with increasing rotation

of said assembly clip.

board in overlying relation with the apertures in the plate

in communication with said recess to provide clearance

beneath the apertures, said board acting to slightly

dampen the vibration of said plate to further promote the

desired orienting of the clutches or the like.

4,424,658

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE PRODUCTION
OF A DOUBLE PACKAGE

Heinz Focke, Verden, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to Focke
A Co., Verden, Fed. Rep. of Gennany

Continuation of Ser. No. 24,621, Jan. 16, 1979, abandoned. This
application Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,877

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gennany, Aug. 18,

1981, 2737223

Int. a.3 B65B 11/08
U.S. a. 53—398 3 aaims

1. A process for the production and filling of an outer pack-

age having two partial packages (20, 21) with two inner pack-

ages, said two partial packages being disposed side by side and
formed from one uniform blank, the packages being intercon-

nected by a central wall erected by pushing the partial pack-

ages toward each other to produce double tray packages open
on top with central panels (24, 25) forming the central wall,

lateral panels (26,27) and outside panels (28) forming outer

walls, the process comprising:

(a) horizontally conveying the blank, spread out flat, in

cyclically changing periods of motion and stoppage, the

central panels (24,25) being unfolded and extending in the

direction of conveyance,

(b) in a first station engaging two spaced inner packages

located on one side of the conveying path with separate

pushing elements and pushing said inner packages in a

single path and in a single direction transverse to the

direction of conveyance of the blank, during a first phase

of stoppage of the unfolded blank, so as to position the

two inner packages spaced from each other by the width
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of the central panels (24,25) on respective areas of the

blank corresponding to the two partial packages;

(c) thereafter, while still in the first station, folding the cen-

tral panels (24,25) between said spaced inner packages and
the outside panels (28) into an intermediate folded posi-

tion,

(d) pushing, in a second station, the two partial packages
together, without changing the positions of the two inner

packages relative to the two partial packages during a

second phase of stoppage of the blank subsequent to and
not continuous with the first phase of stoppage, thereby

folding the central panels into an upright position (24,25)

until the central wall abuts the two inner packages, and
erecting the outer panels (28) into an upright position, and

(e) then erecting the lateral panels (26,27) into an upright

position.

4,424,659

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING A
STERILIZABLE PACKAGE OF A PRODUCT, AND THE

PACKAGED PRODUCT
John A. Perigo, Hailey, Nr. Witney, and John E. Divall, Purton,

both of England, assignors to Metal Box Limited, Reading,

England

Filed Jan. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 224,885

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jan. 16, 1980,

8001407

Int. C\? B65B 55/02
U.S. a. 53—425 29 Qaims

26

to
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1. A method of producing a package of a product, which
product does not include a significant amount of gas, compris-

ing the steps of taking a shape retaining container made of a

material which is softened at the temperature employed in

heat-sterilization and which has a charging opening, charging

the container with the product to a level which leaves a head-

space, substantially eliminating permanent gas from the head-

space, sealing the opening with a closure, and deforming the

closure inwardly onto the product to reduce the headspace and
continuing the deformation, to move product adjacent the

closure into the remaining headspace, until the headspace is

eliminated by the continued movement of product and closure,

wherein:

(a) the sealing step is achieved by heat-sealing the closure

around the opening,

(b) the closure is located against the sealing area of the con-

tainer body before the headspace is eliminated,

(c) the closure is of stretchable material and in the deformation

step is stretched beyond its elastic limit so as not to tend to

return to its original form,

(d) the product charge is sufficiently liquid or mobile not to

tend to assume any specific natural shape,

(e) the sealed package is heat sterilized, resulting in softening of

the container material, and

(0 during heat sterilization an external pressure is maintained at

least sufficient to prevent development of vapour in the

package,

whereby a sterilized package is produced in which the integ-

rity of the seal is preserved and, despite said softening, the

container has the same shape as it had prior to heat steriliza-

tion.

4,424,660

APPARATUS FOR BINDING PAPER SHEETS
Koji Sato. Hiratsuka; Tadao Kato. Naka, and Hikam Kawaao.

Ashigara-kami, all of Japan, assignors to Musashi Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo and HiUchi Denshi Engineering Kabushlki Kaisha,
Kanagawa, both of, Japan

Filed Jun. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 269,656
Oaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 18, 1980, 55-81372

Int. a.J B65B 35/50. 13/12
U.S. a. 53—540 3 Qains

1. An apparatus for binding paper sheets stacked m a slack

into bundles each consisting of a predetermined number of

sheets, said apparatus comprising:

a hopper for holding the stack of sheets and a feeder roller in

the bottom thereof for feeding sheets from the bottom of

the stack;

a separating drum positioned adjacent said hopper to receive

the paper sheets fed therefrom and to separate them and
feed them out one by one;

belt means adjacent said separating drum for receivmg the

paper sheets fed from said separating drum and conveymg
them in a vertical path;

a counter positioned along said belt means and past which
the paper sheets are conveyed by said belt means for

counting the number of sheets conveyed;

a stacker disposed at the bottom end of said belt means at the

discharge end thereof, said stacker having an open top

through which the paper sheets are fed thereinto, a closed

bottom on which the paper sheets are disposed on edge,

spaced opposed sides, one of which has an opening

therein, and open ends at the opposite ends of said sides;

means for pivoting said stacker about a horizontal pivot for

movement between an upright sheet receiving position

with the open end at the upper end thereof, and a gener-

ally horizontal sheet discharging position in which said

stacker has the one side with said opening therein facing

downwardly and the open top facing generally sideways;

a pressure plate movable into said stacker through said

opening for pressing the paper sheets against the other

side of said stacker, a lever pivotally mounted on said

stacker and having said pressing plate on one end thereof

and a counterweight on the other end;

the moment of said counterweight when said stacker is in the

upright position being greater than the moment of said

pressure plate, whereby said pressure plate is urged

against the sheets being stacked in said stacker, and the

moment of said counterweight being less than the moment
of said pressure plate when said stacker is in the generally

horizontal position, whereby said pressure plate is moved
away from the stack of sheets through said opening for

causing the stack of sheets to be supporied on said one side

of said stacker;

means for transferring the paper sheets disposed on said one

side of said stacker when said stacker is in the sheet dis-

charging position;

a binding mechanism including a suppori means for receiv-

ing thereon the paper sheets transferrred by said transfer-

ring means, said support means being stationary and sub-
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stantially flush with said one side of said stacker when said

stacker is in the sheet discharging position, and a flyer

disposed about said support means and rotatable for bind-

ing the stack of paper sheets on said support means with a

tape;

means positioned adjacent said flyer and movable against

said tape and away from said tape for stamping informa-

tion on the tape; and

means for discharging the stamped bound stack of sheets out

of said binding mechanism.

5. In a rotary agricultural mower adapted for forward move-
ment over ground where material to be cut is present, a main
housing including upper generally horizontal deck structure;

side housing structures extending downwardly from either side

of the deck structure and forming therewith a cutting compart-

ment open in the downward and rearward directions; a pair of

rotary cutting blades journalled in the deck structure for rota-

tion about transversely spaced upright axes and defining cut-

ting areas extending between the side housing structures; drive

means for rotating the blades in opposite directions about the

axes so that the blades pass in the rearward direction relative to

the side housings to thereby direct cut material towards the

center of the rearward opening and out of the cutting compart-
ment; and means for preventing windrowing of the cut mate-
rial near the center of the rearward opening, said means com-
prising a deflector supported inwardly adjacent each side

housing structure, said deflector located substantially entirely

radially outwardly of the cutting area in the quadrant of the

mower housing bounded by a horizontal axis extending out-

wardly in the transverse direction and horizontal axis extend-

ing rearwardly in the fore-and-aft direction, both said axes

intersecting the corresponding shaft axis, and wherein said

deflector includes a downwardly directed surface for directing

a portion of the cut material towards the ground adjacent the

side housings outwardly of the path of rotation of the blades.

4,424,662

DRIVE APPARATUS FOR ROLL BALING MACHINE
Edward T. Eggers; John H. Freimuth; Richard E. Jennings, all

of New Holland, and Willis R. Campbell, Ephrata, all oi Pa.,

assignors to Sperry Corporation, New Holland, Pa.

Filed Jul. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 399,607
Int. a.J AOID 39/00: B30B 5/06

VJS. a. 56—341 5 Qaims
1. A roll baling machine comprising: I

(a) a frame;

(b) a floor roller rotatably supported on said frame;

(c) an apron movably supported on said frame and cooperat-
ing with said floor roller for forming a roll bale of crop
material;

(d) drive means connected between said floor roller and said

apron for rotating said floor roller in response to move-
ment of said apron in a first direction during bale forma-
tion; and

4,424,661

ANTI-WINDROWING ATTACHMENT FOR A ROTARY
CUTTER

John Kulak, Port Colbome, Canada, assignor to Deere & Com-
pany, Moline, III.

Filed Jun. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,499

Int. Cl.^ AOID 55/18

U.S. a. 56—320.2 11 Oaims

(e) said drive means including clutch means for drivingly

disconnecting said floor roller from said apron in response

to movement of said apron in a second direction which is

opposite said first direction so that said floor roller will no
longer be rotated by said drive means when said clutch

means drivingly disconnects said floor roller and said

apron.

4,424,663

THREAD SPLiaNG DEVICE
Joachim Rohner; Heinz Zumfeld; Reinhard Mauries, all of

Monchen-Gladbach, and Hans-Jiirgen Preuhs, Willich, all of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to W. Schlafhorst & Co.,

Monchengladbach, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Oct. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 315,402

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 29,

1980, 3040588

Int. a.5 B65H 69/06; DOIH 15/00; D02J 1/08
U.S. a. 57—22 36 Qaims

85
;^ ^86 87 er

1. Thread splicing device, comprising a stationary base body
having a first compressed-air canal formed therein, a splicing

head being interchangeably connected to said base body, said

splicing head having a second compressed-air canal formed

therein being in communication with said first compressed-air

canal formed in said base body and said splicing head having a

splicing chamber formed therein being in communication with

said second compressed-air canal formed in said splicing head,

said splicing chamber including a selectively coverable longi-

tudinal slot having a slot bottom and being operable for insert-

ing and joining threads, said slot having a substantially circular

cross section, at least in the vicinity of said bottom thereof,

forming a partly full circle leaving an open aperture for insert-

ing and removing the threads, and said longitudinal slot having

two end sections of relatively larger cross section and a middle

section of relatively smaller cross section.
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4,424,664

FRICTION FALSE TWIST APPARATUS
Karl Bauer; Heinz Schippers, and Peter Dammann, all of Rem-

scheid. Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Barmag Barmer
Maschinenfabrik AG, Remscbeid, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 272,936, Jon. 12, 1981, which is

a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 168,734, Jul. 14, 1980, Pat.

No. 4339,915. This application Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,371

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 14,

1979, 2928522; Jun. 26, 1980, 3023887; Jun. 15, 1981, 3123671;

Not. 17, 1981, 3145513

Int. a.3 D02G 1/08; DOIH 7/92

U.S. a. 57—338 14 Gaims

lubricating oil from an oil reservoir to a turbomachine;

and

4-^ '^3

1. A yarn false twisting apparatus comprising

a pair of twist imparting members, with each member being

mounted on a supporting shaft and including a yarn engag-

ing friction surface, and at least one of said members com-

prising a readily flexible circular disc,

means rotatably mounting said twist imparting members such

that portions of the respective yarn engaging friction sur-

faces are disposed in opposing, face to face relationship and

define a twisting zone therebetween, and with at least that

portion of said flexible disc which includes said friction

surface being resiliently deflected from its normal plane of

rotation at said twisting zone by its engagement with the

friction surface of the other member or a yarn passing there-

between, said mounting means including a bearing housing

rotatably mounting each of the supporting shafts, means

mounting at least one of said housings for movement in a

direction wherein said friction surfaces may be moved
toward and away from each other at said twisting zone, and

stop means positioned for limiting said movement so as to

limit the extent of the resilient defiection of said flexible disc,

and

drive means for operatively rotating each of said twist impart-

ing members about their respective axes,

whereby a yarn may be continuously advanced through said

twisting zone while having twist imparted thereto by fric-

tional contact between the yam and the respective opposed

friction surfaces.

4,424,665

LUBRICATING SYSTEM FOR A TURBOMACHINE
INCLUDING A METHOD OF OPERATING SAME

Neil A. Guest, Jeannette, and James F. Krisner, Latrobe, both of

Pa., assignors to Elliott Turbomachinery Co., Inc., Jeannette,

Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 80,641, Oct. 1, 1979. This application Jul. 2,

1981, Ser. No. 280,169

Int. G.' F02C 7/06; POIM 1/02

U.S. G. 60—39.02 2 Gaims

1. A method of operating a lubricating oil system for a

turbomachine having a primary lubricating oil pump opera-

tively connected to the rotor of the turbomachine and an

independently driven standby lubricating oil pump comprising

the steps of:

sensing that the standby oil pump is activated for delivering
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delivering at least a portion of the oil discharged from the

primary oil pump to the oil reservoir in response to the

sensed operation of the standby oil pump.

4,424,666

FUEL CONTROL SYSTEM AND APPARATUS FOR GAS
TURBINE ENGINE

John C. Woody, Decatur, III., assignor to Borg-Warner Corpora-

tion, Chicago, III.

Filed Sep. 26, 1980, Ser. No. 191,093

Int. G.' F02C 9/28

U.S. G. 60—39.141 18 Gaims

1. Apparatus for controlling How of liquid fuel to a turbine

engine comprising a body construction, a diaphragm-actuated

fuel control valve means in said body construction responsive

to the difference between the engine compressor discharge

pressure and the burner reference pressure for controlling fuel

How to the engine, and relatively movable means for varying

the effective compressor discharge pressure un the diaphragm-

actuated valve means for regulating fuel flow to the engine to

control the speed of the engine.

4,424,667

APPARATUS FOR INCREASING THE EFFICIENCY OF A
GAS TURBINE ENGINE

Arthur E. Fanning, 7855 Bigger Rd., Centerrille, Ohio 45459

Filed Jun. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 386,156

Int. G.' P02C 7/08. 7/143

U.S. G. 60—39.181 5 Gaims
1. In a gas turbine engine including, in serial relationship, a

compressor section, a combustor section and a turbine section,

with said turbine section having an output shaft and all of said

sections together defining a fiow path, initially, for air and,

later, for products of combustion through said engine, appara-
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tus for improving the operating efficiency of said engine, com-
prising:

(a) a first heat exchanger disposed within said flow path of said

engine upstream of said compressor section;

(b) a second heat exchanger disposed within said flow path of
said engine upstream of said combustor section and down-
stream of said compressor section;

VJS. a. 60—39.182
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cated. on the exhaust gas side, between the intermediate
superheater (13) and the low-pressure evaporator (9);

(c) this cooling steam is forcibly led, on the one hand, in the
gas turbine casing and hollow inlet vanes (43) and, on the
other hand and separated therefrom, in the rotor (49) and
hollow rotor blades (42), this steam cooling the compo-
nents through which it flows, and being strongly super-
heated on being bled off;

(d) the steam, which is partially expanded in the high-pres-
sure section (26) of the steam turbine (27), is heated up, in
the waste heat boiler (7), in an intermediate superheater
(13) which is located, on the exhaust gas side, between the
high-pressure preheater (11) and the cooling steam super-
heater (10), and is led, together with the steam which has
been bled from the gas turbine (3), into the correspond-
ingly enlarged low-pressure section of the steam turbine
(27) in order to be further expanded.

(c) pumping means interconnecting said first and second heat
exchangers so as to cause cooling of air in said fiow path at

said first heat exchanger and heating of air in said flow path
at said second heat exchanger; and

(d) means for coupling said output shaft of said turbine section
with said pumping means so as to drive the latter with said
output shaft.

4,424,669
SAFETY DEVICE FOR THRUST REVERSER
ASSOOATED WITH THE JET ENGINE OF AN

AIRCRAFT
Etienne Fage, 16 Pare de Dane, 78350 Jouy-en-Josas, France

Filed Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 340,344
Gaims priority, application France, Feb. 24, 1981, 81 03637

Int. a.3 P02K 1/32
U.S. a. 60-230 laaim

4,424,668

COMBINED GAS TURBINE AND STEAM TURBINE
POWER STATION

Dilip Mukherjec, Fislisbach, Switzerland, assignor to BBC
Brown, Boveri A Company Limited, Baden, Switzerland

Filed Mar. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 356,728
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 3, 1981.

2271/81

Int. a.' F02C 6/J8

1. Safety device for automatically reducing the r.p.m. of the
jet engine of an aircraft provided with a thrust reverser, in the
event of untimely operation of said reverser, said thrust re-
verser comprising at least one obstacle for deflecting the jet,

actuated by a mechanism to occupy either a retracted position
or an opened out position, and controlled means for locking
said obstacle in the retracted position, wherein said safety
device comprises means for detecting the position of at least
one mobile member of said locking means and for controlling
throttling down means when said member tends to move away
from its locking position without any order to open out having
been given by the pilot of the aircraft.

1. Combined gas turbine and steam turbine power station
with steam-cooled gas turbine components, in which power
sUtion the cooling steam is generated outside the gas turbine
(1, 2, 3), in a waste heat boiler (7), and wherein the following
features are combined:

(a) the waste heat from the gas turbine is utilized in a two-
pressure waste heat boUer (7), which comprises a low-
pressure section (7") and a high-pressure section (7');

(b) the steam which is generated in the low-pressure evapo-
rator (9) of the waste heat boiler (7), is slightly super-
heated in a cooling-steam superheater (10), which is lo-

4,424,670
DEVICE FOR PILOTING THE PROPULSION SYSTEM

OF A SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET
Max J. Calabro, Suresnes, HautSMle-Seiae, France

FUed Feb. 25, 1980, Ser. No. 124,349
Claims priority, application France, Feb. 27, 1979, 79 04987

Int a.J P02K 9/12. 9/82
U.S. a. 60-231 12 Claims

1. An improved propulsion system for a missile, the system
being of the type having a solid propellant which produces hot
and erosive propellant gases, and a nozzle for the piloting of
the missile responsive to the passage of the propellant gases
into the nozzle, the nozzle having a bore extended there-
through which includes a concentrator, a diffuser and a throat
connected between the concentrator and the diffuser, the
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improvement wherein the nozzle comprises a forepart com-
posed of the concentrator, the throat and a length of the dif-

fuser integrated within the propulsion system with the solid

propellant surrounded about a portion of the forepart; the

forepart having a plurality of ports extended through the wall

of the nozzle from the outer surface of the nozzle to the bore

for the direct passage of the propellant gases from the solid

propellant to the bore; means, mounted on the outer surface of

the nozzle within the propulsion system, for obturating the

ports; an auxiliary powder block combustible to emit gases

which are cooler and less corrosive than the propellant gases,

said auxiliary powder block having the shape of a ring and

being integrally molded around a portion of the forepart proxi-

mate the ports and the obturating means; and further compris-

ing an insulating sleeve and a layer of flame inhibitor inter-

posed intermediate the auxiliary power block and the nozzle.

(c) comparmg the delected exhaust gas pressure with the

stored reference exhaust gas pressure limit value,

(0 measuring a predetermined time period after engine idling

condition has been detected; and

(g) outputting a signal to supply fuel to the burner and to

actuate the glow plug for the predetermined period of

time after engine idling condition has been detected and
the detected exhaust gas pressure has exceeded the stored

reference gas pressure limit value according to the de-

tected engine operating conditions.

4,424.672

HYDRAULIC POWER STEERING SYSTEM
Geurge P. Kalhorn, Dubuque, Iowa, assignor to Deere A Com-

pany, Moline, III.

Filed Jun. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,368

Int. a.J F15B 9/JO
U.S. a. 60—385 6 Gaims
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4,424,671

EXHAUST GAS PARTICLE BURNING METHOD AND
APPARATUS FOR AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION

ENGINE
Naomi Tokura, Yokosuka, Japan, assignor to Nissan Motor
Company, Limited, Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Feb. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 350,393

Gaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 20, 1981, 56-22107

Int. a.3 FOIN 3/02

U.S. G. 60—274 12 Gaims
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1. In a hydraulic power steering system including a source of

power steering fluid, a double-acting steering cylinder, a steer-

ing control valve connected to the source and steering cylinder

and having a spool element normally located in a neutral posi-

tion blocking the flow of fluid to and from the steering cylin-

der, a hand-operated metering pump coupled across the spool

element by control circuitry and operable in opposite direc-

tions to respectively impose oppositely acting input signals on
the spool element for causing the latter to shift in opposite

directions from its neutral position so as to respectively effect

extension and retraction of the steering cylinder, with the

amount of extension or retraction being directly proportional

to the amount of fluid displaced by the metering pump, a

follow-up cylinder connected across said valve element by

follow-up circuitry for producing a follow-up signal, in re-

sponse to operation of the steering cylinder, which acts in

opposition to an input signal then acting on the valve element,

the improvement comprising:

blocking means operatively associated with the valve ele-

ment and the follow-up circuitry and responsive to the

movement of the valve element for interrupting fluid

communication between the follow-up cylinder and the

valve element only when the latter shifts to opposite

extreme positions for effecting sharp turns.

1. A method of burning away exhaust particles emitted by an

internal combustion engine and collected on a filter by using a

burner with a glow plug, which comprises the following steps

of:

(a) detecting exhaust gas pressure on the upstream side of the

filter;

(b) detecting at least one engine operating condition;

(c) detecting engine idling;

(d) storing various reference exhaust gas pressure limit val-

ues allocated according to the detected engine operating

conditions;

4,424,673

HYDRAULIC SUPPLY SYSTEM OF A PULSATORY
PRESS

Zbigniew Polanski, and Ryszard Moczumanski, both of Cracow,

Poland, assignors to Politechnika Krakowska, Cracow, Po-

land

Filed Dec. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 218.804

Int. G.J F16D 31/02

U.S. G. 60—486 2 Gaims
1. A hydraulic operating system for a pulsatory press com-

prising:

(a) a servo motor with a piston having two interconnected
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parts, one piston part being of larger diameter and having
a working stroke pressure chamber thereunder and a

return stroke pressure chamber thereabove, and the other

piston part being of smaller diameter and having a pulsat-

ing pressure chamber thereunder;

(b) first pumping means arranged to supply hydraulic fluid at

a predetermined pressure from a tank to a first slide di-

vider that in a position I admits fluid to the working stroke

pressure chamber for a working stroke of the piston and in

a position II admits fluid to a return stroke pressure cham-
ber for a return stroke, a run-off line being provided to

exhaust fiuid from chamber during the piston working
stroke; and
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(c) second pumping means arranged to supply hydraulic

fluid at a predetermined pressure from a tank to a second
slide divider that in the position I admits fiuid to a rotary

pulsating pressure generator, wherefrom it passes in a

pulsating stream to the pulsating pressure chamber under
the smaller diameter piston part during the working stroke

of the piston, a run-offline being provided to exhaust fiuid

from the pulsating pressure chamber during the piston

return stroke;

whereby when the first and second slide dividers are in posi-

tion I the two part piston during its working stroke is subjected

to the sum of the predetermined pressure in the working stroke

chamber generated by first pumping means and the predeter-

mined pulsating pressure in the pulsating stroke chamber gen-
erated by second pumping means.

4,424,674

DIE CASTING MACHINE
Roland Geier, Viale Europa 72A, and Gerhard Zaiss, Via Ambra
d'Oro 13, both of 125100 Brescia, Italy

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 820,808, Aug. 1, 1977,

abandoned. This application Jul. 14, 1980, Ser. No. 167,935

Int. C\? B60T 17/22
MS. a. 60—534 10 Claims

1. A pressure die-casting machine comprising: a working
cylinder, a working piston displaceable in the working cylin-

der, a multiplier cylinder connected to the working cylinder, a

multiplier piston displaceable in the multiplier cylinder, a
working chamber disposed between the working and multi-

plier pistons, a pressure medium supply line connected to the
working chamber for driving the working piston during each
of a first and a second working phase, a first pressure source
and means for connecting said first pressure source to said

supply line in said first working phase, a second pressure
source and first valve means for controlling the pressure me-
dium from said second pressure source and connecting said

second pressure source to said medium supply line during said

second phase; a check valve disposed in the pressure medium
supply line, a pressure chamber on the side of the multiplier

piston remote from the working chamber for receiving a pres-

sure medium capable of driving the multiplier piston during a
third working phase, a second valve means for controlling the
pressure medium from said second pressure source and con-
necting said second pressure source to said pressure chamber
during said third phase, the pressure medium supply line ex-

tending outside the multiplier piston, the check valve being
arranged on a wall portion close to the working chamber of the
working cylinder, the supply of the pressure medium to the
pressure chamber of the multiplier cylinder being actuatable

independently of the check valve.

4,424,675

TURBOCHARGER CONTROL SYSTEM FOR USE IN
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Kazuo Ojima, Katsuta, Japan, assignor to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Jun. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 277,864
Gaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 4, 1980, 55-90607

Int. a.3 F02B 37/12
U.S. O. 60—602 16 Qaims

1. A turbocharger control system for an internal combustion
engine having an exhaust gas turbocharger means including a

compressor means, a turbine means, a throttle valve means for

controlling a flow of intake air into the engine, and a bypass

valve means for enabling a bypass of the turbine means by
exhaust gases of the engine thereby controlling a speed of the

turbine means, characterized in that the throttle valve means is

disposed upstream of the compressor means, a pressure means
is connected to the bypass valve means for controlling a posi-

tioning thereof, the pressure means includes a first pressure

chamber means and a second pressure chamber means sepa-

rated from the first pressure chamber means by a diaphragm
means, means are provided for supplying the first pressure

chamber means with a turbocharging pressure existing be-

tween the compressor means and an intake manifold of the

engine and for supplying the second pressure chamber means
with atmospheric pressure, means are provided for detecting

the turbocharging pressure and comparing the detected pres-

sure with a preset value, and in that control means are pro-

vided for applying the atmospheric pressure to the first pres-

sure chamber means and applying a pressure existing between
the throttle valve means and the compressor means to the

second pressure chamber means in dependence upon an output

signal from the detecting means when the turbocharging pres-

sure is less than the preset value.
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4,424,676

SUPPLEMENTARY FUEL INJECnON SYSTEM FOR A
TURBOCHARGED INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
Elmo R. Meiners, Anchor, III., assignor to M A W Gear Com-

pany, Gibson City, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 75,527, Sep. 12, 1979,

abandoned. This application Oct. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 313,646

Int. a.3 F02B 37/00; F02D 19/12

U.S. a. 60—605 7 Qaims

M

vent and an elongated slot aligned tn admit vapor against

said mesh material; and

ih

I n

1. An improved multifuel turbocharger system fur an engine

of the type having an intake manifold for receipt of diesel fuel

and air, said system comprising, in combination:

a turbocharger having an inlet for air, a compressor for

compressing said air and an outlet to the diesel engine

intake manifold;

an exhaust line from the engine connected to the turbo-

charger for driving the turbocharger;

an enclosed auxiliary fuel tank containing an auxiliary fuel

mixture of alcohol and water;

a fluid pressure line connecting the turbocharger outlet to

the auxiliary fuel tank for pressurizing the tank at the same
pressure as the turbocharger outlet pressure;

an auxiliary fuel tank outlet line from the auxiliary fuel tank

to the intake manifold; and

pressure control means solely in the auxiliary fuel tank outlet

line including means to prevent flow of the auxiliary fuel

mixture to the intake manifold below a threshold pressure,

and for operating the engine solely on diese! fuel and air

combustion at low engine load; said pressure control

means also including means for operating ihc engine on
diesel fuel, air and a proportionally increasing auxiliary

fuel mixture at increasing engine loads above said thresh-

old pressure including restrictor means sized to permit

auxiliary fuel flow directly proportionally responsive to

the pressure of said turbocharger outlet to the auxiliary

fuel tank to provide increased auxiliary fuel flow directly

and proportionally in response to increased engine load

above the threshold pressure level, air inlet means to the

auxiliary fuel tank outlet line downstream from the restric-

tor means and a mechanical, auxiliary fuel and air pump
downstream from the restrictor means for pumping the

auxiliary fuel and air mixture into the intake manifold.

4(424,677

RANKINE CYCLE SYSTEM EMPLOYING SEASONAL
TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS

William Lukasavage, P.O. Box 340, Great Meadow, N.J. 07838

Division of Ser. No. 61,629, Jul. 27, 1979, Pat. No. 4,347,703.

This application Dec. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 334,172

Int. a.J FOIK 13/02

U.S. a. 60—660 2 Qaims
1. A turbine and control valve comprising:

(a) a casing;

(b) a shaft rotatably supported in said casing;

(c) a pair of spaced circular plates centrally mounted on said

shaft;

(d) a plurality of concentric layers of a mesh material extending

between said plates;

(e) a cylindrical container having a vapor inlet, an atmospheric

69
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(0 a piston slidably movable within said container to control

the opening of said slot; said piston being capable of move-
ment in response to a difference in pressure between said

inlet and said vent thereby exposing more or less of said slot

4.424,678

HEAT POWERED APPARATUS
Terrel A. Kizziah, Rte. 1, Box 71, Vance, Ala. 35490

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,178

Int. Q.' FOIK 27/00

U.S. Q. 60—670 8 Qaims
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1. Heat powered vapor generating apparatus, comprising:

first and second working fluid units receiving a quantity of a

vaporizable working fluid:

each of said units comprising a vapor generator selectably

receiving heat to vaporize liquified working fluid in the

vapor generator, and a fiuid recovery vessel in elevated

relation to said vapor generator:

fluid lines connected to said vapor generators and conduct-

ing vaporized working fluid at a high pressure to a utiliza-

tion means which expands the vapor and thereafter ex-

hausts the expanded vapor at a relatively lower pressure;

condensing means operative to receive and condense said

exhaust vapor;

working fluid return means operatively associated with said

condensing means and with both of said recovery vessels

and operative to return condensed working fluid to a

selected recovery vessel;

each of said working fluid units further comprising a fluid

line in communication with liquid working fluid collected

in the recovery vessel and extending to the vapor genera-

tor, and a fluid recovery valve selectably opening said

fluid line to allow said liquid working fluid collected in the

elevated recovery vessel to drain into the vapor genera-

tor; and

each of said working fluid units further comprising a pres-

sure equalizing line in communication between the vapor

generator and the recovery vessel above the level of

collected liquid therein, and an equalizing valve selectably
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operative to open said equalizing line when said fluid 4,424 680
recovery valve is open, INEXPENSIVE METHOD OF RECOVERING

so as to equalize vapor pressure between vapor generator CONDENSABLE VAPORS WITH A LIQUinED INERT
and recovery vessel of a selected working fluid unit as GAS
liquid ssorking fluid collected in the recovery vessel is

RoMld D- RothchUd, 106 Rynda Rd., South Orange, N.J.
drained to the vapor generator. 07079

Filed Nov. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,329
Int. a.' F17C 11/00

U.S. a. 62-^ „ Cains

4,424,679

CONSTANT THRUST HYBRID ROCKET MOTOR
Allen L. Holzman, Cupertino, Calif., assignor to The United

States oi' America as represented by the Secretary of the Air
Force, Washington, D.C.

Filed Sep. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 300,766

Int. a.3 F02K 9/56
U.S. a. 60-251 2aaims
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1. A constant thrust hybrid rocket motor comprising:
a combustion chamber at one end thereof;

an oxidizer source at the other end thereof;

means interconnecting said combustion chamber and said
oxidizer source for permitting an oxidizer to flow into said
combustion chamber;

means operably connected to said flow permitting means for
controlling the flow of said oxidizer therethrough, said
now controlling means including means for allowing a
constant flow therethrough and means for allowing a
variable flow therethrough, said constant flow control
means being in the form of a by-pass line circumventing
said variable flow control means, said by-pass line having
a fixed diameter orifice of predetermined size, said vari-
able flow control means being in the form of a solenoid
valve having an opening which is operable from a closed
position to an open position of predetermined size, said
predetermined size of said fixed diameter orifice being of
subsUntially such size as to yield required oxidizer fiow to
said combustion chamber at highest density oxidizer con-
ditions and said predetermined size of said open position
of said opening of said solenoid valve in combination with
said predetermined size of said fixed orifice being of sub-
stantially such size as to yield required oxidizer fiow to
said combustion chamber at lowest density oxidizer condi-
tions; and

means operably connected to said fiow permitt ng means for
monitoring said fiow therethrough and providing a signal
indicative thereof to said fiow controlling means for regu-
lating said variable flow control means;

whereby appropriate regulation of said variable fiow control
means in combination with said constant fiow control means
enables operation of said hybrid rocket motor to take place
over a wide temperature range and without experiencing wide
pressure variations.

1. A method for recovering as liquid a condensable vapor
comprising the steps of;

a. introducing the liquid phase of an inert gas to a gas stream
containing said condensable vapor;

b. intermixing said gas stream and said liquified inert gas so that
said liquified inert gas is vaporized and said gas stream be-
comes homogeneous in temperature, with the attendant
condensation of said condensable vapor; and,

c. separating said condensed condensable vapor from said gas
stream and vaporized inert gas.

4,424,681

HYDRAULIC REFRIGERATION SYSTEM AND
METHOD

Warren Rice Tempe, and Craig Hosterman, Scottsdale, both of
Ariz., assignors to Natural Energy Systems, Tempe, Ariz.

Filed Jun. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,227
Int. a.3 F25B 7/00, 1/06

U.S. a. 62-114 22 Qaims
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1. A two stage method for compressing and withdrawing
heat from a refrigerant fluid within a refrigeration system
having an evaporator and an expansion valve, said method
comprising the steps of:

(a) establishing a downward fiow of a fiuid non-miscible with
the refrigerant fiuid within a down pipe and establishing a
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downward fiow of a further fiuid non-miscible with the

refrigerant fluid within a further down pipe;

(b) conveying the refrigerant fluid in a gaseous state from the

evaporator to the upper end of the down pipe;

(c) entraining the gaseous refrigerant fluid within the down-
ward flow of a non-miscible fluid to compress the refrigerant

fluid without altering its state;

(d) separating the gaseous refrigerant fluid from the non-misci-

ble fluid at the lower end of the down pipe;

(e) withdrawing the separated gaseous refrigerant fluid from

the lower end of the down pipe and conveying it to the

upper end of the further down pipe;

(0 entraining the gaseous refrigerant fluid within the down-

ward flow of the further non-miscible fluid to compress the

refrigerant fluid;

(g) withdrawing the separated refrigerant fluid from the

lower end of the further down pipe and conveying it to

the expansion valve;

(h) converting the refrigerant fluid withdrawn from the lower

end of the further down pipe from a gaseous state by with-

drawing heat to convert it to a liquid state prior to convey-

ance of it to the expansion valve;

(i) maintaining the refrigerant fluid in a liquid state during said

step of conveying; and

(j) dissipating heat from the non-miscible fluid and from the

further non-miscible fluid.

4,424,682

VEHICLE AIR CONDITIONING COMPRESSOR
CONTROL SYSTEM

Fred S. Miska, Ortonville, and James A. Duddles, Pontiac, both

of Mich., assignors to General Motors Corporation, Detroit,

Mich.

Filed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 348,912

Int. a.3 B60H i/04

U.S. a. 62—133 3 Qaims

1. In combination with a vehicle air conditioning compres-

sor control system that normally cycles an engine actuated

refrigerant compressor on and off according to cooling de-

mand, a timed cycling override control comprising timer

means, vehicle speed sensing means and temperature sensing

means for cooperating to maintain the compressor continu-

ously on while the engine is running and during otherwise

normal on-off cycling use for a time period predetermined by

the cooperation of a preselected time period on the timer

means when the vehicle speed sensed falls below a predeter-

mined speed and the temperature sensed remains above a pre-

determined temperature whereby the compressor is then pre-

vented from cycling off and on regardless of cooling demand.

4,424,683

ICE MAKER CONTROL
Larry J. Manson, Lincoln Township, Berrien County, Mich.,

assignor to Whirlpool Corporation, Benton Harbor, Mich.

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,491

Int. a.' F25C 7/00

U.S. a. 62—135 17 Qaims

1. In a refrigeration apparatus having means defining a be-

low-freezing compartment, an ice maker located within said

compartment, and ice harvesting means for selectively harvest-

ing ice from said ice maker, an improved ice maker control

comprising:

sensing means for sensing the temperature to which water in

said ice maker is exposed;

means for calculating and storing a number which represents

the cumulative sum of individual numbers which arc

periodically determined based on a first temperature-

dependent function when said sensed temperature is above

a predetermined temperature and based on a second tem-

perature-dependent function when said sensed tempera-

ture is at or below said predetermined temperature; and,

means for initiating operation of said ice harvesting means

when said stored number reaches a predetermined num-
ber.

4,424,684

CONDENSER SECTION FOR CONTAINER
REFRIGERATION UNIT

William L. Waldschmidt, Farmington, and Donald D. King,

Chanhassen, both of Minn., assignors to Thermo King Corpo-

ration, Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Jan. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 337,060

InL a.) B60H i/04

U.S. a. 62—239 4 Claims
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1. A relatively large transport refrigeration unit of the type

and size used on large container units typically carried by ship

and rail including:

a lower condenser section and an upper evaporator section

thermally insulated from each;

said condenser section being defined by a rear wall, top and
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bottom walls, and opposite side walls together forming a

forward! y open pocket;

a U-shaped refrigerant condenser coil in said pocket in in-

verted disposition and located in the upper central portion

of said pocket so that an upwardly open, U-shaped space

in said pocket is defined to the sides and bottom of said

coil, a number of refrigeration system components includ-

ing at least an electric-motor-compressor, an electric con-

trol box, and an operations recorder in a U-shaped array m
said U-shaped space in said pocket;

plate means extending between the ends of said condenser
coil to block the admission of air from below between said

ends;

a condenser coil face plate covering the front edge of said

coil and deflning a generally centered fan ring opening;

a propeller fan and motor mounted in said condenser coil

with said fan disposed in said opening and operable to

draw air into said coil from the top and sides and dis-

charge the air forwardly.

4,424,685

AUTOMATED ENERGY CONSERVING COVER FOR
REFRIGERATED CABINET ACCESS OPENINGS

Fayez F. Ibrahim, Niles, Mich., assignor to Tyler Refrigeration

Corporation, Niles, Mich.

Filed Apr. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 256,996

Int. a.' A47F 3/04
U.S. a. 62—249 24 Gaims

1. In a refrigerated display cabinet having outer walls defin-

ing a product storage and display space containing refrigerated

air andJiaving an access opening in at least one wall thereof to

provide for product access; the imrovement comprising:
an energy conserving assembly including a flexible barrier

cover arranged for covering at least a portion of said

access opening and adapted for storage away from said

access opening, a support means for providing structural

support for and enabling movement of said flexible barrier

cover from the storage position across at least a portion of
said access opening and having at least two rails for sup-

porting said flexible barrier cover, motive means for pow-
ering the movement of said flexible barrier cover, control

means for actuating said motive means in response to the
occurrence of selected operational conditions to enable
movement of said barrier cover across said access opening
whereby contact of ambient air with the refrigerated air

conuined within said product storage and display space is

substantially limited, and traction means arranged for

movement relative to at least one of said rails and wherein
said traction means are connected to said motive means
for enabling said traction means to be powered during
times determined by said control means, and wherein said

flexible barrier cover is connected to said traction means
and is withdrawn from stored position by power derived
from said motive means.

4424 686
FLOOR MOUNTED AIR CONDITIONER

James M. Lapeyre, New Orleans, Ljl; Noel A. Sveadsen, Mar-
blehead, Mass.; Richard S. Lindberg, Shrewsbury, Mass., and
Raymond J. CarroU, Jr., Billcrica, Mass., assignors to The
Laitram Corporation, New Orleans, La.

Filed Mar. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 241,947
Int. a.3 F2SD 23/12

U.S. a. 62-259.1 10 Claims

1. A floor mounted air conditioner comprising:
a housing having a lower portion and an upper portion, the

lower portion of the housing including a wall insertable

into a mounting opening in the floor of a room to be
cooled, the upper portion of the housing being disposable

above the floor and having a cold air exhaust duct up-
wardly extending from the upper portion and terminating
in an upper cold air exhaust port;

a penpheral inlet at the top of the upper portion of said

housing for drawing air from the room into the housing
for cooling, said inlet surrounding and being spaced from
said upper cold air exhaust port;

a hot air exhaust duct in the lower portion of said housing
terminating in a lower hot air exhaust portion at the bot-

tom end of the lower housing portion below the mounting
floor;

a peripheral duct in the lower housing portion defined by the

wall of the lower housing portion and the hot air exhaust
duct and having inlet openings in the wall of the lower
housing portion into which air is drawn from below the

floor into the housing for cooling;

a compressor within the housing;

conically configured condenser coils disposed about a verti-

cal axis in the housing;

cyhndrically configured evaporator coils disposed about
said vertical axis in said housing above said condenser
coils;

a drip pan in said housing separating said condenser and
evaporator coils and including one or more openings
arranged to discharge condensate onto said condenser
coils;

a condenser fan in said hot air exhaust duct for blowing hot
air from said housing out of said lower hot air exhaust port

into the space below the floor;

an evaporator fan disposed in the upper cold air exhaust duct
for blowing cool air out of said upper cold air exhaust port
into the room; and

a compressor cooling fan for blowing cooled air from said

cold air exhaust duct past said compressor and toward said

hot air exhaust duct.
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4,424,687

ICE RACK FOR USE IN PORTABLE ICE CHEST
Marshall M. Morgan, 8210 Brae Acres, Houston, Tex. 77074

Filed Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 340,100

Int. a.' F25D 3/08
U.S. a. 62-457 9aaim5

6C

1. A rack adapted to be used within a portable ice chest
which comprises:

(a) a first rack portion having:

(1) a generally planar portion adapted to support food
stuffs placed thereon:

(2) leg means extending downwardly from said planar

portion for supporting said planar portion within an ice

chest;

(3) additional leg means having hollow receptacles therem
which leg means additionally supports said planar por-

tion within the ice chest;

(4) wherein said receptacles within said additional legs

comprise a joinder means;

(b) a second rack portion having:

(1) a generally planar portion adapted to be optionally

coextensive with the planar portion of said first rack

portion;

(2) downwardly extending legs adapted to support said

second rack portion parallel to and coplanar with said

first rack portion;

(3) tab means coacting with said receptacles in the legs of
said first rack portion to secure said first and second
rack portions in a planar arrangement within an ice

chest;

(4) second tab means for alternately securing said second
rack portion at an angle with respect to said first rack

portion coacting with said receptacles in said legs.

4,424,688

POWER UNIT FOR ABSORPTION HEAT EXCHANGE
SYSTEM

William H. Wilkinson, Upper Arlington, Ohio, assignor to Bat-
telle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio

Filed Jul. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,620

Int. a.' F25B 15/00
U.S. a. 62-476 12 Claims

1. A power unit for an absorption heat exchange system
comprising a plurality of substantially coxially positioned pipes

of progressively larger diameters and of sizes that provide a

space between the inner and outer walls of the adjacent pipes

and including:

a. a hollow vertically oriented central pipe;

b. an upper and a lower closure member extending out-

wardly from the center pipe and connected to the outer
pipes to form substantially annular chambers, contigous
one to the next, surrounding the center pipe;

c. means to provide heat in the central pipe;

d. means for providing a cooling fiuid to contact the outer

surface of the largest diameter pipe;

e. means for discharging a refrigerant-absorbent solution

upon the inner walls of the substantially annular chambers
to desorb refrigerant from solution with the absorbant and
to condense the refrigerant on the outer walls of the cham-
bers;

f means for collecting the refrigerant and solution separately
in the substantially annular chambers;

g. means for conveying the separately collected solution
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from one chamber to the next contiguous progressivclv
larger chamber and away from the largest chamber, and

h. means for conveying the separately located refngerani
from the chambers

4,424,689

FINGER RING
Takashi Saito. Funabashi, Japan, assignor to TakashI

Saito/Iwasaki Denko Company. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Aug. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 297.020

Qaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 1, 1980, 55-123126(1
]

Int. a.' A44C 9/02
U.S. a. 63-15.1 7 Claims
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I. A finger ring which comprises

a first ring member which has a non-circular hole being

composed of a central inscribed circular mam hole region

whose diameter is subsiantiaily equal lo the smaller diame-
ter of the joint of the finger to be inserted into the ring

member, and at least one supplementary hole region ex-

tending from said central circular mam hole region;

a second, separate ring member which has a non-circular

hole into which the finger can be inserted, said hole being

composed of a central inscribed circular mam hole region

whose diameter is substantially equal to the smaller diame-

ter of the joint of the finger to be inserted into the ring

member, and at least one supplementary hole region ex-

tending from said central circular mam hole region;

said first and second ring members insertable on said finger

independently and separately from one another; and
means for connecting the first and second nng members

after they have been individually placed around the finger

so that their relative movement along the finger length-

wise thereof is prevented, while permitting one of said

ring members to be rotated relative to the other ring

member through a prescribed angle.
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4,424,690

DRUM APPARATUS FOR THE TREATMENT OF HIDES,
LEATHERS AND THE LIKE

Francisco J. Gili Bas, Calle Lincoln, 44, Barcelona 6, Spain
Filed Apr. 10, I98I, Ser. No. 253,158

Oaims priority, application Spain, May 13, 1980, 250.665
Int. a.' A43B 13/12

U.S. a. 69—30 6 Claims

1 A cylinder lock, comprising

a chassis having a fixed cylindrical hub,

a knob sleeve rotatably mounted in the hub and having an
out-turned rollback cam overlying the inner end of the
hub for engagement therewith to transmit outward pull

from the sleeve to the fixed hub,

a key-actuated cam sleeve or the like within the inner end of
the knob sleeve and having an out-turned rollback cam at

its inner end in position to overlie the inner end of the hub
and to transmit outward pull from such cam sleeve to the
hub,

outer means on the knob sleeve projecting radially outward
therefrom within the length of the hub and defining an
outward-facing shoulder,

said hub having hub means forming a circumferential I y
extending rearward-facing shoulder positioned for en-
gagement by said outward-facing shoulder to receive
outward force from the knob sleeve, said shoulders being

constructed and arranged to permit rotation of the knob
sleeve in the hub for actuating said rollback cam,

inner means on the knob sleeve projecting radially inward
from its wall within the length of the cam sleeve and
defining an inner outward-facing edge,

said cam sleeve having means forming an inward-facing
edge positioned for engagement by said inner outward-
facing edge to receive outward force from the knob sleeve
so that the cam sleeve and its rollback cam will transmit
such force to the fixed hub.

4,424,692

BRAMAH OR PIN LOCK
Raymond Rousseau, Montigny le BretonneiAc, France, assignor

to Fichet-Bauche, France

Filed Jul. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 288,295
Qaims priority, application France, Aug. 5, 1980, 80 17305

Int. a.3 E05B 27/08
U.S. a. 70-363 22aaiins

1 Drum apparatus for the treatment of hides, leathers and
the like, comprising; a substantially cylindrical member having
an inner intenor defining surface, and a plurality of substan-

tially radially extending paddles within said interior and fixed

to the inner surface of said cylindrical member, said paddles
having respective lengths substantially less than the length of
said cylindrical member and being longitudinally separated
with respect to each other, said paddles being situated in differ-

ent diametric planes and such that no two paddles are axially

aligned with each other, said paddles together extending over
substantially the entire length of said cylindrical member.

4,424,691

PULL-RESISTANT CYLINDER LOCK
William R. Foshee, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Best Lock

Corporation, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Mar. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 354,815

Jnt. a." E05B 63/00
L.S. a. 70-224 llOaims

I
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1. A lock comprising a stationary body, a cylinder rotatably
mounted about its longitudinal axis in the body, a bolt operat-
ing member which is rotatably atuched to the cylinder, pins
movable by a key in housings formed in the cylinder and the
body, the housings formed in the cylinder communicating with
an axial key passage of the cylinder, wherein said pins are
mechanically driven in translation by the key along their longi-

tudinal axis and in rotation about said axis and are each a
unitary member which is permanently engaged in a housing of
the cylinder and in a housing of the body, the pin housings
formed in the body being interconnected by an annular path in

which pass the pins when the cylinder is rotating, said annular
path being formed with projections or contractions adapted for
cooperating with cut-outs in the pins.

4 424 693

KEY-REMOVABLE LOCK CORE
Walter E. Best, and William R. Foshee, both of Indianapolis,

Ind., assignors to Best Lock Corporation, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Nov. 5, 1980, Ser. No. 204,290

Int. a.' E05B 27/02
U.S. CI. 70-369 4 Qaims

'^ - /^^

1. A key-removable lock core for use in a receptacle defining
a core-receiving opening having a first cylindrical portion for

axially slidably receiving the key plug housing of a core and an

/
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adjoining second portion for receiving the pin tumbler housing
of such core, and having a side wall defining a rearward-facing
shoulder spaced inward from the core-receiving end of such
receptacle for engagement by a core-retaining lug on such
core, comprising

a core body having a key plug housing defining a cylindrical
chamber to receive an axial portion of a rotauble key
plug, and having a pin tumbler housing containing an axial
series of pin tumbler barrels,

said key plug housing extending over a length of the core
sufficient to support the key plug coaxially therewith and
having a cut-away portion, and the pin tumbler housing
having an integral portion extending across the cut-away
portion of the key plug housing and containing at least one
pin tumbler barrel,

a control sleeve positioned coaxially with the key plug hous-
ing in said cut-away portion thereof and defining a cylin-
drical chamber in alignment with that of the key plug
housing to receive a portion of the key plug, said control
sleeve having a pin tumbler bore therein aligned with each
barrel in the integral portion of the pin tumbler housing,

a key plug in said chambers, said integral portion of the pin
tumbler housing having a side face spaced from said side
wall of the core receptacle so as to define a clearance
space between itself and such side wall for the reception of
a retaining lug,

the interface between the key plug and its surrounding core
body and control sleeve providing an operating shear line

and the interface between the control sleeve and the ex-
tended portion of the pin tumbler housing forming a con-
trol shear line for the core,

a retaining lug on said control sleeve extending radially

outward therefrom to a distance greater than the radius to
the control shear line so as to stand outward from the
cylinder defined by such control shear line, said retaining
lug being movable by rotation of the control sleeve be-
tween a retracted position within said clearance space so
as to clear said receptacle side wall and permit insertion of
the core into the receptacle and a projected position for
engagement behind the rearward-facing shoulder of said
receptacle so as to retain the core therein,

said integral portion of the pin tumbler housing having on its

other side a stop side face spaced from the other side of the
core receptacle so as to define a second clearance space
between itself and such other side wall, and a stop lug on
said control sleeve movable within such second clearance
space and against said stop side face for stopping the
retaining lug in its projected position.

a cylinder rotatably received in said bore of said casing and
having a keyhole;

a tumbler mechanism connected with both said casing and
said cylinder, allowing said cylinder to rotate only when a
correct key is inserted into said keyhole;

means actuated by rotational movement of said cylinder to
cause locking action of the cylinder lock; and

a mouth member located within said cylinder at an entrance
of said keyhole, said mouth member having an insertion
hole enabling a key to be inserted therethrough into said
keyhole, said mouth member including a collar section
having a non-circular peripheral shape, being embedded
to extend radially within the cylinder matenai to prevent
said mouth member from being extracted or axially pulled
from said cylinder when the mouth member is engaged by
a tampering device, said mouth member having a hardness
value greater than that of said cylinder, enabling the collar
section to deform a surrounding portion of said cylinder in

contact with the periphery of the collar section when
engaged and twisted by said tampering devite so that said
mouth member rotates relative to said cylinder while
remaining axially immovable, whereby said mouth mem-
ber renders the tampering device substantially incapable
of engaging walls of said cylinder defining the kevhole to
prevent said device from forcing rotation and axial re-
moval of said cylinder.

4 424 695
ARRANGEMENT FOR FABRICATING DOUBLE

CONICAL SPRINGS
Ernst Klrchhoff, Hagen; Alfred Riinder, Iserlohn. and Giinter

Adolf, Hagen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Estel
Hoesch Werke Aktiengesellschaft, Dortmund, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Nov. 12, 1980, Ser. No. 205,950
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 3.

1980, 3020958

Int. a.J B21F 3/ia 35/02
U.S. a. 72—128 11 Claims
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4,424,694

CONSTRUCTION OF CYLINDER LOCK
Hanio Mochida, Yokohama Qty, Japan, assignor to Nissan
Motor Co., Ltd., Yokohama City, Japan

Filed Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305,781
Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 26, 1980, 55-134807

Int. C\? E05B 63/00
U.S. a. 70-422 6 Claims

31 6 34

1. A cylinder lock comprising

a casing having a bore;

1. A method for producing double conical springs having a
largest winding diameter located between ends of the spnngs,
comprising the steps of: heating wire-shaped material; winding
said wire-shaped material on a mandrel having a cylindncal
portion and a conical end, so that gaps of space are left be-
tween wound coils; removing said mandrel to leave a semi-fin-
ished spring having a cylindrically wound portion joined to a
first conically wound end portion, said semi-finished spnng
having an interior profile corresponding substantially to the
outer profile of said mandrel; clamping one end of said cylin-
drically wound portion to a roll-in unit; clamping and holding
a coil of said semi-finished spring which is to remain cylindri-
cal in the double conical spring when finished, the cylindrical
portion of said semi-finished spring between said clamped one
end and said cylindrical coil being formed to a second coni-
cally wound portion by said roll-in unit; inserting a shaping
member radially into the interior space of said cylindncally
wound portion by passing said shaping member through at

least one gap between coils and moving said shaping member
axially against said roll-in unit; holding said shaping member
stationary against said roll-in unit; rotating said roll-in unit
through a predetermined angle and moving said one end
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clamped to said roll-in unit inwardly toward the intenor of said

cylindncally wound portion so that said cylindncally wound
portion is wound onto said shaping member for deforming said

cylindncally wound portion into said second conically wound
portion, said cylindrical coil being located between said first

conically wound portion and said second conically wound
ponion; and removing said shaping member from the intenor
of said second conically wound portion by passing said shaping
member through at least one gap between coils to the extenor
of the spring.

4,424,6%
INDIRECT EXTRUSION PRESS

Akira Asari, Osaka; Tatsubiko Noyori; Masakazu Ueda, both of

Kobe, and Takahiko Ishii, Nishinomiya, all of Japan, assign-

ors to Kabashiki Kaisha Kobe Seiko Sho, Kobe, Japan
Filed May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 267487

Claims priority, application Japan, May 24, 1980, 55-70444;

May 26, 1980, 55-70506

Int. a.' B21C 27/00. 35/06
VJS. a. 72—273.5 7 Gaims

I

I An indirect extrusion press comprising:

a press frame body of a Rahmen structure which compnses a

press platen and a main cylinder frame spacedly and oppo-
sitely disposed in the front and back positions, respectively;

a plurality of tie rods interconnecting said press platen and said

main cylinder frame;

a die stem fixedly secured on said press platen along the longi-

tudinal center line of the press and which compnses a die at

one end thereof opposite said press platen;

a container adapted to retain a billet therein;

a mam ram slidably movable relative to said main cylinder
frame and which further compnses a crosshead at the front

end thereof and a pressing stem extending toward said con-
tainer from said crosshead. said container and pressing stem
being movable so as to indirectly extrude said billet through
said die,

a plurality of container holders;

a plurality of hydraulic cylinders for shifting said container and
which are mounted on said platen; and

a plurality of hydraulic coupling cylinders secured to the

crovshead, each of said container-shifting cylinders and
coupling cylinders further comprising pistons slidably

mounted therein and respectively interconnecting said con-
tainer holders with said crosshead and said platen to thereby
form a container unit, the relative position of said container
and said pressing stem being fixed by said coupling cylinders
dunng an extrusion stroke so that the container-shifting
force is added to an extrusion force.

4,424,697

WHEEL MOUNTING SUSPENSION STRUT CAMBER
CORRECTING TOOL

James L. Carver, 16324 Lauder La., Richardson, Tex. 75080
Filed Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305,576

Int C\? B21D 1/12
U.S. a. 72—309 17 CUiins

1. In a wheel strut to wheel spindle camber correcting tool:

a rigid body mounUble to a wheel strut wheel mounting disk;

mounting means for removably mounting said rigid body to

the wheel mounting disk and wheel spindle; reversible direc-

tion dnve means mounted to the top of said rigid body; pivotal

mount means interconnecting said reversible direction drive

means and said ngid body; power drive means drive connected
to power said reversible direction drive means; and strut con-
nection means on said reversible direction drive means with
removable fastening means for connecting said tool to a wheel
strut, and with said rigid body tightly mounted on said wheel
mounting disk, when said reversible direction drive means is

dnven applying camber corrective bending forces to the wheel
spindle to strut interconnect; wherein said reversible direction

!• f,^/ '•/>» ,,

I

dnve means comprises a reversible direction screw drive as-

sembly including a rotatably fixed drive screw hub housing
member pivotally mounted on said rigid body and an elongate
tool dnve housing rotatable in said hub housing member carry-
ing a nut adjacent one end of the body; and wherein said re-

versible direction drive means includes an elongate non-rota-

tional bolt member threadably engaging threads of said nut to

be dnven by rotation of said drive housing and nut direction-

ally in and out, dependent on the direction of rotation of the

nut with the drive housing.

4,424,698

TOOL FOR COINING
Neal E. Langseder, Rolling Meadows, III., assignor to American
Can Company, Greenwich, Conn.

Filed May 19, 1982, Ser. No. 379,863

Int. a.' B21D 22/00
U.S. a. 72-354 ' 7 Oaims

1 A tool for coining a poriion of a progressively formed part

carried by its progression strip and connected thereto at one
end by a fiexible tie piece land the portion of the part to be

coined having been lanced and bent sufficiently to be displaced

from the plane of the part where the tool includes:

a com punch with a working surface mounted to move along

an axis of a station for performing the progressive punch
and die operation of coining the part captured thereunder,

a coin anvil aligned along said axis to support a portion of
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the part beneath said punch during coining in the progres-
sive punch and die operation.

a resiliently biased member carried about said coin punch
and extending beyond said working surface thereof to first

contact another portion of said part in advance of contact
by said working surface, and

a recess surface about said coin anvil shaped to receive said

other portion of said part to support same in position
during coining between said coin punch and coin anvil to

assure that said portion to be coined is aligned relative to

said axis.

4,424,700

CALIBRATION KAIIT DKTFCTOR AND Al TOMATK
CALIBRATOR

I-owcll H. Krickson. and Marcellus S. .Merrill, both of Denver.
Colo., assignors to Merrill Kngineering laboratories. Inc.,

Knglewood, Colo.

Division of Ser. No. 129,269, Mar. 10, 1980. abandoned. This
application Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,793

Int. a.' GOIB 21/26
U.S. n. 73-1 E ,3 ci.ims

J6

4,424,699

TUBE BENDER CONSTRUCTION
Henry J. Peppers, Rolling Meadows. III., as.signor to Imperial
Oevite Inc., Rolling Meadows, III.

Filed Feb. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 235,026

Int. a.' B21D 11/04
U.S. a. 72-388 9 Claims
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1. In a tube bender having a mandrel defining a peripheral
arcuate bending groove, and means swingable about the man-
drel to urge a tube to be bent into said groove to efTect an
arcuate bend in the tube, the improvement comprising:

a tube retaining metnber having a mounting portion pivot-

ally mounted in said tube bender, and a tube engaging
portion adapted to engage the tube to be bent in a tube
retaining disposition to prevent longitudinal movement of
the tube during a tube bending operation, said tube engag-
ing portion being movable from said tube retaining dispo-
sition to first and second retracted positions for facilitating

placement of said tube to be bent in the tube bender prior
to the bending operation, and removal thereof from the
tube bender upon completion of the bending operation, a

projection on said tube reuining member a stop shoulder
on said mandrel adjacent said bending groove, said projec-
tion extending parallel to the axis of pivoting of the tube
retainer member; and

means for resiliently urging said mounting portion of the
tube retaining member to a disposition wherein said pro-

jection moving in an arcuate path about the pivot axis of
the tube retaining member is intercepted by said stop
shoulder as an incident of pivotal movement of the tube
retaining member being swung to the first retracted posi-

tion whereby retractive movement of said tube retaining

member is yieldingly limited to said first retracted posi-

tion, said resilient urging means permitting said projection

to be urged past said stop shoulder away from said tube
retaining disposition into an end of said bending groove in

the second retracted position whereby pivotal movement
is releasably constrained by the projection in said bending
groove in the second retracted position.

11. A calibration fault detecting and automatic calibrating
apparatus for use in combinalioh with a wheel aligner f(.r

detecting whether the apparatus is calibrated \o correctly
provide an output corresponding to either the loe angle or
camber angle of a wheel being tested, the calibration fault

delecting and automatic calibrating apparatus comprising
first means for providing an indication whether the \\heel

aligner is at either a first predetermined toe angle or a firM

predetermined camber angle,

second means responsive to the movement of the wheel
aligner for generating a first signal corresponding to either
the toe angle or camber angle of the wheel being tested,

third means responsive to said first means for producing a

control signal when the wheel aligner is at either the first

predetermined toe angle or Ihe first predetermined cam-
ber angle; and

fourth means responsive to the control signal for detecting
whether the first signal corresponds to either the first

predetermined toe angle or the first predetermined cam-
ber angle when the control signal is present to determine
whether the automatic calibrating apparatus is correcil>

calibrated.

4.424.701

ULTRASONIC MEASURING SENSOR FOR THE FIXING
STATION OF A NON-MECHANICAL PRINTING OR

COPYING DEVICE
Eduard Mair, Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to Sie-

mens Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin A Munich, Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many

Filed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,432
Qalms priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Mar. 26.

1981,3112003

Int. CI.' GOIN 29/02
U.S. a. 73-24 3 Claims

1. An ultrasonic measuring sensor for use in the fixing station

of a non-mechanical printing or copying device for measuring
the solvent vapor concentration therein comprising:

an electroacoustical transducer for transmuting an ultra-

sonic signal and for receiving said signal after refieclion

thereof;

a reflector disposed a distance from said ultrasonic trans-

ducer for refiecting ultrasonic signals therefrom back lo

said transducer, said transducer generating an electrical

signal corresponding to the transmit time of said signal

between said transducer and said reflector which vanes
according lo the amount of Milveni vapor present between
said transducer and said refleclor, and

a fine mesh net enclosing the volume between said trans-

ducer and said rcfiector, said net having a mesh si/e which
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is significantly smaller than the wavelength of said ultra-

sonic signal for substantially preventing brief localized

disruptions in said solvent vapor concentration from pene-
trating said mesh and falsifymg said electronic signal.

I

4,424,702

DEVICE FOR MONITORING THE CONCENTRATION
OF AN AIR-VAPOR MIXTURE

Holger Schoenewolf, Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin A Munich, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,433
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 26,

1981, 3111970

Int. a.3 GOIN 29/02
t'.S. a. 73—24 5 Gaims
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1. A device for monitoring the concentration of an air-vapxar

mixture having a measuring probe inserted into said mixture,
said measuring probe including an electroacoustical transducer
for converting an electrical transmit pulse into ultrasonic signal
pulses and a reflector for reflecting said ultrasonic signal pulses
back to said transducer, said transducer reconverting a re-

ceived ultrasonic signal pulse into an electrical receive pulse,
said device further having a circuit for generating said transmit
pulse and evaluating the transmit time of said ultrasonic signal
pulse in said mixture and thereby determining the concentra-
tion of said mixture, said circuit comprising:

a high frequency clock pulse generator;

a binary counter having a plurality of counting stages for

counting the clock pulses of said clock pulse generator;
a logic combinatorial circuit connected to selected ones of

said outputs of the counting suges of said binary counter
for generating said transmit pulse, said transmit pulse
having a duty time which consists of a plurality of periods
of said ultrasonic signal pulses;

said logic combinatorial circuit connected to other selerted
ones of said outputs of the counting stages of said binary
counter for generating a control signal for controlling a
gate circuit to which said receive pulse is supplied from
said transducer, the duration and chronological position of

said control signal relative to said transmit pulse defining
an evaluation time span for said receive pulse;

a read only memory having address inputs respectively

connected to the outputs of said counting stages of said

binary counter, the addresses of said read only memory
which are called during said evaluation time being classi-

fied in at least three ranges with continuous addresses, the
information output from said read only memory being
identical within said ranges but otherwise different; and

a register connected to the outputs of said read only memory
for transfer of the memory content of said read only mem-
ory to said register triggered by said receive pulse.

4,424,703
DEVICE FOR MONITORING THE CONCENTRATION

OF AN AIR.VAPOR MIXTURE
Hans Winter, Eduard Mair, and Holger Schoenewolf, all of
Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Siemens Aktien-
gesellschaft, Berlin A Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,434
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 26,

1981, 3112002

Int. a.3 GOIN 29/02
U.S. a. 73-24 7 Oaims
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1. A device for monitoring the concentration of an air-vapor
mixture having a measuring probe inserted in a mixture to be
monitored having an electroacoustical transducer for convert-
ing an electrical transmit pulse into ultrasonic signal pulses, a

reflector for reflecting said ultrasonic signal pulses back to said

transducer for reconversion of said ultrasonic signal pulses into

an electrical receive pulse afer a transit time of said ultrasonic

signal pulses in said mixture, said device having a circuit for

evaluating said transit time and thereby determining the con-
centration of said mixture comprising:

a clock pulse generator for generating counting clock pulses

and for periodically generating said transmit pulse;

a clock pulse counter for counting said clock pulses which
elapse between the beginning of a transmit pulse and the

beginning of a receive pulse;

at least three status memories having predetermined identi-

cal memory capacities;

a selector means interconnected between said transducer

and said status memories for supplying a signal to one of
said status memories which reduces the remaining capac-

ity of the selected status memory by one unit, said selector

means supplying said signals to respective status memories
as a function of the transit time of said ultrasonic signal

pulses in said mixture,

whereby a status memory having a capacity which is fint

exhausted supplies a control signal for initiating a predeter-

mined reaction for maintaining said concentration within a
predetermined range.
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4,424,704
KNOCK DETECHNG APPARATUS FOR INTERNAL

COMBUSTION ENGINE
Noboni Yamamoto, Kariya; TomoaUu Makino, Okazaki; Ryoi-

chl Okuda, Kariya, and HIroshi Sakurai, Nagoya, all of Ja-
pan, assignors to Nippondenso Co., Ltd., Kariya, Japan

Filed Dec. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 328,798
Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 11, 1980, 55-175138

Int. a.' GOIL 23/22
U.S. a. 73—35 3 Qaimg
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1. A knock detecting apparatus for an internal combustion
engine comprising:

a knock sensor for detecting knocking components gener-
ated by the internal combustion engine and generating an
electrical signal;

a knock discrimination level generator for generating a

knock discrimination level signal in accordance with the

output signal of said knock sensor;

a comparator for comparing the output signal of said knock
sensor with said knock discrimination level signal and
generating, depending on the result of comparison signal,

a knock signal indicative of the existence of knocking; and
a mask means for generating a masking pulse for selectively

inhibiting the transmission of signal from said comparator,
said mask means making inoperative the knock discrimin-
tion level generation circuit when said comparator gener-
ates a knock signal during the period of said masking pulse

generation,

wherein said mask means comprises a masking pulse genera-
tion circuit for generating masking pulses in synchroniza-
tion with the rotation of the internal combustion engine, a

first gate circuit for inhibiting the passage of said compari-
son output signal from said comparator in response to the

pulse signal from said masking pulse generation circuit, a

second gate circuit for allowing the transmission of said

comparison output signal from said comparator in re-

sponse to the pulse signal from said masking pulse genera-
tion circuit, and a buffer circuit for supplying said compar-
ison output passing through said second gate circuit to

said knock discrimination level generator.

4,424,705

ENGINE KNOCK SENSING APPARATUS
Tadashi Hattori, Okazaki; Masanori Hanaoka; Yukihide Ha-

shiguchi, both of Toyota; Yoshinori OoUuka, Okazaki, and
Hiroaki Yamaguchi, Anjo, all of Japan, assignors to Nippon
Soken, Inc., Nishio and ToyoU Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki
Kaisha, Toyota, both of, Japan

Filed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 335,284
Oaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 26, 1980, 55-186273;

Dec. 26, 1980, 55-186274

Int. a.3 GOIL 2i/22
U.S. a. 73—35 3 Oaims

1. An apparatus for sensing a knocking taking place in an
internal combustion engine having a cylinder block through
which cooling water circulates comprising:

a diaphragm mounted to the block and directly responsive to

a pulsation in pressure of the cooling water, said dia-

phragm being of a substantially partially spherical surface;

means adjacent said diaphragm for sensing the pulsating

movement thereof in a manner like alternating current;
and

' 'o ( n- ,
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means for prtxiucmg an output corresponding lo said pulsa-
tion in fluid pressure.

4 424 706
ENGINE WITH KNOCK SENSING USING PRODLCT
COMPONENT OF KNOCK VIBRATION SIGNAL

Hilario L. Oh, Rochester, Mich., assignor to General Motors
Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed May 19, 1982, Ser. No. 379,643
Int. CI.'G01L2i/22

U.S. CI. 73-35 4 Claim,

ti .7

1. A method of detecting knock in an internal combustion
rtigine of the type subject to knock induced vibrations c^f at

least two characteristic knock frequencies and noiso Mhrations
not associated with knock, comprising the steps of

generating a signal having components al least in accord
with the knock induced vibrations of the engine at the lv\o

characteristic knock frequencies:

processing said signal to produce a prcxJuct signal having a

product component with a magnitude proportional to the

magnitudes of said signal comporienls and a frequence
equal to the difference of said charaelerislic knock fre-

quencies, said step increasing the signal to noise ratio of
said signal; and

detecting the existence of a predetermined magnitude of said

product component to sense the presence of kniKk

4.424,707

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR THK
ELECTHOPNEUMATICAL TESTING OF THE AIR

PERMEABILITY OF CIGARETTES
Giovanni Pezzi, Bologna, Italy, assignor to Sasib S.p.A., Bolo-

gna, Italy

Filed Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305.852
Claims priority, application Italy. Oct. 7. 1980. 12674 A/80

Int. a.' GOIN 15/00
U.S. a. 73-38 7 Claims

1 The method of electropneumatically testing cigarettes lo

determine whether the air permeability thereof is acceplahie.
comprising the steps of

applying a pneumatic pressure lo said cigarettes,

measuring the pressure within each of said cigarettes during
application of said pneumatic pressure thereto,

transforming said pressure measurement into an electric

measurement signal, said electric measurement signal

having a saw-ttxith shape with an ascending pt)rtion

which reaches a maximum value followed by a rapidly

descending portion, the ascending pt)rtion of said mea-
surement signal increasing at a predetermined rate when
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pressure is applied to a cigarette having an acceptable air

permeability;

generating an electnc reference signal having a saw-tooth

shape in synchronism with said electric measurement

signal, the ascending portion of said reference signal in-

creasing at approximately said predetermined rate: and
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the vessel thereby indicating the location of said rupture in

the vessel.

4,424,709

FREQUENCY DOMAIN ENGINE DEFECT SIGNAL
ANALYSIS

Raymond C. Meier, Jr., Canton, and Stewart V. Gable, Ypsi-

lanti, both of Mich., assignors to Ford Motor Company, Dear-
born, Mich,

per No. PCr/US82/00901, § 371 Date Jul. 6, 1982, § 102(e)

Date Jul. 6, 1982

per Filed Jul. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 409,371

Int. a.^ GOIM 15/00
U.S. CI. 73—117.3 29 Qaims

1-4 ,• ;t •:.

comparing said measurement and reference signals in a

comparator, the output of said comparator having a first

value indicating that the cigarette is acceptable when the

maximum value of said measurement signal is not less than

the corresponding value of said reference signal, and a

second value indicating that the cigarette is rejected when
the maximum value of said measurement signal is less than

the corresponding value of said reference signal.

$, •
I

4,424,708

FUEL CELL LEAK DETECTOR
Gaston Meuleman, Hawthorne, Calif., assignor to Northrop

Corporation, Hawthorne, Calif.

Filed Jan. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 339,748

Int. a.5 GOIM i/n
U.S. a. 73—40 8 Qaims

1. A method of leak testing non-pressurized vessels to find

the location ruptures therein, comprising the steps of:

providing a hand held freely movable, leak testing device

comprised of a gas impermeable resilient body having an

aperture in one portion and gas communication means
permitting pressurized gas to be introduced internally of

said resilient body, said gas normally being free to exit said

body through said aperture upon location of a rupture in

the vessel,

connecting said leak testing device to a regulatable gas

pressure source to supply a regulated gas pressure to said

resilient body of said leak testing device,

pressing said leak testing device with the aperture thereof

against a surface of the vessel with sufficient pressure to

form an airtight seal between said surface of the vessel and
said leak testing device,

moving said leak testing device over said surface of the

vessel while maintaining said airtight seal between said

leak testing device and said surface whereby said leak

testing device will tend to collapse as it is moved over a

rupture in the vessel due to a differential in pressure be-

tween said engaged surface of said leak testing device and
ambient atmospheric pressure on the opposite surface of

1. A signal analyzer for detecting engine defects including:

an engine speed sensor means for detecting engine speed and
generating an electrical engine speed signal;

an exhaust pressure sensor means for detecting engine ex-

haust pressure and generating an electrical exhaust pres-

sure signal;

an intake manifold vacuum sensor means for detecting en-

gine intake manifold vacuum and generating an electrical

intake manifold vacuum signal;

a crankcase pressure sensor means for detecting blowby gas

pressure in the engine crankcase and generating an electri-

cal crankcase pressure signal;

an oil pressure sensor means for detecting engine oil pressure

and generating an electrical oil pressure signal;

a frequency domain analyzer circuit means coupled to said

engine speed sensor means exhaust pressure sensor means,

intake manifold vacuum sensor means, crankcase pressure

sensor means and oil pressure sensor means for generating

a frequency domain spectrum signal from the outputs of

said coupled sensor means; and

a comparison means coupled to said frequency domain ana-

lyzer circuit means for comparing said frequency domain
spectrum signal to a normal engine signal thereby deter-

mining at what frequencies difiierences between the two
signals exist, such differences being indicative of engine

defects

4,424,710

EYEGLASS NOSE PAD WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION
MEASUREMENT

John E. Von Nortwick, II, 3055 Glen Oak Ave. North, Oearwa-
ter, Fla. 33519

Filed Jul. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 282,532

Int. a.' GOIM 79/00

U.S. a. 73—172 2 Claims

1. A method for determining whether the weight of a pair of

eyeglasses exerted on the nose of the wearer by the first and the

second nose pads of the eyeglasses is equally distributed on the

first and the second sides of the nose, comprising the steps of:

(1) inserting a frictional element between the first nose pad

and the first side of the nose of the wearer;

(2) pulling said frictional element with a force measuring
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device until said frictional element begins to slide between
the first nose pad and the first side of the nose of the

wearer;

(3) reading from indicia associated with said force measuring

device the relative amount of tension imparted to said

frictional element when said frictional element begins to

of the rotor under investigation to thereby produce a signal

representative of rotor unbalance

4,424,711

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR ADJUSTING A
BALANCING MACHINE

Alfred Giers, Roodorf, and Paul Holdinghausen, Bickenbach,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Carl Schenck AG,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Oct. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 316,121

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 29,

1980, 3040713

Int. a.3 GOIM 1/16

U.S. a. 73—462 3 Qaims
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1. A process for adjusting a hard bearing balancing machine

with respect to a particular rotor to be investigated on the

machine consisting of the steps of obtaining a receiver signal

which in addition to the unbalance value of the rotor contains

a multiplication product which is independent of the unbalance

of the rotor, one factor of the multiplication product being the

eccentric distance between the rotor axis and rotational axis of

the balancing machine, and another factor being the mass of

the rotor under investigation, and prior to subsequent process-

ing rendering inactive the mass of the rotor under investigation

by the steps of multiplication of the receiver signal with the

reciprocal value of the mass, elimination of the influence of

eccentricity in the signal, and further multiplication of the

signal free of the influence of eccentricity with the mass value

4,424,712

WHEEL DECELERATION SENSOR
Lawrence E. Scheer, Phoenix, Ariz., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,056

Int. a.J GOIP 15/03

U.S. a. 73—514 4 aaims

slide between the first nose pad and the first side of the

nose of the wearer and noting said reading;

(4) repeating steps (I) to (3) with respect to the second nose

pad and the second side of the nose of the wearer; and

(5) comparing the amounts of the two noted tensions, with

equal amounts being indicative of equal distribution of the

weight of the eyeglasses on the nose of the wearer.

<?-•=

1. In a wheel deceleration control mechanism for a vehicle

skid control brake system, an improved sensor for measuring

road wheel deceleration; said improved sensor comprising a

circular housing (16) driven at a speed related to road wheel

speed; an axially shiftable output member located within the

housing, said output member comprising a stem on the housing

rotational axis; means for suspending the stem out of direct

contact with the housing surface, said suspending means com-
prising two archimedes springs trained between the housing

and stem at axially spaced points along the stem length for

accommodating axial motion of the stem while preventing

relative rotation between the stem and housing, an annular

inertia mass (34) disposed within the housing oui of direct

contact with the housing surface; a suspension spring (30)

trained between the housing and the inertia mass to exert a

resilient force tending to rotate the inertia mass against the

direction of housing rotation, whereby angular deceleration of

the housing enables the inertia mass to advance angularly

relative to the housing, and angular acceleration of the housing

enables the suspension spring to angularly retard the inertia

ma.ss relative to the housing; amd cam-cam follower means
between the inertia mass and output member for translating

advance or retard action of the inertia mass into axial motions

of the output member.

4,424,713

SILICON DIAPHRAGM CAPACITIVE PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER

Paul M. Kroninger, Jr., Harleysville; Paul J. Freud, Furlong,

and Dean P. Updike, Bethlehem, all of Pa., assignors to Gen-

eral Signal Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Jun. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 387,397

Int. a.' GOIL 9/12

U.S. a. 73—718 14 naims
I. In a pres.sure transducer of the capacitor type in which a

plate of electrically conductive semi-conductor material is

sandwiched between a pair of plates of inorganic electrical

insulating material electrostatically bonded thereto, wherein a

pair of concentric circular recesses are etched in said plates to

form cavities on opposing sides of said conductive plate to

define a diaphragm area on said conductive plate, aperiures arc

drilled through said insulating plates, and the surfaces of one of

said insulating plates in said cavities has deposited thereon an

electrically conductive film forming a capacitor with the dia-
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phngm area of said conductive plate, the improvement com-
prising:
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quadrupole circuit means having terminating load impedances
for sajd ultrasonic converter circuits, said quadrupole circuit
means having a transmission signal generator in the form of a
current generator on the input side thereof and a receiver
amplifier on the output side thereof, switching means for said
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a stress relief area surrounding said diaphragm area so that
deflection of said conductive plate is unrestrained by the
adjacent insulating plate on the high pressure side for
prevention of overpressure failure of said transducer

4,424,714
'

VORTEX GENERATING DEVICE
Archie G. Johnaoa, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, assignor to Ford Motor
Company, Dearborn, Micfa.

per No. PCr/LS82/0044I, § 371 Date Apr. 9, 1982, § 102re)
Date Apr. 9, 1982

Cootinnatioa-ia-part of Ser. No. 258,977, Apr. 30, 1981,
abandoned. This PCT appiicatioa Apr. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 380^42

Int a.= GOIF 1/32
L-S. a 73-861.22 i6 Qaims
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quadrupole circuit means for alternating the operation of said
converter circuits, said load impedances being small compared
with the impedances of said current generator and of said
receiver amplifier for respectively forming substantially equal
terminating impedances for said two convener circuits.

v>
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1. A device for generating Karman vortices in a fluid stream,
said device comprising:

a narrow elongate plate member having an ajiis of elongation
parallel to the direction of flow of said fluid stream, said
elongate plate member having a leading edge and a trail-

ing edge with respect to said direction of flow, said elon-
gate plate member having side surfaces spanning said
leading edge and said trailing edge, said side surfaces
being evsentiaJly parallel to said direction of flow, said
elongate plate member also having at least one apenure,
said aperture intersecting at least one said side surface to
form at said side surface a leading apenure edge with
respect to said direction of flow such that said leading
apenure edge forms a shedding comer for the generation
of vortices, and wherein said aperture further intersecis
said trailing edge of said elongate plate member.

4,424,716

HYDRAULIC FLOWMETER
Wilfred E. Boehringer, Fullerton, and James V. Walker,
Redondo Beach, both of Calif., assignors to McDonnell Doug-
las Corp., Long Beach, CaJif.

Filed Jon. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 273,599
Int. aj GOIF 1/24

L„S. a. 73-861.56 25 Claims

I

4,424,715

LXTRASONIC MEASURING DEVICE
Meaning M. Hansen, Nordborg, Denmark, assignor to Danfou
A/S, Nordborg, Denmark

Filed Jan. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 275,809
CUas priority, appiicatioa Fed. Rep. of Germany. Jal. 8.

19W, 3025788

lat. CL3 GOIF 1/66
V:S. CL 73-861J8 g claim.

1. An ultrasonic mcasunng unit, comprising, quadrupole
circuit means, two ultrasonic converter arcuiLs which are
alternately and complementary operable as transmitter and
receiver circuits, said two converter circuiu each having ter-
minals on opposite sides of said quadrupole arcuit means, said

1 A flowmeter for measuring fluid flow in a forward flow
direction within at least a portion of a fluid system comprising:

a housing having inlet and outlet ports for connection to

fluid passages of the system, the ports being axially ori-

ented in different directions;

a piston travel passage connected in series for fluid flow
between the inlet and outlet ports;

a piston mounted within said passage for travel longitudi-

nally thereof;

means for developing movement of the piston within said

passage in accordance with fluid flow therethrough;
a guide chamber extending from the housing and encasing a

rod connected to the piston, the guide chamber and rod
each having respective proximal ends adjacent the hous-
ing and distal ends remote therefrom;

an armature of magnetic material mounted on the rod for

travel with the rod and piston;

a magnet positioned outside the guide chamber and slidable

thcrealong in alignment with the armature for indicating

movement of the piston in the measured flow direction;

balanang means for urging the piston to a zero reference
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position in the absence of flow through the flowmeter in

either direction; and

an enlarged fluid region adjacent the zero reference position

of the piston at one end of the piston travel passage, the

piston being movable into said enlarged fluid region upon

fluid flow through the flowmeter in a reverse flow direc-

tion opposite to forward flow, thereby eliminating restric-

tion to fluid flow by the piston and permitting reverse

fluid flow substantially unimpeded.

connecting exited air from said interior bore through this

outlet;

fb) a shaft carried within said central bore and disposed to

retain the vibration apparatus in a precise configuration;

(c) at least one eccentric weight carried by said shaft and
within said bore and rotatable at a prescribed speed

around the axis of said shaft, said moved weight produc-

ing the desired forces producing amplitude and rate of
vibration;

4,424,717

FORCE TRANSDUCER
Jack M. White, Novelty, Ohio, assignor to The Babcock A

Wilcox Company, New Orelans, La.

Filed Oct. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 309,635

Int. a.3 GOIL 1/22

U.S. a. 73—862.65 2 Claims
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1. In a transducer generating an output signal varying in

linear proportion to changes in the magnitude of a force, a

flexure avsembly comprising a pair of parallel spaced apart

flexures each having a maximum cross-sectional area at either

end, a single plane rectangular rear face and opposed rectangu-

lar front faces converging to a thin middle section, a common
fixed base in which one end of each of said flexures is anchored

and cantilevered from, a common movable base comprising

the closed end of a hollow cylinder surrounding said flexure

assembly in which the opposite end of each of said flexures is

anchored and cantilevered from, a force receiving linearly

movable rod positioned normal to the longitudinal center-line

of said flexure assembly and in line with the centers of said thin

middle sections anchored in the cylindrical wall of said hollow

cylinder to produce a linear displacement of said movable base-

normal to the longitudinal center-line of said flexure assembly

proportional to the magnitude of a force applied to said mov-
able rod, and a strain gage mounted on the rear face of at least

one of said flexures in an area subtended by one of the front

faces thereof to generate an output signal proportional to the

strain in said area produced by a force applied to said movahk-

rod.

4,424,718

AIR ACTUATED ROTARY VIBRATOR WITH RESILIENT
SHOCK MOUNT TO PROVIDE LINEAR MOVEMENT

Theodore S. Wadensten, P.O. Box 8, Stilson Rd., Wyoming, R.I.

02898

Division of Ser. No. 156,792, Jun. 5, 1980, abandoned, which is

a continoation-in-part of Ser. No. 142^469, Apr. 21, 1980,

abandoned. This application Feb. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 347,570

Int. a.i F16H 33/10

as. a. 74—87 12 Claims

1. An air actuated unidirectional vibrator apparatus which is

adapted to provide a force for moving a housing secured to an

exterior member such as a screen, conveyor, sieve and the like,

said vibrator apparatus including:

(a) a hoasing having a central bore within which the vibrator

apparatus is carried, said housing having an air inlet and

outlet to and from this central bore and with means for

connecting pressurized air to the inlet and means for

&n»»wwwrSL
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(d) at least one resilient shock absorbing means formed as a

substantially tubular member and disposed within the

central bore of the housing, said resilient shock absorbing

tubular member affixed to an outer ring and an inner ring

means and secured so as to remain in this secured condi-

tion and position during vibrational actuation, and

(e) means for securing said housing to an exterior member to

be vibrated and with the securing of said vibrator appara-

tus the vibration forces produced are transferred through

the resilient shock absorbing means and the rotating of the

eccentric weight produces a unidirectional force.

4,424,719

POSITIONING MECHANISM FOR THE PEDAIiS OF
POWERED VEHia.F^

Norbert Pretsch, Stephanstrasse I, 8871 Kammeltal-Behlingen,

Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Aug. 29, 1978. Ser. No. 937.865

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. .Sep. 21,

1977. 0742380

Int. a.' F16H 37/()6

U.S. CI. 74—89.15 12 Claims
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1 Positioning mechanism for the pedals of motor vehicles

comprising: a movable carriage carrying pedals and terminal

members of assfx:iatcd actuating mechanisms coupled to each,

an adjusting spindle for positioning said carnage, a threaded

sleeve for each pedal and arranged so as to move with the

pedal asvK-'ialcd to it, each said sleeve having terminal fittings

of linkages asM>ciatcd with each of actuating mechanisms

connected to each of the pedals, each terminal fitting having a

threaded rod passing through the threaded sleeve associated

with it and being connected at one end in a free-lo-turn rela-

tionship to an extending linkage element, a drive element, said

threaded rod being connected at the other end telescopically to
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said drive clement, said threaded rod being keyed to said drive

element so that the rod turns with the drive element, the

threaded rods having the same thread pitch as said adjusting

spindle, said drive elements being driven in the same manner as

the adjusting spindle, said carriage and each said threaded
sleeve being uniformly displaceable by common drive means
and said threaded rods being substantially stationary in axial

direction thereof, said threaded rods being all rotated uni-

formly for adjusting the threaded sleeves and said adjusting

spindle so that linkages associated with the pedals remain in

position when said carriage is displaced, said pedals being
actuatable even when said carriage together with said pedals

are in motion, said threaded sleeves being mounted movably
on said carriage so that said threaded sleeves are moved rela-

tive to said carriage upon actuation of said pedals, pinions

associated with the threaded rods being fitted to drive bushings
that are secured against moving in an axial direction and into

which the threaded rods engage telescopically in keyed rela-

tionship so that the bushings and threaded rods turn together,

said carriage having a cantilevered pedal carrier to one side on
which at least a first pedal is mounted by a bushing on a car-

riage side, said bushing having a fork operating in conjunction
with the associated threaded sleeve, cranks associated with the

other pedals and passing through said bushing, each crank
having a fork acting in conjunction with its associated

threaded sleeve, guide rods, said carriage being guided on said

guide rods, a housing, said guide rods being secured to said

housing.

4,424,720

MECHANISM FOR SCREW DRIVE AND SYRINGE
PLUNGER ENGAGEMENT/DISENGAGEMENT

Richard M. Bucchianeri, Escondido, Calif., assignor to IVAC
Corporation, San Diego, Calif.

Filed Dec. 15, 1980, Ser. No. 216,768
Int. a.3 F16H 25/20; A61M 5/00

U.S. a. 74-89.15 51 Oaims

33. In a syringe pump for delivering a pump stroke to a
syringe having a syringe plunger, the combination comprising:

a lead screw;

a pair of split nuts disposed on opposite sides of said lead

screw and mounted for movement into and out of engage-
ment with said lead screw;

control means for controlling the movement of said split

nuts; and

plunger mover means, coupled to said control means, for

pushing against the free end of the syringe plunger,
said plunger mover means being mounted for selective rota-

tion between a first position, in which said plunger mover
means engages the free end of the plunger and actuates
said control means to an engaged sute in which said split

nute are engaged to said lead screw, and a second position,

in which the plunger mover means is disengaged from the
free end of the plunger and actuates said control means to
a disengaged sute in which said split nuts are disengaged
from said lead screw.

4,424,721

ADJUSTABLE STEERING COLUMN
David W. Deacon, Newark, Calif., assignor to Paccar Inc.,

BeUevue, Wash.

Filed Apr. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 258,934
Int. C\? B62D ///*,• G05G 5/24; F16C 77/00

U.S. a. 74-493 10 Claims

1. In a tilt steering wheel system for a vehicle including a
steering column connected pivotally to vehicle structure for
pivotal movement within a vertical longitudinal plane, an
improved latching mechanism comprising:

a detent component connected to and movable with the
steering column, including a plurality of position detents
in one edge, arranged in a series:

at least two latches positioned adjacent to the series of de-
tents and means mounting the latches for movement
toward and away from the detents, each latch being
shaped for engagement in the detents;

spring means urging each latch in the direction of engage-
ment with the detents; and

release means connected to vehicle structure and associated
with the latches for retracting all latches when moved
toward an unlatching position;

the spacing between adjacent latches being different from
the spacing between adjacent detents, so that only one
latch enters a detent at a time, whereby as the steering

column is moved through its range of tilt, alternating ones
of the latches engage in detents, and the selecUble tilt

positions of the column are more closely spaced than the
detents.

4,424,722

RACK AND PINION DRIVE ARRANGEMENT
Eric A. Jackson, and George M. Tomer, both of Derby, En-

gland, assignors to Perard Engineering Ltd., Derbyihire,
England

FUed Jan. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 225,141
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jan. 18, 1980,

8001770

Int. a.3 F16H 1/04. 55/12. 1/20
U.S. a. 74-422 15 Claims

1. A rack and pinion drive arrangement, comprising:

a rack having a plurality of rack formations, each of said

rack formations comprising a pair of spaced teeth defining

a channel therebetween;

a pinion having a rotatable body received in said channel,

and having a plurality of pinion formations movably
mounted in said body for articulation relative thereto and
engageable with said rack formations,
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said body including a plurality of pairs of apertures for

receiving said pinion formations,

each of said pinion formations being defined by a closed

band extending through a corresponding pair of said aper-

tures and projecting to opposite sides of said body.

each of said pinion formations being a loose fit in said aper-

tures to provide both horizontal and vertical articulation

relative to said body; and

drive means for rotating said pinion.

4,424,723

PORTABLE HAND CONTROL APPARATUS
Don A. Gockel, 6640 N. Columbia Ave., Moorpark, Calif. 93021

Filed Sep. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 298^75
Int. a.J G05G 1/14, 13/00

U.S. a. 74—482 8 Oaims

rear surface toward its front surface and extending from
said top to said bottom surface;

a pivot pawl pivotably connected to said holder and dis-

posed in said ratchet slot and including an integral actua-

tion lever extending outside of said ratchet slot for ready

actuation by a user;

means attached to said ratchet holder for biasing said pivot

pawl into engagement with said pivot ratchet;

If VjlJ

a ratchet pivot housing pivotably mounted on said ratchet

holder;

a curved pivot ratchet depending from said ratchet pivot

housing into said ratchet slot of said ratchet holder and
operatively engaging said pivot pawl whereby the pivot

angle of said pivot housing with respect to said ratchet

holder may be selectively varied.

1. A portable hand control device for operating the accelera-

tor and brake foot pedals of a motor vehicle comprising:

an accelerator control rod and a brake control rod;

clamping means connected to one end of each control rod

for removably securing said control rods to a respective

foot pedal;

handle means connected to the other end of said brake con-

trol rod for operating the brake foot pedal; and
means for cooperatively linking said accelerator control rod

to said handle means such that the other end of said accel-

erator control rod is movable relative to said handle

means to operate the accelerator foot pedal;

said handle means being free of operative connection to said

motor vehicle apart from the connections to said foot

pedals.

4,424,724

MULTI-POSITION RATCHET MECHANISM
John R. Bookwalter, Brattleboro, Vt., and Alan I. West, Con-

cord, Mass., assignors to Codman A Shurtleff, Inc., Randolph,

Mass.

Filed Oct. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 309,951

Int. a.} G05G 5/06

U.S. a. 74—540 5 Gaims
1. A multi-position ratchet mechanism comprising:

a generally rectangular ratchet holder having top, bottom,

front, rear, left and right surfaces;

said ratchet holder having a ratchet slot extending from its

. 4,424,725

LOCKING DIFFERENTIAL MECHANISM WITH
IMPROVED HOLDOUT RING AND SPRING RETAINER
James R. Bawks, St. Clair Shores, Mich., assignor to Tractech,

Inc., Warren, Mich.

Filed Sep. 19, 1980, Ser. No. 188,668

Int. a.' F16H 35/04

U.S. a. 74—650 2 Oaims

1. In a differential mechanism including an annular spider

member (16) adapted to be rotatably driven by an input shaft

(8); a pair of annular driven clutch members (18, 20) arranged

coaxially with and on opposite sides of said spider member,
respectively; a pair of coaxially arranged side gears (22. 24)

concentrically arranged within said clutch members, respec-

tively, said clutch members being non-rotatably connected

with the associated side gears for axial displacement relative to

said spider member, respectively, said side gears being adapted

for non-rotatable concemric connection with the adjacent ends

of a pair of output shafts (4, 6), respectively; spring means (40.

42) normally biasing said clutch members axially together

toward clutch-engaged positions relative to said spider driving

member; means including an annular center cam member (28)

rotatably mounted concentrically within, and retained against

axial displacement relative to, said spider member, said central

cam member being operable when one of said side gears over-

runs the other to displace the clutch member associated with

the overrunning side gear axially away from said spider mem-
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ber toward a disengaged position relative thereto; and holdout

ring means for maintaining said assoiated driven clutch mem-
ber in the disengaged condition as long as said one side gear

overruns the other side gear; the improvement wherem
(1) said holdout ring means comprise

(a) a pair of generally annular split resilient holdout rings

(34, 36) arranged concentrically within said driven

clutch members, respectively;

(b) said holdout rings being resiliently biased radially

outwardly into frictional engagement with correspond-

ing inner circumferential surfaces of said driven clutch

members, respectively;

(c) said holdout rings having at their remote ends outer

radially extending annular flange portions (34a. 3<Sfl)

extending radially within corresponding inwardly ex-

tending radial grooves contained in the inner circumfer-

ential surfaces of said driven clutch members, respec-

tively, whereby each of said holdout rings is connected
for rotational movement with, and is retained against

axial displacement relative to, the associated driven

clutch member, respectively;

(d) said holdout rings including at their adjacent ends

radially inwardly directed annular flange portions (Mb.

36b), respectively, and a plurality of circumferentially

spaced holdout lugs (34c, 36c) that extend axially within

corresponding slots (28*), contained in the adjacent

ends of said center cam member, respectively, said slots

having in longitudinal cross-section a configuration

defining holdout shoulders (28c), said lugs being so

dimensioned and having such a configuration that when
one of the side gears is in an overrunning condition, the

associated holdout ring is slightly axially and rotation-

ally displaced relative to the central cam member from
an inoperable central position relative to the associated

slot to an operable holdout position on one of said

shoulders in which the associated driven clutch member
is maintained disengaged from said spider driving mem-
ber;

I

(2) wherein said spring means comprises

(a) a pair of aligned compression springs (40. 42) arranged
concentrically within said holdout rings for reaction at

their remote ends with the associated side gears, respec-

tively; and

(b) spring retainer means for transmitting the biasing force

reactions at the adjacent ends of said springs to said

holdout rings, respectively, said spring retainer means
including a pair of aligned spring retainer rings (44, 46)
arranged concentrically within said holdout rings, re-

spectively, said retainer rings including at their remote
ends radially outwardly extending flange portions (44A,

466) in engagement with the inwardly directed fiange

portions of said holdout rings, respectively, said retainer

rings including at their adjacent ends radially inwardly
directed flange portions (44fl. 46a) that are engaged by
the adjacent ends of said compression springs, respec-

tively;

(3) and further wherein each of said driven clutch members
includes one set of driven teeth (18a, 20a) of continuous
uniform configuration, said spider member having driving
teeth (16fl, 16b) of the same configuration as, and in en-
meshing engagement with, first portions (18a', 20a') of
said driven clutch member teeth, and said center cam
member having at opposite ends overrunning clutch dis-

engaging teeth (28fl) in enmeshing engagement with sec-

ond portions (18a". 20o") of the teeth of said driven clutch
members, respectively.

4,424,726
VARIABLE SPEED EPICYCLIG TRANSMISSION

DEVICES
Peter A. Galbraith, West Midland, Australia, assignor to Gal-

braith Engineering Pty. Ltd., West Midland, Australia
Continuation of Ser. No. 856,009, Nov. 30, 1977, abandoned.

This application Oct. 28, 1980, Ser. No. 201,671
Claims priority, application Australia, Dec. 16, 1976, 8521/76

Int. a.J F16H 15/50
U.S.a.74-7% 4a^„,

1. In an infinitely variable speed epicyclic drive mechanism
coupled to an epicyclic gear train and comprising:

a pair of sun discs mounted on a shaft for rotation therewith,
at least one of said discs being capable of limited axial

movement along the shaft and being, at least when the
drive mechanism is in operation, loaded towards the other
disc;

a plurality of planet discs carried by a carrier member which
is in turn mounted for rotation about an axis coaxial with
the axis of rotation of said shaft, the planet discs being
individually rotatable about a respective axis substantially

parallel to said shaft and being movable, on said rotation
of the carrier member, in a plane normal to the axis of said
shaft;

a pair of spaced non-rotating annular members substantially

coplanar with and concentric with said sun discs, an inner
periphery of said annular members and an outer periphery
of said sun discs embracing and frictionally engaging said
planet discs at least when the drive mechanism is in opera-
tion; and

means operable to vary the radial position of said planet
discs with respect to said annular members and said sun
discs;

the improvement wherein said loading of one of the sun
discs towards the other is achieved by way of intermesh-
ing helical sun and planet gears in said epicyclic gear train,

said loading being transmitted to said sun discs by way of
a cage member which is mounted on said shaft in contact
with said one sun disc and carries said helical planet gears.

4,424,727

METHOD FOR MAKING A DIE FOR STAMPING METAL
REFLECTORS

John J. Mader, Tewksbury, Mass., assignor to Polaroid Corpo-
ration, Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Sep. 15, 1980, Ser. No. 187,311

Int. a.3 B21K 5/20; B21D 37/10
U.S. a. 76—107 R 6 aaims

1. A method for making a metal stamping tool suitable for
use in forming a concave, open ended reflector having a cross-

sectional shape in the form of a nonconic, asphere that is bilat-

erally symmetric about a central axis therethrough and has a
radius of curvature that continuously increases with distance
along said axis comprising the steps of:

constructing a trial metal stamping tool having a cross-sec-

tional shape in the form of nonconic, asphere that is more
concave than the reflector, said trial tool curve being of
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the same general shape as said reflector but having a

continuously changing radius of curvature that is gener-

ally smaller than that of the reflector at corresponding

points along the reflector axis of symmetry;
forming a trial reflector by stamping with said trial tool a

metal blank workpiece of predetermined thickness and
material composition; and

4,424,729

ACCESSORY FOR SCREW DRIVER
Ralph S. JacobMn, 27970 Le Dunne Ave., R. R. #6, Aldergrove,

Canada VOX lAO
Filed Aug. 13. 1981, Ser. No. 292,682

Int. a.J B25B 23/08
U.S. a. 81—451 7 Claims

*« 47

constructing a final metal stamping tool having a cross-sec-

tional shape whose radius of curvature varies continu-

ously along the reflector axis of symmetry in accordance

with the ratio between said radius of curvature of said trial

tool and said trial reflector at corresponding points along

the reflector axis of symmetry.

4,424,728

ALLEN WRENCH HANDLE
Paul M. MacDonald, 17 Moors Cir., Scituate, Mass. 02066
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 106,479, Dec. 26, 1979, Pat. No.

4,308,770. This application Apr. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 253,066

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jan. 5, 1999,

has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 B25B 13/00

U.S. a. 81—177 A 2 Oaims
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1. A handle for use with an L-shaped tool, comprising

(a) a tubular shank portion formed with an axial passage of a

length and width sufficient to accommodate the long leg of

said tool,

(b) a head mounted to one end of said shank portion and

formed with a socket therein open to said head and to one

side directly opposite said passage, and,

(c) a latch pivotally mounted to said head about an axis perpen-

dicular to said passage and offset to one side thereof

whereby said latch may be pivoted in and out of said socket

to restrain that portion of said tool located in said socket

when said latch is closed and to allow removal of said tool

when said latch is open,

(d) spring means engaging the inner end of said latch for bias-

ing said latch in either of two operable positions; and

(e) a cup trapped between one end of said spring and the

rounded end of said latch.

1. An accessory for use with a screw driver and screw, the

screw driver having a shank and screw engaging bit for engag-
ing a head of the screw for screwing the screw into a surface,

the accessory including a sleeve having a bore to accept freely

the screw driver bit and screw therein so as to permit rotation

of the screw driver and screw relative to the bore, the acces-

sory being further characterized by:

releasable securing means mounted on the sleeve so as to

engage the surface when an inner end of the sleeve is

generally adjacent the surface, the releasable securing

means having:

(a) support means extending outwardly from the sleeve as

to be adjacent the inner end of the sleeve, the support

means having an opening therein,

(b) suction cup means cooperating with the support means
and adapted to engage the surface when the inner end of

the sleeve is generally adjacent the surface, the suction

cup means having an essentially rigid tube member
having inner and outer ends, the inner end of the tube

member being open and adapted to make sealing

contact with the surface, and the outer end of the tube

member having a flexible diaphragm member extending

thereacross so as to close the outer end of the tube

member,

(c) actuating means extending through the opening of the

support means and cooperating with the diaphragm and

the support means so that in a first position, the actuat-

ing means can be depressed to deflect the diaphragm to

displace air from the suction cup by reducing effective

volume of the suction cup; and, to attain a second posi-

tion from the first position, the inner end is then sealed

against the surface and the actuating means is moved
relative to the support means to deform the diaphragm

from the first position to increase volume of the suction

cup so as to actuate the suction cup to reduce pressure

therein so as to grip the surface.

4,424,730

ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
Sadaaki Ezawa, Shizuoka, Japan, aasignor to Kabushlki Kaisha

Kawai Gakki Scisakusbo, Japan

Filed Not. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 324,849

Qaims priority, application Japan, Not. 28. 1980, 55-167865

Int. a.^ GIOH 1/00

U.S. CI. 84—1.01 3 Clains

1. A frequency information generating device for electronic

musical instruments having a plurality of keys each corre-

sponding to a note and a key assignor for providing key infor-

mation corresponding to each key, each key information hav-

ing a time slot in one of a plurality of channels, the device,

comprising:
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a frequency number memory for storing a frequency number
corresponding to the note of each key and delivering the

frequency number corresponding to the key information

from the key assignor;

accumulating means composed of a selector, an adder and a

register;

a temporary memory responsive to the output of said regis-

ter for storing the results of accumulation obtained by
accumulating the frequency number from the frequency
number memory by the accumulating means a predeter-

mined number of times; and
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a buffer memory responsive to the output of said adder for

storing the result of each accumulation by the accumulat-
ing means and outputting frequency information;

the output of the frequency number memory being applied
to one input of the adder of the accumulating means;
either one of the output of the temporary memory or the
output of the register having stored therein the output of
the adder being selectable by the selector for input to

another input of the adder; and the output of the register

being applied to the input of the temporary memory.

4,424,731

PERCUSSION GENERATOR HAVING SNUB CONTROL
Stephen L. Howell, Hontiogbnrg, Ind., assignor to Kimball

loternational. Inc., Jasper, Ind.

FUed Jul. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 283,275

Int. a.3 GIOH 1/02
U.S. a. 84-1.26 20 aaims
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1. In an electronic musical instrument including a keyboard
having playing keys, multiplex means for repeatedly scanning
said keyboard and producing a time division multiplexed serial

data stream comprising a cyclically repeating sequence of time
slots associated respectively with the keys and keydown pulses
in those time slots associated with depressed keys of the key-
board, demultiplex means for demultiplexing the data stream,
keyer-tone generator means responsive to the demultiplex
means for producing selected tones, and new keydown detect
means responsive to key actuation for producing a control
pulse each time and only when a key not already depressed is

depressed, the control pulse having a pulse width wider than a
single scan of the keyboard, a percussion generator interposed
between the multiplex and demultiplex means comprising:

a data input connected to the serial data stream.

a control input operatively connected to the new key detect
means to receive the control pulse,

an output operatively connected to the demultiplex means,
gating means responsive to the control pulses and to the data

stream for passing to said output each keydown pulse in

said data stream which first appears in the data stream at

the same time as a currently occurring control pulse in

present on said control input and continuing to pass said
each keydown pulse only substantially as long as said
currently occurring control pulse is present on said con-
trol input.

4,424,732

ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT WITH
INTERMANUAL PERFORMANCE FACULTY

Akio Imamura, Hamamatsu; Yasi^i UcUyama, Hanakita, and
Akira Nakada, Hamamatsu, all of Japan, anignora to Nippon
Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 114,733, Jan. 24, 1980, abandoned. This
application May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,544

Oaims priority, application Japan, Jan. 29, 1979, 54-8870;
Jan. 29, 1979, 54-8871

Int. a.J GIOH 1/22
U.S. a. 84-1.17 8 Claims
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1. An electronic musical instrument comprising:

a plurality of separate keyboards, each said keyboard pro-
vided with a plurality of keys;

key detectors provided for each of said respective keyboards
for generating a key identifying signal, each key identify-

ing signal corresponding to and identifying each de-
pressed key of each said respective keyboard;

keyboard-dependent tone production systems provided for

respective key detectors for separately producing musical
tone signals for respective separate keyboards in accor-
dance with the respective key identifying signals; and

priority selection means for selecting a single key identifying

signal from among the key identifying signals produced by
said key detectors in accordance with a predetermined
common order of priority that is established throughout
the plurality of keyboards.

4,424,733

APPARATUS FOR AN AIRCRAFT FOR DROPPING
OBJECTS

Max Degen, Lucerne, Switzerland, assignor to Schwelzerische
Eidgenossenschaft Vertreten Dorch Die Gmppe Flir Rii

stungsdienste, Enunen, Switxerland

FUed Dec. 29, 1980, Ser. No. 220,825
Claims priority, application Switzeriand, Sep. 29, 1980,

7264/80

Int CL' F41F 5/02
U.S. a. 89—1J R 10 Claims

1. An apparatus for an aircraft for dropping objects, espe-
cially explosive objects such as bombs, grenades and mines,
comprising:
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a transport container capable of being carried by the aircraft in

a stationary position relative to said aircraft;

said transport container having a substantially cylindrical

configuration which defines a lengthwise axis, a front end

and a rear end;

a plurality of substantially spherical objects having a favorable

ratio of object mass to unit resistance;

said objects being arranged in said transport container in a

stacked configuration in the direction of said lengthwise

axis;

a plurality of guide rails for guiding said objects for movement

through said transport container in the direction of said

lengthwise axis;

drag stabilizing means mounted at said objects;

least one additional heat-conducting layer mounted in that

order on said second layer;

means for applying to said plurality of objects mounted inter-

nally of said transport container, at least during one time

interval prior to dropping said objects in series and at least

partially and directly at the series of objects, a flight-pressure

head of said aircraft;

said drag stabilizing means comprising brake guide means

provided at each one of said objects;

three of said guide rails being mounted in an angularly spaced

relationship at an inner wall of said transport container;

said brake guide means possessing a substantially plate-shaped

configuration and having recess means for the through-pas-

sage of said guide rails;

one of said guide rails defining at least a lower guide rail; and

each one of said objects bearing under the action of its weight

upon two points at least at said lower guide rail.

4,424,734

PROTECnNG COVER FOR A GUN BARREL
Karl-Egon Jansien, Meerbnsch, and Heinz-Guenter Breuer,

Duisburg, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Hein-

metall GmbH, Duesseldorf, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Jan. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 223,945

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 12,

1980, 3005117

Int. a.JF41F; 7/0«

U.S. a. 89—16 11 Claims

1. A pipe-shaped composite protective cover to a gun barrel

mounted over the outer periphery of the gun barrel, compris-

ing in combination,

a first heat-insulating layer consisting of loose material hav-

ing a low specific gravity which first layer is elastically

supported around the outer surface of the gun barrel;

a second heat-conducting layer firmly mounted on said first

layer by means of a foamed on layer of silicone foam

mounted on said first layer; and

at least one additional heat-insulating layer followed by at

said protective cover being firmly mounted on said gun

barrel without intermediate air gaps between the cover

and the gun barrel surface.

4,424,735

LINEAR LINKLESS AMMUNITION MAGAZINE
Lawrence D. Bacon, Santa Ana, and Michael D. Golden, Costa

Mesa, both of Calif., assignors to Western Design Corpora-

tion, Irrine, Calif.

Filed May 15, 1981, Ser. No. 263,994

Int. a.' F41D 10/22

U.S. a. 89—34 15 Claims

1. An ammunition magazine for the storage of ammunition

rounds comprising:

(a) a top and a bottom panel held in a spaced apart relation-

ship by a plurality of continuous approximately parallel

partitions disposed therebetween, said partitions forming

storage and guiding channels for ammunition rounds, said

channels extending from said top to said bottom panel said

storage and guiding channels being open from said top to

said bottom panel and sized to enable passage of at least

two tiers of ammunition rounds therethrough with a longi-

tudinal axis of each ammunition round being approxi-

mately perpendicular to the top and bottom panels;

(b) a single endless chain ladder means disposed within the

storage and guiding channels for supporting said anununi-

1038 O.G.—26
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tion rounds in a spaced apart relationship with each other
and for transporting said ammunition rounds within said
storage and guiding channels to a magazine exit port, said
single endless chain ladder means being configured for
holding at least two tiers of ammunition rounds between
the top and bottom panels with a longitudinal axis of each
ammunition round being approximately perpendicular to
the top and bottom panels;

(c) idler sprocket means for supporting and transporting the
endless chain ladder means within said storage and guid-
ing channels;

(d) tensioner means for controlling tension in said endless
chain ladder means; and,

(e) drive spocket means, for moving said endless chain lad-
der means and ammunition carried thereby within said
storage and guiding channels to said magazine exit port.

4,424,736 I

VEHICLE CREWMAN'S HOOD
Andrew T. Byrne, Waterloo, Belgium, assignor to FMC Corpo-

ration, Chicago, 111.

Filed Aug. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 296,671
Int. a.3 F41H 1/00; A62B 77/00

U.S.a89-36D jQaims

1. In combination, a mobile military vehicle having a body in
which a crewman rides; means defining a flanged hatch open-
mg m the upper portion of said vehicle body; a hatch door

pivotally connected to said body for opening and closing said
hatch opening; a handle on said door; and means defining a
collapsible crewman's shelter of the type having means for
mounting the shelter around the flanged hatch opening of the
military vehicle; means in said shelter for receiving the upper
portion of a crewman's body and a forward vision plate; said
shelter being shaped as a hood; said hood being formed of
flexible gas impervious sheet material, said material being
formed to provide a crewman's shoulder, arm, hand and head
receivmg portions; said vision plate being in said head-receiv-
ing portion and means for connecting said head-receiving
portion to a crewman's head for moving said head-receiving
portion and the vision plate in response to movement of the
crewman's head, said mounting means comprising a hatch
flange encircling band around the lower edge of the shoulder-
receiving portion of the hood for hermetically sealing the hood
around the flange at the hatch opening; said hatch door being
opened by the crewman while in said vehicle body by manu-
ally pushing a portion of the hood upwardly against the door
to pivot said door open allowing the crewman to partially
enter said crewman's shelter from inside of said vehicle body
and partially extend the upper portion of his body when in said
hood out of said hatch opening into the ambient atmosphere
externally of the vehicle for observation or for manipulation of
equipment externally of said vehicle body; said hatch being
closed by the crewman gripping said handle with his hand
while within said flexible gas impervious material of the hood
with a major portion of the hood being collapsed within said
hatch opening and a minor portion of said hood being com-
pressed between said closed door and the upper surface of said
hatch flange for providing a secondary hermetic seal in the
event the seal around said flange should be damaged by gun
fire or the like.

4,424 737
STROKE CUSHIONING APPARATUS FOR HYDRAULIC

CYLINDERS
Hisasfai Endo, Kawasaki, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kaisha
Komatsu Seisakusho, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 245,963
Oaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 26, 1980, 55-

38721[U]; Mar. 26, 1980, 55-38722[U]

Int. a.J F15B 15/22
U.S. a. 91-396 3 Qaims

1. A stroke cushioning apparatus for a hydraulic cylinder,
comprising:

a housing;

a piston assembly slideably mounted within said housing and
having a head side stroke end and a rod side stroke end,
said piston assembly including a rod and a piston mounted
on said rod and defining at least one fluid chamber in said
housing;

a sleeve fixedly mounted on said rod;

a first axial passage formed in said housing at one end
thereof, said first axial passage being communicated with
the fluid chamber and outside of said housing and adapted
to accommodate said sleeve therein when said piston
assembly is moved to its rod side stroke end;

a land formed in said housing within said first axial passage;
a stopper plate fixedly mounted to said housing;
a cushion ring mounted to said housing between said land
and said stopper plate, said cushion ring being allowed to
move slightly in an axial direction and the inner diameter
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of which is made larger than the outer diameter of said

sleeve;

a plunger mounted to said rod, a base end of said plunger
being inserted in a blind hole formed in said rod at said

head end side thereof;

means for mounting said plunger to said rod with allowing

slight movements of said plunger both axially and radially

comprising a plurality of balls accomodated in a pair of
annular grooves, one formed in each of said plunger and
said rod, respectively, and being registered with each
other; and

a second axial passage formed in said housing at the opposite

end of said first axial passage, said second axial passage
being communicated with the fluid chamber and outside

of said housing and adapted to accommodate said plunger
therein when said piston assembly is moved to its head
side stroke end, the diameter of said second passage being
made slightly larger than that of said plunger;

whereby flow of fluid is restricted between said sleeve and
said cushion ring when said piston assembly is moved to

its rod side stroke end and also flow of fluid is restricted

between said plunger and wall of said second passage

when said piston assembly is moved to its head side stroke

end.

4,424,738

FLUID CONTROLLER WITH DIAPHRAGM AND
PISTON

Francis Leighton, Woodland Hills, Calif., assignor to Air-Dry
Corporation, Northridge, Calif.

Filed Nov. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 319,089

Int. a.3 F15B 11/08
U.S. a. 91-422 14 Qaims

1. A fluid flow controller comprising:

(a) a casing having a longitudinal axis, a fluid inlet and a fluid

outlet;

(b) a diaphragm within the casing and means providing fluid

communication between the fluid and the diaphragm;

(c) a retainer for the diaphragm, the retainer being axially

moveable within the casing in response to fluid pressure on
the diaphragm;

(d) means for biasing the retainer against said axial movement;
and

(e) sealing means providing fluid-tight engagement between
the casing and the retainer so that if the diaphragm ruptures,

substantially no fluid can bypass the retainer and the flow

controller continues to function.

4,424,739

CYLINDER PISTON UNIT
Reiner Hovorka, Rottgen 130, 5600 Wuppertal 1, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Apr. 10, 1980, Ser. No. 138,904
Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 11,

1979, 2914694

Int. a.3 FOIB 19/00
U.S. a. 92—105 5 Qaims

1. A cylinder-and-piston unit comprising a housing, a cylin-

drical bore in said housing, a hose-retaining nng in said bore, a

sleeve in said bore, an elastomeric hose in said sleeve, a recip-

rocally-movable piston in said sleeve, connecting means con-
necting the piston to a first part of said hose whereby recipro-

cating movement of said piston causes the hose to be alter-

nately stretched and contracted longitudinally, a flange formed
externally on a second part of said hose, a correspondingly-
shaped recessed part in said sleeve to receive said flange and to

clamp the hose flange between said sleeve and said hose-retain-

ing ring whereby the longitudinal region of said hose adjacent
said flange undergoes substantially no stretching and contrac-

tion during reciprocating movements of said piston, a lon-

gitudinally-extending annular gap between said recessed part

of said sleeve and said hose adjacent said flange thereon, and a

lubricant-supply duct in said housing leading to said gap for the

supply of lubricant thereto.

4,424,740

COMPACTOR SAFETY INTERLOCK MECHANISM
Kenneth W. Gwathney, and George K. Carpenter, both of Ver-

non, Ala., assignors to Marathon Equipment Company, Ver-

non, Ala.

Filed Dec. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 329,337

Int. a.3 B30B 15/16
U.S. Q. 100—52 17 Clainu

\

?;^' y

^ .1
I

1. A compactor safety interlock mechanism including:

(a) a support;

(b) said support including trash container receiving means
and a compactor mechanism;

(c) said compactor mechanism including a door opening for

receiving trash and a door for said door opening;
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(d) outlet means in said compactor mechanism for dispensing
trash into a trash container when trash is put into said door
opening;

(e) ram means in said compactor mechanism, having up,
down, and intermediate positions and movable from said
compactor mechanism from above said door opening past
said door and into a trash container when positioned in
said support;

(0 interlock means associated with said support responsive
to a trash container when a trash container is in proper
position in said support for activating said ram;

(g) latch means for maintaining said door locked when said
ram is in a down position and for unlocking said door
when said ram is in said up position;

(h) control means associated with said door for deactivating
said ram when said door is open and for activating said
ram when said door is closed;

(i) means interconnecting said control means with said inter-

lock means for maintaining said ram deactivated when a
trash container is not properly positioned in said support;

0) ram moving means for moving said ram when said ram is

activated;

(k) said trash container receiving means including a front
and a rear;

0) said interlock means being mounted at said rear of said
trash container receiving means;

(m) said interlock means including movable cam means
operable by a trash container when in proper position;

(n) switch means associated with said cam means engageable
by said cam means when said cam means is moved;

(o) said switch means including take up means to prevent
damage to said switch means by over travel of said cam
means; and,

(p) whereby when a trash container is in proper position in
said support and said door is latched, said ram is activated
and said ram will move from up to down position com-
pacting trash in said trash container upon operation of said
ram moving means.

from the upper and lower dies so that movement of the
removable element between the position in the drive train
and the removed position does not cause movement of the
upper die and the lower die; wherein when the removable
element is positioned in the drive train kinetic energy can
be transmitted from the clutch through the movable ele-
ment to the upper die to drive the upper die downward
toward the lower die, and wherein when the removable
element is in the removed position out of the drive train
kinetic energy cannot be transmitted from the clutch to
the upper die due to an absence of the removable element
from the drive train;

movable barrier means for alternatively blocking and per-
mitting user access to said upper and lower dies in the die
area; and

means, operably coupled to said movable barrier means, for
selectively removing said removable element of said drive
train from said drive train to the removed position while
leaving the upper and lower dies in the die area to opera-
bly isolate said source of kinetic energy from said upper
die when said movable barrier means permits user access
to said upper die.

4,424,741

PRESS MACHINE SAFETY APPARATUS
Jon P. Moldcftad, 1015 CadiUac Way, BurUngame, Calif 94010

FUed No?. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 322^24
Int. a.3 B30B 15/06

4,424,742
SHirnNG APPARATUS FOR A TRANSFER BAR OF A

TRANSFER PRESS
Hisateru Yamashita, Komatsu, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki

Kaisha Komatsu Seisaknsho, Tokyo, Japan
FUed Aug. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,828

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 24, 1981, 56-24038
Int. a.3 B30B 15/06

U.S. a. 100-229 R 4 claims

U.S. a. 100—53

'>

13 Claims

1. An improved press machine comprising:
a source of kinetic energy;
a lower die;

«n upper die, the upper and lower dies being aligned with
one another in a die area;

a drive train coupling said source of kinetic energy with said
upper die, said drive train including a clutch and at least
one removable element between said clutch and said
upper die, the removable element being movable between
a position in the drive train and a removed position out of
the drive train, and the removable element being separate

1. An apparatus for shifting a transfer bar of a transfer press,

comprising;

a moving bolster adapted to be moved into and out of said
transfer press;

a frame mounted on said moving bolster;

a sliding member slidable horizontally on said frame be-
tween a first and a second position;

a transfer bar detachably mounted on said sliding member;
lever means pivotally mounted at one end thereof to said

frame, said lever means having a roller rotatably mounted
thereto at the other end thereof;

guide means mounted to said sliding member for guiding
said roller in a vertical direction as said lever means
pivotes on the one end thereof;

spring means having one end mounted to said frame and the
other end mounted to the other end of said lever means;
and

stopper means for effecting stoppage of said sliding member
at said first and second positions.
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4,424,743

PRINTING DEVICE OF TYPE RING SELECHON
SYSTEM

Kozo Okubo, ChicUbu; Yoshibiro Kobata, Kawasaki; Osamu
Asakura, Tokyo, and Tatsuo Nishikawa, Taehikawa, all of

Japan, assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha and Canon Den-
shi Kabushiki Kaisha, both of Tokyo, Japan

ConHnuation of Ser. No. 67,043, Aug. 16, 1979, abandoned. ThU
application May 14, 1981, Ser. No. 263,488

Qaims priority, application Japan, Aug. 19, 1978, 53-101349;

Aug. 19, 1978, 53-101350; Aug. 19, 1978, 53-101351; Aug. 19,

1978, 53-101352; Aug. 19, 1978, 53-101353; Aug. 19, 1978,

53-101354; Oct. 27, 1978, 53-131477

Int. a.5 B41J 1/44

U.S. a. 101—99 2 Claims

4,424,744

ADJUSTABLE DRIVE SYSTEM FOR MATCHING
SURFACE SPEEDS OF A TRANSFER ROLL AND PLATE

ROLL AND METHOD THEREOF
James R. Harper, Charlotte, and Charles L. O'Klatncr, Dea?er,

both of N.C., assignors to Harper Corporatioa of America,
Charlotte, N.C.

Division of Ser. No. 371,721, Apr. 26, 1982. This application

May 5, 1983, Ser. No. 491,996

Int. a.' B41F 31/00
U.S. a. 101—349 3 Claims

I£0 ,..

A.

of;

I

1. A method of flexographic printing comprising the steps

rotating an impression roll and an adjacent plate roll over a

range from a low speed to a high speed;

contacting an ink roll with said plate roll to transfer ink

therebetween;

measuring the rotational speed of said plate roll over said

range and providing an output signal proportional thereto;

rotating said ink roll as a function of said output signal and

proportional to the rotation of said plate roll as the radius

of said plate roll is to the radius of said ink roll.

1. A printer comprising:

A type ring rotatably counted on a first shaft and having a

plurality of types arranged on the outer periphery thereof;

a ratchet wheel, rotatably mounted on said first shaft and

provided on a side of said type ring, for selecting said

plurality of types;

a type selection lever engageable with said ratchet wheel;

a leaf spring engaged with an end of said type selection

lever;

electromagnetic means for attracting said leaf spring to

cause said type selection lever to engage said ratchet

wheel to prevent rotation of said type ring on said first

shaft;

means for urging said leaf spring to increase the force ap-

plied by said leaf spring when one of said plurality of types

to be printed in selected and said type ring having the one

of said plurality of types is stopped by said type selection

lever, said urging means including:

a urging cam fixed on a second shaft;

pressing cam fixed on said second shaft for pressing a platen

to said plurality of types;

separation cam fixed on said second shaft for separating an

ink roller from said plurality of types; and

a gear fixed on said second shaft for driving a signal generat-

ing unit which generates signals corresponding to each of

said types and a signal for stopping a motor which rotates

said second shaft, said urging cam, said separation cam
and said gear being rotated by the rotation of said second

shaft, whereby driving force is transmitted to all compo-

nents provided in said printer through said cams and said

gear.

4,424,745

DIGITAL TIMER FUZE
William R. Magorian, China Lake, and Kenneth R. Wetzel,

Ridgecrest, both of Calif., assignors to The United States of

America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy, Wash-
ington, D.C.

Filed Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 238,709

Int. a. J F42C 11/06. 13/06. 15/40

U.S. a. 102—215 2 Gaims

::o;'»t ^[^•'"1

I. A digital timer fuze for a weapon compnsing;

a clock circuit for providing a series of pulses at a stable

frequency;

an up/down counter electrically connected to operate in its

up counting mode for storing said clock circuit pulses and

to operate in its down counting mode to count out the

pulses stored;

logic means electrically connected to said up/down counter
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and said clock circuit for controlling said up/down
counter in either its up or down modes;

firing circuit means having a detonator and electrically
connected to receive an electrical impulse from said up/-
down counter upon counting out of all pulses stored; and

power supply means connected to said detonator for supply-
ing energy to fire said detonator.

4,424,746
LEAD DETONATOR SHOCK ABSORBER

Christopher W. Bolieau, Brigham City, Utah, assignor to Thio-
kol Corporation, Chicago, 111.

Filed Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,848
Int. a.3 F42C 15/34

U.S. a. 102-254
. 7 aaims
I

» M

1. A barrier assembly for a safety and arming electroexplo-
sive device comprising,

a housing having a generally cylindrical opening therein,
a rotor having a generally cylindrical surface positioned in

said opening and rotatable between a safe position and an
arm position, said rotor having at least a first recess pro-
vided therein and an associated first port leading from said
recess to the circumference of said rotor,

a detonator positioned in each recess provided in said rotor,
said opening in said housing being formed to provide a

crescent shaped space between the wall thereof and the
surface of said rotor, and

a body of lead positioned in said space, said lead substantially
but not entirely filling said space,

said first port being disposed adjacent said space and body of
lead with said rotor in the safe position thereof

supporting a percussion-sensitive primer charge adjacent
the inside surface of an integrally closed end, said primer
shell extending open end first into said detonator shell to
dispose the outside surface of its primer charge end adja-
cent, and across, the end of said detonator shell, said
detonator shell containing, in sequence from its integrally
closed end, (1) a base charge of a detonating explosive
composition and (2) a priming charge of a heat-sensitive
detonating explosive composition;

(c) means for holding said first length of cord with a portion
of its side adjacent the outside end surface of said primer
shell, and for holding the apex of a substantially U-shaped
segment of said second length of cord adjacent the inte-
grally closed end of said detonator shell in a manner such
that the two arms of the U extend away from said detona-
tor in a direction substantially parallel to the longitudinal
axis of said detonator shell; and

(d) means on said holding means for identifying the input
and output ends of the detonator held thereby.

4 424 748
SEGMENTED SEAL FOR DISCARDING SABOT

AMMUNITION
Saul Schiff, Moline, III., assignor to The United States of Amer-

ica as represented by the Secretary of the Army, Washington,

Filed Aug. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 290,898
Int. a.J F42B 13/16

U.S. a. 102-523
, Claim

4,424,747 I

NON-ELECTRIC BLASTING ASSEMBLY
Malak E. Yunan, Boonton Township, Moms County, N.J.,

assignor to E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and Company, WilminB-
ton, Del.

Filed Apr. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 257,973
Int. a.3 C06C 5/00

U.S. a. 102-275.2 29 Cl^i^,

1. A subcahbre projectile having a segmented seal between
its core and sabot, said projectile comprising:

a subcalibre projectile core,

a discarding sabot having longitudinal petals encompassing
said projectile core,

said sabot and core having annular recesses therein,
said seal fitting within said sabot and core recesses,
said seal being radially expandable upon radial movement of

said petals upon projection through a worn gun tube,
said seal having a ring-like configuration formed from seg-
mented interlocking sections having tongue and groove
interfitting portions which interfit to form a ring whereby
said seal is radially expandable without separation within
said worn gun tube,

said seal having spider arms extending radially therefrom
and between segments of said sabot.

1. A non-electric blasting assembly comprising:

^H/'c^^"**
^°^^ '^"***"' °^ low-energy detonating cord

(LEDC) having an explosive core loading of about from
0.2 to 2 grams per meter of length;

(b) a precussion-actuated detonator comprising a tubular
metal detonator shell integrally closed at an output end
and closed at its other, input end by a partially empty.
shorter tubular metal primer shell having an open end and

4,424,749

POWER-AND-FREE CONVEYOR
Takao Wakabayashi, Shinsenri-Minamimachi, Japan, assignor

to Nakanishi Metal Works Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan
Filed May 13, 1982, Ser. No. 377,906

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 10, 1982, 57/20063
Int. a.3 B61B 10/02; B65G 77/00

U.S. a. 104-172 S 5 aaims
1. In a power-and-free conveyor comprising first and second

power lines arranged discontinuously, a free line coextensive
with the two power lines therebelow through the power line
discontinuous section, a multiplicity of pushers pivotally mov-
able upward and downward and attached at a specified spacing
to a drive chain on each of the power lines, a dog.engageable
with the pusher and mounted on each of a multiplicity of
carriers on the free line, and a pusher raising cam mounted on
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each of the carriers and having a dog receiving recess at its rear

portion, the improvement comprising the pusher including a

downward portion obliquely extending rearwardly downward
and a horizontal portion provided at the lower end of the

downward portion and extending laterally, the horizontal

portion being formed with an upper pushing face and a lower
pushing face on its front side and having a cavity in its bottom
at the middle of the length thereof, the cam having a front

lower portion, a rear higher portion having its top positioned

at a level not lower than the top of the dog and a projection

4,424,751

ENTRY STAIRS FOR VEHICLES
Ernst Blochlingcr, Neuhauscn, Switzerland, auignor to SIG

Schweizerische Industrie-Gcscllschaft, Neuhausen, Switzer-

land

Filed Jan. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 227,880
Qaims priority, application Switzerland, Jan. 28, 1980,

644/80

Int. a.J B62D 23/02
U.S. a. 105-447 7 Qaims

corresponding to the cavity and provided on the top of the

front lower portion at the middle of its width, the free line

having a carrier standby section coextensive with the first

power line in the vicinity of the power line discontinuous

section, the standby section having a larger length than the

carrier and being laterally displaced from immediately below'
the first power line within a range permitting the horizontal

portion of a pusher advancing from behind a carriei at rest in

the standby section to interfere with the projection of the cam
on the carrier at rest.

4 424 750
SINGLE WHEELSET RAILWAY TRUCK SIDEFRAME

Lynn K. Tilly, Allison Park, Pa., and Ernest C. Bergquist,

Homewood, 111., assignors to AMSTED Industries Incorpo-

rated, Chicago, 111.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,217

Int. CI.' B61D 3/00, 5/24, 5/44
U.S. a. 105—206 R 2 Oaims

'50 3« I4a ' IB

1. A side frame for use in a single axle railway truck, said side

frame comprising

a top and a bottom wall joined by spaced inner and outer

side walls to form a generally hollow cross section elon-

gated structure, said side frame having an upper middle

portion, two downwardly sloped intermediate portions

and two lower outer portions,

the thickness of the bottom wall being substantially greater

than the thickness of the top wall in the upper middle

portion,

the thickness of the top wall being substantially the same as

the thickness of the bottom wall in the two sloped inter-

mediate portions and

the thickness of the top wall being substantially the same as

the thickness of the bottom wall in the two lower outer

portions, such thickness being substantially less than the

thickness of the top and bottom wall sloped intermediate

poriions.

lU

'A
: ,

Hi if-

1. Entry stairs for rail vehicles that arc usable with rail

platforms of varying height, said entry stairs including a first

step and a second step below said first step, said first step when
in an upper position being level with the fioor of the vehicle

and at that time said second step forming a part of the vertical

side wall of the vehicle, said first step being mounted for move-
ment from the upper position to a lower position for operation

with relatively low rail platforms, said first step in moving
between said upper and lower positions remaining generally

horizontal, said second step being foldable between a generally

vertical up position and a generally horizontal down position,

a parallelogram-shaped pair of hinged guide brackets con-

nected to said first step and guiding movement thereof so that

said first step acts as a lifting step which executes essentially

vertical motion only, a pivot means about which said second
step moves between said up and down positions, said pivot

means being firmly mounted on the vehicle and disposed at the

lower end of the second step when it is in its said up position at

which time said second step lies roughly in the plane of a side

wall of a vehicle having said entry stairs.

4,424,752

LOADING PALLET
Seard Aberg, Gammelstad, Sweden, assignor to Groko Maskin
AB, Lulea, Sweden

per No. PCT/SE80/00267, § 371 Date Jun. 29, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Jun. 29, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/01279, PCT Pub.
Date May 14, 1981

per Filed Oct. 30, 1980, Ser. No. 279,966

Oaims priority, application Sweden, Oct. 30, 1979, 7908975
Int. C\? B65D 19/28

U.S. a. 108—51.1 8 Qaims
1. A loading pallet having a load-carrying platform of corru-
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gated sheet metal, characterized in that the platform (3) is

supported at its opposed edges by supporting beams (4) of
substantially U-shaped cross-section and extending perpendic-
ularly to the corrugations (2), which beams are formed integral
with the platform by bending the sheet three times substan-
tially at right angle, so that its free end portions (10) form the
inner surface of the respective supporting beam and constitute
supporting legs for the platform spaced from the outer edges
thereof, and said end portions (10) are locked relative to the

grid formed by the upper surfaces of said runners and said
stringers and being secured thereto; and

a lower panel of corrugated paperboard disposed on the
lower surfaces of said runners and being secured thereto.

4,424 754
BURNER CONTROL

Colin R. Coleman, Klngston-upoii*Tliames; Joseph L. King,
Renfrewshire, both of Great Britain, and William J. Bridget,
Glasgow, Scotland, assignors to Babcock Power Limited,
London, England

FUed Jun. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,696
Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, JoL 1, 1981.

8120335; Aug. 21, 1981, 8125677

Int. a.3 F23N 5/02
U.S. a. 110-190 9 ctai^

platform in a substantially vertical position and have between
themselves a free space beneath the platform to permit inser-

tion of the forks of a loader from one side or the other, and
each supporting beam (4) is provided with spaced downwardly
open recesses (19), which permit insertion of the forks of a
loader also from these sides of the pallet, said platform and said
beams being all formed from said corrugated sheet metal with
a plurality of its full corrugations extending contiguously and
integrally throughout the platform and beams.

I

4,424753
PALLET OF COMPOSITE CONSTRUCHON

John R. Eatherton, Sacramento, Calif., assignor to Down River
International, Inc., Sacramento, Calif.

Filed Aug. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 405,224
Int Q\? B65D 19/34; B32B 3/28

U.S. a. 108-51.1 3 ci.i^

1. Means for use in controlling the operation of a burner that
is supplied with a mixture of pulverized fuel and air, compris-
ing means responsive to the flame temperature and arranged to
produce a signal of which a value is dependent upon the flame
temperature, means to indicate when the value corresponds to
a predetermined flame temperature, means whereby the flow
of fuel to the burner may be disturbed from a current rate so
that its rate is first above or below the current rate and then
below or above the current rate with the result that the value
passes through a predetermined value corresponding to the
predetermined flame temperature, and means by which the
rate at which air or fuel is supplied to the burner may be altered
according to whether or not the predetermined value is

reached before or after a predetermined time after the distur-
bance has been instigated in the sense that would tend to re-
duce the interval between the predetermined value being
reached and the predetermined time after the disturbance has
been instigated.

1. A composite pallet comprising:
at least two generally parallel runners, each having an upper

surface and a lower surface, said runners being formed of
a plurality of stacked plies of corrugated paperboard with
the plies extending vertically between the upper and
lower surface and each having at least two notches in its

upper surface, the depth of said runners beneath said
notches being sufficient to allow entry therebeneath of the
forks of a forkljft for lifting said pallet;

at least two stringers constructed of wood residing in the
notches of said runners and extending transversely of the
runners, the thickness of said stringers being substantially
the same as the depth of said notches so that the upper
surfaces of said stringers are substantially in the same
plane as the upper surfaces of said runners and so that the
upper surfaces of said runners and the upper surfaces of
said stringers form a substantially flat grid for supporting
an upper panel;

an upper panel of corrugated paperboard disposed on said

4,424,755

INCINERATION SYSTEM HAVING CYCLONIC
OXIDATION CHAMBER

Allan E. Caffyn, South Windsor, Conn., and James L. Lobik,
Springfield, Mass., assignors to Industronics, Inc., South
Windsor, Conn.

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,052
Int. a.3 F23G 5/06

U.S. a. 110-246 14 ctaimt
1. In an incineration system having means defining a primary

oxidation chamber for receiving material to be incinerated, and
means defining an axially elongated secondary oxidation cham-
ber for receiving gaseous products of combustion from said
primary oxidation chamber and having an inlet port in commu-
nication with said primary oxidation chamber, an exhaust port,
and a plurality of walls cooperating to define a torturous flow
path for gaseous products of combustion flowing from said
primary oxidation chamber into and through said secondary
oxidation chamber to said exhaust port, the improvement
wherein said secondary oxidation chamber comprises a cy-
clonic chamber and said walls comprise a plurality of generally
annular walls including a first annular wall defining said ex-
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haust port and extending for some distance in an axial direction

into said secondary chamber to define one portion of said gas

flow path and terminating at a first inlet opening within said

secondary oxidation chamber axially spaced from said exhaust

port and a second annular wall surrounding at least a portion of
said first annular wall and cooperating with said first annular

wall to define another portion of said gas flow path in commu-
nication with said first inlet opening, said second annular wall

having an inlet opening therein spaced from said first inlet

opening in the direction of said exhaust port and in communi-
cation with said inlet port and said other portion of said gas

flow path.

4,424,756

SUSPENDED ROOF CONSTRUCTION FOR
INDUSTRIAL FURNACES

Frank P. Merkle, Hanover, III., assignor to Merkle Engineers,

Inc., Galena, III.

FUed Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,515

Int a.3 F23M 5/06

U.S. a. 110—332 19 Qaims

1. In suspended roof construction for high temperature

furnaces having a plurality of roof panel modules suspended
from a structural support frame, each said panel module com-
prising: at least two spaced hanger tubes extending the length

of one dimension of said panel module; a plurality of roof

assembly units independently suspended from said hanger

tubes, each said roofassembly units comprising; two refractory

carrier bricks of a generally rectangular configuration, each of

said carrier bricks having a first and a third opposing side and

a second and fourth opposing side, said first side having a blind

hanger recess extending into said brick for a portion of its

thickness for engagement with a hanger capable of suspending

said carrier bricks, said first side of one of said carrier bricks

adjacent to and in communication with said first side of the

second said carrier brick, said carrier bricks further comprising

shoulder means extending from the upper portion of at least

one of said second and fourth sides; at least one refractory filler

brick having a generally rectangular configuration and a sup-

porting lug on the upper portion of one side thereof engaged
with said shoulder means, the entire top surfaces of said carrier

bricks and said filler bricks being in a substantially flat, com-
mon plane; and a hanger in engagement with said hanger

recesses of said carrier bricks at one end and in engagement
with one of said hanger tubes at the other end.

9. In suspended roof construction for high temperature

furnaces, a plurality of roof assembly units, each said roof

assembly units comprising:

two refractory carrier bricks of a generally rectangular

configuration, each of said carrier bricks having a first and
a third opposing side and a second and fourth opposing
side, said first side having a blind hanger recess extending

into said brick for a portion of its thickness for engage-
ment with a hanger capable of suspending said carrier

bricks, said first side of one of said carrier bricks adjacent

to and in communication with said first side of the second
said carrier brick, said carrier bricks further comprising

shoulder means extending from the upper portion of at

least one of said second and fourth sides; at least one
refractory filler brick having a generally rectangular con-

figuration and a supporting lug on the upper portion of

one face thereof engaged with said shoulder means, the

entire top surfaces of said carrier bricks and said filler

bricks being in a substantially flat, common plane; and a

hanger in engagement with said hanger recesses of said

adjacent carrier bricks.

4,424,757

FERTILIZING METHOD AND APPLICATOR FOR
CONCURRENTLY INTRODUaNG ANHYDROUS
AMMONIA AND A PHOSPHORIC AOD INTO A

FURROW
James R. Gibbens, R.R. #1, Cando, N. Dak. 58324

Filed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,618

Int. a.3 AOIC 23/00
U.S. a. Ill—7 3 Qaims

LU'.

/ ! V"

^^ •.Yv :'^ ^
1. In combination, a first tank containing a supply of anhy-

drous ammonia, a second tank containing a supply of phos-

phoric acid, a single blade member having a narrow forward

cutting edge and a wider rear edge, a first tube communica-
tively connected directly to only said first tank and mechani-

cally secured to said blade adjacent said rear edge having a

lower open end for discharging anhydrous ammonia from said

first tank into the furrow formed by said blade member as said

blade member advances through the soil to be fertilized, a

second tube communicatively connected directly to only said

second tank and mechanically secured to said first tube behind

said first tube having a lower open end for discharging phos-

phoric acid from said second tank into the furrow rearwardly

of said first tube, the lower end of said first tube being at an

elevation slightly below the elevation of the lower end of said

second tube, and a shoe member secured to the lower end of

said blade member and extending rearwardly to a location

beneath only the lower end of said first tube.
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4,424,758

EMBROIDERING APPARATUS FOR USE WITH
SEWING MACHINES

Yostaio Mikuni; Tadao Kohara, both of OsaJca, and Yoshihide
Yoneda, Hirakata, all of Japan, assignors to Manizen Sewing
Machine Company, Osaka, Japan

Filed Nov. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,454
Qaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 16, 1981, 56-

89206[U]; Jun. 16, 1981, 56-89207[U]; Jun. 16, 1981, 56-

89208(U]; Jun. 16, 1981, 56-89209(U]; Jun. 16, 1981, 56-93517;
Jun. 16, 1981, 56-93518

Int. a.3 D05C 9/04
U.S. a. 112-103 37 aaims

ii. Gusset means for joining the forward ends of the boom
receptacles;

iii. Connecting means for rotatabie engagement with the
fulcrum of the mast collar;

iv, A pair of inwardly facing upwardly or downwardly
converging flat faces fastened to the inner portions of
the boom receiving receptacles and adapted to cooper-
ate with the flat faces of the mast collar; and

V. Tab means extending inwardly from the flat faces and
adapted to engage the bosses of the mast collar,

so that inserting the connecting means into the fulcrum
and routing the boom yoke about the mast collar
fulcrum engages the tab means with the arcuate
shoulders on the bosses and wedges the flat faces of
the yoke against the flat faces of the collar to circum-
ferentially compress the tubular member.

62 63

1. An embroidering apparatus for use with a sewing machine
having a needle provided at a predetermined position, compris-
ing:

a table movably supported in a plane including at least two
intersecting directions on which an original pattern is to
be placed,

an embroidery frame associated with and movable in the
direction of the movement of said table responsively
thereto, and

a tracing needle having the tip end thereof positioned at a
fixed position and said tip end oriented to said original
pattern on said table,

moving means for simultaneously moving said embroidery
frame and said table, and

stopper means for selectively prohibiting movement by said
moving means in one of the two intersecting directions.

4,424,759

SAILBOARD GOOSENECK
Dale M. Dolence, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to Neodyne Corpo-

ration, Waukesha, Wis.

Filed May 9, 1983, Ser. No. 492,915
Int. a.^ B63H 9/10

U.S. a. 114-97 ,5 Qaims

4,424,760

HANGING CHAIR
Fredrik A. Grufman, Alvagen 61, S-182 45 Enebyberg, Sweden

Filed Mar. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 356,793
Oaims priority, application Sweden, Mar. 26, 1981, 8101944

Int. a.^ B63B 29/04
U.S. a. 114-363

1 a,i„

1. A gooseneck for rigidly and detachably attaching the
boom to the mast of a wind-powered vehicle, comprising:

a. A mast collar including:
|

i. A generally tubular member;
ii. A pair of bosses extending laterally from the tubular
member and having generally arcuate after facing
shoulders and upwardly or downwardly convergent
flat faces; and

iii. A fulcrum fastened to the outer periphery of the tubu-
lar member intermediate the two bosses; and

b. A mast yoke including:

i. A pair of stem facing boom receiving receptacles;

1. A hanging chair (boatswain's chair) with backrest and
crotch straps, comprising a seat and backrest, e.g. of wood and
a continuous hose of the type which expands radially for axial
compression, and increases its internal diameter from a nomi-
nal value corresponding to an unloaded state, while for axial
pull it is contracted radially and reduces its internal diameter to
under the nominal value, characterized in that one end portion
of hose is taken down through a first side seat hole in the seat,

along the underside of the seat up to and through a second side
seat hole in the seat, freely up to a first lifting eye opening made
in the hose at a height above the seat at least corresponding to
the width thereof, further pulled a distance along the interior
of the hose and taken out through a second lifting eye opening
and into a first sling opening to form first and second lifting

slings and lifting eye of the chair, and on the inside of the
second lifting sling to and out through a first backrest opening
approximately at the middle of the sling, the one end portion
being further taken through a first hole in the backrest, along
the back of it and out through a second hole in the backrest, in

that the other end portion of the hose is taken through a second
sling opening at the lifting eye, along the inside of the first

lifting sling to and through a first strap opening below the
middle of the first lifting sling down to and through 9 first

central hole in the seat, along the inside of the hose between
said first and second side seat holes in the seat outer edges for
a length of at least twice the hose diameter, up through a
second central hole in the seat to and through a second strap
opening on the second lifting sling at the same height as the
first strap opening on the first lifting sling and thus forming seat
crotch straps, said other end portion follows the interior of the
hose as far as, and out through a strap adjustment opening
under the lifting eye and forming an adjusting strap for the
crotch straps, and in that the first end portion is taken through
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a second backrest opening of the second lifting sling at the
same height as that of the first backrest opening, along the
interior of the hose and out through a backrest adjustment
opening at the same height as the strap adjustment opening to
form a backrest with adjustment facility.

4,424,761
NOZZLE FOR COATING A DISC WITH A LUBRICANT
Joseph H. Thorn, and Robert E. Jennings, both of Indianapolis,

Ind., assignors to RCA Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 428,590

Int. a.3 B05B 1/2H
U.S. a. 118-300 9 Qaims

5. In an apparatus for coating a disc with a thin film of a
lubricant which includes a horizontally extending conveyor,
means on said conveyor for supporting a disc in a horizontal
position and a nozzle mounted over said conveyor for direct-
ing a flow of lubricant droplets vertically downwardly onto
the surface of a disc as the disc passes beneath the nozzle, the
improvement comprising:

said nozzle including a pair of side plates each having spaced
top and bottom edges with the bottom edges being wider
than the top edge, said side plates being connected to-

gether in spaced relation to form an enclosure having a
narrow discharge opening along the bottom edges of the
side plates, an inlet port at the top edge of the side plates
and a groove in and extending along the inner surface of
each of the side platets adjacent the bottom edges to
collect any lubricant which may flow down the inner
surfaces of the side plate toward the discharge opening
each of the grooves extending along the full width of its

respective side plate and at each side edge of the side plate
extending downwardly to the bottom edge of the side
plate.

4,424,762

COATING APPARATUS
Yasunori Tanaka; Shii^i Noda, and Hiroshi Chikamasa, all of
Kanagawa, Japan, assignors to Fi^i Photo Film Co., Ltd.,

Minami-ashigari, Japan

Filed Nov. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 320,034
Qalms priority, application Japan, Nov. 13, 1980, 55/159899

Int. a.3 B05C J/02
U.S. a. 118-410 14 Qaims

is set close to a surface of a belt-shaped flexible support running
continuously along a predetermined running path in order to

apply said coating solution to the surface of said support,
comprising:

a doctor edge adjacent to said slot for metering a desired

thickness of said coating solution applied to said support;
said doctor edge having adjacent flat doctor surfaces bent

relative to one another along a first edge extending in a
widthwise direction of said support, said adjacent doctor
surfaces forming an obtuse angle at said first edge which is

sufficiently large to enable said running path of said belt-

shaped flexible support to be parallel to both said adjacent
doctor surfaces, said running path of said belt-shaped
flexible support changing direction m a vicinity of said
first edge;

said obtuse angle being at least 165*, one of said two adjacent
doctor surfaces which is on a downstream side of said

support having a length of 1 mm to 15 mm. while the other
adjacent doctor surface which is on the upstream side of
said support has a length of 0. 1 mm to 2 mm.

4,424,763

CFTRUS PULP LITTER FOR PET ANIMALS
Robert M. Johnson, Weston, Conn., assignor to Green Mounuin

Products, Inc., Norwalk, Conn.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 376,584, May 10, 1982, Pat.
No. 4,386,580. This application Mar. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 471,660

Int. a.J AOIK I/on
U.S. a. 119-1 2 aaims

1. Animal litter comprising:

a mixture of dried citrus pulp particles having approximately
80% to 90% by weight of bits of a size between approxi-
mately i to i inch on each side thereof for adhenng to and
coating animal solid waste, and the remainder fines of a

size of less than i inch on each side thereof for absorbing
animal urine.

4,424,764

ANIMAL SPLINT
Milton O. Carlin, 4115 South Zunis, Tulsa, Okla. 74105

Filed Sep. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 416,111

Int. a.' AOIK 29/00
U.S. a. 119-96 5 Qgim,

^S^J-fit^"

1. A limb splint for restraining movement of an animal's limb
1. An extrusion type coating apparatus for continuously which includes a shoulder and elbow compnsing:

extruding a coating solution out of an open end of a slot which a tubular horizontal frame;
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a first vertical member fixed to said frame adjacent one end
and extending upwardly therefrom

a second vertical member fixed to said frame adjacent the
other end and extending downwardly therefrom

a third member formed of a vertical and a horizontal part,
the vertical part substantially parallel to said first vertical
member, said horizontal part telescopically movable and
fixable within said tubular frame to restrain movement of
said shoulder;

said frame, said first, and second vertical members and said
third member, all lying in the same imaginary vertical

plane;

a horizontal fourth member positioned adjacent to the inter-

section of said second vertical member and said frame so
as to be movable relative said frame in an inward or out-
ward direction that is transverse to said vertical plane, and

means to strap said animal limb to said splint whereby said
fourth member is located above the said elbow of said
animals.

segments between/among said discrete circuits providing the
means for control of heat input distribution to said second
portion/s of said serially connected heat absorption circuits in
conjunction with selective setting of said rate of combustion
for said combustors associated with individual elements of said
discrete circuits.

4,424,766
HYDRO/PRESSURIZED FLUIDIZED BED COMBUSTOR
Bede A. Boyle, P.O. Box 713K, Newcastle, N.S.W. 2300, Aus-

tralia

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 416,166, Sep. 9, 1982,
abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 234,469, Feb. 17,

1981, abandoned. This application Jan. 28, 1983, Ser. No.
461,919

Int. a.J F22B 1/02
U.S. CI. 122-4 D 9 Qdms

4,424,765

STEAM GENERATOR HAVING EXTERNAL FLUIDIZED
BED COMBUSTION MEANS

Charles Strohmeyer, Jr., Gladwyne, Pa., assignor to Electrodyne
Research Corporation, Gladwyne, Pa.

Filed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,528

Int. a.^ B09B i/00

'5^^ c

U.S. a. 122—4 D 5 Claims

1. A steam generator having a feedwater inlet and super-
heated steam outlet and serially connected, coolant containing
heat absorption circuits in-between, a multiplicity of detached
fluidized bed combustors structurally and spacially set apart,
the combustion process being completed within said combus-
tors, said combustors each having means to control internal
rate of combustion and to produce hot inert fiue gas flow, first

portion/s of said heat absorption circuits being disposed for
in-bed cooling of said combustor fiuidized beds, an integral
encasement, said combustors external to said encasement, said
encasement compartmentalized into discrete circuits for guid-
ing fiue gas fiow through said encasement, said discrete cir-
cuits each receiving fiue gas effluent from only a portion of
said combustors directly through conduit means, second por-
tion/s of said heat absorption circuits disposed within said
encasement and adapted to recover heat from said flue gas
flow, first segments of said second portion/s wherein the cool-
ant is in the superheat vapor phase range, said first segments
consisting of multiple heat exchange platens, coolant flowing
serially through individual platen circuits and parallelly
through said multiple heat exchange platens, said platens of
said first segments disposed within the hot inlet end of said
discrete circuits and distributed so that more heat exchange
surface of one of said first segments is located in one of said
discrete circuits than is located in another of said discrete
circuits, said distribution of said platens for individual first

1. A hydro/pressurized fluidized bed combustor comprising:
an upstanding shell having, at the bottom thereof, an entry port

for the low velocity entry of feedstock to said combustor,
said feedstock including particulate solid material, air and
water;

an injector pump connected to said entry port for admission of
said feedstock;

an upstanding, contoured entry conduit, having a trumpet-
shaped catenoid vertical cross-section gradually enlarging in

the upward direction, said conduit being accomodated
within the lower half of said upstanding shell and being in

communication with said entry port;

a fluidized bed in the upper portion of said entry conduit, for
combustion of said feedstock;

at least one in-bed steam generation tube located within said

combustion zone;

at least one freeboard steam generation tube located above said

combustion zone; and
a weir located above said entry conduit and in communication

therewith, said weir acting to extract ash from said fluidized

bed at a rate which keeps the height of said bed constant
within said combustor during operation thereof.

4,424,767

INSTANT HOT WATER HEATER
Charles A. Wicke, and Wayne C. Riley, both of Racine, WU.,

assignors to Emerson Electric Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Division of Ser. No. 233,221, Feb. 9, 1981, Pat. No. 4^1,459.

This application Sep. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 421,633
Int. a.i F22B 5/00

U.S. a. 122-13 A 2 Claims
1. In a hot water dispenser having wall means defining a

heating chamber, a non-concentric cylindrical wall portion
formed integrally with the heating chamber and defining a
heated water expansion chamber, wall means defining a parti-

tion separating said heating chamber and said expansion cham-
ber, and a cover for the expansion chamber including inte-
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grally molded vent and inlet tubes, said inlet tubes including a

stem projecting downwardly therefrom and interfitting in a

neck in said partition, said stem carrying an O-ring seal which

sealingly interfits in said neck.

4,424,768

HIGH TURBULENCE BOILER
Luigi TesU, 17014 Cairo Montenotte, Via XXV Aprile. 14,

Savona, Italy

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 144,541, Apr. 28, 1980,

abandoned. This application Feb. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 345,482

Oalms priority, application Italy, May 8, 1979, 12584 A/79;

Nov. 2, 1979, 27012 A/79
Int. Cl.^ F22B 5/00

U.S. a. 122—16 15 Claims

1. A boiler, comprising:

an inner shell having a substantially vertical side wall and

wherein a lower portion of said inner shell constitutes a

combustion chamber;

an open-top vessel member situated within an upper portion

of said inner shell and adapted to receive a liquid to be

heated, said vessel member having a bottom wall and a

substantially vertical side wall which is spaced inwardly

from an upper region of said inner shell side wall defining

a substantially annular smoke sleeve therebetween;

an outer shell surrounding said inner shell and having a

substantially vertical side wall which is spaced outwardly

from said inner shell side wall to define a sleeve-like space

therebetween constituting a water jacket which at least

partially surrounds said combustion chamber and said

smoke sleeve and which is in fluid communication with

said vessel member;

a smoke discharge conduit passing through said outer shell

and opening into said smoke sleeve at a discharge opening

formed in said inner shell;

partition means situated in said smoke sleeve extending

substantially vertically over the substantial height of said

vessel member and between said side walls of said mner
shell and vessel member, said partition means being lo-

cated proximate to said smoke discharge opening;

whereby smoke produced in said combustion chamber dur-

ing operation of said boiler passes directly into said smoke
sleeve surrounding said vessel member and travels in a

helicoidal path around said vessel member and exits from

said smoke sleeve through said discharge opening.

4,424,769

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR REMOVAL OF THE
SLUDGE DEPOSITS ON THE TUBE SHEET OF A STEAM

GENERATOR
Andre G. Charamathieu, Gif sur Yvette, France; Jean Dessales,

deceased, late of Gif-sur-Yvette, France; by Blanche A. Des-

sales nee Vacher, administratrix, Paris, and Bernard P. Le-

bouc, Courbevoie, both of France, assignors to Framatome,
Courbevoie and Societe de Travaux en Milieu lonisant

(S.T.M.I.), Gif-sur-Yvette, both of, France

Filed Oct. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 433.184

Claims priority, application France, Oct. 6, 1981, 81 18760

Int. a.' F22B i7/52

U.S. a. 122-392 10 Claims

1. A process for removal of the sludge deposits on the tube

sheet of a steam generator which comprises, m a vertical cylin-

drical enclosure closed by said sheet, a bundle of parallel heat

exchange tubes sealingly connected to said sheet and distrib-

uted to form parallel sheets of tubes, including the steps of

radially moving at least one lance from the center of the

tubular plate between two parallel sheets of tubes, in a

direction parallel to the lube sheet and in close proximity

to the latter,

directing toward the plate two streams uf cleaning fluid

under a high pressure from the end portion of the lance

and in directions which are fixed and symmetrical with

respect to the direction of said two sheets of tubes,

cutting off the streams as they confront the tubes during

radial movement of the lance,

and flowing the cleaning fluid out of the enclosure of the

steam generator from the periphery of the bundle of tubes.

4,424,770

LOW BOILING POINT MEDIUM EVAPORATOR
Haruyuki Yamazaki, Tokai; Yasuaki Akauu, and Sciichiro

Sakaguchi. both of Hitachi, all of Japan, assignors to The
Agency of Industrial Science and Technology. Tokyo. Japan

Filed Oct. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 308,163

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 9, 1980. 55-140472

Int. a.^ F22B i7/26: BOID 45/]2

U.S. CI. 122—488 1 Qalm
1. An apparatus for generating a low boiling point vapor
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medium from a liquid mixture of two components with differ-
ent boiling points which comprises,

a lower dram adapted to contain the two component liquid
mixture and an upper dram,

at least one down comer connecting the upper dram with the
lower dram for returning the liquid mixture from the
upper dram to the lower dram,

a header duct disposed within the upper dram,
a plurality of risers connecting the lower dram with the

header duct in the upper dram,
means for heating the risers and the two component liquid

mixture conveyed therethrough whereby a low boiling
point vapor medium is generated from said two compo-
nent liquid forming a two phase vapor-liquid mixture
composed of a low boiling point vapor medium and the
two phase vapor-liquid medium, said mixture being trans-
ferred from said risers to said header duct in the upper
dram,

an exhaust conduit means connected to said upper dram for

t t t

removing the low boiling point vapor medium from said
upper dram,

supply conduit means for returning the low boiling point
liquid medium to the upper dram,

at least one cyclone separator disposed within the upper
dram, said cyclone separator being provided with an inlet
nozzle containing two side-by-side channels, one of said
channels communicating with said supply conduit and the
other of said channels communicating with the header
duct, wherein the two phase vapor-liquid flow emanating
from the header duct is tangentially mixed in the cyclone
separator with the low boiling point liquid medium How
mtroduced through the supply conduit and heat exchange
IS earned out between the two flows by direct contact of
the two nows resulting from the circulating motion of said
two flows m the cyclone separator, whereby the tempera-
ture of the mixture in the cyclone separator is lowered
without lowering the pressure and also the mixture in the
cyclone separator is thoroughly mixed with the low boil-
mg point liquid medium.

I

4,424,771
HYDRIDE COLD STARTER IN ALCOHOL FUELTREATMENT AND DISTRIBUTION APPARATUS AND

METHOD
Dale R Loyercheck, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Conoco Inc.,

Wilmington, Del.

Filed Aug. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,781
Int. a.J P02M 27/02

U.S. a. 123—3
I „ r^.

1 A r I .
" Claims

1. A fuel treatment and distribution apparatus in combina-
tion with an internal combustion engine comprising
an internal combustion engine,
an alcohol storage means,
an electric current source means,
a dissociator means,
a hydride start-up rdactor means, said hydride reactor means

comprising hydride forming means and heating means
connected to said electric current source means

said alcohol storage means being connected by dissociator

input conduit means in fluid flow communication with
said dissociator means,

said dissociator means being connected by dissociator output
conduit means in fluid flow communication with said
internal combustion engine,

said dissociator output conduit means being connected by
hydride reactor input conduit means in fluid flow commu-
nication with said hydride start-up reactor means

said hydride start-up reactor means being connected by
hydride reactor output conduit means in fluid flow com-
munication with said internal combustion engine

said hydride reactor input conduit means being provided
with valve means,

whereby alcohol dissociated to hydrogen in said dissociator
means, being formed into hydride in said hydride start-up
reactor means and said hydride being formed into hydro-
gen which passes to the engine for start-up.

4 A method of starting an internal combustion engine com-
prising the sequence of steps as follows:

(a) providing a hydride formation reactor means, vaporiza-
tion means, alcohol dissociation reactor means and liquid
alcohol, ^

1-y

said hydride formation reactor means comprising hydride
forming means,

(b) operating said engine by combustion therein an opera-
tional gaseous mixture formed by:
(i) vaporizing a portion of said liquid alcohol in said va-

porization means to form alcohol vapor,
(ii) dissociating said alcohol vapor in said dissociation

reactor means to form said operational gaseous mixture,
said operational gaseous mixture comprising hydrogen,'
and

(iii) contacting said hydride forming means with a portion
of said operational gaseous mixture in said hydride
reactor means whereby said hydrogen is formed into a
hydride,

(c) stopping the operation of said engine,
(d) heating said hydride to form a start-up gaseous mixture

comprising hydrogen,
(e) conveying said start-up gaseous mixture comprising
hydrogen to said engine,

(0 starting said engine by combustion of said start-up gase-
ous mixture.

4,424,772
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE VALVE

ACTUATING CAM
Gary N. Porter, 143 E. Hind Dr., HoaoluJu, Hi. 96821

Filed Nov. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 317,839
Int. a.3 F02D 39/04: P02B 75/02, 33/10. 33/22

U.S. a. 123-65 VB 8cui^
1 An internal combustion engine comprising
a crankcase block with at least one cylinder attached,
a cylinder head on said cylinder,
a reciprocating piston in said cylinder being operatively

coupled to a crankshaft;

said crankshaft rotating in said crankcase with at least one
throw having peripheral gears as a power Uke off means,
a lubrication means,
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at least one cam affixed to the side of said crankshaft throw

as a means of opening and closing at least one valve,

a trough in said crankcase whereby said peripheral gears

pass thru lubrication,

a first aperature located in said cylinder,

a second aperature located in said cylinder.

a valve means for operatively opening and closing said first

aperature,

said piston operatively opening and closing second apera-

ture, and said first aperature operating exclusively for fuel

intake, when said second aperature operates exclusively

for exhaust, whereby said first and second aperatures are

operatively interchangeable

4,424,773

VALVE ROTATOR
Nikolaus Wendel, Kierspe, and Joachim Plener, Halver, both of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Markisches Werk GmbH,
Halver, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Aug. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 290,508

Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 8.

1980, 3029988; Apr. 7, 1981, 3113944; Jul. 16, 1981. 3128086

Int. a.» FOIL 1/32

U.S. a. 123—90.29 6 Claims

1. A valve rotator effective between a valve stem and a

support, said rotator comprising:

an upper spring plate;

a lower spring plate spaced along an axis below said upper

plate and rotatable about said axis relative to said upper

plate;

a compression spring braced axially between said plates;

a two-part link element having an upper part rotationally

secured to said stem and a lower part rotationally fixed in

at least one rotational direction relative to said axis on said

lower plate, said lower part being generally cylindrical,

centered on said axis, fixed rotationally on said lower

plate, and formed with a surface inclined to said axis, said

upper part having a follower axially engageable with said

surface; and

unidirectional clutch between said lower plate and part

and said support and permitting said lower part to rotate

about said axis only in said one direction relative to said

support, said lower part being a sleeve surrounding said

spring and carried via said clutch on said support

4,424.774

SELF ADJUSTING HYDRAULIC TAPPET FOR HEAT
ENGINES

Daniele Ferrero. Vinovo, Italy, assignor to RIV-SKF Officine di

Villar Perosa. SpA, Turin, Italy

Filed Sep. 17. 1981. Ser. No. 303,053

Gaims priority, application Italy, Nov. 21, 1980. 68785 A/80

Int. CI.' FOIL 1/24

U.S. a. 123—90.56 7 Claims
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1. A tappet with an insertabie self-adjusting hydraulic assem-

bly, comprising, an open cup-shaped first element having an

upper end wall integral with a depending cylindrical side wall

to define an internal open area, the first element being slideably

positioned within a cylindrical chamber seat formed in a cylin-

der head of an engine such that the end wall is positioned in

line with and adapted to come into contact with a cam axiall>

aligned with and above the cylindrical chamber seat, a smaller

second cup-shaped element having an upper end wall and

depending side wall which is adapted lo be inserted within ihc

first element and symmetrically and rigidly held in position

with the end wall thereof in direct engagement with an inner

surface of the end wall of the first element, a third cylindricaiiy

shaped element mounted within the second element and hav-

ing its outer periphery in sliding engagement with the inner

surface of the depending wall of the second clement and in

direct alignment with a valve stem disposed within the cylin-

drical chamber seat and immediately below the third cicmenl.

and which has a lop end surface in contact with a lower end

surface of the third element, the third element having a fluid

pressure chamber which is connected to a top surface thereof

through a fluid supply duct and a valve assembly, the fluid

chamber being in direct connection with a fluid supply hole

which extends through the side wall of the second element, the

fluid supply hole of the second element being aligned with a

fluid supply opening in the first element and the latter being

connected to a pressurized fluid supply in the cylinder head,

the valve assembly of the third element including an enlarged

ball accommixiating seat at the top end surface of the third

element at an upper end of the fluid supply duct at a hole

which is of substantially less width than that of the seal, a ball

of substantially greater diameter than the hole and substantially

less than the upper width of the seat which is disposed substan-

tially wholly within the seat and by its surface engagement

with adjacent surfaces blocks the fluid flow through the hole,

the seat permitting upward movement of the ball to permit

fluid flow, and a readily insertabie retainer constituting stop

means connected to the top surface of the third element which

extends into the seat with its periphery spaced sufficiently from

the top surface of the ball member to retain the ball member in

the seat and permit its upward movement to allow passage of
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fluid upwardly through the seat to the space between the top
surface of the third element and the upper end wall of the said
second cup-shaped element.

4,424,775
APPARATUS FOR MAINTAINING A DIESEL ENGINE IN

RESTARTING CONDITION
John M. Mayfield, Jr., Ukiah; Vcmon W. Haselswerdt, Willits,
Md Hugh A. HinchlifTe, Ukiah, all of Calif., assignors to
Mlcrophor, Inc., Willits, Calif.

Filed Not. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,113
Int. a.5 F02N n/02

peratures below a predetermined normal operating range of
coolant temperature, said thermosUtic-valve means being
further responsive to sensed coolant temperature within said
range to permit an increased rate of coolant flow, and electri-

U.S. a. 123—142.5 R
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1. A standby system for maintaining a liquid cooled primary
engine in restarting condition at very low ambient tempera-
tures after the primary engine is shut off, the primary engine
being of a type having a liquid cooling system including a
radiator connected to the primary engine for normally cooling
a coolant liquid circulated through the engine block and the
radiator, and an expansion tank into which the coolant drains,
the standby system comprising:

an auxiliary engine having a liquid cooling system, a heat
exchanger having at least two fluid passages therethrough
for transferring heat from one fluid to another, fluid pas-
sage means including a pump, the auxiliary engine cooling
system, and one passage of the heat exchanger, one end of
said fluid passage means being connected to the expansion
tank and the other end being connected to the outlet
connection from the primary engine block to the radiator,
said pump directing fluid through the primary engine
block, the auxiliary engine block, and the heat exchanger
in a closed path that shunts the radiator, for transferring
heat from the auxiliary engine to the primary engine
block, and means directing exhaust gases from the auxil-
iary engine through another passage of the heat ex-
changer.

4,424,776
FUEL SUPPLY FOR A DIESEL ENGINE

Walter E. Allen, Prospect, Conn., assignor to Transamerica
DeLaval Inc., Princeton, NJ.

DlTiiion of Ser. No. 145^47, Apr. 10, 1980, Pat. No. 4,351,301.
This application Apr. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 364,800

Int. a.3 F02N 77/02, BOID 35/02
VS. CI. 123-142.5 R „ ci.i„s

1. As an article of manufacture, a fuel-heating unit adapted
for use with a diesel engine having a fuel-injection system and
a circulating flow of liquid coolant, said unit being further
adapted for use in a circulating fuel-supply system from which
fuel IS to be drawn for supply of the fuel-injection system, said
article comprising a housing enclosure with coolant-in and
coolant-out ports for series-connection in the circulating flow
of liquid coolant and with fuel-in and fuel-out ports for series-
connection in the circulating flow of fuel, the respective paths
of coolant flow and of fuel flow within said enclosure being in
hydrauhcally independent but thermodynamically coupled
relation, thermostatic-valve means associated with the path of
coolant flow and responsive to sensed coolant temperature to
substantially curtail the rate of coolant flow for coolant tem-

4aaims

cal heater-element means within said housing enclosure in
heat-transfer relation with one of said paths, said last-defined
means being adapted for selective external power-supply con-
nection.

4,424,777
ENGINE INTAKE PORT WITH VARIABLE SWIRL

VANES
Edward D. Klomp, Mt. Gemens, Mich., assignor to General
Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,566
Int. a.3 FOIL 3/00

U.S. a. 123-188 VA 3aaim

1. The combination in an internal combustion engine of
a cylinder having a closed end,

means defining an intake port opening to the cylinder
through the cylinder closed end, the port having an end
portion adjacent to the cylinder,

a poppet valve in the port having a head engageable with the
port defining means near the cylinder closed end to close
communication between the port and the cylinder and a
stem connected with the head and extending centrally of
the port end portion, the stem being reciprocably sup-
ported by the port defining means for movement of the
valve longitudinally of the stem into open and closed
positions, and

adjustable swirl means in said port end portion adjacent to
the valve head, said swirl means comprising a plurality of
flexible vanes supported in annularly spaced relation
around said valve stem in said port end portion and ex-
tending in directions generally outwardly from the valve
stem and longitudinally along the direction of flow
through the port end portion, said vanes being engageable
by at least a pair of relatively roUtable elements within the
port, the vanes being supported by one of said pair of
elements and having free ends distal from the supporting
element that are engageable by abutment means of the
other of said pair of elements to yieldably deform the
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vanes upon relative rotation of said pair of elements and means for introducing and for removing fluid axially to respec-
thereby vary the angular relation of at least portions of tive concentric grooves axially in the rotor, and conduit means
said vanes with respect to the longitudinal axis of the

valve, whereby a rotational swirl component of fluid flow
within the port is increased or decreaised.

4,424,778

COUPLER FOR USE IN AN OIL COOLING SYSTEM
Minoni Yoshida, 275 E. Bloom Dr., Monterey Park, Calif.

91754

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,117

Int. aj FOIM 1/00
U.S. a. 123—196 AB 4 Gaims

1. A coupler for use in an oil cooling system for an engine

having oil input and output ports which includes a first oil

cooler having oil input and output ports and a second oil

cooler having oil input and output ports provided remotely
from the engine, said coupler comprising:

a housing;

a first passageway in said housing for coupling the oil output

port of said engine to said input oil port of said first oil

cooler;

a second passageway in said housing for coupling said oil

output port of said first oil cooler to said oil input port of

said second oil cooler;

a third passageway in said housing for coupling the oil out-

put port of said second oil cooler to said input oil port of

said engine;

whereby said first and second oil coolers are connected in

series.

4,424,779

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ROTARY POWER PLANT
SYSTEM

Ching-Ho Tseng, 323 Bonnie Meadow Gr., Reisterstown, Md.
21136

Division of Ser. No. 160,628, Jun. 18, 1980. This application

Apr. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 368,392

Int. G.J F02B 53/08
U.S. G. 123—237 1 Gaim

1. In a system including: an engine, a compressor for supply-

ing gaseous fuel to the engine, means for synchronizing opera-

tion of the engine and compressor, including a driveshaft

mounting the engine and compressor, the engine having: an
engine housing, a rotor in the engine housing, a plurality of
runners on the rotor, a plurality of engine stations on the en-

gine housing, means at each engine station for engine-chamber
forming with the runners within the engine housing, and a

plurality of engine exhaust locations in the engine housing, the

improvement comprising: each runner having a cavity therein,

each said cavity defined by sides, front and rear walls and top;

means detachably affixing each runner to the rotor, said top

being detachable and said top and sides arcuately wedging out

toward the rear for gathering lubricant in the front and forcing

it into narrowing clearance at the rear between runner and
engine housing, means for cooling each runner and the rotor

by pumping fluid therethrough, the pumping means including

^,.y5^^i^^
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in the rotor connecting said concentric coolant grooves with a

said cavity in each said runner.

4,424,780

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FOR DIVERSE
FUELS

Horacio A. Trucco, 13 Saddler O., Huntington Sution, N.Y.
11746

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 107,338, Dec. 26, 1979, Pat. No.
4,372,264. Thb application Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415,677

Int. G.J F02B lQ/02; F02M 25/06
U.S. G. 123—255 12 Gainu

r;:^3

1. An intermittent internal combustion engine having a com-
bustion chamber and means for supplying a fresh charge of air

thereto, the improvement comprising a fuel vaporizer chamber
communicating with said combustion chamber, a vaporizer

valve between said fuel vaporizer chamber and said combus-
tion chamber; a stem chamber, a passage interconnecting said

stem chamber and said vaporizer chamber when said vaporizer

valve is closed, means to cyclically open said vaporizer valve

during the compression stroke to discharge the air compressed
inside said combustion chamber into said fuel vaporizer cham-
ber to form a combustible mixture, means to cyclically close

said vaporizer valve during the expansion stroke of the engine

to entrap hot products of combustion within said fuel vapor-

izer chamber, a fuel injector discharging into said fuel vapor-

izer chamber, means to supply said fuel injector with a metered
amount of liquid or slurry fuel while said combustion products

are entrapped whereby the fuel is vaporized inside said fuel

vaporizer chamber because it absorbs heat by direct mixing
with said entrapped products of combustion.
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4,424,781

MODinFD CONTROL LINKAGE FOR SUPERCHARGED
INLET AIR TO INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Stephen R. Speer, S. 358 Cover d'Alene Apt. #6, and Hugh G.
Evans, W. 214 6th Ave., both of Spokane, Wash. 99204

Filed Jul. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 400,899

Int. a.3 F02D 9/08

U.S. a. 123—342 16 Claims

1. An improved engine throttle control for controlling the
power output of an engine, by controlling the flow of combus-
tion air to the engine, the throttle control comprising a butter-

fly-type throttling v?lve, a rotating butterfly-type valve mem-
ber within the valve throat, the valve member rotating be-
tween a first end position closing the valve throat and a second
end position fully opening the valve throat; a rotating actuat-

ing member for operating the valve member; a mechanical
control means for causing rotation of the actuating member;
and a variable rate mechanical control linkage between the
actuating member and the valve member, the control linkage
providing a variable output movement advantage between the
actuating member and the rotating valve member, the output
movement advantage being less than one during those portions
of the range of rotation of the valve relatively adjacent the two
end positions of the valve, and the output advantage during a

mid-range portion of the rotation of the valve member being
greater than one, thereby rendering more nearly linear the
relationship between the rotation of the actuating member and
the change in fiow area in the throat.

4,424,782

SHUT-OFF DEVICE FOR A SELF-IGNITING INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Hubert Emmerich, Briihl, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Kliickner-Humboldt-Deutz Aktiengesellschaft, Cologne, Fed.

. Rep. of Germany
Filed Sep. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 300,637

Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 10,

1980, 3033971

Int. Q\} F02D 7/00
U.S. CI. 123—367 1 Claim

directly injected by a fuel-injection pump, wherein the engine
is operated by an ignition switch to run when the ignition

switch is in a first position indicating "on" and to stop when
the ignition switch is in a second position indicating "ofT'; the
improvement characterized by:

a speed control lever connected to the fuel-injection pump
and pivoted with respect thereto for movement in an
arcuate path between a first position in which no fuel is

injected and the engine is stopped; a second position in

which the engine idles, and a third position in which the
engine operates at maximum speed;

a spring attached to the speed control lever, the spring
having a bias for urging the lever toward the first position
wherein no fuel is injected and the engine stops;

means attached to the speed control lever for selectively

moving the lever toward the third position against the bias

of the spring to increase the speed of the engine when
desired;

a solenoid including a plunger; the plunger projecting into
the arcuate path of movement of the speed control lever
when the solenoid is energized and out of the arcuate path
of movement of the speed control lever when the solenoid
is deenergized; the plunger being positioned adjacent to
the second position of the speed control lever for holding
the speed control lever in the second position when pro-
jected, by directly engaging the speed control lever to
hold the engine at idle when the means for moving the
speed control lever is released, and

an electrical power circuit connected to the solenoid for

energizing the solenoid, the electrical power circuit in-

cluding the ignition switch connected therein, the ignition

switch opening the circuit to interrupt power to the sole-

noid when in the second position and closing the circuit to

project the plunger when in the first position; whereby the
normal condition of the engine is the idle condition when
the ignition switch is in the first position and the normal
condition of the engine is "stopped" when the ignition

switch is in the second position, and whereby the means
for moving the speed control lever advances the lever

from the first position of the lever when the ignition

switch is "ofT' and advances the lever from the second
position thereof when the ignition switch is "on".

4 424 783
COMBUSTION CHAMBER INLET TEMPERATURE
CORRECTED COMBUSTION INITIATION TIMING

Allan J. Kotwicki, Sterling Heights, Mich., assignor to General
Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 321,489, Nov. 11, 1981,

abandoned. This application Mar. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 479,569
Int. C1.3 F02P 5/04

U.S. CI. 123—418 6 Qaims

I

1. In combination with a diesel internal combustion engine
having at leasi one combustion chamber into which fuel is

1. Apparatus for initiating optimally timed combustion in the

combustion chamber of a four stroke internal combustion
engine having a rotating crankshaft, the combustion chamber
having an inlet opening from an inlet passage, said combustion
chamber further being adapted to receive intake air through
said mlet and inlet passage during each intake stroke and being
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characterized by residual exhaust gases which tend to tempo-
rarily expand backward through said inlet into the inlet pas-

sage at the end of each exhaust stroke before being swept back
into the combustion chamber by said intake air during the

following intake stroke, the apparatus comprising, in combina-
tion:

means effective to measure the temperature of gases in the

inlet passage adjacent the inlet so as to be exposed to said

backwardly expanding residual exhaust gases as well as

the incoming intake air, said temperature measuring means
having a time averaging characteristic, such that the mea-
sured temperature at least at the end of the expansion
stroke is affected by the temperatures of both said residual

exhaust gases and said incoming intake air in proportion lo

the relative times of exposure to each and thus closely

approximates the mixture in the combustion chamber at

the beginning of the compression stroke; and
means effective to initiate combustion events in said combus-

tion chamber at a crankshaft rotational position based at

least in part on the temperature as measured by said tem-
perature measuring means, whereby the timing of said

event is corrected for temperature related variations in

reaction rate of the mixture within the combustion cham-
ber.

4 424 785
FUEL FEED SYSTEM FOR AN INTERNAL

COMBUSTION ENGINE
Takashi Ishida, Ohi. and Noboru Tominari, Tokyo, both of

Japan, assignors to .Mikuni Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Jul. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 400,636
Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 29, 1981, 56-117834

Int. a.' FOIB 25/08: F02D 2H/00
U.S. a. 123—479 8 Gaims
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4,424,784

MANUALLY ADJUSTABLE APPARATUS AND SYSTEM
FOR SELECTIVELY CONTROLLING THE AIR-FUEL
RATIO SUPPLIED TO A COMBUSTION ENGINE

Robert J. Miller, Warren, Mich., assignor to Colt Industries
Operating Corp, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 246,876
Int. a.3 P02B i3/00; F02M 7/00

U.S. a. 123-438 23 Qaims
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1. Fuel metering apparatus for a combustion engine which
produces output power as a consequence of combustion air and
fuel being supplied thereto, said fuel metering apparatus com-
prising fuel metering means effective for metering fuel to said

engine as to atuin at least a first fuel-air ratio based on the rate

of air flow to said engine, and manually selectively controlled

electrical adjustment means effective for causing said fuel

metering means to meter fuel to said engine at rates of metered
fuel fiow which based on the rate of air fiow to said engine
results in second fuel-air ratios different from said first fuel-air

ratio.

'%<^~- ^^

1. A fuel feed system for an internal combustion engine,
comprising a fuel injector and a mam control unit ha\ing an
electronic calculating function, and utilizing inputs from con-
trol elements such as a fuel command means for detecting the
degree of movement of an accelerator pedal, an air flow sens-
ing device withm an intake conduit, encoder means connected
to a throttle valve actuator, compensation means providing
electric signals for said mam control unit for comparison with
memories programmed in advance on the basis of the func-
tional relations between the parameters of said control ele-

ments and compensation elements, and a throttle valve actu-
ated on 'he basis of a required amount of air calculated from
fuel fiow input so as to give an optimum amount of air; and an
auxiliary control unit adapted to operate when the aforesaid
main control unit is out of order, the shaft of said throttle valve
having a coupling device actuated by a signal from said auxil-

iary control unit so that actuating of said accelerator pedal
directly turns said throttle valve, w hereby the engine performs
at a low output level in a limited operation mode which insures

minimum running.

4,424,786

FUEL SAVING DEVICE
Jean C. imbert, Oreleys. Fox Amphoux, France 83126

Filed Oct. 16, 1981. Ser. No. 311,929
Claims priority, application France, Oct. 20, 1980, 80 22411

Int. a.' F02M 27/04: BOID 35/06
U.S. a. 123—538 3 Oaims

1. The method of treating the fuel supplied to an internal
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combustion engine having a carburetor, comprising the steps

of:

(a) positioning in the air-fuel supply stream to the carburetor

a solenoid having a red copper coil, with its axis at right

angles to the direction of movement of the air-fuel stream

to the carburetor, and energizing the coil to produce a

magnetic field surrounding the carburetor,

(b) positioning the coil to cause minimum fuel consumption,

(c) reversing the polarity of the coil at the next change of the

full-to-low and low-to-full lunar phase, and

(d) continuing the reversal of polarity with successive

changes in the said lunar phases.

4,424,787

ENCAPSULATED PTC HEATER FOR COLD-START
CARBURETOR

Edward J. Fitz, Fairfield, Conn., assignor to Sun Chemical
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 408,374

Int. a.^ F02M 31/00

U.S. a. 123—549 12 Claims

J^T-v:

1. An encapsulated PTC heater unit for a cold-start carbure-

tor, comprising, in combination:

(a) an electrical resistance ceramic wafer of PTC material,

(b) a holder assemblage for mounting said wafer in an engine

carburetor, in the air/fuel passage thereof,

(c) said wafer having on its opposite side surfaces ohmic termi-

nal means for conducting current through the resistance

thereof,

(d) said wafer having a thickened annular peripheral portion

and a multiplicity of passages extending through it from one
side to the other, said passages having hexagonal outlines

and forming a regularly interfitted passageway means
through the wafer,

(e) the portions of said wafer which define said hexagonal
passages constituting a resistive honeycomb grid of rela-

tively large exposed surface area which offers a reduced
resistance to air/fuel flow through it while at the same time

maximizing the transfer of heat from the ceramic material to

said air/fuel flow,

(0 said holder assemblage comprising an annular metal shell

having a continuous, inwardly extending flange constituting

its bottom wall, having an annular side wall, and having
clincher lugs carried by said side wall,

(g) an annular wafer holder of insulating material, in which the

wafer is nested, located in said shell,

(h) the walls of said holder having an angular cross section,

(i) a circular metal contact ring in said holder, engaging the

ohmic terminal means at one side surface of the peripheral

portion of said wafer, said metal contact ring having a later-

ally-extending connector portion passing through the side

wall of said metal shell,

0) bushing means, insulating said connector portion of the
conuct ring from the meul shell,

(k) a ring-shaped resilient metal contact means in said metal
shell, engaging the ohmic terminal means at the opposite side

surface of the peripheral portion of said wafer,

(1) said clincher lugs being folded over said resilient contact
means and holding the same and the wafer captive in said

metal shell,

(m) said resilient contact means being in good electrical

contact with said metal shell,

(n) said resilient contact means and said circular metal contact
ring clamping the thickened annular peripheral portion of
the wafer and said peripheral portion resisting cracking
under the pressure of said clamping action.

4,424,788

FUEL APPARATUS
Leonard M. Bookout, P.O. Box 270, Livingston, Mont. 59047

Filed Oct. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 436,830

Int. a.3 F02M 31/00
U.S. a. 123-557 11 Qaims

1. A fuel apparatus including a housing portion, a fuel treat-

ing portion, a fuel metering portion and a flow control portion;

said housing portion including a main chamber, an upper ex-

pansion chamber and first and second lower expansion cham-
bers, said main chamber including an inlet connectable to an
exhaust gas source of an internal combustion engine, an outlet

for venting said exhaust gas to the atmosphere; said fuel treat-

ing portion including first and second conduit coils disposed

within said main chamber, each of said conduit coils including

an inlet and an outlet, the inlet of said first coil communicating
with said first lower expansion chamber and the outlet of said

first coil communicating with said second lower expansion

chamber, the inlet of said second coil communicating with said

second lower expansion chamber and the outlet of said second

coil communicating with said upper expansion chamber, inlet

means for delivering liquid into said first lower expansion

chamber, said inlet means including a vacuum source and
means for bleeding a small amount of atmospheric air into a

liquid fuel stream at a point adjacent to said inlet of the first

lower expansion chamber, outlet means for delivering vapor-

ized fuel from said upper expansion chamber; said fuel meter-

ing portion including a body section, a bore extending through

said body section, a rotatable member extending into said bore,

an external section of said rotatable member being operatively

connectable to carburetor controls of said engine, a vaporized

fuel inlet and an outlet communicating with said bore; said

fiow control portion including means for monitoring the flow

of liquid fuel into said first lower expansion chamber.

4,424,789

FUEL LINE PREHEATER
Delbert D. Spalding, 3005 S. 33rd Ter., St Joseph, Mo. 64503

Filed May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 267^36
Int. a.} F02M 31/00

U.S. a. 123—557 23 Gaims
1. In an internal combustion engine having a fuel system

supplying liquid hydrocarbon fuel to said engine.
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said fuel system including a fuel tank, a carburetor and a fuel
pump for directing the fuel from said tank to said carbure-
tor through a fuel feed line, and

a water cooling system for the engine.
said water cooling system including a radiator, a water

jacket on the engine block, a water pump and at least one
water circulating conduit of the engine cooling system
external of the engine block running from said block to
said pump or the radiator,

the improvement comprising:

a portion of the fuel feed line between the fuel pump and the
carburetor enclosed with a heat exchanging hollow sleeve
adapted to receive liquid water heat exchanging medium
therein around a length of said fuel feed line to heat the
fuel therein,—j»'
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there being but a single inlet opening into said sleeve for said
liquid water heat exchanging medium to enter and exit

said sleeve,

and a single flow line interconnecting the said water circu-
lating conduit with said single inlet opening in said sleeve,
whereby there is fiow communication for hot water from
said engine cooling system between said conduit and
sleeve.

the single inlet opening into said sleeve comprising a pipe
length making, with said sleeve, a T connection, the fuel

feed line running through the top arm of the T and the
connection with the conduit including a flexible line en-
gaging said pipe line,

there being a lesser diameter flow conduit within, connected
to and extending outwardly from said sleeve pipe length
into said flexible line aiding in flowing heat exchanging
medium from said conduit into said sleeve and therefrom.

4,424,790

METHOD OF IMPROVING THE EFnCIENCY OF A
SUPERCHARGED DIESEL ENGINE

Rcml Ciirtil, Montwult, France, aaiignor to Societe d'Etudca dc
MachbiM Thenniquet, S.E.M.T., Salnt-Denia, France

CbntinuaUon of Ser. No. 113,968, Jan. 21, 1980, abuidoncd. ThU
application May 11, 1982, Ser. No. 377,142

Gaims priority, application France, Feb. 5, 1979, 79 02877
Int. G.1 F02M 25/06

U.S. G. 123—559 6 Claims

*'* *fi

1. A method for improving the efliciency of a four-stroke-

cycle supercharged diesel engine of constant preuure type,
having a timing diagram which is constant in the engine cycle,

including an overlap stage between the lift of at least one intake
valve and at least one exhaust valve, the method comprising

closing tbe intake valve, in accordance with the Miller cycle,
at a crankshaft rotation angle between 40* before bottom
dead center and 10* after bottom dead center in order to
automatically modulate the trapping efficiency of the
engine cylinders,

at the end of said overiap stage partially closing the exhaust
valve,

maintaining a partial lift of said exhaust valve during a major
part of the intake stage, and

closing said exhaust valve beyond the instant of said intake
valve closing, in order during gradual increase in engine
load, to automatically and gradually reduce, from surting
to nominal power, the effective compression ratio and the
temperatures at the end of compression by concomitantly
reducing the amount of gas or fresh air present in the
exhaust conduit and consisting of burned gases or air

reintroduced into the cylinder near bottom dead center,
according to the natural variation of the relationship be-
tween the supercharging air pressure and the counter-
pressure at the cylinder exhaust.

4,424,791

PASSIVE BOWSTRING RELEASE MECHANISM
Paul Muehleiscn, 3 Elkshead Ter., Yardvillc, NJ. 08620

Filed Jua. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385.989
Int. a.J F41B 5/00

U.S. G. 124-35 A g Qalms

'^'Ni

1. A passive bowstring release mechanism comprising:
(a) a housing means defining gripping aperture means ex-

tending therethrough to faciliute holding of the bow-
string release mechanism by a user, said housing means
defining a longitudinal side cavity along a lateral edge
thereof, said housing means further defining a vertical slot

means extending vertically through said housing means
and through said longitudinal side cavity;

(b) a securement arm means pivoully secured with respect
to said housing means within said longitudinal side cavity
to be movable between a retaining position, for holding a
bowstring extending through said vertical slot means, and
a releasing position, allowing release of a bowstring from
said vertical slot means, said securement arm means in-

cluding a handle section movable between the position

within said longitudinal side cavity, when said securement
arm means is in the retaining position, and a position

outside of uid longitudinal side cavity, when said secure-
ment arm means is in the releasing position, said secure-
ment arm means further including a holding section in-

cluding a concave surface being pivotally movable into

and out of uid vertical slot means to selectively engage
and selectively hold a bowstring extending vertically

therethrough responsive to pivotal movement of said
securement arm means; and

(c) a pivot means pivotally attaching said securement arm
means with respect to said housing means and said longi-

tudinal side cavity, the axis of said pivot means being
parallel to and laterally aligned with respect to the axis of
said vertical slot means to minimize that force exerted
upon said securement arm means urging same to move
toward the releasing position.
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4,424,792

INDUCED DRAFT SYSTEM FOR RESIDENTIAL
HEATERS

Ronald J. Shimek, 8996 W. 154th St., Prior Lake, Minn. 55372,

and Daniel C. Shimek, 2090 Fairmount Ave., St. Paul, Minn.
55105

Filed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 362,529

Int. a.J F24C 1/14; F24J 11/00

U.S. a. 126—80 13 Claims

said eductor tube having an inlet end that is disposed

outside of the air tube,

means for supplying fuel gas to the inlet end of the eductor
tube, said means including a pressure regulator and a

removable and replaceable orifice plate interposed be-

tween said pressure regulator and said educator tube and
located outside of said air tube, said orifice plate defining

a metering orifice for controlling the rate of How of fuel

gas into the eductor tube, the cross-sectional area of the

metering orifice being small as compared to the cross-sec-

tional area of the open discharge end of the eductor tube,

whereby the velocity of the fuel gas as it is discharged
from the educior tube is greatly reduced as compared to

the velocity of the fuel gas as it is discharged from the

metering orifice into the eductor tube, the fuel gas so

supplied being discharged from the open discharge end of
the eductor tube within the venturi,

a turbo compressor-type blower for supplying air under
greater than atmospheric pressure to the entry end of the

air tube, a portion of the air supplied to the air tube by said

blower flowing through the venturi and constituting pri-

mary combustion air, and the remaining portion flowing
outside the venturi and constituting secondary air, the

1. An induced draft system for connection to a heater that is

adapted to heat an interior space, comprising:

an insulated exhaust pipe for connection to said heater in said

interior space,

an induced draft system housing mounted outside said space

to be heated,

said insulated exhaust pipe being adapted to connect through
a wall to connect said heater to said induced draft system
housing,

an intake pipe mounted in said housing for conducting out-

side cool fresh air into a central portion of said insulated

exhaust pipe,

an induced draft fan mounted in said induced draft system
housing,

said induced draft fan having an exhaust duct connected
thereto for conducting hot gas from said heater to the

outside of said housing,

said induced draft fan having an intake duct connected
thereto and connected to said insulated exhaust pipe, and

an electric drive motor connected to said induced draft fan

for pulling hot gas from said heater into said insulated

exhaust pipe and for pulling cool outside fresh air from
said intake pipe and for mixing said hot gas in said cool
fresh air in said insulated exhaust pipe before exhausting
said mixed hot gas and cool fresh air from said exhaust

duct.

4,424,793

POWER GAS BURNER
Myron T. Cooperrider, North Royalton, Ohio, assignor to R. W.

Beckett Corporation, Elyria, Ohio
Continuation of Ser. No. 159,948, Jun. 16, 1980, abandoned.

This application Jan. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 455,476

Int. a.' F24H 3/02
MS. a. 126—110 B 1 Claim

1. A power fuel gas burner comprising:

an air tube having an inlet end and a discharge end,

a venturi disposed within and coaxial with the air tube, the

venturi having an entry portion of lesser diameter than the

internal diameter of the air tube, the entry portion of the
venturi tapering to a throat of reduced diameter as com-
pared to the entry portion thereof, and a discharge end
disposed near the discharge end of the air tube,

an eductor tube for supplying fuel gas to the burner, said

eductor tube having an open discharge end concentric
with the venturi and disposed in the throat of the venturi,

velocity of flow of air within the venturi being increased

in the throat of the venturi and adjacent the open end of

the educator tube whereby the pressure of the air adjacent

said end of the eductor tube is reduced as compared to the

pressure of air supplied to the air tube, the fuel gas sup-

plied to the eductor tube being discharged through the

open end thereof into this zone of reduced pressure and

being mixed with the primary air supplied to the venturi,

the mixture of fuel gas and primary air being discharged

from the discharge end of the venturi,

means immediately adjacent the discharge end of the venturi

for igniting the mixture of primary air and fuel gas dis-

charged from the venturi, and

means including a flame retention head for mixing the mix-

ture of primary air and fuel gas discharged from the ven-

turi with said secondary air downstream from the dis-

charge end of the venturi, said flame retention head hav-

ing a frusto-conical shape and a central opening that is

coaxial with the discharge end of the venturi, said opening

being disposed upstream of the circumferential portion

thereof that is secured to said air tube, said discharge end

of said venturi being secured to the edge of said opening in

the flame retention head.
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4,424,794 4,424.795
nREPLACE ADAPTER HEATER BOX FOR USK AS AN IMPROVED PORTABLF

Charles Page, Randolph, Vt., assignor to Vermont Cutings, Inc., SOLDERING FURNACE UNIT
Randolph, Vt. jg^ a. Plessner. 7842 Clearneld Ave.. Panorsma City. Calif.

Filed Apr. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 253.399 91402

., c r^ ,« .« *"*• ^'•' ^^^ ^^^ "'*«* "«« '*• >W'. J*" ^0 265.413
U.S. a. 126-123 6 Gaims int. CI." F24C im

U.S. CI. 126-237 6a.,„,

1. A universal fireplace flue adapter assembly for sealably

connecting the flue outlet of a heating device to the fireplace

chimney flue through a fireplace throat having an existing

damper assembly including a damper frame with an openmg.
the plane of the opening making a given angle with the hori-

zontal up to a maximum angle, and a movable damper element
normally adaptable to open or close the opening to the chim
ney flue, movable to a position out of the way of the opening,
comprising

an adapter plate having an opening smaller than the damper
frame opening,

means for sealably securing said adapter plate parallel to and
in juxtaposition with the damper frame so that the adapter

plate opening is encompassed by and substantially copla-

nar with the damper frame opening,

a curved duct extending through the adapter opening, said

curved duct having a lower inlet end below the adapter

plate and an upper outlet end extending upwards behind
the adapter plate, the angle between the direction of the

inlet and outlet ends corresponding to the maximum an-

gle,

said curved duct further including a curved transition sec-

tion between said inlet and outlet ends with a geometry
such that the outer surface of said curved duct which
intersects said adapter plate opening is substantially con-

gruent to the inner periphery of the opening for any angle

made by said existing damper frame, said curved transition

section being a hollow section formed, by front and back
walls and a pair of sidewalls, at least the front wail being

curved for allowing angular movement such that when
the duct is tilted on the line where the back wall meets the

back edge of the opening, the cross section of the curved

duct intersected by the plane of the adapter opening con-

tinuously matches that of the adapter opening, and
means for securing said curved duct in said adapter plate so

that the lower inlet end is substantially vertical regardless

of the damper frame angle.
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1 A healer box for u\c in combinaiion with .1 healing unil in

an improved piiriable soldering furnace which irn-ludes

a a casing having a base and a hoinl uhich comts the base, ihe
base having a Prsl compartmeni, which is lunji and iiarnm.
and a second comparlment. which is also lung, bul which is

subsianlially wider than ihe first comparina-ni wherein a

soldering iron having a shafl, a handle and a soldering head
may be disposed in the first comparimcnl, and

b. a healing unit which is disposed in the second compartment
and which heats the v^ldermg head of the v>ldering iron,

said heater box comprising

a. a heating chamber having a back wall, a bottom wall and
a pair of side walls and being open at both its front and its

lop, said healing chamber having means for being me-
chanically coupled to Ihe heating unit and being disposed
in the second compartment of the base, and

b insulating means for insulating the healing unit from said

heating chamber being disposed in the second compari-
mcnl of the base

4,424,796

WIND-POWERED HEAT-GENERATING APPARATUS
James W. Fish, 11700 SW. 29th St.. Yukon, Okla. 73099

Filed Jun. II, 1981, Ser. No. 272,769

Int. CI.' F24C V/00

U.S. CI. 126-247 6 Oaims
1. A heat-generating apparatus comprising

a friction chamber having an outer surface immersible in a

heat transfer fluid and having a c>liMdricall> shaped inner

surface;

a drive shaft rotalably supported in the friction chamber, and
coaxially disposed with respect to the inner surface of the

friction chamber;

power means for driving rotation of the drive shafl abt>ul its

longitudinal axis;

an operating plate supptirtcd by the drive shafl at a selected

longitudinal IcKalion thereon, and rotatable with the drive

shaft;

a first shoe member mechanically engaged with the operat-

ing plate and having a friction-generating surface;

first shoe placement means, supported by the operating

plate, for urging the first shoe member away from the

operating plate to a selectable distance therefrom, the first

shoe member, when stationary, not being subject to a

restoring force urging the first shoe member to an equilib-

rium locaMon, Ihe first shoe placement means comprising:

a first shoe support plate pivoially supported by the oper-
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ating plate at a first pivot point, the first shoe support

plate supporting the first shoe member and having a first

cam-engaging surface spaced from the first pivot point;

a first control shaft supported on the operating plate and
extending substantially parallel to the drive shaft, the

first control shaft rotatable about its longitudinal axis in

a first rotational direction and in an opposite second

rotational direction; and

a first control cam supported on the first control shaft and

engagable with the first cam-engaging surface, the first

irt^-^^ri

cam-engaging surface of the first shoe support plate,

and the first shoe member disposed on the first shoe
support plate, urgable away from the operating plate in

response to rotation of the first control shaft in the

second rotational direction; and
first centrifugal control means, operatively engaged with the

first shoe placement means, for controlling location of the

first shoe member such that the friction-generating surface

of the first shoe member is urged toward the inner surface

of the friction chamber in response to increasing drive
shaft rotational speed.

4,424,797

HEATING DEVICE
Eugene Perkins, Rte. One, Dawsonville, Ga. 30534

Filed Oct 13, 1981, Ser. No. 311,074

Int. a.J F24C 9/00
VS. a. 126—247 1 Qaim

1. Apparatus for heating a liquid comprising:

(a) a housing having an internal chamber bounded by a

cylindrical wall and end walls,

(b) a second chamber bounded by a cylindrical wall and end
walls and being co-axial with the first chamber and com-
municating with the first chamber for free movement of
liquid between them,

(c) a rotatably mounted shaft extending axially through the
two chambers,

(d) a rotor mounted on the shaft within the first chamber and
having a cylindrical surface spaced inwardly of the cylin-

drical surface of the chamber having a space between the

cylindrical walls to be filled by a liquid,

(e) a pump mounted on the shaft in the second chamber,
(0 a fluid inlet port opening into the rotor chamber, and a

fluid outlet port opening from the pump chamber,

(g) a liquid filling the rotor chamber and the pump chamber,
and

(h) means for rotating the shaft, the rotor and the pump.

4,424,798

SELF-HEATABLE CONTAINER
Hans-Dieter Volk, 1600 S. Bayshore U., Miami, Fla. 33133

FUed May 28, 1982, Ser. No. 383,122
Int. a.J A47G 23/04

U.S. a. 126-262 10 Qaims

h -
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1. A self-heatable container comprising:

(a) a container member having a bottom provided with a

downwardly extending heat-transfer projection, said pro-

jection having a downwardly opening recess;

(b) a cup-shaped member having an upwardly extending
wall connected to the bottom of said container member,
said cup-shaped member having a base provided with an
upwardly extending projection, said cup-shaped member
further having holes to allow entry and exit of air; and

(c) a fuel pellet positioned in said recess and held therein by
the upwardly extending projection of said cup-shaped
member.

4,424,799

AUTOMATIC ADJUSTABLE AIR BAFFLE
Tommy W. Patterson, P.O. Box 65, HayefviUe, Ohio 44838

Filed Jan. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 225,023

Int a.3 F23L 3/00
U.S. a. 126—289 11 Oaims

1. An automatic baffle for a fire container, comprising:

a flue vent in the fire container,

said container having an opening,
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a door covering said opening and normally being in a closed
position,

the automatic baffle, said baffle located in said Hue vent of
said coTftainer,

a baffle rod, said baffle rod attached to said baffle,

a connecting rod means with one end bearing against said

door and the remaining end attached to said baffle rod for

maintaining said baffle in a sufficient opened position to

maintain combustion in said fire container,

said baffle rod attached to said baffle off center so that the
weight of said off center portion through said connecting
rod bears against said door and causes said baffle to route
about said baffle rod upon opening of said door and in-

creases the amount of air intake into said flue.

"/' M ,»0«10

1. A thermal control system for a thermal storage wall
wherein said thermal wall is capable of storing thermal energy
from insolation of solar radiation, said system comprising a

single regulating means spaced a predetermined disunce from
said thermal wall for controlling a charging of said wall and for

regulating the release of thermal energy from said wall, said

regulating means being selectively adjustably operable in a

range from a fully opened to a fully closed position, said regu-
lating means being substantially transparent to said incoming
solar radiation such that when said regulating means is in any
position said wall receives substantially all of said solar radia-

tion, and wherein said regulating means is substantially opaque
to said thermal energy.

sensor that contacts solar beam flux m the cylinder is desig-

nated as 0, and the ratio of the position where the periphery of
said beam flux intersects said first or second beam sensor to the

4,424,800

THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR A
PASSIVE SOLAR STORAGE WALL

Joseph K. E. Ortega, Westminister, Colo., assignor to The
United SUtcs of America as represented by the United
SUtcs Department of Energy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jul. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 282,286

Int. a.J F24J 3/02
VS. a. 126—419 14 Qaims

4,424,801

SOLAR DIRECTION SENSOR
Kei Mori, 3-16-3-501, Kaminoge, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 269,396

Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 10, 1980, 55-78261;

Oct. 16, 1980, 55-144926

Int. a.3 F24J 3/02
U.S. a. 126—425 6 Qaims

1. A solar direction sensor comprising: a cylinder; an opaque
flange mounted on the top end portion of said cylinder and
having a diameter smaller than the inner diameter of said

cylinder; means for detecting the position of the sun, said

means including; a first beam sensor disposed on the top face of
said flange and having an output signal Lq; at least two pairs of
beam sensors including a second sensor having an output signal

L| and third beam sensor having an output signal L2, said

second and third beam sensors disposed at symmetrical posi-

tions on the lower end portion of said cylinder, the diameter of

the inner end of each of the beam sensors being equal to the

inner diameter of said flange; the side of the second or third

« i

SI(-»

entire length of the sensor is designated as a; and said means
detects the position of the sun by obtaining the value of a from
the following equation

Lo- ILi

6. A solar direction sensor comprising: a circular cylinder,

an opaque flange having a beam sensor disposed on the top

face thereof, said flange mounted on the top end portion of said

cylinder and having a diameter smaller than the inner diameter

of said cylinder and at least two pairs of beam sensors disposed

at symmetric positions on the lower end portion of said cylin-

der, the diameter of the inner end of each of the beam sensors

being equal to the inner diameter of said flange; the upper half

of said cylinder being transparent and the lower half of said

cylinder being opaque; and at least two pairs of beam sensors

are disposed at symmetric positions on the inner wall of the

upper portion of said cylinder.

4,424,802

PNEUMATIC DRIVE FOR SOLAR CONCENTRATORS
Gordon R. Winders, Oak Ridge, Tenn., assignor to Sun Trac

Industries, Inc., Oak Ridge, Tenn.

Filed Oct. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 309,812

Int. Q.' F24J 3/02
VS. Q. 126—425 12 Claims

1. A drive system for positioning a solar concentrator com-
prising:

gearing means mounted to a solar concentrator for moving said

solar concentrator to track the sun;

drive means responsive to pulses of compressed air connected

to and for driving said gearing means;

a source of compressed air;

pneumatic valving responsive to electrical drive signals for
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selectively providing pulses of compressed air to said drive
means;

first and second conduits, said first conduit connected between
said source of compressed air and said pneumatic valving
means to provide compressed air to said pneumatic valving,

said second conduit connected between said pneumatic
valving means and said drive means to carry said pulses of
compressed air from said valving means to said drive means;

master control circuitry responsive to an input control system
for providing said electrical drive signals to said pneumatic
valving;

sensing means for monitoring the position of the sun, and for

providing said input control signals to said master control

circuitry such that said solar concentrator is selectively

moved to track the movement of the sun.

I
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10. A method of positioning a solar concentrator comprising
the steps of:

mounting a solar concentrator to gearing means for moving
said solar concentrator to track the movement of the sun;

driving said gearing means in response to pulses of compressed
air;

selectively opening and closing pneumatic valving for provid-
ing pulses of compressed air to said drive means in response
to electrical drive signals;

providing electrical drive signals to said pneumatic valving in

response to electrical control signals, and
providing electrical control signals representative of the move-
ment of the sun across the sky.

4,424,803

SOLAR COLLECTOR
Fred D. Bogardus, 2149 Post Rd., Southport, Conn. 06490

FUed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,286

Int. a.3 F24J 3/02
U.S. a 126-429

, iQaim

1. A solar heating for heating air comprising
a solar collector having a bottom wall and circumscribing
end walls connected to said bottom wall to define a hous-
ing having an opened exposed side adapted to be directed
toward the sun,

means for thermally insulating the walls of said housing
about the exterior surface thereof,

a cover means connected to said housing to define a closure

for said exposed side, said cover means being pervious to
the sun's rays and spaced from the bottom wall of said

housing to define therebetween an air heating plenum,
said cover means including a pair of spaced apart light

pervious sheet material, and a plurality of traversely

spaced apart webs interconnected in space relationship

between said pair of light pervious sheets, said webs being
formed of the same material as said light pervious sheets,

a plurality of spaced apart vanes extending transversely
between opposed end walls of said housing in said air

heating plenum,

said vanes being formed of thin, flat thermal conducting
material whereby each vane is twisted between its ends
whereby the respective ends of said vanes are off-set

approximately 90° relative to each other so as to optimize
the exposed surface area of said vanes to the direct rays of
the sun as the sun transverses an arc relative thereto,

means for securing the ends of the respective vanes to the
adjacent end wall of said housing,

and said vanes having their respective longitudinal edges
spaced from said bottom wall and lowermost light pervi-

ous sheet of said cover means,
and a blackened heat absorbing coating disposed on both

sides of said vanes and the interior surfaces of said hous-
ing,

means defining an inlet into said plenum, and means defining
an outlet for said plenum,

and means for imparting a flow of air through said plenum
from said inlet to said outlet whereby the air flowing
therethrough passes in direct heat transfer relationship to
said vanes extending thereacross.

4,424,804

PASSIVE SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING MEANS
Kenneth S. Lee, 2046 Mershon, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48104

Filed Jun. 30, 1980, Ser. No. 164,602

Int. a.3 F24J 3/02
U.S. a. 126—430 18 aaims

263

1. A passive solar thermal storage device comprising a ther-

mal storage column, a concavity formed in the thermal storage

column, glazing covering the concavity to form a chamber,
substantially rigid insulating means positioned within the

chamber and rotatable at least partially into the concavity in

the thermal storage column to open and expose the concavity
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to insolation, said insulating means substantially covered on at

least one side with a heat and light reflective surface, and
means to rotatably actuate the reflective insulation means, said

concavity in the thermal storage column exposable to both
unreflected and reflected insolation with said insulating means
fully opened.

7. A passive solar thermal storage device comprising a ther-

mal storage column, substantially rigid insulating means at

least partially covering the thermal storage column in the

closed position, said insulating means rotatable relative to the

thermal storage column, a heat and light reflective surface

substantially covering at least one side of said insulating means,
and at least one concavity formed in the thermal storage col-

umn, said reflective insulating means being rotatable at least

partially into the concavity in the thermal storage column to

open and expose the concavity to insolation and said concavity
in the thermal storage column exposable to both unreflected

and reflected insolation with said insulation means Vully

opened.

4,424,805

SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM AND METHOD OF USE
Michael P. Neary, Rte. 7, Box 124N, Santa Fe, N. Mex. 87501

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 894,826, Apr. 10, 1978,

abandoned, and Ser. No. 911,056, May 30, 1978, abandoned.

This application Apr. 3, 1980, Ser. No. 136,496

Int. a.' F24J 3/02
U.S. a. 126—452 22 Claims
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16. In a method of storing and retrieving solar energy in the

form of heat, the step of treating in a nonaqueous system a

liquid photo-isomer of high energy content in the presence of

a catalyst capable of causing substantial complete conversion

of said photo-isomer without the addition of external heat, to a

liquid isomer of lower energy content with the release of

substantial heat of deisomerization, and removing the con-

verted isomer through a separating device, in which method
the catalyst is selected from Cobalt (II) porphyrine, elemental

iodine and the trigonal prismatic complex, [(CF3)2C2S]3 Mo.

4,424,806

AUTOMATED VENTILATION, CPR, AND
CIRCULATORY ASSISTANCE APPARATUS

Bill H. Newman, Bothell, and Clifton A. Alferness, Woodinville,

both of Wash., assignors to Physio-Control Corporation, Red-

mond, Wash.

Filed Mar. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 243,196

Int. a.^ A61M 16/00

U.S. CI. 128—28 42 Oaims
1. An apparatus for assisting and reproducing the pulmonary

and cardiac functions of a patient, said apparatus comprising:

an airway apparatus constructed so as to be placed during

use in proximity to the patient's airway to provide fluid

communication with the patient's lungs;

a vest constructed so as to be secured during use about the

portion of the patient's body in the region of the thorax,

said vest including an inflatable bladder that overlies the

patient's chest;

an abdominal restraint constructed so as to be secured dur-

ing use about the portion of the patient's body immedi-

ately below the thorax, said abdominal restraint including

an inflatable bladder that overlies the patient's abdomen;
and,

control means that is m fluid communication with said air-

way apparatus, said vest bladder, and said abdominal

restraint bladder, said control means being operable to

alternately inflate and deflate, in substantial synchronism,

said vest bladder, said abdominal restraint bladder, and the

patient's lungs through said airway apparatus

4,424.807

PENILE IMPLANT
Alvin S. Evans, Sr., 234 Shubert Ave., Runnemede, N.J. 08078

Filed Oct. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 313,114

Int. CI.5 A61F 5/00

U.S. a. 128—79 5 Oaims
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1. A method of simulating a natural erection in a penis hav-

ing coprora cavernvosa bounded by an envelope of fibrous

tissue expandable to a predetermined maximum size, where-

upon said envelope encompasses a first predetermined volume

when said penis is flaccid, said corpora cavernvosa being

expandable wherein said envelope encompasses a second pre-

determined volume when said penis is hard and erect, with the

limit of said expanision of said corpora cavernosa being said

second predetermined volume and being established by the

maximum expansion of said fibrous tissue, each of said corpus

cavernvosum having a passageway formed therein, said

method comprising the steps of

(1) implanting in the passageway of each corpus cavern-

vosum a hollow, enclosed bladder, each bladder having an

access port in communication with the interior thereof

and formed of a membrane of thin, flexible matenal,

(2) connecting said access ports to a source of fluid,

(3) directing fluid through said access ports from said fluid

source to said bladders to inflate said bladders from said

flaccid state to a third predetermined volume, said third

predetermined volume being less than the maximum volu-

metric capacity of said bladders so as not cause the respec-

tive bladder membranes to undergo tension, while being

sufficiently great to cause said corpora cavernosa to ex-

pand so that said fibrous tissue encompasses said second

predetermined volume to cause said fibrous tissue to be-

come tense and said penis to become erect and hard.
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4,424,808

WIDE BANDAGE FABRIC
EwaM Sckifer, WoUirtciii, ud Harald Jung, Kreimbach, both of

Fed. Rep. of Gcmaay, tMignora to Karl Otto Braun KG,
WolftteiJi, Fed. Rep. of Gcrraaay

CoBtiiinatioB of Ser. No. 845,655, Oct. 26, 1977, abandoned.

This application Apr. 30, 1980, Ser. No. 144,982

Gains priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 10,

1976, 2656043; Jul. 5, 1977, 2730277; Aug. 18, 1977, 2737268;

Aug. 30, 1977, 2738933

Int a.3 A61L 15/00

VJS. a. 128—156 7 Qaims
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1. In wide bandage fabric consisting essentially of warp
threads and weft threads extending in directions transversely

to each other, the improvement comprising that said fabric is

highly longitudinally elastic at least in the direction of one of

said threads and easily tearable at least in the direction of the

other of said threads and that at least one of metal oxides and
metal salts (18) are incorporated into the fabric which is highly

longitudinally elastic in one of the warp and the weft direction

and easily tearable in the other direction with said weft threads

(17) consisting of at least one of cotton, staple fiber, cotton/sta-

ple fiber and polyurethane. and rubber and with said warp
threads (14, 14o, 15, 15fl, 16) consisting of at least one of cotton

and staple fiber.

4,424,809 I

KNEE BANDAGE
Robert A. Yovankin, Medford, N.J., assignor to KCP Bandage,

Inc., Pennsauken, NJ.
Filed Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 364,044

Int. a.5 A61F 13/00
U.S. a. 128—165 9 Qaims

1. A knee bandage comprising an enclosure of stretch fabric

having stitching defining a plurality of parallel elongated pock-
ets, a pad of foam polymeric plastic material in each pocket,
the pads adapted to be on opposite sides of a knee having a

zone of reduced cross-sectional area at a location intermediate
their ends, at least one of said pads which is adapted to be
adjacent a rear surface of the knee having a zone of reduced
cross-sectional area, said zones being co-extensive, a plurality

of straps along one side edge of the bandage for mating with
straps along the opposite side edge.

4,424,810

PLASTIC LIGATING CLIPS
Stephen J. Jewusiak, Denville, NJ., assignor to Ethicon, Inc.,

Somerville, N.J.

Filed Mar. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 244,436

Int. a.5 A61B 17/12
U.S. a. 128—326 10 Qaims

u'?o

1. A sterile, hemostatic clip for application using a clip

applying instrument, said instrument including means for grip-

ping and manipulating said clip, said clip comprising:

first and second leg members joined at their proximal ends
by resilient hinge means and terminating at their distal

ends in latch means, each leg member having an outer
surface and a vessel clamping inner face in opposition to

the vessel clamping inner face of the other leg member;
said first leg member terminating at the distal end thereof in

latch means comprising a defiectable hook member ex-

tending from the inner face of said leg member, said hook
member having an inner face spaced from and substan-

tially parallel to the inner face of said leg member, said leg

member including a substantially semi-cylindrical indenta-

tion extending across the width of the leg member on the

outer surface thereof and spaced from the proximal end
thereof;

whereby said first leg member is allowed to move with
respect to said instrument means for gripping and manipu-
lating said clip as the clip is being closed;

said second leg member terminating at the distal end thereof

in latch means comprising a surface adapted to defiect said

hook member and enter said space between the inner face

of said hook member and the inner face of said first leg

member, said second leg member including a substantially

semi-cylindrical indentation extending across the width of
the leg member on the outer surface thereof and spaced
from the distal and proximal encjs thereof, whereby said

second leg member is allowed to move with respect to

said instrument means for gripping and manipulating said

clip as the clip is being closed; said indentation on said

second leg member being spaced from the distal end of

said leg member by a distance corresponding to the length

of the inner face of the hook member;
the indentations of said first and second leg members being

spaced equidistantly from said hinge means;

whereby said clip may be applied using a clip applying

instrument which instrument grips the clip using the in-

dentations in said leg members and applies the clip to the

vessel to be closed by pivoting said first and second leg

member about said hinge means to close said clip causing

the distal end of said second leg member to deflect and

engage the hook member of the first leg member to lock

the clip in a closed position.
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4,424311
PINCHING DEVICE FOR SURGICAL PURPOSES

Gcrrit S. Groot, No. 13, Nobeldreef, 2871 LA ScboonhoTen,
Netherlands

Continuation of Ser. No. 147,187, May 6, 1980, abandoned. This
appUcation Feb. 4, 1982. Ser. No. 345,664

Clainu priority, appUcation Netherlands, May 7, 1979,
7903570

Int a.3 A61B 17/12
UJS. a. 128—346 9 Claims

fetching and executing instructions from said stored pro-

gram means, said stored program means containing means
defining instructions for causing said processing means to

generate a pulse command output in response to an inter-

rupt request,

7m

pulse timing means for producmg an interrupt request at

predetermined intervals, and
pulse generator means responsive to said pulse command

output for applying a corresponding stimulation pulie to

said electrode.

1. A surgical clamp comprising, in combination:
a pair of elongate supporting parts disposed in spaced oppo-

sition and a pair ofjaw elements disposed in parallel oppo-
sition, each jaw element merging with one end of a corre-

sponding supporting part; and
means for freely guiding said jaw elements for manual move-
ment toward and away from each other and for friction-

ally holding the jaw members clamped upon an anatomi-
cal member such as a blood vessel with and in response to

a pressure which has been manually esublished while
allowing subsequent manual release of such frictional

holding without first closing the jaw elements further, said

means comprising a circular pin anchored to and upstand-
ing from one of said supporting parts and passing through
the other supporting part, an elongated, circular sleeve
carried by said other supporting part and through which
said pin passes with a minor amount of clearance, said

sleeve having mutually inwardly facing inner surfaces,

one adjacent each of its opposite ends, which frictionally

engage and hold onto said pin due to slight relative tilting

between said sleeve and pin caused by the pressure ex-

erted by said jaw elements on the anatomical member, and
a second upstanding pin anchored on one of said support-
ing parts and passing through an opening in the other part

for preventing relative roution of the parts about the axis

of the pin first mentioned while permitting said slight

relative tilting, said supporting parts having portions on
that side of said first pin remote from said jaw elements
which are spaced apart from each other sufficient in that

region adjacent said sleeve and even when the jaw ele-

ments are engaged together to permit insertion of a finger

therebetween to allow said sleeve to be forcibly slid along
said first pin despite said frictional engagement and
thereby allow the frictional holding between said first pin

and said sleeve to be released without first closing the jaw
elements further.

4,424,812

IMPLANTABLE EXTERNALLY PROGRAMMABLE
MICROPROCESSOR-CONTROLLED TISSUE

STIMULATOR
Alan F. Lesnick, Miami, Fla., assignor to Cordis Corporation,

Miami, Fla.

FUed Oct. 9, 1980, Ser. No. 195,665

Int a? A61N 1/36

MS. a. 128—419 PG 24 Claims
1. An implantable tissue stimulator, comprising
at least one stimulation electrode

a digital data processor including stored program means
containing program instructions and processing means
with command outputs and an interrupt request input for

4,424,813

MULTI-MODE ULTRASOUND SCANNER
James F. Havlice, Los Altos; Albert S. Waxmaa; Henry L.

Schwartz, both of Los Gates, and David E. Stepacr, Cuper-
tino, all of Calif., aasignors to Diaaonics, Inc., Milpitaa, Calif.

Filed Aug. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 292,948

Int a.3 GOIN 29/04
U.S. a. 128—660 5 Claims

1. An ultrasound medical scanning apparatus comprising:

a hand-holdable housing;

a pair of ultrasound transducers having faces together

shaped to generally form a circle, said transducers

mounted for independent pivotal movement within said

housing about a common axis;

a motor;

coupling means for coupling one of said transducen to said

motor for pivoting said transducer in oscillating motion
about said axis comprising:

a flywheel driven by said motor;

an eccentrically mounted pin extending from said flywheel;

a pivotally mounted rocker member to which said one trans-

ducer is affixed, said member including a curved slot; said

pin cooperatively engaging said slot so as to convert the

rotational movement of said flywheel into said oscillatory

movement;

first position detection means coupled to said one transducer

for providing signals representative of the position of said

one transducer, said first detection means being disposed

within said housing;

manual positioning means for manually pivoting the other of

said transducers about said axis;

second position detection means coupled to said other trans-

ducer for providing signals represenutive of the position

of said other transducer, said second detection means
being disposed within said housing;

a fluid chamber within said housing enclosing said transduc-

ers; and,

a membrane for contacting a body defining a part of said
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chamber such that ultrasound from said transducers passes
through said membrane into the body,

-^
I

whereby a multi-mode, hand-holdable ultrasound apparatus
is realized.

4,424314
PERFUSION RATIO DETECTOR

Jeffrey Secaada, 44 Harold St, Sharon, Mass. 02067
RIed Mar. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 249,071

Int. a.' A61B 70/00
VS. a. 12»-«63 ,0 Qaims

contact with the patient's skin about a pressure point of
the body,

means coupled from said detecting means for providing a
pulse signal the duration of which is representative of flow
period,

rate converter means coupled from said detection means
responsive to the flow period signal and including means
for providing a cyclic signal of frequency greater than the
rate of the flow period pulse signal,

gate means for receiving said flow period and cyclic signals
to provide a gated pulse train representative of perfusion
ratio,

means for counting said gated pulse train,

and means coupled from said means for counting for display-
ing, substantially instantaneously upon occurrence of said
flow period signal, a visual indication of perfusion ratio so
as to immediately inform the observer as to the efficacy of
perfusion flow.

4 424 815
STETHOSCOPE-TYPE RECORDING SYSTEM WITH

STRETCHED-IN-TIME PLAYBACK
Dayid H. Kuntz, 11810 Bel Ter., Los Angeles, Calif. 90049

Filed Oct. 14, 1980, Ser. No. 196,469
Int. a.3 A61B 5/00

U.S. a. 128-715 18 Qaims
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1. Apparatus for reproducing sounds stretched-in-time com-

prising:

sound transducer means for picking up audible sounds and
generating corresponding electrical signals;

means for processing said electrical signals to develop a
selected sequence of sample signals;

means for recording the selected sample signals in a storage
medium at a first rate;

means for reproducing the same sample signals from the
storage medium at a second rate which is slower than the
first rate;

means for regenerating an audible signal from the repro-
duced signals, which audible signal conuins the frequency
characteristics of the original audible sounds, including
onginal pitch, but stretched-in-time; and

selectively actuable control means coupled to control the
recording means and the reproducing means to operate at

different rates.

I .am at 'i^a* if : -^r*wf.

I. A perfusion ratio detector comprising;
means for detecting blood flow through the body including

non-invasive ultrasonic detection means adapted for

4,424,816

NEUROLOGICAL MONITORING DEVICE TEST
aRCUITRY

Alfred S. Callahan, Mobile, Ala.; James S. Rhodes; Timothy L.
Johnson, both of Wellesley, Mass., and John G. Durden,
Lawrenceville, Ga., assignors to Neurologies, Inc., Nashville,
Tenn.

Filed Apr. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 258,587

Int. a.M61B 5/M
U.S. a. 128-731 8 Claims

1. Apparatus comprising a device for monitoring brain wave
signals detected by at least one electrode adapted to be placed
on a patient's head, said brain wave signals having known
frequency and amplitude ranges, and circuitry for use with said
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device for detecting impedance properties of at least one cur-
rent path on said patient's head, said circuitry comprising:
means for applying a time varying signal having an ampli-

tude and frequency substantially greater than said known
amplitude and frequency ranges to said at least one elec-

trode, a first portion of said time varying signal flowing
into said at least one current path on said patient's head,
and a second portion of said time varying signal being
injected into said device;

amplifier means for amplifying said second portion of said

time varying signal to produce a first voltage proportional
to the amplitude of said second portion of said time vary-
ing signal;

means for providing a second voltage of predetermined
amplitude;

differential amplifier means receiving at a first input said first

voltage, and at a second input said second voltage, for

producing an output voltage proportional to the differ-

ence of said first and second voltages, and
indicator means responsive to the voltage level of said out-

put voltage for providing an indication of the impedance
properties of said at least one current path,

whereby the impedance properties of said at least one cur-
rent path can be monitored concurrently with the use of
said device for monitoring brain wave signals.

4,424,817

SYRINGE WITH MEANS FOR AUTOMATICALLY
SEALING A BLOOD SAMPLE WITHIN THE SYRINGE
Charles D. Williams, Rolling Hills Estate, Calif., assignor to

Marquest Medical Products, Inc., Englewood, Colo.

Filed Jul. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 279,441

Int. a.3 A61B 5/14
U.S. a. 128—766 13 Qaims

adjacent to said means for providing a seal so that, regard-

less of the position of the syringe device when obuining a

blood sample, virtually no gas will be present adjacent to

said radial passageway for movement back into the col-

lected blood sample;

a hollow elongated plunger rod having a plunger passage-
way, said rod connected to said sliding assembly, said

hollow plunger rod and said sliding assembly being mov-
able to define an interior chamber in said bore for collect-

ing the blood sample, said plunger rod being in fiuid com-
munication with said radial passageway whereby fiuid

communication is provided between said interior chamber
and the ambient atmosphere through said longitudinal

passageway, said radial passageway, and said plunger
passageway; and

means associated with one of said passageways for allowing
the passage of air and restricting the passage of blood
along said passageways.

4,424,818

ELECTRICAL LEAD AND INSERTION TOOL
John Doring, Spring Lake Park, and Rodney Amundson, Lind-

strom, both of Minn., assignors to Medtronic, Inc., Minneapo-
lis, Minn.

Filed Feb. 18, 1982. Ser. No. 349,726

Int. a.' AOIN y/00
U.S. CI. 178—784 14 Qaims
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1. A syringe device for obtaining a blood sample comprising
in combination:

a tubular body having an interior surface defining a bore,

said tubular body having an opening at a rearward end
thereof and an end wall at a forward end thereof, said end
wall having connection means for connecting a needle to

the tubular body;

a sliding assembly slideably received within said opening in

slideable engagement with the interior surface of said

tubular body with means for providing a seal between said

sliding assembly and said tubular body, said sliding assem-
bly having at least one longitudinal passageway and at

least one radial passageway, said longitudinal passageway
in fluid communication with said radial passageway, said

radial passageway extending radially inward to a prese-

lected position, said radial passageway being contiguously

1. An insertion tool for use with a body implantable lead of

the type comprising:

an elongated lead body having a proximal end and a distal

end. further comprised of an elongated insulativc sheath

and an elongated electrical conductor, having a proximal

end and a distal end, fixedly mounted within said elon-

gated insulative sheath;

means attached to said conductor near the distal end of said

lead body for fixing said body implantable lead to body
tissue; and

Hexible base means attached to said lead body near the distal

end of said lead body which, in a relaxed state, is disposed

over said fixation means from at least one direction and
which, upon application of a small amount of force, may
be bent back exposi said fixation means from said at least

one direction;

said insertion tool comprising an inserter body having:

first engageable means for releasably engaging said flexible

base means; and

second engageable means for releasably engaging said lead

body at an angle relative to said flexible base means when
said flexible base means is engaged by said first ^gageable
means for bending back said flexible base means and ex-

posing said fixation means from said at least one direction.
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4.424^19

CIGARETTE FILTER
Donald A. SilbersteiiL, LeMans, France, and Andrew McMur-

trie, LouisriUe, Ky^ assignors to Brown A Williamson To-

bacco Corporation, LouisTille, Ky.

Filed Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 364,113

Int. a.3 A24D 3/04
VJS. a. 131—336

1. A filter for a cigarette comprising:

a porous filter rod of generally cylindrical configuration;

an air impermeable wrapper extending longitudinally along

said filter rod from one end thereof to the other end and

circumscribing said rod leaving fiow-through opposed ends

of said filter rod;

said wrapper being formed with at least one groove embedded
into said filter rod, said at least one groove being open at one
end of said filter rod and extending therefrom in a generally

longitudinal direction of said filter rod for a distance less

than the length of said filter rod, and the open end of said at

least one groove being recessed a predetermined distance

inwardly of the end of said filter rod;

means defining at least one cavity formed in the end of said

filter rod, said at least one cavity being open to the end of
said filter rod and being in air flow communication with said

recessed open end of said at least one groove, and said cavity

extending from said recessed open end of said at least one
groove in a generally radial direction of said filter rod; and,

tipping material extending longitudinally of and circumscrib-

ing said wrapped filter rod, said tipping material being air

permeable permitting ventilating air flow therethrough into

said at least one groove.

4,424,820

HAIR STRAIGHTENING COMPOSITIONS
CONTAINING FATTY ACID LACTYLATES AND
GLYCOLATES AND THEIR METHOD OF USE

David W. Cannell, Los Angeles, and Geoffrey R. Hawkins,
Granada Hills, both of Calif., assignors to Redken Laborato-
ries, Inc., Canoga Park, Calif.

Contfanation-in-part of Ser. No. 118,231, Feb. 4, 1980, Pat. No.
4,301,820. This appUcation Feb. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 230,754

The portion of the term of this patent sabaeqnent to Nov. 24,

1998, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.J A45D 7/04: A61K 7/09
VS. a. 132—7 49 Claims

1. In an aqueous composition for the straightening of hair

which contains a hair reactant for straightening hair, selected

from the group consisting of at least one reducing agent for

hair and sodium hydroxide, wherein the improvement com-
prises having in the composition for straightening hair at least

one humectant compound selected from the group consisting

of fatty acid lactylates and fatty acid glycolates of the formula:

_[' 1RCO—kOCHCO —OH

11 Claims
wherein RCO is an acyl radical of a fatty acid having from
about 6 to about 22 carbon atoms, A is CH3 or H, and x has a
value of from about 1 to about 4, and ammonium, alkali meul
and amine salts thereof; the total amount of humectant com-
pound included in said composition being sufficient to impart
to hair, straightened using the composition, a higher degree of
straightening as compared to hair straightened using the com-
position for straightening hair in the absence of said humectant
compound.

4,424,821

PERMANENT WAVE ROLLER
Joseph Biindgen, Wilhelmshober Allee 273, 35 Kassel, Fed. Rep.

of Germany
Filed Feb. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 235,762

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 21,
1980, 3006459

Int a.^ A45D 2/00
U.S. a. 132-40 13 Claims

1. A permanent wave roller having a rotationally symmetri-

cal winder rod or winder tube and a hair clamp, the winder rod

or winter tube, respectively, consisting of three segments that

are contiguous to each other in the direction of the rotational

axis, of these three segments the middle one being of the small-

est diameter, whereas in each case the outside diameter of the

two outer segments increases gradually from its end adjacent

to the middle segment towards the adjoining winder end,

characterized in that the two outer segments (5,6) are of differ-

ent lengths and that in each case the increase in the outside

diameter of the two outer segments (5,6) per unit length in-

creases gradually from the side adjacent to the middle segment

(4) to the adjoining winder end such that the maximum outside

diameter of the two outside segments (5,6) is at the most ap-

proximately 8 mm greater than the outside diameter of the

middle segment (4).

4,424,822

ROLLER CLIP STRUCTURE
Harold A. Wilbom, II, 8442 Mt Vernon Ct^ Wichita, Kans.

67207

FUed Oct 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,438

Int a.} A45D 8/00
VS. a. 132—46 A 5 Claims

5. A roller clip structure adapted to hold a cylindrical roller

member against a person's hair; comprising:

(a) an actuator head member;
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(b) a main body assembly having first and second leg mem-
bers connected to said actuator head member;

(c) said first and second leg members each having a main

body section integral with an arcuate connector section;

(d) a stabilizer assembly connected to said first and second

leg members;

(e) said stabilizer assembly having first and second foot

members extending in opposite directions in a common
plane, each having a support portion adapted to compress

a portion of a person's hair against the person's scalp;

(0 said main body sections extended in spaced, parallel

/

container to the tire spray cleaning nozzle to prevent the clean-

ing fiuid supply line from being purged of cleaning fluid.

1. A system for spray cleaning tires of vehicles traveling

along automatic car wash lines comprising: a reservoir for

cleaning fluid, a cleaning fluid discharge container in fiuid

communication with the reservoir, a tire spray cleaning nozzle

for spraying cleaning fluid onto vehicle tires, a cleaning fiuid

supply line through which cleaning fluid can flow from the

cleaning fluid discharge container to the spray cleaning nozzle,

a source of pressure, pressure control means activated when
vehicle tires are in position to be sprayed which connects the

cleaning fluid discharge container with the source of pressure

to cause cleaning fluid to flow from the cleaning fiuid dis-

charge container through the cleaning fiuid supply line to the

tire spray cleaning nozzle, and a floating valve means respon-

sive to the flow of fluid from the cleaning fluid discharge

- 4,424,824

GARDEN AND MARKET UMBRELLA
Klaus Becher, Dieringhausen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Becher Textil- und Stahlbau GmbH, Dieringhausen, Fed. Rep.

of Germany
Filed Jul. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 400,145

Int. a.' A45B 19/04

U.S. a. 135—20 M 6 Oaims

planes; and whereby said actuator head member is opera-

ble to spread apari said first and second leg members for

clamping the roller member between said arcuate connec-

tor sections;

(g) said first and second foot members each having an arcu-

ate connector portion connected between respective ones

of said first and second leg members and said support

portions; and

(h) said suppori portions extended in the common plane

which is generally perpendicular to the spaced, parallel

planes of said main body sections for support and stability

purposes.

4,424,823

TIRE SPRAY CLEANING SYSTEM
Harry Gougoulas, 24167 Ecorse, Taylor, Mich. 48180

Filed Jon. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 393,017

Int. a.J B08B 3/02

U.S. a. 134—45 7 Oaims
1. An umbrella compnsing a support tube having an upper-

most end portion, an umbrella shaft being telescopically dis-

posed in and reciprocally movable relative to said uppermost

end portion, a plurality of cover ribs pivotally connected to

said umbrella shaft, a sleeve in external telescopic sliding rela-

tionship to said support tube, a plurality of struts pivotally

connected between said sleeve and associated ones of said

cover ribs, control means for effecting interdependent relative

movement of said umbrella shaft, support tube and slider dur-

ing relative opening and closing of said umbrella through

movement of said cover ribs and struts, said control meant

including means for imparting simultaneous movement to said

umbrella shaft outwardly of said support tube and downward
movement of said sleeve away from support tube uppermost

end portion to move said umbrella from an open to a closed

position, said control means being further operative for impart-

ing simultaneous movement to said umbrella shaft inwardly of

said support tube and upward movement of said sleeve

towards said support tube uppermost end portion to move said

umbrella from a closed to an open position, fiexible means for

connecting said sleeve to said umbrella shaft, said movement

imparting means including a threaded spindle threaded to a

threaded nut, said threaded spindle being disposed at least in

part within said umbrella shaft, said threaded nut being fixed to

said umbrella shaft, pulley means carried by said support tube

upper end portion for guiding thereover said flexible means,

said flexible means being an elongated flexible member having

opposite ends, means for connecting one of said flexible mem-

ber ends to said sleeve, means for connecting another of said

flexible member end to said umbrella shaft, and said flexible

member being the sole flexible member of said control means.

1038 O G —27
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4,424,825

FAST CLOSING VALVE
Clark L. Hanson, LiTermore, Califs assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the United States

Department of Energy, Washington, D.C.
Filed Not. 10, 1980, Ser. No. 205,397

Int. a.3 F16K 5/20, 31/04
MS. a. 137—1 9 Oaims

-^

therewith, said housing means operative for supporting a fly-

weight yoke assembly for rotation therewith in a plane normal
to the axis of rotation of said shaft, said yoke assembly includ-
ing a yoke member having a central opening for receiving said
shaft therethrough, said opening adapted at one end for retain-
ing with said shaft a weight member and adapted at its other
end for retaining with said housing means said valve member,
said yoke operative for predetermined movement in said plane

8. A method for rapidly closing a conduit, comprising the
steps of:

activating an electrical mechanism for rapidly rotating a ball

valve member from a first position wherein a bore therein
is aligned with the conduit to a position wherein the bore
is out of alignment with the conduit;

maintaining a seal member between the conduit and valve
member and flexibly sealed to said conduit, but with the
seal member spaced from the valve member dunng rota-
tion of the valve member away from said first position;

activating stored energy means operatively connected to
said seal member and to said electrical mechanism for
shifting said seal member against said valve member only
after said valve member has routed so its bore is substan-
tially out of alignment with said conduit;

said step of rapidly routing a valve member including elec-
trically discharging a capacitor through at least one coil to
route an arm fixed to the valve member and lying adja-
cent to said coil; and

said step of shifting said seal member including releasing a
catch to allow said stored energy means to rapidly move
the seal member.

4,424,826

FLYWEIGHT GOVERNOR
Uao Knnsik, Royal Oak, Mich., assignor to Chrysler Corpora-

tion, Highland Park, Mich.

Filed Feb. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 3495*2
Int CL' G05D 13/42

U.S. a. 137-54 I 9 Claims
1. A fluid pressure governor device for supplying a fluid

pressure proportional to speed comprising a routable shaft, an
axial passage formed in said shaft, a source of fluid pressure for
said axial passage; an inlet passage in said shaft connecting said
source to said axial passage, an outlet passage connecting said
axial passage to exhaust having seat means for a relief valve
member therein such that said valve member is movable be-
tween an outer open and an inner closed seated position for
controlling flow from said axial passage to exhaust, said valve
member biased by fluid pressure in said axial passage towards
ite outer open position, the improvement comprising housing
means supported concentrically on said shaft for roution

such that its center of mass remains subsuntially coincident
with the shaft axis of roUtion, said housing means including
yoke assembly engaging means causing said yoke assembly to
rotate in unison with said housing means, said weight member
operative dunng increasing routional speed of said shaft to
move radially outwardly under centrifugal force to gradually
urge said valve member radially inwardly towards its seated
position to prevent flow of the fluid from said axial passage to
exhaust.

4,424,827
DEVICE FOR DETACHABLY COUPLING THE ORIHCE

OF A BRANCHLINE TO A LINE CARRYING A
PRESSURE MEDIUM

Bruno Kiigi, Meilen; Georg Hinnann, Ziirich, and Rolf Lugjn-
biihl, Kiisnacht, all of Switzerland, assignors to Bachofen AG,
Uster, Switzerland

Division of Ser. No. 68,614, Aug. 22, 1979, Pat. No. 4,296,774.
This appUcation Sep. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 298,721

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Aug. 25, 1978,
9003/78; Apr. 17, 1979, 3595/79; Jul. 20, 1979, 6788/79

Int. a.5 F16L 29/00: F16K 31/08
U.S. a. 137—320 3 Claims

! < T K

1. A device for detachably coupling an orifice of a branch-
line to a conduit carrying a pressure medium and having a

plurality of discharge valves disposed spaced apart from each
other along said conduit, said coupling device being movably
mounted at said conduit so as to be movable over the length of
the conduit and having said orifice and having means for open-
ing said discharge valves thereon, said discharge valves being

mounted in said conduit and having magnetically actuated

opening means, said coupling device being provided with a

coupling element guided on said conduit and having coupling
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means for automatically sealing in the coupling position with

the discharge valve at the pressure side for an automatic align-

ment with the orifice, and said opening means includes actuat-

ing means which magnetically cooperate with said opening

means of said branchline without physically contacting the

same and which are operatively connected with said coupling

means, said actuating means further including a pivot lever

which supporis a closing member, and said actuating means
also comprising a pressure key for actuating said pivot lever to

relieve pressure between the coupling device and the conduit

via the closing member to enable the coupling device to move
along the conduit.

.-fy--
1 J

'

1. In a vehicle for use in the servicing of aircraft, comprising:

a chassis,

a body comprising a tank having a top spaced less than 2

meters above the ground,

a cage comprising a working platform and disposed on the

rear of said body and adapted to assume a position of rest

in which the top of said cage is substantially Hush with the

top of said body, said cage being adapted to be raised from

said position of rest,

a hydraulic cylinder-piston unit carried by said chassis and

operable to raise said cage from said position of rest, and

a conduit, which communicates with the interior of said tank

and has an upper and which is adapted to be raised and is

disposed within reach of the hands of a person sUnding on

said platform,

the improvement residing in that

said cylinder-piston unit is vertical and disposed in front of

said cage and comprises a telescopic piston, which is

connected at its top end portion to said cage and is

adapted to be upwardly extended, and

a spring is provided, which is connected at one end to the

top end portion of said piston and at another end to said

body near the forward end thereof and is arranged to

counteract the eccentric load applied to said cylinder-pis-

ton unit by said cage when said piston is extended.

4,424,829

VEHICLE FLUID POWER SYSTEM RESERVOIR
Donald L. Millington, Farmington Hills, and Gerald A. Nyquist,

Troy, both of Mich., assignors to General .Motors Corpora-
tion, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,456

Int. a.' EOIB 11/00
U.S. a. 137—590 4 Qaims

4,424,828

VEHICLE FOR SERVICING AIRCRAFT
Hans Zellinger, Rosenau 16, A-4271 St. Oswald/FreisUdt, and
Friu Zellinger, Gschwand 279, A-4810 Gmunden, both of

Austria

Filed Dec. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 331,157

Claims priority, application Austria, Dec. 24, 1980, 6311/80

Int. a.5 F17D 1/00

U.S. a. 137—342 17 Qaims

1 A small volume, low turbulence reservoir for a hydraulic

power system comprising, a vessel having a first wall defining

an inlet opening therein on an axis, a wall opposite said first

wall generally perpendicular to said axis extended and sub-

jected to high velocity fluid flow from said inlet, an outlet in

said vessel body, a first baffle extending between said vessel

walls and separating said inlet and said outlet, said first baffle

having a main web generally centered on a plane through said

axis and terminating with turned lateral fianges each located

substantially away from said outlet, and a second baffle at>ove

said inlet having a main web disposed generally parallel the

web of the first baffie terminating with turned lateral flanges

outside the first baffle flanges generally parallel with and over-

lapping same to define therewith fiuid flow redirection chan-

nels, whereby high velocity fluid entering from said inlet flows

in directions laterally of the inlet axis and through said flow

redirection channels enabling lower velocity mixing with the

body of fiuid contained in said vessel in regions spaced from

said outlet.

4,424,830

GAS VALVE
Preston R. Arnsperger, and John J. I^ve, both of St. Louis

County, Mo., assignors to Emerson Electric Co., St. Louis,

Mo.
Filed Dec. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 331,144

Int. a.' F23N 5/00

U.S. O. 137—613 4 Oaims

r

1. In a gas valve,

a pressure regulator;

two solenoid operated valves;

V..UJ \ - -^ I, I
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a valve body comprising a casting selectively cored and
machined to effect a desired gas outlet direction;

said casting having a pressure regulator chamber;
said casting having first and second core chambers spaced
from each other and from said pressure regulator cham-
ber;

each of said fint and second cored chambers having a bot-

tom wall and a cored gas passageway extending down-
wardly from said bottom wall;

one of said first and second cored chambers being selectively

cored to provide a cored recess spaced from said cored
gas passageway and extending downwardly from said

bottom wall thereof;

said casting having a first gas passageway selectively ma-
chined for connecting said pressure regulator chamber to

the other of said first and second cored chambers not

provided with said cored recess;

said casting having a second gas passageway selectively

machined for connecting said cored gas passageway ex-

tending downwardly from said bottom wall of said other
of said first and second cored chambers to said cored
recess of said one of said first and second cored chambers;

said casting having a third gas passageway selectively ma-
chined for connecting said cored gas passageway extend-
ing downwardly from said bottom wall of said one of said

first and second cored chambers to a gas outlet means; and
said solenoid operated valves being adapted to control flow

of gas out of said first and second cored chambers.

4,424,831

VALVE CONSTRUCTION HAVING ENHANCED DUTY
CYCLE

William P. Nagent, So. Silem, N.Y., assignor to Pneumadyne,
loc^ Croton Falls, N.Y.

nied Jul. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 281,032

Int. aJ F16K 1J/I4
UjS. a. 137—627.5 1 Claim

1. A three way valve member comprising a valve body
having an axially extending guide bore including an enlarged
diameter portion, a supply port adjacent a lower end of said

body, an exhaust port adjacent the upper end of said body, and
a load^wrt intermediate said body, each said port being in

communication with said bore, said exhaust port communicat-
ing with said enlarged diameter portion of said bore, a plunger
member mounted in said bore and shiftable toward and away
from said supply port, said plunger member including a periph-
eral portion spaced from said bore, spring means urging said
plunger member away from said supply port, said plunger
member including an axially extending discharge bore having
a downwardly directed open mouth at the lower end thereof
and a vent aperture adjacent the upper end thereof above said
exhaust port, a plurality of mutually spaced, radially extending
fin members on said plunger member having distal portions in

sliding engagement with said guide bore, an annular seal mem-
ber interposed between said guide bore and the periphery of
said plunger member at a heightwise location above said fin

members and defining a slidable seal between said plunger
member periphery and guide bore at a position below said vent
aperture, a guide head member on said plunger member at a

position above said annual seal member, said guide head mem-
ber being guided for movement axially of said bore by sliding

engagement with said enlarged diameter portion of said bore,
the undersurface of said head member and enlarged diameter
portions of said bore defining a chamber communicating with
said vent aperture and said exhaust port, a resilient valve seal

disposed in said supply port, said seal including a seal surface
having portions yieldably urged into blocking position of said
supply port, and actuator means for shifting said plunger mem-
ber between first, second and third progressively lower opera-
tive positions within said guide bore, said plunger member, in

said first position, defining a flow path between said intermedi-
ate and exhaust ports downwardly through the spaces between
said fin members, upwardly through said discharge bore, and
outwardly through said vent aperture, said plunger member in

said second position having said mouth portion in sealing
engagement with surfaces of said valve seal whereby all flow
between said ports is blocked, said plunger member in said

third operative position unseating said valve seal from said

supply port while maintaining said mouth in sealing engage-
ment with said seal surface, thereby to communicate said sup-
ply and intermediate ports via a flow path extending through
the spaces between said fin members and the space between
said guide bore and the periphery of said plunger member, the
force require to move said plunger member from said second
to said first position being supplied, at least in part, by the
pressure of air emerging from said intermediate port, entering
said chamber, and bearing against said undersurface of said

head member.

4,424^2
PINCH VALVE

Kazutoshi Koda, c/o Danrei Co. Ltd., Osakasaogyo Bldg. 10-2,

Shinmachi 1-chome, Nishi-ku, Japan
Filed May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 267,278

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 18, 1980, 55<43340
Int. aj F16L n/oo

U.S. a. 137—844 13 Claims

^ 5

1. A pinch valve comprising:

a hollow, compressible tubular member;
annular rib formed on the inner walls of said tubular mem-

ber, said annular rib lying in a plane oblique to a plane

passing through the radial cross-section of said tubular

member; and,

choking means for selectively compressing said tubular

member at a portion thereof where said annular rib is

formed on said inner walls of said tubular member,
whereby said tubular member is sufficiently compressed,

portions of said tubular member immediately upstream

and downstream of said annular rib engage opposed re-

spective portions of said annular rib to prevent fluid flow
through said tubular member.

13. The pinch valve of claim 1 including tensioning means
for urging said choking means into a position for fully choking
flow through said tube at less than a predetermihed pressure

whereby fluid is permitted to flow through said tube when
pressure therein exceeds said predetermined pressure.
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4,424,833

SELF SEALING GASKET ASSEMBLY
Kenneth A. Spector, Fnuninghan, Mass.; Wilfred Samson,

Santa Clara, Calif., and Richard M. DcMcllo. Falmouth,

Man., assignors to C. R. Bard, Inc., Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed Oct. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 307,888

Int. a.J A61M 5/00. 25/00

U.S. a. 137—849 8 Oaims

consisting of polyester type elastomers, polyurethane type

elastomers and polyamide type elastomers.

1. A self-sealing gasket assembly to permit a tube to be

inserted into or withdrawn from a housing while maintaining

the interior of the housing under seal comprising:

a one-piece disc-shaped gasket having an outer sealing por-

tion, an inner sealing portion and a peripheral sidewall

poriion connecting the inner and outer sealing portions,

the inner, outer and sidewall portions being constructed

and arranged so that the inner and outer sealing portions

are spaced from each other;

an aperture formed in the outer sealing member;

means defining at least one slit in the inner sealing portion of

the member;

the inner portion of the gasket having a shoulder formed

about its periphery whereby the more central region of

the inner sealing member defines an inwardly-extending

central plug portion, said slit being formed within the plug

portion;

a housing to receive the sealing member, the housing includ-

ing an inner bore and an outer bore, the outer bore being

larger than the inner bore and defining a shoulder at the

juncture of the inner bore and the outer bore, the shoulder

in the housing being constructed and arranged to receive

the shoulder formed about the periphery of the inner

sealing portion of the gasket and to peripherally constrain

said plug portion thereby to provide support for said plug

portion and the periphery of the gasket; and

means for securing the periphery of the gasket against the

shoulder of the housing.

4,424,834

ELASTIC SHAPED ARTICLE
Takehiko Sumi, Yamato; Masao Harada, Sagamihara, and Yo-

shikazu Iwaya, Yamato, all of Japan, assignors to Kyoraku

Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan

Filed Sep. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 421,336

Int. a.' D03D 21/00. 35/00; B32B 27/40 27/06

U.S. a. 138—121 16 Claims

Vv/v/>/v v/\/\

i^>AA>^> y y y y y y

1. An elastic shaped article of a laminated construction of a(

least two layers, comprising (a) a layer of soft polyvinyl chlo-

ride incorporating 30 to 220 parts by weight of a plasticizer per

100 parts by weight of polyvinyl chloride having an average

polymerization degree of 800 to I2,(X)0 and (b) a layer of al

least one thermoplastic elastomer selected from the group

4.424,835

WEAVING ERROR CORRECTION DEVICE FOR
SHUTTLELESS WEAVING MACHINE

Harry Wagenmakers, Deume, Netherlands, assignor to Rati-Tt

Strake B.V., Netherlands

Filed Oct. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 315,132

Qaims priority, application Netherlands, Oct. 28, 1981,

8005904

Int. a.' D03D 51/0%
U.S. a. 139—1 E 3 Gaims

1. A shuttleless weaving machine having a shedding mecha-

nism, a weft conveyor for launching a weft thread through a

weaving shed provided by the shedding mechanism, a plural

weft preparation device for delivering weft threads according

to a repeating pattern to the weft conveyor, and a disconnect-

able coupling between the plural weft preparation device and

the shedding mechanism, wherein the improvement comprises

an angular position comparator which includes a part coupled

to the shedding mechanism and a part coupled to the plural

weft preparation device, said parts assuming a marked angular

position relative to each other during normal operation while

rotating through l/(an) revolution per weaving cycle (a~-

number of wefts after which the wcfl pattern is repeated, and

n- number of marked angular positions), means for detecting

such marked relative angular position ol the two parts, said

means operating, while such position is not detected, to discon-

nect said coupling, and an auxiliary motor connected to the

plural weft preparation device, for driving said device and the

part of the comparator coupled thereto to bring said part to a

marked angular position relative to saiJ other part

4,424.836

WARP TENSION REGULATING AND WARP FEED
APPARATUS IN CIRCULAR LOOM

SoichI Torii, Kyoto, Japan, assignor to Torii Winding Machine

Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 202,447. Jul. 2, 1980. This application

Feb. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 469,575

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 29, 1978, 53-148530

Int. CI.' D03D J 7/or>

U..S. C1. 139—13 K 5 Claims

I. A warp tension regulating and warp feed apparaluk for a

circular liNim comprising an annular guide member for guiding

at least one shuttle, a shuttle propelling mechanism for propel-

ling the shuttle in a certain direction along said guide member,

a warp guide annular member disposed above said annular
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guide member and coaxially therewith, said warp guide annu-
lar member having a plurality of warp guide slits, a plurality of
shed forming mechanisms arranged annularly outside said
warp guide annular member, operating means for operating
said shed forming mechanisms prior to arrival of said shuttle to
form successive sheds, a take-up mechanism for taking up a
formed weave fabric along the axis of the annular shuttle guide
member and at least one source for feeding warps to the shed
forming mechanisms compnsmg; means for absorbing varia-
tions of tensions created on said warps caused mainly by the
shedding motion, a continuously rotating warp feed roller

^ -

4 424 837
MOUNTING DEVICE FOR PARTICXLATE MATTER

LOADER
Thomas R. Farrell, Hercules, Calif., assignor to Chevron Re-

search Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Oct. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 309,484
Int. a.^ B65B J/04

i:S. a. 141-284 9 aaims

1. A device for mounting a catalyst oriented packing loader
for loading a particulate medium into a vessel through a central
axial accessway in the vessel, the loader comprising a carriage
on which is fixedly supported a particulate medium distributor
and a funnel that is connected to the source of the medium for
feeding the medium onto the distributor, said device compris-
ing a rigid collar that:

(a) includes means for fixedly securing the collar in a prede-
termined location above the accessway;

(b) has a substantially planar bottom surface that provides a
level mating surface with a planar portion of the vessel
that surrounds and defines the accessway; and

(c) has a top surface that provides a seat for the loader
carnage and has loader positioning means that cooperates
with the loader carriage to positively fix the position of

the carriage relative to the collar and to center the distrib-
utor in the accessway at a predetermined axial position.

4,424 838
ARRANGEMENT FOR PROTECHON OF METAL

SURFACES AGAINST CORROSION
Fritz Noack, Ganghoferstr. 12, D.8942 Ottobeurcn, Fed. Rep. of
Germany D-8942

Filed Mar. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 236,497
aaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Feb 23

1980. 3006908
'

Int. a.5 B65B 3/04
U.S. a. 141-325 „ ciai„„

I

disposed at a position between said warp tension variation
absorbing means and said warp supply source, drive means
including an electnc motor for continuously rotating said warp
feed roller at a penpheral speed higher than the warp con-
sumption speed of said circular loom, whereby the rate of feed
of said warp is controlled by the tension in said warp, provided
by said tension absorbing means for controlling the tension
upstream of said tension absorbing means, and means for guid-
ing said warps taken out from said warp supply source to said
warp feed roller, said warp feed roller being provided with a
cylindncal friction-surface formed on a cylindrical peripheral
surface thereof for guiding said warps.

1. An arrangement for producing and regenerating a protec-
tive fluid film on corrodible metal plate surfaces of automo-
biles, at least one main tube and a plurality of branch tubes
connected to the main tube to form a manifold, a supply fitting
mounted to the mam tube to permit supply of anticorrosive
fluid to the manifold, the plurality of branch tubes distributed
over the metal plate surfaces and fixed thereon, each one of
said plurality of branch tubes having a plurality of longitudi-
nally spaced small outlet openings for passing anticorrosive
fluid out of the manifold, further comprising a layer of an
absorbent material covering the metal plate surfaces, and
wherein the outlet openings of each one of the plurality of
branch tubes open into said layer.

4,424,839

INLET FOR A FUEL TANK
Junji Otani, Omiya, and Noriyasu Matsuhashi, Sakado, both of

Japan, assignors to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha,
Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 228,929, Jan. 21, 1981, abandoned. This
application Mar. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 478,834

Gaims priority, application Japan, Jan. 22, 1980, 55-5455;
Jan. 25, 1980, 55-7062

Int. a.3 B67C 3/SO
L.S. CI. 141-348 ^a»ms

1 A fuel inlet for a fuel tank, said fuel tank comprising a
saddle form tank having an middle upwardly concave bottom
portion, said inlet compnsing:

a tubular member extending through an upper wall of said
tank centrally thereof and rigidly supported thereby; and

a baffle plate located within said tubular member and extend-
ing transversely thereof, the baffle plate having an open-
ing sized to accept a fuel nozzle of a determined diameter
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and reject a fuel nozzle of a diameter larger than said

determined diameter, and having a plurality of apertures

located laterally of and symmetrically surrounding said

opening permitting viewing of the tank interior, said aper-

tures being insufficient in cross-sectional area to accom-
modate the passage therethrough of a conventional fuel

nozzle.

4,424,840

ROLLER FEED DEVICE WITH BEARING CARTRIDGE
Ronald D. Pousette, Vancouver, and John L. Sanders, North

Vancouver, both of Canada, assignors to Brunette Machine
Works Ltd., New Westminster, Canada

Filed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 348,993

Int. a.' B27L 1/00; B27B 31/00

U.S. a. 144—246 F 2 Claims

1. A roller feed device comprising:

an elongated arm having an inner mounting end, an outer

roll-carrying end and a long axis between said ends,

means mounted on said arm adjacent its outer end defining a

first opening,

a drive train including a drive shaft mounted on said arm,

adjacent said inner end, for powered rotation about the

arm's long axis,

means mounted on said arm defining a second opening inter-

mediate said outer end and said drive shaft,

a bearing cartridge comprising a casing having an outer end
portion releasably secured to said means defining said first

opening, an inner end portion disposed within said second

opening in clearance fit therewith, a cartridge shaft, and
bearing means rotatably mounting said cartridge shaft on
said casing,

coupling means secured to said cartridge shaft, drivingly

coupling the same with said drive shaft, and

a feed roll mounted on said cartridge shaft for rotation there-

with,

said openings being sized for accommodating axial passage

of said casing's inner end portion and said coupling means
therethrough.

4,424,841

MODULAR STACKING BAG
J. Rudy Smith, 243 Harvard Ave., Collingiwood, N.J. 08108

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 432,087

Int. a.' A45C 1/00

U.S. a. 150—33 3 Gaims
1. A modular stacking bag comprising:

a substantially rectangularly shaped container member hav-

ing an open top;

a cover for said container member, said cover member being

pivotally connected to the back of said member and being

adapted to cover said open top;

a plurality of snap elements carried by each of the opposed

end walls of said container member;
first and second type complementary spring clip members,

said first type clip member being secured to one end wall

and said second type clip member being connected to the

other end wall, each of said clip members extending up-

>i-

wardly so as to be accessible from the upper part of said

container member;

a strap, said strap having another first type spring clip mem-
ber at one end thereof and another second type spring clip

member at the other end thereof whereby the clip mem-
bers on said strap may be releasably coupled to the respec-

tive complementary clip members on said container mem-
ber to function as a carrying strap for said bag

4,424,842

VEHICLE WHEEL HAVING SAITTY TREAD
Francois P. Trebaol, 6113 Piedmont Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

90042

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 268,862, Jun. 1, 1981,

abandoned. This application Jul. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,211

Int. G.' B60C 17/00

U.S. G. 152-158 8 Gaims

1. A vehicle wheel adapted to receive a pneumatic lire, the

wheel comprising:

a first circular wheel half having an inside part of a nm
adapted to receive a pneumatic lire,

a second circular wheel half having an outside part of the

rim;

an annular Ircad having a larger diameter than the rim and a

central axis, the Ircad being divided circumferenlially into

two parts interfacing with each other on a bias so they can

be brought together and separated by relative movement

having a component transverse to the central axis, one

part of the tread being secured to the first wheel half and

the other part of the ircad being secured lo the second

wheel half; and

means for releasably securing the wheel halves together.
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ovn Tvi A*-^^i^ir -roir A r»
^^*^^ "'*'" ^'"^""^ *"'* ^^^ centerline of its second branch at the

I-- r I i: / n^^*-!!. I u ^ w • ^ J""cture thereof being no greater than about 30 degrees, the
Jean F. L. Fontaine, Burden, Luxembourg, and Maurice Graas, main ornnvi^ first Ur<,.,r.u^ - j j u u _.

SehorlcTill*. Il*l«un,. *„ia«o« »o Til r.«~i.«., t;„ * T'"
g^o"^"/'"' branches and second branches providing

SchockTille, Belgium, assignors to The Goodyear Tire A
Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio

Fded Mar. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 358,943

Int. aJ B60C 11/00

the majority of grooves in the tread.

U.S. a. 152—209 R 19 Oaims

1. A pneumatic radial passenger tire having a tread portion
provided with a pair of tread edges spaced apart axially of the
tire, the tread portion being provided with a plurality of main
grooves associated with each tread edge, each of the main
grooves following substantially identical paths, each of said

main grooves having an axially outer end which opens out-
wardly of the associated tread edge and an axially inner end
which terminates at a distance from said associated tread edge
of at least forty percent (40%) of the tread width, the mam
grooves at their associated tread edges being spaced apart in a
direction circumferentially of the tire a distance between
twenty percent (20%) and fony percent (40%) of the tread
width, the main grooves associated with any one tread edge
extending from the axially outer end thereof in a generally
curvilinear path axially inwardly and circumferentially of the
tire with the main grooves associated wth any one tread edge
extending in the same direction circumferentially of the tire,

the center of curvature of each main groove being disposed on
the side thereof facing in the direction of the respective associ-
ated tread edge, each main groove having a first branch and a
second branch extending therefrom in a generally opposite
circumferential direction from that which said main grooves
extend, each first branch extending from its main groove
towards and terminating in communication with the next cir-

cumferentially adjacent groove, the juncture of said first

branch and its main groove being spaced from the associated
tread edge a distance of between zero percent (0%) and ten
percent (10%) of the tread width TW, the juncture of each first

branch and the next circumferentially adjacent main groove
being spaced from the associated tread edge a distance of
between fifteen percent (15%) and thirty percent (30%) of the
tread width, each second branch extending from its main
groove past the next circumferential adjacent main groove
towards at least and in close proximity with the second next
circumferential main groove but not past the second next
circumferentially adjacent main groove, the juncture of each
second branch and its respective main groove being spaced
from the associated tread edge a distance of between ten per-
cent (10%) and thirty percent (30%) of the tread width, the
axially inner end of each said second branch being spaced from
its associated tread edge a distance of at least forty percent
(40%) of the tread width, the included angle formed between
the centerline of each main groove and the centerline of its first

branch at the juncture thereof being no greater than about 30
degrees, the included angle formed between the centerline of

4,424,844

TIRE TREAD
Jean F. L. Fontaine, Biirden, Luxembourg, assignor to The
Goodyear Tire A Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio

Filed Mar. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 358,944
Int. OJ B60C 11/00

U.S. a. 152-209 R 9 Qaims

TIP^

1 A tire comprising a ground-engaging tread portion having
a pair of axially opposed tread edges characterized by said

ground-engaging tread portion having a set of circumferen-
tially adjacent grooves extending from each of said respective
tread edges across the axial width of said tread a distance of at

least twenty-five percent (25%) of the tread width, each of said

grooves having a pair of ends at said tread edge and a pair of
circumferentially spaced branches, said branches extending
from each of said ends, respectively, meeting at a common
point, each of said grooves generally following an elliptical

path having one axis which is generally perpendicular to the

mid-circumferential centerplane of the tire and a second axis

which is substantially parallel to said mid-circumferential cen-

terplane of said tire, said second axis being spaced from the

tread edge from which said grooves start a disunce not greater

than one-eighth (i) of the width of said tread portion, said

circumferentially adjacent grooves are disposed about said tire

so that the center line of each branch is substantially tangent to

the center line of the branch of the next circumferentially

adjacent groove in the area of said tread portion closely adja-

cent said tread edge.

4,424,845

PNEUMATIC TIRE TREAD
Andre E. J. Baus, Bettembourg; Jean F. L. Fontaine, Biirden,

both of Luxembourg, and Maurice Graas, Schockville, Bel-

gium, assignors to The Goodyear Tire A Rubber Company,
Akron, Ohio

Filed Mar. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 358,945

Int. a.5 B60C 11/00
VS. a. 152—209 R 9 Qaims

1. A pneumatic radial passenger tire having a ground-engag-
ing tread portion having a pair of axially opposed tread edges,

said tread portion comprising a pair of substantially sinuous
parallel central grooves being disposed in the central portion of
the tire such that one of said grooves is disposed on each side
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of the mid-circumferential centerplane of said tire, each of said

grooves having a plurality of axially inner peaks which alter-

nate with axially outer peaks with respect to the mid-circum-

ferential centerplane of said lire, said pair of central grooves
are spaced an axial distance apart so as to provide a centrally

located rib which extends about the circumference of said tire,

said rib having a cross-sectional width in the range of 5% to

15% of the width of said tread, each of said central grooves
having an amphtude in the range of 5% to 1 5% of the width of

said tread portion and a longitudinal repeating frequency in the

range of 40% to 60% of the width of said tread, disposed

axially outward of each of said grooves is an intermediate

said transverse and circumferential ribs being such that,

when viewed in the circumferential direction of said tire,

several depressions are disposed next to one another, and

a plurality of depressions are disposed one after the other;

said peripheral surface of said tire being divided into at

least two segments; within a given segment, the circumfer-

ential dimension of said depressions is constant, and the

circumferential dimension of said transverse ribs is con-

stant, while the circumferential dimension of said depres-

generally sinuous groove which extends about the circumfer-

ence of said tire, each of said intermediate grooves having a

plurality of axially inner peaks which alternate with axially

outer peaks, each of said intermediate grooves having a longi-

tudinal repeating frequency such that every other axially inner

peaks of said intermediate groove coincides with circumferen-

tially adjacent axially outer peaks of said grooves in the central

portion of said tire to define spaced intermediate projections,

said intermediate groove having an amplitude in the range of

10% to 25% of the width of said tread, extending from each of

said axially outer peaks of each of said intermediate grooves is

a substantially axially extending groove which extends out-

ward to the closest respective tread edge.

4,424,846

TREAD CONHGURATION FOR PNEUMATIC VEHICLE
TIRES

Hans Seitz, Langenhagen; Heinz-Dieter Rach, Garbsen; Henner
Pieper, and Udo Frerichs, both of Langenhagen, all of Fed.

Rep. of Germany, assignors to Continental Gummi-Werke
Aktiengesellschafl, Hanover, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Sep. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 419,413

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 19,

1981, 3137334

Int. a.J B60C H/06. 11/08

U.S. a. 152—209 R 8 Oaims
1. A tread configuration for the radially outwardly located

peripheral surface of a pneumatic vehicle tire used as a spare

tire to replace a regular tire that went flat, for example, said

tread configuration comprising in combination:

— transverse ribs respectively extending transverse to the cir-

cumferential direction of said tire; and

circumferential ribs respectively extending in the circumfer-

ential direction of said tire and interconnecting said trans-

verse ribs in such a way as to define a plurality of separate

essentially rectangular depressions therewith, the larger

dimension of each of said depressions extending transverse

to the circumferential direction of said tire; with the nar-

rower dimension of each of said transverse and circumfer-

ential ribs being approximately Ho i| of the circumferen-

tial dimension of an adjacent depression, the number of

sions, and the circumferential dimension of said transverse

ribs of a given segment differ from those of a successive

segment so that there is attained advantageously the pro-

duction of more noise and a greater number of noise tones

of specific frequency during operation, which affects the

ear of the driver and is particularly uncomfortable at high

speeds, and as a result, the driver is induced to slow down,

and to replace the spare tire, which was mounted when
the regular tire went fiat, for instance, as soon as possible

with a regular tire.

4,424,847

SPACE SAVE SPARE TIRE
Voichi Kitazawa, Higashiyamato, and Naoki Vamazaki,

Kodaira, both of Japan, assignors to Bridgestone Tire Com-
pany Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,963

Oaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 15, 1979, 54-141331

Int. O.' B60C 9/20. 19/12

U.S. O. 152—352 R 6 Oaims

1. A space saving spare tire comprising; a pair of bead por-

tions, a toroidal carcass reinforcement extending across said

bead portions and composed of a plurality of rubberized bias

laid plies compnsing textile cords inclined at an angle between
20° and 50* to the circumferential direction of the tire and
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crossed between adjacent plies, a tread disposed about the
crown portion of said carcass, and an air impermeable inner
liner layer lammated to the inner surface of said carcass, said

tread having a relatively thin thickness which is substantially

the same as a thickness of said carcass inclusive of said inner
liner layer, and said spare tire being substantially equal in outer
diameter but smaller in width compared with tires normally
used on vehicles and said spare tire being usually stored in the
vehicles under an inflated condition with an extremely high
internal pressure applied therein, an internal pressure penetra-
tion preventive cord layer and a cushion rubber layer, said

cushion rubber layer having a gauge which is at least equal to

that of a coating rubber interposed between the carcass plies,

said internal pressure penetration preventive cord layer com-
posed of conventional textile cord material such as nylon,

polyester or rayon each cord of which consists of a bundle of
2 to 20 filaments, each filament having a diameter in the range
of 0.01 mm to 0.5 mm, said internal pressure penetration pre-

ventive cord layer and said cushion rubber layer being inter-

posed between said carcass and said tread and said cushion
rubber layer interposed between said internal presure penetra-

tion preventive cord layer and said carcass.

4,424,849

INTERIOR WINDOW COVERING
Johnye M. Robertson, 5108 S. Colony Blvd., The Colony, Tex.

75056

Filed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,753

Int. a.5 A47H 1/00

2aaimstl.S. a, 160—124

4,424,848

POSITIONING PIN ASSEMBLY FOR A TIRE CHANGING
MACHINE

Dennis L. Gore, Nashville, and Dennis H. Patterson, Murfrees-
boro, both of Tenn., assignors to Sun Electric Corporation,
Crystal Lake, III.

Filed Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,647

Int. a.' B60C 25/06
U.S. a. 157-1.28 5 aaims

/V

^'

1. An interior window covering adapted to be supported
adjacent a window in the manner of a vertical blind, compris-
ing:

an inner fabric panel located proximate said window;
an outer fabric panel overiaying said inner fabric panel on the

side of said inner panel opposite said window, said inner and
outer panels providing a solid fabric construction adapted to

reduce convective heat transfer through said cocerning, said

outer panel being secured to said inner panel by a series of
vertical spaced-apart sewn seams, whereby a series of verti-

cal pockets is formed between said inner and outer panels;

a plurality of metal slats disposed within said vertical pockets
and extending substantially the entire length of said vertical

pockets, each of said slats being separated from the next
adjacent slat by one of said vertical seams to allow collaps-

ing of said window covering by folding said seams to form a
stack of said vertical pockets; and

each of said slats having a concave surface and an opposite
light reflective convex surace, said slats being inserted into

said vertical pockets with said concave reflective surfaces
facing said inner fabric panel, thereby creating an air space
between said inner fabric panel and said slats, whereby said

slat reflective surfaces provide reduced radient heat transfer

and said air space provides reduced conductive heat transfer

through said covering.

S
A

'\'-

1. In a tire changing machine of the type having a chassis and
a wheel-supporting platform, an improved positioning pin

assembly comprising, in combination:

frame means for securing said improved positioning pin

assembly to said chassis;

a positioning pin operable in a latched state and a biased
state, said positioning pin engaging said frame means and
extending through said wheel-supporting platform to a

height, said height being greater in said biased state;

spring means for biasing said positioning pin into said biased
state; and

latch means for releasably reuining said positioning pin in

said latched state against the bias of said spring means;
whereby said height of said positioning pin above said

wheel-supporting platform is selectively adjustable.

4,424,850

SECURITY PROOF SHUTTER
Emil Klein, 103-25 - 68 Ave., Apt. 3H, Forest Hills, N.Y. 11375

Filed Feb. 28, 1980, Ser. No. 125,477
Int. a.3 E06B 9/76, 7/086; E05F 15/20

U.S. a. 160—133 17 Qainw
1. A security proof shutter structure comprising a plurality

of slats, a plurality of linkage means, a left and right hand
vertical channel means, an upper rolling means, a pulling

means; the upper part of each of said linkage means firmly

secured to respective ends of said slats, the upper and lower
end of each of said linkage means formed as an S-shaped spring

hook, said lower hook of each of said linkage means being
engaged with said upper hook of the adjacent linkage means to

provide a hooked linkage of rotative operation between said

adjacent slats without fixed atUchement, the shape of said

hooked linkage adapted to independently insull or remove
anyone slat on shutter site and to independently actuate by
sliding the progressive closing or opening of the louvre spac-

ing up to anyone pair of adjacent slats, said slats are supported
by sliding on opposite ends within said respective vertical
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channels, said pulling means adapted to actuate the sliding of

said plurality of slats downwardly or upwardly within said

portion of said disk including an opening formed therein

for loosely mating with said inner lung;

said coil spring having opposite ends thereof inserted in said

opening and being individually separated by said tung in

said opening:

a pulley cover being adjustably mounted relative to said

bracket for selectively changing the relative position

thereof w hen said brackets are mounted on either a verti-

cal or horizontal wall surface.

4,424,852

BEAD-CHAIN DRIVE SYSTEM FOR A WINDOW SHADE
Thomas P. Hopper, P.O. Box 689, R.F.D. #1, Durham, Conn.

06422

Filed Sep. 29, 1980, Ser. No. 191,406

vertical channel means and to actuate the winding of said slats Int. Cl.^ E06B 9/20: F16G 15/00

around said upper rolling means. '-'•S. CI. 160—309 24 Claims

4,424,851

SCREEN-OPERATING DEVICE FOR USE IN A ROLLER
BLIND

Hiroyuki Kohayakawa, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to TOSO Kabu-

shiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 327,462

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 8, 1981, 56-532[U]

Int. a.3 E06B 9/20S

U.S. a. 160—298 5 Qaims

7 ...^ ^

1. A screen-operating device for use in a roller blind com-
prising:

a screen-roll;

a screen wound on said screen-roll;

a pair of brackets disposed a predetermined distance with

respect to each other to form a space therebetween;

a pivot-shaft integrallly coupled with said screen-roll and

being rotatably mounted within said space formed be-

tween said brackets;

a cord-pulley rotatably mounted outside one of said brackets

at a distance displaced from said screen-roll;

actuating means being interposed between said pivot-shaft

and said cord-pulley for selectively transmitting rotation

from said cord-pulley to said screen-roll and for selec-

tively braking rotation of said screen-roll;

said actuating means comprising;

a brake drum being secured to one of said brackets;

a coil spring being disposed in close proximity to an outer

surface of said brake drum;

a disk including a sleeve portion, said disk being loosely

mounted on said coil spring and being coupled to said

pivot-shaft;

an inner tung formed on said cord-pulley and said sleeve

18 A retainer for a bead-chain having beads spaced apart by

links, a length of said chain extending along the retainer and

being urged in one direction relative thereto, said retainer

comprising:

an elongate body having

a floor;

elongate side walls projecting from said floor and together

therewith defining an elongate channel having an opening

opposite at least a portion of said fioor;

a top wall segment extending between said side walls at a

location spaced from said floor to form a passage to direct

said chain length along said channel; and

a plurality of pairs of ribs, one rib in each pair extending

from one side wall and the other nb in each pair extending

from the other side wall and both ribs in each pair extend-

ing at an oblique angle with respect to (he longitudinal

axis of said channel, one of said pairs of ribs extending a

greater distance than the others of said pairs of ribs, each

of said pairs of said ribs defining a space therebetween, for

accommodating a link of the bead chain and thereby

comprising means operative to hold at least one of the

beads of said length against movement in said one direc-

tion, said opening of said channel enabling movement of

said length in an opposite direction to disengage said

length from said holding means;

said one of said pairs of ribs comprising said holding means

further being operative upon release of said chain length

with movement of said length in said one direction to

engage one bead of the chain length and guide other beads

into engagement with (he others of said pairs of ribs

thereby stopping further movement of the chain length
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4,424,853

FOUNDRY PRACTICES
Igor Y. Khandros, Hoboken, and Bruce A. Heyer, Mahwata, both

of NJ., assignors to Abex Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 230,614, Feb. 2, 1981, abandoned. This

application Jan. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 455,985

Int. a.^ B22D 1/00

U.S. a. 164—57.1

4,424,854

SIDE TERMINAL LEAD ALLOY PRODUCT AND
PROCESS

Ralph G. Tiegel, San Carlos, Calif., assignor to Tiegei Manufac-
turing Company, Belmont, Calif.

Filed Nov. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 319,919

Int. a.5 B22D 25/04
4 Qaims U.S. Q. 164—98 4 Oaims

1. A method of casting an alloy combining one or more
readily oxidizable metals while precluding atmospheric oxy-

gen when casting and wherein alloying of the base alloy with

the oxidizable metal takes place in an alloying chamber mo-
ments before castings, comprising:

(a) providing a mold with a casting cavity having means for

venting for the escape of air contained therein and com-
municating with a supply passage through which a non-

oxidizing gas may be admitted to the mold cavity;

(b) positioning an alloying chamber adjacent to the mold
cavity, the alloying chamber having a pouring opening in

its bottom communicating with the mold cavity, isolating

the alloying chamber from the atmosphere with a remov-

able cover having vent passages for the escape of air and
having a pouring opening at its top;

(c) closing the bottom pour opening of the alloying chamber
with a plug to isolate the pouring chamber from the mold
cavity and disposing in the pouring chamber an unmelted

oxidizable metal;

(d) admitting the non-oxidizing gas to the mold cavity and to

the pouring chamber in an amount to displace air therein

and, after the air has been so displaced, pouring a body of

molten metal from a ladle through the pouring opening at

the top of the alloying chamber to impinge atop the oxi-

dizable metal in the alloying chamber, the pournl body of

metal having a melting point higher than that of the oxi-

dizable metal thereby quickly melting the oxidizable metal

and creating the casting alloy in the alloying chamber; and

(e) disclosing the bottom pour opening shortly after the

oxidizable metal has been alloyed with the molten metal

poured into the alloying chamber whereupon the alloyed

metal flows into the casting cavity, thereby displacing the

protective atmosphere through the vent passage while

concurrently preventing the intrusion of air into the cast-

ing cavity.

1. A method for forming a side terminal in a storage battery,

said method comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a battery case having at least one terminal

cavity on a side wall thereof and projecting therefrom and
at least one opening pxisitioned within said terminal cavity

and through said side wall;

(b) providing a lead alloy comprising: 10 wt-% brass; 3

wt-% antimony; and remainder substantially lead;

(c) providing from the alloy of step (b) at least one integrally

cast terminal member receivable within said terminal

cavity, said terminal member having a first portion dimen-

sioned to complement said opening and a second portion,

opposite said first portion, defining a threaded core; and
(d) positioning said terminal member in said terminal cavity

with said first portion adjacent to and extending towards
said opening and said second portion extending away from
said opening.

4,424,855

METHOD FOR COOLING CONTINUOUS CASTING
Osamu Tsubakihara, Sakai; Kazuhide Kameyama, Kawa>

chinagano; Hideyuki Takahama, Ohita; Kuniaki Sakai, Ohita,

and Akira Tsuneoka, Ohita, all of Japan, assignors to Nippon
Steel Corporation, Japan

Filed Jul. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 281,508

Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 10, 1980, 55-94194

Int. C\? B22D 11/124

U.S. a. 164-485 5 Qaims

.65551

.i B - J

1. In a method for cooling a continuous casting while said

continuous casting is being guided along a withdrawal path

downstream of a continuous casting mold, the improvement

comprising providing a cooling zone in a horizontal guide

region downstream of a curved guide region of said with-

drawal path, and spraying a gas*liquid mist onto a plurality of

guide rolls in the horizontal guide region such that the gas-liq-

uid mist adhering to the guide rolls evaporates prior to contact-

ing said casting, to indirectly cool the casting so as to complete

inner solidification of said casting at a high temperature.
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4,424,856

ELECTROMAGNETIC STIRRING UNIT FOR
CONTINUOUS STEEL CASTING MOULD

Suaumu Onoda, Yawatabiguhi; Hanio Kitamura, and Toshio

Kikuchi, both of Kitakyushu, all of Japan, assignors to Nippon

Steel Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 235,881

Qaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 23, 1980, 55-

22647[U]; Feb. 23. 1980. 55-22648[U]

Int. Q.' B22D 11/10

U.S. Q. 164—504 2 Qaims

,0 9 ,11^
E
"uVu"o'"^i"

fluid and the other of which has been cooled by a cold fluid,

the improvement which comprises the steps of interrupting the

feed of the cold fluid to the cooled regenerator and the feed of

the hot fiuid to the heated regenerator; switchmg valves so u
to introduce the hot fiuid into the cooled regenerator while

simultaneously passing the cold fiuid through heal accumula-

tor connected in parallel with the regenerators so a« to obuin

heated fiuid; passing a minor portion of said heated fiuid into

the heated regenerator to fiush out residual hot fiuid there-

from; and subsequently passing the cold fiuid in its entirety

through the heated regenerator, said heat accumulator being

contacted throughout said method by only the cold fiuid in

either its heated or ambient state.

13^

1. In an electromagnetic stirring unit for a continuous steel

casting mould of the type including a cooling wall constituting

one or more of the walls of said casting mould for direct

contact with molten steel at the outer side of said cooling wall,

said cooling wall having cooling water passages at the inner

side thereof; an electromagnetic stirring coil for electromag-

netically stirring said molten steel; and a cooling box having

therein a chamber for housing said electromagnetic stirring

coil, a water supply chamber for supplying said cooling water

passages with cooling water and a water discharge chamber

through which said cooling water is discharged, said cooling

box being connected to said inner side of said cooling wall to

constitute said unit, the improvement comprising said chamber

for housing said electromagnetic stirring coil being disposed at

an upper part of said cooling box; said water discharge cham-

ber being disposed under said chamber for housing said elec-

tromagnetic stirring coil; said water supply chamber being

disposed under said water discharge chamber; a water dis-

charge header communicating with said cooling water pas-

sages; and water discharge passages communicating at one end

with said discharge header and at the other end with said

discharge chamber, said discharge passages being formed in a

front wall of said cooling box which contacts said inner side of

said cooling wall.

4,424,858

APPARATUS FOR RECOVERING GASEOUS
HYDROCARBONS FROM

HYDROCARBON-CONTAINING SOLID HYDRATES
Guy R. B. Elliott, Los Alamos; Bruce L. Barraclongh, Santa Fc,

and Nicholas E. Vanderborgh, Los Alamos, all of N. M».,
assignors to The United States of America as represented by

the United States Department of Energy, Washington, D.C.

Division of Ser. No. 235,775, Feb. 19. 1981, Pat. No. 4,376,462.

This application Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,691

Int. Q.' E21B 33/ 12. 36/00

U.S. Q. 166—52 6 Qaims

4,424,857

METHOD FOR REVERSING TWO REGENERATORS
Gerhard Linde, Gnienwald, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Linde Aktiengesellschaft, Wiesbaden, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,419

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 1,

1981, 3139153

Int. Q.'F28D7 7/00 .

U.S. Q. 165—1 10 Qaims

1. In a method for the switching of two interchangeable and

reversible regenerators, one of which has been heated by a hot

1. A well apparatus for recovenng gaseous hydrocarbons

from a formation containing solid gas hydrates, compnsing

a first conduit means and a second conduit means, each

having a bottom end and a top end;

wherein said first conduit means is located within said sec-

ond conduit means so as to form a space located between

said first conduit means and said second conduit means;

wherein said first conduit means and said second conduit

means each have an open bottom end, and wherein the

bottom end of said first conduit means extends to a lower

depth than the bottom end of said second conduit means;

wherein said first conduit means is connected to said second

conduit means and is in open communication with space

exterior to said apparatus by means of a connector which

connects the top end of said first conduit means to a first

orifice located along the side of and near the top end of

said second conduit means;

wherein said second conduit means has a second onfice

located along the side of and near the top end of said

second conduit means, and wherein there is a down-

wardly projecting sidearm attached to said second orifice:

and

wherein said second conduit means is scalable at us lop end

and at its second onfice.

5. A well apparatus for recovenng gaseous hydrocarbons
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from a formation containing solid gas hydrates, comprising a
first conduit means to be operated in cooperation with and
spaced apart from at least one additional substantially similar
second conduit means;

wherein said first conduit means has an open bottom end, has
an adjustably scalable top and including a valve for re-

moving produced gas from said first conduit, and has a
side opening orifice near said top end to which a down-
wardly projecting substantially hollow sidearm is at-

tached, and further including a plug for closing said side

opening orifice temporarily.

4 424 859
MULTI-CHANNEL FLUID INJECTION SYSTEM

Coleman W. Sims, P.O. Box 136, Boeme, Tex. 78006, and W. P.
Sims, 10040 WoodgroTe Dr., Dallas, Tex. 75218

Filed Not. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 318,187
Int. a.J E21B 33/124. 33/127, 41/00. 43/24

U.S, a. 166—67 1 Qaim

mandrel and housing assemblies movable between extended
and retracted relative positions, said assemblies defining axially
extending test and inflation passages; first valve means for
communicating said test passage with the well annulus above
said inflatable packers when said assemblies are in said ex-
tended relative position to maintain pressure equalization dur-
ing packer element inflation; second valve means for communi-

cating said inflation passage with the wfell annulus above said
inflatable packers when said assemblies are in said extended
relative position to enable packer element deflation; and third
valve means responsive to the outlet pressure of said pump for
preventing packer element deflation when said pump is being
operated with said assemblies in said extended relative position
even though said second valve means is open.

1. An apparatus for injecting fluid into hydrocarbon-con-
taining subsurface formations, said apparatus comprising.

(a) A multi-channel conduit adapted to simultaneously trans-
port fluid from a wellhead to a plurality of treatment
zones within a wellbore;

(b) A wellhead fitting communicating with the multi-chan-
nel conduit, said wellhead fitting adapted to introduce
fluid into at least two channels of said multi-channel con-
duit;

(c) Packing elements for confining fluid transported through
each channel of said multi-channel conduit to a single
treatment zone within the wellbore; and

(d) Back-off means positioned above each of said packing
elements, said back-off means being adapted to disengage
said multi-channel conduit from said packing element
when subjected to a rotational shearing force less than the
torsional stress required to permanently deform said mul-
ti-channel conduit.

4 424 860
DEFLATE-EQUALIZING VALVE APPARATUS FOR
INFLATABLE PACKER FORMATION TESTER

Howard L. McGill, Lufkin, Tex., assignor to Schlumberger
Technology Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 266,899
Int. a.' E21B 43/00

U.S. a. 166-113 I 16 Qaims
1. Valve apparatus adapted for use in connection with a

downhole pump that supplies well fluids under pressure to
inflatable packers to cause the same to expand and thereby
isolate a well interval, comprising: telescopically arranged

4,424,861

INFLATABLE ANCHOR ELEMENT AND PACKER
EMPLOYING SAME

Ernest E. Carter, Jr., and Eugene E. Baker, both of Duncan,
Okla., assignors to Halliburton Company, Duncan, Okla.

Filed Oct. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 309,645

Int. a.3 E21B 33/127
U.S. a. 166-120 25 Qaims

19. An inflatable packer element comprising:

substantially tubular expandable and contractible bladder
means; and
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metal expandable and contractible anchor means surround- mg an injection valve member, and, coupled to the upper part

ing said bladder means, said metal reinforcing means of said mjeclion member, at least one scttlmg lank through

n

\ I

«

comprising a plurality of metal cables laid in an unwoven

manner in a plurality of distinct layers.

4,424,862

INJECTION DEVICES
Georges J. Munari, Le Chesnay, and Serge M. Perineau, Paris,

both of France, assignors to Compagnie Francaise des Pe-

troles, Paris, France

Filed Mar. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 358,729

Qaims priority, application France, Mar. 19, 1981, 81 05482

Int. a? F21B 34/08. 37/06

U.S. a. 166—168 3 Qaims

1. An injection device adapted to be located at the lower end

portion of an injection tube descending into a hydrocarbon-

producing well, for introducing a liquid product, at a low flow

rate, into the bottom of the well, said injection device compris-
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which liquid to be injected flows before .irrivmg at said injec-

tion member.

4,424,863

OIL RECOVERY BY WATERFLOODING
James R. White, Washington Crossing, Pa., assignor to Mobil

Oil Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 6. 1981, Ser. No. 308,958

Int. Q.J E21B 43/20. 43/24

U.S. Q. 166—268 1 Qaim
1. In a method for the recovery of oil from a subterranean oil

reservoir penetrated by spaced apart injection system and

production system in which an aqueous liquid is injected into

the reservoir via the injection system to displace oil to the

production system, the improvement comprising dissolving

molecular oxygen in the aqueous liquid being injected into the

reservoir under pressure sufficient to maintain liquid phase

oxidation at reservoir conditions, said pressure being sufficient

to prevent said injected liquid from being converted to steam

4,424,864

ISOLATION PLUG
Charles S. Logan, Lake Charles, La., assignor to Conoco Inc.,

Ponca City, Okla.

Filed Feb. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 234,900

Int. Q.J E21B 43/04

U.S. Q. 166—278 23 Qaims

1. An apparatus for isolating an upper portion of a well bore

from a lower portion of said well bore, comprising:

an annular packer means including a packer body having a

longitudinal passageway disposed therethrough, and in-

cluding an expandable packing element for sealing an

annulus between said packer body and said well bore

between said upper and lower portions of said well bore;

isolation means, connected to said packer body, for blocking

said longitudinal passageway and thereby isolating said

upper portion of said well bore from said lower portion of

said well bore, said isolation means including:

a housing having a central bore communicated with said

longitudinal passageway;

plug means disposed in said central bore for blocking said

central bore and said longitudinal passageway;

releasable retaining means for retaining said plug means in

said central bore and for subsequently releasing said

plug means so that it may be displaced from said central

bore to communicate said upper portion of said well

bore with said lower portion of said well bore, said

releasable retaining means including means for prevent-
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ing release of said plug means due to fluid pressure
variations within said longitudinal passageway of said

packer body; and

an isolation casing connected to said packer body, said

isolation casing including a central cavity for receiving

said housing of said isolation means therein;

an operating tool string initially disposed through said longi-

tudinal passageway of said packer body; and
wherein said housing of said isolation means is initially at-

tached to said operating tool string so that said housing is

moved longitudinally with said operating tool string rela-

tive to said packer body and said isolation casing.

16. A method of gravel packing a zone of a well bore and of
isolating an upper portion of said well bore from said zone
located therebelow upon completion of said gravel packing
operation on said zone, said method comprising the steps of:

setting an upper packer means in said well bore at an upper
end of said zone;

a tapered elastomer body which is coupled to said reinforc-
ing means,

gravel packing said zone by flowing a gravel slurry down a
tubing string connected to a packer body of said upper
packer means and through port means associated with said

packer body into said zone;

blocking a longitudinal passageway of said packer body with
a releasable isolation means prior to completely with-
drawing said tubing string from said packer body;

closing said port means prior to completely withdrawing
said tubing string from said packer body;

completely withdrawing said tubing string from said packer
body, thereby communicating said longitudinal passage-
way of said packer body with said upper portion of said

well bore; and

thereby isolating said upper portion of said well bore from
said gravel packed zone so long as said longitudinal pas-
sageway remains blocked by said releasable isolation

means.

4 424 865
THERMALLY ENERGIZED PACKER CUP

Donald G. Payton, Jr., Jackson, Miss., assignor to Sperry Cor-
poration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 8, 1981, Set. No. 299,767
Int. a.i E21B 33/12

UA a. 166-302 7aai„s
1. A thermally energized packer cup comprising:

reinforcing means which is fabricated from a shape memory
alloy that is cold worked into an original shape, con-
strained, heated to a transformation temperature, and
cooled; and

said reinforcing means so constructed and arranged that said
elastomer irreversibly is urged to expand when said means
is thermally energized.

4,424,866
METHOD FOR PRODUCHON OF HYDROCARBONS

FROM HYDRATES
Patrick L. McGuire, Los Alamos, N. Mex., assignor to The

United States of America as represented by the United States
Department of Energy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Sep. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 300,337
Int. a.3 E21B 43/24, 43/26

U.S. a. 166-303 5 aai„s
1. A method of producing hydrocarbons from a hydrate

formation after a spearhead as been injected into the formation,
said method comprising:

(a) mixing a hot, "supersaturated" mixture comprising:
(1) water;

(2) salt selected from the group consisting of calcium
chloride (CaCl:), calcium bromide (CaBr2), and mix-
tures thereof; and

(3) at least one polymer viscosifier which is compatible
with said salt and which has a shear thinning rheology;
and then

(b) injecting a volume of at least about 10,000 gallons of said
mixture and at a pressure of at least about 1 psi per foot of
depth of said formation below the earth surface into a
well-bore having perforations located within a hydrate
formation, so as to produce a controlled, massive hydro-
fracture in the formation extending at least about one
hundred feet from said well-bore.

4,424,867
HEAT HARDENING SEALANT-GEL FOR FLEXIBLE

COUPLINGS
William A. Mallow, San Antonio, Tex., assignor to Fiberglas
Canada Inc., Canada

Filed Mar. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 249,629
Int. a.3 A62C 1/00

U.S. a. 169-43 26aaims
1. A method of imparting increased fire resistance to a parti-

tion in connection with passage of a conduit through an aper-
ture in the partition, comprising the steps of

imbedding a rigid tubular sleeve in a partition to extend
therethrough,

placing a conduit through said sleeve,

securing the ends of said sleeve to said conduit by means of
flexible boots, and

filling said sleeve and boots with an intumescible thixotropic
silicate slurry comprising an aqueous sodium silicate solu-
tion, a glycol, a polyvalent metal oxide or hydroxide, and
a thixotropic agent.
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3. A structure providing a fire-resistant seal between a con-

duit and a partition through which the conduit passes, compris-

ing

a rigid tubular sleeve imbedded in a partition having a con-

duit to extend therethrough,

a flexible boot connecting each end of said sleeve to said

conduit, and _

4,424,869

HAND TOOL WITH INTERSECTING PRONGED
WHEELS

Hans vom Brauckc, Karlstnunc 27, 4973 Vlotbo; Manfred Ton

Braucke, Telgenbrink 105, and Dieter Westerwelle, Markns-

strasse 9, both of 4800 Bielefeld, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 328,030

Int. a.' AOIB 1/06

U.S. a. 172—349 6 Claims

an intumescible thixotropic silicate slurry comprising an

aqueous sodium silicate solution, a glycol, a polyvalent

metal oxide or hydroxide, and a thixotropic agent between

said conduit and said boots, so as to provide a flexible

permanent seal between said conduit and said partition.

4,424,868

TURF-TREATMENT APPARATUS
Eric Staniforth, and Douglas A. Everett, both of Macclesfield,

England, assignors to Sisis Equipment (Macclesfield) Ltd.,

Chelshire, England

Filed Aug. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 290,897

Int. a.3 AOIB 45/04

U.S. a. 172—21 7 Qaims

1. Turf treatment apparatus comprising in combination: a

tractor unit including a rear hitch arrangement and a turf

treating implement detachably secured to the hitch; said trac-

tor unit comprising a chassis having drivable and steerable

front wheel means and freely rotatable rear wheel means, an

operator seat carried mainly by said rear wheel means and

arranged to dispose the weight of an operator substantially

directly above said rear wheel means, the hitch arrangement

being powered from a prime mover of the tractor unit to

enable the combination to be disposed in a first travel configu-

ration, wherein both the front and rear wheel means engage

the ground and support the combination with the treating

implement lifted clear of the ground, and a second working

configuration, wherein the front wheel means and the treating

implement engage the ground and said rear wheel means are

lifted clear of the ground, and the combination being powered

by the front wheel means to cause operative movement of the

treating implement by frictional engagement with the ground,

the hitch arrangement supplying such downward pressure to

the implement as to cause the rear wheels to be raised clear of

the ground even when an operator occupies said seat such that

the weight of the operator and the entire unit would assist in

applying a load to the treating implement sufficient to insure

maximum penetration thereof; said prime mover of the tractor

unit and associated tractor unit parts being arranged directly

over said front wheel means to insure responsive steering and

good traction of the combination.

1. A hand tool for loosening, cutting and crumbling soil or

the like, comprising: a continuous, straight, central bearing

axle of an angular construction, at least two pronged wheel

arrangements having a central bore therein, a bearing sleeve

detachably mounting each of said pronged wheel arrange-

ments on the central bearing axle, to be freely routable and

mounted facing one another to form V-like arrangements, a

slidable bearing ring made of self-lubricating plastic material

carried in the central bore formed in each respective pronged

wheel arrangement, each bearing sleeve mounted to one of the

bearing rings to carry one of said pronged wheel arrangements

in a freely rotatable manner on the bearing sleeve, the external

surfaces of the bearing sleeve being interrupted by means

defining collecting channels and discharge conduits, guide

bearings detachably mounted on said central bearing axle

between the bearing sleeves and plastic end bearings deuch-

ably mounted on said central bearing axle, said bearing sleeves

and guide bearing being non-rotatable and displaceable in the

longitudinal direction of the axle and provided in a sleeve-like

manner with a means defining an angular central aperture, and

wherein the central radial planes of the pronged wheel ar-

rangements intersect one another at an acute angle so that the

edges of the crosswisely interengaging pronged wheel ar-

rangements which slide along each other, form cuttmg loca-

tions.

4,424,870

ATTACHMENT DEVICE FOR THE FRONT OF A MOTOR
VEHICLE

Heinz Weiss, Bensheim, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Deere A Company, Moline, 111.

FUed Apr. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 366,734

Oaims priority, application European Pat. Off., Apr. 22,

1981, 81103031.1

Int a!' AOIB 63/108. 59/048

U.S. a. 172—810 1« CtaiBif

1. An attachment device for attaching an implement to the

front of a vehicle, said attachment device comprising:

(a) a pair of spaced apart guide tracks fastened in a vertical

fashion to frame members of said vehicle, said guide tracks

aligned opposite and parallel to each other;

(b) a pair of U-shaped beams vertically movable in said guide

tracks, said open portion of said U-shaped beams facing

each other;

(c) first and second brackets fastened to each of said U-

shaped beams, said brackets spaced vertically apart and

extending rearward relative to the front of said vehicle;

(d) a first pair of swinging arms joined together at a forward
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end and pivotally attached at rearward ends to said first

brackets;

(e) a second pair of swinging arms aligned parallel to said

first pair of swinging arms and pivotally attached at rear-

ward ends to said second brackets, said first and second
pairs of swinging arms extending forward beyond the

front of said vehicle for supporting an implement;

(0 a pair of hydraulic cylinders, each pivotally attached at a

first end to said vehicle frame and rotatably attached at a

second end to one of said first pair of swinging arms; and
(g) control means for actuating said hydraulic cylinders to

raise and lower said implement relative to the ground.

I

4 424 871

TILTING AND ANGLING MECHANISM FOR DOZER
BLADE

Douglas B. Stickney, Dubuque, Iowa, assignor to Deere & Com-
pany, Moline, 111.

Filed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,675

Int. a.' E02F 3/76
U.S. CI. 172-821 3 aaims

lively having first and second universal connections with the
frame which are located on an axis passing through the main
universal connection to thereby establish a tilt axis, whereby
extension or retraction of the tilt actuator will effect tilting

movement of the blade about said tilt axis without inducing
loads on the angling actuators.

1. In a combination including a dozer blade and support
frame therefor connected together by a main universal connec-
tion, a stabilizer connection between the frame and blade for

guiding the movement of the blade relative to the frame, the
main universal connection and stabilizer connections cooperat-
ing to define and angle axis which shifts relative to frame about
which the blade is anglable relative to the frame, a pair of
extensible and retractable, hydraulic angling actuators con-
nected between the frame and locations of the blade at oppo-
si:e sides of the main universal connection for angling the blade
about the angle axis, and an extensible and retractable, hydrau-
lic tilt actuator for effecting tilting movements of the blade, the

improvement comprising: the pair of angling actuators respcc-

4,424,872

TRUCK
Ingmer Graniind, Skogshemsviigen 14, 146 00 Tullinge, and
Ove Bodin, I radg&rdsgatan 12, 216 00 Fjugesta, both of
Sweden

Filed Oct. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 314,510
Claims priority, application Sweden, Oct. 23, 1980, 8007462;

Sep. 29, 1981, 8105744

Int. a.3 B62D 61/12
L'.S. CI. 180-24.02 iQ Claims
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1. A truck, comprising lifting devices for the lifting of loads,

at least one pair of wheels located at a distance from each other
and adjacent to said lifting devices, at least one support wheel
located between the pair of wheels, said support wheel being
arranged to absorb a proportion of the compressive forces due
to the weight of the load acting upon the pair of wheels, urging
means for selectively forcing said support wheel against a base,

said urging means including an hydraulic piston and cylinder,

the pressure in said urging means being controlled by the

pressure inside a load-lifting hydraulic piston and cylinder
device, an axle for the support wheel being arranged at a

predetermined distance ahead of an axle for the pair of wheels,
the support wheel being arranged to absorb a proportion of
axle load due to the weight of the load acting upon the pair of
wheels, the support wheel being free to pivot about a vertical

axis coincident with a piston rod of the urging means, means
cooperating with the support wheel for causing a turning of
said support wheel about the vertical axis in relation to the

position of steerable wheels of the truck.

4,424,873

CONSTANT BELT TENSION ASSEMBLY FOR
WHEELCHAIRS

Daniel J. Terlaak, Columbia Hills, Ohio, assignor to Invacare
Corporation, Elyria, Ohio

Filed Dec. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 326,493

Int. a.3 F16H 7/10; B60K 17/04
U.S. a. 180—65 E 13 Qaims

1. An electric wheelchair comprising:

a wheelchair frame;

a drive pulley which is adapted to be rotated by a motor, the

drive pulley and motor being operatively connected with
the wheelchair frame;

a wheel pulley for rotating a ground engaging wheel;
a belt disposed in relatively loose frictional engagement

partially around the circumference of the drive and wheel
pulleys;

a guide rod;

a first slide assembly slidably mounted on the guide rod;

a first roller movably mounted near one of the pulleys and a

first portion of the belt, the first roller being operatively

connected with the first slide assembly;
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a second roller operatively connected with the guide rod

adjacent said one of the pulleys and adjacent a second
portion of the belt;

means for selectively moving the first and second rollers

toward the belt first and second portions such that the

rollers urge the belt to wrap further around the circumfer-

ence of the one of the pulleys;

first bearings rotatably supporting said wheel shafts on the

inner walls of said gear cases, respectively;

second bearings rotatably supporting said planetary carriers

on the inner walls of said gear cases, respectively; and
said planetary gear speed reducing units each being located

outside of but closely adjacent each of said wheels on the

side thereof toward said central housing.

4,424,875

RUNNING CONTROL APPARATUS FOR TRACKLESS
MOVING BODY

^
Yutaka Yoshida, Kudamatsu, Japan, assignor to Hitachi, Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 247,718

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 31, 1980, 55-40524

Int. a.3 B62D 1/28
U.S. a. 180—168

a first link operatively connected with the first roller and
pivotally connected at one end with the wheelchair frame

adjacent the first drive pulley; and,

a second link operatively connected with the second roller

and pivotally connected at one end with the wheelchair

frame adjacent the first drive pulley.

4,424,874

DRIVE AXLE DEVICE
Kazuyoshi Koike, Ryugasaki; Junya Watanabe, Tone, and

Masami Someya, Ibaragi, all of Japan, assignors to Toyo
Impanki Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Aug. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 291,152

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 22, 1980, 55-182400

Int. a.5 B60B 35/14

U.S. a. 180—70 R 6 Qaims

1. A drive axle device comprising:

a differential gear unit incorporated in a central housing and
driven by a propeller shaft;

a pair of drive shafts the inner ends of which are coupled to

the output gears of said differential gear unit, respectively,

axle tubes incorporating said drive shafts, the inner ends of

said axle tubes being secured to the right and left ends of

said central housing, respectively;

disk brakes incorporated in said axle tubes and coupled to

the outer ends of said drive shafts, respectively;

planetary gear speed reducing units coupled to the outer

ends of said drive shafts, respectively, each said planetary

gear speed reducing unit comprising a sun gear arranged

on said drive shaft to rotate therewith, planetary gear

means engaging said sun gear, a planetary carrier adapted

to rotatably support said planetary gear means, and a ring

gear adapted to engage said planetary gear;

wheel shafts having the central axes thereof in line with the

central axes of said drive shafts and secured to said plane-

tary carriers, respectively;

a wheel secured to each of said wheel shafts;

gear cases, each of which is provided at the outer end of the

respective drive shaft, each said gear case fixedly holding

a respective ring gear and having its inner end thereof

secured to the outer end of the respective axle tube;

6 Claims
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1. An apparatus for controlling the running of a trackless

moving body comprising:

drive motors provided in a moving body for individually

rotating at least one right-hand wheel and at least one
left-hand wheel of said moving body;

a conductor cable disposed along a running path of said

moving body for guiding said moving body, said cable

producing a magnetic field;

at least two sensors spaced apart and disposed in said moving
body in the running direction thereof, each of said sensors

being responsive to the magnetic field of said cable for

producing an output signal indicative of an amount of

position deviation of said moving, body relative to said

conductor cable;

adder circuit means connected to said sensors for adding the

output signals of said sensors to produce an output signal

indicative of the addition result;

subtractor circuit means connected to said sensors for sub-

tracting the output signals of said sensors to produce an

output signal indicative of the subtraction result;

first comparator circuit means connected to said adder cir-

cuit means for comparing the output signal of said adder

circuit means with a first reference range extending from
a lower reference value to an upper reference value and
for producing an output signal indicative of the compan-
son result;

second comparator circuit means connected to said sub-

tractor circuit means for comparing the output signal of

said subtractor circuit means with a second reference

range extending from a lower reference value to an upper

reference value and for producing an output signal indica-

tive of the comparison result;

logic circuit means connected to said first and second com-
parator circuit means and responsive to the output signals

thereof for determining the attitude of said moving body
with respect to said conductor cable, said logic circuit

means producing output signals indicative of the deter-

mined attitude;

output relay means connected to said logic circuit means and

said drive motors, said output relay means being respon-

sive to the output signals of said logic circuit means for

selectively controlling said drive motors by varying the

rotational speeds of said drive motors;

wherein said logic circuit means produces output signals for
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said output relay means to control said drive motors to
rotate substantially at the same rotational speed at least

when said logic circuit means determines from the output
signals of said comparator circuit means that said moving
body is closer to said conductor cable than a predeter-
mined distance and is approaching said conductor cable;
and

wherein said logic circuit means produces output signals for
said output relay means to control said drive motors to
rotate at different rotational speeds so as to steer said
moving body toward said conductor cable when said
logic circuit means determines from the output signals of
said comparator circuit means that said moving body is

separated from said conductor cable and is running sub-
stantially along the elongated direction of said conductor
cable or that said moving body is deviating away from
said conductor cable.

a rear end connected to said rear body and a rear cushion unit
having an upper end connected to said front body and a lower
end connected to said swing joint, said front body having a pair
of parallel tubular frame members, a portion of which extend
horizontally in the direction of travel of said vehicle and said
oscillating link mechanism comprises a pair of brackets fixedly
mounted on said frame members respectively, a pivot shaft
supported at opposite ends by said brackets, a cylindrical
sleeve having a pair of link members secured thereto surround-
mg said shaft between said frame members, rubber bushing
means secured to said shaft and said sleeve for concentrically
supportmg said sleeve for oscillating movement about said

4,424,876

PNEUMATIC SPEED LIMITER FOR VEHICLES
Angelo I. Filho, Sao Caetano do Sul, Brazil, assignor to Mer-
cedes-Benz Do Brasil S/A, Brazil

Filed Aug. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 296,393
Gaims priority, application Brazil, Aug. 12, 1981, 8005622

Int. a.3 B60K il/00: F02D 31/00
U.S. a. 180-175 ,3 Qaims
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1. A speed limiter for vehicles, wherein at a predetermined
speed the air and the fuel supplies to the vehicle's engine are
reduced to prevent acceleration beyond said predetermined
speed comprising an angular velocity sensor responsive to the
roution of the vehicle speedometer cable to emit an output
signal when a predetermined angular velocity of said cable is

exceeded, and to apply said signal to an electropneumatic
valve which controls a supply of compressed air to an actuator,
the sensor, valve and actuator being so arranged that when the
sensor emits an output signal, the valve admits air to the actua-
tor which acts on the vehicle throttle linkage to reduce air and
fuel supplies to the engine, the sensor and valve being supplied
with electricity directly from the vehicle's battery.

4,424,877
'

OSOLLATING LINK MECHANISM FOR
THREE-WHEELED MOTOR VEHICLES

Katniyoihi Kawasaki, Mitaka, Japan, assignor to Honda Giken
Kogyo KabushikJ Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 341^67
dains priority, application Japan, Jan. 26, 1981, 56-10120[U]

Int. Q\? B62K 5/04, 11/02
MS. a. 180-210 1, aaims

10. A three-wheeled motor vehicle including a front body, a
rear body, an oscillating link mechanism pivotally connected
to said front body, a swing joint having a front end pivotally
connected to said link mechanism, a rotary joint having a front
end rotaubly connected to a rear end of said swing joint, and

shaft within the deformable range of rubber bushing means, a
shaft supported by the lower end of said link members with
said swing joint being pivotally connected to said shaft, a pair
of supporting members each integrally connected to an upper
end of a a respective link member and extending in opposite
directions from said sleeve above said frame members with one
of said supporting members extending rearwardly from one
end of said sleeve and the other of said supporting members
extending forwardly from the other end of said sleeve and a
pair of stops formed of flexible material connected to a lower
surface of a respective supporting member and extending
downwardly for contact with said frame members.

4 424 878
ARTICULATED TRACTOR WITH REAR LUTING
DEVICE POWERED BY TANDEM ENGINES

Comelis van der Leiy, 7, Briischenrain, Zug, Switzerland
Division of Ser. No. 4,188, Jan. 17, 1979, which is a division of

Ser. No. 703,652, Jul. 8, 1976, Pat. No. 4,181,315. This
application Dec. 23, 1980, Ser. No. 219,869

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Jul. 8, 1975.
7508091

Int. a.^ B60K 17/30
U.S. a. 180-235 15 aaims
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1. A tractor which comprises a frame having a rear frame
portion which is provided with a three-point lifting device
adapted to raise relatively heavy loads, a front frame portion,
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a rear axle connected to said rear frame portion, a front axle

connected to said front frame portion, sets of ground engaging
wheels mounted on both said axles, said rear frame poriion

extending between ground engaging wheels of said rear set of

ground engaging wheels and being not more than forty-five

centimeters in width where it extends between the sides of said

ground engaging wheels of said rear set, a rear engine carried

by said rear frame poriion between said front and rear axles,

said rear engine connected to said rear wheels for driving

same, said front frame portion carrying a front engine which is

located as seen in side view substantially in advance of the

forward set of said ground wheels and is connected to said

front wheels for driving same, said two frame portions being

provided with pivot means whereby they are pivotable relative

to one another about an axis defmed substantially entirely by

parts located beneath said rear engine and at a level above the

ground which is less than the level of said front and rear axles,

said pivot means being a first constant distance from said front

axle and a second constant distance from said rear axle, said

first constant distance being about fifty-five percent of said

second constant distance whereby any bending moment occur-

ring in the vicinity of said pivot means is of relatively low

magnitude irrespective of the loaded condition of said lifting

device.

4,424,880

ACOUSTIC DEVICE FOR A HEAD PROTECTOR
Masato Murayama, Kawagoe, and Mitsugi Akita, Tokyo, both

of Japan, assignors to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 327,695

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 8, 1980, 55-

176593[U]; Dec. 8, 1980. 55-I76594(U]

Int. a.' H04R 25/00
U.S. a. 181-129 9 Oalms

4,424,879

WHEEL-HUB WITH AN EPICYCLIC REDUCTION GEAR,
ESPECIALLY FOR THE FRONT AXLE OF

AGRICULTURAL TRACTORS
Franco Sonzogni, Canonica D'Adda, Italy, assignor to SAME

S.p.A., Italy

Filed Jun. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 269,280

Gaims priority, application Italy, Jun. 6, 1980. 21989/80[U]

Int. G.3B60K 17/04

U.S. G. 180—255 4 Claims

1. A wheel-hub with an epicyclic reduction gear, comprising

a first bottom section of an outer box which is intended to be

secured to vehicle suspensions, and to which is fastened an

annular section in the interior of which a ring gear is formed

which meshes with planetary gears carried by a rotary set in

the centre of which a pinion of an input shaft is received,

peripherally to the planet carrier there being formed directly

thereon two races which confine the seating for two rows of

balls with complementary races formed laterally of said ring

gear and directly on said annular section of the outer box.

1. An acoustic device for a head protector, comprising:

a sound generating element for generating acoustic sounds,

a case member having an inner chamber for containing at least

a part of said sound generating element therein,

a sound conducting member extending from said case member
so as to conduct the acoustic sounds generated in said inner

chamber;

a holding member for holding said case member on said head

protector;

said sound conducting member being formed to extend from

said case member held on said head protector to a location

substantially corresponding to an ear of a wearer of said

head protector; and

said acoustic device being detachably mounted to said head

protector.

4,424.881

SPEAKER ASSEMBLY
Kenneth M. Hattori, Bensenvllle, III., assignor to Emhart Indus-

tries, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Feb. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 349,628

Int. G.' H05K 5/00
U.S. G. 181—155 6 Gaims

1. A speaker assembly comprising

(a) a hollow base member including sidewalls and a top portion

having a grille therein.

(b) a speaker unit comprising a hollow wedge shaped member
including intersecting walls forming a V-shaped groove at

an apex of said wedge shaped member, a rib extending along

said V-shaped groove, each of said intersecting walls having

an opening therein, and spaced parallel angled louvers car-

ried in said opening, and

(c) coupling means coupling said speaker unit to said base

member.
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4,424,882

RESONATOR TYPE MUFFLERS
Paul S. Molier, 9350 Curry Rd., Dixon, Calif. 95620

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 232,816, Feb. 9, 1981,
abandoned. This application Jul. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 284,984

Int. CI.' FOIN 1/08
U.S. a. 181-231 38 Qaims

1. A resonator type mufTler for an internal combustion en-
gine, comprising:

an elongated housing having an inlet and an outlet;

a chamber divider extending generally transversely across
the interior of the housing to define a first chamber in

communication with the housing's inlet, upstream of the
divider, and a second chamber downstream of the divider;

at least one sound inductor tube extending longitudinally in

the housing through the chamber divider, with an inlet

end in the first chamber and an outlet extending into the
second chamber; and

a wall forming a downstream end of the second chamber,
with an opening;

the outlet end of the inductor tube being spaced from the
wall at the downstream end of the second chamber by a
distance of from about J to I inch, and being offset from
the wall opening.

4,424,883

SILENCER FOR PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT
Franco Musiani, Monte S. Pietro, Italy, assignor to Panda S.r.l.,

Bologna, Italy

Filed Mar. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 356,446
Oaims priority, application Italy, Mar. 31, 1981, 4805/81 [U]

Int. C\? FOIN 1/24
U.S. a. 181-258 11 aaims

J

1. Silencer for pneumatic equipment, comprising a casing,

open at one extremity and closed at the other by means of a
cover in which there is at least one slit, that can be locked in a
removable fashion to the body of the compressed gas device
with which it is used, in such a way that the open extremity
communicates directly with a duct for the discharge of the
gases in the said device, there being in the said casing, starting

at the open extremity and going towards the cover, stably
inserted and, at the same time, closely enshrouded peripherally
by the inside surface of the casing, a first element, a filter, and
a second element, of which the first element defines, in cooper-
ation with the relevant part of the inside surface of the casing,

a first expansion chamber for the compressed gases, as well as.

in cooperation with the second element and with a portion of
the inside surface of the casing delimited by the said elements,
a second compressed gas expansion chamber that contains the
said filter, while the second element defines, furthermore, in

cooperation with the cover, a third expansion chamber for the
compressed gases; both the said first and second elements being
provided with a plurality of through holes to render the first

chamber communicating with the second, and the second
chamber communicating with the third, respectively, charac-
terized in that said filter is constituted by a layer of porous
material, said layer of porous material completely filling the
aforementioned second expansion chamber and being consti-
tuted by at least two consecutive parts, namely a first part and
a second part, that mate with the first and the second elements,
respectively, the first part having a porosity greater than that
of the second part.

4,424,884

EMERGENCY RESCUE SYSTEM
Charles P. Smith, Jr., 336 N. Palm Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif.

90201

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 209,708, Nov. 24, 1980, Pat.
No. 4,355,699. This application Jun. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,259

Int. a.3 A62B 1/02
U.S. a. 182-12 12 Oaims

1. An emergency rescue system for use in rescuing persons
from a multistory building, comprising:

a laterally extending track mounted at the top of the build-

ing;

a movable carriage including a carriage base mounted for

movement along said track, and a pair of davits pivotally

connected to and extending angularly upwardly and out-

wardly from said base to an operative position overhang-
ing an exterior face of the building and pivotally movable
to an inoperative position pivoted away from the exterior

face of the building;

a gondola for suspension alongside the exterior face of the

building;

a pair of suspension cables connected between said carriage

base and said gondola whereby said gondola is suspended
from said carriage base, said susp>ension cables being re-

ceived over pulleys carried at the upper ends of said da-
vits;

said carriage base comprising first and second sections mov-
able laterally with respect to each other, said davits being
pivotally connected respectively to said first and second
sections, and including means for driving said first and
second sections along said track relatively away from
each other to spread said davits and facilitate swinging
movement of said gondola onto the top of the building,

and for driving said first and second sections along said
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track relatively toward each other to correspondingly
move said davits back toward each other;

means on said carriage base for adjusting the length of said

suspension cables for adjusting the elevational position of
said gondola;

a tension cable connected between said carriage base and a

base plate near the base of the building, said tension cable
being engageable with the side of said gondola opposite
the building for urging said gondola into bearing engage-
ment with the exterior face of the building, said base plate

being mounted for movement in a lateral direction gener-
ally in parallel with the track at the top of the building;

first power drive means positioned substantially at the top of

the building for laterally driving said carriage base along
said track to adjust the lateral position of said gondola; and

second power means for laterally moving said base plate

with respect to the exterior face of the building to main-
tain said base plate generally in vertical alignment with
said carriage.

tive friclional compressive relainmg engagement with ihe

wheels.

4,424,885

BRAKE ASSEMBLY FOR PALLET LIFT TRUCK
Tuval Kedem, Miami, Fla., assignor to Equipment Company of

America, Hialeah, Fla.

Filed Aug. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 296,103

Int. CI.' B60T 1/04
U.S. a. 188—22 9 Claims

1. A brake assembly for a pallet lift truck having a base plate,

a depending axle shaft having a wheel fork mounting an axle

journaling a pair of spaced resilient wheels, and a normally
upright steering handle pivoted at one end upon said base

plate;

said brake assembly comprising a brake housing including a

pair of laterally spaced upright stirrups having down-
wardly opening slots positionable over and upon the axle

between the wheels;

a normally upright brake arm of L-shape with one end pro-

jected into said housing and pivotally mounted thereon;

a brake bar secured to and projecting from opposite sides of
said brake arm adjacent and outwardly of its pivotal

mounting transversely overlying and spaced from the

wheels when in inoperative position;

first spring means within said housing bearing against and
normally biasing said brake arm and bar to said inopera-

tive position;

a brake actuator boss upon said steering handle outwardly of

its pivotal mounting spaced from the other end of said

brake arm;

and said steering handle operatively engageable with said

other end of said brake arm on manual downward pivotal

movement of said steering handle for moving said brake

bar against the force of said first spring means into opera-

4 424 886
FLOATING CALIPER SPOT-TYPE DISC BRAKE,
PARTICULARLY FOR AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES

Heinz Frigger, Langen-Oberlinden, and Rainer Hoffmann,
Kelkheim-Fischbach, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors
to ITT Industries, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 290,118
Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Aug. 29.

1980, 3032511; Aug. 29. 1980. 3032512

Int. CI.' F16D 55/224. 65/02
U.S. CI. 188-73.35 7 C'laim«

1; (.
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1. In a floating caliper spot-type disc brake, particularlv fur

use in automotive vehicles, for applying braking forces id a

disc rotatably mounted on a support, a combination compris-
ing:

a carrier member stationarily mounted on the upport,

a caliper member;

means for guiding said caliper member on said carrier mem-
ber for translatory movement in opposite directions aionj:

a predetermined axis at least through a plurality of assem-
bled positions, including at least

means for defining at least one opening in one of said mem-
bers,

at least one annular intermediate element accommodated in

said opening and bounding a passage, and
at least one elongated guide element secured to the other ol

said members and received in said passage in said assem-

bled positions such that said passage and said elongated

guide element are centered on a common axis parallel to

said predetermined axis; and

means for urging said members toward said assembled posi-

tions, including at least one elastically yieidabie region of

said intermediate element extending in its relaxed position

assumed after the accommodation of said intermediate

element in said opening and prior to the assembly of said

members, asymmetrically with respect to said common
axis into the space occupied by said elongated element m
said assembled positions for said region to be elasticalK

deformed and to apply its restoring forces as\mmetricall\
to said elongated guide element in said assembled posi-

tions.

4,424,887

BRAKE UNIT
Gordon M. Sommer, Boca Raton, Fla.. assignor to Sommer Co.,

Warren, Mich.

Continuation of Ser. No. 80,456, Oct. 1. 1979. abandoned. This

application Dec. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 333.314

Int. O.' F16D 65/853. 67/00: B60T 8/12
U.S. 0. 188-264 P 33 Oaims

1. A brake assembly comprising:

a housing;

an input shaft rotatably journaled within said housing, in-

cluding gear means adjacent one end thereof, said gear

means including a ring gear axially movably mounted on
said input shaft and said input shaft including a gear and
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brake disc carrier secured thereto, said ring gear being
mounted on said carrier adjacent one end thereof;

bearing means within said housing supportingly engaging
opposite end portions of said carrier, said bearing means
rotatably supporting said input shaft, labyrinth seals pro-
vided between said carrier and said housing immediately
axially outwardly of each of said bearing means, said

bearing and said labyrinth seals cooperating to limit axi-

ally outwardly directed fluid flow;

a plurality of brake discs mounted on said brake disc carrier

of said input shaft and rotatable therewith, and axially

movably secured to said brake disc carrier;

a plurality of brake plates interposed between said brake disc

and nonrotatably mounted within said housing;

means for biasing the shoes in the same direction around the
drum towards said first limit position, actuator means move-
able relative to said torque reaction member for applying the
shoes to the drum and means for transmitting force from the
actuator means to the shoes unequally such that the larger
force urges the shoes circumferentially towards said second
limit position and the smaller force urges the shoes circumfer-
entially towards said first limit position.

4,424,888

SHOE AND DRUM BRAKE
Leslie C. Chouings, Holly Croft, Bourton, Rugby, Warwick-

shire, England

Continuation of Ser. No. 10,531, Feb. 9, 1979, abandoned. This
application Jan. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 227,761

Int. a.3 F16D 51/20
U.S. a. 188—331

t.^'^'.V.'.kkV^

l>..'>SS'.S\S^

12 Qaims

1. A brake comprising a torque reaction member, a drum
which is rotatable relative to the torque reaction member about
an axis, two shoes mounted on the torque reaction member for
movement relative thereto circumferentially of the drum and
radially of the drum for engaging the drum for exerting brak-
ing torque thereon, abutment means on said torque reaction
member for limiting movement of the shoes circumferentially
of the drum in respective opposite directions and thereby

4424889
PHASE BREAK-SECnON INSULATOR DEVICES OF

HIGH TENSILE STRENGTH
Max Hdckele, Fichtenstrasse 3, Bergien-Stenach D-7061, and
Werner Muller, Karlstrasse 17, Fellbach, botli of Fed. Rep. of
Germany D-7012

Filed Mar. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 243,191
Int. a.3 B60M 1/18

U.S. CI. 191-39 34aaims

actuating means for moving said brake plates and said brake
discs into and out of braking relationship to thereby im-
pede rotation of said input shaft; and

fluid pumping means driven by said input shaft and operative
to circulate fluid across said brake plates and discs to cool
and lubricate same, said fluid pumping means also being
operative to generate a fluid pressure causing said actuat-

ing means to move said brake discs and plates into braking
relationship, said fluid pumping means comprising a gear
pump drivfngly engaged by said gear means of said input
shaft;

wherein said housing includes passage means for conducting
fluid from said gear pump to said brake discs and plates.

27. A device for establishing an electrically insulating con-
nection of high tensile strength between two sections of the
contact wire of an overhead line, which device comprises:
two insulating rods which are located parallel to each other
and side by side at a distance from each other;

connection structures for joining one end of the contact wire
with one end of both insulating rods and the other end of the
contact wire with the other end of both insulating rods;

two pairs of current collector guides respectively joined to said

connection structures; and,

each of the two insulating rods comprising a fiber glass core
and a concentric polytetrafluroethylene covering which, for

at least part of its length, has grooves provided therein.

4,424,890

MANUAL CLUTCH WEAR ADJUSTER
Michael R. Duethman, Vadnais Heights, Minn., assignor to

Chrysler Corporation, Highland Park, Mich.
Filed Sep. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 306,797

Int. a.3 F16D 13/75
U,S. a. 192—111 A 1 Qaim

1. A clutch actuator assembly for a motor vehicle clutch of
defining first and second limit positions of the shoes, biasing the type being normally resiliently loaded to an engaged posi
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tion effecting power transfer between the engine and transmis-

sion of the vehicle, the clutch actuator assembly comprising;

A. a pedal member having a generally U-shaped cross-sec-

tion pivoully mounted in the vehicle and defining an

elongated longitudinal axis;

B. a cable assembly including a cable fixed at one end to the

vehicle clutch;

C. a rack-like adjuster member axially slidably received

within said pedal member U-shaped cross-section for

slidable movement along said pedal member longitudinal

axis and including means for attachment to the other end

of said cable;

D. axially resilient means jn the form of a coil tension spring

received within said pedal member U-shaped cross section

and aligned on said longitudinal axis with said spring's one

end fixed to said adjusting member and said spring's other

end grounded to said pedal member;

E. an actuator member pivotally mounted in the vehicle

within the pedal member about the same axis as said pedal

member, and including guide means for receiving the

cable;

F. means defining a toothed surface on said actuator member

and a complementary toothed surface on said adjusting

member in juxtaposition therewith, the complementary

toothed surfaces being fully engaged to axially fix said

cable with respect to said pedal and actuator member

upon' certain pivotal movement of said pedal member

toward a position effecting disengagement of said clutch

and said toothed surfaces being less than fully engaged

upon certain pivotal movement of said pedal member

toward a position effecting engagement of the clutch; and

G. stop means on the vehicle engageable with the actuator

member for limiting separating movement between the

complementary toothed surfaces, whereby axial move-

ment of said cable with respect to said pedal and actuator

members permits compensation for clutch wear.

4,424,891

EQUIPMENT FOR RECLAIMING THE WASTE
PRODUCTS OF MACHINING

Russell D. Dudley; Larry D. Areaux, both of Kalamazoo, and

Robert H. Dudley, Portoge, all of Mich., assignors to Recla-

met. Inc., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Filed Jun. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 275,732

Int. a.3 B65G n/00

U.S. a. 193—2 R 2 Qaims

screw conveyor adjacent said receiving post for separating by

gravity the chips and chunk portions of the scrap mcul from

the meul turnings; a depending vertical first chute beneath said

crusher for receiving crushed material discharged from said

crusher; a second depending chute beneath said grizzly bars for

receiving the chips and chunks passing between said bars; the

upper ends of said chutes being sealed except for air passing

through said crusher and said grizzly bars, said first and second

chutes discharging into a downwardly mclined tubular con-

duit; the lower end of said conduit discharging into a centri-

fuge having means for creating a negative air pressure in said

conduit; an air inlet opening in the lower wall of said conduit

for introducing at a velocity sufficient to entrain and transport

the crushed materials, chips and oils to the centrifuge while

permitting the chunks to pass by gravity through the air inlet

whereby all of said scrap material discharged through said

grizzly bars and from said crusher is moved by gravity until it

is discharged or enters said centrifuge.

4,424,892

COIN OPERATED NEWSRACK
Brian J. Marcroft, Norwalk, Calif., assignor to The Times Mir-

ror Company, Los Angeles, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 168,007, Jul. 14, 1980,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 113,576,

Jan. 21, 1980, abandoned. This application Dec. 21, 1981, Ser.

No. 332,668

Int. a.' G07F 9/04

U.S. CI. 194—1 D 21 Qaims

rpiB'

'!./•

1. In a system for reclaiming the scrap metal and cutting oils

produced by machining, said scrap metal including chips,

metal chunks, and metal turnings, a receiving bin into which

the scrap metal in random condition is dumped; a conveyor

housing having a screw conveyor communicating with the

bottom of said bin and passing t)ut through one wall of said bin.

a metering plate secured to said one wall above said conveyor,

the bottom edge of said plate being positioned above and

closely adjacent said conveyor for metering the rate of dis-

charge of the scrap metal from said bin; a scrap crusher having

a receiving post in one of its sides; the discharge end of said

conveyor discharging into said receiving post; grizzly bars

forming the bottom of said conveyor housing beneath said

1. A coin operated newsrack comprising:

a support frame;

a newspaper storage compartment on the frame having a

normally locked door for access to the compartment:

a coin mechanism housing on the frame;

a coin return receptacle in the housing;

a coin mechanism mounted in the housing and adapted to

unlock the door of the compartment, and drop coins at a

designated deposit point in the housing responsive to

actuating means when the proper coinage is present, and

adapted to drop coins in the coin return receptacle respon-

sive to the actuating means when the proper coinage is not

present;

a coin collecting chamber in the housing underneath the

deposit point;

a passageway between the deposit point and the coin collect-

ing chamber to permit coins to drop from the coin mecha-

nism to the coin collecting chamber;

a control device movable between a first position and a

second position; and

means responsive to the control device for diverting coins at

the deposit point from the passageway to the return recep-

tacle when the control device is in its first position and for
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clearing the opening to transfer coins from the deposit
point to the coin collecting chamber when the control
device is in its second position.

4 424 893
METHOD AND INSTALLATION FOR ENCOURAGING
THE RESTITUTION OF SHOPPING CARTS IN A

SUPERMARKET
Guy Glllet, Deols, France, assignor to Supennarket Systems, St.
Lambert des Bois, France

Filed Dec. 4, 1980, Ser. No. 213,191
Claims priority, application France, Jun. 23, 1980, 80 13884

Int. a.3 G07F 7/06
U.S. a. 194-1 C 23 aaims

electrical components one at a time to a single line conveyor.
comprising:

a support frame;

an inclined surface attached to said support frame;
a plurality of walls extending upward from an upper portion

of said inclined surface and dividing said upper portion of
said inclined surface into a plurality of chutes, there being
at least one chute for each electrical component of said
batch of electrical components;

a camshaft, rotatably mounted upon said frame above said
inclined surface, and including a plurality of eccentric
cams extending downward toward said chutes, one of said
cams being operably associated with each of said chutes
for periodically blocking and periodically opening each of
said chutes, said cams being arranged so that said plurality
of chutes are opened one at a time thereby permitting said
batch of electrical components to pass one at a time
through said drop chute apparatus; and

a plurality of spring strips, one extending into each of said
chutes between said eccentric cams and said inclined
surface so that engagement of said eccentric cams with
said strips causes each of said strips to cyclically move
between a down position blocking movement of an elec-
trical component down its respective chute and an up
position allowing an electrical component to slide down
Its respective chute between said strip and said inclined
surface.

1. A method for encouraging the restitution of a roiling cart
in a reception area the access of which is controlled by open-
able wickets, the encouragement being expressed by the deliv-
ery of a ticket following the restitution of the card, wherein:

a first checking of the identity of the cart is carried out
upstream of the wickets;

a second checking is carried out when the cart opens and
passes the wickets, the wickets allowing during this pas-
sage an eventual pulling back of the cart from the recep-
tion area; the wickets being allowed to come back to a
closed condition once the cart has passed; the distribution
of a ticket is inhibited if the cart is pulled back during the
second checking, and is carried out if the first and second
checking are conclusive and the wickets are closed after
the entry of the cart into the reception area.

'

I

4 424 894
SEQUENaNG LAMP FEEDER

John F^jt, and James V. Neal, Jr., both of Wynnewood, Okla.,
assignors to Xenell Corporation, Wynnewood, Okla.

Filed Sep. 12, 1980, Ser. No. 186,588
Int. a.3 B65G 47/68

U.S. a. 198-451
,5 c,ai„,s

4 424 895
APPARATUS FOR THE MANIPULATION OF PRESS

MATS
Jurgen Pesch, Krefeld-Traar; Gunter Knoll, Krefeld-Fischein,

and Werner Thelen, Kempen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to G. Siempelkamp GmbH & Co., Krefeld, Fed. Rep.
of Germany

Filed Feb. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 238,708
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 29.

1980, 3007731

Int. a.3 B65G i7/(X)
U.S. CI. 198-472 9 c,^„.

1. A sequencing drop chute apparatus for feeding a batch of

1. An apparatus for transferring mats in the production of
pressed board, comprising:

a feed conveyor having a discharge end and a mat-carrying
surface lying in a horizontal plane and adapted to feed a mat
along said plane;

a receiving conveyor spaced from said end of said feed con-
veyor for entraining a mat along said plane;

an intermedite drum disposed between said conveyors, said
drum having:

a cylindrical periphery tangent to said plane,
at least one recessed portion inwardly of said cylindrical

periphery for receiving a head bar connected to a flexible
underlay for said mat.

a transition surface extending from said recessed portion of
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said cylindrical periphery and progressively merging

therewith along which said underlay lies.

means for retaining said bar in said recessed portion during

rotation of said drum until said recessed portion reaches

said plane, and

means for shifting said bar into said plane as said recessed

portion approaches said plane, said recessed portion being

a fixed pocket formed in said drum and having a leading

flank in the direction of rotation of said drum forming an

abutment for a leading edge of said bar, said transition

surface having a leading edge disposed inwardly of the

outer edge of said flank, said transition surface being

formed on a movable member on said drum swingable

between a position wherein said transition surface lies

inwardly of said cylindrical periphery and a position in

which said transition surface lies along said cylindrical

periphery, means being provided in said drum to swing

said movable member between said positions.

said front carton wall and successively joined thereto by paral-

lel substantially vertical fold lines:

(a) a first side carton wall;

(b) a back carton wall;

(c) a second side carton wall;

(d) a first inner compartment side panel;

4,424,896

DUST FEED MECHANISM
Edward M. Milliman, Benton City, Wash., assignor to The

United State: of America as represented by the United SUtes

Department of Energy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Apr. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 251,660

Int. a.3 B65G ii/00

U.S. a. 198—545 9 Oaims
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(e) an inner compartment back panel;

(0 a second inner compartment side panel; and

(g) a glue panel

one of said inner compartment side panels being provided near

one of its margins with self-centering beam directed toward

said inner compartment back panel.

4,424,897

DISPLAY CARTON AND BLANK THEREFOR
Joseph F. Ondris, Murray Hill, N.J., and Felix Kom, Forrest

Hills, N.Y., assignors to Bristol-Myers Company, New York,

N.Y.

Filed Mar. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 357,368

Int. a.' B65D 5/50. 25/00

U.S. a. 206—45.14 7 Qaims

1. A one-piece blank for a carton assembly having an outer

carton structure and an inner compartment; said blank being

provided with a front carton wall having end closure flaps

attached at each end thereof, a glue panel contiguous with said

front carton wall along one fold line and extending to one side

of said front carton wall, and extending from the other side of

4,424,898

NEEDLE AND SUTURE HOLDER AND PACKAGE
Eberhard Thyen, Middlesex, and Charles D. Carr, Martinsville,

both of N.J., assignors to Ethicon, Inc., Somerville, N.J.

Filed Apr. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 366,508

Int. a.' A61B / 7/06

U.S. a. 206—63.3 11 Claims

1. A device for uniformly feeding dust to aerosolizing means

comprising:

a hopper for receiving dust;

a rotatable hopper brush positioned within the hopper;

a feed tube having an opening and coupled to the hopper

such that dust from the hopper may be transferred to the feed

tube through the opening in the feed tube and aerosolizing

means at an end of said feed tube;

a rotatable spiral feed brush positioned within said feed tube;

means to drive the feed brush so as to feed dust through said

feed tube to said aerosolizing means; and

means to drive the hopper brush wherein with the means

driving the brushes dust is delivered to the feed brush at a

rate greater than the rate that dust is delivered to the

aerosolizing means.

1. Means for removably securing a plurality of sterile,

curved, surgical needles in spaced relationship with said nee-

dles lying and being held in substantially the same plane, said

means comprising:

a planar member, and a plurality of holding means disposed

from one surface of said planar member, each of said

holding means having an elongate shape, adjacent longer

sides of adjacent holding means having portions parallel

whereby a curved needle placed between said adjacent

longer sides is gripped on its inside curved surface or its

concave curved surface in at least two points and on its

outside curved surface or its convex surface at one point

to hold the needle in a plane parallel to said planar mem-

ber.
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4,424,899

INSTRUMENT CARRYING CASE
Sbeldoa J. Rosenberg, New York, N.Y., auignor to Western

Electric Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,947

Int. a.} B65D 79/00

U.S. a. 206—305 1 Oaim

1. A carrying case for an electrical instrument comprising,

an open topped box having a bottom, a front wall, a rear wall
and a pair of side walls, said side walls being about three times

longer than the height of said rear wall, and the width of said

front and rear walls being about twice greater than said height,

a lid having a rectangular top panel having a length and width
approximating that of, respectively, said side walls and said

rear wall, and having, also, respectively, said side walls and
said rear wall, and having, also, side flanges depending from
the side edges of said panel, said lid being adapted to fit over
and close the top of the box with said flanges being on the
outside of, and overlapping with, the corresponding walls of
said box, all said elements of said box and lid being relatively

rigid and having a laminated structure comprising an inner

layer of stiff material and an outer layer of flexible material, a
flexible hinge joining the top edge of said rear wall of said box
to the rear edge of said panel of said lid, said hinge being
provided by a strip of said flexible material constituting a
portion longitudinally central of, and transversely extending
across a sheet of said flexible material providing on longitudi-

nally opposite sides of said strip the flexible material of the
laminated structure of, respectively, said rear wall and said

panel, said hinge enabling said lid to be swung about 270 de-
grees thereabout from its box closing position to an inside out
position at which the normal outside of said panel is adjacent
and substantially parallel to the rear wall of said box. fastening
means comprising mutually engageable parts carried by, re-

spectively, said rear wall and said panel and adapted by en-
gagement of said parts to releasably fasten said panel in said

inside-out portion to the rear of said box so as to provide a prop
raising said rear when said box and lid are placed on a horizon-
tal support surface, and a pair of eyelets formed at a longitudi-
nally central location in the bottom of said box along the longi-

tudinally centerline thereof in longitudinally spaced relation
from each other, said eyelets being adapted, in conjunction
with a screw passed through either thereof into a hole formed
in the bottom of such an instrument to be centrally located in

the width thereof, to provide instrument securing means en-
abling such instrument to be secured to the bottom of said box
either inside or outside such bottom, and forwardly or re-

versely in relation thereto, and, in all such cases, in centered
relation with such bottom.

a second ply of a conductive material, and
a third ply of an anti-sutic material,

said second ply being embedded on the surface ofone of said

first or third plies and the other one of said first or third

plies being bonded to said conductive second ply,

said conductive second ply composed of a material provid-
ing a surface resistivity no greater than approximately
5x10* ohms per square and being sufficiently transparent
to permit visual identification of a component through the
envelope,

said conductive second ply being sandwiched between said

first and third plies.

4,424,901

CONVERTIBLE ARTICLE CARRIER
Charles E. Lanier, Marietta, Ga., assignor to The Mead Corpo-

ration, Dayton, Ohio
Filed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,841

Int. a.i B65D 5/36
U.S. a. 206-434 16 Qaims

4 424,900
ANTI-STATIC PACKAGES AND PACKAGING MATERIAL
Robert J. Petcarich, 2954 Mission Blvd. #4, San Diego, Calif.

92101

Filed No?. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 439,857
Int. a.3 B65D 73/02, 85/42

VS. a. 206—328 20 Qaims
1. A package adapted to receive and protect an electronic

component, the walls of the package formed of a flexible sheet
material comprising:

a first ply of an electrically insulating material.

» n ii

1. A convertible article carrier which is initially of the wrap-
around type and formed from a generally rectangular blank
and includes top, bottom and side walls which are intercon-

nected to form a tubular structure for packaging a group of
articles arranged in at least one row when the blank is wrapped
thereabout and its ends are secured together, the improvement
comprising a pair of spaced apart generally parallel transverse

frangible means formed in said top wall and extending down-
wardly into both of said side walls defining transverse end
panels at each end of the tubular structure and defining a
carrying handle therebetween, and a web panel foldably joined

to each end edge of each of said end panels along a fold line

which is normal to the associated end panel and foldably joined

to the associated side wall along a diagonal fold line, each of
said web panels being foldable inwardly following rupture of
said frangible means into face contacting engagement with the

associated side wall simultaneously with swinging movement
of said end wall panels into positions astride the ends of the

tubular structure converting the previously formed wrap-
around type carrier into a basket style carrier.
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4,424,902

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PACKING GLASS
SHEETS IN A CONTAINER

Anatoly A. SiUnskr. Vitaly S. Schnkin, and Evgeny V. Panshkin,

all of Moscow, U.S.S.R^ assignors to Procktno-konstmktor-
skaya Organizatsiya "OrgiteUo", Gorkobskaya, U.S.S.R.

FUcd Mar. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 359,314

Int. a.} B65D 85/48. 81/10
U.S. a. 206-454 7 Claims

(g) the molecular sieve material containing oxidized tritium

in the form of HTO or TjO, and

(h) a relatively thick readily frangible shell partition dis-

posed between the filler material and the said cartridge

which it encases, whereby the cartridge can be freed from
the filler material without damage and its quick-connect

seals readily connected it to an inert gaseous supply for

removal of the tritium from the molecular sieve.

1. A method for packing glass sheets in a container having

upper and lower guides provided with elastic straps, compris-

ing the steps of forming a glass stack in the space between the

elastic straps; subsequently restraining said glass stack with air

gaps between adjacent stacks in a plane perpendicular to said

elastic straps by positively expanding the elastic straps; and

concurrently pressing the glass suck in a direction parallel

with the plane of said glass stack.

1. An apparatus for storing tritium for a desired period of

time in an accessible cartridge which is adapted for passage of

gases therethrough which can both supply and remove tritium

therefrom at a desired rate, comprising:

(a) a closed and sealed outer waste container,

(b) the waste container being filled with a filler material,

(c) an elongated storage cartridge disposed centrally within

the waste container and surrounded by the filler material,

(d) the said elongated storage cartridge having a quick-con-

nect seal member at each end for facilitating the passage of

gases therethrough and operable only when connecting

means are mounted on them,

(e) the storage cartridge being filled with molecular sieve

material having a high selectivity for water vapor and

high temperature resistance in the loaded state,

(f) the said storage cartridge having a relatively thin wall

and being formed of a corrosion-resistant material which

is hermetic to hydrogen diffusion,

4,424,904

ROTARY DISPLAY RACK PARTICULARLY ADAPTED
FOR STORING RECORD ALBUMS

Quentin Applegate, Jr., 10 Koster Blvd., Apt. 7B, Edison, N.J.

08837

Filed May 20, 1981, Ser. No. 265.543

Int. CV A47B 41/04; A47G 29/00
U.S. a. 211—40 10 Claims

4,424,903

APPARATUS FOR STORING TRITIUM, ESPEQALLY
TRITIUM WASTES FROM NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
Josef Knieper, Baesweilen Heinz Printz, Titz-Rodingen, and

Robert Wolfle, Julich, aU of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors

to Kemforschungsanlage Julich GmbH, Julich, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
Filed Mar. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 247,310

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 26,

1980, 3011602

Int. a.} G21F 5/02
UjS. a. 206—525 12 Claims

7 T

1. A rotary display rack for storing record albums, compris-

ing:

(a) a base,

(b) a turntable rotatably carried by the base,

(c) a central vertically extending longitudinal tubular mem-
ber of a smaller area than said turntable affixed to said

turntable said tubular member having a plurality of pairs

of side apertures wherein each pair consists of one aper-

ture in a first side and a second aperture aligned with the

first in a second side,

(d) a plurality of equal length rods each separately inserted

through an associated pair of apertures with the length of

said rods being such that they extend symmetrically from

both sides of said tubular member to form a series of

compartments about said turntable, and

(e) means located about the surface of said turntable within

the area of each compariment to serve as a bottom re-

straint for an album emplaced vertically on said turntable

and retained relatively vertically by said rod at a top end

and by said means at a bottom end.

4,424,905

GARMENT HANGER CADDY
Qetus F. Keen, 2736 S. PunU Del Este Dr., Hacienda Heights,

Calif. 91745

FUcd Feb. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 235,716

Int. a.' A47F 7/00

MS. a. 211—49 R 8 CUlBM
1. A garment hanger caddy for storing and dispensing gar-

ment hangers comprising: a base, a hook-engaging suppori

extending vertically from said base, a pair of spaced supports

extending vertically from said base for engaging the respective

outer shoulden of a garment hanger, a horizontal loop carried

by one of said spaced supports passing behind and spaced from
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said hook-engaging support above said base, the spacing of said 4,424,907

loop from said hook-engaging support allowing unobstructed FISHING TACKLE STORAGE RACK
Barry L. Robb, 116 Ruby Red Ct., Longwood, Fla. 32750

unloading of said caddy by sliding the hangers off said hook-
engaging support and said alignment means.

I

' I

4,424,906

PACKET HOLDER
William R. Richmond, Shelbyville, Ind., assignor to Williams

Industries, Inc., Shelbyville, Ind.

Filed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,287

Int. a.^ A47F 5/Jl
U.S. a. 211—50 10 Qaims

1. A holder for goods, comprising a longitudinally elongated
sheet having at least three transverse score lines, the sheet

being bent along these score lines to form a top element, a front

element, a bottom element, and a back element,

the top element including tongue means for engaging the

back element to maintain holder configuration and a win-

dow for receiving goods,

the front element unitarily joining the top element and the

bottom element,

the bottom element unitarily joining the front element and
the back element and supporting a lower portion of goods
received in the window in the top element, and

the back element including a aperture means for receiving

the tongue means of the top element, the aperture means
including a receiving portion and a locking portion inte-

grally connected to the receiving portion the receiving

portion including an arcuate edge and notches at the

lateral extremities of the arcuate edged for receiving the

widest dimension of the tongue means.

Filed Oct. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 312,168

Int. a.3 A47F 5/08. 7/00
U.S. CI. 211—60R 14 aaims

1. A fold-down storage rack for permitting the storage of
fishing rods and the like across the ceiling, said rack compris-
ing:

a first rack support;

means for mounting said rack support against a flat surface
such as a ceiling, with said rack support extending sub-

stantially normal thereto;

a second rack support including at least one arm;
means for mounting said second rack support against said

surface along a line spaced from and substantially parallel

with said first rack support with said arm extending away
from said surface;

a storage rack pivoted at one end to said first rack support
and dimensioned to extend across the space between said

rack supports and adjacent the extremity of said arm of
said second rack support;

holding means coupled to said second rack support and
movably engagable with said storage rack for holding said

storage rack into a storage position substantially parallel

with said surface, and disengagable to permit said storage

rack to be pivoted away from said surface, said holding

means comprising a holding bracket having a pair of arms,
each bracket arm pivoted to said second rack suppport;

and

fastenijig means along said storage rack for holding fishing

rods or the like.

4,424,908

CUSTOM CHANGEABLE, KNOCKDOWN SHELF
Walter E. Davitz, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to Production Plus

Corporation, Columbus, Ohio
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 41,944, May 29, 1979, Pat. No.

4,243,146. This application Oct. 28, 1980, Ser. No. 201,492
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jun. 6, 1998,

has been disclaimed.

Int. a.' A47F 5/01
U.S. a. 211—118 5 Qaims

1. A suspended, article supporting shelf comprising:

(a) a plurality of generally horizontal, vertically spaced
crossbars each having opposed spaced panels, a cross web
extending between and longitudinally along said panels

and at least one crossbeam near each end of each crossbar

extending between said panels and spaced from said cross

web;

(b) a plurality of manually removable sidebars, some of said

sidebars extending between the adjacent, vertically spaced
ends of said crossbars and a pair of said sidebars extending

upwardly from the uppermost one of said crossbars and
fastened at their upper ends to a shelf support, each side-

bar having an upper end which is bent around and shaped
for hanging over an upper one of said crossbeams and a

lower, inwardly bent leg extending along the underside of
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a cross web and above a crossbeam of a relatively lower
one of said crossbars to a down turned tip;

(c) removable retaining means inserted between each of said

lower legs and its associated crossbeam for extending

from said crossbeam to said leg for preventing significant

movement of said leg and interfering with said turned

down tip to prevent withdrawal of said leg; and

(d) horizontal shelf panels extending transversely of and

supf>orted on said crossbars.

4,424,909

CRANE BOOM WARNING ACTUATOR
Ned A. Bergeron, Houma, La., assignor to B.W.B. Controls,

Inc., Houma, La.

Filed May 21, 1981, Ser. No. 266,112

Int. CI.3 B66D 1/56

U.S. a. 212—153 8 Gaims

1. A warning system for use on a crane wherein said crane

includes a movable boom, and at least one movable weight

bearing line, said system comprising:

a. a source of fiuid under pressure;

b. a pressure activated signal emitting device;

c. a plurality of signal device actuators positioned in substan-

tially unrestricted pressure communication with said

source and device;

d. each of said actuators having a housing and a valve body

mounted in said housing for longitudinal movement
therein and shiftable between a first position permitting

pressure communication between said source and device

and a second position blocking such communication,

wherein one of said actuators further comprises:

i. first and second body portions, each including means for

passing said line therethrough, one of said body por-

tions providing said actuator's housing and the other of

said body portions having a weight engageable portion;

and

ii. means for causing engagement between said weight and

said weight engageable portion to shift said valve body
to said first position.

4,424,910

CHILD RESISTANT CAP HAVING CAP RETENTION
AND CAM SURFACES

Alois R. Heinol, Bcnsenville, III., assignor to Knight Engineering

A Molding Co., Arlington Heighu, III.

Filed Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415,388

Int. a.' B65D 55/02
U.S. a. 215-216 5 Qaims

/O

1. A child resistant plastic cover assembly for a container,

comprising:

a generally circular cap having an inwardly projectmg lip on
the underside thereof;

a tubular body portion having an outlet surrounded by a lip,

the cap closing the outlet with the cap lip engaging the lip

of the body portion when the cap is seated on the body
portion;

the tubular body portion lip having a first inclined surface

facing outwardly and upwardly from the body portion,

and a second inclined surface contiguous to the first sur-

face, the second inclined surface facing outwardly and

downwardly from the body portion and forming an un-

dercut, the first and second surfaces intersecting at a

junction line which is inclined with respect to the outlet of

the body portion such that the undercut forms a cap reten-

tion means while the first surface forms a cap seating

means for seating the cap on said retention means.

4,424,911

CONTAINER TAMPER DETECTION DEVICE
Joseph A. Resnick, Natrona Heights, Pa., assignor to Kenneth

R. Bowers, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Filed Dec. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 434,838

Int. a.' B65D 55/02

U.S. O. 215—365 10 Qaims

1. A container having:

(a) at least one strip of pliable material affixed to an outside

surface of said container;

(b) a plurality of fragile microspheres attached to said strip;

(c) a substance contained within said microspheres which

when released from said microspheres caused by destruc-

tion of said microspheres by pressure on said strip and

upon interaction with said strip, initiates a color change

within said strip.
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4,424,912

CONTAINER WITH EXTENDABLE LEGS
Rudolf Bieri, Lindenstrane 23, CH-8400 Winterthur, and Jakob

Klaeni, BurgstraaM 6, CH-8408 Winterthur, both of Switzer-

land

Cootinuatioii of Ser. 23,196, filed as PCT CH 78/00008,
Aug. 17, 1978, publislMd as WO 79/00048,

Feb. 8, 1979, § 102(e) date
aaims priority, application Switzerland, Jul. 19, 1977,

8932/77

Int. a.J B65D 25/00; A47B 3/08
U.S. a. 217—122 3 aaims

*» a t4>

comprising a beverage container having, at a top portion, a
pull tab and a pull ring; said pull tab and pull ring being joined
by anchoring means; wherein when separated along the weak-
ened seam said ring cooperates with said tab to produce a
drinking opening in said container top portion;

an integral, flexible, resilient, tubular drinking straw dis-

posed internally of said beverage container; and
a resilient collar member disposed on the underside of said

tab for holding said drinking straw in a deformed condi-
tion internally of said container when said pull tab is not
separated from said container top portion;

said collar member comprising a top collar portion which is

received and joined within a hollow disposed in the under-
side of said anchoring means, said collar member further

comprising two resilient legs to surround a majority of the
circumferential surface of said tubular drinking straw
except for a minor portion sufficient to enable said drink-

ing straw to slip therethrough;

said retaining collar member being of a diameter sufficient to

receive and to substantially envelope an upper portion of
said drinking straw when threaded through said collar

member; wherein said reuining collar member cooperates
with said drinking straw to hold said straw in a deformed
condition when said pull tab is not separated from said

container top portion and causes automatic emergence of
said drinking straw when said pull tab is separated from
said container top portion.

I. A collapsible basket, comprising a container having a top
portion deflning a peripheral flange with a horizontal base, a

peripheral wall extending upwardly from around said base to

said flange, and a peripheral skirt extending downwardly
around the base to form an open-bottomed leg-storage region;

a plurality of elongated legs connected in the container in the
range of said leg-storage region for pivotal movement under
the influence of their own weight and displacement in vertical

direction; manually operable actuating means adjacent to the
container and being coupled to the legs, said actuating means
being operable between an erected position in which the legs

extend downwardly from the base to support the container and
a collapsed position in which the legs extend generally parallel

to the base within the leg storage region, whereby the con-
tainer can rest upon the skirt when the actuating means are in

the collapsed position; locking means arranged on the con-
tainer and on the actuating means to lock the actuating means
in said collapsed position; and safety means arranged on said

base and deflning an upright recess for arresting said legs in

their downwardly extended position when the actuating means
are in the erected position and the container is set down, and
for releasing the legs by relative axial movement of said legs
away frOm the recess upon lifting said container.

4,424,913

BEVERAGE CONTAINER WITH INTEGRAL STRAW
Duk H. Ko, 4526i St. Elmo Dr., Los Angeles, Calif. 90019

Filed Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,610
Int. a.J A47G 19/22: B65D 25/38

VS. a. 220-90.2 7 Qaims

1. An improved packaging system for beverages, the system

J

4,424,914

AIR BAG EXPLOSIVE DEVICE
Milton F. Brown, Jr., 2035 Echo Cove, Virginia Beach, Va.

23454

Filed Jun. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 391,975

Int. a.3 B65D 41/00
U.S. a. 220—261 53 Claims

10. A completely separable seal for a container opening
having a throat with a restriction therein including:

(a) a casing;

(b) an explosive charge in said casing;

(c) a projectile tethered to said casing;

(d) said projectile including a thin completely separable pe-

ripheral diaphragm for closing said container throat having

upper and lower surfaces;

(e) said charge mounted against said upper surface;

(0 means on said seal for engaging said throat restriction when
said charge has been fired to subsequently limit downward
thrust of said projectile into said container after complete

separation of said diaphragm from said container throat to

thus permit said projectile to reverse direction as the upward
explosive forces overcome the downward explosive forces

to thus propel the casing and tethered projectile from the

container throat thus opening the container.
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4,424,915

LID-LATCHING AND PRESSURE RELIEVING DEVICE
FOR A STEAM PRESSURE COOKER

Walter Horn, Idar-Oberstein, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Fissler Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung, Idar-Ober-

stein, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Mar. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 361,523

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 1,

1981, 3112993

Int. CV B65D 45/00
U.S. a. 220—316 21 Oaims

toothpaste container, said pump having an inlet at its lower

end, a conduit communicating said inlet and said outlet below
the level of said toothpaste container and said pump, a verti-

cally stationary discharge spout communicating with said

pump and being disposed above the level of said pump and

container, said spout being pivotal horizontally between dis-

charge and storage positions, said pump being actuated for

removal of toothpaste from said lining and delivery of tooth-

paste through said discharge spout.

1. A lid-latching and pressure-relieving device for a steam

pressure cooker, the device enabling the lid to be latched onto

a saucepan of the cooker and having a valve to relieve pressure

in the cooker, the pressure-relief and lid-latching functions of
the device being so coupled that said valve is operatively

connected to an actuating member for unlatching the lid, the

valve being responsive to pressure in the cooker when the lid

is latched on the saucepan and being movable by said actuating

member from a first position, in which the lid is latched on said

saucepan and pressure exists in the cooker to enable cooking
under pressure to take place, to a second position in which
pressure in the cooker can be released through said valve

without unlatching the lid, and to a third position in which the

lid can be unlatched by said actuating member, said third

position only being attainable after discharge of the pressure in

the copker.

4,424,916

TOOTHPASTE DISPENSER
Donald L. Pearson, 2449 Candlewick, Pontine, Mich. 48055

Filed Jun. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 272,768

Int. CV B65D 35/28
U.S. a. 222—74 5 Qaims

^-^ '34 ^J3

1. An apparatus for dispensing toothpaste onto a toothbrush

comprising: a housing adapted to be supported on a horizontal

surface and having an open bottom end giving access to the

contents therein and a closed top end, an elongated toothpaste

container removably disposed vertically in said housing and
having a rigid outer casing and a collapsible inner lining con-

taining toothpaste with an outlet at its lower end, breathing

holes in said casing to prevent formation of a vacuum within

the casing upon collapse of said lining upon removal of tooth-

paste from said outlet, a reciprocating pump disposed verti-

cally in said housing in side by side relationship with said

4,424,917

SELF-CLEANING VALVE
Richard F. Berger, Huntington; Greg Pardes, New York, and

Bernard R. Gerber, Jamaica, all of N.Y., assignors to The
Reseal Container Corporation of America, New York. N.Y.

Filed Jun. 1. 1981. Ser. No. 269.255

Int. CI.' B65D 35/28
U.S. CI. 222-103 8 Claims

1. Self-cleaning valve fqr use at the outlet of a container for

dispensing a material from the valve and comprising an axially

elongated fiexible flattenable tube having an inlet end through

which the material enters the valve and an outlet end from

which the material is dispensed after passing through said tube,

said tube having an at-rest condition and a dispensing condi-

tion, said tube forming a passageway extending between said

inlet end and said outlet end, said tube having an axially ex-

tending first section extending from said outlet end toward said

inlet end and an axially extending second section extending

from the end of said first section spaced from said outlet end to

said inlet end, said first section having a first side and an oppo-

site second side, a housing forming a support surface for said

first side of said first section of said tube, said support surface

extending in the axial direction of said first section and having

a first end adjacent said outlet end and a second end spaced in

the axial direction of said first section from said outlet end, said

housing having a projection extending therefrom outwardly

beyond said support surface and the surface of said projection

extending outwardly beyond said support surface forming a

fulcrum, a closure-cleaning lever member extending in the

axial direction of said first section and located on the opposite

side of said first section from said support surface and disposed

in contact with said second side of said first section, said lever

member having a first end located adjacent said outlet end of

said tube and a second end extending beyond the second end of

said support surface, said lever member is pivotally supported

on said fulcrum intermediate the first and ends thereof so that

it can be pivoted and maintained in moving contact with said

second side of said first section of said tube between the first

and second ends of said first section so that in the at-rest condi-

tion said first section is in the flattened state cleared of the

material to be dispensed and in the dispensing condition said

first section is opened from the flattened state so that the mate-

rial to be dispensed can pass through said first section.

1038 O.G.—28
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4,424,918

NON-RESEALABLE DISPENSER CAP CONSTRUCTION
Gene Stull, 5 Oak St., Chester, N.J. 07930

Filed Oct. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 312,147

Int. a.^ B67B 5/00
U.S. a. 222—15C 22 Claims

1. A non-resealable dispenser cap construction for a con-
tainer, comprising in combination:

(a) a cap body part having a discharge opening,
^b) an orifice part having sealing means, movable on the cap
body part between sealing and unsealing positions,

(c) cooperable yieldable retainer means on the cap body part
and orifice part, tending to hold the latter in its sealing
position.

(d) means on said parts, providing a one-way-drive thread
operable when the orifice part is turned to shift it and clear
the discharge opening, said thread being inoperable to
return the orifice part to re-seal the dischrge opening, and

.
(e) interference means on the cap body part and orifice part

for normally preventing the latter from shifting to its

sealing position once it has been moved therefrom,
thereby normally preventing the container from being
re-sealed.

4,424,919

DISPENSER HAVING PLUNGER LOCKING MEANS
Donald E. Knox, New Providence, N.J.; Douglas F. Corsette,

Los Angeles, and Ronald A. Meyer, San Dimas, both of Calif.,

assignors to Diamond International Corporation, New York,
N.Y.

Filed Oct. 28, 198!, Ser. No. 315,897
Int. aJ B67D 5/42; B65D 47/34

VS. a. 222-153 14 Qaims

1. In a container mounted dispensing pump of the type in

which the pump cylinder is fixedly supported within the con-
tainer by a container cap surrounding the cylinder, a collar on
said cap, a pump plunger projecting outwardly of the cylinder
for actuation by intermittently applied pressure on its upper
end, said plunger including a discharge outlet above the con-

tainer, the combination with said pump of means for locking
said plunger against reciprocation, said means acting between
said plunger and said collar comprising a strap overlying said
plunger, means on said collar defining a locking ledge, said
strap including means engaging said ledge and having means
for severing said strap to thus unlock said plunger and permit
plunger reciprocation.

4,424,920

PUSH-BUTTON TYPE SPRAYER
Tetsuya Tada, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Canyon Corporation,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 249,100
Qaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 17, 1980, 55-

83687[U]: Aug. 18, 1980, 55-116487[U]

Int. CV B65D 83/00
U.S. CI. 222-402.11 . 9 Qaims

1. In a push-button type sprayer mechanism comprising a
movable push button attached to a container containing a
liquid to be sprayed,

the improvement comprising:

a seesaw-type stopper formed integrally with said push
button through a pair of spaced-apart connecting pieces
which are integrally formed as one piece with both said

stopper and said push button, said stopper having ends and
extending between said ends along a direction in which
said push button is movable, said connecting pieces being
interposed between said stopper and said push button at a
portion of said stopper intermediate the ends of said stop-

per, and said stopper being pivotable around said pieces
between a first position at which spraying of said liquid is

permitted and a second position at which spraying of said

liquid is prevented; and

a recess formed in the outer peripheral surface of said con-
tainer to contain said stopper, said recess having a shoul-

der portion on which said stopper abuts when in said

second position to prevent movement of said push button,

thereby preventing spraying of said liquid in said con-
tainer.

4,424,921

MEASURED DISPENSER
Andrew E. Feuerstein, East Hills, and Michael F. Aprea, Frank-

!in Square, both of N.Y., assignors to Measure Control De-
vices, Inc., Hempstead, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,575

Int. a.3 GOIF 11/28
U.S. CI. 222—456 14 Claims

1. An apparatus for dispensing a measured quantity of mate-
rial, comprising:

a container having an annular channel in its side(s), said

channel being proximate the bottom of said container;

a measuring funnel having an inlet at its outwardly flaring

end, and a collar-like outlet at the termination of its in-

wardly flaring end, said funnel further having an apron-

like rim around the circumference of its inlet, said funnel

and said rim being dimensioned for permitting the rim to

be "snapped into" said channel of said container, thereby
rigidly holding said funnel in position in said container,
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a tube having one end inserted into and rigidly held by the

collar of said funnel; and
a top for said container, said top including means for rigidly

securing the other end of said tubing through the central

portion of said top;

said funnel having its inlet facing the bottom of said con-
tainer, said funnel further including a plurality of openings

of

4,424,922

RESHAPABLE THREE DIMENSIONAL PLASTIC
GARMENT HANGER

Jack M. Zuckerman, and Andrew M. Zuckerman, both

110-11 Queens Blvd., Forest Hills, N.Y. 11375

Filed May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,061

Int. a.3 A47J 51/096
U.S. CI. 223—88 19 Qaims

^- c_

1. A reshapable three dimensional plastic garment hanger

comprising: /
rear and front garment hanger sections molded together^ to

form an initial three dimensional shape which includes

laterally directed shoulders and sides depending from

each of said shoulders on said rear garment hanger sec-

tion,

said front garment hanger section including sides depending

from and extending forward thereof and of said rear gar-

ment hanger section and defining the bust portion of the

garment hanger corresponding in shape to that of the bust

of a garment to be hung on said garment hanger,

struts molded unitary with and releasably connecting said

front and rear sections from undesired relative movement,

said sections being flexible and relatively movable and said

struts connecting said sections from undesired relative

movement and in spaced relationship with selected ones of

said struts being releasable to enable at least related re-

leased portions of suid sections to be moved relative lo

each other from their molded fixed spaced relationship

such that they may be selectively changed from their

initial molded shape to a new shape corresponding to that

of a different garment that is to be hung thereon at the site

of display of such different garment so that the attractive

details of said different garment hanger may ht displayed

thereon,

and means on said garment hanger to suspend the same from
a support.

4,424,923

BATON AND CLUB SECURING DEVICE
Dennis M. Bingham, 105 W. 700 North, Bountiful, Utah 84010

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 426,267

Int. a.' F41B 15/02
U.S. a. 224—251 18 Qaims

or holes in substantially the same plane spaced around its

sloping sides, whereby material placed in said container

above said funnel flows through said openings to form a

volume of said material between the plane of the holes of
said funnel and the bottom of said container, the ultimate

volume of said material so formed being a measured
amount for dispensing via said tube when said container is

turned over.

1. A device for detachably securing a baton or the like in a

carrying ring through which the baton may be slidably in-

serted, said device comprising:

a base section attachable to the sides of the baton, said base

section including an enlarged portion for contacting the

ring when the baton is inserted through the ring to support

the base section and baton and prevent ihe baton from

passing through the ring, and

lever means fixed to the base section and having a down-
wardly projecting hook element which is movable be-

tween a first position, wherein the hook element is dis-

posed to engage the ring and prevent removal of the baton

from the ring when the baton is lifted, and a second posi-

tion, wherein the hook element is disposed so as not to

engage the ring when the baton is lifted.

4,424,924

HOLSTER WITH MOUNTING SPRING
Neale A. Perkins, Bradbury, Calif., assignor to Safariland Ltd.,

Inc., Monrovia, Calif.

Filed Jul. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 286,691

Int. a.' F41B 13/04

U.S. a. 224—252 12 Qaims
1. A holster or the like having a carrying case with an inner

face to be located adjacent to the body of a user wearing the

case; a mounting spring secured to and overlying the exterior

of the inner face of the case, the mounting spring being under

tension applying a spring force against the inner face of the

case, in which the mounting spnng is a wire rod having exte-

rior legs forming a generally U-shaped extenor mounting

portion and interior legs forming an interior fastening portion

of the spring, the spring bearing bent so the interior legs nor-

mally intersect the plane of the exterior legs when the spring is

in its unbiased position; and means secunng the fastening por-

tion of the mounting spring to the inner face of the holster case

so that the exterior legs are held away from said normal posi-

tion and in stiff tension against the inner face of the case, the

lower portion of the U formed by the exterior mounting spnng
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being located generally near the bottom of the case, the exte-

rior legs of the spring being movable against their bias away

4,424,925

PROCESS AND MACHINEVoR SIMULTANEOUSLY
CUTTING OFF EXCESS ENDS OF HOLLOW GLASS,

PLASTIC OR SIMILAR ARTICLES
Hugo Rmnayor-Aguirre, Garza Garcia; Abel Gomez-Sanchez,
and Jeius Viranontes-Romo, both of Monterrey, all of Mex-
ico, assignors to Cristaleria, S.A., Monterrey, Mexico

Filed May 12, 1981, Ser. No. 263,004
Qainu priority, application Mexico, May 15, 1980, 182338

Int. a.J C03B 33/06
MS. a. 225-2 15 Qauns

'~^ 1^

1

IMp--

1. A process for simultaneously cutting both excess end
poriions from hollow articles of glass, plastic and similar arti-

cles, and comprising in combination, the steps of: retaining and
holding rotatingly a semi-finished article by a portion interme-
diate its ends; routingly retaining and holding at least one of
the excess end portions of the semi-finished article, in synchro-
nism with the rotating retention and holding of the intermedi-
ate portion thereof; simultaneously cutting off both excess end
portions of the article while exerting a slight pull at a predeter-
mined rate of movement in synchronism with the cutting upon
said at least one of the rotatingly retained excess end portions;
and upon completion of the cutting stage, removing the fin-

ished article from its retainment. and then releasing the at least

one excess end portion to drop into a scrap collector.

4,424,926

ROLL DISPENSER
Douglas K. Gatward, 1212, Great Cambridge Rd., Enfield, Mid-

dlesex, England

Filed Aug. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 294,294
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Aug. 20, 1980.

8027157

Int. a.^ B65D 85/671
U.S. a. 225-26 fiaaims

from the inner face of the case to form a narrow gap for receiv-

ing clothing or the like to which the case is releasabiy attached
by the tension of the mounting spring.

1. A dispenser suitable for rolled cling film, adapted to be
removably attached to a vertical surface consisting of a one-
piece construction having no moving parts comprising a con-
tainer 1 which can enclose a roll of cling film, said container
havmg a first fixed widthwise aperture 7 at the front through
which material on the roll can be withdrawn, an upwardly-
directed cutter 2 integral with the container 1 adjacent the first

aperture 7 for severing from the roll a piece of the film, a
second widthwise aperture 8 at the back through which the
dispenser can be loaded with a roll and means 4,6 for remov-
ably attaching the dispenser to a vertical surface positioned
such that, in use, the vertical surface closes said second aper-
ture 8 characterized in that there is means defining a planar
surface 3 adjacent to and behind the cutter 2, the plane of
which is disposed at an angle to the plane of the cutter 2 to
which an end portion of the film between the roll and the
cutter is adapted to cling prior to withdrawal for severing for
holding the end portion of the film property positioned to be
grasped for withdrawal and severing and from which it can be
released for withdrawal and severing.

4,424,927

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GUIDING
HLAMENTS

Max L. Garden, Shelby, N.C., assignor to Fiber Industries, Inc.,

Charlotte, N.C.

Division of Ser. No. 199,293, Oct. 21, 1980, Pat. No. 4,340,341.
This application Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 363,996

Int. a.3 B65H 51/00. 57/00
U.S. a. 226-199 11 Claims

1. A guide for enclosing a group of traveling filaments ar-

ranged in a pattern forming a main longitudinal axis, said guide
comprising:

a carrier movable toward and away from the filament group,
a plurality of relatively movable members mounted on said

carrier for movement between open and closed positions,
said members forming a through-passage for the filament
group in the closed position; and

actuating means operatively connected to said carrier and
members for:

extending said carrier toward the filament group,
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closing said members around the filaments to converge

the filaments, and

retracting said carrier to a position where a longitudinal

axis of said through-passage is substantially aligned with

the main longitudinal axis formed by the filament group.

4,424,929

CLIP MAGAZINE FEED FOR FASTENER DRIVING
TOOLS

Charles W. Weis, Los Angeles, Calif., auignor to Power-Wire
Fastener Systems, Inc., El Monte, Calif.

Filed Mar. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 358,539

Int. a.^ B25C 1/04. 5/16

U.S. a. 227—32 36 Claims

4,424,928

SHOE SUPPORT FOR HEEL ATTACHING MACHINE
Albert E. Lovett, Melton Mowbray, England, assignor to USM

Corporation, Farmington, Conn.

Filed Mar. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 356,897

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Mar. 11, 1981,

8107637

Int. a.' A43B 21/36: A43D 69/02

U.S. CI. 227—28 10 Qaims

1. A shoe support for supporting a shoe to have a heel at-

tached thereto in a heel attaching machine, the support com-

prising:

a generally planar support surface against which the het-l

seat region of a shoe can be located so that a nail can be

driven through the heel seat region into a heel positioned

thereon to attach the heel to the shoe;

a pusher member movable within the support normally to

the support surface;

a nail guide formed in the support and opening through the

support surface, the nail guide being inclined to the nor-

mal to the support surface so that a nail can be located in

the guide to be driven into the heel seat region and the

heel at an inclination to the normal to the heel seat region;

a driver movable in the nail guide, one end portion of the

driver resting on the pusher member and an opposite end

portion of the driver being engageable with a nail posi-

tioned in the nail guide so that movement of the driver in

the nail guide causes the nail to be driven as aforesaid,

wherein movement of the pusher member causes said

movement of the driver along the nail guide, the arrange-

ment being such that during movement of the pusher

member, relative sliding movement takes place normally

to the direction of movement of the pusher member,

between the pusher member and the driver; and

wherein each pusher member is arranged to be moved nor-

mally to the support surface by an individual moving

arrangement therefor and the moving arrangements are

arranged to operate one-after-the-other so that in the

operation of the support, nails are driven into the heel seat

region and the heel one or two at a time.

1. A clip feed for a fastener driving tool with a driveway

through a head having a rear face projecting to a driving plane

offset from a first magazine means and through which drive-

way a driver blade reciprocates to sever a fastener from a

supply thereof advanced by said first magazine means and to

deliver the same through said driving plane and into a work
piece, a plurality of clips each of which being of L'-shape with

a lower forwardly extending mounting leg of greater length

than an overlying upper leg for vertical exposure of an opening

through the lower mounting leg. and including; a second mag-

azine means underlying the first magazine means and open to

the rear face of the head to sequentially deliver a nested stack

of said clips and the upper leg of the foremost clip thereof into

stopped engagement with said rear face of the head and with

the lower mounting leg underlying the head and the opening

therethrough substantially aligned with the driveway through

the head, gripper means preventing retraction of said foremost

clip from said stopped engagement with the head, a normally

advanced retraction means withdrawing the stack of clips from

the foremost clip when positioned relative to the work piece

for application of the clip thereto, and means operating the

driver blade to sever and deliver a fastener through the open-

ing in the lower mounting leg of the foremost clip and fasten-

ing the same onto the work piece

4,424.930

CARBON-BASED SOLDERING AND DE-SOLDERING
TIP AND METHOD OF MANLFACTLRING SAME

Jack L. Wilhelmson. Cheraw, S.C., assignor to Cooper Indus-

tries, Inc., Houston, Tex.

Filed Jun. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 278,408

Int. CI.' B23K J/ 02

U.S. CI. 228—20 18 Qaims

1. A tip for a soldering iron or a de-soldering tool compris-

ing;

a body of carbon-based material having an attachment por-

tion, an intermediate portion adjoining said attachment
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portion, and a solder-wetting portion adjoining said inter-
mediate portion,

first means coated on at least said solder-wetting portio;i for
providing a wettable working surface, and

second means coated over at least said intermediate portion,
but not said solder-wetting portion, for localizing the
wettable working surface and impeding the upward flow
of solder along said intermediate portion and toward said
attachment portion.

4,424 931
METHOD OF MAKING AN ELECTRICAL ADAPTOR

BLOCK
Rodger T. Lovrenich, Santa Teresa, N. Mex., assignor to Coopf^r

Industries, Inc., Houston, Tex.
Division of Ser. No. 238,691, Feb. 27, 1981, Pat. No. 4.385 791.

This application Oct. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 435,354
Int. a ' B23X !/08

said beam being elongated in said direction and terminat-
ing in a free end, said beam being flat with a large width-
to-thickness ratio and being made from a stiff, non-pliable,
material having high flexural strength and buckling resis-
tance; and two eletrodes attached to said beam and spac-
edly supported thereby, said electrodes extending along
said beam and being exposed at portions of said beam and
being connected to said circuit means for transmitting said
pulses to said exposed portions for delivering a shock to a
subject contacted by said exposed portions.

U.S. a. 228-180 R 2 Claims

4 424 933
VEHICLE HUMIDITY CONTROL APPARATUS FOR

PREVENTING FOGGING OF WINDOWS
Shinji Sutoh; Seizi Sumikawa; Shinichi Kaneko, el] of Konan,

and Toshizo Hara, Higashi Matsuyama, all of Japan, assign-
ors to Diesel Kiki Company, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 20, 1980, Ser. No. 198,430
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 20, 1979, 54-135536

Int. C\? G05D 21/00
U.S. a. 236-44 A 3 q^^.

{ZS^

"= '^ *- ' '^ ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^-TT^

1. The method of soldering a plaality of electrical compo-
nents having protruding pin means to a single-sided printed
circuit board means having conductive path means on one side
connecting inner connection pad means with outer connection
pad means located toward the edge of the board, comprising
the steps of:

positioning a fust electrical component on the side of the
prmted circuit board means opposite the conductive path
means with its pin means extending into said inner connec-
tion pad means and soldering said pin means to said inner
connection pad means;

thereafter positioning another electrical component on said
prmted circuit board means on the same side as said electri-
cally conductive path means with its pin means extending
mto said outer connection pad means to form an assemuly

and thereafter passing the assembly through a solder batli with
the assembly tilted at an angle that positions the outer cop-
nectio.i pad means and associated pin means to pass through
said solder bath without either of the electrical components
contacting said solder bath.

^
'}

^ 'i\

4,424,932

ELECTRIC SHOCK PROD
Gerald F. Allan, 4743 Brooks St., Mo:itc!aii, Calif. 91763

Filed Mar. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 359,790
Int. a.J F41E 15/04

U.S. CI. 231—2 E

1. A vehicle interior humidity control apparatus including
interior humidity sensor means for sensing an interior humid-
:ty, window interior surface humidity sensor means for sensing
a window interior surface humidity and interior humidifying
means, characterized by comprising:

system control means responsive to outputs of the interior
humidity sensor means and inner surface humidity sensor
means for controlling the humidifying means in such a
manner that when the inner surface humidity is below a
first predetermined value the humidifying means is oper-
ated to increase the interior humidity to within a predeter-
mined range and when the inner surface humidity is above
the first predetermined value the humidifying means is

de-energized;

the humidifying means being energized v,/hen the interior
humidity drops below the predetermined range and de-
energized when the interior humidity rises above the
predetermined range; and

interior air control means, the system control means control-
ling the air control means in such a manner that when the
inner surface humidity is above a second predetermined
value which is higher than the first predetermined value
the air control means is operated to decrease the interior
humidity.

20

r

W 27 29 29

22 Oaims

30

26 U ^•8

I

I. An electric shock prod apparatus, comprising:
circuit means for producng high-voltage electrical pulses,
a housing mounting said circuit means;
a prod extension attached to said housing and extending
from said housing in a fixed, predetermined direction with
respect to said housing, said extension comprising: a beam.

4,424 934
HOT WATER HEATING SYSTEM

Murray O. Wilhoite, 121 Creekwood Cir., Forence, Ala. 35830
Filed Apr. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 251,859

Int. a.3 ¥2AH 3/06
U.S CI. 237-7 5 Claims

1 A hot water heating system comprising:
a combustion type heater having a combustion chamber, a

jacket around said chamber, and an air inlet in said jacket
for the introduction of air to be heated;

an enclosure attachable to a side of said jacket, an entrance
opening in said jacket to an upper region of said enclosure,
and an exit opening at a lower region of said enclosure;

an air-water heat exchanger within said enclosure and posi-
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tioned to intercept air fiow between upper and lower
regions of said enclosure;

an elearically powered fan positioned to draw air through
said entrance opening in said jacket, through said heat

exchanger, and out said exit opening;

temperature sensing switching means for sensing the temper-

ature in said enclosure and operating "on" said tun at a

temperature above a selected level; and

second temperature sensing means for sensing the tempera-

ture of water fiowing through said heat exchanger and

operating "off' said fan ai a temperature .ibcive a selected

value.

4,424,935

SPRlNf; RAIL FASTENER
William F. Langman, Lclair; Leslie J. Diener, Torrens Park, and

Jack Clark, Rcynclla, all of Australia, assignors to Oniark

Industries, Inc., Portland, Oreg.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 28,216, Apr. 9, 1979,

abandoned. This application Jul. 31, 1980, Ser. No. 173,917

Oaims priority, application Australia, Apr. 14, 1978, PD4031;
Jun. 1, 1978, PD4572; Mar. 28, 1979, 45550

Int. Cl.^ EOIB 9/34, 9/48. 29/24

U.S. CI. 238—349 8 Claims

-^3

1. A rail fastener for fastening a rail to a steel rail support,

comprising:

a rectangular section retaining block adapted to be stud

welded to the rail support and upstanding therefrom with

the longitudinal axis of the retaining block positioned

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the rail;

an aperture extending through the retaining block transverse

to the longitudinal axis thereof and in the same direction as

the longitudinal axis of the rail, the aperture including two
side walls, a lower wall and an upper wall;

a resilient fastener clip having a back portion, an upper leg

having an upper surface and bifurcated at one end to

define a first pair of toes and interconnected to the back

portion at its opposite end by a first heel portion, a lower

leg bifurcated at one end to define a second pair of toes at

one end and interconnected to the back portion at its

opposite end by a second heel;

a rectangular locating aperture of dimension complementary

to the rectangular section retaining block formed in at

least one of the legs of the resilient fastener clip, the longi-

tudinal dimension of which extends parallel to the longitu-

dinal axis of the leg and adapted to receive the retaining

block to locate the fastener clip with respect to the retain-

ing block to inhibit both relative rotational and transla-

tional movement of the fastener clip relative to the retain-

ing bkx:k;

the angulation of the first and second heels in their intercon-

nection with the back portion and with the first and sec-

ond legs being such that, when the c'lp is in place upon the

retaining block and the second pair of toes of the second

leg being in contact with the rail and the second heel nf

the second leg being in contact with the rai! sjppon. the

first leg i^f the retaining clip will extend above the bottom

wall of the aperture within the retaining block and it an

angle inclined to the perpendicular axis of the retaining

block when at rest; and

a retaining pin adapted to extend through the aperture m
contact with the upper surface of ihe upper leg and the

upper \^al! of the aperture lo appl> a resuiiant downward
!'( rce upon the upper le^ of the clip w:th liie retaining pm
is 111 place within the aperture lo thereby stress the clip

arui arr'y downward pressure of the secrnd pair of toes

upon the rail and second heel upo,i the rail support to

.ecure the rail in piac

6 A rail fastener for fastening a rail 10 a steel rail suppt>rt,

comprising:

a rectangular section retaining block adapted to be stud

Nvelded to the rail support and upstanding therefrom with

the longitudinal axis of the retaining block positioned

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the rail:

an aperture extending through the retaining block transverse

to the longitudinal axis thereof and in the same direction as

the longitudinal axis of the rail, the aperture including two

side v.alls, a lower wall and an upper wall;

a resilent fastener clip having a back portion, an upper leg

having an upper surface and bifurcated at one end to

define a first pair of toes and interconnected to the back

portion at its opposite end by a first heel portion, a lower

leg defining a toe at one end and interconnected to the

back portion U its opposite end b> a second heel;

a rectangular lo'.;ating aperture of dimension complementary

to the rectangular section retaining block formed in at

least one of the legs of the resilient fastener clip, the longi-

tudinal dimension of which extends parall'"l to the longitu-

dinal axis of the leg and adapted to receive the letaining

block to locale the fastener clip with respect to the retain-

ing block to inhibit both relative rotational and tran la-

tional movement of the fastener clip relative to the retain-

ing block;

the angulation of the first and second heels in their intercon-

nection with the back ptirtion and with the first irnJ sec-

ond legs being such that, when the clip is in place upon the

retaining block and at rest, and the second heel of the

second leg is in contact with the rail and the lt>e 01' the

second log is m contact with the rail support, the first leg

of the retaining clip will extend above the bottom wall of

the aperture within the retaining bkx'k and at an angle

inclined to the perpendicular axis of the retaining bU ^k

and

a .--etaining pin adapted to extend through the aperture in

contact with the upper surface of the upper leg and the

upper wall of the aperture to apply a resultant downward

force upon the upper leg of the clip when the retaining pm
is in place within the aperture to thereby stress the clip

and apply downward pressure on the second heel upon

the rail and toe upon the rail support to secure the rail m
place.
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4,424,936

DRIP-IRRIGATION EMITTER FOR MOUNTING ON A
LIQUID SUPPLY-CONDUIT

Dumont Marc, 4 place de I'Aigoual, 31770 Colomiers, France
Filed Feb. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 349,854

Gaios priority, application France, Feb. 26, 1981, 81 04071
Int. a.^ B05B 15/06

U.S. a. 239—271 12 Oaims

said nozzle having a relatively small thickness in the direction
of flow of fluid therethrough as compared with the width
thereof in the direction at right angles to the direction of flow
of fluid therethrough, said nozzle being so shaped as to con-
strict the flow of the fluid as the latter passes therethrough, at
least one guide wall at a position downstream of said nozzle
and having a shape with at least the upstream end curved and
substantially diverging outwardly from a plane perpendicular
to the plane of said nozzle and opening outwardly in a direc-
tion away from said nozzle, said guide wall having the up-

1. A drip-irrigation emitter for mounting on a liquid supply
conduit perforated with a suitable orifice, said emitter compris-
ing:

a body (1) having an inside chamber opening to either side of
said body through a liquid intake aperture (6) and a liquid

discharge aperture (8), said body (1) being externally pro-
vided at its periphery with means (3,4) for fixing said body to
said conduit,

an elastic membrane (2) having a peripheral rim positioned
within said chamber so as to divide it into upstream and
downstream compartments (5, 7) from which issue respec-
tively said intake aperture (6) and said discharge aperture

(8),

said downstream compartment (7) being bounded by a wall (9)
of said body converging from the rim of said membrane (2)
toward the discharge aperture (8) and designed to act as a

progressive support for the membrane during deformations,
said membrane being in the shape of a solid disk of elastic

material and separating over its entire area said upstream
compartment (5) from said downstream compartment (7),

said membrane being kept in place throughout its jjeriphery
in such a manner that it may deform progressively under an
increasing pressure in said conduit between first and second
positions, said first position being that of said membrane at

rest wholly detached from the converging wall (9), the
second position being that wherein said membrane rests

substantially against the entire surface of said convergent
wall (9),

said convergent wall (9) containing at least one fiow channel
(10) issuing in the downstream compartment (7) and extend-
ing from the rim of said membrane (2) toward said liquid
discharge aperture (8) whereby said channel (10) is covered
by the elastic membrane (2) over a variable length depend-
ing on its deformation, from zero length covered for said
first position in which the membrane is separated from said
convergent wall (9) to a maximum covered length corre-
sponding to said second position wherein the membrane
rests against the entire surface of said convergent wall (9),

said at least one flow channel (10) connecting at said mem-
brane (2) to a duct (11) in said body (1) and issuing into its

upstream compartment (5).

stream end offset laterally outwardly from the downstream
end of said nozzle, and a deflector blade in the form of a sub-
stantially elongated plate for controlling the mode of flow of
the fluid and positioned with the downstream end thereof at a
position upstream of the nozzle with respect to the direction of
flow of the main stream of fluid and adjustably supported for
deflecting the direction of flow of the main stream at any
desired angle towards said guide wall, said guide wall being
positioned for controlling the wall aUachment of said main
stream when the main stream is directed toward said guide
wall.

4 424 938
WEAR-RESISTANT LINER FOR ROTARY GRINDING

MILLS
John T. Day. Westminster, Md., assignor to Rubber Millers

Inc., Baltimore, Md.
Filed Dec. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 329,713

Int. a.3 B02C 17/22
U.S. a. 241-182 8 Claims

4,424,937

FLUID DEFLECHNG ASSEMBLY
Motoyuki Nawa; Yutaka Takataashi, both of Nara, and Masaru

Nishijo, Tenri, all of Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric
Industrial Co., Ltd., Kadoma, Japan

Continuatioa of Ser. No. 902,818, May 4, 1978, abandoned. This
application Aug. 19, 1980, Ser. No. 179,556

Claims priority, application Japan, May 7, 1977, 52-52276
Int. a.3 B05B 1/04

VJS. a. 239-590
1 Qaim

1. A fluid deflecting assembly which comprises: a nozzle for
issuing a main stream of fluid as the fluid passes therethrough,

1. A composite liner for the drum of a rotary grinding mill

comprising a series of similar elongated elastomeric liner pan-
els adapted to extend axially of a drum having a circular cross-

section and rotatable in a predetermined rotary direction,

whereby said panels have leading and trailing sides relative to

said direction of rotation and also a drum-engageable surface,

said leading and trailing sides being of substantially the same
thickness with respect to the drum-engageable surface but the
leading side terminating in a stepped-down thin flange adapted
to extend into a complementary recess in the drum-engageable
surface of the trailing side of a succeeding panel when con-
nected to said drum and thereby present substantially smooth
adjacent material-engageable surfaces at the joints of said

connected panels, the opposite material-engaging surface of
said panels having a smoothly curved wave configuration
extending upwardly in a gradual concave curve from the
leading side of the panel and cresting nearer the trailing side
than the leading side and then descending toward the trailing

side in a shorter concave curve than the side of the wave
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ascending from the leading side and blending with the gradual

concave curve of the leading side of the next succeeding panel,

the drum-engageable surface of each panel having a longitudi-

nally extending recess provided with a central axis disposed

substantially beneath the crest of the wave surface, and an

elongated clamping member positioned in said recess and
provided with a channel opening toward the drum-engageable
surface of said panel to receive heads of clamping bolts to

secure the panels to the drum, said clamping member having

laterally extending ribs directed in opposite directions respec-

tively toward said leading and trailing sides of the panels, said

ribs being substantially parallel to said drum-engageable sur-

face of said panels and ofTset different distances therefrom, the

rib nearest the trailing side of the panel being spaced farther

from said drum-engageable surface than the other rib and

extending into the portion of the trailing side of said panel

which overlies said recess in said trailing side to firmly clamp
said stepped-down thin flange of the leading side of the suc-

ceeding panel against the inner surface of said drum.

core without causing a bending of the wire of the type

which might produce a kmk.

4,424,940

REEL UNIT ROTATION STOPPING SENSING
MECHANISM

Seiichiro Matsuki, Kawagoe, Japan, assignor to Pioneer Elec-

tronic Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,811

Gaims priority, application Japan, Jan. 7, 1981, 56-892

Int. a.J B65H 59/38; G03B 1/02: GllB ]5/U
U.S. a. 242—191 3 Qaims

4,424,939

APPARATUS FOR WINDING WIRE AROUND
TOROIDAL CORE

Toshijiro Ohashi; Yasuhirc Yamaguchi; Michinaga Kohno, all of

Yokohama, and Nobu Kamita, Hitachi, all of Japan, assignors

to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 256,620

Oaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 22, 1980, 55-52266

Int. a.^ HOIF 41/08

U.S. a. 242—4 R 12 Claims

V
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1 A reel unit rotation stopping sensing mechanism for a tape

deck having reel shaft units engageable with a tape unit, com-
prising:

rotational arm means frictionally engaged with said reel

shaft units;

a rotary mechanism rotatable around a predetermined axis;

drive means for imparting a rotational torque to said rotary

mechanism; and

a link mechanism formed between free ends of said rota-

tional arm means and said rotary mechanism for prevent-

ing the rotation of said rotary mechanism when at least

one of said reel shafts is stopped in rotation.

whereby the stopping in rotation of the reel shaft units is

detected by a reaction torque caused in said drive means

1. An apparatus for winding a wire around a toroidal core

formed with a center opening and having two opposite sur-

faces, the wire being of a predetermined length and having

opposite end poriions, comprising:

(a) support means for supporting said toroidal core;

(b) fixing means for fixing one end portion of said wire;

(c) gripper means for releasably gripping the other end

portion of said wire;

(d) transfer means for moving said gripper means along a

predetermined path;

(e) said transfer means including means for locating said

gripper means in a first position where an extremity of the

other end portion of the wire gripped by said gripper

means is substantially in alignment with the opening of the

core above one of said opposite surfaces of the toroidal

core;

(0 pull-out means for gripping the other end portion of said

wire beneath the other of said surfaces of the toroidal core

and for pariially pulling the wire axially from the opening;

(g) said transfer means furiher including means for moving

said gripper means to a second position beneath said other

surface of the core and from said second position to said

first position after completion of a partial pull-out of the

wire by said pull-out means; and

(h) tensioning means for imparting a tension to the wire

while said gripper means is moved from said second posi-

tion to said first position, for fully pulling out the partially

pulled-out wire and for keeping a substantial poriion of

the fully pulled-out wire straightened in cooperation with

said gripper means, whereby the wire is wound around the

4,424,941

TAPE TRANSPORT APPARATUS HAVING A CENTRAL
CAPSTAN

Klaus Schoettle, Heidelberg; Joachim Flohr, Viernheim, and

Rolf Maerthesheimer, Worms, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,

assignors to BASF Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigshafen, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
Filed Apr. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 251.126

Int. a.' GllB 5/00*. 15/32

U.S. a. 242—192 7 Claims

e3^^^^<^^^,r
9 23 20^-

1. A tape transport appralus comprising two tape reels be-

tween which a tape can be wound to and fro; a dnve capstan

arranged between the tape reels; movably mounted supports

on which the tape reels are rotatably mounted; biasing means,
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acting on the supports, for bringing the peripheries of the tape
reels into contact with the periphery of the drive capstan; and
at least one movable counterweighting means, which is ar-

ranged in series with said biasing means, said at least one coun-
terweighting means and said supports being connected to-

gether by flexible connecting means guided over rolls so that

the mass inertias of said supports together with the tape reels

and of the counterweighting means cancel each other out.

I

4,424,942

REWIND DEVICE
Masanobu Sato, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Olympus Optical

Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No, 302,027
Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 16, 1980, 55-

128386(U1

Int. aJ G03B J/04; GllB 15/32
U.S. a. 242-200 3 Qaims

and the tracking unit during predetermined intervals of
time, for indicating the position of said vehicle relative to
the scene;

means for providing electrical signals representing succes-
sive frames of data corresponding to said scene at a first

interval during which said radiant energy is received and
a second interval during which said radiant energy is not
received by said tracking unit; and

means for taking the difference between said successive
frames of data to provide said signals indicative of the
position of said vehicle relative to said predetermined
frame of reference.

4,424,943

TRACKING SYSTEM
Robert Zwirn, and John W. Bozeman, both of Los Angeles,

Calif., assignors to Hughes Aircraft Company, El Segundo,
Calif.

Filed May 4, 1981, Ser. No. 259,865

Int. a,3 F41G 7/30
U.S. a. 244-3.11 2 Qaims

-.jtK^
^l-^j- irticwl

1

1. A control system including a tracking unit for providing
electrical signals indicative of the position of a vehicle relative
to a predetermined frame of reference within a scene compris-
ing:

means for providing radiant energy between said vehicle

4 424 944
DEVICE TO SPATIALLY ENCODE A BEAM OF LIGHT
James A. Wes, Diamond Bar, and Raymond H. Ottoson, Garden

Grove, both of Calif., assignors to Northrop Corporation,
Hawthorne, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 119,473, Feb. 7, 1980, abandoned. This
application Nov. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 444,643

Int. a.3 F41G 7/26
U.S. CI. 249-3.13 16 Claims

•
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1. A rewind device for rewinding a magnetic tape m a cas-
sette for a tape recorder with a jack member comprising:

an idler, an electric motor for driving the idler, pulleys
rotated by the idler, reel shafts secured to the pulleys and
capable of rotating reels of the cassette, and a plug mem-
ber connected to the motor, a switch between the plug
member and the motor for switching the rotating direc-
tion of the motor, said plug member being arranged for
receiving the jack member of the tape recorder and to
energize the motor.

1. An optical beam navigation system for determining the
position of an object relative to a beam centerline, comprising:
a reticle rotating about a center of rotation coincident with the
beam centerline, the reticle having first and second regions
of which one region is transparent and the other region is

opaque, the first region having leading and trailing bound-
aries which are symmetrical about a line extending radially
from the reticle's center of rotation, and the first region
having an angular w/idth between the leading and trailing

boundaries which varies progressively as a function of the
radial distance from the center of rotation;

an optical beam projector for projecting a light beam through
the reticle and along the beam centerline to the object and
for maintaining an optical image of the reticle in focus near
the object;

an optical receiver, positioned at the object, including means
for measuring the two respective angular positions of the
rotating reticle when the images of the leading and trailing

boundaries pass over the object and means for determining
the midpoint of said two measured angular positions,

whereby the midpoint indicates the angular position of the
object.

4,424,945

PARAFOIL
Simon C. Dell, Lodge Cottage, Badwell Ash, Bury St. Edmunds,

Suffolk, England

Filed May 12, 1982, Ser. No. 377,239
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, May 15, 1981,

8115041

Int. aJ B64C 3/30. 31/02; B64D 17/22
U.S. a. 244—13 9 Claims

1. A parafoil comprising a forwardly extending central sec-
tion open at its front end to collect air during flight, inflatable

wings connected to extend laterally from the central section
and having communication means for access of air to the inte-

rior thereof from the central section, a rigid structure beneath
the parafoil, at least one restraining element attached from the
rigid structure to the parafoil central section in front of the
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wings for holding down the front end of said central section

and maintaining the fore/aft position thereof relative to the

wing tips during flight and at least one restraining element
attached frorn the rigid structure to the outer terminal of each
parafoil wing, the wings being unrestrained between the cen-

24 26 22

tral section and their terminals so that lift on the wings therebe-

tween is balanced by the tensile forces acting along the length

of the wings primarily towards the tips thereof, the complete
parafoil thus assuming an inverted U-shape in flight with the

central section uppermost.

4,424,946

LIGHTWEIGHT AIRCRAFT
Dale C. Kramer, 300 Steele St., Port Colborne, Ontario, Canada
L3K4X8

Filed Nov. 4, 1980, Ser. No. 203,899

Int. C\? B64C 79/02

U.S. a. 244—13 10 Oaims

1. An aircraft, comprising:

axially-extending fuselage means,

pilot cockpit means depending from said fuselage means
adjacent a forward end thereof,

air foil-shaped wing means mounted to said fuselage means
adjacent said forward end thereof and extending one on

each side of said fuselage means transverse to said fuselage

means,

each said wing means having aileron means mounted to a

rear edge thereof for pivotal movement relative thereto,

tail means mounted to a rearward end of said fuselage means,

said tail means being inverted V-tail means consisting of a

pair of tail members defining an inverted V-shape when
viewed along the aircraft axis and each depending from

the fuselage means at an acute angle thereto,

each said V-tail member having control surface means
mounted to a rear edge thereof for pivotal movement
relative thereto, and

single control lever means located in said cockpit means and

operably connected to said wing-mounted aileron means
and to said tail-mounted control surface means for effect-

ing pivotal movement, in the same direction, of said tail-

mounted control surface means only while said wing-

mounted aileron means remain stationary to achieve pitch

motion of said aircraft upon movement of said control

lever means axially of the aircraft and for effecting simul-

taneous pivotal movement, in one direction, of one of said

wing-mounted aileron means and the tail-mounted control

surface means on the same side of the fuselage and simulta-

neous pivotal movement, m the opposite direction, of the

other of said wing-mounted aileron means and the other of

said tail-mounted control surface means to achieve simul-

taneous yaw and roll motions of said aircraft upon move-
ment of said control lever means transversely to the axis of

the aircraft.

4,424,947

HELICOPTER DEICER SYSTEM POWER TRANSFER
ASSEMBLY

Lowell J. Adams, Tallmadge, and David B. Sweet, Hartviile,

both of Ohio, assignors to The B. F. Goodrich Company, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Jul. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 279,884

Int. a.' B64D 75/72

U.S. a. 244-134 D 14 Oaims

1. A device for isolation from vibratior/al and impulse loads

a power transfer unit that transfers po^^er from a source of
power upon a fixed frame to a pluralitv of load elements on at

least one rotating member, comprising:

distributor means rotating with the rotating member for

distributing power from th'j power transfer unit to the

plurality of load elements,

housing means flexibly supporting the power transfer unit

and substantially isolating the power transfer unit from
vibrational and impulse loads;

shaft means rotatably engaging said housing means for car-

rying said distributor means in rotation with the rotating

member and,

a pipe rotatably extending from the fixed frame to contain
and support said distributor means, housing means and
shaf) means.

4,424,948

MAGNETICALLY TORQUED NUTATION DAMPING
Ludwig Muhlfelder, Livingston; Kevin J, PbilHps, Hightstown,

both of N.J., and Steven L. Blasnik, OlMbridge, Mass., as-

signors to RCA Corporation, New Y«rV, N.Y.
Filed Jan. 22, 1981, S«. No. 227,343

Int. a.J B64G 1/32. 1/38
U.S. a. 244-166 9 Qaims

1. An integral magnetic torquing system for a planet orbiting
momentum stabilized satellite for minimizing nutation of said

satellite while automatically and simultaneously controlling
the roll and yaw attitude error of the satellite, whereby the
momentum is essentially along the pitch axis and the pitch axis

is oriented to a desired attitude, comprising:
attitude error sensing means for generating a first output
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signal representing the magnitude and the polarity of the

deviation of the pitch axis from a desired attitude;

magnetic torquing means suitably oriented in the body of

said satellite for producing a magnetic dipole;

control signal generating means coupled to said sensing

means for generating a first control signal delayed a prede-

termined time period after said first output signal exceeds
a predetermined attitude error threshold and for generat-

ing a second control signal delayed said predetermined

time period after said first output signal diminishes below
a predetermined attitude error threshold;

said control signal generating means including delay means
for delaying the generation of said first and second control

signals for said predetermined time period, said period

being proporiional to the nutation period of the satellite,

itJ

gT>T«i
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t

said U-shaped member and a section for engaging one of
said steps or rungs on said ladder;

a support member for said paint tray, said support member
pivotally connected to said flange of said bracket, said

support member having a raised portion at each end for

engaging said paint tray;

means for pivoully securing said support member to said

bracket, said means for securing being positioned on said
flange; and

a clamp po'^-'ioned to engage a portion of said support mem-
ber to releasably secure said support member with respect
to said bracket.

4,424,950
EDGE MEMBER FOR MIRROR ASSEMBLIES

Hidetoshi Yoshiyuki, Bridgewater, N.J., assignor to Takara
Company, Somerset, N.J.

Filed Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 246,856
Int. a.3 A47F 7/14

U.S. a. 248-475 R 5 Qaims

wi .

said delay means delays said period of time for a fraction

of a nutation period or whole nutation cycle or cycles plus

said fraction of a nutation period, said fraction being equal
to D/360 where D= y3 + -y, where y is equal to the skew
angle of the magnetic dipole in degrees from the roll axis,

and /3 is between 45 and 270; and
eT7ergizing means responsive to said first control signal for

ei:ergizing said magnetic torquing means and responsive

to Si'id second control signal for de-energizing said torqu-

ing mtv»ns such that when energized, the magnetic field

therefron; reacts with the magnetic field of the planet to

produce a torque for reducing any satellite nutation and to

simultaneously reduce roll and yaw attitude errors,

thereby correcting deviation of said pitch axis from said

desired attitude.

hV424,949

PAINT TR/\Y SUPPORT
Janes P. Kimmett, 703 N. Pierce St., Delphos, Ohio 45833, and
Leo Gcise, Delphos, Ohio, assignors to James P. Kimmett,
Delpboc, Ohio

Filed Mar. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 242,593

Int. a.5 A47G 29/02

U.S. a. 248—238 12 Oaims

I. An adjustable support for a paint tray for use on a ladder

comprising:

a bracket for attaching to one of the legs of said ladder, said

bracket containing a generally U-shaped member that fits

over said leg of said ladder, a fiange that is connected to

""1
-i

1. An extrusion piece for supporting a panel, comprising:
a pair of shaped members each having;

a first portion having a curved part; and
a second portion, said second portion comprising a longer
and shorter leg channel, said legs being disposed away
from said first portion and having said longer leg joined to

one edge of a first inner straight part, and said shorter leg

joined to one edge of a second inner straight part, said

straight parts being disposed in opposite directions and
being parallel to each other, said curved parts being dis-

posed in opposite directions, and each of said second
portions being disposed in facing opposition; and

a web, said web being disposed between said second por-

tions, whereby one side of said web and said second por-

tions form a pocket for receiving said panel, and the other
side of said web and said second portions form a pocket
for receiving a mounting bracket for supporting said panel

in said extrusion piece, said web being of constant width
and being joined with said longer leg of said channel
which is part of said pair of second portions; and

said first portion comprising a "Z"-angled part having one
edge joined to the other edge of said first inner straight

part, said "Z" angled part having its other edge joined to

said curved part.

4,424,951

BUILDING FORM AND METHOD OF ASSEMBLY
Robert B. Spencer, Strongsville, Ohio, assignor to National

Engineering A Contracting Company, Strongsrille, Ohio
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 197,085, Oct. 15, 1980,

abandoned. This application Jul. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 286,365

Int. a.3 E04G J3/02
U.S. a. 249-48 25 Gaims

1. A form for making concrete structures, comprising:
(a) a first side member defining at least one side of the form

and a second side member defining at least another side of
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the form, the first and second members when connected to

each other defining a concrete-receiving volume; and

(b) a joint connecting the first and second side members to

each other along an edge, the joint having a vertically

movable member operably connected to the first and

second side members such that movement of the vertically

and force liquid to flow from the second portion of the cham-

ber through said passageways and said compressible wad, flow

through said compressible wad regulating closing time of the

valve, including adjustable means for compressing said com-

pressible wad to thereby adjust the rate of closing of said valve

and wherein said passageways communicate with a check

valve which, when open, connects said passageways to said

outlet whereby, if the valve expands when subjected to hot

water, some liquid may escape from said chamber via said

passageways and check valve to prevent seizing of the valve

movable member to a first position causes the first and

second side members to move relative to the concrete-

receiving volume to an open position and movement of

the vertically movable member to a second position

causes the first and second side members to move relative

to the concrete-receiving volume to a closed position.

Ml' •,? </ •>

1. A metering valve unit comprising a sleeve member having

an axially extending bore and at least one transverse bore

communicating with said axially extending bore, said axially

extending bore having one end adapted to be connected to a

water supply conduit and said transverse bure being adapted to

be connected to an outlet conduit, a valve stem being retained

in said axially extending bore for slidable movement between

an open position and a closed position in which a resilient seat

washer seals said one end of the axially extending bore, spring

means biasing said stem toward the closed position, means for

manually moving the stem to the open position and regulating

means for regulating movement of said stem from the open

position to the closed position, said regulating means compris-

ing an annular cup washer secured to said stem and disposed

. within an annular liquid-filled chamber formed between said

stem and sleeve, said chamber being divided into first and

second portions by said cup washer and said first and second

chamber portions being interconnected by passageways within

said stem, one of said passageways containing a compressible

wad of porous material, whereby movement of said valve

toward the open position causes said cup washer to collapse to

allow liquid to move from the first portion of the chamber to

the second portion whereas movement of the valve toward the

closed position causes said cup washer to seal said second

/ portion of the chamber from the first portion of the chamber

4,424,953

DUAL-LAYER SINTERED VALVE SEAT RING
Yoshiaki Takagi, Tsurugashimamachi; Takeshi Sugawara,

Oimachi; Setsuo Nii, Chino, and Takayuki MaUuda, Okaya,

all of Japan, assignors to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki

Kaisha and Teikoku Piston Ring Co., Ltd., both of Tokyo,

Japan

Filed Mar. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 473.717

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 9, 1982, 57-35744

Int. aj FOIL 3/02

U.S. a. 251—368 10 Gaims

4,424,952

METERING UNIT
David Thomson, and Benjamin Korec, both of Cambridge, Can-

ada, assignors to Waltec Inc., Cenbridge, Canada

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 423,760

Gaims priority, application Canada, Mar. 31, 1982. 400800

Int. G.3 F16K 31/48, 47/10

U.S. G. 251—54 8 Gaims

E via

1. A valve seat ring having a high strength and high stiffness

and comprising a valve seat body having a surface in contact

with a valve, and a base for supporting said valve seat body,

said valve seat body and said base consisting of a ferrous sin-

tered article having a dual-layer structure (hereinafter referred

to as the dual-layer sintered body), wherein said valve seal

body comprises from 5% to 30% by weight of hard alloy

particles having a hardness of Hv 500 or more and a matrix in

which said hard alloy particles are dispersed and an alloying

element of said hard alloy particles diffuses around said hard

alloy particles and into said matrix; a ferrous sintered body of

said base contains from 0.5% to 1.5% by weight of carbon,

from 0.6% to 3.0% by weight of chromium, and at least one

element selected from the group of phosphorus in an amount of

from 0. 1% to 0.6% by weight and boron in an amount of from

0.02% to 0.2%, based on the weight of said ferrous sintered

body; and said dual-layer sintered body has a densiiv of 7 6

g/cm' or more and comprises a skeleton, pores formed by

sintering (hereinafter referred to as sintered p«.1re^), and copper

or a copper alloy which is fusion-mfiltrated into the first por-

tions of said sintered pores, said skeleton having a densit) of

from 6.7 g/cm' to 7.1 g/cm\ the percentage of said sintered

pores and the percentage of the second portions of said sin-

tered pores, in which said copper or copper alloy is not fusion-

infiltrated being 15% or less and 5% or less, respectively,

based on the volume of said dual-layer sintered btxly.

4,424,954

FIBER OPTIC CABLE TENSION LOADER
John L. Innes, Topeka, Kans., assignor to Communications

Systems, Inc., Hector, Minn.

Filed Mar. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 359,365

Int. G.' E21C 29/16

U.S. G. 254—134.3 CV. 10 Gaims
1. In a cable lashing machine which is movable along a

supporting strand for securing a fiber optic cable to the sup-

porting strand having:

an elongated housing having forward and rearward ends and

having a central through bore extending longitudinally

thereof for reception of a fiber optic cable and the sup-

porting strand; and

a spinning head mounted on the elongated housing adjacent

the rearward end of the elongated housing having means

for tensionally paying out a lashing line so that the line
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wraps helically around the fiber optic cable and support-
ing strand as the elongated housing is advanced along the
supporting strand;

the improvement which comprises:

4 424 956
DRAPABLE, CONSUMABLE, HEAT RETENTION

SHIELD FOR HOT METAL CARS
Louis A. Grant, Pittsburgh, and Arthur F. Tninzo, White Oak

both of Pa., assignors to Standard Steel Sponge, Inc., Pitts'
burgh. Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 342,517, Jan. 25, 1982. This
application Apr. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 368,277

Int. a.3 F27D 3/00
U.S. a. 266-248

g claim,

^31 Mv

means for loading the fiber optic cable in tension as it passes
through the elongated housing central bore and is lashed
to the supporting strand sufficiently to maintain the fiber
optic cable coextensive relative to the supporting strand as
the lashing line is wrapped around the cable and support-
ing strand.

4,424 955
APPARATUS FOR TREATING LIQUID METAL IN A

VESSEL
William Wells, Charlotte, N.C., assignor to Korf Technologies,

Inc., Charlotte, N.C.

Filed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,701
Int. a.3 C21C 5/42

U.S. a. 266-44 7 aaims

M»

1. Apparatus for injecting a treating gas into a vessel through
Its bottom wall, said vessel having a refractory lining with a
bottom-pour opening therein, said apparatus comprising:

a refractory nozzle block mortared into said refractory
lining and having a central opening aligned with the axis
of pour;

a refractory tuyere block positioned in the central opening in
said nozzle block and extending into said vessel at least to
the limit of the refractory lining;

dual concentric pipes fixed within said tuyere block and
terminating at the end of said tuyere block within the
furnace, said pipes having an annular passageway therebe-
tween and extending beyond the outer steel shell of the
furnace and being connected to respective sources of
treating material; and

a slidable gate closure member fastened external to said
vessel and having a refractory closure member with a
pouring opening being aligned with the external portion
of said dual concentric pipes to allow said pipes to project
therethrough.

1 A lightweight and manually positionable drapable con-
sumable, heat retention shield for conserving the heat of the
interior lining of a hot metal car into which hot metal is to be
poured, with an aperture therein for pouring molten metal
therein and discharging molten metal therefrom, comprising:

a drapable panel comprised of a fibrous refractory sheet
disposed between first and second metallic lattices, with
fastening means connecting the lattices together to retain
the fibrous refractory sheet therebetween, the panel hav-
ing a bottom wall portion, upstanding walls about the
bottom wall portion, and a fiange extending outwardly
from the upstanding walls, the first lattice and first surface
of the fibrous refractory sheet forming a cavity sur-
rounded by the fiange, and the second lattice and second
surface of the fibrous refractory sheet adapted for expo-
sure to the hot temperatures of the hot metal car, the
bottom wall portion and upstanding wall portion arranged
for insertion into the aperture of the hot metal car with the
portion of the second lattice on the flange resting on the
body portion of the hot metal car such that the shield is

positionable on the car and draped thereover to seal said
aperture, without the use of mechanical attachment
means, and the shield, upon pouring of the hot metal into
the car is forced through the aperture and consumed.

4,424 957
HOT METAL CAR HEAT RETENTION SHIELD

Louis A. Grant, Pittsburgh, and Arthur F. Trunzo, White Oak,
both of Pa., assignors to Standard Steel Sponge, Inc., Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

Filed Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342,517
Int. a.3 F27D 3/00

U.S. a. 266-248 g Qaims
1. A lightweight and manually positionable consumable heat

retention shield for conserving the heat of the interior lining of
a hot metal car into which hot metal is to be poured, the car
having a body portion, with an aperture therein for pouring
molten metal therein and discharging molten metal therefrom,
comprising:

(a) a supporting framework of combustible material having a
bottom wall portion, upstanding walls about the bottom
portion and a flange extending outwardly from the up-
standing walls; the bottom wall portion, upstanding walls
and fiange having a first surface which is adapted for
exposure to the hot temperatures of the hot metal car, and
a second surface which forms a cavity; and

(b) a layer of refractory material covering at least the first
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surfaces of the bottom wall portion, upstanding walls and
flange, the bottom wall portion and upstanding walls

arranged for insertion into the aperture of the hot metal

car with the flange resting on the body portion thereof.

< I t /'

I-

51-^-

15-^

such that the shield is positionable on the car to seal said

aperture, without the use of mechanical attachment

means, and the shield, upon pouring of hot metal into the

car, is forced through the aperture and consumed.

ber for sliding movement Ihercwilh and urge said sliding

refractory plate away from said sliding carnage and

toward said stationary refractory plate,

said closure casing including fixed structure rigidly connect-

ing and spacing said guide surfaces a predetermined fixed

distance from said supporting surface: and

said sliding closure member being exposed to the exterior

through an open outer portion of said closure casing, and

said urging means comprise plural members insertabic into

and removable from said sliding closure member through

said open outer portion

4,424,959

BRICKWORK CONSTRUCTION
Frans H. Tuovinen, Ulvila; Pentti O. Hokkanen, Tomio; Aimo

A. Nurminen, Tornio; Lauri A. Mustikka, Tornio, and Matti

A. Virta, Tornio, all of Finland, Mssignors to Outokumpu Oy,

Helsinki, Finland

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 314,769, Oct. 26, 1981,

abandoned. This application Jun. 18, 1982. Ser. No. 344,594

Oaims priority, application Finland, Oct. 27, 1980, 803353

Int. a.' F27B 1/14

U.S. a. 266—283 4 Claims

4,424,958

LINEAR SLIDING CLOSURE UNIT
Herbert Bachmann, Ebikon, Switzerland, assignor to Stopinc

Aktiengesellschaft, Baar, Switzerland

Filed Apr. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 371,486

Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 19, 1981,

3255/81

Int. CI.' B22D 37/00

U.S. a. 266—271 11 Claims

. V-v'
;.-.-.-,^;-4-^.r.r ;-.-f.r.-.?

• Id

1. In a linear sliding closure unit for use in discharging mol-

ten metal from a container and of the type including a station-

ary refractory plate, a closure casing adapted to be mounted on

the molten metal container, a linearly movable sliding refrac-

tory plate, a sliding closure member mounting said sliding

refractory plate for linear sliding movement relative to said

casing and said stationary refractory plate, and means for

urging said sliding refractory plate toward said stationary

refractory so that respective sliding surfaces thereof are in

abutment, the improvement wherein:

said closure casing includes an inner supporting surface

supporting and defining the position of said stationary

refractory plate;

means on said closure casing defining guide surfaces at posi-

tions outwardly of said supporting surface;

said sliding closure member includes a sliding carriage

adapted to be moved linearly and guided by said guide

surfaces during linear shding movement;

said sliding refractory plate is supported to be movable by

said sliding carriage in the direction of sliding movement
but is separate from said sliding carriage and movable with

respect thereto in a direction transverse to said sliding

surfaces and to said direction of sliding movement;

said urging means are mounted on said sliding closure mem-

1. A brickwork construction for use when making a gas

distribution chamber for a shaft kiln of the type having internal

wall surfaces which arc csseniiaiiy straight in both the horizon-

tal and vertical directions comprising: wedge-shaped bricks

surrounding the combustion gas distribution chamber, the

bricks being laid so that narrow ends of the bricks arc towards

the shaft kiln forming a generally planar internal wall of the

shaft kiln, the bricks forming an arched construction.

4,424,960

RUBBER VIBRATION ISOLATORS
Takuya Dan, and Akio Fujita, both of Yokohama, Japan, assign-

ors to Bridgestone Tire Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 274,568

Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 23. 1980, 55-84773;

Jul. 12, 1980, 55-94565

Int. n.' F16F 9/W
U.S. a. 267—8 R 5 Oaims

1. A rubber vibration isolator comprising; a pair of upper

and lower liquid chambers capable of changing volumes of

elastic deformation of an annular rubber elastomer accompa-

nied with longitudinal vibration, and a first restricted passage

for establishing communication between said chambers, a

circumferential sleeve at the outer penphery of said rubber

elastomer, at least two liquid spaces capable of changing vol-

umes accompanied with lateral vibration formed in the circum-

ferential direction between said rubber elastomer and said
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circumferentia] sleeve, said liquid spaces formed in the circum-
ferential direction between said rubber elastomer and said

circumferential sleeve in fluid communication with each other
through a second restricted passage.

4,424,961

ENGINE MOUNTING FOR SUSPENDING ENGINE
RELATIVE TO VEHICLE STRUCTURE

Hirofumi Takei, Yokosuka, Japan, assignor to Nissan Motor
Company, Limited, Yokohama, Japan

Filed May 7, 1981, Ser. No. 261,374
Oaims priority, application Japan, May 9, 1980, 55-61383;

May 15, 1980, 55-64318; May 15, 1980, 55-64319

Int. a.J F16F 9/04
U.S. a. 267-64.27 4 Qaims

provide an arrangement whereby when said inertia mass
vibrates in inverse phase relationship with the phase of
vibration of said first armature, an efTective pressure act-
ing area through which said elastic bellows contacts with
said second armature varies alternately and in inverse
phase relationship with the phase of a variation in the
pressure of said gas contained in said closed enclosure
which pressure varies in the same phase relationship with
the phase of vibration of said first armature;

each of said first and second armatures having an annular
resilient stop attached thereto which abuts with said ring
section of said inertia mass to limit excessive axial dis-
placement of said inertia mass;

said first and second armatures having sleeve portions, re-
spectively, and said stops having portions extending to
cover inner walls of said sleeves, respectively, to abut said
ring section of said inertia mass to limit excessive radial
displacement of said inertia mass.

4,424,962

SPHERICAL SPRING MOUNTING
Malcolm Johnston, 46 Ladbroke Square, London Wll, 3ND,

England

Filed Noy. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,851
Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct. 24, 1980.

8034357

Int. aj F16F J/38
U.S. a. 267-140.2 7 Qaims

1. In a vehicle,

an engine;

a vehicle structure;

a first armature connected to the engine for movement there-
with;

a second armature connected to said vehicle structure for
movement therewith;

an elastic bellows having one end securely connected to said
first armature and an opposite end securely connected to
said second armature and defining therewith a closed
chamber;

said elastic bellows having a waist portion, a first hinge
portion radially extending from said one end thereof and
said waist portion, and a second hinge portion radially
extending from said opposite end thereof and said waist
portion thereof;

an inertia mass mounted on and around said waist portion of
said bellows for movement therewith, said inertia mass
having a ring section and a radially inwardly extending
section fitted and received in said waist portion of said
bellows;

a gas contained in said closed enclosure under pressure;
a ma.ss of said inertia mass and an apparent spring constant of

said elastic bellows being selected such that said inertia
mass vibrates in the same phase as the phase of vibration of
said first armature when the engine operates at speeds
below a predetermined revolution speed, whereas said
inertia mass vibrates in inverse phase relationship with the
phase of vibration of said first armature when the engine
operates at speeds above said predetermined revolution
speed;

said second armature having an area wider than a cross-sec-
tional area of said second hinge portion radially extending
from said opposite end and said waist portion thereof to

/?-*

1. A spherical spring mounting comprising:
a hub having mounting means for a member to be mounted to

extend along the hub axis, the hub having a portion of part-

spherical external surface,

an array of layers of elastomer surrounding the spherical hub
portions, each elastomer layer having the form of a hollow
truncated sphere,

the elastomer layers being separated by hollow truncated
spherical shells of rigid material,

a casing having a truncated spherical inner surface surrounding
the outermost elastomer layer,

the elastomer layer and shells being bonded together and to the
hub and casing,

more than two bores each extending radially through the
casing, the bonded layers and shells, and into the spherical

hub portion,

the bores being arranged symmetrically about the axis,

a group of connecting members of different lengths, there
being a number of members of the same length equal to the
number of bores and a number of different lengths equal to

the number of elastomer layers,

the connecting members being each adapted for insertion into

a bore to connect the hub to a selected shell corresponding
to the length of the connecting member whereby with all the

bores filled to one selected shell a selected degree of resil-

ience can be imparted to a mounted member when pivoted in

any direction normal to the axis,

each connecting member being provided with means for en-

gagement with the hub and means to allow its withdrawal.
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4,424,963

nNISHER—EXIT POCKET MODULE FOR COPIER
Michael A. Bartholet, Boulder; James L. Cochran, Longmont;
Donovan M. Janssen, Bonlder, all of Colo.; Robert Magno,
Tucson, Ariz.; Allan J. Rood, Longmont, Colo.; William S.

Seaward, Boulder, Colo., and Lance A. Walker, Longmont,
Colo., assignors to International Business Machines Corpora-

tion, Armonk, N.Y. ^
Filed Sep. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 301,335

Int. a.J B42B 2/00
U.S. a. 270—53 9 Oaims

1. In an apparatus for receiving, finishing, and stacking

document sheets in finished sets, the combination comprising:

accumulator means for accumulating successively received

sheets into sets for finishing;

transport belts having negative pressure supplied thereto to

hold said sheets on the belt for receiving individual sheets

in succession and for inserting from a given direction said

individual sheets into said accumulator means;

push-down arms pivotally mounted at one end and disposed

adjacent and parallel to said transport belts for disengag-

ing said sheet from said transport belts onto said accumu-
lator means when actuated;

stacker means disposed adjacent said accumulator means for

supporting accumulated sheets and for stacking finished

sheets; and

ejector means for moving finished sets from said accumula-
tor means onto said stacker means in a direction opposite

from said given direction.

4,424,964

PAPER TRANSPORTATION CONTROL SYSTEM
Yoshiki Kikuchi, and Tomio Murayama, both of Ebina, Japan,

assignors to Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 312,022

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 4, 1980, 55-170291

Int. a.3 B65H 5/26, 7/14

U.S. a. 271—91 1 Claim

1. A paper transportation control system for a recording

apparatus comprising first passage means for receiving paper

from a paper tray, second passage means substantially parallel

to said first passage means for receiving manually supplied

paper, a retard roll rotatably mounted intermediate said first

and second passages in contact with said second passage

means, one-way clutch means permitting rotation of said retard

roll in a direction to feed a manually supplied sheet of paper

between said retard roll and said second passage means, a feed

roll located on the opposite side of said first passage means

from said retard roll in contact with said retard roll, driving

means for rotating said feed roll in opposite directions whereby
upon operation of said feed roll in one direction, said retard

roll will be rotated to feed a manually supplied sheet of paper

and on rotation of said feed roil in the opposite direction, a

sheet of paper will be fed from a paper tray hciwecn said feed

roll and said retard roll, with said retard roll being maintained

stationary and sensing means locating in said second passage

means in advance of said retard roll for sensing a sheet of

manually supplied paper and providing a control signal to said

driving means to rotate said feed roll and said retard roll to

feed said manually supplied sheet of paper

4,424,965

HIGH SPEED TRANSPORT SYSTEM FOR NEWSPAPERS
AND THE LIKE

Hans G. Faltin, York, Pa., assignor to Advance Enterprises,

Inc., York, Pa.

Filed Jun. 4. 1981, Ser. No. 271,032

Int. a.' B65H 29/66

U.S. a. 271—202 7 aaims

1. Simplified asynchronous to synchronous conversion appa-

ratus for conveying paper sheet products with precision timing

and spacing comprising in combination.

means for passing a set of interconnected paper sheet prod-

uct receiving selectively operable spaced gripping clamps

each with a single pivoted spring biased grasping jaw

cammable between open jaw and closed jaw positions for

carrying products along a transit path between processing

stations defined by a conveyance track.

means including a plurality of stations located along the

conveyance track for selectively opening and closing the

clamp jaws as they pass the respective siaiions thereby to

receive and discharge said prcxlucls at said stations at a

position substantially centered between the edges o{ the

product leading edge,

means for feeding the in sequence leading edge of moving

paper sheet prcxiucts individually into a registration stop

position defined by adjacent opened clamps at a loading

station to move in the direction of clamp movement aliMig

the track at a speed greater than the speed of the clamps

along said path, and

means for removing the products in precisely timed se-

quence from said clamps at a discharge station along the

transit path by opening the clamp jaws carr>ing the paper

sheet products.
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4,424,966

MECHANISM FOR CO> VtYING ARTICLES
SELECTIVELY INTO DIFFERENT PATHS

Mohanjit S. Chandhoke, Plattsburgh, NY., assignor to Harris

Graphics Corporation, Melb->urne, F>a.

Filed Sep. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 298,933

Int. a.3 B63H 29/60: 365G i7/00
U.S. a. 271-302 7 Qaims

tion generating means reaching said desired alarming time
stored in said storing means, said alarm means comprising
audible alarm means for causing an audible alarm and visible

alarm means for causing a visible alarm, said alarm driving
means comprising audible alarm signal generating means for

generating an audible alarm signal for driving said audible
alarm means, visible alarm signal generating means for generat-
ing a visible alarm signal for driving said visible alarm means,

1. An apparatus for conveying a shingled stream of articles.

^\A apparatus comprising an infeed co iveyor having a fixed

portion and a pivotal portion, means for shifting said pivotal

portion between a first position in Ahich the stream of articles

travels along a first path and a second position in which the

stream of articles travels along a second path, means for ciear-

mg articles off said pivotal portion of said infeed conveyor ind
for supporting articles for movement along said first path prior

to return of said pivotal oortion from said second position to

said first position, and an outfeed conveyor, said pivotal por-
tion of said infeed conveyor being aligned wiih said outfeed
conveyor when in said first position and said pivotal portion
being spaced from said outfeed conveyor when said pivotal

portion is in said second position thereby creating a gap be-

tween said fixed portion of said infeed convener and said

outfeed --onveyor when said pi"otal portion is in said second
position, said means for clearmg articles off said pivotal por-
tion including a part for spanning said gap.

f £ 2 in 24!
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4,424,967

TIMEPIECE APPARATUS HAVING GAME FUNCnON
Gunpei Yokoi, Kyoto, and Satoru Okada, Osaka, both of Japan

assignors to Nintendo Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan
Filed Dec. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 329,383

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 26, 1980, 55-186658
Int. CI.- Ae3F 9/GO

U.S. a. 273-1 GC 14 Qaims
1. A timepiece apparatus having a game function compris-

ing: game associated information generating means for gener-
ating game associated information for use in playing a game,
current time information generating means for generating
current time information, display means including game associ-
ated information display means for displaying at least a figure
and for displaying said game associated information from said
game associated information generating means, and numerical
value information display means for displaying a liumerical
value and for displaying at least said ci-rrent time information
from said current time inrormatic.i generating means, mode
selecting means for selecting the display mode to be performed
by said display means to be either one cf a game mode for
displaying said game associated information and a timepiece
mode for displaying said current time information, display
control means for controlling said game associated information
display means to display said game associated information
from raid game associated information generating means when
said game mode is selected by said mode selecting means and
for controlling said numerical information display means to
display said current time information from said current time
information generating means when said timepiece mode is

selected by said mode selecting means, timt setting mean- for

setting a desired alarming time when an alarm is to be caus*;d,

storing means for storing said desired alarming time as set by
said time setting means, alarm means f>-r causing an alarm,
alarm driving means for driving said alarm meuns responsive to
said current tine information from said current time informa-

said alarm driving means comprising means for disabling said

audible alarm signal generating means when said game mode is

selected by said mode selecting means, and for enabling at least

one of said audible alarm signal generating means and said

visible alarm signal generating means when said timepiece
mode is selected by said mode selecting means, and wherein
said visible alarm causing means form part of said display

means.

4,424,968

BASKETBALL BACKBOARD APPARATUS
Max D. Smith, Evansville, Ind., assignor to Indian Industries,

Inc., Evansville, Ind.

Filed Nov. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 318,487

Int. a.3 A63B 63/08
U.S. CI. 273—1.5 R 5 Oaims

1. A basketball backboard apparatus which comprises:

a sandwich board shaped in the form of a basketball back-

board and having a perimetric edge, said sandwich board
including front and rear spaced-apart rigid panels, and an
intermediate resilient layer positioned between the front

and rear panels, said front and rear panels including edges

extending outwardly of the intermediate layer;

securement means for securing together the front and rear

panels and the intermediate layer of said sandwich board
in an adjacent, sandwich relationship;

a border attached to the perimetric edge of said sandwich
board, said border being substantially softer than the front

and rear panels and including a pair of recesses within
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which the edges of the fron: and rear panels are recjived:
and

wheel means rolably mounted above said nasc means,
elongated, resiiieni finger mrans projecting generally

radia'ly outwardly from <-aid wheel means and
adapted to r>e periodically rotated b> ^aid wheel
means into engagement with a football lo be set up for
subsequent kicking, and,

means for actuating said wheel means and,
guide arm means for orienting fiHithails outputted from

s.-id hopper mean' in said gfnc-alU vertical end-to-end
orientation relative to said base me;<n. in cixipcraiK.n
With said extraction means; and,

swi'ch means responsive lo football contatt for interrupting
said means for aeluating sj'id wh--cl means. an»i operable
when a footb;-li is kicked to operate said means for actual
;ng said v.lu-el means thereby autonia'icall> p(<sit;oning a
football.

4,424,970

PANIC POST FOR PiNBAI.I GAMES
Ronald D. HalllLirton, Delray Reach; Jam"^ H. Pearson, Oak-^

land Park, both of Fla., and Robert ,». Sava. San Jose Calif..
assign.irs to Ball> .Man-jfacfuri.iR r orporafioj C hira^o. III.

nied leb. 16, 1982, Se-. No. .'49.298

Int. C!.' A63F 7/02. 7/26
U.S. CI. 273-121 A 8 a^^^s

mounting means for mounting said sandwich board to an
external backboard support.

4,424,969

AUTOMATIC APPARATUS FOR POSITIONING
FOOTBALLS FOR KICKING

Samuel R. Dumas, 215 Oakhurst St., El Dorado, Ark. 71730
Filed Jun. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 273,344

Int. a.3 A63B 67/00
U.S. a. 273-55 B 4 Claims
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1. Football positioning apparatus for place kicking practice,
the apparatus comprising:

base means adapted to be disposed upon a supportive sur-
face;

inclined hopper means for containing a plurality of footballs,
said hopper means secured to said base means to serially,

gavity feed footballs;

set up means for receiving footballs from siid hopper means
and for automatically positioning footballs extracted from
said hopper means in a generally vertical tnd-to-end ori-

entation for subsequent kicking, said set-up means com-
prising:

extraction means for extracting footballs one at a time
from said hopper means, said extraction m«;ans compris-
ing:

1 Apparatus for playing pinhail comprising
an inclined playfield upon whicl, a bail roils during pla\. said

pla\ field having a plu.-ality o( <-(M.tact points cooperable
with means for effeciing a game i.eorc in response to
contacts between sa'd hall and said contact pointsi

means for propelling ihe bail onto the playfi.-ld.

means for scoring;

at least one out -hole:

ai Icasi one passage through which the ball ma> pass during
play of the game, the passage having an entrance and leading
to a section of the playfield m which the hall cannot change
the score before the ball enters ,he oui-hoie. and

a play feature comprising an upstanding hur-per post, means
supporting .>aid bumper post for rectilinear mo\ement in a

direcliiih substantially parallel to the pla\ field between a

first position enabling movement of the ball through said

passage and a second position substantially blocking the
entrance to the passage so as to hinder the ball from mo\ ing
throujii the passage, and actuator means enabling selective
movement of said bumper post between said first and second
positions.

4.424 971

CUFE PUZZI E
Will-am H. Qark, 7731 V est Uke Dr.. I.ake Clarke Shores,

Flh. 33406

Filed \\.r. 7. 1982, Ser. No. 366,363

Int. CI. A63F 9/08
U.S. a. 273-153 S 35 Oaims

1. A cube puzzle manipulative by a player, srid cube puzzle
comprising: a box structure of parallelepipedon form and hav-
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ing a hollow rectangular interior housing in slidabie relation-

ship a predetermined number of uniformly sized cubes in at

least one tier, the number of cubes being at least one less than

the housing capacity of said rectangular interior, said box
structure having at least one hollow arched alcove extending

outward from at least one side of said rectangular interior, each

of said alcoves being in internal register with and spanning the

space occupyable by two of said cubes abutting in face-to-face

TOP SIDE

,i

14

relationship contiguous with an edge of said rectangular inte-

rior, each of said alcoves having an interior width slightly

greater than the width of a cube, and with the internal radius

of curvature of the arched end on each of said alcoves being

slightly greater than the diagonal dimension of a face on one of

said cubes, each of said alcoves forming a tumble chamber for

tumblmg a selected cube from one face to an adjacent face

thereon at the option and control of said player.

4,424,972

GAME APPARATUS
Richard H. Vinette, P.O. Box 191, Lanesboro, Mass. 02137
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 156,443, Jun. 4, 1980, Pat. No.
4,272,078, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 31,902,

Apr. 20, 1979, abandoned. This application Mar. 24, 1981. Ser.

No. 246,978

Int. a.' A63B 65/12
U.S. a. 273-397 10 Qaims

L--—-]

r\ -».

1. A game apparatus for projecting balls through space

towards a target comprising:

a ball ejection unit having a pressurizable ball receiving

chamber with a ball entrance opening therein,

a door for closing said opening,

an exit located in said ball receiving chamber through which
said ball is able to pass when the chamber is under pres-

sure,

a source of fluid under pressure, 1

means for admitting the fluid under pressure into said cham-
ber in an amount sufficient to drive the ball from the

chamber,

an exit conduit that the ball passes through after the ball has

been driven from the chamber,

a control means for operating said fluid admitting means,
said control means designed and arranged to be operated by

a hand of a person playing said apparatus while the person
is in the process of playing said game,

a ball entrance pipe leading into said ball entrance opening,
said ball entrance pipe and said ball receiving chamber being

designed and arranged such that said ball enters said ball

receiving chamber by the force of gravity,

said ball receiving chamber being approximately horizontal
with the ball entrance opening at one end and the exit

located at the other end.

4,424,973

SINGLE-ACTING SLIDE RING SEALING
Antti J. Heilala, Muunune, Finland, assignor to Oy Safematic

Ltd., Muurame, Finland

Filed Feb. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 462,976
Claims priority, application Finland, Feb. 9, 1982, 820409

Int. a.3 F16J 15/34
L'.S. a. 277-2 6 Qaims

1. A single-acting slide ring sealing comprising
a counter ring (8) to be fastened to a rotating machine part (2)

and having a first annular sliding surface (80), and
a non-rotating sealing ring (9) to be supported on a stationary

machine part (1) and having a second annular sliding surface

(9a) which, in operation, is pressed against the sliding sur-

face of said counter ring, characterized in

that the sliding surface (9a) of the sealing ring (9) is provided
with at least one part (15) weaker than the rest of the sliding

surface, and

that the sealing ring (9) is provided with a closed channel (14)

which is separated by said weaker part (15) from the sliding

surface (9a) and which communicates with a leak indicator

(17;27;37) acting by means of the liquid to be sealed.

4,424,974

FERRO FLUIDIC SEAL
Yasunaga Mitsuya, Sekimachi; Kunio Hoshiya, Higashi-

Yamato; Shigemitsu Oguchi, Tokorozawa, and Reizo Kaneko,
Higashi-Yamato, all of Japan, assignors tu Nippon Telegraph

& Telephone Public Corp., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Jul. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 402,598

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 8, 1981, 56-124613;

Aug. 8. 1981, 56-124614; Nov. 24, 1981, 56-188068; Jan. 19,

1982, 57-6378; Jan. 19, 1982, 57-6380

Int. aj F16J 15/16. 15/40
U.S. a. 277—80 20 Qaims

22i]

1. A ferro fluidic seal comprising:

a seal assen<bly comprising a substantially cylindrical perma-
nent magnet magnetized in the axial direction of the same,
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a pair of ring shaped yokes made of ferro-magnetic mate-

rial coupled coaxially with said permanent magnet, and a

fresh fluid storage containing fluid with ferro magnetic

property mounted in a room deflned by said magnet and

the yokes,

a rotational body rotational relative to said seal assembly,

said rotational body being arranged coaxially with said

seal assembly so that thin clearance gaps are provided

between the rotational body and the yokes, and said rota-

tional body being made of ferro-magnetic material,

fluid contained in said fresh fluid storage being communi-
cated with said clearance gaps between the yokes and the

rotational body to seal said gaps,

said fresh fluid storage comprising a resilient elongated

member adapted in a circular shape along the surface of

said cylindrical permanent magnet, and

said member being fixed on the surface of the permanent

magnet with a spring action by said member itself.

4,424,976

CHANNEL-SHAPED TRIM WITH DISCONNECTED
CORE PIECES

Keizo Hayuhi, Nagoya, Japan, aMignor to Toyoda Goaci Co.,

Ltd., Nagoya, Japan

Diviaion of Ser. No. 53,551, Jun. 29, 1982, Pat. No. 4,339,860.

This application May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,505

Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 30, 1978, 53-91206

Int. a.3 B60R 13/02; F16J 15/12
U.S. a. 277—205 1 Claim

£^

4,424,975

ROTARY SHAFT SEAL
Clair O. Langebrake, Waverly, Ohio, assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the United States

Department of Energy, Washington, D.C.
Filed Apr. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 488,300

Int. a.3 F16J 15/34

U.S. a. 277—81 R 18 Qaims

;ikfc,. ,. I

iTnosmcui

1. A shaft seal for use in a gas atmosphere, comprising:

a sealing gland comprising an annular disc and an annular

plate in face-to-face sealing relation, said disc being

mounted on and rotatable with a shaft, said plate being

movable along the axis of said shaft and carrying an array

of transducer assemblies disposed about said axis, each

transducer assembly including a transducer element con-

structed of a material selected from the group consisting

of electrostrictive and magnetostrictive materials, said

transducer element being responsive to electrical excita-

tion by vibrating in the direction of said axis and being

mounted to impari its vibration to said plate, and

means for electrically exciting the transducer elements to

effect axial vibration of said plate and generation of an

interfacial layer of compressed ambient gas between said

plate and disc.

1. A channel-shaped trim having a longitudinally extending
opening for embracing and clamping an edge flange of a sup-

port member comprising;

a core member comprised of a large number of disconnected

channel-shaped core pieces which are transversely ex-

tending and longitudinally disposed in series at predeter-

mined intervals;

each of said core pieces comprising at least two spaced apart

channel-shaped strip-shaped elements and narrow con-

necting portions connecting said at least two stnp-shaped

elements together, said connecting portions being posi-

tioned symmetrically with respect to both side end por-

tions of said elements so as to define and surround at least

one slot between said elements and said connecting por-

tions; and

a covering member extending completely around said core

member and extending through said slot and spaces

formed between said disconnected channel-shaped core

pieces.

4,424,977

WEDGE CHUCK
Samuel H. Pniden, East Hartford, and James B. Kunz, New

Haven, both of Conn., assignors to Cushman Industries, Incor-

porated, Hartford, Conn.

Filed Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362,511

Int. a.^ B23B 31/16

U.S. a. 279—121 8 Claims

-vC
/'•^
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1. A chuck having jaws, a body with a rotary axis having a

front wallwith ways therein associated with said jaws and

guiding them for movement radially of, and in a common plane

normal to, said axis, with each way having a median plane in

which said axis lies, and each way and jaw therein having

opposite sidewalls lying in planes parallel to and equally

spaced from said median plane of the way, of which said side-

walls of each jaw have therein laterally aligned first grooves of

the same width and extending lengthwise to form a given angle
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with said common plane, and saic? sidewalls of each way have
therein laterally aligned second grooves of uniform width and
with opposite sides lying in parallel planes normal to s.?id

common plane and to said median plane of the associated way.
and a jaw actuator guided ir. said oody for movement in the

direction of said axis and having a set of keys associated with

each jaw. of which the keys of each set are received with a

sliding fit in said first grooves in the associated jaw and with a

sliding fit in said second grooves in the associated way, respec-

tively, whereby on back and forth movement of sa.d actuator

said grooves and keys cooperate in moving said javs to and

from said axis.

4,424,978

VEHICLE FOR CHILDREN
Kenzou Kassai, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Xa&'-ai Kabushikikiii-

sha, Osaka, Japan

Filed Feb. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 350,314

Int. a: A63G 19/18

L.S. a. 280—1.13 6 Claims

1. A vehicle for children comprising: a vehicle body having

a front housing and a body remainder excluding said front

housing, means for opening and closing said front housing with

respect to the body remainder, said body remainder having a

surface opposed to the front housing with a space left therebe-

tween, said means for opening and closing including a first

spring urging said front housing in a direction to open ihj

latter, engaging means for selectively establishing the closed

state of said front housing against the resilience of said first

spring, said vehicle further comprising a.i instantaneously

actuatable object disposed in a space defined between said

body remainder and said front housing, a second spring urging
said instantaneously actuatable object agains' the lower surface

of said front housing when ihe latter is in its closed state, so as

to put said instantaneously actuatable object into instantaneous

visual action when the front housing is opened, and a first shaft

turnable with respect to the body remainder for suppoiting
said instantaneously actuatable object. i

4,424.979

SUSPENSION AND STEERING ASSEMBLY FOR
SNOWMOBILE

Izumi Takagi, Akashi, Japan, assignor to Kawasaki Jiikogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha, Kobe, Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 146,910, May 5, 1980, ab'indoneu. This

application Apr. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 372,559

Int. a.- B62B 13/OS
U.S. a. 280—21 R 5 Qaims

1. A suspension and steering assembly for a snowmobile
including at least one ski for supporting a front portion of its

body and also for steering the snowmobile, compr:sing:
substantially cylindrical strut means includiiig a first or inner

concentric strut member and a second or outer circumfer-

ential strut member telescopically sliding one into the

other;

spring means operative tc urge said two strut members to

slide out of each other;

shock absorber means connected at one end to the ski and at

the other end, through a substaniialiy horizontal bearing,

to the second or outer strut member to extend obliquely;

means for supporting the second or outer strut member on

the snowmobile body for rotational r.iovement while
preventing its axial movement and its lateral movement;
and

annular steering means fixedly secured to the second or

outer strut member for rotating the strut means about its

own ar.is when a steering gear is actuated, said annular

steering mea:is comprises two openings, one opening to

receive said steering rod connected to said steering gear,

and saij other opening to receive said tie rod of said other

suspension and steering assembly for said snowmobile;
wherein the first or inner strut member is pivotally con-

nected at its lower end to the surface of the ski and said

shock ubsorber means is pivotally connected to the ski at

a point away from the point at which said strut means is

pivotally connected to the ski.

4,424,980

FRONT FORK FOR MOTORCYCLE OR THE LIKE
Shizumasa Tsukamoto, Iwata, and Yoshihito leda, Fukuroi, both

of Japan, assignors to Showa Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Tokyo,
Jzpan

Filed Jan. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 338,875

Claiirs priority, application Japan, Jan. 13, 1981, 56-3523;

Jan. 14, 1981, 56-4342

Int. a.3 B62K 25/08
U.S. a 280—276 7 Claims

-^=B*i ^:ST- #*4§9^

1. A front fork suitable for a motorcycle comprising: an

inner cylinder mechanism v/hich includes a main cylinder and

a main piston disposed at the lower end thereof; an outer

cylinder slidably fitted to said inner cylinder mechanism; a

sheet pipe anchored at the bottom portion of said outer cylin-

der and slidably fitted to said inner cylinder mechanism, said

sheet pipe including an auxiliary piston disposed at the upper

end thereof and having an oil port formed in the side of the

lower ()ortion thereof; and orifice means for allowing the oil

between said main piston and said auxiliary piston to flow into

one of said inner cylinder mechanism and said sheet pipe at the

extension stroke of said front fork to thereby stepwise reduce

an attenuating force; said orifice means including an oil port

formed at the side of the lower portion of said inner cylinder

mechanism, at least one orifice formed in the axial direction in

the upper portion of said inner cylinder mechanism, and an

orifice formed at the side of the upper portion of said sheet

pipe.
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4 424 981
HIGH STRENGTH LIGHT WEIGHT BIKE AXLE

William H. Maxwell, III, 22547 Decoro Dr., Saugus, Calif.

91350

Filed Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342,125
Int. a.3 B62K 25/02

U.S. CI. 280-288 15 Qaims

1. An axle assembly for mounting a wheel hub in the open-
ings of spaced vehicle forks, said hub having a tubular housing
with oppositely faced antifriction bearings spaced inwardly
from the forks, and including in combination;

a tensioning member extending through the hub housing and
projecting from the oppositely faced bearings, the oppo-
site end portions of the tensioning member being threaded,

a pre-load member at each opposite end of the assembly and
threaded onto the end portions of the tensioning member
to occupy the space between the antifriction bearings and
the vehicle forks to engage and pre-load said bearings,

a shear sleeve supportably extending through the fork open-
ing at each opposite end of the assembly,

and a clamp member at each opposite end of th? assembly
and fastened to the end portions of the tensioning member
for clamping the opposite ends of the assembly to the
vehicle forks,

one of said members at each opposite end of the assembly
being integral with the shear sleeve and the other of said
members at each opposite end of the assembly having a
counterbore receiving an end portion of the shear sleeve
for load transfer in shear.

4 424 982
ATTACHMENT DEVICE FOR A MOTOR VEHICLE

Heinz Weiss, Bensheim, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to
Deere A Company, Moline, 111.

Filed Mar. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 354,272
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 26.

1981, 3107228

Int. a.^ AOIB 59/043
U.S. a. 280-461 A 19 claims

1. An attachment device for facilitating the attachment ot

various implements to the chassis of a motor vehicle, said

attachment device comprising:

(a) a first frame having a pair of generally L-shaped support

members wi:li vertical and hon/cintal lugs, sa;d vortical

legs being connected together approximate an upper end
by a cro.s bracket and said hnri/nrita! legs being pivo'ably

attached ai one end In saio motor veh clc chasMs. said first

frame contain. ng a thrce-poinl hitch h.-ving a top bar

pivotably atl.iched to said cross bracket and a pair of

lower bars attached to each of said hori/niita! legs.

(b) means for tilting said first fiai.ic relatr.c li said motor
vehicle chpssis, said meins positiincd between 'aid chassis

and said cross bracket.

(c; a s'-cond f.-amc movably suppc.rt^d ly> sa'd vertical legs

of said first frame and containing a plunlily of oupliiig

elements arranged in a preset relationship I'lj cas\ ..ou-

pling to an attachable imrL'ment;

(d) drive merns mounted 'in said first frimc and i.< nncctL-M

to said second frame for .novng said sc o-id frame m a

stepless manner along said v.-rtic'I Ic^is of said first frame.

(e) a pair of rods connected between said si^onti f'-anic and
each of said lower bars of siid three point hich. sjid rods

enabling said lowor bars to he moved relative u said top

bar to facilitate easy hook-up of sau' ihrcj-pomt hitch, and
(0 mechanical means for loc';ng said second irame to said

first fram:: at prcJetermir -d heights along said verlical

legs of said first frame

4.424,983

IMPLEMENT COl PLiNG ARRANGEMENT
Douglas L. Walters, Rie. 1. Otwell. Ind. 47564

Filed Nov. 27, 198 ^ Ser. No. 325.382

Ini. CI.' B6DS 9/(j^

U.S. CI. 280-475
1 Claim

1. A coupling arrangement between an implement and a

driving vehicle comprising a base supported upstrnding col-

umn positioned on a receiving surface, a sleeve slidable on said

upstanding column and forming part of a connecting assembly

between said implement and said driving vehicle, a freeU

movable angled plate with an underlying web selectively

wedged along said upstanding column at a desired operative

location and having a hanger extending therefrom, a jack

selectively separable from said sleeve and having a base sup-

ported by said angled plate, the weight of said jack wedging
said angled plate and said web against said column, said sleeve

and said jack having cooperating extending portions w hereby
said jack is freely rotatable with respect to said sleeve from a

first vertically adjustable position to a second lateral transport-

ing position when said angled piate and said underlying web
abut ihe bottom of said sleeve and the bottom of siMd base

supported upstanding column, and removable means maintain-

ing said jack at said second lateral transporting position, and
said jack having a handle received on said hanger at said sec-

ond lateral transporting position
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4,424,984

ALIGNMENT ADJUSTING DEVICE FOR VEHICLE
Haninori Shiratori; Kenichi Kikuchi, and Yoshikazu Moriya, all

of Toyota, Japan, assignors to Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabu-
shiki Kaisha, Aichi, Japan

Filed Mar. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 358,209

Oaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 7, 1981, 56-52287

Int. a.3 B62D 77/00

U.S. a. 280—661 6 Qaims

1. A device for adjusting the alignment of suspension arms
for a vehicle comprising a shaft member osciliatabiy support-

ing a suspension arm and inserted into respective slots pro-

vided in a pair of arm supporting members secured fixedly to a

chassis, and a pair of cams disposed respectively at both ends of

said shaft member and engaging guide walls provided on said

respective arm supporting members, said shaft member com-
prising a bolt and a hollow shaft for receiving the bolt, one of
said pair of cams being a disk disposed eccentrically and non-

rotatably fixed to one end portion of said hollow shaft, the

other of said pair of cams being an engaging member engaging
the other end portion of said hollow shaft and having a cam
face with the same profile as that of said disk, said hollow shaft

having a non-circular fit portion at the opposite end portion to

that where said disk is disposed and said engaging member
having a non-circular hole extending axially outward from the

inside surface thereof for receiving the fit portion of said hol-

low shaft with a shape conforming to that of the fit portion,

whereby relative rotation between said engaging member and
said hollow shaft is prevented, a threaded hole communicating
outward to said non-circular hole and receiving an end portion

of said bolt inserted into said hollow shaft from the outside of
said disk and a tool engaging f)ortion provided more outward
than said cam face of the engaging member.

4,424,985

OUTRIGGER SUPPORT ARRANGEMENT
Terry M. Holmes, Schofield, Wis., assignor to J. I. Case Com-

pany, Racine, Wis.

Filed Sep. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 300,182

Int. a.' B60S 9/12
U^. a. 280—766.1 '

3 Oaims
1. An outrigger support arrangement for a wheeled equip-

ment frame, comprising:

an outrigger having an outrigger leg including an extensible

leg portion engageabic with the ground, and generally

horizontally disposed outrigger beam fixed to said leg,

said outrigger beam extending transversely of said equip-

ment frame and said outrigger leg includes an outer leg

portion fixed to said outrigger beam within which said

extensible leg portion is telescopically disposed, and a

fluid extensible leg cylinder and piston respectively con-
nected at its ends to said outer leg portions and said exten-

sible leg portion, which leg extends generally down-
wardly and angularly outwardly of said beam,

an outrigger cavity defined by a pair of generally vertical.

longitudinally spaced walls of said frame within which
said outrigger beam extends,

means including a fluid extensible cylinder and piston for

moving said outrigger between a stowed position wherein
said outrigger is substantially nested within said cavity
and an extended position wherein said leg is spaced later-

ally outwardly of said frame for engagement of said exten-
sible leg portion with the ground,

upper beam support means comprising a pair of horizontally

disposed, laterally extending upper beam supports respec-
tively fixed to said walls extending from the lateral edge
portion of said frame inwardly thereof, said outrigger leg

extending between said upper beam supports when said

outrigger is in the stowed position, whereby when said

outrigger is in said extended position said beam reactively

engages said upper beam support means outwardly of a

plane defined by an outwardly facing surface of said out-

rigger leg when said outrigger is in said stowed position.

4,424,986

IMPACT ENERGY ABSORBING STRUCTURE FOR F-F
TYPE MOTOR VEHICLE

Kazutoshi Mizuno, Fujisawa, and Shigeo Ono, Hamura, both of
Japan, assignors to Nissan Motor Co., Ltd., Yokohama, Japan

Filed Sep. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 299,131

Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 22, 1980, 55-132713

Int. a.3 B62D 21/00
U.S. a. 280—784 8 Oaims

8. An impact absorbing structure for a front engine front

wheel drive vehicle comprising:

a vehicle cabin having a floor panel, side sills which extend

along the lateral sides of said cabin and a cross member
which extends laterally across said floor panel and which
interconnects said side sills;

an engine compartment which is separated from said cabin

by a bulkhead and in which an engine and transmission

unit is disposed;

a pair of side members which extend along the lateral sides

of said engine compartment at a predetermined level

above the level of said floor panel, said predetermined

level being selected to provide space beneath said side

members to permit a drive connection between said en-

gine and transmission unit and a pair of forward wheels of

said vehicle;

a pair of extension members which are connected at the aft

ends thereof to said cross member and which curve up-
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wardly and outwardly to connection at the forward ends
thereof with the aft ends of a respective side member;

a pair of suspension mounting structures for each supporting
one of said forward wheels, said suspension mounting
structures being secured in part to said extension mem-
bers;

said engine and transmission unit being disposed in said

engine compartment so that the lower aft portions thereof
are aligned with portions of said side members and said

suspension mounting structures;

said side members being adapted to buckle laterally outward
upon a frontal collision whereby said engine and transmis-

sion unit may be driven in the aft direction without being
lifted within said engine compartment to stagewisely

cause, without excessive deformation the deformation of
said suspension mounting structures so that the impact
energy may be dissipated through said extension members
to said cross member and said side sills.

4,424,987

TELESCOPIC SKI POLE ASSEMBLY
Gregory P. Ryder, 5551 Zinman Ave., Altasloma, Calif. 91701

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,415

Int. O.J A63C 11/22
U.S. O. 280—823 10 Oaims

frangible connectors extending between the pipe members and
normally holding the pipe members in sealed engagement with
one another, an annular member surrounding one of the pipe
members and being slidably mouned thereon for longitudinal

sliding movement relative thereto, said annular member coop-
erating with said one pipe member to form a chamber therebe-

tween, means for supplying fluid under pressure into said

chamber to effect longitudinal sliding movement of the annular
member relative to the said one pipe member, said annular
member being connected to the frangible connectors to cause
said relative movement betwen the annular member and the

said one pipe member to break said frangible connectors and
thereby separate the pipe members from one another

4.424,989

DRAIN HOLE
William R. Spencer, Springdale, and George F. Whitley, Jr.,

Madeira, both of Ohio, assignors to General Electric Com-
pany, Cincinnati, Ohio

Filed Jul. 2, 1980, Ser. No. 165,432

Int. 0.5 F16L 55/00
U.S. O. 285—14 5 Oaims

1. A telescopic ski pole having at least first and second
elongated tubular members, said first elongated tubular mem-
ber having a diameter greater than said second elongated
tubular member,

said first elongated tubular member having at one axial

extremity thereof a radially inwardly extending flange

defining a bore therein dimensioned and configured for

engagement with the exterior surface of said second elon-

gated tubular member,
said second elongated tubular member having at one axial

extremity thereof a radially outwardly extending flange

having a circumferential surface dimensioned and config-

ured for engagement with the interior bore of said first

elongated tubular member,
pin means carried on one of said flanges, and
slot means defined in the other of said flanges and configu-

rated and sized for engagement with the pin means, the pin

means being selectively engageable in the slot means for

locking engagement between the flanges to prevent rela-

tive axial movement between the first and second tubular

members.

4,424,988

FRANGIBLE PIPE COUPLING
Douglas B. Cowx, Wetland, Canada, assignor to Consumers' Gas
Company Limited, Willowdale, Canada

Filed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 334,717

Int. a.3 F16L 55/00. 37/00. 17/00. 35/00

U.S. O. 285—2 5 Oaims
1. A frangible pipe coupling comprising a pair of pipe mem-

bers, frangible means connecting the pipe members together,

said frangible connecting means comprising a plurality of

\

V
"^ y \

^^

1. An improved drain hole in a pneumatic line for draining

liquid from a pneumatic line of a gas turbine engine, said pneu-

matic line having inner and outer peripheral surfaces and
wherein said drain hole has inner and outer ptirtions in respect

to said pneumatic line, and wherein said inner portion extends

between said inner and outer peripheral surfaces and has an

inner opening into said pneumatic line that is smaller in area

relative to said outer opening to prevent excessive loss of

pressurized gas from said line and which is of a size which
would otherwise support liquid in the pneumatic line by sur-

face tension forces of the liquid when the line is not under
pressure except that said drain hole additionally compnses:

a progressive enlargement in cross-sectional area of an inte-

rior region of the drain hole, said enlargement initiating

substantially at said outer peripheral surface and wherein
the enlargement has an outer opening with a larger cross-

sectional area than that of the inner opening, said larger

outer opening being provided for the purpose of prevent-

ing surface tension of said liquid at said outer opening
from supporting buildup of liquid within said pneumatic

line during periods when said pneumatic line does not

contain pressunzed gas.
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4,424,990

THERMOCHROMIC COMPOSITIONS
Lawrence J. White, San Jose, and Tamar G. Gen, Palo Alto,

both of Calif., assipiors to Raychem Corporation, Meulo
Park, Calif.

Cootinnatioa of Ser. No. 116,707, Jan. 30, 1980, abandoned. This

application Nov. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 325,088

Int. a.3 C09D 5/26: GOIK 11/14. 11/16: F16L 47/00: 9/14.

21/00. 55/00

U.S. a. 285—381 18 Qaims
1. A thermochromic composition comprising a mixture of

basic copper carbonate and a sulfur-containing organic acid;

said composition undergoing a distinct change of color at

temperatures in the range of from about 165° C. to about 240°

C
8. A thermochromic paint composition comprising a liquid

paint formulation having dispersed therein a thermochromic

component comprising a complex of copper and a sulfur-con-

taining organic acid.

14. A coupling which comprises a hollow cylmdrical heat-

recoverable memory metal member, a liner inserted in said

heat-recoverable member in intimate contact therewith, a

sealant coated on the interior surface of said liner and a ther-

mochromic paint composition applied to at least a portion of

the exposed surface of the coupling, said thermochromic p.aint

composition comprising a liquid paint formulation having

dispersed therein a thermochromic component comprising a

complex of copper and a i,ulfur-containing organic acid.

4,424,991

COMPOSITE CONNECTOR
Frederick W. L. Hill, Lechlade, and Robin J. T. Clabbum,

Highworth, both of England, assignors to Raychem Limited,

London, England

Division of Ser. No. 964,850, No?. 27, 1978, Pat. No. 4,309,807,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 742,562, Nov. 17, 1976,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 741,523,

Nov. 12, 1976, abandoned. This application Aug. 31, 1981, Ser.

No. 297,718

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Nov. 17, 1975,

47252/75

Int. a.3 F16L 25/00
U.S. a. 285—381 16 Qaims

1. A connector, having a bore therethrough, which com-
prises a circumferentially continuous, tubular member having a

first portion of a greater external diameter and a second por-

tion of a lesser external diameter, than said first portion at least

a portion of the tubular member having an elongated tapered

outer surface extending between said first and second portions,

and, positioned about said tubular member away from the

second portion, a band that is relatively narrow compared to

the length of the elongated tapered outer surface, the band
being made from a memory metal which exhibits a relatively

low modulus of elasticity at a first temperature and a relatively

high modulus of elasticity at a second temperature higher than

the first temperature, the band having been expanded solely by

being forced at the first temperature along and against the

taper so as to expand the band, the relatively high modulus of

elasticity of the material of the band being such that when the

band is brought to said second temperature, it contracts and

deforms the tubular member.

4,424,992

CORD FEED AND DELIVERY DEVICE SUPPLYING A
KNOTTER

Ulrich Hegnauer, Sandackerweg 12, CH-3363 Oberoenz, Swit-

zerland

PCT No. PCr/CH79/000O7, § 371 Date Nov. 2, 1979, § 102(e)

Date Oct. 18, 1979, PCT Pub. No. WO79/G0681, PCT Pub.
Date Sep. 20, 1979

PCT Filed Jan. 25, 1979, Ser. No. 209,103

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 2, 1978,
2240/78

Int. a.3 AOID 59/04; B65H 69/04
U.S, a. 289—2 2 Qaims

at ft,

1. A machine for binding up large sized packages of bundles,

particularly packages and bundles which are palletized, com-
prising

a binding cord;

driving means;

a crank shaft operatively connected to said driving means;

connecting means connected at one end to said driving

means;

rocking lever means connected to the other end of said

connecting means;

push rod means connected to said rocking lever means and

having a free end;

a push rod head carried by said free end of said pushing rod

means;

cord gripping means adapted to grip said binding cord;

cording driving means for moving said binding cord to said

gripping means;

eyelet means for allowing said binding cord to pass there-

through;

a tensioning device for tensioning said binding cord passed

through said eyelet means; and

a knotter for knotting said binding cord.

4,424,993

LATCH MECHANISM FOR LUMINAIRE
Billy L. Shslby, and William C. Moore, both of Memphis, Tenn.,

assignors to International Telephone and Telegraph Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 29, 1981, Ser. No. 268,389

Int. C1.3 E05C i/14

U.S. a. 292—128 4 Gaims

1. A latch mechanism for an outdoor luminaire of the type

having a generally stationary upper housing affixed at one end

to a mast arm, a lower housing hinged to said upper housing

adjacent the one end thereof, and in which said lower housing
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includes refractor structure between the hinged end of the

housing and the end remote from said hinged end; the latch

mechanism for the remote end of said lower housing including

in combination a pawl, means for mounting said pawl inter-

nally in the lower housing adjacent said remote end and pawl
receiver structure in said upper housing; said pawl comprising

a unitary member having a central mounting portion including

laterally extending mounting arms, a head for engaging said

receiver and a trigger portion extending through an opening in

the lower housing for accessibility externally of the lower
housing; said mounting means comprising integral pocket

structure of said lower housing including a pair of spaced apart

hook members affixed said lower housing to receive said arms
and hold said latch member against upward movement, torsion

spring means mountedT on said arms with said torsion spring

means having at least one tang resting on an integral rib up-

standing from said lower housing to prevent downward move-
ment of said pawl member, said torsion spring means having a

projection engaging and biasing the pawl head toward the

receiver in the upper housing to latch the lower housing

against pivotal movement relative to the upper housing, and

said receiver comprising an opening in said upper housing, said

pawl member being removable from said lower housing pocket

structure with said pawl head released from the upper housing

by depression of the torsion spring tang and release of the pawl

arms from the hook members to allow removal of the pawl and

springs from the pocket structure for replacement without the

need for any tools.

4,424,995

BALL TYPE SEAL
Richard S. Guiler, Newton; Jacob E. Mautner, Keyport, both of

N.J., and Sigurd M. Moberg, Etian, Va., assignor! to E. J.

Brooks Company, Newark, NJ.
Filed Nov. 5, 1980, Ser. No. 203.565

Int. a.' B65D 27/iO. 33/34. 55/06
U.S. a. 292—323 10 Qainu

/.' ^^ ^':Z^

1. A body for a seal of the ball type comprismg a housmg
having an aperture and means in the housing for receiving a

relatively rigid shackle end in locking non-removable engage-
ment, said means comprising a deformable leg having a portion

initially positioned in the path of the inserted shackle end, said

leg being positioned and dimensioned so as to be deformed by
the insertion of the shackle end, and a locking leg having a free

end, said locking leg being so associated with the deformable

leg that the deformation of said deformable leg caused by the

insertion of said shackle end causes the end of the locking leg

to pass through the shackle aperture to thereby prevent move-
ment of the shackle out of the housing.

4,424,994

SECURITY SEALS
Anthony S. Dowden, London, England, assignor to American

Casting and Manufacturing Corporation, Plainview, N.Y.
FUed Jul. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 285,871

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Jul. 24, 1980,

8024224

Int. Q.^ B65D 33/34
U.S. Q. 292—318 20 Qaims

4,424,996

COMBINATION BUMPER-AND-RADIATOR
STRUCTURE

Kazuhiko Yoshiyuki, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Nissan

Motor Company, Limited, Konagawa, Japan

Filed Dec. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 328,705

Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 26, 1980, 55-186378

Int. Q.' B60R 19/10

U.S. Q. 293—117 1 Qaim

cr^rnnnfeoA ^a^^^
J* ij /%'"
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1. A security seal comprising a main body element formed

with a passage therein, said passage having a first portion

leading from an entry opening and a second portion leading at

an angle from said first portion; an elongate flexible element,

one eiid of which is fixed to the main body element and the

other end of which is dimensioned to pass into said passage;

said body element defining at the junction between said first

portion and the second portion of the passage, an extension of

said first portion which is so dimensioned as to prevent the

entry of the fiexible element into the extension, but to permit

the entry into the extension of an element introduced into the

first portion of the passage which is thinner than the fiexible

element; said fiexible element being formed along at least part

of its length with formations adapted to engage with cooperat-

ing formations provided within at least the second portion of

said passage, and the engagement between the formations

being such as to prevent withdrawal of the fiexible element

from the passage.

1. A combination bumper-and-radiator structure for attach-

ment to the front end of an automotive vehicle having a fore-

and-afi direction, comprising:

a front bumper having a horizontally elongated base wall

portion, and upper and lower wall portions elongated along

and rearwardly of the base wall portion, the base wall por-

tion being formed with at least one air inlet opening;

a radiator grille positioned between said upper and lower wall

portions of said front bumper and partially exposed to the

open air through said air inlet opening;

a resilient honeycomb member horizontally elongated and

interposed between the base wall portion of said front bum-

per and said radiator grille for absorbing the energy of a
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collision exerted on the base wall portion of said front bum-
per; and

a bumper reinforcement member having a horizontally elon-

gated base wall portion formed with an opening held in

communication with said air inlet opening through said

resilient honeycomb member, and upper and lower wall

portions elongated along and rearwardly of the base wall

portion, the bumper reinforcement member being interposed

between said resilient honeycomb member and said radiator

grille.

4,424,997 '

FOLDABLE DIGGING TOOL
Milan D. Jackson, Oregon City, Oreg., assignor to U-Dig-It

Enterprises, Inc^ Boring, Oreg.

FUed Not. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 443,436

Int. a.3 AOIA 1/22

MS. a. 294—53.5 8 Qaims

1. A foldable hand-held digging tool having an open position

and a closed position, and consisting essentially of:

a. a digging member and a holding member;
b. said digging member having a digging end and a first

fastenmg end, said first fastening end having a first stop

means incorporated therewith;

c. said holding member having a handle end and a second
fastening end, said second fastening end having a second
stop means incorporated therewith;

d. pivoting means connecting said first fastening end to said

second fastening end; and

e. said first stop means engaging said second stop "leans

when said digging tool is in said open position.

4,424,998

CLOTH DOLL STUFTING TOOL
Cecilia Lile, 2415 W. 46th St., Chicago, III. 60632

Filed Aug. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 293,946

Int. a.3 B25B 7/0(J

U.S. a. 294—118 1 Claim

of the length of the shanks to the length of the jaws being

between 4:1 and 5:1; said members being long, thin and
straight, and not separated at essentially all points along

the lengths of said members when the tool is in the closed

position; the width of the tool, in closed position, being

substantially the same at all lengths of the tool except at

the finger guides; and at least one jaw has surface irregu-

larities on its inner surface which are conflned along the

midline of the jaw thereby leaving a smooth area of jaw
surface around the border of the inner surface of said jaw,
the inner surfaces of each of the jaws necessarily touching
when the tool is in closed position.

4,424,999

GAS BOTTLE CARRYING CASE
Eric J. Commins, Chemin Neuf, 97417 - la Montagne, Reunion

Island, France

Filed Jul. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 282,211

Claims priority, application France, Jul. 11, 1980, 80 15763
Int. C\? B62B 1/26; B65G 7/12

U.S. a. 294—142 3 Claims

5t^

~J)

1. A carrying ca.se for a gas bottle comprising a cylindrical

body portion and a neck portion having a cross-section less

than that of said body portion, said case comprising a rectangu-

lar base; a wall extending transversely from each side of said

base, said walls being joined at their ends to define with said

base an internal space and extending to a height substantially

equal to half the circumference of a gas bottle supported in said

case such that the top edge of each of said walls is adjacent the

surface of said gas bottle at its greatest cross-sectional width;

cradle means mounted in said space for supporting said gas

bottle with the axis thereof substantially parallel to said base,

said cradle means comprising at least two cradles each

mounted on said base, at least one of said cradles being adapted

to support said cylindrical body portion of said gas bottle about

substantially half its perimeter and one of said cradles being

adapted to support said neck portion of said gas bottle; releas-

able strip means attached to opposite walls of said carrying

ga.se for retaining said gas bottle in place on said cradles; and a

handle mounted on each of said walls adjacent said top edge
thereof, said handles being mounted on the exterior surfaces of

said respective walls.

1. A tool for reaching into the confined sections of cloth

dolls or similar constructions, having smooth or rounded edges
or comers on all exposed external surfaces, which can grasp

the doll fabric for turning the doll inside out and which can
grasp filling material for placement within the doll, consisting

essentially of:

two members joined by a pivot means; each of said members
comprising a finger guide, a long thin shank extending

from said finger guide to the location of said pivot means,
and an opposing jaw which is shorter in length than said

shank and which has a flat inner surface at its outer end,

the tip of said jaw being rounded to avoid a point, the ratio

4,425,000

HRE HOSE DONUT ROLL CARRIER
Paul Keck, Jr., 886 NE. 117 St., Biscayne Park, Ha. 33161

Filed Oct. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 310,088

Int. a.5 B65D 63/18

U.S. a. 294—165 4 Oaims
1. A fire hose carrier for carrying a rolled hose ready for

unrolling for use in a fire comprising:

a base means for supporting said rolled hose ready for un-

rolling for use in a fire;

two side members each having a proximal portion and a

distal portion, said proximal portion of each of said side

members movably connected to said base means from a

position in the plane of said base means when said hose

carrier is opened for using said rolled hose in a fire to a
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position generally perpendiiular to said base means when
said hose carrier is closed for carrying said rolled hose;

and

a means for retaining said two side members in said position

generally perpendicular to said base member with said

rolled hose positioned therebetween and resting on said

base member, said means connected to said hose carrier.

4,425,001

CARRIAGE BODY FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
VEHICLES

Ambrogio Mauri, Via Garibaldi, 254 • Desio, Milano, Italy

Filed Jan. 21, 1980, Ser. No. 113,869

Claims priority, application Italy, Jan. 22, 1979, 19503 A/79
Int. a.3 B62D 27/02

U.S. a. 296—178 3 Qalms

obtuse angle with said underside surface and substantially

parallel with said first lip and a second tongue portion bent

hook-like with respect to said first tongue portion and defining

an inclined notch therewith for snugly receiving therein said

first lip of an adjacent said covering sectional member, said

covering sectional members having a top surface.

4,425,002

HINGED CAB GUARD
Ronald G. Coleman, Thamesford, and Kenneth C. Philbrook,

Dorchester, both of Canada, assignors to General Motors
Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Oct. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 309,930

Int. a.' B60P 1/28
U.S. a. 298—1 R 3 Qaims

V- «f^ .*-

J

1. A roof structure for a carriage body for passenger trans-

portation vehicles in combination with a pair of opposite hori-

zontally spaced apart sidewall structures having opposite lon-

gitudinal supporting members for the roof structure, the roof

structure comprising arcuated supporting crossbeams spanning

between said opposite longitudinal supporting members and
seat formations in said longitudinal supporting members for

receiving therein the ends of said crossbeams, wide elongated

mutually juxtaposed covering sectional members having an

underside surface and longitudinal reinforcing ribs depending
from the underside surface and resting on said crossbeams and
extending in the direction of said longitudinal supporting mem-
bers, wherein at least some of said covering sectional members
have mutually overlapping longitudinally extending edges

each having one hook-like shaped formation on one side of said

covering sectional member and another hook-like shaped for-

mation on the other side of the covering sectional member, said

one and said another hook-like shaped formations being com-
plemental in shape for mutual engagement, both said one and

said another hook-like shaped formations being downwardly
offset from said underside surface of the covering sectional

member and wherein the roof structure further comprises at

least one mechanical expansion joint connection arranged

between and adjustably connecting two consecutive covering

sectional members, the mechanical expansion joint connection

comprising a longitudinally extending elongated sectional

member having seat formations on opposite sides thereof fac-

ing and adjustably receiving therein the respective edges of the

adjacent consecutive covering sectional members, and wherein

said one hook-like shaped formation comprises a first lip form-

ing sharp angle with the underside surface of said covering

sectional member and said another hook-like shaped formation

having a tongue including a first tongue portion forming an

1. A dump body for a dump truck adapted to be parked with

an enclosure having a low ceiling, said dump truck having a

frame one end of which is provided with an operator's cab and
the other end of which is provided with a pivotal connection

that supports said dump body for movement from a lowered-

carry position to a raised-dump position; said dump body
comprising a body portion defined by a front wall, a pair of

side walls, and a fioor section; a cab guard extending forwardly

from said front wall of said body portion and having a free

front end located above said operator's cab; hinge means con-

necting said cab guard to said body portion adjacent said front

wall, said hinge means being positioned on said body portion

and on said cab guard so as to allow said free front end of said

cab guard to pivot downwardly relative to said body portion

towards said operator's cab; and actuator means operatively

connected to said cab guard for causing said free front end of

said cab guard to pivot downwardly after said dump body is

moved from said lowered-carry position to an intermediate

raised position so that said free front end of said cab guard is

lowered prior to said dump body being raised to said raised-

dump position and thereby does not contact any portion of said

ceiling.

4,425,003

SINGLE WELL-MULTIPLE CAVITY SOLUTION
MINING OF AN INCLINED STRUCTURE

Clark H. Huff, Moab, Utah, assignor to Texasgulf lac, Stam-
ford, Conn.

Filed Not. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 318,104

Int. a.' E21B 43/28

U.S. a. 299—5 7 Claims

1. A method of solution mining a bed of soluble ore disposed

in sloping subterranean strata disposed beneath an insoluble

stratum by developing contemporaneous multiple cavities

through the same borehole which comprises the steps of:

(a) establishing a borehole generally along the formation

strike, directionally drilled to a nearly horizontal attitude

for a determined distance in the soluble zone just below

the ore zone of interest;

(b) injecting solvent into prortions of said horizontal bore-

hole through the annular tubing spaces in such a manner
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that two or more chimneys will be developed in the solu-

ble zone below the ore zone of interest, exposing said ore

zone of said solvent;

(c) injecting solvent into said annular tubing spaces in said

borehole in such a manner that the solvent will be directed

in an updip direction beneath said insoluble zone and

within said ore zone to develop cavities with mining faces

remote from said borehole;

(d) withdrawing solvent with dissolved ore through said

borehole at a sump area;

4,425,005

VEHICLE BRAKING SYSTEM AND METHOD OF
BRAKING

Edward H. Warwick, Englewood, Ohio, assignor to General
Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362,243

Int. a.3 B60T 13/74
U.S. a. 303—3 3 Oaims

jj*.

I

(e) adjusting such withdrawal to provide for down flow of

the solvent across said mining faces and downwardly in a

downdip direction along the floors of said cavities to said

exit point at a rate sufficient to extract said ore stratum

without appreciable mining of vertically adjacent strata;

and,

(0 developing additional cavities along the nearly horizontal

portion of said borehole, as space permits and as previous

solution mining cavities are depleted.

4,425,004

BANDED VEHICLE HUB
WilUun E. Camichad, 2592 McBride Crescent, Prince George,

B.C., Canada, and Wayae Rodacker, Grande Prairie, Canada,
aaiifBors to William E. Carmicfeael, Prince George, Canada

Continaatioa-in-part of Ser. No. 75,514, Sep. 13, 1979, Pat. No.
4,315,360. This application Dec. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 334,323

Int. CL3 B21K 1/34
U.S. a. 301—8 7 Qaims

87-1

1. A banded hub adapted to fit within and to support a tire

rim generally complementary to the hub, the hub having a

central boss with a central axis, a plurality of spokes extending

from the boss, and webs extending between the spokes; each
spoke having means to secure the tire rim thereto, an outer end,

and a pair of side portions and a front portion blending

smoothly together so as to be generally U-sectioned, the hub
being characterized by:

(a) an annular rim formed as preformed ring and having an

outer face adapted to be accepted within an inner face of the

tire riin, and an inner face welded to the outer ends of the

spokes.

»,fi^[3*- ,L

..^.

m \

1. In a vehicle brake system having a first driving wheel
capable of being braked by the combination of regenerative

braking and vehicle service brakes, a second wheel capable of
being braked by vehicle service brakes alone, and vehicle

service brake actuating means including service brakes at said

wheels, a first brake circuit for actuating the service brakes at

the first wheel, a second brake circuit for actuating the service

brakes at the second wheel and adapted to provide a signal of
second brake circuit actuation, and an input member con-
trolled by vehicle curator to provide input member travel and
input force, the improvement to combine regenerative braking
and service brakes in a manner to effect a desired braking effort

at both wheels, said improvement comprising:

signal generating means generating a signal directly propor-

tional to the amount of regenerative braking effort acting on
said first wheel;

first signal receiving means receiving said signal to generate a

sufficient force in opposition to first brake circuit actuation

of the service brakes of the first wheel to permit such first

brake circuit actuation only to the extent that said amount of
regenerative braking effort is less than the amount of braking
effort at the first wheel as required by the vehicle operator's

control of the input member;
and a first brake circuit compliance control member receiving

said regenerative braking effori signal and said signal of
second brake circuit actuation and including a first means
operating in one manner in response to said signals, said

control member including second means operating in a

manner to oppose the operator of said first means and having
operating characteristics which are substantially the same as

the actuating characteristics of the vehicle service brake
actuating means for the service brakes at said first wheel
when the first wheel is being braked only by the vehicle

service brakes to produce all of the desired braking effort

acting on the first wheel, so that the travel and input force of
the input member felt by the vehicle operator during control

thereof are substantially the same during all braking of said

wheels irrespective of the extent that regenerative braking

effort is used.
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4,425,006
SPEED REDUCER CONTROL DEVICE FOR A VEHICLE
HAVING TWO INDEPENDENT PRESSURIZED FLUID

BRAKING CIRCUITS
Philippe Bertrand, Maisons-Lafitte, and Jean-Pierre Machillot,

Saint-Gratien, both of France, assignors to Labavia S.G.E.,
Bois D'Arcy, France

Filed Apr. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 251,228
Oaims priority, application France, Apr. 11, 1980, 80 08227

Int. a.3 B60T 8/02
U.S. a. 303—3 8 Qaims

1. A system to control energization of a speed reducer
mounted on a rotatable drive member of a vehicle such that

upon energization, the speed reducer imparts a torque to the

drive member which reduces the velocity of the vehicle, said

vehicle having a front wheel train and a rear wheel train, each
having independent pressurized fiuid braking circuits and both
being activated by a foot pedal in the vehicle, said system
comprises:

a control fiuid supply means;

a plurality of pressure contacts adapted to receive said con-
trol fiuid, said pressure contacts being successively actu-

ated as the pressure of said control fiuid increases and
being operatively connected to said speed reducer so that

when said plurality of pressure contacts are successively

actuated, said speed reducer undergoes increased energi-

zation intensity;

first and second sensor means positioned for sensing the fiuid

pressure in the braking circuits of said front wheel train

and said rear wheel train, respectively; and
pressure adjustment means connecting said control fiuid

supply and said plurality of pressure contacts and coupled
to said first and second sensor means, whereby said pres-

sure adjustment means adjusts the pressure of the control
fluid received from the control fluid supply means to a

control pressure in response to the higher of the pressures

sensed by said first and second sensor means and then
supplies the control fiuid at the control pressure to said

plurality of pressure contacts.

4,425,007

TREAD BELT LINK AND COOPERATING DRIVE
TUMBLER

Ronald J. Soeteber, New Berlin, Wis., assignor to Bucynis*Erie
Company, South Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Feb. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 233,856

Int. a.' B62D 55/12, 55/20
U.S. O. 305—11 5 Oaims

1. In a tread belt drive the combination of:

a tumbler wheel having a segmented rim, the rim having its

segments alternately offset laterally from one another to

form two rows of rim segments in which the segments of
each row are circumferentially spaced from one another;

a plurality of driving teeth positioned between the rows,

the teeth projecting radially outwardly therefrom and
being in locations alongside the termini of said rim seg-

ments; at least one of said teeth being positioned relative to

said rim segments such that it has a rim segment on at least

a poriion of each lateral side thereof and it extends radially

outward from both of said laterally positioned rim seg-

ments; and pockets located between said driving teeth that

open both radially outward and laterally from the tumbler
wheel;

a plurality of links connected to one another to form a tread

belt and engageable with said tumbler wheel, the links

having a link body that has a ground engaging bottom and
an upper face; a guiding cog rising upwardly from the

central region of said top face that is receivable within a

pocket of said tumbler wheel; a bearing surface on the

upper face on each lateral side of said guiding cog that

rides upon a rim segment of said tumbler wheel; a driven
surface on the forward and aft sides of the cog that is

located between the Imk bottom and the link top face and
in vertical alignment with the cog to be engaged by the

tumbler teeth; and connecting lugs along the forward and
aft sides of the link body that interdigit with lugs of adja-

cent links for connection therewith, said connecting ears

having connection openings with centers located beneath
said bearing surfaces; and

said links when connected together forming openings be-

tween the bearing surfaces of adjacent links which are

open at the link bottoms and which receive said tumbler

driving teeth.

3. A tumbler wheel for a tread belt drive comprising;

a drive wheel having a plurality of circumferentially spaced

teeth projecting radially outward from the wheel;

two rows of segmented bearing rims alternately offset later-

ally from each other on the sides of the teeth, the segmente

of each row being circumferentially spaced and being

formed such that the teeth extend radially beyond the

segments;

a plurality of pockets located between the teeth, the pockets

opening radially outward, and opening laterally from the

tumbler wheel between the nm segments; and
at least one of said teeth being positioned relative to said rim

segments such that it has a rim segment on at least a por-

tion of each lateral side thereof and it extends radially

outward from both of said laterally positioned nm seg-

ments.
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4,425,008

WHEEL FOR A TRACKLAYING VEHICLE
James B. Weeks, Haslett, Mich., assignor to Motor Wheel

Corporation, Lansing, Mich.

Filed Aug. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 293,663

Int. a.J B62D 55/14. 55/08

U.S. a. 305—24 5 Qaims

I
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4,425,009

DUPLEX ANGULAR ROLLING-CONTACT BEARING
AND METHOD OF ASSEMBLING SAME

Marcel FiUon, Alfortirille, and Jean M. Monville, Paris, both of

France, assignors to SKF Compagnie d'Applications Meca-
niques, Clamart, France

Filed Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,601

Gaims priority, application France, Jan. 30, 1981, 81 01889

Int. a.' F16C 33/60
U.S. a. 308—187.1 10 Qaims

1. A duplex angular rolling-contact bearing comprising

first and second rows of rolling elements, and

a split race having two portions held in mutual contact along

a radial joint plane deflning registering front surfaces,

each of the registering front surfaces of said two portions of

said race comprising at least two precision-machined axial

projections constituting together a radial reference face,

said projections being separated by axial recesses adapted to

receive the corresponding axial projection of the other

race ponion enabling, after a relative rotation of the two

race portions, the introduction of the rolling elements of

the second row, and

peripheral annular sealing means encompassing said race for

sealing the registering recesses of the two race portions

when the corresponding projections of the two portions

engage each other through their machined reference

faces.

1. An improved road wheel assembly for running on a track

assembly of a crawler-type vehicle wherein the traclc assembly

has a centrally located row of tapered guide spikes, said wheel

assembly comprising a dual wheel set wherein each wheel of

the set has a wheel disc with a centrally located bolt circle

portion, an intermediate generally conical portion extending

outwardly from said central portion and an axially extending

peripheral flange portion terminating at a free edge thereof, a

rim formed from flat strip stock externally mounted by press fit

on said disc flange and permanently secured thereto by only

one circumferential weld joint along said free edge, and an

elastomeric tire carried on the outer surface of said rim, said

disc having an outwardly narrowing tapered cross-section,

said wheels of the set being mounted back-to-back relative to

one another so as to be adapted to straddle the centrally lo-

cated row of guide spikes of the associated track assembly,

each said rim extending axially beyond the associated said disc

flange and having a pair of integral flanges one at each of the

opposite sides of said rim, each rim flange being spaced axially

from said associated disc flange and extending radially in-

wardly and terminating in a free edge disposed clear of said

associated disc, said rim flanges having sufficient radial length

to reinforce the associated rim and accept the wear of the guide

spikes as said rim rotates and passes along said track, each said

disc bolt circle portion being thicker than said disc intermedi-

ate portion so as to withstand impinging lateral loads from the

guide spikes and each said disc flange portion being thinner

than the associated intermediate portion of said disc, said rim

and disc reinforcing each other at their juncture to thereby

afford the greatest economy of material.

4,425,010

FAIL SAFE DYNAMOELECTRIC MACHINE BEARING
Roger A. Bryant, Commerce, and David R. Riggenbach, Wat-

kinsviile, both of Ga., assignors to Reliance Electric Company,
Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Nov. 12, 1980, Ser. No. 206,153

Int. a.3 F16C 19/10. 19/52

U.S. a. 308—227 10 Gaims

1. A bearing fail-safe dynamoelectric machine comprising, in

combination:

a frame;

a stator in said frame;

a rotor having a shaft;

bearing means joumaling said shaft in said frame for cooper-

ation of said rotor with said stator;

a first seat in said frame at one end thereof;

said bearing means including a first bearing mounted in said

seat;

said first bearing joumaling said shaft for transmission of the

force of gravity and applied external forces on said rotor

through said shaft and said first bearing to said frame seat;

a second bearing surrounding said shaft;

a second seat in said frame for cooperation with said second

bearing;

means establishing said second bearing idling and nonload-

bearing under normal machine operating conditions;

each of said first and second seats having a lateral shoulder

and a longitudinal wall; and
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said first bearing having an outer race mounted in engage-
ment with said shoulder and wall of said first seat;

whereby upon a failure of said first bearing the rotor and
shaft may move downwardly by gravity to nullify said

idling means and establish said second bearing rotatably

joumaling said shaft to transmit the force of gravity on
said rotor through said second bearing to said frame sec-

ond seat.

4,425,011

POLYMER CAGE FOR A HIGH SPEED TAPERED
ROLLER BEARINiG

Robert J. Cunningham, Canton, and Peter S. Orvos, Uniontown,
both of Ohio, assignors to The Timken Company, Canton,

Ohio

Filed Jun. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,706

Int. a.3 F16C 33/46. 33/66
U.S. a. 308—214 20 Oaims

1. In a tapered roller bearing assembly including a cone
having an outwardly presented tapered raceway and a thrust

rib at the large diameter end of the raceway; a cup surrounding

the cone and having an inwardly presented tapered raceway
located opposite, but spaced from the raceway of the cone; and

tapered rollers arranged in a row between the raceways of the

cone and cup with the large diamenter ends of the rollers being

presented toward and normally against the thrust rib, an im-

proved cage for maintaining the correct spacing between the

rollers, and for furiher directing a liquid lubricant to the thrust

rib of the cone, said cage comprising: a large end ring that

extends past the large ends of the rollers; a small end ring that

extends past the small ends of the rollers; and bridges that

extend between the two end rings and together with the end
rings form pockets in which the rollers are contained, whereby
the bridges separate adjacent rollers and maintain the correct

spacing between the rollers, the bridges being at least in part

located beyond the pitch circle for the rollers where they are

configured to prevent the rollers from falling away from the

cone when the cone is detached from the cup, at least some of

the bridges having webs that project inwardly past the pitch

circle and toward the cone raceway, each web extending

substantially the entire length of the rollers so that one end of

the web is located opposite the small end of the cone raceway

and the other end is located opposite the large end of the cone

raceway, each web having a groove that opens toward the

cone raceway with the end of the groove that is located oppo-

site the small end of the cone raceway being extended axially

into the small end ring and furiher being closer to the axis of

rotation for the bearing than the end of the groove that is

located opposite the large end of the cone raceway, whereby a

liquid lubricant that is introduced into the groove at the small

end ring will flow through the groove under the influence of

the centrifugal force in the rotating cone to be discharged from

the groove in the region of the thrust rib so that the thrust rib

remains lubricated as the large end faces of the rollers move
along it.

4,425,012

ROLL TOWEL DISPENSER MOUNTING BRACKETS
Richard D. Kley, New Castle County, Dei., assignor to Scott

Paper Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 246,586

Int. a.i B60N 19/00
U.S. a. 312-37 9 Oaims

1. Apparatus for mounting a roll towel dispenser on a door
of a recessed paper towel cabinet so that the lower portion of

the dispenser is mounted in front of a recess, said apparatus
comprising a bracket plate having a hooked end portion

adapted to fit over the top edge and contact a rear surface of
the door of the recessed cabinet, said bracket plate being

adapted to be secured to the rear of the dispenser cabinet and
a lower support bracket adapted to be secured to at least one
inner wall of the recess and to the roll towel dispenser thereby

providing support for the lower portion of the roll towel dis-

penser.

4,425,013

APPARATUS FOR LOCKING CABINET DRAWERS
Robert H. Killen, Pasadena, Calif., assignor to Pacific Furniture

Manufacturing Co., Compton, Calif.

Filed May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 267,133

Int. a.' E05C 15/04: E05B 65/46

U.S. O. 312—216 5 Claims

'^

1. In a file cabinet having top, bottom, rear and side walls

and an open front, a plurality of slidable drawers arranged to

slide from an inner closed position outwardly through the open
front to an open position for removal of contents thereof, a

lock means for preventing the movement to said open position

of more than one of said drawers at a time, said lock means
comprising:

a unitary bar slidably carried by one of said side walls adja-

cent said open front and vertically movable between first

and second positions;

a rail member extending horizontally and affixed rigidly to a

side of each drawer and terminating in a key positioned

adjacent but displaced from said bar when said drawers
are in said closed position; means for defining an included

surface for each drawer rigidly affixed to said bar and

extending downwardly toward said open front, said sur-

faces each being disposed to be engaged by one of said

1038 O.G.—29
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keys when a drawer is moved from its closed position

toward its open position and all other drawers are in their

closed positions, said bar being moved from its first posi-

tion vertically upward to its second position as said key

moves along and in engagement with said inclined surface,

said bar being maintained in said second position solely by

said inclined surface defining means for engagement with

said rail after said rail is in its second position and during

the time said drawer is in other than its closed position;

and

means for defining a substantially vertical surface for each

drawer rigidly affixed to said bar and disposed to abut the

key on a drawer when said rod is in its second position.

I

4,425,014

HOUSING FOR DATA ENTRY EQUIPMENT
Martin Blepp, Weilen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to J.

Hengstier K.G., Aldingen Kr. Tuttlingen, Fed. Rep. of Ger-

many
Filed Jul, 20, 1981, Ser. No. 285,423

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 31,

1980, 8020621[U]

Int. a.^ A47B 95/00

U.S. a. 312—284 15 Qaims

1. In a housing for data entry equipment having first manual

control means for routine operation and second manual control

means, not required for routine Of>eration, which housing

comprises a baseplate and covering means covering said base-

plate while leaving said first manual control means exposed,

the improvement residing in that said covering means com-
prise

a first covering element, which is adapted to be opened to

admit maintenance access to the entire interior of said

housing, and

a second covering element pivotally coupled to said first

covering element, said second covering element normally

covering said second manual control means and being

adapted to be opened independently of said first covering

element to admit maintenance access to said second man-

ual control means.

4,425,015

ATTACHABLE, ORCUIT-TERMINATING, ORCUIT
BOARD EDGE MEMBER

SalTatore P. Rizzo, Foxboro, Mass., assignor to Texas Instru-

ments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Continuation of Ser. No. 154,343, May 29, 1980, abandoned.

This appUcation Jul. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 401,174

Int. C1.3 HOIR 13/04

U.S. a. 339—17 LC I 8 Qaims
1. A circuit board edge member comprising

a generally elongated body of electrically insulative mate-

rial, the body having two side walls, upper and lower

portions and front and back portions, the body having

inner, front and back walls, a first chamber formed be-

tween the front and inner walls and a second chamber

formed between the back and inner walls, a plurality of

contact element seats formed in each chamber spaced

from each other in a direction extending from one end of

the body to the other end,

the inner wall having a first portion lying in a first plane

essentially parallel to second and third planes in which the

front and back walls respectively lie and disposed interme-

diate the front and back walls, the inner wall having a

second portion lying in a fourth plane generally perpen-

dicular to the first three planes, a contact surface carrying

tongue having a front and back surface depending from

the second portion of the inner wall and extending down-
wardly from the body and lying in a fifth plane generally

parallel to the first three planes, the second portion of the

inner wall having a top and a bottom surface,

a pair of spaced, vertically extending ribs formed in each

contact element seat in the second chamber,

a first contact element receivable in each contact element

seat in the first chamber, each first contact element having

an upper portion culminating in a circuit board contacting

end, an intermediate transversely extending portion

adapted to be received on the top surface of the second

portion of the inner wall, and a lower portion disposed on

the front surface of the tongue, the lower portion of each

first contact element formed with a protrusion which is

adapted to engage one of the inner and the front wall to

place a bias on the lower portion of the contact element

maintaining it firmly on the tongue surface, the first por-

tion of the inner wall formed with a pair of ribs at each

'A

contact element seat, each rib of each pair having a por-

tion spaced from the inner wall and extending in a direc-

tion from one side of the body to the other to form a

guideway adapted to receive and capture the upper por-

tion of a contact element behind side to side direction

extending ribs, each first contact element formed with a

protrusion in the upper portion thereof adapted to engage

one of the first portion of the inner wall and a pair of side

to side direction extending ribs,

a second contact element receivable in each contact element

seat in the second chamber, each second contact element

having an upper portion culminating in a circuit board

contacting end, the upper portion of each second contact

element formed with a plurality of protrusions which are

adapted to engage one of the pair of spaced ribs in the

second chamber and the back wall, each second contact

element having an intermediate transversely extending

portion adapted to be received on the bottom surface of

the second portion of the inner wall, and a lower portion

disposed on the back surface of the tongue, the bottom

surface of the second portion of the inner wall forming a

selected angle with the back surface of the tongue, the

lower portion of each second contact element prebent to

form an angle with the transversely extending portion

which is several degrees different from the selected angle

in a direction such that when the. transversely extending
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portion is placed in position on the bottom surface of the

second portion of the inner wall the lower portion of the

second contact element is maintained firmly on the tongue
surface.

4,425,016

ELECTRIC TERMINAL BOX
Lennart H. Denckert, Ekebyviigen 177, Vallentuna, Sweden

S-186 00

per No. PCr/SE81/00029, § 371 Date Sep. 17, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Sep. 17, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/02225, PCT Pub.

Date Aug. 6, 1981

PCT FUed Jan. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 305,645

Qaims priority, application Sweden, Feb. 1, 1981, 8000817

Int. Q.J HOIR 13/639, 13/514, 13/26

U.S. Q. 339—82 7 Qaims

1. An electrical terminal box comprising:

a housing having an internal bottom surface, an opposing

open end, and at least one opening for the insertion of an

electrical wire;

a base plate rotatably mounted within said housing adjacent

to its internal bottom surface;

locking means for locking said base plate in a desired angu-

larly rotated position in relation to the housing;

a plurality of parallel connecting pins extending outward
from the base plate toward the housing open end, each pin

having a longitudinally extending slot adapted to receive

an inserted electrical wire;

clamping locking means for locking an electrical wire after

insertion into said slot; and

an outer insulating body removably mounted within the

housing open end over the base plate, having tubular

connecting means for snugly fitting over each of said

connecting pins for establishing an electrical connection

with electrical wires that are inserted in the connecting

pin slots.

4,425,017

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR INCLUDING
HYDROPHOBIC GEL COMPOSITION

Howard K. C. Chan, Harlow, England, assignor to International

Standard Electric Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 19, 1981, Ser. No. 265,000

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, May 20, 1980,

8016577

Int. Q.' HOIR 4/70: HOIB 3/22, 3/44

U.S. Q. 339—96 4 Qaims

located in a chamber closed by a diaphragm which is permea-

ble by a further connection element to mate in the chamber
with a first connection element, the chamber containing an

electrically insulating hydropliobic gel composition consisting

of gel forming proportions of an aluminium stearate, liquid

paraffin and polyisobutylene.

4,425,018

MODULAR ELECTRICAL PLUG AND SOCKET
CONNECTORS

Paul P. Stenz, Detmold, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to C.A.

Weidmuller GmbH & Co., Detmold, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Apr. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 255,086

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 17,

1980, 30^4755

Int. Q.' HOIR 9/26

U.S. Q. 339—198 GA 12 Qaims

1. An electrical connector unit adapied to be assembled with

at least one further such unit to form a multi-pole electrical

plug-and-socket connector block, which unit comprises

(a) an insulating housing; and

(b) electrical contact means in said housing defining a prede-

termined direction of making a plug-and-socket connec-

tion;

(c) said housing having a coupling region for mechanically

coupling said housing to adjacent units, said housing hav-

ing at least in said coupling region a rectangular cross

section transverse to said predetermined direction,

whereby said region has a first pair of opposite external

faces and a second pair of opposite external faces, said first

pair consisting of a first face provided with a first coupling

groove having its longitudinal axis extending in said pre-

determined direction and a second face provided with a

first coupling tongue having its longitudinal axis extend-

ing in said predetermined direction and adapted to couple

with a said first coupling groove of an adjacent unit by

relative sliding movement of said units parallel to said

predetermined direction, and said second pair of faces

consisting of a third face provided with a second coupling

groove having its longitudinal axis extending transversely

to said predetermined direction and a fourth face provided

with a second coupling tongue having its longitudinal axis

extending transversely to said predetermined direction

and adapted to couple with a said second coupling groove

of an adjacent unit by relative sliding movement of said

units transversely to said predetermined direction parallel

to said third and fourth faces thereof.

1. An electrical connector having a first connection element

4,425,019

MULTIPLE ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR BLOCK WITH
WIRE WRAP PINS

Karl-Heinz Pohl, Woodbury, Conn., assignor to The Siemon

Company, Watertown, Conn.

FUed Jun. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 271,431

Int. C\? HOIR 9/24

U.S. Q. 339—198 R 38 Qaims
34. A multiple terminal solderless connector comprising:

a discrete number of interconnected loops, said loops being

formed from a continuous piece of conductive resilient

material, said loops being arranged in a co-planar relation-
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ship between two end loops, said loops each having two
straight parallel side portions interconnected by a curved
portion, the straight side portions of adjacent of said loops

being in abutting relationship, at least all of those loops

intermediate the end loops being provided with a pair of

extensions of said straight side portions, said extensions

surface-to-surface substantially liquid-tight interference

fit, to provide therebetween a relatively liquid-tight seal,

the clamp face including a conductive face portion for

contacting the item to be electroplated, the conductive
face portion being conductively interconnected with the
threaded shank portion; and

(d) clamping pad means on the frame opposite the clamp
face to said clamp screw for enabling the item to be elec-

trically engaged and clamped between the clamp screw
and said clamping means.

4,425,021

GLASS MOUNTED ELECTRICAL TERMINAL
Muzio Nicolino, Vasto, Italy, assignor to Societa Italiami Vetro

Siv S.p.A., Vasto, Italy

Filed Jul. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 285,651
Qaims priority, application Italy, Jul. 31, 1980, 49388 A/80

Int. a.3 HOIR 4/02. 4/10
U.S. a. 339—275 T 4 Qaims

being nonparallel and converging toward one another, said

extensions of said abutting side portions of said adjacent

loops being interconnected by an arcuate section, said inter-

connecting arcuate sections of said adjacent loops being
spatially separated, said arcuate sections each having a

smaller radius than that of the curved portion of the loops it

interconnects.

4,425,020

CLAMP FOR AN ELECTROPLATING RACK
Joseph C. Wismer, 10 Sussex Rd., Bergenfield, N.J. 07621

FUed Jnn. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 391,856

Int. a.3 HOIR 4/36
UJS. a. 339—264 R . 20 Oaims

1. A clamp for securing and electrically connecting an ob-
ject to be electroplated to an electroplating rack for immersion
in an electroplating solution, electrical contact being made
between the rack and the object, said claipp comprising:

(a) a frame including a core of conductive material and a

sheath of insulating material covering the core, said core
being connectable to the rack for connecting the frame to

a source of electrical current;

(b) an opening in the frame having a threaded electrically

conductive portion extending through a portion of the
core, and having at least one unthreaded electrically insu-

lating end portion;

(c) a clamp screw having an actuating head, a clamp face,

and a threaded central electrically conductive shank por-
tion intermediate the clamp face and actuating head and
spaced therefrom, the threaded electrically conductive
shank portion being adapted to engage the threaded elec-

trically conductive core portion of said frame opening,
said screw having at least one shank portion contiguous
with and flanking said central shank portion which is

unthreaded, said at least one unthreaded shank portion
and said at least one unthreaded end portion of the frame
opening facing each other and being dimensioned for a

1. An electrical connection device for electrically heated
glass sheets, including a plate element of symmetric shape with
respect to a geometric axis of symmetry having a hole centered
on said axis and a tail element integral with said plate element
and protruding sideways from it in the direction of said axis of
symmetry of said plate element, said tail element being stag-

gered with respect to the general plane of the plate element,

through a step area, said device being characterised in that a

portion of said tail element positioned between said step area

and the free end of said tail element, has a transversal cross

section reduced with respect to the whole transversa] cross

section of the rest of said tail element and said plate element has

two additional holes symmetrically positioned with respect to

said axis of symmetry and two recesses symmetrically posi-

tioned with respect to said axis of symmetry, having one side

converging towards said axis and one rounded profile which
merges into said step area of said tail element, the centers of
said additional holes, the centers of curvature of said rounded
profiles of said recesses and said step area being substantially

aligned on a line perpendicular to said axis of symmetry, and
said plate element being slightly arched with respect to its

general plane so as to be at a slight distance from said general

plane in its area corresponding to said axis of symmetry.

4,425,022

ANTIREFLECnON COATING ON A SURFACE WTTH
HIGH REFLECTING POWER

Roland Ludwig, Bischoffen, Fed. Rep. of Gemiany, assignor to

Ernst Leitz Wetzlar GmbH, Wetzlar, Fed. Rep. of Germany
per No. PCr/DE80/00031, § 371 Date Jan. 25, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Jan. 23, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO80/02749, PCT Pub.
Date Dec. 11, 1980

PCT FUed Mar. 17, 1980, Ser. No. 229,575

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 25,

1979, 2921178

Int. a? G02B 5/28
U.S. a. 350—1.7 12 Claims

1. An anti-reflection construction, comprising:

an incidence layer of an incidence medium having a refractive
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index ni greater than about 1.3 and having a front (inci-

dence) surface and a rear surface;

a reflecting layer of highly reflecting material positioned be-
hind the rear surface of said incidence layer;

a reflection-reducing layer positioned between said incidence
layer and said reflecting layer, said reflection-reducing layer

comprising first and second components, wherein said first

component comprises an absorption-free material having an

s^,^S^ Cr-mRTIAL LAYERS

index of refraction ni which is equal to or approximately
equal to m, wherein said second component comprises a

strongly absorbing material, and wherein said reflection-

reducing layer has a thickness such that the \o/4 condition is

satisfied, and wherein the relative amounts of said first and
second components is selected such that substantially no
reflection is produced at the interface between said reflect-

ing layer and said reflection-reducing layer.

4,425,023

BEAM SPOT SCANNING DEVICE
Kazuya Matsumoto, Yokohama; Isao Yamaguchi, Tokyo; Takao

TsiOi, Kawasaki, and Hidealu Sato, Yokohama, all of Japan,
assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 228,744
Oaims priority, application Japan, Jan. 31, 1980, 55-12939;

Feb. 1, 1980, 55-11337; Feb. 9, 1980, 55-14989

Int. a.3G02B V/72
U.S. a. 350—96.14 11 Qaims

K t
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4,425,024

PLANAR ELECTRO-OPTICAL LIGHT DEFLECTOR FOR
SEVERAL BEAM POSITIONS

Rudolf Keil, Munich, and Franz Auracher, Baierbrunn, both of
Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Siemens Aktiengesell-
schaft, Berlin A Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed May 29, 1981, Ser. No. 268,337
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 2,

1980, 3025083

Int. Q,'G02B5//7^
U.S. Q. 350—96.14 iQ Q«ims

P=1
!i

1. A planar electro-optical light deflector for deflecting an
incident light beam to a plurality of beam positions, compris-
ing:

an optical layer waveguide for receiving an incident light

beam; and

a plurality of separately activatable electrode structures on said

waveguide for producing deflection grids, said electrode
structures being adjacently-disposed across the direction of
beam incidence,

said electrode structures having respective different grid con-
stants and disposed at respective inclinations on said wave-
guide so that the incident light beam impinges at the respec-

tive Bragg angles,

whereby said layer waveguide is capable of receiving incident

light over a width which corresponds to that of the totality

of said plurality of electrode structures.

4.425,025

OPTICAL SYSTEM FOR ENDOSCOPES
Yasumasa Sunaga, Iwatsuki, Japan, assignor to Fuji Photo

Optical Co., Ltd., Ohmiya, Japan

Filed Dec. 17, 1980, Ser. No. 217,556

Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 26, 1979, 54-169587

Int. CI.'G02B5//7
l!.S. Q. 350—96.26 2 Qaims

4

30 ^32

1. A device for reproducing information on a recorded
medium comprising:

a wave guide for propagating a light beam;

a magnetic transfer film provided on a light exit surface of

said wave guide;

first means for deflecting said light beam in said wave guide;

second means for concentrating the deflected light beam on
or near said magnetic transfer film; and

third means for detecting the light beam from said magnetic
transfer film.

1. An optical system for an endoscope, comprising: a flexible

image guide optical fiber bundle having an entrance face at one
end thereof and an exit face at the other end thereof, a wide
angle objective adjacent said entrance face for focusing an

image to be observed on said entrance face, a vanable focal

length eyepiece lens system located adjacent said exit face for

viewing an image appearing on said exit face, said variable

focal length eyepiece lens system comprising a positive lens

group, and a negative lens group, said positive lens group being

axially movable to vary the distance thereof from said exit face

of said optical fiber bundle, and said negative lens group being
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axially movable to vary the distance between the same and the prised each of two electrodes disposed each on one of the
positive lens group. plates, the capacitance of the reference capacitor being sub-

U.S. a. 350—295

I

1. A manipulator for adjusting the curvature of a bendable

mirror (72), positioned inside of a high-vacuum optical appara-

tus, comprising:

a mounting plate (12) adapted for attachment to the optical

apparatus to serve as a portion of the vacuum containment

thereof;

a manually adjustable micrometer (46) positioned on the exte-

rior of the mounting plate (12);

a single feedthrough shaft (54) atuched to and operable by the

micrometer (46), the feedthrough shaft (54) extending

through the mounting plate (12);

a saddle member (82) secured to the feedthrough shaft (54) on
the interior side of the mounting plate (12); and

a pair of drawbridge members (62, 64) rotatably mounted on
the interior of the mounting plate (12), each of the draw-
bridge members (62, 64) secured to a respective end of the

mirror (72) at one of its ends and resting on the saddle mem-
ber (82) at the other of its ends so that vertical movements of
the saddle member (82) cause rotational movements of the

drawbridge members (62, 64) to thereby adjust the curvature

of the mirror (72).

4,425,027

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY CELL HAVING
CAPAaXANCE COMPENSATION

Hubert Portmann, Stationstrasse 16b, 6023 Rothenburg, Swit-

zerland, assignor to Asulab, S.A., Switzerland

Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,187
Gaims priority, application Switzerland, Dec. 19, 1980,

9387/80

Int. a.3 G09G 3/36
VS. a. 350—331 T

1. A liquid crystal display cell comprising a liquid crystal

between a first and a second plate, at least one control elec-

trode and counter-electrode disposed each on one of the plates,

a measuring capacitor comprised of two electrodes disposed

each on one of the plates, the capacitance of the measuring
capacitor being temperature dependent when said measuring
capacitor is submitted to a voltage in the range of the threshold

voltage of the liquid crystal, and a reference capacitor formed
by a plurality of series connected constituent capacitors com-

3 Claims

6<.Hi

4,425,026

REFOCUSING MIRROR MANIPULATOR
Neil C. Lien, EvansviUe, Wis., assignor to Baker Manufacturing

Company, Evansville, Wis.

Filed Jun. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 275,287

Int. C\? G02B 5//0

9 Qaims
CM > er, ^y

Cn - eu '.

stantially temperature-dependent when submitted to said volt-

age.

4,425,028

HIGH EFTiaENCY OPTICAL TANK FOR THREE
COLOR LIQUID CRYSTAL LIGHT VALVE IMAGE

PROJECTION WITH COLOR SELECnVE
PREPOLARIZATION AND SINGLE PROJECTION LENS
Ralph J. Gagnon, Chico, and Robert T. Carson, Fullerton, both

of Calif., assignors to Hughes Aircraft Company, El Segundo,
Calif. •*

Filed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 334,682

Int. a.3 G02F 1/13
U.S. a. 350—337 4 Gaims

1. A unitary optical arrangement comprising:

a first color selective polarizing beamsplitter for splitting light

from a source into first and second beams, said first beam
consisting essentially of a first color and a first polarization

state and said second beam consisting of second and third

colors having the first polarization state and the first second

and third colors having the second polarization state;

a second color selective polarizing beamsplitter for splitting

said second beam into said third and fourth beams, said third

beam consisting of essentially light of the first polarization

state and said fourth beam consisting essentially of light of

the second and third colors and the second polarization

state;

a first dichroic separator for filtering said third beam, extract-

ing said first color component and directing it to said first

light valve; and

a second dichroic separator for filtering said fourth beam and
directing said second color component to said second light
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valve and directing said third color component to said third

light valve.

4,425,029

FLUORESCENT LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY DEVICES
Fumiaki Funada, Yamatokoriyama; Masataka Matsuura, Tenri,

and Tomio Wada, Nara, all of Japan, assignors to Sharp
Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

Filed Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 246,190
Gaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 26, 1980, 55-39520

Int. G.3 G02F 1/13
U.S. G. 350—338 4 Gaims

— -CH2—
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wherein each X and Y are suhstituents independently se-

lected from the group consisting of chlorine and hydro-
gen and n designates the degree of polymerization.
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1. A fiuorescent liquid crystal display of the type for refiect-

ing radiation comprising:

a fluorescent material contained within a liquid crystal mate-

rial for providing fluorescence in response to absorbance,

the wavelength band of the fluorescence being apart from
that of the absorbance absorbed by the fluorescent mate-

rial; and

filter means for reflecting the absorbance and the fluores-

cence to enhance display contrast of the fluorescent liquid

crystal display.

4,425,030

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY COMPRISING AN
ENCAPSULATION AND A LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY
CELL WITH POLY-PARA-XYLENE AND A METHOD OF

MANUFACTURING THE SAME
Walter Schmidt, ZUricb, Switzeriand, assignor to Contraves AG,

Ziirich, Switzeriand

Filed Mar. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 241,937
Gaims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 28, 1980,

2451/80

Int. G.5 G02F 1/133
U.S. G. 350—339 R 8 Gaims

1. A liquid crystal display comprising two substantially

plane parallel transparent substrates, two polarizer foils applied

to external faces of the substrates, marginal seal means con-

necting said substrates to define a space therebetween, and a

liquid crystal material enclosed within said space between said

substrates and said marginal seal means, and an encapsulation

comprising a polymerizate of the general formula:

4,425,031

AUTOMATIC FOCUS ADJUSTING APPARATUS FOR
CAMERA

Shuichi Tamura, Yokohama; Masahiko Ogawa, Hino; Tokuichi
Tsunekawa, Yokohama, and Ryuji Tokuda, Tokyo, all of
Japan, assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 032,791, Apr. 17, 1979, abandoned.
This application May 21, 1981, Ser. No. 265,806

Gaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 23, 1978, 53-48006
Int. G.J G03B 3/00: COIJ 1/46

U.S. G. 354—W3 31 Qalms
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1. An automatic focus adjusting apparatus for a camera
having a photographic lens, comprising:

(a) a light projecting means for illuminating an object to be

photographed;

(b) a reflected light detecting means for producing an electri-

cal signal corresponding to light reflected on an object to

be photographed;

(c) a peak detecting means for detecting a peak value of the

electrical signal from the detecting means;

(d) a first control means for producing a stop signal for

stopping movement of the photographic lens in accor-

dance with the output of the peak detecting means;

(e) a stop means for stopping movement of the photographic
lens in response to the output of the control means,

(0 a comparison means connected to the light detecting

means to compare the level of the electrical signal from
the light detecting means with the level of a preset noise

signal and produce a first control signal when the level of

the electrical signal from the light detecting means is

higher than that of the noise signal;

(g) a predetermined distance detecting means operativeiy

associated with the photographic lens to produce a second
control signal when the photographic lens is moved to a

given position corresponding to a distance at which the

peak value of the electrical signal from the light detecting

means cannot be detected by the peak detecting means;

and

(h) a second control means operativeiy connected to the stop

means for stopping the movement of the photgraphic lens

when the first and the second control signals are pro-

duced.
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4,425,032

CAMERAS AND aRCUITS FOR SENSING THE ACTION
OF CAMERA SHUTTERS

Ryoichi Suzuki, Kawasaki, and Ryuji Tokuda, Tokyo, both of

Japan, assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Nov. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 321,208

Qaims priority, application Japan, Nov. 18, 1980, 55-162151

Int. a.J G03B 7/097
U.S. a. 354—458 I 8 Qaims

a camera usable with an interchangeable lens with a maxi-
mum diaphragm aperture comprising:

diaphragm control means including electrical circuit means
and a photometric element couplable to said electrical

circuit means for receiving light passing through the maxi-
mum aperture of the interchangeable lens, and correcting

means in said electrical means for correcting variations in

the measurements of the photometric element as a result of
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1. A shutter action discrimination circuit for a camera hav-
ing a sub-aperture which is arranged to be set in a pre-opened
state with a prescribed opening when shutter members are at

an initial position and a main aperture is closed, and is closed

from the pre-open state and gradually opened in an association

with an opening action of the main aperture when the main
aperture is opened by the action of said shutter members, said

circuit comprising:

(1) light measuring means for receiving light through said

sub-aperture and producing photometric information

corresponding to the amount of incident light;

(b) comparison means for comparing the photometric
information of said light measuring means and reference

information so as to change its output from a first state

to a second state during the time the sub-aperture is

closed;

(c) first timer means for initiating a time counting action

corresponding to the time to start the action of the

shutter members and for producing a prescribed signal

timed to indicate that the sub-aperture is closed from
the pre-open state when the shutter members function

properly; and

(d) discriminating means for discerning the action of the

shutter members by detecting an output state of the

comparison means when the signal is produced by the

first timer means.

4,425,033

CAMERA EMPLOYING A FLASH ILLUMINATION
DEVICE AND A FLASH PHOTOGRAPHING SYSTEM

Yukio lura, Yokosuka; Masayoshi Yamamichi; Takashi
Uchiyama, both of Yokohama; Tetsuya Taguchi, Kanagawa,
aad Yukio Mashino, Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Canon
Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 4,885, Jan. 19, 1979, abandoned, which
is a continuation of Ser. No. 731,225, Oct. 12, 1976, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 563,446, Mar. 31, 1972,

abandoiwd. This application Jul. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 396,429
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 1, 1974, 49-36793;

Apr. 1, 1974, 49-36794

Int. a.3 G03B 7/085, 15/05
VS. a. 354—423 33 Qaims

1. For a flash device having a light control circuit for stop-
ping a flash to obtain an amount of light emitted by a flash

means corresponding to the distance to an object and a signal

forming means which forms a signal corresponding to an aper-
ture value required for proper exposure when using flash

photography with said light control circuit;

the particular maximum aperture of the interchangeable
lens,

selector means adapted for connecting said electrical circuit

means to one of the photometric element and the signal

forming means in dependence upon whether the flash is to

be used,

switching means couplable to said correcting means for

substantially removing the correction of the correcting

means during flash photography.

4425 034
SYSTEM FOR SUPPRESSING VIBRATIONS OF A

PHOTOCONDUCnVE BELT IN A PROCESSING ZONE
OF AN ELECTROSTATIC COPYING MACHINE

Sake P. Roodbergen, Tegelen, Netherlands, assignor to Oce-
Nederland B.V., Venlo, Netherlands

Filed Jan. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 347,040
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Feb. 18, 1981,

8100782

Int. a.3 G03G J5/00
U.S. a. 355-3 BE 4 Qaims

1. In an electrostatic copying machine comprising a photo-

conductive belt movable through a processing zone in which a

flight of the belt is held flat by tension between belt guiding

members arranged at opposite sides of said zone, means for

suppressing vibrations in said belt flight comprising a rigid

plate having a closed flat surface corresponding substantially

in dimensions to the dimension of said processing zone and
disposed parallel to said belt flight at a distance therefrom

sufficiently small that vibrations in the belt being moved
through said zone are suppressed.
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4,425,035

IMAGE REPRODUCING APPARATUS
Noriyoshi Tarumi, Hachioji; Hanio Iwahashi, Fussa; Masahiko
MaUunawa, and Hiroshi Tokunaga, both of Hachioji, all of
Japan, assignors to Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 268,795
Oaims priority, application Japan, Juri. 11, 1980,

55/82173[U]

Int. a.J G03G 15/02; HOIT 19/04
U.S. a. 355-3 CH 8 Oaims

4,425,037

APPARATUS FOR PROJECTING A SERIES OF IMAGES
ONTO DIES OF A SEMICONDUCTOR WAFER

Ronald S. Hershei, Albany, Oreg., and Martin E. Lee, Saratoga,
Calif., assignors to General Signal Corporation, Stamford,
Conn.

Division of Ser. No. 264,171, May 15, 1981, abandoned, and a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 264,249, May 15, 1981,
abandoned. This application May 14, 1982, Ser. No. 378,370

Int. a.' G03B 27/52. 27/70
U.S. a. 355-43 15 Qa^ms
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1. An image reproducing apparatus which comprises;

a charge generator,

an ion modulating electrode having at least a row of aper-

tures for modulating ion flow generated by said charge
generator,

a charge receptor for reproducing an electrostatic image by
the modulated ion flow, and

a means for imparting oscillation to said ion modulating
electrode.

4,425,036

APPARATUS FOR DRIVING A PHOTOSENSITIVE
MEDIUM

Toru Kameyama, Tokyo, and JuiOi Ichikawa, Kawasaki, both of

Japan, assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Jul. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 398,829

Oaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 24, 1981, 56-115995

Int. 0.3 G03G 15/00
U.S. CI. 355—3 DR 7 Claims

5 44

1. A photosensitive medium driving apparatus comprising:

a photosensitive medium rotatable in the circumferential

direction;

a driving source for rotating said photosensitive medium in

the circumferential direction at a uniform peripheral

speed;

a supporting member for supporting said photosensitive

medium for movement in the axial direction of said me-
dium; and

means for continuously moving said photosensitive medium
in the axial direction in relation to the rotation of said

medium.

1. An apparatus for use m a microiithography system lo align

a semiconductor wafer having a plurality of dies, and fiducial

marks, with the projected image of at least one pattern having
further fiducial marks, said apparatus comprising:
means for directing a beam of light toward a reticle;

shutter means having an aperature for permitting a fraction

of said beam to illuminate the fiducial marks of the reticle

pattern;

a projection lens comprising:

a spherical concave mirror having an aperature on its optical

axis,

a meniscus lens having a first convex surface facing said

mirror and a concave surface facing away from said mir-

ror,

a plano-convex lens having a second convex surface facing

said concave surface and a first flat surface facing away
from said mirror,

and first and second prisms for coupling light into and from
separate fields on said first flat surface, each of said prisms

having a second flat surface facing one of the image and
object planes of said projection lens, said image and object

planes being spaced from said second flat surfaces,

whereby said fraction of said beam passes through a reti-

cle positioned at the object plane to illuminate a wafer
positioned at the image plane;

means for moving a wafer in said image plane to align the

projected image of the fiducial marks of the reticle pat-

terns with the further fiducial marks of a die on said wafer;

and

means for detecting light scattered through said aperature of

said mirror to determine coincidence of the wafer and
image fiducial marks.

4,425,038

TECHNIQUE TO MODIFY WAFER GEOMETRY
Carlo F. La Fiandra, New Canaan, and Burke E. Nelson, West

Redding, both of Conn., assignors to The Perkin-Elmer Corpo-
ration, Norwalk, Conn.

Filed Oct. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 312,488

Int. O.J G03B 27/60
U.S. O. 355—73 9 Claims

1. In a photolithographic system apparatus for producing
controlled geometry change in a thin circular element,

an adapter ring,

a movable platen supporting said circular element and biased

to urge said element against said adapter ring,

vacuum means in said platen for securing said element to

said platen,

a platen carrier fixed to said platen for guiding said platen.
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the edge of said element, said adapter ring, said platen and

said platen carrier forming a chamber,

means for sealing said chamber making it airtight.

means for introducing air into said chamber to apply pres-

sure against the edge of said element in all radial directions

to cause deformation of said element.

4,425,039

APPARATUS FOR THE PRACTICE OF DOUBLE
EXPOSURE INTERFEROMETRIC NON-DESTRUCTIVE

TESTING
Ralph M. Grant, Rochester, Mich., assignor to Industrial Holo-

graphies, Inc., Auburn Heights, Mich.

Filed May 7, 1982, Ser. No. 375,851

Int. a.3 GO!B 9/025

U.S. CI. 356—35.5 8 Claims
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1. A pressure chamber useful for performing double expo-

sure interferometric analysis of a test object surface before and
after a pressure change, comprising:

a base plate having a horizontal extension and operative to

support said test object and an apparatus for peforming
the interferometric analysis;

means operative to support the base plate relative to a rigid

mounting surface;

a pressure dome having a free edge configured so as to be
supported in contact with the base plate to enclose an area

above the base plate;

means located beneath the base plate for defining an en-

closed manifold volume substantially coextensive with the

area of the base plate surrounded by the pressure dome;
means for modifying the pressure within the volume defined

by the base plate and the pressure dome; and
means for maintaining pressure in the manifold volume in

equilibrium with the pressure within the volume defined

by the top of the base plate and the pressure dome,
whereby the pressure on opposed sides of the base plate r-

maintained substantially equal, independent of changes in

pressure within the pressure dome.

4,425,040

RING LASER GYROSCOPE CLUSTER FOR STRAPPED
DOWN NAVIGATION

Bo H. G. Ljung, Wayne, N.J., and George R. Gamertsfelder,

Pleasantville, N.Y., assignors to The Singer Company, Little

Falls, N.J.

Filed Jan. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 229,618

Int. a.3 GOIC 19/64
U.S. CI. 356—350 5 Qaims

1. A ring laser gyroscope cluster for strapped down naviga-
tion comprising:

a stable element having a dither axis;

a common support structure having an axis of symmetry
coaxial with the dither axis and having a rotationally

symmetrical inner surface and having an outer surface

adapted for orthogonally mounting first, second and third

ring laser gyroscopes;

first, second and third ring laser gyroscopes mounted to the

outside of said support structure and peripherally spaced
around the dither axis;

first spring means mounting said common support structure

to said stable element in a resilient manner and symmetri-
cally disposed about the dither axis; and

electromechanical transducer means for dithering said com-
mon support structure relative to said stable element,

wherein said first, second and third gyroscopes have respec-

tively first, second and third gyroscope axes of symmetry,
said three gyroscope axes being peripherally spaced 120

degrees apart, and said three gyroscope axes being ar-

ranged to intersect the dither axis at a gyroscope common
intersection point disposed axially outwardly of the com-
mon support structure, and said three gyroscope axes

being disposed at the same angle to the dither axis, for

rendering said ring laser gyroscopes insensitive to the

differential thermal air currents, and for increasing the

sensitivity of the combined output of the ring laser gyro-

scope cluster, and for ease of manufacture and overhaul of

the ring laser gyroscope cluster.

4,425,041

MEASURING APPARATUS
Keizo Mishiyama, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Canon Kabu-

shiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 969,882, Dec. 15, 1978, abandoned.

This application Jul. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 283,098

Gaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 16, 1977, 52-152061

Int. a.3 GOIB ]l/30

U.S. a. 365—371 1 Qaim
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1. A flatness measuring apparatus for measuring a one di-

J
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mensional profile of a roughened surface by detecting the
absolute angular deviation of regularly reflected light beams
from said surface in a scanning direction on a position detect-

ing photoelectric element and making an electric integration of
the output of said photoelectric element, comprising:
means for generating a light beam;
optical means for scanning the light beam across the rough-
ened surface along a scanning line;

a first collimator lens provided between said optical means
and the roughened surface for collimating the light beam,
said first collimator lens being positioned such that for any
point along the scanning line, the collimated beam is pro-

jected to the scanning line in a plane normal to the scan-

ning line and at an oblique angle to the normal of the

roughened surface, thereby increasing the amount of light

reflected from the roughened surface,

a second collimator lens to concentrate the light reflected

from the roughened surface; and
a photoelectric element positioned at the focal plane of said

second collimator lens for detecting the deviation compo-
nent in the direction of the scanning line.

4,425,042

POSITIONING MEASURING APPARATUS AND
METHOD

Rex L. Smith, Horseheads, N.Y., assignor to Corning Glass

Works, Coming, N.Y.

Filed Jul. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 281,317

Int. Q\? G013 11/00, 11/14. 11/08
U.S. a. 356—375 6 Claims

means, respectively, for alternately enabling said third and
fourth gate means,

a pulse train divider circuit, the output of which is connected
to an input of said second fiip-Hop,

means connecting said end of scan pulse to the reset mputs of
said first and second fiip-flops. said divider and said first

and second pulse counter circuits, and
means connecting said video output data pulses to said first

fiip-fiop.

4,425,043

DEVICE FOR DETECTING THE POSITION OF AN
OBJECT

Gerard E. van Rosmalen, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignor to

U.S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jul. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 282,626
Oaims priority, application Netherlands, Apr. 3, 1981, 810669

Int. a.' GOIB 11/14
U.S. CI. 356-375 7 Qaims
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1. An apparatus for detecting the position of an article com-
prising:

a camera having a linear photodiode array, a source of clock
pulses, means responsive to said clock pulses for scanning

said array to produce video data output pulses indicative

of shadows in a light beam impinging upon said array, and
means for producing an end of scan pulse,

means for directing a first collimated light beam onto said

article so that said first beam having a first shadow of said

article impinges upon a first portion of said photodiode
array,

means for directing a second collimated light beam onto said

article so that said second beam having a second shadow
of said article impinges upon a second portion of said

photodiode array, the positions of said first and second
shadows on said array being indicative .of the position of
said article in first and second directions, respectively,

first and second pulse counter circuits,

first and second gate means having an input terminal con-

nected to said source of clock pulses,

third gate means connecting the output of said first gate

means to said first counter,

fourth gate means connecting the output of said second gate

means to said second counter,

a first flip-flop having first and second complimentary out-

put terminals connected to said first and second gate

means, respectively, for alternately enabling said first and
second gate means,

a second flip-flop having first and second complimentary
output terminals connected to said third and fourth gate

1. An apparatus for measuring the position of an object

relative to a coordinate system, comprising:

a. a beam-splitting device mounted on the object and includ-

ing a beam receiving edge defined by two inclined sur-

faces, said device being adapted for splitting a beam of

radiation incident to said edge into first and second beams
directed away from said object;

b. a radiation source, remote from the object, for directing a

beam of radiation toward the edg." of the beam splitting

device;

c. first and second radiation sensitive detectors, remote from
the object, for receiving the first and second beams and
producing electrical signals representing the intensities of

said beams, said detectors each including at least two
subdetectors separated by a line having a predefined on-
entation relative to the edge; and

d. circuitry coupled to the detectors for summing said sig-

nals and producing position signals representing a linear

position and an angular position of the object relative to

the coordinate system.

4,425,044

MIXER HEADS FOR POLYOLERN EXTRUDERS
Stuart J. Kurtz, Martinsville; Leonard S. Scarola, Union, and

Joiin C. Miller, Piscataway, all of N.J., assignors to Union
Carbide Corporation, Danbury, Conn.

Filed Oct. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 313,626

Int. Q\? B29B 1/06

U.S. a. 366—75 4 Gaims

1. An apparatus for the mixing of linear polyolefin matenals

having high viscosity comprising a cylindrical extruder barrel

having an inner wall, a single-screw extruder employing a
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mixing head within said barrel, said mixing head having mixing
barriers, wiping barriers, and a plurality of longitudinal mixing
channels which alternate with said mixing barriers and wiping
barriers, said mixing head having outer circumferential sur-

faces of a diameter substantially equal to that of said inner wall

of said extruder barrel, each said wiping barrier having an
outer surface with an opened bevelled leading edge portion

adjacent to a respective mixing channel and a longitudinal

radially-stepped region on said opened bevelled leading edge
portion which acts as a hydrodynamic wedge to the passage of

polyolefm material passing between said outer surface and said

inner wall of said extruder barrel; and both said radially-

stepped, opened bevelled, leading edge portions and said outer

circumferential surfaces supporting an outer coating of gall-

resistant material.

change the vertical position of the ribbon cassette with
respect to the printhead to position a different print band

I

4,425,045

PRINT WHEEL FOR USE WITH AN ALIGNMENT PRINT
HAMMER

Richard G. Crystal, Los Altos, Calif., assignor to Xerox Corpo-
ration, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Aug. 1, 1979, Ser. No. 62,609

Int. a.3 B41J 1/30
U.S. a. 400—14(.2

adjacent head while maintaining the ribbon parallel to and
a constant distance from the printing medium.

4,425,047

PRINTING MACHINE CAPABLE OF PRINTING
CHARACTERS ON LONG AND SHORT PAPER SHEETS

1 Claim
^*"*''* Narushima, Mishima, Japan, assignor to Tokyo Electric

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 297,822
Qaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 11, 1980, 55-126336;

Sep. 11, 1980, 55-126337; Sep. 11, 1980, 55-126338

Int. a.3 B41J 11/48
U.S. a. 400—605 10 Qaims

46A'

1. A print wheel for use with an alignment print hammer,
said print wheel comprising beams extending radially outward
from a hub, said beams having print heads attached thereto,

said print heads having a print character on one face thereof
and an alignment surface on the surface of said print head
opposite said print character to conuct an alignment surface of
said alignment print hammer characterized in that a flexible

beam retarding means is located in spaced apart planar rela-

tionship parallel to the plane formed by the radially extending
beams and positioned to be contacted by a beam after said

beam has been acted on by said print hammer and to be out of
contact with said beams when said beams are not being acted
on by said alignment print hammer.

4,425,046

RIBBON CASSETTE AND SENSOR ASSEMBLY
Arthur C. Van Honie, Lake Oswego, Oreg., and Terry L. Bran-
OD, Dripping Springs, Tex^ assignors to Dataproducts Corpo-
ration, Woodland Hills, Calif.

CoBtiauation of Ser. No. 189,122, Sep. 22, 1980, abandoned. This
appUcatioB Oct 12, 1982, Ser. No. 433,738

Int a.J B41J 35/14. 35/20. 32/00
U.S. a. 400-208 12 Qaims

1. A multiposition ribbon cassette system for positioning a
ribbon having two or more printing bands with respect to the
printhead of a printer or the like, comprising:

a shuttle which is adapted to carry a printhead across a

printing medium; and
means, coupled to said shuttle and movable in conjunction

with the printhead, for (a) supporting a ribbon cassette

having a ribbon therein, said ribbon cassette carrying a

portion of said ribbon in a plane parallel to the printing

medium, and (b) shifting said ribbon cassette to a plurality

of fixed positions to shift the entire ribbon cassette so as to

1. A printing machine of the type capable of printing charac-

ters on two kinds of paper sheets, a long paper sheet and a short

paper sheet comprising:

a paper feed roller having a stationary axis and being rotat-

able about said stationary axis;

a pinch roller having an axis which is movable toward and
away from said pajser feed roller, said pinch roller being

rotatable about the movable axis;

printing means for printing characters on at least one of said

long paper sheet and short paf>er sheet, said printing

means including a platen flxed in parallel with said paper

feed roller, and a printing head movable toward and away
from said platen and in parallel with said platen, said

printing head being spaced from said platen;

at least one paper holder member movably provided relative

to said paper feed roller and urged to cause said long

paper sheet to be clamped between said at least one paper
holder member and the paper feed roller;

movable support means for rotatably supporting said pinch

roller and for movably supporting said printing head, said

movable support means being rotatably arranged about an

axis disposed parallel to said pinch roller so that said

printing head and said pinch roller are integrally moved
relative to said platen and said paper feed roller, said

movable support means including an abutting portion

engageable with said paper holder member to move said

paper holder member away from said paper feed roller,

thereby causing said long paper sheet to be undamped
when at least one of said long paper sheet and short paper
sheet is clamped between said paper feed roller and said
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pinch roller, and which is disengageable from said paper

holder member to clamp said long paper sheet between
said paper feed roller and said paper holder member when
said pinch roller is moved away from at least one of said

long paper sheet and short paper sheet to release same;

first drive means coupled to said movable support means for

selectively moving said movable support means in one
direction to clamp at least one of said long paper sheet and
short paper sheet between said pinch roller and said paper
feed roller and to unclamp said long paper sheet clamped
between said paper holder member and said paper feed

roller, and for selectively moving said movable support

means in another direction to unclamp said at least one of

said long paper sheet and short paper sheet clamped be-

tween said pinch roller and said paper feed roller and to

clamp said long paper sheet between said paper holder

member and said paper feed roller; and

second drive means coupled to said paper feed roller for

rotating said paper feed roller to feed at least one of said

long paper sheet and short paper sheet clamped between
said paper feed roller and said pinch roller toward a space

between said printing head and said platen.

4,425,048

JOINT FOR FRAMEWORK STRUCTURE
Hideaki Kamohara, Ibaraki; Minoni Imamura, Yamaguchi;

Hiroshi Higaki, Kudamatsu; Yi^i Yoshitomi, Ibaraki; Syuzo
Uno; Kazuhiro Makino, both of Kudamatsu, and Hiroshi

Nomura, Hikari, all of Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 255,101

Qaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 18, 1980, 55-50386

Int. Q.^ F16B 7/08; F16L 41/00
U.S. Q. 403—191 11 Qaims

XVI -^

1. A joint, for connecting a main pipe with at least one

auxiliary pipe, comprising an at least substantially semicylin-

drical member having at least partially cylindrical, unexpanded

end portions for fitting around a cylindrical main pipe, and a

middle portion which is radially expanded relative to said end

portions and has transitional surface portions producing a

gradual raising of said expanded portion from said end por-

tions, and at least one auxiliary pipe mounting portion protrud-

ing from the expanded middle portion.

4,425,049

JOINING ASSEMBLY WITH LOCKING MEANS FOR
ADJUSTABLE STORAGE RACKS

Merton A. Travis, Shingle Springs, Calif., assignor to Travis
Handling Systems, Inc., Shingle Springs, Calif.

Filed Mar. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 248,058

Int. Q.J F16B 9/02
U.S. Q. 403—237 8 Qaims

1. A joining assembly for an adjustable storage rack, com-
prising:

an upright channel member having a vertical front wall and
a side wall substantially perpendicular to the front wall;

a bracket from which a load beam extends, said bracket

having a vertical front wall and a substantially perpendic-

ular side wall and shaped such that said channel member
and said bracket fit together;

connecting means for connecting said channel member with
said bracket, said connecting means comprising a slot

formed in a wall of said channel member, said slot includ-

ing an enlarged portal in an upper portion of the slot and
a smaller seat portion in a lower portion of the slot, and an

inwardly directed pin on an inside wall of the bracket, said

pin having a head larger than said lower portion of the slot

and smaller than said portal, so that said pin can move
through said portal and engage said seat portion, to fully

connect said bracket with said channel member; and
locking means larger than said portal and including a slot

with a lower entry portion larger than the pin head and an

upper seat portion smaller than the pin head, said locking

means being engageable with the pin when said bracket

and channel member are fully connected, whereby the pin

is restricted from moving through the portal, preventing

disengagement of said connection means, and said locking

means further including a finger which projects through

the portal when said locking means is engaged on said pin

4,425,050

FLUID-PRESSURE ACTUATED COUPLING
Francois Durand, 11, rue du Bateau, 06600 Antibes, France

Filed Dec. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 329,512

Qaims priority, application France, Dec. 11, 1980, 80 26614;

Feb. 3, 1981, 81 02616; Oct. 6, 1981, 81 18993

Int. Q.' F16D 1/00: F16L 17/00. 29/00

U.S. Q. 403—15 16 Qaims
1. A fluid-pressure actuated coupling for securing a part to a

shaft rotatable about and centered on an axis, said coupling

comprising:

an inner sleeve fitted snugly over said shaft and in good
contact therewith and having a pair of axially outwardly

flared frustoconical outer surfaces centered on said axis;

an outer piston ring and a separate outer cylinder ring on
said sleeve respectively having outwardly flared frusto-

conical inner surfaces engaging said outer surfaces in

surface contact and axially limitedly slidable thereon, said

rings being displaceable axially relative to each other

between juxtaposed inner positions relatively close to

each other and bearing at most lightly on said outer sur-

faces and spaced-apart outer positions beanng strongly on

said outer surfaces and deforming said sleeve radially
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inward against said shaft, said cylinder ring overreaching

said piston ring and forming therewith a substantially

closed pressurizable chamber, one of said rings being

formed with a passage having one end at said chamber and
another end and one of said rings being rotationally se-

cured to said part, said inner and outer suri'aces having

half angles slightly bigger than their respective friction

angles;

means at said other end of said passage for pressurizing said

chamber therethrough and thereby urging said rings into

said outer positions;

means including at least one locking element engageable

between said rings for locking same in said outer positions.

I

4,425,051

RESTORING SKID FRICTION TO WORN PAVEMENT
SURFACES

Bob M. Galliiway, 2904 Par Dr., Bryan, Tex. 77801

Filed Jul. 10, 1979, Ser. No. 56,232

Int. a.3 EOlC 79/00
U.S. a. 404—72 4 Qaims

1. The method of restoring skid friction to worn pavement
surfaces comprising the steps of rolling a heavy cylindrical

drum over the pavement surface to contact the pavement
surface with substantially the entire drum surface thereby to

exert a force on those aggregate particles in and near the pave-
ment surface and vibrating the drum while rolling on said

surface at a frequency above about 1,000 vibrations per minute
at an amplitude and rolling speed causing said aggregate to

fracture and be rearranged at or near the surface to produce an
increased skid friction without substantial chipping and re-

moval of surface materials.

4,425,052

RETAINING WALL
Jeffrey L. McCuIlers, 4603 Riverhills Dr., Tampa, Fla. 33617

Filed Jun. 30, 1980, Ser. No. 164,798

Int. a.3 E02B 3/04: E02D 29/02
U.S. a. 405—32 4 Oaims

1. A retaining wall disposed along an embankment of a body
of water for impeding the erosion of the embankment during
movement of the body of water, comprising in combination:

a plurality of wood pilings disposed adjacent to one another
along the embankment and embedded into the bed of the

body of water in substantially adjacent upright relation-

ship a distance from the natural high water shore line;

each of said pilings being of substantially cylindrical shape to

create natural orifices between each pair of pilings to

enable water to pass to and from the landward side of said

plurality of pilings and to cushion any waves which may
strike the plurality of pilings;

a sheet of porous material disposed along the landward side

of said pilings, means suspending said sheet from the upper
portion of said pilings, said sheet conforming to the sub-

stantially cylindrical shape of each of the pilings and being

O 22

disposed to cover said natural orifices, said sheet further

extending along the bed of the body of water in a land-

ward direction from said pilings to prevent undermining
of said pilings;

said sheet including a plurality of pores, said pores permit-

ting water flow in both directions through the sheet but

preventing fine particles of sand and soil from passing

through said orifices.

4,425,053

OIL FENCE ARRANGEMENT
Ikuo Muto, Tokyo, and Masamitsu Tatsuguchi, Yoshikawa, both

of Japan, assignors to Mitsui Ocean Development & Engi-

neering Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 046,262, Jun. 7, 1979,

abandoned. This application Jun. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 271,992

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 9, 1978, 53-96077

Int. CI.3 E02B 15/04

U.S. CI. 405—63 1 Claim

1. An oil fence unit comprising a pair of oppositely posi-

tioned inner and outer fioaf members:

an outer skirt member extending downwardly from said

outer fioat member;

an inner skirt member extending downwardly from said

inner fioat member for surrounding oil spills on the sea

surface and to guide them to the lower edge of said inner

skirt member in accordance with the inclination thereof

under the effect of the hydrodynamic forces of the sea

water;

a flexible connecting portion provided to at least one end of

each of said outer and inner skirt members to connect one
oil fence unit to another in a longitudinal direction at a

predetermined distance therebetween;

the length of said fiexible connecting portion being greater

than the width of said fioat member;
upper and lower spacing members to separate said outer and

inner fioat members and skirt members at a predetermined

distance;
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said spacing member being fixed to said fiexible connecting

portion and the length of each of said spacing member
being greater than the length of said fioat member;

and a plurality of defiecting plates hinged to said lower

spacing member to be positioned in parallel to said skirt

members for fioating oil spills in the underside of said

inner skirt member up to the sea surface between said

outer and inner skirt members without the infiuence of the

motion of the sea;

whereby oil spills may be collected in a space between said

outer and inner fioat members and skirt members and,

when a number of oil fence units are connected, the con-

nected oil fence units are capable of being folded up with-

out removing and separating any members.

1. In a marine platform comprising a structure including a

lattice of hollow tubular leg elements and hollow tubular strut

elements sealingly joined to one another, an arrangement for

monitoring the fiuid tight integrity of the space within at least

two of said tubular elements sealingly joined together at a

junction zone, characterized by:

(a) an open end of a first one of said tubular elements (500)

abutting an exterior surface of a second one of said tubular

elements (5) within said junction zone and being sealingly

joined to said exterior surface,

(b) a back plate (30; 35) disposed within said second tubular

element spaced from an interior surface thereof, and being

sealingly fixed to said interior surface surrounding said

junction zone to define an intermediate interior space (32)

isolated from the remaining interior space of said second

tubular element,

(c) open passage means (33) penetrating a wall of said second

tubular element within said junction zone to establish fiuid

communication between the interior of said first tubular

element and said intermediate space, and

(d) sensor means for detecting a change in the fiuid pressure

within said communicated interior of said first tubular

element and said intermediate space.

4,425,055

r»VO-SECTION ARCTIC DRILLING STRUCTURE
James B. Tiedemann, Fairbanks, Ak., assignor to Shell Oil

Company, Houston, Tex.

Filed Feb. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 345,261

Int. a.'E02B 17/00

U.S. a. 405—217 17 Qaims
1. A lightweight structure for use in offshore arctic waters

comprising:

a lower base section formed by a frustum of a cone, said

lower section having at least one plenum chamber formed

in the bottom of said lower base section and opened on the

bottom, said plenum chamber being formed by the outer

surface of the lower section and a vertical circular wall

that joins the outer surface of the lower section at its upper

end and the bottom surface of the lower section at its

lower end;

an upper section, said upper seciion being adaptable to be

4,425,054

MARINE PLATFORM ADAPTED TO FACILITATE THE
DETECTION OF POSSIBLE CRACKS

Rene Blondy, Ris Orangis, and Henri Crohas, Meudon, both of

France, assignors to Compagnie Francaise Des Petrcles,

Paris, France

Filed Oct. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 311,229

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 4, 1980, 80 25736

Int. a.' E02B 17/00: E02D 31/00: GOIM 3/04

U.S. a. 405—211 4 Claims

placed on top of said lower base section and sealed

thereto; and

means for dewatering the plenum chamber formed in said

lower base section after said lower and upper sections

have been joined to provide a pressure differential be-

tween the outer surfaces of said lower base and upper

sections and the bottom surface of said lower section

4,425,056

TENSION CONTROL SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING
THE TENSION IN PLATFORM SUPPORTING TENSION

LEGS.
Andrew F. Hunter, Houston, Tex., assignor to Conoco Inc.,

Ponca City, Okla.

Filed Aug. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 293.734

Int. n.' E02D 5/74

U.S. CI. 405—224 21 Claims

17. A tether leg tensioning device useful in preventing loss of

tension loading in a tether leg used to moor an offshore teth-

ered platform comprising:

rigid tension load path extension means connectable to the

tether leg and projecting along a vertical axis;

rigid load block means connected to the extension means and

projecting radially and horizontally outwardly from said

vertical axis for redirecting the tension load horizontally,

jack means connected to the load block means and including

a piston part and cylinder part movable relative to each

other and having one of said piston part and said cylinder

part connected to said load block means and synchro-

nously movable therewith;

compressional load transmitting means associated with said

jack means for transmitting a compression load from said

jack means to the tethered platform, said compressible

load transmitting means including:
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a load cell adapted to be interposed in the compression

load path between said jack means and said platform;

and

load plug means resting on said load cell and engaged by

said jack means;

means responsive to a reduction in the tension load in said

extension means to actuate said jack means to apply a

vertically acting tension compensating force to said load

block means; and

wherein said jack means comprises a hydraulic cylinder

secured to said load block means for movement therewith

and an extensible piston reciprocably mounted in said

cylinder and extending into contact with said load plug

means.

4,425,057

METHOD OF MINING
John A. Hahn, Johannesburg, South Africa, assignor to IPI

Contractors AG, Switzerland

Filed Oct. 24, 1980, Ser. No. 200,186

Claims priority, application South Africa, Oct. 26, 1979,

79/5752; May 14, 1980, 80/2884; Aug. 12, 1980, 80/4920; Oct.

26, 1980, 80/5591

Int. a.3 E02D 15/00

U.S. a. 405—258 15 Qaims
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1. In mining, a method of supporting the hanging wall which
includes providing support pillars between the hanging wall

and the foot wall, by

building lower portions of the pillar to include particulate

backfill material; and

using jacking means in clearance spaces above the backfill

and below the hanging wall to bear against the hanging
wall to exert a downward pressure on the particulate

backfill material, thereby obuining consolidation of the

backfill material in the lower portions of the pillars.

4,425,058

FORAGE BLOWER DISCHARGE CONDUIT
Robert Sorensen, Glen Eliyn; Edward A. Barrett, Glendale

Heights, and Thomas J. Scamato, Barrington, all of III.,

assignors to International Harvester Co., Chicago, III.

Filed Sep. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 299,904

Int a.3 B65G 53/58
VJS. a. 406-100 7 Qaims

the blower being supplied and a discharge conduit posi-

tioned generally tangentially to said blower housing;

said housing comprising a pair of coaxially spaced side

sheets encompassed by a rim sheet;

an impeller located substantially centrally within said hous-
ing and having paddles carrying and imparting impetus to

said material;

said material discharge conduit comprising:

an outlet opening communicating with a discharge duct
attached to said conduit;

a tapering transition section extending from said housing
comprising side walls, an inner wall facing said blower
housing and outer wall being opposite to said inner wall;

said outer wall being substantially tangential with said

blower housing;

guiding means extended between said conduit side walls and
substantially tangential to said blower housing for a lim-

ited extent for directing the material stream to said duct
through said outlet opening; and

said outer wall being offset from and overlapping said guid-
ing means to thereby define an air supply means for facili-

tating the entry of secondary air flow into said housing
thereby supplementing said principal air flow and provid-
ing air cushion between air-borne material and said con-
duit walls.

4,425,059

PROCESS FOR REMOVING A CONCRETE COVERING
Claude Colas, Notre Dame des Landes; Guy Herve, Nantes;

Jean-Louis M. Caputi, and Bruno de Sivry, both of Paris, all

of France, assignors to Compagnie Francaise des Petroles,

Paris, France

Filed Nov. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 320,031
Claims priority, application France, Nov. 13, 1980, 80 24104

Int. a.3 B23B 35/00
U.S. a. 408-1 R 8 Qaims

1. A centrifugal blower for conveyance of certain materials

comprising:

a blower housing of an essentially circular shape including a and said"milling cutter is then'displaced transversely along said

1. A process for removing a concrete covering on a surface

provided with an anti-corrosion coating which is covered with

a covering of concrete, comprising making trenches in said

concrete covering so as to divide said covering into elements

which are then detached from said surface, said trenches being

made by at least one milling cutter having a generally cylindri-

cal portion with a circular terminal base and comprising longi-

tudinal toothing distributed over said cylindrical portion and a

stud projecting axially from the centre of said circular terminal

base, wherein a preliminary hole of a diameter larger than that

of said stud is first made in said concrete covering at right

angles to said surface, said milling cutter is then moved perpen-

dicularly to said surface through the thickness of said concrete

covering while said stud is advanced in said preliminary hole.

material feed inlet through which a principal air fiow for surface.
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4,425,060

MACHINE TOOL CHUCK
Reiner Bilz, Esslingen, and Otto Fauth, Ostflldem, both of Fed.

Rep. of Germany, assignors to Otto Bilz Werkzeugfabrik

Kommandit-Gesellschaft, Ostflldem, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Oct. 28, 1981. Ser. No. 315,991

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 10,

1980, 3046485

Int. a.^ B23B 47/24. 49/00. 5/00. 31/10

U.S. CI. 408—6 21 Oaims

1. A chuck for drilling tools comprising:

a. a shank which is hollow in its interior and which can be

accommodated in a machine spindle,

b. a sleeve which is adapted for accommodating a quick

change insert,

c. an adjustable torque clutch device arranged between said

shank and said sleeve which torque device, in the event of

an overload, automatically disengages along with an axial

relative displacement between the shank and the sleeve,

d. and a high frequency transmission device within said

shank interior, said high-frequency transmission device

including

e. a current source of its own,

f. a high-frequency transmitter,

g. an aerial ring, which seeds on the shank, over the exterior

thereof,

h. and a switch, which is closable during the axial relative

movement between the shank and the sleeve, and the

current supply circuit of the high-frequency transmitter

and the external aerial ring, said chuck further including:

i. means for sealing the shank interior at both axial end zones

of the high frequency transmission device to hermetically

seal the latter, wherein said sealing means includes a cast

around the exterior of the aerial ring to effect moisture-

proof hermetic sealing, and one end of said shank interior

being sealed by a screw plug which seals by means of a

sealing ring and the other end of said shank interior being

sealed by a movable uninterrupted flexible diaphragm

cover which is tightly clamped against a portion of the

interior of the shank for axially hermetically enclosing the

interior in a zone that is provided at an axial distance from

the free sleeve end.

4,425,061

TOOL SETTING DEVICE FOR MACHINING CENTER
George F. Kindl, Newington, and Orean E. MIchaud, Bristol,

both of Conn., assignors to Colt Industries Operating Corp,

West Hartford, Conn.

Filed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 302,250

Int. CI.' B23B 49/00. 39/00

U.S. O. 408—16 4 Qaims

1. A tool setting device for a machine tool having a numeri-

cal control comprising:

a frame;

a photodetector mounted on the frame for sensing the ap-

proach of a tool tip and generating a first signal;

an axially movable engagement head for contacting the tip

of a tool;

a slide mounted on the frame, the engagement head being

mounted upon the slide such that axial movement of the

engagement head is guided thereby; and

a position transducer, having a displaceable member,

mounted upon the frame such that the displaceable mem-
ber may be displaced by axial movement of the engage-

ment head; the position transducer being adapted to gen-

erate a second signal as the displaceable member is initially

displaced and a third signal after displacement of the

displaceable member to a reference position.

4,425,062

CUTTING AND CHAMFERING APPARATUS FOR
OPPOSING ENDS OF TUBULAR MATERIAL

Teruaki Kawamura, Shimonoscki; Tadashi Nishimura, Kitakyu-

shu; Kazuo Akagi, and Rynjiro Shitamatsu, both of Shimono-

scki, all of Japan, assignors to Kabushiki Kaisha Kobe Seiko

Sho, Kobe, Japan

Filed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 302,124

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 6, 1980, 55-157336

Int. Q.J B23B 51/Ofi. 39/22: B27C 9/00; B23G 1/20

U.S. Q. 408—28 12 Qaims
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1. A cutting and chamfering apparatus for both cutting and
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chamfering opposing ends of elongate members, said apparatus
comprising:

(a) a plurality of first supports (7) located at axial ly spaced
intervals for supporting an elongate member (6) in a hori-
zontal position;

(b) first and second tables (10) provided respectively at

axially opposite sides of said plurality of first supports (7);

(c) first means (11) for displacing said first and second tables

(10) back and forth relative to each other independ ^ntly or
simultaneously in the direction of the horizontal axis of the
elongate member (6);

(d) a first chuck (32) mounted on each of said first and sec-
oi;d tables (10) for releasably holding the elongate mem-
ber (6);

(e) a second chuck (36) mounted on each of said first and
second tables (10) axially inwardly of said first chucks (32)
for releasably holding the elongate member (6);

(0 a cutting tool (34) mounted on each of said first and
second tables (10) between said first and second chucks
(32 and 36);

(g) second means (37B. 41) for displacing each of said cut-
ting tools (34) back and forth in the direction of the longi-
tudinal axis of the elongate member (6);

(h) third means (41. 42A) for displacing each of said cutting
tools (34) radially inwardly and outwardly, toward and
away from the longitudinal axis of the elongate member
(6);

(i) fourth means (43. 44A) for rotating each of said cutting
tools (34) around the longitudinal axis of the elongate
member (6);

0) a chamfering tool (13A) mounted on each of said first and
second tables (10) independently of said cutting tools (34);

(k) fifth means (57, 58, 59) for displacing each of said cham-
fering tools (13A) back and fourth in the direction of and
along the longitudinal axis of the elongate member (6)
independently of movement of said cutting tools (34); and

(1) sixth means (59. 63) for rotating said chamfering tools
(13A) around the longitudinal axis of the elongate member
(6) independently of rotation of said cutting tools (34),

I

4,425,053
REAMER WITH A FLAT RECTANGULAR REVERSIBLE

CUTTING BIT
Georg Striegl, Liststrasse 29, 7472 Winterlingen, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Nov. 24, 1980, Ser. No. 209,730
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Nov. 30,

1979, 2948250

Int. a.' B23B 4J/00. 51/10; B23P 23/02
U.S. a. 408-81

8 Claims

support surface being displaced from a radius of the revolv-
able body;

a base support on said base surface having approximately the
form of a rectangular prism with a precision ground upper
side and a precision ground lower side and a bore-

a reversible cutting bit on said base support having' approxi-
mately the form of a rectangular prism, with an upper side
and a lower side parallel to each other, four parallel cutting
edges, a pair of parallel support webs on side surfaces of the
bit, each support web lying between a pair of cutting edges,
a clearance rake between each cutting edge and a neighbor-
ing support web, a bore at approximately the middle of said
cutting bit, a countersunk recess on said middle bore extend-
ing from said upper side of said cutting bit, and a counter-
sunk recess on said middle bore extending from said lower
side of said cutting bit;

said cutting bit being arranged in said recess such that one of
said upper and lower sides engages the upper side of the base
support, said base support fixedly establishing a predeter-
mined radial distance of the respective cutting edge from a
longitudinal axis of said revolvable body, and one of said
support webs abutting said support surface such that the
force applied to the respective cutting edge by rotation of
the revolvable body is at a slight angle to the plane of the
upper surface; and

a single screw with a countersunk head, which passes through
said reversible cutting bit and said base support and is

screwed into said base surface in said revolvable body to
secure said reversible cutting bit and said base support on
said base surface in said recess.

4 425 064
RAILWAY CAR TURNTABLE LOADING SYSTEM

Fedde Walda; Nanne M. Walda, and Benno F. Walda, all of
Leendert Sparreboomstraat 13-15, 3087 JJ Rotterdam, Neth-
erlands

Filed Jul. 15, 1980, Ser. No. 169,110
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Jul. 25. 1979

7905753

Int. CV B60P 1/00. 3/07; B61D 3/04
'JS- CI. 410-1 ,6 Claims

1. A reamer comprising:

a revolvable body with a right-angled recess which has a base
surface and a support surface substantially at right angles to
said base surface, at least one of said base surface and said

1. In a rail car (18) having a movable loading fioor for use
with a pair of platforms of substantially equal height and lo-
cated on respective opposite longitudinal sides of said rail cars
for loading and unloading of vehicles, and further having a
recessed chassis bottom between fore and aft wheeled support
trucks, on which is supported the movable loading fioor for
carrying and shipping a vehicle (16),

the improvement comprising:

an elongated rotatable loading floor (24) having ends and
which is rotatable mounted at a substantially central por-
tion thereof, between said ends, to the rail car chassis, said
rotatable loading floor being rotatable relative to said rail

car chassis in a substantially horizontal plane over a given
angle between first and second positions, said first position
being a position in which the longitudinal axis of the
rotatable loading floor coincides with the longitudinal axis
of the rail car (18), and said second position being a posi-
tion in which xhe. longitudinal axis of the rotatable loading
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floor is at said given angle with the longitudinal axis of the

rail car and in which the ends of said rotatable loading

floor overlie respective platforms on said opposite sides of

the rail car, said rotatable loading floor when in said

second position being in operative association with a

respective platform on each opposite side of the rail car

for transferring a vehicle relative to the rail car;

said platforms having a height which substiintially corre-

sponds to the height of said rotatable loading floor when

it is in its said second position to permit selective rolling of

a vehicle between said rotatable loading floor and said

platforms;

means for rotating said rotatable loading floor from said first

position to said second position and vice versa; and

hydraulic ram means (39) coupled between said rail car

chassis and the wheeled support trucks of the rail car and

to said rotating means for raising said rail car chassis

relative to said wheeled support trucks of the rail car to a

height whereat said rotatable loading floor is above the

height of said platforms before said rotating means can

rotate said rotatable loading platform.

4,425.065

ADHESIVELY SECURABLE FASTENER
Theodore J. Sweeney, Grosse Pointe, Mich., assignor to Theo-

dore Sweeney &. Company, Detroit, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 936,331, Aug. 24, 1978, abandoned. This

application Feb. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 234,777

Int. CI.' F16B 13/04, 47/00

U.S. a. 411—23 6 Claims

1. An adhesively securable fastener comprising;

a. a body having an opening and also having an indented

portion;

b. an adhesive mass positioned within said body; and

c. registering with the opening of the body and constructed

to align with the indented portion of the body, a plunger

means for applying pressure to said adhesive, thereby

adhesively securing the fastener to a substrate by move-

ment of at least a portion of the adhesive from the body to

the substrate wherein the adhesive is located between the

plunger and the indented portion of the body; said in-

dented portion is indented towards the plunger.

4,425,066

DRILL SCREW
Harald Kollmann, Suedstrasse 21, 5860 Iserlohn, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
Filed Jun. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 272,590

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 13,

1980, 3022187

Int. a.' F16B 35/00

U.S. a. 411—387 5 Claims

1. A drill screw for fastening a structural member to a hard

supporting member comprising:

(a) a shank having a head at one end and,

(b) a drilling section at the other end of said shank, said

drilling section including a pair of diametrically opposite

flutes, said flutes each defined by three substantially flat

surfaces, a pair of heel surfaces intersecting to form a

chisel point,

(c) machine threads on said shank extending substantially to

said heel surfaces, said threads having flat crests adjacent

the drilling section and sharp crests at middle portions of

said shank, and said threads having flat root sections adja-

cent the drilling section and sharp root sections at middle

portions of said shank, said threads having substantially

uniform pitch, and said flat root sections tapering radially

outwardly in a direction away from said head, and said flal

crest portions tapering radially inwardly in a direction

away from said head, said threads inlersecling a substan-

tial portion of said flutes,

whereby said screw can simultaneously drill and tap said hard

supporting member.

4,425,067

FATIGUE RESISTANT RIVET
John E. Krezak, Bellevue, Wash., assignor to The Boeing Com-

pany, Seattle, Wash.

Filed Dec. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 218,819

Int. CI.' F16B 19/00

U.S. a. 411—500 28 Claims

f ^

I^

,. 4.'

1. A fatigue resistant and scaling rivet, for use in a shallow

countersink and for providing increased bearing length along

the shank, without a second counterbore and its requirement

for close tolerances, and for providmg additional friction be-

tween fastened work pieces;

said rivet comprising

a cylindrical shank;

a head on one end of said shank;

said head generally tapering toward said shank;

said head having a distal frusto-conical portion and a proxi-

mate frusto-conical ptirtion relative to said shank:

said proximate portion having a conical surface at a smaller

angle relative to the shank axis than the conical surface of

said distal portion relative to said axis;

the axial length of the proximate portion being slightly

greater than the axial length of the distal portion;

said distal and proximate portions being joined at a common
diameter;

said common diameter being the longest diameter of said
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proximate portion and the shortest diameter of said distal

portion; and

a cylindrical edge portion of said head extending axially

outwardly from said disul conical portion, said cylindri-
cal edge portion being very short axially compared with
said conical portions and having the largest diameter of
said distal ponion; and

said proximate and distal portions being divergeable radially.

along the common diameter and on both sides thereof,
while the rivet is being fastened to form a continuous
conical surface in pressure relationship with a continuous
conical countersink surface.

conveyor, and depending therefrom to a position adjacent
to the floor surface;

a guide rail adapted for anchoring onto the loading area
noor surface at a position corresponding to the selected
conveyor storage position; said guide rail upstanding from
the noor surface, and having a width which is matingly

nm:
» »»«

4,425,068

BUNDLE FORMER FOR PAFERBOARD BOXES
Eveaiist B. Wilson, Hageratown, and Meyer L. Ruthenberg,
Owingi Mills, both of Md., assignors to Koppers Company,
Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Ang. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 292,219
Int. a.3 B65H 31/34: B65G 57/30

U.S. a. 414-36 3 aaims
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received between said guides for positively guiding the
upstream end of said conveyor into the selected storage
position; said guide rail being shorter than said conveyor,
whereby said conveyor is bodily detachable from said
guide rail for readily transporting said conveyor to vari-
ous locations.

M,

1. In a bundle former for counting and stacking folded pa-
perboard boxes received from the flexo-folder-gluer compris-
ing a frame on which are mounted upper and lower pull roils
for receiving said boxes, drive means for said pull rolls and
belt, backstop, squaring means and stack removal means, said
belt, backstop and squaring means forming a stacking station
and transfer means to receive the stacks of boxes from the
stacking sution, the improvements comprising:
(a) the collar of said upper pull roll which operably engages

the drive means being larger in diameter than the collar of
said lower pull roll whereby said upper and lower pull rolls
urge said blank into frictional contact with a preceding blank
to urge said blank into squareness with said preceding blank;

(b) a plurality of lift means and drive means therefore mounted
in said stacking station adapted to receive the trailing edge of
said boxes entering the stacking station, said drive means
adapted to rotate said lift means at a speed greater than the
rate of entry of said boxes in said stacking station.

«
I

4 425 069
TRANSPORT FOR LOADING SEMITRAILERS AND THE

LIKE
Charles Saur, Sparta, and Samuel J. DeMan, Grand Rapids,

both of Mich., assignors to Lear Siegler, Inc., Grand Rapids,
Mich.

Filed Jun. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 273,117
Int. a.J B65G 67/08: B61K 7/00: B65G 41/02

U.S. CI. 414-398 3, ci.j^^
1. A transport for loading semitrailers and the like, compris-

ing:

an elongate conveyor having means for conveying articles
from an upstream end to a downstream end of said con-
veyor;

means for movably supporting said conveyor on the floor
surface of a loading area;

means for guiding said portable conveyor into a selected stor-
age position in the loading area, and comprising:
a pair of guides connected with the upstream end of said

4,425,070

SEPARATED DISCARDS CARRIER
John N, M. Howells, Kittery, Me.; Drew W. Morris, Hampton,

and Richard L. Tichenor, Portsmouth, both of N.H., assignors
to Recycling & Conservation, Inc., Kittery, Me.

Filed Jun. 14, 1979, Ser. No. 35,802
Int. a.3 B65F 3/08

U.S. CI. 414-498 3 a»i„s

1. A dual purpose trash compactor vehicle of the type com-
prising:

a vehicle frame having a driver's cab separated by a space
from a rear loading trash compactor;

a glass collection bin, a can collection bin and a newspaper
rack, all normally located in the space between said cab
and compactor, power driven loading buckets normally
located at curb side level but mechanically liftable up to
the level of the tops of said bins for dumping cans and
bottles therein, and means for off-loading said bins and
rack, when filled, laterally of said vehicle and replacing
the same, said vehicle characterized by;

said newspaper rack being formed of an inner container
telescoped within an outer container, each having a regis-
tering front opening for receiving newspapers, said tele-

scoped containers being normally at curb side level but
the inner container being liftable to extended position,
when filled, to permit the outer container to be filled;

and power means for lifting said inner container relative to
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said outer container and for bodily transporting both

containers laterally off said vehicle.

4,425,071

APPARATUS FOR LOADING AND UNLOADING CARGO
FROM A TRAILER

Glenn G. Dunbar, Ehinbar Manufacturing, 2608 Overbrook,

Toledo, Ohio 43614

Filed Jan. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 226,950

Int. a.J B60P 1/00. 1/54

U.S. a. 414—542 27 Qaims

13 » " ,n

1. Material handling apparatus for a trailer having opposed
side walls and an open end comprising:

support brackets positioned on said opposed sidewalls of

said trailer; a frame moveably positioned on said support

brackets, said frame being supported on rollers and said

rollers engage said support brackets to allow said frame to

be moveably positioned on said support brackets, said

frame being capable of moving along said support brack-

ets in a direction substantially parallel to said sidewalls of

said trailer, said frame being disposed to allow said frame

to extend out said open end of said trailer;

balance rollers positioned on one end of said frame, said

balance rollers engaging said support brackets opposite

said rollers upon which the frame is supported, said bal-

ance rollers engaging said support brackets to balance said

frame when said frame extends from said open end of said

trailer, said balance rollers located on said end of said

frame that does not extend out of said open end of said

trailer;

a support roller positioned at each end of said support brack-

ets adjacent said open end of said trailer, said support

rollers being disposed to engage and support said frame

when said frame extends out said open end of said trailer;

a lifting frame moveably positioned on said frame, said lift-

ing frame being capable of moving along said frame in a

direction substantially parallel to said sidewalls of said

trailer, said lifting frame being capable of moving along

substantially the entire length of said frame;

a lifting means moveably positioned on said lifting frame,

said lifting means being capable of moving in a direction

substantially parallel to and substantially perpendicular to

said opposed sidewalls of said trailer, said lifting means
being capable of lifting objects that are transported in said

trailer whereby said objects can be lifted and said lifting

means, lifting frame and frame can be moved with respect

to said trailer for loading and unloading said objects.

4,425,072

MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT EXTENSION
APPARATUS FOR WRECKING AND THE LIKE

Daniel D. Lewis, Hudson Falls, N.Y., assignor to Efriciency

Production, Inc., Lansing, Mich.

Filed Mar. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 245,932

Int. aj B66C 23/36

VS. a. 414—724 19 Qaims
1. Wrecking apparatus for use with material handling equip-

ment, said material handling equipment having a pivotable

working member, comprising:

a rigid boom member;

a flexible member;

means for attaching a first end of said flexible member to said

pivotable working member proximately a first lip of said

pivotable working member;
first and second hinge means for pivotably attaching a first

end of said boom member to said pivotable working mem-

-"-^

ber proximately a second lip of said pivotable working
member;

means for attaching a second end of said flexible member to

said boom member proximately a second end of said boom
member;

a massive wrecking ball member; and

means for attaching said massive wrecking ball member to

said boom member proximately said second end of said

boom member; and wherein said pivotable working mem-
ber is a hydraulicly driven bucket.

4,425,073

PIVOTALLY SUPPORTED GRIPPING MECHANISM
Karl-Erik Mattsson, Naesum, Sweden, assignor to Festo-Mas-

chinenfabrik Gottlieb Stoll, Esslingen am Neckar, Fed. Rep.

of Germany
PCT No. PCr/DE79/00066, § 371 Date Dec. 10. 1980, § 102(e)

Date Dec. 10, 1980, PCT Pub. No. WO81/00076, PCT Pub.

Date Jan. 22, 1981

PCT Filed Jun. 28, 1979, Ser. No. 224,579

Int. a.' B25J 3/04; B23K 11/36

U.S. a. 414—730 19 Qalnu

II i

1. A gripping mechanism which is supported for pivotal

movement about a first axis having a horizontal component,

comprising two gripping means supported for relative move-
ment toward and away from one another, between which a

workpiece can be clamped, clamping means supplied with

energy by an energy source for effecting said relative move-
ment of said gripping means, an angle indicator which mea-

sures the angular position of said gripping mechanism with

respect to a vertical reference, and a modulator responsive to

said angle indicator and connected between said energy source

and said clamping means, the energy supplied from said energy

source to said clamping means being regulated by said modula-
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tor in dependence on the angular position of said gripping
mechanism with respect to the vertical reference as measured
by said angle mdicator, said clamping means exerting on said
gripping means a clamping force v.hich in a predetermined
manner is dependent on the angular position of said gripping
mechanism, said angle indicator including a weight member
which is supported for pivotal movement about a second axis

spaced from its center of gravity, said weight member being
adjustably supported oil a lever which is supported for pivotal
movement about said second axis and is coupled to a movable
output part of said angle indicator.

4,425,074

METHODS OF AND APPARATUS FOR TRANSFERRING
ARTICLES

Alan R. Becker. Coopersburg; Jack J. Monahan, Allentown, and
Fred J. Schneider, Northampton, all of Pa., assignors to West-
ern Electric Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Jul. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 284,886
Int. a.J B65G 41/00

U.S. CI. 414-736 5 Qaims

1. A method of transferring a plurality of articles between
first locations having first predetermined spacings and second
locations having second predetermined spacings. which com-
prises:

moving a support structure to advance a first pickup mem-
ber, fixedly mounted to said support structure, between an
end location of said first locations and a corresponding
end location of said second locations;

guidedly supporting in linear extension from said first pickup
member a plurality of second pickup members, each such
member having a predetermined width;

resiliently urging apart said plurality of second pickup mem-
bers from each other and from said first pickup member;

compressing into adjacent contact said first and said plural-
ity of second pickup members with a force overcoming
said resilient urging, whereby said predetermined widths
of sold pickup members establish an alignment of each of
said pickup members with a respective one of said first

locations;

on movement of said first pickup member from said end
location of said first location, moving said plurality of
second pickup members from alignment with said first
locations toward alignment with said second locations and
releasing said compressive force during such movement
thereby generating relative movement between all of said
pickup members;

arresting such relative movement between said plurality of
pickup members in response to said resilient urging at
predetermined positions of the second pickup members
relative to each other and to said first pickup member by
engaging a protrusion from each of the second pickup
members with a respective one of a plurality of stop sur-
faces located in such support structure, each of such stop
surfaces being precisely located relative to such first
pickup member and relative to such other stop surfaces,
such that the spacing between said predetermined posi-
tions corresponds to said second predetermined spacings
and

selectively activating and deactivating the pickup members
to engage and release said articles at said first and second
locations.

4,425,075

WAFER ALIGNERS
Peter W. Quinn, Danbury, Conn., assignor to The Perkin-Ehner

Corporation, Norwalk, Conn.
Filed Apr. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 255,415

Int. a.' B65G 51/02, 47/24
U.S. CI. 414-755 4 claims

1. An apparatus for aligning a wafer, comprising,
a platform for receiving the wafer,

a plurality of air jet orifices disposed through the surface of
said platform oriented to spin the wafer,

a source of air,

first valve means for connecting said source of air to said
orifices,

at least two pulsating vacuum orifices disposed through the
surface of said platform for periodically stopping tiie

wafer during its spin,

a source of vacuum,

second valve means for connecting said source of vacuum to
said vacuum orifices,

control means causing said pulsating vacuum orifices to
pulsate at a first rate and at a second rate faster than said
first rate when the wafer reaches a predetermined position
in its spin,

solar cell means disposed in said platform providing signals
representative of the position of the wafer on said plat-
form in the a, y and d directions,

oscillator means connected to said solar cell means and with
said second valve means for connecting and disconnecting
said source of vacuum to said vacuum orifices at said first

rate and at said second rate when said wafer reaches said

predetermined position,

first means included within said control means connected to
said first and second valve means for disconnecting said
source of air and said source of vacuum from said air jet

orifices and vacuum orifices, respectively, when the wafer
is positioned to within a first predetermined tolerance,

mechanical means connected to said control means for mov-
ing the wafer in the a. Y and d directions until the signals

from said solar cell means equal a predetermined value
indicative that the wafer is centered to within a second
predetermined tolerance.

4,425,076
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATIC

POSITIONING OF A SUBSTRATE ON A WORKTABLE
Robert C. Colineau, Angers, France, assignor to Compagne

Internationale pour I'lnformatique Cii Honeywell Bull (So-
ciete Anonyme), France

Filed Dec. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 331,283
Claims priority, application France, Dec. 24, 1980, 80 27417

Int. C\? B65H 9/10
U.S. a. 414-781 4 aaims

1. Apparatus for automatically positioning a piece such as a
support (2) for electronic components comprising a worktable

(4), a reference system (3) defined on the table by three fixed

stops (Gl, G2, G3), said reference system including a first axis
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(X'X) of the reference system passing through two of the three

stops, and a second axis (Y'Y) perpendicular to the first axis

and passing through the third stop (G3) and cutting the first

axis at a point O outside of the part of the first axis situated

radially inward portion of said rotatabic blade discs, a supply

of high pressure inlet steam for said turbine, and means for

il »**^

£$.

between the two first stops (Gl, G2); the support (2) having

the genera! form of a rectangular parallelopiped presenting

four lateral sides (CI, C2, C3, C4), means for positioning the

support (2) on the worktable (4) in the quadrant (X O Y) of the

reference system (3) with the half-axis (O X) passing through

the two first stops (Gl, G2) and the half axis (O Y) passing

through the third stop (G3), two arms (20, 21) extending in

horizontal planes and respectively connected at one extremity

with two vertical axes (25, 26) driven in rotation and in oppo-

site directions with one respect to the other, and a single motor

means (22) for driving said arms (20, 21), said single motor

means (22) comprising at least two elements (31 and 32) mov-

able in two opposite directions and respectively associated

with the said two axes (25, 26), a jack (22) having a body (23)

and piston rod (24) fioatingly mounted, the rod (24) of the jack

(22) being connected to a first movable rack (31) arranged to

engage a first pinion (29) for rotation of the driving axis (25) of

one of the positioning arms (20) and the body of the piston (23)

being connected to a second movable rack (32) parallel to the

first rack (31) and which engages a second pinion (30) fixed for

rotation of the driving axis of the other positioning arm (21),

the two driving axes (25, 26) being coaxial, first means for

controlling the displacement of the first arm (20) so as to cause

the first arm to contact the support (2) and position the lateral

side (CI) of the support (2) against the first stops (Gl, C2) of

the reference system (3), the first arm (20) contacting the

lateral side (C3) of the support opposed to that side in contact

with the two first stops (Gl, G2), second means for controlling

the displacement of the second arm (21) so as to cause the

second arm to contact the support (2) and position it in a

movement of translation parallel to the axis (X' O X) and bring

the lateral side (C2) of support (2) adjacent the third stop (G3)

of the reference system (3) and causing it to bear against the

third stop, this second arm (21) contacting the lateral side (C4)

of the support opposed to that coming in contact with the third

stop (G3) of the system of reference (3), and means for main-

taining the support (2) against the stops (Gl, G2, G3) of the

reference system (3) during mounting the electronic compo-

nents on the support.

4,425,077

TURBINE DISC ENVIRONMENT CONTROL SYSTEM
Harry F. Martin, Upper Providence, Pa., assignor to Westing-

house Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Aug. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 291,744

Int. a.' FOID 5/08

U.S. a. 415—115 4 Claims

1. A steam turbine comprising a plurality of rotatable blade

discs so shaped and having a bore which fits tightly on a shaft

to form a rotor with a generally closed cavity between adja-

cent rotatable discs, the cavities being disposed serially with

respect to the steam fiow from a high pressure to a low pres-

sure portion of said turbine; a plurality of ports disposed in a

supplying said high pressure inlet steam to the upstream side of

said rotatable blade discs in the higher pressure portion of said

turbine; said ports being a predetermined size and so disposed

that steam entering each of said serially disposed downstream

cavities through said ports is throttled and thus superheated to

eliminate moisture in the rotor cavities and thereby inhibiting

stress corrosion adjacent the bore of said rotatable blade discs

4.425,078

AXIAL FLEXIBLE RADIALLY STIFF RETAINING RING
FOR SEALING IN A GAS TURBINE LNGINK

Donald A. Robbins, South Windsor, Conn., assignor to United

Technologies Corporation, Hartford, Conn.

Filed Jul. 18, 1980, Ser. No. 170.251

Int. CI.' FOID 25/26

U.S. CI. 415—135 8 Claims

1. For a gas turbine engine of the type having a first annular

stator structure, and a second annular stator structure spaced

axially and radially from the first annuLr structure leaving an

axial gap Ga and a radial gap Gr therebetween which change

during operative conditions and having a radially free standing

annular ring which restrains radially the first structure during

operative conditions, the impnncmci.l which comprises

a radially tree standing annular ring which -s .idapled to

abuttingly engage the first annul.ir si.itor structure in .i

first axial direction at a first /one ot axial contact, u>

ahuttingis engage the second annular sialor siructuiv in a

second axial direction at a second /one ot a\i.il cont.icl

and to slidably engage the second annular structure in the

radial direction, the ring having a radial suKness charac

leristic. an axial stiffness characteristn. ,inJ being litiuKd

ot

ati oulerinost first annular section w hich is ad-ipied to .ihui

tingly engage the first annular stator structure in the ra

dial direction ami the first a\ial direction .uul which has

an avial w alth A
|

. a radial height R| aiul an avial w iJih to

radial height ratio which is gre.itei than one

(A| R| -I 01, and

a second annular section adapted tor axuil llevibility be-

tween the first /one of a\ial contact and the •eci>nd /one

ol a\ial contact, the second annular section K-mg at-

tached to and extending inwardly from the first annular

section, the second annular section ha\ ing an axial w idth

A^ which IS less than the axial width A, ol the lirsi .mnu

lar section (A; .A|). a radial height R;, and an axi.il

width to radial height ratio which is less th.in on^:

(A^'R^- 1 0),
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wherein the radial stiffness characteristic of the annular ring

and the slidable engagement between the annular ring and the

second annular stator structure adapts the ring to accom-
modate changes in the radial gap Gr and to exert a predeter-

mined radial force against the first annular stator structure
without buckling, the axial stiffness characteristic of the an-

nular ring adapts the ring to exert a predetermined axial
force for sealing against the abutting first annular structure

and the second annular structure in response to operative de-
creases in the axial gap Gj. and the axial stiffness character-
istic adapts the ring to elastically deflect in the axial direc-
tion to accommodate decreases in the axial gap Gj

duct, said rigid cylinder having an inner periphery and an
outer periphery;

4,425,079

AIR SEALING FOR TURBOMACHINES
TreTor H. Speak, Gloucesten John D. Kernon, and Derek A.

Roberts, both of Bristol, all of England, assignors to Rolls-
Royce Limited, London, England

Filed Jul. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 286,967
naims priority, application United Kingdom, Aug. 6. 1980

8025692

Int. aj FOID 5/08
U.S. a. 415-139

. 9 Claims

a fibrous material having one end bonded to the outer pe-
riphery of said rigid cylinder and being wound around
said rigid cylinder to define a plurality of layers, said
fibrous material having another end bonded to an adjacent
one of said layers, and said layers having an outermost
curved surface;

a plurality of axially extending and circumferentially spaced
strips positioned upon the outermost curved surface of
said plurality of layers;

fastening means extending into said layers of fibrous material
and securing said strips thereto; and

second fastening means securing said strips to adjacent fixed
structures.

1. A stator assembly for a turbomachine comprising a stator
vane assembly which defines an annular flow passage, an annu-
lar sealing plate carried by the stator vane assembly but move-
able radially relative to the stator vane assembly, the sealing
plate being provided with one or more surfaces which co-oper-
ate with one or more surfaces on a rotor assembly adjacent to
the sealing plate to define an air seal which reduces the fiow of
air radially outwards towards the annular now passage the
sealing plate being provided with a thermal slugging mass
shaped, constructed and arranged so that in use its thermal
response controls the rate of thermal expansion and contrac-
tion of the sealing plate in radial directions to match the rate of
thermal expansion and contraction of the rotor assembly in
radial directions and thereby control the spacing between the
surfaces on the seal plate and the rotor assembly that co-oper-

'

ate to define the air seal.

4,425,081

CENTRIFUGAL PUMP WITH DISMOUNTABLE
DIFFUSER

Wladyslaw Raczynski, Margency, France, assignor to Frama-
tome, Courbevoie, France

Filed Jun. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 272,160
aaims priority, application France, Jun. 20, 1980, 80 13753

Int. a.3 F03B 3/18
U.S. CI. 415-211 eia,i„s

"::JU-^—

^
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4,425,080

GAS TURBINE ENGINE CASING
William A. Stanton, Thorneywood; Jonathan Hazlewood; Dar-

ley Abbey, and Norman A. Kerridge, Little Eaton, all of
England, assignors to Rolls-Royce Limited, London, England

Filed Jan. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 337,294
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 14. 1981

8104673
'

Int. a.3 F04D 29/40 i

U.S. a 415-197 '

,2 aaims
1. In a gas turbine engine having a duct defining fixed struc-

ture and at least a rotating part positioned within the duct, the
improvement of a conuinment ring carried by said duct and
positioned radially outwardly of said rotating part for absorb-
ing energy and retaining a missile thrown radially outwardly
by said routing part, said containment ring comprising

a substantially rigid cylinder coaxial with and carried by said

1. Centrifugal pump with a dismountable difTuser for circu-
lating a fiuid, comprising

(a) a volute constituted by an enclosure having openings for
the entry and the exit of said fluid;

(b) a dismountable suction pipe fixed to said volute at the
level of the entry opening for said fluid and directed
towards the inside of the latter;

(c) a rotor placed inside said volute fixed to a shaft passing
through an aperture provided in the wall of said volute
and permitting the passage of said rotor, for joining said
shaft to a drive motor as well as a difTuser of annular shape
having for axis of symmetry of revolution the axis of
rotation of said rotor, arranged around said rotor inside
said volute and fixed to said suction pipe at one of its ends;

(d) said diffuser comprising at least three parts separable and
couplable along coupling surfaces traversing the whole
body of said diffuser between its inner surface located
towards said rotor and its outer surface directed towards
the inner surface of said volute and between its coupling
end with said suction pipe provided with dismountable
connecting means and its opposite end;

(e) each of said parts of said diffuser being machined along
an annular groove portion with a trapezoidal section at its

end opposite the end coupling with said suction pipe and
including a projection forming a ring portion;

(0 said volute comprising an annular groove for the engage-
ment of the annular projections of each of said parts of
said diffuser. a centering part including an annular portion
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with a trapezoidal section being removably fixed to said

volute for engagement in said annular groove with the

trapezoidal section constituted by the groove portions of

the diffuser parts, when they are juxtaposed for the

mounting of the latter.

4,425,082

COMPOSITE HUB FOR A HELICOPTER ROTOR
Fiorenzo Mussi, Milan, and Emilio Pariani, Cardano Al Campo,

both of Italy, assignors to Costruzioni Aeronautiche Gioranni

Agusta S.p.A., Italy

Filed Jan. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 337,442

aaims priority, application Italy, Feb. 5, 1981, 67153 A/81

Int. a.' B64C 11/06

U.S. CI. 416—61 6 Oaims

said inlet means and said outlet means; fluid conduit means

communicating between the lower side of said piston means

and said production zone; a first check valve closing said fluid

conduit means in response to the pressurized fluid pulses; a

second check valve disposed in said fluid conduit means be-

tween said first check valve and said production zone; said

second check valve being closed by downward movement of

1. A composite hub for a helicopter rotor in the form of a flat

plate (1) having a plurality of apertures (2) uniformity periph-

erally distributed about a central axis of rotation of the said

rotor, each said aperture (2) being able to house an elastomeric

coupling for connection to an associated blade; characterized

by the fact that the said plate (1) has a laminated structure

including a force distributor element (8) constituting a central

flat layer of the plate; a plurality of radial leaf elements (17, 18)

disposed on each side of the said distributor element (8) and

lying in planes perpendicular to the said axis of rotation, the

said radial leaf elements (17. 18) extending radially outwardly

therefrom; annular leaf elements (23, 24) disposed on each side

of the said distributor element (8) and extending in contact

with the free end of the associated plurality of said radial leaf

elements (17, 18) in a plane perpendicular to the said axis of

rotation; and a plurality of axial leaf elements (25) each extend-

ing parallel to the said axis of rotation and in contact with the

said distributor element (8) and associated said radial leaf ele-

ments (17, 18), each of said axial leaf elements (25) constituting

a substantially C-shaped collar positioned around one of said

apertures (2) with its concavity facing outwardly to partially

define an inner surface of said one of said apertures (2).

said piston means; and closure means responsive to fluid flow

through said orifice for closing said orifice when a predeter-

mined pressure differential across said piston means is ex-

ceeded, whereby said pressurized fluid pulses move said piston

means upwardly in said housing in a power stroke to pump
production fluid from said production zone to said upper por-

tion of the well.

4,425,084

EJECTOR DEVICE
Peter Tell, dsterskiir, Sweden, assignor to AB Piab, Stockholm,

Sweden
Filed Nov. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 324,473

Oaims priority, application Sweden, Dec. 11, 1980, 8008733

Int. a.J P04F 5/00

U.S. a. 417—161 8 Qaims

4,425,083

VELOCITY ACTUATED VALVE FOR A DOWNHOLE
PUMP

Daniel G. Peterson, Los Angeles, and John W. Erickson,

Huntington Beach, both of Calif., assignors to Kobe, Inc.,

City of Commerce, Calif.

Filed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 298,060

Int. a.3 F04B 47/12

U.S. a. 417—56 5 Oaims
1. A downhole pump for pumping production fluid from a

subterranean well production zone comprising: a pump hous-

ing for positioning in a production zone of the well; piston

means vertically slidably disposed within said pump housing;

inlet means formed in said housing for fluid communication

between a source of pressurized fluid pulses and one side of

said piston means; outlet means formed in said housing for fluid

communication between another side of said piston means and

a portion of the well above said pump housing; an orifice

formed in said piston means for fluid communication between

1. An ejector comprising,

a housing having an internal cavity and an inlet and outlet

extending through said housing portion to said cavity for

passage of fluid to be evacuated from said housing inlet to

said housing outlet, said housing portion cavity compris-

ing a compartment divided into two chambers by a dia-

phragm extending across said compartment, one of said

chambers being at atmospheric pressure, and the other of
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said chambers communicating with a portion of said hous-
ing portion cavity between said housing portion inlet and
outlet;

a block portion having an internal cavity and an inlet and
outlet extending through said block portion to said block
portion cavity for passage of pressurized fluid from said

block portion inlet to said block portion outlet to facilitate

evacuation of said fluid to be evacuated, said housing
portion outlet being adjacent said block portion outlet and
said block portion being moveable relative to said i'.ousing

portion in response to changes in fluid pressure in said

housing portion cavity;

an adjustment plate coupled to said block portion at said

block portion cutlet for varying the size of said housing
portion outlet in response to said movement, said plate

being spaced from said block portion outlet to provide an
opening for passage of said pressurized fluid; and.

a stem one end of which is attached to said adjustment plate

and the other end of which extends into said housing
portion cavity and is attached to said diaphragm for caus-

ing said movement in response to said changes in fiuid

pressure in said housing portion cavity.

4,425 086
COMBINED SURFACE POWER UNIT AND VELOCITY

ACTUATED VALVE FOR A DOWNHOLE PUMP
Daniel G. Peterson, Los Angeles, and John W. Erickson,

Huntington Beach, both of Calif., assignors to Kobe, Inc.,
City of Commerce, Calif.

Filed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 298,122
Int. aj P04B 35/02

U.S. a. 417-388 9a^„,

r:r4:

[

4,425,085

CHECK VALVE ARRANGEMENT FOR ENGINE DRIVEN
PNEUMATIC COMPRESSORS

James McReynolds, 1425 College Way, Apt. 401, Olathe, Kans.
66061

Filed May 13, 1982, Ser. No. 377.988
Int. a.^ F04B 17/00

U.S. a. 417-364 5 Qaims

1. A pneumatic power system comprising:
(a) an engine having an air induction mani/old into which air

is drawn;

(b) a pneumatic compressor associated with said engine and
having an oil sump, internal compression means, start and
stop means, an air inlet and an air outlet;

(c) an air outlet conduit extending from and communicating
said air outlet with air actuated devices;

(d) an air inlet conduit extending from and communicating
said compressor air inlet with said engine manifold, said
compressor drawing air through said inlet conduit when
said compressor is running and said engine drawi:ig air

and creating a vacuum in said inlet conduit when said
compressor is not running; and

(e) a one-way check valve in said air inlet conduit operable
to provide one-way flow of air into said compressor when
said compressor is running and having valve means block-
ing said conduit in response to vacuum therein and pre-
vent said vacuum from reaching said compressor when
said compressor is not running.

1. An apparatus for pumping production fluid from a subter-
ranean well utilizing a source of pressurized fluid in a down-
hole pump comprising: means for cyclically applying the pres-
surized fluid to an inlet of the downhole pump; said pump
including a housing having a piston means vertically slidabiy
disposed therein for reciprocating movement, one side of said
piston means being in fluid communication with said pump
inlet and another side of said piston means being in fluid com-
munication with an upper portion of the well above the down-
hole pump; and velocity actuated valve means including an
orifice formed in said piston means in fluid communication
with said two sides of said piston means and closure means
responsive to a predetermined pressure differential across said
orifice for closing said orifice, whereby said pressurized fluid

moves said piston means in an upwardly direction to pump
fiuid on said another side of said piston means to said upper
portion of the well for withdrawal therefrom; said piston
means including an upper piston head and a lower piston head
defining a piston chamber therebetween; said another side of
said piston means constituting the upper side of said upper
piston and said one side of said piston means constituting the
lower side of said upper piston, and a check valve in said lower
piston head for fluid communication between a source of pro-
duction fluid and said piston chamber during the fall of said

piston means.

4,425,087

PRESSURE EQUALIZING DEVICE AND DEEP WELL
MOTOR/PUMP COMBINATION

Deryk S. M. Gould, Edinburgh, Scotland, assignor to Northern
Engineerinij Industries, England

Filed Nov. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,571
Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Dec. 11, 1980,

8039708

Int. a.3 F04B 35/C-1: H02K 5/12
U.S. a. 417—414 4 Claims

1. A pressure equalizing device in combination with an
electnc motor and a pump driven by said motor for deep well
operation which motor has a housing and a shaft which ex-
tends through the housing and is rotatable relatively thereto,

said device comprising a cylinder which is secured to said
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housing, said shaft extending coaxially within said cylinder, an

annular piston through which said shaft extends and which is

arranged coaxially therewith in said cylinder for movement
therealong to define therein with said cylinder a variable vol-

ume in communicating relationship with the interior of said

housing, said variable volume containing fluid compatible with

operational requirements of said motor, said cylinder having an

annular end wall remote from said housing and embracing said

shaft, a seal arranged between said end wall and said shaft, a

chamber defined within said cylinder between said piston and

said end wall, a spring in said chamber against which said

piston moves when said variable volume increases, means

defining a port through said cylinder establishing communica-

tion between said chamber and the exterior of said cylinder.

.' — itf T u a q a a a a* IT. „

filter means in said port, first and second lip seal means which

are arranged respectively between said cylinder and said piston

and between said piston and said shaft, and which at least in ihe

absence of rotation of said shaft resist flow of said fluid from

said variable volume to said chamber to maintain said fluid

pressurized above ambient pressure under an applied load

imposed by said piston and said spring, said second lip seal

means being rotatable with said shaft in sealed relationship

therewith and including annular lip means which is cngageahle

with said piston, said lip means being displaceable away from

said piston by centrifugal force in response to rotation of said

shaft to permit equalization of pressure between said variable

volume and said chamber whereby ambient pressure is directly

communicated to said motor housing.

4,425,088

VANE-STATOR BOTTOM ASSEMBLY FOR ROTARY
HYDRAULIC DEVICES

Jacob Kaegi, La Celle Saint-Ooud, and Daniel I.eroy, Limay,

both of France, assignors to Compcgnie de Construction

Mecanique Sulzer, France

Filed Sep. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 303,679

Qaims priority, application France, Sep. 19, 1980, 80 20208

Int. a.5 FOIC 19/00; F04C 27/00

U.S. a. 418—147 6 Claims

1. A vane-stator bottom assembly for rotary hydraulic de-

vices of the volumetric pump type with coaxial stator and

rotor and axially slidable vanes in the rotor, the stator compris-

ing at least one bottom surface having a variable number nf

recesses therein with ramps and rectilinear zones suited to the

operation, said vanes following said bottom surface, wherein

said stator bottom is machined with a circumferential motion

cylindric milling cutter and said vane coinpnses a cylindric

base for contacting said ramps of said stator bottom according

to a radius of curvature corresponding to that of the milling

cutter used for machining said stator bottom, and tightness and

application lips against said rectilinear zones of said stator

bottom, and said vane comprises two opposite tightness and

application hps having a flat contacting portion, said base of

said vane presenting a cylindnc contacting generatrix, said flat

contacting portion of said 'ips and said cylindnc contacting

generatrix of said base being in one and the same plane.

4,425,089

apparatus for extracting frozen
conff:ctions

Ronald J. Billett. Sunnyvale, Calif.; Carid N Anderson, and

William M. Easter, both of Lakeland, Fia., assignors to FMC
Corporation, Chicago, 111.

Division of Ser. No. 146,814, May 5, 1980. abrwdotied. This

application Jul. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,619

Int. CI.' B29C 7/0(1 1/00

U.S. CI. 425—438 \1 Clflims

LJ

-f

'1=^

5.'

1. An apparatus for removing frozen confections from the

mold cups of a mold member in which the frozen confections

are formed, said frozen confections each including a stick

projecting upwardly therefrom, said apparatus comprising a

plurality of gripper units, each gripper unit including means for

rcleasably engaging a stick of a frozen confection within a

mold cup; a cross member extending above said mold member

at an extraction area, said gripper units bein^ mounted to said

cross member in alignment with the sticks of the confections, a

separate spring interposed between each gripper unit and the

cross member to individually and separately bias the gripper

units upwardly relative to the mold member means, support-

ing said cross member at said extraction area, for causing said

gripper units to rclca.sably engage said sticks; means for forcing

said cross member upwardly to a selected height abost the

mold member after said sticks have been engaged by the re-

spective gripper units to cause the springs to individually bias

the gripper units upwardly; said height being insufficient lo

effect complete removal of the confeciioii from the mold, and

means at said extraction area for heatii.g the exterior surfaces

of the mold cups to melt the surface layers of the frozen con-

fections within the mold cups, said separate springs actinjj on

said gripper units to raise each confection from the associated

mold cup as soon as the surface layer thereof has been suffi-

ciently melted

4,425,090

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING A HEATSEALABLE
CONTAINER

Gerhard Hansen, iiccrstiasse 20. 7166 Sulzbach-Ijiufcn am
Kocher, Fed. Rep, of Germany

Filed Aug, 3, 1981, Ser. No, 289.170

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 9,

1980, 3033821

Int. a.' B29C 17/07- B29D 3/00

U.S. a. 425—503 16 Qaims

I. An apparatus for forming, filling and closing a container

by expanding and shaping a he.it-sealable polymeric hose, the

apparatus comprising

a container-forming mold with split upper and lower parts.
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and a mold-holding fixture for each of the upper mold
parts movable in opposite directions;

means movable at least vertically inside the hose for releas-

ably holding a rubber stopper;

a cross slide for supporting said means for holding said

stopper for horizontal movement relative to said mold;
and

I

means, carried on said cross slide and operatively associated
with said means for holding said stopper, for establishing
a predetermined position of the upper mold parts after said

stopper is introduced into the hose;

whereby said means for holding can be moved to a receiving
position for engaging a stopper and to a position in the
hose for placing the stopper therein.

4,425,091
'

MOLDING MACHINE
Edgar D. Prince, Holland, Mich., assignor to Prince Corpora-

tion, Holland, Mich.
Division of Ser. No. 199,066, Oct. 20, 1980, Pat. No. 4,345,893.

This application Dec. 7, 1981, Scr. No. 328,116
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Mar. 24,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 B29F 1/06
U.S. a. 425—589 16 Gaims

7. In a molding machine, the improvement comprising:
an elongate base having an upper support surface;
first and second rails mounted on the upper support surface
of said base in a laterally spaced apart, mutually parallel
relationship;

a two-part die, comprising first and second die halves, each
of said die halves including support pads on opposite sides
thereof which mate with said rails, and slideably support
said die halves for longitudinal translation along said rails;

said support pads being shaped to position said die halves
in precise vertical alignment on said rails to insure accu-
rate mating therebetween;

an alignment track extending along the length of said base,
and comprising a way and a mating guide disposed in one
of said rails and an associated one of said support pads,
thereby insuring horizontal alignment between said die
halves; the other of said rails and associated support pads
being free from obstruction to permit lateral movement
therebetween to avoid binding between said rails and said
support pads during temperature fluxuation.

13. In a molding machine, the improvement comprising:
a base having an upper support surface;

a two-part die supported on the upper surface of said base,
and including a cover half in which a cold chamber is

mounted;

a shot cylinder abuttingly and slideably supported on the
upper surface of said base for longitudinal movement
therealong, and including a plunger;

first and second ties having first ends connected with said
shot cylinder at opposite sides of said plunger; said ties

having second ends connected with the cover half of said
die at opposite sides of said cold chamber; said ties being
substantially longitudinally inelastic, whereby reaction
forces developed during die injection between said shot
cylinder and said die are resisted substantially solely by
said ties, such that said shot cylinder need not be fixedly
anchored to said base, and can self-adjust longitudinally
thereon.

1. A molding machine, comprising:
a base adapted to support thereon a two-part die having

mating halves;

first and second platens slideably mounted on said base, and
adapted for operable connection with said die;

a ram coupling said platens and for diverging and converg-
ing the same between releasing and molding positions; and

means for releasably locking said platens and said die in a
closed position during molding, and an open position for
releasing a part, comprising a pair of clamping frames
connected with opposite sides of said base, and including
means defining a closed border sized to receive said plat-
ens therein.

4,425,092

SYSTEM FOR BURNING HNE-GRAINED MATERIAL,
PARTICULARLY FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF

CEMENT CLINKERS
Kunibert Brachthauser, Bergisch Gladbach, and Horst Herchen-

bach, Troisdorf, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to
Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz AG, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 63,102, Aug. 2, 1979, Pat. No.
4,298,393. This application Aug. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 290,177
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug, 2,

1978, 2833744

Int. a.3 F27B 7/02
U.S. a. 432-106 25 Qaims

1. In a combustion installation for the production of mineral
combustion products such as cement clinkers out of raw meal
having a raw meal preheater, a rotary kiln and a clinker cooler,

an improvement comprising:

a calciner having an input connected to the output of said

preheater and an output connected to the input of said

rotary kiln;

fossil fuel burning means operatively connected to said

calciner to partly heat and partly calcine the raw meal
passing therethrough; and
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non-combustion heating means operatively connected to said clamping arms (2, 5) being broadened for engagmg the

said calciner to provide additional heat to the raw meal tooth (Zi) to be shifted.

4,425,094

METHOD OF ROOT CANAL THERAPY
Louis H. Tateosian, York; James R. Royer, Mount Joy, and
George T. Eden, York, all of Pa., assignors to DenUply Re-

search A DcTelopment Corporation, Milford, Dei.

Filed May 8, 1981, Ser. No. 261,785

Int. a.) A61K 5/01
U.S. O. 433—228 23 Claims

•40

passing therethrough without introducing any additional

gases into said calciner.

4,425,093

SPRING ELEMENT FOR ORTHODONTIC PLATES 15. A method for filling a prepared root canal of a tooth
Wilhelm Lorenz, Am Wiillenberg 43, D5277 Marienheide, Fed. comprising

Rep. of Germany
Filed May 19, 1982, Ser. No. 379,974

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 20,

1981, 8114926[U]; Jul. 30, 1981, 8122384[U]

Int. a.3 A61C 7/00

U.S. a. 433—149 5 Qaims

2,1

1. A spring element for orthodontic plates for achieving

sagittal tooth movements in the region of the side teeth espe-

cially distalisations, characterized in that said spring element

comprises clamping means with two arms, said clamping

means being made of an elastic, but permanently deformable

material and including a base pari for embedding the same into

the plate made of plastic material, and a pair of clamping arms

(2, 5) projecting from said base part (3, 6), the first one (2) of

said clamping arms being designed as an approximately U-

shaped yoke and engaging over the adjacent tooth (Zi), said

U-shaped yoke extending away from said base part (3) and

including a first free end (4) while the other one of said arms (5)

includes a loop part having one leg (7) extending away from

said base part (6) for engaging over an adjacent tooth (Z2) and

a second leg (8) extending towards said base part (6) and hav-

ing a free end 9 being substantially parallel to and spaced from

said free end (4) of said first arm (2), said free ends (4, 9) of the

placing into said canal a solid endodontic point swellable

when placed into said canal compnsing a hydrophilic,

polymeric composition, and

permanently sealing said prepared root canal.

4,425,095

TACTILE WRITING AID
Henry Morris, P.O. Box 9533, Newcastle, 2940, Natal, South

Africa

Filed Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 328,487

Int. Q.3 G09B 21/00

U.S. Q. 434—117 4 Qaims

n

L lU
Lj l^. IG

1. A writing aid comprising a contoured surface having a

plurality of relatively depressed surface portions and raised

ridges or surface regions at least partially surrounding each

depressed surface portion at a level differing therefrom by an

amount rendering transition between a ridge or region and a

depressed portion tangible to a person through a hand-held

writing implement traversing the surface, the contoured sur-

face including at least one row of said depressed surface por-

tions corresponding to the body portions of letters to be

formed, each depressed surface portion being provided with
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two intermediate surface portions adjacent thereto and formed
at a level between that of the depressed surface portion and
that of said raised ridges or region to correspond to the posi-

tion of heightwise strokes or looped portions of said letters.

4,425,096 '

TEACHING TOOL WFTH RF SWITCHING
William O. Schwake, 1133 W. First, Sulphur, Okla. 73086

Filed Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 422,760

Int. a.J G09B 23/02. 7/00
U.S. a. 434—201 6 aaims

1. An rf switching apparatus for the production of digital

logic electronic HIGH and LOW signals characterized as

comprising:

means for containing at least one rf switching apparatus
within a box that is at least in part transparent to radio
waves so as to form at least one rf window and wherein
conventional digital logic electronic chips and discrete

components may be positioned internally so as to be pro-
tected from the external environment;

means for providing electrical power with a positive bus
terminal and a negative bus terminal suitable for the opera-
tion of digital logic electronic chips and discrete compo-
nents within the containment box;

means for mounting as oscillator transistor having a base
terminal, a collector terminal and an emitter terminal
within the containment box;

means for mounting a switching transistor having a base
terminal, a collector terminal and an emitter terminal
within the containment box;

means for wiring a load inductor coil between the positive

bus terminal and the oscillator transistor collector termi
nal in.a manner providing spatial association between the
load inductor coil and an rf window;

means for wiring a variable resistor between the negative
bus terminal and the oscillator transistor emitter terminal;

means for wiring a coupling capacitor with a first lead to the
oscillator transistor collector terminal and forming a diode
node with the coupling capacitor second lead;

means for wiring a first rectifier diode between the negative
bus terminal and the diode node;

means for wiring a first biasing resistor and a first biasing

capacitor in parallel between the negative bus terminal
and the oscillator transistor base terminal;

means for wiring a second biasing resistor and a second
biasing capacitor in parallel between the positive bus
terminal and the oscillator transistor base terminal;

means for wiring a time consUnt capacitor and a time con-
stant resistor in parallel between the negative bus terminal
and the switching transistor base terminal;

means for wiring the switching transistor emitter terminal to
the negative bus;

means for wiring a second rectifier diode between the diode
node and the switching transistor base terminal;

means for wiring a load resistor between the positive bus and
the switching transistor collector lead;

means for wiring a digital logic signal lead to the switching
transistor collector terminal; and

means for placing a substance for absorbing radio frequency
energy in external spatial association with the rf window
and the internal load inductor coil so as to absorbingly
deny feedback energy to the oscillator transistor collector
terminal and thus deny the generation of electrical alter-

nating current and thus deny the delivery of electrical
direct current to the switching transistor base collector so
that positive bus voltage passing through the load resistor
can not pass through the switching transistor to the nega-
tive bus terminal and therefor builds up as a digital logic
electronic HIGH signal on the signal lead and, when the rf
absorbing substance is removed from the vicinity of the
load inductor coil the feedback produces alternating cur-
rent which is altered into direct current which activates
the switching transistor so that positive bus voltage pass-
ing through the load resistor coil can pass through the
switching transistor to the negative bus terminal and thus
produce a digital logic electronic LOW signal on the
signal lead.

4,425,097

APPARATUS FOR TRAINING EQUIPMENT
OPERATORS

Lawrence L. Owens, 9434 Domer Rd., Santee, Calif. 92071
Filed Sep. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 300,360

Int. a.3 G09B 19/16
U.S. G. 434-219 10 Oaims

r^r^ ^

juti. 9S

1. An equipment operator training aid for use with a piece of
equipment having operation systems and function indicators,

said training aid comprising:

(a) a control unit which is portable and releasible and can be
carried away from a particular piece of equipment on
which it is being used after use;

(b) adapter means adapting at least one ofr said indicators to

be overridden and controlled by an external input;

(c) a converter cable having a separable junction between
said control unit and said adapter means, whereby an
instructor operating said control unit can cause an indica-

tor so adapted to indicate an abnormal condition to check
trainee cue recognition and response; and,

(d) including a terminal plug for use with the portion of said

junction connected to said adaptor means whereby cir-

cuits can be opened in the electrical circuit of said equip-

ment to divert circuit control to said control box, and
appropriate connections can be made by said plug when
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said control box is not in use to permit normal operation of

said equipment when not being used in training.

4,425,098

SOUND-ILLUSTRATED, BOUND BOOK
Erich Diiring, I.n Holzli, 9442 Bemeck, Switzerland

Filed Aug. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 407,941

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 21,

1981, 8124507[U]

Int. a.' G09B 5/06: B42D 1/00: GllB 23/44. 25/04
U.S. a. 434—317 18 Oaims

'' ' A

1. A sound-illustrated, bound book, comprising sound re-

cord areas in the form of a spiral sound groove each and,

associated with individual printed book pages, and adjuster

elements associated with the sound groove for a sound repro-

ducing apparatus attachable in aligned position for interaction

with said adjuster elements by adjuster matching elements

provided at its underside,

wherein the sound grooves with the adjuster elements are

provided on separate sound record double pages of plastic

material bound in the book and inserted into the quaternia

thereof and the adjuster elements are arranged symmetri-

cally with respect to a central axis of the sound grooves.

4,425,099

EDUCATIONAL AID FOR USE WITH WORKBOOK
Rex A. Naden, Lubbock, Tex., assignor to Texas Instruments

Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,599

Int. a.3 G09B 7/00

U.S. CI. 434—335 33 Gaims
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1. An educational aid to be used in conjunction with sheets

having recorded both operator recognizable material and

machine recognizable material thereon, the educational aid

comprising:

a. means for reading the machine recognizable material and

generating procedure control data thereform;

b. operator input means for generating operator input data;

c. means for holding a sheet positioned so that at least a

portion of the sheet so held overlays at least a portion of
said operator input means;

d. output means for generatmg signals perceivable by an

operator; and

e. control means for utilizing the procedure control data in

relation to said operator input data and for generating

response data therefrom, said contro! means communicat-
ing said response data to said output means

4,425,100

APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING A BULB
Isao Shiraishi, Yokosuka, and Vukio Asou. Yokohama, both of

Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibauni Denki Kabushiki Kaisha,
Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Aug. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 294,556
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 29, 1980, 55-119292

Int. G.' HOIJ 9/lS
U.S. a. 445-67 7 Claims

1. An apparatus for manufacturing a bulb including a plural-

ity of filaments, and a plurality of pairs of lead-in wires ar-

ranged to bear said filaments, each said pair of lead-tn wires

bearing one of said filaments, comprising

a mount head including at least first and second p;.irs of

alternately formed lead-in wire holes, a first support

mechanism capable of holding iead-in wires inserted in

said first pair of lead-in wire holes, and a second support

mechanism capable of holding lead-in wires inserted in

said second pair of lead-in wire holes;

means for removably supnorting said mount head;

driving means for selectively driving said f'rst and second

mechanisms to hold the lead-in wires at predetermined

positions relative to said mount head;

locating means on which one end of each lead-in wire m-
serted jn each said lead-in wire hole of *aid mount head

abuts, whereby the position of said one end relative to said

mount head is defined; and

operating means capable of engaging the Icad-m w ires in-

serted in said first pair of lead-in wires to move said lead-in

wires axially toward said mount head.

4,425,101

ANGULARLY MOVABLE UNIVERSAL JOINT
Werner Krude, Siegburg-Kaldauen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, as-

signor to Uni-Cardan Aktiengesellschaft, Siegburg, Fed. Rep.

of Germany
Filed Dec. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 331,793

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germr ny, Dec. 20.

1980, 3048340

Int. a.' F16D 3/22

U.S. G. 464—139 4 Gaims
1. A universal joint comprising:

an inner joint member;
an outer joint member;
roller members operatively interposed in torque transmitting

engagement between said inner and said outer joint mem-
bers;

grooves in said inner and outer joint members having said

roller members in guided engagement therein and config-

ured to effect rotative driving engagement between said

inner and outer joint members;
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a driven member and a driving member, one of said driven
and driving members being in rotative driving engage-
ment with said outer joint member;

torque transmission means connecting the other of said

driven and said driving members in torque transmitting
engagement with said inner joint member while permit-
ting relative axial movement therebetween;

recess means in the other of said driving and driven members
having said roller members engaged therein in a manner to

hold said inner joint member and said other member axi-

ally fixed relative to each other;

flexible element forming a fluid chamber for adjusting the
position of the moveable flange of the drive sheave, and said
drive shaft having a passage for connecting the chamber to a
source of control fluid pressure, a motor having a shaft for
driving said drive sheave, a coupling connecting said motor
shaft to the shaft of said drive sheave and having a hub to
which the fixed flange on said drive sheave is rigidly con-
nected, and a cam means reacting between the moveable flange
of said driven sheave and the shaft of said driven sheave for
controlling the pitch diameter of said driven sheave in response
to variations in the pitch diameter of said drive sheave.

said roller members being at least partially of a spherical
configuration with said inner joint member and said recess
means being structured to hold said roller members so that
they are in mutually supporting engagement with each
other radially inwardly of said joint;

said inner and outer joint members and said driving and
driven members, respectively, being structured to permit
angular articulation of said joint while retaining the torque
transmitting capability thereof.

4,425,103
BELT TENSIONER, PART THEREFOR AND METHODS

OF MAKING THE SAME
Randy C. Foster, Springfield, Mo., assignor to Dayco Corpora-

tion, Dayton, Ohio
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 301,351, Sep. 11, 1981. This

application Jun. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 391,641
The portion of tiie term of this patent subsequent to Nov. 8, 2000,

has been disclaimed.

Int. a.J F16H 7/12
U.S. a 474-138 20aaims

4,425,102

VARIABLE SPEED BELT DRIVE
Robert O. Huff, and Edward F. Krome, Jr., both of Columbus,

Ind., assignors to Reliance Electric Company, Columbus, Ind.
Filed Sep. 26, 1980, Ser. No. 191,316

Int. a.3 F16H 55/56
U.S. 25 Gaims

1. A variable speed belt drive comprising a drive sheave
having a shaft, an axially moveable flange mounted on said
shaft, and a fixed flange, a driven sheave having a shaft, an
axially moveable flange mounted on said last mentioned shaft,
and a fixed flange, a belt trained on said sheaves, a coupling
means having a circumferentially continuous, flexible element
concentric with the shaft of said drive sheave connecting said
shaft of said drive sheave and the moveable flange of the drive
sheave in driving relationship, said coupling means with the

1. In a tensioner for a power transmission belt that is adapted
to be operated in an endless path, said tensioner comprising a '^

support means for being fixed relative to said belt, a bell engag-
ing means carried by said support means and being movable
relative thereto, mechanical spring means operatively associ-
ated with said support means and said belt engaging means for
urging said belt engaging means relative to said support means
and against said belt with a force to tension said belt, and fluid

dampening means operatively associated with said suf^rart

means and said belt engaging means to dampen the movement
of said belt engaging means relative to said support means in at

least one direction of movement thereof, said fluid dampening
means comprising a piston and Cylinder means, the improve-
ment wherein said mechanical spring means comprises a pair of
coiled compression springs with their longitudinal axes dis-

posed in substantially parallel side-by-side spaced relation, said
fluid dampening means being generally disposed between said

springs and in substantially parallel relation therewith, said belt

engaging means and said support means having a tongue and
groove means for providing for sliding movement therebe-
tween.
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4,425,104

LOCKING MECHANISM IN TENSION PROVIDING
DEVICE

Ji^i OJima, Ebina, Japan, assignor to NHK Spring Co., Ltd.,

Yokohama, Japan

Filed May 7, 1981, Ser. No. 261,667
Claims priority, application Japan, May 8, 1980, S5-63045[U]

Int. a.J F16H 7/Oi: F03G I/IO
U.S. a 474-111 laaim

-B

1. In a tension providing device comprising:

casing means for defining a chamber;
means having a non-circular opening formed therein for

closing one end of said chamber;
a piston having a threaded portion disposed in said chamber
and a portion extending through said non-circular opening
so that the piston is translatable and non-rotatable with
respect to said casing means, an end portion of the piston

outside of the casing means forming a tension applying
member;

shaft means supported for rotation with respect to said cas-

ing means and having a threaded head portion engaged
with said threaded portion of said piston and a leg portion

extending from the head portion; and
biassing means engaged with said leg portion for exerting a

biassing force on said leg portion such that roution of said

leg portion by said biassing means results in translation of
said end portion of said piston,

the improvement comprising means for preventing rotation

of said leg portion including:

a split groove formed in an end of the leg portion opposite
the threaded head portion of said shaft means;

an oi)ening formed in said casing means in alignment with an
axis of said leg portion, said opening having a groove
extending into a portion of the casing means defining the

opening; and

a stopper member insertable through said opening into en-

gagement with said split groove, a portion of said stopper
member being received in said groove to thereby prevent
rotation of said stopper member whereby said stopper
member locks said leg portion.

4,425,105

ARRANGEMENT FOR PROTECTING A BELT
Josef Edl; Georg Petz, both of Grietheim, an<l Rudolf Kling,

Darmstadt, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Quick-
Rotan Elektromotoren GmbH, Darmstadt, Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many

Filed Jun. 20, 1980, Ser. No. 162,039

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 25,

1979, 2925605; Sep. 21, 1979. 2838253

Int. C\} F16H 7//&- B62J li/00
U.S. a. 474—140 3 Qaims

1. A shield arrangement for a power transmitting belt of a

drive including a belt pulley having an axis and arranged at a

driven side of the drive, the arrangement comprising a cover
element arranged to at least partially surround said belt pulley,

said cover element having a lower portion and including a pair

of half shells having a substantially U-shaped cross section and
interconnected by a hinge, mounting means attached to said

cover element for mounting said cover element in fixed rela-

tion to said axis, a hood element arranged on said cover ele-

ment and adjustable relative to the latter in a direction normal
to the axis of the belt pulley, and a belt falling off preventing

means comprising a strip-shaped member having first and

second ends and extending in the interior of said cover element
substantially in the circumferential direction of the belt pulley,

said first end being connected to a swinging arm which is

supported at the lower portion of said cover element for rota-

tion about an axis parallel to the axis of the belt pulley and

which is adapted to be fixed in a selected rotary position rela-

tive to said cover element, to thereby allow adjustment of said

second end in a substantially radial direction with respect to

the axis of the belt pulley for accommodating vanous pulley

sizes.

4.425.106

PRODUCnON OF OGARETTE RLTER UNITS
Serge Boegli, Ziirich, and Jean-Pierre Lebct, Moatreux, both of

Switzerland, assignors to F. J. Burrus h Co., Boncourt and
Baumgartner Papier SA, Crissier, both of, Switzerland

Division of Ser. No. 892,086. Mar. 31. 1978. Pat. No. 4^81,591.
This application Oct. 16. 1980. Ser. No. 197.504

Oaims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 4, 1977,

4178/77

Int. a.' A24C 5/50
U.S. G. 493—45 2 Galms

1. In an apparatus for producing a cigarette filter unit with

the aid of a porous and continuously supplied covering strip

transporied in a moving direction, so as to produce a filter

strand, the covering strip being at least partially wrapped
around said filter strand, and cutting means for cutting the

filter strand into a multiplicity of units, each of said units con-

stituting said filter unit.

the improvement comprising:

applicator roller means disposed adjacent said covering strip

and including adhesive substance receptor means disposed

on the circumference of said applicator roller means for

applying an adhesive substance to said covering strip

along a plurality of approximately equispaced coating

tracks, said applicator roller means being arranged to

orient each coating track so that it forms a predetermined

1038 O.G.—30
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angle with said moving direction, and so that said adhe-
sive substance will be applied on at least three locations

separated from one another along a line at right angles to

the moving direction of said covering strip, said adhesive

substance receptor means including a plurality of transfer

ribs, each of said transfer ribs including a transfer surface

provided with a receptor groove for receiving said adhes-

ive substance.

4,425,107

ROTATABLE DISPENSING WHEEL
Floyd V. Hall, Durham, N.C., assignor to Liggett Group Inc.,

Montrale, NJ.
Filed Jul. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 285,784

Int. a.3 A24C 5/50
U.S. a. 493—48

I
21 Qaims

1. A rotatable wheel having a plurality of peripheral cham-
bers for receiving granular material, a plurality of pistons

slidably mounted in respective chambers for movement be-

tween a retracted position to permit filling of each said cham-
ber with granular material and an expelled position to eject the

granular material from each said chamber, pneumatic means
for pneumatically moving said pistons sequentially outwardly
from said retracted position to said expelled position at a dis-

pensing station, said pneumatic means including a shoe having
an internal passageway for connection to a pressurized source
of air and a cavity in communication with said passageway and
in aligned relation with at least one of said pistons, and means
for returning each piston to said retracted position down-
stream of said dispensing station.

4,425,108
'

METHOD OF MAKING POLYETHYLENE SHIPPING
SACK WITH FLEXOGRAPHICALLY APPLIED BARRIER

COATING
Ray E. Harrison, Brampton, and Charles R. Murray, Toronto,

both of Canada, assignors to C-I-L Inc., North York, Canada
Filed Apr. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 251,755

Claims priority, application Canada, Jan. 12, 1981, 368289
Int. a.^ B31B 49/04

,

U.S. a. 493—220 '

8 Qaims
1. A process for making bags, sacks and like containers

having an internal barrier coating comprising:

(a) treating one surface of a length of polyethylene film

adapted to be folded and heat sealed to make a bag, so as

to make said surface receptive to printing inks;

(b) to the treated surface except portions thereof which are

to be heat sealed, flexographically applying a layer of a

lacquer comprising a solution of a nylon resin in at least

one alcohol selected from the C1-C5 aliphatic alcohols

and mixtures of at least one of said alcohols with up to

15% by weight of water;

(c) drying the applied lacquer and folding opposite sides of

the length of now coated polyethylene film inwardly of
the nylon coating until the edge portions overlap one
another;

(d) heat sealing the overlapping portions together along the

length of the overlapping region; and

(e) heat sealing one of the two open ends transversely of the

folded length of film, the other end being left open but
being heat scalable.

4,425,109

METHOD OF PILING AND A TRANSPORT STORAGE
PILE FORMED OF RIBBON

Pentti J. Konsti, and Antti L. Nurmi, both of Nokia, Finland,

assignors to OY Nokia AB, Helsinki, Finland

Filed Dec. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 326,179
Claims priority, application Finland, Dec. 9, 1980, 803819

Int. a.' B65H 45/20
U.S. CI. 493—410 8 Qaims

'B a '

V^
• '

' /yf/fj^^jif}dt^

iM^^^
•

^ ^^^^

1. A method of piling a continuous rubber or plastics mixture

material ribbon on a support having a predetermined length

and width for transporting and storage comprising the steps of
forming a first layer of material produced by folding said

ribbon back and forth along substantially the entire length of
said support to form a plurality of adjacent folds with the fold

lines where the ribbon is bent back over upon its self running

substantially parallel to the width dimension of the support,

causing each successive fold to overlap a preceding adjacent

fold by at least J of the ribbon width throughout the length of
each fold across substantially the entire width of said support,

forming a second layer of material on said first layer of material

by folding said ribbon back and forth across substantially the

entire width of said support to form a plurality of adjacent

folds with the fold lines of the ribbon in the second layer

running substantially parallel to the length dimension of the

support, and causing each successive fold to overlap a preced-

ing fold in said second layer by at least \ of the ribbon width
throughout the length of each fold across substantially the

entire length of said support.

5. A transport and storage pile formed by folding a continu-

ous rubber or plastics mixture ribbon material comprising a

support having a predetermined length and width, a plurality
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of superimposed folded ribbon layers of said material on said

suppori, a first one of said layers of material being formed by
folding said ribbon back and forth along substantially the entire

length of said support to form a plurality of adjacent folds with

the fold lines where the ribbon is bent back over upon itself

running substantially parallel to the width dimension of the

support, each successive fold overlapping a preceding adjacent

fold by at least J of the ribbon width throughout the length of

each fold across substantially the entire width of said support,

a second one of said layers being formed by folding said ribbon

back and forth across substantially the entire width of said

suppori to form a plurality of adjacent folds with the fold lines

of the ribbon in the second layer running substantially parallel

to the length dimension of the support, each successive fold

overlapping a preceding fold in said second layer by at least \

of the ribbon width throughout the length of each fold across

substantially the entire length of said support.

4,425.111

METHOD AND MACHINE FOR MANUFACTURING A
MULTIPLICITY OF LINKED FILING POCKETS

Andre Chazelas, 78250 Meulan, Oinville, France

Filed Mar. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 244,726

Oaims priority, application France, Mar. 31, 1980, 80 07140

Int. a.' B31D i/02

U.S. a. 493—918 22 Claims

4,425,110

DRIVE ARRANGEMENT FOR A FOLDING DEVICE
Christian Griiger, Bennewitz; Reinhold Freistedt, Riickmars-

dorf, and Richard Thiele, Eythra, all of German Democratic

Rep., assignors to VEB Polygraph Leipzig, Kombinat flir

Polygraphische Maschinen und Ausriistungen, Leipzig, Ger-

man Democratic Rep.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 48,356, Jun. 14, 1979,

abandoned. This application Jun. 6, 1980, Ser. No. 157,633

Claims priority, application German Democratic Rep., Jun.

22, 1978, 206201

Int. a.' B65H 45/18

U.S. a. 493—444 7 Qaims

1. In a drive arrangement for a folding device, a combination

comprising a frame, a pair of rotatable parallel folding rollers,

said rollers being positioned beneath a sheet material to be

folded to suppori the latter and spaced one from another to

define a gap therebetween; at least one folding blade; a linear

electric motor including a primary stationary part and a sec-

ondary part, said secondary pari being periodically movable in

two opposite directions relative to said primary part by a

motive force generated upon energization of said linear elec-

tric motor; and transmission means coupled immediately with

said secondary pari and connected to said folding blade so that

said transmission means are moved by said secondary part to

provide a reciprocating movement of said blade into and out of

contact with the sheet material to push the material into said

gap, said transmission means include a cam element connected

to said secondary pari, a contact roller mounted on said frame

and arranged in contact with said cam element, said cam ele-

ment being concavely curved, and a ram element having one

end and another end and coupled to said contact roller with

one end thereof and to said folding blade with another end

thereof.

1. A method for manufacturing a multiplicity of linked pock-

ets for making up expanding files of the type compnsing paral-

lel partitions and pleated flexible material joining the partitions

along three sides thereof, said method comprising the steps of
(a) providing precut partitions with folded tabs along at least

two sides, and the folded tabs having glue thereon; (b) provid-

ing a flat web of Hexible material; (c) gradually longitudinally

folding the web of flexible material into a substantially U-

shaped channel; (d) advancing a predetermined length of the

U-shaped channel corresponding to the desired maximum
unfolded distance between a pair of partitions; (e) inserting one

of said partitions at the rear of the advanced length of the

U-shaped channel perpendicularly to the longitudinal axis of

the channel; (0 forming a central fold along the three sides of

the advanced length inwardly of the corresponding edges of

the partition; (g) longitudinally compressing the central fold

thus formed to bond the partition folded tabs to the corre-

sponding folded material; and (h) repeating steps (d) through

(g) to form a multiplicity of linked pockets.

5. A machine for manufacturing a multiplicity of linked

pockets for making up expanding files having a plurality of

parallel partitions with folded and glue carrying tabs along at

least two sides thereof and pleated flexible matenal joining

consecutive partitions along three sides thereof, said machine

comprising, from rear to front, means for supporting a spool of

flexible material in web form, a member for gradually folding

fiexible material into a substantially U-shaped channel having

three sides as said fiexible material is moved forwardly along a

path past said member, means for advancing a predetermined

length of the fiexible material U-shaped channel corresponding

to a preselected maximum unfolded distance between a pair of

adjacent partitions, means for positioning a partition at the rear

of the advanced length of the fiexible material U-shaped chan-

nel, means disposed along the three sides of the advanced

length of the fiexible material U-shaped channel for forming a

central fold along the three sides of the advanced length of the

fiexible matenal U-shaped channel inwardly of the corre-

sponding edges of adjacent ones of said partitions, means for

longitudinally compressing the folded advanced length of the

fiexible material U-shaped channel (o bond the foldM and glue

carrying tabs of the partition to portions of folded advanced

length of the fiexible material U-shaped channel, restraining

means for restraining a multiplicity of linked pockets dunng
the formation of a central fold, and means for braking forward

motion of the multiplicity of linked pockets.
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4,425,112

FLOW-THROUGH CENTRIFUGE
Yokkiro Ito, BctlMada, McL, issignor to The United States of

AjBcrica as r^reseatcd 1^ the Departacnt of Health and
HtuBaa Services, Washington, D.C.

Filed Feb. 25, 1976, Ser. No. 661,114

Int. a.} B04B 9/00
U.S. a. 494—18 13 Claims

^ '^#^

1. A now-through centrifuge having a central axis of rota-
tion and comprising a centrifuge bowl rotatable about said
central axis; at least one inlet tube and at least one flexible

outlet tube, one end of each of said tubes being connected to
said bowl and being routable therewith for providing fluid

communication therewith; a bundle forming a partial loop and
composed of said tubes extending radially outwardly from the
vicinity of said central axis, along a path radially displaced
from said central axis and thence to a point along said central
axis; means for nonroutably securing said tubes constituting
said bundle at said point; and means for simultaneously rotating
said bundle about said central axis at a velocity of w, said bowl
about said central axis at a velocity of 2aj and said bundle about
its own axis at a velocity of -cd, whereby the centrifuge can
operate free of rotating seals and without twisting the inlet and
outlet tubes.

4,425,113

FLOW CONTROL MECHANISM FOR A
PLASMASPHERESIS ASSEMBLY OR THE LIKE .

Andd C. Bilstad, Deerfield, 01., assignor to Baxter TraTenol
Laboratories, Inc., Deerfield, DL

FUed Jun. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,463
Int. a? A61M i/00. 1/03

MS. a. 604-6 38 claims

C^^^^B?

^iCai

a second member including a housing and a platen movably
mounted on said housing,

means for mounting said second member housing in an
operative position on said first member, in which position
the secured conduit is disposed between said first member
and said movable platen of said second member, and

means on said movable platen operative, in response to
displacement of said movable platen when said second
member housing is in said operative position, for selec-
tively pinching close the secured conduit between said
movable platen and said first member.

4,425,114

BLOOD DONATION UNIT
Donald W. Scboendorfer, Brookline; Richard M. Lueptow,

Quincy, and Jonathan D. SchifT, Boston, all of Mass., assign-
ors to Haemonetics Corporation, Braintree, Mass.

Filed Apr. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 256,694
Int. C\? A61M 5/00

U.S. a. 604-7 22 aaims

1. A blood collection apparatus comprising:
(a) a first flexible bag for receiving a first fluid which is a

mixture of a second and third fluid;

(b) a second flexible bag containing said second fluid to be
mixed with said third fluid in accordance with a predeter-
mined ratio;

(c) a rigid member interposed between said first and second
bags;

(d) an airtight chamber enclosing said bags and member;
(e) conduit means for coupling said first and second bags to

respective first and second ports of a three-port junction,
the third port of said junction being coupled to the proxi-
mal end of a phlebotomy needle;

(0 pump means for causing a pressure difTerential between
said first bag and the disul end of said phlebotomy needle
whereby when the distal end of said phlebotomy needle is

coupled to a source of third fluid, said first bag is caused
to begin to fill with fluid and displace the rigid member
which causes the second fluid in the second bag to begin
emptying and flowing to said junction where it mixes with
the third fluid and passes to the first bag.

1. A flow control device for a flexible conduit comprising
a first member,
means for releasably securing a length of flexible conduit on

said first member.

4,425,115

ULTRASONIC RESONANT VIBRATOR
David G. Wnchinich, 116 Pioehnrst Ave., New York, N.Y. 10033
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 861,599, Dec. 19, 1977, Pat No.
4,223,676, which is a contianation of Ser. No. 672,814, Apr. 1,

1976, Pat. No. 4,063,557. This appUcatioa Apr. 21, 1978, Ser.

No. 898,569

Int. a.3 A61M 1/00
U.S. a. 604-22 3 Claims

1. An ultrasonic resonant vibrator comprising:
an ultrasonic vibration transducer for external electrical

excitation to vibrate; at an ultrasonic frequency;
a tool having a free end for output ultrasonic vibration;

connecting means connecting the transducer to the tool for
ultrasonically vibrating the tool with the vibrations from
the transducer at the resonant frequency of the resonant
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vibrator, the connecting means having a slot bifurcating

the connecting means; and
mounting means spaced from the slot toward the transducer

for supporting the resonant vibrator;

the combination of the transducer, connecting means, tool

and mounting means defining the resonant vibrator and
having the first node of the ultrasonic resonant vibrations

from and including the mounting means toward the slot

positioned away from the mounting means toward the

slot,

wherein said first node is positioned at a point where the gain

in ultrasonic vibration at the end of the tool from position-

ing the first node toward the slot most exceeds the loss of

ultrasonic vibration at the end of the tool from damping
the vibration with the support of the resqnant vibrator at

the mounting means.

4,425,116

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR FLUID FLOW APPARATUS
Arnold C. Bilstad, Deerfield, and Richard I. Brown, Northbrook,

both of III., assignors to Baxter Travenol Laboratories, Inc.,

Deerfield, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 139,884, Apr. 14, 1980, abandoned.

This application Feb. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 347,819

Int. a.3 A61M 5/00
U.S. a. 604—34 29 Claims

^Sl

against and collapsing the conduit means secured in said

predetermined configuration along saidfront surface of
said interior wall, thereby effecting the flow of fluid

through the conduit means.
control handle means carried [by] on the exterior of said

door and being operative for movement through a range
of positions generally correlated with said range of posi-

tions of said fluid control means, and
linkage means operative, when said fluid control means
and said control handle means are each respectively
positioned at generally the same relative correlated posi-

tion within said respective range of positions, for re-

leasable connecting said control handle means with said

fluid control means in response to movement of said

door into said closed position and. after said releasable

connection has been made and said door is maintained
in said closed position, for moving said fluid control

means through its range of positions in response to and
in relative correlation with movement of said control

handle means through its range of positions

4,425,117

DEVICE FOR THE RELEASE OF SUBSTANCES AT
DEHNED LOCAHONS IN THE ALIMENTARY TRACT
Berhhard Hugemann, Frankfurt am Main, and Otto Schuster,
Bad Soden, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Bat-
telle-Institut e.V., Frankfurt am Main, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 167,845, Jul. 14, 1980, abandoned. This
application Dec. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 326,825

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 14,

1979, 3928477

Int. a.5 A61M 31/00
U.S. a. 604—93 5 Qaims

1. (Once Amended). A device for controlling the flow of

fluid through flexible collapsible conduit means, said device
comprising

a housing [having] including spaced [walls] sidewalls

defining an interior area having an access opening, an
interior wall extending in said interior area having a
front surfacefacing said access opening and a rear sur-

face facing away from said access opening, slot means
for releasably securing [accommodating the mounting
of] a portion of the conduit means in a predetermined
configuration along saidfront interior wall surface, and
[including] a door movable between an open position

permitting access through said access opening into said

interior area to secure the condiut means on said slot

means or to remove the conduit means from said slot

means and a closed position blocking said access open-

ing and sandwiching the secured conduit means be-

tween said front interior wall surface and the interior of

said door,

fluid control means carried [within] along .laid rear sur-

face 6>/said interior [area] wall and being [operatively]

movable through a range of positions and operative,

when said door is in said closed position, for [control-

ling the flow of fluid through] selectively pressing

1. A device for the release of a substance at a defined or

desired location in the alimentary tract, comprising:

(i) a capsule having a separating wall therein, the wall being

aligned approximately perpendicular to the longitudinal

axis of the capsule, the wail forming a tirst chamber and a

second chamber in the capsule, at least one hole or slot

being present in the capsule in the region of the first cham-
ber,

(ii) a body that is positioned in the second chamber, the body
having a longitudinal passageway therethrough which is

approximately aligned with the longitudinal axis of the

capsule.

(iii) a compression spring that is m a compressed state and is

located on the end of the body facing the separating wall.

(iv) a needle that is mounted on the compression spring,

extending out beyond the compression spring, and is

aligned with the longitudinal axis of the capsule, having its

pointed end facing the separating wall.

(v) a resonant circuit that is located in the second chamber
and that is tuned to a electromagnetic field of high fre-

quency, the resonant circuit comprising (a) a coupling coil

that is positioned around the body, one end of the coil

extending away from the first chamber, (b) a capacitor,

one side of the capacitor being connected to the other end
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of the coil, the other side of the capacitor extending away
from the first chamber, and (c) a resistance wire attached

to the end of thecouplmgcoil and the side of the capacitor

which extend away from the first chamber,

(vi) a fuse wire that is connected to the compression spnng,

extends through the longitudinal passageway of the body
and is connected to the end of the body facing away from

the first chamber, the fuse wire being in contact w ith the

resistance wire, and

(vii) a balloon in the expanded state that is positioned m ihe

first chamber, substantially all of the surface of the balloon

being m contact with the first chamber,

whereby, when the device is subjected to an external electro-

magnetic field having the high frequency to which the reso-

nant circuit is tuned, the fuse wire heats up and breaks, and the

compressed spnng :s released pushing the point of the needle

through the separating wall and the balloon, which bursts.

thereby releasing any substance contained in the firs: chamber

4,425,119 I

IMPLANTABLE DEVICE FOR INTRAVASCULAR
ACCESS

Rickey T. Berglund, 2275-68 Caminito Pescado, .San Diego,
Calif. 92107

Filed Jan. 25. 19«2, Ser. No. 342,113

Int. a. A61M J/00
U.S. a. 604-175 21 Ciaims

9. A device for providing access to a blood vt-ssel of a living

organism through the skin of said organism, comprising
a core section having a first terminus adapted for insertion

through an aperture in the wall of a selected blood vessel, a

second terminus adapted for protrusion through an mcisKjn

in said skin, and passage means extending between said

termini;

first attachment means for attaching said core section tc; said

blood vessel;

second attachment means for attaching said core section to said

skin and to tissues underlying said skin;

valvmg means, in said passage means, adapted for axial move-
ment between a first position which seals said passage means
and a second position which allows fluid communication
between said passage means and the interior of said blood
vessel when said first terminus is inserted into said blood
vessel;

4,425,118

CATHETER ADVANCEMENT AND PLACEMENT UNIT
James W. Baumbach, 11554 Encino Ave., Granada Hills, Calif.

91344

Filed Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,704

Int. a.5 A61M 5/00
U.S. a. 604—164

I
13 Qaims

load-distributing means connected to said core section and
adapted to at least partially encircle the blood vessel to

distnbute stresses suffered by said blood vessel as a result of

the movement of said valving means;

means for selectively sealing said passage means from the

second terminus; and

said lead distnbuting means including a tubular member
shaped and dimensioned substantially to encompass and to

engage said blood vessel.

4,425,120

SHIELDED HYPODERMIC SYRINGE
Norma A. Sampson, 1713 Victoria Dr., Fullerton, Calif. 92631,

and Earl W. Sampson, 1211 N. Council Ave., Ontario, Calif.

91764

Filed Apr. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 368,692

Int. a.3 A61M 3/00
U.S. a. 604—198 13 Qaims

1. A catheter placement unit comprised of a catheter remov-
ably engaged over a stylet;

the stylet being comprised of a tubular needle sharpened at

its forward distal end and carried at its base end by a hub
with a forwardly faced Hange and a rearward extension.

the catheter being comprised of a tubular sleeve slideably

engageable over the stylet needle and having a hub with a

rear^ardly disposed face opposed to the forwardly faced
flange of the stylet,

there being lever means with a fulcrum at a side of the unit

and engaged between the forwardly faced fiange of the

stylet hub and the rearwardly disposed face of the catheter
hub and manually operable into stopped engagement with
said rearward extension to shift the catheter into coexten-
sive placement over the stylet needle and point thereof

1 A hypodermic syringe comprising:

a barrel adapted to contain a substance to be injected;

means for mounting a hypodermic needle to the barrel with

the needle having a passage extending therethrough and

termmating in a point;

means for forcing the substance from the barrel through the

passage of the needle;

a needle guard;

means for mounting the guard on the barrel for movement
relative to said barrel, said mounting means mounting the

guard for movement between an extended position in

w hich the guard obstructs access to the point of the needle
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and a retracted position in which the guard does not

materially obstruct access to the point of the needle, said

extended and retracted positions being axially spaced;

said mounting means mounting said guard for movement
relative to the barrel along first and second paths when the

guard is in the retracted and extended positions, respec-

tively, said first and second paths including first and sec-

ond generally circumferentially extending regions, respec-

tively;

first means responsive to movement of said guard along said

first path when the guard is in the retracted position for

releasably locking the guard in the retracted position;

second means responsive to movement of the guard along

the second path when the guard is in the extended position

to positively lock the guard in the extended position so

that the guard cannot be moved to the retracted position

in response to axial force on the guard;

said mounting means including a track carried by at least one

of said guard and said barrel and track-engaging means

carried by the other of said guard and said barrel for

defining said first and second paths;

said guard having an internal sleeve with distal and proximal

edges and said track is provided on said sleeve, said track

including at least first and second track sections opening at

the distal and proximal edges, respectively; and

said track-engaging means including first and second track-

engaging members mounted on said barrel and adapted to

be received in said first and second track sections, respec-

tively.

4,425,121

ADJUSTABLE FEEDING DEVICE FOR THE
ADMINISTRATION OF DOSAGES OF GELS AND

PASTES TO FARM ANIMALS
William E. Younji;, Monmouth, and William R. Pasco, Brick-

town, both of N.J., assignors to American Cyanamid Com-
pany, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 351,065

Int. a.' A61D 7/00

U.S. a. 604—209 7 Claims

4,425,122

PARENTERAL APPARATUS
Milton J. Cohen, 10823 Burbank Dr., Potomac, .Md. 20854

Filed Nov. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,695

Int. a? A61M 5/00

U.S. a. 604—237 8 Qaims

:-'

n

1 in a container for dispensing solutions for parenteral

administration having an open end with a constricted neck, a

unitary closure and delivery means, fashioned from a resilient,

compressible material, comprising an outwardly directed por-

tion extending from the constricted neck, and an inwardly

directed portion held in inwardly displaceable sealable relation

within said constricted neck, said outwardly directed and

extending portion being channeled with an axially directed

bore, and said inwardly directed portion being closed by com-
pression of at least one axial bisecting division extending to and

communicating with the bore, the opposing surfaces of said

bisecting division being normally separated but which, when
mated by compressive engagement of the divided parts while

held within the neck, form a liquid-impermeable seal, and
which, when the member is urged inwardly from the neck into

the body of the container, separate to form a patent path of

communication with the interior of the container and its con-

tents.

4,425,123

PARENTERAL LIQUID APPLICATION APPARATUS
Francesco Di Salvo, Como, Italy, assignor to Sis-Ter S.p.A.,

Pignano, Italy

Filed Nov. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 325,777

Claims priority, application Italy, Dec. 30, 1980, 26998 A/80
Int. CI.' A61M 5/14

U.S. CI. 604—247 II Claims

ir

1. An animal-feeding device for orally delivering a plurality

of measured doses of gels, pastes or other similar preparations,

which may be medicated, comprising: a housing, an externally-

attached feed-containing cartridge, an injecting means, a pro-

pelling means, and an adjustable dosage regulator wherein said

adjustable regulator has a pivotally-attuched notched cam, an

adjusting knob firmly attached to said pivot and a pivotally-

attached spring; the terminal end of said spring can be movably

fixed in said cam notches located distally to the longitudinal

axis of said injecting means, and cam notches located proxi-

mally to said injecting means serving to regulate said propel-

ling means by selectively affecting said propelling means.

A

r
1 Apparatus for the parenteral administration of a liquid at

a constant, adjustable flov*, rate comprising

means (5. 14) supplying said liquid by gravity How.

a dripping tube or funnel (la) defining a dripping chamber in

liquid communication with and positioned below said

liquid supply means,

support means (4) supporting said liquid supply means and

said dripping tube or funnel, and positioning said dripping
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tube or Tunnel (la) at a predetermined level or elevation;

fluid connection means (7a) connected to an outlet of the

dripping tube or funnel (la)\

a flow stabilization device including

a body (44) formed with a cavity therein, a tubular inlet

passage (41) connected to the fluid connection means (7a)

and thus connecting said cavity with the bottom of said

dripping tube or funnel (la), a tubular outlet passage (47)

connecting said cavity to a tubing (lb), adapted for con-

nection to a cannula (8) for administration of the liquid to

a patient, said inlet passage (42) having a smaller diameter

than the outlet passage (47),

and a flexible membrane (43) removably covering the open-
ing of the outlet passage (47) within the cavity and closing

off said cavity;

a stationary scale (3) vertically positioned at a controlled

level with respect to said predetermined level or eleva-

tion;

a slider (31) slidable vertically with respect to said stationary

scale, said stabilization device being vertically adjustably

supported on said slider;

means (32) for securing said slider (31) and hence said stabili-

zation device (2) in vertically adjustable position with

respect to said scale, and hence with respect to said prede-

termined level or elevation of the dripping tube or funnel

(Ifl) to permit reproducibly adjustably positioning of said

stabilization device at a level below said predetermined
level to permit controlled flow from said dripping tube or

funnel (lo) to and through said stabilization device (2) as

a function of level difference between the liquid level in

said dripping tube or funnel (lo) and said stabilization

device (2);

and comprising, in accordance with the invention,

pneumatic connection means (24, 24a, 15) connecting the

side of the membrane (43) remote from the outlet passage

with the dripping tube or funnel to equalize pressure

within the dripping tube or funnel and the side of the

membrane remote from said tubular outlet passage and
thereby compensate for variation in the pressure of liquid

supplied through the inlet passage (42) of said device as

the liquid level in said supply means changes.

4,425,124

CATHETER ASSEMBLY
Charles E. Womack, 594 Cypress Dr., Florence, Ala. 35630

Filed Apr. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 251.860

Int. a.3 A61F 5/44

U.S. a. 604—283 4 Gaims

^.

1. A bladder and kidney drainage system comprising:

a bladder catheter assembly comprising a flexible outer tube

including within it a plurality of flexible lumens, one of

said lumens having a retention balloon at one end, and at

least one lumen comprising a drainage tube having an
entrance end adjacent to said retention balloon and having
an opposite, drainage, end;

at least one ureteral catheter comprising a smaller tube than
said drainage tube of said bladder catheter assembly, and
means for supporting said ureteral catheter on said blad-
der catheter assembly;

a separate and disconnectable combining chamber compris-
ing:

a generally straight passageway having an entrance opening
at one end removably connected to said drainage end of
said drainage tube, a single drainage exit comprising a
tubular region at an opposite end, and a central region
there between,

a pair of tubular coupling members extending outward from
sides of said central region, the direction of extension of
each having a directional component in the direction of
the location of said entrance opening, whereby, with the
entrance opening of said central chamber in an upper
position, flow through said tubular coupling member
enters said central region by virtue of gravity,

a threaded coupling end region on the end of each said

tubular coupling member, and
coupling means including a ferrule adapted to surround an
end region of a said tube of said ureteral catheter, and a
collar adapted to fit around said last-named tube and over
said ferrule, and having a threaded interior region adapted
to thread onto said threaded coupling end region of said
tubular coupling member, and thereby clamp together
said last-named tube and said combining chamber;

a dramage bag;

a single elongated drain tube having :in entrance end and an
exit end, and said exit end bein^ ^'mnected to said drain-
age bag, and having an enlarged lupcred said entrance
end; and

a coupling sleeve slidably coupled over said enlarged ta-

pered entrance end of said drain tube and over said tubular
region of said combining chamber.

4,425,125

TWO-CHAMBER UNDERWATER DRAINAGE
APPARATUS WITH ONEWAY OUTFLOW VALVE

Leonard D. Kurtz, Woodmere, and Robert E. Bidwell, I^ong
Island, both of N.Y., assignors to BioResearch Inc., Farmine-
dale, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 120,295. Feb. 11, 1980, Pat. No. 4,324,244.
This application Aug. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 289,910

Int. Cl.^ A61M I/OO
U.S. CI. 604-321 6 Claims

I. A drainage apparatus comprising a container having a pair
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of side walls, a pair of end walls, a top wall and a bottom wall.

an inlet opening adjacent one end of the top wall, an outlet

opening adjacent the opposite end of the top wall, a partition

extending from side wall to side wall across a portion of the

interior of the container adjacent the upper end thereof to form
a chamber above the partition, said partition having a de-

pressed wellshaped end portion means immediately below said

inlet opening to provide a waterseal below the inlet, a raised lip

on said partition, a tubular extension on said inlet extending

downwardly into the well shaped portion of said partition, an

outlet chamber disposed within said container beneath said

outlet opening, a oneway valve means disposed in a wall of

said outlet chamber to permit gas flow from the container

through the outlet opening and to prevent reverse gas flow,

which valve means opens when the pressure inside the outlet

chamber is lower than the pressure in the remainder of said

container whereby when said inlet is connected with a body
cavity secretions from the cavity fill the chamber above the

partition to the height of the raised lip and thereafter overflow

into the bottom of the container and said tubular extension and

well shaped portion of the partition form an underwater seal to

provide an in series seal with the oneway valve between said

inlet and said outlet.

4,425,126

nBROUS MATERIAL AND METHOD OF MAKING THE
SAME USING THERMOPLASTIC SYNTHETIC WOOD

PULP HBERS
George A. M. Butterworth, Western Springs; Robert T. Elias,

Downers Grore; Wayne D. Miller, Naperville, and Robert C.

Shepherd, Oak Lawn, all of lU., assignors to Johnson A John-

son Baby Products Company, New Brunswick, N.J.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 107,945, Dec. 28, 1979,

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 734,078, Oct. 20,

1976, abandoned. This application Oct. 14, 1980, Ser. No.

196,810

Int. a.J A41B 13/02

U.S. a. 604—366 48 Qaims

1. A high loft, low density, nonwoven fibrous material con-

taining thermoplastic synthetic wood pulp fibers, as one con-

stituent thereof and fibrous material other than thermoplastic

synthetic wood pulp fibers, said synthetic wood pulp fibers

having a length and denier generally similar to natural wood
pulp fibers, which comprises: a plurality of irregularly ar-

ranged, intersecting, overlapping, mechanically interengaged,

loosely assembled fibers including both thermoplastic syn-

thetic wood pulp fibers and fibers other than synthetic wood
pulp fibers, said fibrous material contains generally in the range

of about 10 percent to about 30 percent by weight of said

synthetic wood pulp fibers, said other fibers having a melting

point above that of the synthetic wood pulp fibers, the general

orientation and arrangement of the fibers of said material being

substantially the same in all directions across the material and
substantially uniform from one boundary surface of the mate-

rial to the other; segments of said synthetic wood pulp fibers

having been heat fused in the absence of piessure at a plurality

of junctures with segments of both said synthetic wood pulp

fibers and said other fibers to form a self-supporting fibrous

web in the absence of any additional bmdcr, and said web
having an additional binder distributed therem to bond fiber

segments in contact with each other, whereby a stable bonded

fibrous material is provided having good wet strength and

delamination resistance, with substantially lower density and

less shrinkage stiffness, harshness and evidence of web collapse

than would be exhibited by a fibrous web formed of said other

fibers alone and with its fibers bonded only by said additional

binder.

23. In a diaper structure comprising a facing layer, an adsor-

bent batt and an impervious backing layer m which said facing

layer and said backing sheet are outermost layers and said batt

is positioned between said facing layer and said backing sheet,

the improvement wherein said facing layer comprises the high

loft, low density, nonwoven fibrous material of claim 1

27. A method of producing a high loft, low density, nonsvo-

ven fibrous material containing thermoplastic synthetic wood
pulp fibers as one constituent thereof and fibrous material other

than thermoplastic synthetic wood pulp fibers, said thermo-

plastic synthetic wood pulp fibers having a length and denier

generally similar to natural wood pulp fibers, which comprises;

applying heat in the absence of pressure to a starting layer of

irregularly arranged, intersecting, overlapping, mechani-

cally interengaged, loosely assembled fibers including

both said synthetic wood pulp fibers and fibers other than

synthetic wood pulp fibers, said fibrous material contains

generally in the range of about 10 percent to about 30

percent by weight of said synthetic wotxl pulp fibers, the

general orientation and arrangement of the fibers of said

material being substantially the same in all directions

across the material and substantially uniform from one
boundary surface of the material to the other, said other

fibers having a melting point, or degradation temperature,

above that of the temperature of the synthetic wood pulp

fibers, to fuse at least some of said synthetic wood pulp
fibers to each other and to some of said other fibers and
thereby form a self-supporting fibrous web in the absence

of any additional binder which is resistant to web collapse

during the subsequent bonding step;

introducing a liquid binder into said fibrous web; and
drying and curing said binder to bond fiber segments in

contact with each other throughout the v^eb lo form a

stable bonded fibrous material of good wet strength, abra-

sion resistance and delamination resistance with substan-

tially lower density and less shrinkage stiffness and harsh-

ness than would be exhibited by a fibrous web formed of

said other fibers alone and with its fibers bonded only b>

said binder.

4,425,127

DISPOSABLE DIAPERS
Migaku Suzuki, Kawanoe; Kozo Ochi, Ehime. and Takamitsu

Igaue, Kawanoe, all of Japan, assignors to L'ni-Charm Corpu
ration, Ehime, Japan

Filed Oct. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 311,410

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 22, 1980, 55-148009

Int. CI.' A41B IJ/U2

U.S. CI. 604—366 5 Claims

I In a disposable diaper having u water-pcrmcablc top sheet.
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a water-impervious back sheet, a semi-rigid absorbent body
primarily composed of flufTed pulp interposed between these

two sheets and formed narrower in a crotch area, side flaps

extending outwardly from laterally opposite side edges of said

absorbent body, and elastic members secured in said side flaps

for longitudinally elastic contraction and expansion, the im-

provement comprising:

(A) said absorbent body comprising a first absorbent mem-
ber and a second absorbent member, each composed of

fluffed pulp,
I

(1) said first absorbent member
(a) having a generally rectangular configuration and a

hydrophobic netty sheet at least covering its bottom
surface.

(b) having partially cut out side panels that are sepa-

rated by an intermediate panel, said side panels being

folded inwardly towards each other so that said side

panels and said intermediate panel form a folded

3-layer thickness of absorbent material,

(2) said second absorbent member
(a) having a generally rectangular configuration with a

width that is greater than the width of said folded

3-layer thickness of absorbent material,

(b) that has at least its top surface covered with a hydro-

phobic netty sheet, and
{

(c) that lies upon the top surface of said first absorbent
member.

(B) inner and outer side flaps located on each side of said
diaper

(1) said inner side fiap being composed of the portion of
the side of said second absorbent member that extends
outwardly from said folded 3-Iayer thickness of the first

absorbent material, said portion including an underlying
layer of hydrophobic netty matenal, and said portion
being interposed between said top and back sheets, and

(2) said outer side fiap being located outwardly from said
inner side fiap and being composed of said top and back
sheets bonded to each other,

(C) said elastic member located in said side flaps and being in

the form of a foamed tape having a length of 10-50 mm
and being positioned at a distance of not more than 19..1

mm outwardly from the side of said second absorbent
member.

attached to one of said body parts, said rear body part compris-

ing at least a section of waterproof and stretching material, said

front body part comprising at least a section of air-permeable

and water-repellent material, said waterproof and stretching

material comprising a knitted fabric coated with a synthetic

resin continuous film as a waterproofing agent, said synthetic

resin continuous film having elastic properties such that said

waterproof and stretching material can be elongated when
used as a diaper cover without holes being formed and water-

proofing is thereby retained.

4,425,129

DIAPER WITH CUSHIONED ELASTIC LEG HOLD
EDGES

Hamzeh Karami, TilfT, Belgium, assignor to Colgate-Palmolive
Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 328,295
Int. a.J A61F 13/16

U.S. a. 604-385 4 Qaims

4,425,128

AIR-PERMEABLE AND WATERPROOF DIAPER COVER
Kazuhilco Motomura, Fukuoka, Japan, assignor to Nishiki Co.,

Ltd., Fukuoda, Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 110,311, Jan. 8, 1980, abandoned. This

application Nov. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,204
Int. a.3 A41B 13/02

U.S. a. 604-381
I

27 Qaims

1. A disposable diaper comprising a backing sheet, a pair of
absorbent pads on said backing sheet, a top sheet overlying said
absorbent pads, means securing said top sheet to said backing
sheet with said pads therebetween, and elasticized strips dis-

posed between said pads.

4,425,130

COMPOUND SANITARY NAPKIN
Thomas A. DesMarais, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to The Procter
& Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

Filed Jun. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 273,122

Int. a.5 A61F 13/16
U.S. a. 604—389 24 Claims

1. A compound sanitary napkin comprising an elongate
primary menstrual pad having two oppositely disposed ends
and an elongate panty protector having two oppositely dis-

posed ends wherein: (a.) said primary menstrual pad comprises
a fibrous absorbent core; (b.) said panty protector comprises an
absorbent element and a moisture barrier; and (c.) each of said

ends of said primary menstrual pad is firmly affixed to the

corresponding end of said panty protector by union means
having limited extent in such a manner that there exists a
continuous section comprising at least about 75% by length of
the common length of said primary menstrual pad and said

panty protector which section is uninterrupted by points of
1. An air-permeable and waterproof diaper cover compris- attachment between said primary menstrual pad and said panty

ing a front body part and a rear body part, and two wings protector.

CHEMICAL
4,425,131

METHOD OF IMPROVED PILE APPEARANCE IN
LIQUID AMMONIA TREATED FABRIC;

PRETREATMENT WITH CREASE RESISTANT RESIN
Harry A. Webb, Menands, and Jackson Lawrence, Troy, both of

N.Y., assignors to Quctt, Peabody A Co., Inc., New York,
N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 391,609, Jun. 24, 1982, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 149,840, May 14, 1980,

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 17,195, Mar. 5,

1979, abandoned. This application Jul. 15, 1983, Ser. No.

513,949

Int. a.' D06M 1/02. 15/16
U.S. a. 8—115.6 1 Oaim

1. The method of effecting liquid ammonia treatment of a

pile fabric, said fabric having a base portion having at least a

partial content of cotton and having a free standing pile having

at least a partial content of cotton, without excessive distortion

of the pile fibers during such treatment, which comprises

(a) initially treating at least the pile fibers of said fabric with a

durable press resin to impart to said pile fibers about 2% to

about 8% of said resin by weight of the fibers being treated,

(b) curing said resin,

(c) thereafter subjecting said fabric to treatment in a liquid

ammonia bath,

(d) controlling shrinkage of said fabric in warp and filling

directions at least in part by the application of tension to said

fabric, and

(e) controlling shrinkage and distortion of said pile fibers by
means of said cured durable press resin.

4,425,132

TWO-STAGE PROCESS FOR DYEING KERATIN HBRES
Jean F. Grollier, and Chantal Fourcadier, both of Paris, France,

assignors to L'Oreal, Paris, France

Filed Apr. 5, 1979, Ser. No. 27,381

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 6, 1978, 78 10277
Int. a.3 A61K 7/13. 9/12; D06P 3/14

U.S. a. 8—405 31 Qaims
1. Process for dyeing keratin fibres, which comprises treat-

ing the fibres with a first composition having a pH from 7 to 1 3,

and subsequently, without any intermediate rinsing, treating

the said fibres with a second composition having a pH which is

less than 8 which contains a direct dyestuff which is a nitroben-

zene dyestuff, anthraquinone dyestuff, triphenylmethane dye-

stuff, azo dyestuff, metallised dyestuff, xanthene dyestuff,

acridine dyestuff or a polymeric dyestuff of the formula

i-CX:-(-CH2-)r-CONH-f-CH2-)7— N-(-CH2-)-NH]„

R

wherein R represents H or an anthraquinone dyestuff and n

represents an integer from 2 to 20 and mixtures thereof.

SO3

O2N

O2N

3(-)

e
3Ka

in which Me is chromium or cobalt, Ka® is a cation, m is ! or

2, n is 0, I or 2 and Y is methyl, —CONHj or —CO—NH— R,

wherein R is an alkyl group having 1-4 C atoms, and wherein
each of the nitro groups is located at a 5-position or a 6-posi-

tion.

4,425,134

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING AGGLOMERATES OF
WATER-SOLUBLE DYES

Beat Bnittel, Bikkten; Hansjorg Schneider, Reinach; Alain

Millioud, and Michael Rosch, both of Allschwil, all of Swit-

zerland, assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 190,143, Sep. 24, 1980, abandoned. Thu
application Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,543

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Oct. 2, 1979,

8885/79

Int. a.5 C09B 67/08. 67/10. 67/00
U.S. a. 8—524 21 Qaims

1. A process for producing an agglomerate of a water-solu-

ble dye, comprising the steps of adding 5 to 50'7f by weight,

relative to the weight of the dye, of a granulating auxiliary

which softens in the range of 30* to 150" C , and mixing the

granulating auxiliary with the dye, which is in pulverulent

form, by a tumbling movement to effect particle enlargement

and produce a granular agglomerate of the dyes while heating

the granulating auxiliary sufficiently to soften it during the

mixing step, wherein there is used as granulating auxiliary

(a) at least one compound of the formula I

A-(CH2CH20)„-H

in which A is the group R—O— or

(I)

4,425,133

USE OF 1:2 CHROMIUM OF COBALT COMPLEX DYES
FOR DYEING LEATHER OR FURS

Alois Piintener, Rheinfelden, Switierlaod, assignor to Ciba-

Geigy CorporatioB, Ardsley, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 359,734

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 23, 1981,

1952/81

Int a.J C09B 45/14; D06P 3/32
UJS. a. 8—437 7 Qaims

1. A method for dyeing leather or furs, comprising the step

of applying thereto a dye composition whose active dyeing

ingredient consists essentially of a dye of the formula

R—C—O—

,

II

O

R is an aliphatic or alicyclic hydrocarbon radical contain-

ing 8 to 22 carbon atoms, R' is an aliphatic hydrocarbon

radical containing 8 to 22 carbon atoms, and n is 10 to 200,

or

(b) a mixture of a compound of the formula II

H-(CH-CH2)m-H
I

N— (CH2), — CO
I I

(II)

577
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in which m is 50 to 500, and x is 3 to 5, with a compound
of the formula III

Rl-NH—CO—NH—

R

(HI)

in which each R| independently of the other is hydrogen
or methyl, or

(c) a mixture of a compound of the formula I with at least

one compound of formulas II or III.

4,425,137

ALCOHOL AND FUEL PRODUCTION
Ernest R. Roth, Villanora, Pa., assignor to Biobol Corporation,

Wilmington, Del.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 217,703, Dec. 18, 1980, Pat No.
4,306,884. This appUcation Dec. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 331,964
The portion of the term of this patent subseqiieBt to Dec. 22,

1998, has been disclaimed.

Int a.J ClOL 1/18
lis. a. 44—56 UQaims

(^fECDSTOCn"^

4,425,13^

MOTOR FUEL CONTAINING REnNED
CARBONACEOUS MATERIAL

Rodman Jenidiis, SUPRI, Stanford, Calif. 94305
Filed Jul. 7, 1980, Ser. No. 166,349

Int. a.3 ClOL 1/32
U.S. a. •-51 I 30 Qaims

1. A fuel composition having a controlled burning rate and
comprising a stable suspension of 5 to 50 weight percent re-

fined carbonaceous material with a reduced ash content of less

than 0.5% by weight ash and a predominant particle size of
2-10 microns, 5 to 20 weight percent low molecular weight
alcohol, and at least 65 weight percent liquid, combustible
hydrocarbon selected from the group consisting of gasoline
and diesel fuel, said carbonaceous material having been ob-
tained by solvent extraction of coal at a temperature not ex-
ceeding 200° C.

4 425 136

MINIMALLY REFINED BIOMASS FUEL
Richard K. Pearson, Pleasanton, and Tomas B. Hirschfeld,

LiTermore, both of Calif., assignors to The United States of
America as represented by the United States Department of
Energy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Mar. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 247,709
Int. a.3 ClOL 1/32

U.S. a. 44-51 6 Cl.i„,

1. In separation of a mixture of water and alcohol, the step of
extracting alcohol from the mixture by use of a solvent com-
prising a higher aliphatic alcohol major portion and an unsatu-
rated aliphatic hydrocarbon minor portion.

eE&ioN I

IOOWT%/ \
WATtB

1. A combustible furnace fuel, comprising:
a mixture of alcohols, each of said alcohols having less than
4 carbon atoms, said alcohols being present in an amount
from about 19 to 30 percent of the total weight of said fuel;

water; and

a mixture of water soluble carbohydrates containing the
sacrose group

—CH—C—

,

I II

OH O

said carbohydrates being present in an amount which
exceeds about 23 percent by weight relative to water.

4 425 138
TWO-CYCLE FUEL COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING

AMINO PHENOLS
Kirk E. Davis, Euclid, Ohio, assignor to The Lubrizol Corpora-

tion, Wickliffe, Ohio
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 163,014, Jnn. 25, 1980,

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 622,357, Oct. 14,
1975, abandoned. This application Oct 13, 1981, Ser. No.

310,696

Int a.3 ClOL 1/10: ClOM 3/26
U.S. a. 44-58 67 Qaims

1. A lubricant-fuel mixture for two-cycle engines comprising
a major amount of a normally liquid fuel, a minor amount of at

least one oil of lubricating viscosity and a minor amount, suffi-

cient to control piston ring sticking and promote general en-
gine cleanliness, of at least one compound of the formula

(OH)f

(R)a-Ar-(NH2)ft

wherein R is a substantially saturated hydrocarbon-based sub-
stituent of at least about 30 aliphatic carbon atoms; a, b, and c
are each independently an integer of one up to three times the
number of aromatic nuclei present in Ar with the proviso that
the sum of a, b, and c does not exceed the unsatisfied valences
of Ar; and Ar is an aromatic moiety having to 3 optional
substituents selected from the group consisting of lower alkyl,

lower alkoxy, nitro, halo, and combinations of two or more of
said optional substituents; with the proviso that when Ar is a
benzene nucleus having only one hydroxy! and one R substitu-

ent, the R substituent is para to said hydroxyl substituents.
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4,425,139

APPARATUS FOR SLUiaNG RESIDUES FROM THE
PRESSURE SYSTEM OF A PRESSURE GASinCATION

TANK
Volkmar Schmidt Oberhausen; Bemhard Lieder, Bottrop; Hein-

rich Scheve, Oberhausen, and Hans Dohren, Krefeld, all of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Ruhrchemie Aktiengesell-

schaft, Oberhausen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Continuation of Ser. No. 162,215, Jun. 23, 1980, abandoned,

which is a diTision of Ser. No. 53,884, Jul. 2, 1979, abandoned.
This application Jul. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 280,029

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 6,

1978, 2829629

Int. a.' ClOJ 3/00
U.S. a. 48—77 15 Qaims

19 ^» ^3.

1. An apparatus for periodically sluicing residues which are

produced when gasifying ash-containing fuels with oxygen
comprising a gasification reactor which reactor comprises a

gasification chamber disposed above means defining a water
bath, said means defining a water bath in fiuid communication
with means for supplying process recycle water to said water
bath and means for discharging process recycle water from
said water bath, said means defining a water bath being con-
nected to a lock vessel via a flexible junction and shutoff mem-
bers disposed on either side of said junction upstream of said

lock vessel, said lock vessel connected via a shutoff device to

a collecting vessel, said lock vessel also connected via one or

more lines to a surge tank.

4,425,140

GASEOUS FUEL AND AIR PROPORTIONING DEVICE
George G. Lassanske, Oconomowoc, and Arthur G. Poehlman,
West Bend, both of Wis., assignors to Outboard Marine Cor-

poration, Waukegan, III.

Filed Feb. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 352,011

Int. a.' BOIF 3/02; P02M 21/04
U.S. a. 48—180 C 12 Oaims

1. A device for proportioning a gaseous fuel and air for

combustion in an internal combustion engine, said device in-

cluding wall means defining a mixing chamber having an outlet

adapted to be connected in communication with the internal

combustion engine, said wall means also defining an annular

venturi having an annular inlet in communication with the

atmosphere, an annular outlet in communication with said

mixing chamber, and an intermediate annular throat of reduced
cross sectional area, said wall means further defining a substan-

tially closed, annular plenum chamber, means for selectively

admitting a gaseous fuel into said plenum chamber, a port

communicating between said plenum chamber and said annu-
lar throat, and partition means disposed in said annular venlun
and defining a radially extending venturi having an inlet in

communication with the atmosphere, an outlet m communica-
tion with said mixing chamber and an intermediate throat at or

in the vicinity of said port, whereby air fiowing through said

radial venturi induces fiow of the gaseous fuel through said

port.

4,425,141

COMPOSITE CERAMIC CUTTING TOOL
SergeJ-Tomislav Buljan, Acton, and Vinod K. Sarin, Lexington,

both of Mass., assignors to GTE Laboratories Incorporated,

Waltham, Mass.

Filed May 20. 1982, Ser. No. 380,364

Int a.3 C04B 31/16
U.S. a. 51—309 9 Gaims

\

\

'i

A ^ - -^*o *»
'
'

* ' .sol

i lfc.- c K 5 %S "Jj

1. An abrasion resistant composite cutting tool consisting

essentially of a particulate material selected from the group

consisting of the refractory metal carbides, nitrides, carboni-

trides and mixtures thereof of titanium, tungsten, hafnium,

niobium, tantalum, vanadium, and combinations thereof uni-

formly distributed in a matrix comprising a modified silicon

aluminum oxynitride, said particulate material comprising

from about 5 volume percent to about 60 volume percent of

said cutting tool and having an average particle size of between

about 0.5 microns and about 20 microns; said modified silicon

aluminum oxynitride having a modifier selected from the

group consisting of the oxides of silicon, yttrium, magnesium,

hafnium, zirconium, beryllium, the lanthanides and combina-

tions thereof,

said modified silicon aluminum oxynitride being formed

from about 2 to about 25 volume percent of said modifier,

from about 20 to about 90 volume percent silicon nitride,

and from about 5 to about 60 volume percent aluminum

oxide.
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4,425,142

PRESSURE SWING ADSORPTION CYCLE FOR
NATURAL GAS PRETREATMENT FOR LIQUEFACTION
Ray E. Mann, Wheaton, 111., assignor to Chicago Bridge & Iron
Company, Oak Brook, 111.

Filed Not. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 441,4«2

Int. a.i BOID 53/04
U.S. a. 55—25

FEED • -.

6 Oaims

J*-

S-a-

»-^
••TO LIOUtWCTlOlt

free from said adsorbable substance, and carried out in a her-
metic adsorption chamber of high thermal conductivity and
heat resistance and capable of withstanding elevated tempera-
tures of about 300°-600° C. and having an inlet for passing said
starting fluid into said chamber, an outlet for recovering said
treated fluid therefrom, thermally conductive surface means
defining an internal space within said chamber for receiving a
porous adsorbent therein, and means for heating said adsorbent
and the adjacent thermally conductive surface means to said
temperatures of about. 300°-600° C, which comprises the steps
of

passing said starting fluid through said inlet and into adsorb-
ing contact with a porous adsorbent received in said inter-

nal space and which is of natural zeolite mineral origin,

which has been ore dressed and then classified according
to its iron impurity content and which constitutes a com-
position corresponding to that consisting essentially of
more than about 90% by weight but less than about 99.8%
by weight of a granular mordenitic or granular clinoptilo-

litic natural zeolite mineral origin material having a silicon

1. A system for removal of relatively high boiling constitu-
ents from a condensible gas comprising: ,

an evacuable contact chamber; '

a solid adsorbent within said chamber adapted to adsorb said

high boiling constituents;

first conduit means for introducing a stream of said gas
containing said constituents into said chamber for contact
with said adsorbent;

second conduit means for permitting said stream to leave
said chamber after contact with said adsorbent;

a cryoplate housing in fluid communication with said cham-
ber;

a cryoplate within said housing;

valve means for hermetically sealing said housing;
means for supplying a liquid cryogen to said cryoplate; and
mechanical vacuum pump means for evacuating said cham-

ber;

means for heating said cryoplate to remove said constituents
which have condensed thereon.

6. A process for removal of water vapor, carbon dioxide and
relatively heavy hydrocarbons from a stream of natural gas
comprising:

passing said stream in contact with a solid adsorbent for said
constituents until the adsorptive capacity of said adsor-
bent is substantially exhausted;

isolating said adsorbent from said stream;

reducing the gas pressure in contact with said adsorbent to a
value below about 0. 1 mm Hg by means of a mechanical
vacuum pump to cause the desorption of carbon dioxide
and hydrocarbons from said adsorbent;

exposing said adsorbent to a cryoplate condenser maintained
at a temperature sufficiently low to condense water vapor
thereon for a time sufficient to desorb substantially all

adsorbed water from said adsorbent, and
recycling said adsorbent.

4,425,143

ADSORPTION BY ZEOLITIC COMPOSITION
JunJchi Nishizawa; Rensaku Suzuki, and Kenji Aizawa, all of

Sendai, Japan, assignors to Shin Tohoku Chemical Industries
Inc., Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 108,146, Dec. 28, 1979, abandoned.
This application Aug. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 295,387

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 29, 1978, 53-162338;
Dec. 29, 1978, 53-162339; Dec. 29, 1978, 53-162340; Jan. 10.

1979, 54-2032

Int. a.3 BOID 53/04
U.S. a. 55—31

1. Method of treating a starting fiuid rich in adsorbable
substance for removing said adsorbable substance substantially
completely therefrom to provide a treated fluid substantially

14 Oaims

PfliPRESSURE rTcKri

-fjn
i

to aluminum atomic ratio of more than about 4, the bal-

ance being iron present as naturally occurring impurity in

association with the zeolite mineral origin granular mate-
rial and calculated as Fe203, and sufficiently to adsorb
substantially completely said adsorbable substance on said

composition and thereby remove said adsorbable sub-

stance from said starting fluid to provide said treated fluid

substantially free from said adsorbable substance,

recovering said treated fluid through said outlet, and
for the purposes of reactivating said composition, thereafter

interrupting the passing and recovering steps, and heating
said composition and adjacent surface means by said heat-

ing means to about 300'-6(X)' C. and sufficiently to desorb
substantially completely said adsorbable substance from
said composition and thereby reactivate said composition
and to desorb any said adsorbable substance which has
been adsorbed onto said adjacent surface means, and
removing the so desorbed adsorbable substance from said
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chamber, and subsequently repeating said passing and
recovering steps.

13. In an adsorption equipment comprising a hermetic ad-
sorption chamber having a porous adsorbent therein, the im-
provement wherein said porous adsorbent is a composition
consisting essentially of more than 90% by weight but less than
99.8% by weight of a granular mordenitic or granular clinop-
tilolitic material having a silicon to aluminum atomic ratio of
more than about 4, the balance being iron present as naturally
occurring impurity in association with the mordenitic or cli-

noptilolitic material of the composition and calculated as

Fe203, and wherein said hermetic adsorption chamber is made
of heat resistant material and has a first opening permitting the

passage therethrough of a fluid rich in adsorbable substance
and a second opening permitting the passage therethrough of a

fluid free of said adsorbable substance, a top wall, a bottom
wall, a side wall and means for heating said adsorbent composi-
tion in said adsorption chamber and within said walls to a

temperature of about 300°-600° C.

4,425,144

RECOVERY OF CARBON BLACK
John R. Casperson, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Okla.

Filed Aug. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 293,064
Int. O.^ BOID 46/04

U.S. a. 55-96 10 Claims

1. In a carbon black production operation, the process of
separating carbon black from a gaseous stream containing the

carbon black, which process comprises:

(a) passing the gaseous stream containing carbon black into

a filtration chamber and through a filter bed comprising a

primary filtration medium, which primary filtration me-
dium comprises a loose aggregation of individual elements
or particles,

(b) forming a lower layer of carbon black upon the primary
filtration medium,

(c) passing the gaseous stream containing carbon black
through said lower layer of carbon black formed upon the

primary filtration medium to remove additional carbon
black from the gaseous stream containing carbon black

and depositing such additional carbon black as an upper
layer on said lower layer,

(d) removing as the product of this process said upper layer

of carbon black to leave said lower layer of carbon black

as a secondary filtration medium and leaving the primary
nitration medium undisturbed during this removal.

4,425,145

MULTI-STAGE AIR RLTER
Paul T. Reese, New Holstein, Wis., assignor to Tecumsch Prod-

ucts Company, Tecumseh, Mich.
Division of Ser. No. 357,302, Mar. II. 1982. This application

Apr. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 482,764
Int. a.3 BOID 50/00

U.S. a. 55-385 B g Oaims

I. In combmation, an engme mcludmg a blower housmg
having circulatmg airfiow therethrough, a carburetor having
an inlet, and an air cleaner a.ssembly, comprismg:

a duct having an mlet and an outlet, said duct miet being
angularly disposed through said blower housing;

an air cleaner housing having side walls; a bottom wall; an
interior wall upstanding from said bottom wall and divid-
ing said air cleaner housing into two chambers, a first one
of said chambers having an inlet in one of said side walls,

said duct and said first chamber communicating through
said duct outlet and said first chamber inlet, and a second
one of said chambers having an outlet m its bottom wall;

an outlet chamber having an inlet and an outlet, said outlet

chamber communicating with said second chamber
through said outlet chamber inlet and said second cham-
ber outlet, and said outlet chamber outlet communicaling
with said carburetor inlet;

a first means removably fitted within said first chamber for

filtering airfiow passing upwardly therethrough;

a second means removably fitted within said second cham-
ber for filtering airfiow passing downwardly there-

through; and

a cover having side walls and a top wall, and being remov-
ably attached to said air cleaner housing, said top wall

being spaced above said first and second filtering means
and said interior wall thereby defining with said first and
second filtering means a passageway providing communi-
cation between said first and second chambers, whereby
airfiow passes through said duct outlet and is directed

upwardly by said first chamber, the airfiow then being

redirected generally horizontally by said passageway, and
thereafter being redirected downwardly by said second
chamber.

4,425,146

METHOD OF MAKING GLASS WAVEGUIDE FOR
OPTICAL CIRCUIT

Tatouo Izawa, Musashino; Hidefumi Mori, Tokyo; Nobuo Shi-

mizu, Iruma, and YasiOi Murakami, Tokorozawa, all of Ja-
pan, assignors to Nippon Telegraph A Telephone Public Cor-
poration, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 4, 1980. Ser. No. 213.069

Oaims priority, application Japan. Dec. 17, 1979. 54-162740;
Dec. 17. 1979, 54-162741; Dec. 17. 1979. 54-162742; Oct. 31.
1980, 55-152173

Int. O.J C03B J 9/00
U.S. O. 65—18.2 I Oaims

1. A method of fabricating a glass waveguide for use m an
optical circuit, said waveguide being formed of a substrate
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having laminated glass layers of different refractive indexes
thereon, said method comprising the steps of;

placing at least one substrate in a reaction vessel having a
reacting section and depositing section, the inlet of said

depositing section being in the vicinity of the outlet of said

reacting section;

establishing a temperature gradient in the depositing section
of said reaction vessel which gradually decreases from the
inlet to the outlet thereof, the temperature gradient in the
vicinity of said substrate being within the range 1

* C./cm
to 20* C./cm;

introducing glass forming gases into said reaction vessel, said

glass forming gases comprising (1) halides of elements
selected from the group consisting of Si and Ti, B, P and
Ge, and (2) one of oxygen and steam;

container for discharge and moving the hot media in the
opposite direction for discharge at the other end.

4. An apparatus for preheating particulate glass batch com-
prising;

means for heating durable heat transfer media;
a container rotatable about an axis, the axis being inclined to

the horizontal;

means for introducing the hot media, larger in particle size
than the glass batch, into one end of the container for
movement towards the other end for discharge;

~-r-
10

heating said glass forming gases, said glass forming gases
being heated in a vapor phase to form fine glass particles

by thermal oxidation or by hydrolysis, the reaction tem-
perature at the inlet of said depositing section being se-

lected so that said fine glass particles are formed by said

glass forming gases;

depositing said fine glass particles on said substrate;

heating said substrate and deposited fine glass particles
thereby vitrifying said particles into a transparent glass
layer having a relatively high refractive index;

removing portions of said transparent glass layer in accor-
dance with a predetermined pattern to form a core for said
waveguide; and

covering said core with a material having a refractive index
which is lower than the refractive index of said core.

4,425,147 I

PREHEATING GLASS BATCH
Charles M. Hohman, Granyille; Mark A. Propster, Gahanna,

and Stephen Seng, Bladensburg, all of Ohio, assignors to
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo, Ohio
Continuation of Ser. No. 330,064, Dec. 14, 1981, Pat. No.

4,386,951, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 181,589, Aug, 27,
1980, Pat. No. 4,319,903. This application May 6, 1983, Ser. No.

492,311
The portion of the terra of this patent subsequent to Mar. 16,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 C03B 7/00, F28D 19/02
UA a. 65-27 6aai„s

1. A process for producing glass by charging to a melting
furnace and melting therein a particulate glass batch, including
the steps of:

heating durable heat transfer media, larger in particle size

than the glass batch,

introducing the hot media into one end of an inclined con-
tainer rotatable about an axis having the same inclination
as the container;

introducing the particulate glass batch into the other end of
the container;

rotating the container, during rotation the batch and media
tumbling and moving over each other in heat transfer
relationship; and

moving the glass batch in one direction through the rotating

means for introducing particulate glass batch into the other
end of the container for movement towards the one end
for discharge;

means for rotating the container along the inclined axis; and
means associated with the interior of the container for tum-

bling and mixing the hot media and the particulate glass
batch in direct contact with each other during rotation of
the container to heat the glass batch prior to charging to
a melting furnace.

4 425 148
DEVICE FOR THE CONTINUOUS PRODUCnON OF

GLASS BODIES ESPECIALLY CONTAINING
RADIOACTIVE WASTE

Jacobus N. C. van Geel, Retie; Frans M. Dobbels, Dessel, and
Walther A. H. Theunissen, Hamont, all of Belgium, assignors
to Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Wiederaufarbeitung, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Feb. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 352,036
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 7.

1981, 3108694

Int. a.3 C03B 19/10
U.S. a. 65-142 15 Claims

1. Device for continuous production of molded glass bodies
from a glass melt containing radioactive waste comprising
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means for dispensing said melt in a continuous stream, and a

wheel mounted for rotation beneath said dispensing means,
said wheel having formed in a surface thereof a series of mold
cavities for receiving said melt as the wheel rotates, adjacent

cavities being circumferentially separated by thin Hat walls

terminating in a knife edge, said thin flat walls of each cavity

being joined at their ends by frusto-conical segmental walls.

4,425,150

COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING AND METHODS OF
USE OF AN INFECriVITY-CURED HR
PLASMID-BEARING MICROORGANISM

Gary A. Strobel; Andrea H. Gavlak, and Jeise M. Jaynes, all of

Bozeman, Mont., auignors to Research and Development
Institute, Inc. at Montana Sute University, Bozeman, Mont.

Filed May 4, 1981, Ser. No. 260,167

Int. a.3 AOIN 6i/00
U.S. a. 71-^77 16 Gaims

1. An agriculturally useful composition, comprising

a seed selected from the group consisting of pea, soybean
and Kentucky bluegrass; and

a growth-stimulating coating on said seed of an infectivity-

cured Hr plasmid-bearing A. rhizogenes microorganism;

said microorganism being free from pathogenicity to

carrots as shown by an inability to induce root prolifera-

tion in carrots, and said microorganism having the growth
stimulating characteristics of A. rhizogenes A4 ATCC
31799; said coating having a concentration of said micro-

organism effective to induce or enhance said seed germi-

nation.

4,425,151

SULFUR-CONTAINING OXIME COMPOUNDS,
PROCESSES FOR PRODUONG THEM, AND THEIR USE

FOR PROTECTING CULTIVATED PLANTS
Elmar Sturm, Aesch; Heinrich Schcmpp, Arletheim, and Henry

Martin, AUschwil, all of Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-Geigy
Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 68,123, Aug. 20, 1979, Pat. No. 4,278,613.

This application May 4, 1981, Ser. No. 260,537

Gaims priority, application Switzerland, Aug. 28, 1978,

9081/78

Int. G.J AOIN 23/32: C07D 307/68
U.S. G. 71—88 4 Gaims

1. A composition for protecting crops against the action of

herbicides which comprises (1) a crop protecting effective

amount of a compound of the formula

R;
o

4,425,149

METHOD OF MAKING A DRY COMPOUND
CONTAINING CHELATED MipiONUTRIENTS AND
THE CHELATING AGENT USED TO FORM THE

COMPOUND
William S. Kimbro, P.O. Box 415, Bass Lake, Calif. 93604

Filed Jul. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 401,262

Int. G.3 C05D 9/02
U.S. G. 71—24 4 Gaims

1. A method of making a dry compound containing chelated

fertilizer micronutrients, said method comprising the steps of

mixing about 32% by weight leonardite ore, 3% by weight
citric acid, 1% by weight concentrated nitric acid, and 64% by
weight methanol; stirring the mixture about one hour; mixing

about 20% by weight of the resulting mixture with about 80%
by weight sodium citrate, to make a chelating agent; stirring

the chelating agent until dry; grinding the chelating agent into

a powder; mixing the powdered chelating agent with an

amount of dry, powdered, sulfates of the desired micronutri-

ents to produce the desired percentage of said chelated fertil-

izer micronutrients; allowing the mixture to stand until all

reactions between the ingrediants are substantially complete;

and regrinding the resulting compound into a powder.

wherein each of Ri and R2 is hydrogen, halogen or C1-C4
alkyl, and (2) a carrier.

4,425.152

2H-U,4,6-THIATRiAZIN-3-ONE-l.l-DIOXIDES AND
THEIR USE FOR CONTROLLING UNDESIRABLE

PLANT GROWTH
Gerhard Hamprecht, Weinheim; Rolf-Dieter Acker, Uimcn, and

Bruno Wuerzer, OttersUdt, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany.
assignors to BASF Aktiengescllschaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Aug. 23. 1982, Ser. No. 410.840
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Aug. 28.

1981, 3134141

Int. G.' C07D 285/00: AOIN 43/72
U.S. G. 71-91 9 Gaims

1. A 2H- 1, 2,4,6-thiatriazin-3-one- 1,1 -dioxide of the formula

N

R2—C^

o
N
-C.

(I)

'n-r3
I

.S02 .

where R' is hydrogen, a metal atom or unsubstituted or substi-

tuted ammonium. R^ is a saturated or unsaturated straight-

chain aliphatic radical of not more than 10 carbon atoms, a

cycloaliphatic radical of 3 to 7 carbon atoms, a saturated or

unsaturated branched aliphatic radical of not more than 10

carbon atoms, a halogen-, alkoxy- or alkylmcrcapto-subsiituted

aliphatic radical of 2 to 10 carbon atoms, unsubstituted or

halogen-substituted benzyl, or phenyl which is unsubstituted

or substituted by halogen or by alkyl of I to 4 carbon atoms,

and R^ is hydrogen, a saturated or unsaturated straight-cham

aliphatic radial of not more than 10 carbon atoms, a cycloali-

phatic radical of 3 to 7 carbon atoms, a saturated or unsatu-

rated branched aliphatic radical of 3 to 10 carbon atoms or a

halogen- or alkoxy-substituted alkyl radical of 2 to 10 carbon

atoms, with the proviso that R^ is not methyl when R' is hy-

drogen and R^ is methyl or isopropyl, and R^ is not phenyl

when R' is hydrogen and R^ is isopropyl,

4,425,153

HERBiaDAL SULFONAMIDES
John B, Adams. Jr.. Hockeuin, Del., assignor to E. I. Du Pont

de Nemours A Co., Wilmington. Del.

Continuation of Ser. No. 168.353. Jul. 11, 1980, abandoned. This

application Jan. 18. 1982, Ser. No. 340.301

Int. CI.' AOIN 43/54. 43/66

U.S. G. 71—92 22 Gaims
1. A compound selected from:

I

SO2NHCONHA
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wherein

Pis
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o o o
II II IIO—C— R3, O—C—NHR4 and O—C—OR5;

I

Rl is H, F. CI. Br, C1-C3 alky], NO2, C1-C3 alkoxy, CF3 or

y—^ S02NHCNH—

/

II

R2

wherein

Rl is H, F, CI, Br. C1-C3 alkyl. NO2, C1-C3 alkoxy, CF3 or

O—C—CH3;
ii

O

R2 is H. CH3 or CI:

R3 is H; C1-C5 alkyl; C2-C3 alkenyl; C2-C3 alkynyl; C1-C4
alkyl substituted with 1-3 substituents selected from 0-3 R2 is H, CH3 or CI-
F, 0-3 CI, 0-3 Br, and OCH3; C2-C3 alkenyl substitufd A is

'

with CI; C3-C6 cycloalkyi; or

O—C—CH3;
II

o

R6

R7

Y'

R4 is Ci-Cb alkyl; C3-C4 alkenyl; C3-C6 cycloalkyi; Cs-Ce,
cycloalkyi substituted with CH3;

I

RsisCi-Cealkylor

w 10

N -< N -/

X is H, CI, Br, CH3, CH3CH2, C1-C3 alkoxy, CF3, CH3S or
CH3OCH2;

Y is CH3 or CH3O;
Z is N, CH. C-Cl. C-Br, C-CN, C-CH3,
-C-CH2CH3. C-CH2CH2CI or C-CH2CH=CH2;

Y' is H, CH3, OCH3 or CI; and

Q is O or CH2;
11. A composition for the control of undesirable vegetation

consisting essentially of a compound of claim 1 and at least one
of (a) a surface-active agent and (b) a solid or liquid diluent.

Rt and R7 are independently H, NO2
Rs is H, F. CI. Br. C1-C3 alkyl, NO2,
SCH3 or CF3;

RgisHor Ci-C3alkyl;

RlO is H. CH3 or CI;

A is

N-( N-(

, CH3, CI or OCH3;
CN. SO2CH3. OCH3.

4 425 154

N-PHENYLSULFONYL-N-PYRIMIDINYLUREAS
Willy Meyer, Riehen, and Werner Fdry, Basel, both of Switzer-

land, assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 417,716, Sep. 13, 1982,

abandoned, which is a division of Ser. No. 282,847, Jul. 13, 1981.
This application Jan. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 458,696

Qaims priority, application Switzerland, Jul. 17, 1980,
5481/80; Nov. 5, 1980, 8216/80; Jun. 17, 1981, 3991/81

Int. a.5 C07D 239/42; AOIN 43/54
U.S. CI. 71-92 24aaims

1. A N-phenylsulfonyl-N'-pyrimidinyl-urea of the formula I

(I)

N

Z N -^
—NH—C—NH—

^

^

X is H, CI, Br, CH3, CH3CH2, C1-C3 alkoxy. CF3, CH3S or
CH3OCH2;

Y is CH3 or CH30; '

Z is N, CH, C-Cl, C-Br, C-CN, C-CH3,
-C-CH2CH3, C-CH2CH2CI or C -CHiCH_.CH2

Y' is H. CH3, OCH3 or CI; and

Q is O or CH2;
and their agriculturally suitable salts.

8. A compound selected from:

N

wherein

A is a C2-C6 alkenyloxy, C2-C6 haloalkenyloxy, C2-C6
haloalkenylthio, C2-C6 haloalkenylsulfmyl or C2-C6 ha-

ioalkenylsulfonyl radical

Z is oxygen or sulfur,

m is 1 or 2,

R2 is hydrogen, halogen, Ci-Csalkyl, C2-C5alkenyl, C1-C4-
haloalkyl, or a radical —Y—R5, —CC)OR6, —NO2 or
-CO-NR7-R8,
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R3 and R4, each independently of the other, are hydrogen,

Ci-C4alkyl, Ci-C4alkoxy, C|-C4alkylthio, Ci-C4haloal-

kyl, halogen or alkoxyalkyl of at most 4 carbon atoms,

Rsand Re, each independently of the other, are C|-C«;alkyl.

C2-C5alkenyl or C2-C6alkynyl,

R7 and Rg, each independently of the other, are hydrogen.

Ci-Csalkyl, C2-C5alkenyl or C2-C6alkynyl, and

Y is oxygen, sulfur, a sulHnyl or sulfonyl bridge,

or a salt thereof

4,425,155

HERBiaOAL SULFONAMIDE N-OXIDES
Donald J. Dumas, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. Du Pont de

Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Jul. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 401,513

Int. a.3 C07D 253/06: AOIN 43/64

U.S. a. 71—93 30 Claims

1. A compound of the formula:

4,425,156

PYRIDYI..2-OXYPHENYLOXIME DERIVATIVES. AND
THEIR USE AS HERBICIDES

Georg Pissiotas, Ivdrrarh, Fed. Rep. of Germany, and Hermann
Rempfler, Ettingen, Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-Geigy

Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 172,575, Jul. 28, 1980, Pat. No. 4,322,241.

This application Jan. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 340,677

Gaims priority, application Switzerland, Aug. 7, 1979,

7230/79

Int. CI.' CX)7D 213/64: AOIN 43/40

U.S. CI. 71—94 7 naims
1 A compound (if the formula

ZS02NHCN-

R N —

(

wherein

Z is

wherein

Rl IS halogen or tritluoromcthyl

each of R; and Rx is hydrogen or halogon.

X is mcthvi or c\ano. and

Q IS acetyl, ben/o>l or substituted h\ 12 haloj,'-"" atoms

benzoyl

7. A method of selectively controlling weeds in crops of

cultivated plants, which comp'-ises applying to said crops a

herbicidalK effective amount of a compound of claims 1, 2 or

R2

^' ^ Rl

rl. " fX-
s R5

R is H or CH3;

Rl is CO2R6, S(0)„R7, OSO2R8. OR9, SO2NR10R1 1, SO2N-

(OCH3)CH3, CH2OR12, F, CI. Br, NO2, CF3 or C1-C4

alkyl;

R2 is F, CI, Br, NO2, CF3, CH3, OCH3 or H;

R3 is H, C1-C3 alkyl, C1-C3 alkoxy, CI, OSO2CH3 or SO2R8;

R4 is H, CH3, OCH3, CI, SO2CH3 or S02N(CH3)2;

R5 is H, CH3, CI, Br, NO2, SO2CH3, S02N(CH3)2 or

CO2R8;

Re is C1-C4 alkyl, CH2CH=CH2, CH2CH2OCH3 or

CH2CH2CI;
R7 is C1-C3 alkyl, CH2CH=CH2. CF3, CF2H or CF2CF2H;

Rs is C1-C3 alkyl;

R9 is C1-C4 alkyl, C3-C4 alkenyl, CF3, CF2H or CF2CF2H;

Rioand Rn are independently C1-C3 alkyl;

R12 is C1-C2 alkyl;

n is 0, 1 or 2;

X is H, C1-C3 alkyl, C1-C3 alkoxy, CI, Br, C1-C3 thioalkyl

or N(CH3)2; and

Y is H, CI, Br, CHsor C2H5; and their agriculturally suitable

salts; provided that the total number of carbon atoms in

Rio and Rn are less than or equal to 4.

21. A method for controlling the growth of undesired vege-

tation which comprises applying to the locus to be protected

an effective amount of a compound of claim 1.

4,425,157

PYRIDYLOXY-PHENOXY-ALKANETHICMTARBOXYLIC
ACID ESTER DERIVATIVES AND THEIR HERBICIDAL

USE
Hermann Rempfler, Ettingen, and Werner Fdry, Basel, both of

Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley,

N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 140,402, Apr. 14, 1980, Pat. No. 4,329,167,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 80,965, Oct. 1, 1979,

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 919,119, .lun. 26.

1978, abandoned. This application Mar. 5, 1982, Ser. No.

355,089

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jun. 29, 1977,

8023/77

Int. CI.' C07D 213/64: AOIN 43 40

U.S. CI. 71—94 21 Oaims
1. A compound of the formula:

CI

Ri
I

o

OCH—C—S— Rt

^X}-"^'
wherein

Rl is methyl, ethyl or melhoxymethyl,

R3 is alkyl of 1 to 5 carbon atoms, alkenyl of 3 to 4 carbon

atoms, propynyl, phenyl, or —CH2COOCH3. and

Z is chloro, bromo or nitro.
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4 425 158
BICYCLO(2J.l)HEPTANE o'xiMES USED FOR PLANT

GROWTH REGULATING
Zoltan Budai; Attila Kis-Tamas; Tibor Mezei; Aranka Uy nee

Koaya; Zoltan Vigh, and Agnes Sokorai nee Janki, all of
Budapest, Hungary, assignors to EGYT Gyogyszervegyeszeti
Gyar, Budapest, Hungary

Filed No?. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 322,675
Claims priority, application Hungary, Nov. 21, 1980, 2774/80

Int. a.J AOIN .13/04

U.S. a. 71-121 7 Qaims
1. A process for regulating the growth of com, cereals,

sunflower, alfalfa, sugar beets, rape, soybean, potato, rice,

green pepper, tomato and/or vegetables which comprises
applying to the plants or their seeds or to soil in which the
plants are growing or are to be grown an effective amount of
a racemic or optically active compound of the formula 1

(d) adding metallic sodium to said molten bullion;

(e) mixing said caustic soda and said metallic sodium into
said molten bullion;

(0 forming a skimmable reflning dross comprising sodium-
antimony intermetallic;

(g) separating said dross from said refined molten bullion;
(h) cleansing said refined bullion to remove substantially all

sodium in solution in said bullion as a skimmable cleansing
dross; and

(i) controlling throughout the steps (b) through (h) of said
process an operating temperature of said molten bullion
within the temperature range of 600* F. (316" C.) to 800*
F. (427° C.) utilizing the heat from the exothermic reac-
tions of said process, and cooling as necessary, to maintain
said bullion temperature within said range.

HjC. ^CH3

CH3

I

N-O-R

wherein

R represents a C1-C12 alkyl group optionally substituted by
a lower alkoxy group, a Cia alkenyl group or a phenyl-
(lower alkyl) group optionally substituted on the phenyl
ring by one or more lower alkoxy group(s) of halogen
atom(s),

along with a conventional organic or inorganic, solid and/or
liquid carrier and/or filler and/or diluent and/or surfactant.

4 425 159 '

METHOD OF USING PARTIAL COMBUSTION
BURNERS

iTor G. Nixon, ler Stock Ost, "Matterhomgruss", Zennatt 3920,
Valais, Switzerland

Filed Jul. 8, 1974, Ser. No. 486,346
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Sep. 22. 1970

45722/70

Int. a.3 C21B 5/06
U.S. a. 75-29 ,5 ci^„,

1. In a method for operating a burner in which a hydrocar-
bon fuel is reacted with molecular oxygen to produce a prod-
uct gas which is a chemically reducing gaseous mixture, the
improvement which comprises:

a. surrounding a mixture of a first hydrocarbon fuel and
molecular oxygen in said burner with a co-axial mantle of
cooling gases; and

b. producing said cooling gases by mixing a second hydro-
carbon with a gas containing carbon dioxide and/or water
vaj)or.

4,425,161

THERMOCHROMIC MATERIALS
Yutaka Shibahashi, No. 22-1, Ubakoyama, Narumi^ho, Midori-

ku, Nagoya-shi, Aichi; Norikazu Nakasitji, No. 1-496, Haruki
Shiratsuchi, Togo-cho, Aichi-gun, Aichi; Takashi Katadka,
No. 6-4-18,, Ishiodai, Kasugai-shi, Aichi; Hiroshi Inagaki, No.
4-6-27, Kitayamadai, Togo-cho, Aichi-gun, Aichi, and
Tsutomu Kito, No. 1-11-29,, Josai, NUhi-ku, Nagoya-shi,
Aichi, all of Japan

Filed Nov. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 324,701
Qaims priority, application Japan, Nov. 27, 1980, 55-167134

Int. a.3 C09D 11/00
U.S. a. 106-21 6ci^„s

4,425,160
REHNING PROCESS FOR REMOVING ANTIMONY

FROM LEAD BULLION
Jitesh R. Mehta, and Andrew H. Larson, both of Eagan, Minn ,

assignors to GNB Batteries Inc., Mendota Heights, Minn.
Filed Nov. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 444,258

Int a.3 C22B 13/06
U.S. a. 75-63 23 Qaims

1. An improved process for refining lead bullion containing
antimony in an amount in excess of about 0.5% by weight,
comprising the following steps:

(a) heating said lead bullion to a temperature of approxi-
mately 25* F. (14* C.) above its melting temperature to
form a molten bullion and discontinuing said heat source;

(b) agitating said molten bullion;

(c) adding caustic soda to said molten bullion;

1. In a reversible thermochromic material comprising (a) one
or more electron-donating, chromatic organic compounds
selected from the group consisting of diaryl phthalides, aryl
phthalides, indolylphthalides, polyarylcarbinols, leucoaura-
mines, acrylauramines, arylauramines, rhodamine B lactams,
indolines, spiropyrans, fiuorans, thiofluorans, phenothiazines,
triphenylmethanes, diarylarylfurans, spiroxanthenearylfurans,
and chromenoindoles, (b) one or more compounds, com-
pounds, which are capable of reversibly accepting electrons of
said organic compound, selected from the group consisting of
phenolic hydroxy group-containing compounds and deriva-
tives thereof and carboxyl group-containing compounds and
derivatives thereof, and (c) one or more compounds, which are
controlling the temperature and sensitivity of coloration/-
decoloration of said thermochromic material, selected from
the group consisting of alcohols, esters, ketones, esters, acid
amides and carboxylic acids, the ratio of each component to
others (a):(b):(c) being 1:0.1 to 10:1 to 100 by weight,

the improvement which comprises said thermochromic
material further containing (d) one or more radical cati-

onic compound selected from the group consisting of
N-radical cationic, P-radical cationic. O-radical cationic
and S-radical cationic compounds having aromatic
ring(s), in an amount of from 0.01 to 5 parts by weight per
1 part by weight of said electron-donating chromatic
organic compound, said radical cationic compound inter-

acting with said electron-donating, chromatic organic
compound to stabilize said compound, resulting in a ther-

mochromic mateiral with an improved resistance to light.
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4,425,162

METHOD FOR PROVIDING A COLOR IMAGE BY
INK-JET PRINTING

Masatoshi Sugiyama; Keiichi Adachi; Eiichi Kato; Akira

Ogawa, all of Minami-ashigara, and Shinichi Imai, Odawara,
all of Japan, assignors to Fi^i Photo Film Co., Ltd.,

Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Jun. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 273,991

Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 13, 1980, 55-79923

Int. C1.J C09D 11/02

U.S. a. 106—22 9 Oaims
1. A method for providing a color image by ink-jet printing

using an aqueous ink composition containing a yellow dye, an

aqueous ink composition containing a magenta dye and an

aqueous ink composition containing a cyan dye, said yellow

dye being selected from among the compounds of the formula

(I), said magenta dye being selected from among the com-

pounds of the formula (II), and said cyan dye being selected

from among the compounds of the formula (III);

(III)

(SO3H),

wherein q is 1 to 4, provided that sulfo groups in the formula

(III) may be an alkali metal salt or an organic amine salt.

S03H)„_i
(I)

wherein Ri is an amino group; R2 is a phenyl group, a substi-

tuted phenyl group, a (C1-C4) alkyl group or a substituted

(C1-C4) alkyl group; R3 is a (C1-C4) alkyl group, a phenyl

group, a substituted phenyl group, a cyano group, a hydroxyl

group, an alkoxy group, an amino group, an acylamino group,

an anilino group, a ureido group, an alkoxycarbonyl group or

a carbamoyl group; X is a chlorine atom; n is 1, 2 or 3; and m
is 1, 2 or 3, the number of sulfo groups in the formula (I) is 1 to

3, provided that sulfo groups in the formula (I) may be an alkali

metal salt or an organic amine salt;

NH2

(H03S)p_

V.=uJ

(ID

NH— R5

OH

SO3H

wherein R4 is a cyano group, an alkylsulfonyl group, an aryl-

sulfonyl group, a trichloromethyl group or a trifluoromethyl

group; Rs is a hydrogen atom, an alkyl group, an acyl group,

an alkylcarbamoyl group or an arylcarbamoyl group; and p is

1 or 2, provided that sulfo groups in the formula (II) may be an

alkali metal salt or an organic amine salt; and

4,425,163

METHOD OF PRODUaNG CEMENT CLINKER
Hans-Werner Schmidt, Frankfurt am Main; Hans Beisswenger,

Bad Soden; Lothar Reh, Frankfurt am Main, all of Fed. Rep.

of Germany; Albert Folliot, 8 rue Darcel, F 92100 Boulogne,

France, and Maurice Paliard, Chalon-sur-Saone, France,

assignors to Creusot-Loire Enterprises, Suresnes; Lafarge

Coppee, Paris; Albert Folliot, Boulogne, all of, France and

Metallgesellschaft AG, Frankfurt, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Feb. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 349,876

Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 28,

1981, 3107710

Int. a.) CD4B 7/44

U.S. a. 106—100 8 Claims

1. In a method of producing cement clinker comprising

preheating the raw cement powder in a suspension-type heat

exchanger, de-acidifying the so-preheated raw cement pMwder

in a fluidized bed, clinkering the so de-acidified material in a

rotary kiln and subsequently cooling the clinker, the improve-

ment comprising:

(a) de-acidifying said raw cement powder at a temperature

above 850* C. to a degree of at least 95% in a de-acidifica-

tion circulation system comprising a de-acidification fluid-

ized bed reactor, a cyclone separator and a recycling duct;

(b) feeding at least 65% relative to the total heat require-

ment, of the fuel required for the calcining and clinkering

processes to the de-acidifying fluidized bed reactor and at

least 10%, relative to the total heat requirement, to the

rotary kiln;

(c) near stoichiometrically burning the fuel supplied to the

de-acidifying fluidized bed reactor in at least two combus-

tion stages with at least two partial streams of oxygen-con-

taining gas, one of said streams being supplied as fluidizing

gas and the other being supplied on a higher level as

secondary gas, the ratio of the rates and volumes of fluid-

izing gas to secondary gas being maintained in the range

from 1:1 to 1:10 so that a mean suspension density of 1(X)

to 300 kg/m^ is maintained in the zone between the inlet

for fluidizing gas and the inlet for secondary gas; and

(d) maintaining a mean suspension density of 5 to 30 kg/m^

above the inlet for secondary gas.
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4,425,164

AEROSOL COOKWARE LUBRICANT COMPOSITION
John B. Bliznak, Lombard, and Armando Algas, Chicago, both

of III., assignors to Alberto-Culver Company, Melrose Park,
III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 159,832, Jun. 16, 1980,

abandoned. This application Feb. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 352,200
Int. a.J C08L 89/00. 3/00: C09K 3/3'0

U.S. a. 106—150 7 Claims
1. An aerosol cookware lubricant composition adapted for

visually-directed uniform application, said composition being
in the form of a single liquid phase composed essentially of
vegetable oil solution of an emulsifier in admixture with a

propellant, wherein the improvement comprises having pres-

ent in said composition from 2 to 15% of insoluble white parti-

cles selected from the class consisting of white flour, or white
starch particles, or mixtures thereof, and from 0.5 to 2.0% of
fumed silica, said composition containing from 10 to 40% of a
hydrocarbon propellant selected from the class consisting of
isobutane, n-butane, propane, and mixtures thereof, said com-
position containing from 2 to 20% by weight of water-dispersi-
ble lecithin, said percentages being by weight and being based
on the total weight of said composition, the vegetable oil in

said composition being liquid at normal use temperatures.

concentrated nitric acid, from about 0% to about 15% of an
interlamination resistance improving agent, said resistance
improving agent principally comprising magnesium silicate

and from about 0% to about 15% by weight of an agent which
improves the smoothness of the applied coating selected from
the group consisting of boric acid and aluminum nitrate, and
the balance essentially water, said coating when dried weigh-
ing between about 20% and 30% by weight of the coating as a
liquid.

4,425,167

STABILIZING CLAY SOIL WITH A MIXTURE OF
HYDROXY-ALUMINUM AND BASE

Odd R. Bryhn, Oslo, Norway, assignor to Chevron Research
Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Nov. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 438,235
Int. a.^ C04B 33/13; C09K 3/00. 17/00

U.S. a. 106-287.17 4 Qaims

4,425,165

STABILIZING CLAY SOIL WITH
HYDROXY-ALUMINUM AND CELLULOSIC

POLYMERS
Odd R. Bryhn, and Tor Loken, both of Oslo, Norway, assignors

to Chevron Research Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Nov. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 438,234
Int. a.3 C08K 3/24; C08L 1/26; C09K 3/00; C04B 1/47

MS. a. 106—193 R 7 Claims

(I) FUST TOC
(2mEP£4T

CaCO.

NI«H(NH<(,$04«)-'

(ntCMD tn MHMCKI

S«oo

h
HlflH(«M4),S0,(l)

LOW(NM,I,SO,«) -i

9(KCI/gM^ ^

,- • r •

.,---' aST|KCI/|H^,

29KCl/9H,0-^ • •

LOW(NN,l,SO,(l)^
"r.so.

IO2OSO4OS0SOT0
CONCENTMATION OF OH «/ IN POAEWkTER %

1. In a method of stabilizing quick clay soil having a high
water content by mixing an effective amount of dry hydroxy-
aluminum with the quick clay soil, the improvement compris-
ing adding to the hydroxy-aluminum an effective amount of
cellulosic polymer to deactivate water and thereby assist in

preventing such water from fluidizing the quick clay soil.

OH-AI |/«M^

STM«.IZ«TK)N OF quKK CLAY (T
HYMOXY-ALUMNIUH FlUt W>0ITIVE3

1. In a method of stabilizing quick clay soil by mixing an
effective amount of dry hydroxy-aluminum with the clay soil,

the improvement comprising adding to the dry hydroxy-
aluminum an effective amount of dry base prior to contacting
the clay soil to form a mixture of dry hydroxy-aluminum and
dry base and contacting the clay soil with said mixture to gel

water contained in said quick clay wherein said base is selected

from the group consisting of carbonates and bicarbonates.

4,425,166

LOW TEMPERATURE CURE INTERLAMINAR
COATING

Nomian M. Pavlik, Plum Boro, and John Sefko, Monroeville,
bodi of Pa,, assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

CMtiauitioa-in-part of Ser. No. 190,693, Sep. 25, 1980, Pat. No.
4^2,782. This application Jun. iO, 1982, Ser. No. 387,298

Int. C\? C04B 39/00; C09D 1/00
U.S. a. lOfr-286.2 4 Qaims

1. A zinc-nickel-phosphate coating composition for improv-
ing the interlaminar insulation of components used in a mag-
netic circuit and which can be cured at relatively low tempera-
tures consisting essentially in weight percent of from about 2%
to about 6% zinc, from about 0.1% to about 1% nickel, from
about 4% to about 8% phosphorus, from about 0. 1% to about
1% of a wetting agent, from about 0.5% to about 17% of

4,425,168

COPPER BERYLLIUM ALLOY AND THE
MANUFACTURE THEREOF

Sherwood Goldstein, Sinking Spring; Henry T. McOelland,
Shoesmakersvi'le, and Paul J. Scherbner, Boyertown, all of
Pa., assignors to Cabot Corporation, Kokomo, Ind.

Filed Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415,205

Int. a.3 C22F 1/08
U.S. a. 148—2 17 Claims

1. In a process for producing a copper beryllium alloy hav-
ing a desirable combination of strength and formability charac-
terized by a yield strength and a 180' bend radius to thickness

ratio within, directly to the right or directly above the cross-

hatched area of FIG. 1, which process includes the steps of:

preparing a copper beryllium melt; casting the melt; hot work-
ing the cast copper beryllium; annealing the copper beryllium;

cold working the annealed copper beryllium; and hardening
the copper beryllium; the improvement comprising the steps

of: solution annealing cold worked copper beryllium at a tem-
perature of from 1275* (691*) to 1375' F. (746* C); hardening
said annealed copper beryllium at a temperature of from 400*
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(204*) to 580* F. (304* C); cold working said hardened copper
beryllium, said cold working resulting in a reduction in thick-

170
"

WO -

ISO -

|«0-

ISO -

j
ao -

' no -

I

\
100 -

•o -

so -

TO -

IS 10 OS
R/T IISO'BENOI

ness of at least 3%; and stress relief annealing said cold worked
copper beryllium at a temperature of from 400° (204°) to 700°

F. (371° C).

4,425,169

AUSTENITIC-MANGANESE STEEL
Dilip K. Subramanyam, Pompton Lakes; Henry J. Chapin, and

Bruce A. Heyer, both of Mahwah, all of N.J., assignors to

Abex Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 372,198

Int. a.3 C22C 38/04

U.S. a. 148—137 1 aaim

1. A fine grained austenitic manganese steel casting having

an ASTM grain size up to about 2 produced from one of the

following alloys:

(a) an alloy consisting essentially of in weight percents

C 1.76

Mn 10.46

Al 2.50

Cr up to 2

Si up to 0.8

balance essentially iron and impurities;

(b) an alloy consisting essentially of weight percents

C 1.46

Mn 11.13

Al 1.19

Cr up to 2

Si up to 0.8

balance essentially iron and impurities;

(c) an alloy consisting essentially of in weight percents

C 1.50

Mn 10.67

Al 2.50

Cr up to 2

Si up to 0.8

balance essentially iron and impurities; or

(d) an alloy consisting essentially of in weight percents

C 1.94

Mn 12.68

Al 2.26

Cr up to 2

Si up to 0.8

balance essentially iron and impurities

which when slowly cooled after casting exhibits a predomi-

nantly pearlitic microstruclure without having to anneal the

as-cast casting to obtain pearlite and in which the pearlite

recrystallizes upon solutionizing (austcniti/ing) to form the

fine grained ausienitc without any intervening annealing

4,425.170

DESENSITIZING EXPLOSIVKS
Walter T. Jones, Orpington, England, assiRnor to The Secretary

of State for Defence in Her Britannic Majesty's Government
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

Ix)ndon, England

Continuation of Ser. No. 903,794, May 8, 1979, abandoned. This

application Jul. 29, 1980, Ser. No. 173.395

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, May 11, 1977,

19869/77

Int. CI.' C06B 45/22
U.S. a. 149-109.6 15 Qaims

1. A process for the preparation of a desensitized explosive

by treatment of a particulate explosive with a wax comprising

the steps of:

(a) forming a paste of a particulate fxpii-sivc in a liquid

medium that is u non-solvent for the explosive and for said

wax,

(b) adding to said paste, with sirring, said wax m a particu-

late form with a mean particle si/c of less than 20 microns,

and a wetting agent selected from the group consisting of

fatty acid esters and sodium alkyl sulphates of higher fatty

alcohols to form a treated explosive, and

(c) filtering off said treated explosive, wherein each of step>

(a), (b) and (c) is performed in the cold and further

wherein the amount of wetting agent added is about

0.059c to about 0.2% (by wt) of the dry explosive

4.425.171

PRECISION POSITIONING METHOD
Shigenori Oosaka, and Tsuneo Komura, both of Asaka, Japan,

assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd., Asaka, Japan

Filed Oct. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 312.083

Gaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 31. 1980. 55-153432

Int. CI.' B32Bi/ //:

U.S. CI. 156—64 9 Claims

Time (mri

1. A precision positioning methcxl comprising applying a

curable, non-fiuid, plastically dcformable bonding agent in the

form of a non-film adhesive between the mutually contacting

portions of a component and the object on which the compti-

nent is to be positioned, said bonding agent having a viscosity

between 10''and 10" poise and having as its main components

a fine powder filler and a curable bonding component, posi-

tioning the component to deform the bonding agent before the

bonding agent hardens, and releasing the positioned compo-

nent to be fixed in the positioned orientation by the hardening

of the bonding agent
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4,425,172 4 42S174

u n ^^^^^^I-^ *?" STRUTTED HLM METHOD OF MAKING HEAT SHRINKABLE ARTICLES

A Co., CryoYtc D^^'o". Duii«i., S C. a,sig„or to Raychem Limited, England

;;; n f^S^^/^'*'''" ^"«' Sep. 16, im, Ser No. 302.887

U.S. a. 156-187
''""'

,0 a.in« som^
"'""'*"' "•'"'""" ''"'*•' *'"*"*'"' ^' "^ *'~'

Int. a.J B29D 23/00; B32B i7/«
U.S. a. 15<^-218 „ ci^„.

1. A prcx;ess for joining a conduit having an internal passage-
way to a film having internal struts and providing fluid tight

communication between said struts and said passageway com-
prising:

applying an adhesive to said conduit;

applying said strutted film to said adhesive;

winding said strutted film about said conduit whereby said
adhesive and said strutted film encircles said conduit;

providing a coupling orifice in communication with said
passageway and a strut; and

applying a patch over an exterior opening of said coupling
orifice.

1. A process for the production of heat shrinkable articles
which comprises:

forming bonds between regions of at least two superimposed
lengths of polymeric material to produce a bonded article
comprising at least two hollow articles, at least part of
each hollow article lying between two bonded portions
disposed along the lengths of polymeric material, and each
of the said bonded portions being disposed transversely of
the lengths of polymeric material;

cross-linking the hollow articles and the bonds between the
said lengths of polymeric material;

heating the hollow articles;

stretching the lengths of polymeric material longitudinally;
and

cooling the hollow articles in the stretched condition to
stabilise the hollow articles in a heat shrinkable state.

4,425,173
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING AN

ELASTICIZED GARMENT
Richard H. Frick, Winnebago County, Wis., assignor to Kimber-

ly-Clark Corporation, Neenah, Wis.

Filed Jul. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 399,559
Int. a.3 A61F 13/16; B32B 31/08. 31/12

U.S. a 156-204 „ ci^„s

^-

4,425,175
METHOD FOR CONTINUOUSLY PRODUONG A

FLEXIBLE DRYWALL JOINT HLLER
Dan B. Moore, P.O. Box 1060, Huntington, W. Va. 25701

Filed Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,669
Int. a.J B32B 31/00

U.S. a. 156-229 27 Gaims

G\ \^^-^

I

1. In an apparatus for applying continuously moving elastic

ribbon to a continuously moving web, the combination com-
prising:

means for supplying the web to a moving support surface;
means for transverse folding the web against itself at spaced

intervals;
|

means for moving the elastic ribbon into engagement with
the folded web across the folds;

means for adhering the elastic ribbon to the unfolded por-
tions of the web;

means for at least partially opening the folds in the web; and
means for severing the elastic ribbon across the open folds.

17. A method of continuously producing a flexible drywall
joint filler having a raised central spline portion adapted for
cooperation with a joint defined between a pair of adjacent
drywall panels and a pair of substantially thin edge portions
extending the entire length of the joint filler for forming a
substantially smooth surface with each exposed face of the
drywall panels, the method comprising the steps of:

(a) extruding at a predetermined extrusion rate a continuous
strip of molten flexible material at a predetermined extru-
sion width to pre-form the raised central spline and edge
portions;

(b) pulling the material extruded according to step (a) at a
pulling rate greater than the extrusion rate to axially

stretch the pre-formed strip to reduce the extrusion width
by about 30-65% to a final width;

(c) cooling the flexible strip material by passing the strip
having said final width through a liquid bath and control-
ling the temperature of the bath to effect equalized cool-
ing of the central portion and edge portions;
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(d) applying a pressure-sensitive adhesive to the side of the

flexible strip having the central portion formed thereon;

(e) covering said side having adhesive applied according to

step (d) with a removable flexible backing material to

prevent bonding of the flexible strip prior to use; and

(0 cutting the flexible strip into predetermined lengths.

4,425,176

PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVE PRODUCTS AND
THE METHOD FOR PREPARATION OF THE SAME

Tomishi Shibano, Tama; Sachio Maruchi, Tokyo; Koji Yakan,
Tanashi; Tadashi Kobayashi, Tokyo, and Saburo Akimoto,
Yokohama, all of Japan, assignors to Sanyo-Kokusaku Pulp
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 90,605, Nov. 2, 1979, Pat. No. 4,339,485.

Thto application Mar. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 360,002

Gaims priority, application Japan, Nov. 9, 1978, 53-137350;

Dec. 12, 1978, 53-152628; May 18, 1979, 54-60336; May 21,

1979, 54-61513

Int. G.) B32B 31/00
U.S. G. 156—244.11 6 Gaims

^ ••..•••.'•:•.•.• ;•.•';

B ^V

n]

one of the said second lands has an inside diameter slightly

greater than that of said first land; pressing said edges of said

sheets with said tube interposed therebetween by means of said

heating mold and applying a high-frequency wave to said

heating mold to melt said tube and said sheets, so that parts of

molten materials of said tube and said sheets are forced by said

first land to flow to both sides of said first land through the gap

13

16

between said tube and said sheets so as to fill small spaces

defined between said tube and said sheets in the area sur-

rounded by each second land; whereby said sheets and said

tube are welded at a welded sealing portion which includes a

central primary weld region formed by said first land of said

heating mold and secondary weld regions formed by said

second lands at both sides of said primary weld region.

1. A method of preparing pressure sensitive adhesive prod-

ucts having one or more release layer and poly aerylate-based

pressure sensitive adhesive layer, which comprises co-extrud-

ing a release layer consisting of a polyolefinic elastomer having
a shearing modulus of less than 2.0 x 10^ dyne/cm^ according
to JIS K 7213 test and surface wettability expressed in terms of

an equilibrium contact angle of more than 55* with respect to

a standard liquid having a surface tension of 50 dyne/cm and
used in JIS K 6768 test under the conditions of 20± I* C. and
65±5% RH and olefinic resin forming a reinforcing interlayer

for increasing the adhesion between a backing substrate and
said release layer such that said elastomer is coated to a thick-

ness of at least 1 micron, said elastomer forming said release

layer being bonded to said substrate through said reinforcing

interlayer, and said elastomer forming said release layer is kept

in contact with said pressure sensitive adhesive layer over a

given area to form a composite or integral layer thereof

4,425,177

MEDICAL BAG AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURING
THE SAME

KoJi Shinno, Fi^inomiya, Japan, assignor to Terumo Corpora-

tion, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425,889

Gaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 26, 1982, 57-48258

Int. G.' B29C 27/02: b65B 7/28

U.S. G. 156—272.2 2 Gaims
1. A method of manufacturing a medical bag formed by

jointing two transparent or translucent sheets at their periph-

eral edges in a sealing manner and having a liquid charging-

/discharging tube welded between the jointed edges of said

sheets so as to provide a fluid communication between the

interior and exterior of said bag, comprising the steps of: plac-

ing said tube at a predetermined portion between the inner

sides of two sheets; inserting a core mold for high frequency

welding within the said tube; preparing a heating mold having

a central first land of an inside diameter slightly smaller than

the sum of the outside diameter of said tube and the thicknesses

of said sheets, and at least one second land disposed at each side

of said first land, the inside diameter of each said second land

being greater than the diameter of said first land, whereby only

4,425,178

RESIN HARDENER AND METHOD FOR ITS USE
William C. Grendon, Federal Way, Wash., assignor to Weyerha-

euser Company, Tacoma, Wash.

Filed Nov. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321.361

int. CI.' C09J 5/02

U.S. G. 156—307,3 15 Claims

1. The method of bonding wood comprising:

a. providing a curable phenol-resorcinol-formaldehyde resin

having a water dilutability of at least I to I;

b. further providing a water dispersible hardener comprising

a finely powdered filler material, a thickening agent effec-

tive in an aqueous environment, a methylene group donor
consisting of paraformaldehyde, alpha-polyoxymcthylenc

or mixtures thereof, and a sufficient amount of a solid

acidic material to adjust the pH of the hardener within the

range of 4.0 to 5.5 when the hardener is dispersed in water;

c. making an aqueous slurry of the hardener.

d. blending a sufficient amount of slurried hardener with the

resin to make a phenol-resorcinol-formaldehyde adhesive

curable at room temperature.

e. spreading al least one wood surface with the adhesive; and

f joining the spread surface to another wood surface and

maintaining the surfaces in contact until bonding occurs.

4,425,179

ADHESIVE COMPOSITIONS
Herbert Bauer, Lutry, Switzerland, and Gerhard Piestert,

Schwetzingen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to USM Cor-

poration, Farmington, Conn.

Filed Oct. 21, 1980, Ser. No. 199,349

Int. G.J C09J 5/02

U.S. G. 156—307.5 IS Gaims
1. An activator composition which comprises a dispersion of

a substituted pyrazoline compound conforming to the follow

ing formula:
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H R2
I /

H-C C
I II

CH N
/ \ /

R3 N
I

Ri

in which Ri, R2 and R3 may be the same or difTerent and may
be hydrogen, or an aromatic or aliphatic residue, and a pro-

moter comprising a mixture of a sulfur containing compound
chosen from the consisting of organic thiols, organic disulfides,

organic sulfur compounds having nitrogen in their molecule or
mixtures of these and a transition metal compound chosen from
the group consisting of vanadium (III) acetonyl acetonate,

copper (II) acetony! acetonate, vanadium (IV) oxide-acetyl

acetonate or mixtures of these, said activator composition
having the capability of initiating polymerization at room
temp)erature on combination with a polymerizable adhesive
composition to provide a cured adhesive composition where
said polymerizable adhesive composition comprises a source of
free radicals and an ethylenically unsaturated monomer se-

lected from the group consisting of diacrylates or dimethacry-
lates of mono, di, tri or tetraethyiene glycol, trimethacrylates

from trihydric alcohols, hydroxy and glycidyi terminated
esters of acrylic and methacrylic acid and reaction products of
these having two or more acrylate or methacrylate terminal

groups, acrylates and methacrylates derived from epoxy resins

and, mixtures of these monomers.
14. A method of adhesively bonding two air-impervious

substrates at ambient temperature which comprises the steps of
(a) applying to a surface of one or both of the substrates an

activator composition of claim 1.

(b) allowing the applied composition to dry,

(c) applying to one of the surfaces carrying the applied
activator composition a polymerizable composition com-
prising an ethylenically unsaturated monomer and a
source of free radicals,

(d) pressing the substrates together with the polymerizable
and activator compositions in intimate contact with exclu-

sion of air and

(e) allowing polymerization of the monomer to form an
adhesive bond between the surfaces.

4,425,180

TIRE CASING ASSEMBLY DRUM
Jury I. Sunoktavalov; Vladimir A. Kim, and Engels K. Golovkin,

all of Yaroslavl, U.S.S.R., assignors to Vsesojuzny Nauchno-
Issledovatelsky I Konstniktorsky Institut Po Oborudovaniju
Dlya Shinnoi Promyshlennosti, Yaroslavl, U.S.S.R.

Filed Jul. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 281,354

Int. a.3B29H 17/16
U.S. a. 156-415 4 Qaims

1. A tire casing assembly drum comprising:

a central hollow shaft; a plurality of sectors disposed about
said shaft, each sector having movable shoulders on its

inner surface;

a drive system comprising a screw having unidirectional

threads disposed within said shaft and inner and outer
slide-blocks arranged concentrically with each other on
said shaft and connected to said screw to be axially recip-
rocable along said shaft;

means effecting the radial traversing of each of said sectors
comprising a pair of parallel levers of equal length, each
pair of levers articulately connecting one of said slide-

blocks and one of said sectors and;

a link articulately connecting the midpoint of one lever of
said pair of levers to the shaft, the length of said link

equalling half the length of the lever connected thereto;
one of said levers of that pair of levers connected to the inner

slide-block being provided with a contoured cam and a
kinematic connection between said cam and the shoulders
of the associated sector operable to traverse said shoulders
relative to said sector at the beginning and end of the
radial traversing of said sector.

4,425,181

OUTSERT APPLICATOR APPARATUS
Melford J. Bahr, Corcoran; Cyril A. Ehalt, Plymouth, and
Wayne R. Geist, Rogers, all of Minn., assignors to MGS
Machine Corporation, Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Mar. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 359,862

Int. a.3 B65C 9/14. 9/36
U.S. CI. 156—497 5 Qaims

5. Apparatus for applying outserts to containers, comprising:
means for advancing the containers along a predetermined

input path;

means located along the input path for positioning at least

one container to receive an outsert;

magazine means for holding the outserts to be applied, said

magazine means being located in spaced relationship with
the input path across from said positioning means;

a glue pot located between said magazine means and the

container located by said positioning means;
transfer means, attached to supporting means, for receiving

the outsert from said magazine means and individually

applying an outsert to the container positioned in the input

path, said transfer means including:

a pair of spaced apart rails disposed approximately per-

pendicular with respect to said container path;

a slide block for sliding along said rails;

an arm rotatably supported by said slide block;

a cup and means for drawing a vacuum with said cup, said

cup supported by said arm, said cup for holding said

insert as it moves between the retracted position adja-

cent to said magazine means and the extended position

adjacent to a container on the input path;

means for linearly moving said slide block, said moving
means being coupled to said arm extending from said

slide block;
,

a plurality of drive pins secured to said supporting means;
a pinion attached to said arm for cooperating with said

drive pins;
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means for applying glue from said glue pot to said outsert as

said outsert is moved by said transfer means;
whereby linear movement of said arm by said moving means

causes said pinion to engage said pins and rotate said arm
thereby resulting in composite linear and rotational cup
movement.

mask material layer implemented during the processing of an

integrated circuit wafer, comprising the step of:

4,425,182

BLENDING TAPE DISPENSER
Wallace R. Jones, Waite Hill Village; John F. Haas, Chagrin

Falls, and Sal Ferro, Sagamore Hills, all of Ohio, assignors to

The Excello Speciality Co., Oevefand, Ohio
Filed Apr. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 251,479

Int. a.' B32B 31/08; B44C 7/02

U.S. a. 156—554 18 Qaims

1. A layered blending tape dispensing apparatus comprising

in combination:

a roll of layered blending tape including a hollow core and

an elongated length of blending tape wrapped spirally

around the core, the blending tape including a mask layer

having one surface coated by an adhesive layer, an elon-

gated mask section adhered to a portion of the adhesive

layer generally along one side edge of the mask layer and
extending longitudinally thereof, and an elongated release

strip adhered to the remaining portion of the adhesive

layer and extending longitudinally thereof, said release

strip being selectively removable from said adhesive layer

remaining portion;

a frame to which an axle is operatively connected;

a tape mounting hub which frictionally receives the hollow
core and which is rotatably mounted on the axle;

a tape roll retainer, the retainer including a first end which is

received by one portion of the frame, a second end which
is removably received by another portion of the frame,

and an elongated spring section extending between the

first and second ends, the elongated spring portion extend-

ing transverse to the axle adjacent one side face of the roll

of tape;

a braking means for selectively controlling the angular ve-

locity of the hub for eliminating backlash of the blending

tape during tape dispensing; and,

separating means disposed adjacent the hub for automati-

cally separating the release strip from the adhesive layer.

4,425,183

METAL BEVEL PROCESS FOR MULTI-LEVEL METAL
SEMICONDUCTOR APPLICATIONS

George Maheras, Fort Collins, and Hubert O. Hayworth, Love-

land, both of Colo., assignors to NCR Corporation, Dayton,

Ohio
Filed Aug. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 521,509

Int. C\? C23F 1/02; C03C 15/00, 25/06: B44C 1/22

U.S. a. 156—651 8 Qaims
1. A process for beveling the corner formed at the interface

between a patterned metallic material layer and an overlying

etching both the metallic material and masking matenai
using an isotropic etchant which removes masking mate-

rial at a rate measurably faster than the etchant removes
the metallic material.

4,425,184

METHOD OF FORMING A DECORATIVE SURFACE ON
A BODY OF GLASS

Salvatore Guerra, Detroit; John H. .Meyer. Milford, and
Thomas E. Boiler, Southfleld, all of Mich., assignors to Ford
Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Apr. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 481.427

Int. a.' B44C 1/22: C23F 1/00
U,S. a. 156—655 2 aalras

1. A method of forming a decorative surface on one side of

a sheet of soda/lime silica glass which comprises the steps of:

forming a multicomponent metallic oxide film on the one
side of the sheet of soda/lime silica glass;

contacting the surface of the sheet of glass having said metal-

lic oxide film thereon with an etchant acid bath containing

at least hydrofiuoric and nitric acids; and

interrupting contact between the surface of the glass sheet

having said metallic oxide film thereon and said etchant

acid bath when said etchant acid bath has reacted with

said metallic oxide film to create a decorative surface on

the sheet of glass, said decorative surface including a

plurality of elongated lines generally intersecting with one

another.

4,425,185

METHOD AND COMPOSITION FOR REMOVING
NICKEL ALUMINIDE COATINGS FROM NICKEL

SUPERALLOYS
Robert E. Fishter, Boca Raton; Henry Lada, Lake Park, and

Victoria M. Putnam, Jupiter, all of Fla., assignors to United

Technologies Corporation, Hartford, Conn.

Filed Mar. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 359,547

Int. a.^ C23F 1/02: B44C 1/22

U.S. a. 156—656 4 Qaims
1. The method of removing a nickel aluminide coating from

a wrought non-hardenable nickel base alloy characterized by

contacting the article with an acid solution consisting essen-

tially by volume percent of 43-45 concentrated nitric acid,

7-12 concentrated hydrochloric acid, 0.1-1.5 concentrated

sulfuric acid, balance water; the solution also containing metal

chloride and metal sulfate ions.
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4,425,186

DIMETHYLAMIDE AND CATIONIC SURFACTANT
DEBONDING COMPOSITIONS AND THE USE

THEREOF IN THE PRODUCnON OF FLUFF PULP
Oicar W. May, and Philip M. Hoekstni, both of Memphis,

Tenn., assignors to Buckman Laboratories, Inc., Memphis,
Tenn.

Filed Mar. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 247,187

Int. a.' D21H 3/10
U.S. a. 162—158 23 Qaims

1. A process for treating cellulose pulp fiber to reduce inter-

fiber bonding, thus imparting a low degree of mechanical
strength to webs formed therefrom, while at the same time,

preserving good hydrophilic properties of said fiber which
comprises adding to the cellulose pulp fiber slurry prior to or
during the formation of the slurry into a web, a mixture com-
prising 10 to 90 weight percent of a cationic surfactant and 90
to 10 weight percent of a dimethylamide of a straight chain
carboxylic acid characterized in that said carboxylic acid con-
tains from 12 to 18 carbon atoms in an amount varying from 0.

1

to 2.0 parts per 100 parts of said cellulose pulp fiber based on
the dry weight of said fiber.

ous guide path over which there is guided said common
portion of said first and second wires;

said dewatering element being arranged in the wire loop of
said first wire;

a slide shoe arranged upstream of said dewatering element
with respect to the direction of travel of said first wire for
guiding said first wire;

said slide shoe possessing a water impervious support surface
for said first wire; and

said water impervious support surface extending upstream
out of the region of the inbound location of said second
wire with respect to said direction of travel of the first

wire past an impact location of the stock suspension ef-

fiuxing out of the second headbox and directed towards
the first wire.

4,425,187

TWIN-WIRE PAPERMAKING MACHINE
Frederick R. Armstrong, Centerrille, Mass.; Heinz Braun; Al-

fred Bnbik, both of Ravensburg, Fed. Rep. of Germany; Hel-
mut Storr, Berg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, and Karl Turobin-
Ort, Meckenbeuren, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to
Eachcr Wyss GmbH, Ravensburg, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Apr. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 364,469
Qaims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 8, 1981,

2358/81

Int. a.3 D21F l/i6. 1/40
U.S. a. 162-299 8 Qaims

4 425 188
FORMING SHOES FOR THE TWIN-WIRE FORMER OF

A PAPER MAKING MACHINE
Haruyoshi Fiyiwara, Mihara, Japan, assignor to Mitsubishi
Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 358,604
Oaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 28, 1981. 56-

44016[U]

Int. a.J D21F 1/36. 1/54
U.S. a. 162-300 2 Qaims

1. A twin-wire papermaking machine comprising:
a first wire at which there is formed a first fiber ply;

said first wire moving in a predetermined direction of travel
and defining a wire loop;

a second wire positioned to be brought together with the
first wire;

a first headbox for infeeding a stock suspension for forming
said first ply at said first wire;

means defining a pre-dewatering path arranged following
the first headbox for dewatering the first fiber ply essen-
tially downwardly at the first wire;

said means defining said pre-dewatering path comprising at

least a portion of said first wire;

said second wire coming into contact with the first wire at a
predetermined inbound location;

a second headbox for infeeding a stock suspension arranged
at an end of pre-dewatering path forwardly of said in-

bound location of said wire;

means arranged following the second headbox and defining
a dewatering path for dewatering a fiber ply essentially

upwardly;

said means defining said dewatering path for essentially

upwardly dewatering the fiber ply comprising a substan-
tially curvilineariy extending common portion of both
said first and second wires;

a dewatering element defining an essentially water impervi-

1. In a twin wire former of a paper making machine having
two wires extending in a longitudinal direction for guiding a
raw paper material liquid therebetween and a plurality of
longitudinally spaced forming shoes, one of the wires being
supported on a surface of each of the shoes, the improvement
wherein each of said forming shoes has a plurality of trans-
versely spaced grooves in said surface, each of said plurality of
grooves extending perpendicularly to its depth in a direction at

an angle to said longitudinal direction less than 90° such that
scraping pressure applied to said raw paper material liquid by
said surface between said grooves is released by said raw paper
material liquid into said grooves, said grooves creating a pres-
sure difference in said raw paper material liquid in a direction
transverse to said longitudinal direction to produce a trans-

verse flow of said raw paper material liquid, thereby to reduce
the machine-direction to cross-machine-direction ratio of the
fibers of the paper being formed.

4,425,189

DEHYDRATING BLADE FOR PAPER MACHINE
Gen Mimura, Katsuta, Japan, assignor to Hitachi Chemical
Company, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 335,693
Qaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 25, 1981, 56-42783

Int. Q.3 D21F 1/48. 1/54
U.S. Q. 162-352 u Qaims

1. A dehydrating blade for a paper machine comprising a
surface portion made ofceramics and a base portion made from
a synthetic resin material and having a hollow portion on the
undersurface thereof, said surface portion having at least two
projecting portions on the undersurface thereof for burying
them in said base portion, said two projecting portions forming
a groove therebetween, and a reinforcing material being buried
in said base portion and the top portion of the reinforcing
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material contacting with the undersurface of the surface por-
tion and placed in said groove formed by the projecting por-
tions of the surface portion, wherein the reinforcing material is

made of steel and in the form of the letter "T", wherein the

4 425 190
EXTENDED NIP SHOE FOR A NIP IN A PAPERMAKING

MACHINE
Dennis C. Cronin, Rockton, III., assignor to Beloit Corporation,

Beloit, Wis.

Division of Ser. No. 267,397, May 26, 1981. This application

Apr. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 365,860

Int. Q.3 D21F 3/06. 3/00
U.S. Q. 162-358 lo Claims

1. A system in a papermaking machine applying a compres-
sive force to a web of paper comprising:

a rotating press roll;

compliant means for transporting the web of paper around a
portion of the press roll;

means for applying a film of lubricant to the compliant
means for transporting; and

means for compressing the compliant means for transporting

against the press roll, the means for compressing having a

shoe to maintain the film of lubricant along the interface of
the means for compressing and the compliant means for

transporting, the shoe including:

an inrunning surface extended approximately T-S* from a

line substantially tangent to a load arc, formed by the shoe
against the press roll, through the point where the l0ad arc
intersects an inrunning nip point created by the shoe and
press roll;

an outrunning surface extended approximately I'-S* from a

line substantially tangent to the load arc, formed by the

shoe against the press roll, through the point where the

load arc intersects an outrunning nip point created by the
shoe and press roll;

means for controllably distributing the release of the com-
pressive force on side edge portions of the compliant
transport system; and

means for advancing the shoe toward the rotating press roll.

4,425,191

ARRANGEMENT FOR MINIMIZING LEAKAGE FROM
HEATED CHAMBERS AND METHOD FOR MAKING

SAME
Joseph M. Evans, Murrysville, Pa., assignor to Silicon Technol-

ogy Incorporated, Greensburg, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 24,905, Mar. 29, 1979, abandoned. ThU
application Sep. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 301,197

Int. Q.' C09K 3/10; ClOB 25/16; E06B 7/16; F27D 1/18
U.S. Q. 201-41 9 Qaims

base portion has a plurality of slits, with the slits being formed
substantially perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of the
base portion, and wherein the slits are formed with a constant
distance alternately on one side and then on the other side of
the base portion separated by the reinforcing material.

18 20

1. A heated chamber having at least one opening, closure
means for closing said at least one opening, said closure means
at least a closed and open position, said closure means and said
opening having surfaces disposed for coming into proximity of
one another in said closed position, said surfaces forming a
primary sealing means for said heated chamber in said closed
position, there being a substance applied to at least one of said
proximate surfaces, said substance being an intumescent sub-
stance which foams and expands upon the application of heat,
thereby forming a secondary sealing means between said proxi-
mate surfaces in said closed position, when said substance is in

a foamed and expanded condition, said substance consisting
essentially of a liquid silicate.

4,425,192

METHOD OF FORMING BATTERY ELECTRODES
Larry F. McKinley, AtlanU, Ga., assignor to Allied Corpora-

tion, Morristown, N.J.

Continuation of Ser. No. 447,589, Dec. 7, 1982. abandoned. This
application Jun. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 504,595

Int. Q.^ HOIM 4/04. 10/44
U.S. Q. 204-2.1 4 Qaims
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1. A method of forming battery electrodes, comprising the
steps of:

placing said battery electrodes in an electrolyte solution;

connecting said battery electrodes to a source of electrical

current; and

controlling said source of electrical current to provide said

current for forming said battery electrodes in at least three

discrete sequential predetermined constant-current levels,

an intermediate one of said at least three discrete sequen
tial predetermined constant-current levels being greate
than a first predetermined constant-current level preced
ing said intermediate one of said at least three constant
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current levels and being greater than a second predeter-

mined constant-current levels following said intermediate

one of said at least three constant-current levels, said

second predetermined level being lesser than said first

predetermined level, to provide an approximately-con-

stant voltage across said battery electrodes.

4,425,193

ELECTROCHEMICAL PREDICTION OF CORROSION
SUSCEPTIBILITY OF ZIRCONIUM-BASE ALLOYS

Dale F. Taylor, SchenecUdy, N.Y., assignor to General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,308

Int. a.3 COIN 27/46, 27/30
U^. a. 204-1 T 30 aaims
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4 425 194
PHOTO-VOLTAIC POWER GENERATING MEANS AND

METHODS
Ferdinand A. Kroger, Los Angeles; Robert L. Rod, Marina del

Rey; Ramachandra M. P. Panicker, Camarillo, all of Calif.,

and Mark B. Knaster, Ambler, Pa., assignors to Monosolar,
Inc., Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 899,227, Apr. 24, 1978, abandoned,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 883,150, Mar. 3, 1978,
abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 693,890, Jun. 8,

1976, abandoned. This application Jan. 21, 1983, Ser. No.
460,013

Int. a.3 HOIL 31/18, 31/06
U.S. a. 204-2.1 32 aaims
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16. An electrochemical process for predicting the ability of
a zirconium-base alloy body to resist nodular corrosion in a

boiling water nuclear reactor during normal operation, com-
prising the steps of:

(1) chemically polishing a pre-determined area of a surface
of said alloy body,

(2) making said pre-determined area the anode in an electro-

chemical cell,

(3) applying to said cell consUnt direct current providing a
current density at the anode in the range of from about 0.

1

mA/cm2 d-c to about 10 mA/cm^ d-c,

(4) decreasing the constant direct current previously applied
to said cell by a step-change to a consUnt value providing
a current density of less than one-half the direct current
density utilized in step (3) and monitoring the d-c cell

voltage response, which exhibits a transient, as a function
of time until the cell volUge again starts to increase in

vahie,

(5) re-applying to said cell a value of constant direct current
providing a current density in the range of from 0.1

mA/cm2 d-c to about 10 mA/cm^ d-c and measuring the
degree of non-linearity occurring in the relationship be-

tween d-c voltage and time,

(6) measuring the value of the transient volUge, the depth of
the minimum occurring as the d-c cell voltage varies with
time,

(7) comparing the values obtained in steps (5) and (6) to

standardized values to determine the corrosion suscepti-

bility of said alloy body.

1. A method of preparing a photo-voltaic power generating
cell comprising:

depositing electrochemically on a suitably prepared metal
electrode adapted to form a Schottky barrier a coating of
a semiconductor compound from an electrolytic bath
including the components of said semiconductor com-
pound, said compound being capable of forming a
Schottky barrier with said electrode, being transmissive to

light radiation and being capable of forming electron-hole
pairs upon being irradiated with photons, said components
being formed of at least one of the metal elements of Class
IIB and non-metal elements of Class VIA of the Periodic
Table of Elements.

15. The process of manufacturing an n-p heterojunction
photo-voltaic device utilizing a semiconductive substrate of a
first conductivity type, comprising the steps of:

immersing the substrate into an electrolyte comprising cad-
mium sulfate at an acid pH;

providing an anode having at least a tellurium coating;

applying a voluge between the cathode ^rmed by the sub-

strate and the anode, the voltage being negative between
the cathode and a calomel reference electrode so as to

deposit an opposite conductivity type thin polycrystalline

cadmium telluride layer; and
continuing the plating until the layer has a predetermined

thickness, whereby an n-p heterojunction is provided
between the substrate of a first conductivity type and the
plated cadmium tellurium layer of the opposite conductiv-
ity type.
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4,425,195 ^ ^25 197METHOD OF FABRICATING A DIAMOND HEAT SINK METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR
INIcolas A. Papanicolaou, Silver Spring, Md., assignor to Martin ELECTRODEPOSITING A METAL ON A CONDUCTIVE

Marietta Corporation, Bethesda, Md.
Filed Nov. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 440,784

Int. C\? C25D 1/20 5/02. 5/12
U.S. a. 204—3

20

SURFACE
Kiyoshi Inoue, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Inoue-Japax Research

Incorporated, Yokohama, Japan
11 aaims Filed Aug. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 409,130

Oaims priority, application Japan, Aug. 19, 1981. 56-128805;
Jun. 28, 1982. 57-110033

Int. a.' C25D 5/04. 7/04. 17/00
U.S. CI. 204-25 19 Claims

1. A method of fabricating a diamond heat sink comprising
the steps of:

(a) metalizing a diamond;
*

(b) temporarily attaching said diamond to a base plate;

(c) coating the exposed surfaces of said diamond with a

primary metallic layer to provide a metallic base; and
(d) separating said base plate from said diamond thereby

leaving as a diamond heat sink said diamond and said

primary metallic layer.
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4,425,196

PHOTOELECTROCHEMICAL PLATING OF SILVER
Jeffrey R. Bessette, Piscataway, and Paul A. Kohl, Chatham,

both of N.J., assignors to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incor-
porated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed Sep. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 414,606

Int. a.3 C25D 5/02, 3/46
U.S. CI. 204-15 23 Qaims

I I I

1. A process for fabricating devices comprising at least one
n-type or intrinsic compound semiconductor material compris-
ing the step of plating silver on a metallic surface electrically

connected to the Ill-V compound semiconductor by an

oxidation-reduction reaction in an electrolytic solution charac-
terized in that

a. the oxidation is carried out by illuminating the Ill-V

compound semiconductor so as to create holes that permit
oxidation of the semiconductor,

b. the electrolytic solution comprises a source of silver

which on reduction yields metallic silver in which the

reduction potential of the source of silver in the electro-

lytic solution is between the potential of the valence band
maximum in the electrolytic solution and the potential of
the conduction band minimum in the electrolytic solution,

and

c. the source of silver is reduced on the metallic surface to

form metallic silver.

1. A method of electrodepositing a metal upon an eleclri-

cally conductive surface, comprising the steps of
(a) accommodating, in an essentially hermetically sealed

receptacle, a workpiece havmg a surface to be electrode-
posited;

(b) positioning electrode means in spaced juxtaposition with
said surface of said workpiece in said receptacle;

{c) flooding an electrodepositing solution into at least the
region of a gap between said electrode means and the
workpiece within said receptacle;

(d) passing an electrodepositing current between said elec-

trode means and said workpiece to electrodeposjt said

metal from said solution at least predominantly on a lim-

ited area of the workpiece surface juxtaposed with the

electrode means while permitting gases to be eleclrolyti-

cally produced from said gap and together with any mist

of the solution, to be collected as a gaseous effluent in a

space within said receptacle;

(e) relatively displacing said workpiece and said electrode
means by operating drive means disposed outside said

receptacle and drivingly connected with at least one of
said workpiece and said electrode means so as to cause
said limited area of at least predominant electrodeposition

to sweep progressively over said workpiece surface
within said receptacle;

(0 withdrawing, under suction, said gaseous efTluenl being
collected in said space from said receptacle to the exterior

thereof; and

(g) introducing fresh atmospheric air into said room under
said suction withdrawing said gaseous effiuent from said

receptacle.

4,425,196

BRIGHTENING COMPOSITION FOR ZINC ALLOY
ELECTROPLATING BATH AND ITS METHOD OF USE
Sylvia Martin, Detroit, Mich., assignor to OMI International

Corporation, Warren, Mich.

Filed Jun. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 274,085

Int. a.J C25D 3/56
U.S. a. 204-43 Z 7 Qalms

1. An aqueous zinc alloy electroplating bath having a pH of
from about up to about 6.5 and comprising about 7 to about
165 g/l zinc ions, at least one of nickel ions and cobalt ions

individually present in an amount of about 1 to about 60 g/l,

about 0.5 to about 200 mg/1 aluminum ions, and an efTective
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amount of a brightener comprising a bath soluble polymer of
the formula:

Rl

I

•CHz—C-

I

y—N—

Y

wherein: '

Y may be the same or different and is R or RX, where R is

H or Ci-io aliphatic radical, where X is H. OH, COOR',
COON[R>]2, SO3M, CN, N[R']2 or OR", where M is H or

a Group I or II metal;

R' is H or C|^ alkyl radical; and

n is 2 to 2,000,000; and copolymers of said polymer and a

solubilizing agent present in an amount up to 25 mole
percent of the copolymer selected from the group consist-

ing of methacrylic acid, acrylic acid, acrylonitrile, meth-
acrylonitrile, vinyl Ci-j alkyl esters, vinyl halide, epihalo-

hydrin, vinulidine halide, alkylene oxide and mixtures

thereof.

4,425,199

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
(w-FLUOROSULFONYD-HALOALIPHATIC

CARBOXYLIC ACID FLUORIDES
Masato Hamada; Jukichi Ohmura, both of Yokohama, and
Fumio Muranaka, Kawasaki, all of Japan, assignors to Asahi
Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

nied Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,676
Qaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 2, 1981, 56^383

Int. a.5 BOIK 3/00: C07C 143/70
U.S. a. 204-59 F 6 Qaims

1. A process for the preparation of an (a)-fluorosulfonyl)-

haloaliphatic carboxylic acid fluoride which comprises sub-
jecting to electrolysis an electrolyte comprising a compound
represented by the formula:

|

OCH2(CXiX'iCX2X'2
. . CX„X',)S02 (I)

wherein n is an integer of from 1 to 4, Xi through X„ and X'l
through X'„ each independently stand for H, CI or F, and
liquid hydrogen fluoride in an electrolytic cell to effect elec-

trolytic fluorination of said compound, thereby to obtain an
(ai-fluorosulfonyl)haloaliphatic carboxylic acid fluoride repre-
sented by the formula:

FS02(CZiZ'iCZ2Z'2 CZ,Z'„)COF

wherein Zj through Z„ and Z'\ through Z'„ each indepen-
dently sund for F or CI, and n is as defined above.

4,425,200
'

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR STABILIZING
ALUMINUM METAL LAYERS IN ALUMINUM

ELECTROLYTIC CELLS
Yoji Arita, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Mitsubishi Keikin-
loku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Oct. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 309,066
Qaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 8, 1981, 55-140918

Int. Q.J C25C 3/06. 3/08. 3/20
U.S.Q. 204-67 8 Qaims

1. A method of stabilizing an aluminum metal layer in a
prebaked anode type aluminum electrolytic cell comprising the
steps of:

horizontally disposing a ferromagnetic member in a mag-

netic field created by a current passing through said elec-
trolytic cell, and

magnetizing said ferromagnetic member with a horizontal

component of said magnetic field so as to form a magnetic
field containing a vertical component that decreases a
gradient of a vertical component of said first mentioned
magnetic field.

4,425,201

METHOD FOR IMPROVED ALUMINA CONTROL IN
ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC CELLS

Qaude A. Wilson, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and Alton T. Tabe-
reaux, Sheffield, Ala., assignors to Reynolds Metals Com-
pany, Richmond, Va.

Filed Jan. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 343,210
Int. Q.3 C25C 3/06. 3/20

U.S. Q. 204-67 4 Qaims
1. A method for controlling the amount of alumina fed to a

reduction cell so as to avoid overfeeding or underfeeding of
the cell comprising the steps of:

(a) experimentally intentionally over-and-under-feeding a
control cell of the type of the cell to be controlled under
controlled conditions to determine statistically significant

values of:

(i) a rate of change in bath control cell resistance with
respect to time and alumina concentration to define a
line slope, "g";

(ii) a statistical correlation coefficient of the last N number
of readings of the resistance of the control cell, h; and

(iii) a number of hours since the last break/feed option y;
(b) determining the rate of change in bath resistance of the

cell to be controlled with respect to time and alumina
concentration to define a line slope, g;

(c) defining a statistical coefficient, R?, of the last N number
of readings of the bath resistance of the cell to be con-
trolled; and

(d) performing a break/feed if all of the following conditions
are met:

(I) the slope g is within the experimenUlly determined
range of "g" volts/minute at a normalized line amper-
age;

(II) R2 exceeds the experimentally determined limit h; and
(III) the last break/feed operation has not been performed

in the last y hours.

4,425,202

METHOD OF MAKING AND COLOR STABILIZATION
OF CHOLINE BASE

Edward A. Sulli?an, Bereriy, Masi., assignor to Thiokol Corpo*
ration, Chicago, III.

Filed Aug. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 409,194

Int. Q.i C25B 3/00
U.S. Q. 204—72 11 daims

1. A process for producing a water-white colored aqueous
solution of choline base that is resistant to discoloration in an
electrolytic cell having an anode compartment containing an
anode and a cathode compartment containing a cathode, said
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anode and cathode compartments being separated by a cationic
membrane capable of rejecting passage of essentially all halide
ions from said anode compartment to the cathode compart-
ment and capable of permitting passage of hydrated choline
ions from said anode compartment to said cathode compart-
ment, comprising: feeding a solution of choline halide into said
anode compartment; feeding dilute aqueous choline base into
said cathode compartment; adding a sulfite to a chamber of
said electrolytic cell in an amount sufficient to make the cho-
line base produced by the process resistant to discoloration;

num and z is the weight percent of titanium, m the combined
weight of nickel, molybdenum and titanium, and where x

ranges from about 75 to about 94 percent by weight, y ranges
from about 20 to about 5 percent by weight and z ranges from
about 5 to about 1 percent by weight, and which has had from
about 75 to about 95 percent of the aluminum leached from
said surface with a strong aqueous base so as to form an active
porous Raney Beta phase nickcl-molybdcnum-titanium surface
layer whereby the hydrogen overvoltagc of said surface is

reduced.

"^

f Tl ft/^

• " ¥
-^ <^.

establishing and maintaining a sufficient electrical potential

between said anode and cathode to produce a flow of electrical

current across said cell thereby causing halide ions to lose an
electron at said anode, hyrated choline ions to migrate through
said membrane from said anode compartment into said cathode
compartment and to combine with hydroxide ions to form
choline base that is essentially free of halide, and to dissociate

water at the cathode to form hydrogen and hydroxide ions;

and removing an aqueous solution of said choline base from
said cathode compartment that contains impurities of ^ 1000
ppm halides and carbonates and ^ IS ppm alkali metals.

4,425,203

HYDROGEN EVOLUTION CATHODE
Thomas J. Gray, Guilford, Conn., assignor to Olin Corporation,
New Haven, Conn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 301,681, Sep. 14, 1981, Pat. No.
4,374,712, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 80,745,

Oct. 1, 1979, Pat. No. 4,289,650, which is a continuation-in-part

of Ser. No. 25,153, Mar. 29, 1979, Pat. No. 4,240,895. This
application May 20, 1982, Ser. No. 380,155

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Feb. 22,

2000, has been disclaimed.

Int. Q.J C25B 1/04. 11/06
U.S. Q. 204-129 8 Qaims

Z<jmniHJ DCM14TV ma/c r'

1. A method of generating hydrogen from a hydrogen evolu-
tion cathode in an electrolytic cell by passing an electric cur-

rent through an aqueous electrolyte between an anode and a

hydrogen evolution cathode, said cathode being comprised of
a monolithic structure having a surface formed from an inte-

gral precursory, adherent Raney BeU phase quaternary alloy

represented by the formula Ni;(Mo^Ti,Al3, where x is the

weight percent of nickel, y is the weight percent of molybde-

4,425,204
RAPID METHOD FOR THE ETCHING AND CLEANING

OF DENTAL CASTING METALS
Gerald McUughlin, 550 Rte. 25A, Rocky Point, N.Y. 11778

Filed Sep. 20. 1982, Ser. No. 420,014
Int. Q.J C25F 1/04. 3/02. 7/00

U.S. Q. 204-129.7 g Qaims

lis
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I. A system for accelerating the etching and cleaning of
metal castings used in dental restoration, comprising the steps
of:

(a) combining a liquid ctchant and a cleaner to form a single

bath for the metal to be cleaned and etched,

(b) providing a first and a second electrode for immersion in

the bath, the electrodes being electrically conductive, but
resistant to etching and cleaning effects of the bath,

(c) providing a direct current power supply, the positive po-
tential output of the supply being connected to the first

electrode while the negative potential output is connected to

the second electrode, said direct current power supply limit-

ing the current flow to less than 0.8 amperes per square
centimeter of surface to be etched,

(d) connecting the dental casting to the first electrode, the

connection making electrical contact from the supply to the

casting by way of the first electrode,

(e) immersing the electrodes in the bath in separated positions

which permit electrical current How through the electrodes

and the bath, the immersing of the electrodes places the

metal casting in the bath, and

(0 applying ultrasonic vibrations to the bath, the vibrations

being transmitted through the bath to the metal casting to

accelerate the etching and cleaning action.

4,425,205

PROCESS FOR REGENERATING ELECTROLESS
PLATING BATH AND A REGENERATING APPARATUS

OF ELECTROLESS PLATING BATH
Hideo Honma, Yokohama; Yothiaki Suniki, and YasnUro Ma-

tsumoto, both of Yokotuka, all of Japan, aisignors to Kaato
Kasei Co., Ltd. and Facility Ltd., botii of Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Apr. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 372,133

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 13, 1982, 57/39869;
Apr. 23, 1982, 57/67364

Int. Q.J C02F 1/46; BOID 13/02
U.S. Q. 204—151 22 Claims

1. A process for regenerating electroless plating bath com-
prising the steps of:

(i) continuously or intermittently taking out a part or the

whole chelating agent-containing copper electroless plat-

1038 O.G.—31
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ing bath from an electroless plating tank, followed by
removing off the copper ion content from said bath;

(ii) acidifying the thus obtained solution for precipitating the

chelating agent therefrom and recovering the precipitated

chelating agent;

(iii) supplying said recovered chelating agent to an anodic

cell separated by an exchange membrane from a cathodic

cell having cathode, said anodic cell having copper anode.

^—

.

r^

wherein in case a neutral or alkaline electrolyte solution is

supplied to said cathodic cell said partitioning membrane
is an anion exchange membrane or cation exchange mem-
brane, while in case an acidic electrolyte solution is sup-

plied to said cathodic cell said partitioning membrane is a

cation exchange membrane and applying direct current

between both electrode; and

(iv) then recycling the solution within said anodic cell to said

electroless plating tank.

4,425,206

ANHYDROUS PROCESS FOR PREPARING
AMORPHOUS CHLORINATED POLYETHYLENE AND

PRODUCT THEREOF
Loyd B. Hutchinson, Denham Springs, La., assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Dec. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 448,119

Int. a.3 C08F 8/22
U.S. a. 204—159.18 12 Qaims

1. An anhydrous free radical process for preparing amor-
phous chlorinated, solid, finely divided polyethylene particles;

said process employing a free radical initiator, a flow of gase-

ous chlorine and agitation of the particles sufficient to expose
generally all of said particles to the fiow of gaseous chlorine,

the process comprising a series of sequential steps:

(a) starting addition of gaseous chlorine to an agitated mass
of porous, finely divided polyethylene particles, the parti-

cles being exposed to a free radical initiator, while said

mass is at a temperature within a temperature range of
from about 25* to about 50° Centigrade;

(b) continuing addition of gaseous chlorine to the agitated

mass while continuing to expose the mass to a free radical

initiator and while increasing the temperature of said mass
over a temperature range of from about 50° Centigrade to

about 105* Centigrade and maintaining the temperature
within said temperature range until a level of chlorination

of the agitated mass of from about 5 to about 15 percent by
weight of said mass is attained;

(c) continuing addition of gaseous chlorine to the agitated

mass while continuing to expose the mass to a free radical

initiator and while further increasing the temperature of
said mass to a temperature of from about 125° Centigrade
to about 132* Centigrade, said temperature being in-

creased at a rate which is sufficiently slow to preclude
sintering of the agitated mass; and

(d) continuing addition of gaseous chlorine to the agitated

mass while continuing to expose the mass to a free radical

initiator and while further increasing the temperature of
said mass to a temperature which is greater than about
130* Centigrade yet less than a temperature at which
sintering of the agitated mass occurs and maintaining said

temperature for a period of time sufficient to attain a

predetermined level of chlorination and a predetermined
level of relative crystallinity.

4,425,207

DUAL CURE COATING COMPOSITIONS
Rudolph H. Boeckeler, Grafton, and James R. Prom, Port

Washington, both of Wis., assignors to Freeman Chemical
Corporation, Port Washington, Wis.

Division of Ser. No. 208,856, Nov. 21, 1980, Pat No. 4,377,457.
This application Jan. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 458,304

Int. a.5 C08F 8/18; C08G 18/00, 2/02
U.S. a. 204—159.14 8 Gaims

1. A coating composition comprising:

an epoxy modified polyester extended acrylate resin contain-

ing plural beta hydroxy alkyl acrylate groups and drying
oil unsaturation; and

a photopolymerization initiator for said resin, said initiator

being selected from those initiators which decompose
upon exposure to U.V. radiation to generate an acid cata-

lyst for the cross-linking reaction of said resin.

4,425,208

COMPOSITIONS AND PROCESS
Anthony F. Jacobine, Meriden, Conn., assignor to The Upjohn
Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Filed Aug. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 290,689

Int. a.J C08F 2/48, 2/50
U.S. a. 204—159.15 11 Qaims

1. In a method for the photopolymerization of ethylenically

unsaturated compounds selected from the group consisting of
polymerizable ethylenically unsaturated monomers, oligomers
and polymers, the improvement which comprises employing
as the photoinitiator a combination of an aromatic ketone
sensitizer and from 20 to 200 parts by weight, per 100 parts by
weight of said aromatic ketone sensitizer, of a tetra-substituted

urea of the formula:

Rl O R3
\ II /
N—C—

N

/ \
R2 R4

wherein Ri, R2, R3 and R4 taken individually represent mem-
bers each of which is independently selected from the class

consisting of lower-alkyl, cycloalkyl, aralkyl and aryl and Ri,
R2, R3. and R4 taken together with the N atoms to which they

are attached also represent the residue of a heterocyclic moiety
having from 2 to 8 ring atoms.

4,425,209

PHOTOSETTING RESIN COMPOSITIONS
Keiji Saeki, Kadoma; Juiui Ikeda, Ikoma, and Wakahata
Tamotsu, Katano, all of Japan, assignors to Matsushita Elec-

tric Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 205,011, Not. 7, 1980, abandoned. This

application Sep. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 420,862

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 21, 1979, 54-151214

Int. a.3 C08F 2/46
U.S. a. 204—159.23 2 Oainis

1. A photocurable solder resist for use with flexible printed

circuit boards comprising from 10 to 20% by weight of a resin

selected from the group consisting of epoxy (metha) acrylate

and trimethylol propane triacrylate having at least three

groups per molecule selected from acryloyl and methacryloyl

groups, from 10 to 12% by weight of an ester (metha) acrylate

having two groups per molecule selected from acryloyl and
methacryloyl groups, and 32 to 42% by weight of 2-hydrox-

yethyl methacrylate and a sensitizer.

/
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4,425,210

PLASMA DESMEARING APPARATUS AND METHOD
Fazal A. Fazlin, 11400 4th St. N. #101, St. Petersburg, Ha.
33702

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 204,329, Nov. 4, 1980, Pat. No.
4,328,081, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 124,468, Feb. 25,

1980, abandoned. This application Apr. 10, 1981, Ser. No.
253,007

Int. a.J C23F 1/00
U.S. a. 204—19 ZE 13 Oaims

- O 040

1

1. A method for desmearing objects inserted within a cham-
ber, the chamber including pairs of electrodes spaced apart a

sufficient distance to permit the insertion of one or more of the

objects to be desmeared between adjacent electrode pairs, each
electrode pair including a power electrode for receiving elec-

trical energy and a ground electrode connected to ground,

comprising the steps of:

evacuating the chamber to a very low pressure;

supplying a first amount of electrical energy at a radio fre-

quency to the power electrode of a first electrode pair to

create a primary electrical field between the power elec-

trode and the ground electrode of the first electrode pair

and a secondary electrical field between the power elec-

trode of the first electrode pair and the ground electrode

of a preceeding electrode pair;

supplying a second and greater amount of electrical energy
at a radio frequency to the power electrode of a second
and succeeding electrode pair to create a primary electri-

cal field between the pwwer electrode and the ground
electrode of the second electrode pair and a secondary
electrical field between the power electrode of the second
electrode pair and the ground electrode of the first elec-

trode pair; and
directing a flow of gas through the first electrode pair and

then through the second electrode pair whereby the in-

creased intensity of the electrical field created by the

second electrode pair compensates for the saturation of

the plasma gas flowing therethrough.

4,425,211

DEVICE FOR ELECTRODEPOSITION OF ALUMINUM
Siegfried Birkle, Hocchstadt; Johann Gehring, Spardorf, and

Klaus Stoeger, Nuremberg, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin A Munich,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jun. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 393,198

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 21,

1981, 3133162

Int. a.3 C25D 17/02, 21/02
U.S. a. 204—198 20 Qaims

1. A device for electrodepositing of aluminum from an

aprotic, oxygen-free and water-free, aluminum-organic elec-

trolyte, said device comprising an electroplating tank being

subdivided into a plurality of identical individual cells for

receiving a liquid and anode plates, each of said cells having a

rectangular cross section and being positioned one after an-

other in a line, said electroplating tank having a hood forming

a protective chamber over the surface of the liquid in said cells,

said chamber being closed to the outside and having means for

providing a protective atmosphere in said chamber, each of

said cells containing support means for electrically contacting

and holding workpiece holders being disposed in the cell to

present workpieces for contact with the liquid m the cell, said

electroplating tank at one end of the row of cells having first

lock means for forming a charging lock, and at the other end of
the row of cells having second lock means for forming a dis-

charging lock, each of said lock means including an antecham-
ber, a liquid lock, and a principal chamber being connected to

the protective chamber through closable openings so that a

workpiece holder can be passed through the first lock means to

53
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enter the tank and be removed from the tank through the

second lock means without the protective atmosphere and
liquid in the electroplating tank becoming contaminated by the

ambient atmosphere outside of said tank, and said tank includ-

ing conveying means for receiving workpiece holders from
said first lock means and depositing them in the cells and for

removing workpiece holders from said cells and transferring

them to said second lock means.

4,425,212

ELECTROPLATING DEVICE
William L. Francis, 18 Chimney Wood, Floyd Knobs, Ind. 47119

Filed Nov. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,441

Int. a.^C25D 17/06. 17/28

U.S. a. 204—202 15 Gaims

1. Apparatus for electrically processing selected portions of

elongate metallic articles to selectively electroplate a first

portion including elongate moving transport means for travel

along a selected path above a reservoir containing electroplat-

ing solution to retain said articles wherein said transport means
including co-operating longitudinally aligned first and second

conveyor belt means wherein selected portions of said first and

second conveyor belt means are located in mutually opposed
relation above said reservoir means wherein contact strips are

provided on the opposed surfaces of said first and second belt

means to extend outwardly from said first and second belts to

engage each other and hold said articles to be electroplated

therebetween and define a space between said first and second

belt means to receive a second portion of said articles to be

electroplated and where said articles to be electroplated are

held between said first and second conveyor belt means with

said first portion disposed in said electroplating solution and a

second portion of each said article extends outwardly from an

opposite side of said transport means, contact means disposed

to contact said second portion of said articles when said first

portion of said articles are located in said solution and source

of direct current to be applied between said contact means and

said electroplating means solution so current flows between
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said contact means through said article and said electroplating
solution.

4,425,213

DISCRETE LENGTH STRIP PLATER
GcraM Laverty, Santa Clara; Aognst Kalin, Sannyrale, and

Michael Seyffert, Santa Cmz, aU of Califs assignors to Na-
tioaal Saricondoctor Corporation, Santa Clara, Calif.

FUcd Mar. 22, 19S2, Ser. No. 360,126
Int a.J C25D 77/00

edges of said baffles on the anode side being parallel to and
offset with respect to the free edges of the baffles on the cath-
ode side of the adjacent bipolar element, a planar, foraminous,
nexible, anodically polarized electrode freely abutting against
the free edges of said anode side baffles, a planar, foraminous,
nexible cathodically polarized electrode freely abutting against

VS.a 204—202 6CIainu

T^-^r
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1. A plating system for plating selected parts of a series of
discrete strips comprising:

a carrier means comprising a chain of links pivoted to each
other for carrying said discrete strips on top of said links
through said plating system;

a support housing disposed about said carrier chain so as to
receive said chain therethrough;

a pair of plating heads, located one on each side of said
carrier chain, and movable relative to each other so as to
work cooperatively to close on and hold a discrete strip

therebetween to permit plating of said selected parts of the
strip, said plating heads supported in said housing so as to
be movable into sealing contact with said strip, said heads
including masking means thereon to cover parts of the
strip and expose other selected parts, said heads also hav-
ing passageways therein operable to convey plating solu-
tion to said selected parts during said sealing contact;

electrodes springably mounted on said support housing in
the path of the strip so that the strip slides into contact
with the electrodes as it advances on top of the said carrier
chain, so as to permit electrical connection to the strip
during the conveyance of plating solution to the strip;

means to periodically move said carrier chain, so as to bring
successive strips on said chain between said plating heads
and against said electrodes, and stop said chain and strips
when the heads are in sealing contact with the strips; and

automatically actuated pawl means at each end of the sup-
port housing operable to move against the ends of each
discrete strip and against the plating heads so as to locate
the strip lengthwise relative to the plating heads.

4,425,214 I

NOVEL BIPOLAR ELECTROLYZER
Alberto Pellcgri, Loiao, Italy, assignor to Oronzio deNora Im-

piaati ElcttrocUaiici S.pJi., Milan, Italy

Division of Ser. No. 266,653, May 26, 1981, Pat. No. 4,389,298,
wUch is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 128,972, Mar. 10,
1900, Pat No. 4,279,731. This appUcation Sep. 24, 1982, Ser

No. 423,279
Claims priority, appUcation Italy, Not. 29, 1979, 27690 A/79

Int a.J C25B 9/00. 11/03. 11/10
VS. a. 204-254 3 cuuna

1. An electrolyzer comprising a plurality of bipolar elements
adapted to be pressed together in a filter press type assembly,
disposed alternately with ion permeable diaphragms therebe-
tween, each bipolar element comprising a partition wall having
the surface exposed to the catholyte of a catholyte resistant
metal and the surface exposed to the anolyte of a valve metal,
vertically oriented sheet metal baffles, electrically and me-
chanically connected, along one edge only, to the surface of
the partition wall, distributed across the entire width of the
partition wall and made of a catholyte resistant metal on the
cathode side and of a valve metal on the anode side, the free

the free edges of said cathode side baffles, the plane of each of
said baffles intercepting the planar, foraminous electrode at an
angle of incidence equal or greater than 45* , before compres-
sion, permitting a relative sliding movement between the edges
of said baffles and said planar foraminous electrodes when the
bipolar elements are pressed together.

4,425,215

QAS GENERATOR
Richard W. Henes, Phoenix, Ariz., assignor to Henas Products

Corp., Phoenix, Ariz.

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 423,637
Int a.3 C25B 9/00. 15/08

U.S. a. 204-258 6 Claims

5. A gas generator assembly comprising in combination:
a pair of flat metal electrodes positioned in an aligned paral-

lel array,

a pair of insulating spacer elements comprising frames encir-
cling openings extending therethrough mounted between
said pair of electrodes in said aligned parallel array,

a semipermeable membrane element comprising a substantial
gas barrier mounted between said pair of insulating spacer
elements.

each of said electrodes, spacer elements and membrane
element having opposed end portions,

said electrodes, spacer elements and membrane element each
being provided with a pair of spaced apertum extending
therethrough in each of said end portions with similarly
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positioned apertures in like end portions being intercon-
nected in axial alignment,

a pair of first slots arranged in said end portions of said

electrodes extending from said apertures toward the cen-
ter of said electrodes,

each frame of said spacer elements being provided with a
second slot extending laterally from one of said apertures
in each of said end portions of said elemente toward the
center of said frame and communicating with said opening
in said frame,

one of said first slots in each of said end portions of said

electrodes being juxtapositioned to and overlapping a
second slot in said spacer element, and

each spacer element being a reverse image of the next spacer
element in the array,

said aligned apertures of said electrodes, said spacer ele-

ments and said membrane element in common end por-
tions at one end thereof being connectable to a source of
electrolyte which flows through these apertures, a first

slot and associated second slot of each said spacer element
and into the opening in each said spacer element between
one of said electrodes and said membrane element and out
said first slot and second slot at the other of said end
portions of each said spacer element,

said aligned apertures of said electrodes, said spacer ele-

ments and said membrane element in«common end por-

tions at one end thereof serving as gas discharge ports.

4,425,217
ANODE WITH LEAD BASE AND METHOD OF MAKING

SAME
Henri B. Beer, Heide Kalmtbont Belgium, assignor to Diamond
Shamrock Corporation, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Aug. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 293,384
Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Aug. 18, 1900.

8026832

Int. a.^ C25B 11/08. Il/W. 11/02
U.S. a. 204-290 F 3 claims

1. An anode for oxygen evolution in an acid electrolyte,

comprising an anode base of lead or lead alloy, characterized in

that catalytic particles, which have a size lying between about
75 microns and about 850 microns and consist of valve metal to
which at least one catalyst for oxygen evolution comprising a
platinum group metal is fixed in a small amount lying between
0.3% and 6% by weight of said valve metal, arc uniformly
distributed on and partly embedded in the surface of the anode
base of lead or lead alloy, whereby said caulytic particles are
firmly anchored and electrically connected to said anode base,
while their remaining, non-embedded part projects from said
surface of the anode base, and thereby presents a larger pro-
jecting surface than the underlying surface of the anode base of
lead or lead alloy, so that oxygen can be evolved on said pro-
jecting surface of the partly embedded catalytic particles at a
reduced potential at which the underlying lead or lead alloy of
said base remains electrochemically inactive and thereby es-

sentially serves as a current-conducting support for said partly
embedded catalytic particles of valve metal with a small
amount of said catalyst.

4,425,216

GAS GENERATION APPARATUS
Calvin E. Neymeyer, 1812 N. 7th St., Qinton, Iowa 52732

Filed May 18, 1981, Ser. No. 264,729
Int. C1.3 C25B 9/00. 11/03. 15/08

U.S. a. 204-270 10 Claims

3. A gas generation apparatus for operating upon an electro-

lyte, said apparatus comprising:

container means having inlet and outlet areas for receiving

and discharging electrolyte respectively;

gas removal means fixed to said container means;

electrode means, disposed in said container means, forming
at least one channel for electrolyte flow between said inlet

and outlet areas, said channel beginning adjacent said inlet

area and continuously narrowing, deepening and descend-
ing therefrom toward said outlet area; and

said electrode means including a plurality of electrodes,

disposed side by side and extending from said inlet areas

toward said outlet area, each having a pair of side surfaces

diverging from each other, each side surface of one of said

electrodes facing and converging toward a side surface of
an adjacent electrode, said facing side surfaces forming
said channel.

4,425.218

GAS DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM FOR SPUTTERING
CATHODES

Merrill G. Robinson, Ann Arbor, Mich., assignor to Shatter-
proof Glass Corporation, Detroit Mich.

Filed Mar. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 363,453
Int. a.' C23C 15/00

U.S. a. 204-298 5 Qaims

1. A gas distribution system for use with a sputtering cath-

ode mounted in a vacuum chamber and having a substantially

planar target formed of the material to be sputtered onto sub-

stantially planar substrates located therebeneath. compnsing
distributor means at each side of said cathode for introducing

two separate gases into the vacuum chamber between the

target and the substrates, said distributor means comprising a

support member, a pair of horizontal porous pipes located

within said support member, and outlets in the support member
through which the gases escape from the porous pipes into said

vacuum chamber and by which the gases are directed in diver-

gent directions, one toward the target and the other toward the

substrates.
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4,425,219

METHOD FOR THE PRODUCTION OF LIQUID
CARBON COMPOUNDS FROM COAL

Erik Kroo; Laszio Kovacs; Istvan Nemes, all of Budapest; Kata-
lin Szabo nee Mogyorosi; Geza Szentgyiirgyi, both of Tataba-
nya; Galina Moger nee Eremineva, Budapest; Andras Nemeth,
Budapest; Dezso Gal, Budapest; Szilard Riederauer, Buda-
pest, and Janm Szepvolgyi, Tatabanya, all of Hungary, assign-

ors to Tatabanyai Sze'nbanyak, Tatabanya, Hungary
Filed Jul. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 288,765

Int. aJ ClOG 1/04; ClOB 57/06
U.S. a. 208—8 R 11 Qaims

1. A method for the production ofliquid hydrocarbons from
coal wherein 88 to 98% of said liquid hydrocarbons have a

boiling point lower than 300° C. which comprises the steps of:

(a) oxidizing coal at a temperature of 80* to 300° C. in a

solvent consisting of a Ci to C5, alcohol in vapor form to

yield a product mixture containing said liquid hydrocar-
bons; and

(b) separating the liquid hydrocarbons from the product
mixture.

4,425,220

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR PROCESSING OF
OIL SHALE

Daniel W. Kestner, Jr., Coraopolis, Pa., assignor to Dravo Cor-
poration, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,522

Int. a.^ ClOB 53/06
U.S. a. 208—11 R

, 4 Qaims
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1. In the indirect process of retorting oil shale through con-
tacting the shale in a non-oxidizing environment with non-oxi-
dizing high value product gas heated to retorting temperature
in a heat exchanger and discharged at retorting temperature
into said closed environment to release from the shale, oil

vapors and high value product gas into said closed environ-
ment to mix with and add to the volume of the heated gas so
introduced into the closed environment, conducting the mix-
ture of gas and vapors from the closed environment and con-
densing therefrom the oil vapor and conducting the gas after

removal of the oil into a duct system from which a portion only
of the high value product gas is recycled to the heat exchanger
to be heated and discharged into said closed environment at

retorting temperature, the invention comprising:
(a) the withdrawal from said duct system of a portion of high

value gas that is not required for recycle to the heat ex-
changer in the retorting of the shale and for use as high
caloric value gas entirely outside the retorting and recy-
cling system;

(b) circulating a second portion of the recycled high value
gas from the duct system through the shale from which oil

has been removed in a non-oxidizing atmosphere to re-

cover heat from the shale and to preheat said second
portion of the high value gas prior to passing it through
said heat exchanger; and

(c) firing the heat exchanger with abundantly available low
value, low cost gas produced entirely independently of

the oil extraction system as a fuel for the heat exchanger,
the gases from the burning of which in the heat exchanger
are discharged from the heat exchanger as stack gases.

4,425,221

HYDROCARBON DESULFURIZATION PROCESS WITH
A CATALYST OF CO-MO-P

William S. Millman, Brea, Calif., assignor to Union Oil Com-
pany of California, Brea, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 287,022, Jul. 27, 1981, Pat. No. 4,392,985.
This application May 5, 1983, Ser. No. 491,882

Int. a.3 ClOG 45/08
U.S. a. 208-216 R I6aaims

1. A hydrodesulfurization process for hydrocarbons boiling
primarily above 100° F. which comprises contacting said hy-
drocarbons with hydrogen under desulfurization conditions
comprising a superatmospheric hydrogen partial pressure and
a temperature of at least 400° P. in the presence of a catalytic

composition which is prepared by the method comprising the
steps of (1) impregnating support particles with an aqueous
impregnating solution comprising dissolved cobalt, phospho-
rus, and at least 17 weight percent ofGroup VIB metal compo-
nents, calculated as the trioxides, and wherein said dissolved
phosphorus, calculated as P, is in a weight ratio to the Group
VIB metal trioxide of about 0.05 to about 0.5, said solution
having a pH less than about 1.0 and being characterized by a
maximum extinction coefficient in the ultraviolet spectrum of
about 0.7x10* to about 1.8x10* liters/cm.moles of Group
VIB metal, and (2) activating the impregnated support parti-

cles.

4,425,222

CATALYTIC REFORMING PROCESS
George A. Swan, Baton Rouge, La., assignor to Exxon Research

and Engineering Co., Florham Park, N.J.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 468,154, Feb. 22, 1983,
abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 271,528,
Jun. 8, 1981, abandoned. This application Apr. 6, 1983, Ser. No.

482,512

Int. a.^ ClOG 35/06
U.S. CI. 208-65 19 Qaims

1. In a process for reforming, with hydrogen, in a cyclic

reforming unit comprised of a plurality of serially connected
onstream platinum-rhenium catalyst-containing reactors, inclu-

sive of one or more lead reactors, a tail reactor, and a swing
reactor which, due to an arrangement of process piping and
valves comprising headers, can be substituted for any one of
the onstream reactors while the latter is ofTstream for regenera-
tion, and reactivation of the catalyst, the catalyst of the tail

reactor containing a major concentration of rhenium relative

to the concentration of the platinum, as contrasted with the

concentrations of rhenium and platinum contained in the lead

reactors, the weight ratio of rhenium:platinum on the catalyst

in the tail reactor being maintained at least about L5:l, while
the catalyst of the lead reactors contain a catalyst having a

weight ratio of rhenium:platinum of up to about 1.2:1, the

naphtha flowing in sequence from one reactor of the series to
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another and contacting the catalyst at reforming conditions, in

the presence of hydrogen,

the improvement comprising

providing in the entry side of the swing reactor, a catalyst

having a weight ratio of rhenium:platinum of up to about
1.2:1, and

providing in the exit side of the swing reactor, a catalyst

having a weight ratio of rhenium :platinum of at least

about 1.5:1.

(d) recovering the desired liquid product fraction; and
(e) using the heavy solvent fraction in step (a).

4,425,223

METHOD FOR MINIMIZING FOULING OF HEAT
EXCHANGERS

Richard F. Miller, Humble, Tex., assignor to Atlantic Richfield

Company, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Mar. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 479,411

Int. a.3 ClOG 9/J6

U.S. a. 208—48 AA 7 Oaims
1. In a method of inhibiting fouling in petroleum processing

equipment during processing of high sulfur feedstocks com-
prising injecting into a petroleum or petroleum derivative feed

stream to said equipment an amount of antifoulant effective to

substantially reduce the rate of fouling, the improvement com-
prising using as the antifoulant the composition comprised of:

(a) 10 to 90 weight percent of at least one phosphorus acid

ester selected from

RO—P—OR' and R"0—P—OR"'
I I

OH OH

wherein R and R" are hydrogen or an alkyl group having

1 to 20 carbons and R' and R'" are alkyl groups having 1

to 20 carbon atoms, and
(b) 90 to 10 percent of at least one hydrocarbon sulfonic acid

having 1 to SO carbon atoms.

4,425,224

PROCESS FOR CONVERTING PETROLEUM
RESIDUALS

Lonnie W. Vernon, Baytown; Fritz E. Tacobs, and Richard F.

Bauman, both of Houston, all of Tex., assignors to Exxon
Research and Engineering Co., Florham Park, N.J.

Filed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,665

Int. a.3 ClOG 45/58. 47/34
U.S. a. 208—56 10 Oaims

1. A process for converting petroleum residuals having an

initial boiling point within the range from about 850* P. to

about 1050* F. comprising the steps of:

(a) combining a petroleum residual with a solvent compris-

ing at least 0.8 weight percent donatable hydrogen and
substantially all of the heavy solvent fraction separated in

step (c) in a concentration sufficient to provide at least 0.4

weight percent donatable hydrogen based on petroleum

residual in the initial mixture;

(b) converting the mixture from step (a) in the presence of

molecular hydrogen at a hydrogen partial pressure within

the range from about 1500 to about 2500 psig and at a

temperature within the range from about 800* to about
880* F. for a nominal holding time within the range from
about 30 to about 120 minutes thereby converting at least

a portion of said petroleum residual to a normally gaseous

product and at least a portion thereof to a normally liquid

product;

(c) fractionating the normally liquid product into a desired

liquid product fraction having a final boiling point within

the range from about 600* F. to about 750* F. and a heavy
solvent fraction having an initial boiling point equal to the

final boiling point of the desired liquid product fraction

and a final boiling point equal to the initial boiling point of

said petroleum residual;

4,425,225

REDUaNG METAL CONTENT OF OIL FEEDS
Roby Bearden, and Gordon F. Stuntz, both of Baton Rouge, La.,

assignors to Exxon Research and Engineering Co., Florham
Park, N.J.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 221,905. Dec. 31, 1980,

abandoned. This application Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,784

Int. a.' ClOG 17/06. 2WW
U.S. a. 208—252 18 Qaims

I. A method for rcducmg the metal contammant concentra-
tion m a petroleum fraction containing the metal contaminant
and an asphaltene component which comprises:

A. contacting the petroleum fraction in a contacting zone with
a metal rejection agent selected from the group consisting of
sulfur dioxide in the vap<ir phase and precursors of vapor
phase sulfur dioxide at a temperature above the critical

temperature of sulfur dioxide and at a pressure ranging
between about 20 and about 400 p s i.g such that the concen-
tration of sulfur dioxide in the contacting zone will range
from about 0.5 to about 5.0 wt.% of the petroleum fraction,

B. passing the petroleum fraction from the contacting zone to

a deasphalting zone where the petroleum fraction is con-
tacted %vith a deasphalting agent to form a first fraction

relatively lean in the asphaltene component and metal con-
taminant and a second fraction relatively rich in the asphal-

tene component and metal contaminant; and
C. separating the first fraction from the second fraction

4,425.226

POLYMERIZATION CATALYST AND DEODORIZING
AGENT

Robert E. Reusser; Joseph R. Kenton, and Elizabeth A. Todd, all

of Bartlesville, Okla., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Com-
pany, Bartlesville, Okla.

Filed Dec. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 448,558

Int. a.' ClOG 25/00
U.S. a. 208—307 21 aaimi

1. A process for the deodonzation of a parafTinic hydrocar-

bon-containing feedstock comprising contacting said feedstock

with a deodorizing agent; wherein said feedstock is comprised
of

(a) paraffinic hydrocarbon, and

(b) an odor-causing impurity;

wherein said deodorizing agent is comprised of calcium silicate

treated with at least one acid; and wherein said at least one acid

is selected from sulfuric acid, phosphoric acid and nitnc acid

4,425,227

AMBIENT FROTH FLOTATION PROCESS FOR THE
RECOVERY OF BITUMEN FROM TAR SAND

Scott L. Smith, Salt Lake City, Utah, assignor to GNC Energy
Corporation, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,491

Int. a.' B03B 1/00

U.S. a. 209—5 6 Claims

1. A froth flotation method suitable for recovery of bitumen

from tar sands comprising:

(a) admixing raw tar sand with a fluid medium effective to

selectively wet and disperse the sand grains to produce a

tar sand slurry;

(b) milling said tar sand slurry to liberate the bitumen from

the tar sand grams; and

(c) admixing with the tar sand slurry from about 0.35% to

about 1.8% by weight of a collector oil based on a unit of

raw tar sand feed;

(d) separating the tar sand slurry by ambient froth flotation

into a product slurry of bitumen enriched tar sand and a

tailing of waste sand slurry substantially free of bitumen,

and
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(e) treating said waste sand slurry with an effective amount
of hydrated lime and an organic flocculant to cause floc-
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culation, thereby settling out the suspended sand; and
recycling the fluid above the precipitated sand to step (a)

or step (b).

4,425,228

WET-CLASSIFYING METHOD FOR RECOVERY OF
CARBON AND IRON-BEARING PARTICLES

John D. Lynn, Center Valley, and R. Donald Bartusiak, Allen-
town, both of Pt., assignors to Bethlehem Steel Corporation,
Bethlehem, Pa.

Filed Mar. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 354,312
Int. a.^ B03B 7/00; C22B 7/02

U.S. a. 209-17 9 Qaims
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percent of the particles in the aqueous slurry of blast
furnace flue dust,

(b) separating substantially all the carbon and iron bearing
particles from the foreign matter in the strainer overflow,

(c) treating the strainer underflow of step (a) in at least one
hydrocyclone operating at above atmospheric pressure
wherein a substantial portion of the carbon and iron bear-
ing particles which have a size larger than about 5 microns
and not more than about 10 weight percent of the water in
the strainer underflow are separated as a hydrocyclone
underflow from substantially all the zinc and lead bearing
particles having a size smaller than about 5 microns and
not less than about 90 weight percent of the water in the
strainer underflow as a hydrocyclone overflow,

(d) passing the hydrocyclone overflow of step (c) to storage,
and

(e) passing the carbon and iron bearing particles in the hy-
drocyclone underflow to a filter to remove a portion of
the water conUined therein, as a filtrate and recovering
the carbon and iron bearing particles as a filter cake,

(0 passing the filtrate to waste, and

(g) passing the filter cake to a preparation plant.

4 425,229
PROCESS FOR THE TREATMENT OF PHOSPHATE
ORES WITH CARBONATE OR SILICO^ARBONATE

GANGUE
Michel Baron; Gerard Baudet; Amar Henchlri, all of Orleans,
and Pierre-Luc Hergibo, Sandillon, all of France, aaiignon to
Bureau de Recherches Gcologiques et Minlcrcs, Parii, France

Filed Sep. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 300,205
Claims priority, application France, Sep. 8, 1980, 80 19366

Int. a.3 B03D 1/14
U.S. a. 209-167 26 Gains

1. A process for the treatment of reverse flotation of phos-
phate ores of the carbonate or silico-carbonate gangue type,
characterized by the steps of:

(1

)

forming a feed suspension of the ore and conditioning the
feed suspension with a depressor to depress the phosphate
compounds contained in the ore,

(2) treating the conditioned feed suspension from step (1)
with a collector essentially comprising a phosphoric ester,

in a quantity sufficient to effect floUtion of the carbonates,
and

(3) separating by floUtion the carbonates contained within
the feed suspension and separating from the suspension a
flotation residue containing the phosphate compounds.

1. A method for treating an aqueous slurry of blast furnace
flue dust containing between about 1 and 36 weight percent
particles having a size consist of submicron up to 6.35 mm,
about 80 weight percent of the particles are carbon and iron
containing particles and about 20 weight percent of the parti-
cles are zinc and lead bearing particles and a substantial portion
of the carbon and iron bearing particles are separated from the
zinc and lead particles and are collected as a usable product,
the method comprising:

(a) straining the aqueous slurry of blast furnace flue dust to
make a size separation at about 4 mm whereby all the
relatively large foreign matter and the carbon and iron
bearing particles larger than 4 mm are separated as a
strainer overflow from substantially all the particles
which are smaller than 4 mm and which are collected as a
strainer underflow containing between 3 and 20 weight

4,425,230

SEPARATION OF MOLYBDENITE FROM ITS MIXTURE
WITH OTHER SULHDE ORES

Carlos Andreas, Boulder, Colo., and William F. Riggs, Humble,
Tex., assignors to Oreprep Chemicals, Inc., Houston, Tex.

Filed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 348,923

Int. a.} B03D 1/14
U.S. a. 209—167 18 Claims

1. A process for recovering molybdenite from a flotation

concentrate containing molybdenite and copper sulfide, com-
prising:

contacting the concentrate with an effective amount of
dithiocarbonic acid, trithiocarbonic acid, water soluble
salts of dithiocarbonic acid or trithiocarbonic acid, or
mixtures thereof, to depress copper sulfide; and

subjecting the treated concentrate to froth flotation to differ-

entially float and concentrate molybdenite.
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WAsn? WATiTD i'i^S/iwr- ^ooA....^,o ^^ '"'^ "P '" ^"''^ *«'^"'"^ chamber, ik first nitrified and thenWASTE WATER TREATING APPARATUS denitrified
Tadao Fi^imoto, Kobe, and Tadaaki Kawasugi, Nam, both of

Japan, assignors to Kubota, Ltd., Osaka, Japan
Filed Aug. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 297,000 4,425.232

Qaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 10, 1981, 56-17538 n.OTATION SEPARATION APPARATUS AND METHOD
Int. a.' C02F 3/iO George A. Lawrence. Weston; Michael J. Prevett, Easton. and

U.S. a. 210—96.1 34 a,j„„ Eugene L. Smith, Mllford, all of Conn., assignors lo Dorr-
Oliver Incorporated. Stamford. Conn.

Filed Apr. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 370,758
Int. a.i C02F 1/24: BOIF i/04

', U.S. a. 210—219
¥:;tim^ 5 Qaims

I. .1

t* I

40-

1. An apparatus for processing waste water containing an
organic matter and nitrogen, comprising: a first long vertical

downward chamber (105) open at the top buried under the
ground for allowing for a flow of a mixed liquor to be pro-
cessed in a circulation manner, downwardly through said long
vertical downward chamber, a second long vertical upward
chamber buried under the ground and arranged in association
with said first long vertical downward chamber for allowing
said mixed liquor fed through said first long vertical down-
ward chamber to flow upwardly through said second long
vertical upward chamber, forced circulating means opera-
tively connected to said first and second chambers for posi-
tively circulating said mixed liquor from said second long
vertical upward chamber to said first long vertical downward
chamber, said forced circulating means including a lower
communicating portion for communication between the lower
portion of said first long vertical downward chamber and the
lower portion of said second long vertical upward chamber
and power driven pump means inserted between the upper
portion of said second long vertical upward chamber and the
upper portion of said first long vertical downward chamber,
gas supplying means (117, 119) operatively connected only to
said first open downward chamber (105) for supplying an
oxygen containing gas into said first long vertical downward
chamber, said gas supplying means (117, 119) forming an aero-
bic zone in said first open downward chamber (105) for nitrify-

ing said mixed liquor being circulated by said forced circulat-
ing means mainly in said aerobic zone of said first long vertical

downward chamber, whereby the supplied oxygen is dissolved
into said mixed liquor with high efficiency as a function of a
static water pressure in said first long vertical downward
chamber, means (131 or 131, 135) closing at least a portion of
said second upward chamber for forming an anaerobic zone in

said closed portion of said second upward chamber, waste
water supplying means (127) operatively connected to said

closed portion of said second upward chamber for supplying a
waste water into said closed portion of said long vertical up-
ward chamber, said supplying means (127) having an open end
(127fl) reaching down to a given elevation in the vertical direc-
tion of said closed portion of said second long vertical upward
chamber for denitrifying said nitrified mixed liquor in said

anaerobic zone above said given elevation, withdrawing means
operatively connected to said upward flow chamber means for

withdrawing processed water, and gas discharging means
(133) operatively connected to said closed portion of said

second upward flow chamber for discharging externally a
nitrogen gas produced by said denitrifying, whereby the mixed
liquor, as viewed in the flow direction down in said first cham-

1. A rotor and staler assembly for use in a flotation cell

comprising:

(a) a stator comprising an annular array of vertical stationary
stator blade members having lower edge portions spaced
from the cell bottom and having leading edge portions
defining a central cavity,

(b) a rotor body positioned within said cavity and provided
with a plurality of rotor blades each having a curvilinear
periphery conforming to a parabolic or vortex segment
configuration,

(c) said leading edge portions of said stator blades conform-
ing in configuration and spaced radially from the periph-
ery of said rotor blades at a substantially constant value
along the corresponding length of said stator and rotor

blades

and

(d) said rotor blades extending downwardly in said central
cavity a substantial distance beyond said lower edge of
said stator blades.

4,425.233

HLTER PLATE FOR RLTER PRESSES
Max Oelbermann, Remscheld. Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to RIttershaus A Blecher GmbH, Wupperul, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Jun. 1. 1982, Ser. No. 383,951
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. May 30,

1981, 3121656

Int. a.J BOID 25/12; B30B 15/06
U.S. a. 210-231 9 Qaims

1. Filter plate for filter presses, the filter plate including a

continuous rim portion defining an outer penphery of the filter

plate and encompassing a space defining a filter area, a cham-
ber bottom portion connected lo said continuous rim portion
and disposed in the space defining the filter area, the chamber
bottom portion including four quadrants with a central area
including at least one outwardly curved portion, the curved
portions of adjacent quadrants extending in opposite directions
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outwardly from a center plane of the filter plate such that the

filter plate is rotationally symmetrical about a vertical axis of

symmetry.

4,425,234 I

HOLLOW HBER SEPARATORY DEVICE
Carl W. Reitz, Riehen, Switzerland, assignor to Hospal Ltd.,

Basel, Switzerland

Filed Jul. 30, 1979, Ser. No. 61,998

Int. a.3 BOID 31/00

U.S. a. 210—321.3 39 Oaims

1. A hollow fibre separatory device comprising a plurality of

hollow fibres having end openings defined at ends of the hol-

low fibres, which end openings are larger than the open cross-

sectional area defined by the fibres inwardly of said ends in a

plane normal to the axes of the fibres, the open ends of the

hollow fibres being situated in a plane which is at an acute

angle relative to the axes of end sections of the fibres, and in

which a reservoir is provided which defines a fluid fiow pas-

sage leading across the open ends of the fibres from a region

adjacent the acute angle defined at the periphery of the plane

defined by open fibre ends to the opposing peripheral region

thereof.

4,425,235

BLOOD COLLECnON DEVICE WITH PHASE
PARTITIONING MEANS

William D. Cornell, Ballwin, and Joel Joslin, St. Louis, both of

Mo., assignors to Sherwood Medical Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,706

Int. a.3 BOID 77/00, 21/26
U.S. a. 210—516 17 Oaims
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1. A blood collection device for receiving whole blood
adapted to be centrifugally separated and partitioned into
relatively low and high density phases comprising a container
for receiving a blood sample having an open upper end and a
closed lower end, a stopper closing said upper end, and a blood
phase partitioning device in said container including a housing
having an elongated passageway therein with a lower opening
spaced from but adjacent said lower end of said container and
an upper outlet opening spaced from said lower end of said

container, flowable thixotropic gel-like material disposed in

said housing including said passageway between said lower
and upper openings thereof and having a specific gravity inter-

mediate those of the relatively low and high density phases of
blood and flowable from said upper outlet opening during

centrifugation of the device to form a phase barrier between
the separated phases, and time delay means for delaying the

initiation of the flow of said gel-like material from said outlet

opening including movable means disposed in said passageway
and spaced from said lower opening and having a specific

gravity greater than that of said gel-like material, said movable
means being movable in said passageway toward said lower
opening and being sized relative to the size of said passageway
to allow restricted fiow of said gel-like material past said mov-
able means and to retard the movement of said movable means
in said passageway during centrifugation of the device, and
means for preventing the flow of said gel-like material from
said housing during movement of said movable means to said

lower opening of said passageway, said movable means being
movable beyond said lower opening of said passageway to

permit flow of said gel-like material upwardly in said passage-
way and out of said upper outlet opening to form a phase
barrier between the separated phases.

4,425,236

NOVEL PROCESS FOR REMOVAL OF CADMIUM IONS
Otto NeunhoefTer, Homburg; Gerhard Wilhelm, Ladenburg;

Lothar Hockenberger, Ludwigshafen; Franz J. Bergmann,
Laudenbach, and Peter Endruscheit, Weinheim, all of Fed.
Rep. of Germany, assignors to Rutgerswerke AktiengeseIN
schaft. Fed. Rep. of Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 323,041, Nov. 19, 1981, abandoned.
This application Dec. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 446,863

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Noy. 27,

1980, 3044593

Int. a.3 BOID 11/04; COIG 11/00
U.S. a. 210—638 10 Qaims

1. A process for the selective removal of cadmium ions from
aqueous media comprising contacting the aqueous media with

an effective amount of at least one water-insoluble organic

polysulfide oligomer or polymer having the average structural

formula

HS—(C2H4O—CH2—O-C2H4-S—S)„—C2.
H4O—CH2—O—C—C2H4—SH

wherein n is an integer from 8 to 23 to selectively remove the

cadmium ions and separating the polysulfide compound.

4,425,237

METHOD FOR SEPARATING T CELLS FROM
LEUKOCYTES

Tsutomu Abe; Tsutae Akao, and Akihiko Ikeda, all of Fiyi,

Japan, assignors to Asahi Kasei Kogyo Kabushild Kaisha,

Osaka, Japan

Filed Mar. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 354,402

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 10, 1981, 56-33070

Int. a.3 BOID 15/00

U.S. a. 210—692 8 Gaims

1. A method for separating T cells from leukocytes which

comprises contacting an animal serum protein solution having

leukocytes suspended therein, said leukocytes comprising T
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cells and non-T cells, with a hydrophobic, water-insoluble,
granular porous organic polymer having an average pore
diameter of 500 A to below 5,000 A and a total pore volume of
0.1 ml/g to below 4 ml/g, said total pore volume being mea-
sured by means of a mercury penetration porosimeter, to ad-
sorb the non-T cells on said porous organic polymer while
leaving substantially the T cells unadsorbed, and recovering
the T cells left unadsorbed.

4,425,238

REMOVAL OF ANIONIC COMPOUNDS FROM WATER
Hans-Juergen Degen, Lorsch; Wolf Guender, Neustadt; Frie-

drich Linhart, Heidelberg; Werner Auhom, Frankenthai;
Guenter Frey, Dannstadt-Schauemheim; Werner Strcit,

Bobenheim, and Rolf Fikentscher, Ludwigshafen, all of Fed.
Rep. of Germany, assignors to BASF Aktiengesellschaft,

Rheinland-Pfalz, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Feb. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 350,142

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 25,

1981, 3111615

Int. Q.^ C02F 1/56
U.S. Q. 210-666 11 Qaims

1. A method which is capable of removing acid dyes from
water which is recycled in manufacturing processes and from
wastewater, comprising:

(a) adding to recycled water or waste water ( 1 ) an amount of
a water soluble polymeric cationic assistant roughly cor-

responding to the amount of acid dyes in said recycled
water or said wastewater, said cationic assistant being the

reaction product of an alkylating agent containing an
aromatic substituent with a cationic polyelectrolyte con-
taining aminoalkyl groups selected from the group con-
sisting of polyethyleneimines, polyvinylamines, the reac-

tion products of ammonia or amines with 1,2-dichloroe-

thane, epichlorohydrin, dichlorohydrin or chlorohydrin
ethers of dihydric or polyhydric alcohols, polyamidoa-
mines which are obtained by reacting a dicarboxylic acid

of 4-10 carbon atoms with polyalkylenepolyamines pos-

sessing 3-10 basic nitrogen atoms in the molecule,
polyamidoamines obtained by condensing acrylic or
methacrylic ester with diamines or with polyalk-

ylenepolyamines having 3-10 basic nitrogen atoms,
polyamidoamines which contain from 20 to 400 parts by
weight of grafted-on ethyleneimine per 100 parts by
weight of a polyamidoamine, and condensates of urea
with bis-aminoethylmethylamine and (2) at least one min-
eral adsorbent selected from the group consisting of alu-

minosilicate, chalk, titanium dioxide, bauxite, and calcium
sulfoaluminate, the weight ratio of said adsorbent to poly-
meric cationic assistant ranging from 20:1 to 0.5:1;

(b) insolubilizing the acid dyes in said wastewater or recy-

cled water as a result of said treatment; and
(c) separating the insolubilized material from said treated

water.

4,425,239

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR OIL-WATER
SEPARATION

Qaud L. Jacocks; Robbie J. LaFleur, both of Lake Charles, La.,

and Ralph L. Grimsley, Ponca City, Okla., assignors to

Conoco Inc., Ponca City, Okla.

Filed Dec. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 334,097

Int. Q.' BOID 21/26
U.S. Q. 210—787 11 Qaims

1. In a method for separating a fluid comprising an oil-water

mixture into separate oil and water components, the steps

comprising:

(a) passing said fluid into a separation zone and within said

zone conforming said fluid in a horizontally extending
continuous spiral flow path having a vertically elongated
channel cross section,

(b) continuing to flow said fluid into said separation zone and

along said spiral flow path wherby said fluid separates into

oil and water components,

(t) withdrawing said oil and water components from said

separation zone, and

(d) distributing the flow of fluid within said spiral flow path
evenly throughout a substantial vertical interval of the

channel cross section of said flow path.

4. In a system for separating an oil-water mixture into at least

two components, having a combination comprising:
(a) a vertically oriented cylindrical separation vessel

(b) inlet means adapted for thi: passage of fluid to said vessel

and outlet means adapted for the separate withdrawal of
fluid components from said vessel comprising a lower
fluid outlet for the withdrawal of a relatively high density

...n.

.

T.

component and an upper fluid outlet for the withdrawal of
a relatively low density component, and

(c) baffle means within said vessel defining a honzontally
extending spiral flow path for flow of both components of
the oil-water mixture in fluid communication at one end
with said inlet means and in fluid communication at the

other end witli said outlet means;

the improvement comprising:

(d) said spiral flow path having a continuous vertically

elongated cross section extending from said inlet means to

said outlet means; and

(e) distributor means for distributing the horizontal flow of

fluid in said spiral flow path evenly over said vertically

elongated cross section.

4,425.240

PLUNGING WATER JETS FOR OIL SPILL
CONTAINMENT AND RECOVERY

Michael G. Johnson, 145 Branch Ave.. Red Bank, N.J. 07701
Filed Mar. 18, 1980, Ser. No. 131,531

Int. Q.' E02B 15/04: C02F 1/40
U.S. Q. 210—801 5 Qaims

1. A method of moving shallow layers of substances, espe-

cially oil, floating on a body of water composing:
directing a compact coherent rcxl-like jet of water substan-

tially vertically downward into the body of the water at a

velocity and volumetric flow rate sufficient to penetrate

therein and create a crater in the surface thereof and from
a height above such surface sufficient to entrain air which
rises from the lower portion of the jet penetration and
effects an upwelling of water about the crater that creates

surface currents moving outward from the jet; and
effecting relative horizontal movement between the jet and

the body of water to create from the upwelling an up-

stream bow wave that diverges downstream of the jet and
pushes shallow layers of substance floating on the body
laterally away from the jet as respects the direction of the
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relative movement, the floating substance sliding down
the bow wave in front of the jet so that contact of the jet

with the substance is minimal and there is substantially no
mixing of the substance with the water.

4,425,241

DRILLING FLUIDS
Billy L. Swanson, BartlesTille, Okla^ assignor to Phillips Petro-
leum Company, Bartlesrille, Okla.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 235,485, Feb. 18, 1981,
abandoned. This application Dec. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 331,031

Int. a.3 C09K 7/02
U.S. a. 252—8.5 C 22 Qairas

1. A water-based drilling mud composition comprising in

combination

(a) sufficient aqueous solution of mineral salts having greater
than 10,000 ppm dissolved solids content to maintain the
mud as a fluid,

(b) sufficient clayey material to form a filter cake on the wall
of a well,

(c) at least one water dispersible polymeric viscosifier se-

lected from the group consisting of carboxyalkyl hydrox-
yalkyl cellulose ethers, carboxyalkyl cellulose ethers,

hydroxyalkyl cellulose ethers, polyaerylamides, cellulose

sulfate esters, guar gum, and heteropolysaccharides pro-
duced by fermentation of carbohydrates by bacteria of the
genus Xanthomonas, and

(d) a polyethylene glycol component having a molecular
weight ranging from about 6,000 to about 20,000 wherein
the weight ratio of (c) to (d) ranges from about 3:1 to

about 1:3, and the combined amount of (c) and (d) being
sufTicient to reduce water loss due to filtration through
said filter cake.

F(CF2)-CH2CH20-(-CH2CHO-)BrfCH2CHO-)jreCH2CHO-)rH

R CH2 CH2
I I

A Q(+)a(-)

wherein:

X is an integer from 2-12 or an integer or fractional integer
representing an average value of from 2-12;

w and y are both individually integers from 0-20 or integers
or fractional integers representing average values of from
0-20,

z is an integer from 0-20 or an integer or fractional integer
representing an average value of from 0-20, the sum of y
and z being from 1-20;

R is a hydrogen, methyl, ethyl or propyl radical, or mixtures
thereof;

A is a halogen chosen from chlorine, bromine or iodine; and
Q is a cationic nitrogen radical from the group consisting of

an aromatic amino radical, a heterocyclic amino radical,
and an amine radical represented by the formula:

I

Ri—N—R3

R2

wherein: Ri, R2 and R3 are from the group consisting of
hydrocarbon radicals containing from 1-30 carbon
atoms, aromatic hydrocarbon radicals such as phenyl
and any alkyl substituted phenyl radical, and hydrogen
radicals, provided that at least one of Rj, R2and R3 is an
aliphatic hydrocarbon radical containing from 1-30
carbon atoms or an aromatic hydrocarbon and that
when any one of Ri, R2 and R3 radicals contains more
than 4 aliphatic carbon atoms or an aromatic hydrocar-
bon, the other two radicals are each chosen from the
group consisting of hydrogen, methyl, and ethyl radi-

cals.

4 425 943

FOAMING AGENTS FOR USE IN DRILLING FOR OIL
AND GAS

Harold A. Green, Havertown, Pa,; Morris Weinstein, Panunus,
and Kenneth W. Prodo, Westfield, botii of N.J., assignors to
Millmaster Onyx Group, Inc., New York, N.Y.

FUed Oct. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 435,720
Int. a.3 E21B 7m: C09K 3/00; BOIJ li/OO; CUD 1/12

U.S. a. 252—8.5 C 3 Qaims
1. A foaming agent suitable for use in drilling for oil or gas

comprising a branched decyl dimethylamine oxide the
branched decyl group being derived from a mixture of
branched primary alcohols having 10 carbon atoms, the major
components of which are trimethyl heptanols.

4,425,242

METHODS OF INCREASING HYDROCARBON
PRODUCTION FROM SUBTERRANEAN FORMATIONS
Glcu S. Penny, and James E. Briscoe, both of Duncan, Okla.,

aMigaors to Halliburton Company, Duncan, Okla.
FUed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,660

Int a.3 E21B 4i/25, 43/16
VS. a. 252-8.55 R 22 Qaims

1. A method of increasing the production of hydrocarbons
from a hydrocarbon-containing subterranean formation to
reduce wetting of said surfaces by hydrocarbons and water,
comprising contacting said formation with a cationic perfluoro
compound whereby said compound is adsorbed onto surfaces
of said formation said cationic perfluoro compound being
selected from the group consisting of a compound or mixtures
of compounds represented by the formula:

4,425,244

ORGANOPHILIC CLAY GELLANTS
Roy F. House, Houston, Tex., assignor to Venture Innovations,

Inc., Lafayette, La.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 292,408, Aug. 13, 1981, and Ser.
No. 292,409, Aug. 13, 1981. This application Jan. 25, 1982, Ser.

No. 342,099

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to May 10,

2000, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 ClOM S/20. 5/24
U.S. a. 252—28 21 Qaims

1. An organoclay slurry comprising from about 20% to
about 50% by weight of an organophilic clay, from about 50%
to about 80% by weight of an aqueous solution of a low molec-
ular weight polar organic compound wherein the concentra-
tion of said compound is from about 2.5% to about 97.5% by
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weight of said solution, and from 0% to about 40%, based on
the weight of said organophilic clay, of an alkali metal base
selected from the group consisting of sodium carbonate, potas-
sium carbonate, ammonium carbonate, and mixtures thereof,
wherein said solution conuins:

(a) from about 20% to about 65% methanol when said com-
pound is methanol;

(b) from about 10% to about 65% ethanol when said com-
pound is ethanol;

(c) from about 2.5% to about 50% of an alcohol containing
three carbon atoms when said compound is said alcohol;

(d) from about 2.5% to about 35% of an alcohol containing
four carbon atoms when said compound is said alcohol;
and

(e) from about 2.5% to about 20% of an alcohol containing
five carbon atoms when said compound is said alcohol.

4,425,245

BENZENE SULFONIC ACID MODIHED AROMATIC
MANNICH PRODUCTS FROM ALKYL PHENOLS

Paul J. Cahill, Wheaton, III.; Edmund J. Piasek, deceased, late

of Chicago, 111., and by Evelyn W. Hunt, administratrix,

Hoffinan Estates, III., assignors to Standard Oil Company
(Indiana), Chicago, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 53,106, Jun. 28, 1979. This application

Sep. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 301,299

Int. Q.3 ClOM 1/40
U.S. Q. 252—33 3 Qaims

1. A process for producing an improved aromatic Mannich
product having enhanced lubricating properties which com-
prises reacting an alkyl phenol wherein the alkyl group is

derived from a polyolefin having a molecular weight of about
600-3200, a formaldehyde-yielding reagent, an aliphatic amine
of the general formula NH2[(CH2)zNH]xH wherein z is an
integer from about 2 to about 6 and x is an integer from about
1 to about 10 and about 0.001 to 2.0 moles of an oil soluble
benzene sulfonic acid per mole of amine wherein the oil soluble
sulfonic acid is added to the reaction mixture at the same time
as or after the polyamine.

2. A method for producing an improved aromatic Mannich
product prepared from an alkyl phenol, formaldehyde or a
formaldehyde-yielding reagent, and an amine, which method
comprises adding a benzene sulfonic acid to the aromatic Man-
nich product, said benzene sulfonic acid being added in an
amount within the range of about 0.001 to 2.0 moles of said

benzene sulfonic acid per mole of amine.
3. A process for producing an improved aromatic Mannich

product having enhanced lubricating properties, which pro-
cess comprises reacting an alkyl phenol wherein the alkyl
group is derived from a polyolefin having a molecular weight
of about 600-3200, formaldehyde or a formaldehyde-yielding
reagent, an aliphatic amine of the general formula
NH2[CH2)7NH]jtH wherein z is an integer from about 2 to
about 6 and x is an integer from about 1 to about 10 and about
0.001 to 2.0 moles of an oil-soluble benzene sulfonic acid per
mole of amine, wherein the oil-soluble sulfonic acid is added to
the alkyl phenol, the formaldehyde or formaldehyde-yielding
reagent, and the amine.

the genus Xanthomonas, drivmg the displaced oil through the
formation and recovering the displaced oil, wherein said heter-

opolysaccharide is stabilized against viscosity loss on heat
treatment, if free of cell debns, has improved filterabiiity and
has been prepared by a process which compnses the steps of:

(a) preparing an aqueous solution which conUins (1) from
about 200 to about 30,000 parts per million by weight, of
a heteropolysaccharide product produced by the bacterial
fermentation of bacteria of the genus Xanthomonas, and
(ii) at least about 0.5 weight percent of at least one mor-
ganic salt to obuin a salme heteropolysacchandc solution;

(b) removing oxygen from said saline heteropolysaccharide
solution;

(c) heating said saline heteropolysaccharide solution to a

temperature of at least about 100* C in an inert atmo-
sphere;

(d) maintaining said saline heteropolysaccharide solution at a
temperature of at least about 100' C. for a pcnod of time
sufficient to increase the injectivity and filterabiiity char-
acteristics of the heteropolysacchandc; and

(e) removing or separating the proteinaceous matenals and-
/or residual whole bacterial ceils or other cell debns from
the saline and heat-treated heteropolysacchandc product
to thereby obtain a modified heteropolysaccharide capa-
ble of imparting a viscosity of at least 4.0 centipoises to an
aqueous test solution containing 2 weight percent NaCI
and 0.2 weight percent CaCb when said modified hetero-
polysaccharide is added to said solution at a concentration
of approximately 600 parts per million, by weight, as
measured on a Brookfield viscosimeter with a UL adapter
at 60 rpm at 25° C. and said modified heteropolysaccha-
ride is further capable of imparting a filterabiiity such that

more than 1000 ml of a diff'erent aqueous test solution
containing 8.8 weight percent salt comprised of NaCI and
CaCl2 on a 10:1 weight ratio and approximately 600 parts
per million concentration, by weight, of said modified
heteropolysaccharide will pass without plugging through
a Millipore® filter having a diameter of 13 mm and a
pore size of about 5 microns at a constant pressure drop of
about 1.55 psig.

4,425,246

OIL RECOVERY USING STABILIZED SALINE
HEAT-TREATED HETEROPOLYSACCHARIDE

SOLUTIONS
George M. Holzwarth, Linden; Lars A. Naslimd, Morganville,

botii of NJ., and Erik I. Sandvik, Houston, Tex., assignors to

Exxon Research A Engineering Co., Florham Park, NJ.
FUed Sep. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 303,413

Int. Q.3 E21B 43/22
VS. Q. 252—8.55 D 12 Qaims

1. A process for recovering crude oil from a subterranean
formation which comprises injecting an amount effective to

provide mobility control of an aqueous solution containing
heteropolysaccharides produced by the action of bacteria of

4,425,247

COMPOSITE SELF-LUBRICATING MATERIAL
Vladimir A. Bely, ulitsa Kulmana, 15, kv. 6, Minsk; Anatoly I.

Sviridenok, ulitsa Pushkina, 20, kv. 30, Gomel; Valentin G.
Savkin, ulitsa SO let BSSR, 15, kv. 6, Gomel; Vladimir V.
Meshkov, ulitsa B. Tsarikova, 63, kv. 36, Gomel, and Nikolai
K. Myshkin, ulitsa Kozhara, 5, kv. 36, Gomel, all of U.S.S.R.

Filed Aug. 18. 1981, Ser. No. 293,773

Int. Q.J ClOM 7/10
U.S. Q. 252—12 12 Qaims

1. A composite self-lubricating material comprising a metal
matrix incorporating functional additives, the matrix being
formed by two components each selected from the group
consisting of metals of Periods III-VI of the Periodic System
and alloys thereof, the first component forming shells of regu-

lar cellular structure around the functional additives and the
second component being located in the spaces between the
shells.

4,425,248

WATER SOLUBLE LUBRICANT COMPOSITIONS
Alfred B. Piotrowski, Woodbury, and Robert H. Davis, Pitman,

both of N.J., assignors to Mobil Oil Corporation, New York,
N.Y.

Filed Dec. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 332,136

Int. Q.J ClOM 3/30
U.S. Q. 252—49J 17 Qaims

1. A water soluble lubricant composition comprising from
about 5% to about 50% by weight of an alkanolamine, from
about 1% to about 30% by weight of a partial acid amide of a
succinic acid, maleic acid, a methyltetrahydrophthalic acid or
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a methylhexahydrophthalic acid and from about 0.5% to about acetate until the blend is activated by the introduction of wa-
20% by weight of a polyalkylene glycol. ter.

4,425449
BENZENE SULFONIC AOD CATALYZED AROMATIC
MAN^ilCH PRODUCTS FROM ALKYL PHENOLS

Paul J. Cafaill, Wheaton, 111^ Edmojid J. Piasek, deceased, late

of Chicago, 111^ and by Evelyn W. Hunt, administrator, Hoff-

maa Estates, 111^ assignors to Standard Oil Company (Indi-

ana), Chicago, 111.

Filed Jun. 28, 1979, Ser. No. 53,106

Int. a.' ClOM ]/l2

MS. a. 252—51.5 R 6 Qaims
1. A process for producing an improved aromatic Mannich

product having enhanced lubricating properties vvhich com-
prises reacting an alkyl phenol wherein the alkyl group is

derived from a polyolefin having a molecular weight about
600-3200. a formaldehyde-yielding reagent, an aliphatic amine
of the general formula NH2((CH2)7NH]iH wherein z is an

integer from about 2 to about 6 and x is an integer from about
1 to about 10 and about 0.001 to 2.0 moles oi an oil-soluble

benzene sulfonic acid per mole of amine.

6. A lubricant oil containing about 0.1 to 10 (wt)% based on
the oil of the product of the process of claim 1.

4,425,250 I

PREPARATION OF HNELY DIVIDED FERRITE
POWDERS

Hartmut Hibst, Ludwigsbafen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to BASF Aktiengesellschaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Aug. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 408,598

Claims prio.ity, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 19,

1981, 3131681; Aug. 19, 1981, 3132678; Aug. 19, 1981. 3132683
Int. Q\: C04B 35/26

U.S. a. 252—62.59 I 4 Claims
1. A process for the preparation of a finely divided ferrite of

the formula

.MeFe204 (\)

where Me = aMn-bNi-cZn-dCo-eFefII). and the atomic
weight ratios a, b, c, d and e are each from to 1 and their sum
IS 1, or

M2'Me2'Fe,2022

where .M' is banum, strontium, calcium and/or lead, and Me'
IS divalent manganese, copper, iron, cobalt, nickel, zinc, mag-
nesium and/or equimolar amounts of lithium and tnvaient iron,

or

M2(Me^Ti,^Fei2.ixOi9 ail)

where M^ is barium or strontium, Me^ is zinc, nickel and/or
cobalt and x is from to 2 0. wherein the Me. Me' , Me^, .M'

and/or .M^ sails required for the particular composition corre-

sponding to the formula (1), (II; or (III), iron(III) chloride and
sodium carbonate and/or pota.ssium carbonate aare mixed a.s

powders, with or without a powdered titanium compound to

form a mixture of powders, the mixture obtained is heated at

from 700* to 1200* C. and the resulting finely divided ferrite of
the predetermined composition is isolated from the heated
mixture by leaching with water.

4,425,251

WATER.ACnVATED EXOTI-ER.MIC CHEMICAL
FOR.MULATIONS

A. B. Gancy, 265 Robineaa Rd., Syracuse, .N.Y. 13207
Filed Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,727

InL a.J C09K i/lH
U^. CL 252-70 I 21 Claims

10. The dry blend of calcium monoacid acetate with a chem-
ical base which is unreactive towards the calcium monoacid

4,425,252

METHOD FOR RESPIRATORY COAL DUST
ABATEMENT

V irgil H. Cargle, Houston, and Wilbur L. Bridges, Shepherd,
both of Tex., assignors to Exxon Research Sl Engineering Co.,
Florhara Park, NJ.

Filed Nov. 19, 1981, Ser. No..322,921

Int. a.3 C09K i/22
U.S. a. 252-88 7 Claims

1. A formulation for the abatement of respiratory coal dust

comprising water containing from 50 to 2,000 parts per million

concentration of a coal dust wetting combination comprising:
(a) 10 to 90 parts by weight of a water soluble salt of dodecyl
benzene sulfonic acid; and, (b) 90 to 10 pans by weight of a
nonionic surfactant which is a polyethoxylated Cg to Cio alkyl

phenol containing from 6 to 14 moles of ethylene oxide.

4,425,253

COGRANULATE OF ALKALI METAL SILICATE AND
ALKALI METAL POLYPHOSPHATE, AND PROCESS

FOR MAKING IT
Alexander Mauer; Horst-Dieter Wasel-Nielen, and Renate

Adrian, Hiirth, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to

Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Feb. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 464,983

Gaims priority, application Fed, Rep. of Germany, .Mar. 6,

1982, 3208138

Int. a.3 CUD i/(}6

U.S. a. 252—135 7 Qairas
1 Abrasion-resistant storable cogranulate consisting of parti-

cles with a size of about 0.2 to 2 mm and having an apparent

density of 800 to 2200 g/liter, the cogranulate containing

(a) about 14.3 to 79.9 weight% of pentasodium tripolyphos-

phate

(b) about 10.9 to 79.9 weight% of an alkali metal silicate

(c) about 0.1 to 7.7 weight*!^ of an arrmonium polyphos-

phate of the following general formula (I)

H(„ m) • 2^NH4)mPnO'm ~
I

ni) (I)

m which n stands for an integral average value 10 to 1000.

m stands for a whole number of at most n - 2 and m/n
stands for a value of about 1, and

(d) about to 99 weight% water bound to components (a)

and (b), ba.s€d on the possible mazimum quantity of hydra-

tion water of the components (a) and (b).

4,425,254

SLAG REMOVAL METHOD
Josef Langhoff, Kleinbergerbof 10, 4220 Dinslaken-Hisfeld, and

Jiirgen Seipenbusch, Faltenveg 17, 4300 Kssen, both of Fed.

Rep. of Germany
Filed Dec. 15, 1980, Ser. No. 216,826

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 29,

1978, 2828562

Int. a.^ ClOJ i/46
U.S. a. 252—373 14 Claims

1 A method of removing slag particles evolving from a

coal-gasification process by reacting coal in a reaction cham-
ber with a gasification medium at predetermined reactive

pressure and temperature levels above a water bath confining

the exhaust of the generated gas above the surface of said

water bath, comprising the steps of
allowing slag particles to fall by gravity into said water bath;

wetting said slag particles in their fall with an additive agent
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comprising oil thereby causing said particles to be bonded
when in contact with one another; and

9 n Ji.

UeS
-'3 _— I3_ —_j

5

collecting said bonded slag particles at the bottom of said

water bath after they have sunk below the surface thereof

4,425,255

REGENERATION METHOD OF CATALYSTS
Yoshiaki Toyoda, Takaishi; Yoshihiro Ikeda, Izumi, and

Nobumasa Arashiba, Tukaishi, all of Japan, assignors to Mit-

sui Toatsu Chemicals, Inc., Tokyo, Japan

per No. PCT/JP81/00238, § 371 Date May 13, 1982, § 102(e)

Date May 13, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO82/00961, PCT Pub.

Date Apr. 1, 1982

PCT Filed Sep. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 380,738

Gaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 20, 1980, 55-130087

Int. CV BOIJ 20/02. 20/16

U.S. G. 502—38 12 Claims

1. A method for regenerating an ammoxidation catalyst

containing molybdenum as an active component comprising

subjecting the catalyst, which has been deactivated through

use as an ammoxidation reaction catalyst of an olefin, to a heat

treatment in a reducing atmosphere and at a temperature of

from 200' to 700* C. and then calcining same in a gaseous

atmosphere containing molecular oxygen and at a temperature

of from 550* to 700° C.

4,425,256

CONVERSION OF CELLULOSE INTO ACTIVATED
CHARCOAL

Mark Pilipski, Clifton, N.J., assignor to Marcoal Chemical

Industries, Gifton, N.J.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 108,057, Dec. 28, 1979, Pat. No.

4,318,710, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 62,980,

Aug. 2, 1979, Pat. No. 4,260,685. This application Mar. 8, 1982,

Ser. No. 355,883

Int. CV BOIJ 20/20; COIB 31/08; UOL 9/02

U.S. G. 502—418 8 Claims

1. A technique for converting raw stock rich in cellulose to

an activated charcoal-like substance or charwcxxj comprising

the steps of:

A subjecting the stock to an anhydrous liquid hydrogen

halidc for a time period sufficient to convert the stock to

charwood;

B purging the halide from the resultant charwood; and

C heating the purged charw(KKl in a contr(;lled atmosphere

to prevent oxidation thereof at an elevated temperature

for a period sufficient to produce a charwood having

properties comparable to activated carbon suitable as an

adsorption medium.

6. A technique as set forth in claim 1, wherein said halide is

hydrogen chloride.

7. A technique as set forth in claim 1, wherein said halide is

a mixture of hydrogen chloride and hydrogen fluoride.

4,425,257

SUPPORTED HIGH EFnOENCY POLYOLEHN
CATALYST COMPONENT AND METHODS OF MAKING

AND USING THE SAME
Nemesio D. Miro, Woodridge, N.J., and Malcolm J. Kaus,

Humble, Tex., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company,
Bartlesviile, Okla.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 146,341, May 2, 1980, Pat. No.

4,347,158. This application Apr. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 252,661

ilie poriion of the term of this patent subsequent to Aug. 31,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. G.' C08F 4/02. 4/64
U.S. G. 502—154 20 Gaims

1. A method for producing a catalyst support suitable for use

in alpha-olefin polymerization comp;ising:

providing a titanium-free, first particulate material suitable

for use in alpha-olefin polymerization, the first pariiculate

material being selected from the group compnsing the

Group IIA and lllA salts and the salts of the multivalent

metals of the first transition series with the exception of

copper;

interspersing a second solid material with said first particu-

late material to form a titanium-free, particulate support

admixture, said second solid material being different from
but substantially isostructuial with said first particulate

material and being selected from the group comprising the

Group llIA salts; and then

applying an organic electron donor compound to said partic-

ulate support admixture and reacting at least a poriion of

said electron donor compound with said second solid

material on at least the surface of said particulate support

admixture to produce a titanium-free, solid, particulate

catalyst support having a specific surface area less than the

specific surface area of said particulate support admixture.

4,425,258

CATALYSTS FOR POLYMERIZATION OF OLEHNS
Hideyuki Tanaka; KiyoUka Saito, both of Machida; Shozo

Horl, Ayase, and Yutaka Mitsuda, Tokyo, all of Japan, as-

signors to Denki Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo,

Japan ^'

Filed Jun. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 276,835

int. CI.' C08F 4/02. 4/64

U.S. G. 502-154 5 Gaims
1. A catalytic component for polymerization of olefins hav-

ing a titanium content of 0.05-12% by weight which is pre-

pared by intimately contacting an anhydrous magnesium hal-

ide as a substrate with at least one of a sulfur compound or

sulfur and a sulfur compound wherein said sulfur compound is

a member selected from the group consisting of sulfides, sulfur

halides, sulfur oxyhalides, mercaptans and thioethers, and

further contacting with an electron donor compound and a

halogen-containing titanium compound in which halogen is

directly attached to titanium.

4,425,259

ENDOTHERMIC REMOVAL OF COKE DEPOSITED ON
CATALYTIC MATERIALS DURING CARBO-METALLIC

OIL CONVERSION
William P. Hettinger, Jr., Rusaell; Stephen M. Kovach, Ashland,

both of Ky., and James F. Hoffman, Huntington, W. Va.,

assignors to Ashland Oil, Inc., Ashland, Ky.

Filed Aug. 5, 1981, .Ser. No. 290,277

Int. G.' BOIJ 29/20. 23/72

U.S. G. 502—74 9 Gaims
1 A composilit)n of matter for conversion of residual oil

comprising silica or silica-alumina, kaolin clay, a crystalline

aluminosilicate and a metal additive selected to catalyze the

endothermic removal of deposited carbonaceous material in a

catalyst regeneration zone comprising copper in combination

with one or more of elements selected from the group consist-

ing I.I. Na, K, Sr, V, Ta, Mo, Re. Fc. Co, Ni, Ru. Rh, Pd. Os,
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Ir, Pt. Ag, Au, Sn and Bi in an amount in the range of 0.2 to 5

wt%.

2. A composition of matter for use in a hydrocarbon conver-
sion process comprising silica-alumina, kaolin clay, alumina
and a metal additive selected to catalyze the endothermic
removal of deposited carbonaceous material in a catalyst re-

generation zone comprising copper in an amount in the range

of 0.2 to 5 wt% wherein said regeneration zone contains car-

bon dioxide.

4,425,260

CATALYSTS FOR THE OXIDATION AND
AMMOXIDATION OF ALCOHOLS

Jerry R, Ebncr, St Charles, Mo., assignor to Monsanto Com-
pany, St Louis, Mo.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 430,589

Int a.3 BOIJ 23/88
VS. a. 502—255 17 Qaims

1. A catalyst-containing iron and molybdenum in a catalyti-

cally active oxidized state useful for the oxidation and ammoxi-
dation of alcohols, which catalyst is represented by the empiri-

cal formula: FeaMoftOf wherein a is 1, b is 1 to 5, and c is a

number taken to satisfy the valence requirements of Fe and Mo
in the oxidation states in which they exist in the catalyst, the

catalyst being prepared by

(a) mixing an aqueous solution of ammonium molybdate
with an aqueous solution of ferric nitrate in amounts sufTi-

cient to cause formation of an iron/molybdenum oxide

precipitate;

(b) heating the aqueous iron/molybdenum oxide mixture at a

temperature and for a time sufficient to convert the ini-

tially formed brown precipiute to a tan-to-yellow precipi-

Ute;

(c) forming the aqueous iron/molybdenum oxide mixture
into dry particles;

(d) calcining the dry particles; and
(e) contacting the calcined particles sequentially with a

molecular oxygen-free reducing gas and an oxygen-con-
taining gas at a temperature from about 350* C. to about
550* C. and a pressure from about 100 kPa to about 600
kPa for at least about 5 minutes.

4,425,262

ELECTROCONDUCnVE RESIN COMPOSITION
Yoichi Kawai, Yokohama; Yoshiro Nakamura, Morioka; Yo-

shihisa Gotoh, Yokohama; Masami Maki, Kawasaki; Sachio
Yokote, Yokohama, and Katsomi Sekiguchi, Tokyo, all of
Japan, assignors to Mitsui Toatsn Chemicals, Inc., Tokyo,
Japan

Rled Feb. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 347,996
Qaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 20, 1981, 56-23147

Int a.3 HOIB 1/06
U.S. a. 252-511 7 Qaims

1. An electroconductive propylene polymer composition
comprising: (a) 100 parts by weight of a propylene polymer
selected from the group consisting of an ethylene/propylene
copolymer, a combination of a propylene homopolymer with a
ethylene/propylene rubber, and a combination of an
ethylene/propylene copolymer with an ethylene/propylene
rubber; (b) 10 to 60 parts by weight of carbon black; (c) 0.1 to

6 parts by weight of sulfur; and (d) 0.1 to 5 parts by weight of
trithiolcyanuric acid.

4,425,263

FLEXIBLE SCREEN-PRINTABLE CONDUCTIVE
COMPOSITION

Nicholas Nazarenko, West Chester, Pa., assignor to E. I. Du
Pont de Nemours A Co., Wilmington, Del.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 269,864, Jun. 3, 1981,
abandoned. This application Nov. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,278

Int a.3 HOIB 1/06
U.S. a. 252—511 9 Claims

1. A screen-prinuble composition consisting essentially of
(a) 30-80% by weight finely divided particles of conductive
material selected from the group consisting of silver, nickel,

copper, carbon, iron, gold, platinum, palladium and mixtures
and alloys thereof dispersed in (b) 70-20% by weight organic
medium which is a solution of linear aromatic polyester resin

having an intrinsic viscosity of 0.5 to I completely dissolved in

a volatile nonhydrocarbon solvent having a boiling point of
l50°-220° C, the weight ratio of resin to solvent being from
0.15 to 0.5.

4,425,261

LIQUID SUSPENSION OF PARTICLES OF A METAL
BELONGING TO THE PLATINUM GROUP AND A
METHOD FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF SUCH A

SUSPENSION
Per Stenius, Akersberga; Jerzy Kizling, and Magali Boutonnet

both of Tahy, all of Sweden, assignors to Ytkemiska Institutet
Stockholm, Sweden

per No. PCr/SE81/00091, § 371 Date Not. 5, 1981, § 102(e)
Date Not. 5, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/02688, PCT Pub.
Date Oct 1, 1981

per FUed Mar. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 320,967
Chdnis priority, application Sweden, Mar. 24, 1980, 8002256

Int OJ BOIJ 13/00. 23/40
U.S. a. 502-339 10 Claims

1. A liquid suspension of particles of a meUl belonging to the
platinum group, characterized in that the liquid comprises a

microemulsion and that the size of the meul particles does not
deviate from the average by more than about 10%.

4,425,264

BRANCHED CHAIN KETONES USED IN AUGMENTING
OR ENHANONG THE AROMA OF PERFUMES,

COLOGNES AND PERFUMED ARTICLES AND THE
LIKE PROCESS FOR PREPARING SAME

Richard M. Boden, Monmouth Beach, and Theodore J. Tysz-
kiewicz, SayrcTille, both of NJ., assignors to International
FlaTors St Fragrances Inc., New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 296,868, Aug. 27, 1981, Pat. No. 4,374,276.

This application Jun. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 384,962

Int. a. J A61K 7/46

U.S. a. 252—522 R i Claim
1. A process for augmenting or enhancing the aroma of a

perfume composition or cologne comprising the step of adding
to a perfume composition or a cologne base an aroma augment-
ing or enhancing quantity of at least one substance prepared by
the process of (a) trimerizing isobutylene to form triisobuty-

lene, a mixture of substances defined according to the struc-

tures:

and
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wherein in each of the molecules one of the dashed lines is a

carbon-carbon double bond and the other of the dashed lines is

a carbon-carbon single bond and (b) reacting the resulting

triisobutylene composition of matter with an alkanoic acid
anhydride having the structure:

sition base, a cologne base or a perfumed article base, an aroma
augmenting or enhancing quantity of at least one ester defined

according to the structure:

R| R2

wherein Ri and R2 are the same or different and are each
selected from the group consisting of methyl and ethyl, in the
presence of a Lewis acid catalyst thereby producing a mixture
of compounds comprising the compounds defined according
to the structures:

and

O
_//

(
R3

wherein R3 represents methyl or ethyl and in each of the mole-
cules one of the dashed lines represents a carbon-carbon dou-
ble bond and each of the other of the dashed lines represents a

carbon-carbon single bond.

4,425,265

BRANCHED CHAIN ALKENYL METHYL CARBONATES,
USES THEREOF IN AUGMENTING OR ENHANCING

THE AROMA OF PERFUME COMPOSITIONS,
COLOGNES AND PERFUMED ARTICLES AND

FORMATE INTERMEDIATES USEFUL IN PREPARING
SAME

Richard M. Boden, Monmouth Beach; Theodore J. Tyszkiewicz,

Sayreville, and Michael Licciardello, Farmingdale, all of NJ.,

auignors to International Flavors A Fragrances Inc., New
York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 329,222, Dec. 10, 1981, Pat. No. 4,395,370.

ThU application Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 422,526

Int. a.' A61K 7/46; CI IB 9/00

U.S. a. 252—522 R 5 Qaims

^ J ^ /

uc Mcliii 101 (iiiitir
I

1. A process for augmenting or enhancing the aroma of a

consumable material selected from the group consisting of

perfume compositions, colognes and perfumed articles com-
prising the step of intimately admixing with a perfume compo-

C-R3

i

wherein R3 is methoxy and one of the dashed lines represents

a carbon-carbon double bond and each of the other of the

dashed lines represent carbon-carbon single bonds.

4,425,266

USE OF N-OXALKYLATED DERIVATIVES OF ANILINE
AS A POLYMER-DISSOLVING COMPONENT IN FLOOR

CLEANERS
Rudolf Beck, and Sigrid Scholz-Weigl, both of Mari, Fed. Rep.

of Germany, assignors to Chemische Werke Huels Akticn-
gesellschaft, Marl, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 350,931

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 21,

1981, 3106491

Int Q.' CUD 7/32 7/50

U.S. Q. 252-548 13 Qaims
1. In a surface cleaner, useful for cleaning floors, comprising

a component for dissolving polymers, the improvement
wherein the surface cleaner has essentially no blue coloration

and said component is an N-oxalkylated aniline of the formula

R2

Rl—^ ^N-(CH2-CH-0)„-H

\s^ Rj R4

wherein

Rl and R2 arc the same or different and each is hydrogen,

NH2orCi.4-alkyl,

R3 is hydrogen or Ci.4-alkyl, _
R4 is hydrogen or methyl, and

n is a number from 1.0 to 5.0.

4,425,267

WOOD MODIFYING COMPOSITION COMPRISING AN
AQUEOUS SOLUTION OF PHENOLIC AIXX>HOLS,
UREA AND SODIUM PENTACHLOROPHENATE

Lilia P. Skripchik, ulitsa Koltsova, 4. Korpus 3, kv. 59, and
Gennady M. Shutov, ulitsa Lomonosova, 10, kv. 33, both of

Minsk, U.S.S.R.

Filed Aug. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 296,627

Int. Q.^ C09K 3/28
U.S. Q. 252—607 1 Qaim

1. A wood modifying composition comprising an aqueous

solution of phenolic alcohols, urea, and sodium penta-

chlorophenate serving as a fire-relardant additive, the propor-

tions of the components, in percent by weight, being as fol-

lows:

phenolic alcohols: 30 to 35

urea: 18 to 20

sodium pentachlorophenale: 2.8 to 4.0

water: the balance to 100.
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4,425^68
POLYMER BLEND COMPOSITION FOR STRETCH

WRAP HLM
Barry A. Cooper, Wayzata, Minn., assignor to Bemis Company,

Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Feb. 6, 1980, Ser. No. 119,192

Int. a.3 C08L 23/16, 23/20. 23/12. 31/04
U.S. a. 524-110 24 Qaims

1. A composition adapted for processing into a stretch wrap
film comprising:

between about 40 and about 90% by weight of a high molec-
ular weight copolymer of ethylene and vinyl acetate con-
tainmg between about 4 and about 25% by weight of
repeating units derived from vinyl acetate and having a
melt index of between about 0. 1 and about 4,0,

between about 8 and about 55% by weight of a linear co-
polymer of ethylene and a higher alkene, said linear co-
polymer having a specific gravity of between about 0.917
and about 0.945, and

between about 0.5 and about 6% by weight of a tackifier

selected from the group consisting of a low molecular
weight polyisobutene, polyterpenes, amorphous polypro-
pylene, and microcrystalline wax.

Y is CI or F, Z is CI, F or Z\, Z\ is amino; mono- or dialkyl-
amino having 1 to 4 carbon atoms which may be substituted by
hydroxy, carboxy or sulfo; morpholino; anilino which may be
substituted by halogen, lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, carboxy or
sulfo; N-methylanilino, naphthylamino or sulfo substituted
naphthylamino; alkoxy having 1 to 4 carbon atoms which may
be substituted by lower alkoxy; phenoxy; alkylthio having 1 to

4 carbon atoms which may be substituted by hydroxy; phe-
nylthio, and Q is N, C—CI or C—F when Z is CI or F and N
when Z is Z].

4,425,269

METABOLICALLY PROTECTED ANALOGS OF
NEUROTENSIN

Marcia E. Christy, Perkasie; Kenneth L. Shcpard, West Point;
Rohert G. Strachan, Warrington, and Sandor L. Varga, Har-
leysville, all of Pa., assignors to Merck & Co., Inc., Rahway.
N.J.

Filed Jun. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,746
Int. C\? C07C 103/52

U.S. a. 260-112.5 R 6 Qaims
1. A blocked pentapeptide derivative compound of neuro-

tensin having the formula:

a-A-B-Pro-Tyr-C-D-Y

4,425^71

2,6-DICHLOROPHENYL-SUBSTmJTED
PHENYL-NITROAZONES AND THEIR USE AS

HERBIODES
Arnold D. Gutman, Berkeley, Calif., assignor to SUufTer Chemi-

cal Company, Westport, Conn.
Division of Ser. No. 54,323, Jul. 2, 1979, Pat. No. 4,270,947.

This application Dec. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 219,278
Int. a.3 C07C 107/04: AOIN 9/12. 9/20

U.S. a. 260-192 2 Qaims
1 A compound having the following structural formula

CI

/ V-C-N=N—/ X

CI

wherein X' is alkyl having I to 4 carbon atoms; monohalo;
dihalo, or nitro.

(I)

wherein:

A is another blocked ammo acid selected from the group
alkoxycarbonyl-4-aminobutync acid; alkoxycarbonyl-/3-ala-
nine; and, alkoxycarbonyl;

B IS a basic amino acid residue selected from the group 2,4-

diaminobutyric acid, lysine, arginine, ornithine, and homoar-
ginine;

C is a member of the group: isoleucine, norleucine, or valine;
D is a member of the group: leucine or norleucine and,
Y is OH,OCH3,OCH2,C6H5, NH2,NH(lower al'kyl),NH(a-

ralkyl) or NH(dimethylaminoethyl).
l

4,425,270

REACTIVE DISAZO COMPOUNDS
Yasttshi Yamada, Ohmiya; Kenji Kunikata, Yono, and Hideo

Otake, Ohmiya, all of Japan, assignors to Nippon Xayaku
Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 250,431
Int. a.3 C09B 62/09. 62/03

\iS. a. 260-153 8 Qaims
1. A reactive disazo compound which, in the free acid form,

is represented by the formula:
,

4,425^72
IMIDAZODIAZEPINES AND PROCESSES THEREFOR
Armin Walser, West CaldweU, and Rodney I. Fryer, North

Caldwell, both of N.J., assignors to Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.,

Nutley, NJ.
Division of Ser. No. 905,820, May 15, 1978, Pat No. 4,280,957,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 663,660, Mar. 4, 1976,
abandoned, which is a continuation>in-part of Ser. No. 602,691,
Aug. 7, 1975, abandoned, which is a continuation-ui-part of Ser.
No. 504,924, Sep. 11, 1974, abandoned. This application Mar. 12,

1981, Ser. No. 242,959

Int. a.5 C07D 513/14
U.S. a. 260-245.6 3 Qaims

1. A compound of the formula

SO2X NH2OH R2 0)

0-N=N-A^N=N-A'^"-/ ^r-
wherein A is

Ri sbsH sojH SO3H

c
I

N

c
I

Y

c—

z

II

N
\ /
C=N ;

I

R6

Wherein R, is H. CI or SO3H. R2 is H, CH3 or SO3H. X is Ri is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen. lower
^-sulfatoethyl, /3-thiosulfatoethyI, /3-phosphatoethyl or vinyl, alkyl. hydroxy lower alkyl,
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rZO—C— lower alkyl,

i
o

phenyl, Ci to C7 alkoxyl lower alkyl, halo lower alkyl. amino

lower alkyl, mono or di-Ci to C7 alkyl or phenyl, chlorophenyl

or tolyl substituted amino lower alkyl, pyridyl, benzyl and the

group R^'CO wherein R^' is hydrogen or lower alkyl; R2 is

selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, lower alkyl,

hydroxy lower alkyl, Ci to C' acyloxy lower alkyl. Ci to C7

alkoxy lower alkyl, halo lower alkyl, cyano, cyano lower

alkyl, mono- or di-Ci to C? alkyl or phenyl, chlorophenyl or

tolyl substituted amino lower alkyl, amino lower alkyl. mono-

or di-Ci to C? alkyl or phenyl, chlorophenyl or tolyl substi-

tuted amino, the group COOK where R is hydrogen or lower

alkyl, the group RCO where R is hydrogen or lower alkyl, or

the group R-C=:N-R' wherein R' is hydrogen, lower alkyl.

hydroxy, phenyl, alkoxy, amino, mono or di-alkylamino and

arylamino and R is hydrogen or lower alkyl. the group

4,425,273

PROCESS FOR PRODUCTION OF
CHENODEOXYCHOLIC AOD

Takeshi lida, 5-120, Aza Aral, Asaka-machi, Kouriyama-shi

Fukushima-ken, Japan, and Frederic C. Chang, Mt. San Anto-

nio Gardens, Apt. A-22, 900 E. Harrison Ave., Pomona, Calif.

91767

Filed Jun. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 389,624

Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 2, 1981, 56-192823

Int. a.' C07J 9/00

U.S. a. 262—397.1 7 Oaims

1. A process for producing chenodeoxycholic acid of the

following formula

(III)

COOH

CON
/
\

r85 which comprises reducing a 12-oxocholanic acid tosylhydra-

zone compound of the following formula

r86

(where R*'. R*^ are hydrogen, lower alkyl, aryl, hydroxy

lower alkyl. lower alkenyl. or together R" and R^* with the

nitrogen atom may form a part of a 5- or 6-membered hetero-

cyclic ring selected from the group consisting of morpholino

piperazino, piperidino and pyrrolidine and the group

(CH2)nNR95R96 where R'' and R'* are hydrogen, lower alkyl.

hydroxy lower alkyl, lower alkenyl. aryl or together R*" and

R'^ with the nitrogen atom form a part of a 5- or 6-membered

heterocyclic ring selected from the group consisting of mor-

pholino. piperazino, piperidino and pyrrolidino) or the group

Rio Rll

I /
CONN

where R'^, R". R'^ are hydrogen, lower alkyl or the group

(CH2)nNR'3R'* where n is I to 4 and R'^ R'^are hydrogen or

lower alkyl with the limiution that where R'O. R" or R'^ is

(CH2)/iNR'3R'^ then the remaining substituents are hydrogen

or lower alkyl; R3 is selected from the group consisting of

hydrogen or lower alkyl; Rj is hydrogen; R6 is selected from

the group consisting of phenyl, mono-halo or mono-nitro

substituted phenyl, di-halo or halo-nitro substituted phenyl,

pyridyl and mono-halo or mono-nitro substituted pyridyl R^^is

Ci to Cb or hydrogen; and

qC-'X^jC-'T^
wherein X is chlorine. wherein X is

bromine, iodine or chlorine, bromine,

hydrogen iodine or hydrogen

and the pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof.

TsHNN

(ll

COOR3

RlO

wherein R| and R2 are identical or different and each repre-

sents an acyl group, Ts represents a tosyl group, and R3 repre-

sents an alkyl group, with a metal hydrogen complex in an

organic acid solvent, and subjecting the reduction product to a

hydrolyzing treatment in an aqueous or alcoholic solution of

an alkali.

4,425,274

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
URSODESOXYCHOLIC ACID

Armand Guillemette, Noisy-le-Sec, and Abel Francois, Bondy,

both of France, assignors to Roussel UCLAF, Paris, France

Continuation of Ser. No. 98,764, Nov. 30, 1979, abandoned. This

application Jul. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 398,422

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 15, 1978, 78 35358

Int. CI.' C07J 9/00

U.S. a. 260—397.1 6 Oaims

1. A process for the preparation of 3a,7/3-dihydroxy-cho-

lanic acid comprising reducing 3a-hydroxy-7-keto-choianic

acid with lithium in liquid ammonia in the presence of a proton

donor to form lithium 3a,7/3-dihydroxy-cholanatc and reacting

the latter with an acid to form 3a,7/3-dihydroxy-cholanic acid
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4,425,275

PROCESS FOR SEPARATING 3-HYDROXY STEROIDS
OR STEROLS FROM MIXTURES SUCH AS LIPIDS

Richard R. Crawford, Pittsford; William P. Blum, Rochester,
awl David C. Naramore, Pittsford, all of N.Y., assignors to

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.
FUed Jul, 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,313

Int. a.3 C07J 9/00
UA a. 260-397J5 9 Qaims

I. A method for separating sterols from sterol containing
natural source which comprises (1) dissolving said sterol con-
taining natural source in a mixture of a dialkyl ketone having
about 5 or 6 carbons and a lower aliphatic alcohol, (2) adding
to the mixture containing dissolved sterols a calcium bromide
solution containing sufficient calcium bromide to complex
with said sterols, (3) mixing the resulting dissolved sterols and
calcium bromide solution for a period to effect reaction there-
between, and (4) thereafter recovering the resultant solid sterol

complex.

4,425,276

PROCESS FOR THE SEPARATION OF OIL AND/OR
PHOSPHATIDYLETHANOLAMINE FROM ALCOHOL
SOLUBLE PHOSPHATIDYLCHOLINE PRODUCTS

CONTAINING THE SAME
Bcrad-Rainer Guntber, Bergheim-Fliesteden, Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many, assignor to A. Nattermann A Cie GmbH, Cologne, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 326,379
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 13.

1980. 3047048

Int. a.5 A23J 7/00; C07F 9/02
U.S. a. 260-403 5 aaims

1. Process for the separation of oil and/or phosphatidyletha-
nolamine from alcohol soluble phosphatidylcholine products
containing the same, thus producing a phosphatidylcholine
free of oil and phosphatidylethanolamine characterized in that
the solution of the alcohol soluble phosphatidylcholine prod-
uct containing the oil and/or phosphatidylethanolamine, in a
lower alkanol containing from 1 to 4 carbon atoms or in a
mixture of several of such lower alkanols, said lower alkanol or
mixture of alkanols being possibly admixed with up to 20% by
volume of water, is put to the head of a chromatography
column of silicic acid gel at a temperature ranging from 40° to
90* C, eluating the column at this temperature with a lower
alkanol having from 1 to 4 carbon atoms or a mixture of several
of such lower alkanols, said lower alkanol or mixture of alka-
nols being possibly containing up to 20% by volumn of water,
recovering at first a prefraction containing the oil and/or
phosphatidylethanolamine to be separated and, separate there-
from, the main fraction containing the pure phosphatidylcho-
line, and separating the solvent from the main fraction in usual
manners.

and R3 is an alkenyl group, which comprises: subjecting a
carboxylic acid represented by the general formula

R'COOH

wherein R' is the same as defined above to transesterification
reaction in the liquid phase with an ester compound repre-
sented by the general formula

R2COOR3

wherein R2 is a hydrogen atom or a substituted or unsubsti-
tuted monovalent hydrocarbon group which is different from
R' above and R^ is the same as defined above; carrying out said
transesterification reaction in the presence of a binary catalyst
system comprising a main catalyst of a palladium compound in
an amount from about 0.001 to about 0.5 parts by weight re-
maining as adsorbed on a solid catalyst carrier and a co-
catalyst consisting of a combination of an alkali metal com-
pound in an amount from about I to about 15 parts by weight
and a copper (II) compound in amount from about 0.001 to
about 1.0 part by weight, all per 100 parts by weight of the
total amount of said carboxylic acid and said ester compound,
the weight ratio of said copper (II) compound to said alkali
metal compound being in the range from about 0.001 to about
0.5; from about 0.001 to about 0.5 parts by weight of said alkali
metal compound being an alkali metal bromide, and from about
0.001 to about 0.5 parts by weight of said copper (II) com-
pound being copper (II) bromide.

4,425,278

COMPLEX COMPOUNDS, PROCESS FOR THEIR
PREPARATION, AND THEIR USE

Hermann O. Wirth, Bensheim, and Hans-Helmut Friedrich,
Lautertal, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Ciba-
Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 938,172, Aug. 30, 1978, Pat. No. 4,336,148.
This application Jun. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 278,763

Int. a.3 C07F WOO. 15/04
U.S. a. 260-^29 R 8 Oaims

1. A process for the preparation of a complex compound of
a metal salt or metalloid salt and an ansolvo-acid or proton
acid, of the formula I

M„'".X„'' pY.qZ a)

4,425,277
METHOD FOR THE PREPARATION OF ALKENYL

ESTERS OF CARBOXYLIC ACIDS
Fumiaki Kawamoto, Sakai; Shozo Tanaka, Osaka, and Yo-
sUhiro Honma, Sakai, all of Japan, assignors to Shin-Etsu
Vinyl Acetate Co., Ltd., Japan
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 928,710, Jul. 27, 1978,

abandoned. This application Jul. 30, 1979, Ser. No. 62,133
Oaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 13, 1977, 52-122882:

Dec. 26, 1977, 52-156928

Int. a.3 C07C 67/10: CllC 3/10
UA a. 260-^10.9 N 4 aaims

1. A method for the preparation of an alkenyl ester of a
carboxylic acid represented by the general formula

R'COORJ
I

wherein R< is a hydrogen atom or a substituted or unsubsti-
tuted aliphatic or aromatic monovalent hydrocarbon group

in which M is a m-valent cation of a metal or metalloid, a
metal-oxy or metal-dioxy cation or a hydrogen atom, X is a
n-valent anion of a n-basic inorganic proton-acid or of a n-basic
organic acid selected from the group of the aliphatic and cy-
cloaliphatic carboxylic acids with up to 8 C atoms, which can
be substituted by halogen and/or hydroxy! groups, the aro-
matic monocarboxylic, dicarboxylic and tricarboxylic acids,

which may be substituted by hydroxyl, halogen and/or nitro
groups, the organic oxyacids of phosphorus and sulphur, the
organic thioacids of phosphorus, and the mercaptans, the inor-

ganic or organic acid having a pKa value of at most 15.8 or, if

M is a proton, of at most 1 1, Y is water or a neutral organic
molecule which can be bound coordinatively by the cation or
the anion, Z is a complex-forming vicinal diol with at least 6 C
atoms, p is or a value between and 2, q is a value from I to

32, m is an integer from 1 to 6 and n is an integer from 1 to 4
and of mixtures of such compxjunds, wherein a basic or non-
basic metal alcoholate or non-basic metalloid alcoholate or
proton-oxyacid ester with q mols of a vicinal diol of the for-

mula Z, or a compound of the formula I, in which X is hy-
droxy!, is reacted in the stoichiometric amount with a com-
pound of the formula L^X", in which n and X are as defined
hereinabove and L is H or an ammonium cation, with removal
of water, ammonia or amine.
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4,425,279

TRIDODECYLAMMONIUM MOLYBDATES
William J. Kroenke, Brecksville, Ohio, assignor to The B. F.

Goodrich Company, Akron, Ohio
Filed Jul. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 402,482

Int. a.' C07F 11/00
U.S. Q. 260—429 R 3 Oaims

1. Tridodecylammonium molybdates having the empirical

formula

[(C|2H25)3NH]fllVl040f

where a, b and c are (2,6,19) or (4,8,26).

-continued

HN—CH2—CH2—CHj—,

C=NH
I

NH2

H—Cs

I

H—

N

\

C CH2-
I

N

C
I

H

4,425,280

METAL AMINO AODS
Benedict Y. K. Ho, Sagamore Hills, Ohio, assignor to Ferro

Corpohition, Oeveland, Ohio
Filed Mar. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 249,161

Int. 0.3 C07F 3/06

U.S. O. 260—429.9 13 Oaims
1. A compound having the general formula:

[MO],,

Rl O
I II

H—C—C—

O

I

N
/ \

R2 Rj

r« 1M OCR4 (Z]

wherein

w has a value of 0-2;

M is a member selected from the group of divalent metals

consisting of zinc, magnesium, calcium, barium, stron-

tium, manganese, cadmium, lead, tin II, tin IV(Rj)2 where
R5 is a lower alkyl of Ci-Cg;

R] is a member selected from the group consisting of H—

,

C1-C12 alkyl,

and CH3SCH2CH2— with the proviso that Ri cannot be

CH3SCH2CH2— when M is zinc;

R2 is a member selected from the group consistmg of H,

CH2CH2OH, C(CH20H)3. an alkyl of C1-C15 and an aryl

ring;

Rj is a member selected from the group consisting of H and

CH2CH2OH;
R4 is a member selected from the group consistmg of alkyls

of C1-C20. straight chain or branched, an aryl and substi-

tuted aryl; and

Z is 0-1 molecules or partial molecules of a carboxylic acid

corresponding to HOOCR4.

4,425,281

COPPER OR SILVER COMPLEXES WITH
FLUORIN/»rED DIKETONES AND UNSATURATED

LIGANDS
Gerald Doyle, Wbitebouse Station, NJ., assignor to Exxon

Research and Engineering Co., Florbam Park, NJ.

Filed Jul. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 282,652

Int. 0.3 C07F 1/W. 1/08

U.S. O. 260—430 15 Claims

1. A composition of matter comprising a complex of the

formula

CH2—

CH3 CH3 CH3

CH—

,

CH—CH2—

,

CH—

,

/ / /
CH3

C—CH2—
, HSCH2—

CH3 H
\l

HOCH2— , HO—C— . CH3OOCCH2CH2—

.

OH O
II I II

HO—C—

C

CH2 CH2—HO—C—CH2—

.

NH2 S S

HO—C—CH2—CH2—

.

O
II

H2N—C—CH2— , H2N—C—CH2—CH2—

,

H2N—CH2—CH2—CH2—CH2—

,

O
II

O R2 O
, II I II

[M(R'-C-C-C-C;,F2„^ i)UL,

where M is Cu(l); R' is C1-C6 fiuoroalkyl, Ci-Cg alkyl. C4-C6
heterocycle containing O, S or N or Ce-Cio aryl; R^ is H or

Ci-C6alkyl with the proviso that R' and R^ together with the

carbons to which they are attached may be joined together to

form a Cg ring; L is an unsaturated hydrocarbon ligand con-

taining at least one non-aromatic unsaturation; x and y are 1 or

2; and n is from 1 to 8.

4,425,282

PREPARATION OF
3-(ARYLVINYL)-2,2-DIMETHYL-CYCLOPROPANE-l-

CARBOXYLIC AOD ESTERS AND NEW
INTERMEDIATE THEREFOR

Manfired Jautelat, Burscbeid; Dieter Arit, Cologne; Reinbard

Lantzsch, Leverkusen; Rainer Fucbs, Wuppertal; Hans-

Jocbem Riebel, Wuppertal; Rolf Scbroder, Wuppertal, and

Horst Hamiscb, Much, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignon

to Bayer Aktiengesellscbaft, Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of Ger-

many
Filed Apr. 7, 1980, Ser. No. 138,043

Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 23,

1979, 2916417

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Apr. 20,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. 0.5 C07C 121/60. 51/58

U.S. O. 260—465 D 4 Claims

1. A compound of the formula
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H;C CH;
\ /

Ar—C=CH—CHCl—C—CH2CO2R

in which

Ar li a phenyl or naphthyl radical optionally substituted by
at least one halogen, cyano. nitro. aryl, aralkyl, aryloxy.
arylthio. Cj^-aJkyl. C]^-alkoxy, Ci-«-aJkylthio. C1.2-

halogenoalkyi. Ci-4-halogenoaikoxy. CM-aJkylsulphonyi,
halogen-substituted Ci-4-alkylsuIphonyl or Ci.2-dialk-

ylamino radical.

R isCi-t-alkyl or a 3-phenoxyben2yI radical which is option-
ally substituted by halogen or cyano, and

R' IS fluorine or chlorine.

2. A compound of the formula

H;.C CH3
\ /

Ar-CC:-CH:-CHCl-C-CH2-C02R

m which

Ar is a phenyl or naphthyl radical optionally substituted by
at least one halogen, cyano. nitro. aryl, aralkyl. aryloxy,
arylthio. Cj^-alkyl. CM-a!koxy, Ci^-alkylthio, Ci.'2-

halogenoalkyl. CM-halogenoalkoxy, CM-alkylsulphonyl,
halogen-substituted C:-<-alkylsuIphonyI or C!.2-dial'k-

ylamino radical.

R IS methyl or ethyl

3 A compound of the formula

H;C CH3
\ /

Ar-Ca2-CH:-CHC-C-CHi-C0-a

in which
I

Ar IS a phenyl or naphthyl radical optionally substituted by
at least one halogen, cyano. nitro, aryl, aralkyl, aryloxy,
arylthio, C;u-alkyl. C;^-alkoxy, Ci.4-alkyhhio, C1.2-
halogenoalk>l. C:-4-halogenoalkoxy, CM-alkylsulphonyl,
halogen-substituted C:-«-alkylsulphonyl or Ci.2-dulk-
ylammo radical

X-CH2-C-X

wherein X is chlorine, bromine, or iodine to form an
amide compound having the formula

'

X—CH2—C—

N

i

\
CH2X

4,425,283 I

METHOD FOR PREPARATION OF
N-PHOSPHONOMETHYLGLYa.NE

RaymoBd A. Felix, Ricfaaood, CaJif^ tasigBor to Stauffer Cbem-
icaJ Company, Westport, Com.

Filed Not. 17, 19«2, Ser. No, 442,401
Int. a.- COTF 9/3fl

VS. a. 260-502.5 F 9 claim,
1. A method of preparing N-phosphonomethylglycine com-

prising

(a) reacting amine of the formula

R-NH2

wherein R is an aromatic or aliphatic group with formal-
dehyde to produce a s-tnazine of the formula

R
I

r" ^
R— .S N—

R

wherein R is as defined;

(h) reacting the triazine formed in step fa) with an acyl halide
of the formula

wherein R and X are as defined,

(c) reacting the amide formed in step flj) with 0,0-di-sub-
stituted-aminomethylphosphonate having the formula

O
II

rRO>2PCH2NH2

wherein R' is an aromatic or aliphatic group to form
0,0-di-substituted-

1 -phosphonomethyl-3-(substituted>-

l,3-imidazol-4-one, which has the structural formula

W

R-N N—CH2P(OR>2

O

wherein R and R' are as defined; and
(d) hydrolyzing the imidazolone formed in step (c) to yield

N-phosphonomethylgJycine.

4,425,284

METHOD FOR PREPARATION OF
N-PHOSPHONO.METHYLGLYaNE

Raymond A. Felix, Rkhmood, Calif., assignor to SUufTer Chem-
ical Company, Westport, Cona.

Rled Aug, 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,624
lat a. 3 COTF 9/40

L.S. a. 260-502.5 F 9 OMina
1 A method of preparing .N-phosphonomethylglycine com-

pnsing

(a) reacting at a temperature between about 0* C. to about
150* C I,3,5-tncarboalkoxymethylhexahydro-l,3,5-tria-

zme having the structural formula

n
R0CCH2- N—

II

CH2COR

k
N
CH2CX)R

wherein R ls an aliphatic or aromatic group with at least

about 3 nioles of an acyl halide of the formula

O
R'—C—

X

wherein X is chlorine, bromine or iodine and R' is an
aliphatic or aromatic group to form the N-carboalkox-
ymethyl-N-halomethyl amide of the acyl chloride which
has the structural formula
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R'—C—

N

\

O
II

CH2COR

CH2X

wherein X, R and R' are as defined above;

(b) reacting at a temperature between about 0° C. to about

150° C. about equal mole amounts of the amide formed in

step (a) with a phosphite of the formula

OR^

r2o—p—OR*

wherein R^ and R^ are both aromatic groups or both

aliphatic groups, and R* is an aliphatic group or R* is

hydrogen, to form a phosphonate compound of the for-

mula

O
/

O
II

CH2COR

R'—C—

N

0R2
\ /
CH2P

ll\
,o or'

wherein R, R', R^ and R^ are as defined; and

(c) hydrolyzing the phosphonate formed in step (b) to yield

N-phosphonomethylglycine.

1. A packing material unit foi' use in a liquid-gas contact

apparatus, comprising:

concentrically disposed outer and inner rings;

a plural number of paired filaments radially bridged between

said outer and inner rings, said pairs of filaments being

arched alternately on opposite sides of a plane involving

said outer and inner rings;

a connecting member extending between intermediate por-

tions of each pair of said filaments; and

a plural number of reinforcing members extending between

apex portions of oppotitcly arched filaments of adjacent

filament pairs.

J

4,425,286

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR PRODLONG
POWDERED METAL

Richard L. Kennedy, Monroe, N.C., assignor to Teledyne indus-

tries, Inc., Monroe, N.C.

Filed Feb. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 234,732

Int. a.' BO'J 2/02
U.S. a. 264—8 2 Qaims

^ '-?

1. A continuous process for producing powdered metril of

substantially uniform practice size and substantially free from
inclusions, said process comprising continuously directing a

stream of molten metal downwardly into a container having

peripheral walls formed of a porous matt-rial having a multi-

plicity of interconnected voids defining a nctwi>rk of fine

passageways extending through the peripheral wall, r(Matmg

the contiiiner at such a rate as to centrifugally force the molten

metal through the network of fine passageways of ihc purous

peripheral walls of the container and to filler out and retain in

the porous walls inclusions present in the molten metal and lo

continuously eject the molten metal centrifugally ()utwardl>

from the container in the form of fine droplets, and cooling the

droplets of molten metal ejected from ihc container lo solidify

the same into a metal powder

4,425,285

PACKING MATERIAL UNIT
Yoichi Shiffloi, Kamakura; Mikio Akune, Yokosuka; Tamotsu

Akimoto, Urawa, and Ryuzo Watanabe, Washinomiya, all of

Japan, assignors to Nittetu Chemical Engineering Ltd., To-

kyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,376

Claims priority, appltcation Japan, Feb. 26, 1982, 57-25808[U]

Int. a.'BOlFJ/W
U.S. a. 261—95 2 Claims

4,425,287

PRODUCTION OF MOLDINGS FROM UNSATURATED
POLYESTER RESINS

Anton Hesse, Luetzelsachsen; Dankmar Scholz, Frankenthal,

and Walter Nicolaus, Mutterstadt, all of Fed. Rep. of Ger-

many, assignors to BASF Aktiengesellschaft, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
Continuation of Ser. No. 163,147, Jun. 26, 1980, abandoned.

This application Feb. 3, 1983, .Ser. No. 463,612

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Auk. 4,

1979, 2931737

Int. CI.' H05B //W, B29D 7/02. C08F M/fX)

U.S. CI. 264—22 7 Claims

1. A process for the production of moldings from unsatu-

rated polyester resins, wherein a storagcslablc, non-tacky

semi-finished product is first produced, which can thereafter

be shaped by any desired method, and finally be cured to give

moldings which exhibit no delamination and no while fracture;

which comprises the following steps:

(A) preparing a molding mixture of

1 an unsaturated polyester,

2 a copolymeri/.ablc vinyl compound,

3. fiom 0.(X)5 lo 5% by weight of an inhibilor.

4. from 001 to 1% by weight of a pholomilialor,

5. from 2 to 5% by weight of an oxide or hydroxide of

lithium, magnesium or calcium, or of a metal alcoholale,

which compounds act as thickeners,

6 from 1 to 50% by weight of an aluminum oxide hydrate

pulverulent filler which transmits ullraviolel light and/or

7 from 5 to 60%; by weight of a fibrous reinforcing muterial,

with or without

K other conventional additives, the percentage being based

on the total mixture,

(B) thickening the mixture in give a non-tacky, storage stable

semi-finishcd product,
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(C) shaping the latter, and
(D) curing it by irradiation with ultraviolet light.

4,425,288
'

PROCESS FOR CLEANING METAL SLUFACES
Dale O. Ticsiai; Jerry O. Reed, both of BartlesrilJe, Olda^ and
Gerald E. Hagler. GreeaTilk, S.C^ assignors to Phiilips Pe-
troknoi Conpaay, BartlesrilJe, Okla.

Rled Sep. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 419,283
lat CL3 B28B 7/04

VJS. CL 264—39
|

lo Claims
1. A process for the removal of poly(ar>lene sulfide) depos-

its from the surfaces of fiber spinning equipment parts which
comprises extruding at least one molten olefin polymer having
from 2 to 6 carbon atoms through said parts.

ture of the tempering medium to the segments at which
the film IS to be relatively thin and decreasing the tempera-
ture of the tempenng medium to the segments at which
the film IS to be relatively thick;

measuring the film thickness over the film circumference at
a point where solidification has occurred;

4,425,289

METHOD OF PRODUCING AN EXTRLDATE HAVING
CONTROLLED SHAPE AND SIZE

Ly J. Le«, Colnabos; James F. SteTensoo, Hudson, and Richard
M. Griffitb, Akron, all of Ohio, assignors to The General Tire
A Rabbcr Compaay, Akron, Ohio

Rled Aog. 30, 1982, Ser. No, 412,634
lat a.5 B29F 3/rxj

LS. CL 264-W.l ,9 cuims

and

adjusting the temperature of the tempering medium to each
of the several tempering segments to correct and maintain
the desired film thickness profile.

I A method of producing an extrudate from stock in an
extrusion line having an extruder with an extrusion die com-
prising the steps of

extruding the stock through the die at intitial relative speeds
and at initial temperature conditions to produce an extrud-
ate having an initial size and initial shape dimensions,

measuring sue and shape dimensions of the extrudate.
varying the temperature conditions to adjust the initial shape
and to maintain the shape at predetermined dimensions
and

varying the relative speeds along the extrusion line to adjust
the imtial size and maintain the size at predetermined
dimensions.

4,425,290
METHOD OF CONTROLLING THE RLM THICKNESS
OF TUBULAR HLM PRODUCED IN A BLOWA nLM

EXTRUDER LNSTALLATION
Hartmot Upmder, Leagerich of Westphalia, Fed, Rep. of Ger-
many, assignor to WindmoUer ft Holacher, Ungerich, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

FUed Apr. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 254,262
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr 18

1980, 3014989 * '

Int a,J B29D 2i/()4
'

U^. CL 264-40.1 4^^
1. A method of controlling the film thicknevs of blown

tubular film produced in a blown film extruder including an
annular extrusion orifice divided into tempenng segments into
which a tempering medium can be introduced, and means for
heatuig the periphery of said onfice at spaced circumferential
positions therearound, said method comprising:

selecting a desired non-uniform film thickness profile;
adjusting the temperatures of the tempenng medium to each

of the several tempering segmenu in accordance with the
desired film thickness profile by increasing the tempera-

4,425,291

METHOD FOR THE PRODUCTION OF MORE
>^ ATER-RESISTANT FOAMED ELEMENTS FROM
WATERGLASS CONTAINING NATURAL LATEX

DISPERSION
Gunter Beer, Ehiisburg; Wolfgang Pesch, Grevenbroich; Wolf-

gang Friedemann, Nenss, and Manfi'ed Knpfer, Diinsen, all of
Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Henkel Kommanditgesell-
schaft Auf Aktien, Dusseldorf and Hansawerke Lurmann,
Schotte & Co., Bremen, both of, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Nov. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,222
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 2.

1980, 3045404

Int. a.3 a)4B 21/10, 35/16
LS. a. 264-42 15 cMaa

1 A method for the production of a more water-resisUnt
foamed element from waterglass consisting essentially of the
steps of mixing together a major amount of an alkali metal
silicate solution, with inorganic fillers, at least one alkali-resist-
ant wetting agent in an amount sufficient to form a sUble foam,
at least one compound capable of hardening a watergla.ss foam
in an amount sufficient to cause said alkali meul silicate to
harden, and sufficient natural latex dispersion to cause the
foamed element to have a greater water resistance, mechani-
cally foaming said mixture by the incorporation of an inert gas
thereon, molding the resultant foam, curing said molded foam,
and recovenng a more water-resistant foamed and cured ele-
ment

4,425,292

HYBRID EXTRUSION METHODS
Wijliani M. Kanotz, Baldwin, .Md., assignor to Western Electric
Company, Inc., New York, .N.Y.

Filed Sep. 29, 1981, Ser. .No. 306,820
Int. a. 5 B29F 3/10

U_S. a. 264-174 3 cUdms
1 A method of extruding a plastic material about a substrate,

said method including the steps of:

advancing successive incremenu of length of a substrate
through a core tube which is positioned in a cavity of a die
and through a land of the die which has a circular cros.v
section to an exit orifice;

providing a flow passage having a converging first portion
which IS formed between the core tube and a wall of the
die cavity and which has an annular cross-section that
decrea.ses in area toward an end of the core tube to cause
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the minimum area of the first portion of the flow passage
to be adjacent to the end of the core tube;

spacing the end of the core tube which has a circular cross-

section a distance from an entrance of the land to form a

second portion of the flow passage having a predeter-

mined configuration, the distance being such that a ratio

having a numerator comprising the difference between an

outer diameter of the end of the core tube and an outer
dimension of the substrate and having a denominator of
the distance is at least 1 and such that ratio of it to an inner

diameter of the die is in the range of about O.S to 1.3; and

least 4S% and no detectable crystallinity as measured by X-ray

diffraction.

flowing the plastic material through the flow passage with

the converging first portion causing the maximum pres-

sure in the plastic material to occur adjacent to the end of

the core tube and cooperating with the predetermined

configuration of the second portion to cause a controlled

expansion of the plastic material without filling the second
portion of the flow passage to thereby reduce substantially

the pressure differential in the plastic material between the

second portion and the exit orifice and to allow an inner

diameter of the core tube to be substantially larger than

the outer dimension of the substrate being advanced there-

through.

4,425,293

PREPARATION OF AMORPHOUS
ULTRA-HIGH-SPEED^PUN POLYETHYLENE
TEREPHTHALATE YARN FOR TEXTURING

George Vaaiilatoe, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. Du Pont

de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Mar. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 359,517

Int. a.) DOID 5/12
UJS. a. 264—176 F 4 Qaims

-^

i

^

O'

I. A process for preparing an oriented amorphous polyethyl-

ene terephthalate feed yam for false-twist texturing comprising

spinning polyethylene terephthalate at a windup speed of at

least 3,000 m./min. and quenching in a room temperature

water bath located at a distance from the spinneret such that

the quenched filaments have an as-spun boil-off shrinkage of at

4,425,294

METHOD FOR MOLDING AND HLLING A
DISPENSING CONTAINER HAVING ONE OR MORE

REMOVABLE CLOSURE MEANS UNITARY
THEREWITH

Gerhard H. Weiler, South Barrington, and Henry Komendow-
ski, Dcs Plaines, both of III., assignors to Automatic Liquid

Packaging, Inc., Arlington Heights, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 117,455, Feb. 1, 1980. Pat. No.
4,298,045, which is a dirision of Ser. No. 896,978, Apr. 17, 1978,

Pat. No. 4,239,726. ThU application Nov. 2, 1981, Ser. No.

317,296

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Dec. 16,

1997, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.' B29C/ 7/07

U.S. a. 264—525 3 Claims

1. In a method for forming and filling a container made from

a thermoplastic material in which a first mandrel is provided

for blow molding a container, in which an assembly of mold
parts is provided for defining a container-forming cavity, and

in which the blow-molded container is filled with liquid while

within the assembly of mold parts, the improvement compris-

ing the steps of:

(a) providing said first mandrel with blowing means for

blow molding the container and providing a second man-

drel with a filling means, that is separate from said first

mandrel for discharging liquid into the formed container

to fill the container;

(b) engaging said thermoplastic material with said first man-

drel to form a first aperture and at about the same time

with said second mandrel to form a second aperture;

(c) blow molding the container with the blowing means of

the first mandrel through said first aperture;

(d) filling the blow-molded container from said filling means

of said second mandrel through said second aperture; and

(e) thereafter forming individual closures for said first and

second apertures that are unitary with the container.

4,425,295

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR GENERATING CURRENT
BY SELECnVE ELECTRON HEATING

Nathaniel J. Fisch, Princeton, and Allen H. Booxcr, Rocky Hill,

both of NJ., assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the United States Department of Energy,

Washington, D.C.

Filed Feb. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 233.296

Int. a.) G21B l/OO

VJS. a. 376-123 16 Claims

1. A method for generating steady-stale toroidal current in a

toroidal plasma comprising the steps of:

preparing a toroidal plasma immersed in a toroidal magnetic

field, and

injecting rf energy into said plasma such thai the rf energy

comprises a spectrum of waves traveling xubstantially in a
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toroidal direction either substantially parallel or substan-

tially anti-parallel to said toroidal magnetic field, said

waves having substantially no parallel momentum, where

said rf energy is phased such as to increase preferentially the

cyclotron motion of electrons traveling in one of said

toroidal direction said electrons satisfying the resonance

I

condition w— A:i] vji =n<j>^, where o) is the wave fre-

quency, k|| is the wave parallel wavenumber, v|{ is the

electron parallel velocity, We is the electron gyrofre-

quency, n is an integer, and said electrons being selected

from the group consisting essentially of electrons substan-

tially on the magnetic axis or having an energy in the

range of 10 to 50 times the thermal electron energy.

4,425,296

PROBE-HOLDING APPARATUS FOR HOLDING A
PROBE FOR CHECKING STEAM GENERATOR TUBES

PARTICULARLY IN A NUCLEAR REACTOR
INSTALLATION

Andre Adunowski, Paris; Gerard Gallet, Juvisy sur Orge;

Jacques Lbermitte, Vertbeuil; Maxime Monne, Paris, and
Guy Vautherot, Gagny, all of France, assignors to Intercon-

trole, Rungis, France

Filed Oct. 31, 1980, Ser. No. 202,748

Claims priority, application France, Nov. 30, 1979, 79 30022
Int. a.3 G21C 17/00

U.S. a. 376—245 5 Qaims

I

4,425,297

GAMMA RAY THERMOMETER FOR BOILING WATER
REACTOR

Erik Rolstad, Halden, Norway, and Robert D. Smith, Betbesda,

Md., assignors to Scandpower, Inc., Betbesda, Md.
Filed Jun. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 276,526

Int. C\? G21C 77/00
U.S. a. 376—247 4 Qaims

1. A device for measuring local power generation within a

fuel assembly of a nuclear reactor comprising:

a gamma radiation absorbing body elongated along a longi-

tudinal axis and made of heat conductive and electrically

conductive material;

elongated thermocouple means mounted within said body
for establishing axially spaced differential temperature

sensing junctions therein at each of a plurality of local

measuring zones;

coolant in external contact with said body throughout for

establishing a uniform heat sink temperature extenally of

said elongated body for producing radial heat flow paths

from said junctions of said thermocouple means;

reduced diameter portions of said elongated body at each of

said local measuring zones for establishing thermal and

electrical deviations in resistance of the elongated body
producing a differential temperature signal across said

junctions of said thermocouple means; and strengthening

fins made of high thermally conductive material extending

radially from said reduced diameter portion of said elon-

gated body.

1. A probe-holding apparatus for a probe for checking steam

generator tubes, said apparatus comprising a telescopic arm
resiliently urged towards its position of maximum extension

and said arm having first and second opposed ends, a support,

first ball-joint means movably mounting the first end of the arm
on the suppori, a carriage, and second ball-joint means mount-
ing said carriage on said second end of said arm, said carriage

comprising an endless belt formed with projections spaced

apart in accordance with spacing of said tubes, guide means for

a probe, and a stepping motor for driving said belt, the guide

means for the probe and the projections being disposed in the

same direction.

4,425,298

BAFFLE MAINTENANCE APPARATUS
Edward P. Shields, North Huntingdon, Pa., assignor to Westing-

house Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Apr. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 252,116

Int. a.3 G21C 77/00

U.S. a. 376—249 8 Qaims
1. Baffle maintenance apparatus for inspecting baflle plates

in a nuclear reactor comprising:

a support member capable of being positioned in a nuclear

reactor;

a carriage slidably disposed on said suppori member;

a platform disposed on said carriage;

a rod slidably disposed in said platform;

a rotatable member rotatably disposed on said rod and hav-

ing a plurality of feeler gauges attached thereto for selec-

tively inserting said feeler gauges between said baffle

plates for determining the width of the space between said

baffle plates;

actuator means connected to said rod for moving said rod

and said rotatable member relative to said platform; and
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indexing means mounted on said platform and arranged to

contact said rotatable member when said rotatable mem-

JK-

ber is moved relative to said platform for contacting and
rotating said rotatable member relative to said platform.

4,425,299

METHOD FOR BONDING SINTERED METAL PIECES
Takashi Koiso, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Sumitomo Electric

Industries, Ltd., Osaka, Japan
Filed Sep. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 302,355

Qaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 24, 1980, 55-133223;
Nov. 25, 1980, 55-166453

Int. Q.3 B22F 7/02
U.S. Q. 419—6 4 Qaims

1. A method for producing a sintered structure of a compli-

cated structure having more than two pieces of iron group
sintered metals bonded at the flat faces thereof which com-
prises:

forming through holes at predetermined locations of the

metal pieces, except for the metal piece constituting the

lowermost layer;

providing a concave groove on at least one metal face of

each of the metal faces to be bonded to each other;

superposing the metal pieces with said through holes so that

the through holes of the metal pieces coincide with each
other, said metal piece constituting the uppermost layer

having more through holes than the metal piece under-

neath, and the succeeding metal pieces being arranged

such that when a brazing alloy is placed into the topmost
through holes, and melted, it can infiltrate into the inter-

faces between each of the metal layers;

placing a brazing alloy into each of the topmost through

holes and heating the entire assembly so that the brazing

alloy infiltrates into each of the meul layers to form the

bonded structure.

4,425,300

HARD FAONG NICKEL-BASE ALLOY
Takao Teramoto, and Kensuke Hidaka, both of Kyoto, Japan,

assignors to Fukuda Metal Foil A Powder Co., Ltd., Kyoto,
Japan

Filed Apr. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 259,178
Qaims priority, application Japan, May 2, 1980, 55-60229

Int. Q.3 C22C 19/05
U.S. Q. 420-453 4 Claims

Tty£

1. A hard facing nickel-base alloy consisting essentially of 10

to 25% by weight of chromium, 3 to 15% by weight of molyb-
denum, 3 to 7% by weight of silicon, 1 to 1.2% by weight of
carbon and 1 to 30% by weight of iron, the balance being
substantially nickel.

4 425 301
FLUID CATALYST REGENERATION APPARATUS

Anthony G. Vickers, Arlington Heigbtt; Harold U. Hammer-
shaimb. Western Springs, and Charles L. Hemler, Jr., Mt.
Prospect, all of III., assignors to UOP Inc., Des Plaines, III.

Division of Ser. No. 289,571, Aug. 3, 1981, Pat. No. 4,374,750.

This application Nov. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 439,090
Int. Q.' ClOG 11/18: BOIJ 21/20. 29/38. 8/26

U.S. Q. 422—111 6 Qaims

Iff C»'* ,

1. An apparatus for regeneration of a coke-contaminated,

fluid catalyst, which apparatus comprises:

(a) a vertically oriented combustion chamber having an

upper and lower section;

(b) an inlet line for regeneration gas connecting with the

lower section of said combustion chamber;

(c) an inlet line for coke-contaminated, spent fluid catalyst

connecting with the lower section of said combustion
chamber;

(d) a disengagement chamber located superadjacent to and
above said combustion chamber and in direct communica-
tion therewith;
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(e) a catolyst collection portion at the bottom of said disen-

gagement chamber;

(0 a heat exchanger, located remote from said combustion
chamber and said disengagement chamber, having a cata-

lyst inlet and catalyst outlet;

(g) heat removal means disposed within said heat exchanger;
(h) a first catalyst recycle conduit connecting said bottom

catalyst collection portion of said disengagement chamber
with said heat exchanger inlet, such that hot regenerated
catalyst passes from said catalyst collection portion of said

disengagement chamber to said heat exchanger;

(i) a heat exchanger catalyst discharge conduit having a flow
control valve therein, said conduit connecting said cata-

lyst outlet of said heat exchanger with said combustion
chamber, such that cooled catalyst from said heat ex-

changer passes from said heat exchanger to said combus-
tion chamber;

0) a second catalyst recycle conduit connecting said catalyst

collection portion of said disengagement chamber with
said combustion chamber, such that hot regenerated cata-

lyst passes directly from said disengagement chamber to

said combustion chamber; and
(k) a control system to monitor and maintain the temperature

within said combustion chamber which comprises:

(i) first means to sense the temperature in the combustion
chamber at a location within said upper section of said

combustion chamber, such that said sensing is per-

formed in a relatively dilute-phase of catalyst rising

from a relatively dense-phase of catalyst maintained in

said lower section of said combustion chamber;
(ii) first means to control temperature having an adjustable

set point and connecting directly with said first means
to sense temperature and developing a first output sig-

nal; and

(iii) first means for transmitting said first output signal to

said control valve in said catalyst discharge conduit of
step (i), such that said control valve in said discharge
conduit is adjusted responsive to said temperature
sensed within said upper section of said combustion
chamber to regulate the fiow of catalyst from said heat
exchanger to said combustion chamber to increase or
decrease the fiow of cooled catalyst so as to maintain
the desired temperature within said combustion cham-
ber.

I

4 425 302
HOUSEHOLD ELECTRIC DEVICE, A SUBLIMER OF

PERFUMED BARS AND/OR INSECTiaOES
Bartolome Pons Pons, Madrid, Spain, assignor to Seimex, S.A.,

Barcelona, Spain

FUed Feb. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 347,504
aaims priority, application Spain, Dec. 17, 1981, 262.127[U]

Int. a.3 A61L 9/03; AOIM 1/20, 13/00
U.S. a. 422-125 laaim

1. A household electrical device for sublimating a bar of a
perfume or insecticide material, said device comprising:

a casing defining a compartment dimensioned to receive
therein a bar to be sublimated;

an electric resistance positioned within said casing at a loca-
tion adjacent said compartment;

an electric plug atUched to said casing and electrically

connected to said resistance, such that when said plug is

inserted into an electrical socket said resistance is heated,
thereby sublimating the bar;

said casing having openings including a central opening
from said compartment for the discharge therefrom of
vapors from the bar;

said central opening having lateral sides having therein blind
slots;

a manually operable slide member slidably mounted in said
slots;

said slide member having a blade means extending into said
compartment for, upon manual sliding of said slide mem-

ber along said slots, slidably removing the bar from said
compartment;

said casing having an outer wall spaced from said plug, said
outer wall having therein holes; and

7 8 11 2 -6

metal bushings covered with insulating sleeves positioned in

said holes, said metal bushings being electrically con-
nected to said plug and to said resistance, said metal bush-
ings being dimensioned to receive another electric plug,
such as that of another electrical apparatus.

4,425,303

FLUIDIZED BED REACTOR FOR PARTICULATE
MATERIAL

Hans-Dieter Schilling, Hattingen, and Ulrich Grabenhorst,
Gangelt, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Berg-
werksverband GmbH, Essen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 275,515, Jon. 15, 1981,

abandoned. This application Apr. 26, 1983, Ser. No. 488,773
Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 14,

1980, 3022441; Jan. 22, 1981, 3101942
Int. C\i BOIJ 8/30. 8/44; F26B 3/08; F27B 15/08

U.S. a. 422—142 23 Qaims

1. In a fluidized bed reactor for treating particulate material,

of the type which has means forming a working space, a bot-

tom arranged for passage of a fluidizing gas therethrough and
upwardly into said working space and having zones which are

formed so that the passage of the fluidizing gas is at least

reduced through said zones and the latter have edges, means
for supplying the particulate material into said working space
above at least one of said zones with reduced passage of the

particulate material, and a plurality of inserts arranged in the
working space, the improvement comprising:

the inserts being formed so that they are jalousie-shaped,

arranged above said edges of said zones of said bottom,
and having surfaces which are inclined towards said one
zone of said bottom.
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4,425,304

CATALYTIC CONVERTER
Manyuki Kawata, Higaahi Hiroahima, and Yoddi: Shinichi,

HIroihima, both of Japan, aasignon to Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd.,

Hinwhina, Japan

Filed Jan. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 338,953
Oaims priority, appUcation Japan, Jan. 20, 1981, 56-7638;

Feb. 19, 1981, 56-22801[U]; Feb. 21, 1981, 56-23914{U]
lot a.} BOID 53/36

MS. a. 422—171 8 Claims

4,425,305

CATALYTIC CREOSOTE BURNER FOR A WOOD STOVE
William B. RetaUick, 1432 Johnny's Way, West Cheater. Pa.

19380

Continoation-in-part of Ser. No. 269,367, Jan. 1, 1981,
abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 232^973,
Feb. 9, 1981, abandoned. This application Ang. 4, 1982, Ser. No.

405,294
Int a.3 BOID 53/36; BOIJ 15/00; F23B 5/00; F23J 15/00

U.S. a. 422—180 4 Claims

3M 30 38 34 21 BE

22-t

103 10?

3M 31c 3fel32t 3ft^ 39
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1. A catalytic converter for effecting substantial purification

of exhaust gases by catalytic reaction, which comprises, in

combination:

a generally elongated housing having at one end an inlet for

receiving the exhaust gases and at the other end an outlet

for discharging the exhaust gases which have been passed
through said housing;

at least first and second monolithic catalyst carriers housed
within said housing in longitudinally spaced relation to

each other and located on respective sides adjacent said

inlet and said outlet, each of said catalyst carriers having
a plurality of parallel closely adjacent flow passages ex-

tending throughout the length thereof;

a spacer assembly positioned inside said housing and within
an intermediate space between said first and second cata-

lyst carriers for holding said first and second catalyst

carriers in said longitudinally spaced relation and having
an axial passage and a transverse passage defined therein,

said axial passage extending in said intermediate space
across said spacer assembly in a direction parallel to the

direction of flow of the exhaust gases, said transverse

passage extending in a direction generally perpendicular
to the direction of flow of the exhaust gases, said spacer
assembly comprising first and second spacer components,
each of said first and second spacer components generally
comprising an annular wall having an opening defined
therein, a transverse wall having perforations defined
therein and extending across said opening with opposite
ends thereof integral with said annular wall, and a support
wall protruding from said annular wall and terminating in

rigid securement to said housing, said transverse wall of at

least one of said first and second spacer components hav-
ing a recess defined therein, said first and second spacer

components being connected together with the annular
wall thereof held in abutting face-to-face relation to each
other and with the support walls of said first and second
spacer components protruding from the annular walls

thereof in opposite directions away from each other, and
wherein said axial passage is defined by portions of the

openings in said annular walls on respective sides of the

transverse walls of said first and second spacer compo-
nents and said transverse passage is defined by said recess

in said transverse wall of said at least one of said first and
second spacer components; and

an air supply piping having one end adapted to be fluid-con-

nected to a source of air and the other end fluid-connected

to said intermediate space through said transverse passage.

1. In a combination, a wood stove and a catalytic creosote
burner, the stove having a combustion area and an outlet path
for flue gas flowing from the combustion area, the catalytic

burner comprising a nest of spaced-apart, substantially flat

metal plates, the plates being coated with a combustion catalyst

for burning creosote, the nest being positioned along the outlet

path of the stove, the nest defining a plurality of channels
through which gas can flow, the nest having an inlet end and
an outlet end, the inlet end being positioned nearer to the

combustion area of the stove than the outlet end, such that flue

gas can flow into the inlet end and through the channels to the

outiet end, each of said plates extending from said inlet end to

said outlet end and wherein the distance between adjacent

plates of the nest at the inlet end is greater than the distance

between adjacent plates at the outlet end so that the distance

between adjacent plates becomes continuously smaller in the

direction of gas flow.

4,425,306

METHOD FOR THE RECOVERY OF URANIUM FROM
WET-PROCESS PHOSPHORIC AaD

Edward D. Weil, Hastings-on-Hudaon, and Ralph B. Fearing,

Bardonia, both of N.Y., assignors to StimfTer Chemical Com-
pany, Wcstport, Conn.

FUed Feb. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 235,236

Int. a.3 COIG 43/00
U.S. a. 423—10 14 Claims

1. A method for recovering uranium from a phosphoric acid

feed solution containing uranium which comprises treating

said feed solution to insure that substantially all of said uranium
is in the U+^ state, contacting said phosphoric acid feed solu-

tion with an organic solution of an alkylphenyl pyrophosphate
represented by the structural formula

P203(OH)2

wherein R represents an alkyl group having from about 1 to

about 20 carbon atoms, n represents a number ranging from 1

to 5, at least one of the R groups having at least 4 carbon atoms,

provided that when n is greater than 1 , the R groups can be the

same or different to effect transfer of at least a major portion of
said uranium from said phosphoric acid feed solution to said

organic solution and recovering said uranium from said or-

ganic solution.
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4,425,307

HYDROGEN PEROXIDE IN SULFURIC AOD
EXTRACTION OF URANIUM ORES

Frederick W. DeVries, Chadds Ford, Pa., assignor to E. I. Du
Pont de Nemours A Co., Wilmington, De!.

FUed Apr. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 256,675

Int. a.3 COIG 43/00: C22B 3/00

U.S. a. 423—20 5 Claims

1. In a process for the extraction of uranium from its ores

with a leach solution wherein the uranium is oxidized to ura-

nium (VI) oxidation state and then extracted, the improvement
which comprises extracting the uranium in the absence of

ferric ion at a pH of 2.5 to S.S with sulfuric acid, hydrogen

peroxide, a trace of ferrous iron and between 0.1 and 1.6 mols

of a neutral sulfate per mol of leach solution.

4,425,308

PRODUCTION OF A PURinED ALUMINA-SILICA
PRODUCT AND SUBSTANTIALLY PURE ALUMINUM

CHLORIDE FROM BAUXITES AND CLAYS
Darid Weston, 34 Parkwood Ave., Toronto, Ontario, Canada
(M4V 2X1)

Continuatioii-in-part of Ser. No. 377,992, May 13, 1982. This

application Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 426,263

Int. a.3 COIF 7/02. 7/56

U.S. a. 423—136
I
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1. A process for the production of substantially iron free

aiumina-silica product from the group of raw materials consist-

ing of kaolinitic clays and bauxites wherein said kaolinitic clays

contain at least kaolinite with the chemical analysis of A^Oj.-
2Si02.2H20 and said bauxites contain at least one of the miner-

als with the chemical analysis of AI2O3.XH2O and at least one
silica mineral from the group consisting of Al2O3.2SiO2.2H2O
and Si02 and said group of raw materials contain at least iron

as iron mineral, the said process comprising:

(a) subjecting the said prepared materials to a calcining stage

wherein the said materials are heated to within the tem-

perature range of about 625° C. to 1500' C. to remove free

moisture and water of crystallization combined in said

minerals contained in the said materials and to convert
said aluminous and siliceous minerals to alumina and silica,

thus producing a solids alumina-silica iron containing
calcined solids product; and

(b) subsequently subjecting the said calcined solids product
to at least one chlorination stage wherein the said chlori-

nation stage is carried out employing a gas stream contain-

ing at least CO and in the presence of at least one chlorina-

tion agent selected from the group consisting of CI2,

COCI2, AICI3, AlCl, SiCUand SiChand wherein the said

chlorination agent does not exceed 20% by volume of the

said gas stream and wherein the said chlorination stage is

carried out in the temperature range of about 850' C. to

1500° C. to produce a chlorinated alumina-silica product

substantially free of said iron.

4,425,309

PRODUCTION OF A PURIHED ALUMINA-SILICA
PRODUCT AND SUBSTANTIALLY PURE ALUMINUM

TRICHLORIDE FROM BAUXITES AND CLAYS
David Weston, 34 Parkwood Ave., Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M4V 2X1

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 377,992, May 13, 1982. This

application Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 426,264

Int. a.3 COIF 7/02. 7/56

U.S. a. 423—136 10 Gaims
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1. A process for the production of a substantially iron free

alumina-silica product from the group of raw materials consist-

ing of kaolinitic clays and bauxites wherein said kaolinitic clays

contain at least kaolinite with the chemical analysis of AI2O3.-

2Si02.2H20 and said bauxites contain at least one of the miner-

als with the chemical analysis of AI2O3.XH2O and at least one

silica mineral from the group consisting of Al2O3.2SiO2.2H2O

and Si02 and said group of raw materials contain at least iron

as iron mineral, the said process comprising:

(a) subjecting the said prepared materials to a calcining stage

wherein the said materials are heated to within the tem-

perature range of 625' C. to about 1 150' C. to remove free

moisture and water of crystallization combined in said

minerals contained in the said materials and to convert

said aluminous and siliceous minerals to alumina and silica

thus producing a solids alumina-silica iron containing

calcined solids product; and

(b) subsequently subjecting the said calcined solids product

to at least one chlorination stage wherein the said chlori-

nation stage is carried out in the presence of starvation

amounts of at least one chlorination agent selected from

the group consisting of CI2. HCl and COCI2 and at least

one clorination agent selected from the group consisting

of AICI3 and SiCU and in the presence of at least CO and

in the temperature range of about 850' C. to 1150' C. to

produce a chlorinated alumina-silica product substantially

free of said iron.
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4,425,310

PRODUCTION OF ALUMINUM CHLORIDES FROM
BAUXITES AND CLAYS

David Weston, 34 Parkwood Ave., Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M4V 2X1
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 253,639, Apr. 13, 1981,

abandoned, and a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 377,992, May
13, 1982. This application Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,943

Int. a.3 COIF 7/56. 7/02
U.S. a. 423-136 6 Qaims

4,425,311

PRODUCTION OF A PURIHED ALUMINA-SILICA
PRODUCT AND SUBSTANTIALLY PURE ALUMINUM

TRICHLORIDE FROM BAUXITES AND CLAYS
David Weston, 34 Parkwood Ave., Toronto, Ontario. Canada
M4V 2X1

Filed May 13, 1982, Ser. No. 377,992
Int. a.^ COIF 7/02. 7/56

U.S. a. 423-136 13 Qairas
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1. The process steps for the production of substantially iron

free aluminum monochloride from the group of prepared
materials consisting of kaolinitic clays and bauxites and said

materials containing aluminous and siliceous minerals and iron
as iron mineral comprising:

(a) subjecting the said prepared materials to a calcining stage

wherein the said materials are heated to within the tem-
perature range of about 625' C. to 1500° C. to remove free

moisture and water of crystallization combined in said

minerals contained in the said materials and to convert
said aluminous and siliceous minerals to alumina and silica

thus producing a solids alumina-silica iron containing
calcined solids product;

(b) subsequently subjecting the said calcined solids product
to at least one chlorination stage wherein the said chlori-

nation stage is carried out employing a gas stream contain-

ing at least CO and in the presence of at least one chlorina-

tion agent selected from the group consisting of CI2,

COCI2, AICI3, AlCl, SiCUand SiCband wherein the said

chlorination agent does not exceed 20% by volume of the
said gas stream and wherein the said chlorination stage is

carried out in the temperature range of about 850* C. to
1500' C. to produce a chlorinated said solids alumina-
silica product substantially free of said iron;

(c) subsequently subjecting the said substantially iron-free

alumina-silica product to a further chlorination stage

wherein the said chlorination agent is at least one member
selected from the group consisting of CI2, COCI2 and
AICI3 and in the presence of reducing agent selected from
the group consisting of C and CO in the temperature
range of about 1 150' C. to 1500' C. to chlorinate the said

alumina to produce a gaseous product containing at least

aluminum monochloride and CO2 and substantially free of
said iron; and

(d) subsequently passing the said gaseous product through a

bed selected from the group consisting of devolatilized

coke and charcoal in the temperature range of about 1200'

X:. to about 1600* C. to convert the said CO2 to CO to

produce a gas stream containing at least the said aluminum
iponochloride and said CO substantially free of said iron.

1. A process for the production of a substantially iron free

alumina-silica product from the group of raw materials consist-

ing of kaolinitic clays and bauxites wherein said kaolinitic clays

contain at least kaolinite with the chemical analysis of AI203.-
2Si02.2H20 and said bauxites contain at least one of the miner-
als with the chemical analysis of AI2O3.JC2H2O and at least one
silica mineral from the group consisting of Al2O3.2SiO2.2H2O
and Si02 and said group of raw materials contain at least iron

as iron mineral, the said process comprising:

(a) subjecting the said raw material to at least a calcining

stage wherein the said mineral is heated to within the

temperature range of 625* C. to about 1 1
50* C. to remove

free moisture and water of crystallization combined m said

minerals contained in the said material and to conven said

Al2O3.2SiO2.2H2O and said AI2OJ.XH2O to alumina and
silica to produce a calcined solids alumina silica product
containing said iron;

(b) subsequently subjecting the said calcined product to a

number one chlorination stage to differentially chlorinate

the said iron and said chlorination is carried out by a gas

stream wherein the chlorination agent is at least one mem-
ber selected from the group consisting of CI2, HCl. and
COCI2 and in the presence of at least CO and in the tem-

perature range of about 750* C. to about 1 150* C. and said

chlorination agent forms less than about 21% of said gas

stream to produce a said solids alumina-silica product
impoverished in said iron; and

(c) subsequently subjecting the said solids alumina-silica

product to a number two chlorination suge to further

differentially chlorinate the said iron and said chlorination

is carried out by a gas stream wherein the chlorination

agent is selected from the group consisting of SiCU and
AICI3 and in the presence of at least CO and in the temper-
ature range of about 900* C. to about 1 1

50* C and said

chlorination agent being present in minor amounts of said

gas stream to produce a said solids alumina-silica product
further impoverished in said iron.
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4,425312

REMOVAL OF SULFUR FROM PROCESS STREAMS
Darid G. Brignac, Lutcher, La., assignor to Exxon Research and

Engineering Co., Florliani Parli, NJ.
Filed Jul. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 394,719

Int. a.^ BOID 53/34

U.S. a. 423—230 10 Gaims
1. In a process for the removal of sulfur from a moisture

containing process gas stream which includes a sulfur sorption

portion of an operating cycle wherein said stream is contacted

with a metal alumina spinel sorbent characterized by a formula

MAI204
I

4,425,313

REMOVAL AND RECOVERY OF NITROGEN AND
SULFUR OXIDES FROM GASEOUS MIXTURES

CONTAINING THEM
Hal B. H. Cooper, 4234 Chevy Chase Dr., LaCanada-FIintridge,

Calif. 91011

Division of Ser. No. 925,850, Jul. 18, 1978, abandoned, which is

a continuation<in-part of Ser. No. 804,620, Jun. 8, 1977,

abandoned, Ser. No. 823,051, Aug. 10, 1977, abandoned, and Ser.

No. 909,026, May 24, 1978, abandoned, which is a continuation

of Ser. No. 812,814, Jul. 5, 1977, abandoned, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 714,792, Aug. 16, 1976,

abandoned, said Ser. No. 804,620, is a continuation-in-part of

Ser. No. 714,793, Aug. 16, 1976, abandoned, said Ser. No.

823,051, is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 714,792,. This

application Oct. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 311,518

Int. a.J COIB 27/00, 17/00

UJS. a. 423—235 11 Claims

1. A process for removing oxides of sulfur from a com-
bustion gas mixture including carbon dioxide and sulfur

dioxide comprising:

a. treating said gas mixture in a zone with an aqueous

media which includes the carbonate-bicarbonate of

potassium to convert all of the sulfurdioxide absorbed by

the aqueous media to dibasic potassium sulfite to form a

product aqueous media having a pH in the range of 7-10
and comprising dibasic potassium sulfite, additional

monobasic potassium bicarbonate, and additional di-

basic potassium carbonate;

b. heating said product aqueous media to convert at least a

portion of the monobasic potassium bicarbonate to car-

bon dioxide and dibasic potassium carbonate;

c. treating the product aqueous media from Step b to con-

vert at least a portion of said dibasic potassium sulfite to

potassium sulfate by oxidation with hydrogen peroxide

or an oxygen-containing gas;

d. crystallizing and recovering at least a (mrtion of said

potassium sulfate from the product aqueous media in the

presence of dibasic potassium carbonate at a pH higher

than pH = 8.0; and

e. recycling the product aqueous media to the zone of said

gas treating.

4,425^14

METHOD FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF METAL
OXIDE AND HYDROCHLORIC AOD FROM METAL

CHLORIDE
Franz J. Gattys, Frankfurter Strasse 168-176, D-6078 Neu

Isenburg, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Sep. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 300,652

Int. a.3 COIB 21/20. 7/01; COIF 5/10

U.S. a. 423-437 7 Gaims

r^i!,^:,.^

wherein M is chromium, iron, cobalt, nickel, copper, cadmium,

mercury, or zinc, to adsorb both water and sulfur, and

a sulfur desorption portion of an operating cycle wherein

said sulfur-bearing metal alumina spinel sorbent is con-

tacted with a non-reactive gas to desorb sulfur and regen-

erate said sorbent,

the improvement comprising

adding water to the non-reactive gas sufficient to provide a

moisture level ranging from about 0.2 percent to about SO

percent, based on the total volume of the non-reactive gas

stream.
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1. Process for the preparation of magnesium oxide and a

mixture of gases containing hydrogen chloride and carbon

dioxide from magnesium chloride hexahydrate, comprising

selectively dehydrating the magnesium chloride hexahydrate

to produce the dihydrate, exposing the dihydrate after the

addition of coke to a hydropyrolytic treatment with oxygen at

a temperature of 600° C. to 800* C. and converting the dihy-

drate to magnesium oxide and subsequently drying the synthe-

sis gas formed in the hydropyrolysis with the conversion of the

magnesium chloride to metal oxide.

4,425,315

DIAMOND SINTERED COMPACT WHEREIN CRYSTAL
PARTICLES ARE UNIFORMLY ORIENTATED IN THE
PARTICULAR DIRECHON AND THE METHOD FOR

PRODUaNG THE SAME
Kazuo Tsigi; Shigi Yazu, and Akio Hara, all of Itami, Japan,

assignors to Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Divuion of Ser. No. 158,136, Jun. 10, 1980, Pat No. 4,3334MB6.

This appUcation Feb. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 352,248

Gaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 11, 1979, 57-73670;

May 30, 1980, 55-73570

Int. G.1 COIB 31/06

U.S. G. 423—446 16 Claims
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1. A method for producing a diamond sintered compact

having diamond crystal particles uniformly oriented in a par-

ticular direction, which comprises placing a carbonaceous
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material as a raw material for producing diamond, and a cata-

lytic metal for crystallizing diamond, in layered or concentric
relationship to each other, subjecting the resultant assembly to

a pressure higher than 65 kb, and then heating the assembly at

a temperature rise of at least 100° C./min at least from the
eutectic temperature of the catalytic metal and carbon to a

predetermined temperature, predetermined pressure and tem-
perature conditions within these limits being maintained for a

time sufficient for formation and growth of diamond crystals

and sintering of each diamond particle, thereby enabling syn-

chronous transformation of the carbonaceous material into

diamond and sintering of the diamond.

4,425,316

DENSIFIED CARBONACEOUS BODIES WITH
IMPROVED SURFACE FINISHES

Edward E. Hucke, Ann Arbor, Mich., assignor to Union Oil

Company of California, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305,777

Int. CI.' COIB 31/02. 31/04
U.S. G. 423—448 10 Gaims

1. A method of producing a densified carbonaceous body
with a superior surface finish, said method comprising the steps

of: impregnating a permeable body composed essentially of a

fine grained, isotropic graphite with a liquid impregnant con-
taining furfural or furfural alcohol or a mixture thereof, an acid

catalyst, and a glycol or mixture of glycols; heating the im-

pregnated, permeable body to a temperature which is suffi-

ciently high to polymerize the impregnant; and then heating

said body to a temperature which is sufficiently high to carbon-
ized the polymerized impregnant.

4,425,317

RECYCLE OF HYDROGENATED SULFUR PLANT TAIL
GAS TO SOUR GAS SCRUBBING SYSTEM

Rainer Zeller, Gruenwald; Aldo Belloni, Puchheim, and Michael
Heisel, Munich, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to

Linde Aktiengesellschaft, Wiesbaden, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Dec. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 328,554

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 18,

1980, 3047830

Int. CM COIB 77/00
U.S. CI. 423—574 R 12 Gaims

1. In a process for the separation of at least carbon dioxide

and hydrogen sulfide from a raw gaseous mixture to form a

purified gaseous mixture comprising passing said gas through a

sour gas removal system including the steps of scrubbing said

gaseous mixture with a physical liquid scrubbing agent having
a higher absorbability for hydrogen sulfide than for carbon
dioxide, removing from said system an off-gas enriched in

hydrogen sulfide, and passing said off-gas to a sulfur recovery
system comprising the conversion of sulfur values to elemental

sulfur and the recovery of a tail gas containing hydrogen
sulfide and sulfur dioxide, the improvement which comprises

hydrogenating said tail gas to convert sulfur dioxide to hydro-

gen sulfide and recycling resultant hydrogenated tail gas to

said sour gas removal system, said sour gas removal system

comprising in scries a scrubbmg column, a hydrogcn-sulfide

enrichment column, and a regeneration column, said resultant

hydrogenated tail gas being recycled into the hydrogen-sulfide

enrichment column, whereby essentially no hydrogen sulfide

or sulfur dioxide is discharged into the environment

4,425,318

HYDRIDING BODY-CENTKRED CUBIC PHASE ALLOYS
AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

Arnulf J. Maeland, Succasunna; George G. Libowitz, Brooksidc,
and George Rak, Pinebrook, all of N.J., assignors to Allied

Corporation, Morris Township, Morris County, N.J.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 320,391, Nov. 12. 1981,

abandoned. This application Apr. 5, 1982, .Ser. No. 365,119
Int. CI.' COIB 6/24

U.S. CI. 423-644 12 Claims

1 A method of producing mclal hydride which comprises
reacting hydrogen gas al a tcmpcralurc between about 0° C
and about IO(J° C with a solid solution having a body-centered
cubic phase structure comprising

(a) a first metal forming a body-centered cubic phase struc-

ture selected from the group consisting of niobium, tanta-

lum and mixtures thereof; and
(h) dissolved in said body-centered cubic phase structure at

least about 0.5 atom percent of a second metal selected

from the group consisting of aluminum, cobalt, chromium,
iron, manganese, molybdenum, nickel, copper, vanadium,
silicon, germanium, gallium and mixtures thereof;

and wherein the reaction rate of said solid solution having
said body-centered cubic phase structure with hydrogen
at said temperature is at least about twice the reaction rate

of said first metal with hydrogen at said temperature and
identical hydrogen pressures.

4,425,319

RADIOACTIVE DIAGNOSTIC AGENT AND
NON-RADIOACriVE CARRIER THEREFOR

Akira Yokoyama, Otsu; Yoshiro Omomo, Kyoto; Hisashi Ta-

naka, Ashiya, and Hideo S^ji, Kyoto, all of Japan, assignors to

Nihon Medi-Physics Co., Ltd., Hyogo, Japan

Filed Feb. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 236.520

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 8, 1980, 55-29471

Int. G.J A61K 43/00. 49/00

U.S. CI. 424—1.1 22 Gaims
1. A radioactive metallic element-labeled, physiologically

active substance-combined compound, which consists of defe-

roxamine, an organic physiologically active substance chemi-

cally bonded thereto with or without intervention of any other

chemical bonding and a radioactive metallic element bonded to

said deferoxamine through a chelating bond.

4,425,320

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CARRYING OUT
SOLID PHASE IN VITRO DIAGNOSTIC ASSAYS

David A. Perry, and Peter Stead, both of Portland, Me., assign-

ors to Ventrex Laboratories, Inc., Portland, Me.
Continuation of Ser. No. 93,105, Nov. 13, 1979, abandoned. This

application Oct. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 307,540

Int. G.J GOIN 33/54, 33/58: GOIT 1/00: B65D 7/00

U.S. G. 424—1.1 19 Gaims
1. In a process for carrying out a measurable reaction be-

tween a mobile component contained in a fiuid sample and a

fixed component immobilized on a ponion of an impermeable

unitary insert matrix, said insert matrix comprising a reactive

portion on which said fixed component is immobilized and a

handle portion for enabling manual insertion of said insert

matrix into a fiuid receptacle, and said fiuid sample being

contained in a fiuid receptacle suitable for receiving at least the

reactive portion of said insert matrix by manual insertion

thereof, the improvement which comprises utilizing, in combi-

nation, a fiuid receptacle which has a retainer on the inner

1038 O.G.
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surface thereof for confining at least the reactive portion of the

insert matrix within the fluid receptacle during inversion

thereof, said retainer comprising an integral convex projection

on the inner surface of the side wall of the receptacle corre-

sponding to a concave indentation formed on the outer surface

of the receptacle, and an insert matrix which has a reactive

portion characterized by a generally open configuration per-

/

mitting fluid to be poured into the fluid receptacle through said

reactive portion and decanted from the fluid receptacle

through said reactive portion by inversion of the fluid recepta-

cle with the reactive portion of the insert matrix confined

therein by said retainer, whereby decanting, washing and

measuring operations may be performed while the reactive

portion of the insert matrix remains confined within the fluid

receptacle.

4,425,321

DEODORANT COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING A
POLYCARBOXYLIC ACID SALT

Bernard Jacquet, Antony; Gerard Lang, Epinay-sur-Seine, and
Alain Malaval, Aulnay-sous-Bois, all of France, assignors to

L'Oreal, Paris, France

Filed Jul. 28, 1978, Ser. No. 929,193

Gaims priority, application France, Jul. 29, 1977, 77 23507
Int. a.3 A61K 7/32, 7/36

U.S. a. 424—47 12 Qaims
1. Deodorant composition comprising at least one zinc or

magnesium salt of a polyacid of the general formula:

H X H (I)

Y (CH2V—COOH

in which X is —CH=CH— or CHOH—CHOH— . Y is a

hydrogen atom, saturated or unsaturated aliphatic radical of 1

to 10 carbon atoms, which is unsubstituted or substituted by
one or more hydroxyls, a saturated or unsaturated alicyclic

radical of up to 30 carbon atoms which is unsubstituted or

substituted by one or more hydroxyls and/or by a carboxylic

acid group, or Y denotes a carboxylic acid radical when p-O,
Z denotes a saturated or unsaturated hydrocarbon of up to 6

carbon atoms, n is at integer less than 10, p is or an integer

less than or equal to n, and R is a hydrogen atom or a lower
alkyl group, or of a positional isomer of such a polyacid and a

cosmetically acceptable carrier.

4,425,322

DUAL-ACTION DENTIFRICE
Kenneth Harvey, Wilmslow, and Harry Hayes, Warrington,

both of England, assignors to Colgate-Palmolive Company,
New York, N.Y.

Filed Jun. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 386,361

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Jun. 11, 1981,
8117907

Int. a.J A61K 7/16. 7/18
U.S. a. 424-52 18 Qaims

1. A dentifrice comprising;

an aqueous humectant phase I comprising a water-soluble

aluminium salt in amount to provide the dentifrice with a

non-toxic amount of aluminium ions, the aluminium salt

being dispersed in a vehicle comprising about 10-95% by
weight of phase I of water and humectant and 0.25-10%
by weight of phase I of gelling agent;

and an oil phase II comprising a fluorine-providing com-
pound in amount to provide the dentifrice with an effec-

tive anticariogenic non-toxic amount of fluorine corre-

sponding to about 100 to about 10,000 ppm fluoride ions,

the fluorine providing compound being dispersed in a

vehicle comprising about 20-85% by weight of phase II of
a non-toxic oil substantially immiscible with phase I;

wherein the surface tensions of the two phases produce a

sufficiently large interfacial tension to maintain immiscibility;

phase I and phase II being present in a weight ratio of about
50:1 to 0.6:1; and at least of one of phase I and phase II com-
prising a dentally acceptable water-insoluble polishing agent in

amount of about 20-75% by weight of the dentifrice.

4,425,323

SMOOTH DENTAL CREAM
Anthony J. Morton, Ashton-Under-Lyme; Kenneth Harvey,

Wilmslow, both of England, and Hermann Gutenberg, Gossau,

Switzerland, assignors to Colgate-Palmolive Company, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 479,781

Int. Q.3 A61K 7/16. 7/18

U.S. Q. 424—52 6 Qaims
1. A dental cream which does not form a tail upon extrusion

comprising a binary fluorine source of a mixture of sodium
monofluorophosphate and sodium fluoride in which about

30-40% by weight of said fluorine is from said sodium fluoride,

in amount to provide about 750-2000 ppm total of ionic fluo-

rine, about 35-75% by weight of a polishing agent consisting

essentially of a calcium phosphate and a dental vehicle com-
prising about 20-80% by weight based on the weight of the

dental cream of a liquid phase containing water, humectant or

mixture thereof and about 0.5-5% by weight based on the

weight of the dental cream of a gelling agent consisting essen-

tially of hydroxyethyl cellulose having a viscosity in a range

the average of which is at least, about 24,000 cps, determined

on a Brookfield viscometer in 2% waterrglycerine (1:1.56)

aqueous solution at 20° C, with a No. 6 spindle at 20 rpm.

4,425,324

HAZED TOOTHPASTE
Kenneth Harvey, Wilmslow; Stephen T. Connors, Sale, both of

England, and Eric Baines, Sydney, Australia, assignors to

Colgate-Palmolive Company, New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 262,013, May 11, 1981, Pat.

No. 4,356,168. This application Aug. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 407,222

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Oct. 26,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. Q.3 A61K 9/16, 9/18

U.S. CI. 424—52 8 Qaims
1. A hazed toothpaste packaged in an unlined aluminium

toothpaste tube comprising a binary fluorine-providing system

which provides about 750-1225 ppm fluorine from sodium

monofluorophosphate and about 50-1000 ppm fluorine from

sodium fluoride and about 15-40% by weight of a synthetic
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precipitated siliceous polishing agent wherein there is present

about 0.1-2.5% by weight of dicalcium phosphate which pro-

vides a hazed appearance to the toothpaste and stabilizes it

against gassing when packaged in an unlined aluminium tooth-

paste tube and against colour fading when the toothpaste con-

tains a water-soluble non-toxic dyestufT.

4,425,325

ORAL COMPOSITIONS
Thomas W. Ritchey, Norwood; John M. Weaver, North Bergen,

and Martin Sapone, Tenafly, all of N.J., assignors to Lever

Brothers Company, New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 235,247, Feb. 17, 1981, Pat. No.

4,339,432, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 50,392,

Jun. 20, 1979, and Ser. No. 50,393, Jun. 20, 1979. This

application Feb. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 345,453

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jul. 13,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. Q.J A61K 7/16. 7/22

U.S. Q. 424—54 13 Qaims
1. An oral composition having a pH of about 4.5 to about 9.4

comprising a physiologically acceptable zinc compound at a

level sufficient to produce about 50 to about 30,000 parts per

million of zinc wherein said zinc compounds may have a ten-

dency to produce the organoleptically displeasing effect of

astringency and glycine at a level of about 0.01% to about 7%
by weight, based on the total weight of the composition as the

essential effective agent reducing astringency or said glycine

serving to effectively solubilize said zinc compounds.

4,425,326

ANHYDROUS NAIL VARNISHES
Michel Guillon, Bourg-La-Reine; Jean Mondet, Sevran; Chris-

tos Papantoniou, Montmorency, and Qaudine Vandenboss-

che, Aulnay-Sous-Bois, all of France, assignors to Societe

Anonyme dite : L'Oreal, Paris, France

Filed Mar. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 247,207

Qaims priority, application France, Apr. 1, 1980, 80 07328

Int. a.3 C08F 20/06, 20/56: A61K 7/04

U.S. Q. 424—61 9 Qaims
1. A substantially anhydrous nail varnish which contains in

an organic solvent system for varnish from 3 to 35% by weight

of a copolymer resulting from the copolymerization of:

(1) 5 to 30% by weight of at least one unsaturated polar

monomer of the formula:

Rz—CHs=C—Rj

in which: Ri represents H, —CH3 or —CH2COOH;
that if Ri represents H, R2 represents either

(a) H, in which case R3 represents:

(I)

such

(i) —COOH
(ii) -SO3H

^ (iii)

SO3H

-CONH—CH—COOH
I

OH

CH3

-CONH—C—CH2—SO3H

CH3

or

(vi) —COOR4,
R4 representing a glycidyl radical, a mono- or di-hydroxy-

alkyl radical, the alkyl radical having from 2 to 4 carbon

atoms, or the radical —(CH2—CH2—0)I— R'. R' repre-

senting a methyl or ethyl radical and 1 representing 3 or 4,

or

(b) —COOH, in which case R3 represents:

(vii) —CO2R5 or

(viii) -CONHR5
Rs represents H or an alkyl radical havmg from I to 4

carbon atoms; and if Ri represents —CH3 or —CH-
2COOH, R2 represents H and R3 represents —COOH or

-COOR4;
(2) I to 90% by weight of at least one methacrylate mono-

mer of the formula:

CH2=C—COOR6
I

CH3

(ID

in which: Rg represents a linear or branched alkyl radical

having up to 18 carbon atoms, or the radical

—CH2—CH2—

N

and

/
i

\

CHj

CH3

(3) 1-90% by weight of at least one acrylate monomer of the

formula;

CH2=CH—COOR7 (III)

in which: R7 represents a linear or branched alkyl radical

having up to 18 carbon atoms, said copolymer having a

molecular weight of 10.000 to 200,000 measured by os-

mometry.

4,425,327

METHOD OF SUPPRESSING BODY ODOR WITH
AMINOBENZOIC ACID AMIDES

Hinrich Moller, and Rainer Osberghaus, both of Diisseldorf,

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Henkel Kommanditgescll-

schaft auf Aktien, Diisseldorf-Holthausen, Fed. Rep. of Ger-

many
Filed Feb. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 236,816

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 13,

1980, 3009542

Int. Q.^ A61K 7/32. 7/035

U.S. Q. 424—65 5 Qaims

1. A process for suppressing body odor in a warm-blooded

animal comprising applying topically to said warm-blooded

animal an effective deodorant amount of a cosmetic deodorant

composition which comprises:

(a) from about 0.1 to 5 percent by weight, based on the

weight of the total composition, of aminobenzoic acid

amides of the formula

(IV)

(V)

W CONR'RId2

wherein R' and R^, which may be the same or different,

each represent an alkyl of from 1 to 12 carbon atoms; a

hydroxyalkyi of from 2 to 4 carbon atoms; a phenyl or

benzyl radical; a carboxyalkyi with from 1 to 3 carbon

atoms in the alkyl moiety; or an alkoxyalkyl with from 1 to

8 carbon atoms in the alkoxy moiety and from I to 3
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carbon atoms in the alkyl moiety, or R' and R^ together
with the amide nitrogen form a piperidino or morpholino
group which is unsubstituted or substituted by one or
more methyl groups; and

(b) the remainder inert cosmetic adjuvant compounds.

4,425,328

SOLID ANTIPERSPIRANT STICK COMPOSITION
Wanda E. Nabial, Garfield, N.J., assignor to American Cyana-
mid Company, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 333,232
Int. a.3 A61K 7/i4, 7/36, 7/38

U.S. a. 424-68 7 Qaims
1. A sohd antiperspirant sticic composition consisting essen-

tially of:

A. about 15 to 35 percent by weight of an astringent material

suspended in

B. a waxy matrix, comprising about 17 to 30 percent by weight
of said composition and consisting essentially of:

(1) about 15 to 25 percent by weight of a fatty alcohol,

(2) about 1 to 3 percent by weight of stearic acid,

(3) about 1 to 2 percent by weight of hydroxystearic acid;

said matrix containing

C. an emollient, comprising about 30 to 55 percent by weight
of said composition and consisting essentially of:

(1) about 15 to 28 percent by weight of a volatile silicone

compound,

(2) about 15 to 25 percent by weight of a liquid polyoxypro-
pylene-alkyl ether,

(3) about to 5 percent by weight of mineral oil;

said astringent material being suspended in said waxy matrix
using a suspending agent.

4,425,330
BOVINE MASTITIS VACONE AND METHOD FOR

DETECnNG EinCACY THEREOF
Neil L. Norcross, and Johanna P. Opdebeeck, both of Ithaca,

N.Y., assignors to Cornell Research Foundation, Inc.. Ithaca.
N.Y.

^^
Filed May 20, 1981, Ser. No. 265,287

Int. a.J A61K 39/09. 39/085
U.S. a. 424-92 6ci^^

1. A vaccme effective for the prevention and/or control of
gram-positive cocci caused bovine mastitis which comprises:

an active ingredient component containing per dose:
in total combination a bovine mastitis preventing or control-

ling amount of at least one of (a) or (b):

(a) at least one S. aureus somatic antigen which is an encap-
sulated antigen derived from a bovine isolated inactivated
5. aureus; or

(b) a bovine mastitis preventing or controlling amount of at

least one unencapsulated 5: aureus antigen which is de-
rived from a bovine isolated inactivated S. aureus; and

(c) in total combination a bovine mastitis preventing and
controlling amount of at least one of Str. agalactiae antigen
derived from a bovine isolated inactivated Str. agalactiae;
the antigen being derived from at least one of inactivated
Str. agalactiae. Type I (la or lb or Ic or mixtures). Type II

and Type III; the amount of each of said Str. agalactiae
antigen present being an amount sufficient to contribute at
least about 17-280 mg N per dose;

said active component being emulsified with sufficient min-
eral oil to provide enhanced vaccine response when ad-
ministered to a bovine.

4,425,329
WATER-IN^IL TYPE COSMETIC COMPOSITION

Hisao Tsutsumi, Miyashiro; Kazumi Hon, Koganei, and Junichi
Kawano, Sakura, all of Japan, assignors to Kao Soap Co., Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 26, 1980, Ser. No. 181,669
Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 7, 1979, 54-114792

Int. a.J A61K 7/06; AOIN 61/02. 25/00
U.S. a 424-70 21 Qaims

I. A water-in-oil type cosmetic composition which com-
prises:

(A) a cosmetic oil base material; i

(B) water; and

(C) an emulsifier comprising the following three compo-
nents:

(1) 94 to 43% by weight of a-mono(methyI-branched
alkyl) glyceryl ether represented by the formula (I):

4,425331
BIOLOGICAL CONTROL

Joseph N. Concannon, 107 Briarcliff Dr., East Norwich, N.Y.
11732

Filed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 311,008
Int. a.3 AOIN 63/00; C12N 1/20

U.S. a. 424-93 12 Claims
2. A composition useful for controlling insect population

which comprises a biologically pure culture of the microor-
ganism Micrococcus pseudoflaccidifex ATCC 31970 in an envi-
ronmentally safe medium wherein said Micrococcus pseudoflac-
cidifex is initially present in a concentration sufficient to cause
disease in insects.

R-OCH2CH(OH)CH20H
(I)

where, R is a methyl-branched saturated hydrocarbon group
having 14 to 20 carbon atoms;

(2) 0.4 to 9.8% by weight of a multi-valent metal salt of a
saturated or unsaturated aliphatic acid having 10 to 22
carbon atoms; and

(3) 8 to 54% by weight of at least one inorganic or organic
salt having a solubility in water of at least 0.2 g per 100
g of water at 20* C.

4,425332
ANTACTD COMPOSITION

Michael H. James, Flamstead, England, assignor to Beecham
Group Limited, England

Filed Sep. 20, 1979, Ser. No. 77,196
Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Sep. 21, 1978,

37617/78

Int. a.3 A61K 37/48. 31/10. 33/06. 33/08
U.S. Q. 424-94 7 Claims

1. A shaped antacid composition comprising a dispersion
from 4 to 25% by weight of a finely divided solid aluminum,
magnesium or calcium antacid in a base consisting essentially

of a two-phase system of solid sugar particles and a saturated
sugar solution, the water content of the composition being
from 6 to 15% by weight.
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4,425333
SULFUR-CONTAINING ACYLAMINO ACIDS

Jun-ichi Iwao, Takarimika; Masayuki Oya, Ibaraki, and Tada-
shi Iso, Sakai, all of Japan, assignors to Santen Pharmaceuti-
cal Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

per No. PCr/JP81/00074, § 371 Date Oct. 19, 1981, § 102(e)
Date Oct. 19, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/02893, PCT Pub.
Date Oct. 15, 1981

PCT Filed Apr. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 314,064
Qaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 2, 1980, 55-44358

Int. a.3 C07C 103/52; A61K 37/02
U.S. Q. 424-177 i6 Qaims

1. A compound of the formula (I)

OH (I)

R'^S—Z—CO—N •—CO—N—CH—CO— R*

wherein

Rl is hydrogen, lower alkanoyl, benzoyl or

R3 r2 <
•

I

R*—CO—CH—N—CO—I

—

"0^
N—CO—Z—S—

:

R2 is hydrogen;

R^ is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, lower
alkyl, phenyl, phenyl-lower alkyl, or phenyl or phenyl-

lower alkyl substituted by hydroxy, lower alkoxy, amino
carboxy, carbamoyl, mercapto, lower alkylthio, lower-

alkanoyl-mercapto, imidazoyi or indolyl;

R2 and R^ may be joined to form a pyrrolidine ring;

R* is a hydroxy or lower alkoxy;

Z is straight or branched alkylene having 1 to 3 carbon
atoms; and pharmaceutically acceptable salts of said com-
pound.

16. (2S)-N-[(l-(S-Benzoyl-3-mercaptopropanoyl)-5-(2-

hydroxyphenyl)-2-pyrrolidinyl]carbonyl]phenylalanine.

4,425335
ESTER DERIVATIVES OF

ALKOXYBENZOYLDEOXYFLUOROURIDINE
Setsuro Fujii, Toyonaka; Bompei Yasni. Ikoma; Mitiuo
Nakamura, Kyoto; Mitsuni Hirohashi, Ikoma; Tomohisa
Miyamoto, Settsu; Kazuko Ando, Hirakata; Iwao Hashimoto;
Naoki Umeda, both of Osaka, and Masahiro Kawasaki, Ka-
shihara. all of Japan, assignors to Funai Vakuhin Kogyo
Kabushiki Kaisha. Osaka. Japan

Filed Aug. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,809
Qaims priority, application Japan, Sep. II, 1980, 55-126776

Int. Q.J A61K 31/70: C07H 19/08
U.S. Q. 424-180 15 Qaims

1. An ester derivative of alkoxybenzoyldeoxyfluorouridme
of the general formula:

(I)

CH3(CH2),COO

CH3(CH2)„COO

wherein R is an alkoxy group having 1 to 4 carbon atoms, m is

I or 2, and n is 3 or 4. and when m is 2. the adjacent two R's

may be combined to form an alkylenedioxy group as a whole.

6. A pharmaceutical composition containing as an active

ingredient an effective anti-tumor amount of an ester dcnva-
tive of alkoxybenzoyideoxyfluorouridine of the general for-

mula:

(R),
.^•\ O

CH3(CH:),COO

CH3(CH2),COO

wherein R is an alkoxy group having 1 to 4 carbon atoms, m is

I or 2, and n is 3 or 4. and when m is 2, the adjacent two R"s

may be combined to form an alkylenedioxy group as a whole
and a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier or diluent.

4,425,334

FUNCnONAL OXYGEN TRANSPORT SYSTEM
C. Anthony Hunt, San Francisco, Calif., assignor to The Regents

of the University of California, Berkeley, Calif.

Filed Apr. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 364,919

Int. Q.3 A61K 37/00. 35/14
U.S. Q. 424—177 30 Qaims

1. An oxygen transport system comprising an emulsion

including an inner aqueous phase having crystalline hemoglo-
bin dissolved therein, and an oil phase acting as an artificial

membrane enclosing said inner aqueous phase, said oil phase

including physiologically acceptable lipids and nonreducing

carbohydrate-lipid addition products.

4,425,336

3,4-DIHYDROXY-N-[3-(4-DIHYDROXYPHENYL)-l-
METHYL-N.PROPYL]-BETA-PHENETHYLAMINE

CYCLODEXTRIN COMPLEXES
Ronald R. Tuttle, PlanUtion, Fla., assignor to Key Pharmaceuti-

cals, Inc., Miami, Fla.

Filed May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,567

Int. Q.5 A61K 31/73: C08B 37/16
U.S. Q. 424—180 3 Qaims

1. A complex of 3,4-di-hydroxy-N-[3-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-l-

methyl-n-propyl]-beta-phenethylamine and at least one mole
cyclodextrin per mol 3,4-di-hydroxy-N-[3-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-

l-methyl-n-propyl]-beta-phenethylamine.
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4,425,337

ADJUVANTS FOR RECTAL DELIVERY OF DRUG
JoM Alexander, and Joseph A. Fix, both of Lawrence, Kans.,

assignors to Merck A Co^ Inc., Rahway, N.J.

Filed Dec. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 335,498

Int. a.3 A61U 31/54, 31/71

U.S. a. 424—181 4 Oaims
1. A method for enhancing the rate of absorption of a rec-

tally administered drug from a rectal compartment into the

blood stream, said method comprising the steps of preparing a

drug form capable of being rectally administered, said drug
form comprising a therapeutically effective dosage amount of

a ;3-Iactam antibiotic capable of being absorbed into the blood

stream from the rectal compartment, and a phenothiazine of

the formula:

and the pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salts

thereof, wherein:

X is hydrogen, alkyl, halo, trihaloalkyl, thioalkyi. aikylsul-

foxide or ketoalkyl; and

R is dialkylaminoalkyl, N-alkylpiperazinoalkyl. N-alkyl-

piperazinoalkyl or N-alkylpiperidinoalkyI wherein addi-

tionally the piperazino group can be substituted with

hydroxyalkyl thereof as adjuvant, said adjuvant being

present in said drug form in a sufficient amount to be

effective in enhancing said absorption rate and said adju-

vant being present in the drug form at from 10-500 mg in

each unit dose and being present in a ratio of 5% to 50%
of adjuvant to adjuvant plus drug, and administering said

drug form into said rectal compartment.

4,425,338

ALPHA-HETEROCYCLIC CARBINOL PHOSPHATES
Jamin Huang, Chapel Hill, N.C., assignor to Union Carbide

Corporation, Danbury, Conn.

Filed Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 364,074

Int. a.3 AOIN 57/16. 57/32: C07D 263/56, 263/14
U.S. a. 424—200 30 Claims

1. Compounds of the formula:

R2-

R3-

N Z
B. II^YRg

^XR7
Rj R6
K

R4

wherein:

A is O or S;

B is O, S or NH;
X is O or S

Y is S or NH;
Z is O or S;

R? and Rg are individually Ci to Ca alkyl;

Rl. R2. Rsand I^are individually hydrogen, alkyl, halogen.
haloalkyl, phenyl, phenyl substituted with one or more
nitro, halogen, alkyl, trifluoroalkyl, cyano, alkoxy, and
alkylthio groups; or

Rl. R2. Rsand R4 together form a 6-membered aromatic ring

which is non-substituted or alkyl, alkoxy, alkylthio, halo,

nitro, cyano, trifluoromethyl, phenoxy, phenyl, tri-

fluoromethoxy, phenylthio, alkylcarbonyl, alkoxycar-
bonyl, alkylaminocarbonyl substituted;

R5 is hydrogen, cyano, alkyl, or alkynyl;

R6 is non-substituted phenyl or alkyl, alkylthio, alkoxy, halo,

nitro, cyano, alkylamino, dialkylamino, trifluoromethyl,

phenoxy, phenylthio, halophenoxy, or alkynyl substututed
phenyl.

21. A method of controlling insects and mites which com-
prises subjecting them to an insecticidally or miticidally effec-

tive amount of a compound of the formula:

Rl

R2-

R3-

N Z

<
XR7

R5 R6
H<

R4

wherein:

A is O or S;

B is O, S or NH;
X is O or S;

Y is S or NH;
Z IS O or S;

R7 and Rg are individually Ci to Ce alkyl;

Rl, R2, Rsand R4are individually hydrogen, alkyl, halogen,
haloalkyl, phenyl, phenyl substituted with one or more
nitro, halogen, alkyl, trifluoroalkyl, cyano, alkoxy, and
alkylthio groups; or

R2, R3 and R4 together form a 6-membered aromatic ring

which is non-substituted or alkyl, alkoxy, alkylthio, halo,

nitro, cyano, trifluoromethyl, phenoxy, phenyl, tri-

fluoromethoxy, phenylthio, alkylcarbonyl, alkoxycar-
bonyl, alkylaminocarbonyl substituted;

R5 is hydrogen, cyano, alkyl, or alkynyl;

Re is non-substituted phenyl or alkyl, alkylthio, alkoxy, halo,

nitro, cyano, alkylamino, dialkylamino, trifluoromethyl,

phenoxy, phenylthio, halophenoxy, or alkynyl substututed

phenyl.

Rl

4,425,339

TREATMENT OF MENOPAUSAL SYMPTOMS
Alan G. Pitchford, Berkshire, England, assignor to Syntex

(U.S.A.) Inc., Paio Alto, Calif.

Filed Apr. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 252,518

Int. a.3 A61K 31/56
U.S. a. 424-239 14 Oaims

400 -

estrogen

pg/ ml

in pJasmo
200 -

progestogen

~ 20 ,n plasma

estrogen progestogen

1. A method for treating menopausal symptoms in the female

human, which method comprises administering to a subject in

need of such treatment, a daily sequence of unit dosages over
a repeating cycle, which dosage sequence comprises:

(a) administering, as phase one, for a period of 4-9 days, a

natural estrogen in daily dosages corresp>onding in estro-

genic activity to about 0.2-1.5 mg of estrone, followed by
(b) administering, as phase two, for a period of 6-11 days,

daily dosages of a combination of a natural estrogen and a

styptic progestogen, wherein the amounts of estrogen and
progestogen are approximately equal by weight and cor-

respond in estrogenic activity to about 0.2-1.5 mg of
estrone, and in progestogenic activity to about 0.2-1.5 mg
of norethisterone, followed by
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(c) administering, as phase three, for a period of 6-90 days,

a combination of a natural estrogen and a styptic progesto-

gen in daily dosages twice those administered in phase

two, followed by

(d) administering, as phase four, no therapeutically active

dosage, i.e., either no treatment or a placebo, for 6-8 days.

4425,340

CEPHEM AND CEPHAM COMPOUNDS
Tsutomu Ter^li, Osaka; Kazuo Sakane, Amagasaki, and Jiro

Goto, Suita, all of Japan, assignors to Fi^isawa Pharmaceuti-

cal Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 255,301, Apr. 17, 1981, Pat. No.

4,390,534, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 160,904,

Jun. 18, 1980, Pat. No. 4,381,299, which is a continuation-in-part

of Ser. No. 128,260, Mar. 7, 1980, Pat. No. 4,331,665, which is

a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 116,984, Jan. 30, 1980, Pat.

No. 4,332,798, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

108,161, Dec. 28, 1979, abandoned. This application Oct. 22,

1981, Ser. No. 314,045

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Dec. 29, 1978,

50334/78; Oct. 12, 1979, 7935538; South Africa, Oct. 1, 1980,

80/6068

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to May 19,

1998, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 A61K 31/545

U.S. a. 424—246 16 Oaims
1. New cephem compounds of the formula:

N

•-t
T C—CONH

il

N N

0R2

wherein

R' is amino or a protected amino;

R2 is carboxy(lower)alkyl or protected carboxy(lower)alkyl;

R^ is hydrogen or lower alkyl;

R^ is hydrogen, halogen, lower alkyl or lower alkoxy; and

R' is carboxy or a protected carboxy.

16. An antibacterial composition comprising an effective

amount of a compound of claim 1 or pharmaceutically accept-

able salt thereof in association with a pharmaceutically accept-

able, substantially non-toxic carrier or excipient.

4 425J41
CEPHEM COMPOUNDS

Takao Takaya, Kawanishi; Hisashi Takasugi; Kohamanishi;

Kiyoshi Tsuji, Sumiyoshi, and Toshiyuki Chiba, Nara, all of

Japan, assignors to Fi^isawa Pharmaceutical Company, Lim-

ited, Osaka, Japan

Filed Mar. 14, 1978, Ser. No. 886,340

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Mar. 14, 1977,

10699/77; Jul. 12, 1977, 29245/77; Oct. 11, 1977, 42315/77;

Jan. 3, 1978, 75/78

Int. a.5 C07D 501/22: A61K 31/545

U.S. a. 424—246 51 Qaims
1. A compound of the formula:

R'—A—CONH-

wherein

R' is thiazolyl of the formula:

N

R*-lk f
in which R* is amino or protected amino,

A is a group of the formula:

—C—
II

N

O— R2

in which R^ is hydrogen,

R^ is hydrogen,

R* is hydrogen,

R' is carboxy or functionally modified carboxy. and pharma-
ceutically acceptable salt thereof

4,425,342

l-(SUBSTITUTED)
PlPERAZINE-4-BENZENESULnNAMIDES,
COMPOSITIONS AND METHOD OF USE

Richard C. Allen, and Solomon S. Klioze, both of Flemington,

N.J., assignors to Hoechst-Roussel Pharmaceuticals, Somer-

ville, N.J.

Filed Mar. 29, 1979, Ser. No. 24,930

Int. a.3 A61K 31/495: C07D 295/00. 401/12

U.S. a. 424—250 23 Gaims
1. A compound of the formula

N— R

\ /

wherein R is pyridyl, phenyl or phenyl substituted by halogen,

loweralkyl, loweralkoxy or trifluoromethyl and the pharma-

ceutically acceptable acid addition salts thereof

20. A blood pressure reducing composition comprising an

inert blood pressure reducing adjuvant and as the active ingre-

dient, an amount effective in reducing blood pressure of a

compound of the formula

Qkso-n
/—

\

N— R

wherein R is pyridyl. phenyl or phenyl substituted by halogen,

loweralkyl, loweralkoxy or trifluoromethyl.

4,425,343

BENZOAZINE ETHER OR THIOETHER LINKAGE
CONTAINING UREA COMPOUNDS, PROCESS FOR

PRODUCING SAME AND INSECHODES CONTAINING
SAID COMPOUNDS

Gojyo Sakata; Kei^i Makino; Yasuo Kawamura; Jun Sato;

Kiyomi Ozawa, all of Funabuhi; Masayoshi Hirose, and

Kiminori Hirata, both of Saitama, all of Japan, assignors to

Nissan Chemical Industries, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 267,077

Oaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 24, 1980, 55-149015;

Mar. 30, 1981, 56-46851

Int. 0.3 C07D 241/44. 215/22: A61K 31/495, 31/47

U.S. O. 424—250 20 Claims

I. A heterocyclic ether or thioether linkage containing urea

compound of the formula I:
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o o
II II

NHCNHC

triamterene rendered soluble by an eflective solubilizing
amount of a water soluble xanthine.

wherein A denotes nitrogen, X' and X2 denote independently
of each other hydrogen, halogen or trifluoromethyl, Y and Z
denote independently of each other hydrogen or chlorine, and
P and Q denote independently of each other hydrogen or
halogen.

8. A method for controlling insects, comprising administer-
ing an insecticidally efTective amount of a compound having
the formula:

.^^^
O O P

NHC-NH-C—
^ 5^

4,425,346

PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS
Michael Horlington, Bishops Stortford, England, assignor to

Smith and Nephew Associated Companies Limited, United
Kingdom

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 287,356, Jul. 27, 198L This
appUcation Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342,655

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 9, 1981.
8103917; Mar. 18, 1981, 8108537

Int. a.3 A61K 31/505. 31/52
U.S. a. 424-253 g, a^^^

1. A method for reducing the intra-ocular pressure in the eye
of a patient having glaucoma which comprises topically apply-
ing of the surface of the eye a sterile composition comprising
an effective intra-ocular pressure reducing amount of a com-
pound of the formula (I):

wherein B denotes oxygen or sulfur, A denotes nitrogen, X'
and X2 denote independently of each other hydrogen, halogen
trifluoromethyl group or nitro group, Y and Z denote indepen-
dently of each other hydrogen atom or halogen, and P and Q
denote independently of each other hydrogen halogen, alkoxyl
group or alkyl group.

R' N N r2Y Y "^

R3

(I)

4,425,344

COMPOSITIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF
GLAUCOMA CONTAINING TRIAMTERENE

Michael Horlington, Bishops Stortford, England, assignor to
Smith and Nephew Associated Companies Limited, United
Kingdom

Filed Jul. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 287,356
Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Aug. 1, 1980,

8025286; Jan. 8, 1981, 8100521; Apr. 2, 1981, 8110448
Int. a.3 A61K 31/505

U.S. a. 424-251 30 Qaims
1. A method for reducing the intra-ocular pressure in the eye

of a patient having glaucoma which comprises topically ad-
ministering to the surface of the eye a sterile composition
comprising an effective intra-ocular pressure reducing amount
of triamterene in combination with an ocularly acceptable
carrier.

wherein X=Y is CR=N or N=CR wherem at least two of
R,R',R2 and R^ are amino and the other groups of R,R',R2 and
R3 are hydrogen, lower alkyl, aryl, carboxamido or lower
alkoxycarbonyl, in combination with an oculariy acceptable
carrier.

4,425,345

PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITION CONTAINING
TRIAMTERENE

Michael Horiington, Bishops Stortford, and Lindsey V. Scott,
London, both of England, assignors to Smith and Nephew
Associated Companies Limited, England

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 287,356, Jul. 27, 1981. This
application Dec. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 328,729

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Aug. 1, 1980,
8025286; Jan. 8, 1981, 8100521; Apr. 2, 1981, 8110448; Jul. 21,
1981, 8122410; Jul. 28, 1981, 8123222

Int. Q.3 A61K iy/J05
,

U.S.Q. 424-251 I 30 Qaims
1. A method for reducing the intra-ocular pressure in the eye

of a patient having glaucoma which comprises topically apply-
ing to the surface of the eye a sterile, aqueous solution compris-
ing an effective intra-ocular pressure reducing amount of

4,425,347

PERFLUOROBICYCLO COMPOUND EMULSION
PREPARATION

Kazumasa Yokoyama, Toyonaka; Chikara Fukaya, Osaka;
Yoshio Tsuda, Takarazuka; Taizo Ono, Osaka; Yoshio Ara-
kawa, Suita; Yoshihisa Inoue, Kyoto; Youichiro Naito,
Hirakata, and Tadakazu Suyama, Kyoto, all of Japan, assign-

ors to The Green Cross Corporation, Onka, Japan
Filed Dec. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 454,105

Qaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 9, 1982, 57-157677
Int. a.3 A61K 31/435

U.S. Q. 424—256 6 Qaims
1. A perfluorobicyclo compound emulsion preparation hav-

ing oxygen carrying ability comprising 5-50% (w/v) of per-

fluorobicyclo compound of the general formula

e^'
wherein R represents a perfluoromethyl group or perfluoro-

ethyl group, as an oxygen carrying component, 1-5% (w/v) of
an emulsifying agent and a balance of a physiologically accept-
able aqueous solution, and the emulsion having a particle diam-
eter of 0.3^ or less.
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4,425,348

ANTITUMOR COMPOSITIONS
Murray A. Kaplan, Syracuse, N.Y.; Daniel Bouzard, Francon-

Tille, France; Claude Peroi, Paris, France; Jacques Stemer,
Paris, France, and Abraham Weber, Paris, France, assignors

to Bristol-Myers Company, New York, N.Y.
Continuation of Ser. No. 147,056, May 16, 1980, Pat. No.
4,360,523. This application Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 297,799
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Nov. 23,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. Q.3 A61K 31/435
U.S. Q. 424—257 n Qaims

1. A solid pharmaceutical composition for reconstitution

with water to give a stable aqueous solution of m-AMSA, said

composition consisting of m-AMSA having the formula

CH.O-j^^^""*"^™'

in admixture with lactic acid and a pharmaceutically accept-

able non-active carrier excipient, the molar ratio of lactic acid

to m-AMSA being from about 1.5:1 to 4:1.

4,425,349

SULFUR-CONTAINING ISOQUINOLINE DERIVATIVES
IN PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS AND

METHODS OF USE
Kalman Takacs; Maria H. Papp; Gabor Kovacs; Ilona K. Ajzert;

Antal Simay; Peter Literati Nagy; Marian E. Puskas; Gyula
Sebestyen; Istvan Stadler, and Zoltan Siimeghy, all of Buda-
pest, Hungary, assignors to Chinoin Gyogyszer es Vegyeszeti

Termekek Gyara Rt., Budapest, Hungary
Division of Ser. No. 164,939, Jul. 1, 1980, Pat. No. 4,373,104.

This application May 25, 1982, Ser. No. 381,775

Qaims priority, application Hungary, Jul. 2, 1979, CI 1944
Int. Q.3 A61K 31/47

U.S. Q. 424—258 4 Qaims
1. A pharmaceutical composition having the ability to pro-

mote the bosynthesis of prostaglandin E2 from arachidonic

acid which comprises as active ingredient a pharmaceutically

efTective amount of a compound of the formula (1)

^Q
(I)

R ' IS hydrogen. C| to C4 straight or branched chain alkyl. or

phenyl;

m and n are each 0,1 or 2 and m - n is at least I: and
R^is hydrogen, phenyl, hydroxyl, acetoxy, carboxyl. Ci to

C6 alkoxycarbonyl. carbamoyl, carbazoyi, or dialkyl-

amino having 1 to 6 carbon atoms in each alkyl moiety,

and

the dotted line stands for a further carbon-carbon bond or a

hydrogen atom in each of the 3- and 4-posiiions of the

molecule, or a pharmaceutically effective salt thereof, m
admixture with a pharmaceutically acceptable inert car-

rier.

3. A diuretic, antiasthmatic, antiinflammatory, and hyptMen-
sive pharmaceutical composition which comprises as active

ingredient a pharmaceutically efTective amount of a compound
of the formula (I)

(I)

R'—CH—S— R2

wherein

R is hydrogen, hydroxyl. or C| to C4 alkoxy;

R' is hydrogen. Ci to C4 alkyl. cyano. carbamoyl. phenyl-C]
to C4 alkyl. phenyl, halo-phenyl, or Ci to C4 alkoxy-phe-

nyl;

R2 is allyl, phenyl, halo-phenyl, Ci to C4 alkoxy-phenyl,

carboxy-phenyl or a group of the formula (A)

4^
(A)

(CH2),-R*

wherein

R^is hydrogen, Ci to C4 straight or branched chain alkyl. or

phenyl;

m and n are each 0.1 or 2 and m-fn is at least 1 and

R*is hydrogen, phenyl, hydroxyl, acetoxy. C| to Cb alkoxy-

carbonyl, carbamoyl, carbazoyi, or dialkylammo having 1

to 6 carbon atoms in each alkyl moiety; and

the dotted line stands for a further carbon-carbon bond or a

hydrogen atom in each of the 3- and 4-positions of the

molecule, or a pharmaceutically effective salt thereof, m
admixture with a pharmaceutically acceptable inert car-

rier.

R'—CH—S—RZ

wherein

R is hydrogen, hydroxyl or C| to C4 alkoxy;

Rl is hydrogen, Ci to C4 alkyl, cyano, carbamoyl, phenyl-C|

to C4 alkyl, phenyl, halo-phenyl, or Cj to C4 alkoxy-phe-

nyl;

R2 is allyl, phenyl, halo-phenyl, Ci to C4 alkoxy-phenyl,

carboxy-phenyl, or a group of the formula (A)

-{^"P

(A)

(CH2),-R*

wherein

4,425,350

5,6,6a,7-TETRAHYDRO-4H-DIBENZ(de,g)-ISOQUlNO-
LINE DERIVATIVES, AND THEIR USE FOR TREATING

CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DISORDERS
Johannes Hartenstein, Stegen-Wittental, and Edgar Fritschi, St.

Peter, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Warner-
Lambert Company, Morris Plains, N.J.

Filed Apr. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 251,000

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 5,

1980, 3013346

Int. Q.J A61K 31/47; C07D 217/04. 217/06

U.S. Q. 424—258 19 Qaims
1. A compound having the structural formula
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N-Rfe

wherein Ri, R2, R3, R4 and R5 may be the same or different

and are hydroxy, straight or branched-chain alkoxy of from 1

to 5 carbon atoms, phenoxy, benzyloxy, two adjacent groups
may be methylenedioxy, or hydrogen provided R4 and R5 are

not simultaneously hydrogen; R(, is hydrogen, straight or

branched-chain alky! of from 1 to 5 carbon atoms, straight or

branched-chain alkenyl of from 2 to 5 carbon atoms, cy-

cloalkylalkyl of from 4 to 7 carbon atoms, alkoxy carbonyl of
from 2 to 6 carbon atoms, aralkyl of from 7 to 1 1 carbon atoms,

or acyl which is derived from an aliphatic, araliphatic or aro-

matic carboxylic acid of from 1 to 1 1 carbon atoms; and the

pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof; excluding 5,6,6a,7-

tetrahydro-l-hydroxy-2,9,10-trimethoxy-5-methyl-4H-dibenz-

(de,g)isoquinoline and 5,6,6a,7-tetrahydro-l,2,9,10-tetrame-

thoxy-5-methyl-4H-dibenz(de,g)isoquinoline.

13. A pharmaceutical composition useful for treating dis-

eases of the central nervous system in a mammal consisting

essentially of a compound having the structural formula:

N-R6

4,425^51
THERAPEUTICALLY USEFUL OXYGEN DERIVATIVES
OF 3,7A.DIAZACYCLOHEPTAIj,k]FLUORENES

Jean Bertin, Clanuut, and Jonathan R. Frost, Caciian, both of
France, assignors to Synthelabo, Paris, France

Filed Dec. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 446,358
Oaims priority, application France, Dec. 3, 1981, 81 22642

Int. a.3 A61K 31/55; C07D 471/14
U.S. a. 424-262 g Qaims

1. A compound of the formula:

R4 R3

wherein Ri represents a hydrogen or chlorine atom or a me-
thoxy radical, R2 represents a hydrogen atom or the methyl or
benzyl radical, and R3 and R4 represent hydrogen atoms, or R3
represents the methyl radical and R4 represents a hydrogen
atom, or R3 represents a hydrogen atom and R4 represents the
methyl radical, excluding such a compound wherein Ri, R3
and R4 each represent a hydrogen atom simultaneously, and its

pharmacologically-acceptable acid addition salts.

8. A method for the treatment of vigilance disorders, in

particular, for combating the behavioural disorders attributa-

ble to cerebral vascular damage or to the cerebral sclerosis

encountered in geriatrics, or for the treatment of absences due
to cranial traumatisms, for the treatment of metabolic enceph-
alopathies and for the treatment of depressive states, which
comprises administering to a patient with such an ailment an
amount of a compound of the formula specified in claim 1, or
a pharmacologically-acceptable acid addition salt thereof,

effective to ameliorate the condition of the patient.

wherein Ri, R2, R3, R4 and R5 may be the same or different

and are hydroxy, straight or branched-chain alkoxy of from 1

to 5 carbon atoms, phenoxy, benzyloxy, two adjacent groups
may be^methylenedioxy, or hydrogen provided R4 and R5 are
not simultaneously hydrogen; R6 is hydrogen, straight or
branched-chain alkyl of from 1 to 5 carbon atoms, straight or
branched-chain alkenyl of from 2 to 5 carbon atoms, cy-
cloalkylalkyl of from 4 to 7 carbon atoms, alkoxy carbonyl of
from 2 to 6 carbon atoms, aralkyl of from 7 to 1 1 carbon atoms,
or acyl which is derived from an aliphatic, araliphatic or aro-
matic carboxylic acid of from 1 to 1 1 carbon atoms; and the
pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof; excluding 5,6,6a,7-

tetrahydro- 1 -hydroxy-2,9, lO-trimethoxy-S-methyMH-dibenz-
(de,g)isoquinoline and 5,6,6a,7-tetrahydro-l,2,9,10-tetrame-

thoxy-S-methyl-4H-dibenz(de,g)isoquinoline or mixtures
thereof in an effective amount for treating said diseases in

combination with a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier.

4,425,352

SUBSTITUTED PHENOXYACETATES OF CYCLIC
AMINES

Jean-Jacques Godfroid, and Jean Thuillier, both of Paris,

France, assignors to Agence Nationale de Valorisation de la

Recherche, Paris, France

Filed Apr. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 256,168
Claims priority, application France, Apr. 30, 1980, 80 09885

Int. aj C07D 211/22: A61K 31/445
U.S. a. 424—267 9 Claims

1. A compound selected from the group consisting of an
amine of the formula

O
It

OCH2—C—O—CH2—

R

wherein X is selected from the group consisting of chlorine,

fluorine and —CF3 and R is a piperidine with the nitrogen

atom being in the 2- or 3-position with respect to the —CH2—
group and being optionally substituted on the nitrogen atom
with lower alkyl or a non-toxic, pharmaceutically acceptable
acid addition salt thereof.
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4,425,353

ANALGESIC 5^XYGENATED^,7-BENZOMORPHAN
DERIVATIVES

Antony M. Akkerman, Amsterdam; Hermanns C. C. K. van

Bakel, Montfoort, and Roelof C. K. Smit, Maarssen, all of

Netherlands, assignors to ACF Chemiefarma NV, Maarssen,

Netherlands

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 198,512, Oct. 20, 1980,

abandoned. This application Jul. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 282,799

Gaims priority, application Netherlands, Oct. 23, 1979,

7907800

Int. a.3 A61K 31/445: C07O 221/26
U.S. a. 424—267 23 Qaims

1. A comp>ound of formula 1

(I)

N— Ri

OR3

wherein

R) is hydroxy and/or C|-6 alkoxy substituted C2-6 alkyl;

optionally hydroxy and/or Ci-6 alkoxy substituted C3.6

alkenyl, C3-6 alkynyl, C3-6 cycloalkyl, or C3.6 cycloalk-

yl(Ci.6)alkyl; C3-6 alkenyloxy(C2-6)alkyl, phen(Ci.6)aI-

kyl, phen(C2-6)hydroxyalkyl, phen(C3-6)alkenyl, or tet-

rahydrofuryl(Ci-6)alkyl; or optionally C1.6 alkyl substi-

tuted furyl(Ci-6)alky] or isoxazolyl(Ci-6)alkyl,

R2 is hydrogen or methyl,

Rsis hydrogen, C1.6 alkyl, C3-6 alkenyl, C3.6 alkynyl phen(-

Ci-6)alkyl, C2-6 hydroxyalkyl, or Ci.6alkoxy(C2-6)alkyl

and
"

R4 is hydrogen, hydroxy, Ci-6 alkoxy, or C3-6 alkenyloxy,

where the hydroxy in the compound may be indepen-

dently acylated with a physiologically hydrolysable ester

residue or a pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salt

thereof.

4,425,354

IMIDAZOLE DERIVATIVES AND SALTS THEREOF,
THEIR SYr-rrHESIS, AND INTERMEDIATES, AND

PHARMACEUTICAL FORMULATIONS
Peter B. Thorogood, London, England, assignor to Burroughs

Wellcome Co., Research Triangle Park, N.C.

Division of Ser. No. 67,379, Aug. 17, 1979, Pat. No. 4,396,771,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 952,796, Oct. 19,

1978, abandoned, and Ser. No. 936,407, Aug. 24, 1978,

abandoned. This application Feb. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 232,729

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Aug. 26, 1977,

35912/77; Oct. 19, 1977, 43512/77; Feb. 1, 1978, 03983/78; Aug.

8, 1978, 32536/78; Aug. 22, 1978, 34089/78; Nov. 17, 1978,

46157/78

Int. a.3 A61K 31/415

VS. a. 424—273 R 2 Qaims
1. A method of treatment or prophylaxis of a thrombo-

embolic disorder in a mammal which comprises orally, rec-

tally, vaginally or parenterally administering to said mammal
an effective amount of A 1-substituted-imidazole of the for-

mula:

PN—A-l

(I)

N

in which A is selected from the group consisting of straight or

branched, saturated, acyclic hydrocarbon radicals of 1, 2 or 3

carbon atoms, and straight or branched unsaturated acyclic

hydrocarbon radicals of 2 or 3 carbon atoms, and R IS

o
(Q)«

wherein n is an integer which is at least 1. and each Q substitu-

ent, which when n is greater than 1 may be the same or differ-

ent, is selected from a saturated hydrocarbon group of from 1

to 4 carbon atoms and an unsaturated hydrocarbon group of

from 2 to 4 carbon atoms, with the provisos that

(a) when A is a methylene or ethylidene group, n is at least

2 when each Q is a saturated hydrocarbon group;

(b) when A is a branched propylene or straight propylidene

group, n is at least 3 when each Q is a saturated hydrocar-

bon group; and

(c) when A is unsaturated Q may also be selected from

alkoxy- of from 1 to 4 carbon atoms; halo; trihalomethyl;

hydroxy; carboxyl; a pharmaceutically acceptable salt of

such a carboxyl group; carboaikoxy; carboaryloxy; car-

boarylalkyloxy; —NR^R'' or —CONR^R^; in which R*"

and R^ may be the same or different and are hydrogen or

alkyl of from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, with the further proviso

that when n is 1, Q is not a saturated alkyl group; the

substituted-imidazole being the free base or a pharmaceu-

tically acceptable acid addition salt thereof

4,425,355

SUBSTITUTED ACYL DERIVATIVES OF CHAIR FORM
OF OCTAHYDRO-lH-INDOLE-2-CARBOXYLIC ACIDS
Milton L. Hoefle, and George Bobowski, both of Ann Arbor,

Mich., assignors to Wamer-Lambcri Company, Morris

Plains, N.J.

Division of Ser. No. 233,940, Feb. 17, 1981, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 194,307, Oct. 6, 1980,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-pari of Ser. No. 137,106,

Apr. 2, 1980, abandoned. This application Jun. 29, 1981, Ser. No.

277,794

Int. a.3 C07D 209/18. 209/20: A61K 31/405

U.S. a. 424—274 8 Gaims
1. A substituted acyl derivative of octahydro-lH-indole-2-

carboxylic acid having the formula

R5 O
I II

Ar—(CH2)m—CH—NH—CH—C—

N

COORft

COOR4

wherein R4 is hydrogen or lower alkyl; R} is hydrogen, lower

alkyl or benzyl; Re is hydrogen or lower alkyl; Ar is phenyl or

phenyl substituted with 1 or 2 substituents selected from the

group consisting of fluorine, chlorine, bromine, lower alkyl,

lower alkoxy, hydroxy or amino; and m is to 3; wherein

lower alkyl and lower alkoxy contain 1 to 4 straight or

branched carbon atoms and the pharmaceutically acceptable

salts thereof.
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4,425,356

LANKAaOIN DERIVATIVES USED IN SWINE
HUSBANDRY

Noriaki Narukawa; Keinosuke Takeda, both of Fukuchiyama,
and Toshiyuki Yamazaki, Kawanishi, all of Japan, assignors

to Takeda Chemical Industries, Ltd., Osaka, Japan
Filed Not. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 324,635

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 29, 1980, 55-168979;
Jul. 3, 1981, 56-104583

Int. a.3 A61K 31/365; C07D 309/30
U.S. a. 424—279 10 Claims

1. A method for prophylaxis or treatment of swine dysentery

or for increase of swine productivity, which comprises admin-
istering to swine, as an active ingredient, an effective amount
of at least one compound of the formula:

NHCOC;
,CH3

*R'

CH3

wherein R' is =0 or

'OH.

and R2 ana R^ are each hydrogen, a C1-C7 fatty acid residue

which is unsubstituted or substituted with phenyl on the termi-

nal carbon atom thereof, benzoyl or nicotinoyl.

4,425,357

ACYL ANILINES EXERTING A FUNGiaDAL ACHON
Enrico Bosone, Milan; Giovanni Camaggi, Lodi, both of Italy;

Lambertus de Vries, Hilversum, Netherlands; Carlo Garavag-
lia, Cuggiono, Italy; Luigi Garlaschelli, Pavia, Italy; Franco
Gozzo, San Donato Milanese, Italy; Jan C. Overeem, Scher-
penzeel, Netherlands, and Simone Lonisso, San Giuliano
Milanese, Italy, assignors to Montedison S.p.A., Milan, Italy

Division of Ser. No. 8,584, Feb. 1, 1979, Pat. No. 4,291,049. This
application May 8, 1981, Ser. No. 261,963

Claims priority, application Italy, Feb. 2, 1978, 19896 A/78;
Jul. 4, 1978, 25295 A/78

Int. a.3 C07C 103/22. 103/76; AOIN 37/22
U.S. a. 424-278 14 Qaims

1. A fungicidally active compound having the formula:

RJ R*
\ /
C O

/I II

X-(CH2)„ N-C-Z

R>

o

methyl; alkoxymethyl; CI; F; CN; O-alkyl; S-alkyl; or
together are (CH2=);

X is

C—R'orC—O—R'

II U
o o

in which R'is Ci-Cs-alkyl; CN; —CH(OR5)2in which R5
is C1-C3 alkyl or alkylidene;

in which

R and R', the same or different, are H; CH3; C2H5; n—C-
3—H7; —CH2-CH=CH2; -CH=CH-CH3;

R' and R*, the same or different, are H; C1-C3 alkyl; halo-

C—

N

i

\

R6

R'

in which R^ and R^ are C1-C3 alkyl;

n is or 1;

Z is

R2
I

(-CH);„-Y

in which RMs H; CH3; or

CH2—C—R*

O

in which R^ is CH3, alkoxymethyl, chloromethyl or O-
alkyl;

m is 1 or 2; and
Y is alkynyl C2-C8; phenyl; phenyl substituted by C1-C3

alkoxy, or phenyl acetyl.

4,425,358

13-THIA-PROSTACYCLIP«: DERIVATIVES
Csaba Szantay; Li^os Novak, both of Budapest; Jozsef Aszodi,

God-felso; Vilmos Simonidesz, Budapest; Geza Galambos,
Budapest; Gabor Kovacs, Budapest; Sandor Virag, Budapest;
Istvan Stadler, Budapest, and Peter Kormoczy, Budapest, all

of Hungary, assignors to Chinoin Gyogyszer es Vegyeszeti

Termekek Gyara R.T., Budapest, Hungary
Filed Apr. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 370,503

Claims priority, application Hungary, Apr. 22, 1981, 1035
Int. a.3 A61K 31/557; C07D 307/935

U.S. a. 424—285 11 Qaims
1. An optically active or racemic 1 3-thia-prostacycline of the

Formula I

^ A—B—COOR'

HO Z—CH2—C—R2

wherein

R' is hydrogen, a pharmaceutically acceptable cation or a

straight or branched chain alkyl group having 1-S carbon
atoms;

R^ is straight or branched chain alkyl having 4-9 carbon
atoms or is phenoxymethyl substituted by a halo or a

trifluoromethyl substituent: —A—B— is —CHj—CH2—

,

—CH=CH— of Z- or E-configuration or —C—C;
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one of the symbols X and Y is hydrogen, methyl or ethyl and
the other is hydroxy, tetrahydropyranyloxy, 1-ethoxy-

ethoxy or trialkylsilyloxy; or

X and Y together form a —O—CH2—CH2—O— group;

and Z is a sulfur atom or a —SO— group.

7. A method of treatment for blood platelet aggregation
inhibiting effect which comprises administering to a suscepti-

ble subject an effective amount of a compound as defined in

claim 1.

4,425,360

PHARMACOLOGICALLY ACTIVE NOVEL
O-SUBSTTTUTED PYRUVIC ACID OXIMES

Hans P. Wolff, Hirschberg-Grossachsen; Ruth Heerdt, Mann-
heim, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany; Manfred Hiibner, de-
ceased, late of Ludwigshafen, Fed. Rep. of Gemany (by Diet-
mar Hiibner, legal repreaenutive); Hans Kiihnle, Weinhcin,
and Felix H. Schmidt, Mannheim, both of Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many, assignors to Boehringer Mannheim GnbH, Mannheim,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Sep. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 300,076
Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 26,

1980, 3036281

Int. a.3 A61K 31/15; C07C 131/00
U.S. a. 424-309 10 Claims

1. A pyruvic acid oxime of the formula

4,425,359

FLUORO-PROSTAGLANDINS AND PROCESS FOR
THEIR PREPARATION

Renato Pellegata, and Carmelo Gandolfi, both of Milan, Italy,

assignors to Farmitalia Carlo Erb^, Milan, Italy

Division of Ser. No. 9,098, Feb. 2, 1979, Pat. No. 4,320,143,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 833,999, Sep. 16, 1977,

abandoned, which is a division of Ser. No. 779,632, Mar. 21,

1977, abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 667,261,
Mar. 15, 1976, abandoned. This application Aug. 14, 1981, Ser.

No. 302,079

Qaims priority, application Italy, Mar. 12, 1975, 21493 A/75
Int. a.' C07C 177/00; AOIK 31/557

U.S. a. 424—305 12 Qaims
1. An optically active or racemic compound of the formula:

R2

R,^^ COOR

^A ^f-(CH2)„-R7

R4

wherein:

R is a member selected from the group consisting of hydro-

gen, a C1-C12 alkyl group and a cation of a pharmaceuti-

cally acceptable base;

the symbol represents a single or a double bond, wherein,

when the symbol is a double bond, R3 is a hydrogen
atom and Ri and R2 together form an 0x0 group, while,

when the symbol is a single bond, R3 is hydroxy, one of

R| and R2 is hydrogen and the other is hydroxy or an

alkanoyloxy group containing up to 6 carbon atoms, a

benzoyloxy or a p-phenylbenzoyloxy group or Ri and R2,

taken together, fqrm an 0x0 group,

A is trans—CH=CH—;
one of R4 and R3 is hydroxy and the other is hydrogen;

R6 is a member selected from the group consisting of hydro-

gen, methyl and fluorine;

n is zero, or an integer of 1 to 6; and

R7 is cycloalkyl containing 3 to 7 ring carbon atoms.

R—A—O—N=C
/

\

.Ri

COOH

wherein

R is a hydrogen atom, or a Cj-Cs cycloalkyl. methoxy.
cinnamyloxy. phenylamino, phenyl-N-methylammo or
phenylthio radical, or an aryl or aryloxy radical of which
the aryl moiety is phenyl or naphthyl and can be substi-

tuted one or more times by C1-C6 alkyl. Ci-Ce alkoxy,
halogen, hydroxyl, trifluoromethyl, amino, acetylammo,
nitrile, nitro or methylenedioxy,

A is a straight-chained or branched, saturated or unsaturated
aliphatic hydrocarbon chain containing 2 to 8 carbon
atoms, which can be substituted by a halogen or hydroxyl-
group, and

Rl is a hydrogen atom, a Ci-Cfc alkyl radical which can be
substituted one or two times by halogen, hydroxyl or
phenyl,

with the proviso that R—A— is not a saturated alkyl radical

with 2-4 C-atoms, or a physiologically compatible salt, carbox-
ylic acid C7-C6-alkyl esters or amide, mono- or dialkylamide,

the alkyl groups having 1 to 6 carbon atoms, and carboxy
alkylamide of rfaturally occurring amino acids thereof

9. A method of lowering the blood sugar level of a patient

comprising administering to such patient a hypoglycaemically
active amount of a pyruvic acid oxime of the formula

R—A—O—N=C
/

\
COOH

wherein

R is a hydrogen atom, or a Ci-Cjt cycloalkyl, methoxy.
cinnamyloxy. phenylamino, phenyl-N-methylamino or

phenylthio radical, or an aryl or aryloxy radical of which
the aryl moiety is phenyl or naphthyl and can be substi-

tuted one or more times by Ci-Ce alkyl. Ci-Cfc alkoxy,

halogen, hydroxyl. trifluoromethyl. amino, acetylammo.
nitrile, nitro or methylenedioxy.

A is a straight-chained or branched, saturated or unsaturated

aliphatic hydrocarbon chain containing up to 8 carbon
atoms, which can be substituted by a halogen or hydroxyl-
group, and

Rl is a hydrogen atom, Ci-Cft alkyl radical which can be
substituted one or two times by halogen, hydroxyl or

phenyl,

with the proviso that R—A— is not a methyl or ethyl or

benzyl radical,

or a physiologically compatible salt, carboxylic acid C|-C6
alkyl ester or amide, mono- or dialkylamide. the alkyl groups
having 1-6 carbon atoms and carboxy alkylamide of naturally

occurring aminoacids thereof
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4,425,361

FORMAMIDO-CARBAMATES AND THEIR USE FOR
COMBATING PESTS

Dieter Lohnuuu, Miinchenstein; Christian d'Hondt, Riehen, and
Guenter Riat, Arlesheim, ail of Switzeriand, assignors to

Qba-Gcigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

FUed Nov. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 322,488
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Nov. 27, 1980,

8807/80; Sep. 25, 1981, 6204/81

Int. a.3 AOIN i7/10; C07C 125/065
U.S. a. 424—309 13 Qaims

1. A compound of the formula:

C—CH

OH

OCH2CHCH2NH—A—NHCO—X-R

Ri

O CH3

0=C—N—CH=N

wherein

R3 is hydrogen, acryloyloxy, methacryloyloxy, acrylamido
or methacrylamido; and

each of Rj, Ra, and R7. independently of the others, is hy-
drogen, halo or alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms.

5. A pesticidal composition which contains as active ingredi-

ent a compound according to claim 1.

6. A method of combating pests on animals and plants,

which method comprises applying thereto or to the locus
thereof an effective amount of a compound according to claim

7. A method according to claim 6 for combating insects, and
members of the order Acarina.

8. A compound of the formula:

O O CH3
II I

R4—CH2CH2—ex:—N—CH=N

wherein

R4 is acryloyloxy, methacryloyloxy, acrylamido or metha-
crylamido; and

each of R5, Re and R7, independently of the others, is hydro-
gen, halo or alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms.

4,425,362

3-AMINOPROPOXYPHENYL DERIVATIVES AND
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING

THEM
Riciiard Berthold, Bottmingen, Switzerland, and William J.

Louis, Kew, Australia, assignors to Sandoz Ltd., Basel, Swit-
zerland

FUed Nov. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 318,292
Claiflu priority, application Switzeriand, Nov. 6, 1980,

8249/80; Dec. 18, 1980, 9347/80; Jun. 19, 1981, 4073/81; Jim.
19, 1981, 4074/81

ht a.J A6IK 31/17. 31/275: C07C 121/80. 127/19
MS. a. 424-322 n cUums

1. A compound of formula 1

Z-(CH2),-Y-R2

wherein

R is alkyl, alkenyl, cycloalkyi, cycloalkylalkyl or optionally
substituted aryl, aralkyl or aralkenyl,

Ri is hydrogen or a substituent,

R2 is hydrogen or has the signiflcance indicated above for R,
A is alkylene,

X is imino,

Y is an oxygen or a sulfur atom and
~

either Z is an oxygen atom and n is 2 or 3

or Z is a bond and n is 1, 2 or 3,

or a physiologically acceptable hydrolyzable derivative
thereof having the hydroxy group in the 2 position of the
3-aminopropoxy side chain in esterifled form,

or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt form thereof.

10. A method of treating coronary diseases, conditions asso-
ciated with sympathetic overstimulation, myocardial infarc-
tion, hypertension, migraine, glaucoma, thyreotoxicosis or
heart rhythm disorders, which comprises administering to an
animal in need of such treatment a therapeutically effective
amount of a compound of claim 1.

4425 363
TREATMENT OF TARDIVE DYSKINESIA IN MAMMALS
Warren C. Stem, Raleigh, N.C., assignor to Burroughs Well-
come Co., Research Triangle Park, N.C.

Continuation of Ser. No. 263,718, May 14, 1981, abandoned.
This application Jul. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 395,118

Int. a.3 A61K 31/135
U.S. a. 424-330 10 Claims

1. A method of treating Tardive Dyskinesia in a human
having Tardive Dyskinesia which comprises administering to
said human an effective non-toxic Tardive Dyskinesia amount
of a compound of the formula (I)

(I)

CH3

HNC(CH3)3

or a pharmaceutically acceptable and acid addition salt

thereof

4,425,364

COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING AN ORGANO-SILICON
COMPOUND

Guy Vanlerberghe, Commune de Villevaude, and Henri Sebag,
Paris, both of France, assignors to Sodete Anonyme dite:

L'Oreal, Paris, France

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 918,963, Jun. 23, 1978,
abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 763,699, Jan. 28,
1977, abandoned. This appUcation Oct. 10, 1979, Ser. No. 83,515
Qaims priority, application France, Feb. 2, 1976, 76 02787

Int. a.3 A61K 47/00, 31/695. 31/00
U.S. a. 424—358 24 Claims

1. In a cosmetic or pharmaceutical composition containing
an oily phase, the improvement comprising said oily phase
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comprising at least one organo-silicon compound having the

formula

CH3
I

Rl—Si—

CH3

CH3
I

0— Si

—

I

CH3

CH,

Z—Si—
I

CH3

•O— Si

—

CH3

R2

wherein

Rl and R2 each independently represent a saturated linear

alkyl containing 8-16 carbon atoms;

Z represents a bivalent radical selected from

CH3

-(CH2)3-Si-(CH2)3- and -(CH2)3-0-(CH2)3-;

CH3

4,425,366

PRODUCTION OF YOGURT
Tomaso Sozzi, Lausanne; Marcel E. A. Buhler, Tolochenaz, and

Jaroslav Dasek, Yverdon, all of Switzerland, assignors to

Societe d'Assistance Techniques pour Produits Nestie S.A.,

Lausanne, Switzerland

Filed Mar. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 356,810

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Dec. 16, 1981,

8019*^81

Int. a.J A23C 9/12: C12N 1/20: C12R 1/225. 1/46
U.S. a. 426—43 5 Gaims

1. A yogurt having a long storage life comprising:

(a) 10 to 20% by weight of dry matter of animal and/or
vegetable milk;

(b) from about lO' to 10* organisms per cm^ of a Lactobacil-

lus bulgaricus strain having low protein activity selected

from the group consisting of Lactobacillus bulgaricus

CNCM 1-179, 1-180 and 1-181; and

(c) 10^ to 10'° organisms per cm-' of Streptococcus thermo-

philus,

m and n each equal or 1;

said compound being present in an amount ranging from 1 to

100 percent by weight relative to the total weight of said

composition.

4,425,365

PROCESS FOR AUGMENTING OR ENHANCING THE
RASPBERRY AROMA OR TASTE OF A FOODSTUFF OR
CHEWING GUM USING A MIXTURE OF KETONES

BnUa D. Mookherjee, Holmdel; Robert W. Trenkle, Bricktown;

Robin K. Wolff, Point Pleasant; Richard M. Boden, Ocean,

and Takao Yoshida, West Long Branch, all of N.J., assignors

to International Flavors A Fragrances Inc., New York, N.Y.
Division of Ser. No. 396,485, Jul. 8, 1982, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 362,237, Mar. 26, 1982. This

application May 20, 1983, Ser. No. 496,664

Int. a.3 A23L 1/235

U.S. a. 426—3 1 Gaim
1. A process for augmenting or enhancing the raspberry

aroma or taste of a raspberry flavored foodstuff or chewing
gum comprising the step of intimately admixing with said

foodstuff or chewing gum from 0.02 parts per million up to

about 300 parts per million based on total composition of a

mixture of compounds prepared according to the process

consisting essentially of the steps of:

1. reacting alpha pinene with an equimolar mixture of carbon

monoxide and hydrogen at a pressure of 4,000 psig and a

temperature in the range of 200*-220' C. whereby a mix-

ture of aldehydes is formed;

2. distilling the mixture of aldehydes at a vapor temperature

in the range of from 85* C. up to 93* C. and a pressure of

from 3 mm/Hg. up to 4 mm/Hg., thereby recovering a

mixture of aldehydes;

3. reacting the resulting mixture of aldehydes with methyl

ethyl ketone at a temperature of about 45* C. thereby

forming a mixture of ketones; and

4. distilling the resulting mixture of ketones at a vapor tem-

perature in the range of from 69* C. up to 89° C. and a

pressure in the range of from 1.4 up to 1.8 mm/Hg.
thereby recovering a mixture of ketones,

the reaction of alpha pinene with carbon monoxide and hydro-

gen taking place in the presence of a cobalt octacarbonyl

catalyst.

4,425,367

METHOD OF PRODUCING THERMALLY PROCESSED
EGG PRODUCrC

Daniel Berkowitz, Wellesley; Alan B. Bennett, North Reading;

John L. Secrist, Medfield, all of Mass., and Debra A. Milette,

Oakland, R.I., assignors to The United SUtes of America as

represented by the Secretary of the Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Sep. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 419,109

Int. G.' A23L 1/32

U.S. G. 426—89 10 Gaims
1. A method of producing thermally processed, shelf-stable,

egg products selected from the group consisting of scrambled

eggs and omelets which are texturally acceptable which com-
prises in sequence the steps of:

(a) Forming a dispersion of water and microcrystaliine cellu-

lose, said microcrystaliine cellulose present m amounts
effective to eliminate rubberiness;

(b) Blending the dispersion of water and microcrystaliine

cellulose with an egg product mixture consisting substan-

tially of raw eggs;

(c) Cooking the resulting mixture of step (b) to form an egg

product;

(d) Packing the egg product in a container;

(e) Hermetically sealing the container containing the egg
product; and

(0 Heating the hermetically sealed container for sufficient

time to sterilize the contents.

4,425,368

FOOD HEATING CONTAINER
James D. Watkins, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to Golden

Valley Foods Inc., Prairie, Minn.

Continuation-in-pari of Ser. No. 283,145, Jul. 13, 1981, which is

a continuation of Ser. No. 33,972, Apr. 27, 1979, abandoned.

This application Oct. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 311,916

Int. G.5 B65D 81/34

U.S. G. 426—107 9 Gaims

1. A package of cold food beatable in a conventional micro-
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wave oven directly from a refrigerated or frozen condition
with an improved steam-venting capability and improved
uniformity of temperature, said package of food comprising:

a sealed package including a disposable container compris-
ing two main wall members, including one wall member
comprising a cover formed from sheet material and an-
other wall member comprising a dish body having a bot-
tom wall and an internally rib-free, upwardly-directed
peripheral sidewall at the outer periphery of said bottom
wall with an upper edge defining an upwardly-open wide
mouth;

said cover being secured to said sidewall so as to close said
mouth and provide a sealed cavity within said container;

said dish body bottom wall having a centrally-disposed,
upwardly-extending, upwardly-tapering hollow core po-
sitioned thereon and projecting vertically within said
container;

said core comprising a finger-shaped member extending
betwen said bottom wall and said cover and having a
closed upper end positioned in proximity to said cover;

said core including surface means thereon within said sealed
cavity providing a perimetrically-extending wall having a
plurality of angularly-neighboring ribs extending longitu-
dinally therealong;

said core being perimetrically surrounded by a body of cold
food;

said body of cold food in said sealed cavity containing water
in liquid or frozen form, being in the range of about 40° F.
and about 0* F. when said package is in said refrigerated
or frozen condition, filling said sealed cavity at least to a
substantial depth within which said food is disposed for
contact with said ribs of said core and with said rib-free
sidewall, and existing as a unitary entity without partition-
ment into a multiplicity of unconnected entities;

said core wall and cover being substantially transmissive of
microwave oven microwave energy for functioning in use
as a microwave influx passage for entry of microwave
energy into said food within said container;

said core including said ribs thereof being structured and
arranged for functioning during microwave heating of
said food as a guide means for directing the flow of fluid
portions of said food in an upward direction in the vicinity
of said core, whereby said core including said ribs thereof
contributes to the distribution of heat in said container
during microwave heating of said food in said container in
a microwave oven by assisting in fluid convection and the
absence of ribs on said sidewall within said cavity cooper-
ates with the presence of said ribs on said core to balance
microwave heating of said food throughout said cavity
and provide more uniform heating of said food than
would a similar package having ribs provided on its pe-
ripheral sidewall within its cavity;

said package further including a carton having wall panel
means providing an enclosed space having a larger vol-
ume than that occupied by the food-containing covered
dish;

the food-containing covered dish being disposed within said
carton, both for while said food is in said refrigerated or
frozen condition and for microwave oven heating of the
food;

said carton wall panel means including a top wall panel
disposed in overlying proximity to said cover and having
at least one aperture therethrough designated to provide a
steam vent;

said cover, at least in a respective region directly in vertical
alignment with each such designated steam vent aperture
being constituted of easily fork-pierced material so that
just prior to placing the entire package of cold food in a
microwave oven for heating, the consumer may pierce a
hole through each such region of the cover by inserting a
sharp object such as a fork tine through the respective
designated steam vent aperture;

said carton wall panel means further including at least one
steam vent opening from said enclosed space, this at least
one steam vent opening not being associated in direct

vertical alignment with any said easily fork-pierced region
of the cover, and this at least one steam vent opening
being constrticted and arranged to pennit the escape of
steam from said enclosed space.

4,425,369
CHEESE-CONTAINING COMPOSITION FOR DESSERTMAKING AND PROCESS FOR PRODUCING THE SAME
Kenshi Sakamoto, and Akim Doi, both ofSennan, Japan, assign-

ors to Fiyi Oil Company, Ltd., Osaka, Japan
Filed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 297,973

Oaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 1, 1980, 55-121425
Int. a.3 A23C 79/09. 19/093

U.S. a. 426-582
7 claims

1. A cheese-containing composition in the form of a homog-
enized oil-in-water type emulsion which consists essentially of
(a) 10 to 70% by weight of a cheese component selected from
the group of natural cheese, artificial cheese and mixtures
thereof, (b) 30 to 90% by weight of a liquid selected from the
group of milk, skim milk, water and a mixture thereof, (c) 1

to 3% by weight of an emulsifier selected from the group of
lecithin, a glycerin fatty acid ester, a sucrose fatty acid ester, a
propylene glycol fatty acid ester, a sorbitan fatty acid ester,' a
polyglycerol fatty acid ester, a polyoxyethylene sorbitan fatty
acid ester and a mixture thereof and (d) from to 40% by
weight of a fat ingredient, all the percentages being based on
the composition.

4,425,370
PROCESS FOR MAKING MARGARINE-TYPE FOOD

PRODUCT
Frederic A. Graves, Ham Lake, Minn., assignor to Land O'-

Lakes, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
Filed Jan. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 339,378

Int. Q\? A23D 3/00. 3/02
U.S. a. 426-603

24 Qaims
12. A process for the production of a margarine-type food

product, the process comprising:
blending a milk or a milk-derived fluid having a fat content

range of to 8% by weight with a fluid hydrogenated
vegetable oil to form a oil mixture with a vegetable oil
concentration of at least approximately 38% by weight;

processing the oil mixture through a homogenizer to obtain
a vegetable oil globule size range substantially similar to
natural size range of butterfat globules in a dairy cream;

blending the dairy cream containing butterfat globules with
the oil mixture after processing through the homogenizer
forming a cream/oil mixture; and

processing the cream/oil mixture through a butter chum.

4,425,371

MARGARINE FAT BLEND
Wilhelm Stratmann, Weinheim, Fed. Rep. of Germany; Leo F.

Vermaas, Maassluis, and Willem Dyksboom, Vlaardingen,
both of Netherlands, assignors to Lever Brothers Company.
New York, N.Y.

Filed Jun. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,353
Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Jun. 15, 1981.

8118354

Int. a.3 A23D 3/00. 5/00
U.S. a. 426-603 16 Claims

1. A process for producing a margarine fat, comprising:
(1) randomly interesterifying a mixture containing 45-75
wt% of an oil (i) in which at least 20% of the fatty acid
residues consist of linoleic acid and 25-55 wt% ofan oil or
fat (ii) in which at least 80% of the fatty acid residues in
saturated and has a chain length of at least 16 carbon
atoms;

(2) fractionating the resulting interesterified mixture to sepa-
rate an olein having the following solid fat content:
Nio= 25-53
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N2o=8-28
N3o= 1-6

N35=0-4.

from a higher melting stearin;

(3) separating the higher melting stearin to obtain said olein;

and

(4) mixing 50-90% of the olein with 10-50 wt% of an oil (iii)

in which at least 40% of the fatty acid residues consist of
linoleic acid.

-continued
D" M

c„,

•Si—CH3
I

CH3

4,425,372

PROCESS FOR MAKING ABSORBENT BIOACTIVE
WETTABLE MEDICAL FABRIC

A. Frank Baldwin, Greensboro, N.C., assignor to Burlington

Industries, Inc., Greensboro, N.C.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 310,414, Oct. 9, 1981. This

appUcation Jul. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 400,223

Int. a.J AOIN 1/02
U.S. a. 427—2 13 Oaims

wherein R is hydrogen or methyl, the sum of a + b is in the

range of 5 to 200, x is 10 to 50.000, y is I to x and z is I to

0.05x provided that the sum of y-t-z is 50.75x; and
(b) heating the thus coated substrate from step (a) to dry the

substrate and fix the microbiocide and hydrophilic cou-
pling agent to said substrate, thereby producing bacterio-

cidal subsuntially non-leachable and non-flammable finish

which is substantive on said substrate.

ofiveA

srfi*/^ cAAis

4,425,373

METHOD FOR IMAGE DEVELOPMENT BY
APPLICATION OF ALTERNATING BIAS

Nagao Hosono, Chofii; Tohru TakahashI; Junichiro Kanbc, both
of Tokyo; Tsutomu Toyono, Ohizumimachi; Sbui^i
Nakamura, Kawasaki, and Yasuyuki Taraura, Kawasaki, all of
Japan, assignors to Canon Kabnshiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 127,414, Mar. 5, 1980, abandoned. This
application Jun. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 275,402

Qaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 8, 1979. 54-26902

Int. a.' B05D 1/04
U.S. Q. 427—14.1 9 Qaims

^^o Atr^

1. A process for making an absorbent, bioactive wettable

medical fabric comprising the steps of:

(a) applying to a non-woven cellulosic-containing substrate

(1) a bioactive amount of a bioactive silyl quaternary

amine compounds have the formula:

(CHsh

(CH30-)-Si-t-CH2i-N®—

R

R'e

wherein R is an alkyl of 11 to 22 carbon atoms and R' is a

bromine or chlorine; and (2) a wetuble hydrophilic coupling

amount of an organosilicone terpolymer of the formula:

' M

CH3
I

CH3—Si—O-

CH3

•CH3

•Si—O-

I

CH3

D'

CH3
I

Si—O-

C,H2„

(CH2CH20)fl

I or

/'CHCH2O \

CH3

I

R
•*f

1. A method for development, which comprises:

(a) oppositely arranging a moving latent image holding

member and a developer carrying member having a non-

conductive magnetic developer coated on the surface

thereof, said image holding member and said developer

carrying member being mutually spaced apart at an image
developing section by an amount greater than the thick-

ness of a layer of the developer coated on the surface of

said developer carrying member;
(b) causing the spaced-apart, non-conductive developer to

perform reciprocating motion between an image portion

and a non-image portion of said latent image holding

member and said developer carrying member at least in

the region of closest approach between the latent image
holding member and the developer carrying member in

response to application of an alternating electric field

across said latent image holding member and said devel-

oper carrying member; and

(c) moving the surface of the developer layer carried on said

developer carrying member at the developing section in

substantially the same direction and at substantially the

same speed as the latent image holding member.
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4,425,374

METHOD OF MAKING ELECTRICAL CABLE
Joe R. McCutcheon, Sr., Malvern, Ark., assignor to Reynolds

Metals Company, Richmond, Va.

FUed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,602

Int. a.J B05D 3/06
U.S. a. 427—44 9 Qaims

establishes a standing wave pattern with at least one pres-
sure well at which there is a pressure gradient with pres-
sure increasing in every direction away from the center of
the pressure well;

suspending an object in said pressure well; and

M^ .?. ~«6 •j^

^^ , £:fi

:^^^z£^

i

4,425,375

END CAPPING AN OPTICAL FIBER
Edward A. Abramson, Newaric, Del., assignor to E. I. Du Pont

de Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Del.

Division of Ser. No. 235,036, Feb. 17, 1981. This application

Apr. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 488,623

Int. a.3 G02B 5/J4. 1/10; B05D 1/18
U.S. a. 427—53.1

, 16 Qaims

1. Method for forming a surface with low optical scattering
loss at the end of a cut optical fiber comprising: (a) contacting
said fiber end to a thin, light-transmissible, hardenable layer
supported on a smooth substrate to embed said fiber in said
hardenable layer, (b) hardening said layer while said fiber

remains embedded in said layer to form a smooth, flat surface
at the end of said fiber.

4,425,376

CONTACTLESS PELLET FABRICATION
Mark C. Lee, La Canada, Calif., assignor to The United States

of America as represented by the Administrator of the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washineton.
D.C.

Filed Oct. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 314,702
Int. a.3 B05D 3/00, 1/00

MS. a. 427-57 6 Qaims
1. A process for coating an object comprising:

applying resonant acoustic energy to a gas-filled area, that

34 32 36 30 38 U/

1. In a method of forming insulated electrical cable compris-
ing surrounding a conductor with a thermosetting material in a

molten state, heating said cable to thereby cure said thermoset-
ting material to a solid state and cooling said cable after curing
of said thermosetting material, the improvement comprising
reheating said cable after said cooling thereof to a temperature
below the melting point of said cured thermosetting material

for a time sufficient to thereby prevent shrink back of said

cured thermosetting material from said conductor.

applying a coating to said object, including introducing a
multiplicity of fine quantities of coating material to a
region containing said object, whereby to allow the pres-
sure around the well to press the fine coating material

quantities against the object.

4,425,377

METHOD OF MAKING A CATHODE-RAY TUBE
HAVING A CONDUCTIVE INTERNAL COATING
EXHIBITING REDUCED ARONG CURRENT

Samuel B. Deal, Lancaster, and Donald W. Bartch, Wrightsville,
both of Pa., assignors to RCA Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jul. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 286,022
Int. a.3 B05D 3/02, 7/22. 5/12; HOIJ 63/02

U.S. a. 427-64 7 Qaims

1. In a method of fabricating a cathode-ray tube including

depositing on at least a portion of the interior surface of an
envelope a coating comprising graphite, iron oxide and a sili-

cate binder, baking said coating in air and then evacuating and
sealing said envelope, the improvement comprising

(a) including amorphous carbon in said coating in an amount
sufficient to be capable of reducing arcing currents passed

by said coating during the operation of said cathode-ray

tube, and

(b) baking said coating in air until said amorphous carbon is

substantially entirely gasified.

4,425,378

ELECTROLESS NICKEL PLATING ACTIVATOR
COMPOSITION A METHOD FOR USING AND A
CERAMIC CAPAaTOR MADE THEREWITH

John P. Maher, Adams, Mass., assignor to Sprague Electric

Company, North Adams, Mass.

Filed Jul. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 280,044

Int. a.3 C23C 3/02
U.S. a. 427-79 9 Qalms

1. An electroless plating activator composition for sensitiz-

ing a ceramic surface to be electroless nickel plated consisting
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essentially of palladium, at least half as much silicon as palla- jting thereon a solution containing a noble metal, and then
dium and 1.3 times as much zmc as silicon, all by weight, said electrolessly depositing a metal on the activated surface and

holes of the board, the board is subjected to pretrcatment

comprising the following steps:

contacting the board with an alkaline permanganate treating

solution for a time period sufficient to remove resin from

the board;

palladium, silicon and zinc being homogeneously dispersed in

a liquid organic vehicle.

4,425,379

POLYCRYSTALLINE SILICON SCHOTTKY DIODE
ARRAY

Madhukar B. Vora, Los Gatos, and Hemri^ K. Hingarh, San
Jose, both of Calif., assignors to Fairchild Camera A Instru-

ment Corporation, Mountain View, Calif.

Filed Feb. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 233,348

Int. a.3 HOIL 29/48
U.S. a. 427—84 11 Qaims

26a 29o 26b ,« ,.
^. I I ,. 58b 38c

1

1. A process for fabricating an array of Schottky diodes
comprising:

depositing a layer of a metal-silicide on an underlying dielec-

tric layer;

depositing a layer of polycrystalline silicon on the layer of

metal-silicide;

removing selected portions of the layer of polycrystalline

silicon and the layer of metal-silicide to thereby create a

plurality of electrically isolated regions of polycrystalline

silicon on metal-silicide;

forming a layer of dielectric over at least all portions of the

metal-silicide layer exposed by the removing step; and
fabricating regions of metal over a selected portion of the

polycrystalUne silicon, the metal-polycrystalline silicon

interface forming a Schottky diode connected between
the metal and the metal-silicide.

4,425,380

HOLE CLEANING PROCESS FOR PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARDS USING PERMANGANATE AND CAUSTIC

TREATING SOLUTIONS
Francis J. Nuzzi, Freeport, and John K. Duffy, Douglaston, both

of N.Y., assignors to KoUmorgen Technologies Corporation,

Dallas, Tex.

Filed Nov. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 443,160

Int. a.J B05D 5/12. 3/04; B29C 17/08: B44C 1/22

MS. a. 427—97 26 Qaims
21. In a process for electrolessly depositing metal onto a

multilayer circuit board having at least three layers, a top, an

intermediate, and a bottom layer, said intermediate layer being

comprised of an insulating material and a metal conductor, the

circuit board having at least one hole formed therethrough, the

interior walls of said hole having a resin smear thereon,

wherein prior to said electroless metal deposition, which in-

cludes the steps of activating the surface of the board by depos-

<?<?,

"im^^
'j-\

^^'A;^^>:^

i.

»

contacting the board with a water soluble compound oxidiz-

able by permanganate for a time period sufficient to re-

duce the manganese residues deposited on the board to a

low oxidation state; and

contacting said circuit board with an alkaline hydroxide
solution at a temperature between about 40* C. and about
95° C. for a time period sufficient to remove essentially all

manganese residues.

4,425,381

BULK CARGO HANDLING METHOD
Myles A. Walsh, 143 North Main St., Cranbury, N.J. 08512

Filed Jan. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 338.844

Int. a.' B05D 7/22. 5/08. 1/36. 1/12

U.S. CI. 427—181 24 Claims

F^
-—:-M ;

¥^-

1. A method for facilitating the discharge of bulk cargos of

minerals, agricultural and forestry products, from a storage or

shipping container by reducing the coefficient of friction of

surfaces of the container, said method comprising:

coating, with a first release agent, only the area of the bulk

material around its periphery, adjacent the inner wait of

the container, continuously as the bulk material is loaded,

to create a peripheral zone of coated bulk matenal sur-

rounding a larger central zone of uncoated material.

4,425.382

DEVELOPER CARRIER
Syouji TiOima, HigashiKanamachi, Japan, assignor to Ricoh

Company, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 437,450

Qaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 28, 1981, 56-171503

Int. a.J B05D 1/36

U.S. a. 427—203 8 Qaims
1. A method for manufacturing a developer carrier for use in

a device for developing an electrostatic latent image, said

method comprising the steps of

(a) forming a first layer of a first adhesive and substantially

insulating material on the surface of a conductive support;

(b) depositing particles of an electrically conductive matenal

on the surface of said first layer before said first material is

hardened substantially;

(c) forming a second layer of a second adhesive and substan-
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tially insulating material on the particle-deposited surface
of said first layer; and

placing a quantity of Huid to be distributed at a location in
the pipeline;

exerting a force on one side of the quantity of fluid concur-
rently in an axial and rotational direction in the pipeline so
as to cause at least a portion of that fluid to move through
a helical path adjacent the pipeline so fluid subjected to
that force is coated on the inner wall of the pipeline; and

(d) grinding the thus formed structure to have at least some
of said particles ground to be exposed at the resulting
surface.

4,425,383 I

PROCESS FOR OXIDATION OF CARRIER PARTICLES
John A. Creatura, Webster, N.Y., assignor to Xerox Corpora-

tion, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Jul. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 395,161
Int. aj B05D 7/00

U.S. a. 427-216 8 Claims
1. An improved process for treating steel carrier core sur-

faces which consisting essentially of providing steel carrier
core particles, oxidizing in an air stream the surface of the
carrier core particles at a temperature of from about 500 de-
grees Fahrenheit to about 1,000 degrees Fahrenheit, adding
water to the air stream prior to accomplishing the oxidation
reaction, at a partial pressure of water in excess of 20 millime-
ters of mercury, thereby resulting in carrier cores having a
resistance of from about 10' ohm-cm to about 10'2 ohm-cm.

^i/7

smoothing the fluid contacted with the inner wall of the
pipeline by movement through the helical path by wiping
any excessive fluid with an axial wiping force substantially
equally applied to the fluid around the inner wall of the
pipeline concurrently with the application of axial and
rotational force.

4 425 384
POLYMER.REINFORCING COMPOSITIONS AND

THEIR PREPARATION
Thomas F. Brownscombe, Houston, Tex., assignor to Shell Oil
Company, Houston, Tex.

Filed Apr. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 257,834
Int. a.3 B05D 7/00; C08K 3/34. 3/00; B32B 27/OS

U.S. a. 427-221 8 ci^^,
1. Method for producmg a particulate or filamentary poly-

mer reinforcing mineral composition having a thin layer, aver-
aging about 5-500 Angstrom in thickness, of thermoplastic
polymer chemically bonded to its surface by covalent bonding,
which comprises:

(a) reacting a silicon-free and heavy metal-free thermoplastic
hydrocarbon polymer containing olefinic double bonds
with a strong acid, thereby forming protonated double
bonds;

(b) contacting said polymer containing protonated double
bonds with a particulate or filamentary mineral material
which has reactive oxygen atoms at its surface, whereby a
covalent bond is established between the mineral surface
and the polymer. -

\

4,425,386
MULTI-SHEET ASSEMBLY USING AUTOGENOUS

COATING
John C. H. Chang, Naperrille, 111., assignor to Wallace Com-

puter Services, Inc., Hillside, 111.

Filed Jul. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 395,870
Int. a.3 B41M 5/16. 5/22

U.S. a. 427-256 20 Qaims

4,425,385
METHOD FOR CLEANING AND COATING PIPELINE

WALLS
James H. Coulter, Houston, Tei., and David L. Llndsey, Okla-
homa aty, Okla., assignors to Coulter^Mustang Services
Company, Houston, Tex.

FUed Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,341
Int. a.3 B05D 7/22. 1/26. 1/40. 1/36

U.S. a. 427-238 g claims
1. A method for distnbuting fluid along the interior wall of

a pipeline comprising:

12. A method for forming non-coextensive, visible images in
a multi-ply mailer form which comprises contacting the top
sheet of a multiple mailer form comprising a plurality of sheets
in superposed relationship, wherein the top sheet comprises a
support bearing a localized autogenous coating comprising an
electron acceptor material and microscopic pressure-ruptura-
ble capsules containing a chromogenic material on its upper
surface, with the printing stylus from an impact printer thereby
providing a visible image in said localized, autogenous coating
by rupturing said capsules to release said chromogen from said
capsules for reaction with said electron acceptor material in
said localized autogenous coating without transfer.
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4,425^7
METHOD FOR PREPARING SOLID OBJECTS

Werner Graf, Volker Frey, both of Burghausen, and Hans-
Gunter R5se, Langenhagen, aU of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
Mignora to Wacker-Chemie GmbH, Munich, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Sep. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 414,162
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 26.

1981, 3142419

Int. a.} A21D 4/00
MS. a. 427-341 10 Claims

1. A process for preparing a coating composition which
comprises reacting in an essentially water-free medium, a poly-
siloxane containing SiOC-bonded monovalent hydrocarbon
radicals having from 1 to 6 carbon atoms and having at least 3

silicon atoms per molecule and up to 0.6 weight percent of
Si-bonded hydroxyl groups based on the weight of the polysi-

loxane with boric acid anhydride in the presence of a com-
pound selected from the group consisting of an organic tin

compound, titanium tetrabutylate and partial hydrolyzates
thereof at a temperature of from 0* to 150* C.

4425J88
ADJUSTABLE FUGHT SIMULATING MOBILE DEVICE
Edgar D. Oppenheimer, Jr., Mamaroneck, N.Y., assignor to

Bird Mobiles, Inc., Scarsdalc, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 16, 1983. Ser. No. 466,933
Int. a.3 A63H 3/00. 3/16

U.S. a. 428—16 4 Claims

4,425,389

HEAT-APPLICABLE AND HARDENABLE SEALING
COMPOSITIONS AND ITS USE

Woir-Dietricb ScboUbom, Griinstadt, and Lothar Hocken-
berger, Lodwigshafen, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assign-
ors to Riitgerawerke Aktiengeacllschafl, Frankfurt am Main,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Aug. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 408.571
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 28,

1981,3134151

Int. a.3 E06B 3/24
MS. a. 428-34 7 cuinu

7. A process of producing an insulating glass unit comprising
arranging two glass panes in a circumferential frame and secur-
ing said panes in the frame by spraying therein at a temperature
of from about 50* to about 100* C, a mixture as defined in

claim 1, and thereafter heating to cure the mixture at a temper-
ature of about 140* C. to 160* C.

4,425,390

MARKER SLEEVE ASSEMBLY
Pushpkumar D. Changani, Swindom; Donald G. Peacock,

Kempsford, and David Roberts, Broom Manor SW, all of
England, assignors to Raychcm Corporation, Menlo Park.
Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 391,034, Jnn. 22, 1982, which U a
division of Ser. No. 172,889, Jul. 28, 1980, Pat No. 4,349,404.

This appUcation Apr. 27, 1983, Ser. No. 489,275
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jul. 27,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int a.' B32B 7/06. 3/12
U.S. a. 428-43 2 Claims

1. A flight simulating mobile device having the appearance
of a bird or like flying creature comprising a rigid body portion

having a configuration, in side elevation, in simulation of the

side elevation configuration of the creature, a pair of wing
support members mounted on said body portion, said support
members being mutually spaced apart in the general direction

of the longitudinal axis of said body portion, said support

members extending generally transversely relative to said body
portion and each including a pair of carrier portions projecting

beyond each side of said body portion, a bearing element
formed on each said carrier portion, the bearing elements on
each side of said body portion being in substantial coaxial

alignment to define a pivot axis at each side of said body por-

tion, a wing member comprised of resilient material pivotally

mounted between the bearing members to each side of said

body portion, each said wing member including a spaced pair

of bearing receiver portions pivotally engaging a said bearing

element, at least one said bearing receiver portion of each said

wing being resiliently deflectible toward said other bearing

receiver member, the distance between said receiver members
exceeding the distance between the bearing members in the

undeflected condition of said receiver portions and being less

than the distance between said bearing members when said

receiver members are biased toward each other.

1. A marker sleeve assembly comprising:

a first sheet and a second sheet of flexible material arranged
in face-to-face relationship and having longitudinal axes
disposed parallel to one another, said sheets being heat-

recoverable primarily along the longitudinal axes of the
first and second sheets;

a plurality of spaced transverse seams joining the fu^t and
second sheets at prescribed intervals, the transverse seams
being arranged perpendicular to the longitudinal axes of
the first and second sheets, each pair of adjacent trans-

verse seams defining a marker sleeve which is radially

heat-recoverable, the seams being cross-linked to

strengthen the seams to withstand radial heat recovery.

4,425,391

BUTTON AND BUTTONHOLE TAPE
Barbara J. Wilson, 14635 Bainbridge, Livonia, Mich. 48154

Filed Sep. 14, 1979, Ser. No. 75,698

Int Cl.^ D05B 3/06
MS. a. 428—43 3 ClaiM

1. A tape for locating fasteners on corresponding panels of
material comprising a strip having a longitudinal perforation
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throughout its length, locating indicia on both sides of said

perforation, the indicia on one side corresponding along the

length of said tape to the indicia on the other side, coded
markings adjacent said locating indicia to indicate alternative

spacings between said indicia, and an adhesive on the surface

of said tape opposite said indicia and said markings for tempo-
rarily adhering said tape to panels of material for locating pairs

of fasteners on said panels, wherein the locating indicia on one
side of said perforation comprise horizontal or vertical length

marks. i

4,425,392

NEEDLE PUNCHED PAPERMAKING FELT AND
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING THE SAME

Naoyuki Oikawa; Wako Sato, both of Ichikawa, and Osamu
Tanaka, Kashiwa, all of Japan, assignors to Ichikawa Woolen
Textile Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Mar. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 361,560

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 23, 1981, 56-60686

Int. a.3 B32B 5/06. 5/26; D21F 7/08. 7/12

U.S. a. 428—90 2 Qaims

1. A needle punched papermaking felt, comprising a plural-

ity of layers of foundation fabrics formed in an endless form by
joining the opposite edges of long woven form foundation
fabrics or foundation fabrics woven in an endless form, each of
said foundation fabrics consisting of synthetic filament yams,
synthetic fiber spun yams, synthetic fibers-natural fiber

blended spun yarns and mixtures thereof, laying over one or
both sides of said foundation fabrics batts consisting of syn-
thetic fibers or natural fibers or mixtures thereof, and by felting

by a needle punching process to cause the component fibers to

be entangled with each other wherein a thin layer of said batts

consisting of synthetic fibers, natural fibers or mixtures thereof,

is interposed between the adjacent layers of said foundation
fabrics and wherein the adjacent layers of said foundation
fabrics are characterized by the outermost layer having yams
of relatively high elasticity in a relatively dense construction,
and the innermost layer having relatively non-compressible
yams in a relatively coarse construction.

2. The method of manufacturing a needle punched paper-
making felt, comprising the steps of placing in a needle punch-
ing machine under tension, a plurality of (I) foundation fabrics

in a long woven form, the respective opposite edges thereof
being joined to form endless fabrics having seams, or a plural-
ity of (2) relatively easily woven foundation fabrics in an end-
less form, or a plurality of both of said foundation fabrics (1)
and said foundation fabrics (2), applying and laying batts con-
sisting of synthetic fibers or natural fibers or mixtures thereof
over said foundation fabrics while said foundation fabrics are
being advanced in said needle punching machine, and needle
punching the combination of said superimposed foundation
fabrics and said batts while under tension so that the compo-

nent fibers are caused to be enUngled with each other wherein
a thin layer of said batts consisting of synthetic fibers, natural

fibers or mixtures thereof, is interposed between said adjacent
fabrics, and the method comprises needle punching a first

mixed layer of the first one of said foundation fabric and a first

thin layer of said batts while said batts are delivered over the
surface of said firsrt foundation fabric, interrupting the deliver-

ing of said batts, laying the second one of said foundation fabric

over said first mixed layer of said first foundation fabric and
said first thin layer of batts, delivering a second layer of batts

over the surface of said second foundation fabric, needle
punching said combination of said first mixed layer and said

second foundation fabric and a second thin layer of said batts

and repeating said procedure wherein the adjacent layers of
said foundation fabrics are characterized by the outermost
layer having yarns of relatively high elasticity in a relatively

dense construction, and the innermost layer having relatively

non-compressible yams in a relatively coarse construction.

4,425,393

LOW MODULUS, SMALL DIAMETER HBERS AND
PRODUCTS MADE THEREFROM

Joseph C. Benedyk, Highland Park, lU.; William McGlone,
Conifer, Colo., and Homer Amos, Palm Springs, Calif., assign-

ors to Brunswick Corporation, Skokie, 111.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 33,481, Apr. 26, 1979,
abandoned. This application Not. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 317,885

Int. a.3 B32B 3/02
U.S. a. 428—95 27 Qalms

22. A fabric comprising yam consisting of polymeric, ther-

moplastic, monofilament fibers and characterized by:

(a) an elastic modulus of said thermoplastic ranging from
2,000 to 100,000 psi,

(b) a fiber diameter ranging from about 0.5 to 3 mils, and
(c) a fiber stiffness parameter less than 8.5 x 10~' Ib-in^.

4,425,394

WEB OF TAGS AND METHOD OF ATTACHING TAGS
William A. Jenkins, Dajrton, Ohio, assignor to Monarch Mark-

ing Systems, Inc., Dayton, Ohio
Filed Jun. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,166

Int. a.i B32B 3/16. 3/24
U.S. a. 428—136 3 Claims

1. A web of tags composed of single-ply, printable, paper-

like material, the tag including a chadless hole knife-cut pattern

having a pair of long cut portions and a relatively short cut
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portion joined to the long cut portions in a generally U-shaped
arrangement to provide an elongated fiap poriion having rela-

tively long sides and a relatively short end, the flap portion

being hingedly joined to the remainder of the tag by an uncut

portion opposite the short end, the flap portion being deflect-

able about the hinge portion by a tag attacher needle which is

wider than the distance between the long cut portions but

which is narrower than the distance between the short cut

portion and the hinge portion, additional cuts defining an

additional flap portion joined to the cut pattern enabling ready

insertion of a head of a loop-type fastener, and wherein the

short end portion forms adjacent edees of the flap portions.

4,425,395

BASE FABRICS FOR POLYURETHANE-COATED
FABRICS, POLYURETHANE-COATED FABRICS AND

PROCESSES FOR THEIR PRODUCTION
Isamu Negishi, Ina, and Kazumi Hunyu, Omiya, both of Japan,

assignors to Fi^ikura Rubber Works, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
FUed Mar. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 363,477

Qaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 30, 1981, 56-65564;

Apr. 30, 1981, 56-65565; Apr. 30, 1981, 56-65566

Int. a.' B32B 3/00
U.S. a. 428—196 38 Qaims

1. A process for the production of base fabric for polyure-

thane-coated fabrics, which comprises partially coating a solu-

tion of polyurethane prepolymer containing a cross-linking

agent on at least one surface of a water repellent-unfinished

fabric at coverage rate of 10 to 30 g/m^, drying at a tempera-

ture between 70* and 150* C. for 30 seconds to 15 minutes and
aging at a temperature between room temperature and 70* C.

for less than 48 hours until said polyurethane prepolymer is

caused to be under half crosslinked conditions.

4,425,396

INSULATIVE PANEL
Richard E. Hartman, Akron, Ohio, assignor to The B. F. Good-

rich Company, Akron, Ohio
Filed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425,841

Int. a.J B32B 7/04, 3/06
U.S. a. 428—220 6 Qaims

1. An insulative panel comprising a foam layer of synthetic,

organic, polymeric foam, a weathering layer, and a backer

layer interposed between said foam layer and said weathering

layer, said backer layer being a stereoreticulate material having

rnultiple interstices therein, the said foam material of said foam

layer penetrating into and filling the interstices of said backer

layer along the interface border portion between said foam

layer and said backer layer and partway through the thickness

of said backer layer, the interstices of said backer layer adja-

cent the interface of said weathering layer and said backer

layer being free of said foam material of said foam layer

whereby a bond is provided between said backer layer and said

foam layer and flexibility of said backer layer is retained, said

weathering layer being adhered to said backer layer along the

interface of said weathering layer with said backer layer.

4. An insulative panel in accordance with claim 1 wherein

said foam layer is of polyurethane, said backer layer is of

asbestos and said weathering layer is of chlorosulfonated poly-

ethylene.

5. An insulative panel in accordance with claim 4 wherem
the thickness of said weathering layer is around 20 mils, the

thickness of said backer layer is at least 10 mils and preferably

15 mils and the thickness of said foam layer being at least one
inch and preferably two to three and one-half inches.

4,425,397

FLAME AND HEAT RESISTANT ELECTRICAL
INSULATING TAPE

Stephen George, Bronx, N.V., assignor to Subtex, Inc., Harts-

dale, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 73,362, Sep. 7. 1979, Pat. No.

4,282,284, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 931,121,

Aug. 4, 1978, abandoned. This application Jan. 19, 1981, Ser. No.

225,888

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Aug. 4, 1998,

has been disclaimed.

Int. Q.^ B32B 7/00. 17/06

U.S. Q. 428-251 4 Claims
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1. A heat resistant, flexible, refractory, electrical insulating

tape comprising:

(a) a porous base fabric of a knitted fiberglass, a woven
fiberglass or a non-woven, porous web of fiberglass:

(b) a refractory coating comprising refractory materials and
a bonding agent of acrylic latex resin or acrylic latex resin

and colloidal silica, said refractory coating formed on the

surface and interstices of said fabric by applying said

refractory coating to both sides of said fabric, and said

refractory materials being capable of fusing with the po-

rous base fabric at elevated temperatures, and

(c) an abrasion resistant polymeric coaling formed on the

outside surface of said refractory coating.

4,425,398

FABRICS FOR USE IN COMPOSITE SHEETING
Charles N. Berczi, Ormskirk, England, assignor to Milliken

Research Corporation, Spartanburg, S.C.

Filed Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,478

Int. Q.' B32B 5/12

U.S. Q. 428—253 2 Qaims

lK^lF^,^.rJy.i;!VJJV
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1. A printers blanket comprising: a rigid warp knitted fabric

composed of relatively fine yarn of continuous man-made
filaments, closely spaced and relatively coarse inlaid warp
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yams and closely spaced and relatively coarse and textured of from 0.01 to 0.3 ^m and coated on said substrate- the ratio
weft insertion yams, the inlaid and insertion yams being also of remanent magnetization to saturation magnetization on the
composed of continuous man-made filaments and extending magnetization curve for the recording medium, corrected to a
through the knitted structure without interlacing with one
another, whereby one face of the fabric is substantially consti-

tuted by the inlaid warp and a layer of vulcanized rubber
coated on said one face of said knit fabric to provide a smooth
surface on said face.

"°"

4,425,399

MATS FOR ASPHALT UNDERLAY
Janes P. Bershas, Newark, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Coming

Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo, Ohio
Division of Ser. No. 274,969, Jun. 18, 1981, Pat. No. 4,359,546.

This application Jun. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 391,208

Int. a.3 D04H 1/58; B32B 27/02
U.S. a. 428—288 4 Qaims

1. A composition of matter comprising at least one fiber

selected from the group consisting of glass fibers, mineral
fibers, synthetic resin fibers and natural fibers and the residue
formed by removing water from an aqueous composition con-
sisting essentially of a thermoplastic emulsion of carboxylated
styrene butadiene latexes, at least one thermoplastic emulsion
selected from the group consisting of emulsions of vinyl chlo-

ride-ethylene acrylamide terpolymers, styrene acrylics and
vinyl acrylics and mixtures thereof and a melamine formalde-
hyde resin selected from the group consisting of methylated
melamine formaldehyde resin and hexamethoxymethyl mela-
mine, and an ammonium salt catalyst.

demagnetizing field which is measured in a direction vertical
to the surface of the recording medium, ranging from 0.3 to
0.7.

4,425,400
'

MAGNETIC RECORDING MEDIUM
Nobutaka Yamaguchi; Masaaki Fujiyana; Nobuo Tsuji, and

Norio Nasu, all of Odawara, Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo
Film Co., Ltd., Minami-ashigara, Japan

Filed Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 364,029
Int. a.3 HOIF 10/02

U.S. a. 428-329 7 claims

4425 402
HBRILLATED POLYMERIC HLMS AS

REINFORCEMENT IN MANUFACTURED ARTICLES
BASED ON HYDRAULIC BINDERS

Pierpaolo Camprincoli, Terni, Italy, assignor to Montedison
S.p.A., Milan, Italy

Filed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 348,776
Qaims priority, application Italy, Feb. 17, 1981, 19797 A/81

Int. a.3 B32B 5/16; B29H 9/02
U.S. a. 428-330 4 QaiBK

1. Manufactured articles based on hydraulic binders contain-
ing fibrillated films, or net-like flat structures, of at least one
orientable film-forming synthetic polymer as reinforcement,
said fibrillated films or net-like structures having incorporated
therein from 1 to 30% by weight of at least one carbonate of an
alkaline-earth metal.

I

1. A magnetic recording medium comprising a magnetic
recording layer on the surface of a non-magnetic support, the
magnetic recording layer comprising a ferromagnetic sub-
stance, 0.5-15 wt % based on the weight of the ferromagnetic
substance of an abrasive having a Mohs' hardness of at least 6
and 5-30 wt % based on the weight of the ferromagnetic
substance of acicular o-Fe203 having a length of 1.5 to 0.1
micron.

4,425,403

COATED PLASTIC ARTICLE
Takashi Taniguchi, Yasu, and Jiro Mibae, Ohtsu, both of Japan,

assignors to Toray Industries, Inc., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Mar. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 358,916

Oaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 26, 1981, 56-43197
Int. a.3 B32B 5/16. 27/36

U.S. a. 428-331 12 Qaims

4,425,401

MAGNETIC RECORDING MEDIA
Tadaihi Ido, Yokohama; Hirotaka Yokoyama, Yokosuka;
Moriyasu Wada, Ninomiya; Tosbihiko Oguchi, Kawasaki;
Akio Ishizawa, Tokyo, and Yoshiyasu Koike, Chigasaki, all of
Japan, aasignora to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha.
Kawasaki Oty, Japu

FUed Jon. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 393,789
Ctalnw priority, appUcation Japan, Jul. 2, 1981, 56-102265

Int a.J HOIF 10/02 ,

UA a. 428-329 I

5 Oaims
1. A magnetic recording medium comprising a substrate and

a resinous composition containing magnetic particles of uniaxi-
ally-anisotropic hexagonal crystals having particle diameters

1. A coated plastic article comprising a shaped plastic sub-
strate having a coating, said shaped plastic substrate compris-
ing a polymer of diethylene glycol bisallyl carbonate, said
shaped plastic substrate having at least one unsmooth portion
on at least a single surface thereof, said shaped plastic substrate
having been treated with activated gas, ionized radiation and-
/or active ray previously to a coating process, said coating
being dyeable or permeable to dyes, and said coating compris-
ing at least one polymer selected from the group consisting of
polyurethane, melamine resin, organosilicon resin, polyvinyl
alcohol, acrylic resin, polyamide and epoxy resin.

7. The coated plastic article of claim 1, wherein the coating
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further contains fine silica particles with an average diameter wherein the coating of silicon-rubber seals the interstices be-
in the range of 5 to 200 nm. tween the glass fibers but leaves the inner surface of the side

4,425,404

MAGNETIC RECORDING MEDIUM
Takashi Suzuki, Takatsuki; Kunio Hibino, Hirakata; Mikio

Mural, and Takashi Fujita, both of Kawanishi, all of Japan,
assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka,
Japan

Filed Sep. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 419,457
Oaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 30, 1982, 57-73605;

Apr. 30, 1982, 57-73606; Apr. 30, 1982, 57-73607; Apr. 30, 1982,
57-73608; Aug. 27, 1982, 57-149672

Int. aJ HOIF 10/02; B32B 15/04
U.S. a. 428—341 10 Qaims

panels bare and the individual glass fibers exposed for direct

contact with the glass sheets.

1. A magnetic recording medium having an oxygen-contain-

ing thin ferromagnetic metal layer formed on a nonmagnetic
substrate, wherein at least one compound, capable of suppress-

ing hydration of ferromagnetic metal ions by acting upon the

ionized ferromagnetic metal, selected from the group consist-

ing of dihydric phenols, diaryl ketones, alkyl phenols, naph-
thols, quinones, nitroso compounds and oxime compounds is

introduced on or around said thin ferromagnetic metal layer.

4,425,407

CVD SIC PRETREATMENT FOR CARBON-CARBON
COMPOSITES

Francis S. Galasso, Manchester, and Richard D. Veltri, East
Hartford, both of Conn., assignors to United Technologies
Corporation, Hartford, Conn.

Filed Jun. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 391,615

Int. a.3 B32B 9/00
U.S. a. 428—368 5 Oaims

4,425,405

INK JET RECORDING SHEET
Mutsuaki Murakami, Kawasaki; Yasutaka Hiromori, Hirakata,

and Hiroshi Naito, Machida, all of Japan, assignors to Matsu-
shita Electric Industrial Company, Limited, Osaka, Japan

Filed Aug. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 294,152

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 20, 1980, 55-115236

Int. a.5 B32B 5/16. 27/10
U.S. a. 428—342 8 Oaims

1. A recording sheet for ink jet recording comprising a paper
support having a composition coated on at least one surface

thereof, said composition comprising an aqueous dispersion of
a binder resin selected from the group consisting of polyvinyl-

pyrrolidone, vinylpyrrolidone-vinyl acetate copolymer and
mixtures thereof, and a white filler used in a weight ratio to

said binder of 10:1 to 0.2.-1, said composition being applied in an

amount of 3 to 50 g/m^ on a dry basis.

"']4
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1. A carbon-carbon composite article having carbon fibers

surrounded by a carbon matrix characterized in that diffusion

of silicon within the fibers occurs at a different rate than does
the diffusion of silicon within the matrix, said article being

adapted to receive a subsequent uniform protective coating,

said article comprising:

carbon-carbon composite substrate having on its outer sur-

face, a 0.1 to 5 mil layer of CVD SiC

4,425,406

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING
LAMINATED GLASS

Horns P. Palma, Southfleld, Mich., assignor to Shatterproof

Glass Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Jun. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,314

Int a? B32B 17/00, 31/00
VJS. O. 428—12 4 Claims

1. For use in the manufacture of laminated glass including an

assembly composed of two sheets of glass and an interposed

layer of thermoplastic material, a flexible vacuum bag for

receiving the assembly for lamination, said bag comprising side

panels formed of fiber glass cloth, and a coating of silicon-rub-

ber sealant applied to the outer surface only of said panels.

4,425,408

PRODUCTION OF SINGLE CRYSTAL
SEMICONDUCTORS

Jules D. Urine, Dallas; Willian R. McKee, Piano, and Kent R.

Carson, McKinney, all of Tex., aasignora to Texas Instru-

ments Incorporate^!, Dallas, Tex.

Division of Ser. No. 290,917, Aug. 7, 1981. This application Not.

12, 1982, Ser. No. 440,988

Int. O.J C03B 29/60
U.S. O. 428—403 2 Claims

1. A particle of single crystal semiconductor material en-

compassed within a skin comprising a thermally stable com-
pound formed by the reaction of said material with a reactive

gas at an elevated temperature.
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4,425,409

METHOD OF PREPARING A MAGNETIC PIGMENT OF
y-FE203 PARTICLES AND RECORDING ELEMENT

HoMlrikas F. Hninuui, ud Harm J. Groen, both of Oosterhout,
Netherlands, assignors to U^. Philips Corporation, New
Yorli, N.Y.

FUed Feb. 4, 1980, Ser. No. 118,258

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Feb. 23, 1979,

7901437

Int. a.3 HOIF 70/02
UJS. a. 428—457 u Qaims

1. A method of processing y-Fe203 particles for use in a

magnetic recording element comprising the steps of:

preparing y-Fe203 particles in an aqueous dispersion;

separating the 7-Fe203 from the aqueous dispersion;

washing the separated 'y-Fe203 particles with water;

and

drying the washed y-Fe203;

characterized in that prior to separating the 7-Fe203 from
the aqueous dispersion, a water-soluble ammonium salt

which is derived from a weakly acidic organic acid is

added to the aqueous dispersion, said ammonium salt

being chosen so that it volatilizes, or decomposes and then

volatilizes during the drying step.

4,425,410

DRYING AGENT IN MULTI-LAYER POLYMERIC
STRUCTURE

Christopher J. Farrell, Arlington Heights; Boh C. Tsai, Rolling

Meadows, and James A. Wacbtel, Buffalo Grove, all of 111.,

assignors to American Can Company, Greenwich, Conn.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 101,703, Dec. 10, 1979. This

application Sep. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 418,199
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Oct. 4, 2000,

has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 B32B 9/00. 27/18
U.S. a. 428—516 29 Qaims

I
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1. In a multi-layer polymeric structure having an interior

layer of a moisture sensitive oxygen barrier polymer, the im-
provement which comprises the incorporation of a drying
agent entrapped in the moisture sensitive oxygen barrier layer.

I

4,425,411

MOLD WITH THERMALLY INSULATING,
PROTECTIVE COATING

Marcus Textor, Schaffhausen; Tibor Kugler, Thayngen, both of
Switzerland, and Jean-Pierre Gabatfauler, Vancouver, Can-
ada, assignors to Swiss Aluminium Ltd., Chippis, Switzerland

FUed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,415
Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 21, 1981,

3309/81

Int. a.3 B22D 13/10
as. a. 428-702 17 Qaims

1. A mold for casting metal wherein said mold has a work
face and a thermally insulating protective coating on said work
face, wherein said protective coating consists essentially of
sub-micron ceramin metal oxide particles having a particle size

of 5-50 nm.

4,425,412
LEAD/AOD BATTERY HAVING HORIZONTAL PLATES
John F. Dittmann; Elliott M. Morse, and Earl S. Carr, all of

Joplin, Mo., assignors to EaglC'Picher Industries, Inc., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio

Filed May 26, 1982, Ser. No. 382,246
Int Q.' HOIM 2/12. 6/46. 4/56

U.S. Q. 429—53 13 Claims

\
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1. A maintenance-free lead/acid cell of improved deep cycle
life, comprising

a container,

a stack of flat horizontal plates sealed in the container and
comprising at least one negative plate of spongy lead and
at least one positive plate of lead peroxide,

separator means between each pair of adjacent plates in the
cell,

the container containing unabsorbed, free sulfuric acid elec-

trolyte, the level of the unabsorbed electrolyte in the

container being sufficient to wet but not to cover at least

one face of the uppermost negative plate in the plate stock,

so that at least the top surface of said uppermost negative
plate is normally above the electrolyte level,

the container being sealed so that electrolyte cannot escape
from it and having a relief valve for venting excessive gas
pressure therein,

the height of the plate stock being no more than half its

major horizontol dimension.

4,425,413

THERMAL INSULATION
Botho Ziegenbein, Neckarsteinach, and Harald Reiss, Leimen,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Brown, Boveri A
Cie AG, Mannheim, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 326,435

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 6,

1980, 3046032

Int. a.5 HOIM 2/02
U.S. Q. 429—112 8 Qaims

1. Thermal insulation comprising at least one hermetically

sealed cavity bounded by walls and without rigid bracing

members between walls, filled with at least one insulating

material in powder form said cavity having at least one first

region in which the insulating material therein is more compact
to resist inward and outward bending and pressures of an
against the boundary walls, and having at least one second
region in which the insulating material is less compact than the

insulating material of the first region to impart low thermal
conductivity to the second region, said first and second regions
of the cavity are filled with very fine ceramic powder which is

doped with microfibers, with the ceramic powder filled into
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the first region having a density of 8^0.5 g/cm^ and the ce-

ramic powder in the second region having a density of 5^0.35
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g/cm^ and said first and second regions being arranged imme-
diately adjacent to each other.

4,425,414

BATTERY
Howard Solomon, 921 NW. 198 St., Miami, Fla. 33169

Filed Dec. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 432,275

Int. Q.J HOIM 2/02. 10/38. 10/50

U.S. Q. 429—179 2 Qaims

1. In combination, a battery and an adaptor means, said

combination comprising:

(a) said adaptor means including a first adaptor element and a

second adaptor element disposed in spaced apart relation to

one another and each interconnected to said battery in cur-

rent conducting relation thereto,

(b) said battery comprising a substontially closed housing in-

cluding at least a top, bottom, front and rear walls and a first

side wall and a second side wall;

(c) a plurality of positive terminals integrally formed on said

first adaptor element and further disposed in communicating

relation with said top wall and front wall,

(d) a first positive terminal disposed in communicating relation

with said top wall and being positioned adjacent said first

side wall and said rear wall, a second jxisitive terminal dis-

posed in communicating relation with said top wall and

being positioned adjacent said first side wall and said front

wall; and a third positive terminal being disposed in commu-
nicating relation with said front wall and being positioned

adjacent said top wall and said first side wall;

(e) a plurality of negative terminals integrally formed on said

second adaptor element and further disposed in communi-
cating relation with said top wall and said front wall,

(0 a first and a second negative terminal each positioned in

communicating relation with said top wall, said first nega-

tive terminal being disposed adjacent said second side wall

and said rear wall and said second negative terminal being

positioned adjacent said second side wall an said top wall; a

third negative terminal disposed in communicating relation

with said front wall and positioned adjacent said side wall

and said top wall,

(g) each of said plurality of positive and negative terminals

comprising a threaded recess of common size,

(h) at least two terminal posts each including a threaded base

dimensioned to fit within any of said threaded recesses; and

at least four terminal posts each including a threaded exte-

rior portion dimensioned to fit within any of said recesses,

(i) one of said terminal posts secured within one of said plural-

ity of positive terminals and the other of said terminal posts

secured within a correspondingly positioned one of said

negative terminals, and

(j) each of said terminal plugs being secured within one of the

remaining unoccupied terminals.

4,425,415

ETCHED BETA'-ALUMINA CERAMIC ELECTROLYTE
R^ N. Singh, Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 289,580, Aug. 3, 1981, Pat. No. 4,381,968.

This application Aug. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 409,399

Int. Q.' HOIM 6/18

U.S. Q. 429—193 8 Qaims

1. A cationically-conductive ceramic electrolyte body

wherein its entire surface is a chemically-etched surface, said

ceramic electrolyte body being of symmetric polarization, said

ceramic eletrolyte body consisting essentially of a composition

ranging from an alkali metal beta"-alumina phase to a mixture

of alkali metal beta"-a!umina phase and up to about 50% by

volume of alkali metal beta-alumina phase based on the total

volume of said electrolyte body, said alkali metal being se-

lected from the group consisting of sodium, potassium, lithium,

mixtures thereof and alloys thereof.

4,425,416

COLOR HLTER AND METHOD FOR
MANUFACTURING THE SAME

Kazufumi Ogawa, Hirakata, Japan, assignor to Matsushita

Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Apr. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 368,026

Qaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 20, 1981, 56-60404

Int. Q.3 G03F 5/00

U.S. Q. 430—7 • 18 Qaims
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1. A color filter having different discrete adjacent colored

areas formed on a substrate to form color patterns on the

substrate comprising a first pattern of a dyed resist formed on

said substrate with a surface layer only of said dyed resist

having been formed into a polymeric film by exposing to a

plasma gas, and a second and subsequent patterns of a number
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equal to the number of colors used of dyed resists serially

formed on said substrate and each having a surface layer only
formed into a polymeric film by exposing to a plasma gas.

I

4,425,417

METHOD FOR PREPARATION OF A COLOR PROOF
FROM A SET OF COLOR SEPARATION RLMS, MASKS

OR THE LIKE
Marjorie D. Ingalls, and Richard D. IngaJls, both of E. 1104

57th, Spokane, Wash. 99203
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 76,499, Sep. 17, 1979,

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 7,702, Jan. 30,
1979, abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

794^7, May 9, 1977, abandoned. This application Mar. 1, 1982,
Ser. No. 353,399

Int a.^ G03C 5/04
VS, a. 430-30 25 Qaims

I

4,425,418
LIQUID DEVELOPERS FOR ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHY
AND DEVELOPING METHOD USING THE SAME

Akio Iwaki; Toyoki Nishyima; Akio lyima, and Tatsuya
Sasazawa, all of Hino, Japan, assignors to Konlshiroku Photo
Industry Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 12, 1982, Ser. No. 377,585
Oaims priority, application Japan, May 19, 1981, 56-74107*

May 19, 1981, 56-74108

Int. CIJ G03G 9/12
U.S. a. 430-106 6 Oaims

1. A liquid developer for electrophotography which com-
prises (a) a coloring agent, (b) a charge control agent, (c) at
least one polymer selected from the group consisting of a
polyethylene, a polypropylene, an ethylene copolymer and a
propylene copolymer in an electro-insulating liquid and (d) a
hydrocarbon resin (hat is soluble in a hydrocarbon solvent and
contains a 1.3-pentadiene moiety.

D
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1. The method of preparation of a color proof from a set of
color separation films, masks, or the like comprising;

(a) preparing target color samples in the form of swatches
made from respective primary color and black pnnter's
inks and determining the color component makeup of
each in relation to the illuminant source;

(b) determining from the color component makeup of the
samples and from the color reference data base, the re-

spective color filters and respective exposure times appro-
priate to subsuntially reproduce each target color on the
photographic media when developed, said color reference
data base relating a given illuminant souce at a given
Kelvin temperature and a given spectral distribution with
various color filters and various color photosensitive
photographic media, and providing information as to
which filters and respective filter exposure times are ap-
propriate, when used with the illuminant source and given
photographic media, to substantially reproduce a given
target color on the developed photographic media;

(c) successively overlaying each color separation film, mask
or the like on the undeveloped photographic media and
exposing the photographic media to the illuminant source
through each color separation film, mask or the like and its

associated group of color filters for the determined respec-
tive exposure times to subsuntially reproduce each sepa-
ration film color image in the associated target color on
the photographic media when developed, and

(d) developing the exposed photographic media to provide
the color proof

4,425 419
PHOTOSENSITIVE COMPOSITION

Osamu Sasaya; .Masahiro Nishizawa; Hirosbi Yokomizo; Kiyo-
shi Miura, and Yoshifumi Tomita, all of Mobara, Japan,
assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 184,960, Sep. 8, 1980, abandoned. This
application Dec. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 333,757

Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 14, 1979, 54-117249
Int. Q\? G03C 1/52

U.S. a. 430-179 4aaims
1. A dry photosensitive layer comprising a photosensitive

composition containing an aromatic diazonium salt as a major
constituent, characterized in that an amphoteric surfactant is

added to said photosensitive composition in an amount of at
least 0.01 percent by weight based on the weight of said aro-
matic diazonium salt and in an amount sufficient to increase the
sensitivity and reduce fogging of said composition, wherein
said amphoteric surfactant is selected from a group consisting
of lauryl betaine, stearyl betaine and alkyl betaine.

4,425,420

PRODUCTION OF A PLANOGRAPHIC PRINTING
PLATE THROUGH THE SILVER COMPLEX DIFFUSION

TRANSFER PROCESS
Antoine A. De Jaeger, Wilrijk; Gina C. De Umper, Hoboken;

Albert L. Poot, Kontich, and Albert P. Wagemans, Edegem,
all of Belgium, assignors to Agfa-Gevaert N.V., Mortsel,
Belgium

Filed Feb. 23, 1982, Ser, No. 351,535
Gaims priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 25, 1981.

8105930

Int. a.^ G03C 5/54
U.S. a. 430-204 8 Claims

1 In a process for producing a planographic printing plate
by the silver complex diffusion transfer reversal process com-
prising the steps of:

(1) providing a light-sensitive silver halide material contain-
ing a silver halide emulsion layer with a silver halide
coverage equivalent to at least 1 g of silver nitrate per
sq.m;

(2) image-wise photo-exposing said silver halide emulsion
layer;

(3) developing the resultant latent image in the presence of a
silver halide complexing agent and contacting the exposed
silver halide emulsion material with an anodized alumin-
ium plate to thereby transfer image-wise complexed silver

halide onto said plate surface and form thereon a silver

image, and

(4) separating the silver halide material from the aluminium
plate; the improvement wherein the thickness of the anod-
ized surface layer is in the range of 0.50 to 2.00 ^m. the
anodized plate before coming into contact with said emul-
sion layer is hydration-sealed at a temperature of at least
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60* C. but not higher than 85* C, to a degree reducing to
less than one half the amount of dye adsorbed thereby in

the dye immersion test described in the specification com-
pared to an unsealed anodized plate, and the development
of the light-sensitive material is carried out with a devel-
oping composition having a pH of at least 12 and contain-
ing:

dissolved sulphite expressed equivalent to sodium sulphite in

the range of 80-160 g/liter,

dissolved thiosulphate expressed equivalent to sodium thio-

sulphate in the range of 2-20 g/liter, and
a mixture of hydroquinone and at least one secondary devel-

oping agent of the class of l-phenyl-3-pyrazolidinones and
p-N-methylaminophenol, the amount of hydroquinone
being not smaller than 0.078 mole per liter, the amount of
all such secondary developing agents being not smaller
than 0.0080 mole per liter and the molar ratio of hydroqui-
none to such secondary developing agents being not
smaller than 9.7.

fusing into a homogeneous mass with melted support layer
material, and

(8) heat-sealing said protective sheet to said support layer in

the areas of the support free of said image layer to form in

said areas a homogeneous mass, whereby said image layer
is sealed between said support layer and said protective
sheet and peeling apart of said support layer and protec-
tive sheet material is prevented.

4,425,421

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF A LAMINAR
ARTICLE AND SUCH ARTICLE CONTAINING
INFORMATION IN A HYDROPHIUC COLLOID

STRATUM
Antonius A. Rntges, Boechout; LudoTiciu M. Mertens, Halle,
and ManriU W. Van Graadorff, Bcrchem, all of Beigiiun,

aiaignora to AGFA-GEVAERT N.V^ MortMl, Belgium
Filed Sep. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 421,419

Claims priority, applkation United Kingdom, Oct 9, 1981,
8130557

Int. Q\? G03C 5/54, 1/40, 1/48
U.S. a. 430—238 14 Claims

4,425,422

FORMATION OF COLOR PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGE
WTTH AZO DYE CONTAINING ALKOXY OR
THIOALKOXY METAL CHELATING GROUP

Tawara Komamura; Jiro Takahathi, both of Hachioji, and Ryoi-
chiro Kobayashi, Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Kooi-
shiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd., Japan

Filed May 6, 1982, Ser. No. 375,547
Claims priority, application Japan, May 11, 1981, 56-71165

Int. a.3 G03C 1/40. I/W. 5/54. 7/00
U.S. a. 430-242 6 claims

1. A method for the formation of a color photographic
image comprising exposure and development of a photo-
graphic element, said photographic element comprising at least
one silver halide emulsion layer, a compound capable of releas-
ing a diffusible azo dye compound during development, and at
least one mordant layer arranged on a support, said color
image formation being effected by the reaction of said azo dye
compound with multivalent metallic ions, said azo compound
having the formula:

,G' g2

a yy
d)

1. Process for the production of a sealed laminate comprising
a support layer of a heat-meltable material, an image layer
containing a photographic image present in a hydrophilic
colloid binder and a protective sheet, characterized by the
steps comprising:

(1) disposing adherently on a polymeric meltable support
layer an image layer for receiving an image and containing
development nuclei acting as a catalyst for development
of silver complexes to silver or a mordant suited for the

mordanting of dyes applied in a dye diffusion transfer

imaging process, said image layer containing also a photo-
sensitive iron(III) compound capable of forming iron(II)

ions on exposure to actinic radiation, and a hydrophilic
colloid that undergoes a reduction in water-solubility on
oxidization of said iron(II) ions with hydrogen peroxide,

(2) pattern-wise photo-exposing said hydrophilic colloid

binder layer,

(3) treating the exposed hydrophilic colloid binder layer

with an aqueous peroxide solution to reduce thereby the

water-solubility of said binder in the exposed areas,

(5) removing the unexposed, unhardened and still water-sol-

uble areas of said hydrophilic colloid binder layer by
wash-off to leave on the support image layer regions

corresponding with the exposed areas,

(6) forming a silver or dye diffusion transfer image in the

remaining image layer regions either immediately after

step (2) or immediately after step (S),

(7) providing a protective sheet formed of a heat-meluble
polymeric nuterial which in the melted state is capable of

N^N
wherein G' is an alkoxy or a thioalkoxy metallic chelating
group; G^ is a metallic chelating group in which the radical

involving the chelate is oxygen; Z' is a group of atoms neces-
sary to form an aromatic carbocyclic ring; and Z^ is a group of
atoms necessary to form an aromatic carbocyclic ring or a
heterocyclic ring, said reaction of said azo dye compound with
said metallic ions forming a metal complex by coordination of
the azo group and the G' and G^ groups of said azo dye com-
pound with said multivalent metallic ions.

4,425,423

AUGER MICROLTTHOGRAPHY WTTH REGARD TO
AUGER WINDOW

Chia-Gcc Wang, P.O. Box 211, Millwood, N.Y. 10546
Continuation-hi-part of Ser. No. 171,573, Jul. 23, 1960, Pat No.

4,350,755. ThU application Sep. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 419,405
The portion of the term of this patent nbceqaeat to Sep. 21,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 G03C 5/04. 1/00. 1/02. 5/24
U.S. a. 430—264 16 Claims

1. A method of producing a high resolution latent image
pattern, comprising:

preparing a photosensitive layer of a carrier having dis-

persed therein (a) sensitizing atomic elements capable of
absorbing X-rays of a substantially monochromatic wave-
length with release of Auger electrons from an inner shell

ionization thereof, and (b) a matenal activatable by said

Auger electrons to undergo a physicochemical change,
and exposing a selected portion of said layer to from said

pattern to X-rays of said subsuntially monochromatic
wavelength to thereby induce said physicochemical
change in said material in said pattern.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein sufficient of the X-rays
exposing said selected portion have an energy within the range
of the Auger window of said sensitizing atomic element to

produce the desired latent image.
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3. The method of claim 2 wherein said X-rays exposmg said

select portion have an energy exceeding x electron volts (eV)

of an inner edge of said sensitizing atomic element, x being

determined by the wavelength X(A°) of said X-rays according

to the formula x = 248A2.

./

form compared to the difference density produced by the
same composition lacking said photooxidant.

Sensitizing Atomic
Carrier Element MatenaJ

Gelatin CI, Br, I Silver Halide Crystal

Gelatin Ag Silver Halide Crystal
Dichlor- CI Dichloracrylates
acrylates

None CI. Br, I Lead Halide
None Pb Lead Halide
Gelatin Cr Dichromate Coating

4,425,424 I

DYE-FORMING COMPOSITIONS
Henry W. Altiand; Raymond W. Ryan, Jr^ Phillip P. Senise,

Jr., and Michael J. Lindstrom, all of Rochester, N.Y., assign-
ors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.
Coatinnation-in-part of Ser. No. 366^86, Apr. 8, 1982,

iMndoncd. This application Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,488
Int a.J G03C 1/52. 1/68

US. a. 430-270 18 Claims
1. In an activating radiation-sensitive imaging composition

comprising (1) a leuco form of a dye having one or more
removable hydrogen atoms the removal of which forms a
compound colored differently from the leuco form and (2) a
photooxidant capable of converting said leuco dye to said
differently colored form when said composition is exposed to
activating radiation,

the improvement wherein said photooxidant has the struc-

tural formula

/ \
2^ |N—O— SO2R'

wherein
|

R' is a carbocyclic or heterocyclic ring containing from 5 to
10 ring atoms, and

Z represents the non-metallic atoms necessary to complete 1

or more rings containing from 5 to 17 ring atoms,
said photooxidant being present in an amount effective to

provide an improved difference density of said colored

4,425,425

RADIOGRAPHIC ELEMENTS EXHIBITING REDUCED
CROSSOVER

Thomas I. Abbott, Rochester, and Cynthia Jones, Bergen, both
of N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester.
N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 320,907, Nov. 12, 1981,
abandoned. This application Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 430,222

Int. a.3 G03C 1/76
US. a. 430-502 20 Gaims

I

4. The method of claim 3 wherein the Auger window in-

cludes X-rays up to the energy whereat the Compton photons
at a scattering angle of 80" or more have an energy not exceed-

ing that of the said inner edge.

9. The method of claim 4 wherein said carrier, sensitizing

atomic element and material are selected from the group con-
sisting of the following combinations:

iL^^r
X

-lOt

~II0

1. In. a radiographic element comprised of
first and second imaging means,
at least said first imaging means including a silver halide

emulsion comprised of a dispersing medium and radiation-
sensitive silver halide grains, and

a support interposed between said imaging means capable of
transmitting radiation to which said second imaging
means is responsive

the improvement comprising said first imaging means con-
taining

Ubular silver halide grains having a thickness of less than
0.3 micron, a diameter of at least 0.6 micron, and an
average aspect ratio of greater than 8:1 accounting for

at least 50 percent of the total projected area of said

silver halide grains present in said silver halide emulsion
and

spectral sensitizing dye adsorbed to the surface of said

ubular silver halide grains in an amount sufficient to

substantially optimally sensitize said ubular grains.

4,425,426

RADIOGRAPHIC ELEMENTS EXHIBITING REDUCED
CROSSOVER

Thomas I. Abbott, Rochester, and Cynthia G. Jones, Bergen,
both of N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Roches-
ter, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,910 '

Int a.3 G03C 1/76
US. a. 430—502 15 Claims

1. In a radiographic element comprised of
first and second imaging means,

at least said first imaging means including a silver halide

emulsion comprised of a dispersing medium and radiation-

sensitive silver halide grains, and
a support interposed between said imaging means capable of

transmitting radiation to which said second imaging
means is responsive

the improvement comprising said first imaging means con-
taining

tabular silver halide grains having a thickness of less than

0.2 micron and an average aspect ratio of from 5:1 to 8:

1

accounting for at least 50 percent of the total projected
area of said silver halide grains present in said silver

halide emulsion and
spectral sensitizing dye adsorbed to the surface of said

ubular silver halide grains in an amount sufficient to

substantially optimally sensitize said tabular grains.
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4,425,427

SIMULTANEOUS, KINETIC, SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC
ANALYSIS OF BLOOD SERUM FOR MULTIPLE

COMPONENTS
Thomas K. J. Luderer, BR Dieren, Netherlands, assignor to

Vitafln N.V., Curacao, Netherlands AntUles

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 130,078, Mar. 13, 1980,
abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 12,859, Feb. 16,

1979, abandoned. This application Oct. 20, 1980, Ser. No.
198,796

Int. a.J GOIN 33/52, 33/62. 33/66. 33/68
U.S. a. 435—10 21 Qaims

1. A method for carrying out the subsuntially simultaneous

spectrophotometric analysis of blood serum samples for multi-

ple components, conuined within a single reaction medium,
comprising the steps of:

(a) adding a first reagent mixture to initiate a colorimetric

reaction with at least one of said components to be ana-

lyzed, to produce a first reaction mixture;

(b) incubating said first reaction mixture for a preselected

length of time;

(c) adding a second reagent to initiate at least one additional

colorimetric reaction with at least a second sample com-
ponent to produce a second reaction mixture;

(d) incubating said second reaction mixture for a preselected

length of time; and

(e) substantially simulUneously spectrophotometrically ana-

lyzing said second reaction mixture at a plurality of wave
lengths to at least determine the presence of said compo-
nents in said serum sample;

said spectrophotometric analysis of step (e) being a kinetic

analysis of at least one of said colorimetric reactions, and
comprising the kinetic analysis of a plurality of said colorimet-

ric reactions, the incubation times of steps (b) and (d) being

selected so that subsuntial kinetic linerarity will be exhibited

by said colorimetric reactions during the performance of step

(e), and said components comprising at least cholesterol and
triglyceride, and said fist colorimetric reaction being a choles-

terol specific colorimetric reaction.

4,425,428

NOVEL PEPTIDE AND PEPTOLIDE SUBSTRATES FOR
MAMMALIAN COLLAGENASE

Harold I. Weingarten, University City, Mo., assignor to Mon-
santo Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Division of Ser. No. 366,520, Apr. 8, 1982. This application Apr.

18, 1983, Ser. No. 485,762

Int. a.J C12Q 1/38 1/36; C07C 103/52
U.S. a. 435-23 3 Qaims

1. A method for the determination of collagenase in a biolog-

ical sample comprising reacting an aqueous solution of said

sample with a peptide or peptolide substrate selected from the

group consisting of

Rl-Pro-Leu-Gly-lle-Leu-Gly-Leu-R:.

Rl-Gly-Pro-Leu-GlyIle-Leu-Gly-Ala-R2.

Ri-Pro-Leu-Gly(0-lle)-Leu-R2,

Rl-Pro-Leu-Gly(0-Leu)-R2, and

Rl-Pro-Leu-Gly(0-Leu)-Ala-R2,

wherein

Rl is H or N-protecting group, and

R2 is terminal amide, carboxyl or ester group, under condi-

tions suiuble for the enzymatic cleavage of the substrate

to form a product, and measuring the amount of product

formed or unreacted substrate.

4,425,429

COMPOSITION OF MATTER AND PROCESS
John C. Knight, and Merle G. Wovcha, both of Kalamazoo,

Mich., assignors to The Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.
FUed Jul. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 286,308
Int. a.' C12P 33/16. 33/06: C12R 1/33

U.S. a. 435—55 5 Qaims
1. A fermcnution process for prepanng a compound of the

formula

^ CHj, ,CHO

which comprises cultivating Mycobactenum fortuitum NRRL
B- 12433 in an aqueous nutrient medium under aerobic condi-
tions in the presence of a steroid with a C-17 side chain and
recovering the desired product.

4,425,430

PROCESS FOR PRODUCTION OF ANTIBIOTICS AND
NOVEL ANTIBIOTICS PRODUCED THEREBY

Akio Iwasaki, Kawasaki; Takeo Deushi, Higashimurayama;
Isamu Watanabe, Higashimurayama, and Toshihito Mori,
Higashimurayama, all of Japan, assignors to Kowa Company,
Ltd., Aichi, Japan

Filed Jul. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 281,898
Qaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 15, 1980, 55-95602;

Dec. 27, 1980, 55-185087

Int. Q.' C12P 19/48; C12R l/OI; AOIN 63/02
U.S. Q. 435—80 4 Qaims

1. A process for producing an antibiotic, which comprises

cultivating an antibiotic KA-6606-producmg strain of Sac-

charopolyspora hirsuta KC-6606 in a nutrient culture medium,
isolating an antibiotic KA-6606-containing substance from the

culture broth, and recovering from the antibiotic KA-6606-
containing substance a substantially pure material containing

an antibiotic selected from the group consisting of antibiotic

KA-6606 Vll. KA-6606 VIII, KA-6606 IX. KA-6606 X, KA-
6606 XI, KA-6606 XII. KA-6606 XIII. KA-6606 XIV. KA-
6606 XV. KA-6606 XVI. and KA-6606 XVII or a mixture

thereof, wherein the formulae of the antibiotics are as follows:

KA-660() Vll.

(x:h3

NH2 NHCHj

CH KA-6606 VIII,

H CM}
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NH2

HO
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-continued

OH N^ •

""*

OCH3

K.A-6606 IX,

ICA-6606X,
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lCA-«606 XVI,

KA-^606 XVII.

4,425,431

PRODUCTION OF AN ALLOSE-CONTAINING
POLYSACXMARIDE

-^ Hisao Takemoto, and Tatsao IgarasU, both of Shin-Nanyo,
Japan, anignora to Toyo Soda Manofactiiriog Co., Ltd^ To-
kyo, Japan

KA-6606 XI. Diiision of Ser. No. 30,444, Apr. 16, 1979, Pat No. 4,321,979.

This appUcation Mar. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 243,821
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 28, 1978, 53-45918;

May 12, 1978, 53-149715

Int CLJ CUP 19/04: C12R 1/3%
U.S. a. 435—101 7 Claims

1. The process for producing an allose containing polysac-

charide which comprises aerobically cultivating a strain of
Pseudomonas vixogena (ATCC 310504) in a nutrient medium

KA-6606 XII
^°"^'"'"8 » carbon source selected from the group consisting

of methanol, ethanol, isopriopanol, ethylene glycol, propylene

glycol, glycerin, and glucose to obtain the polysaccharide as an

extracellular product and recovering said product.

NH2 NHCH3

CH3
I

CH—NH2 NH2

KA-6606 XIII,

NH2

CH2NH2 NH2

^°
\_/-o-V /oc„;

NH2 NHCH3

4,425,432

PROPAGATION OF MICROBIAL CELLS ON SINGLE
CARBON PRODUCTS

Joseph G. Zeikns, and Lee H. Lynd, both of Madison, Wis.,

assignors to Wisconsin Alnmini Research Fowidatioa, Madi-
son, Wis.

FUed J«L 23, 1981, Ser. No. 286,246

Int a.' C12P 7/54. 7/52; C12N 1/20: C12R 1/01

\}S. a. 435—140 13 Claims

1. A process of producing microbial cells usable as a protein

source which comprises cultivating the bacterium Butyribacte-

hum meihylotrophicum ATCC No. 33266 anaerobically in a

KA-6606 XIV, medium containing essential minerals and growth factors and a

single carbon product selected from carbon monoxide, carbon

dioxide and methanol as the main source of assimilable carbon,

and separating, then collecting the thus propagated microbial

cells of said bacterium.

KA-6606 XV,
4,425,433

ALCOHOL MANUFACTURING PROCESS
Alan M. Neres, 1596 24tb St, Offde% Utak 84401

Cofltinnatioa-in-part of Ser. No. n,196, Oct 23, 1979,

abandoned. This appUcatioa Oct 20, 1980, Ser. No. 195,326

lat aj C12F 7/08

VS. a. 435—163 29 CiaiaM

1. A process for the production of alcohol from cellulosic

material, the process consisting essentially of:
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obtaining a feedstock, at least a portion of which is a cellu-

losic material;

pressurizing the feedstock with steam to a first pressure

within the range of about 2SO psi to about 1500 psi at a

temperature within the range of about 400* P. to about
600* F. for a period of between about three and about

thirty minutes;

disrupting the internal structure of at least a portion of the

cellulosic material by subjecting said cellulosic material to

a substantially reduced second pressure, the disrupted

cellulosic material being readily hydrolyzable into fer-

mentable sugars;

hydrolyzing the disrupted cellulosic material with a first

dilute acid solution to produce fermentable sugars;

fermenting the fermentable sugars to produce alcohol; and

concentrating the alcohol by passing the alcohol through a

distillation column.

4,425,435

CHOLESTEROL OXIDASE AND PROCESS FOR
PRODUQNG SAME

Susumu Matsui, Ootsu; Kazuo Nakajima, and Tsntomo Tanign-

chi, both of Kyoto, all of Japan, assignors to Takara Shuzo
Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan

Filed Dec. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 333,677

Oaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 26, 1980, 55-188919

Int. a.' C12N 9/04: C12Q 1/60: C12R J/645
U.S. a. 435—190 13 Claims

13. A cholesterol oxidase produced by a strain of the class

Basidiomycetes which is characterized by activity to oxidize

cholesterol in the presence of oxygen to form cholest-5-en-

3-one and hydrogen peroxide, said strain belonging to a genus
selected from the group consisting of Lentinus, Oudemansiella,
Flammulina, Lepiota, Coprinus, Psilocybe, Gloeocystidium,
Phellinus, Auricularia, and Poria.

4,425,434

IMMOBILIZATION OF BIOLOGICALLY ACTIVE
SUBSTANCES

Alan RoscTear, London, England, assignor to United Kingdom
Atomic Energy Authority, London, England

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 15,405, Feb. 26, 1979, Pat. No.

4,323,650, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 773,157, May 1,

1977, abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 587,201,

Jun. 16, 1975, abandoned. This application Aug. 11, 1981, Ser.

No. 291,958

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jun. 25, 1974,

28212/74

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Apr. 6, 1999,

has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 C12N 11/14, 11/06. 11/04

U.S. a. 435—176 11 Qaims
1. A method for the preparation of discrete particles contain-

ing a biologically active substance, comprising discrete parti-

cles of porous suppori material having a biologically active

substance immobilised in the pores thereof, which method
comprises selecting discrete pariicles of a porous support mate-

rial having a pore size and structure that permits entry of a

solution containing biologically active substance, said particles

also being selected to have a particle size suitable for use in a

column or fluidised bed reactor, introducing a solution con-

taining biologically active substance into the pores of said

pariicles of porous support material substantially to fill the

pore volume of said pariicles of porous support material, treat-

ing the solution introduced into the pores with a precipitating

agent and a cross-linking agent, said treatment with a precipi-

tating agent precipitating said biologically active substance so

as to retain said biologically active substance in the pores of the

pariicles of porous support material and thereby hold the

biologically active substance available for cross-linking by said

cross-linking agent, said precipitating agent being selected

from the group consisting of tannic acid in ethanol, tannic acid

in acetone, tannic acid in water/isopropanol, a synthetic poly-

phenol in acetone, a synthetic polyphenol in water/acetone,

tannic acid in water/acetone and acetone, and said treatment

with a cross-linking agent cross-linking the biologically active

substance precipitated in the pores of the porous support mate-

rial so as to immobilise biologically active substance in the

pores of the particles of porous support material, said introduc-

tion of solution containing biologically active substance and

said precipitating and cross-linking being conducted so as to

provide a major proportion of the immobilised biologically

active substance in the pores of, rather than on the external

surface of, the particles of porous support material.

4,425,436

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF AMINE
OXIDASE

Kunio Matsumoto, Mishima, and Masaki Takada, Shizuoka,
both of Japan, assignors to Toyo Jozo Kabushiki Kaisha,

Shizuoka, Japan

Filed Feb. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 351,486

Qaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 23, 1981, 56-24231

Int. a.' C12P 7/00: C12N 9/02. 9/88. 1/14

U.S. a. 435—191 I Oalm
1. A process for the production of amine oxidase, which

comprises culturing an amine-oxidase-producing microorgan-
ism selected from the group consisting of Talaromyces flams
v&T.Jlavus M 4175 FERM-P No. 5866. Eupeniallim parvum M
5051 FERM-P No. 5870, Perromyces alliaceus M 4648 FERM-
P No. 5867. Neosaytorya fixheri M 4690 FERM-P No 5868

and Eurotium chevalieri M 4805 FERM-P No. 5869. and isolat-

ing the thus-prepared amine oxidase from the cultured me-
dium.

4,425,437

MICROBIAL POLYPEPTIDE EXPRESSION VEHICLE
Arthur D. Riggs, La Verne, Calif., assignor to Genentech, Inc.,

South San Francisco, Calif.

DivUion of Ser. No. 90,980, Nov. 5; 1979, Pat. No. 4,366,246,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 849,591, Nov. 8, 1977.

This application Jul. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 403,674

Int CI.' C12N 1/00. 15/00

U.S. a. 435—317 7 Gaims

GENETIC COOC

f tv> C« OH'B" (xwa

OHi '.,.*•,•«,

c
pBRV? Mla,M..4 UHt

ti 0«> ( 'Ogm,.*,

•«»'W S««i««,««)w

1. A recombinant microbial cloning vehicle comprising a

regulon. a structural gene ccxling for the amino acid sequence

of a desired heterologous polypeptide and one or more termi-

nation codon(s) wherein a DNA sequence coding for addi-

tional protein is interposed between said regulon and termina-

tion codon(s) without altering the reading frame of said struc-

tural gene such that a precursor protein comprising both the

1038 OG — 1.1
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amino acid sequence of the desired heterologous polypeptide

and that of additional protein results from expression, the

additional protein comprising a selective cleavage site adjacent

the amino acid sequence of the desired heterologous polypep-

tide.

4,425,438

ASSAY METHOD AND DEVICE
DsTid S. Bannui, P.O. Box 1151, Norman, Okla. 73070, and
Paul A. Barstad, 1129 Robinhood La., Norman, Okla. 73701

FUed Mar. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 243,547

Int. a.' GOIN 33/58. 23/06: B65D 71/00

U.S. a. 436—527 40 Qaims

4 425 439
UPFLOW DRYING OF REGENERATED ETHYLENE

OXIDE CATALYSTS
Paul J. Busse, Omaha, Nebr., assignor to InterNorth, Inc.,

Omaha, Nebr.

FUed Jun. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,537
Int. a.' BOIJ 23/96; C07D 301/10

U.S. a. 502-25 16 Claims
1. A method for regenerating a supported silver catalyst

which has been used for the direct oxidation of ethylene to
ethylene oxide which comprises applying to the catalyst an
effective amount of a regenerant by treating the catalyst with
a solution of the regenerant in an inert liquid and then drying
the catalyst by passing an inert gas upwardly through the
catalyst at a temperature below the boiling point of the inert
liquid.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the regenerant is selected
from the group consisting of alkali metal salts.

5. The method of claim 1 wherein the drying is carried out
at ambient temperature.

4,425,440

FLAME RETARDANT THERMALLY INSULATING
MATERIAL

Roel Bloembergen, and Jan A. Verhave, both of Amsterdam,
Netherlands, assignors to Shell Oil Company, Houston, Tex.

Filed Sep. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 414,547
Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Sep. 11, 1981,

8127530

Int. a.3 C08J 9/22
U.S. a. 521-54 10 Claims

1. A thermally insulating material, suitable for injection into
cavities, which comprises cellular polymer particles, fly ash, a
synthetic polymer latex binder, a foaming agent, a foam stabi-

lizer, a thickening agent and a coalescing agent.

1. A device for use in assaying a test substance comprising:
a first fluid conducting means having a first opening for

receiving fluid therethrough;

a predetermined quantity of primary absorbent substance
capable of binding said test substance and interacting with
said test subsUnce and an analytical reagent such that a

quantity of said analytical reagent proportional to the

quantity of said test substance will not be bound by said

primary absorbent substance when a predetermined quan-
tity of said analytical reagent and said test substance are

contacted with said primary absorbent substance;

a first support means disposed in said first fiuid conducting
means and to which said primary absorbent substance is

attached for retaining said primary absorbent substance
disposed for contacting fluid passing through said first

fluid conducting means;

second fluid conducting means connected for receiving fluid

from said first fluid conducting means;
an analytical absorbent substance for absorbing said analyti-

cal reagent;

a second support means disposed in said second fluid con-
ducting means and to which said analytical reagent is

attached for supporting a predetermined quantity of said

analytical absorbent substance in each of a series of zones
within said second fluid conducting means such that as
said analytical reagent passes through said second fluid

conducting means it is sequentially absorbed within said

zones; and

means for detecting the last zone in said second fluid con-
ducting means in which analytical reagent is absorbed.

10. A method for conducting an assay of a test substance
comprising:

passing a test substance and an analytical reagent through
the primary absorbent substance and then the analytical

absorbent substance of the device of claim 1; and
detecting the last zone in said second fluid conducting means

in which analytical reagent is absorbed.

4,425,441

CLOSED CELL POLYIMIDE FOAMS AND METHODS
OF MAKING SAME

John Gagliani, 6280 Lance PI., San Diego, Calif. 92120, and
John V. Long, 1756 Uxington PI., El C^jon, Calif. 92021

Division of Ser. No. 423,802, Sep. 27, 1982. This application Feb.

10, 1983, Ser. No. 465,514

Int. a.3 BOIJ 13/02: B29D 9/00
U.S. a. 521—56 6 Claims

1. A process for producing high temperature and flame
resistant closed cell foam structure formed by the following
process steps:

reacting an oxoimine having the general formula

r 1
CH2—(CH2)x—NHCO,

where "x" is a positive integer from 2 to 4, with an aro-

matic tetracarboxylic acid dianhydride in a mole ratio

thereof between about 0.05:1 and 1.5:1 to produce an
N-substituted imide;

esterfying said N-substituted imide by mixing therewith a
reactive solvent;

adding thereto at least one diamine;

drying the resulting liquid composition;

reducing the dried material to an average particle diameter
of from about 0.5 to 10 mm.;

placing a suitable quantity of said particles into a honeycomb
structure; and

heating said particles to a temperature in the range of about
90° to 150* C;

whereby said particles expand producing a closed cell foam
of substantial uniform density throughout the honeycomb
structure forming a high strength structure with cell foam
bonded to the honeycomb results.
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4 425 442
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING OPEN CELL FOAM AND

FOAMABLE COMPOUND
Akira Sato, Tsuchiura, and Tatsuo Waki, Tokyo, both of Japan,

assignors to Lonseal Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
DiTuion of Ser. No. 211,443, Nov. 28, 1980, Pat. No. 4,381,962.

This application Nov. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 441,675

Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 25, 1979, 54-169998

Int. Q.3 C08J 9/10
U.S. Q. 521—93 5 Qaims

1. A foamable composition for making an open-celled foam
compound comprising:

(a) polyvinyl chloride resin produced by suspension poly-

merization;

(b) at least one organic stabilizer containing at least one

Group 1 metal and at least one organic stabilizer contain-

ing at least one Group 11 metal;

(c) at least one anionic surface active agent; and

(d) a heat decomposable blowing agent.

4 425 443

COMPOSITION COMPRISING A VINYLIDENE
FLUORIDE POLYMER AND A BLOWING AGENT

Pierre Georlette, Hamme-Mille, and Jean Leva, Limelette, both

of Belgium, assignors to Solvay A Cie (Societe Anonyme),
Brussels, Belgium

Filed Feb. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 351,621

Claims priority, application France, Feb. 24, 1981, 81 03899

Int. Q.5 C08J 9/08

U.S. Q. 521—93 9 Qaims
1. Composition comprising a vinylidene fluoride polymer

and a blowing agent, wherein the blowing agent comprises a

hydroxycarboxylic acid or an alkali metal salt derived from

one of these acids, having a thermal decomposition tempera-

ture below the thermal degradation temperature of the poly-

mer.

4,425,444

POLYOLS FOR URETHANE-MODIHED
ISOCYANURATE FOAMS

Kenneth B. White, Chicago, III., assignor to Akzona Incorpo-

rated, Asheville, N.C.

Filed Mar. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 476,184

Int. a.J C08G 18/14

U.S. Q. 521—105 12 Qaims
1. A method for the manufacture of urethane-modified

polyisocyanurate foams, comprising blending an isocyanate

with a "B" side, said "B" side comprising a polyol blend, a

surfactant, a blowing agent, and a catalyst, said polyol blend

comprising:

(a) at least 5% (wt.) of a mixture of a polyalkoxylated amine

and a polyalkoxylated quaternary ammonium borate ester,

the weight ratio of said polyalkoxylated amine to said

polyalkoxylated quaternary ammonium borate ester being

between 1:0.15 and 1:12.0;

(b) at least 40% (wt.) of a resin polyol, said resin polyol

comprising at least 70% (wt.) of a combination of poly-

mers and monomers having the general formula:

4,425,445

METHOD FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF
POLYISOCYANURATE FOAMS

Kenneth B. White, Chicago, III., assignor to Akxona, Inc., Ashe-
ville, N.C.

Filed Mar. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 476,183

Int. Q.' C08G 18/14
U.S. Q. 521—105 7 Claims

1. A method for the manufacture of polyisocyanurate foams,

comprising blending a "B" side with an "A" side, said "A" side

comprising an isocyanate and said "B" side comprising a diol,

an amine/quatemary ammonium borate ester blend, a surfac-

tant, a blowing agent, and a metal catalyst, the weight of said

metal caulyst not to exceed 1.0% of the total weight of said

"B" side, and wherein said foams have a friability not exceed-
ing 30%.

4,425,446

^ UREA-MODIHED ISOCYANURATE FOAM,
COMPOSITION AND METHOD

Nelson Malwitz, Brookfleld, and Ronald J. Wierzbicki, New
Milford, both of Conn., assignors to Scaled Air Corporation,

Fairlawn, N.J.

Filed Jun. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 391,008

Int. Q.3 C08G 18/14
U.S. Q. 521—108 64 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of a rigid, closed cell, urea-

modified isocyanurate foam, said process comprising reacting

foam-forming reactants comprising multi-functional isocya-

nate and water in the presence of a catalytically effective

amount of a first catalyst comprising an ether-containing ter-

tiary amine which catalyzes the reaction between water and
the multi-functional isocyanate and in the presence of a catalyt-

ically effective amount of a second catalyst which catalyzes

the formation of isocyanurate bonds, wherein said first catalyst

and said second catalyst are present in relationship to the

multi-functional isocyanate and water in amounts so as to

produce a rigid, closed cell foam which sets upon or after

substantially complete rising thereof, which has a density of

from about 0.6 to about 1.5 pound per cubic foot and which
can support its own weight during foammg.

4,425,447

FLAME RETARDANT POLYMER COMPOSITION
David O. Williams, Hoffman EsUtes, III., assignor to Saytech,

Inc., SayreviUe, N.J.

Filed Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,283

Int. Q.^ C08J 9/00: B32B 5/20: C08G 18/14

U.S. Q. 521—132 2 Qains
1. A flame retardant, self-extinguishing polyurethane foam

comprising:

(a) an organic polyol,

(b) sufficient organic polyisocyanate to combme with said

polyol to produce polyurethane foam,

(c) a foam-forming catalyst,

(d) a blowing agent and

(e) a suflicient amount of tribromocumene to impart flame

retardant properties to the polyurethane.

o^—CHrCH)^

I

R||

0-^CH2-CH—0),-|-H HO"fCH—CHz-Oi^C

Rii O

q-fCH—CHj-O^C—1^^

Rii

wherein n is between and 50, R| i is either H— or CH3—

,

and p and q are each integers between 1 and 10; and

(c) the remainder of said polyol blend being a polyether or

polyester polyol.

4,425,448

POLYTETRAFLUOROETHYLENE RESIN WITH
DEGRADATION RETARDER

Thomas P. Concannon, Newtown Square, and Mitzic K. Ruaa-

mel, Sccane, both of Pa., aasigaors to E. I. Du Post dc Ne-
mours it Co., Wilmington, Del.

FUed May 20, 1982, Ser. No. 380,353

Int. Q.J C08K 3/34. 3/10: COSL 27/18

U.S. Q. 523—218 11 Qains
1. A composition consisting essentially of polytetrafluoro-

ethylene resin and zeolite, said composition having a melt

viscosity at 380* C. of at least 10^ poises.
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4425 449
DECORATIVE SYNTACTIC FOAM PRODUCTS

William C. Doney, Manor Township, Westmoreland County,
Pa^ assignor to Armstrong World Industries, Inc., Lancaster.
Pb.

FUed Apr. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 369,918
Int. a.5 C08J 9/32

VS. CL 523-218 25 Claims
1. A process for producing a syntactic foam structure, said

process consisting essentially the steps of:

(a) preparing a mixture comprising from about 65 to about 99
percent by weight of vinyl chloride polymer plastisol,
from to about 30 percent by weight of suspension grade
resin and from about 1 to about 10 percent by weight of
expanded perlite comprised essentially of particles having
a diameter of from about 50 to about 1000 microns;

(b) spreading said mixture to a desired thickness on a sub-
strate; and

(c) fusing the spread material.

4,425,451
EPOXY-PHOSPHATE AQUEOUS DISPERSIONS

Kazys Sekmakas, Palatine, and Ri^ Shah, Schanmburg, both of
111., assignors to DeSoto, Inc., Des Plaincs, 111

FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,275
Int a.3 C08G 59/14; C08L 63/00

U.S. CI. 523-^14 ,^c^
1. A water dispcrsible epoxy-phosphate ester polymer, oxi-

rane-function-free, salt reaction product of (1) a monoester
reaction product containing residual epoxy functionality, of (a)
a resinous polyepoxide having at least about 1.4 oxirane groups
per molecule and (b) less than 0.9 mol of orthophosphoric acid
for each oxirane equivalent in the polyepoxide, with (2) at least
1 mol of a volatile amine per equivalent of oxirane functional-
ity in said monoester.

4,425,450
PAINT COMPOSITION COMPRISING HYDROXY
FUNCTIONAL HLM FORMER AND IMPROVED

STABLE FLOW CONTROL ADDITIVE
Stanley K. Horrath, Rochester, Mich., assignor to Ford Motor
Company, Dearborn, Mich.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 199,772, Oct. 23, 1980,

ahwidoncd, Ser. No. 199,774, Oct. 23, 1980, abandoned, and Ser.
No. 199,775, Oct 23, 1980, abandoned. This application Aug. 14

1981, Ser. No. 292,780
Int a.3 C09D 3/00. 3/50, 3/52. 5/02

UA a. 523-334 25 Qaims
1. A coating composition comprising:
(I) a film forming component comprising hydroxy functional
copolymer having a number average molecular weight
(M„) of from greater than about 150 up to about 20,000
and a glass transition temperature (Jg) ranging from be-
tween about -25' C. and about 70* C, said copolymer
being formed from about 5 to about 50 weight percent of
hydroxy functional monoethylenically unsaturated mono-
mers;

01) crosslinking agent selected from amino compounds and
isocyanate compounds; and

(III) a flow control additive in an amount ranging from
about 0.5 to about 30 parts of resin solids in said flow
control additive per 100 parts of total resin solids in said
composition, said fiow control additive comprising a
stable, crosslinked dispersion containing microgel parti-
cles, said dispersion

(i) being formed by addition polymerization of (a) between
about 1 and about 10 mole percent each of first and second
ethylencially unsaturated monomers, each bearing func-
tionality capable of crosslinking reaction with the other,
and (b) between about 80 and about 98 mole pecent of at
least one other monoethylenically unsaturated monomer
m the presence of (I) a hydrocarbon dispersing liquid
which is solvent for the polymerization monomers, but a
non-solvent for the resultant polymer, and (II) polymeric
dispersion stabilizer containing at least two segments, with
one segment being solvated by said dispersing liquid and
the other segment being of different polarity than said first

segment and relatively insoluble in said dispersing liquid,
wherein the reaction is carried out at elevated temperature
such that the dispersion polymer first forms and then is

crosslinked and
(ii) being stabilized further by inclusion therein of a further

^ stobilizer which, except for solvent, consists essentially of
.

butylated melamine formaldehyde resin having a number
average molecular weight in the range of about 700 to
about 2,500, said further stabilizer being included in said
crosslinked dispersion in an amount ranging from about 25
to about 75 parts of resin solids per 100 parts of total resin
solids in said crosslinked dispersion.

4,425,452
COATING COLOR FOR PAPER AND METHOD FOR

PREPARATION OF THE SAME
Kojiro Nakata; Yasunobu Endo, both of Fiyi; Akitomo Terada,

Shiki; Kazumasa Hayashi, and Michio Kobori, both of Ka-
shiwara, all of Japan, assignors to Sanwa Denpun Industrial
Co., Ltd., Kashiwara and Shizuoka Prefecture, Shizuoka, both
of, Japan

FUed Oct 14, 1981, Ser. No. 311,172
Qaims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct 17, 1980, 55-145094

Int a.3 C08L 3/04. 3/00
U.S. a. 524-47

,4 cudms
1. A coating color for paper, comprising:
100 parts by weight of pigments;
about 1 part to about 50 parts by weight of enzymatically
converted dry starch in powder or granule form, which
contains 20% or less by weight moisture, 2.0% or less by
weight crude protein, 1.0% or less by weight crude fat
1.0% or less by weight crude fiber, 1.0% or less by weight
crude ash, 20% or less by weight dextrose equivalent, and
having a viscosity of a 30% by weight content suspension
thereof of 3000 cp or less; and

insolubilizers; and water.

4,425,453
ASPHALTIC COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING

ALKOXYLATED TERPOLYMERS
Walter D. Hunter, Houston, Tex., assignor to Texaco De?elop-
ment Corp., White Plains, N.Y.

FUed May 21, 1982, Ser. No. 380,636
Int a? C08L 31/00

U.S. a. 524-69 WOaims
I. A composition comprising about 60 to about 93 weight

percent of asphalt and from about 7 to about 40 weight percent
of a terpolymer of ethylene, vinyl acetate or vinyl chloride and
an organic acid selected from the group consisting of acrylic,
methacrylic and itaconic acids alkoxylated with from about 1

to about 10 weight percent of a material selected from the
group consisting of propylene oxide and a mixture of propy-
lene oxide and ethylene oxide wherein the weight percent of
propylene oxide in the said mixture is from about 65 to about
95.

II. A composition comprising about 55 to about 93 weight
percent of asphalt, about 1 to about 20 weight percent of a
synthetic terpenic resin, and from about 6 to about 40 weight
percent of a terpolymer of ethylene, vinyl acetate or vinyl
chloride and an organic acid selected from the group consist-
ing of acrylic, methacrylic and itaconic acids, alkoxylated with
from about 1 to about 10 percent by weight of a material
selected from the group consisting of propylene oxide and a
mixture of propylene oxide and ethylene oxide wherein the
weight percent of propylene oxide in the said mixture is from
about 65 to about 95.
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4,425,454

ASPHALT/ETHYLENE-VINYL ACETATE COPOLYMER
COMPOSITION FOR AIR-BLOWING

Judson E. Goodrich, San Rafael, Calif., assignor to Chevron

Research Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Dec. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 454,795

Int a.J C08L 31/00
U.S. a. 524—69 5 Claims

1. An asphalt composition for air-blowing and producing an

industrial grade asphalt, comprising asphalt; from about 1

weight percent to about 10 weight percent ethylene/vinyi-ace-

tate copolymer; and from about 0. 1 weight percent to about 5

weight percent of an air-blowing asphalt catalyst.

4,425,455

DRILLING FLUIDS BASED ON POWDERED
SULFONATED THERMOPLASTIC POLYMERS

S. Richard Turner; Robert D. Lundberg, both of Bridgewater,

N.J.; Thad O. Walker, Humble, Tex., and Dennis G. Peiffer,

East Brunswick, N.J., assignors to Exxon Research and Engi-

neering Co., Florham Park, N.J.

Filed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 416,945

Int a.J C08K 5/01, 3/30; C09K 7/02

U.S. a. 524—158 14 Oaims
1. An oil-based drilling mud which comprises:

(a) an organic liquid substantially immiscible in water;

(b) about 1 to about 10 parts by weight of water per 100 parts

by weight of the organic liquid;

(c) about 20 to about 50 Ib/bbl. of an emulsifier and/or

emulsifier package;

(d) weighting material necessary to achieve the desired

density; and

(e) about 0.25 to about 4 Ib/bbl. of a powdered sulfonate-

containing styrene polymer having a particle size range of

about 0.1 to 10.0 ^m, said powdered sulfonate-containing

polymer having about 5 to about 100 meq. of sulfonate

groups per 100 grams of the neutralized sulfonate-contain-

ing styrene polymer.

4,425,456

COPOLYCARBONATES BASED ON
BIS(4-HYDROXYPHENYL)BIPHENYLDlSULFONE

Arthur L. Baron, New Martinsville, W. Va.; Sivaram Krishnan,

Moers, Fed. Rep. of Germany; Mark W. Witman, and Roger

J. White, both of New MartinsvUle, W. Va., assignors to

Mobay Chemical Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,046

Int. C\? C08G 63/62

U.S. G. 524—165 9 Qaims
6. A thermoplastic aromatic polycarbonate molding compo-

sition comprising a blend of

(i) the product of a reaction comprising

(a) at least one aromatic diphenol selected from the group

consisting of 2,2-bis-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-propane. 2.2-bis-

(3,5-dimethyl-4-hydroxyphenyl)-propane, 2,2-bis-(3,5-

dichloro-4-hydroxyphenyl)-propane, 2,2-bis-(3,5-

dibromo-4-hydroxyphenyl)-propane and l.l-bis-(4-

hydroxyphenyO-cyclohexane,

(b) bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)biphenyl disulfone and

(c) a member selected from the group consisting of carbonyl

bromide, phosgene, bischloroformic esters of (a) or (b)

and diaryl carbonates and

(ii) about 0. 1 to 1 percent of an organic acid salt, said percent

being relative to the weight of said product of a reaction.

4,425,457

HIGH GLOSS POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE
REINFORCED RESIN COMPOSITIONS

John Christiansen, Plalnflcld, and Shao-zoa La, Whltehoosc

Station, both of NJ., assignors to Celaaesc Corporatioa, New
York, N.Y.

Continoation of Ser. No. 175,565, Aog. 6, 1980, abandoned. This

application Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,367

Int. a.' C08K 3/26. 3/34
U.S. a. 524—293 22 Claims

1. A composition consisting essentially of;

a. from about 40 to about 95% by weight of polyethylene

terephthalate having an inherent viscosity of at least 0.4;

b. from about 4 to about 65% by weight of a substance

selected from the group consisting of a reinforcing agent;

a filler material; and a blend of a reinforcing agent and

filler material; and

c. from about 0.1 to about 25% by weight of an alkali metal

salt having an anion selected from the group consisting of

an oxide of germanium, tin, lead and combinations

thereof

10. A method of producing molded, reinforced polyethylene

terephthalate articles which comprises:

(1) employing a polyethylene terephthalate resin composi-

tion consisting essentially of:

(a) from about 40 to about 95% by weight of polyethylene

terephthalate having an inherent viscosity of at least 0.4;

(b) from about 4 to about 65% by weight of a substance

selected from the group consisting of a reinforcing

agent; a filler material; and a blend of a reinforcing

agent and filler material; and

(c) from about 0.1 to about 25% by weight of an alkali

metal salt having an anion which is an oxide of an ele-

ment from Group IV of the periodic table, and

(2) molding said resin composition at a temperature between

about 70° and about 1 10* C. sufficient to produce a molded

polyethylene terephthalate article having a heat distortion

temF>erature of at least 220* C. and a gloss value of at least

about 15.

4,425.458

POLYGUERBET ALCOHOL ESTERS
Robert A. Lindner, Weehawiian, and Anthony O'Lenick, Fair-

lawr, both of N.J., assignors to Henkel Corporation, Minne-

apolis, Minn.

Filed Apr. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 366,960

Int. a? C08K 5/U
U.S. a. 524—314 8 Claims

1. A polycarbonate resin composition containing an effec-

tive amount of a mold release agent which is a diester of a (a)

guerbet alcohol and (b) a member selected from the source

group consisting of a dicarboxylic acid containing from 4 to 10

carbon atoms and mixtures thereof and where the guerbet

alcohol contains a total of from about 16 to about 40 carbon

atoms.

4,425,459

HIGH IMPACT POLY(P-METHYLSTYRENE)
Robert A. Fletcher, Houston, Tex., assignor to SheU Oil Com-

pany, Houston, Tex.

Filed Dec. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 452.593

Int a.i C08K 5/06

U.S. a. 524—371 6 Claims

1. A process for preparing an impact improved styrenic

polymer which comprises:

(a) thermally polymerizing a solution of (i) a thermoplastic

elastomeric block copolymer and (ii) a non-thermoplastic

diene elastomer dissolved in (iii) a monomer feed in which

the sole px)lymerizable monomer component essentially of

p-methylstyrene. the weight proportions of elastomers (i)

and (ii) to monomer (iii) being about 3 to about 25 parts

elastomers (i) and (ii) in, respectively, about 97 to about 75
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parts monoiner (iii), at a temperature in the range of from
about 90* C. to about 200* C, with agitation until the
reaction mixture has undergone phase inversion, for a time
sufficient to polymerize substantially all of the p-methyls-
tyrene;

(b) removing any residual monomer, to yield an interpoly-
mer containing discrete gelled rubber particles.

4,425,460
'

AMINE TERMINATED POLYALKYLENE OXIDE
NEUTRALIZED SULFONATED THERMOPLASTIC

POLYMERS
Henry S. by Makowski, deceased, late of Scotch Plains, NJ. (by

Patricia Helen Makowski, executrix); Robert D. Lundberg,
Bridgewater, and Pawan K. Agarwal, Westfield, both of N.J.,
assignors to Exxon Research and Engineering Co., Florham
Park, NJ.

Filed May 15, 1981, Ser. No. 264,021
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Aug. 25,

1998, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.^ C08F 8/30, 8/36
U.S. a. 525-380 6 a^ims

1. A neutralized sulfonated thermoplastic polymer compris-
ing a sulfonated thermoplastic polymer having about 5 to
about 300 meq. sulfonate groups per 100 grams of said neutral-
ized sulfonated,polymer, said sulfonated groups being neutral-
ized with an n-polyalkylene oxide substitute amine, wherein
said thermoplastic polymer is derived from a polymer selected
from the group consisting of polystyrene, poly-t-butyl styrene,
polyvinyl toluene and poly-alpha-methyl styrene.

(d) weighting material necessary to achieve the desired
density; and

(e) about 0.25 to about 4.0 Ib/bbl. of a water insoluble neu-
tralized sulfonated elastomeric polymer, said neutralized
sulfonated elastomeric polymer having about 5 to about
100 meq. of sulfonate groups per 100 grams of the neutral-
ized sulfonated elastomeric polymer, wherein said sulfo-
nated elastomeric polymer is selected from the group
consisting of copolymers of isoprene/sodium styrene
sulfonate butadiene/sodium styrene sulfonate, chloro-
prene/sodium styrene sulfonate and terpolymers of iso-
prene/sodium styrene sulfonate/styrene and butadiene/-
sodium styrene sulfonate/styrene.

4,425 461 '

DRILLING FLUIDS BASED ON A MIXTURE OF A
SULFONATED THERMOPLASTIC POLYMER AND A

SULFONATED ELASTOMERIC POLYMER
S. Richard Tumen Robert D. Lundberg, both of Bridgewater,
Warren A. Thaler, Aberdeen, all of N.J.; Thad O. Walker,'
Humble, Tex., and Dennis G. Peiffer, East Brunswick, N.J.,'
assignors to Exxon Research and Engineering Co., Florham
Park, N.J.

Filed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 416,936
Int. a.3 C08K 3/24; C08L 25/08: C09K 7/02

VS. a. 524-400 24 Qaims
1. An oil-based drilling mud which comprises:
(a) an organic liquid immiscible with water;
(b) about 1 to about 20 parts by weight of water per 100 parts

by weight of the organic liquid;

(c) about 20 to about 50 Ib/bbl. of emulsifier;
(d) weighting material necessary to achieve the desired

density; and
(e) about 0.25 to about 4.0 Ib/bbl. of a mixture of a water

msoluble neutralized sulfonated thermoplastic polymer
and a water insoluble neutralized sulfonated elastomeric
polymer, said neutralized sulfonated thermopla.stic and
elastomeric polymers each having about 5 to about 100
meq. of sulfonate groups per 100 grams of the neutralized
sulfonated thermoplastic or elastomeric polymer.~

I

4,425 462
DRILLING FLUIDS BASED ON SULFONATED

ELASTOMERIC POLYMERS
S. Richard Tumen Robert D. Lundberg, both of Bridgewater,
NJ., and Thad O. Walker, Humble, Tex., assignors to Exxon
Research and Engineering Co., Florham Park, NJ.

Filed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 416,937
Int. a.J C08K 3/24: C08L 25/08: C09K 7/02

US. CI. 524-400
,5 c,.i„,

1. An oil-based drilhng mud which comprises:
(a) an organic liquid substantially immiscible with water
(b) about 1 to about 10 parts by weight of water per 100 parts
by weight of the organic liquid;

(c) about 20 to about 50 Ib/bbl. of emulsifier;

4 425 463
DRILLING FLUIDS BASED ON A MIXTURE OF

SULFONATED THERMOPLASTIC POLYMER AND AN
AMINE-TREATED CLAY

Thad O. Walker, Humble, Tex.; S. Richard Turner, Robert D
Lundberg, both of Bridgewater, NJ.; Warren A. Thaler, Aber-
deen, N.J., and Dennis G. PfeifTer, East Brunswick, NJ.,
assignors to Exxon Research and Engineering Co., Florham
Park, N.J.

Filed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 416,934
Int. a,3 C08K 3/24. 3/34: C08L 25/08; C09K 7/02

U.S. a. 524-400
,8 Qaims

1 An oil-based drilling mud which comprises:
(a) an organic liquid immiscible with water;
(b) about 1 to about 10 parts by weight of water per 100 parts
by weight of the organic liquid;

(c) about 20 to about 50 Ib/bbl. of emulsifier;
(d) weighting material necessary to achieve the desired

density;

(e) about 0.25 to about 4.0 Ib/bbl. of water insoluble neutral-
ized sulfonated thermoplastic polymer having about 5 to
about 100 meq. of sulfonate groups per 100 grams of the
neutralized sulfonated thermoplastic polymer; and

(0 about 1 to about 10 Ib/bbl. of an amine-treated clay.

4425 464
NEUTRALIZING POLYETHYLENE CATALYST

RESIDUES
James A. Allen, Lake Jackson, and Randall S. Shipley, AI?in,

both of Tex., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Mid-
land, Mich.

Filed May 20, 1982, Ser. No. 380,180
Int. a.^ C08F 6/02; C08K 5/09

U.S. a. 524-400 32 Qaims
1. In a process for neutralizing transition metal-conuining

catalyst residues wherein a polymer containing such catalyst
residues is contacted with a quantity of a neutralizing agent;
the improvement which comprises employing as said catalyst
neutralizing agent the product resulting from

(A) reacting at a temperature of from about 0' C. up to the
decomposition temperature of the reaction product, a
composition comprising

(1) at least one saturated or unsaturated hydroxyl-contain-
ing mono- or polycarboxylic acid having from about 3
to about 20 carbon atoms per molecule; and

(2) at least one saturated or unsaturated mono- or polycar-
boxylic acid free of hydroxyl-groups and having from
about 6 to about 30 carbon atoms per molecule; wherein
components (A-1) and (A-2) are present in quantities
which provides a molar ratio of (A-2):(A-1) of from
about 0:1 to about 10:1, and subsequently

(B) reacting acid groups of the reaction product with a
neutralizing compound or mixture of such compounds
containing at least one metal from Groups lA, IIA or IIB
of the Periodic Table.
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14. A polymer which has been prepared by polymerizing
one or more polymeriable a-olefins or a mixture of one or

more polymerizable a-olefins and at least one polymerizable
ethylenically unsaturated monomer in the presence of a sup-

ported or unsupported transition metal-containing catalyst,

said polymer containing residues of said catalyst and wherein
said residues of said catalyst have been neutralized by conuct-
ing said catalyst with a neutralizing quantity Of a catalyst

neutralizing agent which is at least one compound represented

by the formula

O
n

(A-(-R-C-Oi5f)rM

wherein each R is independently a hydrocarbyl group having

from about 1 to about 20 carbon atoms, A is independently a

hydroxyl group or a group represented by the formula

graphic elution ratio in the range of about 0. 1 to about 1 .5

and a second liquid chromatographic elution ratio in the

rangeof about 0.2 to about 1.1, and an oligomer content of

no more than 70 percent by weight; and

(B) a polyfunctional compound wherein on average there

are at least two functional groups per molecule, selected

from the group consisting of carboxy groups, hydroxy

O
II

R—C—O—

wherein each R' is independently a hydrocarbyl group having

from about 5 to about 29 carbon atoms, M is a metal from
Groups IA, IIA or IIB of the Periodic Table or a Lewis base;

n has a value from 1 to about 10; and x has a value correspond-

ing to the valence of the metal M or Lewis base.

4,425,465

AQUEOUS COATING COMPOSITIONS
John C. Padget, Frodsham; Kevin T. McAloon, Appleton Thorn,

and Anthony J. Burgess, Frodsham, all of England, assignors

to Imperial Chemical Industries PLC, London, England

Filed Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415,543

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Sep. 14, 1981,

8127700

Int. a.5 C08K 3/34. 3/10; C08L 27/06; C09D 5/18

U.S. a. 524—450 18 Qaims
1. An aqueous coating composition comprising a dispersion

of an inorganic material in an aqueous solution or dispersion of

a film-forming polymeric binder, characterised in that the

inorganic material comprises vermiculite in the form of lamel-

lae obtained by treating vermiculite with chemicals, swelling

the treated vermiculite in water and applying shear to the

swollen vermiculite in water to produce an aqueous suspension

of tiny particles of thickness less than 1 micron.

4,425,466

COATING COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING A
METHYLATED METHYLOLATED MELAMINE

J. Owen Santer, East Longmeadow, and George T. Spitz, Long-

meadow, both of Mass., assignors to Monsanto Company, St.

Louis, Mo.
Filed Sep. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 300,548

Int. a.' C08L 61/28

U.S. a. 524—512 4 Qaims
1. A coating composition comprising:

(A) a methylated methylolated melamine composition

wherein the combined formaldehyde content is in the

range of about 2.4 to about 3.2 moles per mole of mela-

mine and the combined methanol content is in the range of

about 2.3 to about 3.0 moles per mole of melamine and

about 0.7 to about 1.0 mole per mole of combined formal-

dehyde, characterized by having a first liquid chromato-

groups, primary and secondary amide groups and ure-

thane groups, wherein the functional groups are present in

an amount at least about 2 and not more than 20 percent

by weight of the polymer;

wherein the weight ratio of methylated methylolated mela-

mine to polyfunctional compound is in the range of about 1:19

to about 3:2.

4,425,467

METHOD OF PREPARING ELECTROPHORETTABLE
POLYMER EMULSIONS

William M. Alvino, Penn Hills, and Timothy J. Fuller, Pitts-

burgh, both of Pa., assignors to Westingbousc Electric Corp.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 342,029

Int. a.5 C08L 81/06. 79/08: C08J 3/08

U.S. O. 524—600 12 Qaims
1. A method of making a non-aqueous emulsion from which

a polymer can be electrodeposited comprising:

(A) preparing a mixture about 50 to about ISO parts by

weight of a non-aqueous organic non-electrolizablc non-

solvent for said polymer with about 0.8 to about 1.2 parts

by weight of a nitrogen-containing base, selected from the

group consisting of tertiary amines, imidazoles, and mix-

tures thereof,

(B) adding to said mixture a solution of about 0.5 to about

5% solids containing 1 part by weight of said polymer,

said polymer being selected from the group consisting of

polyamic acids, polyamide-imides, polyimides, polypara-

banic acids, polysulfones, and mixtures thereof, in a non-

aqueous, organic, non-electrolizable, aprotic solvent

4,425,468

POLYUREA-POLYURETHANE ACRYLATE POLYMER
DISPERSIONS

Joseph M. Makhlouf, Mars; Gregory J. McCollum, Glenshaw,

and Paul R. Kerr, Allison Park, all of Pa., assignors to PPG
Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Dec. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 336,226

Int. Q.' C08G 18/12. 18/32

U.S. Q. 524—710 39 Qaims
1. A process for preparing a polymerizable ethylenically

unsaturated urea-urcthane polymer dispersed in a polymeriz-
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able ethylenically unsaturated compound, which compnses
reacting a polyisocyanate, at least a portion of which is a
diisocyanate, with a polyfunctional amine containing primary
and/or secondary amino groups in the presence of:

(a) a polyol, at least a portion of which is a polymeric polyol,
free of ethylenic unsaturation,

(b) a diluent which is an ethylenically unsaturated com-
pound free of active hydrogens, and

(c) an active hydrogen-containing polymerizable ethyleni-
cally unsaturated compound, the equivalent ratio of isocy-
anate to active hydrogen in said polyol and said polyfunc-
tional amine being within the range of 1.1 to 2.0/1 and the
equivalent ratio of polyol to polyfunctional amine being
within the range of 0.75 to 20/1,

under conditions sufficient to form a polymerizable ethyleni-
cally unsaturated urea-urethane polymer dispersed in a poly-
merizable ethlenically unsaturated compound.

4,425,469

POLYACRYLAMIDE FLOW MODinERADSORBER
Willjain D. Emmons, Huntingdon Valley, and Travis E. Stevens,

Ambler, both of Pa., assignors to Rohm and Haas Company.'
Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Sep. 8, 1980, Ser. No. 185,080
Int. a.^ C08F 2/16, 120/56

U.S. a. 524-750 22 Qaims
1. In a method of preparing a water-soluble addition poly-

mer of acrylamide and 0-50% by weight of one or more other
vinyl monomers, the improvement wherein there is employed
a substantially water-insoluble molecule, having an effective
hydrophobe group, as a free radical initiator, a chain transfer
agent or a component of the initiator or the agent; the polymer
having a weight average molecular weight greater than 10,000
and being prepared by a solution polymerization process.

4,425,470
ALKALI METAL SALTS OF LOW MOLECULAR WEIGHT
POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE AS NUCLEATING
AGENTS FOR POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATES

Dana S. Garcia, Lincoln Um'versity, Pa., assignor to E. I. Du
Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Aug. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 405,758
Int. a.3 C08L 67/02

U.S. a. 525-444 5 Qaims
1. A method for nucleatmg polyethylene terephthalate com-

prismg melt-blending polyethylene terephthalate with a nucle-
atmg agent comprising an alkali metal salt of ethylene tere-
phthalate oligomer, the method characterized by forming the
nucleating agent outside of contact with the polyethylene
terephthalate to be nucleated, wherein the nucleating agent has
an mherent viscosity of at least about 0.1 dl/g, and a number-
average molecular weight of at least about 1000, and wherein
an mdividual molecule of the nucleating agent has the general
formula

I

m-ooc-C6H4-ccxx:h2CH2-„ooc-C6-
H4—

X

I

wherein M is an alkali metal, X is —COOM or —CH2CH2OH
and n is about 2 to 130.

from the group consisting of ethyl cyanoacrylate, n-pro-
pyl cyanoacrylate, isopropyl cyanoacrylate, n-butyl cya-
noacrylate and allyl cyanoacrylate; and

(b) about 15 to 35 parts by weight of an alkyl 2-cyanopenta-
2,4-dienoate selected from the group consisting of methyl
2-cyanopenta-2.4-dienoate and ethyl 2-cyanopenta-2,4-
dienoate.

4,425,472

RADIATION-CURABLE COMPOSITIONS
Dennis D. Howard, Girard, and Frederick H. Sexsmith, Erie,

both of Pa., assignors to Lord Corporation, Erie, Pa.
Filed Jim. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 276,217

Int. a.3 C08F 2/50
U.S. a. 526-301 4 ci^^

1. A method for reducing the viscosity of 100 percent reac-
tive radiation-curable compositions containing at least one
olefinically unsaturated polymeric material, said compositions
being substantially water-free; said olefinically unsaturated
polymeric material being substantially water-insoluble and
inert with respect to water, said olefinically unsaturated poly-
meric material comprising the reaction product of

I. at least one organic isocyanate compound characterized
by the presence of at least two reactive isocyanate groups;

II. from about 30 to 100 mol percent of at least one poly-
meric material characterized by the presence of at least
two isocyanate-reactive active hydrogen groups;

III. from about 70 to mol percent of at least one mono-
meric chain-extending compound characterized by the
presence of at least two isocyanate-reactive active hydro-
gen groups; and

IV. at least one addition-polymerizable unsaturated mono-
meric compound having a single isocyanate-reactive ac-
tive hydrogen;

the mol percents of (II) and (III) being based on total mols
of (II) and (III);

said isocyanate compounds (I) being present in an amount
sufficient to provide an NCO:active hydrogen ratio
greater than 1:1, preferably at least 1.05:1, and more
preferably in the range 2.3-5:1 with respect to the active
hydrogen groups of (II) and (111); and

said addition-polymerization unsaturated monomeric
compound (IV) being present in an amount sufficient to
provide at least one mol or equivalent of active hydro-
gen group per mol of available isocyanate moiety; said
method comprising incorporating into such composi-
tion water in an amount insufficient to form a water-in-
oil emulsion.

4,425,471

NOVEL CYANOACRYLATE ADHESIVE
COMPOSmONS AND METHODS OF BONDING

George H. Millet, Oakdale, Minn., assignor to Minnesota Min-
ing A Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, Minn.

FUed Apr. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 256,860
Int. a.3 C08F 236/12

"f• ?•'^^ I * Chums
1. An adhesive composition comprising:
(a) 100 parts by weight of an alpha-cyanoacrylate selected

4 425 473
POLYMEHI2L\BLE BICYCLIC ORTHOESTER

COMPOUNDS
Kiyokazu Mizutani, Inazawa, and Takahisa Ogascwara, Tohkai,

both of Japan, assignors to Toagosei Chemical Industry Co.,'

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 230,537
Qaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 4, 1980, 55-11432;

Feb. 4, 1980, 55-11433; May 30, 1980, 55-71333

Int. a.3 C07D i/P/;-/
U.S. a. 549-363 19 Qaims

1. A bicyclic orthoester compound of the formula

CH2—

O

/ \
HO-CH2-C-CH2—O-C-R,

CH2—

O

(b)

wherein Ri is an alkyl containing 1 to 4 carbon atoms.

ELECTRICAL
4,425,474

PULP-INSULATED CONDUCTOR CABLE
Helmut E. Durr, Dunwoody, and Charles B. Heard, Jr., Law-

rencerille, both of Ga., assignors to Western Electric Com-
pany, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 117,164, Jan. 31, 1980,
abandoned. This appUcation Oct. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 315,376

Int. a.3 HOIB 3/48
IJJS. a. 174-110 F 11 Qalms

mately equal to the width of said webbing, said ribbon
extending longitudinally of the cable; and

1. A pulp-insulated conductor cable which has a predeter-

mined mutual capacitance, said cable comprising:

a plurality of pairs of pulp-insulated conductors, each of said

pulp-insulated conductors comprising:

an elongated metallic conductor; and
an insulation cover enclosing said metallic conductor and

comprising:

a layer of pulpous material which is sustantially concentri-

cally disposed about said metallic conductor, and which
has a moisture content and a density that are effective to

cause at least a predetermined minimum distance to be
maintained between said metallic conductors of each of
said pairs; and

a coating of an adhesive material which is interposed

between said metallic conductor and said layer of pulp-

ous material to bond said layer of pulpous material to

said metallic conductor with at least a predetermined
adhesion and which has a thickness relative to the thick-

ness of said layer of pulpous material that is effective to

control the dielectric constant of said insulation cover,

said layer of pulpous material having a weight per foot

which is substantially less, a density which is substan-

tially greater and a thickness which is substantially less

than the weight per foot, density and thickness of a

layer of pulpous material which encloses each of a

plurality of uncoated metallic conductors that comprise
a cable having the predetermined material capacitance;

and

a jacket which is made of a plastic material and which en-

closes said plurality of pairs of pulp-insulated conductors.

4,425,475

HIGH-STRENGTH FLEXIBLE TWIN-LEAD CABLE
Robert E. Ward, Aurora, III.; James A. Lasley, and John C.

Young, both of Richmond, Ind., assignors to Cooper Indus-

tries, Inc., Houston, Tex.

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 305,838

Int. a.3 HOIB 7/08
U.S. a. 174—117 F 10 Qaims

1. An electrical cable comprising:

at least two conductor wires, said wires being parallel and
spaced from one another;

an inner jacket encasing said conductor wires and forming a

webbing therebetween;

a flat, unitary ribbon composed of a plurality of intercon-

nected high-strength textile fibers disposed against one
side of the webbing, said ribbon having a width approxi-

an outer sheath extending longitudinally of said cable and
surrounding said conductors, said inner jacket, and said

ribbon.

4,425.476

PROGRESSIVELY FUSED CERAMIC SEALS BETWEEN
SPACED MEMBERS SUCH AS A TERMINAL PIN AND A

FERRULE
James C. Kyle, 24372 Via San Gemente, Mission Viejo, Calif.

92692

Filed Apr. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 251,512
Int. a.5 HOIB 17/26: C03C 27/02. 3/22

U.S. a. 174—152 GM 23 Claims

( 1 // v-« - /*
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10. In combination,

a ferrule,

a terminal pin disposed in spaced relationship to the ferrule,

and

insulating means constituting a ceramic with partially amor-
phous and partially polycrystalline characteristics and dis-

posed between the terminal pin and the ferrule and hermeti-
cally sealed to at least a particular one of the terminal pin

and the ferrule, the insulating means having a progressively

increased temperature of fusion to the ferrule and the termi-

nal pin at progressive positions.

4,425,477

TELEPHONE LINE TRIGGERED ATTENUATOR
Paul A. Magil, Long Beach, Calif., assignor to Paul Alan Magil
A Associates, Costa Mesa, Calif.

Filed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,435

Int. a? H04M U/00
U.S. a. 179—2 B 12 Claims

1. A device for direct connection to a conventional tele-

phone line at any point thereon, said telephone line forming a

671
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part of a telq)hone system including a telephone having a

handset, said telephone system producing a first electrical

signal when said handset is lifted and a second electrical signal

when said handset is replaced, said device being arranged for

decreaasing the audio output of an electrical audio system and
without modifying the construction of said telephone, said

audio system including an amplifier and a speaker, wherein
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4,425,478

CONFERENCE SYSTEM FOR TELEPHONY
Job F. P. Tan Mil; Adrianus W. M. van den Enden, both of

Eindhoven, and Teunis A. van Harreveld, Hilversum, all of

Netherlands, assignors to U.S. Philips Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,622

Qaims priority, application Netherlands, Dec. 1, 1980,

8006519

Int. a.3 H04M 3/56
U.S. a. 179—18 BC 2 Qaims

#i-E^

1. A conference system for establishing simultaneous inter-

change of information among a plurality of participants, com-
prising a conference circuit for information signals of the con-
ference, a connecting circuit for connecting each participant to

the conference circuit, each connecting circuit having an out-

put circuit for transmitting information from a participant to

the conference circuit and an input circuit for receiving infor-

mation from the conference circuit for that participant, the
conference circuit being arranged for receiving information
signals from the output circuit of each of the connecting cir-

cuits and for applying information signals to the input circuit of
each of the connecting circuits, each of the information signals

applied to the input circuit of each connecting circuit compris-
ing a predetermined proportion a of the algebraic sum of the
information signals received from the output circuit of each of
the further connecting circuits, and a predetermined propor-
tion /3 of the information signals from the output circuit of that

connecting circuit.

4,425,479

APPARATUS FOR ANNUNCTATING THE COMPLETION
OF A TELEPHONE CALL HOLD INTERVAL

Leon H. Dubner, 18915 N.E. 18th Ave., North Miami Beach,
Ha. 33179, and Gene R. Spiller, Flushing, N.Y., assignors to
Leon H. Dubner, North Miami Beach, Fla.

FUed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 350,747

Int. a.3 H04M Um, 1/00
U.S. a. 179—81 B 10 Qaims

juuavcurioM'.

TIlUt

fare*

said device comprises high impedance isolating means respon-

sive to said first electrical signal and attenuation means respon-

sive to said electrical isolating means for attentuating the audio

output of said audio system to a predetermined level until said

second signal is produced by said system, whereupon said

device automatically restores said audio output to its previous

level.
I

I \

[^
1. An apparatus for annunciating the completion of a call

hold interval in a telephone communication system to an active

party and a passive party, said apparatus comprising in combi-
nation:

voice detection circuit means responsive to the presence of a
voice signal on the telephone communication line;

an annunciation signal timer;

means for connecting said annunciation timer to said voice

detection circuit such that said voice detection circuit

actuates said annunciation timer when said voice detec-

tion circuit senses the presence of a voice signal on the

telecommunication line; and
means for indicating to the active party and to the passive

party when said annunciation signal timer has been actu-

ated by said voice detection circuit thereby notifying the

passive party that the active party has returned to the line

and indicating to the active party that the telecommunica-
tion line is still active.

4,425,480

TELEPHONE STATION APPARATUS WITH SELECTIVE
RESTRICTING OF LOCAL CALLS

Alan J. Lischin, Lauderdale Lakes, Fla., assignor to Communi-
cation Equipment and Engineering Co., Plantation, Fla.

Filed Nov. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,194

Int. a.J H04M 1/66
U.S. a. 179—90 D 13 Qaims

4 "^'/. U

1. Telephone station apparatus of the typ)e including a con-

ventional ringer, telephone hand set, hook switch and protec-

tive network for handling calls without the use of coins and for

use with central office equipment that does not include local

call exclusion features, the station apparatus comprising:
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means responsive to a user for entering the digits of a call

including the numerals 1 through and the symbols • and

# and for generating multifrequency tone signalling in

response to the entered digits; and
control means responsive to said entering and tone signalling

means for restricting entered calls having more than a

predetermined number of digits, for allowing calls where
the first digit entered is a zero, and for allowing calls

having a number of digits equal to or less than said prede-

termined number, said control means comprising means
for counting the number of digits entered and loop control

means for controlling the current loop to the central office

and through the station apparatus, said digit counting
means comprising means for generating a reject control

signal when the entered number of digits exceeds said

predetermined number, said loop control means being

responsive to said reject control means to interrupt the

current loop to the central office, said control means
further comprising means for disabling said counting

means when the first entered digit is the numeral and
means for disabling said counting means when the first

entered digit is the numeral 1

.

4,425,482

RING ARMATURE ELECTROACOUSTIC TRANSDUCER
Chester M. Bordelon, Shreveport, La.; Richard M. Hunt, Indi-

anapolis, Ind., and Robert A. Wheeler, Shreveport, La., as-

signors to Western Electric Company, New York, N.Y.
Filed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,937

Int. Q.' H04R 9/00
U.S. a. 179-120 11 Qaims
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4,425,481

PROGRAMMABLE SIGNAL PROCESSING DEVICE
Stephan Mansgold, R&davagen 82 G, Molnlycke, Sweden (S-435

00); Ame Leljon, Jungmansgatan 57, Goteborg, Sweden
(S-413 11), and Bjom Israelsson, Uddevallagatan 35, Gote-
borg, Sweden (S-416 70)

Filed Apr. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 368,456
Qaims priority, application Sweden, Apr. 16, 1981, 8102466

Int. Q.3 H04R 25/00
U.S. Q. 179—107 FD 5 Claims

1. Programmable signal processing device, mainly intended

for persons having impaired hearing, and of the kind which
include an electronically controlled signal processor, charac-

terized by

that a memory is arranged to store information/data for at

least two unique signal processes adjusted to different

sound environments/listening situations and that a control

unit, manual or automatic, is arranged to transmit informa-

tion/data, for one of the unique signal processes, from the

memory to the signal processor, to bring about one signal

process adjusted to a particular sound environment/listen-

ing situation.

1. A ring armature electroacoustic transducer comprising
elements coaxial about a common vertical axis and as follows:

(a) a cylindrical ring magnet with an annular horizontally

planar, fiat ground upper end face, the material of said

magnet comprising an alloy at least 90 percent by weight
of which consists of Fe, Cr and Co, with the Cr and Co
being present in such 90 percent amount in the respective

ranges of 20-40 weight percent of such amount for the Cr
and 3-30 weight percent of such amount for the Co,

(b) an upper pole piece in the form of an annular disc with a

horizontally planar underside which is ground fiat at least

at its outer margin, said pole piece being seated at its outer

margin on said magnet's upper end face so that the respec-

tive ground surfaces thereof are in fiat abuttmg relation

over the entire area of said upper end face, and so that said

pole piece's underside is normal to the inner wall of said

magnet,

(c) a lower pole piece of "L" cross section to one side of said

axis in planes therethrough, said lower pole piece having

as integral parts thereof (i) a lower radially salient fiange

contacting at its outer margin the bottom of said magnet,

and (ii) an upper annular stem providing by its upper end
a lower pole tip spaced vertically downward from the

inner margin of said upper pole piece,

(d) a synthetic resinous cylindrical ring armature support

disposed with a close fit within said magnet's inner wall

and having an upper annular end positioned above said

lower pole tip and below said underside of said upper pole

piece,

(e) an electrical coil disposed radially between said support

and said stem to encircle the latter,

(0 an armature in the form of a mechanically resilient thin

annular disc having to one side of said axis in planes there-

through an elongated rectangular cross section with a

downward slant in the radially inward direction, said

armature being seated at its outer margin on said upper
end of support, and said armature having its inner margin
interposed between said two pole pieces to be separated

from the lower and upper thereof by, respectively a main
air gap and an auxiliary air gap, the outer periphery of said

armature being separated from the inner wall of said mag-
net by a small radial air gap, and

(g) an acoustic diaphragm bonded to the top of said armature
and separated at its outer margin from said underside of
said upper pole piece solely by an axial air gap.
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4,425,483

ECHO CANCELLATION USING TRANSVERSAL
FILTERS

Pok F. Lee, Richmond, and John A. Bond, Ottawa, both of

Canada, anignon to Northern Telecom Limited, Montreal,

FUed Oct 13, 1981, Scr. No. 310,501

Int a.^ H04B i/20
U.S. a. 179—170J

I
13 Qaims
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8. An echo canceller, for cancelling echoes on a transmit

path of signals on a receive path, comprising:

a transversal filter having an input coupled to the receive

path;

means for subtracting output signals of the transversal filter

from signals on the transmit path;

means for supplying pulse signals to the receive path,

whereby said pulse signals are also supplied to the trans-

versal filter,

means for deriving a set of coefficients for the transversal

filter from the impulse response, on the transmit path

before the subtracting means, resulting from each pulse

signal supplied to the receive path;

first and second storage means each for storing a set of

coefficients for the transversal filter;

means for comparing the impulse response, on the transmit

path after the subtracting means, with a threshold; and
control means for controlling said supplying means to sup-

ply a pulse signal to the receive path and for selecting one
of said storage means to supply a stored set of coefficients

to the transversal filter and the other of said storage means
to store the set of coefficients derived from the resultant

impulse response, and for interchanging the selection of
said storage means and repeating these steps if the compar-
ing means establishes that said threshold is exceeded.

4,425,484
'

ENCODED KEYBOARD SWITCH
Kazntoyo Fnlcuknra, Reading, Mass., assignor to AMP Incorpo-

rated, Harrisburg, Pa.

FUed Jul. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 285,898

Int. a.3 HOIH 13/70
VJS. CL 20O-5 A 4 Qaims

m '- izb

I

1. An encoded keyboard switch assembly, said switch assem-
bly being a substantially flat panel-like member having a top

surface and having a plurality of key positions on the top
surface, the switch assembly being characterized in that:

each of said key positions has a key top and a first associated

membrane switch beneath said key top so that depression
of said key top closes said first associated membrane
switch, each first associated membrane switch having
opposed first and second switch contacts, said first switch
contacts being commonly connected to a first common
external conductor extending from said switch assembly,
said second switch contacts having output conductors
extending therefrom, said output conductors extending to

external signal conductors,

said second switch contacts are selectively connected to
each other by encoding conductors in accordance with a
predetermined encoding scheme, at least some of said

second switch contacts and at least some of said first

switch contacts being multi-pole contacts, said multi-pole
contacts being preselected to achieve said encoding
scheme,

each of said key positions has a second associated membrane
switch beneath, and in alignment with, said first associated
membrane switch, said second associated membrane
switches having third switch contacts which are com-
monly connected to a second common external conduc-
tor,

said second associated membrane switches having fourth
contacts which are commonly connected to a common
internal conductor, said common internal conductor being
commonly connected to said first contacts of said first

associated membrane switches,

said switch assembly comprising first, second, third and
fourth sections of flexible film, said sections being stacked
beneath said top surface with said first section adjacent to

said top surface,

each of said first membrane switches being on the opposed
surfaces of said first and second sections with said first

switch contacts and said first common external conductor
being on said first section and with said second switch
contacts and said encoding conductors being on said sec-

ond section,

each of said second membrane switches being on the op-

posed surfaces of said third and fourth sections with said

third switch contacts and said second common external

conductor being on said third section, and with said fourth

switch contacts and said common internal conductor
being on said fourth sections whereby,

upon depression of one of said key tops, the first associated

membrane switch beneath said one key top is closed and subse-

quently the second associated membrane switch is closed, and
after closure of said second associated membrane switch, out-

put signals are transmitted through said external signal conduc-
tors in accordance with said encoding scheme.

4,425,485

RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSING
IGNITION DISTRIBUTOR ROTOR

Masazumi Sone, Yokohama; Iwao Imai, Yokosuka, and Hiro-

mitsu Nagae, Katsuta, all of Japan, assignors to Nissan Motor
Co., Ltd., Yokohama and Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, both of, Japan

FUed Jul. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 286,647

Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 25, 1980, 55-101263;

Jul. 25, 1980, 55-101264; Jul. 25, 1980, 55-101265; May 20,

1981, 56-74867; May 20, 1981, 56-74868

Int. aj HOIH 7/00, 79/00
U.S. a. 200—19 R 36 Claims

1. An ignition distributor rotor of the type adapted to be
rotated about a rotor axis within a distributor cap having a

center input terminal and a plurality of output terminals cir-

cumferentially disposed about the rotor axis, comprising:

a body member of an electrically insulating material rotat-

able about the rotor axis;

a rotor output segment ofan electrically conductive material

supported by said body member and having a portion
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adapted to be electrically connected with the center input

terminal, said rotor output segment having at least top and

bottom flat face surfaces that define, at the extremities

thereof nearest said output terminals, the top and bottom

edge boundaries of an output tip surface which, when said

rotor segment is rotated with said body member, traces a

circular path inwardly from the circumferentially dis-

posed distributor cap output terminals by a predetermined

distributor gap; and

a layer of a silicone dielectric material fixedly attached to at

least a portion of at least one of said top and bottom flat

face surfaces of said rotor segment, the thickness of said

layer being at least equal to that of said rotor output seg-

ment,

the thermal conductivity of said rotor output segment being

sufficiently low enough as to permit a local temperature

elevation on said output tip surface when a spark occurs

across said distributor gap, said rotor output segment and

said silicone dielectric material layer being effective to

reduce the breakdown potential magnitude across said

distributor gap whereby radiation of radio frequency

interference generated by an electrical discharge across

said distributor gap is effectively suppressed.

4,425,486

ELECTRICAL RECEPTACLE AND SWITCH
Gray C. Ballman, 30 Portland Dr., Frontenac, Mo. 63131

Filed Jun. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 392,149

Int. a.3 HOIR 33/30

U.S. CI. 200—51 R 9 Gaims

1. An electrical receptacle having means defining at least

one blade opening for receiving the blades of an electrical plug,

said receptacle having stationary electrical contact surfaces

extending at least partially along the length of each blade

opening, a movable contact pressure element having at least

one flattened surface for juxtaposition with each said station-

ary contact surface, a post extending between the contact

pressure element and the receptacle, and a spring surrounding

said post and compressed between the post and the receptacle

to bias said movable contact pressure element so that said

flattened surfaces are urged against the electrical contact sur-

faces and movement of the contact pressure element away

from the blade openings further compresses the spring.

4,425,487

UNITIZED MANUAL ACTUATOR ASSEMBLY FOR
UNITIZED ELECTRICAL SWITCH

Shao-Chung Hsieh, Warren, Ohio, assignor to General Motors
Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Sep. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 418,716

Int. a.' HOIH 21/84. 21/24

U.S. a. 200—153 K 2 Gaims

1. A unitized manual actuator assembly for pnnted circuit

board switches and the like compnsing:

a base member having a chamber and a pair of integral tube

guides disposed in the chamber,

each of said tube guides having an upper open end disposed

in the chamber, and a lower open end outside of the cham-

ber,

a pin slideably disposed in each tube guide, each said pin

having an integral hollow cap at one end covering the

inner open end of its associated tube guide and an opposite

end protruding out of the lower open end of the associated

tube guide,

a coil spring surrounding each tube guide and engaging the

integral hollow cap of the pin slideably disposed in the

associated tube guide,

a cover member attached to the base member to form a

housing,

a rocker member pivotally mounted in the housing, said

rocker member having an operator portion extending

through an opening in the cover member and a pair of

oppositely extending arms in the housing which engage

respective ones of the integral hollow caps so that the pins

translate in opposite directions when the rocker is pivoted,

and

means on the base member for attaching the unitized manual

actuator assembly to a printed circuit board or the like.

4,425,488

PISTOL GRIP CONTROLLER
Jeffrey M. Moskin, 1644 Twentieth St., San Monica Calif.

90404 and Keith J. Wertz. 2533 S. Deegan Dr., Santa Ana.
Calif. 92704

Filed Jun. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 384,898

Int. G.' HOIH 29/20

U.S. G. 200—220 9 Gaims

1. A pistol grip controller comprising:

a pistol grip handle;

a tilt switch housing enclosed within said pistol gnp handle

having sides forming a polygon and a bottom shaped as an

inverted pyramid merging upwardly to said sides;

respective separate contacts disposed in the proximity of

each of the apexes formed by said sides;

a common contact; and

a movable conductive means for conductively coupling said

common contact with one or more of said separate

contacts in response to tilting of the pistol grip handle.
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4,425,489

ELECTROMAGNETIC HEATING SYSTEM FOR
CALENDER ROLLS OR THE LIKE

Josef Pay, Krefeld; H. J. Lauschner, ^tingen, and Peter J.

Gaede, Munich, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to

Kleinewefers GmbH, Krefeld, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Aug. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 294,742

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 5,

1980,3033482

Int. aj H05B 6/J4
UJS. a. 219-10.49 A 17 Qaims

means for supplying food cooking energy to said chamber,
a cooking switch,

means, coupled to said cooking switch, for controlling said
energy supply means so that cooking of food can proceed
according to a programmed cooking operation,

means for detecting whether said door is opened during a
cooking operation and for interrupting the execution of
the programmed cooking operation;

I

"^^
-^ -4^ ^V

17 ^ «
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1. A roll, particularly a calender roll, comprising a rotary
hollow cylindrical shell consisting of ferromagnetic material
and having an external surface and an internal surface; and
heating means for said shell, including a plurality of groups of
electromagnets adjacent to at least one of said surfaces, sur-
rounding the axis of said roll and with the axis of said shell, at
least a portion of the external surface of said shell being unob-
structed by said electromagnets and each of said groups com-
prising a plurality of discrete neighboring electromagnets and
the neighboring electromagnets of said groups having different
polarities and being distributed in the circumferential direction
of said shell, each of said electromagnets having a winding and
being arranged to induce a magnetic flux in the respective
portion of said shell, a source of d-c current for the windings of
said electromagnets, adjustable means for regulating the mag-
netic flux which is induced by the electromagnets of at least
some of said groups independently of the magnetic flux in-
duced by the other groups, said regulating means including
means for varying the intensity of current which is supplied to
said windings, signal generating monitoring means for ascer-
taining the temperature of a plurality of locations along said
external surface, as considered in the axial direction of said
shell, and control means having input means connected with
said monitoring means and arranged to adjust said regulating
means so as to maintain a predetermined pattern of tempera-
ture along said external surface.

CLEAR SIGNAL

timer means for measuring time elapsed from a re-closure of
the door after an opening thereof during a cooking opera-
tion; and

means for causing said controlling means to (a) execute the
remaining programmed cooking operation interrupted by
a door opening, if said cooking switch is operated during
a predetermined period of time measured by said timer
means, and (b) to clear the remaining programmed cook-
ing operation if the period of time has been elapsed with-
out operation of said cooking switch.

4,425,491

METHOD OF AUTOMATIC WELDING
Michel Batistoni, Dracy-le-Fort, and Alain Georges, Verdun sur

le Doubs, both of France, assignors to Framatome, Courbe-
yoie, France

Filed Aug. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,677
Claims priority, application France, Aug. 19, 1980, 80 18124

Int. a.3 B23K 9/225
U.S. a. 219-60.2 2 aaims

t; t.

4425 490
PROGRAMMABLE ELECTRONIC COOKING

APPARATUS
Sadao Takeda, and Yooichi Kyoori, both of Fiyi, Japan, assign-

ors to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Kawasaki,
Japan

FUed Not. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 322,695
Claims priority, application Japan, Not. 20, 1980, 55-163926

Int. a.3 H05B 6/68 \

UA a 219-10.55 B sa^ms
1. An programmable electronic cooking apparatus compris-

ing:

a food cooking chamber,
an opening for putting food into and taking it out of said

chamber,

a door provided on said opening.

1. Method of welding to a tube sheet the ends of a plurality
of tubes aligned in several parallel rows, by means of an auto-
matic welding apparatus comprising a welding torch and auto-
matically controlled means for displacing said torch, along two
substantially perpendicular axes, in a plane trajectory compris-
ing, for each tube, a circular path following the contour of the
tube, and a rectilinear path to the succeeding tube, said method
comprising the steps of

(a) positioning said torch at the side and on the axis of a first

of said parallel rows;

(b) striking an arc;

(c) displacing said torch along said axis as far as a point Ai
positioned on the contour of a first tube to be welded;

(d) effectuating a timed stationary preheat at said point A\;
(e) making a bead by following the entire said contour and

going past said point A i as far as a point Bi where the
applied current is diminished to partially fade out said arc;

(0 displacing said torch, with its arc faded out, by following
said contour as far as a point Ci diametrically opposite
point Ai, then along said axis of said first row as far as
point A2 positioned on the contour of a second tube of said
row;
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(g) effecting welding in the same manner as tar as a point
B2;

(h) displacing said torch, with the arc faded out, as far as a

point C3 on the axis of said first row, and so on as far as the

last tube T„ of said first row;

(i) displacing said torch, its arc faded out, along said bead as

far as a point C^;

(j) effecting displacement of said torch onto the axis of a

second of said rows, then along said axis to a point A'l

positioned on the outer tube of said second row; and

(k) effecting welding of the tubes in said second and succeed-

ing rows in the same manner.

4,425,492

ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE MACHINING METHOD
WTTH SIMULTANEOUS RELATIVE ADVANCE AND
CYCLIC TRANSLATIONAL MOVEMENT OF THE

ELECTRODES
Georges Wyss, Niederrohrdorf, Switzerland, assignor to Ateliers

des Charmilles, S.A., GencTa, Switzerland

Continuation of Ser. No. 921,784, Jul. 3, 1978, Pat. No.

4,243,863, which is a dirision of Ser. No. 696,712, Jun. 16, 1976,

Pat. No. 4,104,500, and Ser. No. 696,713, Jun. 16, 1976, Pat. No.

4,104,501. This application Oct. 21, 1980, Ser. No. 199,350

Qaims priority, application Switzerland, Jun. 18, 1975, 7932

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Aug. 1, 1995,

has been disclaimed.

Int. a.^ B23K 9/16

U.S. CI. 219—69 M 7 Qaims

.i jiii mail k i . mti . '(<<\ii'-^ . ' . A

1. In a method of machining by electrical discharges the

surfaces of a recess in a workpiece electrode to substantially

the same shape as a tool electrode, said method comprising

controlling the relative displacements of the electrodes which
are translationally movable relative to one another both in the

direction of an axis of penetration of one electrode into the

other and in a plane perpendicular to said axis and displacing

one of the .electrodes along said axis of penetration to produce

sparking in a machining zone comprised between correspond-

ing surfaces of said electrodes, said machining zone extending

on frontal and lateral portions of said surfaces, the improve-

ment comprising displacing one of the electrodes relative to

the other in the direction of said axis of penetration only up to

a predetermined limit of penetration, subsequently simulta-

neously relatively moving the electrodes in translation in said

perpendicular plane with a predetermined amplitude, and

progressively increasing said amplitude as a function of the

penetration along said axis to provide a combined oblique

relative translational movement to maintain given sparking

conditions in the machining zone comprised between said

electrodes at said frontal and lateral portions of said surfaces,

wherein the amplitude of said relative translational movement
in said plane increases linearly with the penetration along said

axis whereby said oblique relative translational movement is

along a generatrix of a cone coaxial to said axis of penetration.

4,425,493

PULSE ARC WELDING MACHINE
Tak^i Mizuno; Masanori Mizuno, both of Aichi; Hirotsngu

Komura; Shigeo r:*guri, both of Hyogo, and Youichiro

Tabata, Hyogo, all of Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi Denki
Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jul. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 281,530

Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 8, 1980, 55-93075

Int. a.3 B23K 9/09
U.S. a. 219—130.51 4 Qaims

1. A pulse arc welding machine comprismg:
a single direct current source;

pulse peak current supplying circuit means connected in

series with an arcing region between an electrode and a

material to be welded between output terminals of said

single direct current source, said pulse peak current sup-

plying circuit means comprising a series circuit of a first

inductive element and a first switching element coupled to

be operated by a first control signal for supplying a pulse

peak current to said arcing region; and
base current supplying circuit means connected in parallel

with said pulse peak current supplying circuit means and
being supplied input current from only said single direct

current source, said base current supplying circuit means
comprising a series circuit of a second inductive element

and a second switching element coupled to be operated by
a second control signal for supplying base current to said

arcing region for sustaining an arc in said arcing region

between pulses of said pulse peak current.

4,425,494

HEAT ROLLER nXING UNIT
Masayuki Enomoto, and Kiyoshi Kanai, both of Hachioji, Ja-

pan, assignors to Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd., To-

kyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 271,533

Qaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 30, 1980, 55-91632[U]

Int. Q.3 H05B 1/02

U.S. Q. 219—216 3 Qaims
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1. In an electrostatic recording apparatus of the type in

which a toner image is impressed upon a transfer medium and

fixed thereon to provide copies by passing said medium be-

tween the heat roller having a feeding element to provide a

normal fixing temperature, and a pressure roller, and in which
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said recording apparatus includes a main power switch and a
copy button for initiating the copying action, the improvement
comprising

means detecting the heat on the surface of said heat roller
control means responsive to said detecting means for ener-
gizmg or deenergizing said heating element to maintain a
desired surface temperature of said heat roller,

means responsive to actuation of said main power switch
operatmg through said control means for energizing said
heating element to warm up said heat roller to said desired
surface temperature,

a first timer switch operative upon said control means for
controlling the energization

, and deenergization of said
heatmg element for a predetermined time period after said
heat roller has been wanned to maintain said desired
surface temperature of said heat roller,

a second timer switch adapted to be actuated by said copy
button during said first predetermined time period,

means responsive to said second timer switch and operating
through said control means for controlling energization
and deenergization of said heating element to produce on
the surface of said heat roller for a second predetermined
time period of a duration sufficient to include the fixing
and copying operations, a temperature higher than said
first desired temperature, and

means deactivating said second timer switch at the expira-
tion of said second predetermined time period.

4,425 495
IGNITOR AND ENCLOSURE STRUCTURE

Marcus P. Cake; Harry W. Falter, both of Rocky Mount; Qem-
B J^-

™*«''«'of' Spring Hope, and Michael A. Guarini.
Rocky Mount, all of N.C., assignors to Morrison-Knudsen
Company, Inc., Boise, Id.

Filed Dec. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 448,816

„o ^ Int. a.3 F23Q 7/^2
U.S. a. 219-267

.Claims

'^W
J 'IE

1. In combmation, gas ignitor and housing structure charac-
tenzcd by high-strength structural integrity and lightweight
construction with hermetic sealing of a limited access enclo-
sure to provide for reliable electrical operation of said ignitor
over extended periods under adverse environmental conditions
of pressure, temperature, nuclear radiation and moisture said
housing structure being adapted for surface mounting on a

containment wall, such as a nuclear reactor containment struc-

a unitary main body formed from stainless steel sheet metal
free of internal and external structural bracing

said main body including

a back wall, and sidewall means extending from the back
wall so as to define an enclosure with a single open end
spaced from said back wall,

fiange means extending in angled relationship from the side-
wall means inwardly of said enclosure about the full pe-
nphery of the sidewall means circumscribing said open
end to define an access opening in a plane spaced from and
parallel to the back wall,

said access opening having an area enabling hand placement
of electrical transformer circuit elements and interconnec-
tion thereof,

a plurality of studs extending outwardly in relation to said
open-ended enclosure and predeterminedly distributed
about the external surface of said flange means circum-
scnbing said access opening,

said studs being secured to the external surface of the flange
means so as to preclude passage of gas therethrough,

stud fastener means for coacting with and longitudinal
movement along said studs,

gasket means substantially coextensive dimensionally with
said flange means,

a unitary stainless steel sheet metal cover plate substantially
coextensive dimensionally with said gasket means

said gasket means and cover plate defining apertures' prede-
terminedly distributed contiguous to the periphery of said
gasket means and cover plate, said apertures correspond-
ing in location and number to the studs on said flange
means enabling said gasket means and cover plate to over-
lay said flange means for closing the access opening at the
open end of the enclosure,

said apertures in said gasket means and cover plate having a
cross-sectional dimension and configuration conforming
to that of the studs so as to be in closely interfitted rela-
tionship providing only nominal clearance for assembly
purposes when said gasket means and cover plate are
placed over said access opening with a stud passing
through each said aperture when said gasket means and
cover plate means are in sealing relationship to said access
opening,

means contiguous to at least the distal end of each stud for
receiving stud fastener means, said means providing for
longitudinal movement of the stud fastener means laong
the studs to uniformly apply sealing pressure through said
cover plate to said gasket means securing the cover plate
means with intermediate gasket means around the full
penphery of the access opening providing a gas-tight
hermetic seal of said access opening with the cover plate
and sidewall means being interiocked so as to jointly
absorb forces tending to configurationally distort either
said cover plate or sidewall means,

a glow plug having an ignitor glow probe,
said cover plate including pi a single scalable opening cen-

trally located in said cover plate for passage and dispo-
sition of said probe externally of the enclosure,

line voltage electrical conductors,
a single scalable opening in the sidewall means of the main
body for passage of the line voltage electrical conductors
from externally of the enclosure to internally thereof.

means for sealing said single opening in the cover plate about
said probe,

means for sealing said single opening in the sidewall means
about said electrical conductors, and

electrical transformer circuit means supported on an internal
surface of said main body for connection to the line volt-
age electrical conductors internally of the enclosure to
provide electrical power at a selected voltage level to said
probe.
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4,425,496

REMOVAL OF METAL COATING FROM DIELECTRIC
MATERIAL

Daniel le Fur; Robert Haug, and Max Goldman, all of Gif sur

Yvette, France, assignors to Electricite de France Service

National, Paris, France

Filed May 16, 1980, Ser. No. 150,367

Claims priority, application France, May 25, 1979, 79 13395

Int. a.3 GOIK 1/08; H05B 7/18

U.S. a. 219—384 5 Qaims
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1. A process for locally demetallizing a metal coating on a

strip of dielectric material, comprising the steps of moving said

strip along a predetermined path while maintaining said coat-

ing in contact with a current return electrode held at a refer-

ence potential and while supporting the side of said strip oppo-
site from said coating with a support means held at said refer-

ence potential, and applying, to discharge electrode means
closely confronting said coating and having a high curvature

portion of much greater curvature than that of the portion of

said strip which confronts said coating, a DC electrical voltage

adapted to maintain a Corona discharge between said dis-

charge electrode means and said coating, whereby demetalliza-

tion occurs along a predetermined defined zone of said strip as

the latter is moved, without damaging said dielectric material.

4,425,497

PTC HEATER ASSEMBLY
David F. Leary, Woodside, and Alan Brigham, Sunnyvale, both

of Calif., assignors to Raychem Corporation, Menio Park,

Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 67,309, Aug. 17, 1979, abandoned. This

application Dec. 16, 1980, Ser. No. 216,952

Int. a.3 H05B 1/02

U.S. a. 219—544 7 Oaims

1. A heater assembly which comprises

(a) a PTC heater which has a passive power rating of 70 to

200 watts/foot and which comprises

(i) an elongate strip of a conductive polymer PTC compo-
sition;

(ii) two elongate, parallel electrodes in physical and elec-

trical contact with said strip; and

(iii) an electrically insulating jacket which surrounds said

strip and said electrodes;

and

(b) an envelope which substantially surrounds and is in

intimate thermal contact with said PTC heater, which is

electrically insulated from said elongate strip and said

electrodes by said insulating jacket, and which comprises

a pair of elongate sheets which have said heater sand-

wiched between them and which contact each other on
either side of the heater, said sheets being 2 to SO mils thick

and being composed of a material having a thermal con-

ductivity of at least 0.3 Cal/cm. *C. sec.,

said heater assembly having an active power output at 50* F.

which is at least 1.5 time the active power output at 50* F. of

the PTC heater without the envelope.

4,425,498

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR EXPANDING THE
READOUT OF A FUEL PUMP REGISTER

Bruno S. Smilgys, Hartford, Conn., assignor to Vecder Indus-

tries Inc., Hartford, Conn.

Filed Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,921

Int. a.' B67D 5/22

U.S. a. 235—1 A 47 Qaims

i|fO [9 [5 ^

1. An expanded readout system for expanding the readout of

resettable fuel pump register for registering the cost and vol-

ume of each fuel delivery, said register having upper and lower

cost and volume counters of a type including a counter shaft,

coaxial resettable counter wheels of ascending order mounted
thereon, said counter wheels having outer rims bearing sequen-

tial indicia, engageable coaxial reset gears for resetting the

counter wheels to a zero position, and engageable coaxial drive

gears for conditioning the counter for counting, a transfer

pinion shaft parallel to the counter shaft, and transfer pinions

mounted on the pinion shaft for generating transfers from

adjacent lower order to higher order counter wheels, said

expanded readout system comprising:

(a) a shutter rotatably mounted on the counter shaft adjacent

the reset gear of the highest order counter wheel and

having an indicia surface and rotatable between two posi-

tions;

(b) a shutter pinion means mounted on the transfer pinion

shaft and actuable by the highest order counter wheel; and

(c) a pawl means engageable with said shutter pinion means
to rotate said shutter indicia surface from a first position to

a second position and engageable with said adjacent reset

gear to rotate said shutter indicia surface to said first

position.

39. A method for expanding the readout of a resettable fuel

pump register for registering the cost and volume of each fuel

delivery, said register having upper and lower cost and volume

counters and front and rear dial faces providing windows to

read the cost and volume, said counters intermediate a pair of

spaced side frames and of a type including a counter shaft,

coaxial resettable counter wheels of ascending order mounted
thereon, said counter wheels having outer rims bearing sequen-

tial indicia, engageable coaxial reset gears for resetting the

counter wheels to a zero position, and engageable coaxial dnve
gears for conditioning the counter for counting, a transfer

pinion shaft parallel to the counter shaft, and transfer pinions

mounted on the pinion shaft for generating transfers from

adjacent lower order to higher order counter wheels, said

method comprising:
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(a) providing a shutter pinion means;
(b) providing a shutter having an indicia rim, a slot, and a
pawl means engageable with said shutter pinion means
and with a reset gear;

(c) providing a stop means to disengage said pawl means
from the reset gear;

(d) mounting the shutter pinion means on the transfer pinion
shaft;

(e) mounting the shutter at the highest order end of the
counter shaft adjacent the reset gear of the highest order
counter wheel;

(0 mounting the stop means to the adjacent side frame;
(g) aligning the stop means with the slot; and
(h) aligning the shutter pinion with the pawl means.

4,425,499 I

DEaSION TREE GRAPHICAL COMPUTER
Roger A. Newton, Brookfleld, Wis., assignor to Wisconsin Elec-

tric Power Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 421,783
Int. a.3 G06C 3/00

U.S. a. 235-70 R 9 ciai™.

members display the selected parameter conditions apart
from the event network and the result.

4,425,500

nRING RANGE
Lindsay C. Knight, AJbury, Australia; David A. Cash, Surrey

England; Duncan Stewart, Buckinghamshire, England; Robert
A. Cottis, Berkshire, England; William H. Bowyer, Surrey
England; Robert C. Newnham, Berkshire, England; Frederick
J. Williams, Bedfordshire, England, and David W. Pardon
Hertfordshire, England, assignors to Australasian Trainina
Aids (Pty.) Ltd., Albury, Australia
Continuation of Ser. No. 51,218, Jun. 22, 1979, Pat. No.

4,281,241, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 879,458, Feb 21
1978, abandoned. This appUcation Jul. 23, 1981, Ser No '

286,279
aaims priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 21, 1977,

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jul. 28,
1998, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 F41J 5/12; G06F 15/20
U.S. a. 235-400

25 c,ai„.

'^\
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1. A graphical logic computer for displaying conditions for
parameters m an event network together with results deter-
mmed by the logic formed in the structure of the computer
members, the computer comprising:

front and back stationary members coupled together, the
front stationary member having a plurality of parameter
wmdows m one portion and having a set of event win-
dows connected by graphic paths in another portion, the
back stationary member having event indicator means
aligned with the event windows, and the front and back
stationary members also having means for displaying
results at the ends of the graphic paths to relate events to
results; and

at least two slidable members disposed in between the front
and back stationary members, each slidable member hav-
ing parameter indicator means for alignment within a
respective parameter window and for movement between
first and second positions in such window to select corre-
sponding first and second conditions for its associated
parameter, each slidable member also having logic win-
dows for alignment with selected event windows in the
front stationary member to permit observation of event
indicator means for events which are connected in at least
one graphic path to a displayed result, wherein each slid-
able member is adapted to be interposed between the
event windows and the event indicator means for other
events m a second graphic path to obscure visibility of the
event indicator means leading to a different result,

whereby the selected positions of the respective slidable

3. Apparatus for determining the location in a predetermined
two-dimensional target area adjacent a target member through
which the trajectory of a projectile passes, said projectile
originating from a firing point and directed toward said target
member, the apparatus comprising:

at least five transducers,

means for positioning said at least five transducers in a gen-
erally horizontal elongate array adjacent an edge of the
predetermined target area,

said transducers positioned spaced apart one from the other
at respective predetermined locations,

each said transducer comprising means for providing an
output signal in response to an airborne pressure wave
generated by the projectile,

individual threshold circuit means coupled to each trans-
ducer and responsive to said output signal for providing
an indication signal when said output signal exceeds a
predetermined threshold, the indication signal represent-
ing a time at which said airborne pressure wave generated
by the projectile impinges on the transducer, and

processing means, provided with data representing the re-
spective predetermined locations at which the transducers
are positioned, and operative for

(1) determining time differences between the indication
signal associated with one of said transducers relative to
the indication signal associated with each of the remain-
der of the transducers,

(2) comparing the determined time differences with one
another and selecting a number of said time differences
which will produce at least three independent equations
from which the location in said predetermined equa-
tions from which the location in said predetermined
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target area through which said trajectory passes may be

calculated,

(3) calculating, from said selected three time differences

and from the data representing the respective predeter-

mined transducer locations, the location in said prede-

termined target area through which said trajectory

passes, and

(4) providing an indication of said calculated location.

25. A method for determining and remotely indicating the

location of a source of energy in a defined area, comprising:

positioning at least three energy sensors in a generally hori-

zontal elongate array adjacent an edge of said defined

area;

sensing the arrival of airborne energy at said at least three

energy sensors;

determining a first time difference between the sensing of

said airborne energy at two of said sensors;

determining a second time difference between the sensing of

said airborne energy at two of said sensors, at least one of

which is other than either of the two sensors used to

determine said first time difference;

remotely indicating the location of the energy source by
indicator means activated according to said first and sec-

ond time differences and which indicates the intersections

of two families of hyperbolic curves, the foci of the first

family of hyperbolic curves corresponding to the loca-

tions of the sensors which determined said first time differ-

ence, and the foci of the second family of hyperbolic

curves corresponding to the locations of the sensors

which determined said second time difference.

4,425,501

LIGHT APERTURE FOR A
LENSLET-PHOTODETECrOR ARRAY

Norman L. Stauffer, Englewood, Colo., assignor to Honeywell
Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Mar. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 249,032

Int. a.3 HOIJ 3/14. 40/14
U.S. CI. 250—216 4 Oaims

60 61 62 63 64 65 66 6^
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4,425,502

PYROELECTRIC DETECTOR
Raymond F. Hall, Crawley, and Andrew A. Tumbull, Reigate,

both of England, assignors to U.S. Philips Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Jun. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 269,307

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Jun. 2, 1980,
8017945

Int. a.' GOIJ 1/00
U.S. a. 250—338 12 Qaims

1. A pyroelectric detector comprising an element of pyro-
electric material for generating electrical charges at two op-
posed faces of the element when the temperature of the ele-

ment changes, fiexible film means resiliently supporting the

element, the element being substantially less flexible than the
flexible film means, and a respective electrical connection to

each of said faces for detecting the electrical charges with the

electrical connection to one face comprising an electrically

conductive layer extending along and flexibly supported by the

flexible film means, and the electrical connection to the other
face comprising a further electrically conductive layer extend-
ing along and flexibly supported by the flexible film means

4,425.503

METHOD FOR DETECTING THE PRESENCE OF A GAS
IN AN ATMOSPHERE

Wendell R. Watkins, and Kenneth O. White, both of El Paso,

Tex., assignors to The I'nited States of America as repre-

sented by the Secretary of the Arm>. WashinKtun, D.C.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 175541, Aug. 5, 1980,

abandoned. This application Jun. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 393,223

Int. a.5 GOIN 21/26
U.S. a. 250—345 5 Qaims
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1. Apparatus for use with an auto focus camera including a

circuit chip having a plurality of radiation responsive detector

areas and a circuit area adjacent the detector areas which

circuit area may produce error signals for the auto focus cam-

era if exposed to light and including a transparent member
having a plurality of lenslets formed therein and placed contig-

uous the chip so that each lenslet directs radiation from a

remote source onto one of the detector areas, the improvement

comprising:

an opaque member having a plurality of transparent portions

therein placed contiguous the transparent member so as to

permit radiation through the lenslets to reach the detector

areas and to prevent radiation through the transparent

member from reaching the circuit area.

1. A method of detecting the presence of a gas in an atmo-
sphere comprising producing a beam of a long emission pulse

of a laser having a wavelength range spanning an isolated

absorption line of said gas, said wavelength range compnsing
a plurality of spectrally narrow emission spikes, splitting said

beam into a reference beam and a transmitted beam, passing

said transmitted through said atmosphere, detecting each of
said reference beam and the transmitted beam after passing

through said atmosphere and, for each emission spike, plotting

the ratio of the amplitudes of the detected transmitted beam to

the reference beam, against the wavelength of the spikes,

whereby the formation of a wedge of data points having an
upper slope and a lower slope indicates the presence of said gas

in said atmosphere.
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4,425,504

BOLOMETRIC DETECTOR
Andrew A. Tnnibiil], Reigate; Raymond F. Hall, Crawley, and
CoUa D. Orerall, Reigate, all of England, assignors to U.S
Pfailipa Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jul. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 281,271
ClaiBH priority, application United Kingdom, Jul. 16, 1980.

8023310

Int. a.3 GOIJ 1/42

means to sum and average the outputs of first and second
detection gages.

M&. a. 250-353 4 Claims

4 425 506
STEPPED GAP ACHROMATIC BENDING MAGNET

Karl L. Brown, Menlo Park; William G. Tumboll, Cupertino,
and Phillip T. Jones, Los Altos, all of Calif., assignors to
Varian Associates, Inc., Palo Alto, Calif.

Filed Nov. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 323,010
Int. C\} G21K 1/08: HOIJ 3/32

U.S. a. 250-396 ML ,2 Qaims

STweriiT

I. A bolometric detector for detecting radiation of a speci-
fied wavelength range comprising:

an optical immersion lens having a plane surface;

a substantially rigid substrate;

means for clamping the substrate to the lens;

a pyroelectric detector element, mounted on the substrate by
way of a layer of resilient material disposed between the
detector clement and the substrate, said detector element
being disposed between the plane surface of the lens and
the substrate; and

foraminous spacing means disposed between the pyroelec-
tric detector element and the plane surface of the lens.

4 425 505
DUAL HEAD MEASURING TECHNIQUES FOR
RADUTION GAGING OF REINFORONG BAR

Duane T. Jones, Coopersburg, and Nikolai Eberhardt, Bethle-
hem, both of Pa., assignors to Bethlehem Steel Corporation.
Bethlehem, Pa.

FUed Apr. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 254,556
Int a.3 GOIN 23/00: GOIB 11/04

VS. a. 250-359.1
,

7 Qaims

61
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1. A system for measuring weight per unit length of rod
product which system converts radiation into a light source
that varies as a function of a material property comprising

a first detection gage detecting radiation along an axis
through the rod being measured,

a second detection gage detecting radiation along a second
axis through the rod being measured, with said axes of said
first and second detection gages substantially perpendicu-
lar to each other,

means to restrict the center axis of the rod product to within
approximately 0.10 inch of the center of a radiation field
produced by the first and second detection gages; and

1. A charged particle accelerator irradiation machine for
irradiating an object comprising:

(a) charged particle accelerator means for accelerating a
beam of charged particles along a given axis,

(b) a bending magnet system or bending said beam away
from said axis through a deflection angle x with respect to
said given axis, said bending magnet system comprising,
(Da first uniform magnetic field region and adjacent

thereto, a second uniform magnetic field region, said
magnetic fields of first and second region in the same
direction, the magnetic field of said second region
greater than the magnetic field in said first region, said
first region comprising a first field boundary remote
from said second region and said first and second re-
gions comprising a second field boundary, said second
field boundary forming a straight line,

(2) means for injecting said beam of charged particles into
said first region through said first boundary at an angle
P, with respect to said first boundary in the plane of
defiection whereby said beam is deflected through an
angle with respect to said first boundary in the plane of
defiection whereby said beam is deflected through an
angle a\ in the deflection plane into said second region
and thence through said second boundary at an angle
/32 therewith and again deflected through an angle 2 02
in said second region to again enter said first region
whereby said beam is deflected through an additional
angular interval a\, and

(3) means for extracting said beam from said first region.

4425 507
SPEOMEN CHAMBER OF ELECTRON PROBE

INSTRUMENT
Anatoly F. Panov, ulitsa Sofii Kovalevskoi, 7, korpus 2, kv. 40;

Vladimir I. Morozov, prospekt Stoikosti, 18, korpus 2, ky.
198; Kirill A. Makarov, ulitsa Sofii Kovalevskoi, 16, korpus 3,
kv. 64, and Alexandr V. Rudnev, prospekt Nauki, 41, kv. 23,
all of Leningrad, U.S.S.R.

PCT No. PCT/SU80/00103, § 371 Date Feb. 3, 1982, § 102(e)
Date Feb. 3, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO81/03580, PCT Pub.
Date Dec. 10, 1981

PCT Filed Jun. 9, 1980, Ser. No. 348,005
Int. a.3 HOIJ 37/20

U.S. a. 250—442.1 2 Ckdms
1. A specimen chamber of an electron probe instrument.
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comprising an airtight housing accommodating a movable

object stage on which a specimen is placed, and drive mecha-

nisms for moving the object stage along three mutually perpen-

dicular coordinate axes, one of which is coincident with the

electron-optical axis of the electron probe instrument, and for

inclining the object stage in relation to said electron-optical

axis, characterized in that the drive mechanism for moving the

object stage (2) along the coordinate axis coincident with the

electron-optical axis of the instrument comprises an eccentric

pusher (69) having a shaft (65) with a hollow finger (70) se-

cured to said shaft (65) and accommodating a slide (72) loaded

by a spring (73) at the end facing the shaft (65), while at the

opposite end of said slide (72) there is rigidly secured an axle

(75) on which there is mounted a rotatable roller (74) in perma-

nent mechanical contact with the walls of a groove (76) pro-

vided in the base of a carriage (5) which is coupled to the stage

(2), movable between two extreme points on guides (17, 54)

and has means for being locked in its extreme positions on said

guides (17, 54) which are parallel with said coordinate axis and

are installed in a frame (6) arranged in the housing (1) and

movable along another coordinate axis.

4,425,508

ELECTRON BEAM LITHOGRAPHIC APPARATUS
George C. Lewis, Jr., Sudbury, and Robert A. Vanslette, Med-

field, both of Mass., assignors to GCA Corporation, Bedford,

Mass.
Filed May 7, 1982, Ser. No. 375,867

Int. a.3 G21K 5/10

U.S. a. 250—442.1 7 Qaims

photolithographic resist and for scanning said beam over a

limited region;

a movable plate-like puck including, on one side, means for

holding a device to be exposed by said electron beam;

first puck locating means providing a first bearing surface

for said puck including an annular pressurizable region for

supporting said puck by gas pressure and, inwardly of said

pressurizable region, evacuable region for scavenging gas

escaping from between said puck and said first bearing

surface, said means providing said first bearing surface

including a central aperture through which said electron

beam can expose a device carried by said puck;

second puck locating means providing a second bearing

surface for the side of said puck opposite said first bearing

surface, said second surface also including an annular

pressurizable region for maintaining a separation between

said second surface and said puck and, inwardly of said

pressurizable region, an evacuable region;

frame means connecting said first and second puck locating

means fur holding the respective pressurizable and evacu-

able regions thereof in fixed alignment; and

X-Y drive means for controllably positioning said puck with

respect to said electron beam forming means thereby to

permit selected portions of a device carried by said puck

to be brought within the beam scanning region whereby

said puck is precisely positioned between said surfaces

without being subjected to distorting forces.

4,425,509

TURBOFLAPPER NOZZLE SYSTEMS
Joannes N. M. de Jong, Westford; Richard L. Earle, Mendon,

and Anthony P. Nardi, Burlington, all of Maat., aaatgnors to

Sperry Corporation, New York. N.Y.

Filed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 297,532

Int. a.' G05D 16/20: H02P 9/04

U.S. a. 290—40 C 2 ClaiBU

»tu..—>~^TJd~^

1. An electron beam lithographic system for the fabrication

of devices having fine geometries, said system comprising:

means for forming an electron beam suitable for exposing a

1. A flapper nozzle system comprising:

a nozzle coupled to a supply of pressunzed fluid;

rotatable flapper means having a plurality of blades respon-

sive to fluid flow from said nozzle, said rotatable flapper

means including a cylindrical member which is mounted

for rotation in a support and which has a plurality of

blades disposed on a front surface, a plurality of slots

disposed on a rear surface, and a shaft coupled thereto;

means for displacing said rotatable flapper means as a func-

tion of its angular velocity along its axis of rotation, said

displacing means including a curved backplate coupled to

said support, wherein said curved backplate retains a

plurality of ball bearings disposed in the slots of said rout-

able flapper means and permits the rotation and axial

displacement of said shaft coupled to said routable flapper

means; and

braking means for placing a variably adjusted load on said

rotatable flapper means, said braking means including an

electrical generator, coupled to said shaft of said rotatable

flapper, and variable resistor coupled to the output leads

of said electrical generator.
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4,425,510

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TIDAL GENERATION
OF POWER

Webster W. Jury, 221 Pines Lake Dr. E., Wayne, N.J. 07470
FUed Jim. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,496

Int. a.J P03B 13/12
VS. a. 290—»2 7 Qaims

1. A system for generating electric power in response to the
rise and fall of tidal water which comprises in combination:

at least two containers, open at the top to the atmosphere,
each closed at their lower ends, each of said containers
enclosing a plunger in depending coaxial telescoping
relation for vertical motion through an open upper end of
said container wherein the inner wall of said container is

spaced-apart from the outer wall of said plunger;
a float disposed to rise and fall with the tide;

one said container and the plunger in the other said con-
tainer being in fixed position with reference to the rise and
fall of said tide;

the other said conuiner and the plunger in said one con-
tainer being mechanically coupled to said float to move
vertically with the rise and fall of said tide;

each of said containers being initially partially filled with
sufficient liquid to overflow the top of said container
when said plunger or said container moves in telescoping
relation towards a position of maximum internal displace-
ment by said plunger in said container;

each said container having fixed adjacent its upper end an
annular trough to receive the overflow of liquid from the
said container;

said troughs being interconnected by conduit means, and
connected to a gravity flow system including a reservoir,
whereby the liquid from said troughs is returned to each
of said containers through said reservoir;

a turbine interposed into said gravity flow system and opera-
tive to generate power in response to the flow of liquid
through said gravity flow system.

4,425,511

PLANAR COIL APPARATUS EMPLOYING A
STATIONARY AND A MOVABLE BOARD

Amnon Brosh, 16 Sunnyside Dr., Montvale, N.J. 07645
Filed Feb. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 232,654

Int. a.3 H03K 3/00 i

U.S. a. 307-106 '

10 Qaims
1. Apparatus for providing an output signal indicative of a

movement between at least a first and a second position com-
prising:

(a) a first sutionary planar member having disposed on a
surface thereof a first flat serpentine coil structure, and at
least a second flat serpentine coil structure adjacent
thereto; with said coils positioned side by side;

(b) means for applying a drive signal to said first coil;

(c) a second movable planar member having disposed on a
surface thereof a closed loop coil structure;

(d) means for moving said second planar member in a direc-

tion transverse to said first member and overlying the
same and in close proximity thereto to allow flux induced
m said first coil to couple to said second coil, whereby as

said second member is moved closer to said first member,
the magnitude of said induced flux increases, and as said
second member is moved further away from said first

member, there is no flux induced in said second coil.

4,425,512

POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM
Keiji Tomooka, Yokohama; Makoto Ogawa, Chigasaki, and
Hideo Ishiguro, Yokohama, ail of Japan, assignors to Hitachi,
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 367,078
Qaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 10, 1981, 56-53034

Int a.3 HOIH 1/60
U.S. Q. 307-138 9 Qaims
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1. A power supply apparatus comprising:
a power supply circuit of a terminal device;
a polarity-reversing switch for a d.c. power source of a

center equipment, connected to said terminal device
through a two-wire line including a hook switch and a
terminating power supply rectifier;

a current detector for detecting a current supplied through
said polarity-reversing switch;

an AND gate for performing a logical operation on an out-
put from said current detector, a terminating signal and an
originating signal;

a timer for delaying an output from said AND gate a prede-
termined time; and

an exclusive OR gate for performing a logical operation on
an output from said timer and said terminating signal to
generate an output for switching said d.c. power source
polarity-reversing switch.

4,425,513

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR PROVIDING DWELL IN
TIMER CONTROLLED APPLIANCES

Thomas F. Glennon, Chicago, 111., assignor to Eation Corpora-
tion, QeTeland, Ohio

FUed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 349,111

Int. a? HOIH 3/34
U.S. Q. 307-141.4 6 Claims

3. A method of controlling the operational cycle timing ofan
appliance operating from a source of alternating current or
pulsed direct current power comprising the steps of:
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(a) providing a timer motor and at least one appliance cycle

function switch operated by said timer;

(b) counting an accumulated number of cycles of said power

source and generating a first signal when said count

reaches a number representing a desired lapsed time inter-
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fixed relation to said predetermmed width of said signal

pulse; and

means for generating said control signal in response to said

delayed signal pulse, said control signal being a pulse of

short duration equal to said short duration time constant,

said control signal being coupled to said second terminal

of said pulse generating means for terminating said signal

pulse.

val and generating a second signal upon occurrence of a

predetermined multiple of said number; and,

(c) switching off said timer motor in response to either of

said first or second signals for providing a dwell in said

cycle timing.

4,425,514

nXED PULSE WIDTH, FAST RECOVERY ONE-SHOT
PULSE GENERATOR

John R. Orr, Pennsauken, and Jacob H. Hoover, Jr., Medford,

both of N.J., assignors to RCA Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 320,017

Int. Q.3 H03K 3/033. 3/86

U.S. Q. 307—265 9 Qaims

4,425,515

METHOD AND MEANS TO MINIMIZE RISETIME OF A
MICROWAVE PULSE MODULATED SIGNAL FROM A

FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER CIRCUIT
Ronald K. Larson, San Jose, Calif., assignor to Hewlett-Packard

Company, Palo Alto, Calif.

Filed Nov. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,503

Int. Q.' H03K 3/3J. 5/12

U.S. Q. 307—268 9 Qaims

^i^-^
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1. A method of minimizing the risetime of a pulse modulated

microwave output signal from a frequency multiplier circuit

having a capacitance, wherein the risetime is degraded by a

delay associated with charging the capacitance to a steady

state voltage, comprising the steps of:

injecting a select pulse into the frequency multiplier circuit.

and

precharging the capacitance to the steady state voltage with

the injected select pulse.

4,425,516

BUFFER QRCUIT AND INTEGRATED
SEMICONDUCTOR CIRCUIT STRUCTURE FORMED OF

BIPOLAR AND CMOS TRANSISTOR ELEMENTS
Frank M. Wanlass, Cupertino, Calif., assignor to ZYTREX

Corporation, Sunnyvale, Calif.

Filed May 1, 1981, Ser. No. 259,651

Int. Q.' H03K 17/04. 17/62. 17/693. 19/092

U.S. Q. 307—446 14 Qaims

v>7-y

1. An apparatus responsive to an input signal for generating

a signal pulse of a predetermined width regardless of subse-

quent occurrences of said input signal during said signal pulse,

said apparatus comprising:

pulse generating means responsive to said input signal at one

input thereof for initiating said signal pulse at an output

thereof and a control signal at a second terminal thereof

for terminating said signal pulse, said signal pulse being

initiated substantially coinstantaneously with said input

signal;

said pulse generating means including means having a short

duration time constant so that said apparatus may be

responsive to a subsequent occurrence of said input signal

immediately upon the termination of said signal pulse for

generating a subsequent signal pulse of said predetermined

width;

means coupled to the output of said pulse generating means

for delaying said signal pulse, said delay time being in

t 4 > , »

1. A buffer circuit comprising at least one pair of bipolar

transistors, each of said pair of bipolar transistors having emit-

ter, collector and base regions in an emitter follower circuit

configuration;

at least one pair of PET transistors for each pair of bipolar

transistors and each having source, drain, and gate regions

defining a conducting channel between its source and

drain, one of said pair of PET transistors connected with

its conducting channel in series with the emitter region of

one of said pair of bipolar transistors and the other of said

pair of PET transistors connected with its conducting

channel in series with the emitter of the other of said pair
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of bipolar transistors, each FET of said pair of FET tran-
sistors respectively connected in circuit with the emitter
region of the bipolar transistor so that said FET transistor
is in a conduction state opposite said bipolar transistor to
which it is connected upon the application of a bias volt-
age to the transistors and of input signals to the bases of
the bipolar transistors, the gate region of each FET of said
pair ofFET transistors connected to the emitter region of
the bipolar transistor connected in series with the con-
ducting channel of the other FET of said pair of FET
transistors; and a pair of complementary FET transistors
being connectable to said bias voltage, each having
source, drain, and gate regions defming a conducting
channel between its source and drain, the conducting
channels of said pair of complementary FET transistors
serially connected so that each defmes a current path
extending to a common junction, said common junction
connected to said base region of one transistor of said pair
of bipolar transistors, the gate regions of said pair of com-
plementary FET transistors connected together and to the
base region of the other transistor of said pair of bipolar
transistors.

4,425,517

FAIL SOFT TRI-STATE LOGIC ORCUIT
Allan M. Smith, Moorestown, NJ., assignor to RCA Corpora-

tion, New Yorii, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 249,608
Int. a.3 H03K 19/007, 19/003. 19/092. 19/094

VS. a. 307-473 6 Oaims

.«Hli ^& 3H'-^
Hi-
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2. A tri-state logic device comprising in combination.
first and second circuit points across which a first operatmg

potential may be applied;

a third circuit point to which in combination with said sec-
ond circuit point a second operating potential may be
applied;

a control terminal for receiving a binary valued signal;
a data terminal for receiving a binary valued signal;

a circuit output terminal;

first and second transistors of complementary conductivity
types each having a conduction path and a control elec-
trode, the conduction paths being connected in series
between said first and second circuit points, the electrical
midpoint of the series conduction path being connected to
said circuit output terminal;

means coupling said data terminal and said control terminal
to said second transistor control electrode;

a third transistor of the same conductivity type as said first

transistor having its control terminal connected to said
first circuit point and having its conduction path extend-

ing between said third circuit point and first transistor
control elecgtrode;

a fourth transistor of the same conductivity type as said
second transistor, having a control electrode, and having
its conduction path connected between said second circuit

point and said control electrode of said second transistor;

fifth and sixth transistors of complementary conductivity
types having conduction paths series connected between
said third circuit point and second circuit point, the elec-
trical midpoint of the series connection being connected
to said fourth transistor control electrode, the control
electrodes of said fifth and sixth transistors being con-
nected to said first circuit point;

seventh, eighth, and ninth transistors of conductivity type
the same as said second transistor having their conductive
paths in series connected between said first transistor
control electrode and said second circuit point, the con-
trol electrodes of said eighth and ninth transistors being
connected to said data terminal and said first circuit point,
respectively, said control electrode of said seventh transis-

tor being coupled to receive a signal which is a function of
the signal applied to said control terminal;

tenth and eleventh transistors of the same conductivity type
as said first transistor, the control electrode of said elev-
enth transistor being connected to said data terminal, said
control electrode of said tenth transistor being coupled to
receive a signal which is a function of the signal applied to
said control terminal; and

means for passing current to the conduction path of said
tenth and eleventh transistors only when said first operat-
ing potential is present between said first and second
circuit points, said means having two terminals, one of
which is connected to said first circuit point, the conduc-
tion paths of said tenth and eleventh transistors being
connected in parallel between said first transistor control
electrode and the other terminal of said means for passing
current.

4,425,518
HIGH VOLTAGE HELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR PULSE

APPARATUS
Walter E. Milberger, Severna Park, Md., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Air
Force, Washington, D.C.

Filed Mar. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 247,495
Int. C1.3 H03K 17/687. 3/45

U.S. a. 307-571 6 Qaims

1. A high voltage field effect transistor pulse apparatus
comprising in combination

a pulse forming means to receive an input pulse signal, said

pulse forming means providing a trigger pulse in response
to said input trigger signal.
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a first coupling means connected to said pulse forming

means to receive said trigger pulse,

a first gating means connected to said first coupling means to

receive said trigger pulse, said first gating means being

operatively connected to a high voltage, said first gating

means being responsive to said trigger pulse to provide a

high voltage output pulse with a rise time of less than 25

nanoseconds, said first gating means comprising a plural-

ity of field effect transistors in series, and,

a pull down means that is inversely coupled to said first

coupling means to receive a control pulse therefrom, said

pull down means comprising:

a second gating means to receive said contror pulse, said

second gating means being responsive to said control

pulse and providing an off trigger signal,

a second coupling means to receive said off trigger signal,

said second coupling means having a predetermined cou-

pling ratio, said second coupling means stepping up said

off trigger signal to a higher value, said second coupling

means including limiting means to limit said off trigger

signal to a predetermined voltage, said off trigger signal

being applied to said first gating means to terminate said

high voltage output pulse.

to said metallic conductor and effective to resist cracking

of said layer at interfaces thereof

4,425,519

CRACK RESISTANT ARMOR TERMINATION FOR POLE
FACE WINDING BARS

Roy L. Balke, and Martin A. Zgraggen, both of Erie, Pa., assign-

ors to General Electric Company, Research Triangle Park,

N.C.

Filed Apr. 19, 1983, Ser. No. 486,502

Int. a.3 H02K 15/12

U.S. a. 310—45 5 Oaims

1. A pole face winding bar comprising:

a metallic conductor;

an insulating layer covering a central portion of said metallic

conductor;

a slot armor covering said second ends of said insulating

layer onto said metallic conductor;

said slot armor being a resin-impregnated woven glass fiber

tape wherein said resin is cure to provide a protective

coating for said insulating layer;

at least a first strip of glass cloth tape wound for in excess of

one full turn about an interface between a first end of said

slot armor and said metallic conductor;

said first strip of glass colth tape overlying a substantial

portion about a full perimeter of said slot armor;

said first strip of glass cloth tape extending beyond said first

end and overlying a substantial portion about a full perim-

eter of said metallic conductor;

said first strip of glass cloth tape overlapping itself in a

portion of winding exceeding one full turn;

said first strip of glass cloth including an adhesive on a first

surface and a bare glass fiber fabric on a second surface

thereof, said adhesive including means compatible for

forming a tenacious bond with said slot armor, said metal-

lic conductor and said second surface;

said adhesive and said strip of glass cloth tape being effective

to prevent entry of contaminants between said armor slot

and said metallic conductor; and

said bare glass fiber fabric being effective to provide a sur-

face which is favorable for retaining a layer of an insulat-

ing paint thereon which is continuous from said slot armor

4,425,520

REDUCED DIAMETER DEVICES WITH AN
ELECTROMAGNEnC CLUTCH

Masahani Hiraga, Isesaki, Japan, assignor to Sankyo Electric

Company Limited, Giii:ma, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 107,436, Dec. 26, 1979, abandoned.

This application Mar. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 358,926

Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 25, 1978, 53-162320;

Jan. 12, 1979, 54-2732

Int. a.' F16D 13/62

U.S. O. 310—92 8 Claims

1. In a device having a housing, a drive shaft extending out

of, and rotatably mounted on, the housing, a cantilever bearing

support attached to said housing, an electromagnetic clutch

including a pulley member rotatably supported on said bearing

support by first bearing means, an electromagnet fixedly sup-

ported on said bearing support and disposed within an annular

cavity of said pulley member, an electromagnetic armature

plate elastically connected to said drive shaft, and axial stopper

means secured to said bearing support for preventing said

bearing means from axial movement, the improvement which
comprises said housing being made of aluminum alloy, said

bearing support including a tubular member of steel coaxial

with said drive shaft and a separate flange member having a

fiange portion secured to the front surface of said housing and

a cylindrical portion whose inner surface is affixed to an outer

surface of said tubular member, said bearing means disposed

between an end surface of said cylindrical portion and said

axial stopper means, and an end surface of said cylindrical

portion opposed to said fiange portion and an end surface of an

inner ring of said bearing means being provided with interlock-

ing means to prevent rotation of said inner ring of said bearing

means relative to said bearing support.

4,425,521

MAGNETIC SLOT WEDGE WITH LOW AVERAGE
PERMEABILITY AND HIGH MECHANICAL STRENGTH
George M. Rosenberry, Jr., Hendersonville, Tenn.; John A.

Mallick, Delanson, and Eike Richter, Scotia, both of N.Y.,

assignors to General Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Jun. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 384,700

Int. a.' H02K 3/48

U.S. a. 310—214 4 Oaims
1. A magnetic wedge for closing the stator slots of a toothed

stator core of an AC machine, said magnetic wedge compris-

ing:

a nonmagnetic and nonconductive support rod; and a stack

of laminations of magnetic material, each lamination hav-

ing two regions of magnetic material joined by a bridge

portion narrow in the radial direction which saturates

during machine operation, said bridge portion being nar-

rowed in the radial direction at its center portion and

becoming wider as distance from the first and second

region decreases, the two regions and said bridge defining
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an opening which aligns with the opening in each other
lamination in said stack of laminations so as to define a

I

23o- 23a 2t-i 50-4

23o

1. A rotational speed indication signal generator, compris-
ing:

(a) a base plate; I

(b) a rotary shaft mounted rotatably with respect to said base
plate, said rotary shaft being arranged to be driven by an
external rotational force applied thereto;

(c) an outer disk made of a magnetic material and coaxially

arranged with respect to said rotary shaft, said outer disk
having gear teeth along its inner periphery;

(d) an inner disk made of a magnetic material, said inner c Isk

having gear teeth at its outer periphery so that said gear
teeth of said outer disk surround and face said gear teeth

of said inner disk with an annular gap between said outer
and inner disks, said inner disk having a plurality of slots

radially extending for defining a plurality of equiangularly
spaced apart integral radial projections, angles between
successive projections being less than 180°, one of said

outer and inner disks being stationary with respect to said

base plate, the other of said outer and inner disks being
stationary with respect to said rotary shaft;

(e) a permanent magnet attached to said outer or inner disk

for constituting a magnetic circuit together with said

outer and inner disks; and

(0 a plurality of generating coils wound respectively around
said radial projections in such a manner that the axis of
each of said generating coils is normal to said rotary shaft

so that said generating coils are radially arranged and lie

along axes in a common plane angles between successive

axes being less than 180* said generating coils being elec-

trically connected in series so that resultant sum voltage
caused from a component of ambient magnetic flux at any
angle parallel to the plane of said inner disk equals zero.

4,425,523

CORE SPRING SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR A
DYNAMOELECTRIC MACHINE

Felix M. Detinko, Pittsburgh; Nicholas S. Kosanovich, Forest
Hills, and John A. Levino, Sewickley Township, Westmore-
land County, all of Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric
Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Jun. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 385,164
Int. a.3 H02K 1/J2

U.S. a. 310-258 10 aaims

channel having a narrowed entrance, said rod being posi-

tioned in said channel with each lamination having a
clamp fit about said rod.

4,425,522

ROTATIONAL SPEED INDICATION SIGNAL
GENERATOR HAVING A PLURALITY OF GENERATING

COILS
Takao Miyasaka, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Victor Com-

pany of Japan, Limited, Yokohama, Japan
Filed Dec. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 333,271

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 22, 1980, 55-

184457[U]

Int. a.3 H02K 11/00
U.S. a. 310—268 11 Qaims

7. A staler structure for an electric generator, comprising:
a cylindrical shell member;
a plurality of annular frame rings connected to and extend-

ing radially inward from said shell member;
a plurality of spring bars connected to said annular frame

rings and extending axially inside, said plurality of spring
bars being disposed in a cylindrical association of said

shell;

a cylindrical inner core member;
a plurality of building bars connected to the outer cylindrical

surface of said core member, said building bars extending
axially and protruding radially outward from said core
member, said building bars being arranged in a cylindrical

association;

said cylindrical association of building bars describing an
outside diameter smaller than the inside diameter de-
scribed by said cylindrical association of spring bars;

means for deforming preselected portions of said spring bars
radially inward against said building bars; and

said cylindrical association of spring bars being shaped to

receive said cylindrical association of building bars in a
slidable, coaxial association.

4,425,524

PIEZOELECTRIC SWITCH USING PIEZOCERAMIC
BENDING ELEMENTS, AND IN PARTICULAR A RELAY

UTILIZING SUCH ELEMENTS
Garth D. Hillman, Nashville, Tenn., assignor to Northern Tele-

com Inc., Nashville, Tenn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 167,002, Jul. 9, 1980, abandoned. This
application Aug. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 412,229

Int. a.J HOIH 57/00
U.S. CI. 310—332 4 Qaims

1. A piezoelectric operated indicator device for use in tele-

phone status line indicators, said device comprising:

a piezoelectric device having two piezoelectric elements
bonded together, said elements being oppositely polarized

. and being connected as a single member which is cantile-

ver mounted at one end and has an opposite free end;

means for applying an electrical voltage across said two
elements, said two elements being in electrical series

whereby said piezoelectric device bends from an unbent
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position in a first or a second direction when a voltage of
a first or a second polarity, respectively, is applied; and

means responsive to the bending of said piezoelectric device
for producing a visual indication of said bending whereby
said visual indication producing means provides an indica-

tion of a voltage of a predetermined polarity being applied

across said series connected elements, said visual indica-

"i?^

tion producing means comprising a wall having an open-

ing formed therein, said opening being positioned such

that a portion of said piezoelectric device is visible in said

opening when said piezoelectric device is in one of the

bent and unbent positions, and said portion of said piezo-

electric device is not visible in said opening when said

piezoelectric device is in another of said bent or unbent

positions.

4,425,525

ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCER ARRAY SHADING
Lowell S. Smith, Schenectady, N.Y.; Axel F. Brisken, Shingle

Springs, and Michael S. Homer, Davis, both of Calif., assigir-

ors to General Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.
Filed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 349,146

Int. a.3 HOIL 41/22
U.S. O. 310—336 6 Qaims

Kc^ K =*
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4,425,526

METHOD OF MAKING ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS
TO THIN nLM COATINGS AND THE ELECTRICAL

CONNECTOR FORMED THEREBY
Bruce E. Mount, Diamond Bar, Calif., assignor to The Perkin-
Elmer Corp., Norwalk, Conn.

Filed Oct. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 316,176

Int. Q.J HOIL 41/18
U.S. Q. 310—800 6 Qaims

1. An electrical connector for thin film comprising.
means defining a relatively thin strip of film material coated
on both sides with a conductive material,

support means,

said film being adhered to the outside surface of said support
means and arranged so that a pair of parallel end areas of
the strip of film material face one another along an outer
wall of the support means.

a conductive bar located between said end areas,

a pair of resilient conductive pads positioned against the film

material on the side of the film opposite from said conduc-
tive bar to provide a large area contact to both end areas

of the film,

said pads and said conductive bar being spaced from said

support means,

means pressing said pads into engagement with said film at a

controlled preselected pressure, and
means for connecting said conductive bar and said pads to an

electrical source.

4,425,527

OPTICAL nLTERS COMPRISING PYROLYZED
POLYIMIDE HLMS AND LAMP

Enid K. Sichel, Lincoln, Mass., assignor to GTE Laboratories

Incorporated, Waltham, Mass.

Filed Jun. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 276,449

Int. Q.' HOIJ 61/40
U.S. Q. 313—112 8 Qaims

1. A shaded linear ultrasonic transducer array comprising a

plurality of elongated transducer elements which have elec-

trodes on opposite surfaces and are all wider at the center and
narrower at either end such that in the Y-axis direction parallel

to the element length the intensity of emitted ultrasound is

greater at the center than at the ends of the array and the

radiation pattern has reduced side lobe levels.

S * *
O S Q

WMwl NUMPtN

6. In a lamp comprising an incandescent filament, a selective

optical absorption filter in back ofand in reflecting relationship

to said filament to reflect visible light directly through the
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forward portion of the lamp and transmit infrared radiation, an
enclosing light-transmitting envelope around said filament and
said fUter, the improvement wherein said selective optical
absorption filter comprises a film of the thermal decomposition
product formed by heating a polymeric pyromellitimide at a
temperature of about 600* C. to about 700* C. for a period of
about 2 to 6 hours in an inert gas atmosphere said film of
thermal decomposition product characterized by maximum
light transmittance above about 2 ;im wavelength.

at least one grid, at least one of the resonant cavities of the
accelerating structure being electromagnetically coupled to
the grid-anode space of the tube.

I

4,425,528

COLOR PICTURE TUBES AND METHOD OF
MANUFACTTHING THE SAME

Naomitsn Witanabe, Mobarm Japan, assignor to Hitachi, Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan

FUed May 7, 1981, Ser. No. 261,497
Claims priority, application Japan, May 16, 1980, 55-64126

Int a.3 HOIJ 29/10
UA a. 313-466 IQX^m^

4,425,530

TIME DELAY LAMP BALLAST ORCUTT
Edward E. Hammer, Mayfleld Village, and Eugene Umnwrs,
Qeveland Heights, both of Ohio, assignors to General Electric
Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 22, 1981, S«r. No. 313,878
Int a.3 H05B 39/04, 41/36

U.S. a. 315-104 sciai^

HumiM)
I

1. A color picture tube provided with a three color fluores-
cent screen comprising phosphors applied to predeteremined
portions of an inner surface of a panel of said tube for emitting
red, green and blue color lights, and a filter substance selec-
tively located to be operative with each one of said red and
blue phosphors and coated on the inner surface of said panel,
said filter substance having a color different from colors of
lights emitted by said red or blue phosphors.

1. A rapid start fluorescent lamp circuit having two or more
fluorescent lamps connected in electrical series across a source
of operating voltage, means to supply heating current to the
lamp cathodes, and a starting capacitor and a time delay switch
connected in series across one or more of said lamps, said time
delay switch being adapted to close after the cathodes of said
lamps have heated to a desired temperature to apply substan-
tially all of the operating voltage across a first one of said lamps
to start said first one of said lamps and after starting of said first

one of said lamps to allow the application of substantially all of
the operating voltage across another of said lamps to start said
another of said lamps.

4,425,529 '

CHARGED-PARTICLE ACCELERATING DEVICE FOR
METRIC WAVE OPERATION

Hubert Leboutet, St. Qoud, France, assignor to C.G.R. MeV,
Bnc, France

Filed Mar. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 240,236
Qaims priority, application France, Mar. 4, 1980, 80 04835

Int. a.3 HOIJ 25/10
U.S. a. 315-5.41 9 Qaims

4,425,531

ELECTRONIC FLASH UNIT ASSEMBLY
Ralph Holmes, 216 Diana Dr., Buriey, Id. 83318

Filed Sep. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 298,368
Int. a.3 H05B 41/32

U.S. a. 315—241 P 6aaims

1. A charged-particle accelerating device for metric wave-
length operation comprising a source of charged particles, a
linear accelerator having a series of resonant cavities for accel-
erating a beam of said charged particles and means in said
cavities for focusing said beam, an electromagnetic wave gen-
erator for emitting a signal and injecting said signal into a least
one of said resonant cavities, means for applying a pulsed high
voltoge to the particle source to produce said particles, and
means for scanning a target with the beam of accelerated
particles, wherein the electromagnetic wave generator com-
prises a thermionic tube provided with a cathode, an anode and

1. An electronic flash unit assembly connectable to and
triggerable by a camera comprising:

(a) a triggerable power and control module connectable to a
camera and having:

(1) a housing containing a power source with a controlla-
ble variable power output,

(2) means for connecting the power source to a camera so
that operation of the camera triggers the power source,

(3) power cord receptacles connected to said power
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source provided in right side and left side surfaces of
said housing,

(4) a first bracket protruding forwardly from a right front

surface of the housing,

(5) a second bracket protruding forwardly from a left

front surface of the housing, and

(6) a shaft received in said housing and having a threaded

end portion protruding above a top surface of the hous-

ing for connecting the housing to the camera;

(b) a flash module containing an electronic flash tube,

(c) an assembly of articulated flash arms for supporting said

flash module spaced from said power and control module,
said assembly having one end articulated to said flash

module and one end articulated to one of said first and said

second brackets; and

(d) power cord means carried by said assembly for furnish-

ing power to the electronic flash tube when the power
source is triggered and having one end connected to said

flash module and one end connected to one of said power
cord receptacles.

4,425,533

GENERATOR FOR PRODUONG A D.C. SUPPLY
VOLTAGE IN A TELEVISION RECEIVER COMPRISING

A VERTICAL SCANNING ORCUIT
Joseph Colineau, and Gerard RiUy, both of Paris, France, as-

signors to Tborason-Brandt, Paris, France

Filed No?. 28, 1980, Ser. No. 211,206
Qaims priority, application France, Dec. 4, 1979, 79 29765

Int. a.' HOIJ 29/70. 29/76
U.S. a. 315—408 5 Claims
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4,425,532

aRcurr arrangement of a staircase lighting
TIME SWITCH

Silvano Sinkauz, Ruze Petroric 19, 52000 Pula, Yugoslaria

Filed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 348,714

Int. a.3 H05B 37/02
MS. a. 315—360 3 Qaims

1. Circuit arrangement of a staircase lighting time switch

comprising a triac (3), the first main terminal of which is con-

nected to one power terminal (1) and the second main terminal

of which is connected to the lamp terminal (7) to which the

lamps (5) are connected, and that for controlling the trigger

gate current of the triac (3) two triggering circuits are used,

each consisting of a thyristor (12, 12') in parallel to the anode
and the cathode of which a serial connection of a capacitor (10,

10'), a diode (9, 9') and a resistor (11, 11') is connected so that

one connection of the capacitor (10, 10') is connected to the

anode of the thyristor (12, 12') and the other connection of the

resistor (11, 11') to the cathode of the thyristor (12, 12).

whereat in parallel to the capacitor (10. 10') for discharging it

a series connection of a reed relay (13, 13') and a resistor (16,

16') is connected, and that for securing the trigger gate current

for the triac (3) for both half-waves the thyristors (12. 12') are

connected between the second main terminal (7) of the triac (3)

and its gate (8) in such a manner that to this gate (8) the anode

of the thyristor (12) and the cathode of the thyristor (12') are

connected.

1. A generator for supplying a d.c. voluge, especially to the

amplifiers of the video stage in a television receiver, compris-
ing a vertical scanning circuit in which the power for produc-
ing the current which passes through the vertical deflector is

drawn solely from a cicuit supplied by means of line retrace

pulses delivered by the secondary winding of a transformer, a

capacitor in scries with the vertical deflector being such that

the voltage at the terminals of the assembly comprising said

deflector and said capacitor has a constant sign which is inde-

pendent of the direction of the current flowing through said

deflector, the circuit being provided with an active switch

which comprises a diode mounted in parallel, but in the oppo-
site direction, with respect to a thristor or a transistor, said

active switch being controlled and modulated at the line fre-

quency, and wherein a rectifier circuit comprising a diode in

the same direction as the diode of the active switch is con-

nected to and is powered by said secondary winding of said

veriical scanning circuit in order to deliver said d.c. supply

voltage.

4,425,534

LINEAR motor VELOCITY SENSOR
Avraham Perahia, San Jote, Calif., assignor to Pertec Computer

Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 13,480, Feb. 21, 1979, Pat. No.

4,291,593. TbU application Nov. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,107

Int. a.J H02K 33/12. 41/02
MS. Q. 318—135 4 Qaims
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1. A linear motor comprising:

a permanent magnet core including an annular outer mem-
ber and an elongated central member respectively defin-

ing spaced first and second pole faces, said core producing

a substantially uniform magnetic field across an air gap
defmed between said spaced pole faces;
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a voice coil comprising a multiple turn electrical conductor
physically configured as a cylindrical hollow wall struc-

ture, said structure supported around said core central

member, at least partially within said air gap, for move-
ment along a linear path coincident with the axis of said

coil and the elongated direction of said central member
and substantially perpendicular to said magnetic field;

drive means electrically connected to said voice coil for

supplying a drive current thereto to interact with said

magnetic field for developing a force on said hollow wall
structure to move it along said linear path

a first sensing loop comprising an electrical conductor
mounted on and contoured to the peripheral surface of
said hollow wall structure, said first sending loop defining
an axis extending substantially perpendicular to said voice
coil axis and including a conductor portion within said

magnetic field; and

circuit means responsive to a voluge produced by said first

sensing loop as said hollow wall structure carries said

conductor portion through said magnetic field for control-
ling the drive current supplied to said voice coil.

4,425,535

ERRONEOUS START PREVENTING DEVICE FOR
BATTERY-POWERED VEHICLE

Shohei Kamimoto, Musashimurayama, Japan, assignor to Nis-
san Motor Company, Limited, Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Jan. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 228,923
Qaims priority, application Japan, Jan. 30, 1980, 55-9599

Int. aj H02P 1/00
U.S. a. 318-139 7 Qaims

SPEfD
^coiyr»ai.£«

1. A solid-state device for preventing erroneous starts in a
battery-powered vehicle, which comprises:

(a) a power supply key switch having on and off states and
connected to a power supply having a negative pole and a
positive pole;

(b) an operating switch means having on and off states for
operatively directing the battery-powered vehicle to
move in a desired direction;

(c) a solid-state first switching circuit means having on and
off states, said solid-state first switching circuit means
being located between said power supply key switch and
a vehicle speed controller and operatively connected to
said vehicle speed controller for maintaining an off state

so as to disconnect the power supply from the vehicle
speed controller when said power supply key switch is

turned on while said operating switch means is on, for
turning on and connecting the power supply to the vehicle
speed controller when said power supply key switch is

turned on while said operating switch is off, for remaining
on after said operating switch means is turned on and off
while said power supply key switch is on, and for turning
off only when said power supply key switch is turned off;

and

(d) a second switching circuit means connected to said oper-
ating switch means and turned on when said operating
switch means is turned on for connecting the power sup-
ply to a reversible motor,

whereby the battery-powered vehicle starts with the revers-
ible motor and vehicle speed controller operated when

first said power supply key switch is turned on and there-
after said operating switch means is turned off.

4,425,536
POSITIVE CONTACTS COMMUTATOR APPARATUS

Dwayne E. Larsen, 2103 E. Des Moine, Mesa, Ariz. 85203
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 95,500, Not. 19, 1979,

abandoned. This application Jan. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 337,690
Int. aj H02K J3/00

U.S. a. 318-439 14 Qaims
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I. Commutator and brush apparatus for an electric motor
having a rotating shaft, comprising in combination:

first conductive means secured for rotation on the motor
shaft, including

a first conductive portion extending arcuately for three
hundred sixty degrees,

a second conductive portion extending arcuately for sub-
stantially less than three hundred sixty degrees, and

a third conductive portion disposed generally arcuately
opposite from the second conductive portion and ex-
tending arcuately for substantially less than three hun-
dred sixty degrees;

second conductive means secured for rotation on the motor
shaft with the first conductive means and electrically

isolated from the first conductive means, including
a fourth conductive portion extending arcuately for three

hundred sixty degrees,

a fifth conductive portion extending arcuately for substan-

tially less than three hundred sixty degrees, and
a sixth conductive portion disposed generally arcuately

oppositely from the fifth conductive portion and ex-

tending arcuately for substantially less than three hun-
dred sixty degrees;

output means connected to the first and second conductive
means;

input brush means disposed on the first conductive means for

providing a current for the output means during a first

portion of each three hundred sixty degree rotation of the
shaft, and disposed on the second conductive means for

providing a current for the output means during a second
portion of each three hundred sixty degree rotation of the
shaft;

return brush means disposed on the second conductive
means for providing a return path for the electrical cur-
rent from the output means and from the input brush
means during the first portion of each three hundred sixty

degree rotation of the shaft, and disposed on the first

conductive means for providing a return path during the
second portion of each three hundred sixty degree rota-

tion of the shaft;

first diode brush means connected to the first and second
conductive means for providing a current return path
from the second conductive means to the first conductive
means during a third portion of each three hundred sixty

degree rotation of the shaft; and
second diode brush means connected to the first and second

conductive means for providing a current return path
from the first conductive means to the second conductive
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means during a fourth portion of each three hundred sixty

degree rotation of the shaft.

4,425,537

X-Y ADDRESSABLE WORKPIECE POSITIONER AND
MASK ALIGNER USING SAME

Edward H. PhilUpa, Mountain View, and Karl-Heinz Johann-

smeier, Los Altos, both of Calif., assignors to Optimetrix

Corporation, Mountain View, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 918,713, Jun. 26, 1978, abandoned.

This application Oct. 20, 1980, Ser. No. 198,364

Int. a? G05B 1/06

U.S. Q. 318—640 12 Oaims
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1. A servo control system comprising:

stage means movable along orthogonal axes for positioning a

workpiece relative to a work apparatus;

first and second drive means respectively responsive to first

and second drive signals and operative to drive said stage

means along said axes;

position detector means for monitoring the position of said

stage means relative to the work apparatus and including

a reference substrate carried by said stage means and

having orthogonal dimension position related indicia

disposed thereupon, and

means for sensing said indicia and developing first and

second actual position signals corresp>onding to the

positioning of said substrate along said axes;

input means for generating first and second desired position

signals corresponding to positions along said axes to

which said stage means is to be driven; and

first and second position control means for respectively

comparing said first and second desired position signals to

said first and second actual position signals and for devel-

oping said first and second drive signals for application to

said first and second drive means respectively to cause

said workpiece to be driven to a desired position.

4,425,538

TIMEPIECE WITH A DEVICE FOR THE CONTROL OF A
STEPPING MOTOR

Jean-Claude Bemey, Epalinges, Switzerland, assignor to Jean-

Claude Bemey SA, Epalinges, Switzerland

Filed Feb. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 233,087

Qaims priority, application Switzeriand, Feb. 19, 1980,

1320/80

Int. Q.} G04F 5/O0

U.S. Q. 318—696 13 Qaims
1. A timepiece comprising:

a stepping motor including a coil and a rotor;

an oscillator for providing a standard frequency signal;

a frequency divider connected to said oscillator for dividing

down said standard frequency signal and delivering a

plurality of periodic signals of different frequencies;

a motor control device connected to said frequency divider

and comprising a driver circuit for applying current driv-

ing pulses to said coil; and

detecting means for delivering a signal when a particular

point in the characteristic of the current in said coil ap-

pears, the time of the appearance of said particular point

being variable as a function of the load of the motor;
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said motor control device further including control means
receiving the signal delivered by said detecting means and
acting on said driver circuit to vary the energy supplied to

said motor by said driving pulses in proportion to the

variations of the time of the appearance of said particular

point in the characteristic of the current in the coil with

respect to the driving pulse, this change in the energy

being effected in a single step at least when the variation of

the time of the appearance of said particular point with

respect to the driving pulse corresponds to an increase in

the load of the motor.

4,425,539

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AC INDUCTION MOTOR
Frank E. Wills, York, Pa., assignor to Borg-Wamer Corpora-

tion, Chicago, III.

Continuation-in-pari of Ser. No. 129,958, Mar. 13, 1980,

abandoned. This application Apr. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 373,554

Int. Q.' H02P //iZ 1/2S

U.S. Q. 318—771 2 Qaims

1. A control system for coupling the primary windings of an

AC induction motor to a source of three-phase electric power,

comprising;

a wye-delta starter for coupling the primary windings to the

power source in order to apply power to the mduction

motor and which, in response to starting, connects the

primary windings into a wye-connection to limit the in-

rush current normally occurring at start-up;

power sensing means for generating a control signal which is

directly proportional to the power applied to the induc-

tion motor;

and differential comparator means responsive to said control

signal and to an adjustable reference signal, representing a

preselected power input level, for generating an actuating

signal for switching the wye-delta starter between a first

condition, wherein the primary windings are connected in

a wye-connection, and a second condition wherein the

primary windings are connected in a delta-connection,

the first condition being established, to effect energy savings,
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during light loads when the power applied to the induc-

tion motor is below the preselected power input level,

whereas the second condition is established during
heavier loads when the power applied to the motor is

above the preselected power input level.

4,425,540

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR PYROELECTRIC
POWER CONVERSION

Randall B. Olscn, OliTenhain, Calif., assignor to Power Conver-

sioa Tecbnology, Inc., San Diego, Calif.

FOed Jun. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 270,105

Int. a.3 H02N 1/00
MS. a. 322—2 A 44 Oaims

1. A pyroelectric power converter comprising a capacitor
formed of dielectric material having temperature dependent
capacitance, a regenerative heat transfer medium which exhib-
its a temperature gradient therealong and with which the
capacitor is in continuous heat transfer relation, and actuating
means for effecting relative movement of said capacitor and
medium along said temperature gradient from a first toward a
second relative position, and for alternatively effecting relative

return movement of said capacitor and medium along said

temperature gradient from said second toward said first posi-

tion.

4,425,541

APPARATUS FOR IDENTIFYING DEFECTIVE
ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION CAPAOTORS

Merlin E. Burkum, Elmburst, and Timothy M. O'Regan, Chi-

cago, both of 111., assignors to Commonwealth Edison Co.,

Chicago, III.

Filed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 301,949

Int. a.3 GOIR 31/02
UA a. 324—51 5 Qaims
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battery having an output of between 12 and 24 volts and
an inverter having an input of between 12 and 24 volts

DC. and an output of 120 volts at a frequency of 400
hertz;

a variable transformer for varying,the output voltage of the
said power source;

connecting means for supplying alternating output voltage
of said variable transformer to the power capacitor to be
tested;

a voltmeter for measuring magnitude of output voltage of
said variable transformer at the capacitor to be tested;

an open and closed type, split magnetic core probe utilizing

the Hall-effect for sensing and amplifying the charging
current from the output of said variable transformer
which enters the capacitor being tested; and

an ammeter for indicating the magnitude of the current

output from said Hall-effect device.

4,425,542

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE
SURFACE TRANSFER IMPEDANCE OF A PIECE OF

SHIELDED CABLE
Anatoly Tsaliovich, Wheaton, and John Kincaid, Batavia, both

of 111., assignors to Belden Corporation, Geneva, 111.

Filed Sep. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 413,603

Int a.3 GOIR 27/04
U.S. a. 324—58 R 15 Claims
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7. A test fixture for measuring the surface transfer impe-

dance of a sample of a shielded cable over a wide frequency
range above and below about 10 MHz, the cable having an
outer shield and an inner conductor, the test fixture compris-

ing:

enclosure means for defining a cylindrical region having a

conducting boundary and substantially coaxially contain-

ing and defining a length of the shielded cable sample;

excitation means for exciting a substantially determined

alternating current limited to said defined length on the

outside of said shielded cable sample, said current having
a return path in said conducting boundary, and said cur-

rent being variable in frequency below about 1 GHz;
measurement means responsive to said current and to a

voltage between said inner conductor and said outer

shield for determining the surface transfer impedance of

said sample.

1. An apparatus for detecting incipient faults in a power
capacitor having:

an alternating current power source including a storage substantially the same frequency and providing a higlTdegree

4,425,543

HIGH STABILITY BUFFERED PHASE COMPARATOR
William A. Adams, College Park, and Victor S. Reinhardt,

Gaithersburg, both of Md., assignors to The United States of

America as represented by the Administrator of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jul. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 284,314

Int. a.3 GOIR 25/00
U.S. a. 324—83 R 19 Claims

1. A low noise RF signal phase comparator for signals of
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of RF isolation and relatively high phase stability for changes
in ambient temperature, comprising:

first and second buffer amplifier means (16. 18) adapted to be
coupled to respective input signals of substantially the
same frequency;

signal mixer means (14) coupled to said first and second
means (16, 18) and being operable to heterodyne said input
signals to provide a difference signal output;

said first and second amplifier means and said mixer means
each including both active and passive circuit elements;

fte
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common heat sink means (28) in thermal contact with said

active circuit elements (62, 68, 70 and 82, 88 90 and 110) of
said first and second amplifier means (16, 18) and said

mixer means (14) for providing a common temperature
reference for said active circuit elements; and

detector means (20) coupled to said mixer means including a

signal level crossover detector (122, 132) for providing an
output signal of varying amplitude exhibiting relatively

abrupt leading and trailing edges at crossings of a prede-

termined signal level whereby crossings of said predeter-

mined signal level provide an indication of the phase
difference between said input signals.

4,425,544

DUAL^ATE DEEP-DEPLETION TECHNIQUE FOR
CARRIER-GENERATION-LIFETIME MEASUREMENT

Phillip W. Barth, Palo Alto, Calif., assignor to The United Sutes
of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy,
Washington, D.C.

Filed Mar. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 241,307

Int. a.3 GOIR 31/26
U.S. a. 324—158 D 5 Qaims
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1. A method for measuring the carrier generation lifetime in

an inversion mode MOS device of the type having a dielectri-

cally isolated thin film semiconductor and having a capability

of dual gate control, which comprises the steps of:

(a) establishing a first equilibrium state of said device by:

(1) applying a voltage to a first gate control which is

greater than the equilibrium threshold voltage of the

channel associated with said first gate control;

(2) applying a voluge to the second gate control which is

less than the threshold voltage of the channel associated

with said second gate control; and

(3) applying a voltage to the drain of said device so that

said d^ice is in the saturation region of operation dur-

ing said first equilibrium state; and

(4) coupling the source of said device to circuit ground;

(b) applying a step voltage to the second gate control which
is large enough to turn off the channel associated with the

first gate control; and

(c) measuring the drair. current during steps (a) and (b), said

step of applying a step voltage producing a characteristic

transient effect in said drain current, the recovery time

constant of said transient cfTect being related to the carrier

generation lifetime in said device according to the rela-

tionship T/j = TcX 2N^/n, where tr is the recovery time

constant, tg is the carrier generation lifetime, N^ is the

acceptor concentration, and n, is the intrinsic carrier con-

centration.

4,425,545

EDDY CURRENT PROBE CALIBRATION STANDARD
Joseph J. Scalese, 5531 Laird Rd., Loomis, Calif. 95650

Filed Jul. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 286.816

Int. a.i GOIR 35/00
U.S. a. 324-202 8 Oaims

1. An eddy current probe calibration standard for the cali-

bration of an eddy current probe comprising in combination:

a holding block fixture to provide a plurality of seating

means,

a plurality of calibration discs seated respectively m said

plurality of seating means in said holding block fixture,

said plurality of calibration discs comprising a suitable

material to conduct eddy currents, each of said plurality of
calibration discs having a central hole therein to accept an

eddy current probe for calibration thereof, each of said

holes being of different diameters, each of said holes con-

taining a slot disposed in the wall of the hole, said slot

having a longitudinal axis, said longitudinal axis of said

slot being parallel to the central axis of said hole, said slot

having predetermined dimensions, said slot providing a

known defect to said eddy current probe for the adjust-

ment thereof, and

means for holding said calibration discs in said holding block

fixture.

4,425,546

COATING THICKNESS GAUGE
James C. Taylor, Ravenhurst, Sycamore Ave., Hcywood, En-

gland

Filed Mar. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 240,614

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Mar. 5, 1980,

8007500

Int. a.' GOIB 7/06

U.S. Q. 324—230 7 Claims

1. A coating thickness gauge for measuring the thickness of

a coating on a substrate of magnetic material, the gauge com-
prising a housing having a base which can be positioned on the

coating; a magnet movably mounted in the housing and situ-

ated so as to be magnetically held on the coating by attraction

by the substrate when the base is in position on the coating; a

withdrawal member movably mounted in the housing; damp-
ing means mounted in said housing and engaging said with-

drawal member for damping the movement of the withdrawal
member; a first spring coupling the withdrawal member to the

magnet; a brake mounted in said housing and engageable with

the withdrawal member and actuated by release of the magnet;

an indicator coupled to said withdrawal member to indicate

the position of the withdrawal member with respect to said

1038 O.G.—34
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housing; a second spring in the housing and coupled to the
withdrawal member and stronger than said first spring and
urging said withdrawal member away from said magnet for

increasing the force exerted by said first spring on said magnet;
a handle movably mounted with respect to the housing, and a

release mechanism coupled to the withdrawal member, the

arrangement being such that actuation of the handle releases

S IS S 3 ^i 7

the withdrawal member by way of the release mechanism so
that the withdrawal member is drawn back by the second
spring against drag of the damping means and stresses the first

spring until the force of magnetic attraction is overcome,
whereupon the magnet is released and actuates the brake to

arrest movement of the withdrawal member, the indicator thus
giving an indication in accordance with the thickness of the
coating.

4,425,547

NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE APPARATUS
HAVING MEANS FOR COMPENSATING A

PROJECnNG SIGNAL
Hiroshi Sugimoto, Ootawara, Japan, assignor to Tokyo

Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Japan
Filed Jun. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 272,071

Qaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 13, 1980, 55-79789
Int. a.3 GOIR 33/08

U.S. a. 324—318
I 3 Qaims
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1. In nuclear magnetic resonance apparatus of the type in

which information as to the nuclear magnetic resonance con-
centration distribution of a specified atomic nucleus in multiple
directions in a specified plane of a body to be examined is

obtained by means for producing a homogeneous static mag-
netic field overiapping a gradient magnetic field, means for
electrically routing the isomagnetic field surface of said gradi-
ent magnetic field with respect to said body, and coil means
including a coil wound around the body, for impressing elec-

tromagnetic waves upon the body and for detecting nuclear
resonance signals in response to the impressed fields and elec-

tromagnetic waves, the improvement comprising:
a coil holder made of a material containing none of said

specified atomic nucleus both for holding said coil in a
predetermined shape and for suitably spacing said coil

from said body when positioned in the coil;

a pair of standard signal sources made of a material contain-
ing said specified atomic nucleus and disposed in said coil

holder for facing each other through a body positioned in

the coil for compensating a projection signal; and
a drive device for rotating said coil holder with its signal

sources and said coil as a unit in synchronism and coopera-
tion with the electric rotations of said gradient magnetic
field, said paired standard signal sources always being
positioned in the isomagnetic field surfaces on both sides

of said body.

4425 548
DIGITAL SIGNALPROCESSING ORCUIT

Kouzou Kage, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nippon Electric Com-
pany, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 300,346
Qaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 9, 1980, 55-123990

Int. a.3 H03K 13/32
U.S. Q. 328-162 iQ Qaims
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1. A digital signal processing circuit comprising:

reference voltage generator means for generating a refer-

ence voltage;

comparator means having a first input for receiving said

reference voltage and a second input for receiving a digi-

tal signal which is distorted in a known manner;
shift register means connected to an output of the compara-

tor means;

clock pulse extractor means for extracting clock pulses from
said digital signal and applying the clock pulses to the shift

register means; and

weighing circuit means connected between the shift register

means and a predetermined one of the first and second
inputs of said comparator means, said weighting circuit

means having an operating characteristic determined in

accordance with an output of said shift register means
which in turn operates as a function of said digital signal,

whereby reference voltage changes are made at said com-
parator input to offset any adverse effect of said known
digital input signal distortion.
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4,425,549

nN LINE CIRCUIT FOR DETECTING R.F. WAVE
SIGNALS

Paul M. Schwartz, Belleair Beach, and James C. Chu, Tampa,
both of Fla., assignors to Sperry Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jul. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 286,813

Int. a.3 HOIP 3/12; H03D 1/10
U.S. Q. 329—161 8 Qaims

1. A fin line apparatus within a waveguide having substan-

tially parallel top and bottom walls, and two substantially

parallel sidewalls substantially perpendicular to said top and
bottom walls, for supporting propagation therein of electro-

magnetic waves having a predetermined wavelength and for

providing signals responsive to said electromagnetic waves,

comprising:

a dielectric material, disposed in a plane between and sub-

stantially parallel to said two sidewalls of said waveguide;

a first metallic film conductor having a thickness that is a

fraction of said wavelength, disposed substantially parallel

to said sidewalls on k first planar surface of said dielectric

material so that the area of said first planar surface not

covered by said first metallic film conductor comprises a

first region having a longitudinal axis substantially parallel

to a longitudinal axis of said waveguide, said first region

having a first end, and a second end having a flare, said

area further comprising a second region having a first end

opening into said first region between said flare and said

first end of said first region, and having a second end

disposed proximate the plane in which said top wall of

said waveguide is disposed;

a second metallic film conductor, disposed substantially

parallel to said sidewalls on a second planar surface of said

dielectric material opposite said first metallic film conduc-

tor, in substantial alignment with said first metallic film

conductor and said second region; and

means, disposed substantially in said second region, for

receiving electromagnetic waves from said first region

and for providing output signals therefrom.

4,425,550

CHARGE PUMP AMPLIHER
Michael D. Smith, and James A. Miller, both of Austin, Tex.,

assignors to Motorola, Inc., Schaumburg, III.

Filed Dec. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 334,280

Int. Q.J H03F 1/34

U.S. Q. 330—107 5 Qaims
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an operational amplifier having an input and an output;

feedback means connected between the input and the output

of the operational amplifier and comprising a storage

means;

means selectively coupled to the input of the operational

amplifier and to a voltage source, for stonng a charge

from the voltage source, and for transferring the stored

charge to the input of the operational amplifier,

means for selectively discharging the storage means at a rate

different than the rate at which the stored charges are

applied to input of the operational amplifier;

whereby a plurality of charges from the means for storing a

charge are transferred to the storage means, and the plu-

rality of the charges are accumulated by the storage means
prior to the discharge thereof

4,425,551

DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIHER STAGE HAVING BIAS
COMPENSATING MEANS

David E. Blackmer, Wilton, N.H., and David R. Welland, Bos-

ton, Mass., assignors to DBX, Inc., Newton, Mass.
Filed Mar. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 247,649

Int. Q.' H03F 3/45
U.S. Q. 330—261 11 Qaims

1. A charge pump amplifier comprising:

1. In an amplifier of the type comprising at least two input

terminals and a differential pair of transistors, at least one input

terminal being adapted to receive an input signal and said

differential pair of transistors including first and second bipolar

transiston, said first transistor being coupled to system ground,

wherein the improvement comprises:

bipolar transistor means comprising a third bipolar transistor

having a base, emitter and collector, said base of said third

transistor being coupled to said one input terminal and

said emitter of said third transistor being coupled to said

second transistor so as to buffer said one input terminal

from said differential pair; and

compensation means for generating a compensating current

to said bipolar transistor means, said collector of said third

bipolar transistor being coupled to said compensation

means so as to operate as an emitter follower, said com-

pensation means comprising fourth, fifth and sixth bipolar

transistors, each of said fourth, fifth and sixth transistors

having a base, collector and emitter, said base of said

fourth transistor being coupled to the base of said third

transistor, said collector of said fourth transistor being

coupled to system ground and said emitter of said fourth

transistor being coupled to the collector of said sixth

bipolar transistor, said emitter of said fifth transistor being

coupled to the collector of said third bipolar transistor and

said collector of said fifth transistor being coupled to a

predetermined voltage source; and said emitter of said

sixth bipolar transistor is adapted to be coupled to a prese-

lected voltage source; and

means for reducing DC voltage offset between the bases of

said differential pair, said means for reducing said voltage
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offset comprising diode means coupled to the emitter of
said first transistor, a first resistance means coupling said

diode means to a junction point, and a second resistance

means coupling the emitter of said second transistor to

said junction point, wherein the values of said first and
second resistors are set to reduce the noise through said

differential pair;

wherein said bipolar transistor means and said compensation
means are adapted to reduce the amount of bias signal

drawn from said input signal by said differential pair than
would be otherwise drawn by said differential pair if said

one input terminal were directly connected to said differ-

ential pair.

4,425,552

DIRECT-TYPE BINARY FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER
Ronald C. Stirling, Clearwater, Fla., assignor to Sperry Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of S«r. No. 88,973, Oct. 29, 1979. This application

Aug. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 291,204

Int. a.' H03B 21/02
U.S. a. 331—39 2 Oaims
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1. A direct-type binary frequency synthesizer, providing an
output signal, comprising:

frequency generator means for providing at least five output
signals having, respectively, predetermined frequencies
F|, F2, F3, F4, and F5 such that Fi-F3 = F4-4F3, and
F5-F4= 2Fi-2F2;

binary bit command signal means for providing binary bit

command signals;

at least one processor stoge, a processor stage providing an
output signal, and having:

first switch means, coupled to said frequency generator
means and said binary bit command signal means, for
receiving said binary bit command signals and said
signals having frequencies Fi and F2, and for selectively
providing, in response to said binary bit command sig-
nals, an output signal of either said signal having fre-

quency Fi or said signal having frequency F2;
first mixer means, responsive to said output signal of said

first switch means, and a second input signal, for pro-
viding an output signal having a frequency which is the
frequency difference between said output signal of said
first switch means and said second input signal;

second switch means, coupled to said frequency generator
means and said binary bit command signal means, for
receiving said binary bit command signals and said
signals having frequencies F4and Fj, and for selectively
providing, in response to said binary bit command sig-
nals, an output signal of either said signal having fre-

quency F4 or said signal having frequency F5;
second mixer means, responsive to said output signal of

said second switch means and said output signal of said
first mixer means, for providing an output signal having
a frequency which is the frequency difference between
said output signal of said first mixer means and said
output signal of said second switch means; and

divider means, responsive to said output signal of said
second mixer means, for providing an output signal
having a frequency which is one-quarter of the fre-

quency of said output signal of said second mixer means,
said output signal of said divider means being said out-
put signal of said processor stage,

a first processor stage of said at least one processor stage
having said signal with frequency F3 provided by said
frequency generator means as said second input signal to
which said first mixer means is responsive,

each additional processor stage of said at least one processor
stage being consecutively numbered, and having the out-
put signal of the preceding processor stage as said second
input signal to which said first mixer means is responsive,

the output of the highest numbered processor stage being
said output of said frequency synthesizer,

whereby the frequency of said output signal of said fre-

quency synthesizer is F3+(D/4^ Fs, where Fs is

(F5 - F4)/2, N is the number of processor stages, and D is

the base 10 number which is equivalent to the base 2
number which results from forming, for each processor
stage, an ordered pair whose right entry is the frequency
of the output signal of said first switch means, and whose
left entry is the frequency of the output signal of said
second switch means; and, from concatenating from right
to left the ordered pairs of consecutively, increasingly
numbered processor stages; and, from replacing, within
the sequence so formed, ¥\ by 0, F2 by I, F4 by 0, and F5
by 1.

4,425,553
LOW FREQUENCY PULSE GENERATOR APPARATUS
Donald C. LaPierre, West Acton, Mass., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Air
Force, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jan. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 227,557

Int. C\? H03K 3/03
U.S. a. 331-74 1 Claim

1. A low frequency pulse generator apparatus comprising in

combination:

a pulse rate selector means to generate timing control sig-

nals, said pulse rate selector means including a variable
pulse timing unit to vary said timing control signals, said
pulse timing unit comprises an R-C timing network which
is a series resistor-capacitor circuit in which one or more
capacitors of a plurality of capacitors may be connected in

series with a resistor,

a pulse generator means to generate a low frequency pulse
signal, said pulse generator means receiving said timing
control signals, said timing control signals controlling the
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frequency of said pulse signal, said pulse rate selector

means comprises:

a pulse rate range selector means to provide a plurality of

pulse rate ranges, said pulse rate range selector means
providing a predetermined range of pulse rates, said pulse

rate ranges being individually selectable, and a pulse fre-

quency timing means to provide a variable pulse fre-

quency timing signal, said variable pulse frequency timing

signal controlling the frequency of said pulse signal from

said pulse generator means,

an amplifying means receiving and amplifying said pulse

signal,

a counter means connected to said amplifying means to

receive said pulse signal, said counter means including a

selective counting means for counting a predetermined

number of pulses, said selective counting means providing

a count complete signal when said predetermined number
of pulses has been counted,

a switching means to connect said pulse signal from said

amplifying means to an output terminal, said switching

means comprises a first, second and third switching means

wherein said pulse signal is connected first through said

first switching means to and through said third switching

means to and through said first switching means to said

counter means, said second switching means being ener-

gized by said counter means to enable said first and third

switching means, said third switching means including

means to manually energize said third switching means,

and,

an interrupt means connected between said amplifier means

and said counter means, said interrupt means providing

manual control over the application of said pulse signal to

said counter means.

4,425,554

SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE RESONATOR DEVICE
Shigefiimi Morishita, and Yasuo Ebata, both of Yokohama,

Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha,

Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Nov. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 318,855

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 19, 1981, 56-5166

Int. C\? H03H 9/25. 9/64

U.S. a. 333—195 20 Qaims
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1. A surface acoustic wave resonator device comprising:

a substrate having at least a layer of piezoelectric material;

at least one transducer means disposed on the surface of said

piezoelectric layer for converting an input electrical signal

to surface acoustic waves propagating on said piezoelec-

tric surface of the substrate, said transducer comprising a

plurality of interdigital transducers electrically connected

to each other in series between terminals to which the

input electrical signal is applied and aligned to form sur-

face acoustic wave propagation paths parallel to each

other, and said interdigital transducers each having first

and second electrodes with finger electrodes arranged in

an interdigitated relationship; and

grating refiector means having an aperture length and dis-

posed on said piezoelectric surface for refiecting the sur-

face acoustic waves, said reflector means including a

plurality of parallel spaced refiecting elements arranged in

parallel to said finger electrodes of said interdigital trans-

ducers and a spacing between adjacent refiecting elements

is equal to a spacing between adjacent finger electrodes of

said interdigital transducers, and said aperture length of

said grating refiector means extending at least the width of

said surface acoustic wave propagation paths.

4,425,555

DIELECTRIC HLTER MODULE
Takeshi Meguro, and Yukio Ito, both of Kawasaki. Japan, as-

signors to Fujitsu Limited, Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Oct. 23. 1981, Ser. No. 314.428

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 30. 1980, 55-

154103[U]

Int. a.' HOIP 1/208. 7/04

U.S. a. 333—202 10 Qaims

1. A dielectric filter module, comprising:

an elongated dielectric filter, which includes an elongated

dielectric block having a plurality of elongated and sub-

stantially parallel cavities opening onto the surface

thereof, a conductive film which coats at least part of the

exterior surface of the block and at least pari of the inte-

rior surface of at least one of the cavities, input/output

means for introducing radio frequency energy into the

block and for withdrawing radio frequency energy from

the block, and a plurality of screws each movable along

the axis of a corresponding cavity to adjust the filter

characteristics; and

an open housing within which the dielectric filter is

mounted, the open housing comprising a first elongated

plate, a second elongated plate spaced apari from the first

elongated plate and substantially parallel thereto, and a

third elongated plate connecting the first and second

elongated plates, the dielectric filter being mounted be-

tween the first and second plates with the axes of the

cavities therein passing through at least one of the three

plates, said at least one of the three plates through which

the axes of the cavities pass having a plurality of holes

therein through which the adjustment screws movably

extend.
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4,425^56
CERAMIC COLD CONDUCTOR AND METHOD OF

PRODUCING THE SAME
Leopold Hanke, Beyharting, and Helmut Schmelz, Prien, both

of Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaiiy, assignors to Siemens Aktiengesell-
schaft, Berlin A Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed May 4, 1981, Ser. No. 259,908
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 19,

1980, 3019098

Int. a.J HOIC 7/02
U.S. a. 338-25 4 Qaims
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1. A ceramic PTC resistor based on a barium titanate crystal-
lite having the general formula:

wherein M'' is selected from the group consisting of Ca, Me,
SrandPb;

^

M^'^is selected from the group consisting of Sn and Zr;
X and y are numerals, the sum of which does not exceed one;
and

z is a numeral ranging between 1 .005 to 1 .05,

said crystallite containing at least two different doping sub-
stances therein, with a first doping substance being selected
from a group consisting of antimony, bismuth, lanthanum,
niobium, yttrium and a lanthanide and exhibiting in the
interior of the crysullite a predominant donor property and
with a second doping substance being selected from the
group consisting of chromium, cobalt, copper, iron, manga-
nese, nickel and vanadium and exhibiting in the interior of
the crystallite a predominant acceptor property;

said resistor being formed by substantially uniformly admixing
appropriate starting materials yielding said barium titanate
crystallite, converting said admixture into a converted
doped barium titanate, grinding such converted doped bar-
ium titanate into relatively uniform size particles, forming a
body from such particles, and sintering said body to obtain a
final PTC resistor product which is characterized by the
following features:

(A) said final PTC resistor product containing a total con-
centration of to 2 gram atomic percent of said doping
substance exhibiting an acceptor property;

(B) said final PTC resistor product containing so much of
said doping substance exhibiting a donor property that the
effective concentration of the total doping substances
placed in a Perowskite lattice of said crysullite, pursuant
to mainUining coarse granularity, is 0.35 to 5 gram atomic
percent;

(C) the concentration of doping substances in said final PTC
resistor product being such that n-conduction is present in

the PTC product with a specific cold resistance of less
than 10 ohm.cm, measured at 25* C;

(D) said sintering of the formed body occurring over a space

of time in an atmosphere which reduces the barium tita-

nate and allows a sufficient grain growth to be attained;
and,

(E) after cooling-off to a temperature below the sintering
temperature, subjecting the so-cooled sintered body to a
tempering process in an oxidizing atmosphere for a period
of time until the number of barium vacancies generated in

the material of said body is sufficient for the occurance of
the PTC resistor property.

4,425,557

NON-CONTACT MAGNETIC POTENTIOMETER
Shigekazu Nakamura, Ageo, Japan, assignor to Copal Company

Limited, Tokyo, Japan
Division of Ser. No. 285,330, Jul. 22, 1981. This appUcation Aug.

2, 1982, Ser. No. 404,485
Oaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 25, 1980, 55-101928;

Jul. 25, 1980, 55-101929; Jul. 25, 1980, 55-101930
Int. a.3 HOIL 43/04

U.S. CI. 338-32 H n Qaims

1. A non-contact magnetic potentiometer comprising:
a rotatable first yoke to which an angular displacement is to

be transmitted,

a second yoke arranged as opposed to and spaced from said
first yoke.

Hall effect means fixedly located in parallel with said second
yoke between said first yoke and second yoke, and

a pair of permanent magnets magnetized in the thickness
direction and secured as inclined to said Hall effect means
on the first yoke surface opposed to said second yoke,

a Hall electromotive force corresponding to the angle of
rotation of said first yoke being derived from said Hall
effect means when said first yoke is rotated,

said Hall effect means including a pair of Hall effect devices
arranged in positions displaced by an electrial angle of 90
degrees in the phase with respect to the axis of rotation of
said first yoke,

operating means for adding the absolute values of the out-
puts of said pair of Hall effect devices, and

controlling circuit means for controlling said pair of Hall
effect devices to make constant the value obtained from
said operating means.

4,425,558

TIRE PRESSURE INDICATOR AND METHOD FOR
DETECnNG REDUCnON OF PRESSURE

William L. McConchie, McEntee Rd., R.D., Waitakere, New
Zealand

Filed Jul. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 286,849
Oaims priority, application New Zealand, Jul. 30, 1980,

194506

Int. a.3 B60C 2i/00
U.S. a. 340—58 17 Qaims

1. An apparatus for detecting a reduction of the pressure in

a pneumatic tire with a valve, including a scalable housing
positionable over an opening of said tire valve, 'a release mem-
ber therein adapted to open the head of the tire valve from the
valve seat to release air into said housing, a pressure sensitive
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member being provided in said housing adapted to activate a

warning apparatus, the arrangement being such that in use, the

apparatus may be positioned on a tire valve to open same and
permit pressurization of said housing which positions said

pressure sensitive member such that said warning apparatus is

in synchronism with said beam scan for delivering an

output display signal when the position of the beam corre-

sponds to the memory location containing the data word
of said line segment point.

not activated and wherein a predetermined reduction of said

pressure will operate said pressure sensitive member to acti-

vate said warning apparatus, and a testing means for indepen-

dently activating the pressure sensitive member to test the

operation of said warning apparatus.
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1. Apparatus for generating a plurality of individually, selec-

tively orientable line segments on a video raster scan-type

display screen scanned in successive frames by an image-form-

ing beam traversing the screen along a plurality of horizontal

lines, each line segment being formed by a generally linear

locus of elemental points emanating from an initial elemental

point defining an end of the line segment, each line segment

being described by position data indicative of the location on
the display screen of the initial elemental point of the line

segment and direction data indicative of the incremental line-

to-line change in horizontal position on the display screen of

the line segment, the apparatus comprising:

first memory means for storing the position data and the

direction data for each of the line segments;

means coupled to the first memory means for receiving said

position data and said direction data for each line segment

and for calculating therefrom a plurality of sums each

corresponding to the horizontal position of each elemental

point of each line segment;

means for providing a data word corresponding to each line

segment indicative to the luminance of the line segment on

the display screen;

second memory means coupled to said calculating means
and the providing means and responsive to the calculated

sums corresponding to each elemental point for storing

the data word at memory locations corresponding to the

position of the elemental point on the display screen; and

means for sequentially scanning said second memory means

4,425,560

HIGHWAY HAZARD WARNING SIGN SIGNAL
Robert W. Jones, 21017 Aberdeen Rd., Rocky River, Ohio
44116

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 247,733, Mar. 26, 1981,

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 814,230, Jul. 11,

1977, abandoned. This application Jun. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,555

Int. a.' B60Q l/OO: HOIH 9/00

U.S. a. 340—74 4 Qaims

4,425,559

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GENERATING LINE
SEGMENTS AND POLYGONAL AREAS ON A

RASTER-TYPE DISPLAY
David L. Sherman, Sunnyvale, Calif., assignor to Atari, Inc.,

Sunnyvale, Calif.

Filed Jun. 2, 1980, Ser. No. 155,345

Int. CV G09G 1/16

U.S. a. 340—747 11 Qaims

1. A highway hazard warning signal for use with a motor

vehicle having a driver's compartment and a steering wheel

including in combination a plurality of illumination means, a

first of said plurality of illumination means being located at a

generally central position on said signal, a second of said plu-

rality of illumination means being arranged annularly around

said first plurality, a third of said plurality nf illumination

means being arranged annularly around said second plurality,

and means for energizing said plurality of illumination means

progressively from said third to said second to said first plural-

ity and then repeating the sequence.

4,425,561

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONV ERSION OF
SIGNAL INFORMATION BETWEEN ANALOG AND

DIGITAL FORMS
Arliss E. Whiteside, Royal Oak, and William G. Woiber, South-

field, both of Mich., assignors to The Bendix Corporation,

Southfield, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 911,603, Jun. 1, 1978, Pat. No. 4.318.085.

This application Nov. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 324,716

Int. CI.J H03K li/02

U.S. CI. 340—347 AD 34 Qaims
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1. A method for converting an analog signal to an equivalent

digital word in an n-bit digital word code where each of the

bits in the n-bit digital word is dependent upon its bit position,

the method comprising:

storing in an addressable storage array ail of said n-bit digital

words, each n-bit word stored in at least one storage location

addressable by a special purpose (n-fm)-bit digital word
code and each n-bit word corresponding to a predetermined

value of an analog signal and at least one corresponding

(n-i-m)-bit digital word code, each n-bit in said (n4-m)-bit

digital word code is dependent upon its bit position and the

weight of the n-bit positions are related to one another with
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a predetermined ratio and said m-bits are equal to one an-
other and repetitive of selected lower order n-bits;

converting the analog signal to the corresponding special
purpose (n-(-m)-bit digital word code with an (n + m)-bit
analog-to-digital converter, the weight of each n-bit in the
(n-f-m)-bit digital word code being dependent upon its bit
position, and the weight of the n-bit positions being related
to one another with said same predetermined ratio and said
m-bits being equal to one another and repetitive of said same
lower order n-bits; and addressing said addressable storage
array with said corresponding (n-i-m)-bit digital word code
to output the n-bit digital word corresponding to the analog
signal.

I

4,425,562
DEVICE FOR CODING SIGNALS WHICH ARE

DISTRIBUTED BETWEEN A NUMBER OF CHANNELS
Edmond De Niet, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignor to U.S.

Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Continuation of Ser. No. 136,238, Apr. 1. 1980. aband. .ed.
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 913,297. Jun. 2". i978,
abandoned. This application Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 350,835
Gaims priority, application Netherlands, Jul. 7 1977

7707540
• ',

i^u.

Int. a.' H03K !3/02
U.S. a. 340-347 DD 4 c ,a.n„

4,425,563
SWITCH aRcurr arrangement

Koichi Nakayama, Hatoyama, and Yasuo Fukitani, SaJcado
both of Japan, assignors to Toko, Inc., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 302,649
Qaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 16, 1980, 55-128395

Int. a.' G08B 5/36
U.S. a. 340-644

.Claims

1 A switch circuit arrangement comprising at least one
display lamp comprising a light emission diode; at least one
switch provided with a self-restore type switch contact said
display lamp and said switch being connected in series'with
each other; a drive circuit for driving said display lamp, said
drive circuit being connected in parallel between the connec-
tion point between said switch contact and said display lamp
and the other end of said switch contact; a detector circuit
compnsmg an I^L element and transistor provided at the input
side thereof, the collector of the transistor being connected to
the input terminal of said I2L element, said detector circuit
being provided at the base thereof with potential variations
resulting from the opening and closure of said switch, thereby
detecting the actuation of the switch; and a memory circuit
compr.Mng an I^L element for storing a control signal derived
from said detector circuit, wherein said control signal is trans-
mitted to a controlled device as well as to said drive circuit
w hereby said display lamp is lit and maintained in the lit state'
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4,425.564
MULTIPLEX W IRING SYSTfAl FOR MOTOR VEHICLES
Robert E. Steele, Cortland, Ohio, assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.
Filed Nov. 4, 1981, Ser. Nu. 317,788

Int. a.^ H04Q 9/00
U.S. a. 340-825.79 4 Caims
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1. A device for introducing digital signals into a medium
having at least bivalent states, comprising:

clock means; '

data input means for serially receiving a flow of data bits
under the control of a Hrst clock pulse series at a first
frequency generated by said clock means;

coding means for receiving said flow of data bits from said
data input means and for generating n code bits in parallel
based on running selections from said data bits received
under control of a second clock pulse series at a second
frequency generated by said clock pulse means, said sec-
ond frequency being n/p times lower than said first fre-
quency, wherein p is greater than 1;

commuution means having n inputs connected to said cod-
ing means for receiving said generated n code bits, said
commuution means being provided for cyclically com-
mutmg synchronously with said second clock pulse series
the sequence of said n code bits to m=jxn outputs
thereof, wherein j is an integer and wherein each of the n
code bits received at said inputs is presented to at least one
of said m outputs, said m outputs being connected to m
input channels of said medium for the transmission of the
code bits at said m outputs.

1 An electrical system for controlling (n2-l) load devices
said system comprising a plurality of data lines (n), synchroniz-
ing means for applying an enabling voltage for a predeter-
mined time interval to each of said data lines in sequence while
applying a deactivating voltage to the remaining daU lines,
load control means associated with each of said load devices
and including receiver gate means, transmitter gate means, and
a manually actuable switch means, said receiver gate means
and transmitter gate means having first and second inputs, said
receiver gate means and said transmitter gate means adapted to
be activated in response to concurrent application of an en-
abling voltage to its first input and an activating voltage to its

second input, the first input of said receiver gate means con-
nected to a first data line, the second input of said receiver gate
means connected with a second line whereby said receiver gate
means is periodically enabled but simultaneously deactivated
by said synchronizing means, the first input of said transmitter
gate means connected to said first data line and the second
input of said transmitter gate means connected with said switch
means whereby said transmitter gate means is enabled by said
synchronizing means simultaneously with said receiver gate
means, said switch means adapted to apply an activating volt-
age to said second input of said transmitter means in response
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to operation thereof, said transmitter gate means responsive to

operation of said switch means for overriding the deactivating

voltage and applying an activating voltage to said second data

line to activate the receiver gate means, means for energizing a

load device in response to activation of said receiver gate

means, memory means associated with each of said load de-

vices for maintaining energization of its associated load device
for an interval of time at least as long as that existing between
successive applications of said enabling voltage to said receiver

and transmitter gate means.

4,425,565

MULTIPLE RESONANT COIL USING DISTRIBUTED
CAPAaTY BETWEEN TURNS

Robert H. Johns, 3379 Papermill Road, Huntingdon Valley, Pa.

19006

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 327,359, Dec. 4, 1981, which is

a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 249,440, Mar. 31, 1981, Pat.

No. 4,334^28, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

222^1, Jan. 2, 1981, Pat. No. 4,335,386, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 162,928, Jul. 17, 1980,

abandoned. This application May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 373,857

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jun. 5, 1999,

has been disclaimed.

Int. Q\? HOIQ 1/00

U.S. a. 343—722 3 Oaims

10 \2

4,425,566

ANTENNA ARRANGEMENT FOR PROVIDING A
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT HELD DISTRIBUTION

WITH A SMALL FEEDHORN
Corrado Dragone, Little Silver, N.J., assignor to Bell Telephone

Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, NJ.
Filed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 297,842

Int. a.3 HOIQ W19
U.S. a. 343—781 P 5 Qaims

1. An antenna arrangement capable of obtaining a substan-

tially frequency independent field distribution over a large

aperture, the antenna arrangement comprising:

a main parabolic reflector (10) comprising a focal point (F|)

and a predetermined aperture (D) and capable of convert-

ing a spherical wavefront centered at the focal point into

a planar wavefront at the aperture; and

a feed (14) comprising a predetermined aperture and capable

of launching a spherical wavefront (18) having a predeter-

mined apex (Fo)

characterized in that

the antenna arrangement further comprises:

subreflecting means (12, 20) comprising a first focal point

(F|) disposed confocally with the focal point of the main

parabolic reflector and a separate second focal point (Fo)

along a feed axis of the subreflecting means and capable of

transforming a spherical wavefront at said separate second

focal point into a spherical wavefront at said first focal

point; and

the feed is disposed with the apex of the spherical wavefront

capable of being launched therefrom located at the second

focal point of the subreflecting means and an aperture

surface of the feed is disposed at an image surface of the

main reflector, with the image of the mam reflector being

substantially centered on the aperture of the feed and

where each separate image point on the image surface is

derived from a scries of rays emanating spherically out-

ward in slightly different directions from a separate associ-

ated point on the reflecting surface of the main reflector

which rays, after being reflected by the subreflecting

means, will recombine at the separate image point.

1. A circuit having more than one resonant frequency com-
prising

a pair of circuit connection wires,

a main coil of insulated wire,

a second coil of insulated wire having fewer than half the

number of turns of said main coil, capacitively coupled to

said main coil near one end of said main coil, with an

electrical cross-connection joining opposite ends of said

main coil and said second coil, whereby the self-resonance

of the main coil is one of the resonant frequencies of the

multiple frequency circuit and the resonant frequency of

the second coil together with the portion of the main coil

that is coupled to it is another resonant frequency of the

multiple frequency circuit,

electrical connections between said circuit connecting wires

and one end of said main coil and one end of said second

coil that are not part of said cross-connection.

4,425,567

BEAM FORMING NETWORK FOR ORCULAR ARRAY
ANTENNAS

Carl P. Tresselt, Towson, Md., assignor to The Bendix Corpora-

tion, Southfield, Mich.

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,018

Int. a.5 HOIQ i/i6, 3/40: GOIS 1/14

U.S. a. 343—373 7 Gaims
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1. A beam forming network for an antenna array for generat-

ing antenna weights and including N output terminals, one of

which is terminated by a characteristic impedance, the antenna

weights being generated at the other output terminals, com-

prising:

a first input terminal;

J
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a second input terminal;

N/2 signal splitters having first and second input ports and
first and second output ports connected respectively to

individual ones of said output terminals, said signal split-

ters being characterized in that a signal applied to said first

input port is split according to a predetermined coupling
factor to said first and second output ports with the resul-

tant signals at said first and second output ports essentially

in phase with one another and in that a signal applied to

said second input port is split according to the predeter-

mined coupling factor to said first and second output ports

with the resultant signals at said first and second output

ports essentially 180° out of phase with respect to one
another;

a sum pattern network having an input port connected to

said first input terminal and (N/2 — I ) output ports con-

nected respectively to the first input ports of all but a first

of said signal splitters;

a difference pattern network having an input port connected
to said second input terminal and (N/2 - 1) output ports

connected respectively to the second input ports of all but

said first of said signal splitters;

means for coupling said first input terminal to the first input

port of said first of said signal splitters and including
means for shifting the phase of a signal coupled between
said first input terminal and said first signal splitter by a

predetermined phase angle;

means unidirectionally coupling said second input terminal
to the input port of said sum pattern generator while not
coupling the input port of said sum pattern generator to

said second input terminal; and,

means coupling said second input terminal and the second
input port of said first signal splitter whereby excitation of
said first input terminal generates weights corresponding
to a sum antenna pattern having omnidirectional side lobes
at said output terminals and excitation of said second input

terminal generates weights corresponding to a difference
antenna pattern having omnidirectional sidelobes at said

output terminals.

4,425,568

HEAT TRANSFER RECORDING APPARATUS
Fujio Moriguchi; Yoshiki Kikuchi, and Takashi Ohmori, all of
Kanagawa, Japan, assignors to Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Oct. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 312,025
Qaims priority, application Japan, Nov. 17, 1980, 55/160797

Int. a.3 GOID 15/10. 15/24
U.S. a. 346—76 PH 2 Qaims

1. A heat transfer recording apparatus, comprising:
a first source of ink donor film;

a second source of a recording medium;
a recording sUtion having a thermal element for selectively

heating said ink donor film for recording information on
said recording medium by heat transfer;

a transport system for bringing said donor film and record-
ing medium into contact for movement in the same direc-
tion at least in the vicinity of said thermal element, said

transport system including a stress absorbing roller across
which said donor film passes between said first source and
thermal element, a back roll across which said recording

medium and said ink donor film pass in the vicinity of said
thermal element and

a support member for rouubly supporting said stress ab-
sorbing roller at either end, said support member being
pivotably mounted substantially at its center so that the
axis of said stress absorbing roller can be inclined in either

direction with respect to the plane of said donor film as
said film passes said thermal element.

4,425,569

NON-IMPACT RECORDING METHOD AND
APPARATUS

Toshiyuki Kawanishi, and Yukio Tabata, both of Numazu, Ja-
pan, assignors to Ricoh Company, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 18, 1982, Ser. No. 379,308
Qaims priority, application Japan, May 19, 1981, 56-75988

Int. a.3 GOID 15/10
U.S. Q. 346-76 PH 8 Qaims

1. A non-impact recording method for printing with electro-

conductive thermal-transferable ink on a receiving surface,

comprising the steps of:

superimposing on a receiving surface of a recording sheet an
ink ribbon comprising a layer of an electroconductive and
thermal-transferable ink material;

placing a recording electrode means comprising a plurality

of recording styli in contact with said ink ribbon, and a

return electrode in contact with said ink ribbon, said

return electrode disposed at a predetermined distance

from said recording electrode means, substantially parallel

to said recording styli, with the total contact area with
said ink ribbon of said recording styli being smaller than

the contact area with said ink ribbon of said return elec-

trode, which predetermined distance is in the range of
2xd^Lm^2(X)xd, where d represents the diameter of
each recording stylus of said recording electrode means,
and Lm represents the minimum distance between each
recording stylus and said return electrode; and

applying between selected recording styli and said return

electrode image-delineating electric current so as to gen-

erate Joule's heat in the portions in said ink ribbon imme-
diately below said selected recording styli; and

transferring the electroconductive thermal-transferable ink

material from said ink ribbon to said receiving surface of
said recording sheet.

4,425,570

REVERSIBLE RECORDING MEDIUM AND
INFORMATION RECORD

Alan E. Bell, and Yehuda Arie, both of East Windsor, N.J.,

assignors to RCA Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Jun. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 273,251

Int. Q.' GOID 15/34
U.S. Q. 346—135.1 13 Qaims

1. In a recording medium comprising a substrate and a light

absorptive layer which overlies the substrate and which is

absorptive of light at the recording light beam wavelength, the

improvement wherein said absorptive layer comprises one or
more domains of a light absorbing material, which can be
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reversibly switched from a first state to a second state having

different optical properties, embedded in a matrix of a material

50-..
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semiconductor layer making contact m part with said source

electrode and in part with said dram electrode, a gate elec-

trode, and a gate insulating layer positioned between said

semiconductor layer and said gate electrode, said semiconduc-

tor layer interpositioned between said substrate and said drain

and source electrodes and overlying said gate eleclrode

wherein said dram electrode is held in an overlapping relation-

effective for inhibiting an irreversible change in the optical

properties of the light absorbing material.

r
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4,425,571

CHART RECORDER
William C. Mueller, La Grange Park, and Larry Plunkett, Rell-

wood, both of HI., assignors to The Perkin-Elmer Corporation,

Norwalk, Conn.

Filed Mar. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 354,407

Int. Q.3 GOID 15/24: G05B 19/29

U.S. Q. 346—136 3 Qaims
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ship above a portion of a first edge of said gate electrode and

said source electrode is spaced apart laterally from a second

edge of said gate electrode so as not to overlap said gate elec-

trode, such that the resulting transistor will exhibit a reliable

performance for a prolonged penod of time without dielectric

breakdown occurring in said insulating layer or reduction in

the ON-OFF ratio.

4,425,573

METAL-SEMICONDUCTOR-RELD EFFECT
TRANSISTOR (MESFET) WITH LIGHTLY DOPED

DRAIN CONTACT REGION FOR HIGHER VOLTAGE
BREAKDOWN

Dietrich Ristow, Neubiberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin A Munich, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
Dirision of Ser. No. 38,895, May 14, 1979. Pat. No. 4,325,747.

This application Nov. 25, 1981. Ser. No. 324.978

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 19,

1978, 2821975

Int. Q.' HOIL 29/80

U.S. CI. 357—22 5 Qaims

1. In a strip-chart recorder, means initiated by operator

command for advancing a recorder chart to a predetermined

starting position without residual backlash comprising, in com-

bination:

a pulse driven motor for driving the strip chart,

means for supplying drive pulses to said motor, said drive

pulse supplying means having a microprocessor con-

trolled pulse drive circuit,

means for counting, said counting means being effective to

count the number of said drive pulses,

means for resetting said counting means, said resetting means

initially resetting said counter means to zero count when

the recorder pen is at any chosen starting point and subse-

quently to repeat said reset each time said counting means

reaches a predetermined count; and

said microprocessor and said counter means being operative,

upon operator command, to drive said motor forward to

the point at which said counter again reaches zero.

4,425,572

THIN nLM TRANSISTOR
Yutaka Takafk^i; Keisaku Nonomura, both of Nara; ^adatoshi

Takechi, Tenri, and Toralo Wada, Nara, all of Japan, auign*

ors to Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha and Japan Electronic Industry

DcTelopment Anociation, both of Osaka, Japan

Filed May 7, 1981, Ser. No. 261,545

Qaims priority, application Japan, May 16, 1980, 55-65720

Int. a.J HOIL 45/00. 29/78. 23/48

U.S. Q. 357—4 4 Qaims

1. A thin film transistor comprising in combination a sub-

strate having source and drain electrodes formed thereon, a

K 16
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1. A metal-semiconductor field effect transistor (MESFET).

comprising: a semiconductor matenal having highly doped

source, drain and gate areas therein; the three areas having the

same conductivity type and the gate area being positioned

between the drain and source areas and being less highly doped

than the source area; and a doping of the dram area being

lower than the doping of the gate area.

4,425,574

BURIED INJECTOR MEMORY CELL FORMED FROM
VERTICAL COMPLEMENTARY BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR

CIRCUITS AND METHOD OF FABRICATION
THEREFOR

Victor J. Silvestri, Mount KIsco; Denny D. Tang, Yorktown

HeighU, and Siegfried K. Wiedmaan, Peekskill, all of N.Y.,

assignors to International Busineu Machines Corporation,

Armonk, N.Y.

DivUion of Ser. No. 53.486, Jun. 29, 1979, Pat. No, 4,274,891.

This application Jun. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 272,877

Int. Q.' HOIL 27/02

U.S. Q. 357—50 7 Qaims

1. A vertical pair of complementary bipolar transistors com-

prising:

a semiconductor substrate of one conductivity type,

a pair of dielectric isolation regions disposed in contiguous

relationship with said substrate.
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an injector region of opposite conductivity type disposed
between said pair of isolation regions,

a pair of heavily doped, polycrystalline semiconductor re-

gions of said one conductivity type disposed over and in

registry with said pair of isolation regions,
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1. A base for encapsulating components with coplanar elec-
trodes, comprising a metal mounting stud, an insulating plate
and connecting electrodes hard soldered to metallizations
deposited on the insulating plate, wherein at least one of the
connecting electrodes comprises an abutment zone against
which is placed at least one component welded to a metalliza-
tion of the insulating plate.

4,425,576 I

PICTURE STABILIZING QRCUIT IN COLOR
TELEVISION RECEIVER

Nobukazu Hosoya, Nara, Japan, assignor to Sanyo Electric Co.,
Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Sep. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 299,119
aaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 12, 1980, 55-127461

Int. a.3 H04N 9/535
U.S. a. 358-21 V 11 Qaims

1. A picture sUbilizing circuit in a color television receiver,
comprising:

a vertical synchronizing circuit of a pulse count system
including counter means for making a count operation
responsive to one of a horizontal synchronizing signal and
a signal associated with the horizonul synchronizing
signal in terms of the phase and the frequency,

reset means responsive to any of a vertical synchronizing

signal and a predetermined output of said counter means
for resetting said counter means,

ineffective rendering pulse generating means responsive to a
count value in said counter means for generating an inef-

fective rendering pulse covering at least a vertical syn-
chronization pulse period,

'

I

a single crystal semiconductor region of said one conductiv-
ity type disposed over and in registry with said injector
region, and,

a first zone of said opposite conductivity type disposed in

said single crystal region and a second zone of said one
conductivity type disposed in said first zone.

oil 1 ow Mil "TT "I

4,425,575 '

BASE FOR ENCAPSULATING COMPONENTS WITH
COPLANAR ELECTRODES

Jean Doyen; Philippe Morel, and Jean C. Resneau, all of Paris,

France, assignors to Thomson*CSF, Paris, France
Filed Oct. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 315,269

Qaims priority, application France, Oct. 31, 1980, 80 23381
Int. a.3 HOIL 23/02, 39/02. 23/16. 23/48

U.S. a. 357-81 7 aaims
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at least one picture associated circuit receiving one of a
composite synchronizing signal and a horizontal period
signal in synchronism with the composite synchronizing
signal, and

inefTective rendering means responsive to said ineffective

rendering pulse for rendering ineffective said at least one
picture associated circuit during the period of said ineffec-

tive rendering pulse.

4,425,577

TELEVISION CAMERA EQUIPPED WTTH A
COLOR-SEPARATING ARRANGEMENT DISPOSED

BEHIND THE OBJECTIVE
Franciscus H. M. Bergen; Wolter W. J. Degger, and Sing L.

Tan, all of Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignors to U.S. Philips

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 326,865
Qaims priority, application Netherlands, Dec. 4, 1980,

8006609

Int. a.3 H04N 9/09
U.S. a. 358—55 6 Qaims

1. A television camera comprising:

an objective;

a color-separating prism assembly disposed behind the objec-

tive, said assembly having an entrance surface and three exit

surfaces, light entering the assembly through the entrance
surface being separated into different colors emerging from
the exit surfaces;

three camera tubes, one tube arranged in the path of light

emerging from each exit surface;
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characterized in that the prism assembly comprises:

a first prism having an optical axis and a plurality of planar

surfaces, one such surface being an entrance surface perpen-

dicular to the optical axis, one other surface having a di-

chroic layer thereon; and

a second prism having a plurality of planar surfaces, one sur-

face having a dichroic layer thereon;

wherein the surface of the first prism bearing the dichroic layer

is arranged adjacent a surface of the second prism without a

dichroic layer thereon, said adjacent surfaces being sepa-

rated by an air gap, said first and second prisms arranged so

that the optical axis passes through both dichroic layers;

wherein the surface of the first prism bearing the dichroic layer

subtends an angle less than 30* with a plane perpendicular to

the optical axis; and

wherein the first prism has at least one other surface parallel to

the surface of the first prism bearing the dichroic layer.

4,425,578

MONITORING SYSTEM AND METHOD UTILIZING
SIGNAL INJECTION FOR DETERMINING CHANNEL

RECEPTION OF VIDEO RECEIVERS
Donald E. Haselwood, and Jeffrey R. Thumm, both of Clearwa-

ter, Fla., assignors to A. C. Nielsen Company, Northbrook, III.

Filed Jan. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 224,586

Int. a.3 H04M 7/00

U.S. Q. 358—84 34 Oaims

^ ^l

1. Apparatus for determining the video channel of a plurality

of predetermined channels to which a video receiver is tuned,

said video receiver including a signal input for the video chan-

nel carrier signals of said predetermined channels, channel

selection and tuning apparatus, and a video circuit, said appara-

tus comprising:

signal source means being selectively controllable and cou-

pled to said signal input of said video receiver for generat-

ing one of a predetermined plurality of signal frequencies

in a predetermined frequency set, each of said signal fre-

quencies in said predetermined frequency set correspond-

ing to one of said predetermined channels tuned by said

video receiver and defined by a predetermined offset

frequency from each of said channel frequencies;

means for controlling said signal source generating means;

and

means responsive to said video receiver for detecting a

predetermined detection frequency signal fr resulting from

the combination of the signal generated by said signal

source generating means and the video carrier signal

corresponding to the channel to which said video receiver

is tuned,

said signal source controlling means comprising means for

advancing said signal source generating means to generate

successive ones of said signal frequencies at predeter-

mined time intervals.

4,425,579

CATV CONVERTER WTTH KEYLOCK TO FAVORFTE
CHANNELS

Richard G. Merrell, Hebron, IN., assignor to Oak Industries

Inc., Rancbo Bernardo, Calif.

Filed May 22, 1981, Ser. No. 266,166

Int. a.' H04N 1/00

U.S. a. 358—86 3 Qaims
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1. Cable TV converter means for selection of a specific mput

channel for conversion to an output frequency, mcluding oscil-

lator and mixer means for conversion of an input television

channel to an output frequency, program selection means

controlling said oscillator means, memory means responsive to

said program selection means whereby a subscriber may desig-

nate certain channels for conversion to said output frequency,

said program selection means and memory means permitting

sequential preview of the designated channels by a subscnber,

and means for restricting access of said program selection

means to only those designated channels in said memory means

including means for causing said memory and program selec-

tion means to convert only designated input channels to said

output frequency upon selection of a non-designated channel

4,425,580

DIAGNOSTIC XRAY INSTALLATION FOR PROVIDING
SUBTRACTION IMAGES

Joerg Haendle, Eriangen, and Wolfgang Maass, Nuremberg,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, auignors to Siemens Akticn-

gesellschaft, Berlin A Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Oct. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 315,037

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Nov. 19,

1980, 3043703

Int. CI.' H04N 5/32

U.S. Q. 358— 111 3 Qaims
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1. The method of producing a resultant image from sets of
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image point data representing successive images of a patient
obtained by means of a patient diagnostic installation including
an image point memory, said method comprising

(a) obtaining a first image of a body region of a patient prior
to filling with a contrast medium, and obtaining a second
image of the body region after filling with the contrast
medium,

(b) storing at least the first image as a set of image point data
in the image point memory,

(c) forming the difference between the first and second
images by the subtraction of the respective image point
data of the first and second images for a case representing
an original superposition relationship between the first

and second images, and effecting a summation of the
difference image point data,

(d) repeating step (c) with an offset relationship of the re-

spective image point data being subtracted such that fur-

ther difference image point data is obtained for the case
where the first and second images are offset in comparison
to their original superposition relationship during step (c),

and effecting a summation of the further difference image
point data,

(e) repeating step (d) with successively different offset rela-
tionships of the respective image point data being sub-
tracted, and obtaining respective summation values for the
respective different offset relationships,

(0 comparing the respective summation values obtained in

step (e), and selecting the offset relationship of the first

and second images giving the minimum summation value,
and

(g) displaying the difference image point data corresponding
to the selected offset relationship as the desired resultant
image.

signals for controlling the read out of the computer video
signal by the computer, the control signals being gener-
ated in dependence upon the clock signal and the vertical
reset signal;

fifth means, operatively connected to said first means and to
the computer, for receiving the NTSC video signal and
the computer video signal, and for generating a composite
video signal.

4,425,582
HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF 2 LINE/11

ELEMENT PREDICTOR
Vinod K. Kadakia, Torrance, and Glen D. Jones, Orange, both of

Calif., assignors to Xerox Corporation, Stamford, Conn.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 165,814, Jul. 3, 1980,

abandoned. This application Aug. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 293,815
Int. aj H04N 1/4}; H03X 13/243

U.S. CI. 358-260
,o Qaims
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4,425,581

SYSTEM FOR OVERLAYING A COMPUTER
GENERATED VIDEO SIGNAL ON AN NTSC VIDEO

SIGNAL
DarreJI L. Schweppe, and Hermann K. Siegl, both of Lincoln,

Nebr., assignors to Corporation For Public Broadcastine,
Washington, D.C.

Filed Apr. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 255,039
Int. a.3 H04N 5/04. 5/22. 5/14

U.S. a. 358-148 21 Qaims

1. A one-shot predictor circuit for mixed mode documents
comprising:

a first-in, first-out buffer for delaying the input bit nibbles by
one raster scan line,

a previous line storage means for storing a plurality of nib-
bles delayed by said buffer,

a current line storage means for storing a plurality of input
nibbles,

a first memory means addressed by said previous line and
current line storage means to output a multiple ofm bits of
possible predictor outputs, and

a second memory means addressed by the outputs of said
current line storage means and said first memory means to
output an n bit predictor output nibble.
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1. A system, operatively connected to a computer for pro-
viding a computer video signal, for overlaying the computer
video signal on an NTSC video signal, comprising:

first means for providing the NTSC video signal;
second means, operatively connected to said first means, for

receiving the NTSC video signal and for generating a
vertical reset signal and a horizonul start signal;

third means, operatively connected to said second means, for
generating a clock control signal in dependence upon the
horizontal start signal;

a clock, operatively connected to said third means, for gen-
erating a clock signal in dependence upon the clock con-
trol signal;

fourth means, operatively connected to said clock, said
second means and the computer, for generating control

4,425,583
VIDEO DISC PLAYER HAVING TIME BASE

VARIATIONS ELIMINATED IN BOTH AUDIO AND
VIDEO SIGNALS

Hitoshi Kanamaru, Saitama, Japan, assignor to Universal Pio-
neer Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 5, 1981, Ser. No. 260,614
Qaims priority, application Japan, May 6, 1980, 55-60610[U1

Int. C1.3 H04N 9/491
U.S. a. 358-322 6 Gaims

1. A video disc player for reproducing video and audio
signals recorded on a disc comprising: means for rotating a disc
to be played; a mirror for directing a beam of light onto a
recorded track on said disc to be played; an electromagnetic
actuator for controlling a tilting angle of said mirror to tangen-
tially adjust said beam relative (o said recorded track; means
for producing a reproduced electrical video signal in response
to light refiected from said recording track; means for separat-
ing a horizontal synchronizing signal contained in said repro-
duced video signal from said reproduced video signal; means
for separating a color burst signal contained in said reproduced
video signal from said reproduced video signal; means for
producing first and second reference synchronizing signals,

said first reference synchronizing signal having a frequency
corresponding to a predetermined horizontal synchronizing
frequency and said second reference synchronizing signal
having a frequency corresponding to a predetermined color
burst frequency; first phase comparing means for producing a
first control signal representing a phase difference between the
horizontal synchronizing signal separated from said repro-
duced video signal and said first reference synchronizing sig-

nal; first control means for controlling said electromagnetic
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actuator in response to said first control signal; an electronical-

ly-controlled variable delay line for delaying said reproduced

video signal; second phase comparing means for producing a

second control signal representing a phase difference between

the color burst signal separated from said video signal and said

second reference synchronizing signal; and second control

means for establishing the delay time of said electronically-

controlled variable delay line in response to said second con-

trol signal for thereby establishing a delay time of said repro-

duced video signal between said reproducing video signal

producing means and a video output terminal.

ference mtroduced between mutually adjacent tracks

upon recording and reproduction

4,425,584

VIDEO SIGNAL RECORDING AND/OR REPRODUCING
SYSTEM

Akira Hirota, Chigasaki, and Takashi Uchimi, Yokohama, both

of Japan, assignors to Victor Company of Japan, Ltd., Yoko-

hama, Japan

Filed Mar. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 245,663

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 21, 1980, 55-35853

Int. a.3 H04N 5/782

U.S. a. 358—328 6 Claims
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4,425.585

VIDEO TAPE RECORDER IMMUNE TO THIRD-ORDER
DISTORTION NOISE

Kunio Sekimoto, Katano; Katsuhiko Yamamoto, Neyagawa;

Chojuro Yamamitsu, Kawanishi, and Kozo Kurashina, Va-

hata, all of Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial

Company, Limited, Osaka, Japan

Filed Apr. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 253,883

Oaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 14, 1980, 55-49378

Int. a. J H04N 9/491: GllB 5/02

U.S. a. 358—328 12 Oaims

1. A video signal recording and/or reproducing system for

successively recording a video signal onto mutually adjacent

parallel tracks on a recording medium and for reproducing said

video signal from said recording medium, said video signal

recording and/or reproducing system comprising:

discriminating signal generating circuit means for generating

a plurality of first discriminating signals respectively hav-

ing a frequency 2nf which is 2n times a predetermined

frequency f (n is an integer greater than one), and a plural-

ity of second discriminating signals respectively having a

frequency (2n— l)f;

mixing and multiplexing circuit means responsive to said

discriminating signal generating circuit means for respec-

tively and alternately selecting said first and second dis-

criminating signals for every recording unit of one track

so that the discriminating signals are different in the mutu-

ally adjacent tracks, and for mixing and multiplexing said

first and second discriminating signals with said video

signal;

recording means responsive to said discriminating signal

generating circuit means for successively recording the

multiplexed signal onto the mutually adjacent tracks on

said recording medium;

reproducing means for reproducing the recorded multi-

plexed signal from said recording medium;

discriminating and reproducing means responsive to said

reproducing means for discriminating and reproducing

said first and second discriminating signals recorded in the

reproducing tracks;

demodulating means responsive to the reproduced signal

supplied by said reproducing means for demodulating the

video signal; and

processing means for processing at least a part of said video

signal according to a predetermined rule upon recording

and for subjecting the reproduced signal to a processing

under a rule which is complementary to the rule under

which the processing is carried out during the recording

upon reproduction, said processing using said first and

second discriminating signals obtained from said discrimi-

nating and reproducing means to minimize mutual inter-
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1. A video tape recorder having a transducer head on a

rotating cylinder, said transducer head having a characteristic

to produce third-order distortion noise components m the

output signal thereof, comprising:

first means for frequency modulating a high frequency car-

rier with a first chrominance signal, said modulated high

frequency carrier being applied to said transducer head,

second means for frequency modulating a low frequency

carrier with a second chrominance signal, said modulated

low frequency carrier being applied to said transducer

head to record said modulated carriers onto a recording

medium in frequency-division multiplex;

third means receptive of the output signal of said transducer

heads for frequency demodulating said modulated high

frequency carrier so that the demodulated high frequency

carrier has a bandwidth of a first predetermined value: and

fourth means receptive of said output signal for frequency

demodulating said modulated low frequency carrier so

that the demodulated low frequency carrier has a band-

width of a second predetermined value,

wherein said high and low frequency carriers have such

frequencies that the frequencies of said third order distor-

tion noise components differ from the frequencies of the

demodulated carriers by amounts greater than ihe band-

widths of said first and second predetermined values

4,425,586

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR STORING AND
INTERRELATING VISUAL DATA AND COMPUTER

INFORMATION
Richard L. Miller, 233 Broadway, Suite 3612, New York, N.Y.

10007

Filed Mar. 13, 1981. Ser. No. 243.577

Int. a.' H04N 5/76

U.S. a. 358—335 13 Oaims

1. An information storage system, compnsmg:

(a) a video tape recorder subsystem for recording and stor-

ing information of a visual nature at specified video ad-

dresses for subsequent visual display;

(b) a computer subsystem for recording and storing related

data information at specified data addresses for subsequent

output;

(c) interfacing means interconnecting said video tape re-

corder subsystem and said computer subsystem for caus-
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ing both said subsystems to automatically record and store
the address location of information being recorded in its

own subsystem as well as the address location of the
related information being recorded in the other subsystem
and .

JO

4 425 sgg
PROCESSING OF DIGITAL SIGNALS

John L. E. Baldwin, Hampshire, England
Filed Jan. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 230,034

Int. a.i H04N 5/91. 5/21
U.S. a. 358-340

,0 Qain,,
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(d) means for independently obtainmg the output of each
subsystem, said output including the address location of
the related information on the other subsystem. ^

4,425,587

VIDEODISC PLAYBACK APPARATUS
Hirotaka Kurata, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Trio Kabushiki

Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 309,708
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 13, 1980, 55-143460

Int. a.3 H04N 5/76: GllB 21/08
U.S. a. 358-335

5 cj^.

1. In an apparatus for processing signals in the form of digital
words, comprising (a) filtering means having an input terminal
for receivmg a sequence of input digital words, and an output
termmal for supplying a sequence of filtered words; (b) selec-
tion means having input and output terminals, said selection
means mput termmal being connected with the output terminal
of said filtering means, said selection means being operable to
omit predetermined words from the sequence thereof and for
supplying a reduced number of digital words to said selection
means output terminal; and (c) output means connected with
said selection means output terminal for acting upon the re-
duced number of words;
the improvement which comprises
(d) monitoring means connected with the input terminal of said

filtering means for determining if the input digital words
have a characteristic similar to the filtered words; and

(e) bypass means operable by said monitoring means when said
monitoring means determines that an input digital word has
a characteristic similar to a filtered word for causing the
input digital word to bypass said filter means and thereby
remain in the non-altered condition.

I

1. In a videodisc playback system of the type having means
to mount and rotate a videodisc on which are recorded com-
posite video signals in a spiral track, sensing means for reading
the video signals from the spiral track to effect playback at a
normal speed, shifting means for shifting the position of said
sensing means along a radial of the videodisc, control means
for controlling said shifting means so that (a) the scanning
position of the read-out device is on the track or (b) the sensing
means is shifted from one track to another, the improvement
where said control means includes means for fast playback of
said videodisc by a factor N times faster than the normal speed
where N is an integer equal to or greater than 2 including
means for shifting tracks, one track at a time, to the next adja-
cent track, during one revolution of said videodisc, where the
shifting means is shifted N- 1 tracks for fast forward playback
and N -I-

1
times for fast backward playback, and means respon-

sive to said fast playback means for repeatedly playing back a
predetermined number of tracks where said predetermined
number is an integral multiple of N.

4 425 589
RECORD MEDIUM TRANSDUaNG ERROR
CORRECnON SYSTEM AND METHOD

Manrin Camras, Glencoe, lU., assignor to HT Research Insti-
tute, Chicago, III.

Filed Apr. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 256,733
Int. a.3 GllB 5/09, 5/02

U.S. a. 360-51 ictaim
1. A method of recording and reproducing information

where the original signal has a high data rate exceeding the
capability of a recording and reproducing system that is sub-
ject to mechanical variations in its record tape configuration
and in its transducer head units, said method comprising:

pre-processing the signal in a buffer that receives data words
at the high rate so as to store the data words in a succes-
sion of registers of the buffer,

reading out from the registers of the buffer contemporane-
ously, and recording the data from the respective registers
on respective channels of the record tape at a lower rate
within the capability of the recording and reproducing
system, together with clocking pulses synchronized with
the data on each channel,

scanning the recorded channels of the record tape to repro-
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duce the dau together with the synchronized clocking
pulses,

reading the data from each channel into a respective register,

clocked by the reproduced clocking pulses, and

reading out the original information from the registers in

series at the high data rate by means of accurate clock
pulses at the corresponding high rate to reconstruct the
original signal.

4,425,590

VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER
Gregg M. Johnstone, R.F.D. 2, Squash Hollow Rd., New Mil-

ford, Conn. 06776, and Harry Davies, #6 Acre Dr., Danbury,
Conn. 06810

Filed No?. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,293
Int. a.3 GllB 5/008

U.S. a. 360-71 MQaims

4,425,591

MAGNETIC RECORDING/REPRODUaNG APPARATUS
Yukio Ito; Kazuki Takal, and Satoshi Takagi, all of Toda, Japan,

assignors to Garion Co., Ltd., Tokyo. Japan
Filed Jul. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 281,277

Oaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 8. 1980. 55-92313
Int. a.' GllB 15/00. 21/02

U.S. a. 360-88 5 Qaim*
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1. A magnetic recording/reproducing apparatus which com-
prises:

a motor

a rotation transmitting means;
a cam means;

a first locking means normally engaged with said rotation
transmitting means to lock the latter and disengageabie
therefrom to engage said motor with said cam means
through said rotation transmitting means for transmitting
rotating power of said motor to said cam means when said
first locking means is released, thus to rotate said cam
means;

a magnetic tape playing means;

a control means for shifting said magnetic tape playing
means to a playing position in response to the rotation of
said cam means; and

a second locking means for locking said control means at the
playing position.

9. A method of transporiing a recording medium from a
video tape cassette in a recording and/or reproducing device
to a position where a video signal can be recorded on or repro-
duced from said recording medium comprising the steps of:

a. placing the cassette in said device;

b. withdrawing the recording medium from said cassette and
immediately thereupon placing the recording medium
over recording and reproducing heads;

c. holding the recording medium at a predetermined value of
tension until ready to record or reproduce information
thereon;

d. increasing the tension of the recording medium to a value
suitable for recording and playing back information on
said recording medium;

e. moving the recording medium past the recording and
reproducing heads at a given velocity; and

f. recording and/or reproducing information on said record-
ing medium.

4.425,592

JET DISTRIBUTOR FOR END-WISE PNEUMATIC
PARTITIONING OF DISK PACK

Herbert U. Ragle, Thousand Oaks, and Dean DeMoss. Cama-
rillo, both of Calif., assignors to Burroughs Corporation.
Detroit, Mich.

Continuation of Ser. No. 49,553, Jun. 18, 1979. abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 890,799, .Mar. 27. 1978, Pat.

No. 4,167,029, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.
711,647, Aug. 4, 1976, Pat. No. 4,086,640. This application Jan.

26, 1981, Ser. No. 228,058
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Apr. 25,

1995, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.'GllB2i/02. 25/04
U.S. a. 360-99 g Oaims

1. In an improved arrangement for "end-wise" pneumatic
partitioning of a pack of fioppy disks, this pack including
conduit means for conduction of pneumatic partitioning forces
axially, up through the pack, to introduce a prescribed parti-

tion gap between selected adjacent disks; the arrangement
comprising, in combination therewith;

pneumatic partitioning means arranged and adapted to selec-

tively present partitioning thrust forces into at least a

portion of said conduit means so as to introduce said gap
between any selected adjacent pairs of said disks.

the partitioning means is outside the pack and is adapted to

cooperate with one or more gas supply means and com-
prises: distributor means adapted to present an array of
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conductor passage means adapted to register with said a Tirst termination, is coupled magnetically to the second one of
conduit means and be rotated in synchronism therewith;

plus selector means adapted to present one or more input,

apertures in gas-conducting relation with a selected one.

or ones, of said passage means, each of said apertures

being in communication with a respective one of said gas

supply means.

4,425,593
'

MAGNETORESISTIVE HEAD
Lambertus Postma, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignor to U.S.

Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 31,236, Apr. 18, 1979. This application

Feb. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 230,846

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Feb. 28, 1979,

7901578

Int. a.3GllB5/iO
U.S. CI. 360—113 3 Gaims

} 5
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1. A magnetic head for detecting information-representing

magnetic fields on a magnetic recording medium movable
relatively with respect to the magnetic head, the head compris-

ing an elongate magnetoresistive element which is current

biased provided on two oppositely located ends with contacts

for connection to a source of measuring current, said element

having a magnetic anisotropy and having the easy direction of

magnetization disposed in parallel relation to the longitudinal

axis of the element, the magnetic head further comprising at

least one electrically readily conductive strip which is pro-

vided obliquely on a surface of the element at a first angle of at

least 30° and at most 60° with the longitudinal axis of said

element, the magnetic head also including two components of

magnetically permeable material of a nickel-iron alloy disposed

in generally coplanar relation with a gap disposed therebe-

tween, said magnetoresistive element spanning said gap, facing

ends of the components of magnetically permeable material

covering edge zones of the magnetoresistive element extending

parallel to the longitudinal axis of said element, said readily

conductive strip, said components of magnetically permeable
material, and said gap with said magnetoresistive element

forming a substantially closed path for magnetic flux, one end
of the first one of said components of magnetically permeable

material remote from the magnetoresistive element cooperat-

ing with the magnetic recording medium, the magnetic head

further including a magnetic ferrite element v^'hich is por-

tioned in substantially parallel spaced relationship to the two
components of magnetically permeable material and which, at

the components of magnetically permeable material and, at a

second termination opposite said first termination, is disposed

proximate to the magnetic recording medium movable rela-

tively with respect to the head, said magnetic ferrite material

being substantially thicker than said two components between
which a gap is present and also substantially thicker than said

magnetoresistive element, said one end of the first one of said

components of magnetically permeable material being a mag-
netic medium scanning portion of said head, and the edge
zones of the magnetoresistive element covered by the ends of

the components of magnetically permeable materia! corre-

sponding substantially with the areas of the element in which
the direction of the current lines is not uniform when a measur-

ing current flows through the element.

4,425,594

CERAMIC-FERRITE HEAD
Petko V. Kodjabashev; Georgi P. Malinovski, and Atanas T.

Atanassov, all of Sofia, Bulgaria, assignors to Obedineni
Zavodi Za Zapametyavashti Ustroystra, Stara Zagora, Bul-

garia

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,537

Int. a.3 GllB 5/10. 5/11, 5/12. 5/22
U.S. a. 360—129 1 Claim

1. A ceramic-ferrite head for use with a flexible disk informa-

tion storage medium which comprises:

a cylindrically magnetically soft ferrite body provided with

an internal recess opening axially at one end of said body

and formed at the opposite end of said body with an axial

boss having a window opening into said recess;

a magnetic core assembly affixed to said body and compris-

ing a recording-reading magnetic core having a portion

positioned in said window and another portion extending

into said recess, a recording-reading coil on said other

portion of said recording-reading core, a pair of erasing

magnetic cores, each having a portion disposed in said

window and provided with a second coil and a pair of

ceramic wafers, flanking the portions of said cores dis-

posed in said window;

a glass-resin bonding agent bonding said assembly to said

wafers in said window;

a conductive layer lining said recess;

a cap of magnetically soft ferrite closing said one end of said

body and having a passage communicating with said

recess;

a printed circuit board affixed to said cap externally of said

recess and provided with a plurality of connecting termi-

nals and a ground terminal;

respective leads extending through said recess from said

coils to said connecting terminals; and

a ground lead connected to said cores and to said lining and

extending to said ground terminal, said leads traversing

said passage, said glass-resin, said body and said assembly

all having substantially the same coefficient of linear ex-

tension.
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4,425,595 4,425,596
LOCKING DEVICE OF A STARTING POSITION ELECTRIC CIRCUIT BREAKER

SEARCHING MECHANISM Kouzou Satou, MIe, Japan, assignor to Tokyo Shibaura Denki
Watani WaUnabe, and Shoji Kaneko, both of Toda, Japan, Kabushiki Kaisha, Kawasaki, Japan

assignors to Qarion Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan Filed Sep. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 301.823
Filed Aug. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 297,457 Qaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 26. 1980, 55-134078;

Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 8, 1980, 55-126583[U] Apr. 28, 1981, 56-65023
Int. a.3 GllB 15/18, 17/00. 19/02 int. C\? H02H 3/OH

U.S. a. 360—137 t 4 Claims U.S. CI. 361—93 8 Claims
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1. A locking device for a starting point searching mechanism
in a magnetic tape machine, comprising:

an assembly of an elongated, fast-forward operational rod,

an elongated, rewind operational rod and an elongated

slide plate which are parallel with each other and disposed

one on top of the other to form a stack, said fast-forward

operational rod being mounted for longitudinal sliding

movement between a non-actuated position and an actu-

ated position in which it is effective for actuating driving

of the tape at a fast speed, said rewind operational rod

being mounted for longitudinal sliding movement inde-

pendently of said fast-forward operational rod between a

non-actuated position and an actuated position in which it

is effective for actuating rewinding of the magnetic tape,

said slidable plate being longitudinally slidable from a

non-actuated position to an actuated position in response

to movement of either of said fast-forward operational rod

or said rewind operational rod to its respective actuated

position, said fast-forward operational rod and said rewind

operational rod each having a notch therein which
notches are located adjacent to corresponding one ends of

said rods;

a switch mounted for actuation in response to movement of

said slide plate to said actuated position thereof;

an elongated, longitudinally slidable, off plate located adja-

cent to said corresponding one ends of said rods, said off

plate having engaging means mounted thereon which
engaging means is releasably receivable in one of said

notches at a time for releasably locking one of said rods in

its actuated position;

an elongated, longitudinally slidable, lock plate connected to

said off plate for lengthwise sliding movement with re-

spect thereto;

a spring connected between said off plate and said lock plate

for resiliently urging said plates toward each other;

an electromagnetically operated plunger connected to be

operated in response to actuation of said switch and cou-

pled to said lock plate for urging said lock plate and

thereby said off plate in a direction in which said engaging
means on said ofT plate is releasably received in one of said

notches whereby to releasably lock one of said rods in its

actuated position;

and release means operable in response to movement of the

other rod to its actuated position for removing said engag-

ing means from said one notch to release said one rod.

1. An electric circuit breaker for interrupting load current
flowing from a power source through a lire to a load, compris-
ing:

a contact positioned in the line connecting the power source
with the load;

Hall generator sensor means in proximity with the line for

detecting the load current flowing through the line and
providing an output voltage in response thereto, said

sensor means comprising first and second Hall generators,

said first Hall generator for delecting a first preset range
of load current and said second Hall generator for detect-

ing a second preset range of load current longer than the

first range;

means for comparing the output voltage with a predeter-

mined value and providing a signal for opening said

contact when said output voltage differs from said prede-

termined value;

a current transformer connected to be responsive to the load

current flowing in said line for applying power to said

circuit breaker; and

a power supply being receptive to said applied power to

supply current to said sensor means and said comparing
means.

4.425.597

ELECTRONIC LOCKING METHOD AND APPARATUS
Wayne E. Schramm. 8427 Frost Way. Annandalc. Va. 22003

Filed Feb. 16. 1982. Ser. No. 348.754

Int. a.' E05B 49/00
U.S. a. 361—172 26 Qaims
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1. A method of unkx'king a door, the steps comprising:

operating a door opening actuator in a predetermined coded
sequence to enter a code, said entered code uniquely and
cx>mpletely determined by operation of said door opening
actuator;

detecting said predetermined coded sequence;

generating an electrical unlock signal upon detection of said

predetermined coded sequence; and
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unlocking said door responsive to said electrical unlock an
signal.

4,425,598

ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION PANEL
Larry J. Pyle, 33 Scenic Dr., Napa, Calif. 94558

Filed Jun. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 271,510

Int. a.J H02B 1/04

U.S. a. 361—361 7 Qaims

I

1. A portable electric power distribution panel including a

transformer comprising:

a. a container having an open portion between a bottom and
opposing side wall portions, said container further includ-

ing a plurality of receptacle openings; through said side

wall portions, said container defmed to at least enclose the

transformer;

b. at least one member spanning said opposing side wall

portions and being supported by said container;

c. a tray being placed adjacent to and being supported by
said at least one member spanning said opposing wall

portions; the transformer being positioned between said

container bottom and said tray;

d. at least one bus bar located beneath said tray and adjacent

said at least one member spanning said opposing side wall

portions;

e. means for pivoting said tray and at least one bus bar in

relation to said container including means for pivotally

connecting said at least one member spanning said oppos-
ing wall portions to said container;

f. means for covering said open portion of said container,

said covering means including an opening being posi-

tioned over said tray and door means for closing said

covering means opening.

4,425,599

CAVITY ILLUMINATING DEVICE
Peter Rieder, Dietikon, and Robert Schiirmann, Meilen, both of

Switzerland, assignors to Volpi AG, Urdorf, Switzerland

Filed Jun. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 384,200

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jun. 5, 1981,

3710/81

Int. a.3 F21V 7/04

U.S. a. 362—32 14 Qaims

entrance plane near said light source and an exit plane

remote from said light source; and control means for control-

ling luminous density at said exit plane of said fiber optic

means, said control means being arranged between said light

source and said entrance plane of said fiber optic means; said

control means comprising a disc-shaped diaphragm and a

means connected with said diaphragm for controlled displace-

ment thereof in a plane defined essentially by said disc shape,

said plane being substantially vertical to a light beam from said

light source to said entrance plane; said diaphragm being pro-

vided with an opening having a longitudinal dimension and a

cross-longitudinal dimension, said cross-longitudinal dimen-
sion varying along said longitudinal dimension; and a direction

of said controlled displacement coinciding essentially with said

longitudinal dimension of said opening for providing an aper-

ture of varying width between said light source and said en-

trance plane and controlling the change of illumination with-

out changing the color temperature of said light source when
said means for controlled displacement of said diaphragm is

operated.

4,425,600

ELECTROLUMINESCENT WRIST LAMP FOR NIGHT
VISION ENVIRONMENT

Richard L. Bamhart, 1025 Gable St., Springfield, Ohio 45505
Filed Sep. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 300,765

Int. a.3 F21V 9/16
U.S. a. 362-84 3 Qaims

1. In a device for controlled illumination of a cavity compris-
ing a light source; a fiber optic means for feeding light from
said light source into said cavity, said fiber optic means having

1. An electroluminescent wrist flashlight comprising a hous-

ing; a strap; a battery mounted within the housing to provide a

D.C. power supply; an inverter means mounted within the

housing for converting power from the battery into an A.C.

signal; a flat electroluminescent phosphorus lamp mounted on
one surface of the housing, wherein the lamp includes phos-

phors which are microencapsulated and hermetically sealed,

the illumination from the lamp being of a wavelength that does

not interfere with a person's night vision and does not degrade

the performance of night vision goggles; said housing having

two end panels which are interchangable and removable to

provide easy access to the interior of the housing; a switch

mounted on one of the end panels, whereby the switch may be

placed on either end of the housing; electrical leads intercon-

necting the battery, the inverter, the switch and the lamp so

that when the switch is actuated there are connections from

the battery to the inverter and from the inverter to the lamp to

energize the lamp to provide illumination; the housing having

a long dimension which is a number of times greater than its

other dimensions; the long dimension being along an axis or-

thogonal to the end panels; the housing being attached to said

strap with said axis parallel to the length of the strap, the strap

being of a material which adheres when pressed together to

provide a touch and close fastener which is easily closed and

opened repeatedly; wherein the lamp is mounted directly to

the housing by means of an epoxy compound which serves as

an adhesive cement and as a means of covering the current
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carrying leads of the lamp as well as protecting the edge of the
lamp from moisture and humidity.

4,425,601

STAIRWAY LIGHTING SYSTEM
Robert Donahue, 36 Thomcreek Dr., Park Forest, III. 60466

Filed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 297,856
Int. Q.3 F21S 1/02: F21V 33/00: E04F 11/00

U.S.Q. 362-146 g Claims

stem, said shells having recesses at the top and bottom thereof
for receiving and accommodatmg the umbrella stem, means
associated with said recesses for fnctionally engagmg the stem,
a lamp, means for mounting a battery m said hollow body,
means for electrically coupling said lamp to a battery mounted
completely within said hollow body, a switch mounted to said
first shell, and means for electrically coupling said switch to
said lamp and to a battery mounted in said hollow body.

'2-+ '^

4,425,603
INDIRECT LIGHTDISTRIBUTING CEILING RXTURES

WITH ALTERNATE REFLECTOR ARRAY
Iber C. Courton, Gettysburg, Pa., assignor to Westingbouse

Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Jul. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 282.981

Int. Q.' F2IV 23/02
U.S. Q. 362-222 9 a»im»

1. An apparatus powered by an AC. line voltage source
which comprises a plurality of stairs each of which includes a
tread and a riser, said plurality of stairs being useable by one or
fnore persons; transformer means adapted to reduce said A.C.
line voltage from said source to provide a reduced AC. volt-
age; a plurality of light means acting to illuminate said stairs

when at least a portion of said reduced A.C. voltage is supplied
to said plurality of light means and an electrical circuit includ-
ing said plurality of light means is formed, each said light
means being located in association with a different one of said
risers; rectifier means associated with said transformer means
acting to convert said reduced A.C. voltage to a D.C. voltage;
a plurality of pressure sensitive switch means associated with
said rectifier means so that at least a portion of said DC.
voltage is supplied to said plurality of pressure sensitive switch
means, each of said switch means being located in association
with a different one of said treads so that said pressure sensitive
switch means is closeable in response to pressure from said
person placed on said tread; with which said pressure sensitive
switch means is associated; and relay means in association with
said plurality of pressure sensitive means and said plurality of
light means, and adapted to form said electrical circuit in

response to at least one of said pressure sensitive switch means
being closed.

4,425,602

UMBRELLA LAMP ASSEMBLY
Uwrence A. Luuing, 120 W. Sirius St., AmUieim, CaUf. 92802

Filed Aug. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 292,346

Int. Q.i F21L 7/00
U.S. Q. 362—186 12 Q«1bu

1. An indirect light-distributing ceiling structure for illumi-
nating a floor area below, comprising:

a light-reflective ceiling,

a plurality of elongated reflector members having longitudi-

nal axes,

said reflector members having first, second and third major
side portions having first, second and third major surfaces,

respectively, which define a subsuntially triangular cross-

sectional configuration,

said reflector members being disposed below said light-

reflective ceiling, in horizontally spaced-parallel relation

with one another, with one of the major surfaces of alter-

nate reflector members being horizontally oriented and
facing the light-reflective ceiling, and with one of the
major surfaces of the intervening reflector memben being
horizontally oriented and facing the floor area below,

and a source of light mounted on the ceiling facing major
surface of at least one of said alternate reflecton such that

said source is not directly viewable from the floor area.

1. A portable lamp assembly having a self-contained power
supply therein and being adapted for mounting to an umbrella
stem, said assembly comprising a generally spherical hollow
body including first and second light transmitting shells, means
for coupling said shells together in a manner permitting open-
ing and closing of said shells for placing said shells about an
umbrella stem and then closing said shells about the umbrella

4,425,604

ILLUMINATING DEVICE FOR A DISPLAY UNIT
Hirochi Imal, Yokosuka, and Fukaahi Sapaawa, Yokohama,

both of Japan, aasignora to Niaaaa Motor Company, Umitad,
Yokohama, Japan

Hied Not. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 444,695
Qaims priority, application Japam Feb. 15, 1982, S7-1844S[U1

Int. Q.J F21S 3/00
U.S. Q. 362—223 ]6 CUiiM

1. An illuminating device for a display unit which comprises:
(a) a display panel on which some letten or figures are

displayed;

(b) at least one light source disposed at the back of said

display panel for illuminating said display t>anel; and
(c) a reflector disposed at the back of said at least one light

source, the inner surface of which is made up of at least
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two unit cells, the contours of each of which are defined

by the union of a pair of parts of elliptical surfaces ar-

ranged in such a way that one of two foci of each of the

I

elliptical surfaces is located at the center of said light

source and the other of two foci thereof is located on the

inner surface of said display unit.

4,425,605

DECX)RATIVE LIGHTING STRING FOR ASSEMBLY
WITH OVERCURRENT PROTECTION

Sam Cheng, No. 11, Lane 207, Hsimen St., Hsin-Chu, Taiwan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 7,610, Jan. 29, 1979,

abandoned. This application Aug. 14, 1980, Ser. No. 177,837

Int. a.3 F21M 1/00

U.S. a. 362—227 6 aaims

1. A decorative lighting string with overcurrent protection

comprising:

a plug adapted for connection of a source of current;

a pair of large diameter conductors connected to said plug;

a protection device connected to said pair of larger diameter

conductors;
|

a pair of small diameter conductors connected to said pro-

tection device;

a plurality of sockets connected in one of parallel and series

to said pair of small diameter conductors; and

a bulb connected in each of said sockets for receivmg cur-

rent through said pair of small diameter conductors;

said protection device comprising a housing defining a cav-

ity having at least one opening on one side thereof for said

large diameter conductors and at least one opening on an

opposite side thereof for said small diameter conductors, a

pair of spaced-apart posts extending into said cavity and
adjacent each of said openings respectively, said large

diameter conductors wrapped around one of said posts

and said small diameter conductors wrapped about the

other of said posts, a first contact connected in said cavity

to each of said large diameter conductors and a second

contact connected in said cavity to each of said small

diameter conductors, a pair of fusible links connected in

said cavity between each first contact and each second

contact respectively.

4,425,606

SEALED BEAM LAMP UNIT
Bruce E. Shanks, Chesterland, and Joseph P. Marella, Chardon,

both of Ohio, assignors to General Electric Company, Sche-

nectady, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 346,302

Int. a.5 F21V 29/00
U.S. a. 362—267 8 Qaims

1. A sealed beam lamp unit comprising a reflector and lens

having pairs of cooperating and opposing innermost and outer-

most sealing surfaces located approximately about the lens and
refiector peripheries; said pairs of sealing surfaces both being

substantially step-shaped and spaced apart from each other and
with said innermost steps being of greater elevation than said

outermost steps for mating between substantially planar and
parallel surfaces, with adhesive disposed thereon and therebe-

tween, except for one or more portions along the innermost

pair of opposing steps which are in contact with each other

while said outermost pair of opposing steps remains spaced

apart after being adhesively bonded together.

4,425,607

SEALED BEAM LAMP UNIT
Bruce E. Shanks, Chesterland, Ohio, assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 346,303

Int. a.3 F21V 29/00
L.S. a. 362—267 9 Qaims

n-
«<-,

/

1. A sealed beam lamp unit comprising a lens and reflector

having substantially rectangular peripheries, cooperating and

opposing step-shaped sealing surfaces characterized by long

and short sides and corners, located approximately about said

peripheries, and spaced apart, so as to provide physical contact

between said sealing surfaces limited to one or more portions

along said long sides, and furiher including reservoirs located

on either side of said sealing surfaces, with adhesive disposed

thereon and therebetween except for said one or more portions

which are in physical contact with each other, and said reser-

voirs containing excess adhesive which has oozed from be-

tween said sealing surfaces.
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4 425 608
LUMINOUS DISPLAY INSTALLATION WITH AN

INCREASED CONTRAST EFFECT
Gyula Hecker, Emo Kenez; Laszlo Nyari, and Janos Patta, all

of Budapest, Hungary, assignors to Villamos Berendezes es
Kesziiiek Miivek, Budapest, Hungary

Continuation of Ser. No. 157,070, Jun. 6, 1980, abandoned. This
application Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,418

Int. a.3 F21V 7/00
U.S. a. 362-291 15 Qaims

a geometry assuring venting relief without flame propaga-
tion,

and a thin, hard, essentially pinhole-free paint coatmg on
said threads, said coating being uniform m thickness with
a variability not exceeding ±15% of the mean thickness

and having an overall thickness small enough to have at

most only a minor effect on the venting relief geometry of
the thread joint.

1. In an optical system for the light point of an illuminated

signal or display device having at least one light point, the

system comprising at least one light deflecting means optically

coupled with the light source of the light point and focussing

the light passing through an effective aperture of the said

deflecting means towards a focal point or line, and at least one
light shield disposed in the light path and having an aperture in

the focal point or line, a plurality of the deflecting means with
the corresponding light shields being disposable in rows and
columns of a display board, the improvement wherein the light

shield has a mantle framing a tapering hollow with its mouth
facing the light deflecting means and narrowing towards the

aperture of the light shield and wherein the mantle is disposed

parallel to and encircling rays departing from the periphery of
the effective aperture of the light deflecting means and con-
verging into the focal point or line.

4,425,609

nXTURE FOR HAZARDOUS AREA
James L. Grindle, Hendersonville, N.C., assignor to General

Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.
Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 426,486

Int. a.3 F29V 29/00
U.S. Q. 362-373 lO Qaims

4,425,610

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT LIGHTING HXTURE WITH
SWIVEL MOUNTED LAMP ASSE.MBLY

Larry J. Krubsack, Colgate, and Thomas G. Volk, Germantown,
both of Wis., assignors to Hartland Products Company, Inc.,

Hartland, Wis.

Filed Jun. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 384,407

Int. Q.' F21M i/M
U.S. Q. 362-419 21 Qaims

1. A hazardous area electrical fixture required to withstand

the pressure of an internal explosion and to provide venting to

the outside without flame propagation comprising:

at least two metal parts forming wall-defining portions of

said fixture, said parts being provided with screw threads

interengaged to make a thread joint between said portions,

said threads having clearance between them and defining

1. A lightmg fixture having a vertically adjustable and
swivel mounted lamp assembly and adapted to be mounted on
a vertical surface of or adjacent to a musical mstrument or

article of furniture or the like, said fixture comprising a mount-
ing member adapted to be mounted on said vertical surface,

said mounting member having vertically extending bearing

means therein, a support member including an elongated verti-

cally extending pivot portion mounted in said bearing means
for axially shifted and rotatable movement, said pivot portion

having a plurality of axially spaced recesses therein, detent

means mounted in said mounting member and movable into an

aligned one of said recesses for releasably retaining said sup-

port member in one of a plurality of vertically adjusted posi-

tions, said support member being rotatable about a vertical axis

through said pivot portion while said detent means is engaged
with one of said recesses, said support also including another

vertically extending portion spaced from said pivot portion,

swivel means carried by said other vertically extending portion
of said support member, and a lamp assembly connected to said

swivel means for rotation about a vertical axis through said

other vertically extending portion, said swivel means mcludmg
means for limiting rotation of said lamp assembly relative to

said other vertically extending portion to a predetermined
angular range.
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4,425,611 in accordance with the reaction of said load device to particu-
SWITCHING VOLTAGE REGULATORS WITH OUTPUT lar data applied thereto, the improvement comprising:
VOLTAGES INDIRECTLY REGULATED RESPECTIVE

TO DIRECTLY REGULATED BOOSTED INPUT
VOLTAGES

Finis C. Easter, Mount Laurel, NJ., assignor to RCA Corpora-
tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 337,505
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct. 16, 1981,

8131327

Int. a.^ H02P 13/18
U.S. a. 363-21 7 aaims

1. A switching voltage regulator comprising.

first and second terminals for connecting to a primary en-

ergy source;

third and fourth terminals for connecting to a load;

a converter transformer having first and second primary
winding connections and having first and second second-
ary winding connections;

electrically controllable first switch means for selectively

connecting said first primary winding connection between
said first and second terminals during first time intervals

interspersed with second time intervals;

first and second capacitors having interconnected first plates

and having second plates respectively connected to said

third terminal and to said fourth terminal;

second switch means conductive during said first time inter-

vals for connecting said first secondary winding connec-
tion across said first capacitor;

third switch means conductive during said second time
intervals for connecting said second secondary winding
connection across said second capacitor;

a third capacitor having a first plate connected to second
terminal and having a second plate;

fourth switch means conductive during said second time
intervals for connecting said second primary winding
connection across said third capacitor; and

means responsive to the voltage between said first terminal
and the second plate of said third capacitor departing from
a prescribed value for developing electric control signal

applied to said first switch means, thereby to complete a
regulator loop for directly regulating the voltage between
said first terminal and the second plate of said third capaci-
tor and for indirectly regulating the volUge between said

third and fourth terminals.

means for sampling said data applied to said load device
before said reaction of said load device to said data; and

4,425,612

POWER SUPPLY WITH LOAD-TRANSIENT
ANTiaPATION

D«Tid D. Bahler, McLean, Va., and Ricardo E. Cairo, Austin,
Tex„ anigDors to International Business Machines Corpora-
tion, Annook, N.Y.

FUed May 12, 1982, Ser. No. 377,531

Int a? H02P 13/22
UA a. 363-21

I
11 aaims

1. In a system utilizing a controllable power supply and a
variable load device, said device presenting one of a plurality

of predetermined loads across an output of said power supply

means responsive to said sampled data for controlling said
power supply to effect a future transfer of greater or lesser

power to said load device at the time of said reaction to
achieve the application of a relatively constant voltage
across said load device throughout said reaction.

4,425,613

FORCED LOAD SHARING aRCUTT FOR INVERTER
POWER SUPPLY

Randolph D. W. Shelly, Rosemere, Canada, assignor to Sperry
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 266,718

Int a.J H02P 13/22
U.S. a. 363—26 11 Claims

1. In a power supply for use with electronic equipment of the
class having input means for coupling to a source of power; a
plurality of power supply means coupled to said input means
and each having output means coupled in common for provid-
ing current to common load; average output summing means
for providing average output signals indicative of the average
load current output of all of said power supply means to the
load; a plurality of control circuit means each coupled to a
respectively associated one of said plurality of power supply
means for forcing said associated power supply to provide load
current substantially equal to the load current provided by
each of the other ones of said plurality of power supplies;

wherein each of said plurality of power supply means includes
power switch means capable of variable duty cycle operation
for providing power signals to be utilized in determining said

current to said common load pulse width modulation means
coupled to said power switch means for adjusting said duty
cycle in response to said control signals, thereby adjusting and
controlling the level of said current supplied to said common
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load; and wherein each of said control circuit means includes
power supply output level sensing means for providing output
level signals indicative of the output level of the associated one
of said power supply means to the common load, comparison
means for comparing said output level signals to said average
output signals for providing control signals when said output
level signals have a predetermined relationship to said average
output signals, and power supply adjustment means responsive
to said control signals for adjusting the output level of the
associated one of said power supply means in response thereto,
thereby substantially equalizing the load current provided by
each of said power supply means; said power supply output
level sensing means includes current transformer means cou-
pled to said power switch means for providing feedback cur-
rent signals indicative of the load current supplied from said
power switch means and peak average network means for
integrating said current feedback signals and providing said
output level signals as comparison voltage levels indicative of
said feedback current levels; wherein said comparison means
further comprises

current error sense means coupled to said peak average
network means and having average output receiving
means for receiving said average output signals for pro-
viding error sense signals when said comparison voltage
levels exceed said average output signals; and

current error amplifier means coupled to said current error
sense means for providing current error indicating signals
indicative of the level of comparison of said output level

signals to said average output signals in response to said

error sense signals.

control of a predetermined one of said engine parameters,
further including integration limit means for limiting the
output of said integration means.

4,425,614

SELF-ORGANIZING CONTROL SYSTEM
Roger L. Barron, and Dixon Oeveland, both of Annandale, Va.,

assignors to Adaptronics, Inc., McLean, Va.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 883,549, Dec. 9, 1969,
abandoned. This application Jul. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 381,244

Int. a.3 G05B 13/02: G06F 15/50; G06G 7/78
U.S. a. 364-158 36 Qaims
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1. A system for on-line control of deviation between system
commanded thrust and system calculated thrust of an engine
having plural variable and measurable parameters, which com-
prises:

(1) command means for providing a commanded thrust

signal,

(2) calculation means responsive to on-line measured engine
parameters to calculate engine thrust,

(3) error means responsive to signals from said command
and calculation means to provide an error signal indicative

of the difference between the commanded and calculated

thrust signals, and

(4) controller means responsive to said error signal which
includes integration means for generating a signal repre-

senting an integral of said error signal, differentiation

means for generating a signal representing a derivative of
said error signal, scaling means for generating a signal

proportional to said error signal, and summing means for

summing said integral, derivative and proportional sig-

nals, where the output of said summing means provides

4,425,615

HIERARCHICAL MEMORY SYSTEM HAVING
CACHE/DISK SUBSYSTEM WITH COMMAND QUEUES

FOR PLURAL DISKS
Robert E. Swenson, Mendota HeigfaU, Minn.; Lawrence D.

Sasscer, Campbell, and Vladi Pusic, San Jose, both of Calif.,

assignors to Sperry Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed No?. 14, 1980, Ser. No. 207,104
Int. a.' G06F 13/00. 13/04. 15/16

U.S. a. 364-200 8 Claims
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1. A data processing system comprising:

a plurality of disk drive devices for driving disks, each of
said disks storing segments of data,

a host processor for issuing host processor commands, each
command defining an operation to be performed, and
specifying a disk drive device number and the disk space
at which said operation is to be performed;

a cache store for storing segments of data which have been
read from, or are to be written to, said disks;

command queue storage means for storing a plurality of
command queues, there being one command queue corre-

sponding to each disk drive device with each command
queue having a plurality of entries for storing disk com-
mands and a corresponding command queue header in-

cluding an indication of the number of commands in the

corresponding command queue;

a storage control unit connected to said command queue
storage means, said cache store, said host processor and
said disk drive devices for controlling the transfer of data

between said host processor, said cache store and said disk

drive devices;

said storage control unit including,

first means responsive to a given host processor command
for developing a queue command and stonng it in the

command queue corresponding to the disk drive device
specified by said host processor command,

second means responsive to said given host processor

command and the command queue header correspond-
ing to the disk drive device specified by said given host

processor command for selecting the disk drive device

specified by the disk drive device number in said given

command if the command queue header indicates that

the command queue is empty prior to storage of said

queue command therein, said each disk dnve device
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including means responsive to said second means for

producing signals indicating that the selected disk drive

device is busy or idle,

third means responsive to said signals for executing said

queue command when said signals indicate that the

selected disk drive device is idle,

fourth means responsive to said signals for determining if

a copy of the data from the disk space specified by said

given host processor command is resident in said cache
store,

fifth means responsive to said fourth means for transfer-

ring data between said host processor and said cache
store if said fourth means determines that a copy of the

data from the disk space specified by said given host

processor command is resident in said cache store, and,

sixth means responsive to the command queue header for

the command queue in which said queue command is

stored for activating said fourth means if there is al-

ready a command in the command queue into which
said queue command is stored.

4,425,616

HIGH-SPEED TIME SHARE PROCESSOR
Jack L. Woodell, La Canada, Calif., assignor to Frederick Elec-

tronic Corporation, Frederick, Md.
Filed Not. 6, 1979, Ser. No. 91,765

Int. a.3 G06F 13/00
U.S. a. 364—200 7 Oaims

: \ u i.'.r-r

1. A microcoded processor for use in a multi-channel high-
speed dau processing system in which each channel is pro-
cessed in a time share mode by said processor according to

selecuble ones of a plurality of microcoded data handling
routines, each channel having input and output signals, the
processor comprising:

(a) a sequence file, for storing addresses of the channels to be
processed in which the stored addresses are outputted in

response to a sequential sequence of storage location

addresses, the outputted addresses controlling the order
and rate at which each of the channels is time share pro-
cessed according into which storage locations the address
of each channel is stored in said sequence file, the proces-
sor processing each channel during time share intervals,

and where the addresses in said sequence file may be
changed during execution of the routines to provide for

the dynamic control of the sampling of any given channel;
(b) a program memory for storing the microcode instruc-

tions for the plurality of data handling routines, which
routines process the various input and output signals of the
channels;

(c) a means of executing the microcode instructions stored in

said program memory in which a predetermined number
of microcode instructions are executed by said executing
means for each channel during each time share interval;

(d) a routine re-entry file having an addressable memory
location associated with each channel, each re-entry file

memory location storing the program memory address of

the next program instruction to be executed during the
next time share interval for its associated channel, the next
instruction address stored for each channel controlling
which of the plurality of data handling routines is next to
be executed for the channel, the stored re-entry addresses
independent of the routine being executed for the associ-
ated channel during its last time share interval; and

(e) a channel data file having at least one block of memory
locations associated with each channel, for storing and
outputting to said executing means the data required by
said executing means to process the next channel in a
sequence, each associated block including memory loca-
tions for storing

(1) constant dau reqired by the data handling routines to
process each channel, and

(2) variable data required by the daU handling routines to

process each channel, where the function of each bit of
each memory location for the variable data for each
associated channel is variable and is redefined in accor-
dance with which of the plurality of data handling
routines is next to be executed for the associated chan-
nel; and

(0 said executing means including a constant and a variable
high-speed cache memory for respectively storing the
constant and variable data required by the routine cur-
rently being executed, said constant and variable cache
memories each comprising first and second cache memo-
ries each having active and inactive states such that,

(1) when said first or second memory is in the active state,

it contains the data for the current channel to be time
share processed and is available for use by the micro-
code instructions, said active first or second variable

cache memory adapted to permit the stored data to be
modified during execution of the microcode instruc-

tions, and

(2) when said first or second memories are in the inactive

state it is available for storing the data for the next
channel to be time share processed in the next time
share interval, said first and second memories always in

opposite states with their states switching at the com-
pletion of each time share interval.

4,425,617

HIGH-SPEED DATA SORTER
David L. Sherwood, Maple Shade, NJ., assignor to RCA Corpo-

ration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 246,647

Int. a.J H04J 3/08. 6/00
U.S. a. 364—200 7 Gaima

1. An apparatus for generating routing information and for

adding said information to a block of digitized data being sent

from a source of such data to a utilization device for such data,

said apparatus comprising:

first storage means responsive to said source of digitized data
for storing a first segment of said data block;

a first addressable memory responsive to the data contained
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in said first storage means for providing predetermined
data signals;

means having input, output, and control terminals, respon-
sive to said predetermined data signals of said first mem-
ory applied to its control terminals, for selecting data to be
applied to its output terminals from among data of a sec-

ond segment of said data block, being applied to its input

terminals;

a second addressable memory, having output terminals, said

second addressable memory coupled to said first storage

means and said data selecting means for providing at its

output terminals a data word accessed from said second
memory in response to an address formed by the data
stored in said first storage means and the selected data at

the output terminals of said selecting means;
means coupled to said output terminals of said second mem-
ory and responsive to values of said data word accessed

from said second memory for generating a plurality of

control signals;

generator means coupled to said second memory and re-

sponsive to a first one of said plurality of control signals

for transferring a data word stored in said generator

means to said second memory for storage therein at said

address formed by the data stored in said first storage

means and the selected data at the output terminals of said

selecting means;

means coupled to said second memory and to said first stor-

age means and responsive to second one of said plurality

of control signals for replacing the data stored in said first

storage means by said data word accessed from said sec-

ond memory for causing said data word to be accessed
from said second addressable memory in a subsequent
cycle of data transfer; and

means responsive to a third one of said plurality of control

signals for combining said data word accessed from said

second memory with said block of digitized data for trans-

mission of digitized data for transmission to said utilization

device.

4,425,618

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR INTRODUONG
PROGRAM CHANGES IN PROGRAM^ONTROLLED

SYSTEMS
Thomas P. Bishop, Aurora, and Susan J. Picus, Wheaton, both

of III., assignors to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorpo-

rated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed Nov. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 323,812

Int. a.' G06F 7/00. 9/19
U.S. a. 364—300 14 Qaims
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12. In a program-controlled processor system, wherein task

processes are initiated and are executed by function calls to

program functions stored in a program memory,
means for modifying a selected program function during the

execution of task processes said means comprising:
first means for storing a current version of said selected

program function;

second means for storing a modified version of said selected

program function;

third means for storing data defining an activation time after

which said modified version of said selected program
function is to be used; and

means for initialing execution of said current version if a
process calling said program function was initiated before
said activation time, and for initiating execution of said

modified version if said process calling said selected pro-
gram function was initiated after said activation time.

4,425,619

SELECTIVE READ OUT OF ONE HOUR TRANSACTION
DATA IN AN ELECTRONIC CASH REGISTER

Kumehiko Matsuda, Joyo, and Hachizou Yamamoto, Nara, both
of Japan, assignors to Sharp Kabushiki Kaiaha, Osaka, Japan

Filed Jun. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 274,532
Gaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 23, 1980, 55-85772

Int. C1.3 G06F n/20
U.S. G. 364-405 5 Gaims
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1. An electronic cash register comprising:

means for introducing data into said register;

processor means responsive to the information from said

means for introducing, for controlling the operation of

said cash register;

program memory means for controlling operations in said

processor means;

time information keeping means for generating current time

information;

one hour signal generation means connected to said time

information keeping means for developing a memory
control signal every hour;

buffer memory means for accumulating transaction data

developed by said processtir means;

accumulated transaction memory means including a plural-

ity of memory sections, each for storing accumulated

transaction data entered into said register by said means
for introducing between two adjacent memory control

signals;

control means responsive to each said memory control sig-

nal for transferring the transaction data accumulated by
said buffer memory means into a memory section of said

accumulated transaction memory means associated with

said received control signal, said control means further

clearing said buffer memory means after the transfer;

means for printing accumulated transaction data stored in

the memory sections of said accumulated transaction

memory means; and

a print control system including,
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means for selecting at least one of said memory sections in

said memory means, and
transfer means responsive to said means for selecting, for

supplying the total amount stored in said at least one
selected memory sections to said means for printing.

4,425,620

ELECTRICAL CONTROL FOR POWER SHIFT
TRANSMISSION

Barry D. BatchcUer, West Fargo, and William E. Martinson,

Fargo, both of N. Dak., assignors to Steiger Tractor, Inc.,

Fargo, N. Dak.

Filed Jan. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 229,132

Int a.3 B06K 41/08; G06F 15/20
U.S. a. 364—424.1 i 34 Qaims

1. For use in a vehicle having an engine and a transmission
with a plurality of gear ratios which are individually selectable

as a function of electrical transmission control signals, a trans-

mission control system comprising:

manually operable mode select means for selecting one of a

plurality of operating modes including a forward manual
mode, a neutral mode, and a reverse mode, wherein the
mode select means comprises;

a mode select lever having a forward manual position, a
neutral position, and a reverse position; and

lever position sensing means for providing signals to the
control means indicative of the position of mode select

lever;

manually operable upshift/downshift means separate from
the mode select means for providing upshift and down-
shift electrical signals, the upshift electrical signal repre-

senting a requested increase in gear ratio and the down-
shift electrical signal representing a requested decrease in

gear ratio, wherein the manually operable upshift/down-
shift means comprises:

an upshift/downshift lever having a normal position, an
upshift position, and a downshift position;

means for providing the upshift signal in response to the
upshift/downshift lever being in the upshift position;

and

means for providing the downshift signal in response to
the upshift/downshift lever being in the downshift
position; and

control means for providing the electrical transmission
control signals to select one of the plurality of gear
ratios as a function of the operating mode selected and
the upshift and downshift signals.

27. For use in a vehicle having an engine and a transmission
with a plurality of gear ratios which are individually selectable
as a function of electrical transmission control signals, a trans-

mission control system comprising:

ground speed sensing means for providing an electrical

ground speed signal indicative of speed of the vehicle;

engine spe«l sensing means for providing an electrical en-
gine speed signal indicative of the speed of the engine;

manually operable clutch actuator means mechanically
linked to the transmission and movable by an operator for

disengaging the engine from the transmission when actu-
ated by movement from a normal unactuated position;

clutch position sensing means for sensing position of the

manually operable clutch actuator means and providing a
clutch position signal which indicates when the clutch
actuator means is moved from its normal unactuated posi-

tion; and

control means for providing transmission control signals to
select one of the plurality of gear ratios, the control means
receiving the clutch position signal, the engine speed
signal, and the ground speed signal and providing trans-

mission control signals which cause the transmission to
select a gear ratio when the manually operable clutch
actuator means moves from an actuated position to its

normal unactuated position which is a function of the
ground speed signal and the engine speed signal; wherein
the control means permits movement of the manually
operable clutch actuator means to modulate mechanically
the output of the transmission when the transmission is

providing a predetermined gear ratio, and provides trans-

mission control signals which cause the transmission to
select the neutral mode when the transmission is providing
a gear ratio other than the selected gear ratio and the
manually operable clutch actuator means is moved to an
actuated position.

4,425,621

SPIN-UP DETECTION APPARATUS FOR BRAKE
CONTROL SYSTEM

Thomas Skarvada, Woodland Hills, Calif., assignor to Crane
Co., Chicago, III.

Filed Aug. 8, 1980, Ser. No. 176,348

Int. a.3 G06F 16/20
U.S. a. 364—426 13 Claims

PRESSURE

1. In an automatic braking brake control system for a vehicle

having a wheel, means for generating a wheel signal indicative

of rotational movement of the wheel, and means for automati-

cally initiating braking action of a wheel brake following gen-

eration of a control signal, the improvement comprising:

means, responsive to the wheel signal, for generating a first

signal indicative of acceleration of the wheel;

means, responsive to the first signal, for generating a control

signal when the first signal crosses a threshold indicative

of low wheel acceleration during a period of initial wheel
spin-up; and

means for supplying the control signal to the initiating means
as an indication of the substantial completion of initial

wheel spin-up in order to cause the initiating means to

initiate braking action.
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4,425,622

SKID CONTROL SYSTEM
Tetsuro Arikawa, Yokosuka, Japan, auignor to Nippon Air

Brake Co., Ltd., Kobe, Japan
Filed Jan. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 227,604

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 24, 1980, 55-7171

Int. a.3 B60T 8/08
U.S. a. 364-426 15 Qaims

ALpH

OIUMt.'

1. A skid control system for a vehicle having a wheel and a

brake for the wheel comprising:

(a) a wheel speed sensor for providing an output signal

representative of the speed of said wheel;

(b) skid control circuit means responsive to the output signal

of said wheel speed sensor for relieving and reapplying the

brake for said wheel;

(c) failure detecting means for detecing failure of said skid

control circuit means;

(d) power source means connected to said skid control cir-

cuit means;

(e) means for controlling the brake pressure for said wheel;
and

(0 a safety device operatively connected to the brake pres-

sure control means responsive to a detecting signal of said

failure detecting means for disconnecting said skid control

circuit means from said power source means and gradu-

ally increasing the brake pressure for said wheel by acti-

vating and deactivating the brake pressure control means
alternately for a pre(^etennined time, said safety device
includes timer means actuated with said failure detecting

signal brake pressure to drive said control means.

4,425,623

LOOKAHEAD CARRY aRCUIT APPARATUS
Jeffrey D. RusseU, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, aadgaor to RockweU

International Corporation, El Scgando, Calif.

Filed Jol. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 283,304

Int CL^ G06F 7/50
IJJS. a. 364—786 7 Claims
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1. Lookahead carry apparatus comprising, in combination:

propagate signal supply means;

generate signal supply means;

signal power circuit supply means including first and second

terminals;

ground circuit terminal means including first and second
terminals;

carry signal terminal means;

first gating means including control means connected be-
tween first and second terminals of said power supply
means for connecting said first and second terminals to

allow passage of signals in response to signals of a given
logic value supplied to said control means thereof;

second gating means including control means connected
between said carry signal means and said first terminal
means of said ground means for electrically connecting
said carry signal terminal means and said first terminal
means of said ground circuit terminal means in response to
control signals of a value opposite said given logic value;

means connecting said propagate signal supply means to said
control means of each of said first and second gating
means;

third gating means including control means connected be-
tween said first terminal of said signal power circuit sup-
ply means and said carry terminal means for electrically

connecting said first terminal means of said signal power
circuit supply means and said carry signal terminal means
in response to control signals received of said given logic
value;

fourth gating means, including control means, connected
between first and second terminal means of said ground
circuit terminal means for electrically connecting said first

and second terminals of said ground circuit terminal
means together in response to control signals of a logic
value opposite said further given logic value; and

means connecting said generate signal supply means to said

control means of each of said third and fourth gating
means for supplying control signals thereto.

4,425,624

DEVICE FOR SIMULATING AN INSTANTANEOUS
TEMPERATURE-RISE OF A SEMICONDUCTOR
COMPONENT IN ORDER TO PROTECT SAME

Jean P. Plaache, Lea Clayes sous Bois, France, assignor to La
Telcmecaniqae Electrique, France

FUcd Jan. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 272,224
Claims priority, appUcation France, Jun. 11, 1980, 80 13360

Int a.3 G06G 7/62

VJS. a. 364—802 3 Claims

3«

1. A device for simulating an instantaneous temperature-rise

of a semi-conductor power component in a predetermined
environment in order to protect same, said component having
a semi-conductor junction, a housing and a radiator, said de-

vice comprising in combination:

(a) first means (TI, Rl), for simulating the instantaneous

intensity I of the current flowing through said component;
(b) second and third means (VM and EC) connected to the

first means for respectively simulating the mean value of
the said current intensity and the square I^it^of the effec-

tive current;

(c) fourth means (S) connected to the second and third

means for summing up said mean current intensity Im and
said square l^eJTof ^^ effective current with respective

weighting coefficients representing predetermined mau-
mum values, in order to simulate the mean power dissi-

pated by said component;

(d) fifth, sixth and seventh means (Kr^^ Kr^ and Kr^ re-
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spectively) connected to said fourth means for simulating

the respective time constants of the thermal resistances

(R/fr* ^br and Kn) between the junction and the housing

bottom, between the housing and the radiator and be-

tween the radiator and the environment; said fifth, sixth

and seventh means respectively providing image signals of

the said time constants; and

(e) eighth means (S|) connected to the fifth, sixth and sev-

enth means, for summing up the said image signals of the

respective time constants, with weighting coefficients

corresponding to predetermined values of said thermal

resistances, said eighth means having an output, whereby
an image signal of the temperature-rise undergone by said

component is obtained at the output of the said eighth

means, wherein said seventh means (Kr^) for simulating

the time-constant of the thermal resistance between the

radiator and the environment comprise a capacitor (C7),

first circuit means, connected to the said fourth means, for

charging said capacitor and second circuit means for

discharging said capacitor, said first circuit means com-
prising a first resistor (R22) and a first chopper-switch

(CA]), mounted in series with said resistor, and means
(B|Ti) for generating periodic pulses adapted to control

said first chopper-switch and said second circuit means
comprising a second resistor (R23) and a second chopper-

switch (CA2) connected in series with said second resis-

tor.

4,425,625

DUGNOSnC DISPLAY TERMINAL SYSTEM
Lawrence Seligman, Sherbom, and Ralph A. Perron, North-

bridge, both of Mass., assignors to Data General Corporation,

Westboro, Mass.

FUed Jon. 12, 1979, Ser. No. 47,751

Int. a? G06F 3/00
U.S. a. 364—900 1 Oaim

OiaMOSTtc aiTEfl

I

1. A display terminal system comprising:

(a) a user-site display terminal assembly, said user-site dis-

play terminal assembly including:

(i) a microprocessor controlled display terminal, said

display terminal having an alpha-numeric keyboard, a

micro CPU, a video monitor, a first port for connecting
said display terminal to a computer and a second port,

(ii) a telephone instnmient, and
(iii) a modem coupled to said second port of said display

terminal and said telephone instrument for interfacing

said display terminal and said telephone instrument to a

telephone line, and
(b) a support-site display terminal assembly, said support-site

display terminal assembly including:

(i) a microprocessor controlled display terminal having an
alpha-numeric keyboard, a port, a micro CPU, and a
video monitor, .

(ii) a telephone instrument, and
(iii) a modem coupled to said display terminal through

said port and said telephone instrument for interfacing

said microprocessor controlled display terminal and
said telephone instrument to said same telephone line,

(c) said modems being split baud rate modems and being
constructed so as to enable switching between voice and
data modes of operation and such that inputs entered by
either display terminal appear on both display terminals
when a telephone link is established between said terminal
assemblies over said telephone line, said modem in said

user-site dislay terminal assembly including a 2400 baud
transmitter and a 0-150 baud receiver and said modem in

said suppori-site display terminal assembly including a
0- 1 50 baud transmitter and a 2400 baud receiver.

4,425,626

APPARATUS FOR TRANSLATION OF CHARACTER
CODES FOR APPLICATION TO A DATA PROCESSING

SYSTEM
Arthur A. Parmet, Burlington, and Charles W. Dawson, East

Bridgewater, both of Mass., assignors to Honeywell Informa-
tion Systems Inc., Waltham, Mass.

FUed Not. 29, 1979, Ser. No. 98,456

Int. a.3 G06F 3/00
U.S. a. 364—900 4 Claims

1. A document processing system comprising:

a reader/sorter having at least one of a plurality of read

heads for reading magnetic ink character recognition

characters, optical mark recognition characters, or optical

character recognition characters, or combinations thereof

for reading their respective fields of documents and in-

cluding means for generating character code signals dur-

ing a store operation;

and adapter coupled to said reaiider/sorter during said store

operation and having storing means responsive to said

character code signals for generating corresponding trans-

lated character code signals during said store operation;

a data processing system coupled to said adapter and having

means for receiving said translated character code signals

for processing information from said documents during

said store operation, said data processing system having

means for generating said translated character code sig-

nals during a load operation;

said storing means during said load operation including:

receiving means coupled to said data processing system

for receiving said translated character code signals;

character count means coupled to said data processing

system for generating character count signals for re-

ceiving a first initial count, and being incremented for

each of said translated character code signals receiving

from said data processing system;

selection means coupled to said character count means
and responsive to said character count signals for gener-

ating address location signals;

quadrant count means coupled to said data processing

system and said character counting means for receiving

a second initial count for generating quadrant count

signals, and being incremented when said character
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counting means stores a predetermined value, said

quadrant count signal being indicative of said one of

said plurality of read heads; and,

memory means coupled to said receiving means, said

selection means, and said quadrant count means for

storing said translated character code signals at an ad-

dress location specified by said address location signals

and said quadrant count signals,

wherein said selection means is further responsive to said

character code signals from said reader/sorter for gen-

erating said address location signals during said store

operation; p2 said memory means being coupled to said

selection means and said quadrant count means, and

being responsive to said address location signals and

said quadrant count signals, for generating said trans-

lated character code signals for transfer to said data

processing system during said store operation.

4,425,627

INTELUGENT PROMPTING TERMINAL APPARATUS
Jules A. Eibner, Blue Bell, Pa., assignor to Sperry Corporation,

New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 237,043

Int. a.' G06F 7/00. G08C 9/00

U.S. a. 364—900 10 Gaims

4,425,628

CONTROL MODULE FOR ENGERGY MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

James F. Bcdard; Scott E. Cutlcn Charles W. Eicbclbergcr, all

of Schenectady, N.Y.; Edward B. Miller, West Warwick, R.I.,

and Salvatore F. Natl, Jr., Syracosc, N.Y., aasigaors to Gen-
eral Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 267,328

Int. a.3 G06F 15/20
U.S. a. 364—900 92 Claims
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1. An intelligent prompting terminal comprising:

terminal housing means,

elongated visual line display means mounted on said termi-

nal housing means,

data processing means disposed in said terminal housing

means coupled to said visual display means,

memory means disposed in said terminal housing means

coupled to said visual display means via said data process-

ing means for presenting sets of functions for display on

said visual display means,

a plurality of blank function keys mounted on said terminal

housing means in close proximity to said visual line dis-

play means,

each said function key being dedicated to a predetermined

portion of said visual display means,

each said function key being aligned with its associated and

dedicated portion of said visual display means,

each said function key being coupled to said data processing

means for transmitting signals thereto upon depression of

a said function key, whereby said data processing means

will respond with a function indicative of the function

being displayed on said visual display means opposite said

depressed function key and will present a new set of func-

tions on said visual display means opposite said function

keys.

1. Apparatus for providing a variable-characteristic signal

for controlling the condition of at least one associated load to

a selected one of plural levels of operation, said apparatus

comprising:

(a) at least one local control means for providing load con-

trol means data signals and including at least one switch-

ing element having open and closed contact positions;

(b) controller logic means including a central processor unit

(CPU), ROM means for substantially permanently storing

program data defining operational parameters of the appa-

ratus and for providing said program data under control

of said CPU, RAM means for substantially temporarily

storing digital data under control of said CPU, and input-

/output (I/O) means having ports for communicating

digital data to and from the controller logic means;

(c) interface means responsive to a command from said CPU
for interfacing said local control means data signal in

digital form to at least one of said I/O means ports; said

interfacing means including an input bus to which said at

least one local control switching element is connected;

(d) said CPU periodically requesting said local control

means data signals from said I/O means in accordance

with instructions contained in said ROM means program

data;

(e) said RAM means receiving and storing the local control

means data from said interfacing means until such data is

requested by said CPU;

(0 said CPU producing digital data at least in part dependent

upon the content of said local control means data signals;

(g) said RAM means receiving and storing said digital data;

and

(h) means responsive to said digital data signals stored in said

RAM means for producing said variable-characteristic

signal with the magnitude of the variable characteristic

being established responsive to said digital dau obtained

from said RAM means and for providing said variable-

characteristic signal for controlling the condition of at

least one associated load to a selected one of a plurality of

at least three levels of operation.
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4,425,629

DISPLAY SUPPORT OF INDEFINITE PAGE
WUliam C. Cason, Austin, and Ward A. Kuecker, Round Rock,

both of Tex., assignors to IntemationaJ Business Macliines

Corporation, Armonlc, N.Y.

FUed Jun. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 274,048

Int a.3 G06F 3/14

VS. CI. 364—900
I

11 Qaims
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1. An interactive text processing system including connected
random access and direct access storage, a keyboard, a display

for displaying at least one line of cursored text, a display re-

fresh memory, and a processor,

wherein said random access storage includes a first area for

holding an amount of a body of text of indeterminate

length to be displayed;

a second area having one entry corresponding to each line of
text in the display refresh memory, each entry including

format information and a pointer to the location in said

first area holding the text to be displayed;

said system further including means for circulating data
between said first area in the random access storage and
said direct access storage so that the absolute location of
text in said first area changes; and

means for expressing each entry in said second area relative

to a known address in said first area.

4,425,630

SEQUENCE INSTRUCTION DISPLAY SYSTEM
Toshihiko Yomogida, Kariya; Tsuyoshi Yokota, Okazaki, and
Hamhisa Tsi^i, Nagoya, all of Japan, assignors to Toyoda
Koki Kabnshiki Kaisha, Aichi, Japan

FUed Sep. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 302,765

Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 29, 1980, 55/135646
Int. a.3 G06F 15/00

VS. a. 364—900 6 Claims

I
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1. A sequence instruction display system for use with a
sequence controller having a program memory for storing a
sequence program composed of a plurality of test and output
instructions, said display system comprising:

program storage means;

address designation means manually operable for selectively

designating the addresses of input and output elements
connected to said sequence controller;

control command means manually operable for selectively

generating first, second, third and fourth commands;
instruction display means for displaying said test and output

instructions one at a time;

sute display means for displaying the ON-OFT' state of any
one of said input and output elements which is the objec-

tive of a test or output instruction being displayed on said
instruction display means;

a data processor coupled to said sequence controller, said
program storage means, said address designation means,
said control command means, said instruction display
means and said state display means, including:

first control means responsive to said first command from
said control command means for applying an interrupt to
said sequence controller so as to transfer said sequence
program from said program memory of said sequence
controller to said program storage means;

second control means responsive to address data from said

address designation means and said second command from
said control command means for searching said program
storage means for an output instruction having said ad-
dress data designated by said address designation means so
as to display said searched output instruction on said
instruction display means;

third control means for searching said program storage
means for a number of test instructions which relate to the
energization of an output element having said designated
address so as to display successively said searched test

instructions on said instruction display means when re-

peatedly given said third command from said control
command means;

fourth control means responsive to said fourth command
from said control command means for searching said

program storage means for an output intruction pro-
grammed for operating an output element for which a test

instruction is being displayed on said intruction display
means, so as to display said searched output instruction on
said instruction display means; and

fifth control means responsive to said third command from
said control command means for applying an interrupt to

said sequence controller so as to read the ON-OFF state of
any input element for which a test instruction is being
displayed on said instruction display means and to display

said read ON-OFF state on said state display means.

4,425,631

NON-VOLATILE PROGRAMMABLE INTEGRATED
SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORY CELL

Fritz G. Adam, Freiburg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to ITT
Industries, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Jul. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 287,835
Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 4,

1980, 3029539

Int. a.3 GllC 11/40
U.S. a. 365—185 8 Claims

1. A non-volatile programmable integrated semi-conductor
cell comprising

a semiconductive substrate of one conductivity type having
an active surface;

a reading insulated-gate field effect transistor (IGFET)
including a part incorporated in said substrate and having
an insulated gate at said active surface, and a floating gate

electrode having a main portion juxtaposed with said
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insulated gate and extensions contiguous with said main
portion and disposed along said active surface beyond the
boundaries of said insulated gate;

a pair of programming electrodes constituted by planar
regions of the other conductivity type in said substrate,

including a writing electrode and an erasing electrode
each having an insulated gate of a thickness permitting
junction crossing by hot carriers in partial overlap with
said extensions of said floating gate electrode for capacita-
tive coupling thereto, the region of overlap at said writing

electrode being larger than that at said erasing electrode;

and

a diffusion region of said one conductivity type in said sub-

strate next to and at a small distance from said writing

electrode and having a surface area smaller than that of
said writing electrode, the respective extension of said

floating gate being juxtaposed with at least a portion of
said surface area of said diffusion region, so that the re-

charging of said floating gate electrode is effected by
minority carrier injection which takes place during the

writing operation through said surface area portion of said

diffusion region in the form of a current of hot minority

carriers originating in said substrate, and during the eras-

ing operation through the insulated gate of said erasing

electrode.

4,425,632

NONVOLATILE SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORY DEVICE
Hiroshi Iwahashi, Yokohama, and Masamichi Asano, Musa-

shino, both of Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Denki
Kabushiki Kaisha, Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Aug. 25, 1980, Ser. No. 180,991
Oaims priority, application Japan, Aug. 29, 1979, 54-110057

Int. a.3 GllC 7/00
U.S. a. 365-189 39 Qaims
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1. A nonvolatile semiconductor memory device comprising:

at least one memory cell consisting of an MOS transistor

with a floating gate;

at least one word line coupled to the gate of the MOS tran-

sistor of said at least one memory cell to selectively trans-

mit an access signal to said at least one memory cell;

at least one data line coupled to the drain of the MOS transis-

tor of said at least one memory cell to transmit data to be

transferred to and from said memory cell; and
potential level control means, coupled to the source of the

MOS transistor of said at least one memory cell, for main-

taining the source potential of said MOS transistor sub-

stantially at a given level higher than the substrate poten-

tial of said MOS transistor.

4,425,633

VARIABLE DELAY QRCUIT FOR EMULATING WORD
LINE DELAY

William J. Swain, McKinney, Tex., assignor to Mostek Corpora-
tion, Carrollton, Tex.

Filed Oct. 6, 1980. Ser. No. 194,334

Int. a.3 GllC 7/00; H03H 7/30
U.S. a. 365-194 16 Claims
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1. A variable delay circuit for optimizing emulation of word
line delays in semiconductor memories having a distributed
resistive delay line comprised of

a plurality of nodes interspersed along the length of said

distributed resistive delay line and defining a plurality of
individual sections of the delay line, and wherein the
resistance from each node to a common node at the end of
the delay line is a fraction of the total resistance of the
entire line;

a plurality of switching devices with each switching device
connected between one of said nodes and common node
for bypassing a preselected section or group of sections of
the distributed resistive delay time.

4,425,634

DETECTION SYSTEM
Hiroshi lino, and Toyoki Sasakura, both of Ntshinomiya, Japan,

assignors to Furuno Electric Co., Ltd., Nishinomiya, Japan
Filed Aug. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 289,682

Oaims priority, application Japan, Aug. 26, 1980, 55-118004
Int. a.i GOIS 3/80. 3/52

U.S. a. 367-120 14 Qaims

~\

1. A detection system for receiving incoming signals from a

plurality of directions and presenting a display resulting from
the received incoming signals on an indicating means, compris-
ing:

1038 O.G.—35
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a. receiving means for receiving incoming signals and vary-

ing the frequency of the incoming signals to produce a

Doppler effect,

b. a matched filter connected to pulse-compress output

signals from said receiving means,

c. indicating means connected to display output signals from
said matched filter, and

d. control means connected to control said receiving means
and indicating means, whereby said receiving means and
indicating means are coupled to one another.

4,425,636

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR REPRODUCING
OPTICALLY AN INFORMATION RECORDED ON A

RECORD MEDIUM ALONG TRACKS
Tohni Musha; Kiichi Kato, and Kenichi Ito, all of HmUoJI,

Japan, assignors to Olympus OpticaJ Co. Ltd., Japan
FUed Sep. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 301,092

aaims priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 12, 1980, 55-126964
Int. a.J GllB 7/00, 21/02

U.S. a. 369-44 39 claims

4,425,635

nSH SONAR
Shigeo Yamamoto, and Kazuto Kobayashi, both of Toyohashi,

Japan, assignon to Keisuke Honda, Aichi, Japan
FUed Dec. 16, 1980, Ser. No. 216,922

Claims priority, application Japan, May 30, 1980, 55-71478;

May 30, 1980, 55-71479

Int C\? GOIS 3/80. 15/96
U.S. CI. 367—125 2 Oaims
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1. Sonar receiving apparatus, comprising:

first and second adjacent sonar transducers for converting
sonic waves to corresponding first and second received
electrical signals;

first and second wave shaping means responsive to corre-
sponding ones of said first and second received signals for

providing first and second generally rectangular waves
having leading or trailing edge transitions at times corre-
sponding to zero crossovers of said first and second re-

ceived signals respectively;

a first phase difference circuit for providing a first phase
difference signal having a duration corresponding to the
time difference between each edge transition of said first

rectangular wave and the immediately succeeding edge
transition of said second rectangular wave;

a second phase difference circuit for providing a second
phase difference signal having a duration corresponding
to the time difference between each edge transition of said

second rectangular wave and the immediately succeeding
edge transition of said first rectangular wave;

a first counter circuit coupled to said phase difference cir-

cuits for counting clock pulses for the duration of said first

phase difference signal;

a second counter circuit coupled to said phase difference

circuits for counting said clock pulses for the duration of
said second phase difference signal; and

a sonic wave direction detecting circuit coupled to the out-
puts of said counters for providing a sonic wave direction

indicating signal having a value indicative of the one of
said counters having the lower output and of the magni-
tude of said lower output.

1. A method for reproducing optically an information re-
corded on a record medium along tracks comprising:

a step of generating at least two light beams;
a step of projecting said light beams onto said record me-
dium by means of an objective lens in such a manner that
one of the light beams is positioned on a track to be repro-
duced and the other beam is situated on the relevant track
to be reproduced or another track near the relevant track;

a step of converting each of the light beams reflected by the
record medium and collected by said objective lens into a
parallel light flux;

a step of separating spatially said light beams from each
other by introducing these light beams into an optical

member having a reflection surface which is set substan-
tially at a critical angle with respect to one of the beams
referred to as a main beam, but at an angle smaller or
larger than said critical angle with respect to the other
beam referred to as a sub beam;

a step of receiving the thus spatially separated main beam by
a first light detector which comprises two bisected light

receiving regions to generate an information signal re-

corded on the relevant track and to generate a focussing
error signal of said objective lens with respect to the

record medium by detecting a variation in distribution of
the main beam impinging upon the light receiving regions;

and

a step of receiving the spatially separated sub beam by a
second light detector to generate a tracking error signal

representing a positional deviation of the relevant track

and the main beam by detecting a variation in a light

amount of the sub beam impinging upon the second light

detector.

4,425,637

OPTICAL RECORDING APPARATUS
Shinichi Taaaka, Kyoto, and TadaiU Abe, HIrakata, bodi of

Japan, assignon to Matrashita Electric Indiistrial Co., Ltd.,

Osaka, Japan

FUed Oct 30, 1981, Ser. No. 316,908
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct 31, 1960, 55-152115

Int a.3 GllB 7/00; H04N 5/781
U.S. a. 369—124 11 daimi

1. An optical recording apparatus for recording a digital
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signal on a recording medium, comprising: an input terminal to
which a digital signal pulse is inputted; a delaying means which
is operatively coupled to said input terminal for delaying an
edge of said digital signal pulse so as to produce an edge-
delayed pulse; a light beam generating means which is opera-
tively coupled to said delaying means for generating a ampli-
tude-modulated light beam under the actuation of said edge-

delayed pulse; a converging means which is operatively cou-
pled to said light beam generating means for converging said

amplitude-modulated light beam so as to form a writing light

spot on said recording medium; and a moving means which is

operatively coupled to said recording medium for moving said
recording medium at a constant velocity relative to said writ-
ing light spot, whereby a length of a written part on said re-

cording medium is controlled by said delaying means.

4,425,638
DUAL TURNTABLE RECORD PLAYER WITH TORQUE

CANCELLATION
Masao Suzuki, and Yasuhiro Fi^imoto, both of Tokyo, Japan,

assignors to Sanaui Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Aug. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 297,475

Qainis priority, appUcation Japan, Aug. 28, 1980, 55-118762
Int. a.3 GllB 25/04

U.S. a. 369-265 11 Qaims

6. A record player, comprising: a first motor (3) mounted in

a cabinet (1) on which a tone arm (4) including a pickup is

mounted, a first tumtoble (2) coupled to an output shaft of and
routably driven by said first motor, a second motor (7)
mounted in the cabinet coaxially with said first motor, a second
turntable (8) coupled to an output shaft of and routably driven
by said second motor, speed detection means to detect a rotat-

ing speed of said first or second tumtoble, phase comparison
means to compare a phase of an output from said speed detec-
tion means with a reference phase, voltoge conversion means
to convert the speed detection output into a voltoge, adding
means to add an output from said phase comparison means and
an output from said voltoge conversion means, and amplifica-
tion means capable of controlling its gain for an output from
said adding means with an externally set voltoge, an output
from said amplification means being applied to said first and
second motors to rototobly drive said respective first and sec-

ond tumtobles in opposite directions such that torque vibra-

tions developed by said motors are substantially equal in ampli-
tude but opposite in phase, and thereby cancel each other.

4,425,639
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH

FREQUENCY CHANNELIZED BEAMS
Anthony Acampora, Freehold; Douglas O. Reodink, Sea Girt
and Yu S. Yeh, Freehold Township, Monmouth County, aU of
NJ., assignors to Bell Telephone Uboratories, Incorporated,
Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed Jan. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 224,006
Int. a.' H04J 4/00: H04B 7/185

UA a. 370-50 scuims
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1. A communications system of the type including a plurality
of accessing and receiving ground stations which communicate
with each other via a satellite, the satellite comprising:
means for receiving a plurality of digiul uplmk signals from

the accessing ground stations, the uplink signals bemg
received as a plurality of equal bandwidth spot-beams
which each comprise a plurality of frequency-divided
uplink channels;

means for demodulating and regenerating the received
uplink signals;

means for routing the demodulated and regenerated signals
between a set of input terminals and a set of output termi-
nals to generate corresponding downlink signals;

means for modulating and amplifying the downlink signals,

and

means for transmitting the downlink signals to the receiving
ground stations,

characterized by
means for multiplexing the signals after regeneration to form

high bit rate serial downlink signals as a plurality of equal-
bandwidth downlink spot-beams equal to the number of
uplink spotbeams, which downlink spotbeams each com-
prise at least one downlink frequency channel, there being
a greater number of frequency-divided uplink channels
per uplink spot-beam than there are downlink frequency
channels per downlink spot-beam.

4,425,640

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SWITCHING NETWORK
USING DIGITAL SWITCHING MODULES

Alexander S. PhUip, and Thomas S. Maddcm, both of Wim-
borne, EngUnd, assignors to The PIcasey Company pic, Ilford,

England

FUed Apr. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 255,487
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Apr. 24, 1980.

8013555

Int a.} H04Q 11/04
U.S. a. 370—58 10 nmiw^

1. A time division multiplex channel redistribution device
having n input paths and n output paths for connection in n
interstoge links of a multi-stoge telecommunication switching
network which handles time division multiplexed communica-
tion paths and uses digitol switching modules, wherein the
device comprises n multiplexors (MUX1-MUX8) each having
one output and n inpuu (A-H), each multiplexor providing
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one discrete output path (1-8) for the device and wherein each
input path (1-8) is connected to a respective input of each
multiplexor, said multiplexors being adapted to be controlled

to connect a selected input path to a corresponding output path

in accordance with address information fed to the multiplexors

I

from a cyclic address generator (CAG) in the device, said

cyclic address generator being pre-programmed with a fixed

channel allocation address pattern arranged such that the

channels on each input path are distributed equally over the

output paths without changing the position of the channels

within a multiplexed frame.

I

4,425,641

TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEX TELECOMMUNICATION
DIGITAL SWITCHING MODULES

Jowpli A. French, Poole; Thomas S. Maddem, and Alexander S.

Philip, both of Wimbome, all of England, assignors to The
PlesMy Compuy pic, Ilford, England

Filed Jun. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 276,494
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jun. 25, 1980,

8020755

Int. a.5 H04Q 11/04
VJS. a. 370—64 10 Claims
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1. In a digital switching module for switching any channel
on m time division multiplex incoming paths each carrying n
digital channels to any channel of m time division multiplex
outgoing paths each having n digital channels for use in a time
division telecommunications switching network comprising a
plurality of suges of such modules and each module includes a
control store and a data store, the data store being adapted to

receive and store in a cyclic manner the time division multiplex
channels on the incoming paths in such manner that each
individual time division multiplex channel is allocated an indi-

vidual data store location on a mutually exclusive basis and
whereas the control store is adapted to be read cyclically in

synchronism with the channel appearance on the outgoing
paths, each individual location of the control store being
adapted to store the identity of the data store location to be
used to supply the data for the corresponding outgoing path
and channel, the improvement comprising an additional con-
trol indicator for each control store location which when set to

a predetermined state causes the contents of the control store

location currently being selected to be used to supply the data

for the corresponding outgoing path and channel to replace the
contents of data store location, and each digital switching
module includes:

first means for inhibiting the application of the output path
of the data store to the outgoing path of the module,

second means for connecting the output path of the control
store to the outgoing path of the module, and

third means for detecting the set state of said additional
control indicator for causing the contents of the control
store currently being selected to be used to supply data for
the corresponding outgoing path and channel to replace
the contents of data store locations.

4.425,642

SIMULTANEOUS TRANSMISSION OF TWO
INFORMATION SIGNALS WTTHIN A BAND-LIMITED

COMMUNICATIONS CHANNEL
Donald W. Moses, Minneapolis, Minn.; Charles Hustig, Hud-

son, Wis., and C. Ray Ballard, Venice, Fla., assignors to
Applied Spectrum Technologies, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Jan. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 337,957

Int. a.J H04J 75/00. 11/00
U.S. a. 370—76 23 Claims

1. A co-channel communications system for transmitting at

least one digital data signal simultaneously with a communica-
tions medium signal comprising:

means for generating a plurality of spreading frequencies:

means for combining the data signal and the plurality of
spreading frequencies which causes each logic level of the
dau signal to be transmitted as a multifrequency signal

consisting of a separate set of frequencies, each set being
spread throughout the bandwidth of the communications
medium channel, each of said multifrequency signals hav-
ing a signal amplitude at a level which is substantially

suppressed in relation to the magnitude of the communica-
tions medium signal at a signal to signal ratio which is at

a non-interfering level and which is a function of the

number of frequencies used for transmission of the data

signal; and

means for connecting the resulting multifrequency signal to

the communications medium for simultaneous transmis-

sion with the communication medium signal.

4,425,643

MULTI-SPEED LOGIC ANALYZER
David D. Chapman, Portland; Gcrd H. Hoeren, Lake Oswego,

and Steven R. Palmquist, Beaverton, all of Oreg., assignors to

Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton, Oreg.

Filed Jun. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 271,347

Int. a.3 G09G 1/08: GOIR 31/28
U.S. a. 371—20 8 Claims

1. A multi-speed logic analyzer, comprising:

first and second logic analyzer sections each including a

memory circuit to store input data and a word recognizer

to detect a predetermined word from said input data for

controlling said memory circuit; and
a counter to count a clock signal in accordance with the

outputs from said word recognizers of said first and sec-

ond logic analyzer sections, wherein said counter starts to

count when said word recognizer of said first logic analy-
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zer section detects a first predetermined word and stops and said output portion further comprises interpolation means
countmg when said word recognizer of said second logic connected to the output of said second de-mterleaving circuit
analyzer section detects a second predetermined word; !

ng tirtun.

4,425,645

DIGITAL DATA TRANSMISSION WITH PARITY BIT
WORD LOCK-ON

Charles S. Weaver, and John M. Yarborough, Jr., both of Palo
Alto, Calif., assignors to SRI International, Mcnio Park.
Calif.

Filed Oct. 15, 1981. Ser. No. 311,783

Int. a.^ H04L 7/00
U.S. a. 371-47 25 Qaims
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1. In a system for processing pulse code modulation signals
in the form of a succession of data words and transmitting such
signals over a channel, which system includes an input portion
having a parity circuit connected for receiving successive
groups of the data words and for adding a parity word to each
group of data words, and a first interleaving circuit connected
for cyclically interleaving the successive groups of data words
and their associated parity words and supplying the inter-

leaved words to the input end of the channel, and an output
portion having a first de-interleaving circuit connected for

cyclically de-interleaving the words arriving at the output end
of the channel so that the words, after de-interleaving in the
first de-interleaving circuit, are present in the sequence existing

before interleaving in the first interleaving circuit, and a parity

check circuit connected for evaluating each parity word ap-
pearing at the output of said first de-interleaving circuit, and
for conducting each data word appearing at the output of said

first de-interleaving circuit, the improvement wherein said

input portion further comprises a second interleaving circuit

having an input connected for receiving the succession of data
words and including interleaving means for cyclically inter-

leaving the data words to form the successive groups of data
words, said second interleaving circuit having an output con-
nected to said parity circuit for supplying the successive
groups of data words to said parity circuit, said output portion
further comprises a second de-interleaving circuit connected
to said parity check circuit to receive the data words con-
ducted thereby and including de-interleaving means operating
in a manner to complement said interleaving means of said

second interleaving circuit, and an output connected to con-
duct the data words provided by said de-interleaving means.

I
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wherein clock signals for said first and second logic analyzer
sections are different from each other

4,425,644

PCM SIGNAL SYSTEM
Werner Scholz, Gehrden, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Licentia Patent-Verwaltungs-GmbH, Frankfurt, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Jun. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 273,373
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 16,

1980, 3022573

Int. a.3 G06F Jl/W
U.S. a. 371-40 22 Qaims
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1. In an electrical system for transmission, recording and
playback, or the like, of a serial bit stream, the combination
comprising

means for generating a serial bit stream of equal length
words, each of which words is M bits in length and in-

cludes M-1 non-redundant information bits and a single

parity bit,

parity bit lock-on means, and
means for transferring said serial bit stream from said gener-

ating means to said parity bit lock-on means,
said parity bit lock-on means including means for parity

checking at one bit intervals word length groups of bits of
said serial bit stream transferred thereto from said generat-
ing means and for Uxking onto parity bits included in said

serial bit stream.

4,425,646

INPUT DATA SYNCHRONIZING CIRCUIT
Kiyoshi Kinoshita, and Takatoshi Ishii, both of Ome, Japan,

assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kalsha, Kawa-
saki, Japan

Filed Jul. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 281,492

Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. II, 1980, 55-93957

Int. a.' H03L 7/00
U.S. a. 371—61 4 Qaims

1. An input data synchronizing circuit comprising:

(A) a clock generator;

(B) synchronous control counting means for receiving an
initial value, for counting every time a clock signal is

supplied from said clock generator, for outputting control

signals related to at least a part of said count and repre-

senting phase status during current data input and phase
status during preceding data input, and for outputting

WINDOW signals synchronous with input data;

(C) at least one register for holding control signals, said

register being set with said control signals both at a time

when said data is input and at a time when immediately
preceding data is input;

(D) read-only memory means, addressed at least in part with
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said control signals from said register, for outputting
correction values as initial values for said synchronous
control counting means so that said synchronous control
counting means outputs said WINDOW signal in synchro-
nism with said input data at nearly the center of a pulse
width of said window signal, said initial values being
supplied by said read-only memory means to said synchro-
nous control counting means which outputs said control
signals to said register; and

fBOM6eASI?o

I

(E) synchronous counting means for detecting achievement
of synchronization by counting the number of times said
input dau is near the center of said WINDOW signal, and
when said number of times reaches a predetermined num-
ber, providing an indication to address, in part, said read-
only memory means so that appropriate ones of said cor-
rection values are applied to said synchronous control
counting means both before and after said achievement of
synchronization.

4,425,647

IR REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM
Johnny Collins, Oak Pirk, and Melvin C. Hendrickson, Elm-

hurst, both of III., assignors to Zenith Radio Corporation,
Glenview, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 57,053, Jul. 12, 1979, Pat. No.
4,377,006. This application May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 379,374

Int. a.' G06F 11/00: H04B 9/00
U.S. a. 371-70 2 Qaims
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1. A system for remotely controlling the operation of one or
more consumer electronic apparatus comprising:

a transmitter comprising: means for selecting a function of
one of said apparatus to be controlled; encoding means
developing a single word multibit code defining said se-

lected function, each of the daU bits of said single word
multibit code being represented by a first information
signal representing the logic state of the data bit and an
associated second information signal representing the
complementary logic state of the data bit, said first and
second information signals comprising a single pulse rep-

resenting a first logic state or a grouping of at least two
relatively closely spaced pulses representing a second
logic sute; and means for successively transmitting each
of said first information signals followed immediately by
the transmission of its associated second information sig-
nal such that each transmitted data bit comprises the same
number of pulses, said transmission being effected over a
single relatively noisy data transmission path; and

a remotely located receiver comprising: means for receiving
said information signals transmitted over said single rela-
tively noisy data transmission path; means for testing the
parity of the logic states represented by the first and sec-
ond received information signals representing each of said
data bits; and means responsive to said parity testing
means for controlling the selected function defined by said
received information signals.

4 425 648
WAVELENGTH SELEcriviTY OF LASERS AND
CONTROL THEREOF FOR RAPID ACHON

MEASURING TASKS
Sandor Holly, Woodland Hills, Calif., assignor to Rockwell

International Corporation, El Segundo, Calif.

Filed Dec. 29, 1980, Ser. No. 220,862
Int. a.J HOIS 3/10

U.S. CI. 372-20 20 Qalnu
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1. A frequency-selective laser system, comprising:

an optical laser cavity;

a primary reflector serving as a first boundary of said optical

laser cavity;

a plurality of wavelength-selective gratings, each one tuned
for reflecting radiation of a single wavelength and
wherein each grating also serves as a boundary for said

optical laser cavity;

means for extracting radiation wherein said means comprises
said primary reflector or said wavelength-selective grat-

ings;

an active region containing an active medium capable of
lasing at more than one wavelength, being positioned

between said primary reflector and said wavelength-selec-
tive gratings;

an adjustable mirror being positioned between said active

region and said gratings, to provide an optical path for

each of said wavelength-selective gratings; and
adjusting means for pivoting said adjusuble mirror wherein,

in recited sequence, said primary reflector, said active

region, said adjustable mirror, and each of said wave-
length-selective gratings in turn, are in optical alignment.
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4,425,649
PEL GAIN ENHANCEMENT EFFECT BY A STATIC

TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC HELD WITH A
LONGITUDINAL GRADIENT

Lois R. Ellas, Goleta; John M. J. Madey, and Todd I. Smith,
both of Palo Alto, all of Calif., assignors to The United States
of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy,
Washington, D.C.

Filed Jan. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 228,845

Int. a.J HOIS i/00
U.S. a. 372—2 2 Claims

1. An apparatus for enhancing the conversion of electron

energy to laser energy within a free electron laser, the im-

provement residing in:

(a) means for injecting an electron beam into said laser at a

predetermined angle to a segment of the optical axis of
said laser;

(b) means for generating a pump wave of predetermined
frequency within said laser such that said pump wave
oscillates along and has phase fronts perpendicular to said

optical axis of said laser; and
(c) means for producing a static magnetic field having a field

vector transverse to and a longitudinal field gradient

along said segment of said optical axis of said laser, said

magnetic field defining an interaction zone along said

segment of said optical axis between said electron beam,
said pump wave and said magnetic field in which said

conversion of energy from said electron beam to said laser

energy is greatly increased.

4,425,650

BURIED HETEROSTRUCTURE LASER DIODE
Ikuo Mito; Mitsuhiro Kitamura; Kazuhisa Kaede, and Kohroh

Kobayashi, all of Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Nippon Electric

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Apr. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 252,773
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 15, 1980, 55-48665;

May 12, 1980, 55^1671; Sep. 5, 1980, 55-123261

Int. Q\? HOIS 3/19
U.S. a. 372—46 7 Oaims

1. A buried heterostructure laser diode comprising a semi-
conductor crystal having a pair of principal surfaces and a pair

of reflective end surfaces constituting an optical resonator, and
a pair of electrodes, said semiconductor crystal including a

base semiconductor region having a mesa portion and having a
first conductivity type, said mesa portion being elongated and
extending between said pair of reflective end surfaces and
substantially parallel thereto in a stripe geometry, said semi-
conductor crystal further including a first semiconductor layer

provided only on a top surface of said mesa portion and having
a band gap smaller than that of said base semiconductor region
and extending between said pair of reflective end surfaces in a
stripe geometry, a pair of second semiconductor layers pro-

vided on said base region and covering side surfaces of said

first layer and side surfaces of said mesa portion and having a

second conductivity type and a band gap larger than that of
said first layer, a pair of third semiconductor layers provided
only on the top surfaces of said second layers and having said

first conductivity type and a band gap larger than that of said

first layer, and a fourth semiconductor layer commonly pro-
vided on the top surfaces of said first layer and said third layers

and having said second conductivity type and a ba;id gap
larger than that of said first layer, said electrodes being pro-

vided on said principal surfaces.

4,425,651

ION LASER WITH GAS DISCHARGE VESSEL
Hanns-Peter Popp, Hattingen; Friedrich Pfeil, and Eberhard

Schmidt, both of Bochum, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assign-
ors to W. C. Heraeus GmbH, Hanau, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Sep. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 302,831
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 25,

1980, 3036112

Int. a.' HOIS i/Oi
U.S. a. 372—61 18 Oaims

1. An ion laser of the gas discharge metal-vapor type with

cataphoretic vapor transport, comprising:

a gas discharge tube of refractory glass which is substantially

impermeable to gas and vapor;

an envelope tube surrounding said gas discharge tube at least

in the region thereof in which a discharge takes place and
made of a glass of a type selected for having a thermal

expansion coefficient of a magnitude close to that of said

refractory glass and having impermeability to gas at oper-

ating temperatures to which it can practically be cooled,

said envelope tube being shaped to provide a plurality of

interconnecting condensation chambers;

a container vessel for material supplying vapor connected

with said gas discharge tube and equipped with means for

heating said material in said vessel;

electrode chambers with electrodes therein and in communi-
cation with the interior of said gas discharge tube respec-

tively by opposite ends of the latter, the cathode being an

oxide cathode so located as to produce a reversal of the

physical direction of the discharge between the intenor of

said discharge tube and the cathode, and

hollow end pieces aligned with the ends of said discharge

tube and spaced therefrom and communicating therewith,

said condensation chambers being so located that condensa-

tion of cataphoretically transported vapor of said material

takes place during transport of said vapor towards the

cathode and towards the one of said end pieces nearer the

end of said discharge tube with which said cathode cham-
ber communicates,

the interiors of said gas discharge tube, container vessel,

electrode chambers and end pieces being all so intercon-

nected as to maintain pressure therein below atmospheric

pressure for providing laser operation capable of radiating

a high intensity parallel laser beam out of one of said end

pieces.
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4,425,652

LASER SYSTEM USING ORGANIC DYE AMPLIHER
Gerard Mourou, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to The University of

Rochester, Rochester, N.Y.

FUed Jun. 25, 1980, Ser. No. 162,842

Int. a.^ HOIS 3/00
VS. a. 372—69 22 Qaims
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4,425,654
ULTRAVIOLET PREIONIZER FOR HIGH POWER

LASER
William D. Dible, Verona, and Cheng L. Chen, Pittsburgh, both

of Pa., assignors to The United States of Ancrica as repre-
sented by the Secretary of the Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Dec. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 328,765
Int. a.3 HOIS i/097

U.S, a. 372—86 4 Qaims
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1. A laser system for generating high energy, ultra short

laser pulses which system comprises: a dye amplifier; means for

applying a laser signal pulse of duration in the pico and sub-

pico second range to be amplified by said dye amplifier; and
means for applying a pump laser pulse to said dye amplifier

synchronously with said signal pulse such that said signal pulse

reaches said dye amplifier substantially simultaneously with
the completion of population inversion in said dye amplifier

whereby the high energy pulses which are in the milli-joule

range and which are of ultra short duration are generated by
said dye amplifier.

1. A spark array for providing ultraviolet preionization in a
gas laser comprising: a plurality of spark gaps disposed in an
array to provide a series connected current path therethrough
during application of high voltage electrical energy thereto,
said spark gaps comprise a plurality of conductor wires of
substantially equal length, and each wire being supported on
and electrically connected to a cylindrical metal post so that
respective wire ends of intermediate wires are adjacent for
providing respective spark gaps, and first and second conduc-
tive means for supplying a high voltage electrical energy
across said spark gaps.

4,425,655

DIRECT FOCUSSED GAS LASER
Tibor Fisli, Los Altos Hills, Calif., assignor to Xerox Corpora-

tion, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Jun. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 276,237

Int. a.3 HOIS im
U.S. a. 372-101 4 Qaims

4,425,653

ATOMIC BEAM DEVICE USING OPTICAL PUMPING
Leonard S. Cutler, Los Altos Hills, Calif., assignor to Hewlett-

Packard Company, Palo Alto, Calif.

Filed Jul. 1, 1980, Ser. No. 164,980

Int. a.3 HOIS i/091
U.S. a. 372-70

I
12 aaims

1. A method of producing source particles in a single state,

said particles being selected from the group consisting of
atoms, and ions, and said method comprising the steps of:

(a) selecting optical pumping frequencies and polarizations

(i) to avoid pumping said particles out of the trap sUte and
(ii) to pump particles in all other ground level states to at

least one excited energy level from which the particles can
decay into the trap state; and

(b) illuminating the source particles with light having the
selected optical pumping frequencies.

1. A gas laser (9) comprising an outer envelope (10), an
elongated capillary discharge tube (11) coaxially disposed and
structurally integrated with said envelope (10), end members
(16, 17) sealed to each end of the tube envelope (10) wherein
the improvement is characterized by:

lens means (49) mounted in said end members (16, 17), one of
said lens means being completely mirrored on the inside sur-

face thereof for complete internal reflection and the other lens

means being partially mirrored to allow the laser light to be
emitted from said laser (9), the said other lens means having the
outside surface thereof in a shape such that the lens means
focuses said laser light at a predetermined point away from said

laser, wherein the outside surface (48a) of said other lens means
(48) is cylindrically formed such that the output light beam is

wedge shaped (70) and focused to a line (72), said outside

surface of said other lens means being in the shape of a toroid,

said toroid having a cylindrical radius of first dimension (48o)

and a second bent cylindrical radius of a second dimension
(48A), wherein the first dimension (48o) controls the position of
said line (72) and the second dimension (486) controls the
length of said line (72).
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4,425,656

COVER FOR ELECTRIC-ARC CRUOBLE
Herbert Kuhimann, Bochum, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

SIDEPAL S.A. Societe Industrielle de Participations Luxem-
bourgeoise, Luxembourg, Luxembourg

Filed Feb. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 351,995
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Not. 28,

1981, 3147338

Int. a.3 F27D 1/12, 1/18
U.S. a. 373—74 6 Gaims

connection therebetween, said inner part containing a liquid

conducting chamber including said header and return ducts.

1. A cover for a metallurgical vessel, said cover comprising:

an annular outer tubular collar defining a center;

a plurality of tubular legs extending inward from said collar

toward said center;

an annular inner tubular collar fixed to said legs and defining

a plurality of throughgoing electrode passages, said inner

collar being formed by

respective inwardly concave and substantially circularly

arcuate tubular sections defining said passages and each
defining a respective one of the electrode passages and

respective inwardly convex and tubular elbow sections

carried on said legs between said passages and forming

an undulating annulus with said inwardly concave sec-

tions;

a multiplicity of cooling tubes extending between said col-

lars and legs and connected thereto; and

means for circulating a coolant through said tubes, collars,

and legs.

4,425,657

ELECTRODE FOR ARC FURNACES
Hanns G. Bauer, Witten-Bommem, Fed. Rep. of Germany;

Dieter H. ZoUner, Oaremorris, Ireland; Josef Otto; Josef

Miihlenbeck, botii of Wetter, Fed. Rep. of Germany; Friedrich

Rittmann, Riickersdorf, Fed. Rep. of Germany; Claudio Con-
radty, Rothenbach a.d. Pegnitz, Fed. Rep. of Germany; Inge

Lauterbach-Dammler, Nuremberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, and
Horst Sonke, Leinburg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to C.

Conradty Numberg GmbH ft Co. KG, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Jul. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 285,563

Int. C1.3 H05B 7/08

U.S. a. 373—93 12 Qaims
1. An electrode for arc furnaces, having s top, metallic

portion and a consumable, replaceable bottom portion, the

portions being substantially cylindrical and including a thread-

able interconnection therebetween, said top portion including

a liquid cooling means having header and and return ducts, the

improvement comprising: the top portion being formed from

an inner part and a single outer part including a detachable

and wherein said outer part radially surrounds only a longitu-

dinal portion of said inner part.

4,425,658

CONDUCTOR ARRANGEMENT FOR A THREE-PHASE
ELECTRIC ARC FURNACE

Karlheinz Bretthauer, and Friedhelm Milde, both of Qausthal-
Zellerfeld, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Fried. Krupp
Gesellschaft mit beschrankier Haftung, Essen, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
Filed Feb. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 351,733

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 24,

1981, 3106827

Int. G.J H05B 7/11

U.S. CI, 373—103 24 Gaims

1. In an electrode and conductor arrangement for a three-

phase electric arc furnace supplied with power from a trans-

former, comprising: three electrodes which extend down-
wardly into the furnace; supporting arms supporting said elec-

trodes; and means defining a plurality of current conducting

paths each composed of a rigid conductor, which is fixed to a

respective supporting arm and is conductiveiy connected to a

respective electrode, and a fiexible conductor connected in

series between said rigid conductor and the transformer, said

rigid conductors extending parallel to one another, said elec-

trodes being spaced from one another in the horizontal direc-

tion transverse to the longitudinal axes of said rigid conductors

such that two of said electrodes are outer electrodes and the

third electrode is a center electrode disposed between said two
outer electrodes, at least one conducting path being conduc-
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lively connected to said center electrode and a respective
group of conducting paths being conductively connected to
each said outer electrode, the conductors of all conducting
paths associated with the same outer electrode being vertically
spaced from one another, and the conductors associated with
said center electrode being positioned between, and axially

symmetrically relative to, the conductors associated with said
two outer electrodes, the improvement wherein:

said at least one conducting path associated with said center
electrode is spaced a minimum distance, in the horizontal
direction transverse to the longitudinal axes of said rigid

conductors, from said conducting paths associated with
each said outer electrode;

there are only two said conducting paths connected to each
said outer electrode and there are no more than two said

conducting paths connected to said center electrode;
the vertical spacing between said two conducting paths

associated with each said outer electrode is greater than
the maximum spacing between the actual positions of said
electrodes and the positions thereof required to achieve
electrical symmetry and associated with identical dis-

tances between the lower end of each electrode and its

point of connection to its associated rigid conductors; and
the distance between said center electrode and the trans-

former is greater than that between each said outer elec-
trode and the transformer, for causing the current flow in

said arrangement to be electrically symmetrical and mini-
mizing the line imluctances of said conducting paths.

4,425,659 !

METAL OXIDE REDUCTION FURNACE
Sven-Eiiur StenlcTist, VMsteria, Sweden, assignor to ASEA AB.

VVsterSs, Sweden
Filed Aug. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 293,708

Claims priority, application Sweden, Sep. 17, 1980, 8006522
Int. a.3 H05B 7/00

U.S. a. 373-108 4aalms

reducing agent carried by a pressurized gas flow so as to form
an annular flow surrounding the arcing electrode's tip and the
arc it forms with the coke column.

4,425,660
SHIELDING ARRANGEMENT FOR A VACUUM

FURNACE
William R. Jones, 244 Hampshire Dr., Chalfont, Pa. 18914

Filed Jun. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 275,870
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Mar. 31,

1998, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 F27D 11/00; H05B 3/00
U.S. a. 373—130 7aairas

1. In a vacuum furnace system, having a heating chamber, at
least one heating element and a rod member passing through
said heating element to provide a base means for securing said
heating element to the wall of said heating chamber, an electri-
cal insulating and support arrangement to be used with said rod
comprising in combination: first electrical insulating means
having first and second ends and formed to encompass a sec-
tion of said rod and disposed to pass through said heating
element; first and second shields, each formed and disposed to
have said rod pass therethrough and further disposed so that
said first shield is in substantial abutment with said first end of
said first electrical insulating means and said second shield is in

substantial abutment with said second end of said first electri-

cal insulating means whereby one surface of each of said
shields faces the other, said first and second shields being
formed so that at least said facing surfaces are of graphite
material; and means disposed with said rod to fix said shield in

said substantial abutment with said first electrical insulating
means.

"iL

1. A metal oxide reduction furnace having a hearth, a shaft
extending upwardly from the hearth and adapted to contain a
coke column above the hearth, contact means for connecting
electric power to the coke column, an electric arcing electrode
extending transversely through a side of the shaft and adapted
to be connected with the power so as to form an arc with a side
of the coke column and bum a cavity therein, said furnace
being adapted to operate as a DC arc furnace and in which said
contact means is an anode vertically offset from the arcing
electrode so as to be controlled by the coke column and the
arcing electrode is a cathode, the shaft's said side having a hole
through which the arcing electrode extends and the hole form-
ing an annular space around the electrode, feeding means for
feeding into the cavity in particulate form the metal oxide to be
reduced together with a reducing agent, said feeding means
being an annular nozzle pointing through the annular space
towards the arcing electrode's tip and surrounding the arcing
electrode and adapted to be fed with the metal oxide and

4,425,661

DATA UNDER VOICE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
Donald W. Moses, Minneapolis, Minn.; Charles Hustig, Hud*

son. Wis., and C. Ray Ballard, Venice, Fla., assignors to
Applied Spectiiim Technologies, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Sep. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 299,173
Int. a.} H04J 6/00: H04L 9/00

U.S. a. 375—1 40 Qaims
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27. A method for communicating data information over a
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communications medium at frequencies less than voice trans-

mission frequencies comprising:

generating at least one digiul data signal;

generating at least one spreading frequency;

combining the data signal and spreading frequency to create

a spreading code for transmission of the data which causes

the data to be transmitted at three or more fundamental
frequencies; and

transmitting the fundamental frequencies as a coherent fre-

quency modulated signal having a constantly varying

fundamental frequency less than the voice frequency

bandwidth.

4,425,662

SYSTEM FOR TELE-LOCATING REGENERATIVE
REPEATERS

Jean-Louis Jeandot, Limours, France, assignor to Telecommuni-
cations Radioelectriques et Telephoniques T.R.T., Paris,

France

Filed Sep. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 302,282

Int. a.) H04B 3/46
U.S. a. 375—4 9 Claims
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1. A system of tele-locating regenerative repeaters which are

included in a transmission path between two terminal stations

for transmitting at a predetermined rate digital information

signals in one direction by means of a forward path and in the

other direction by means of a return path, one of the terminal

stations comprising a tele-location transmitter for transmitting

tele-location commands to the repeaters by means of the for-

ward path, the transmitter comprising a regenerator for gener-

ating carrier signals at the predetermined rate, a command
sequence generator and an amplitude modulator for on-off

modulation of said carrier signals in accordance with output

signals of said command sequence generator, and each of said

repeaters comprising, arranged between said forward path and
said return path, a loop circuit comprising an associated con-
trol circuit and a detector, said associated control circuit coop-
erating with said detector for detecting the presence of carrier

signals in the forward path for receiving said tele-location

commands, said command sequence generator being arranged

for applying to said control circuits of sa>d repeaters command
sequences which are each formed by a pulse train having at

least one pulse, which pulse train is transmitted by interrupting

said carrier signals by means of said amplitude modulator.

4,425,663

LOW INPUT CAPACITANCE DATA NETWORK
TRANSCEIVER

Tat C. Lam, Fremont, Calif., auignor to TCL, Inc., Santa Qara,
Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 159,364, Jun. 13, 1980, Pat. No.

4,317,205. This application Feb. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 236,363

Int. a.) H04B 1/48
U.S. a. 375—7 7 Oaims

1. A data communications transceiver of the type which
transmits signals to a commumicating medium and receives

signals therefrom which are generated by another transceiver,

and which includes an output driver for outputting data signals

to the medium and an amplifier for receiving signals from the

medium, wherein the improvement comprises
a first pair of diodes, the cathode of one of the diodes bemg

connected to the anode of the other diode of the pair, with
the pair of diodes being connected in series between the

driver and the commumicating medium,

a second pair of diodes, and wherein
the receiving amplifier includes an amplifying transistor

having an input lead and a pair of output leads, each one
of the second pair of diodes being connected in series with
a separate one of the output leads.

4,425,664

MULTIPORT PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL DATA SET
David N. Sherman, Middletown, and Shiv P. Verma, Lakewood,

both of N.J., assignors to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incor-

porated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Continuation of Ser. No. 851,156, Nov. 14, 1977, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 635,299, Nov. 26, 1975,

abandoned. This application May 7, 1982, Ser. No. 376,262
Int. a.' H04B 3/50; H04M 3/00: G06F 3/00

U.S. a. 375—

8

llQalms
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1. A programmable data modem comprising:

a digital processor,

a plurality of data ports,

a first alterable memory containing a plurality of data set

parameters,

a second alterable memory containing a plurality of basic

data set implementing operational sequences of mstruc-

tions, and

control means responsive to said first and second memories
for controlling said digital processor simultaneously m
accordance with preselected data set parameters and
preselected operational sequences to process the various

signals at first ones of said ports according to different

parameters, and to deliver processed signals to second
ones of said ports.

4,425,665

FSK VOICEBAND MODEM USING DIGITAL HLTERS
Michael K. StaufTer, Redwood Qty, Calif., assignor to Advanced
Micro Devices, Inc., Del.

Filed Sep. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 305,014

Int. a.i H04L 27/10 27/18

U.S. CI. 375—9 10 Oains
1. An integrated circuit apparatus for modulating and de-

modulating an analog signal with digital data, said apparatus
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transmitting and receiving the analog signal in preselected
types of voiceband communication channels, said apparatus
comprising:

means for modulating the analog signal with digital data and
to produce a frequency shift keyed analog signal accord-
ing to a selected one of a plurality of frequency shift keyed
signaling standards;

means for transmitting the frequency shift keyed analog
signal, said transmitting means includes means for digitally

synthesizing digital representations of analog signals at

selected frequencies, wherein the selected frequencies are
selected according to the bit value of digital data supplied
to said transmitting means;

wherein the means for digitally synthesizing digital repre-
sentations of the analog signals at selected frequencies

plurality of signaling standards in accordance with the
preselected type of voiceband communication channel.

represents the analog signals as time-incremented digital
signals;

means for incrementing the time-incremented digital signals
to generate a digital representation of a sine wave signal
having said selected frequency;

said transmitting means includes a digital-to analog con-
verter for converting the digitally synthesized representa-
tions to modulated analog signals for exciting a voiceband
communication channel;

means for receiving an analog frequency shift keyed signal
and demodulating said signal according to the selected
one of said plurality of frequency shift keyed signaling
standards; and

control means for preselecting said selected one of said

4 425 666
DATA ENCODING AND DECODING COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM FOR THREE FREQUENCY FSK MODULATION

AND METHOD THEREFOR
Edward J. Groth, Jr., Scottsdale, Ariz., usigDor to Motorola

Inc., Schaumburg, 111.

Filed Jan. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 341,149
Int. a.' H03K 13/24

U.S. a. 375-48 15 q^^

DAT* Clock
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1 A system for the communication of a sequence of bits of
data in the form of Q-ary symbol signals along a plurality of
channels comprising:

a transmitter having means for serially encoding into the
Q-ary symbol signal and transmitting the Q-ary symbol
signals along the plurality of channels such that at least
one of the plurality of channels is devoted to transmitting
a Q-ary symbol in place of every second Q-ary symbol
from the beginning of a string of repeated Q-ary symbols
such that no two Q-ary symbols in succession are transmit-
ted along the same channel; and

a receiver being responsive to said transmitter, having means
for serially receiving and decoding said Q-ary symbol
signals to reconstruct the sequence of bits of data, and
being triggered by transmitting a Q-ary symbol signal
along said at least one channel devoted to transmitting
every second Q-ary symbol from the beginning of a string
of repeated Q-ary symbols to repeat output of a preceding
Q-ary symbol.
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272,104

BOOT HEEL PROTECTOR
James R. Campbell, 1217 Randy Dr., Irving, Tex. 75060

Filed Aug. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 293,259

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D2—04
U.S. a. D2—277

272,107

BELT
Quenton T. Elliott, 3218 Sackett, Houston, It*. 77098. and
Quenton T. Elliott, Jr.. 4516 Holt. Belluirc. lex. 77401

Filed Apr. 9. 1981. Ser. No. 252.308

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D02—07
U.S. a. 02—385

272,105

GLOVE PROTECTOR
Donald D. Dryzal, Box 8, Strongstown, Pa. 1S957

Filed Jun. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 271,611

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D02—06
U.S. a. D2—361

^.

272,106

BELT
Quenton T. Elliott, 3218 Sackett, Houston, Tex. 77098, and
Quenton T. Elliott, Jr., 4516 Holt, Bellaire, Tex. 77401

Filed Apr. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 252,303

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D02—07
U.S. a. D2—385

272.108

COMBINED STATIONARY TABLK AND ROTATABLK
LOUNGE SEATING UNIT

James VV. Morris, Jr.. 2320 Overton Rd.. Augusta. Ga. 30904

Filed Aug. 3, 1981. Ser. No. 289.698

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—

W

U.S. CI. D6—42
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272,109 272.111
COMBINED TUMBLER AND TOOTHBRUSH FIXTURE COMBINED WORK BENCH AND TOOL CABINET
Sidney J. Shamn, 57 HoUy PI., Briarciiff Manor, N.Y. 10510, Antonio Anzalone, 17 Thatcher St., Boston, Man 02113
and Harold Shames, 5 Agnes Cir., Ardsley, N.Y. 10502 Filed Jun. 17, 1980, Ser. No. 160^89

Filed Oct. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 309,681 Term of patent 14 yei;rs
Term of patent 14 years Int. a. D06-0^

Int. a. D23—0^ U.S. Q. D6—168
U.S. a. D6—92

272,110

DISPLAY SHELF MODULE
Ronald H. Taub, Highland Park, III., assignor to Mars, Incorpo-

rated, McLean, Va.

Filed Nov. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,289
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D6—(W. 06
U.S. a. D6—132

272,112

CHAIR FRAME
Wulf Schneider, and Ulrich Bohme, both of Stuttgart, Fed. Rep.

of Germany
Filed Aug. 7, 1979, Ser. No. 65,143

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 8,
1979, 79R13212[U]

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D6—99
U.S. a. D6—191

/^
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272,113

FURNITURE PANEL
Robert L. RusseU, Grand Rapids; Paul L. Propst, Holland;
Donald A. Richardson, Kentwood, and Carl B. Hinrichs,
Grand Haven, all of Mich., assignors to Stow Davis Furniture
Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Filed Jun. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 269,350
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D6—()(5

U.S. a. D6~192

272,115

GOBLET OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Henri Prienr, Reims, France, aMignor to Sodcte Fraocaise dcs

Verreries Mechaaiques Champeaoiscs, Reins, France
Filed Jul. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 288,866

Claims priority, application France, Feb. 12, 1981, 81 SO
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D07—0/
U.S. a. D7—13

\
272,114

MOUNTING PLATE FOR A HINGE
Erich Rock, Hochst, and Klaus Briistle, Lauterach, both of

Austria, assignors to Julius Blum Gesellschaft m.b.H.,
Hochst, Austria

Filed Sep. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 299,524
Qaims priority, application Austria, May 3, 1981, 26.318/81:

May 3, 1981, 26.324/81

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D6—99
U.S. a. D6—194
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272,116

TUMBLER OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Jean-Jacqaes Durand, LaGarenne, 62510 Arques, France

Filed Sep. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 298,494
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D07—07
U.S. a. D7—14

272,118

SKIMMER
Fred S. Steiner, 154 Combs Ave., Woodmere, N.Y. 11598

Filed May 21, 1981, Ser. No. 265,803
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. lXn—04
U.S. a. D7—47

272,117

PLATE
Margaret L. Lyon, 25 Hammersley, Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 12601,

and Robert A. Birch, Gardner Hollow Rd., Poushguae. N Y
12570

FUed Mar. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 239,998
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. DOrj—Ol
I

U.S. a. D7—27

272,119

TURNER
Fred S. Steiner, 154 Combs Ave., Woodmere, N.Y. 11598

Filed May 21, 1981, Ser. No. 265,802
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D07—£W
U.S. a. D7—102
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272,120 272,121

FOOD PROCESSOR SCISSORS
Atsoshi Sawada, KawanisU, and ShinichI Nagayama, Kyoto, Clair H. Gtaghcr, Jr., GreeMbdro, N.C^ aMifMr to

both of Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Inc., Grecasboro, N.C.

Ltd., Osaka, Japan Filed Nov. 2, 1979, Ser. No. 90,544

Filed Jnn. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 269,194 Term of patcat 14 years

Oalms priority, application Japan, Dec. 2, 1980, 55-50342 lat Q. DOS—Oi
Term of patent 14 years U.S. Q. D8—57

Int. a. D07—0^
U.S. a. D7—384

272,122

FOOT OPERATED VICE
Masahiko Nakamnra, Matiaaka, aad Takashi YokoyaM, Mia,

both of Japan, asdgaors to KabMhIU KaiiiM MatMnaka
Tekkoaho, Mi^ Japaa

FUed Dec. IS, 19S0, Sar. No. 218,014

Claims priority, appUcatioa Japaa, Jaa. 27, 19S0, S5-25f01t

Jun. 27, 1980, 55-25902; Nov. 28, 19S0, 55-4MS4
Term of pataat 14 years

lat CI. DS—09
U.S. a. D8—71
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272,123 272,126
HINGE ARM PULLEY

Erich Rock, Hfichst, and Kbus Briistle, Uuterach, both of Raymond P. Pennoyer, Jr^ 97 Sturbridae La^ TnunbuU Conn
Anstria, anignon to Julius Blum Gcsellscliaft m.b.H., 06611

-hr "i^ iruniDuu, conn.

Hochst, Austria Filed May 18, 1981, Ser. No. 266J73
FUed Sep. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 299,523 Term of patelit 14 yett.

Claims priority, appUcation Austria, May 3, 1981, 26.318/81; int a D12—OJ
May 3, 1981, 26.324/81 U.S. Q. D8-360

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D8—06
U.S. a. D8—323

272,127

PACKAGING CONTAINER
Eugene C. Beard, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Papercraft Corpo-

272,124 ration, Pittsburgh, Pa.

FURNITURE HINGE ARM Filed Feb. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 234,889
Erich Rock, Hochst, and Klaus Briistle, Lauterach, both of Term of patent 14 years

Austria, assignors to Julius Blum Gesellschaft m.b.H., Int. Q. D9—(?i

Hochst, Austria U.S. Q. D9—312
FUed Sep. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 299,526

Qaims priority, application Austria, May 3, 1981, 26.318/81;
May 3, 1981, 26.324/81

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D8—06
U.S. a. D8—323

272,125

COMBINATION REBAR SUPPORT AND NAILING
BLOCK

Darid A. Van Doren, P.O. Box 1008, Hays, Kans. 67601
Filed Mar. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 241,751

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. m—08
U.S. a. D8—356

272,128

PACKAGING CONTAINER FOR ICE CREAM OR THE
LIKE

Christian Parmentier, 4, Avenue des Bouleaux, 44260 Savenay
Malville, France

FUed Apr. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 260,097
Qaims priority, appUcation France, Nov. 3, 1980, 80 803 388

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D9—03
U.S. a. D9—345
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272,129 272,131

SHOWER CURTAIN AND HOOK PACKAGE CONTAINER HANDLE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Noel Levine, New York Qty, N.Y., aaiigBor to Anodated Prod- Thomas H. Hayes, Wettport Conn., aasignor to Ethyl Corpora-

nets. Inc., New York, N.Y. tion, Richmond, Va.

FUed Jul. 20. 1981, Ser. No. 284,936 FUed Jon. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 269,542

Term of patent 14 years The portion of the term of this patent sabsequent to Dec. 2, 1994,

Int a. W—OS has been disclaimed.

U.S. a. D9—415 Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D9—99

U.S. a. D9—434

272,132

CONTAINER HANDLE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Thomas H. Hayes, Westport Conn., assignor to Ethyl Corpora-

272,130 tion, Richmond, Va.

CONTAINER FOR FOOD OR THE UKE Filed Jun. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 269,543

Tamio Miyazaki, 3-21-29, Gakuen-nishicho, Kodaira-shi, Tokyo, The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Dec. 2. 1994,

Japan has been disclaimed.

FUed Apr. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 258,453 Term of patent 14 years

Term of patent 14 years Int O. D9—99

Inta. D9—Oi U.S. a. D9—434
U.S. a. D9—431
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272,133 272,135
COl^AINER HANDLE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE CONTAINER HANDLE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

I H. Hajrci, Weitport, Conn^ iMigiior to Ethyl Corpora- Thomas H. Hayes, Westport, Conn., assignor to Ethyl Corpora-
tlOB, RktaOiid, Va. tion, Richmond, Va.

,„^ ^
FltodJan. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 2»,545 FUed Jun. 3. 1981, Ser. No. 269,548

Tie portkM of the ton of this patent sabseqneat to Dec. 2, 1994, The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Apr. 21
h« bee. diaclainied. 1995, has been disclaimed.

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

U^.aD9-434 U.S.a.D9—434

W'

r r

CONTAINER HANDLE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
I H. Hayes, Westport, Conn., assignor to Ethyl Corpora-

tion Richaoad, Va.

Filed Jun. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 269,547
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Dec. 2, 1994,

has been disclaimed.

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D9—99
U.S. a. D9-434
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272,136

MAGNETIC TIMING PROBE
Donald C. McKinnon, and Edward L. Tury, both of Cheyboygan,

Mich., assignors to Fox Valley Instrument Company, Cheboy-
gan, Mich.

Filed Oct. 14, 1980, Ser. No. 196,344

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. DIO—(M
U.S. a. DIO—80

0^

1
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272,137 272,140

MOTORCAR COMBINED BACKREST AND LUGGAGE RACK
Toshi Oshika, Wako, and Vukio Knrosn, Urawa, both of Japan, Mark Tnrkington, and Philip TurUngton, both of WilliianHr,

assignors to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabnshiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Conn., assipiors to Connecticut Cycle Acccaaoriaa, lac^ Willi-

Japan mantle. Conn.

Filed Aug. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 295,124 Filed May 21, 1982, Ser. No. 380.601

Gaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 2, 1981, 56-14046 Tern of patent 14 yean
Term of patent 14 years Int. Q. D12—77

Int. a. D12—(» U.S. a. D12—119

U.S. a. D12—91

272,138

MOTORCYCLE
Atsushi Ishiyama, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Yamaha Hatsudoki

Kabushiki Kaisha, Japan

Filed Aug. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 296,237

Gaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 27, 1981, 56-8202

Term of patent 14 years

Int. G. D12—77

U.S. G. D12—110

272,139

COMBINED BOTTLE MOUNT AND BOTTLE FOR
BICYCLES

Matthew S. Boughton, Stamford, Conn., assignor to Cannondale

Corporation, Georgetown, Conn.

FUed Sep. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 298,651

Term of patent 14 years

Int. G. D12—77

U.S. G. D12—114

272,141

COMBINED VEHICLE ROOF INTERIOR INSTRUMENT
PANEL, REAR VIEW MIRROR AND SUN VISORS

Claus Luthe, Munkh; ManfM Rcancn, Ingolatadt. and HaM
Braun, Lohhof, all of Fed. Rep. of GcraMay, aari^Mirs to

Bayerische Motorcn Werke AktientaaeUsehaft, Mnakh, Fed.

Rep. of Germaay
Filed Mar. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 247,907

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of G«f«aay, Sep. 30,

1980, MR 12 272

Term of patent 14 years

Int. G. D12—76

U.S. G. D12—192

r^
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272,142

AIRPLANE
Perry B. Johnsoa, 169 N. Main St., Pateraon, NJ. 07522

FUed Jul. 2, 1980, Scr. No. 165,362
The portion of tiie term of this patent snbacqnent to Jun. 30,

1995, has been diadaimed.

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D12—07
US. a. D12—326

272.144

CONNECTOR HOUSING
Hisaki Mayumi, Tsn, Japan, assignor to Tokai Electric Wire

Co., Ltd., YokakicU, Japan
FUed Apr. 23, 1981, Scr. No. 256,834

Qaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 2, 1980, 55-3271
Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D13—24
U.S. a. D13—24

272,143

ELECTRICAL TERMINAL BOX
Alan J. Vamey, Thornton Heath, England, assignor to Eltron

(London) Limited, Croydon, England
FUed Sep. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 302,559

Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Jul. 28, 1981,
1001695

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D13—03
VJS. a. D13—13

272,145

MULTI-CONTACT ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
RECEPTACLE

Albert Casciotti, Hershey, and Robert D. HoUyday, Elizabeth-
town, both of Pa., assignors to AMP Incorporated, Harris-
burg, Pa,

FUed Dec 28, 1981, Ser. No. 335,045

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D13—03
U.S. a. D13—24
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272,146 272,148

TELEPHONE INSTRUMENT TELEPHONE BASE
Michael Mo, 5th Floor, 87 Sec. 2, Patient PEIS, Shin-Dian, John C. Coons, and Jean M. Beirisc, both of Oqcinnati, Ohk>.

Talpai, Taiwan assignors to Masco Corporation of iDdiana, Tsylor, Mich.
FUed Aug. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 293,873 FUed May 1, 1981, Scr. No. 259,606

Term of patent 14 years Term of pateat 14 years

Int a. D14—Oi Int. Q. D14—OJ
U.S.a. D14—53 U.S. a. D14—60

272,149

TELEPHONE STAND OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Donald M. Genaro, Haworth, N.J., and John N. McGarrey,

Drexel Hill, Pa., assignors to Bell Telephone Laboratories,

Incorporated, Murray HiU, NJ.

Division of Ser. No. 84,067, Oct. 12, 1979, Pat. No. Des.

265,401. This application Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 340,329

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D14—Oi
U.S. a. D14—60

272,147

TELEPHONE BASE STATION
John C. Coons, and Jean M. Bcirise, both of Cincinnati, Ohio,

assignors to Masco Corporation of Indiana, Taylor, Mich.

FUed May 1, 1981, Ser. No. 259,602

Term of patent 14 years

Inta. D14—Oi
U.S. a. D14—60

1

I ' [U'^HJMV" M '
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272,150

TELEPHONE STAND OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
DmmM M. Gciaro, Haworth, NJ^ and Joha N. McGarvey,
]>«ul Hill, Pa^ aarivMn to BeU Telephone Laboratories,

lacaryoralad, Marray Hill, NJ.

Dhirfoa of Scr. No. 94,067, Oct 12, 1979, Pat No. Des.

a6S,401. Thla appUcatkM Jaa. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 340,330

Tera of patent 14 yean
lat a. D14—Oi

VS, a. D14—60

272,151

AUDIO TUNER
ToaklUto Noanva, aod Hirotaka bnai, both of Tokyo, Japan,

aarifaon to Pkiaeer Elcctnwie Corporatioa, Tokyo, Japan
FOad JoL 10, 1981, Scr. No. 282,108

CfariaH priority, applicatioB Japan, Jaa. 13, 1981, 56-630
Tena at patent 14 years

Int a. D14—Oi
U.S. a. D14—71

272,152

RADIO CONTROL UNIT
Waiter K. Gierschick, West Bioomfield; William M. Jenkins,

Jr., Sterling Heights, and Keith Kesiing, Utica, ail of Mich.,
assignors to General Motors Corporation, Detroit Mich.

Filed Jun. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 277,679
Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D14—03
U.S. a. D14—76

272,153

FACSIMILE TRANSCEIVER
Takamasa Shintani, Chigasaki; Koyo Nagasawa, Yokohama;

Hiroshi Takemura, Sagamihara, and Tadashi Kikuchi, Hirat-
suka, all of Japan, assignors to Matsushita Graphic Communi-
cation Systems, Inc., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,687
Qaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 2, 1981, 56-8602

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D14—01
U.S. a. D14—94

272,154

PRINTER
Yasuhiro Saito, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Ricoh Company, Ltd.,

Japan

Filed Sep. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 304,014
Qaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 19, 1981, 56-011-513

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D14—02
U.S. a. D14—111
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272,155 272,158

PRISM COVER FOR SLR CAMERAS PENLIGHT MAGNIHER ATTACHMENT
Stephen Bartlett London, England, assignor to Minolta Camera Albert Saferstein, and Gilbert Spector, both of 480 W. Putaam

Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka, Japan Ave., Greenwich, Conn. 06830
Filed Jan. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 228,438 Filed Sep. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 301,337

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D16—99 Int Q. 016—06
U.S. a. D16—10 U.S. a. di6— 135

272,156

AUTOMATIC SHEET FEED DEVICE OR THE LIKE
Herbert E. Meister, Jr., Austin, Tex., assignor to International

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Jun. 16, 1980, Ser. No. 159,715

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D16—Oi
U.S. a. D16—27

^

K

--1^

272,157

COPYING CAMERA/PROCESSOR UNIT
Gary E. Raymond, 755 S. Rainbow Dr., Hollywood, Fla. 33201

Filed No?. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 326,120

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D16—03
U.S. a. D16—28

272,159

FLUTE
Juan del Rio, 43 Malage Cove PIz., Palos Verdes Estates, Calif.

90274

Filed Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 246,666

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. Dll—02
U.S. a. D17— 10
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272,160 272 162
HANDLE FOR A LABELLING APPARATUS VENDING^MACHINE

EMdte Pendanez Corporation, Garden Qty, N.Y. N7M 5C3, Canada
^-«u«m, xnxmo

Filed Dec 22, 1980, Ser. No. 219,374 pued Jul. 20, 1981, Ser No 284^2
rrSilr

'^°^*^' "PPUotion Switzerland, Jul. 4, 1980, 111 Qaims priority, appUcation Canadi^ Feb. 2, 1981 024)2^1.2^°^ _ - , ,,^
Term of patent 14 years

Term of patent 14 years
I„t. q D20-0/

Int.a.D18-99 U.S.a.D20-7
VS. a. D18—19

.< Vr-

272,161
DIVIDER SHEET FOR A CONTINUOUS FORM BINDER 272,163

^'?!L".il?*!'.I?*'
'*'°'P*^ "*• ^°^° f

• Denison. Linden- HAND HOLDABLE HOUSING FOR A GAME
liurat, botii of 111., assignors to Wilson Jones Company, Chi- Toshiaki Takizawa, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Tomy Kogyo Co.,
*^°' «. . ^ ,

I"c., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 311,209 Filed Jan. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 338,187

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years
Int. a. D19-99

Int. q. dj,.^;
U.S. a. D19—33 U.S. a. D21—13
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272,164 272,167
POKER MACHINE CABINET TOY BLOCK

Joseph R. Heywood, Chorleywood, England, assignor to Ains- Yuushi Chatani, Tokorozawa, and TosUo Tsuchiknra, Ko-
wortii Nominee Pty. Ltd., Rosebery, Australia shigaya, both of Japan, assignors to Kawada Co., Ltd., Tokyo.

Filed Mar. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 358,928 Japan
Term of patent 14 years Filed Aug. 7, 1979, Ser. No. 64,489

Int. a. D21--<?/ Term of patent 14 years
U.S. a. D21—38 Int. q. D21—O;

U.S. a. D21—108

272,165

RANDOM CHANCE GAME DEVICE
Andrew Jones, Jr., 27 Booker St, PikeviUe, N.C. 27863

FUed Jul. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 288,692

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D21—07
U.S. a. D21—39

272.168

PLAYHOUSE
Ulrich Sielaff, 118 Vaughn Ct., Madison, WU. 53705

Filed Jun. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 264.181

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D21—0/
U.S. CI. D21—114

272,166

RIDING TOY
Henry Orenstein, 136 Lakeside Ave., Verona, N.J. 07044

FUed Sep. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 303,414

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D21—07
U.S. a. D21—78

272,169

SIMULATIVE TOY TABLE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
John R. Nottingham, 4875 Stacy Ct, Richmond Heights, Ohio

44143, and John W. Spirk, Jr., 2533 Euclid Heights Blvd.,

Qeveland Heights, Ohio 44106

FUed Dec. 29, 1980, Ser. No. 220,841

Term of patent 14 years

lat a. D21—07
U.S. a. D21—121
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272,170

HORSE BARREL SWING OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Donna J. Noller, 821 AshJand Are^ Buffalo, N.Y. 14222

FUed Dec. 14, 1981, Scr. No. 330,164

Term of patent 14 years

lot a. D21—Oi
U.S. a. D21—246

272,173

RIFLE
Ennio Mattarelli, Via Belredere 10, Zola Predoaa (Bo), Italy

FUed Job. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 268,709
Term of patent 14 yean

Int. O. mi—01
U.S. a. D22—

6

272,171

CHAIR RIDE
Jerry G. Lankford, 133 John Roach La., Owens Cross Roads,

Ala. 35763

Filed May 18, 1981, Ser. No. 264,643

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D21—Oi
U.S. a. D21—247

272,174

CLOSED FACE SPINNING REEL
R. Dell Hull, Catoosa, Okla., assignor to Brunswick Corpora-

tion, Skokie, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 92,093, Nov, 7, 1979, which is a
continuation of Ser. No. 814,787, Jul. 11, 1977, abandoned,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 740,251, Nov. 10,

1976, abandoned. This application Nov. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,289
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D22—05
L'.S. a. D22—25

I

H

lllMl
TENT

Pierre Jutras, 392 Guilbault, Longueuil, Quebec, Canada (J4H
2T8)

FUed Apr. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 255,492 'JS- CI. D23—

4

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D21—0^
U.S. a. D21—253

272,175

HLTER HOUSING
Laurence R. Gedye, East Doncaster, Australia, assignor to L.R.

&. N.R. Gedye Pty. Ltd., Australia

FUed Feb. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 232,715

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D23—(?/
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272,176 - 272,179

WOOD STOVE WOODSTOVE
James F. Chastain, Jr., P.O. Box 267, Fountain Inn, S.C. 29644 Frank D. Leach, Box 473, Spring Green, Wig. 53588

Filed Feb. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 346,265 Hied Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,771

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D23—Oi Int. Q. D23—Oi
U.S. a. D23—93 U.S. Q. D23—97

^ 272,180
=^ STOVE

272 177 Richard A. Russo, Abington, Mass., assignor to Rusao Manufac-

SOLID FUEL STOVE *"ring Corporation, Randolph, Mass.

Marius C. SchuUer, 112 Cork St., W., Guelph, Ontario, Canada F"«l War. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,356

(NIH 2X5) Itrm of patent 14 years

Filed Sep. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 189,699

Claims priority, application Canada, May 1, 1980, 01-05-80-2 ^S. CI- D23—97

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D23—Oi
U.S. a. D23—97

Int. a. D23—Oi

I a

1 3

272,181

MIST ELIMINATOR BLADE
Richard Sixsmith, Burlington, Canada, assignor to Plasticair

272 178 Systems, Mississauga, Canada

WOODSTOVE *'"**' ''""• '• *'**' ^'- ^^- ^*''^5'^

Hugh Price, CarUsle, Mass., assignor to Cohen A Peck, Inc., Claims priority, application CanMla, Dec. 12, 1980, 1212-80-1

Cambridge, Mass. ^erm of patent 14 years

Filed Feb. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 351,434 '»»• CI- D23-0<

Term of patent 14 years ^S- CI. D23—163

Int. a. D23—Oi
U.S. a. D23—97

I

^—a
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272,182 272,184

„ . „ „ .

^^^ GUARD DISPOSABLE PNEUMOTACH TUBE
P«iJ E. Fowter.Mid Walter E.M«boii, both of Oshkosh, Wis. John Karpowicz, HaTertown, P., MsigBor to Boehringer UbcaMignon to Northwest EaTiroamental Systems, Inc., Osh- ratories, Wynnewood, Pa. ^^

Term of patent 14 years Int. Q. D24—<?2
Int a. D23—04 u.S. Q. D24—17

U.S. a. D23—164

^
272,185

PETRI DISH
Joseph D. Schlesinger, 502 San Antonio, Ojai, Calif. 93023

FUed Mar. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 241,245
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D24—02
U.S. a. D24—29

trmmm

272,183

CENTAL ARTICULATOR
AJan J. DeLiso, 2872 Anza, Costa Mesa, Calif. 92626

FUed Not. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 323,753
Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D2A—02
VS. a. D24—10

272,186
TOURNIQUET AND PRESSURE APPLYING DEVICE

Russell E. Peck, 3893 Rohr, Pontine, Mich. 48055
FUed May 21, 1981, Ser. No. 265,877

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D2A—05
U.S. a. D24—34
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272,187 272,190

ANTI-SNORING COLLAR DISPOSABLE PANTY PAD
Edward L. C. Broomes, 2301 Litoaaica, East Chicago, Ind. Vincent R. Sneider, 3422 Hallcrest Dr., Hampton HaU, Atlanta,

46312 Ga. 30319

FUed Jul. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 288,523 Hied Mar. 17, 1981. Ser. No. 244,815

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D24—02 Int Q. D24-^
U.S. a. D24—34 U.S. a. D24—51

^'^'''''^'iiMiini-iiiiiiiiiiyriiir

?^

272,188

DISPOSABLE PANTY PAD
Vincent R. Sneider, 3422 HaUcrest Dr., Hampton Hall, Atlanta,

Ga. 30319

FUed Mar. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 244,813

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D2A—04
U.S. a. D24—51

272,191

NASAL ASPIRATION DEVICE
WUIiam H. Van Ewyk, Leiystad, Netherlands, assignor to

Tetra ConsulUnts, Inc., New Rochelle, N.Y.

Filed Jun. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 272,632

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D24-02
U.S. a. D24-^2

272,189

DISPOSABLE PANTY PAD
Vincent R. Sneider, 3422 Hallcrest Dr., Hampton HaU, Atlanta,

Ga. 30319

Filed Mar. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 244,814

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D2A—04
VJS. a. D24—51

^-\ 272,192

BUILDING STRUCTURE
Frank B. Arenas, 3810 San Carlos, Tampa, Fla. 33609

Filed Mar. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 354,619
- Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D25—OJ
VS. a. D25—17

^'-"^^'rr^^^^Sm^m^^.
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272,193 272,196
WALL MOUNTED LIGHT RXTURE DENTAL FLOSS HOLDER OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Richard Sangiamo, Roselle, N,J., assignor to Keene Corpora- Shinryo Tawada, 1717 Mott Smith Dr. #907 Honolulu Hi
tion. New York, N.Y. 96822 ' '

Filed Dec. 1, 1980, Ser. No. 211.692 Filed Aug, 14, 1981, Ser. No. 292,728
Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D26—05 Int. Q. D24—99
U.S. a. D26—85 U.S. Q. D28—64

272,194

HAIR DRYER
Sigeru Suzuki, Susono, Japan, assignor to Sanyei Corporation,
Japan

Filed Feb. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 352,384
Gaims priority, application United Kingdom, Aug. 27, 1981

811,002,221

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D28—Oi
U.S. a. D28—16

272,197

MAKEUP CONSOLE
Henry Orenstein, 136 Lakeside Ave., Verona, N.J. 07044

Filed Nov. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 322,410
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D28—Oi
U.S. CI. D28—99

LP-

272,198
~

PET LITTER TRAY
Gary S. Webb, 111 Bay Shore Blvd. #A-1, and Wesley Ver-

million, 360 Bay Shore Blvd. #102, both of Clearwater,
Fla. 33519

Filed Sep. 15, 1980, Ser. No. 187,213

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D30—99
U.S. CI. D30—99

272,195 I

BRUSH
Robin V. Colemore-Williams, Auckland, New Zealand, assignor

to Merryware Industries Limited, Auckland, New Zealand
Filed Sep. 25, 1980, Ser. No. 190,557

Qaims priority, application New Zealand, Mar. 26, 1980.
16483

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D28—Oi, D4—02
U.S. a. D28—63

LIST OF PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE imn DAY OF JANUARY. 1984

NoTi: —Arranged in accordance with Ihe firsi significant character or word of the name
(in accordance with city and telephone directory practice)

A C. Nielsen Company: See—
Haselwood. Donald E.; and Thumm, Jeffrey R., 4,425,578, CI

358-84.000.

A Nattermann & Cie GmhH: See—
Gunther, Bernd-Rainer. 4,425,276. CI 260-403 000

AB Piab: See—
Tell, Peter. 4,425,084. CI. 417-161.000

Abbas, Shakir A ; and Magdo, Ingrid E., to International Business
Machines Corporation. Method to fabricate stud structure for self-

aligned metallization. 4,424.621. CI. 29-571 000
Abbott, Thomas I.; and Jones, Cynthia, to Eastman Kodak Company

Radiographic elements exhibiting reduced crossover 4,425.425, CI
430-502.000.

Abbott. Thomas I.; and Jones, Cynthia G.. to Eastman Kodak Com-
pany. Radiographic elements exhibiting reduced crossover
4,425.426, CI. 430-502.000.

Abe. Tadashi: See—
Tanaka. Shinichi; and Abe, Tadashi, 4,425.637, CI 369-124.000

Abe, Tsulomu; Akao. Tsutae; and Ikeda, Akihiko, to Asahi Kasei
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Method for separating T cells from leuko-

cytes. 4,425.237. CI. 210-692.000
Aberg. Seard. to Groko Maskin AB. Loading pallet. 4.424,752, CI

108-51.100.

Abex Corporation: See—
Khandros, Igor Y.; and Heyer. Bruce A.. 4.424.853, CI. 164-57 100

Subramanyam. Dilip K.; Chapin, Henry J ; and Heyer, Bruce A ,

4.425.169. CI. 148-137.000.

Abramson. Edward A., to Du Pont de Nemours. E 1 , and Company
End capping an optical fiber. 4.425,375. CI. 427-53 100

Acampora, Anthony; Reudink, Douglas O.; and Yeh. Yu S.. to Bell

Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated. Satellite communications
system with frequency channelized beams 4,425.639, CI 370-50 (XX)

Aceti, John G.. to RCA Corporation. Apparatus for measuring the

dimensions of delicate parts. 4,424.630. CI. 33-174.00L.
ACF Chemiefarma NV: See—

Akkerman. Antony M.; van Bakel. Hermanus C C. K ; and Smit.

Roelof C. K.. 4.425.353, CI. 424-267.000.

Acker, Rolf-Dieter: See—
Hamprecht. Gerhard; Acker. Rolf-Dieter; and Wuerzer. Bruno.

4.425.152. CI. 71-91.000.

Adachi. Keiichi: See—
Sugiyama. Masatoshi; Adachi, Keiichi; Kato, Eiichi; Ogawa, Akira,
and Imai. Shinichi. 4,425.162, CI. 106-22.000.

Adam. Fritz G., to ITT Industries. Inc. Non-volatile programmable
integrated semiconductor memory cell. 4.425,631, CI. 365-185.000

Adamowski. Andre; Gallet. Gerard; Lhermitte. Jacques; Monne, Max-
ime; and Vautherot. Guy, to Intercontrole. Probe-holding apparatus
for holding a probe for checking steam generator tubes particularly in

a nuclear reactor installation. 4,425.296. CI. 376-245 000.

Adams. John B.. Jr., to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I , and Company
Herbicidal sulfonamides. 4.425.153. CI. 71-92.000

Adams. Lowell J.; and Sweet, David B., to B. F. Goodrich Company.
The. Helicopter deicer system power transfer assembly 4,424,947,

CI. 244-134.00D.

Adams, Sherman C, to Alcan Aluminum Corporation. Vent-type
window with emergency egress mounting 4,424,646, CI. 49-141 000

Adams, William A.; and Reinhardt, Victor S., to United States of
America. National Aeronautics and Space Administration. High
stability buffered phase comparator. 4,425,543, CI. 324-83.00R.

Adaptronics, Inc.: See—
Barron, Roger L.; and Cleveland, Dixon. 4.425,614. CI.

364-158.000.

Adolf, Gunter: See—
Kirchhoff, Ernst; Rander, Alfred; and Adolf, Gunter. 4.424.695. CI

72-128.000.

Adrian. Renate: See—
Mauer. Alexander; Wasel-Nielen. Horst-Dieter; and Adrian. Re-

nate. 4.425,253. CI. 252-135.000.

Advance Enterprises. Inc.: See—
Faltin. Hans G., 4,424.965. CI. 271-202.000.

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.: See—
Stauffer, Michael K., 4,425.665, CI. 375-9.000.

Agarwal, Pawan K.: See—
Makowski, Henry S., deceased; Lundberg, Robert D.; and

Agarwal, Pawan K., 4.425.460. CI. 525-380.000.

Agence Nationale de Valorisation de la Recherche: See—
Godfroid, Jean-Jacques; and Thuillier, Jean, 4,425,352, CI

424-267.000.

Agency of Industrial Science and Technology. The: See—
Yamazaki, Haruyuki; Akatsu, Yasuaki; and Sakaguchi. Seiichiro,

4.424,770, CI. 122-488.000.

Agfa-Cicvaert N V .Sec—

Dc Jaeger, Antoinc A . Dc l-ampt-r. (jina C focii, Albert L . and
Wagemans. Albert P, 4.425,420. CI 430-204 fXX)

Rulgcs, Anionius A . Mcricns. ludovims M and \'an Grasdorff.
Maurits W . 4,425.42 1 . CI 4 ^f); IX (XXi

Air-Dry Corporaluin .Sir—

I-cighion, Francis, 4.424,718. CI 91-422 (XX)

Airtex CdrfKiration .Sec—
LaVanlure, AInn/n A . 4.424.h?h, CI 52 5h4 fXX)

Aisin Sciki Kabushiki Kaisha .Src—
Sasaki. Toshihiro, Ikchaia. Miromi. and 1 ukumoio. Ryoithi,

4,424,647, CI 49-502 (XX)

Aizawa, Kcnji See—
Nishizawa. Junichi, Su/uki, Rcnsaku and Ai/avka, Ki-nij. 4 425 141
CI 55-31 000

Aj/erl, llona K Sec—
Takacs, Kalman, Papp. Maria M , Kovacs. Gabor. Aj/eri. Ilnna K

,

Simay, Antal. Literati Nag>. J'cier, Puskas. Marian K, Scbes-
lycn, Gyula, Sladler, Kivan and Sumcph\. /ultan, 4.425. U'J CI
424-258 OCX)

Akagi, Ka/ui) Sec—
Kawamura. Tcruaki. Nishimura. Tadashi Akagi, Ka/uo and Shita-

matsu, Ryujiro. 4,425.062. CI 408 28 000
Akao, Tsutae See—

Abe, Tsutomu. Akao. Tsulac. and Iki-da. Akihikd. 4,425,237. CI
210-692 000

Akatsu, Yasuaki See—
Yama?aki, Haruyuki. Akaisu. Yasuaki. and Sakaauchi, Sciichiro,

4,424,770. CI 122-488 000
Akimotd. Saburii See

—

Shibani). Icimishi. Maruchi. Sachu^ ^akan, Knji Koha\ashi. Tada
shi, and Akimoii). Saburo, 4,425, 1 ''6, CI 156-244 IK)

Akimdto. Tamdisu Sir—
Shimoi, ^'oichi, Akune. .Mikici, Akimdln. lamolsu and \^ alanabc

Ryuio. 4.425.285. CI 261-95 (XX)

Akiia, Milsugi See—
Murayama, Masato. and Akita. Miisugi. 4.424,880. CI 1 81 1 29 000

Akila, Shinji See—
Numano, Masachika. Akila, Shinji. and Morita. Minnru. 4.424.M6.

CI 29-33 OOT
Akkerman, Antony M , van Bake). Hermanus C C K and Smii,

R(x;lof C K. to ACF Chi'micfarma NV Analgesic 5-iu\gfnait-d-

6,7-bcn/omorphan dcri\aiives 4.425.353. CI 424-2b'OCX)
Akune, Mikio See—

Shimoi, Yoichi. Akunc. Mikiii. Akimoto, Tamotsu. and Walanabe.
Ryu/o. 4.425,285. CI 2M-95(XX)

Akzona Incorporated Sec—
White, Kenneth B , 4.425.444, CI 521105 000
White, Kenneth B, 4.425.445. CI 521105 000

Albee, Paul J SV*"

—

Stubler, Catherine E , Palmer. George N , and Albee. Paul J .

4,424,642, CI 43-114 000
Albert, Howard. Boxing glove 4,424. 5*J5. CI 2- 18 000
Alberto-Culver Company See—

Bliznak. John B ; and Algas. Armando. 4.425.164. CI 106- 1 50 OCX)

Alcan Aluminum Corporation Sec-
Adams. Sherman C , 4,424,646. CI 4'J141 000

Alexander, Jose, and Fix. Joseph A , to Merck & Co . Inc Adjuvants
for rectal delivery of drug 4,425.337, CI 424-181 000

Alferness, Clifton A : See—
Newman, Bill H , and Alferness. Clifton A . 4.424,806. CI

128-28,000.

Algas, Armando: See—
Bhznak, John B , and Algas, Armando, 4.425.164. CI 106-150 000

Allen, Gerald F Electric shtvk prixJ 4,424,932. CI 231-2 OOE
Allen, James A , and Shipley, Randall S . to Dow Chemical Company.

The. Neutralizing pt)lyethylenc catalyst residues 4.425.464. CI
524-400.000.

Allen, Richard C ; and Klioze, S<ilomon S . lo Hoechst-Roussel Phar-
maceuticals I -(Substituted) pipcra/ine-4-ben/enesulfinamide*, com-
positions and methixl of use 4,425,342, CI 424-250000

Allen, Waller E.. to Transamerica Dcl.aval Inc Fuel supply for a diesel

engine 4,424,776, CI 123-142 50R
Allied Corporation: See—

Maeland, Amulf J. libtiwitz. George G; and Rak. Getirge.

4,425.318, CI. 423-644 OCX)

McKinlcy. Larry F.. 4.425,192, CI 204-2 100

Stubler, Catherine E ; Palmer, George N . and Albee, Paul J .

4.424.642. CI. 43-114.000

Altland. Henry W.; Ryan, Raymond W , Jr . Senise. Phillip P., Jr . and
Lmdstrom. Michael J., to Eiasiman Kixlak Company Dye-forming
compositions 4,425.424, CI 4.10-270000
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Aluminum Company of America: See—
Trostle. John W . 4,424.655. CI 52-520000

Alvmo. William M ; and Fuller. Timothy J , to Westinghoust- Ekvinc
Corp. Method of preparing electrophorettable p<ilvmcr emulsions
4.425.467, CI. 524-600,000.

Amencan Can Company: See—
Farrell. Christopher J; Tsai. Boh C. and Wachtel. James A,

4.425.410, CI 428-516.000
Langseder. Neal E . 4.424.698. CI 72-354000

Amencan Ca.sting and Manufacturing Corporation: See—
Dowden. Anthony S . 4.424.994. CI 292-318.000

American Cvanamid Company See—
Nabial. Wanda E . 4,425.328. CI 424-68.000.

Young. William E, and Pa.sco. William R. 4,42^121 CI
604-209 000

Amos. Homer See—
Benedyk. Joseph C. McGlone. William; and Amos, Homer

4.425.393, CI 428-95 000 ,

AMP Incorporated See— '

Fukukura, Kazuloyo, 4,425,484. CI. 200-5 00A.
AMSTED Industries Incorporated: See—

Tilly. Lynn K.. and Bergquist. Ernest C, 4,424,750, CI 105-
206 OOR

Amundson, Rodney: See—
Doring, John; and Amundson, Rodney, 4,424,818. CI. 178-784.000

Anderson. David N : See—
Billeit, Ronald J . Anderson, David N.; and Easter, Wilham M

4,425,089, CI 425-438.000.

Anderson. William C : and Wolters, Richard H.. to Wesiinghouse
Electric Corp Panel rigidizer 4,424,654, CI. 52-239 000

Ando, Kazuko: See—
Fujii, Setsuro; Yasui. Bompei. Nakamura, Mitsuo; Hirohashi. Mit-

suru; Miyamoto. Tomohisa. Ando. Kazuko; Hashimoto, Iwao;
Umeda, Naoki, and Kawasaki, Masahiro, 4,425,335, CI
424-180.000

Andress, Carlos; and Riggs. William F., to Oreprep Chemicals, Inc
Separation of molybdenite from its mixture with other sulfide ores
4.425.230. CI 209-167 000

Applegate. Quentin. Jr Rotary display rack particularly adapted for
storing record albums 4,424.904. CI. 211-40 000

Applied Spectrum Technologies, Inc See—
Moses, Donald W

; Hustig, Charles, and Ballard. C. Ray. 4,425,642
CI 370-76.000.

Moses, Donald W
. Hustig, Charles; and Ballard, C Ray, 4,425,661

CI 375-1.000

Aprca. Michael F.: See—
Feuerstein. Andrew E; and Aprea. Michael F, 4,424,921 CI

222-456 000
Aqua Glass Corporation: See—

\

Cima. Louis E . 4,424.598, CI 4-524.000
Arakawa. Yoshio: See—

Yokoyama, Kazuma.sa; Fukaya, Chikara; Tsuda, Yoshio; Ono,
Taizo, Arakawa, Yoshio; Inoue, Yoshihisa; Naito, Youichiro, and
Suyama, Tadakazu. 4,425,347, CI 424-256.000.

Arashiba, Nobumasa: See—
Toyoda, Yoshiaki; Ikeda, Yoshihiro; and Arashiba, Nobumasa.

4,425,255. CI. 502-38.000.
Areaux, Larry D.: See—

Dudley, Russell D
; Areaux, Larry D.. and Dudley, Robert H ,

4,424,891, CI 193-20OR
Ane. Yehuda See-

Bell, Alan E
;
and Arie, Yehuda, 4,425,570, CI 346-135.100

Ankawa. Tetsuro, to Nippon Air Brake Co.. Ltd. Skid control system
4,425,622, CI 364-426.000.

Anu, Yoji, to Mitsubishi Keikinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha
Method and apparatus for subilizing aluminum meul layers in alumi-
num electrolytic cells. 4,425,200, CI. 204-67 000.

Arlt. Dieter: See—
Jautelat. Manfred; Arlt, Dieter, Lantzsch, Reinhard; Fuchs, Rainer;

Riebel. Hans-Jochem; Schroder. Rolf; and Harnisch, Horst
4,425,282. CI. 26O-465.00D

Armstrong. Frederick R.; Braun, Heinz, Bubik, Alfred; Storr, Helmut
and Turobin-Ort, Karl, to Escher Wyss GmbH. Twin-wire paper-
making machine 4.425.187. CI 162-299.000.

Armstrong World Industries. Inc.: See—
Dorsey, William C, 4,425,449, CI 523-218 000.

Amsperger. Preston R ; and Love, John J , to Emerson Electnc Co
Gas vaJve. 4,424,830, CI 137-613.000

Arthur Pfciffer Vakuumtechnik Wetzlar GmbH: See—
Bernhardt, Karl-Hcinz; and Strzala, Helmut, 4,424.633. CI

34-75.000.

Asahi Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See-
Abe, Tsutomu; Akao, TsuUc; and Ikeda. Akihiko, 4,425,237, CI

210-692.000.

Hamada, Masato; Ohmura, Jukichi; and Muranaka, Fumio
4.425.199. CI. 2O4-59.00F.

A&akura, Osamu: See—
Okubo. Kozo; KobaU. Yoshihiro; Asakura. Osamu; and Nishikawa

Tatsuo. 4,424,743. CI. 101-99.000.

Asano, Masamichi: See—
Iwahashi. Hiroshi; and Asano, Ma.samichi, 4.425,632, CI

365-189.000.

Asaii, Akira; Noyon, Tatsuhiko; Ueda, Masakazu; and Ishii. Takahiko,
to Kabushiki Kaisha Kobe Seiko Sho. Indirect extrusion press
4,424.696, CI. 72-273.500.

ASEA AB See—
Stenkvist. Sven-Einar, 4,425.659. CI. 373-108.000

Ashland Oil. Inc.: See—
Hettinger. William P., Jr.; Kovach, Stephen M.; and Hoffman
James F.. 4,425.259, CI. 502-74.000.

Asou, Yukio: See

—

Shiraishi, Isao; and Asou, Yukio, 4.425.100. CI. 445-67.000.
Astley. Graham J : See—

Beianger. James A ; Wentworth. Robert J.; and Astley. Graham J
4.424.602. CI. I5-97.00B.

Asulab. S.A : See

—

Portmann, Hjbert. 4,425,027. CI. 350-33 LOOT.
Aszodi. Jozsef: See—

Szantay. Csaba; Novak. Lajos; Aszodi, Jozsef; Simonidesz, Vilmos;
Galambos. Geza; Kovacs, Gabor; Virag, Sandor; Sudler, Istvan'
and Kormoczy. Peter. 4,425,358, CI. 424-285.000.

Atanassov. Atanas T.: See

—

Kodjabashev. Petko V.; Malinovski, Georgi P. and Aunassov
Atanas T . 4.425.594, CI. 360-129.000.

Atari. Inc.: See—
Sherman. David L.. 4.425,559, CI. 340-747.000.

Ateliers des Charmilles. S.A.: See—
Wyss. Georges. 4.425.492. CI. 219-69.00M.

Atlantic Richfield Company: See

—

Miller. Richard F.. 4.425,223, CI. 208-48.0AA.
Auhom. Werner: See—

Degen. Hans-Juergen; Gucnder, Wolf; Linhart, Friedrich; Auhom,
Werner; Frey. Guenter; Streit, Werner; and Fikentscher. Rolf,
4.425.238. CI. 210-666.000.

Auracher. Franz: See—
Keil, Rudolf; and Auracher. Franz. 4.425.024. CI. 350-96.140.

Australasian Training Aids (Pty.) Ltd.: See-
Knight. Lindsay C; Cash. David A.; Stewart, Duncan; Cottis,

Robert A
;
Bowyer. William H.; Newnham, Robert C; Williams,

Frederick J
;
and Pardon. David W., 4.425.500. CI. 235-400.000.

Automatic Liquid Packaging, Inc.: See—
Weiler. Gerhard H.; and Komendowski, Henry, 4.425.294, CI.

264-525.000. 7 . . .

B F Goodrich Company, The: See—
Adams, Lowell J ; and Sweet, David B., 4,424,947, CI. 244-

134 00D.
Hartman, Richard E., 4,425,396. CI. 428-220000.
Kroenke. William J.. 4,425.279. CI. 260-429.00R.

B W B Controls. Inc.: See-
Bergeron. Ned A., 4.424,909, CI. 212-153.000.

Babcock Power Limited: See—
Coleman. Colin R.; King, Joseph L.; and Bridges, William J.,

4.424.754, CI. 110-190.000.
Babcock & Wilcox Company, The: See—

White, Jack M., 4.424,717. CI. 73-862.650.
Bachmann, Herbert, to Stopinc Aktiengesellschaft. Linear sliding clo-

sure unit 4.424.958, CI. 266-271.000.
Bachofen AG: See—

Kagi. Bruno; Hirmann. Georg; and Luginbuhl. Rolf. 4,424.827. CI.
137-320.000.

Bacon. Lawrence D.; and Golden, Michael D,. to Western Design
Corporation Linear linkless ammunition magazine. 4.424.735. CI
89-34.000.

Bahler. David D.; and Calvo, Ricardo E., to International Business
Machines Corporation. Power supply with load-transient anticipa-
tion 4.42J«bl2. CI. 363-21.000.

Bahr. Melford J
; Ehalt, Cyril A.; and Geist. Wayne R.. to MGS Ma-

chine Corporation. Outsert applicator apparatus. 4.425,181. CI.
156-497.000

Bailey. William. Apparatus for ladder constructions. 4,424,623, CI.
29-716000.

Baines. Eric: See—
Harvey. Kenneth; Connors, Stephen T.; and Baines, Eric,

4.425,324, CI. 424-52.000,
Baker, Eugene E.: See-

Carter. Ernest E.. Jr.; and Baker. Eugene E., 4,424,861, CI.
166-120.000.

Baker Manufacturing Company: See—
Lien. Neil C. 4,425.026. CI. 350-295.000.

Baldwin, A. Frank, to Burlington Industries. Inc. Process for making
absorbent bioactive wetuble medical fabric. 4.425.372, CI. 427-2.000.

Baldwin. John L. E. Processing of digiul signals. 4.425,588. CI.
358-340.000

Balint. Peter; Burns, Fredrick B.; and Moon. Howard R.. to Ez Paintr
Corporation. Edging device for a paint tool. 4.424.603. CI. 15-

2 10 OOR
Balke, Roy L., and Zgraggen. Martin A., to General Electric Company.
Crack resistant armor termination for pole face winding bars.
4,425,519, CI 31045.000.

Ballard, C Ray: See-
Moses, Donald W

; Hustig. Charles; and Ballard. C. Ray. 4,425.642,
CI 370-76.000.

Moses. Donald W.; Hustig, Charles; and Ballard, C. Ray, 4,425,661.
CI 375-1.000

Ballman, Gray C. Electrical receptacle and switch. 4.425,486, CI. 200-
5100R

Bally Manufacturing Corporation: See

—

Halliburton. Ronald D.; Pearson, James H.; and Sava, Robert J.,

4.424.970. CI 273-I21.00A.
Barbien, John J.; and Oar. Ross C. to Barbieri, John J. Object-simulat-

ing belt buckle. 4.424.610. CI. 24-163.00K.
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Barmag Banner Maschinenfabrik AG: See-
Bauer. Karl; Schippers. Heinz; and Dammann, Peter. 4.424.664, CI

57-338.000.

Barnhart. Richard L. Electroluminescent wrist lamp for night vision

environment. 4.425.600. CI. 362-84.000.

Baron. Arthur L.; Krishnan. Sivaram; Witman, Mark W.; and White.
Roger J., to Mobay Chemical Corporation. Copolycarbi3nates ba.scd

on bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)biphenyl disulfone. 4,425,456, CI
524-165.000.

Baron, Michel; Baudet, Gerard; Henchiri, Amar; and Hergibo, Pierre-
Luc, to Bureau de Recherches Geologiques el Minieres. Process for
the treatment of phosphate ores with carbonate or silico-carbonate
gangue. 4,425,229. CI. 209-167.000.

Barraclough. Bruce L.: See-
Elliott, Guy R. B.; Barraclough. Bruce L.; and Vanderborgh.

Nicholas E.. 4,424.858. CI 166-52.000

Barrett. Edward A.: See—
Sorensen. Robert; Barrett, Edward A.; and Scamato, Thomas J .

4,425,058, CI. 406-100.000.

Barron, Roger L.; and Cleveland, Dixon, to Adaptronics, Inc. Self-

organizing control system. 4,425,614, CI. 364-158.000.

Barstad, Paul A.: See—
Bauman, David S.; and BarsUd, Paul A., 4,425,438. CI. 436-527 000

Bartch. Donald W.: See-
Deal. Samuel B.; and Bartch. Donald W.. 4.425.377. CI 427-64.000

Barth. Phillip W.. to United Sutes of America. Navy. Dual-gate deep-
depletion technique for carrier-generation-lifetime measurement.
4.425,544, CI. 324-I58.00D.

Bartholet, Michael A.; Cochran, James L.; Janssen, Donovan M.;
Magno, Robert; Rood, Allan J.; Seaward, William S.; and Walker.
Lance A., to International Business Machines Corporation. Fini-

sher—exit pocket module for copier. 4.424.963. CI. 270-53.000.

Bartusiak. R. Donald: See-
Lynn. John D.; and Bartusiak, R. Donald. 4.425.228. CI. 209-17.000

BASF Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Degen, Hans-Juergen; Guender, Wolf; Linhart, Friedrich; Auhorn.
Werner; Frey, Guenter; Streit. Werner; and Fikentscher. Rolf,

4.425,238. CI. 210-666.000.

Hamprecht, Gerhard; Acker. Rolf-Dieter; and Wuerzer. Bruno.
4.425,152, CI. 71-91.000.

Hesse, Anton; Scholz, Dankmar; and Nicolaus, Walter, 4.425.287.

CI. 264-22.000.

Hibst. Hartmut. 4.425.250, CI. 252-62.590.

Schoettle. Klaus; Flohr, Joachim; and Maerthesheimer. Rolf,

4.424.941. CI. 242-192.000.

BASF Farben & Fasem AG: See-
Martin. Wolfgang; Knopp. Hans; Herion, Dieter; Conzelmann,
Gerhard; Leuchtmann. Guenter; Gujer. Peter; Guldenfels, Di-

eter; and Wirz. Armin. 4.424.614. CI. 28-255.000.

Batcheller. Barry D.; and Martinson. William E.. to Steiger Tractor,
Inc. Electrical control for power shift transmission. 4,425.620, CI
364-424.100.

Batchelor. Clement W.: See-
Cake. Marcus P.; Falter. Harry W.; Batchelor. Clement W ; and

Guarini. Michael A.. 4,425.495. CI. 219-267.000.

Batistoni. Michel; and Georges, Alain, to Framatome. Method of auto-

matic welding. 4.425.491, CI. 219-60.200.

Battelle-Institut e.V.: See—
Hugemann. Berhhard; and Schuster. Otto, 4,425.117, CI

604-93.000.

Battelle Memorial Institute: See-
Wilkinson. William H.. 4,424.688. CI. 62-476.000.

Baudet, Gerard: See-
Baron, Michel; Baudet, Gerard; Henchiri. Amar; and Hergibo.

Pierre-Luc. 4.425.229, CI. 209-167.000.

Bauer, Hanns G.; Zollner, Dieter H.; Otto, Josef; Muhlenbeck, Josef.

Rittmann. Friedrich; Conradty, Claudio; Lauterbach-Dammler. Inge;

and Sonke, Horst, to C. Conradty Nurnberg GmbH & Co KG
Electrode for arc furnaces. 4,425,657, CI. 373-93 000.

Bauer. Herbert; and Piestert. Gerhard, to USM Corporation Adhesive
compositions. 4,425.179, CI. 156-307 500.

Bauer. Karl; Schippers. Heinz; and Dammann, Peter, to Barmag
Banner Maschinenfabrik AG. Friction false twist apparatus
4.424,664. CI. 57-338.000.

Bauman, David S.; and Barstad, Paul A. Assay method and device
4.425.438. CI. 436-527.000.

Bauman. Richard F.: See—
Vernon. Lonnie W.; Jacobs, Fritz E.; and Bauman, Richard F

,

4.425,224, CI. 208-56.000.

Baumbach, James W. Catheter advancement and placement unit

4,425,118, CI. 604-164.000.

Baumgartner Papier SA: See—
Boegli, Serge; and Lebet, Jean-Pierre. 4.425.106. CI. 493-45.000

Baus. Andre E. J.; Fontaine. Jean F. L.; and Graas, Maurice, to GcxxJ-
year Tire & Rubber Company, The. Pneumatic tire tread. 4,424,845,

CI. I52-209.00R.

Bawks, James R., to Traclech, Inc. Locking differential mechanism
with improved holdout ring and spring reuiner. 4.424,725. CI.

74-650.000.

Baxter Travenol Laboratories, Inc.: Set—
Bilstad, Arnold C. 4.425.1 13. CI. 604-6.000

Bilsud. Arnold C; and Brown. Richard I.. 4.425.116. CI
604-34.000

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft See—
Jautelat, Manfred. Aril, Dieter; I^ntz.sch. Reinhard, Fuchs, Rainer.

Ricbel, Hans-Jochem. Schroder. Rolf, and Harnisch, Horst,
4,425.282. CI 260-465 000

BBC Brown, Boven & Company Limited See—
Mukherjee, Dilip, 4,424,668, CI 6039 182

Beardcn, Roby, and Stuniz, Gordon F , to Exxon Research and Engi-
neenng Co Reducing meUl content of oil feeds 4,425,225. C^
208-252 000

Becher. Klaus, to Becher Textil- und Suhlbau GmbH Garden and
markej umbrella 4,424,824, CI 1 35-20 OOM

Becher Textil- und Slahlbau GmbH See—
Becher, Klaus, 4,424,824, CI I35-2O00M

Beck, Rudolf, and Scholz-Weigl, Signd, to Chemische Wcrkc Huels
Aktiengesellschaft Use of N-oxalkylalcd denvalives of aniline as a

polymcr-dissolving component in floor cleaners 4,425.266. CI
252-548 000

Becker. Alan R . Monahan. Jack J . and Schneider. Fred J . to Western
Electric Co . Inc Methods of and apparatus for transfcrnng anicles
4,425,074, CI. 414-736.(XX)

Bedard, James F , Culler. Scott E . Eichelbergcr. Charles W . Miller.
Edward B . and Nati. Salvatore F . Jr , to General Electnc Company
Control module for engergy management system 4.425.628. CI
364-900 000

Beccham Group Limited See-
James. Michael H . 4.425.332. CI 424-94 000

Beer. Guntcr; Pesch, Wolfgang. Fnedcmann. Wolfgang, and Kupfer.
Manfred, to Henkel Kommanditgesellschaft Auf Akiien. and Han-
sawerke Lurmann. Schutie &. Co Method for the production of more
water-resistani foamed elements from watergla.ss containing natural
latex dispersion 4.425.291. CI 264-42 000

Beer. Henn B., to Diamond Shamrock Corporation Anode with lead
base and method of making same 4,425,217, CI 204-290 OOF

Beisswenger, Hans See—
Schmidt, Hans-Werner. Beisswenger. Hans. Rch, Lolhar, Follioi.

Alben; and Paliard, Maurice, 4,425,163, CI 106-100 000
Beianger, Inc : See—

Beianger, James A , Wentworth, Robert J . and Astley. Graham J..

4.424.602. CI 15-97 (JOB

Beianger. James A . Wentworth. Robert J , and Astley. Graham J . to
Beianger. Inc. Car washing apparatus 4.424.602. CI I5-97 00B

Belden Corporation See—
Tsaliovich. Analoly; and Kincaid. John. 4.425.542. CI 324-58 OOR

Bell, Alan E ; and Ane, Yehuda, to RCA Corporation Reversible
recording medium and information record 4,425,570, CI
346-135 100

Bell Telephone Laboratones, Incorporated Aei-—
Acampora, Anthony, Rcudmk, Douglas O , and Yeh, Yu S

.

4,425,639, CI 37050.000
Bessette. JefTrey R , and Kohl. Paul A . 4.425.196, CI 204-15 000
Bishop, Thomas P. and Picus. Susan J , 4.425.618. CI 364-300000
Dragonc. Corrado. 4.425.566. CI .U.^-7K| OOP
Sherman. David N , and Verma. Shi\ P , 4,425,664, CI 375-8 000

Belloni, Aldo See—
Zeller, Rainer, Belloni, Aldn, and Hcisel. Michael. 4.425.317. CI

423-574.0OR
Beloit Corporation See—

Cronin, Dennis C . 4.425.190. CI 162-358 (WO
Bcly, Vladimir A ; Sviridenok, Analoly I , Savkin. Valentin G . Mesh

kov. Vladimir V . and Myshkin. Nikolai K Compiniie scif-lubncat

ing malcnal 4.425.247. CI 252-12 000
Bemis Company. Inc Sec-

Cooper, Barry A , 4,425,268, CI 524-110000
Bendix Corporation, The See—

Tressell, Carl P , 4,425,567, CI .143.173 000
Whiteside, Arliss E , and Wolbcr, William G , 4.425.5M. CI .140

.347 OAD
Benedyk. Joseph C. McGlonc, William, and Amos. Homer, to Bruns-
wick Corporation Low modulus, small diamcier fibers and prcxlucts

made therefrom 4.425.393, CI 428-95000
Bennett, Alan B See—

Berkowilz, Daniel, Bennett, Alan B . Secnsi. John L . and Miletir.

Debra A . 4,425,367, CI 426-89000
Berczi, Charles N , to Milliken Research Corporation Fabncs for use in

composite shccling. 4,425.398, CI 428-253 000
Bergen, Franciscus H M , Degger, Wolicr W j . and Tan, Sing L . to

US Philips Corporation Television camera equipped with a color-

separating arrangement disposed behind the ohjcciivc 4.425.577. CI
358-55000.

Berger. Richard F . Pardcs, Greg, and Gerber, Bernard R , lo Reseal
Container Corporation of America, The Self-cleaning valve
4,424,917, CI. 222-103 000

Bergeron, Ned A , to B W B Controls, Inc Crane bixim warning
actuator 4,424,909, CI 212-153 000

Berglund, Rickey T Implaniabic device ftn intravascular access
4,425.119, CI 604-175 000

Bergmann, Franz J. See—
Neunhoeffer, Otto, Wilhclm. Cicrhard, Hivkenherger. Lolhar.

Bergmann, Franz J , and Endruschcil. Peter. 4.425.236. CI
210638.000

Bergquist, Ernest C : See—
Tilly. Lynn K. and Bergquist. Ernest C, 4.424,750, CI 105-

206 OOR
Bergwerksverband GmbH See—

Schilling, Hans-Dieler, and Grabenhorsi, I'Inch, 4,425,303, CI
422-142 000
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Berkowitz. Daniel: Bennett. Alan B ; Setnst, John L.; and Milette,
Debra A., to United States of America, Army. Method of producing
thermally processed egg products 4,425.367. CI 426-89.000.

Bemey, Jean-Claude, to Jean-Claude Berney SA. Timepiece with a
device for the control of a steppmg motor 4,425.538, CI. 318-696.000

Bernhardt, Karl-Heinz; and Strzala. Helmut, to Arthur PfeifTer Vaku-
umtechnik Wetzlar GmbH. Apparatus for heating and drying articles
4,424.633. CI 34-75.000

Bershas, James P , to Owens-Coming Fiberglas Corporation. Mats for
asphalt underlay 4,425,399. CI. 428-288.000

Benhold. Richard; and Louis. William J., to Sandoz Ltd 3-Amino-
propoxyphenyl derivatives and pharmaceutical compositions con-
taining them. 4.425,362. CI 424-322.000

Bertm, Jean, and Frost, Jonathan R., to Synihelabo Therapeutically
useful oxygen derivatives of 3,7a-diazacycIohepta[j,k]fluorenes
4,425,351, CI. 424-262 000.

Bertrand. Philippe; and Machillot, Jean-Pierre, to Labavia S.G.E
Speed reducer control device for a vehicle having two independent
pressurized fluid braking circuits. 4.425,006, CI. 303-3 000.

Bessette, Jeffrey R.; and Kohl. Paul A., to Bell Telephone Laboratories.
Incorporated. Photoelectrochemical plating of silver 4.425.196. CI
204-15.000.

Best Lock Corporation. See-
Best, Walter E.; and Foshee, William R.. 4,424,693, CI 70-369 000
Foshee, William R., 4,424,691, CI. 70-224.000.

Best, Walter E.; and Foshee, William R., to Best Lock Corporation
Key-removable lock core. 4,424,693, CI 70-369.000.

Bethlehem Steel Corporation. See-
Jones. Duane T.; and Eberhardt, Nikolai. 4.425.505. CI

250-359.100.

Lynn, John D.; and Bartusiak, R Donald, 4,425.228, CI. 209-17 000
Bidwell, Robert E.; See-

Kurtz, Leonard D.; and Bidwell, Robert E.. 4.425. 12^. CI
604-321.000.

Bieri, Rudolf: and Klaeui, Jakob Container with extendable lees
4,424,912, CI. 217-122 000.

Billett, Ronald J.; Anderson, David N.; and Easter, William M , to
PMC Corporation. Apparatus for extracting frozen confections
4,425,089, CI. 425-438.000.

Bilstad, Arnold C, to Baxter Travenol Laboratories, Inc Flow control
mechanism for a plasmaspheresis assembly or the like. 4,42'>,1 1 1 CI
604-6.000.

Bilstad, Arnold C ; and Brown, Richard L, to Baxter Travenol Labora-
tories, Inc. Control system for fluid flow apparatus. 4,425,116, CI
604-34.000.

Bilz. Reiner; and Fauth, Otto, to Otto Bilz Werkzeugfabrik Komman-
dit-Gesellschaft. Machine tool chuck. 4.425,060, CI. 408-6.000.

Bingham, Dennis M. Baton and club securing device 4,424,923, CI
224-251.000.

,

Biohol Corporation: See— I

Roth, Ernest R., 4,425,137, CI. 44-56.000.
BioResearch Inc.: See-

Kurtz, Leonard D.; and Bidwell, Robert E., 4,425,125, CI
604-321000.

Bird Mobiles. Inc.: See—
Oppenheimer, Edgar D., Jr., 4,425.388. CI. 428-16.000

Birkle, Siegfried; Gehnng, Johann; and Stoeger, Klaus, to Siemens
Aktiengesellschaft. Device for electrodeposition of aluminum
4.425.211, CI. 204-198.000.

Bishop, Thomas P.; and Picus, Susan J., to Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Incorporated. Method and apparatus for introducing program
changes in program-controlled systems. 4,425,618, CI. 364-300.000

Blackmcr, David E.; and Welland. David R , to DBX, Inc. Differential
amplirier stage having bias compensating means. 4,425.551, CI
330-261.000.

Bland, Charles: See

—

Squires, George; and Bland, Charies, 4,424.605. CI. I6-94.00R.
Blasnik, Steven L.: See—

Muhlfeider, Ludwig; Phillips. Kevin J.; and Blasnik, Steven L..
4,424,948, CI. 244-166.000.

Blepp, Martin, to J. Hengstler K.G. Housing for data entry eauioment
4,425.014, CI. 312-284.000.

Bliznak, John B.; and Algas, Armando, to Alberto-Culver Company.
Aerosol cookware lubricant composition. 4,425,164, CI. 106-150.000

Blochlinger, Ernst, to SIG Schweizerische Industrie-Gesellschaft
Entry stairs for vehicles. 4,424,751, CI. 105-447.000.

Bloembergen, Roel; and Verhave, Jan A., to Shell Oil Company. Flame
reurdant thermally insulating material. 4,425,440, CI. 521-54.000.

Blondy, Rene; and Crohas, Henri, to Compagnie Francaise Des Pe-
troles. Marine platform adapted to facilitate the detection of possible
cracks. 4,425,054, CI. 405-2 1 1 .000.

Blum, William P.: See-
Crawford, Richard R.; Blum, William P.; and Naramore, David C,

4,425.275, CI. 260-397.250
Bobowski, George: See—

Hoeflc, Milton L.; and Bobowski, George, 4,425.355, CI
424-274.000.

Boden, Ogden W. Lock for gripping cords or the like. 4,424,609, CI.
24-134.00R.

Boden, Richard M.; and Tyszkiewicz, Theodore J., to International
Flavors & Fragrances Inc. Branched chain ketones used in augment-
ing or enhancing the aroma of perfumes, colognes and perfumed
articles and the like process for preparing same. 4,425,264. CI. 252-
522.00R.

Boden, Richard M.; Tyszkiewicz, Theodore J.; and Licciardello, Mi-
chael, to International Flavors & Fragrances Inc. Branched chain
alkenyl methyl carbonates, uses thereof in augmenting or enhancing

the aroma of perfume compositions, colognes and perfumed articles
and formate intermediates useful in preparing same. 4.425.265. €1
252-522.0OR. -

• •

Boden, Richard M.: See—
Mookherjee, Braja D.; Trenkle, Robert W.; Wolff, Robin K.;

Boden, Richard M.; and Yoshida, Takao, 4,425,365, CI.
426-3.000.

Bodin, Ove: See

—

Granlind, Ingmar; and Bodin, Ove, 4,424,872. CI. 180-24.020.
Boeckeler. Rudolph H.; and Prom, James R.. to Freeman Chemical

Corporation. Dual cure coating compositions. 4,425,207, CI.
204-159.140.

Boegli. Serge; and Lebet. Jean-Pierre, to F. J. Burrus & Co.; and Baum-
gartner Papier SA. Production of cigarette filter units. 4,425.106, CI
493-45.000.

Boehringer Mannheim GmbH: See-
Wolff. Hans P.; Heerdt, Ruth; Hubner, Manfred, deceased; Kuhnle,

Hans; and Schmidt, Felix H., 4,425,360, CI. 424-309.000.
Boehringer, Wilfred E.; and Walker, James V., to McDonnell Douglas
Corp. Hydraulic flowmeter. 4,424,716, CI. 73-861.560.

Boeing Company, The: See

—

Krezak, John E., 4,425,067, CI. 411-500.000.
Bogardus. Fred D. Solar collector. 4,424,803, CI. 126-429.000.
Bolieau, Christopher W., to Thiokol Corporafton. Lead detonator
shock absorber. 4,424,746, CI. 102-254.000.

Boiler, Thomas E.: See—
Guerra, Salvatore; Meyer, John H.; and Boiler, Thomas E.,

4,425.184. CI. 156-655.000.

Bond, John A.: See

—

Lee, Pok F.; and Bond. John A., 4,425,483, CI. 1 79- 170200.
Bookout, Leonard M. Fuel apparatus. 4,424,788, CI. 123-557.000.
Bookwalter, John R.; and West, Alan I., to Codman & Shurtleff, Inc.

Multi-position ratchet mechanism. 4,424,724, CI. 74-540.000.
Boozer, Allen H.: See—

Fisch, Nathaniel J.; and Boozer, Allen H., 4.425,295, CI.
376-123.000.

Bordelon, Chester M.; Hunt, Richard M.; and Wheeler, Robert A., to
Western Electric Company. Ring armature electroacoustic trans-
ducer. 4.425,482, CI. 179-120.000.

Btirg-Warner Corporation: See—
Wills, Frank E., 4,425,539, CI. 318-771.000.
Woody, John C, 4,424,666, CI. 60-39.141.

Bosone, Enrico; Camaggi, Giovanni; de Vries, Lambertus; Garavaglia,
Carlo; Garlaschelli, Luigi; Gozzo, Franco; Overeem. Jan C; and
Lorusso, Simone. to Montedison S.p.A. Acyl anilines exerting a
fungicidal action. 4.425.357. CI. 424-278.000.

Bouionnet. Magali: See

—

Stenius, Per; Kizling, Jerzy; and Boutonnet, Magali, 4,425,261. CI.
502-339.000.

Bouzard. Daniel: See-
Kaplan. Murray A.; Bouzard, Daniel; Perol, Claude; Sterner,

Jacques; and Weber, Abraham, 4,425,348, CI. 424-257.000.
Bowers, Kenneth R.: See

—

Resnick, Joseph A., 4,424,911, CI. 215-365.000.
Bowyer, William H.: See-

Knight, Lindsay C; Cash, David A.; Stewart, Duncan; Cottis,
Robert A.; Bowyer, William H.; Newnham, Robert C; Williams,
Frederick J.; and Pardon, David W., 4,425,500, CI. 235-400.000.

Boyle, Bede A. Hydro/pressurized fluidized bed combustor. 4,424,766.
CI. 122-4.00D.

Bozeman, John W.: See

—

Zwim, Robert; and Bozeman, John W., 4,424,943, CI. 244-3.110.
Brachthauser. Kunibert; and Herchenbach, Horst, to Klockner-Hum-

boldt-Deutz AG. System for burning fine-grained material, particu-
larly for the manufacture of cement clinkers. 4,425,092, CI.
432-106.000.

Branson. Terry L.: See-
Van Home, Arthur C; and Branson, Terry L., 4,425,046, CI.

400-208.000.

Braun. Heinz: See—
Armstrong. Frederick R.; Braun, Heinz; Bubik, Alfred; Storr,

Helmut; and Turobin-Ort, Karl, 4,425,187, CI. 162-299.000.
Bretthauer. Karlheinz; and Milde, Friedhelm, to Fried. Krupp Gesell-

schaft mit beschrankter Haftung. Conductor arrangement for a three-
phase electnc arc fumace. 4,425,658, CI. 373-103.000.

Breuer. Heinz-Guenter: See

—

Janssen, Karl-Egon; and Breuer, Heinz-Guenter, 4,424,734, CI.
89-16.000.

Bridges, Wilbur L.: See—
Cargle. Virgil H.; and Bridges, Wilbur L., 4,425,252, CI. 252-88.000.

Bridges, William J.: See—
Coleman, Colin R.; King, Joseph L.; and Bridges, William J.,

4,424.754. CI. 110-190.000.

Bridgestone Tire Company Limited: See-
Dan, Takuya; and FujiU, Akio. 4,424,960, CI. 267-8.00R.
Kitazawa, Yoichi; and Yamazaki, Naoki. 4,424,847, CI. 152-

352.0OR.
Brigham, Alan: See

—

Leary. David F.; and Brigham, Alan, 4,425,497, CI. 219-544.000.
Brignac, David G., to Exxon Research and Engineering Co. Removal

of sulfur from process streams. 4,425,312, CI. 423-230.000.
Briscoe, James E.: See—

Penny, Glenn S.; and Briscoe, James E., 4.425,242, CI. 252-8.55R.
Brisken, Axel F.: See-

Smith. Lowell S.; Brisken, Axel F.; and Homer, Michael S..

4.425,525, CI. 310-336.000.
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Bristol-Myers Company: 5m—
Kaplan, Murray A.; Bouzard, Daniel; Perol, Claude; Sterner,

Jacques; and Weber, Abraham, 4,425,348, CI. 424-257.000.

Ondris, Joseph P.; and Kom, Pelix. 4,424,897, CI. 206-45.140.

Brosh, Amnon. Planar coil apparatus employing a stationary and a

movable board. 4.42S,SII, CI. 307-106.000.

Brown, Boveri ft Cie AG: See—
Ziegenbein, Botho; and Reits, Harald, 4,425,413, CI. 429-1 12 000.

Brown, Karl L.; Tumbull, William G.; and Jones, Phillip T.. to Varian

Associates, Inc. Stepped gap achromatic bending magnet. 4,425,506.

CI. 250-396.0ML.
Brown, Milton P., Jr. Air bag explosive device. 4,424,914, CI

220-261.000.

Brown, Richard I.: See—
Bilstad, Arnold C; and Brown, Richard I., 4,425.116, CI

604-34.000.

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation: See—
Silberstein, Donald A.; and McMurtrie, Andrew, 4,424,819, CI

131-336.000.

Brownscombe, Thomas P., to Shell Oil Company. Polymer-reinforcing

compositions and their preparation. 4,425,384, CI. 427-221.000.

Brunette Machine Works Ltd.: See—
Pousette, Ronald D.; and Sanders, John L., 4,424.840. CI. 144-

246.00F.

Brunswick Corporation: See—
Benedyk, Joseph C; McGlone, William; and Amos. Homer.

4,425,393, CI. 428-95.000.

Bruttel, Beat; Schneider, Hansjorg; Millioud, Alain; and Rosch, Mi-

chael, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Process for producing agglomer-

ates of water-soluble dyes. 4,425,134, CI. 8-524.000.

Bryant, Roger A.; and Riggenbach, David R., to Reliance Electnc

Company. Pail safe dynamoelectric machine bearing. 4,425,010, CI

308-227.000.

Bryhn, Odd R.; and Loken, Tor, to Chevron Research Company.
Stabilizing clay soil with hydroxy-aluminum and cellulosic polymers

4,425,165, CI. 106-I93.00R.

Bryhn, Odd R., to Chevron Research Company. Stabilizing clay soil

with a mixture of hydroxy-aluminum and base. 4,425,167, CI

106-287.170.

Bubik, Alfred: See-
Armstrong, Frederick R.; Braun, Heinz; Bubik, Alfred; Storr,

Helmut; and Turobin-Ort, Karl, 4,425.187, CI. 162-299 000

Bucchianeri, Richard M., to IVAC Corporation. Mechanism for screw

drive and syringe plunger engagement/disengagement. 4,424,720. CI.

74-89.150

Buckman Laboratories, Inc.: See

—

May, Oscar W.; and Hoekstra, Philip M., 4,425.186, CI.

162-158.000.

Bucyrus-Erie Company: See

—

Soeteber, Ronald J., 4,425,007, CI. 305-1 1.000.

Budai, Zoltan; Kis-Tamas, Attila; Mezei, Tibor; Lay nee Konya,

Aranka; Vigh, Zoltan; and Sokorai nee Janki, Agnes, to EGYT
Gyogyszervegyeszeti Gyar. Bicyclo(2.2.I)heptane oximes used for

plant growth regulating. 4,425.158, CI. 71-121.000.

Buehler Ltd.: See-
Vincent, Donald P.; and Thomiszer, Hubert J.. 4,424.649, CI

51-92.00R.

Buhler, Marcel E. A.: See—
Sozzi, Tomaso; Buhler, Marcel E. A.; and Dasek. Jaroslav.

4,425,366, CI. 426-43.000.

Buljan, Sergej-Tomislav; and Sarin, Vinod K., to GTE Laboratones

Incorporated. Composite ceramic cutting tool. 4,425,141, CI

51-309.000.

Bundgen, Joseph. Permanent wave roller. 4,424,821, CI. 132-40.000.

Bureau de Recherches Geologiques et Minieres: See-
Baron, Michel; Baudet, Gerard; Henchiri, Amar; and Hergibo,

Pierre-Luc, 4,425.229. CI. 209-167.000.

Burgess, Anthony J.: See

—

Padget, John C; McAloon. Kevin T.; and Burgess, Anthony J.,

4,425,465, CI. 524-450000.

Burkum, Merlin E.; and O'Regan, Timothy M., to Commonwealth
Edison Co. Apparatus for identifying defective electric power distri-

bution capacitors. 4,425,541, CI. 324-51.000.

Burlington Industries, Inc.: See

—

Baldwin, A. Prank, 4,425.372, CI. 427-2.000.

Bums, Fredrick B.: See—
Balint, Peter; Bums, Fredrick B.; and Moon, Howard R., 4,424,603,

CI. 15-210.00R.

Burroughs Corporation: See-
Ragle, Herbert U.; and DeMoss, Dean. 4,425.592, CI. 360-99.000

Burroughs Wellcome Co.: See-
Stem. Warren C. 4.425.363. CI. 424-330.000.

Thorogood. Peter B., 4.425.354, CI. 424-273.00R.

Busse, Paul J., to InterNorth. Inc. Upflow drying of regenerated ethyl-

ene oxide catalysts. 4.425,439. CI. 502-25.0X.

Butterworth, George A. M.; Elias, Robert T.; Miller. Wayne D.; and

Shepherd, Robert C, to Johnson & Johnson Baby Products Com-
pany. Fibrous material and method of making the same using thermo-

plastic synthetic wood pulp fibers. 4,425,126. CI. 604-366.000.

Byme. Andrew T., to PMC Corporation. Vehicle crewman's hood.

4,424,736, CI. 89-36.00D.

C.A. Weidmuller GmbH ft Co.: See—
Stenz, Paul P.. 4,425,018, CI. 339.198.0GA.

C. Conradty Numberg GmbH A Co KG: See-
Bauer, Hanns G.; Zollner, Dieter H , Otto, Josef, Muhlenbeck,

Josef, Rittmann, FnedrKh; Conradty, Claudio, Lauterbach-

Dammler, Inge; and Sonke, Horst. 4,425.657. CI 373-93 000

C G R MeV: See-
Leboutet. Hubert. 4,425.529, CI 315-5 410

C-l-L Inc : See—
Harnson, Ray E; and Murray, Charles R, 4,425,108, CI

493-220 000
C. R. Bard, Inc : See—

Spector, Kenneth A., Samson, Wilfred, and DeMello, Richard M .

4.424,833, CI 137-849 000
Cabot Corporation: See-

Goldstein, Sherwood; McClelland, Henry T . and Scherbner, Paul

J. 4,425,168, CI 148-2 000
Caffyn, Allan E . and Lobik, James L , to Industronics, Inc Incinera-

tion system having cyclonic oxidation chamber 4,424.755. CI

1 10-246.000

Cahill. Paul J ; Piasek, Edmund J , deceased, and by Hunt. Evelyn W .

administratnx, to Standard Oil Company (Indiana) Benzene sulfonic

acid modified aromatic Mannich products from alkyl phenols

4.425.245. CI 252-33 000
Cahill. Paul J ; Piasek, Edmund J , deceased, and by Hunt, Evelyn W .

administrator, to Standard Oil Company (Indiana) Benzene sulfonic

acid catalyzed aromatic Mannich products from alkyl phenols

4,425,249, CI 252-51 50R
Cake, Marcus P.; Falter, Harry W . Batchelor. Clement W , and

Guanni. Michael A . to Momson-Knudsen Company. Inc Ignitor

and enclosure structure 4.425.495. CI 219-267 000.

Calabro, Max J. Device for piloting the propulsion system of a solid

propellant rocket 4.424.670, CI 60-2.^1 000
Callahan. Alfred S . Rhodes. James S , Johnson. Timothy L , and

Durden. John G.. to Neurologies. Inc Neurological monitoring
device test circuitry 4.424.816. CI 128-731 000

Callahan. Daniel L . to Sperry Corporation Connector removal tool

4.424.625. CI. 29-764 ()00

Callaway. Milton A . to Simmons USA Corporation Adjustable

firmness mattress pillow top 4,424.600. CI 5-470 000
Calvo, Ricardo E See—

Bahler. David D , and Calvo. Ricardo E. 4.425.612. CI 363-21 000

Camaggi, Giovanni See—
Bosone. Ennco; Camaggi. Giovanni, de Vries. Lambertus, Gara-

vaglia. Carlo; Garlaschelli. Luigi; Gozzo, Franco, Overeem. Jan

C; and Lorusso. Simone. 4.425.357, CI 424-278 000
Campbell. Willis R.: See—

Eggers. Edward T ; Freimuth. John H . Jennings. Richard E . and

Campbell. Willis R., 4.424.662. CI 56-341 000
Campnncoli. Pierpaolo. to Montedison Sp.A Fihnllated polymeric

films as reinforcement in manufactured articles based on hydraulic

binders 4.425,402, CI 428-330000
Camras. Marvin, to I IT Research Institute Record medium transducing

error correction system and method 4.425,589, CI 360-51 (X)0

-Gannell, David W ; and Hawkins. Geoffrey R . to Redken Laboratones.
- Inc. Hair straightening compositions containing fatly acid lactylates

and glycolates and their method of use 4.424.820, CI 132-7 000
Canon Denshi Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Okubo. Kozo; Kobata. Yoshihiro; Asakura, Osamu. and Nishikawa.

Tatsuo, 4.424,743, CI. 101-99.000

Canon Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Hosono, Nagao; Takahashi, Tohru; Kanbe, Junichiro, Toyono.

Tsutomu, Nakamura, Shunji; and Tamura, Yasuvuki. 4,425,373.

CI. 427-14.100

lura, Yukio; Yamamichi, Masayoshi; Uchivama, Takashi. Taguchi.

Tetsuya; and Ma.shino. Yukio. 4,425,033, CI 354-423 000

Kameyama, Toru; and Ichikawa, Junji, 4.425.036. CI 355-3.0DR
Matsumoto. Kazuva. Yamaguchi. Isao: Tsuji. Takao; and Sato.

Hideaki. 4.425.023. CI 350-96 140

Nishiyama. Keizo. 4.425.041. CI 365-371 000

Okubo. Kozo, Kobata, Yoshihiro. Asakura. Osamu. and Nishikawa,

Tatsuo. 4.424.743, CI 101-99000

Suzuki, Ryoichi; and Tokuda, Ryuji. 4,425.032, CI 354-458 000

Tamura, Shuichi; Ogawa. Masahiko, Tsunekawa. Tokuichi and

lokuda. Ryuji. 4.425.031. CI 354-403 000

Canyon Corporation: Si'e—

Tada. Tetsuya. 4.424.920. CI 222-W2 110

Caputi, Jean-Louis M : See—
Colas. Claude; Herve. Guy. Capuii, Jcan-Louis M . and de Sivrv.

Bruno, 4,425,059, CI 408-1 OOR
Cardell, Max L., to Fiber Industnes, Inc Method and apparatus for

guiding filaments 4,424.927, CI. 226-19«)000

Cargle, Virgil H ; and Bndges, Wilbur L , lo Exxon Research A Engi-

neenng Co. Method for respiratory coal dust abatement 4,425,252,

CI. 252-88.000

Carl Schenck AG: See—
Giers, Alfred, and Holdinghausen, Paul, 4,424,71 1, CI 73-462.000

CaHin, Milton O. Ammal splint 4.424,764. CI 119-96000

Carmichael, William E.; and Rodacker. Wayne, to Carmichael. William

E. Banded vehicle hub. 4,425,004, CI. 301-8.000

Carpenter, Get>rge K.; See—
Gwathney, Kenneth W ; and Carpenter, George K . 4.424,740, CI

100-52.000

Carr, Charles D See—
Thyen, Eberhard. and Carr, Charles D , 4,424,898, CI 206-63 300

Carr, Earl S.: See—
Dittmann. John F , Mon«. Elliott M , and Carr, Earl S , 4,425,412,

CI. 429-53.000
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Carroll. Raymond J., Jr.: See—

^^^•.'!I"*' ^ •
SvendsCT, Noel A.; Lindberg. Richard S.; and

Carroll. Raymond J.. Jr.. 4,424.686. CI. 62-259. 100.
Carson. Kent R.: See—

4,425,408, CI. 428-403.000.
Canon, Robert T.: See—

^^S^U^P^ ^' '"** Carson. Robert T.. 4.425.028. CI.
350-337.000.

CartCT Ernest E., Jr.; and Baker. Eugene E.. to Halliburton Company
i!IiTl«)U!*''°'"

^'«'""'« "nd P*cker employing same. 4.424,861, CI
loo- 1 20.000.

^^^'/V!'^}' Wheel mountmg suspension strut camber correcfinR
tool. 4,424,697, CI. 72-309.000.

Cash. David A.: See—

*'li*!!L^'"**"'' ^' ^^^' °'^'<^ '^ Stewart. Duncan; Cottis
Robert A.; Bowyer, William H.; Newnham, Robert C; Williams
Frederick J.; and Pardon. David W.. 4.425,500. CI 235-400 OOo'

Caion, William C; and Kuecker. Ward A., to International Business

^i*Y^"2,^^J!5°""°"
Display support of indefinite page 4,425,629,

tl. JO4-9U0.U00.

Casperaon. John R to Phillips Petroleum Company. Recovery of
carbonblack. 4.425.144. CI. 55-96.000.

Celanese Corporation: See—
Christiansen. John; and Lu. Shau-zou. 4,425,457, CI. 524-293.000

ci"'
"9^"'^ ^ ^ • ^° International Standard Electric Corporation

4 425 OP CM^r^ OOo"*^'"'*'"*
hydrophobic gel composition.

Chandhoke. Mohanjit S., to Harris Graphics Corporation. Mechanism

^^^''SSP^ "*"^'** «'«»'vely into different paths. 4,424,966, CI
27 1 -302.000.

Chang, Frederic C: See—

r-x.
'«*»• Takwhi; and Chang. Frederic C. 4.425,273, CI 262-397 100

Chang, John C. H.. to Wallace Computer Services. Inc Multi-sheet
assembly using autogenous coating. 4.425.386. CI. 427-256 000

Changani, Pushpkumar D.; Peacock. Donald G.; and Roberts, David
'o ^ycn?'" Corporation. Marker sleeve assembly 4,425,390, CI

Chapin, Henry J.: See—
Subramanyam. Dilip K.; Chapin. Henry J.; and Heyer. Bruce A

4.425.169. CI. 148-137.000.
'

Chapman, David D.; Hoeren. Gerd H.; and Palmquist. Steven R to
Tektronix. Inc. Multi-speed logic analyzer. 4.425.643, CI 371-20 000

Charamathieu. Andre G.; Dessales, Jean, deceased; by Dessales nee
vacher. Blanche A., administratrix; and Lebouc, Bernard P to
Framatome; and Societe de Travaux en Milieu lonisant (S T M I

)

Process and apparatus for removal of the sludge deposits on the tube
sheet of a steam generator. 4.424,769, CI. 122-392.000.

^''"f'"' ^U^.™-
Me«hod and machine for manufacturing a multiplicity

oflinkedfilinapockets. 4.425.111. CI. 493-918.000.
Chemifche Werke Huels Aktiengesellschaft: See—

^u **^"*!°"'v*"'*
Scholz-Weigl. Sigrid. 4.425.266. CI. 252-548.000

Chen, Cheug L.: See—
Dibte. William D; and Chen. Cheug L.. 4.425.654, CI. 372-86.000

cneng, Sam. Decorative lighting string for assembly with overcurrent
protection. 4,425.605. CI. 362-227.000.

Chevron Research Company: See—
Bryhn, Odd R.; and Loken. Tor. 4,425.165, CI. 106-193 OOR
Bryhn, Odd R.. 4,425.167. CI. 106-287. 1 70
Farrell, Thomas R.. 4.424.837. CI. 141-284.000.
Goodrich. Judson E.. 4.425.454. CI. 524-69.000.

Chiba, Toshiyuki: See—

Toshiyuki, 4.425.341. CI. 424-246.000.
Chicago Bridge ft Iron Company: See—

Nfann. Ray E. 4.425.142. CI. 55-25.000.
Chikamasa, Hiroshi: See— 1

^ rf'M75'in"<S!]i'
^°^^ ^'"'"J'' '""^ Chikamasa, Hiroshi. 4.424,762,

Chinoin Gyogyszer es Vegyeszeti Termekek Gyara R.T.: See—
Siantay, Csaba; Novak. Ujos; Aszodi. Jozsef; Simonidesz, Vilmos
GaJambos, Geza; Kovacs. Gabor; Virag. Sandor; Sudler. Istvan-
and Kormoczy. Peter. 4,425,358, CI. 424-285.000.

Chinoin Gyogyszer es Vegyeszeti Termekek Gyara Rt.: See—
Takacs. Kalman; Papp. Mana H ; Kovacs. Gabor; Ajzert, Ilona K

Slma3^ Anul; Literati Nagy, Peter; Puskas, Marian E., Sebes-

a^iJ'iS «v!'
^'*'""'' '"^""i "^ Sumeghy, Zolun, 4,425,349, CI

Chouings, Leslie C. Shoe and drum brake. 4.424,888, CI. 188-331 000
Christiansen, John; and Lu. Shau-zou, to Celanese Corporation Hieh

4^457 CmSwS «»*''''*'*'' '""'"°''^ «'" compositions

ChiTsty, Marcia E.; Shepard, Kenneth L.; Strachan, Robert G. and
Varga, Sandor L.. to Merck & Co.. Inc. Meubolically protected
analogs of neurotensin. 4,425.269. CI. 260-1 12,50R

Chrysler Corporation: See—
Duethman. Michael R., 4,424.890. CI. 192-1 1 1.OOA
Kuusik. Uno. 4.424.826. CI. 137-54.000.

Chu, James C: See—
Schwartz, Paul M.; and Chu, James C, 4.425.549. CI. 329-161 000

Ciba-Geigy Corporation: See—
Bnittel, Beat; Schneider. Hansjorg; Millioud. Alain; and Rosch,

Michaei, 4,425,134, CI. 8-524.000.

'^i!!f^*,5i^ d'Hondt, Christian; and Rist. Guenter. 4.425,361.
CI. 424-309.000.

Meyer, Willy; and Fory, Werner, 4,425,154, CI. 71-92.000.

Pissiotas, Georg; and Rempfler. Hermann. 4.425.156. CI. 71-94.000
Puntcner, Alois, 4,425.133. CI. 8-437.000.
Rempncr. Hermann; and Fory. Werner. 4.425.157. CI. 71-94.000

ClTil 88 000
''' "''""''''• "** '^'''"' "e"'y. M25.15I.

^26oU2<r00R""
°

'

'"** ^"^"^^- Hans-Helmut. 4.425.278. CI.

^T424'l'9Tci" ^524'oa?'"*
^'P°"'*°" Multi-mode bath module.

Citizen Watch Co.. Ltd.: See-
Mori. Yoshinobu. 4,424,611, CI. 24-192.000.

Clabbum. Robin J. T.; See-
Hill, Frederick W L; and Clabbum. Robin J. T., 4.424 991 CI

285-381,000.
.-•".'^i. ^.1.

Clarion Co , Ltd,: See—

""vJ^ooiSu^*""'- •^""•'i; «"<• Takagi. Satoshi, 4.425.591, CI.
360-88.000.

Watanabe, Wataru; and Kaneko. Shoji. 4.425.595. CI. 360-137.000
Clark, Jack: See—

^cf'238'349'c»o'
^' ^*''""' ^^''^ "'

'

'"*' ^^"^' ^'^^^ *''*2*.9".

Clark, William H. Cube puzzle. 4.424,971. CI. 273-153 OOS
Clarke, Charles D.: See—

Sapkus Jurgis; Clarke, Charies D.; Uwis. J. Stephen; and Mills-
Winklcr, James P., 4.424,644, CI. 46-1 35.00R

Cleveland, Dixon: See—
^*j^™"' Roger L; and Cleveland. Dixon. 4,425.614. d.

Cluett, Peabody & Co., Inc.; See—
Webb. Harry A.; and Lawrence, Jackson. 4.425,131. CI. 8-1 15 600

Cochran, James L,: See—
Bartholct, Michael A.; Cochran. James L.; Janssen, Donovan M
Magno, Robert; Rood, Allan J.; Seaward. William S.; and
Walker, Lance A.. 4.424,963. CI. 270-53.000

Codman & ShurtlelT, Inc.: See—

n u^°°^^,^^^";
'°*'" R

•
'"'* ^«'' '^'•' '•• M24.724, CI. 74-540.000.

Cohen, Milton J Parenteral apparatus. 4.425.122, CI. 604-237 000
Colas. Claude; Hcrve. Guy; Caputi. Jean-Louis M.; and de Sivry

Bruno, to Compagnie Francaise des Petroles. Process for removine a
concrete covcnng, 4,425.059. CI, 408-1.OOR.

Coleman. Colin R ; King. Joseph L.; and Bridges. William J., to Bab-
cock Power Limited. Burner control. 4.424.754, CI. 110-190000

Coleman. Ronald G.; and Philbrook. Kenneth C. to General Motors
Corporation. Hinged cab guard. 4.425,002, CI. 29M.00R

Colgate-Palmolive Company: See-
Harvey. Kenneth; and Hayes. Harry. 4.425.322. CI. 424-52 000

4'42l'324.''cr424-5?(J5)°"'
^'"'^*" "^

'

'"*' ^"""' ^'™'

Karami. Hamzeh, 4.425.129. CI. 604-385.000.

^^4
425'3t3" cr424'52 OOcT

^' '^'""''*'= '"** G"«enbe'-«. Hermann.

Colineau. Joseph; and Rilly. Gerard, to Thomson-Brandt. Generator for
producing a d.c. supply voluge in a television receiver comprising a
vertical scanning circuit. 4.425.533. CI. 315-408.000.

Colineau, Robert C. to Compagne Internationale pour Tlnformatique
Cii Honeywell Bull (Societe Anonyme). Process and apparatus for
automatic positioning of a substrate on a worktable. 4.425.076 CI
414-781.000.

Collins, Johnny; and Hendrickson. Melvin C. to Zenith Radio Corpo-
ration IR Remote control system. 4.425.647. CI. 371-70.000

Colt Industries Operating Corp: See—

•^'"^J-
George F.; and Michaud. Orean E., 4,425,061, CI.

Miller, Robert J., 4.424.784, CI. 123-438.000.
Combo Corporation: See—

Squires. George; and Bland. Charles, 4.424,605. CI. 16-94 OOR
Commins. Eric J. Gas bottle carrying case. 4,424,999, CI. 294-142 000
Commonwealth Edison Co.: See—

^"/,^"T;
^^'''" ^ • ""*' O'Regan, Timothy M., 4,425,541. CI.

324-51.000.

Communication Equipment and Engineering Co See—
Lischin. Alan J., 4.425.480, CI. 179-90.00D.

Communications Systems. Inc.: See
Innes. John L., 4.424.954. CI. 254-134.3CL.

Compagne Internationale pour I'lnformatique Cii Honeywell Bull
(Societe Anonyme): See—
Colineau, Robert C, 4.425.076. CI. 414-781.000.

Compagnie de Construction Mecanique Sulzer: See—
Kaegi, Jacob; and Leroy, Daniel, 4,425,088, CI. 418-147.000

Compagnie Francaise Des Petroles: See
Blondy, Rene; and Crohas. Henri. 4.425.054, CI. 405-211 000
Colas, Claude; Herve. Guy; Caputi, Jean-Louis M.; and de Sivrv.

Bruno, 4.425,059, CI. 408-1.OOR.
^

Munari, Georges J.; and Perineau, Serge M.. 4,424,862, CI.
166-168.000.

Concannon. Joseph N. Biological control. 4,425.331. CI. 424-93 000
Concannon, Thomas P.; and Rummel, Mitzie K.. to Du Pont de Ne-

mours, E. I., and Company. Polytetrafluoroethylene resin with deg-
radation reUrder. 4.425.448. CI. 523-218.000.

Connors, Stephen T.: See—

"4425'324^Cr42i«-5?000°"'
^'^*'*" ^' '"'' ®"""' ^™'

Conoco Inc.: See—
Hunter. Andrew F.. 4.425.056, CI. 405-224.000.

^^^A**,^'""** ^- LaFIeur. Robbie J.; and Grimsley, Ralph L..
4,425,239, CI, 2IO-787.000.
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Logan, Charles S., 4.424,864. CI, 166-278,000,

Loverchcck. Dale R,. 4.424.771. CI. 123-3,000,

Conrad, Rene A Positive drive system, 4,424,619, CI, 29-527 400
Conradty, Claudio: See-

Bauer, Hanns G,; Zollner, Dieter H,, Otto, Josef; Muhlenbeck,
Josef; Ritlmann, Friednch; Conradty, Claudio; Laulerbach-
Dammler. Inge; and Sonke, Horst, 4,425,657. CI. 373-93,000,

Consumers' Gas Company Limited: See—
Cowx, Douglas B , 4,424,988, CI 285-2,000.

Continental Gummi-Werke Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Seitz, Hans; Rach, Heinz-Dieter; Pieper. Henner; and Frerichs.

Udo, 4,424,846, CI, 1 52-209,OOR,
Contraves AG: See-

Schmidt, Walter, 4,425,030, CI 350-339,00R.
Conzelmann, Gerhard: See-

Martin. Wolfgang; Knopp, Hans; Herion, Dieter; Conzelmann,
Gerhard; Leuchtmann, Guenter; Gujer. Peter; Guldenfels, Di-

eter; and Wirz, Armin, 4,424,614, CI. 28-255,000,

Cook, Rodney G, Binary animal trap, 4.424,640, CI 43-58.000

Cooper, Barry A,, to Bemis Company, Inc, Polymer blend composition
for stretch wrap film, 4.425,268, CI, 524-110,000,

Cooper, Hal B, H. Removal and recovery of nitrogen and sulfur oxides

from gaseous mixtures containing them. 4,425.313. CI. 423-235.000

Cooper Industries. Inc.: See—
Lovrenich, Rodger T„ 4,424,931, CI, 228-l80,OOR,

Ward, Robert E,; Lasley, James A.; and Young, John C. 4,425.475.

CI, 174-II7.00F.

Wilhelmson. Jack L.. 4.424,930, CI. 228-20000,

Cooperrider, Myron T.. to R, W, Beckett Corporation, Power gas

burner, 4.424,793, CI, 126-1 lOOOB,
COP, Inc: See—

Hillberg, Robert L,. 4.424.638, CI. 42-69.00R.

Copal Company Limited: See—
Nakamura, Shigekazu, 4.425.557. CI. 338-32.00H.

Cordis Corporation: See—
Lesnick, Alan F.. 4.424.812. CI. 128-419.0PG,

Cornell Research Foundation, Inc: See—
Norcross, Neil L,; and Opdebeeck, Johanna P.. 4,425,330. CI.

424-92.000,

Cornell. William D.; and Joslin. Joel, to Sherwood Medical Company
Blood collection device with phase partitioning means. 4.425.235, CI,

210-516.000,

Corning Glass Works: See—
Smith. Rex L,. 4.425.042. CI. 356-375.000.

Corporation For Public Broadcasting: See—
Schweppe. Darrell L.; and Siegl. Hermann K.. 4.425.581, CI.

358-148,000.

Corsette, Douglas F,: See—
Knox. Donald E,; Corsette. Douglas F.; and Meyer, Ronald A.,

4,424,919, CI. 222-153.000.

Costruzioni Aeronautiche Giovanni Agusta S.p.A.: See

—

Mussi. Fiorenzo; and Pariani, Emilio. 4.425.082. CI. 416-61.000.

Cottis. Robert A.: See-
Knight. Lindsay C; Cash, David A.; Stewart. Duncan; Cottis,

Robert A.; Bowyer. William H.; Newnham. Robert C; Williams,

Frederick J.; and Pardon. David W.. 4.425,500, CI. 235-400.000.

Coulter. James H.; and Lindsey. David L.. to Coulter-Mustang Services

Company. Method for cleaning and coating pipehne walls. 4.425.385,

CI. 427-238.000.

Coulter-Mustang Services Company: See

—

Coulter, James H.; and Lindsey, David L., 4,425,385, CI.

427-238.000.

Courson, Iber C. to Westinghouse Electric Corp. Indirect light-dis-

tributing ceiling fixtures with alternate reflector array. 4.425.603. CI.

362-222.000.

Cowx. Douglas B., to Consumers' Gas Company Limited. Frangible

pipe coupling. 4.424.988. CI. 285-2.000.

Crane Co.: See—
Skarvada. Thomas, 4,425.621. CI. 364-426.000.

Crawford. Richard R.; Blum. William P.; and Naramore. David C. to

Eastman Kodak Company. Process for separating 3-hydroxy steroids

or sterols from mixtures such as lipids. 4.425.275, CI. 260-397.250.

Creatura. John A., to Xerox Corporation. Process for oxidation of

carrier particles. 4,425,383, CI. 427-216.000.

Creusot-Loire Enterprises: See

—

Schmidt. Hans-Werner; Beisswenger. Hans; Reh. Lothar; FoIIiot,

Albert; and Paliard, Maurice, 4,425.163, CI. 106-100.000.

Cristaleria. S.A.: See

—

Rumayor-Aguirre. Hugo; Gomez-Sanchez. Abel; and Viramontes-

Romo. Jesus. 4.424,925, CI. 225-2.000.

Crohas. Henri: See

—

Blondy. Rene; and Crohas, Henri. 4,425.054, CI. 405-211.000.

Cronin. Dennis C. to Beloit Corporation. Extended nip shoe for a nip

in a papermaking machine. 4.425.190, CI. 162-358.000.

Crysul, Richard G., to Xerox Corporation. Print wheel for use with an

alignment print hammer. 4.425,045, CI. 400-144.200.

Cunningham, Robert J.; and Orvos. Peter S.. to Timken Company. The,

Polymer cage for a high speed tapered roller bearing. 4.425.011. CI.

308-214.000.

Curtil, Remi, to Societe d'Etudes de Machines Thermiques. S.E.M.T.

Method of improving the efficiency of a supercharged diesel engine,

4,424.790, CI, 123-559.000.

Cushman Industries. Incorporated: See—
Pruden. Samuel H.; and Kunz, James B.. 4.424,977, CI. 279-121.000.

Cutler, Leonard S., to Hewlett-Packard Company. Atomic beam device

using optical pumping. 4,425,653. CI. 372-70.000.

Cutler, Scott E See—
Bedard. James F . Culler, Scoli E , Eichelherger. Charles W

Miller, Edward B , and Nan. Salvatore F . Jr . 4.425.628. CI
364-900,000

Dammann, Peter See-
Bauer. Karl. Schippers. Heinz, and Dammann, Peter. 4.424.664. CI
57338000

Dan. Takuya, and Fujita, Akio, to Bndgestone Tire Company Limiicd
Rubber vibration isolators 4,424,960, CI 267-8 OOR

Danfoss A/S-See—
Hansen, Henning M , 4.424,715. CI 73-861 280

Dasek, Jaroslav: See—
Sozzi, Tomaso. Buhler, Marcel E A . and Dasek. Jaroslav.

4,425,366. CI 426-43 000
Data General Corporation See—

Seligman. Lawrence, and Perron, Ralph A . 4,425,625. CI
364-900 000

Dataproducts Corporation: See—
Van Home, Arthur C; and Branson. Terry L. 4.425.046, CI

400-208 000
Davies, Harry See—

Johnstone, Gregg M„ and Davies, Harry. 4,425.590, CI .160-71 000
Davis, Kirk E , to Lubrizol Corporation, The Two-cycle fuel composi-

tions containing ammo phenols 4,425,138, CI 44-58 000
Davis. Robert H See—

Piotrowski, Alfred B. and Davis, Robert H, 4.425.248. CI
252-49300

Davitz, Waller E , to Production Plus Corporation Custom change
able, knockdown shelf 4,424.908,0 211-118 000

Dawson, Charles W See—
Parmet, Arthur A , and Dawson. Charles W, 4.425,626. CI

364-900,000

Day. John T , to Rubber Millers Inc Wear-resistant liner for rotary

grinding mills, 4.424,938, CI 24 1 - 1 82 000
Dayco Corporation: See-

Foster, Randy C . 4,425.103. CI 474-138 000
DBX, Inc See-

Blackmer. David E: and Welland. David R. 4,425.551. CI
330-261000

Deacon, David W, to Paccar Inc AdjusUble sicenng column
4,424.721, CI 74-493 000

Deal, Samuel B,; and Bartch, Donald W . to RCA Corporaiion MeihixJ
of making a cathode-ray tube having a conductive iniemaj coaling

exhibiting reduced arcing current 4,425,377, CI 427-64 000
Deere & Company: See—

Kalhom, George P,, 4.424,672, CI 60-385 000
Kulak, John, 4,424,661, CI. 56-320 200

Stickney, Douglas B,. 4,424,871. CI 172-821 000
Weiss. Heinz, 4,424,870. CI 172-810 000
Weiss. Heinz. 4.424,982, CI. 280-461 00

A

Degen, Hans-Juergen; Guender. Wolf; Linhart, Fnednch. Auhorn.
Werner; Frey, Guenter; Streit, Werner; and Fikentschcr. Rolf, to

BASF Aktiengesellschaft. Removal of anionic compounds from
water. 4,425,238, CI. 210-666 000,

Degen, Max, to Schweizensche Eidgenossenschafi Vertreten Durch
Die Gruppe Fur Rustungsdienste Apparatus for an aircraft for

dropping objects. 4,424,733. CI, 89-1 50R
Degger, Wolter W J : See—

Bergen. Franciscus H, M,; Degger, Wolter W J ; and Tan, Sing L .

4,425,577, CI 358-55,000

De Jaeger, Antoine A,, De Lamper, Gina C , Pool, Albert L . and
Wagemans, Albert P., to Agfa-Gcvaert N V Production of a piano-

graphic printing plate through the silver complex diffusion transfer

process, 4,425.420, CI, 430-204,000

de Jong, Joannes N. M . Earle. Richard L , and Nardi. Anthon> P . to

Sperry Corporation, Turboflappcr nozzle systems 4,425,509, CI

290-40.00C,

De Lamper, Gina C: See—
De Jaeger, Antoine A ; De Lamper. Gina C . Vooi. Albert L . and
Wagemans. Albert P,, 4,425.420, CI 430-204 000

Dell, Simon C, Parafoil. 4,424.945, CI 244-13 000
DeMan, Samuel J,: See—

Saur, Charles; and DeMan, Samuel J , 4,425,060. CI 4l4-.19g 000

DeMello. Richard M,: See—
Spector, Kenneth A.; Samson, Wilfred, and DeMello. Richard M .

4,424.833. CI. 137-849.000

DeMoss. Dean: See—
Ragle. Herbert U„ and DeMoss, Dean, 4,425,592. CI 360-99 000

Denckert. Lennart H. Electnc terminal box 4,425.016, CI 339-82 000

De Niet, Edmond, to US. Philips Corporation Device for coding

signals which are distributed between a number of channels

4.425.562. CI. 340-347 ODD.
Denki Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Tanaka. Hideyuki; Saito. Kiyotaka; Hon. Shozo. and Mitsuda.

Yutaka. 4.425.258. CI, 502-154,000,

Dennison Manufacturing Company: See-
Leahy. David J.. 4.424.637, CI. 40- 1 52.000

Dentsply Research & Development Corporation: See—
Tateosian, Louis H.; Royer. James R.; and Eden. George T

.

4.425.094. CI. 433-228.000,

de Sivry. Bruno: See—
' Colas. Claude; Herve. Guy; Caputi. Jean-Louis M,; and de Sivry.

Bruno. 4.425.059. CI, 408-1 OOR,

DesMarais, Thomas A., to Procter A Gamble Company. The, Com-
pound saniury napkin, 4.425,130. CI. 604-389.000.
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DeSoto. Inc.: See—
Sekmakas, Kuys; and Shah. Raj. 4.425.451. CI 523-414.000

Dessales, Jean, deceased: See—
Charamathieu. Andre G.; Dessales. Jean, deceased: Dessales nee

Vacher, Blanche A., administrainx; and Lebouc, Bernard P
4.424,769, CI. 122-392 000

Dessales nee Vacher, Blanche A., administratrix: See—
Charamathieu, Andre G.; Dessales, Jean, deceased: Dessales nee

Vacher, Blanche A., administratnx: and Lebouc, Bernard P
4,424,769, CI. 122-392.000

Detinko. Felix M.; Kosanovich, Nicholas S.: and Levino, John A., to
Westinghouse Electric Corp. Core spring support system for a dyna-
moelectric machine. 4,425,523. CI 310-258.000

Deushi. Takeo: See—
Iwasaki, Akio; Deushi, Takeo; Watanabe, Isamu; and Mon To-

shihito, 4,425,430, CI. 435-80000.
Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Wiederaufarbeitung: See-

van Geel, Jacobus N C: Dobbels, Frans M : and Theunissen
Walther A. H., 4.425,148. CI 65-142 000.

DeVries. Frederick W.. to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company
Hydrogen peroxide in sulfuric acid extraction of uranium ores
4,425,307. CI 423-20.000.

de Vries, Lambenus: See—
'

Bosone, Enrico; Camaggi, Giovanni; de Vries, Lambertus; Gara-
vaglia. Carlo; Garlaschelli, Luigi; Gozzo, Franco; Overeem, Jan
C; and Lorusso. Simone, 4,425.357, CI. 424-278 000

d'Hondt, Christian: See—
Lohmann, Dieter; d'Hondt. Christian; and Rist, Guenter, 4 42*i 361
CI 424-309 000

Diamond International Corporation: See—
Knox, Donald E.; Corsette, Douglas F.; and Meyer. Ronald A

4,424,919. CI. 222-153.000
Diamond Shamrock Corporation: See—

Beer, Henri B , 4.425.217. CI. 2O4-290.00F. |

Diasonics, Inc : See—
Havlice. James F.; Waxman, Alben S.; Schwartz, Henry L and

Stepner. David E . 4.424.813. CI. 128-660.000.
Dible. William D.; and Chen. Cheug L., to United States of America.
Army. Ultraviolet preionizer for high power laser. 4,425 654 CI
372-86.000.

Die top-element Bauelemente fur Innenausbau-t-Raumeestaltune
GmbH & Co KG: See—
Langenhorst, Gunter, 4,424,607, CI. 16-387 000.

Diener, Leslie J.: See—
Langman. William F ; Diener. Leslie J.; and Clark, Jack 4 424 935

CI. 238-349.000.

Diesel Kiki Company, Ltd : See—
Sutoh, Shinji; Sumikawa, Seizi; Kaneko, Shmichi; and Hara, To-

shizo. 4.424,933, CI. 236-44.00A. i

Dijkshooni. Willem: See— '

Strttmann, Wilhelm; Vermaas. Leo F.; and Dijkshoorn, Willem
4.425.371, CI. 426-603 000

Dionne, Joseph C: See—
Lawson, Frank V., Jr , and Dionne, Joseph C, 4,424.657 CI

53-11 l.OOR.

Di Salvo, Francesco, to Sis-Ter S.p.A Parenteral liquid application
apparatus. 4.425.123, CI. 604-247.000.

Dittmann, John F.; Morse, Elliott M ; and Carr, Earl S , to Eagle-Picher
Industries. Inc. Lead/actd battery having honzonul plates 4 425 412
CI. 429-53.000.

Divall, John E.: See—
Perigo. John A.; and Divall, John E., 4,424,659, CI 53-425 000

Dobbels, Frans M.: See-
van Geel. Jacobus N. C ; Dobbels. Frans M.; and Theunissen
Walther A. H.. 4,425.148. CI. 65-142.000

EX>hren. Hans: See-
Schmidt. Volkmar; Lieder. Bemhard; Scheve, Heinrich and

Dohren. Hans. 4,425.139, CI. 48-77 000
Doi. Akira: See-

Sakamoto. Kenshi; and Doi. Akira, 4,425,369, CI. 426-582.000
Dolence, Dale M., to Neodyne Corporation. Sailboard aooseneck

4,424,759, CI. 114-97.000.

Donahue, Robert. Suirway lighting system. 4,425,601, CI. 362-146.000.
Doring, Erich. Sound-illustrated, bound book. 4,425,098 CI

434-317.000.

Doring, John; and Amundson, Rodney, to Medtronic, Inc. Electrical
lead and insertion tool. 4.424,818, CI 178-784.000.

Dorr-Oliver Incorporated: See-
Lawrence. George A.; Prevett. Michael J.; and Smith. Eugene L

4.425.232; CI. 210-219.000.
Dorsey. William C, to Armstrong World Industries, Inc. Decorative

syntactic foam products. 4,425.449. CI. 523-218.000.
Dow Chemical Company, The: See-

Allen, James A.; and Shipley, Randall S., 4,425,464, CI
524-400.000.

Hutchinson. Loyd B.. 4.425.206, CI. 204-159.180.
IXiwden. Anthony S.. to American Casting and Manufacturing Corpo-

ration. Security seals. 4,424,994, CI. 292-318.000.
Down River International, Inc.: See—

Eatherton. John R., 4.424,753, CI. 108-51. lOa
Doyen. Jean; Morel. Philippe; and Resneau. Jean C. to Thomson-CSF

Base for encapsulating components with coplanar electrodes
4.425,575, CI. 357-81.000.

Doyle, Gerald, to Exxon Research and Engineering Co. Copper or
silver complexes with fluorinated diketones and unsaturated lieands
4.425.281, CI. 260^30.000.

Dragone, Corrado, to Bell Telephone Uboratories, Incorporated
Antenna arrangement for providing a frequency independent field
distnbution with a small feedhom. 4,425,566, CI. 343-781 OOP

Dravo Corporation: See—
Kcstner. Daniel W., Jr.. 4,425.220. CI. 208-11 OOR

Dubner. Leon H
; and Spiller. Gene R., to Dubner. Leon H. Apparatus

M25!T7T Cl''n9!jr(S)B"'''''''°"
°^ ' '''^*'°'" "" ''°'*' '"•'='^''-

Duddles. James A : See—

DudJ^y.'Ro^'rt'H.; S- "'"''' '"^ '^
'
^'^'^•^^' ^' "'"«»

^M24;8?i"a"i?3.2l)[)R"*-
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Dudley, Russeli D.; Areaux, Larry D.; and Dudley. Robert H . to
Reclamet. Inc. Equipment for reclaiming the waste products of
machining. 4,424.891, CI. I93-2.00R.

Dueihman. Michael R., to Chrysler Corporation. Manual clutch wear
adjuster 4.424.890, CI. 192-1 11.OOA

Duffy. John K : See—
Nuzzi. Francis J ; and Duffy, John K.. 4.425.380. CI. 427-97 000

Dumas, Donald J
, to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company.

Herbicidal sulfonamide N-oxides. 4.425.155. CI. 71-93.000
Dumas. Samuel R Automatic apparatus for positioning footballs for

kicking. 4,424,969. CI. 273-55.00B.
Dunbar, Glenn G. Apparatus for loading and unloading cargo from a

trailer. 4,425.071. CI. 414-542.000. » »" ""«" »

Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company: See—
Abramson, Edward A.. 4,425.375. CI. 427-53.100
Adams. John B.. Jr.. 4,425,153. CI. 71-92.000.
Concannon, Thomas P.; and Rummel, Mitzie K.. 4,425.448 CI

523-218.000.

DeVries, Fredenck W., 4,425,307. CI. 423-20.000
Dumas, Donald J . 4,425,155, CI. 71-93.000.
Garcia, Dana S., 4,425,470. CI. 525-444.000.
Nazarenko, Nicholas, 4,425.263. CI. 252-51 i.000
Vassilaios, George, 4,425.293, CI. 264-I76.00F
Yunan. Malak E., 4,424,747. CI. 102-275.200.

Dupuis. Emanuel F. Wheel kit for an item of furniture. 4,424,604, CI.
16-29.000.

^am"?i
^'^*"'=°''' Fluid-pressure actuated coupling. 4,425,050. CI.

Durden, John G.: See—
Callahan. Alfred S.; Rhodes. James S.; Johnson. Timothy L. and

Durden. John G.. 4.424.816. CI. 128-731.000.
Durr, Helmut E

; and Heard. Charles B.. Jr.. to Western Electric
Company, Inc. Pulp-insulated conductor cable. 4,425,474, CI. 174-
1 lO.OOF

E. J. Brooks Company: See—
Guiler, Richard S.; Mautner, Jacob E.; and Moberg, Sigurd M

4,424,995. CI. 292-323.000.
Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.: See—

Dittmann. John F.; Morse, Elliott M.; and Carr, Earl S., 4,425,412
CI 429-53.000

Earle, Richard L.: See—
de Jong, Joannes N. M.; Earle, Richard L.; and Nardi, Anthony P.,

4,425,509, CI. 290-40.00C.
Easter. Finis C, to RCA Corporation. Switching voluge regulators

with output voltages indirectly regulated respective to directly regu-
lated boosted input voltages. 4,425,611, CI. 363-21.000.

Easter. William M.: See—
Billett, Ronald J.; Anderson, David N.; and Easter, William M

4,425,089, CI. 425-438.000.
Eastman Kodak Company: See-

Abbott, Thomas I.; and Jones. Cynthia. 4.425,425. CI. 430-502.000.
Abbott, Thomas I.; and Jones. Cynthia G., 4,425,426, CI

430-502.000.

Altland, Henry W
; Ryan, Raymond W., Jr.; Senise, Phillip P., Jr.-

and Lindstrom, Michael J., 4,425.424, CI. 430-270.000.
Crawford, Richard R.; Blum, William P.; and Naramore. David C

4,425,275, CI. 260-397.250.
Eatherton, John R., to Down River International, Inc. Pallet of com-

posite construction. 4,424.753. CI. 108-51.100.
Eation Corporation: See—

Glennon, Thomas F.. 4,425,513, CI. 307-141.400.
Ebata, Yasuo: See—

Monshila, Shigefumi; and Ebau, Yasuo, 4,425,554, CI. 333-195.000.
Eberhardt, Nikolai: See-

Jones, Duane T.; and Eberhardt, Nikolai, 4,425,505, CI.
250-359.100.

Ebner, Jerry R., to Monsanto Company. CaUlysts for the oxidation and
ammoxidation of alcohols. 4,425,260, CI. 502-255.000.

Eden, George T.: See—
Tateosian, Louis H.; Royer, James R.; and Eden, George T.,

4,425,094, CI. 433-228.000.
*

EdI, Josef; Petz, Georg; and Kling, Rudolf, to Quick-Rotan Elektromo-
toren GmbH. Arrangement for protecting a belt. 4,425,105. CI
474-140.000.

Efficiency Production, Inc.: See-
Lewis, Daniel D., 4,425,072, CI. 414-724.000.

Eggers, Edward T.; Freimuth, John H.; Jennings, Richard E.; and
Campbell, Willis R.. to Sperry Corporation. Drive apparatus for roll
baling machine. 4.424.662. CI. 56-341.000.

EGYT Gyogyszervegyeszeti Gyar: See—
Budai. Zolun; Kis-Tamas, Attila; Mezei, Tiber; Lay nee Konya,

Aranka; Vigh, Zoltan; and Sokorai nee Janki, Agnes, 4,423,158,
CI. 71-121.000.

e---.
.
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Ehalt, Cyril A.: See—
Bahr, Melford J.; Ehalt, Cyril A.; and Geist, Wayne R., 4,425,181.
a. 156-497.000.

Eibner, Jules A., to Sperry Corporation. Intelligent prompting terminal
apparatus. 4,425,627, CI. 364-900.000.

Eichelberger, Charles W.: See—
Bedard, James F.; CuUer, Scott E:; Eichelberger, Charles W.;

Miller, Edward B.; and Nati, Salvatore F., Jr., 4,425,628, CI.
364-900.000.

Electricite de France Service National: See—
le Fur, Daniel; Haug, Robert; and Goldman, Max, 4,425,496, CI.

219-384.000.

Electrodyne Research Corporation: See—
Strohmeyer, Charles, Jr., 4,424,765, CI. 122-4.00D.

Elias. Luis R.; Madey, John M. J.; and Smith, Todd I., to United Sutes
of America, Navy. FEL Gain enhancement effect by a sutic trans-
verse magnetic field with a longitudinal gradient. 4,425,649, CI.
372-2.000.

Elias, Robert T.: See—
Butterworth, George A. M.; Elias, Robert T.; Miller, Wayne D.;
and Shepherd, Robert C, 4,425,126, CI. 604-366.000.

Elliott, Guy R. B.; Barraclough, Bruce L.; and Vanderborgh, Nicholas
E., to United States of America, Energy. Apparatus for recovering
gaseous hydrocarbons from hydrocarbon-containing solid hydrates.
4,424,858, CI. 166-52.000.

Elliott Turbomachinery Co., Inc.: See-
Guest, Neil A.; and Krisner, James F., 4,424,665, CI. 60-39.020.

Emerson Electric Co.: See—
Amsperger, Preston R.; and Love, John J., 4,424,830, CI.

137-613.000.

Wicke, Charles A.; and Riley, Wayne C, 4,424,767, CI. 122-13.0OA.
Emhart Industries, Inc.: See—

Hattori, Kenneth M., 4,424,881, CI. 181-155.000.

Peimington, Charles E., 4,424,626, CI. 29-839.000.
Emmerich, Hubert, to KIockner-Humboldt-Deutz Aktiengesellschaf^..

Shut-off device for a self-igniting internal combustion engine.
4,424,782, CI. 123-367.000.

Emmons, William D.; and Stevens, Travis E., to Rohm and Haas
Company. Polyacrylamide flow modifier-adsorber. 4,425,469, CI.
524-750.000.

Endo, Hisashi, to Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho. Stroke cush-
ioning apparatus for hydraulic cylinders. 4,424,737, CI. 91-396.000.

Endo, Yasunobu: See—
Nakata, Kojiro; Endo, Yasunobu; Terada, Akitomo; Hayashi,
Kazumasa; and Kobori, Michio, 4,425,452, CI. 524-47.000.

Endruscheit, Peter: See—
NeunhoefTer, Otto; Wilhelm, Gerhard; Hockenberger, Lothar;
Bergmann, Franz J.; and Endruscheit, Peter, 4,425,236, CI.
210-638.000.

Engels, Walter, to Milliken Research Corporation. Apparatus for
brushing pile fabric. 4,424,613, CI. 26-2.00R.

Enomoto, Masayuki; and Kanai, Kiyoshi, to Konishiroku Photo Indus-
try Co., Ltd. Heat roller fixing unit. 4,425,494, CI. 219-216.000.

Equipment Company of America: See—
Kedem, Tuval, 4,424,885, Q. 188-22.000.

Erickson, John W.: See—
Peterson, Daniel G.; and Erickson, John W., 4,423,083, CI.

417-36.000.

Peterson, Daniel G.; and Erickson, John W., 4,423,086, CI.
417-388.000.

Erickson, Lowell H.; and Merrill, Marcellus S., to Merrill Engineering
Laboratories, Inc. Calibration fault detector and autonutic calibrator.
4,424,700, CI. 73-l.OOE.

Ernst Leitz Wetzlar GmbH: See—
Ludwig, Roland, 4,423,022, CI. 330-1.700.

Escher Wyss GmbH: See-^
Armstrong, Frederick R.; Braun, Heinz; Bubik. Alfred; Storr,

Helmut; and Turobin-Ort, Karl, 4,423,187, Q. 162-299.000.
Eatel Hoeach Werke Aktiengeaellachaft: See—

KirchhofT, Ernst; Rander. Alfred; and Adolf, Gunter, 4,424,693, CI.
72-128.000.

Ethicon, Inc,: See—
Jewusiak, Stephen J., 4,424,810, Q. 128-326.000.
Thyen, Eberhard; and Carr, Charles D., 4,424,898, Q. 206^3.300.

Evans, Alvin S., Sr. Penile implant 4,424,807. CI. 128-79.000.
Evans, Hugh G.: See—

Speer, Stephen R.; and Evans, Hugh G., 4,424,78t, Q. 123-342.000.
Evans, Joseph M., to Silicon Technology Incorporated. Arrangement

for minimizing leakage from heated chamben and method for makina
same. 4,423,191, O. 201-41.000.

Everett, David C, to Lange International S.A. Buckle fastener, noubly
for sports footwear. 4,424,636, Q. 36-30.000.

Everett, Douglas A,: See—
Staniforth. Eric; and Everett, Douglas A., 4,424,868, Q.

172-21.000.

Excello Speciality Co., The: See—
Jones, Wallace R.; Haas, John F.; and Ferro, Sal, 4,423,182, Q.

136-334.000.

Exxon Research and Ennneering Co.: See—
Bearden. Roby; and Stuntz, Gordon F„ 4,423^23, a. 208-232.000.
Brignac David O., 4,423,312, Q. 423-230.000.
Gargle, VirgU H.; and Bridges, Wilbur L., 4,423,232, Q. 232-88.000.
Doyle, Gerald, 4.423,281, Q. 260430.000.
Holzwarth, George M.; Naaluad, Lan A.; and Sandvik. Erik I..

4,423,246, Q. 2S2-4.SSD.

Makowski, Henry S.. deceased; Lundberg, Robert D.; and
Agarwal. Pawan K.. 4.425.460. CI 525-380.000

Swan. George A.. 4.425.222, CI. 208-65.000.

Turner, S. Richard; Lundberg, Robert D.; Walker, Thad O.; and
Peiffer, Dennis G., 4,425.455, Q 524-158.000.

Turner. S. Richard; Lundberg. Robert D.; Thaler, Warren A.;
Walker. Thad O.; and Peiffer, Dennis G., 4.425.461, Q.
524-400.000.

Turner. S. Richard; Lundberg. Robert D.; and Walker, Thad O.,
4,425,462, CI. 524-400.000.

Vernon, Lonnie W.; Jacobs. Friu E.; and Bauman. Richard F.,

4.425.224, CI. 208-56.000.

Walker. Thad O; Turner. S. Richard; Lundberg. Robert D ; Tha-
ler. Warren A.; and Pfeiffer, Dennis G.. 4,425.463, CI
524-400.000.

Ez Paintr Corporation: See—
Balint, Peter; Bums, Fredrick B.; and Moon. Howard R.. 4.424,603.

CI. 15-210.00R.
Ezawa, Sadaaki, to Kabushiki Kaisha Kawai Gakki Seisakusho Elec-

tronic musical instrument. 4.424.730. CI. 84-1.010.
F. J. Bumis A Co.: See—

Boegli. Serge; and Lebet. Jean-Pierre. 4.425.106. CI. 493-45.000.
Facility Ltd.: See—

Honma. Hideo; Suzuki. Yoshiaki; and Matsumoto. Yasuhiro.
4.425,205. CI. 204.151.000.

Fage, Etienne. Safety device for thrust reverser associated with the jet
engine of an aircraft. 4.424.669. Q 60-230.000.

Fairchild Camera ft Instrument Corporation: See—
Vora, Madhukar B.; and Hingarh, Hemraj K.. 4,425,379, d.

427-84.000.

Fajt, John; and Neal, James V.. Jr.. to Xenell Corporation. Sequencing
lamp feeder. 4,424.894, CI. 198-451.000.

Falter. Harry W.: See-
Cake. Marcus P.; Falter, Harry W.; Balchelor. aement W.; and

Guarini. Michael A.. 4.425,495. CI 219-267.000.
Faltin, Hans G., to Advance Enterprises, Inc. High speed transport
system for newspapers and the like. 4,424.%5, Q 271-202.000.

Fanning. Arthur E. Apparatus for increasing the efliciency of a gas
turbine engine. 4,424.667. Q. 60-39.181.

Fanning, William J.; Nichele, Peter J; and Pratali, Roger P , to Western
Electric Company, Inc. Method and apparatus for boxing and encap-
sulatinjg electrical devices. 4,424,617. CI. 29-25.420.

Farmitalia Carlo Erba: See—
Pellegata, Renato; and Gandolfi. Carmelo. 4.423,359, Q.

424-305.000.

Farmos-Yhtyma Oy: See—
Rannali, Pertti K., 4,424,645, CI. 47-66.000.

Farrell, Christopher J.; Tsai, Boh C ; and Wachtel. James A., to Ameri-
can Can Company. Drying agent in multi-layer polymeric structure.

4,425,410, CI. 428-516.000.

Farrell, Thomas R.. to Chevron Research Company. Mounting device
for particulate matter loader. 4.424,837. CI. 141-284.000.

Fauth. Otto: See—
BUz. Reiner; and Fauth. Otto. 4.425.060. Q. 4O8-6.00O.

Fazlin. Fazal A. Plasma desmearing apparatus and method. 4,425,210,
CI. 204.19.0ZE.

Fearing, Ralph B.: See-
Weil, Edward D.; and Fearing, Ralph B., 4,425,306, Q. 423-10.000.

Felix, Raymond A., to Suufler Chemical Company. Method for prepa-
ration of N-phosphonomethylglycine. 4,425.283. CI. 260-S02.30F.

Felix, Raymond A., to Suuffer Chemical Company. Method for prepa-
ration of N-phosphonomethylglycine. 4,425,284, CI. 260-302.SOF.

Ferrero, Daniele, to RIV-SKF Officine di Villar Perosa. SpA. Self
adjusting hydraulic Uppet for heat engines. 4,424,774, d. 123-90.360.

Ferro Corporation: See—
Ho, Benedict Y. K., 4,423,280, Q. 260-429.900.

Ferro, Sal: See-
Jones, Wallace R.; Haas, John F.; and Ferro, Sal, 4,423,182, Q.

156-534.000.

Festo-Maschinenfabrik Gottlieb Stoll: See—
Mattaaon. Karl-Erik. 4,423,073, Q. 414-730.000.

Feuerstein, Andrew E.; and Aprea. Michael F., to Measure Control
Devices, Inc. Measured dispenser. 4,424,921, Q. 222-436.000.

Fiber Industries, Inc.: See—
Cardell, Max L., 4,424,927. Q. 226-199.000.

Fiberglas fjti«H« Iqc.; See—
Mallow, WUIiam A., 4,424,867, a. 169-43.000.

Fichet-Bauche: See—
Rousseau, Raymond, 4,424,692. Q. 70-363.000.

Fikentacher, Rolf See—
Degen. Hans-Juergen; Guender, Wolf; Linhart, Friedrich; Auhom,

Werner; Frey, Guenter; Streit, Werner; and Fikentacher, Rolf,
4,423,238, Q. 210^66.000.

Filho, Angelo I., to Mercedes-Benz Do Braail S/A. Pneumatic speed
limiter for vehicles. 4.424,876, O. 180-173.000.

FiUon, Marcel; and Monville, Jean M., to SKF Compagnie d'Applica-
tions Mecaniques. Duplex angular rolling-contact bearing and
method of assembling same. 4,423,009, 07308-187.100.

Fisch, Nathaniel J.; and Boozer, Allen H., to United States of Aaerica,
Energy. System and method for generating current by selective

electron heating. 4,423,293, Q. 376-123.000.
Fish, James W. Wmd-powered heat-generating apparatus. 4,424,796. Q.

126-247.000.

Fiahter, Robert E.; Lada, Henry; and Putnam, Victoria M., to United
Technologies Corporation. Method and ooapoatioB for removing
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nickd aluminide coatings from njckd nipenlloys. 4.423,183, a.
136-636.000.

f

Fiali, Tiber, to Xerox Corporatioa. Direct focutMd gaa later. 4,423,633.

Fialer Gewlliclufk mit beKhrankter Haftung: See—
Horn. Walter, 4.424,913, Q. 220-316.000.

Fitz. Edward J., to Sun Chemical Corporation. Eocapralated PTC
heater for cold-start carburetor. 4.424,787, Q. 123-349.000.

Fix, Joseph A.: See—
Alexander, Jose; and Fix, Joseph A., 4.425,337, a. 424-181.000.

Fletcher, Robert A., to Shell Oil Company. High impact polWp-meth-
ybtyrene). 4,425,439, CI. 324-371.000.

k- i~ yvH-

Flohr, Joachim: See—
Scboettle, Klaus; Flohr, Joachim; and Maerthesheimer, Rolf,

4.424,941, a. 242-192.000.

FMC Corporation: See—
Bilktt, Ronald J.; Anderson. David N.; and Easter, William M

4.423.089, a. 423-438.000.

Byrne, Andrew T., 4,424,736, CI. 89-36.00D.
Focke ft Co.: See—

,

Focke. Heinz, 4,424,638, CI. 53-398.000. '

Focke. Heinz, to Focke A. Co. Method and apparatus for the production
of a double package. 4,424,638. CI. 53-398.000.

FoUiot. Albert: See—
Schmidt, Hans-Werner; Beisswenger, Hans; Reh. Lothar; FoUiot,

Albert; and Paliard. Maurice, 4,425,163, O. 106-100.000.
Fontaine, Jean F. L.; and Oraas, Maurice, to Goodyear Tire A Rubber
Company, The. Pneumatic tire tread. 4,424,843, CI. 152-209.00R.

Fontaine, Jean F. L., to Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Company, The. Tire
tread. 4,424,844, Q. 152-209.00R.

Fontaine, Jean F. L.: See—
Baus, Andre E. J.; Fontaine, Jean F. L.; and Graas. Maurice

4.424.845, CI. 152-209.00R.
Ford Motor Company: See—

Guerra. Salvatore; Meyer. John H.; and Boiler, Thomas E..
4,425,184, a. 156-655.000.

Horvath, Stanley IC.M.425,450, Q. 523-334.000.
Johnson, Archie G., 4,424,714, C\. 73-861.220.
Meier, Raymond C, Jr.; and Gable, Stewart V., 4,424,709, Q.

Fory, Werner: See-
Meyer, Willy; and Fory, Werner, 4,425,154, Q. 71-92.000.
Rempfler, Hermann; and Fory, Werner, 4,425,157, CI. 71-94.000.

Foshee, William R., to Best Lock CorporaUon. Pull-resistant cylinder
lock. 4.424,691. CI. 70-224.000.

Foshee, WUliam R.: See—
Best, Walter E.; and Foshee. WUliam R.. 4.424.693. CI. 70-369.000.

Fostn-, Randy C, to Dayco Corporation. Belt tensioner, part therefor
and methods of making the same. 4.425,103, CI. 474-138.000

Fourcadier, Chantal: See—
GroUier, Jean F.; and Fourcadier. Chantal. 4,425, 1 32, CI. 8-405.000

Framatome: See—
^tistoni, Michel; and Georges, Alain, 4,425.491. CI. 219-60 200
Charamathieu, Andre G.; Dessales. Jean, deceased; Deasales nee

MM.7W^a*l'V?9lSo"''^'"'"^
""** '^""' ^"^^ ^ •

Raczynaki, Wladyslaw, 4,425,081, a. 415-21 1.000.
Francis, WUliam L. Electroplating device. 4.425,212. CI. 204-202.000
Francois, Abel: See—

°^-5^***' Armand; and Francois, Abel, 4,425,274, CI
260-397.100.

^^V^.A^USy ^- ^ '*™<=« Corporation. Electrical compass.
4.424,631. a. 33-361.000.

^^
Frederick Electronic Corporation: See—

Woodell. Jack L., 4.425,616, CI. 364-200.000.
Freeman Chemical Corporation: See

—

B<^e'"' Rudolph H.; and Prom, James R.. 4.425,207. CI.

Freimuth. John H.: See—
Eggers, Edward T.; Freimuth, John H.; Jennings, Richard E.: and
Campbell, WUlis R., 4,424,662, CI. 56-341.OoT •

Freistedt, Reinhold: See—
Gruger, Christian; Freistedt, Reinhold; and Thiele, Richard.

4,425, 1 10, CI. 493-444.000.
French, Joseph A.; Maddem, Thomas S.; and PhUip, Alexander S., to

Plessey Company pic. The. Time division multiplex telecommunica-
tKwi digital switching modules. 4.425,641, a. 370-64.000.

Frerichs, Udo: See—
Satz, Hans; Rach, Heinz-Dieter; Pieper, Henner; and Frerichs,
Udo. 4.424,846, Q. 152-209.00R.

Freud, Paul J.: See—
Knminger, Paul M., Jr.; Freud, Paul J.; and UpdUie. Dean P

4,424.713. a. 73-718.000. ^ '
'

Frey, Guenter: See—
Dwen. Han-Juergen; Guender. Wolf; Linhart. Friedrich; Auhom,

Frey. Volker: See— I

°!o7^Tfw; ^"^' ^°^^"'- "^ ^°"' H«ns-Ounter, 4,425,387, a.

Frick, Richard H., to Kimberly-Clark Corporation. Apparatus and
mrthod for producmg an elasticized garment. 4,425,173, CI.
156-204.000.

Fried. Krupp Gesellschafl mit beschrankter Haftung: See—
Bretthauer, Karlheinz; and MUde, Friedhelm, 4.425,658, a.

373-103.000.

Friedemaan, Wolfgang: See—
Beer. Ounter; Peach, WoUfaiif: Friedemann. Wolfgang; and

Kupfer. Manfred. 4.423.291, Q. 264-42.000.
Fnedrich, Hans-Hetanut: See—

^SJil^w'SI?" ° • "** ''"«'nch, Hnt-Hehnut. 4.425.278. a.

Frigger. Heinz; and Hoflmami, Ratner. to ITT Industries, Inc Floating

St-!K.?^^.^,.5?'^ Particularly for automotive vehicles.
4.424.886. CI. 188-73.350.

Fritschi, Edgar: See— -* h^-

Hartenstein. Johannes; and Fritschi, Edgar, 4.423 330 CI
424-258.000.

'.'^a.jau. ci.

Frost. Jonathan R.: See—
Berlin. Jean; and Froet, Jonathan R., 4,425,351. Q. 424-262.000

Fryer. Rodney I.: See—
Watoer, Armin; and Fryer, Rodney I., 4,423.272, Q. 260-245.600.

Fuchs, Rainer: See—
Jautelat, Manfred; Arlt, Dieter; Lantzsch, Reinhard; Fuchs, Rainer-

4^t282*?r5SliS?00D'^"'
"""''^ "^ "^''' "°"''"

Fuji OU Company, Ltd.: See—
Sakamoto, Kenshi; and Doi. Akira, 4,425,369, a. 426-582.000

Fuji Photo FUm Co., Ltd.: See—
Oosaka. Shigenori; and Komura. Tsuneo, 4,425,171, a. 156-64.000
Sugiyama. Maaatoshi; Adachi, Keiichi; Kato. Euchi; Ogawa. Akira:
and Imai, Shinichi. 4,425.162, CI. 106-22.000.

"^f^t7^^^ ^°^ ^^^'' ""* Chikamasa, Hiroshi. 4.424.762.

Yunaguchi. Nobutaka; Fujiyana, Masaaki; Tsuji, Nobuo; and Nasu.
Nono, 4,425,400. a. 428-329.000.

Fuji Photo Optical Co., Ltd.: See—
Sunaga, Yasumasa. 4,425,025, CI. 350-96.260.

Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd.: See—
KUiuchi, YoshUci; and Murayama, Tomio, 4,424,964, Q. 271-91 000
Monguchi. Fujio; Kikuchi, Yoahiki; and Ohmori, TakasM

4,425,568, a. 346-76.0PH.
Fujii, Setturo; Yasui. Bompei; Nakamura, Mitsuo; Hirohashi, MiUuru
Miyamoto, Toraofaisa; Ando, Kazuko; Hashimoto, Iwao; Umeda,
Naoki; and Kawasaki, Masahiro, to Funai Kakuhin Kogyo Kabushiki
Kaisha. Ester derivatives of alkoxybenzoyldeoxWIuorouridine.
4,425,335, Q. 424-180.000.

FujUcura Rubber Works, Ltd.: See—
Negishi, Isamu; and Hunyu, Kazvmi, 4.425,395. Q. 428-196.000.

Fujunoto, Tadao; and Kawasugi. Tadaaki, to Kubotii, Ltd. Waste water
treating apparatus. 4.425,231, Q. 210-96.100.

Fujimoto, Yasuhiro: See—
Suzuki, Masao; and Fujimoto, Yasahiro, 4,425,638, Q. 369-265.000.

Fujisawa Pharmaceutical Company, Limited: See—
Takayt, Takao; Takasugi. Hisashi; Tsuji. Kiyoshi; and Chiba,

Toshiyuki. 4.425.341, Q. 424-246.000.
Teraji, Tsutomu; Sakane. Kazuo; and Goto, Jiix), 4,425,340, CI.

424-246.000.

Fujita, Akio: See-
Dan, Takuya; and Fujita, Akio, 4,424.960, CI. 267-8.00R.

Fujita, Takashi: See-
Suzuki, Takashi; Hibino, Kunio; Murai, MUtio; and Fujita, Takashi.

4.425.404. CI. 428-341.000.
Fujitsu Limited: See—

Meguro, Takeshi; and Ito. YiAio, 4,425,555, Q. 333-202.000.
Fujiwara. Haruyoshi, to Mitsubishi Jukogyo KabushUci Kaisha. Form-

ing shoes for the twin-wire former of a paper makins machine.
4,425,188,0.162-300.000.

Fujiyana, Masaaki: See—
Yamaguchi, Nobutaka; Fujiyana, Masaaki; Tsuji. Nobuo; and Nasu.

Norio. 4.425.400. Q. 428-329.000.
Fukaya. Chikara: See—

Yokoyama, Kazumasa; Fukaya, Chikara; Tsuda, Yoshio; Ono,
Taizo; Arakawa, Yoshio; Inoue, YoshiMsa; Naito, Youichiro; and
Suyama, Tadakazu, 4,425,347, CI. 424-256.000.

Fukitam, Yasuo: See—
Nakayama, Koichi; and Fnkitani, Yasuo, 4,425,563, 0. 340-644.000.

Fukuda Metal FoU ft Powder Co., Ltd.: See—
Teramoto, Takao; and Hidaka, Kensuke, 4,425.30a a. 420-153.000.

Fukukura, Kazutoyo. to AMP Incorporated. Encoded keyboard
switch. 4,425,484, Q. 200-5.00A.

Fukumoto, Ryoichi: See-
Sasaki, ToshUiiro; Ikehata, Hiromi; and Fukumoto, Ryoichi.

4,424.647, Q. 49-502.000.
Fuller, Timothy J.: See—

Alvino, WUliam M.; and Fuller, Timothy J., 4,425,467, Q.
524^00.000.

Funada, Fumiaki; Mattunra, Masataka; and Wada, Tomio, to Sharp
KabushUci Kaisha. Fluorescent liquid crystal display devices
4,425,029,0.350-338.000.

Funai Kakuhin Kogyo Kabuahiki Kaisha: See—
Fujii, Setsuro; Yasui, Bompei; Nakamura, Mitsuo; Hirohashi. Mit-

suru; Miyamoto, Tomohisa; Ando, Kazuko; Hashimoto, Iwao-
Umeda, Naoki; and Kawaaaki, Masahiro, 4,425.335. O.
424-180.000.

Funino Electric Co.. Ltd.: See-
lino, Hiroshi; and Sasakura, Toyoki, 4,425,634, Q. 367-120.000.

G. SiempeU(amp GmbH ft Co.: See—
Pesch. Jurgen; KnoU, Gunter; and Tbelen. Werner, 4,424,895, O.

198-472.000.
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Oabathuler. Jeaii-Pierre: See—
Textor. Marcus; Kugler. Tibor. and Gabathuler. Jean-Pierre.

4,423.411. a. 428-7(n.000.
Gable, Stewart V.: See-

Meier, Raymond C, Jr.; and Gable, Stewart V., 4,424,709, O.

Oaede. Peter J.: See—

P«Jj
J««[; Lauschner, H. J.; and Oaede, Peter J., 4,425,419, O.

Gagliani. John; and Long, John V. Closed cell polyimide foams and
methods of making same. 4,425,441, Q. 521-56.000.

Gagnon, Rdph J.; and Carson, Robert T., to Hughes Aircraft Com-
pany. High efnciency optical tank for three color liquid crystal light
valve unage projection with color selective prepohuization and single
projection lens. 4,425,028, CI. 350-337.000.

Oal, Dezso : See—
Kroo, Erik; Kovacs, Laszlo; Nemes. Istvan; Szabo nee Mogyorosi,

Katalin; Szentgyorgyi, Geza; Moger nee Eremineva, Galina;
Nemeth, Andras; Gal, Dezso ; Riederauer, Szilard; and Szepvol-
cyi, Janos, 4,425,219, Q. 208-8.00R.

Oalambos, Geza: See—
Szanuy, Csaba; Novak. Lajoa; Aszodi, Jozsef; Simonidesz, VUmos;
Oalambos, Geza; Kovacs. Oabor; Virag, Sandor; Stadler, Istvan;
and Kormoczy, Peter, 4.425.358, O. 424-285.000.

Oalaaso, Francis S.; and Veltii, Richard D., to United Technologies
Corporation. CVD SiC pretreatment for carbon-carbon compoaites.
4,425,407. a. 428-368.000.

Oalbraith Engineering Pty. Ltd.: See—
Oalbraith, Peter A., 4,424,726, O. 74-796.000.

Oalbraith, Peter A., to Oalbraith Engineering Pty. Ltd. Variable speed
3)icyclic transmission devices. 4,424,726, CI. 74-796.000.

away. Bob M. Restoring skid friction to worn pavement surfaces.
4,423,031, a. 404-72.000.

Oallet, Oerard: See—
Adamowski, Andre; Oallet, Gerard; Lhermitte, Jacques; Monne,
Maxime; and Vautherot. Guy, 4,425,296, O. 376.243.000.

Oamerufelder, George R.: See—
Ljung, Bo H. O.; and Oamertsfelder, George R., 4,425,040, CI.

356-350.000.

Oancy, A. B. Water-activated exothermic chemical formulations.
4,425,251, a. 252-70.000.

Oandolfi, Carmelo: See—
Pellegata. Renato; and Oandolfi. Carmelo. 4,423,339, CI.

424-305.000.

Oaravaglia, Carlo: See—
Boaone. Enrico; Camaggi, Oiovanni; de Vries, Lambertus; Oara-

vaglia. Carlo; OarUschelli, Luigi; Oozzo, Franco; Overeem, Jan
C; and Loniaso. Simone, 4,425,357, Q. 424-278.000.

Oarcia, Dana S., to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company. Alkali
metal salu of low molecular weight polyethylene terephthalate as
nucleating agents for polyethylene terephthalates. 4,425,470. O.
325-444.000.

Oarlaschelli, Lui^: See—
Boaone, Ennco; Camaggi. Oiovanni; de Vries. Lambertus; Oara-

vaglia. Carlo; Oarlaschelli. Luigi; Oozzo, Franco; Overeem, Jan
C; and Lonisao, Simone. 4,423,337, O. 424-278.000.

Oattvs, Franz J. Method for the manufacture of metal oxide and hydro-
chloric acid from metal chloride. 4.423.314, Q. 423-437.000.

Oatward, Douglas K. Roll dispenser. 4,424,926, CI. 223-26.000.
Oavlak, Andrea H.: See—

Strobel, Gary A.; Oavlak, Andrea H.; and Jaynes, Jesse M.,
4,425,150, a. 71-77.000.

OCA Corporation: See-
Lewis. Oeorce C, Jr.; and Vanslette, Robert A., 4,425,508, O.

250442.100.
Oehring. Johann: See—

Birkle, Siegfried; Oehring, Johann; and Stoeger. Klaus. 4,425.211,
a. 204-198.000.

Oeier, Roland; and Zaiis, Gerhard. Die casting machine. 4,424,674, CI.
60.534.000.

Oeise, Leo: See—
Kimmett, James P.; and Oeise, Leo, 4,424,949, O. 248-238.000.

Oeist. Wayne R.: See—
Bahr, Melford J.; Ehalt, CyrU A.; and Oeist, Wayne R., 4,425,181,

CI. 136-497.000.

Oen, Tamar O.: See-
White, Lawrence J.; and Oen, Tamar O., 4*424,990, O.

285-381.000.

Oenentech, Inc.: See—
Riggs, Arthur D., 4,423.437, CI. 435-317.000.

OeneralElectfic Company: See—
Balke, Roy L.; and Zjraggen, Martin A., 4,425,519, Q. 31043.000.
Bedard, James F.; Cutler, Scott E.; Eichelberger, Charles W.;

Miller. Edward B.; and Nati, Salvatore F., Jr., 4.425,628. CI.
364-900.000.

Orindle, James L., 4,425,609, Q. 362-373.000.
Hammer, Edward £.; and Lemmers, Eugene, 4,425,S3a CI.

315-104.000.

Rosenberry, George M., Jr.; Mallick, John A.; and Richter, Eike,
4,423,521, a. 310214.000.

Shanks, Bruce E; and Marella. Joaeph P., 4,425.606, CI.
362-267.000.

Shanks, Bruce E., 4,425.607, Q. 362-267.000.

Skish. R^ N., 4.423,415, Q. 429-193.000
Smith. Lowell S.; Brisken, Axel F.; and Homer. Michael S..

4.423,325. G. 3IO336.000.

Spencer. WUliam R.; and Whitley. George F.. Jr., 4,424,989. O.
285-14.000.

Taylor. Dale F.. 4,425,193, O. 204- 1.OOT.
Genera] Motors Corporation: See—

Coleman, Ronald G.; and Philbrook, Kenneth C. 4,425X102. Q
298-l.OOR.

Hsieh, Shao-Chung. 4.425,487. O. 20OI53.00K.
Klomp. Edward D.. 4,424,777, Q. 123-188.0VA.
Kotwicki, Allan J., 4,424.783. O. 123-418.000
Millington, Donald L.; and Nyquist, Gerald A.. 4,424,829, O.

Miska, Fred S.; and Duddles. James A., 4.424,682. O. 62-133 000
Oh. Hilario L.. 4.424.706. O. 73-35.000
Steele. Robert E., 4,425,564, O. 340825.790.
Warwick, Edward H.. 4.425.005. CI. 303-3.000.

General Signal Corporation: See—
Hershel, Ronald S.; and Lee, Martin E., 4,425,037. O. 355-43.000
Kroninger, Paul M., Jr ; Freud. Paul J , and Updike. Dean P..

4.424.713. CI. 73-718.000.

General Tire ft Rubber Company, The: See-
Lee, Ly J.; Stevenson, James F.; and Grimih. Richard M..
4.425,289.0.264-40.100.

™™ m

.

George, Stephen, to Subtex, Inc. Flame and heat resistant electrical
insulating Upe. 4,425.397, O. 428-251.000.

Georges, Alain: See—
Batistoni, Michel; and Georges, Alain, 4,425,491, O. 219-60.200

Georlette, Pierre; and Leva. Jean, to Solvay ft Cie (Soctete Anonyme).
Composition comprising a vinylidene fluoride polymer and a blowing
agent. 4.425.443, O. 521-93.000.

Gerber, Bernard R.: See—

^'J?; J^^^.J^:J^^S^ °'*«' *^ 0«rt>er. Bernard R..
4,424.917, CI. 222-103.000.

Gibbens, James R. Fertilizing method and applicator for concurrently
utroducing anhydrous ammonia and a phosphoric acid into a furrow
4,424,757. CI. 111-7.000.

Giers, Alfred; and Holdinghausen, Paul, to Carl Schenck AG. Process
uid 'PPKntus for adjusting a balancing machine 4.424,711, O

Oili Bas, Francisco J. Drum apparatus for the Ueaunent of hides.
leathen and the like. 4,424,690, O. 69-30.000.

Gillet, Guy, to Supermarket Systems. Method and instaUation for
encouragin| the restitution of shopping carts in a supermarket.

Olennon. Thomas F.. to Eation Corporation. Method and device for
providingdwell in timer controlled appUances. 4.425.513. O.

ONB Batteries Inc.: See—
Mehta, Jitesh R.; and Larson, Andrew H.. 4.425.160. O. 75-63.000

ONC Energy Corporation: See-
Smith. Scott L.. 4.425.227. O. 209-5.000

Gockel, Don A. Portable hand control apparatus. 4,424,723. CI.
74-482.000.

Oodfroid, Jean-Jacques; and Thuillier, Jean, to Agence Nationale de
Valorisation de la Recherche. Substituted phenosyaceutes of cyclic
amines. 4,425,352, O. 424-267.000.

Golden, Michael D.: See-
Bacon, Lawrence D.; and Golden, Michael D.. 4,424,735, O

89-34.000.

Golden Valley Foods Inc.: See—
Watiuns, James D., 4,425,368, CI. 426-107.000.

Goldman, Max: See—
le Fur, Daniel; Haug, Robert; and Goldman, Max. 4,425.496. Q.

219-384.000.

Goldstein. Sherwood; McClelland. Henry T.; and Schertmer. Paul J., to
Cabot Corporation. Copper beryllium alloy and the manufacture
thereof 4.425.168. CI. 148-2.000.

Golovkin. Engels K.: See—
Samokhvalov. Jury I.; Kim. Vladimir A.; and Golovkin. Engels K.,
4.425.180.0.156-415.000.

—
^
"••«.

Gomez-Sanchez, Abel: See—
Rumayor-Aguirre. Hugo; Gomez-Sanchez, Abel; and Viramontes-
Romo. Jesus. 4.4241925. CI. 225-2.000.

Goodrich, Judson E.. to Chevron Research Company. Asphalt/ethy-
lene-vinyl aceute copolymer composition for air-blowing. 4,425.454,
O. 524-69.000.

Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Company, The: See—
Baus. Andre E. J.; Fontaine. Jean F. L.; and OraM. Maurice.

4.424.845. O. 152-209.00R.
Fontiune. Jean F. L.; and Graas. Maurice, 4,424,643, O. 152-

209.00R.
Fontaine, Jean F. L., 4.424.844. O. 152-209.00R.

Gore. Dennis L.; and Patterson. Dennis H., to Sun Electric Corpora-
tion. Positioning pin assembly for a tire changing machine. 4.424^848,
O. 157-1.280.

Goto, Jiro: See—
Ter^ Tsutomu; Sakane. Kazuo; and Goto. Jiro. 4.425,340 O.

424-246.000.

Gotoh. YoehUiiu: See—
Kawai, Yoichi; Nakamura, Yoahiro; Ootoh, YoshUiisa; Maki.
Masami; Yokote. Sachio; and Sekiguchi. Katsumi. 4.425.262. O.
252-511.000.

Gougoulas. Harry. Tire spray cleaning system. 4.424.823. O.
134-45.000.

Gould. Deryk S. M.. to Northern Engineering Industries. Pressure
aualizing device and deep weU motor/pump oonbinatioo. 4.425.087.

.417414.000.
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Gozzo, Franco: See—
Boione, Enrico; Cuniggi, Giovanni; de Vries, Lambertus; Gara-

vaglia. Carlo; Garlascheili, Luigi; Gozzo, Franco; Overeem, Jan
C; and Lorusio, Simone. 4,42S.3S7, CI. 424-278.000.

Graas, Maurice: 5er—
Bans, Andre E. J.; Fontaine, Jean F. L.; and Graas, Maurice,

4.424.845, Q. I52.2O9.0OR.

Fontaine. Jean F. L.; and Graas, Maurice, 4,424,843, CI. 132-

209.00R.

Orabenhorst, Ulrich: See—
Schdiing, Hans-Dieter; and Grabenhorst, Ulrich, 4,425,303, CI.

422-142.000.

Graf, Werner; Frey, Volker; and Rose, Hans-Gunter, to Wacker-Che-
mie GmbH. Method for preparing solid objects. 4,425,387, CI.

427-341.000.

Granlind. Ingmar; and Bodih, Ove. Truck. 4,424,872, CI. 180-24.020.

Grant, Louis A.; and Trunzo, Arthur F., to Standard Steel Sponge, Inc.

Drapable, consumable, heat retention shield for hot meul cars.

4,424,956, CI. 266-248.000.

Grant, Louis A.; and Trunzo, Arthur F., to Standard Steel Sponge, Inc.

Hot metal car heat retention shield. 4,424,957, CI. 266-248.000.

Grant, Ralph M., to Industrial Holographies, Inc. Apparatus for the

practice of double exposure interferometric non-destructive testing.

4,425,039, CI. 356-35.500.

Graves, Frederic A., to Land O'Lakes, Inc. Process for making marga-
rine-type food product. 4,425,370, CI. 426-603.000.

Gray, Thomas J., to Clin Corporation. Hydrogen evolution cathode.

4.425.203, a. 204-129.000.

Green Cross Corporation, The: See—
Yokoyama, Kazumasa; Fukaya, Chikara; Tsuda, Yoshio; Ono,

Taizo; Arakawa, Yoshio; Inoue, Yoshihisa; Naito, Youichiro; and
Suyama, Tadakazu, 4,425,347, CI. 424-256.000.

Green, Harold A.; Weinstein, Morris; and Prodo, Kenneth W., to

Millmaster Onyx Group, Inc. Foaming agents for use in drilling for

oU and gas. 4,425,243, CI. 252-8. 50C.
Green Mountain Products, Inc.: See-

Johnson. Robert M., 4,424,763, CI. 119-1.000.

Grendon. William C. to Weyerhaeuser Company. Resin hardener and
method for ia use. 4,425,178, CI. 156-307.300.

Griffith, Richard M.: See-
Lee. Ly J.; Stevenson, James F.; and GrifTith, Richard M.,
4,425,289.0.264-40.100.

Grimaley. Ralph L.: See— I

Jacocks, Claud L.; LaFleur, Robbie J.; and Grimsley, Ralph L.,

4,425,239, CI. 210-787.000.

Orindle, James L., to General Electric Company. Fixture for hazardous
area. 4.425,609, Q. 362-373.000.

Groen, Harm J.: See—
Huisman, Hendrikus F.; and Groen, Harm J., 4,425,409, CI.

428-457.000.

Groko Maskin AB: See—
Aberg. Seard, 4,424,752, Q. 108-51.100.

GroUier, Jean F.; and Fourcadier, Chantal, to L'Oreal. Two-stage
process for dyeing keratin fibres. 4,425,132, CI. 8-405.000.

Oroot, Gerrit S. Pinching device for surgical purposes. 4.424,811, CI.

128-346.000.

Oroothuis, Gerrit J.; and Tietjens, Eduard W., to U.S. Philips Corpora-
tion. Shaving apparatus. 4,424,628, CI. 30-43.920.

Oroth. Edward J., Jr., to Motorola Inc. DaU encoding and decoding
conununication system for three frequency FSK modulation and
method therefor. 4,425,666, CI. 375-48.000.

OruAnan. Fredrik A. Hanging chair. 4,424,760, CI. 1 14-363.000.

Oniger, Christian; Freistedt, Reinhold; and Thiele, Richard, to VEB
Polygraph Leipzig, Kombinat fur Polygraphische Maschinen und
Auanistungen. Drive arrangement for a folding device. 4,425,1 10, CI.

493-444.000.

GTE Laboratories Incorporated: See—
Bttljan. Sergej-Tomulav; and Sarin, Vinod K.. 4,425,141, CI.

51-309.000.

Skbel. Enid K.. 4,425,527, CI. 313-112.000.

Ouarini, Michael A.: See-
Cake. Marcus P.; Falter, Harry W.; Batchelor, Clement W.; and

Ouarini. Michael A.. 4,425.495. CI. 219-267.000.

Goender. Wolf: See—
Degen, Hans-Juergen; Guender, Wolf; Linhart, Friedrich; Auhom,
Werner; Frey, Guenter; Streit, Werner; and Fikentscher, Rolf,

4,425.238, CI. 210-666.000.

Guerra, Salvatore; Meyer. John H.; and Boiler, Thomas E., to Ford
Motor Company. Method of forming a decorative surface on a body
of glasa. 4.425.184. a. 156-655.000.

Guest, Neil A.; aad Krisner, James F., to Elliott Turbomachinery Co.,
Inc. Lubricating system for a turbomachine including a method of
operating same. 4,424,665, CI. 60-39.020.

Ouuer, Richard S.; Mautner, Jacob E.; and Moberg, Sigurd M., to E. J.

Brooks Compwiy. Bdl type seal. 4,424,995, Q. 292-323.000.
Guilleniette, Armand; and Francois, Abel, to Roussel UCLAF. Process

for the i>roduction of ursodesoxycholic add. 4,425,274, CI.

260-397. lOa
Oulkm, Michel; Mondet, Jean; Papantoniou, Christos; and Vanden-

boaacbe, Claodine. to Socieu Anonyme dite : L'Oreal. Anhydrous
nail varniahes. 4,425.326. Q. 424-61.000.

Gujer, Peter: See-
Martin, Wolfgang; Knopp. Hana; Herion, EMeter; Conzeknann,
Oerhard; Leuchtmawi, Guenter; Gujer, Peter; Guldenfels, Di-
eter, awl Win. Armin. 4,424,614, CI. 28-255.000.

Guldenfels, Dieter: See-
Martin, Wolfgang; Knopp, Hans; Herion, Dieter, Conzelmann,
Gerhard; Leuchtmann, Guenter; Gujer, Peter; Guldenfels, Di-
eter; and Wirz, Armin, 4,424,614, CI. 28-255.000.

Gunther, Bemd-Rainer, to A. Nattermann & Cie GmbH. Process for
the separation of oil and/or phosphatidylethanolamine from alcohol
soluble phosphatidylcholine producb containing the same. 4.425.276.
CI. 260-403.000.

Gutenberg, Hemumn: See-
Morton, Anthony J.; Harvey, Kenneth; and Gutenberg, Hermann.

4,425.323, CI. 424-52.000.

Gutman, Arnold D., to Suufler Chemical Company. 2,6-Dichlorophe-
nyl-substituted phenyl-nitroa-zones and their use as herbicides.
4,425,271, CI. 260-192.000.

Gwathney, Kenneth W.; and Carpenter, George K., to Marathon
Equipment Company. Compactor safety interlock mechanism.
4,424,740, CI. 100-52.000.

Haas, John F.: See-
Jones, Wallace R.; Haas. John F.; and Ferro, Sal, 4,425,182, CI.

156-554.000.

Haemonetics Corporation: See—
Schoendorfer, Donald W.; Lueptow, Richard M.; and Schiff,

Jonathan D.. 4,425,114, CI. 6O4-7.000.
Haendle, Joerg; and Maass, Wolfgang, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft.

Diagnostic x-ray installation for providing subtraction images.
4.425,580, CI. 358-111.000.

Hagler, Gerald E.: See—
Tieszen, Dale O.; Reed, Jerry O.; and Hagler, Gerald E., 4,425,288,

CI. 264-39.000.

Hahn, John A., to IPI Contractors AG. Method of mining. 4.425,057.
CI. 405-258.000.

Hall, Floyd V., to Liggett Group Inc. RoUUble dispensing wheel.
4,425,107,0.493-48.000.

Hall, Raymond F.; and Tumbull, Andrew A., to U.S. Philips Corpora-
tion. Pyroelcctric detector. 4.425.502. O. 250-338.000.

Hall, Raymond F.: See—
Tumbull, Andrew A.; Hall, Raymond F.; and Overall, Colin D.,

4.425,504, CI. 250-353.000.

Halliburton Company: See-
Carter, Ernest E., Jr.; and Baker, Eugene E., 4,424,861, O.

166-120.000.

Penny, Glenn S.; and Briscoe, James E., 4.425,242, CI. 252-8.55R.
Halliburton, Ronald D.; Pearson, James H.; and Sava, Robert J., to

Bally Manufacturing Corporation. Panic post for pinball games.
4,424,970, O. 273-121.00A.

Hamada, Masato; Ohmura, Jukichi; and Muranaka, Fumio, to Asahi
Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Process for the preparation of (w-
fluorosulfonyl)-ha]oaliphatic carboxylic acid fluorides. 4,425,199, CI.

204-59.00F.

Hammer, Edward E.; and Lemmers, Eugene, to General Electric
Company. Time delay lamp ballast circuit. 4,425,530, CI. 315-104.000.

Hammershaimb, Harold U.: See

—

Vickers, Anthony G.; Hammenhaimb, Harold U.; and Hemler,
Charles L., Jr., 4,425,301, O. 422-111.000.

Hamprecht, Gerhard; Acker, Rolf-Dieter, and Wuerzer, Bruno, to
BASF Aktiengesellschaft. 2H-l,2,4,6-Thiatriazin-3-one- 1,1 -dioxides
and their use for controlling undesirable plant growth. 4,425,152, CI.
71-91.000.

Hanaoka, Masanori: See

—

Hattori, Tadaahi; Hanaoka, Masanori; Hashiguchi, Yukihide; Oot-
suka, Yoshinori; and Yamaguchi, Hiroaki, 4,424,705, CI.
73-35.000.

Hanke, Leopold; and Schmelz, Hehnut, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft.

Ceramic cold conductor and method of producing the same.
4,425,556, O. 338-25.000.

Hannouche, Nabil. Cervical pillow. 4,424,599, CI. 5-436.000.

Hansawerke Lunnann, Schutte St Co.: See—
Beer, Gunter; Pesch, Wolfgang; Friedemann, Wolfgang; and

Kupfer, Manfred, 4,425,291, O. 264-42.000.

Hansen, Gerhard. Apparatus for producing a heat-sealable container.

4.425,090, CI. 425-503.000.

Hansen, Henning M., to Danfoss A/S. Ultrasonic measuring device.
4,424,715,0.73-861.280.

Hanson, Clark L., to United Sutes of America, Energy. Fast closing
valve. 4,424.825, O. 137-1.000.

Hara, Akio: See—
Tsuji, Kazuo; Yazu, Shuji; and Hara, Akio, 4,425,315, CI.

423-446.000.

Hara, Toshizo: See—
Sutoh, Shinji; Sumikawa, Seizi; Kaneko, Shinichi; and Hara, To-

shizo, 4,424,933, CI. 236-44.00A.
Harada, Maaao: See—

Sumi, Takehiko; Harada, Masao; and Iwaya, Yoahikazu, 4,424,834,

O. 138-121.000.

Hamisch, Horst: See

—

Jautelat, Manfred; Arit, Dieter; Lantzsch. Reinhard; Fuchs, Rainer;
Riebel. Hans-Jochem; Schroder, Rolf; and Hamisch, Horst,

4.425.282. O. 260-465.00D.
Harper Corporation of America: See

—

Harper. James R.; and O'Klatner, Charles L., 4,424,744, O.
101-349.000.

Harper, James R.; and O'Klatner, Charles L., to Harper Corporation of
America. Adjustable drive system for matching surface speeds of a
transfer roll and plate roll and method thereof. 4,424,744, O.
101-349.000.
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Harris Graphics Corporation: See—
Chandhoke, Mohanjit S., 4,424,966, CI. 271-302.000.

Harrison, Ray E.; and Murray, Charles R., to C-I-L Inc. Method of
making polyethylene shipping sack with flexographically applied

barrier coating. 4,425,108, O. 493-220.000.

Hartenstein, Johannes; and Fritschi, Edgar, to Warner-Lambert Com-
pany. 5,6,6a,7-Tetrahydro-4H-dibenz(de,g)-isoquinoline derivatives,

and their use for treating central nervous system disorders. 4,425,350,
CI. 424-258.000.

Hartland Products Company, Inc.: See—
Krubsack, Larry J.; and Volk, Thomas G., 4,425,610, CI.

362-419.000.

Hartman, Richard E., to B. F. Goodrich Company, The. Insulative

puiel. 4,425,396, CI. 428-220.000.

Harvey, Kenneth; and Hayes, Harry, to Colgate-Palmolive Company.
Dual-action dentifrice. 4,425,322, CI. 424-52.000.

Harvey, Kenneth; Connors, Stephen T.; and Baines, Eric, to Colgate-
Palmolive Company. Hazed toothpaste. 4,425,324, CI. 424-52.000.

Harvey, Kenneth: See-
Morton, Anthony J.; Harvey, Kenneth; and Gutenberg, Hermann,

4,425,323, O. 424-52.000.

Haselswerdt, Vernon W.: See—
Mayfield, John M., Jr.; Haselswerdt, Vernon W.; and HinchlifTe,

Hugh A., 4,424,775, O. 123-142.50R.

Haselwood, Donald E.; and Thumm, Jeffrey R., to A. C. Nielsen

Company. Monitoring system and method utilizing signal injection

for determining channel reception of video receivers. 4,425,578, O.
358-84.000.

Hashiguchi, Yukihide: See—
Hattori, Tadashi; Hanaoka, Masanori; Hashiguchi, Yukihide; Oot-

suka, Yoshinori; and Yamaguchi, Hiroaki, 4,424,705, CI.

73-35.000.

Hashimoto, Iwao: See—
Fujii, Setsuro; Yasui, Bompei; Nakamura, Mitsuo; Hirohashi, Mit-

suru; Miyamoto, Tomohisa; Ando, Kazuko; Hashimoto, Iwao;
Umeda. Naoki; and Kawasaki, Masahiro, 4,425,335, O.
424-180.000.

Hattori, Kenneth M., to Emhart Industries, Inc. Speaker assembly.

4,424,881, CI. 181-155.000.

Hattori, Tadashi; Hanaoka, Masanori; Hashiguchi, Yukihide; Ootsuka,
Yoshinori; and Yamaguchi, Hiroaki, to Nippon Soken, Inc.; and
Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Engine knock sensing

apparatus. 4,424,705, CI. 73-35.000.

Haug, Robert: See—
le Fur, Daniel; Haug, Robert; and Goldman, Max, 4,425,496, CI.

219-384.000.

Havlice, James F.; Waxman, Albert S.; Schwaru, Henry L.; and
Stepner, David E., to Diasonics, Inc. Multi-mode ultrasound scanner.

4,424,813, CI. 128-660.000.

Hawkins, Geoffrey R.: See—
Cannell, David W.; and Hawkins, Geoffrey R., 4,424,820, CI.

132-7.000.

Hayashi, Kazumasa: See—
Nakata, Kojiro; Endo, Yasunobu; Terada, Akitomo; Hayashi,
Kazumasa; and Kobori, Michio, 4,425,452, O. 524-47.000.

Hayashi, Keizo, to Toyoda Gosd Co., Ltd. Channel-shaped trim with
disconnected core pieces. 4,424,976, CI. 277-205.000.

Hayes, Harry: See-
Harvey, Kenneth; and Hayes, Harry, 4,425,322, Gl. 424-52.000.

Hayworth, Hubert O.: See—
Maheras, George; and Hayworth, Hubert O., 4,425,183, O

156^51.000.

Hazlewood, Jonathan: See—
Stanton, William A.; Hazlewood, Jonathan; and Kerridge, Norman

A., 4,425,080, CI. 415-197.000.

Heard, Charles B., Jr.: See—
Durr, Helmut E.; and Heard, Charles B., Jr., 4,425,474, CI. 174-

110.00F.

Hecker, Gyula; Kenez, Emo; Nyari, Laszlo; and Patta, Janos, to Vil-

lamos Berendezes es Keszulek Muvek. Luminous display installation

with an increased contrast efTect. 4,425,608, CI. 362-291.000.

Heerdt, Ruth: See—
WolfT, Hans P.; Heerdt. Ruth; Hubner, Manfred, deceased; Kuhnle,
Hans; and Schmidt, FeUx H., 4,425,360, O. 424-309.000.

Hegnauer, Ulrich. Cord feed and delivery device supplying a knotter.

4,424,992, CI. 289-2.000.

Heilala, Antti J., to Oy Safematic Ltd. Single-acting slide ring sealing.

4,424,973, CI. 277-2.000.

Heinen, Hans-Dieter. Fire-proof window. 4,424,653, CI. 52-213.000.

Heinmetall GmbH: See—
Janss«n, Karl-Egon; and Breuer, Heinz-Ouenter, 4,424,734, O.

89-16.000.

Heinol, Alois R., to Knight Engineering A Molding Co. Child resistant

cap having cap retention and cam surfaces. 4,424,910, CI.

21^216.000.
Heisel, Michael: See—

Zeller, Rainer; Belloni, Aldo; and Heisel, Michael, 4,425,317, CI.

423-574.00R.

Hemler, Charles L., Jr.: See—
Vickers, Anthony G.; Hammershaimb, Harold U.; and Hemler,

Charles L., Jr., 4,425.301, O. 422-111.000.

Henchiri, Amar: See-
Baron, Michel; Baudet, Gerard; Henchiri, Amar; and Hergibo,

Piene-Luc 4,425.229, O. 209-167.000.

Hendrickson, Melvin C: See

—

Collins, Johnny: and Hendrickson. Melvin C, 4,425.647, O.
371-70.000.

Henes Products Corp.: See—
Henes, Richard W., 4,425,215, CI. 204-258.000.

Henes, Richard W., to Henes Producu Corp. Gas generator. 4,425,215,
O. 204-258.000.

Henkel Corporation: See-
Lindner, Robert A ; and O'Lenick, Anthony, 4,425.458, CI

524-314.000.

Henkel KommanditgeaellichaA Auf Aktien: See-
Beer. Gunter; Pesch. Wolfgang; Friedemann. Wolfgang; and

Kupfer, Manfred. 4,425,291. O. 264-42.000.

Moller. Hinrich; and Osberghaus, Rainer, 4,425,327, 424-65.000
Herchenbach, Horst: See—

Brachthauser, Kunibert; and Herchenbach, Horst, 4,425,092, CI.

432-106.000.

Hergibo, Pierre-Luc: See

—

Baron, Michel; Baudet, Gerard; Henchiri, Amar; and Hergibo.
Pierre-Luc, 4,425,229, CI. 209-167.000.

Herion, Dieter: See-
Martin, Wolfgang; Knopp, Hans; Herion, Dieter; Conzelmann,
Gerhard; Leuchtmann, Guenter; Gujer, Peter; Guldenfels, Di-
eter; and Wirz, Armin, 4,424,614, O. 28-255.000.

Hershel, Ronald S.; and Lee, Martin E., to General Signal Corporation
Apparatus for projecting a series of images onto dies of a semiconduc-
tor wafer. 4,425,037, CI 355-43.000.

Herve, Guy: See-
Colas, Claude; Herve, Guy; Caputi, Jean-Louis M.; and de Sivry.

Bruno, 4,425,059, CI. 408-l.OOR.
Hesse, Anton; Scholz, Dankmar, and Nicolaus. Walter, to BASF Ak-

tiengesellschaA. Production of moldings from unsaturated polyester
resins. 4,425,287, CI. 264-22.000.

Hettinger, William P., Jr.; Kovach, Stephen M.; and HofTman, James F.,

to Ashland Oil, Inc. Endothermic removal of coke deposited on
catalytic materials during carbo-metallic oil conversion. 4,425,259,
CI. 502-74.000.

Hewlett-Packard Company: See-
Cutler, Leonard S., 4,425,653, CI. 372-70.000.

Larson, Ronald K., 4.425,515, CI. 307-268.000.

Heyer, Bruce A.: See—
Khandros, Igor Y.; and Heyer, Bruce A., 4,424,853, 0. 164-57.100.

Subramanyam, Dilip K.; Chapin, Henry J.; and Heyer, Bruce A.,

4,425.169,0. 148-137.000.

Hibino, Kunio: See

—

Suzuki, Takashi; Hibino, Kunio; Murai, Mikio; and Fujita, Takashi,
4.425.404, O. 428-341.000.

Hibst, Hartmut, to BASF AktiengeaellschaA. Preparation of fmely
divided ferrite powders. 4,425,250, O. 252-62.590.

Hidaka, Kensuke: See—
Teramoto, Takao; and Hidaka, Kensuke, 4,425,300, 0. 42(M53.000.

Higaki, Hiroshi: See—
Kamohara, Hideaki; Imamura, Minoru; Higaki, Hiroahi; Yoshitomi,

Yuji; Uno, Syuzo; Makino, Kazuhiro; and Nomura, Hiroshi,

4,425,048, CI. 403-191.000.

Hill, Frederick W. L.; and Clabbum, Robin J. T., to Raychem Limited
Composite connector. 4,424,991, O. 285-381.000.

Hillberg, Robert L., to COP, Inc. Handgun. 4,424,638, O. 42-69.00R.

Hillman, Garth D., to Northern Telecom Inc. Piezoelectric switch
using piezoceramic bending elements, and in particular a relay utiliz-

ing such elemenu. 4,425,524, CI. 310-332.000.

HinchlifTe, Hugh A.: See—
Mayfield, John M., Jr.; HaseUwerdt. Vernon W.; and HinchUffe,

Hugh A., 4,424,775, O. 123-I42.50R.

Hingarh, Hemraj K.: See—
Vora, Madhukar B.; and Hingarh. Hemraj K., 4,425,379, O.

427-84.000.

Hiraga, Maaaharu, to Sankyo Electric Company Limited. Reduced
diameter devices with an electromagnetic clutch. 4,425,520, O.
310-92.000.

Hirata, Kiminori: See—
Sakata, Gojyo; Makino, Kenji; Kawamura, Yasuo; Sato, Jun;

Ozawa. Kiyomi; Hirose, Maaayoshi; and Hirata, Kiminori,

4,425,343, CI. 424-250.000.

Hirmann, Georg: See

—

Kagi, Bruno; Hirmann, Georg; and Luginbuhl, Rolf, 4,424,827, O.
137-320.000.

Hirohashi, Mitsuni: See—
Fujii, Seuuro; Yasui, Bompei; Nakamura, Mitsuo; Hirohashi, Mit-

suni; Miyamoto, Tomohisa; Ando, Kazuko; Hashimoto, Iwao;
Umeda, Naoki; and Kawasaki, Masahiro, 4,425.335, O.
424-180.000.

Hiromori, Yasutaka: See-
Murakami, Mutsuaki; Hiromori, Yasutaka; and Naito, Hiroshi,

4.425.405, O. 428-342.000.

Hirose, Masayoshi: See—
Sakata, Gojyo; Makino, Kei^ji; Kawamura, Yasuo; Sato, Jun;

Ozawa, Kiyomi; Hirose, Mauyoahi; and Hirata, Kimioori,

4,425,343, O. 424-250.000.

Hirota, Akira; and Uchimi, Takashi, to Victor Company of Japan, Ltd.

Video signal recording and/or reproducing syMcm. 4,425,584. O.
358-328.000.

Hirschfeld. Tomas B.: See—
PearK». Richard K.; and Hinchfeid. Todm B.. 4.425.136, O.

44-51.000.
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Hitachi Chemical Company, Ltd.: See—
Mimura, Gen. 4,425,189, CI. 162-332.000.

Hitachi Denshi Engineering Kabuahiki Kaisha: See—
Sato, Koji; Kato, Tadao; and Kawano, Hikaru, 4,424,660, CI.

53-540.000.

Hitachi, Ltd.: See—
Kamohara, Hidcaki; Imamura. Minora; Higaki, Hiroshi; Yoshitomi,

Yuji; Uno, Syuzo; Makino, Kazuhiro; and Nomura, Hiroshi,
4,425,048, a. 403-191.000.

Ohaihi, Toshijiro; Yamaguchi, Yasuhiro; Kohno, Michinaaa; and
Kamita, Nobu, 4,424.939, Q. 242-4.00R.

Ojima, Kazuo, 4.424,675, Q. 60-602.000.
Sasaya. Osamu; Nishizawa. Masahiro; Yokomizo, Hiroshi; Miura,

Kiyoahi; and Tomita, Yoshifumi, 4,425,419, CI. 430-179.000.
Sone, Maaazumi; Imai, Iwao; and Nagae, Hiromitsu, 4,425,485, CI

20O-19.00R.

Tomooka. Keiji; Ogawa. Makoto; and Ishiguro, Hideo, 4,425,512,
Q. 307-138.000.

Watanabe. Naomittu, 4,425,528, CI. 313-466.000.
Yoshida. Yutaka. 4,424,875, Q. 180-168.000.

Ho, Benedict Y. K., to Ferro Corporation. Metal amino acids
4,425,28a CI. 260-429.900.

Hockele, Max; and Muller, Werner. Phase break-section insulator
devices of high tensile strength. 4,424,889. CI. 191-39.000.

Hockenberger, Lothar: See—
Nwnhoeffer, Otto; WUhelm. Gerhard; Hockenberger, Lothar
Bergmann, Franz J.; and Endruscheit. Peter, 4,425,236, CI.

Schollhom, Wolf-Dietrich; and Hockenberger, Lothar, 4,425,389,

Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft: See— I

Mauer, Alexander; Wasel-Nielen, Horat-Dieter; and Adrian, Re-
nate, 4,425,253. Q. 252-135.000.

Hoechst-Roussel Pharmaceuticals: See—
AUen, Richard C; and Klioze, Solomon S., 4,425,342, CI.

Hoefle. Milton L.; and Bobowski, George, to Warner-Lambert Com-
pany. Substituted acyl derivatives of chair form of octahydro-lH-
mdole-2-carboxylic acids. 4,425,355, CI. 424-274.000.

Hoekstra, Philip M.: See—

^VL\ .9!^ ^= "** Hoekstra, Philip M.. 4,425,186, CI.
162-138.000.

Hoeren, Gerd H.: See—

^5!^-P^\''*,i^ '.^SS:™' ^"* "
;
""^ Palmquist, Steven R.,

4,425,643, CI. 371-20.000.
Hoflmaa, James F.: 5^e—

Hettinger, Wffliam P., Jr.; Kovach, Stephen M.; and Hoffman,
James F., 4,425,259, CI. 502-74.000.

'

Hoflmann-La Roche Inc.: See—
Water, Annin; and Fryer, Rodney I., 4,425,272, CI. 260-245.600.

Honmami, Rainer: See—

« v''"**5J; ".*^ "** Hoffmann, Rainer, 4,424.886, a. 188-73.350.
Hohman. Charles M.;Propster, Mark A.; and Seng, Stephen, to Ovens-
U>ramgFiberglas Corporation. Preheating glass batch. 4,425, 147, CI.

Hokkanen, Pentti O.: See— I

^'S*'*"^ ^^ "- Hokkanen, Pentti O.; Nurminen. Aimo A.
MurtWtj^Unn A.; and Virta, Matti A.. 4.424,959, CI.

Holdinghauaen, Paul: See-

rs ,P^ Alfred; and Holdinghauaen, Paul, 4,424,711, CI. 73-462.000.
HoUy, Sapdor. to Rockwell Internationa] Corporation. Wavelength

Sk?4^5%S:^ 3^-2aSoa'
"^^ '°' "'"' "^ ""-"^^

^°^^P^^^'
^**^*™™*^ ""^ ""^ ssaembly. 4,425,531, CI. 315-

"s^;!«?9j;:a.'iw-STiST'*"''
°"^«" '""~" ™«'-

Holzman, i^la L.. to United States of America. Air Force. Constant
thmst hybrid rocket motor. 4,424,679, a. 60-251 000

Holzwartb, George M.; Naslund, Lars A.; and Sandvik, Erik I., to
Exxon Research * Engineering Co. Oil recovery using stabilized
MHtaM hMt-treited heteropolysaccharide solutions. 4,425,246. CI.

Honda Oiken Kogyo Kabuahiki Kaisha: See—
l^wasaki. Katsuyoshi, 4,424,877, a. 180-210.000.
Murayam^ Muato; and Akita, Mitsugi, 4.424.880, Q. 181-129.000.
Otam. Jimji; and Matsuhashi, Noriyasu. 4,424,839, Q. 141-348.000.

^•J^F ^"*?^: ^FZ"*' Takeshi; Nii. Setsuo; and Matsuda,
Taiaynki. 4,424,953; Q. 251-368.000.

Honeywell Inc.: See—
StaafEer, Norman L., 4,425.501. a. 250.216.00a

Hoaeywen Information Systems Inc.: See—Pm^A^ui A.; and Dawson, Charles W., 4,423,626. a.

Honma, Hideo; Suzuki. Yothiaki; and Matsumoto, Yasuhiro, to Kanto
Kaaei Ca, Ltd.; and Facility Ltd. Process for regenerating electroless

CSSwa'^tlSl^**"*
PPW'tus of electroless plating bath.

Honma, Yoslnliiro: &w—

'%5ft.atSlO^ SlK»o; «K1 Hooma. Yoahihiro.

Hoover, Jacob R. Jr.: See— '

°"' ^-S^^i^ Hoover, Jacob H., Jr., 4.423,514, a. 307-265.000.

?K'.5^T!*^J^!5tJ*" **"^ •>**" f"" window shade
4,424,832, CL 160>309.00a

Hori, Kazumi: See—
Tsutsum^ Hisao; Hori, Kazumi; and Kawano. Junichi, 4,425,329,

Hon, Shozo: See—
Tanaka^ Hideyuki; Saito, Kiyotaka; Hori, Shozo; and Mitsuda.

Yutaka, 4.425,258, CI. 502-154.000.
«"»««,

Horlington, Michael, to Smith and Nephew Associated Compwiies
Lmuted. Compositions for the treatment of glaucoma containins
triamterene. 4,425,344, CI. 424-251.000.

comammg

Horlington, Michael; and Scott, Lindsey V.. to Smith and Nephew
Associated Companies Limited. Pharmaceutical composition con-tammg tnamterene. 4,425,345, CI. 424-251.000.

Horlmgton, Michael, to Smith and Nephew Associated Companies
Limited Pharmaceutical compositions. 4,425.346, Q. 424-253.00a

Horn, Walter, to Fissler Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung. Lid-

i'l2l5!5"ci.''2l^"lSS*""«
'*^" '" ' '^^^ «»""

Homer, Michael S.: See—

Horvath, Stanley K.. to Ford Motor Company. Paint composition
comprising hydroxy functional film former and improved staUe flow
control additive. 4,425,450, CI. 523-334.000.

Hoshiya, Kunio: See

—

Mitsuya, Yasunaga; Hoshiya, Kunio; Oguchi, Shigemittu; and
Kaneko, Reizo, 4,424.974, Q. 277-80.000.

Hosono, Nagao; Takahashi, Tohru; Kanbe. Junichiro; Toyono,
Tsutomu; Nakamura, Shunji; and Tamura, Yasuyuki, to Canon Kabu-
siuki Kaisha. Method for image development by application of alter-
naung bias. 4,425,373, CI. 427-14.100.

Hosoya, Nobukazu, to Sanyo Electric Co., Ltd. Picture stabilizins
arcuit in color television receiver. 4.425.576, CI. 358-21 OOV

Hospal Ltd.: See—
Reitz, Carl W., 4,425,234, CI. 210-321.300.

Hosterman, Craig: See—
Ri<^. Warren; and Hosterman. Craig, 4,424,681, Q. 62-1 14.000.

d"f5k^2I ^i '^<X?i';5l'""°^"'°'»' ^°«=. OrganophUic clay gellants.

Hovorka, Reiner. Cylinder piston unit. 4,424,739, Q. 92-105 000
Howard, Dennis D.; and Sexsmith, Frederick H., to Lord Corporation

Radiation-curable compositions. 4,425,472, Q. 526-301 000
Howell. Stephen L.. to Kimball International, Inc. Percussion generator

having snub control. 4.424.731, CI. 84-1.260.
Howells, John N. M.; Morris, Drew W.; and Tichenor. Richard L.. to

5f*^7. ."1SA£?"'*""''°"' *°<^- Separated discards carrier. 4,425,07a
CI. 414-498.000.

Hsieh, Shao-Chung, to General Motors Corporation. Unitized manual
actuator assembly for unitized electrical switch. 4,423,487. Q. 200-

Huang, Jamin, to Union Carbide Corporation. Alpha-heterocyclic
carbmol phosphates. 4,425,338, CI. 424-200.000.

Hubner, Dietmar, legal representative: See—
Wolff, Hans P.; Hecrdt, Ruth; Hubner, Manfred, deceased; Kuhnle,

Hans; and Schmidt, Felix H., 4,423,360, Q. 424-309.000.
Hubner, Manfred, deceased: See—

Wolff, Hans P.; Heerdt, Ruth; Hubner, Manfred, deceased; Kuhnle,
Hans; and Schmidt, Felix H., 4,423,360, O. 424-309.000.

Huckc, Edward E.. to Union Oil Company of California. Densified
carbonaceous bodies with improved surface finishes. 4,425,316. Q
423-448.000. . . . •

Huff, Qark H., to Texasgulf Inc. Single well-multiple cavity solution
mining of an inclined stracture. 4,425.003, CI. 299-5.000.

Huff, Robert O.; and Krome. Edward F.. Jr., to Reliance Electric
Company. Variable speed belt drive. 4,425,102, CI. 474-28.000.

Hugemann, Berhhard; and Schuster, Otto, to BatteUe-Institut e.V.
Device for the release of substances at defined locations in the alimen-
tary tract. 4,425,117, CI. 604-93.000.

Hughes Aircraft Company: See—
Gagnon, Ralph J.; and Carson, Robert T., 4,425,028, Q.

Zwim, Robert; and Bozeman, John W., 4,424,943, CI. 244-3. lia
Huisman, Hendrikus F.; and Groen, Harm J., to U.S. Philips Corpora-

tion. Method of preparing a magnetic pigment of y-FejOi particles
and recording element. 4,425,409, CI. 428-437.000.

Hunt, C. Anthony, to University of California, The Regents of the.
Functional oxygen transport system. 4,423,334. a. 424-177.000.

Hunt, Evelyn W., administrator: See—
Cahill, Paul J.; Piasek. Edmund J., deceased; and Hunt, Evelyn W..

administrator, 4,425,249, Q. 252-5 1.30R.
Hunt, Evelyn W., administratrix: See

Cahill, Paul J.; Piasek, Edmund J., deceased; and Hoot. Evdyn W..
administratrix, 4,425,245. Q. 252-33.000.

Hunt, Richard M.: See—
Bordelon. Chester M.; Hunt, Ricbaid M.; and Wheeler, Robert A..

4,425,482, Q. 179-120.000.
Hunter, Andrew F., to Conoco Inc. Tension control system for control-

!S?f iTfiS?^" " platform supporting tension k^ 4,423,036, Q.
405-224.000.

Hunter, Walter D., to Texaco Development Corp. Asphaltic compoa-
tions containing alkoxylated terpolymers. 4,425,433, Q. 324-49.000.

Hunyu, Kazumi: See—
Negishi, Isamu; and Hunyu, Kazumi, 4,423.393, Q. 428-196.000.

Husdg, Charles: See-
Moses, Donald W.; Hustig. Charles; and Ballard. C. Ray, 4,423.642,
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Moses, Donald W.; Hustig. Charles; and Ballaixl, C. Ray, 4,425,661,
CI. 375-1.000.

Hutchinson, Loyd B., to Dow Chemical Company, The. Anhydrous
process for preparing amorphous chlorinated polyethylene and prod-
uct thereof 4,425,206, Q. 204-159.180.

Ibrahim, Fayez F., to Tyler Refrigeration Corporation. Automated
energy conserving cover for refrigerated cabinet access openings.
4,424,685, Q. 62-249.000.

Ichikawa, Junji: See—
Kameyama, Toru; and Ichikawa, Junji, 4,425,036, O. 35S-3.0DR.

Ichikawa Woolen Textile Co., Ltd.: See—
Oikawa, Naoyuki; Sato, Wako; and Tanaka, Osamu. 4.425.392, CI.

428-90.000.
t,

Ido, Tadashi; Yokoyama. Hirotaka; Wada, Moriyasu; Oguchi, To-
shihiko; Ishizawa, Akio; and Koike, Yoshiyasu, to Tokyo Shibaura
Denki Kabuahiki Kaisha. Magnetic recording media. 4,425,401, CI.

428-329.000.

leda, Yoshihito: See—
Tsukamoto, Shizumasa; and leda, Yoshihito, 4,424,980, CI.

280-276.000.

Igarashi, Tatauo: See—
Takemoto, Hisao; and Igarashi, Tatsuo, 4,425,431. Q. 435-101.000.

Igaue, Takamitsu: See-
Suzuki, Migaku; Ochi, Kozo; and Igaue, Takamitsu, 4,425,127. CI.

604-366.000.

lida, Takeshi; and Chang, Frederic C. Process for production of cheno-
deoxycholic acid. 4,425,273, CI. 262-397.100.

lijima, Akio: See—
Iwaki, Akio; Nishijima, Toyoki; lijima, Akio; and Sasazawa, Tat-

suya, 4,425,418, CI. 430-106.000.

lino, Hiroshi; and Sasakura, Toyoki, to Furano Electric Co., Ltd.

Detection system. 4,425,634, CI. 367-120.000.

IIT Research Institute: See—
Camras, Marvin, 4,425,589, CI. 360-51.000.

Ikeda, Akihiko: See-
Abe, Tsutomu; Akao, Tsutae; and Ikeda, Akihiko. 4,425,237, CI.

210-692.000.

Ikeda, Junji: See

—

Saeki, Keiji; Ikeda, Junji; and Tamotsu, Wakahata. 4,425,209, CI.

204-159.230.

Ikeda. Yoshihiro: See—
Toyoda, Yoshiaki; Ikeda, Yoshihiro; and Arashiba, Nobumasa,

4.425,255, CI. 502-38.000.

Ikehata, Hiromi: See-
Sasaki, Toshihiro; Ikehata, Hiromi; and Fukumoto. Ryoichi,

4,424,647, CI. 49-502.000.

Imai, Hiroshi; and Sugasawa, Fukashi, to Nissan Motor Company,
Limited. Illuminating device for a display unit. 4,425,604, CI.

362-223.000.

Imai, Iwao: See—
Sone, Maaazumi; Imai, Iwao; and Nagae, Hiromitsu, 4,425.485. CI.

200-19.00R.

Imai. Shinichi: See—
Sugiyama. Masatoshi; Adachi, Keiichi; Kato. Eiichi; Ogawa, Akira;
and Imai, Shinichi, 4,425,162, CI. 106-22.000.

Imamura, Akio; Uchiyama, Yasuji; and Nakada, Akira, to Nippon
Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha. Electronic musical instrument with
intermanual performance faculty. 4,424,732, CI. 84-1.170.

Imamura, Minora: See—
Kamohara, Hideaki; Imamura, Minora; Higaki. Hiroshi; Yoshitomi,

Yuji; Uno, Syuzo; Makino, Kazuhiro; and Nomura, Hiroshi,

4,425,048, CI. 403-191.000.

Imbert, Jean C. Fuel saving device. 4,424,786, CI. 123-538.000.

Imperial Chemical Industries PLC: See—
Padget, John C; McAloon, Kevin T.; and Burgess, Anthony J.,

4,425,465, CI. 524-450.000.

Imperial Clevite Inc.: See-
Peppers, Henry J., 4,424,699, CI. 72-388.000.

Inagaki, Hiroshi: ^e

—

Shibahashi, Yutaka; Nakasuji, Norikazu; Kataoka, Takashi;
Inagaki, Hiroshi; and Kito, Tsutomu. 4,425,161, CI. 106-21.000.

Indian Industries, Inc.: See

—

Smith, Max D., 4,424.968. CI. 273-1.50R.

Industrial Holographies, Inc.: See

—

Grant, Ralph M., 4,425,039, CI. 356-35.500.

Industronics, Inc.: See

—

Caffyn, Allan E.; and Lobik, James L.. 4.424.755. CI. 110-246.000.

Ingalls, Marjorie D.; and Ingalls, Richard D. Method for preparation of

a color proof from a set of color separation films, masks or the like.

4,425,417, CI. 430-30.000.

Ingalls, Richard D.: See—
Ingalls, Marjorie D.; and Ingalls, Richard D., 4,425,417, CI.

430-30.000.

Innes, John L., to Communications Systems. Inc. Fiber optic cable

tension loader. 4.424.954, CI. 254-I34.3CL.
Inoue-Japax Research Incorporated: See

—

Inoue, Kiyoshi, 4,425,197, CI. 204-25.000.

Inoue, Kiyoshi, to Inoue-Japax Research Incorporated. Method of and
apparatus for electrodepositing a metal on a conductive surface.

4,423,197, a. 204-23.000.

Inoue, Yoahihisa: See—
Yokoyama, Kazumasa; Fukaya, Chikara; Tsuda, Yoshio; Ono,

Taizo; Arakawa, Yoshio; Inoue, Yoshihisa; Naito, Youichiro; and
Suyama, Tadakazu, 4,425,347, CI. 424-256.000.

Inprohold Establishment: See—
Schlegel, Hans-Joachim. 4,424,397, CI. 3-13.000.

Intercontkole: See

—

Adamowski. Andre; Gallet, Gerard; Lhermitte, Jacques; Monne,
Maxime; and Vaulherot. Guy, 4.425.296. O. 376-245.000.

International Business Machines Corporation: See-
Abbas, Shakir A.; and Magdo, Ingrid E.. 4,424,621, Q. 29-571 000.

Bahler, David D.; and Calvo. Ricardo E., 4,425,612. CI. 363-21.000

Bartholet, Michael A.; Cochran, James L.; Janaaen, Donovan M.;
Magno. Robert; Rood, Allan J.; Seaward, William S.; and
Walker, Lance A., 4,424.963, CI. 270-53.000

Cason, William C; and Kuecker, Ward A., 4,425,629, O.
364-900.000.

Silvestri, Victor J.; Tang, Denny D.; and Wiedmann, Siegfried K.,

4,425,574, CI. 357-50.000.

International Flavors A Fragrances Inc.: See—
Boden, Richard M.; and Tyszkiewicz. Theodore J., 4,425,264, Q

252-522.00R.

Boden, Richard M.; Tyszkiewicz. Theodore J.; and Licciardello.

Michael, 4,425,265, Q. 252-522.00R.
Mookherjee, Braja D.; Trenkle, Robert W ; Wolff, Robin K.;

Boden. Richard M.; and Yoshida, Takao. 4.425,365, Q
426-3.000.

ntemational Harvester Co.: See—
Sorensen, Robert; Barrett Edward A.; and Scamato, Thomas J.,

4,425,058, CI. 406- 100.000.

ntemational Standard Electric Corporation: See

—

Chan, Howard K. C, 4.425.017, CI. 339-96.000.

ntemational Telephone and Telegraph Corporation: See-
Shelby. Billy L., and Moore, WUIiam C, 4,424,993, Q. 292-128.000.

nterNorth, Inc.: See—
Busse, Paul J.. 4.425,439. CI. 502-25.000.

nvacare Corporation: See—
Terlaak. Daniel J.. 4.424.873. CI. I80-65.00E.

PI Contractors AG: See—
Hahn, John A.. 4.425.057. CI. 405-258.000.

shida, Takashi; and Tominari. Nobora. to Mikuni Kogyo Kabushiki
Kaisha. Fuel feed system for an internal combustion engine
4.424.785. CI. 123-479.000.

shiguro. Hideo: See—
Tomooka. Keiji; Ogawa, Makoto; and Ishiguro, Hideo. 4,425,512,

CI. 307-138.000.

shii, Takahiko: See—
Asari, Akira; Noyori, TaUuhiko; Ueda, Masakazu; and Ishii,

Takahiko, 4,424,696, CI. 72-273.500.

shii, Takatoshi: See—
Kinoshita. Kiyoshi; and Ishii. Takatoshi. 4,425,646. CI. 371-61.000.

shizawa, Akio: See

—

Ido, Tadashi; Yokoyama, Hirotaka; Wada. Moriyuu; Oguchi.
Toshihiko; Ishizawa, Akio; and Koike, Yoshiyasu, 4,425,401, CI.

428-329.000.

so, Tadashi: See—
Iwao, Jun-ichi; Oya, Masayuki; and Iso, Tadashi, 4,425,333, C\.

424-177.000.

sraelsson, Bjom: See

—

Mansgold, Stephan; Leijon, Ame; and Israelsson, Bjom, 4,425,481,

a. I79-107.0FD.
to, Kenichi: .See

—

Musha, Tohra; Kato, Kiichi; and Ito, Kenichi, 4,425,636, Q.
369-44.000.

to, Yoichiro, to United States of America, Health and Human Services.

Flow-through centrifuge. 4.425.1 12. Q. 494-18.000.

to. Yukio; Takai. Kazulu; and Takagi. Satoshi, to Clarion Co., Ltd.

Magnetic recording/reproducing apparatus. 4,425,591, CI.

360-88.000.

to, Yukio: See—
Meguro, Takeshi; and Ito, Yukio, 4,425,555, CI. 333-202.000.

TT Industries, Inc.: See-
Adam, Fritz G., 4,425.631. CI. 365-185 000
Frigger, Heinz; and Hoffmann, Rainer, 4.424.886, CI. 188-73.350.

ura, Yukio; Yamamichi. Masayoshi; Uchiyama, Takashi; Taguchi.
Tetsuya; and Mashino. Yukio. to Csnon Kabushiki Kaisha. Camera
employing a flash illumination device and a flash photographing
system. 4.425.033. CI. 354-423.000.

VAC Corporation: See—
Bucchianeri, Richard M., 4.424.72a CI. 74-89.150.

wahashi. Harao: See—
Tarami. Noriyoshi; Iwahashi. Harao; Matsunawa, Masahiko; and
Tokunaga, Hiroshi, 4.425.035. CI. 355-3.0CH.

wahashi. Hiroshi; and Asano. Masamichi, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki
Kabushiki Kaisha. Nonvolatile semiconductor memory device.

4.425.632. Q. 365-189.000.

waki. Akio; Nish^ima, Toyoki; lijima, Akio; and Sasazawa, Tatsuya, to

Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd. Liquid developers for electro-

photography and developing method using the same. 4,425,418, CI.

430-106.000.

wao, Jun-ichi; Oya, Masayuki; and Iso, Tadashi, to Santen Pharmaceu-
tical Co., Ltd. Sulfur-containing acylamino acids. 4,425,333, CI.

424-177.000.

wasaki, Akio; Deushi, Takeo; Watanabe, Isamu; and Mori, Toshihito,

to Kowa Company, Ltd. Process for production of antibiotics and
novel antibiotics produced thereby. 4,425,430, Q. 435-80.000.

waya. Yoshikazu: See—
Sumi, Takehiko; Harada. Masao; and Iwaya, Yoshikazu. 4,424,834,

CI. 138-121.000.

zawa, Tatsuo; Mori, Hidefumi; Shimizu, Nobuo; and Murakami,
Yasuji, to Nippon Telegraph k Telephone Public Corporation.
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Method of making glass waveguide for optical circuit. 4,425,146, CI
63-18 200.

J. Hengstler K.G.: See— .

Blepp. Martin, 4,425.014, CI. 312-284.000. !

J. I. Case Company: See—
Holmes, Terry M.. 4,424,985, CI. 280-766.100.

Jackaon, Eric A.; and Turner, George M., to Perard Engineering Ltd.
Rack and pinion drive arrangement. 4,424,722, CI. 74-422.000.

Jackaon, Lauren M., to Kendall Company, The. Therapeutic stocking
structure. 4.424,596, CI. 2-240.000.

Jackaon. Milan D., to U-Dig-It Enterprises, Inc. Foldable dissine tool.

4.424.997. CI. 294.33.500.

Jacobine. Anthony F., to Upjohn Company, The. Compositions and
process. 4,423.208, Q. 204-139.130.

Jacobs, Fritz E: See—
Vernon, Lonnie W.; Jacobs. Fritz E.; and Bauman, Richard P..

4.425,224, CI. 208-56.000.

Jacobaon, Ralph S. Accessory for screw driver. 4,424,729, CI
81-431.000.

Jacocks, Qaud L.; LaFleur. Robbie J.; and Grimsley, Ralph L to
Conoco Inc. Method and apparatur for oil-water separation.
4.423.239. Q. 210-787.000.

Jacquet, Bernard; Lang, Gerard; and Malaval, Alain, to L'Oreal. De-
odorant compoaitions containing a polycarboxylic acid salt

4,423.321. a. 424-47.000.

James. Michael H.. to Beecham Group Limited. Antacid composition.
4.423.332. Q. 424-94.000.

Jansaen, Donovan M.: See—
Bartholet, Michael A.; Cochran. James L.; Janssen, Donovan M.
Magno, Robert; Rood. Allan J.; Seaward, William S.; and
Walker. Lance A.. 4,424.963, CI. 270-33.000.

Janssen, Karl-Egon; and Breuer. Heinz-Guenter, to Heinmetall GmbH.
Protecting cover for a gun barrel. 4,424,734, CI. 89-16.000.

Japan Electronic Industry Development Association: See—
Takafiiji, Yutaka; Nonomura, Keisaku; Takechi, Sadatoshi; and
Wada, Tomio, 4.423.372, CI. 337-4.000.

Jautelat, Manfred; Arlt. Dieter; Lantzsch. Reinhard; Fuchs, Rainer;
Riebel. Hans-Jochem; Schroder, Rolf; and Hamisch, Horst, to Bayer
Aktiengesellachaft. Preparation of 3-(arylvinyl)-2,2.dimethyl-cyclo-
propine-1-carboxylic acid esten and new intermediate therefor.
4,423.282. Q. 260-463.00D.

Jaynes, Jesse M.: See—
StFobel, Gary A.;^avlak, Andrea H.; and Jaynes, Jesse M..

4,423,130, a. 71-77.000.

Jean-Claude Bemey SA: See—
Bemey, Jean-Oaude, 4,423.338. CI. 318-696.000.

Jeudot, Jean-Louis, to Telecommunications Radioelectriques et Tele-
phoniques T.R.T. System for tele-locating regenerative repeaters.
4,425,662, Q. 373-4.000.

Jenkins, Rodman. Motor fuel containing refined carbonaceous material
4,423,133, a. 44-31.000.

Jenkins, William A., to Monarch Marking Systems. Inc. Web of Ugs
and method of attaching Ugs. 4.423,394. CI. 428-136.000.

Jennings, Richard E.: See—
Eggers, Edward T.; Freimuth, John H.; Jennings. Richard E.; and
Campbdl, WUIU R., 4,424,662, CI. 36-341.000.

Jennings, Robert E.: See—
Thorn, Joseph H.; and Jennings, Robert E., 4.424,761, C\.

n8-300.000.
Jewusiak, Stephen J., to Ethicon, Inc. Plastic ligating clips. 4,424.810,
a. 128-326.000.

e- e F

Johannameier, Karl-Heinz: See—
Phillipa, Edward H.; and Johannsmeier, Karl-Heinz, 4.425,537, CI.

318-640.000.

Johns, Robert H. Multiple resonant coil using distributed capacity
between turns. 4.425,565, CI. 343-722.000.

Johnson, Archie G., to Ford Motor Company. Vortex generatinit
device. 4,424,714, CI. 73-861.220.

Johnson A Johnson Baby Producte Company: See—
Butterworth, George A. M.; Elias, Robert T.; Miller, Wayne D.;
and Shepherd, Robert C, 4,425,126, CI. 604-366.000.

Johnson, Michael G. Plunging water jets for oil spill containment and
recovery. 4,423,240, Q. 210-801.000.

Johnson, Robert M., to Green Mountain Products, Inc. Citrus pulp
litter for pet animals. 4,424,763, CI. 1 19-1.000.

Johnson, Timothy L.: See—
Callahan, Alfred S.; Rhodes, James S.; Johnson, Timothy L.; and
Dunkn, John G., 4,424,816, CI. 128-731.000.

Johnston. Malcolm. Spherical spring mounting. 4,424,962, CI.
267-140.200.

Johttstone, Gregg M.; and Davies, Harry. Video cassette recorder.
4,42S,S9a a. 360-71.000.

Jones, Cynthia: See-
Abbott, Thomas I.; and Jones, Cynthia, 4,425.425, CI. 430-502.000.

Jones, Cynthia G.: See-
Abbott. Thomas I.; and Jones, Cynthia G., 4,423,426, CI.

430-502.000.

Jones, Duane T.; and Eberhardt, Nikolai, to Bethlehem Steel Corpora-
tioD. Dual bend measuring techniques for radiation gaging of rein-
forcing bnr. 4.423,303, Q. 230-339. 100.

Jones, Olen D.: See—
Kadakia, Vinod K.; and Jones. Glen D., 4,423,382, CI. 338-260.000.

Jones. Phillip T.: See-
Brown, Karl L.; Tumbull, WUliam G.; and Jones, Phillip T.,

4,423,306. a. 230-396.0ML.

Jones, Robert W. Highway hazard warning sign signal. 4,423,360. CI.
340-74.000.

Jones. Wallace R.; Haas, John F.; and Ferro. Sal. to Excello Speciality
Co.. The. Blending tape dispenser. 4,425.182, CI. 156-554.000.

Jones, Walter T., to SecreUry of Sute for Defence in Her Britannic
Majesty's Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland. The. Desensitizing explosives. 4.425,170, CI.

Jones, William R. Shielding arrangement for a vacuum furnace
4,425.660, CI. 373-130.000.

Joslin, Joel: See—
Cornell, William D.; and Joslin. Joel, 4,425,235, CI. 210-516.000.

Jourdan, Henri R., to Polyplastiform. Shoe heel structure for a woman's
shoe. 4,424,635. CI 36-34.00A.

Jung, Harald: See—
Schafer, Ewald; and Jung. Harald, 4.424.808, CI. 128-156.000.

Jury, Webster W. Method and apparatus for tidal generation of power.
4.425,510. CI. 290-42.000.

Kabushiki Kaisha Kawai Gakki Seisakusho: See—
Ezawa, Sadaaki. 4,424,730, CI. 84-1.010.

Kabushiki Kaisha Kobe Seiko Sho: See—
Asari. Akira; Noyori, Tateuhiko; Ueda. Masakazu; and Ishii.

Takahiko. 4,424.696. CI. 72-273.500.
Kawamura, Teruaki; Nishimura. Tadashi; Akagi. Kazuo; and ShiU-

matsu. Ryujiro. 4.425,062. CI. 408-28.000.
Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho: See—

Endo, Hisashi, 4,424,737, CI. 91-396.000.
Yamashito. Hisateru. 4,424.742. CI. 100-229.00R.

Kadakia, Vinod K.; and Jones, Glen D.. to Xerox Corporation. Hard-
ware implemenution of 2 line/11 element predictor. 4.425.582. CI.
358-260.000.

Kaede, Kazuhisa: See—
Mito, Ikuo; Kiumura, MiUuhiro; Kaede, Kazuhisa; and Kobayashi.
Kohroh, 4,425,650, CI. 372-46.000.

Kaegi, Jacob; and Leroy, Daniel, to Compagnie de Construction Meca-
nique Sulzer. Vane-sUtor bottom assembly for rotary hydraulic
devices. 4,425,088, CI. 418-147.000.

Kage, Kouzou, to Nippon Electric Company, Ltd. Digital signal pro-
cessing circuit. 4.425.548. CI. 328-162.000.

Kagi, Bruno; Hirmann, Georg; and Luginbuhl. Rolf, to Bachofen AG.
Device for detachably coupling the orifice of a branchline to a line
carrying a pressure medium. 4.424.827. CI. 137-320.000.

Kalhom, George P., to Deere ft Company. Hydraulic power steering
system. 4.424,672, CI. 60-385.000.

Kalin, August: See—
Laverty, Gerald; Kalin, August; and Seyffert. Michael, 4.425.213.

CI. 204-202.000.

Kameyama, Kazuhide: See—
Tsubakihara, Osamu; Kameyama. Kazuhide; Takahama. Hideyuki;

Sakai, Kuniaki; and Tsuneoka, Akira, 4.424,833, CI. 164-485.000.
Kameyama, Tom; and Ichikawa, Junji. to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha.
Apparatus for driving a photosensitive medium. 4,425.036, CI. 355-
3.0DR.

Kamimoto, Shohei. to Nissan Motor Company. Limited. Erroneous
start preventing device for battery-powered vehicle. 4.423,333, CI.
318-139.000.

Kamita, Nobu: See—
Ohashi, Toshijiro; Yamaguchi. Yasuhiro; Kohno. Michinaga; and

Kamita, Nobu, 4,424.939, CI. 242-4.00R.
Kamohara, Hideaki; Imamura, Minoni; Higaki, Hiroshi; Yoshitomi.

Yuji; Uno, Syuzo; Makino. Kazuhiro; and Nomura. Hiroshi, to Hiu-
chi, Ltd. Joint for framework structure. 4,423,048, CI. 403-191.000.

Kanai, Kiyoshi: See—
Enomoto, Masayuki; and Kanai, Kiyoshi, 4,423,494, Q.

219-216.000.

Kanamaru, Hitoshi, to Universal Pioneer Corporation. Video disc
player having time base variations eliminated in both audio and video
signals. 4.425.583. CI. 358-322.000.

Kanbe, Junichiro: See—
Hosono, Nagao; Takahashi. Tohni; Kanbe. Junichiro; Toyono.
Tsutomu; Nakamura. Shunji; and Tamura, Yasuyuki. 4.425.373.
CI. 427-14.100.

Kaneko, Reizo: See—
Miuuya. Yasunaga; Hoshiya. Kunio; Oguchi. Shigemitsu: and
Kaneko, Reizo. 4.424.974. CI. 277-80.000.

Kaneko, Shinichi: See—
Sutoh, Shinji; Sumikawa. Seizi; Kaneko. Shinichi; and Hara, To-

shizo, 4.424.933. CI. 236-44.00A.
Kaneko, Shoji: See—

Watanabe. Wataru; and Kaneko. Shoji. 4.425.393. CI. 360-137.000.
Kanotz. William M.. to Western Electric Company. Inc. Hybrid extru-

sion methods. 4.425.292. CI. 264-174.000.
Kanto Kasei Co.. Ltd.: See—

Honma. Hideo; Suzuki. Yoshiaki; and Matsumoto. Yasuhiro.
4,425.205. CI. 204-151.000.

Kao Soap Co.. Ltd.: See—
TsuUumi. Hisao; Hori. Kazumi; and Kawano, Junichi. 4,423.329.

CI. 424-70.000.

Kaplan. Murray A.; Bouzard. Daniel; Perol, Claude; Stemer. Jacques;
and Weber. Abraham, to Bristol-Myers Company. Antitumor compo-
sitions. 4,425.348. CI. 424-237.000.

Karami. Hamzeh. to Colgate-Palmolive Company. Diaper with cush-
ioned elastic leg hold edges. 4.423.129. CI. 604-383.000.

Karl Otto Braun KG: See—
Schafer. Ewald; and Jung, Harald, 4,424,808, CI. 128-136.000.
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Kassai Kabushikikaisha: See—
Kassai, Kenzou, 4,424.978, CI. 280- 1 . 1 30

Kassai, Kenzou, to Kassai Kabushikikaisha. Vehicle for children
4.424.978, CI. 280-1.130.

Kauoka, Takashi; See—
Shibahashi, Yuuka; Nakasuji. Norikazu; Kataoka. Takashi;

Inagaki, Hiroshi; and Kilo. Tsutomu. 4,425,161, CI. 106-21.000
Kato, Eiichi: See—

Sugiyama, Masatoshi; Adachi, Keiichi; Kato. Eiichi; Ogawa, Akira
and Imai, Shinichi, 4,425,162, CI. 106-22 000.

Kato, Kiichi: 5^—
Musha, Tohru; Kato. Kiichi; and Ito. Kenichi. 4.425.636 CI

369-44.000.

Kato, Tadao: See-
Sato. Koji; Kato, Tadao; and Kaw.mo. Hikaru. 4,424.660, CI

53-540.000.

Katoh Electrical Machinery Co. I !d.; • .-

Sorimachi, Akira, 4,424,60o C\ lo :?.VOno.
Kaus, Malcolm J.: See—

Miro, Nemesio D.; and Kau<;. Malcolm J., 4,425,257 C!
502-154.000.

Kawai, Yoichi; Nakamura, Yrwhiro, Gotoh. Yoshihisa; Maki. Masami;
Yokote, Sachio; and Sekiguch. Katsumi, to Mitsui Toatsu Chemicals!
Inc. Electroconductive resin i imposition 4,425,262, CI 252-51 1.000.

Kawamoto, Fumiaki; Tanaka. Siio/o; and Honma, Yoshihiro, to Shin-
Etsu Vinyl Acetate Co., Lid Method for the preparation of alkenyl
esters of carboxylic acids. 4,425,277, CI. 260-4 I0.90N.

Kawamura, Teruaki; Nishimura, Tada hi, Akagi. Kazuo; and Shifa-
matsu, Ryujiro, to Kabushiki Kaisha K'jIx Seiko Sho. Cutting and
chamfering apparatus for opposing ciidi. of tubular material.
4.425,062. CI. 40S-28.000.

Kawamura, Yasuo: See—
SakaU, Gojyo; Makino, Kenji; Kawamura, Yasuo; Sato, Jun;
Ozawa, Kiyomi; Hirose, Masayoshi: and Hirata. Kiminori.
4,425,343, CI. 424-250.000.

Kawanishi, Toshiyuki; and Tabati, Yukio, to Ricoh Company, Ltd.
Non-impact recording method and apparatus. 4,425,569, CI. 346-
76.0PH.

Kawano, Hikaru: See-
Sato, Koji; Kato, Tadao; and Kawano, Hikaru, 4,424.660, CI

53-540.000.

Kawano, Junichi: See—
Tsutsumi. Hisao; Hori. Kazumi; and Kawano, Junichi. 4.425.329.

CI. 424-70.000.

Kawasaki Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Takagi. Izumi, 4.424,979. CI. 280-2 l.OOR.

Kawasaki. Katsuyoshi, to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha.
Oscillating link mechanism for three-wheeled motor vehicles.
4.424.877. CI. 180-210.000.

Kawasaki, Masahiro: See—
Fujii, Setsuro; Yasui. Bompei; Nakamura, Miisuo, Hirohashi. Mit-

suru; Miyamoto. Tomohisa; Ando, Kazuko; Hashimoto, Iwao;
Umeda. Naoki; and Kawasaki, Masahro. 4.425.335, C!
424-180.000.

Kawasugi. Tadaaki: See—
Fujimoto, Tadao; and Kawasugi. Tadaaki, 4,425 231, CI.

210-96.100.

Kawata. Masayuki; and Yoshii Shinichi. to Tojc K^gyo Co.. Ltd.
Catalytic converter. 4,425.304. CI. 422-171.000.

KCP Bandage, Inc.: See—
Yovankin. Robert A., 4,424 809, CI. 128-165.000.

Keck, Paul. Jr. Fire hose donut oil carrier. 4,425,000, CI. 2<^4- 165.000.
Kedem. Tuval. to Equipment Company of America. Brake assembly for

pallet lift truck. 4.424.885, CI. 188-22.000.

Keen, Cletus F. Garment hanger caddy. 4,424,905, CI. 211-49.00R
Keil. Rudolf; and Auracher. Franz, to Siemens AktiengesellschaH

Planar electro-optical light deflector for several beam positions.

4.425.024. CI. 350-96.140.

Keisuke Honda: See—
Yamamoto, Shigeo; and Kobayashi, Kazuto, 4,425.635, CI

367-125.000.

Kendall Company, The: See-
Jackson, Lauren M.. 4.424.596. CI. 2-240.000.

Kenez. Emo: See—
Hecker, Gyula; Kenez, Emo; Nyari. Laszlo; and Patta, Janos,

4.425.608. CI. 362-291.000.

Kennedy. Richard L., to Teledyne Industries. Inc. Process and appara-
tus for producing powdered metal. 4.425,286, CI. 264-8.000.

Kenton. Joseph R.: See—
Reusser, Robert E.; Kenton. Joseph R.; and Todd, Elizabeth A..

4.425.226, CI. 208-307.000.

Kemforschungsanlage Julich GmbH: See—
Knieper, Josef; Prinu. Heinz; and Wolfle. Robert, 4.424.903. CI.

206-323.000.

Kemon. John D.: See

—

Speak. Trevor H.; Kemon. John D.; and Roberts, Derek A.,
4.423.079. CI. 415-139.000.

Kerr, Paul R.: See—
Makhlouf. Joseph M.; McCollum, Gregory J.; and Kerr, Paul R.,

4.425.468." CI. 324-710.000.

Kerridge. Norman A.: See—
Stanton. William A.; Hazlewood, Jonathan; and Kerridge. Norman

A.. 4.423.080. CI. 413-197.000.

Kestner. Daniel W.. Jr.. to Dravo Corporation. Method of and appara-
tus for processing of oil shale. 4.423,220. CI. 208-1 l.OOR.

Key Pharmaceuticals, Inc See—
Tuttle, Ronald R , 4,425,336, CI 424-180 000

Khandros, Igor Y , and Meyer, Bruce A . lo Ahet Corporation
Foundry practices 4.424.85V CI 164-57 100

Kikuchi, Kenichi See—
Shiraton. Harunon, Kikuchi. Kemchi. and Mon\a. Yoshika/u

4,424,984, CI 280-661.000
Kikuchi, Toshio: See—

Onoda, Susumu; Kiumura, Haruo. and Kiku*. hi Toshio. 4,424 856
CI. 164-504.000

Kikuchi. Yoshiki; and Murayama. Tomio. to f jji ^^erox Co . Ltd. Paper
transporution control system. 4,424,964. CI 2? 1-91 000

Kikuchi, Yoshiki See—
Monguchi, Fujio. Kikuchi, Yoshiki; and Ohmon, Takashi,

4.425.568, CI. 346-76 OPH
Killen, Robert H., to Pacific Furniture Manufacturing Co. Apparatus

for locking cabinet drawers 4,425,013, CI 312-216 000
Kim. Chul H See-

Lee. Hyong; and Kim. Chul H.. 4,424,651, CI 52-175 000
Kim, Vladimir A : See—

Samokhvalov, Jury 1 , Kim, Vladimir A ; and Golovkin, Engels K ,

4,425,180, CI. 156-415 000
Kimball International, Inc ; See—

Howell, Stephen L , 4,424,7^1, CI 84-1 260
Kimberly-Clark Corporation See—

Fnck, Richard H . 4,425.173, CI 156-204000
Kimbro, William S Method of making a dry compound conuining

chelated micronutnents and the chelating agent used lo form the
compound 4,425,149, CI 71-24.000.

Kimmctt, James P
,
and Geise, Leo, to Kimmeti. James P Paini tray

support. 4.424,949, CI 248-238 000
Kincaid, John: See—

Tsaliovich. Anaioly; and Kincaid, John, 4,425,542, CI. 324-58 OOR
Kindl, George F

; and Michaud, Orean E., to Colt Indusines Operating
Corp. Tool setting device for machining center 4.425,061. CI.
408-16.000

King. Donald D : See—
Waldschmidt, William L; and King, Donald D, 4,424.684, CI
62-239000

King, Joseph L.: See—
Coleman, Colin R., King. Joseph L ; and Bndges, Wilham J

4,424.754. CI. 110-190.000
Kinoshita. Kiyoshi; and Ishii, Takatoshi, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki

Kabushiki Kaisha. Input data synchronizing circuit 4,425,646, CI
371-61000

Kirchhoff. Ernst; Rander, Alfred; and Adolf, Gunicr. to Eslel Hoesch
Werkc Aktiengesellschaft. Arrangement for fabncating double coni-
cal springs. 4,424,695. CI 72-128 000.

Kis-Tamas, Altila: See—
Budai, Zolun; Kis-Tamas, Atiila, Mezei. Tibor; Lay nee Konya,

Aranka; Vigh, Zoltan; and Sokorai nee Janki, Agnes, 4.425,158,
CI. 71-121.000.

Kitamura, Haruo: See—
Onoda. Susumu; Kitamura, Haruo, and Kikuchi, Toshio, 4,424,856,

CI. 164-504.000

Kitamura, Mitsuhiro: See—
Milo, Ikuo; Kiumura, Mitsuhiro; Kaede, Kazuhisa; and Kobayashi,

Kohroh, 4,425,650, CI. 372-46.000
Kitazawa, Yoichi; and Yamazaki, Naoki, to Bndgestone Tire Company

Limited. Space save spare tire. 4,424,84'', CI 152-352 OOR
Kito, Tsutomu: See—

Shibahashi, Yutaka, Nakasuji. Nonkazu; Kauoka, Takashi,
Inagaki. Hiroshi, and Kilo. Tsutomu, 4,425.161, CI 106-21.000

Kiziing, Jerzy: See—
Stenius. Fer; Kizling, Jerzy; and Boutonnei, Magali, 4.425.261, CI

502-339.000.

Kizziah. Tcrrel A. Heat powered apparatus 4,424.678. CI 60-670.000
Klaeui, Jakob: See—

Bieri, Rudolf; and Klaeui, Jakob, 4.424,912, CI 217-122 000
Klein, Emil. Security proof shutter 4.424,850, CI 160-133 000
Kleincwefers GmbH: See—

Pav, Josef; Lauschner, H J . and Gacde, Peter J . 4,425,489, CI
219-I0.49A.

Kley, Richard D., lo Scott Paper Company Roll towel dispenser
mounting brackets. 4.425,012. CI 312-37.000.

Kling, Rudolf: See—
EdI, Josef; Pet.'. Georg; and Kling, Rudolf, 4,425.105, CI

474- 1 40.000.

Klioze, Solomon S See-
Allen, Richard C; and Klioze. Solomon S, 4.425,342. CI

424-250.000.

Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz AG: See—
Brachthauser, Kunibert; and Herchenbach, Horst, 4,425.092, CI.

432-106.000.

Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz Aktiengesellschaft: See-
Emmerich, Hubert, 4,424.782, CI. 123-367 000.

Klomp, Edward D., lo General Motors Corporation. Engine intake
port with variable swiri vanes. 4,424,777, CI 123-188.0VA.

Knaster, Mark B.: See—
Kroger, Ferdinand A.; Rod, Robert L.; Panicker, Ramachandra M.

P.; and Knaster, Mark B., 4.425,194. CI. 204-2 100.

Knieper, Josef; Printz, Heinz; and Wolfle. Robert, lo Kemforschung-
sanlage Julich GmbH. Apparatus for storing tritium, especially trit-

ium wastes from nuclear power plants. 4,424,903, CI. 206-525.000
Knight Engineering ft Molding Co.: See—

Heinol, Alois R.. 4,424,910, CI. 215-216.000
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Knight, John C; and Wovcha, Merle G., to Upjohn Company. The.
Composition of matter and process. 4.425,429. CI. 435-55 000.

Knight, Lindsay C; Cash. David A.; Stewart, Duncan; Cottis, Robert
A.; Bowyer, William H.; Newnham, Robert C; Williams, Frederick
J.; and Pardon, David W., to Australasian Training Aids (Pty.) Ltd.
Firing range. 4.425.500, CI. 235-400.000.

Knoll, Gunter: See—
Pesch, Jurgen. Knoll, Gunter; and Thelen, Werner, 4,424,895, CI.

198-472.000.

Knopp, Hans: S-'e—
Martin. Wolfgang; Knopp, Hans; Herion, E)ieter; Conzelmann,

Gerhard; Leuchtmann, Guenter; Gujer, Peter; Guldenfels, Di-
eter; and Wirz, Armin, 4,424,614, CI. 28-255.000.

Knox, Donald E.; Corxtte, Douglas F.; and Meyer, Ronald A., to
Diamond International Corporation. Dispenser having plunger lock-
ing means. 4,424,919, CI. 222-153.000.

Ko, Duk H. Beverage container with integral straw. 4,424,913, CI.
220-90.200.

Kobata, Yoshihiro: See—
Okubo, Kozo; Kobata, Yoshihiro; Asakura, Osamu; and Nishikawa,

Tatsuo, 4,424,743, CI. 101-99.000. ,

Kobayashi, Kazuto: See— <

Yamamoto, Shigeo; and Kobayashi, Kazuto. 4,425,635, CI.
367-125.000.

Kobayashi, Kohroh: See—
Mito, Ikuo; Kitamura, MiUuhiro; Kaede, Kazuhisa; and Kobayashi,
Kohroh, 4,425,650, CI. 372-46.000.

Kobayashi, Ryuichiro: See—
Komamura, Tawara; Takahashi, Jiro; and Kobayashi, Ryuichiro,

4.425,422, CI. 430-242.000.

Kobayashi, Tadashi: See—
Shibano, Tomishi; Maruchi, Sachio; Yakan, Koji; Kobayashi, Tada-

shi; and Akimoto, Saburo, 4,425,176, CI. 156-244.110.
Kobe, Inc.: See-

Peterson, Daniel G.; and Erickson, John W., 4,425,083, CI.
417-56.000.

Peterson, Daniel G.; and Erickson, John W., 4,425.086, CI.
417-388.000.

Kobori, Michio: See— '

Nakau, Kojiro; Endo, Yasunobu; Terada, Akitomo; Hayashi,
Kazumasa; and Kobori, Michio, 4,425,452, CI. 524-47.000.

Koda, Kazutoshi. Pinch valve. 4,424,832, CI. 137-844.000.

Kodjabishev, Petko V.; Malinovski, Georgi P.; and Atanassov, Aunas
T., to Obedineni Zavodi Za Zapametyavashti Ustroystva. Ceramic-
ferrite head. 4,425,594, CI. 360-129.000.

Kohara, Tadao: See—
Mikuni, Yoshio; Kohara, Tadao; and Yoneda, Yoshihide, 4,424.758.

CI. 112-103.000.

Kohayakawa, Hiroyuki, to TOSO Kabushiki Kaisha. Screen-operating
device for use in a roller blind. 4,424,851, CI. 160-298.000.

Kohl, Paul A.: See-
Bessette, Jeffrey R.; and Kohl, Paul A., 4,425,196, CI. 204-15.000.

Kohno, Michinaga: See—
Ohashi, Toshijiro; Yamaguchi, Yasuhiro; Kohno, Michinaga; and

Kamita, Nobu, 4.424,939, CI. 242-4.00R.
Koike, Kazuyoshi; Watanabe, Junya; and Someya, Masami, to Toyo
Impanki Co., Ltd. Drive axle device. 4,424,874, CI. 18O-70.00R.

Koike, Yoshiyasu: See—
Ido, Tadashi; Yokoyama, Hirotaka; Wada, Moriyasu; Oguchi,

Toshihiko; Ishizawa, Akio; and Koike. Yoshiyasu, 4,425.401. CI.
428-329.000.

Koiao, Takashi, to Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. Method for
bonding sintered metal pieces. 4,425,299, CI. 419-6.000.

KoUmann, Harald. Drill screw. 4,425,066. CI. 411-387.000.
Kollmorgen Technologies Corporation: See—

Nuzzi. Francis J.; and Duffy, John K.. 4,425,380, CI. 427-97.000.
Komamura, Tawara; Takahashi, Jiro; and Kobayashi, Ryuichiro, to

Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd. Formation of color photo-
graphic image with azo dye containing alkoxy or thioalkoxy metal
chdating group. 4.425.422. CI. 430-242.000.

Komendowski, Henry: See—
Weiler, Gerhard H.; and Komendowski, Henry, 4,425,294. CI.

264.525.000.

Kofflura, Hirotsugu: See—
Mizuno, Takaji; Mizuno, Masanori; Komura. Hirotsugu; Ueguri.

Shigeo; and Tabata. Youichiro. 4.425.493. CI. 219-130.510.
Komura, Tsuneo: See—

Oosaka, Shigenori; and Komura, Tsuneo, 4,425,171, CI. 156-64.000.
Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd.: See—

Enomoto, Masayuki; and Kanai, Kiyoshi. 4.425.494. CI.
219-216.000.

Iwaki, Akio; Nishijima, Toyoki; lijima, Akio; and Sasazawa, Tat-
•uya, 4,425,418. CI. 430-106.000.

Komamura, Tawara; Takahashi, Jiro; and Kobayashi, Ryuichiro.
4.425.422. CI. 430-242.000.

Tanuni, Noriyoshi; Iwahashi, Haruo; Matsunawa, Masahiko; and
Tokunaga. Hiroshi, 4.425,035, CI. 355-3.0CH.

Konsti. Pentti J.; and Nurmi, Antti L., to OY Nokia AB. Method of
piling and a transport storage pile formed of ribbon. 4,425,109, CI.
493-410.000.

Koppen Company, Inc.: See—
Wilson, Evearist B.; and Ruthenberg, Meyer L., 4.425.068. CI.

414-36.000.

Korec, Benjamin: See—
Thomson, David; and Korec. Benjamin, 4,424.952. CI. 251-54.000.

Korf Technologies, Inc.: See—
Wells. William. 4.424.955, Q. 266-44.000.

Kormoczy, Peter: See—
Szantay, Csaba; Novak. Lajos; Aszodi. Jozaef; Simonidesz, Vilmos;
Galambos, Geza; Kovacs, Gabor; Virag, Sandor; Stadler, Iitvan;
and Kormoczy. Peter, 4.425.358, CI. 424-285.000.

Kom, Felix: See—
Ondris, Joseph F.; and Koni. Felix, 4,424,897, CI. 206-45.140.

Kosanovich, Nicholas S.: See—
Detinko, Felix M.; Kosanovich, Nicholas S.; and Levino. John A..

4,425.523. CI. 310-258.000.
Kotwicki. Allan J., to General Motors Corporation. Combustion cham-

ber inlet temperature corrected combustion initiation timins.
4.424,783, CI. 123-418.000.

Kovach, Stephen M.: See—
Hettinger. William P, Jr.: Kovach. Stephen M.; and Hoffman.
James F., 4,425,259, CI 502-74.000.

Kovacs, Gabor: See—
Szanuy, Csaba; Novak, Lajos; As7odi, Jozsef; Simonidesz, Vilmos;
Galambos, Geza; Kovacs, Gabor; Virag, Sandor; Stadler, Istvan;
and Kormoczy. Peter, 4,425,358, CI. 424-285.000.

Takacs. Kalman; Papp, Maria H.; Kovacs, Gabor; Ajzert, Ilona K.;
Simay. Antal; Literati Nagy, Peter; Puskas. Marian E.; Sebes-
tyen, Gyula; Stadler, Istvan; anri Sumeghy. Zoltan, 4,425,349, CI.
424-258.000.

Kovacs, Laszio: See—
Kroo, Erik; Kovacs, Laszio; Nemes, Istvan; Szabo nee Mogyorosi,

Katalin; Szentgyorgyi, Geza, Moger nee Eremineva, Galina;
Nemeth, Andras, Gal. Dezso ; Riederauer, Szilard; and Szepvol-
gyi. Janos, 4,425,219, CI. 208-8.00R.

Kowa Company, Ltd.: See—
Iwasaki, Akio; Deushi, Takeo; Watanabe. Isamu; and Mori. To-

shihito, 4,425,430, CI. 435-80.000.
Kramer, Dale C. Lightweight aircraft. 4,424,946. CI. 244-13.000.
Krause, Peter E. F. Method of making integral corrosion resistant

manifold. 4,424,622, CI. 29-611.000.
Krezak, John E., to Boeing Company. The. Fatigue resistant rivet.

4.425.067, CI. 411-500.000.

Krishnan. Sivaram: See—
Baron. Arthur L.; Krishnan. Sivaram; Witman, Mark W.; and

White. Roger J., 4,425.456. CI. 524-165.000.
Krisner, James F.: See-

Guest. Neil A.; and Krisner, James F., 4,424,665, CI. 60-39.020.
Kroenke, William J., to B. F. Goodrich Company, The. Tridodecylam-
monium molybdatcs. 4,425.279. CI. 260-429.00R.

Kroger, Ferdinand A.; Rod, Robert L.; Panicker. Ramachandra M. P.;
and Knaster, Mark B., to Monosolar. Inc. Photo-voltaic power
generating means and methods. 4.425,194, CI. 204-2.100.

Krome, Edward F., Jr.: See-
Huff, Robert O.; and Krome, Edward F.. Jr.. 4,425,102, CI.

474-28.000.

Kroninger, Paul M., Jr.; Freud, Paul J.; and Updike, Dean P., to Gen-
eral Signal Corporation. Silicon diaphragm capacitive pressure trans-
ducer. 4,424,713. CI. 73-718.000.

Kroo, Enk; Kovacs, Laszio; Nemes. Istvan; Szabo nee Mogyorosi,
Katalin; Szentgyorgyi, Geza; Moger nee Eremineva, Galina;
Nemeth. Andras; Gal, Dezso ; Riederauer, Szilard; and Szepvolgyi,
Janos, to Tatabanyai Szenbanyak. Method for the production of
liquid carbon compounds from coal. 4,425.219, CI. 208-8.00R.

Krubsack, Larry J., and Volk, Thomas G.. to Hartland Products Com-
pany. Inc. Adjustable height lighting future with swivel mounted
lamp assembly. 4,425.610, CI. 362-419.000.

Krude, Werner, to Uni-Cardan Aktiengesellschaft. Angularly movable
universal joint. 4.425,101, CI. 464-139.000.

Kubota, Ltd.: See—
Fujimoto, Tadao; and Kawasugi. Tadaaki, 4,425,231, CI.

210-96.100.

Kuecker, Ward A.: See—
Cason, William C; and Kuecker, Ward A., 4,425.629, Q.

364-900.000.

Kugler, Tibor; See—
Textor, Marcus; Kugler. Tibor; and Gabathuler. Jean-Pierre,

4,425,411, CI. 428-702.000.

Kuhlmann, Herbert, to SIDEPAL S.A. Societe Industrielle de Partici-

pations Luxembourgeoise. Cover for electric-arc crucible. 4,425,656,
CI. 373-74.000.

Kuhnle, Hans: See—
Wolff. Hans P.; Heerdt. Ruth; Hubner. Manfred, deceased; Kuhnle,

Hans; and Schmidt. Felix H.. 4,425.360. CI. 424-309.000.
Kulak, John, to Deere & Company. Anti-windrowing attachment for a

rotary cutter. 4.424.661, CI. 56-320.200.

Kunikata, Kenji: See—
Yamada, Yasushi; Kunikata, Kenji; and Otake, Hideo, 4,425,270,

CI. 260-153.000.

Kuntz, David H. Stethoscope-type recording system with stretched-in-
time playback. 4,424.815, CI. 128-715.000.

Kurtz, James B.: See—
Pniden. Samuel H.; and Kunz, James B., 4,424,977. CI. 279-121.000.

Kupfer, Manfred: See—
Beer. Gunter; Pesch. Wolfgang; Friedemann, Wolfgang; and

Kupfer. Manfred. 4,425,291, O. 264-42.000.

Kurashina, Kozo: See—
Sekimoto, Kunio; Yamamoto, Katsuhiko; Yamamitau, Chojuro;
and Kurashina, Kozo, 4,425,585, CI. 3S8-328.000.

Kurata, Hirotaka, to Trio Kabushiki Kaisha. Videodisc playback appa-
ratus. 4,425,587, CI. 358-335.000.
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Kurtz, Leonard D.; and Bidwell, Robert E., to BioRewarch Inc. Two-
chamber underwater drainage apparatus with oneway outflow valve.
4,425,125. a. 604-321.000.

Kurtz, Stuart J.; Scarola, Leonard S.; and Miller, John C. to Union
Carbide Corporation. Mixer heads for polyolefm extruders
4,425,044, CI. 366-79.000.

Kuusik, Uno, to Chrysler Corporation. Flyweight governor. 4,424,826.
CI. 137-54.000.

Kyle, James C. Progressively fused ceramic seals between spaced
members such as a terminal pin and a ferrule. 4.425.476, CI. 174-
1S2.0GM.

Kyoori, Yooichi: See—
Takeda, Sadao; and Kyoori, Yooichi, 4,425.490. Q. 219-10.55B.

Kyoraku Co.. Ltd.: See—
Sumi, Takehiko; Harada. Masao; and Iwaya, Yoshikazu, 4,424,834.

CI. 138-121.000.

Kyte, Garrett J. Feed pot lid. 4,424,641, CI. 43-102.000.
La Telemecanique Electrique: See—

Planche, Jean P., 4,425,624, CI. 364-802.000.
Labavia S.O.E.: See—

Bertrand, Philippe; and Machillot, Jean-Pierre, 4,425,006, Q.
303-3.000.

Lada, Henry: See—
Fishter, Robert E.; Lada. Henry; and Putnam, Victoria M..

4.425,185, a. 156-656.000.

Lafarge Coppee: See-
Schmidt, Hans-Werner; Beisswenger, Hans; Reh, Lothar; Folliot,

Albert; and Paliard, Maurice, 4,425,163, CI. 106-100.000.
La Fiandra, Carlo F.; and Nelson, Burke E., to Perkin-Elmer Corpora-

tion, The. Technique to modify wafer geometry. 4,425,038, CI.
355-73.000.

LaFleur, Robbie J.: See—
Jacocks, Claud L.; LaFleur. Robbie J.; and Orimsley. Ralph L..

4.425,239. CI. 210-787.000.

Laitram Corporation, The: See—
Lapeyre, James M.; Svendsen, Noel A.; Lindberg, Richard S.; and

Carroll, Raymond J., Jr., 4,424,686, CI. 62-259.100.
Lam, Tat C, to TCL, Inc. Low input capacitance daU network trans-

ceiver. 4,425,663, CI. 375-7.000.

Land O'Lakes, Inc.: See-
Graves, Frederic A., 4,425,370, CI. 426-603.000.

Lang, Gerard: See—
Jacquet, Beniard; Uuig, Gerard; and Malaval, Alain, 4,425.321. CI.

424-47.000.

Lange International S.A.: See-
Everest, David C. 4,424,636, CI. 36-50.000.

Langebrake, Clair O., to United Sutes of America, Energy. Rotary
shaft seal. 4,424,975, Q. 277-81.OCR.

Langenhorst, Gunter, to Die top-element Bauelemente fur Innenaus-
bau-«-Raumgestaltung GmbH ft Co. KG. Symmetrical door hinae
4,424,607. CI. 16-387.000.

Langhoff, Josef; and Seipenbusch, Jurgen. Slag removal method.
4,425,254. CI. 252-373.000.

Langman, William F.; Diener, Leslie J.; and Clark. Jack, to Omark
Industries. Inc. Spring rail futener. 4,424,935, CI. 238-349.000.

Langaeder, Neal E., to American Can Company. Tool for coining.
4,424,698. CI. 72-354.000.

Lanier, Charles E., to Mead Corporation, The. Convertible article
carrier. 4,424,901, CI. 206434.000.

Lansing, Lawrence A. Umbrella lamp assembly. 4,425,602, CI
362-186.000.

Lantzsch, Reinhard: See—
Jautelat, Manfred; Arit, Dieter; Lantzsch, Reinhard; Fuchs. Rainer;

Riebel, Hans-Jochem; Schroder, Rolf; and Hamisch. Hoist,
4,423,282. CI. 26(M6S.00D.

Lapeyre, James M.; Svendsen. Noel A.; Lindberg. Richard S.; and
Carroll, Raymond J., Jr., to Laitram Corporation, The. Floor
mounted air conditioner. 4.424.686, CI. 62-259.100.

LaPierre, Donald C, to United Sutes of America. Air Force. Low
frequency pulse generator apparatus. 4.425,553. Q. 331-74.000.

Largeteau, Pierre A., to S.A. Automobiles Citroen; and Societe Auto-
mobiles Peugeot. Lapping tools. 4,424,648, Q. 51-1.000.

Lanen, Dwayne E. Positive contacts commutator apparatus. 4,425,536,
CI. 318-439.000.

Larson, Andrew H.: See—
Mehta, Jitesh R.; and Larson, Andrew H., 4.425,160, Q. 75-63.000.

Larson, Ronald K., to Hewlett-Packard Company. Method and means
to minimiri* risetime of a microwave pulse modiUated signal from a
frequency multiplier circuit. 4,423,515, Q. 307-268.000.

Lasley, James A.: See—
Ward. Robert E.; Lasley, James A.; and Young, John C, 4,425,475,
a. 174-1 17.00F.

Lassanske, George G.; and Poehlman, Arthur O., to Outboard Marine
Corporation. Gaseous fuel and air proportioning device. 4.423,140.
a. 48-18a00C.

Lauachner, H. J.: See—
Pay, Josef; Lauachner, H. J.; and Gaede. Peter J.. 4.423,489, CI.

219-10.49A.
LauteitMch-Dammler, Inge: Sf»—

Bauer. Hanns O.; ZoUner. Dieter H.; Otto. Josef; Muhknbeck.
Joaef; Rittnumn, Friediich; Conndty, Claudio; Lauterbach-
Dunmler, Inge; and Sonke. Horst. 4,423,637, 0. 373-93.000.

LaVanture, Alooio A., to Airtex Corpontion. Assembly clip for ceil-
ing pmels. 4,424,636,.a. 32-384.000.

Laverty. Gerald; Kalin, August; and Seyffert. Michael, to National
Semiconductor Corporation. Discrete length strip plater. 4,425,213,
CI. 204-202.000.

Lawrence, George A.; Prevett. Michael J.; and Smith, Eugene L., to
Dorr-Oliver Incorporated. Flotation separation apparatus and
method. 4.425,232. CI. 210-219.000.

Lawrence. Jackson: See—
Webb. Harry A.; and Lawrence. Jackson. 4,425,131, CI. 8-115.600.

Lawson, Frank V., Jr.; and Dionne, Joseph C, to R N. Koch, Inc
Apparatus and method for carding pierced earrings and the like.
4.424,657, CI. 53-1 II.OOR.

Lay nee Konya, Aranka: See—
Budai, Zoltan; Kis-Tamas, Attila; Mezei, Tibor; Uy nee Konya.

Aranka; Vigh, Zoltan; and Sokorai nee Janki, Agnes. 4.425.158,
CI. 71-121.000.

Leahy, David J., to Dennison Manufacturing Company. Gallery picture
frame. 4,424.637, CI. 40-152.000.

Lear Siegler, Inc.: See—
Saur, Charles; and DeMan, Samuel J., 4,425.069, CI. 414-398.000.

Leary. David F.; and Brigham, Alan, to Raychem Corporation. PTC
Heater assembly. 4,425,497, CI. 219-544.000

Lebet. Jean-Pierre: See—
Boegli. Serge; and Lebet, Jean-Pierre, 4,425,106, CI. 493-45.000

Lebouc, Bernard P.: See—
Charamathieu, Andre G.; Dessales, Jean, deceased; Deasales nee

Vacher, Blanche A., administratrix; and Lebouc, Bernard P
4,424,769, CI. 122-392.000.

Leboutet. Hubert, to C.G.R. MeV Charged-particle accelerating de-
vice for metric wave operation. 4,425,529, C\ 315-5.410.

Lee, Hyong; and Kim, Chul H. Multi-exit parking garage. 4,424.651, CI.

Lee, Kenneth S. Passive solar heating and cooling means 4,424,804, CI

Lee, Ly J.; Stevenson, James F.; and Griffith, Richard M., to General
Tire ft Rubber Company. The. Method of producing an extnidate
having controlled shape and size. 4,425,289. CI. 264-40.100.

Lee. Mark C, to United States of America, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration. Contactless pellet fabrication 4,425,376, CI
427-57.000.

Lee, Martin E.: See—
Hershel. Ronald S.; and Lee, Martin E.. 4,425,037, CI 355-43.000

Lee. Pok F.; and Bond, John A., to Northern Telecom Limited Echo
cancellation using transversal filters. 4.425.483. CI. 179-170.200.

le Fur, Daniel; Haug. Robert; and Goldman. Max. to Electricite de
France Service National. Removal of metal coating from dielectnc
material. 4,425,496, CI. 219-384.000

Leighton, Francis, to Air-Dry Corporation. Ruid controller with
diaphragm and piston. 4,424,738, CI. 91-422.000.

Leijon, Ame: See—
Mansgold. Stephan; Leijon. Ame; and Israeisson, Bjom. 4,425,481.

CI. 179-I07.0FD. ^ . . . .

Lemmers, Eugene: See-
Hammer, Edward E.; and Lemmers, Eugene, 4.425,530. CI.

315-104.000.

Leroy, Daniel: See—
Kaegi. Jacob; and Leroy. Daniel, 4,425,088, CI 418-147.000.

Lesnick, Alan F., to Cordis Corporation. Implantable externally pro-
grammable microprocessor-controlled tissue stimulator. 4,424,812.
CI. 128-419.0PO.

Leuchtmann. Guenter: See-
Martin. Wolfgang; Knopp. Hans; Herion, Dieter; Conzelmann,

Gerhard; Leuchtmann, Guenter; Gujer, Peter; Guldenfels, Di-
eter; and Wirz, Armin, 4,424,614. CI. 28-255.000

Leva. Jean: See—
Georlette. Pierre; and Leva, Jean, 4,425.443, CI 521-93.000.

Lever Brothers Company: See—
Ritchey. Thomas W.; Weaver, John M.; and Sapone, Martin.

4.425.325. Q. 424-54.000.

Stratmann. WUhelm; Vermaas, Leo F.; and Dijkshoorn, Willem,
4,425,371, CI. 426-603.000.

Levine. Jules D.; McKee, William R.; and Carson. Kent R , to Texas
Instruments Incorporated. Production of single crystal semiconduc-
tors. 4,425,408, a. 428-403.000.

Levino, John A.: See—
Detinko, Felix M.; Kosanovich, Nicholas S.; and Levino, John A.,

4,425,523, Q. 310-258.000.
Lewis, Daniel D., to Efficiency Production, Inc. Material handling
auipment extension apparatus for wrecking and the like. 4,425.071

.414-724.000.

Lewis, George C, Jr.; and Vansletta, Robert A., to GCA Corporation.
Electron beam lithographic apparatus. 4,425,308, Q. 230-442.100.

Lewis. J. Stephen: See—
Sapkus, Jursis; Clarke, Charles D.; Lewis, J. Stephen; and Mills-

Winkler, James P.. 4,424,644, Q. 46.135.00R.
Lhermitte, Jacques: See—

Adamowski, Andre; Gallet, Gerard; Lhermitte, Jaoquca; Moonc,
Maxime; and Vautherot, Guy. 4.423.296. a. 376-243.000.

Libowitz, George G.: See—
Maeland, Araulf J.; Libowitz, George G.; and Rak, Geone,

4,423,318, a. 423-644.000.

Licciardello, Michael: Set—
Boden. Richard M.; Tyszkiewicz, Theodore J.; and LiociardeUo,

Michael. 4,423,263, 6. 232-322.00R.
Licentia Patent-Verwaltungs-OmbH: See—

Scholz, Werner. 4.423.644. Q. 371-40.000.
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Lieder, Bernliird: See—
Schmidt, Volkmar, Lieder, Bemhard; Scheve, Heinrich; and
Dohren. Hans, 4,423.139, a. 48-77.000.

Lien, Neil C, to Baker Manufacturing Company. Refocusing mirror
manipulator. 4,423,026, Q. 330-29S.OOO.

Liggett Group Inc.: See—
Hall, Floyd V., 4.425,107. a. 493-48.000.

Lite, Cecilia. Qoth doU stuffing tool. 4,424,998, CI. 294-1 18.000.

Lindberg, Richard S.: See—
Lapeyre, James M.; Svendsen, Noel A.; Lindberg. Richard S.; and
CarroU, Raymond J., Jr.. 4.424.686. CI. 62-259.100.

Linde Aktiengoellschaft: See—
Linde, Gerhard, 4,424,837, CI. 165-1.000.

ZeUer. Rainer; Belloni. Aldo; and Heisel. Michael, 4.425.317. CI.

423-574.00R.

Linde, Gerhard, to Linde Aktiengesellschaft. Method for reversing two
regenerators. 4.424.857. CI. 165-1.000.

Lindner, Robert A.; and O'Lenick, Anthony, to Henkel Corporation.

Polyguerbet alcohol esters. 4.425.458. CI. 524-314.000.

Lindsey, David L.: See—
Coulter. James H.; and Lindsey. David L.. 4.425.385. CI.

427-238.000.

Lindstrom, Michael J.: See—
Altland. Henry W.; Ryan. Raymond W.. Jr.; Senise. Phillip P., Jr.;

and Lindstrom. Michael J.. 4.425.424. CI. 430-270.000.

Linhart, Friedrich: See—
Degen, Hans-Juergen; Guender. Wolf; Linhart. Friedrich; Auhom,

Werner; Frcy, Guenter; Streit. Werner; and Fikentscher. Rolf,

4,425,238, CI. 210-666.000.

Liachin. Alan J., to Communication Equipment and Engineering Co.
Telephone station apparatus with selective restricting of local calls

4,425.480. a. 179-90.00D.

Literati Nagy, Peter: See—
Takacs, Kalman; Papp. Maria H.; Kovacs. Gabor; Ajzert, Ilona K.;

Simay. Antal; Literati Nagy. Peter; Puskas, Marian E.; Sebes-
tyen. Gyula; Stadler. Istvan, and Sumeghy, Zoltan, 4,425,349, CI.

424-258.000.

Ljung. Bo H. G.; and Gamertsfelder. George R.. to Singer Company,
The. Ring laser gyroscope cluster for strapped down navigation.

4,425.040. a. 356-350.000.

Lobik, James L.: See—
Caffyn. Allan E.; and Lobik. James L.. 4.424.755. CI. 110-246.000.

Logan, Charles S., to Conoco Inc. Isolation plug. 4.424,864. CI.

166-278.000.

Lohmann, Dieter; d'Hondt. Christian; and Rist. Guenter. to Ciba-Geigy
Corporation. Formamido-carbamates and their use for combating
pests. 4.425,361. CI. 424-309.000.

Loken. Tor: See—
Bryhn. Odd R.; and Loken. Tor. 4,425,165, CI. 106-I93.00R.

Long, John V.: See—
Gagliani. John; and Long, John V., 4.425,441, CI. 521-56.000.

Lonseal Corporation: See—
Sato. Akira; and Waki. Tatsuo. 4,425,442, CI. 521-93.000.

Lord Corporation: See—
Howard, Dennis D.; and Sexsmith. Frederick H.. 4.425.472. CI.

326-301.000.
,

LOreal: See— I

Grollier. Jean F.; and Fourcadier. Chantal, 4,425,132, CI. 8-405.000.

Jacquet. Bernard; Lang. Gerard; and Malaval, Alain, 4,425,321, CI.

424-47.000.

Lorenz, Wilhelm. Spring element for orthodontic plates. 4,425.093. CI
433-149.000.

I

Lorusso. Simone: See—
Bosone. Enrico; Camaggi. Giovanni; de Vries. Lambertus; Gara-

vaglia. Carlo; Garlaschelli, Luigi; Gozzo, Franco; Overeem, Jan
C; and Lorusso. Simone. 4.425.357. CI. 424-278.000.

Louis, William J.: See—
Berthold, Richard; and Louis. William J.. 4.425,362, CI.

424-322.000.

Love, John J.: See—
Amsperger, Preston R.; and Love, John J., 4.424,830, CI.

137-613.000.

Lovercheck. Dale R., to Conoco Inc. Hydride cold starter in alcohol
fuel treatment and distribution apparatus and method. 4.424.771. CI.

123-3.000.

Lovett, Albert E.. to USM Corporation. Shoe support for heel attach-

ing machine. 4,424,928, CI. 227-28.000.

Lovrenich. Rodger T.. to Cooper Industries, Inc. Method of making an
electrical adaptor block. 4,424.931. CI. 228-180.00R.

Lu, Shau-zou: See—
Christiansen. John; and Lu, Shau-zou. 4.425.457, CI. 524-293.000.

Lubrizol Corporation. The: See-
Davis, Kirk E., 4.425,138. CI. 44-58.000.

Luderer, Thomas K. J., to Vitafm N.V. Simultaneous, kinetic, spectro-
photometric analysis of blood serum for multiple components.
4,423,427, Q. 435-10.000.

Ludwig. Roland, to Ernst Leitz Wetzlar GmbH. Antireflection coating
on a surface with high reflecting power. 4,425.022, CI. 350-1.700.

Lueptow, Richard M.: See—
Schoendorfer, Donald W.; Lueptow. Richard M.; and Schiff.

Jonathan D., 4.423,114. CI. 604-7.000.

Luginbuhl, Rolf: See—
Kagi. Bruno; Hirmann, Georg; and Luginbuhl, Rolf, 4.424.827, CI.

137-320.000.

Lukasavage, William. Rankine cycle system employing seasonal tem-
perature variations. 4,424,677, Q. 60-660.000.

Lundberg, Robert D.: See—
Makowski. Henry S., deocMcd; Lundberg. Robert D.; and

Agarwal. Pawan K., 4,423,460, Q. 323-380.000.
Turner, S. Richard; Lundberg, Robert D.; Walker, Tbad O.; and

Peiffer. Dennis G., 4,423.433, Q. 324-138.000.
Turner. S. Richard; Lundberg, Robert D.; Thaler. Warren A.;

Walker, Thad O.; and Peiffer, Dennis G., 4,423,461, Q.
524-400.000.

Turner. S. Richard; Lundberg. Robert D.; and Walker, Thad O..
4.425.462. Q. 524-400.000.

Walker. Thad O.; Turner, S. Richard; Lundberg, Robert D.; Tha-
ler. Warren A.; and Pfeiffer. Dennis G., 4,423.463. CI.
524-400.000.

Lynd. Lee H.: See—
Zeikus, Joseph G.; and Lynd, Lee H., 4,423,432, O. 435-140.000.

Lynn. John D.; and Bartusiak. R. Donald, to Bethlehem Steel Corpora-
tion. Wet-classifying method for recovery of carbon and iron-boiring
particles. 4.425.228. CI. 209-17.000.

M & W Gear Company: See—
Meiners. Elmo R., 4,424,676, CI. 60^3.000.

Maass, Wolfgang: See—
Haendle. Joerg; and Maass, Wolfgang, 4,423,380, CI. 338-111.000.

MacDonald, Paul M. Allen wrench handle. 4,424,728, CI. 81-177.00A.
Machillot. Jean-Pierre: See—

Bertrand. Philippe; and Machillot, Jean-Pierre, 4,425,006, CI.
303-3.000.

Maddem. Thomas S.: See—
French, Joseph A.; Maddem, Thomas S.; and Philip, Alexander S.,

4.425,641. CI. 370-64.000.

Philip. Alexander S.; and Maddem, Thomas S., 4.423,640, CI.
370-58.000.

Mader, John J., to Polaroid Corporation. Method for making a die for
stamping metal reflectors. 4,424,727, CI. 76-107.00R.

Madey, John M. J.: See—
Elias, Luis R.; Madey, John M. J.; and Smith, Todd I., 4,423,649,

CI. 372-2.000.

Maeland, Amulf J.; Libowitz. George G.; and Rak, George, to Allied
Corporation. Hydriding body-centered cubic phase alloys at room
temperature. 4.425.318. CI. 423-644.000.

Maerthesheimer. Rolf: See—
Schoettle. Klaus; IHohr, Joachim; and Maerthesheimer. Rolf,

4,424.941. CI. 242-192.000.

Magdo. Ingrid E.: See—
Abbas. Shakir A.; and Magdo, Ingrid E., 4,424,621, CI. 29-571.000.

Magil, Paul A., to Paul Alan Magil ft Associates. Telephone line trig-

gered attenuator. 4.425.477, CI. 179-2.00B.
Magno, Robert: See—

Bartholet, Michael A.; Cochran. James L.; Janssen, Donovan M.;
Magno. Robert; Rood, Allan J.; Seaward, William S.; and
Walker. Lance A.. 4,424.963, CI. 270-53.000.

Magorian. William R.; and Wetzel. Kenneth R., to United States of
America, Navy. Digital timer fuze. 4,424,745, CI. 102-215.000.

Maher, John P., to Sprague Electric Company. Electroless nickel

plating activator composition a method for using and a ceramic
capacitor made therewith. 4,425,378, CI. 427-79.000.

Maheras. George; and Hayworth, Hubert O., to NCR Corporation.
Metal bevel process for multi-level metal semiconductor applications.

4,425.183. CI. 156-651.000.

Mair. Eduard. to Siemens Aktiengesellschan. Ultrasonic measuring
sensor for the fixing station of a non-mechanical printing or copying
device. 4.424.701. CI. 73-24.000.

Mair, Eduard: See—
Winter, Hans; Mair, Eduard; and Schoenewolf, Holger, 4,424,703,

CI. 73-24.000.

Makarov, Kirill A.: See—
Panov. Anatoly F.; Morozov. Vladimir I.; Makarov, Kirill A.; and
Rudnev. Alexandr V., 4,425,507, CI. 250-442.100.

Makhlouf. Joseph M.; McCollum, Gregory J.; and Kerr, Paul R.. to
PPG Industries. Inc. Polyurea-polyurethane acrylate polymer disper-

sions. 4.425.468. CI. 524-710.000.

Maki. Masami: See—
Kawai. Yoichi; Nakamura. Yoshiro; Gotoh. Yoshihisa; Maki.
Masami; Yokote. Sachio; and Sekiguchi. Katsumi. 4,423.262, CI.

252-511.000.

Makino, Kazuhiro: See—
Kamohara, Hideaki; Imamura, Minom; Higaki. Hiroshi; Yoshitomi.

Yuji; Uno, Syuzo; Makino, Kazuhiro; and Nomura, Hiroshi,

4,425,048, CI. 403-191.000.

Makino, Kenji: See—
Sakata. Gojyo; Makino, Kenji; Kawamura, Yasuo; Sato, Jun;
Ozawa, Kiyomi; Hirose, Masayoshi; and Hirata, Kiininori.

4,425.343. CI. 424-250.000.

Makino. Tomoatsu: See—
Yamamoto. Noboru; Makino, Tomoatsu; Okuda, Ryoichi; and

Sakurai. Hiroshi. 4,424,704. CI. 73-33.000.

by Makowski. Henry S., deceased (by Makowski. Patricia Helen, execu-
trix); Lundberg, Robert D.; and Agarwal, Pawan K., to Exxon Re-
search and Engineering Co. Amine terminated polyalkylene oxide
neutralized sulfonated thermoplastic polymers. 4,423,460, CI.

525-380.000.

Makowski, Patricia Helen, executrix: See—
Makowski, Henry S., deceased; Lundberg, Robert D.; and
Agarwal. Pawan K., 4,425,460, Q. 323-380.000.

Malaval. Alain: See—
Jacquet. Bernard; Lang, Gerard; and Malaval, Alain, 4,423,321, CI.

424-47.000.
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Malinoviki, Georgi P.: See—
Kodjabashev, Petko V.; Malinovski, Georgi P.; and Atanasaov,
Atanaa T.. 4.423.394. Q. 360-129.000.

Mallick, John A.: See—
Roaenberry. George M.. Jr.; Mallick. John A.; and Richter, Hike.

4,423.321. CI. 310-214.000.
Mallow, WiUiam A., to Fiberglas Canada Inc. Heat hardening sealant-

gel for flexible couplings. 4,424.867. O. 169-43.000.
Malwitz, Nelion; and Wierzbicki. Ronald J., to Sealed Air Corporation

Urea-modified iaocyanunite foam, composition and method.
4,423.446. CI. 321-108.000.

Mann. Ray E.. to Chicago Bridge ft Iron Company. Pressure swing
adsorption cycle for natural gas pretreatment for liquefaction.

4,423.142. CI. 33-25.000.

Mansgold, Stephan; Leijon, Arae; and Israelsson, Bjom. Programmable
signal processing device. 4.423.481. CI. 179-107.0FD.

Manson, Larry J., to Whirlpool Corporation. Ice maker control.
4,424.683, CI. 62-133.000.

Marathon Equipment Company: See—
Gwathney. Kenneth W.; and Carpenter, George K., 4,424,740, CI

100-52.000.

Marc, Dumont. Drip-irrigation emitter for mounting on a liquid supply-
conduit. 4,424,936. CI. 239-271.000.

Marcoal Chemical Industries: See—
Pilinki. Mark. 4,423.236, CI. 302-418.000.

Marcron, Brian J., to Times Mirror Company, The. Coin operated
newsrack. 4,424,892, CI. 194-l.OOD.

Marella, Joseph P.: See—
Shanks, Bruce E.; and Marella, Joseph P.. 4,423,606. CI.

362-267.000.

Markisches Werk GmbH: See—
Wendel, Nikolaus; and Plener, Joachim, 4,424,773, CI. 123-90.290.

Marquest Medical ProducU, Inc.: See—
WUliams, Charles D., 4,424.817, CI. 128-766.000.

Martin. Eugene G.. to Victor F. Weaver, Inc. Automatic poultry breast
processing machine and method. 4,424,608, CI. 17-52.000.

Martin, Harry F.. to Westinghouse Electric Corp. Turbine disc environ-
ment control system. 4,425,077, CI. 413-115.000.

Martin. Henry: See—
Sturm, Elmar; Schempp, Heinrich; and Martin. Henry. 4,425,151,

CI. 71-88.000.

Martin Marietta Corporation: See—
Papanicolaou, Nicolas A., 4,423,193, CI. 204-3.000.

Martin, Svlvia, to OMI International Corporation. Brightening compo-
sition for zinc alloy electroplating bath and its method of use.

4.423.198, CI. 204-43.00Z.
Martin, Wolfgang; Knopp, Hans; Herion, Dieter; Conzelmann, Ger-

hard; Leuchtmann, Guenter; Gujer, Peter; Guldenfels, Dieter; and
Wirz. Armin, to BASF Farben ft Fasem AG. Apparatus for thread-
ing up a rapidly travelling thread in a texturizing nozzle. 4,424,614,

Martinson, William E.: See—
Batcheller, Barry D.; and Martinson, William E., 4,423,620, CI.

364-424.100.

Maruchi, Sachio: See—
Shibano, Tomishi; Maruchi, Sachio; Yakan, Koji; Kobayashi, Tada-

shi; and Akimoto, Saburo, 4,423.176, CI. 136-244.110.

Maruzen Sewing Machine Company: See—
Mikuni, Yodiio; Kohara, Tadao; and Yoneda, Yoshihide, 4,424,738,

CI. 112-103.000.

Mashino. Yukio: See—
lura, Yukio; Yamamichi, Masayoshi; Uchiyama, Takashi; Taguchi,

Tetouya; and Mashino, Yukio, 4,423.033, CI. 334-423.000.
Mattuda, Kumehiko; and Yamamoto, Hachizou, to Sharp Kabushiki

Kaisha. Selective read out of one hour transaction dau in an elec-

tronic cash register. 4.42S.6I9, CI. 364-403.000.

MaUuda, Takayuki: See—
Takagi, Yoahiaki; Sugawara, Takeshi; Nii. Setsuo; and MaUuda,

Takayuki, 4,424,95Xa. 231-368.000.

Matsuhashi. Noriyasu: See—
Otani, JuiOi; and MaUuhaahi. Noriyasu. 4.424,839, CI. 141-348.000.

Matsui. Susumu; Nak^ima, Kazuo; and Taniguchi. Tsutomu, to Takara
Shuzo Co.. Ltd. Cholesterol oxidase and process for producing same.
4,423.433. CI. 433-190.000.

Matsuki, Sdichiro, to Pioneer Electronic Corporation. Reel unit rou-
tion stopping tensing mechanism. 4.424.940. CI. 242-191.000.

Mattumoto, Kazuya; Yamaguchi. Isao; Tsuji, Takao; and Sato, Hideaki,
to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Beam spot scanning device. 4,423,023,
CI. 330-96.140.

Matsumoto, Kunio; and Takada, Masaki, to Toyo Jozo Kabushiki
Kaiaha. Process for the production of amine oxidase. 4,423,436. CI.

43M91.000.
Matsumoto, Yasuhiro: See—

Honma, Hideo; Suzuki. Yoahiaki; and MaUumoto, Yasuhiro,
4.423,203. CI. 204-131.000.

Matsunawa, Masahiko: See—
Tanuni, Noriyoahi; Iwahaahi, Haruo; Matsunawa, Masahiko; and
Tokunaga, Hiroshi, 4,423,033, CI. 333-3.0CH.

Matsushita Electric Industrial Company, Limited: See—
Murakami, Mutsuaki; Hiromori, Vasutaka; and Naito, Hiroshi.

4.423.403. a. 428-342.000.

Nawa, Motoyuki; Takahashi. Yutaka; and Nishijo. Masaru.
4.424,937. Q. 239-390.000.

Ogawa, Kazufumi. 4,423.416. Q. 430-7.000.

Sadd. Keyi; Ikeda. Juiui; and TamoUu. Wakahata, 4,423,209, CI.

204-139.230.

Sekimolo. Kunio; Yamamoto. Katsuhiko, Yamamitsu, Chojuro;
and Kurashina, Kozo. 4,425.585. CI 358-328.000

Suzuki. Takashi; Hibino. Kunio; Muraj. Mikio; and Fujita. Takashi.
4.425.404, CI. 428-341.000.

Tanaka, Shinichi; and Abe. Tadashi, 4,425.637. CI 369-124.000
Matsuura, Masataka: See—

Funada, Fumiaki; MaUuura, Masataka; and Wada. Tomio.
4,425,029, CI 350-338.000

Mattel. Inc.: See—
Sapkus. Jurgis; Clarke, Charles D.; Lewis. J Stephen; and Milli-

Winkler, James P., 4,424.644, CI 46-135 COR
Mattsson, Karl-Erik, to Festo-Maachinenfabrik Gottlieb Stoll. Pivoully
supported gripping mechanism 4.425,073. CI 414-730.000

Mauer. Alexander; Wasel-Nielen. Horst-Dieler, and Adnan, Renate, to
Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft. Cogranulate of alkali metal silicate and
alkali metal polyphosphate, and process for making it. 4,423,253, CI
252-135.000.

Mauri, Ambrogio. Carriage body for public transporution vehicles
4,425,001, CI 296-178.000.

Mauries, Reinhard: See—
Rohner, Joachim; Zumfeld, Heini; Mauries, Reinhard; and Preuhs,

Hans-Jurgcn, 4.424,663, CI. 57-22.000
Mautner, Jacob E.: See—

Guiler, Richard S ; Mautner. Jacob E ; and Moberg, Sigurd M .

4,424.995. CI. 292-323.000.

Maxwell, William H , 111 High strength light weight bike axle
4,424,981, CI. 280-288.000.

May, Oscar W ; and Hoekstra, Philip M , to Buckman Laboratories. Inc
Dimethylamidc and cationic surfactant debonding compositions and
the use thereof in the production of fluff pulp 4,425,186, C!
162-158.000.

Mayfield, John M., Jr.; Haselswerdt. Vernon W , and Hinchliffe, Hugh
A., to Microphor, Inc. Apparatus for maintaining a diesel engine in

resurting condition 4,424,775, CI 123-142 50R
McAloon, Kevin T.: See—

Padget, John C; McAloon, Kevin T.; and Burgess, Anthony J..

4.425.465. CI. 524-450.000.

McClelland, Henry T.: See-
Goldstein, Sherwood; McClelland, Henry T ; and Scherbner. Paul

J.. 4,425,168, CI. 148-2.000.

McCollum, Gregory J.: See—
Makhlouf, Joseph M.; McCollum, Gregory J.; and Kerr, Paul R .

4.425,468, CI. 524-710.000.

McConchie. William L. Tire pressure indicator and method for detect-
ing reduction of pressure 4,425.558, CI 340-58.000

McConway ft Torley Corporation: See—
Oshinsky, Frank W., 4,424,620. CI 29-S58 000

McCullers. Jeffrey L. Retaining wail 4.425.052. CI 405-32.000
McCutcheon. Joe R., Sr., to Reynolds MeUls Company. Method of
making electrical cable. 4,425,374, CI 427-44 000

McDonnell Douglas Corp.: See—
Boehringer, Wilfred E.; and Walker, James V. 4.424.716. Q

73-861.560.

McGill, Howard L., to Schlumberger Technology Corporation De-
flate-equalizing valve apparatus for inflauble packer formation tester

4,424,860, CI. 166-113.000.

McGlone, William: See—
Benedyk, Joseph C; McGlone. William; and Amos. Homer.

4,425,393, CI. 428-95.000.

McGuire, Patrick L., to United Sutes of America. Energy Method for

production of hydrocarbons from hydrates 4,424,866. CI
166-303.000.

McKee. William R.: See—
Levine, Jules D.; McKee, William R.; and Carson. Kent R ,

4,425,408, CI. 428-403.000.

McKinley, Larry F., to Allied Corporation. Method of forming battery
electrodes. 4,425,192, CI. 204-2 100.

McLaughlin, Gerald. Rapid method for the etching and cleaning of
dentJ casting metals 4,425,204, CI. 204-l2'>700.

McLoughlin, Robert H., to Raychem Limited. Method of making heat
shrinkable articles. 4,425,174, CI. 156-218.000.

McMurtrie, Andrew: See—
Silberstein. Donald A.; and McMurtrie. Andrew. 4.424.819. CI

131-336.000.

McReynolds, James. Check valve arrangement for engine driven pneu-
matic compressors. 4,425,085, CI. 417-364.000.

Mead Corporation, The: See—
Lanier. Charles E.. 4.424,901, CI 206-434.000.

Measure Control Devices, Inc.: See—
Feuerstein, Andrew E.; and Aprea, Michael F., 4,424,921, CI

222-436.000.

Medtronic, Inc.: See—
Doring, John; and Amundion, Rodney, 4.424.818. CI. 178-784.000.

Meguro, Takeshi; and Ito, Yukio, to FujiUu Limited. Dielectric filter

module. 4,423,555, CI. 333-202 000.

Mehta. Jitesh R.; and Larson, Andrew H., to GNB Batteries Inc. Refm-
ing process for removing antimony from lead bullion. 4,425,160, CI.

75-63.000.

Meier. Raymond C, Jr.; and Gable, Stewart V, to Ford Motor Com-
pany. Frequency domain engine defect signal analysis. 4,424,709, CI
73-117.300.

Meiners, Elmo R., to M ft W Gear Company. Supplementary fuel

injection system for a turbocharged internal combustion engine
4.424,676, CI. 60-605.000.

Mercedes-Benz Do Brasil S/A: See—
FUho, Angelo I., 4,424,876, CI. 180-175.000.

1038 O.G.—38
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Merck ft Co.. Inc.: Sfe—
Aleunder, Jose; and Fix, Joseph A.. 4,425,337, CI. 424-181.000
Christy. Marcia E.; Shepard, Kenneth L.; Strachan, Robert G.; and

Varga, Sandor L., 4,423,269. CI. 260-1 12.50R.
Merkle Engineers, Inc.: Ste—

Merkle. Frank P.. 4,424,756, CI. 1 10-332.000.
Merkle, Frank P., to Merkle Engineers, Inc. Suspended roof construc-

tion for industrial furnaces. 4,424,756, CI. 1 10-332.000.
Merrell, Richard G., to Oak Industries Inc. Catv converter with key-

lock to favorite channels. 4,425,579. CI. 358-86.000.
Merrill Engineering Laboratories, Inc.: See—

Erickson, Lowell H.; and Merrill, Marcellus S.. 4.424.700, CI
73-I.OOE.

Merrill. Marcellus S.: See—
Erickson, Lowell H.; and Merrill, Marcellus S., 4,424,700, CI

73-l.OOE.

Mertens. Ludovicus M.: See—
Rutges. Antonius A.; Mertens. Ludovicus M.; and Van GrasdorfT

Maurits W.. 4,425,421, CI. 430-238.000.
Meshkov. Vladimir V.: See—

Bely. Vladimir A.; Sviridenok. Anatoly I.; Savkin. Valentin G
Meshkov, Vladimir V.; and Myshkin, Nikolai K., 4,425.247. ci'
232-12.000.

Metal Box Limited: See—
Perigo. John A.; and Divall. John E.. 4,424,659, CI. 53-425 000

Metallgesellschaft AG: See—
Schmidt. Hans-Werner; Beisswenger, Hans; Reh, Lothar- Folliot

Albert; and Paliard. Maurice, 4,425,163, CI. 106-100.000.
Meuleman, Gaston, to Northrop Corporation. Fuel cell leak detector

4,424,708, CI. 73-40.000. ,

Meyer, John H.: See— '

Guerra, Salvatore; Meyer, John H.; and Boiler, Thomas E
4,423,184,0.136-655.000.

Meyer, Ronald A.: See—

Meyer, Willy; and Fory. Werner, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation N-
Phenylsulfonyl-N'-pyrimidinylureas. 4,425.154. CI. 71-92.000

Mezei. Tibor: See—
Budai, ZolUn; Kis-Tamas. Attila; Mezei, Tibor; Lay nee Kenya,

Aranka; Vigh, Zoltan; and Sokorai nee Janki. Agnes, 4,425,158,

MGS Machine Corporation: See—
Bahr. Melford J.; Ehalt. Cyril A.; and Gcist, Wayne R.. 4,425.181,

CI. 136-497.000.

Mibae, Jiro: See— I

w J«ni«iLchJ. Takashi; and Mibae, Jiro. 4,425,403. CI. 428-331.000.
Michaud, Orean E.: See—

Kindl, George F.; and Michaud, Orean E., 4,425,061, CI
408- 1 6.000.

Microphor, Inc.: See—
Mayfield, John M., Jr.; Haselswerdt, Vernon W.; and Hinchliffe
Hugh A.. 4.424.775. CI. 123-142.50R.

Mikuni Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ishida. Takashi; and Tominari. Noboru. 4.424.785, CI. 123-479 000

Mikuni, Yoshio; Kohara, Tadao; and Yoneda. Yoshihidc. to Maruzen
Sewing Machine Company. Embroidering apparatus for use with
•ewing machines. 4.424,758. CI. 112-103.000.

Milberger. Walter E.. to United Sutes of America, Air Force High

w*^i^nS?'**
'^^^ transistor pulse apparatus. 4,425,518, CI.

MjI'jI 1 .000.

Milde, Friedhelm: See—

^''n'l'mtw^"'*'^'"'' ""* ^''''*' ^"^^^^' ^.425.658, CI.

MUette, Debra A.: See— I

Berkowitz, Daniel; Bennett, Alan B.; Secrist, John L.; and Milctte
Debra A., 4,425,367, CI. 426-89.000.

Miller, Edward B.: See—
Bedard. James F.; Cutler, Scott E.; Eichelbergcr. Charles W.
y^^^*"^ ^ • "^ '^*'' Salvatore F.. Jr., 4,425,628, CI.
3O4-900.000.

Miller, James A.: See—
Smith, Michael D.; and Miller, James A., 4,425,550, CI.

Miller, John C: See—

*"?S3.S?cM«.'^5!o*:
"^""^ '^ "' '^"'"- '°'"' ^-

MUler. Richard F.. to Atlantic Richfield Company. Method for mini-
muing foulmg of heat exchangers. 4.425.223, CI. 208-48.0AA.

Miller, RKhard L. Apparatus and method for storing and interrelating
visual daU and computer information. 4.425.586. CI. 358-335.000.

Miller, Robert J., to Colt Industries Operating Corp. Manually adjust-
able apparatus and system for selectively controlling the air-fuel ratio
supplied to a combustion engine. 4.424.784. CI. 123-438.000

Miller, Wayne D.: See—
Butterworth. George A. M.; Elias, Robert T.; Miller, Wayne D.
andShepherd. Robert C, 4,425,126, CI. 604-366.000.

MUlet, George H., to Minneaou Mining A. Manufacturing Company

v'?«U?*!J?'.7i'-ISo*^'^^' """P*"'^""* "<* methods of bonding.
4,425,471, CI. 32^298.000.

Milliken Research Corporation: See— i

Berczi. Charles N., 4,425,398, CI. 428-253.000.
Engels, Walter, 4.424.613, CI. 26-2.00R.

Milliman, Edward M., to United Sutes of America, Energy. Dust feed
mechaniam. 4.424.896, CI. 198-545.000.

Millington, Donald L.; and Nyquist, Gerald A., to General Motors

ir^^ii^
Vehicle Huid power system reservoir. 4,424.829. CI.

Millioud. Alain: See—
Bnittel. Beat; Schneider. Hansjorg; Millioud. Alain: and Rosch

Michael. 4,425.134. CI. 8-524.00a
'

Millman. William S., to Union Oil Company of California. Hydrocar-
bon desulfurization process with a catalyst ofCo-Mo-P. 4,425,221, CI.

Millmaster Onyx Group, Inc.: See—

°442'5 24"°CI 25*2 rS:*""'
^°™' *"** '*'°**°' ^^^^^ ^'

Mills-Winkler, James P.: See—
Sapkus Jurgis; Cl^ke Charles D.; Lewis, J. Stephen; and Mill*.

Winkler. James P.. 4,424,644, CI. 46-1 35.00R.
Mimura. Gen, to Hitachi Chemical Company, Ltd. Dehydrating blade

for paper machine. 4,425,189. CI. 162-332.000.
Minnesou Mining A Manufacturing Company: See-

Millet. George H.. 4,425,471, CI. 526-298.000.
Miro, Nemesio D.; and Kaus. Malcolm J., to Phillips Petroleum Com-

pany. Supported high efficiency polyolefin catalyst component and
methods of making and using the same. 4,423,237, CI. 502- 134 000

Miska, Fred S.; and Duddles. James A., to General Motors Conon-
li?"^, , ,fiif

"^ conditioning compressor control system. 4,424,682,
CI. 62-133.000. '

Mito Ikuo; Kitamura, Mitsuhiro; Kaede, Kazuhisa; and Kobayashi,

A°^ a}?c^!S.^, ?!"='"'' ^' ^^'^ ^""«1 heterostructure laser
diode. 4,425.650, CI. 372-46.000.

Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Mizuno, Takaji; Mizuno. Masanori; Komura, Hiroteugu; Ueguri.

» . ^^^'^^^ '"^ Tabata, Youichiro. 4,425,493, CI. 2 1 9- 1 30.5 10.
Mitsubishi Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Fujiwara, Haniyoshi, 4,425,188, CI. 162-300.000.
Mitsubishi Keikinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Ariu, Yoji, 4,425,200, CI. 204-67.000.
Mitsuda, Yutaka: See—

Tanaka, Hideyuki; Saito. Kiyotaka; Hori, Shozo; and Mitsuda.
Yuuka, 4,425,258. CI. 502-134.000.

Mitsui Ocean Development & Engineering Co., Ltd.: See—
Muto, Ikuo; and Tatsuguchi, Masamitsu, 4,423,033, CI. 403-63.000

Mitsui Toatsu Chemicals, Inc.: See—
Kawai, Yoichi; Nakamura, Yoshiro; Gotoh, Yoahihisa; Maki,

j,^^}' Yokotc. Sachio; and Sekiguchi, Kateumi, 4,425,262, CI.

Toyoda, Yoshiaki; Ikeda, Yoshihiro; and Arashiba, Nobumaaa,

Mitsuya, Yasunaga; Hoshiya, Kunio; Oguchi, ShigemiUu; and Kaneko,
Reizo, to Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Public Corp. Ferro fluidic
seal. 4,424,974, CI. 277-80.000.

Miura, Kiyoshi: See—
Sasaya, Osamu; Nishizawa, Masahiro; Yokomizo, Hiroshi; Miura,

Kiyoshi; and Tomita, Yoshifumi, 4,423,419, CI. 430-179.000
Miyamoto, Tomohisa: See—

Fujii, Setsuro; Yasui, Bompei; Nakamura, Mitsuo; Hirohashi, Mit-
suni; Miyamoto, Tomohisa; Ando, Kazuko; Hashimoto, Iwao-
Umeda, Naoki; and Kawasaki, Masahiro, 4,423,333, Q.
424-180.000.

Miyasaka, Takao, to Victor Company of Japan, Limited. RoUtional
speed indication signal generator having a plurality of seneratinK
coils. 4,425,522. CI. 310-268.000.

*

Mizuno, Kazutoshi; and Ono, Shigeo, to Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. Impact
energy absorbing structure for F-F type motor vehicle. 4,424,986, CI.
280-784.000.

Mizuno, Masanori: See—
Mizuno, Takaji; Mizuno. Masanori; Komura, HiroUugu; Ueguri,

Shigeo; and Tabata. Youichiro, 4,423,493, CI. 219-130.510.
Mizuno, Takaji; Mizuno, Masanori; Komura, HiroUugu; Ueguri,

Shigeo; and Tabata, Youichiro, to Miteubishi Denki Kabushiki Kai-
sha. Pulse arc welding machine. 4,423,493, CI. 219-130.310.

Mizutani, Kiyokazu; and Ogasawara, Takahisa, to Toagosei Chemical
Industry Co., Ltd. Polymerizable bicyclic orthoester compound*.
4,425,473, CI. 549-363.000.

Mobay Chemical Corporation: See-
Baron, Arthur L.; Krishnan, Sivaram; Witman, Mark W.: and

White, Roger J., 4.425,456, CI. 324-165.000.
Moberg, Sigurd M.: See—

Guiler, Richard S.; Mautner, Jacob E.; and Moberg, Siguid M..
4,424.995. CI. 292-323.000.

Mobil Oil Corporation: See—
Piotrowski. Alfred B.; and Davis, Robert H., 4,423,248, CI.

252-49.300.

White, James R., 4,424,863, CI. 166-268.000.
Mochida, Haruo, to Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. Construction of cylinder

lock. 4,424,694. CI. 70-422.000.
Moger nee Eremineva, Galina: See—

Kroo, Erik; Kovacs, Laszio; Nemes, Istvan; Szabo nee Mogyorosi.
Katalin; Szentgyorgyi, Geza; Moger nee Eremineva, Galina;
Nemeth, Andras; Gal. Dezao ; Riederauer, Szilard; and Szepvol-
gyi. Janos. 4.425,219, CI. 208-8.00R.

Moldestad, Jon P. Press machine safety apparatus. 4,424.741. CI
100-53.000.

' i-F- . , ,
wi

Moller. Hinrich; and Osberghaus, Rainer, to Henkel KommanditgeaeH-
schaft auf Aktien. Method of suppressing body odor with aminoben-
zoic acid amides. 4,425,327. CI. 424-63.000.

Moller, Paul S. Resonator type muffiers. 4,424,882, CI. 181-231.000.
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Monahan. Jack J.: See-
Becker. Alan R.; Monahan, Jack J.; and Schneider, Fred J.,

4,425,074. CI. 414-736.000.

Monarch Marking Systems, Inc.: See-
Jenkins. William A., 4.425.394. CI. 428-136.000.

Mondet. Jean: See—
Ouillon. Michel; Mondet. Jean; Papantoniou. Christos; and Van-

denbosiche, Claudine, 4,425,326, CI. 424-61.000.

Monne, Maxime: See—
Adamowski, Andre; Gallet, Gerard; Lhemiitte, Jacques; Monne.
Maxime; and Vautherot, Guy, 4,425,296, CI. 376-245.000.

Monosolar, Inc.: See—
Kroger, Ferdinand A.; Rod, Robert L.; Panicker, Ramachandra M.

P.; and Knaster, Mark B., 4,425,194, CI. 204-2.100.

Monsanto Company: See—
Ebner. Jerry R., 4.425,260, CI. 502-255.000.

Santer, J. Owen; and Spitz, George T., 4,425,466, CI. 524-512.000.
Weingarten, Harold I., 4,425,428. CI. 435-23.000.

Montedison S.p.A.: See—
Bosone. Enrico; Camaggi, Giovanni; de Vries, Lambertus; Gara-

vaglia, Carlo; Garlaschelli, Luigi; Gozzo, Franco; Overeem, Jan
C; and Lorusso, Simone, 4,425,357, CI. 424-278.000.

Camprincoli, Pierpaolo, 4,423,402, CI. 428-330.000.

Monville, Jean M.: See—
Fillon, Marcel; and Monville, Jean M., 4,425,009, CI. 308-187.100.

Mookherjee, Braja D.; Trenkle, Robert W.; WolfT, Robin K.; Boden,
Richard M.; and Yoshida, Takao, to International Flavors A Fra-
grances Inc. Process for augmenting or enhancing the raspberry
aroma or taste of a foodstulT or chewing gum using a mixture of
ketones. 4,425,365, Q. 426-3.000.

Moon, Howard R.: See—
Balint, Peter; Bums, Fredrick B.; and Moon, Howard R., 4,424,603,

CI. I3-2I0.00R.

Moore, Dan B. Method for continuously producing a flexible drywall
joint filler. 4,425,175, CI. 136-229.000.

Moore, William C: See-
Shelby, Billy L.; and Moore, William C, 4,424,993, CI. 292-128.000.

Morel, Philippe: See-
Doyen, Jean; Morel, Philippe; and Resneau, Jean C, 4,423,575, CI.

337-81.000.

Morgan, Marshall M. Ice rack for use in poruble ice chest. 4,424,687,

CI. 62-437.000.

Mori, Hidefumi: See—
Izawa, Tatsuo; Mori, Hidefumi; Shimizu, Nobuo; and Murakami,

Yasuji, 4,423,146, CI. 63-18.200.

Mori, Kei. Solar direction sensor. 4,424,801, CI. 126-425.000.

Mori, Toshihito: See—
Iwasaki, Akio; Deushi, Takeo; Watanabe, Isamu; and Mori, To-

shihito, 4,425,430, CI. 435-80.000.

Mori, Yoshinobu, to Citizen Watch Co., Ltd. Buckle for watch bands.

4,424,611, CI. 24-192.000.

Moriguchi, Fujio; Kikuchi, Yoshiki; and Ohmori, Takashi, to Fuji

Xerox Co., Ltd. Heat transfer recording apparatus. 4,423,368, CI.

346-76.0PH.
Morishita, Shigefumi; and Ebata. Yasuo, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki

Kabushiki Kaisha. Surface acoustic wave resonator device. 4.423.554.

CI. 333-195.000.

Morita, Minoru: See—
Numano. Masachika; Akita, Shinji; and Morita, Minoru. 4,424,616,

CI. 29-33.00T.

Moriya, Yoihikazu: See—
Shiratori, Harunori; Kikuchi, Kenichi; and Moriya, Yothikazu,

4,424,984, CI. 280-661.000.

Morozov, Vladimir I.: See—
Panov, Anatoly F.; Morozov, Vladimir I.; Makarov, Kirill A.; and
Rudnev, Alexandr V., 4,423,307, CI. 230-442.100.

Morris, Drew W.: See—
Howells, John N. M.; Morris, Drew W.; and Tichenor, Richard L.,

4,423,070, CI. 414-498.000.

Morris. Henry. Tactile writing aid. 4,425,095. CI. 434-117.000.

Morrison-Knudsen Company, Inc.: See-
Cake, Marcus P.; Falter, Harry W.; Batchelor, Clement W.; and

Guarini, Michael A., 4,425,495, CI. 219-267.000.

Morse, Elliott M.: See—
Dittmann, John F.; Morse, Elliott M.; and Carr, Earl S., 4,423,412,

CI. 429-33.000.

Morton, Anthony J.; Harvey, Kenneth; and Gutenberg, Hermann, to

Colgate-Palmolive Company. Smooth dental cream. 4,425,323, CI.

424-32.000.

Moses, Donald W.; Hustig, Charles; and Ballard, C. Ray, to Applied
Spectrum Technologies, Inc. Simultaneous transmission of two infor-

mation signals wimin a band-limited communications channel.

4,423,642, CI. 370-76.000.

Moses, Donald W.; Hustig, Charles; and Ballard, C. Ray, to Applied
Spectrum Technologies, Inc. Data under voice communications
system. 4,423,661, CI. 373-1.000.

Motkin, Jeffrey M.; and Wertz, Keith J. Pistol grip controller.

4,423,488, CI. 200-220.000.

Mostek Corporation: See—
Swain, WUIiam J., 4.423,633, CI. 365-194.000.

Moszumanski, Ryszard: See—
Polanaki, Zbigniew; and Moszumanski, Ryszard, 4,424,673, CI.

60486.000.

Motomura, Kazuhiko, to Nishiki Co., Ltd. Air-permeable and water-

proof diaper cover. 4,423,128, CI. 604-381.000.

Motor Wheel Corporation: See—
Weeks. James B , 4.425,008. CI. 305-24.000.

Motorola Inc.: See—
Groth. Edward J.. Jr.. 4.425.666. CI. 375-48.000.

Smith. Michael D.; and MUler. James A.. 4,423.3Sa a.
330-107.000.

Mount. Bruce E., to Perkin-EImer Corp.. The. Method of making
electrical connections to thin film coatings and the electrical connec-
tor formed thereby. 4.425.526. CI. 3IO-8a).000.

Mourou. Gerard, to University of Rochester. The. Laser system using
organic dye amplifier. 4.425.652. CI. 372-69.000.

Muehleisen. Paul. Paaaive bowstring release mechanism. 4,424.791, CI.

124-3S.00A.

Mueller, William C; and Plunkett, Larry, to Perkin-Elmer Corporation.
The. Chan recorder. 4.423,371, CI. 346-136.000.

Muhlenbeck, Josef See-
Bauer, Hanns G.; Zollner, Dieter H.; Otto, Josef; Muhlenbeck,

Josef; Rittmann. Friedrich; Conradty. Claudio; Lauterbach-
Dammler. Inge; and Sonke. HorsU 4,423,657, Q. 373-93.000.

Muhlfelder, Ludwig; Phillips. Kevin J.; and Blasnik, Steven L., to RCA
Corporation. Magnetically torqued nuution damping. 4,424,948. CI.
244-166.000.

Mukherjee. Dilip. to BBC Brown. Boveri A Company Limited. Com-
bined gas turbine and steam turbine power sution. 4.424,668. CI.
60-39.182

Muller. Klaus; and Tancer. Leon, to Raymond. A. Fastening plate for
securing a snap pin to an automobile door panel. 4,424,612, Q.
24-669.000.

Muller. Werner: See—
Hockele, Max; and Muller. Werner. 4,424.889. CI. 191-39.000.

Munari. Georges J.; and Penncau. Serge M., to Compagnie Francaise
des Petroles. Injection devices. 4.424.862. CI. 166-168.000.

Murai, Mikio: Sec^
Suzuki. Takashi; Hibino. Kunio; Murai. Mikio, and Fujita, Takashi.

4.425.404. CI. 428-341.000.

Murakami. Muttuaki; Hiromon, Yasutaka; and Naito. Hiroshi. to Mat-
sushiu Electric Industrial Company. Limited. Inkjet recording sheet.

4.425.405. CI. 428-342.000.

Murakami. Yuuji: See—
Izawa, Tauuo; Mori, Hidefumi; Shimizu, Nobuo; and Murakami,

Yasuji, 4,425,146, CI. 65-18.200.

Muranaka, Fumio: See—
Hamada, Masato; Ohmura, Jukichi; and Muranaka. Fumio,

4.425.199. CI. 2O4-59.0OF.

Murau Manufacturing Co., Ltd.: See—
Wakino, Kikuo, 4,424,615, CI. 29-25.420.

Murayama, Masato; and Akita, Miuugi, to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabu-
shiki Kaisha. Acoustic device for a head protector. 4.424,880, CI.

I8I-I29.000.

Murayama, Tomio: See—
Kikuchi, Yoshiki; and Murayama, Tomio, 4,424,964, CI. 271-91.000.

Murray, Charles R.: See-
Harrison. Ray E.; and Murray. Charles R.. 4.423.108, Q,

493-220.000.

Musashi Co., Ltd.: See-
Sato, Koji; Kato. Tadao; and Kawano. Hikaru, 4.424.660. CI

53-540.000.

Musha, Tohru; Kato, Kiichi; and Ito, Kenichi, to Olympus Optical Co.
Ltd. Method and apparatus for reproducing optically an information
recorded on a record medium along tracks. 4,425,636, CI. 369-44.000.

Musiani, Franco, to Panda S.r.I. Silencer for pneumatic equipment
4,424,883, CI. 181-258.000.

Muasi, Fiorenzo; and Pariani, Emilio, to Costruzioni Aeronautiche
Giovanni Agusta S.p.A. Composite hub for a helicopter rotor

4,423,082, CI. 416-61.000.

Mustikka, Lauri A.: See—
Tuovinen, Frans H.; Hokkanen. Pentti O.. Nurminen, Aimo A.,

Mustikka. Uuri A.; and Virta, Matti A. 4.424,959. CI.

266-283.000.

Muto, Ikuo; and Tatsuguchi. Masamitsu, to Mitsui Ocean Development
A. Engineering Co., Ltd. Oil fence arrangement 4,425,053, CI.

405-63.000.

Myshkin, Nikolai K.: See-
Bely, Vladimir A.; Sviridenok, Anatoly I ; Savkin, Valentin G

;

Meshkov, Vladimir V.; and Myshkin, Nikolai K.. 4,425.247, CI.

252-12.000.

Nabia], Wanda E., to American Cyanamid Company. Solid antiperspi-

rant stick composition. 4,425,328, CI. 424-68.000.

Naden, Rex A, to Texas Instruments Incorporated. Educational aid for

use with workbook. 4,425,099, CI. 434-335.000

Nagae, Hiromitsu: See—
Sone. Masazumi; Imai. Iwao; and Nagae. Hiromitsu. 4.423.483. CI.

20O-I9.00R.

Naito, Hiroshi: See-
Murakami. Mutsuaki; Hiromori. Yasutaka; and Naito, Hiroshi,

4.423.405, CI. 428-342.000.

Naito, Youichiro: See—
Yokoyama, Kazumasa; Fukaya. Chikara; Tsuda, Yoshio; Ono,

Taizo; Arakawa, Yoshio; Inoue. Yoshihisa; Naito, Youichiro; and
Suyama. Tadakazu, 4,423,347, CI. 424-236.000.

Nakada, Akira: See—
Imamura, Akio; Uchiyama. Yasuji; and Nakada, Akira, 4,424,732,

CI. 84-1.170.

Nakajima, Kazuo: See—
Matsui, Susumu; Nakajima, Kazuo; and Taniguchi, Tsutomu,

4,423,433, CI. 435-190.000.
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Nikaoiura. Kensaku. Synthetic resin pellet dehydrating apparatus.
4.424,632. CI. 34.57.00R.

j ^ t>y^

NaJuunura, Mitsuo; See—
Fujii, Setsuro; Yasui. Bompei; Nakamura, Mittuo; Hirohashi, Mit-

luni; Miyamoto, Tomohisa; Ando, Kazuko, Hashimoto, Iwao;
Umeda. Naoki; and Kawasaki, Masahiro, 4,425.335, CI.
424-180.000.

Nakamura. Shigekazu, to Copal Company Limited. Non-contact mag-
netic potentiometer. 4.425.557. CI. 338-32.00H.

Nakamura. Shunji: See—
Hosono, Nagao; Takahashi, Tohni; Kanbe, Junichiro; Toyono,
Tsutomu; Nakamura, Shunji; and Tamura, Yasuyuki, 4.425.373,
CI. 427-14.100.

Nakamura, Yoshiro: See— '

Kawai, Yoichi; Nakamura, Yoshiro; Gotoh, Yoshihisa; Maki,
Masami; Yokote, Sachio; and Sekiguchi. Katsumi. 4.425,262, CI.
252-511.000.

Nakanishi Metal Works Co., Ltd.: See—
Wakabayashi, Takao, 4,424,749, CI. 104-172.00S.

Nakasuji, Norikazu: See—
Shibahashi. Yutaka; Nakasuji, Norikazu; KaUoka, Takashi

Inagaki, Hiroshi; and Kito, Tsutomu, 4,425,161, CI. 106-21000.
Nakata. Kojiro; Endo, Yasunobu; Terada, Akitomo; Hayashi.
Kazumasa; and Kobori, Michio, to Sanwa Denpun Industrial Co.,
Ltd.; and Shizuoka Prefecture. Coating color for paper and method
for preparation of the same. 4,425,452, CI. 524-47.000.

Nakayama, Koichi; and Fukitani. Yasuo, to Toko, Inc. Switch circuit
arrangement. 4,425,563, CI. 340-644.000.

Naramore, David C: See—
Crawford, Richard R.; Blum, William P.; and Naramore, David C

4,425,275, CI. 260-397.250.
Nardi, Anthony P.: See-

ds Jong, Joannes N. M.; Earle, Richard L.; and Nardi. Anthony P.,
4.425,509, CI. 29O-40.00C.

Narukawa, Noriaki; Takeda, Keinosuke; and Yamazaki, Toshiyuki, to
Takeda Chemical Industries, Ltd. Lankacidin derivatives used in
swine husbandry. 4,425,356. CI. 424-279.000.

Narushima, Tsugio, to Tokyo Electric Co., Ltd. Printing machine
capable of printing characters on long and short paper sheets
4,425,047, CI. 400-605.000.

Nasiund, Lars A.: See—
Holzwarth, George M.; Nasiund, Lars A.; and Sandvik, Erik I

4.425,246, CI. 252-8.55D.
Nasu, Norio: See—

Yamaguchi. Nobutaka; Fujiyana, Masaaki; Tsuji, Nobuo; and Nasu
Norio, 4,425.400, CI. 428-329.000.

Nati. Salvatore F.. Jr.: See—
Bedard. James F.; Cutler. Scott E.; Eichelberger. Charles W.

Miller, Edward B.; and Nati, Salvatore F.. Jr., 4,425,628. CI
364-900.000.

National Engineering A Contracting Company: See—
Spencer, Robert B., 4,424,951, CI. 249-48.000.

National Semiconductor Corporation: See—

^cTldSmmD^^^'
'^"*""' *"** Seyffert, Michael, 4.425,213,

Natural Energy Systems: See— '

Rkx, Warren; and Hosterman, Craig, 4,424,681, CI. 62-1 14.000.
Nawa. Kftrtoyuki; Takahashi, Yutaka; and Nishijo, Masaru, to Matsu-

55?4.9!!rS"23'9"?^'S8.
^' "-'' '^''' ''"~''"« '"^'"^'^

^^r^°' '^'*^''°'"' ^° °" Po"» de Nemoun, E. I., and Company
Fleubie screen-prinUble conductive composition. 4,425,263, CI.

NCR Corimration: See—

**!!!!'S'. ^5?*'*'= "** Hayworth, Hubert O., 4,425,183. CI.
130-631.000.

Neal, James V.. Jr.: See—
Faj^John; and Neal. James V.. Jr.. 4.424.894. CI. 198-451.000

rP'i^^^?^ **'" ""'8y system and method of use. 4,424,805,

''"J^V^HI?"'' !^ "unyu. K«zumi, to Fujikura Rubber Works, Ltd
Buefabncs for polyurethane-coated fabrics, polyurcthane-coated
fabrics and proceaes for their production. 4,425,395, C\. 428-196 000

Nelaoo, Burke E.: See—

Km*??^ *^'° ^- *™* Nelson. Burke E.. 4,425.038, CI.
J33-73.UUU. .

Nemes, Istvan: See— I

'^^ Erik; Kovacs. Laazlo; Nemes, Istvan; Szabo nee Mogyorosi,
Katahn; Szentgyorgyi. Geza; Moger nee Eremineva, Galina;
Nemeth, Andras; Gal, Dezso ; Riederauer, Szilard; and Szepvol-
gyi, JaiKM, 4.423.2 19. CI. 208-8.00R.

Nemeth, Andras: See—
Kroo, Erik; Kovaca, Laazlo; Nemes, Istvan; Szabo nee Mogyorosi,

Katalin; Szentgyorgyi, Geza; Moger nee Eremineva, Galina;
Nemeth. Andras; Gal, Dezso ; Riederauer, Szilard; and Szepvol-
gyi, Janoa. 4,425,219, a. 208-8.00R.

Neodyne Corporation: See—
Doleoce. Dale M., 4,424,739. Q. 1 14-97.000.

Neunhoeffer, Otto; Wilhelm, Gerhard; Hockenberger, Lothar- Berg-

"^iLSS*J • •?** Endniacheit, Peter, to Rutgerswerke Aktien-

S2lS5'(TO
P"**" 'o' removal of cadmium ions. 4,425,236,

Neurciogica, inc.: See—
CaUahan^AJfred S.; Rbodea, James S.; Johnson. Timothy L.; and

Durden, John G., 4,424,816, a. 128-731.000.

Neves, Alan M. Alcohol manufacturing process. 4,425,433, CI.

Newman, Bill H.; and Alfemess, Clifton A., to Physio<:ontrol Corpo-
ration. Automated ventilation, CPR, and circulatory assistance aoni-
ratus. 4,424,806, CI. 128-28.000.

-«««icc appa

Ncwnham, Robert C: See-
Knight. Lindsay C; Cash. David A.; Stewart. Duncan; Cottis,

Robert A; Bowyer. William H.; Newnham, Robert C; Williams,
Fredenck J.; and Pardon, David W.. 4.425.500. CI. 235-400.000

Newton, Roger A., to Wisconsin Electric Power Co. Decision tree
graphical computer. 4,425,499, CI. 235-70.00R.

'^20^270000^'''" ^ °" generation apparatus. 4,425,216, CI.

NHK Spring Co., Ltd.: See—
Ojima, Juji, 4,425,104, CI. 474-111.000.

Nichele, Peter J.: See-
Fanning, William J.; Nichele, Peter J.; and Pratali, Roaer P

4,424,617, CI. 29-25.420
* '

Nicolaus, Walter: See—
""!«• ^»on; Scholz, Dankmar; and Nicolaus, Walter. 4.423,287,

Nicolino, Muzio, to SocieU Italiana Vetro Siv S.p.A. Glass mounted
electrical terminal. 4,425,021, CI. 339-275.00T.

Nihon Medi-Physics Co., Ltd.: See—

Nii, Setsuo: See—
Takagi, Yoshiaki; Sugawara, Takeshi; Nu, Setsuo; and MaUuda.

Takayuki. 4,424,953, CI. 251-368.000.
"»«»«».

Nintendo Co., Ltd.: See—
Yokoi, Gunpei; and Okada, Satoru, 4.424,967, CI. 273-l.OGC

Nippon Air Brake Co., Ltd.: See—
Arikawa, Tetsuro, 4,425,622, CI. 364-426.000.

Nippon Electric Company, Ltd.: See—
Kagc, Kouzou, 4,425,548, CI. 328-162.000.
Mito, Ikuo; Kitamura, Mitsuhiro; Kaede, Kazuhisa; and Kobayashi,
Kohroh, 4,425,650, CI. 372-46.000.

Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Imamura, Akio; Uchiyama, Yasuji; and Nakada, Akira, 4,424,732,

CI. 84-1.170.

Nippon Kayaku Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

^"^"^^Yf^H^^ Kunikata, Kenji; and Otake, Hideo, 4,425.270,
CI. 2oO-153.000.

Nippon Kokan Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

^^^^Q^f^^^^' ^^^ ^*""j'= *"** ^o"*^ Minoru. 4,424,616,

Nippon Soken, Inc.: See—
Hattori, Tadashi; Hanaoka, Masanori; Hashiguchi, Yukihide; Got-

s""?' Yoshinon; and Yamaguchi, Hiroaki, 4,424,705, CI.

Nippon Steel Corporation: See—
Onoda, Susumu; Kitamura, Haruo; and Klkuchi, Toshio, 4,424.836,

Tsubakihara, Osamu; Kameyama, Kazuhide; Takahama, Hideyuki
Sakai, Kuniaki; and Tsuneoka. Akira. 4.424.855, CI. 164-485.000*

Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Public Corporation: See—
Izawa, Tatsuo; Mori, Hidefumi; Shimizu, Nobuo; and Murakami.

Yasuji. 4,425,146, CI. 65-18.200.
Miteuya, Yasunaga; Hoshiya, Kunio; Oguchi, Shigemittu; and
Kaneko, Reizo, 4,424,974, CI. 277-80.000.

Nippondenso Co., Ltd.: See—
Yamamoto, Noboru; Makino, Tomoatsu; Okuda, Ryoichi- and

Sakurai, Hiroshi, 4,424.704. CI. 73-35.000.
Nishijima. Toyoki: See—

Iwaki. Akio; Nishijima. Toyoki; lijima, Akio; and Sasazawa. Tat-
suya, 4,425,418, CI. 430-106.000.

Nishijo, Masaru: See—
Nawa, Motoyuki; Takahashi, Yutaka; and Nishijo, Masaru.

4.424,937, CI. 239-590.000.
Nishikawa, Tatsuo: See—

Okubo, Kozo; Kobata, Yoshihiro; Asakura. Osamu; and Nishikawa.
Tatsuo, 4,424,743, CI. 101-99.000.

Nishiki Co., Ltd.: See—
Motomura, Kazuhiko, 4,423,128. Q. 604-381.000.

Nishimura, Tadashi: See—
Kawamura, Teruaki; Nishimura, Tadashi; Akagi, Kazuo; and ShiU-

matsu, Ryujiro, 4,425,062, CI. 408-28.000.
Nishiyama. Keizo, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Measuring apparatus

4,425.041, CI. 365-371.000. * PP«»u..

Nishizawa, Junichi; Suzuki, Rensaku; and Aizawa, Kenji, to Shin
Tohoku Chemical Industries Inc. Adsorption by zeolitic composition.

Nishizawa, Masahiro: See—
Sasaya. Osamu; Nishizawa. Masahiro; Yokomizo, Hiroshi; Miura.

Kiyoshi; and Tomita, Yoshifumi. 4,425,419. Q. 430-179.000.
Nissan Chemical Industries. Ltd.: See—

Sakata, Gojyo; Makino. Kenji; Kawamura. Yasuo; Sato. Jun;
Ozawa. Kiyomi; Hirose, Maaayoshi; and Hirata. Kiminori,
4.425,343, CI. 424-250.000.

Nissan Motor Company. Limited: See
Imai, Hiroshi; and Sugasawa. Fukashi, 4,423,604, Q. 362-223.000.
Kamimoto, Shohei, 4.425,535, CI. 318-139.000.
Mizuno, Kazutoshi; and Ono. Shigeo. 4.424.986, Q. 280-784.000
Mochida, Haruo, 4,424,694. CI. 70-422.000.
Sone, Masazumi; Imai, Iwao; and Nagae, Hiromitsu, 4,425,485, G.
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Takei. Hirofumi. 4,424,961, a. 267-64.270.
Tokura, Naomi, 4.424.671. CI. 60-274.000.
Yoshiyuki. Kazuhiko. 4.424,996, CI. 293- 1 1 7.000.

Nittetu Chemical Engineering Ltd.: See—
Shimoi, Yoichi; Akune, Mikio; Akimoto, Tamotsu; and Watanabe
Ryuzo, 4.425.285. Q. 261-95.000.

NijEon. Ivor G. Method of using partial combustion burners. 4,425.159
CI. 75-29.000.

Noack, Fritz. Arrangement for protection of metal surfaces against
corrosion. 4,424,838, CI. 141-325.000.

Noda, Shinji: See—
Tanaka, Yasunori; Noda, Shinji; and Chikamasa, Hiroshi, 4,424,762.
a. 118-410.000.

Nomura, Hiroshi: See—
Kamohara, Hideaki; Imamura, Minoru; Higaki, Hiroshi; Yoshitomi.

Yuji; Uno. Syuzo; Makino, Kazuhiro; and Nomura. Hiroshi,
4.425,048, CI. 403-191.000.

Nonomura, Keisaku: See—
Takafuji, Yutaka; Nonomura, Keisaku; Takechi, Sadatoshi; and
Wada, Tomio, 4,425,572, CI. 357-4.000.

Norcross. Neil L.; and Opdebeeck, Johanna P., to Cornell Research
Foundation, Inc. Bovine mastitis vaccine and method for detecting
efTicacy thereof. 4,425,330, CI. 424-92.000.

Northern Engineering Industries: See-
Gould, Deryk S. M., 4,425,087, CI. 417-414.000.

Northern Telecom Inc.: See—
Hillman, Garth D., 4,425,524, CI. 310-332.000.

Northern Telecom Limited: See-
Lee, Pok F.; and Bond, John A., 4,425,483, CI. 179-170.200.

Northrop Corporation: See—
Meuleman, Gaston, 4,424,708, CI. 73-40.000.
Wes. James A.; and Ottoson, Raymond H., 4,424,944, CI. 249-3. 1 30.

Novak, Lajos: See—
SzanUy, Csaba; Novak, Lajos; Aszodi, Jozsef; Simonidesz, Vilmos;
Galambos, Geza; Kovacs, Gabor; Virag, Sandor; Stadler, Istvan;
and Kormoczy, Peter, 4.425.358, CI. 424-285.000.

Noyori, Tatsuhiko: See—
Asari, Akira; Noyori, Tatsuhiko; Ueda, Masakazu; and Ishii.

Takahiko, 4,424,696, CI. 72-273.500.
Nugent, William P., to Pneumadyne, Inc. Valve construction having
enhanced duty cycle. 4,424,831, CI. 137-627.500.

Numano, Masachika; Akita, Shinji; and Morita, Minoru, to Nippon
Kokan Kabushiki Kaisha. Conditioning line for steel pipes. 4.424.616
CI. 29-33.00T.

K Kv
. . .

Nurmi, Antti L.: See—
Konsti, Pentti J.; and Nurmi, Antti L.. 4,425,109. CI. 493-410000.

Nurminen, Aimo A.: See—
Tuovinen, Frans H.; Hokkanen, Pentti O.; Nurminen. Aimo A

Mustikka, Lauri A.; and Virta. Matti A.. 4.424,959, Cl!
266-283.000.

Nuzzi, Francis J.; and Duffy, John K., to Kollmorgen Technologies
Corporation. Hole cleaning process for printed circuit boards using
permanganate and caustic treating solutions. 4,425,380. Cl
427-97.000.

Nyari, Laszlo: See—
Hecker, Gyula; Kenez, Emo; Nyari, Laszlo; and Patta, Janos,

4,425,608, Cl. 362-291.000.
Nyquist, Gerald A.: See—

Millington, Donald L.; and Nyquist, Gerald A., 4,424,829, CI
137-590.000.

Oak Industries Inc.: See—
Merrell, Richard G., 4,425,579. Cl. 358-86.000.

Oar, Ross C: See—
Barbieri, John J.; and Oar, Ross C, 4,424,610, Cl. 24-I63.00K

Obedineni Zavodi Za Zapametyavashti Ustroystva: See—
Kodjabashev, Petko V.; Malinovski, Georgi P.; and Aunassov
Atanas T., 4,425.594, Cl. 360-129.000.

Oce-Nederland B.V.: See—
Roodbergen, Sake P., 4,425,034, Cl. 355-3.0BE.

Ochi, Kozo: See-
Suzuki, Migaku; Ochi, Kozo; and Igaue, Takamitsu. 4,425.127, Cl

604-366.000.

Oelbermann. Max. to Rittershaus ft Blecher GmbH. Filter plate for
niter presses. 4,425,233. Cl. 210-231.000.

Ogasawara. Takahisa: See—
Mizutani. Kiyokazu; and Ogasawara. Takahisa, 4,425,473. Cl

549-363.000.

Ogawa. Akira: See—
Sugiyama. Masatoshi; Adachi. Keiichi; Kato. Eiichi; Ogawa. Akira
and Imai. Shinichi. 4.425.162, Cl. 106-22.000.

Ogawa. Kazufumi, to Matsushiu Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. Color
filter and method for manufacturing the same. 4,425,416, Cl
430-7.000.

Ogawa. Makoto: See—
Tomooka. Keiji; Ogawa, Makoto; and Ishiguro. Hideo, 4,425,512.

Cl. 307-138.000.

Ogawa. Masahiko: See—
Tamura. Shuichi; Ogawa, Masahiko; Tsunekawa, Tokuichi; and
Tokuda. Ryuji. 4,425,031, Cl. 354-403.000.

Oguchi, Shigemitsu: See—
Miuuya. Yasunaga; Hoshiya. Kunio; Oguchi, Shigemitsu; and
Kaneko, Reizo, 4,424.974, Cl. 277-80.000.

Oguchi, Toshihiko: See—
Ido. Tadashi; Yokoyama, Hirotaka; Wada, Moriyasu; Oguchi,

Toshihiko; Ishizawa, Akio; and Koike. Yoshiyasu. 4.425.401, Cl.
428-329.000.

Oh, Hilario L., to General Motors Corporation. Engine with knock
sensing using product component of knock vibration signal
4,424,706, Cl. 73-35.000

*^

Ohashi, Toshijiro; Yamaguchi, Yasuhiro; Kohno, Michinaga; and
Kamita, Nobu, to Hitachi, Ltd. Apparatus for wmding wire around
toroidal core. 4,424,939, Cl. 242-4.00R.

Ohmori, Takashi: See—
Moriguchi, Fujio; Kikuchi. Yoshiki; and Ohmori. Takashi.

4.425.568, CI. 346-76 OPH.
Ohmura, Jukichi: See—

Hamada, Masato; Ohmura, Jukichi; and Muranaka. Fumio
4.425.199. CI.2O4.59.0OF

Oikawa, Naoyuki; Sato. Wako; and Tanaka, Osamu. to Ichikawa
Woolen Textile Co

. Ltd Needle punched papermaking felt and
method of manufacturing the same. 4.425.392, Cl. 428-90.000

Ojima. Juji, to NHK Spring Co.. Ltd Locking mechanism in tension
providing device. 4,425.104. Cl 474-1 1 1.000

Ojima, Kazuo. to HiUchi, Ltd. Turbocharger control system for use in
internal combustion engines. 4.424.675, Cl. 60-602 000

Okada, Satoru: See—
Yokoi, Gunpei; and Okada, Satoru, 4,424.967, Cl 273-1 OGC

O'Klatner, Charles L.: See-
Harper. James R , and O'Klatner, Charles L., 4.424.744. Cl

101-349.000.

Okubo, Kozo; Kobau. Yoshihiro; Asakura, Osamu, and Nishikawa,
Tatsuo, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha; and Canon Denshi Kabushiki
Kaisha Printing device of type ring selection system. 4,424,743, Cl
101-99.000

Okuda. Ryoichi: See—
Yamamoto, Noboru, Makino, Tomoatsu; Okuda. Ryoichi and

Sakurai. Hiroshi, 4.424.704. Cl 73-35.000.
O'Lenick. Anthony: See-

Lindner. Robert A; and O'Lenick, Anthony, 4.425.458. Cl

Oli^ Corporation See-
Gray, Thomas J , 4,425.203. Cl. 204-129.000

Olsen, Randall B . to Power Conversion Technology. Inc Apparatus
and method for pyroelcctnc power conversion. 4,425,540, Cl. 322-
2.00A.

Olympus Optical Co. Ltd : See—
Musha. Tohru; Kato, Kiichi; and Ito. Kenichi, 4.425,636. CI

369-44.000.

Sato. Masanobu, 4,424.942. CI. 242-200.000.
Omark Industries, Inc : See—

Ungman, William F
; Diener. Leslie J ; and Clark. Jack, 4.424.935.

Cl 238-349.000

OMl International Corporation: See-
Martin. Sylvia. 4,425,198, CI 204-43.00Z

Omomo. Yoshiro: See—
Yokoyama. Akira; Omomo, Yoshiro; Tanaka. Hisashi; and Saji.

Hideo. 4,425.3 19. Cl. 424- 1 100.

Ondris. Joseph F.; and Kom. Felix, to Bristol-Myers Company. Display
carton and blank therefor 4.424.897. CI. 206-45.140

Ono. Shigeo: See—
Mizuno. Kazutoshi; and Ono, Shigeo. 4,424.986, Cl 280-784000

Ono. Taizo: See—
Yokoyama, Kazumasa; Fukaya, Chikara; Tsuda. Yoshio; Ono.

Taizo; Arakawa. Yoshio; Inoue, Yoshihisa; Naito. Youichiro and
Suyama. Tadakazu. 4,425,347. Cl. 424-256 000

Onoda. Susumu; Kiumura, Haruo; and Kikuchi. Toshio. to Nippon
Steel Corporation. Electromagnetic slirnng unit for continuous steel
casting mould 4,424,856. Cl 1 64-504.000

Oosaka. Shigenori; and Komura. Tsuneo, to Fuji Photo Film Co.. Ltd.
Precision positioning method. 4.425,171. Cl 156-64.000.

Ootsuka. Yoshinon: See—
Hattori. Tadashi; Hanaoka, Masanon. Ha.shiguchi, Yukihide; Oot-

suka. Yoshinon; and Yamaguchi. Hiroaki. 4,424.705. Cl
73-35.000.

Opdebeeck. Johanna P.: See—
Norcross. Neil L ; and Opdebeeck. Johanna P. 4.425.330. Cl

424-92.000.

Oppenheimer. Edgar D . Jr . to Bird Mobiles. Inc Adjusuble flight
simulating mobile device 4,425.388. Cl. 428-16.000.

Optimetrix Corporation: See—
Phillips. Edward H.; and Johannsmeier. Karl-Hcinz, 4.425.537. Cl

318-640 000.

ORegan. Timothy M See—
Burkum, Merlin E.; and O'Regan, Timothy M, 4,425,541. Cl

324-51.000

Oreprep Chemicals. Inc.: See—
Andress. Carlos; and Riggs, William F., 4.425.230, Cl 209-167 000

Oronzio deNora Impianii Elettrochimici S.p.A.: See—
Pellegri. Alberto. 4,425,214. Cl. 204-254.000

Orr. John R.; and Hoover. Jacob H.. Jr., to RCA Corporation. Fixed
pulse width, fast recovery one-shot pulse generator 4.425.514. Cl
307-265.000.

Ortega. Joseph K. E.. to United Sutes of Amenca, Energy. Thermal
control system and method for a passive solar siorage wall. 4.424.800.
Cl. 126-419.000.

Orvos. Peter S.: See-
Cunningham. Robert J.; and Orvos. Peter S.. 4.425.011, Cl

308-214.000.

Osberghaus, Rainer: See—
Moller. Hinrich; and Osberghaus. Ramer. 4.425.327. Cl. 424-65.000.

Oshinsky, Frank W.. to McConway ft Torley Corporation. Method of
machining a knuckle casting. 4.424.620. Cl. 29-558.000.
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Ouke, Hideo: See—
YuiMda. Yasushi; KunikaU, Kenji; and Otake, Hideo. 4,423.270,

a. 260-153.000.

Ouni, Junji; and Matsuhashi, Noriyasu, to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabu-

ihiki Kaisha. Inlet for a fuel tank. 4,424,839, CI. 141-348.000.

Otto Bilz Werkzeugfabrik Kommandit-Gcsellschaft: See—
BUz, Reiner, and Fauth, Otto. 4.425,060, CI. 408-6.000

Otto, Josef: See—
Bauer. Hanns G.; Zollner. Dieter H.; Otto. Josef; Muhlenbeck.

Joaef; Rittmann, Friedrich; Conradty. Claudio; Lau(erbach-

Dimmler, Inge; and Sonke, Horst. 4.425,657, CI 373-93.000.

Ottoson. Raymond H.: See—
Wes, James A.; and Ottoson. Raymond H., 4,424,944. CI. 249-3. 1 30

Outboard Marine Corporation: See—
Lassanske, George G.; and Poehlman, Arthur G., 4,425.140, CI.

48-I80.00C.

Outokumpu Oy: See—
Tuovinen, Frans H.; Hokkanen. Pentti O.; Nurminen. Aimo A.;

Mustikka, Uuri A.; and Virta, Matti A., 4,424,959, CI

266-283.000.

Overall, Colin D.: See—
Tumbull. Andrew A.; Hall. Raymond F.; and Overall. Colin D

.

4,425,504. CI. 250-353.000

Overeem, Jan C: See—
Bosone, Enrico; Camaggi, Giovanni; de Vries, Lambcrtus; Gara-

vaglia. Carlo; Garlaschelli, Luigi; Gozzo, Franco; Overeem. Jan

C; and Lorusso. Simone. 4.425.357. CI. 424-278.000.

Owens-Coming Fiberglas Corporation: See— ,

Bershas, James P.. 4.425.399. CI. 428-288.000. '

Hohman, Charles M.; Propster, Mark A.; and Seng, Stephen,

4,425,147, CI. 65-27.000.

Owens, Lawrence L. Apparatus for training equipment operators

4,425,097, CI. 434-219.000.

OY Nokia AB: See—
Konsti, Pentti J.; and Nurmi, Antti L.. 4.425,109. CI 493-410000

Oy Safematic Ltd.: See—
Heilala. Antti J.. 4,424,973, CI. 277-2.000.

Oya, Masayuki: See—
Iwao, Jun-ichi; Oya, Masayuki; and Iso, Tadashi, 4,425,333, CI.

424-177.000.

Ozawa, Kiyomi: See—
Sakata, Gojyo; Makino, Kenji; Kawamura, Yasuo; Sato, Jun;

Ozawa, Kiyomi; Hirose, Masayoshi; and Hirata, Kiminori,

4,425,343, CI. 424-250.000.

Paccar Inc.: See— i

Deacon. David W., 4,424,721, CI. 74-493.000.

Pacific Furniture Manufacturing Co.: See—
Killen. Robert H., 4,425,013, CI. 312-216.000.

Padget, John C; McAloon, Kevin T.; and Burgess, Anthony J., to

Imperial Chemical Industries PLC. Aqueous coating compositions

4,425,465, CI. 524-450 000.

Page, Charles, to Vermont Castings, Inc. Fireplace adapter. 4,424,794,

CI. 126-123.000.

Paliard, Maurice: See-
Schmidt, Hans-Werner; Beisswenger, Hans; Reh, Lothar; Folliot,

Alberi; and Paliard, Maurice. 4,425.163, CI. 106-100.000.

Palma, Horus P., to Shatterproof Glass Corporation. Method and
apparatus for producing laminated glass. 4.425,406, CI. 428-12.000

Palmer, George N.: See—
Stubler, Catherine E.; Palmer, George N.; and Albce, Paul J ,

4.424.642. CI. 43-114.000.

Palmquist. Steven R.: See-
Chapman, David D.; Hoeren, Gerd H.; and Palmquist, Steven R.,

4.425.643, CI. 371-20.000.

Panda S.r.l.: See—
Musiani, Franco. 4.424.883. CI. 181-258.000. |

Panicker. Ramachandra M. P.: See—
Kroger. Ferdmand A.; Rod. Robert L.; Panicker. Ramachandra M

P.; and Knaster. Mark B.. 4.425.194. CI. 204-2.100.

Panov. Anatoly F.; Morozov, Vladimir 1.; Makarov, Kirill A.; and
Rudnev, Alexandr V. Specimen chamber of electron probe instru-

ment. 4,425,507, CI. 250-442.100.

Papanicolaou, Nicolas A., to Martin Marietta Corporation Method of
fabricating a diamond heat sink. 4,425,195, CI 204-3.000

Papantoniou, Chnstos: See—
Guillon, Michel; Mondet, Jean; Papantoniou, Christos; and Van-

denbossche, Claudine. 4.425.326, CI. 424-61 000.

Papp, Maria H.: See—
Takacs, Kalman; Papp. Mana H.. Kovacs. Gabor; Ajzert. Ilona K

,

Simay. Antal; Literati Nagy. Peter; Puskas. Marian E.; Sebes-
tyen, Gyula; Stadler, Istvan; and Sumeghy. Zoltan. 4.425.349, CI
424-258.000.

Pardes, Greg: See—
Berger, Richard F.; Pardes, Greg; and Gerber, Bernard R

,

4.424.917. CI. 222-103.000.

Pardon, David W : See-
Knight. Lindsay C; Cash. David A.; Stewart, Duncan; Cottis,

Robert A.; Bowyer, William H.; Newnham. Robert C ; Williams,

Frederick J.; and Pardon. David W., 4.425.500. CI. 235-400 000
Pariani. Emilio: See—

Mussi, Fiorenzo; and Pariani, Emilio, 4,425,082, CI. 416-61.000.

Pannet, Arthur A.; and Dawson, Charles W., to Honeywell Informa-
tion Systems Inc. Apparatus for translation of character codes for

application to a daU processing system. 4,425,626, CI. 364-900.000.

Pasco. William R.: See-
Young. William E; and Pasco. William R., 4.425,121, CI.

604-209.000.

Patta, Janos: See—
Hecker, Gyula; Kenez, Emo; Nyari, Laszio; and PatU, Janos,

4,425,608, CI. 362-291.000.

Patterson, Dennis H.: .See

—

Gore, Dennis L.; and Patterson, Dennis H,, 4,424,848, CI.
157-1.280.

Patterson, Tommy W. Automatic adjustable air bafTlc. 4,424,799, CI.
126-289 000.

Paul Alan Magil & Associates: See—
Magil. Paul A., 4,425,477, CI. I79-2.00B.

Paushkin, Evgeny V.: See—
Silinsky, Anatoly A.; Schukin, Viuly S.; and Paushkin, Evgeny V..

4,424,902. CI. 206-454.000.

Pav, Josef; Lauschner. H. J.; and Gaede. Peter J., to Kleinewefers
GmbH. Electromagnetic heating system for calender rolls or the like.

4,425.489, CI. 2I9-1049A.
Pavlik, Norman M.; and Seflco, John, to Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Low temperature cure interlaminar coating. 4,425,166, CI.

106-286.200.

Payton. Donald G., Jr., to Sperry Corporation. Thermally energized
packer cup. 4.424.865. CI. 166-302.000.

Peacock. Donald G.: See—
Changani. Pushpkumar D.; Peacock, Donald G.; and Roberts.

David, 4,425,390, CI. 428-43.000.

Pearson, Donald L Toothpaste dispenser. 4,424,916. CI. 222-74.000.

Pearson, James H.: See—
Halliburton, Ronald D.; Pearson, James H.; and Sava, Robert J.,

4,424,970. CI. 273-12I.OOA.
Pearson. Richard K.; and Hirschfeld. Tomas B.. to United States of
America. Energy. Minimally refined biomass fuel. 4,425.136, CI.

44-51.000.

Peiffer, Dennis G.: See—
Turner. S. Richard; Lundberg. Robert D.; Walker. Thad O.; and

Peiffer. Dennis G.. 4.425,455. CI. 524-158.000.

Turner. S. Richard; Lundberg. Roberi D.; Thaler, Warren A.;

Walker, Thad O.; and Peiffer, Dennis G.. 4,425,461, CI.

524-400.000.

Pellegau, Renato; and Gandolfi, Carmelo, to Farmitalia Carlo Erba.

Fluoro-prosUglandins and process for their preparation. 4,425,359,

CI. 424-305.000.

Pellegri, Alberto, to Oronzio deNora Impianti Elettrochimici S.p.A.

Novel bipolar electrolyzer. 4,425,214. CI. 204-254.000.

Pennington, Charles E.. to Emhart Industries, Inc. Anchoring device
and method for securing a capacitor to a printed circuit board.

4.424.626. CI. 29-839.000.

Penny. Glenn S.; and Briscoe. James E.. to Halliburton Company.
Methods of increasing hydrocarbon production from subterranean

formations. 4.425.242. CI. 252-8.55R.

Peppers. Henry J., to Imperial Clevite Inc. Tube bender construction.

4,424.699, CI. 72-388.000.

Perahia, Avraham, to Pertec Computer Corporation. Linear motor
velocity sensor. 4,425,534, CI. 318-135.000.

Perard Engineering Ltd.: See—
Jackson, Eric A.; and Turner, George M., 4.424.722. CI. 74-422.000.

Pengo, John A.; and Divall, John E., to Metal Box Limited. Method
and apparatus for producing a sterilizable package of a product, and
the packaged product. 4,424,659, CI. 53-425.000.

Penneau. Serge M.: See—
Munan, Georges J.; and Perineau, Serge M., 4,424,862, CI.

166-168.000. >.r:i>'-

Perkin-EImer Corporation, The: See—
La Fiandra. Carlo F.; and Nelson, Burke E.. 4.425,038, CI.

355-73.000

Mount. Bruce E., 4,425.526. CI. 310-800.000.

Mueller. William C; and Plunkett. Larry. 4.425.571. CI.

346-136.000.

Ouinn, Peter W,. 4.425.075. CI. 414-755.000.

Perkins, Eugene. Heating device. 4,424,797, CI. 126-247.000.

Perkins, Neale A., to Safariland Ltd.. Inc. Holster with mounting
spring. 4.424.924. CI. 224-252.000.

Perol, Claude: See—
Kaplan. Murray A.; Bouzard. Daniel; Perol. Claude; Stemer.

Jacques; and Weber. Abraham, 4,425,348, CI. 424-257.000.

Perron, Ralph A.: See—
Seligman, Lawrence; and Perron, Ralph A., 4,425,625, CI.

364-900.000.

Perry, David A.; and Stead, Peter, to Ventre* Laboratories, Inc.

Method and apparatus for carrying out solid phase in vitro diagnostic

assays. 4,425,320, CI. 424-1.100.

Pertec Computer Corporation: See—
Perahia, Avraham, 4,425.534, CI. 318-135.000.

Pe.sch, Jurgen; Knoll, Gunter; and Thelen, Werner, to G. Siempelkamp
GmbH & Co. Apparatus for the manipulation of press mats.

4,424,895, CI. 198-472.000.

Pesch. Wolfgang: See—
Beer, Gunter; Pesch. Wolfgang; Friedemann. Wolfgang; and

Kupfer. Manfred. 4.425.291, CI. 264-42.000.

Petcavich, Robert J. Anti-static packages and packaging material.

4,424.900. CI. 206-328.000.

Peterson, Daniel G.; and Erickson, John W.. to Kobe. Inc. Velocity

actuated valve for a downhole pump. 4.425,083, CI. 417-56.000.
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Peterson, Daniel G.; and Erickson, John W , lo Kobe. Inc Combined
surface power unit and velocity actuated valve for a downhole pump
4.425.086. CI. 417-388.000

Petz, Georg: See—
EdI, Josef; Petz, Georg; and Kling, Rudolf, 4,425,105, CI

474-140.000.

Pezzi, Giovanni, lo Sasib S.p.A. Method and device for the electrop-
neumatical testing of the air permeability of cigarettes 4,424.707, CI
73-38.000.

Pfeiffer, Dennis G.: See-
Walker, Thad O.; Turner, S. Richard; Lundberg, Robert D ; Tha-

ler, Warren A.; and Pfeiffer, Dennis G., 4.425,463, CI
524-400.000.

Pfeil. Friedrich: See—
Popp. Hanns-Peter; Pfeil. Friedrich; and Schmidt, Eberhard.

4,425,651, CI. 372-61.000.

Philbrook, Kenneth C: See—
Coleman, Ronald G ; and Philbrook. Kenneth C, 4,423,002. CI

298-l.OOR.

Philip. Alexander S.; and Maddem. Thomas S.. to Plessey Company
pic. The. Telecommunications switching network using digital

switching modules. 4.425,640. CI. 370-58.000.

Philip. Alexander S.: See-
French. Joseph A.; Maddem. Thomas S.; and Philip, Alexander S..

4.425.641. CI. 370-64.000

Phillips. Edward H.; and Johannsmeier. Karl-Heinz. to Optimetrix
Corporation. X-Y Addressable workpiece positioner and ma.sk

aligner using same. 4,425.537. CI. 318-640.000.

Phillips, Kevin J.: See—
Muhlfelder, Ludwig; Phillips, Kevin J.; and Blasnik, Steven L ,

4,424,948, CI. 244-166.000.

Phillips Petroleum Company: See—
Casperson, John R., 4,425,144, CI. 55-96.000.

Miro, Nemesio D.; and Kaus, Malcolm J., 4,425,257. CI
502-154.000.

Reusser, Roberi E.; Kenton, Joseph R.; and Todd, Elizabeth A..

4.425.226. CI. 208-307.000.

Swanson. Billy L.. 4.425.241. CI. 252-8. 50C.

Tieszen, Dale O.; Reed. Jerry O.; and Hagler. Gerald E.. 4.425.288.

CI. 264-39.000.

Physio-Control Corporation: See-
Newman. Bill H.; and Alferness. Clifton A.. 4.424.806, CI

128-28.000.

Piasek. Edmund J., deceased: See—
Cahill. Paul J.; Piasek. Edmund J., deceased; and Hunt. Evelyn W ,

administratrix, 4,425,245, CI. 252-33.000.

Cahill, Paul J.; Piasek, Edmund J., deceased; and Hunt, Evelyn W ,

administrator, 4,425.249, CI. 252-51. 50R
Picus, Susan J.: See-

Bishop, Thomas P.; and Picus, Susan J., 4,425,618, CI. 364-300.000
Pieper, Henner: See—

Seitz, Hans; Rach, Heinz-Dieter; Pieper, Henner; and Frerichs,

Udo, 4,424,846, CI. 152-209.00R.

Piesteri, Gerhard: See—
Bauer, Herbert; and Piestert. Gerhard, 4,425,179, CI. 156-307.500.

Pilipski, Mark, to Marcoal Chemical Industries. Conversion of cellulose

into activated charcoal. 4,425,256, CI. 502-418.000.

Pioneer Electronic Corporation: See—
Mateuki, Seiichiro, 4,424,940, CI. 242-191.000.

Piotrowski. Alfred B.; and Davis. Robert H.. to Mobil Oil Corporation.
Water soluble lubricant compositions. 4.425.248. CI. 252-49.300.

Pissiotas. Georg; and Rempfler. Hermann, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation
Pyridyl-2-oxyphenyloxime derivatives, and their use as herbicides.

4,425,156, CI. 71-94.000.

Pitchford. Alan G.. to Syntex (U.S.A.) Inc. Treatment of menopausal
symptoms. 4,425,339, CI. 424-239.000.

Planche, Jean P., to La Telemecanique Electrique. Device for simulat-

ing an instantaneous temperature-nse of a semiconductor component
in order to protect same. 4,425,624, CI. 364-802.000.

Plener, Joachim: See

—

Wendel, Nikolaus; and Plener, Joachim, 4,424,773, CI. 123-90.290

Plessey Company pic. The: See-
French, Joseph A.; Maddem, Thomas S.; and Philip, Alexander S.,

4,425,641, CI. 370-64.000.

Philip, Alexander S.; and Maddem, Thomas S., 4,425,640. CI
370-58.000.

Plessner, Jac A. Heater box for use as an improved portable soldering

furnace unit. 4.424.795. CI. 126-237.000.

Plunkett, Larry: See-
Mueller, William C; and Plunkett. Urry. 4.425.571. CI.

346-136.000.

Pneumadyne. Inc.: See

—

Nugent, William P., 4,424,831, CI. 137-627.500.

Poehlman, Arthur G.: See—
Lassanske, George G.; and Poehlman, Arthur G., 4,425,140, CI

48-180.00C.

Pohl, Karl-Heinz, to Siemon Company. The. Multiple electrical con-

nector block with wire wrap pins. 4.425.019. CI. 339-198.00R.

Poianski, Zbigniew; and Moszumanski. Ryszard. to Politechnika Kra-

kowska. Hydraulic supply system of a pulsatory press. 4.424.673, CI.

60^86.000.

Polaroid Corporation: See—
Mader, John J., 4,424,727, CI. 76-I07.00R.

Politechnika Krakowska: See—
Poianski, Zbigniew; and Moszumanski, Ryszard, 4,424,673, CI.

60-486.000.

Polyplastiform See—
Jourdan. Henri R , 4,424,635. CI .16-34 OOA

Pons Pons, Bartolome. lo Seimex, S A Household eleclnc device, a
sublimer of perfumed bars and/or insecticides 4,425,302, CI
422-125.000

Poot, Albert L. See—
De Jaeger, Antoine A., De Lamper, Gina C . Pool, Albert L . and
Wagemans, Albert P . 4,425,420 CI 430-204 000

Popp, Hanns-Peler, Pfeil, Fnednch; and Schmidt, Eberhard. to W C
Heraeus GmbH Ion laser with gas discharge vessel 4,425.651. CI
372-61000

Porter, Gary N Internal combustion engine valve actuating cam
4,424.772.0 123-65 OVB

Portmann. Hubert, (o Asulab. S A Liquid crysul display cell having
capacitance compensation 4.425.027, CI 350-331 OOT

Postma. Lambertus. to U S Philips Corporation Magneioresisiive
head 4.425,593, CI 360-113 000

Potomac Applied Mechanics. Inc See—
Slubbings, James H , 4,424,618, CI 29-509 000

Pouselte, Ronald D , and Sanders. John L . lo Brunette Machine Works
Ltd. Roller feed device with bcanng cartridge 4,424,840, CI 144-

246 OOF
Power Conversion Technology, Inc See—

Olsen, Randall B , 4,425,540, CI 322-2 OOA
Power-Wire Fastener Systems, Inc See—

Weis, Charies W . 4,424.929, CI 227-32 000
PPG Industries, Inc See—

Makhlouf. Joseph M , McCollum, Gregory J , and Kerr, Paul R .

4,425,468, CI 524-710000
Pralah, Roger P See-

Fanning, William J , Nichele, Peter J , and Pratali. Roger P .

4,424,617, CI 29-25 420
Pretsch, Norbert Positioning mechanism for the pedals of powered

vehicles 4,424,719, CI 74-89 150

Preuhs, Hans-Jurgen See—
Rohner, Joachim; Zumfeld, Heinz. Maunes, Reinhard. and Preuhs.

Hans-Jurgen, 4,424,663, CI 57-22 000
Prevelt, Michael J See—

Lawrence, George A ; Prevetl, Michael J , and Smith. Eugene L ,

4.425,232. CI 210-219000
Prince Corporation; See-

Franks. Jeffrey L.. 4.424.631, CI 33-361 000
Prince, Edgar D., 4,425,091. CI 425-589 000

Prince, Edgar D , to Pnnce Corporation Molding machine 4,425,091,

CI. 423-389 000
Printz, Heinz See—

Knieper, Josef; Priniz, Heinz; and Wolfle, Robert, 4,424.903, CI
206-523000

Procter & Gamble Company, The See—
DesMarais, Thomas A . 4.423.130, CI. 604-389 000

Prodo, Kenneth W. See-
Green, Harold A.; Weinstein. Morris, and Prodo, Kenneth W ,

4,425,243, CI 252-8.50C
Production Plus Corporation: See—

Davitz, Waller E, 4,424,908, CI 211-118 000
Proektno-konstruktorskaya Organizatsiya "Orgsteklo" See—

Silinsky, Anatoly A ; Schukin, Vitaly S , and Paushkin, Evgeny V ,

4,424,902, CI. 206-454.000

Prom, James R.; See—
Bocckeler, Rudolph H, and Prom, James R. 4,425,207. CI

204-159 140

Propster. Mark A : See—
Hohman, Charles M.; Propster. Mark A . and Seng, Stephen,

4,425,147, CI. 65-27,000

Pruden, Samuel H.; and Kunz, James B., to Cushman Indusinet, Incor-

p<irated. Wedge chuck 4,424,977, CI 27<>-121 000
Puntener, Alois, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation Use of 12 chromium of

cobalt complex dyes for dyeing leather or furs 4,423,133, CI

8-437000.

Pusic, Vladi: See

—

Swenson, Robert E.; Sasscer, Lawrence D , and Pusic, Vladi,

4,425,615, CI. 364-200.000.

Puskas, Marian E.: See—
Takacs, Kalman; Papp, Mana H., Kovacs, Gabor, Ajzert, Ilona K

.

Simay, Antal; Literati Nagy, Peter, Puskas, Manan E., Sebes-

tyen, Gyula; Stadler, Istvan; and Sumeghy, Zoltan, 4,425,349, CI
424-258.000.

Putnam, Victoria M.: See

—

Fishier, Robert E.; Lada, Henry, and Putnam, Victoru M.,

4,425,185, CI. 156-656.000.

Pyle, Larry J. Eleclnc power distribution panel 4,425,598, CI
361-361.000.

Quick-Roun Elektromotoren GmbH: See—
Edl, Josef; Petz, Georg; and Kling, Rudolf. 4.425.105. CI

474-140.000.

Quinn. Peter W.. lo Perkin-EImer Corporation. The Wafer aligners.

4.425.075. CI. 414-755.000.

R. N. Koch. Inc.: See—
Lawson. Frank V.. Jr , and Dionne. Joseph C . 4.424,637. CI.

53-lll.OOR.

R W Beckett Corporation: See—
Coopenider. Myron T, 4,424,793, CI. 126-1 lOOOB

Rach, Heinz-Dieter: See—
Seitz, Hans, Rach, Heinz-Dietcr; Pieper, Henner; and Frenchs,

Udo, 4,424,846, CI 1 52-209 OOR
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Raczynski, Wladyslaw, to Framatome Centnfugal pump with dis-

mounublc difTuscr 4,425.081. CI 415-21 1 000
Ragle, Herbert U ; and DeMoss, Dean, to Burroughs Corporation Jet

distributor for end-wise pneumatic partitioning of disk pack.

4.425.592. CI. 360-99 000
Rak, George: See—

Maeland. Amulf J.; Libowitz. George G.; and Rak. George,
4.425.318. CI. 423-644.000.

Rander, Alfred: See—
KirchhofT, Ernst; Rander, Alfred; and Adolf, Gunter. 4,424,695, CI

72-128.000.

Rannali, Pertti K., to Farmos-Yhtyma Oy. Growth substrate bed
4,424.645, CI. 47-66.000.

Raychem Corporation: See—
Changani, Pushpkumar D.; Peacock. Donald G.; and Roberts.

David. 4.425.390. CI. 428-43.000

Lcary. David F ; and Brigham. Alan. 4,425.497, CI. 219-544.000
White. Lawrence J., and Gen. Tamar G., 4.424.990, CI.

285-381.000
I

Raychem Limited: See— '

Hill. Frederick W L.; and Clabbum, Robin J. T.. 4,424,991, CI
285-381.000.

McLoughlin. Robert H.. 4.425.174, CI. 156-218.000.

Raymond. A.: See—
Muller. Klaus; and Tancer. Leon. 4.424,612, CI. 24-669.000

RCA Corporation: See—
Aceti, John G.. 4.424.630. CI. 33-174.00L
Bell. Alan E.; and Arie, Yehuda, 4,425,570, CI. 346-135.100.

Deal, Samuel B.; and Banch, Donald W., 4,425,377, CI. 427-64.000.

Easter, Finis C. 4.425.611. CI. 363-21.000.

Muhlfelder. Ludwig; Phillips. Kevin J.; and Blasnik. Steven L

,

4,424.948, CI. 244-166 000.

Orr. John R.; and Hoover. Jacob H.. Jr.. 4.425.514. CI. 307-265.000
Sherwood, David L., 4,425,617, CI 364-200.000.

Smith. Allan M.. 4.425.517, d. 307-473.000.

Thorn. Joseph H.; and Jennings. Robert E.. 4,424,761, CI
118-300.000.

Reclamet, Inc.: See-
Dudley. Russell D.; Areaux. Larry D.; and Dudley. Roben H .

4.424.891. CI 193-2.00R.

Recycling & Conservation, Inc.: See—
Howells, John N. M.; Morris, Drew W.; and Tichenor. Richard L ,

4,425.070, CI. 414-498.000.

Redken Laboratories, Inc.: See—
Cannell, David W.; and Hawkins, GeofTrey R.. 4,424,820, CI

132-7.000.

Reed, Jerry O.: See—
Tieszen, Dale O ; Reed, Jerry O.; and Hagler, Gerald E , 4,425,288.

CI. 264-39.000.

Reese, Paul T., to Tecumseh Products Company. Multi-sUge air filter.

4,425,145, CI. 55-385.0OB.

Reh, Lothar: See-
Schmidt. Hans-Werner; Beisswenger, Hans; Reh, Lothar; Folliot.

Albert; and Paliard. Maurice. 4,425,163. CI. 106-100.000.

Reinhardt. Victor S.: See-
Adams, William A.; and Reinhardt. Victor S., 4.425.543, CI. 324-

83.00R.

Reiss, Harald: See— I

Ziegenbein. Botho; and Reiss. Harald. 4.425.413. CI. 429-112.000.
Reitz. Carl W., to Hospal Ltd. Hollow fiber separatory device.

4,425.234. CI. 210-321.300. ,

Reliance Electnc Company: See— '

Bryant, Roger A.; and Riggenbach, David R., 4,425,010, CI.
308-227,000.

Huff, Robert O.; and Krome, Edward F., Jr., 4.425.102. CI.
474-28.000.

Rempfler, Hermann; and Fory. Werner, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation.
Pyridyloxy-phenoxy-alkancthiocarboxylic acid ester derivatives and
their herbicidal use. 4,425,157, CI. 71-94.000.

Rempfler, Hermann: See—
Pissiotas, Georg; and Rempfler, Hermann, 4,425.156, CI. 71-94.000.

Reseal Container Corporation of America, The: See—
Berger, Richard F.; Pardes, Greg; and Gerber, Bernard R..

4,424,917, CI. 222-103.000.

Research and Development Institute, Inc. at Monuna State University:
See—

Strobel, Gary A.; Gavlak, Andrea H.; and Jaynes, Jesse M.,
4,425.150, CI. 71-77.000. ,

Resneau, Jean C.: See— '

Doyen, Jean; Morel. Philippe; and Resneau, Jean C, 4,425,575, CI.

357-81.000.

Resnick, Joseph A., to Bowers, Kenneth R. Container tamper detection
device. 4,424,911, CI. 215-365.000.

Retallick, William B. Catalytic creosote burner for a wood stove.

4,425,305, CI. 422-180.000.

Reudink, Douglas O.: See—
Acampora, Anthony; Reudink, Douglas O.; and Yeh, Yu S

.

4.425,639. CI. 370-50.000.

Reusser, Robert E.; Kenton. Joseph R.; and Todd, Elizabeth A., to
Phillips Petroleum Company. Polymerization catalyst and deodoriz-
ing agent. 4,425.226, CI. 208-307.000.

Reynolds Metals Company: See—
McCutcheon, Joe R., St., 4,425,374, CI. 427-44.000.
Wilson. Claude A.; and Tabereaux, Alton T.. 4,425,201. CI.

204-67.000.

Rhodes. James S.: See—
Callahan. Alfred S.; Rhodes, James S.; Johnson, Timothy L.- and

Durden. John G.. 4.424,816. CI. 128-731.000.

Rice, Warren; and Hosterman, Craig, to Natural Energy Systems.
Hydraulic refrigeration system and method. 4,424,681, CI.
62-114.000.

Richardson, Donald J. Fishing rod handle and fastener. 4,424,639, CI.
43-18.100.

Richmond, William R., to Williams Industries, Inc. Packet holder
4,424,906, CI. 211-50.000.

Richter, Eike: See—
Rosenberry, George M., Jr.; Mallick, John A.; and Richter, Eike.

4,425,521, CI. 310-214.000.

Ricoh Company, Ltd.: See

—

Kawanishi, Toshiyuki; and Tabata. Yukio, 4,425.569, CI. 346-
76.0PH.

Tajima, Syouji, 4,425,382. CI. 427-203.000.
Riebel. Hans-Jochem: See

—

Jautelat. Manfred; Arlt, Dieter; Lantzsch, Reinhard; Fuchs, Rainer;
Riebel, Hans-Jochem; Schroder, Rolf; and Hamisch, Horst,
4,425,282, CI. 260-465.00D.

Rieder, Peter; and Schurmann, Robert, to Volpi AG. Cavity illuminat-
ing device 4,425,599, CI. 362-32.000.

Riederauer. Szilard: See—
Kroo. Erik; Kovacs, Laszio; Nemes, Istvan; Szabo nee Mogyorosi,

Kaulin; Szentgyorgyi, Geza; Moger nee Eremineva, Galina;
Nemeth. Andras; Gal, Dezso ; Riederauer, Szilard; and Szepvol-
gyi, Janos. 4.425.219. CI. 208-8.00R.

Riggenbach. David R.: See-
Bryant. Roger A.; and Riggenbach, David R., 4,425,010, CI.

.308-227.000.

Riggs. Arthur D.. to Genentech. Inc. Microbial polypeptide expression
vehicle. 4.425.437, CI. 435-317.000.

Riggs, William F.; See—
Andress, Carlos; and Riggs, William F., 4,425,230, CI. 209-167.000.

Riley. Wayne C: See—
Wicke. Charles A.; and Riley, Wayne C, 4,424,767, CI. 122-13.00A.

Rilly. Gerard: See—
Colineau. Joseph; and Rilly, Gerard, 4,425,533, CI. 315-408.000.

Rist. Guenter: See—
Lohmann, Dieter; d'Hondt, Christian; and Rist, Guenter, 4,425,361,

CI. 424-309.000.

Ristow, Dietrich, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. MeUl-semiconductor-
field effect transistor (MESFET) with lightly doped drain contact
region for higher voltage breakdown. 4,425,573, CI. 337-22.000.

Ritchey. Thomas W.; Weaver, John M.; and Sapone, Martin, to Lever
Brothers Company. Oral compositions. 4,425,325, CI. 424-54.000.

Rittershaus & Blecher GmbH: See—
Oelbermann. Max, 4.425,233, CI. 210-231.000.

Rittmann, Friedrich: See—
Bauer, Hanns G.; Zollner, Dieter H.; Otto, Josef; Muhlenbeck,

Josef; Rittmann, Friedrich; Conradty, Claudio; Lauterbach-
Dammler, Inge; and Sonke, Horst, 4,425,657, CI. 373-93.000.

RIV-SKF Officine di Villar Perosa, SpA: See—
Ferrero. Daniele. 4,424,774, CI. 123-90.560.

Rizzo, Salvatore P., to Texas Instruments Incorporated. Attachable,
circuit-terminating, circuit board edge member. 4,425,015, CI. 339-

17.0LC.

Robb. Barry L. Fishing Uckle storage rack. 4,424,907, 01. 21 1-60.00R.
Robbins, Donald A., to United Technologies Corporation. Axial flexi-

ble radially stiff retaining ring for sealing in a gas turbine engine.
4.425.078. CI. 415-135.000.

Roberts. David: See—
Changani, Pushpkumar D.; Peacock, Donald G.; and Roberts,

David, 4,425,390, CI. 428-43.000.

Roberts, Derek A.: See-
Speak, Trevor H.; Kemon, John D.; and Roberts, Derek A.,

4.425,079. CI. 415-139.000.

Robertson, Johnye M. Interior window covering. 4,424,849, CI.

160-124.000.

Robinson, Merrill G., to Shatterproof Glass Corporation. Gas distribu-

tion system for sputtering cathodes. 4,425,218, CI. 204-298.000.

Rockwell International Corporation: See

—

Holly, Sandor, 4,425,648, CI. 372-20.000.

Russell, Jeffrey D., 4,425,623. CI. 364-786.000.

Rod, Robert L.: See—
Kroger, Ferdinand A.; Rod, Robert L.; Panicker, Ramachandra M.

P.; and Knaster, Mark B., 4,425,194, CI. 204-2.100.

Rodacker, Wayne: See—
Carmichael, William E.; and Rodacker, Wayne, 4,425,004, CI.

301-8.000.

Rohm and Haas Company: See—
Emmons, William D.; and Stevens, Travis E., 4,425,469, CI.

524-750.000.

Rohner, Joachim; Zumfeld, Heinz; Mauries, Reinhard; and Preuhs,

Hans-Jurgen, to W. Schlafhorst & Co. Thread splicing device.

4,424,663, CI. 57-22.000.

Rolls-Royce Limited: See—
Speak, Trevor H.; Kemon, John D.; and Roberts, Derek A.,

4,425,079, CI. 415-139.000.

Stanton, William A.; Hazlewood, Jonathan; and Kerridge, Norman
A., 4,425,080, CI. 415-197.000.

Rolstad, Erik; and Smith, Robert D., to Scandpower, Inc. Gamma ray
thermometer for boiling water reactor. 4,425,297, CI. 376-247.000.
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Rood, Allan J.: See—
Bartholet, Michael A.; Cochran, James L.; Janssen, Donovan M ,

Magno, Robert; Rood, Allan J.; Seaward, William S.; and
Walker, Unce A.. 4,424.963, CI. 270-53.000.

Roodbergen, Sake P., to Oce-Nederland B.V. System for supprcs.sing

vibrations of a photoconductive bell in a processing zone of an

electrosUtic copying machine 4,425,034, CI 3S5-3.0BE.

Rosch, Michael: See—
Bruttel, Beat; Schneider, Hansjorg; Millioud, Alain; and Rnsch,

Michael, 4,425,134, CI 8-524.000.

Rose, Hans-Gunter: See-
Graf, Werner; Frey, Volker; and Rose, Hans-Gunter, 4,425,387. CI

427-341.000.

Rosenberg, Sheldon J., to Western Electric Co., Inc. Instrument carry-

ing case. 4,424,899, CI. 206-305.000.

Rosenberry, George M., Jr.; Mallick. John A.; and Richter, Eike. to

General Electric Company. Magnetic slot wedge with low average

permeability and high mechanical strength. 4.425,521, CI

310-214.000.

Rosevear, Alan, to United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority. Immo-
bilization of biologically active substances 4,425.434, CI. 4.^5-176 000

Roth, Ernest R., to Biohol Corporation. Alcohol and fuel production

4,425.137. CI. 44-56.000.

Rothchild, Ronald D. Inexpensive method of recovering condensable

vapors with a liquified inert gas. 4,424,680. CI. 62-48.000

Rousseau, Raymond, to Fichet-Bauchc. Bramah or pin lock 4.424,692,

CI. 70-363.000.

Roussel UCLAF: See—
Guillemette, Armand; and Francois, Abel. 4.425.274. CI

260-397.100.

Royer, James R.: See—
Tateosian, Louis H.; Royer, James R.; and Eden, George T ,

4.425.094. CI. 433-228.000.

Rubber Millers Inc.: See-
Day. John T.. 4.424.938. CI. 241-182 000

Rudnev. Alexandr V.: See—
Panov. Anatoly F.; Morozov. Vladimir 1.; Makarov. Kirill A., and

Rudnev. Alexandr V.. 4.425.507. CI. 250-442.100.

Ruhrchemie Aktiengesellschaft: See-
Schmidt. Volkmar; Lieder. Bernhard; Scheve. Heinrich; and

Dohren. Hans. 4.425.139, CI. 48-77.000.

Rumayor-Aguirre, Hugo; Gomez-Sanchez. Abel; and Viramontes-

Romo. Jesus, to Cristaleria, S.A. Process and machine for simulta-

neously cutting off excess ends of hollow glass, plastic or similar

articles. 4,424,925, CI. 225-2.000.

Rummel, Mitzie K.: See—
Concannon, Thomas P.; and Rummel, Mitzie K.. 4,425,448, CI

523-218.000.

Russell, Jeffrey D., to Rockwell International Corporation. Ltxikahead

carry circuit apparatus. 4,425,623, CI. 364-786.000.

Rutgerswerke Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Neunhoeffer, Otto; Wilhelm, Gerhard; Hockenberger. Lothar

Bergmann, Franz J.; and Endruscheit. Peter, 4,425,236, CI

210-638.000.

Schollhorn, Wolf-Dietrich; and Hockenberger, Lothar, 4,425,389.

CI. 428-34.000.

Rutges. Antonius A.; Mertens, Ludovicus M.; and Van Grasdorff,

Maurits W., to AGFA-GEVAERT N.V. Process for the production

of a laminar article and such article containing information in a

hydrophilic colloid stratum. 4,425,421, CI. 430-238.000.

Ruthenberg, Meyer L.: See-
Wilson, Evearist B.; and Ruthenberg, Meyer L., 4,425.068. CI.

414-36.000.

Ruti-Te Strake B.V.: See—
Wagenmakers, Harry, 4.424,835. CI. 139-1 OOE.

Ryan, Raymond W., Jr.: See—
Altland. Henry W.; Ryan. Raymond W.. Jr.; Senise. Phillip P.. Jr ;

and Lindstrom. Michael J., 4.425.424. CI. 430-270.000.

Ryder. Gregory P. Telescopic ski pole assembly. 4.424.987. CI.

280-823.000.

Saeki, Keiji; Ikeda, Junji; and Tamotsu, Wakahata, to Matsushiu Elec-

tric Industrial Co., Ltd. Photosetting resin compositions. 4,425,209,

CI. 204-159.230.

Safariland Ltd., Inc.: See

—

Perkins. Neair A.. 4,424,924, CI. 224-252 000.

Saito, Kiyotaka: Set—
Tanaka. Hideyuki; Saito, Kiyotaka; Hori, Shozo; and Mitsuda,

Yutaka, 4,425,258, CI. 502-154.000.

Saito, Takashi. to Takashi Saito/Iwasaki Denko Company. Ltd. Finger

ring. 4,424.689, CI. 63-15.100.

Saji, Hideo: See—
Yokoyama, Akira; Omomo, Yoshiro; Tanaka, Hisashi; and Saji,

Hideo. 4,425,319, CI. 424-1.100.

Sakaguchi, Seiichiro: See—
Yamazaki, Haruyuki; Akatsu, Yasuaki; and Sakaguchi, Seiichiro,

4,424,770, CI. 122-488.000.

Sakai, Kuniaki: See—
Tsubakihara, Osamu; Kameyama, Kazuhide; Takahama, Hideyuki;

Sakai, Kuniaki; and Tsuneoka. Akira, 4,424,855, CI. 164-485.000

Sakamoto, Kenshi; and Doi. Akjra. to Fuji Oil Company. Ltd. Cheese-

containing composition for dessert making and process for producing

the same. 4,425,369. CI. 426-582.000.

Sakane. Kazuo: See

—

Teraji, Tsutomu; Sakane, Kazuo; and Goto, Jiro, 4,425,340. CI.

424-246.000.

Sakata, Gojyo; Makino, Kenji; Kawamura, Yasuo; Sato, Jun; Ozawa,
Kiyomi; Hirose, Masayoshi; and Hirata, Kiminori. to Nissan Chemi-

cal Industries. Ltd Ben^oazine ether or thioelher linkage conUining

urea compounds, process for producing same and insecticides con-

taining said compounds 4.425..343. CI 424-2«)000

Sakurai. Hiroshi: Sep—
Yamamoto. Noboru; Makino, Tomoalsu, Okuda. Ryoichi. and

Sakurai. Hiroshi. 4.424.704. CI 7.VJ5 000.

SAME S p.A See-
Sonzogni. Franco. 4.424.879. CI 180-255000

Samokhvalov, Jury I., Kim, Vladimir A , and Golovkin, Bngels K . to

Vsesojuzny Nauchno-lssledovatelsky I Konstruklorsky Institut Po
Oborudovaniju Dlya Shinnoi Promyshlennosli Tire casing a.ssembly

drum 4,425,180. CI 156-415(KK)

Sampson, Earl W : See-
Sampson, Norma A. and Sampwin. Fjirl W.. 4.425,120, CI

604-198.000.

Sampson. Norma A ; and Sampson, Earl W Shielded hypcxlermit

syringe 4.425,120. CI 604-198 000

Samson. Wilfred: See—
Spector, Kenneth A . Samson, Wilfred, and DeMcllo, Richard M ,

4,424,833. CI 1.17.849 (W)
Sanders, John I. See—

Pousette. Ronald D . and Sanders, John 1. . 4.424,840, CI 144-

246 OOF
Sandoz Ltd. Sec—

Berthold, Richard and Louis, William J . 4,425,362. CI
424- .122 000

Sandvik, Erik I Sir—
Holzwarth. George M ; Na.slund. I.ars A . and Sandvik. F.nk 1 .

4.425.246. CI 2."'2H 55D
Sankyo Electric Company Limited .Sec—

Hiraga. Masaharu. 4,425.520, CI .110-<»2()00

Sansui F.lectrii; Co , Ltd Sev—
Su/uki. Masao and Fujimolo, Yasuhiro, 4,425.638, CI .169-265 000

Santen Pharmaceutical Co , Lid Sev—
Iwao, Jun-ichi. Oya, Masayuki. and ls<i. Tadashi. 4.425. .VW CI

424-177 000
Santer, J Owen, and Spit/, George T , In Monsanio Company Coaling

compositions comprising a melhylaicd melhylolaled melamine
4.425.466, CI 524-512 000

Sanwa Denpun Industrial Co . Lid Sec—
Nakala, Kojiro, Endo. Yasunohu. lerada. Akilomo. Hayashi.

Kazumasa, and Kobori. Michio. 4.425,452, CI 524-47 000

Sanyo Electric Co , Lid See—
Hosoya, Nohukazu. 4.425,576, CI .158-21 OOV

Sanyo-Kokusaku Pulp Co , Ltd See—
Shibano, Tomishi, Maruchi, Sachio. Yakan, Koji. Kohayashi. Tada-

shi; and Akimoli). Saburo, 4,425.176, CI 156-244 1 10

Sapkus. Jurgis, Clarke, Charles D , Lewis. J Stephen: and Mills-Win-

kler, James F . to Mallei, Inc Winking apparatus for figure toy

4,424,644, CI 46-1.15 OOR.

Sapone, Martin: See—
Ritchcy, Thomas W , Weaver. John M . and Sapone. Martin.

4.425.325, CI 424-54000
Sarin. Vinod K Sec—

Buljan, Sergej-Tomislav, and Sarin. \'inod K . 4.425,141, CI

51-309 000

Sasaki, Toshihiro, Ikehata, Hiromi; and Fukumoio, Ryoichi. lo Aisin

Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha; and Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kai-

sha. Window pane supporter in motor car 4,424,647, CI 49-502 000

Sasakura, Toyoki: See—
lino, Hiroshi; and Sasakura, Toyoki, 4,425,634, CI 367-120 000

Sa.saya, Osamu; Nishizawa, Masahiro, Yokomizo, Hiroshi. Miura, Kiyo-

shi; and Tomila, Yoshifumi, to Hitachi, Ltd Photosensitive composi-

tion 4,425,41<J. CI 4.10-179 000

Sasazawa. Talsuya; Sec—
Iwaki. Akio. Nishijima. Toyoki, lijima. Akio. and Sasa/awa. Tal-

suya. 4.425.418. CI 4.10-106000

Sasib S.p.A.: See—
Pezzi, Giovanni. 4.424,707, CI 73-.18 000

Sa.sscer, Lawrence D,: See—
Swenson, Robert E :

Sa.vscer, Lawrence D , and Pusic, Vladi,

4,425,615, CI 364-200 000

Sato, Akira; and Waki, Tatsuo, to Lonseal Corporation Prixress for

prcxJucing open cell foam and foamable comp<iund 4,425,442, CI

521-93 000.

Sato, Hideaki: See—
Matsumolo, Kazuya, Yamaguchi, Isao: Tsuji. Takao, and Sato.

Hideaki, 4,425,023, CI 350-96.140.

Sato, Jun: See—
SakaU, Gojyo; Makino, Kenji. Kawamura, Yasuo, Sato, Jun.

Ozawa, Kiyomi. Hirosc. Ma.sayi>shi, and Hirata, Kiminori,

4.425,343, CI. 424-250.000

Sato, Koji; Kalo, Tadao; and Kawano, Hikaru, to Musashi Co. Ltd .

and HiUchi Denshi Engineering Kabushiki Kaisha Apparatus for

binding paper sheets 4,424,660, CI. 53-540 000

Sato, Masanobu, to Olympus Optical Company Limited Rewind de-

vice. 4,424,942, CI 242-200.000.

Sato, Wako: See—
Oikawa, Naoyuki; Sato, Wako; and Tanaka. Osamu, 4,425,392, CI

428-90.000

Salou, Kouzou, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Electnc

circuit breaker. 4,425,596, CI. 361-93000

Saur, Charles; and DeMan, Samuel J , to Lear Siegler, Inc. Transport

for loading semitrailers and the like 4,425,069, CI 414-398 000
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Sava, Roben J.: See— >

Halliburton, Ronald D.; Pearson, James H.; and Sava, Robert J
4.424.970, CI. 273-12 l.OOA.

Savkin, Valentin G.: See—
Bely, Vladimir A.; Sviridenolc. Anatoly I.; Savkin, Valentin G
Meshkov, Vladimir V.; and Myshkin. Nikolai K , 4.425 247 CI
252-12.000.

.
.

*-•

Saytech, Inc.: See—
Williams. David O., 4,425,447, CI. 521-132.000.

Scalcse, Joseph J. Eddy current probe calibration standard. 4 425 545
CI. 324-202.000.

Scandpower, Inc.: See—
Rolstad, Erik; and Smith, Robert D., 4,425,297, CI. 376-247.000

Scamalo, Thomas J.: See—
Sorensen, Robert; Barrett, tdward A.; and Scamato, Thomas J

4,425,058, CI. 406-100.000.

Scarola, Leonard S.: See-
Kurtz, Stuart J.; Scarola, Leonard S.; and Miller, John C

4,425,044, CI. 366-79.000.

Schafer, Ewald; and Jung, Harald, to Karl Otto Braun KG Wide
bandage fabric. 4,424,808, CI. 128-156.000.

Scheer, Lawrence E., to United States of America, Army. Wheel
deceleration sensor. 4,424,712, CI. 73-514,000.

Schempp, Heinrich: See-
Sturm, Elmar; Schempp. Heinrich; and Martin. Henry, 4 425 151

CI. 71-88.000.
J

. . .

Scherbner, Paul J.: See-
Goldstein, Sherwood; McClelland, Henry T.; and Scherbner Paul

J, 4,425,168, CI. 148-2.000.
Scheve, Heinrich: See—

Schmidt, Volkmar; Lieder. Bernhard; Scheve. Heinrich and
Dohren, Hans, 4,425.139, CI. 48-77.000.

Schiff, Jonathan D.: See—
Schoendorfer. Donald W.; Lueptow, Richard M. and SchifT
Jonathan D., 4,425,1 14, CI 604-7,000.

SchifT, Saul, to United States of America, Army. Segmented seal for
discarding sabot ammunition. 4,424,748, CI. 102-523,000.

Schilling, Hans-Dieter; and Grabenhorst, Ulrich, to Bergwerksverband
GmbH, Fluidized bed reactor for particulate material, 4.425,303, CI
422-142,000,

I

Schippers, Heinz: See-
Bauer, Karl; Schippers, Heinz; and Dammann, Peter, 4 424 664 CI

57-338.000.

Schirmer, Henry G., to W. R. Grace & Co., Cryovac Division Mam-
folds for strutted Film, 4,425,172, CI. 156-187,000,

Schlegel, Hans-Joachim, to Inprohold Establishment, Posterior cham-
ber implant lens. 4.424.597. CI, 3-13,000.

Schlumberger Technology Corporation: See—
McGill, Howard L., 4,424.860. CI. 166-113.000.

Schmelz. Helmut: See—
Hanke. Leopold; and Schmelz. Helmut, 4,425,556, CI 338-25 000

Schmidt, Eberhard: See—

''T?;<'?f?"^r^'^''
^^"^- Fr'edrich; and Schmidt, Eberhard.

4,425.651.0,372-61.000.
Schmidt. Felix H,: See—

WoIfT. Hans P
; Heerdt. Ruth; Huhner, Manfred, deceased Kuhnle

Hans; and Schmidt, Felix H.. 4,425,360. CI. 424-309 000
Schmidt, Hans-Werner; Beisswenger, Hans; Reh. Lothar Folliol Al-

bert; and Paliard. Maurice, to Creusot-Loire Enterprises Lafarge
Coppee; Folhot. Albert; and Metallgesellschaft AG. Method of
producing cement clinker 4.425.163, CI. 106-100 000

Schmidt, Volkmar; Lieder, Bernhard; Scheve, Heinrich; and Dohren
Hans, to Ruhrchemie Akliengesellschaft Apparatus for sluicing

4*425"n9 a 48 77^000
"'^ '^"^'" "*" ^ P'"'"'*' gasification tank

Schmidt, Walter, to Contraves AG Liquid crystal display comprising
an encapsulation and a liquid crystal display cell with poly-para

Tiiio rJnD^"
^ method of manufacturing the same. 4.425.030, CI. 350-

Schneider, Fred J : See—

Schneider, Hansjorg: See

—

Brxittel, Beat; Schneider. Hansjorg; Millioud, Alain; and Rosch.
Michael, 4,425,134, CI 8-524 000.

Schoendorfer. Donald W.; Lueptow, Richard M ; and Schiff, Jonathan

H,;
'o Haemonetics Corporation. Blood donation unit. 4.425.1 14 CI

604-7.000.

Schoenewolf. Holger, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Device for moni-
'°""8 the concentration of an air-vapor mixture. 4,424,702. CI

Schoenewolf, Holger: See—
Winter, Hans; Mair, Eduard; and Schoenewolf, Holger, 4,424,703,

Schoettle, Klaus; Flohr, Joachim; and Maerthesheimer, Rolf, to BASF
Aktiengesellschaft. Tape transport apparatus having a central cap-
stan. 4,424.941, CI. 242-192.000.

^

Schollhom. Wolf-Dietrich; and Hockenberger. Lothar, to Ruteer
swerke Aktiengesellschaft. Heat-applicable and hardenable sealinc
compositions and its use. 4,425.389, CI. 428-34 000

Scholz, Dankmar: See-
Hesse. Anton; Scholz. Dankmar;.and Nicolaus, Walter 4 425 287

CI. 264-22.000.
ici. •».'»,i:>,z8/.

Schclz-Weigl, Sigrid: See-
Beck, Rudolf; and Scholz-Weigl, Sigrid, 4,425.266. CI. 252-548.000

Scholz. Werner, to Licentia Patent-Verwaltungs-GmbH. PCM Simal
system. 4.425,644, CI. 371-40.000

*^

%''.'«'?,'?97,c7«l-f7lSS""""
'"""? '^'^ "" ""»""«

Schroder, Rolf: See—
Jautelat Manfred; Arlt. Dieter; Lantzsch. Reinhard; Fuchs. Rainer;

?S282"cr2SS?:00D'''°'"'
''^''^ ""^ """•«="• "-»•

Schukm. Viuly S.: See—

'''Mt'9?2" cf2^«5S;."'
'''•"^ '-^ '"' '•'"'"''"• ^^«-y ^ •

Schurmann, Robert: See—

Schu'^'^'^^O
^^^"' ""'^ ^^"™*""- Robert. 4.425.599. Cl. 362-32.000.

Hugemann, Berhhard; and Schuster, Otto, 4 425 117 Cl
604-93.000.

•*,-*^o,ni, ci.

^'^43^2^
OOo''"'"

° '^"*='''"8 'oo' ^''h RF switching. 4.425.096. CI.

Schwartz, Henry L.: See—
Havlice, James F.;Waxman. Albert S.; Schwartz. Henry L.; and

Stepner, David E.. 4.424.813. CI. 128-660000
Schwartz Paul M; and Chu. James C. to Sperry Corporation. Fin line

circuit for detecting R.F. wave signals. 4.425.549. CI. 329-161 000
bchweizensche Eidgenossenschaft Vertreten Durch Die GruDoe Fur

Rustungsdienste: See— *^^

Degen, Max, 4.424,733. Cl. 89-I.50R.
Schweppe Darren L

;
and Siegl. Hermann K.. to Corporation For

J-ubhc Broadcasting. System for overlaying a computer generated
video signal on an NTSC video signal. 4.425.581. Cl. 358-148 000

Scott, Lindsey V.: See—
Horlington, Michael; and Scott. Lindsey V.. 4 425 345 Cl

424-251.000.
«=y »•- •*,-*^3.i'*D, Cl.

Scott Paper Company: See—
Kley. Richard D., 4.425.012. Cl. 312-37.000.

Sealed Air Corporation: See—
Malwitz. Nelson; and Wierzbicki, Ronald J.. 4,425.446. Cl.

jZ I- lUo.UOO.

Seaward. William S.: See—
Bartholet, Michael A.; Cochran. James L.; Janssen. Donovan M •

Magno. Robert; Rood. Allan J.; Seaward, William S. and
Walker, Lance A., 4,424,963. Cl. 270-53.000.

Sebag, Henri: See—
Vanlerberghe, Guy; and Sebag. Henri. 4.425.364. d. 424-358.000

Sebestyen, Gyula: See—
Takacs, Kalman; Papp, Maria H.; Kovacs, Gabor; Ajzert. Ilona K
Simay Antal; Literati Nagy. Peter; Puskas. Marian E.; Sebes-

ii4"i« r^"
^^^'^^"' '**^*"; »"<! Sumeghy. Zoltan. 4,425,349. CI.

Secretary of State for Defence in Her Britannic Majesty's Government
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, The
See—
Jones, Walter T, 4,425,170, Cl. 149-109.600.

Secrist, John L.: See—
Berkowitz. Daniel; Bennett, Alan B.; Secrist. John L.; and Milette.
Debra A., 4,425,367, Cl. 426-89.000.

Secunda. Jeffrey. Perfusion ratio detector. 4,424.814, Cl. 128-663 000
Sefko. John: See—

Pavlik, Norman M.; and Sefko. John. 4,425.166. Cl. 106-286 200
Seimex. S,A,: See—

Pons Pons, Bartolome, 4,425,302. Cl. 422-125.000.
Seipenbusch, Jurgen: See

—

LanghofT, Josef; and Seipenbusch. Jurgen. 4.425.254 Cl
252-373.000.

e
. . .*^ .

v-i.

Seitz, Hans; Rach, Heinz-Dieter; Pieper, Henner; and Frerichs, Udo. to
Continental Gummi-Werke Aktiengesellschaft. Tread configuration
for pneumatic vehicle tires. 4.424.846, Cl. 152-209.00R.

Sekiguchi, Katsumi: See—
Kawai. Yoichi; Nakamura. Yoshiro; Gotoh. Yoshihisa; Maki.
Masami; Yokote. Sachio; and Sekiguchi. Katsumi. 4.425.262, Cl.

Sekimoto, Kunio; Yamamoto. Katsuhiko; Yamamitsu, Chojuro; and
Kurashina, Kozo. to Matsushiu Electric Industrial Company. Lim-
ited. Video tape recorder immune to third-order distortion noise
4,425.585, Cl. 358-328.000.

Sekmakas, Kazys; and Shah. Raj. to DeSoto, Inc. Epoxy-phosphate
aqueous dispersions. 4,425,451, Cl. 523-414.000.

Seligman, Lawrence; and Perron, Ralph A., to Data General Corpora-
tion. Diagnostic display terminal system. 4.425.625. CI. 364-900 000

Seng, Stephen: See—
Hohman, Charles M.; Propster, Mark A.; and Seng. Stephen.

4,425,147, Cl. 65-27.000.
B- M

.

Senise, Phillip P., Jr.: See—
Altland, Henry W.; Ryan. Raymond W.. Jr.; Senise. Phillip P.. Jr.
and Lindstrom, Michael J.. 4,425.424. Cl. 430-270.000.

Sexsmith, Frederick H.: See-
Howard. Dennis D.; and Sexsmith. Frederick H.. 4,425,472. Cl

526-301.000.

Seyffert, Michael: See—
Laverty, Gerald; Kalin, August; and Seyffert, Michael. 4,425.213,

Cl. 204-202.000.
Shah, Raj: See—

Sekmakas, Kazys; and Shah, Raj. 4.425.451. Cl. 523-414.000.
Shanks, Bruce E.; and Marella, Joseph P., to General Electric Com-

pany. Sealed beam lamp unit. 4,425,606. Cl. 362-267.000.
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Shanks. Bruce E., to General Electric Company Sealed beam lamp
unit. 4.425.607. Cl. 362-267.000.

Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Funada. Fumiaki; Matsuura. Masataka; and Wada. Tomio,

4.425,029. Cl. 350-338.000.

Mauuda. Kumehiko; and Yamamoto, Hachizou. 4,425,619. Cl
364-405.000.

Takafuji, Yuuka; Nonomura, Keisaku; Takechi, Sadatoshi, and
Wada, Tomio, 4.425.572. Cl. 357-4.000.

Shatterproof Glass Corporation: See—
Raima. Horus P.. 4.425.406. Cl. 428-12 000
Robinson. Merrill G., 4,425,218, Cl 204-298 000

Shelby, Billy L.; and Moore. William C , to International Telephone
and Telegraph Corporation. Latch mechanism for luminaire

4.424.993. Cl. 292-128.000.

Shell Oil Company: See—
Bloembergen. Roel; and Verhave, Jan A., 4,425,440, Cl 521-54 000
Brownscombe, Thomas F., 4,425,384, Cl 427-221.000.

Fletcher, Robert A., 4,425.459. Cl. 524-371 000
Tiedemann. James B., 4.425.055. Cl. 405-217 000

Shelly. Randolph D. W.. to Sperry Corporation Forced load sharing
circuit for inverter powe.- supply. 4,425,613, Cl. 363-26 000

Shepard, Kenneth L.: See-
Christy, Marcia E.; Shepard, Kenneth L.; Strachan, Robert G ; and

Varga, Sandor L., 4.425,269, Cl. 260-1 I2.50R
Shepherd, Robert C: See—

Butterworth, George A M.; Elias, Robert T , Miller. Wayne D .

and Shepherd, Robert C, 4,425,126. Cl 604-366 000
Sherman, David L., to Atari, Inc. Method and apparatus for generating

line segments and polygonal areas on a raster-type display 4,425,559.

Cl. 340-747.000.

Sherman. David N.; and Verma, Shiv P., to Bell Telephone Laborato-
ries. Incorporated. Multiport programmable digital data set

4.425,664, Cl. 375-8.000.

Sherwood. David L.. to RCA Corporation High-speed data sorter

4.425.617. Cl. 364-200.000.

Sherwood Medical Company: See-
Cornell. William D.; and Joslin, Joel, 4.425,235, Cl. 210-516.000

Shibahashi, Yutaka; Nakasuji, Norikazu; Kataoka, Takashi; Inagaki.

Hiroshi; and Kito, Tsutomu. Thermochromic materials. 4,425, 161. Cl
106-21.000.

Shibano, Tomishi; Maruchir Sachio; Yakan, Koji; Kobayashi, Tadashi;
and Akimoto, Saburo, to Sanyo-Kokusaku Pulp Co., Ltd. Pressure
sensitive adhesive products and the method for preparation of the

same. 4.425.176. Cl. 156-244.110.

Shields. Edward P.. to Westinghouse Electric Corp. Baffle maintenance
apparatus 4,425,298, Cl. 376-249 000.

Shimek. Daniel C: See—
Shimek. Ronald J.; and Shimek, Daniel C, 4,424,792. Cl

126-80,000,

Shimek, Ronald J.; and Shimek, Daniel C. Induced draft system for

residential heaters. 4.424,792, Cl. 126-80.000.

Shimizu. Nobuo: See—
Izawa. Tatsuo; Mori, Hidefumi; Shimizu, Nobuo; and Murakami.

Vasuji, 4,425,146, Cl. 65-18.200.

Shimoi, Yoichi; Akune. Mikio; Akimoto, Tamotsu; and Watanabc,
Ryuzo. to Nittetu Chemical Engineering Ltd. Packing material unit

4.425,285, Cl. 261-95.000.

Shin-Etsu Vinyl Acetate Co.. Ltd.: See-
Kawamoto, Fumiaki; Tanaka, Shozo; and Honma. Voshihiro.

4,425,277. Cl 260-4I0.90N.

Shin Tohoku Chemical Industries Inc.: See—
Nishizawa, Junichi; Suzuki, Rensaku; and Aizawa, Kenji, 4,425.143.

Cl. 55-31.000.

Shinno, Koji, to Terumo Corporation. Medical bag and method of
manufacturing the same. 4,425,177, Cl. 156-272.200.

Shipley, Randall S.: See-
Allen, James A.; and Shipley, Randall S., 4,425,464, Cl

524-400.000.

Shiraishi, Isao; and Asou, Yukio, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki
Kaisha. Apparatus for manufacturing a bulb 4,425,100, Cl
445-67.000

Shiratori, Harunori; Kikuchi, Kenichi; and Monya, Yoshikazu. to

Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Alignment adjusting de-

vice for vehicle 4,424,984, Cl. 280-661.000.

Shitamatsu. Ryujiro: See—
Kawamura, Teruaki; Nishimura, Tadashi; Akagi, Kazuo; and Shita-

matsu, Ryujiro, 4,425.062. Cl. 408-28.000

Shizuoka Prefecture: See—
Nakata, Kojiro; Endo, Yasunobu; Terada, Akitomo; Hayashi.

Kazuma.sa; and Kobori, Michio, 4,425,452. Cl. 524-47 000
Showa Manufacturing Co., Ltd.: See—

Tsukamoto, Shizumasa; and leda, Yoshihito, 4,424,980, Cl
280-276.000.

Shutov. Gennady M.: See

—

Skripchik. Lilia P.; and Shutov. Gennady M.. 4.425.267, Cl

252-607.000.

Sichel. Enid K., to GTE Laboratones Incorporated. Optical filters

comprising pyrolyzed polyimide films and lamp. 4,425,527, Cl

313-112.000.

SIDEPAL S.A. Societe Industrielle de Participations Luxembour-
geoise: See

—

Kuhlmann. Herbert. 4,425.656, Cl. 373-74.000.

Siegl, Hermann K.: See

—

Schweppe. Darrell L.; and Siegl, Hermann K , 4,425,581, Cl
358-148.000.

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft See—
Birkle. Siegfried. Ciehring. Johann, and Stoeger. Klaus, 4,425.211.

Cl 204-198 000
Hacndlc, J.x-rg, and Maass. Wolfgang. 4,425,580. Cl 358- II I 000
Mankc. Leopold, and Sthmel/. Helmut. 4.425.556. Cl 338-25 000
Kcil. Rudnir and Aurachi-r. Fran/. 4,425.024. Cl 350-96 140
Mair. Ilduard. 4.424.701. Cl 73-24 000
Ristow, Dietrich. 4.42S57V Cl 357-22 000
Schoenewolf, Holger, 4.424,702. Cl 73-24 000
Winter, Hans; Mair, Eduard. and Schoenewolf. Holger. 4,424,703.

Cl 73-24 000
Siemon Company, The See—

Pohl, Karl-Heinz. 4.425.019, Cl 33<)-l98 00R
Sievers, Richard W . to Spiral Tubing Corp Multiple coil heal ex

changer. 4,424.624. Cl 29-727 000
SIG Schweizerische Indusine-Gesellschaft See—

Blochlinger. Ernst. 4.424,751, Cl 105-447 000
Silberslein. Donald A , and McMurtrie. Andrew, to Brown ft William

son Tobacco Corporation Cigarette filter 4.424,819, Cl 131-336000
Silicon Technology Incorporated See-

Evans. Joseph M . 4,425,191. Cl 201-41 000
Silmsky, Anatoly A . Schukm. Vitaly S , and Paushkm. Evgeny V , to

Proektno-konstruklorskaya Organizatsiya "Orgsleklo" Method and
apparatus for packing glass sheets in a container 4,424.902. Cl
20ft-454 (XX)

Silvestri. Victor J , Tang. Denny D , and Wicdmann, Siegfried K , to

International Business Machines Corporation Buried injector mem
ory cell formed from vertical complementary bipolar transistor

circuits and method of fabrication therefor 4,425,574, Cl 357-50 000
Simay, Antal See—

Takacs, Kalman, Papp. Maria H . Kovacs, Gabi>r. Ajzert, Ilona K .

Simay. Antal, Literati Nagy, Peter, Puskas, Marian F , Sebes
tycn, Gyula, Stadler, Istvan. and Sumeghy, Zoltan. 4,425. .^49, Cl
424-258 000

Simmons USA Corporation Sec—
Callaway. Milton A , 4.424,ftOO, Cl 5-470 000

Simonidesz. Vilmos See—
Szantay. Csaba, Novak. Lajos, Aszodi, Jo/sef Simonidesz, V'llmos,

Galambtis. Geza, Kovacs. Gahor, Vnag. Sandor. Stadler. Istvan.

and KormiKzy. Peter, 4,425.358, Cl 424-285 OfXJ

Sims. Coleman W
; and Sims. W P Muln-channel fluid injection sys-

tem 4,424,859. Cl 166-67 000
Sims. W P See-

Sims, Coleman W . and Sims. W P . 4,424.859, Cl \t>b-bl (XX)

Singer Company, The See—
Ljung. Bo H G . and Gamertsfelder. George R . 4.425.040, Cl

356-350 000
Singh, Raj N . to General Electric Company Etched beta -alumina
ceramic electrolyte 4,425,415, Cl 429.193 (XX)

Sinkauz, Silvano Circuit arrangement of a staircase lighting time
switch 4.425.532, Cl 315-360000

Sis-Ter S.p.A See—
Di Salvo, Francesco, 4,425.123, Cl 604-247 tXX)

Sisis Equipment (Macclesfield) Ltd See—
Staniforth, Eric; and Everett, Douglas A . 4.424,868, Cl

172-21000
Skarvada, Thomas, to Crane Co Spin-up detection apparatus for brake

control system 4,425,621, Cl 364-426 000
SKF Compagnie d"Applications Mecaniques See—

Fillon, MjrccI, and Monvilic Jean M , 4.425.(X>J. Cl, .VIHIX? UK)

Skripchik, Lilia P , and Shutov, Gennady M Wood modifying comptv
sition comprising an aqueous solution of phenolic alcohols, urea and
sodium penlachlorophcnatc 4.425.267. Cl 252-607 000

Smilgys. Bruno S , to Veeder Industries Inc Method and system for

expanding the readout of a fuel pump register 4.425,498, Cl 235-

I OOA
Smit. Roelof C K .Stv-

Akkerman, Antony M , van Bakel. Hermanus C. C K ; and Smil,

Roelof C K. 4,425,353. Cl 424-267 000
Smith. Allan M , lo RCA Corporation Fail soft tri-slate logic circuit

4,425.517. Cl 307-473.000

Smith. Charles P , Jr Emergency rescue system 4.424.884. Cl
I82-12(XX)

Smith, Eugene L,: See—
Lawrence. George A . Prevett. Michael J . and Smith. Eugene L .

4,425.232. Cl 210-219 000
Smith. J Rudy Modular slacking bag 4,424,841. Cl 150-33 000
Smith. Lowell S ; Brisken. Axel F . and Horner, Michael S . to General

Electric Company. Ultra.sonic transducer array shading 4,425,525.

Cl. 3I0-336,(XX)

Smith. Max D.. to Indian Industries. Inc Basketball backboard appara-

tus 4,424.968, Cl 273-1 50R
Smith. Michael D , and Miller. James A . to Motorola. Inc Charge
pump amplifier 4,425.550. Cl 3.W-I()7 0O0

Smith and Nephew Associated Companies Limited See—
Horlington, Michael. 4.425,344. Cl 424-251 000
Horlington, Michael, and Scott. Lindscv V . 4,425,345, Cl
424-251000.

Horlington. Michael. 4.425,.346. Cl 424-253 000
Smith, Rex I.., to Corning Glass Works Positioning measuring appara-

tus and method 4,425,042, Cl. 356-375 000
Smith, Robert D See—

Rolstad. Erik, and Smith, Robert D , 4,425.297. Cl 376-247 000
Smith, Scott L., to GNC Energy Corptiralion Ambient froth flotation

process for the recovery of bitumen from tar sand 4.425.227. Cl
209-5 000
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Smith, Todd I.: See—
Elias. Luis R.; Madey. John M } . and Smith. Todd 1 . 4.425 649

CI. 372-2.000.

SocieU Italiana Vetro Siv S.p A : See—
Nicolino. Muzio, 4,425.021. CI 339-275 OOT

S.A. Automobiles Citroen. See—
Largcteau. Pierre A.. 4.424,648. CI 51-1.000.

Societe Anonyme due : L'Oreal: See—
Guillon. Michel; Mondet. Jean; Papantoniou. Christos and Van-

denbossche, Claudine, 4.425,326, CI. 424-61.000
Vanlerberghe, Guy; and Sebag, Henri, 4,425,364, CI. 424-358.000

Societe Automobiles Peugeot: See—
Largeteau, Pierre A., 4,424,648. CI. 51-1.000

Societe d'Assistance Techniques pour Produits Nestle S A.: See—
Sozzi, Tomaso; Buhlcr, Marcel E. A.; and Dasek, Jaroslav

4,425.366, CI. 426-43.000.
Societe de Travaux en Milieu lonisant (S T.M.I. ): See—

Charamathieu. Andre G.; Dessales, Jean, deceased; Dessales nee
Vacher. Blanche A., administratrix; and Lebouc, Bernard P
4.424.769, CI. 122-392.000.

Societe d'Etudcs de Machines Thermiques, S.E.M.T See—
Curtil. Remi, 4,424,790, CI. 123-559.000.

Soeteber, Ronald J., to Bucynis-Erie Company. Tread belt link and
cooperating drive tumbler. 4,425,007. CI. 305-1 1.000.

Sokorai nee Janki, Agnes: See—
Budai, Zoltan; Kis-Tamas. Attila; Mezei, Tibor; Lay nee Konya,
Aranka; Vigh, Zoltan; and Sokorai nee Janki. Aenes. 4,425,158
CI. 71-121.000. 6

. . . ,

Solomon, Howard. Battery. 4,425,'»I4, CI. 429-179.000
Solvay & Cie (Societe Anonyme): See—

Georlette, Pierre; and Leva. Jean, 4,425,443, CI. 521-93,000
Someya, Masami: See—

Koike, Kazuyoshi; Watanabe, Junya; and Someya, Masami
4,424.874, CI. I80-70.00R

Sommer Co.: See—
Sommer, Gordon M., 4,424,887, CI. I88-264.00P.

Sommer, Gordon M., to Sommer Co. Brake unit. 4,424,887 CI 188-
264.00P.

Sone, Masazumi; Imai, Iwao; and Nagae, Hiromitsu, to Nissan Motor
Co., Ltd.; and HiUchi, Ltd. Radio frequency interference suppressing
Ignition distnbutor rotor. 4.425,485, CI. 200-I9.00R

Sonke, Horst: See—
Bauer. Hanns G

; Zollner, Dieter H.; Otto, Josef; Muhlenbeck.
Josef; Rittmann, Friednch; Conradty, Claudio; Lauterbach-
Dammlcr, Inge; and Sonke, Horst. 4,425,657, CI. 373-93 000

Sonzogni. Franco, to SAME S.p.A. Wheel-hub with an epicyclic
reduction gear, especially for the front axle of agricultural tractors
4,424,879, CI. 180-255.000.

Sorensen, Robert; Barrett, Edward A.; and Scarnato, Thomas J to

4"425"058°
CI. 406-700*000^° ''°"*"' ^^°^" discharge conduit

Sorimachi, Akira, to Katoh Electrical Machinery Co. Ltd. Hinge for
opening and closing a dust cover. 4,424,606. CI. 16-223 000

Sozzi, Tomaso; Buhler, Marcel E. A.; and Dasek, Jaroslav, to Societe
d Assistance Techniques pour Produits Nestle S.A. Production of
yogurt. 4,425,366, CI. 426-43.000.

Spalding. Dclbert D. Fuel line preheater. 4,424,789, CI. 123-557 000
Speak. Trevor H.; Kernon, John D.; and Roberts, Derek A., to Rolls-

lvi^?L i:!iP"^'' ^" sealing for turbomachines. 4,425,079 CI
415-139.000.

Spector, Kenneth A.; Samson, Wilfred; and DeMello, Richard M to C
R. Bard, Inc. Self sealing gasket assembly. 4.424,833, CI. 137-849 000

Speer. Stephen R.; and Evans, Hugh G. Modified control linkage for

iii*[5-?5iS?^
'"'" *"' '° '"'emal combustion engine. 4.424,781, CI.

123-342.000.

Spencer, Robert B., to National Engineering & Contracting Company.
Building form and method of assembly. 4,424,951. CI 249-48 000

Spencer, William R.; and Whitley, George F., Jr , to General Electric
Company. Dram hole. 4.424,989, CI. 285-14 000

Sperry Corporation: See—
Callahan, Daniel L.. 4.424.625. CI. 29-764.000

'^'AAil'.mci'i^:^^''
^'^^^"^ ^ ""'^ ^"'^'' '^"•*'°"'' '' •

Eggere. Edward T.; Freimuth, John H.; Jennings. Richard E.; and
Campbell, Willis R.. 4.424.662, CI. 56-341.000

Eibner, Jules A.. 4.425,627, CI 364-900.000
Payton. Donald G.. Jr., 4.424.865, CI. 166-302.000
Schwartz. Paul M.; and Chu, James C, 4,425,549, CI. 329-161 000
Shelly, Randolph D. W.. 4,425,613, CI. 363-26.000
Stirling, Ronald C, 4.425.552, CI. 331-39.000

^7^Mt^1J:2^"- """""" °^ """^ *'"-' ^"•'^'-

Spiller, Gene R.: See—
.

Dubner. Leon H.; and Spiller. Gene R., 4,425,479, CI. I79-8I.0OB
Spiral Tubing Corp.: See—

Sievers, Richard W.. 4,424.624. CI. 29-727.000.
Spiu, George T.: See—

Santer, J. Owen; and Spitz. George T.. 4.425.466, CI. 524-512.000
Sprague Electric Company: See—

Maher, John P., 4.425,378. CI. 427-79.000.
Squires, George; and Bland. Charles, to Combo Corporation. Sliding

4^4 6W oieiSt'oOR
"'*'"^ ' '"'^'' ^""^^ ^"'^ mounting supports

SRI International: See—

^«y*!f;£!lf'" ^' *"<^ Yarborough. John M.. Jr.. 4,425,645, CI
371-47.000.

Stadler. Islvan: See—
Szantay. Csaba; Novak. Ujos; Aszodi, Jozsef; Simonidcsz. Vilmos-
Galambos, Geza; Kovacs, Gabor; Virag, Sandor; Stadler. Islvan;
and Kormoczy, Peter, 4.425,358, CI. 424-285 000

Takacs. Kalman; Papp. Mana H.; Kovacs, Gabor; Ajzcrt, Ilona K.-Simay Anial. Literati Nagy, Peter; Puskas, Marian E.; Sebes-

424"258 oio'
"' ""** ^"'"^^^'y- ^°"""' '.425.349. CI.

Standard Oil Company (Indiana): See—
Cahill, Paul J

;
Piasek, Edmund J., deceased; and Hunt. Evelvn W

administratrix. 4.425,245, CI. 252-33.000
'

Cahill, Paul J.; Piasek. Edmund J., deceased; and Hunt. Evelyn W
administrator, 4,425,249, CI. 252-51. 50R.

Standard Steel Sponge, Inc.: See-
Grant, Louis A.; and Trunzo, Arthur F., 4.424.956. CI. 266-248 000
Grant. Louis A ; and Trunzo, Arthur F., 4,424,957, CI. 266-248 000

Staniforth, Enc; and Everett, Douglas A., to Sisis Equipment (Maccles^
lield) Ltd Turf-treatment apparatus. 4,424,868, CI 172-21 000

Stanton. Wmiam A
; Hazlewood, Jonathan; and Kcrridge, Norman A

415 197 000^"
Limited. Gas turbine engine casing. 4.425.080. ci.

Siauffer Chemical Company: See-
Felix, Raymond A., 4,425.283. CI. 260-502.50F
Felix, Raymond A., 4,425,284, CI. 260-502 50F
Gutman, Arnold D.. 4,425,271. CI. 260-192.000

c. ]^^''\^u'"!^P •
'""^ Fearing. Ralph B., 4.425.306. CI. 423-10.000.

Stauffer, Michael K., to Advanced Micro Devices. Inc. FSK Voice-
band modem using digital filters. 4.425.665, CI 375-9 000

Stauffer Norman L.. to Honeywell Inc. Light aperture for a lenslet-
photodetector array. 4.425,501, CI. 250-216 000

Stead. Peter: See-
Perry. David A.; and Stead, Peter, 4,425,320, CI. 424-1.100

Steele, Robert E., to General Motors Corporation. Multiplex wiring
system for motor vehicles. 4.425,564. CI. 340-825.790

Steiger Tractor. Inc.: See—
Batcheller, Barry D.; and Martinson, William E.. 4.425,620 CI

364-424.100.
'

Sterner. Jacques: See-
Kaplan. Murray A.; Bouzard. Daniel; Perol. Claude; Stemer,

Jacques; and Weber. Abraham, 4.425.348. CI. 424-257 000
Stenius, Per; Kizling, Jerzy; and Boutonnet, Magali. to Ytkemiska

Institutet. Liquid suspension of particles of a metal belonging to the
platinum group and a method for the manufacture of such a susoen-
sion. 4,425.261, CI. 502-339.000.

*^

^ mS59^ c""f73'[68°0(£^^'^
^^ '^""' °"'^' '"*"*'''°" '"™"

Stenz. Paul P
,
to C A. Weidmuller GmbH & Co. Modular electrical

plug and socket connectors. 4,425,018, CI. 339-I98.0GA
Stepner, David E.: See—

Havlice, James F.; Waxman, Albert S.; Schwartz, Henry L.- and
Stepner, David E., 4,424,813, CI. 128-660.000.

Stern, Warren C, to Burroughs Wellcome Co. Treatment of tardive
dyskinesia m mammals. 4,425,363, CI. 424-330.000.

Stevens, Travis E.: See—
Emmons, William D.; and Stevens, Travis E., 4,425,469 CI

524-750.000.

Stevenson, James F.: See-
Lee, Ly J.; Stevenson. James F.; and Griffith, Richard M..
4.425,289,0.264-40.100.

Stewart, Duncan: See-
Knight, Lindsay C; Cash, David A.; Stewart, Duncan; Cottis,
Robert A.; Bowyer, William H.; Newnham, Robert C; Williams.
Frederick J.; and Pardon. David W., 4,425,500, CI. 235-400.000.

Stickney, Douglas B., to Deere & Company. Tilting and angling mecha-
nism for dozer blade. 4,424,871, CI. 172-821.000.

Stirling, Ronald C, to Sperry Corporation. Direct-type binary fre-
quency synthesizer. 4,425,552, CI. 331-39.000.

Stoeger, Klaus; See—
Birkle, Siegfried; Gehring, Johann; and Stoeger, Klaus, 4,425,211.

CI. 204-198.000.

Stopinc Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Bachmann. Herbert. 4.424.958, CI. 266-271.000.

Storr. Helmut: See—
Armstrong, Frederick R.; Braun, Heinz; Bubik, Alfred; Storr,

Helmut; and Turobin-Ort, Karl, 4.425.187, CI. 162-299.000
Strachan, Robert G.: See-

Christy, Marcia E.; Shepard, Kenneth L.; Strachan, Robert G.- and
Varga, Sandor L., 4,425,269, CI. 260-1 12.50R.

Stratmann, Wilhelm; Vermaas, Leo F.; and Dijkshoom. Willem, to
Lever Brothers Company. Margarine fat blend. 4,425,371. CI.
426-603.000.

Streit. Werner: See—
Degen, Hans-Juergen; Guender, Wolf; Linhart, Friednch; Auhom,

Werner; Frey, Guenter; Streit, Werner; and Fikcntscher, Rolf.
4.425,238, CI. 210-666.000.

Striegl. Georg. Reamer with a flat recungular reversible cuttine bit
4.425.063. CI. 408-81.000.

Strobel, Gary A.; Gavlak, Andrea H.; and Jaynes, Jesse M., to Research
and Development Institute, Inc. at Montana State University. Com-
positions conuining and methods of use of an infectivity-cured Hr
plasmid-bearing microorganism. 4,425,150, CI. 71-77.000.

Strohmeyer, Charles, Jr., to Electrodyne Research Corporation. Steam
generator having external fluidized bed combustion means. 4,424.765.
CI. 122-4.00D.
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Strzala. Helmut: See—
Bernhardt. Karl-Heinz; and Strzala. Helmut. 4.424.633. CI

34-75.000

Stubbings. James H.. to Potomac Applied Mechanics. Inc Assembly of
straight duct and transitions. 4.424,618. CI 29-509 000

Stubler, Catherine E.; Palmer, George N ; and Albee, Paul J., to Allied
Corporation. Water strippable adhesive. 4,424,642. CI. 43-114.000

Stull. Gene. Non-resealable dispenser cap construction. 4.424,918. CI
222-153.000.

Stuntz, Gordon F.: See—
Bearden, Roby; and Stuntz, Gordon F., 4,425.225, CI. 208-252.000

Sturm, Elmar; Schempp, Heinrich; and Martin, Henry, to Ciba-Geigy
Corporation. Sulfur-containing oxime compounds, processes for
producing them, and their use for protecting cultivated plants
4,425,151, CI. 71-88.000.

Subramanyam, Dilip K.; Chapin, Henry J.; and Heyer. Bruce A , to
Abex Corporation. Austenitic-manganese steel. 4.425.169, CI
148-137.000.

Subtex, Inc.: See-
George, Stephen, 4,425,397, CI. 428-251.000.

Sugasawa, Fukashi: See—
Imai, Hiroshi; and Sugasawa, Fukashi, 4.425.604. CI. 362-223.000

Sugawara, Takeshi: See—
Takagi, Yoshiaki; Sugawara, Takeshi; Nii, Setsuo; and Matsuda,

Takayuki, 4,424,953, CI. 251-368.000
Sugimoto, Hiroshi, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Nu-

clear magnetic resonance apparatus having means for compensating a
projecting signal. 4,425,547, CI. 324-318.000.

Sugiyama, Masatoslii; Adachi, Keiichi; Kato, Eiichi; Ogawa, Akira; and
Imai, Shinichi, to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd. Method for providing a
color image by ink-jet printing. 4,425,162, CI. 106-22.000.

Sullivan, Edward A., to Thiokol Corporation. Method of making and
color stabilization of choline base. 4,425,202, CI. 204-72.000.

Sumeghy, Zoltan: See—
Takacs, Kalman; Papp, Maria H.; Kovacs, Gabor; Ajzert, Ilona K.;

Simay, Anul; Literati Nagy, Peter; Puskas, Marian E.; Sebes-
tyen, Gyula; Stadler, Istvan; and Sumeghy, Zoltan, 4,425,349, CI.
424-258.000.

Sumi, Takehiko; Harada, Masao; and Iwaya, Yoshikazu, to Kyoraku
Co., Ltd. Elastic shaped article. 4,424,834, CI 138-121.000.

Sumikawa, Seizi: See—
Sutoh, Shinji; Sumikawa, Seizi; Kaneko, Shinichi; and Hara, To-

shizo, 4,424,933, CI. 236-44.00A.
Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.: See—

Koiso, Takashi, 4,425,299, CI. 419-6.000.

Tsuji, Kazuo; Yazu, Shuji; and Hara, Akio, 4,425.315, CI.
423-446.000.

Sun Chemical Corporation; See—
Fitz, Edward J., 4,424,787, CI. 123-549.000.

Sun Electric Corporation: See-
Gore, Dennis L.; and Patterson, Dennis H., 4,424,848, CI.

157-1.280.

Sun Trac Industries, Inc.: See-
Winders, Gordon R., 4,424,802, CI. 126-425.000.

Sunaga, Yasumasa, to Fuji Photo Optical Co., Ltd. Optical system for
endoscopes. 4,425,025, CI. 350-96.260.

Supermarket Systems: See—
Gillet, Guy. 4,424,893, CI. 194-4.00C.

Sutoh, Shinji; Sumikawa, Seizi; Kaneko, Shinichi; and Hara, Toshizo, to
Diesel Kiki Company, Ltd. Vehicle humidity control apparatus for
preventing fogging of windows. 4,424,933, CI. 236-44.00A.

Suyama, Tadakazu: See—
Yokoyama, Kazumasa; Fukaya. Chikara; Tsuda, Yoshio; Ono,

Taizo; Arakawa, Yoshio; Inoue, Yoshihisa; Naito, Youichiro; and
Suyama, Tadakazu, 4,425,347, CI. 424-256.000.

Suzuki, Masao; and Fujimoto, Yasuhiro, to Sansui Electric Co., Ltd.
Dual tumuble record player with torque cancellation. 4,425,638, CI.
369-265.000.

Suzuki, Migaku; Ochi, Kozo; and Igaue, TakamiUu, to Uni-Charm
Corporation. Disposable diapers. 4,425,127, CI. 604-366.000.

Suzuki, Rensaku: See—
Nishizawa, Junichi; Suzuki, Rensaku; and Aizawa, Kenji, 4,425, 143,

CI. 55-31.000.

Suzuki, Ryoichi; and Tokuda, Ryuji, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha.
Cameras and circuits for sensing the action of camera shutters.

4,425,032, CI. 354-458.000.

Suzuki, Takashi; Hibino, Kunio; Murai, Mikio; and Fujita, Takashi, to
MatsushiU Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. Magnetic recording medium.
4,425,404, CI. 428-341.000.

Suzuki, Yoshiaki: See—
Honma, Hideo; Suzuki, Yoshiaki; and Matsumoto, Yasuhiro,

4,425,205, CI. 204-151.000.

Svendsen, Noel A.: See—
Lapeyre, James M.; Svendsen, Noel A.; Lindberg, Richard S.; and

Carroll, Raymond J., Jr., 4,424,686, CI. 62-259.100.

Sviridenok, Anatoly I.: See—
Bely, Vladimir A.; Sviridenok, Anatoly I.; Savkin, Valentin G.;
Meshkov, Vladimir V.; and Myshkin, Nikolai K., 4,425,247, CI
252- 1 2.000.

Swain, William J., to Mostek Corporation. Variable delay circuit for

emulating word line delay. 4,425,633, CI. 365-194.000.

Swan, George A., to Exxon Research and Engineering Co. CaUlytic
reforming process. 4,425,222, CI. 208-65.000.

Swanson, Billy L., to Phillips Petroleum Company. Drilling fluids.

4.425,241, CI. 252-8.50C.

Sweeney, Theodore J , lo Theodore Sweeney A Company Adhesively
securable fastener 4,425,065. CI 411-23 000

Sweet. David B See-
Adams, Lowell J.; and Sweet, David B, 4,424,947, CI 244.
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Swenson, Robert E.; Sasscer, Lawrence D , and Pusic. Vladi, to Sperry

Corporation. Hierarchical memory system having cache/disk subsys-
tem with command queues for plural disks. 4,425,615. CI
364-200.000.

Swiss Aluminium Ltd : See—
Texior. Marcus; Kugler. Tibor; and Gabathuler, Jean-Pierre.

4,425,411. CI 428-702 000
Syntex (U.S.A.) Inc : See—

Pitchford. Alan G.. 4,425.339, CI 424-239 000
Synlhelabn: See—

Bcrtin, Jean; and Frost, Jonathan R . 4.425,351. CI 424-262.000.
Szabo nee Mogyorosi. Katalin: See—

Kroo, Enk; Kovacs. Laszio; Nemes. Istvan, Szabo nee Mogyorosi,
Katalin; Szentgyorgyi, Geza; Moger nee Eremineva, Gahna;
Nemeth, Andras; Gal. Dezso . Riederauer. Szilard, and Szepvol-
gyi. Janos. 4.425,219, CI. 208-8 OOR.

Szantay. Csaba; Novak, Lajos; Aszodi, Jozsef; Simonidesz, Vilmos;
Galambos. Geza; Kovacs, Gabor; Virag, Sandor, Sudler. Islvan, and
Kormoczy, Peter, to Chinoin Gyogyszer es Vegyeszeti Termekek
Gyara R T. 13-Thia-prost«cycline derivatives 4,425,358, CI
424-285000

Szentgyorgyi, Geza See—
Kroo. Enk; Kovacs. LaszIo; Nemes. Istvan; Szabo nee Mogyorosi.

Katalin, Szentgyorgyi. Geza, Moger nee Eremineva. Galina,
Nemeth. Andras; Gal, Dezso ; Riederauer, Sztlard; and Szepvol-
gyi, Janos, 4,425,219, CI 208-8.00R.

Szepvolgyi, Janos: See—
Kroo, Enk; Kovacs. Laszio, Nemes, Istvan; Szabo nee Mogyorosi,

Katalin; Szentgyorgyi, Geza; Moger nee Eremineva. Galina;
Nemeth, Andras; Gal, IDezso ; Riederauer. Szilard; and Szepvol-
gyi. Janos, 4.425.219. CI 208-8 OOR

Tabata, Youichiro See—
Mizuno, Takaji; Mizuno. Masanon, Komura, Hirotsugu, Uegun,

Shigeo; and Tabata. Youichiro, 4,425,493, CI 219-130 510
Tabata, Yukio: See—

Kawanishi. Toshiyuki; and TabaU, Yukio, 4,425,569, CI. 346-
760PH

Tabereaux, Alton T See—
Wilson, Claude A.; and Tabereaux. Alton T, 4.425,201, CI

204-67 000
Tada, Tetsuya, to Canyon Corporation Push-button type sprayer

4.424,920, CI 222-402.110
Taguchi, Tetsuya: See—

lura, Yukio; Yamamichi. Masayoshi, Uchiyama, Takashi; Taguchi,
Tetsuya; and Mashino. Yukio. 4.425,033, CI 354-423 000

Tajima, Syouji, to Ricoh Company, Ltd Developer earner 4.425,382,
CI 427-203.000

Takacs, Kalman; Papp. Maria H , Kovacs. Gabor; Ajzert, Ilona K ;

Simay, Anul; Literati Nagy, Peter; Puskas, Manan E ; Sebestyen,
Gyula; Sudler, Istvan; and Sumeghy. Zoltan. to Chinoin Gyogyszer
es Vegyeszeti Termekek Gyara Rt Sulfur-containing isoquinoline
denvatives in pharmaceutical compositions and methods of use
4,425,349, CI. 424-258.000.

Takada, Masaki: See—
Matsumoto, Kunio, and Takada, Masaki, 4,425,436, CI.

435-191000.

Takafuji, Yutaka; Nonomura, Keisaku; Takechi, Sadaioshi, and Wada,
Tomio, to Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha, and Japan Electronic Industry
Development Association. Thin film transistor. 4,425,572, CI.
357-4.000.

Takagi, Izumi, to Kawasaki Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha Suspension and
steering assembly for snowmobile. 4,424,979, CI 280-21.OOR

Takagi, Saloshi: See—
Ito, Yukio; Takai, Kazuki; and Takagi, Saloshi, 4,425,591, CI

360-88.000.

Takagi, Yoshiaki; Sugawara, Takeshi; Nii. Setsuo; and Matsuda,
Takayuki, to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha; and Teikoku
Piston Ring Co., Ltd. Dual-layer sintered valve seat nng. 4,424,953,
CI. 251-368.000.

Takahama, Hideyuki: See—
Tsubakihara, Osamu; Kameyama, Kazuhide; Takahama, Hideyuki,

Sakai, Kuniaki; and Tsuneoka, Akira, 4,424,855. CI 164-485 000
Takahashi, Jiro: See—

Komamura, Tawara; Takahashi, Jiro; and Kobayashi, Ryuichiro,
4,425,422, CI. 430-242.000.

Takahashi, Tohru: See—
Hosono, Nagao; Takahashi, Tohru; Kanbe, Junichiro; Toyono,
Tsutomu; Nakamura, Shunii, and Tamura, Yasuyuki, 4,425,373,
CI. 427-14.100.

Takahashi, Yuuka: See—
Nawa, Motoyuki; Takahashi, YuUka; and Nishijo, Maseru,

4,424,937, CI. 239-590.000

Takai, Kazuki: See—
Ito, Yukio; Takai, Kazuki; and Takagi, Saloshi, 4.425,591, CI

360-88.000

Takara Company: See—
Yoshiyuki, Hidetoshi, 4,424,950, CI. 248-47S.00R.

Takara Shuzo Co., Ltd : See—
Mauui, Susumu; Nakajima, Kazuo; and Taniguchi, Tsutomu,

4,425.435, CI. 435-190.000.
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Takashi Saito/Iwasaki Denko Company. Ltd.: See—
Saito, Takashi, 4.424.689. CI. 63-15 100

Takasugi, Hisashi: See—
Takaya, Takao; Takasugi. Hisashi; Tsuji, Kiyoshi; and Chiba,

Toshiyuki. 4.425.341. CI. 424-246.000.

Takaya, Takao; Takasugi. Hisashi; Tsuji, Kiyoshi; and Chiba, To-
shiyuki, to Fujisawa Pharmaceutical Company, Limited. Cephem
compounds. 4,425,341. CI. 424-246.000.

Takechi. Sadatoshi: See—
Takafuji. Yutaka; Nonomura, Keisaku; Takechi. Sadatoshi; and
Wada. Tomio, 4,425,572, CI. 357-4.000.

Takeda Chemical Industries, Ltd.: See—
Narukawa, Noriaki; Takeda, Keinosuke; and Yamazaki, Toshiyuki.

4.425.356, CI. 424-279.000.

Takeda, Keinosuke: See—
Narukawa, Nonaki; Takeda, Keinosuke; and Yamazaki. Toshiyuki.

4,425.356, CI. 424-279.000.

Takeda, Sadao; and Kyoori, Yooichi, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabu-
shiki Kaisha. Programmable electronic cooking apparatus. 4,425.490,

CI. 2I9-10.55B.

Takei, Hirofumi. to Nissan Motor Company. Limited. Engine mounting
for suspending engine relative to vehicle structure. 4.424,961, CI.

267-64.270.

Takemoto, Hisao; and Igarashi, Tatsuo, to Toyo Soda Manufacturing
Co.. Ltd. Production of an allose-containing polysaccharide.

4.425.431. CI. 435-101.000.

Tamotsu. Wakahata: See—
Saeki. Keiji; Ikeda. Junji; and Tamotsu. Wakahau, 4,425.209. CI

204-159.230.

Tamura, Shuichi; Ogawa. Masahiko; Tsunekawa. Tokuicht; and
Tokuda, Ryuji. to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Automatic focus adjust-

ing apparatus for camera. 4.425,031. CI. 354-403.000.

Tamura, Yasuyuki: See—
Hosono. Nagao; Takahashi. Tohru; Kanbe. Junichiro; Toyono.
Tsutomu; Nakamura. Shunji; and Tamura, Yasuyuki. 4,425.373.

CI. 427-14.100.

Tan. Sing L : See—
Bergen. Franciscus H M.; Degger. Wolter W. J.; and Tan. Sing L..

4,425,577. CI. 358-55.000.

Tanaka, Hideyuki; Saito. Kiyoiaka; Hon, Shozo; and Mitsuda, Yutaka,
to Denki Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Catalysts for polymeriza-
tion of olefins. 4,425.258, CI. 502-154.000.

Tanaka, Hisashi: See—
Yokoyama, Akira; Omomo. Yoshiro; Tanaka. Hisashi; and Sail.

Hideo. 4.425.319. CI. 424-1.100.

Tanaka, Osamu: See—
Oikawa, Naoyuki; Sato. Wako; and Tanaka, Osamu, 4,425.392. CI

428-90.000.

Tanaka. Shinichi; and Abe, Tadashi, to Matsushita Electric Industrial

Co., Ltd. Optical recording apparatus. 4,425,637, CI. 369-124 000
Tanaka. Shozo: See—

Kawamoto, Fumiaki; Tanaka, Shozo; and Honma, Yoshihiro.
4.425.277, CI. 260-410.90N.

Tanaka. Yasunon; Noda, Shinji; and Chikamasa, Hiroshi, to Fuji Photo
Film Co.. Ltd. Coating apparatus. 4,424,762. CI. 118-410.000.

Tancer, Leon: See—
Muller, Klaus; and Tancer, Leon, 4,424,612, CI. 24-669.000.

Tang, Denny D.: See—
Silvestri, Victor J.; Tang. Denny D.; and Wiedmann, Siegfried K.,

4.425,574, CI. 357-50.000.

Taniguchi, Takashi; and Mibae, Jiro, to Toray Industries, Inc. Coated
plastic article. 4,425,403, CI. 428-331.000.

Taniguchi, Tsutomu: See—
Matsui, Susumu; Nakajima, Kazuo; and Taniguchi, Tsutomu,

4,425,435, CI. 435-190.000.

Tarbox, John W. Wiring harness construction means and method.
4,424.627, CI. 29-857.000.

Tarumi, Noriyoshi; Iwahashi. Haruo; Matsunawa, Masahiko; and
Tokunaga. Hiroshi, to Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd. Image
reproducing apparatus. 4,425,035, CI. 355-3.0CH.

Taubanyai Szenbanyak: 5i.'e—

Kroo, Erik; Kovacs, Laszio; Nemes, Istvan; Szabo nee Mogyorosi,
Katalin; Szentgyorgyi, Geza; Moger nee Eremineva, Galina;
Nemeth, Andras; Gal, Dezso ; Riederauer, Szilard; and Szepvol-
gyi. Janos, 4,425,219. CI. 208-8.00R.

Tateosian, Louis H.; Royer, James R.; and Eden, George T., to
Dentsply Research & Development Corporation. Method of root
canal therapy. 4,425,094, CI. 433-228.000.

Tatsuguchi, Masamitsu: See—
Muto. Ikuo; and Tatsuguchi, Masamitsu, 4,425,053, CI. 405-63.000.

Taylor, Dale F., to General Electric Company. Electrochemical pre-
diction of corrosion susceptibility of zirconium-base alloys. 4,425,193.
CI. 204- LOOT.

Tiylor, James C. Coating thickness gauge. 4,425,546, CI. 324-230.000.
TCL, Inc.: See-

Lam. Tal C, 4.425.663. CI. 375-7.000.

Tecumseh Products Company: See— I

Reese, Paul T.. 4.425.145, CI. 55-385.008.
Teikoku Piston Ring Co.. Ltd.: See—

Talugi, Yoshiaki; Sugawara, Takeshi; Nii. Setsuo; and Matsuda,
Takayuki, 4,424.953. CI. 251-368.000.

Tektronix, Inc.: See—
Chapman, David D.; Hoeren. Gerd H.; and Palmquist. Steven R.,

4,425,643, CI. 371-20.000.

Teleconununicaticns Radioelectriques et Telcphoniques T.R.T.: See—
Jeandot, Jean-Louis. 4,425,662. CI. 375-4.000.

Teledyne Industries, Inc.: See—
Kennedy. Richard L., 4,425,286. CI. 264-8.000.

Tell, Peter, to AB Piab. Ejector device. 4,425,084. CI. 417-161.000.
Terada, Akitomo: See—

Nakata, Kojiro; Endo. Yasunobu; Terada. Akitomo; Hayashi.
Kazumasa; and Kobori. Michio. 4.425,452, CI. 524-47.000.

Teraji, Tsutomu; Sakane. Kazuo; and Goto. Jiro. to Fujisawa Pharma-
ceutical Co.. Ltd. Cephem and cepham compounds. 4.425.340. CI.
424-246.000.

Teramoto, Takao; and Hidaka, Kensuke, to Fukuda Metal Foil ft
Powder Co., Ltd. Hard facing nickel-base alloy. 4,425.300. CI.
420-453.000.

Terlaak, Daniel J., to Invacare Corporation. Constant belt tension
assembly for wheelchairs. 4.424.873, CI. 180-65.00E.

Terumo Corporation: See—
Shinno, Koji, 4,425,177, CI. 156-272.200.

Testa, Luigi. High turbulence boiler. 4.424,768. CI. 122-16.000.
Texaco Development Corp.: See—

Hunter, Walter D., 4,425,453, CI. 524-69.000.
Texas Instruments Incorporated: See—

Levine, Jules D.; McKee, William R.; and Carson, Kent R..
4.425.408. CI. 428-403.000.

Naden. Rex A., 4,425,099, CI. 434-335.000.
Rizzo, Salvatore P., 4,425.015. CI. 339-17.0LC.

Texasgulf Inc.: See—
Huff. Clark H.. 4.425,003. CI. 299-5.000.

Textor. Marcus; Kugler. Tibor; and Gabathuler, Jean-Pierre, to Swiss
Aluminium Ltd. Mold with thermally insulating, protective coatine.
4.425.411, CI. 428-702.000.

Thaler, Warren A.: See—
Turner, S. Richard; Lundberg, Robert D.; Thaler, Warren A.;

Walker, Thad O.; and Peiffer. Dennis G., 4,425,461, CI.
524-400.000

Walker. Thad O.; Turner, S. Richard; Lundberg. Robert D.; Tha-
ler, Warren A.; and Pfeiffer. Dennis G., 4.425.463. CI.
524-400.000.

Thelen. Werner: See—
Pesch, Jurgen; Knoll, Gunter; and Thelen, Werner, 4,424,895, CI.

198-472.000.

Theodore Sweeney & Company: See—
Sweeney, Theodore J.. 4.425.065. CI. 411-23.000.

Thermo King Corporation: See—
Waidschmidt. William L.; and King. Donald D.. 4.424.684, CI.

62-239.000.

Theunissen, Walther A. H.: See—
van Geel, Jacobus N. C; Dobbels. Frans M.; and Theunissen,

Walther A. H., 4,425,148, CI. 65-142.000.
Thiele, Richard: See—

Gruger, Christian; Freistedt, Reinhold; and Thiele, Richard.
4,425.110, CI. 493-444.000.

Thiokol Corporation: See—
Bolieau. Christopher W.. 4.424.746, CI. 102-254.000.

Sullivan. Edward A., 4.425,202. CI. 204-72.000.

TTiomas C. Wilson, Inc.: See—
Schott, Donald E., 4,424.629. CI. 30-105.000.

Thomiszer. Hubert J.: See—
Vincent, Donald P.; and Thomiszer. Hubert J., 4.424.649. CI.

51-92.00R.

Thomson-Brandt: See—
Colineau, Joseph; and Rilly. Gerard, 4,425,533, CI. 315-408.000.

Thomson-CSF: See—
Doyen. Jean; Morel. Philippe; and Resneau, Jean C, 4.425,575, CI.

357-81.000.

Thomson. David; and Korec. Benjamin, to Waltec Inc. Metering unit.

4,424,952, CI. 251-54.000.

Thorn, Joseph H.; and Jennings. Robert E., to RCA Coiporation.
Nozzle for coating a disc with a lubricant. 4,424,761. CI. 1 18-300.000.

Thorogood. Peter B., to Burroughs Wellcome Co. Imidazole deriva-
tives and salts thereof, their synthesis, and intermediates, and phanna-
ceutical formulations. 4.425.354, CI. 424-273.00R.

Thuillier. Jean: See—
Godfroid. Jean-Jacques; and Thuillier. Jean. 4,42S,3S2, CI.

424-267.000.

Thumm, Jeffrey R.: See—
Haselwood, Donald E.; and Thumm, Jeffrey R., 4,425.578, CI.

358-84.000.

Thyen, Eberhard; and Carr, Charles D.. to Ethicon, Inc. Needle and
suture holder and package. 4,424,898, CI. 206-63.300.

Tichenor, Richard L.: See—
Howells, John N. M.; Morris. Drew W.; and Tichenor, Richard L..

4.425.070. CI. 414-498.000.

Tiedemann. James B.. to Shell Oil Company. Two-section arctic dril-

hng structure. 4.425.055. CI. 405-217.000.

Tiegel Manufacturing Company: See—
Tiegel. Ralph G.. 4,424.854. CI. 164-98.000.

Tiegel, Ralph G.. to Tiegel Manufacturing Company. Side terminal lead
alloy product and process. 4,424,854, CI. 164-98.000.

Tieszen, Dale O.; Reed, Jerry O.; and Hagler. Gerald £., to Phillips

Petroleum Company. Process for cleaning metal surfaces. 4,425,288,

CI. 264-39.000.

Tietjens. Eduard W.: See—
Groothuis. Gerrit J.; and Tietjens, Eduard W., 4,424,628, Q.

30-43.920.

Tilghman. Bill M. Toy parachute release mechanism. 4,424,643, CI.

46-86.00R.
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Tilly, Lynn K.; and Bergquist, Ernest C, to AMSTED Industnes
Incorporated. Single wheelset railway truck sideframe. 4,424,750, CI
I05-206.00R.

Times Mirror Company, The: See—
Marcroft. Brian J.. 4,424,892, CI. 194-l.OOD.

Timken Company, The: See—
Cunningham. Robert J.; and Orvos, Peter S., 4,425,011, CI

308-214.000.

Toagosei Chemical Industry Co.. Ltd.: See—
MizuUni. Kiyokazu; and Ogasawara, Takahisa, 4,425,473, CI.

549-363.000.

Todd, Elizabeth A.: See—
Reusser, Robert E.; Kenton. Joseph R ; and Todd, Elizabeth A ,

4.425,226, CI. 208-307.000.

Toko. Inc.: See—
Nakayama, Koichi; and F'ukitani, Yasuo, 4,425.563, CI. 340-644.000

Tokuda, Ryuji: See—
Suzuki, Ryoichi; and Tokuda, Ryuji, 4,425,032, CI 354-458 000
Tamura. Shuichi; Ogawa, Masahiko; Tsunekawa. Tnkuichi and
Tokuda, Ryuji, 4,425,031, CI. 354-403 000

Tokunaga, Hiroshi: See—
Tarumi, Noriyoshi; Iwahashi, Haruo; Matsunawa, Ma.sahiko and
Tokunaga, Hiroshi, 4,425,035, CI. 355-3.0CH.

Tokura. Naomi, to Nissan Motor Company. Limited Exhaust gas
particle burning method and apparatus for an internal combustion
engine. 4,424.671. CI. 60-274.000.

Tokyo Electric Co., Ltd.: See—
Narushima, Tsugio, 4.425,047, CI. 400-605.000

Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ido, Tadashi; Yokoyama, Hirotaka; Wada. Moriyasu; Oguchi.

Toshihiko; Ishizawa, Akio; and Koike, Yoshiyasu, 4,425,401. CI
428-329.000.

Iwahashi, Hiroshi; and Asano, Masamichi, 4,425.632. CI
365-189.000.

Kinoshita. Kiyoshi; and Ishii, Takatoshi, 4,425.646, CI. 371-61.000.

Morishita, Shigefumi; and Ebata, Yasuo. 4.425.554, CI 333-195 000
Satou. Kouzou, 4,425,596, CI. 361-93.000
Shiraishi. Isao; and Asou, Yukio, 4,425,100, CI. 445-67.000.
Sugimoto. Hiroshi, 4,425,547, CI. 324-318.000.
Takeda. Sadao; and Kyoori. Yooichi. 4.425.490. CI. 219-10.55B

Tominari. Noboru: See—
Ishida. Takashi; and Tominari, Noboru, 4,424,785, CI. 123-479 (XX)

Tomita. Yoshifumi: See—
Sasaya, Osamu; Nishizawa, Masahiro; Yokomizo. Hiroshi; Miura,

Kiyoshi; and Tomita. Yoshifumi, 4,425,419, CI. 430-179000
Tomooka, Keiji; Ogawa, Makoto; and Ishiguro, Hideo, to Hitachi. Ltd
Power supply system. 4,425,512, CI. .307-138.000.

Toray Industries, Inc.: See—
Taniguchi. Takashi; and Mibae, Jiro, 4,425.403, CI 428-331 000

Torii, Soichi, to Torii Winding Machine Co.. Ltd. Warp tension regu-
lating and warp feed apparatus in circular loom. 4.424.836, CI 1 19-

13.00R.

Torii Winding Machine Co., Ltd.: See—
Torii. Soichi, 4,424,836, CI. 139-13.00R.

TOSO Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kohayakawa, Hiroyuki, 4,424,851, CI. 160-298 000.

Toyo Impanki Co., Ltd.: See-
Koike, Kazuyoshi; Watanabe, Junya; and Someya, Masami.

4,424.874, CI. 180-70.00R.
Toyo Jozo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Matsumoto. Kunio; and Takada, Masaki, 4,425,436, CI
435-191.000.

Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd.: See—
Kawata. Masayuki; and Yoshii: Shinichi, 4,425,304, CI. 422-171.000

Toyo Soda Manufacturing Co., Ltd : See—
Takemoto, Hisao; and Igarashi, Tatsuo, 4,425,431, CI. 435-101 000

Toyoda Gosei Co., Ltd.: See—
Hayashi, Keizo, 4.424,976, CI. 277-205.000.

Toyoda Koki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Yomogida, Toshihiko; Yokota, Tsuyoshi; and Tsuji, Haruhisa.

4.425,630, CI. 364-900.000.

Toyoda. Yoshiaki; Ikeda. Yoshihiro; and Arashiba, Nobumasa, to Mit-
sui Toatsu Chemicals, Inc. Regeneration method of catalysts

4.425,255, CI. 502-38.000.

Toyono, Tsutomu: See—
Hosono. Nagao; Takahashi, Tohru; Kanbe, Junichiro; Toyono,
Tsutomu; Nakamura, Shunji; and Tamura, Yasuyuki, 4,425,373,
CI. 427-14.100.

Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Hattori, Tadashi; Hanaoka, Ma.sanori; Hashiguchi, Yukihide; Oot-

suka, Yoshinori; and Yamaguchi, Hiroaki, 4,424,705, CI.

73-35.000.

Sasaki. Toshihiro; Ikehata. Hiromi; and Fukumoto. Ryoichi.
4,424,647. CI. 49-502.000.

Shiratori. Harunori; Kikuehi, Kenichi; and Moriya, Yoshikazu.
4.424,984. CI. 280-661.000.

Tractech, Inc.: See—
Bawks, James R., 4,424,725. CI. 74-650.000.

Transamerica DeLaval Inc.: See-
Allen. Walter E.. 4,424.776. CI. 123-142.50R.

Travis Handling Systems. Inc.: See-
Travis. Merton A.. 4.425,049. CI. 403-237.000.

Travis. Merton A., to Travis Handling Systems, Inc Joining as.sembly

with locking means for adjusuble storage racks. 4,425.049, CI
403-237.000.

Trebaol, Francois P Vehicle wheel having safely tread 4,424,842, CI
152-158000

Trenkle, Robert W See—
Mookherjee, Braja D : Trenkle, Robert W , Wolff. Robin K .

Boden. Richard M, and Yoshida. Takao. 4,425.365. CI
426-3000

Tresselt. Carl P . to Bendix Corporation, The Beam forming network
for circular array antennas 4,425.567. CI 343-373 000

Tno Kabushiki Kaisha See—
Kurata. Hirotaka. 4.425.587, CI 358-335 000

Trosilc, John W . to Aluminum Company of Amenca Compensating
clip for sidmg 4.424.655. CI 52-520 000

Trucco. Horacio A Internal combustion engine for diverse fuels
4.424.780. CI 123-255000

Trunzo. Arthur F See-
Grant. Louis A , and Trunzo. Arthur F . 4,424,956. CI 266-248 000
Grant. Louis A ; and Trunzo. Arthur F . 4.424,957. CI 266-248 000

Tsai. Boh C : See—
Farrell. Christopher J , Tsai. Boh C . and Wachtcl. James A .

4.425,410, CI 428-516000
Tsahovich. Anatoly. and Kincaid. John, to Belden Corporation
Method and apparatus for measunng the surface transfer impedance
of a piece of shielded cable 4.425.542. CI 324-58 OOR

Tseng, Ching-Ho Internal combustion rotary power plant system
4.424.779, CI 123-237 000

Tsubakihara, Osamu; Kamcyama. Karuhide. Takahama. Hideyuki.
Sakai. Kuniaki, and Tsuneoka. Akira. to Nippon Steel Corporation
Method for cooling continuous casting 4,424.855. CI 164-485 000

Tsuda. Yoshio: See—
Yokoyama. Ka/umasa. Fukaya, Chikara. Tsuda. Yoshio. Ono,

Tai/o. Arakawa, Yoshio, Inoue. Yoshihisa. Nailo. Youichiro and
Suyama. Tadaka?u. 4.425. .U7. CI 424-256 000

Tsuji. Haruhisa See—
Yomogida. Toshihiko. Yokota. Tsuyoshi, and Tsuji, Haruhisa,

4.425,630. CI .164-900 aX)
Tsuji, Kazuo, Yazu. Shuji, and Hara. Akio. to Sumitomo Electnt

Industries, Ltd Diamond sintered compact wherein crystal panicles
are uniformly orientated in the particular direction and the method
for producing the same 4.425.315. CI 423-446 000

Tvu|i, Kiyoshi See—
lakaya. Takao, Takasugi. Hisashi; Tsuji. Kiyoshi. and Chiha,
Toshiyuki, 4,425,.VH, CI 424-246 000

Tsuji. Nobuo See—
Yamaguchi, Wibutaka, Fujivana. Masaaki, Tsuji. Nobuo. and Nasu,

Norio, 4,425.400, CI 428-329 000
Isuji. Takao See—

Matsumoto, Ka/u>a, Yamaguchi. Isao. Tsuji. Takao and Sato,
Hidcaki, 4,425.023, CI 350-96 140

Tsukamoto, Shi/umasa. and leda. Yoshihito, to Showa Manufacturing
Co.. I, Id Irdni fork for motorcycle or the like 4.424.980, CI
280-276 (XX)

Tsunekawa. Tokuuhi .SVt —
Tamura. Shuichi. Ogawa, Masahiko, Tsunckaua, Tokuichi, and
Tokuda. R>uji, 4,425.031. CI 354-403 000

Tsuneoka. Akira See—
Isubakihara. Osamu, Kamcyama. Kazuhide, Takahama. HideNuki,

Sakai. Kuniaki, and Tsuncvika, Akira, 4.424,855. CI l(>4-48<n00
Tsutsumi, Hisao; Hon. Ka/umi, and Kawano, Junichi, lo Kao Sivip Co ,

Ltd Water-in-oil type cosmetic composition 4,425.329. CI
424-70000

Tuovincn. Frans H . Hokkancn. I'eniti O , Nurminen, Aimo A Mus-
tikka. Laun A . and Viria. Matti A . to Oulokumpu ()\ Bnckssork
construction 4,424.959, CI 266-283 000

Turnbull. Andrew A
,
Hall, Raymond F , and Overall. Colin D . to L' S

Philips Corporation Bolomcinc detector 4.425.504, CI 250-353 (XX)

Turnbull. Andrew A Sec-
Hall. Raymond F , and 7 urnbull, Andrew A . 4,425.50:. CI

250-338,000

Turnbull, William G See-
Brown, Karl L ; Turnbull, William G , and Jones, Phillip T .

4,425,506, CI 250-396 OML
Turner, Arthur R Pre-cambered steel beam 4,424,652, CI 52-2(M (XX)

Turner, George M : See

—

Jackson, Eric A , and Turner. George M . 4,424,7:2, CI 74-t:; iXX)

Turner. S Richard. Lundberg, Robert D , Walker, ITiad O and
Pciffer. Dennis G . to Exxon Research and Engmecnng Co Drilling

fluids ba.sed on powdered sulfonated Ihernionlasiii. ooKnurs
4.425,455, CI 524-158 000

Turner. S Richard; Lundberg, Robert D , Thaler, Warren A . Walker.
Thad O., and Peiffer. Dennis G , to Exxon Research and I!ngineenng
Co. Dnllmg fluids based on a mixture of a sulfonated ihcrmoplastic
polymer and a sulfonated elastomenc polymer 4.425,461, CI
524-400 000

Turner, S. Richard; Lundberg, Robert D , and Walker, Thad O . to

Exxon Research and Engineenng Co Drilling fluids based on sulfo-

nated elastomenc polymers 4,425.462, CI 524-400 (XX)

Turner, S Richard: See-
Walker, Thad O , Turner. S Richard, Lundberg. Robert D . Tha-

ler, Warren A; and Pfeiffer, Deiyiis G. 4.425.463, CI
524-400.000

Turobin-Ort, Karl See-
Armstrong, Fredenck R ; Braun, Heinz; Bubik. Alfred. Slorr,

Helmut; and Turobin-Ort. Karl, 4,425,187, CI 162-299 000
Tuttle, Ronald R., to Key Pharmaceuticals, Inc 3,4-Dihydroxy-N-[3-

(4-dihydroxyphenyl)-l-methyl-n-propyl]-beU-phenelhvlamine cy-
clodextnn complexes 4,425,3.16, CI 424-180000
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Tyler Refrigeration Corporation: See—
Ibrahim. Fayez F , 4,424,685. CI 62-249 000

Tyszkiewicz, Theodore J See—
Boden, Richard M.; and Tyszkiewicz. Theodore J., 4.425,264. CI

252-522.0OR.

Boden, Richard M.; Tyszkiewicz, Theodore J., and Licciardello.

Michael. 4.425.265. CI. 252-522.0OR
U-Dig-It Enterprises, Inc.: See-

Jackson, Milan D., 4.424.997. CI 294-53 500. I

Uchimi, Takashi: See—
Hirou. Akira; and Uchimi. Takashi. 4.425.584. CI. 358-328.000

Uchiyama. Takashi: See—
lura, Yukio; Yamamichi, Masayoshi; Uchiyama. Takashi; Taguchi.

Tetsuya; and Mashino. Yukio. 4,425.033. CI. 354-423.000
Uchiyama, Yasuji: See—

Imamura, Akio; Uchiyama. Yasuji; and Nakada. Akira. 4,424.732
CI. 84-1.170

Ueda, Masakazu: See—
Asari, Akira; Noyori. Tatsuhiko; Ueda, Masakazu; and Ishii.

Takahiko. 4,424,696. CI. 72-273.500.

Ueguri. Shigeo: 5^^

—

Mizuno, Takaji; Mizuno, Masanori; Komura. Hiroisugu, Ueguri.
Shigeo; and Tabata, Youichiro, 4,425,493, CI. 219-130 510

Umeda, Naoki: See—
Fujii, Setsuro; Yasui, Bompei. Nakamura, Mitsuo. Hirohashi. Mit-

suru; Miyamoto. Tomohisa; Ando, Kazuko; Ha.shimoto, Iwao;
Umeda. Naoki; and Kawasaki. Masahiro. 4,425.335. CI
424-180.000

Uni-Cardan Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Krude. Werner. 4.425.101. CI. 464-139.000. I

Uni-Charm Corporation: See—
Suzuki. Migaku; Ochi. Kozo; and Igaue. Takamitsu. 4.425.127. CI.

604-366000.
,

Union Carbide Corporation: See— '

Huang. Jamin. 4,425.338, CI 424-200.000.

Kurtz, Stuart J ; Scarola, Leonard S., and Miller. John C

,

4,425,044, CI. 366-79.000

Union Oil Company of California: 5^^

—

Huckc, Edward E., 4,425,316, CI 423-448 000
Millman, William S , 4.425,221, CI 208-2I600R.

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority: See—
Rosevear. Alan, 4,425,434, CI. 435-176 000

United States of America
|

Air Force: See—
Holzman, Allen L.. 4,424,679, CI. 60-251 000.
LaPierre. Donald C , 4,425,553. CI 331-74 000.
Milberger, Walter E., 4,425,518, CI 307-571.000

Army: See—
Berkowitz, Daniel; Bennett, Alan B , Secrisi, John L , and Mi-

lette, Debra A., 4,425,367, CI. 426-89 000
Dible, William D. and Chen, Cheug L.. 4,425,654, CI

372-86.000.

Scheer. Lawrence E., 4,424,712, CI. 73-514.000.
Schiff. Saul. 4,424,748, CI. 102-523.000
Watkins, Wendell R., and White, Kenneth O.. 4.425.503. CI

250-345.000. _
,

Energy: See— i

Elliott. Guy R B ; Barraclough, Bruce L ; and Vanderborgh,
Nicholas E., 4,424,858, CI 166-52.000

Fisch, Nathaniel J.; and Boozer, Allen H , 4,425,295. CI
376-123.000.

Hanson, Clark L.. 4,424,825, CI 137-1 000.
Langebrake, Clair O , 4,424,975, CI. 277-81 OOR
McGuire, Patrick L., 4.424.866, CI 166-303.000
Milliman, Edward M., 4,424,896, CI 198-545.000
Ortega, Joseph K E., 4,424,800, CI. 126-419.000
Pearson, Richard K.; and Hirschfeld, Tomas B., 4,425,136, CI

44-51.000

Health and Htman Services: See—
Ito. Yoichiro. 4,425,112, CI. 494-18.000.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration: See-
Adams, William A.; and Reinhardt, Victor S., 4,425,543, CI

324-83.00R.

Lee. Mark C, 4,425,376, CI. 427-57.000. I

Navy: See—
Barth, Phillip W., 4,425,544. CI. 324-I58.00D.
Elias, Luis R.; Madey. John M. J.; and Smith, Todd I., 4.425,649,

CI. 372-2.000.

Magorian. William R.; and Wetzel. Kenneth R., 4,424,745. CI
102-215.000.

U.S. Philips Corporation: See—
Bergen. Franciscus H. M.; Degger, Wolter W. J,; and Tan, Sing L.,

4,425.577, CI. 358-55.000.

De Niet. Edmond, 4,425.562. CI. 34O-347.0DD.
Groothuis, Gerrit J.; and Tietjens. Eduard W., 4,424,628, CI

3043.920.
Hall, Raymond F.; and Tumbull. Andrew A., 4,425.502. CI

250-338.000.

Huisman. Hendrikus F.; and Groen. Harm J , 4.425.409 CI
428-457.000.

Postma, Lambertus. 4.425.593. CI. 360-1 13.000.

Tumbull. Andrew A.; Hall. Raymond F.; and Overall. Colin D
4.425.504. CI. 25O-353.000.

van Mil. Job F. P.; van den Enden, Adrianus W. M. and van
Harreveld. Teunis A.. 4.425.478, CI. 179-18 OBC.

van Rosmalen. Gerard E., 4.425,043, CI 356-375.000

United Technologies Corporation: See—
Fishier, Robert E; Lada, Henry; and Putnam. Victoria M..

4,425,185, CI 156-656.000.

Galasso. Francis S; and Veltri. Richard D., 4.425.407. CI
428-368.000

Robbins. Donald A.. 4,425.078. CI 415-135.000.
Universal Pioneer Corpwralion: See—

Kanamaru, Hitoshi. 4,425.583. CI. 358-322.000
University of California. The Regents of the: See—

Hum. C. Anthony, 4,425,334, CI. 424-177.000.
University of Rochester, The: See—

Mourou. Gerard. 4.425.652, CI. 372-69.000.
Uno, Syuzo: See—

Kamohara, Hideaki; Imamura, Minoru; Higaki. Hiroshi; Yoshitomi,
Yuji; Uno, Syuzo; Makino, Kazuhiro; and Nomura, Hiroshi
4.425,048, CI 403-191.000

UOP Inc See—
Vickers, Anthony G.; Hammershaimb, Harold U.; and Hemler

Charles L , Jr., 4,425,301, CI. 422-111.000.
Updike, Dean P : See—

Kroninger, Paul M. Jr.; Freud. Paul J.; and Updike, Dean P,
4,424,713, CI. 73-718 000.

Upjohn Company, The: See—
Jacobine. Anthony F.. 4,425,208, CI. 204-159.150.
Knighl, John C ; and Wovcha, Merle G.. 4,425,429, CI. 435-55.000

Upmeier, Hartmut, to Windmoller & Holscher. Method of controlling
the film thickness of tubular film produced in a blown film extruder
installation 4,425,290, CI 264-40.100.

USM Corporation: See—
Bauer, Herbert; and Piestert, Gerhard. 4.425.179, CI. 156-307.500
Lovett, Albert E , 4,424,928, CI. 227-28.000.

van Bakel, Hermanus C. C K.: See—
Akkerman, Antony M.; van Bakel, Hermanus C. C. K.; and Smit,

Roelof C K , 4,425,353, CI. 424-267.000.
Vandenbossche, Claudine: See—

Guillon, Michel; Mondet, Jean; Papantoniou, Chnstos; and Van-
denbossche. Claudine, 4,425,326, CI. 424-61.000.

van den Enden. Adrianus W. M.: See-
van Mil. Job F P., van den Enden, Adrianus W. M.; and van

Harreveld, Teunis A., 4,425,478. CI. I79-I8.0BC.
Vanderborgh, Nicholas E.: See—

Elliott, Guy R B.; Barraclough, Bruce L.; and Vanderborgh.
Nicholas E., 4,424,858, CI. 166-52.000.

van der Leiy. Cornelis. Articulated tractor with rear lifting device
powered by tandem engines 4,424,878, CI. 180-235.000.

van Geel, Jacobus N C; Dobbels, Frans M.; and Theunissen. Walther
A H , to Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Wiederaufarbeitung. Device for
the continuous production of glass bodies especially containing
radioactive waste 4,425,148, CI 65-142.000.

Van Grasdorff. Maurits W.: See—
Rutges, Antonius A.; Mertens, Ludovicus M.; and Van Grasdorff,

Maurits W , 4,425,421, CI. 430-238.000.
van Harreveld, Teunis A.: See-

van Mil, Job F P.; van den Enden, Adrianus W. M.; and van
Harreveld, Teunis A., 4,425,478. CI. I79-I8.0BC.

Van Home, Arthur C; and Branson, Terry L., to Dataproducts Corpo-
ration Ribbon cassette and sensor assembly. 4,425,046, CI.
400-208.000

Vanlerbcrghe, Guy; and Sebag, Henri, to Societe Anonyme dite: L'O-
real Compositions containing an organo-silicon compound.
4.425.364. CI 424-358.000.

van Mil. Job F P ; van den Enden. Adrianus W. M.; and van Harreveld,
Teunis A , to US Philips Corporation. Conference system for tele-

phony 4,425,478, CI. 179-18.0BC.
Van Note, Paul L. Roof insulation system and method. 4.424.650. CI.

52-96 000
van Rosmalen, Gerard E., to U.S. Philips Corporation. Device for

detecting the position of an object. 4,425,043, CI. 356-375.000.
Vanslette, Robert A.: See-

Lewis, George C, Jr.; and Vanslette. Robert A., 4.425.508, CI.
250-442 100

Varga, Sandor L.: See—
Christy, Marcia E.; Shepard, Kenneth L.; Strachan. Robert G.; and

Varga, Sandor L., 4,425,269, CI. 260-1 I2.50R.
Vanan Associates, Inc.: See—

Brown, Karl L.; Turnbull, William G.; and Jones. Phillip T.,

4,425,506, CI 25O-396.0ML.
Vassilatos, George, to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company.

Preparation of amorphous ultra-high-speed-spun polyethylene tere-

phthalate yarn for texturing. 4.425.293. CI. 264-I76.00F.
Vautherot, Guy: See—

Adamowski, Andre; Gallet, Gerard; Lhermitte, Jacques; Monne,
Maxime; and Vautherot, Guy, 4.425.296, CI. 376-245.000.

VEB Polygraph Leipzig, Kombinat fur Polygraphische Maschinen und
Ausrustungen: See—
Gruger, Chnstian; Freistedt, Reinhold; and Thiele, Richard,

4,425,110, CI. 493-444.000.

Veeder Industries Inc.: See—
Smilgys, Bruno S, 4.425.498. CI. 235-1.OOA.

Veltn, Richard D.: See—
Galasso, Francis S.; and Veltri. Richard D.. 4.425,407. CI.

428-368.000

Ventrex Laboratories. Inc.: See-
Perry, David A ; and Stead. Peter. 4.425.320. CI. 424-1.100.

Venture Innovations. Inc.: See—
House, Roy F , 4,425,244, CI. 252-28.000.
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Verbave. Jan A.: See—
Bloembergen. Roel; and Verhave. Jan A , 4,425.440. CI. S2I-S4 000

Verma. Shiv P.: See-
Sherman. David N , and Verma. Shiv P.. 4.425.664. CI. 375-8.000

Vcrmaas. Leo F.; See—
Siraimann. Wilhelm; Vermaas, Leo F ; and Dijkshoorn. Willem.

4.425,371, CI 426-603.000.

Vermont Castings, Inc.: See—
Page, Charies. 4.424.794. CI. 126-123.000.

Vernon, Lonnie W.; Jacobs, Fritz E.; and Bauman, Richard F , to

Exxon Research and Engineering Co. Process for converting petro-

leum residuals. 4,425,224, CI. 208-56 000
Vickers, Anthony G.; Hammershaimb, Harold U ; and Hemler, Charles

L.. Jr., to UOP Inc. Fluid catalyst regeneration apparatus. 4,425,301.

CI. 422-111.000.

Victor Company of Japan, Ltd.: See—
Hirota, Akira; and Uchimi, Takashi, 4,425,584, CI 358-328 000
Miyasaka. Takao, 4,425,522, CI 310-268.000

Victor F. Weaver, Inc.: See—
Martin, Eugene G., 4,424,608, CI. 17-52.000.

Vigh, Zoltan: See—
Budai, Zoltan; Kis-Tamas, Attila; Mezei, Tibor; Lay nee Konya,

Aranka; Vigh, Zoltan; and Sokorai nee Janki, Agnes, 4,425,158,

CI. 71-121.000.

Villamos Berendezes es Keszuiek Muvek: See—
Hecker, Gyula; Kenez, Erno; Nyari, Laszio; and Palta, Janos.

4.425,608, CI. 362-291.000.

Vincent. Donald P.; and Thomiszer, Huberi J., to Buehler Ltd Abra-
sive cutter. 4,424,649, CI. 5I-92.00R

Vinette, Richard H. Game apparatus. 4,424,972, CI. 273-397.000

Virag, Sandor: See—
Szantay. Csaba; Novak. Lajos; Aszodi, Jozsef; Simonidesz, Vilmos;

Gaiambos, Geza; Kovacs, Gabor; Virag, Sandor; Stadler, Istvan,

and Kormoczy, Pet«f; 4.425,358, CI. 424-285.000.

Viramontes-Romo, Jesus: See—
Rumayor-Aguirre. Hugo; Gomez-Sanchez. Abel; and Viramontcs-

Romo, Jesus. 4,424.925. CI. 225-2.000.

Virta. Matti A.: See—
Tuovinen, Frans H.; Hokkanen. Pentti O.; Nurminen. Aimo A.;

Mustikka, Lauri A.; and Virta. Matti A.. 4,424,959. CI
266-283.000.

Vitafin N.V.: See-
Luderer. Thomas K. J.. 4,425.427, CI. 435-10.000.

Volk. Hans-Dieter. Self-heatable container. 4,424.798. CI. 126-262.000

Volk, Thomas G.: See—
Krubsack. Larry J.; and Volk, Thomas G.. 4,425,610. CI.

362-419.000.

Volpi AG: See—
Rieder, Peter; and Schurmann, Robert, 4,425,599, CI. 362-32.000

vom Braucke. Hans; vom Braucke, Manfred; and Westerwelle, Dieter

Hand tool with intersecting pronged wheels. 4,424.869, CI
172-349.000.

vom Braucke. Manfred: See—
vom Braucke, Hans; vom Braucke, Manfred; and Westerwelle,

Dieter, 4,424,869. CI. 172-349.000.

Von Nortwick, John E.. II. Eyeglass nose pad weight distribution

measurement. 4.424.710, CI. 73-172.000.

Vora. Madhukar B.; and Hingarh, Hemraj K., to Fairchild Camera &
Instrument Corporation. Polycrystailine silicon Schottky diode ar-

ray. 4,425,379. CI. 427-84.000.

Vsesojuzny Nauchno-Issledovatelsky I Konstruktorsky Institut Po
Oborudovaniju Dlya Shinnoi Promyshlennosti: See—
Samokhvalov, Jury I.; Kim, Vladimir A.; and Golovkin, Engels K.,

4.425.180, CI. 156-415.000.

W. C. Hcraeus GmbH: See—
Popp, Hanns-Peter; Pfeil, Friedrich; and Schmidt, Eberhard,

4,425.651, CI. 372-61.000.

W. R. Grace & Co., Cryovac Division: See—
Schirmer, Henry G.. 4,425,172, CI. 156-187.000.

W. Schlafhorst & Co.: See—
Rohner, Joachim; Zumfeld, Heinz; Mauries, Reinhard, and Preuhs,

Hans-Jurgen, 4,424,663, CI. 57-22.000.

Wachlel, James A.: See—
Farrell, Christopher J.; Tsai, Boh C; and Wachtel, James A.,

4,425,410. a. 428-516.000.

Wacker-Chemie GmbH: See-
Graf, Werner; Frey. Volker; and Rose, Hans-Gunter, 4,425,387, CI

427-341.000.

Wada, Moriyasu: See—
Ido, Tadashi; Yokoyama, Hirouka; Wada, Moriyasu; Oguchi,

Toshihiko; Ishizawa, Akio; and Koike, Yothiyasu, 4,425,401, CI

428-329.000.

Wada, Tomio; See—
Funada, Fumiaki; Matsuura, Masataka; and Wada, Tomio,

4.425,029. CI. 350-338.000.

Takafuji, Yutaka; Nonomura, Keisaku; Takechi, Sadatoshi; and

Wada, Tomio. 4.425.572, CI. 357-4.000

Wadensten, Theodore S. Air actuated rotary vibrator with resilient

shock mount to provide linear movement. 4,424,718. CI. 74-87.000.

Wagemans. Albert P.: See—
De Jaeger, Antoine A.; De Lamper, Gina C; Poot. Albert L.; and

Wagemans. Albert P.. 4.425,420. CI. 430-204.000.

Wagenmakers. Harry, to Ruti-Te Strake B.V. Weaving error correction

device for shuttleless weaving machine. 4.424.835. CI. 139-l.OOE.

Wakabayashi. Takao. to Nakanishi Meul Works Co.. Ltd. Power-and-

free conveyor. 4.424.749. CI. I04-I72.00S.

Waki. 1 atsuo See-
Sato, Akira; and Waki. Tatsuo. 4.425,442. CI 521-93000

Wakino, Kikuo, to Muraia Manufaclunng Co . Ltd Capacitor and
method of manufacturing the same 4.424.615. CI 29-25 420

Walda. Benno F See-
Walda, Fedde; Walda. Nannc M . and Wilda. Henno h . 4.425.0M.

CI 410-1000
Walda. Fedde. Walda. Nanne M ; and Walda. Bennn i Railway car

turntable loading system 4,425,064, CI 410-1000
Walda. Nanne M See-

Walda. Fedde. Walda. Nanne M ; and Walda. Benno F . 4.425.064.

CI 410-1000
Waldschmidi. William L. and King. Donald D. lo Thermo King

Corporation Condenser section for container refrigeration unit

4.424,684, CI 62-239 000
Walker, James V See-

Boehnngcr. Wilfred I- . and Walker. James V , 4.424.716. CI
73-861 560

Walker. Lance A See—
Bartholcl. Michael A

, Cochran, James I. . Janssen. Donovan M
Magno. Roben, Rood. Allan J . Seaward. William S , and
Walker. Lance A . 4.424.963. CI 270-53 000

Walker. Thad O ; Turner. S Richard. Lundberg. Roben D , Thaler.

Warren A . and Pfeiffer. Dennis G . lo Exxon Research and Engi-

neering Co Drilling fluids based on a mixture of sulfonated thermo-
plastic polymer and an amine-ireated clay 4.425.463. CI 524-400 000

Walker. Thad O See-
Turner. S Richard Lundberg, Robert D Walker. Thad O . and

Pciffer, Dennis G , 4.425.455. CI 524-158 000
Turner. S Richard. Lundberg. Robert D . Thaler. Warren A .

Walker. Thad () . and PcifTcr. Dennis G, 4.425.461. CI
524-400 000

Turner. S Richard. Lundberg. Robert D . and Walker, Thad O .

4,425,462. CI 524-400000
Wallace Computer Services. Inc See-

Chang. John C H. 4,425.386. CI 427-256 000
Walser. Armin, and Fryer. Rodney I . to Hoffmann-La Roche Int

Imidazodiazepines and processe^ therefor 4.425,272. CI 260-245 600
Walsh. Myles A Bulk cargo handling method 4,425.381. CI

427-181 000
Wallec Inc : See-

Thomson, David, and Korec. Benjamin. 4.424.952. CI 251-54 000
Walters. Douglas L Implement coupling arrangement 4.424.983. CI

280-475 000
Wang. Chia-Gec Auger microli(hograph> with regard to Auger win-

dow 4.425.423. CI 430-264 000
Wanlass. Frank M . to ZVTREX Corporation Buffer circuii and inte-

grated semiconductor circuit structure formed of bip<ilar and CMOS
transistor elements 4.425.516. CI 307-446 000

Ward. Robert E.; Lasley. James A , and Young. John C . lo Cooper
Industries, Inc High-strength flexible twin-lead cable 4,425,475. CI

174-1 17 OOF
Warner-Lambert Company See—

Hartenstem. Johannes; and Fritschi. F.dgar. 4.425.350. CI

424-258.000

Hoefle, Milion I. . and Bobowski. George. 4.425.355. CI

424-274.000

Warwick. Edward H . to General Motors Corporation Vehicle braking

system and melhtxl of braking 4.425,005. CI .W-3 000
Wasel-Nielen. Horst-Dieter See—

Mauer, Alexander, Wasel-Nielen. Horst-Dieter. and Adnan. Re-

nate, 4,425,253, CI 252-135 000
Watanabe, Isamu: See—

Iwasaki, Akio, Deushi, Takeo. Watanabe. Isamu. and Mon. To-

shihito, 4,425.430. CI 435-80 000

Watanabe, Junya: See-
Koike, Kazuyoshi; Watanabe. Junya. and Someya, Masami,

4,424,874, CI 180-70.00R

Watanabe, Naomitsu, to Hitachi, Ltd. Color picture tubes and method
of manufaclunng the same. 4,425,528, CI 313-466 000.

Watanabe, Ryuzo: See—
Shimoi, Yoichi; Akune, Mikio; Akimoto, Tamotsu, and Watanabe,

Ryuzo, 4,425,285. CI 261-95.000

WaUnabe, WaUru; and Kaneko, Shoji, to Clanon Co , Ltd Locking

device of a staning poaition searching mechanism 4,425,595, CI

360-137 000.

Watkins, James D., to Golden Valley Foods Inc. Food heating con-

tainer. 4,425,368, CI. 426-107.000.

Watkins, Wendell R.; and White, Kenneth O, to United Sutes of

Amenca, Army. Method for detecting the presence of a gas in an

atmosphere. 4,425,503, CI. 250-345 000

Waxman, Albert S.: See—
Havlice, James F ; Waxman, Albert S , Schwartz, Henry L , and

Slepner, David E., 4,424,813, CI 128-660.000

Weaver, Charles S.; and Yarborough, John M , Jr , to SRI Interna-

tional Digital data transmission with panty bit word lock-on

4,425,645, CI 371-47.000.

Weaver, John M.: See—
Ritchey, Thomas W., Weaver, John M . and Sapone, Martin,

4,425,325, CI 424-54000
Webb, Harry A ; and Lawrence, Jackson, to Cluett, Peabody A Co .

Inc MethixJ of improved pile appearance in liquid ammonia treated

fabnc; pretreatmeni with crease reaistani ream 4,425.131. CI

81 15.600
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Weber, Abraham; See—
Kaplan, Murray A.; Bouzard. Daniel; Perol, Claude; Sterner,

Jacques; and Weber, Abraham. 4.425.348, CI. 424-257.000.
Weber, Eleanor J. Forming and emboning template. 4.424.601. CI

7-113.000

Weeks, James B., to Motor Wheel Corporation. Wheel for a tracklayine
vehicle. 4.425.008. Q. 303-24.000.

Weil. Edward D.; and Fearing. Ralph B.. to SuufTer Chemical Com-
pany. Method for the recovery of uranium from wet-process phos-
phonc acid. 4.425.306. CI. 423-10000.

Wciler. Gerhard H.; and Komendowski, Henry, to Automatic Liquid
Packaging. Inc. Method for molding and filling a dispensing con-
uiner having one or more removable closure means uniurv there-
with. 4.425,294, CI. 264-525.000.

Weinganen, Harold I., to Monsanto Company. Novel peptide and
peplolide substrates for mammalian collagenase. 4.425 428 CI
435-23.000. .

Weinstein, Morris; See

—

Green. Harold A.; Weinstein, Morns; and Prodo. Kenneth W
4.425.243, CI. 252-8.50C.

Weis, Charles W.. to Power-Wire Fastener Systems, Inc. Clip magazine
feed for fastener driving tools. 4,424,929. CI. 227-32.000.

Weiss, Heinz, to Deere &. Company. AtUchment device for the front of
a motor vehicle. 4.424.870. CI. 172-810.000.

Weiss. Heinz, to Deere A Company. Attachment device for a motor
vehicle 4.424.982. CI. 28O-46I.00A.

Welland. David R.; See—
Blackmer. David E.; and Welland. David R., 4,425 551 CI

330-261.000.

Wells, William, to Korf Technologies. Inc. Apparatus for treating liquid
metal in a vessel. 4.424.955. CI. 266-44.000.

Wendel. Nikolaus; and Plener, Joachim, to Markisches Werk GmbH
Valve routor. 4.424.773, CI. 123-90.290.

Wentwonh, Robert J.. See—
Belanger. James A.; Wentworth, Robert J.; and Astley. Graham J

4,424.602. CI. 15-97.008.
Weru. Keith J.; See—

Moskin. Jeffrey M.; and Wertz, Keith J.. 4.425.488. CI. 200-220.000.
Wes. James A.; and Ottoson. Raymond H.. to Northrop Corporation
Device to spatially encode a beam of light. 4.424,944. CI. 249-3 130

West. Alan I.; See—
Bookwalter. John R.; and West, Alan I.. 4.424,724. CI. 74-540.000

Westelaken, Christianus M. T. Modular column dryer for particulate
material. 4,424,634, CI. 34-167.000.

Western Design Corporation: See-
Bacon, Lawrence D.; and Golden, Michael D.. 4,424.735 CI

89-34.000

Western Electric Company: See—
Bordelon, Chester M.; Hunt. Richard M.; and Wheeler, Robert A

4.425.482, CI. 179-120.000.
Western Electnc Co.. Inc.: See-

Becker, Alan R.; Monahan. Jack J.; and Schneider, Fred J
4.425.074. CI. 414-736.000.

Durr. Helmut E.; and Heard, Charles B.. Jr.. 4.425.474 CI 174-
I lO.OOF.

Fanning. William J.; Nichele, Peter J.; and Pratali Roeer P
4.424.617. CI. 29-25.420.

Kanotz. William M.. 4.425.292, CI. 264-174.000
Rosenberg, Sheldon J., 4,424.899, CI. 206-305 000

Westerwelle. Dieter: See—
vom Braucke. Hans; vom Braucke, Manfred; and Westerwelle

Dieter, 4.424.869. CI. 172-349.000.
Westinghouse Electric Corp.: See—

Alvino, William M.; and Fuller. Timothy J., 4,425,467. CI
524-600.000.

Anderson, William C; and Wolters, Richard H.. 4.424 654 CI
52-239.000.

Courson. Iber C, 4,425,603, CI. 362-222.000.

'^."Pj'Pvf^''* ^ •
Kosanovich, Nicholas S.; and Levino, John A..

4.425.523. CI. 310-258.000.
Martin. Harry F.. 4,425,077. CI. 415-115.000.
Pavhk. Norman M.; and Seflco, John, 4.425,166, CI. 106-286 200
Shields, Edward P.. 4.425.298, CI. 376-249.000.

Weston, David. Production of a purified alumina-silica product and

4 425^ ri
^^^' aJuminum chloride from bauxites and clays.

Weston, David. Production of a purified alumina-silica product and

4 425^ ri
'""' •^"'"'nuni trichloride from bauxites and clays

Weston. David. Production of aluminum chlorides from bauxites and
cUys. 4,425.310, CI. 423-136.000.

Weston, David. Production of a purified alumina-silica product and
substantially pure aluminum trichloride from bauxites and clavs
4,425.311, CI. 423-136.000.

Wetxel, Kenneth R.: See—
Magorian. William R.; and Wetzel. Kenneth R.. 4.424 745 CI

102-2 13.000.

Weyerhaeuser Company: See—
Grendon, William C. 4,425,178. CI. 156-307.300

Wheeler, Robert A.: See—
Bordelon, Chester M.; Hunt, Richard M.; and Wheeler, Robert A

4,425.482, Q. 179-120.000.
Whirlpool Corporation: See—

Manaon. Larry J., 4.424,683. CI. 62-135.000. '

White. Jack M.. to Babcock & WUcox Company, The. Force trans-
ducer. 4.424.717. CI. 73-162.650.

White James R.. to Mobil Oil Corporation. Oil recovery by water-
Hooding. 4,424,863, CI. 166-268.000.

White, Kenneth B., to Akzona Incorporated. PolyoU for urethane-
modified isocyanurate foams. 4.425,444. Q. 321-105 000

White, Kenneth B.. to Akzona. Inc. Method for the manufacture of
polyisocyanurate foams. 4,425,445, CI. 521-103 000

White, Kenneth O.: See—

^'sS-MSOW**'"
^' "^ ^"'' ^""^^ °' *'«5.503, CI.

White, Lawrence J.; and Gen, Tamar G.. to Raychem Corporation.
Thermochromic compositions. 4,424,990. CI. 285-381 000

White, Roger J: See—

^".wr-
^^^"^ ^- '^"shnan, Sivaram; Witman, Mark W.; and

White. Roger J.. 4,425.456. CI. 524-165.000
WhaesKk, Arliss E.; and Wolber. WUIiam G.. to Bendix Corporation.

1 lie Method and apparatus for conversion of signal information
between analog and digital forms. 4.425.561. CI. 34O.347.0AD

Whitley, George F., Jr.: See—

^^«<V: <^"'*'" ^' *"<* Whitley. George F.. Jr., 4.424.989, CI.

Wicke, Charles A.; and Riley, Wayne C, to Emerson Electric Com-
pany Instant hot water heater. 4,424,767, CI. 122-13 OOA

Wicdmann, Siegfried K.: See—

Wierzbicki. Ronald J.: See—
Malwitz, Nelson; and Wierzbicki, Ronald J., 4.425 446 CI

521-108.000.

J^'l^f"' ^^°}^ ^- " ^°^^" '^''P slnicture. 4,424.822. CI. 132-46.00A.
Wilhelm, Gerhard: See—

NeunhoefTer, Otto; Wilhelm, Gerhard; Hockenberger, Lothar-
Bergmann, Franz J.; and Endruscheit, Peter, 4.425.236, CI.'
210-638.000.

Wilhelmson, Jack L., to Cooper Industries, Inc. Carbon-based soldering
and de-soldenng tip and method of manufacturing same. 4,424,930,
CI. 228*20.000.

^^'Jo'je. Murray O. Hot water heating system. 4,424,934. CI.

Wilkinson, William H., to Battelle Memorial Institute. Power unit for
absorption heat exchange system. 4,424,688, CI. 62-476.000.

Wilhams. Charles D., to Marquest Medical Products. Inc. Syringe with
means for automatically sealing a blood sample within the syringe
4,424,817, CI. 128-766.000.

*

Williams. David C. to Saytech, Inc. Rame retardant polymer composi-
tion. 4.425.447. CI. 521-132.000.

*^
Williams, Frederick J.: See-

Knight, Lindsay C; Cash. David A.; Stewart. Duncan; Cottis,
Robert A.; Bowyer. William H.; Newnham. Robert C; Williams.
Frederick J.; and Pardon. David W.. 4.425,300. CI. 233-400.000.

Williams Industries, Inc.: See—
Richmond, William R., 4,424,906. CI. 211-50.000.

Wills. Frank £.. to Borg-Wamer Corporation. Control system for AC
induction motor. 4,425,539, CI. 318-771.000.

Wilson, Barbara J. Button and buttonhole tape. 4.425.391 CI
428-43.000

Wilson, Claude A.; and Tabereaux. Alton T., to Reynolds Metals
Company. Method for improved alumina control in aluminum elec-
trolytic cells. 4.425,201, CI. 204-67.000.

Wilson, Eveanst B ; and Ruthenberg, Meyer L.. to Koppers Company.
Inc. Bundle former for paperboard boxes. 4,423.068, CI. 414-36.000.

Winders, Gordon R., to Sun Trac Industries, Inc. Pneumatic drive for
solar concentrators. 4,424,802, CI. 126-425.000.

Windmoller & Holscher: See—
Upmeier, Hartmut, 4,425,290, CI. 264-40.100.

Winter, Hans; Mair. Eduard; and Schoenewolf, Holger, to Siemens
Aktiengesellschaft. Device for monitoring the concentration of an
air-vapor mixture. 4,424,703, CI. 73-24.000.

Wirth, Hermann C; and Friedrich, Hans-Helmut, to Ciba-Geigy Cor-
poration. Complex compounds, process for their preparation, and
their use 4.425,278, CI. 26O-429.00R.

Wirz, Armin: See—
Martin, Wolfgang; Knopp, Hans; Herion, Dieter; Conzelmann,

Gerhard; Leuchtmann, Guenter; Gujer, Peter; Guldenfels, Di-
eter; and Wirz, Armin, 4,424.614. CI. 28-255.000.

Wisconsin Alumini Research Foundation: See—
Zeikus. Joseph G ; and Lynd. Lee H., 4.425.432, CI. 435-140.000.

Wisconsin Electric Power Co.: See-
Newton, Roger A.. 4.425,499, CI. 235-7O.0OR.

Wismer. Joseph C. Clamp for an electroplating rack. 4,425,020, CI.
339.264.00R.

Witman, Mark W.: See-
Baron, Arthur L.; Krishnan, Sivaram; Witman, Mark W.; and

White, Roger J., 4,425,456, CI. 524-165.000.
Wolber, William G.; See—

Whiteside, Arliss E.; and Wolber, William G.. 4,425,561, CI. 340-
347.0AD.

Wolff, Hans P
; Heerdt, Ruth; Hubner, Manfred, deceased (by Hubner.

Dietmar, legal representative); Kuhnle, Hans; and Schmidt, Felix H.,
to Boehnnger Mannheim GmbH. Pharmacol(»ically active novel
O-substituted pyruvic acid oximes. 4,425,360, Cr424-3O9.O00.

Wolff, Robin K.: See—
Mookherjee, Braja D.; Trenkle, Robert W.; Wolff, Robin K.;

Boden, Richard M.; and Yoshida, Takao. 4.423.363, CI.
426-3.000.
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Wolfle, Robert: See—
Knieper, Josef; Printz, Heinz; and Wolfle, Robert. 4.424.903. CI

206-525.000.

Wolters. Richard H : See-
Anderson. William C; and Wolters. Richard H., 4.424.654. CI

52-239.000.

Womack. Charles E. Catheter assembly. 4.425.124. CI 604-283 000
Woodell. Jack L., to Frederick Electronic Corporation High-speed

time share processor. 4.425.616. CI. 364-200.000.

Woody. John C. to Borg-Wamer Corporation. Fuel control system and
apparatus for gas turbine engine. 4.424.666, CI. 60-39.141.

Wovcha. Merle G.; See-
Knight. John C; and Wovcha. Merle G., 4,425.429, CI. 435-55 000

Wuchinich. David G. Ultra.sonic resonant vibrator. 4.425,115, CI

604-22.000.

Wuerzer. Bruno: See—
Hamprecht. Gerhard; Acker, Rolf-Dieter; and Wuerzer, Bruno,

4,425.152. CI. 71-91.000.

Wyss, Georges, to Ateliers des Charmilles, S.A. Electrical discharge

machining method with simultaneous relative advance and cyclic

translational movement of the electrodes. 4.425.492, CI 219-69 OOM
Xenell Corporation: See—

Fajt. John; and Neal. James V.. Jr., 4,424,894. CI. 198-451 000

Xerox Corporation: See—
Creatura, John A.. 4,425,383, CI 427-216.000

Crystal, Richard G., 4,425.045. CI. 400-144.200

Fisli. Tibor, 4,425,655. CI. 372-101.000.

Kadakia. Vinod K.; and Jones. Glen D.. 4.425,582. CI. 358-260.000

Yakan, Koji: See—
Shibano, Tomishi; Maruchi, Sachio; Yakan, Koji; Kobayashi, Tada-

shi; and Akimoto, Saburo, 4,425,176. CI. 156-244 110.

Yamada. Yasushi; Kunikata, Kenji; and Otake, Hideo, to Nippon
Kayaku Kabushiki Kaisha. Reactive disazo compounds. 4.425,270,

CI. 260-153.000.

Yamaguchi. Hiroaki: See—
Hattori. Tadashi; Hanaoka, Masanori; Hashiguchi, Yukihide; Ooi-

suka. Yoshinori; and Yamaguchi. Hiroaki, 4.424.705, CI.

73-35.000.

Yamaguchi, Isao: See—
Matsumoto, Kazuya; Yamaguchi, Isao; Tsuji. Takao; and Sato.

Hideaki, 4.425.023. CI. 350-96.140.

Yamaguchi. Nobutaka; Fujiyana, Masaaki; Tsuji. Nobuo; and Nasu,

Norio, to Fuji Photo Film Co.. Ltd. Magnetic recording medium.
4,425.400. CI. 428-329.000.

Yamaguchi. Yasuhiro: See—
Ohashi. Toshijiro; Yamaguchi, Yasuhiro; Kohno, Michinaga; and

Kamita. Nobu. 4.424,939. CI. 242-4.00R.

Yamamichi. Masayoshi; See—
lura. Yukio; Yamamichi. Masayoshi; Uchiyama. Takashi; Taguchi,

Tetsuya; and Mashino. Yukio. 4,425,033, CI. 354-423.000.

Yamamitsu, Chojuro; See—
Sekimoto, Kunio; Yamamoto, Katsuhiko; Yamamitsu, Chojuro;

and Kurashina, Kozo, 4,425,585, CI. 358-328.000.

Yamamoto, Hachizou; See—
Matsuda. Kumehiko; and Yamamoto, Hachizou. 4,425,619. CI

364-405.000.

Yamamoto, Katsuhiko: See—
Sekimoto, Kunio; Yamamoto, Katsuhiko; Yamamitsu, Chojuro;

and Kurashina, Kozo. 4,425.585. CI. 358-328.000

Yamamoto, Noboru; Makino, Tomoatsu; Okuda, Ryoichi; and Sakurai,

Hiroshi, to Nippondenso Co.. Ltd. Knock detecting apparatus for

internal combustion engine. 4.424.704, CI. 73-35.000

Yamamoto, Shigeo; and Kobayashi, Kazuto, to Keisuke Honda Fish

sonar. 4,425,635, CI. 367-125.000.

Yamashita, Hisateru, to Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho. Shift-

ing apparatus for a transfer bar of a transfer press. 4.424,742, CI

100-229.00R.

Yamazaki, Haruyuki; Akatsu, Yasuaki; and Sakaguchi, Seiichiro, to

Agency of Industrial Science and Technology, The. Low boiling

point medium evaporator. 4,424,770, CI. 122-488.000.

YflfTisT&ki N&olci' Sec
Kitazawa, Yoichi; and Yamazaki, Naoki, 4.424.847, CI. 152-

352.00R.

Yamazaki, Toshiyuki; See—
Narukawa. Noriaki; Takeda, Keinosuke; and Yamazaki, Toshiyuki.

4.425.356. CI. 424-279.000.

Yarborough, John M.. Jr.: See—
Weaver. Charles S.; and Yarborough, John M , Jr , 4.425.645. CI

371-47.000.

Yasui, Bompei: See—
Fujii, Setsuro; Yasui. Bompei; Nakamura, Mitsuo; Hirohashi. Mit-

suru; Miyamoto, Tomohisa; Ando. Kazuko; Hashimoto. Iwao;

Umeda. Naoki; and Kawasaki. Masahiro. 4.425.335, CI

424-180.000.

Yazu, Shuji: See—
Tsuji, Kazuo; Yazu. Shuji; and Hara, Akio, 4,425,315. CI

423-446.000.

Yeh, Yu S.: See-
Acampora, Anthony; Reudink, Douglas C; and Yeh, Yu S.,

4.423,639, CI. 370-50.000.

Yokoi, Gunpei; and Okada, Satoni, to Nintendo Co., Ltd. Timepiece

apparatus having game function. 4,424,967, CI. 273-l.OGC.

Yokomizo, Hiroshi See—
Sasaya. Osamu. Nishizawa, Masahiro, Yokomizo. Hiroahi. Miura,

Kiyoshi, and Tomita. Yoshifumi. 4,425.419. CI 43O-I79000
Yokota, Tsuyoshi See—

Yomogida, Toshihiko, Yokota. Tsuyoshi, and Tsuji, Haruhisa.

4.425.630. CI 364-900000
Yokote. Sachio: See—

Kawai, Yoichi. Nakamura. Yoshirtv Goioh, Yoshihisa. Maki.
Masami. Yokote. Sachio; and Sekiguchi, Katsumi, 4,425.262, CI
252-511.000

Yokoyama. Akira, Omomo, Yoshiro; Tanaka. Hisashi. and Saji. Hideo,

to Nihon Medi-Physics Co , Ltd Radioactive diagnosiic agent and
non-radioaciive earner therefor 4,425.319. CI 424-1 100

Yokoyama, Hirotaka See—
Ido. Tadashi. Yokoyama, Hirotaka, Wada. Monyasu. Oguchi.

Toshihiko. Ishizawa, Akio: and Knike. Yoshiyasu, 4.425,401, CI

428-329 000
Yokoyama. Kazumasa; Fukaya. Chikara. Tsuda, Yoshio. Ono. Taizn,

Arakawa. Yoshio, Inoue, Yoshihisa. Naitn. Youichiro; and Suyama.
Tadakazu. to Green Cross Corporation. The Perfluorobicyclo com-
pound emulsion preparation 4,425,347, CI 424-256 000

Yomogida, Toshihiko, Yokota, Tsuyoshi. and Tsuji. Haruhisa. to

Toyoda Koki Kabushiki Kaisha Sequence instruction display system

4.425.630. CI 364-900 000.

Yoneda. Yoshihide; See—
Mikuni, Yoshio; Kohara, Tadao. and Yoneda, Yoshihide, 4,424.758,

CI 112-103 000
Yoshida, Minoru Coupler for use in an oil cooling system. 4.424.778.

CI I23-I960AB
Yoshida, Takao See—

Mookherjee, Braja D ; Trenkle. Robert W , WolfT. Robin K ,

Boden, Richard M . and Yoshida. Takao. 4.425,365. CI
426-3000

Yoshida, Yutaka, to Hitachi. Ltd Running control apparatus for track-

less moving body 4,424,875, CI 180-168 000
Yoshii: Shinichi: See—

Kawata, Masayuki; and Yoshii Shinichi. 4.425,304, CI 422-171 000
Yoshitomi, Yuji See—

Kamohara, Hideaki; Imamura, Minoru, Higaki, Hiroshi. Yoshilomi.

Yuji; Uno, Syuzo; Makino, Kazuhiro. and Nomura, Hiroshi,

4,425,048. CI. 403-191 000
Yoshiyuki, Hidetoshi. to Takara Company Edge member for mirror

assemblies 4.424,950, CI 248-475 OOR
Yoshiyuki, Kazuhiko. to Nissan Motor Company, Limited Combina-

tion bumper-and-radiator structure 4,424,996, CI 293-117 000
Young, John C; See—

Ward. Robert E.; Lasley, James A . and Young, John C , 4.425.475,

CI. 174-1 17.00F

Young. William E., and Pasco. William R . to Ameru;an Cyanamid
Company Adjustable feeding device for the adminisirauon of dos-

ages of gels and pastes to farm animals 4.425,121, CI 604-209 000

Yovankin. Roberi A., to KCP Bandage. Inc Knee bandage 4.424.809.

CI. 128-165.000

Ytkemiska Institutet See—
Stenius, Per; Kizling, Jerzy, and Bouionnet. Magali, 4,425,261. CI

502-339000
Yunan, Malak E , to Du Pont de Nemours, E I , and Company Non-

electric blasting assembly 4.424.747, CI 102-275 200

Zaiss, Gerhard: See—
Geier, Roland; and Zaiss. Gerhard. 4.424,674, CI. 60-534000

Zeikus, Joseph G , and Lynd, Lee H . to Wisconsin Alumini Research

Foundation. Propagation of microbial cells on single carbon prod-

ucts. 4.425,432, CI. 435-140000.

Zeller, Rainer; Belloni. Aldo; and Heisel. Michael, to Linde Aktien-

gesellschaft. Recycle of hydrogenated sulfur plant tail gas to sour gas

scrubbing system 4,425.317. CI 423-574 OOR
Zellinger, Fritz; See—

Zellinger, Hans, and Zellinger, Fntz, 4,424,828, CI 137-342 000

Zellinger, Hans, and Zellinger. Fntz Vehicle for servicing aircraft

4,424,828, CI 137-342.000.

Zenith Radio Corporation; See—
Collins, Johnny, and Hendnckson, Melvin C, 4,425.647. CI

371-70.000.

Zgraggen, Martin A ; See—
Balke, Roy L ; and Zgraggen, Martin A , 4,425,519. CI 310-45 000

Ziegenbein, Botho, and Rciss. Harald, to Brown, Boven A Cie AG
Thermal Insulation. 4.425.413. CI. 429-112 000

Zollner. Dieter H.: See-
Bauer, Hanns G., 2^1lner. Dieter H . Otto, Josef Muhlenbeck,

Josef. Rittmann, Fnednch; Conradty. Claudio; Lauterbach-

Dammler. Inge, and Sonke, Horst. 4.425.657. CI 373-93.000

Zuckerman. Andrew M. See—
Zuckerman. Jack M and Zuckerman. Andrew M.. 4.424,922. CI

223-88.000.

Zuckerman, Jack M , and Zuckerman. Andrew M Rethapable three

dimensional plastic garment hanger 4.424,922, CI 223-88.000.

Zumfeld, Heinz; See—
Rohner, Joachim; Zumfeld. Heinz, Maunes. Reinhard; and Preuhs,

Hans-Jurgen, 4,424,663. CI 57-22.000.

Zwim. Robert, and Bozeman. John W.. to Hughes Aircraft Company
Tracking system 4,424.943. CI 244-3 110

ZYTREX Corporation; See—
Wanlass. Frank M . 4,425.516. CI 307-446.000.



LIST OF REISSUE PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 10th DAY OF JANUARY, 1984
NoTt-Arraiiged in accordance with the first significant character or word of the name

(in accordance with city and telephone directory practice).

I

J

Atclten des Channilles. S.A : See—
BaJleyv Francoii; and Dupraz, Jean, Re. 31,494, CI. 219-69 00M
Pfau. Jam, Re. 31,493, Q. 219-69.00C.
WyM, George, Re. 31,490. CI. 219-69.00V
Wyss. George, Re. 31.491, CI. 219-«900M.
Wysj, George, Re. 31,492. Q 219-69.00V.

Baileys, Francois; and Dupraz, Jean, to Ateliers des CharmiJles. S A
ElectfK discharge machining method and device with preset elec-
trode. Re. 31.494. C\. 219-69 00M

Deere A Company; Set—
Trumbauer. David V., Re 31.488, CI 164-32.000.

Dupraz, Jean: See—
BaJleys, Francois; and Dupraz. Jean, Re 31.494, C\. 219-69 COM

Fnedberg. Manm F Slide fastener with improved end connections
Re 31.487, a 24-386.000.

.Matsushiu Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd.: See—
Seludo. Satoshi; Sotomura, Tadashi; and Ninomiya, Yoshito
Re 31,489. O. 429-191.000

Ninomiya. Yoshito: See—

''i:?°3i.t?ra.4S?9T5b^'^'^
"^ """""'"' ^«''"°'

Pfau. Jean, to Ateliers des Charmilles, S.A. Method of machining bverosive electncaJ discharges. Re. 31.493. CI. 219-69 OOC

olr.^'lr'*?'"-
?oIo"'"r^J«d«>hi; and Ninomiya, Yoshito. to Matsu-

£s.?"^r3i"?8rs'4S:'i9'/.Soo'°"'
'"" "'"""'«'•'« """•">

Sotomura, Tadashi: See—

"^Re'^i^^sra 4g!?97Sb
^""""^ ""' ''*''°™^*' ^'«»"'°-

Trumbauer, David V., to Deere A Company. Casting methods withcomposite molded core assembly. Re. 3MM. Cl. I6i32 000Wyss, George, to Ateliers des Charmilles. S.A. Device for electrical
discliarge machmmg with simultaneous relative advance and cyclic
translational movement of the electrodes. Re. 31,490. CI 219-69 OOVWyss. George, to Ateliers des Charmilles. S.A. Method of electricai
discharge machining with simultaneous relative advance and cyclic
translational movement of the electrodes. Re. 31.491. Cl. 219-69 OOMNVyss. George, to Ateliers des Charmilles. S.A. Electrical dischargemachining apparatus with simultaneous relative advance and cyclic
translational movement of the electrodes. Re. 31.492, CI. 2I9-69.00V.

LIST OF REEXAMINATION PATENTEES
TO WHOM

CERTIFICATES WERE ISSUED

Carroll. Alban D
. Jr ; and Schisler. Lee C . to Research Corp. Delayed ^nopf, Franz: See-

release nutnents for mushroom culture. Bl 3,942.969 1-10-83 Cl
71-5.000.

Eichler, Helmut; and Knopf, Franz Method for electrosutic assistance
in pnnting processes, and printing machines having electrosutic
substrate contact pressure. Bl 4,208,965. 1-10-83, Cl. 101 -426.000.

Eichler, Helmut, and Knopf, Franz. Bl 4.208.965. Cl. 101-426 000
Kescarch Corp.: See—

*^|[°"^'^^ D
.
Jr

;
and Schisler, Lee C, Bl 3,942.969. Cl.

Schisler, Lee C: See—
^°"^»»" D

,
Jr.; and Schisler, Lee C, Bl 3,942,969, Q.

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
Ainsworth Nominee Pty. Ltd.: 5ee—

Heywood. Joseph R . 272,164, Q D21-38.000.AMP incorporated: See—
CMci^i. Alben; and Hollyday, Robert D, 272,145, CI D13-

'^'mSm.' Cl" 0^68000'*"^
'*'°'^ ^^^ ""* *°°' "*""^ ^'^" '

aI!!1I!^.^'"5''J ^"''J1"'8
structure 272.192, 1-10-84. Q. D25- 17.000,Asiocuted Products. Inc.: See—

Uvine. Noel. 272.129. Q. D9-415.000. I

Bartlett Stephen, to Minolu Camera Kabushiki Kaisha. Prism cover
for SLR cameras. 272.155. 1-10-84. Cl. D16.10000

Bayensche Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft See—

Dll2-l^ra)'^"*"'
'^"^'"*' "^ ^"""- "*"*• 272.141. Cl

Beirise, Jean M.: See—
Coons. John C; and Beirise, Jean M., 272.147, Q. D14-60000

B-ii ¥^vi?''".*-J "** ^**™*' '"" ^ 272.148. a D14-60 000
Bell Telephone Laboratonei, Incorporated: See—

GCTaro. Donald M.; and McGarvey, John N , 272,149, Cl. D14-
60.000.

°^*K9i Donald M.; and McGarvey, John N., 272.150, a D14-
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Birch, Robert A.: See—
Lyon, Margaret L.; and Birch. Robert A.. 272,1 17, Q. D7-27.000

Boehnnger Laboratories: See—
Karpowicz, John. 272,184. Cl. D24-I7.000

Bohme. Ulrich: See-
Schneider. Wulf; and Bohme, Ulrich. 272.1 12. Cl. D6-191 000

Boughton. Matthew S.. to Cannondale Corporation. Combined bottle
mount and bottle for bicycles. 272.139. l-ia84. Q. D12-1 14000

Braun. Hans: See—
Luthe. Claus; Rennen. Manfred; and Braun. Hans. 272.141, Cl.

^^^,T?: J^*"*^ '' ^ Anti-«ioring collar. 272.187. 1-10-84. Q.
L)24-34.000.

Brunswick Corporation: See—
Hull. R Dell, 272,174, Cl D22-25.000.

Brustle, Klaus: See-
Rock, Ench; and Brustle. KJaus. 272.114, Q. D6-194000
Rock. Ench; and Bnistle. Klaus. 272.123, Q. D8-323.000
Rock, Ench; and Bnistle. KUus, 272.124. Q. D8-323.000.

277000*
'""" ^ ^*^ '^' P"^"***^' 272,104. 1-10-84. Q. D2-

Cannondale Corporation: See—
Boughton. Matthew S.. 272,139. Q. D12-1 14.000.

Caiciotti, Albert; and Hollyday, Robert D.. to AMP Incorporated,

on 24000*^*
electrical connector recepucle. 272.145, I-IO^, Q.

Chastain, James F, Jr. Wood stove. 272,176. 1-10-84. Q. 023-93.000.
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Chatani. Vasushi; and Tsuchikura, Tothio. to Kawada Co.. Ltd Toy
block. 272.167, 1-10-84, Cl. D21-108.000

Cohen A Peck. Inc.: See—
Pnce. Hugh, 272,178, Cl D23-97.000

Colemore-Willianu, Robin V.. to Merryware Industries Limited Brush.
272,195, 110-84, Cl. D28-63.000.

Connecticut Cycle Accenories, Inc.: See—
Turkington, Mark; and Turkington, Philip, 272.140, Cl. D12-

119 000.

Coons, John C; and Beinse, Jean M . to Masco Corporation of Indiana.
Telephone base sution 272,147, 1-10-84, Cl. D14-60.000

Coons, John C; and Beirise, Jean M, to Masco Corporation of Indiana
Telephone base 272,148, 1-10-84, Cl. DI4-60.000.

DeLiso. Alan J Cenul articulator. 272,183, 1-10-84. Cl D24-I0.000
del Rio. Juan. Flute. 272,159, 1-10-84, Cl. D17-10.000
Denison, John F.: See-

Lodge, Glenn R.; and Denison, John F . 272,161. Cl. D19-33 000
Dryzal, Donald D. Glove protector 272,105, 1-10-84, Cl D2-361.000
Durand, Jean-Jacques. Tumbler or similar article. 272,1 16, 1-10-84, Cl
D7. 14.000.

Elliott, Qucnton T.; and Elliott, Quenton T , Jr Belt. 272,106, 1-10-84,
CI. D2-385.000

Elliott, Quenton T; and Elliott, Quenton T., Jr. Belt. 272,107, 1-10-84,

Cl. D2-385 000.

Elliott, Quenton T., Jr.: See-
Elliott, Quenton T; and Elliott, Quenton T., Jr , 272,106, Cl D2-

385.000.

Elliott, Quenton T.; and Elliott, Quenton T., Jr., 272,107, Cl. D2-
385.000.

Eltron (London) Limited: See—
Varney, Alan J., 272,143, Cl. DI 3- 1 3.000.

Esselte Pendaflex Corporation: See-
Becker, Werner, 272,160, Cl. D18-19.0OO.

Ethyl Corporation: See-
Hayes, Thomas H., 272,131, Cl. D9-434.000.
Hayes, Thomas H., 272,132, Cl. D9-434.000.
Hayes, Thomas H , 272,133, Cl D9-434 000.

Hayes, Thomas H., 272,134, Cl. D9-434.000
Hayes, Thomas H.. 272,135, Cl D9-434.000

Fowler, Paul E.; and Madson, Walter E., to Northwest Environmenul
Systems, Inc. Fan guard. 272,182, 1-10-84, Cl. D23-164.000.

Fox Valley Instrument Company: See—
McKinnon, Donald C: and Tury, Edward L., 272,136, Cl. DIO-

80.000.

Gedye, Laurence R., to L.R. it N.R. Gedye Pty. Ltd. Filter housing.
272,175, 1-10-84, CI. D23-4.000.

Genaro, Donald M.; and McGarvey, John N., to Bell Telephone Labo-
ratories. Incorporated. Telephone stand or similar article. 272,149,
1-10-84, Cl. D14-60.000.

Genaro, Donald M., and McGarvey, John N., to Bell Telephone Labo-
ratories, Incorporated. Telephone stand or similar article. 272,150,
1-10-84, Cl D14-60.000.

General Motors Corporation: See—
Gierschick, Walter K.; Jenkins, William M , Jr ; and Kesling, Keith.

272.152, CI. D 14-76.000.

Gierschick, Walter K.; Jenkins, William M., Jr.; and Kesling, Keith, to
General Motors Corporation. Radio control unit. 272,152, 1-10-84,

Cl D 1 4-76.000

Gingher, Clair H., Jr , to Gingher, Inc. Scissors. 272,121. 1-10-84. Cl.
D8-57.000.

Gingher, Inc.: See—
Gingher. Clair H.. Jr., 272,121, Cl. D8-57.000.

Hayes, Thomas H., to Ethyl Corporation. ConUiner handle or similar
article 272,131, 1-10-84, Cl. D9-434.000.

Hayes, Thomas H., to Ethyl Corporation. ConUiner handle or similar
article. 272,132, I -10-84, Cl. D9-434.000.

Hayes, Thomas H., to Ethyl Corporation. ConUiner handle or similar
article. 272,133, 1-10-84, Cl. D9-434.000.

Hayes, Thomas H., to Ethyl Corporation. ConUiner handle or similar
article. 272,134, 1-10-84, Cl. D9.434.000.

Hayes, Thomas H., to Ethyl Corporation. ConUiner handle or similar
article. 272,135, 1-10-84, Cl. D9-434.000.

Heywood, Joseph R., to Ainsworth Nominee Pty. Ltd. Poker machine
cabinet. 272,164, 1-10-84, Cl. D2I-38.000.

Hinnchs, Carl B.: See-
Russell, Robert L.; Propst. Paul L.; Richardson, Donald A.; and

Hinrichs, Carl B., 272,113, Cl. D6- 1 92.000
Hollyday, Robert D.: See—

Casciotti, Albert; and Hollyday, Robert D, 272,145, Cl. D13-
24.000.

Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Oshika, Toshi; and Kurosu, Yukio, 272,137, Cl. D 12-91 000.

Hull, R. E>ell, to Brunswick Corporation. ClcMcd face spinning reel.

272.174, 1-10-84. Cl. D22-25.000.
Imai, Hirouka: See-

Nomura, Toshihito; and Imai, HiroUka, 272,151, Cl Dt4-7I.000
International Business Machines Corporation: See—

Meister, Herbert E., Jr , 272,156, Cl. D 16-27.000

Ishiyama, Atsushi, to Yamaha Hatsudoki Kabushiki Kaisha. Motorcy-
cle. 272,138, 1-10-84, Cl D12-1 10000

Jenkins, William M., Jr.: See—
Gierschick, Walter K.; Jenkins, William M., Jr ; and Kesling, Keith,

272,152, CI DI4-76a00
Johnson, Perry B Airplane. 272,142, 1-10-84, Cl DI2-326O0O
Jones, Andrew, Jr. Random chance game device. 272,165, 1-10-84, Cl
D2 1 -39 000

Julius Blum Gesellschafi m.b.H.: See-
Rock, Ench; and Bnistle. Klaus. 272,114, Cl. D6-I94.000.
Rock, Erich; and Bnutle, KUus, 272,123, Cl. D8-323.000.
Rock, Ench; and Brustle, Klaus, 272,124, Cl. D8-323 000

Jutras, Pierre. Tent. 272,172, 1-10-84, Cl D2I-253.000
Kabushiki Kaisha MaUuzaka Tekkosho: See—

Nakamura, Maaahiko; and Yokoyama. Tkkashi, 272,122, Cl. D8-
71.000.

Karpowicz, John, to Boehringer Laboratories Disposable pneumotach
tube. 272,184, 1-10-84, Cl D24- 17.000

Kawada Co., Ltd : See—
Chauni, Yasushi; and Tsuchikura, Toshio, 272,167, Cl D21-

108.000.

Keene Corporation: See—
Sangiamo, Richard, 272,193, Cl D26-8S.O0O

Kesling, Keith: See—
Gierschick, Walter K.; Jenkins, William M , Jr . and Ketling, Keith.

272,152, CID 1 4-76.000.

Kikuchi, Tadashi: See—
Shintani. Takamasa: Nagasawa, Koyo; Takemura, Hiroshi; and

Kikuchi, Tadashi, 272,153, Cl D14-94000.
Kurosu, Yukio: See—

Oshika, Toshi; and Kurosu, Yukio, 272,137, Cl. D12-91.0OO.
L R A N R Gedye Pty Ltd See—

Gedye. Laurence R , 272,175, Cl D23-4.OO0
Lankford, Jerry G Chair ride 272,171. 1-10-84, Cl. D2I-247.00O
Leach, Frank D Woodstove 272,179, 1-10-84, Cl. D23-97.000
Levine, Noel, to Associated Products, Inc. Shower curtain and hook
package 272,129, 1-10-84, Cl. D9-4I5000

Lodge, Glenn R ; and Denison, John F . to Wilson Jones Company
Divider sheet for a continuous form binder 272,161. 1-10-84. Cl
D19-33.000

Luthe, Claus, Rennen, Manfred; and Braun, Hans, to Bayerische Mo-
toren Werkc Aktiengesellschaft Combined vehicle roof intenor
instrument panel, rear view mirror and sun visors 272,141, 1-10-84,
Cl. DI2-I92.000.

Lyon, Margaret L.; and Birch, Robert A Plate 272,117. 110-84. CI
D7-27.000

Madson, Waller E.: See-
Fowler, Paul E ; and Madson, Walter E.. 272.182, Cl D23-I64 000

Mars, Incorporated: See—
Taub, Ronald H., 272,110, Cl D6-132 000.

Masco Corporation of Indiana: See-
Coons, John C; and Beinse, Jean M , 272,147, Cl. DI4-60000
Coons, John C ; and Beinse, Jean M., 272,148, CI DI4-60000

Matsushita Electric Industnal Co , Ltd : See—
Sawada, Atsushi; and Nagayama. Shinichi. 272.120, Cl D7.

384 000
Matsushita Graphic Communication Systems, Inc See—

Shintani, Takamasa; Nagasawa. Koyo; Takemura, Hiroshi, and
Kikuchi, Tadashi, 272,153, CI. DI4-94.000

Maturelli, Ennio. Rifle 272,173, 1-10-84, Cl D22-6 000
Mayumi, Hisaki, to Tokai Electnc Wire Co , Ltd. Connector housing

272,144, 1-10-84,0 D13-24.000
McGarvey, John N : See—

Genaro, Donald M.; and McGarvey, John N . 272,149, Cl DI4-
60.000.

Genaro, Donald M , and McGarvey, John N , 272.150, Cl D14-
60.000.

McKinnon, Donald C ; and Tury, Edward L., to Fox Valley Instrument
Company. Magnetic timing probe 272,136. 1-10-84, Cl D 10-80 000

McPhail. Kenneth J. Vending machine 272,162, 1-10-84, CI D20-7 000
Meister, Herbert E., Jr., to International Business Machines Corpora-

tion. Automatic sheet feed device or the like. 272,156, 1-10-84, Cl
D16-27 000

Merryware Industnes Limited: See—
Colemore-Williams, Robin V , 272,195, CI D28-63 000

Mmolu Camera Kabushiki Kaisha See—
Bartlett, Stephen, 272,155. CI. DI6- 10.000

Miyazaki, Tamio ConUiner for food or the like 272.130, I 10-84. Cl
D9-43I 000

Mo, Michael Telephone instrument 272,146. 110-84, Cl D14-53000
Morns, James W , Jr. Combined sutionary ubie and rotauble lounge

seating umt. 272,108. I- 10-84, Cl D6-42 000
Nagasawa, Koyo: See—

Shinuni, Takamasa; Nagasawa, Koyo; Takemura. Hiroshi, and
Kikuchi, Tadashi, 272,153, Cl D 14-94.000

Nagayama, Shinichi: See—
Sawada, Auushi. and Nagayama, Shinichi, 272,120, Cl D7-

384 000
Nakamura, Masahiko, and Yokoyama, Takaahi, to Kabushiki Kaisha

Matsuzaka Tekkosho Foot operated vice. 272,122, 1-10-84, Cl. D8-
71.000

Noller, Donna J Horse barrel swing or similar article 272,170, 1-10-84,

Cl D2 1 -246 000
Nomura, Toshihito; and Imai, Hirouka, to Pioneer Electronic Corpora-

tion. Audio tuner. 272,151, 1-10-84, Cl D 1 4-7 1 000
Northwest Environmenul Systems, Inc See-

Fowler. Paul E , and Madson, Waller E . 272,182. Cl D23-I64000
Nottingham, John R , and Spirk, John W , Jr Simulative toy UbIe or

similar article 272,169, 1-10-84, Cl D2I-I2I.OOO
Orenstein, Henry Riding toy 272.166, 1-10-84, Cl D2I-78 000
Orenstein, Henry Makeup console 272.197, 1-10-84, CI D28-99000
Oshika, Toshi; and Kurosu, Yukio, to Honda Oiken Kogyo Kabushiki

Kaisha Motorcar 272,137, 1-10-84, Cl DI2-9IO0O
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Papercraft Corporation: Ste—

Beard. Eugene C. 272.127, CI. D9-3 12.000.

Pannentier, Christian. Packaging conuiner for ice cream or the like

272.128. 1-10-84. CI. D9- 345.000.

Peck, Russell E. Tourniquet and pressure applying device. 272.186,
1-10-84. CI. D24-34.000

Pennoyer. Raymond P., Jr. Pulley. 272,126, 1-10-84. CI. D8-360000
Pioneer Electronic Corporation: See—

Nomura. Toshihito; and Imai, Hirouka. 272,151, CI. D 14-7! 000
Plaslicair Systems: See—

Sixsmith. Richard. 272.181, CI D23-I63 000
Price. Hugh, to Cohen & Peck. Inc. Wood stove 272.178, 1-10-84. CI

D23-97.0OO.

Prieur. Henri, to Societe Francaise des Verreries Mechaniques Cham-
penoises. Goblet or similar article. 272.115, 1-10-84, CI D7-13 000

Propst, Paul L.: See—
Russell, Robert L.; Propst, Paul L.; Richardson, Donald A.; and

Hinrichs, Carl B, 272.113, CI. D6-192.000
Raymond, Gary E. Copying camera/processor unit. 272,157, 1-10-84.

CI. D 1 6-28.000

Rennen, Manfred: See—
Luthe. Claus; Rennen. Manfred; and Braun, Hans. 272,141, CI
D 12- 1 92 000

Richardson, Donald A.: See—
Russell, Robert L.; Propst, Paul L.; Richardson. Donald A and

Hinrichs, Carl B., 272,113. CI D6-192.000
Ricoh Company, Ltd.: See—

Saito, Yasuhiro, 272, 1 54, CI . D 1 4- 1 1 1 .000 I

Rock, Erich; and Brustle, Klaus, to Julius Blum Gesellschaft m b H
Mounting plate for a hinge. 272,114, 1-10-84. CI D6-194 000

Rock, Erich; and Brustle. Klaus, to Julius Blum Gesellschaft m b H
Hinge arm. 272,123, 1-10-84, CI. D8-323.000

Rock, Erich; and Brustle, Klaus, to Julius Blum Gesellschaft m b H
Furniture hinge arm. 272,124, 1-10-84, CI. D8-323 000

Russell. Robert L.; Propst, Paul L.; Richardson, Donald A , and Hin-
richs, Carl B., to Stow Davis Furniture Company. Furniture panel
272.113, 1-10-84, CI. D6- 1 92.000

Russo Manufactunng Corporation: See—
Russo. Richard A., 272,180, CI. D23-97.0O0.

Russo, Richard A., to Russo Manufacturing Corporation Stove
272,180, 1-10-84, CI. D23-97.000.

Saferstein, Albert; and Spector, Gilbert. Penlight magnifier attachment
272,158, 1-10-84, CI. D16-135.000.

Saito, Yasuhiro, to Ricoh Company, Ltd. Printer. 272,154, 1-10-84. CI
D14-1 11.000.

Sangiamo, Richard, to Keene Corporation. Wall mounted light fixture
272,193, 1-10-84, CI. D26-85.000.

Sanyei Corporation: See—
|

Suzuki, Sigeni, 272,194, CI. D28- 16.000.

Sawada. Atsushi; and Nagayama, Shinichi, to Matsushita Electric
IndustriaJ Co., Ltd. Food processor. 272,120, 1-10-84, CI. D7-384.000

Schlesinger, Joseph D. Petri dish. 272,185, 1-10-84, CI. D24-29.000.
Schneider, WuJf; and Bohme, Ulrich. Chair frame. 272,1 12, 1-10-84 CI

D6-191.000.

Schullcr, Marius C. Solid fuel stove. 272,177, 1-10-84, CI. D23-97.0O0
Shames, Harold: See-

Shames, Sidney J.; and Shames, Harold, 272,109, CI. D6-92.000.
Shames, Sidney J., and Shames, Harold. Combined tumbler and tooth-

brush fixture. 272,109, 1-10-84, CI. D6-92.000.
Shinuni, Takamasa; Nagasawa. Koyo; Takemura, Hiroshi; and Kiku-

chi, Tadashi, to Matsushita Graphic Communication Systems, Inc.
Facsimile transceiver. 272,153, 1-10-84, CI. D14-94.000.

Sielaff. Ulrich. Playhouse. 272.168. 1-10-84. CI. D2I-1 14.000

Sixsmiih. Richard, to Plasticair Systems. Mist eliminator blade. 272 181
1-10-84. CI. D23- 163 000

Sneider. Vincent R Disposable panty pad. 272.188. 1-10-84. CI. D24-

Sneider. Vincent R. Disposable panty pad. 272.189, MO-84, CI. D24-

Sneider. Vincent R. Disposable panty pad. 272,190, 1-10-84, CI. D24-

Societe Francaise des Verreries Mechaniques Champenoises See—
Pneur. Henri. 272,1 15, CI D7-I3.000.

Spector, Gilbert: See—
Saferstein, Albert; and Spector, Gilbert, 272,158, CI. D16-135 000

Spirk. John W.. Jr : See—
Nottingham. John R.; and Spirk, John W., Jr , 272,169, CI D2I-

121 000.
... 1^*1

Steiner. Fred S. Skimmer. 272,118, 1-10-84, CI. D7-47 000
Sterner, Fred S. Turner. 272,119, 1-10-84, CI. D7-I02.000.
Stow Davis Furniture Company: See-

Russell, Robert L.; Propst, Paul L.; Richardson, Donald A. and
Hinrichs, Carl B., 272,113, CI. D6-192.000.

Suzuki, Sigeru, to Sanyei Corporation. Hairdryer. 272,194, 1-10-84, CI.

Takemura, Hiroshi: See—
ShinUni, Takamasa; Nagasawa, Koyo; Takemura, Hiroshi and

Kikuchi, Tadashi, 272,153, CI. D14-94.000.
Takizawa, Toshiaki, to Tomy Kogyo Co., Inc. Hand holdable housing

for a game. 272,163, 1-10-84, CI. D21-13.000.
Taub, Ronald H., to Mars, Incorporated. Display shelf module 272 1 10

1-10-84, CI D6-I32.000.
Tawada, Shinryo Denul (loss holder or similar article. 272 196

1-10-84, CI. D28-64 000.
Tetra Consultants, Inc.: See—

Van Ewyk, William H., 272,191, CI. D24-62.000.
Tokai Electric Wire Co., Ltd.: See—

Mayumi, Hisaki, 272,144. CI. DI3-24.00O.
Tomy Kogyo Co., Inc.: See—

Takizawa. Toshiaki, 272.163, CI. D21-I3.000.
Tsuchikura. To>^hio: See—

Chatani, Ya.sushi; and Tsuchikura, Toshio, 272,167, CI D2I-
108CXX)

Turkington. Mark; and Turkington, Philip, to Connecticut Cycle Ac-
cessories, Inc. Combined backrest and lugpaije rack. 272,140. 1-10-84
CI. D12-II9.O0O.

Turkington, Philip: See—
Turkington. Mark; and Turkington. Philip. 272.140. CI D12-

119.000.

Tury, Edward L.: See—
McKinnon, Donald C; and Tury, Edward L., 272,136, CI DIO-

80.000.

Van Doren, David A Combination rebar support and nailine block
272,125. I-I0-84. CI. D8-356.0OO.

Van Ewyk. William H.. to Tetra Consultants, Inc. Nasal aspiration
device 272,191, 1-10-84, CI. D24-62.000.

Vamey, Alan J., to Eltron (London) Limited. Electrical terminal box
272,143. 1-10-84, CI. D13-I3.000.

Vermillion, Wesley: See—
Webb. Gary S.; and Vermillion, Wesley, 272,198. CI. D30-99.000.

Webb. Gary S; and Vermillion, Wesley. Pet litter tray. 272,198
1-10-84, CI. D30-99.000.

Wilson Jones Company: See—
Lodge. Glenn R. and Denison, John F., 272,161, CI. DI9-33.000.

Yamaha Hatsudoki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ishiyama, Atsushi, 272,138, CI. D12-1 10.000.

Yokoyama, Takashi: See—
Nakamura, Masahiko; and Yokoyama, Takashi, 272,122, CI. D8-

71.000.

LIST OF PLANT PATENTEES
Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Sution, University of Arkansas
See-
Moore. James N., 5,174, CI. 47.000. I

Carrier, Leonard E. Carnation plant. 5,175, 1-10-84, CI. 71.000
DeVor Nurseries, Inc.: See—

DeVor, Thelma G., 5,172. CI. 23.000.
|

DeVor, Thelma G., to DeVor Nurseries, Inc. Rose plant named De
Vite. 5,172. 1-10-84, CI. 23.000.

Hansen, Betty C, heir: See—
Hansen, Carl J., deceased, 5,173, CI. 30.000.

Hansen, Carl J., deceased (by Hansen, Betty C, heir), to University of
California, The Regents of the. Almond x Peach hybrid rootstock
tree. 5,173, 1-10-84, CI. 30.000.

Moore, James N., to Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Uni-
versity of Arkansas. Grapevine—Reliance cultivar. 5,174, 1-10-84, CI.
47.000.

University of California, The Regents of the: See—
Hansen. Carl J., deceased. 5,173, CI. 30.000.
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Note.—First number, class; second number, subclass; third number, patent number

18

240

13

S24

436
470

113

1IS.6

403
437
S24

CLASS2
4,424,595

4,424,596

CLASS3
4,424,597

CLASS4
4,424,598

CLASS 5

4,424,599

4,424,600

CLASS 7

4,424,601

CLASS I

4,423,131

4,423,132

4,423,133

4,423,134

CLASS IS

97 B
210 R

4.424,602

4.424.603

CLASS 16

29 4.424,604

94 R 4,424,603

223 4,424,606
387 4.424,607

CLASS 17

32 4,424,608

CLASS 24

134 R 4,424,609
163 K 4.424,610
192 4.424,61

1

386 Re.31,487
669 4,424,612

CLASS26
2 R 4.424,613

CLASS 21

235 4,424,614

CLASS 29

25.42 4,424,615

4,424,617
33 T 4,424,616

309 4,424,618
327.4 4,424,619
338 4,424.620
371 4,424,621

611 4,424.622
716 4,424,623
727 4,424,624
764 4,424.623
839 4,424,626
837 4,424,627

CLASS 30

43.92 4,424,628

103 4,424.629

CLASS 33

174 L
361

CLASS
37 R
73

167

CLASS
34A
30

CLASS
132

CLASS
69 R

CLASS
18.1

38

102

114

CLASS
SI

4,424,630

4,424,631

34

4,424,632

4.424,633

4,424,634

3«

4,424,633

4.424,636

40

4,424,637

42

4,424,638

43

4,424,639

4,424,640

4,424.641

4,424,642

44

4.423,133

4.423,136

36

38

4,423,137

4,423,138

CLASS 46

86 R 4.424,643

133 R

66

77

I80C

141

302

92 R
309

4,424,644

CLASS 47

4,424,643

CLASS 41

4,423,139

4,423,140

CLASS 49

4,424,646

4,424,647

CLASS SI

4.424,648

4,424,649

4,423,141

CLASS S2

96
175

204
213
239

320
384

4.424,650

4,424,631

4,424,632

4,424,633

4,424,634

4.424,635

4,424,636

CLASS S3

lUR
398
425

540

23

31

96
383 B

4,424.657

4.424.638

4,424.639

4.424.660

CLASS SS

4.423.142

4.423.143

4.423.144

4,423,145

CLASS 56

320.2 4,424,661
341 4,424,662

CLASS S7

22 4,424,663

338 4,424,664

CLASS 60

39.02

39.141

39.181

39.182

230
231

231

274

383
486
334

602
605

660
670

4,424,665

4,424,666

4,424.667

4.424,668

4,424,669

4,424,670

4.424,679

4,424,671

4,424,672

4,424,673

4,424,674

4.424,675

4,424,676

4,424,677

4,424,678

48
114

133

135

239
249
259.1

457
476

CLASS 62

4.424,680

4,424,681

4,424,682

4,424,683

4,424,684

4,424,685

4,424,686

4,424,687

4,424,688

CLASS «3

13.1 4,424,689

CLASS6S
18.2 4,423,146
27 4,423,147

142 4.423,148

CLASS 69

30 4.424.690

CLASS 70

224 4.424.691

363 4,424.692

369 4,424,693

422 4,424.694
714- 81 3.942.969

24 4.423.149
77 4,425.150
88 4.425.151

91 4.425.132
92 4,425,153

4,425.154
93 4.425.155
94 4.423.156

4.425,157

121 4,425,158

CLASS 72

128 4,424,695
2735 4,424,696
309 4,424,697
354 4,424,698

388 4.424,699

CLASS 73

1 E
24

35

38

40
1173
172

462
514

718

861 22

861.28

861 56

86265

87

89.15

422
482
493

540

650
796

4,424,700

4,424,701

4,424.702

4,424,703

4,424,704

4,424,705

4,424,706

4,424,707

4,424,708

4,424,709

4,424,710

4,424,711

4,424,712

4.424,713

4.424,714

4,424,715

4,424,716

4,424,717

CLASS 74

4,424,718

4,424,719

4,424.720

4,424,722

4,424.723

4.424.721

4.424.724

4,424,725

4,424,726

CLASS 75

29 4,425,159

63 4,423,160

CLASS 76

107 R 4,424,727

CLASS 81

177 A 4,424,728
451 4,424,729

CLASSM
1.01 4,424,730

1 17 4,424,732

1.26 4,424,731

CLASS 89

1.5 R 4,424,733

16 4,424,734
34 4,424,735

36 D 4,424.736

CLASS 91

396 4,424,737

422 4424.738

CLASS 92

105 4.424,739

CLASS 100

52 4.424.740

53 4.424.741

229 R 4.424.742

99
349
426

CLASS 101

4.424,743

4,424,744

Bl 4,208.963

CLASS 102

215 4,424,745

523 4,424,748

CLASS 104

172 S 4.424.749

CLASS lOS

206 R 4.424.7)0
447 4.424.751

CLASS 106

21 4,423.161

22 4.425.162
100 4.423.163
150 4,425.164
193 R 4.425,165

2862 4.425,166
287 17 4.425.167

CLASS 101

SI I 4.424.732

4.424.7J3

CLASS no
190 4.424.754
246 4,424.755
332 4.424.756

CLASS 111

7 4.424,757

CLASS 112

103 4.424.758

CLASS 114

97 4.424.759
363 4.424.760

CLASS 118

300 4,424.761

410 4,424,762

CLASS 119

1 4.424,763
96 4.424.764

CLASS 122

4 O 4,424.765

4.424.766
13 A 4,424,767

16 4.424.768

392 4.424.769

488 4.424.770

CLASS 123

254
275.2

4,424,746

4,424,747

3

65 VB
90 29
90 56

142 5 R

188 VA
196 AB
237

255
342

367

418
438
479

538
549

557

559

4.424,771

4,424,772

4,424.773

4,424.774

4,424.775

4.424.776

4.424.777

4,424.778

4,424,779

4,424,780

4,424,781

4,424,782

4,424,783

4,424,784

4,424,785

4,424,786

4,424,787

4,424,788

4,424,789

4.424.790

CLASS 124

35 A 4.424,791

CLASS 126

80

IIOB
123

237
247

262
289
419
425

429
430
452

4.424.792

4.424,793

4,424.794

4,424,795

4.424,796

4,424,797

4,424.798

4,424,799

4,424,800

4,424,801

4,424,802

4,424,803

4,424,804

4,424,805

79

156

165

326
346
419
660
663
715

731

766

PC

4,424,107

4424.808
4.424,109

4,424,810

4,424.811

4,424.812

4,424.813

4.424.814

4.424.815

4424.816
4,424,817

336

40
46 A

CLASS 131

4.424.819

CLASS 132

7 4.424.820

4.424,821

4.424,822

CLASS 134

45 4,424.823

CLASS 13S

20 M 4.424.824

CLASS 137

I 4.424.825
54 4.424.826

320 4424.827
342 4,424.828
590 4,424.829

613 4,424,830
627 5 4.424,831

844 4,424,832

849 4.424.833

CLASS 130

121 4424.834

CLASS 139

I E 4,424,835

13 R 4.424,836

CLASS 141

284 4.424.837

325

348
4424.838
4424.839

CLASS 128

28 4.424.806

CLASS 144

246 F 4,424.840

CLASS 148

2 4,425.168
137 4.425,169

CLASS 149

109 6 4.425.170

CLASS ISO

33 4424,841

CLASS 1S2

158 4424.842
209 R 4.424.843

4.424.844

4.424.845

4.424.846

352 R 4.424,847

CLASS 1S«

64

187

204

218

229

244 II

272 2

307 3

307 5

415
497

554

65!

655

656

4425.171

4.425.172

4425.173
4,425,174

4425.175
4425,176
4425.177
4.425.178

4425.179
4,425.180

4425,181
4,425,182

4425.18.'

4425.184
4425.185

CLASS IS7

I 28 4424,848

CLASS ItO

124 4,424,849

133

298
4.424,850

4424.851

309 4424.832

CLASS 162

158 4.425.116

299 4425.187
300 4423.188
352 4.423.189

358 4423.190

CLASS 164

32 Re 31.488
57 1 4,424,833
98 4,424,834

485 4.424,833

504 4.424.836

a.Assitf

1 4.424.857

CLASS 1««

52 4,424.838

67 4.424.839

113 4.424.860

120 4.424.861

168 4.424.862

268 4.424.863

278 4424.864
302 4,424,865

303 4,424.866

CLASS 169

43 4,424,867

CLASS 172

21 4,424,l«l
349 4,424.8*9

810 4.424.870

821 4424,871

CLASS 174

1 10 F 4425,474
IPF 4,425,475

152 GM 4.423,476

CLASS 171

784 4,424818

CLASS 179

2 B
18 BC
81 B
90D
107 FD
120

170 2

4.425477

4,425,478

4,425479
4.425.480

4425.481

4,425.482

4425.483

n.Ass in
24 02

65 E
70 R

168

175

210

235

255

4,424.872

4424873
4424.874
4424.875
4,424.876

4424.877
4.424.878

4,424.879

129

155

231

258

12

CLASS 181

4,424.880

4424.881

4424,882
4,424,881

CLASS 182

4 424884

CLASS isa

:: 4,424.885

73 1? 4.424.K86

264 P 4.424 887

.VM 4,4:4.888

CLASS 191

39 4.424,889

ClJ^SS 192

III A 4.4:4.8<)0

riJlSS 193

2 R 4,424.891

nj^SS 194

I D 4.424,892

4 C 4,424,893

PI 4.^
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451

472
545

CLASS IM
4.424.894

4.424.895

4.424.896

CLASS 200

5 A 4.425.484

19 R 4,425.485

51 R 4.425.486

153 K 4.425.487

220 4.425.488

CLASS 201

4! 4.425.191

CLASS 204

1 T
2 1

3

15

19 ZE
25
43 Z
59 F
67

72

129

129 7

151

159 14

159 15

15918
159 23
198

202

254
258
270
290 F
298

4.425.193

4.425,192

4.425.194

4.425.195

4.425.196

4.425.210

4.425.197

4.425.198

4.425.199

4.425.200

4.425.201

4.425.202

4.425.203

4.425.204

4.425.205

4.425.207

4.425.208

4.425.206

4.425.209

4.425,211

4,425,212

4,425,213

4,425,214

4,425.215

4,425.216

4.425.217

4.425.218

CLASS 206

45 14

633
305
328
434
454
525

4.424.897

4.424.898

4.424.899

4.424.900

4.424.901

4.424.902

4,424.903

CLASS 200

8 R
II R
48 AA
56

65

216 R
252
307

4.425.219

4.425.220

4.425,223

4,425.224

4.425,222

4.425.221

4.425.225

4.425.226

CLASS 209

5 4.425.227
17 4.425.228

167 4,425.229

4,425.230

CLASS 210

4,425,231

4,425,232

4,425,233

4,425.234

4.425.235

4.425.236

4,425,238

4,425,237

4,425,239

4,425,240

96.1

219

231

321.3

516
638
666
692
787

801

CLASS 211

40 4,424,904
49 R 4.424.905
50 4.414.906

60 R 4.424.907

118 4.424,908

CLASS 212

153 4,424.909

CLASS 215

216 4,424,910

365 4,424,911

CLASS 217

4,424,912122

CLASS 219

10.49 A 4,425,489

1055 B
60 2

69C
69M

69 V

4,425,490

4,425.491

Re 31,493

Re. 3 1,49

1

Re. 3 1,494

4.425,492

Re. 3 1,490

Re 31,492

13051
216
267
384

544

4,425.493

4.425.494

4.425.495

4.425.496

4.425.497

CLASS 220

90 2 4.424.913

261

316
4.424,914

4.424.915

CLASS 222

74 4.424,916

103

153

402 II

456

4.424.917

4.424.918

4.424.919

4.424.920

4.424.921

CLASS 223

88 4.424.922

CLASS 22*

251

252

4.424.923

4.424.924

CLASS 225

2

26

4.424.925

4.424.926

CLASS 226

199 4,424.927

CLASS 227

28

32

4.424.928

4.424.929

CLASS 228

20

I80R
4.424,930

4.424.931

CLASS 231

2 E 4.424.932

CLASS 235

1 A
70 R

400

I 4.425.498

4.425.499

4.425.500

CLASS 236

44 A 4.424.933

CLASS 237

7 4.424.934

CLASS 238

349 4.424.935

CLASS 239

271 4.424.936
590 4.424.937

CLASS 241

182 4.424.938

CLASS 242

4 R 4.424.939

191 4.424,940

192 4,424,941

200 4.424.942

CLASS 244

3 1

1

4.424.943

13 4.424.945

4.424.946

134D 4.424,947

166 4.424.948

CLASS 2(8

238 4.424.949
475 R 4.424.950

CLASS 249

3 13 4.424.944
48 4.424.951

CLASS 250

4.425.501

4.425.502

4.425.503

4.425,504

4.425,505

4,425.506

4.425.507

4.425.508

CLASS 251

4.424.952

4.424.953

216
338

345

353

359 1

396 ML
442.1

54

368

CLASS 252

85 C

8 55D
8.55 R

12

28

33

49 3

4,425.241

4.425,243

4,425,246

4,425,242

4,425,247

4,425,244

4,425.245

4,425,248

51 5 R
62 59

70

88

135

373

511

522 R

548

607

4.425.24<)

4.425.250

4.425.251

4.425.252

4.425.253

4.425.254

4.425.262

4.425.263

4.425.264

4.425.265

4.425.266

4.425.267

CLASS 254

134 3 CL 4.424.954

CLASS 260

1125 R
153

192

2456
397 I

397 25

403

4109 N
429 R

429 9

430
465 D
502 5 F

4.425.269

4.425.270

4.425.271

4.425.272

4.425.274

4.425.275

4.425.276

4.425.277

4.425.278

4.425.279

4,425,280

4,425,281

4,425.282

4.425.283

4.425.284

95

CLASS 261

4.425.285

CLASS 262

397 1 4.425.273

CLASS 264

8

22

39
401

42
174

176 F
525

248

271

283

4.425.286

4.425.287

4.425,288

4.425.289

4.425.290

4.425,291

4,425,292

4,425,293

4.425.294

CLASS 266

4.424.955

4.424.956

4.424.957

4,424.958

4.424.959

CLASS 267

8 R 4.424.960

6427 4.424,961

1402 4.424,962

CLASS 270

53 4,424,963

CLASS 271

91 4,424,964

202 4,424,965

302 4,424,966

CLASS 273

1 GO
1 5R

55 B
121 A
153 S
397

4,424,967

4,424,968

4,424.969

4.424,970

4.424,971

4.424.972

CLASS 277

2 4.424.973

80 4.424.974
81 R 4.424.975

205 4,424.976

CLASS 279

121 4.424.977

CLASS 280

1. 13

21 R
276

288
461 A
475

661

766.1

784

823

4.424.978

4,424,979

4,424,980

4,424,981

4,424,982

4,424.983

4.424.984

4.424,985

4.424,986

4,424.987

2

14

381

CLASS 285

4.424.988

4.424.989

4,424,990

4,424.99!

CLASS 289

4,424,992

CLASS 290

40 C 4.425.509
42 4.425.510

CLASS 292

128 4,424,993

318 4,424.994

323 4,424,995

CLASS 293

117 4,424.996

CLASS 294

53 5 4.424.997

118 4,424.998

142 4,424.999
165 4.425,000

CLASS 296

4.425.001178

CLASS 298

1 R 4.425.002

CLASS 299

5 4.425,003

CLASS 301

8 4,425.004

CLASS 303

3 4.425.005

4,425.006

CLASS 305

1

1

4,425.007
24 4,425,008

CLASS 307

106 4,425.511

138 4,425,512
1414 4.425.513
265 4.425.514
268 4,425,515
446 4,425.516
473 4.425.517
571 4.425,518

CLASS 308

187 1 4,425.009
214 4,425,011

227 4,425.010

CLASS 310

45 4.425,519
92 4,425,520

214 4.425.521

258 4,425.523
268 4,425,522

332 4,425,524

336 4,425.525
800 4.425,526

CLASS 312

37 4.425,012

216 4.425,013

284 4,425,014

CLASS 313

112 4,425,527
466 4,425.528

CLASS 315

541 4,425,529
104 4,425,530
241 P 4,425,531

360 4,425,532
408 4,425,533

CLASS 318

135 4.425.534
139 4.425.535
439 4,425,536

640 4,425,537
696 4,425,538
771 4,425.539

CLASS 322

2 A 4.425.540

CLASS 324

51 4.425,541

58 R 4,425,542

83 R 4,425.543
158 D 4,425.544
202 4.425,545

230 4,425,546
318 4,425,547

CLASS 328

162 4,425.548

CLASS 329

161 4,425.549

f.l.ASS 330

107 4.425.550
261 4.425.551

CLASS 331

39 4.425.552
74 4.425.553

CLASS 333

195 4.425.554
202 4.425.555

CLASS 338

25 4.425.556
32 H 4.425.557

CLASS 339

17 LC
82

198 GA
198 R
264 R
275 T

4,425.015

4.425.016

4,425,017

4,425,018

4,425,019

4,425,020
4,425,021

58

74

347 AD
347 DD
644
747

82579

CLASS 340

4,425.558

4.425,560

4,425,561

4,425,562

4,425,563

4,425,559

4,425,564

CLASS 343

373 4,425,567
722 4,425.565
781 P 4.425.566

CLASS 346

76 PH 4.425.568

4.425.569
135.1 4,425,570
136 4.425,571

CLASS 350

1.7 4,425,022
96 14 4,425,023

4,425.024
96.26 4,425,025

295 4,425,026
331 T 4,425.027
337 4,425.028
338 4,425,029

339 R 4,425,030

CLASS 354

403 4,425,031
423 4,425,033
458 4.425,032

CLASS 3S5

3 BE 4.425,034

3 CH 4,425.035

3 DR 4,425,036
43 4,425,037
73 4,425.038

CLASS 356

35.5 4.425.039

350 4,425,040

375 4,425.042

4,425,043

CLASS 357

4.425.572

4,425,573

4,425,574

4.425,575

4
22
50
81

CLASS 358

21 V
55

84

86
111

148

260
322

328

335

340

51

71

88
99
113

129

137

4,425.576

4,425.577

4,425,578

4,425,579

4.425,580

4,425.581

4,425,582

4,425,583

4,425,584

4.425,585

4.425,586

4,425,587

4,425.588

CLASS 360

4,425,589

4.425.590

4.425.591

4,425.592

4.425,593

4,425.594

4.425.595

CLASS 361

93 4.425,596

172

361

4.425,597

4,425,598

CLASS 362

32 4,425,599

84 4,425,600

146

186

222

223

227

267

291

373

419

4,425,601

4,425,602

4,425,603

4,425,604

4,425,605

4.425.606

4.425,607

4,425,608

4.425,609

4.425.610

CLASS 363

21 4,425,611

4.425.612
26 4,425.613

CLASS 364

4.425.614

4.425.615

4,425.616

4.425.617

4.425,618

4,425,619

4,425,620

4.425,621

4.425.622

4.425.623

4.425.624

4.425,625

4.425,626

4,425,627

4,425,628

4,425,629

4,425,630

CLASS 365

4.425.631

158

200

300
405

424.1

426

786

802

900

185

189

194

371

124

265

50
58

64
76

20
40
47

61

70

2

20
46
61

69
70

86
101

74
93

103

108

130

1

4
7

8

9
48

123

245

247

249

4,425.632

4.425.633

4.425.041

CLASS 366

79 4.425.044

CLASS 367

120 4.425.634

125 4.425.635

CLASS 369

4.425.636

4.425.637

4,425.638

CLASS 370

4.425,639

4,425,640

4,425,641

4,425,642

CLASS 371

4,425,643

4,425.644

4,425.645

4,425,646

4,425,647

CLASS 372

4,425,649

4,425,648

4,425,650

4,425,651

4,425,652

4,425,653

4,425,654

4,425,655

CLASS 373

4,425,656

4,425,657

4,425,658

4,425,659

4.425.660

CLASS 375

4,425,661

4,425,662

4,425,663

4,425.664

4,425,665

4,425,666

CLASS 376

4.425,295

4,425,296

4,425,297

4,425,298

CLASS 400

144.2 4,425,045

208 4,425,046

605 4,425,047

CLASS 403

15 4,425,050

191 4.425,048

237 4.425,049
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72

CLASS 404

4,425,051 147

CLASS 418

4,425,088

251

253

4.425,344

4.425,345

4,425.346

34

43
4.425.389

4.425.390

4.425,391 10

CLASS 435

4.425.427

132 4.425.447

CLASS 523

CLASS 405 CLASS 419 256 4,425.347 90 4,425,392 23 4.425.428 218 4.425.448

32 4.425,052 6 4,425,299
257

258
4,425.348

4.425.349
95

136

4,425,393

4.425.394

4,425,395

55

80

4.425,429

4,425.430 334

4,425,449

4.425,450
63 4,425.053 CLASS 420 4,425.350 196 101 4.425.431 414 4,425,451

211

217

224
258

4.425.054

4.425,055

4.425.056

4,425,057

453

111

4,425,300

CLASS 422

4,425,301

262
267

273 R

4.425.351

4.425.352

4.425.353

4,425.354

220

251

253

288

4!425!396

4,425,397

4,425.398

4,425.399

140

163

176

190

4.425.432

4.425.433

4.425.434

4.425.435

47

69

CLASS 524

4.425,452

4.425.453

4,425,454

4.425.268

4.425.455

4.425,456
100

CLASS 406

4,425,058

125

142

171

4,425,302

4,425,303

4,425,304

274
278
279

4,425.355

4.425.357

4,425,356

329

330

4,425.400

4.425.401

4,425,402

191

317

4.425,436

4.425.437

CXASS AM,

110

158

165
CLASS408

1 R 4.425.059

6 4.425.060

180

10

4,425,305

CLASS 423

4,425,306

285

305
309

4,425,358

4,425,359

4,425,360

4.425,361

4.425,362

4.425.363

4,425.364

331

341

342

4,425,403

4,425,404

4,425.405

527 4,425.438

CLASS 445

293

314

371

4,425,457

4,425,458

4,425,459

16 4.425.061 20 4.425.307 322
368 4.425.407 67 4.425.100 400 4.425,461

28

81

4.425.062

4.425.063
136 4.425.308

4.425,309

4,425,310

4,425,311

330
358

403
457

516

4.425,408

4,425,409

4.425,410 139

CI.ASS 464

4.425.101

4,425,462

4,425,463

4.425.464
CLASS 410 a.ASS 425 702 4.425,411 CI.ASS 474

450 4.425.465

1

23

4.425.064

CLASS 411

4.425.065

230
235
437'

446

4,425,312

4,425,313

4,425,314

4,425,315

4,425.316

438

503
589

4,425,089

4,425.090

4,425.091
53

112

n.ASS 429

4,425.412

4.425,413

28

111

138

4.425.102

4.425.104

4.425,103

512

600
710
750

4.425,466

4.425,467

4.425.468

4.425.469

387 4.425.066 448 CLASS 426 179 4,425.414 140 4.425.105
CLASS 525

500 4.425.067

CLASS 414

574 R 4,425,317

644 4,425,318

3

43
4.425.365

4.425,366

191

1<J3

Re 31.489

4.425.415
45

a.ASS 493

4.425.106
380

444
4.425.440

4.425.470

36
398

498

542

4.425.068

4,425.069

4.425.070

4.425.071

II

47

CLASS 424

4,425,319

4,425,320

4,425,321

89

107

582

603

4,42 5,.367

4,425,368

4,425,369

4,425,370

4,425,371

7

.30

106

CXASS430

4.425.416

4.425.417

4.425.418

48

220
410
444

4.425.107

4.425.108

4.425.109

4,425.110

298

301

a.A.SS 526

4.425.471

4,425.472

724 4.425.072 52 4,425.322 179 4.425.419
9lf 4.425.1 1

1

CLASS 549
730 4.425.073 4.425.323 CLASS 427 204 4.425.420 a.ASS 494 '63 4.425.473
736 4.425.074 4,425.324 2 4,425,372 238 4.425.421

IX 4.425.1 12
755 4.425,075 54 4.425,325 14.1 4,425,373 242 4.425.422 a.ASS 604

781 4.425.076 61 4,425,326 44 4.425.374 264 4.425.423 a.ASS 502 t 4,425.113

CLASS 415
65 4.425,327 53 1 4.425.375 270 4.425.424 25 4.425.439 7 4.425.114
68 4,425,328 57 4.425.376 502 4.425.425 38 4.425.255 22 4.425.115

115 4.425.077 70 4,425,329 64 4.425.377 4.425.426 74 4.425.259 34 4.425.116
135 4.425.078 92 4,425,330 79 4,425.378 154 4.425.257 93 4.425.117
139 4.425,079 93 4,425,331 84 4.425.379

CLASS 432
4.425.258 164 4.425.118

197 4,425,080 94 4,425,332 97 4.425.380 106 4.425.092 255 4.425.260 175 4.425.119

211 4,425,081 177 4,425,333 181 4.425.381 a.A.SS 433
334 4.425.261 198 4.425.120

CLASS 416
4,425,334 203 4,425,382 418 4.425.256 209 4.425.121

180 4,425,335 216 4,425.383 149 4.425.093 23-' 4.425.122
61 4,425.082 4,425,336 221 4.425.384 228 4.425.094 CLASS 521 247 4.425.123

CLASS 417
181

200
4,425,337

4.425.338
238
256

4.425.385

4.425,386
CLASS 434

54

56

4.425.440

4.425.441

283

321

4.425.124

4.425.125
56 4.425.083 239 4.425.339 341 4,425,387 117 4.425.095 93 4.425.442 366 4.425.126

161 4.425.084 246 4.425.340 201 4.425.096 4.425.443 4.425.127
364 4.425.085 4.425.341 CLASS 428 219 4.425.097 105 4.425.444 381 4.425.128

388 4.425.086 250 4.425.342 12 4,425.406 317 4.425.098 4.425.445 385 4.425.129

414 4.425,087 4.425.343 16 4,425.388 335 4.425.099 108 4.425.«6 389 4.425.130

CLASSIFICATION OF DESIGNS

D2- 277 272.104 384 272,120 DIO— 80 272,136 76 272,152 114 272.168 17 272.184
361 272.105 D8- 57 272,121 D12- 91 272,137 94 272,153 121 272.169 29 272.185
385 272.106 71 272,122 110 272,138 111 272.154 246 272.170 34 272.186

272.107 323 272,123 114 272,139 D16- 10 272.155 247 272.171 272 187
D6- 42 272.108 272,124 119 272,140 27 272.156 253 272.172

51 172 \%%
92 272.109 356 272.125 192 272,141 28 272 157 1)22 - 6 272.171

272.189

272.190

272.191

132 272.110 360 272.126 326 272,142 135 272.158 25 272.174

168 272.111 D9- 312 272.127 DI3- 13 272,143 D17- 10 272.159 [)23^ 4 272.175

191 272.112 345 272.128 24 272,144 D18- 19 272.160 93 272.176
62

192 272.113 415 272.129 272,145 D19- 31 272.161 97 272.177 D25 - 17 272.192

194 272.114 431 272.130 DI4- 53 272,146 D2a- 7 272.162 2"'2.178 026— 85 272.191

D7- 13 272.115 434 272,131 60 272,147 D21- 13 272.163 272.179 1)28- 16 272.194

14 272,116 272,132 272,148 38 272.164 272.180 63 272.195

27 272,117 272,133 272,149 39 272.165 161 272.181 64 272.196

47 272,118 272,134 272,150 78 272.166 164 272.182 99 272.19"'

102 272,119 272,135 71 272,151 108 272.167 1)24-- 10 272.183 1)10 2''2.198

CLASSIFICATION OF PLANTS

p- 23 5,172 30 5,173 47 5,174 71 M75



GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX
OF RESIDENCE OF INVENTORS

(U.S. States. Territories and Armed Forces, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the Canal Zone)

Alabama
i

Alaska 2

American Samoa 3

Arizona 4

Arkansas 5

California 6
Canal 2^ne 7

Colorado 8

Connecticut 9
Delaware 10

District of Columbia 11

Florida 12

Georgia 13

Guam 14

Hawaii 15

Idaho 16

Illinois 17

Indiana ig

Iowa 19

Kansas 20

(First number in listing denotes location
as to inventor name, location, etc.)

Kentucky 2I

Louisiana 22
Maine 23
Maryland 24
Massachusetts 25
Michigan 26
Minnesota 27
Mississippi 28
Missouri 29
Montana 30
Nebraska 31

Nevada 32
New Hampshire 33
New Jersey 34
New Mexico 35
New York 35
North Carolina 37
North Dakota , 38
Ohio 39
Oklahoma 40

Oregon 41
Pennsylvania 42
Puerto Rico 43
Rhode Island 44
South Carolina 45
South Dakota 4^
Tennessee 47
Texas 43
Utah 49
Vermont 50
Virginia 51
Virgin Islands 52
Washington 53
West Virginia 54
Wisconsin 55
Wyoming 55
U.S. Air Force 57
U.S. Army 53
U.S. Navy 59

according to above key. Refer to patent number in body of the OfTicial Gazette to obtain details

1 : 4.424.740

4.424.816

4,424.934
4 : 4.424.681

4.425.536

4.425.666

8 :

5 : 4.424.969

4.425.374 9 :

6 : 4.424.601

PATENTS

4.424.619

4.424.627

4.424.708

4,424.716

4.424.721

4,424,723

4,424.735

4.424,738

4,424,753

4.424.775

4.424,778

4,424,795

4,424.813

4.424,817

4,424,837

4,424.882

4.424.884

4.424.905

4.424,913

4,424,924

4,424,929

4.424.932

4.424,944

4,424.981

4.425.083

4.425,118

4,425,120

4,425,136

4,425,149

4.425,213

4,425.271

4,425,283

4,425.284

4,425,313

4,425,334

4,425,441

4.425,497

4,425,534

4,425.545

4.425.559

4,425,582

4,425.602

4,425,621

4,425,645

01

02
04

05
06

4,425,655

4,425.663

4,425.665

4.424.963

4.425,183

4,425.230

4,425,501

4,424.755

4,424,763

4.424.787

4,424,803

4,424.852

4,425,019

4.425,075

4,425,078

4,425,208

4,425,407

4,425,590

4,424.678

4,425.124

4,425,055

4,424,643

4.424,712

4,425,215

4,424,640

4,424.609

4,424,644

4,424,679

4,424,720

4,424,741

4,424,745

4,424.815

4,424,820

4,424,825

4,424,842

4,424,854

4,424,892

4,424.900

4,424,943

4,424,990

4,425.013

4,425,028

4,425.045

4,425,049

4,425,086

4,425,089

4.425,097

4,425,119

4,425,194

4,425.221

4,425,376

4.425,379

4,425.437

08

09

10

12

4.425.454

4.425.476

4.425.477

4.425.488

4.425.506

4.425.515

4.425.516

4.425.526

4.425.537

4.425.540

4.425.544

4.425.592

4.425.598

4.425.616

4.425.648

4.425.649

4.425.653

4.424.636

4.424.667

4.424.700

4.424,800

4.424.624

4.424.638

4.424.776

4.424.977

4.425.038

4.425.061

4.425.203

4.425.232

4.425.446

4.425.498

4.425.012

4.425.153

4.425.155

4.425.293

4.425.375

4.424.646

4.424.650

4,424.710

4.424.798

4.424.812

4.424.885

4.424.887

4.424.907

4.424.970

4.424.971

4.425.000

4.425.052

4,425.185

4,425,210

4,425,336

4,425,414

4,425,479

13

15

16

17

18

4,425.480

4,425.549

4,425,552

4,425,578

4,424,797

4,424,901

4,425,010

4,425,192

4,425,474

4,424,772

4,425,531

4,424.617

4.424.649

4,424,656

4,424.666

4.424.676

4.424.698

4.424.699

4,424.748

4.424.756

4.424.881

4.424.910

4.424,998

4.425.058

4.425.113

4.425.116

4.425.126

4.425.142

4.425,164

4,425,190

4,425,245

4,425,249

4,425,294

4.425,301

4,425.386

4,425,393

4,425,410

4.425,444

4,425,445

4,425,447

4,425,451

4,425,475

4,425,513

4,425.541

4,425,542

4,425,571

4.425,579

4,425,589

4,425,601

4,425,618

4,425.647

4,424,626

4,424,691

19

20

.i
22

23

24

25

4,424,693

4.424.731

4,424.761

4.424,906

4,424.968

4,424,983

4.425,102

4.423,212

Re.3 1,488

4.424,672

4.424.714

4.424,871

4,425,216

4.425,623

4.424,822

4,424,954

4.425.085

4,425.337

4,423,240

4,425,239

4.424.686

4,424,864

4,424,909

4,425,206

4.423,222

4,423.223

4.423,239

4,423,312

4,423,482

4.423,070

4,423,320

4,424,618

4,424,641

4,424,779

4,424,938

4,423,068

4,423,112

4,423,122

4,423,193

4,423,292

4,423,318

4,423,343

4,423.367

4,424,637

4,424,727

4,424,728

4,424,814

4,424,833

4,424,972

4,423,013

4,423,114

4,423,141

4,423,187

26

27

4,423,202

4.423,367

4,423,378

4,423,466

4,423,484

4,423,308

4,423,309

4,423,327

4,423,333

4,423,623

4,423,626

4,424,602

4,424,631

4,424,639

4,424,634

4,424,682

4,424,683

4,424,683

4,424,706

4,424.709

4,424,723

4,424,777

4.424,783

4,424,784

4,424,804

4,424,823

4,424,826

4,424,829

4,424,891

4,424,916

4,423,008

4,423.039

4,423,063

4,423,069

4,423,091

4,423,184

4,423,198

4,423,218

4.423.316

4.423,333

4,425,391

4,423,406

4,423,429

4,423,430

4,423,361

4,424,623

4,424,684

4,424,792

4,424,818

4,424,890

4,423,160

4,423,181

4,423,268

PI 46
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28
29

30

31

33
34

4.425,368

4,425,370

4,425,471

4,425,615

4,425,642

4,425,661

4,424.865

4.424.789

4.424.830

4.425.103

4.425.235

4.425,260

4.425.412

4.425.428

4,425.486

4.424.788

4.425.150

4,425,439

4,425.581

4,425,551

4,424,630

4.424,642

4.424,677

4.424,680

4.424.747

4.424,791

4.424,807

4,424,809

4,424,810

4,424,841

4,424,853

4,424,897

4,424,898

4,424,904

4,424,918

4,424.919

4.424.948

4.424.950

4.424.995

4.425.020

4,425,040

4,425,044

4,425.121

4.425.169

4.425,196

4.425.246

4.425.248

4.425.256

4,425.257

4,425,264

35

36

4,425.265

4,425.272

4.425,281

4,425.295

4.425.318

4.425,325

4,425,328

4.425.342

4.425.365

4.425.381

4.425.455

4.425.457

4,425.458

4.425.460

4,425,461

4,425.462

4.425.510

4.425.511

4.425.514

4.425.517

4,425,566

4,425.570

4.425.611

4.425.617

4.425.639

4,425,664

4,424,805

4,424,858

4,424.866

4.424.931

4.424.595

4.424.610

4.424.621

4.424.780

4,424.831

4.424.850

4.424.899

4.424.917

4.424.921

4.424.922

4.424.966

4.424.987

4.425.042

4.425.072

4.425.115

4,425.125

4.425.131

4.425.193

4.425.204

4.425.251

37

38

39

4.425.275

4.425.306

4.425.330

4.425.331

4.425.348

4.425.380

4.425.383

4.425,388

4.425.397

4.425.415

4.425.423

4.425.424

4.425.425

4.425.426

4.425.525

4.425.574

4.425.586

4.425.628

4.425.652

4.424.613

4.424.744

4.424.927

4.424.955

4.425.107

4.425.286

4.425.338

4.425.363

4.425.372

4.425.495

4.425.609

4.424.757

4.425.620

4.424.688

4.424.717

4.424.793

4.424.799

4.424.873

4.424.908

4.424.947

4.424.949

4.424.951

4.424.975

4.424.989

4.425.005

4.425.011

4.425.071

4.425.130

4.425.138

4.425.147

4.425.182

40

41

42

4.425.279

4.425.280

4.425.289

4.425.394

4.425.3%
4.425.399

4.425.487

4.425.530

4.425.560

4.425.564

4.425.600

4.425.606

4,425.607

4.424,764

4.424,796

4.424.861

4.424,894

4.425.096

4.425.144

4.425.226

4.425.241

4.425.242

4.425,288

4.425.438

4,424.600

4.424.997

4.425.037

4.425.046

4.425.643

4.424.596

4.424.608

4.424.620

4.424.655

4,424,662

4.424.665

4.424.713

4.424.750

4,424.765

4.424.771

4,424,863

4,424.911

4,424,956

4,424,957

4,424,965

4.425,074

4,425.077

4,425.094

4.425,137

4.425,166

4,425,168

45

47

48

4.425,191 4.425.223

4,425.220 4.425.224

4.425.228 4.425.244

4,425.243 4.425.252

4.425.263 4.425.384
4.425.269 4.425.385
4.425.298 4.425.40«
4.425.305 4.425.453
4.425.307 4.425.459
4,425.377 4.425.463
4.425,448 4.425.464
4.425.449 4.425.503
4.425,467 4.425.550
4,425,468 4.425.629
4.425.469

4.425,633
4.425.470

4.425.472

4.425.505

4,425.519

4,425,523

4.425,539

4.425.565

4.425.603

4.425.627

4.425.654

4.425.660

49

50

51

4.424.746

4.424,923

4,425.003

4,425.227

4.425.433

4.424.629

4.424.724

4.424.794

4.424.914

4,425.597

3.942,969

4.424.657

4.425.612

4.425.614

4,424.718 53 4.424.781

4,424.599 4.424.806

4.424.930 4.424.896

4,425.172 4.425.067

4,424.598 4.425.178

4.424.802 4,425.417

4.424.848 54 4.425,175

4.424,993 4.425.456

4,425.186 55 4.424,603

4,425.521 4,424,605

4,425.524 4,424.759

Re 31.487 4,424.767

4.424,687 4,424.985

4,424,697 4.425,007

4.424.849 4.425,026

4,424,859 4.425.140

4,424,860 4.425.145

4.424.867 4.425,173

4.425.051 4.425.207

4.425.056 4.425.432

4.425.099 4.425,499

4.425.135 4,425,610

DESIGN PATENTS

01 : 272.171 272,140

I

18 : 272,187 272.149 272.158 272.145

06 : 272,159 12 : 272,157 20 : 272.125 272.150 272.170 272.184

272,183 272,192 25 : 272,111 272.166 37 272.121 45 272.176
272,185 272,198 272,178 272.193 272,165 48 272.104

09 : 272,126

272,131

272,132

272.133

272,134

13 : 272,108

272.188

272.189

272,190

272,196

272,180 272.197 39 272,147 272.106

15 :

26 : 272,113

272,136

272,152

36 272.109

272.117

272.118 40

272,148

272,169

272,174

272.107

272.156

55 272.168

272,135 17 : 272,110 272,186 272.119 42 272.105 272.179

272,139 272,161 34 : 272.142 272.129 272.127 272.182

05 5.174 06 5.172

PLANT PATENTS

5.173 5.175

I .S GOVfcRNMhNT PRINTING OFFICK l>~l9tu
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PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE NOTICES
I

Patent Cooperation Treaty Information

For information concerning the PCT member
countries see the notice appearing in the Official Gazette
at 1037 O.G. 12 on Dec. 13, 1983. For use of the Euro-
pean Patent Office as a Searching Authority for PCT
applications filed in the United States Receiving Office,
see the notice appearing in the Official Gazette at 1022
O.G. 52 on Sept. 28, 1982.

Domestic PCT fees were increased on Oct. 1, 1982 by
a rule change to 37 CfTl 1.445 that was published at

1021 O.G. 11 on Aug. 10. 1982. The search fee for the
European Patent Office was changed as of Jan. 22, 1983
and was announced at 1025 O.G. 27 on Dec. 28, 1982.
International PCT fees were changed by the PCT As-
sembly effective Jan. 1, 1984 and were announced at
1037 O.G. 12 on Dec. 13, 1983. The current schedule of
PCT fees is as follows:

Transmittal fee $ 125.00
Search fee

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office as

Searching Authority
• No corresponding prior U.S. national

application filed 500.00
• Corresponding prior U.S. national

application filed 250.00
European Patent Office as

Searching Authority I

• All cases '.

670.00
International Fees

Basic Fees (first 30 pages) 295.00
Basic Supplemental Fee (for each
page over 30) 6.00

Designation fee (for each national
or regional office) 70.00

Nov. 14, 1983.

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF,
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

I

REISSUE APPUCATIONS HLED

Notice under 37 CFR 1.11(b). The reissue applications list-

ed below are open to inspection by the general public in the
indicated Examining Groups and copies may be obtained by
paying the fee therefor (37 CFR 1.21(b)).

4,296^7, Re. S.N. 546,106, FUed Oct. 27, 1983, CI.
29/766, APPARATUS FOR LOADING A PULL
TAB ON A SLIDER BODY, Tsutomu Hakoi, Owner
of Record: Yoshida Kogyo K. K., Tokyo, Japan. Attorney
or Agent: James van Santen, et al., Ex. Gp.: 321

4,296,680, Re. S.N. 545,980, Filed Oct. 27, 1983, CI.
92/98.4. COUPLED SHELLS FOR VACUUM POW-
ER SERVO BOOSTER, Ryuji Ohta, et al.. Owner of
Record: Jidosha Kiki Ca Ltd.. Tokyo. Japan. Attorney
or Agent: Richard C. Sughrue, et al., Ex. Gp.: 341

4,338,390, Re. S.N. 556.515, FUed Nov. 30, 1983, CI.
430/106. QUARTERNARY AMMONIUM SULFATE
OR SULFONATE CHARGE CONTROL AGENTS
FOR ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPERS
COMPATIBLE WITH VITON FUSER, Chin H. Lu,
Owner of Record: Xerox Corp.. Stamford. Conn.. Attor-
ney or Agent: John E. Beck, et al., Ex. Gp.: 166

4^365,500, Re. S.N. 554.537, FUed Nov. 23, 1983, CI.
72/387. WEB BENDING FIXTURE. Roger Klukow,
Owner of Record: Chesley F. Carlson Co.. Minneapolis.

1038 OG 268

Minn.. Attorney or Agent: WUliam C. Babcock. et al..

Ex. Gp.: 321

REQUESTS FOR REEXAMINATION FILED

Notice under 37 CFR 1.11(c). The requests for re-

examination listed below are open to inspection by the gen-
eral public in the indicated Examining Groups. Copies of the
requests and related papers may be obtained by paying the
fee therefor esUblished in the Rules (37 CFR 1.21(b)).

In the event correspondence to the patent owner is not re-

ceived, this notice will be considered to be constructive no-
tice to the patent owner and reexamination will proceed (37
CFR 1.248(aX5) and 1.525(b)).

No Publications This Issue

Senrice by Publication

A petition to cancel each of the registrations identified
below having been filed, and the notice of such proceed-
ings sent by certified mail to each registrant at the last

known address having been returned by the Postd Ser-
vice as undeliverable. notice is hereby given that unless
the registrants listed herein, their assigns or legal repre-
sentatives, shall enter an appearance within thirty days
from the date of this publication, the cancellation wUl be
proceeded with as in the case of default.

Craig Denney Productions, dba Republic Arts Pic-
tures, Long Beach, Calif., Reg. No. 1.109.710. for the
mark A REPUBLIC PICTURE and design. Can. No.
13,855.

John Martin Designers Ltd.. New York. N.Y.. Reg.
No. 1,100,849, for the mark JOHN MARTIN. Can. No.
13,864.

Naris Cosmetics Co.. Ltd.. Los Angeles. Calif., Reg.
No. 1,093,040, for the mark VEGA (stylized). Can. No.
13,883.

Schacht Associates. Inc.. Bronx. N.Y.. Reg. No.
757,149, for the mark COMPAK. Can. No. 13.918.
MKD Corp.. Cherry HUl, N.J.. Reg. No. 1.109.199.

for the mark SPRINT, Can. No. 13,927.
Frostie Enterprises, assignee, by merger of Tasty-

Mates Co., Camden. N.J.. Reg. No. 908.720. for the
mark TRADER JACK, Can. No. 13.930.

ERMA S. BROWN.
Deputy Clerk,

Trademark Trial and
Appeal Board

For MARGARET M. LAURJENCE,
Assistant Commissioner

for Trademarks.

Service by Publication

A concurrent use proceeding involving the registra-
tion identified below having bMn instituted, and the no-
tice of such known address having been returned by the
Postal Service as undeliverable, notice is hereby given
that unless the registrant listed herein, its assigns or legal
representatives, shall enter an appearance within thirty
days from the date of this publication, the concurrent
use proceeding wUl be proceeded with as in the case of
default.

January 17, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 1038 OG 269

Afternoon Delight, Inc., Richmond, Va., Reg. No.
1,088,383, for the mark AFTERNOON DELIGHT.
Con. Use No. 527.

ERMA S. BROWN,
Deputy Clerk.

Trademark Trial and
Appeal Board.

For MARGARET M. LAURENCE,
Assistant Commissioner

for Trademarks.

VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT
Aooonncement Number: PTO-83-234

Opening Date: Dec. 23. 1983
aosing Date: Feb. 7. 1984

Title, Series, and Grade
Examiner-in-Chief (1 position)
AD- 1224- 17 equivalent
Salary: S63.800 per annum maximum
(POTENTIAL INCREASE DEPENDING UPON
CONGRESSIONAL APPROVAL)
Vacancy Location
Board of Appeals

Who May Apply
Applications wUl be accepted from Department of Com-
merce candidates and other status and nonstatus candi-
dates worldwide

Distribution of Announcement
Department of Conmierce and Worldwide
Duties: Serves as a member of the Board of Appeals of
the Patent and Trademark Office. As an Examiner-in-
Chief, participates in its appellate and administrative re-
sponsibUities and exercises independent judgement on all

matters before him/her on appeal, subject to administra-
tive and policy direction of the Commissioner. Appeals
filed in accordance with 35 U.S.C. 134 and 37 CFR
1.191 throught 1.198 of the Rules of Practice of the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office in patent cases involve
complex legal and technical questions. The Board of
Appeals has the sole power to hear and adjudicate ap-
peals from decisions or the Primary Examiners as to pat-
entabUity in applications for patents and for reissue of
patents. Final decisions of the Board, if unfavorable to
an applicant, may be appealed to the United States
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit or civU action
may be taken in accordance with 35 U.S.C. 145.

Experience Requirements: Candidates must possess (1) a
minimum of five years of patent experience of which at
least two years involved the exercise of independent
judgement in a responsible position as typified by the ex-
ercise of Full Signatory Authority as a Patent Examiner
or by comparable experience in some other position in-
side or outside the Patent and Trademark Office; (2) a
jaw degree or be a member in good standing of the bar
in any state. D.C.. Puerto Rico, or any temtorial court
under the Constitution; (3) a high degree of demonstrat-
ed competence in mechanical technology; (4) abUity to
write clearly and logically; (5) comprehensive experi-
ence in patent prosecution, examination, or administra-

tion which demonstrates a thorough knowledge and ap-
plication of patent laws and rules of practice.

E?alnation of Qnalifled Candidates will be on the basis of
experience, training (formal education, in-house courses,
conferences, seminars, etc. — GIVE DATES
ATTENDED AND HOURS OF INSTRUCTION),
awards (medals, cash awards, SAA, Outstanding Perfor-
mance Rating, QSI, etc. — GIVE DATE RE-
CEIVED), and supervisory appraisals. NOTE: The
qualifications of the proposed incumbent will have to be
reviewed and approved by the Department of Com-
merce before an appointment can be made effective.

Completed Forms Must Be Received by Feb. 7, 1984.

How To Apply Submit the following:

1) Personal Qualifications Statement, SF-171
2) Merit Program Interest Statement, CD-261 (DOC

employees only)
3) Current supervisory appraisal on your agency's form

or on CD-362 Getters of reference for outside can-
didates)

4) Background Survey Questionnaire, OPM Form 1386
5) Narrative Performance Rating
6) Examiner-in-Chief Questionnaire

Where To Apply
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
Office of Personnel
Crystal Mall 2, Room 925
1921 Jefferson Davis Hwy.
Arlington, Va. 22202
Attn: Doris Mouser (703) 557-3631

To Assist the Personnel Office in Assessing Your Qoalifl-
cations, Please Remember to Indndc the Following Infor-
mation on SF-17i<

1) The type of awards received and the date issued.

2) The total number of classroom hours for each
training class.

Mailing Address
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
Office of Personnel
CM-2, Room 925
Washington, D.C. 20231

National luTcntors Day

The Patent and Trademark Office, the National Coun-
cU of Patent Law Associations and the National Inven-
tors Hall of Fame Foundation, Inc. wUl sponsor Nation-
al Inventors Day in the Public Search Room on
Saturday, Feb. 11, 1984 from lOO p.m. to 5K)0 p.m. and
Sunday Feb. 12, 1984 from lOKX) a.m. to 5.O0 p.m. The
public is invited to view the exhibits on these days. In-
ventors wUI be inducted into the National Inventors
Hall of Fame on Sunday, Feb. 12, at 2<X) p.m.

In order to assemble exhibits it wUl be necessary to
close the Search Room on Friday, Feb. 10, 1984 at 500
p.m. The removal of all personal property from the
Search Room would be appreciated.

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF,
Dec. 27, 1983. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.



PATENT NOTICES

Certificates of Correction for tiie Week of Jan. 17, 1984

Re. 31,389 4,377,842
4,126,058 4,378,357
4,131,735 4,379.998
4,177,446 4,382,823
4.191,813 4,383,172
4,199,217 4,384,760
4,245,183 4,387,369
4,297,144 4,388,978
4,299,294 4,389,218
4,312,226 4,389,885
4,322,416 4,389,959
4,322,420 4,390,613
4,356,320 4,391,857
4,363,815 4.391,921
4,367,346 4,394,165
4,369,054 4,394,186
4,370,813 4,394.392
4,371,256 4,394,794
4,372,673 4,395,427
4,373,312 4,395,733
4,374,239 4,396,950
4,375,471 4,397,153
4,376.062 4,400,195

1038 CXj 270

4,400,504

4,400,552

4,401,992

4,402.338

4.402.453

4.403.348

4.403,921

4,404,190

4,404,440

4.404,669

4.404,739

4.405.142

4.405,574

4.405.576

4,405,892

4,405,911

4,405,948

4,406.060

4,406.151

4.406.200

4.406,517

4,407,543

4,407,855

4,409,251

4,409,489

4,409,910

4,409,926

4,410,482

4,410,868

4,411,534

4,411,581

4,411.645

4,412,410

4,412,879

4,413,378

4,413,951

4,413,966

4,414,163

4,414,285

4,414,732

4,416,012

4,416,196

4,417,035

Disclaimers

Re. 31,008.—FronA/m D. Barber, Flossmoor, 111., de-
ceased, by a Corp. of N.J., Standard Car Truck Co.,
Chicago, 111. DAMPENED RAILWAY CAR
TRUCK. Patent dated Aug. 10, 1982. Disclaimer
filed Oct. 17, 1983, by the assignee. Standard Car
Truck Co.,

Hereby enters this disclaimer to claim 3 of said patent.

^,267,252.—Elbert M. Idelson, West Newton, Mass.
CHROME COMPLEXED MAGENTA DYE DE-
VELOPERS. Patent dated May 12, 1981. Disclaimer
filed Nov. 28, 1983, by the assignee, Polaroid Corp.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to claims 1-16 of said
patent.

4,267,253.—Elbert M. Idelson. West Newton, Mass
CHROME COMPLEXED MAGENTA DYE DE-
VELOPERS. Patent dated May 12, 1981. Disclaimer
filed Nov. 28, 1983, by the assignee, Polaroid Corp.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to claims 1-22 of said
patent.

Reference Collections of U.S. Patents Available for Public Use in

Patent Depository Libraries

The libraries listed herein, designated as patent deposi- table following, the collections are organized in patent
tory libraries, receive current issues of U.S. Patents and number sequence.
maintain collections of earlier issued patents. The scope E>epending upon the library, the patents may be avail-

of these collections varies from library to library, rang- able in microfilm, in bound volumes of paper copies, or
ing from patents of only recent months or years in some in some combination of both. Facilities for making paper
libraries to all or most of the patents issued since 1 870, copies from either microfilm in reader-printers or from
or earlier, in other libraries. the bound volumes in paper-to-paper copies are general-
These patent collections are open to public use and ly provided for a fee.

each of the patent depository libraries, in addition, offers Owing to variations in the scope of patent collections
the publications of the patent classification system (e.g. among the patent depository libraries and in their hours
The Manual of Classification, Index to the U.S. Patent of service to the public, anyone contemplating use of the
Qassification, Classification Definitions, etc.) and pro- patents at a particular library is advised to contact that

vides technical staff assistance in their use to aid the library, in advance, about its collection and hours, so as

public in gaining effective access to information con- to averi possible inconvenience,
tained in patents. With one exception, as noted in the

State Name ofLibrary Telephone Contact

Alabama Auburn University Libraries (205) 826-4500 Ext.21

Birmingham Public Library (205) 254-2555
Arizona Tempe: Science Library, Arizona State University (602) 965-7140
California Los Angeles Public Library (213) 626-7555 Ext. 273

Sacramento: California State Library (916) 322-4572

Sunnyvale: Patent Information Clearinghouse* (408) 738-5580
Colorado Denver Public Library (303) 571-2122
Delaware Newark: University of Delaware (302) 738-2238
Georgia Atlanta: Price Gilberi Memorial Library, Georgia Institute of

Technology (404) 894-4508

Idaho Moscow: University of Idaho Library (208) 885-6235
Illinois Chicago Public Library (312) 269-2865

Indiana Indianapolis—Marion County Public Library (317) 269-1706
Louisiana Baton Rouge: Troy H. Middleton Library, Louisiana State

University (504) 388-2570
Massachusetts Boston Public Library (617) 536-5400 Ext. 265

Ann Arbor: Engineering Transportation Library. University of
Michigan (313) 704-7494

Michigan Detroit Public Library (313) 833-1450

Minnesota Minneapolis Public Library & Information Center (612) 372-6570

Missouri Kansas City: Linda Hall Library (816) 363-4600

St. Louis Public Library (314) 241-2288 Ext. 390,

Ext. 391

Nebraska Lincoln: University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Engineering Library . . (402) 472-341

1

Nevada Reno: University of Nevada Library (702) 784-6579

New Hampshire Durham: University of New Hampshire Library (603) 862-1777

New Jersey Newark Public Library (201) 733-7815

New Mexico Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Library (505) 277-5441

New York Albany: New York State Library (518) 474-5125

Buffalo and Erie County Public Library (716) 856-7525 Ext. 267

New York Public Library (The Research Libraries) (212) 930-0850

North Carolina Raleigh: D. H. Hill Library. N.C. State University (919) 737-3280

Ohio Cincinnati & Hamilton County, Public Library of (513) 369-6936

Cleveland Public Library (216) 623-2870

Columbus: Ohio State University Libraries (614) 422-6286

Toledo/Lucas County Public Library (419) 255-7055 Ext. 212

Oklahoma Stillwater: Oklahoma State University Library (405) 624-6546

Pennsylvania Cambridge Springs: Alliance College Library (814) 398-2098

Philadelphia: Franklin Institute Library (215) 448-1321**

Pittsburgh: Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh (412) 622-3138

University Park: Pattee Library, Pennsylvania Sute University . . (814) 865-4861

Rhode Island Providence Public Library (401) 521-7722 Ext. 226

South Carolina Charleston: Medical University of South Carolina (803) 792-2372

Tennessee Memphis &. Shelby County Public Library and Information

Center (901) 725-8876

Texas Austin: McKinney Engineering Library, University of Texas. . . . (512) 471-1610

Dallas Public Library (214) 749-4176

Houston: The Fondren Library, Rice University (713) 527-8101 Ext. 2587

Washington Seattle: Engineering Library, University of Washington (206) 543-0740

Wisconsin Madison: Kurt F. Wendt Engineering Library, University of

Wisconsin (608) 262-6845

MUwaukee Public Library (414) 278-3043

All of the above-listed libraries offer CASSIS (Classification And Search Support Information System), which

provides direct, on-line access to Patent and Trademark Office data.

*Collectioii orguized by subject mitter.

••Call only between the houn of l(KX) •.m. and S:00 p.m.

10.18 OG 271
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PATENT EXAMINING CORPS
RENE D. TEGTMEYER, Assistant Commissioner

WILLIAM FELDMAN, Deputy Assistant Commissioner

CONDITION OF PATENT APPUCATIONS AS OF April 2, 1983

PATENT EXAMINING GROUPS

Actual

Filing Date
of Oldest

New Case

Awaiting

Action

CHEMICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
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Re. 31,495

HYDRAULIC JET WELL CLEANING METHOD AND
APPARATUS

Cssper W. ZubUn, 801 Hewlett, Balcersfleld, Calif. 93309

Original No. 4,349,073, dated Sep. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 195,303,

Oct. 7, 1980. AppUcation for reissue Mar. 25, 1983, Ser. No.

479,036

Int. a.J E21B 37/00. 37/06

VS. a. 166—312 3 Oaims

materialformed with a top wall and a flexible skirt wall depend-

ing therefrom, meansformed on said skin wall adaptedforfasten-

ing to mating means on a container, said closure being thermo-

formed remote from the container and being of substantially

uniform thickness throughout except in the areas where deformed,

the thermoplastic material of the closure skirt wall being cut and
bent inwardly to form a tab in the closure skirt wall from the

material ofthe skirt wall, said tab being attached to the skirt wall

i
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1. A device for washing well liners comprising:

an elongate member having jet nozzles spaced along

length;

tubing connected to [eachJ one end of said member;
a centralizer located proximate to one end of said member,

said centralizer being rigid and having a central bore for

slidably engaging said tubing to permit substantial axial

movement along said tubing; and
means to confine said axial movement of said centralizer,

said axial movement being sufficient to permit reciproca-

tion of said tubing with respect to said centralizer. said

reciprocation providing a jarring action to help free said

centralizer when jammed within said liner.

2. A method for washing well liners comprising:

providing an elongate member having a plurality of jet

nozzles spaced along its length, said member being of a

standard size;

providing a plurality of sizes of adapters for receiving said

nozzles on said member;
determining the size of said well liner; and

selecting an adapter sized to provide a jet nozzle to liner

standoff distance of about S-10 times the diameter of the

nozzle oriflce.

Re. 31,496

TAMPER-PROOF CLOSURE
n«derick D. Keeier, Tnunball, Conn., assignor to The KLM

Corporation, Bridgeport, Conn.

Original No. 4,153,174, dated May 8, 1979, Ser. No. 873,978,

Jan. 31, 1978. Contlnnatlon of Ser. No. 632,763, Not. 17,

1975, abandoned, wiiich is a continuation of Ser. No. 357,493,

May 4, 1973, abandoned. Application for reissue May 7, 1981,

S«r. No. 261,623

Int CL? B65D 41/34

MS. a. 215—252 19 Gainu
19. A tamperproofclosurefor a container, said closure compris-

ing a thermoformed single integral piece of sheet thermoplastic

along a hinge line which is formed by moving the tab inwardly of
the skirt wall and setting it in a fixed position by stressing the

thermoplastic material along the hinge line, the closure skirt wall

being weakened at a selected area, said tab having a free end

which extends inwardly of the skirt wall adapted for engaging a

portion ofthe container so that the portion of the closure skirt wall

below said weakened area will be broken from the skin wall as the

closure is unfastened from the container

Re. 3L497
ANTI-FRICnON GIBS FOR PRESSES

Roger J. Nelaen, Hastings, Mich., assignor to Gulf A Western

Manufacturing Company, Southfleld, Mich.

Original No. 4,161,342, dated Jul. 17, 1979, Ser. No. 857,121,

Dec. 5, 1977. Application for reissue Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No.

344,554

Int. a.' F16C 29/04

U.S. O. 308—6 R 5 Claiau

"'^^

« f

i

TO

7. In a mechanical press having a frame including a pair of

side members and a press slide therebetween, anti-friction gib

means comprising: first flat rectangular steel races secured to

opposite sides of said press slide; second flat rectangular steel

races secured to said press side members opposite and parallel

to said first steel races; rollers positioned to run between said

'5^
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opposed races; linear cage means to contain said rollers, a
vertically reciprocable block mounted on said press frame;
means to attach the upper end of said cage means to said block;
rack means secured to said press slide and adapted to recipro-
cate therewith; non-reciprocating rack means secured to said
press frame; a pinion rotatably mounted on said reciprocable
Wock in driven engagement with said reciprocating rack and in
rolling engagement with said stationary rack, whereby said
pinion reciprocates said block and said block reciprocates said
linear cage responsive to the movement of said slide.

Re. 31,498
ELECTROSTATICALLY CONTROLLED PICTURE

DISPLAY DEVICE
Tlei S. Te Velde, EiodtaoTeo, Netherlands, assignor to U.S.

Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Original No. 4,178,077, dated Dec. 11, 1979, Ser. No. 715,429,

Aog. 18, 1976. Application for reissue May 4, 1981, Ser. No.
260,525

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Aug, 27, 1975.
7510103

lot a.^ G02D 25/00
UAa 350-269 sa»ims

,'\.

thereof and having a first asymmetrical distribution pattern
ofoutput light intensity along its length,

(b) a second linear lamp similar to thefirst and disposedparal-
lel to said first lamp with the anode and cathode of said
second lamp disposed at the ends thereofin the reverse polar-
ity with respect to saidfirst lamp, said second lamp having a
second asymmetrical distribution pattern of light intensity
opposite to that ofsaidfirst asymmetrical distribution pattern.

le~^T-^5r

\\l\
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said first and second asymmetrical distribution patterns of
light output intensity combining in a resultant symmetrical
distribution pattern ofoutput light intensity to illuminate said
object plane with non-uniform symmetrical light intensity
along the dimension ofsaid object plane corresponding to the
length of said lamps, and

means forforming an image ofsaid document at said imaging
plane.

K T2 10

5. A passive picture display device which comprises a plurality of
display elementsfor controlling the reflection oflight, each display
element comprising afirst electrode, a second electrode and a third
electrode, said third electrode being movable between saidfirst and
the second electrodes by electrostatic forces, said device further
including first and second supporting plates disposed in parallel
spaced relationship, said first supporting plate being transparent.
said first and said second electrode of each display element being
disposed on opposed surfaces of said first and second supporting
plates, said first electrode on the said first supporting plate being
transparent, said third electrode being provided with a pattern of
light transmitting areas and the electrode on said second support-
ing plate comprising a pattern of differently colored areas which
are disposed in registered relationship with said light transmitting
areas ofsaid third electrodes.

Re. 31 500
MATERIAL-HANDUNG VEHICLE

Keith E. Brownfield, Lansing, Mich., assignor to The Warner A
Swasey Company, Oeveland, Ohio

Original No. 3,599,814, dated Aug. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 834,028,
Jun. 17, 1969. AppUcation for reissue Dec. 22, 1980, Ser. No.
218,879

Int. a.' E02F 3/00
U.S. a. 414-718 actaims

Re. 31 499
ILLUMINATION SYSTEM UTILIZING TWO OPPOSING
DC LAMPS WTTH AN OPTIMUM BARREL-SHAPED

SLTT
Claries F. Gallo, Jr.; Thomas J. Hammond, both of Penfield,
and James D. Rees, Pittsford, aU of N.Y., assignors to Xerox
Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

Original No. 4,086,010, dated Apr. 25, 1978, Ser. No. 737^9,
Not. 1, 1976. AppUcation for reissue Oct. 22, 1979, Ser. No.
87,174

InU a.i G03B 27/54 i

UA a 355-70 I MQaims
7. In a photocopier, an optical system for illuminating a docu-

ment to be copied at an object plane andforforming an image of
said document at an imaging plane including an integral illumi-
nation source comprising the following disposed along an optical
axis

(a) a first linear lamp disposed adjacent to and parallel to said
object plane said first lamp being a DC gas discharge lamp
having an anode at one end and a cathode at the other end

1. A material-handling vehicle comprising a frame, support
surface engaging drive means connected with said frame for
moving said vehicle relative to a support surface, a main engine
mounted on said frame, main drive line means for transmitting
power from said main engine to said support surface engaging
drive means, said main drive line means including a main trans-
mission assembly which is selectively operable to vary the
drive ratio between said main engine and said support surface
engaging drive means, a first operator's station mounted on
said frame, first control means interconnecting said main en-
gine and said first operator's station for enabling operator at
said first operator's station to control the operation of said
main engine, said first control means being actuable to operate
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said main transmission assembly to vary the drive ratio be-
tween said main engine and said support surface engaging
drive means, a platform movably mounted on said frame, a
material-handling mechanism mounted on said platform for
movement therewith relative to said frame, an auxiliary engine
mounted on said platform for providing power to operate said

material-handling mechanism, a second operator's sution
mounted on said platform, second control means operatively
interconnecting said second operator's station and said materi-
al-handling mechanism for enabling an operator at said second
operator's station to control the operation of said material-han-
dling mechanism, auxiliary drive line means for operatively
interconnecting said auxiliary engine and said main drive line

means to transmit power from said auxiliary engine to said
main drive line means to thereby effect operation of said sup-
port surface engaging drive means, and third control means for

enabling an operator at said second operator's station to con-
trol the transmission of power by said auxiliary drive line

means, said auxiliary drive line means comprising a fluid motor
fixedly supported on said frame, coupling means for drivingly
connecting said fluid motor to said main transmission assembly
to enable said fluid motor to drive said support surface engag-
ing drive means with power transmitted thereto through said

main transmission assembly and to enable the drive ratio be-

tween said auxiliary engine and said support surface engaging
drive means to be varied by operation of said main transmission

assembly, pump means mounted on said platform and opera-
tively connected to said auxiliary engine for supplying fluid

under pressure, and fluid conduit means for conducting fluid

under pressure from said pump means on said platform to said

fluid motor on said fram^ to operate said fluid motor to effect

operation of said main transmission assembly and said support
surface engaging drive means to move said vehicle under the

control of an operator at said second operator's statioa* and,

wherein said coupling means is selectively operable to afirst condi-

tion to operatively connect said auxiliary drive line means to said

main transmission assembly and to a second condition to opera-

tively disconnect said auxiliary drive line means from said main
transmission assembly, said main drive line means including

clutch means which is selectively operable between an engaged
condition in which said main transmission assembly is operatively

connected to said main engine and a disengaged condition in

which said main transmission assembly is operatively disconnected

from said main engine, and actuator means for operating said

coupling means to said first condition and contemporaneously
therewith operating said clutch means to said disengaged condition

to thereby enable said auxiliary engine to drive said main trans-

mission assembly with said main engine operatively disconnected

from said main transmission assembly, said actuator means also

being operable to operate said coupling means to said second
condition to thereby enable said main engine to drive said main
transmission assembly with said axuiliary engine disconnected

from said main transmission assembly.

(b) displacing said medium in a decoder having means for
moving said medium in both longitudinal directions; and

v

Re. 31,501

METHOD OF PRODUCING A BINARY CODE AND
MEANS FOR USING THE SAME

John L. Lorenzo, Sonthbury, Cobb., asaigBor to Pitney Bowes,
Ibc, Stamford, Cobb.

Original No. 4,148,434, dated Apr. 10, 1979, Ser. No. 857,303,

Dec. 5, 1977. AppUcatioB for reissue Apr. 9, 1981, Ser. No.
253,421

iBt a.' G06K 7/00, 7/08, 7/10, 19/06
UJS. a. 235—435 14 Claims

1. In a method of providing digital information in binary

code upon an elongated encodable medium, the steps compris-

ing:

(a) encoding said medium by placing on it a plurality of

longitudinally spaced combinations of information bits;
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(c) assigning to said combinations a value dependent upon
the direction of motion of said medium.

Re. 31,502
IN-LINE ENERGIZATION AND DE-ENERGIZATION OF
AN EXTERNAL LOAD IN SERIES WTTH AN EXTERNAL

SOURCE OF ELECTRICTTY IN RESPONSE TO
EXTERNALLY SENSED PARAMETERS

Richard P. Gingras, 40 North St, Ridgefleld, Conn. 06877
Origiaal No. 3,974,426, dated Aug. 10, 1976, Ser. No. 575,341,
May 7, 1975. AppUcatioa for reissue Aug. 10, 1978, Ser. No.
932,758

iBt. a.' HOIH 47/26
U.S. a. 361—170 25 Claims
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1. A control system for controlling the energization and
de-energization of a load in series with a source of alternating

current electricity in response to at least two external parame-
ters, comprising:

A. means, (20), having input terminals connectable across

the load and the alternating current electricity source
series combination, for rectifying the alternating current

electricity [atj and applying the rectified alternating cur-

rent electricity to a pair of output terminals;

B. means, (24), connected to the output terminals of the

rectifying means, for voluge regulating a portion of the

output of the rectifying means;

C. means, (iO), connected to the output of voltage regulating

means for sensing external parameters and for generating

[anJ electrical [signaling responseJ signals, each signal

having a magnitude proportional to one of the sensed exter-

nal parameters;

D. means, (28), each connected to one of the sensing means
and to the voltage regulating means, for generating electri-

cal control output signals that are of a first, ON, value if

the sensed parameter is greater than a predetermined
value and is a second, OFF, value if the [sense] sensed

parameter is otherwise;
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E means, (32% connected to the output of all the electrical

control [modules,J output signal generating means, for

generating a control logic output signal that is of a frnt,

ON, value [if andj only if all of the electrical control

output signals [of the control signal means] are of an ON
value and is a second, OFF, value if any electrical control

output signal [of the control signal means] is of an OFF
value;

F. [triggering means having an input] a trigger {40) com-
prising means connected [to] across the output [of the
control logic signal] terminals of the rectifying means,
[for generating a trigger voltage signal if and only if]

having an output controlled by the output of the control
logic [means] output [signal] signals, so as to have a
fixed nearly ground voltage when the control logic output
signal is OFF and a voltage equal to a percentage of the

voltage across the output terminals of the rectifying means

when the control logic output signal is [of an] ON
[value]; and

G. means, {44). having [an] a gate input connected to the
output of the trigger [voltage signal of the triggering
means]

, and connected across the output of the rectifying
means, for effectively electrically connecting the input
terminals of the rectifying means [if a trigger voltage
signal is present] only after andfor the alternating current
half cycle when the output of the trigger obtains a predeter-
mined value, and for effectively disconnecting the input
terminals of the rectifying means from each other [if the
trigger voltoge signal is not present] at all other times;

whereby the load is energized by the alternating current elec-
tricity source if the sensed external parameters are all greater
than their respective selected predetermined values, and the
load is de-energized if any of the sensed external parameters
are not greater than their respective predetermined values.

PLANT PATENTS
GRANTED JANUARY 17. 1984

Illustrations for plant patents are usually in color and therefore it is not practicable to reproduce the drawing.

5,176

MINIATURE ROSE PLANT FLAMEGLO
Ernest D. Williams, 1510 Lebanon Atc., Dallas, Tex. 75208

FUed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,285

Int. a.3 AOIH 5/00

U.S. a. Ph.—

7

1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of miniature rose plant of

hardy; dwarf; bushy; upright; much branched habit, substan-

tially as illustrated and described, characterized by buds and

flowers of medium yellow, with red or pinkish tint or overlay

on petal tips as flowers mature, the bud and flower resembling

the variety Circus (U.S. Plant Pat. No. 1,382, expired) in color

and resembling the variety Over The Rainbow in form and

size; and further characterized by a plant of vigorous and

compact growth habit, easy to propagate from cuttings, with

an abundance of small to mediimi size glossy foliage and an

abundance of flowers borne usually singly on sturdy wirey

stems.

continual production of flowers throughout the growing sea-

son.

5,177

ROSE PLANT CV. AROYQUELI
Jack E. Christensen, Ontario, Calif., assignor to Armstrong

Nurseries, Inc., Ontario, CaUf.

FUed Sep. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 413,831

Int a.3 AOIH 5/00

U.S. a. Pit—15 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of rose plant of the hybrid

grandiflora class, substantially as herein shown and described,

being further especially characterized in that its deep yellow

gold coloration lasts well throughout the life of the flower, its

vigor and profusion of strong-stemmed flowers, its abundant

foliage, its above average hardiness and disease resistance for a

yellow rose; its true grandiflora habit; its classically spiraled

flower; its abundant production of basal canes and its nearly

5,178

PLUM TREE GAR FANTASY
John M. Garabedian, 3104 Huntington Bird., Frcaao, Calif.

93747

FUed Not. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 443^36
Int. a.' AOIH 5/00

U.S. a. Pit—38 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of plum tree generally charac-

terized by bearing very late ripening, semi-freestone fruit of

medium to large size and cordate shape, the flesh of such fruit

being yellowish-amber in color and diffused and mottled with

red toward the skin, the new variety being particularly charac-

terized as to novelty by bearing fruit ripening approximately

two weeks later than fruit of the Roysum variety (U.S. Plant

Pat. No. 2,619) and having skin with an extensive and attrac-

tive blush of a deeper red to purplish-red than that of the

Roysum variety.

5,179

BEGONIA PLANT NAMED BARBARA
Erland V. Schelbeck, Odense, Denmark, assignor to L. Daehn-

feldt Ltd., Odense, Denmark
FUed Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 420,498

Int a.^ AOIH 5/00

U.S. a. Pit—68 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct begonia cultivar named Barbara, as

described and illustrated, and particularly characterized by its

vigorous, compact growth habit; bright pink tepals that main-

tain color even under high light conditions; floriferous habit,

and by its excellent keeping qualities.
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GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
4,425,667 the thumb and the other four fingers; a ribbon being inserted

PROTECTIVE VEST APPARATUS through the holes on both sides of a gap cut in the middle part
James M. Harriioii, Weitwego, La^ aiiignor to Extra Technical

Senices, Spring, Tex. ? «-

FUed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 351,108

Int. a.3 A41D 13/00
II.S. a. 2—2 10 Claims

1. A protective vest to protect the user from traumatic blows

and thrusts from sharp objects to the upper body and stomach

area, comprising:

a. an inner body formed of a bendable foamed material

extending from the lower neck to the waist of the wearer

and encircling the torso, the vest providing a single front

vertical opening communicating with an opening for the

wearer's neck, and two openings for the wearer's arms

spaced laterally from the neck opening;

b. at least one first hardened armor plate panel affued to the

vest body outer surface and covering at least the upper

chest, shoulders, and upper back portions of the vest body;

c. at least one second hardened armor plate panel affixed to

the vest body outer surface below and spaced from the

first armor plate panel and extending substantially around

the vest body terminating circumferentially at the vertical

opening and located below the first panel upper plates and

at the lower edge of the vest body so that the second panel

protects the lower back and stomach areas and can flex

relative to the first panel in response to movement of the

wearer's body; and

d. armored closure means extending across at least the lower

portion of the vertical opening for holding the vest in a

closed position, and protecting the stomach area from

sharp objects penetrating the vertical opening, the closure

means being releasably connected to the vest on at least

one side of the vertical opening.

below the palm, in order to tighten or relax the gap for wearing

or removing.

4,425,669

SAFETY GOGGLE
Clark L. Grendol, Sturbridge, Mass., and Richard H. Seager,

Mystic, Conn., assignors to American Optical Corporation,

Sottthbridge, Mass.

FUed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,450

Int. a.J A61F 9/02

U.S. Q. 2—436 5 Claims
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4,425,668

THUMBLESS BOXING GLOVES
Ko Wen-Jen, No. 27 Shin Shen Rd. Chao Chou, Pingtung, Tai-

wan, and Ko Wen-hsiung, No. 735 Kupulau St, Hilo, Hi.

96720

FUed Dec. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 336,040

Int. a.3 A41D 13/08

VJS. a. 2—18 1 Claim

1. A thumbless -boxing glove consisting of an outer leather

cover, an inner leather cover and a ribbon: the inner leather

cover, padded with sponge rubber of suitable thickness and

softness, having a section for the thumb, a section for the other

four fingers, and a section for the wrist and the arm, formed

according to the fist and arm shape; the outer cover almost

shaped the same as the inner cover, carrying a supplementary

layer of sponge on between the sections of the inner cover for

1. A safety goggle comprising the combination of a one-

piece wrap-around front having endpieces extending beyond

portions of extreme peripheral vision of a wearer of the goggle,

a rearwardly extending temple pivotally attached to each of

said endpieces and each temple having an outer air scoop

adjacent its connection to a respective endpiece, said air scoop

providing an elongated generally vertically oriented air inlet

for ventUating the space between a goggle wearer's face and

said goggle front, said inlet being a passage oriented towards

said space between the goggle wearer's face and said goggle

front, and said front including a rearwardly directed brow

portion with nasal area relief affording air exiting space for

effecting said goggle front ventilation.

765
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4,425,670

CARDIAC VALVULAR PROSTHESIS WITH
RHEODYNAMIC DISC

Diego ngncra, Madrid, Sptin, assignor to Dataacope Corpora-
tion, Oddand, NJ.

FUed JoL 15, 1981, Scr. No. 283,562
Claims priority, application Spain, Jon. 4, 1981, 502787

Int. a.J A61F 1/22
UA a. 3-1.5 16 Claims

and to electrically incinerate said wastes, an ash chamber for
receiving combustion residue from said combustion chamber, a
fireproof cover adapted to seal said combustion chamber,
encapsulation means enclosing said combustion chamber and
said ash chamber supplied with pressurized air for rendering
said toilet firedamp-proof, said com^tion chamber and said
ash chamber being constructed in such a way as to be permea-
ble by pressurized air by means of a pressurized air inlet line
and a pressurized air outlet line, said pressurized air inlet line
feeding an approximately circular flushing tube having pres-
surized air outflow openings for flushing air arranged in said
combustion chamber, said toilet further comprising switching
means for starting activation of said electrical combustion
toilet and for starting flow of pressurized air therein, means for

1. A cardiac valvular prosthesis comprising an occluder disc,
a supporting ring pivotally supporting said disc, and a suturing
ring arranged on an outer portion of said supporting ring and
adapted to faciliute suturing to the annulus of a cardiac valve
to be replaced, said occluder disc having a hydrodynamic
shape, an eccentrically positioned routional axis far from the
obturation plane of the disc, and hinges located in the central
area of said disc, said occluder disc being formed with a closing
side and an opening side, said closing side comprising two
joining protuberances each having a cavity in its outer side of
a shape which is slightly less than a quarter of a circle and
arranged such that the vertex thereof is as far from the obtura-
tion plane as possible, said cavities defining an eccentrically
positioned rotational axis, said closing side further comprising
a chord determined by said protuberances and dividing said
disc into unequal major and minor segments, said major seg-
ment progressively diminishing in thickness between said
opening side and said closing side from a principal plane de-
fined by said chord and containing said rotational axis to the
periphery of said disc and having a concave surface with a
substantial concavity in the direction of said principal plane
and a less substantial concavity in the direction perpendicular
to said principal plane, and two triangularly shaped inclined
planes having one side curved and extending from said con-
cave surface to the edge of said disc and continuing toward
said principal plane and terminating in said cavities such that a
flow of blood can be driven through said cavities, said minor
segment also having a concave surface with a thickness be-
tween said closing side and said opening side which diminishes
from said principal plane to the edge of said disc, and said
opening side of said disc being opposite to said closing side and
saddle-shaped, concave in the direction of said principal plane
and slightly convex or flat in a direction perpendicular to said
principal plane, said occluder disc further being pivotable
between an open position disposed at an angle which is 90°
with respect to the supporting ring and a closed position
wherein said disc is disposed at an oblique angle with respect to
said supporting ring.

eflecting limited-time flushing of said combustion chamber and
of said ash chamber by means of said pressurized air through
said circular flushing tube, means for opening said combustion
chamber cover and for simultaneously effecting dropping of
waste matter into said combustion chamber with subsequent
closing of said cover, means for effecting renewed time-limited
pressurized air flushing, means for switching on activation of
heating elements in said combustion chamber and for time-
limited activation of said heating elements under slight excess
pressure by maintaining a passage of flushing air, means for
switching off said heating elements, means for time-limited
after-flushing by means of pressurized air, means for time-
limited blowing-out of ash from said ash chamber by means of
pressurized air and means for switching off said pressurized air.

4,425,672

SHOWER BATH UNITS
Raymond Johnson, 1218 Haywood Ave^ West VaMoaTcr, Brit-

ish Columbia, Canada V7T IVl, and Ronald W. Kenny, 1510
955 Marine Dr., West VancooTer, British Colombia, Canada
V7T1A9

Continuation of Ser. No. 964,367, Dec. 20, 1978, abandoned.
This application Apr. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 256,907

Int. Q\? A47K 3/22
U.S. a. 4-596 15 ctalns

4,425,671 I

ELECTRICAL COMBUSTION TOILET
Ewald Nelken, Elbcstr. 21, 4330 Miilheim (Ruhr), Fed. Rep. of
Gemany

Filed Apr. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 253,059
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 14.

19W, 3014244; Not. 25, 1980, 3044377
Int CL' A47K U/02

UJS. a. 4-llU 1 ctoia,
1. An electrical combustion toilet comprising a housing

having a seat and a cover for said seat, a first receiving cham-
ber for receiving therein toilet wastes, a combustion chamber
situated below said first receiving chamber adapted to receive
wastes from said first receiving chamber by force of gravity

1. A shower bath unit comprising a cabinet having an en-
trance opening therein, a door for the opening, a clamping
latch for the door, sealing means around the perimeter of the
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door to seal the entrance opening when the door is retained in

the closed position by the clamping latch, a support in the

cabinet for a user of the unit, a relatively small neck opening in

the cabinet positioned so that the neck of the user positioned on
the support can extend through said neck opening with the

cabinet enclosing the body of the user from the neck down,
spray means in the cabinet arranged to direct water from
different directions over the body of the user, a supply pipe

having an end to be connected to a source of temperature-con-
trolled water and an opposite end connected to said spray

means, a zone value in said supply pipe, a by-pass pipe having
one end connected to the supply pipe and an opposite dis-

charge end, and aquastat operatively connected to the supply

pipe to be influenced by water passing therethrough and opera-

tively connected to said zone valve to cause the latter to direct

water to the spray means when the temperature of said water
is within a predetermined range and to shut off the flow of

water to the spray means when the temperature thereof is

above a first predetermined upper temperature or below a

second, substantially lower predetermined temperature of said

temperature range, at which time the water flows through the

by-pass pipe, whereby a user is automatically protected from
being sprayed with water tl^t is too hot too cold relative to an

acceptable bathing range, a control valve operable to start and
stop said spray means for removing water from the cabinet

after said water has been sprayed over the user.

12. A shower bath unit comprising a cabinet having an

entrance opening therein, a door for the opening, a latch for

the door, a support in the cabinet for a user of the unit, a

relatively small neck opening in the cabinet positioned so that

the neck of the user positioned on the support can extend

through said neck opening with the cabinet enclosing the body
of the user from the neck down, spray means in the cabinet

arranged to direct water from different directions over the

body of the user, pipe means for connecting said spray means
to a source of temperature-controlled water, control means
connected to said pipe means automatically operable instantly

to cause said water to by-pass the spray means when the tem-

perature of the water rises above a first predetermined upper
temperature or drops below a second substantially lower pre-

determined temperature of a predetermined temperature range

whereby a user is automatically protected from being sprayed

with water that is either too hot or too cold relative to an

acceptable bathing range, a control valve at the cabinet opera-

ble to start and stop said spray means, and means at the cabinet

for removing water from the cabinet after said water has been

sprayed over the user.

4,425,673

LIFTING SYSTEM FOR ADJUSTABLE HOSPITAL BED
Lester W. Werner, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to B-W Health

Products, Inc., Maryland Heights, Mo.
Filed Dec. 1, 1980, Ser. No. 211,544

Int. a.' A61G 7/00

M&. a. 5—64 U Qaims

1. An adjustable hospital bed comprising:

a lower base frame having head and foot ends;

a movable upper frame having head and foot ends;

a head elevating linkage system interconnecting the head

ends of said frames and operable to adjustably elevate the

upper frame's head end;

a foot elevating linkage system interconnecting the foot ends

of said frames and operable to adjustably elevate the upper
frame's foot end;

independently rotatable head and foot drive screws mounted
one to the side of the other on said upper frame for rota-

tion about parallel axes that are fued in position with
respect to said upper frame;

head drive means threadedly coupled to, and responsive to

rotation of, said head drive screw for actuating said head
elevating linkage system, roution in one direction causing

the upper frame's head end to raise whereas rotation of
said head drive screw in the other direction effects lower-
ing of the upper frame's head end;

foot drive means threadedly coupled to, and responsive to

rotation of, said foot drive screw for actuating said foot

clevatmg linkage system, rotation in one direction causmg
the upper frame's foot end to raise while rotation of said

foot drive screw in the other direction effects lowering of
the upper frame's foot end;

first means for rotating said head drive screw in a selected

one of its two directions, said first means including a first

gear that is mounted on and is capable of rotating relative

to the head drive screw, and a first clutch for engaging the

first gear with the head drive screw, so that the head dnve
screw will rotate in the direction that the first gear turns;

second means for rotating said foot drive screw in a selected

one of its two directions, said second means including a

second gear that is mounted on and is capable of routing
relative to the foot drive screw and a second clutch for

engaging the second gear with the foot drive screw, so

that the foot drive screw will route in the direction that

the second gear turns;

the first and second gears forming part of a gear train and the

first and second clutches being operable independently of

each other or jointly;

the direction of the threads on the head and foot screws and
the arrangement of the gear train being such that when the

head and foot screws route in unison, the upper frame

will change elevation while maintaining substantially the

same angle with respect to the base frame,

and means coupled with the gear train for routing the first

and second gears in either direction of roUtion;

said elevating linkage systems thereby being operable inde-

pendently of each other in order to faciliute positioning of

said upper frame at any selected desired height and at any

selected desired tilt angle and further being operable si-

multaneously such that the upper frame changes elevation

while mainUining substantially the same angular dispo-

sition with respect to the base frame.

4,425,674

TRANSMISSION FOR ADJUSTABLE HOSPITAL BED
Lester W. Werner, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to B-W Health

Products, Inc., Maryland Heights, Mo.
FUed Dec. 1, 1980, Ser. No. 211,549

Int. a.5 A61G 7/O0

U.S. a. 5—68 13 Claims

1. An adjusUble hospiul bed comprising:

a sUtionary lower base frame;

a movable upper frame having side rails and a cross member
connecting the side rails intermediate the ends of the

movable frame;

a mattress supporting structure mounted on said upper frame

and having independently adjusUble back and knee sec-

tioiis;

a high-low lifting system for raising and lowering said upper

frame;

a back lifting system for raising and lowering said back

section;

a knee lifting system for raising and lowering said knee

section;

at least one independently rouuble high-low drive screw

mounted on the movable frame for roUtion about an axis

that is fixed with respect to the movable frame, the screw
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being extended to and supported at its one end on the
cross member, the screw further being engaged by a nut
that is connected to said high-low lifting system for oper-
ating said high-low lifting system;

an independently routable back drive screw mounted on the
movable frame for rotation about an axis that is fixed with
respect to the movable frame, the screw being extended to
and supported at its one end on the cross member, the
screw further being engaged by a nut that is connected to
said back lifting system for operating said back lifting

system;

an independently rotaUble knee drive screw mounted on the
movable frame for rotation about an axis that is fixed with
respect to the movable frame, the screw being extended to
and su[^)orted at its one end on the cross member, the
screw further being engaged by a nut that is connected to
said knee lifting system for operating said knee lifting

system;

a spur gear mounted on each drive screw adjacent to the

(c) a sunshade having a support frame and a cover attached
thereto; and

(d) adjustable support means for adjustobly supporting the
support frame on the base.

^.
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4,425,676
CUSHION TO REDUCE THE INODENCE OF

DECUBITUS ULCERS IN IMMOBILIZED PATIENTS
Robert L. Crane, 200 Lewiston Rd^ Kettering, Ohio 45429

FUed Mar. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 356,575
Int aj A47C 27/08; A61G 7/04

U.S. a. 5-450 5 ciaiaM

f

cross member and being capable of rotating thereon; each
spur gear meshing with the spur gear for the drive screw
that is adjacent to its drive screw;

a clutch mounted on each drive screw adjacent to the spur
gear thereon, with each clutch being shiftable between an
engaged condition, wherein it couples the drive screw
with its spur gear so that the screw will revolve with the
gear, and a disengaged condition wherein the drive screw
and spur gear are disconnected and the latter can route on
the former;

a separate solenoid actuator connected with each clutch for
shifting the clutch from its disengaged to its engaged
condition when the actuator is energized, each solenoid
actuator being capable of being energized independently
or along with at least one of the other actuators so that one
or more of the drive screws may be coupled to their
respective spur gears at the same time; and

an electric motor mounted on the movable frame and being
coupled with one of the spur gears for driving all of the
spur gears simultaneously.

I

4,425,675
HEAD REST AND SUNSHADE CONSTRUCnON

Johaucs J. A. Victor, P.O. Box 3462, Cape Town 8000, South
AMca

Filed Jim. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 279,172
Int a.3 A47G 9/00

UACL5-440
I ^Claims

1. A head rest and sunshade construction comprising in
combination:

(a) a base consisting of an inclined upper panel having an
upper face, and side support panels adapted to support the
upper panel on a surface, said side support panels of the
base including two longitudinal side panels, a rear panel, a
front panel, and a floor panel so that the base constitutes a
hollow boxlike configuration;

(b) a cushion member provided on the upper panel so as to
project above the upper face of the upper panel;

1. A cushion for reducing the incidence of decubitus ulcers
in immobilized patients, comprising:

(a) an enclosure formed by an upper sheet of flexible material
permeable to air and a lower sheet of material imperme-
able to air, said lower sheet being connected at its periph-
ery to the periphery of said upper sheet;

(b) a quantity of loose filler material contained within said
enclosure;

(c) means for directing a flow of air into said enclosure; and
(d) a baffle system within said enclosure in the form of a

series of strips of material being connected between said
upper and lower sheets of said enclosure and arranged
generally across the direction of air flow and so as to limit

migration of said filler material away from high pressure
areas caused by the shape and weight distribution of a
patient lying on said upper sheet of said enclosure, said
material of said strips being at least partially permeable to
air for allowing passage of air flow across said baffle
system, through said enclosure and out said upper sheet
thereof

4,425,677

SHOE CLEANER
James P. Cox, 246 E. Bartlett Rd., Lynden, Waih. 98295

FUed Not. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 318,870
lat a.3 A47L 23/22

VS. a. 15—104.92 11
1. A shoe cleaner for removing debris from the sole of a

shoe, comprising:

(a) foraminous scraper means for contacting the sole of a
shoe and, upon relative motion therebetween, removing
debris therefrom;

(b) wick means for applying a deodorant and/or solvent for
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said debris to said sole, said wick means having a first end
disposed in a reservoir for said deodorant and/or solvent

and a second application end disposed proximate said

foraminous scraper means; and.

4X T JO !2

(c) mat means proximate said wick means for removal of any

excess deodorant and/or solvent and for secondary re-

moval of debris from said sole, wherein said mat means
comprises closure means for said reservoir.

distance therebetween most closely corresponding to the

size of said stem; and

pinning said pins to said supporting surface so that said stem

is trapped thereby against said surface.

4,425,678

GAME SKINNING AID 4,425,680
Tony P. Pepper, Rte. 1, Box 237-E, Simsboro, La. 71275 NAPKIN CLIP

FUed Feb. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 352,181 Harold BasMcbes, 618 N. Glenwood St., AUentown, Pa. 18104,
Int. a.3 A22B 5/00 „d Donald R. Onrald, 24 Trexler Rd., SchBcckfrUlc, Pa.

U.S. a. 17—44.2 5 Claims 18078

FUed May 7, 1982, Ser. No. 376,026

Int. a.' A45F 5/04O , ,
U.S.a. 24-7 2Clainii

^

^

;

,^?^M^^m^^x^xA^£

1. A game skinning aid for suspending animal carcasses

comprising an elongated cable bar; a pair of cable guides ex-

tending from each end of said cable bar to points intermediate

the ends of said cable bar, respectively; a cable extending

through said cable guides and into said cable bar to define cable

loops in said cable at said ends of said cable bar; a lock bar

slidably disposed on said cable in spaced relationship with

respect to said cable bar; and a cable slide slidably disposed on

said cable above said lock bar to create a support loop in said

cable.

4,425,679

BOUTONNIERE ATTACHING PIN
Junko Rlzzutto, 5315 Raymond TeUei, El Paso, Tex. 85224, and

Thnothy E. McGlew, 2801 N. Dakota St, Chandler, Ariz.

85224

FUed Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,516

Int a.i A45F 5/08

VS. a. 24—6 1 Claim

1. A method for mounting any of a variety of sizes of stem-

supported boutonnieres upon a supporting surface, comprising

the steps of:

forming a spine with at least three parallel pins projecting in

a common direction from said spine;

providing differing distances between adjacent pairs of said

pins;

forking said stem between the pair of said pins having the

>• 3

1. A novelty device comprising a napkin clip integrally

formed of rigid resilient polymeric material having a front face

and a rear face generally parallel thereto, attachment means on

said rear face for securing said clip to the clothing of the

wearer, said attachment means compnsing a finger member
spaced from and generally parallel to said rear face and a pair

of ribs extending rearwardly from said rear face at positions

respectively immediately above and below the upper and

lower edges of said finger member, a slot formed through said

body portion adjacent the lower end thereof and extending

generally parallel to said finger member, said slot having a

transverse dimension slightly greater than the thickness of a

napkin to be used therewith, the distal ends of said slot being

defined by generally circlar enlargement portions, the diame-

ter of said enlargement portions being a multiple of said trans-

verse dimension whereby a napkin comer inserted through

said slot and advanced in a direction from said front to said rear

face is supported generally flatwise in the area between said

enlargement portions and is caused to bunch or convolute in

said enlargement portions responsive to the width of the nap-

kin passed through said slot exceeding the spacing of said

enlargement portions, the combination including an indicia

receiving area on said front face of said body portion in the

area above said slot.
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4,425,681 4,425 683

«„S^ CONSISTING OF A STEEL BAND LOOP SEPARABLE SUDE FASTENERSi^cd K. Dint. CaroiDS-MagBos^tr. 28, D.3538 Marsberg 1, Masahiko Hata, Tokyo, Japan, asrignor to Yoshida Kosyo K
Fed. Rep. of Gcmiany K., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Oct 26, 1981, Ser. No. 314,884 pUed Oct 14, 1981, Ser. No. 311,429
Claimi priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 31, int a ' A44B 19/24

1980,3041106
At*D/y/if*

Int. aj B65D 63/02; F16L 33/22
VS. a. 24—20 S 5 aaims

U.S. a. 24—381 4aainu

3i

1. In a clamp constructed in the form of a closed band loop
having a prestressed closure position wherein the respective
ends of said closed band loop become engaged, the improve-
ment comprising one of said ends having an approximately
radially extending offset portion joined to an approximately
Ungentially extending end portion; a circumferential slot open-
ing extending partially around said loop proximate said one
end, said slot terminating in said radially extending offset por-
tion; said other end of said loop having a narrowed portion
sized for fitting in circumferential relationship in said slot

beneath said tangentially extending end portion.

4,425,682

CLAMP FOR HOSES AND THE LIKE
Sciichl HaaUmoto, 51, 4-chome, Nagata-Higashi, Higashi-

Osaka-shi, Osaka-Fu, and Takaaki Aoki, Tamaebashi-Bldg.,
3^, 4-cliome, Nakanosliinia, Kita-Ku, Osaka-shi, both of
Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 206,578, No?. 13, 1980, abandoned.
This application Jun. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 499,423

Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 19, 1980, 55-98920
Int. a.' B65D 63/04: F16L 33/02

VS. a. 24-20 S 3 aaims

1. A clamp of a spring metal strip of uniform thickness
having a center line, two intermediate portions and two end
portions, each of said end portions being integral with one of
said intermediate portions,

wherein each of said intermediate portions has a first edge
parallel to said center line and a second edge at an angle to
said center line such that the second edge crosses said
center line, and

wherein said strip including said intermediate portions forms
a circular portion so that said end portions extend out-
wardly from the circular portion, with at least a portion of
one of said second edges facing the other second edge,

thereby providing a uniform bending stress in said circular
portion of said clamp;

whereby when said clamp is deformed to expand said circu-
lar portion, said expanded portion remains circular.

1. A separable slide fastener comprising:
(a) a pair of warp-knit stringer tapes each including a pair of

first and second webs with a wale-free region extending
longitudinally therebetween, and a connector thread in-

terconnecting said first and second webs transversely
across said wale-free region at longitudinal intervals, said
stringer tapes being juxtaposed with said second webs
disposed adjacent to each other, said wale-free region
being receptive of a chain of thread loops for connecting
said stringer tape to a fabric;

(b) a pair of rows of coupling elements each mounted on said
second web of one of said stringer tapes remotely from
said wale-free region;

(c) a slider movable along said pair of rows of coupling
elements for engaging and disengaging the latter;

(d) a separable bottom end stop comprising a box and a box
pin extending therefrom, which are mounted on one of
said stringer tapes at one end thereof, and a pin mounted
on the other stringer tape at one end thereof and insertable
into said box; and

(e) a reinforcement member mounted on each of said stringer
tapes at said one end thereof and connected to said separa-
ble bottom end stop and extending between said first and
second webs across said wale-free region, said reinforce-
ment member including a body disposed around said one
end of the stringer tape and extending transversely of said
stringer tape, said body comprising a pair of opposite
surfaces disposed one on each side of said stringer tape
and diverging progressively away from each other such
that said body increases progressively in cross section
away from said separable bottom end stop, said body
being engageable with an end of the chain of thread loops.

4,425,684

SEPARABLE SLIDE FASTENER
Shuiui Akashi, Kurobe, and Yoshio Matsuda, Nyuzen, both of

Japan, assignors to Yoshida Kogyo K. K., Tokyo, Japan
FUed Oct. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 311,430

Oaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 15, 1980, 55-146596
Int. a.^ A44B 19/24

U.S. a. 24—434 1 Qaim
1. A separable slide fastener comprising:
(a) a pair of warp-knit stringer tapes each including a pair of

first and second webs with a wale-free region extending
longitudinally therebetween, and a connector thread in-

terconnecting said first and second webs transversely
across said wale-free region at longitudinal intervals, said
stringer tapes being juxUposed with said second webs
disposed adjacent to each other, said wale-free region
being receptive of a chain of thread loops for connecting
said stringer tape to a fabric;

(b) a pair of rows of coupling elements each mounted on said
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second web of one of said stringer tapes remotely from
said wale-free region;

(c) a slider movable along said pair of rows of coupling
elements for engaging and disengaging the latter;

(d) a separable bottom end stop comprising a box and a box
pin extending therefrom, which are mounted on one of

said stringer tapes at one end thereof, and a pin mounted
on the other stringer tape at one end thereof and insertable

into said box; and

Vi "»-'*•
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pin extending therefrom, which are mounted on one of

said stringer tapes at one end thereof, and a pin mounted
on the other stringer tape at one end thereof and insertable

into said box; and

(e) a reinforcement member mounted on each of said stringer

tapes at said one end thereof and connected to said separa-

ble bottom end stop and extending between said first and
second webs across said wale-free region, said reinforce-

ment member including a roughened surface coextensive

substantially widthwise with said wale-free region for

engagement with an end of the chain of thread loops of
said reinforcement member against displacement thereof

33 3J

4,425,686

TELESCOPING FASTENER
Alexander W. Schenck, 2991 Chapshire Dr., SE., Grand Rapids,

Mich. 49506

Filed Jun. 9, 1980, Ser. No. 157,888

Int a.' A44B 17/00
U.S. a. 24—604 6 Claims

(e) a reinforcement member mounted on each of said stringer

tapes at said one end thereof and connected to said separa-

ble bottom end stop and extending between said first and
second webs across said wale-free region, said reinforce-

ment member including a body disposed around said one
end of the stringer tape and extending transversely of said

stringer tape, said body having a recess opening away
from said stringer tape for receiving therein an end of the

chain of thread loops.

4,425,685

SEPARABLE SLIDE FASTENER
Tom Ogihara, Funabashi, Japan, assignor to Yoshida Kogyo K.

K., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Oct 14, 1981, Ser. No. 311,431

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct. 15, 1980, 55-

146595[U]

Int a.3 A44B 19/24
VS. a. 24—434 5 Claims

13 32 19 le 32 13

1. A separable slide fastener comprising:

(a) a pair of warp-knit stringer tapes each including a pair of
first and second webs with a wale-free region extending

longitudinally therebetween, and a connector thread in-

terconnecting said first and second webs transversely

across said wale-free region at longitudinal intervals, said

stringer tapes being juxtaposed with said second webs
disposed adjacent to each other, said wale-free region

being receptive of a chain of thread loops for connecting

said stringer tape to a fabric;

(b) a pair of rows of coupling elements each mounted on said

second web of one of said stringer tapes remotely from

said wale-free region;

(c) a slider movable along said pair of rows of coupling

elements for engaging and disengaging the latter;

(d) a separable bottom end stop comprising a box and a box

1. A fastener for interconnecting a pair of elements, said

fastener having a male portion and a female portion, said fe-

male portion having a base and a plurality of upstanding arms
integral with the base and extending normal thereto and sized

to frictionally and radially engage the sides of a cylindrical

recess provided in the face of one of said elements, each of said

arms having a plurality of protrusions arranged crosswise of

said arms, the protriisions being spaced along said arms, the

protrusions of one arm extending toward the protrusions of the

other of said arms, said male portion secured to the other of

said elements and sized to seat telescopically between said arms
in a selected friction fit, said protrmions of one arm also ex-

tending past the protrusions of the other arm whereby the ends

of said protriisions thrust against said cylindrical recess and

applying a radial force normal to the axis of said male portion

thereof and holding said portions together.

4,425,687

SAFETY CLASP FOR JEWELRY
AUnd E. Saner, Warwick, R.I., aaaignor to B. A. BaUoa A Co.,

Incorporated, Proridence, R.I.

FUed Not. 5, 1980, Ser. No. 204,389

Int a.3 A44B 11/26

VS. a. 24 664 4 Claims

3. A safety clasp for jewelry comprising a hollow circular

shaped casing (generally circular in one dimension and gener-

ally Hat in an opposition dimension) having a fiat top and

bottom, said casing having an inner wall and a first notch

opening, and a second notch opening, a spring lock release

fabricated from flat resilient material and having a tab located

within said hollow casing, a tongue guide fabricated from flat

material, positioned upon said spring lock release within said

casing and provided with a slot and a guideway, said tab slid-

ably mounted in said slot, a tongue, having a step fabricated

from flat stock and slidable in said guideway with said step

engageable and disengageable with said tab, means for manu-
ally moving said spring lock release back and forth in said
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casing through said second notch opening, a second manual 4,425,689
means for moving said tongue back and forth in said casing SEPARABLE FASTENER FOR GARMENTS, BELTS AND

THE LIKE
Gerhard FUdan, Dieselstr. 20, 7250 Leooberg, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

FUed Apr. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 367,026
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 13,

1981, 81204d2[U]

Int a.5 A44B 11/26
VJS. a. 24—664 6aaim8

through said first notch opening, (and a third) fastening means
for attaching a jewelry chain to said casing.

ITHv'

I

4,425,688

CHILD BELT BUCKLE
James R. Anthony, Indianapolis, and Allan R. Lortz, Carmel,

botii of Ind., assignors to Indiana Mills St Manufacturing,
Inc., Carmel, Ind.

FUed Not. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 318,757

Int a.i A44B 79/00
VS. a. 24—656 14 Claims

1. In a fastener for a piece of apparel, comprising a male
portion and a female portion of resilient plastic material, each
of said portions being provided with strap-engaging means,
said female portion forming a guide channel bounded by a
substantially rectangular frame with a cross-member remote
from the strap-engaging means thereof having a slot register-
ing with said channel, said male portion being provided with a
flat shank insertable through said slot into said channel, said
male portion further having a tongue attached to a leading end
of said shank and extending rearwardly therefrom in a cutout
of said shank while resiliently projecting from said cutout and
terminating in a free edge engageable with a shoulder of said
cross-member in a locking position of the fully inserted shank
for preventing a spontaneous separation of said portions from
each other,

the improvement wherein said female portion is provided
with a resilient tab extending codirectionally with said
tongue toward said cross-member within said frame and
overlying said tongue in the locking position of said male
portion, said tab normally being substantially flush with
said frame and inwardly deflectable by finger pressure for
disengaging said tongue from said shoulder to enable said
shank to be extracted from said channel, said Ub having a
recess facing said channel and accommodating part of said
tongue in said locking position, said recess being bounded
by a pair of ridges flanking said tongue, said ridges limit-

ing the deflection of said tab by coming to rest on rabbeted
boundaries of said cutout.

1. A buckle comprising:

a reinforcement plate;

a main body having said plate mounted thereto, said main
body includes yieldable means integral therewith for en-
gaging said plate, said yieldable means being movable to

allow said plate to be inserted in said main body and then
movable back holding said plate therein;

a latch positioned in said main body and held captive therein

by said plate, said latch movable between a latch position
and an unlatched position;

spring means contacting said latch to move said latch back
and forth between said latch position and said unlatched
position;

operator means operable to move said latch to said unlatch-
ing position; and

a cover mounted to said main body and enclosing said latch,

said spring means and said plate, said cover including
locking means engaging said plate securing said cover to
said main body.

4,425,690

AUTOMOBILE FLOOR MAT FASTENER
James Y. Fraser, Saratoga Springs, and Bob Bailey, Ballston

Lake, both of N.Y., assignors to Racemark International, Inc.,

Burnt Hills, N.Y.

FUed May 4, 1981, Ser. No. 260,362

Int CL^ A44B 9/00
VS. a. 24—351 19 Claims

1. An automobUe floor mat fastener for anchoring a mat at

its rearward-facing edge to an automobUe carpet comprising:
a clip having jaws at one end operable between an open
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position defining an opening and a closed position for
engaging the rearward-facing edge of the mat to be an-
chored and having a linking end opposite said jaws;

a hook having a linking end and a hook end opposite said

linking end; and
linkage means connecting said clip and said hook at their

respective ends in an aligned position while permitting
independent lateral and longitudinal movement by the clip

with respect to the hook without the hook becoming
unlinked from the cUp, whereby the connection between
said clip and said hook ends will normally maintain them
in an aligned position during use, said hook having a
portion extending from the linking end to the hook end
and turning back toward the linking end forming said

hook and terminating in an open-ended pin portion
adapted to be inserted into the carpet so as to point for-

wardly of the automobile toward the mat engaged by the
clip and anchor the fastener to the carpet, said opening
defined by said jaws and said open-ended pin portion
facing substantially the same direction when said clip and
hook are in the aligned position, whereby a force tending
to pull said mat from said jaws along the aligned position

will pull the hook in its hooked direction and thereby
prevent disengagement of the fastener.

4,425,691

FABRIC FORMING PROCESS
Stanley Backer, 5 Irring Rd., Waban, Mass. 02168, and Michael

A. Zinunemum, 42 Strathmore Rd., A6, Brookline, Mass.
02146

FUed Apr. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 373,737

Int a.> D04B 35/00; D03B 49/00
U.S. Q. 28—166 10 Claims

/6

\^8

20
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1. In a fabric forming process of the type including a fabric

forming device and means for feeding at least one end of yam
to the device, the method comprising the steps of:

(a) wrapping the yam about a pin means which intersects the

yam path upstream of the* fabric forming device;

(b) moving the pin means while the yam is passing there-

around so that the angle of intersection of the pin means
and yam path is varied whereby twist accumulated in the

yam upstream of the pin means is permitted to pass the pin

means, and

(c) incorporating the yam in a fabric with portions of the

length of yam retaining at least some of the twist that has

passed the pin means.

4,425,692

GLOW PLUG FOR USE IN DIESEL ENGINE AND
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING THE SAME

SokicU MinegisU; Toio Takixawa, both of HigasUmatsuyama,
and Morimasa F^mmwa, Kaniagaya, aU of Japan, ass^piors

to Jidodia Kiid Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japui

FUed Feb. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 350*211

Oalms priority, appUcation Japan, Mar. 27, 1981, 56-

42240[U]

Int a.J HOIC 17/02

VS. a. 29—611 10 Claims

1. The method of manufacturing a glow plug for use in a

diesel engine of the kind comprising a hollow holder, at one
end of which is supported a heating element with one end

sealed within the holder and the other end extending therefrom
and at the other end of which is supported a terminal element
with one end sealed in the holder and the other end extending
therefrom and wherein the inner ends of the heating element
and terminal element are electrically connected, the method
for sealing the terminal element in the holder comprising posi-
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tioning an electric insulator about that portion of the terminal
element within the holder and a metal sleeve about the msuia-
tor, supporting the inner end of the sleeve and insulator against

axial movement and applying axial compression to the outer

ends of the sleeve and insulator confined within the holder and
constrained from axial movement to contract the msulator

about said terminal portion within the holder.

4,425,693

RETRACTABLE KNIFE FOR SKIVING TOOL
Lawrence C. Dickinson, 2255 Eva Adams, Reno, Nev. 89504
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 205,026, No». 7, 1980, Pat. No.

4,380,851, and Ser. No. 183,664, Sep. 2, 1980, Pat. No.
4,367,576. This application Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 301,503

Int. Q.3 B24B 39/00
U.S. a. 29—90 R 12 Claims

1. A retractable knife for rotary skiving operations compris-

ing:

a pair of knife means extending in opposite directions from
the axis of rotation each including knife blade holders

slideable relative to one another and having confronting

camming surfaces, the camming surfaces of at least one of

the holders including a first portion inclined at an acute

angle to the axis of rotation and a second portion parallel

to the axis of rotation, the other holder having a camming
surface parallel to the axis of rotation;

a push dart having camming surfaces engageable with the

camming surfaces of the holders, said push dart being

movable from a first position in engagement with the

inclined first portion of the camming surfaces of at least

one of the holders and the camming surfaces of the other

holder, and a second position in engagement with the

parallel camming surfaces of both of the holders;

means for moving the push dart from the first position to the

second position, movement of the push dart from the first

position to an intermediate position causing the holders to

slide radially outwardly relative to one another and move-
ment of the push dart from the intermediate position to the
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second position locking the holders in place relative to
one another in their outwardly extended position; and

means for returning the push dart from the second position
to the first position to unlock the holders relative to one
another and including cam means to cause them to slide

radially inwardly relative to one another.

4,425,694

SELF-ADJUSTING ROLLER AND METHOD OF USE
Richard C. Sooenille, Dubary, Man., aasignor to Globe Rub-

ber Worka, Inc., Rockland, Mass.
FQed Sep. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 304,637

lat 0.3 B21B 27/02
MS. a. 29—110 18 Claims

gated fibreboard during the production thereof, said roll com-
prising:

a cylindrical roll body having an outer surface;

a plurality of flexible tubular sheets positioned about said
outer surface of said roll body and arranged axially of
each other along said roll body, each said tubular sheet
having opposite axial ends;

means for fastening and sealing said opposite axial ends of
said tubular sheets to said outer surface of said roll body,
and thereby for defining between said outer surface of said
roll body and the inner surface of each said tubular sheet
a space;

each said space being inflated with a gas, thereby expanding
outwardly the respective said tubular sheet between said
opposite ends thereof;

each said outwardly expanded tubular sheet having an un-
covered outer surface, said outer surfaces of said plurality
of tubular sheets defining a radially elastic outer periphery
of said roll; and

each pair of axially adjacent said outwardly expanded tubu-
lar sheets defining between adjacent end portions thereof
an annular radial gap, each said gap being filled substan-
tially by an elastic annular spacer m«ember.

1. A self-adjusting resilient roller, which roller comprises a
cylindrical roller formed of a resilient material and having a
peripheral outer surface, the roller characterized by:

(a) a central axial passageway, which passageway is adapted
to receive a shaft therein about which the roller may
revolve;

(b) a plurality of generally smaller-sized spaced-apart and
generally circular openings extending axially through the
roller, and positioned generally uniformly about the cen-
tral axial passageway; and

(c) a plurality of generally uniformly shaped peripheral
openings, the openings smaller than the circular openings
and extending axially through the roller, each opening
positioned toward the outer peripheral surface of the
roller and between the adjacent circular openings, to
provide, with the axial passageway, a generally uniform
wall thickness of resilient material about the circular open-
ings, thereby providing a self-adjusting resilient roller of
substantially uniform resiliency, so that the roller will
conform to various thicknesses of sheet material in contact
with the roller, without substantial deformation of that
portion of the roller out of contact with the sheet material.

4,425,695 I

ROLLS FOR USE IN CORRUGATED nOREBOARD
PRODUCTION SYSTEM

Masatem Tokuao, Nishlnomiya, Japan, aasignor to Rengo
Kaboshiki Kaistaa (Rengo Co., Ltd.), Osaka, Japan
Continnation-in-part of Ser. No. 111,476, Jan. 7, 1980,

abuMloncd. Thia appUcation Apr. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 252,607
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, 1; Jan. 16, 1979, 54-3759-

Apr. 13, 1979, 54-45577 May 29, 1980, 55-74839[U]
Int CV B21B 27/02

UA a. 29-113 R 13 ctaims

4,425,696

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A HIGH
PERFORMANCE HEAT TRANSFER TUBE

Matti J. Tomiainen, Chittenango, N.Y., assignor to Carrier
Corporation, Syracuse, N.Y.

FUed Jul. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 280,025
Int. a.3 B23P 15/26

U.S. a. 29-157.3 AH 4 claims

1. A flexible roll for use in pressing toward a web of comi-

1. A method of making an internally ribbed and externally
finned heat transfer tube from an unformed tube which com-
prises the steps of:

positioning the unformed tube on a mandrel, said mandrel
having at least one helically extending depression on its

surface;

displacing the tube wall of the unformed tube by rolling

discs over the exterior surface of the tube above the man-
drel to press the tube against the mandrel to form at least

one helically extending rib on the interior surface of the
tubing and to form simultaneously at least one helically

extending fin convolution extending around the exterior
of the tubing, said external fin convolution having de-
pressed sections located above the internal rib; and

rolling a smooth roller-like disc over the exterior surface of
the tube after the external fin convolution and internal rib

are formed to bend over the tip portion of the external fm
convolution to touch the adjacent convolution at the
non-depressed sections of the fin convolution to form
subsurface passages which communicate with the sur-

roundings of the tube through openings located at the
depressed sections of the fin convolution which are not
bent over enough by the smooth disc to touch the adjacent
convolution.
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4,425,697

SPARK PLUG BOOT REMOVER
George Simmons, Rt. 2 Box 240, Buchanan, Tenn. 38222

FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,906
Int a.3 B25B 27/14

U.S. a. 29-280 9aidm8

1. An apparatus for removing a spark plug wire boot from a
spark plug mounted on an engine head or the like comprising:

(a) a longitudinally extending semi-cylindrical base, said ba.se

having a semi-circular lip extending radially inward from
its interior surface at a first longitudinal end of the base,
said semi-circular lip being adapted to engage the under-
side of a spark plug boot;

(b) a finger grip extending radially outward from the exte-
rior surface of the base at the other longitudinal end;

(c) a tongue movably secured to said base for longitudinally
translatable movement with respect thereto along the
base's exterior surface, said tongue being movable from a
first position in which the tongue is withdrawn and lo-

cated along the base to a second position in which the
distal end of the tongue extends into engagement with the
head; and

(d) handle means secured to said tongue for moving said
tongue to the second position and force controlled move-
ment of said base away from said head to thereby remove
the boot by pushing engagement of the lip.

4,425,698

METHOD OF ASSEMBLING A PRESSURE VESSEL
Iran L. Petrie, Waterioo, Iowa, assignor to Deere A Company.

Moline, III.

DiTision of Ser. No. 196,898, Oct. 14, 1980, Pat. No. 4,328,836.
This appUcation Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342,331

Int. a.3 B23P 11/02
U.S. a. 29-451 4a^„,

(a) purging said cylindrical housmg to remove contaminants;
(b) positioning an O-ring in said second annular groove in

said end cap;

(c) inserting said annular protuberant of said bladder into
said first annular groove in said end cap;

(d) inserting said bladder and end cap into said open end of
said cylindrical housing;

(e) pressing said bladder end and end cap into said open end
of said cylindrical housing until said annular shoulder
abuts said open end of said cylindrical housing;

(0 securely fastening by a continuous weld the exterior of
the abutting shoulder of said end cap to said open end of
said cylindrical housing; and

(g) inserting said gas valve in a blocking position across said
through hole in said end cap

4 425 699
METHOD OF CONNECTING TWO RINGFORMED

ELEMENTS
Dag E. V. Nordin. Taliy, Sweden, assignor to ITT Industrie*,

Inc., New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 951,933, Oct. 16, 1978, abandoned.
This appUcation Jan. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 225,839

Claims priority, application Sweden, No». 29, 1977, 7713479
Int. a.' B21D 39/00; B23P 11/00

U.S. a. 29-505
2 Claims
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1. A method of connecting a mechanical seal ring of hard
metal, ceramic or the like to a supporting ring of aluminum,
stainless steel or some other relatively s<ift matenal, compris-
ing the step of pressing the mechanical seal ring against the
supporting nng with a power so strong that the matenal of the
supporting ring is elastically and plastically deformed by the
mechanical seal ring so that a good connection is obtained,
wherein the mechanical seal ring before the pressing has a
sealing surface smoother than 10 ^m, preferably I ^m. wherein
a press ttxil is used for pressing said "mechanical seal ring
against the suppitrting nng, and wherein the surface of said

press ttxil which presses against said mechanical seal ring is

smix)ther than 10 ^xm, preferably 1 ^m

f/

* • S

fT

i. A method of assembling a pressure vessel having a rigid

cylindrical housing having a closed end and an open end, said
closed end having a port provided therein; an end cap having
an axially extending through hole provided therein, an annular
shoulder encircling the outer periphery thereof, and first and
second annular grooves encircling the outer periphery thereof,
said first annular groove located between said annular shoulder
and said second annular groove; a gas valve; and a generally
cylindrical bladder of a resilient deformable material having a
closed end and an open end, said open end having an inwardly
projecting annular protuberant; said method comprising the
steps of:

4.425,700

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE AND METHOD FOR
MANUFACTURING THE SAMK

Nobuo Sasaki. Kawasaki, and Motoo Nakano. Yokohama, both
of Japan, assignors to Fi^itsu Limited, Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Aug. 7, 1981. Ser. No. 290.972
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 13, 1980, 55-111334

Int. CI.J HOIL 2//H6. n/H8
U.S. n. 29-571 8 Qaims

1. A method of manufactunng a semiconductor device,
comprising the steps of

(a) forming a single-crystal silicon layer on an insulating

substrate;

(b) patterning the single-crysUl silicon layer to form an
active element region and a first wiring region;

(c) forming a gaxt insulating film on the active element
region and first wiring region;

(d) forming a polycrystalline silicon film over the insulating

substrate;

(e) patterning the polycrystalline silicon film to form both a
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gate electrode region except over the active element re-

gion and a second wiring region;

(0 implanting an impurity by blanket ion implantation into

the first wiring region, the second wiring region, the gate

electrode region and the active element region under the

gate electrode region;

(g) removing the gate insulating film on the first wiring

region;

'!
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(h) forming a metal layer over the insulating substrate in

contact with the first wiring region, the second wiring
region and the gate electrode;

(i) annealing the semiconductor device to form metal silicide

regions by converting the metal layer in the first wiring
region, the second wiring region and the gate electrode
region into metal silicide throughout the entire thickness

thereof; and

(j) removing the metal layer remaining after the formation of
the metal silicide region in the annealing step.

4,425,701

METHODS OF MAKING MAGNETIC RECORDING
HEADS

Ken Takahaihi, Saita, and Hiroahi Youda, Hirakata, both of
Japan, asdgnors to Matanshlta Electric Indnitrial Co^ Ltd^
Kadoma, Japan

Filed Oct 9, 1981, Ser. No. 310,114
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct 17, 1980, 55-146188;

May 20, 1981, 56*77218

Int a.' GllB 5/42
U.S. a. 29-603 22 Claims

9 17
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1. A method of making magnetic recording heads having a
predetermined track width associated therewith, comprising
the steps of:

forming first grooves on a face of a ferromagnetic substrate
disposed substantially parallel to each other, spaced apart
by a distance wider than said track width, by forming a
first mask and a second mask which is broader than said
first mask, covers said first mask and is removable sepa-
rately from said first mask, and carrying out a first etching
of said substrate by using said second mask as an etching
mask;

subsequently forming by photolithographic etching, second
substantially parallel grooves having a depth shallower
than that of said first grooves, disposed parallel to and
connecting to said first grooves at the edges thereof, by
selectively removing said second mask while retaining

said first mask, and carrying out a second etching to form
said second substantially parallel grooves using said first

mask as an etching mask, said second grooves defining
track width by the distance inbetween;

cutting the ferromagnetic substrate into a predetermined
number of units; and

assembling a core by utilizing at least one of said units.

4,425,702

METHODS OF FABRICATING A MINIATURE HIGH
FREQUENCY COIL ASSEMBLY OR TRANSFORMER

Hlromi Murakami, Kawagoe; Masato Suzuki, Sakado, and
Tutomu Suzuki, Kawagoe, all of Japan, assignors to Toko,
Inc., Tokyo, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 907,576, Feb. 19, 1978, Pat No. 4,245,207.

This appUcation Oct 10, 1980, Ser. No. 195,929
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, May 20, 1977, 52-63844;

Jul. 4, 1977, 52-79655; Jul. 4, 1977, 52-79656

lat a.3 HOIF 7/06
U.S. a. 29—606 3 Claiins

1. A method of fabricating a high frequency coil assertiM-' or
transformer, comprising the following steps:

preparing a substrate having a plurality of electrodes and
having a through bore in its center portion;

disposing the substrate on a first casting core which has a flat

base and a projection projecting perpendicularly from
said fiat base, the arrangement of the substrate on said

casting core being such that said substrate lies on said flat

base and said projection extends axially through the bore
thereof;

winding a coil around said projection;

disposing an external core member on said substrate circum-
ferentially of said coil, said external core member being
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made of a magnetic material and having a through bore
therein, the arrangement of said external core member on
said substrate being such that the longitudinal axis of said
through bore of said external core nember is coaxial with
the longitudinal axis of said projection and encloses said
coil;

disposing a second casting core on said projection such that
the axes of said second casting core and said projection are
coaxial, said projection being dimensioned such that said

second casting core is partly received in said through bore
of said external core member, and said second castingcore
having a larger diameter than said projection;

casting a settable elastic material into said through bore of
said external core member;

removing said first and second casting cores after setting of
said elastic material, thereby forming a core-receiving
bore in said elastic material; and

inserting a movable core made of a magnetic material into
said core-receiving bore of the elastic casting material.

4,425,703

BEARING ASSEMBLY MACHINE
William E. Rise, Utica, Mich., assignor to Android Corporation,
Auburn Heights, Mich.

FUed Oct 26, 1981, Ser. No. 315,315
Int a.3 B23F J9/04

U.S. a. 29-724 26 CUtims

» ' ." *

acting the bias force to retract said one holding means after

assembly of the array to the retainer has been completed, said

scheduling means being constructed and arranged so as to be
incapable of exerting any advancement force via said coupling
means on said one holding means, said scheduling means com-
prising cam means, said cam means compnsmg a nsing cam
segment defining the desired schedule of retraction and a
falling cam segment defining the desired schedule of advance,
said scheduling means also comprising cam follower means
which is urged into engagement with said cam means by the
bias force such that said cam follower means is caused to
follow said rising and falling cam segments, said control means
and said coupling means being constructed and arranged such
that if during advance an assembly force is encountered which
is greater than that which can be developed by the bias force,
said follower ceases to follow said falling cam segment.

25. In a bearing assembly machine for assembling beanng
elements into a retainer wherein bearing elements are arranged
in a desired array and assembled to the retainer, the machine
comprising first holding means for holding a retainer, second
holding means for holding the array of beanng elements, and
translating means for advancing one of the two holding means
toward the other to assemble the array to the retainer and for
retracting the holding means from each other upon completion
of the assembly of the array to the retainer, said translating
means including twist means for imparting desired twisting
rotation to the assembled array via said second holding means,
but wherein during retraction the translating means may im-
part an undesired twisting roUtion to the assembled bearing
elements via said second holding means, the improvement
which comprises first means on said twist means and second
means independent of said twist means, said first and second
means coacting to be interactive with the translating means,
including said twist means, during retraction for counteracting
such undesired twisting rotation.

-"^MV..-^ L.^

4,425,704

EXTRACnON TOOL FOR ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
LATCH

Charles D. Cline, Dallas, Tex., aaaignor to RockweU Interna-
tional Corporation, El Segundo, Calif.

FUed Dec. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 327,004

Int a.^ HOIR 43/00
U.S. a. 29-764 1 Claim

k^ r-
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1. In a bearing assembly machine for assembling bearing
elements into a retainer wherein bearing elements are arranged
in a desired array and assembled to the retainer, the machine
comprising first holding means for holding a retainer, second
holding means for holding the array of bearing elements, and
means for advancing one of the two holding means toward the
other to assemble the array to the retainer and for retracting
the holding means from each other upon completion of the
assembly of the array to the retainer, an improved arrangement
for advancing and retracting the one holding means compris-
ing means providing a bias force, a coupling mechanism for

coupling the bias force to the one holding means such that the
bias force causes the one holding means to be urged in the
direction of advance toward the other holding means, and
control means comprising scheduling means defining a sched-
ule of desired advance and desired retraction for said one
holding means, said control means being operatively coupled
with the coupling mechanism and acting via the coupling
mechanism in opposition to the bias force for controlledly
limiting the advance of said one holding means by the bias

force in accordance with the desired schedule of advance to

bring the array and the retainer into assembly and for counter-

1. An extraction tool for removing a locking latch from
between a pair of channel walls, said latch being pivoted on
opposing trunnions inserted in apetures in said walls forming a

snap-in socket of an electrical connector housing, said tool

comprising:

a tool body;
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a fork-like portion at the end of said tool body having a pair

of spaced tines with outer tapered camming surfaces in-

sertable between said channel walls toward said apertures

to force said channel walls apart and spread said socket

beyond the furthermost projection of said trunnions; and
a spring loaded book extendable along said tool body be-

tween said tines to an extended position for engaging and

pulling said latch, upon spreading of said socket, to a

position such that upon withdrawal of said fork-like por-

tion, said trunnions do not reinsert in said apertures,

thereby permitting removal of said latch.

4,425,705

RAZOR WITH LEVER OPERATED BLADE CX)VER
Etu N. Chen, Fairfield, Conn^ assignor to Warner-Lambert
CoBpany, Morris Plains, NJ.

FUed Jon. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 275,475

lat a.3 B26B 21/06
U.S. a. 30—84 1 Claim

4,425,706

CUTTING TOOL
William W. Sonthworth, and Elaine D. Soothwortii, both of 2731
JoUy La^ Chester, Va. 23831

FUed Jan. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 343,116
InL CLJ A21C 5/00

MS. a. 30—116 4 Claims

1. A cutting tool for spaceably horizontally and vertically

sectioning cakes or other foodstuffs comprising a U shaped
handle member open at the bottom, a plurality of blade carriers

for insertion m said handle member and for holding individual

cutting blades, means for securing said blade carriers in posi-

tion within said handle member, cutting blades extending verti-

cally from said blade carriers forming a plurality of cutting

edges perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of said handle
member, said blades having spaced notches on the edges
thereof, a removable cutting strand disposable between said

cutting blades in said notches forming one or more cutting

edges parallel to the longitudinal axis of said handle and means
for securing said cutting strand to maintain tension when dis-

posed between the cutting blades, forming a cutting tool which
when drawn through a cake or foodstuff simultaneously cuts it

into spaced vertical and horizontal sections or with the cutting

strand removed cuts the cake or foodstuff into spaced vertical

sections.

4,425,707

COMPRESSION TOOL, USEABLE AS NUTSHELL
REMOVER

Marvin F. Polsfuss, 676 SUver Ave., Sao Francisco, Calif. 94134
Continuation of Ser. No. 249,849, Apr. 1, 1981, abandoned. This

appUcation Aug. 22, 1983, Ser. No. 525,261

Int. a.3 A47J 43/26
U.S. a. 30—120.3 11 Claims

1. In a disposable razor of the type having a single edge blade

consolidated and fixed into a molded plastic assembly sup-

ported by a handle formed integrally with said plastic assem-

bly, said handle being susceptible of grasping in one-hand
fashion, said assembly including a track and a cover with a

skirt slidable on said track in a plane parallel to the plane of the

blade from a first position in which said blade edge is covered
or enclosed to a second position in which the blade edge is

exposed for wet shaving, the improvement comprising:

a manually operable actuating means mounted on said han-

dle and cooperating directly with said cover for sliding

the cover in said parallel plane from said first position to

said second position, said actuating means defining a lever

having opposed stub shafts mounted pivotally in said

handle, a tab molded integrally with said cover, a first end
of said lever on one side of said pivotal mountmg bemg
operable to engage directly and make a driving connec-
tion with the skirt and the tab, a second end of the lever on
the opposite side of the pivotal mounting being operable

manually to pivot the lever and thus drive the cover to

and fro manipulated by the same hand by which the han-

dle is grasped.

/
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1. A tool comprising:

a pair of elongated legs hingedly attached together at one
end of each leg by a common hinge,

each leg having a jaw section adjacent said hinge,

the entire length of each jaw section having a roughened,

grasping surface facing the jaw section of the other leg,

each leg also having a manual holding section remote from
said hinge, whereby any force applied to said manual
holding sections will be multiplied at said jaw sections,

said tool being characterized in that:
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(1) the entire jaw section of each of said legs is curved, the

surface of the entire jaw section of one leg which faces

that of the other leg having a concave curvature which
is circular in shape, and the surface of the entire jaw
section of the other leg which faces said one leg having
a convex curvature,

(2) said hinge is oriented away from any center of curva-
ture of either of said jaw sections, and

(3) said jaw sections are shaped and oriented so that:

(a) when any generally spherical workpiece within a

predetermined size range is placed at any location

within said jaw sections and in contact with both of
said jaw sections and said legs are squeezed together,

all corresponding portions of said jaw sections will

move in a combination of direct motion together and
relative sliding motion such that said workpiece will

experience a combination of compressive and shear

forces from movement of said jaw sections, regard-

less of the location at which said workpiece is placed

within said jaw sections, and
(b) the separation between corresponding points of said

jaw sections increases as a function of the distance

from said hinge when said legs are rotated together to

a position in contact with each other.

4,425,709

POCKET TOOL
Phil Quenzi, Rte. 1 Box 56A, Atlantic Mine, Mich. 49905

FUed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,471

lot a.) B26B 5/00
U.S. a. 30—151 9 Claims

4,425,708

RELAY CUTTING TOOL
Willard E. Rapp, Franklin Township, Somerset County, N.J.,

assignor to Western Electric Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Filed Jul. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 288,580

Int. a.J B23P 79/00
U.S. a. 30—133 11 Qaims

1. A tool accommodating removable and interchangeable
tool blades comprising: a handle capable of simultaneously
receiving one tool blade in a working position and at least one
tool blade in a storage position, a first compartment defined in

said handle for receiving said at least one tool blade in a storage
position and including releasable locking means for removably
and releasably locking said at least one tool blade in a storage
position, a second compartment in said handle for receiving
said one tool blade in a working position and including second
releasable locking means for removably and releasably locking
said tool blade in said working position, and at least one tool
blade including cooperating locking means for removably and
releasably locking with either of the first or second releasable
locking means for releasably holding the tool blade removably
assembled with the tool handle in cither of the working posi-
tion or storage position; wherein said second compartment
comprises a slot; wherein said at least one tool blade comprises
a working portion and a tang dimensioned to removably, slid-

ably interfit with said slot; wherein said slot and said tang are
substantially rectangular, and wherein said cooperating lock-
ing means comprises a notch formed in one side of said rectan-

gular tang and said second releasable locking means comprises
a rectractable stop member in one side of said slot for releas-

ably locking with said notch when said tang is positioned so as

to place said notch in registry with said retractable stop mem-
ber; wherein said retractable stop member comprises an arcu-
ate member and wherein said notch is arcuately shaped for

receiving at least a portion of said arcuate retractable stop

member.

1. A tool for cutting and collecting an object comprising:

(a) a housing;

(b) a cutting means including a pair of jaws each having a

cutting edge attached thereto, movable between a pre-

engagement position and an engagement position, for

cutting the object upon engagement therewith, said jaws
are movably mounted so that each cutting edge faces the

cutting edge of the associated jaw, so that when the jaws
are moved into the engaged position the cutting edges of
the jaws are caused to overlap;

(c) means, cooperating with the cutting means when said

cutting means is engaged with the object, for forming an

enclosed collection chamber for receiving and holding the

cut object;

(d) the pair ofjaws comprises a first jaw having a single arm
and a second jaw having a pair of arms, each arm having

a cam slot therein, the arm of the first jaw fitting between

the arms of the second jaw;

(e) means for urging the fust and second jaws into overlap-

ping engagement so as to cut the object; and

(0 means responsive to the urging means for returning the

first and second jaws of the cutting means to the pre-

engagement position.

4,425,710

ROOHNG CAP CUTTER
Michael P. Mason, New Castle, and Robert R. Scaran, Newarit,

both of Del., assignors to Cap Cutters, Inc., Newark, Del.

FUed Jan. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 337,950

Int. a.3 B26B 13/04. 13/06
U.S. a. 30—229 6 Claims

.. I /r _iJ A," fA

1. A device for cutting roofing caps comprising:

a supporting base large enough to hold thereon a standard,

three-tab roofing shingle,

transverse hinge means extending along one edge of said

supporting base and being affixed thereto,
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a top plate for supporting cutting blades in a desired configu-

ration, the top plate beng hinged to said supporting base

by said hinge means along the one edge thereof, the top
plate having handle means for raising the top plate in

order to place a standard three-tab roofing shingle on said

supporting base and for lowering the top plate to cut said

roofing shingle as desired,

cutting blades supported in the desired configuration by said

top plate,

there being cut-outs in said supporting base in the desired

pattern whereby said blades and said cut-outs act coopera-
tively to cut said shingle in the pattern desired and permit

unwanted shingle material to fall away and be discarded,

said cut-outs being as follows:

(a) two interior wedge-shaped cut-outs having apexes sub-

stantially at the location of the interior ends of the two
dividing slots in said standard roofing shingle when said

shingle is placed upon said supporting base,

(b) two exterior beveled cut-outs each extending from one
exterior end of said base at a point on a horizontal line

extending through the apex of both interior wedge-shaped
cut-outs inwardly parallel to one side of said wedge-
shaped cut-outs,

the cutting blades in said top plate extending perpendicularly

therefrom and being affixed so as to cooperate with said

cut-outs to cut two interior wedges and two exterior

bevels from said shingle, thereby producing three of said

precision-cut roofing caps in one operation,

whereby precision-cut roofing caps are produced from each
said shingle.

4,425,711

DOUBLE-ENDED DOUBLY-CX)NCAVED BABY SPOON
GcrakUM E. Wood, 1220 Orchard, Springfield, m. 62702, and
Ralph F. Stanbly. 84 Danbary Dr., Springfield, III. 62704
CoBtinnatioii-iB-pwt of Ser. No. 53,190, Jan. 29, 1979,

•budoMd. Thia appUcation Nov. 12, 1980, Ser. No. 208,232
Int a.J A47J 43/28

VJS. a. 30-324 1 Claim

4,425,712

WOMAN'S OUTER GARMENT AND PATTERN
THEREFOR

WiUa D. L. Ratlifr, 2838 LinliaTeB Dr„ Meaqidte, Tex. 75150
DiTisJoD of Ser. No. 847,269, Oct 31, 1977, abudoncd. TTiia

appUcatioB Not. 14, 1979, Ser. No. 94,272
lat CL' A41H 3/00

U.S. a. 33—12 12 ciaima

1. A pattern for a garment to be made from a single garment
piece cut from a piece of folded-over fabric material, which
comprises:

a single sheet of pattern material of a generally rectangular
shape to be laid over a folded-over piece of fabric mate-
rial,

said sheet defining joined right and left, mirror-image halves
of a garment piece cut from a folded-over piece of fabric

material, and having a cut line thereon for indicating an
area to be cut out of the garment piece halves for arm
openings.

'~S~

n 13 11^ 15 i7 3

1. A spoon having smooth rounded edge and end surfaces
for faciliuting self-feeding and for safely accelerating its learn-
ing by a baby, comprising: an elongated generally fiat handle
member including round smooth margins along its edges and a
pair of generally flat heads integrally connected to said handle
member, said heads having the same size and egg-shape in plan
view, one head of said pair of heads fued to each end of said
handle member, said handle member and each of said heads
lying in substantially parallel planes and each of said heads
have oppositely disposed, same-sized concavities formed
therein and equally spaced on each side of a plane through the
handle with a smooth rounded rim formed around said oppo-
sitely disposed concavities and said handle, the thickness of
each hand being equal and of sUghtly greater dimension than
the thickness of the handle member, the length of the handle
member being approximately twice the length of a head, and
each of said four concavities being of the same size and shape.

4,425,713

POSTUREOMETER
Sam S. Rotella, 982 N. Brookiide Dr., Lcwiston, N.Y. 14092

FUed Aug. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 411,590
lat a.3 GOIB 5/20; A61B 5/10

VS. a. 33—174 D 2 Claimi
1. A postureometer medical measuring instnmient compris-

ing, in combination, a base member, an upright post mounted
upon said base member, said post being cylindrical and hollow
and additionally including a linear measurement along its

length, an upper and a lower "C" yoke being each affixed by a
set screw in selected locations along said calibrated post a pair
of angled arms affixed to each said yoke and extending hori-

zontally therefrom, each said yoke being degree calibrated for

rotational adjustment around said post an outward end ofeach
said arm being linearally calibrated and a first block being
adjustably mounted along a length of said outward end of each
said arm, a linearally calibrated first pin adjustably supported
in said first block, a second block affixed on an end of said first

pin and a linearally calibrated second pin adjustably supported
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in said second block; said first pins of said upper yoke extend-
ing horizontally while said second pins thereof extend verti-

cally, and said first pins of said lower yoke extend vertically
and said second pins thereof extend horizontally.

4,425,714

SIDING BOARD INSTALLATION TOOL
James B. KeUy, Jr., 1236 Edgmont, Des Moines, Iowa 50315

FUcd Jon. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 387,240

Int a.i GOIB 3/30
VJS. a. 33—187 4 Claims

1. A tool for assisting in the installation of horizontally
overlapping siding boards on the exterior of a building, each
board having an upper edge, a lower edge and an exposed
exterior face, said tool comprising:

(a) An upstanding body member formed with a head portion
at one end, a handle portion at an opposite end and a mid
portion connecting between said head and handle portions
and forming a transversely directed ledge therebetween;
said head portion having a downwardly facing hook sec-
tion for engaging the upper edge on one of said siding
boards installed on said building whereby said tool de-
pends from said upper edge;

(b) A gate member permanently attached to said mid portion
of said body member and rotatably moveable in a plane
generally parallel to the exposed exterior face of said one
siding board between a siding engagement position and a
non-engagement position; and

(c) Said head portion, mid portion and gate member coact
together when said gate member is in the siding engage-
ment position to form an upwardly facing channel section
for receiving the lower edge ofa second siding board to be
installed on said building in overlapping relation to said

first siding board whereby when said tool is in a depend-
ing relation to said first siding board, said lower edge of
said second siding board is supported on the ledge formed
by said mid-portion so that said tool serves as a cradle for
assisting in holding said second siding board in a desired
overlapping position with respect to said first siding board

during installation of said second board on said building,
and is thereafter removable from said depending relation-

ship with said first siding board by rotation of said gate
member to said non-engagement position.

4,425,715

THREAD GAGING APPARATUS AND METHOD
Wiliian Willis, Soatk Paaadeoa, and Qyde C. Chiveaa, Lagua

Beach, both of Calif., aasignors to Hydril Coapaay, Los
Angeles, Calif.

CoatinnatioB of Ser. No. 51,802, Jan. 25, 1979, abuidoiied. This
appUcation Mar. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 243,867

Int a.J GOIB 5/16
U.S. a. 33-199 R 14 claim

* «',.,^ *>*.».
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1. In an instrument for gaging surfaces of a workpiece hav-
ing a thread extending about an axis, the combination compris-
ing

^
(a) a support including datum structure adapted to fit a

workpiece shoulder which faces generally in the direction
of said axis, the support also including a centrally and
axially extending cylindrical guide member, a clamp en-
gageable with a radially presented surface of said work-
piece, and an axially extending actuator operatively con-
nected with said clamp to cause the clamp to forcibly

engage said workpiece surface,

(b) a carriage including a first section movable axially on
said cylindrical member and a second section movable
radially, one of said sections being carried by the other
section, the one section being movable independently of
said other section,

(c) a gaging part carried by said one section to be movable
therewith both axially and radially to engage and gage
different surfaces of said thread, and

(d) means operatively connected to said sections to produce
outputs indicative of the extents of both axial and radial

movements of the gaging part, said means including a first

encoder operatively connected to the carriage first section

to sense and encode axial movement thereof relative to the
datum structure, and a second encoder operatively con-
nected to the carriage second section to sense and encode
radial movement thereof, each encoder including linearly

relatively movable guide elements.

4,425,716

FLOATING NON-GIMBALLED COMPASS
John T. Fowler, Marblebead, Maas., assignor to The Laitraa

Corporation, New Orleans, La.

FUed Aug. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 292,351

lat a.' GOIC 17/26
U.S. a. 33—355 R 19 n.<».

1. A remote-reading magnetic compass comprising:

a housing partially filled with a liquid;

a remote-reading compass assembly disposed within said

housing and operative to provide electrical signals indica-

tive of compass heading;

a float of a solid buoyant material surrounding said compass
assembly for providing buoyancy to said compass assem-
bly in said liquid and for biasing said compass assembly
into a generally horizonuU orientation, said float being
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generally symmetrically disposed about said compass
assembly along a first horizontal axis and along a second

horizontal axis orthogonal to said first horizontal axis;

a pivot rod extending through said float along said first

horizontal axis for permitting rotation of said compass
assembly about said first horizontal axis, said pivot rod

having a pair of ends extending from opposite sides of said

float; and

a track circumferentially disposed about the interior of said

housing and having said pair of pivot rod ends riding

therein in opposed, confronting sections of said track, said

track permitting said compass assembly to rotate about

said second horizontad axis over a predetermined arc and
preventing rotation of said compass assembly about a

vertical axis orthogonal to said first and said second hori-

zontal axes, said track and said pivot rod together permit-

ting said compass assembly to remain in a generally hori-

zontal orientation under the buoyant influence of said

float.

4,425,717

VEHICLE MAGNEnC SENSOR
Koorad H. Marcus, Holland, Micb^ asugnor to Prince Corpora-

tion, Holland, Mich.

Filed Jon. 24, 1982, Scr. No. 391,550

Int a.5G01C; 7/2«

U.S. a. 33—361 16 Claims

6. An electrical compass system for a vehicle having a head-
liner and a rearview mirror mounted in the upper windshield
area, said system comprising:

a rearview mirror anembly adapted to be mounted proxi-

mately to the windshield of a vehicle, said assembly in-

cluding a flux-gate magnetic sensor and means for posi-

tioning said sensor in the windshield area near the head-
liner between the vehicle headliner and the rearview
mirror,

means for supplying operating electrical current to said

sensor and for receiving electrical signals therefrom;

circuit means coupled to said supplying means for process-

ing signals from said sensor, and
display means coupled to said circuit means for displaying

the vehicle heading as sensed by said flux-gate sensor.

4,425,718

APPARATUS FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FIXATION OF
DYES WITH A PRINTED TEXTILE SHEET BY
APPLICATION OF MICROWAVE EMANATION

Bunshiro Kawaguchi, Kyoto, Japan, assignor to The Ichiliin,

Ltd., Japan

FUed Apr. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 258,889

Int a? F26B 3/34
U.S. a. 34—1 13 Claims

- .oJ <?' u
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1. An apparatus for development and fixation of dyes on a
printed textile sheet by application of microwave emanation
comprising:

a housing forming therein a chamber which has an inlet and
an outlet for said textile sheet;

an endless, flexible carrier belt arranged within said chamber
and having a substantially horizontal section adapted for

supporting said textile sheet in a flat, tensionless state;

means for driving said carrier belt to cause travel of said

textile sheet supported thereby from said inlet to said

outlet;

means for positively maintaining said carrier belt at selected

temperature and moisture content;

means for applying microwave emanation to said textile

sheet during said travel thereof; and
means for subjecting said textile sheet to steam during said

travel thereof

4,425,719

COMPACT AIR BAR ASSEMBLY FOR CONTACTLESS
WEB SUPPORT

David M. Klein; Richard J. Wimberger, both of DePere; Mi-
chael O. Rocheleau, and Randall D. Helms, both of Green
Bay, all of Wis., assignors to W. R. Grace ft Co., New York,
N.Y.

FUed Mar. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 357,848

Int a.3 F26B 13/20
U.S. a. 34—156 8 Claims

1. An air bar assembly by which air is blown against one
surface of a lengthwise moving web for contactless confme-
ment of the web substantially to a horizontal plane, comprising

a centrifugal blower having a substantially cylindrical rotor,

and duct means for directing pressure air from said blower into

the interior of each of a plurality of air bars that extend across

the width of the web parallel to one another and to said plane

and each of which has at least one air discharge outlet opening
towards said plane, said air bar assembly being characterized

by:

A. said duct means comprising an elongated ported wall that
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is parallel to said plane and is at a side of each air bar
remote from said plane, said ported wall having its length
transverse to the air bars and having outlet ports therein at

spaced intervals therealong, one for each air bar, each
opening into its air bar intermediate the ends thereof;

B. said rotor

(1) being near a rear end of said ported wall,

(2) being spaced from the ported wall in a direction away
from said plane, and

(3) having its axis substantially parallel to the lengths of
the air bars;

C. an internal wall between the rotor and said ported wall
and opposing the latter to cooperate therewith in defining
an internal plenum chamber in the duct means from which
certain of said outlet ports open, said internal wall

(1) extending along about one-third to one-half of the
length of the ported wall and

(2) having a rear end portion which curves partway
around the rotor in radially spaced relation thereto;

D. said duct means further comprising a flow controlling
wall which has a rear end adjacent to the periphery of the
rotor and which extends forwardly to a front end of the
ported wall, said flow controlling wall being spaced in

said direction from said internal wall and said ported wall
and opposing them to cooperate with them in guiding air

from the rotor to outlet ports in front of said internal wall;

and

E. an enclosure for said rotor comprising a scroll wall that

curves around the rotor at its side remote from the ported
wall and extends from the rear end of said ported wall to

a rear portion of said flow controlling wall, said scroll

wall cooperating with said rear end portion of the internal

wall to deflne an inlet to said plenum chamber for air

expelled from the rotor.

4,425,720

COFFEE ROASTER
Franklin R. Eleriteh, 430 Nerada Ave., Palo Alto, Calif. 94301

FUed Mar. 5, 1981, Scr. No. 240,757

Int a.3 F26B 9/00
VS. a. 34—233 7 Claims

horizontal support adapted to heat the horizontal support
and a layer of coffee beans uniformly,

(e) the space between the horizontal support (a) and the
source of radiant heat (d) being substantially unob-
structed,

the design and configuration of the horizontal support, the
housing and the reflector being such that during roasting
of coffee beans on the horizontal support air heated by the
source of radiant heat moves freely, uniformly and di-

rectly upwardly from the source of radiant heat through
the lower compartment and through the horizontal sup-

port and the layer of coffee beans into the upper compart-
ment and out of the roaster, such movement being induced
substantially solely by such radiant heat whereby the

green coffee beans are heated by the combination of radia-

tion, conduction and convection to their isothermal point,

moisture is evaporated from the beans at such isothermal
point and the temperature of the dried beans then rises to

effect roasting of the beans and development and retention

of a desirable flavor.

4,425,721

WALKING SOLE
Eugene N. M. Spronken, Genk, Belgium, assignor to Spronken

Orthopedie, Belgium

FUed Sep. 23, 1981, Scr. No. 304,922
Claims priority, appUcation Belgium, Sep. 29, 1980, 885449

Int a.J A43B 3/12. 1/06
U.S. a. 36-11.5 12 Claims

i • •. •

1. A roaster adapted to roast green coffee beans which
comprises:

(a) a horizontal support formed with a multiplicity of open-
ings which are small enough to retain a thin layer of coffee
beans on the upper surface of the support, the number,
pattern and area of the openings being such that radiant

heat and hot air will pass freely through the support,

(b) a housing for the support which surrounds and confines

the support and forms with the support an open upper

^ compartment above the support and an open lower com-
partment below the support, the height of the upper com-
partment being substantially equal to or less than the

depth of the lower compartment but sufficient to conflne

a thin layer of coffee beans during roasting,

(c) a reflector above the upper compartment capable of
reflecting radiant heat back upon a layer of coffee beans

on the support such reflector being so designed and
placed that it wUI not materially impede evacuation, by
convection, of gases and smoke generated by the roasting

process, and

(d) a source of radiant heat at the level of or beneath the

1. A walking sole adapted to be used under an immobilizing

bandage on the lower leg for maintaining all foot joinu in a

rigid condition, said walking sole having a lower running
surface coming into contact with the ground formed of three

longitudinally spaced essentially flat parts, and said flat parts

joining one another with rounded transitions, a forward one of
said parts curved upwardly from a central part at an angle

betwen 25* and 33* and a rear heel part sloping upwardly of
said central part at an angle between 12' and 2S*, sole dimen-
sioned to provide a distance between a bottom plane of said

central part to a highest point of said forward part of ( 1 1 ± I )%
of a length factor and having a distance between said bottom
plane of said central part and a highest point of said rear part

of (3± 1)% of said length factor, said length factor equal to I.S

times the length of said sole in mm— IS mm, a rear end of said

walking sole aligned approximately at a right angle to said

centra] bottom plane, and an uppermost point of said rear end
and an uppermost point on a front end of said sole ahgned to lie

in a plane approximately parallel to said bottom central plane.

1038 O.G -^
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4,425,722

APPARATUS FOR REMOVING STAKES FROM THE
GROUND

Oareoce G. ConoTer, 304 Wendi La., Rukin, FU. 33570
FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,246

lat a.J AOIB 13/00; AOID 57/00
U.S. a. 37—2 P 21 Claims

1. An apparatus for removing stakes or the like from the

ground and for collecting the same, comprising in combina-

tion:
I

a support framework;

a stake loosening means dis(>osed on said support framework
for loosening said stakes relative to the ground;

said stake loosening means including a plurality of stake

loosening fmgers;

a first pair of counterrotating rollers rotatably supported on
' said framework and disposed adjacent said stake loosening

Angers for removing said loosened stakes from the

ground;

said counterrotating rollers deflning therebetween a stake

receiving passage; and

a stake guiding chute having an input end disposed adjacent

said counterrotating rollers and an output end.

4,425,723

CLAM DREDGE
Peter Erlandscn, 122 E. Myrtle Rd., WUdwood Crest, N.J.

08260

FUed Jan. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 461,856

Int. a.5 E02F 5/00; AOIK 75/00
U.S. a. 37—55 5 Qainis

1. Apparatus for collecting shellfish and the like from the

ocean floor comprising:

a pair of elongated longitudinally extending parallel spaced
apart runners;

collection bag means mounted adjacent the rear of said

runners for receiving and holding shellflsh;

first and second parallel rows of tines carried by said run-

ners, said rows extending between said runners and being
substantially perpendicular thereto;

the tines in each row being substantially parallel to each
other and extending downwardly and forwardly at an
acute angle with respect to said runners;

substantially rigid frame means supporting said rows of tines,

said frame means comprising a pair of spaced apart longi-

tudinally extending skid members and a plurality of cross-

bars extending between said skid members, said tines being
secured to said crossbars;

each of said skid members including a horizontal portion

adapted to rest on a different one of said nmners and a

vertical portion adapted to extend downwardly beneath
the bottom surface of said runners, the lowermost portion

of said skid members being at a lower level than the lower-
most part of any of said tines.

4,425,724

PAPER HOLDING AND DISPLAYING DEVICE
Harvey Scott, P.O. Box 1623, demaoii, S.C. 29631

FUed Not. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 323,905

iBt C1.3 B09F 3/16
U.S. a. 40—11 A 7 Claims

1. In combination with a rigid, vertical surface, a paper
holding and displaying device for attachment to said surface

comprising:

a paper clip having first and second sections each comprising
two legs connected together by a U-shaped loop, the legs

and loop of each of the sections lying substantially in a

common plane, and at least one leg of one of the first and
second sections being connected to at least one leg of the

other of said first and second sections at a location remote
from both of said loops by a third section, one leg of the

first section being located adjacent to one leg of the sec-

ond section, and the other leg of the first section being

located adjacent to the other leg of the second section, and
said third section having a spring characteristic whereby
said first and second sections are urged toward each other

when spread apart;

a layer of flexible sheet material having a front and rear face,

with a slit spaced from its edges, said clip having substan-

tially its entire first section lying against said front face,

having substantially its entire second section lying against

said rear face and having its third section extending

through said slit;

an additional flexible layer of material;

adhesive means securing one face of the additional flexible

layer to the rear face of the layer of sheet material with the

second section of the clip located between said layers; and
an adhesive coating on the opposite face of the additional

flexible layer securing the device to said rigid, vertical

surface.

4,425,725

COMBINATION SWITCH PLATE AND PHOTOGRAPH
HOLDER

Mattliew A. Moogtakas, Warringtoii, and Edwin Olcjkowski,

Glenside, botii of Pa., aarignon to Fkvelance, Inc., Willow
Grove, Pa.

FUed May 21, 1982, Ser. No. 380,527

Int a.3 A47G 1/06; H05K 5/03

MS. a. 40-152 16 aaims
1. A combination switch plate and display holder for mount-

ing over the toggel handle of a wall switch comprising,

a switch plate having a hole for receiving the toggle handle

therethrough;
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a photograph holder in overlying relation to the switch
plate;

a clip means extending from the switch plate to secure the

photograph holder to the switch plate; and

a mounting plate means carried by the photograph holder to

engage the clip means;

whereby the photograph holder may be secured to the switch

plate after the switch plate is mounted over the wall switch.

4,425,727

INFORMATION BOARD
Bo Waldelvaatz, S-150 55 Nykvani, Swede*
CoatinnatioB of Ser. No. 108,513, Dec. 31, 1979,

This appUcation Dec. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 336,049
Claims priority, appUcation Sweden, Feb. 5, 1979, 7900977

Int a.J G09F 7/Oi; B42F 17/0%
MS. a. 40-600 2 Claims

4,425,726

EAR TAG FOR ANIMALS
Edward E. Dvorak, P.O. Box 79, Manning, N. Dak. 58642

FUed Mar. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 359,232

Int. a.J G09F 3/00
U.S. a. 40—301 11 Qaims

9. An animal ear tag including

(a) a body portion of generally rectangular shape adapted to

be positioned wholly within the ear of the animal

(b) said body portion being made of a flexible molded plastic

material characterized by being adapted to follow the

contour of the ear and lying in flush engagement there-

with

(c) said body portion being provided with an elongated slot

disposed longitudinally of said rectangular body portion,

and

(d) transversely spaced securing members extending

through said body portion and ear for holding the tag in

place

(e) each of said securing members including a shank having

a head at one end, one of which shanks extends through

the elongated slot of the body portion and is movable
therein relative to said body portion as the animal ear

grows

(0 the shank of the other of said securing members being

.

molded in said body portion with the head thereof embed-

ded therein and recessed from one face thereof, to prevent

accidental displacement of said other securing member
from said body portion and to provide a smooth uninter-

rupted surface on said face of the body portion for the

application of indicia thereto.

1. An information board comprising a base member having
an upper and lower end, first and second lateral support mem-
bers including an extended portion spaced from and substan-

tially parallel to said base member thereby providing first and
second facing grooves defined by the spaces between said

extended portions and said base member, partition means in-

cluding first and second parallel spaced side edges arranged
subsuntially parallel to said lateral support members and af-

fixed to said base member so as to divide said base member into

first and second panel portions, said first panel portion being
defined by the area located between said first lateral support
member and said first side edge of said partition means and said

second panel portion being defined by the area between said

second lateral support member and said second side edge of
said partition means, said partition means including an upper
end which is spaced from said upper end of said base member,
a head sign element having first and second ends, said head
sign element having a length substantially corresponding to the

width of said base member such that said head sign element
may be affixed to said base member with said first end of said

head sign element being located within the first groove and
said second end of said head sign element being located within

said second groove, a plurality of first and second sign ele-

ments of relatively rigid construction releasably affixed respec-

tively to said base member in said first and second panel por-

tions, said first sign elements having a first predetermined
length and first and second ends and said second sign elements
having a second predetermined length and first and second
ends, said first sign elements being longer than second sign

elements, said sign elements adapted to be releasably affixed to

said base member with said first ends of said first sign elements
being located within said first groove, said second ends of said

first sign elements being located substantially abutting said first

side edge of said partition means, said first ends of said second
sign elements being located in said second groove and said

second ends of said second sign elements being located sub-

stantially abutting said second side edge of said partition means
such that said sign elements may be removed from said base
member substantially without bending by lifting said sign

elements at said second ends in a direction substantially per-

pendicular to said base member without interference from said

first and second edges of said partition means and adjacent sign

elements while said first ends of said first and second sign

elements are initially retained respectively within said first and
second grooves, magnet means for releasably affixing said first
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and second sign elements to said base member, said magnet
means including magnetic material integral with said base
member and at least one strip of magnetic material afTued to

the surfaces of said first and second sign elements which are

releasably affixed to said base member adjacent to said second
ends of said first and second sign elements, said first sign ele-

ments including at least a second strip of magnetic material

affixed to their surfaces releasably affixed to said base member,
said at least one second strip of magnetic material being spaced
from said at least one strip of magnetic material, and retaining

means provided on each of said first and second sign elements
for exchangeably retaining a pair of parallel information carry-

ing strips on the faces thereof having a length substantially

corresponding respectively to said first and second predeter-

mined lengths of said first and second sign elements, said re-

taining means including two pairs of facing grooves formed
along the length of said first and second sign elements, said

pairs of grooves formed by substantially linear arm members
extending obliquely from the surfaces of said sign elements,

one of each of said pair of arm members forming said pairs of
grooves on said first and second sign elements being disposed
adjacent to each other thereon such that said plurality of first

and second sign elements have a uniform appearance without a

particular division between adjacent sign elements being no-
ticeable thereon.

4,425,728

STREET SIGN ADAPTER UNIT AND STREET SIGN
ASSEMBLY INCLUDING THE SAME

Pinl G. Elliott, 117 Railroad Ave^ DoaaldioiiTllle, La. 70346
FUed Dec. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 330,962

lat a.3 G09F 15/00
VS. a. 40-607 5 aaims

1. A street sign assembly comprising, in combination, a post
having projecting, parallel coplanar side flanges between
which there is provided a body of trapezoidal cross-section
including side walls converging into a perforate rear wall, said

rear wall being in parallel relation to said side flanges; an
adaptor unit having a lower portion of a cross section designed
for fitment between the converging side walls of said post and
apertures in register with the perforations of said rear wall of
said post and an upper portion of a length sufficient for attach-
ment thereto of at least one sign panel; at least one sign panel;
and means for securely fastening said adaptor unit and said at

least one sign panel to said post.

4,425,729 '

FISHING ROD HOLDER FIXING MEANS
ToaUald Miyanae, 36-8, Aramoto, Higaahi-Osaka, Osaka-pref,

Fitod Ang. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 294,752

iBt a.3 AOIK 97/70
VS. a. 43-21

J

1 Claim
1. A fishing rod holder fixing means, comprising a lengthy

base having an axis and having a channel shaped cross section;
a rod holder means for detachably holding a grip portion of

a fishing rod, provided at one end of the upper surface of
said base;

a rod supporting means provided at the other end of said
base;

a pair of plates mounted substantially intermediate of the
bottom surface of said base and being selectively movable
in relation to each other;

an angle adjusting means bored with a hole;

a cylindrical member supported between said pair of plates
in pivotally movable relation with respect to a direction
transvers to said axis of said base and supporting said angle
adjusting means screwably contactable therewith,
wherein said cylindrical member is positioned in a rod
hole formed on a gunnel of a boat;

said cylindrical member is a hollow cylinder having at least

a greater inner diameter than the outer diameter of said
angle adjusting means;

a first pair of holes bored in said cylindrical member and
adjacent to the upper part thereof and across the axis

thereof, said first pair of holes being greater in inner diam-
eter than the outer diameter of said first bolt means;

a second pair of holes bored in said cylindrical member,
across the axis of said first pair of holes;

a first bolt means slidably inserted into said first pair of holes
with an end thereof being in screwably adjustable relation
by means of a suitable nut;

a third pair of holes bored in said cylindrical member in a
position lower than said second pair of holes, and in axial

alignment therewith;

'>1£r3

a second bolt means slidably inserted into said third pair of
holes and having one end thereof screwably tightened by
means of a thumbscrew;

nut means supported within said cylindrical member in

slidable relation with respect to said first bolt means;
a spacer means bored with a hole adjacent to the upper

portion thereof and disposed outside of said cylindrical

member;

a third bolt means inserted through said second pair of holes
and said hole of said spacer means and having a foremost
end thereof screwably connected with said nut means in

screwably adjustable relation with respect to said spacer
means and the outer circumferential surface of said cylin-

drical member, thereby to selectively adjust the space
therebetween;

said spacer means having an inner surface area contactable

with one end of said second bolt means inserted through
said third pair of holes, in downwardly inclined relation

with respect to the axis of said cylindrical member and
adapted so that said inner surface area is adjustably

pressed by means of a thumb nut integrally formed with
the other end of said second bolt means;

adjustable rod support provided at the lower portion of said

cylindrical member; and
said cylindrical member having a plurality of slits formed

axially of the and in the lower portion thereof, so as to be
slidably engaged with said adjustable rod support.
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4 425 730

HYDRODYNAMIC nSHING LURE
Edward E. Goetz, Jr., 4611 Webberdale, HoUy, Mich. 48442

Continuatioii-lB-part of Ser. No. 36,576, May 7, 1979,
abandoned. This appUcation Aug. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,287

Int. a.3 AOIK 85/00
U.S. a. 43—42.11 13 Claims

1. A top water fishing lure comprising a lure body and an
upper leg disposed above the lure body, said upper leg being
formed integrally with a coil-shaped loop and a lower leg, said

upper leg projecting rearwardly at an angle from the leadiof
edge of the lure body, said lo\yer leg being embedded within
the lure body and said loop being disposed proximate the

leading edge of the lure body for attaching a fishing lure, a

hook affixed proximate the trailing edge of the lure body, said

lure body further comprising a forward hull portion formed
integrally with a rearward shank portion, at least one fin ex-

tending downwardly from the underside of said lure body at

the trailing end of said hull portion and two outward bulges
disposed on the underside of said lure body, wherein said lure

body is configured to be relatively massive proximate the

center thereof, said forward hull portion and rearward shank
each have separate flat upper surfaces, said flat upper surfaces

are joined at an angle of about 120° to 170°, and said bulges are

located each on one side of said fin and beneath said angle
joining said flat upper surfaces.

4,425,731

DISPOSABLE RODENT TRAP
Joseph Orlando, Mesa, Ariz., assignor to Famam Companies,

Inc., Phoenix, Ariz.

Filed Jul. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 285,148

Int. a.J AOIM 23/00
U.S. a. 43—58 llOaims

1. A trap for rodents comprising an enclosure including in

combination:

a main base member;
first and second spaced-apart upstanding end walls attached

to said base member;
a cover member attached to said first and second end walls

and overlying said base member;
a side wall extending between said first and second end walls

and said cover member and said base member with the

upper edge thereof hingedly attached to said cover mem-
ber, with an opening in said first end wall adjacent the

junction of said side wall and said base member;
a moveable floor member overlying said base member in a

first position adjacent the opening in said first end wall,

the lower edge of said side wall being hingedly attached to

said moveable floor member, wherein in the first position

of said moveable floor member said side wall extends

substantially vertically from the edge of said majn base

member to said cover member; and

means for moving said moveable floor member from said

first position to a second position offset from the opcnmg
in said first end wall.

4,425,732

ANIMAL TRAP
Tadeusz E. Kania, R.R. #1, Winlaw, British Columbia, Canada

Filed Jun. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 274,489

Int. a.' AOIM 23/30
U.S. a. 43—81 10 Qalms

r" xr
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1. An animal trap comprising an enclosure and;

(a) an animal access opening in a front wall of the enclosure

and a bait compartment adjacent a rear wall thereof,

(b) a coil spring carried by a bracket secured to the extenor
of said front wall of the box and coiled about an axis

normal to the front wall and having tengentially extending

free end arms,

(c) a trigger and latch assembly within the enclosure;

(d) the first of said free end arms extending mto the enclo-

sure and adapted to be releasably engaged by the latch in

a set position above the animal access opening;

(e) the second of said free end arms adapted to be moved
from a relaxed position to a set position in which the coil

spring is under maximum stress, and

(0 engagement means between the tngger and the latch

which, upon movement of the tngger, releai>es the latch

and allows the first of said free end arms to move across

the animal access opening to impact on the floor of the

enclosure adjacent the lower edge of the animal access

opening.

4,425,733

FLY PAPER
Helmut K. Ammon, and John G. Updike, both of Waiblingen,

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to FR. Kaiser GmbH, Waib-
lingen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Not. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 318,455

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gcnnany, Jul. 9,

1981, 3127125

Int. a.^ AOIM i/J4
U.S. a. 43—115 6 Qaims

1. An improved fly paper comprising a strip of material
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having theron a sticky coating with two end portions being
free of said coating, the strip being folded along a fold midway
between said end portions with said end portions being adja-
cent each other and wrapped around said fold to form a roll,

wherein:

(a) the strip is made up of a material which, for a given
thickness has a higher tensile strength than paper;

(b) the end margin portions of said two end portions are
reinforced by folding said end margin portions zig-zag,
and one comer of each of said reinforced end margin
portions being turned over and folded down and an eye
placed therethrough for hanging said strip; and

(c) at least one of said coating free end portions of said strip

forming the outermost turn of the strip on the roll, thereby
forming a cover stretching around the roll for at least one
full turn.

an elongate belt including a pair of end portions;
a buckle securable to one end portion of said belt and includ-

ing means for releasably securing said buckle to the other
end portion of said belt to secure said belt around the
user's waist;

4,425,734 '

FLAT-PACXAGED AIR GUDER TOY
Peter Bauer, 13921 Eaworthy Rd^ Gcnnantown, Mi 20767
Continutioa of Ser. No. 143,436, Apr. 24, 1980, abandoned.

This application Jon. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 275,368

Int a.' A63H 33/18
VS. a 46-74 D 8 Claims

I

1. A flying saucer type toy comprising:
a flat disc member having a central region and a rim and

plural through-cuts defined therethrough and extending in

a generally spiral manner from said central region toward
said rim to defme blade portions between said through-
cuts; and

means for securing said central portion out-of-plane with
respect to said rim to create generally spiral-shaped spaces
between said blade portions, said means for securing com-
prising a support member secured to diametrically-
opposed locations of said nm;

whereby upon spinning said disc about an axis perpendicular
to said central portion, air flows through said spiral-

shaped spaces to impart a lift force to the disc related to
the spin velocity;

said means including:

at least one strip member having a length at least equal to
the distance between diametrically opposed locations
on said rim;

suppori means for securing said strip proximate its mid-
point to the central region of said disc such that any
roution of said strip relative to said rim produces simi-
lar roution of said central region relative to said rim;
and

engagement means for securing the ends of said strip to
said diametrically opposed points on said rim which
correspond to a position of said strip which is rotated
relative to said rim sufficiently to force said central
region out of the plane of said rim.

4 425 735 '

TOY VEHICLE DEVICE
Ralph J. Kolesxa, Chicago, and Harry Disko, South Harrington,

both of DU aMignon to Marria Glass A Associates, Chicago,

FUed Jnl. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 400,346
lat a.J A63H lJ/10

UA a. 46-202 ,6 Claims
1. A toy vehicle device wearable about a user's waist, said

device comprising:

a toy wheeled vehicle sized for movement along the length
of said belt; and

means on said buckle for releasably securing said vehicle to
said buckle.

4 425 736
HERBiaDE APPUCATORAND WELDED ENDLESS

ROPE
Leon E. McOure, .t.R. #2 Box 78, and Stanley R. McQure, Sr^

R.R. #2 Box 161, both of Jamestown, Ky. 42629
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 177,166, Aug. 18, 1980, Pat.
No. 4,320,595. This appUcation Mar. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 359,867

Int a.J AOIM 21/00
U.S. a. 47—1.5 15 Claims

1. A liquid herbicide applicator for the selective application
of herbicide to undesirable weeds, said applicator to be sup-
ported by a tractor, and which comprises in combination:

A. a centrally located supporting frame work attached to
said tractor,

B. a tank associated with said frame work for holding a
supply of liquid herbicide,

C. an immersion basin in operative relation with said tank for
provision of a shallow liquid level of herbicide,

D. a boom supported by said frame work and extending
laterally on each side thereof,

E. height adjustment means for adjusting the height of the
boom relative to the crop to be treated,

F. a pair of distally mounted sheaves,

I one each of said distally mounted sheaves being jour-
nailed at opposite ends of said boom,

G. a pair of medially mounted drums,
1 said pair of medially mounted drums being joumalled

directly over said immersion basin and extending down
toward the bottom of said basin,

H. a first endless rope trained over each sheave of said pair
of distally mounted sheaves and over and around each
drum of said pair of medially mounted drums so that said

rope is immersed in said liquid and wetted with herbicide
upon every revolution of said medially mounted drums,
1 said endless rope, being fabricated of polymeric mate-

rial and having been formed by application of heat to
the free ends of the precursor of said endless rope, until

the polymeric material of said free ends reaches fusion

temperature and thereafter welding the melted material

of said free ends together;

I. means for driving at least one of said drums, so as to drive
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the wetted rope trained over said sheaves and in wiping

engagement with the undesirable weeds.

4,425,737

METHODS FOR MUTANT SELECnON IN CEREAL
CROPS

Randolph R. Henke, KnoxriUe, Tenn., assignor to Agrigenetlcs

Research Associates Limited, Boulder, Colo.

FUed Oct. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 311,405

Int. aj AOIG 1/00

VJS. a. 47—58 25 Clains

housing for engaging the threshold area between the

jambs of said door;

a apertured member affixed to said threshold-engaging

means intermediate the ends thereof and oriented towards

the open bottom of said housing said aperture there-

through axially parallel with the pivotal axis of said thre-

shold-engaging means and offset horizontally in the same

direction from both the pivotal axis of said threshold-

engaging means and the hole through the first endwall;
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1. A method for isolating mutant plants of a cereal crop,

comprising:

(a) mutagenizing a population of cereal seeds to form a

mutagenized population comprising mutant seeds and

non-mutant seeds;

(b) growing the mutagenized population to mature plants

and allowing each mature plant to self-pollinate;

(c) havesting the progeny seeds of the mature plants;

(d) dissecting each harvested seed to form an embryo-less

half-seed and a corresponding embryo-containing poriion;

(e) incubating each embryo-less half-seed individually in

medium containing gibberellic acid and under at least one

non-hormonal selection pressure which prevents embryo-

less half-seeds of non-mutant seeds from producing alpha-

amylase;

(0 identifying the embryo-containing portions of mutant

seeds by observing the ability of corresponding embryo-

less half-seeds to produce alpha-amylase under said selec-

tion pressure; and

(g) growing the identified embryo-containing portions of

mutant seeds to product mutant plants.

4,425,738

AUTOMATIC THRESHOLD SEAL FOR A DOOR
Curtis M. Christensen, R.R. 2, Box 71, Slayton, Murray County,

Minn. 56172

FUed Not. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 444,282

Int a.} E06B 7/20

U.S. a. 49—310 5 Claims

1. An automatic threshold seal for a door, comprising:

a door foreshortened at its bottom;

an elongated housing having an open bottom affixed to the

bottom of said door, said housing of a vertical depth such

that when affixed its bottom will be above the threshold a

sufficient distance to allow clearance above anticipated

obstructions within its swing path, said housing including:

a rectangular vertical weather wall extending the width of

said door;

a first endwall adjacent to the hinged edge of said door and

having an aperture therethrough; and

a second endwall adjacent to the unhinged edge of said door;

means pivotally mounted at a lower level than the aperture

through the first endwall, to each of the lower portions of

and intermediate the first and second endwalls of said

a spring rod, spring loaded within said housing through the

aperture through the first endwall thereof, then through

said apertured member, and then to s means for stopping

its further travel, the length of said rod being such that

when it is loaded and said door is somewhat open, a por-

tion thereof will extend past the first endwall of said hous-

ing.

4,425,739

SLIDING PANEL WITH SOUND-TRAP FRAMING
Maurice A. Garbell, P.O. Box 948, San Francisco, CaUf. 94104

Continuation of Ser. No. 104,414, Dec. 17, 1979, abandoned.

ThU application Sep. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 302,697

Int. a.' E05B 7/16

U.S. a. 49—424 2 aalns
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1. In combination with a vertical, horizontally slidable panel

that is reciprocally movable and engageable with a vertical bar

stop or jamb at a position of closure, a sound guard comprised

of a pair of parallel and transversely spaced-apart sound-inhib-

iting wall members, said wall members extending horizontally

from said vertical bar stop parallel to said sliding panel for

receiving said panel therebetween, the space between wall

members providing a transverse gap spacing between said

panel and each wall member, the horizontal extension of each

wall member from said bar stop being at least two and one-half

times the transverse gap spacing between said panel and wall

members; and a pair of sealing-strip means mounted on oppo-

site sides of said panel and engageable with the ends of said

wall members, respectively, when said panel is slidably posi-

tioned into engagement with said bar stop, whereby said panel

may be moved horizontally into a position to provide a sub-

stantial opening around the end of said panel and between said

panel and said bar stop while positioned between said wall

members.
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4,425,740

EDGE CX)NTVfECrED THREE DIMENSIONAL
STRUCTURES

Frederick L. Golden, 1415 Bccchwood, Aiu Arbor, Mich. 48103
Filed Dec. 2, 1980, Ser. No. 212,121

Int a.5 E04B ]/32

VS. a. 52—81 17 Claims

^f.
e4

side walls, front wall and roof can be pivoted and folded

together into a vertically extending stack so that all of said

side walls, front wall, and roof extend generally parallel to

said rear wall, and so that said rear wall is disposed be-

tween said side walls and said roof when said vertical

stack is formed.

4,425,742

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND PURLIN HANGER
THEREFOR WITH METHOD OF CONSTRUCnON

Dennis P. Markey, West Bloomfield, and George J. Rosen,
Franklin, both of Mich., assignors to Markey Brothers Co^
Walled Lake, Mich.

Continuation of Ser. No. 155,381, May 30, 1980, abandoned.
This application Mar. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 360,078

Int. a.' E04B 7/02
U.S. a. 52-90 7 Clainu

I

1. A panel connector for multipanel structural shapes com-
prising a pair of parallel channels, central hinge means joming
the parallel channels together lengthwise of the channels,

separate lateral hinge means joining at least one relatively rigid

channel side to a corresponding relatively rigid channel bot-

tom lengthwise of the channel and one side of at least one
channel being non-hinged to the channel bottom, said central

integral hmge joining the channels together adjacent the junc-
ture of the non-hmged channel side and the corresponding
channel bottom of the one channel.

4,425,741

COLLAPSIBLE STRUCTURE
Anne A. Ronai, Apartado: 68439, Caracas 106, Venezuela
Continuation of Ser. No. 969,414, Dec. 14, 1978, abandoned,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 810,567, Jan. 27,

1977, abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.
7r,553. Sep. 28, 1976, Pat. No. 4,037,%5, which is a

continnation of Ser. .No. 539,763, Jan. 9, 1975, abandoned. This

application Dec. 5, 1980, Ser. No. 213,487

Int. a.' E04B l/i46
U.S. a. 52—70 13 Qaims

1. A convertible structure comprising:

a free-standing rear wall having top and bottom edges ex-
tending generally hnearly and defining a generally verti-

cal plane;

means operatively connecting said free-standing rear wall to

the ground for supporting the rear wall in free-sUnding
position;

a roof having opposed front and rear edges extending gener-
ally parallel to said rear wall top and bottom edges, said

roof being pivotally connected at its rear edge to an upper
portion of said rear wall;

a front wall pivotally connected to said roof generally along
the front edge of said roof; and

side walls pivotally mounted to said rear wall, so that said

-^^

1. A building construction for a storage hut comprising;
two planar supports, each having an interior surface facing

the other support, an exterior surface facing away from
the other support, and a periphery extending along the top

and two sides thereof;

purlins extending between said planar supports at selected

locations;

hanger means for spanning said purlins between said sup-

ports comprising

seat means for supporting said purlins having means to

attach said purlins to said hanger,

integral nail means for attaching said hanger to the exte-

rior surfaces of said planar supports, and
arm means for connecting said seat means and said attach-

ment means,

wherein said purlin is secured to each said planar support

by hanging said hanger means over the edge of said

planar support and attaching said nail means through

the extcnor surface of said planar support into said

planar support; and

means for locating and holding said hanger means in a

proper position along the periphery of said planar support

for accurate disposition of said purlins prior to attaching

said hanger means to said exterior surface of said support

by said integral nail attaching means.

4,425,743

INGROUND FLUID STORAGE TANK AND METHOD OF
ERECnON THEREOF

Joseph Bartur, 18 Daphna St., Tel-Arir, Israel

Filed Not. 17, 1980, Ser. No. 207,745

Int. a.) B65D 88/76

U.S. a. 52—169.5 13 Qainu
1. An inground tank comprising a drainage shaft, a founda-

tion having radial and peripheral trenches connected to said

drainage shaft, an inner steel shell, an outer mantle of gabions

and a concrete wall having horizontal rims cast between the

steel shell and the gabions, each ring of gabions being con-

nected separately to the drainage shaft, a polyethylene sheet,
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said gabions having an inner surface covered before casting the

concrete by said polyethylene sheet, a plurality of sloped
beams, a conical steel shell constructed on said sloped beams

\
*

.

: r .

^
.. —^

and welded to said steel shell, a roof having a central portion,

central columns supporting said central portion which com-
prises prefabricated concrete segments, the complete tank

being covered by a layer of earth.

4,425,744

SYSTEM OF FLOOD FROTECnON FOR BUILDINGS
Cu-los ViUareal, 813 Bledsoe #12, Liifkln, Tex. 75901

Filed Aug. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 290,398

Int. a.} E04H 9/14

U.S. a. 52—169.14 11 Qaims

4,425,745

OUTER WALL SUSPENDED IN FRONT OF A METAL
STRUCTURE

Johannes Griitz, Diisscldorf, and Ferdinand Kerstges, Essen,
both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Steag Aktien-

gesellschafi, Essen, Fed. Rep. of Gcmany
FUed Jua. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 269.824

Clainu priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 4,

1980, 3021198

Int. a.' E04H 1/00
U.S. a. 52—235 18 Claims

r\^~>-
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1. An outer wall, comprising plate-like sound damping ele-

ments with a rear vented facade liner as a weather protection,

and means for suspending said sound damping elements with

said rear vented facade liner, said suspending means including

a plurality of cross bars, a plurality of thread bolts connected
with said cross bars and extending through said sound damping
elements so that a portion of each of said thread bolts extends

in a gap between said sound damping elements and said rear

vented facade liner, a plurality of further thread bolts arranged

into said rear vented facade liner and also having a portion

extending in the gap between said sound damping elements and
said rear vented facade liner, a thread bushing composed of

corrosion resistant material and screwed at least over said

portion of each of said first mentioned thread bolts and over

said portion of each of said further thread bolts to cover the

same, and a nut screwed at an outer side of said rear vented

facade liner on an end portion of each of said further thread

bolts.

1. A system of flood protection for a building having a

foundation which is not permeable to water comprising the

combination with said building of

a lower continuous skirt of plastic Tilm secured to said build-

ing foundation by a waterproof seal,

means secured to said building in a Hxed position enclosing

and supporting said lower plastic Him skirt in a rolled or

folded condition adjacent to said foundation,

an upper continuous skirt of plastic film secured to an upper
level of said building above the maximum projected rise of
flood waters,

means secured to said building in a Hxed position enclosing

and supporting said upper plastic fllm skirt on said build-

ing in a rolled or folded condition at said upper level,

said upper and said lower plastic Him supporting means each
being easily opened to permit said upper and said lower

plastic nim to be unrolled or unfolded toward each other,

and

said lower and said upper plastic film skirts each extending

around said building and each having edge portions pro-

viding a waterproof seal with the other and being of a size

and shape permitting said edges to be quickly joined in a

water tight seal to prevent flood waters from entering said

building.

4,425,746

INVERTED ROOF SYSTEM
Orland H. Bonaguidi, 1363 Cottontail La., La JoUa, Calif. 92037
Continuation-in-pwt of Ser. No. 332, Jan. 2, 1979, Pat. No.

4,272,936. ThU appUcation Jun. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 273,864

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jun. 16,

1998, has been disclaimed.

Int. a: E04B 5/00
U.S. a. 52-309.12 11 Claims

1. An inverted roof structure, compnsing:

(a) roof support means;

(b) a roof deck secured to said support means;

(c) a water impermeable membrane afTixed to the exposed

surface portion of said deck;

(d) a sealant-adhesive coat disposed on said membrane;

(e) a thermal-insulation layer comprised of closed-cell plastic

foam disposed upon said sealant-adhesive coat;

(0 a toothing surface secured upon said thermal-insulation

layer, said toothing surface composing a layer of adhesive

disposed upon said thermal-insulation layer and a plurality

of particles of inorganic material partially embedded in

said adhesive, said particles being in a quantity sufTicienl

to provide substantially continuous and contiguous parti-
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cle contact over substantially the entire surface of said

adhesive; and

^ .•_
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4.425,747

THIN-VTE CEILING HANGER CLIP
Wayne H. Player, Mesqaite, Tex^ assignor to Howmet Aliuni-
ann Corp.^ N.Y.

Filed Jnn, 22, 1981, Ser. No. 275,605

Int a.3 E04B 1/74
U.S. a. 52—404 7 Claims

1. An insulation system for use with a twin-vee patio type
roof having longitudinal panels with alternating longitudinal
nbs and troughs, said ribs rising to apices having downwardly
open longitudinal slots with substantially vertical walls, said

insulation system comprising:

ceiling panels; I

at least one clamp having a main body and a roof engaging
end;

said roof engaging end of said clamp comprising:
a diagonal plate;

an extended engaging edge on said diagonal plate;

and a set screw threadingly engaged through said diago-
nal plate;

said extending engaging edge and said set screw engage
opposite walls of said slot at an apex of said twin-vee
roof, thereby securely lodgmg said clamp to the under-
side of said roof;

means for connecting said main body of said clamp to said
ceiling panels said ceiling panels being suspended from
said roof through said clamps, thereby creating a cavity
between said roof and said ceiling panels;

insulation placed within said cavity between said roof and
said ceiling panels

4,425,748
BUILDING BLOCK SET AND METHOD FOR BUILDING

WITH SUCH A BLOCK SET
Gerard De Waele, Heldergem, Belgium, assignor to Hanota

Holdings S.A^ Lmerabnrg, Bcigiim
Continiiatioa of Ser. No. 830,095, Sep. 2, 1977, Pat No.

4,237,670. This application Sep. 23, 1980, Ser. No. 189,830
Claims priority, appUcation Belgium, Sep. 2, 1976, 170293;

Not. 16, 1976, 172389; Dec. 13, 1976, 173192; Mar. 1, 1977,
175359

Int. a. 3 E04B 2/54
L.S. a. 52-436 23 Claims
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V
(g} an elastomenc water impermeable layer disposed over

said toothing surface
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1 A wall construction comprising superimposed rows of
hollow blocks into which binder, for example concrete, has
been poured, said construction including two forms of block, a
first form of block having cross walls and side walls which
define a straight, recungular parallelipiped which has a hollow
volume extending through the whole height of the block, the
side walls being extended at least at one end by two flanges
whose length is a fraction of the length of the parallelipiped
thereby defining a hollow volume which is short relative to the
long hollow volume of said parallelipiped, and a second form
of block of U-shaped horizonul cross-section having a cross
wall and flanges whose outer surfaces are co-planar with the
outer surface of the flanges of the first form of block, the
blocks being positioned so that in each row long and short ones
of said hollow volumes alternate and in successive rows the
cross walls of each row, except the lowermost, are displaced
honzontally relative to the cross walls of the next lower row
by a distance of the order of the length of one of said short
hollow volumes, said displacements in the consecutive rows
being in the same direction towards one end of the wall con-
struction, whereby both vertical shafts and slanting channels
exist between said hollow volumes which facilitate the flow of
said binder through said hollow volumes during said pouring.

4 425 749
FURNACE LINING MODULE

Wiiliaa H. Parker, Ml. LelMaoa, Pa^ assigDor to Manviile
Serrice Corporatioa, Denver, Colo.

Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,285
Int a.} E04B 1/80

\}S. a. 52-509 10 Claims

1 An article for insulating portions of two walls in the
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region of a comer or similar discontinuity in a furnace, said

article comprising an L-shaped module with first and second

multi-layered arm portions including a first generally L-shaped

member with first and second multi-layered leg portions, said

first leg portion corresponding generally to said first arm por-

tion, a second member interleaved in serpentine fashion with

said second leg portion to form said second arm portion, means

to attach said first and second arm portions to their respective

furnace walls.

4,425,752

BALING MACHINE WITH ROLLER-TYPE FLOOR
DonaM L. Sheesley, New Holland, and WiUis R. Campbell,

Ephrata, both of Pa., assignors to Spcrry Corporatkm, New
Holland, Pa.

Filed Sep. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 302,929

Int a.' AOID 39/00
U.S. a. 56—341 7 Claims

Patent Not Issued For This Number

4,425,751

AUTOMATIC ASPARAGUS PICKING MACHINE
Gerard Bousseau, Talence; Pierre Baylou, Bordeaux; Andre'

Mora, Gradignan; Michel Monsion, Carignan-Latresne, and

Christian Bouvet Canejan, all of France, assignors to Ecole

Nationale Superieure d'Electridte et de Radioelectricite de

Bordeaux (E.N.S.E.R.B.) U.E.R. De'rogatoire de rUniversite

de Bordeaux, Talence, France

FUed Dec. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 328,530

Claims priority, application France, Sep. 12, 1981, 80 26502

Int. a.J AOID 45/00, 69/00

U.S. a. 56—327 A 13 Qaims
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1. A roll baling machine having forward and rearward ends,

comprising:

(a) a base frame;

(b) a floor roller mounted on said base frame for supporting

crop material;

(c) apron means supported on said base frame cooperating

with said floor roller for forming a roll bale of crop mate-

rial;

(d) the upper surface of said floor roller cooperating with

said apron means to define a bale forming chamber of

generally wedge shape in side elevation having a forward

end which is narrower than the rearward end thereof;

(e) said apron means having a first course extending up-

wardly and rearwardly from a first location adjacent said

floor roller to a second location above said floor roller and

a second course extending downwardly and forwardly

from said second location to a third location above said

floor roller when the machine is empty; and

(0 said bale forming chamber having a bottom wall defined

by said floor roller upper surface, a rear wall defined by

said apron means first course, and a top wall defined by

said aprun means second course.

1. An automatic asparagus picking machine comprising a

movable chassis, means for displacing and controlling the

direction of displacement of said chassis parallel to a mound of

soil in which asparagus to be picked are grown, an asparagus

picking tool, means mounting said asparagus picking tool for

horizontal and vertical translation at right angles to the direc-

tion of displacement of said chassis, detection and control

means for detecting asparagus to be picked and controlling the

position of said picking tool, the improvement wherein said

detection and control means comprises a camera system and a

lighting system for back lighting the mound of soil, said camera

and lighting systems being mounted on said chassis so as to be

on opposite sides of the mound and arranged substantially in a

honzontal plane adapted to coincide with the top of the

mound, said means for displacing and controlling the displace-

ment of said chassis including microprocessor means for con-

trolling the direction of displacement of said chassis parallel to

the mound, motor means for horizontal and vertical translation

of said picking tool, said microprocessor means also control-

ling the horizontal and vertical translation of said picking tool

for extracting a detected asparagus from the mound and trans-

ferring It to a receptacle.

4,425,753

CLUTCH MECHANISM FOR BALING MACHINE
John H. Freimuth, New Holland, Pa., assignor to Sperry Corpo-

ration, New Holland, Pa.

Filed Sep. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 302,930

Int. a.' AOID }9/00

U.S. a. 56-341 6 Claims

1. A roll baling machine, comprising:

(a) a base frame;

(b) a rear frame pivolally connected to said base frame for

movement between a lower position and an upper posi-

tion;

(c) a floor roller movably mounted on said base frame for

supporting crop material;

(d) bale forming means movably supported on said base

frame cooperating with said floor roller for forming a roll

bale of crop material;

(e) first drive means on said base frame adapted for receiving

power from a tractor,

(0 second drive means on said base frame adapted for receiv-

ing power from said first dnve means, said second dnve
means connected to said floor roller and said bale forming

means for imparting movement to said floor roller and
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said baJe forming means in a first direction during forma-
tion of a roll bale;

(g) clutch means drivingly connecting said first and second
drive means when said rear frame is in its lower position
so that said second drive means imparts movement to said
floor roller and said bale forming means in said first direc-
tion; and

-±

ating conditions of a group of ring spiiming machines in a
textile mill wherein one or more machines are traversed by at
least one traveling unit supported for travel along a predeter-
mined path while ends of strand material normally being
formed by a traversed machine are monitored by detectors
mounted on the traveling unit, and further wherein the condi-
tion of each machine is determined by a data system responsive
to the detectors, an improvement which facilitates correlation
of mformation gathered with a traversed machine, the im-
provement comprising:

scanning with an identification detector mounted on the
traveling unit an identification encoder mounted in prede-
termined relation to a corresponding traversed machine,
and

generating in response to said scanning ^ identification

signal uniquely correlated to a specific individual ma-
chine.

(h) said clutch means dnvingiy disconnecting said first and
second drive means when said rear frame is moved to its

upper position so that said second drive means is pre-
cluded from imparting movement to said fioor roller and
said bale forming means in said first direction.

4,425,754 I

SPIN7»fING MACHINE INFORMATION GATHERING
APPARATUS AND METHOD

John E. Lane, Littleton, Mass., issignor to Parks-Cnuner Com-
puiy, Fitcfaborg, Mass.

Filed Sep. 24, 1979, Ser. No. 77,930
InL a.3 DOIH li/U

U.S. a. 57-265 12 Claims

4,425,755

GAS TURBINE DUAL FUEL BURNERS
Eric Hngtaes, Nooeaton, England, assignor to RoUs-Royce Lim-

ited, London, England

FUed Sep. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 300,747
Oaims priority, application United Kingdom, Sep. 16, 1980,

8029928

Int. a.3 P02C 7/00
\}S. a. 60-39.55 3 ckims

1. In apparatus for gathering information regarding the
operating conditions of a group of ring spinning machines in a
textile mill wherein at least one traveling unit is supported for
travel along a predetermined path for traversing one or more
of the machines with detectors mounted on the traveling unit
for monitoring ends of strand material normally being formed
by a traversed machine, and further wherein the apparatus has
a data system responsive to the detectors on the traveling unit
for determining the conditions of each machine of the tra-

versed group of machines, an improvement in the data system
which faciliutes correlation of information gathered with a
traversed machine, the improvement comprising:

identification detector means mounted on the traveling unit
for movement therewith and for originating and transmit-
ting to the data system machine identification signals, and

identification encoding means mounted in predetermined
relation to a corresponding traversed machine for scan-
ning traversal of said encoding means by said detector
means,

said identification detector means and encoding means coop-
erating upon scanning traversal of said encoding means by
said detector means for generating an identification signal
uniquely correlated to a specific individual machine

7. In a method of gathering information regarding the oper-

1 A gas turbine engine dual fuel burner comprising liquid

fuel ducting, gaseous fuel ducting, a central air passage, an
annular air passage, and water ducting, said liquid fuel ducting
including an annular liquid fuel passage opening into said

central air passage and formed between said central air passage
and an outer sleeve which terminates downstream of the end of
said central air passage, said annular liquid fuel passage con-
taining angled apertures through which liquid fuel is con-
strained to fiow and which impart a swirling motion to the
liquid fuel, said central air passage being axial and open at both
ends to receive a fiow of compressed air at iu upstream end for

flow in a direction parallel to the longitudinal axis of said

central air passage and to discharge a flow of compres.sed air

and fuel from its downstream end, said central air passage
having axial air swirling means adjacent its upstream end and
upstream of injection of fuel into the same, said gaseous fuel

ducting having angled outlets opening into said central air

passage immediately downstream of said air swirling means
and arranged to impart a swirling motion to the gaseous fuel,

said annular air passage containing an axial air swirling meaas
and being located adjacent the downstream end of said outer
sleeve, said water ducting including a manifold having outlets

to inject water into air flowing into said annular air passage.
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4,425,756

GAS TURBINE ENGINE AND ITS ASSOUATED AIR
INTAKE SYSTEM

John R. Ballard, Chesham; George H. Bennett, Hendon, and

Leslie A. Lee, Whitton, all of England, assignors to Rolls-

Royce Limited, London, England

FUed Feb. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 347,332

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Mar. 20, 1981,

8108769

Int. a.' P02C 7/052

U.S. a. 60—39.092 4 Qaims

^^

gases emerging from said wet-bottom boiler are cooled by

subsequently treated flue gases;

dust removing means interposed between said boiler and

said gas turbine;

first gas-liquid heat exchanger means interposed in the outlet

of said gas turbine means, in which the flue gases emerg-

ing from said turbine heat feed water for said boiler;

second gas-liquid heat exchanger means interposed between

-.-f=f
r
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1. A gas turbine engine and its associated air intake system

comprising;

a gas turbine engine having an air inlet at one end thereof

and an exhaust nozzle at the other end thereof with a tail

pipe extending downstream therefrom, said gas turbine

engine being mounted on a generally horizontal axis;

a first generally horizontally extending duct having an air

intake at one end and an outlet at the other end and ar-

ranged for the passage of air therethrough, said first gen-

erally horizontally extending duct having a major portion

thereof positioned juxtaposed to and vertically above a

major portion of said gas turbine engine;

means for inducing an air flow through said first duct;

and a second duct connected at its upstream end to the

vertical upper portion of said first duct and extending tn

and connected with said air inlet of said gas turbine en-

gine, said second duct receiving air derived only from a

vertically upper region of said first duct and passing the

same therethrough into the intake of said gas turbine

engine without drawing a hot boundary layer of air into

the intake of said gas turbine engine.

said gas-gas heat exchanger and said desulfunzing means,

in which flue gases emerging from said gas-gas heat ex-

changer means preheat feed water for said wet-bottom

boiler; and

a washing unit interposed downstream of said second gas-

gas heat exchanger for removing dust, SO2, chlonne,

fluorine and NO^ from the flue gases, said cleaned Hue

gases being reheated in said gas-gas heat exchanger tu

drive said gas turbine.

4,425,758

MAINTAINING HYDROSTATIC SYSTEM CONTROL
PRESSURE

Lawrence F. Schexnayder, Joliet, and Jerome A. Thies,

Geneseo, both of III., assignors to Caterpillar Tractor Co.,

Peoria, III.

Filed Mar. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 361,306

Int. a.' F16D i9/00

U.S. a. 60—403 6 Oaims

4,425,757

INSTALLATION FOR RECOVERING ENERGY FROM
SOLID FOSSIL FUELS, MORE PARTICULARLY

BITUMINOUS COAL HIGH IN INERTS
Klaus Heyn, and Hans J. Pogrzeba, both of Essen, Fed. Rep. of

Germany, assignors to Steag Aktiengesellschaft, Essen, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
Dirision of Ser. No. 925,708, Jul. 18, 1978, Pat. No. 4,255,926.

This application Dec. 29, 1980, Ser. No. 220,738

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 21,

1977, 2733029

Int. a.3 P02C 6/]H

U.S. a. 60—39.182 4 Qaims

1. An installation for recovering energy from solid fossil

fuels, more particularly, fuels high in inerts, and particularly

bituminous coal, said installation compnsing;

at least one steam generating, wet bottom boiler pressure

fired with ground fuel for converting the solid fuel to flue

gas;

gas turbine means operable by the flue gas for driving elec-

trical generations means;

steam turbine means operable by the steam from said boiler

for driving electrical generation means;

desulfunzing means interposed between 'aid boiler and said

gas turbine;

gas-gas heat exchanger means interposed between said wet

b<;ttom bf)iler and gas turbine in which pres.surized flue

.., - 1 \

1. In a hydrostatic transmis.sion (10) including a vanabii:

displacement pump (12) having a pump control mechanism

(54), a fluid motor (14), first and second high pressure conduits

(20,22) operalively connecting the pump (12) and motor (14) in

a continuous circuit, a system control (50) for controlling thr

operation of the hydrostatic transmission (10), a source of fluid

pressure (40) receiving fluid from a tank (39) and in selective

fluid communication with the first and second high pressure

c«)nduits (20,22) and the system control (50) for providing

make-up fluid to the first and second high pressure conduits

(20,22) and for supplying fluid to said system control (50) at a

predetermined pressure level, and a system control relief valve
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(48) for maintaining the predetermined pressure level of the
fluid from the fluid source (40), the improvement comprising:

first and second low pressure conduits (24,2^ respectively
disposed about said first and second high pressure con-
duits (20,22), a first space (28) defined between an outside
diameter of the first high pressure conduit (20) and an
inside diameter of the first low pressure conduit (24), a
second space (30) defined between an outside diameter of
the second high pressure conduit (22) and an inside diame-
ter of the second low pressure conduit (26); and

means (32) for controlling the pressure level in the first and
second spaces (28,30) to a predetermined maximum pres-
sure level upon the failure of one of the first and second
high pressure conduits (20,22).

4,425,759

HYDROSTATIC DRIVE SYSTEMS
Alfred Krusche, Johanncsberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to Liode Aktiengesellscluft, HoUriegeUkreuth, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

FUed Not. 24, I98I, Ser. No. 324,408
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Not 24

1980,3044144
J^

-
'^,

Int. a.3 F16D 31/02
UA a. 60-420 29 Qaims

toward the common control pressure line located in each
branch control pressure line.

4,425,760
BRAKE BOOSTER WITH REACTION DISC PLATE AND

CYLINDRICAL MEMBER
Yoichi Funita, Chiryu, Japan, assignor to Aisin Seiki Company,

Limited, Kariya, Japan
FUed Not. 13, 1980, Ser. No. 206,394

Claims priority, application Japan, Not. 14, 1979. 54-
158484fU]

Int. a.3 F15B 9/10; B60T 13/00
U.S. a. 60-547.1
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1. In a hydrostatic drive system with an adjustable pump,
whose adjusting element is connected with an adjustable pump
piston capable of sliding in an adjustable pump cylinder, the
position of the piston which is determined by a pressure me-
dium controlled by a servo control valve, at least one con-
sumer of hydrostatic energy in the dnve system and a delivery
Ime between the pump and the consumer of hydrostatic en-
ergy, as well as a return line leading to the tank, and where
several consumers are connected through one branch line each
to the delivery line coming from the pump, an arbitrarily
actuatable switching element located in each branch line, the
improvement comprising in combination:

(a) an adjustable parallel-connecting restrictor located in
each branch line, an adjustable element in each said re-
strictor, the adjusting element of each of said parallel-con-
necting restrictors being loaded on one side by the pres-
sure in one of the delivery line or the branch delivery line
and on the other side by a control pressure and a spring;
and

(b) means providing a common control pressure at all the
paraUel-connecting restrictors on one side of the adjusting
element, said one side of the adjusting element bemg
connected through a branch control pressure line to a
common control pressure line, and a check valve opening

1. A brake booster for an automobile including a brake
master cylinder and a brake pedal comprising:

a housing;

power piston means including a central cylindrical portion
and a diaphragm disposed within said housing;

a vacuum source;

first and second chambers having a first passage therebe-
tween and divided within said housing by said power
piston means, said first chamber being continuously con-
nected to said vacuum source, said second chamber being
alternatively connected to said first chamber and to atmo-
spheric pressure;

output means connected to said power piston means for
actuating said brake master cylinder in response to move-
ment of said power piston means;

control valve means disposed in said first passage between
said first and second chambers for controlling communi-
cation therebetween;

air valve means including a second passage formed between
said second chamber and atmosphere and a valve for
controlling communication therebetween;

a push rod operatively connected to said brake pedal for
controlling on-off operation of said control valve means
and said air valve means, said push rod being connected to
said brake pedal;

said central cylindrical portion of said power piston forming
a bore with a rounded end comer surface;

wherein said output means further comprise:
a cylindrical member slidably disposed in said bore of said

central cylindrical portion,

a reaction disc plate disposed in said bore of said central
cylindrical portion, one side surface of said reaction disc
plate being in contact with an end surface of said bore of
said central cylindrical portion and an opposite surface
thereof being in contact with an end surface of said cylin-
drical member;

wherein each of said side surfaces of said reaction disc plate
further comprises a rounded surface complementary to
said rounded end comer surface of said bore of said cen-
tral cylindrical portion, and wherein said end surface of
said cylindrical member further comprises a rounded
surface complementary to said rounded surface of each
side surface of said reaction disc plate and which is in full
surface contact with one of said side surfaces of said reac-
tion disc plate.
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4,425,761

TURBOCHARGED DIESEL ENGINE WITH THROTTLED
REGULATION

Imre Annus, Budapest, Hungary, assignor to Autdipari Kutatd

Inte'zet, Budapest, Hungary
Continuation of Ser. No. 514HS8, Jun. 25, 1979, abandoned. This

appUcation Jul. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 279,266

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jun. 26, 1978,

27881/78

Int. a.3 P02B 37/12

U.S. O. 60—611 3 Claims

4,425,762

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING BOILER
SUPERHEATED STEAM TEMPERATURE

Hidekazu Wakamatsu, Kodaira, and Yoichiro Kogure, Tama,

both of Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabiishiki

Kaisha, Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Apr. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 372,339

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 28, 1981, 56-63432

Int. a.' FOIK 13/02

U.S. G. 60—646 16 Gaims

:Mren JM^ fn ,. rrrz

1. A turbocharged engine system, comprising:

a Diesel engine having a plurality of cylinders, an intake

manifold connected with at least some of said cylinders,

an exhaust manifold connected with all of said cylinders,

an exhaust duct connected with said exhaust manifold,

air-feed means connected with said intake manifold and

constructed and arranged to deliver air to all of said cylin-

der, and a rated r.p.m.;

a turbocharger for said engine comprising a turbine con-

nected to said exhaust duct and driven by all of the ex-

haust gas from said engine, and a compressor having an air

outlet communicating with said air-feed means, and an air

intake communicating with the atmosphere, said turbo-

charger being dimensioned, constructed and arranged to

provide fully the fresh air requirement of said engine at

full load and about half said rated r.p.m. with an air pres-

sure approaching a maximum permissible supercharging

pressure corresponding to permitted peak combustion

pressure, said turbocharger further being constructed and

arranged to have an air delivery greater by at most 10%
than said fresh air requirement at said rated r.p.m.;

a throttle valve in said air intake having a shiftable member;

and

a pressure sensor responsive to the pressure in said intake

manifold and connected to said member as a means for

controlling same, said pressure sensor having a threshold

pressure below which said throttle valve is fully open and

above which said throttle valve is closed progressively

with increasing pressure in said intake manifold, said

threshold pressure corresponding to a preset nominal

permissible supercharging pressure, said air intake being

provided with a fuel gasifier between said throttle valve

and said compressor, a temperature-sensing element dis-

posed in said air-feed means, a spring biasing said throttle

valve toward a fully open position, said pressure sensor

operating against the effect of said spring, and means

connecting said element to said throttle valve for displac-

ing same against the force of said spring, the last-men-

tioned means and said pressure sensor being constructed

and arranged to enable whichever of them provides the

greatest throttling operative efliect to be operative upon

said throttle valve at any given time.
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1. A method for controlling boiler superheated steam tem-

perature in a power plant having a boiler for generating super-

heated steam at an outlet thereof, a turbine having an inlet

coupled to the boiler to be rotated by the superheated steam

generated within the boiler, an electnc generator coupled to

the turbine for generating electric power, a condenser for

condensing the superheated steam spent within said turbine, a

water-feed pump for feeding water from the condenser into

said boiler, a main steam stop valve disposed between said

boiler and said turbine for stopping the superheated steam

flowing into said turbine, a turbine bypass valve connected in

parallel with the main steam stop valve and said turbine for

leading the superheated steam generated within said boiler into

said condenser, a first sensor for detecting a first process quan-

tity indicative of the superheated steam temperature at said

boiler outlet, a second sensor for detecting a second process

quantity indicative of the superheated steam pressure, a third

sensor for detecting a third process quantity indicative of the

temperature at the turbine inlet, a fourth sensor for detecting a

fourth process quantity indicative of a start-up mode of said

turbine, and a fifth sensor for detecting a fifth process quantity

indicative of opening of said turbine bypass valve, comprising

the steps of:

calculating a first mismatch temperature value of said tur-

bine on the basis of said second process quantity, said third

process quantity and said fourth process quantity;

calculating a second mismatch temperature value capable of

leading the superheated steam into said turbine on the

basis of said fourth process quantity;

comparing the first mismatch temperature value with the

second mismatch temperature value;

calculating an open-direction drive quantity of said turbine

bypass valve on the basis of said fourth process quantity

when it is judged that the first mismatch temperature

value is less than the second mismatch temperature value;

calculating a closed direction drive quantity of said turbine

bypass valve on the basis of the first mismatch tempera-

ture value when it is judged that the first mismatch tem-

perature value exceeds the second mismatch temperature

value,

calculating a change rate of said first process quantity, com-

paring the calculated change rate with a predetermined

change rate, and producing a first lock signal when said

calculated change rate is smaller than the predetermined

change rate;

calculating a difference between said first process quantity

and said third process quantity, comparing the calculated
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difference with a predetermined value, and producing a
second lock signal when said calculated difTerence is

smaller than said predetermined value;

outputting an open-direction operation command signal of
said turbine bypass valve on the basis of said open-direc-
tion drive quantity, said first lock signal said second lock
signal; and

outputting a close-direction operation command signal of
said turbine bypass valve on the basis of said close-direc-
tion drive quantity and said fifth process quantity.

4,425,763

CX^AL'FDtED STEAM LOCOMOTIVE
LiTio D. Port^ BufiekL Argentiiia; Darid A, Berkowitz, Na-

tick, Mtm^ Wiiliam L Withnhii, Arlington, Va., and Carl C.
Hamihoo, Coyahoga Falla, Ohio, assignors to American Coal
Enterprises, Inc., Lebaaoo, NJ.

FUed Sep. 9, 1980, Ser. No. 185,601
lat a.3 B61B 1/12. 9/28: F23B 1/10; F28B 7/00

U.S. CL 60-693 27 Oaims
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1. A locomotive comprising:

a water tank holding a quantity of water;
means for generating steam;

first conveying means for conveying said water from said
tank to said steam generating means for conversion to
steam;

steam engine means for converting said steam into a mechan-
ical motion, said steam engine means releasing portions of
said steam during said conversion;

second conveying means for conveying said steam from said
steam generating means to said steam engine means;

means responsive to said mechanical motion produced by
said steam engine means for causing said locomotive tn
move in a desired direction;

third conveying means for conveying water from said water
tank;

steam conveying means for conveying said released steam
from said steam engine;

condensing means, operative to receive water from said
third conveying means and to receive said released steam
from said steam conveying means, for condensing said
released steam by intermingling said steam with said water
from said water tank;

cooling means for cooling water passed therethrough;
fourth conveying means for conveying said water from said
condensing means to said cooling means; and

fifth conveying means for conveying said cooled water from
said cooling means to said water tank.

18. A locomotive comprising:

a water tank for holding a quantity of water;
furnace means for producing flue gas from coal, said flue gas

containing particles of combustion;
steam producing means receiving said flue gas containing

particles of combustion for producing steam;
means for conveying said flue gas containing particles of
combustion to said steam producing means;

means for conveying said water from said water tank to said
steam producing means;

cylinder means including at least one piston for converting
said steam into a reciprocating mechanical motion of said
piston, said cylinder means releasing portions of said
steam during said conversion;

means for conveying said steam from said steam producing
means to said cylinder means;

means connected to said piston and responsive to said recip-
rocating motion produced by said piston for causing said
locomotive to move in a desired direction;

condensing means, receiving said released steam from said
cylinder means, for converting said steam to water;

means conveying said released steam from said cylinder
means to said condensing means;

cooling means connected to said condensing means to re-
ceive said water from said condensing means for cooling
said water;

means connected to said cooling means for conveying said
cooled water from said cooling means to said water tank;

means for receiving said flue gas containing particles of
combustion from said steam producing means;

separating means for separating said flue gas from said parti-
cles of combustion in said receiving means:

means connected to said separating means for releasing said
separated flue gas to atmosphere; and

means connected to said separating means for collecting and
storing said particles of combustion for subsequent dis-
posal.

4,425 764
MICRO-CRYOGENIC SYSTEM WITH PSEUDO TWO

STAGE COLD FINGER, STATIONARY REGENERATIVE
MATERIAL, AND PRE-COOLING OF THE WORKING

FLUID
Calvin K. Lam, Bedford, N.H., assignor to Kryovacs Scientific

Corporation, Amherst, N.H.
FUed Mar. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 358,620

Int. a.' F25B 9/00
U.S. a. 62—6 14 Claims

1. In a miniature cryogenic system having a compressor with
two outlets, first and second conduits carrying a working fluid

each connected at one end to the outlets pressurized in a split

phase relationship by said compressor, wherein the improve-
ment comprises:

an elongated housing having a firs: end that includes a sur-

face oriented generally transversly to said housing that is

cryogenically cooled and a second end opposite said first

end;
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a displacer located within said housing with its longitudinal

axis generally aligned with that of said housing;

means for mounting said displacer for a longitudinal recipro-

cating movement, said displacer having a first end adja-

cent said first end of said housing that together with said

first housing end defines a first working volume and a

second end spaced longitudinally from r.!»id first end that

together with said second housing end defines a second
volumf,

first fluid inlet means '«>cated in said housing and in fluid

communication between said first conduit and said first

working volume;

second fluid inlet means located in said hou>iiiig and in fluid

communication beiween said second conduit and said

second volume;

means for restricting the flow of said workmg fluid betwce.i

said first and second volumes, and

a stationary regenerative material located in the flow path of

said working fluid from said first inlet to said first volume.

4,425,765

AIR CUNDITIONtR FOR AUTOMOBILES
Inshihiko Fukushima, Shimoinayoshi; Seigo Miyamoto,

Takahagi; Kenichi Kawashima, Shimoinayoshi; Tosbiaki

Kawabata, Tokyo; Scijiro Tani, Nakamachi, and Takanori

Shibata, Hitachi, all of Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 12, 1981. Ser. No. 320,535

Claims priority, application Japan. Nov. 12, 1980, 55-158291

Int. a.J B60H 3/04; F25B I/OO
U.S. a. 62—133 6 Oaims

:.- J*'-

4,425,766

MOTOR VEHICLE COOLING FAN POWER
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

George M. Claypole, Fenton, Mich., assignor to General Motors
Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378.996

Int. a.' B60H 3/04: FOIP 7/02

U.S. a. 62—133 8 Claims
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1. A power control system for controlling the voltage ap-

plied to an electric motor that drives a cooling fan operative to

direct cooling air over a vehicle mounted radiator and the air

conditioning condenser of a vehicle air conditioning system

comprising, a source of voltage, voltage control means con-

nected between said voltage source and said motor for control-

ling the voltage applied to said motor, said voltage control

means capable of varying the voltage applied to the motor
between at least a first low value and a second higher value,

means responsive to engine coolant temperature for causing

said voltage control means to energize said motor at said sec-

ond higher voltage value when engine ccvilani temperature

exceeds a predetermined value, and means responsive to an

energized condition of the air conditioning system, to vehicle

road speed below a predetermined value and to engine coolant

temperature below a predetermined value for causing said

voltage control means to energize said motor at said first low

voltage value.

1. An aif conditioner for automobiles having a compres.sor

adapted to be driven by an automobile engine, a condenser

connected to the high-pressure side of said compressor, orifice

means connected to the condenser and an evaporator con-

nected to the low-pressure side of said compressor, said com-
pressor, condenser, orifice means and said evaporator in com-
bination constituting a refrigeration cycle, characterized by

comprising: means for detecting the temperature in the passen-

ger's compartment of said automobile; means for setting the

optimum temperature in said compartment; and means for

detecting the braking state of said automobile; wherein said

compressor is driven during braking of said automobile even

when the temperature in said compartment is still lower than

the set temperature, thereby to operate said refrigeration cycle

to store the cold; and further comprising means for detecting

the state of the clutch of the power transmission system of said

automobile, whereby said compressor is stopped when said

clutch is turned ofl'even when said automobile is being braked

while said temperature in said compartment is lower than said

set temperature.

4,425,767

REFRIGERATION CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
MODULATING ELECTRICALLY-OPERATED

EXPANSION VALVES
William J. Barbier, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Sporlan Valve

Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Division of Ser. No. 80,398. Oct. 1, 1979, Pat. No. 4462,027.

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 865,903, Dec. 30,

1977, abandoned. This application Aug. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 405,033

Int. a.' F25B 4J/00: F16K 15/00

U.S. a. 62—212 9 Qiims

'^' i 35

DC
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SUPPLY

1. In a refrigeration system including a compressor, a con-

densor, and an evaporator operatively connected, the system

comprising:
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(a) a mcxlulating, electrically operated expansion valve con-
nected to the inlet of the evaporator.

(b) first and second temperature-responsive electrical sen-
sors, the first sensor being positioned to respond to the
temperature of liquid refrigerant expanded to suction
pressure, and the second sensor being positioned to re-

spond to suction line sensible temperature,
(c) an electrical amplifier circuit connecting the sensors to

the valve for modulation of the opening and closing of the
valve in response to the differences in the temperatures
sensed by the sensors,

(d) refrigerant-bleeding means in the system feeding refnger-
ant at a low flow rate when the first and second sensors
sense the same temperature as during start-up of the sys-

tem, the bleed flow causing the sensors to sense different

temperatures to cause modulation of the valve to control
superheat, the first sensor being positioned to respond to
the saturation temperature of the suction pressure of the
bleed flow, and

(e) the electrical amplifier circuit including means providing
a minimum current output to the valve sufficient to open
the valve to provide the refrigerant bleed to initiate modu-
lation of the valve.

4,425,768
'

laNG APPARATUS FOR PALLET SUPPORTED
CARTONS

Daniel E. Burns, Camarillo, Calif., assignor to Demco, Inc.,

Oxnard, Calif.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 432,079

Int. a.5 F25D 15/00
U.S. a. 62—237 6 Qaims

3k
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vertically spaced from the first mentioned cartons in said

columns of cartons so that when inward movement is

again effected, the next cartons can be iced.

1. An apparatus for icing a plurality of cartons of perishable
food stacked in rows and columns on a pallet, including, in

combination:

(a) a frame structure for receiving said pallet with cartons
stacked thereon;

(b) at least one carriage mounted to one side of said frame for

up and down movement; and,

(c) at least two liquid ice injecting probes in horizontally
spaced relationship corresponding to the spacing between
the hand hold openings in adjacent cartons in a row on
said pallet, said probes being mounted to said carriage for

in and out movement towards and away from said cartons
on said pallet whereby cartons in a row on said pallet can
be simultaneously iced by injecting ice from said probes
after moving the probes inwardly to pass through said

hand hold openings in adjacent cartons, and whereby
thereafter, the probes can be withdrawn and said carriage
moved in a vertical direction to position the probes for
reception in the hand held openings of the next cartons

4,425,769

METHOD FOR TREATING A GEM AND GEM TREATED
WITH THIS METHOD

Maurice Halcoune, Belgielei, 147, Antwerp, Belgium
FUed May 6, 1982, Ser. No. 375,663

Gaims priority, application Belgium, May 7, 1981, 204718
Int. a.-' C23C 15/00; A44C 17/00

U.S. a. 63—32 12 Qaims
1. A method for t.eating a gem stone to provide it with a

marking on the surface thereof in order to permit identification

thereof, wherein a photoresist resin is secured to the stone; a
photographic film bearing the desired marking pattern is ap-
plied over said resin; said resin is developed by exposing same
to a light source; the exposed portions of said resin, as well as
said film, are removed; and the stone is then subjected to cath-
ode bombardment in such a way that etching of the stone
occurs at those locations which are not protected by said resin.

12. A gem stone bearing a marking as obtained with the
method as defined in claim 1.

4,425,770

STEERING LOCK ASSEMBLY
Akiyoshi Mentani, c/o Yuhshin Co., Ltd. (Hiroshima Factory),

1269, Dairiki, Higashikaita, Kaita-cho, and Hiromasa
Nakamoto, c/o Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd., 3-1, Shinchi, Fuchu-
cho, both of Aki-gun, Hiroshima-ken, Japan

Filed Apr. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 251,282
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 5, 1980, 55-44921

Int. a.' B60R 25/02; E05B 29/02. 65/12
U.S. a. 70—252 9 Claims
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1. A steering lock assembly which comprises, in combina-
tion:

a lock housing having a cylindrical portion with an unob-
structed axial bore therein and opening out of the opposite

ends of said cylindrical portion, and a generally U-shaped
mounting portion extending generally laterally away from
the cylindrical portion aiid having a guide opening therein

in communication with said axial bore, one portion of said

axial bore at one end thereof being a plug accommodating
portion and having a diameter smaller than that of the

remainder of said axial bore, and said cylindrical portion

having a radially extending shoulder between said smaller

diameter bore portion and the remainder thereof;

a locking member movably supported in said guide opening
and movable between locking and unlocking positions for

locking and unlocking an automobile steering shaft and
having the end toward said axial bore extending into said

axial bore when said locking member is in the locking

position and being movable toward said axial bore to the

unlocked position;

a plug operatively housed in said smaller diameter portion of
said axial bore and having one end at said one end of said
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cylindrical portion, and a cam member integral with said

plug at the other end of said plug, said plug having an

axially extending key groove therein for receiving a mat-

ing key, said plug being rotatable together with said cam
member through a predetermined angle between inopera-

tive and operative positions around the longitudinal axis

thereof only when the mating key inserted in said key

groove is turned, said plug including means engagable

with said cylindrical portion for blocking rotation of said

plug in the absence of the mating key in the key groove

and permitting rotation of said plug after insertion of the

mating key in the key groove, said blocking means having

the capability of discriminating whether or not the mating

key inserted in the key groove is correct and acceptable to

the plug and accepting only the correct and acceptable

key;

a slide member movably mounted in said axial bore at a

position aligned with said guide opening for movement
transversely of the axis of said bore between locked and

unlocked positions, said slide member being laterally mov-

able into said axial bore from the other end thereof and

having coupling means for coupling with said locking

member in response to such lateral movement for, when
moved between said locking and unlocking positions,

driving said locking member to lock and unlock the steer-

ing shaft, said cam member engaging said slide member
for moving said slide member from the locked position

towards the unlocked position in response to rotation of

said plug from the inoperative position towards the opera-

tive position;

means for biasing the slide member toward the locked posi-

tion for moving said slide member from the unlocked

position toward the locked position in response to the

rotation of said plug from the operative position towards

the inoperative position;

a key operated electric switch means housed in the axial bore

adjacent the other end of said cylindrical portion, said

electric switch means being insertable into said axial bore

from said other end thereof and being capable of assuming

at least first and second switching positions when the plug

is in the inoperative and operative positions, respectively,

said cam means being connected to said electric switch

means for moving said electric switch means between

switching positions in response to movement of said plug

between inoperative and operative positions;

a rocking pawl rockably mounted in a chamber of said

housing contiguous to said axial bore for rocking move-
ment radially of said plug and in a plane perpendicular to

the path of movement of said slide member and having

one end directly engaged with said slide member when
said rocking pawl is rocked to an operative position and

said slide member is moved to the unlocked position for

blocking movement of said slide member and said locking

member to the locked position and key actuated means

movably mounted in said plug for engaging the other end

of said rocking pawl for moving said rocking pawl to said

operative position in response to insertion of the key in

said key groove and holding said rocking pawl in said

operative position until said key is removed from said key

groove;

a stop projection integral with said plug and protruding

radially outwardly from one end of said plug and engaged

with said shoulder when said plug is in position in said

smaller diameter portion of said bore for blocking axial

movement of said plug in a direction toward said one end

of said cylindrical portion; and

retaining means for retaining said plug from being axially

displaced in a direction toward said other end of said

cylindrical portion.

4,425,771

COMBINED MAGNETIC AND NON-MAGNETIC
LOCKING MECHANISM

Russell J. Beach, 2113 W. 177th St., Torrance, Calif. 90504; Jess

R. Bateman, 1516 Esplanade Ave., Redondo Beach, Calif.

90277, and Robert L. Carpenter, 12,032 Freeman Ave., Haw-
thorne, Calif. 90250

Filed Apr. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 253,248

Int. a.' E05B 35/04. 47/02; E05C 17/56
U.S. a. 70—276 6 Oairas
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1. A release mechanism including both mechanical and
magnetically operated detents comprising:

two interlocked members;

a non-magnetic detent or latch means for holding said two
members together;

a mechanical release means for physically moving said non-

magnetic detent or latch means.

a magnetic element for blocking the operative movement of

said mechanical release m( ns;

magnetic means for shifting said magnetic blixrking element

to unblock said mechanical release means as it reaches said

magnetic blocking element;

key assembly means for supporting and mounting said me-
chanical release means; and

said key assembly means being hollow

4,425,772

KEY LABELING SYSTEM
Robert A. Brewer, IS Castle Park Way, Oakland, Calif. 94611

Filed Sep. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 306,709

Int. a.' A47G 29/10

U.S. a. 70—456 R 1 Claim
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1. A method of labeling, filing and carrying keys comprising:

a. selecting a connector member having:

1. a single wire having first and second ends, bent to a

configuration lying generally within a single plane and

consisting of a mid-portion with generally straight and

parallel portions of said wire and a single loop end on

one side of said mid-portion and a double loop end on

the other side of said mid-portion;

2. said wire member consists of:

(I) a first straight member inclined inwardly of said

mid-portion and terminating in a first distal end
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within said mid-portion and adjacent to said single

loop end,

(2) a first loop portion connected to said first straight

portion bent on a curve of about 180° and forming
one of said loops of said double loop end;

(3) a second straight member connected to said first

loop portion on a line spaced from said first straight

member,

(4) a second loop connected to said second straight

member bent on a curve of about 1 80° and forming
said single loop end,

(5) a third straight member connected to said second
loop spaced from and on a line convergent to said

second straight member in a direction toward said

first loop,

(6) a third loop connected to said third straight member
genrally overlying said first loop member and bent on
a curve of about 180°,

(7) a fourth straight member inclined inwardly of said

mid -portion and terminating in a second distal end
within said raid-portion and adjacent to said single

loop end; and
said wire is bent so that said second and third straight members
converge slightly in the direction of said double loop end so
that the first perimeter distance at the junction of said first and
third loops with said straight members is substantially equal to

the second perimeter distance at the junction of said second
loop with said straight members

b. selecting an elongated, non-abrading, parallel sided sleeve
member fnctionally removably affixed and surrounding
said wire and substantially covering said straight mid-por-
tion and said wire ends whereby one loop end is uncov-
ered and is adapted for connection to a key and the sleeve
separates the other loop end which is uncovered and is

adapted for (jt)nnection to a split ring

c. selecting indicia means adapted for attachment to said

sleeve member;
d. selecting a split ring and releasably attaching said ring to

said second loop portion of said connector member.

4,425 773 '

APPARATUS FOR WINDING HELICAL WIRE COILS
Paul Fabrig, Neuffen, Fed, Rep. of Germany, assignor to
Womako Maschinenkonstruktionen GmbH, Niirtingen, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

Filed Not. 16, 1981. Ser. No. 321,792
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Nov. IS,

1980, 3043271

Int. aj B21F 3/04
U.S. a. 72—142 11 Oaims

said path and the guiding elements shift the thus formed convo-
lutions of the wire coil axially of the mandrel.

4,425,774

EXTRUSION FORGING METHOD THEREFOR
Kichitaro Shinozaki, Ibaraki; Kiyoshi Sato, Tokyo, and Toni

Shimizu, Ibaraki, all of Japan, assignors to Agency of Indus-
trial Science and Technology and Ministry of International
Trade and Industry, both of Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 304,815
Oaims priority, application Japin, Sep. 29, 1980, 55-135432

Int. C1.J B21C 35/03
U.S. a. 72-257 2 Qaims
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1. A method for extrusion forging a billet, comprising the
steps of:

(a) extruding a billet through a die by applying pressure to
the billet held in a container by means of a punch having
a length larger than that of said container until an unde-
formed part of said billet remains within said container,

said die being disposed on the leading end of said con-
tainer;

(b) withdrawing said punch from said container to a prede-
termined level upon completion of the extrusion;

(c) maintaining said punch at said predetermined level;

(d) reforming the extruded part of said billet by withdrawing
said extruded part from said die by moving said container
away from said die while holding fast thereto the unde-
tormed part of said billet; and

(e) removing said undeformed part of said billet from said

container by moving said container to the predetermined
position of said punch so that said punch is inserted into

said container by said movement to collide with and exert

a pressure upon the upper surface of the undeformed part
of the billet remaining within said container, thereby
separating from said container the extrusion forged prod-
uct having its one end connected with the undeformed
part of said billet.

1. Apparatus for converting a length of wire into a helical
coil of predetermined pitch, comprising a rotary coiling man-
drel; a plurality of substantially pin shaped wire guiding ele-

ments adjacent to the periphery of the mandrel and distributed
in accordance with the pitch of the coil to be wound so as to
define a helical path having an inlet and an outlet, said elements
being rotatable about their respective axes and such axes being
slightly offset with reference to radial positions relative to said
mandrel; and means for supplying the wire into the inlet of said
path whereby the rotating mandrel advances the wire along

4,425,775

METHODS FOR EXTRUSION
Francis J. Fuchs, Jr., Princeton Junction, NJ., assignor to

Western Electric Co., New York, N.Y.
Division of Ser. No. 926,164, Jul. 19, 1978, Pat. No. 4,319,476.

This application Nov. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 318,293
Int. a.3 B21C 23/32. 27/00. 33/00

U.S. a. 72—270 4 Claims
1. In combination with a method of extruding first and sec-

ond elongated workpieces to form first and second elongated
products, respectively, wherein a plurality of gripping mem-
bers are operatively engaged with the first and second elon-

gated workpieces simultaneously to form respective extrusion

chambers thereabout, and wherein the gripping members are
so displaced as to advance the operatively engaged, first and
second elongated workpieces successively into and through an
extrusion station, the additional steps of:

(a) locating between the plurality of gripping members,
adjacent to that end of the second elongated workpiece
which is closest to the extrusion station, a second die for
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replacing a first die, through an aperture of which first die

the first elongated workpiece is extruded upon the ad-

vance of the first elongated workpiece into and through
the extrusion station to form said first elongated product;

(b) causing the first die to be displaced from the extrusion

station after the first elongated workpiece has been ex-

truded therethrough;
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(c) advancing the second die into the extrusion station, due

to said displacement of tlv plurality of gripping members,

ahead of iht advance of the second elongated \\ orkpiecc

into the extrusi 'ii siatijii, and tiien

(d) retaining the S';cond die in the extrusion station while the

second eUngated workpiece is advanced through the

extrusion ^tation so as to extrude the second elongated

workpiece through an aperture in the second die to form
said secord elongated product.

4,425,776

PRODUCnON WORKPIECE STRAIGHTENING
SYSTEM

Ed'ivurd E. Judge, Jr., Lansing, Mich., assignor to Industrial

Metal Priiducts Corporation, Lansing, Mich.

t^lcd Oct. 17, 1979, Ser. No. 85,466

Int. a.' B21D 3/16

V.S. a. 72—306 21 Qaims

ri^ .. .:
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1. A straightening system comprising means for straighten-

ing production quantities of workpiece having a plurality of

potential distortions including means for immovably clamping

said workpiece at a single straightening station in fixed relation

relative to said station, separate gauging means for simulta-

neously gauging the direction and magnitude of each of said

distortions, and automatic power operated defiecting means at

said station for simultaneously effecting straightening of said

distortions, including means for simultaneously moving said

deflecting means in a plurality of different planes at said single

station thereby straightening said distortions.

4,425,777

METHOD OF AND DEVICE FOR MANUFACTURING A
JET NOZZLE PLATE FOR INK JET PRINTERS

Werner Jeglinski, Bonnlngstedt, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aaiignor

to U.S. Philips Corporation, New York^ N.Y.

Filed Oct. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 313,866

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaay, Nov. 11,

1980, 3042483

Int. a.3 B21D 28/26. 28/14; B23P 1^16
U.S. CI. 72—325 2 Qaims

1. A method of manufacturing a jet nozzle plate for ink jet

printers by means of a combined press and punch operation

with a press mould in the form of a cushion, comprising the

steps of:

disposing a jet nozzle plate on a drawing ring of resilient

spring steel with the drawing ring having an opening

exposing a hard elastic plastic block situated below said

drawing nng and extending across said opening;

drawing the jet nozzle plate through said opening of the

drawing ring of spring steel by a press and punch die

having the internal dimensions of the jet nozzle;

subsequently punching said plate dunng further drawing in

a hard elastic block as the cutting cushion; and

slightly pressing the drawing ring into the plastic block

during the press operation such that the perimeter of the

drawing ring opening is deflected into the plastic block

and the plate material drawn through the opening is given

a raised burr-free surface.

2. A device for manufacturing a jet nozzle plate for ink jet

printers by means of a combined press and punch operation

with a press mould in the form of a cushion, comprising:

a press and punch die having the internal dimensions of the

jet nozzle;

said press and punch die having been polished and having a

homogeneous hardness;

a press mould having a recess with a hard elastic plastic

block filling said recess, whereby said press mould forms

a hard backing for said block, said plastic block being

made of polyoximethylene and having a thickness of ap-

proximately 2 mm;
a drawing ring of spring steel having an opening and con-

structed as a resilient band overlying and in contact with

the hard elastic plastic block plastic block extending

across said opening;

said press mould being situated opposite said press and

punch die such that when a plate is located on the drawing

ring of said press mould and said press and punch die are

operated the plate is punched with the plate material being

drawn through the opening in said drawing nng and

against said plastic block as the drawing nng is deflected

about said opening;

the zones of said drawing ring which are subjected to pres-

sure exerted on the die having been polished to be free

from hair lines.
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4,425,778

METHOD AND TOOL FOR REDRAWING
Jo«ef T. Franek, Chorleywood, and Piui Ponicznik, St Albans,

both of England, assignors to Metal Box Limited, Reading,
England

per No. PCr/GB80/00184, § 371 Date Jun. 17, 1981, § 102(e)
Date Jun. 17, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/01259, PCT Pub.
Date May 14, 1981

PCT FUed Oct. 28, 1980, Ser. No. 276,359
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct. 31, 1979,

7937773

Int. a.3 B21D 22/00
U.S. a. 72-347 15 Qaims

cal metal part having at least two exterior cylindrical flanges
and a cylindrical cavity which consists of:

A. busting and preforming a heated billet to a cylindrical

shape having one end and an axially opposite other end;
B. inserting the billet into a set of dies, said dies having an

interior conformation with portions for at least one inte-

rior cylindrical groove and a large central cylindrical

cavity;
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C. inserting the forged billet and a split ring outwardly
thereof into a set of flnishing dies, said ring having an
interior conformation with at least one interior cylindrical
groove to form a first flange;

D. mating and supporting said ring within a first one of said
dies to effectively close one end of said ring>

E. closing the other end of said ring with the other die to
forge said billet; and

F. thereafter removing the split ring and billet together from
said finishing dies.

1. A method of redrawing a pre-drawn metal cup having a
sidewall of predetermined initial thickness, to increase its

length and reduce both its diameter and its thickness, wherem
the cup is engaged internally by a punch and by a guide ring
coaxially surrounding the punch, and in this condition is urged
forward by the punch along the punch axis so that the material
of the cup sidewall is progressively urged radially inwardly
past a forward face of the guide ring and, subsequently, axially

through an annular die having the same axis, the sidewall
material of the cup being subjected in turn to:

(i) elastic radially-inward bending around a curved edge of
the guide ring and in intimate contact with the guide ring

only;

(ii) elastic bending in the reverse direction through an angle
substantially greater than 45 degrees but less than 90 de-
grees, around a curved edge of the die; and

(iii) passing convergently along a convergent bore of the die
towards a die throat, whilst the guide ring exerts on the
sidewall and an axial pressure sufficient only to guide the
sidewall radially past the forward face of the guide ring
but insufficient to provide a clamping force, and the side-

wall being in contact with only the die throughout steps
(ii) and (iii), whereby the thickness of the sidewall is re-

duced by simple stretching induced by back tension whilst
its diameter is reduced by said bending.

4,425,780

APPARATUS HAVING EXTENDED PRESTRESSING
AND SLEEVE RETAINING DEVICES TOR

PRESTRESSING COUNTERSUNK FASTENER HOLES
AND METHOD

Louis A. Champoux, Seattle, Wash., assignor to Fatigue Tech-
nology, Inc., Seattle, Wash.

Filed Feb. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 347,739
Int. a.3 B21D 41/02. 39/06; B21K 21/16

U.S. a. 72—370 41 Gaims

I

4 425 779
METHOD OF MAKING SINGLE OR DOUBLE FLANGED

TRACK TRACTOR ROLLER FOR OFF-HIGHWAY
EQUIPMENT

Donald J. Dicmer, 4355 Brendan La., North Olmsted, Ohio
44070, and Ralph D. DeUo, R.D. #1 Susan Trace, New WU-
miBghm, Pa. 16142

ContiBgatioB of Ser. No. 2,851, Jan. 12, 1979, Pat No.
4,294,101. This appUcation Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 297,741

Int a.J B21D 22/00: B21K 1/28
UA a. 72-356 7 Claims

1. A method of closed die forging to form a flanged cylindri-

1. In a pull gun of a type which is use for puHing a mandrel
axially through a prestressing sleeve located within a fastener
hole in a workpiece, said mandrel having an inner small diame-
ter portion and outwardly thereof having an increasing diame-
ter portion and outwardly thereof having an increasing diame-
ter portion and an adjacent maximum diameter portion, so that
the increasing diameter portion and the adjacent maximum
diameter portion of the mandrel can exert expansion forces on
the sleeve, to cause the sleeve to be expanded in the radial

direction and prestress the metal around the fastener hole, and
in that manner improve fatigue properties of the metal,

the improvement comprising:

an axially split expandable countersink prestressing member
having a generally central passageway through which the
mandrel travels axially as it is being retracted into the pull

gun;

an outer end of said member being adapted to engage a
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countersink of said fastener hole to prestress the counter-

sink as the mandrel is being retracted through the sleeve;

said prestressing member having an inner end secured in said

gun; and

a sleeve retainer having an outer end outwardly of said gun

and in said passageway of said prestressing member for

retaining said sleeve in said fastener hole when said man-
drel is retracted axially through the fastener hole, counter-

sink, and sleeve;

said sleeve retainer having an inner end secured in said gun.

4,425,781

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING HOSE CLAMPS
Hans Oetiker, Oberdorfstrasse 21, ClI-8810 Horgen, Switzer-

land

Filed Feb. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 231,275

Int. a.3 B21D 53/if>

U.S. a. 72—379 15 Oaims

tffe length of the puller means and a mandrel holder

threadedly engageable in the bore of such puller means so

that the mandrel holder is movable axially further in and

axially further out of the puller means; such mandrel

holder having a lower threaded stem portion extending

.1^
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1. A method for manufacturing open hose clamps of the type

made from substantially flat springy band material whose open

ends are adapted to be mechanically connected with each

other by hook means near one band end adapted to engage in

aperture means near the other end of the band to permit radial

assembly of the clamp about an object to be fastened, compris-

ing the steps of stamping out from band material a substantially

flat blank representing the open clamp provided with the hook

and aperture means, and preforming the thus-stamped out

substantially flat blank by biending each of its free ends into a

predetermined generally part-circular configuration to permit

the thus preformed blank to spring back to an open shape

which facilitates assembly over the object to be fastened by

subsequent engagement of the hook means into the aperture

means.

4,425,782

HAND-HELD SETTING TOOL AND METHOD FOR
SETTING DEFORMABLE HEAD FASTENERS

Joseph Todisco, Wobum, Mass., assignor to Marson Corpora-

tion, Chelsea, Mass.

FUed Dec. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 327,051

Int. a.^ B21D 15/34

U.S. a. 72—391 12 Qaims
1. A hand-held tool adaptable for setting a plurality of types

of headed fasteners each of which is set by pulling the fastener

to deform the head comprising

(a) a housing including an anvil;

(b) a cavity in the housing;

(c) first and second reciprocatable non-rotatable puller

means for selective mounting in the cavity; each puller

means capable of pulling at least one type of fastener;

(d) a first handle fixed to the housing;

(e) a second handle slidably engageable with each puller

means and pivotably mounted on the housing to move
each puller means reciprocally in the housing over a fixed

range by manipulation of the handles toward and away

from one another;

(0 the first puller means having an internal bore throughout

from the cavity of the housing for threaded engagement

with the fastener; and

(g) the second puller means adapted to be substituted in the

housing cavity for the first puller means; said second

puller means having jaw means to releasably gnp an un-

threaded fastener stem

4,425,783

Tl'BE EXPANDING TOOL
Wlodzimierz Rast, North Adelaide, Australia, assignor to Ridge

Tool Company, Elyria, Ohio

PCT No. PCr/AL'80/00038, § 371 Date Mar. 27. 1981. § 102(e)

Date Mar. 27. 1981. PCT Pub. No. WO81/00364. PCT Pub.

Date Feb. 19, 1981

PCT Filed Jul. 29, 1980, Ser. No. 247,295

Gaims priority, application Australia, Jul. 30, 1979. PD9783
Int. G," B21D 41/02

U.S. G. 72—393 8 Gaims

•S 4 ^c
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1. A tube expanding tool comprising a body havmg a first

handle secured thereto and a second movable handle pivotally

carried thereby and a drift axially slidable therein into expand-

able jaws carried in a head mountable on the said b^xjy

whereby to expand the said jaws when the said drift is moved

thereinto, characterised by a push rod hingedly connected to

said drift about a pin having its axis parallel to the axis of

movement of the said second handle, the said push rod having

an arcuate face positioned to engage a cam face on said mov-

able handle in a position on, or substantially on, the axis of

movement of the said drift, said pin being encircled by a helical

spring one end of which connects to the said push rod and the

other end of which connects to the said drift, said spring being

loaded to move the said push rod into a starting position in

relation to the said drift when there is no frictional contact

between said cam face and said push rod and allowing progres-

sive forward movement of said drift by successive strokes of

said handle which has the said cam on it.
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4 425 784
ANGLE INDICATOR ATTACHABLE TO TUBE BENDERS

AND THE LIKE
Frank D'Gcrolano, 2730 Bartlett St., Baton Rouge, La. 70805

FUed Jul. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 400,745

iBt aj B21D 7/14: B21C 51/00
VJS. a. 72—459 3 aaims

_ i

4,425,786
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR IMPACT TESTING OF

BEND SPECIMEN
Erkki Sirkkola, Kirkkonummj, and Heikki Kotilainen, Espoo,

both of Finland, assignors to Valtion Teknillinen Tutkimus-
laitos, Espoo, Finland

FUed Oct. 6, 1980, Ser. No. 194,132
Claims priority, application Finland, Oct. 10, 1979, 793151

Int. a.3 GOIN 3/30
U.S. a. 73—12 8 aaims

1. An angle indicator for use with a pipe heater having an
elongated handle or like device comprising: an arcuate-shaped
spirit level fixedly attached to a support base having an arcuate
shaped groove of depth and shape sufficient for said spirit level

to fit in said groove and having a straight groove running
vertically on one side of said base perpendicular to the center
of said spirit level on the opposite side of said base, said base
having angle indicating markings adjacent said spirit level.

,'
I

.i._

4,425,785
MISSILE ROLLING TAIL BRAKE TORQUE SYSTEM

William T. Daris, Yorktown, Va., assignor to The United States
of America as represented by the Administrator of the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washineton.
D.C.

Filed Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,386
Int a.i GOIN 19/02; GOIM 79/00

U.S. a. 73-9 9 aaims

1. A method for testing impact toughness of a bend specimen
having a notch or similar in a middle portion thereof, which
comprises:

(a) stationarily supporting said specimen in a middle area
thereof by said specimen being placed symmetrically in

contact against a stationary tup and at the opposite side of
the specimen in relation to the notch therein;

(b) hitting the specimen at the notched side simultaneously at
two end points positioned on each side of the middle area,
so as to bend the specimen around the stationary tup; and

(c) measuring the force exerted by the hit specimen against
said tup.

24 25 26
22

23 le

4,425,787

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE
DENSITY PROFILE OF A LIQUID LAYER

Israel E. Saraf, Jerusalem, Israel, assignor to Solmat Systems
Ltd., Yarne, Israel

Filed Sep. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 302,576
Int. a.3 GOIN 9/00, 9/26

U.S. a. 73-32 R 10 Claims
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1. Apparatus for simulating varying levels of friction be-
tween a rotating body and a nonrotating body comprising:

a ring between said rotating body and said nonrotating body;
means for atUching said ring to said rotating body such that

said ring rotates with said rotating body and is movable
relative to said rotating body in the direction of said non-
rotating body; and

means for moving said ring in the direction of said nonrotat-
ing body to make frictional contact with said nonrotating
body.

_H ^>-f --.*„

ITIf'i
/

1

1. Apparat^is for measuring the density of a liquid compris-
ing a plurality of individual tubes arranged side-by-side, each
tube having an inlet aperture in its lower end, and a vacuum
manifold connected to the apertured upper ends of the tubes,

the lower ends of the tubes being staggered so that, when the
tubes are vertically oriented with the lower ends thereof im-
mersed in the liquid, the inlet openings are differently spaced
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from the surface of the liquid, whereby liquid from different means for producing a signal indicative of leakiness when a

levels is drawn into the tubes when a vacuum is applied to the specific predetermined number of successive pulses is reached
vacuum manifold. by said counting means during an uninterrupted counting

4,425,788

COMBUSTION MONITORING SYSTEM FOR
MULTI-CYLINDER INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
Horst Franke, Lochgau; Ernst Linder, Miihlacker; WinfHed

Moser, Markgroningen; Klaus Muller, Tanun, and Franz

Rieger, Aalen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to

Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,407

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 25,

1981, 3106993

Int. a.' GOIL 23/22

U.S. a. 73—35 13 Claims

JEjSll, -^

period, and means for automatically resetting said counting

means each time said specific predetermined number of succes-

sive pulses IS not reached during an uninterrupted counting

period.

1. Combustion monitoring system for a multi-cylinder inter-

nal combustion engine (2) comprising

a plurality of optical sensors (4a, Ab. 4c, Ad) positioned in

optically coupled relation to the combustion chambers

(la, lb. Ic. Id) of the cylinders of the engine, and provid-

ing separate optical combustion sensing signals; and

an evaluation means (8) having the sensing signals applied

thereto and including

sensing means (16a, 166, 16c, \6d: 16'a. 16'^ 16'c. 16'<^)

positioned for sensing the respective sensing signals being

applied to the evaluation means and providing output

signals associated with the respective combustion cham-

bers, and means (13, 14; 19, 20, 30) positively associating

the output signals from the evaluation means (8) with the

optical sensing signals derived from the optical sensors;

including means (6'; Rl) for combining the separate combus

tion sensing signals and for forming an output signal avail-

able at a single terminal;

and wherein the means (20, 30) for positively associating the

output signals with the optical sensing signals comprises

scanning or signal steering means (20, 22a, h. c, d: 30, 30')

synchronized with rotation of the IC engine for tempo-

rally separating the combined signals.

4,425,790

PREDICTION OF EXTRUSION PERFORMANCE OF
POLYMERS

William L. Bice, Slaughter; Ernest D. Grares, Jr., and Gerald P.

Wagener, both of Baton Rouge, all of La., assignors to The

Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Dec. 21. 1981, Ser. No. 332,681

Int. a.J GOIN 11/08

l'.S. a. 73—55 8 Claims

^,;H i-^

4,425,789

MONTTORING SYSTEM FOR HYDRAULIC PIPELINES
AND/OR ACTUATING DEVICES

BorislaT Andreev, Hagen, and Johannes A. Schumacher, Wer-

dohl, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Kracht

Pumpen- und Motorenfabrik GmbH A Co. KG, Werdohl,

Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Oct. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 310,355

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 10,

1980,3038283

Int. CL? GOIM 3/26

U.S. a. 73-40.5 R 6 Claims

1. A monitoring system for a hydraulic installation compris-

ing a volume flow sensor having a toothed rotor similar to that

in a toothed rotor motor, wherein the movements of the

toothed rotor are sensed by no-contact detectors which emit

electrical pulses in response to discrete quantities of liquid

displaced and in proportion to the volume of a tooth of the

toothed rotor, and a device by which said pulses are process-

able with respect to the direction of flow through the volume

flow sensor and to the pulse frequency, said device comprising

counting means for counting said pulses after a predetermined

limiting frequency of pulses is exceeded, leak signal producing

rt :•' .'«
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I. An apparatus for predicting the extrusion performance of

a thermoplastic resinous polymer, comprising: first, second,

and third capillaries in series having substantially the same

ratio of passageway length to cross-sectional area, each succes-

sive capillary having a larger passageway than that of the

immediately preceding capillary; means for forcing the poly-

mer to flow through the capillaries in series at a substantially

constant volumetric rate; and means for sensing the pressure

drop across the first, second, and third capillaries.
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4,425,791

COMPUTER BASED ENGINE ANALYZER WITH
HARDWARE CYLINDER COUNTER

Mickacl J. KUng, Meqnon, Wis^ anigiior to Bear AutomotiTe
Scnice Eqaipment Compuiy, Milwankec, Wis.

FUcd Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,151

Int a.J GOIM 75/00
VS. a. 73-117J 9 aaims

1. An engine test apparatus for use in testing of a multi-cylin-

der internal combustion engine, the apparatus comprising:
cylinder clock means for deriving a cylinder clock signal

representative of sequential operation of each cylinder of
the engine, the cylinder clock signal exhibiting a predeter-

mined signal transition for each cylinder;

a presettable digital cylinder counter for counting down
from an initial count (J) to zero in response to the prede-
termined signal transitions of the cylinder clock signal, the
cylinder counter having output terminals for providing a

digital cylinder count (Q) which is decremented with each
predetennined signal transition, and input terminals for

receiving the initial count (J) which is representative of
the number of cylinders of the engine;

means for producing a signal when the digital cylinder count

(Q) reaches zero;

reset means for resetting the cylinder counter to the initial

count (J) at the input terminals in response to the signal

provided when the digital cylinder count (Q) reaches
zero;

electrical test means for selectively deriving, from the en-
gine, electrical signals indicative of operation of a system
or component of the internal combustion engine;

operator input means for providing operator input signals

indicative of a selected test to be performed;
display means for displaying visually a test result of the

selected test performed; and
digital computer means for controlling operation of the

electrical test means as a function of the operator input
signals and the digital cylinder count (Q) and for control-
ling the display means as a function of the electrical signals

from the electrical test means, the digital computer means
providing the initial count (J) to the input terminals of the
presettable digital cylinder counter.

4,425,792
APPARATUS FOR MEASURING A FLUID FLOW RATE
Tokjo Kohama, Nishlo; Hideki Obayaahi, Okazaki; Hinii

Kawai, Toyohashi, and Tsnneyaki Epuni, AicU, ail of Japan,
assignors to Nippon Soken, Inc^ Nishio, Japan

FUed May 7, 1982, Ser. No. 376,133
Claims priority, application Japan, May 8, 1981, 56-69959:

Dec. 26, 1981, 56-212767

Int a.J GOIF 1/68
U.S. a. 73—204 8 dains

12b lib

12a lOa

1. In a fluid flow rate measuring apparatus for measuring a
flow rate of a fluid under measurement flowing through a flow
rate measuring tube, said apparatus including an electric heater
resistance wire for applying heat to the fluid under measure-
ment, a first temperature dependent resistance wire for detect-
ing a temperature of the fluid heated by said electric heater
resistance wire, a second temperature dependent resistance
wire arranged at a position, which is not under the influence of
the heat from said electric heater resistance wire, to detect a
temperature of an unheated portion of the fluid under measure-
ment, and a measuring circuit for applying a voltage to said

resistance wires and measuring the flow rate of the fluid, the
improvement wherein first and second supporting members
each thereof made of an electrical insulating material are ar-

ranged within said flow measuring tube, wherein at least two
turns of each of said electric heater resistance wire and said
first temperature dependent resistance wire are wound on said

first supporting member alternately and close to each other but
avoiding the occurrence of a short-circuit therebetween,
wherein said second temperature dependent resistance wire is

wound on said second supporting member, and wherein said

first supporting member is arranged within said flow measur-
ing tube in a manner such that the winding direction of said

electric heater resistance wire and said first temperature depen-
dent resistance wire wound on said first supporting member
makes an angle from 60° to 120° to the direction of the flow of
the fiuid.

4,425,793

LEVEL GAUGING SYSTEMS
David Turton, and Lionel R. F. Thompaon, botli of Hatfield,

England, assignors to Hawker Siddeiey Dynamics Engineer*
ing Limited, Hatfield, England

FUed May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 266,869
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, May 29, 1980,

8017506

Int. a.3 GOIF 23/28
U.S. a. 73—290 R 12 Claims

3. Apparatus for measuring the height of a fluent material in

a container or bunker, the apparati^ comprising:

a microwave source of pulsed radiation adapted to be
mounted above or at the top of the container or bimker to

project said radiation down on to the surface of the fluent

material in the container or bunker;

means for receiving return radiation reflected from said

surface; and

means for detecting in the return radiation waveform pulses
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that display time-varying amplitudes denoting returns 4,425,795

from the flowing surface and for rejecting pulses of fixed DEVICE FOR THE ELECTRIC MONITORING OF THE
LEVEL OF A LIQUID CONTAINED IN A CONTAINER
Klaus Albrecht, Liederbach, and Martin Haub, Stcinbach, both

of Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaoy, assignors to VDO Adolf Schindling

AG, Frankfurt am Main, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Jun. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 273,159

.1^^

6_,

SAW^f .-

«*BCH
4lU»TNf1 h

Ml*.'

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 14,

1980, 3022398

Int. a.J GOIF 23/00. 23/24

U.S. a. 73—295 7 Gaims

shape denoting returns from fixed parts of the bunker

structure.
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4,425,794

LIQUID LEVEL INDICATOR
Paul G. Duesbury, Solihull, England, assignor to Lucas Indus-

tries Limited, Birmingham, England

Filed Apr. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 258,040

Int. a.J GOIF 23/02

U.S. a. 73—293 9 Qaims
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1. A liquid level indicator comprising at least one support

element for a plurality of pairs of optical fibers, an elongated

opening in said support element extending substantially verti-

cally in use, a plurality of pairs of optical fibers supported at

least at their end portions in substantially vertically spaced

relationship in said support element with said end portions of

each pair in parallel relationship and the end surfaces of said

end portions of each pair of fibers being spaced by said open-

ing, said end surface of each end portion being inclined at an

acute angle with respect to the axis of said end portion and said

end surfaces of each pair being parallel with respect to each

other and substantially flush with the walls of said opening, so

that when liquid, the level of which is being monitored, flows

into said opening transmission of light from one fiber to the

other fiber of each pair of fibers across sajd opening is substan-

tially prevented if the liquid does not fill the region of said

opening between said end surfaces of said pair of fibers and said

light is transmitted if said region is filled with said liquid.

1. In a device for the electric monitoring of the level of a

liquid contained in a container, comprising at least one temper-

ature-dependent resistance sensor immersed in the liquid, the

level of which is to be monitored, a source of constant current

connectable to the resistance sensor under the control of a

program control means controlling a means for detecting and

storing the initial voltage drop on the resistance sensor at an

initial time and a further voltage drop on the resistance sensor

at a specified time after connection of the source of constant

current, and means for evaluating said voltages by subtracting

the further voltage from the initial voltage to form a display

voltage which corresponds to the level of the liquid, the im-

provement comprising

a temperature-dependent resistance sensor unit comprising a

plurality of oblong resistance sensors which includes said

at least one sensor, said plurality of sensors being arranged

at different levels within the container, said resistance

sensors being connected one to the other, and wherein

each connecting point as well as the free end of the first

and of the last resistance sensor are connected to leads,

respectively,

said program control means connecting said resistance sen-

sors one after the other to the source of constant current

and to said means for evaluating the voltage drop thereon,

a fixed-value storage means for supplying fixed-value volt-

ages corresponding to difTenng depths of submerged

sensors, each one of which fixed value voluges is select-

ably dependent on the respective one of said resistance

sensors which is partially immersed at the time,

said program control means including means responsive to

an evaluation of voltage drops by said evaluating means

for substituting a fixed-value voluge from said fixed-value

storage means in place of a sum of values of voltage from

said evaluating means for such ones of said resistance

sensors which are totally immersed, and

adder means for forming the display voluge by adding an

evaluated voltage from said evaluating means correspond-

ing to the depth of immersion of said partially immersed

resistance sensor with one of said fixed-value voltages

which corresponds to the height of said partially im-

mersed resistance sensor.
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4,425,796 4,425,797
HERMETICALLY SEALED TANK GAUGE APPARATUS STRENGTH TESTING GAME SYSTEM USING A CAN
Harry Boaciwr, 1410 E. fith, Odean, Tex. 79762, and Jack L. David J. Morrison, Pensacola, Fla., assignor to Crusher Corpo-

Habiiani, P.O. Box 600, Gardendale, Tex. 79758 ration, Richmond, Va.
FUed Dec. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 450,821 FUed Jun, 11, 1981, Ser. No. 272,730

Int a.' GOIF 23/JO Int Q.^ GOIL 5/02
UAQ. 73—312 3 Claims U.S. O. 73—379 16 Claims

-4 . ,
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1. Hermetically sealed safety apparatus for measuring volu-

metric changes of a liquid contained within a tank comprising:

a sensor device, a recorder apparatus;

said sensor device includes a cylindrical housing affixed to a

wall of the tank, a wheel rotatably mouned within said

housing, a flexible chain, a float device connected to one
end of the chain and a counterweight connected to the

other end of the chain;

said float device is a hollow sphere having a removable
weight affixed thereto to thereby enable the buoyance
thereof to be adjusted so that the liquid level of the tank is

located near the equitorial plane of the sphere;

a medial length of the chain engages and rotatably drives

said wheel, a drive shaft, means by which said drive shaft

is joumaled to the housing, means by which said drive

shaft IS connected to be rotated by said wheel so that

rotational motion of said drive shaft provides a signal for

said recorder;

a marginal length of the said drive shaft extends through a

wall of the housing, seal means between said marginal
length of said shaft and the housing;

means hermetically sealing the housing to the tank so that

any gaseous phase conuined within the tank is isolated

from ambient;

said recorder apparatus includes a main housing and a drum,
means on said drum for continuous recording of data

related to the liquid level contained within the tank; a

threaded shaft means journaled respective to said main
housing, a scribe, a nut means threadedly engaging said

threaded shaft for driving said scribe, and means connect-

ing said drive shaft to said threaded shaft so that vertical

movement of said float in response to change in the liquid

level rotates said wheel, which rotates said drive shaft,

which rotates said threaded shaft and causes said scribe to

move along the drum;

a framework attached to the tank, said recorder apparatus is

supported by said framework, an enclosure means remov-
ably affixed to said framework and enclosing said sensor
device and recorder apparatus therewithin, so that said

sensor device and said recorder apparatus cannot be tam-
pered with untd the enclosure means is removed.
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1 A strength testing system for allowing a person to test

his/her arm strength, comprising:

a frame;

moveable handle means located on and attached to said

frame for grasping and moving by the user;

an elbow area associated with said frame located below said

handle means, the user putting his/her elbow in the elbow
area and grasping said handle means when the system is in

use, said handle means being moveable from an upper
position down to a lower position at a level comparable to

and to the side of the elbow area;

at least one can crusher station associated with said frame,

each said can crushing station including

a base area associated with it and against which a can is

locatable and moveable, and
can crushing head means moveable under force toward

the base area for crushing a can positioned between it

and the base area; and
force application means associated with said frame for trans-

lating the movement of said handle means and the force

exerted by the user on said handle means to said can
crushing head means, causing it to move with force

toward the base area against any can located between said

can crushing head and the base area.

4,425,798

APPARATUS FOR DIAGNOSING ABNORMALITIES IN
ROTATING MACHINES

Isao Nagai, Kobe, and Kenzo Wada, Ashiya, both of Japan,

assignors to Kawasaki Steel Corporation, Kobe, Japan
PCr No. PCT/JP81/00055, § 371 Date Nov. 12, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Nov. 12, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/02785, PCT Pub.
Date Oct. 1, 1981

PCT FUed Mar. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 321,172
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 26, 1980, 55-39521;

Apr. 2, 1980, 55-43974

Int. a.' GOIM 1/22. 13/00: GOIN 29/00
U.S. a. 73—659 10 Claims

5. An apparatus for detecting abnormalities in rotating ma-
chinery comprising:

vibration detector means for detecting vibrations caused by
the rotating machinery and generating electrical signals

indicative of the detected vibrations;

bandpass filter means through which said electrical signals

are passed;

analog-to-digital converter means for converting said elec-

trical signals into digital signals;

digital frequency spectrum analyzing means for calculating a

frequency spectrum distribution from said digital signals;

discriminator means for selecting high amplitude values

from said frequency spectrum distribution;

amplitude detector means for processing spectrum distribu-
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tion data of frequencies within a range of that of said high
amplitude value to select the maximum amplitude and the
frequency at which it occurs; and

indicate the pressure differential between said first and
second liquid.
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4,425,800

MEANS FOR ASCERTAINING THE INTERNAL
PRESSURE IN A PRESSURE PIPE SYSTEM

Peter Claassen, and Rudolf Zeiringer, both of Graz, Austria,

assignors to Hans List, Graz, Austria

Continuation of Ser. No. 178,587, Aug. 15, 1980, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 17,121, Mar. 5, 1979,

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 793,365, May 3,

1977, abandoned. This application Jun. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 272,007
Qaims priority, application Austria, May 7, 1976, 3348/76;

recorder means for recording an output from said amplitude May 21, 1976, 3757/76
detector means. int. c\? GOIL 7/OH, 9/00

U.S. a. 73—730 6 Qaims

4,425,799

LIQUID CAPACITANCE PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
TECHNIQUE

Kyong M. Park, Chatsworth, Calif., assignor to Kavlico Corpo-
ration, Chatsworth, Calif.

Filed Jun. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 384,510

Int a.' GOIL 9/12: HOIG 7/00

\3S. a. 73—718 11 Qaims

1. A means for ascertaining the internal pressure in an injec-

tion pump system which comprises

a solid, one piece connector nipple which is interconnectable

with the injection pump system, said connector nipple

including a generally cylindrically-shaped portion which
defines an outer surface and includes an axial passageway

extending therethrough, said generally cylindrically-

shaped portion also including at least one blind bore ex-

tending inwardly from said outer surface toward said axial

passageway, the bottom of each said blind bore being

smooth and defining a wall portion of said connector

nipple which is sufficiently thin that it is elastically de-

formable when subjected to the pressure of a pressure

fluid in said axial passageway,

a holding device, and

a load sensor cell mounted on said holding device, said load

sensor cell being shaped to fit within each said blind bore

such that, when solely and temporarily pressed into direct

contact with the smooth bottom of a particular blind bore

by means of said holding device, it will measure the elastic

deformity in the associated wall portion of said connector

nipple and thus provide information as to the internal

pressure in said axial passageway and consequently in the

injection pump system.

1. A capacitive sensor for measuring differential pressure

between a first and a second liquid comprising:

first and second flat insulating plates, at least one of said

plates being a diaphragm;

means for mounting said plates spaced apart from one an-

other and sealed to one-another along a narrow zone
spaced out from the center of said plates for facilitating

free movement of said plates toward and away from one-

another as the pressure across the diaphragm varies, the

spacing between said plates being in the order of 0.5 to 20
thousandths of an inch,

means including conductive coatings on the inner surfaces of
the facing opposed portions of said plates for forming a

variable capacitor located toward the center of said plates

which changes substantially with changes in differential

pressure, and a reference capacitor located outward from
the center of said plates near said narrow zone, said refer-

ence capacitor only charging slightly with changes in

capacitance;

means for coupling and directing said first liquid to the

outside of said diaphragm;

a conduit containing a thin membrane or bellows; and
a low viscosity dielectric fluid completely Ailing the space

between said plates and said conductive coatings and
filling said conduit up to and engaging said membrane or

bellows;

means for conducting and directing said second liquid to the

other side of said bellows,

whereby the changes in capacitance of said sensor directly

/•

4,425,801

DEVICE AND PROCEDURE FOR MEASURING IN SITU
STRENGTH OF CONCRETE AND THE LIKE

Ulrich W. StoU, 2121 Hall, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48104

FUed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,669

Int. Q.} GOIN 3/00

MS. Q. 7S—803 11 ClalM
1. A device for measuring the strength of brittle material

such as concrete comprising a body member embedded in said

brittle material, said body member comprising a substantially

disklike member configured to form at least one generally
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radially outwardly extending surface forming a reacting sur- 4,425,803
face on said body member operable to exert a compressive TRANSDUCER STRUCTURE AND MOUNTING

ARRANGEMENT FOR TRANSDUCER STRUCTURE FOR
CLAMP-ON ULTRASONIC FLOWMETERS

Joseph Baumoel, 107 Columbia Dr., Jericho, Long Island, N.Y.
11753

Division of Ser. No. 146,530, May 5, 1980, Pat. No. 4,373,401.
This application Aug. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 409,564

Int. a.3 GOIF 1/66
U.S. a. 73—861.18 7 Oginw

force on said brittle material in response to a measurable torque
applied to said body member.

4,425,802

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR TESTING TUBE
WELDS

Harold P. Sponsellcr, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Harold Spon-
leller and Associates, Inc., Toledo, Ohio

FUed May 20, 1982, Ser. No. 380,224
Int. a.3 GOIN im

U.S. a. 73—827 12 Claims

I. A device for testing joints in a rigid tubular material

comprising a first fixture means for supporting a fixed first end
of said tubular material, second fixture means contacting a
non-fixed second end of said material, said second future
means having a movable mandrel member and a lineal series of
progressively-larger rigid bulbous portions adjacent the ex-
tremity of said mandrel member adapted to engage the seam
area of said material and means for progressively loading the
said second fixture means with increasing axial force to deter-

mine the breaking strength of said seam area by the increased
stepwise radial loading thereof by the rigid bulbous portions.

1. Mounting means for mounting a transducer on a pipe; said

transducer comprising a rectangular body having first and
second mounting lugs on its opposite ends and a sonically

active bottom surface for engagement with said pipe; said

mounting means comprising first and second parallel elongated
track members fixed to one another at their opposite ends and
defining between them an elongated rectangular opening re-

ceiving said transducer body; said rectangular opening having
a length greater than the length of said transducer body;
spaced first and second sliding clips slidably mounted on said
first and second track members; said first and second mounting
lugs connected to said first and second sliding clips; and clamp-
ing means for clamping said first and second track members to

said pipe to press said bottom surface of said transducer body
against said pipe.

4,425,804

ULTRASONIC AIR FLOW TRANSDUCER FOR HIGH
HUMIDITY ENVIRONMENTS

Bruce E. Mount, Diamond Bar, and Con D. Rader, Villa Park,
both of Calif., assignors to The Perkin-Elmer Corp., Norwalk,
Conn.

FUed Oct. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 316,177

Int. a.3 GOIF 1/66
U.S. a. 73—861J8 13 Claims

60 lOt U U MM it » 'Ot t? lOt

1. In a transducer assembly for measuring the volume flow
rate of gaseous fluids along a path and useable particularly in

high humidity environments and which includes an inner trans-

ducer having means defining a substantially cylindrical cavity

and a pair of substantially cylindrical signal transducers dis-

posed along said cavity and responsive to alternately produced
signals applied to each of the pair of signal transducers to

produce acoustic compressions in the fluid during the transmit

signal from one signal transducer and to produce received
signals responsive to said acoustic compression in the other
signal transducer which signals are proportional to the veloc-
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ity of the acoustic compressions traveling from the first to the

second signal transducer, the improvement comprising,

means for heating the inner transducer to maintain the fiuid

in said cavity at a temperature higher than ambient tem-

perature to maintain the fluid in the cavity below satura-

tion point to prevent moisture from forming in said cavity.

4,425,805

RESPIRATION FLOWMETER
Ichiro Ogura, and Ayao Itoh, both of Yokohama, Japan, assign-

ors to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Kawasaki,

Japan

FUed Oct. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 316,286

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct. 31, 1980, 55-153261

Int. a.J GOIF 1/66: A61B 5/m
U.S. a. 73—861J9 7 Claims

a carrier for an orifice disc mounted in said housing for linear

sliding movement therebetween;

aligned flow tubes on said main housmg;
means for sealing between said main housing and said disc

carrier around said flow tubes;

a rack mounted on said carrier to extend in the direction of

carrier movement;
a pinion rotatable in one of said housings engaging said rack;

selectively operated means for rotating said pinion;
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1. A respiration flowmeter comprising:

a conduit through which expiration and inspiration flow;

a pair of recesses formed on an inner wall of the conduit

along a line slanted with respect to a flow direction of the

respiration gas;

a pair of ultrasonic transducers provided in said recesses

with their ultrasonic transmitting and receiving surfaces

oppositely faced each other along said line;

means simultaneously switching said ultrasonic transducers

between a drive mode and a receiving mode;

digital counting means for measuring either of the two prop-

agating times taken for ultrasonic wave radiated from one

of said pair of driven transducers to reach the other trans-

ducer and a difference between said two propagating

times;

means for judging the flow direction of said respiration gas;

means for generating a signal for requesting calculation of a

flow velocity of the respiration gas every time said pair of

transducers are driven; —
means for storing said flow direction, said two propagation

times and said propagation time difference in response to

said calculation request signal; and

means for calculating and storing a flow rate of said respira-

tion gas on the basis of said stored values.
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the upper open end of said service housing being dispsed at

an acute angle to the plane of carrier movement to enable

frontal placement and removal of orifice discs when said

carrier is in an elevated pxKition within said service hous-

ing;

a seal plate secured and sealed to said service housing around

said upper open end;

a closure pivoted to said service housing for movement
toward and away from said seal plate; and

means operative to lock said closure in face to face engage-

ment with said seal plate.

4,425,807

FLOW MEASURING DEVICE WITH CONSTANT FLOW
COEFFIOENT

Michael Victor, 28761 Maplewood, Garden City. Mich. 48135

Filed Feb. 11. 1982, Ser. No. 347,957

Int. a.' GOIF \/46

U.S. a. 73—861.65 9 Qaims
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4,425,806

MODULAR ORinCE METER WITH ISOLATION
CHAMBER VALVE CLOSURE

Davis A. Van Scoy, Simontoo, Tex., assignor to Grove Valve and

Regulator Company, Oakland, Calif.

FUed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 362,883

Int a.J GOIF 1/42

U.S. a. 73—861.61 4 Claims

1. An orifice meter comprising:

a main housing;

a service housing open at top and bottom secured to said

main housing so that the open bottom thereof is in com-

munication with said main housing;

1. A flow-sensing tube means supported transversely to fluid

flowing in a conduit for measuring diflerential flow pressure,

comprising:

a hollow, elongated tubular member having a circular exte-

rior cross section;

wall means in said tubular member forming a first chamber

and a second chamber;

first flow-sensing opening means through the wall of said

tubular member facing in a first radial direction and fluidly

connected to the first chamber,

second flow-sensing opening means through the wall of the
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tubular member facing a second radial direction and flu-

idly connected to the second chamber, the second opening
means being formed on a radial axis forming an angle
greater than 105 degrees but less than 115 degrees with
respect to a radial axis passing through the first opening
means;

means for mounting the tubular member in the conduit in the

path of fluid flow with the first opening means facing the

flow of fluid; and

means fluidly connecting each of said chambers to a measur-
ing means.

4,425,808 '

THIN nLM STRAIN TRANSDUCER
James L. Rand, San Antonio, Tex., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Administrator of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Wasbinston.
D.C.

FUed Feb. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 352,827

Int. a.' GOIL 1/22
U.S. a. 73—862.65 9 Qaims
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1. A strain transducer system comprising:

a ring shaped metal strip;

a plurality of strain gages secured to said metal strip m a

Wheatstone bridge configuration;

means for attaching said ring shaped metal strip to the con-
tinuous surface of an inflatable member upon which strain

is to be measured; and

means for measuring changes in the ring shaped metal strip

as a function of strain on the attached continuous surface.

4 425 809
MEASURING OF TENSION AND MOMENTS IN A THIN

FLEXIBLE TAPE
Bemardus L. M. van Bakel; Guillaume P. C. van Kooijk, and

Bernard P. Videc, all of Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignors to
U.S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed No?. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 323,839
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Dec. 11, 1980.

8006719

Int. a.^ COIL 5/08
U.S. a. 73-862.45 10 Qaims

between which surfaces a guide channel is formed for the
tape material,

supply ducts terminating in said guide surfaces, for supply-
ing to both sides of a tape in the guide channel a pressur-
ized gaseous medium by which the Upe can be guided
longitudinally in the guide channel along a path substan-
tially parallel to and spaced from said guide surfaces,

at least one respective measuring duct having a respective
measuring duct termination in each guide surface ar-

ranged at least substantially directly opposite a measuring
duct termination in the other guide surface, forming there-
with a pair of measuring-duct terminations, and

at least one pressure transducer communicating with the
measuring ducts,

characterized in that the guide surfaces have correspond-
ingly curved shapes arranged such that the tape material is

guided in the guided channel along a curved path, and
the device further comprises measuring means, connected to

the pressure transducer for measuring the pressure differ-

ence on both sides of the tape material such that the device
measures local tensile stresses in the tape material.

4,425,810

APPARATUS FOR PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
MEASUREMENTS AT HIGH TEMPERATURES AND

PRESSURES
Ralph Simon, Placentia, and Raymond L. Schmidt, Whittier,

both of Calif., assignors to Chevron Research Company, San
Francisco, Calif.

Filed Nov. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 318,506
Int. a.3 GOIN 1/28

U.S. a. 73-863.11 24aaim8

1. A device for measuring stresses in a thin flexible tape
material, comprising:

at least one pair of guide elements, spaced from each other
and having guide surfaces on adjacent sides, which guide
surfaces extend subsUntially parallel to each other and

1. Apparatus for measuring physical and chemical properties
of fluid and/or solid systems including composition, density,
viscosity and interfacial tension of a sample, said measurements
being conducted at controllable temperature and pressure, said

apparatus comprising:

(a) a sample cell and means for inserting a sample into said

sample cell, said sample cell being capable of maintaining
said sample at said controllable temperature and pressure:

(b) means movable within said sample cell and means for

moving said movable means to determinable positions

within said sample cell;

(c) means connected to said movable means for capturing a
measured quantity of said sample and for maintaining said

measured quantity at the temperature and pressure main-
tained within said sample cell;

(d) means for moving said captured sample to means for

measuring properties of said sample and for returning said
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captured sample to said sample cell without thanping the

temperature and pressure on said captured sample;

(e) and means for makmg visual and/or cIcLtromagnftit

energy observations from outside said sample cell on saul

sample contained within said sample cell

4,425.811

CRYOGENIC PUMP AND AIR SAMPI.KR
Johann Chatzipetros, Frechen, and Manfred Helten, Tlt/-

Muntz, both of F'ed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Kcrnfnr-

schungsaniage Jiilich GmbH, Jiilich, Fed. Rep. of (German)

Continuation of Ser. No. 198.042, Oct. 17, 1980. Pat. No.

4,337.669. This application Jun. 18. 1982. Ser. No. 390.123

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Oct. 19,

1979. 2942305

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jul. 6, 1999,

has been disclaimed.

Int. CI.' GOIN 1/14

l'..S.n. 73—863.11 12 Claims

extending from said external helical splines to said another

end portion.

a mounting shaft coaxially mounted adjacent to said p<iwer

shaft, said mounting shaft having a first end. a second end
opposite said first end and a first outer diameter adjacent

to said first end. said second end connected to said one end
portion of said sleeve member for movement therewith.

a pinion gear mounted on said first ciuter diameter of said

mounting shafi for relative rotation therewith, said pinion

gear further moving axially into and out of engagement
with said starter gear.

a driving clutch meniher coaxiaiU disposed with said mount-
ing shafi, said driving clutch memher having one end atuJ

an opposite end. said one end having first axially extend
ing dentil clutch teeth, said opposite end being siidabK

mounted on said external helical splines of said sleeve

member;

4,425,812

ENGINE STARTER DRIVE DEVICE
James O. Williams, Horseheads, N.Y., assignor to Facet Enter-

prises, Incorporated, Tulsa, Okla.

Filed Apr. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 250,508

Int. CI.' F02N 15/06: F16D 43/06

U.S. a. 74—6 19 Claims

1. An engine starter drive device for mounting on a power
shaft of a motor and for starting an engine having a starter

gear, said starter drive device comprising:

a sleeve member slidably mounted on said power shaft fiu

rotation therewith, said sleeve having one end portion and

another end portion opposite said one end portion, said

sleeve member further having external helical splines

formed on said one end portion and an outer diameter

jf'^ uV..*^.-.

,:5i:i:::/::V:^

1. A cryostat comprising:

an evacuated vessel;

a reservoir for a cryogenic liquid coolant mounted in said

vessel and having an upright normal position;

a membrane partitioning said reservoir into an upper first

component and a lower second compartment in said posi-

tion;

a cryogenic adsorber in said second compartment and com-
munication with said vessel for maintaining a vacuum
therein;

at least one cold surface disposed below said adsorber in said

position;

means for cooling said surface and including at least one tube

traversing said membrane and opening into said first com-
partment; and

a respective orifice formed on said vessel and selectively

blockable and unblockable for passing material to be

cooled to said cooled surface.

a^

an annular driven clutch member interposed said pinion gear

and said driving clutch member, said uniiular driven

clutch member having a first end secured to said pinion

gear and a second end opposite said first end. said second

end having second axiallv extending dentil clutch teeth to

engage said first axially extending dentil clutch teeth on

said driving member, said first and second axially extend-

ing dentil clutch teeth having inclined complementarv
mutually engageable inclined teeth lor transmitting torque

between said driving and driven clutch members in one

direction o\' rotation, and

means, interposed said driving and ilriven clutch members,

for axially separating said driving clutch member awav
from said driven clutch member when said driven clutch

member rotates above a predetermined rotational speed

4.425,813

VIBRATION DAMPENING APPARATUS FOR MOTOR
ACTUATED ECCENTRIC FORCES

Theodore S. Wadensten, P.O. Box 8 Stilson Rd., Wyoming. R.I.

02898

Filed Jun. 4. 1981. Ser. No. 270.647

Int. CI.' H6H M, 10: B06B / /r. F16I) .< 6H

U.S. CI. 74—87 12 Claims

.:, r

/

1. A vibration dampening apparatus for rotating at least one

eccentric weight carried on and by a shafi isolated from trans-

KI^X (i
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mitting said vibrations to a motor rotating said shaft, the damp-
ening apparatus including:

(a) an independent housing within a cavity of which at least

one eccentric weight is moved and rotated;

(b) a support shaft rotatably carried withm and by said

independent housing;

(c) at least one eccentric weight secured to said shaft and
rotated as the support shaft is rotated;

(d) at least one bearing means carrying said shaft and mount-
able in an end portion of the housing means, said housing
means sized so as to accommodate the forces of vibration

from the eccentric weight to said shaft as the shaft is

rotated;

(e) a first coupling half mounted and secured to (Mie end of

said support shaft and having a plurality of spaced pin

means secured thereto and therein, said pin means pro-

truding from a surface substantially normal to the axis of

said shaft, said pin means extending in a direction away
from said eccentric weight;

(0 a resilient central portion of the coupling and having
means to slidably retain said pin means provided in ihc

first coupling half, and in mounted condition on the pin

means to be arranged substantially adjacent the first cou-

pling half;

(g) a second coupling halt, mounted on and secured to an

t>utput shaft of a motor, said second coupling hail having
a plurality of spaced pin means secured thereto and
therein, said pin means protruding from a surface substan-

tially parallel to the surface in the first coupling half, said

pin means extending in a direction touards said first cou-

shaft. said torque limiting means further comprising a second
group of friction discs and an associated torque reaction mem-

ber at the other end, wherein said spring is positioned axially

intermediate said first and second groups of associated friction

discs and reaction members.

4,425,815

plinghaifanddisposed to enter additional means provided , ,. ,- v- . * j /n^^..
;„ J - :i.-_. . ., , .- Colin h. Norton, Andover, and Raymond G. Harvey, Newbury,

both of England, assignors to Mastergear Company Limited,
Newbury, United Kingdom

Filed Oct. 10, 1980, Ser. No. 196,022
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Aug. 29, 1980,

8028068

Int. CI.' GOIH I/OO. 9/10

in said rciilient central portion, the pin means m the first

and second coupling halves intermeshed in retaining

means in the central portion so as to transmit the torque
from the motor to said coupling halves with the resilient

central portion isolating the vibrations from the rotation

of the eccentric weight and preventing transmittal of said

vibrations to the motor shaft;

(h) s.iki iMoior [lositionei! .kIlkcmi io s.ikI iiKlcpciKJem

housing and with vibrations from the rotation of the

eccentric weight through and from the independent hous-

ing Io a housing o\' the motor being isolated and dam-
pcFicii bv .1 lirst pluialilv ol lesilienl w.ishei incinsi^.n

I icil 111 .iikI bv .III isol.iiioii ilisk .iriil s.iiil hiuisiii'j is ^v'

turcd lhrou;jli said tirsi ivsiheni u.ishci iiuMris lo ilio in

ilcpciuleni housMVj hv soLiiimL: mc.iiis .iiul uiilithis isc

l.ilioii ilisk lurther isoLiteil aikl d.ini[iciK\l bv .inoihoi .iiul

scttiiul muilipliv. iiv lit le'silienl w.isIk'i ihi-mms i..inK\l hv

.1 motor mount disk ami vviih >.iid moioi moiuii disk sc

cured Io the isolaium ilisk ihrou'jh s.ial sccoiuj icsiIriii

v.isIkt mc.iii- hv M.-i.iirinL' niciuv. ,iiul

(i) means for securing a frame of said motor to the motor
mount disk. i

L ,S. CI. 74—425 7 Claims

I A worm and wormwheel, the wormwheel being of

moulded sintered metal and having teeth disposed about at

least a portion of its periphery, the pitch diameter of the teeth

being greater adjacent one transverse face of the wheel than at

the other face of the wheel, the pitch diameter of each tooth

never increasing along the path of the tooth from said one face

to the other face and each tooth having a straight portion with
no helical angle, and the worm being of a harder material than

the wormwheel so that in use the straight portions of the teeth

of the wormwheel will wear to increase the contact between
the teeth of the worm and wormwheel.

4,425,814

TORQUE LI.VIITING DEV ICE
Wesley M. Dick, Ft. Wayne, Ind., assignor to Dana Corporation,

Toledo, Ohio

Filed .Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 246,536

Int. CI." F16H 25/20
U..S. CI. 74—89.15 10 Claims

1 In a speed change mechanism actuable by a travelling nut
on an axially extending rotatable screw shaft within a housing;
an improvement comprising torque limiting means for reduc-
tion of impact loads on said shaft created by stoppage of said 4,425,816
nut at each end of said shaft including (1) at least one friction STRUCTURE FOR SECURING A CYLINDER DRIVE
disc rotatable relative to said housing. rcMatably fixed, wiih GEAR TO THE END OF A CYLINDER SHAFT IN A
respect to said nut, and axially slidable over said nut. (2) at leasi PRINTING MACHINE
one torque reaction member axially slidable with respect to Hideaki Toyoda, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Komori Printing
said housing but rotatably fixed relative thereto, and (3) means Machinery Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
for urging said friction disc against said torque reaction mem- Filed Jan. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 222,669
ber wherein said torque limiting means comprises a first group Int. CI.' F16H 55/12
of two fnction discs and an associated torque reaction member U.S. CI. 74—439 4 Qaims
interjacent said discs, said first group being at one end of said 1 In a pnnting pr.-ss, a plate cylinder, a supporting frame
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comprising spaced, supporting frame nienibcrs. bi;inii^ meni-
bers supported on the frame in alignnuiil. shafts al llic opposiie

ends of the plate cylinder rotatably journaled in saul bearings,

one at least of said shafts at one end extending through its

bearing such that its end is oulbciard of the frame al that side,

a drive gear having an integral hub portion of greater thickness

than the width of the drive gear, said hub portion containing in

the side facing the frame member a cylindrical recess extending

partway through, said cylindrical recess corresponding in

inside diameter to the outside diameter of the shaft .mil means
for securing the drive gear to the outboard eiul ol the shaft

comprising, in combination, telescoping concenirii. inner .iiui

outer rings of opposite triangular cross section positioiuil

within said cylindrical recess about the shaft, the ouiei ring

having an outer cylindrical surface in conlaci with the iniier

surface of the cylinder recess and the innei ring having .m

inner cylindrical surface in contact with the exterior surface o'i

the shaft and said rings having an axial thickness slightly less

than the depth of the recess, a clamp ring having an outside

diameter larger than the diameter of the shaft positioned about

the shaft between the gear and the frame member, said clamp
ring having an annular shoulder protruding from the side

facing the gear of such radial width as to have contact exclu-

sively with the inner one of the telescoping rings and radially

outward thereof a plurality of peripherally-spaced threaded

holes and said hub of the gear containing corresponding peri-

pherally-spaced holes and bolts m the holes in the hub of the

gear threaded into holes in the clamp ring holding the protru-

sion thereon in clamping engagement with the inner one of the

telescoping rings such as to expand the outer one of the tele-

scoping rings against the inner surface of the recess and lo

contract the inner ()ne of the telescoping rings againsi the

surface of the shaft

4,425,817

LUBRICATION SYSTEM FOR A POWER TAKE OFF
ASSEMBLY AND A DRIVE SHAFT THEREFOR

Calvin G. Wells, Warren, and Joseph L. Malkowski, Troy, both

of Mich., assignors to Rockwell International Corporation,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Mar. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 244,178

\n\.CVV\6H 57/04. i7/(M)

U.S. CI. 74—467 2 Claims

1. A lubrication system for a power take off assembly and a

drive shaft therefore; said drive shaft being mounted for rota-

tion within a housing and having an end thereof aligned with

an opening in said housing; said drive shaft having a central

bore open at said end and including radial passages extending

from said central bore to be capable of providing lubricating

oil to a plurality of elements mounted on said drive shaft; said

housing having a supply of lubricating oil in a sump thereof;

said powr take off assembly including a casing sealingly se-

cured about said opening in said housing, a take off shaft coaxi-

ally aligned with said drive shaft and mounted on bearings for

rotation within said casing, and means for selectively coupling

said take off shaft to said drive shaft for rotation therewith; said

lubrication system comprising:

a tubular sleeve secured to said end of said shaft and having

a first end adjacent said take off shaft and a second end
remote llierefrom,

said means for selectively coupling including a plurality of

fixed, axially extending dog teeth on said first end of said

tubular sleeve;

said tubular sleeve having a pluralitv of radiallv extending

teeth about a cylindrical extending region of said first end
thereof to provide a driving gear,

an oil pump mounted on said casing and hav ing a pump shafi

extending into said casing,

a driven gear fixedly secured lo said pump shaft within said

casing and engaging said driving gear for rotation in re-

sponse lo rotation of said drive shad.

f'..

lubricating oil supplv piping from said sump lo said pump
lubricating oil discharge piping fr<im said pump lo an end ot

said casing remole from saul housing.

means for sealing said casing to allow said luhricaling oil to

be delivered bv said pump ti> said bearings, s.iid means lor

selecliveK coupling and said central bore of said drive

shafi through said end thereof during rotation oi said

ilrive shaft, and

said means for sealing including a circumferential seal be-

tween said housing and a cvlindricai extending surface ot

said second end of said tubular sleeve lo insure said lubri-

cating oil will onlv be returned lo said housing and said

sump thereof through said central bore of said drive shall

4,425,818

ROBOTK MANIPU! ATOR
Haruhiko Asada, and Takeo Kanadc, both of Pittsburgh. Pa.,

assignors to Carnegie-Mellon L'niversity, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Sep. 30. 198 1. Ser, No. 307.090

Int. CI.' tt23Q J IM

U.S. CI. 74—469 4 Claims

Ik
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1 Means for joining a first segnunl o( a manipulator arm

with a second segment connecleil .it one enil w ill' ' Mpulaling

means in a composite joint allowing roialion i ;lie -econd
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segment about an axis al an angle lo the longiiudinal axis of the
first segment and providing pivotal movement of the secmul
segment about the common longitudinal axis of the segments
comprising a fork fixed to an end of the first segment, a pin
rotatably mounted in said fork, means piMitally mounting the
second segment in the pin normal thereto so that both ends of
the second segment extend therefrom, a rotor or siatc^r coaxi-
ally affixed to the end of the second segment opposite the
manipulator means end and a stator or rotor coaxial with its

mating rotor or stator at the end of the second segment affixed
to said pin, whereby the weight of said rotor and stator tend to
counter-balance the weight of the manipulator means of the
second segment

shape, said endless loop of reinforcement fibers enclosed by a
laeket of aluminum, said connecting rod comprising a connect-
ing rod eye. a connecting rod shank and an arc curved part of
a connecting rod head in the form of a double loop of rein-

4.425,819

CONTROI. I.FVKR DKV IC H FOR A BICYCI K
Keizo Shimano. Sakai, Japan, assignor to Shimano Industrial
Company Limited, Osaka. Japan

Filed Jun. 9, 1981. Scr. No. 272,047
Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 25, 1980, 55-

89767(L'l; Aug 8. \^m. ?5-l 12888(1']

Int. CI.' B62I. J/()2: B62K 2J f)6. iiOSii s W
I ..S. CI. 74-489 8 Claims

1 14 V

>^^

forcement fibers which has cutouts in the vicinity of the con-
necting rod head, and wherein said arc curved part is adapted
to match a corresponding arc curved part and form a circle
with both curved parts forming the circle connected by expan-
sion bolls

1 A control lever device mounted on a handle bar of a
bicycle and comprising:

a bracket member having a fixing means for fixing said
bracket member to said handle bar, said bracket member
having a front wall, side walls and a rear wall, being
formed in a box-like shape having an opening at a rear side
thereof, and having a rising member extending toward
said opening;

a control lever mounted pivotally on the top of said rising

member and having a boss and a grip portion, said boss
being inserted at its utmost end into said bracket member
through said opening, and having at said utmost end a
retainer for a control wire, said grip portion being oppo-
site to said handle bar; and

an adjuster mounted on said rising member for adjusting a
distance between said grip portion and said handle bar,

said adjuster having a contact portion which contacts
with said control lever and a control portion ftir moving
said adjuster, said contact portion contacting with said

control lever to restrict the distance between said grip
portion and said handle bar.

4,425,821

ENGINE BALANCER
Floyd G. West. Crete, III., assignor to Allis-Chalmers Corpora-

tion, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Dec. 10, 1980, Ser. No. 214,641

Int. CI.' F02B 75/06; FI6C 3/04
U.S. CI. 74-604 10 Claims

4,425,820

CONNECTING ROD OF A COMPOSITE MATERIAL AND
METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING THE SAME

Adolf Swozil, Kuhlenthal, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to
Sigri Elektrographit GmbH, Meitingen bei Augsburg, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

Filed Feb. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 231,008
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 8,

1980, 3004575

Int. a.' G05G 1/00
U.S. a. 74-579 R 5 Claims

1. Connecting rod of composite material formed from rein-

forcement fiber wound in the form of an endless loop with
constant cross-sectional area and varying cross-sectional

1 An engine balancer on a four cylinder in line engine com-
prising, a crankshaft rotatably mounted on its axis of rotation,

a plurality of main bearings rotatably supporting the crank-
shaft, an engine balancer mounted underneath said crankshaft
including pairs of counterweights eccentrically mounted on
counterweight shafts on axes of rotation parallel to the crank-
shaft axis, a crankshaft drive gear drivingly connected to said

crankshaft for driving counterweight gears, a housing support-
ing said counterweight gears and counterweight shafts, one of
said counterweights mounted on each of said counterweight
shafts, means defining an eccentric shaft opening for receiving
the counterweight shafts for driving said counterweights, a

slot extending axially the length of said counterweight, a fas-

tening means for adjustably clamping said counterweight on
each of said counterweight shafts, alignment means including
aligning holes on said counterweight gears, said housing and
said counterweights for providing alignment adapted for re-

ceiving a pin to provide alignment of components.
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4,425,822 4.425.H23

HARMONIC-DRIVE ASSEMBLY MF( HAMSM FOR ( ONTROI I IN(. RKMOTKI V

Heinz Marschner, Kressbronn; Fritz Heinemann, Friedrirh- DISI'OSKI) i\l)l SIRIAI \ Al A > S AM) THK I IKK
shafen, and George Marsland. Kressbronn. all of Fed. Rep. of Waller Kuiisrhrnko, I ast MrunsMJrk. N.,1., und Martin ,1. ( ap-

Germany, assignors to Zahnradfabrik Friedrichshafen ACi.

Friedrichshafcn, Fed. Rep. of (Germany

Filed Oct. 31, 1980, Ser. No. 202,747

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of (iermany, Nov. 2,

1979, 2944123; Nov. 2, 1979, 2944124

Int. CI." F16H .<.t/()(). l.JM

U.S. CI. 74—640 18 Claims

devielle, Statcil Island, N.\ ., ussiunors tn i'lnnHalt ( orponi

lion. Philadelphia, i'a.

Filed Aug. 28, 1981. Scr. N... 297.394

Int. CI. FI6H <^,()f). Ubi I Id. ri6K <l mi

U.S. CI. 74—665 (;K 14 Claims

1. A motion-transmitting device of the harmonic-drive type,

comprising:

a housing;

a cup-shaped member with a fiexible cylindrical wall dis

posed in said housing and provided on an outer surface

with a multiplicity ()f elongate gear teeth extending paral

lei lo an axis of symmetry of said wall, said member being

rigidly attached at an open end to said housing.

a shiftable component slidably and rotatably attached to saul

housing at a side therciif opposite the open end of saul

member, said component forming a motion-output ele-

ment of said device;

stressing means including a rotalable mechanical wave gen

erator in said member for contacting an inner surface of

said cylindrical wall and deft>rming same to assume an

elliptical cross-section along a portu>n of the height of said

wall;

drive means operatively connected to said stressing means

for rotating said wave generator and thereby a major axis

of said elliptical cross-section;

an inwardly toothed first ring gear rigid with said housing

and encircling said member, said gear having teeth equ.il

in number to said elongate gear teeth and meshing there-

with only at substantially opposite sides of said member.

an inwardly toothed second ring gear rigid with said compo-

nent and longitudinally spaced from said first ring gear,

said second ring gear having teeth greater in number than

said elongate gear teeth and meshing therewith only at

substantially opposite sides of said member;

insulating means for sealing said housing; and

reinforcing means in said member at least at the »)pen end

thereof for bracing said wall against deformation at points

spaced from said wave generator

s , -•

;i T

¥^

I .'\[i[i.ir,iliis t<ir mip.irliiig ioi.ir\ riiolmn to e.K h of ,i pliir.il

il\ of riiiioleK dispusitl ili'Vki's i umprisiiij: .i plur.ilils ot

remoU'K dlsposi'J \.il\e sU-mv «. .ip.ifiji ol hemj; rut.iUj iii

either ilireelion lo open >ind close v.iKes .issi>ei.ileil llierru iili

s.iul .ipp.ir.iiiis eonipnsin^

J haiulwheel reinouU disposeil trom s.iul ilevives.

.1 firsi tlixihle sh.di responsivi' lo roi.iiioii ol s.tui h.iiulv^ luil

.iiul .id.ipled lo ir.insmil lorqiie iherelroiii in lirsi ot s.ml

phir.ililN ol de\ lei's.

an .uldilion.il flexible sli.ifi eoiinei. leil between siueeedinp

diA K es lo I herein seti.iJK eoniiei. I s.nd tit si ol s.iul plur.il

II \ oldev lees lo l.isl of s.iul dev lees, e.i* h ol s.iul ,iijijiii(>n.il

fii'xible sh.ifis ir.insniilling lorqui' lo ,i suv i eeilme Jivui

from an ininiedi.ile upsire.ini dev ici'. .wu)

nuMiis cooperating vvilh each of said fiexible sh.ilis lor ,.><n

trolling s.iid transmilled torque uherehv roi.iiion ol s.iul

h.iiuKvheel m one liirection rol.iles e.u h ol s.iul remoieU

disposed devices in same direction

4.425.824

\ ARIABIF TORQUF BICV( 1 1 S1'R(>( KKT
Curtis J. Koch. 1142 Scott. Watcrl(M). Iowa 50701

Filed Jul. 10. 1981. Ser, No. 282.113

Int. CI. n6H .< 44 (;o5(; / i4

U.S. CI. 74—750 B 5 Claims

1^0 •

)»*".•

*>-

a^

.r\ 1

1 Apparatus for driving a fi>ot-propelled vehicle ci>mprising

a pair of non-circular gears interaclivelv connected

one of said non-circular gears affixed to the frame of the

vehicle to be propelled

the second 4>f said non-circular gears being rotatively cou

pled lo a circular gear,

the circular gear having teeth thereon,

a pinion enclosure having pinion teeth therein enclosed.
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said teeth of said circular gear engaging the pmion teeth of
said pinion enclosure.

said second non-circular gear and said circular gear mounted
to a first axle.

said pinion enclosure being fixed to drive sprocket having
central axle journalled therethrough.

said first non-circular gear having opening centrallv therein.
said central axle passing through said opening in said first

non-circular gear,

said axle of said drive sprocket having a crank arm fixed to
each end thereof, in diametrically opposing relationships.

said first axle of said circular gear and said second non-circu-
lar gear being maintained at a fixed radius from said cen-
tral axle of said drive sprocket.

means for revolving said axle of said circular gear and said
second non-circular gear around said central axle such
that the angular velocity of rotation of said central axle is

identical to the angular velocity of the revolution of said
axle of said circular gear and said non-circular gear

said driving ring gear (23), said driven ring gear (25) being
drivingly connected to said converter input member (12).

~~
4,425.825 I

GEARED INPLT MECHANISM FOR A TORQL E
CONVERTER

Robert O. Chambers, Peoria, and Marion E. Ogden. Morton.
both of HI., assignors to Caterpillar Tractor Co.. Peoria III

per No. PCr/LS80/00550, § 371 Date .May 12. 1980. § 102(e)
Date May 12, 1980, PCT Pub. No. V\O81/03365. PCT Pub
Date Nov, 26. 1981

PCT Filed May 12. 1980. Ser. No. 262.961
Int. a.' F16H 1/2H

L.S. CI. 74-804
,8 Claims

4,425,826
TOOL FOR REMOVING LIDS FROM TINS

Albert E. Morris, 64 Kuroki St., Penshurst, New South Wales
2222. Australia

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 63,322, Aug. 2, 1979, Pat. No.
4,327.607. This application Apr. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 253.113

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to May 4, 1999,
has been disclaimed.

Int. a.' B67B 7/00: B25F 1/00
l.S. CI. 81-3.36

3 Calms

14. In a drive apparatus (10) having an engine fiywheel
member (22) rotatabfe about a first axis (21) and a torque con-
verter (13) having a rotatable input member (12), a speed
change mechanism (16) comprising:

a support member (17) having first and second portions
(18,19);

an internally toothed driving nng gear (23) connected coaxi-
ally to said flywheel member (22);

a first bearing assembly (20) joumaling said first portion (18)
of the support member (17) within said fiywheel member
(22) coaxially of said first axis (21);

retaining means (50) for preventing rotation of said support
member (17) about said first axis (21) while allowing
limited axial and radial play movement thereof;

a second bearing assembly (32) on said second portion (19) of
the support member (17) defining a second axis (27)
spaced generally parallel to said first axis (21); and

an externally toothed driven ring gear (25) rotatably earned
by said second bearing assembly (32) and meshed with

1 A gripping tool for removing from a tin a lid having an
annular peripheral lip projecting from an upstanding fiange.
the gripping tool comprising first and second members pivot-
ally interconnected and having respective jaw elements at one
end and characterized by the first member having its jaw
element shaped and dimensioned for insertion under the lip of
the lid and tapering to a fiat tip of screw-driver-like form; and
the second member having its jaw element being generally
L-shaped and comprising a first part and a second terminal
part, the first part being shaped and dimensioned for extending
over the lip of the lid and the second terminal part being
formed and dimensioned to extend down along and in contact
with the fiange of the lid and beyond the extreme end of said
screwdriver tip for gripping the lid when the tool is closed; the
spacing of the tip of the jaw element of the first member and
the opposite face of the second terminal part of the second
member decreasing steadily during closure so that, when said
tool IS in a closed position, the tip of the jaw element of the first

member co-operates with the second terminal part of the sec-
ond member to trap therebetween said upstanding lid flange
whereby removal pressure may be exerted on said lid without
distortion of said annular peripheral lip;

said second member comprising separate handle and beak
portions pivotally mounted on a common pivot with said
first member;

the tool further comprising a third member pivotally
mounted on said common pivot, having at least one for-
ward projecting prong lying adjacent said screwdriver
tip, and being provided with an abutment;

an arm being comprised in said handle portion and being
disposed and dimensioned for contacting said abutment
and route said third member;

the tool being operative so that as said first member and said
handle are squeezed together, in a first phase of closure
said upstanding fiange is trapped as aforesaid, and in a
second phase of closure said arm contacts said abutments
so as to rotate said third member exerting force on the rim
of the tin and removing the lid from the tin.
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4,425,827

SUSPENSION OF PIPE SPINNER
Lawrence E. Wells, Anaheim, Calif., assignor to Varco Interna-

tional, Inc., Orange, Calif.

Filed Feb. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 351,462

Int. a.' B25B 13/50

U.S. a. 81—57.19 19 Gaims

)

"^v_

^^

\

I. A pipe spinner comprising:

a plurality of rollers engageable with a pipe at different

locations about its periphery and adapted to grip and spin

the pipe;

two body members having portions receivable at different

sides of said pipe and each carrying at least one of said

rollers;

two pivotal connections mounting said body members for

swinging movement about two spaced axes respectively

between a closed position in which the rollers grip and

drive a pipe and an open position releasing the pipe;

an adjustable connection attaching said two pivotal connec-

tions together for relative lateral adjusting movement in a

relation shifting said pivotal axes toward and away from

one another to grip and drive different sizes of pipe;

powered means for swinging said body members about said

axes and between open and closed positions in differently

spaced conditions of said axes; and

support means attached to said adjustable connection and

adapted for connection to a suspending element in a man-

ner suspending said adjustable connection from said cle-

ment and suspending said pivotal connections and said

body members and said rollers from said element through

said adjustable connection.

4,425,828

RIGHT ANGLE DRIVE RATCHET SCREW-DRIVER
E. J. Berdinner, Jr., 2045 Meadow Dr., #1, Longmont, Colo.

80501

Filed Nov. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 325,639

Int. a.' B25B 13/46

U.S. a. 81—57.39 6 Claims

- V:
^.

tool means adapted for engaging a strew to transmit angular

motion to the screw;

rotor means connected to said tool means for imparting

angular motion to said tool means, and

a ratchet wheel on said rotor having a pluralil\ of cogs on its

peripheral surface m spaced-apart relation to each other, a

push rod positioned with its longitudinal axis perpendicu-

lar to the axis of said rotor, and a pawl attached to one end

of said push rod and extending into engagement with said

ratchet wheel, said push rod being movable longitudinalU

in a linearly reciprocating manner and biased in a direc-

tion away from said ratchet wheel, and said pav\l being

pi\(ilally attached to said one end of said push rod and

extending to engage cogs on one side of said ralchel u heel

to rotate said rotor in one angular direction as said push

rod IS moved in a linearly recipriKating manner, and

\vherein said paul is movable to an alternate position

extending from the push rod Ki engage cogs on the oppo-

site side of said ratchet wheel to rotate saiii rotor in the

opposite angular direction as the push rod is ni(>\ed in the

linearK reciprocating manner

4.425.829

PI NCH APPARATUS
John R. Kranik; George E. Melvin, both of Poughkeepsie. and

Wolfgang F. Mueller. Wappingers Falls, all of N.Y., assignors

to International Business Machines Corporation, Armonk,

N.V.

Filed Sep. 17. 1981. Ser. No. 303.248

Int. CI.' B23B 4V^(MJ: B26D 7 /^

U.S. CI. 83—62.1 5 Claims

1. Screw-driver apparatus, comprising:

1. An improved interposer punch apparatus for punching

small holes m sheet material having a pluralitv of elongated

punch elements arranged in a matrix, a head slidably support-

ing the punch elements, means to urge the punch elements in

an extended position, a spring biased stripper plate carried by

the head with apertures for receiving the lower ends of the

punch elements, and a base for supporting a substrate to be

punched and having apertures for receiving the lower ends of

the punch elements, the improvemeni comprising

a means in said base to forcibly displace slugs of material

punched from a substrate from the ends of said punch

elements following a punching operation, said means

including enlarged openings on the underside of said base

associated with each of said apertures, a plurality of tubes

pt)sitioned axially adjacent and below the assiKiated said

apertures in said base with the upper portu>ns of said tubes

located in said enlarged openings, and a means to force air

through said tubes to thereby force said slugs of material

from the punch ends,

said tubes kxaled in a common enclosure beneath said base

with one of the ends of each tube open to the atmosphere,

and a vacuum source connected to said enclosure to draw
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air through said tubes to thereby remove said slugs of
material from said enclosure with a resultant generated
current of air.

4,425,830 I

ANTI-KICKBACK SAW CHAIN
Renwick S. Atkinson, Portland, Oreg., assignor to Carlton Com-

pany, Portland, Oreg.

Filed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 301,840
Int. a.^ B27B 33/14

U.S. a. 83-833 9 claims

ihc outer contours of the guitar with the strings anchored to
said body with an opening extending through from the front to
the back of said body; a module containing the transducer
dimensioned to fit into and removably mounted in said guitar
body opening from the back of said body; and electrical con-
nections m said body between said module and the guitar
wiring, whereby the transducer may be selectively removed
without disturbing the guitar strings.

4,425,832
ADJUSTABLE BRIDGE FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

Hartley D. Peavey, Meridian, Miss., assignor to Peavey Elec-
tronics Corp., Meridian, Miss.

Filed Feb. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 345,089
Int. a.' GIOD 3/04

U.S. CI. 84-298
,0 Claims

1. A saw chain comprising:
a series of left and right hand cutter links disposed alter-

nately on opposite sides of the chain, and other links
pivotally connected to each other and to the cutter links to
complete the chain,

each cutter link including an upwardly projecting depth
gauge adjacent the forward end of the link and a cutter
portion including a top blade trailing the depth gauge, the
cutter portion having a forward cutting edge extending
above the height of the depth gauge, the top blade of the
cutter portion inclining downwardly progressing rear-
wardly in the cutter link.

said other links including a center link for each cutter link
pivotally connected adjacent its rear end to the forward
end of the cutter link and a safety link for each cutter link
pivotally connected adjacent its rear end to the center link
and on the opposite side of the chain from the cutter link.

the safety link including a leading projection adjacent the
forward end of the link and a trailing projection adjacent
the rear end of the link, said leading and trailing projec-
tions being separated by a gullet disposed intermediate the
projections, the leading projection and the trailing projec-
tion, with the chain extending in a straight line, projecting
upwardly from the chain no higher than the depth gauge
but at least a major portion of the height of the depth
gauge, said trailing projection also projecting rearwardly
to overlap the depth gauge.

u U U iJ jj n

1 An adjustable bridge for a stringed musical instrument
comprising:

a baseplate including a first generally flat part adapted to be
secured to the body of said instrument, and a second part
integral with said first part and extending outwardly from
said first part, and adapted to receive strings for said
instrument, and

a saddle, consisting of a single element having a first gener-
ally flat portion adapted to be secured to said first part of
said baseplate, and a second portion integral with said first

portion, and projecting from an edge of said first portion
and adapted to act as a nodal point for said strings.

4,425,831
ELECTRIC GUITAR TRANSDUCER MOUNTING

Barry Lipman, 1186 Post Rd., Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583
Filed Mar. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 356,946

Int. a.3 GIOH 3/00
U.S. a. 84-1.16 ,2 Qaims

4,425,833

CARTRIDGE CASE HOLDER APPARATUS
Clarence E. Purdie, deceased, late of Faribault, Minn, by Irene

D. Purdie, executor, assignor to Gopher Shooter's Supply
Company, Incorporated, Faribault, Minn.

Filed Aug. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 412,157
Int. a.3 F42B 33/00. 35/02

U.S. CI. 86-44 7 ci,i„5

1. Apparatus for holding a cartridge case having a cannelure
during a cartridge case reloading operation comprising a jaw
mount having an elongated linear first groove having an inter-

I A I . .

mediate portion, a linear cartridge case feed second groove

couolVna of »
."*" ^T" ^"""^

^^"l'
''""^' ^"'^ "^'""^ '""^ '"'^"'"^ '" '^^ ^"^^ «^°o^^ intermediate portion, a linear third

S^analU s^"?"";
supported adjacent the guitar strings groove opening to the first groove intermediate portion oppo-to an amplifier, satd gu.tar compnsmg: a guitar body defining site the opening of the second groove to the first groove a^d
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extending at right angles ii. the first groove, the first, second

and third grmives in part being defined by jaw mount iniur

walls that arc coplanar. and a bore opening through the first

groove inner wall in centered relalionship lo the openings of

the second and third grooves lo the first griu)Vf and extending

through the jaw mount, a first jaw and a second jaw mounted

in the first groove for slidably movement on diametric opposite

sides of the opening of the bore to the first grtH)ve. a third jaw

slidably mounted in the third groove, each jaw having a slot

elongated in a direction that extends radially relative the bore

and a lip extendable into the cartridge case cannelure, and a

screw for each jaw extended through the respective jaw slot

and threaded into the jaw mount for retaining the respeclne

jaw in the respective groove in fixed selected adjusted radial

positions relative the bore.

4,425,834

MUNITIONS DISPENSER
Arthur M. Lohmann, Hopkins, Minn., assignor to Honeywell

Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Jul. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 288.096

Int. CI.' F41F 5/(X)

U.S. CI. 89—lA 9 Claims

1. Apparatus for dispensing mines of short, circularly cylin-

drical configuration about a spin axis, comprising, in combina-

tion:

a housing having an opening;

an arm mounted in said housing for angular movement about

a first pivotal axis between first and second positions;

resilient means actuating said arm toward said second posi-

tion;

drive means operable to move said arm to, and releaseably

hold said arm in, said first position;

a cylindrical friction member arcuate about said first pivotal

axis from a site adjacent to said opening; and

a holder mounted on said arm to receive a mine with its spin

axis parallel to said pivotal axis and with its cylindrical

surface in engagement with said friction member,

so that when said arm is moved into said first position and

released, a mine in said holder is propelled along said

friction member and is ejected through said opening,

while rotating about said spin axis.

4,425,835

FLUID ACTUATOR
Eugene L. Krasnoff, Princeton, N.J., assignor to Ingersoll-Rand

Company, WoodclifT I>ake, N.J.

Filed Jan. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 228,383

Int. CI.' FOIL 25/02: FOIB 7/lfi

U.S. CI. 91—317 6 Claims

1. An actuator comprising:

(a) a housing;

(b) a Huid source for supplying pressurized fluid to the actua-

tor;

(c) a piston chamber within the housing;

(d) a piston disposed within the piston chamber said piston

having:

I a first piston means for moving the pistun in a first piston

direction,

II a second piston means for movinf* ihi' pision in a second

piston direction, and

III a third means for producing an increasing! and decreas-

ing fluid pressure source as the piston recipriKales,

(e) a valve means for actuating the first and second piston

means to reciprocate the piston wherein said vaKe means

iz'

•1.

" ^v!i

communicates with the fluid source producing a firsi

force on the \al\e means and said vaKe means communi-
cales with the increasing anil tiecreasing pressure snurce

causing an increasing and decreasing second force on ihe

valve means, and

(0 a pressure c<inlrol means for varviiig the fluid smirce

pressure acting on the valve means wherein the pision

reciprocating frequency is mi>dified

4,425.836

FLUID PRESSURE MOTOR
John W. Pickrcli. Scottsdale, Ariz., assignor lo Government

Innovators, Inc.. Phoenix. Ariz.

Filed Feb. 20. 1981. ««r. No. 236.145

Int. n.' F15B 15 22

U.S. CI. 91—405 10 Claims

1 In a fluid pressure motor including

a cylinder having a bore and an end wall,

a piston reciprocally movable within said cylinder and hav-

ing a face opposing said end wall and an outer surface.

a variable volume chamber defined w ithin said bore between

the end wall of said cylinder and the face of said piston,

and

a pi>rl in said cylinder for the transfer of said Huid to and

from said chamber.

the outer surface of said piston effeclivelv closing said pori

during the terminal portion of movement of said piston in

a direction toward the end wall of said cylinder,

improvements therein for regulating the transfer of said fluid

between said chamber and said port and for decelerating and

cushioning said piston during said terminal portion of move-

ment, said impriivements comprising

a channel formed into the outer surface of said piston for the

transfer of said Huid from said chamber to said port, said

channel forming a helix about said piston having a pitch

such that at least a portion of said channel is m constant

communication with said port during the terminal portion

of movement of said piston
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4,425.837

VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT AXIAL PISTON MACHINE
J..D. Livesay, Tipp City, Ohio, assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Sep. 28, 1981. Ser. No. 305,927

Int. a.' POIB 3/02
U.S. a. 92-71 4 Qaims

I

vice for fitting about said p<irtion of said moving shaft protrud-
ing from said cylinder for the collection of fluid at a collection
point, said device comprising:

a generally cylindrical body of a flexible materia! having an
axial passage formed therethrough for receiving said mov-
ing shaft, said cylindrical body including (a) a sealing
flange extending radially outwardly from one end of said
body to form a fluid-tight seal with a portion of said stuff-

ing box assembly, (b) an inwardly extending elastomeric
collar formed within said cylindrical body for engaging
the shaft in a circular wiping fashion to form a first annu-
lar fluid receiving space, (c) a circular open end spaced
from the moving shaft t() form a second annular fluid

receiving space, and (d) means providing open fluid com-
munication between said first annular space and said sec-

ond annular space whereby fluid which passes the wiping
action of said collar is drained back into said first annular
space; and

a drain line leading from said first annular space.

1. A variable displacement axial piston machine having
piston guide means stationarily aligned with an axial working
piston cylinder, a single-headed piston having a piston head at

one end reciprocally mounted in said working piston cylinder
and piston guide means at the opposite end for cooperating
with said first-mentioned guide means to prevent tilting of said
piston head in said working piston cylinder during piston
reciprocation, a shaft supported for rotation about a rotary axis
extending longitudinally of and radially spaced from said pis-

ton, a rotary swash plate with fiat parallel sides, swash plate-
shaft drive means for fixedly drivingly and pivotally intercon-
necting said swash plate and shaft so that said swash plate
rotates with said shaft while being pivotal about a pivot axis
transverse to said rotary axis, swash plate-piston drive means
for slidably drivingly and pivotally interconnecting said sides
of said swash plate with said piston to effect reciprocation of
said piston on rotation of said shaft and vice versa and wherein
the piston stroke and thereby displacement is made to vary by
pivoting said swash plate to various angles relative to said
shaft, and said swash plate-piston drive means including axial

compensating means for maintaining continuous sliding drive
engagement between said piston and both sides of said swash
plate to automatically compiensate for the change in effective
axial thickness between said sides relative to said piston when
the angle of said swash plate is changed.

4,425,839

FLEXIBLE AIRDUCr AND DEFLECTOR SYSTEM
U. John Stull, 707 Monroe St., Endicott, N.Y. 13760
Continuation of Ser. No. 10,603, Feb. 8. 1979, abandoned. This

application Nov. 3, 1980, Ser. No. 203,541
Int. CI.' F24F 7/00; A47G 5/00

U.S. CI. 98-40 R 5 claims

4,425,838

FLUID CONTROL DEVICE
Aaron J. Pippert, Houston, Tex., assignor to Utcx Industries,

Inc., Houston, Tex.

Filed Jul. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 284,009

Int. a.^ FOIB 31/00
U.S. a. 92-86 16 Claims

i

35

W

9

u

33

35
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I. In a cyhnder-moving shaft combination wherein at least a
portion of said shaft protrudes from said cylinder, said appara-
tus further having a stuffing box assembly for sealing around
said shaft, the improvement comprising a Huid collection de-

1. An air distribution system for introducing thermally con-
ditioned air upwardly throughout only a specified portion of
the floor area of a room, thereby creating a desired tempera-
ture differential between that part of said room above said

specified portion of the Hoor area and the remaining part of
said room above that portion of the fioor area other than said

specified portion, said system facilitating fast and simple selec-

tive adjustment of the portion of said floor area comprising
said specified portion, said system comprising:

(a) flooring means defining the lower horizontal surface of
said room;

(b) sub-fiooring means arranged below and in spaced rela-

tion to said flooring means to define a space separated
from the lower side of said room by said flooring means;

(c) a plurality of small, closely spaced openings extending
through said flooring means over substantially the entire

area thereof through which said space communicates with
said room;

(d) at least one elongated, flexible, resilient element arranged
within said space along a predetermined path and extend-
ing between said sub-flooring and said flooring means to

separate said space into a first area, below said specified

portion of said floor area, and a second area below said

portion other than said specified portion;

(e) means securing said element to said sub-flooring means to

define said predetermined path; and

(0 means for introducing a supply of thermally conditioned
air into said first area of said space, whereby said condi-
tioned air may pass from said space into said room only
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through the openings in said flooring means within said

specified portion of the area thereof

4,425,840

BLOWER
Morimoto Masao, Kasai, Japan, assignor to Sanyo Electric Co.,

Ltd.. Moriguchi, Japan

Filed Oct. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 314,221

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 25, 1980, 55/166224

Int. CI.' F24F l3//n: F04D 25/10

U.S. CI. 98—40 V 4 Claims

1 A blower comprising:

a body case having at least a front opening;

an axial flow fan mounted in said body case;

means coupled to said axial flow fan for driving said axial

flow fan;

a generally circular rotating deflector means having a cen-

ter, mounted in said front opening of said body case for a

free rotation therein, wherein said rotating deflector

means comprises:

brake changing vanes arranged radially about said center of

said deflector and disposed in a substantially circular area

concentric with said center of said deflector, said brake

changing vanes being responsive to a swirling air flow

from said axial flow fan for imparting a braking force in a

braking direction to said deflector; and

rotation changing vanes arranged in parallel and disposed in

a ring concentric with and circumferential to said brake

changing vanes, said rotation changing vanes being re-

sponsive to said swirling air flow generated by said axial

flow fan for imparting force to said deflector in a rota-

tional direction, said rotational direction being opposite to

said braking direction, whereby an airflow is directed

over a wide angular range by said blower, said deflector

being rotated in said rotation direction at a low speed.

from so as to form a space therebetween for cooperation with

the conveyor screw, the polishing rotor and said screen hous-

ing being ctinically tap<.Tcd. parallel to each other, and having

the narrow end thereof pointing towards the rice discharge

orifice, and funnel means located essentially underneath said

screen housing for collecting and discharging polishing po\^-

der, the improvement comprising a housing cover for closing

off said housing hevond said nee feed orifice, a bearing lube

surrounding said shaft and fastened to the housing cover so as

to be axialK displaceable vMthin ihe housing cover, the polish-

ing rotor and said screen housing having the wide end thereof,

opposite to the narrow end thereof, said polishing rotor being

disposed adjacent to the conveyor screw and mounled on a

side thereof by means of said bearing lube, the mlernal diame-

ter of said housing in the region of the convevor screw being

greater than the maximum diameter of Ihe polishing rotor so

that the housing cover can be removed from said housing

logelher with the bearing tube, ihe shaft, the polishing rotor.

Ihe conveyor screw and the drive coupling member

4.425,842

HIGH EXPRESSION SQUEEZE ROLL LIQUOR
EXTRACTION OF NONWOVEN BATTS

Allen R. W inch, Westfield. N.J.. and W illiam A. Rearick, Simp-

sonvillc. S.C, assignors to Cotton Incorporated, New York,

N.Y.

Filed May I. 1981. Ser. No. 259.567

Int. CI.' D06B 1 5 02

U.S. CI. 100—37 22 Oaims

4,425,841

RICE-POLISHING MACHINE
Walter Vick, Hamburg, and Rolf Suhrbicr, Norderstedt, both of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to F. H. Schule GmbH,
Hamburg, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jun. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 389,172

Int. CI.' B02B 3/00. 7/02

U.S. CI. 99—605 5 Claims

1. In a rice polishing machine of the type including a hous-

ing, a shaft mounted essentially horizontally in said housing, a

drive coupling member carried by said shaft on one end

thereof for connecting the shaft to a drive source, a polishing

1 otor carried by said shaft on the end thereof opposite to said

one end. a conveyor screw coaxially and fixedly connected to

the polishing rotor, the housing being provided with a rice feed

orifice at the conveyor screw, and with a rice discharge orifice

at the edge thereof remote from the conveyor screw, a screen

housing surrounding the polishing rotor at a distance there-

1. A methtxl of extracting liquor from a non-woven textile

fiber batt, comprising the steps of

conveying a wet textile fiber batt to an upper squeeze roll;

squeezing the textile fiber batt between a ptirous conveyor

belt and the upper squeeze roll to expel a fraction of the

liquor carried by the textile fiber batt, said fraction of the
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liquor being gradually expelled as the textile fiber batt is

progressively squeezed between the porous conveyor belt

and the upper squeeze roll;

carrying said textile fiber batt through a nip defined by said
upper squeeze roll and a lower squeeze roll to expel addi-
tional liquor from the textile fiber batt; and

conveying the textile fiber batt away from the nip on the
conveyor belt.

4,425 843
REMOVABLE FACEPLATE COMPACTOR RAM

David T. Jacobsen, and Jerome P. Kiopfenstein, both of Battle
Creek, Mich., assignors to General Foods Corporation, White
Plains, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,856
Int. a.' B30B 15/06

U.S.a.lOO-229A saaims

1. In the combination of a storage bin having at least one
opening for the inlet of material into said bin with a compactor
communicating with said opening; hopper means for supplying
solids material into said compactor; and compactor ram means
reciprocable within said compactor for conveying the material
from said compactor through said inlet opening into the stor-
age bin; the improvement comprising: a face plate mounted on
the forward end of said compactor ram and being adapted to
enter said bin opening during the compacting stroke of said
ram towards the bin. said face plate having peripheral dimen-
sions in substantial conformance with the size of said bin inlet
opening; latch means on said face plate normally engaging
means on said compactor ram for releasably fastening said face
plate to said compactor ram; resilient biasing means normally
biasing said latch means into a latching position for fastening
said face plate to the head end of said compactor ram; means
engageable with said storage bin and said face plate when the
latter is in a predetermined position within the bin opening for
biasing said latch means into an unlatching position releasing
said face plate from said compactor ram and concurrently
locking said face plate to said storage bin to form a closure for
said inlet opening; a guide frame fastened to the head end of
said compactor ram circumferentially encompassing said face
plate, said guide frame guiding said face plate into said latching
engagement with the compactor ram, recesses formed in said
guide frame in axial alignment with the latch means of said face
plate; at least one conduit means on said face plate in axial
alignment with said recesses and a through-bore in said storage
bin axially aligned with said recesses and said latch means in

the forward position of said compactor ram, said engagmg
means being insertable through said through-bore, recesses and
conduit means to bias said latch means into a position for
releasing said face plate from said compactor ram and locking
said face plate to said storage bin.

4,425,844
HOME PULSE COMPENSATION FOR MULTIPLE

SPEED LINE PRINTER
James E. Carrington, Vestal; Michael D. Hryck, Endwell; Dean
W. Skinner, Binghamton, and Gerald R. Westcott, Endicott,
all of N.Y., assignors to International Business Machines
Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Jun. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 391,313
Int. a.3 B41J ;//*

U.S. a. 101-93.14 8 aaims
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1 In a printer system wherein a printer mechanism com-
prises a plurality of type characters movable in a closed path
and a plurality of print hammers electrically operable for en-
gaging said type characters at print positions along said path to
effect printing of said type characters on a print medium,

drive means for producing constant motion of said type
characters at a plurality of speeds relative to said print
hammers whereby printing occurs at a corresponding
plurality of printing rates,

means for selectively operating said print hammers in timed
relation with the motion of said type characters to effect
on-the-fly printing at said plurality of print rates including

print control means operable for providing character identi-

fying signals including a reference character signal in

synchronism with the motion of said characters at said

plurality of speeds,

means for synchronizing the operation of said print controls
with said type characters during said motion at said plural-

ity of speeds including,

means for generating reference pulses indicative of the mo-
tion of a reference type characters relative to a reference
position on said closed path located at a predetermined
lead distance from a given print hammer,

said lead distance being a fixed distance dependent on the
flight time of said given print hammer to effect engage-
ment with said reference character when moving at one of
said speeds,

sync control means connected to said print control means
for receiving said character identifying signals,

said sync control being operative for determining the coinci-
dence of said reference character signal from said print
control and said reference pulses, and

compensating circuit means connected between said refer-

ence pulse generating means and said sync control means,
said compensating circuit means having adjustment means

operable for electrically modifying the timing of said
reference pulses for application to said sync control
means,

said adjustment means being operable for modifying the
timing of said reference pulses in accordance with changes
in said speed of said type characters by said drive means
from said one of said constant speeds.
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4.425,845

BANK FOR ACCOMMODATIN(; SEVERAL PRINT RAM
UNITS

Armin Rohg, Weil im Schocnbuch, and Kurt Hartmann, Calw-

Hcumaden, both of Fed. Rep. of (icrmany, as.slgnors to Inter-

national Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 363,972

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Nov. 4,

1981, 3114835

Int. CI.' B41J V/JO

U.S. n. 101—93.34 11 Claims

equally spacfd liming marks so ihal ihc number of liming

marks (Kcurring on the track between the first and second

'
'-'' -••4 1

^<-''
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sensible non-liming marks uniqucl\ nJcnnrics each l\pe

character carrier

4.425.847

TRAVELING PRESSURE PAD ASSEMBLY FOR
MECHANICAL PRINTER APPARATUS

Jacob M. Drillick. 4560 South Cedar lake Rd., Apt. No. H.

St. Louis Park. Minn. 55416

Filed May 24, 1982. Ser. No. 381.397

Int. CI.' B41F j( /^

U.S. CI. 101—269 3 Claims

1. A bank for accommodating at least one print ram unit

comprising:

at least one frame having a lower extension piece, an upper

extension piece and a first recess lying between said lower

extension piece and said upper extension piece;

at least one pair of electromagnetic ram actuators, one of

said pair of actuators located on one side of said frame and

the other of said pair of actuators located on the opposite

side of said frame;

a base part having slits therein to accommodate the lower

extension piece of said frame;

a comb part having at least one recess therein to accommo-
date said upper extension piece of said frame;

at least one print ram arranged in said first recess and oper-

ated by said at least one pair of actuators,

a ram head coupled to said print ram for serving as a prim

hammer; and

a spring means coupled to said lower extension piece for

reducing the recoil force on said frame when said print

ram is operated;

whereby said frame is arranged between said base part and

said comb part.

4,425,846

TYPE BAND AND BAND PRINTER WITH AUTOMATIC
PRINT BAND RECOGNITION

Walter H. Sakmann, Herrenberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, as-

signor to International Business Machines Corporation, Ar-

monk, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 335,945

Claims priority, application European Pat. Off., Aug. 6, 1981,

81106152.2

Int. Cl.^ B41J 1/20

U.S. a. 101—111 5 aaims

1. In a rotating exchangeable type character carrier for

impact printers capable of operating with a number of different

type character carriers where there is a track of equally spaced

sensible timing marks associated with the characters which

track contains a first sensible non-timing mark positioned be-

tween two of the equally spaced timing marks to identify a

start point for control processes of the impact printers, the

improvement comprising:

a second sensible non-timing mark in said track that is

uniquely spaced from the first non-timing mark for each of

the different type character carriers between two of the

1. Apparatus for applying printing forces upon a surface lo

be printed and comprising, in combination

(a) a main frame, guide rail means, and force applying means

mounted upon said guide rail, said force appl>ing means

including traveling frame means for said printing force

applying apparatus;

(b) first and second drive bearing means rotatably journaled

for rotation about first and second axes respecii\el>

within said traveling frame means, and arranged to nor-

mally contact the surface of said guide rail to impart

rotation to said drive bearing means;

(c) pressure ring means mounted for rotation within said

traveling frame means, with said pressure ring means

being rotatably journaled for floating rotation generalK

about idler puck means rotatably journaled on a third axis,

said first and second axes being disposed on opposite side

of said third axis and intermediate said third axis and said

guide rail means, with the peripheral surface of said pres-

sure ring being arranged in running contact with the

periphery of said drive bearing means; and

(d) mechanical bias means for normally forcing the outer

surface of said pressure ring means into contact with the

periphery of said drive bearing means so as to impart

rotational motion to said pressure nng prior lo contact

being established between said pressure ring and the sur-

face to be printed.
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4,425,848

FLEXOGRAPHIC INK DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Ointon C. Bell. 4925 Torrey Pines Ct.. Charlotte. N.C. 28211
Diiision of Ser. No. 266,890. May 26. 1981. This application

Jun. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,651

Int. a.' B41F 31/04. 31/06. 31/36
U.S. a. 101-350 7 Claims

1. A system for applying and then remn\ing m mcicrim;
fashion ink from a roll comprising

first means including ink ar.d having an outlet adjacent said
roll operable to apply ink to said roll:

second means operable to meter and remove ink from said
roll and including a member with an outer surface with
parallel ridges thereon separated by grooves m rcccnc ink
from said roll as said ridges contact said roll and rcmmc
ink therefrom, said member is a plate with a first cdcc
adjacent said roll and an opposite parallel edge, each edge
having a series of said groo\es formed thereon, sa^d
grooves on said first edge are sized different) > from said
grooves on said opposite edge, said plate is mounted adja-
cent said roll and is remountable thereon to locate said

opposite edge in the position preMously occupied h\ said
first edge adjacent said roil depending on the amount of
ink to be metered from said roll

4,425,849 '

PRIMER ASSEMBLY
Gordon K. Jorgenson, Doilard des Ormeaux, Canada, assignor

to C-I-L Inc., North York, Canada
Filed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 379,007

Oaims priority, application Canada, Jun. 22, 1981. 380677
Int. a.' F42B 3/10; F42C I'^/OH

L-.S. a. 102-275.12 ,o claims

rT^^^^i

hollow center o'i the said toroid transformer element, said
apertures being at least of a size to permit free slidable passage
therethrough of an insulated electric wire having a diameter of
at least 115 mm

4,425,850
DEV ICE FOR INITIATING AN EXPLOSIVE CHARGE

WITH DAMMING MEANS OF NON-EXPLOSIV F SHOCK
WAVE ATTENUATING MATERIAL BETWEEN THE

OUTER BOOSTER AND THE LINER
Peter Grossler. Hochstadt, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Messerschmitt-BolkoH-Blohm G.m.b.H., Fed. Rep. of Gcr-
man>

Filed May 8, 1981. Ser. No. 261,705
Claims priority, application Ftd. Rep. of Germany, May 24

1980. 3019948

Int. CI.' F42B 7/00
U.S. CI. 102-307 ,8 Claims

1 An explosive device comprising:
a case in the form of a body of rotation about a central axis

and defining an open face:

an explosive charge in the case.

at least one fragmentable lining covering the open face and
the explosive charge, the explosive charge shaped to
explode and fragment the lining substantially in an effec-
tive direction parallel to the central axis;

the explosive charge having a recess therein symmetrical
about the axis and extending in the explosive charge and
symmetrical about a central vector of the effective direc-
tion

an inner booster charge substantially at a center of the re-

cess;

an outer booster charge positioned around the inner booster
charge and extending into the recess; and

damming means covering at least a portion of the outer
booster charge made of non-explosive shockwave attenu-
ating material and between the outer booster and the liner.

I. A pnmer assembly for initiating explosives in a vertical
borehole by means of electric blasting caps which are initiated

electromagnetically comprising:

(a) a pnming charge of high explosives,

(b) a cylindrical, open-top. cup-like container body having
means thereon to support a toroid transformer element
and attached lead wires and electric blasting cap, said
bla.sting cap being positioned in detonating relationship
with the said pnming charge of high explosives, and

(c) an interlocking cover for said cylindrical cup-like con-
tainer,

the said cylindrical cup-like container and interlocking cover
having apertures therein at a location in alignment with the

4,425,851

HIGH SPEED PASSENGER TRANSFER VEHICLE
Alvin L. I^ng, Civilian Gen. Del. Beale A.F.Bf, Calif. 95903

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 234,336, Feb. 17, 1981,
abandoned. This application Mar. 18, 19S2, Ser. No. 359,582

Int. a.' B61K l/fX)

U.S. n. 104-20 2 Claims
I In a high speed tram that is supported by track, the im-

provement comprising;

(1) a self-propelled vehicle, carried on top of said train and
adapted to be suspended on a monorail at a depot, for

subsequent release from said train;

(2) a magnetic collar means on the bottom of said self-

propelled vehicle, and on the top of said train, said mag-
netic collar means adapted to hold said self-propelled
vehicle to the top of said train;

(3) means for transferring pa.ssengers to and from said train,

said transferring means comprising;
(A) a stairway means extending from said train to said

self-propelled vehicle to allow access to passengers
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between said train and said self-propelled vehicle via

said magnetic collar means;

(B) a horizontal sliding door means mounted in said mag-

netic collar means between said tram and said self-

propelled vehicle;

(4) power driven wheel means mounted on retractable arms

on said self-propelled vehicle, said power driven wheel

means on said vehicle adapted to be extended to securely

grasp said monorail at a train depot;

and exteriorly on the cup-like member to engage upon the

shoulder of the cup-like member and sandwich the platform

between the opposed fianges of said members

-f\

C
>'<„

4,425,853

CASH SAF>:

Jon D. C. McGregor, and Deanna E. Richards, both of 3/52

Grange Rd., Toorak, Australia 3142

per No. PCT/AU80/00082, § 371 Date Jun. 26. 1981, § 102(e)

Date Jun. 26. 1981. PCT Pub. No. WO81/01325. PtT Pub.

Date May 14. 1981

PCT Filed Oct. 31, 1980. Ser. No. 279.963

Claims priority, application Australia, Oct. 31, 1979. PE1145;

Oct. 31, 1979, PE-1151

Int. a.' E05G 1/12: E05B 43/00

U.S. CI. 109—25 16 Oaims

5. . ..3»

Jj^

(?) shackle means mounted on said train on retractable arms

to hold said self-propelled vehicle to said tram during

normal travel between depots, said shackle means adapted

to be released to permit release of said self-propelled

vehicle from said train at a train depot;

whereby said self-propelled vehicle is detached from said

train and attached to said monorail at a train depot in

preparation to discharge passengers ascended from said

train to said vehicle via said stairway means through

said magnetic collar means.

4,425,852

PALLET CONSTRUCTION
Donald L. Riviere, Neenah, Wis., a.ssignor to Menasha Corpora-

tion, Neenah, Wis.

Filed Nov. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 317,792

Int. CI.' B65D 19/26. 19/40

U.S. CI. 108—56.3 9 Claims

1
>'///^

2Sr"i2aE2i:

1. In a pallet having a platform and feel anchored to the

platform to space the platform from the floor, each of said feet

comprising a cup-like member oriented with the mouth open-

ing upwardly and having an outwardly and peripherally ex-

tending flange at the upper extremity thereof, said cup-like

member being inscrtable within a suitable hole in the platform

to place the underside of the flange thereon into engagement

with the upper platform surface adjacent to the hole, said

cup-like member having an outwardly projecting, upwardly

facing shoulder exteriorly thereof and spaced beneath the

flange, said shoulder in the assembly of the cup-like member to

the platform being also spaced beneath the platform, and a

locking ring member having an outwardly and peripherally

extending flange disposed upwardly and a shoulder engaging

surface disposed downwardly beneath its flange, said IcKking

ring member being adapted for disposal beneath the platform

v.'-^Jd_^ V. ^ 1

r-* *-
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1. A cash safe comprising a hollow safe b<idy having an

opening for removal of the contents from the safe, a closure

positionable on said receptacle to close said opening. Uxking

means mounted on said closure and actuatable to l(Kk said

closure over said opening and deacluatablc t<i unlcKk said

closure, timing means operable in response to actuation of said

locking means to preclude deacluation for a time peruxl after

said actuation, said locking means comprising a Uvking mem-

ber cooperatively connected to said timing means to be rotat-

able at a predetermined rate by said liming means to move the

locking member from an actuated rotational locking position

assumed pursuant to said actuation, to a deactuated rotational

unlocking position, abutment means on said safe bi>d>, said

locking member co-opcrating with said abutment means when

at a rotational position other than said deactuated position to

lock said closure, and. when at said deactuated position, to

unlock said closure, said liming means comprising a clock

timer having an actuating member and actuated bv rotation of

said actuating member in a predetermined direction to a prede-

termined extent, and subsequently operating lo rotate said

actuating member in the direction opposite to said predeter-

mined direction at said predetermined rale whereby said time

period IS dependent upon said predetermined extent to which

said actuating member is rotated, and means selectivelv opera-

ble to, in one position, interrupt operation of said liming means

and in another position lo release said interruption of operation

and restore the liming means to operation

4,425,854

MICRONIZED COAL BURNER FACILITY

Frederick D. Calfo, Elyria, and Michael W. Lupton, Strongs-

villc, both of Ohio, assignors to The United States of America

as represented by the Administrator of the National Aeronau-

tics and Space Administration, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jun. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 393,588

Int. CI.' F23C I/IO. 1/12

U.S. CT 110—262 9 Claims

1. In a system for burning a coal-in-oil fuel mixture (COM)
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to provide a flame which produces substantially only submi-
cron ash particles, the combination of.

a burner unit comprising:
|

a cylindrical burner section having first and second ends and
a cylindrical inner surface:

a flame exit nozzle disposed at said first end of said burner
section, said nozzle having a throat whose diameter is

substantially less than the diameter of the inner surface of
said burner section;

a sonic fuel spray nozzle disposed in said burner section just
inwardly of said second end and having a longitudinal
passageway extending therethrough to a nozzle orifice.
one or more passageways extending radially outwardly
from said longitudinal passageway adjacent said nozzle
orifice;

an ignitor extending into said burner section;
means for delivering air heated to at least 300° C. to said

burner section at a pressure greater than 1 psi gage;

.9 "
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means for supplying fuel at a prescribed pressure to said one
or more radial passageways in said nozzle; and

means for supplying regulated air pressure to said longitudi-
nal passageway whereby said fuel is atomized at said
nozzle orifice, combustion in said burner section occur-
ring at about 1 psi gage;

said means for supplying fuel at a prescribed pressure to said
one^r more radial passageways in said spray nozzle com-
prising.

a fuel supply source;
|

a fuel return line communicating said one or more radial
passageways with said fuel supply source;

a fuel delivery line communicating said radial passageways
through a fuel control valve and a pump to said fuel sup-
ply means;

pressure relief regulator means connected from said fuel
return line to a point in said fuel delivery line between said
pump and said control valve whereby two paths are pro-
vided for return of excess fuel to said supply source

4,425,855

SECONDARY AIR CONTROL DAMPER
ARRANGEMENT

Roman Chadshay, Windsor, Conn., assignor to Combustion
Engineering, Inc., Windsor, Conn.

Filed Mar. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 471,975
Int. C\} F23D 1/00; F23K i/02

U.S. a. 110-263 5 Claims
1. A system for providing secondary air to a windbox of a

tangentially-fired furnace, including, i

a source of secondary air,

a conduit mounted on the furnace wall outside the furnace
and connected to the source,

a transition conduit section connected to the secondary air
conduit extending through the furnace wall and into a
vertically tiltable nozzle having multi-opneings,

at least one turning valve mounted in the transition conduit
section upstream of the tiltable nozzle to form a plurality
of channels in the transition conduit section,

an air flow control structure mounted in each channel
formed by the turning vane,

and a control means for each air How control structure

arranged to be operated from external the furnace in order
to determine the velocity and distribution pattern of the

total secondary air supplied to the openings of the nozzle
from the channels.

4,425,856
PROCESS FOR THE TREATMENT OF AQUEOUS

EFFLUENTS CONTAINING ORGANIC SUBSTANCES
AND INORGANIC SALTS AND APPARATUS FOR USE

THEREIN
Ferenc Szilagji, Antony, France, assignor to Rhone- Poulenc

Industries, Paris Cedex, France
Filed Jun. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 272,280

Oaims priority, application France, Jun. 13, 1980, 80 13165
Int. a.' F23G 5/00

U.S. CI. 110-346 2aaims
NEaA"Jf. f'jRM&'F

JECIOR

1. A process for the treatment of aqueous effluents contain-
ing organic waste and possibly inorganic salts, which com-
prises burning the said effluent in an incinerator comprising a
vertical cylindrical furnace, by spraying the said effluent by an
injector, using an excess of air as the supporter of combustion,
the sprayed efTluent jet passing through the fiames of liquid or
gaseous fuel burners located towards the upper part of the
furnace, arranging the said burners almost tangentially to the
perimeter of the furnace and orientated towards the base of the
furnace, creating a turbulence which entrains any salt present
towards the center and preventing its deposition on the walls
of the furnace, the burners being arranged symmetrically in the
upper part of the furnace so that the projection of their orifices
onto a plane perpendicular to the axis of the furnace is located
inside a ring, the radius of which is between the radius and half
the radius of the furnace, and being orientated in a horizontal
plane and in a vertical plane, defining the said orientation by
the dihedral angle formed by the vertical half-plane passing
through the axis of the burner and by the vertical half-plane
passing through the axis of the furnace and the orifice of the
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burner, this angle being between 120° and 160', and the exten-

sion of the axis of the burner being tangential to an imag'nary

vertical cylinder, the radius of which is at least 0.35 times the

radius of the furnace, and by the angle of inclination of the

burner towards the bottom of the furnace, the said angle of

inclination being between 10° and 60°, and creating a pressure

reduction at the base of the furnace through the discharge

orifice for the fumes and any salt formed, and optionally recov-

ering any salt obtained.

4,425,857

LOCK-UP MECHANISM FOR A PLANTER ROW UNIT
Darlo E. Lienemann, Darien; Donald L. I^emiann, and Nicho-

las H. WunschI, both of Bolingbrook, all of III., assignors to

International Harvester Co., Chicago, III.

Filed Mar. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 358,069

Int. a.' AOIC 5/00

U.S. CI. Ill—85 11 Claims

' ,1

1. A planter row unit comprising:

a parallel bar linkage, said linkage being adapted for attach-

ment to a planter, said linkage including dual spaced upper

and lower bars, said lower bars having curved slotted

openings;

a row unit frame having furrow forming means, furrow

closing means, and seed dispensing means, said upper bars

being pivotally connected to said frame, pin means

mounted on said frame and moveable in said slotted ope^i-

ings in said lower bars between a lowered unit working

position and a raised non-working position;

locking means pivotally mounted on said lower bars, said

locking means having detents for locking the frame pin

means in lowered working and raised non-working posi-

tions, said detents being notches elongated in the direction

of said linkage and preventing disengagement of said

locking means until said frame member is lifted therefrom

before subsequent lowering to the working position; and

downstop means for the frame in the working position, said

down stop means comprising a pair of spaced rollers

mounted on said frame, with each roller engaging a lower

bar.

alignment position and for releasing said sheet of malcnal

when aligned;

means for moving said arm means with said sheet of matenal

laterally and longitudinally and for rotating said contact

member and said sheft of material for axially aligning a

desired fold line ol tne material with the nip of said rollers,

means for longitudinally moving said aligned sheet of mate-

rial to said folder and for urging the material at the desired

fold line into the nip of said rollers,

means for delivering said sheet of material with the desired

fold first to a sewing machine with a reciprocating needle
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and a feed dog for the edge of said sheet of material being

stitched;

blade means adjacent said needle for trimming the edge

before stitching;

friction means inboard of said needle engaging and forming

a fixed center of said sheet of material uhilc its edge is

being stitched;

means for sensing the edge of said sheet of material,

and means for moving said friction means in response to said

sensing means for changing the fixed center of said sheet

of material according to variations in the profile and said

sensed edge

4,425,859

ZIG ZAG SEWING MACHINE
Eiichi Ishitani, Kasugai, Japan, assignor to Brother Kogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha, Nagoya, Japan

Filed Mar. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 244,006

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 11, 1980, 55-48464

Int. a.' D05B J/06

U.S. CI. 112— 158 R SGaims

4,425,858

MEANS FOR PROCESSING SHEETS OF MATERIAL
Francis B. Hargett, Richmond, Va., assignor to AMF Incorpo-

rated, White Plains, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 352,628

Int. aj D05B 21/00: B65H 39/02

U.S. a. 112—121.12 10 Oaims

1. Apparatus for automatically aligning, folding, trimming

and stitching a sheet of fabric material, comprising

table means having a starting position and an alignment

position with a plurality of sensors for sensing three edges

of a sheet of material when appropriately aligned;

a folder mounted on said table means and having a pair of

oppositely rotating rollers forming a nip therebetween;

arm means having a contact member for engaging and mov-

ing a sheet of material from said starting position to said

1. A zig zag sewing machine compnsing,

a frame including an arm and a bed.
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an arm shaft rotatably supported on said arm and havmg a

crank member at one end. said arm shaft bcmg rotatabic m
the clockwise direction as seen from said crank member
end thereof,

a needle bar operatively connected with said crank member
through a crank rod for reciprocating motion.

a needle supported on said needle bar.

means for effecting lateral movemein v . .„.u needle bar in a

plane perpendicular to the axis of said arm shaft.

a bed shaft rotatably supported on said bed in parallel with
said arm shaft, said bed shaft and said arm shaft extending

in opposite directions from the reciprocating path of said

needle, and

a loop taker including a loop seizing beak and secured to the

bed shaft at said corresponding position, said loop taker

being rotated synchronously with and in an opposite

direction to the rotation of said arm shaft, said loop seizing

beak of the loop taker and said bed shaft being positioned

on opposite sides of the reciprocating path of said needle

feeding element; and clutch means for shiftably disengaging
said one-way coupling from said upper feeding element includ-

ing a shift mechanism connecting said clutch means with said

regulating means.

4,425,861

BOAT WITH INTERIOR ACCOMMODATION SPACE,
AND STRUCTURAL PART THEREOF

Seppo Raikamo, Hakalanicatu 5, 94100, Kemi, Finland

PCT No. PCT/FI80/00014, § 371 Date Jul. 27, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Jul. 27. 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/0I823, PCT Pub.
Date Jul. 9. 1981

PCT Filed Dec. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 287,758
Claims priority, application Finland, Dec. 28, 1979, 794093;

Apr. 17, 1980. 801220

Int. CI.' B63B 29/02
U.S. CI. 114-71 3 Claims

I

4,425,860

WORKPIECE FEEDING DEVICE FOR A SEWING
MACHINE

Giinter Landwehr, and Horst Thiele. both of Bielefeld, Fed. Rep
of Germany, assignors to Kochs Adier AG, Bielefeld. Fed
Rep. of Germany

Division of Ser. No. 77,143, Sep. 19, 1979, Pat. No. 4,271.776.

This application Oct. 1, 1980, Ser. No. 192,911

Int. CI.' D05B 27/22

U.S. CI. 112—311

a

^ '^
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1 A sliding top for a boat of the type including a cabin and

2 Claims ^ cockpit spaced from said cabin, the sliding top including:

a first portion having roof and sidewall portions arranged in

telescoping relationship with roof and sidewall members
of said cabin;

a second portion integral with said forward portion and
having deck and sidewall portions arranged in telescoping

relationship with deck and sidewall members of said cock-

pit;

said first and second portions of said sliding top each having

a length greater than the spacing between said cabin and
said cockpit; and

slide means permitting movement of said sliding top be-

tween:

(a) a first position in which said second portion is tele-

scoped relatively to said cockpit deck and sidewall

members and said first portion provides an extension of

said cabin roof and sidewall members; and,

(b) a second position in which said first portion is tele-

scoped relatively to said cabin roof and sidewall mem-
bers and said second portion provides an extension of

said cockpit deck and sidewall members.

1. In a sewing machine having a workpiece supporting base
plate, a standard and an overhanging arm carrying a presser

bar, a movable needle and a longitudinally extending arm shaft

for driving said needle, a workpiece feding device having a

lower feeding means including a feed dog engaging the lower
surface of a workpiece, a mechanism synchronously driven to

said needle for imparting a four motion feeding movement to

said feed dog and having a regulating means for reversing said

feeding movement while said sewing machine is operative or

inoperative, and transmitting means connecting said mecha-
nism with said feed dog and including an oscillating shaft

transmitting a partial movement of said four motion feeding

movement as a feed and idling motion; an upper feeding means
having an upper feeding element arranged to cooperate with

said feed dog in the area of said needle in a steady contact with
the upper surface of said workpiece, a bracket secured to said

presser bar and carrying said upper feeding element, means for

connecting said oscillating shaft with an one-way coupling and
means for connecting said one-way coupling with said upper

4,425,862

SAIL LINE STOPPER
Jacob Hirsch, 420 North St., Harrison, N.Y. 10528, and A. Allen

Lipton, Rock Ridge, Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543

Filed Aug. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 406,207

Int. a.i B63B 21/04
U.S. a. 114—199 4aaims
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1. A sail line stopper adapted to control a line on a sailboat
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which line can be released under heavy load without abrading
the line comprising:

a U-shaped base member having a pivot pin member in the

legs of said U-shaped base, said base adapted to be an-

chored on a sailboat,

an inner element having a handle attached thereto ccccnin-
cally mounted for pivotal movement around said puoi
pin,

a moveable outer element positioned for pivotal movement
with and rotational movement on said inner clement.

spring means mounted between said inner element and said

outer element which is acted on by relative movement
between said inner and outer elements,

said line adapted to be inserted between said outer clement
and said base with the rotary movement of said outer

element accommodating various size of line.

said spring means being placed in compressK>n when said

outer element is pivoted into engagement with the line

when said handle is activated toward said line thereby

locking said outer element to said line which lockinp

increases as the load increases on said line while allowing

said outer member to easily ride over said line in the

opposite direction away from the load,

said line being released in said opposite direction when said

handle is raised thereby pivoting said outer element away
from said line permitting the line to move in the release

direction with the outer element moving in the same
direction under light spring pressure whereby said line is

released easily even under heavy load condition without
abrasion as said outer element is permitted to move in the

same direction as the released line.

4,425,863

PENDULUM HELMSMAN SEAT
Terrill D. Cutler, 518 Kendall Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90042

Filed Mar. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 240,118

Int. a.3 B63B 29/12
U,S. CI. 114—363 5 Claims

4 425 864
ROTOR FOR KI.KCTR0MA(;NKTI( I\DK ATOR

Alfred Skrobisch, Commack, N.V.. assinnor to The Stiver Com-
pany. Inc., Bay Shore, N.V.

Filed Feb. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 346.373
Int. (!.' C;01D sn2. (;08B s 24

U.S. n. 116-204 9 Claims

92

6«
ii lb

.

•-.' -. it. ?8

I A rotor for an electromagnetic indicator, comprising a flat

disk ha\ing means integrally conncelin^ magnet at one edgi-
and a slop block at the opposiled edge, said flat disk made i>t

lightweight material

said connecting means including integral tabs ixiendini;

outwardly of the opposite edges of said disk, and
a reinforcing rib integral w ith said disk and said tabs, said rib

extending across s.iid disk ccniralU thereof in a plaiu

perpendicular thereto bevond the opposite edges thtreol
to outer ends i\^ said labs

4.425.865

METHOD FOR THE HOMOGENEOUS COMPLETF
ENCAPSULATION OF INDIVIDUAL GRAINS OF

POURABLF MATERIAL AND APPARATUS FOR ITS
PRODUCTION

Ernst L. Horner; Jiirgen C. Knolle. both of Kschwegc. and Hans
Grimm, Meinhard. all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to

Saat- und Krntetechnik (^mbli, Eschwege. Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many

Division of .Ser. No. 207.651, Nov. 17, 1980. This application

Jun. 23. 1982. Ser. No. 391.241

Int. CI.' B05B /' ()()

U.S. CI. 118-19 6 Claims

I. In combination with a sailboat hull subject to roll move-
ment including a rudder control member oscillatable abtiut a

first fore and aft extending horizontal axis, a helmsman's seat

including mounting structure defining a base portion mounted
in said hull and a mount portion supported from said ba.se

portion for adjustable vertical shifting relative thereto, a seat

structure, support means oscillatably supporting said seat

structure from said mount portion in pendulum fashion for

swinging about a second fore and aft extending horizontal axis

with said first and second axes disposed at least generally in the

same vertical plane and said mount portion being vertically

adjustable relative to said first axis to enable at least general

alignment of said axes, said support means including adjustable

friction brake means operative to adjustably vary frictional

resistance to oscillation of said seat structure relative to said

mount portion.

1. Apparatus for the uniform, fully enclosing surface coaling
of individual particles of pourable materials having nearly

uniform particle size with either a smiMMh. rough or scabrous
serrated surface, in a fiuidizing fountain with healed air under
use of an inorganic and or organic coating material in the form
of a suspension or solulion; a steep funnel-like upwardly en-

larged container within which a predetermined quantity of the

material is to be coated, said container having a shorter less

steep funnel-like lower segment Kxrated at the bctttom of said
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upwards enlarged container; means for the injection of a heat

3ir stream into said container at controlled velocity in ascend-
ing vertical direction to form a fluidized fountain of limited

height and diameter incident ro the middle axis and thereby
forming a core zone; at least one nozzle for injecting the sus-

pension or solution from below and in the same direction as the

heat air, said nozzle being located al the lower end of the

container for injecting the suspension or solution m an upward
direction with a nozzle spray angle of between 30' and 60° at

a predetermined mass/time ratio into the core stream of high

volume concentration and for effecting the complete, u "or

deposition of the suspension on the surface of the material, and
simultaneous drying of the treated material during the ascent in

the core zone and its descent within the peripheral at a reduced
air stream pressure, sliding along the vessel wall into the fun-

nel-shaped lower container segment towards the formed fluid-

izing fountain and repetition thereof until the predetermined
coating quantity has been applied and drying of the surface-

coated material to a prescribed moisture content, said steep

funnel-like, upwardly enlarged container having a circular or

polygonal configuration whose upper portion constitutes a

body of increasing diameter wherein the diameter ratio of the

upper part, meas^ji^d from the bottom to the top is in a ratio of
1:1.5 to 1:4.5 and sai' -horter less steep funnel-like lower seg-

ment opens into said upper portion and has sides which form an

angle relative to the perpendicular of 20 to 50: and the screen

closures at the upper and lower end of said container consisting

of exchangeable screens of maximum free .rja with a mesh sii^c

smaller than the smallest particle of the n .I'eria! to He c >ated

I

4.425,866

MACHINE AND METHOD FOR COATING PLASTIC
CONTAINERS

Wolfgang Hoffmann, Modesto, Calif., assignor to B & H Manu-
facturing Company, Inc., Ceres, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 306,483, Sep. 28, 1981,

abandoned. This application Oct. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 315,003

Int. n.' B05C 13/02
U.S. a. 118—58 10 Claims

-H.

•¥H?7n
~^EM^^

1. A machine for applying a liquid coating to cylindrical

articles which comprises:

(a) a rotary shaft having an axis of rotation,

(b) a plurality of pairs of chucks supported radially out-

wardly of said shaft for rotation with said shaft in an

orbital path about the axis of said shaft, the chucks of each
pair being in axial alignment and being free to rotate about
their individual axes parallel to the axis of said shaft, each
such pair of chucks being adapted to pick up a cylindrical

article at a pickup point, to transport each article to a

delivery point and to release the article at such delivery

point,

(c) chuck spinning means mounted on said shaft and free to

rotate relatively thereto, said chuck spinning means en-

gaging one of each pair of chucks as it rotates orbitally

about the axis of said shaft to cause each such chuck to

spin about its individual axis, said chuck spinning means
also allowing reversal of the direction of spinning of the
article.

(d) means for rotating said chuck spinning means relatively

to said shaft, and

(c) applicator means in the form of a rotary member tangent

to said cylindrical articles as they undergo orbital motion
about the axis of said shaft.

4,425,867

APPARATUS FOR APPI.'^ ING TONER
Herbert A. Tobias, East Brunswick, N.J„ assignor to E. I. Du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Aug. 6, 1979, Ser. No. 64,396

Int. a.' B05C 1/02. 19/00
U.S. a. 118-120 lOQaims

II 46 M

fe;jg-y^:i:-:.r:-'.Tr^-Vv :'.y^-

1 Apparatus for applying toner to an image defining tacky
surface on a photo-element, the apparatus comprising:

a support plate:

a toner distribution plate disposed in parallelism with the

support plate with one of the plates being reciprocally

movable with respect to the other, the distribution plate

aiiJ the support plate co perating to define a photo-ele-

ment conveying path therebetween, the distribution plate

having a toner distribution slot therein, the support plate

and the distribution plate each having pile fibers depend-
ing therefrom, the fibers slanting from their respective

plates and converging toward the other plate in the direc-

tion of conveyance of the photo-element along the con-
veying path,

a toner hopper adapted to receive a particulate toner therein

mounted to the distribution plate and extending laterally

thereacross, the hopper communicating with the toner

distribution slot,

an applicator mounted for rotation within the distribution

slot, the applicator having bristles emanating therefrom,

the bristles extending into the photo-element conveying
path and slanting in a direction opposite to the direction of
slant of the pile fibers; and,

means attached to one of the plates for reciprocating it in a

plane parallel to plane of the other plate, the relative

motion between the plates and the fibers thereon impart-

ing movement to the photo-element to convey it along the

conveying path, the movement of the photo-element
along the conveying path rotating the applicator to dis-

tribute toner from the hopper onto the photo-element.

4,425,868

COATING HOOD
Richard G. Shapiro, Elmira, N.Y., assignor to Thatcher Glass

Corporation, Greenwich, Conn.

Filed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 335,086

Int. a.5 B05B 15/02
U.S. a. 118-314 laalm

1 Hood apparatus for coaling vitreous articles, comprising:
hood means comprising a top wall and a pair of side walls

extending downwardly from said top wall to define a

coating chamber;

means operative to convey vitreous articles along a prede-

termined path through said coating chamber;
a first pair of coating fluid spray means operative to direct a

coating fiuid toward said predetermined path;

one of said spray means being adjacent one side wall at a

certain location along said conveying path;

the other said spray means being adjacent the other side wall
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and longitudinally offset from said fir^» spray means rela-

tive to said predetermined path,

so that fiuid from said pair of spray means impinges vitreous

articles on said conveying means in longitudinally offset

pattern so as to avoid fluid flow stagnation;

a second pair of coating fiuid spray means operative to direct

coating fiuid toward said predetermined path;

one of the spray means of said second pair being at said one
side wall and the other spray means of said second pair

; i *-..,.„

^ , j.-,,A.

rf .:x

•f

w-^

versely through said lower portion of said plenum with

respect to said longitudinal axis, and

(IV) a mouth formed in said lower portion of said plenum.
said pressurized stream of fiuid passing through said

mouth to leave said fiuid fiow unit,

each of said slots being shaped, contoured and dimensioned
to continually receive and permit portions of one of said

rotating circular rollers to pass therethrough such that

(v) the one of said portions of said roller p<isilioned m and
rotating through said slot at a particular time is able to

move freely therein, and

(vi) said mouth of said plenum is positioned generally

adjacent said substrate panel as said panel moves into

contact with said roller

being at the other side wall longitudinally offset from said

one spray means of said second pair;

each said spray means comprising a fiuid manifold disposed

in a niche formed in the adjacent sidewall;

at least one spray aperture associated with the manifold to

direct a coating fiuid spray at a certain nonperpendicular
angle toward said predetermined path; and

each said niche including a nonperpendicular wall portion

permitting unimpeded fiuid fiow from the manifold associ-

ated with that niche.

4,425,869

FLUID FLOW CONTROL MECHANISM FOR CIRCUIT
BOARD PROCESSING APPARATUS

J. Richard Hull, Chandler, Ariz., assignor to Advanced Systems
Incorporated, Phoenix, Ariz.

Filed Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415,390

Int. CI.' B05C 5/02
U.S. CI. 118—314 1 Claim

1. Apparatus for directing a stream of fiuid against a sub-

strate panel traveling through said apparatus in a selected

direction of travel, said panel having a pair of opposed gener-

ally parallel planar surfaces colerminating at the edge defining

the periphery of said panel, said apparatus including

(a) a conveyor table for transporting said substrate panel in

said direction of travel, said conveyor table including at

least one rotary axle carrying a plurality of spaced circular

rollers contacting said pliant substrate panel mewing past

said rollers;

(b) at least one fiuid fiow unit generating a pressurized

stream of fiuid and having an elongate plenum with a

longitudinal axis transverse said direction of travel of said

substrate, said elongate plenum including

(i) an upper portion,

(ii) a lower portion,

(iii) a plurality of spaced elongate slots pa.ssing trans-

4,425,870

PAINT SPRAY BOOTH
Hugh E. Marshke, 7240 W. Cedarcroft, V\. Bloomfield, Mich.
48033

Filed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 362.980

Int. CI.' B05B 15/00
U.S. CI. 118-326 6 Claims

r
L r-
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1. A paint spray booth fi>r spray painting articles comprising

a housing having a bottom and a substantially horizontal

fi(M>r spaced upwardly from the bottom, said fiixir form-

ing an upper housing chamber and a lower housing cham-
ber, the article"' to be painted being positioned m said

upper chamber.

means for supplying water to an upper surface of said fioor.

air scrubber means open through said fioor and Huidly con-

necting said housing chambers for intermixing water and

air,

said air scrubber means comprising an elongated duct open

at each end and forming an elongated air/water passage-

way between said housing chambers, al least one haffie

panel, and means for removably securing said at least one

baffie W!thin said duct so that said a! least one baffle panel

lies in a plane substantially parallel to a longitudinal axis of

said duct and so that said at least one baffie panel extends

along substantially the entire length of said duct.

means for inducting an air/water mixture through said air

scrubber means and into said lower chamber.

means contained within said lower chamber for collecting

and removing water inducted into said lower chamber,

wherein the vertical spacing between said housing bottom

and said housing fi(X)r is levs than four and one half feet,

and

wherein said duct extends downwardly from said fioor at an

acute angle in the range of 50 degrees to 70 degrees
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4.425.871

APPARATLS FOR SENSING DEPOSITION OK A THIN
HLM LAYER OF A MATERIAL

Richard T. Martin, Santa Barbara, Calif., assignor to Applied

Magnetics Corporation. Goieta, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 232,842, Feb. 9, 1981, Pat. No.

4,373,470. This application May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 267,038

Int. a.' C23C 13/08

L.S. a. 118—664 31 aaims

ccimmunicating the upper and lower barrel sections, said

\v aisled junction section being sufficiently smaller in diameter

• o

n!

A
<"-*

t

J

I
•

1. Appar.itus for sensing deposition of a thin film layer of a

material from a source onto a substrate comprising
supporting means adapted to be positioned between a sub-

strate and a source and including selectively passing

means for enabling passage of selected predetermined
portions of a said material from a said source along each of

a plurality of predetermined paths located in the proximity

of a said substrate and adjacent a deposition path undi-r

conditions correlated to that under which a said material

is deposited through a said deposition path in a thin film

layer onto a said substrate;

means positioned relative to said supporting means for selec-

tively inhibiting passage of a said selected predetermined
portion of a said material through certain of said selec-

tively passing means;

means for monitoring a selected parameter of a said thin film

material which is passed through certain of said selec-

tively passing means, said monitoring means including

detecting means positioned along each of said plurality of

predetermined paths and being adapted to sense a said

predetermined portion of a said thin film material being
passed along its associated predetermined path and for

producing electrical signals derived from the selected

parameter of a thin film material so detected representing

at least one of the mass per unit area, thickness and deposi-

tion rate of a said thin film of material; and
means operatively coupled to said supporting means for

transporting the supporting means including the selec-

tively passing means relative to a said substrate and source
to selectively change certain of said selectively passing

means while enabling a selected predetermined portion of
a said material to pass through certain of the selectively

passing means to said monitoring means.

than said upper barrel section to function as at least a partial

abutment for the distal portion of the teat to restrict upward
crawl of the inflation.

4,425,872

MILKING INFLATIONS
Geoffrey S. Mills, Walton Park, Walton, Waikato, New Zealand

Filed Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 341,496

Int. a.5 AOIJ 5/06
U.S. a. 119—14.47 8 aaims

1. In a teat cup milking inflation of the type sealingly engage-
able within a rigid teat cup shell and adapted to receive a teat

through an inflation mouth at the upper end portion and to

connect with a vacuum milk line at the lower end portion, said

inflation including a resilient tubular body part responsive to

applied fluctuations in pressure within said shell to alternately

collapse and expand around said teat, the improvement com-
prising a tubular body portion divided into a collapsible upper
barrel section and a collapsible lower barrel section by a

waisted junction section resistant to collapse having a bore

4,425,873

BIRD FEEDER
Risto A. Rinne, Jr.. 9 Town View Dr., New Milford, Conn.
06776

Filed Aug. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 409,840

Int. CI.3 AOIK 39/00
U.S. CI. 119-51 R 2 Claims

1 A bird feeder comprising:

(a) a base plate having an upper surface;

(b) two panels attached to the upper surface of said base

plate and disposed substantially perpendicularly thereto in

spaced apart relationship, said panels forming opposite

walls of the bird feeder; and

(c) a roof for partially enclosing an area between said panels

and supported thereby comprising:

(i) a first roof section affixed to-said panels,

(li) a second roof section in movable relationship with said

first roof section, and

(iii) an elastomeric member connecting said first roof

section to said second roof section, said elastomeric

member being affixed to the top of at least a portion of

both of said roof sections and extending along substan-

tially the entire length of the interface formed therebe-

tween for providing a flexible water protective seal and

hinge,

whereby said second roof section can be displaced to facilitate
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access to the area enclosed by said base plate, said panels and
said roof

4,425,874

DISPENSER
Francis W. Cliild, Southfork-Star Rte., Cody, Wyo. 82414

Filed Apr. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 372,988

Int. CI.' AOIK 29/(X)

U.S. a. 119— 156 20 Claims

1. An apparatus accommodating liquid insecticide adopted

to be attached to the ear of an animal comprising:

a body having a flexible wall surrounding a chamber,

means located in the chamber for retaining liquid insecticide.

said wall being made of material having a porosity that

allows limited seepage of liquid insecticide to the atmo-

sphere, said wall having at least one slit providing a nor-

mally closed mouth, said mouth being opened upon appli-

cation of force to said wall whereby liquid insecticide can

be introduced into said chamber, and

connector means operable to attach the body to an e;ir of the

animal.

4,425,875

WOUND BOILER WITH REMOVABLE AND
REPLACEABLE COMBUSTION CHAMBER

John D. Marran, Overleigh Rd., Bernardsville, N.J. 07924

Filed Dec. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 335,877

Int. CI.' F22B N/OO. 21/26

U.S. CI. 122—134 9 Claims

fuel, ami ,i ilisch.irge oullel in the wall means a spateil

distance remote from the charging inlet.

il an arcuate exlensKin and guiiie prdjecling from ihe c\lin

dncal means at a poini adjacent the discharge outlet tc

guide and turn the flow of combustion pases expanding

from the fire box and to direct the same along the extcn

sion of the cylindrical means m an axial direclmn cnunit r

to the direclmn of flow of the comhuslion gases in the fire

box,

e means defining a front shoulder about the charging inlcl

end of the hollow cvlindrical means, and

f kev means on said front shoulder tor fixing and orienting

the position of the cvlindrical means in the wound boiler

so that the discharge outlet is aligned and disp(>sed lo

deliver combustion gases Irom ihe fire box to said (.omhuv-

tion gas flow passages

4.425.876

ALCOHOL DISSOCIATION AND WASTE HEAT
RECOVERY PROCESS FOR Al TOMOHII KS

(icrald I). RutledKC and Hecynung ^o«»n, both of McMurray,
Pa., assignors to Conoco Inc.. NN ilmington. Del.

Filed .Sep, 3. 1982. Ser. No. 414.984

Int, CI.' F02M 2^ (12

U.S. CI. 123—3 3 Claims

h
4
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1. A combustion chamber and liner for use in a wound boiler

having, a plurality of spaced heat exchanger convolutions

forming a central space and combustion gas flow passages

therein comprising;

a. an independent free standing sized, elongated, hollow

cylindrical means having an inner wall means defining a

fire box for combustion of fuel therein,

b. said hollow cylindrical means made from an insulating

material having a relatively low coefficient of thermal

conductivity and capable of withstanding the relatively

high temperatures of the gaseous products of combustion

generated in the fire box,

c. said hollow cylindrical means having, a charging inlet for

1 A methtHl of fuel treatment and distribution fi>r an autiv

mobile internal combustion engine comprising the steps as

follows:

(a) operating an adiabatic reactor without a substantial

amount of exhaust heat within an operational temperature

range said catalyst bed reactor comprising a partial com-

bustion catalyst and a disscKiation catalyst.

(b) providing a substantial amount iif engine exhaust heal to

an endothermic reactor having an endothermic disstKia-

tion catalyst therein.

(c) vaporizing liquid alcohol to form alcohi>l vape>r,

(d) mixing said alcohol vaptu with air to form a partial

combustion mixture;

(e) contacting said partial combustion mixture and said par-

tial combustion catalyst w hereby a disHKiation mixture is

formed and heat is evolved;

(f) contacting said disstKiatu>n mixture and said disstxiation

catalyst to form a hydrogen-rich fuel,

(g) contacting said hydrogen-nch fuel and said endi>thermic

dissiKiation catalyst to form a fuel product wherebv ai

least a portion i^f any residual undissiviated alcohol in said

hydrogen-nch fuel is dissociated to hydrogen and carKm
monoxide using the engine waste heat pn^vidcd b\ the

exhaust gas
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4.425.877

COOLING ARRANGEMENT FOR LIQUID COOLED
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

JoMf A. Fritzenwenger. Anzing; Martin Probst, and Gunther
Schmid, both of Munich, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assign-

ors to Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft, Mu-
nich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 363.145
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 27,

1981, 3112202

Int. a.' POIP 7/16

U.S. a. 123—41.1 11 Cairns

4,425.878

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE COOLING
METHOD AND DEVICE

Olof Samuel, Saltsjo-Boo, Sweden, assignor to Nordstjernan
AB, Stockholm, Sweden

per No. PCr/SE81/00215, § 371 Date Feb. 25. 1982. § 102(e)
Date Feb. 25, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO82/00317, PCT Pub
Date Feb. 4, 1982

per Filed Jul. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 359.662
Oaims priority, application Sweden, Jul. 10, 1980, 8005086

Int. a.' FOIP 5/10, 7/14
U.S. a. 123^1.08 11 Qaims

1. A cooling arrangement for a liquid cooled internal com-
bustion engme. the cooling arrangement comprismg a heat

exchanger means, a bypass means extendmg m parallel to said

heat exchanger means, a mixing chamber means for accommo-
dating a cooled and uncooled portion of a coolant, a thermo-
stat means for radiating a flow of coolant through the heat

exchanger means and the bypass means m dependence upon a

temperature of the coolant, mixmg chamber means is arranged
at an outlet side of the heat exchanger means m a normal flow

direction of the coolant, the thermostat means is arranged in

the mixing chamber means and is adapted to selectively control

at least one inlet opening into the mixing chamber means such
that the mixing chamber means is connected ultimately with
the heat exchanger means and the bypass means and character-

ized in that

the thermostat means further includes a coolant entrance
chamber means defined in the housing, the coolant en-

trance chamber means is adapted to be brought into com-
munication with the mixing chamber means by the ther-

mostat means, the entrance chamber means, mixing cham-
ber means, and bypass means are formed by a plurality of

cylindrical sections having decreasing diameters, a longi-

tudinal center axis of each of the cylindrical sections

forming the entrance chamber means, mixing chamber
means, and bypass means are coincidental and extend

substantially parallel to an air flow direction through the

cooling area and at a position spaced from an outside of an
extension of an outside wall of the return flow coolant

tank means, the entrance chamber means is defined by the

housing means and the cover means, the entrance cham-
ber means and the cover means are arranged on the front

side whereas the bypass means are arranged on the back
side of the return flow coolant Unk means as viewed in a

flow direction of the coolant and in that the discharge

opening of the mixing chamber means is arranged on an
outside wall of the return flow coolant tank means.

1 A method for cooling internal combustion engines for
reducing corrosive wear of cylinder barrels and piston rings,

comprising maintaining the surface temperature for cylinder
barrels and piston rings below the lower temperature limit for
maximum corrosion due to the SOvcontent in the flue gas by
controlling the cooling effect while the engine is subjected to

a load up a predetermined partial load, at increasing engine
output and when said partial load has been arrived at adjusting
the cooling effect so that the surface temperature is increased
abruptly to a value above the upper limit of temperature for
said maximum corrosion, and maintaining the surface tempera-
ture thereafter above said value.

6 A device for controlling the cooling of internal combus-
tion engines having a closed circuit cooling system including a
radiator and a pump in order to reduce corrosive wear of
cylinder barrels and piston rings by controlling their surface
temperature comprising a control unit, a transducer operably
mounted on the engine to produce signals corresponding to the
engine output and operably connected to said control unit to
transmit said signals as input signals to said control unit, said

control unit in response to said output signals of said trans-

ducer emitting output signals, coolant flow rate control means
operably connected in the coolant circuit of the engine and to

said control unit to receive said output signals and in response
thereto control the coolant flow rate through the engine.

4,425,879

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FAN DRIVE
Michael C. Shadday, Edinburg, and Dennis A. Wilber, Eliza-

bethtown, both of Ind., assignors to Cummins Engine Com-
pany, Inc., Columbus, Ind.

Continuation of Ser. No. 931,436, Aug. 7, 1978, abandoned. This
application May 11, 1981, Ser. No. 262,614

Int. a.' FOIP 11/10; F16D 33/12
U.S. a. 123-41.12 14 Oaims

1 A fan drive for an internal combustion engine including a

fan and an engine drive, said fan drive comprising a clutch
which when engaged couples said engine drive to said fan and
when disengaged uncouples said engine drive from said fan,

said clutch including at least two parts forming a pressure

chamber, at least one of said two parts being rotatable, feed and
return liquid passage means connected to said chamber and
adapted to be connected to a source of liquid under pressure,

first valve means connected in said feed passage means for

controlling the communication of liquid pressure between the

source and said pressure chamber, said first vaJve means hav-
ing an open position where said pressure chamber receives

substantially the full pressure of said source and a closed posi-

tion where said passage means is closed and pressure is locked
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in said chamber, and second valve means on said rotatable part

for releasing pressure in said chamber to said return passage

after said first valve means is moved to said closed position,

said clutch being actuated when said first valve means is open
and liquid pressure appears in said chamber, said second valve

means including a member that responds to centrifugal force

\_* -'X " ''JB'

>22
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and to liquid pressure and having a closed position and an open

position, and said pressure chamber being bounded by seals

which enable leakage of liquid under pressure from said cham-

ber when said first valve and said second valve are in said

closed positions, and said seals leaking said liquid under pres-

sure when said first valve is closed and thereby causing said

second valve to open and said clutch to slowly disengage.

4,425,880

ROTATING CYLINDER INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINE

Bertram J. Rochlus, 5730 N. 96th St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53225

Filed Jul. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 283,854

Int. a.' F02B 57/06

U.S. a. 123—44 C 23 Claims

1. An improved internal combustion engine to rotate an

output shaft, comprising:

A. a stationary frame member;

B. a cylinder housing mounted to said frame member for

rotation about a rotary axis and having first and second

ends and a cylindrical inner wall defining an interior

space; and wall means defining recessed cylinder heads

surrounded by annular spaces;

C. a double-ended piston having a continuous outer wall,

H-shaped in cross-section, being captured in said space for

rectilinear motion and having first and second recessed

working faces respectively opposed to said first and sec-

ond ends to define first and second combustion chambers

in said space; the projecting legs of said H-shaped piston

being recipr<Katablc into said annular spaces surrounding

said cylinder heads,

D. transfer means to introduce, a combustible fuel mixture

alternately in said first and second combustion chambers,

whereby lo reciprcKate said piston reclilinearly in said

space, said fuel transfer means including fuel injection

means in the form of fuel inlets in said cylinder housing,

uall means defining an annular and generally cylindrical

fuel transfer passage legated inside of said piston outer

wall, fuel injection inlets in said housing wall for commu-
nication with said annular transfer passage at a selected

timed sequence; an air inlet port in said cylinder wall

opposite said annular spaces surrounding said cylinder

heads, said piston legs controlling said air inlet ports and

affording communication of outside air with said transfer

passage for mixing with said fuel;

E. first power transmission means coupled to said piston lo

transmit the rectilinear motion of said piston to said hous-

ing to rotate said housing, said means including a piston

slot transverse to the longitudinal axis of said piston, a

stationary unitary crankshaft having an axis coincident

with said housing rotating axis, an offset crank on said

crankshaft, a rectangular block having an aperture for

receiving said crank, said block being reciprocatablc in

said slot to afford piston movement relative to said hous-

ing during housing movement; and

F second power transmission means coupled to said housing

to transmit the rotation of said housing to said output shaft

to rotate said shaft.

4.425,881

RECIPROCATING ENGINE AIR INTAKE SYSTEM
Francis R, Lyndhurst, Costa Mesa, Calif., assignor to Aero

Power Engine Manufacturing. Inc., Incline Village, Nev.

Filed Oct. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 307.855

Int. CI.' F02B 75/22

U.S. CI. 123—52 MV 17 Claims

Jit

lie

ila

^J.

4. In an internal combustion engine having air intake mani-

folding proximate two parallel cylinder heads, the heads ex-

tending longitudinally and being laterally spaced, the improve-

ment combination comprising

(a) said manifolding including runner ducts that extend

generally laterally and in generally parallel relation.

(b) each runner duel having a discharge end communicating

with mtake valve porting asscK-ialed with one of said

heads,

(c) each runner duct having an intake end spaced generally

laterally from its discharge end. said intake ends extending

in two laterally spaced parallel rows that extend longitudi-

nally,

(d) and a plenum chamber communicating with said mtake

ends and via which air is supplied to both of said rows of

runner duct intake ports, said intake ends opening gener-
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ally upwardly, and said plenum chamber being located

above the runner ducts,

(e) said runner ducts being formed by a single metallic mtake
body supported to have said runner ducts extending gen-

erally between said two heads.

(0 said plenum chamber having two endwise longitudinally

extending laterally spaced header zones to receive end-

wise longitudinal flow of compressed intake air, said

header zones opening laterally along the lengths of said

zones toward the upper interior of said plenum chamber
via which intake air is supplied downwardly to said intake

ends of the runner ducts,

(g) said plenum chamber having an upper wall that extends

convexly downwardly and laterally generally between
said header zones and toward the uppermost mid-portion

of said chamber, thereby to deflect the entering air down-
wardly toward said intake ends of the runner ducts, and
including air cooling means in said plenum chamber below
said upper wall in the path of air flow to said intake ends
of the runner ducts, said air cooling means comprising a

heat exchanger that extends longitudinally and laterally

directly above the intake ends of all of said runner ducts,

said intake ends facing upwardly toward the underside of

said heat exchanger.

4,425,882

VALVE ROTATING DEVICE
SUnley H. Updike, Painesville; William A. Michaels, Seven

Hills, and Frederick L. Kuonen, Mentor, all of Ohio, assign-

ors to TRW Inc., aeveland, Ohio
Filed Dec. 10, 1980, Ser. No. 214,800

Int. a.' FOIL 1/32

U.S. a. 123—90.3 7 Claims

t-a

1. In an internal combustion engine, a valve reciprocable
between an open position and a closed position, a valve seat in

a cylinder head, a valve spring, said valve having a valve body
for seating against said valve seat in the valve closed position

and a longitudinal valve stem, said valve spring acting to bias

said valve to a valve closed position, and a valve rotator for

rotating^ said valve about the axis of said valve stem during a

valve opening stroke, said valve rotator comprising:

(a) a body to be attached to and rotatable with the valve

stem, said body having at least one groove therein extend-

ing at least partially around said valve stem;

(b) at least one coil spring element longitudinally disposed
within said groove;

(c) a collar for receiving the valve spring biasing force and
encircling said valve stem adjacent said body, said body
and said collar being movable in axial and rotational direc-

tions relative to each other;

(d) a pair of spring washers encircling said valve stem and
interposed between said collar and said coil spring ele-

ment;

(1) one of said spring washers side loading the coils of said

coil spring element when the valve is closed and having
a portion bearing on said body when the valve is closed.

(2) the other of said spring washers acting between said

collar and said portion of said one spring washer and
having a first portion which overlies said portion of said

one spring washer bearing on said body when the valve

IS closed and a second portion spaced from said one
spring washer when the valve is closed,

(3) each of said spring washers having an inner circumfer-
ence and an outer circumference, said overlying por-
tions of said one and said other spring washers cooper-
ating with each other adjacent the inner circumferences
thereof to transmit surges of the valve spring from said

collar through said overlying portions of said one and
said other spring washers to said body to thereby isolate

surges of the valve spring from the coils of said coil

spring element, said second portion of said other spring
washer engaging said one spring washer adjacent their

outer circumference when the valve spring biasing

force exceeds a predetermined amount to transmit the
valve spring biasing force to said coil spring element to

thereby effect rotation of said body and the valve stem.

4,425,883

INTAKE MEANS FOR TWO-ROTOR TYPE ROTARY
PISTON ENGINES

Tomoo Tadokoro; Nobuhiro Hayama, and Toshimichi Akagi, all

of Hiroshima, Japan, assignors to Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd.,

Hiroshima, Japan

Filed Jul. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 283,685
Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 16, 1980, 55-97863

Int. a.3 F02B 53/06
U.S. a. 123-242 6 Oaims

1. A rotary piston engine including a casing comprised of a

pair of rotor housings each having a trochoidal inner wall and
secured together at one side thereof with an intermediate

housing disposed therebetween and a side housing secured to

the other side of each rotor housing to define a rotor cavity in

each of the rotor housings between the intermediate and side

housings, a substantially polygonal rotor disposed in each rotor

cavity for rotation with apex portions in sliding engagement
with the inner wall of the associated rotor housing to define

working chambers of variable volumes to conduct intake,

compression, combustion, expansion and exhaust strokes, ex-

haust port means formed in said casing so as to open to each
rotor cavity at the working chamber in the exhaust stroke,

primary intake port means formed in said intermediate housing
so as to open to each rotor cavity at the working chamber in

the intake stroke, said primary intake port means being located

so that it is opened to the working chamber after the same
working chamber is substantially disconnected from the ex-

haust port means, secondary intake port means formed in each
side housing so as to open to each rotor cavity at the working
chamber in the intake stroke, said secondary intake port means
being located so that it is opened to and disconnected from the

working chamber substantially simultaneously with the pri-

mary intake port means, auxiliary intake port means formed in

each side housing so as to open through at least one opening to

each rotor cavity at the working chamber in the intake stroke

and located so that it is disconnected from the same working
chamber later than the primary and secondary intake port
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means, said auxiliary intake port means being provided with

control valve means which is located adjacent the opening of

the auxiliary intake port means and which closes the auxiliary

intake port means under a predetermined engine load condi-

tion, and intake passage means having throttle valve means and

connected with said primary, secondary and auxiliary intake

port means.

4,425,884

CATALYTIC COMBUSTION ENGINES
Robert H. Thring, Steyning, and Terence Hollis, Worthing, both

of England, assignors to Ricardo Consulting Engineers pic,

England

Filed Apr. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 364,306

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Apr. 2, 1981,

8110389

Int. a.3 F02B 19/08

U.S. CI. 123—272 18 Claims

I e
-^

1. A reciprocating-piston air-compressing internal combus-

tion engine with catalytic ignition, having at least one cylinder,

a reciprocating piston in the cylinder, a cylinder head defining

with the piston a main combustion space in the cylinder, into

which space air for combustion with fuel is directly admitted,

and a pre-combustion chamber in the cylinder head, a transfer

passage interconnecting the pre-combustion chamber and the

said main combustion space, said transfer passage having a

longitudinal axis and having a mouth opening into the pre-

combustion chamber and being so disposed as to promote swirl

in the air forced through the transfer passage into the pre-com-

bustion chamber during each compression stroke of the piston.

the said swirling air circulating in a circumferential swirl path

around the interior of the pre-combustion chamber, injector

means having a nozzle for injecting a spray of liquid fuel into

the pre-combustion chamber shortly before piston top-dead-

centre, and a catalytic element mounted in the pre-combustion

chamber and adapted to initiate and promote combustion of

fuel/air mixture compressed in the pre-combustion chamber at

about top-dead-centre, the said catalytic element comprising a

foraminous catalytic screen member with a surface of catalytic

material mounted to enclose a segment of the interior of the

pre-combustion chamber and lying on one and the same side of

both the mouth of the transfer and the nozzle of the injector

means, in a position substantially to one side of and clear of the

said circumferent swirl path of the circulating air.

4,425,885

DIESEL ENGINE FUEL INJECTION DEVICE
Toshiaki Tanaka, Fujisawa, and Shoji Ushimura, Yokosuka,

both of Japan, assignors to Nissan Motor Company, Limited,

Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Jul. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 284,466

Oaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 18, 1980, 55-

100685[U]

Int. C\? F02M 45/02

U.S. a. 123—299 10 Gaims
1. A fuel supply control device for use with a fuel injection

pump of a diesel engine, comprising:

(a) means defining a first fuel passageway and a first bfjrc

intersecting said first passageway,

(h) a first piston member slidably disposed within the first

bore, said pision having second and third fui-l passage-

ways:

(c) means biasing the piston member in a first direction to

permit alignment of said first and second passageways
with each other to allow fuel How therethrough vvhen fuel

pressure is lower than a predetermined value and

(d) a fourth passageway for admilling fuel from said first fuel

passageway l<i one end of the piston member withm the

first bore to enable fuel pressure in said first passagev^a> to

cCZ-

act against the piston-biasing means to move the second

passageway via piston movement in a direction opposite

the first direction out of alignment uilh said first passage-

way as fuel pressure increases through a predetermined

range to thereby block fuel flow through the the second

passageway and to enable the third passageway to move
into alignment with said first passagevvay to permit fuel

flow therethrough, said first piston being movable in the

first direction to realign the first and second passageways

as fuel pressure decreases from its highest \alue, whereby

fuel flow through said device is varied as a function of fuel

pressure in the first passageway

4,425.886

ELECTRONIC CONTROL APPARATUS FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Hiroshi Kuroiwa, Hitachi, and Yoshishige Oyama. Katsuta. both

of Japan, assignors to Hitachi. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 31, 1980, Ser. No. 202,693

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 2, 1979, 54-141247

int. CI.' V02D 33/00

U.S. CI. 123—339 19 Claims

1. A method of controlling the air/fuel ratio of the air/fuel

mixture supplied to an internal combustion engine comprising

the steps of:

(a) measuring the actual mass air flow rate of the intake air

flow to said engine;

(b) measuring at least one prescribed parameter representa-

tive of an operating condition of the engine,

(c) determining a desired mass air How rate in accordance

with the value of said at least one parameter measured in

step (b); and
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(d) controlling the actual mass air flow rate of the intake air

flow rate to said engine in accordance with the desired

mass air flow rate determined in step (c), so that the actual

:am.KTjaail
BCTArv

mass air flow rate is caused to finally coincide with a mass
air flow rate which has a prescribed relationship with the

desired mass air flow rate.

4,425,887

APPARATUS FOR REGULATING THE IDLING RPM OF
AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Heinrich Knapp, Leonberg, and Rainer Schillinger, Stuttgart,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Robert Bosch
GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Mar. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 364.112
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 7,

1981,3113986

Int. a.' F02M 7/12
U.S. a. 123-339 6 Claims

1. An apparatus for regulating the idling rpm of an internal

combustion engine having an intake tube in which an arbitrar-

ily actuatable throttle valve is disposed, a bypass valve trigger-

able in accordance with operating characteristics of said en-

gine associated with said intake tube, said bypass valve having
a movable wall which at least defines a control chamber in

which a control pressure prevails, said control pressure being
capable of being influenced by an electromagnetically actuat-

able control valve, characterized in that said bypass valve
further included a fixed valve seat engaging a supporting
spring beneath said movable wall opposite said control cham-
ber and communicating with the intake tube pressure down-
stream of said throttle valve, a first control throttle restriction

in said control chamber communicating with atmospheric
pressure and a second control throttle restriction in said con-
trol chamber communicating with said control valve and the
intake tube pressure downstream of said throttle valve.

4 425 888
RPM-GOVERNING SYSTEM FOR AN INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE WITH AUTO-IGNITION

Gerhard Engel, Stuttgart, and Wolf Wessel, Oberriexingen, both
of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Robert Bosch GmbH,
Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jun. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 391,756
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 30,

1981, 3130080

Int. CI.' B60K 31/00: F02D 5/04. 9/02: F02B 3/00
U.S. a. 123-339 9aaims

A
m
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1 An rpm-governing system for an internal combustion
engine with auto-ignition, comprising:

an actual rpm value generator;

a set-poini rpm value generator;

actual rpm/set-point rpm value deviation generating means
connected to the actual rpm generator and the set-point
rpm generator for generating a deviation signal represent-
mg the difference between the actual rpm value and the
set-point rpm value at any given time;

an electromagnetic final control element influencing the
quantity of fuel to be injected, at least during idling; and

a regulator connected to the final control element and the
actual rpm/set-point rpm value deviation generating
means for forming a trigger signal for the final control
element in accordance with the deviation signal, said

regulator having, preferably, PID behavior, wherein:
(i) the set-point rpm value generator is connected to the

actual rpm value generator and detects when a prede-
termined minimum difference occurs between the ac-

tual rpm value and the set-point rpm value; and
(ii) the set-point rpm value generator generates an increas-

ing set-point value once said predetermined minimum
difference occurs, said increasing set-point value being
less than the actual rpm value by the amount of the
minimum difference.

4,425,889

ELECTRIC GOVERNOR FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINE

Shuji Hachitani, Anjo; Yasushi Tanaka; Haruhiko Ogiso, both
of Kariya, and Tetsuya Nakamura, Chiryu, all of Japan, as-

signors to Nippondenso Co., Ltd., Kariya, Japan
Filed Apr. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 366,085

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 10, 1981, 56-54508

Int. aj F02M 59/00
U.S. a. 123—357 6 Qaims

1. An electric governor for a fuel injection pump of an
internal combustion engine, comprising:

an actuator for regulating the fuel injection amount of said

injection pump;
means for detecting operating conditions of the engine and

generating signals representative of the operating condi-
tions, said means including at least two engine speed de-
tector means each for generating an engine speed indica-

tion signal changing in accordance with the engine speed;

electronic control means for selecting one of said detector
means to check whether the selected means is normally
operating and to select the speed indication signal of the
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selected one detector when it is normally operating, other-

wise selecting to check another one of said detector means

to select the speed indication signal of the same thai is

normally operating, and determining a target fuel injec-

tion amount in accordance with said operating condition

indication signal and said selected engine speed indication

signal; and

means for controlling said actuator in accordance with said

determined target fuel injection amount,

wherein said electronic control means includes microcom-

puter means for checking to see at regular time intervals

Icrs, where a( least one of said first and third parameters

has been smcKithcd by the smoothing means.

whether said engine speed indication signal is generated in

predetermined normal cycles,

said microcomputer means generating an abnormality signal

if said engine speed indication signal is not generated in

the predetermined normal cycles, and

signal switching means for connecting one of said engine

speed detector means to said microcomputer means,

said signal switching means connecting another engine speed

detector means to said microcomputer means instead of

said one of said engine speed detector means upon genera-

tion of said abnormality signal.

4,425,890

SPARK TIMING CONTROL APPARATUS FOR USE
WITH A INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Hiroshi Yamaguchi, Yokosuka, Japan, assignor to Nissan Motor

Company, Limited, Yokohama, Japan

Filed Sep. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 306,852

Oaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 29, 1980, 55-134273

Int. aJ F02D 37/02

U,S. a. 123—418 34 Qaims

1. A spark timing control apparatus for use with a spark

ignition of a fuel injected internal combustion engine, compris-

ing:

a throttle valve for controlling intake air flow into the en-

gine;

means for detecting if the throttle valve is closed;

means for sensing engine speed and for outputting a first

parameter indicative of the sensed engine speed;

means for calculating a fuel injection amount using the first

parameter and at least a second operational parameter and

operable to output a third parameter indicative of the fuel

injection amount;

means for smoothing at least one of the first and third param-

eters;

means, operative when said throttle valve is not closed, for

determining spark timing using said first and third parame-

• • I ••.J* •
)

said determining means being further operable, when the

throttle valve is not closed to select which of said first and

third parameters should be smoothed and used

4,425,891

ENGINE KNOCK CONTROL APPARATUS
Yuichi Kashimura, Katsuta; Seiji Suda, Mito, and Noboru Sugi-

ura, Katsuta, all of Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo,

Japan

Filed Aug. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 290,651

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 14, 1980, 55-110999

Int. a,' F02P 5/04

U.S. a. 123—425 10 Oaims

"6
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1. An engine knock control apparatus comprising:

a knock sensor for detecting an engine knock signal;

an automatic gain control circuit coupled to receive and

amplify a knock detection signal from said kn(xk sensor:

an integrating circuit coupled to receive an output signal

from said automatic gain control circuit to provide an

integrated output signal;

means for coupling said integrated output signal to a control

input of said automatic gain control circuit to control the

amplification of said knock detection signal m accordance

with the level of said integrated output signal, and

a comparator coupled to receive and compare said inte-

grated output signal and the output signal from said auto-

matic gain control circuit to provide a spark timing con-

trol signal to an ignition control device based on said

comparison of said integrated output signal and the output

signal from said automatic gain control circuit.

3. In an engine control apparatus including a knock sensor

for detecting an engine knock signal;

a first integrating circuit for integrating the output of said

knock sensor;

a comparator for producing an output for controlling an

ignition control device which controls the spark timing of

an ignition coil by means of a signal obtained by the output

thereof when the output of said knock sensor becomes

greater than the output of said integrating circuit;
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the improvement including a knock signa' .imping circuit

which is disposed between the input :megrator and
the output of said knock sensor and clamps the output
signal of said sensor in a setting .vavf height when the

wave height of said signa) becomes above said setting

wave height for preventing abnormal rise of a voltage of
said integrating circuit, whereby said comparator com-
pares !he output signal from said integrating circuit and
thai from said sensor.

9. In an engine knock control apparatus including:

a knock sensor for detecting an engine knock signal;

a first integrating circuit for integrating the output of said

knock sensor;

comparing means for producing an output for controlling an
ignition control device which controls the spark timing of
an ignition coil by means of a signal obtained by the output
thereof when the output of said knock sensor becomes
greater than the output of said integrating circuit;

the improvement including a fail-safe device which is dis-

posed between said knock sensor and said ignition control
device, and has upper and lower limit setting voltages for

detecting normal and abnormal conditions of said knock
sensor, said fail-safe device detecting a normal condition
when a detecting voltage of said knock sensor is within
the range of said setting voltages, detecting an abnormal
condition and retarding the angle of the spark timing of
said ignition coil to a predetermined value by the output
thereof when a detected voltage is out of the range of said

setting voltages.

4,425,892

FURTHER IMPROVED ENGINE INTAKE STRATIFIER
FOR CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE STRATIFIED

MIXTURES
Joseph C. Firey, P.O. Box 254, Northgate Sta., Seattle, Wash.

98125

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 69,609, Aug. 24, 1979,
abandoned, and a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 165,233, Aug.
2, 1980, abandoned. This application Aug. 15, 1980, Ser. No.

178,610

Int. a.3 F02B 17/00
U.S. a. 123-430 23 Claims

an air inlet;

at least one liquid fuel inlet;

an air fuel vapor mixture outlet;

means for connecting said air fuel mixture outlet of each of
said vaporizer sections to the intake pipes of a group of
engine cylinders so that, said group of engine cylinders
comprises at least one of said engine cylinders, each of
said intake pipes of said engine cylinders is connected to
said air fuel mixture outlet of at least one vaporizer sec-
tion;

means for delivering liquid fuel into each of said vaporizer
sections, via said liquid fuel inlets, so that; at least one kind
of fuel is delivered; the instantaneous liquid fuel flow rate
of at least one kind of fuel increases and decreases in

pulses, with the number of said pulses occurring during
each intake process of the connected group of engine
cylinders being at least two, said pulses occurring equally
during each intake process of the connected group of
engine cylinders; fuel flow rate is zero only when no
intake process is occurring;

means for controlling the total flow of liquid fuel delivered
into each of said vaporizer sections;

at least one means for accelerating, directing, and propor-
tioning said delivered liquid fuels within each of said
vaporizer sections so that, said liquid fuels are accelerated
to a high velocity of motion along several motion paths,
different liquid fuel portions flowing concurrently are
directed into different liquid fuel motion paths, said differ-

ent liquid fuel motion paths differing by being at least both
non-coincident and non-intersecting, the said different
liquid fuel portions flowing concurrently are propor-
tioned to differ in quantity as well as motion path direc-
tion;

means for directing and distributing the air flowing into each
said vaporizer section via said air inlet so that, said air

flows across the high velocity motion paths of the liquid
fuel, and so that each air portion flows closely adjacent at

least one fuel portion and each fuel portion flows closely
adjacent at least one air portion within said vaporizer
section.

4,425,893

FUEL INJECTION
Robert W. McJones, Palos Verdes, Calif.; Robert S. McCarty,

Phoenix, Ariz., and Joseph S. Cardillo, Palos Verdes Est.,

Calif., assignors to The Garrett Corporation, Los Angeles,
Calif.

Filed Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 327,827

Int. a.3 F02M 39/00
U.S. a. 123-446 40 Qaims

!l ~Tt,

1. An inteiTial combustion engine, utilizing continuously
variable stratified air fuel vapor mixtures at intake, comprising:
an internal combustion engine mechanism comprising;

at least one engine cylinder with at least one piston opera-
tive v'ithin each of said cylinders;

each of said engine cylinders comprising an intake pipe;
means for timing the separate cycles of said engine cylin-

ders relative to each other;

at least one fuel tank; I

at least one enclosed vaporizer section comprising;

1. The method of injecting fuel into an internal combustion
engine comprising the steps of:

increasing the pressure of said fuel to a determined pressure
level;

measuring a certain quantity of said pressurized fuel;

delivering to said internal combustion engine said measured
certain quantity of pressurized fuel while maintaining the
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pressure level thereof substantially at said determined

pressure level;

expanding and contracting a variable-volume chamber in

timed relation to said internal combustion engine to re-

spectively measure said certain quantity of pressuri/ed

fuel and to deliver said measured certain quantity of fuel

to said internal combustion engine.

reciprocating a pressure-responsive piston member in timed

relation to said internal combustion engine to expand and

contract said variable-volume chamber;

using said pressure-responsive piston member to open a

passage communicating said variable-volume chamber
with a source of comparatively low pressure relative to

said determined pressure level; and

forming abutment means cooperating with said pressure-

responsive piston member and with said pressure-respon-

sive plunger member to shift the latter to close said fuel

flow path upon a predetermined movement of the former

contracting said variable-volume chamber

4,425,894

FUEL INJECTING DEVICE
Masaaki Kato, Toyoake, and Tetsuji Akashi, Oobu, both of

Japan, assignors to Nippondenso Co., Ltd., Kariya, Japan

Filed Sep. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 421,4%
Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 25, 1981, 56-152358;

Oct. 2, 1981, 56-157899

Int. CI.' F02M 57/02

U.S. a. 123—446 13 Claims

K T^ "
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1. A fuel injecting device comprising:

(I) A fuel injector including:

(a) a housing having first and second bores.

(b) a delivery plynger inserted in said first bore for recip-

rocation and driven by an engine in synchronism there-

with,

(c) a delivery pump chamber defined between said first

bore and said delivery plunger,

(d) an injection plunger inserted in said second bore for

reciprocation,

(e) an injection pump chamber defined between said sec-

ond bore and one end of said injection plunger,

(0 a pressure chamber defined between said second bore

and the other end of said injection plunger and commu-
nicating with said delivery pump chamber,

(g) an injection nozzle connecting with said injection

pump chamber,

(h) a feed port formed in said housing and operatively

opening into said delivery pump chamber, for conduct-

ing fuel into said delivery pump chamber,

(i) a timing port formed in said housing and operatively

opening into said delivery pump chamber, said timing

port being so located that said timing port is closed by

said delivery plunger after said feed port is closed by

said delivery plunger, and that the latest injection tim-

ing is determined when said timing port is closed by said

delivery plunger during injection at the latest injection

liming.

(J) a spill port formed in said housing and connecting with

said injection pump chamber for determining the injc*.-

tion termination,

(k) a dram port formed in said housing and connecting

with said pressure chamber at the latest immediately

after said injection termination.

(1) a metering passage connecting with said injection

pump chamber for supplying fuel thereto, and

(m) a check valve is said metering passage for preventing

the fuel supplied to said injection pump chamber from
flowing backward;

(II) a fuel tank;

(III) a pump f(H raising the pressure of fuel from said fuel

tanks to a predetermined level.

(IV) metering means connecting said pump with said meter-

ing passage for metering the fuel supplic-d to said injection

pump chamber;

(V) timing control means connecting with said timing port

through a timing passage, for controlling the starting limi-

of the fuel injection by closing said timing passage.

(V'l) an orifice formed m said timing passage, and

(VII) means connecting with said feed port for supplying

fuel from said fuel lank to said delis er\ pump Lhamhcr
when said delivery plunger is raised.

4,425.895

AIR-FUEL RATIO FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEM
Shuzo Voshida, Anjo; Hironobu One, Toyota; Masashi Matsuo,

Toyota; Kouich Hoshi, Toyota; Motoharu Sueishi, Toyota,

and Kazuo L'eda, Kariya, all of Japan, assignors to Nippon-

denso Co., Ltd., Kariya and Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki

Kaisha, Toyota, both of, Japan

Filed Aug. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 294,823

Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 3, 1980. 55-122755

Int. CI." F02D 5/00

U.S. a. 123—489 7 Oaims
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1. An air-fuel ratio feedback control system for an internal

combustion engine comprising:

an idle switch for detecting closed state of a throttle valve of

the engine;

an oxygen sensor for detecting the oxygen concentration in

the exhaust gas;

comparator circuit means for generating a comparison signal

related to a comparison of the detection output of said

oxygen sensor with a predetermined value;

signal delay means for delaying said comparison signal;

control signal generator means for integrating the output of

said delay means and producing a command signal for

controlling the amount of fuel supply;

idle-off timer means for detecting the turning on of said idle

switch and a predetermined time after the turning off of

said idle switch;

engine speed discriminating circuit means for discnminating

whether the engine speed is included m a predetermined

rotational speed region; and
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delay-time changing means for independently adjusting the the said final stage comprises at least one pressure reducer
delay time mtroduced by sa.d delay means of leadmg and havmg a non-loaded diaphragm and is arranged to provide
fa hng edges of sa.d comparison signal m response to said substantially no pressure reduction and to operate on substan-
idle-off timer means and said engine speed detector circuit ,,,1, 1 ... pv -i,. vj

.

cuusian

means.
\

^ excess pressure and, at starting up and slowmg down,

4,425,896

FUEL INJECTION ADVANCE APPARATUS
Fumiaki Murayama, Kariya, Japan, assignor to Nippondenso

Co., Ltd., Kariya, Japan

Filed Mar, 15, 1982. Ser. No. 358,325

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 31, 1981, 56-

47087[U]

Int. a.' F02M 59/20
U.S. a. 123—501 10 Oaims

1. A fuel injection advance apparatus in an internal combus-
tion engine with a fuel injection device and an engine-driven
pump, comprising a rotational hub which is connected to a

cam shaft of the fuel injection device, an engine-driven rotat-

able casing which is supported on and about the rotational hub
so as to rotate relative to the latter, plural eccentric cam assem-
blies with eccentric pins which are located between the hub
and the casing to adjust a relative angular position therebe-
tween in order to control the injection of the fuel of the fuel

injection device, a hydraulic piston which is slidably supported
on the hub and which is connected to the engine-driven pump,
said hydraulic piston being provided, on one end, with an
inclined surface, and slides which are capable of radial move-
ment and which have inclined surfaces corresponding to and
contacting the inclined surface of the piston so that the axial

movement of the piston is converted to the radial movements
of the slides by means of the cooperation of the inclined surface
of the piston and the inclined surfaces of the slides, said slides

being connected to the eccentric pins so that the eccentric cam
assemblies can be rotated by the radial movements of the slides.

4,425,897

DEVICE FOR THE FEEDING OF AN INTERNAL
COMBUSTION MOTOR WITH GAS

Yves Irvoas, Pont Ar Bloc'h Pleyer Christ, 29223 Saint Thegon-
nec, France

Filed Apr. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 259,337
Gaims priority, application France, Apr. 30, 1980, 80 09747;

Sep. 12, 1980, 80 19786; Mar. 4, 1981, 81 04681

Int. a.J F02M 13/08
U.S. a. 123—527 12 Qaims

1. In combination with an internal combustion motor having
an intake manifold and a feed source of air at an excess pres-

sure, a device for providing a gaseous fuel to the said motor,
said device comprising a plurality of interconnected stages of
pressure reduction interposed between a reservoir of fuel and
the motor, these stages including at least one inlet stage cou-
pled to the reservoir and comprising a pressure reducer loaded
by spring means and providing a substantially constant pres-

sure slightly greater than atmospheric and a final stage having
an outlet coupled to the said intake manifold, wherein at least

i.^ < SO

in transitory alternating working conditions with oscillatory

motion of the diaphragm as a function of the lowering of
pressure in the said intake manifold, the fluctuations of which
are thereby smoothed.

4,425,898

GASEOUS FUEL-AIR MIXTURE DEVICE
Kerry L. McLean, 20540 Westhampton, Southfield, Mich. 48075
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 138,434, Apr. 8, 1980, Pat. No.

4,335,697. This application Nov. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,636
Int. a.3 F02M 21/02

U.S. a. 123-527
^

7 Qaims

1. A gaseous fuel-air mixer for an internal combustion engine

having an intake for a fuel-air mixture, said intake being a

liquid fuel conventional carburetor inlet and said gaseous fuel-

air mixer comprising a tubular member mounted at said carbu-

retor inlet, said tubular member surrounding said inlet and

having an open end through which air is admitted, means for

supplying a gaseous fuel to a mixing chamber defined within

said tubular member, and a generally flat plate, said plate being

axially adjustable along the carburetor inlet axis and disposed

across the open end of said tubular member defining said mix-

ing chamber for adjusting the proportion of air admitted to said

mixing chamber, wherein said gaseous fuel is supplied to said

mixing chamber through an aperture in said tubular member,
said tubular member has a pair of parallel circularly cylindrical

walls disposed concentrically for forming therebetween an

annular chamber, and said aperture is a circular slot in the

innermost of said cylindrical walls.
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4,425,899

INTAKE HEATING DEVICE OF AN INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Keigo Kato, and Yoshio Kuroiwa, both of Toyota, Japan, assign-

ors to Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Toyota,

Japan

Filed Jun. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 386,604

Gaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 2, 1982, 57-31673

Int. G.' F02M 31/00

U.S. G. 123—549 5 Gaims

n!
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4,425,900

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR BRUTING PRECIOUS
OR SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES

Hendrik Bosschaert, Edegem, Belgium, assignor to Wetenschap-

pelijk en Technisch Onderzoekscentrum voor Diamant, Ant-

werp, Belgium

Filed Aug. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 296,552

Gaims priority, application United Kingdom, Aug. 18, 1980,

8026893

Int. G.3 B28D 5/00

U.S. G. 125—30 R 8 Gaims

5 6 25

1. A method of bruting two precious or semi-precious stones

including mounting said stones on respective first and second

rotating shafts whose axes lie in substantially parallel planes

but which intersect in the region of said stones when viewed in

projection perpendicular to said planes, the girdle surfaces of

said stones making grinding contact, one of said shafts being

substantially translated relative to the other in its said plane

such that the reference point of its stone as herein defined

travels along a path in said plane which reaches substantially

all points within a parallelogram defined by pairs oflines paral-

lel to the respective shafts, the length <if the rcspetlive sides of

the parallelogram being equal to the height of the girdles of

respective stones and the centre of the parallelogram lying

over the reference point of the other stone when viewed in said

projection.

4,425,901

HEAT EXCHANGE DEVICE
Gordon Caliison, Box 638, R.D. #2, Waverly, \.V. 14892

Filed Jun. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 273,678

Int. G." F24C ///4. 15/10

U.S. CI. 126—6 4 Gaims

1. An intake heating device of an internal combustion en-

gine, which has a hollow heater vessel placed in an intake

passage between the fuel supply means and a cylinder of the

engine, said hollow heater vessel comprising an inner pipe

having therein a mixture passage which is aligned with the

intake passage, an outer pipe radially spaced from and sur-

rounding said inner pipe, said inner and said outer pipes being

coupled to each other so as to define an enclosed area therebe-

tween, a plurality of PTC elements inserted in said enclosed

area between said inner and said outer pipes, and power supply

means for applying voltage between the inner walls and the

outer walls of the said PTC elements, said power supply means

comprising lead members which extend across the wall of said

outer pipe, wherein the improvement comprises: said lead

members being embedded integrally in said outer pipe in the

course of the outer pipe casting; and at least one of said lead

members having a tubular cross section which extends across

the whole or a part of said outer pipe wall and along which a

through hole can be provided for fiowing a certain amount of

air into said enclosed area.

I. In combination with a wood burning type stove a heat

exchange device for transferring heat from said wood burning

stove having a circular opening of first predetermined diame-

ter surrounded by a peripheral lip of second predetermined

diameter in a top wall thereof, said opening directK overlying

the fire box of the stove, said device comprising

(a) an essentially Hat, circular plate having a diameter be-

tween said first and second diameters and thus adapted to

lie in covering relation to said opening, surrounded bv said

lip;

(b) a plurality of elongated, hollow tubular members of

substantially equal length extending through said plate

and having lower open ends and upper closed ends,

whereby when said plate is in covering relation to said

opening said lower ends extend into the stove fire btix;

(c) housing means affixed to the upper surface of said plate

and enclosing all of the portions of said tubes on the upper

side of said plate which portions extend substantially to

the top of said housing;

(d) said housing havmg first and second vertical walls on

opposite sides thereof, said first wall havmg a first opening

therethrough and said second wall having a plurality of

second openings therethrough; and

(e) blower means affixed to said housing in surrounding

relation to said first opening to direct air from outside to

inside said housing, whereby air passes through said first

opening, through said housing in contact with the portions

of said tubes on the upper side of said plate to receive heat

therefrom and out of said housing through said second

plurality of openings to heat the ambient air.

4,425,902

SUBMERSIBLE DEVICE FOR HEATING LIQUIDS
Alain Tbouault, Paris; Gaude Chapuis, Epinay sur Seine, and

Georges Austniy, St. Denis, all of France, assignors to Gaz de

France, France

Filed Apr. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 366,308

Gaims priority, application France, Apr. 8, 1981, 81 07059

Int. G.' F24H 1/20

U.S. G. 126—360 R 4 Gaims

1. A submersible device for heating liquids, composing

a parallelepiped caisson immersible m a liquid to be heated

and having a top wall and a bottom wall, said caisson

having a first portion and a second poriion.

iinx () ci
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a combustion chamber in said first portion of said caisson

and having vertical ducts traversing said combustion
chamber between said top and bottom walls of said cais-

son in fluid-tight relationship therewith:

a fuel premixing and homogenizmg chamber forming said

second portion of the said caisson;

at least one flame stabilizing grate arranged between the

walls of said caisson and separating said second portion of
said caisson from said first portion thereof;

at least one conduit opening above said liquid and connected
to said second portion of said caisson for feeding fuel to

said premixing and homogenizing chamber; and
at least another conduit opening above said liquid and con-

nected to said first portion of saiu caisson for conducting
exhaust gases from said combustion chamber.

I

4.425,903

CHEMICAL HEAT PUMP
Leonard Greiner, 2853-A Hickory PI., Costa Mesa, Calif. 92626
Division of Ser. No. 135,726, Mar. 31, 1980, abandoned, which is

a division of Ser. No. 958,507, Nov. 7, 1978, Pat. No. 4,224,803,
wliich is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 842,702, Oct. 17,

1977, abandoned. This application Nov. 12, 1981, Ser. No.
320,665

Int. a.' F24J 3/02
U.S. a. 126-419 7 Claims

4,425,904

TRACKING SYSTEM FOR SOLAR COLLECTORS
Barry I,. Butler, Golden, Colo., assignor to The United States of
America as represented by the United States Department of
Energy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Oct. 1, 1980, Ser. No. 192,799
Int. a.' F24J 3/02

U.S. a. 126-424 4 aai„s

1 A solar collector tracking system comprising;
at least one solar collector;

pivotal mounting means attached to said solar collector;
at least two linkage means connected to said collector at

spaced-apart portions thereof, said linkage means includ-
ing elongated electrically insulated electrical conductor
portions:

drive means for displacing said linkage means so as to cause
said solar collector to pivot, thereby aligning said solar
collector in a predetermined direction:

fine tuning adjustment means including a frame supported
from said linkage means;

a follower connected to said collector;

an elongated shaft connected to said frame, said shaft thread-
ingly engaged with said follower;

an electric motor, connected to said shaft for rotational drive
thereof; and

fine tuning adjustment means including means electrically

connecting said conductor portions to said motor.

4,425,905

SUNLIGHT COLLECTING AND CONCENTRATING
APPARATUS

Kei .Mori, 3-16-3-501, Kaminoge, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Jul. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 398,635

Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 18, 1981, 56-112510
Int. CI.' F24J 3/02

U.S. CI. 126-425 16 Claims

>i9 ,201 t* 2)* /n IS, '9* <|i
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1. A solar collector, comprising;

a surface for direct illumination by and collection of solar

energy;

a pair of transparent covers located above said surface in a

spaced relationship therewith to provide a first fiow chan-
nel defined by said surface and one of said pair of covers.
and a second flow channel defined by said one of said pair

of covers and the other of said pair of covers; and
means for selectively channeling air through said first How

channel when the intensity of solar energy on said surface
is below a predetermined value and through said second
flow channel when the intensity of solar energy on said

surface exceeds the predetermined value for heat ex-

change with said surface to control thermal eddies.

1. A sunlight collecting and concentrating apparatus, com-
prising: a collector means for collecting and concentrating the
sunlight; a first support means for rotatably supporting the
collector means about a first axis of rotation; a second support
means for rotatably supporting the first support means about a

second axis of rotation perpendicular to the first axis, one of
said first and second axis being horizontal and the other being
vertical; detecting means movable with the collector means for

detecting the sun's azimuth and altitude; drive means for gener-
ating independent movement of the collector means about the
first and the second axis of rotation; transmission means for
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transmitting signals from the detecting means to the drive

means so that the collector means follows the daily and hourly

changes in the sun's azimuth and altitude to keep the collector

means always facing the sun; first optical conductor means for

transmitting light arranged to move together with the collec-

tor means; second optical conductor means for transmitting

light to a predetermined area outside of the apparatus, said

second optical conductor means being arranged to move to-

gether with the first support means; and coupling means ar-

ranged between the first and second optical conductor means
for transmitting the light from the former to the latter while

permitting relative rotation therebetween.

relatively wide area so as to impinge on the circumference

of said Huorescent fiber;

4,425,906

SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM IN A BUILDING
Curt H. Ingestrom, Fornminnesvagen 5, S-446 00 Alviingen,

Sweden

per No. PCT/SE81/00089, § 371 Date Nov. 18, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Nov. 18, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/02775, PCT Pub.

Date Oct. 1, 1981

PCT Filed Mar. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 324,396

Oaims priority, application Sweden, Mar. 18, 1980, 80021066;

Jun. 16, 1980, 80044514

Int. a.' F24J 3/02: A63C 19/10: F25B 29/00

U.S. a. 126—427 5 Claims

» <«

1. Solar heating system in a building with a sun collector (16)

and a heat reservoir (10), characterized by the combination of

a first circuit for air which has been heated in the sun collector

(16), comprising a passage system (26) in a bottom slab (10) of

concrete arranged as the heat reservoir, which is insulated on

the outside and towards the interior of the building with the

insulation (13') towards the interior of the building adjusted to

control the heat supply from the reservoir upwards into the

spaces (12) of the building, and a second circuit with a heat

pump, separated from the first circuit and comprising an evap-

orator (30) and a condensor (31, 32) for the supply of air from

the outside to the spaces (12) of the building during heat ex-

change with the condensor to heat the air supplied to the

spaces and discharge air from the spaces of the building in heat

exchange relationship with the evaporator (30).

4,425,907

REFLECTOR-COUPLED FLUORESCENT SOLAR
COLLECTOR

Lawrence B. Younghouse, Boonton, N.J., assignor to Exxon

Research and Engineering Co., Florham Park, N.J.

Continuation of Ser. No. 190,666, Sep. 25, 1980, abandoned. This

application Nov. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,281

Int. a.3 F24J 3/02

U.S. a. 126-^439 7 Qaims
1. A device for the collection and transmission of electro-

magnetic radiation comprising:

a cylindrical fluorescent fiber formed from a light transpar-

ent fiber material on which has been applied at least one

fluorescent sheet, said fluorescent sheet being formed

from a fluorescent dye incorporated in a polymeric

binder;

reflector means for reflecting radiation impinging over a

at least one optical wave guide optically coupled to one end

of said fluorescent fiber whereby light impinging on said

fluorescent fiber is internally refiected and transmitted by

said optical wave guide to a p<iint of use.

4,425,908

BLOOD CLOT FILTER
Morris Simon, Boston, Mass., assignor to Beth Israel Hospital,

Boston, Mass.

Filed Oct. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 314,005

Int. a.' A61M 29/00: A61B 19/00

U.S. CI. 128—1 R 9 Qaims
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1. A blood clot filter comprising a plurality of wire portions

composed of material having a first, low-temperature condi-

tion and a second, high-temperature condition, said material in

its low-temperature condition being relatively pliable and in its

high-temperature condition being resilienlly deformable and

relatively rigid and taking a pre-determined functional form,

said material having its high-temperature condition at about

body temperature,

in both material conditions, said filter having a longitudinal

axis and a leading end located on said axis, said wire

portions being confined together at said filter leading end

to form a tip, said wire portions being confined together at

a median place on said axis spaced from said filter leading

and, said wire portions having free ends remote from said

tip and said median place, said wire portions between said

median place and said free ends defining legs,

in said material high-temperature condition, said filter com-

prising coaxial first and second filter baskets, each said

filter basket being generally symmetrical about said longi-

tudinal axis and opening away from said filter leading end.

4,425,909

LARYNGOSCOPE
Michael J. Rieser, 525 W. Earll, No. 318, Phoenix, Ariz. 85013

Filed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,697

Int. C\? A61B 1/26

U.S. a. 128—16 2 aaimi
1. A laryngeal speculum for

examining the throat and larynx of a supine patient, and
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inserting an endotracheal tube into the mout' and trachea of
a patient so that the patient can breath if the patient vomits
and the trachea is obstructed during administration of
medical aide,

said speculum including:

(a) an elongate blade having
(i) a longitudinal axis,

(ii) a first end inserted into the mouth and throat of a

patient during utilization of the laryngeal speculum,
(iii) a second end generally positioned outside said mouth

of the patient during utilization of said speculum, and
(iv) a central portion located between said first and second

ends along the longitudinal axis of the blade,

(b) an elongate handle having a longitudinal axis generally
perjsendicularly disposed to said longitudinal axis of said

blade, the user of said speculum grasping said handle and
exerting a resultant lifting force parallel to said longitudi-

nal axis of said handle in a direction away from said pa-

tient to expand and open the mouth and throat of the

patient for examination after said blade is inserted therein;

and

(c) a neck having one end attached to said second end of said

blade and another end attached to said handle, said neck
being shaped, contoured and dimensioned such that

(i) said handle is generally positioned apart from and over
said central portion of said blade,

(ii) when said blade is positioned inside the mouth and
throat of said patient,

said neck extends from said second end of said blade and
around the chin of said patient to said handle, and

torque forces on said handle and blade are generally
prevented from occurring when said lifting force is

applied to said handle and said blade is forced against
the tongue and anterior portions of the throat of the
supine patient.

4,425,910

SEAT HAVING AN ADJUSTABLE BACKREST
Hermann Meiller, Pfistermeisterstr. 39, D-8450 Amberg, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
Filed Nov. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,496

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 5,

1980,3045809

Int. a.' A61H 7/00 I

US. a. 128-52 10 Qaims
1. A seat having a backrest including a backrest cushion

positioned on a backrest structure which comprises an adjust-
able vertebral support positioned within said backrest and
comprised of first and second adjusting elements disposed one
above the other in a heightwise direction adapted to act on a
rear portion of said backrest cushion, said adjusting elements
being comprised of spring plate members having first and
second ends, said first ends of said spring plate members being
fixedly held, said second end members being movably mounted
to permit curving of said spring plate members, said second
end members being mounted to a common connecting member
displaceably mounted to said backrest structure of said back-
rest by spaced apart pin-and-slot type guide elements, said
spaced apart pin-and-slot type guide elements being disposed
from one another in said heightwise direction; and
an actuating member for cooperating with said connecting
member and disposed between said guide elements trans-

versely movably with respect to said heightwise direction
of said backrest whereby movement of said actuating
member against spring force of said spring plate member
causes said spring plate member closest to a point at which
said actuating member cooperated with said connecting
member to pivot about said pin of said guide element

furthest from said point whereat said pin of said guide
element closest to said point is caused to abut said slot of
said guide element closest to said point whereby said other
spring plate member is caused to be compressed to pivot-
ally move about said pin of said guide member closest to

said point.

4,425,911

BITE-BLOCK
Raymond Luomanen, 484 West Shore Trail, SparU, N.J. 07871,
and Jack C. Luomanen, 1818 Acton St., Berkley, Calif. 94702

Filed Jul. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 287,057

Int. Q\? A61M 25/02
U.S. a. 128—200.26 7 Oaims

1. A bite-block for use by a human subject comprising:

a body having a substantially rectangular cross section hav-

ing an anterior end and a posterior end, said body includ-

ing a U-shaped central channel having an open top, and a

pair of open-sided U-shaped channels on either side of said

central channel;

a transverse plate secured to the anterior end of said body,
said plate being engageable over the mouth of said subject

and having apertures communicating with said channels;

and

a projection secured to one side of said body and extending

laterally therefrom from a point spaced from said plate to

a point near the posterior end thereof, said projection

extending laterally sufficiently such that said body is dis-

posed substantially centrally of the mouth and said projec-
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tion is disposed between upper and lower teeth other than

the incisors when the bite-block is disposed in the mouth,

said projection including upper and lower surfaces con-

forming to the curve of Spee, said upper surface being

configured for engagement with said upper teeth other

than the incisors and said lower surface being configured

for engagement with said lower teeth other than the inci-

sors, said upper and lower surfaces being sufficiently

spaced apart to preclude clamping of the incisors on said

body when said upper and lower teeth other than the

incisors engage, respectively, the upper and lower sur-

faces of the projection.

4,425,912

KNEE PROTECTOR/STABILIZER
Oris E. Harper, Asheboro, N.C., assignor to Rampon Products,

Inc., Asheboro, N.C.

Filed Jun. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 387,757

Int. a.' A61F i/00

U.S. O. 128—80 C 4 aaims

being arranged to spiral upwardly around said sleeve, to

cross on the outside of said sleeve below said opening on

the front of said sleeve and to terminate with free ends

near the upper edge of said sleeve and on the back of said

sleeve, said free ends having means a.ssociated therewith

for enabling said free ends to be releasably secured to-

gether whereby said straps by loosening and tightening

the same outside said sleeve may be employed to adjust

the relative positioning and compression of said pads

against the areas of the said knee joint which they contact

4,425,913

SPLINT FOR USE WITH INTRAVENOUS LINE
Jamie B. I>ewis, 28120 S. Ridgeforest Ct., Rancho Palos Verdes,

Calif. 90274

Filed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,323

Int. a.' A61M b/00

U.S. a. 128—133 1 Qaim

1. A knee brace adapted for protecting and stabilizing the

knee joint area of the user, comprising:

(a) a tubular elastic knit fabric sleeve adapted to receive the

leg of a user and to be positioned over and to cover the

knee joint area, said sleeve having on the front side thereof

a first opening formed therein for positioning over the

kneecap of the leg and below said first opening, second

and third peripherally-spaced openings adapted for pass-

ing securing straps therethrough;

(b) internal pad means, comprising:

(i) a pair of laterally-spaced, semi-annularly-shaped resil-

ient pad members;

(ii) a fabric cover providing on either side of a central

vertical axis a pair of outwardly extending semi-annu-

lar-shaped pouches stitched to the inside of said sleeve

on the outer sides thereof and conforming in shape to

the shape of said pads and loosely enclosing said pads,

said pouches having interconnecting fabric at the top of

said cover secured to said sleeve and being separated

and laterally-spaced in the bottom portion of said cover,

whereby to provide a pair of opposed semi-annular-

shaped fabric covered pads within said sleeve and

around said opening and arranged such that the tops of

said pads can remain relatively fixed while the bottoms

of said pads are adjusted to conform the positioning of

said pads to the shape of the knee joint area surrounding

said kneecap; and

(c) a pair of securing straps having inner end portions resid-

ing within and outer end portions residing outside said

sleeve, said inner end portions being arranged so as to

cross within said sleeve below said opening and so as to

have each respective terminal end thereof secured to

upper and lower edges of a respective said pouch adjacent

the inner wall of said sleeve, said inner end portions ex-

tending outwardly through respective said peripherally-

spaced second and third openings in said sleeve with said

outer end portions forming continuations thereof and

1. A splint for supporting a patient's hand and at least a

portion of the forearm to receive an intravenous line, compris-

ing:

a substantially rigid, one-piece plastic body substantially

symmetrical with reference to a center line and adapted to

overlie the ventral aspect only of the patient's hand, wrist

and forearm, and defining a dome for mating engagement

with the palm only of the hand and a transversely arcuate

channel extending away from said dome to receive said

portion of the forearm, said dome disposed to support the

hand in a substantially neutral position with regard to the

forearm and terminating proximal the phalanges of the

hand to permit free movement of the thumb and fingers

thereon, the body defining edges turned to further rigidify

the body, said edges each defining securing means in the

form of grip sections for non-compressably receiving the

intravenous line;

a plurality of ventilating apertures disposed through the

dome; and

fastener means for attaching the splint to the hand and fore-

arm, said fastener means including a first strap disposed to

retain the hand against the dome portion, a second strap

disposed to retain the wrist against an intermediate por-

tion of the splint, and a third strap disposed to retain the

portion of the forearm against the transversely arcuate

channel.

4,425.914

HUMIDIRER-INJECTOR FOR JET VENTILATOR
Cole Ray; John Vincent, both of New York, and Oifford Small,

Jamaica, all of N.Y., assignors to Memorial Hospital for

Cancer and Allied Diseases, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 233,245

Int. a.J A61M \t/00

U.S. a. 128—200.14 11 Oaims

1. A humidifier-injector for a jet ventilator and adapted to

mount to an airway connector, said humidifier-injector com-

prising a first pipe with means for receiving and conducting

high frequency pulses of high velocity gas and means for
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directing said gas exiting said first pipe; a second pipe with
means for receiving and conducting a humidifying fluid and
means for directing said fluid exiting said second pipe; and
sealing means intermediate the receiving and directing means
of said first and second pipes, wherein:

(a) said receiving means of said first pipe permits gas-tight
communication between said conducting means of said
first pipe and a source of high frequency pulses of high
velocity gas;

(b) said receiving means of said second pipe permits fluid-

tight communication between said conducting means of
said second pipe and a source of humidifying fluid;

(c) said directing means of said second pipe directs said
exiting fiuid such that said fiuid is impacted by the flow of
said gas exiting said first pipe;

(d) said sealing means comprising first and second cylindri-
cal portions, each of said cylindrical portions being sub-

I
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TRANSDUCER '°

ih —

^
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stantially coaxial with said first and second pipe conduct-
ing means, wherein:

(1) said first cylindrical portion is of small diameter than
said second cylindrical portion, extends from a first

point on said conducting means to a remote point inter-

mediate said second cylindrical portion and said first

and second pipe directing means, and is adapted to fit

into a cylindrical inlet in an airway connector; and
(2) said second cylindrical portion is adjacent said first

cylindrical portion, is located intermediate the remote-
point of said first cylindrical portion and said first and
second pipe receiving means, and coacts with said first

cylindrical portion to (i) locate and maintain said first

and second pipe conducting means coaxially within said
airway connector inlet and (ii) to effect a seal between
the interior of said airway connector inlet and the atmo-
sphere. 1

holding said clip closed in clamping engagement about said
tissue when said legs are squeezed together, said instrument
comprising:

first and second jaws disposed in confronting relationship
and mounted for pivotal movement away from each other
into an opened position to receive one of said clips and
toward each other into a closed position for closing and
latching said one clip;

first and second scissors-type handles for operating said
jaws, said scissors-type handles being mounted to said
instrument for pivoting toward each other from an open
position wherein said jaws can be opened to a closed
position for effecting movement of said jaws to said closed
position;

a magazine defining a channel for receiving said open clips
in a single row with the clips arranged in nesting relation-
ship with the hinge of one clip being received between the
distal ends of the legs of a next rearwardly adjacent clip,
Slid magazine disposed on said instrument to feed said
clips forwardly to said jaws with the hinge of each clip
trailing the distal ends of the clip legs;

a pusher bar slidably carried on said instrument and aligned
to enter into one end of said magazine and push forwardly
against the last clip in the magazine, said bar defining a
plurality of teeth along a portion of the length of the bar;

pusher bar biasing means for biasing said pusher bar for-
wardly into said magazine and against the last clip in said
magazine; and

a toothed pawl for engaging said teeth on said pusher bar.
said pawl being mounted to one of said handles forwardly
of the region of engagement between said pusher bar teeth
and said pawl so as to accommodate pivoting movement
whereby movement of said handles toward each other
causes the pawl to engage said pusher bar and pivot in a
first direction to disengage said pusher bar from the last

clip in said magazine and whereby movement of said
handles away from each other permits the pawl to be
pivoted in a second direction by the movement of said
pusher bar forwardly on said instrument against the last

clip in the row in said magazine under the influence of said
pusher bar biasing means to position the front clip in the
row at the opened jaws.

4 425 915
SURGICAL CLIP APPLIER WITH IN-LINE CARTRIDGE

AND INTERRUPTABLE BIASED FEEDER
Konstantin Ivanov, Edison, N.J., assignor to Ethicon, Inc., Som-

erville, N.J.

Filed Feb. 26, 1982, Ser. No, 352,832
Int. Cl.^ A61B 17/12

U.S. a. 128-325 19 Qaims

4,425,916
CAP STRUCTURE FOR CREATING TEMPERATURE
CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT FOR REDUCING

ALOPECIA
Mark Bowen, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Therapeutic Prod-

ucts, Inc.. Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Jun. 1, 1979, Ser. No. 44,510
Int. a.^ A61F 7/00

U.S. CI. 128-403
1 Claim

1. A repeating scissors-type medical instrument for applying
a plurality of ligating clips seriatim about tissue wherein each
said clip is initially provided in an open state, each said open
clip comprising first and second legs joined at their proximal
ends by a resilient hinge and being spaced apart at their distal
ends with said legs having latch means at said distal ends for

1. A cap structure for reducing alopecia of a patient under-
going cytotoxic drug treatment by application of said structure
to the head of said patient to create a cold environment around
a substantial portion of the scalp of the patient, said structure
comprising

(a) a plurality of fabric panels comprised of a top panel, a
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back panel and two side panels connected by flexible

members, each of said panels having at least one individual

substance receiving chamber and a flexible fabric member

with fasteners for operatively connecting each of said

panels to at least one other panel in order to faciliate

conforming said panels into said cap structure to fit

closely around the scalp portion of the patient, and

(b) a substance in each of the internal chambers in each of

said fabric panels capable of being reduced to a low tem-

perature substantially below body temperature and retain-

ing said low temperature for a substantial period thereby

to maintain a reduced temperature environment about the

scalp portion of the patient for a period before and after

said treatment.

4,425.918

MEMBRANE RETAINER ARRANGEMENT FOR
PHYSIOLOGICAL SENSING UNITS

Hermann Moll; Helmut J. I>eist; Karl-Heinz Pomorin. and

Georg J. Ullrich, all of Freiburg im Breisgau. Fed, Rep. of

Germany, assignors to Hellige GmbH. Freiburg im Breisgau.

Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Oct. 2. 1981, Ser. No, 307,722

Gaims priority, application Fed, Rep, of Germany. Oct, 28.

1980, 3040544

Int. a.' A61B 5/00

U.S. a, 128—635 13 Oaims

4,425,917

HEAT EXCHANGE SYSTEM FOR BODY SKIN
Lawrence Kuznetz, 12214 Lakewood Blvd., Downey, Calif.

90241

Filed May 7, 1981, Ser. No. 261,460

Int. CI.' A61F 7/00

U.S. a. 128—403 14 Qaims

1. A retainer arrangement for applying a membrane to a

physiological sensing unit for the transcutaneous determina-

tion of the magnitude of physiological quantities, particularly

for measuring the partial pressure of gases in blood or the like,

comprising:

a membrane;

a clamping ring having a generally central opening and a

peripheral annular recess receiving the rim of the mem-

brane so that the membrane spans the opening.

the clamping ring having a lip in the form of an inwardly

protruding annular edge for removably securing the

clamping ring together with the membrane to the sensing

unit by virtue of the lip resiliently snapping into a periph-

eral groove of the sensing unit, the lip defining the periph-

ery of the annular recess; and

means including an auxiliary retainer element, for temporar-

ily and removably assembling the membrane with Ihe

clamping ring prior to assembly with the sensing unit,

wherein the auxiliary retainer element includes a retainer

ring fitted loosely into the annular recess of the clamping

ring, the retainer ring maintaining the outer rim of the

membrane within the annular recess

1. A heat exchange system for personal use in the field to

provide cooling efTects, said system comprising:

(A) an article of head apparel having an inner zone that

encircles the head of the wearer; and

(B) a flexible thermal assembly interposed between a portion

of the inner zone and the skin to conform to the contour of

the skin, said assembly being constituted by a holder

formed of a fabric having good wicking properties and a

replaceable cartridge inserted therein formed by a sealed

flexible envelope of synthetic plastic film material enclos-

ing a gel having a much lower freezing point than water,

and water-filled plastic cells immersed in said gel to cre-

ate, when frozen, ice blocks within the cartridge, thereby

combining the heat of fusion characteristic of the ice with

the higher cooling capacity of the gel to lengthen the

effective cooling period of the cartridge, said cartridge

being activatable to cause said mass to assume a uniform

cold temperature; and

(C) a portable storage device containing a supply of pre-

activated cartridges making it possible to replace deacti-

vated cartridges in the field.

4,425,919

TORQUE TRANSMITTING CATHETER APPARATUS
William W. Alston, Jr., Palo Alto; William G, Bloom, San Fran-

cisco, and William C. Johnson, Menio Park, all of Calif.,

assignors to Raychem Corporation, MenIo Park, Calif.

Filed Jul. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 287,015

Int. a.' A61M 25/00

U.S. a. 128—658 9 Qaims

1. A torque transmitting catheter apparatus for inserting

diagnostic fluid into btxiy tissue, the catheter being inserted

into the body by a process of feeding and rotating the appara-

tus through body tissues such as arteries and the like body

passageways, the apparatus comprising:

a longitudinally pre-oriented thin-walled tubular substrate;

a thin-walled reinforcing means surrounding and in contact

with the substrate, the reinforcing means comprising a

braid of flat wires wound over the substrate; and
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a thin-walled tubular superstrate surrounding the reinforcing
means, and in contact with the substrate, forcing the rein-

^^^

forcing means against the substrate and maintaining the
reinforcing means wound over the substrate.

4,425,920
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR MEASUREMENT AND

CONTROL OF BLOOD PRESSURE
Joe D. Bourland; Leslie A. Geddes; Charles F. Babbs, and Willis

A. Tacker, Jr., all of West Lafayette, Ind., assignors to Pur-
due Research Foundation, West Lafayette, Ind.

Filed Oct. 24, 1980, Ser. No. 200,570
Int. a.' A61B 5/02

U.S. a. 128-672 3 claims

*Z\

1. An apparatus for measuring blood pressure, said apparatus
comprising:

a pair of electrode sets for positioning adjacent to and outside
an artery;

alternating current generator means for providing alternating
current to each of said electrode sets;

first and second demodulator means each of which is con-
nected with a different one of said electrode sets for forming
pulses in response to receipt of signals from said electrode
sets due to the impedance offered to said alternating current
between the electrodes of said electrode sets to thereby
determine the pulse transit time of blood flowing through
said artery;

first and second detector means each of which is connected
with a different one of said first and second demodulator
means to indicate the time of arrival of pulses from said
demodulator means and form therefrom arterial pulse
waves; and

time interval measuring means connected with said first and
second detector means for receiving said arterial pulse
waves therefrom and responsive thereto providing an elec-
trical signal output that is indicative of blood pressure sensed
in said artery.

4,425 921
APPARATUS FOR CHECKING PULSE AND HEART

RATES
Iwao Fujisaki, Ichikawa; Shuichi Kosuge, Tama; Syuu Ogawa,

Kasukabe; Kimihiko Sato, Funabashi, and Toshimi Soeda,
Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Senoh Kabushiki Kaisha,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 301,122
Oaims priority, application Japan, Jan. 19, 1981, 56-5955

Int. a.3 A61B 5/02
U.S. a. 128-690 5 ci^„s
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1. An apparatus for checking pulse and heart beat rates of a
person, which comprises:

(a) heart beat sensor means for detecting an electrocardi-
owave and outputting an electrocardiowave voltage sig-
nal;

(b) pulse beat sensor means for detecting a pulse and output-
ting a pulse signal;

(c) connector means to which either one of said heart beat
sensor means and said pulse beat sensor means is selec-
tively connected;

(d) analog switch means connected by said connector means
to said heart beat sensor means and said pulse beat sensor
means;

(e) microcomputer means connected to said analog switch
means, said analog switch means connecting said heart
beat sensor means to said microcomputer means when said
heart beat sensor means is connected to said connector
means and said pulse beat sensor means to sard microcom-
puter means when said pulse beat sensor means is con-
nected to said connector means, said microcomputer
means operable for calculating either one of said heart
beat rate per minute and said pulse beat rate per minute in

response to either of the electrocardiowave voltage signal
and the pulse signal; and

(0 indicator means connected to said microcomputer means
for displaying the calculated heart beat rate or pulse beat
rate.

4,425 922
ELECTRICAL METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

NON-INVASIVELY DETECTING ABNORMAL FLOW IN
CONDUITS

James C, Conti; Elaine Strope, both of East Northport; Eugene
Findl, Amityville, and Cynthia Griffiths, Port Jefferson Sta-
tion, all of N.Y., assignors to BioResearch Inc., Fanningdale,
N.Y.

Filed Apr. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 251,743

Int. a.J A61B 5/02
U.S. a. 128-691 8 Qaims

1. Apparatus for non-invasively detecting reduced blood
fiow downstream of the heart comprising:
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means for detecting the streaming potential of an artery and 4,425,924
producing a signal in response thereto; BLOOD VELOCITY MEASUREMENT IN RETINAL

means for detecting the EGG signal; and CAPILLARIES UTILIZING THE BLUE HELD
ENTOPTIC PHENOMENON

„ Charles E. Riva, and L. Benno Petrig, both of Myrin Cir., 51 N.
35th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19104

Filed Sep. 29, 1981. Ser. No. 306,699

Int. a.' GOIP 3/J6

„ U.S. a. 128-745 17 Qaims
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means for permitting simultaneous analysis of said streaming

potential and said EGG signal.

_^''

4,425,923

INCENTIVE SPIROMETER WITH AUTOMATIC
LEVELLING

Marvin Gordon, East Winsor, and Joseph Lichtenstein, Colonia.

both of N.J., assignors to Whitman Medical Corporation,

Clark, N.J.

Filed Nov. 23. 1981, Ser. No. 324,379

Int. CI.' A61B 5/08
U.S. CI. 28-727 11 Claims

/I. An incentive spirometer comprising:

an inhalation flow path through which air flows in response

to an inhalation suction force applied thereto by a patient;

a support frame;

a hollow column disposed in said fiow path and supported

by said frame, said column having first and second ends;

incentive means disposed in said column to move in opposi-

tion to gravity therein toward said second end in response

to inhalation air flow through said column from said first

end toward said second end; and

levelling means for automatically maintaining said column in

a substantially vertical orientation, with said second end

being disposed above said first end, in response to tilting of

said frame in at least one plane.

^^

2*

.'6

2e

1. A method for determmmg the speed of leukocytes in

retinal capillaries comprising the steps of simulating by means
of a visual display the appearance and motion of entoptically

seen leukiKytes in retinal capillaries, observing the entoptic

appearance of actual leukocytes in the retinal capillaries of the

subject eye, and comparing and matching the appearances o^

the display and the actual leukiKytes whereby correspondence

of the appearances of the display and the actual leukocytes is

indicative of the speed of the actual leukocytes.

4,425,925

HARVESTER THRESHER
Hermann Kersting, Oelde, and Heinrich Roderfeld, Harsewin-

kel, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Claas OHG,
Harsewinkel, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Apr. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 364,666

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 9,

1981,3114382

Int. a.' AOIF 12/44

U.S. a. 130—22 A 10 Qaims
1. A harvester thresher, comprismg threshing means includ-

ing a threshing drum and a threshing basket associated there-
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with; separating means located downstream of said threshing
means as considered in a transportation direction, and includ-
ing a plurahty of separating drums spaced from one another in

the transportation direction and a plurahty of separating ele-

ments each associated with a respective one of said separating
drums and having two end portions spaced from one another in

a transverse direction; supporting means arranged to support
said separating elements of said separating means and including
two elongated supporting elements extending in the transpor-

tation direction and spaced from one another in the transverse
direction and each supporting a respective one of the portions
of each of said separating elements of said supporting means;
wall means including two lateral walls spaced from one an-
other in the transverse direction and having elongated open-

I

a discontinuity formed therethrough; and
a fulcrum post extending from said second hair retaining jaw

means, said fulcrum post having:

a second abutment surface thereon elevated from said

second hair retaining jaw means positioned to engage
said first abutment surface; and

a retainer portion positioned through said discontinuity
and formed to retain said first and second abutment
surfaces in at least close adjacency.

4,425,927
COIN SORTING AND COUNTING APPARATUS

V\illiam J. Smith, 3031 Beauchamp, Dallas, Tex. 75216
Filed Sep. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 418,609

Int. a.' G07D 9/06
L.S. CI. 133-8 A 15 aaims

ings; mounting means arranged to mount each of said support-
ing elements in the elongated openings of a respective- one <if

said lateral walls on said wall means so that said supporting
elements together with said separating elements of said separat-
ing means are displaceable in an upright direction and fixable in

a plurality of upright positions, said mounting means being
formed as displacing means which positively lockingly lift and
lower said supporting elements; and a plurality of guiding
members connected with each of said supporting elements and
each having an elongated slot extending in the transportation
direction, said displacing means further including a plurality of
turntable levers each having one end provided with a pin
which extends into the elongated slot of a respective one of
said guiding members.

4,425,926

INTEGRAL HAIR CLIP AND METHOD OF
MANUFACTURE

John E. Rishton, 3436 Millbury Ave., Baldwin Park, Calif.

91706

Filed Oct. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 313,935

Int. a.' A45D H/00
U.S. a. 132-46 R 11 Claims

1. A one piece hair clip formed from a unitary strip of mate-
rial including: .

first hair retaining jaw means;

second hair retaining jaw means facing said first hair retain-

ing jaw means so that hair can be retained therebetween;
spring means connecting said first and second hair retaining
jaw means;

a handle portion resiliently connected to said first hair re-

taining jaw means, said handle portion including:

a first abutment surface; and

1. A tray for stacking and counting coins comprising:
a base having at least one elongated trough configured to

receive and support a stack of coins; said trough having
means defining a base end wall;

said trough being dimensioned to receive and support a stack
of coins of a first type having a first diameter, and to

alternatively receive and support a stack of coins of a

second type having a second smaller diameter;

said trough having a first indicia spaced from its base end
wall to identify a stack of a selected number of said first

type coins when disposed in said trough, and having a

second indicia spaced from its base end wall to identify a

stack of a selected number of said second type coins when
disposed in said trough;

said indicia for each trough including means defining a first

line indicating the length of the shorter associated coin
stack, and means defining a second line indicating the

length of the longer associated coin stack;

said indicia for each trough further including a line of visible

marks paralleling closely each of said indicia lines, and
being disposed on the outboard sides of said indicia lines

relative to the base end wall of the trough.

4,425,928

LIQUID DISCHARGE APPARATUS
Joseph I. Greenberger, Pittsburgh, and Frederick C. Kohring,

Houston, both of Pa., assignors to Wean United, Inc., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Filed Oct. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 312,562

Int. a.3 B08B 3/02
U.S. a. 134—122 R 12 Qaims

1. A liquid discharge apparatus comprising a discharge

header,

a liquid volume control means arranged to control the vol-

ume output of said header, and including at least two

a-w
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fixedly mounted overflow pipes capable of creating differ-

ent liquid hydraulic heads, one representing full How

capacity of said header and the other some fraclioii of said

full fiow capacity thereof, and
means for selectively operating said overllou pipes

4,425,929

COLLAPSIBLE STRUCTURE
Horst E. Von Mosshaim, P.O. Box 6641, Newport News, \a.

23606

Filed Mar. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 247,859

Int. CI.' A45F 1/16

U.S. CI. 135—102 8 Claims

//'•

\ .:

1. A collapsible enclosure, comprising:

two central hub flanges having a plurality of joist holes

along the periphery thereof;

at least one hub connecting member rigidly but detachably

interconnectable between said hub fianges, said hub con-

necting member defining the width of said enclosure;

a plurality of joist members pivotably mountable between
said hub flanges by insertion in said joist holes, the plural-

ity of joist members comprising an inner support joist and
a first outer support joist;

a locking mechanism pivotably connecting said inner sup-

port joist and said first outer support joist, said locking

mechanism having inner and outer legs pivotal on said

inner support joist and said first outer support joist respec-

tively, and a locking fiange pivotably connecting said

inner leg and said outer leg, said legs being pivotable only

in one direction;

a spring-like member attachable to and urging together said

inner support joist and said first outer support joist;

a second outer support joist and at least one additional lock-

ing mechanism and spring-like member for connecting the

second outer support joist and said inner support joist;

a covering skin mountable on said joist members and at-

tached thereto at spaced intervals along said skin; and,

a platform having a channel on a lower side thereof, said

channel adapted to overfit said at least one hub connecting
member interconnecting said two central hubs, whereby
said enclosure is secured by the weight of said platform

4.425,930

FLUID FLOW CONTROL APPARATUS AND METHOD
Donald Kruto, 431 S. Easy St.. Des Plaines, III. 60016

Filed May 8, 1981, Ser. No. 261.864

Int. CI.' F23N !/()()

U.S. CI. 137-1 25 Claims
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12. A method of controlling the flo\\ of a fluid to a fluid-

actuated system the operation of which affects a variable char-

acteristic comprising: allowing the fluid to flow at a first vol-

ume rate to the fluid-actuated system when said characteristic

IS in a first operative condition, reducing the fluid flovN to j

second volume rate less than said first volume rate at the end of

a first time interval; continuing to alKiw said second volume
rate of fluid to fiow to said system during a second time inter-

val following the first time interval and until said characterisiic

is in a second operative condition; if the characteristic remains

in the first operative condition until the end of said second lime

interval, increasing said fluid How to said first volume rale

after said second time interval until the characteristic is in said

second operative condition; and stopping said fluid flov\ to said

system when the characteristic is in said second operative

condition.

4.425,931

SPEED BIAS FLUID PRESSURE REGULATOR AND
SYSTEMS UTILIZING SAME

Andrew A. Kenny, Roselle, and Ronald J. Wojtecki, Naperville,

both of III., assignors to Eaton Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio
Filed Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,898

Int. CI.'G05D 1
6 '06

U.S. CI. 137—53 16 Claims

1. A rotational speed biasing fiuid pressure regulation mech-

anism adapted to provide a fiuid pressure signal for use in the

control of a fiuid pressure controllable device whose function
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is desired to be governed by the rotational speed of an object,

said mechanism comprising;

a support,

a body member rotatably mounted on the support and hav-

ing means associated therewith that enables the body member
to be rotatably driven in response to the rotation of the object,

a coupling member moveably mounted with respect to the

support in such a manner as to be able to move without

interfering with the rotation of the body member,
a centrifugal weight assembly secured to the body member

and able to rotate therewith in response to the rotation of

the object, said a.ssembly havmg at least one component
thereof that biases the coupling member in one direction

as a result of the effect of the change in centrifugal force

upon the assembly arising from a change in the rotation of

the body member caused by a change in the rotational

speed of the object, resilient means positioned so as to be

compressed by the coupling member when the coupling

member is biased in the one direction and able to bias the

coupling member in a direction opposite to the one direc-

tion as a result of the effect of a change in the centrifugal

force upon the assembly that is opposite to the change thai

biased the coupling member in the one direction,

a fluid pressure regulator positionabic with respect to the

coupling member, said regulator having a fluid pressure

chamber disposed on one side of a resilient diaphragm
therewithin that has an inlet port in fluid communication
therewith for conveying a supply of fluid pressure thereto

that is separated by an orifice from an outlet port in fluid

communication therwith for conveying the regulated

fluid pressure control signal therefrom, said diaphragm
having a vent member secured thereto having an opening
thereof that extends through the diaphragm for venting

fluid pressure from the chamber in response to movement
of the diaphragm by means of a valve member which in

response to movement of the diaphragm in one direction is

able to seal the vent member opening while opening the

orifice so as to decrease the fiuid pressure in the chamber
for the subsequent conveyance therefrom as the fluid

pressure control signal, and in response to movement of

the diaphragm in the opposite direction is able to open the

vent member while sealing the orifice so as to increase the

fluid pressure in the chamber for the subsequent convey-
ance therefrom as the fluid pressure control signal; and

a linking member for connecting the resilient means to the

diaphragm in such a manner that the resilient means is able

to impose a force upon the vent member that is counter-

balanced by a force imposed thereon by the resilient dia-

phragm so that the compression of the resilient means by
the coupling member reduces the force imposed on the

diaphragm by the resilient means so as to allow the force

imposed on the vent member by the diaphragm to move
the vent member in the one direction and the biasing of the

coupling member in the opposite direction by the resilient

means causes the linking member to move the vent mem-
ber in the opposite direction.

4,425,932

SIPHON LADLING APPARATUS
Trent S. Herman, 3273 Countryside Cir., Pontiac. Mich. 48057

Filed Jun. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 271,201

Int. a.' F04F W/00
U.S. a. 137-143 I 10 Claims

1. In a siphon-like device for intermittent delivery of prede-

termined amounts of critical liquids on demand from a primary
supply reservoir, said device comprising an enclosed hollow
body having internal passage means arranged generally in the

outline of a siphon including walls defining an upstream pas-

sage leg having an inlet portion adapted to be submerged in the

reservoir liquid below the surface thereof, walls defining a

downstream passage leg disposed outside of the reservoir

having an outlet portion terminating substantially below the

top horizontal surface of the liquid in the reservoir and walls

defining a fluid delivery outlet portion having an outlet and an

inlet disposed substantially below the surface of the reservoir

liquid forwardly of said downstream passage leg, said legs

being joined together in fluid passage relationship at their

upper cxtremeties to form an intermediate elevation passage

portion over the surface of the liquid; the improvement which
comprises:

air aperture means having upwardly depending walls defin-

ing a passage connected in conduit relationship to said

passage means adjacent said intermediate level passage

portion,

and critical liquid air-lock means having walls defining a

substantially large bulbed trap-like holding chamber hav-

ing Its bottom end connected in fiuid relationship to the

downstream lower outlet portion and its top end con-

nected in fiuid relationship to the inner inlet of said deliv-

ery outlet portion substantially below the surface of the

reservoir liquid, said air-trap chamber having a size and
configuration sufficient to hold substantially more liquid

when primed than the liquid capacity of that portion of

Si^ 14 .
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the downstream leg that extends below the top of said

chamber which condition is effective to maintain a sub-

stantial quantity of liquid in said chamber to form an

air-lock adjacent such lower downstream leg outlet por-

tion by means of the weight of the liquid alone without

other mechanical assistance to maintain the prime in the

siphon by preventing the liquid level in said chamber from

being sucked below said downstream outlet portion which
prevents entry of air at atmospheric pressure into said

passage means through said delivery outlet when said

upstream leg is submerged in the reservoir liquid and a

vacuum is applied to the air aperture opening, whereby,

after priming, liquid is transferred from said supply reser-

voir over the intermediate elevation passage portion by

pressure of the atmosphere on the reservoir liquid which
forces the liquid up the upstream shorter leg while the

excess weight of the liquid in the downstream longer leg

once filled, causes continuous fiow of liquid downstream
through said chamber and out said delivery outlet.

4,425,933

LOW DENSITY STOP FLOAT TRAP
Joseph T. Fetsch, Fort Saionga, N.Y., assignor to Hydratron

Fuels, Inc., Freeport, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 259,235

Int. a.3 B05G 5/00

U.S. a. 137—172 11 Qaims
1. An apparatus for preventing contamination of the envi-

ronment by a stored organic liquid, said organic liquid having

a predetermined specific gravity, said apparatus comprising:

a tank for containing said organic liquid;

a liquid impervious containment structure surrounding said

tank,

a drain opening formed in said structure;

dram valve means connected to said drain opening for distin-

guishing between said organic liquid and liquid having a

greater specific gravity than said organic liquid, and pass-
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ing said liquid having a greater specific gravity from said

containment structure;

wherein said drain valve means comprises a trap including a

Hoat actuated valve, said fioat actuated valve including a

J

fioat member having a specific gravity less than water but

greater than said stored organic liquid; and

manual actuation means for manually actuating said fioat

actuated valve.
'

4,425,934

HEAD OF AN AIR PUMP FOR INFLATING PNEUMATIC
TIRES HAVING A MOTORCYCLE VALVE

Walter Scheffer, Sundern, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Scheffer-Klute GmbH & Co., Sundern, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jun. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 274,094

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 17,

1980, 3035036

Int. a.' F16K 15/20

U.S. CI. 137—223 6 Claims

'? ? 'J

annular edge of said sealing lip in sealing engagement with

the exterior surface of said lifting pin and adapted to

permit fiow of air through said annular connecting duct

from said air duct but prevent fiow of air through said

annular connecting duct towards said air duct, said seal

forming with its free annular edge a sealing surface (11)

for facially engaging the Schrader valve body (14) and

said lifting pin forming with its free end an end face for

engaging and depressing said spring-biased check valve of

said Schrader valve, whereby, said resilient annular seal

with said fiexible annular sealing lip serving b<ith as a sea)

when said tubular projection is applied to said Schrader

valve and, in cooperation with said lifting pin. as a one-

way valve permitting air fiow through said annular con-

necting duct into said Schrader valve but preventing air

fiow from said Schrader valve through said annular con-

necting duct.

4,425.935

SNAP IN VALVE CARTRIDGE FOR PLUMBING
nXTURE

Teodoro J. Gonzalez, Mission Hills, Calif,, assignor to Price

Pfister, Inc., Pacoima, Calif.

Filed May 19, 1982. Ser. No. 379.931

Int. CI.' F16K 43/00

U.S. CI. 137—315 21 Oaims

1. A head of an air pump for infiating pneumatic tires having

a Schrader valve, said head comprising

(a) a housing (2) defining a pressure space (3) and arranged

to be connected to an air pump (18) defining a piston space

so that the pressure space (3) and the piston space are in

communication with one another;

(b)a tubular projection (4) formed integral with the housing

and defining a cavity (5) appliable upon a Schrader valve

(1) including a valve body (14) and a spring-biased check

valve (17);

(c) a partition (6) between the cavity and the pressure space,

the cavity of the projection communicating by at least one

air duct (7) passing through the partition with the pressure

space, and (d) a check valve provided in the cavity of the

projection and defined by an annular seal (9) composed of

a resilient material selected from the group consisting of

rubber and plastic and arranged around a stationary lifting

pin (8) projecting from the partition into the cavity of the

projection and leaving free between itself and the lifting

pin an annular connecting duct (10), said resilient annular

seal comprising a flexible annular sealing lip (12) integrally

formed to said annular seal and projecting inwardly,

across said annular connecting duct and with the free

-^ - ^w m
(4: 'i

#
1. A valve structure for a plumbing fixture or the like:

(a) a fixture btxly having a chamber and walls on opptisite

sides ot the chamber, one of said walls providing a cup and

the other of said walls providing an inlet, said cup having

an internal annular grcxive;

(b) a valve cartridge cooperable with said fixture btxlv;

(c) said cartridge including a hollow cage made of semi-rigid

resilient material, said cage having at least two spring

members formed in its side walls normally projecting

outwardly to latch said internal grcx>ve of said cup axially

to locate said cartridge in said fixture body;

(d) said spring members and said annular grcxwe having

engaging surfaces with a cam or ramp configuration to

fiex the spring members inwardly upon the application of

outward pressure on the cage;

(e) said cartridge including a part mating with said inlet

opening;

(0 valve port and valve closure means carried by the car-

tridge;

(g) a stem for said closure means, and having an end accessi-

ble at said valve cup; and

(h) a removable locking member fitting inside the cage to

block inward movement of said spnng members.
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4 425 936
CONCENTRIC TUBE HEAT TRACING APPARATUS

Darid C. Goss, San Marcos, Tex., assignor to Thermon Manu-
facturing Company, San Marcos, Tex.

Filed Aug. 2. 1982, Ser. No. 404,432

Int. CI. F16L 53/00
U.S. a. 137—340 8 Claims
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4,425,937

FLUID INJECTION SYSTEM
Myron Stein, 79 Robert Pitt Dr., Monsey, N.Y. 10952

Filed Jun. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 269,677

Int. CI.' F02B 77/04
U.S. CI. 137—480 6 Claims

I. A valve comprising:

an outlet passage being adapted to be connected to a source of
vacuum in an intake manifold of said engine;

a first inlet passage adapted to be connected to a supply of
antidetonant fluid;

a second inlet passage havmg an air filter for the purpose of
allowing the entry of filtered air therein;

a third inlet passage adapted to be connected to a PCV valve;
a fluid mixing chamber mto which antidetonant fiuid and filter

air flows;

a moveable fiuid mixing control means located in said fluid

mixing chamber;
a biasing means operatively associated with said fiuid mixing

control means for moving said fiuid mixing control means at

predetermined vacuum conditions;

said moveable fiuid mixing control means having a first posi-
tion in said fiuid mixing chamber wherein no antidetonant
fiuid nor filtered air can fiow through said outlet passage;

said moveable fiuid mixing control means having a plurality of
positions other than said first position wherein a mixture of
antidetonant fiuid and filtered air is allowed to pass through

said outlet passage, said mixture having different ratios of
antidetonant fiuid to filtered air;

and said third inlet passage being in continuous fiuid communi-
cation with said outlet passage.

4,425,938

LOW PRESSURE SAFETY PELIEF VALVE
Donald M. Papa, P.O. Box 1475, Bcllaire, Tex. 77401, and

Walter U. Powell, 8914 Valley View, Houston, Tex. 77074
Filed Mar. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 355,131

Int. a.^ F16K 31/363
U.S. a. 137-499 14 aaims

1. A heat transfer tracing line in combination with a pipeline
comprising:

reservoir rncans for containing a quantity of heat transfer

fiuid;

means with said rescM iir means for controlling the tempera-
ture of the .,'s't.r fiuid in said reservoir means;

said tracing lis/ :•.- -g le.med of a self-contained, loop con-
duit means h;tving an inner conduit and an outer conduit,
said conduit means having an inlet and an outlet, said inlet

and said outlet being in fiuid communication with said

reservoir means;

pump means associated with said rcser iii ; icarv to circu-

late the heat transfer fiuid from said iesci\i

through said conduit means and back to said r-.

means; and

wherein said conduit means is mounted in heat exchanging
relationship to the exterior of said pipeline.

1. A pilot valve for control of a low pressure safety relief

valve which safety relief valve is exposed to an inlet pressure
wherein the inlet pressure is selectively relieved by operation
of the safety relief valve and wherein the pilot valve controls

the safety relief valve by selectively applying control pressure
to the safety relief valve to close the safety relief valve and, by
selectively reducing the control pressure, to open the safety

relief valve, the pilot valve comprising:

(a) a pilot valve body having a chamber therein;

(b) a valve seat in said valve body chamber;

(c) movable valve means selectively closing against said

valve seat in said valve body;

(d) diaphragm means having two pressure isolated sides in a

chamber m said valve body;

(e) first means for introducing fluid through an inlet at inlet

pressure of the safety relief valve, said first means placing

pressure on one side of said diaphragm means to form a

force acting on said diaphragm means;

(0 second means forming an intermediate pressure less than

the inlet pressure and introducing fluid at the intermediate

pressure against the second side of said diaphragm means;

(g) wherein said first means and second means form forces

selectively moving said diaphragm means on achieving a

specified differential force;

(h) second diaphragm means having two pressure isolated

sides received in a chamber in said valve body;

(i) third means exposing one side of said second diaphragm
means to fiuid at a pressure between atmospheric pressure

and inlet pressure to form a force acting on said second
diaphragm means;

(j) an adjustable resilient means opposing said diaphragm
means and said second diahragm means;

(k) valve stem means connected to said valve means for

opening said valve means relative to said valve seat, said

valve stem means being operatively coupled to and moved
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by forces from said adjustable resilient means, diaphragm
means and second diaphragm means;

(I) passage means supplied with inlet pressure and extending

to said valve seat and valve means, said passage means
additionally connecting with an outlet line from said pilot

valve extending to the safety relief valve to conduct con-

trol pressure to the safety relief valve for control of open-

ing and closing of said safety relief valve;

(m) an exhaust passage from said valve seat and said valve

means normally closed by said valve means for selectively

dropping pressure in said outlet line by opening a fiow

path through said exhaust passage;

(n) orifice means upstream of said outlet line forming a

pressure drop dependent on fiuid fiow through said orifice

means; and

(o) said orifice means and said valve seal and valve means

modifying the control pressure applied to the safety relief

valve to open and close the safety relief valve.

4,425,939

VALVE FOR ADJUSTING THE CLOSING SPEED OF A
DOOR CLOSER

Mario Marinoni, and Mirko Marinoni, both of Magenta, Italy,

assignors to Casma di V. Marinoni & Figli, Magenta, Italy

Filed Dec. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 328,509

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 5,

1981,3117730

Int. a.' F16K 15/14

U.S. CI. 137—599.2 6 Claims

1. A valve for adjusting the closing speed of a door closer,

comprising an axially extending, generally cylindrical valve

member having a tubular portion and a solid portion following

one another in axial direction, the end of said tubular portion

facing away from said solid portion being open and the wall of

said tubular portion extending in the axial direction of said

valve member, said wall having an opening spaced axially from

said open end of said tubular portion, a valve body defining a

blind-end bore, said valve member being axially adjustable in

said bore with sliding contact between said wall and the sur-

face of said bore, the open end of said tubular portion facing

the end of said blind-end bore, said valve body including inlet

and outlet conduits opening into said bore, said inlet conduit

and said opening being located so as to be positionable into

communication in such a way that an axial adjustment of said

valve member changes the cross-sectional area of the passage

created between said inlet conduit and said opening, wherein

the improvement comprises a body of elastic foam material

arranged in the interior of said tubular portion and placed

across said opening.

4,425,940

PRESSURE CONTROL SYSTEM
John E. Cook, Chatham, Canada, assignor to Canadian Fnun

Limited, Canada

Filed Apr, 2, 1981, Ser. No. 250,340

..... ^1." F16K 11/14

U.S. a. 137—627.5 5 Qaims
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3. In a pressure control system a housing having an inlet

communicated to a fluid pressure source providing a pressure

level greater ihan atmospheric pressure and a pair of outlets,

primary valve means controlling communication between said

inlet and said outlets, said primary valve means including a

pressure differential diaphragm means for actuating said pri-

mary valve means from a first condition in which said primary

valve means closes one of said outlets and communicates the

other of said outlets to said inlet, said primary valve means
being actuated to a second condition in which said primary

valve means closes said other of said outlets and opens the one

outlet to said inlet, said system including a pressure tap for

generating a pressure signal from the pressure level communi-
cated to said inlet from said pressure source, conduit means

including a pair of branches for communicating said pressure

signal from said tap to opposite sides of said pressure differen-

tial responsive diaphragm means, and electrically actuated

valve means controlling communication through said branches

to cause said diaphragm means to actuate said primary valve

means between first and second conditions and wherein said

primary valve means is actuable to a third condition in which

communication from said inlet to both of said outlets is pre-

vented, and an electrically actuated valve mechanism in said

conduit between said tap and said electrically actuated valve

means, said electrically actuated valve mechanism being actu-

able from a normal condition in which said conduit and both of

said branches is vented to atmosphere to thereby communicate

said opposite sides of said pressure differential diaphragm

means to atmospheric pressure to an actuated p<isition permit-

ting said electrically actuated valve means to communicate one

of said branches with said tap.

4,425,941

VALVE CONSTRUCTION HAVING MULTIPLE PISTON
MEANS AND METHOD OF MAKING THE SAME

Marvin P. Weaver, Knoxville, Tenn,, assignor to Robertshaw

Controls Company, Richmond, Va.

Division of Ser. No. 126,836, Mar. 3, 1980, abandoned, which is

a continuation-in-part of Ser, No, 911,403, Jun. 1, 1978, Pat. No.

4,228,817. This application Jun. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 273,220

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Oct. 21,

1997, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.J F16K 11/04

U.S. a. 137—871 5 Qaims
1. In a valve construction having a housing means provided

with a chamber and port means leading to said chamber and

having an axially movable piston means disposed in said cham-

ber to interconnect certain of said port means together in
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relation to the axial position of said piston means that is caused
by a condition reponsive device and a spring means opera-
tively associated with said piston means, the improvement
wherein said piston means comprises a plurahty of pistons
disposed in spaced substantially parallel relation and bemg
secured together to be axially moved in unison in said chamber
under the influence of said condition responsive device, said
spring means comprising a single coiled compression spring
telescopically receiving said pistons therein, said port means
comprising first, second and third port means leading to said
chamber, said piston means comprising first and second pis-

tons, said chamber having first and second sections respec-
tively receiving part of said first and second pistons therein.

raised portions, said torn raised portions being arranged,
within each row. at irregular intervals.

4 425 943
PLUG ASSEMBLY FOR USE IN METHOD AND

APPARATUS FOR REPAIRING HEAT EXCHANGERS
John E. Martin, Penllyn Pike, Spring House, Pa. 19477
Continuation-in-part of Ser, No. 214,189, Dec. 8, 1980, Pat. No.

4,393,564. This application Oct. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 311,912
Int. a.' B65D 39/12

U.S. CI. 138-89 jQaims

said first and second sections respectively having said first and
second port means interconnecting therewith whereby each
piston part controls the port means of its respective section
independently of the other piston, said chamber having a third
section thereof that is disposed in communication with said
first and second sections and receiving the remaining parts of
said pistons therein, said third port means interconnecting with
said third section of said chamber in all positions of said pistons
in said chamber, said housing means having first and second
valve seat means respectively in said first and second sections
and respectively intermediate said third port means and said
first and second port means, said first and second pistons re-

spectively controlling said first and second valve seat means.

I

4,425,942

HNNED TUBE FOR A HEAT EXCHANGER
Manfred Hage, Ulm-Wiblingen, and Gerhard Schinkoth, Neu-

Ulm/Pfuhl, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Wie-
land-Werke A.G., Ulm, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 328,756
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 24,

1980, 3048959

Int. CI.' F15D 1/06
U.S. a. 138-38 6 Qaims

140- ^140-

1 For use in plugging a tube which may have foreign matter
on Its inner periphery, a plug assembly comprising a tubular
sleeve and a wedge slidable axially inside the sleeve for ex-
panding the sleeve radially outward against the interior of the
tube, a plurality of deformable cutting edges extending circum-
ferentially about the outer periphery of said tubular sleeve and
a plurality of grooves disposed between said cutting edges,
each of said cutting edges being defined by surfaces which
converge radially outward to form a substantially V-shaped
cross-section having a slender outermost tip portion capable of
being deformed relative to the tube wall without substantially

penetrating the tube wall when the sleeve is forced radially

outward against the interior of the tube, said cutting edges
cooperating with the tube wall when said wedge is forced into
said sleeve to penetrate the foreign matter, to displace the same
into the grooves, and to deform for providing a labyrinth-like

fluid-tight seal between the outer periphery of the sleeve and
the inner periphery of the tube wall, whereby a leak resistant

joint is provided between the tube and the plug assembly.

? 6 J
I

1. A finned tube for a heat exchanger comprising a drawn
tube Ijaving an outer surface and an inner surface with torn
raised portions provided on said inner surface which torn
raised portions are arranged in a plurality of rows extending in

a longitudinal direction of the drawn tube and which possess
lateral surfaces which also extend in the longitudinal direction
of the drawn tube and are longer than the width of of the torn

4 425 944
REPAIR PLUG FOR HEAT EXCHANGER TUBES,
ESPECIALLY FOR STEAM GENERATORS OF

PRESSURIZED-WEATHER NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
Frederik E. Heuckelbach, Heinkenszand, Netherlands; Robert

Weber, Uttenreuth, and Jakob Weber, Eriangen, both of Fed.
Rep. of Germany, assignors to Kraftwerk Union Aktiengesell-
schaft, Miilheim, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Nov. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 320,869
Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Nov. 17,

1980, 3043343; Sep. 7, 1981, 3135382
Int. a.3 F16L 55/10, 55/12

U.S. a. 138-89 4 aaims
1. Repair plug for sealing heat exchanger tubes, comprising

a closure plug part being tightly connectable to a heat ex-

changer tube and having an end for insertion into the heat

exchanger tube, and a polisher plug part disposed on said

insertion end of said closure plug part axially in front of said

insertion end in insertion direction thereof forming a single

structural unit with said closure plug part, said polisher plug
part remaining in the sealed heat exchanger tube after complet-
ing the tight connection, said insertion end of said closure plug
part having a surface formed thereon, and said polisher plug
part being in the form of a felt polisher disk packet, a clamping
bolt, at least part of which being centrally disposed in said

packet and anchored in said closure plug part holding said

\
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packet against said insertion end surface, and a sleeve in which
said clamping bolt is disposed, said felt disks being stacked on

ii " ^i
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said sleeve and having central bores formed therein in which
said sleeve is disposed.

4,425,945

THREAD GUARD
Ronald T. McDonald, 410 Santa Dominga, Solana Beach, Calif.

92075

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 426,621

Int. CI.' B65D 59/06

U.S. a. 138—96 T 11 Claims

location such that said sheds move in a direction generally

parallel to said warp threads, retaining a plurality of said sheds

during the continuous movement of said sheds from said first

l(x;ation toward said second location, and inserting weft

threads into said retained sheds during the continuous move-
ment of said retained sheds from said first location toward said

second location such that each of said retained sheds has a weft

thread inserted thereinto; the improvement comprising the

further steps of retaining said sheds by inserting shed-rctainmg

means into each of said sheds, using said shed-retaining means
to form a plurality of continuous substantially closed channels,

each channel being formed in a corresp<inding one of said

retained sheds, inserting said weft threads into said channels

formed by said shed-retaining means using a plurality of fluid

jets, each fiuid jet being substantially constrained within a

corresponding one of said channels by an associated shed-

retaining means during the insertion of a respective weft thread

and each weft thread being substantially constrained with a

corresponding one of said channels by an associated shed-

rctaining means until its respective retained shed is released,

moving said Huid jets alongside said retained sheds such that

said Huid jets move in generally the same direction as said

retained sheds during the insertion of said weft threads, and

synchronizing the movement of said fluid jets with said re-

tained sheds such that each fiuid jet moves conjointly with a

corresponding one of said retained sheds during the insertion

of a respective weft thread, whereby a predetermined number

of said weft threads can be inserted substantially simulta-

neously into a corresponding number of said retained sheds.

\Q^'I

1. A pfotective cap for threaded pipe comprising:

a tubular housing having closed end and open end for fitting

over threaded end of pipe;

a tubular lining in said housing extend substantially the

length thereof; and

an elastic ring disposed between said liner and the wall of

said tubular housing for biasing said liner into frictional

gripping engagement with the end of a pipe

4,425,946

WEAVING METHOD AND APPARATUS
Thomas F. McGinley, Phillipsburg, N.J., assignor to McGinley

Mills, Inc., Phillipsburg, N.J., a part interest

Filed Oct. 16, 1980, Ser. No. 197,523

Int. a.' D03D 47/00

U.S. a. 139—11 63 Claims

^fS S4

1. In a method of weaving including the steps of forming

sheds of warp threads successively at a first location on a loi)m,

continuously moving said sheds away from said first location

and toward a second location spaced a distance from said first

4,425,947

SINGLE POINT CUT AND CLENCH MECHANISM
Richard B. Maxner, and Vitaly Bandura, both of Danvers,

Mass., assignors to USM Corporation, Farmington, Conn.

Filed Nov. 3, 1981, Ser. No, 317,749

Int. CI.' B21F //Ofy

U.S. a. 140—105 4 Oaims

I

1. A mechanism for cutting and clinching the lead of an

electrical component that has been inserted in a circuit btiard

comprising:

a. a base support means adapted to be fixed to means coact-

ing with a circuit board carrier to place the mechanism in

a predetermined position for the cut-clinch operation;

b. a cutting and clinching head having movable and fixed

cut-clinch portions carried on the suppt>rt means;

c. said movable portion having a cut-clinch portion on one

end and a cam surface on the oppi^site end, said movable

portion being pivotally carried on the support means

intermediate its ends and pivoted to a closed head position

in response to a cam actuator pivotally earned on the

suppiirt means.
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4,425.948

WIRE WRAPPING TOOL
Eric Sterner, Hiigersten, Sweden, assignor to Telefonaktiebola-

get L M Ericsson, Stockholm, Sweden
Filed Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 328,389

Gaims priority, application Sweden, Dec. 22, 1980, 8009061
Int. a.' B21F 7/00

U.S. a. 140-119 4 aaims

1. A wire wrapping tool comprising a cylindrical wrapping
bit adapted for longitudinally receiving a tag on which a wire
is to be wound, said bit having a longitudinal groove offset
from the tag for receiving a wire such that upon relative rota-
tion of the bit and tag the wire is wound around the tag, said bit
including a nozzle member freely rotatably relative to the bit,

said nozzle member having a hole for receiving the wire ex-
tending from said groove, said hole in a particular relative
angular position of said bit and nozzle member being in prolon-
gation of said groove, said hole being inclined relative to said
groove to provide offset edges for said hole which frictionally
engage a free end of the wire in said hole to hold said free end
when the wire is wound by the bit around the tag for a given
member of turns whereas upon subsequent rotation of the
nozzle member relative to said bit in the opposite direction the
free end of the wire is wound onto the tag and the tool be-
comes disengaged from the wire.

4 425 949
PROCESS FOR REMOVING UNDESIRABLE
SUBSTANCES FROM ELECTRICAL DEVICES

Edward A. Rowe, Jr., North Perry, Ohio, assignor to Diamond
Shamrock Corporation, Dallas, Tex.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 231,137, Feb. 3, 1981,

abandoned. This application Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,560
Int. a.^ B6SB i/04

U.S. a. 141-1
,2 Qaims

r^-'^^.-.ri

V- „ 11

mto said transformer removing that vajwr which is not
adsorbed or condensed by the transformer, such that
PCBs are removed along with said vapor until the outlet
vapor temperature equals the inlet vapor temperature;

(C) discontmuing introduction of said halogenated aliphatic
hydrocarbon;

(D) evacuating said transformer to about 20 millimeters Hg;
and

(E) filling said evacuated transformer with a dielectric mate-
rial.

4,425,950

LOG SPLITTING APPARATUS
Eugene L. Schnebiy, 18508 Road 14, Fredericktown, Ohio 43019

Filed Aug. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 406,114
Int. CI.' B27L 7/00

U.S. CI. 144—194 6 Claims

1. A log splitting apparatus comprising:
a housing,

a splitter cone extending forvvardly from the housing and
being journaled for rotation in the housing;

means for connecting the splitter cone to a rotatable power
source;

a stabilizer base assembly including an elongated base plate
extending forwardly from one side of the housing in posi-
tion to engage a log being pierced by the splitter cone to
thereby enable the base plate to absorb torque reaction
from the log at said one side of the housing, the base plate
having a pivotal connection to the housing about an axis

extending substantially parallel to the axis of the splitter

cone, a torque arm extending transversely from the base
plate to the other side of the housing; and

a support member connected to said other side of the hous-
ing in position to engage the end portion of the torque arm
remote from the base plate to thereby absorb additional
torque reaction from the log at the other side of said
housing.

I

1. A method for retrofilling a transformer which contains
polychlorinated biphenyls and other undesirable substances
comprising:

(A) evacuating said transformer to about one millimeter Hg;
(B) introducing a halogenated aliphatic hydrocarbon vapor

4,425,951

HOLLOW DEBARKING ARM
Ronald D. Pousette, Vancouver, and John L. vSanders, North

Vancouver, both of Canada, assignors tu Brunette Machine
Works, Ltd., New Westminster, Canada

Filed Feb. 16, 1982. Ser. No. 349.046

Int. Cl.J B27L l/OO
U.S. a. 144-208 E 4 Qaims

1. In a log-debarking apparatus having a ring which is rotat-
able about a transport axis, as a log is moved alon^ the axis
through an opening in the ring in a front-to-rear direction, an
elongate debarking arm having an outer end mounted on said
ring for swinging of its inner, bladed and toward and away
from said axis, said arm comprising

a substantially closed hollow section extending between and
joining said ends, said section having a front edge portion
which inclines rearwardly progressing toward the inner
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end of the section, and a front wall portion which slopes

rearwardly progressing from said edge portion in a direc-

ti»in away from said transport axis, and

^ :'n
*

a curved log-engaging edge projection extending along and

projecting forwardly from said edge portion.

4,425,952

LOG-FEED APPARATUS
Ronald D. Pousette, Vancouver, and John L. Sanders, North

Vancouver, both of Canada, assignors to Brunette Machine
Works Ltd., New Westminster, Canada

Filed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 348,994

Int. CI.' F16D i/64: B27L l/OO

U.S. CI. 144—246 F 4 Claims

-;»*-

1. In a log-feed assembly having a frame defining a transport

axis for a log, log-feed apparatus comprising

an elongated arm, having ends, pivoted on said frame iox

swinging of one of said ends toward and away from said

transport axis,

power-vjperaled drive means mounted on said arm adjacent

the other end thereof,

a speed reducer mounted on said arm intermediate its said

ends,

belt drive means operatively interconnecting the output of

said power-operated means and the input of said reducer,

a log-engaging feed roll, and journaling means journaling

said roll on said arm adjacent the arm's said one end, and

rotary coupling means operatively coupling the output of

said speed reducer to said feed roll,

said journaling means substantially isolating said rotary

coupling means and said speed reducer from all but tor-

sional loads transmitted by said feed roll.

4,425,953

PNEUMATIC VEHICLE TIRE HAVING A RUBBER
LAYER BETWEEN BELT PLIES

Dieter Rohde, Lehrie, and Siegfried Preatorius, Barsinghausen,
both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Continental Gum-
mi-W'erke Aktiengesellschaft, Hanover, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Feb. 9, 1982. Ser. No. 347,254

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 13,

1981, 3105209

Int. a.' B60C 9,20

U.S. a. 152-360 14 Qaims

1 A pneumatic vehicle tire comprised primarily of clasto-

mcric material and having a radial carcass, sidewalls. a tread,

and a pull resistant belt having edges associated therewith and

being located between said carcass and said tread, said bell

extending approximately over the width of said tread and

including at least two cord fabric plies, the cords of which

have a given diameter; said tire further comprising a rubber

layer arranged at least partially between two of said plies and

having a thickness of from said given cord diameter to 5 mm.
said rubber layer being free of any reinforcing cords and in-

cluding a central strip located entirely between said two belt

plies, and two side strips having a predetermined hardness and

having a radially inner side thereof respectively, one on each

side of and adjoining said central strip, said side strips respec-

tively having a width relative to said belt and projecting par-

tially laterally beyond the associated edges of said belt, the

projecting portion of said side strips having a width thai is

approximately 10% of the bell width, said central strip of said

rubber layer being considerably softer than said side strips

thereof

2 A pneumatic vehicle tire comprised primarily of elasto-

menc material and having a radial carcass, sidewalls including

portions having rubber layers adjacent to side strips, as herein

defined, a tread, and a pull resistant belt having edges associ-

ated therewith and being legated between said carcass and said

tread, said belt extending approximately over the width of said

tread and including at least two cord fabric plies radially super-

imposed upon one another, the cords of which have a given

diameter; said tire further comprising a rubber layer arranged

at least partially between two of said plies and having a thick-

ness of from said given cord diameter to 5 mm. said rubber

layer including a central strip located entirely between said

two belt plies, and two side strips having a predetermined

hardness and having a radially inner side thereof respectively,

one on each side of and adjoining said central strip, said side

strips respectively having a width relative to said belt and

projecting partially laterally beyond the assiKiated edges of

said belt, said central strip of said rubber layer being considera-

bly softer than said side strips thereof, approximately half of

the width of each of said side strips of said rubber layer being

arranged as a portion with a thickness between said two belt

plies, with the other half of the width of each of said side strips

as a portion with a thickness projecting laterally beyond the

assiKiated edges of said belt.
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4,425,954 4 425 055METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MOUNTING TIRES VERTICAL BLINb MECHANISM
D«k— c /w r» .

ON RfMS Edward M. Kaucic, Middleton, Wis., assifpior to Graber Indus-Robert S. Ogren, Owatonna, Minn., assignor to Motor Wheel tries. Inc., Middleton Wis
Corporation Lju.sing,Mich^

Filed May 'l7, 1982, Ser. No. 378,759
Filed Apr. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 255,786 i„t a ^ E06B 9/30

Int. aj B60C 25/08 U.S. CI. 160-168 R ' ' ' 25 QaimsU.S. a. 157—1.22 13 Qaims

u^ •'
-<•'•

1. In a tire mounting machine of the type which mounts a
tire casing having two axially spaced beads onto a wheel nm
having first and second axially spaced tire-bead-retammg cir-

cumferential flanges and at least one re-entrant surface means
protruding radially inwardly of the rim and extending circum-
ferentially therearound adjacent said first rim flange, annular
bead seating areas axially inwardly adjacent to said flanges,
and a sloping-walled drop center portion therebetween, the
machine being of the type in which two counter-rotating bead
deflector shoes are rotated adjacent one side of the rim and
about such first fiange, so as to commence travel adjacent to
each other and then rotate through nearly semi-circular arcs of
travel in an opposite sense with one of the two tire beads
closest to the rim disposed at least partially in the drop center
portion, the improvement for mounting the one tire bead over
the rim first flange comprising:

(a) means for orienting said machine and rim with said bead
defiector shoes in a retracted position generally adjacent
to each other at a selected point along the circumference
of the first rim flange in the vicinity of said portion of said
one tire bead disposed in said rim drop center portion;

(b) means for counter-rotating said bead deflector shoes to
slidably engage said one tire bead to stretch the same
along the first rim flange in an arc widening progressively
from said selected point during substantially the first one-
third of their said arcs of travel and then to defiect said
bead over the first rim fiange during substantially the
second two-thirds of their said arcs of travel to thereby
complete the one bead deflection over the first fiange of
the rim, said shoe counter-rotating means comprising two
counter-rotating arms with said bead deflector shoes indi-
vidually supported thereon, and wherein said arms are
mounted to counter-rotate about a common pivot point;

(c) holding means operably engaging said rim re-entrant
surface for holding said tire mounting machine fixed
against movement axially relative to said rim while per-
mitting said machine to rotate bodily generally about the
axis of the rim; and

(d) means for powering said shoe counter-rotating means
operable to apply substantially equal forces thereto during
said shoe travel whereby said machine is pivotable relative
to the rim in response to unequal reaction forces exerted
by the tire beads on said shoes during their said arcs of
travel, said powering means comprising a pair of rams
individually propelling each shoe and hydraulic pressure
fluid supply means operable to power said rams with
equalized hydraulic pressure such that said rams are exten-
sible independently of one another in accordance with the
tire bead reaction forces exerted respectively thereagainst
via the associated bead deflector shoe.

1. A vertical blind mechanism comprising a horizontal rod
having a lengthwise extending slot and track means along said
slot, a plurality of auxiliary carriers mounted on the track
means for movement along the rod and extending through the
slot, a vane support mounted on each auxiliary carrier for
turning about an upright axis, a sprocket mounted for axial
rotation on each auxiliary carrier inside the rod. drive means
connecting each sprocket to the associated vane support for
turning the latter, a flexible operating chain having first and
second chain portions inside the rod adapted to extend length-
wise of the rod, first and second chain guide means on each
auxiliary carrier for respectively retaining the first and second
chain portions in meshing engagement with the associated
sprocket at diametrically opposite sides thereof, traverse means
associated with one end of said first and second chain portions
operable to move said one end of the first and second chain
portions in a first direction along The rod to an extended posi-
tion to draw the said first and second chain portions lengthwise
along the rod, the first and second chain portions limiting
maximum separation between adjacent auxiliary carriers when
said one end of said first and second chain portions are ex-
tended along the rod, and means associated with the other ends
of said first and second chain portions operable to move the
first and second chain portions lengthwise in relatively oppo-
site directions for rotating the sprockets to turn the vanes.

4,425,956

VERTICAL BLIND MECHANISM
Mark J. Terlecke, Madison, Wis., assignor to Graber Industries,

Inc., Middleton, Wis.

Filed May 20, 1982, Ser. No. 380,033

Int. CIJ E06B 9/30
U.S. a. 160-168 R 8 Oaims

1. In a vertical blind mechanism comprising, a rod having
lengthwise extending track means, a lead carrier and a plurality
of auxiliary carriers mounted on the track means for movement
along the rod, a vane support mounted on each auxiliary car-
rier for turning about an upright axis, a sprocket means
mounted for axial rotation on each vane carrier and drive
means connecting each sprocket means to the associated vane
support for turning the latter, chain return means on said lead
carrier, a flexible chain looped intermediate its ends around the
chain return means and having first and second chain portions
extending from the chain return means lengthwise of the rod
toward one end of the latter, first and second chain guide
means on each auxiliary carrier for respectively retaining the
first and second chain portions in meshing engagement with
the associated sprocket at diametrically opposite sides thereof.
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traverse means connected to the lead carrier operable to move
the lead carrier along the rtnl between a retracted position

adjacent said one end of the rod and an extended position

spaced along the rod from said retracted position, means for

releasably retaining the lead carrier in its extended position

with the first and second chain portions drawn lengthwise of

the rod, the first and sec(^nd chain portions limiting maximum
separation between the carriers when the lead carrier is moved
in one direction along the rod away from said one end to said

extended position, and chain operation means ass(K'iated with

the ends of said first and second chain portions operable to

relatively move said first and second chain portions lengthwise

in relatively opposite directions for rotating the sprockets to

igniting the fuel in the chamber to create an exothermic

reaction

9 An apparatus for producing foundry sand molds of the

type comprising a molding chamber containing sand to be

compacted to form a mold, the sand having an exp<ised upper

surface, a combustion chamber coupled to the molding cham-
ber for receiving fuels to be reacted to compact the sand, and

means for supplying fuel to said combustion chamber, compris-

ing the combination of:

a source of fuel at a pressure greater than the normal pres-

sure of the combustion chamber;

supply conduit means for delivering fuel from said source to

said combustion chamber;

- .I'.r

1.1 - " • li"

turn the vanes, the improvement comprising a chain locking

device inside the rod at a location in the path of movement of

the sprocket on one of the auxiliary carriers when it is re-

tracted toward said one end of the rod. the chain locking

device having chain guide passage means therein for guidably

engaging the first and second chain portions for movement in

relatively opposite directions therethrough, the chain guide

passage means maintaining the first and second chain portions

passing therethrough spaced apart a distance substantially less

than the pitch diameter of the sprocket on said one auxiliary

carrier to lock the first and second chain portions to the

sprocket on said one auxiliary carrier when it is retracted into

engagement with said chain locking device. •

4,425,957

METERING FUEL SUPPLY TO A SAND PACKING
COMBUSTION CHAMBER

Kurt Fischer, Schaffhausen, and Franz Mueller, Neuhausen am
Rheinfall, both of Switzerland, assignors to George Fischer

Aktiengesellschaft, Switzerland

Filed Jan. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 341,011

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jan. 23, 1981,

435/81

Int. C\? B22C 15/00

U.S. a. 164—37 15 Qaims
1. A method for supplying an accurately predetermined

quantity of a fuel, or a mixture of fuels, to a combustion cham-

ber forming part of an apparatus for prixlucing foundry molds

of the type wherein a quantity of molding sand to be com-

pacted has a surface exposed to the combustion chamber, the

method comprising the steps of

providing a dosing container having a predetermined inte-

rior volume which is separated from the combustion

chamber,

filling the dosing container with fuel or mixture of fuels

under pressures until the pressure therein reaches a prede-

termined level above the level of pressure in the combus-

tion chamber,

conducting the fuel from the dosing container into the com-

bustion chamber until the pressure in the dosing container

falls to a predetermined lower pressure level and

y.. r

a dosing container coupled to said supply conduit means;

valve means for selectively connecting said dosing container

to said supply conduit means during a filling phase for

filling said dosing container with fuel and to said combus-

tion chamber during a loading phase for loading fuel from

said dosing container into said combustion chamber;

pressure sensing means coupled to said container resptmsive

to upper and lower fuel pressures therein, respectively, for

activating said valve means to terminate said filling phase

at said upper pressure and said loading phase at said lower

pressure.

4,425,958

LOW-PRESSURE CASTING Mf^TTHOD AND
LOW-PRESSURE CASTING APPARATUS

Hans LiJthy, Buchs; Eugen Isler, Niederrohrdorf; Ewald Meier,

Unterehrendingen, and .Max Zimmermann, Niederrohrdorf,

all of Switzerland, assignors to Egro AG, Niederrohrdorf,

Switzerland

Filed Nov. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 322,063

Qaims priority, application Switzerland, Dec. 23, 1980,

9495/80

Int. Q.' B22D 17/06

U.S. Q. 164— 119 7 Qaims
1. A low-pressure casting method for the casting of cast

pieces within a displaceably arranged mold containing mold

halves and a casting opening, comprising the steps of:

providing a substantially pressure-tight closed vessel con-

taining a cover plate at its upper side equipped with a

casting hole;

providing within said vessel which contains a molten metal

a gas chamber above the molten metal;

displacing said mold in a substantially vertical plane prior to

casting;

said step of displacing said mold including lowenng said

mold together with its casting opening onto said casting

hole of said metal-containing vessel;
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placing said lowered mold with its casting opening into
fonn-iocking alignment with said casting hole of said
vessel;

pressing said mold onto the cover plate of said vessel;

applying a gas pressure to said gas chamber to force the
molten metal through the casting hole of the vessel and
through the casting opening of the mold into the mold;

solidifying the cast piece formed in the mold;
venting the gas chamber following the solidification of the

cast piece in the mold;
then further displacing said mold in said substantially verti-

cal plane;

lifting the mold in a substantially vertical direction off of the
vessel following venting of the gas chamber;

__ 6

12 7 r-A_rl 7 12
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transporting the lifted mold in a substantially horizontal
linear direction to a stripping station;

opening said mold at the stripping station;

removing the cast piece from the mold;
further displacing the mold following removal of the cast

piece in a substantially linear direction to a washing, dry-
ing and finishing station;

rotating the mold halves of the mold within said vertical
plane through an angle of approximately 90° in order to
open the mold; and

lowering the mold halves at the location of a parting plane
thereof such that frontal surfaces of the opened mold
halves are lowered and immersed into a cooling and fin-

ishing emulsion bath at the washing station.

4,425,959 I

MOLD FOR CASTINGINTERCELL CONNECTORS
Ingo Mund, Brilon, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to Ac-
cumulatorenwerke Hoppecke Carl Zoellner & Sohn GmbH &
Co. KG, Brilon, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jun. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 281,256
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 26.

1980,3023981 ^
• .

Int. Q\? B22D 19/00. 21/00, 25/04
U.S. a. 164-342 ,5 Caims

from each other, and each of the mold segments havmg, at a
top surface thereof, a mold trough defined therein, said mold
segmentN being assembled in a segment support to form a
complete mold, the segment support comprising an elongate
portion having a central feed trough defined therein and later-
ally extending arm portions at opposed ends of said elongate
portion, said vertical contact surface of each of said mold
segments facing said elongate portion of said segment support,
each said mold segments at the top surface further forming at
least a portion of a feed trough communicating with the central
feed trough and said mold trough, the top surface being shaped
to define an overfiow weir between said portion of the feed
trough and said moid trough, each of the mold troughs adapted
to receive liquid lead overflowing from the central feed
trough. Howing along the feed trough and then flowing over
the overflow weir and into the mold trough, and cooling chan-
nels defined in said mold segments extending under said mold
troughs, the improvement wherein

said individual mold segments having recesses defined
therein constituting means for insulating said mold
troughs of said individual r"old segments from said cool-
ing channels,

said recesses extending from said vertical contact surfaces of
said mold segments to beyond said mold trough under
substantially the entire top surface of each of said mold
segments which defines said at least a portion of the feed
trough, said overflow weir and said mold trough of each
of said mold segments, said recesses being disposed above
said cooling channels to insulate substantially the entire
top surface of each of said mold segments from said cool-
ing channels.

4,425,960

METHOD OF AND AN APPARATUS FOR THE
MANIPULATION OF A STARTING CHAIN FOR

FORMAT CHANGES IN A CONTINUOUS CASTING
INSTALLATION

Hans J. Reuter, Kurten-Biesfeld; Hermann Take, Cologne, both
of Fed. Rep. of Germany, and Charles Werner, Esch, Luxem-
bourg, assignors to Mecan ARBED s.a r.l., Luxembourg,
Luxembourg

Filed May 6, 1981, Ser. No. 260,931
Int. a.3 B22D 11/08

U.S. CI. 164-426 5 Qaims

1. In a mold for casting-on bridges which connect connect-
mg lugs of sets of plates assembled into packs for lead storage
batteries, the bridges having cell connecting fianges and end
poles, respectively, formed thereon, the mold comprising a
plurality of individual mold segments each having a substan-
tially vertical conUct surface and being vertically separable

1. In a continuous casting apparatus including an installation

for the manipulation of starting chain segments for continuous
strand casting whereby such segments for starting the continu-
ous strand casting process whereby such starting chain seg-
ments are coupled to and decoupled from a remainder of a
starting chain, the improvement which comprises:

an arcuate first upright guide having an upper end and a
lower end, said arcuate first upright guide being adapted
to receive said remainder of starting chain;

means associati d with said arcuate first upright guide for
displacing ^aid remainder into said arcuate first upright
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guide and for retaining said remainder of starting chain ai

rest in said arcuate first upright guide;

an arcuate second guide having a lower end aligned with the

lower end of said arcuate first upright guide and an up-

wardly opening upper end;

gripper means associated with said arcuate second guide and

positionable above said upper end of said arcuate second

guide for engaging a starting chain segment and lowering

same into and retracting same from said arcuate second

guide;

means associated with said gripper means for shifting said

gripper means from a position wherein said gripper means
is aligned with said upper end of said arcuate second guide

into a position wherein starting chain segments can be

transferred by said gripper means to or from a magazine;

and

means between said guides for enabling the coupling and

decoupling of links of said remainder of starting chain and

a segment disposed in said arcuate second guide

about and in steam connection with said steam chamber
and,

4,425,961

CONTINUOUS CASTING PLANT FOR THE
HORIZONTAL CONTINUOUS CASTING OF STEEL

Knstof W. Tromel. Am Roten Kreuz 19, 4005 Meerbusch, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
Filed Dec. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 332,340

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 22,

1980, 3048483

Int. CI.' B22D U/OO
U.S. CI. 164—440 7 Claims

23

J

1. A continuous casting plant for the horizontal continuous

casting of steel of the kind composing a horizontally displace-

able chill mould of generally rectangular form in cross-section

and having an inlet which in use is adapted to be connected to

a pouring spout of a pouring vessel, and shut-off means which
are adapted to isolate the mould from the pouring spout when
desired, wherein the mould is mounted on a displaceable truck

and the shut-off means comprises a shear-plate which keeps the

mould inlet closed when the mould is displaced to separate it

from the pouring spout, the shear-plate also being mounted on

said displaceable truck and being slidable relative to said truck

in a direction perpendicular to the length of the mould and

wherein said shear-plate is slidable in a direction generally

parallel to a diagonal of the cross-section of said mould.

4,425,962

HEATING APPARATUS
William M. Cameron, Wellington, New Zealand, assignor to

Macewans Machinery Limited, Wellington, New Zealand

Filed Feb. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 349,601

Int. a.' BOIF 15/06

U.S. a. 165—92 17 Qaims
1. A steam heated beatershaft comprising:

(a) steam inlet means connected with an outer steam cham-

ber,

(b) outlet means to remove condensate and air connected

with an inner co-axial collecting chamber,

(c) a plurality of spaced apart annular hollow rings mounted

J'kL-J L: -J.J L

•-f-fc

(d) means for collecting condensate and air mounted in each
ring and providing a flow connection between each ring

and said collecting chamber

4,425,963

HEAT INSULATION FOR DOME-SHAPED BOTTOM
AND/OR COVER REGION OF A PRESSURE VESSEL

Manfred Scholz, Erlangen; Wolfgang-Peter Fricker, Freinsheim,

and Bernd Gollasch, Nuremberg, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to Kraftwerk Union Aktiengesellschaft, Miilheim

and Griinzweig & Hartmann Montage GmbH, Ludwigshafen,

both of. Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Mar. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 241.944

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 10,

1980, 3009134

Int. C1.'G21C U/OO
U.S. CI. 165—104.32 6 Claims

1. Heat insulation de\ice for domcshaped bottom region of a

pressure vessel, the heat insulation device being penetrated by

a multiplicity of pressure vessel unions extending parallel to

the axis of the pressure vessel heating rod flanges being secured

to the respective pressure vessel unions and having respecli\c

heating rods extending therethrough and through the respec-

tive pressure vessel unions into the pressure vessel, comprising

an integral dome disposed externally to the pressure vessel and

formed of heat insulation having a passage formed therein for

each of the pressure vessel unions, shectmetal jackets defining

the passages formed in the heat insulation dome, and respective

sealing sleeves fioatingly mounted with the outer circumfer-

ence thereof disptised at the inner circumference of said shect-

metal jackets, respectively, said sealing sleeves effecting

largely convection-prcxif sealing of said heat-insulation dome,
in an operating position thereof, from the heating rod Ranges,

guide elements extending downwardly away from the pressure

vessel and parallel to the axis of the pressure vessel for center-

ing said heat-insulation dome with respect to the pressure

vessel and for axially movably mounting said heat-insulation

dome so that it can be lowered from said largely convection-

prtx>f operating ptisition thereof to a storage ptwition thereof
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onto an assembly platform located below and spaced from the

pressure vessel, whereby the union passages of the pressure
vessel are exposed for in-service testing, and so that said heat-

insulation dome can be raised back to said operating position

thereof. i

4,425,964

SOLAR COLLECrOR-TYPE HEAT TRANSFER
APPARATUS

Kenneth L. Nelson, Albert Lea, Minn., assignor to King-Seeley
Thermos Co., Prospect Heights, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 156,998, Jun. 6, 1980, abandoned. This

application Apr. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 365,447

Int. a.J F28F 1/22; F24J 3/02

between the exterior of the safety valve and the interior of
the flow conductor;

c. the safety valve having hydraulically actuated means for
opening and closing the safety valve;

d. a landing nipple with a longitudinal bore therethrough
comprising a portion of the flow conductor at the prese-
lected downhole location;

U.S. a. 165—171 4 Claims

''77/
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1. A solar collector-type heat transfer apparatus comprising,
an elongated serpentine arranged conduit defining spaced

parallel conduit sections sequentially connected by inte-

gral U-shaped conduit portions,

said conduit being adapted to have a heat transfer media
communicated therethrough,

a plurality of heat transfer elements disposed one between
adjacent pairs of said parallel conduit sections,

said heat transfer elements defining rows of open-sided
recesses each having an internal concave surface,

said heating transfer elements being fixedly secured to said

conduit and having longitudinal edge portions secured to

said parallel conduit sections, each of said heat transfer

elements having edge portions along the longitudinally

opposite side edges thereof, with said edge portions being
alternately deformed away from the plane of said elements
so as to define pairs of longitudinal channels which at least

partially receive the associated pair of parallel conduit
sections.

4,425,965

SAFETY SYSTEM FOR SUBMERSIBLE PUMP
Russell I. Bayh, III, Carrollton, and William G. Boyle, Dallas,

both of Tex., assignors to Otis Engineering Corporation,
Dallas, Tex.

Filed Jun. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 386,035
Int. a.' E21B 43/00. 34/06; F16L 39/00

U.S. a. 166-106 12 Qaims
1. A safety system for a submersible pump, having an intake

and a discharge, disposed within a well flow conductor com-
prising:

a. means for installing the pump within the flow conductor
at a preselected downhole location and for forming a fluid

seal with the interior of the flow conductor to direct fluid

flow through the pump;
b. means for installing a subsurface safety valve within the

flow conductor at the preselected downhole location
below the submersible pump and for forming a fluid sea!

e. the landing nipple comprising a portion of the means for
installing the submersible pump and the safety valve
within the flow conductor;

f a longitudinal flow passageway extending partially

through the landing nipple and communicating with the
longitudinal bore at preselected locations; and

g. the longitudinal fiow passageway comprising means for

conducting fluid pressure from the pump discharge to the
hydraulically actuated means to open the safety valve.

4,425,966

BOREHOLE CENTRALIZER WITH POSITIVELY
INDEXABLE CONTACT ARMS

Tom A. Carney, Houston, Tex. assignor to Dresser Industries,

Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Filed Jul. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 289,002

Int. a.^ E21B 17/10
U.S. CI. 166-241 7 Qaims

2 An apparatus for centralizing an instrument within a

borehole, comprising:
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an elongated shaft member, having a longitudinal slot

therein, adapted for movement through a borehole;

at least one concentric carrier member rotationally and
longitudinally movable with respect to said shaft member,
said carrier member having a radially serrated inner sur-

face;

arms means connected to said at least one carrier member for

contacting the sidewall of said borehole; and
means for selectively indexing and positively locking said

arm means in a selected one of a plurality of fixed rota-

tional positions relative to said shaft member, said means
including an insertable indexing member having a radially

serrated surface complimentary to that of said carrier

member and an extension portion longitudinally slidablc

within at least a portion of said longitudinal slot in said

shaft member.

4,425,967

IGNITION PROCEDURE AND PROCESS FOR IN SITU
RETORTING OF OIL SHALE

Gerald B. Hoekstra, deceased, late of South Holland, III. by
Edith Hoekstra, executrix, assignor to Standard Oil Com-
pany (Indiana), Chicago, III.

Filed Oct. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 309,274

Int. CV E21B 43/243. 36/02
U.S. a. 166—259 11 Claims

1. A process for retorting oil shale, comprising the steps of:

positioning a downhole burner in a space between a roof and
a rubblized mass of oil shale in an underground retort, said

downhole burner having a central ejector having a central

nozzle and an annular ejector positioned generally ccKen-

trically about said central ejector;

ejecting a retorting gas comprising a substantially inert

preheating gas selected from the group consisting essen-

tially of nitrogen, steam, and retort off gases, from said

annular ejector onto said rubblized mass for a sufficient

time to preheat an upper portion of said rubblized mass to

a temperature of at least 650° P. while substantially pre-

venting said retorting gas from being ignited into a flame

front by substantially preventing air and molecular oxy-

gen from being discharged from said downhole burner

while said retort gas is being ejected from said downhole
burner onto said rubblized mass;

establishing a pilot light sustained by a mixture of gaseous

fuel selected from the group consisting essentially of

methane, retort off gases, and shale oil, and a sufficient

amount of molecular oxygen to ignite said gaseous fuel in

said central ejector, said retorting gas being heated by said

pilot light;

terminating said retorting gas and said pilot light when said

upper portion of said rubblized mass has been preheated
by said retorting gas to a temperature of at least 650° F

,

establishing a flame front generally across said retort by
ejecting a flame front-supporting gas containing from 5^^

to WTr by volume molecular oxygen from said annular
ejector onto said heated portion of said rubblized ma.ss of

oil shale at a temperature from 900° F to 1200° F , and
driving said flame front generally downwardly through said

mass of oil shale with said flame front-supporting gas to

liberate- shale oil and light hydrocarbon gases from said oil

shale.

4,425,968

SELECTIVE WATER EXCLUSION
Alfred Brown, Houston, and Wilbur L. Hall, Bellaire. both of

Tex., assignors to Texaco Inc., White Plains, N.Y.
Filed May 24. 1982, Ser. No. 381.601

Int. a.' E21B 43/22. 43/32
U.S. CI. 166-295 11 Qaims

1 A method for selectively reducing the permeability of

water-producing /ones in a subterranean hydr(Karb<in forma-
tion penetrated by a well m fluid communication with at least

one water-producing zone and at least one oil-prtxJucing zone,

comprising the steps of

(a) injecting a soluble oil into the formation

(b) injecting water into the formation to drive the soluble oil

away from the well and lower the residual oil saturation

around the well;

(c) producing the well for a time sufficient to remove water
which invaded any oil zones of the formation;

(d) displacing any fiuids which have collected in the well,

(e) injecting a treating solution of isobutyl-methacrylalc in

acetone into the formation;

(0 injecting a non-condensable gas to drive the treating

solution into the formation; and

(g) shutting-in the well for about b to 24 hours

4,425,969

RAIL-MOUNTED BALLAST REGULATOR MACHINE
Rolando Naggar, Rome, Italy, assignor to Canron Inc., Crissier,

Switzerland

Filed Jul. U, 1981, Ser. No. 286,170

Qaims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 24, 1981,

2118/81

Int. CI.' EOIB 27/00
U.S. Q. 171-16 13 Qaims

p 2 29 17 6 16 ^ ,2 13 ^^^^

3 4 2 7 6 8 9 ? li 21 ^2 '' "0

1. A rail-mounted ballast regulator machine compnsing:
a chassis having wheels running on the rails, ballast plow

njeans mounted on the chassis in position to distnbute and
profile the ballast of the roadbed,

a rotary transverse brush mounted at the rear of the chassis

rearwardly of said plow means in position to sweep ballast

from the sleepers of the roadbed, and

ballast transporting means for receiving ballast thrown up by
said rotary brush and transporting it to a location in front

of said ballast plow means.
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4,425,970

TRACTOR DRAFT SENSING APPARATUS
Robert M. Dwyer, Livonia, and Edwin J. Skiba, Sterling

Heights, both of Mich., assignors to Massey -Ferguson Inc..

Detroit, Mich.

Filed Sep. 21. 1981. Ser. No. 304.287

Int. a.' AOIB 63/112

U.S. a. 172—7
I 10 Qaims

1. A tractor draft sensing apparatus capable of sensing only

draft forces, said tractor draft sensing apparatus comprising

a draft link for connecting an implement to a tractor and

capable of transmitting the draft forces to be measured to

the tractor;

sensing means interconnected with the tractor and capable

of sensing movement of a member and generating a draft

signal in response to said movement:
a mounting member having a first portion which is intercon-

nected with the tractor for swingmg movement relative to

the tractor, said mounting member having a second por-

tion to which the draft link is secured, the first and second

portions of the mounting member being disposed in a

plane extending at right angles to the draft forces to be

measured;

a sensing spring formed integrally with the mounting mem-
ber, said sensing spring being a leaf spring;

restraining means interconnected with the tractor and en-

gaging another portion of the sensing spring at a location

remote from the portion attached to the mounting mem-
ber, said restraining means permitting nonbending move-
ment of said another portion of the sensing spring; and

a sensing arm connected to the mounting member and hav-

ing a portion disposed adjacent the restraining means, said

portion of the sensing arm being engaged by the sensing

means whereby variations of the draft forces to be mea-
sured transmitted by the draft link are detected by the

sensing means.

4,425,971

FOLDING AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT
Lyal D. Allen, Mannum, Australia, assignor to Horwood Bag-

shaw Limited, Edwardstown, Australia

Filed Nov. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320,607

Claims priority, application Australia, Nov. 18, 1980, PE6529
Int. a.^ AOIB 73/00

U.S. a. 172—311 I 10 Claims
9. A folding implement of the type having a draft frame, a

central implement frame and two side implement frames, one
each located to each side of the central implement frame, said

implement frames being adapted to have ground working tools

mounted thereto, the folding implement being characterised

according to this invention by a lift frame pivotally connected
to the central implement frame so as to be rotatable about a

generally transverse and horizontal axis, said lift frame being

free of ground working tools, each side implement frame being

pivotally connected one to each side of the lift frame, the

implement being constructed so that in an operating position

the lift frame will overlie at least part of the central implement

frame and in a transport position the lift frame is rotated to be
in a substantially vertical position and the side implement

frames arc in a folded location rotated about a now substan-

tially vertical axis to reduce the width of the implement for

transport.

4,425,972

SPLIT RING SPRING FOR EARTH WORKING TOOL
Richard \V. Steinberg, North Mankato, Minn., assignor to

Hiniker Company, Mankato, Minn.
Filed Aug. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,393

Int. CI.' AOIB 61/04
U.S. CI. 172-551 47 Claims

1 A mount assembly for an earthworking tool attachable to

a support comprising: first means having a first convex curved

outer surface and an outward directed first projection; means
adapted to connect the first means to the support; second

means having a second convex curved outer surface generally

opposite the convex curved outer surface of the first means and

an outward directed second projection, said first and second

convex curved outer surfaces being oriented in a generally

circular arrangement with the first and second projections

being located adjacent each other; pivot means pivotally con-

nected the first means to the second means for movement
about an axis from a first position to a second position, said first

and second means having portions engageable with each other

when the second means is in the first position, said portions

being separated from each other when the second means is in

the second position, means adapted to connect an earthwork-

ing tool to the second means whereby the tool is located in an

earthworking position when the second means is in the first

position and in a trip position when the second means is in the

second position, said tool moving about said axis between the

earthworking position and the trip position; and C-shaped split

spring means mounted on the first means and second means,

said spring means having a first end engageable with the first

projection, a second end engageable with the second projec-

tion, and an inside arcuate surface engageable with the outer

convex curved surfaces of the first and second means whereby

the spring means is mounted on the first and second means and

biases the second means to the first position and thereby biases

the earthworking tool to its earthworking position.
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4,425,973
TRASH CLEARING DISC ASSEMBLY FOR PLANTERS
Donald E. Williams, and Forrest E. Robertson, both of Garden

City, Kans., assignors to Acra-Plant, Inc., Garden City. Kans.
Filed Nov. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 324,434

Int. a.' AOIC 5/06
U.S. a. 172-574 7 Claims

1. A debris-clearing unit for farm implements comprising

a suspension member adapted for connection with an imple-

ment and provided with a crosshead;

a standard secured to the crosshead and extending upwardly
therefrom;

a guide secured to the crosshead and depending therefrom;

a channel element in looped relationship to the guide;

a strap attached to the standard and to said element and
extending upwardly from the latter;

a pair of brackets rigid to said element;

a disc for each bracket respectively; and
a mount for each disc respectively rotatably securing the

-same to its corresponding bracket with the discs converg-
ing forwardly toward the center of their normal path of

travel.

4,425,974

METHOD FOR COUNTING SIGNATURES E.MPLOYINC;
A WEIGHING TECHNIQUE

Louis D. Kipp, Miramar, Fla., assignor to EDS-IDAB, Inc..

Hialeah Gardens, Fla.

Filed Apr. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 370,346

Int. CI.' CH)1G iy/42
U.S. CI. 177-1 23 Claims

comparing the measured weight against a predetermined
standard to obtain a difference therebetween.

comparing said difference with a predetermined unit \Aeighi

and

confirming the accuracy of the original count if said differ-

ence IS smaller than said predetermined unit \a eight

4.425,975

WEIGHING APPARATUS INCLUDING ( ALIBRATIN(,
WEIGHT OPERATING MEANS

Paul Liichinger, Uster, Switzerland, assignor to Mettlcr In-

strumente AG, (ireifensee, Switzerland

Filed Feb. 12, 1982. Ser. No. 348.344
Claims priority, application Switzerland. Apr. 10, 1981.

2418/81

Int. CI.' GOIG 23/01
U.S. CI. 177-50 6 Claims

J4 » »

lOtD COM

cwarr

1 III a weighini: appar.ilus includmj; a stationars housing

(10), load receiMng means including a vertical load receiving

member (24). a scale pan (46). and h(^ri/ontal carrier arm
means (38) connecting said scale pan in ialeralK spaced rela-

tion to said load receismg member, and parallel guidance
means (20. 22) connecting said load receiving member for

vertical movement relative to said housing, the improvement
v\hich comprises

calibrating means for calibrating the operation of said weigh-
ing apparatus, said calibrating means including a calibra-

tion weight (48) removably mounted on said carrier arm
means adjacent and generally below said scale pan. said

calibration weight being generallv L'-shaped and arranged
in a horizontal plane, the leg portions (48c/) of said calibra-

tion weight extending generally parallel with and on
opposite sides of the longiliidinai axis of said carrier arm,
the center of gravity ol said calibration weight being
generallv Cinncidenl with the vertical axis of said scale

pan

t-
"11

^Tr
>-.

r
'

^-^

I. A method for confirming the count of a bundle of signa-

tures comprising the steps of:

weighing the bundle to obtain the bundle weight;

4,425.976

SMALL-TYPE FOUR-WHEEL AUTOMOBILE
Sukcaki Kimura, ilamamatsu, Japan, assignor to Suzuki Motor
Company Limited, Japan

Filed Jul. 2. 1981. Ser. No. 279.700

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 28. 1980, 55-166607;
Jan. 10. 1981. 56-1635; Jan. 10. 1981. 56-1636; Jan. 28. 1981,
56-10203

Int. CI.' B60K yo-f
U.S. CI. 180-56 9 Claims

I A small fi>ur wheeled automobile comprising

a chassis frame having a forward end and a rear end.

a pair of front wheels rotatably mounted to said chassis

frame near its front end;

a U-shaped swing arm having a pair of branched arms with

forward ends pivotally mounted to said cha.ssis frame at an

inlermediale Uvalion thereon, said U-shaped swing arm
including a rear cross portion;

supp<irl means connected between said cha.ssis frame adja-

cent Its rear end and said swing arm,
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a cross rcxl connected between said pair of branched arms
rearward of said forward ends thereof;

an engine unit having a pair of shells defining a space and
containing an interconnected engine, transmission with
drive shaft, axle beanngs and axle, said drive shaft rotat-

ably mounted between said pair of shells:

first cushion mounting means resiliently mounting a lower
forward portion of said engine unit to said cross rod;

4,425,978

MOBILE HOSPITAL UNIT
Leon D. Star, Building #198, Kennedy International Airport,

Jamaica, N.Y. 11430

Filed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. .No. 302,171
Int. aj B62D 47/00

U.S. a. 180-243 4 Claims

?. f*

second cushion mounting means resiliently mounting a rear-

\*ard lower portion of said engine unit to each of said

branched arms and around said axle;

a rear wheel connected to each end of said axle, said axle

being of a length so that a center to center distance be-

tween each rear wheel is less than a center to center dis-

tance between each of said front wheels and at most equal
to a distance between pivotal mountings of said pair of
branched arms to said chassis frame.

4,425,977
AIR CLEANER SYSTEM FOR MOTORCYCLE ENGINE
Masayuki Michiuchi, Kamifukuoka, Japan, assignor to Honda
Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 334,563
Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 17, 1981, 56-5078[L]

Jan 17, 1981. 56-5079[L]; Jan. 17. 1981, 56-5080[L]
Int. a.' B62J 17/06

L.S. a. 180-225 6 Qaims

1 An emergency hospital unit adapted for transportation to,

and use at, a site of a major disaster preparatory to providing
emergency medical treatment to injured survivors thereat, said
unit being comprised of a standard cargo container of the type
capable of airlift transportation to a selected location in the
immediate vicinity of said disaster site and bounding an inter-
nal area of approximately eight feet in width, eight feet in

height and forty feet in length for storage of medical equip-
ment and facilities, and a four-wheel drive operatively embod-
ied in the aforesaid container adapted to provide surface trans-
portability thereto for movement of said container from said
selected location to said injured survivors, said four-wheel
drive consisting of an internal combustion engine-operated pair
of wheels located adjacent the front of said container, and in

locations adjacent the rear of said container and on each of the
opposite sides thereof a cooperating operative arrangement of
a wheel and of a hydraulic motor, said hydraulic motor being
selectively operable to urge said rear wheels from a retracted
position through descending movement to maintain a horizon-
tal orientation in said container during which only said front
wheels are powered in rotation by said internal combustion
engine to cause movement in said container, and in said re-

tracted position of said wheels, said hydraulic motor being
operable to power in rotation said rear wheels such that in

conjunction with said internal engine-operated front wheels
said rear wheels also contribute to producing movement in said

container, whereby said container has a four-wheel drive for

facilitated movement at said disaster site and a front drive
wheel drive and a horizontal orientation during the loading
and unloading thereof in relation to an inclined loading ramp
incident to the airlift transportation thereof

1 In a motorcycle having a body frame with a seat, said
frame supporting an engine, the improvement comprising, in

combination: a leg shield on said body frame adapted to cover
the front of the lower portions of the legs of a nder sitting on
said seat, the body frame having a main pipe extending longitu-
dinally between said leg shield and said seat, an air cleaner for
said engine and having a suction port located on the internal
side of said leg shield facing said seat, in order to exclude from
said suction port ram air produced by forward motion of the
motorcycle.

4,425,979

MOTOR VEHICLE
William C. Young, Evansville, Ind„ assignor to Young Motor

Corporation, Evansville, Ind.

Filed Dec. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 332,086
Int. a.' B60K 5/04, 17/04

L'.S. a. 180-264 liaaims
1 A motor vehicle comprising

a main frame,

rear-wheel means connected to the main frame in substan-

tially fixed alignment therewith for supporting the main
frame,

a steerable frame at the forward end of the main frame,
including a motor support, and a front-wheel support
extending rearwardly from the motor support, the front-

wheel support being pivotally supported with respect to

the motor support about a horizontal axis,

front-wheel means connected to the front-wheel support
rearward of and remote from the horizontal axis in fixed
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alignment with the steerable frame, the front-wheel means
having a laterally extending ground-engaging portion, and

a pivot connecting the steerable frame to the main frame
behind the front-wheel means, the lower end of the axis of

« • J

the pivot being in front of the upper end of the axis,

whereby anular displacement of the steerable frame with
respect to the main frame causes a lateral displacement of
the ground-engaging portion of the front-wheel means in

the direction of the anular displacement.

4.425,981

SOUND ABSORBING BUILDING COMPONENT OF
SYNTHETIC RESIN SHEETING

Norbert Kiesewetter, and BerUlan Lakatos, both of Stuttgart.
Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
Zur Fordening der Angewandten Forschung e.V., Munich,
Fed. Rep. of Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 85,378. Oct. 16. 1979,

abandoned. This application Nov. 17. 1981, Ser. No. 322,275
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 23

1979, 2921050

Int. a.5 E04B I/H2
U.S. a. 181-286 24 Oaims

4,425,980
BEA.M DA.MPERS FOR DAMPING THE VIBRATIONS OF

THE SKIN OF REINFORCED STRUCTURES
Ronald N. Miles, Kirkland, Wash., assignor to The Boeing
Company, Seattle, Wash.

Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,082
Int. a.' F16F 15/00

U.S. a. 181-208 30 Qaims

1. In a reinforced skin structure, wherein a skin is supported
by spaced apart reinforcing elements, the improvement com-
prising: beam dampers attached to said skin between said rein-

forcing elements for damping vibrations of said skin, each of
said beam dampers including:

a stiff, lightweight elongate beam formed so as to resist

bending in at least one plane and including an attachment

plate lying orthogonal to said at least one plane; and.

a layer of material that converts vibration energy into heat

when deformed by vibration, said material located on one
face of said attachment plate of said beam for attaching

said plate to said skin such that said at least one plane in

which said beam resists bending lies transverse to said

skin, resulting in a thickness deformation of said layer of

material when said skin vibrates, said thickness deforma-

tion of said layer of material converting vibration energy
into heat to damp said skin vibration.

1. A sound-absorbing building componcnl for indiior panel-
ing, comprising:

(a) a first sound-absorbing sheet, having a plurality of cup-
shaped mdenlations lying side-hy-side in a grid pattern,
each of said cup-shaped indentations including ( 1 ) a planar
bottom wall to be exposed to an acoustic field during
installation, said bottom wall being excitable to a plurality

of natural vibrations upon the incidence of sound at a

plurality of frequencies and (2) a plurality of generall>
planar sidewalls which are also excitable lo natural \ibra-

tions; and
(b) a planar second sheet covering the upper rims of the

cup-shaped indentations, wherein the air volumes con-
tained in the individual cup-shaped indentations are al

atmospheric pressure

4,425,982

DEVICE AND METHOD FOR ESCAPING FIRE AND
SMOKE IN HIGH-RISE BUILDINGS

William E. Kibbie, 1210 Mabury Ave.. Santa Ana. Calif. 92701
Filed Mar, 10, 1981. Ser. No. 242,322

Int. a.' A62B 1/02
U.S. a. 182-36

, Claim

I. A life saving device for use in a high ris<' Hmliimg to
escape the smoke and heat of a fire, comprising
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a telescoping pole comprising:

a first tube: and

a second tube having a diameter smaller than said first

tube to permit said second tube to telecope in said first

tube;

means for preventing said second tube from sliding out of

said first tube when said telescoping pole is fully extended;

means, permanently, ngidly mounted near an opening in a

habitable portion of said building, for cantilever support-

ing said telescoping pole, said pole and said support means
having a use configuration in which said second tube is

telescopingly extended relative to said first tube to place

said pole m an outwardly oriented, horizontal position,

which extends awav from the side of said building, and
having a storage configuration in which said second tube

IS nested within said first tube for compactness t^ permit

said pole to be stored within said habitable porti'^n c if said

building to protect it from the weather, while providing

readv access thereto, said supporting means comprising a

sleeve, connected to a support member, and si/ed tu per-

mit said first tube of said telescoping pole to telescnpmglv

slide therein, said first tube having a stop member which
cooperates with said sleeve in said use configuration to

prevent said first tube from sliding completelv through

said sleeve;

a seat for supporting a user.

a trolley mechanism, detachahlv connected to said seat, and
mounted on said pole, for supporting said user from said

pole and permitting said user to travel outwardlv along

said pole, awav from said building: and

means, connected to said pole, for restricting travel of said

trf'llev mechanism when said user reaches the outward
end of said p<^)re

4,425,983

FOLDING FIRE ESCAPF: LADDER
Cheyenne A. Reinhard, 29372 Providence Way, Havward, Calif.

94544

Filed Oct. 9, 1981. Ser. No. 310,108

Int. a. E06C 9/12

L.S. a. 182—% 3 Claims

?»>"j

u
3

1. A folding fire escape ladder adapted to be secured to a

wall comprising a first upright L-shaped in transverse cross-

section to provide a first projecting fiange and a first transverse

flange parallel to said wall; a second upright L-shaped in trans-

verse cross-section to provide a second projecting fiange paral-

lel to and facing opposite to said first projecting flange and to

provide a second transverse fiange parallel to said first trans-

verse flange; means for interconnecting said first and secf)nd

upnghts for arcuate motion relative to each other between a

spaced, parallel position and a nested, parallel position; a lever

mechanism including a lever disposed between and spaced
from said first and second projecting fianges and having a hfx)k

and notch at one end thereof, said lever mechanism including

a cap having an edge, said cap tightly engaging said lever for

motion together therewith; means including a fulcrum connec-
tion for mounting of said lever mechanism on the transverse

flange of one of said upnghts to permit pivoting of the lever

mechanism without longitudinal disengagement thereof from
the transverse flange of said one of said upnghts; a spnng

connected to said lever mechanism and to said one of said

upnghts for urging said hook and notch toward the transverse

fiange of the other one of said uprights; and means forming a

cam on the projecting fiange of the other one of said uprights

adapted, when said upnghts are moved relative toward each
nther, to engage against and below said edge of said cap to cam
said cap upward and thereby move said lever mechanism
against said spnng to pass said other upright and to relea,se said

lever mechanism under force of said spring with said notch
engaging the transverse fiange of said other upright.

4,425,984

REMOVABLE HANDRAIL FOR LADDERS
Paul Lachance, 100 Division St., Rockland, Mass. 02370

Filed Aug. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 406,266

Int. a.3 E06C 5/36
L.S. a. 182-106 12 Qaims

1 A single removable self-securing and side-reversible hand-
rail for ladders comprising:

a ladder provided with at least one pair of horizontally

aligned openings, and at least one separate opening spaced

apart from the pair, all through the side rails of the ladder;

an elongated ngid straight handrail portion for manual
grasping;

a rigid support portion permanently secured to and extend-

ing from each end of the handrail member to maintain the

railing, in a fixed position spaced apart from the ladder;

a rigid elongated attaching portion permanently secured to

each support away from the handrail portion, at least one
of which attaching portions extends through both of the

paired openings and the other of which attaching portions

extends through at least one side rail opening; and

a movable permanently attached means of removably secur-

ing the attaching portion within the paired openings.

4,425,985

LADDER PLATFORM
Anthony Geisel, 109 S. Busse Rd., and Bobdan Rohowsky, 402 S.

Main, both of Mt. Prospect, III. 60056

Filed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 349,047

Int. a.' E06C 5/32. 7/14

U.S. CI. 182—121 11 Oaims
1 A platform device which has utility as a ladder platform

including a frame, said frame comprising support members,

two on each side, with the support members on each side being

joined adjacent their upper ends and spread apart at their

lower ends, means joining the corresponding upper and lower

ends of the support members of one side with the support

members of the other side,

one of the support members on each side having a curved

portion at the upper end thereof, said curved portion

being formed and adapted to rest upon the rung of a

ladder, with the means joining the lower ends of said

suppon members being formed and adapted to rest upon a

lower adjacent ladder rung,

and a hook member pivotally attached at opposite sides

thereof to the distal ends of said curved portions, said
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hook member being formed and adapted to be self-locking and said sleeve member K. return said armature, sleeve member
uponihe upper rung and comprising a pair of spaced h(>.ik and piston after .Mch election .>f luhricani, control means i..

cnergi/e said electromagnet at predelermmed intervals, a
" _-^ check valve in said pump inlet to allow fiow of luhncanl into

said bore of the ejector section bixlv during the return stroke nf
" ^aid piston and prevent fiow of lubricant lo said tank during
i-<' the ejection stroke, and a check valve in said pump outlet lo

allow fiow of luhncant to said nozzle during the ejection

stroke and prevent backfiow of lubricant from said nozzle
during the return stroke

4!

J.

}P
4.425,987

DIAL rotating; ME( hank AI. L(M k
Clyde R. Porter, l^s Angeles, Calif., assignor to P. I,. Porter
Companv, Woodland Hills, Calif.

Filed Jun. 16, 1980. Ser. No. 160,133

Int. CI. B65H .^V ]o

VS. CI. 188-67
, Claim

elements, each pivoted to the distal end of one of said

curved portions, and a grab bar connecting said hook
elements.

4,425,986

APPARATUS FOR LUBRICATION OF RAILS
Per Wedlin, Solna, Sweden, assignor to AB Erik Boblin, Solna.

.Sweden

Filed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,676
Claims priority, application Sweden. Oct. 17, 1980, 8007317

Int. CI.' B61K 3/02: COIF ///W
U.S. CI. 184-3.2 3 Claims

'^sa,'

T
^J;.

1 Apparatus for portional ejection of lubricant for lubricat-

ing railway rails, comprising a tank for storing lubricant, an
outlet in said tank, a dosage pump for ejecting lubricant having
an inlet and an outlet, a passage connecting said tank outlet to

said pump inlet to conduct lubricant from the tank to the

pump, a nozzle operatively connectable to said pump outlet for

dispensing lubricant ejected by said pump, said dosage pump
compnsing an ejector section body, a cylindrical bore in said

body defining a dosage, an ejector piston operatively slidably

disposed in said bore to eject lubricant therefrom through said

pump outlet when said piston is reciprocated, an operating
section frame member attached to said body, an electromagnet
mounted on said frame member, an armature slidably mounted
in said electromagnet to be reciprocated when said electro-

magnet is energized, an armature rod connected at one end to

said armature, a sleeve member fixedly connected at one end to

the other end of said armature rod, a radially inwardly extend-

ing flange on the other end of said sleeve member, a hollow
chamber in said sleeve member between said ends thereof, a

hole through said flange, a connecting rod attached at one end
to said piston and extending slidably through said hole at the

other end, a flanged head on said other end of said connecting
rod within said chamber to retain said sleeve member on said

connecting rod, an abutment member on said one end of said

connecting rod which is attached to said piston a predeter-

mined distance from said fiange on said sleeve member and
adapted to be engaged by said flange to reciprocate said piston

to eject lubricant after said armature has been displaced said

predetermined distance by energizing said electromagnet, a

return spring operatively mounted between said frame member

r

^J

I A mechanical lock for iioimalK pevenling axial motion of
a rod wilh respect lo a housing and for selectively permitting
such motion when unlocked by an operator, said mechanical
lock comprising m combination

a coil spring having a first end and a second end.

a rod extending coaxially through said <oil spring, the diam-
eter of said rod being slightly larger than the inside diame-
ter of said coil spring when it is not mounted on said riKl.

so that said coil spring normally grips said rod tighiK

when mounted on said rod,

a first rotatable bushing mounted coaxially on said rod ad|a-

cenl the first end of said coil spring and including a surface

inclined at an acute angle with respect to the axis of said

coil spring and so located as to contact a portion of the last

coil at the first end of said coil spring, wherebv an axial

load on said rod in a first direction wil cause said last coil

to become cocked so as to grip said rod more Iightiv

a second rotatable bushing mounted coaxially on said rod

adjacent the second end of said coil spring and including

a surface inclined at an acute angle with respect lo the axis

of said coil spring and so located as to contact a portion of

the last coil at the second end of said coil spring, whereby
an axial load on said rod in a second direction will cause
said last coil to become cocked so as to grip said rod more
lightly,

said first rotatable bushing and said second rotatable bushing

engaging said first end and said second end respcctiveK of

said coil spring so that when said first rotatable bushing
and said second rotatable bushing are rotated about said

rod in opposite directions said coil spring will be slighllv

unwound at its first end and second end thereby releasing

the last coil at the first end of said coil spring and the last

coil at the second end of said coil spring from their liKking

engagement with said rcxl to permit axial translational

motion of said rod with respect to said coil spring,

a first actuating lever connected to said first rotatable bush-

ing and rotatable about the axis of said rod,

a second actuating lever connected to said second rotatable

bushing and rotatable about the axis of said rod, said first

actuating lever and said second actuating lever positioned

at the same location along the axis of said rcxl and spaced

circumferentially from each other;

a wedge-shaped cam mounted for motion in a directit>n

parallel to the axis of said rod and positioned circumferen-

tially between said first actuating lever and said second
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actuating lever to force said first actuating lever and said

second actuating lever apan when said wedge-shaped cam
is drawn in the direction parallel to the axis of said rod.

whereby said first actuating lever and said second actuat-

ing lever are rotated about the axis of the rod simulta-

neously m opposite senses by equal amounts to unlock the

first end and the second end of said coil spring.

4,425,988

INTERMITTENT ROTATIONAL DRIVE
David K. Stock, and Robert J. Wech, both of Green Bay, Wis.,

assignors to Amplas, Inc., Green Bay, Wis.

Filed Oct. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 309,266

Int. a.^ B60K 41/24

L.S. a. 192—18 R 19 Oaims

ft

driven member for connection to the clutch through the pair of

reduction gears, and means operatively connecting said driv-

ing and driven members together including a one-way clutch

means and a friction clutch means, said one-way clutch means
being operative to connect said driving and driven members

1. An intermittent drive transmission comprising a continu-

ously rotatable cam that defines an operating cycle by each fif

Its revolutions, an input member which rotates m synchronism
with said cam through substantially the whole of said cycle

and on which there is a concentric driving clutch element, a

rotatable output member concentric with said input member
and shiftable axially in opposite directions between a driving

position in which a concentric driven clutch element at one
axial end of the output member is engaged with said driving

clutch element and a stopping position in which said clutch

elements are spaced apart, and an elongated lever having at

lengthwise spaced portions thereof a fulcrum, a connection
with said output member, and a cam follower portion which is

constrained by said cam, during an operating cycle, to move
substantially in said directions to and from each of a pair f)f

defined limits, said transmission being characterized by
A. a rotatable braking element on the opposite axial end of

said output member;
B. a relatively stationary braking element engaged by said

rotauble braking element when the output member is in

its stopping position to confine the output member against

rotation;

C means mounting said fulcrum for motion in said opposite

directions; and

D yielding biasing means acting in each of said opposite

directions upon said fulcrum to urge it towards a predeter-

mined medial position

4,425,989

POWER TRANSMISSION SYSTEM FOR VEHia.ES
Yusuke Gotoda, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Honda, Giken,

Kogyo, Kabushiki, Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Mar. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 247,821

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 2, 1980, 55-42948

Int. a.5 F16D 47/04. 7/02: B60K 5/04
U.S. a. 192—48.92 10 Claims

1 A power transmission for a vehicle having an engine with
a crankshaft and a dnving wheel, said power transmission

comprising a power transmission system, a clutch, a pair of

reduction gears in mesh with each other and drivingly con-
necting said power transmission system and said clutch, a

speed change gear device connecting said clutch to the driving

wheel, said tri.nsmission system being interposed between the

crankshaft of the engine and said clutch and comprising a

driving member for connection to the engine crankshaft, a

when a forward load is applied to the engine and being inoper-

ative to disconnect said members when a back load is applied
to the engine, said friction clutch means being operable to

undergo slipping when it receives a torque greater than a
predetermined level.

4,425,990

CLUTCH ASSEMBLY FOR GEAR TRANSMISSION
Walter Griesser, Friedrichshafen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, as-

signor to Zahnradfabrik Friedrichshafen Aktiengesellschaft,

Friedrichshafen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 141,150, Apr. 17, 1980, Pat. No.
4,349,090. This application Oct. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 312,129
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 20,

1979, 2915%5; Oct. 17, 1980, 3039231

Int. a.' F16D 23/06
L.S. a. 192—53 G 10 Qaims

1 In a gear transmission having a first gear, a second gear

coaxial with said first gear, said gears being provided with

respective sets of teeth of like pitch and diameter, and an

internally toothed sleeve meshing only with the teeth of said

first gear in a decoupling position, said sleeve being axially

slidable into a coupling position in which it meshes with the

teeth of said first and second gears for positively connecting

same to each other,

the combination therewith of a synchro ring coaxially inter-

posed between said gears with freedom of limited rotation

relative to said first gear, said synchro ring carrying pe-

ripherally spaced-apart projections extending generally

axially into cutouts of said first gear, said synchro ring and

said second gear being provided with confronting clutch

surfaces separated by an annular clearance from each

other in the decoupling position of said sleeve, a spring-

loaded detent member in each of said cutouts with a stem

spacedly bracketed by curved camming areas of two of

said projections and with a head extending substantially

radially into an inner peripheral recess of said sleeve in

said decoupling position, said head and said recess having

camming formations for urging said detent member radi-
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ally inward against the spring force acting thereon upon
an axial shift of said sleeve, said synchro ring enabling

disengagement of said head from said sleeve in a position

of relative rotational alignment of said gears to permit

completion of an incipient axial shift of said sleeve toward

said second gear, said stem being in virtual point contact

with the camming area of one of the bracketing projec-

tions in a position of rotational disalignment of said syn-

chro ring relative to said first gear to resist disengagement

of said head from said sleeve and thereby to prevent a

complete shift of said sleeve into said coupling position,

such disalignment resulting from a speed difTerence be-

tween said first and second gears upon the establishment

of frictional contact between said clutch surfaces by an

axial thrust exerted upon said synchro ring by said stem

through the camming area of said one of the bracketing

projections, the latter being repressible by said sleeve

through the intermediary of said member for establishing

said relative rotational alignment upon the substantial

elimination of said speed difference.

4,425,991

AUTOMOTIVE CLUTCH IMPROVEMENTS
Bill J. Hays, 10582 Palladium Ave., Garden Grove, Calif. 92640

Filed May 18, 1981, Ser. No. 264,585

Int. a.' F16D 13/42

U.S. a. 192—70.27 14 Claims

1. In a clutch cover assembly comprising a pressure ring for

application of axial pressure to a clutch plate, a cover plate

attached thereto forming a pressure plate chamber, a conical

diaphragm spring mounted within said chamber and having a

plurality of radial slots defining a plurality of radial fingers for

engagement with a clutch release bearing, fulcrum means

annularly spaced about said conical diaphragm spring to pro-

vide a fulcrum therefore whereby compression of said conical

diaphragm spring releases pressure on said pressure plate, the

improvement which comprises: a plurality of weight means,

one each received in a respective radial slot of said diaphragm

spring and mechanically interlocked to the immediately adja-

cent fingers of said diaphragm spring to develop a centrifugal

force upon rotation and said plurality of weights being evenly

spaced about and located above said diaphragm spring to

transmit said force evenly across the surface of said diaphragm

spring to urge the conical extension of said spring.

4,425,992

SYSTEMS FOR PREVENTING OVERHEAT OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC CLUTCH FOR VEHICLES

Figio MakJta, Hachioji, Japan, assignor to Fuji Jukogyo Kabu-

shiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 290,986

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 15, 1980, 55-112804

Int. a.' F16D 27/02. 29/00

U.S. a. 192—82 T 3 Claims

1. A system for preventing overheat of an electromagnetic

clutch for an internal combustion engine mounted on a vehicle,

which has a drive member secured to a crankshaft of said

internal combustion engine, a magnetizing coil provided in said

drive member, a driven member adjacent to said dnve mem-

ber, and a transmission secured to said dnven member, com-
prising

detecting means for detecting the temperature of said clutch

for producing an electrical output signal relative to the

temperature;

^

circuit means for controlling (he clutch current passing

through said coil so as to increase with the increase of the

engine speed; and

a correcting circuit responsive to said output signal from
said delecting means for rapidly increasing the clutch

current.

4.425,993

nX'ID ENGAGED SPRING RELEASED FAN CLUTCH
HAVING A MODULAR MOUNT FOR A SPRING
ENGAGED FLUID RELEASED FAN CLUTCH

Hugh K, Schilling, St. Paul, Minn., assignor to Horton Indus-

tries, Inc.. Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Feb. 20, 1981. Ser. No. 236,622

The portion of the term of thi!>' patent subsequent to Oct. 26,

1999, has bern disclaimed.

Int. CI.' F16D 13/44. 25/063

U.S. CI. 192—85 A 13 Qalms

1 M(xlular mount connected lo a clutch portion, with the

clutch portion being one of a Huid engaged spnng released

clutch portion and a spring engaged fluid released clutch por-

tion comprising, in combination: a ngid fnclion disc; a first

outer shell section; means for rotatably mounting the first outer

shell section with respect to the fnction disc; with the clutch

KHX () () 41
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portions comprising, in combination: a second outer shell

section; a piston; means for reciprocably mounting and rotat-

ably relating the piston to the second outer shell section, with
the piston including an annular flange having an inner cylindn-
cal surface; a friction ring mounted to the annular flange of the

piston; means within the second outer shell section for causing
the piston to slideably move and move the friction ring thereon

to contact with the friction disc and thereby cause the first and
second shell sections to be routably related to the fnction disc;

means within the second outer shell section for causing the

piston to slideably move and remove the friction ring thereon

out of contact with the friction disc and thereby cause the first

and second shell sections to be rotatably independent from the

friction disc; means for interconnecting the second outer shell

section with the first -outer shell section for supportmg the

second outer shell section and the clutch portion components
mounted thereon solely by the first outer shell section

1. A multiple-disk friction clutch comprising:
an internally toothed outer clutch member;
an externally toothed inner clutch member rotatable rela-

tively to said outer clutch member and surrounded
thereby, one of said clutch members being connectible to
a drive and the other of said members being connectible to

a load;

a disk pack disposed between said members and including a

first set of externally toothed friction disks rotationally

entrained with said outer clutch member and engaging the
teeth thereof but axially displaceable relative to one an-
other and a second set of internally toothed disks inter-

leaved with the disks of said first set and rotationally

entrained with said inner member but axially shiftable

thereon;

an annular piston on a first of said clutch members fiuid

pressurizable to compress said disk pack at one side
thereof;

an end plate on said one of said members disposed along an
opposite side of said pack whereby said piston upon ener-

gization of the clutch compresses said pack against said

end plate;

a plurality of constraining elements distributed around the
periphery of said disk pack and engaging the disks of at

least one of said sets in pairs, at least upon deenergization
of the clutch whereby said constraining elements form an
extensible and contractible chain with the disks of said one
of said sets to prevent flutter thereof; and

means for connecting said chain to said piston and said plate,

said constraining elements being disposed between the
disks of the respective pair and fixed on swivel-mounted
supports inclined to the axis of the clutch.

4,425,994

MULTIPLE DISC FRICTION CLLTCH
Franz Scheie, Argenbiihl, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Zahnradfabrik Friedrichshafen AG, Friedrichshafen, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
Filed Apr. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 257,787

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 29,

1980, 3016463

Int. a.J F16D 25/063. 13/42
U.S. a. 192—85 AA 6 Oaims

4,425,995

COVER BELT CONVEYOR
Karl-Giinther Blattermann, Hamburg-Rahlstedt; Giinter Neu*

haus, Hamburg, and Giither Nolte, Moere, all of Fed. Rep. of
Germany, assignors to Conrad Scboltz AG, Hamburg, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 78,904, Sep. 25, 1979, Pat. No.
4,273,238. This application Jun. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 273,249
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 26,

1978, 2841795; European Pat. Off., Sep. 26, 1979, 79103655.1
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jun. 16,

1995, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 B65G 15/14
U.S. a. 198-605 7 Qaims

•-i^?^^'
^^,'

' " ' .: i

1. In a cover belt conveyor adaptable for use in conveying
material from one level to another level and including a carrier

belt and a cover belt entrained over respective return drums
and having proximal runs defining a conveyor path therebe-

tween, said belts defining proximal surfaces along said runs and
extending in spaced apart substantially parallel relationship

along the conveyor path, each belt also having opposite side

edges thereon, and two longitudinally extending closure strips

of fiexible material, such as rubber or the like, projecting from
the proximal surface of each belt adjacent the respective side

edges thereof, the closure strips being so positioned that the
closure strips of one belt fit between the cover closure strips of
the other belt to form a closed box-shaped conveyor space
between the proximal runs of the belts, the improvement com-
prising said closure strips of both belts having a periodic wave
form defining wave ridges thereon which project substantially

perpendicularly from said proximal surfaces of the respective

belts with all of said closure strips projecting approximately
the same extent from said proximal surfaces of the respective

belts, each of said one belt closure strips being offset inwardly
from the respective other belt closure strip adjacent the respec-

tive side edge of said other belt so that said one belt closure

strips are spaced inwardly a relatively small extent from the

respective other belt closure strips in the conveyor path, and
profile knobs carried by each closure strip and projecting from
the wave ridges thereof, certain of said profile knobs being
located on the outer sides of said one belt closure strips, and
certain others of said profile knobs being located on the inner

sides of said other belt closure strips, said profile knobs being
arranged in longitudinal rows extending substantially parallel

with said belts and having contact surfaces thereon extending
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substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of the respective

belt and facing toward the proximal surfaces of the one belt

and the other belt, respectively, so that said contact surfaces of

adjacent rows of profile knobs on adjacent one belt closure

strips and cover belt closure strips will contact each other to

aid in maintaining the closure strips of the one belt in the

desired relation to said other belt closure strips along said

conveyor path.

4,425,996

APPARATUS FOR TRANSPORTING WORKPIECES
THROUGH A PROCESSING SYSTEM

Johann Hoffmann, Freising, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Texas Instruments Deutschland GmbH, Freising, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
Filed Jul. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 284,030

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 23,

1980, 3027896

Int. a.5 B65G 47/86

U.S. a. 198—653 16 Qaims

r
/ ^^>

17

windows for an article, said first and second plate members
being rectangular in shape and identical in size and configura-

tion with each plate member having a generally planar inner

surface with first and second ndges and first and second chan-

nels, the first and second ridges being located adjacent to first

and second opposing edges, respectively, of the plate member
and extending parallel to one another and to said first and

second edges, and the first and second channels being located

adjacent to third and fourth opposing edges, respectively, of

the plate member and extending parallel to one another and to

said third and fourth edges, the first and second plates being

assembled together with their inner surfaces opposing one

another and with the first and second edges of the first plate

member overlying the third and fourth edges of said second

plate member whereby the ridges of the first plate member arc

received in frictional engagement with the channels of the

second plate member and the ridges of the second plate mem-
ber are received in frictional engagement with the channels of

the first plate member to hold the plate members together.

1. Apparatus for transporting workpieces in a transport

direction through a processing system, said apparatus compris-

ing two pairs of spaced rotatable sprockets; two parallel chains

each engaging with a sprocket of each pair and extending in

the transport direction through said processing system, a plu-

rality of workpiece carriers disposed between said chains and

extending parallel to each other transversely to the transport

direction, each workpiece carrier including two fixedly inter-

connected support elements which extend parallel to each

other between the chains, a plurality of workpiece clamps

disposed on each workpiece carrier and each comprising two
clamp members, one clamp member connected to one of said

two suppori elements and the other clamp member connected

to the other suppori element of said workpiece carrier, and

means pivotally mounting at least one clamp member of each

workpiece clamp about the suppori element with which it is

connected for pivoting between a closure position and an open

position, at least one pair of said two pairs of sprockets con-

nected by transverse rods disposed parallel to the sprocket axis

of rotation and on a circle about said axis of rotation for en-

gagement with said at least one clamp member of the respec-

tive workpiece clamps during rotation of said at least one pair

of sprockets to effect said pivoting between a closure position

and an open position.

4,425,997

ARTICLE DISPLAY AND HOLDER APPARATUS
Robert F. Grant, 3234 S. Cuyler Atc., Bcrwyn, III. 60402

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 430,526

Int. a.J B65D 1/36, 85/58: A45C 11/00

\3S. a. 206—0.84 6 Qaims
1. A display and storage device for an article comprising:

enclosing means for receiving an article therewithin, and a

receptacle including first and second separate plate members

adapted to be removably assembled together with said enclos-

ing means contained between said plate members, said plate

members each having a central aperiure defining viewing

4,425,998

PROTECTIVE PACKAGING FOR THERMOLABILE
GOODS USING COMPOUNDS WITH MELTING POINTS

SLIGHTLY BELOW THERMOSENSITIVE
TEMPERATURE OF THE GOODS

Craig R. Hof, Hopatcong, and Hasmukh Shah, Inrington, both of

N.J., assignors to PyMaH Corporation, Sommerrillc, N.J.

Continuation of Ser. No. 112,753, Jan. 17, 1980, abandoned,

which is a dirision of Ser. No. 15,060, Jan. 26, 1979, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 946,467, Sep. 28, 1978,

abandoned. This application Feb. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 470,333

Int. Q.5 B65D 81/18. 81/24. 85/20 85/24

U.S. Q. 206—306 46 Qaims

MC'.^V « i.;-i't'llt>

24. A container for protecting thermolabile goods having a

thermosensitive temperature, from high temperatures, com-

prising:

a layer completely enclosing said goods comprising a non-

permeable enclosing compound having a melting point

slightly less than the thermosensitive temperature of said

goods, and having a capacity to absorb heat, in an amount
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efTective to protect sid goods when the temperature of the
environment exceeds the melting point of the compound

4,425,999

SECURITY SEAL APPARATUS
Christopher N. MacDonald, 2300 Fairview A?e., #D-203, Costa
Mesa, Calif. 92626, and Vesta J. Crow, 2138 Adriatic Ave
Long Beach. Calif. 90810

Filed Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 422,709
Int. a.3 B65D 85/57. 55/00. 27/20

U.S. CI. 206-444 ,o Qaims

8

/S

'/:

1. A security seal apparatus for restricting access to an aper-
ture formed centrally in a work piece carrying sensitive infor-

mation thereon, said assembly comprising:

a rigid pad for covering said one side of said work piece and
including a stem projecting from one side thereof for
projecting through said aperture when said pad is posi-

tioned in covering position on said one side;

a fastener plate for overlying said pad. being of sufficient size

to project beyond the peripheral edges of said aperture
and being formed centrally with and opening: and,

a lock formed on the free end of said stem, said lock being
characterized in that it passes freely through said opening
and is reponsive to projection beyond the periphery of
said opening to non-releasably lock said pad and fastener
plate together to seal said pad and plate in sealing engage-
ment in said aperture whereby said stem must be severed
to remove said pad from said one side thus leaving per-
ceivable evidence that access has been had to said work
piece.

(a) a planar base frame to receive on its surface certain of the
slides to be photographed;

(b) a planar secondary frame to be positioned in operative
position over the base frame and adjacent and parallel
thereto, this secondary frame to receive on its surface
other of the slides to be photographed; and

(c) transparent portions in the frames of sufficient area and
positioned, with respect to the film portions of the slides
when the slides are mounted on the frames, to underlie
those film portions, these transparent portions of one
frame being positioned with respect to the transparent
portions of the other frame when in operative position so
that the entire film portion of each slide may be exposed to
the camera means; and

(d) means associated with frames to position the slides in a
plurality of rows or columns over the transparent portions
of the frames and to releasably hold the slides flushly on
the surface of the corresponding frame in that position.

4,426,001

NESTABLE AND STACKABLE CONTAINER
Edward L. Stahl, Brighton Township, Livingston County, and
Elsmer W. Kreeger, Allegan Township, Allegan County, both
of Mich., assignors to Pinckney Molded Plastics, Inc., Pinck-
ney, Mich.

Filed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 302,075
Int. a.J B65D 21/04

U.S. a. 206-507 5 Caims

4,426,000
SLIDE HOLDER FOR COMPOSITE PHOTOGRAPHS
AND METHOD OF PHOTOGRAPHING SLIDES

Brian T. Dunn, 30 Oakwood Ave., Nepean, Ontario, Canada
K2E 6A5

Filed Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 422,965
Int. a.3 B65D 85/iO

U.S. a. 206-455 12 Qaims

\. A holder to secure in position a plurality of slides, each
slide having a film portion circumscribed at its top, bottom and
sides by an opaque edge portion, to enable taking a composite
photograph thereof with camera means, external thereto, the
holder comprising:

1 A nesting and stacking container comprising a square
bottom, side walls projecting upwardly from the opposite side
edges of said bottom, end walls projecting upwardly from the
opposite end edges of said bottom, each wall of said container
having a plurality of feet spaced from one another along the
lower edge portion thereof, each wall of said container having
a plurality of saddles spaced from one another along the upper
edge portion thereof, the saddles of each wall being located
directly above the feet thereof so that the feet of said container
will engage the saddles of a similarly oriented, lower container
of identical construction and support the same in a stacked
relationship, each wall of said container having a plurality of
spaced clearances laterally offset from the saddles thereof, the
width of the clearances of the side walls exceeding the width of
the feet of the end walls and the width of the clearances of the
end walls exceeding the width of the feet of the side walls, the
spacing and lateral placement of the saddles of said end walls
corresponding to the spacing and lateral placement of the
clearances of said side walls, the spacing and lateral placement
of the saddles of said side walls corresponding to the spacing
and lateral placement of the clearances of said end walls,

whereby when said container is turned 90" with respect to a
lower container of identical construction it may be lowered
into a nested relationship therewith without interference be-
cause the feet thereof will enter and pass through the clear-

ances of the lower container, elongated, generally horizontal
rails along each wall in general horizontal alignment with the
saddles thereof, said saddles constituting horizontal extensions
of said rails, and downwardly extending rail followers on
certain of the feet on each said wall, said rail followers being
adapted to engage the rails of a similarly oriented lower con-
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tainerof identical construction to facilitate sliding thereof to a and a scalable opening at the top. a btxly of caustic liquid

stacked position, said feet, rails and clearances on each wall within said container and a layer of immiscible liquid being of

being of such dimension and location that when said container

is being slid to a stacked position on a similarly oriented lower

container of identical construction said feet will be supported

by said rails and bridge over said clearances.

4,426,002

HANDLED MOLD PACKAGE
Donald H. Rez, 301 • 36th St., Newpori Beach, Calif. 92663

Filed Aug. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 407,890

Int. a.3 B65D Si/04. 1/36: ClOL 11/02: B28B 7/06

U.S. a. 206—523 6 Claims
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lower density than said caustic liquid and substantially inert

thereto

et!

1. A shippable assembly comprising

(a) a first mold having a recess therein, and cast and hard-

ened material in said recess, and

(b) a protective package on the mold, said package compris-

ing a second mold having a recess therein, and cast and

hardened material in said second mold recess.

(c) said molds surrounding said material in said recesses, and

being interconnected and retained in mutually protective

adjacency,

(d) the package including a protective sheet confined be-

tween the two molds and separating the material in said

recesses, said sheet connected to at least one of the molds

and projecting from the molds to support same including

said material when the sheet is oriented vertically.

4,426,003

DRAIN CLEANER PACKAGE
Jack Zarov, 9228 N. Kildare Ave., Skokie, III. 60076

Filed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,499

Int. a.5 B65D S5/84

U.S. a. 206—524.4 11 Qaims

1. A drain cleaner package comprising a fluid container

adapted to rest on a horizontal surface and having a Hat bottom

4,426,004

TAMPER PROOF CONTAINER AND METHOD
Steve W. Hoag, 545 French St.. Adrian. Mich. 49221

Filed Nov. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 442,552

Int. G.' B65D 49/12. H5/5t

U.S. a. 206—525 10 Oaims

1. A tamper proof container for medicine bottles and the

like, comprising:

a bottom portion having a bottom wall and a side wall per-

manently joined to said bottom wall extending generalK

perpendicular thereto and completely surrounding said

bottom wall.

a top portion having a top wall and a side wall permanently

joined to said top wall extending generally perpendicular

thereto, completely surrounding said top wall and spaced

from said bottom portion side wall, and

spaced frangible intermediate portions interconnecting said

top and bottom portions side walls preventing opening of

said enclosure without breaking said frangible intermedi-

ate portions and providing evidence of entry into said

container.

4,426,005

DEVICE FOR PREVENTING SCATTERING OF
PARTICLES FOR COLOR SORTING APPARATUS

Toshihiko Satake, Higashi-Hirosbima, Japan, assignor to

Satake Engineering Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jul. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 283.817

Qaims priority, application Japan, Aug. 6, 1980, 55>108493;

Oct. 9, 1980. 55-141243

Int. Q.' B07C 5/i42

U.S. Q. 209—581 2 Qaims
1. In a color sorting apparatus having a particle chute in

which particles to be sorted fiow down, particle supplying
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means for supplying said panicles to the upper end of said
chute, and a photoelectnc soning chamber disposed at the
lower end of said chute, the photoelectnc sorting chamber
accommodating a photoelectnc soning device including a
photoelectnc detector having a light source and a light-receiv-
ing element disposed around the path of flov^ of said panicles
coming down from said chute, and a blowing nozzle device
adapted to operate in response to the output from said sight-
recciving element;

a device for preventing scattenng of said panicles character-

ized bv compnsing a scattenng prevention wall disposed
between said photoelectric detector and said bbuing
nozzle device and having a passage bore permitting the
flowing panicles to pass therethrough, said scattenng
prevention wall dividing the space in the photoeJecinc
chamber into an upper space constituting a light detecting
section and a lower space constituting a blowing soning
section, an air discharge window being formed in a wall
defining the blowing soning section, the space in the
blowing soning section being communicated with a suc-
tion blower through said air discharge window

4,426,006 I

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR .SORTING FRUITS
V EGETABLES OR THE LIKE BY WEIGHT

Taichi Horii; Taro Horii, and Kazuo Haraguchi. aJI of Hamama-
tsu, Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 335,668
Qaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 9, 1980, 55-93491

Int. a.' B07C 5/2H
U.S. a. 209-593

g Claims

1. In an apparatus for sorting articles by weight, in which an
article to be sorted is transported longitudinally in a basket
along a chain conveyor to a weighing device for weighing the
basket and article therein, the improvement wherein

the conveyor includes a mounting member fixed thereto and
longitudinally movable therewith for attachment to said
basket;

said basket bemg loosely disengagably mounlable on said
mountmg member so as to be vertically and longitudinally
movable with respect thereto, said basket having a lower
surface and a vertical abutting face;

a routable pushing member mounted for longitudinal move-
ment with said chain conveyor, abutting said vertical face
for pushing said basket longitudinally along said con-
veyor;

a weighing device disposed along said conveyor, for weigh-
ing said basket and the article therein, including a rail

having means for slidably engaging said lower surface to
raise said basket and concurrently disengaging said basket
from said mounting member, without separating said
pushing member from said vertical face,

said basket being slidable onto said rail along said lower
surface

4,426,007
STORAGE RLE FOR MAGNETIC RECORDING DISKS
V ytautas K. Beleckis, East Longnieadow, and Raymond T. Cas-

sidy, Ashfield, both of .Mass., assignors to Dennison National
Company, Holyoke, Mass.

Filed Aug. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 295,997
Int. a.' A47F 7/00

U..S. a. 211-40 5a^^

1 A filing unit comprising:

i-d) A storage panel including a pocket formed by folding a
unitary sheet of resilient synthetic plastic and being open
along one edge for housing magnetic recording disks and
the like, one face of the pocket being formed by over-
lapped flaps and a mounting rod disposed along an edge of
said pocket,

(h) a panel holder having a plurality of spaced, parallel
channels with a cavity at one end thereof opening toward
said channels to receive one end portion of the mounting
rod when the rod is fitted longitudinally into one of said
channels, and

(c) said holder including reUining means comprising resil-

ient detents which are spaced apart less than the diameter
of said mounting rod for receiving the rod when it is

moved angularly into one said channels, said rod pivou-
bly interfitting within each of said channels so that the
storage panels may be pivoted about the longitudinal axis
of said rod.

4,426,008

STORAGE SYSTEM FOR CANNED GOODS
Ralph B. Olson, Lombard, and Stuart I. Musick, Highlaad Park,

both of III., assignors to Amco Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed Dec. 1, 1980, Ser. No. 211.908

Int. a.' A47F 1/00
U.S.a. 211—9D SCIaiiM

1 An article for storing and dispensing canned goods com-
pnsing two opposed upright supports; a plurality of adjacent
downwardly inclined upper tracks mounted on the supports
and adapted to receive a plurality of cans disposed on their
sides, said tracks having apertures at their lower ends to enable
the cans to drop through the tracks; a plurality of adjacent
lower tracks mounted on the upnght supports corresponding
to and disposed below the upper tracks, said lower tracks being
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inclined downwardly in a direction opposite to the incline of

the upper tracks and adapted to receive the cans dropping
through the apertures of the upper tracks; each upper and
lower track formed by a pair of rails which supports the cans

and lateral members disposed perpendicular to the plane of

said rails between each pair of said rails; and means for aligning

the cans in the tracks as they fall through the apertures of the

upper tracks, said means being positioned adjacent said aper-

,,^/'
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hold the spacing member in position for receiving in its

arcuate recesses a row of cans supported on their ends on

the shelf

4,426,010

HLING DRUM FOR A COLUMN HAVING ROTARY
DRUMS

Gerard Le Mer, 12 Cbemin du Milieu, 95540 Mery sur Oise,

France

Filed Not. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 321,267

Gaims priority, application France, Nov. 17, 1980, 80 24331

Int. a.' A47F 7/00

U.S. C1. 211— 163 14 Claims

tures of the upper tracks and extending from the lateral mem-
bers of the upper tracks to the lateral members of the lower

tracks; said aligning means including a guide adjacent the

bottom of the lateral members for the upper tracks and adja-

cent the top of the lateral members for the lower tracks for

preventing the lateral members from interfering with the cans

as they fall through the apertures of the upper tracks onto the

lower tracks.

Jt. :^L

4,426,009

SYSTEM FOR POSITIONING CONTAINERIZED
MERCHANDISE ON A SHELF

Thomas E. Pfeifer, 3129 Calle Abajo, Space 111, San Diego,

Calif. 92139

Filed Jan. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 228,373

Int. a.^ A47F 5/00

U.S. a. 211—86 7 Claims

1. A system for positioning cans on a shelf extending adja-

cent a wall, comprising:

an elongate spacing member having formed therein a plural-

ity of arcuate recesses spaced longitudinally along a front

surface of the member for each receiving a can so that its

cylindrical axis extends transverse to the longitudinal

dimension of the spacing member and a plurality of s<x:k-

ets longitudinally spaced along the spacing member and

extending transverse to the longitudinal dimension of the

spacing member; and

a plurality of support members each configured to provide a

first end insertable in a corresponding one of the sockets

and a second end engagcable with a rear portion of a shelf

upon which the spacing member may be placed to thereby

1. In a filing drum for a column having rotary drums, the

drum comprising two coaxial vertically spaced horizontal

platforms having a generally circular shape, radially extending

obliquely disposed separating rcxls connected to the two plat-

forms and defining compartments m the shape of sectors for

receiving files, or like objects, which arc disposed vcriically

and have a vertical edge which is capable of abutting the

periphery of the upper platform which is of smaller diameter

than the lower platform, and means for rotatably mountmg the

drum on the column; the improvement wherein the two plat-

forms are of sheet metal, the upper platform comprises a pe-

ripheral Hange which is press-formed on the upper platform

and said separating rtxls constitute struts which have end

portions and fixing means fix said end portions respectively to

the lower platform and to said peripheral flange, which Hange

performs the function of an abutment for the files or like ob-

jects.

4,426,011

MODULAR CANTILEVER RACK
Richard S. Jay, Niles, III., assignor to Jarke Corporation, Niles,

111.

Filed Mar. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 243,086

Int. a.' A47F 5/(X)

U.S. CI. 211— 193 8 Claims

1. In a modular cantilever rack of the type having at least a

pair of spaced apart base members, each base member having

an apertured vertical support member upstanding therefrom,

said vertical support members having brace members inter

posed therebetween, and said respective vertical accommcKlal-

ing at least one carrying arm mounted thereon and extending

outwardly therefrom, the improvement comprising, in combi-

nation,

an improved base member assembly formed by a pair of

spaced apart C-shaped channel members positioned in

back-to-back relationship each having a pair of horizon-

tally aligned carrying apertures positioned therein, each of

said vertical support members being formed from an I-

beam and having a lower support portion and an upper

carrying portion,

said lower supp<irt portion of said I-beam support member
being positioned between said pair of C-shaped channel

members and having a pair of lamellar support bars
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mounted adjacent the lower end thereof and positioned in

venically spaced horizontal planes one to the other,
said carrying apertures on said C-shaped channel base mem-

bers being aligned between said vertically spaced apart
lamellar support bars.

and a pair of tubular bars carried through said carrying
apertures on said C-shaped channel base members and
positioned between said pair of vertically spaced apart
lamellar bars thereby to secure said vertical support mem-
ber to said pair of C-shaped channel base members and
prevent joint rotation therebetween

4,426,012

RAILWAY CAR COUPLER
George E. Adams, IIL East Aurora; Edwin C. Bailey, East

Amherst; Richard F. Klimowicz, West Seneca, and Geoffrey
W. Cope, Williamsville, all of N.Y., assignors to Dresser
Industries, Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Filed Nov. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 323,529
Int. a.3 B61G 3/06. 3/08

L.S. a 213-135 ,9 aaims

TO ;V

1. A railway car coupler comprising: '

a shank having a butt end portion at one end and a head end
portion at the opposite end and including an elongated
chamber extending axially from said head end portion
toward said butt end portion;

a head connected to said head end portion of said shank;
a knuckle pivotally connected to said head and having

closed and open positions;

a lock disposed within the shank chamber and axially mov-
able therewithin between a knuckle engaged position for
mainuining said knuckle in a closed position and a
knuckle disengaged position for enabling said knuckle to
be pivoted to said open position;

thrower means pivotally connected to said lock and having
an arm disposed to one side of said pivot for engaging said
knuckle to route the knuckle to its open position; and

axially movable actuating means disposed within said cham-
ber and connected to said thrower means at the opposite
side of said pivot from said arm with movement of said

actuating means within the chamber toward said butt end
of said shank initially moving said lock axially toward said
knuckle disengaged position, with continued movement of
said actuating means in the same axial direction pivoting
said thrower means and consequentially said knuckle to its

open position after the lock has obtained its knuckle disen-
gaged position.

4,426,013

CAN BODY
Ara A. Cherchian, Milwaukee; Karl Elert, Brookfield. and Gun-

ther E. Ast, Milwaukee, all of Wis., assignors to Jos. Schlitz
Brewing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.
Continuation of Ser. No. 875,634, Feb. 6, 1978, abandoned,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 748,057, Dec. 6, 1976,
abandoned. This application May 25, 1979, Ser. No. 42,525

'

Int. C\? B65D 7/42
L.S. a. 220-66

, cai„

tW-'>-':j«^- y

1 A one-piece metallic can body for use in a can for a sub-
stance susceptable of generating substantial internal pressure,
comprising

integral side and bottom walls, the side wall being cylindri-
cal and the bottom wall in its completed unpressurized
state being substantially flat, and being adapted to bow
outwardly a substantial distance in response to internal
pressure generated within the can after it has been com-
pleted and filled.

said bottom wall having portions projecting downwardly,
away from the can interior, at a plurality of locations
surrounding the central region of the bottom wall, the
locations being spaced inwardly from the cylindrical side
wall and disposed along a circle which is substantially
coaxial with the central longitudinal axis of the can body,

wherein the annular peripheral region of the bottom wall
disposed radially outward of said circle is disposed in a

common plane with said central region when the can body
IS in a completed non-pressurized condition,

the projections serving as the support members for the can
body, with predetermined points on said projections serv-
ing as the contact points to a support surface, when the
bottom wall is in its normal substantially flat state, and

said projections also serving as the support members for the
can body, with said predetermined points on said pi'ojec-

tions serving as the contact points, to provide a stable

support surface for the can body, when the bottom wall is

bowed outwardly a substantial distance beyond its normal
state under the force of said internal pressure.

4,426,014

CLOSURE FOR OPEN MOUTH CONTAINER
Bertram W. Coltman, Jr., Winnetka, III., assignor to Republic
Molding Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,560

Int. a.3 B65D 39/00
U.S. a. 220-307 15 Qaims

1 A closure formed of flexible molded plastic material and
adapted to seal around the mouth at the open end of a storage
container, compnsing;

a main closure wall having an outer periphery and an inside
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surface adapted to span across and close said container
mouth when said closure is inserted into said open end of
said container,

said main closure wall including a central portion deflectable

inwardly toward an opposite end of said container, and
a peripheral flange integrally joined with said mam closure

wall around the periphery thereof and extended trans-

versely away from said inside surface, said flange includ-

ing a deflectable, depending skirt having a free end por-

tion spaced outwardly of an outer peripheral edge of said

inside surface of said main closure wall and separated

therefrom by a groove,

said depending free end portion of said skirt establishing a

continuous peripheral seal around the mouth of said open
end of said container when said closure is inserted into

said container and said inside surface is moved toward
contact against said open end o*"said container by inward
deflection of said central portion main closure wall

ing integral tags to engage the support struts between the
support struts and the wall of the container, the upper end flaps

being of such a length that, when folded over to form a top lo

the container, they permit access to ihi- iiquid-light mner hag

4,426.016

CONVERTIBLE DISPENSING MECHANISM FOR
VENDING MACHINE

James Croteau, Hartford, and John A. Enders, Simsbury, both
of Conn., assignors to CTioice V end Industries. Inc., Windsor
l^cks, Conn.

Filed Aug. 4, 1981. Ser. No. 290,091

Int. CI.' G07F 11/36
U.S. CI. 221-75 10 Claims
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4,426,015

CONTAINER
Frederick R. Preston, Wolverhampton; Ronald L. Grosvenor,

Codsall near Wolverhampton, and Cecil Derry, Chase Terrace
near Walsall, all of England, assignors to IMI Marston Lim-
ited, Wolverhampton, England

Filed May 14, 1981, Ser. No. 263,735

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, May 19, 1980,

8016408; Jan. 31, 1981, 8103019

Int. CI.' B65D 9/04. 6/26
U.S. CI. 220-403 21 Claims

f9

1. An intermediate bulk container for liquids comprising a

liquid-tight inner bag, an outer skin of polygonal shape and a

top and base formed of flap extensions of the walls of the skin,

a plurality of support struts, each located in an upright position

away from the corner on the inside face of one side wall, each

wall being provided with at least one rigid support strut, and

the rigid support struts being secured to their respective side

walls, in which there is provided upper tension means to inter-

connect the upper ends of the support struts so as substantially

to prevent the upper ends moving apart and lower tension

means to interconnect the lower ends of the support struts so as

substantially to prevent the lower ends moving apart, the

upper and lower tension means being located between the ends

of the inner bag and the flap extensions of the walls and includ-

1. A convertible mechanism for dispensing gcnerall\ c\lm-
drical articles from a plurality of stacks contained m a vending
machine, comprising support means, including a base, at least

three gear members mounted in meshing engagement vsith one
another on said base for simultaneous rotation about parallel,

generally reclilinearly aligned axes, al least three helical carri-

ers vertically mounted on said support means and adapted to

support the articles generally horizontally wiihin their convo-
lutions, each of said carriers being aligned on the axis of rota-

tion of one of said gear members and having an upper helix

portion and a lower helix portion, said upper helix portion

being adapted to receive the articles and said lov\er helix por-

tion being adapted to permit the release thereof at ai least one
rotational position of said carrier, each of said gear members
having an axial, upwardly opening socket in which a lower end
portion of the associated carrier is seated, said socket and end
portion being cooperatively dimensioned and configured to

permit removal of said associated carrier and to permit interen-

gagement thereof for conjoint coaxial rotation in any of a

plurality of angularly displaced relative positions; whereby the

articles, withdrawn from the stacks and progressively lowered

within the convolutions of said carriers during rotation

thereof, can be discharged in a predetermined sequence de-

pending upon the relationship between said lower helix por-

tions of said carriers, and whereby said mechanism max be

employed to dispense the article from three slacks disptised

one behind another in the machine, and may be converted. b\

removal of at least one of said carriers and alteration of carrier

p<isition within said stKkets to change the timing of discharge,

for the dispensing of articles from only twn of such stacks

4,426,017

APPARATUS FOR DISPENSING CONTAINERS FROM A
STACK OF NESTED CONTAINERS

I^onard A. Ficken, Manchester, and Gerald J. Podgorny, St.

Ixiuis County, both of Mo., assignors to UMC Industries, Inc.,

Stamford, Conn.

Filed Jun. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 273,506

Int. CI.' B65G 59 ()6

U.S. CI. 221—222 5 Qaims
5. Apparatus for dispensing containers, such as paper cups.

each having an outwardly extending rim. fri>m a slack of

nested containers, said apparatus being adapted to handle
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containers of difTerent diameters within a range of diameters.
comprising:

a casing having a stack-accommodating openmg there-

through adapted to be mounted with the axis of the open-
ing generally vertical, said opening being dimensioned to

accommodate containers up to the largest of said range;

a plurality of arms each pivoted at one end in the casing on
a generally vertical axis, said arms being spaced at inter-

vals around the opening and extending at their other ends
into the opening, and being swingable in and out relative

to the axis of the opening on their pivot axes for adjust-

ment to handle containers of different diameters;

a plurality of cams, one for each arm. each cam being rotat-

able on a generally vertical axis on the respective arm at

its said other end in the opening, each cam being rotatable

in one direction on its arm from a first position wherein
the cams support the stack by engagement of the nm of
the lowermost container with the cams, to a second posi-

tion for stripping the lowermost container from the next

contamer above and releasing the lowermost container to

drop while retaining said next container supported on the
cams by engagement of the rim of the next contamer with
the cams and thus supportmg the stack, the cams then
being rotatable back to their stated first position;

means for rotatmg the cams in unison between their stated
first and second positions comprising gearing associated
with each arm including a pinion rotatable on the pivot
axis of the arm and a ring gear rotatable in the casing
surrounding the pinions and in mesh therewith; and

adjustment means for swinging the arms in and out to difTer-

ent positions of adjustment and holding them in adjusted
position for handling containers of different diameters;

each arm having pivot means at said one end thereof pivoted
in the casing, and said ring gear having a slot therein
receiving said pivot means therethrough, said pivot means
being engageable with the ends of the slot for limiting

rotation of the ring gear thereby to confine rotation of the
cams to rotation between said first and second positions.

4,426,018

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR RECYCLING SCRAP
Dean L. Ward, Rte. 9, Box 262, Cumming, Forsyth County, Ga.
30130

Filed Jun. 17. 1981, Ser. No. 274,484
Int. a.5 GOIF 11/20; B67D 5/60: B67B 7/00: B65G 17/36

U.S. a. 222-1 10 Qaims
1. A metering assembly for feeding aggregate materials of

difTerent characteristics to a common area comprising:
(a) a housing having a lower discharge opening;
(b) a partition separating said housing into an upper hopper
and a lower hopper, said lower hopper communicating
with said discharge opening;

(c) an upright hollow, tubular, roUtable auger shaft commu-
nicating at its upper end with said upper hopper and pass-
ing downwardly through said lower hopper and through
said discharge opening, said auger shaft having an open

hollow interior throughout its length and an open lower
end for discharging aggretate material by gravity from
said upper hopper, through said open hollow interior and
out of said open lower end;

(d) an auger flight carried by and protruding outwardly
from the outer surface of said auger shaft for rotation
therewith for contacting aggregate material in said lower
hopper and for urging the aggregate material therein out

-^?

of said discharge opening when said auger shaft is rotated;
and

(e) means for positively rotating said auger shaft for causing
said auger flight to urge the aggregate material of said
lower hopper out of said discharge opening without mate-
rially interfering with the flow by gravity of the aggregate
material from said upper hopper through said hollow
shaft.

4,426,019

MEMBRANE SEAL AND KNIFE COMBINATION FOR A
POST-MIX BEVERAGE DISPENSING SYSTEM

Jason K. Sedam, Dunwoody, Ga., assignor to The Coca-Cola
Company. Atlanta, Ga.

Filed Oct. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 311,645

Int. a.J B67B 7/28
U.S. a. 222-88 19 Qaims

1. An opening device to be used in a post-mix beverage
dispenser, together with a disposable syrup container, said

container having a neck portion with an opening sealed by a
rupturable membrane from which said syrup will flow when
said membrane is ruptured, said device comprising a cylindri-

cal piercing means surrounded by a cylindrically-shaped
socket member, said socket member having a discharge port at

the bottom thereof, said piercing means and socket member
forming an annular compartment surrounding said discharge
port defined by the outer wall of said cylindrical piercing
means and the inner wall of said socket member for receipt of
the neck of said container and drainage means through said

outer wall of said piercing means for permitting syrup flow
from said annular compartment to said discharge port, said
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piercing means having an angular truncated cutting edge with
a pyramidal piercing element on the apex thereof, said socket

member being provided with a seal for securely receiving the

neck of said syrup container into the compartment formed
between said piercing' means and socket member.

4,426,020

CONTAINER FOR TREATING AND TRANSPORTING
INDUSTRIAL WASTE SLUDGES

Marcel Presseau, 4270 Ste-Rose Blvd., Fabreville, Quebec,
Canada H7R 1X4, and Marc Villeneuve, 745 Charlevoix,
Boisbriand, Quebec, Canada J7G IWl

Filed Jul. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 288,416

Claims priority, application Canada, Dec. 30, 1980, 367748

Int. a.' B65G 65/23
U.S. a. 222—108 6 Oaims

1. A transportable sludge container for draining a major part

of the liquid settling out of the sludge directly on the premises

of a sludge collecting site, said container comprising:

an enclosing wall including a front wall, a back wall, two
side walls joining the front and back walls together, and a

rectangular-shaped bottom wall, said bottom wall being

shaped to slope downwardly toward each of said side

walls from a central, longitudinally extending ridge and
including draining areas between each of said side walls

and said sloping bottom wall for passing the sludge liquid

directed thereto by the sloping bottom wall;

means beneath the bottom wall for detachably mounting the

container onto a truck platform;

means secured to the front wall for pulling the container

onto the truck platform to transport it wherever desired,

said means being also. useful for retaining the container on
the platform during its transportation and during dumping
of the sludge, and for subsequently unloading said con-

tainer from said platform at the same and at other sludge

collecting sites; and,

means for opening and closing the back wall of the container

to dump out the sludge contained therein whenever de-

sired.

4,426,021

OPTICAL ILLUSION BEVERAGE DISPENSING DEVICE
L. Kenneth Rosenthal, 10306 Rossbury PI., Los Angeles, Calif.

90064

Filed Nov. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 318,600

Int. a.' B67D 1/00; G09F 19/00

U.S. a. 222—129.1 10 Qaims
2. A beverage dispensing device for a restaurant which

produces liquid droplets that fill a drinking glass while creating

the illusion of said liquid droplets rising from said drinking

glass, comprising;

a reservoir which holds a liquid,

an oscillating pump which receives said liquid from said

reservoir and applies pulsations to said liquid,

a nozzle which receives said liquid from said oscillating

pump and converts said pulsations into said liquid drop-

lets.

a Hashing light source which illuminates said liquid droplets

at, or above the fiicker-fusion frequency, and
an enclosure, in which is mounted said reservoir, said oscil-

lating pump, said nozzle, and said flashing light source,

said enclosure means preventing ambient light from strik-

ing said liquid droplets directly thereby enhancing the

illusion.

4,426,022

DEVICE FOR DISPENSING A SINGLE-COMPONENT OR
MULTI-COMPONENT SUBSTANCE

Gusztav Lang, and Achim Hirsemann, both of Munich, Fed.

Rep. of Germany, assignors to Hiiti Aktiengesellschaft,

Schaan, Liechtenstein

Filed Aug. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 293,943

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 25,

1980, 3031938

Int. a.' B67D 5/60. 5/42
U.S. a. 222—130 8 Oaims

' " ' y "
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1. Device for dispensing measured amounts of a single-com-

ponent or multi-component substance, such as an adhesive

material, a sealing material or a filler matenal. compnsing a

container for the substance to be dispensed, said container is

elongated having a first end from which the substance is dis-

pensed and a second end, a piston located within said container

and extending transversely of the first end-second end direc-

tion, said piston is displaceable in the first end-second end

direction toward the first end for dispensing the substance out

of said container, means for introducing a pressunzed propel-

lant into contact with the piston for displacing said piston

toward the first end of said container, said means comprising a

replaceable cartridge of a gasous propellant, said cartndge is

located within said container and is separated from the part of

said container holding the substance to be dispensed, said

cartridge includes an outlet valve for discharging the gaseous

propellant out of said cartridge, said container and said car-

tridge therein in combination with said piston forming a space

between said piston and the second end of said container for

receiving the gaseous propellant from said outlet valve so that

the gaseous propellant acts on said piston for displacing said

piston toward the first end of said container, a casing for hold-

ing the second end of said container, a flexible elastic member
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forming a closure across the second end of said container,
means mounted within said casing for displacing said closure
inwardly into said container for opening said outlet valve.

4,426,023

CLEANING ASSEMBLY FOR A FOAM DISPENSING
APPARATUS

Charles R. Sperry, Westport, and Harry F. Riley, Southport,
both of Conn., assignors to Sealed Air Corporation, Fair
Lawn, N.J.

Filed Mar. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 241,013
Int. a.3 B67D 1/08. 5/60: B05B 15/02

U.S. a. 222-132 10 Qaims

1. A cleaning assembly for use with a fluid dispensing appa-
ratus comprising dispensing means positioned adjacent the face
of a dispensing apparatus, said dispensing apparatus having a
port in said face in communication with a chamber in said
dispensing apparatus from which a first fluid is discharged, said
dispensing means comprising a body having a surface forming
an opening extending therethrough in alignment with said port
of said dispensing apparatus and a groove formed in said sur-
face adjacent said port to provide a reservoir within said open-
ing for retaining a quantity of a second fluid discharged from
said dispensing means, said dispensing means discharging said
second fluid onto said face within said opening for preventing
said first fluid discharged from said chamber from accumulat-
ing on said face at said port.

4,426,024

DEVICE FOR DISPENSING FLUID
Lawrence R. Hogan, Lake Villa, and Lenart Anderson, Mt.

Prospect, both of III., assignors to Baxter Travenol Laborato-
ries, Inc., Deerfield, III.

Filed Dec. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 329,706
Int. OJ A61M 5/00; B67D 5/42

U.S. a. 222-173 5 Qaims

?J K '»• to

\'~nn(

dispense the precise amount of medicinal additive from the
syringe, said device comprising:

a body having an inlet port for communication with a source
of pressurized fluid;

holder means on said body for receiving and holding a sy-
ringe;

actuator means on said body for engaging a plunger of the
syringe;

powered means which includes a double-acting piston
mounted in a cylinder formed in said body, said body
having passage means communicating said inlet port with
the ends of said cylinder of said powered means, and a
piston rod connected between said piston and said actua-
tor means, said powered means selectively moving said
actuator means between a forward position where the
syringe is ready to draw in a medicinal additive and a
rearward position defining the precise amount of medici-
nal additive to be drawn into the syringe, said powered
means thereby being operable to move the plunger in a
rearward stroke to draw in a precise amount of medicinal
additive and to move the plunger in a forward stroke to
dispense the precise amount of medicinal additive from
the syringe;

valve means included in said powered means for selectively
venting one end of said cylinder while at the same time
communicating the other end of said cylinder to said inlet

port; said valve means including an elongated valve mem-
ber mounted in a cavity in said body and being movable
between a first position and a second position, said cavity
extendmg parallel to said cylinder, said body having a first

orifice between one end of said cylinder and said cavity
and a second orifice between the other end of said cylin-
der and said cavity, said valve means having an axial

passageway therein which is open at one end to said inlet

port, a first radial port which extends from said axial

passageway to the periphery of said valve member and
which is normally in communication with said first orifice

at said first position of said valve member, and a second
radial port which extends from said axial passageway to
the periphery of said valve member and which is adapted
to mate with said second radial port in said second posi-
tion of said valve member, spring means in said cavity
adjacent said inlet port for urging said valve member to
said first position, said body and said valve means having
vent means for venting said first or second orifice when
said second or first radial port is in communication with
said second or first orifice; and,

trigger means connected to said valve means and operable
upon depression thereof to move said valve member
against said spring means to said second position thereof.

5. A device for operating a syringe, first to draw a precise
amount of medicinal additive into the syringe and second to

4,426,025

CONTINUOUS SPRAY OVERCAP
Michael G. Knickerbocker, Crystal Lake, III., assignor to Sea-

quist Valve Co., Gary, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 50,794, Jun. 21, 1979, abandoned. This
application Aug. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 296,800

Int. a.3 B65D 82/14
U.S. a. 222-182 3 Claims

1. A continuous spray overcap assembly for an aerosol can
having a can rim located about the upper cylindrical edge of
the aerosol can and a mounting cup rim extending about the
periphery of the mounting cup with a valve stem extending
upwardly from the center of the mounting cup, the improve-
ment comprising:

a one-piece cylindrical overcap body having an integral

sidewall and an integral overcap base extending across a
first end of said cylindrical overcap body to form a one-
piece cup-shaped overcap;

a first attachment means disposed on a second end of said

cylindrical overcap body for resiliently engaging the
aerosol can rim when said cup-shaped overcap is in a
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protective position enclosing the valve stem extending
from the mounting cup;

said overcap base extending inwardly from said mtegral

sidewall and substantially perpendicular thereto forming
an outer annular base portion defining an inner edge;

said overcap base including an inner cylindrical sidewall

having a first and a second end and disposed parallel to

said sidewall of said overcap body;

said first end of said inner cylindrical sidewall integrally

attached to said inner edge of said outer annular portion

with said second end of said inner cylindrical sidewall

extending toward said second end of said overcap body;
said overcap base having an inner base portion disposed

generally parallel to said outer annular portion and inte-

grally extending from said second end of said inner cylin-

drical sidewall of defining a first substantially cylindrical

recess within said overcap base coaxial with said cylindri-

cal overcap body;

second attachment means comprising lug means integrally

extending inwardly from said first end of said inner cylin-

'.^

" t' i'Urf^-^i '

3 '23

:z J

drical sidewall for resiliently engaging the mounting cup
rim when said cylindrical overcap body is inverted from

the protective position;

said substantially cylindrical first recess having a cylindrical

height being less than one quarter the cylindrical height of

said cylindrical overcap body;

a second recess cavity located in said first recess cavity for

receiving the valve stem therein to provide a seal with said

valve stem when the overcap is inverted from the protec-

tive position;

said second recess being substantially cylindrical and extend-

ing from said first recess cavity in a direction toward said

second end of said cylindrical overcap body;

an orifice disposed in said second recess cavity for fiuid

communication with the valve stem when the valve stem

is inserted within the valve stem seal; and
said recess cavities being positioned relative to said overcap

base enabling said second recess cavity to depress the

valve stem to continuously spray aerosol product through

said orifice when said second attachment means resiliently

engages the mounting cup rim.

through a valve stem for opening the aerosol valve upon
movement of said actuator button,

said actuator button having the substantial shape of a trun-

cated cone having a larger cross-section at the base with

respect to the cross-section at the top of said button,

a one-piece overcap having engaging means for secunng to

the aerosol container to at least partially cover said actua-

tor button;

a finger actuator integrally mounted to said overcap,

said finger actuator being pivotably mounted to said overcap
with the axis of said pivot being displaced from the axis of

the aerosol valve.

engaging surface means disposed on the underside of said

finger actuator for contacting said actuator button upon

»« ^ c- • ,?

i I

^ A

movement due to finger pressure of the operator to open
the valve and initiate product and propellant fiow from
the terminal orifice;

said engaging surface means comprising plural Inangular-

shaped rib projections for engagement with said truncated

cone; and

said plural projections being spaced apart a distance less than

the diameter of said top of said actuator button for center-

ing said actuator button therebetween,

said triangular-shaped rib projections and said pivot of said

finger actuator cooperating to provide a comp<iund angle

of movement between said engaging surface means and

said actuator button for facilitating opening of the aerosol

valve upon movement of said finger actuator by the oper-

ator.

4,426,026

AEROSOL ASSEMBLY COMPRISING AN IMPROVED
OVERCAP

Michael G. Knickerbocker, Crystal Lake, III., assignor to Sea-

quist Valve Co., Div. of Pittway Corp., Cary, III.

Filed Mar. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 240,021

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to May 11,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.^ B65D 83/14

U.S. a. 222—402.13 11 OaJms
1. An assembly for use with an aerosol container having an

aerosol valve for discharging aerosol product and propellant

through a terminal orifice, comprising in combination:

an actuator button in fluid communication with the terminal

orifice;

said actuator button being connected to the aerosol valve

4.426,027

POURING SPOUT FOR LIQUID CONTAINERS
Walter P. Maynard, Jr., Suite 236, 3070 Presidential Dr.. At-

lanta, Ga. 30340

Filed Feb. 4. 1982, Ser. No. 345.786

Int. a.' B65D 25/50

U.S. a. 222—529 1 Oaim
1. A pouring spout for a container having a threaded neck

comprising a tubular elongated spout body which is at least in

part flexible and provided at opposite ends with threaded necks

of equal thread size, a threaded closure cap having a wide

marginal flange approximately equal to the diameter of the

container neck and adapted for threaded engagement with

either of said equal thread size necks, an adapter portion inte-

grally formed on one end of the spout body and having an

enlarged ring substantially larger in diameter than the equal

thread size necks and approximately equal in diameter to the

container neck, a container neck sealing gasket adapted for

engagement between the end of the container neck at either

side of the enlarged nng, and a threaded adapter and sealing

ring of sufficient size to pass over the enlarged nng and said

gasket and adapter to threadedly engage the container neck

and including an annular end wall adapted to bear on the

enlarged ring when the spout is in a pounng position and to

bear on said wide flange of the closure cap when the spout is

in an inverted stored position within the container, said en-
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c auaj ici ponion oemg eoni(.aii> blade, the improvement compnsmg said blade having a plural-
ity of spaced-apart piercing teeth and a plurality of spaced-

4,426,028

LUGGAGE CARRIER WITH ILLLMINATING MEANS
John A. Bott, 931 Lakeshore Dr., Grosse Pointe Shores, Mich
48236

Division of Ser. No. 33,897, Apr. 27. 1979, Pat. No. 4,269,339.
This application May 21, 1981, Ser. No. 266,001

Int. a.' B60R 9/04
U.S. a. 224—325

I

1. A luggage carrier mounted on a substantially horizontal
surface of an automotive vehicle, said carrier including spaced
side members and spaced cross members, forming an interior
area within said side members and cross member<.. stanchions
located in at least two corners of the carrier securing the carrier
to the vehicle, each said stanchion comprising spaced apart
side exterior walls and at least one other exterior wall spanning
said spaced apart side walls, at least one of said exterior walls
facing away from said interior area of the carrier, and illumi-
nating means, at least a part of said illuminating means being
operably disposed on said one of said exterior walls of all of
said at least two stanchions, whereby said illuminating means is

adapted to direct light away from the interior of said carrier.

I

4,426,029
SAFETY BLADE FOR SEVERING STRETCHABLE HLM
EwaJd A. Kanp, Chicago, 111., assignor to Union Carbide Corpo-

ration, Danbury, Conn.

Filed Dec. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 335,615
Int. a.^ B26D 1/02: B65D 85/67}

U.S a. 225-49 naaims
10. A dispenser box adapted for receiving a rolled-sheet of

material, said box comprising a container compartment having
side, end and bottom walls and a cover for the walls, a blade
disposed on the dispenser box so that portions of the sheet

apart blunt projections which extend higher than the piercing
teeth and are dispersed among said sharp piercing teeth so as to
provide means for stretching and/or thinning a segment of the
sheet material to be severed.

tapered away from one side of the ring and toward the outlet
end of the spout.

4,426,030
VARIABLE SPEED TAPE FEEDING APPARATUS

Kyoichi Yamashita, 2361 Nippa-cho, Kohoku-ku, Yokohama-
shi, Kanagawa 223, Japan

Filed Aug. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 292,344
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 13, 1980, 55-110286

Int. aJ B65H 23/18. 17/22
U.S. a. 226—181 8 Claims

4 Oaims
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6. In a tape feeding apparatus comprising a pair of first and
second cylindrical drums rotatable in tangential contact so as
to pull a tape out of its roll by frictionally driving the tape
therebetween, wherein said tape has a series of the same pat-
terns and check marks printed thereon and is to be divided into
sections which are intended to be of a certain predetermined
design length, each bearing one printed pattern, the improve-
ment comprising

the first drum mounted for free rotation on a first drive shaft

and having a circumference slightly longer than the pre-
determined length of one section of the tape,

the second drum mounted for free rotation on a second drive
shaft and having a circumference slightly shorter than said

predetermined length of one section,

first means provided between said first drum and said first

drive shaft for selectively interiocking the first drum with
the first drive shaft,

second means provided between said second drum and said

second drive shaft for selectively interiocking the second
drum with the second drive shaft, and

means operatively connected to said first and second inter-

locking means for alternatively actuating the first and
second interlocking means and associated with the contin-
uously advancing tape for detecting whether the tape is

fed for every one section with an increment or decrement,
wherein said detecting means functions to release the first

interlocking means and actuate the second interlocking
means when it detects that the tape is fed for one section
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with an increment, but to actuate the first interlocking

means and release the second interlocking means when it

detects that the tape is fed for one section with a decre-

ment.

so as to form a seal between said blanks and tcxils about the

peripherics thcri-df

4,426,031

METHOD OF SOLDERING INK JET NOZZLE TO
PIEZOELECTRIC ELEMENT

Laszlo Halasz, Qeveland, Ohio, assignor to Gould Inc., Rolling

Meadows, III.

Division of Ser. No. 91,210, Nov. 5, 1979, Pat. No. 4,308,546,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 886,882, Mar. 15, 1978,

abandoned. This application Aug. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 296,093

Int. a.3 B23K 1/02: GOIN 15/00: GOIM 3/20
U.S. a. 228—121 10 Oaims

1. A method of assembling an ink jet tip assembly comprised

of a piezoelectric element having a through passage with an ink

nozzle received therein and dimensioned such that a gap is

defined between the side wall of said passage and said nozzle.

• said method comprising the steps of:

(a) coating the side wall of said piezoelectric element pas-

sage with a first metallic alloy;

(b) coating at least a longitudinal portion of said nozzle with

a second metallic alloy;

(c) heating said first and second alloys to at least their melt-

ing temperatures;

(d) inserting at least a portion of said nozzle to a desired

oriented position within said nozzle in said passage; and

(e) allowing said first and second alloys to cool to their solid

phase for fixedly joining said piezoelectric element and

nozzle together.

4,426,032

TOOL SEALING ARRANGEMENT AND METHOD
Walter Leodolter, Rancho Palos Verdes, Calif., assignor to The

United States of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Air Force, Washington, D.C.

Filed Sep. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 300,767

Int. a.J B23K 20/14

U.S. a. 228—157 5 Qaims

21 3( 12 ^

1. In superplastic forming and diffusion bonding apparatus

which includes spaced, opposing tools, a tool sealing arrange-

ment comprising:

a pair of metal blanks having effective strain rate sensitivity

to be formed into a component by said apparatus, said

blanks being located between said tools and having spaced

apart inner and outer marginal peripheral edge portions

connected together and expanded away from one another

4,426,033

DUCTILE TITANIUM-COPPER BRAZING ALLOY
Howard Mizuhara, Hillsborough, Calif., assignor to (;TF Prod-

ucts Corporation, Stamford. Conn.

Filed Sep. 20, 1982. Ser. No. 420.072

Int. a.' B23K 35/30; C22C 9/r/;

U.S. a. 228—56 14 Claims

1. An article consisting essentially of a ductile brazing alloy

foil, said alloy having a composition consistng essentially of

from about O.ZS'/r to about 5*^ by weight of a reactive metal,

selected from the group consisting (if titanium, vanadium,

zirconium and mixtures thereof, from about 50'7r hy weight to

about 98.75'^ by weight of copper and from about IC'r to about

A'i^c by weight of a third metal selected from the group con-

sisting of silicon, tin, germainium, manganese, nickel, cobalt

and mixtures thereof wherein said alloy has a liquidus tempera-

ture of from about 870° C to about 1 170° C

4,426,034

TWO PIECE PACKING CASE
Thomas L. Flanagan, Killingworth, Conn., assignor to Standard-

Knapp, Inc., Portland, Conn.

Filed Aug. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 408,222

Int. a.' B65D 13/00. 5/68

U.S. a. 229-23 BT 12 Qaims

^<v-:

1 A packing case for a product array of height "h" having

M rows of N columns, said case comprising a tray formed from

a fiat blank which has a bottom panel to supptirt the product m
said array, and said tray blank having pairs of side and end

panels integrally connected along fold lines at right angles to

said bottom panel, one of said pairs of panels having tray flaps

adapted to abut the other of said pairs of panels when said

blank is folded and glued, said side panels having a height "a"

less than the height "h" of the product and said end panels

having a height "b", and said case including a top portion

received on said tray, said top portion also formed from a fiat

blank and having a top panel adapted to cover the product in

said array, and said top portion blank having pairs of side and

end panels integrally connected along fold lines at right angles

to said top panel, one of said pairs of panels of said top portion

having top Hapsadapted to abut the other of said pair of panels

when said blank is folded and glued, said end panels of said top

portion having a height "c" less than the height "h" of the

product so that the lower marginal edges of said top portion

end panels abut the upper marginal edges of said tray end

panels, said side panels of said top portion having a height "d"

such that the lower marginal edges thereof abut the upper

marginal edges of said tray side panels, and the combined

heights of said end panels ("b"-t-"c") being approximately

equal to the product height "h" and to the combined heights

("a" -I- "d") of said side panels.
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4,426,035

PACKAGING
Klaus-Peter Dieckow, Unionville. Canada, assignor to Hammex
Machines Ltd., Markham, Canada

Filed Mar. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 242,321
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Mar. 13, 1980,

800836

Int. aj B65D 77/14. 77/30
U.S. a. 206-526 10 Oaims

member whereby said annular edge of said valve member
closes against said annular nexible elastomeric insert within the
mner and outer peripheral edges thereof to close said valve
seat, the improvement wherein said edge of said valve member
IS turned to present a knife-edge to said insert and an arcuate
annular surface on said valve member that begins at said knife-
edge and is inboard of said knife-edge and has its convex side
facing said insert.

6. A reclosabie package comprising a filled bag formed at a
top end with a bag neck in which side walls of the bag are
brought into parallel juxtaposition, the neck bemg formed with
at least one fold such that a folded over portion of the top of
the bag overlies a portion of one of its side walls, and closure
strip means extending parallel to the width of and substantially
coextensive with the folded over portion, the closure strip

means comprising a first flexible strip coated on one surface
with a non-setting adhesive and a second flexible strip, without
a non-setting adhesive coating and overlapped by and adhered
to one marginal edge portion of the adhesive coated surface of
the first strip, the other marginal portion and an intermediate
portion of the adhesive coated surface of the first strip being
adhered respectively to the folded over portion of the neck and
to an adjacent portion of said side wall of the bag not overlaid
by said folded over portion.

4,426,037
BOILER FOR A HEATING SYSTEM, AS AN ARTICLE OF

MANUFACTURE, A BOILER-HEATING SYSTEM
COMBINATION, AND A METHOD FOR HEATING A
HEAT-TRANSFER MEDIUM SUCH AS WATER IN A

HEATING SYSTEM
Lennart Bernstein, Appartemento numero 29, El Pinzon Real,
Guadalmina Alta, San Pedro de Alcantara (Marbella), Spain

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 299,175, Sep. 3, 1981, which is

a continuation of Ser. No. 67,190, Aug. 17, 1979, abandoned.
This application May 13, 1982, Ser. No. 377,930

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Aua 24
1978, 2837004

Int. CV F24D 3/08: F24H 1/22
U.S. CI. 237-19 28 Qaims

4,426,036
VALVE CONSTRUCTION AND METHOD OF MAKING

THE SAME
Boyd P. Sliger, Concord, Tenn., assignor to Robertshaw Con-

trols Company, Richmond, Va.

Continuation of Ser. No. 888,015, Mar. 20, 1978, abandoned.
This application Aug. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 407,503

Int. a.' FOIP 7/02
U.S. a. 236-34.5 2 Claims

1. In a valve construction having a valve seat and a movable
valve member for opening and closing said valve seat and
being operatively interconnected to a thermal power element
carried by said valve construction, said valve member having
a relatively narrow annular edge for closing against said valve
seat in a direction substantially perpendicular to said valve
seat, an annular flexible elastomeric insert being carried by said
valve seat and being wider than said annular edge of said valve

1. As an article of manufacture, a boiler for heating a heat-
transfer medium for one use and another heat transfer medium
for another use, comprising:

a combustion chamber within which combustion takes place
in a direct heat transfer relationship within a heat transfer

medium;

a vessel for containing said heat transfer medium and said

combustion chamber;

an interconnecting outlet from said vessel for interconnect-

ing a heating system with said heat transfer medium;
an interconnecting inlet for said vessel, for interconnecting

said heating system for return of said heat transfer medium
to said vessel;

a heat transfer conduit for said another heat transfer medium
within said heating vessel, said heat transfer conduit hav-
ing heat transfer conduit inlet and outlet interconnecting

means at the lower and upper portion, respectively, of said

vessel for heat transfer mediium, said inlet interconnecting

means for said heat transfer conduit positioned below said

combustion chamber and below said interconnecting inlet

for said heat transfer medium for said heating system, and
said outlet interconnecting means above said combustion
chamber;
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a plurality of downcoming smoke tubes interconnecting

with said combustion chamber,
a lower chamber interconnecting with said combustion
chamber via said smoke tubes and a chimney and said heat

transfer conduit inlet interconnecting means proximate to

said lower chamber and extending through said vessel for

said heat transfer medium.

4,426,038

NON-RADIATING EXTENDIBLE CLOTH EXIT CONE
FOR ROCKET NOZZLES

Frank S. Inman, and Joseph E. Pelham, both of Brigham City,

Utah, assignors to Thiokol Corporation, Chicago, 111.

Filed Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,713

Int. CI.' B64D 33/04

U.S. a. 239—265.15 14 Claims

>o

. .^.

1. An auxiliary nozzle portion for a rocket motor having a

combustion chamber provided with a rearwardly directed

outlet and a rearwardly extending nozzle defining the outlet of

the combustion chamber, comprising,

a woven refractory cloth structure having an exterior sur-

face and an interior surface and having the shape of a

frustum of a cone, and

a refractory felt sewn to the exterior surface of said cloth

structure,

said cloth structure being secured at the smaller end thereof

to the rocket nozzle and being folded upon itself in an

inoperative folded configuration,

said cloth structure when deployed from said inoperative

configuration to an operative configuration forming a

frustoconical rearward extension of the rocket nozzle,

said cloth structure being the primary supporting structure.

when deployed, for transmitting the rocket motor thrust

forces to the rocket nozzle, and

said refractory felt providing thermal insulation for said

structural cloth thereby to prevent thermal radiation from

said auxiliary nozzle portion.

4,426,039

SPRAY GUN CONTROL VALVE
Kui C. Kwok, Arden Hills, Minn., assignor to Graco Inc., Min-

neapolis, Minn.

Filed Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,424

Int. CI.' B05B 7/12

U.S. a. 239—415 12 Oaims
6. In a spray gun of the type having a general pistol shape

with a liquid inlet into a barrel and an air inlet into a handle,

and where the barrel lies along an axis and the handle lies along

an axis approximately mutually perpendicular and intersecting

to the axis of the barrel, the improvement comprising

(a) a first passage through the spray gun parallel to said

barrel axis and intersecting said liquid inlet;

(b) a second passage in the handle of said spray gun parallel

to said handle axis and intersecting said first passage, and

communicating with said air inlet;

(c) a liquid valve in said first passage having a liquid actuat-

ing stem extending along said first passage toward said

handle;

(d) an air valve in said second passage having an air actuat-

ing stem extending along said second pa.ssage toward the

intersection of said barrel axis and said handle axis;

(e) a spool slidable in said first passage, said spool having a

recess for accepting said liquid actuating stem and having

a tapered portion engageable against said air actuating

stem

(0 a mechanical stop attached to said liquid actuating stem in

said recess;

(g) a first compression spring in said first passage urging said

spool toward said liquid valve;

(h) a second compression spring m said first passage urging

said liquid valve away from said spool;

(i) a trigger pivotally attached to said barrel, said trigger

being firstly engageable against said slidable spool to cause

movement of said spool along said barrel axis and conse-

quent movement of said air actuating stem along said

handle axis, said trigger being secondly engageable against

said mechanical stop to cause movement of said liquid

actuating stem along said barrel axis

4,426,040

ADJUSTABLE AERATING SHOWER HEAD
Lewis L. Smith, 171 Shadywood La., Elk Grove Village, III.

60007

Filed Jun. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 270,376

Int. CI.' E03C l/OM. 1/084

U.S. CI. 239—428.5 5 Oaims

1. In a showerhead comprising a body having an axial outlet

passageway therein, a nozzle plate arranged coaxially and

normal to said passageway at the inlet end thereof, said nozzle

plate having a cluster circle of orifices therein, and means

forming an inlet passageway coaxially with said outlet passage-

way and upstream of and opening toward said nozzle plate, the

diameter of said outlet passageway being greater than the

diameter of said cluster circle, the improvement therein com-

prising a thin walled nozzle plate having sharp-edged onfices

each capable of providing a high velocity atomized jet of water

emitting therethrough into said outlet passageway; said nozzle

plate being held coaxially and normal to said inlet passageway;
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the total cross-sectional area of said orifices being less than the
cross-sectional area of any upstream water passageway,
whereby the nozzle plate provides the basic flow restriction;
the outlet passageway having a length sufTicient to enable a
suction to be created immediately downstream from the nozzle
plate; and means for drawing air into said outlet passageway
immediately downstream of the nozzle plate, whereby to aer-
ate the atomized water jets; said outlet passageway further
being of a length sufTicient to direct the aerated water into a
uniform spray pattern emitting therefrom at an outlet opening
thereof having a sharp-edged annular shoulder defining said
outlet opening; and externally manipulate means for axially
varying the position of said nozzle plate axially relative to said
body to correspondingly vary the length of said outlet passage-
way whereby to vary and control the included angle charac-
teristic of the spray pattern and the water content concentra-
tion.

said tumbling mill having a diameter to length ratio of
from 2.5:1 to 3:1;

(c) causing said waste to contact irregular shaped shredding

4,426,041

SOLID-CONE JET NOZZLE FOR SPRAYING LIQUIDS
Wolfgang Nieuwkamp, Kappishausern; Dieter Kroger, St. Jo-

hann/Bleichstetten, and Werner Raissle, Metzingen, all of
Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Lechler GmbH & Co. KG,
Baden-Wuerttemberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jun. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 277,138
Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun 28

1980, 3024472

Int. a.3 B05B 1/34
U.S. a. 239—468

media within said mill to shred said waste for further
processing and

(d) monitoring the power draw of said tumbling mill to
control the moisture content of said waste.

^6.
•?' W ^S 22 A

16 Claims

on ^ \ * 'v ^ » V,

4,426,043
FORAGE HARVESTER DRIVE APPARATUS

Wayne B. Martenas, New Holland, Pa., assignor to Sperry
Corporation, New Holland, Pa.

Filed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 349,436
Int. a.3 B02C 18/24

U.S. a. 241—101.2
5 Claims

1. A solid-cone jet nozzle, comprising:
a. an open ended cylindrical housing having a central longi-

tudinal axis and including a turbulence chamber therein;
b. said chamber having an inner annular wall;
c. inlet means for said chamber, said inlet means substantially

tangential to said chamber;
d. a turbulence chamber bottom spaced from said inlet
means and closing one end of said housing and having a
number of sized shaped spaced elevations axially extend-
mg therefrom into said chamber, at least a portion of said
number spaced from said inner annular wall; and,

e. flaring nozzle means co-axially positioned on said housing
opposite said bottom whereby fluid entering said chamber
IS rotationally oriented and interacts with said elevations
to exit said nozzle with a solid-cone pattern having a
substantially axial orientation.

4,426,042
METHOD OF SHREDDING SOLID WASTE

Eugene E. HiTely, EmigsvUle, Pa., assignor to Mineral Process-
ing Systems, Inc., York, Pa.

Filed Oct. 16, 1980, Ser. No. 197,648
Int. a.J B02C 25/00

MS. a. 241-21 '

, Q^„
1. A method for shredding municipal solid waste including

the steps of:
*

(a) contacting said waste with moisture in a collecting bin to
maintain the moisture content of said waste between
25-35 percent by weight;

(b) introducing said waste from said bin into a tumbling mill,

1. In a forage harvester having a cutterhead for cutting crop
material, and feed means for feeding crop material to said
cutterhead, said feed means comprising pairs of cooperating
upper and lower feedrolls, drive apparatus comprising

a first and second gearbox each having an input,
a first output of said first gearbox being said input of said

second gearbox,

means connected to said second gearbox input for driving
said cutterhead,

a planetary gear set operably mounted inside said second
gearbox,

means inside said second gearbox for operably interconnect-
ing said second gearbox input and said planetary gear set,

a drive member mounted in said second gearbox and a por-
tion of said drive member extending outside said second
gearbox, said drive member and said planetary gear set
being interconnected inside said second gearbox,

an upper feedroll drive shaft having a portion extending
from said second gearbox and operably connected to said
upper feedrolls,

another portion of said upper feedroll drive shaft extending
from said second gearbox, said another portion and said
drive member being interconnected outside said second
gearbox.
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a lower feedroll drive shaft connected to said lower fee-

drolls, said upper and lower feedroll drive shafts being

interconnected inside said second gearbox, and

an attachment drive shaft extending from said second gear-

box, said attachment drive shaft and said drive member
being interconnected inside said second gearbox.

4,426,044

DOCUMENT SHREDDING MACHINES
George T. Butler, Leigh, England, assignor to Frank R. Ford

Limited, Westbank, England

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 756,389, Jan. 3, 1977,

abandoned. This application Jul. 25, 1978, Ser. No. 927,920

Gaims priority, application United Kingdom, Jan. 2, 1976,

476

Int. a.' B02C 18/18

U.S. a. 241—236 5 Gaims

l/ It"

1. In a document shredding machine comprising:

a cutter assembly including a plurality of cutter discs ar-

ranged in two parallel rows, the discs of one row entering

the gaps between the discs of the other row so as to coop-

erate therewith, first and second parallel shafts on which

said discs are each separately mounted; keying means on

said discs and said shafts, means for rotating said shafts

and thereby said discs in opposite directions about their

longitudinal axes and causing said discs to sever material

fed between the rows into strips, and notches formed in

the periphery of each disc to divide such strips into short

lengths,

the invention wherein:

said discs are arranged in a plurality of groups of first, sec-

ond, third and fourth axially successive discs wherein in

each of said groups of said first and third discs are

mounted on said first shaft and of said second and fourth

discs are mounted on said second shaft, said notches on

said discs being circumferentially staggered in relation to

each other such that upon rotation of said shafts, a notch

on one of said first and third discs will enter the nip of the

cutter assembly followed by a notch on one of said second

and fourth discs, followed by a notch on the other of said

second and fourth discs, followed by a notch on the other

of said first and third discs sequentially.

(4) a spool mounted on the shaft for holding the fishing line,

(5) a handle and gear tram assembly mounted in the housing,

(6) a rotor having a movable bail for winding the fishing line

about the spool in the rclricvmg position being coaxial

with the central axis, mounted adjacent the face of the

housing and rotatable by ccxipcrative movement of the

gear tram and pinion assemblies.

(7) the movable bail mounted on the rotor having an open

casting position and a closed retrieving position,

the improvement being an internally mounted mechanism for

automatically changing the bail from the casting position to the

retrieving position comprising:

(a) a first cam mounted on the forward face of the housing

coaxial with the central axis.

(b) the rotor comprising:

(1) a central deck having a front opening cylinder extend-

ing toward the front end of the reel and a hack opening

cylinder extending toward the back of the reel having

an internal bowl and an external surface.

(2) first and second L-shaped ears secured to the exterior

surface of the back cylinder and directed toward the

front of the reel, the first ear having an L-shaped cavity

and a radial pasageway connecting the cavity with the

internal bowl,

(3) the rotor bowl surrounding the first cam defining a

rotor pocket,

(4) a raised hub extending from the deck toward the back

of the reel and inside the internal btiwl;

(c) the bail being U-shaped with two ends,

(d) first and second bail arms, each one of the bail arms being

mounted in one bail arm, the first bail arm pivotally biasa-

4,426,045

BAIL TRIP MECHANISM FOR nSHING REEL
Richard L. Gifford, Tulsa, Okla., assignor to Brunswick Corpo-

ration, Skokie, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 85,926, Oct. 18, 1979, abandoned. This

application Dec. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 333,343

Int. G.J AOIK 89/01

U.S. G. 242—84.2 G 24 Gaims
1. In an open faced spinning reel used for casting a bait

attached to a fishing line and for retrieving the bait and fishing

line after casting,

(1) the reel having a housing with a front forward spool end

face, a back end and a central passageway extending from

the face to the back end defining a central axis,

(2) a pinion assembly mounted in the housing,

(3) a center shaft rotatably mounted in the housing and

coaxial with the central axis,

biy mounted in the first ear and the second arm pivotally

mounted in the second ear to permit rotation of the bail

from the casting position to the retreive position, the first

bail arm having a second cam and a trip ramp projecting

into the L-shaped cavity;

(e) Z-shaped elongated trip lever means slidably mounted on

the deck in the rotor pocket and having a cam follower m
the internal bowl adjacent the first cam and a trip end

extending into the cavity of the first ear adjacent the

second cam and trip ramp, the lever means being substan-

tially perpendicular to the central axis and having a cut

out section through which the hub extends, the cut out

section defining a stop for engagement with the hub when
the trip end is out of engagement with the first cam and

trip ramp;

(0 means for biasably urging the cam follower towards the

central axis and the trip end against the second cam and

trip ramp;

(g) in the retrieving position the second cam depressed the

trip end radially inwardly toward the axis overriding the

biasably urging means and moving the cam follower radi-

ally outwardly from the central axis;

(h) in the casting position the trip end is urged radially

outwardly from the central axis by the biasably urging

means and seated against the trip ramp locking the bail

open for casting and moving the cam follower radially

inwardly toward the central axis;

(i) rotation of the rotor when the bail is open or in the casting

position causes the cam follower to contact the first cam
and rapidly move outwardly from the central axis with the

trip end concomitantly being withdrawn from against the
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trip ramp unlocking the bail permitting the bail arms to
pivot the bail to the closed retrieve position.

4,426,046

WIRE DRIVE SYSTEM
Carl C. Heuckrotb, 101 Hemlock Dr., Lodi, Ohio 44254

Filed Oct. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 307,902
Int. a.' B65H 51/10. 57/00

U.S. a. 242-181 6 Qaims

X ?^ M I**

.'lii>?
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1. A wire drive mechanism of the type including a rotatable
head having an axis of rotation, a wire receiving passage ex-
tending through said head and having an axis coincident with
said axis of rotation, wire engaging rollers rotatably mounted
on said head and having rotative axes radially offset on gener-
ally opposite sides of said passage axis, each roller havmg a
concave and continuous outer wire engaging surface, means
urging said concave roller surface- into engagement with a
wire, the rotative axes of said rollers being inclined to each
other causing said concave surfaces to be disposed at an angle
to each other whereby as said rollers rotate with said head
about the passage axis a longitudinal motion is imparted to a
wire commonly engaged by said roller surfaces, the improve-
ment comprising.

a. the concave surfaces of said rollers coacting to peripher-
ally engage and laterally offset said wire from the axis of
rotation of said head whereby the wire is eccentric to said
axis as it exits from said rollers, such eccentricity and
longitudinal motion imparting a vibratory motion to said
wire; .

b. a flexible conduit; and
'

c. means for supporting one end of said conduit in axial
alignment with the axis of rotation of said head, the other
end of said flexible conduit being free and terminating
adjacent said head and receiving said wire, the free end of
said nexible conduit being laterally offset from said axis by
and adapted to vibrate with said wire.

a tape access opening to the interior of the cartridge at one
corner of the leading edge and one side piece, and a drive
means opening in the bottom section of the box, the tape
access opening including a leader block receiving well;

a reel positioned at the approximate center of the box to be
accessed for rotation at said drive means opening;

a web of magnetic tape wound on said reel and having a free
end;

a leader block having a cutout section in one side of said
leader block approximate to its rear surface for attaching
the free end of said web, said leader block of a size for
capture in the tape access opening in the box in the leader
block receiving well;

connection means formed in said leader block for permitting
threading of said leader block through a tape drive and
thereby unreeling said magnetic tape for utilization in the
tape drive; and

at least one compliant section in said leader block formed
adjacent to the rear surface and the side surface of said
leader block containing said cutout section, the compliant
section of the leader block enabling the rear surface to
provide a smooth circumferential surface for subsequent
layers of magnetic tape.

4 426 048
STABILIZING A ROTATING BODY

Michael T, Mildren, St. Peters, Australia, assignor to The Com-
monwealth of Australia, Canberra, Australia

Filed Sep. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 303,503
Claims priority, application Australia, Sep. 22, 1980, PE5681

Int. a.' F42B 15/14
U.S. CI. 244-3.23

7 a.i„.

4,426,047

SINGLE REEL TAPE CARTRIDGE
Maurice E. Richard, and Daniel J. Winarski, both of Tucson,

Ariz., assignors to International Business Machines Corp.,
Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362,440
Int. a.' GUB 2i/04, 15/32; G03B 1/56

U.S. a. 242-197 20 Claims

1. The method of stabilising a platform in relation to a body
with relative spin therebetween, comprising rotationally sup-
porting the platform from the body about a spin-correcting
axis, sensing the motion of the body about the said axis and
generating a signal proportional to such motion, driving the
platform about the spin-correcting axis, sensing relative rota-
tion of the platform and body and generating a signal propor-
tional to such rotation, and controlling the drive in accordance
with said signals.
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1. A magnetic tape cartridge comprising:
an approximately square box having two elongated side

pieces, elongated leading edge and rear edge pieces, all
interconnecting nearly flat top and bottom sections, with

4,426,049
DUAL PROPELLER AND ENGINE DRIVE SYSTEM FOR

AIRCRAFT
Donald M. Stewart, 11420 State Rte. 165, Salem, Ohio 44460

Filed Jul. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 288,733
Int. a.3 B64C 11/48; B64D 27/00, 35/06

U.S. a. 244-69 11 oaims
1. A drive system for an aircraft including:

(a) elongated longitudinally extending support means
adapted to be mounted on a frame of an aircraft for opera-
tively supporting all of the components of the drive sys-

tem thereon, said support means including a fixed outer
sleeve and an inner shaft rotatably mounted within said

outer sleeve, said outer sleeve and inner shaft each having
an extended end;

(b) first and second propellers, said first propeller being
rotatably mounted on the extended end of the fixed outer
sleeve and said second propeller being mounted on the
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extended end of the shaft in close proximity to said first

propeller;

(c) first and second engines;

(d) bracket means for mounting the first and second engines

on the support means;

(e) drive means mounted on the support means and opera-

tiyely connected to each of the engines and respective

propellers for drivingly connecting each of the propellers

with its respective engine to rotate said propellers in oppo-

site directions with respect to each other; and

(0 means for mounting the elongated support means on the

frame of an aircraft.

4,426,050

DROPOUT FUEL TANKS AIRCRAFT
Alvin L. Long, Civilian General Delivery, Beale A.F.B., Calif.

95903

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 71,784, Oct. 26, 1979,

abandoned. This application Apr. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 253,087

Int. a.^ B64D 37/12

U.S. a. 244—135 R 3 Claims

4,426,051

AIRCRAFT CONTAINER DELIVERY SYSTEM HAVING
A POSITIVE RELEASE GATE

Eddie D. Banks, Renton; Gerald C. Simmons, Botbell, and Roger
F. Roberts, Auburn, all of Wash., assignors to Boeing Com-
mercial Airplane Company, Seattle, Wash.

Filed Apr. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 253.189

Int. a.' B64D 1/10

U.S. a. 244—137 R 13 Oaims

1. An aircraft comprising wings, fuselage, auxiliary fuel

tanks on the wings and a main dropout fuel tank releasably

mounted on and forming a portion of said aircraft and having

catapulting means mounted on said main dropout fuel tank;

horizontal track means on said aircraft for mounting said

main dropable tank and running longitudinally of said

aircraft, said catapulting means mounted on said main tank

for ejecting said main tank rearwardly along said track

means, said catapulting means being operated from the

pilot's cabin and comprising airfoils pivotally mounted to

said main tank and further comprising parachute means
connected to said airfoil means for deploying said air-foil

means to forceably eject said main tank away from said

aircraft;

said auxiliary fuel tank containing sufficient fuel to operate

said aircraft for a safe landing after said main tank has been

ejected;

external control means on said aircraft for externally releas-

ing said main fuel tank on the ground so that said aircraft

can be refueled by replacement with another dropable

main fuel tank filled with fuel.

1. For use in an aircraft, releasing gates in a container deliv-

ery system in which the containers arc secured forwardly and

rearwardly by straps extending across the containers from one

athwartship aircraft portion to another, and in which the con-

tainers are dropped out of a rear dtxir when the door is opened

and the containers are released by opening the gates, one gale

securing one end of a rearwardly holding strap so that the one

end of the strap is freed to allow respective containers to move
rearwardly on rollers in the aircraft deck when the respective

gate is opened,

each gate comprising.

a support member adapted to be secured to an aircraft sub-

fioor;

a motor pivotally secured adjacent one end to said support

member and adapted 10 extend upwardly therefrom

toward and below an aircraft floor;

a rod extending from the other end of said motor, said motor

being adapted to reciprocate said rod predetermined

amounts;

a bell crank-shaped link pivotally supptirted intermediate its

ends on a fulcrum, said fulcrum being suppi'irted by means

adapted to be supported on said subfioor;

said rod having its end extending from said motor pivotally

engaged with one end of said link;

a link roller secured adjacent ihe other end of said link and

extending transversely thereto; and

a gate pivot member pivotally secured on means adapted to

be secured on said subfioor;

said gate pivot being pivotal from a gate open position below

the fioor level to a gate closed position extending above

the fioor level;

said rod being adapted to pivot said link from a gate un-

locked position to a gate locked position, when said gate

pivot is in the closed position, by moving said roller

against said gate pivot above the fioor level.

4,426,052

PROCESS AND DEVICE FOR ALIGNING THE ROLL
AXIS OF A SATELLITE WITH A DESIRED DIRECTION
Bernard Hubert, and Bernard Blancke, both of Le Cannet

Rocbeville, France, assignors to Societe Nationale Industrielle

Aerospatiale, Paris, France

Filed Jul. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 400,389

Oaims priority, application France, Sep. 28, 1981, 81 18245

Int. a.' B64G 1/36. 1/44

U.S. a. 244—168 7 Qaims
1. A device for controlling the roll axis of a rotating artificial

satellite relative to the sun within an angle of 60*, said satellite

having a plurality of radial solar panels, at least some of which

are provided at their outer extremities with angularly movable

control surfaces responsive to solar pressure, said device com-

prising:

an electromagnetic motor associated with each of said con-

trol surfaces for controlling its angular position relative to

its associated solar panel;

means including detecting, filtering, control logic, and am-
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plifying means for generating and supplying to said mo-
tors cyclic actuating currents dependent on errors ol

position or angular velocity of said satellite, whereby each
said motor causes its associated control surface to vary its

angular position during rotation of said satellite in a direc-

tion to reduce said errors; and
detecting means associated with each motor for detecting

the angular speed of the associated control surface and
introducing a damping in the control of said surface.

I

4,426,053

MECHANICAL RELEASE DEVICE FOR EXAMPLE FOR
SATELLITE

Claude Chenin; Rodolphe Krawczyk, both of Cannes la Bocca;
Georges Marello, Mandelieu, and Jean-Yves Lombard, Le
Cannet, all of France, assignors to Societe Nationale Indus-
trielle Aerospatiale, France

Filed Mar. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 354,256
Oaims priority, application France, Mar. 3, 1981, 81 04195

Int. a.' B64G 1/44
U.S. a. 244-173 6 Claims

1. A mechanical release device especially applied to the
displaying of solar panels for a satellite-, when they are stored
between two members secured edge to edge to one another,
said device comprising:

a motive mechanism;
at least one bonding element disposed on the lip of each of

said edges of said members;
at least one flexible junction element applied to said bonding

elements;

an element for automatically progressively raising said flexi-

ble element under the action of said motive mechanism;
a container for said solar panels, connected to said satellite

and carrying a hinge on the one side and at least one of
said housing elements on the other side on the outer edge;

a cover hingedly mounted to said hinge on the one side, and
on the other side carrying at least one of said bonding
elements on the outer edge;

a plurality of said flexible junction elements being applied
thereon;

a cable for coordination of all ends not applied thereto of
said flexible elements and progressive raising elements;

an electric cable cutter; said cable being to this end con-
nected at one of its ends to said motive mechanism con-
nected to said container and on its other end to another
portion of said container, said electric cable cutter being
disposed adjacent said other end; the arrangement of said
elements being such that operation of said cable cutter
provokes as soon as said cable is cut the simultaneous
peeling of all said bonding elements thereby also causing
mechanical release of said cover and said container, as
soon as said flexible elements have come off.

4,426,054
UPPER SURFACE BLOWN POWERED LIFT SYSTEM

Timothy Wang, Bellevue, Wash., assignor to The Boeing Com-
pany, Seattle, Wash.
Continuation of Ser. No. 115, Jan. 2, 1979, abandoned. This

application Nov. 12, 1980, Ser. No. 206,172
Int. a.3 B64C 3/38, 21/04

U.S. a. 244-212 18 Qaims

1. An upper surface blown powered lift system comprising:
a. an airfoil assembly having a chordwise axis and a leading
edge and a trailing edge, said airfoil assembly providing a
substantially continuous upper aerodynamic surface, said
airfoil assembly comprising:

1. an airfoil having an upper airfoil surface that has a
leading edge and a trailing edge and forms a forward
portion of said upper aerodynamic surface,

2 a flap means having an extended position extending
downwardly and rearwardly from the trailing edge of
the airfoil, with said flap means having an upper flap
surface that forms a rear portion of said upper aerody-
namic surface, and a trailing edge portion which forms
the trailing edge of the airfoil assembly,

b. jet means to direct a high velocity jet flow rearwardly
over the upper flap surface,

vortex generating means mounted rearwardly of said jet
means to produce vortices in the jet flow over the upper
flap surface,

said upper flap surface being curved in a generally chord-
wise direction and having a forward upper flap surface
portion and a rear upper flap surface portion, said forward
flap surface portion being curved in a relatively tight

curve with a substantially uniform radius of curvature,
said rear upper flap surface portion being curved in a more
relaxed curve having a greater radius of curvature, said
upper flap surface being characterized in that a forward
half of the upper flap surface has a total degree of curva-
ture greater than that of a rear half of said upper flap

surface and causes greater deflection of said jet flow than
the rear half of the upper flap surface.

c.

4,426,055

PREOSION TRANSLATOR
Robert P. Reedy, and Daniel W. Crawford, both of Livermore,

Calif., assignors to The United States of America as repre-
sented by the United SUtes Department of Energy, Washing-
ton, D.C.

Filed Mar. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 356,568

Int. a.3 F16M 11/12
U.S. a. 248-184 4 Qalms

1. An apparatus for precisely positioning and maintaining
alignment of an object, which comprises:
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a pair of rigidly connected tuning fork-like members;
a first of said pair of members having first and second

prongs;

a second of said pair of members having a third prong rigidly

attached to said second prong of said first member and a

fourth prong provided with means including a hole for

inserting and retaining an associated object to be posi-

tioned and aligned;

the prongs of said first member having an outer end extend-
ing in a direction substantially opposite to a direction of an
outer end of said prongs of said second member;

a mounting fixture having a movable base to which said first

of said pair of members is rigidly attached for preliminary

positioning an associated object;

first adjusting means on said first of said pair of members for

adjusting the spacing between said first and second prongs

so that said hole is moved in a first direction; and

second adjusting means on said second of said pair of mem-
bers for adjusting the spacing between said third and

fourth prongs so that said hole is moved in a second direc-

tion substantially perpendicular to said first direction.

4,426,056

PLATE BRACKET FOR MOUNTING A CASSETTE BOX
Anthony L. Gelardi; Paul J. Gelardi, both of Cape Porpoise, and

Robert B. MacLeod, Jr., Biddeford, all of Me., assignors to

Shape Inc., Biddeford, Me.
Filed Mar. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 249,681

Int. C\? A47B 96/06

U.S. a. 248—225.1 20 Oaims

alignment thereto, wherein the cassetteboxes held on
adjacent mounting brackets are aligned with each other m
side-by-side relationship,

and wherein said Hat plate member, interconnect means,
and alignment and locking means are formed of a single

integral piece of molded material

4,426,057

COMBINED SHELF-SUPPORTING BRACKET AND
CLOTHES-ROD SUPPORT

Alexander S. Nudo, 2508 S. Grand Atc. East, Springfield, III,

62707

Filed Mar. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 358,517

Int. a.' A47F 5/00
U.S. a. 248-235 5 Gaims

1. A combined shelf-supporting bracket and support for a

clothes-hanger rod, comprising: a section of rigid right-angled

angle-bar having a horizontal shelf-supporting web and a de-

pending vertical wall-attachable web, said vertical web having

a pair of struck-out tongues, and a slmg-like member having

opposed ends with recess means therein, said ends being slid-

ably engageable over said tongues for being readily removed
therefrom, said sling-like member being sized to form a cradle-

like support for the end of a horizontal rod for supporting

clothes hangers.

4,426,058

PNEUMATIC SUSPENSION FOR VEHICLE SEAT
Rene P. I^ Forestier, 56480 Rueo en Cleguerec, France

Filed Feb. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 234,596

Oaims priority, application France, Feb, 21, 1980, 80 04121

Int. 0.3 F16M 13/00

U.S. O. 248—594 12 Oaims

10. A flat bracket for mounting a cassettebox having inter-

connect means formed along the bottom side edges thereof,

said bracket comprising:

(a) a flat substantially thin rectangular plate member attach-

able to a table, shelf or other like surface and having outer

length and width dimensions equal to or less than the

outer length and width dimensions of the bottom of said

cassettebox container for slidable and detachable connec-

tion thereto;

(b) interconnect means formed along the side edges of said

flat plate member for mating with the corresponding

interconnect means of the cassettebox, wherein the cas-

settebox is held on top of said flat plate member; and

(c) alignment and locking means formed along the side

edges of said flat plate member for positioning a flat plate

member of another flat mounting bracket in side engaging

1. A pneumatic suspension system for a vehicle seat, said

system comprising a first horizontal plate for supporting the

weight of a person sitting in said seat, and a second horizontal

plate for attachment to a chassie formed by a structural mem-
ber of said vehicle, at least one first pneumatic spring enclosure

positioned between the first and the second plates thereby

providing an air spring suspension, the first plate being con-

nected to the second plate by two lateral arms, beanngs affixed

to the rear of the second plate and to the front of the first plate,

rods formed at the ends of the arms for rotation in said bear-

ings, the front part of the first plate being connected to the

front of the second plate by means of at least one sway control-

ling solid resilient silent-block which is generally located under
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the knees of a person sitting m the seat, wherein there are two
of said pneumatic enclosures communicatingly interconnected
by a tube, the second of said enclosures being located in an
unloaded area, whereby air in said first enclosure is displaced
to said second enclosure responsive to the weight of a person
sitting on said seat

4,426,059

VACUUM MOUNTING SUPPORT FOR A ROOF TRUSS
FORMING MACHINE

Edgar A. Mort, 128 College La., Poland, Ohio 44514
Filed Apr. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 251,315

Int. CI.' F16M 1/00
U.S. a. 248—637 5 Claims

(c) pivoting roof edge plate sections hingedly mounted on
the outer lateral distal edge of said roof form,

(d) wheeled means operably mounted on each of said fram-
ing portions for moving, elevating, leveling, supporting
and lowering said framing portions and said roof form
relative to said floor slab,

(e) an inner wall form movably supported on each of said
framing portions and translatable horizontally from an
inner position with respect to said framing portions to an
outer position under and in supporting contiguous rela-
tionship with the distal edge of said pivoting roof edge
plate sections,

(0 means affixed to and operatively supported on said fram-
ing portions for translating said inner wall form,

(g) and inner wall form bottom sections removably attached
to said inner wall form at the lower edge portion thereof.

J^-l' I ^
I

1. An improvement in a roof truss forming machine for
assembling and nailing with nail plates timbers into a planar
roof truss, a jig frame support forming a portion of said ma-
chine, the improvement comprising means for attaching said
machine to a supporting surface such as a fioor, said means for
attaching said machine to a supporting surface such as a floor
including means on said machine movably engaging said sup-
porting surface, an air impervious horizontally disposed mem-
ber in the lower portion of said jig support frame arranged in

closely spaced relation to said floor, endless inflatable means
on said air impervious member defining a large area thereon
and selectively engagable with said floor for defining an enclo-
sure in which a partial vacuum may be formed, means for
partially evacuating said enclosure so as to form a partial
vacuum whereby said jig frame support of said roof truss
machine may be secured to said floor.

|

4,426,061
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FORMING

INSULATED WALLS
John R. Taggart, 100 NE. 6th St., Lot 221, Homestead, Fla.

Filed Aug. 4, 1980, Ser. No. 174,849
Int. CI.' E04G 11/06. 17/06

U.S. CI. 249-45
8 claims

4,426,060

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CONSTRUCTING
MODULAR CONCRETE SHELL HOUSING UNITS

Ernest Csont, 1941 - NW. 36th St., Oakland Park, Ra. 33309
Filed Jun. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 269,323

Int. CI.' E04G 11/02
U.S. a. 249-13 44 Claims

I .

1. Apparatus for constructing an integrally formed concrete
shell housing unit having side walls and roof sections on a
preforming hardened concrete floor slab, said apparatus in-
cluding a pair of complementary form assemblies having struc-
tural framing portions, and means detachably connected to
each said form assembly at the ends thereof for drawing said
form assemblies onto said floor slab into transversely aligned
parallel contiguous relationship and for removing said assem-
blies from said floor slab, said apparatus characterized by the
improved combination comprising

(a) said form assemblies being detachably connected to-
gether substantially longitudinally medially of said floor
slab at their adjacent structural framing portions to com-
pose a unitary apparatus,

(b) a unitary roof form affixed to and supported by each of
said framing portions,

1. A device for spacing a pair of adjacent sheets of insulating
material from a concrete form sheet comprising:

a pair of elongated caps having a U-shaped cross section,

each adapted to be disposed on adjacent ends of a pair of
sheets of insulating material;

a spacing member adapted to be disposed between sheets of
insulating material and a form sheet, such spacing member
having a threaded opening at each end;

a bracket disposed adjacent to said spacing member, said

bracket having longitudinal opening therethrough and a
pair of projecting outwardly tapered end portions adapted
to engage said pair of elongated caps;

first means disposed through said elongated caps and the
longitudinal opening of said bracket engaging said spacing
member;

second means adapted to be disposed through a concrete
form sheet for engaging said spacing^ member;

first means adapted to engage adjacent sheets of insulating

material and coupled to said first means for engaging for

tensioning said spacing member; and
second means adapted to abut on a concrete form sheet and

coupled to said second means for engaging and for ten-

sioning said spacing member.
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4,426,062

FLUID FLOW CONTROL VALVES
Howard J. Bowron, Maidenhead, England, assignor to Black &
Decker Inc., Newark, Del.

Filed Feb. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 347.556

Int. a.' F16L 55/14
U.S. a. 251-7 12 Claims

1. A control valve, comprising:

a resilient tube;

a duckbill valve mounted within the tube and operable to an
open position by an external pressure applied to the tube in

the vicinity of the valve to distort the tube and thereby
open the valve;

the resilient tube being located within a rigid sleeve apcr-

tured to permit the application to the tube of the external

pressure;

the tube having locating means, mating locating means being
provided on the sleeve for co-operation with the locating

means on the tube to orientate the tube within the sleeve;

an operating member for applying the external pressure to

the tube, the operating membc^ having a stem portion.

the sleeve having a pocket adapted to receive said stem
portion and to locate said stem portion in a position in

which pressure applied to the tube by said operating mem-
ber opens the valve:

said tube having a flange at each end engaging a respective

end of said sleeve whereby said sleeve is retained in axial

position between the flanges; and
a housing with a through bore adapted to accommodate the

sleeve, the housing having an aperture positioned adjacent

to the pocket in the sleeve, the operating member extend-

ing through the aperture.

4,426,063

TERMINAL PIPE FITTING PROVIDED WITH A
SELF-LOCKING DEVICE FOR THE RELEASABLK

COUPLING TO A FLANGED MOUTH, PARTICUI.ARV
FOR THE LOADING OF A FLUID OIL PRODUCT INTO A

LORRY TANK
Giorgio Bormioli, Via Galileo Galilei, 11, 35100 Padova, Italy

Filed Nov. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 318,032

Claims priority, application Italy, Dec. 23, 1980, 26895 A/80
Int. CI.' V\6\.37/2H

U.S. CI. 251-149.9 3 Claims

-J 1 .'.J

^M'
J.

least one movable seat on said body engagable with a first

flange portion of said mouth, first resiiienl means urging said

movable seat elastically towards a rest position in which it is

axially and radially spaced from said one end of the pipe fitting,

said seat having thereon a radial appendix cngageable by the
front side of said mouth during relative movement of said

tubular body and pipe fitting one toward the other, thereby to

effect the displacement of said movable seat along an oblique
path towards a latching position m which said movable seat is

engaged against said first flange portion of the mouth to keep
the latter in close, sealing contact with said one end of said

tubular body, a movable member on said body displaceable to

a first position in which a part thereof is partially inserted in a

radial cavity in said drive shaft of the check valve to lock the
latter in closed p<isition, and second resilient means elastically

urging said member towards a second position m which said

part of the movable member is completely outside said cuvitv

to allow the displacement of the check-salve to its open posi-

tion, said member and said movable seat cooperating with one
another, so that, with said movable seal in its rest position, said

member is kept by said iiunable seat in said first position and.
with said movable seat in its latching position, sjid member is

left free to be moved b> said second resilient means to said

secj^nd position, in which it keeps, in its lurn. said movable seal

in said latching ptAition until said member is returned to its firsi

position

4,426,064

WINCH DRIVE MK( HAMSM
James W. Hcaly, Wakefield, Mass., assignor to Superwinch,

Inc., Putnam, Conn.

Filed Mar. 25. 1981. .Ser. No. 247,288

Int. n.' B66I) 1/14. h:<). !/::. j if>

U.S. CI. 254-342 8 Claims

1. Terminal pipe fitting, comprising a tubular btxly open at

its ends, a check-valve located in said tubular btxJy and pro-

vided with a drive shaft protruding therefrom, and a device f(u

coupling the flanged mouth of a nozzle to one end of said

tubular body, characterized in that said device comprises at

5 A winch drive mechanism comprising a housing, a cable

drum rotalably supported on the housing, a selectively revers-

ible, powered input drive shaft rotatahly supp<irted on the

housing coaxially with the cable drum and having a eccentric

fixed to the drive shafi. a single stage speed change reducer
connecting ihe drive shall and cable drum including a ring

gear supported for rotation relative to the housing in coaxial

relation to the drive shaft and a cycloid gear in meshing en-

gagement with the ring gear, the cycloid gear being supported

on the drive shaft eccentric for eccentric movement thereon

within the ring gear for rotating the cable drum responsive to

rotation of the drive shall, and a removable clutch pm for

releasably interlocking the ring gear and housing in fixed rela-

tion, the ring gear including a plurality of peripheral lobes
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extending radially outwardly for engagement with the clutch
pin.

4,426,065

CONTINUOUS PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
POLYSTYRENE FOAMED ARTICLES

Nobuyuki Komatsiuaki; Masahiro Tsubone, and Bon Machida,
all of Koga, Japan, assignors to Sekisui Kaseihin Kogyo Kabu-
shiki Kaisha, Nara, Japan

Filed Dec. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 330,823
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 27, 1980, 55-186618

Int. a.3 B29D 27/00
U.S. a. 264-45.9 12 Qaims

J* U q ^

J

1. A process for continuously producing shaped articles of
polystyrene foam characterized by extruding a polystyrene
resin composition which contains to 20% by weight of a
rubber as a blend or copolymer component based on the poly-
styrene resin from the die of an extruder along with a blowing
agent to prepare a foamed material, cooling the foamed sheet
material to a surface temperature at least not higher than a
softening point of the polystyrene resin while stretching the
material uniaxially or biaxially to obtain a sheet of polystyrene
foam having a bulk density of 0.15 to 0.7 g/cm\ a thickness of
0.3 to 1.0 mm, 5 to 20 cell membranes widthwise of the sheet
and a draw ratio of up to 1.25 and containing 0.03 to 0.3 mo-
leAg of the residual gas of the blowing agent, and subse-
quently thermoforming the resulting sheet into the desired
shape with heating substantially without aging the sheet.

4,426,066

METHOD OF MAKING SLIDE FASTENER
Norman W. MacFee, Conneaut Lake, Pa., assignor to Talon,

Inc., Meadyille, Pa.

Dirision of Ser. No. 674,008, Apr. 5, 1976, Pat. No. 4,078,278.
This application Dec. 16, 1977, Ser. No. 861,384

Int. Q\? B29D S/00
\}&. a. 264—252

I

1 Qaim

formed therein against the stationary mold form, the
movement of the movable mold form pressing the core
member against the stationary mold with the mounting
tape being held therebetween,

injecting molten thermoplastic material into the cooperating
molding cavities between the mold forms so that the slide

fastener elements are formed therein with fastening exten-
sion of the elements formed extending through the open
mesh area of the tape to secure the elements securely to
the tape,

removing the tape from the mold forms by retracting the
movable mold form, and

folding the edge of the mounting tape so that the coupling
elements are hidden in the flnished slide fastener.

4,426,067

METALLIC SECTIONAL LIQUID^OOLED RUNNERS
Robert W. Hopkins, Boca Raton, Fla., assignor to The Calumite
Company, Trenton, N.J.

Filed Jan. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 456,204
Int. a.3 C21B 7/14

U.S. a. 266-191 ,4 Qgi^

12 14

'u r?:-^7"""""
'

I'l

1. A runner for conducting a stream of molten slag from a
blast furnace, comprising:

(a) a body hollowly formed to define therein a chamber
through which water may be circulated as a cooling me-
dium, the body having an exterior end-to-end channel
providing a slag passage in heat-exchanging relation to the
chamber; and

(b) a cooling tube having one end adapted for connection to
a source of water under pressure, the tube extending along
both sides of the channel in heat-exchanging relation

thereto and having its other end opening into the chamber
for circulation of the water first through the tube and
thereafter through the chamber exterioriy of the tube, the
chamber having an outlet port through which the water
may be discharged after being so circulated.

\

1. A method of making an invisible-type slide fastener com-
prising the steps of

providing a mounting Upe with an open mesh area near the
edge thereof,

positioning the mounting tape between a stationary mold
form having a molding cavity formed therein and a core
member resiliently biased away from the stationary mold
form,

moving a movable mold form having a molding cavity

4,426,068

ROTARY GAS DISPERSION DEVICE FDR THE
TREATMENT OF A BATH OF LIQUID METAL

Jacques Gimond, Grenoble; Richard Gonda, Le Grand Lemps;
Jean-Marie Hicter, CoubleTie, and Pierre Laty, Compiegne,
all of France, assignors to Societe de Vente de I'Aluminium
Pechiney, Paris, France

Filed Jul. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 402,158
Oaims priority, application France, Aug. 28, 1981, 81 16735

Int. C\? C22B 9/00
U.S. a. 266-217 7 Qaims

1 A rotary gas dispensing device for treatment of a bath of
liquid metal which is contained in a vessel, said device com-
prising a hollow shaft, means for communicating the hollow
shaft with a source of gas. a rotor of cylindrical shape mounted
on the hollow shaft, a plurality of blades mounted on the
periphery of the rotor and extending outwardly therefrom, a
plurality of pairs of ducts defined by the rotor, each said pair
comprising one duct communicating with the hollow shaft and
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extending outwardly therefrom to said periphery, the other

duct of each pair communicating with said bath at a location

inwardly of said periphery and extending to and intersecting

said one duct of that pair.

4,426,069

METTALURGICAL VESSEL SUSPENSION SYSTEM
Rashed N. Nagati, Mars, Pa., assignor to Pennsylvania Engi-

neering Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 931,415, Aug. 7, 1978, abandoned. This

application Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417,141

Int. CI.' C21C 5/50

U.S. CI. 266—246 15 Claims

1. A tiltable metallurgical vessel including:

a trunnion support at least partially surrounding said vessel

and having upper and lower surfaces

first support engaging means abutting the upper surface of

said trunnion support and being disconnected therefrom,

a first plurality of members disposed in spaced apart relation

around said vessel and each being pivotally mounted at

one end to said vessel and its other end to said first support

engaging means,

said first support engaging means distributing the load from

said first plurality of members to said trunnion support

when said vessel is in an untilted position,

a second suppori engaging means abutting the lower surface

of said trunnion suppori and being disconnected there-

from,

a second plurality of members spaced around said vessel and

each being pivotally mounted at one end to said vessel and

at their other ends to said second support engaging means,

said first and second support engaging means absorbing

radial loading from said vessel.

13. A metallurgical vessel including:

a trunnion ring at least pariially surrounding said vessel and

having upper and lower surfaces,

said trunnion ring comprising a main ring and a secondary

ring abutting said mam ring and definmg said lower sur-

face,

a first plurality of pivot members each being disposed m
spaced apart relation around said vessel and each being

pivotally mounted a( one end to said vessel at points

spaced above said trunnion nng and its other end to means
engaging said upper surface,

a second plurality of pivot members spaced around said

vessel and each being pivotally mounted at one end to said

vessel and at points spaced below said trunion ring at their

other ends to said secondary ring,

said trunnion ring being tiltable to tilt said vessel about a

generally horizontal axis, said first and second plurality of

members being the sole support of said vessel in all tilted

positions thereof

4,426,070

COIL SPRING ASSEMBLY WITH GRID AND BASE
FRAME

Ronald Garceau, Southbridge, and Henry R. Ramsey, Dudley,

both of Mass., assignors to Webster Spring Co., Inc., Oxford,
Mass.

Filed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 297,772

Int. a.' A47C 2i/05i

U.S. a. 267-91 8 Claims

,•1 z<» Jrt 4'" y ?« {I ;, s

1. A spring assembly comprising, in combination, a rectan-

gular grid and coil springs attached thereto, said rectangular

grid comprising a border wire and longitudinally and trans-

versely spaced wires attached at their ends to the border wire

and at their crossings to each other and said coil springs having

top and bottom loops with the top loops attached to the wires

on the grid, said transversely spaced, longitudinally extending

wires being arranged at a spacing which is less than half the

diameter of the top loops of the coils, said longitudinally

spaced, transversely extending wires being arranged in pairs

with the spaces between pairs less than the diameters of the lop

loops of the coils and the spaces between the wires of pairs of

wires greater than the diameters of the top loops of the coils,

said transversely spaced, longitudinally extending wires under-

lying the pairs of transversely extending wires and being se-

cured thereto at their crossings, the portions of the trans-

versely spaced, longitudinally extending wires between each

pair of transversely extending wires containing deviating and

non-deviating portions, (he deviating portions being displaced

upwardly and being located equidistant from the transversely

extending wires with a non-deviating portion therebetween,

said top loops of the coils defining uninterrupted loops of

greater diameter than the distance between any two trans-

versely spaced wires at opposite sides of an intermediate longi-

tudinally extending wire and of less diameter than the distance

between the wires of any pair of transversely extending wires

such that when the coil is mounted to a seat defined by three

longitudinally extending, transversely spaced wires crossing a

pair of transversely extending, longitudinally spaced wires,

arcuate portions of the top loop will overlie the intermediate

one of the longitudinally extending wires inwardly of the

transversely extending wires and arcuate portions of the loop

at right angles thereto will extend through the deviations of the
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longitudinally extending wires beyond the longitudinally ex-

tending wires.

I

4,426,071

LEG SUPPORTING DEVICE FOR OBSTETRICAL
TABLES

Sven M. Klevstad, Solna, Sweden, assignor to Landstingens
Inkopscentral, Lie. Ekonomisk Forening, Solna, Sweden

Filed Feb. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 347,446
Claims priority, application Sweden, Feb. 13, 1981, 8101003

Int. CI.' A61G l3/()0

U.S. a. 269-325 i Qaim

L-^

I,.
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T
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1. In an obstetrical table having a hack portion, a seat por-
tion, a leg portion, means for adjusting the back portion to any
desired angular position, means for adjusting the leg portion
from a position flush with the seat portion to a lowered posi-

tion from which the leg portion may be inserted at least par-
tially under the seat portion, and a leg-supporting device se-

cured to the table at each side thereof and including a foot rest

and a thigh support; the improvement comprising a bracket
secured to each side of the table for carrying the leg-support-
ing devices, the bracket having a vertical bore therethrough, a

guide bushing rotatably supported in the bore, means selec-
tively to lock the guide bushing in any desired rotated position
within the bore, a horizontal journal carried by the bushing, a
head supported for rotation on the journal, means selectively
to lock the head in any rotated position on the journal, the head
having a bore therein substantially at right angles to the jour-
nal, a shaft disposed in the latter bore, means selectively to lock
the shaft in any desired position of adjustment in the bore of the
head, a foot rest mounted on the end of the shaft for swinging
movement about an axis transverse to the shaft, means for
selectively locking the foot rest in any adjusted position of
rotation about the last-named axis, a vertical shaft carried for
rotation by the bushing, means selectively to lock the vertical
shaft in any rotated p<isition relative lo the bushing, a horizon-
tal sleeve carried by the vertical shaft at its upper end, an arm
slidable in the sleeve, means selectively to lock the arm in any
slid position m the sleeve, the arm at its end having a holder, a
thigh support carried by the holder, and means mounting the
thigh support on the holder for swinging movement about an
axis transverse to the arm

application point and an opposite end for mounting to a
rigid support, said body extending at an angle other than
normal to the supported surface and being sufTicietitly

flexible that said body is capable of flexing between said

ends in response to variations in the distance between said
application point and said opposite end;

means mounting said nozzle body for biasing said one end

4,426,072

GLUE APPLICATION SYSTE.M FOR A COLLATING
MACHINE

Robert C. Cole; Richard A, Gaspar, both of Centerville; Donald
C. Stackhouse, Vandalia, and John L. Trentman, Tipp City, all

of Ohio, assignors to Harris Corporation, Melbourne, F'la.

Filed Apr. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 259,120
Int. a.3 B42B 2/00: B05C 3/02

U.S. a. 270-53 23 Qaims
1. For use in a collating apparatus of the type in which a

plurality of rolls are mounted on spaced spindles and webs
unwound therefrom are collected in overlapping relation, an
improved glue application system comprising:

at least one nozzle having a flexible body, a tip at one end for
conUcting a supported surface of a selected web at a glue

into contact at said glue application point so that said tip

may remain in continuous contact with a supported web
surface during operation of a collating apparatus;

a source of glue;

conduit means for conveying glue from said source to said

nozzle; and

means for controlling flow of glue through said conduit
means and said nozzle.

4,426,073

APPARATUS FOR ALIGNING A PAPER SHEET WITH A
REFERENCE LINE

Kenichi Mizuma, Kawasaki, Japan, assignor to Ricoh Company,
Ltd., Japan

Filed Feb. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 233,771
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 27, 1980, 55-22843

Int. CV B65H 9/16
U.S. CI. 271-251 8 Qaims

10
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1 Apparatus for aligning a paper sheet before transporting it

to a desired position comprising:

feed means for feeding said paper sheet into said apparatus
along a paper sheet travelling path;

reference wall means disposed at a predetermined position

with the paper sheet travelling path defined in said appara-
tus for aligning one side edge of said paper sheet;

roller means for bringing said paper sheet translationally in

contact with said reference wall means for alignment;

orientation adjustment means for adjusting the orientation of
said paper sheet with respect to said reference wall means
such that said paper sheet is moved with a leading edge
corner of said side edge directed away from said reference

wall means until said paper sheet comes into engagement
with said roller means, wherein said roller means moves
said paper sheet generally translationally toward said

reference wall means such that the leading edge corner of
said paper sheet closer to said reference wall means is
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prevented from being first brought into engagement with

said reference wall means; and

delivering means for delivering said thus aligned paper sheet

to the desired position.

4,426,074

SWITCH FOR THE DIVERSION OF SPOILED ITEMS
FROM AN OVERLAPPED STREAM OF PAPER

PRODUCTS
Emil Fischer, Ludwigshafen-Oggcrsheim, Fed. Rep. of (Germany,

assignor to Albert Frankenthal AG, Fed. Rep. of (;crmany

Filed Jul. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 284,610

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of (Germany. Jul. 31,

1980, 3029154

Int. CI.' B65H 29/62
U.S. CI. 271—302 8 Claims

2 u 9
25 U .35 1 i
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8. A conveyor system for signatures in a continuous over-

lapped stream having three conveyor belt flights, namely a first

upstream conveyor belt flight, a third conveyor bell flight and

a second conveyor belt flight placed therebetween for taking

up signatures from a downstream end of the first conveyor belt

flight and forwarding ihem to an upstream end of said third

conveyor belt flight, an upstream roll and a downstream
switch roll for supporting said middle conveyor bell flight, a

control unit and a driving unit controlled thereby for moving
said switch roll bodily and so changing its distance from an

upstream end of said third conveyor belt flight, such bodily

motion of said switch roll taking place in a part-circle about

said second conveyor belt flight's upstream roll, and being

between an upper switch roll position for forwarding all signa-

tures coming onto said middle conveyor belt flight onto said

third conveyor belt flight, and a lower switch roll position in

which signatures are guided downwards between said second

and third conveyor belt flights, a backer roll placed over said

second roll so that said overlapped stream of signatures may be

pushed against a lower face of said backer roll when said

switch roll is in its said upper position, and a cover, covering

an upstream end of said third conveyor belt flight where the

belt of the same is run upwardly from a lower run to an upper

run of said third flight.

4,426,075

EMERGENCY SHUT-OFF .SWITCH FOR EXERCISE
APPARATUS

Gary Otte, Brazil, Ind., assignor to Nissen Corporation, Cedar

Rapids, Iowa

Filed Jun. 18, 1979, Ser. No. 49,618

Int. CI.' A63B 23/06

U.S. O. 272—69 llQaims
1. A safety switch assembly for use with a personal exercise

machine of the type having a substantially horizontally ar-

ranged endless belt driven by an electric motor, and an up-

raised housing portion at the front of the machine, said assem-

bly comprising:

handle means protruding from said upraised housing portion

and being arranged to be grasped by the person using the

machine;

switch means arranged internal to said machine and being

electrically connected to disconnect said motor from a

power source upon actuation of said switch means from an

at-resi piisition;

linkage means connected between said handle means and
said switch means and being located wiihin said upraised

housing portion,

biasing means, mechanically connected to said linkage

means, for retaining said linkage means in a preselected

position in which said switch means is in said at-rest posi-

tion whereby said handle means is arranged with freedom

of movement allowing a short travel thereof and upon
causing said handle means lo undergo said short travel,

said linkage means overcomes said biasing means and

moves said linkage means from said preselected position

so that said switch means moves from said al-resi pt)siiion

lo an actuated position thereby disconnecting said motor

from the power source, wherein said switch means in-

cludes biasing means for urging said switch means from Us

at-rest position to its actuated position when said handle

means moves the predetermined amount

4,426,076

TUMBLING BOARD AND SPRING ASSEMBLY
Uonard Palmer, 1168 Westwood Trail, Addison, III. 60101

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 164,587, Jun. 30, 1980, Pat. No.

4,360,197. This application Dec. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 218,779

Int. CI.' A63B 5/OU: E02F 15/22

U.S. CI. 272—109 5 Qalms

I. A tumbling surface construction comprising

a plurality of rectangular sheets in adjacency to each other,

each having two opposed sides of a length that is a multi-

ple of the length of the remaining two sides, an upper

surface and a lower surface;

means interconnecting said sheets and comprising a plurality

of stationary male and female interlcK'king devices about

the periphery of each sheet in alternating fashion and

disposed below said upper surface, said interliK'king de-

vices being generally upwardly and downwardly directed

and of substantially equal length along the periphery of

said sheets with the male interlocking devices on each

sheet being interconnectingly received in female inter-

locking devices in adjacent sheets, there further bemg at

least one male and one female interlocking device on each

of said opposed sides, and
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a plurality of spring assemblies secured to the lower surfaces

of said sheets at spaced locations thereon,

whereby tumbling may be performed on said upper surfaces

and be resiliently cushioned by said springs with the up-

wardly and downwardly directed male and female inter-

locking devices in alternating fashion preventing disasso-

ciation of adjacent sheets in side to side, end to end and up
and down directions during the performance of a tum-
bling exercise.

which IS textured in smooth raised surfaces surrounded by
depressed areas so as to permit bowling pins and balls to slide

4,426,077

MUSCLE DEVELOPING EXERCISE DEVICE
Hermanii-Josef Becker, Hochstr. 52, 5521 Ferschweiler, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
Filed Mar. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 245,468

aaim priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 25,

1980, 3011404

Int. a.3 A63B 21/04. 21/08
U.S. a. 272-118 15 Claims

1. In a muscle-developing exercise device the improvement
comprising the combination of a frame member, a lever arm
member for being moved manually by a user and pivotally

mounted on said frame member for swinging in opposite senses
from a central position, a resistance member for applying a

force tending to swing said lever arm member in one sense
from its central position and resisting swinging of said lever

arm member in the other sense from its central position, said

resistance member being connectible to said lever arm member
at any selected one of a plurality of locations for adjusting the
effective resisting force of said resistance member, and stop
means pivotally connected to and mounted on one of said

members and swingable to a position to offset the force applied
by said resistance member when said lever arm member is in its

central position, the location of the connection of said resis-

tance member to said lever arm member being adjustable while
the force of said resisunce member is offset by said stop means.

4,426,078

BOWLING ALLEY PITBOARD
Julius L. Aloazo, Manhall Heights, Mechanicville, N.Y. 12110

Filed Dec. 11, 1980, Ser. No. 215^23
Int. a.' A63D 5/02. 5/10

UA a. 273-43 R uaaims
1. A pitboard adapted to be installed in the pit of an auto-

matic bowling machine, said board having a pin supporting
and contacting surface made of hard and slippery matenal

and roll thereon while also permitting dirt particles and oil to
accumulate between the raised surfaces.

4,426,079

POLICE RESTRAINT DEVICE
James R. Mason, Box 2321, Idaho Falls, Id. 83401

Filed Mar. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 360,110

Int. CV F41B 15/02
U.S. CI. 273—84 R SOaims

1. A restraint device for use in law enforcement and the like

comprising:

a pair of spaced elongated handles to be held by and manipu-
lated manually by the user, each handle having a major
axis and an axially disposed blind bore in the proximal end
thereof and a substantial body of handle material sur-

rounding the blind bore;

a single length of cord of essentially non-elastic intertwined
fiberous strands spanning between the spaced proximal
ends of the handles;

each end of the cord being snugly encased within thin wall
hollow metallic sleeve means, each sleeve means being
non-rotatably and load transferringly connected to the
cord end by a plurality of crimps in the sleeve means, the
unstressed and unaltered transverse size of the sleeve
means being substantially the same as the transverse size of
the blind bore;

each sleeve means and encased and connected cord end
being snugly disposed within the blind bore in the proxi-

mal end of the associated handle;

load transferring anchor means comprising a plurality of pin
means disposed generally transverse of the axis of the
associated handle, each pin means (a) passing through the
intertwined fiberous strands of the encased cord end in

shear load transferring relation and, (b) passing through
aligned apertures in the wall of the sleeve means at a site

other than the crimp sites in shear load transferring rela-
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tionship, the ends of each pin means being respectively

anchored in spaced aligned generally transverse bores in

shear load transferring relation in the handle material

surrounding the blind bore, each pin means receiving

generally transverse bore in the handle material surround-

ing the blind bore having a length substantially greater

than the wall thickness of the sleeve means, whereby the

cord ends are non-rotatably anchored to the respective

handle to prevent separation under high stress utilization.

pingement by the pinball upon entenng said recess to unlatch

said latch means, whereupon said bias means draws said target

4,426,080

LIGHTER-THAN-AIR BALL GAME APPARATUS
Edward M. Stokes, Stillmeadow, Coniston, Nr. Hull, Norih
Humberside HUH 411, England

Filed Jul. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 281,538

Int. a.' A63B 67/00
U.S. a. 273—118 A 7 Qaims

1. A games apparatus comprising, in combination:

(a) a lighter-than-air ball,

(b) a substantially planar roof which is such as to permit the

ball to run along the underside thereof but not to pass

therethrough, said roof being devoid of apertures sized lo

receive the ball,

(c) means for mounting the roof to lie above the ground to

define thereunder a playing area having opposite end
regions, said mounting means being arranged to maintain

the roof at a height above the ground which is such as to

permit players to move about on the playing area,

(d) means to enable a player to score over an adversary

comprising goals to be engaged by the ball; the said goals

comprising a single pair of goals respectively disposed in

opposite end regions of the playing area and of a surface

area substantially less than the area defined between the

roof at the respective end of the playing area and the

ground therebelow and of a lateral extent less than the

lateral dimension of each said end region whereby a

player needs to aim the ball to engage it with a goal.

4,426,081

DROP TARGET APPARATUS
Zeilik Fainzilberg, Lincolnwood, III., assignor to Wico Corpora-

tion, Niles, III.

Filed Aug. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 411,500

Int. a.i A63F 7/00

U.S. a. 273—127 D 10 Qaims
1. In a pinball game having a playfield board, a pinball that

rolls on the board, and a drop target apparatus adapted to be

struck by the rolling pinball and comprising a frame, a target

member vertically movable with respect to said frame between

a raised position projecting above the playfield board and a

retracted position, said target member and said frame having

interengaging latch means shiftable between a latched condi-

tion preventing veriical movement and a released position

permitting veriical movement, and bias means urging said

target member to its retracted position and simultaneously

urging said latch means to the latched condition thereof, said

target member including means defining a recess therein for

receiving the pinball, said recess having an abutment for im-

membcr and the pinball carried thereby into the retracted

position.

4,426,082

IMPROVEMENTS TO POKER MACHINES-SIMULATED
HANDLE ACTION

Joseph R. Heywood, 2 Beechwood Ave.. Chorleywood, Herts,

England WD3 5RL. and I>eonard H. Ainsworth, 108 Dun-
ning Ave., Roseberry, NSW, Australia

Filed Jun. 18, 1980, Ser. No. 160,818

Oaims priority, application Australia. Jun. 25, 1979, PD9313
Int. a.' A63F 5/04

U.S. a. 273—143 R 3 Qaims

1. In an electrically operated poker machine mounted in a

cabinet wherein the game cycle is initiated by the operation of

an electric switch, a mechanism simulating the operation of a

handle of a conventional mechanical poker machine compris-

ing, a substantially conventional handle operable by a player

and pivotably mounted on the cabinet, a friction clutch within

the cabinet for increasingly resisting movement of the handle

as it is moved through a predetermined actuating arc compns-
ing an annular element fixed in relation to said cabinet and a

movable annular element engaging said fixed element and
arranged to move as said handle is moved, spring means resil-

iently retaining the engaging surfaces of said elements in

contact with each other, a series of circumferentially extending

interengaging ramps on the engaging surfaces of said elements

arranged so that rotational movement of said movable element
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causes the ramps on its surface to ride up the ramps on the

surface of said fixed element thereby increasing frictional

resistance to movement of said handle, the length of said ramps
being such that ramps of the movable element reach the ends of
ramps on said fixed element after the handle has moved
through said predetermined actuating arc thereby suddenly
decreasing said resistance, and means to operate said electric

switch at the end of said actuating arc. |

I

4,426,083

PUTTER
William C. Disbner, Jr., P.O. Box 1387. Marco Island. Fla.

33937

Filed Feb. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 350,202

Int. a.' A63B 53/04. 53/14
U.S. a. 273—164 6 Gaims

:<^z:>::

I

1. A golf club of the putter type having a club head with at

least one face symmetrical on either side of a vertical stem;

a bend in said stem above said face and in a plane parallel to

said face:

a curved shoe flat on the bottom and in a plane transverse to

the plane of said stem;

symmetrical truncations rising from said curved shoe and
generally toward said stem in planes transverse to the

plane of said face and forming two parallel lines on the top
of said club head, said parallel lines spaced apart by a

distance substantially equal to the diameter of a golf ball;

a shaft extending upwardly from said stem; and
a handle connected to said shaft, said handle having a length

in excess of one-half of the club length.

4,426,084

TRUCKING SIMULATION GAME
Benjamin F. Michel, P.O. Box 309 Fordham Station, Bronx,

N.Y. 10458

Filed Aug. 12. 1981, Ser. No. 292,254

Int. a.' \6i? 3/00
U.S. CI. 273-254 9 Oaims

1. A trucking simulation game for simulating a real-life

trucking environment for two or more players, comprising:
(a) a truck-like playing piece for each player;

(b) a playing board having a predetermined travel path
which is constituted of a plurality of playing spaces along
which each truck-like playing piece is advanced during
play;

(c) truck load cards including a plurality of stacks of receipt

cards for simulating different goods to be considered

loaded on each truck-like playing piece, each receipt stack

corresponding to a different goods and being stackable at

a predetermined location on the playing board;

(d) load instruction cards including a stack of start cards for

indicating to each player the quantities of each of the

different goods to be considered loaded on the respective

truck-like playing piece, said stack of start cards being
stackable at a different predetermined location on the

playing board, and indicating to each player who selects a

card from the start stack of the quantities and prices of the
different goods;

(e) simulated buy markets for simulating the buying by each
player of a plurality of different goods to be considered
loaded on the respective truck-like playing piece, each
buy market being located at a different predetermined
location of the playing board, each buy market composed
of a plurality of buy areas each containing information of
the prices of each of the goods to be bought;

(0 buy instruction cards including a stack of buy cards for

indicating to each player, upon the arrival of his playing
piece at a predetermined buying space of the travel path,
of the quantities of each of the different goods to be
bought, said stack of buy cards being stackable at a differ-

ent predetermined location on the playing board, and
indicating to each player who selects a buy card upon the
arrival of a playing piece at the predetermined buying
space of the quantities of each of the goods to be bought;

(g) simulated sell markets for simulating the selling by each
player of a plurality of different bought goods, each sell

market being located at a different predetermined location
on the playing board, at least some of the sell markets

o:^

being composed of a plurality of sell areas each containing

information of the prices of each of the goods to be sold;

(h) sell instruction cards including a stack of sell cards for

indicating to each player, upon the arrival of his playing

piece at a predetermined selling space of the travel path,

of the quantities of each of the different bought goods to

be sold, said stack of sell cards being stackable at a differ-

ent predetermined location on the playing board, and
indicating to each player who selects a sell card upon the

arrival of a playing piece at the predetermined selling

space of the quantities of each of the goods to be sold;

(i) said buy instruction cards, said buy markets, said sell

instruction cards and said sell markets indicating respec-

tive different quantities and different prices for each of the

goods to be bought and sold;

(j) random chance means for indicating to each player the

number of playing spaces that each player must advance
his respective playing piece along the travel path during
his turn,

whereby the real-life trucking environment of loading, un-

loading, buying and selling different goods at different

quantities and prices along a trucking route is simulated in

a game situation.

4,426,085

AUTOMATIC RESETTING TARGET FOR HREARMS
Uwrence Dixon, R.D. #3, Box 3902, Pottsville, Pa. 17901

Filed Jul. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 395,140

Int. CI.' F41J 7/04

U.S. a. 273—392 13 Oaims
1. An automatic resetting target device to be used with aerial

projectiles comprising:

(a) a generally parallelepipedal housing having two side
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walls, a back wall, a lid, a front wall, and a bottom, said lid

including an aperture;

(b) a nutating target holder including a positioning arm
mounted within said housing, said holder protruding

through said aperture when said lid is closed;

(c) a rotating plate with tripping means in aligned position to

engage said positioning arm during said plate's rotation;

(d) a motor linked to said rotating plate and operatively

connected to a power source by wiring means; and.

4,426.087

NON-CONTACTING GAS SEAL FOR RELATIVELY
ROTATING PARTS

Raymond F. Sargent, and Paul Newman, both of Bristol, En>

Rland. assiKnors to Rolls-Royce Limited, Ix)ndon, England

Filed Jan. 20, 1982. Ser. No. 341,012

Claims priority, application United KinKdom, Jan. 31, 1981.

8103024

Int. CI.' FI6J 15/34

U.S. a. 277-3 8 aaims

(e) a normally open switch which is closed and activated

only when said target holder is in its downward position;

whereby, when the impact of a projectile against a target

causes said target holder to nutate from its upward to a

downward position, said normally open switch is closed

and said motor gyrates said rotary plate so that said trip-

ping means engages said positioning arm causing said

target to again be upright and said normally open switch

to break the circuit.

4,426,086

ANNULAR SEAL AND METHOD OF USE
Rene Fournie, Pau; Francois Besnard, Lescar; Jacques Hons-

Olivier, Paris, and Alexandre Pierre, La Garenne Colombes,

all of France, assignors to Societe Nationale Elf Aquitaine

(Prod.), Courbevoie, France

Filed Aug. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 409,636

Claims priority, application France, Sep. 3, 1981, 81 16739

Int. a.' F16J 15/12. 15/32

U.S. a. 277—

1

llQaims

V 9

6. A method for installation of the annular seal means as

stated in claim 1 characterized by the steps of:

introducing said seal means in said annular space between

said shaft and said tube for which seal tightness is required

at high pressures,

fixing the base plate of said seal means to said shaft, said shaft

having an annular shoulder designed to serve as a bearing

face for the main annular body portion of the seal in an

actuated sealing position,

producing an axial thrust against said annular body portion

by a mobile actuator part to circumferentially extend the

spring and to cause straightening and bearing of the annu-

lar body portion against said shoulder and applying said

lip with force against the sidewall of the tube under the

effect of said thrust.

1 A non-contaclmg seal for reducing fluid flou bclvveen

relatively rotalable components of a machine comprises a seal

ring having a sealing face, the seal ring being adapted to be

disposed, in operation, on one of the components with its

sealing face confronting a cooperating sealing face on the other

component to form a seal therebetween, means for lixaiing the

seal ring m a housing with freedom of movement m a direction

normal to said sealing faces, the seal ring being formed in a

plurality of segments, each having a face which includes a

sealing area and a lifting area, said sealing area forming part of

the sealing face of the ring, and further means for prosidmg a

seal between the ring and the housing, characterised in that

the lifting area of each segment extends substantialU from a

leading end to a trailing end therei)f,

the leading end of each segment being arranged to overlap

the trailing end of an adjacent segment in such a manner as

to provide a step between the ends of the adjacent seg-

ments whereby, in use, a tapering gap uhich converges

towards the trailing end of each segment is pnxiuced

between at least the lifting area of each segment face and

the confronting sealing face of said other component, said

tapering gap for generating lift to maintain non-contact

between at least the lifting area of each segment face and

the confronting sealing face of said other component, and,

means for maintaining the relative circumferential positions

of the segments while allowing radial movements of the

segments relative thereto.

4,426.088

CENTRIFUGAL H.UID SEAL WITH DRAIN HOLES AND
FLUID DIVERTING MEANS

Hermann H. F. Ernst. R.R. 2, St. Coud. Minn. 56301

Filed Jul. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 401,737

Int. CI.' F16J 15/42 15/44

U.S. a.i277— 14 R 18 Oaims
1. A centrifugal fluid seal for a shaft mounted for relative

rotation with respect to a housing, said seal comprising:

(a) a hollow rotor having an axial opening receptive of the

shaft in fluid-tight relation, said rotor having a number of

drain holes extending therethrough near the largest diam-

eter of its hollow interior;

(b) a housing having means defining a cavity surrounding

said rotor in spaced relation to said rotor and the shaft,

thereby defining a space, receptive of a sealing fluid or

fluid leakage, between said housing and the radially outer

portion of said rotor into which space said drain holes

open;

(c) said housing and said rotor jointly defining an annular

KMS () t; 44
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gap leading from said space to the interior of said rotor
radially inwardly of said drain holes; and

(d) means carried by said housing and disposed within the

interior of said rotor downstream of said annular gap for
diverting fluid from said annular gap toward said dram
holes, said diverting means being spaced radially inwardly
from any liquid collecting upstream of said drain holes.

4,426,089 I

DUST-PROOF DEVICE FOR MECHANICAL SEAL
Akira Takenaka, and Tatsuhiko Fukuoka, both of Toyota, Ja-

pan, assignors to Taiho Kogyo Co., Ltd., Aichi, Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 92,163, Nov. 7, 1979, abandoned. This

application Jun. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 386,817
Gaims priority, application Japan, Nov. 8, 1978.

53/153654[U]

Int. a.3 F16J 15/34
U.S. a. 277-27 gaaims

1. In a mechanical seal including a seating ring which re-
ceives therethrough a rotary shaft and forms a stationary mem-
ber and a follower ring which is rotated together with said
roUry shaft in sliding contact with said seating ring, said seat-
ing ring having a substantially radially extending end face
facing axially away from said follower ring and a sliding sur-
face in said sliding contact with said follower ring, said seating
ring being supported in a shaft passage in a casing, and an
annular member attached at its central opening to and extend-
ing in a direction outwardly from said rotary shaft oppositely
to the end face of said seating ring, the improvement being
comprised by:

said annular member comprising means for avoiding entry of
dust from outside air into the area of sliding contact be-
tween said rings, both during rotation and absent rotation,
said means being an annular dustproof disk consisting of
an axial sleevelike part fixed on said shaft and an annular
radial platelike part fixed at its inner edge to said axial
part,

said axial sleevelike part being loosely surrounded for most
of its axial length by said stationary seating ring with one
end thereof extending axially just beyond said end face of
said seating ring to support said radial platelike part, said
disk being flexible and of substantially constant thickness
and L-shaped cross-section, said platelike part being of
bend-free, substantially linear cross-section extending
outward substantially radially from said axial part to a
substantially radially outward facing free outer peripheral

edge engageable with said seating ring end face in the
nonrotating condition of said shaft to impede dirt inflow
lo said sliding contact area,

the axial extent of said outer peripheral edge corresponding
to the material thickness of said platelike part,

said platelike part having axially oppositely facing inner and
outer annular side surfaces, said annular inner side surface
being smooth and spaced from said seating ring end face
across an axial clearance space, during rotation of the
shaft, of small thickness impeding dirt inflow to the sliding
contact area but not gas outflow therefrom and of length
corresponding to the radial extent of overlap of said seat-
ing ring by said annular disk,

said free outer peripheral edge being spaced from the inside
wall of said shaft passage across a further clearance space
of thickness similar to that of said axial clearance and of
length corresponding to said material thickness of said
platelike part,

said further clearance space being at the radially outer edge
of said axial clearance space and forming a continuation
thereof, said annular disk thereby forming during rotation
a substantially L-cross-section clearance extending radi-
ally outward along said seating ring end face and then
bending axially away from said end face.

means sealing said follower ring to said shaft and, coopera-
tively therewith and with said seating ring, forming a
small closed annular cavity substantially sealed to outside
gas except for communication with the radially inner end
of said clearance space.

4,426,090

PRESSURE RELIEF EXCLUSION SEAL
Michael J. Bender, Aurora, III., assignor to Halogen Insulator A

Seal Corp., Elk Grove, 111.

Filed Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 422,577
Int. aj F16J 15/J6. 15/48

U.S. a. 277-27 ,8 a.ims

it

1. An annular exclusion seal for use with a bearing and a
bearing mount, said exclusion seal comprising:

an annular housing for being removeably mounted in the
bearing mount and having a central opening for receiving
a cylindrical shaft,

an annular ring wall on said housing,
at least one radially extending side wall joined to said ring

wall and defining therewith an annular chamber,
resilient sealing means including a sealing ring in said annu-

lar chamber having a sealing surface for sealing engage-
ment with a sealing surface on another member with the
sealing surfaces having a relative rotational sliding surface
contact with each other to prevent grease from flowing
past the sealing surface,

means on said annular housing defining an outlet orifice

extending into said ring wall to permit grease to flow from
the housing,

said resilient sealing means being movable from a sealing
position blocking flow of grease through said orifice to a
relief position allowing grease to flow past said sealing
ring and through said orifice, said resilient sealing means
returning said sealing ring to said sealing position when
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the grease pressure has been reduced below a predeter-

mined pressure.

4,426,091

TRACK JOINT SEAL ASSEMBLY WITH INTERLOCKED
THRUST RING

John M. Baylor, Bcttendorf, Iowa, assignor to J. I. Case Com-
pany, Racine, Wis.

Filed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,755

Int. a.' F16J 15/38. 15/32

U.S. a. 277—83 8 Oaims

2fj.^

1. In a seal assembly including first and second axially spaced

members mounted for relative rotation about a common axis,

the first member having a counterbore formed in one face so as

to define a first annular surface, the second member having a

second annular surface, said first and second annular surfaces

being spaced apart and faced toward each other on respective

planes transverse to the common axis of rotation, an improved

seal arrangement positioned between and in abutting contact

with said first and second annular surfaces, comprising: a seal

ring of elastomer material positioned in said counterbore be-

tween and in abutting contact with said first and second annu-

lar surfaces, said seal ring having an annular body portion and

two radially outwardly extending leg portions having a radial

extent less than that of said first and second annular surfaces,

said leg portions having circular edges at the axially opposite

ends of said seal ring which are in respective compressed

contact with said first and second annular surfaces for sealing

therewith; and a thrust ring of rigid material formed within

said body portion of said seal ring, said thrust ring having a

radial extent less than the radial extent of said body portion of

said seal ring, said thrust ring having a plurality of circumfer-

entially spaced axial recess portions formed in an inner surface

thereof such that the elastomer material of said seal ring ex-

tends into and fills said axial recess portions.

4,426,092

MECHANICAL SEAL ASSEMBLY
Winfred J. Wiese, Whittier, Calif., assignor to Borg-Warner

Corporation, Chicago, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 314,302, Oct. 23, 1981,

abandoned. This application Jun. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 393,580

Int. a.J F16J 15/34

U.S. a. 277—96.1 2 Qaims

housing having a shaft opening through which the shaft ex-

tends, comprising:

a rolatahle seal ring encircling and connected to said shaft

for rotation thcrfwiih and for limiled axial movemcnl
relative to said shaft,

a stationary seal ring encircling said shaft and connected to

said housing;

said rotatable and stationary seal rings having opposed and

generally radial sealing surfaces, and

means for urging one seal ring toward another;

said rotatable seal ring being of stepped configuration and

consisting of two unitary ring portions, each ring portion

having the same axial dimension, one ring portion having

inner and outer diameters greater than the inner and outer

diameters of the other ring portion,

the diameters of the ring portions being selected to provide

a desired degree of defiection of the sealing surface of said

rotatable seal ring

4,426,093

STEM PACKING WITH SLITTED FLEXIBLE POLYMER
SLEEVE

Walter T. Roush, 5606 Valerie St.. Houston. Tex. 77081

Filed Jan. 20, 1983, Ser. No. 459,337

Int. a.' F16J 15/20: F16K 41/04

U.S. CI. 277— 110 5 Qaims

1. A stem seal assembly to be placed around a stem in a valve

having a bonnet with a cavity for receiving a stem seal therein

in surrounding relationship to a stem passing through said

bonnet, and a bushing having a protruding lower skirt adapted

to contact the stem seal in the cavity to radially expand for

sealing, the stem seal comprising an elongate hollow cylindri-

cal tubular body having an outer face and an inner face, and

which stem seal is formed of an elastomenc material having

sealing characteristics at surface in contact with the bonnet and

stem, said stem seal further incorporating a plurality of parallel

cuts from the outer face toward the inner face to a specified

depth further defining a thin wall at the end of the cuts adja-

cent to the inner wall of the cylindrical body, and wherein this

thin wall has a thickness of about O.OOS inches or greater.

1f
2o 2b

1. A mechanical seal assembly for sealing a rotary shaft to a

4,426,094

NON-METALLIC GUARD FOR SEALING LIPS

Joseph Antonini, Chicago, III., assignor to Dana Corporation,

Toledo, Ohio

Filed Jan. 20, 1983, Ser. No. 459.423

Int. a.' F16J 15/32

U.S. a. 277—153 11 Oaims
1. In an oil seal assembly comprising a structural metallic

outer casing, an inner casing contained within said outer cas-

ing, said outer casing including a radially inwardly extending

portion having a sealing element bonded thereto, said inner

casing including a radially inwardly extending portion juxtapo-
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sitioned with said sealing element for protection of said ele- 4 426 096
ment; an improvement comprising said inner casing: BRIDGE CART

(a) formed of a non-metallic, resilient material, and John G. Rodrigues, Jr., Rte. 1. Box 121; Gale F. Rettkowski
Rte. 1, Box 119, and William H. Jessup, Rte. 1, ail of Wilbur
Wash. 99185

'

Filed Apr. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 370,726
Int. a.' B62D 53/04

U.S. a. 280-411 C ,3ci^„5

(b) supported axially within said outer casing by non-
bonded, mechanical means.

I

1. A composite flexible seal for providing a leak-proof joint
within an annular space between the outer surface of a cylin-
drical pipe and the continuous unbroken surface of a circular
opening passing axially into a pipe receiving member through
one wall thereof, said seal including

an annular body section fully contained within said opening
that is formed of an elastomeric material, said body section
having an outer surface having a diameter that is slightly
greater than the diameter of the circular opening passing
into said pipe receiving member and an inner surface
having a diameter that is greater than the outside diameter
of said pipe,

a cylindrical ring encapsulated within the said body section
that has an outside diameter that is less than the diameter
of the opening in the pipe receiving member, said ring
being formed of a spring-like matenal which permits the
body section to be collapsed inwardly so that the body can
be inserted axially into said circular opening and then
snapped back into a circular condition to deform the body
section into locking contact around the entire wall periph-
ery of the opening to secure the body therein, and

at least one circular deHectable fin depending inwardly from
the body in a radial direction to encircle in sealing contact
the outside surface of a pipe that is passed into the seal to
form a leak-proofjoint between the pipe and the receiving
member.

4.426.095

FXEXIBLE SEAL
Robert C. Buttner. Syracuse. N.Y., assignor to Concrete Pipe &

Products Corp., East Syracuse, N.Y.
Filed Sep. 28. 1981, Ser. No. 306.078

Int. a.' F16J 15/32
L.S. a. 277-207 A 5 Qaims

1 A cart mountable between a tractor and the tongue of an
agricultural implement, comprising:

a wheel supported frame;

a first elongated tongue member having a hitch member at
one end for connection to the tractor, and a remaining

a second elongated tongue member having a hitch member
at one end for connection to the implement tongue, and a
remaining end;

bracket means on the frame mounting the tongue members
with the hitch members extending longitudinally in oppo-
site directions for individual longitudinal adjustment rela-
tive to the frame such that the longitudinal distance be-
tween the frame and one of the hitch members can be
varied without altering the longitudinal distance between
the frame and the remaining hitch member;

w herein the bracket means mounts the tongue members with
the remaining ends thereof in an overlapping relationship
and with one of the tongue members being situated eleva-
tionally above the other; and

wherein the tongue members can be interchanged elevation-
ally to adjust the effective height from the ground surface
to the hitch members.

4,426,097
HITCH ADAPTER FOR SINGLE-WHEEL TRAINER

C. Glenn Livingston, 114 St. Andrews Ct., Columbia, S.C. 29210
Filed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 349,430

Int. a.J B60D 1/06
U.S. a. 280-415 A 2 Qaims

y

'I

-^

?» "•

1. The combination comprising:

a vehicle having a trailer hitch mounted thereon, said trailer

hitch including a hitch bar which is fixed to said vehicle
and projects horizontally rearwardly thereof from below
the rear vehicle bumper, said hitch bar having an opening
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extending vertically therethrough in the vicinity of the

free rearward end of the hitch bar, said openmg normally

permitting a conventional hitch ball to be mounted on the

hitch bar;

a trailer having a single wheel mounted thereon for rollingly

supporting same, said trailer having a tongue structure

projecting forwardly thereof, said tongue structure

mounting thereon in sidewardly spaced relationship a pair

of conventional ball-receiving couplers; and

adapter means for coupling said trailer to said hitch bar for

solely permitting relative vertical articulation between the

trailer and the hitch bar about a substantially horizontal

axis which extends perpendicular relative to the direction

of vehicle movement;
said adapter means including a one-piece rigid frame which

has a front portion adapted for rigid connection to said

hitch bar and a rear portion adapted for connection to said

trailer couplers, said frame being T-shaped when viewed

from above and including a crossbar which defines said

rear portion and a coupling bar which is fixed to said

crossbar adjacent the center thereof and projects for-

wardly therefrom in substantially perpendicular relation-

ship thereto, said coupling bar adjacent the front free end

thereof defining said front portion, said frcint portion

having a horizontal plate part with an opening extending

vertically therethrough, said horizontal plate part and said

hitch bar being disposed vertically one above the other in

horizontally overlapping relationship so that the opening

in the plate part is aligned with an opening in said hitch

bar, and threaded fastener means projecting through said

aligned openings for fixedly coupling said plate part and

said hitch bar in said overlapping position;

said adapter means having a pair of conventional hitch balls

fixedly mounted on and projecting upwardly from said

crossbar adjacent the opposite ends thereof for engage-

ment with said trailer couplers; and

said front portion having a pair of side parts which are

fixedly secured to the opposite sides of said horizontal

plate part and project vertically therefrom to define a

channel structure which opens vertically, said hitch bar

being positioned within and closely confined by said chan-

nel-like structure so that said side parts are disposed di-

rectly adjacent the opposite side edges of the hitch bar

when the latter is disposed in overlapping relationship

with said horizontal plate part to prevent horizontal artic-

ulation between the frame and the hitch bar.

4,426,098

HEAD ASSEMBLY FOR A TOWING DEVICE .

Samuel Kalmanson, 8320 SW. 23 St., Miami, Fla. 33155

Filed Feb. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 346,293

Int. CI.' B60D !/()()

U.S. a. 280—504 6 Claims

1. A head assembly of the type primarily designed for

mounting on a towing device, said head assembly comprising:

(a) a body means having an operating chamber formed

therein, recess means including a recess formed in said

body means and extending across a portion thereof and

into communicating relation with said operating chamber;

said recess dimensioned to receive a a towing bracket

therein;

(b) said body further comprising two side wall portions

disposed in spaced apart relation to one another and in

communicating relation to said recess; a bearing shaft

mounted in interconnecting relation between said two side

wall portions and in communication relation with said

recess, whereby strength is added to said head assembly,

(c) cam means including a cam movably mounted within

said operating chamber and rotatably positionable into

and out of said recess in abutting relation with a towing

bracket received therein, said cam including an exterior

surface portion disposed and configured to at least par-

tially captivate a towing bracket received within said

recess;

(d) said cam means further including a cam shaft journaled

to said body for rotation relative thereto and fixcdlv se-

cured to said cam for rotation therewith, whereby said

cam is selectively rotatable into and out of liKking relation

to a towing bracket withm said recess thereby connecting

and disconnecting a towing device to the touing bracket

4.426.099

COLLAPSIBLE LLGGAGL ( ARRIKR
Sol A. Gross. 3154 (^rand Ave, Baldwin, Long Island, N.Y.

11510

Filed Nov. 25. 1981. Ser. No. 324.876

Int. CI.' n62B l/()4

U.S. CI. 280—655 It Claims

i^;

1 A collapsible luggage earner thai folds into a compact

linear configuration, said luggage earner comprising

(a) a rigid load support beam.

(b) a wheel assembly attached proximate each end of the

support beam

(c) a pair of independently folding spaced-apart load support

forks, pivotally mounted to ihe support beam inward (^^

and proximate to the wheel assemblies, the support forks

when folded nesting adjacent to each other and against the

support beam;

(d) means for IcKking each support fork in an unfolded

position;

(e) a pair of independently folding frame struts, each com-

prised of an upper elongate member pivotally atlat. '• ii>

a lower elongate member, the free ends of the nin-r

elongate members terminating in handle portions !u\i.i

posed to define a complete handle, the lower ends if -In

lower elongate members spaced-apart and pivoiali)

mounted to the load supptirt beam proximate to the wheel

assemblies, the upper and lower elongate members of each

folding frame strut pivoting approximately in the same

plane as the upper and lower elongate members of the
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other folding frame strut, so that when the folding frame
struts are in a folded position.

the upper and lower elongate members of each folding
frame strut nest adjacent to each other.

the nested elongate members of each folding frame strut
nest adjacent to the nested elongate members of the
other folding frame strut and

both folding frame struts nest against the support beam
with the handle portions overlaying the ends of the
support beam; and

(0 means for locking each folding frame strut in an unfolded
position.

4,426,100 I

AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLE TOW DEVICE
M«sao Yamabe, and Masaaki Uchiyama, both of Tokyo, Japan,

assignors to Nissan Motor Co., Ltd., Yokohama, Japan
Filed Sep. 3, 1980, Ser. No. 183,773

Int. a.J B60D 1/04
U.S. a. 280-770 19 Claims

10

1. In an automotive vehicle, a structure comprising:
a structural panel extending to adjacent the end of the vehi-

cle, said panel having a wall section substantially perpen-
dicular thereto;

a longitudinally extending structural member securely at-
tached to said structural panel;

a tow device comprising a U-shaped bar having two ends for
receiving a cable or the like; and

means for securely attaching said tow device to at least one
of said perpendicular wall section and said structural
member, said attaching means being interposed between
said perpendicular wall section and said structural mem-
ber and having a structural attachment comprising:

a flat section attached to said perpendicular wall section; and
a raised section interposed between the two ends of said

U-shaped bar and securely attached to said U-shaped bar.

4,426,101

AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLE WITH IMPROVED
SUSPENSION SYSTEM

Curtis A. Dyer, 2297 W. Steel U., Santa Rosa, Calif. 95401
Filed Sep. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 304,069

Int. a.3 B62D 9/02
UA a. 280-772 24 Oaims

mounted at each end for rotation and steering means for
turning said wheels,

a stationary rigid rear axle assembly having wheels mounted
at each end for rotation,

a rigid frame enclosing and protecting a passenger compart-
ment in between said front and rear axle assemblies and
having forward and rear transverse members respectively
near each end of said frame,

a pair of widely spaced-apart, substantially parallel, forward
struts on opposite sides of and parallel to said longitudinal
axis and extending between a said forward transverse
member and said front axle, connected to each of them by
a universal joint at each end of said forward strut,

a pair of widely spaced-apart, substantially parallel, rear-
ward struts on opposite sides of and parallel to said longi-
tudinal axis and extending between a said rear transverse
member and said rear axle and connected to them by a
universal joint at each end of said rearward strut,

a pair of converging front struts connecting a said forward
transverse member to said front axle by a universal joint at
each end of each said front strut, said front struts being
wide apart at one end and close to each other at the other
end,

a pair of converging rear struts connecting a said rear trans-
verse member to said rear axle by a universal joint at each
end of each said rear strut, said rear struts being wide
apart at one end and close to each other at the other end,
and

vertically mounted spring and shock absorbing means be-
tween and bearing against said frame and each said axle on
each side of said longitudinal axis.

4,426,102
AUTOMATICALLY FASTENING SEATBELT SYSTEM

Mitsuaki Katsuno, and Shigeru Moriya, both of Toyota, Japan,
assignors to Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Aichi,
Japan

Filed Nov. 30, 1981, Ser. No, 325,926
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 1, 1980. 55-

172374[U]

Int. a.3 B60R 21/10
U.S. CI. 280-804 3 Qaims

cia .'

I

1. An automotive vehicle having a longitudinal axis and
including in combination:

a sutionary rigid front axle assembly having wheels

1 An automatically fastening seatbelt system comprising:
an outer webbing;

an inner webbing one end of which slidably engages an
intermediate portion of the said outer webbing, the other
end of which is connected to a retractor secured at the
central portion of a vehicle floor;

a guide rail laid on a roof-side of a vehicle body for guiding
a webbing anchor supporting said outer webbing in the
longitudinal direction of the vehicle;

a perforated flexible tape guided by said guide rail and con-
nected at one end thereof to said webbing anchor;

a sprocket wheel meshed with a portion of said flexible tape
for driving said flexible tape along said guide rail;

a guide arm slidably engaging at the forward end thereof an
intermediate portion of the inner webbing;

a gear train connected to a center shaft of said guide arm;
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a motor for driving either one of said sprocket wheel or said

gear train; and

a rotary shaft for connecting said sprocket wheel to said gear

train so as to transmit a rotational force from one side to

the other.

4,426,103

FLANGE JOINT
Goran Sundholm, Nahkelaviigen, 04300 Hyrylii, Finland

Filed Mar. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 242,398

Oaims priority, application Finland, Mar. 14, 1980, 800806

Int. a.' F16L 25/00

U.S. a. 285—12 6 Oaims

m^ni

1. A flange joint for coupling the end of a pipe, provided

with a peripheral shoulder around the pipe end, to a connect-

ing piece against which the pipe end abuts, comprising a plural-

ity of individual sepai^ate, flange pieces, each of which is tight-

ened by an individual attachment means to the connecting

piece, each flange piece having two cylindrical sections of

different diameters, a larger diameter and a smaller diameter

joined at an abutting shoulder, and an axial through bore ex-

tending axially through the two cylindrical sections with the

abutting shoulder of each flange piece axially abutting against

the peripheral shoulder of the pipe end, and said axial bore

being positioned eccentrically with respect to the smaller

diameter cylindrical section and the entire smaller diameter

cylindrical section lying outside of the boundries of said pei-

pheral shoulder and pipe end thereby allowing a variety of

peripheral shoulder sizes to be connected to said connecting

piece.

4,426,104

UNDERWATER CONNECTOR APPARATUS
Keith R. Hazelrigg, Houston, Tex., assignor to NL Industries,

Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 313,282

Int. C\? F16L 35/00. 55/00. 39/00. 37/00

U.S. a. 285—26

verse to said first directional mode of movement, said

lever members being generally parallel and spaced apart

along said first axis and having force transmitting arms

engageable with said engagement formation means of said

second assembly to urge said second assembly toward said

first assembly in said first directional mixlc. and force

receiving arms extending from said first axis generally m
the opposite direction from said force transmitting arms,

wherein said lever members have a terminal position with

said force transmitting arms abutting said engagement

formation means when said connector members arc con-

nected, and a releasing position with said force transmit-

ting arms separated from said engagement formation

means, said lever means further comprising means inter-

connecting said lever members for joint pivotal move-

ment;

and lock means carried by said first assembly and having a

locking position abutting at least one of said force receiv-

ing arms Iti prevent movement toward said releasing

position for retaining said lever members in said terminal

position

4,426,105

JOINTS FOR PIPES. PARTICULARLY INTENDED FOR
THE OIL INDUSTRY

Bernard Plaquin; Paul Bounie, and Jean Mantelle, all of Aul-

noye Aymeries, France, assignors to Vallourec, Paris, France

Filed Jul. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 283.722

Gaims priority, application France, Jul. 17, 1980, 80 15829

Int. a.' F16L 15/00. 35/00. 39/00. 25/00

U.S. CI. 285—92 8 Oaims

1. In a pipe joint of the type in which a threaded end of a

male member is screwed into a female member having a corre-

25 Oaims sponding thread, the combination comprising a circumferential

groove on the outer surface of said male member adjacent one

end of its thread, a circumferential groove on the inner surface

of said female member which, in the screwed position, faces

said groove in said male member, a radially expansible and

contractible spring ring simultaneously engaging in said

grooves, at least one of said grooves having a suiTicient radial

depth to contain the entire radial thickness of the ring when the

male member is being threaded into the female member, the

simultaneous engagement of the ring in the groove of said male

member and in the groove of said female member causing a

substantial increase in the torque to be applied during the

assembly or the disassembly of said joint.

1. Apparatus for making up underwater fluid connections

comprising:

first and second connector assemblies, said second assembly

having engagement formation means, and each of said

assemblies comprising at least one conduit connector

member, said connector members being matably connect-

able by movement of said assemblies toward each other in

a first directional mode;

lever means carried by said first assembly and comprising a

pair of lever members pivotable about a first axis trans-

4,426,106

PIPE COUPLING
James B. McCoy, 308 Winterbrook, Olathe, Kans. 66061

Filed Jul. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 284,210

Int. O.' F16L 21/08

U.S. O. 285—236 5 Oaims

1. A pipe coupling arrangement for joining end portions of a

pair of pipes, comprising:

means providing a circumferential groove in the exterior
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surface of the end portion of each pipe, each groove
having a flat annular surface oriented generally perpendic-
ular to the axis of the pipe and facing away from the end
portion of the pipe;

a sleeve having open opposite ends for closely receiving the
end portions of the respective pipes;

a plurality of circumferentially oriented striations on the
inside surface of said sleeve engaging the pipe end por-
tions inserted in the sleeve;

a pair of annular ribs on the inside surface of said sleeve
located to fit in the respective circutnferential grooves
when the end portions of said pipes are fully inserted into
the sleeve, each rib having a flat shoulder oriented perpen-
dicular to the axis of the sleeve and engaged with said flat

annular surface of the corresponding groove when the

^5^^

pipe end portions are fully inserted into the sleeve thereby
preventing axial withdrawal of the pipes from the sleeve

a beveled surface on each rib opposite the shoulder thereof
to facilitate application of said sleeve to the pipe end
portions;

each rib having a shape when undcformed different from the
shape of the corresponding groove and each rib being
deformable to substantially fill the corresponding groove
in a manner to seal against the adjacent groove surfaces
when the sleeve is squeezed against the pipe end portions
and

means for clamping said sleeve onto the end portions of said
pipes to squeeze the sleeve against the pipe end portions to
maintain said ribs in the deformed condition m the corre-
sponding grooves and to effect sealing engagement be-
tween said striations and the exterior surfaces of the pipes.

faces to compensate for tolerance accumulations in both
iongiludinal and lateral directions;

an actuator operable on said lock sleeve to rotate it and each
of Its land into and out of the vertically aligned position
aforesaid; and

means for extending and retracting said bolt whereby said
lock element and said lock receptacle are selectively dis-
engaged and engaged when said means and said actuator
are sequentially operated.

4,426,108

TAMPER INDICATOR
David A. Kesselman, 16685 Arnold Dr., Sonoma, Calif. 95476

Continuation of Ser. No. 274,483, Jun. 17, 1981, Pat. No.
4,372.593. This application Oct. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 434,550

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Feb. 8, 2000,
has been disclaimed.

Int. CI.' B65D 55/02: F16B 41/00: H02G 15/10
U.S. CI. 292-307 B 9 Qaims

4.426,107

DOOR LOCKING MECHANISM
James F. Gibson, Marietta, Ga., assignor to Lockheed Corpora-

tion, Burbank, Calif.

Filed Aug. 1, 1980, Ser. No. 174,499
Int. a.' E05C li/lO

^f ?-.^'!-^°' 5 Claims
1. A lockmg mechanism for a door adapted to close an

access opening in a structure comprising:
a bolt mounted on said door for reciprocation in a plane

substantially parallel to the external surface of said door;
a lock element on one end of said bolt releasably engageable

with a lock receptacle carried by said structure when said
door is in the closed position;

at least one lug on a side of said bolt proximate its other end
a lock sleeve mounted on said door for rotary movement to

and from two extreme positions relative to said bolt, said
lock sleeve surrounding said bolt adjacent said one bolt
end and including a land sized to correspond with each
said lug so as, in one extreme position, to vertically align
with each said lug and thereby prevent reciprocation of
said boll whereby said lock element is engaged with said
lock receptacle when said door is in the closed position
and. in the other extreme position, to vertically desalign
with each said lug and thereby allow reciprocation of said
bolt whereby said lock element is disengaged with said
lock receptacle when said door is in the closed position
said lock sleeve further including spherical mating sur-

1. A seal for providing an indication of tampering with a
connection nut enclosed thereby comprising:

first and second separate unconnected, interlockable collar
portions for forming a collar for surrounding a connection
nut,

each of said first and second collar portions including an
outer wall having an inner and an outer surface,

first and second walls formed integrally with said outer wall
and extending in substantially parallel spaced relationship
therefrom, said first and second walls extending substan-
tially normal to said outer wall and each terminating at an
inner edge, the inner edges of the first and second walls of
said first collar portion cooperating with the inner edges
of the first and second walls respectively of said second
collar portion to define enclosed openings in said collar
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when said first and second collar portions are interlocked,

said outer wall and first and second walls terminating at

first and second spaced end edges, said first end edge
being in a plane which is spaced outwardly beyond the

plane of said second end edge, the first end edge of each of

said first and second collar portions abutting the second

end edge of the other collar portion when the first and
second collar portions are interlocked,

a cuff located adjacent the second end edge and being

formed integrally with said outer and first and second

walls to extend completely around and outwardly of said

second end edge, said cuff extending from said outer and
first and second walls beyond said second end edge for a

distance which is at least equal to the distance between the

planes of said first and second end edges so that the cuff

will extend over the abutting first and second end edges of

said first and second collar portions when the first and

second collar portions are interlocked,

and first and second spaced fastening means on each of said

first and second collar portions with the first fastening

means of each collar portion being adapted to engage and

interlock with the second fastening means of the remain-

ing collar portion at a location spaced inwardly from the

first and second walls and the inner surface of the outer

walls of said first and second collar portions to form said

collar, said first fastening means including a first elongate

member affixed at a base end thereof to the inner surface

of said outer wall at a location spaced from but adjacent to

said first end edge, said first elongate member having a

free end opposite to said base end thereof which is spaced

inwardly from the inner surface of said outer wall and

which extends to and terminates at a terminal edge spaced

outwardly beyond the plane of said first end edge, the free

end of said first elongate member being provided with a

first catch means on the portion thereof which extends

outwardly beyond the plane of said first end edge, and said

second fastening means including a second elongate mem-
ber affixed at a base end thereof to the inner surface of said

outer wall at a location spaced from but adjacent to said

second end edge, said second elongate member having a

free end opposite to said base end thereof which is spaced

inwardly from the inner surface of said outer wall and

which extends to and terminates at a terminal edge spaced

outwardly beyond the plane of said second end edge but

positioned within the confines of said cuff, the free end of

said second elongate member being provided with a sec-

ond catch means for engaging and interlocking with the

first catch means of an adjoining collar portion when said

first and second collar portions are interlocked, the free

end of one of said first and second elongate members being

spaced from the inner surface of said outer wall a greater

distance than the free end of the remaining elongate mem-
ber, said first and second elongate members and said first

and second catch means being located and formed so that

said first catch means of a first of said collar portions will

engage the second catch means of a second said collar

portions during but prior to the interlocking thereof to

cause relative flexure between the free ends of said first

and second elongate members, said first fastening means

including a single reinforcing rib extending between the

inner surface of said outer wall and said first elongate

member, said single reinforcing rib being secured to said

first, elongate member substantially centrally thereof and

being spaced substantially below said first end edge, said

second fastening means including at least two spaced

reinforcing ribs extending between the inner surface of

said outer wall and said second elongate member.

4.426,109

SHEAR TYPE PRESSURE RELIEF DEVICE FOR
HYDRAULIC ENERGY ABSORPTION UNIT

lister L. Fike. Jr.. Blue Springs. Mo., assignor to Fike Metal
Products Corporation. Blue Springs, .Mo.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 285.292. Jul. 20. 1981.

abandoned. This application Aug. 25. 1981, Ser. No. 296.206
Int. CI.' A47C 7/14: F16F l/iK). i/(M)

U.S. CI. 293-133 23 Oaims
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1 In a fluid system of the type including walls defining a

fluid chamber, and structure presenting an opening through
one of said walls for passage of fluid therethrough in the event
of a rise in fiuid pressure within the chamber above a predeter-

mined level, the improvement which comprises
an integral, frangible, centrally apertured, shear relief device

separated from said one wall and located at least partially

within said opening and including a flange portion sur-

rounding the opening and in engagement with the surface

of said one wall adjacent said opening, and a projecting

portion extending into said opening, the /one of juncture
between said flange portion and projecting portion includ-

ing a sharp section;

rod means extending through said aperture of said device tor

restricting the fiow of fluid through said aperture, said one
wall carrying the device thereon being shiftable along the

length of the rod means; and

said device being constructed and arranged in said one wall

for expelling fluid through said opening upon experienc-

ing a fiuid pressure differential thereacross beic^v^ a prede-

termined amount and for shearing al the region of said

juncture with consequent expulsion of the sheared pcirtion

of the device through said opening, upon experiencing a

fiuid pressure differential thereacross abo\e a predeter-

mined amount.

4,426,110

CONTINUOUS ROTATION HYDRAULIC GRAPPLE
Johnny D. Mitchell, Gresham. and Hugh D. Armstrong. Sandy,

both of Oreg.. assignors to Mar Hook & F^iulpment. Inc..

Sandy, Oreg.

Filed Sep. 17. 1981. Ser. No. 303,112

Int. a.' B66C Ii/14

U.S. a. 294—88 5 Oaims
1. A grapple assembly including an upper head connector

for support from a crane boom, a depending head, journal

means supporting said head from said head connector for

reversible continuous rotation relative thereto about an up-

standing axis, a rotator (motor) including an upper p<irtion

supported from said head connector and a lower rotatable

portion supported from said upper portion for reversible con-

tinuous rotation relative thereto about an axis at least substan-

tially coinciding with the first mentioned axis, connector
means establishing a driving connection between said lower
portion and a lower level portion of said head for rotary drive

of the latter by said rotator independent of support of any

appreciable downward loading of the weight of said head or a

load supported therefrom on said rotator lower portion, grap-

ple jaws means pivotally supported from said head for selec-

tive angular displacement relative thereto, reversible hydraulic

motor means operatively connected between said head and
said grapple jaw means for oscillating the latter relative to said

head, said upper and lower portions of said rotator including
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means defining relatively rotatable fluid coupling means in-

cluding at least two ports on said upper rotator portion in

constant fluid communication with a pair of fluid ports on said

I

lower rotator portion throughout rotation of the lower rotator

portion relative to the upper rotator portion, and means defin-

ing fluid pressure passages communicating said lower rotator

fluid ports with said reversible motor means.

4,426,111

AUTOMOBILE RAIN SHIELD
Samuel C. Smith, 210 Hartman Rd., Newton Centre, Mass.
02159

Filed Oct. 29, 1981. Ser. No. 316,325

Int. a.i B60J 1/08
U.S. a. 296—95 R 6 Claims

1. A removable snap-on shield assembly for preventing the

entry of rain water into a vehicle interior through a partially

open window of the vehicle, having a roof provided with a

drip molding, wherein the shield assembly comprises:

a relatively narrow elongated strip of flexible material com-
prising, at spaced intervals along one long side, portions

tapering to a narrow edge, and spaced interiorly from the

tapered edge, an indentation in the surface of the flexible

material;

and clip means for detachably securing the strip to the drip

molding of the roof above at least one window, wherein
each clip comprises a sheet of spring material formed of

one piece with an angularly disposed leg for forced fric-

tion into the drip molding of the vehicle and, spaced apart

from and paralled to the main body of the clip, orthogonal
to the friction leg, a displaced retaining leg formed from a

partially cut out section of the main body of the clip

wherein the outer end of the retaining leg is rolled over in

the direction of the main leg of the clip, which rolled end
fits within the shield indentation to secure the shield re-

movably in place on the vehicle when the shield snaps

onto the clips with a tapered edge of the shield aligned
with each clip.

4,426,112

SLIDING ROOF FOR VEHICLES
Keiji Mori, Toyota, Japan, assignor to Aisin Seiki Kabushiki

Kaisha, Aichi, Japan

Filed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,809
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 13, 1980, 55-

145381[U]

Int. a.3 B60J 7/04
U.S. a. 296-223 7 Qaims

1 A sliding rood for vehicles, comprising:

a vehicle roof having an opening formed therein;

a sliding roof mounted on said vehicle roof for opening or
closing said opening of said vehicle roof;

a rail member provided on opposite side portions of said

opening of said vehicle roof, respectively;

a first and second shoe slidably engaged with each of said

rail members, respectively;

drive cable means operatively connected to said first and
second shoes; and

connecting plate means for operatively connecting each of
said first and second shoes and said sliding roof so as to

form a vertical and width directional clearance therebe-

tween wherein said connecting plate means further com-
prises a connecting plate connected to said roof and a

vertical pin interconnecting said connecting plate and
each of said first and second shoes, said vertical pin being

vertically slidably attached to said connecting plate and
being movably supported in a width direction on said first

and second shoes.

4,426,113

COVER FOR SEAT OF A COLLAPSIBLE STROLLER
Bernard R. Schutz, New York, N.Y., assignor to Fine Art Pillow

&. Specialties Corp., New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 296,960

Int. a.3 A27C 27/00
U.S. a. 297-219 5 Qaims

1. A stroller comprising a frame having first and second
generally parallel spaced members; a seat having a generally

horizontal part and a generally upstanding part, said upstand-

ing part being situated between said frame members, having a

top, an interior surface, and an exterior surface, and comprising
spaced side portions; and means for position-adjustably mount-
ing each of said side portions to a different one of said frame
members, and a cover for lining said seat, said cover having

first and second sides and comprising first and second sections;

each of said sections comprising first and second oppositely

extending securing parts, said securing parts on each of said

sides forming a pair and being spaced from each other, said

first section being adapted to be situated adjacent said interior

surface of said upstanding part, said second section being

adapted to fold over said top of said upstanding part and be
situated adjacent the exterior surface thereof, with said secur-

ing parts in each of said pairs being substantially aligned; and
means for releasably interconnecting said securing parts in
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each of said aligned pairs to form first and second closed loop
structures, each of said structures being adapted to encircle a

.. *

-'•T

different one of said frame members, and at least a part of said

side portion mounted thereto, to secure the cover to said

stroller.

4,426,114

UNITARY SUPPORTING AND SEAT FRAME FOR RIGID
SEAT

Norman J. Kehl, Elk Grove Village, and Richard C. Magnuson,
Island Lake, both of III., assignors to Coach and Car Equip-
ment Corporation, Elk Grove Village, III.

Filed Apr. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 252,057

Int. a.^ A47C 1/12. 7/02
U.S. a. 297-232 14 Claims

1. A multi-passenger, longitudinal, vehicle seat assembly
comprising:

a plurality of separate, discrete seats composed of rigid

material, arranged in a side-by-side relation and compris-
ing means for seating at least three occupants;

each of said rigid seats comprising a substantially horizon-

tally disposed seat portion integral with a substantially

vertically disposed back portion having a seat top and a

substantially continuous peripheral fiange depending
downwardly from the periphery of said seat portion and
extending rearwardly from the periphery of said back
portion;

said peripheral flange comprising a flange portion on each
side of said seat;

a single, unitary supporting and seat frame for all of said

seats;

said frame comprising a pair of end members each having a

substantially hon/ontally disposed portion terminating at

a front end and a substantially vertically disposed portion
terminating at a top end;

a plurality of spaced-apart intermediate members located

between said end members on said frame, each of said

intermediate members having a substantially honzontally
disposed portion Icrminating at a front end and a substan-
tially vertically disposed portion terminating at a top end,

a hon/ontally disposed front frame member attached to the
front ends of said tnd members and intermediate members.

a hori/onlally disposed upper frame member attached to the
substantially vertically disposed portion of said end mem-
bers and said intermediate members below the top ends of
each and above said substantially horizontally disposed
portion of each;

a horizontally disposed rear frame member attached to said

end members and said intermediate members adjacent the
bottom of the substantially vertically disp<ised portion of
each;

said horizontally disp<ised upper frame member being lo-

cated at about armrest height and substantially below said

seat tops;

there being n(^ horizontally disposed frame member above
said upper frame member or between said upper frame
member and said rear frame member.

means for mounting said unitary frame alongside a wall with
said front, rear and upper frame members disposed sub-

stantially parallel to said wall.

and means for mounting said plurality of rigid seats directly

on said unitary frame

4.426,115

FOOT-REST ASSEMBLY FOR A RSHING CHAIR
Gaston Bissonnette, P.O. Box 2461, Freeport, The Bahamas

Filed Jul. 20. 1981, Ser. No. 284,732

Int. a.' A47C 7/50

U.S. CI. 297-423 3 Qaimi

I <*

\

IP-

I
X10

1. A fishing chair in combination with a foot-rest assembly,

said fishing chair comprising a base secured to or resting on a

suporting surface and a seat swivelly mounted on said base for

rotational movement about a vertical pivot axis, and which
chair may include means to adjust the height and/or inclina-

tion of said seat relative to said supporting surface, said foot-

rest assembly comprising:

(a) a pair of spaced legs;

(b) connecting means for removably and pivotally attaching

one end portion of each leg to a respective side of said seat

for pivotal movement of said leg about an axis transverse

to said vertical pivot axis and parallel to the plane of said

supporting surface;

(c) means to adjust said connecting means longitudinally of

the respective legs;

(d) a bar-like foot-rest;

(e) fastening means securing the respective ends of said

bar-like fool-rest to the other end of the respective legs,

said foot-rest extending transversely of said legs;

(0 omnidirectional rollers mounted under the respective

ends of said foot-rest and adapted to contact the support-
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mg surface for supporting said fcwi-rcM abo\c the latter 4,426,117
and for permitting easy pivotal movement of the chair by BRAKK PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE AND A METHOD
a person sitting on the chair uith one ftxit applied to the FOR ITS ASSEMBLY
supponing surface beiueen said legs and the other foot Jochen BurKdorf, Offenbach-Rumpenheim, and Karl Reiner.
resting on the foot-rest, said rollers capable of rolling Schoeffengrund. both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assiKnors to

along any direction on said supporting surface '^ Industries, Inc.. New York, N.Y.
Filed Aug. 26. 1981, Ser. No. 296.394

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Oct 3
1980. 3037459

Int. a.' B60T ^/26
L.S.a.303-6C 14 Qaims

4.426,116

TIRE RIM AND SPOKE ARRANGEMENT TO
DISCOURAGE TIRE THEFT

Paul B. Spivey. Jacksonville. Fla., assignor to Seaboard Coast-
Line Railroad Co., Jacksonville, Fla.

Filed Aug. 11. 1982, Ser. No. 407.126

Int. a:- B60B I/rXJ. 23/W
U.S. a. 301-9 R 4 Claims

t 31 3 ?0 19 26 25 27 2S 23 8 7i5;,3 .1
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1. In combination, a cylindrical rim. designed to carry a tire

around an outer perimeter thereof, and axially slidabiy receiv-

able, along an inner peripheral surface, over a hub having a

plurality of spokes, said hub having a central portion vnth an
axially exending opening therein designed to receive an end
portion of an axle for rotatable movement of said hub on said

axle, said spokes extending radially outwardly, in spaced rela-

tionship, from said central portion and terminating in out-
wardly directed peripheral faces which are circumferentiaily

disposed at the same distance radially from said central por-
tion, said spokes also extending axially on said hub, said rim
being slidabiy receivable axially over said peripheral faces of
said spokes along an axial length thereof and being selectively

securable thereon, the improvement comprising:

A. Notches formed adjacent the peripheral face of one of
said spokes and reducing the circumferential width of said

peripheral face; and
j

B. A pair of raised areas extending toward each other at

spaced apart and diametrically opposed portions of the
inner penpheral surface of said cylindrical rim, each of
said areas having circumferentiaily extending faces and
each of said faces being concentrically disposed with
respect to said inner peripheral surface of said rim, one of
said raised areas having a notch therein at the circumfer-
entiaily extending face thereof, said notch being of a

width, circumferentiaily, greater then the circumferial
width of said peripheral face of said one spoke of said hub;
whereby said rim is axially slidabiy receivable over said

hub when said peripheral face of said one of said spokes is

received within said notch and the other area is received
in a space between a pair of said spokes other than said one
spoke, and whereby said nm is not slidabiy receivable
over a hub not having, on one spoke thereof a compaiable
notched peripheral face.

22 32 21 31 30 W 2 17 B 2i K 3

29

1 A brake pressure control vaKe for a \ehicular brake
system comprising

a housing having a inngiludinal axis, a single inlet adjacent
one end thereof coaxial of said axis and a single outlet

adjacent the other end thereof coaxial of said axis;

a threaded plug screwed into said housing at said outlet
coaxial of said axis, said plug having a first bore therein
coaxial of said axis;

a stepped piston disposed in said housing coaxial of said axis

having a larger-diameter portion guided in said first bore
and a smaller-diameter portion guided in a second bore
formed in said housing adjacent said inlet coaxial of said

axis, said piston having a channel therein coaxial of said

axis, said channel having a valve seat at an end thereof
adjacent said inlet, said piston being axially slidable from a

predetermined inactive position in a closing direction of
said valve against the force of a valve spring bearing
against a fixed stop adjacent said second bore, said fixed

stop being secured to said plug adjacent said first bore; and
a spring-loaded valve closure member disposed in said hous-

ing coaxial of said axis adjacent said inlet in a cooperative
relationship with said valve seat, said closure member
having an inactive position defined by a suppor: formed :n

said housing

4,426,118

FLUID BEARINGS
Mohamed E. .Mohsin, .Manchester, England, assignor to Na-

tional Research Development Corporation, London, England
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 39,440, .May 15, 1979, Pat. No.

4.307,918. This application Nov. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 317,857
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Nov. 7, 1980,

8035914

Int. a.' F16C 32/06
U.S. CI. 308—5 R 9 Claims

Hi 10 onih) *'
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1 A fluid bearing comprising:

first and second bearing members, adapted for relative
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movement relative the one to the other and separated by
a fluid film in use;

a recess formed in said first bearing member and adapted for

connection in use to a pressurized supply of fluid; said

recess presenting leading and trailing ends relative to said

relative movement, and also presenting a mouth region

confronting the surface of said second bearing member;
means defining a circulation path including a conduit de-

fined by bounding walls, an inlet to said conduit located in

proximity to said mouth region and to said trailing end of

said recess, and an outlet from said conduit into said recess

located in proximity to said mouth region and to said

leading end of said recess, whereby in use said fluid may
circulate from said mouth region through said inlel and
said conduit and back through said outlet into said mouth
region;

and pressure-enhancing means included in said conduit and
adapted in use to interact with said circulating fiuid

whereby to cause the pressure of said fluid at said outlet to

be higher than said pressure of said fiuid at said inlet

4,426,119

BALL BEARING SLIDE UNIT FOR LINEAR MOTION
Tatsuo Mottate, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Nippon Thomp-

son Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 294,764

Gaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 20, 1981, 56-

56977[U]; Jun. 26, 1981, 56-10(}102

Int. CI.' F16C 29/06
U.S. CI. 308—6 C 3 Claims

-£Wnip

*f

3. A ball bearing slide unit for linear motion wherein said

slide unit is mounted on a track rail of rectangular cross section

having linear track surfaces symmetrically at both vertical side

surfaces, said slide unit including a body provided with track

surfaces opposing said track surfaces on said track rail, with

linear return holes running parallel to said track surfaces, and
with direction changing paths which connect both ends of said

track surfaces and said return holes respectively, said body
track surfaces, return holes, and direction changing paths

forming circulating paths where groups of balls endlessly

circulate supporting a load and rolling between both track

surfaces, track end retainers which make contact externally

with both ends of the track surfaces of the track portion pro-

vided symmetrically at the channel shaped inner surfaces of

the slide unit body and with both ends of the return holes and

which form part of the direction changing paths which con-

nect said track surfaces to said return holes, and side plates

which make contact externally with said track end retainers

and which form said direction changing paths together with

said track end retainers, said track end retainers and said side

plate being of large circular shape in general, and the portion

providing the direction changing paths which connect to said

return holes projecting outwardly in an upwardly inclined

direction forming circular ear like shapes, and thus providing a

bear head like contour, said track end retainers and said side

plates being mounted in like shaped recesses in said body, and

also in that a mounting hole drilled on the slide unit for fasten-

ing an attached body fixedly on said slide unit is formed with

a female thread portion IcKated at the upper part of the hole

and is formed with a cylindrical guide surface located at the

lower part of the hole with sufficient length to accurately and

securely fit, guide and hold a mounting boll from the bottom.

and the top surface of the slide unit is finished for mounting and
the bottom surface around the mounting hole is countcrhored
to be a regulating surface for mounting

4,426,120

SECTIONED CABINFrr FOR R(W)M AIR
CONDITIONING UNIT

Walter T. Johnson, Fridley, and Nelson B. Gross, Champlin,

both of Minn., assignors to .McQuay Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
Filed Apr. 20. 1981, Ser. No. 255.555

Int. CI.' A47B Hl/iU)

U.S. CI. 312-100 3 Claims

>"
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1 A sectioned cabinet for a verliciil, room air conditioning

unit, comprising

a lower housing sectinn having walls ilefimnj! j generally

rectangular enclosure and a cross section iif preileler-

mined dimensions;

means attached within said lower housing seclioii for sup

porting air conditioning components including a heal

exchanger and a blower;

an upper housing section including walls defining a gener

ally rectangular enclosure and a cross-section suhslan

lially the same as said lower housing, said upper section

being dimensioned to permit telescoping said upper hous-

ing section onto saul lower housing section in a storage or

shipment position, and

means, substantially flush with said walls while in the stor-

age or shipment position, for securing said upper housing

section to said lower housing section in stacked relation-

ship in a use position to provide an elongate cabinet for a

vertical r(K)m air conditioning unit with said upper hous-

ing section comprising an air passage for the air condilion-

ing unit in a use position,

said upper and lower housing sections being square in cross

section and dimensioned to permit stacking said upper

housing section on said lower housing section in the use

positions by rotating it one-quarter turn or one-half turn

from the storage or shipment position
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4,426,121

PLUG FOR MASKING SWITCHING CONTACTS
Anneliese Stoewe, and Gunter Hegner, both of B€rlin, Fed. Rep.

of Germany, assignors to Krone GmbH, Berlin, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed .May 2«, 1981, Ser. No. 267,848
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 18.

1980, 8016168[U]

Int. a.' HOIR 13/44
U.S. a. 339-38 3 Gaims

! U

1. A plug for masking the insertion opening access to switch-
ing contacts in a terminal strip to prevent inadvertent connec-
tion to the contacts, said plug comprising:

a body portion;

an upper pulling head extending in one direction from said
body portion;

spring tongue means extending in the opposite direction
from said body portion;

locking projections on said spring tongue means;
extensions on said spring tongue means beneath said locking

projections, said extensions being adapted for separating
switching contacts in the terminal strip; and

a central guiding web extending from said body portion in

the same direction as said spring tongue means;
said body portion, pulling head, spring tongue means, lock-

ing projections and central guiding web all being inte-

grally formed of a unitary piece of electrically insulative
material;

said body portion being wider than said pulling head or said
spring tongue means or said central guiding web so as to
fully mask the insertion opening of the terminal strip;

said plug being adapted to be mounted to a terminal strip to
make externally inaccessible the insertion openings therein
and to cover a substantial portion of the lateral surface of
the terminal strip m the vicinity of the contact access
openings, and when said plug is so mounted to the termi-
nal strip said spring tongue means and said central guiding
web enter corresponding openings in the terminal strip,

and said locking projections engage corresponding reces-
ses in the terminal strip.

4,426,122

MICROCOMPUTER ADAPTED TO BE CONNECTED TO
A SUPPLEMENTARY ORCUIT PLACED IN A

CARTRIDGE
Lucien Lainez; Gerard Brandeiong, both of Moulins, and Marie

N. Jacquemin, Yzeure, ail of France, assignors to Thomson-
Brandt, Paris, France

Filed Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 246,640
Claims priority, application France, Mar. 21, 1980, 80 06403

Int. G.' HOIR 9/09
U.S. G. 339-45 M

| ,5 Qaims
1. A microcomputer comprising a casing enclosing at least

one main circuit and provided with an aperture, a lid pivotally
mounted on said casing and movable between an open position
wherein said aperture is exposed and a closed position wherein
said lid closes said aperture, said aperture being adapted to
receive a cartridge enclosing at least one extension circuit
adapted to be connected to said main circuit by application
under pressure of connecting means associated with said exten-

sion circuit onto internal contact means associated with said
main circuit, said pressure being applied when said lid is in said
closed position, cartridge support means coupled to said casing
and movable with respect to said lid for supporting said car-
tridge, means on said lid whereby motion of said lid between
said positions causes said cartridge support to move relative to
said lid in a predetermined manner, said microcomputer fur-
ther compnsing pressure limiting means for limiting the magni-

- .^. > r ^

tude of said pressure applying said connecting means onto said
internal contact means, said pressure limiting means acting
over a selected range of dimensional tolerances of the car-
tridge, said pressure limiting means comprising elastic means
connected to said cartridge support and adapted to apply,
when said lid is in said closed position, a substantially constant
force on a surface of said cartridge, which surface is located
opposite to a surface thereof which comprises said connecting
means.

4,426,123
CAM ACTUATED ZERO INSERTION CONNECTOR

ASSEMBLY
Uon T. Ritchie, .Mechanicsburg; Gair W. Snyder, Jr., York,
and John A. Woratyla, Camp Hill, ail of Pa., assignors to
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, Pa.

Filed Mar. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 240,525
Int. G.3 HOIR 13/62

U.S. G. 339-75 MP 6 Gaims

1. A low entry force electrical connector system for making
interconnection with an array of conductive holes of a circuit

board or the like, comprising:

a plug assembly having a housing with a mating face and a

plurality of terminals mounted in said housing each with a
beam portion extending beyond said mating face;

a header assembly having means to mount said header as-

sembly on a circuit board and spaced walls defining a plug
receiving cavity enclosing an array of conductive holes in

said circuit board, cam means mounted in one end of said

header assembly adapted to act on said plug assembly
whereby when said plug assembly is initially engaged in

said header assembly said beam portions extend at least

partially into each respective conductive hole in said

circuit board and upon actuation of said cam means said
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plug assembly is driven transversely with respect to said

header a.ssembly to bring said beam portions into engage-

ment with walls of the respective conductive holes.

4,426,124

FEED THROUGH .MANDREL FOR SUBMERSIBLE
PUMP

Joseph E. Vandevier, Garemore, Okla., assignor to Hughes Tool

Company, Houston, Tex.

Filed Oct. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 308,057

Int. G.' HOIR 9/11

U.S. G. 339—94 M 4 Gaims

4. In a submersible pump installation within a well of the

type having a plurality of electrical conductors extending

upwardly within a high pressure zone in well conduit, an

improved means for connecting the conductors through a

pressure barrier structure to a low pressure zone, comprising in

combination:

a tubular housing mounted to a passage in the structure;

a rigid metal jacket having a cylindrical exterior sealingly

received in the housing, the jacket having a conical hole

extending through it for each of the conductors, with a

smaller end on a low pressure end of the jacket and a

larger end on a high pressure end of the jacket;

stop means on the low pressure end of the jacket for prevent-

ing movement of the jacket toward the low pressure zone;

a conductor rod for each conductor, each conductor rod

having a sheath bonded tu it with a conical exterior that

mates with one of the holes, the rods having ends that

protrude from the jacket for connection to one of the

cables in the low and high pressure zones;

a plate having an aperture for inserting around each rod,

each aperture being of lesser diameter than the larger

diameters of the holes, the plate bearing against ends of

the sheaths on the high pressure end of the jacket to cause

the sheaths to seal against the jacket; and

retaining means for retaining the plate in sufficient compres-

sion against the sheaths to form a seal between the sheaths

and jacket to prevent pressure leakage through the holes

of the jacket;

the sheaths being of a material selected from the group

consisting of glass bonded mica, ceramic, and aluminum

oxide.

4,426,125

FLAT CABLE ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
Christopher L. Crawford, Harrisburg, Pa., assignor to AMP

Incorporated, Harrisburgh, Pa.

Continuation-in-pari of Ser. No. 204,099, Nov. 5, 1980, Pat. No.

4,341,430. This application Aug. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 294,675

Int. G.' HOIR 23/66
U.S. G. 339—99 R 4 Gaims

4i

I A flat conductor cable electrical connector, comprising, a

base, a holder pivoted to the base and having a p<x;ket receiv-

ing multiple electrical conductors of a flat conductor cable,

multiple electrical terminals mounted on the base and having

terminal lead portions projecting from the base, conductor
engaging portions projecting toward the pocket for penetrat-

ing the cable and engaging respective conductors to establish

electrical connections therewith, the base being integrally

formed with a hinge pin located along a first end, the cover
being integrally formed with hook portions kxatcd along a

first end and pivotally mounted on the hinge pin. the cover

providing a rigid cable supporting enclosure and having termi-

nal guiding channels therein intercepting ihc cable receiving

pocket; the conductor engaging portions being remote from

the guiding channels allowing receipt of the cable in the piKket

without impediment so ihal upon pivoting the holder toward
the base, the conductor engaging portu)ns enter into the chan-

nels and penetrating the cable and establishing electrical con-

nections with the conductors, the holder comprising a manu-
ally actuatahle lever projecting outwardly away from the himk
portions, and the conductor engaging portions of the terminals

being located nearer the axis of the hinge pin then a second end

of the base opposite the first end of the base

4,426,126

LIGHTING FIXTURE CONNECTING DEVICE WITH
SAFF:TY MEANS

Hendrik A. J. De Vos, and Elzear R. I^bouliere, both of Swan-

sea, both of Mass., assignors to GTE Products Corporation,

Stamford, Conn.

Filed Nov., 1981, Ser. No. 318,184

Int. G." HOIR 13/46

U.S. G. 339—125 R 9 Gaims
1. A device for connecting a substantially vertically oriented

lighting fixture to an electrical junction housing, said device

comprising

a first plate member for being secured to said electrical

junction housing and including at least one elongated

opening therein;

a second plate member for being secured to said lighting

fixture and for being removably connected to said first

plate member, said second plate member including at least

one projecting tab member located thereon or forming

part thereof and adapted for being inserted within said

elongated opening of said first plate member in a first

direction and thereafter moved in a second direction to

engage said first plate member, said second plate member
adapted for iKcupying a first, closed pt)sition against said

first plate member and for pivoting lo a second, open

p<^sition hxated at a predetermined angle from said first

plate member;

means for detachably securing said first and second plate
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members when said second plate member occupies said

first, closed p<isition agamst said first plate member, and
safet> means for preventing accidental removal of said sec-
ond plate member from said first plate member when said
second plate member occupies said second, open position
with respect to said first plate member, said safet\ means

4,426,127

COAXIAL CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY
James Kubota, Amherst, N.H., assignor to Omni Spectra, Inc..

Merrimack, N.H.

Filed Nov. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 324,113
Int. CI.' HOIR 17/ IH

L.S. a. 339-177 R 11 Qaims

I

6. A connector assembly of the pluggable type for electri-
cally coupling two ends of a coaxial circuit configuration
including (A) a male plug assembly comprising (1) an electri-

cally conductive inner conductor pin member for electrical
connection to a coaxial circuit inner conductor, and (2) an
electrically conductive outer conductor member, electrically
isolated from and surrounding said electrically conductive pin
member in part, and (B) a mating female receptacle assembly
having a bore of generally complementary profile for accom-
modating said male plug assembly, said female receptacle
a.ssembly comprising (1) an electrically conductive inner con-
ductor contact member for receiving and contacting said male
plug assembly inner conductor pin member. (2) an electrically
conductive outer conductor contact member electrically iso-

lated from and surrounding said electrically conductive inner
conductor conUct assembly in part, for receiving and contact-
ing said male plug assembly outer contact member, said female
receptacle assembly outer conductor contact member having a
resiliently flexible spring conUct member which is (a) nor-
mally displaced in part from contact with said receptacle bore
interior profile, and which, upon engagement of said male plug

assembly electrically conductive outer conductor member (b)
flexes outwardly to more closely conform to said receptacle
bore mtenor profile, and which, upon continued insertion of
said male plug assembly (c) presses progressively into engage-
ment with said male plug assembly electrically conductive
outer conductor member, and (3) an electrically conductive
hood member electrically connected to and surrounding, in

part, said female receptacle assembly inner conductor contact
member, said resiliently flexible spring contact member com-
prising an electrically conductive elastomer.

4,426,128

BRUSH CONTACTS
Samuel J. Costello, Nineveh, and Eric R. Sohne, Hartwick, both

of N.Y.. assignors to The Bendix Corporation, Southfield,
Mich.

Filed Nov. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,496
Int. a.' HOIR 4/18

L .S. a. 339-276 T 5 Qaims

••
']

including a projecting segment located on or forming part
of said first plate member, said tab member engaging said

projecting segment when said second plate member occu-
pies said second open position to prevent said tab member
from moving in a direction substantially opposite to said
second direction

^
9\.

r'

J

I In a brush contact of the type including a plurality of
parallel contact wires having one end of each received in one
end of a formable metal elongated sleeve holder, said contact
wires arranged with one wire located centrally of the rest of
said contact wires, each of the rest of said contact wires ar-

rayed about the periphery of said centrally located contact
wire, with the holder formed with a plurality of crimps sub-
stantially aligned about the circumference of said holder and
each of said recesses extending along the length of said holder
and also extending inwardly to retain the contact wires therein,

the improvement wherein said plurality of crimps comprise a

number of generally Vee-shaped crimp recesses having sides

formed into said holder arranged about the circumference of
said holder, and the sides of said crimp recesses extending
parallel to the length of said holder; said number of said crimp
recesses being one less than the number of said contact wires;

and each crimp recess extending inwardly intermediate an
adjacent pair of said contact wires arrayed about said centrally

located contact wire.

4,426,129

OPTICAL HBER AND METHOD OF PRODUONG THE
SAME

Hiroyoshi Matsumura, Saitama; Toshio Katsuyama, Hachiouji,
and Tsuneo Sugajiuma, Tokorozawa, all of Japan, assignors to

Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Jan. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 223,747

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 11, 1980, 55-1330;
Mar. 7, 1980, 55-28149; Aug. 18, 1980, 55-112741

Int. a.' G02B 5/14; C03B 19/00
L.S. CI. 350—%.33 12 Claims

1. An optical fiber having an optical waveguide and a jacket

mounted on said waveguide, charactenzed in that said wave-
guide comprises a circular core and a circular cladding having
a refractive index lower than that of said core, and said jacket
consists of a first jacket having an elliptical outer shape and
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formed on said waveguide and a second jacket having ;i circu-

lar outer shape and formed on said first jacket

8. A method of producing a pn-form rod for an optical fiber

having a circular core, an elliptical inlcrmedialc layer and an

outermost layr having a suhstaniially circular surface, com-
prising the steps of:

(1) forming a plurality of glass layers on the inner wall of a

glass tube, the innermost core layer of the glass layers

being made of a glass material having a softening point

higher than ihat of an intermediate layer between said

glass tube and said innermost core layer, and said glass

lube having a higher softening poinl than that of said

intermediate layer;

incident wave energy at said first surface into at least

angularly divergent zero and first diffraclion orders trav-

eling in said layer toward a second surface thereof situated

opposite the first surface thereof, and

second means including a second effective sinusoidal phase

grating of said given time spacing d and a physical ampli

tude \y. said second grating being formed by a relief

pattern on said second surface of said laver. said seeond

surface of said layer being bound H\ .in exiling medium
that exhibits a third index-of-refraction n; different from

n;. said second means diffracting said respective diffrac-

tion orders traveling in said layer and mcideni on said

second surface and thereby giving rise in said exiting

medium to interfering diffraction orders that combine to

form an output beam corresponding to a first diffraction

order, said output beam containing a certain proportion of

said incident wave energy having a value which is a func-

tion of the respective values of \. a. d. n|. nj. n\. I .md the

arithmetic mean of A, and \^
wherein A. n, d. n;. nj. n>. t. A, and ,A, have respextive

values that provide a value for said certain proportion ol

s.iid incidi-nt wave energy in said output he.uti whuh is

siuninc.inllv greater than .U'^f

(2) heating and collapsing a part of the glass tube having said

plurality of glass layers formed thereon; and thereafter

(3) collapsing the portion of the glass lube not collapsed in

step (2) by movement of a heating means heating the glass

tube from said part heated for collapsing in step (2) to the

portion of said tube not collapsed in step (2). under the

conditions that the glass tube is rotated at a predetermined

speed and the internal pressure of said glass tube is lower

than the pressure outside of said glass tube, whereby the

core is formed to be circular and the glass tube has said

substantially circular surface, and the intermediate layer

becomes said elliptical intermediate layer.

4,426,130

SEMI-THICK TRANSMISSIVE AND REFLECTIVE
SINLSOIDAL PHASE GRATING STRUCTURES

Karl H. Knop, Zurich, Switzerland, assignor to RCA Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 235,972

Int. CI.' G02B 5/lH

U.S. CI. 350—162.2 22 Claims

A.400

1. A sinusoidal phase grating structure responsive to wave
energy including a given wavelength A traveling in an entering

medium exhibiting a first index-of-refraction ni that is incident

on said structure at a given angle of incidence u; said structure

comprising:

first means including a first effective sinusoidal phase grating

of a given line spacing d and a physical amplitude A^, said

first grating being formed by a relief pattern on a first

surface of a layer of thickness t of material thai is substan-

tially transparent to wave energy of said wavelength A

and which exhibits a second index of refraction n2 differ-

ent from ni, said first surface of said layer being bound by

said entering medium, said first means diffracting said

4,426.131

REPLAC KABI.K DIFFRACTION GRATINCiS FOR
COOLED LASER OPTK S

John G. (inwan, London. Frrgland, assignor to The United States

of America as represented b> the Secretary of the Air Force.

Washington, D.C.

Filed Jan. 13. 1982, Ser. No. 339,206

Int. CI.' G02B y IH

U.S. CI. 350—162.2 2 Claims

23

*Ar>JUM
PUW> lr-~:

t::.

J LJl

1. An optical diffraction grating device, for a high energy

laser system having a ciHiled surface for supporting laser op-

tics, which comprises

a a thin disk of substantially single crystal silicon having

substantially flat, parallel first and second surlaces.

b a plurality of grating lines on said first disk surface.

c. an annular groove on said second disk surface, and,

d vacuum means, communicating with said griMue. for

holding said second disk surface in substantial contact

with said cooled surface of said laser system

4,426,132

PROJECTING DEVICE
Atsuo Tsunoda, Fuchu; Kovo Midorikawa, Tokyo; Hidetoshi

Murase, Yokohama; Mikio Suzuta; Masa/umi Moriwaki.

both of Tokyo; Noritaka Mochizuki, Yokohama; Setsuo

Minami, Kawasaki, and Yoshiya Matsui, Yokohama, all of

Japan, assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 166,965, Jul. 8. 1980, abandoned. This

application Jun. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 500,804

Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 13, 1979. 54-89108

Int. CI.'(;02B .V///<

U.S. CI. 350—167 7 Claims

I. A projecting device, comprising:

plural element lens systems, each system composed i>f at

least one bar lens adapted for imaging a part of the object
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as a pan of a corresponding projected image, each har lens
having an axial length larger than its efTective diameter
wherein said plural element len^ systems, uhen Mev^ed
from one end. are arranged in at least two rows and in a

staggered fashion with one row displaced relative to the
adjacent row b> a distance equal to half the pitch of the
adjacent row.

^-N

4--

II

two grooved blocks m face to face relation for arranging
said plural element lens systems with the grooves nf said
blocks defining twn rows which extend in a particular
direction perpendicular to the optical axes of said sv sterns,

and

an opaque elastomer material filled in the space hetueen the
rows of said element lens systems fr.r preventint; lichi

from entering int. the space and tor permitting fine adiust-

ment of the gro<-)ved blocks.

4.426,133
THISTFD NEMATIC LIQUID CRVSTAI. DISPLAY

PANLL
Fumiaki Funada, Yamatokoriyama; .Shigehiro Minezaki, Ikoma:

Syuichi Kozaki, Vara, and Hisaihi Lede, V\akayama, all of
Japan, assignors to Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha. Osaka. Japan

Filed Dec. 23, 1980, Ser. No. 219,450
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 26. 1979, 54-173728

Int. a. G02F I '13 I 13i
L.S. G. 350-334 9 claims

"3 '«•»>-.

_A P

1 A twisted ncmatic liquid crystal display cell comprising
first and second substrates, first and second p<-)lan?ers asvK.i-
ated with the first and second substrates, respectively, a liquid
crystal material between said substrates, wherein the lf)ngitudi-
nal axes of molecules of the liquid crystal material are twisted
by substantially 9f> degrees between the first and the second
substrates, characterized in that

a first angle A F is substantially 74" to 84", a second angle P
Tp IS substantially 3" to H", and

a third angle A r^ is substantially - 3" to 8" wherein the
positive direction of angular rotation is defined as the
direction of the helical angle of the liquid crystal material.
P and A are the polarization directions of the first and
second p<jlarizers. respectively, r,. is the direction of the
longitudinal axes of liquid crystal molecules adjacent the
first polarizer having the direction of polarization P, and
r^ IS the direction of the longitudinal axes of liquid crystal
molecules adjacent the second p<^)larizcr having the direc-
tion of polanzation A

4,426,134
TMRFF AND FOUR PRODUCT SURFACE-WAVE

ACOUSTO-OPTIC TIME INTEGRATING CORRELATORS
Irwin J. Abramovitz; Norman J. BcrR. both of Baltimore, Md.,
and Michael W. Casseday. Washington, D.C., assignors to The
United States of America as represented by the SecreUry of
the Army. Washington, D.C.

Filed No?. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317.687
Int. a.' G02F ////

U.S. a. 350-358 ,2 Qaims

,h-.
en

<

.'^
•

I A device for processing spread-spectrum and othvr wide-
hand communications and radar signals to obtain at least a
three product, time integrated, correlated output signal, com-
prising

a source f)f a laser light beam
beam splitting means for splitting the laser light beam into a

first beam and a second beam;
first beam forming means for forming the first beam into a

first sheet beam,

second beam forming means for forming the second beam
into a second sheet beam, the plane of the second sheet
beam being orthogonal to the plane of the first sheet beam;

a first acousto-optic medium, having an axis and a planar
surface extending between opposite first and second ends,
which IS disposed in the path of the first sheet beam such
that the first sheet beam traverses the first medium inter-

mediate the first medium ends along and parallel to the
first medium surface;

a second acousto-optic medium, having an axis and a planar
surface extending between opposite first and second ends,
which IS disposed in the path of the second sheet beam
such that the plane of the second medium surface is nor-
mal to the plane of the first medium surface and the sec-
ond sheet beam traverses the second medium intermediate
the second medium ends along and parallel to the second
medium surface;

a first acoustic transducer, dispensed at the first end of the
first acousto-optic medium and supplied with a first signal
to be correlated, for propagating the first signal on the
first medium surface in the direction of the second end of
the first acousto-optic medium so as to cause a first diffrac-
tion of the first sheet beam with the first signal;

a second acoustic transducer, disposed at the second end of
the first acousto-optic medium and supplied with a second
signal to be correlated, for propagating the second signal
on the first medium surface in the direction of the first end
of the first acousto-optic medium so as to cause a second
diffraction of the first sheet beam with the second signal;

a third acoustic transducer, disposed at the first end of the
second acousto-optic medium and supplied with a third
signal to be correlated, for propagating the third signal on
the second medium surface in the direction of the second
end of the second acousto-optic medium so as to cause a
first diffraction of the second sheet beam with the third
signal,

first beam shaping means, disposed in the path of the dif-

fracted first sheet beam, for shaping the diffracted first

sheet beam into a first rectangular beam;
second beam shaping means, disposed in the path of the
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diffracted second sheet beam, for shaping the diffracted

second sheet beam into a second rectangular beam;

beam combining means for combining the first and second

rectangular beams; and

time integrating photodetecting means, disposed m the path

of the combined beans for generating the at least three

product, time integrated, correlated output signal from
the combined beams.

4,426,135

LENS ATTCHMENT FOR FORMING WIDE-RANGING
IMAGES

Minoru Hashiya, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Shinano Kikaku
Co.. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

per No. PCT/JP79/00003, § 371 Date Jan. 22. 1980. § 102(e)

Date Aug. 13, 1979, PCT Pub. No. WO79/01091. PCT Pub.

Date Dec. 13, 1979

PCT Filed Jan. 5. 1979, Ser. No. 194,297

Claims priority, application Japan, May 22, 1978, 53/61295;

Nov. 17, 1978. 53/142462

Int. a.' G02B 7/02. I3/()H. 15/02

U.S. a. 350—422 3 Claims

8,9 '0
^

1516

1 A lens attachment for forming wide-ranging images,

which comprises a master lens 3, a front member 1 and a rear

member 2, said front member and rear member including

cylindrical lenses and being located in front of said master lens,

said cylindrical lenses being made of optical plastics and being

combined on a mount 17, said each lens and said mount includ-

ing tenons and recesses so as to allow said lenses and said

mount to be connected from one to another in a fitting relation-

ship, said tennons and said recesses being produced axially

with the lens axis, whereby precise centering of said lenses is

provided by engaging the tennons and recesses ol said lenses

and by engaging said tennons and recesses of said lenses and

said mount.

lens element with a convex surface thereof facing toward
the image side.

converging third lens means including a positive meniscus

lens element with a concave surface thereof facing toward
the image side.

converging fourth lens means including a positive lens com-
posed of a mutually cemented negative lens element and a

p<isitive lens element, and

converging fifih lens means

4.426.137

GAUSS TYPE PHOTOGRAPHK I.KNS
Ikuo Mori, Kawasaki, Japan, assignor to Nippon Kogaku K.K..

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 3. 1982, Ser. No. 345,364

Claims priority, application Japan. Feb. 10, 1981. 56-17404

Int. CI.' G02B 7,i>4. V 42

U.S. CI. 350—471 6 Claims

' 1..'-./
••

4,426,136

PROJECTION LENS WITH LONG WORKING DISTANC K
Hideo Hirose, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nippon Kogaku K.K.,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 5, 1981, Ser. No. 260,775

Claims priority, application Japan, May 16, 1980, 55-64050

Int. CI.' C;02B 9/62. <J/64

U.S. CI. 350—463 20 Claims

1 A (jauss ivpe photographic lens for forming an image of

an ob|i'ct at a predetermineti image plane comprising, in sue

cession from the object side, a first lens component of posiiive

refractive power including a positive meniscus lens having ils

convex surface facing the object side and being disposed at a

fixed distance from the image plane, a second lens component
of negative refraciive power including a positive lens and a

negative lens and being disposed at .i fixed distance Irom the

image plane, a third lens component of negative refractive

power including a lugalive lens and .i positive lens ,iiid biing

disposed movahlv along the optical axis relative to the im.ige

plane, and a fourth lens componeni of positive refraiiive

power including a positive lens and being ilisposed mov.ihlv

along the optical axis relative to the image pi.me. said photo

graphic lens being constructed so that focusing thereof is »•!

fected by movement of both said third anil tourih lens lompo
nents, but by iliffereni amounts, wlu-rehv iitipiovid .iberr.iih"!

correction for short distance loi using is achieveil

4,426,138

HEAD P()Sm()NIN(; DKVICK
John J. Sheridan, 1551 Calhoun St., New Orleans, la. 71108

Filed Aug. 27. 1981, Ser. No. 296.8H7

Int. CI.' (;02( I <IM I IK I

U.S. CI, 351— 158 10 Claims

i:"-:s;

1 A projection lens system with a working distance two or

more times longer than the focal length of the total system for

projecting a magnified image of an object, comprising in order

from the image side:

divergmg first lens means including a positive lens element

and a negative lens element;

diverging second lens means including a negative meniscus

S

„, t£^;
'.'^"

1>
V /

(^ ,„

1 A head positioning device comprising

(a) eyeglasses having a lens frame and rearwartlly extending

temple arms; and

(b)al least one level iiuIk .iting means pivot.div v.lined by ai
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least one of said temple arms and pivotallv adjustable \Mth 4,426,140
respect to said temple arms to facilitate a desired spatial REFRACTOR SUSPENSION SYSTEM
attitude of the head when said eyeglasses are worn by a Donn E. Stephens, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Bausch A Lomb
user Incorporated, Rochester, N.V.

Filed Aug. II, 1980, Ser. No. 177,145

Int. a.' A61B 3/02
L.S. a. 351-204 5 aaims

4.426.139

PROGRF^SSIVE ADDITION LENS
Raoul F. van Ligten. and Veo K. Kee. both of Singapore. Singa-

pore, assignors to Polycore Optical Ptc. Ltd., Singapore,

Singapore

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 322,431, Nov. 18, 1981.

abandoned. This application Apr. 8, 1982. Ser. No. 366.540

Int. a. G02C 7/06

L.S. a. 351— 169

T

1 Apparatus for supporting and positioning the halves of

6 Claims refractor, each half having an optical axis, said apparatus com-
prising

(a) support means,

(hi rt-fraotor support plate; and

(ci means, secured between said support means and said
retractfir support plate, for pivoting said refractor support
plate ahr,ui an axis substantially coincident with an axis in

the plane f)f and centered between said optical axes said

means for pivf)ting being offset from said plane.

;-i

1 A progressive power lens having a distance portion at the

top and a reading portion at the bottom connected by a central

corridor wherein the power varies in said central corridf)r and
merges smoothly into said distance and reading portions

wherein said central corridor is defined bv X; as the height

measured from the reference plane (>, Z) in mm. as follows

X- ,'• . & . !

t\ (.^J*/. '^l'' ,^>-(/ rv'/. M

A: formulatir.n 'if distance portir)n

t correction term to satisfy boundarv conditions with

iisl<incu :•' r'l'.n

'; '.'ir> ',

d./.^ .

'Jfl
/-

(-^>'=^

-4
I

M:/^

Ai
\ft*t in

I'' 92}

n = refractive index of lens material

P! and p2 are pnncipal radii of the surface defined by t|

y ^ccKjrdinate oi y

Z - cfxjrdinate of Z
C IS a constant connected with the addition of p<^)wer from

the distance to the reading p<jrtion in diopters

0^p^l4
q =
r^8.

4,426,141

BRICHT RING KERATOSCOPE
Harry F. Holcomb, 4501 Mission Bay Dr., San Diego, Calif.

92100

Filed Apr. 23, 1981. Ser. No. 256,754

Int. CI.' A61B i//0, iA/;
l.S. (1351-212 10 Claims

t Tl IMttltM I t M I

:y ,

/

1 A device for judging corneal astigmatism comprising
a retaining means,

a transparent ring held in said retaining means and including

a flat polished top surface,

inner and outer surfaces depending from opposite edges of

said top surface,

and a beveled unpolished surface on the opposite surface

frr)m said top surface
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4,426,142

CAMERA EMPLOYING A FLASH ILLUMINATION
DEVICE AND A FLASH PHOTOGRAPHING SYSTEM

Yukio lura, Yokosuka; Masayoshi Yamamichi, Kanagawa;

Takashi L'chiyama, Kanagawa: Tetsuya Taguchi, Kanagawa,
and Yukio Mashimo, Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Canon
Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 50,325, Jun. 20, 1981, Pat. No.

4,319.814, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 731,225, Oct. 12,

1976. abandoned, which is a continuation of Scr.<No. 563,446.

Mai. 31, 1975. abandoned. This application Oct. 29, 1981, Ser.

No. 316,516

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 1, 1974, 49-36793;

Apr. I. 1974, 49-36794

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Mar. 16,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI.' fM3B 7/QHS. 15/05

l.S. CI. 354—412 37 Claims

(Hilpul representing an overexposure whenever the

amount of exposure provided by the light reflect'."d from

the object being photographed reaches an arbitrary multi-

ple of the proper value.

and means for indicating the occurrence of an overexposure

in response to an output from the detecting means when
the time factor signal is present

ii
I.

' «W (Hi"'

Ii
;, <

»il«iIJi

.r i» s.
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4,426,144

POWER SUPPLY UNIT SHARED BV f AMERA S MOTOR
DRIVE AND ELECTRONIC H ASH

Mitsuo Kawazoc, Hachioji, Japan, assignor to Olympus Optical

Co. Ltd.. Tokyo. Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 75,223, Sep. 13. 1979, abandoned. This

application Jan. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 342.992

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 25. 1978, 53/131426

Int. CI.'(K)3B 15/03. I/IH

U..S. CI. 354— 145.1 II Claims

12, An exposure Kintrol svstem according to claim II.

wherein the del'ininp means lias a coupling member for cou-

pling the earner,' to different interchangeable objective lenses,

the initial posiii >ii of said member being the same for each

interchangeable i/hicclive lens

4,426,143

OVFREXPOSURE INDICATOR FOR AN AUTOMATIC
ELECTRONIC FLASH

K»7.uni>ri Miztikami. Hachioji, Japan, assignor to Olympus
Optical Company, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 406,204

rinims priority, application Japan, Oct. 21, 1981, 56-168233

Int. C1.'C;03B 15/05

U.S. CI. 354—416 9 Claims

^.•

• Jf

•m

I An overexposure indicator for an automatic electronic

flash, comprising:

means for producing and delivering an emission terminate

signal to an electronic flash whenever an amount of expo-

sure provided by light reflected from an object being

photographed which is illuminated by flashlight from an

electronic flash reaches a proper value corresponding to a

preset film speed;

means responsive to the emission terminate signal for pro

ducing a time factor signal of a given duration which is

synchronized willi the emission terminate signal;

means for detecting an overexposure and for prcHJucing an

* .** ( if*-
iorr

' A *< I i»

1 ..t*tj.l*.
,-*ir-xiM.

—

r

_ ' rtr.ljiT J~

^! I

I Power supply apparatus lor a camera, said power supply

apparatus capable of be-ing shared between a film winding

motor drive for said tamera and an electronic flash therefor,

comprising

power source means for supplying energy for operating said

motor ilnve and said electronic flash.

means for selectively coupling energy from said power

source means to said electronic flash,

detecting means for delecting the operating stale of said film

winding motor drive and having a first state when said

motor drive is operating and a second state when said

motor drive is not operating.

inhibiting means for inhibiting said means for se-leclively

coupling energy to said electronic flash,

means coupled to said detecting means and responsive to

said first state for operating said inhibiting means,

said inhibiting means including a switching circuit for inhib-

iting said means for selectively coupling energy to said

electronic flash during the lime interval that said film

winding motor drive is activated,

said detecting means additionally comprising detector cir-

cuit means coupled to said motor drive lor delecting an

activation of said film winding motor drive and for pro

ducing an energization detected signal in rcsi^onsc therelo

and

means responsive to said film winding contrt)l signal for

inhibiting said means for selectively coupling energy to

said electronu flash.
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4.426.145

LENS SHLTTER CAMERA
Akihiko Hashimoto. Hachioji, Japan, assignor to Oiympus

Optical Company. Ltd.. Tokyo. Japan
Filed Jun. 7. 1982, Ser. No. 385.841

Oaims priority, application Japan, Aug. 10. 1981. 56-125540-
Aug. 10. 1981. 56-125541

Int. C\.- G03B J 10 ^'OH
L.S. a. 354-195.1 26 Claims

^%q
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4,426,146

FOCAL-PLANE LEAF SHUTTER
Rolf Seifert; Hans Zimmet; Herbert Welzel, and Ix)thar

Reschke. all of Dresden, German Democratic Rep., assignors
to V EB Pentacon Dresden Kamera und Kinowerke, Dresden,
German Democratic Rep.

Filed Feb. 8. 1982, Ser. No. 346,835
Claims priority, application German Democratic Reo Mar

11.1981.228187

Int. CI.' G03B 9/36. 9/IH
CS. n. 354-246

3 c.j^.

\-

ing

1 A r.)eal-p!ane shutter for photographic cameras compris-

I A lens shutter camera comprismg:
a movable lens barrel carrymg a taking lens and adapted to

perform a distance adjustment of the taking lens through a
movement thereof,

a first cam formed on the movable lens barrel and havmg a
continuous excursion in the direction of the optical axis of
the taking lens for performing a distance adjustment of the
taking lens;

a guide pin fixedly mounted on a stationar> member which
supports the movable lens barrel in a movable manner, the
guide pin being adapted to engage the first cam,

a ring disposed for rotation about the optical axis of the
taking lens;

a second cam formed in one surface of the ring and having
a continuous excursion and being arranged a predeter-
mined distance from the center of rotation thereof, the
rotation of the ring in one direction causing a movement
of the lens barrel and the rotation of the ring in the oppo-
site direction occurring independent from the lens barrel
and causing a shutter to be operated;

position detecting means for detecting the initial angular
position of the ring as well as an angular position corre-
sponding to a photographing distance established and an
angular position where a shutter is to be operated;

said shutter including shutter blade means disposed in align-
ment with the optical axis of the taking lens so as to be
opened and closed;

a shutter controlling electromagnet; '^

blade opening and closing means engageable with the sec-
ond cam formed on the ring and including a spring which
IS used to close said shutter blade means and also including
an interlocking mechanism connected to the shutter blade
means and the shutter controlling electromagnet, the
rotation of said nng being effective to open the shutter
blade means by cooperation with the action of the second
cam whenever the electromagnet is energized, the shutter
blade means being closed by the spnng whenever the
electromagnet is deenergized;

and a drive source for rotating the nng

(a) a support plate.

(b) first groups of shutter opening L-aves having a main leaf
and secondary leaves,

(c) a second group of shutter closing leaves having a main
leaf and secondary leaves, the main leaves serving to form
between them an exposure aperture during a part of the
shutter exposure movement,

(d) a first pair of carrier levers movable in a plane parallel to
the plane of the shutter,

(f i a second pair of carrier levers also movable in a plane
parallel to the plane of the shutter.

(f) each carrier lever being pivotaily mounted on said sup-
port plate on a first axis and pivotaily mounted on the
respective main leaf on a second axis, whereby the carrier
levers form two parallelogram linkages with said supnort
plate and main leaves,

(g) said second pair of carrier levers having the same said
first axis, and

(h) pivot means for connecting the secondary leaves of each
group to the respective carrier levers at positions interme-
diate said carrier levers first and second axes.

4,426,147
MEANS FOR CONTROLLING AN INTERCHANGEABLE

LENS TYPE CAMERA
Kazuo Shiozawa, and Hiroshi Sawano, , both of Hachioji, Japan,

assignors to Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,462
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 16, 1981, 56-36588

Int. a.3G03B 17/00
U.S. a. 354-286 is Qaims

J

1. In a controlling means for a camera for determining a
photographic condition, in which there is provided on a side of
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an attachable interchangeable lens an information transmission

means to transmit information necessary for the determination

of a photographing condition for such lens, which is fed to an

information processing unit within the camera body through a

contact connected at the time when the interchangeable lens is

coupled to the camera body, the improvement comprising an

information transmission means consisting of a first transmitta-

ble total value consisting of a first source of information which
is represented by a total value which is variable stepwise over

a range greater than a predetermined range, and a second

source of information represented by a value variable wilhm
said predetermined range, and in which said camera body

includes separating means between said contact and said infor-

mation processing unit to separate the total information re-

ceived from said information transmission means into said first

and second sources of information.

4,426,148

MOUNTING STRUCTURE FOR DEVELOPING UNIT
WITH A MAGNETIC BRUSH

Isao Ikemoto, and Akihiko Tamura, both of Hachioji, Japan.

assignors to Konishiroku Photo Industry (.0., Ltd.. Tokyo,

Japan

Filed Dec. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 331,253

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 26, 1980, 55-

186486[U]

Int. CI.' G03G 15/00

U.S. a. 355—3 DD 2 Claims

1. In a structure wherein a photosensitive substance drum is

arranged between a pair of mounting plates that oppose each

other, a mounting structure for a developing unit with a mag-

netic brush wherein a confronting surface whose distance from

the center of said photosensitive substance drum is kept accu-

rately is formed on the surface of each of said mounting plates

and a contacting surface whose distance from the center of a

developing sleeve of said magnetic brush is kept accurately is

formed on the surface of a developing box for the developing

unit with a magnetic brush and the distance between the cir-

cumferential surface of the photosensitive substance drum and

the circumferential surface of the developing sleeve is obtained

by making said confronting surface and said contacting surface

contact.

4,426,149

PHOTOCOPIER SCANNING DRIVE SYSTEM
Klaus Kuemmel; Gerhard Klapettek, both of Giessen, and Sieg-

fried Schneider, BieberUl, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, as-

signors to Gestetner Manufacturing Limited, Ix>ndon, En-

gland

Filed Nov. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 326,063

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Dec. 2, 1980,

8038559

Int. a.' G03G 15/00

U.S. a. 355—8 24 Claims

1. A photocopier including:

(a) movable photoconductor means;

(b) means fr>r ikvelopmjj an image on said movable ph"|r)

conductor means,

(c) a main drive motor driving the image-developmg and
photoconductor means,

(d) scanning carriage means,

(e) a scanning member carried b\ said scanning carrij^i

means and effective to carry out scanning of an ongmai
(f) a carnage drive motor for driving s.iid sr.inninfz (.arrij^u-

means.

^^

(g) exposure lamp means,

(h) means fur svnehromsing ihc i>p<.Talion of said >..irriage

drive motor with the operation ot said m.nn driM' motor

and

(1) variable programmer means for \ar\mg the speeit ors.ikl

carriage drive motor lo varv the ratio ot prnporlinnalilN

ol said movt-meni nf the scanning carnage means i(i ihc

mmcmeni <>( ihc plioloi^onduclor means

4,426.150

COPYING MACHINF WITH AUTOMATIC IKK UMKNT
FKFDFR

Hiroshi Matsumotn. Yokohama, and Tomoki Ogura, \\ase.

both of Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki

Kaisha, Kawasaki. Japan

Filed Nov. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317.424

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 5, 1980. 55-155471

Int. CI.'G03G 15 (K)

U.S. CI. 355—14 SH 3 Claims

^9
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1. A copying machine with an .luiomaiic document feeder,

comprising

(A) a copying machine main bodv having

a a document table on which is set a diKumenl.

b. copy sheet storing means for storing copy sheets.

c sheet amount detecting means for detecting if an

am<iunl of the copy sheets in said copv sheet storing

means has reached a predetermined value,

d feeding means for individually feeding the cop> sheets

from said copy sheet storing means, and

c image forming means for forming, on the copy sheet

supplied by said copy sheet feeding means, an image o\

the diKument set on said d(H.ument table

(B) an automatic diKument feeder having

a. conveying means for conveying the inserted diKument

to said diKument table,

b discharging means for discharging the divument from

said diK'ument table after image formation,

c dtK'ument feed inhibiting means for inhibiting suppiv ti^
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said document table of a document following the docu-
ment after image formation, and

d. a detector which delects insertion of the document to

generate a copying start signal to said copying machme
main body: and

(C) controlling means for controlling said discharging means
to forcibly discharge said document in response to a detec-

tion signal from said sheet amount detecting means.

4,426.151 I

CLEANING DEVICE FOR CLEANING AN IMAGE
BEARING MEMBER WITH DEVELOPER

Yoshinori Aguro, Yokohama, and Akiyoshi Torigai, Machida,
both of Japan, assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Dec. II, 1981, Ser. No. 330,018
Oaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 23, 1980, 55-183125

Int. a.' G03G 21/00
U.S. a. 355-15 16 Claims

'A

'f

1 An image formation apparatus comprising:
a movable image bearing member;
means for forming a developed image on said image bearing
member with a dry developer;

means for transfernng the developed image to a transfer
material; and

a cleaning device, provided downstream of said transfer
means with respect to the moving direction of said image
bearing member, for removing developer remaining on
the surface of said image bearing member, said cleaning
device including means for conveying dry developer
toward said image bearing member and means for bring-
ing the developer on said conveying means into contact
with the surface of said image bearing member to effect
cleaning.

4,426,152
'

METHOD AND MACHINE FOR POSITIONING RLMS
ON BASE SHEETS

Takashi Sakamoto, and Tetsuo Sano, both of Kyoto, Japan,
assignors to Dainippon Screen Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha,
Kyoto, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 118,190, Feb. 4, 1980, abandoned. This
application May 26, 1982, Ser. No. 382,142

Oaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 14, 1979, 54-14911
Int. a.^ G03B 27/62

U.S. CL 355—75 12 Qaims
I. A method for positioning films on base sheets, comprising

the steps of:

(a) laying out a first film having register mark means on a
first base sheet into a desired position;

(b) detecting the position of the registei mark means of the
first film by a photoelectric detector means including
photoelectric element means which detects the register

mark means and outputs signals whose strengths are var-
ied depending on the position of the photoelectric element
means with respect to the register mark means, and
wherein said step of detecting includes a step of placing a
detector viewing window of the photoelectric detector

means in registeration with the register mark means of the
first film;

(c) overiaying a second film upon the first film, the second
film having register mark means in the same position as
that of the first film so that the register mark means of the
second film may approximately overlap the register mark
means of the first film;

(d) sensing rising and falling amounts of light received by the
detector means resulting from movement of the second
film across the combined reticle structure of the first film

register marks superposed on the detector viewing win-
dow; and

(e) moving the second film by a driving means so that the
register mark means on the second film is displaced from
a position outside a view of the window to a position
within the view of the window and becomes coincident
with the register mark means of the first film by detecting
an extreme value of the signal output among the output
signals from the photoelectric element means, thereby
positioning the second film into a coincident position with
respect to said first film.

4,426,153

APPARATUS FOR THE REDUCTION OF IMAGE
INTENSITY VARIATIONS IN A CONTINUOUSLY -

VARIABLE REDUCING COPIER
Edwin L. Libby, Longmont, Colo.; Randall A. Maddox, Lexing-

ton, Ky., and Douglas J. Roberts, Longmont, Colo., assignors
to IBM Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 50,849, Jun. 21, 1979, abandoned. This
application Sep. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 419,104

Int. CI.' G03G 15/00
U.S. CI. 355—3 R 9 Qaims

•O:
-

1 An electrostatic reducing copying machine for reproduc-
ing an object with a reduction in a reproduced image in the

range 1:1 to l:K, where K is less than about 0.8 and image
intensity variation is ±6% or less throughout said range, com-
prising:

an electrostatic image carrier;

means for laying down a latent image thereon including a

document support, a source of illumination directed at

said document support and lens means for focusing re-

fiected illumination onto said electrostatic image carrier;
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means for continuously varying the reduction ratio in the
range 1:1 to 1:K, where K is less than about 0.8 or less.

wherein the improvement comprises:

a single fixed aperture means located between said lens

means and said object support for reducing image inten-

sity variations, caused by changes in said reduction ratio,

and by non-uniform illumination across said object plane,
and correction for lens cos* losses, to within ± b^^r

.

4,426,155

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE
INTERFEROMETRIC WAVELENGTH MEASUREMENT

OF FREQUENCY TUNABLE C.W. LASERS
Jean-Pierre Monchalin, 4956 Eamscliffe, Montreal, Quebec.
Canada

Filed Oct. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 309,583

Int. a." GOIB V/02
U.S. CI 356-346 36 Oaims

4,426,154

LIQUID FLOW PHOTOMETER
Harald B. Steen, Oslo, Norway, assignor to Ernst Leitz Wetzlar
GmbH, Wetzlar, Fed. Rep. of Germany

per No. PCr/EP80/00127, § 371 Date Jul. 22, 1981, § 102(e)
Date Jul. 22, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/01472, PCT Pub.
Date May 28, 1981

PCT Filed Nov. 10, 1980, Ser. No. 285,096
Oaims priority, application Norway, Nor. 23, 1979, 793800

Int. CV GOIJ 3/50: GOIN 21/49, 21/64
U.S. O. 356-73 6 Oaims
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1. A liquid fiow photometer for fiuorescence light and/or

scattered light measurement, having a measuring area (37)

where particles (38) flow through comprising:

(a) a fist objective (3) positioned for focussing excitation

light (5) in the measuring area (37) and also for collecting

fiuorescence light emanating from said measuring area,

said objective being modified by a slightly transparent

central stop (39) placed in the rear focal plane of said

objective for causing only a very faint light transmission in

a sector of said excitation light,

(b) a second objective (23) positioned for collecting the light

falling within said sector (40) caused by said central stop

(39),

(c) a filter (26) in the light path of said second objective (23)

absorbing the fiuorescence light emanating from said

measuring area (37),

(d) an adjustable aperture (25) located in the image plane of
said second objective (23) limiting the image field of said

second objective (23) to the actual width of said measur-
ing area (37),

(e) light detectors comprising a first light detector positioned

for measuring the light intensity collected by said first

objective and a second light detector positioned for mea-
suring the light intensity collected by said second objec-

tive, and

(0 electronic amplifiers following said light detectors.

1. In a method of measuring the uavclengih of an object
beam of electromagnetic radiation generated from a first

source means b> comparing with a reference beam of knoun
wavelength generated from a second source means m a fringe-

counting Michelson-type interferometer having a stationary

arm and a variable arm and including planar beam splitting

means for splitting each of said reference and object beams into

first and second beam portions, planar beam miMng means for

recombining the respective first and second beam portions of
said reference and i)bject beams, planar refiection means ar-

ranged in said stationary arm for refiecting the respective first

beam portion of said reference and object beams to said beam
mixing means and movable retrorefiection means having an
optical center and arranged in said variable arm for refiecting

the respective second beam portion of said reference and ob-

ject beams to said beam mixing means, the improvement which
comprises aligning said reference and object beams to pros ide

a fiat interference pattern for each of said beams sent lo «.aid

beam splitting means at only one incident direction, prior to

moving said retrorefiection means, by causing said reference

and object beams to travel along respective optical paths lying

in respective parallel planes which normally intersect the

planes of said beam splitting means, said beam mixing means
and said refiection means and pass through the optical center
of said retrorefiection means, the respective second beam
portion of said reference and object beams being directed to

and refiected by said retrorefiection means off center thereof,

refiecting with said reflection means the respective first beam
ptirtion of said reference and object beams at an angle of refiec-

tion a. and disposing said beam mixing means relative to said

beam splitting means such that the plane of said beam mixing
means is angularly inclined uith respect to the plane k.^'^ said

beam splitting means by an angle equal to a and that said beam
mixing means is oriented to receive the respective refiected

first and second beam ptirtions of said reference and object

beams symmetrically with respect to the plane thereof,

whereby parallelism of said second beam portions with one
another in the variable arm of the interferometer is automati-

cally provided as a result of said alignment of said reference

and object beams to a fiat interference pattern, without optical

feedback of said beams to their respective source means and
parasitic diffraction efTects by said retrorefiection means.
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' 4,426,156

POLYELECTROLYTE WETTING APPARATUS
Rosario Adamo, Belleville, and Arthur H. Patch, Wayne, both of

N.J., assignors to Pennwalt Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Aug. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 407,688

Int. a.3 BOIF 15/02
U.S. a. 366—156 10 Oaims

«i-iNC JNC/OR
STcHAGE UMl

'l

fATER

said audible alarm generating means responsive to continuous

manual operation of said deactivation switch means for a pre-

determined extended period of time, indicator means, and
means to activate said indicator means upon completion of and
responsive to the continuous manual operation of said deacti-

vation switch means for said predetermined extended period of
time.

4,426,158

ANALOG-DISPLAY ELECTRONIC WATCH WITH
STATOR MOUNTED ROTOR, HAND SPINDLES AND

GEAR TRAIN
Jacques Miiiler, Reconvilier, and Elmar Mock, Bienne, both of

Switzerland, assignors to ETA S.A., Fabriques d'Ebauches,
Granges, Switzerland

Filed Feb. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 350,136
Oaims priority, application Switzerland, Feb. 26, 1981,

1280/81; Mar. 6, 1981, 1505/81

Int. a.3 G04B 19/00
U.S. a. 368—76 9 Qaims

1. Apparatus for forming a lump-free solution from particu-

late solids comprising

containing means for containing said solids.

means for mixing said solids with a liquid.

means for dispensing said solids from said containing means
into said mixing means,

means for introducing liquid into said mixing means to swirl

said solids and liquid therearound to form a swirling mix-
ture,

means for creating a plurality of jets of high velocity liquid

upstream said mixing means to impact said mixture formed
in said mixing means to form said lump-free solution, and

other means for urging said lump-free solution into aging
and/or storage tanks.

I

4,426,157

CLOCK ALARM CONTROL SYSTEM EMPLOYING A
PUSH BUTTON ALARM-DEACTIVATION SWITCH
WHICH MUST BE HELD DEPRESSED FOR A TIME

PERIOD
Milton W. Jetter, 201 I St., SW., Apt. 838, Washington, D.C.
20024

Filed Jan. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 343,735
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Feb. 16,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.^ G04C 21/00
U.S. a. 368—73 23 Qaims
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1. An alarm clock system comprising an alarm clock time-
piece including alarm starting means for producing an electri-

cal alarm signal, means to generate an audible alarm responsive
to said electrical alarm signal, manually operated deactivation

switch means, circuit means to deactivate said audible alarm
generating means immediately upon manual operation of said

deactivation switch means, means to completely deactivate

1. An analog-display electronic watch comprising a casing, a

glass closing said casing, and, within said casing:

hands and hand spindles for carrying said hands;

a motor comprising a rotor and a stator, said stator being

provided with passages extending therethrough;

an electronic circuit for controlling said motor;

a power cell for supplying said motor and said circuit;

gear means for coupling said rotor with said hand spindles;

means, located within said passages in said stator, for pivot-

ally mounting said rotor, said hand spindles and said gear

means in said stator, said means being the only mounting
means for said rotor, said hand spindles and said gear

means; and

means for mounting said stator in said casing.

4,426,159

ELECTRONIC TIME KEEPING DEVICE
Kazumitu Kosaka, Urawa; Yukio Kido, Fussa; Shigeni Katoh,

Yamato, and Hitoshi Tsutsui, Kokubuqji, all of Japan, assign-

ors to Casio Computer Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 100,734, Dec. 6, 1979, abandoned. This

application Apr. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 366,230

Int. a.3 G04B 19/04: G04C 23/02

U.S. a. 368—80 9 Qaims

3 80 8 II 12 4 6 (4 29 28 30 5

1. An electronic time keeping device comprising:
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an electronic circuit for generating reference clock signals;
a stepping motor coupled to said elctronic circuit and rota-

tively driven in a stepwise fashion in only one direction by
said reference clock signals from said electronic circuit,

said stepping motor including: a disc-like hollow motor
casing having a recess at the center thereof and an outer
peripheral wall surrounding at least said recess, said recess
extending inwardly of said motor casing; a coil provided
in said hollow motor casing alaong the inner surface of
said outer peripheral wall of said motor casing and having
a plurality of turns wound in a circumferential direction of
said outer peripheral wall; a stator having a plurality of
stator segments provided in said hollow motor casing
interior of said outer peripheral wall of said motor casing
and arranged in said circumferential direction of said

outer peripheral wall; and a rotor disposed interior of said
stator and having at least a part of said rotor arranged
under said recess, whereby said coil, said stator and said
rotor are covered by said motor casing and assembled in

one unit;

time indicating hands; and
a gear mechanism arranged in said recess of said motor

casing and coupled to at least one of said time indicating
hands for transmitting rotaion of said rotor of said step-
ping motor to said at least one of said time indicating
hands.

4,426,161
TURBINE DISC CAVITY TEMPERATURK SENSING

ARRANGEMENT
Frank K. Gabriel, Springfield Township, Delaware County, and

William E. North. Concord Township, Franklin County, both
of Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corp.. Pittsburgh,

Filed Dec. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 333.545
Int. aJ GOIK 1/14.- GOIN 25/0(J

U.S. Q. 374-144
7 aiums

4,426,160
DEVICE FOR MEASURING THE DEFORMATION OF A
MATERIAL UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF HEAT AND
ITS APPLICATION TO THE DETERMINATION OF THE

WETTING POWER OF PITCHES
Pierre Couderc, Bethune, France, assignor to Huiles, Goudrons

et Derives, Paris la Defense, France
Filed Dec. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 335,439

Qaims priority, application France, Dec. 30, 1980, 80 27742
Int. Q.J GOIN 25/04

U.S. Q. 374-45 ,5 q^^^

.2

^^9
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1. In a turbine having a rotor with adjacent rotor discs
thereof defining an interstage cavity, an arrangement for sens-
ing temperature in said cavity comprising

seal housing structure in said cavit\ separating the upstream
region of said cavity from the downstream region thereof.
and having its radially inner facing portions defining. \Mth
the radially outer facing portion of the rotor, a fluid leak-

age path between said upstream and downstream regions.
seal means in said leakage path to limit the degree of leakage

therethrough;

means defining a venting passage from an intermediate loca-

tion along said leakage path to said downstream region,
and

an assembly in the turbine including means in said passage
for sensing the temperature of the fiuid Howing through
said passage.

1. An apparatus for measuring deformation of a material
under the influence of heat, comprising:

light source means for providing a beam of light;

chamber means for receiving a deformable material therein,

said chamber means being at least partially transparent for

allowing light to pass at least through one wall thereof,

and including porous support means for supporting said

deformable material thereon, and heating means adapted
to operate as a function of time for heating and causing
deformation of a deformable material in said chamber
means;

photo-electric receiving means; and
first optical lens means for forming an image of the deform-

able materia] in said chamber means on said photo-electric

receiving means, wherein said light source means, porous
support means, first optical lens means, and photo-electric

receiving means are aligned optically for forming said

image on said photo-electric receiving means.

4.426,162

ROTOR SHAFT
Keiichi Tsuchiya, Tokyo; Katsukuni Hisano. Hitachi; Toshimi

Tan, HiUchi; Masahiro Kobayashi, Hitachi; Kei Kobayashi.
Kitaibaraki; Kazuhiko Ueda, Hitachi; Seishin Kirihara, HiU-
chi; Takatoshi Yoshioka, Hitachi, and Masao Shiga, Hitachi,
all of Japan, assignors to HiUchi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 1. 1981, Ser. No. 326,351
Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 2, 1980, 55-170595;

Dec. 2, 1980, 55- 170597

Int. Q.' F16C 3J/12. 33/14
U.S. Q. 384-280 8 Qaims

1. A rotor shaft comprising: a rotor shaft body provided
with at least one journal portion adapted to be rotatably sup-
ported by a bearing, the rotor shaft body being made of a Cr
alloy steel having mainly martensite structure; and a cylindn-
cal sleeve fitting around said at least one journal portion, said

sleeve being made of a low alloy steel and being divided in a

circumferential direction into a plurality of segments which are
adapted to be joined together to closely fit around said at least

one journal portion, said segments are provided with protru-
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sjons on inner surfaces thereof, said protrusions extending

along joint surfaces of said segments, said at least one journal

portion of said rotor shaft is provided on a peripheral surface

thereof with grooves for receiving said protrusions.

4,426,163

BEARING SUPPORT ARRANGEMENT FOR
ELECTRICAL MACHINES

Martin Schluchter, Birr, and Max Voser, Scherz, both of Swit-

zerland, assignors to BBC Brown, Boveri & Company, Lim-
ited, Baden, Switzerland

Filed Jan. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 343,244

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jan. 29, 1981,

587/81

Int. a.' F16C 35/02
U.S. O. 384—428 8 Oaims

1. An electrical machine of a horizontal design comprising:

(a) a stator;

(b) a housing in which said stator is mounted, said housing

having end faces and a first base for supporting the weight

of said housing and said stator;

(c) a rotor;

(d) a bearing support means at each end of said housing:

(i) having integrated bearings therein which journal said

rotor;

(ii) which are releasably connected to the end faces of said

housing;

(iii) which extend upwardly approximately to the axial

center plane of said rotor;

(iv) which extend downwardly to a second base for sup-

porting the weight of said bearing support means and
said rotor; and

(v) which are formed in a double-walled, box-like manner

including an outer firsl wall and an inner second wall;

and

(e) cover members for closing the end faces of said housing
above said bearing support means.

4,426,164

LINE SPACER FOR METAL STAMPING DEVICES
Hendrick C. Hegg, Hoffman Estates, III., assignor to Imperial
Stamp & Engraving Co., Mt. Prospect, III.

Filed Jun. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,503

Int. a.' B41J 3/28
U.S. a. 400-46 8 Qaims

1 A line spacer for a typing or marking machine having a

horizontally disposed work table carried by a spacing assembly
that is adapted to be moved line by line with the spacing there-

between being adjustable, comprising:

(a) an elongated stationary means supporting a work table

spacing assembly for movement thereover in either direc-

tion,

(b) a work table spacing assembly freely journalled on said

stationary means for movement thereover in either direc-

tion,

(c) a locking member journalled on said stationary means
and positioned at an acute angle thereto so as to have
releasable holding attachment thereto and in contact with

said spacing assembly for preventing free movement
thereof in one direction along said stationary means,

(d) a second locking element journalled on said stationary

means and positioned thereon so as to have releasable

holding attachment therewith for preventing movement
of said spacing assembly along said stationary means is an

opposite direction,

(e) moving means carried by said assembly for contacting

said locking member so as to move said spacing assembly

away from said locking member a predetermined distance

along said stationary means in said opposite direction,

(0 means provided by said spacing assembly for contacting

said second locking element for releasing the same from

said stationary member as said assembly is moved away
from said locking member in said opposite direction,

(g) a manually operated means carried by said spacing as-

sembly and movable therewith by said inoving means for

determining the length of movement of said moving
means and said spacing assembly relative to said locking

member for determining the line spacing of said spacing

assembly,

(h) means on said elongated stationary means and in contact

with said locking member for moving the same over said

stationary means a distance equal to the movement of said

spacing assembly after each actuation of said moving
means, and

(i) a releasing means for said second locking element for

permitting free movement of said spacing assembly over

said stationary means in said opposite direction so as to

return the work table to its original position "with respect

to either the typing or marking machine.
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4,426,165
PRINTING DEVICE WITH INTEGRATED PRINT HEAD

FASTENING AND ADJUSTMENT
Otmar Irro, Feldkircben, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to
Siemens Aktiengeaellschaft, Berlin A Munich, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425,447
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Dec 29

1981, 3151776
/. " .

Int. a.' B41J 29/54. 3/10
U.S. a 400-57 ,0 aaims

said interface to convert said one code to a set of signals to
operate said printer, said mtxiule and said printer interface
having mating portions of a quick detachable electncal con-
nector such that said module may be connected to said printer
interface or replaced by another module with a mating connec-
tor and corresponding to another communications code.

4,426,167
SERIAL PRINTER HAVING THO CARRIAGF.S
CARRYING RESPECTIVE TYPE WHEELS AND

MOVABLE INDEPENDENTLY
Yasuhiko iwane, Tamayama. Japan, assignor to Alps Electric

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. II. 1982. Ser. No. 348.144
Claims priority, application Japan. Feb. 17. 1981. S6-21918

Int. CI.' B41J ll/IM. 1/32
U.S. a. 400-159

9 Claims

n

1. In a printing machine in which a printing head is releas-
ably disposed on a carriage across from a recording medium
support, apparatus for mounting the printing head to the car-
riage comprising a pin means mounted upstanding from said
carriage and disposed for rotation, a clamping element seated
at the upper end of said pin means for selectively engaging
against a support surface formed on said printing head to hold
said printing head on said carriage and an eccentric connected
to said pin means for engaging with a cooperating surface
formed on said printing head such that rotation of said pin
means brings said clamping element into engagement with the
support surface of said printing head and causes said eccentric
to selectively displace said printing head on the carriage rela-
tive to said recording medium support.

4,426,166

MODULAR PRINTER WITH CODED PLUG
COMPATIBLE MODULES

Stephen R. Bowling, Los Altos Hills, Calif., assignor to Qume
Corporation, San Jose, Calif.

Filed Oct. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 434,289
Int. a.3 B41J 5/30. 1/60: H03K 13/34

U.S. a. 400-62 9 a.i„s
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1. In a serial printer of the type having a carnage carrying a
type head and adapted to be shifted along a line to be printed
by cooperation between a rotatable rack and a screw member,
the improvement comprising: a rotary shaft adapted to be
driven by a suitable driving source: a first screw member and
a second screw member splined to said rotary shaft: a first

carriage and a second carnage carrying said first screw mem-
ber and second screw member, respectively, said first and
second carriages having respective home positions defined at

respective end portions of the line to be pnnted: spiral screw
portions formed on said first and second screw members, re-

spectively, and orientated in the opposite directions: and said
rack being formed by short racks positioned at respective axial
end portions of a line to be pnnted and each adapted to be
rotated into a position engaging a respective one of said screw
members when the respective carnage is at its home position
and an intermediate long rack extending between said short
racks; and selection means for bringing either of said first and
second screw members into selective engagement with said
long rack by positioning the respective short rack into engage-
ment with the selected screw member

I'.

A-
L

I?

!

\. A system for making a written record of data received in

any selected one of a plurality of communications codes, said
system comprising: a communications interface constructed in

accordance with one communications code; a printer interface;
a printer connected from said printer interface; and one mod-
ule corresponding to said one code and movable independently
of said printer interface, said module being connected between

4,426,168

SERIAL IMPACT PRINTER FOR MULTICOLOR
PRINTING

Masao Jozuka, and Kazuhiro Ohmura, both of Nagoya, Japan,
assignors to Brother Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Nagoya, Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 238,086, Feb. 25. 1981. abandoned.

This application Feb. 17. 1983, Ser. No. 467,337
Claims priority, application Japan. Mar. 12, 1980, 55-31165

Int. a.J B41J 35/16
U.S. a. 400-224 8 Qaims

1. In an impact pnnter having platen means for supporting a
print paper, a ribbon cassette containing an elongated inked
ribbon, carriage means, carriage driving means coupled to the
carriage means for reciprocally moving the carnage means
relative to said print paper along a print line, and a pnnt head
assembly mounted on the carnage means to pnnt characters
along the print line on the paper, the improvement wherein,
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said inked ribbon is divided into multiple colored bands each

along the longitudinal direction thereof,

said print head assembly including plural print wire units

arranged along the print line, the number of said units

being equal to that of said colored bands, each of said print

wire units comprising a plurality of print wires, and

said ribbon cassette is mounted on said carriage means, said

inked ribbon extending and moving in a direction mter-

secting the print line, each of said print wire units being

disposed always in opposition to a respective one of said

colored bands and being movable past any points on said

print line at different timings together with the respective

colored band and without a vertical shifting of said rib-

bon, whereby the multicolor printing of said characters is

performed in selected different colors even within the

same print line by means of selective actuation of said

units through a single shifting of said carriage means along

the print line.

4,426,169

TYPEWRITING RIBBON WITH ADHESIVELY
CORRECTABLE PRINT

Heinz Hartmann, Monchaltdorf, Switzerland, assignor to Franz

Biittner AG, Ziirich, Switzerland

Filed Sep. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 298,314

Qaims priority, application Switzerland, Sep. 9, 1980,

6776/80

Int. a.3 B41J 31/02

U.S. a. 400—241.1 6 Qaims

.x'
.^

PVt.if' ri.ttte "-.v-l
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,-^ rWi^mmmr/

1. A lift-off type correction ribbon adapted to transfer a print

composition to a sheet from which the composition can be

lifted off by an adhesive surface, said ribbon comprising a

substrate and a coloring layer on said substrate, said coloring

layer comprising at least one pigment, at least one resin binder

and an effective amount of a modifying agent capable of em-
brittling said binder, said modifying agent including at least

one halogenated hydrocarbon selected from the group which
consists of cetyl chloride and stearyl chloride.

4,426,170

AUTOMATIC PAPER ROLLER RELEASE MECHANISM
FOR TELETYPE AND ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS

John J. Buda, 885 De Frame, Golden, Colo. 80401

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 147,352, May 7, 1980. This

application May 17, 1982„ Ser. No. 378,513

Int. a.3 B41J 13/036

U.S. a. 400—636.1 5 Gaims

12 10

1. In a feed roller release mechanism, for a device having a

platen mounted on a carriage, a series of pressure rollers nor-

mally urged toward said platen for urging paper or the like

against said platen, means for moving said pressure rollers

away from said platen and means including- shaft means for

shifting said moving means, the improvement comprising:

a lever movable between first and second positions for mov-
ing said shaft means between positions corresponding to

the positions of said rollers adjacent and urged toward
said platen and said rollers being spaced from said platen;

means urging said lever toward said first position corre-

sponding to the position of said rollers when urged toward
said platen;

means for releasably holding said lever in said second posi-

tion corresponding to said rollers being spaced from said

platen;

elctromagnetic means for causing said holding means to be
released from said lever;

means for activating said electromagnetic means with said

lever in said second position and movement of said car-

riage to a predetermined position;

said releaseable holding means includes a button engageable

with a socket of said lever;

mounting means for said button movable away from said

lever by said electromagnetic means; and

resilient means normally urging said button toward said

lever in said second position.

4,426,171

COUPLING FOR METALLIC SCAFFOLDS
Eberhard Layher, Blankenhomstrasse 17, D-7129 Giiglingen-

Eibensbach, (Wiirttemberg), Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Jun. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 272,563

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 9,

1980, 3030257

Int. a.3 E04G 7/00; F16B 7/00

U.S. Q. 403—49 13 Qaims
1. A coupling for scaffolds formed of tubes, comprising a

first lever and a second lever; a first pin extending through said

first lever and said second lever; a second pin mounted on said

second lever and spaced from said first pin; said first lever and

said second lever being pivotally mounted on said first pin and

adapted to surround a scaffold tube to be clamped between said

first and second levers in a form-locking connection; a yoke

formed of sheet metal and pivotally mounted on said second

pin, said first lever being formed with an outwardly open slot

for engaging and guiding said yoke during its pivoting on said

second pin; said yoke including two opposite bars spaced from

each other and having inner faces; a wedge formed of sheet

metal and having a longitudinal axis, said wedge being engaged

between said inner faces of said bars and being slidably mov-
able therebetween along said longitudinal axis, said wedge
being adapted to lock said first and second levers on said
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scaffold tube upon the slidable movement of the wedge; and 4,426,173
means for preventing said wedge from slipping out from said REMOTE ALIGNMENT METHOD AND APPARATUS

Jene A. Richart, Houston, Tex.; Bradley D. Beitler, Ojai, Calif.,
and David G. Deeken, Weybridge, England, assiRnora to

^ Exxon Production Research Co., Houston, Tex.
Filed Aug. 27, 1981. Ser. No. 296,712

Int. Q.' E21B 7/12
U.S. Q. 405-195 ,5 Qidms

yoke, said means including at least one projection formed on at

least one of said opposite bars.

\
V

J-

4,426,172
BALL AND SOCKET JOINT FOR DUMPER TRUCKS

Karl Hildebrand, Bessemerstrasse 9, D-4006 Erkrath, Fed. Rep.
of Germany

Filed Jun. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 384,225

Int. Q.J F16C 11/06
U.S. Q. 403-122 4 Qaims

1. In a ball and socket joint for supporting a dump truck
body so that said body may be rocked about at least two axes
for dumping, having a stem with a ball fixed thereto, and a
socket having a well for receiving said ball, said well generally
conforming to the form of said ball, the improvement compris-
ing said stem is fixed to said body so that said stem is generally
upright when said body is in its non-dumping condition, an
upper edge on said socket extending around said well, at least

two cutouts in said edge of pari-circular form for receiving
said stem when said body is in a dumping position, a keeper
nosepiece extending out from one side of said socket, at least

one locking part pivotally mounted on said nosepiece so that it

can be turned into and out of a ball-locking position, a locking
face on said locking part operatively engaging against said ball

for locking the ball in said well in said locking position, a
crosspiece formed at the lop end of said locking part, two
springs symmetrically disposed on two opposite sides of said

locking part, the lower ends of said springs being attached to

said socket and the top ends of said springs being attached to

said crosspiece to resiliently urge said locking face of said

locking part against said ball.

1. An apparatus for guidelineless alignment of equipmeni
lowered from a vessel located at the surface of a body of water
to a subsea structure located on the floor of said body of water,
said apparatus comprising:

a base having an upwardly extending primary member and
at least one upwardly extending secondary member, said
base being IcKated on and attached to said subsea struc-
ture;

a frame on which said equipment is mounted, said frame
having a downwardly extending primary member capable
of mating with said base primary member and at least one
downwardly extending secondary member capable of
mating with said base secondary member, said members
having lengths such that said primary members engage
each other before said secondary members come into

contact as said frame is lowered toward said base;

means for lowering said frame form said vessel to said subsea
structure;

vertical channeling means attached to at least one of said

pnmary members and adapted to aid in channeling said
primary members into engagement thereby defining a
substantially vertical axis through both said base pnmary
member and said frame primary member; and

rotational engagement means for rotationally aligning said

base and said frame, said rotational engagement means
attached to at least one of said secondary members and
adapted to permit a predetermined amount of rotation of
said frame about said substantially vertical axis and to
prevent further rotation when said frame and said base are
angularly aligned.

4,426,174

EASILY REPLACEABLE SHOCK ABSORBER MOUNT
FOR VESSEL BUMPER ON A MARINE STRUCTURE

Glen E. Drewett, P.O. Box 15, Negreet, U. 71460, and Keoaetli
W. Guynes, New Caaey, Tex., assignors to Glen E. Drewett,
Negreet, La.

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 428,757
Int. a.J E02B 3/22: B63B 21/04

U.S. Q. 405—213 2 Qaims
1. In a shock absorbing arrangement for a vessel bumper on
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a marine structure wherein an annular hollow body is provided

with a longitudinally extending cylinder and there being a

frangible means molded between the hollow body and the

cylinder to position the cylinder in the body so that it is spaced

from one body end and projects out of the other body end. the

invention comprising:

a. support means telescopically receiving the annular hollow

body, said support means including positioning means to

position the annular hollow body so that the hollow body
projects longitudinally of and from said support means;

. /

T
-asL^ J!S-

/

ro

. associated means associated with said support means to

position said support means on the marine structure so

that the support means projects laterally from the marine

structure; and

jack means connected between said support means and the

annular hollow body for removing and replacmg the

annular hollow body and supported cylinder relative to

the support means.

4,426,175

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR REINFORCING
PILING STRUCTURE AND IMPROVED PRECAST
CONCRETE PILE SUITABLE FOR USE IN SAID

METHOD
Juei-Tse Lin, No. 37-3, Szu Chuan Rd., Sec. 2, Pan Chiao City,

Taipei Hsien, Taiwan

Filed Dec. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 333,688

Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 3, 1981, 56-104795

Int. a.' E02D 5/44

U.S. a. 405—237 7 Gaims

U^:

5. A hydraulic sealing apparatus, characterised by compris-

ing a hydraulic cylinder in which is fitted a piston, a piston rod

attached at one end to the piston and having a channel in its

lower section, a fixed disc connected to a bottom end of the

hydraulic cylinder through a plurality of connecting rods, a

corresponding movable disc spaced from the fixed disc and

fixed to a free end of the piston rod for concerted movement
therewith, a supply line connected to the channel in the piston

rod to allow passage of mortar into the hollow space of a

precast concrete pile in which the apparatus is in use inserted,

oil supply line means connected to the hydraulic cylinder for

introducing oil into same to cause vertical movement of the

piston, and a resilient rubber packing interposed between the

fixed and movable discs so that when upward movement of the

piston causes corresponding movement of the movable disc

against the rubber packing, the rubber packing is compressed

to swell radially to seal against a surrounding inner surface of

the pile above said hollow space.

4,426,176

L-SHAPED CONCRETE BLOCK AND METHOD FOR
CONSTRUCTING A RETAINING WALL BY SUCH

L-SHAPED CONCRETE BLOCKS
Kinji Terada, Kitakyushu, Japan, assignor to Tokuyama Soda

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,658

Int. a.3 E02D 29/02

U.S. a. 405—285 4 Qaims

1. Method for constructing a retaining wall by a plurality of

L-shaped concrete blocks, comprising

( 1

)

preparing a plurality of said L-shaped concrete blocks,

said each L-shaped concrete block comprising

(i) a vertical front wall portion consisting of of a rectangu-

lar plate, said front wall being provided with at least one

vertical elongated hole through which a reinforcing bar

passes,

(ii) a vertical rear retaining portion extending rearwardly

and perpendicularly from said front wall portion, said

rear retaining portion having the proximal end thereof

integrally connected to the rear surface of said front

wall portion at a position approximately one fourth the

distance from one side of said front wall portion, and

(iii) a vertical enlarged gnarl-like uniting portion inte-

grally formed at the distal end of said rear retaining

portion, said enlarged uniting portion being provided

with a vertical elongated hole through which a rein-

forcing bar is adapted to pass,

(2) mounting a plurality of said reinforcing bars firmly and in

a parallel spaced apart manner on a concrete foundation,

(3) arranging and stacking a plurality of rows of said L-

shaped concrete blocks on said foundation by passing said

reinforcing bars through said vertical elongated holes of

said L-shaped concrete blocks, said stacking being in a

staggered pattern while alternately reversing the sides of

said front wall portions of said L-shaped concrete blocks

row after row, thus defining a vertical square space be-

tween each two vertical rear retaining portions, and

(4) filling soil into said vertical square spaces and solidifying

said soil after said filling.
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4,426,177

AUTOMATIC FAULT DETECTION SYSTEM FOR A
MACHINE TOOL

Louis J. Perry, Oak Park, Mich., assignor to Invo Spline, Inc.,

Warren, Mich.

FUed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 297,797
Int. a.3 B23B 47/24; B23G l/OO; GOIL 19/06

U.S. a. 408-8 8 Qaims

a cutting unit mounted on said frame and having a first drive
motor;

a threading unit having a second drive motor separate from
said first drive motor and mounting means for coupling
said threading unit to said frame for pivoul movement
between operative and inoperative positions and for axial

movement toward and away from said cutting unit during
threading operations, said mounting means including a

/"/'/>;/ ':^ '''--,
-e^7, '/./ .'.

.or-*^

1. A fault detection system for use with a machine and opera-
ble through a cycle of operation upon receipt of a start check
signal from the machine;

comprising a combination pneumatic-mechanical cylinder
limit valve forming a sensor which includes a movable rod
provided with a spool portion;

said sensor further including a power port and first and
second pressure sensing ports;

means biasing said rod to an extended position into engage-
ment with a target such as a tool or a workpiece, the
presence of which is necessary for proper operation of the

machine;

a control unit including a source of air under pressure;

first means operable upon supplying air under pressure to

said control unit which then allows air to reach said first

pressure sensing port and said power port to move said

rod towards a retracted position;

said first pressure sensing port being normally vented to

atmosphere but blocked by said spool portion and rod
when said rod is fully retracted;

a first pressure sensing switch responsive to and actuated by
a pressure build up at said first pressure sensing port when
said rod is fully retracted;

second means connected to said first means and effective

when energized by receipt of the start check signal after

said first pressure sensing switch is actuated to shift said

first means to thereby block the flow of air to said power
port and to said first pressure sensing port, and succes-

sively supply air under pressure to said second pressure
sensing port;

means venting said second pressure sensing port to atmo-
sphere except when said rod is extended by its biasing

means and thereby moved to a good check stroke position

engaging the target and blocking said second pressure

sensing port;

and a second pressure sensing switch responsive to and
actuated by a build up of pressure at said second pressure

sensing port due to said blockage to activate the machine
for a cycle of operation.

4,426,178

PIPE CmriNG AND THREADING DEVICE
Xaver Wiichner, Jestetten, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

George Fischer Ltd., Switzerland

PCT No. PCT/CH80/00158, § 371 Date Sep. 29, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Sep. 29, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/02267, PCT Pub.
Date Aug. 20, 1981

PCT FUed Dec. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 308,534

Claims priority, application Switierland, Feb. 13, 1980,

1166/80

Int. a.J B23G 1/02. 1/24
U.S. a. 408—28 10 Claims

1. An apparatus for cutting and threading pipe, comprising

a portable support frame formed by disengageable members;

guide pipe on which said threading unit is slidably and
rotatably mounted; and

pipe clamping means, mounted in a fixed axial position on
said frame between said cutting unit and said threading
unit, for non-rotatably holding pipe during cutting and
threading operations, said pipe clamping means extending
the entire distance between said cutting unit and said

threading unit when said units are located in their closest

relative axial positions.

4,426,179

TESTER FOR KEY DUPLICATING MACHINES
Robert C. Jefferson, 209 Park Are., Emporia, Va. 23847

Filed Jun. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 392,239

Int. C\? B23C 1/16: GOIR 31/02
U.S. CI. 409—82 14 Claims

-! 901

9«.< 961

r-|

"" «' 38 36 'I ~\,

1. A tester system for use with a key duplicating machine of
the type havi.ig a rotary cutting tool for forming cuts and
wards in a key blank when held in a first vise, a guide to follow
the cuts and wards of a cut key when held in a second vise, a

shoulder guide member to position the shoulders of said key
blank and said cut key relative to said guide and said cutting

tool and means for simultaneously bringing said cut key into

contact with said guide and said key blank into conuct with
said cutting tool, wherein said system comprises:

a first detector plate for clamping in said first vise, said first

detector plate being electrically insulated from said first

vise and having a portion not electrically insulated from
contact with said cutting tool;

a second detector plate for clamping in said second vise, said

second detector plate being substantially identical in di-

1038 O.G.—45
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mensions with said first detector plate and being electri-

cally insulated from said second vise and having a portion

not electrically insulated from contact with said guide;

an electrical power source having a first and a second elec-

trical terminal;

a first electrical connection between said first terminal of

said source and said first detector plate, said first electrical

connection containing a serially interposed first signal

means;

a second electrical connection between said first terminal of

said source and said second detector plate, said second
electrical connection containing a serially interposed sec-

ond signal means;

a third electrical connection between said second terminal of

said source and said duplicating machine;

whereby when said uninsulated portion of said first detect-

ing plate contacts said cutting tool, whenever said first

vise is moved toward said cutting tool said first signal

means is energized, and whereby when said uninsulated

poriion of said second detector plate contacts said guide

whenever said second vise is moved toward said guide,

said second signal means is energized, and thereby said

guide may be exactly positioned to achieve simultaneous

energization of said first and said second signal means
whereby when said guide is correctly positioned an exact

copy of said cut key is produced from said key blank.

4,426,180

TRACER CONTROL SYSTEM
Ryoji Imazeki; Etsuo Yamazaki, and Hitoshi Matsuura, all of

Hachioji, Japan, assignors to Fi^itsu Fanuc Limited, Tokyo,
Japan

FUed Aug. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 292,274
Oaims priority, application Japan, Aug. 27, 1980, 55-118134

Int. a.3 B23Q 35/14
VJS. a. 409—99 3 Qaims

TBOP

1. A tracer control system which performs tracer control

according to a tracer control signal based on a displacement
signal from a tracer head tracing the surface of a model, said

system comprising:

a first drive system for feeding said tracer head in the Z-axis

direction;

a second drive system for feeding a cutter head in the Z-axis

direction;

first and second position detectors for respectively detecting

the positions of said tracer head and said cutter head in the

Z-axis direction and for providing corresponding position

signals;

a superimposing circuit for adding said position signal from
said first position detector and an infeed command signal

setting the infeed of said cutter head and for providing an
output signal corresponding to the addition; and

means for forming the difference between the output signal

from said superimposing circuit and the detected position

signal from said second position detector and for supply-

ing same to control said second drive system,

wherein desired infeed of the cutter can be provided by said

infeed command signal, taking into account said position

signal from said second position detector.

4,426,181

BINDER FOR PANELS
Nobuaki Omata, Hiroshima, Japan, anignor to Nifco Inc.,

Yokohama, Japan

Filed Not. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,177
Oaims priority, application Japan, Nov. 27, 1980, 55-

168751[U]

Int. a.3 F16B 13/04
U.S. a. 411-33 2 Oaims

9 14

1. A binder for panels, comprising a main binder part and a
wedge member, said main binder part being formed of a tubu-
lar shaft, a fiange of a prescribed thickness disposed on the
peripheral surface substantially in the middle of the longitudi-
nal extent of said tubular shaft, four slits inserted perpendicu-
larly into the upper and lower shafts on the opposite sides of
said fiange inwardly from the outer ends of said upper and
lower shafts with the directions of said slits coinciding on the
opposite sides of said flange, said slits dividing the upper and
lower shafts each into four split portions in a manner produc-
ing a phase difference of 90* on the opposite sides of said

flange, and raised portions formed one each on the inner wall
surfaces of one of the two pairs of opposed split pieces on the
upper and lower sides of said flange, said selected pairs of
opposed split portions involving said phase differences, and
said wedge member being formed of a shank portion having a
cross section of the shape of an oblong rectangle and a head
portion integrally disposed at the upper end of said shank
portion, with the opposite narrower surfaces of the shank
portion diverged upwardly in the upper portion of said shank
portion bordering on the lower side of said head portion,

whereby said wedge member is opposed to either of the end
faces of the upper and lower shafts of said main binder part and
then passed through the cavity enclosed with the four split

portions and pushed into the four split portions on the opposite
side so that the narrower surfaces at the leading end of the

shank push outwardly the raised portions formed on the inner

wall surfaces of one of the pairs of opposed split portions and
expand the pair of split portions and, at the same time, the

diverged portion at the upper end of the shank portion forces

its way into and consequently expands the other pair of op-
posed split portions containing no raised portion.

4,426,182

TUBULAR HANDLING APPARATUS
Robert Frias, Odessa, and Troy D. Cain, Fort Worth, both of

Tex., assignors to Ingram Corporation, New Orleans, La.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 185,726, Sep. 10, 1980, Pat. No.
4,382,738, and Ser. No. 185,727, Sep. 10, 1980, abandoned. This

appUcation Sep. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 301,928

Int. 0.3 E21B 79/74
U.S. O. 414—22 43 Claims

1. An apparatus for transferring tubulars between the floor

of a drilling rig and a pipe rack comprising,

an elongated main support frame adapted to be positioned in

proximity to said pipe rack,

a lift trough positioned longitudinally of said support frame
and having one end pivotally coupled to said main support
frame, whereby said lift trough can be pivoted upwardly
to an inclined position,

a power means connected to said lift trough for pivoting said
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lift trough upwardly to an inclined position relative to said

main support frame and toward said drilling rig and down-
wardly to a generally horizontal position,

a carriage means operatively connected to said lift trough
for moving tubulars positioned in said lift trough along its

length,

a driving means for driving said carriage means along said

lift trough,

said driving means including an endless chain means driv-

ingly connected to said carriage means, an endless drive

chain associated with said endless chain means, an endless

drive chain driving means operatively connected to said

endless drive chain means for driving said endless drive

chain, and a transmitting means for transmitting drive

from said endless drive chain to said endless chain means,

said lift trough including a tillable dump trough,

a tilting means for tilting said dump trough laterally relative

to said main support frame, and

a releasable connecting means for connecting said carriage

means to said driving means when said dump trough is in

an untilted position relative to said lift trough, said releas-

able connecting means being in a disconnected position

when said dump trough is in a tilted position.

4,426,183

AUTOMATIC CONTROL LINKAGE FOR ROUND BALE
WAGON

L. Dennis Butier, Kingsburg, Calif., assignor to Sperry Corpora-

tion, New Holland, Pa.

FUed Jon. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 276,587

Int. 0.3 AMD 90/00, 87/12

U.S. O. 414—24.5 13 Oaims

1. A bale wagon for picking up round bales of crop material

from a field, accumulating a plurality of bales and transporting

the accumulated bales to a preselected storage location to be

unloaded from the bale wagon, comprising:

a mobile frame adapted for movement across the field;

a bale pickup means mounted on said frame for individually

engaging bales of crop material on the ground and elevat-

ing said engaged bales;

a load bed supported on said frame for accumulating a plu-

rality of said bales;

a load rack mounted on said load bed adjacent said bale

pickup means for receiving bales of crop material elevated

by said bale pickup means, said load rack having a receiv-

ing portion on which a number of bales may be positioned

in a row;

cross conveyor means mounted on said frame for conveying
bales received on said load rack from said bale pickup

means along said receiving portion to form a row of said

bales;

pusher advance means mounted on said frame adjacent said

receiving portion of said load rack to advance said bales

from said receiving portion onto said load bed after a row
of bales has been formed by said cross conveyor means;

power means for operatively powering said bale pickup
means, said cross conveyor means and said pusher ad-

vance means; and

control means operatively associated with said power means
for sequentially controlling the operation of said cross

conveyor means and said pusher advance means in a

predetermined pattern of operation, said control means
including a control linkage operatively interconnecting

said bale pickup means, said cross conveyor means, said

pusher advance means and said power means to effect a

sequential controlling of the operation of said cross con-

veyor means and pusher advance means so that said cross

conveyor means will form a row of said bales on said

receiving portion of said load rack and cease operation

until said pusher advance means has advanced said row of
bales from said load rack onto said load bed in response to

the operation of said bale pickup means in elevating said

bales from the ground onto the receiving portion of said

load rack, said power means including a first drive mem-
ber for operatively powering said cross conveyor means
and a second drive member for operatively powering said

pusher advance means, said control means further includ-

ing switching means operatively connected to both said

first and second drive members to switch the actuation of

said first and second drive members therebetween such

that only one of said drive members can be operatively

powered at a time, a first linkage assembly connected to

said switching means and a second linkage assembly inter-

connecting said bale pickup means and said first linkage

assembly, the operation of said bale pickup means to load

bales onto said load rack effecting movement of said sec-

ond linkage assembly which transfers movement to said

first linkage assembly to effect operation of said switching

means to switch actuation from one of said drive members
to the other of said drive member.

4,426,184

BAG PALLETIZER
Ernest E. Boyland, North Little Rock, Ark., assignor to Quik-

sUk, Inc., Little Rock, Ark.

Filed Dec. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 3r,443
Int. O.' B65G 57/70, 57/24

U.S. O. 414—82 23 Oaims
1. A bag palletizer comprising:

a support frame including a pallet magazine for maintaining

a stack of pallets therein,

a loading plate mounted for reciprocating movement be-

tween a retracted position below the pallets in the pallet

magazine to an extended position,

a vertically movable fork support movable between an

upper position immediately below said loading plate when
said loading plate is in its extended position and a lower

position,

selectively actuating means associated with said loading

plate for selectively engaging the lowermost pallet prior

to movement of said plate to its extended position, and

sequencing means for moving said loading plate from its

retracted position to its extended position, withdrawing
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said lowennost pallet from said stack of pallets, retracting 4,426,186
said plate to deposit said pallet on said fork support, low- FORTUNE COOKIE MACHINE

Yongsik Lee, 162 Winter St., Weston, Mass. 02193
Division of Ser. No. 141,371, Apr. 18, 1980, Pat. No. 4,339,993.

This application Jul. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 395,732
Int. a.3 B65H 9/00

U.S. a. 414-225 14 Claims

4,426,185

FEEDER FOR PARTICULATE MATERIAL
Eric Wheeler, and Gerald F. Arthur, both of Stroud, England,

assignors to Redler Conveyors Limited, England
Filed Dec. 4, 1980, Ser. No. 212,853

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Dec. 21. 1979.
7944290

Int. a.3 B65G 19/10
U.S. a. 414-196

,
WOaims

1. A feeder, comprising:
|

a substantially cylindrical vessel;

top and bottom troughs located in said vessel one above the
other;

an en-mass conveyor associated with said troughs for con-
veying articles on said top trough in a first direction and
articles on said bottom trough in a second direction;

an inlet formed in said vessel through which material to be
conveyed can enter said vessel and land on said top trough
wherein it is engaged by said conveyor and is moved in

said first direction toward a first end of said trough;
said top and bottom troughs being juxtaposed such that

material pushed off said first end of said top trough by said

conveyor falls onto said bottom trough wherein it is en-
gaged by said conveyor and moved in said second direc-
tion toward said first end of said bottom trough;

an outlet formed in said vessel through which material
pushed off said first end of said bottom trough can exit

said vessel; and

said troughs being spaced a sufficient distance from the walls
of said vessel that material moved over said troughs by
said conveyor do not come into contact with, and there-
fore do not abrade, said walls.

ering said fork support, extending said plate for receiving

bags thereon and retracting said plate to load the bags on
said pallet.

1. A transfer mechanism for moving cookie blanks to a
forming machine comprising:

a platform and an arm mounted on the platform and having
gripping means at one end,

a scraper also mounted on the one end of the arm and opera-
tively associated with the gripping means,

actuating means connected to the arm raising the arm to
place the scraper in operative position,

additional actuating means connected to the arm for causing
the gripping means to close about a cookie blank so that
the arm can transport the blank,

and third actuating means connected to the arm to rotate it

so as to transfer the blank to a forming machine and to
turn over the blank carried by the gripping means.

14. A transfer mechanism adapted to move between an
upper and lower griddle on which cookie blanks are baked and
transport the blanks to a separate forming mechanism where
the blanks are shaped, said blanks adhering to the top griddle
when the griddle is opened; said transfer mechanism compris-
ing:

an arm having a pair of grippers at one end,
means for opening and closing the grippers,

means mounting the arm for pivotal motion from a first

position wherein the grippers are disposed between the
open griddle and a second position wherein the gripper is

disposed adjacent the forming mechanism,
actuating means connected to the arm for turning it about its

center to invert a cookie blank held by its grippers,

and centering means actuated by the arm for positioning the
cookie blank on the forming mechanism when the grip-

pers release the blank in the second station.

4,426,187

DRIVE MECHANISM FOR A BOTTOM SILO
UNLOADER

George E. Olson, Arlington Heights, III., assignor to A. O. Smith
Harvestore Products, Inc., Arlington Heights, III.

Division of Ser. No. 205,461, Nov. 10, 1980, Pat. No. 4,386,695.
This application Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,415

Int. C\? B65G 65/46
U.S. a. 414—310 10 Claims

1. A silo construction, comprising a foundation, a storage
structure to contain stored material and mounted on the foun-
dation and having a trough disposed in the foundation and
extending from the center of the silo to the exterior and having
a pair of spaced side walls, sweep arm means mounted for

roution with respect to the center of said silo to dislodge
stored material and convey the dislodged material to said

trough, a discharge conveyor mounted in the trough for con-
veying the dislodged material to the exterior of the structure,

a vertical shaft disposed within the trough at the center of the
silo, a lower gear box operably connecting the discharge con-
veyor and the shaft, whereby rotation of said discharge con-
veyor will cause roUtion of said shaft, an upper gear box
operably connecting the shaft and the sweep arm means
whereby rotation of the shaft will rotate said sweep arm means
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about its axis, a frame disposed within the trough, said lower

gear box being secured to said frame, and adjusting means

i.

7 1','f'^
'' *

-p'.-^h
"^

connected to opposite sides of the frame and engageable with

the side walls of said trough for adjustably mounting the frame

and said lower gear box within said trough.

4,426,188

FORK CONSTRUCTION FOR FORK LIFT TRUCKS
Theodore L. Wolf, Southington; John A. Rossman, Mentor;

Russell C. Quinn, Twinsburg, and Thomas J. Kish, Mentor, all

of Ohio, assignors to Jos. Dyson h Sons, Inc., Eastlake, Ohio
Filed Mar. 23, 1978, Ser. No. 889,431

Int. a.' B66F 9/14

U.S. a. 414—667 6 Oaims

4,426,189

METHOD FOR ASSEMBLING CONSIGNMENTS
Otto Weber, Kurpfal2straaac 21, D-6945 Hirschbcrg; Klaus

Ohnsmann, Leharstrassc 32, D-6940 Wcinbcim, and Ferdi-

nand Christ, Heidcibergerstraasc 7, D-6831 Briihl, all of Fed.

Rep. of Germany
Filed Sep. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 301,315

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 26,

1980, 3036293

Int. a.' B65G \/02

U.S. a. 414—786 4 Qaims

V-
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1. A fork for a fork lift vehicle comprising a load arm, a

support arm connected thereto and integral therewith, a head

integral with the support arm to connect the fork to such

vehicle, said head including a hook portion for interengage-

ment with fork mounting means carried by said vehicle, said

portion further comprising an integral, uninterrupted extension

of the material of said arm, including the same material with

grain flow therein following the contour of said head, through

said hook portion, said fork being combined with a vehicle

which includes a carriage thereon, said carriage including the

mounting means, said mounting means comprising a transverse

rail connected to the carriage and having a series of notches

therein, the head being in engagement with the rail, and a latch

member mounted in the head, said member having a portion in

full engagement in one of said notches to prevent movement of

the fork along said rail, a downwardly open groove is formed

in the head at the rear thereof, said groove being engaged with

the rail as stated, the notches are in the upper edge of the rail

and extend at right angles across said rail, the latch member
comprises a reciprocable member extending upwardly through

the head, said member comprising an inverted generally L-

shaped body pivoted at the juncture of the arms of said body,

wherein the end of one arm may be moved into and out of

engagement with a notch by manipulation of the other arm, a

spring being positioned to exert pressure on said other arm to

maintain the said end in engagement with said notch.

1. A method for assembling consignments of articles stored

in storage containers on a high shelf by means of a shelf con-

signment assembler having a working station and a controller

for moving the assembler, adjusting the height of the assembly

and transferring the buckets to a loading position, comprising

the steps of moving said shelf consignment assembler including

said working station along the aisle and adjusting the height of

said working station depending on the articles to be unloaded

or picked in accordance with the control of a computer being

programmed with orders, said shelf consignment assembler

picking from along said high shelf all the articles of a plurality

of orders located on said high shelf while the controller of said

assembler simultaneously moves said consignment assembler

along said aisle and adjusts the height of said assembler, and

transferring one of a plurality of collector buckets at a time to

a loading position of said assembler in accordance with an

order selectively under control of said computer and filling

said collector bucket in accordance with the programmed
orders as said articles from said high shelf are emptied, filling

a corresponding number of consignment containers at the end

of a trip of said assembler in said aisle in accordance with said

programmed order.

4,426,190

VANE PUMP
Anatoly S. Shapiro, Raketny bulvar, 12, kv. 7, Moscow; Leonid

F. Kalashnikov, ulitsa 50 let VLKSM, 2, kv. 165, Kaliningrad

Moskovskoi oblasti; Nikolai I. Leontiev, ulitsa Tereshkovoi,

6, kv. 27, Kaliningrad Moskovskoi oblasti; Vladimir I. Polya-

kov, ulitsa Ostrovskogo, 5, kv. 8, Kaliningrad Moskovskoi

oblasti, and Anatoly A. Steblevsky, ulitsa Pionerskaya, 13, kv.

11, Schelkovo Moskovskoi oblasti, all of U.S.S.R.

Filed Dec. 11, 1980, Ser. No. 215,400

Int. a.' P04D i/02

U.S. a. 415—74 1 Qaim

1. A vane pump comprising a convergent housing which
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accommodates an axial-flow suction wheel and a main axial-
flow whed installed in said housing, said suction wheel having
a varying radial clearance with said housing, and said wheels
mounted one after the other in the direction of flow on a
common drive shaft, said suction wheel having a hub with
helical vanes attached thereto that increase in pitch in the
direction of flow, characterized in that the inside diameter of
the pump in the inlet section of the axial-flow suction wheel
has a diameter that decreases in the direction of flow from a
maximum value to a minimum value at the inlet section of the
main axial-flow wheel and equal to the inlet diameter of the
main axial-flow wheel, the radial clearance between the hous-
ing and the axial-flow suction wheel being maximum at the
inlet thereof and diminishing along the suction wheel to a
minimum value substantially equal to zero at the inlet section
of the main axial-flow wheel, the maximum value of the inside
diameter (Do) of the pump housing being chosen according to:

where

Do—inside diameter of the pump housing at the inlet section
of the suction wheel;

Di—inside diameter of the pump housing at the mlet section
of the main axial-flow wheel;

K|—dimensionless coefficient of 0.17 to 0.13
C*—predetermined cavitation critical speed coefTicient to

5,000 to 11,000;

and the setting angle (ySp) of the tip of the vane in the inlet

section of the axial-flow suction wheel is minimal and deter-
mined according to:

said flanges on the sleeve and the small diameter end,
and at least one of said flanges having a groove which
faces the large diameter end and which is adapted to
receive a corresponding flange of the inner case; and,

an inner case extending axially in the engine outwardly of
the working medium flow path and inwardly of the annu-
lar sleeve, which is adapted to be moved as a unit with
respect to outer sleeve during assembly to slidably engage
the outer sleeve during assembly radially attaching the
inner case to the outer sleeve, the inner case including
a first plurality of arcuate segments circumferentially

adjacent one to another which are axially continuous,
each of which supports a portion of at least two arrays
of stator vanes and each of which has a first flange
which extends radially outwardly to slidably engage in
the circumferential direction said grooved flange on the
annular sleeve radially attaching the segment of the
inner case to the outer sleeve;

a second plurality of arcuate segments circumferentially
adjacent one to another which are axially continuous,
each of which supports a portion of at least two arrays
of stator vanes, and each of which has a second flange
extending outwardly into proximity with the annular
sleeve, the second flange being integrally attached to
the first flange of a corresponding segment of the first

plurality of arcuate segments.

/3o = (10=33A/Dir + 1.50.

where

^0—setting angle of the tip of the vane in the inlet section of
the axial-flow suction wheel;

A—radial clearance in the inlet section of the axial-flow
suction wheel;

Di—inside diameter of the pump housing in the inlet section
of the impeller wheel.

4,426,192
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING

WINDMILL BLADE PITCH
Allan Chertok, Bedford; Joel Donahue, Woburn, and William

Widnall, Lexington, all of Mass., assignors to U.S. Wind-
power, Inc., Burlington, Mass.

Filed Feb. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 464,726
Int. a.3 F03D 7/04

U.S.a.416-1 24aaini8

4,426,191
FLOW DIRECTING ASSEMBLY FOR A GAS TURBINE

ENGINE
Robert F. Brodell, Guilford, Vt., and Roger J. Comeau, Ware,

Mass., assignors to United Technologies Corporation, Hart-
ford, Conn.

Filed May 16, 1980, Ser. No. 150,514
Int. a.i FOID 9/00

U.S. a. 415—189 4 Claims

1. For an axial flow gas turbine engine of the type having an
annular flow path for hot working medium gases and a flow
directing assembly including four or more arrays of stator
vanes, an improved flow directing assembly which comprises:

an ^nnular sleeve of circumferentially continuous material
extending axially in the engine outwardly of the working
medium flow path which is adapted to slidably engage an
inner case having flanges, the annular sleeve having
an end having a large diameter,

|

an end having a small diameter,
a plurality of flanges spaced axially one from another

extending circumferentially about the interior of the
sleeve, each flange being radially outward of any flange
on the inner case which is disposed entirely between

1. A windmill control system for controlling a windmill that
includes a turbine having turbine blades and a blade-pitch
actuator for varying the pitch of the turbine blades in response
to pitch-command signals applied thereto, said control system
comprising:

A. a control output sensor for sensing a windmill control
output and generating an output signal representative of
the sensed control output; and

B. a control circuit for generating pitch-command signals,

said control circuit being electrically connected to said
blade-pitch actuator for transmission of the command
signals to it, said control circuit further being electrically

connected to said control-output sensor for reception of
output signals therefrom and for deriving from the output
signals a current control output and an average of the
control output over a predetermined averaging interval,

said control circuit sending command signals to said
blade-pitch actuator to command pitch-angle changes in

response to current and average control output, through-
out at least a range of control outputs, only if the current
control output is outside a predetermined wide deadband
or the average control output is outside a predetermined
narrow deadband included within the wide deadband, said
control system thereby responding promptly to control-
output excursions outside the wide deadband but acting to
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bring the control output within the narrow deadband only

when the average control output falls outside the narrow

deadband.

4,426,193

IMPACT COMPOSTTE BLADE
Robert G. Carlson, ancinnati, Ohio, assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Air

Force, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jan. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 227,319

Int. a.^ POID 5/28

U.S. a. 416—229 A 1 Oaim

and second lines, said branch line includes a pilot for control-

ling the position of said valve to moduate flow to said control

element and through said capillary to said branch line and said

flow restriction means which arc in parallel relationship, the

pressure upstream of said flow restriction means and said con-

1. A composite blade for use in a fluid flow machine,

wherein said blade has a tip portion, a root portion, a pressure

surface, and a suction surface, and wherein said blade com-

prises a plurality of substantially parallel filament laminates

bonded together, with each said laminate including:

a. a root portion matrix in which are embedded a plurality of

boron filaments, with said root portion matrix comprising

an aluminum alloy foil sheet disposed toward said blade-

pressure surface, and an essentially unalloyed aluminum

foil sheet disposed toward said blade suction surface, with

said boron filaments sandwiched between said two foil

sheets; and

b. a tip portion matrix in which are embedded a plurality of

boron filaments discontinued by a cavity having a resin

therein, with said tip portion matrix comprising an essen-

tially unalloyed aluminum foil sheet disposed toward said

blade pressure surface, and another essentially unalloyed

aluminum foil sheet disposed toward said blade suction

surface, with said boron filaments and said resin-filled

cavity sandwiched between these two foil sheets; and

wherein said root portion matrix and said tip portion matrix

are bonded together at a common interface;

and wherein said tip portion with said resin-filled cavity, and

said root portion without a resin-filled cavity, have differ-

ent impact absorption capabilities;

and also wherein different areas of said tip portion, because

of said resin-filled cavity, have different impact absorption

capabilities.

4,426,194

VISCOSITY COMPENSATING CTRCUITS
Frederic W. Pollman, Ames, Iowa, assignor to Sundstrand Cor-

poration, Rockford, III.

Filed Mar. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 241,160

Int. a.3 P04B 49/00

VJS. a. 417—218 17 Oaims

1. A viscosity compensating control circuit for a variable

displacement pump and including a source of fluid flow, a first

line including a control element which is pressure sensitive to

flow and which upon an increase in pressure applied thereto

decreases the displacement of said pump, a second line in

parallel flow relationship to said first line and including a

capillary and a flow restriction means in series flow relation-

ship, a branch line connected to said second line between said

capillary and said flow restriction means, said first and second

lines being connected to said source of fluid flow by a pilot

operated valve to control flow from said source to said first

Uo\ i-lemcnt determining the amount of How across said capil-

lary, and the pressure driip across said capillary raises the

pressure at said control element to compensate for increases in

viscosity of the fluid which decreases the displacement of said

pump to reduce the fluid flow of said pump

4,426,195

ADJUSTABLE AXIAL FLOW PISTON MACHINES
Karl Herbert, Laudenbach, and Gustav Kleineisel, Mainaschaff,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Linde Aktien-

gesellschaft, Hollriegelskreuth, Fed. Rep. of Crermany

Filed Aug. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 296.318

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 16,

1980, 3034856

Int. a.' F04B 1/26; F16D 31/02: F15B 9/10: VfilB 3/02

U.S. CI. 417—222 12 Claims

\

y ^A-^,'

\
i; . ... / ..y,-*-'^-

1. In an adjustable axial flow piston pump bearing a hnusmg,

a swivellable comptment in said housing, pressure medium

loaded operating pressure chambers in said housing for swivel-

ling the swivellable component, said ehamhers being capable

of f>eing loaded through a follow-up control arrangement

having first and second control levers movafiie lelatively to

one another and supptirted on a common swivel axis with said

swivellable component, said second control lever supported in

a swivellable manner coaxially to the swivellable component,

opposed control arms on one end of said second lever in oper-

ating connection with opptisite ends of a final control valve

means of the pressure medium-loaded pressure chambers, said

final control valve means being supported in said first control

lever that is swivellable in common with the swivellable com-

ponent and with the final control valve means forming an edge

control of the follow-up control arrangement, the improve-

ment comprising said first lever connected with the swivellable

component and supported in a section of the housing, said final

control valve means mounted in and movable in said first lever,

fluid passage means in said first lever supplying fluid pressure

medium to the final control valve means, fluid passage means

in said housing connected to said pressure medium loaded

operating chambers and fluid passages means in said first lever

connecting said final control valve means and the fluid pas-
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sages in said housing whereby fluid pressure medium is deliv-

ered through the first lever and final control valve means to at

least one of said pressure medium loaded operating chambers.

4,426,196 I

OIL SUPPLY SYSTEM
Ian T. Bristow, Higham, and Peter A. E. Wilson, Snodland, both

of England, assignors to Hoboum-Eaton Limited, Rochester,
England

Filed Sep. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 302,520
Int. a.^ F04B 49/08. 49/10

U.S. a. 417-282 6 Qaims

a plurality of float means guided for vertical movement
along and by said supporting means,

a plurahty of piston-cylinder means of which at least one
each is mounted on one said float means,

at least one pump means provided with at least two pistons
having a top and a bottom piston surface of which at least
one piston is provided with a top piston surface of a
greater surface area then its bottom piston surface,

a fluid filled conduit means extending between each said
piston-cylinder means and said at least one pump means
communicating said piston-cylinder means with said bot-
tom piston surfaces,

1. An oil supply system comprising pumping means having
an inlet and separate first and second outlets, at least one of said
outlets leading to a point of utilization of pumped oil, a reser-
voir to which oil is returned from the point of utilization, the
said inlet communicating with said reservoir, and a spring-
loaded relief valve in the other of said outlets and which opens
progressively with an increase of a delivery pressure of the
pumping means above a predetermined value to by-pass a
proportion of the delivery of the pumping means to the inlet

side of the pumping means, a temperature responsive element
responsive to a temperature of the oil delivered by the pump-
ing means through said one outlet and connected to superim-
pose a load on the relief valve in a sense to increase the opening
of the relief valve with an increase of said temperature, and a
variable restrictor controlled in accordance with the control of
the relief valve which restrictor interconnects said outlets.

4,426,197

APPARATUS FOR THE CONVERSION OF POWER
STROKES OF A RANDOM SEQUENCE AND OF

RANDOM LENGTHS OF STROKES INTO POTENTIAL
ENERGY

Erwin Elkuch, Toni-Aeule-Strasse 10, FL-9490 Vaduz, Liech-
tenstein

FUed Sep. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 299,017
Oainis priority, application Switzerland, Sep. 30, 1980,

7308/80

Int. a.3 F04B 9/10
U.S. a. 417—331

1. An apparatus for the conversion of the power strokes of
ocean waves appearing at a random sequence and having
random lengths of strokes into potential energy, comprising

an upright supporting means firmly anchored in the sea bed.

a working fluid circuit,

a further conduit means extending from said top piston
surfaces to said working fluid circuit, which further con-
duit means opens at a point intermediate two working
fluid circuit check valves into said working fluid circuit
such that in operation of said pump means a predeter-
mined direction of flow of a working fluid contained in

said working fluid circuit is secured, and
a storage vessel for storing the working fluid pumped by said
pump means thus storing its potential energy.

4aainis

4,426,198

FUEL-INJECTION PUMP FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Dirk Bastenhof, Eaubonne; Roger Brisson, Gonesse, and Qaude
Bonniot, Paris, all of France, assignors to Societe d'Etudes de
Thermiques S.E.M.T., St. Denis, France

Continuation of Ser. No. 152,537, May 23, 1980, abandoned.
This application Mar. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 477,594

Oaims priority, application France, May 28, 1979, 7913486;
May 16, 1980, 8011046

Int. a.3 P02M 59/38
U.S. a. 417-494 6 Qaims

1. An injection pump for injecting fuel into a cylinder of an
internal combustion engine, the pump comprising a fuel receiv-
ing chamber defined within a cylindrical body, a plunger slid-

ably disposed within an inside space of said body for recipro-
cating linear motion between a bottom dead center position
and a top dead center position, said chamber being provided
with fuel inlet ports connected to a fuel supply source at a
relatively low pressure and which are adapted to be covered
by said plunger during its displacement towards its top dead
center to cause fuel to be discharged out of said chamber
towards the injector associated with said engine cylinder, said
plunger having a head formed with at least one helical ramp on
its periphery and a passageway opening into said chamber and
adapted to communicate with at least one duct connected to
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said fuel supply source and opening into the inside space of said

body in which said plunger is disposed, for interrupting the
fuel discharge out of said chamber towards said injector during
the displacement of said plunger towards its top dead center,

such that the fuel discharge is separated into a first discharge
phase providing a pre-injection of fuel into said engine cylinder
and a second phase providing a main fuel injection, wherein
the injection pump further comprises an accumulator device
including an accumulating chamber which communicates
permanently with said fuel receiving chamber and has a vol-

uniformly circularly spaced channels therein, alternate

ones of said channels being axial through-passages and
the intervening channels being corner channels opening

axially to one face of the member and radially,

said members being circularly aligned so that a corner

channel in one member is axially aligned with a

through -passage in the other and radially aligned with

an annular channel;

a control plate having a plurality of axial passages there-

through smaller in number than the channels in said com-
mutator meml)ers, said control plate being coaxial with

said members and adjacent a face of one of said members;
means for supplying fluid under pressure to one of said

annular channels and receiving fluid from the other; and
means defining a variable-volume, roiatable chamber cou-

pled to rotate with said plate to receive fluid under pres-

sure from said one annular channel through selected pairs

of said channels m said commutator members, to be rolat-

ably driven thereby and to return fluid to the other of said

annular channels.

ume variable by a piston fitted into said accumulating chamber
and movable against a return spring under the action of the

pressure in the fuel receiving chamber, the stroke of said piston

being limited by a stop forming a fluid-tight seat, said piston

being moved against said seat by pressure developed during

the first discharge phase and retained on its seat during dis-

charge interruption under the effect of a pressure in the receiv-

ing chamber produced during said discharge interruption by
said plunger continuing its displacement towards its top dead
center, whereby the start of the pre-injection is delayed with-

out affecting the start of the main fuel injection.

1. A fluid pressure-operated rotating machine comprising:

a cup-shaped housing body having a cylindrical inner sur-

face with means defining first and second axially spaced

annular channels in said inner surface;

first and second disc-shaped stationary commutator mem-
bers mounted in said housing in radial alignment with said

first and second channels, respectively

each of said commutator members having a plurality of

4,426.200

ROLLING PIN APPARATUS
Sylvio Muller, 21 Brookdale Rd.. Glen Cove. N.V. 11542

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 423.670

Int. a.' A2IC 3/02: B29C ]5/(X): B29D 7 14

U.S. a. 425-101 13 Claims

4,426,199

ROTARY FLUID ACTUATED MACHINE
Peter Wiisthof, and Johann Schneider, both of Lohr, Fed. Rep.

of Germany, assignors to Mannesmann Rexroth, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
Filed May 18, 1982, Ser. No. 379,458

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 19,

1981, 3119807

Int. a.3 FOIC 1/113

U.S. CI. 418—61 B 5 Oaims

1. A rolling pin apparatus comprising:

a pair of cylinders, said pair of cylinders being disposed in

parallel alignment and journaled for independent free

rotation to a structure, said structure having a hollov\

chamber disposed therewithin, said structure including a

valve, said valve communicating to an interior portion of

said chamber and to at least portions of each of said pair of

cylinders when said valve is in an opened condition, a pair

of handles, said pair of handles being fixedly secured to

said structure and each being disposed substantially coaxi-

ally aligned, means to scrape pt>rtions of the surfaces of

said pair of cylinders when said pair of cylinders are being

caused to rotate about their longitudinal axes in any direc-

tion.

4.426,201

SCREW FEED/RAM INJECTOR
Zachariha Cohen, c/o U.S. Molding Machinery Company,

21200 St. Oair Ave., Oeveland, Ohio 44117

Filed Sep. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 299,166

Int. a.' B29F 1/08

U.S. a. 425—147 24 Oaims
1. In a compression molding or like type machine having a

machine frame including a plate member associated with one

of two platens of the machine, a retrofitted ram injector unit

fixed on the machine frame plate member and including a

piston and cylinder ram drive assembly and a piston and cylin-

der injector assembly operated by the drive assembly, the

injector a.ssembly including mounting block means removably

secured to said plate member in a manner capable of exclu-

sively supporting said injector unit on said plate member, a

screw feeder unit for charging molding compound into the
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injector cylinder, mounting means for removably supporting

said screw feeder unit on said injector cylinder assembly rig-

idly on said mounting block means, said mounting means being

constructed and arranged in such a manner as to be capable of
providing the sole support for said screw feeder unit free of

significant direct structural interconnection with said frame.

19. A screw feeder for a molding press, including an elon-

gated barrel formed by a cylindrical sidewall having an inter-

nal cylindrical bore and a central axis, said barrel having an

outlet adjacent a forward end thereof communicating with said

barrel bore, said barrel having an inlet passage through said

sidewall remote from said outlet for admitting molding com-
pound into the barrel, a feed screw disposed in the barrel for

rotation about said barrel axis, said screw having a major

diameter closely fitting said bore, means for rotating the screw

on the barrel axis, a temperature-control block circumferen-

tially surrounding and in thermal communication with said

barrel in an axial zone including said inlet and limited in length

to substantially less than the distance between said inlet and

outlet, said block having serially connected internal flow paths

for conducting temperature-controlling fluid in a serpentine

path forwardly parallel to the axis of the barrel, circumferen-

tially of the barrel, and rearwardly parallel to the axis of the

barrel within said block, said flow paths including a multiplic-

ity of both forward and rearward courses along the barrel.

23. In a ram injector unit for a molding press, said injector

unit including a storage chamber for molding compound, an
outlet nozzle for said storage chamber, said outlet nozzle hav-

ing a central aperture for discharge of molding compound, said

nozzle including a pair of concentric sleeve elements, one of

said elements having multiple helical grooves formed on a

surface thereof in contact with and closed by a corresponding
surface of the other element, one of the grooves being con-
nected to an inlet at one end of the elements, means for com-
municating fluid from said one groove to another at the oppo-
site end of said elements, the other groove being connected to

an outlet at said one end of said elements.

24. In a molding press, a storage chamber for molding com-
pound, said storage chamber having an outlet adapted to be

connected to a mold cavity, a plunger for forcibly driving the

molding compound from the storage chamber, the plunger
having a face adapted to directly contact molding compound
in the storage chamber, a screw Teeder having an outlet com-
municating with said storage chamber to forcibly drive mold-
ing compound into said storage chamber, said screw feeder

including a screw and a rotary motor driving said screw in

rotation, said chamber being arranged to permit molding com-
pound entering said storage chamber to drive said plunger

rearwardly to expand the effective volume of said storage

chamber, sensor means measuring the position of said plunger

in said storage chamber, and therefore the effective volume of
molding compound in said storage chamber, said sensor means
including an elongate element having a length at least as long

as the stroke of said plunger, said elongate element having an
end affixed relative to said plunger, and measuring means
mechanically interengaged with said elongate element and
fixed relative to said storage chamber, the interengagement of
said measuring means with said elongate element permitting

said measuring means to measure displacement of said elongate

element with said plunger and thereby determine the amount
of molding compound in said storage chamber for interruption

of operation of said rotary motor, said elongate element being

laterally supported by spaced guide means fixed relative to said

storage chamber, said measuring means engaging said elongate

element at a zone intermediate said spaced guide means.

4,426^02
PALLET LOAD SUPPORT

Suppayan M. Krishnakumar, Nashua, N.H.; John F. E. Pocock,
Stone Mountain, Ga., and leuan L. Harry, Nashua, N.H.,
assignors to The Continental Group, Inc., Stamford, Conn.

Filed Apr. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 364,698

Int. a.J B29C 77/07
U.S. a. 425—534 15 Qaims

10

yi' K.

1. In a blow molding machine wherein a plurality of pre-

forms are simultaneously presented to a like number of split

blow molds, and wherein the preforms are carried by a pallet

movable along a track supported by rollers, said pallet forming

means for retaining and carrying preforms to, while in, and

from said blow molds without separation of the preforms from

said pallet in terms of carrying function, said pallet forming

means for supporting preforms when carried to and from said

blow molds, and an apparatus for automatically transferring

the support of the preforms from said pallet to said blow molds

while the preforms are still carried by said pallet-

CHEMICAL
4,426,203

STABLE ANHYDROUS TEXTILE ASSISTANT
Heinz Abel, and Josef Oxe, both of Reinach, Switzerland, as-

signors to Gba-Geigy CorporatioB, Ardsley, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 335,939

Qainu priority, application Switzerland, Jan. 6, 1981, 32/81

Int. a.J D06L i/02, 1/14

U.S. a. 8—138 29 Oaims
1. A stable anhydrous textile assistant which comprises at

least (A) an anionic surfactant of the formula

R—O—{CH2CH20),„X

wherein R is alkyl or alkenyl of 8 to 22 carbon atoms, o-

phenylphenyl or alkylphenyl containing 4 to 16 carbon atoms

in the alkyl moiety, X is a phosphoric acid radical, and m is 2

to 30; (B) an inorganic oxidizing agent, and (C) a siloxane-

oxyalkylene copolymer.

4,426,206

TEXTILE PRINTING PASTE COMPOSITION WITH
HIGHLY SUBSTFTUTED CARBOXYMETHYL

CELLULOSE
TeUiro Hosokawa; Shigetoshi Kako, and Kazuyuki Hagino, all

of Kyoto, Japan, assignors to Dai-Ichi Kogyo Sciyaku Co.,

Ltd., Kyoto, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 347,126, Feb. 9, 1982. Tbis

appUcation Jun. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 502,847

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 9, 1981, 56-034357

Int. a.' C09D 17/00: D06P 1/50

U.S. a. 8—528 7 Qaims
1. A textile printing paste composition comprising an alkali

metal salt of carboxymethylcellulose having an average degree

of substitution of at least 2.2 per glucose unit, the aqueous

solution of said salt in the concentration of 2% on the anhy-

drous basis having a viscosity of 10 to 10,000 cps as measured

in a B-type rotational viscometer at 20 rpm at 25' C

4,426,204

PROCESS FOR THE MARKING OF CARRIERLESS
POLYMERIC MEMBRANES AND ASYMMETRIC

CARRIERLESS POLYMERIC MEMBRANE
Nils Hese; Alfred Seeling, both of Einbeck, and Manfred Weis-

weiler, Garlebsen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to

Carl Schleicher A Schull GmbH A Co. KG, Einbeck, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
Filed Oct. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 314,121

Int. a.3 D06P 7/00; C04B 41/16

U.S. O. 8—492 8 Qaims
1. A process for the marking of carrierless polymeric layers

in which a casting mass containing an organic solvent and

serving for the production of the layer is poured onto a support

carrying marking symbols imprinted thereon by means of a

printing ink and in which after solidification of the layer, the

latter is removed from the support while taking the printing ink

along with it, the improvement of said process wherein the

printing ink is dried in a wipe-proof manner on a smooth sur-

face of the support at the time the layer casting mass is poured

onto the smooth surface of the support, and the layer is a

carrierless polymeric membrane for filtration purposes and for

reverse osmosis and the support-side of the layer casting mass

is the inactive side of the layer.

R»

Rl®03©S

R2®03S NHz

wherein R'® and R^® are alkali metal cations or ammonium
ions of a lower alkylol amine, and R3 is hydrogen or lower

alkyl, and at least one rhodamine dye.

4,426,207

STABLE TERNARY CRYOGENIC FUEL HAVING
DENSITY IN THE GASEOUS STATE LESS THAN THAT

OF AIR
Maurice Bruni, Tremblay-les-Gonesse, and George Duboz,

Paris, both of France, assignors to L'Air Liquide-Societe

Anonyme pour I'Etude et I'Exploitation des Procedes Georges

Qaude, Paris, France

Filed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,209

Int. Q.' ClOL I/OO

U.S. Q. 44—50 8 Qainu

4,426,205

NOVEL RED DYES FOR HBERGLASS AND PAPER
Robert F. Bann, and John E. Innes, both of Marietta, Ohio,

assignors to American Cyanamid Company, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Dec. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 451,697

Int. C\? D06P 3/80

MS. a. 8—523 10 Qaims
1. A red dye composition comprising the dye compound

1. Stable cryogenic ternary fuel having a density in the

gaseous state less than that of air, consisting of a mixture of

acetylene, ethylene and a hydrocarbon containing three car-

bon atoms in its molecule, wherein said initial cryogenic mix-

ture contains 25 to 30% by volume of acetylene. 61 to 72% by

volume of ethylene and 3 to 9% by volume of the Cy hydrtKar-

bon.

4,426,208

CORROSION INHIBITORS FOR ALCOHOL-BASED
FUELS

Warren L. Perilstein, Orchard Lake, Mich., assignor to Ethyl

Corporation, Richmond, Va.

Filed Nov. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,568

Int. Q.J ClOL ///*

U.S. Q. 44—56 26 Qaims
1. A liquid fuel for use in spark ignited internal combustion

engines comprising a major amount of hydrocarbons boiling in

the gasoline boiling range, a minor amount of ethanol and a

corrosion inhibiting amount of a mixture of (a) from about 5 to

95 parts of at least one polymerized unsaturated aliphatic

monocarboxylic acid having from about 16 to 18 carbon atoms

per molecule, and (b) from about 95 to 5 paris of an aliphatic

dicarboxylic acid selected from the group consisting of oxalic

and sebacic acids.

953
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4,426,209
CARBIDE COATED COMPOSITE MODIHED SILICON

ALUMINUM OXYNITRIDE CUTTING TOOLS
Vinod K. Sarin, Lexington, and Sergej-Tomisiav Buljan, Acton,

both of Mass., assignors to GTE Laboratories, Waltham,
Mass.

Filed May 20, 1982, Ser. No. 380,387
Int. aJ B24D JI/00

U.S. a. 51-295 14 Qaims
1. A coated abrasion resistant composite ceramic cutting

tool comprising a substrate body and at least one adherent
refractory metal carbide coating layer; said substrate body
consisting essentially of a particulate material selected from the
group consisting of the refractory metal carbides, nitrides,

carbonitrides and mixtures thereof uniformly distributed in a
matrix comprising a modified silicon aluminum oxynitride, said

particulate material comprising from about 5 volume percent
to about 60 volume percent of said cutting tool and having an
average particle size of between about 0.5 microns and about
20 microns; said modified silicon aluminum oxynitride having
a modifier selected from the group consisting of the oxides of
silicon, ytrrium, magnesium, hafnium, zirconium, beryllium,
the lanthanides and combinations thereof

I

4,426,210

PROCESS FOR ELIMINATING ODOR-EMITTING
SUBSTANCES FROM WASTE AIR

Friedrich Drawert, Freising; Peter Schreier, Wiirzburg, and
Gabriele Kramer, Nuremberg, all of Fed, Rep. of Germany,
assignors to Anton Steinecker Maschinenfabrilt GmbH, Freis-
ing, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Apr. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 254,490
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 19,

1980, 3015220

Int. a.J BOID 47/14
U.S. a. 55-73 5 Claims

I. In a process for eliminating odour-emitting substances
from the waste air of an industrial process including an apolar
odour-emitting substance or a polar odour-emitting substance
and wherein the waste air is purified by spraying in washing
water, the improvement comprising adding to said washing
water prior to spraying at least one compound of the following
groups:

(a) partial esters of polyalcohols; ethylene oxide adducts and
propylene oxide adducts with fatty acids, fatty alcohols,
fatty amines, or partial fatty acids of polyhydric alcohols;

(b) long-chain substituted amino acids; or betaines; and
(c) mixtures of the compounds of groups (a) and (b),

the said at least one compound of group (a) being used for
eliminating apolar odour-emitting substances, and the said at

least one compound of group (b) being used for eliminating
polar odour-emitting substances, and spraying the waste air

with said washing water containing said at least one com-
pound.

4,426,211

VACUUM CLEANER WITH DUST DISPOSAL
Yasukazu Ataka, Ibarakj; Katuzi Ikezaki, Sakai, and Katsuhiko
Umeda, Kashihara, all of Japan, assignors to Sharp Kabushiki
Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

Filed Dec. 16, 1981, Ser. No, 331,330
Oaims priority, application Japan, Dec, 19, 1980, 55-

184359[U]; Jan. 9, 1981. 56-2478[U]; Jan, 20, 1981, 56.7110njl-
Jan. 20, 1981, 56-7111[U]

Int. a.^ BOID 46/12
U.S. a. 55-296

9ciidnis

HE 8 10

"^^

1 A detachable dust collector for use with a vacuum cleaner
having a main body including an inlet opening and an outlet
opening with an electric fan being operatively positioned
therebetween, said dust collector comprising:

a housing hiving a top, bottom and two side walls adapted to
be remcvably disposed within said main body and opera-
tively positioned between said inlet opening and said
electric fan;

primary filter means for trapping dust and objects of a prede-
termined size being operatively positioned within said

housing;

said primary filter means including a horizontal wall extend-
ing from one side wall to the other side wall and a vertical

wall being spaced from said bottom wall of said housing
and extending from said top wall to said horizontal wall to
define a dust collection chamber adapted to be in commu-
nication with said inlet opening and a first path being
positioned between said horizontal wall of said primary
filter means, said two side walls and said bottom wall of
said housing;

secondary filter means for trapping dust and objects of a
predetermined size being operatively positioned within
said housing downstream of said primary filter means, said

secondary filter means being spaced from said vertical

wall to define a second path being in communication with
said first path;

said secondary filter means extending between said top,

bottom and both side walls of said housing to form an air

permeable end closure for said housing; and
a movable lid being operatively positioned on an open front

of said housing and being hinged about said top wall for

forming a closure thereto, said lid including an opening
adapted to be in communication with said inlet opening
and said dust collection chamber and said lid being in

engagement with said horizontal wall of said primary
filter means and said bottom wall for closing the front of
said dust collection chamber and said first path;

wherein detaching said dust collecto. from said vacuum
cleaner and moving said lid to an open position permits
dust and objects to be discharged in a single tilting action
from said dust collection chamber of said primary filter

means and from said first and second paths being in com-
munication with said secondary filter means.
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4,426,212

BRAaNG ASSEMBLY FOR CYCLONE DIPLEGS IN
FLUIDIZED BED UNITS

Harold D. Zacher, Hanmond, Ind., assignor to Standard Oil

Company (Indiana), Chicago, III.

Filed Aug. 25, 1982, Ser, No. 411,545

Int. a.3 BOID 45/12
U.S, a. 55—345 5 Gaims

1. A dipleg bracing assembly comprising a pair of brace

elements for each of a plurality of diplegs arranged in a regular

polygonal pattern, each of the brace elements being rigidly

connected at one end to a sleeve element surrounding one of

said diplegs in rotatable relationship therewith and being pivot-

ally connected to an encircling ring element rotatably sup-

ported on an adjacent dipleg whereby each of the ring ele-

ments is pivotally connected to two brace elements extending

from adjacent diplegs, the rigidly connected ends of the brace

elements serving to maintain the angular relationship of the

diplegs to each other and the rotatable ring elements which are

pivotally connected to the brace elements permitting thermal

expansion and contraction of the brace elements without alter-

ing the distances between the diplegs or imposing thermal

stresses upon the diplegs.

4,426,213

CONDENSATE REMOVAL DEVICE FOR STEAM LINES
AND THE LIKE

Constantine N, Stavropoulos, Addison, III., assignor to Engineer-

ing Resources, Inc., Chicago, III,

Continuation of Ser, No, 207,802, Nov. 17, 1980, abandoned.

This application Apr. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 366,787

Int. a,5 BOID 46/10; F15D 1/02

U.S, G. 55—466 2 Gaims

bore, said first nozzle having an internal constricted pas-

sageway therethrough communicating with said conduit,

said first nozzle being interchangeable with at least a

second tubular nozzle having external configuration like-

wise for frictional mounting within said bore, said second

nozzle having an internal constricted passageway which is

selected to be dilTerent in configuration than thai of said

first nozzle in order to enable variation in the constricted

passageways suitable for operation with different steam

pressures and different condensate drainage in said steam

systems;

c. said conduit including a conical formation within said

body structure, said conical formation opening ouIwardK
from an entrance to said b<ire;

d. said first tubular nozzle including a terminal flange engag-

ing said conical formation; and

e. said first nozzle including at least first, second, and third

generally coaxial and cylindrical constrictions formed

within said passageway, the second of said consinciions

having a somewhat larger diameter than (he diameter of

said. first constriction and said third consinciion having a

diameter somewhat larger than the diameters of said first

and second constrictions, said secund constnctuin com-

municating with said first constriction through a first

truncated conical bt>re joined therebetween, said third

constriction communicated with said second constriction

through a second truncated conical bore joined therebe-

tween, so that the axial alignment of said first, second and

third constrictions is in sequential order of increasing

relative diameter

4,426,214

LAMINATED FILTERS
George Vandrish, Vanier, Canada, assignor to Pylon Electronic

Development Company Ltd., Ontario. Canada

Filed Mar. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 354,400

Gaims priority, application Canada. Mar. 26, 1981, 373979

Int. CI.' BOID 46/10

U.S. G. 55—511 3 Claims

x'

1. In a device for drainage of condensate from steam systems

without passage of live steam, the improvement wherein said

device comprises:

a. a body structure having a fluid flow conduit therethrough

and including a generally cylindrical bore formed entirely

within said body structure;

b. a first tubular nozzle frictionally mounted within said

^'
• >

1. A filter for use in sampling devices for detecting particu-

late contaminants in a gaseous medium, comprising a base layer

of opaque plastic material, said base layer having a hi>le of

predetermined size; a filter membrane having a size slightly

greater than said predetermined size and covering said hole,

and a cover layer of plastic material covering said filter mem-
brane and being adhered to said base layer, said cover layer

having a hole of said predetermined size in registry with the

hole in the base layer. —
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4,426^15
METHOD OF FABRICATING A LOW LOSS FUSED
BICONICAL TAPER HBER OPTIC COUPLER

Kent A. Murphy, Roanoke, Va,, assignor to Internationa] Tele-
phone and Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 309^60, Oct. 7, 1981, abandoned. This
application Apr. 12, 1983, Ser. No. 484,343

Int. a.3 C03B 37/075. 37/14
U.S. a. 65-4.21 6 Qaims

a *.'
' J" -^

2ZZ22ZZSZ.
"^sr

sufficient such that said gel is partly sintered until the
specific surface area of said gel becomes 30 to 100 mVg,

(ii) a step of subjecting the partly sintered gel to a hydroxyl
group removal treatment by heating it in a chlorine-con-
taining atmosphere to a temperature lower than the heat-
ing temperature in the above-mentioned step (i) such that
sintering does not occur during step (ii), and

(iii) a step of sintering said gel by heating it to a temperature
higher than the heating temperature in the abovemen-
tioned step (ii) and for a time sufficient to produce said
optical glass.

•K (* .\ 'Jf* *

1. A method of fabricating a low loss fused biconical taper
fiber optic coupler comprising the steps of

simultaneously heating and pulling N optical fibers to pro-
vide a minimum biconical taper region wherein said fibers

are fused, where N is an integer greater than one; and
deforming cores of said N fibers at said minimum taper

region, said step of deforming including a pushing step at

said minimum taper region.

5. A method of fabricating a low loss fused biconical taper
fiber optic coupler comprising the steps of

simultaneously heating and pulling N optical fibers to pro-
vide a minimum biconical taper region wherein said fibers

are fused, where n is an integer greater than one; and
deforming cores of said N fibers at said minimum taper

region, said step of deforming including the steps of
scoring said minimum region,

pulling said scored minimum region for separation thereof.
heating said separated minimum region, and
pushing said heated separated minimum region together to

rejoin said separated minimum region.

4,426,216

PROCESS FOR PRODUONG OPTICAL GLASS
Shin Satoh, Inima; Kenzo Susa, Tokyo; Iwao Matsuyama,

Sagamihara, and Tsuneo Suganuma, Tokorozawa, all of Ja-
pan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 337,451
Int. a.' C03B 79/0(5

U.S. a. 65-18.1
,

,4 Claims

4,426,217
ELECTRIC MELTING OF SOLIDIHED GLASS IN

MELTING UNITS
Gordon A. Farrar, Newark, and Melvin R. Friemoth, deceased,

late of Newark, Ohio by Jean M. Friemoth, Executrix,
assignors to Owens-Coming Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo,
Ohio

Filed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,542
Int. a.3 C03B 5/027

U.S. a. 65-135 9 oaims

CHL'RiNflTiON ( n^/q I

1. A process for producing optical glass which comprises:
(i) a step of partly sintering a porous hydrolyzed alkoxide gel
by heating said gel to a high temperature and for a time

1. A method of melting solidified glass in a submerged throat
of a glass melting furnace comprising providing at least a first

electrode in the melter chamber supply slot, providing a sec-
ond electrode in the covered submerged throat, heating glass
about said first electrode to a conductive condition around said
first electrode and supplying electric energy between said first

electrode and said second electrode to establish a Joule effect
conductive path therebetween to more fully melt the glass
therebetween, subsequent electrodes adjacent said second
electrode along the length of the covered submerged throat,

sequentially supplying electric energy between said first elec-
trode and subsequent electrodes along said submerged throat.
to sequentially thaw the solidified glass by conduction of heat
from the region between the first electrode and second elec-

trode until the glass around the subsequent electrodes become
conductive and electric power for Joule effect heating can be
applied to subsequent electrodes in the submerged throat until

all of the glass in the submerged throat is molten.
5. An electrode arrangement for melting solidified glass in a

submerged outlet throat of a glass melting furnace comprising
a series of spaced apart electrodes including a first electrode at

the entry to the throat and a last electrode at the exit of the
throat, at least one additional electrode in said throat between
said first and said last electrode, means for melting glass around
said first electrode to provide molten glass between said first

electrode and said additional electrode, electric energy means
for establishing a Joule effect current therebetween for melting
glass about said additional electrode to provide molten glass
for establishment of a conductive path between said additional
electrode and its next adjacent electrode, sequentially applying
electric energy means between said first electrode and said
next adjacent electrode until a molten glass conductive path is

completed through the submerged throat between said first

electrode and said last electrode.
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4,426J18
MACHINE FOR HANDLING AND COOLING HOT

GLASSWARES ARTICLES
Armando Cabrera-Montante, and Joae J. Ogushi-Perez, both of

Monterrey, Mexico, aaiignors to Vitro Tec Fideicomiso, Mon-
terrey, Mexico

Filed Sep. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 335,804

Int. a.' C03B 9/44

U.S. a. 65—241 9 Qaims

kyl radical of 2 to 10 carbon atoms or an alkoxyaikyl radical of

2 to 6 carbon atoms and Hal is halogen.

7. A process for combating the growth of unwanted plants,

wherein the plants and/or their location are treated with a

herbicidally effective amount of a 2H-l,2,4.6-thiatnazine-l,l-

dioxide of the formula I as claimed in claim I.

L

4,426,220

DIPHENYL ETHERS, THEIR PREPARATION AND
THEIR USE AS HERBIODES

Adolf Parg, Bad Durkheim; Gerhard Hamprecht, Weinbeim, and

Bruno Wuerzer, Otterstadt, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,

assignors to BASF Aktiengetellachaft, Fed. Rep. of Gemuuiy
Filed Nov. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 324,984

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 5,

1980, 3045805

Int. a.' C07C m/04: AOIN 31/00

U.S. a. 71—98 9 Qaims

1. A diphenyl ether of the formula

Z'

1. In a machine for forming glassware articles and the like,

the combination which includes press and blow molds in

which hot glassware articles are produced in finished form,

including a horizontal arm receiving the hot glassware articles

from the molds, a rotatable and vertically movable shaft carry-

ing said arm, said arm and vertical shaft being hollow and in

communication with each other, means for imparting rotation

to said shaft and arm carried thereby, means imparting vertical

movement to the shaft and the arm carried thereby, and means

supplying air under pressure through said shaft and arm to cool

the hot glassware articles received by the arm.

4,426,219

2H-l,2,4,6-THIATRIAZINE-l-DIOXIDES AND THEIR
USE FOR CONTROLLING UNDESIRABLE PLANT

GROWTH
Berhard Hamprecht, Weinbeim, and Bruno Wuerzer, Otter-

stadt, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to BASF Ak-

tiengesellschaft. Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Aug. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,836

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 28,

1981 3134143

Int. a.J C07D 285/00: AOIN 43/72

U.S. a. 71—91 7 Qaims

1. A 2H-l,2,4,6-thiatriazine- 1,1 -dioxide of the formula

Hal

N N— R2,

(I)

N'
SOz

where R' is hydrogen, a saturated or. unsaturated straight-

chain aliphatic radical of not more than 10 carbon atoms, a

saturated or unsaturated branched aliphatic radical of 3 to 10

carbon atoms, a straight-chain or branched saturated alipatic

radical of 2 to 10 carbon atoms which is substituted by halogen,

alkoxy or alkylmercapto of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, a cycloali-

phatic radical of 3 to 7 carbon atoms, alkylamino, al-

kenylamino, dialkylamino or dialkenylamino, where alkyl or

alkenyl is of not more than 6 carbon atoms, phenyl which is

unsubstituted or substituted by halogen, alkyl or alkoxy of 1 to

4 carbon atoms, or unsubstituted or halogen-substituted ben-

zyl, R2 is hydrogen, a straight-chain saturated or unsaturated

aliphatic radical of not more than 10 carbon atoms, a branched

saturated or unsaturated aliphatic radical of 3 to 10 carbon

atoms, a cycloaliphatic radical of 3 to 7 carbon atoms, a haloal-

^"^-
Z2

where Z', Z^ and Z' independently of one another are each

hydrogen, halogen, nitro. cyano. carboxyl, alkyl of 1 to 4

carbon atoms, or haloalkyi, alkoxy. haloalkoxy, alkylmercapto,

haloalkylmercapto, alkylsulfinyl, haloalkylsulfinyl, alkylsulfo-

nyl or haloalkylsulfonyl where alkyl is in each case of 1 to 4

carbon atoms, V is hydrogen, halogen, cyano or nitro and Q is

—CO—NA—OR', where A is hydrogen, alkyl of I to 4 car-

bon atoms, a metal ion or an unsubstituted or tnalkyl substi-

tuted ammonium ion and R ' is carboxyalkyl, alkoxycarbonylal-

kyl or carbamylalkyi of not more than 10 carbon atoms

9. A herbicide containing inert additives and, a.s active ingre-

dient, a diphenyl ether of the formula

X>"^'
where Z', Z^ and Z} independently of one another are each

hydrogen, halogen, nitro, cyano, carboxyl, alkyl of I to 4

carbon atoms, or haloalkyi, alkoxy. haloalkoxy, alkylmercapto,

haloalkylmercapto, alkylsulfinyl, haloalkylsulfinyl, alkylsulfo-

nyl or haloalkylsulfonyl where alkyl is in each case of 1 to 4

carbon atoms, Y is hydrogen, halogen, cyano or nitro and Q is

—CO—NA—OR', where A is hydrogen, alkyl of 1 to 4 car-

bom atoms, a metal ion or an unsubstituted or trialkyi substi-

tuted ammonium ion and R ' is carboxyalkyl. alkoxycarbonylal-

kyl or carbamylalkyi of not more than 10 carbon atoms.

4,426,221

OXIME CARBAMATES FOR THE PROTECTION OF
CULTIV/^TTED CROPS

Henry Martin, Allschwil, Switzerland, assignor to Ciba-Gcigy

Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

DiTision of Ser. No. 112,049, Jan. 14, 1980, which U a

continuation of Ser. No. 938,205, Aug. 30, 1978, abandoned. This

application Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425,812

Int. a.5 AOIN 37/34: C07C 121/7%

U.S. a. 71—105 8 Claims

1. A compound of the formula
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R4O—c—C—CN
II II

O N—O—C—NHR6

8

wherein

R4 is lower alkyl, allyl. cyclohexyl or phenpropenyl, and
R6 is lower alkyl, lower haloalkyl, or phenyl optionally

substituted by halogen, lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, trifluo-

romethyl or nitro.

7. A method for protecting cultivated plants from bein dam-
aged by harmful agricultural chemicals selected from the
group consisting of triazines, haloacetanilides and pyridyloxy-
phenoxypropionates, which method comprises applying to
said plants, to parts threof or to the locus of their growth, an
antidotally effective amount of a compound according to claim

4,426,222
'

CARBAMIMC ACID ESTERS WITH HERBICIDAL
PROPERTIES

Gerhard Boroschewski; Ludwig Niisslein, and Friedrich Arndt,
all of Berlin, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Schering
Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin & Bergkamen, Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many

Division of Ser. No. 87,637, Oct. 23, 1979, Pat. No, 4,344,790.
This application Jan. 4, 1982, Ser, No. 337,003

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 11,
1978, 2844806

Int. CV AOIN 37/44; C07C 125/06
U.S. CI. 71-111 7 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

transferred arc thermal plasma to a sufficiently high tem-
perature both to maintain a slag phase containing the
metal oxide and a ferrochromium metal phase in the mol-
ten condition, and to effect by the reduction of the metal
oxide a liquid slag to liquid metal refining; and

(c) tapping the slag and ferrochromium metal.

4,426,224
LANCE FOR POWDER TOP-BLOW REHNING AND
PROCESS FOR DECARBURIZING AND REHNING

STEEL BY USING THE LANCE
Kaoru Shimme, Kyoto; Takeo Aoki, Kawanishi, and Masayuki

Taga, Kobe, all of Japan, assignors to Sumitomo Kinzoku
Kogyo Kabushiki Gaisha, Osaka, Japan

Filed Dec. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 451,046
aaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 25, 1981, 56-215415:

Aug. 19, 1982, 57-143778

Int. a.3 C21C 7/10
U.S. a. 75-49 7 ci^„.

O—CO—N
/

i

\

Ri

R2

NH—CO— R3

wherein Ri is halogen-Ci-C2-aikyl; I

R2 is phenyl optionally mono- or disubstituted by one or
more substituents selected from the group consisting of
halogen, methyl and methoxy; and

R3 is Ci-Cx alkyl. C2-Cg alkenyl, cyclopropyl or trichloro-
methyl.

6. A herbicidal composition containing a herbicidally effec-
tive amount of at least one compound as per claim 1, further
comprising carrier material.

7. A composition as per claim 6, further comprising other
additives.

1 A powder top-blow refining lance for metal refining
under vacuum, comprising a double pipe structure consisting
essentially of inner pipe means for passing a powder and a
carrier gas in which the powder is carried and outer pipe
means for passing an accelerating gas, a nozzle hole disposed at

the front end of said lance and connected to the inner pipe
means, and a plurality of Laval nozzle holes disposed around
said nozzle hole and connected to the outer pipe means, said
Laval nozzle holes being constructed and arranged such that
the accelerating gas which has passed therethrough causes
convergence of the powder which has passed through the
inner pipe means and out the nozzle hole.

4,426,223
REFINING OF FERROCHROMIUM METAL

Thomas R. Curr, Houghton Johannesburg, and Nicholas A.
Barcza, Randburg, both of South Africa, assignors to Council
for Mineral Technology, Randburg and Middleburg Steel and
Alloys (Proprietary) Limited, Sandown, both of. South Africa

Filed Oct. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 434,752
aaims priority, application South Africa, Oct. 19, 1981.

81/7209

Int. a.5 C22B 4/00
U.S. CI. 75-10 R I ,7 Claims

1. A process for refining ferrochromium metal containing
carbon or silicon by the removal of at least some of the carbon
or silicon comprising the steps of:

(a) feeding the ferrochromium metal and at least one metal
oxide to a furnace having a substantially carbon free envi-
ronment;

(b) heating the ferrochromium metal and metal oxide by a

4,426,225

GOLD RECOVERY METHOD
Noble N. Ida, Boulder, and William D. Wagner, Denver, both of

Colo., assignors to Storage Technology Corporation, Louis-
ville, Colo.

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,365

Int. a.3 C22B 11/04
U.S. a. 75-118 R 2 aaims

1. A method for the recovery of visible gold plate, in pure or
alloyed form, adhered to a support lamina of printed circuit

board scrap material by an at least partially visible underplat-
ing selected from the group consisting of copper, nickel, tin

and alloys thereof, comprising the steps of:

(a) preferentially etching away the underplating with an
aqueous etching solution comprising approximately 50%
weight percent HNO3 and a froth producing agent,

thereby to form an aqueous pregnant etch liquor contain-
ing solublized underplating, derived from a chemical
tunneling effect and vigorous frothing action under the
visible gold plate, and the gold in flake form;

(b) physically separating the gold flake from the pregnant
etch liquor; and

(c) recovering gold flake of substantially the analysis of the
gold plate of said scrap material.
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4,426^26

RECORDING LIQUID
Tokuya OhU, Yokohana, and Tsuyoshi Eida, Ichikawa, both of

Japan, assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Jan. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 390,995

Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 1, 1981, 56-103784

Int. a.J C09D 11/02
U.S. a. 106—22 4 aaims

1. A recording liquid comprising a recording agent for giv-

ing recorded images and a liquid medium for dissolving or
dispersing the recording agent, characterized in that the re-

cording agent comprises at least one of the compounds repre-

sented by the following formula (A) and at least one of the

compounds represented by the following formula (B):

Formula (A)

Ri R:

Q2-N=N-Qi-N=N—r*^r''^—N=N-Q,-N=N-Q2

R3 R4

wherein Q\ and Q2 each represent benzene ring residue or

naphthalene ring residue, unsubstituted or substituted by
amino, hydroxyl, or sulfo; Ri and R2 each represent hy-

drogen, hydroxyl, or amino; and R3 and R4 each represent

hydrogen or sulfo in the form of salt with an alkali se-

lected from sodium, lithium, potassium, ammonium, and
amines, wherein the number of sulfo groups in the mole-

cule is 2 to 8;

Formula (B)

Q3-N=N-Q4-(-X-)jfQ5

R5 Rb

R? Rs

Oft

wherein Q3 and Qe each represent phenyl or naphthyl, sub-

stituted or unsubstituted; Q4 and Qs each represent 1,4-

phenylene or 1,4-naphthylene, substituted or unsubsti-

tuted; R5 and Re each represent hydrogen, hydroxyl, or

amino; R7 and Rg each represent hydrogen or sulfo in the

form of salt with an alkali selected from sodium, lithium,

potassium, ammonium, and amines; X represents —NH—

,

—N=:N— , or —CH=CH— ; and n is or 1.

4,426,227

PRINTING COMPOSITIONS
Robert A. Keeling, and John Hunt, both of Stoke-on-Trent,

England, assignors to Harrison Mayer Limited, Stoke-on-

Trent, England

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,392

aaims priority, application United Kingdom, Jan. 10, 1980,

8031658

Int. a.J C09D 11/02

U.S. a. 106—27 10 Claims

1. A solvent-free ink for use in offset printing by means of a

silicone pad on an article of ceramic and like materials, said ink

consisting of:

40-80% by weight of coloring material, and

60-20% by weight of a printing medium which becomes
fluid at a temperature of 40*-80* C, has a viscosity of 1-60

poises at a shear rate of 61 S sec ~ ' in the temperature range

of 40*-80* C, the printing medium consisting of:

a mixture of 30-98% by weight of a thermoplastic compo-
nent consisting of a film-forming thermoplastic resin hav-

ing a softening point within the range 10S°-170* C. se-

lected from the group consisting of methacrylate resin,

ethyl cellulose, isobutyl methacrylate and rosin maleic

pentaerythritol ester and another thermoplastic resin of

lower softening point within the range of 5°-90* C. se-

lected from the group consisting of styrene resin, glycerol

rosin ester and methyl ester of hydrogenated rosin,

and 70-295- by weight of a diluent selected from the group
consisting of (a) an ester selected from palmitates, stea-

rates and laurates, (b) a fatty alcohol selected from myris-

tyl alcohol, cetyl alcohol and stearyl alcohol and (c) a

saturated fatty acid selected from capric acid, launc acid

and myristic acid,

said ink forming in use a coherent but semi-fluid film on the

silicone pad and transfernng in its entirety from the pad to

the article to form immediately a solid coating on the

article.

4,426,228

CELLULOSIC MOLDING AND SPINNING COMPOUND
WITH LOW CONTENTS OF LOW-MOLECULAR

DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS
Alexander Brandner, Erienbach am Main, and Hand G. Zengel,

Kleinwallstadt, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to

Akzo NV, Arnhem, Netherlands

Filed Aug. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 296,519

aaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 13,

1980, 3034685

Int. CI.' C08L 1/00. 1/02

U.S. CI. 106—203 15 aaims
1. Molding or spinning substance, comprising by weight

4.99-25% cellulose. 95-50% of a tertiary amine oxide, in given

instances up to 25% of a non-solvent and up to 10% of other

polymers, all proportions relative to the weight of the molding

or spinning substance, and as additive, singly or in a mixture,

0.01 up to 0.5% by weight, relative to the tertiary amine oxide,

of an organic compound with a minimum of four carbon atoms

and a minimum of two conjugated double b<inds and a mini-

mum of two groups in the form of hydroxyl and/or ammo
groups which, in turn, have a minimum of one unsubstituted

hydrogen atom and/or contain glycerol aldehyde, said addi-

tive being soluble in said tertiary amine oxide as well as its

mixture with said non-solvent

4,426.229

OXIDIZED ALPHA-OLEFINS
Malcolm E. Bolton, and Joseph O. Bienvenu, both of Longview,

Tex., assignors to Petrolite Corporation, St. Louis, Mo.
Continuation of Ser. No. 745,159, Nov. 26, 1976, which is a

continuation of Ser. No. 340,378, Mar. 12, 1973, abandoned,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 860,819, Sep. 24,

1969, abandoned. This application Sep. 26, 1980, Ser. No.

191,462

Int. a.'COSL 91/06

U.S. a. 106—270 40 aaims
1. A wax comprising a mixture of oxidi/ed alpha-olefins, said

aliphatic alpha-olefins comprising a mixture of alpha-olefins

having the following characteristics:

Carbcm No. Disirihuiion, Wi ^(

C2g and l<»wt:r

C30 and higher

Appearance al 175- 18V F
Color, Saybolt

Viscosity, SUS Sec al 210" F.

Viscosity, Kin Cs al 210* F.

Melting Point, D 127 'F

max 28

mm 72

Clear k bright

mm
max 5<) 2

max 10

max 175

the acid number of said wax being between ab^)ut 30 and 50 and

the penetration value ranging from substantially that of said

mixture of aliphatic alpha-olefins prior to oxidation to one 1.6

times that of said mixture of aliphatic alpha-olefins prior to

oxidation.
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4,426,230
nLLING MATERIALS FOR COMMUNICATIONS CABLE
Lawrence E. Davis, Hickory, and Naren I. Patel, Valdese, both

of N.C., assignors to Siecor Corporation, Hicltory, N.C.
Division of Ser. No. 317,483, Nov. 2, 1981, Pat. No. 4,382,821,
which is a division of Ser. No. 146,339, May 2, 1980, Pat. No.
4,333,706, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 106,866,
Dec. 26, 1979, abandoned. This application Sep. 27, 1982, Ser.

No. 423,818

Int. a.3 C08L 97/00. 91/06
U.S. a. 106-272 6 Oaims

1. A composition of matter comprising a mixture of petrola-
tum, glycerol hydroxy stearate and inorganic hollow micro-
spheres within:

(a) the inorganic hollow microspheres are 10 to 20 weight
percent glass microspheres having diameters from 20 to 200
microns;

(b) the glycerol hydroxy sterate is from 2 to 10 weight percent
dissolved in said petrolatum; and,

(c) the balance being petrolatum.

4,426,231

LIGHT STABLE QUINACRIDONEQUINONE PIGMENTS
Wilfried G. Hol^e, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. Du Pont
de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Aug. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 407,644

Int. a.3 C07F 15/00
U.S. a. 106-288 Q 4 Qaims

1. A process of photostabilizing a pigment composition
which consists essentially of quinacridonequinone or a solid
solution thereof comprising treating said pigment composition
dispersed in aqueous slurry with from 2.5 to 20 percent by
weight, based on quinacridonequinone, calculated as
Mn(OH)2. of an aqueous solution of a divalent manganese salt

and supplying OH- ions to said aqueous solution to slowly
precipitate a manganese species on the pigment composition.

4,426,232
'

EXTRACTION OF SUCROSE
Richard W. Neuzil, Downers Grove, and Richard L. Fergin, Mt.

Prospect, both of III., assignors to UOP Inc., Des Plaines, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 246,349, Mar. 23, 1981,
abandoned. This application Oct. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 308,013

Int. a.3 CUD 3/12
U.S. a. 127-46J

I ,3 Qaims

connected to provide a continuous connection of said
zones;

(b) providing the first of said at least three zones as an ad-
sorption zone in said column, said zone defined by the
adsorbent located between a feed inlet stream of said
solution at an upstream boundary of said zone and a raffi-

nate outlet stream at a downstream boundary of said zone;
(c) providing another of said at least three zones as a purifi-

cation zone immediately upstream from said adsorption
zone, said purification zone defined by the adsorbent
located between an extract outlet stream at an upstream
boundary of said purification zone and said feed inlet

stream at a downstream boundary of said purification
zone;

(d) providing another of said at least three zones as a desorp-
tion zone immediately upstream from said purification
zone, said desorption zone defined by the adsorbent lo-

cated between a desorbent inlet stream at an upstream
boundary of said zone and said extract outlet stream at a
downstream boundary of said zone;

(e) passing said feed stream into said adsorption zone at

adsorption conditions to effect the selective adsorption of
sucrose by said adsorbent in said adsorption zone and
withdrawing a raffmate outlet stream from said adsorption
zone;

(0 passing a desorbent comprising alcohol into said desorp-
tion zone at desorption conditions to effect the displace-
ment of said sucrose from the adsorbent in said desorption
zone;

(g) withdrawing an extract stream comprising said sucrose
and desorbent material from said desorption zone;

(h) passing a water inlet stream into said adsorption zone
downstream of said feed inlet stream to effect the flushing
of said alcohol from said adsorbent in said adsorption
zone; and,

(i) periodically advancing through said column of adsorbent
in a downstream direction with respect to fluid flow in

said adsorption zone the feed inlet stream, raffinate outlet
stream, desorbent inlet stream, extract outlet stream and
water inlet stream to effect the shifting of zones through
said adsorbent and the production of extract outlet and
raffmate outlet streams.

'*«*

/•»'•• -

ei''ae' ~

/' D»t9'f' -

4,426,233

METHOD FOR DISPOSAL OF SLUDGE IN FLOATING
ROOF TYPE OIL TANK

Nobuyuki Manabe, Fiijisawa, and Takahiro Goto, Yachiyo, both
of Japan, assignors to Taiho Industries Co. Ltd. and O.P.E.
Co. Ltd., both of Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 366,319
Oaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 11, 1981, 56-142446;

Dec. 28, 1981, 56-209734

Int. a.3 B08B 5/04; C02F 3/02
U.S. a. 134-21 16 Claims

87 . I

1. A process for separating sucrose from an aqueous solution
of sucrose and at least one of the compounds comorising beta-
ine and a mineral salt which process comprises contactmg at
adsorption conditions said solution with a solid adsorbent
exhibiting selectivity for said sucrose, which process comprises
the steps of:

(a) providing net positive fluid flow through all portions of
a column of said adsorbent in a single direction, which
column contains at least three zones having separate oper-
ational functions occurring therein and being senally
interconnected with the terminal zones of said column

!

) 41 HI
8!)
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1. A method for the disposal of sludge collecting within a
tank, comprising the steps of:

mounting at least one pressurized liquid spurting device,
comprising at least two relatively movable members,
within said tank;

selectively moving one of said at least two relatively mov-
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able members relative to said other one of said at least two
relatively movable members so as to selectively change

the geometrical configuration of said spurting device and

thereby the application angle of said pressurized liquid

relative to said collecting sludge;

spurting said pressurized liquid from said spurting device

onto said collecting sludge within said tank so as to

thereby disintegrate and fluidize said sludge; and

removing said disintegrated and fluidized sludge from said

tank.

dinalc martensitc, wherein the area ratio (if said bainite is

2-30'??-, the area ratio of said martcnsitc is not greater than 8'7<-,

4,426,234

METHOD OF FORMING REPRODUCIBLE IMPURITY
ZONE OF GALLIUM OR ALUMINUM IN A WAFER BY
IMPLANTING THROUGH COMPOSITE LAYERS AND

DIFFUSION ANNEALING
Jiro Ohshima, Yokohama; Yutaka Koshino, Yokosuka; Takashi

Ajima, Kamakura, and Toshio Yonezawa, Yokosuka, all of

Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha,

Japan

Filed Dec. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 327,190

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 4, 1980, 55-171304

Int. a.' HOIL 21/225. 21/425. 21/74

U.S. CI. 148—1.5 6 Qaims

" l^v.vH-v'S

^

I t I t t 12

1. A method for fabricating a semiconductor device com-

prising the steps of:

a. forming, on a surface of a silicon substrate, a first thin film

having a gallium diffusion coefficient greater than the

gallium diffusion coefficient of said substrate;

b. forming on a surface of said first thin film, a second thin

film having a gallium diffusion coefficient smaller than

said gallium diffusion coefficient of said first thin film;

c. ion-implanting gallium through said second thin film into

said first thin film to form a P-type impurity region; and

d. effecting annealing to set a junction depth of said F-type

impurity region to a predetermined value.

5 'C " ?C

AREA fATiC or St CONCISE

and the area ratid of the martensite is less than that of the

bainile. said steel ha\mg an r-\alue greater than I 5

4,426,236

METHOD FOR MAM FACTl RING HIGH STRKNGTH
RAIL OF EXCELLENT WELDABILITY

Kazuo Sugino; Hideaki Kageyama, and Hiroki Masumoto, all of

Kitakyushu, Japan, assignors to Nippon Steel Corporation,

Japan

Division of Ser. No. 202.195, Oct. 30. 1980. Pat. No. 4.375.995,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 37.146. May 8. 1979.

abandoned. This application Jan. 18. 1982. Ser. No. 340,335

Claims priority, application Japan, May 12. 1978, 53-56330

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Mar. 8,

2000, has been disclaimed.

Int. C1."C22C.?«/J6

U.S. a. 148—36 5 Qaims
1. A high strength steel rail of excellent weldability, said

steel containing 0.65 to 0.«5'7f of C. 50 to I lO'^r of Si. 0.50 to

1 .5095- of Mn, 0.(X)5 to O.OSOTr of Al. (XM to 0.0509^ of one or

both of Nb and Ti, and the balance being iron and unavoidable

impurities and said rail having a surface layer on the head

thereof to a depth of 10 mm or more, said surface layer having

a fine pear!ite structure with a tensile strength or more than 1 20

kg/mm-, a reduction of area of more than 40""^ and a surface

hardness al the surface layer of Hj 350 or more,

the weldability of said rail being such that when said rail

head is welded, the welded ptirtion has properties which

are almost the same as those of the non-welded portion

4,426,235

COLD-ROLLED HIGH STRENGTH STEEL PLATE WITH
COMPOSITE STEEL STRUCTURE OF HIGH R-VALUE

AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING SAME
Masatoshi Sudo, Kobe; Hiromi Hori, Akashi; Ichiro Tsukatani,

and 2^nichi Shibata, both of Kobe, all of Japan, assignors to

Kabushiki Kaisha Kobe Seiko Sho, Kobe, Japan

Filed Jan. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 342,841

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 26, 1981, 56-10539;

Jan. 26, 1981, 56-10540

Int. a.' C2\n^/04
U.S. a. 148—12 C 17 Oaims

1. A high strength cold rolled steel plate or sheet consisting

essentially of:

carbon: 0.02-0.15% by weight

manganese: 0.02-0.7% by weight

aluminum: 0.01-0.1% by weight

nitrogen: 0.002-0.01% by weight

balance iron and inevitable impurities, said steel having a mi-

crostructure comprising ferrite and bainite, and possibly subor-

4,426,237

VOLATILE METAL OXIDE SUPPRESSION IN

MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY SYSTEMS
John L. Freeouf, Peekskill, N.Y.; Peter D. Kirchner, Sute

College, Pa.; George D. Pettit, Mahopac. and Jerry M. Wood-

all, Bedford Hills, both of N. k'., assignors to International

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 311,091

Int. a.' HOIL 21/203. 21/363

U.S. a. 148—175 10 Claims

1 In a molecular beam source for providing a molecular

beam, wherein said source contains a source material having an

inherent contaminant, the improvement comprising the addi-

tion in said source a second material having an affinity for said

contaminant, said second material has the property that upon
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heating said second material combines with said contaminant
thereby providing a molecular beam of said source material.

duced in flat film extruder insullations or films coated in ex-
truder laminating installations, said method comprising:

measuring thicknesses over the width of a flat film extruded
from or coated by a sheet die and feeding the measured
thicknesses to a processing unit;

subdividing the width of the flat film into equally long film
sections (xf) within the processing unit;

associating the film sections with correcting sections (x/c) of
the sheet die from which they were extruded;

determining within the processing unit from the measure-
ments of thicknesses mean thickness distributions (s;,') for
the individual film sections (x/r); and

selectmg one of the mean thickness distributions (sx) as a
target value, the deviations of the values of the other mean
thickness distributions (sx) forming measures for correct-
ing signals for setting elements of the individual correct-
ing sections (x/c) at the sheet die that are associated with
the respective film sections (xp), adjustment of the setting
elements controlling the film thicknesses.

I

said molecular beam being substantially free of both said con
taminant and said second material.

4,426,238 '

BLASTING COMPOSITION CONTAINING
PARTICULATE OXIDIZER SALTS

Daniel A, Wasson, Sandy, Utah, assignor to IRECO Chemicals,
Salt Lake City, Utah

Filed Sep. 14, 1979, Ser. No. 75,577
Int. a.3 C06B 31/30

U.S. CI. 149-60
I 7c^„,

1. A stable aqueous blasting compositibn comprising inor-
ganic oxidizer salt in particulate form, a solution of oxidizer
salt in water forming a continuous aqueous phase, an immisci-
ble liquid organic fuel finely dispersed throughout the aqueous
phase, a thickener, a crystal habit modifier, and a nonionic
surfactant having a hydrophilic character as shown by an HLB
value above 1 1.0, selected from the group consisting of nonyl-
phenol ethoxylates and linear ethoxylated alcohols having
from about 1 1 to about 20 carbon atoms to retard desensitiza-
tion of the composition that would otherwise occur due to the
presence of the salt particles.

I

4,426,239
METHOD OF CONTROLLING THE HLM THICKNESS
OF FLAT RLMS PRODUCED IN FLAT RLM EXTRUDER

INSTALLATIONS
Hartmut Upmeier, Jahnstrasse 25, 4540 Lengerich of Westpha-

lia, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Feb. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 235,618

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb 21
1980,3006566

Int. a.' B29D 7/02

4,426,240
ADHESIVE COMPOSITIONS AND METHOD

EMPLOYING SAME
Eckhart Louis, Burghausen; Ernst Aigner, Tyrlaching, and
Wolfgang Hechtl, Burghausen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germaiiy,
assignors to Wacker-Chemie GmbH, Munich, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 184,555, Sep. 5, 1980, abudoned. This
application Aug. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 405,135

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 9,
1979, 2940917

Int. a.3 B32B 77/00
U.S. a. 156-99 gctoiaa

1. An adhesive composition for bonding unprimed substrates
together which comprises substantially linear organopolysilox-
anes having SiC-bonded vinyl groups and Si-bonded hydrogen
atoms, and a catalyst which promotes the addition of Si-
bonded hydrogen to vinyl groups, in which all the organopoly-
siloxanes are free of Si-bonded hydroxyl and alkoxy groups
and contain an average of from 2 to 1,000 silicon atoms per
molecule in which at least 99.5 percent of the number of Si-
bonded hydrogen atoms are bonded to organopolysiloxanes
having one Si-bonded hydrogen atom and one SiC-bonded
vinyl group per molecule and at least 99.5 percent of the num-
ber of SiC-bonded vinyl groups are bonded to organopolysi-
loxanes having one Si-bonded hydrogen atom and one SiC-
bonded vinyl group per molecule.

6. The process for bonding two substrates together which
comprises coating one surface of a substrate with the composi-
tion of claim 1 and then contacting the coated surface of one
substrate with the other substrate.

U.S. a. 156—64
7 Claims

i: A method of controlling the thickness of flat films pro-

4,426,241

BELT LOOP FABRICATING APPARATUS AND
METHOD

Hubert Zimmermann, Aachen, and Thomas Kempf, Wuppertai,
both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Otto Brand
GmbH, Wuppertai, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Aug. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 409,075
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 20.

1981, 3132862

Int. a.3 B31F 1/00
U.S. a. 156-217 17 Qaims

1. A method for the fabrication of hanging loops from a tape
comprised of fabric comprising the steps of:

advancing the free end of the tape along a groove to define
a loop, the groove being contoured to cause the free tape
end to be doubled back on the remainder of the tape in a
region in front of the point of entrance of the tape into the
groove whereby said free end will be in adjacent overiap-
ping relationship therewith and substantially parallel to
the advancing direction of the tape;
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bonding the tape to itself in the region where it is overlap-

ping to permanently close the loop;

severing the bonded loop from the tape; and

ejecting the severed loop from the groove.

4,426,242

METHOD FOR PRODUCING A MANIFOLD ASSEMBLY
Ivan Sarkans, Phoenix, Md., and Charlea A. Figgins, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, assignors to American Standard, Inc., New York,

N.V.

Division of Ser. No. 889,016, Mar. 22, 1978, Pat. No. 4,307,897.

This application Oct. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 315,401

Int. a.5 B32B 31/04. 31/18

U.S. a. 156—252 9 Qaimi
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1. A process for producing a manifold assembly in a collat-

ing apparatus that comprises collating a plurality of sheets in

superimposed relationship within uid apparatus; striking

crimp legs in registry through said superimposed sheets and

depressing the free ends of said crimp legs and the free terminal

margins thereof in a substantially fully extended state below

the plane of said superimposed sheets from which said crimp

legs are struck when said sheets are in planar alignment, the

free ends of said crimp legs including said free terminal mar-

gins facing in the direction of passage of said superimposed

sheets through said apparatus and at an angle of less than about
90* from the plane of said superimposed sheets from which said

legs are struck for the purpose of applying adhesive to said free

terminal margins of said legs; and depositing adhesive on said

free terminal margins of said crimp legs in their substantially

fully extended state; collating said superimposed sheets with an

exterior base sheet; and affecting adhesion of said free-terminal

margins of said crimp legs to the interior surface of said exte-

rior base sheet.

4,426,243

ROOM-TEMPEllATURE-CURABLE, QUICK-SETTING
ACRYLIC/EPOXY ADHESIVES AND METHODS OF

BONDING
Pmri C. Brtip, DmiTers, Mass., assigaor to Illlaois Tool Works

Ik., Chkafo, IH.

nM Dm. 1, 19tl, Ser. No. 326,355

lit. a.) COM 5/02

U.S. a. 186—307.3 26 aahns
1. A method of obtaining a quick-setting, strong, durable.

heat-resistant and solvent-resistant adhesive bond between two
surfaces, comprising: applying to one of said surfaces a poly-

merizable mixture comprising a polymerizable acrylic-based

ester material, a polymerizable epoxide-based material, a bi-

functional'molecular material reactable with said acrylic-based

material and said epoxide-based material, and a catalyst; caus-

ing an activator to be applied to the other one of said surfaces,

and bringing said surfaces together with said mixture and said

activator therebetween, said epoxide-based matenal being in

an effective amount for promoting said strong, durable, heat-

resistant and solvent-resistant adhesive bond, the ester matenal

amount being relatively greater by weight than the bifunc-

tional material amount, said ester and bifunctional molecular

material amounts being effective for causing said adhesive

bond to cure at room temperature, said mixture polymenzing
and said adhesive bond curing at said room temperature

4,426,244

COOLING DEVICE FOR ULTRASONIC HORNS
Kenneth Y. Wang, Greensboro, N.C., assignor to Burlington

Industries, Inc., Greensboro, N,C.

Filed Aug. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 413,445

Int. a.' B29C 27/0%
U.S. O. 156—498 IS Oaims

^-'"
.

I. A ccx)ling apparatus adapted to being operatively associ-

ated with an ultrasonic bonding system of the type including a

plurality of bonding horns in juxtaposition with and disposed

across the width of a moveable web of textile material, means
for imparting ultrasonic vibratory movement to said bonding

horns so as to effect bonding of said web at points where
individual fibers thereof contact one another, and means for

moving said web into bonding position with said bonding

horns, said cooling apparatus comprising:

cooling means having an inlet and an outlet for directing a

cooling fiuid to impinge upon exterior side surfaces of said

plurality of bonding horns, whereby said outlet is posi-

tioned in close relationship to each of said bonding horns

so as to deliver a stream of cooling fluid at or above the

nodal area thereof, said cooling fluid thereby counteract-

ing the tendancy of said bonding horns to cxpenence

deleterious temperature elevation due to heat naturally

generated at the nodal area in addition to heat radiated

through the horn at the bonding surface and conducted

therethrough.

4,426,245

MASKING APRON DISPENSING APPARATUS
Michael E. Driscoll, and Wilson O. Boowr, III, both of P.O.

Box 12194, GaiResTillc. Ha. 32604

Filed Feb. 22, 1983. Ser. No. 468,755

Int. a.J B31F i/Ot: B32B 31/18

U.S. a. 156—511 ISQalBH
1. A tape and masking apron dispensing apparatus for rolls of

paper and tape comprising:

a ba.se unit;

a supporiing unit attached to said base unit and extending

generally upwardly therefrom; and

at least one paper roll shaft unit attached to said suppori unit;

each paper roll shaft unit comprising (a) a shaft for receiv-
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ing and supporting at least one roll of paper, said shaft

being connected to said support unit and extending gener-
ally perpendicularly therefrom such that the axis of each
supported roll of paper forms an acute angle with the
plane supporting said base unit, (b) cutter bar means
mounted to said shaft for cutting dispensed tape and paper
to length, and (c) at least one roller bar assembly means

mounted to said shaft (i) for retatively supporting at least

one roll of pressure sensitive tape, (ii) for pressing the tape
against a longitudinally advancing edge of the paper as the
paper and tape are dispensed, and (ii) for providing a
positive spacing means betweeen adjacent rolls of paper
and tape when more than one roll of paper and tape are
supported on a single shaft, thereby permitting indepen-
dent dispensing and taping of the individual rolls of paper

I

4,426,246
PLASMA PRETREATMENT WITH BCL3 TO REMOVE

PASSIVATION FORMED BY FLUORINE-ETCH
Stanley H. Kravitz, Coopersburg; Ajit S. Manocha, Allentown,

both of Pa., and WiUiam E. Willenbrock, Jr., Manchester
Township, Ocean County, N,J., assignors to Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J,

FUed Jul. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 401,830
Int. a.3 HOIL 21/308

U.S. a. 156-643 8 Oaims

! W. Wl ^, -•
I I 1
fi" • nm rmr« Gva mm _«

1. A method for manufacturing a device comprising at least
one operation in which a layer of the device being manufac-
tured is to be etched, wherein the device is etched in the pres-
ence of a plasma contained within an apparatus, the plasma
being generated in a gaseous ambient by the application of an
electric field across a portion of the gaseous ambient between
two electrodes, one of the electrodes supporting the device to
be etched, the layer to be etched comprising silicon masked by
a pattern of relatively etch-resistant material, the step of etch-
ing the layer being performed in a gaseous ambient comprismg
substantially pure chlorine, the apparatus having been used in

a previous etching step in which the gaseous ambient com-
prised a fluorine-containing compound,

characterized in that

following the previous etching step, a plasma is generated in
the apparatus in a gaseous ambient comprising boron
trichloride.

2. A method for manufacturing a device comprising at least
one operation in which a surface of the device being manufac-
tured IS to be etched, wherein the device is etched in the pres-
ence of a plasma contained within an apparatus, the plasma
being generated in a gaseous ambient by the application of an
electric field across a portion of the gaseous ambient between
two electrodes, one of the electrodes supporting the device to
be etched, the surface to be etched being a silicon material, the
etching of the surface to be performed in a gaseous ambient
comprising chlorine, the apparatus having been used in a previ-
ous etching operation in which the gaseous ambient comprises
a fluorine-containing compound,

characterized in that

following the previous etching operation a plasma is gener-
ated in the apparatus in a gaseous ambient comprising
boron trichloride,

and further characterized in that

after the previous etching operation and prior to loading of
the device to be etched in the apparatus, a plasma is gener-
ated within the apparatus in a gaseous ambient comprising
substantially pure boron tirchloride at a pressure in the
range of 5x IQ-^ Torr to 0.1 Torr, the plasma having a
power density in the range of 0.1 watts/cm^ to 0.5
watts/cm2 and maintained for at least two minutes.

4,426,247
METHOD FOR FORMING MICROPATTERN

Toshiaki Tamamura, Katsuta; Saburo Imamura, Mito; Masao
Morita, and Osamu Kogure, both of Mito, all of Japan, assign-
ors to Nippon Telegraph A Telephone Public Corporation,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 482,613
Qaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 12, 1982, 57-59612:

Feb. 14, 1983, 58-21731

Int. a.3 B44C I/22,- C03C 15/00. 25/06; B29C 17/08
U.S. a. 156-643 12 Qaims
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1 A method for forming a micropattem, comprising the
steps of:

forming an organic polymeric material layer on a substrate;
forming a silicone layer on said organic polymeric material

layer;

selectively irradiating a surface of said silicone layer with a
high-energy beam;
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exposing the surface of said silicone layer to a radical addi-

tion polymerizable monomer gas so as to form a graft

polymer film on an irradiated portion of the surface of said

silicone layer;

performing dry etching using said graft polymer film as a

mask so as to form a pattern of said silicone layer; and
performing dry etching using said pattern of said silicone

layer as a mask so as to form a pattern of said organic

polymeric material layer.

4,426.2«9

COMPOSITION AND THICKNESS VARIATION IN
DIELECTRIC LAYERS

Richard Brown, Berkeley Hu., and Phillip C. Jozwiak, Plains-

bora, both of N.J., assignors to RCA Corporation, New York,

N.Y.

Filed Jun. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 509,785

Int. a.' B44C 1/22: C03C 15/00. 25/06; C23F 1/02
U.S. a, 156—653 10 aaims

If-

4,426,248

PROCESS FOR COATING RIFLE TUBES
Raymond P. Jackson, West Chester, Pa., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed May 20, 1983, Ser. No. 496,685

Int. C\? B44C 1/22: C03C 15/00. 25/06; B05D 7/22

U.S. O. 156—645 10 Oaims
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1. A process for coating the inside diameter of a tube with a

wear and erosion resistant coating which includes the steps of:

preparing a slurry mixture of nickel, chromium, aluminum

and yttrium powders in an aqueous solution;

selecting a mandrel to fit inside of said tube;

repetitively dip coating said mandrel in said slurry mixture;

air drying said coated mandrel after each dip coating;

sintering said coated mandrel in a vacuum furnace;

inserting said coated mandrel into said tube to form a man-

drel-tube assembly;

swaging said mandrel-tube assembly to create a reduction in

the outside diameter of said tube;

vacuum sintering of said mandrel-tube assembly after it is

swaged;

axially drilling said mandrel in said sintered mandrel-tube

assembly to remove material therefrom;

chemically etching said drilled mandrel-tube assembly to

remove the remaining mandrel material;

rinsing said chemically etched coated tube in water; and

air drying said coated tube.

1. A method for forming islands of dielectric material of

varying thickness on a substrate comprismg
(a) forming a first layer of dielectric material on the sub-

strate;

(b) depositing thereover a thin layer of ctchable metal;

(c) forming a patterned layer of resist material over the layer

of etchable metal.

(d) removing the exposed portion of the etchable metal

layer;

(c) depositing a second layer of dielectric material thereover,

said layer contacting the first layer of dielectric layer in

the openings in said metal layer.

(f) forming a patterned layer of resist material over the

second layer of dielectric material so that only said areas

of contact are covered;

(g) removing the exposed portion of the second dielectric

layer and the remainder of the etchable metal layer,

(h) forming a patterned layer of resist material over the

remaining portion of the second dielectric layer and ex-

posing a portion of the first dielectric layer.

(i) removing the exposed portion of the first dielectric la>er

4,426,250

STRIPPER SYSTEM FOR SURFACES
Michael I. D. Brailsford, Dorton Hill House, Chilton, Nr. Ayles-

bury, Buckinghamshire, England

Filed Oct. 15. 1981, Ser. No. 311,769

Oaims priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 2, 1981,

8100084; Apr. 29, 1981, 8113249

Int. Q\? B44C 1/22; C03C 15/00: B08B 7/00: C23D 17/00

U.S. a. 156—655 21 Qaims
19. A method for stripping a cured surface coating of paint

or varnish from a surface, said method comprising the steps of:

providing a peel-away system for decomp<«ing and strip-

ping away said surface coating, said system including a

stripper composition for decomposing said coating and

cover means including pile means to which the decom-

posed surface coating may be attached, said cover means
being adapted to cover said composition and said surface

coating and further adapted to lift a portion of the decom-

posed surface coating from said surface;

applying said composition and said cover means to said

surface coating;

permitting said composition to react with and decompose
said surface coating; and

stripping said surface coating by peeling away said cover

means.
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4,426,251

PORTABLE GOLD RECOVERY APPARATUS AND
METHOD FOR USING SAME

Noble Ida; Paul E. Nelson; Peter N. Hangen, all of BouJden
Robert L. Aho, Longmont, and Andrew A. Lucas, Fort
Collins, all of Colo., assignors to Storage Technolog} Corpo-
ration. Louisville, Colo.

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,364
Int. a.3 C23F 1/02: B44C 1/22: C03C 15/00. 25/06

U.S. a. 156-656 13 Qaims

4,426,253
HIGH SPEED ETCHING OF POLYIMIDE HLM

John A. Kreuz, Columbus, and Christopher M. Hawkins,
Oarksburg, both of Ohio, assignors to E. I. Du Pont de Ne-
mours &. Co., Wilmington, Del.

Filed Dec. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 327,060
Int. a.3 B29C 17/08: B44C 1/22: C03C 15/00. 25/06

U.S. a. 156-668 2 Qaims

13. A method of recovering gold from printed circuit board
tabs in which the gold is bonded to a partially visible metallic

underplatmg, said underplating being bonded to a nonmetallic
substrate, said method being adapted for use with a self-con-

tained, portable gold recovery unit having a closable process-
ing chamber, a tank for holding an etching solution, a first

means for selectively delivenng the etching solution to and
from the processing chamber, a second means for selectively

delivering a rinsing fluid to and from the processing chamber,
and filtering means for filtering said etching solution or rinsing

fluid as said fluids are delivered from the processing chamber,
said method comprising the steps of:

(a) placing the printed circuit board tabs from which the
gold is to be removed in said processing chamber;

(b) filling said holding tank with the etching solution, said

etching solution comprising:

an acid that will dissolve said metallic underplating but
not the gold bonded thereto, and,

at least one effervescent compound, said effervescent

compound being selected to create a vigorous frothing

action that will help the gold flake away from the sub-
strate as the metallic underplating is dissolved,

(c) delivering said etching solution to said processing cham-
ber and allowing it to come in contact with the partially
visible metallic underplating, whereby a tunneling action
begins in which the underplating is dissolved or tunneled
out from under the gold, thereby allowing the gold with
the help of the frothing action created by said efTervescent
compound to flake away from said substrate;

(d) removing the etching solution from said processing
chamber, and retaining any gold fiakes suspended in the
etching solution in said filtering means;

(e) rinsing the processing chamber and the nonmetallic sub-
strate contained therein with said rinsing fiuid, thereby
flushing any remaining gold flakes to said filtering means,
and

(0 removing said gold flakes from said filtering means.

4,426,252
'

PROCESS AND COMPOSITION FOR PREPARING
ALUMINUM SURFACES FOR ANODIZING

James M. Kape, Crookham Village, England, assignor to Penn-
walt Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed May 9, 1983, Ser. No. 492,757
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Sep. 23. 1982

8227118

Int. a.3 C23F 1/00: B44C 1/22
UA a. 156-665 ,0 Qaims

1. A process for etching aluminum alloys to provide a matte
surface comprising contacting the surface with an aqueous
solution containing hexafluorophosphoric acid.

i.::it. '•! I.

1. A process for etching the surface of a polyimide material
comprising contacting said surface with an aqueous solution
consisting essentially of a 75-85% by weight aqueous solution
of an alcohol selected from the group consisting of ethanol,
n-propanol, isopropanol or a combination of these alcohols,
and from 0.05 to 50 percent by weight of a basic compound
selected from the group consisting of NaOH and KOH; the
contact time of the surface with the solution and the tempera-
ture of the solution being interdependent upon the speed and
degree of etching desired.

4,426,254

SOLUBILIZATION OF NONIONIC SURFACTANTS
USEFUL IN WOOD PULP DERESINATION

Donald L. Wood, and Judith E. Zweig, both of Houston, Tex.,
assignors to Shell Oil Company, Houston, Tex.

Filed May 5, 1982, Ser. No. 374,839

Int. a.3 D21C 9/08
U.S. a. 162-72 5 Claims

1. In a process for the manufacture of wood pulp which
comprises treating a wood pulp by contact at elevated temper-
ature with an aqueous medium containing between about 2 and
1 5 percent by weight sodium hydroxide and between about 0.2
and 1 .0 percent by weight of an ethylene oxide condensation
product deresination agent, the improvement which comprises
incorporating into the aqueous medium a solubilizing agent
which is a Ci2 alpha-olefin sulfonate, with the provision that
the weight ratio of said ethylene oxide condensation product in

the aqueous medium to said solubilizing agent is between about
9 to 1 and about 1 to I.

4,426,255
WIRE INSULATING METHOD AND APPARATUS

Benson F. Bachus, and Georg C. E. Doraberger, both of Phoe-
nix, Ariz., assignors to Western Electric Company, Inc., New
York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,666

Int. a.3 D21D 3/00
U.S. a. 162—106 6 ClaiM

1. Apparatus for insulating a wire with pulp comprising, in

combination, a vat adapted to contain a pulpous slurry, a cylin-
der mold mounted for rotation within said vat partially sub-
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merged in and partially emerged from the pulpous slurry, and
an endless belt mounted for movement along an endless path
that contacts said cylinder mold at a slurry emerged location
whereby a wire may be routed into the vat, over the cylinder
mold and into the endless belt embedded in a ribbon of pulp
transferred from the mold to the belt, and wherein said appara-

ing through said plurality of conveyor belts; and said

conveying portions and vessel walls compnsc a gas-seal

defining means substantially preventing leakage of gas
there around.

means for moving the material in the serpentine second path
so that it intersects the flow of gas in the third path at least

once, with the gas passing through the matenal while
remaining in the third path, until the desired treatment of
the material with gas has been achieved;

means for moving the material in a fourth path, after treat-

ment; and

means for moving the gas in a fifth path, after treatment of
the material, entirely distinct from the fourth path.

tus further comprises radio-frequency oscillator means for

propagating an electromagnetic field through which said end-
less path passes and for detecting the absence of the wire
therewithin embedded in a ribbon of pulp supported upon said

belt, and means for generating a wire break signal upon the
detection by said electric field propagating and detecting
means of the absence of the wire within the electric field.

4,426,256

APPARATUS FOR TREATING HBROUS MATERIAL
WITH A GAS

Oystein Johnsen, Oslo, Norway, assignor to Myrens Verksted
A/S, Oslo, Norway

Filed Mar. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 356,465

Int. a.' D21C 7/06. 7/08. 9/10
U.S. a. 162-237 9 Qaims

1. Apparatus for continuously treating a porous, fibrous

material with gas, comprising:

means for entraining the material with gas, and passing the

gas-entrained material in a first path;

means for substantially separating the material from the gas
so that the material flows in a second, serpentine, path,

and the gas flows in a third path, distinct from the second
path;

said means for moving the material in the second path com-
prising a plurality of air-pervious conveyor bells having
conveying portions extending outwardly therefrom, with
substantially horizontal portions of alternating conveyor
belts moving in opposite directions; and said means defin-

ing the third path including the walls of a vertically up-

standing vessel, the third path being downward and pass-

4,426,257

DAMPING SYSTEM FOR A PAPER MACHINE
HEADBOX

Jukka Antikainen; Osmo Eviilahti, both of Karhula, and Tapio
Waris, Kyminlinna, all of Finland, assignors to A. Ahlstrom
Osakeyhtio, Noormarkku, Finland

Filed Oct. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 315.172
Gaims priority, application Finland, Jan. 26, 1981. 810202

Int. a.' D21F 1/02
U.S. a. 162-336 4 Qaims

1 In a papermaking machine, a hcadbox system for dampen-
ing pressure fluctuations, which headbox system comprises an

equalizing chamber communicating with an air space; a plural-

ity of inlet channels flow connected with a supplier of pulp

stock to deliver same into said equalizing chamber, and a

plurality of outlet channels communicating with said equaliz-

ing chamber to receive said pulp stock for delivery therefrom;

said outlet channels being disposed coaxially with respective

mlet channels said inlet channels and outlet channels being of

respective sizes and spaced-apart by a distance such that the

pulp stock flows divergently from each inlet channel to the

respective outlet channel across said equalizing chamber; the

cross-sections of the inlet and outlet channels being circular,

and related in diameter and inlet-to-outlet separation distance

by the formula:

jrf2 £i_

2L
tan 7 y

d2 = diameter of the outlet channels

d| = diameter of the inlet channels

L = distance between the inlets and outlets.
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4,426,258

DRYING WOOD PULP IN THE PRESENCE OF AN
ALKALI METAL SULPHITE

Tbofnas Browning, Nimcatoa, England, isrignor to Coortauids

f jmitfd, London, England

Filed Mar. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 353,814

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Mar. 6, 1981,

8107175

Int a.J D21C 3/04. 9/14, 9/18: D21B 1/16
\}S. a. 162—23 8 Claims

>^^
',«

;>-
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1. A process for producing a dried, bleached, short-fiber

hard wood pulp which comprises bleaching at an acid pH a

pulp derived from a hardwood, treating said bleached pulp
which is at an acid pH due to residual acid remaining in the
pulp from the bleaching process with an alkali meul sulphite,

and drying said bleached pulp in a flash drier in the presence of
said alkali metal sulphite, said alkali metal sulphite being pres-

ent in an amount sufficient to reduce the formation of nodules
of agglomerated wood pulp fibers in the dried pulp.

4,426,259

COKE OVEN DOOR SEAL
George Hendrych, Bethel Park, Pa., assignor to Koppers Com-

pany, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed May 6, 1982, Ser. No. 375,380

Int. a. 3 ClOB 25/06. 25/16
U.S. a. 202—248 12aaims

1. In a coke oven in which interpjosed between heating Hues
there is an elongated horizontal chamber for coking coal and
generating coke oven gases, said gases being mainuined in said

chamber at greater than atmospheric pressure and said cham-
ber having at its opposite ends first and second openings for

pushing coke, which openings, respectively, are peripherally
surrounded by first and second door jambs and are respec-
tively closeable by first and second doors having peripheral
door frames alignable and engageable in juxtaposed relation
with said door jambs, wherein the improvement compnscs:

(a) a continuous annulus shaped leaf spring seat structure
peripherally mounted on the frame of said first door and
having a continuous medial recessed surface interposed
between raised inner and outer surfaces;

(b) a flexible continuous annulus shaped leaf spring superim-
posed over said leaf spring seat structure and fixed at its

inner edge to said raised inner surface and moveably
abutting said raised outer surface said leaf spring having a
elastic limit which would not be reached as a result of
deflecting said leaf spring toward the medial recessed

surface of the leaf spring seat structure to such an extent

that the leaf spring abuts said medial recessed surface; and
(c) a continuous ridge structure projecting endwise from

said first door jamb to medially flex said leaf spring by an
amount which is less than that deflection which would
result from exceeding the elastic limit of the leaf spring but

which is more than the deflection which would allow gas

pressure inside the oven to separate the leaf spring from
the ridge structure and allow the escape of coke oven
gases, such that a continuous, repeatedly reformable pe-

ripheral gas tight seal is formed around the first door.

4,426,260

PREPARATION OF ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC
CAPACITOR FOIL

James L. Stevens, Irmo, S.C., assignor to U.S. Philips Corpora-
tion, New York, N.Y.

FUed Aug. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 405,668

Int. a. J C25D 5/44. 5/50. 11/08
U.S. a. 204—33 7 Claims

1. A method of treating aluminum foil of an iron content of
greater than about 0.010% by weight for use in electrolytic

capacitors so as to reduce the leakage current of said capaci-

tors, while maintaining the capacitance of said capacitors, said

method consisting essentially of

a. electrolytically etching aluminum foil of an iron content
of greater than about 0.010% by weight,

b. heating said etched aluminum foil at a temperature of 100*

C. to 600* C. for about 10 seconds to 20 minutes,

c. treating said aluminum foil with S-40% nitric acid at a

temperature of 25° C. to 95* C. for a period of 10 seconds
to 30 minutes, said treatment with nitric acid being carried

out at a temperature and for a length of time at least

sufficient to cause a reduction in the leakage current of
said capacitors and being the sole mineral acid treatment

of said electrolytically etched foil,

d. nnsing said aluminum foil with water and drying said

aluminum foil and

e. electroforming said aluminum foil to thereby oxidize the

surfaces thereof

4,426,261

METHOD FOR SEPARATING DRINKING WATER
Tomotsuni Fushihara, 2-12, Hazawa, Nerima-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,756
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 23, 1980, 55-

185431 [U]

Int. a.' C25B 1/16. 1/22. 9/00; C02C 5/12
U.S. a. 204—98 2 Claims

^2

1. A method for separating drinking water into acidic and
alkaline components comprising:

introducing water into an electrolytic cell having,

a centrally located column-like negative electrode;
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an annular positive electrode positioned around said nega-
tive column-like electrode;

an annular negative electrode positioned around said

annular positive electrode;

a membrane generally U-shaped in cross-section having
two concentric side walls and a top wall extending
therebetween, said membrane enclosing said positive
electrode with one of said side walls being arranged
between said positive electrode and said column-like
negative electrode and the other of said side walls being
arranged between said positive electrode and said annu-
lar negative electrode forming an annular volume sur-

rounding said positive electrode, an inner annular space
between said membrane and said column-like negative
electrode, and an outer annular space between said

membrane and said annular negative electrode;
removing acidic water from said annular volume; and
removing alkaline water from said inner and outer annular

spaces.

lyst comprising a mixture of platinum group metal oxides

selected from the group consisting of ruthenium-rhodium,

ruthenium-palladium, rhodium-palladium, iridium-

rhodium, iridium-platinum and ruthenium-rhodium-pal-
ladium, each constituent of the mixture being present in a

mole ratio of not less than 0.01;

(iii) passing a current between the two electrodes thereby
forming chlorine dioxide at said cathodic electrode and
surrounding catalyst; and

(iv) stripping and recovering chlorine dioxide from said

reaction zone

4,426,262

PROMOTION OF PT-IR CATALYTIC ELECTRODES
WITH LEAD, TANTALUM, RUTHENIUM AND OXYGEN
Robert C. Langley, Millington, and Herbert Myers, South
Orange, both of N.J., assignors to Engelhard Corporation,

Iselin, N.J.

Filed Apr. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 372,906

Int. a.3 C25B 1/34
U.S. a. 204-98 14 Qaims

xrrmm

8. A method of electrolyzing an aqueous halide salt solution,

comprising passing an electrolysis current through the halide

salt solution between an anode and a cathode, said an(xjc

comprising a valve metal substrate having a catalytic layer

thereon, the catalytic layer having a platinum-iridium rich

zone adjacent the valve meul substrate and a lead-ruthenium
valve metal oxygen rich zone upon the platinum-iridium rich

zone.

4,426,263

METHOD AND ELECTROCATALYST FOR MAKING
CHLORINE DIOXIDE

Kenneth L. Hardee, Middlefleld; Arnold Z. Gordon, Lyndhurst;

Charles B. Pyle, Chardon, and Ri^at K. Sen, Qeveland
Heights, all of Ohio, assignors to Diamond Shamrock Corpo-
ration, Dallas, Tei.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 256,968, Apr. 23, 1981. This

application Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,305

Int. a.' C25B 1/26

UJS. a. 204—101 9 Claims
6. An electrochemical process for generating chlorine diox-

ide in a reaction zone equipped with both an anodic electrode

and a cathodic electrode comprising:

(i) filling said cell between said electrodes with an aqueous
feedstock containing a strong acid and a chlorate of alkali

metal or alkaline earth metal;

(ii) providing in contact with said cathodic electrode a cata-

4,426,264

METHOD AND MEANS FOR CONTROLLING
SPUTTERING APPARATUS

Wolf-Dieter Miinz, Freigericbt, and Hans Wolf, Erlensee, both
of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Leybold Heraeus
GmbH, Cologne, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,367
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 13,

1980, 3047113

Int. CI.' C23C 15/00
U.S. a. 204-192 R 2 Qaims

-J "

1 In a sputtering apparatus having a target plalc from one
side of which material is to be sputtered, magnetic means on
the other side of the target plate for providing at least some
lines of magnetic force which pass from and re-enter the one
side of the target plate, and positioning means relatively spac-

ing the target plate and the magnetic means for varying the

magnetic force passing from and rc-cntcring the one side of the

target plate, a mcthcxj of maintaining substantially constant

sputtering parameters, comprising

obtaining a voltage value proportional to the sputtering

voltage;

comparing the obtained voltage value with a nominal volt-

age value for determining the algebraic sign of any volt-

age deviation therebetween; and

operating the positioning means in response to the deter-

mined deviation for spacing the target plate and magnetic

means relatively such thai the determined deviation is

reduced.
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4,426,265

METHOD OF PRODUCING A METALLIC THIN RLM
MAGNETIC DISK

Arwed Bnuisch, Stuttgart; Wolf-Dieter Rah, and Gerhard Trip-
pel, both of Siodelfiflgen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assign-

ors to iBtematioaal Business Machines Corporation, Amionk,
N.Y.

Filed Feb. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 352,736
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr, 11.

1981, 3114740

Int. a.i C23C 15/00
U.S. a. 204—192 M 4 Qaims

to said lower ends of said levers below said guide rollers so as
to shield undersides of said edges of the strip from said anodes.

1. A method of producing a metallic magnetic thin film

recording surface on a metallic substrate comprising the steps

of

sputtering an underlayer of Cr on said substrate as said

substrate rotates,

sputtering a metallic magnetic layer of Cr, Co and Fe on said

Cr underlayer of said rotating substrate, said underlayer
and said magnetic layer being sputter deposited at an angle
between 50° and 75° obliquely to the substrate normal; and

selectively shielding different portions of said rotating sub-

strate from said sputtered material during sputtenng of
both said Cr underlayer and said Co Cr Fe magnetic layer

to produce a magnetic recording surface of uniform thick-

ness.

4,426,266 '

STRIP EDGE OVERCOATING PREVENTING DEVICE
FOR CONTINUOUS ELECTROPLATING

Toshimichi Ukena; Hiroshi Nanimi; Takao Shimizu, and Atsu-
shi Nagashima, all of Chiba, Japan, assignors to Kawasaki
Steel Corporation, Kobe, Japan

Filed May 10, 1983, Ser. No. 493,418
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 28, 1983, 58-32502

Int. a.3C25D 77/00
U.S. a. 204-206 11 Qaims

^0 2016 12
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4,426,267
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR THE COATING OF
SHAPED ARTICLES BY CATHODE SPUTTERING

Wolf D. Miinz, Sombom, and Gerhard Hessberger, Karlstein,
both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Leybold Heraeus
GmbH, Cologne, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Feb. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 351,730
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 2.

1981, 3107914

Int. a.3 C23C 15/00
U.S. a. 204-192 R 2 Qaims

1. A method of coating a part by cathodic atomization of
target material, the part having a three-dimensional surface to
be coated, comprising:

providing two, facing cathodic atomization devices for

receiving the part to be coated in a discharge space there-

between, each cathodic atomization device having a tar-

get of the same material delimiting the discharge space, a
cathode arrangement for producing a plasma cloud of the
target material in the discharge space, and magnetic means
producing a magnetic field which closes on the Urget for

concentrating the plasma cloud of the target material in a
zone at the target surface delimiting the discharge space;

and

applying a voltage which is negative with respect to ground
to the part to be coated in the discharge space sufficient to

cause the plasma clouds of the target material from the
cathodic atomization devices at least to touch each other
at the part to be coated in the discharge space.

1. A device for preventing edges of a strip from being exces-
sively plated in a continuous electroplating apparatus whose
anodes are arranged in opposition to said continuously moving
strip and immersed in a plating bath at its bottom, said device
comprising trolleys arranged above said plating bath and mov-
able in transverse directions of said strip, guide rollers rotat-

ably secured to lower ends of levers depending from said
trolleys, respectively, and rotated by and in conuct with said
edges of the strip by urging means, and shielding plates secured

4,426,268
METHOD FOR FORMING HIGH SUPERCONDUCTING

1c NIOBIUM NITRIDE Y\UA AT AMBIENT
TEMPERATURES

Edward J. Cukauskas, Vienna, Va., assignor to The United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy,
Washington, D.C.

Filed Jul. 12, 1983, Ser. No. 513,195

Int. a.3 C23C 15/00
U.S. a. 204—192 C 9 Qaims

1. A method for forming a high Tc niobium nitride film

comprising the steps of:

maintaining a substrate at ambient temperature;

sputter depositing a niobium nitride (NbN) film from a nio-

bium target cathode onto said substrate and introducing
carbon into said NbN film.
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4,426,269

METHOD OF STABILIZING ELECTRODES COATED
WITH MIXED OXIDE ELECTROCATALVSTS DURING

USE IN ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS
David E. Brown, Weybridge, and Mahmood N. Mahmood, Wal-

ton-on-Thames, both of England, assignors to The British

Petroleum Company Limited, London, England
PCT No. PCT/GB79/00040, § 371 Date Oct. 22, 1979, § 102(e)

Date Oct. 22, 1979, PCT Pub. No. WO79/00709, PCT Pub.
Date Sep. 20, 1979

PCT Filed Mar. 5, 1979, Ser. No. 170,668

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Mar. 4, 1978,

8663/78; Jul. 19, 1978, 30415/78; Jul. 19, 1978, 30415/78; Sep.
6, 1978, 35770/78

Int. Q.J C25B 11/04
U.S. Q. 204—242 9 Qaims

1. An electrochemical cell comprising: (i) an electrode hav-
ing an electrocatalyst composition on a surface of the elec-

trode, said electrocatalyst comprising a mixed oxide of nickel-

molybdenum, nickel-tungsten, cobalt-molybdenum or cobalt-

tungsten, and (ii) an electrolyte composition comprising an
alkaline aqueous solution of a molybdenum, vanadium or tung-

sten compound.

4,426,270

MONOPOLAR HLTER-PRESS ELECTROLVZER
Helmut Schmitt, Dortmund; Helmuth Schurig, Holzwickede,

and Bemd Strasser, Hamm/Westf., all of Fed. Rep. of Ger-

many, assignors to UHDE GmbH, Dortmund, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
Filed Jul. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 402,313

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 4,

1981, 3130806

Int. Q.3 C25B 9/00, 15/08. 11/03

U.S. Q. 204—257 1 Qiim

r- > 5»f . :
'
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1. A monopolar filter-press electrolyzer for the production
of an aqueous alkali hydroxide solution, halogen and hydrogen
from an aqueous halogenide-bearing electrolyte, the electro-

lyzer including two end plates connected by tie-bars, a plural-

ity of conductive electrode plates, electrolyte chambers, inter-

mediate membranes, inlet and outlet ducts for the process

fluids and the necessary gaskets; the improvement comprising:

a plurality of external, non-conductive frame members posi-

tioned between the two end plates and adapted to support a

separate electrode plate and membrane assembly between
adjacent ones of said frame members, said electrode plate and
membrane assembly including a pair of spaced apart electrode

plates having an intermediate membrane positioned therebe-

tween, each of said electrode plates having an internal portion

permeable to gas and liquid and an integral outer peripheral

portion impermeable to gas and liquid, said outer peripheral

portion having a laterally extending electrical buss, and means
for maintaining said plates and said membrane is spaced apart

relationship, each of said frame members provided with means
for supporting said electrode plate and membrane assembly

between adjacent ones of said frame members, said supporting

means including a recessed portion formed in at least one side

of one of said frame members for receiving and sealingly en-

gaging the outer peripheral portion of said electrode plate

located on one side of said electrode plate and membrane

as.sembly, while the adjacent frame member sealmgly engages
the outer peripheral portion of said electrode plate located on
the opposite side of sai,d electrode plate and membrane as.sem-

bly, each of said frame members having an internal chamber
formed therein which cooperates with the electrode plate and
membrane assembly positioned adjacent thereto for defining

one of the electrolyte chambers, said frame members provided
with passages for the flow of the process fluids between the

electrolyte chambers and the inlet and outlet ducts.

4,426,271

HOMOGENEOUS CATION EXCHANGE MEMBRANE
HAVING A MULTI-LAYER STRUCTURE

MiUuo Yoshida; Yoshinori Masuda, and Akio Kashiwada, all of

Nobeoka, Japan, assignors to Asahi Kaaci Kogyo Kabushiki
Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

Filed Apr. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 252,280
Qaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 15, 1980, 55-48633;

Aug. 15, 1980, 55-111810

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Apr. 6, 1999,

has been disclaimed.

Int. Q.' C25F 1/34. 13/02
U.S. Q. 204—296 13 Qaims
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1. A cation exchange membrane having a multi-layer struc-

ture consisting essentially of two or more layers each having a

different equivalent weight and/or a different kind of ion

exchange group, wherein at least the outer layer of said mem-
brane having the lower water content of both outer layers of

said membrane has a surface which is roughened to thereby

prevent the adhesion of gas bubbles to the surface thereof

during electrolysis.

4,426,272

ELECTROLYTIC CELL VERMICULITE DIAPHRAGMS
Richard A. Hanmer, Lake Jackson, Tex., assignor to The Dow

Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Continuation of Ser. No. 182,914, Sep. 2, 1980, abandoned. ThU
application May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,153

Int. Q.3 C25B 13/00

U.S. Q. 204—296 18 Claims

1. A semi-permeable material for use as a hydraulically-

permeable diaphragm in an electrolytic cell, said material

consisting essentially of a contiguous sheet of pulvenzed ex-

panded vermiculite deposited on a foraminous cathode.

4,426,273

WORKHOLDER AND CARRIER FOR
ELECTRODEPOSTTION SYSTEM

Valerie M. Rousseau, Dudley, Mass., assignor to Wright Ume
Inc., Worcester, Mass.

Filed Aug. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 289,937

Int. Q.J C25D 7/00

U.S. Q. 204-^297 W 15 Qalns
1. In combination:

a cage having a top surface including a plurality of metallic

rods;

a cane-like structure having a shank portion, and a hook

portion connected to said shank portion, said hook portion

disposable over at least one of said rods;

a plurality of cross beams disposable perpendicular to said

shank portion and connectable thereto; and
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at least one spring clip having a posterior end connectable to
one of said cross beams and a distal end connected to said

•I

4,426^6
COMBINED FLUID CATALYTIC CRACKING AND

HYDROCRACKING PRCX:ESS
Robert R. Dean, #1 Coloobine La^ Littleton, Colo. 80123, ind

Jean-Louis Mauleon, 15656 E. Grand Ave., Aurora. Colo
80015

Continuation of Ser. No. 359,154, Mar. 17, 1W2, abaadooed.
This appUcation Apr. 20, 1983, Ser. No. 486,802

Int. a.' ClOG 69/02, 69/04, 69/06
U.S. a. 208—60 20 OaiM

g
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posterior end, said distal end being in the form of a distort-

able spring means for securing thereon an article of manu-
facture.

4,426,274
'

REACTIVE ION ETCHING APPARATUS WITH
INTERLACED PERFORATED ANODE

Linda M. Ephrath, Danbury, Conn., assignor to International
Business Machines Corporation, Annonk, N.Y.

Filed Jun. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 269,160
Int. a.5 C23C 15/00

U.S. a. 204-298 34 a.i„„
1. Reactive ion etching apparatus comprising
a cathode,

an anode having a plurality of perforations therein disposed
in spaced relationship with said cathode, and,

means disposed in contiguous relationship with said anode
for controlling the etch rate of said apparatus to provide a

substantially uniform etch rate of materials contacting said

cathode.

1. A method for converting a reduced crude oil comprising
multicyclic ring compounds boiling above 1025* F. which
comprises, converting a 600* F. plus fraction of a reduced
crude oil comprising sulfur, nitrogen, and metal contaminants
in admixture with a hydrogen donor material of hydrocracking
boiling above 400* F. to 600* F. with a rtuid zeolite cracking
catalyst at an elevated temperature sufficient to effect conver-
sion of the mixed oil feed within the range of 50-85 vol. %
producing light and heavy cycle oils, hydrotreating and hydro-
cracking said cycle oil products at a temperature below 800* F.
and a pressure above 1500 psig to produce gasoline and higher
boiling hydrogen donor material charged to said fluid catalytic
cracking operation.

I

4,426,275

SPUTTERING DEVICE ADAPTABLE FOR COATING
HEAT-SENSmVE SUBSTRATES

Beqjamin B. Meckel, Del Mar, and Nathan K. Meckel, LaMesa,
both of Calif., assignors to Deposition Technology, Inc., San
Diego, Calif.

Filed Not. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,143
Int. a.3 C23C 15/00

U.S. a. 204-298 22 Qaims

4,426,277

LOW SEVERITY FLUID COKING PROCESS
William J. Metrailer, Baton Rouge, La., assignor to Exxon

Research and Engineering Co., Florham Park, NJ.
Filed May 14, 1982, Ser. No. 378^11

Int. a.3 ClOG 9/32
U.S. a. 208-127 7 Claims
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1. In a sputtering device adaptable for coating heat-sensitive
substratw. said device including a target member and means
for forming a magnetic field which projects outwardly from a
surface portion of said target member and generally towards a
substrate, the improvement comprising means responsive to
said magnetic field for confining heated plasma proximate said
surface portion of said target member.

1. A fluid coking process which comprises:
(a) introducing a carbonaceous chargestock into a first fluid-
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ized bed coking zone containing a bed of fluidized solids

maintained at fluid coking conditions, including a temper-

ature ranging from about 850* to about 1400' F. and a

pressure ranging from about to about ISO psig, to form

coke, said coke depositing on said fluidized solids, and a

vapor phase product;

(b) passing said vapor phase product and entrained solids

into a second coking zone maintained at a temperature

ranging from about 850* to about 1400* F. and a pressure

ranging from about to about 150 psig, said second

coking zone being an elongated zone having a smaller

internal diameter than said first coking zone, to form a

suspension of said entrained solids in said vapor phase

product and to increase the velocity of said suspension;

(c) reacting said suspension in said second coking zone for a

residence time ranging from about 0.5 to about 7 seconds;

(d) separating a major portion of said solids from said sus-

pension;

(e) passing the resulting separated solids comprising adher-

ent hydrocarbons to a third fluidized bed coking zone

maintained at a pressure ranging from about to about 1 50

psig and a temperature at least about 25 Fahrenheit de-

grees higher than the ojierating temperature of said first

fluidized bed coking zone, and

(0 cracking at least a portion of said adherent hydrocarbons

in said third coking zone.

4,426,278

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR THERMALLY
CRACKING HYDROCARBONS

Peter H. Kosters, Magrette, Netherlands, assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Aug. 4, 1982. Ser. No. 405,212

Int. a.' ClOG 9/14, 9/36; C07C 4/04

U.S. a. 208—130 7 Qaims
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1. A process for cracking a hydrocarbon composition which

comprises the steps of:

passing steam through a conduit enclosed by a radiation

block structure, the structure defining a gas passage which

surrounds the steam conduit;

flowing heating gases through the gas passage to superheat

the steam to a temperature of from about 1000* C. to 1 500'

C;
mixing the hydrocarbon composition with the superheated

steam;

passing the resulting hydrocarbon-steam mixture through a

reactor conduit which extends through and is enclosed by

a radiation block structure, the structure defining a gas

passage which surrounds the reactor conduit;

flowing heating gases through the gas passage, in contact

with the reactor conduit, and in a direction co-current

with the flow of the hydrocarbon-steam mixture through

said reactor conduit, to heat said hydrocarbon-steam mix-

ture to a temperature of from about 700* C. to 1000* C;

causing the heated hydrocarbon composition to undergo

cracking reaction while in the reactor conduit; and

passing the hot reaction product from the reactor conduit

into a heat exchanger for quenching said reaction product.

4,426,279

REFORMING HYDROCARBONS WITH A PLATINUM
GROUP- AND PHOSPHORUS-CONTAINING CATALYST
George J. Aatos, Bartlett, and Tai-Hsiang Chao, Des Plaiacs,

both of III., assignors to UOP Inc., Des Plaincs, lU.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 324,302, Nov. 23, 1981, Pat
No. 4,367,137, which U a continuatioa of Ser. No. 212,780. Dec.

4, 1980, abandoned. This application Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No.

426,015

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jan. 4, 1999,

has been disclaimed.

Int. a.' ClOG 35/085

U.S. a. 208—138 5 Claims

1. A process for reforming hydrocarbons which compnses
contacting the hydrocarbons at reforming conditions with a

catalyst made by contacting a composite comprising a plati-

num group component and a porous support matenal with

phosphorus or a compound of phosphorus to incorporate the

phosphorous component.

4,426,280

PROCESS FOR REMOVING NITROGEN FROM SHALE
OIL

Paul Y. Chen, Huntington Beach, and AJay M. Madgavkar,

Irvine, both of Calif., assignors to Occidental Petroleum Cor-

poration, Irrine, Calif.

Filed Feb. 9. 1982, Ser. No. 347.095

Int. a.' ClOG 17/04

U.S. O. 208—254 R 47 Claims

32. A process for removal of nitrogen-containing com-
pounds from oil, comprising:

countercurrently contacting oil with a solvent for nitrogen-

containing compounds, said solvent comprising an aque-

ous liquid substantially immiscible with the oil and an

acidic component dissolved in the liquid, the solvent

characterized by having a greater selectivity for nitrogen-

containing compounds at a relatively lower concentration

of such component and a smaller selectivity for nitrogen-

containing compounds at a relatively higher concentra-

tion of such component, for a time sufficient for the sol-

vent to^xtract nitrogen-containing compounds and non-

nitrogen-containing compounds from the oil; and

diluting the solvent with such substantially immiscible aque-

ous liquid between initial contact between the oil and the

solvent and final contact between the oil and the solvent,

said dilution resulting in the selective retention of nitro-

gen-containing compounds by the diluted solvent and the

selective partition of non-nitrogen-containing compounds
from the diluted solvent into the oil.

4.426,281

FLOAT/SINK TREATMENT OF CRUSHED COAL IN
SOLUTIONS OF MONOSACCHARIDES AND

DISACCHARIDES
Robert A. Meyers, Tarzana, and Walter D. Hart, Upland, both

of Calif., assignors to TRW Inc., Redondo Beach, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 144,154, Apr. 28, 1980. This

application Sep. 21. 1981, Ser. No. 303,740

Int. a.) B03B 5/44

U.S. a. 209—11 13 Claims

1. A method comprising subjecting crushed coal having

sizes no larger than about 14 mesh and comprising up to about

60% ash by weight, up to about 5% sulfur by weight, or both,

to the gravitational forces of a cyclone using an aqueous media

having a specific gravity in the range of about 1.3 to about 1.4

which induces at least one substance selected from the group

consisting of monosaccharides, disaccharides, hydrogenated
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monosaccharides, hydrogenated disacchandes and mixtures

thereof, and recovering from said cyclone a float coal having
substantially lower ash content, sulfur content, or both.

4,426,282

PROCESS FOR THE SEPARATION OF COAL
PARTICLES FROM FLY ASH BY FLOTATION

Knud E. H. Aunsholt, Roskilde, Denmark, assignor to Kryolit-

sebkabet Oresuod A/S, Copenhagen, Denmark
FUed Feb. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 348,102

Claims priority, application Denmark, Feb. 16, 1981, 664/81

Int. a.3 B03D 1/14

U.S. a. 209—167 12 Oaims

1. In a process for the separation of coal particles from fly

ash by flotation in water containing at least one collector and
at least one frother, whereby a comparatively pure coal frac-

tion is obtained as a top froth fraction, and a substantially

non-carbonaceous ash fraction is obtained as a bottom de-
pressed fraction, the improvement of carrying out said flota-

tion under vigorous aeration in at least two steps, the froth of
the first step forming a substantial part of the feed of the last

step, in which the pH is adjusted to a pH of 6 to 8 in the first

step and to a pH of 3 to 6.5 in the last step, and in which the pH
is lower in the last step than in the first step.

4,426,283
'

MONO HYDROCYCLONE SEPARATOR
Aurel J. Fecske, Huddinge, Sweden, assignor to Alfa-Lavai AB,
Tumba, Sweden

Filed Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,560

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 28,

1981, 3116873

Int. a.' B04C 5/4
U.S. a. 209—211 5 Qaims

1. A mono hydrocyclone for separating a mixture and com-
prising a body conuining a separation chamber, said body
having first and second ends provided with first and second
cylindrical external paru, respectively, said body also having a
tangential inlet to said chamber, a third part screwed into said

first end and forming an axial outlet from the chamber for

discharging a light separated component of said mixture, said

second end forming a second axial outlet from the chamber,
each of said cylindrical external parts having a ring groove
extending around the part, a sealing ring in each of said

grooves, said body having a collar adjacent the side of said

second cylindrical part which is nearer the first cylindrical

part, the diameter of said collar increasing toward said first

cylindrical part, said second end of the body having an external

thread adjacent the side of said second cylindrical part which
is remote from the first cylindrical part, and a nut screwed onto
said thread, a pair of concentric standpipes spaced from each
other and having respective holes which are aligned with each
other to receive said body, said first cylindrical part being
located in one of said holes which is of substantially larger

diameter than the other hole, said second cylindrical part being
located in said other hole with the corresponding standpipe

clamped between said collar and nut, said holes being defined
by annular walls engaging said sealing rings, respectively.

4,426,284

HLTER CONDITION INDICATOR
Samuel S. Mitchell, Monroeville, and Abbas F. Vylee, Pitts-

burgh, both of Pa., assignors to Schroeder Brothers Corpora-
tion, McKees Rocks, Pa.

Filed Feb. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 463,499

Int. a.3 BOID 27/10
U.S. a. 210—90 2 Qaims

1. A filter comprising

a filter head;

a canister secured to the filter head;

means for securing a tubular filter within the canister;

said filter head comprising inlet and outlet ports for connect-

ing into a hydraulic conduit, a first passage for normally

delivering fluid from the inlet port to the outer cylindrical

surface of the tulwar filter element and a second passage

for delivering flurorfrom the interior of the filter element

to the outlet port;

said filter head having a sliding element in between the inlet

and outlet ports, said element being spring biased which
bias can be overcome by differential pressure across the

filter element;

means associated with said sliding element and extending

through the filter head to the exterior thereof for indicat-

ing the position thereof;

said filter head having a butterfly valve in said second pas-

sage, plunger means slidably positioned in said filter head

being spring biased to a first position in which it extends

into the canister in the space normally occupied by the

tubular filter element, a linkage between the butterfly

valve and the plunger means to close the valve when the

plunger is in its first position, and to open the valve when
the plunger is forced in a second position by normal place-

ment of a filter element.
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4,426^5
WATER SOFTENING AND TREATMENT SYSTEM

Stephen H. Davis, Middletown, Ohio, assignor to Water Refin-

ing Company, Middleton, Ohio
Filed Jun. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,826

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Sep. 15,

1998, has been disclaimed.

Int. a. BOID 57/00
U.S. a. 210—109 9 Qaims

through said opening and arranged to be seated in said

vertical discharge chamber, and

a float pivotally secured to said stramer basket and also

proportioned to be received through said opening and

being sufficiently large to overlie completely said opening

to said vertical discharge chamber,

said float being proportioned to be freely msertable m and

withdrawable from said horizontal inlet,

said strainer basket and said float being removable as a unit

from within said housing.

4,426,287

MOLTEN METAL HLTERING DEVICE
Tsuneaki Nanimiya, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Bridgestone

Tire Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 332,094

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 27, 1980, 55-

190374[U]

Int. a.' BOID 23/02

U.S. G. 210—184 6 Gaims

1. A water softening and treatment system comprising:

a pressure tank;

an inlet line for conveying raw water to said pressure tank;

an outlet line for conveying softening water from said tank;

a quantity of particulate treatment material located within

said pressure tank for softening raw water within said

tank;

at least one semi-permeable reverse osmosis membrane ele-

ment means, positioned within said pressure tank, for

filtering water; and

means for collecting treated water from said membrane
element means.

4,426,286

SKIMMER
Joe D. Puckett, Benton, and Donald L. Bryant, Bryant, both of

Ark., assignors to Jacuzzi Inc., Little Rock, Ark.

Filed Dec. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 331,270

Int. a.3 E04H 3/20

U.S. G. 210—121 22 Gaims

.36

1. A skimming device arranged to be received within a wall

of an enclosure for a body of water comprising:

a housing including a horizontal inlet portion having an

opening therein arranged to be positioned in open commu-

nication with said body of water,

said housing having a downwardly extending vertical

discharge chamber with an opening of lesser cross-sec-

tional area than said opening of said horizontal inlet

portion,

a foraminous strainer basket proportioned to be received

1. A molten metal filtering device for a molten metal com-

prising:

a filter housing provided in a flow path for molten metal;

a horizontal partition disposed within said filter housing and

having at least one filter frame-setting hole therethrough;

a filter frame detachably fitted to said filter frame-setting

hole, including a filter medium-receiving hole there-

through and including an upper portion which protrudes

from said filter frame-setting hole to provide a holding

means for being grasped to permit easy removal and re-

placement of said filter frame; and

a filter medium in the shape of a substantially flat plate

positioned within said filter medium-receiving hole of said

filter frame at a level such that the upper surface of said

filter medium is below said holding means defined by the

protruding upper portion of said filter frame and is below

an inflow path and an overflow path of said molten metal

for maintaining said filter medium and filter frame im-

mersed in molten metal when said filtenng device is not in

operation, and wherein said filter medium immersed in

molten metal is exchanged by grasping said holding means

and removing and replacing said filter frame and filter

medium without removing molten metal from said filter

housing.

4,426,288

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONVEYING AND
DAMMING BACK LIGHTER LIQUIDS FLOATING ON
SPEGFICALLY HEAVIER LIQUIDS, PARTICULARLY

OIL FLOATING ON WATER
Harm-Hinrich Miinte, Reinbek-Neuacbonningstedt, Fed. Rep.

of Germany, assignor to Jastram-Werke GmbH A Co. KG.,

Hamburg, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Not. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 325,824

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 9,

1980, 8032677[U]; Oct. 13, 1981. 8129821[U]

Int. G.' E02B 15/04

U.S. G. 210—242.3 12 Claims

1. An apparatus for conveying and damming back a layer of

lighter liquid floating on a body of a specifically heavier liquid

1038 O.G.-^»6
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such as a layer of oil floating on a body of water, with the body
of the heavier liquid forming an interface with the layer of the
lighter liquid, comprising means positionabie within the body
of heavier liquid adjacent the interface between the lighter and
heavier liquids for affecting an overspeed of the combined
liquids flowing between said means and the surface of the
lighter liquid relative to the normal flow speed of the com-
bined liquids for transferring shear or thrust forces into the

layer of lighter liquid, and said means including an upper
surface adjacent to and spaced closely below the interface of
the liquids for lifting and compacting the heavier liquid flow-
ing over said upper surface so that downstream of said upper

surface the heavier liquid has a downward component of flow
whereby above said upper surface the layer of lighter liquid is

compacted and downstream of said upper surface the layer of
lighter liquid thickens for affording removal of the lighter

liquid, said means comprises a weir-like member with a pair of
approximately vertically extending surfaces each extending
generally perpendicularly of the direction of the normal flow
with one said vertically extending surface facing upstream and
the other said vertically extending surface facing downstream
relative to the normal flow direction with said upper surface
located at the upper ends of and interconnecting said vertically

extending surfaces.

said slurry feed means comprising:

(a) an expansion tank mounted within the interior of the
cylindrical screen means for receiving the slurry;

(b) said expansion tank having a weir at a desired elevation
with respect to the rotational axis for permitting the slurry
to flow thereover in a curtain when the elevation of the
slurry in the expansion tank exceeds the elevation of the
weir;

(c) a spillway operatively connected to the weir for direct-

ing the slurry curtain radially outward and downward
toward the screen to enable the slurry to accelerate to the
desired slurry velocity and to decrease the thickness of the
slurry curtain as the slurry accelerates;

(d) said spillway having a terminating lip means adjacent the
downward path of the inner screen surface of the moving
straining screen at a sufficient velocity as the straining
screen is moving in a curved downward path (1) to enable
the liquid to pass through the straining screen from the
inner screen surface to the outer screen surface to progres-
sively separate the liquid from the solids as the cylindrical
screen means rotates about the axis, and (2) to enable the
flowing slurry curtain to push the solids forward along the
inner screen surface in the curved downward path to
facilitate the liquid/solid separation.

4,426,289

ROTARY SCREEN LIQUID-SOLID SEPARATOR
Henry V. Syehaug, 114 SW. 5th St., Milton-Freewater, Orec.
97862

Filed Aug. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 289,304

Int. a.3 BOID 33/10
U.S. a. 210—403 12 Qaims

4,426,290

APPARATUS FOR SEPARATING BLOOD
Toshiji Ichikawa, Chofii; Teruko Watanabe, Tokyo, and Yo-

shimitsu Asada, Honmachi, all of Japan, assignors to Tenimo
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

PCT No. PCT/JP80/00206, tion, Tokyo, Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 259,027, Apr. 30, 1981, abandoned,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 184,084, Sep. 4, 1980,
Pat. No. 4,310,430. This PCT application Sep. 11, 1980, Ser. No.

473,975
Claims priority, application Japan, May 8, 1980, 55-61013;

May 26, 1980, 55-69913; Mar. 12, 1981, 56-34636
Int. a.3 BOID 2J/26: C09K 3/00

U.S. a. 210-516 25 Qaims

1. A rotory screen separator for separating solids from a
slurry of liquid and solids, comprising:

a frame;

a cylindrical screen means mounted on the frame for rota-

tion about a subsuntially horizontal axis;

drive means operatively connected to the cylindrical screen
means for rotating the cylindrical screen means about said

axis;

said cylindrical screen means having a curved straining

screen with a concave inner screen surface and a convex
outer screen surface;

slurry feed means mounted within the interior of the cylin-

drical screen means;
I

1. Apparatus for separating blood comprising:

a tube with a closed bottom end;

a thixotropic gel-like sealant having a specific gravity inter-

mediate between the gravities of serum and clot phases of
blood, said sealant being contained at rtie bottom end of
said tube and having an upper surface spaced from the

bottom of said tube; and
a cavity formed in said sealant when said tube is at rest, said

cavity being intermediate the edges of said sealant and
extending from said upper surface toward the bottom of
said tube but not reaching the bottom of said tube, said

cavity being formed by said sealant alone without any
cavity maintaining members in said tube.
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4,426,291

SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF NITRATED ORGANIC
COMPOUNDS FROM AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS

Shrikishna G. Sharangpani, and Floyd G. Spence, both of Hol-

land, Mich., assignors to BASF Wyandotte Corporation, Wy-
andotte, Mich.

Filed Nov. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 323,740

Int. a.' BOID 11/04

U.S. a. 210—634 14 Qaims
1. In a process for the preparation of amine dyes and pig-

ments the improvement for the separation of a nitrated sub-

stance from a spent nitrating acid wherein said nitrated sub-

stance contains polar groups selected from the group consist-

ing of —SO3H, —OH. —SH, —CO2H, —OSO3H, and —OF-
(OH)2 and their salts comprising

(1) adding an extracting agent selected from the group con-

sisting of monohydric alcohols and ketones containing

about 5 to 12 carbon atoms to said nitrating substance-

spent acid solution,

(2) diluting the nitrated substance-spent acid solution with

water, prior or subsequent to said-iuidition of said extract-

ing agent

(a) the concentration of water in said solution being such

that said extracting agent is immiscible with said acid

(3) permitting the mixture to separate into layers of different

densities with

(a) one of said layers comprising said nitrated substance

dissolved in said extracting agent

(4) removing said nitrated substance-extracting agent layer

and

(5) separating the nitrated substance from said extracting

agent layer.

4,426,292

PROCESS FOR SELECTIVE SEPARATION OF
MOLECULAR SPECIES FROM MIXTURES THEREOF

USING CYCLODEXTRINS
David L. Wemick, Elizabeth, and Stephen Scypinski, Garwood,

both of N.J., assignors to Exxon Research and Engineering

Co., Florhaffl Park, N.J.

Filed Feb. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 350,194

Int. a.3 BOID 15/08

U.S. a. 210—635 19 Qaims
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1. In a process for selectively separating two or more fluid

molecular species from a mixture of the same wherein at least

one molecular species is sorbed on a sorbent and the sorbed

molecular species is then desorbed, thereby pariially or fully

regenerating the sorbent, the improvement which comprises

employing as the sorbent an underivatized crystalline mono-

meric cyclodextrin containing 6-8 glucose units.

4,426^3
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR REMOVING OIL

FROM WATER
Donald G. Mason, Overland Park, Kans., and Frank G. Weis,

Kansas City, Mo., assignors to Smith A Loveless, Inc.,

Lenexa, Kans.

Filed May 4, 1983, Ser. No. 491,588

Int. a.' C02F 1/40: BOID 13/00. 31/00
U.S. a. 210—636 40 Qaims
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1. A method of separating oil from water, comprising the

steps of: directing an oil and water mixture into a separation

vessel to separate oil by gravity from the water; accumulating

a layer of oil in an upper portion of the separation vessel and
discharging the generally oil-free water from a lower portion

of the separation vessel into a water transfer line; pumping the

generally oil-free water in the water transfer line under pres-

sure into an oil barrier ves.sel containing an ultrafinc molecular

filter; directing the generally oil free water through the ultra-

finc molecular filter; withdrawing the permeate liquid from the

oil barrier vessel and directing it into a permeate liquid effluent

line; withdrawing the concentrate liquid from the oil barrier

vessel into a concentrate liquid effluent line; directing at least

a portion of the concentrate liquid back into the separation

vessel; periodically directing ejection water through an ejec-

tion water inlet line having a first control valve associated

therewith into a lower portion of the separation vessel for

discharging oil accumulated in the upper portion of the separa-

tion vessel through an oil eflluent line; and sensing the level of

the lower layer of the oil in the separation vessel so as to open

the first control valve when the level reaches a predetermined

lower level and to close the first control valve when the level

reaches a predetermined upper level.

4. Tlie method of claim 1 and further including the steps of

periodically closing the first control valve and cycling a clean-

ing solution from a wash tank through the ultrafine molecular

filter in the oil barrier vessel.

4,426,294

MICROCOMPUTER CONTROLLED
DEMAND/SCHEDULED WATER SOFTENER

J. David Seal, Waukesha, Wis., assignor to Autotrol Corpora-

tion, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Aug. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 412,279

Int. Q.' BOIJ 49/00

U.S. Q. 210—662 10 Claims

5. A control for a water softener which has a resin bed

requiring periodic regeneration, comprising:

a flowmeter for measuring the volume of flow of soA water

leaving the water softener;

a data input device for receiving information indicative of

the total capacity of the water softener resin bed and indicative

of the hardness of the water entering the water softener resin

bed;

a controller for controlling the water softener to initiate

regeneration said controller including,

a timer for measuring time;

a memory for storing data indicative of the quantity of soft

water used over a period of days in accordance with the

flow measured by said flowmeter; and
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a central processor coupled to said timer and to said mem-
ory for determining each day the actual average daily

quantity of soft water used over a period of several days
and for establishing a soft water reserve value indicative

of the amount of soft water likely to be used prior to the
next possible regeneration in proportion to the deter-

mined actual average daily quantity of soft water used,

said central processor being coupled to said data input

device for determining the remaining resin bed capacity
in accordance with the amount of soft water used since

the last regeneration as determined from data stored in

said memory and from data input entered through said

input device, and for initiating regeneration of the water
softener resin bed at a predetermined time each day if

the determined remaining resin bed treating capacity is

less than the established soft water reserve quantity.

6. A method for controlling a water softener having a resin

bed requiring periodic regeneration comprising the steps of:

(a) measuring the quantity of soft water leaving the water
softener for a given period of time;

(b) each day determining the actual average daily quantity of
soft water used and determining the total amount of soft

water used since the last regeneration from the measured
amount of soft water used over a given period of time;

(c) esublishing a reserve quantity of soft water as a propor-
tion of the determined actual average daily quantity of soft

water used;

(d) determining the remaining water softener resin bed treat-

ing capacity in accordance with the determined amount of
soft water used since the last regeneration, the hardness of
the incoming water and the total water softener resin bed
treating capacity; and

(e) initiating water softener regeneration at a predetermined
time if the determined remaining water softener resin bed
treating capacity is less than the determined soft water reserve
quantity.

conuining cells to be concentrated, said inner cham-
ber being provided with an inlet opening at one end
thereof through which body fluids can be introduced

into said inner chamber, and an outlet opening at the

opposite end of said inner chamber, and
(ii) an outer chamber disposed about said inner chamber

in spaced relationship thereto to form a housing for

said inner chamber;

(2) a cap portion removably engageable with said body
portion at said outlet opening of said inner chamber,
said cap portion having an opening therein communi-
cating with said outlet opening of said inner chamber
through which excess fluid within said inner chamber
can be removed, and

(3) a filter, interposed between said opening in said cap
portion and said outlet opening in said inner chamber of
said body portion, for reUining cells within said inner

4,426;!9S

CELL SUSPENSION CHAMBER PROCESS
Deborah A. Etum, 115 NW. 122 St., North Miami, Fla. 33168,
•ai LMwth E. Shelley, 7805 Camino Real, Apt. H301, Miami,
Fla. 33143

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,494
iBt a.3 BOID 37/00

U.S. a. 210-772 18 Claims
1. A process for concentrating cells present in serosanguine-

ous body fluids comprising:

(a) introducing a sample of a serosanguineous body fluid,

containing excess body fluid, into the elongated inner
chamber of an apparatus comprising:

(1) a body comprising:

(i) an elongated inner chamber for receiving body fluids

chamber while permitting excess fluid to be removed
from said inner chamber, and permitting said excess
body fluid to pass through said filter and be removed
from said inner chamber, leaving a concentrated cell

fluid in said inner chamber;

(b) adding a hemolytic solution to said concentrated cell

fluid in said inner chamber;

(c) withdrawing and reintroducing the combined fluids from
step (b) into said inner chamber at least once;

(d) adding a physiologic saline solution to said combined
fluids in said inner chamber, and

(e) withdrawing and reintroducing into said inner chamber
the combined fluids from step (d) at least once, during
which process any cells on said filter are washed off into

said combined fluids, the fluid remaining within said inner

chamber being a concentrate solution of cells capable of
being analyzed.

4,426,296

METHOD OF ACIDIZING WELLS USING GELLED
AQDS

Curtis W. Crowe, Tulsa County, OkJa., assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,932

Int. a.' E21B 43/27
U.S. a. 252—8.55 C 14 Claims

1. In the process of treating a siliceous or calcareous forma-
tion penetrated by a wellbore to increase the permeability

thereof wherein said process comprises contacting said forma-
tion with an aqueous acid capable of dissolving mineral constit-

uents of said formation, the improvement comprising using as

said aqueous acid a composition comprising:

(a) aqueous hydrochloric acid,

(b) a readily soluble gelling agent which contains a gelling

amount of polyoxyethylene glycol having an average
molecular weight of at least about 250,000 and enough
ammonium-, alkali-, or alkaline earth metal bicarbonate or
carbonate to cause rapid dispersion and dissolution of said

polyoxyethylene glycol in (a), and
(c) a compatible iron control agent dissolved therein,
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wherein said agent is ascorbic acid, erythorbic acid and-

/or a soluble salt thereof

4,426,297

DIESTER COMPOSITION AND TEXTILE PROCESSING
COMPOSITIONS THEREFROM

Robert B. Wilson, Greenville, S.C, assignor to Crucible Chemi-
cal Company, Greenville, S.C.

ConHnuatipn of Ser. No. 259,924, May 4, 1981, abandoned,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 90,092, Nov. 1, 1979,

abandoned. This application May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,748

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Oct. 6, 1998,

has been diKlalmed.

Int. a.} D06M 1/00

U.S. a. 252—8.6 24 Qaims

inclusive and m ha.s an average value in the range from 5

to 7 inclusive,

(b) between about 12 and 32 parts by weight of a mixture of

alcohol propoxylates of the formula

CpHip^ I—0-CH(CH3)-CH2-^H wherein p is in the

range from 12 to IS inclusive and q has an average value

in the range from S to 6 inclusive, and

(c) between and about 28 parts by weight of a copoly(e-

thoxylate propoxylate) mono C\ to CealkyI ether having

an ethoxylate to propoxylate weight ratio between 30 to

70 and 5 to 95, (he sum of the individual parts by weight

of (a), (b), and (c) totaling 100.

o
o

}''%.

u o
•o

q5

O
o

o

CONVLNTlONtl. SPIN FINISH
(?ooxi

1. A synthetic fiber of fabric coated with a textile-treating

composition having one or more emulsifiers, dispersing agents

and/or anti static agents and containing:

(a) a cycloaliphatic diester of the formula

n—C6Hi3—

^

\-(CH2)7COOR

COOR

4,426,299

CONCENTRATED FABRIC SOFTENING COMPOSITION
Martin W. Verbruggen, Humbeek, Belgium, assignor to The

Procter A Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio
Continuation of Ser. No. 110,144, Jan. 7, 1980. abandoned. This

application Oct. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 309,330

Oaims priority, application United Kingdom. Jan. II, 1979,

7901137

Int. a.' D06M ]i/20. 13/46

U.S. a. 252—8.8 8 Gaims
1. A fabric softening composition in the form of an aqueous

dispersion comprising

(a) from %% to 2295- of a waier-msoiubie cationic fabnc

softener and

(b) from 0.5% to 4% of a viscosity control agent selected

from the group consisting of Cg-C24 fatty acids and mix-

tures thereof,

wherein the ratio of (a) to (b) is from 61 to 20 I

.

wherein R is a straight or branched chain alky! of 4-20

carbon atoms, polyoxyalkylene of the formula HO(CH2C-
H20)„CH2CH2-. HO(C3H60)«C3H6-. HO(CH2C-
H20)p(C3H60)^3H6-. or HO(C3H60)p(C2H40)^2
H4— or phosphated polyoxyalkylene, wherein n is 2-22

and the sum of p+ q is n; and

(b) a high boiling aromatic ester of the formula ArCOO— R-

1—OOCAr or ArCOOR2, wherein Ar is a substituted or

unsubstituted aryl; R| is alkylene of 2-8 carbon atoms or

polyoxyalkylene of the formula —CMi,{0—CrWir)i— in

which r is 2 or 3 and s is up to 1 5; and R2 is alkyl or alkenyl

of 8-30 carbon atoms;

wherein the combination of cycloaliphatic diester and high

boiling aromatic ester constitutes 10-90% by weight of

the textile treating composition.

4,^426,298

TEXTILE PROCESSING OILS
John D. Shepley, Amsterdam, Netherlands, assignor to Shell Oil

Company, Houston, Tex.

Filed Nov. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 444,141

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Nov. 27, 1981,

8135819

Int. C\? D06M 13/18

U.S. a. 252—8.9 9 Claims

1. A composition useful in the processing of textiles, which

comprises

(a) between about SO and 88 parts by weight of a mixture of

alcohol ethoxylates of the formula C/,H2n+i—O—CH-
2—CH2—mOH wherein n is in the range from 9 to 11

4,426,300

OXIDATION STABLE POLYOXYALKYLENES
CONTAINING SALTS OF BENZOIC ACID DERIVATIVES
Edward M. Dexheimer, Grossc He; Michael J. Anchor, Canton

Township, Plymouth County; Basil Thir, Grossc lie, and

Stephen E. Eisenstein, Oak Park, all of Mich., assignors to

BASF Wyandotte Corporation, Wyandotte, .Mich.

Filed Oct. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 315,245

Int. a.' D06M 15/44. 13/18

U.S. a. 252—8.9 12 Gainu
1. A composition of matter comprising:

at least one aliphatic or aromatic-substituted polyoxyalkyl-

ene wherein said aliphatic polyoxyalkylene is derived

from at least one alkylene oxide or glycidyl ether having

2 to 4 aliphatic carbon atoms and wherein said aromatic-

substituted polyoxyalkylene is derived from at least one

aromatic-substituted alkylene oxide or glycidyl ether

having 2 to 4 aliphatic carbon atoms and an effective

neutralizing amount of the alkali or alkaline earth metal

salt of at least one acid having the formula:

H
I

R: X CCX)H
\ / \ /
c c

(1)

I
c

/ \ ^
R2 C

R2

\
H
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-continued
H (II)

Rj X^ RiCOOH
\ / \ /
c c
N I

C X
/ \ ^ \

R2 C H
X
I

R2

wherein K\ is selected from the group consisting of alkyl
and alkenyl groups having up to 6 carbon atoms; R2 is

individually selected from alkyl or alkeny! groups having
up to 18 carbon atoms, nitro, halogen, carboxy, benzoyl
groups or OR3 groups wherein R3 is hydroxyalky! having
up to 4 carbon atoms, an alkyl or alkenyl ester group
having up toT8 carbon atoms; and X is selected from the
group consisting of (1) carbon and (2) carbon together
with nitrogen, with the proviso that when X is nitrogen,
there is no hydrogen substituent.

4,426^1 '

POLYOXYALKYLENES CONTAINING ALKALINE
CATALYST RESIDUES CHELATED WITH BENZOIC

AaO DERIVATIVES
Edward M. Dextaeimer, Crosse He; Michael J, Anchor, Canton

Township, Plymouth County; Basil Thir, Crosse He, and
Stephen E. Eisenstein, Oak Park, all of Mich., assignors to
BASF Wyandotte Corporation, Wyandotte, Mich.

Filed Oct. IS, 1981, Ser. No. 311,668
Int. a.' D06M 15/44, 13/18

U.S. a. 252-8.9
I

12 aaims
1. A composition of matter comprising;
at least one aliphatic or aromatic-substituted polyoxyalkyl-

ene wherein said aliphatic polyoxyalkylene is derived
from at least one alkylene oxide or glycidyl ether having
2 to 4 aliphatic carbon atoms and wherein said aromatic-
substituted polyoxyalkylene is derived from at least one
aromatic substituted alkylene oxide or glycidyl ether
having 2 to 4 aliphatic carbon atoms and an effective
neutralizing amount of the alkali or alkaline earth metal
salt of at least one acid having the formula.

(I)

or

group consisting of hydrogen, an alkyl ether residue hav-
ing up to 4 carbon atoms, an hydroxyalkyi ether residue
having up to 4 carbon atoms, an alkyl or alkenyl group
having up to 6 carbon atoms, halogen, and carboxyl
groups; and X is selected from the group consisting of (I)
carbon and (2) carbon together with nitrogen.

4,426^2
OIL RECOVERY METHOD UTILIZING A

DICYCLOPENTADIENE DERIVED
ETHOXYSULFONATE

David R. McCoy; Robert M. Gipson, and Carter G. Naylor, all

of Austin, Tex., assignors to Texaco Inc., White Plains, N.Y
Filed Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 423,415

Int. a.3 C09K 3/00: E21B 3/00: C07C 149/44, 149/00
U.S. a. 252-8.55 D 10 Qaims

1. A process for recovering petroleum from a subterranean
petroleum-bearing formation penetrated by an injection well
and a production well which comprises:

(A) injecting into the formation via the injection well a drive
fluid comprising water having dissolved therein about
0.05 to about 5.0 percent by weight of a surface active
agent having the general formula:

R-Y(CH2CH20WCH2)„S03X

wherein

R is a dicyclopentenyl moiety,

Y is a divalent moiety selected from the group consist-
ing of oxygen and sulfur,

X is a cation selected from the group consisting of
sodium, potassium and ammonium,

n is an integer of from 2 to 3,

m is an integer of from 1 to 10 with the proviso that

when Y is sulfur, m is an integer of from 2 to 10;

(B) forcing the fluid through the formation and
(C) recovering petroleum through the production well.

5. An aqueous fluid comprising:

(A) about 0.1 wt. % to about 2 wt. % of a surface active
agent of the formula:

R-Y(CH2CH20UCH2)„S03X

wherein

R is a dicyclopentenyl moiety,

Y is a divalent moiety selected from the group consist-

ing of oxygen and sulfur,

X is a cation selected from the group consisting of a
sodium, potassium and ammonium,

n is an integer of from 2 to 3,

m is an integer of from 1 to 10 with the proviso that

when Y is sulfur, m is an integer of from 2 to 10; and
(B) about 0.5 wt. % to about 10 wt. % of a petroleum sulfo-

nate.

(II)

wherein Ri is selected from the group consisting of alkyl
and alkenyl of up to 6 carbon atoms; R2 is selected from
the group consisting of hydroxyl, an alkyl ether residue
having up to 4 carbon atoms, an hydroxyalkyi ether resi-

due having up to 4 carbon atoms, and an alkenoxy or
oxyalkanoic acid ester residue having up to 18 carbon
atoms, and benzoyl; R3 is individually selected from the

4,426,303

SURFACTANT COMPOSITIONS USEFUL IN
ENHANCED OIL RECOVERY PROCESSES

Nancy J. Nuckels, CarroUton, Tex., and James L. Thompson,
Tulsa, Okla., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Mid-
land, Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 99,264, Dec. 3, 1979,
abandoned. This application May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 267,177

Int. a.3 E21B 43/22
U.S. a. 252—8.55 D 12 Qaims

1. An aqueous surfactant composition comprising:

(1) at least one alkylated diaromatic sulfonate in an amount
sufficient to impart good compatibility with subterranean
reservoir brines,

(2) at least one petroleum sulfonate in an amount sufficient to

provide an interfacial tension of no greater than 0. 1 dyne
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per centimeter between said aqueous composition and the

oil of a subterranean reservoir,

(3) at least one condensation product of a Cg-Ci6 alkanol

and a C2-C3 alkylene oxide as a solubilizing and wetting
agent for said petroleum sulfonate, and

(4) at least one glycol ether of the formula:

R(OR')„-OH (I)

wherein R is a Ci-Ce alkyl radical or a phenyl radical, R'

is a C2-C4 alkylene radical, and n is 1-5 in an amount
sufficient to reduce absorption of the other components of
said composition on the surface of said reservoir, and
wherein the alkylated diaromatic sulfonate is of the for-

mula

(R"), (R")ft (11)

(S03©M®);, (S03©M®)„

each R" is an alkyl radical of between about 10 and about 18

carbon atoms,

each M® is a hydrogen, alkali metal ion, alkaline earth metal

ion or ammonium ion,

a and b are individually or 1 with the proviso that the

2(a+ b) is at least 1,

X and y are individually or 1 with the proviso that the

average value of £(x-|-y) for all (11) is at least about 1.7,

and z is or 1.

4,426,304

COMPOSITIONS FOR SOURING AND SOFTENING
LAUNDERED TEXTILE MATERIALS, AND STOCK

SOLUTIONS PREPARED THEREFROM
John D. Ciko, Allen Park; John J. Cramer, and Geoffrey A.

Jamieson, both of Wyandotte, all of Mich., assignors to The
Diversey Corporation, Wyandotte, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 545,382, Jan. 30, 1975, Pat. No. 4,053,423.

This application Not. 22, 1976, Ser. No. 743,970

Int. a.3 CUD 7/32: D06M 13/46

U.S. a. 252—8.75 18 Qaims
1. A stable dry solid composition for souring laundered

textile material and imparting softness thereto consisting essen-

tially of

I. about 5-50% by weight of a softening agent for textile

materials selected from the group consisting of

(A) quatemized fatty amides corresponding to the follow-

ing structural formulae

I.

O R'

II I

R—C—NH—(CH2)„—N +—

Z

R'

and

OR' O
II I II

R—C—NH—(CH2)n—N +—(CH2)„—NH—C—

R

R'

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of

monovalent alkyl radicals and sulfonated monovalent

alkyl radicals containing about 8-22 carbon atoms, R' is

selected from the group consisting of monovalent alkyl

radicals and sulfonated monovalent alkyl radicals con-

taining about 1-3 carbon atoms, Z is selected from the

group consisting of monovalent alkyl radicals and sulfo-

nated monovalent alkyl radicals containing 1-22 carbon

atoms, n contains about I -6 carbon atoms, X is an anion

selected from the group consiving of halide, sulfate,

phosphate, alkyl sulfate having about 1-3 carbon atoms

in the alkyl group and alkyl phosphate having about 1-3

carbon atoms in the alkyl group, and Y is an integer

having a numerical value equivalent to the valency of

X, and

(B) fatty amphoteric compounds corresponding to the

structural formula

R'

I

R—N*
I

R-

O
11

-(CH2)„-C-0-

wherein R, R' and n are as defined in (A) above, the said

amphoteric compounds having non-acidic isoelectnc

ranges; and

II. about 95-50% by weight of an acidic sounng agent for

freshly laundered textile matenals selected from the group

consisting of ammonium acid fluoride, sodium acid fluo-

ride and potassium acid fluoride,

the said ingredients 1 and 11 being present in amounts

whereby a stable solid composition is produced for sour-

ing laundered textile materials and impariing softness

thereto.

4,426,305

LUBRICATING COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING
BORONATED NITROGEN-CONTAINING DISPERSANTS
Robert E. Malec, Ladue, Mo., assignor to Edwin Cooper, Inc.,

St. Louis, Mo.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 246,280, Mar. 23, 1981,

abandoned. This application Jun. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 499,917

Int. a.5 ClOM 1/54

U.S. a. 252—49.6 7 Gainu
1. A lubricating oil composition comprising a major amount

of an oil of lubricating viscosity containing a minor dispersant

amount of a synergistic combination of dispersants, said combi-

nation comprising

(A) a boronated succinimide dispersant having in its struc-

ture at least one polybutene-substituted succinoyl group

R—CH—C—
I

CH2—C—

wherein R is a polybutene group having a molecular

weight of about 700-2000, said succinoyl group being

bonded to a nitrogen atom of an oxyethylated polye-

thyleneamine containing 2 to about 6 ethylene amine units

to form an amide or imide or to an oxygen atom of said

oxyethylated polyethyleneamine to form an ester or to

both nitrogen and oxygen atoms of said oxyethylated

polyethyleneamine to form a mixture containing amide,

imide and ester groups, said oxyethylated polyethylenea-

mine being made by reacting 1 mole of polyethyleneamine

with about 0.5-5 moles of ethylene oxide, said succinimide

dispersant being further characterized by containing about

0.001-2.5 weight percent boron

and

(B) a Mannich dispersant having in its structure a polybu-

tene-substituted phenolic group
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OH

(R"), CH2—

(CH2-)„
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wherein R" is a polybutene group and n is 1 or 2 m is or
1, n +m is 1 or 2, said R" groups containing about 50-500
carbon atoms, said phenolic group being bonded through
a methylene group to a nitrogen atom of a polyethylene
amine containing 2 to about 6 ethyleneamine units, at least
part of said Mannich dispersant having been reacted with
a fatty acid and at least part of said Mannich having been
reacted with a boronating agent.

7. An additive package formulated for addition to lubricat-
ing oil to obtain a formulated motor oil suitable for use in an
internal combustion engine, said package containing a syner-
gistic combination of dispersants comprising

(a) a boronated succinimide dispersant having in its structure
at least one polybutene-substituted succinoyl group

4,426,306

ANTIOXIDANTS AND LUBRICATING OIL
CONTAINING SAME

Richard J. Lee, Downers GroTC, lU., and Lynn M. R. Murphy,
Lafayette, La., assignors to Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
Chicago, III.

'

Division of Ser. No. 59,246, Jul. 20, 1979, Pat. No. 4,390,437.
This application Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 420^4

Int. a.3 ClOM 1/20. 1/32
U.S. a. 252-51.5 A j q^^

1. An antioxidant catalyst which functions as a chain termi-
nating species in the chain oxidation reaction that occurs in
lubricant compositions under conditions of use comprising an
antioxidant additive having the structure A[(X);„_iYl„
wherein:

(a) A is an antioxidant functional moiety selected from "the
group consisting of:

(1) nicotinyl having the structure:

11

N

^
O

and

(2) 8-carbonyl quinoline having the structure:

and

R—CH—

C

I

CH2—

C

wherein R is a polybutene group having a molecular
weight of about 700-2000, said succinoyl group being
bonded to a nitrogen atom of an oxyethylated polye-
thyleneamine containing 2 to about 6 ethylenamine units
to form an amide or imide or to an oxygen atom of said
oxyethylated polyethyleneamine to form an ester or to
both nitrogen and oxygen atoms of said oxyethylated
polyethyleneamine to form a mixture containing amide,
imide and ester groups, said oxyethylated polyethylenea-
mine being made by reacting 1 mole of polyethyleneamine
with about 0.5-4 moles of ethylene oxide, said succinimide
dispersant being further characterized by containing about
0.001-2.5 weight percent boron

and

(b) [(X);„_ iY]„ is an oil soluble moiety wherein:
(1) X is a divalent member connected directly to A and Y,

respectively, and is selected from the group consisting of
succinyl, imine, amino, and dialkyl piperazine succinimide
having the structures:

(b) a Mannich dispersant having in its structure a polybu-
tene-substituted phenolic group

OH

(R"),

—C—CH2—CH2—C—

—Cs=N—
I

H

H
I

—N—

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

CH2—

(CH2-)„

wherein R" is a polybutene group and n is 1 or 2, m is or
1, n -I-m is 1 or 2, said R" groups containing about 50-500
carbon atoms, said phenolic group being bonded through
a methylene group to a nitrogen atom of a polyethylenea-
mine containing 2 to about 6 ethyleneamine units, at least
part of said Mannich dispersant having been reacted with
oleic acid and at least part of said Mannich having been
reacted with a boronating agent.

-(CH2V-N N-(CH2),-N

C—CH—

v_y %
C-CH2
II

o

wherein p and q are whole numbers from 1 to 6,

(2) m is a whole number from 1 to 2,

(3) Y is a monovalent aliphatic chain of from 12 to 50 carbon
atoms whose valence is connected directly to X when m is

2 and directly to A when m is I,

(4) n is a whole number from I to 2 and corresponds to the
number of free valences in A; and

(c) when X is amino and m is 2; and when X is dialkyl pipera-
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zine succinimide and m is 2, A is any of the structures previ-
ously designated in (a) and n is from I to 2;

(d) when m is 1, A is any of the structures previously desig-
nated in (a) and n is from 1 to 2; whose calculating energy of
the nearest unoccupied molecular orbital is greater than or
equal to 0.7 and whose corresponding lubricant viscosity

requires greater than or equal to 60 hours of use to increase
to four times its initial value.

4,426,307

HEAT ACCUMULATIVE MATERIAL
Takahiro Wada, Katano, and Ryoichi Yamamoto, Neyagawa,

both of Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.,
Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Jul. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 395,707
Gaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 17, 1981, 56-112494;

Aug. 13, 1981, 56-127631; Aug. 13, 1981, 56-127632; Dec. 7,

1981, 56-197503; Jan. 19, 1982, 57-7051; Feb. 17, 1982,
57-24720; Feb. 19, 1982, 57-26225

Int. a.J C09K 5/06
U.S. a. 252—70 10 Qaims

1. A heat accumulative material comprising a system con-
taining three or more components, consisting of sodium acetate

(CHaCOONa) and water (H2O), mixed with at least one com-
ponent selected from the group consisting of urea (CO(NH2)2).
acetamide (CH3CONH2), formamide (HCONH2), glycine
(NH2CH2COOH) and alanine (CH3(NH2)CHCOOH),
wherein CHsCOONa is contained in an amount within the

range of 10 to 70% by weight, and H2O is contained in an
amount within the range of 10 to 55% by weight, CO(NH2)2 is

contained, if present, in an amount of 65% by weight or less

(exclusive of 0%), CH3CONH2, if present, is contained in an
amount of 80% by weight or less (exclusive of 0%), HCONH2,
if present, is contained in an amount of 50% by weight or less

(exclusive of 0%), NH2CH2COOH, if present, is contained in

an amount of 40% by weight or less (exclusive of 0%),
CH3(NH2)CHCOOH, if present, is contained in an amount of
35% by weight or less (exclusive of 0%).

4,426,308

PROCESS OF MAKING CALaUM ACETATE DEIONG
AGENTS

Alan B. Gancy, 265 Robineau Rd., Syracuse, N.Y. 13207
Division of Ser. No. 333,037, Dec. 21, 1981, Pat. No. 4,377,488.

This application Mar. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 476,702

Int. a.3 C09K 3/18; C07C 51/41; COIF 11/00
U.S. a. 252—70 1 Qaim

1. In a process of making a calcium acetate-containing solu-

tion having a pH value at room temperature in the range from
about 7 to about 8, the steps comprising:

a. completely reacting a carbonate with acetic acid, wherein
the amount of said carbonate comprises from about 50%
to about 70% of the total stoichiometric complement of
said acid; and

b. adding calcined limestone in an amount comprising from
about 25% to about 50% of said total stoichiometric com-
plement.

4,426,309

ANTIFREEZE CORROSION INHIBITOR COMPOSITION
FOR ALUMINUM ENGINES

Michael L. Abel, Plainfleld, and Thomas P. Yates, Frankford,

both of 111., assignors to Northern Petrochemical Company,
Omaha, Nebr.

Division of Ser. No. 280,877, Jul. 6, 1981, Pat. No. 4,382,870.

This application Mar. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 473,944

Int. a.J C09K 5/00; F28F 23/00

U.S. a. 252—75 1 Claim

1. A method for providing corrosion inhibition in aluminum-

containing internal combustion engines which utilize a polyhy-

droxyalcohol-based coolant, comprising adding to said cool-

ant:

(a) from about 0.07% to about 0.35% nitrate,

(b) from about 0.04% to about 0.08% silicate.

(c) from about 0.05% to about 0.25% of a compound se-

lected from a group consisting of tolyltnazole, benzotnaz-

ole, and mixtures thereof,

(d) from about 0.2% to about 1.5% borate, and
(e) from about 0.2% to about 0.75% phosphate.

wherein the cations are selected from the group consisting of
sodium, potassium, and mixtures thereof and wherein the pH
of the composition is from about 9 to about 11.5.

4,426,310

LOW-IRRITATION SHAMPOO
Pierre M. Veninica, Lane Cove, Australia, assignor to Colgate-

Palmolive Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 359,737
Int. a.3 CUD 1/29. 1/62 1/94. A61K 7/08

U.S. a. 252—106 7 Qaims
5. A mild, clear, liquid shampoo, the pH of which is in the

range of 1 to 3, and aqueous solutions of which do not cause a

burning sensation when brought into contact with children's

eyes, which consists essentially of. by weight, (A) 5% to 8% of
an alkali metal C10-C14 alkyl polyethenoxy ether sulfate con-
taining from 1 to 4 moles of ethylene oxide. (B) 4% to 6% of

a polyethoxylated glyceryl Cg-Cie fatty acid monoester con-
taining from 60 to 100 moles of ethylene oxide per mole; (C)

3% to 5% of a polyoxyethylene sorbilan monooleate of 10 to

30 moles of ethylene oxide per mole; (D) 2.5% to 4% of a

zwitterionic detergent selected from the group consisting of
N—C8-Ci6alkyl dimethyl betaine, N—Cg-Cigalkylamidopro-
pyl dimethyl beUine and mixtures thereof; (E) 1% to 2.5% of

an alkali metal C10-C14 alkyl polyethenoxy sulfosuccinate

containing from 1 to 4 moles of ethylene oxide and (F) 70% to

84.5% of an aqueous medium, said shampoo having a viscosity

at 25° C. in the range of 300 to 600 centipoises and a cloud

point below 8° C.

4,426,311

METHYLENE CHLORIDE-METHANE SULFONIC AHD
STRIPPING COMPOSITIONS AND METHODS FOR

USING SAME
John E. Vander Mey, Stirling, N.J., assignor to Allied Corpora-

tion, Morris Township, Morris County, N.J.

Continuation of Ser. No. 166,502, Jul. 7, 1980, abandoned. This

appUcation Dec. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 333,946

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Aug. 21,

1996, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.^CllD 7/08. 7/52

U.S. O. 252—143 21 Gaims
21. A method for removing polymeric organic substances

from an inorganic substrate which compnses contacting the

polymeric organic substances with a stripping composition

comprising from about 99 to about 60 weight percent methy-

lene chloride and from about 1 to about 40 weight percent

methane sulfonic acid at a temperature of from about 15' C. to

about 40° C. for a period of time sufficient to remove said

polymeric organic substances.

4,426,312

LIQUID CRYSTAL MATERIAL CONTAINING DISAZO
DYESTUFFS

Uwe Gaussen, Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aiaignor to

Bayer Aktiengeaellschaft, Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,631

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Genoany, Dec. 30,

1980,3049454

Int. G.3 C09K 3/34; G02F 1/13

U.S. G. 252—299.1 10 Claim
1. Liquid crystal composition comprising a host liquid crys-

tal having dissolved therein a disazo dyestuff of the formula
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(I)R4 R6

R2-(Y),—Q-N=N—Q-N=N-Q-0-R,
Rj Rs

1

in which
{

R| designates alkyl, aralkyi, cycloalkyi, aryl, or a R—N-

H—CO—

.

in which 1
R represents alkyl, aralkyi, cycloalkyi or aryl, it being possi-

ble for the radicals mentioned for Ri to be substituted by
fluorine, chlorine, bromine, Ci-Cs-alkyl, trifluoromethyl,

Ci-Cs-alkoxy, nitro, cyano, amino, amino which is op-
tionally mono or disubstituted by Ci-Cg-alkyJ or phenyl,

and

n is or 1

,

|

Y designates —O—

,

R2 has one of the meanings given above for R], if n = 1, or is

hydrogen, if n=0, and

R3, R4, R5 and R6 designate hydrogen, alkyl, alkoxy, halo-

gen or cyano.

4,426,313

PREPARATION OF SURFACTANTS BY SULFONATING
DERIVATIVES OF DEPOLYMERIZED COAL

Raymond J. Swedo, Mount Prospect, III., assignor to UOP Inc.,

Des Plaines, 111.

Filed Oct. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 435,135

Int. a.3 BOIF 17/12
U.S. a. 252-353 7 Qaims

1. A process for the preparation of neutralized sulfonated

derivatives of depolymerized coal as a surfactant which com-
prises treating the product obtained from the depolymerization
of coal in the presence of a catalyst consisting essentially of a

boron trifluoride etherate in a solvent comprising a mono- or
polyhydroxy aromatic hydrocarbon with a sulfonating agent at

sulfonation conditions, neutralizing the sulfonated product and
recovering said neutralized sulfonated derivative of depolym-
erized coal surfactant.

I

4,426,314

MAGNESIUM-CONTAINING SOLID
Makoto Miyazaki; Takeshi Nomura, both of Ooi; Chihiro Imai,
Yokohama, and Makoto Yoda, Kawagoe, all of Japan, assign-

ors to Toa Nenryo Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Nov. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 320,164

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 28, 1980, 55/166735
Int. a.' C08F 4/64. 4/02

U.S. a. 502-169 18 Qaims
1. A magnesium-containing solid obtained by contacting the

reaction product of (1):

(a) metallic magnesium;

(b) a halogenated hydrocarbon of the general formula RX in

which R stands for an alkyl, aryl or cycloalkyi group
having 1 to 20 carbon atoms, and X stands for a halogen
atom; and

(c) an alkoxy compound of the general formula
X'mC(OR')4.m in which X' stands for a hydrogen or halo-

gen atom, or an alkyl, aryl or cycloalkyi group having 1 to

10 carbon atoms, R' stands for an alkyl, or cycloalkyi
group having 1 to 20 carbon atoms, and m is 0, 1 or 2, with

(2) an electron donative compound and hydrogen halide.

5. A catalyst component for polymerization of olefms com-
prising a titanium compound supported on the magnesium-
containing solid of claim 1.

4,426,315

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF SUPPORTED
CATALYSTS FOR THE POLYMERIZATION OF

OLEHNS
Miifit Bahadir, ZoUing; Wolfgang Payer, Wesel; Ingrid Forster,

Miilheim, and Hans-Albert Liimmen, Essen, all of Fed. Rep.
of Germany, assignors to Rubrchemie Aktiengesellschaft,

Oberbausen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,812

Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 13,
1981, 3100736

Int. a.3 C08F 4/64
U.S. a. 502—113 24 Qaims

1. In a process for the preparation of a supported catalyst for

the polymerization of olefins having a component A and a

component B, wherein said component A consists essentially

of a reaction product of

at least one first compound of one or more first metals of
subgroups IV to VI of the Periodic Table of the Elements
with

at least one organic compound of one or more second metals
of main groups I to 111 of the Periodic Table of the Ele-
ments, said reaction being carried out at a temperature of
from -60° C. to 40° C, and

an inorganic carrier,

said component B being an organometallic compound,
the improvement which comprises suspending said carrier in a
suspension agent, said agent being substantially oxygen, sulfur

and moisture free, simultaneously and separately adding to said

carrier and said agent said first compound and said organic
compound in liquid and/or dissolved form, excluding oxygen
and moisture, the molar ratio of said first compound to said

organic compound being 1:3 to 3:1.

4,426,316

CATALYST PREPARED FROM ORGANOMAGNESIUM
COMPOUND, ORGANIC HYDROXYL-CONTAINING
COMPOUND, REDUONG HALIDE SOURCE AND

TRANSITION METAL COMPOUND
Donald E. Gessell, Ponca City, Okla., assignor to The Dow

Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.
Filed Sep. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 416,447

Int. a.3 C08F 4/64. 4/68. 4/62
U.S. a. 502—169 4 Qaims

1. A catalytic product resulting from
(I) admixing in an inert hydrocarbon diluent and in an atmo-

sphere which excludes moisture and oxygen
(A) at least one hydrocarbon soluble organomagnesium

material;

(B) at least one organic alcoholic hydroxyl-containing

material;

(C) at least one reducing halide source; and

(D) at least one transition metal (Tm) compound; and
(II) heating the resultant mixture at a temperature of from

about 35° C. up to the boiling point of the inert hydrocar-

bon diluent, for a time to permit substantial reaction of the
resultant mixture as indicated by a change in color of the

mixture; and wherein

(1) the components are added in the order (A), (B), (C)
and (D) or (A), (B), (D) and (G); and

(2) the components are employed in qi.antities so as to

provide the following atomic ratios

Mg:Tm of from about 0.1:1 to about 50:1;

Cl:Mg of from about 2:1 to about S:l; and
the OH:totaI number of hydrocarbyl groups attached to

a metal atom in component (A) is from about 0.5:1 to

about 1.2:1.
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4,426,317

PROCESS FOR MAKING OLEHN POLYMERIZATION
CATALYST

Thomas K. Rogers, Greenville, S.C, assignor to Cities Service

Company, Tulsa, Okla.

Filed Nov. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 444,295

Int. a.3 C08F 4/02, 4/68

U.S. a. 502—120 27 Qaims
1. In a process for preparing an olefin polymerization cata-

lyst composition by:

(1) drying an inorganic oxide having surface hydrox>l

groups to form a support that is substantially free of ad-

sorbed water,

(2) slurry and dried inorganic oxide in an inert liquid hydro-

carbon,

(3) reacting the surface hydroxyl groups of the dried inor-

ganic oxide with at least about 0.5 mol, per mol of surface

hydroxyl groups, of at least one organometallic com-
pound corresponding to the formula R;tMR'^R";, wherein

M is a metal of Group 111 of the periodic table, R is an

alkyl group containing 1 to 12 carbon atoms, R' and R"
are independently selected from the group consisting of

H, CI, and alkyl and alkoxy groups containing 1 to 12

carbon atoms, x has a value of 1 to 3, and y and z both

represent values of to 2. the sum of which is not greater

than 3-x, and

(4) reacting the thus-treated support with at least about 0.001

mol, per mol of organometallic compound, of at least one

vanadium compound wherein the vanadium has a valence

of at least + 3,

the improvement which comprises:

(A) conducting the reactions with agitation in an amount
of inert liquid hydrocarbon such as to provide a weigh-

t/unit volume solids content of about 10 to 50% and

(B) adding the vanadium compound to the agitated slurry

of treated inorganic oxide particles at a rate such as to

ensure substantially uniform distribution of the vana-

dium compound on the particles as it reacts therewith.

4,426,318

SUPPORTED POLYETHYLENE POLYMERIZATION
CATALYSTS UTILIZING SUBSTITUTED POLYSTYRENE

RESINS
Richard W. Fries, Joliet, and Charles K. Buehler, Naperville,

both of III., assignors to Northern Petrochemical Company,
Omaha, Nebr.

FUed Dec. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 446,057

Int. Q.^ C08F 4/02, 4/64

U.S. Q. 502—154 3 Qaims
1. A supported polymerization catalyst for the polymeriza-

tion and copolymerization of ethylene which comprises:

(1) a reduced tetravalent titanium compound,

(2) an aluminum alkyl of the formula

X—AI—

Y

I

z

4,426.319

CATALYST FOR TREATMENT OF EXHAUST GASES
FROM INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Gilbert Bianchard, Le Plessis-Belleville; Jean-Pierre Bninelle,

Saint-Brice sous Foret, and Michel Prigent, Rueil Malmaison,
all of France, assignors to Procatalyse, Rueil Malmason,
France

Filed Mar. 5, 1982. Ser. No. 355,184

Claims priority, application France. .Mar. 9, 1981, 81 04596
Int. Q.' BOIJ 23/10. 23/62. 23/89

U.S. Q. 502—241 18 Qaims
1 A stable, long-lived catalyst which comprises (1) a sup-

port substrate and (2) an active phase deposited thereon, said

active phase (2) comprising (i) cerium, (ii) iron, fin) at least one
of the metals of gallium and/or yttrium, (iv) at least one of the

metals platinum and/or palladium, and (v) at least one of the

metals indium and/or rhodium

4,426,320

CATALYST COMPOSITION FOR EXHAUST GAS
TREATMENT

Michael V. Ernest, Baltimore, and James M. Maselli, Columbia,
both of Md., assignors to W. R. Grace A Co., New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 228,832, Jan. 27, 1981. This application

Jun. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 394J20
Int. Q.' BOIJ 21/04. 23/64. 23/72. 35/04

U.S. Q. 502—313 14 Qaims
1. A composition for converting one or more pollutants in an

exhaust gas to innocuous entities and removing suspended

particles from the gas which comprises a catalyst material

effective for the conversion deposited on a coarse ceramic

foam filter having a pore size of from about 2 to about 20 pores

per 25 millimeters in length and on a fine ceramic foam filter

having a pore size of from about 15 to about 50 pores per 25

millimeters in length, said filters positioned so that the gas

flows in succession through the coarse filter and the fine filter.

4,426,321

ODORANT ALKADIENYL KETONES, ALCOHOLS AND
OXIMES

Paul A. Ochsner, Geneva, Switzerland, assignor to GIvaudan

Corporation, Qifton, N.J.

Filed Jul. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 286.313

Qaims priority, application Switzerland, Aug. 8, 1980,

6019/80; Jun. 15, 1981, 3913/81

Int. Q.3 A61K 7/00; CUB 9/00: C07C 33/02. 49/203

U.S. Q. 252—522 R 35 Qaims
1. A compound of the formula

1r' R2 r^
1 1 1

r<
1

R*
1

R"
1

1 1 1

c=c—c=
1

1

=c-CH2-
1

-C— X-
1

1

I i' RiO

wherein:

(i) X stands for

--c-
U

or —c—
II

N- OH

where X and Y are each alkyl of not more than 8 car'jon

atoms, and Z is chlorine or alkyl of not more than 8 carbon

atoms, and

(3) a polystyrene resin which is substituted on the phenyl

rings thereof wherein the substituent groups are selected

from the group consisting of hydroxymethyl, chloro-

methyl, and sulphonate, and wherein the resin is modified

by treatment with magnesium salts prior to treatment with

the titanium compound.

(ii) R' through R'°are alike or different and are selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen, methyl, ethyl,

n-propyl and isopropyl except that when both R* and

R' are hydrogen, none of the groups R*. R^ or R'O is

hydrogen, and

(iii) the total number of carbon atoms in the molecule does

not exceed fifteen.

19. An odorant composition comprising an olfactorily effec-

tive amount of a compound of the formula
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R' R2 R3 R* r6 r8
I I I I I I

Cs=C—C=C—CH2—C—X—C— R9

R' r7 rio

wherein:

(i) X stands for

—C— or —C—

,

II II

O N—OH

(ii) R' through R'^are alike or different and are selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen, methyl, ethyl,

n-propyl and isopropyl except that when both R^ and
R' are hydrogen, none of the groups R*, R^ or R'O is

hydrogen, and

(iii) the total number of carbon atoms in the molecule does
not exceed fifteen,

and at least one other olfactory ingredient.

35. A method for improving the odor of fragrance composi-
tions which comprises adding thereto an olfactorily effective

amount of a compound of the formula i

R' R2 R3 r4 r6 r8
I I I I I IC=C—C=C—CH2—C—X—C—R9

R' R7 Rio

I

maintaining said oil and said water under a predetermined
pressure; and

effecting a mass transfer between said water and said oil such
that said water remains in a liquid aggregate state.

wherein:

(i) stands for

—C— or —C—

,

II II

O N—OH

(ii) R' through R'^are alike or different and are selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen, methyl, ethyl,

n-propyl and isopropyl except that when both R^ and
R'' are hydrogen, none of the groups R*, R9 or R'O is

hydrogen, and

(iii) the total number of carbon atoms in the molecule does
not exceed fifteen.

4,426,322

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE DESALINATION
OF CRUDE TALL OIL

Hermann Stage, Ludgeristrasse 9, 4400 Muenster, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Dec. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 447,215

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 7,

1982, 3225337

Int aj C09F 1/00; BOID 1/22, 3/08
MS. a. 260—97.7 21 Oaims

1. A method for removing salts from crude tall oil having
said salts dissolved or emulsified therein, wherein said method
comprises:

providing and contacting water with said oil at a tempera-
ture above 100* C;

4,426,323

SELECTED RECOVERY OF PROTEINS FROM
FERMENTATION BROTHS

Surendar Jain, Watertown, Mass., assignor to Ionics, Incorpo-
rated, Watertown, Mass.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 256,264, Apr. 21, 1981, which is

a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 111,144, Jan. 10, 1980, Pat.
No. 4,276,140. This application Jun. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 271,069
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Mar. 30,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 A23J 1/06: A23K 37/04; C07G 7/00; G12P 21/00
U.S. a. 260-112 R 13 Qaims

1. A process for separating and recovering a selected protein
or selected group of proteins from a fermentation broth con-
taining a mixture of selected and non-selected proteins com-
prising the steps of:

(a) removing when present substantially all initial turbidity

from said broth;

(b) subsequently passing said broth into and out of a mem-
brane desalting apparatus in contact with one surface of
one or more semi-permeable membranes, said membrane
separating said broth stream from an adjacent salt receiv-

ing stream thereby causing a decrease in the salt concen-
tration of said broth;

(c) said broth being adjusted in pH to within substantially the

collective isoelectric point range of the non-selected pro-

tein sufficient to cause the formation of a first turbid phase
containing essentially the said non-selected proteins and a
first liquid phase enriched in the said selected protein;

(d) subsequently removing substantially all of said first

formed turbid phase;

(e) passing the remaining first liquid phase into and out of
said desalting apparatus to further decrease the salt con-
centration;

(0 adjusting the pH to within the isoelectric point of the

selected protein of interest thereby forming a second
turbid phase enriched in the said selected protein of inter-

est;

(g) and separating the said second turbid phase for subse-

quent resuspension or purification.
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4,426,324

IMMUNOPOTENTIATING PEPTIDES
Johannes A. Meienhofer, Upper Montdair, N.J., assignor to

Hoffmann-La Roche Inc., Nutley, N.J.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 79,630, Sep. 28, 1979,

abandoned. This application Apr. 28, 1980, Ser. No. 144,516

Int. a.^ C07C 103/52
U.S. a. 260—112.5 R 6 Qaims

1. A compound of the formula

X—Glu—Asn—OH

where
X is H, H—Ala— , H—Glu—Glu—Ala— , H—Val—Glu—
Glu—Ala— and H~Val—Val-GIu—Glu—Ala—

and the pharamaceuticall:, acceptable salts thereof

4,426,325

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF COMPOUNDS
CONTAINING CARBOXYLIC ACID AMIDE GROUPS, IN

PARTICULAR OR PEPTIDES
Hans Wissmann, Bad Soden am Taunus, And Hans-Jerg Kleiner,

Kronberg, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Hoechst

Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Fed. Rep. of Ger-

many
Filed Jan. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 339,788

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 17,

1981, 3101427

Int. a.3 C07C 103/52: C07F 9/02: C09F 5/00

U.S. a. 260—112.5 R 4 Qaims
1. A process for the preparation of compounds containing

carboxylic acid amide groups, which comprises reacting com-
pounds containing a carboxy group, in the presence of dialkyl-

phosphinic acid anhydrides, with compounds containing a free

amino group and splitting off radicals that may have been

introduced to protect other functional groups.

4,426,326

NONDIFFUSIBLE METAL-COMPLEXED AZO
DYE-RELEASING COMPOUNDS

Joseph Bailey, Bushey Heath; David Qarke, Watford, and

Linda G. Johnston, Wealdstone, all of England, assignors to

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 324,214, Nov. 23, 1981, Pat. No. 4,358,527.

This application Jun. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,482

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Nov. 24, 1980,

8037643

Int. Q.3 C09B 45/02. 45/12. 45/22. 45/32

U.S. Q. 260—146 R 19 Qaims
1. A nondiffusible compound having a releasable azo dye

moiety, said compound having the following formula:

CAR„-
/
•Z

G I /

\ /

CAR,
( i

\ >,

>-N=N—

»

Z

wherein:

(a) each Z independently represents the atoms necessary to

complete an aromatic carbocyclic or heterocyclic nucleus

having at least one ring of S to 7 atoms;

(b) each Z' independently represents an aromatic carbocy-

clic or heterocyclic nucleus having at ieasi one rmg of 5 to

7 atoms, said Z' having, in a position adjacent to the point

of attachment to the azo linkage, either (i) a nitrogen atom
in said ring of said nucleus which acts as a chelating site,

or (ii) a carbon atom in said ring of said nucleus having

directly attached thereto a nitropen atom which acts as a

chelating site;

(c) G IS a metal chelating group;

(d) each CAR independently represents a ballasted carrier

moiety which will release said diffusible azo dye under

alkaline conditions;

(e) Me is a polyvalent, hexacoordinate metal ion; and

(0 each n is or 1 , with the proviso that at least one n is I

.

4.426,327

3,6-DISAZO-9.ETHYL CARBAZOLE COMPOUNDS
Mitsuru Hashimoto, Hino; Masafumi Ohta; Akio Kozima, both

of Yokohama; Kiyoshi Sakai, Tokyo, and Masaomi Sasaki,

Kawasaki, all of Japan, assignors to Ricoh Co., Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan

Division of Ser. No. 872,679, Jan. 26, 1978, Pat. No. 4,293,628.

This application Nov. 5, 1980, Ser. No. 204,150

Qaims priority, application Japan, Jan. 31, 1977, 52-8740;

Jan. 31, 1977, 52-8741

Int. Q.' C09B 35/24 35/34; C07D 209/88: G03G 5/06

U.S. Q. 260—160 3 Qaims
1. A compound having the formula

HjC- CHj

HO \n /

(R),

wherein R is alkyl, alkoxy, nitro, dialkylamino or halogen, n is

zero or an integer of from 1 to 3, and R can be the same or

different when n is 2 or 3.

4,426,328

REACTIVE DYES, THEIR PREPARATION AND USE
Jean-Marie Adam, St. Louis, France, and Arthur Biihier, Rhein-

felden, Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation,

Ardsley, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 29, 1980, Ser. No. 191,551

Qaims priority, application Switzerland, Oct. 5, 1979,

9017/79

Int. Q.J C09B 1/40 47/04. 29/06

U.S. Q. 260—162 13 Qaims
1. A dye of the formula

D^CH—NH—C— R),

I I!

COOH O

in which D is an organic dye radical which contains at least

one group conferring solubility in water, R is a halogenoalkyl

radical having I to 2 C atoms or a halogenoacryl radical and n

is an integer from 1 to 4 and each group of the formula

—CH—NH—CO—

R

I

COOH

is bonded to D via an aromatic carbon atom.

6. A dye according to claim 1, of the formula
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NH—

A

NH—A2

I
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'-a
SO,H

CH—NH—

Z

<$
COOH
SO,H

CH—NH
I

CCX)H

— Z

4,426,331

PREPARATION OF CARBONATE ESTERS IN THE
PRESENCE OF SULFONES

Eit Drent, Amsterdam, Netherlands, assignor to Shell Oil Com-
pany, Houston, Tex.

Filed Jul. 19, 1982. Ser. No. 399,167
Gaims priority, application United Kingdom, Jul. 30, 1981,

8123325

Int. CI.' C07C 68/00
U.S. a. 260-463 10 Qaims

1 In a process for the preparation of carbonate esters which
comprises reacting an alcr lol with carbon monoxide and
oxygen in the presence of a opptr (11) compound as catalyst,

the improvement which comprises carrying out the reaction in

the further presence of a sulfonc, vith the provision that the
molar ratio of said sulfonc to saiJ alcohol is in the range of
from 0.25:1 to 10:1.

in which Ai and A2 are each an unbranched or branched
alkylene group having not more than 5 carbon atoms and Z is

an a,^-dichloro-propionyI group, an a.^S-dibromo-propionyl
group, an a-chloro-acryloyl group, an a-bromo-acryloyi
group or a chloroacetyl group, and in which the ring a' is

unsubstituted or substituted by hydroxyl or halogen.

I

4,426,329
ONE STEP MODinCATION AND OXIDATION OF

WAXES
John H. Woods, Longview; Charles E. Laughlin, Gladewater,

both of Tex., and Toby R. Graves, Tulsa, Okla., assignors to

Petrolite Corporation, St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Jul. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 288,852

Int. a.' C07C 53/00. 27/10
U.S. a. 260-398.6 12 Qaims

1. A one step process which comprises oxidizing a natural or
synthetic non-benzenoid hydrocarbon wax having, prror to

oxidation, a molecular weight of about 300 to 5000 and a melt-
ing point of about 110' F. to 300° P., said process consisting

essentially of (1) adding about 12 to 50 acid number equivalents
of a Group lA metal oxide or hydroxide to said wa.x; and (2)

oxidizing the wax at about 200° F. to 450° F. for at least five

hours and terminating the oxidation when the product has an
alkalinity of greater than about 1.

4,426,330

SYNTHETIC PHOSPHOLIPID COMPOUNDS
Barry D. Sears, Marblehead, Mass., assignor to Lipid Special-

ties, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.
Filed Jul. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 284,675

Int. C\? C07F 9/02
U.S. a. 260-403 9 aaims

1. A phosphatidyl alkylene oxide compound having the
structural formula:

H2C—O—

R

HC—O—R2
I O H O

H2C-0-P-Oi-CH2feN-C-f-OR3-hrOX

o
I

where R| and R2 are hydrogen or C2-C24 organic acyl radi-

cals; R3 is a C2-C3 alkylene radical, X is hydrogen or an alkyl

radical, n is a number of from to about 200, and m is a number
of from 2 to 10.

4,426,332

PREPARATION OF RESORONOL DERIVATIVES
Frank Thoemel, Weinheim, and Werner Hoffmann, Neuhofen,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to BASF Aktien-
gesellschaft, Ludwigshafen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Apr. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 370,404
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 29,

1981, 3116913

Int. G.' C07C 121/75. 37/00. 41/00, 69/84
U.S. G. 260-465 F 8 Gaims

1 A process for the preparation of a resorcinol derivative of
the formula I

(I)

where R' is lower carbalkoxy, nitrile, lower alkyl or hydrogen
and R2 to R5 are hydrogen or lower alkyl, wherein the corre-
sponding cycIohexane-l,3-dione of the formula 11

(ID

where the substituents have the above meanings, is reacted
with oxygen or an oxygen-containing gas in the presence of a
catalytic amount of a copper compound and in the presence of
from 1 to 10 moles of a hydrogen halide, or of from 0.5 to 5

moles of thionyl chloride, per mole of II, in a substantially

anhydrous alkanol of from 1 to 6 carbon atoms, substantially

anhydrous tetrahydrofuran or substantially anhydrous methyl
tert.-butyl ether as the solvent, at from 0° to 150° C.
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4,426333

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
l-BENZOYLAMINO-8-HYDROXYNAPHTHALENE-4,6-

DISULPHONIC \CID (BENZOYL-K ACID)
Erich Hammerschmidt, Bergisch Gladbach; Horst Behre, Oden-

thai; Bruno Kriiger, Cologne, and Adolf Winkler, Leverkusen,

all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesell-

schaft, Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Apr. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 371,386

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 13,

1981, 3118903

Int. Q.^ C07C 143/42

U.S. Q. 260—507 R 10 Qaims
1. In the process for the preparation of l-benzoylamino-8-

hydroxynaphthalene-4,6-disulphonic acid (benzoyl-K acid) by

reacting l-amino-8-hydroxynaphthalene-4,6-disulphonic acid

(K acid) with benzoylating agents and isolating the benzoyl-K

acid in the form of its alkali metal salt, the improvement which

comprises using instead of pure K acid a mixture of amino-

naphtholdisulphonic acid isomers which contains over 40% to

90% by weight of K acid, relative to the total amount of diazo-

tisable compounds in the mixture of isomers, on the basis of a

molecular weight of 319, and in which mixture no other single

isomer has a proportion which exceeds 10% by weight of the

total amount of diazotisable compounds in this mixture.

4,426,334

PROCESS FOR ISOLATING H AOD AND K ACID
Horst Behre; Heinz U. Blank, both of Odenthal; Otto Lindner,

Bergisch Gladbach, and Willi Schossler, Cologne, all of Fed.

Rep. of Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft,

Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Apr. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 368,194

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 7,

1981, 3118147

Int. CI.' C07C 143/48

U.S. Q. 260—509 6 Qaims
1. In the process for isolating H acid and K acid in the form

of their monoalkali metal salts from acid aqueous solutions

which contain these two acids and alkali metal ions and which

may contain other aminonaphtholdisulphonic acids, by precip-

itating H acid monoalkali metal salts at elevated temperatures

and precipitating K acid monoalkali metal salts by cooling

down the filtrate obtained on separating off the H acid, the

improvement comprising precipitating the H acid from a solu-

tion which contains not only sodium ions but also potassium

ions the ratio of sodium ions to potassium ions being 5- hi.

X Y
11/

R—O—C—N—S—N—

P

I \
R, Y

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of

wherein R2. R^. and R4 are the same or different and are se-

lected from the group consisting of hydrogen, lower alkyl of

one to five carbon atoms, inclusive, halogen, lower alkoxy of

one to five carbon atoms, inclusive, lower alkylthio of one to

five carbon atoms, inclusive, dialkylamino with each alkyl the

same or different and having one to three carbon atoms, inclu-

sive, and N--.CHN(CH3)2;

4,426,335

PROCESS FOR MAKING PHOSPHORUS DERIVATIVES
OF AMINOTHIOMETHYLCARBAMATES

Qifford E. Sacks, Portage, Mich., assignor to The Upjohn Com-

pany, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Continuation of Ser. No. 181,611, Sep. 5, 1980, abandoned,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 151,557, May 20,

1980, abandoned. This application May 14, 1982, Ser. No.

378,156

Int. a.3 C07F 9/24

U.S. O. 260—968 22 Qaims

1. A process for preparing a compound having the formula:

O CH3

B—C=N—
I

A

B.

wherein A and B arc the same or different and are selected

from the group consisting of lower alkyl of one to five carbon

atoms, inclusive, lower alkylthio of one to five carbon atoms,

inclusive, phenylthio wherein phenyl is unsubstituted or substi-

tuted with one to three substituents, same or different, selected

from the group consisting of halogen and lower alkyl of one to

four carbon atoms, inclusive, monocyano substituted alkylthio

of one to five carbon atoms, inclusive, cyano. alkoxy having

one to five carbon atoms, inclusive, phenyl, and hydrogen,

with the proviso that when A is hydrogen. B is of the formula

R6—C—S— Rs
I

R7

wherein Rs is selected from the group consisting of alkyl of one

to three carbon atoms, inclusive, and phenyl. Rt, is alkyl of one

to three carbon atoms, inclusive, R7 is selected from the group

consisting of alkyl of one to three carbon atoms, inclusive, and

SRg, wherein Rg is alkyl and is the same alkyl group as R5, and

taking R5 and Rg together with the atoms to which they are

attached form a dithio heterocyclic of the formula:

'(CH:)7^

/ \
Rft

wherein n is 2 or 3 and the alkylene portion of the ring is

unsubstituted or substituted with one or two methyl groups; A
and B taken together with the carbon atoms to which they are

attached form a dithio heterocyclic of the formula:

wherein m is 2 or 3 and the alkylene portion of the ring is

unsubstituted or substituted with one to two methyl groups,

and
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wherein T and T' can be the same or different and are selected
from the group consisting of hydrogen and lower alkyl of from
one to six carbons; R\ is selected from the group consisting of
lower alkyl, phenyl, substituted phenyl, phenyl lower alkyl,
and cyclo alkyl; X is oxygen or sulfur; Y and Y' are taken
together to form a functionality selected from the group con-
sisting of:

f
o—c—Z:

\
(CZsZb)*

—O—C—Z3
I

Z4

—

o

-o

and

—

O

—

o

jfCHz),

I

4,426,336

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
VINYLPHOSPHONIC ACID DERIVATIVES AND THE

USE THEREOF
Hans-Jerg Kleiner, Kronberg, and Walter Diirsch, Konigrtein,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Hoechst Aktien-
gesellschaft. Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 297,736
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sen. 6.

1980, 3033615
"^

'

Int. a.3 C07F 9/30. 9/32
U.S. a. 260-986 ga^^

1. A process for the preparation of vinylphosphonic acid
derivatives from a 2-chloroethane phosphonic acid derivative
having at least one 2-chIoroethylester group, said process
comprising:

heating a reaction medium comprising at least one 2-

chloroethane phosphonic acid derivative containing at
least one 2-chloroethyl ester group to a temperature of
from 150° to 230° C. and splitting off l,2.dichloroethane
from said 2-chloroethanephosphonic acid derivative,
thereby obtaining at least one vinyl phosphonic acid de-
rivative having an unpolymerized vinyl group.

Zi through Z6 are the same or different and are selected from
the group consisting of hydrogen, methyl and ethyl, and k is

or 1; p is three or four, and R9 is selected from the group
consisting of hydrogen, lower alkyl, lower alkoxy and halo-
gen; which comprises (1) contacting a compound having the
formula:

- X Y VI

H—N-P
I \
R| Y'

with the sulfur monochloride or sulfur monobromide, wherein
Rl, X, Y and Y' are as defined above; (2) contacting the prod-
uct of step 1 having the formula

4,426,337

METHOD FOR PRODUONG SEAMLESS
MATERIAL-HLLED CAPSULE AND MINIATURE

CAPSULES
Toshiyuki Suzuki, Amagasaki; Funiaki Matsumura, Ya'o; Hiro-

shi Maeda, Sakai; Akira Imai, Higashi-Osaka, and Nobuo
Kurokawa, Nara, all of Japan, assignors to Morishita Jintan
Company, Limited, Osaka, Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 170,964, Jul. 18, 1980, abandoned,

which is a division of Ser. No. 962,043, Nov. 20, 1978, Pat. No.
4,251,195, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 749,755, Dec. 13,

1976, abandoned. This application Jul. 30, 1982, Ser. No.
403,715

Oaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 26, 1975, 50-157935;
Jun. 4, 1976, 51-65308; Jun. 4, 1976, 51-65309

Int. a.3 B29F 3/10: B29C 23/00
U.S. a. 264-4 8 ci^^

Pi-i-r-

X Y
11/

•S—N—

P

I \
Rl Y'

1. A method for making miniature capsules comprising

y extruding filler-contents for capsules and deliverying the filler-

contents as an extruded stream, extruding a film sleeve of a
liquid settable coating material circumferentially of said ex-
truded stream of filler-contents and in the same flow direction
for coating and enclosing droplets of said filler-contents, flow-
ing a flow of cooling liquid along a path of travel parallel to

u/itk ^hi««— «, I. J /,.
^"** circumferentially of said extruded stream of filler-contentswiU. chlonne or bromine and (3) contactmg the product of and the film sleeve of the liquid settable coating material,

step 2 with a compound having the formula reciprocating an annular member in the cooling liquid circum-
ferentially of the film sleeve of liquid settable coating material
and the extruded stream of filler-contents while in the path of
travel wherein the cooling fluid, the extruded film sleeve and
the extruded stream of filler-contents are flowing in parallel

R0C(0)N(CH3)H.

wherein R is the same as above.
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and reciprocating the annular member in opposite directions

axially of said path of travel to develop waves in said cooling

liquid effective to develop discrete droplets of said filler-con-

tents enclosed within the settable coating material, and setting

the coating material enclosing the droplets of said filler-con-

tents to form miniature capsules.

4,426,340

PROCESS FOR FABRICATING RIBBED ELECTRODE
SUBSTRATES AND OTHER ARTICLES

Glen J. Goller, West Springfield, Mass.; Richard D. Breault.

Coventry, Conn., and J. Harold Smith, Amherst, Mass., as-

signors to United Technologies Corporation, Hartford, Conn.
Filed Sep. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 306,836

Int. a.' B29C 25/(JO

U.S. a. 264—29.1 29 Oaims

4,426,338

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF U3O8 SINTERED
BODIES

Karl-Gerhard Hackstein, Hanau; Milan Hrovat, Rodenbach;
Hans Huschka, and Karl-Heinz Koch, both of Hanau, all of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Nukem GmbH, Hanau,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jun. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 274,793

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 30,

1980, 3024634

Int. a.3 G21C 21/00
U.S. a. 264—0.5 14 Claims

1. A process for the production of high density VjO^ sin-

tered bodies of specific grain size suitable as fuel for the manu-
facture of plate shaped fuel elements for material test and

research reactors comprising first mechanically compressing

fine particle of still sinterable U30g powder to molded bodies,

then grinding to form granulates having a particle size below

200^ and then sintering in air a temperature below 1500° C. to

high density particles.

4,426,339

METHOD OF MAKING ELECTRICAL DEVICES
COMPRISING CONDUCTIVE POLYMER

COMPOSITIONS
Hundi P. Kamath, Foster City, and Jeffrey C. Leder, Redwood

City, both of Calif., assignors to Raychem Corporation, Menio
Park, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 24,369, Mar. 27, 1979, abandoned,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 750,149, Dec. 13, 1976,

abandoned. This application Apr. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 251,910

Int. a.3 B29F i//0
U.S. a. 264—22 28 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of an electrical device

which has improved resistance stability under service condi-

tions, which comprises at least two electrodes, each of said

electrodes being in physical and electrical contact with a con-

ductive polymer composition, and in which, when said elec-

trodes are connected to a source of electrical power, current

passes between the electrodes through the conductive polymer

composition, which process comprises contacting each of said

electrodes with conductive polymer composition by

(1) heating a thermoplastic electrically conductive polymer

composition above its melting point;

(2) heating each electrode, in the absence of the conductive

polymer composition, to a temperature above the melting

point of the conductive polymer composition;

(3) (contacting) bringing each electrode which has been

heated in step (2), while it is at a temperature above the

melting point of the conductive polymer composition,

into direct physical contact with the molten conductive

polymer composition prepared in step (1); and

(4) cooling each electrode and conductive polymer composi-

tion in contact therewith prepared in step (3),

whereby the contact resistance between each of the electrodes

and the conductive polymer in contact therewith is reduced.

1. A process for forming porous, resin bonded carbon fiber

articles, said articles having predefined areas with difTereni

preselected mean pore sizes, comprising the steps of
selecting different dry mixtures of carbon fibers and thermo-

setting resin corresponding to each of said preselected

mean pore sizes, each different mixture having substan-

tially the same ratio of carbon to resin and a different

carbon fiber average length to diameter ratio, the carbon

fiber length to diameter ratio of each mixture being chosen

to provide its respective mixture with carbon fibers hav-

ing a preselected fiber bulk density,

depositing known quantities of each of the said different

mixtures onto an article forming surface in a location

corresponding to that predefined area t)f the article to

which said mixture corresponds; and

heating and compacting the deposited material, comprising

heating to a first temperature sufficient to melt the resm

and compacting the deposited material to a preselected

volume by pressing first surface means against said depos-

ited material and maintaining the compacting pressure and

the temperature of the material for a first length of time

sufficient to effect bonding of the carbon fibers such that

said preselected volume is retained after said pressure is

removed;

wherein the preselected bulk densities of the carbon fibers in

said mixtures are chosen such that, after said mixtures are

subject to said step of heating and compacting, the result-

ing article will have the said preselected mean pore sizes

in the predefined areas to which said mixtures correspond.

4,426,341

TRANSFER MOLDING METHOD AND TRANSFER
MOLDING MACHINE

Susumu Tsuzuku, Tokyo; Aizo Kaneda; Junichi Saeki, both of

Yokohama, and Masayoshi Aoki, Kamakura, all of Japan,

assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 191,299, Sep. 26, 1980, abandoned. This

application Aug. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 411,759

Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 28, 1979, 54-124033

Int. CI,' B29G 3/00

U.S. a. 264—40,1 6 Gaims
1. A method of transfer molding comprising the steps of

(a) charging thermosetting resin into a mold having at least

one runner and at least one cavity by applying pressure to

the resin by a plunger;

(b) sensing the resin pressure in said mold by a resm pressure

sensor; and

(c) controlling the pressure applied to the plunger dunng
step (a) by applying a selected primary pressure to said

plunger for driving said plunger until the pressure sensed
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in step (b) reaches a predetermined level and directly
switching the pressure applied to the plunger to a second-

r-O (ITTjc arc ^

J

2

-S

'{^5rf
Ibj:t<o>o<t<

cwricuxR

9^ .5

o' 'b

-20

|C3l
1 « I

„^^J1,.

fitted with means for producing slits, with the formation
of unfibrilled, oblique bands forming an angle Po with the
direction of the slits of the film, comprised between about
OJO" and about 50';

(4) superimposing at least two films thus fibrilled with the
crossing of the oblique bands of each film according to
any desired angle;

(5) transversal stretching of the pack of superimposed films,
thereby obtaining a rotation on the plane of the oblique
unfibrilled bands of each film, until said bands form with
the original slitting direction, a new angle /3t with a value
comprised between ySoand ±80° with respect to the direc-
tion of slitting; and

(6) thermostabilizing the assembly of stretched and superim-
posed films.

ary holding pressure that is lower than said primary pres-
sure for driving said plunger upon said predetermined
level being reached.

4,426^2
PROCESS FOR TABLETING HNE POWDERS

Dennis E. Dria, aeveland Hts., and Noel J. Bremer, Kent, both
of Ohio, assignors to The Standard Oil Company, Qeveland.
Ohio

Filed Dec. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 332,121

Int. aj B29J 5/00
U.S. a. 264-109 „ Claims

1. In a process for compressing a fine powder into a tablet
wherein the powder is mixed with an agent to increase the
binding and free flowing properties of the powder prior to
compressing the tablet, the improvement wherein the agent is

a liquid halogenated hydrocarbon or mixtures thereof.

4,426,343
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING COMPOSITE RETICULAR

STRUCTURES
Andrea Vittone, Milan, and Edoardo Furia, Florence, both of

Italy, assignors to Montedison S.p.A. and Moplefan S.p.A.,
both of Milan, Italy

Continuation of Ser. No. 150,708, May 19, 1980, abandoned.
This application Oct. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 307,624

Claims priority, application Itoly, May 18, 1979, 22800 A/79
Int. a.3 B29C 17/14

U.S. a. 264-147 6 aaims

I

I

1. Process for the preparation in a continuous run of compos-
ite open-net shaped structures, consisting of at least two super-
imposed fibrilled films, said process consisting of the following
operations:

(1) preparing a film formed of at least one synthetic polymer,
having a thickness comprised between 35 and 1,200 mi-
crons;

(2) prevailingly longitudinal orienUtion of the film by a
monoaxial stretching, with longitudinal drawing ratios
comprised between 4 and 15, and with the formation of an
oriented film having a thickness comprised between 15
and 200;x;

(3) fibrilling the film thus oriented by passing it on surfaces

4 426344
COEXTRUSION PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR

MANUFACTURING MULTI-LAYERED FLAT nLMS OF
THERMOPLASTIC MATERIALS

Peter Dinter, Hallgarten, and Andreas Kolbe, Wiesbaden, both
of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Hoechst Aktiengesell-
schaft, Frankfurt am Main, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jul. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 280,334
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 5.

1980, 3025564

Int. a.3 B29F 3/04
U.S. a. 264-171 nOaims

1. A process for producing a multiple-layered sheet of film
comprising at least two thermoplastic materials by coextrusion
through a generally planar wide slot die, comprising the steps
of:

heat plastifying a first, second, third and fourth thermoplas-
tic material;

joining a stream of said first heat plastified thermoplastic
material and a stream of said second heat plastified ther-

moplastic material to form a first combined stream having
a generally rectangular cross-section and having an upper
layer of said first thermoplastic material and a lower layer
of said second thermoplastic material mechanically an-
chored together by means of profiles formed on the
contact surfaces of the two layers, the width of said first

combined stream being greater than one-half of the width
of the inlet channel of the slot die;

joining a stream of said third heat plastified thermoplastic

material and a stream of said fourth heat plastified thermo-
plastic material to form a second combined stream having
a generally rectangular cross-section and having an upper
layer of said third thermoplastic material and a lower
layer of said fourth thermoplastic material mechanically
anchored together by means of profiles formed on the
contact surfaces of the two layers, the width of said sec-

ond combined stream being greater than one-half of the
width of the inlet channel of the slot die;
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reducing the width of said first and second combined
streams;

joining said first and second combined streams in edge-to-

edge fashion in a single plane to form a composite stream;
introducing said composite stream into the inlet channel of

the slot die;

coextruding the composite stream through the slot die to

form a generally planar multiple layer film or sheet wider
than said inlet channel; and

cooling the film or sheet.

16. An adapter apparatus for producing a multiple-layered
sheet of film comprising at least two thermoplastic materials by
coextrusion through a slot die, comprising:

means for joining a stream of a first heat plastified thermo-
plastic material and a stream of a second heat plastified

thermoplastic material to form a first combined stream
having a generally rectangular cross-section and having
an upper layer of said first thermoplastic material and a

lower layer of said second thermoplastic material mechan-
ically anchored together by means of profiles formed on
the contact surfaces of the two layers, the width of said

first combined stream being greater than one-half of the

width of the inlet channel of the slot extrusion die;

means for joining a stream of a third heat plastified material

and a stream of a fourth heat plastified thermoplastic

material to form a second combined stream having a

generally rectangular cross-section and having an upper

layer of said third thermoplastic material and a lower
layer of said fourth thermoplastic material mechanically

anchored together by means of profiles formed on the

contact surfaces of the two layers, the width of said sec-

ond combined stream being greater than one-half of the

^
width of the inlet channel of the slot extrusion die;

/ means for reducing the width of said first and second com-
bined streams;

means for joining said first and second combined streams in

edge-to-edge fashion in a single plane to form a composite
stream; and

means for introducing said composite stream into the inlet

channel of the slot extrusion die.

4,426,345

PROCESS FOR OBTAINING REVOLVING BODIES FOR
CONSTRUCTION FROM AGGREGATES AND A BINDER
Francisco Serra Bou, Corazon de Maria, 10 Gerona, Spain

Filed Dec. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 326,674

Claims priority, application Spain, Dec. 11, 1980, 497.644

Int. a.3 B28B 1/16

U.S. CI. 264—256 5 Oaims

1. A process for forming a baluster from aggregates and a

binder, said process comprising:

providing a rigid longitudinal core;

forming on said core a cylindrical body of a mass of aggre-

gate and binder thereby forming an assembly;

rotating the assembly of said core and body about the longi-

tudinal axis of said core;

providing a first shaping member having an edge irregularly

shaped to be complementary to a desired longitudinal

profile to be imparted to said assembly;

positioning said first shaping member with said edge adja-

cent a surface of rotation of said body of said assembly;

applying a first mass of aggregate and binder to said surface

of rotation such that said applied first mass rotates with
said assembly and is shaped by said edge as said assembly
rotates therepast, thereby forming a shaped assembly;

removing said first shaping member; positioning a second
shaping member, having an edge irregularly shaped with
a configuration different from that of said edge of said first

shaping member and to be complementary to a further

longitudinal profile to be imparted to said shaped assem-
bly, with said edge of said second shaping member adja-

cent the surface of rotation of said shaped assembly; and
applying a second mass of aggregate and binder to said

surface of rotation of said shaped assembly, said second
mass having a finer granulometry than said first mas.s, such
that said applied second mass rotates with said shaped
assembly and is shaped by said edge of said second shaping
member as said shaped assembly rotates therepast, thereby
forming a further shaped assembly in the configuration of
a baluster.

4,426,346

ORIENTED P-METHYL STYRENE POLYMER
S. Christine Ong, Somerrille, and Margaret N. Bright, James-

burg, both of N.J., assignors to Mobil Oil Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 190,535, Sep. 24, 1980, Pat. No. 4,347,344.

This application Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,428

Int. a.3 B29C/ 7/02
U.S. a. 264—290.2 5 Gaims

1. In the method of producing a solid film wherein a molten
polymer is formed into a thin sheet and oriented by hot stretch-

ing above its glass transition temperature; the improvement
which comprises employing as said polymer a thermoplastic

high molecular weight polymer consisting essentially of poly(-

para-methyl styrene).

4,426,347

METHOD OF MAKING COMPOSITE POLYOLERN
BASED CONTAINERS

Stephen W. Cornell, 66 High Point Rd., and Don H. Johns, 20

Eno La., both of Westport, Conn. 06880

Filed Apr. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 251,581

Int. a.^ B29D 2J/0I

U.S. O. 264—294 9 Oaims
1. A process for the manufacture of polyolefin containers

having substantially lowered permeability to oxygen and suit-

able for the packaging of foodstuffs requiring an extended
shelf-life which comprises

polymerizing an olefin monomer in the presence of a solid

material selected from the group consisting of vinylidene

chloride polymers, acrylonitrile polymers, nylon and,

vinyl alcohol polymers having a permeability to oxygen
which is less than an olefin polymer to prepare an olefin

polymer coated material,

forming a billet from the olefin polymer coated material and
then compression molding the billet into a hollow con-

tainer having walls formed from the olefin polymer
coated material, which exhibit lowered permeability to

the transmission of gases.

4,426,348

POLYURETHANE RIM SYSTEM
Wayne C. Salisbury, Middleton, N.H., assignor to Ex-Cell-O

Corporation, Troy, Mich.

Filed Jul. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 402,871

Int. a.J B29G 3/00: B29D 27/00
U.S. a. 264—328.6 5 Clainu

1. A polyurethane molding process having at least two
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molding stations of a mixhead and a mold cavity fed thereby,
said mold cavity being capable of repeated openings and clos-
ings, wherein the ingredients for a poiyurethane forming com-
position are brought together in each said mixhead and rapidly
injected into the mold cavity associated therewith to form a
molded article, said ingredients including a long chain polyol,
a chain extender, a crosslinker and an isocyanate; comprising:

(a) supplying each of said molding stations with said ingredi-
ents in at least three streams from a single source for each
stream as follows:

(i) an isocyanate stream containing all of said isocyanate
and free of reactive hydroxy and amino compounds,

(ii) a Polyol A stream free of said isocyanate and contain-
ing said chain extender and crosslinker, and some of said
long chain polyol. and

4,426^50
VALVE SUPPORT ARRANGEMENT FOR PRESSURIZER

IN A NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
Martin J. Zegar, N. Huntingdon; Nicholas W. Kish, Munhall-
Edward J. Rusnica, Greensburg; Howard S. Jenkins, Murrys-
ville, and Stephen J. Sarver, Pittsburgh, all of Pa., assignors to
Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Jan. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 229,363
Int. a.3 G21C 9/00

U.S. a. 376-283
jg ci^„.

<• ^"

.« «. -k -i -i

J

(iii) a Polyol b stream containing said long chain polyol
and free of said isocyanate, said chain extender and said
crosslinker,

(b) controlling said ingredients supplied to one of said mold-
ing stations to have a relatively high ratio of said Polyol A
stream to said Polyol B stream and to yield a molded
product having a relatively low flex modulus;

(c) controlling said ingredients supplied to one other of said
molding stations to have a relatively lower ratio of Polyol
A stream and to yield a molded product having a rela-
tively higher flex modulus, and

(d) allowing the ingredients injected into the mold cavities in

steps (b) and (c) to go to completion and demolding the
products.

1 An arrangement for supporting a plurality of steam dis-
charge valves for connection to nozzles in the head of pressur-
izer in a nuclear power plant, said support arrangement com-
prising a common header having piping with a discharge out-
let, means for supporting each of said valves relative to said
header in a position proximate to the header piping, pipe means
for connecting each of said valves to a pressurizer nozzle and
to the header piping, means for securing said header to a side
wall of the pressurizer vessel.

4,426 349
PROCESS FOR IMPROVING DIMENSIONAL

STABILITY OF VIDEO DISC CADDY
Thomas F. Kirschner, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to RCA Cor-

poration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 366,645
Int. a.J B29C 25/00

U.S. a. 264-346
5 Caj^,

1. A method of improving dimensional tolerances and stabil-
ity of plastic video disc caddies which comprises

(1) inserting a flat plate in said caddy from its open side
wherein said plate has a thickness at least that of the
thickest part of said video disc,

(2) weighting said caddy to prevent bowing outwardly,
(3) heating^ said caddy at a temperature of from about

150°- 175° P. for a time sufficient to stress-relieve the
plastic of the caddy, and

(4) cooling to room temperature without removing said
weight and said flat plate.

4,426,351

IRRADIATION HEAD FOR NEUTROTHERAPY
APPARATUS

Hubert Leboutet, Hue, France, assignor to "C.G.R. MeV", Buc,
France

Filed Sep. 18, 1980, Ser. No. 188,490
Claims priority, application France, Sep. 21, 1979, 79 23598

Int. CI.3 G21K J//a- A61N 5/10
U.S. CI. 376-158 3 a,i„.

1 An irradiation head for a neurotherapy apparatus com-
prising:
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means in said head for emitting an irradiating beam along a

first axis, said means for emitting comprising

(a) a charged particle accelerator means for emitting a

beam of charged particles,

(b) a fixed first target in the path of said charged particle

beam, said target being constructed and adapted to emit

an irradiating beam of neutrons along said first axis,

under the impact of said charged particles, and

(c) collimator means along said first axis and in the path of

said irradiating beam for focusing said irradiating beam;

positioning means in said head for positioning a second

target relative to said beam, said positioning means com-
prising

(a) a turret positioned between said first target and said

collimator, said turret being rotatable about a second

axis parallel to said first axis, whereby selected portions

of said turret intercept said first axis during rotation of

said turret about said second axis,

(b) light emitting means mounted in one of said selected

portions of said turret for emitting a light beam along

said first axis,

(c) an X-ray source mounted in a second of said selected

portions of said turret for emitting an X-ray beam along

said first axis, said X-ray source being independent of

said charged particle beam, and

(d) means for rotating said turret, whereby said light

emitting means and said X-ray source is sequentially and

selectively be positioned along said first axis for provid-

ing both visual and X-ray positioning of said second

target relative to said irradiating beam.

4,426,352

COMPOSITE DETECTOR
Richard T. Bybee; Arnold E. Paulson, and Holland D. Warren,

all of Lynchburg, Va., assignors to The Babcock & Wilcox

Company, New Orleans, La.

Filed Nov. 14, 1980, Ser. No. 207,049

Int. CI.3G21C 17/00

U.S. CI. 376—255 4 Claims

1. An apparatus for detecting and measuring nuclear flux

density existing within a nuclear reactor, the apparatus com-

prising a plurality of pairs of detectors, each of said pairs

comprises a prompt response detector having an emitter com-

posed of hafnium and further comprises a delayed response

detector, and both detectors of said pair are positioned within

a nuclear reactor and juxtapositioned to sense the same neutron

flux field so that the delayed response detector of said pairs

may provide a continuous calibration signal to the correspond-

ing prompt responding detector of said pairs.

4,426,353

DEVICE FOR THE DISENGAGEMENT OF A NUCLEAR
REACTOR FUEL ELEMENT FROM AN ARTICULATED
nNGER GRAPNEL AND METHOD OF USING SAME

Francis Chollet, Marly le Roi, France, assignor to Framatome,

Courbevoie, France

Filed May 19, 1981, Ser. No. 265,020

Claims priority, application France, Jun. 12, 1980, 80 13084

Int. a.' G21C 19/22

U.S. CI. 376—262 6 Qaims

A 15

17

^
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6. Method for disengaging a nuclear reactor fuel element

from a grapnel having at least two arliculaled fingers, compris-

ing the steps of

(a) posituming under water by means of a handling tool a

device comprising means for adjusting the relative posi-

tions of said device and said grapnel-fuel element unit and

for maintaining these positions, means for disengaging said

fingers from the body of said grapnel, and means for tilting

said fingers, said device being positioned on the tip of a

duct for positioning a fuel element;

(b) introducing into said duct a fuel element to be disengaged

from said grapnel;

(c) adjusting the relative positions of said disengaging device

and said grapnel;

(d) successively driving out the axles from each of said

fingers while simultaneously holding the latter by means

of retaining feet,

(e) tilting each of said fingers by means of said feel in order

to release the said element; and

(0 raising said grapnel

4,426.354

POWER GENERATOR SYSTEM FOR HCL REACTION
Roberi L. Scragg, and Alfred B. Parker, both of Miami, Fla.,

assignors to Solar Reactor Corporation, Miami, Fla.

Filed May 1, 1978, Ser. No. 901,796

Int. CI.' G2ID 7/04

U.S. CI. 376—320 10 Claimi

1. A energy generation system comprising

a reactor chamber.
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means for controllably coupling chlorine and hydrogen to

said reactor chamber,

a nuclear reactor core,

a housing for said nuclear reactor core, said housing being
capable of withstanding the pressure generated inside

thereof, said nuclear reactor core generating high fre-

quency electromagnetic radiation,

means for directing at least a portion of said electromagnetic
radiation into said reactor chamber, to thereby exothermi-
cally react said hydrogen and chlorine to generate highly
charged particles and hydrogen chloride, said highly
charged particles and hydrogen chloride having a high
temperature, and

means for converting at least some of the energy of said

generated hydrogen chloride and highly charged particles

to mechanical energy.

I

4,426^56
METHOD FOR MAKING CAPACITORS WITH NOBLE

METAL ELECTRODES
Kumaran M. Nair, East Amherst, N.Y., assignor to E, I. Du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.
Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 430,872

Int. a.5 C22C 32/00
U.S. a. 419-21 7 a.i„s

I

4,426,355

SPACER GRID FOR NUCLEAR FUEL ASSEMBLY
Joseph M. Burger, Granby, Conn., assignor to Combustion

Engineering, Inc., Windsor, Conn.

Filed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,652

Int. a.3 G21C i/i4
U.S. a. 376—442 9 Oaims

I. A metallization for the preparation of electrodes for
monolithic capacitors which is a mixture of finely divided
particles of (a) 70-99.5% by weight noble metal selected from
the group consisting of silver, gold, palladium, platinum, and
mixtures and alloys thereof, and (b) 30-0.5% by weight of an
inorganic metal oxide selected from the group consisting of
M0O3, Ge02, PbsGesOii, Nb205, ZnO, Sn02, CdO, metal
phosphates, metal fluorides, phosphate glasses, germanate
glasses, fluoride glasses, borosilicate glasses and mixtures and
precursors thereof.

I

1. A fuel assembly grid for supporting a rectangular array of
nuclear fuel elements intermediate their ends, comprising:

four substantially solid perimeter plates forming a rigid

quadrangle surrounding the fuel elements and having stop
surfaces formed on the internal surfaces thereof for con-
tacting each adjacent fuel element;

a plurality of interlaced strips atUched to and extending
from each plate to the oppositely facing plate, forming a
lattice of regularly spaced openings through which the
fuel elements traverse the grid, said strips being of two
types;

the first type of said interlace strips consisting of two perpen-
dicular center strips that divide the grid into four symmet-
ric quadrants, each center strip having a spring tab pro-
jecting into each opening contiguous to the center strip;

the second type of said interlaced strips consisting of a plu-
rality of interior strips, half of said interior strips oriented
parallelly to one center strip and the other half oriented
parallelly to the other center strip, each interior strip

having a generally undulating bent stop surface such that
one bend projects into each adjacent contiguous opening
on the side of the interior strip facing the respective paral-
lel center strip, and wherein each interior strip has a spring
tab projecting into each adjacent contiguous opening on
the side of the interior strip opposite the respective paral-
lel center strip;

whereby every fuel element is resiliently supported within
the grid, by two spring ubs and at least two stop surfaces.

4,426,357

ANTIBODY ELUTION REAGENT KIT
Sherry Bufllngton, Ringoes, and Leonard T. Wilson, Verona,

both of N.J., assignors to Ortho Diagnostic Systems Inc.,
Raritan, N.J.

Filed Sep. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 300,707

Int. a.3 GOIN 3i/54
U.S. a. 422-61 2 Qaims

1. A reagent kit for eluting, in the presence of heat and
agiution, antibodies present on the surface of red blood cells
consisting essentially of:

a first container containing an ester selected from the group
consisting of sorbitan trioleate, sorbitan monoleate, and
sorbitan monolaureate; and

a second container containing a red blood cell diluent se-

lected from the group consisting of saline, buffered saline,

bovine serum albumin, and buffered red cell diluent.

4,426,358

fail-safe device for a lid of a PRESSURE
VESSEL

Ame I. Johansson, Figelvagen 5, 840 70 Hammarstrand, Sweden
Filed Apr. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 372,773

Int. a.3 A61L 2/06; G05B 9/00; G05D 16/00
U.S. a. 422-112 5 Qaims

I. In a fail-safe device for a lid of a pressure vessel having an
evacuation conduit, said lid having a blocking mechanism for
blocking said lid against opening as a result of internal pressure
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in said vessel, said blocking mechanism being switchable from
a blocking state to an unblocking state for enabling said lid to

be opened, the improvement comprising

(a) a first sensor means for sensing that said blocking mecha-
nism is in its blocking state, said first sensor means control-

ling an electrically operated valve in said evacuation

conduit whereby to enable immediate depressurization of

said pressure vessel upon indication by said first sensing

means that said blocking mechanism is not in said blocking

state;

(b) a first locking device switchable between a locking posi-

tion for locking said blocking mechanism in said blocking

state and an unlocking position in which said blocking

mechanism is unlocked;

(c) a displacement device in communication with the interior

of said vessel and coupled to displace said first locking

device against resilient means into said locking position

when a predetermined pressure prevails inside said vessel;

(d) a second sensor means for sensing a predetermined con-

dition inside said vessel and for emitting an electrical

signal at said condition;

(e) an electromechanical transducer coupled to receive said

electrical signal for generating a force; and

(0 a second locking device coupled to said electromechani-

cal transducer for moving into a locking position for

locking said first locking device in its said locking position

when receiving said force.

4,426,359

SOLIDS QUENCH BOILER
Herman N. Woebcke, Stamford, Conn.; Arju H. Bhojwani,

Lawrenceville, N.J., and Robert J. Gartside, Auburndale,

Mass., assignors to Stone & Webster Engineering Corp.,

Boston, Mass.

Division of Ser. No. 165,784, Jul. 3, 1980, Pat. No. 4,356,651,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 82,162, Oct. 5, 1979,

Pat. No. 4,351,275. This application Feb. 2, 1982, Ser. No.

345,100

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Sep. 28,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI.3 F27B 15/It; BOIJ «/2«, 8/iO fi/24

U.S. a. 422—145 2 Claims

1. In a TRC apparatus having a reaction cracking chamber

and means for quenching the cracked effluent and wherein the

temperature in the cracking zone is between 1 300° and 2500* F.

and wherein the hydrocarbon feed or the hydrosulfurization

residual oil along with the entrained inert solids and the diluent

gas are passed through a cracking zone for a residence time of

0.05 to 2 seconds, and then quench cooled, the improvement

wherein said means for quenching the effluent comprises:

(a) an indirect heat exchanger formed of an outer wall of

longitudinally extending tubes joined together to form a

pressure-tight membrane wall;

(b) a reactor efnuenl outlet tube connected to said reaction

chamber and extending into the heat exchanger in com-
munication with the hot side of the heat exchanger;

(c) particulate solids injection means connected to said reac-

tion effluent outlet tube to deliver particulate solids into

the effluent discharging from the reactor effluent outlet

tube; and

(d) means to deliver steam to the tubes forming the outer

wall of the heat exchanger

4,426,360

THERMAL REGENERATION OUTLET BY-PASS
SYSTEM AND PROCESS

Edward H. Benedick, Morristown, N.J., assignor to Regenera-

tive Environmental Equipment Co., Inc., Morris Plains, N.J.

Division of Ser. No. 55,908, Jul. 9, 1979, Pat. No. 4.302,426.

This application Aug. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 2%,799
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Nov. 24,

1998, has been disclaimed.

Int. n.' FOIN 3/10

U.S. CI. 422—173 10 Qaims

.^ .-h
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2. A process for controlling the temperature of mduslrial or

commercial exhaust gases within a stationary fueled high-tcm-

perature heating zone in which a high temperature range is

continuously produced, said zone communicating with a single

heat-exchange zone having a plurality of solid heat exchange

elements randomly disposed therein through which said gases

normally pass when leaving said high-temperature zone on

their way to the system exhaust via gas suction means located

downstream of said heat-exchange zone, comprising the steps

of:

(a) sensing directly at said high temperature zone a predeter-

mined abnormally high temperature within said high

temperature zone,

(b) in response only to the sensing of said abnormal tempera-

ture and as a direct function thereof, extracting a predeter-

mined portion of the gases within said high temperature

zone directly therefrom without thereafter passing

through said single heat-exchange zone,

(c) mixing said extracted portion of gases with other gases

which have left said high temperature zone via said single

zone where they have been cooled by contact with said

solid heat-exchange elements therein, and

(d) disposing of said mixed gases.
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4,426,361

EXTRACTION ZONE TRAY
James D. Bushnell, Berkeley Heights, N,J., assignor to Exxon

Research and Engineering Co., Florham Park, N.J.
Filed Dec. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 450,682

Int. a.J BOID 11/04
U.S. a. 422-256 l ,6 Qaims

block in loading and unloading manner without touch-
ing said detergent or residue formed therefrom; and

(iii) said detergent block and container means combination
being dimensioned for rapid convenient insertion into
said inner cavity;

(c) spray-forming nozzle means mounted to extend into said
cavity for directing a pressurized fine spray of liquid; and

(d) cartridge positioning means in said housing for accepting
said cartridge means inserted through said access port and

^\/^y°_f
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1. A tray means for a liquid-liquid extraction zone, said tray
means comprising:

(A) a tray deck;

(B) a downcomer means disposed adjacent to said tray deck,
said downcomer means adapted to pass a heavy phase
liquid downwardly from above said tray deck to below
said tray deck;

(C) a weir means disposed spaced apart from said down-
comer means, said weir means adapted to disperse a light

phase into a plurality of droplets which pass upwardly
through the downwardly flowing heavy phase; and,

(D) a generally U-shaped channel means extending from said
downcomer means to said weir means and communicating
with said tray deck to form a fluid conduit, whereby the
upwardly flowing light phase passes through the fluid

conduit into the weir means.

for releasably holding said inserted cartridge means in
fixed predetermined position within said cavity in a man-
ner directly and continuously exposing said broad deter-
gent surface to said nozzle spray sufficiently so that the
hydraulic action of said nozzle directed spray safely dis-

olves said detergent block through said exposed detergent
surface in uniform controlled manner, forming a concen-
trated detergent solution for passage through said dis-
charge port.

4,426,362

SOLID BLOCK DETERGENT DISPENSER
James L. Copeland, RichHeld; Peter J. Fernbolz, Burnsvillc;

Spencer B. Larson, Newport; Duane L. Salmonson, Cottage
Grove, and Michael D. Weick, Eden Prairie, all of Minn.,
assignors to Economics Laboratory, Inc., Saint Paul, Minn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 211,411, Nov. 25, 1980, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 966,620, Dec. 5, 1978,

abandoned. This application Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 30i,746
Int. a.' BOID 12/00

U.S. a. 422-263 25 Qaims
1. A dispenser for safely handling and dispensing solid block

detergent compositions, comprising:
(a) a housing configured for fixed mounting to a solid sur-

face, said housing defining a substantially enclosed inner
cavity and access and discharge ports opening into said
cavity;

(b) detergent containing cartridge means for providing safe
operator handling of highly caustic solid block detergents,
comprising:

(i) a geometrically shaped solid block of highly caustic
detergent;

(ii) means for fixedly containing said detergent block, so as
to expose for use at least one broad surface of said
block, positioned and dimensioned to enable an opera-
tor to readily and safely grasp and move said detergent

4,426,363
PROCESS FOR EXTRACTING ALUMINA FROM

ALUMINOUS ORES
Koichi Yamada; Takuo Harato; Hisakatsu Kato, and Yasumi

Shiozaki, all of Niihama, Japan, assignors to Sumitomo Alu-
minium Smelting Company, Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Feb. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 349,666
Qaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 27, 1981, 56/29154

Int. a.^ COIF 7/06
U.S. CI. 423-121 2 Qaims

1. In a process for extracting alumina from aluminous ores
containing mixtures of alumina trihydrate and alumina mono-
hydrate which comprises the steps of: (a) a first-stage digestion
by introducing a slurry of said ores and a portion of caustic
solution into a tubular preheater, preheating individually the
slurry and the other portion of caustic solution each in preheat-
ers according to a two-stream system, mixing the preheated
slurry with the preheated caustic solution, digesting alumina
trihydrate from the ores and separating the slurry resulting
after digestion of trihydrate into a caustic aluminate solution
and an insoluble mud containing alumina monohydrate, and (b)
a second-stage digestion by preparing a slurry of said insoluble
mud containing alumina monohydrate separated in the first-

stage digestion and a caustic solution, preheating the resulting
slurry and digesting alumina monohydrate from the preheated
slurry, the improvement wherein a desilication reaction zone is

established in the first-stage digestion at a location following
the inlet portion of the tubular preheater into which the slurry
of said ores and a portion of caustic solution is introduced and
before the step of separating the said slurry into caustic alumi-
nate solution and insoluble mud, and carrying out the desilica-

tion reaction in said desilication reaction zone at a temperature
of from about 130° C. to about 180° C. at a rentention time in

said desilication reaction zone of from 20 to 120 minutes so that
at least 50 weight % of reactive silica in the ores is converted
into or deposited as a high-temperature desilication reaction
product.
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4,426,364

REMOVAL AND RECOVERY OF NITROGEN OXIDES
AND SULFUR DIOXIDE FROM GASEOUS MIXTURES

CONTAINING THEM
Hal B. H. Cooper, 4234 Chevy Chase Dr., La Canada nintridse,

Calif. 90017

Division of Ser. No. 925,850, Jul. 18, 1979, abandoned, which is

a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 714,793, Aug. 16, 1976,
abandoned, and Ser. No. 823,051, Aug. 10, 1977, abandoned, and

a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 714,792, Aug. 16, 1976,
abandoned, and Ser. No. 909,026, May 24, 1978, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 812,814, Jul. 5, 1977,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 714,792,
Aug. 16, 1976, abandoned. This application Oct. 15, 1981, Ser.

No. 311,521

Int. a.3 COIB 21/00, 17/00, 21/40
U.S. a. 423-235 lo Qaims

1. A process for removing oxides of nitrogen from a combus-
tion gas mixture including carbon dioxide, nitric oxide and
other oxides of nitrogen comprising:

(a) treating said gas mixture in a first zone by introducing to

said zone an aqueous media which is a mixture of an acid
and an oxidant, said acid being selected from the group
consisting of sulfuric and nitric acids, and said oxidant
being selected from the group consisting of hydrogen
peroxide and peroxysulfuric acid;

(b) maintaining said oxidant in excess during said treating

such that the ratio of said oxidant to nitric oxide, dinitro-

gen trioxide and nitrogen dioxide exceeds the stoichiomet-
ric amount needed to convert said lower valence oxides of
nitrogen to nitric acid;

(c) forming a product aqueous media which includes nitric

acid and recycling a portion of the product aqueous media
to said first zone of gas treating;

(d) treating said gas stream in a second zone with an aqueous
alkaline media which includes the carbonate-bicarbonate
of an alkali metal which is in stoichiometric excess to the
nitrogen oxides and nitric acid in the gas stream to form a

second zone product aqueous media which includes alkali

metal nitrate, alkali metal nitrite and alkali metal bicarbon-
ate-carbonate; then

(e) lowering the pH of the product aqueous media from Step
(d) so that it is less than pH = 9.0 by addition of carbon
dioxide or nitric acid and adding hydrogen peroxide to

convert at least a portion of the alkali metal nitrite to alkali

metal nitrate;

(0 crystallizing and recovering alkali metal nitrate from the
product aqueous media from Step (e) in the presence of
alkali metal carbonate-bicarbonate; and

(g) recycling the product aqueous media from Step (0 to said

second zone of gas treating.

4,426,365

METHOD FOR REMOVING NITROGEN OXIDES FROM
GAS STREAMS AND REGENERATING SPENT SORBENT
Jules Magder, Princeton, N.J., assignor to Noxso Corporation,

Reston, Va.

Division of Ser. No. 144,078, Apr. 28, 1980, Pat. No. 4,323,544,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 54,337, Jul. 2, 1979, which is

a continuation of Ser. No. 945,769, Sep. 25, 1978, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 871,920, Jan. 23, 1978,

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 745,944, Nov. 29,

1976, abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 625,275,

Oct. 23, 1975, abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No.
444,191, Feb. 15, 1974, abandoned, Division of Ser. No. 263,483,

Jun. 16, 1972, abandoned. This application Mar. 31, 1981, Ser.

No. 258,187

Int. a.J BOIJ 8/00; COIB 21/00
U.S. a. 423—239 13 Oaims

1. A method for the removal of nitrogen oxides from a gas

containing them which method comprises contacting said gas
at a temperature of 85' C. to about 200* C. with a sorbent.

which sorbent comprises (a) an alumina component compris-

ing alumina having a surface area of at least about 20 square

meters per gram, and (b) an alkaline component comprising at

least one salt of a Group lA the alkali meUls or IIA the alkaline

earth metals of atomic number not exceeding 56 and thereafter

removing nitrogen oxides from said sorbent by a process
which comprises: (c) contacting said nitrogen oxide containing
sorbent in a regeneration zone where the regenerant gas stream
containing at least 0.01 atmosphere partial pressure of hydro-
gen sulfide at a temperature of about 350 to about 750* C. for
a period of time sufficient to recover a substantial portion of
the sorbent's capacity for nitrogen oxide sorption; and (d)

withdrawing nitrogen oxide formeriy contained on said sor-

bent in a form of elemental nitrogen.

4,426,366

NOVEL MOLYBDENUM OXYCARBONITRIDE
COMPOSITIONS

Larry E. McCandlish, Highland Park, and Larissa W. Turaew,
Fairlawn, both of N.J., assignors to Exxon Research and
Engineering Co., Florham Park, N.J.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 209,998, Nov. 24, 1980. This
application Apr. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 372,486

Int. a.^ COIC 3/00
U,S. a. 423—365 2 Qaims

9^ wt^Qi OVOffi

1. A composition of matter consisting essentially of amor-
phous molybdenum oxycarbonitride which has been produced
by the thermal decomposition of an amine molybdate.

2. The composition of claim 1 which, when heated, forms
crystalline molybdenum oxycarbonitride possessing a face-

centered cubic structure, as evidenced by powder x-ray dif-

fractometry.

4,426,367

FIXATION OF NITROGEN IN THE PRESENCE OF
WATER VAPOR

Paul Harteck, Santa Barbara, Calif., assignor to Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y.
,

Filed Apr. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 368,049
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jun. 2, 1999,

has been disclaimed.

Int. Q.J COIB 21/48
U.S. Q. 423—395 9 Qaims

1. A process for the fixation of nitrogen comprising:

combining gaseous nitrogen and oxygen at a total pressure of
above 100 atmospheres and at a working pressure range,

with a metal oxide and at least 0.5% by weight water;

providing a catalyst with the gaseous nitrogen and oxygen,
metal oxide and water, the water acting to increase the

activity of the catalyst;

initially heating the combination to a working temperature
range sufficient to form a nitrate and below the dissocia-

tion pressure of the nitrate corresponding to the working
temperature and pressure ranges; and

thermally insulating the reaction to maintain the working
temperature range;

the temperature range being between 500* and 800" C. and
near thermal equilibrium for the nitrogen and oxygen to

nitrogen oxide's reaction.

6. A process for the fixation of nitrogen comprising:
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combining gaseous nitrogen and oxygen at a total pressure of
above 100 atmospheres and a working pressure range,
with a metal oxide;

providing an alumina-silicate molecular sieve catalyst base
as a cite for the nitrogen fixation process; and

initially heating the combination to a working temperature
range sufficient to form a nitrate and below the dissocia-

tion pressure of the nitrate corresponding to the working
temperature and pressure range;

the temperature range being between 500° and 800' C. and
near thermal equilibrium for a nitrogen and oxygen to

nitrogen oxide's reaction.

the thus produced stream to water and sulfur by additional

Claus conversion under low temperature and low water
vapor conditions, the temperature being such that sulfur

deposits on the catalyst.

4,426,368

METHOD OF PRODUONG GLASS CARBON
Ferdinand Quella, Gauting, and Hans-Friedrich Schmidt, Euras-

burg, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Siemens
Aktiengeseilschaft, Berlin A Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jan. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 461,982

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 24,

1982, 3210878

Int. a.5 COIB 31/02: C09C 1/48; DOIF 9/14

U.S. a. 423—445 14 Qaims
1. A method for producing glass carbon by thermal degrada-

tion of aromatic organic compounds which exhibit cross-link-

ing properties upon thermal degradation, comprising:

admixing a polyphenylene sulfide material with an oxide of

a sulfide-forming metal; and

subjecting the resultant admixture to thermal degradation by
heating said admixture to a temperature above about 150°

C. and increasing the temperature during the degradation

process nearly up to the melting point of the polyphenyl-

ene sulfide material.

4,426,369

LOW TEMPERATURE CLAUS PROCESS WITH WATER
REMOVAL

John W. Palm, Tulsa, Okla., assignor to Standard Oil Company
(Indiana), Chicago, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 239,772, Mar. 2, 1981,

abandoned. This application Jan. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 343,662

Int. a.' COIB 17/04; BOIJ 8/04
U.S. a. 423—574 R 4 Qaims

1. A method of treating an effluent tail gas stream from a

flnal reactor in a Claus plant, the stream comprising a mixture
of water and sulfur-containing compounds including hydrogen
sulfide and sulfur dioxide, the method comprising:

(a) converting substantially all sulfur containing compounds
of the tail gas stream to sulfur dioxide;

(b) reducing water content of the thus produced stream to

produce a dried stream;

(c) creating a 2:1 molar ratio gaseous reaction mixture of
hydrogen sulfide to sulfur dioxide in the dried stream; and

(d) catalytically converting the gaseous reaction mixture in

4,426,370

METHOD FOR THE PREPARATION OF
DEUTERIUM-ENRICHED WATER IN THE

PREPARATION OF HYDROGEN
Charles Mandrin, Wintertbur, Switzerland, assignor to Sulzer

Brothers Limited, Wintertbur, Switzerland

Filed Aug. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 292,415
Gaims priority, application Switzerland, Jan. 9, 1980,

6570/80

Int. a.' COIB 5/00
U.S. a. 423—580 H 13 Gaims
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1. A method for the preparation of deuterium-enriched

water, said method comprising the steps of

supplying a carbonaceous feedstock selected from the group
consisting of carbon and at least one hydrocarbon, and at

least one of water and steam in excess to a hydrogen

production plant for obtaining synthesis gas,

operating the plant during at least two operating periods;

separating an effluent from the plant into a gaseous compo-
nent and a liquid component consisting of deuterium-

enriched water during each operating period;

isolating the deuterium-enriched water during each operat-

ing period;

thereafter introducing the deuterium-enriched water into the

plant during the next operating period of shorter duration;

contacting the deuterium-enriched water in the plant during

said next period with carbonaceous feedstock;

repeating this procedure during all subsequent periods ex-

cept the last one;

separating an efTluent from the plant during the last period

into a liquid component consisting of a deuterium-

enriched water and a gaseous component; and

supplying the liquid component obtained during said last

period to a plant for production of heavy water.
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4,426,371
NOVEL N-HYDROXYALKYLATED DICARBOXYLIC

AOD
BIS(3,5.DICARBAMOYL-2,4,6-TRIIODOANILIDES), AS

X-RAY CONTRAST MEDIA
Heinrich Pfeiffer, and Ulrich Speck, both of Berlin, Fed. Rep. of
Germany, assignors to Sobering, Aktiengeseilschaft. Berlin
and Bergkamen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Aug. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 292,115
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 10.

1980, 3038853

Int. G.' A61K 49/04. 31/165
U.S. G. 424—5 19 claims

1. An N-Hydroxyalkylated dicarboxylic acid bis (3,5-dicar-

bamoyl-2,4,6-triiodoanilide) of the formula

R>

R' r2
\ /
N
I

CO
'^ JL ^I

R' R-^

\ /
N
I

CO
'^ JL ^'

N-CO J N-CO-X-CO-N
I CO-N

R^^ ' i' h • \:

wherein

R' is C2.IJ-, mono- or polyhydroxyalkyl,

R2 is hydrogen, C^-alkyl, or R',

R^ is C2..i-mono- or dihydroxyalkyl, and
X is a direct bond or linear or branched alkylene of 1-6

C-atoms, optionally interrupted by 1-3 oxa atoms sepa-

rated from each other by at least two methylene groups
and from the ends of the alkylene group by at least one
methylene group or substituted by 1-4 hydroxy or C1.2-
alkoxy groups.

4,426,372

INHIBITION OF UNDESIRED EFFECTS OF
PLATINUM(II) COMPOUNDS

Richard F. Borch, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to Regents of
the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Aug. 8, 1980, Ser. No. 176,476

Int. CI.' A61K 31/28
U.S. G. 424-10 12 Claims

1. A method for inhibiting platinum (II) toxicity in a live

mammal being treated with a physiologically active but toxic

platinum (11) complex of the formula

L3N X'
\ /

Pt

/ \ ,

L'3N X2

wherein

X' and X^are the same or different and represent anionically

ionizable leaving groups or, taken together, X ' and X^ can
constitute a cyclic difunctional leaving group; and Ly and
L3' are the same or different and represent the residues of
ammine or amine ligands, or, in combination, L3 and L3'

together represent the residue of an aliphatic or cycloali-

phatic diamine ligand;

said method comprising the steps of
(a) administering to said mammal a said platinum (II)

complex in a physiologically active amount less than the

median lethal dose for said mammal;
(b) administering to said mammal, within about 6 hours,

but at least 0.5 hours after said step (a), an effective

platinum (II) toxicity inhibiting amount of disulfiram or

di(lower alkyl) dithiocarbamate, the lower alkyl groups
of said dithiocarbamate having up to six carbon atoms.

4,426,373

SMOOTH DENTAL CREAM
Anthony J. Morton, Ashton under Lyne, and Kenneth Harvey,

Wilmslow, both of England, assignors to Colgate-Palmolive
Co., New York, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 417,941
Int. G.' A61K 7/16. 7/18

U.S.G. 424-52 II Gaims
1 A dental cream which has a smcxiih surface and is free

from formation of a tail upon extrusion comprising a dental
vehicle comprising about 2()-80'7r hy weight based on the
weight of the dental cream of a liquid phase containing water.
humcctant or mixture thereof and about 5 5^7 hy weight
based on the weight of the dental cream of a gelling agent
containing sodium carboxymethyl cellulose having a viscositv

of at least about 300 cps and hydroxyethyl cellulose having a
viscosity of at least about 3000 cps, each being present in a

weight ratio of about 3:2 to 23 with regard to the other, said

viscosity being determined on a Brookfield Visci>meler in 2Tr
by weight aqueous solution at 25° C

4.426,374

SUNSCREEN KORMl I.ATION
William B. Wheeler. 1202 Hawthorne U.. Burlinirton, NC

27215

Continuation of Ser. No. 780.570. Mar. 23, 1977, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 475,618, Jun. 3, 1974,

abandoned. This application Jan. 12, 1981. Ser. No. 224,457
Int. CI.' A61K 7-^4

U.S. G. 424-60 5 (Li^s
1. A sunscreen composition having improved adhesion in ihe

presence of water comprising an ultraviolet light absorbing
compound and a halocarb<in oil. said 01! being of the fiirmula
—(CF2CFCI)fl— and having a pour point of between 1

10°
F-

to -1^65° F. as measured by ASTM D97-67 Procedure

4.426.375

COSMETIC COMPOSITIONS FOR THE HAIR AND THE
SKIN BASED ON POLYMERS WHICH CONTAIN AMINO
GROUPS AND RECURRING UNITS HAVING A CYCLIC

STRl'CTURK
Bernard Jacquet, Antony; Christos Papantoniou, Montmorency,
and Jean Mondet, Sevran, all of France, assignors to L'Oreal,
Paris, France

Division of Ser. No. 944.140. Sep. 20, 1978. Fat. No. 4.287.720.
This application Jun. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 276,193

Gaims priority, application Luxembourg, Sep. 23. 1977, 78170
Int. CI.' A6 IK 7/06. 7/09

U.S. G. 424-70 8 Gaims
1 A co.smetic composition to improve the suppleness and

sheen of the hair and to facilitate the hydration and softness of
the skin comprising a cosmetic vehicle suitable for application

to the hair or skin and from 01 to 150^ hy weight of said

composition of a polymer consisting essentially of recurring

units of the formula:

R|

I

N

(Ac)„
(la)

CH2 CH2

-CH2)/—

C

C—CH2-
/ \ / \

R2 (CH2)A Ri

wherein:

k isOor I, and 1 is 1 if k-^0, or I isOif k=l.
p = Oor I,

R2 and R3 each independently represent hydrogen or

methyl.
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Ri represents a member selected from the group consisting

of

(i) —CH2—COOR6 wherein R^ represents alkyl having
1-3 carbon atoms,
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(I)

-CH2—CH—CH2CI.

OH

-CH2—CH CH2,

o

(li)

(iii)

H.OR

OR

(iv) —(CH2)v—CN wherein v is 1 or 2,

(v) —COR7 wherein R7 is selected from the group consist-

ing of alkyl having 1-3 carbon atoms, —CCI3,
—CH2CI, phenyl and

/ \

-(CH2)»-N O

\ /

wherein v is 1 or 2,

—CH2 o

-so.-/o\ and

-i

^i:

NH2

N

N=<

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen
and a quaternary nitrogen-containing group represented by
formula (2)

Rl '
(2)

-CH2-CH-CH2-N+—R2

OH R3

at least one R of formula (1) contains a quaternary nitrogen
represented by formula (2), wherein Ri. R2 and R3, are lower-
alkyl, and n is a positive number having a value between
1-8000.

(VI)

(vii)

(viii)

NH2

and Ac if p is 1 is selected from the group consisting of hydro-
chloric acid, hydrobromic acid, nitric acid, acetic acid, butyric
acid and lactic acid, said polymer having a molecular weight
ranging from 2,000 to 500,000.

4,426^77
CLAVULANIC AOD DERIVATIVES THEIR

PREPARATION AND USE
Thomas T. Howarth, Reigate, England, assignor to Beecham
Group Limited, England

Division of Set. No. 942,410, Sep. 14, 1978, Pat. No. 4,215,128.
This application Apr. 11, 1980, Ser. No. 139,585

Oaims priority, application United Kingdom, Sep. 20, 1977,
39040/77; Sep. 21, 1977, 39251/77; Aug. 25, 1978, 34593/78

Int. a.' A61K 35/00
U.S. a. 424—114 78 Clainu

1. A pharmaceutical composition useful for treating bacterial
infections in humans and animals which comprises a synergisti-

cally effective amount of a compound of the formula (IV):

C02H

a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof, or an in vivo hy-
drolyzable ester thereof, wherein R4 is hydrogen or
NH.CO.R5 wherein R5 is lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, lower
alkoxy lower alkyl, aryl, aryloxy, aralkyl or aryloxyalkyl, and
an antibacterially effective amount of a penicillin, in combina-
tion with a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier.

4,426,376

NEUTRALIZER FOR PERMANENT WAVE
Sachiko SUraknra, Shinbasbi, and Hiroo Namiki, Hanno, both

of Japan, assignors to Helene Curtis Industries, Inc., Chicaso.
U.

FUed Jan. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 343,528
Int a.3 A61K 7/09, 7/11; C08B 37/02

VS. a. 424-71 9 aaims
1. A neutralizer for permanent wave processing comprising

0.5-16% (w/v) of (A) and 0. 1-5% (w/v) of B as indispensible

components, where (A) denotes an oxidizing agent capable of
reforming ruptured disulfide bonds in reduced hair and (B)
denotes a cationic dextran derivative or its salt represented by
formula (1)

4,426,378

THYROTROPIN RELEASING HORMONE IN THERAPY
OF SHOCK AND AS A CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM

STIMULANT
John W. Holaday, Rockville, Md., assignor to The United States

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Army,
Washington, D.C.

Filed Apr. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 252,443
Int. a.3 A61K 37/24: C07C 103/52; C07G 7/00

U.S. a. 424-177 17 Claims
1. A method of antagonizing non-analgesic side effects of

exogenous opiates as hypotension, hypothermia, emesis, dimi-
nution of gastric motility, pupil constriction, depressed respira-

tory function in animals which have been treated with one or
more opiates which comprises concurrently administering
intraveneously to the animal a therapeutically effective amount
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of a drug selected from the group consisting of Thyrotropin
Releasing Hormone (L-pyroglutamyl-1-histidyl-L-proline am-
ide), a derivative of Thyrotropin Releasing Hormone (L-pyro-
glutamyl-1-histidyl-L-proline amide), and a pharmaceutically-
acceptable salt thereof, in combination with an opiate drug.

4,426,379

iNSEcrriciDAi
2^XO-3.DIALKOXYPHOSPHORO-5<TCLOPROPYL-

1,3,4-OXADIAZOLINE
Laroy H. Edwards, Napa, Calif., assignor to Chevron Research
Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Jan. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 343,088
Int. a.3 AOIN 57/32: C07F 9/65

U.S. a. 424-200 9ci„„,
1. A compound of the formula

4,426,381

CARBOXYLIC AQD DERIVATIVES
Shingo Matsumura, deceased, late of Kyoto by Rumiko Mat-

sumura, legal representative; Masahiro Kise, Kyoto;
Masakuni Ozaki, Joyo; Shinichi Tada, Omiyawata; Keigi
Kazuno, Shiga; Hisao Watanabe, Kyoto; Katsutoshi
Kunimoto, Shiga, and Masami Tsuda, Kyoto, all of Japan,
assignors to Nippon Shinyaku Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan

Filed Feb. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 348,184
Oaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 18, 1981, 56-23582

Int. a.^ C07D 475/00; A61K 31/495
U.S. a. 424-250 ,4 Qidms

1. A compound of the formula

COORi

4,426,380

BENZOFURAN-2-ONES AND PHARMACEUTICAL
COMPOSITIONS

Paul Wenk, Allschwil; Werner Breitenstein, and Marcus Bau-
mann, both of Basel, ail of Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-
Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 435,595
Qaims priority, application Switzerland, Oct. 28, 1981,

6882/81

Int. a.J A61K 31/40. 31/535; C07D 405/02. 413/02
U.S. a. 424-244 12 Qaims

1. Benzofuranones of the general formula

Ri (I)

R2

in which Ri represents hydrogen or an aliphatic radical, R2
represents an amino group di-substituted by a divalent hydro-
carbon radical, and the aromatic ring A may be additionally

substituted, and their salts and/or isomers.

12. Pharmaceutical preparations containing a compound
according to any one of claims 1-11, in addition to pharmaceu-
tical adjuncts and carriers.

where R is hydrogen, lower alkyl or lower alkoxy, R' and R2
are independently lower alkyl and Y is either oxygen or sulfur.

6. A method of killing insects comprising contacting said
insects or their habitats with an insecticidally effective amount
of a compound of the formula defined in claim 1.

in which:

Rl is hydrogen, alkali metal, alkali earth metal, lower alkyl
or pivaloyloxymethyl;

R2 is hydrogen or halogen;

R3 is hydrogen, halogen or piperazinyl unsubstituted or
substituted by lower alkyl. (hydroxy)lower alkyl, (lower
aIkoxyKhydroxy)lower alkyl. or phthalidyl;

R4 is hydrogen, halogen or lower alkoxy; or
Rj and R4 together with the carbon atoms to which they arc

attached form a 5, 6 or 7-membcred ring conummg car-
bon atoms and 1 or 2 oxygen atoms;

R5 is hydrogen, halogen or piperazmyl unsubstituted or
substituted by lower alkyl, hydroxydower alkyl) or
(lower alkoxyXhydroxy) lower alkyl, or phthalidyl; and

Rl2 is hydrogen or lower alkyl; provided that at least one of
R3 and R5 is said unsubstituted or substituted piperazmyl,
and pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salts

thereof

4,426,382

4-AMINO-6,7-DIMETHOXY-2-PIPERAZINYLQUINAZO-
LINE DERIVATIVES, THEIR PREPARATION AND USE
Yasunobu Sato; Hiroshi Fukumi; Hiroyuki Koike, and Hiroshi

Nishino, all of Hiromachi, Japan, assignors to Sankyo Com-
pany Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 11, 1981. Ser. No. 233,679
Oaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 13, 1980, 55-16775;

Apr. 21, 1980, 55-52754; Jul. 14, 1980, 55-96106; Jul. 14, 1980,
55-96107

Int. O.J A61K 31/505: C07D 403/04
U.S. O. 424-251 50 Oaims

36. A pharmaceutical composition compnsing, as the active
ingredient, a hypotensively effective amount of a hypotensive
compound in admixture with a pharmaceutically acceptable
carrier or diluent, wherein said hypotensive compound is

selected from the group consisting of compounds of formula
(I):

CH3O

CH3O

in which:

m is 2 or 3, and

(CH2)^

'^ ^^N N—COR
' CH2—CH2

NH2

(1)
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R represents a group of formula:

I
V^[0(CR2')„R2]
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wherein

R' represents hydrogen, or C1-C3 alkyl and the two R'
groups may be the same or different;

R2 represents phenyl or phenyl having 1 to 3 substituents

selected from the group consisting of C1-C3 alkyl,

C1-C3 alkoxy and halogen substituents;

R3 represents C1-C3 alkyl, C1-C3 alkoxy. hydroxy, halo-

gen or a group of formula—(0(CR'2)nR2) and, when
there is more than one R^, they may be the same or

different;

n is or an integer from 1 to 3; and

p is 0, 1 or 2;

a group of formula:

-A-(Y),^ X (R*)«

wherein

A represents C1-C6 straight or branched alkylene;

Y represents oxygen or sulphur;

q is Oor 1;
|

R* represents C1-C3 alkyl, hydroxy. C1-C3 alkoxy. halo-

gen, amino, or an amino substituted with one or two
substituents selected from the group consisting of
C1-C3 alkyl and C1-C3 aliphatic acyl substituents;

or a group of formula:

(CR2*),

4,426,383

THEOPHYLLINE AND THEOBROMINE DERIVATIVES
Hachiro Sugjmoto, Kawaguchi; Takahani Nakamura, Abiko;

Sachiyuki Hamazo, Tokyo; Toshgi Igarashi, Saitana, and
Yoshihani Daiku, Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Eisai Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 298,227
Oaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 4, 1980, 55-121712;

Sep, 4, 1980, 55-121713

Int. a.J C07D 473m, 473/10: A61K 31/52
U.S. a. 424-253 15 Qaims

1. A compound having the formula

/~A

J?

wherein

R5 represents hydrogen, C1-C3 alkyl, C1-C3 alkoxy or

halogen;

one of the symbols R^ represents hydrogen, phenyl or a

substituted phenyl having 1-3 substituents selected from
the group consisting of C1-C3 alkyl, C1-C3 alkoxy and
halogen and the other symbols R^ all represent hydro-
gen atoms;

R' represents hydrogen, C1-C3 alkyl or halogen; and
r is an integer from 1 to 5;

provided that, when q is 0, one of the symbols R* repre-

sents said substituted or unsubstituted phenyl,

and pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salts thereof

H3C
N—

Z

CH3

wherein Z is selected from the group consisting of (a) pyridyl
and (b)

—CH

in which Yj and Y2, which are the same or different, are hydro-
gen, lower alkyl. lower alkoxy, trifluoromethyl or halogen;

and n is an integer of from 2 to 10; or a pharmaceutically

acceptable salt thereof

4,426,384

TREATMENT OF RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS AND
RELATED DISEASES

Roger Wyburn-Mason, Richmond, England, assignor to John R.
A. Simoons, Durham, N.C.

Filed Aug. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 405,439

Int. a.i A61K 31/52. 31/505
U.S. a. 424—253 4 Gaims

1. A method for producing remission in patients suffering

from active rheumatoid arihritis which comprises administer-

ing orally to such a patient an effective amount of a compound
of the formula:

wherein R' is amino, hydroxy or mercapto and R^ is hydrogen,
mercapto or hydroxyl and the pharmaceutically acceptable
acid addition salt thereof
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4,426385
INSECnODAL BICYCLOOXYPHENYL UREAS

Paul A. Cain, Dunbar, W. Va., assignor to Union Carbide Corpo-
ration, Danbury, Conn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 197,595, Oct. 16, 1980,
abandoned. Thto application Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 305,951
Int. Q\? C07C 127/22: C07D 221/00. 307/83: AOIN 9/20

U.S. a. 424-263 84 Qaims
1. A composition of the formula:

M
O—

B

wherein M represents a monocyclic aromatic ring system or
a monocyclic heterocyclic ring system containing up to 2

nitrogen atoms, and wherein the ring can contain up to

four X substituents wherein each X individually can be
halogen, nitro, cyano, or alkyl, polyhaloalkyl. alkoxy or

polyhaloalkoxy of from 1 to 3 carbon atoms;

Z and Z' individually are hydrogen or alkyl of from I to 8

carbon atoms, or alkyl of from 1 to 8 carbon atoms which
is substituted with at least one of halogen, hydroxyl or

alkoxy;

Y individually represents halogen, or alkyl, polyhaloalkyl,

alkoxy or polyhaloalkoxy of from 1 to 3 carbon atoms, and
n has a value of from to 4;

B is a bicyclic fused ring system which is attached to the

oxygen through a carbocyclic ring and wherein (a) at least

one ring is a six-membered, unsaturated carbocyclic ring

which can contain up to two R and R' substituents

wherein R and R' can be halogen, nitro, cyano. amino,
formamido, formamidino, phenylsulfenyl, phenylsulfinyl,

phenylsulfonyl, phenylsulfamido wherein the phenyl ring

optionally may be substituted with one or more halogen,

nitro, or alkyl, polyhaloalkyl, alkoxy or polyhaloalkoxy of

from 1 to 3 carbon atoms, or R and R' individually are

alkyl, alkoxy, polyhaloalkyl, polyhaloalkoxy, alkenyloxy,

polyhaloalkenyloxy, alkynyloxy, polyhaloalkynyloxy,

alkylsulfenyl, poyhaloalkylsulfenyl, alkylsulfmyl, polyha-

loalkylsulfinyl, alkylsulfonyl, polyhaloalkylsulfonyl.

mono- or di-alkylsulfamido, mono- or di-alkylamino. al-

kylcarbonylamjno, alkoxycarbonylamino, mono- or di-

alkylaminocarbonyloxy of up to 6 carbon atoms, and (b)

the second ring, hereinafter also referred to as A, when it

is not a five or six-membered carbocyclic can be a five or

six-membered saturated or unsaturated hetero-cyclic ring

which can contain in any combination carbonyl or one or

two oxygen or sulfur, and up to two R^ and R^ substitu-

ents attached to unsaturated ring carbon atoms wherein
R2 and R3 individually can be halogen, nitro, cyano, or

alkyl, polyhaloalkyl, alkoxy, polyhaloalkoxy, alkylthio,

arylthio, alkylsulfinyl, arylsulfinyl, alkylsulfonyl, arylsul-

fonyl, alkylsulfamido, arylsulfamido, alkoxycar-

bonylamino, or alkylcarbonylamino of from 1 to 6 carbon

atoms, or can contain up to two R^ and R' substituents

attached to saturated carbon atoms of the chain wherein

R^ and R' individually can be alkyl or polyhaloalkyl of

from 1 to 6 carbon atoms; with the proviso that when B is

a naphthyl group it is attached through an oxygen to the

number 4 carbon atom of the phenyl group, and with the

further proviso that (a) if X is halogen and is mono or

disubstituted in the ortho position of a benzoyl ring (b) if

Z and Z', are hydrogen (c) if no more than 2 of R, R', R^
or R^ are hydrogen, chloro or bromo, and (d) if Y repre-

sents chloro, then n has a value of at least 2.

66. A method of controlling insects and acarides which

comprises subjecting said insects to a lethal amount of the

composition of claim 1.

4,426386
SUBSTITUTED PHENYL PIPERIDINES

Folke L. Arridsson, Uppsala; Per A. E. Carlsson, Goteborg; Uli

A. Hacksell, Uppsala; John S. M. Hjorth, Goteborg; Per. L.

Lindberg, Askim; John L. G. Nilssoa, Tullinge; Domingo
Sanchez, Floda; Nils U. E. Svensson, Brunna, and Hakan V.

Wikstrom, Goteborg, all of Sweden, assignors to Astra
Lakemedei Aktiebolag, Sodertalje, Sweden

Filed Dec. 5, 1980, Ser. No. 213,633
Oaims priority, application Sweden, Dec. 5, 1979, 7910026

Int. a.' C07D 211/34. 211/22. 211/32: A61K 31/445
U.S. a. 424-267 19 Oaims

1. A compound characterized by the formula

/
N

(CH2),

wherein n is 1 or 2, Y is OH. R'COO— . R^R^NCOG— or R*0
whereby R' is an alkyl group having 1-5 carbon atoms, a

phenyl, 2,6-dimethylphenyl or 3- or 4-hydroxyphenyl group or

a 3- or 4-alkanoyloxyphenyl group with the formula

R'COO / y

wherein R' is an alkyl group having 1 -6 carbon atoms, R^ is an
alkyl group having 1-5 carbon atoms, a phcnethyl, benzyl or

phenyl group, R^ is an H or an alkyl group havmg 1-5 carbon
atoms, and R* is an allyl or benzyl group, and R is an alkyl

group having 1-5 carbon atoms, a hydroxyalkyl, dime-

thylaminoalkyl or methylthioalkyi group having 2-6 carbon
atoms in the alkyl part and having the heteroatom bound in a

position other than the 1 position, an alkenyl group having 3-5

carbon atoms other than a 1 -alkenyl group, as the base or a

pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salt thereof

10. A method of treatment of disorders in the central ner-

vous system associated with a pathological increase in central

dopamine transmission comprising administering to a host in

need of treatment of a therapeutically effective amount of a

compound according to claims 1 or 2.

4,426387
PIPERID-4-YL UREAS AND THIO UREAS USED AS

ANTI-DEPRESSANT AGENTS
John L. Archibald, Windsor, and Terrence J. Ward, Slough, both

of England, assignors to John Wyeth A Brother Ltd., Maiden-
head, England

Continuation of Ser. No. 238,381, Feb. 25, 1981, abandoned.

This application Apr. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 366,266

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Mar. 1, 1980,

8007048; Aug. 22, 1980, 8027435

Int. a.' A61K 31/445: C07D 211/56
U.S. a. 424—267 25 Qaims

1. A compound of the formula

Ar—Y—CHR9—(CHR2)„— N

wherein

n is or I

;

/>—NH—ex—NR'—COR
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I

R^, R-', and R' are, indeT)endentIy, hydrogen or a lower
alkyl group;

X is =0, or =S;
Y is —O— or a direct bond;

R is phenyl or phenyl substituted by one or two of the same
substituents selected from loweralkyl, lower alkenyl,

lower alkoxy. hydroxy, hydroxyloweralkyl. fluoro,

bromo, chloro. chloroloweralkyl, fluoroloweralkyl.

amino, aminoloweralkyl, substituted amino, loweralkox-
ycarboxyl, nitro, cyano, or amido;

Ar is

in which

R4,Rs. and Re, when present, independently, are hydro-

gen, lower alkyl. lower alkenyl, lower alkoxy, hydroxy,

hydroxyloweralkyl, fluoro, bromo, chloro, chlorolow-

eralkyl, fluoroloweralkyl, amino, aminoloweralkyl,

substituted amino, loweralkoxycarbonyl, nitro, cyano,

or amide, or

R4and Rj, when adjacent, together with the carbon atoms
to which they are attached also are fused five or six

member carbocyclic ring with 0-2 double bonds and
optionally carrying one or two substituents as defined

above for said R4 and R5, or

an acid addition or quaternary ammonium salt thereof, in

which the dotted line represents an optional double bond.

4,426,388

5-BENZOTHIAZOLESULFONAMIDE DERIVATIVES
FOR THE TOPICAL TRE^»^VIENT OF ELEVATED

INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE
Otto W. Woltersdorf, Jr., Chalfont, Pa., assignor to Merck &

Co., Inc., Rahway, N.J.

Filed Apr. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 364,953
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Nov. 22,

2000, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 C07D 277/80; A61K 31/425
U.S. a. 424-270 14 Qaims

1. A compound of the formula

where R is Ci to Cig alkyl; C3 to C(, cycloalky; Cj to Ct cyclo-

alkyl Ci to Cig alkyl; Ci to Cig alkyl Cj to C6 cycloalkyi;

phenyl where the phenyl group can be substituted with one or

more substituents selected from the group consisting of C| to

Cio alkyl, halo, and Ci to C4 alkoxy; phenylalkyi where the

alkyl moiety has from 1 to 4 carbon atoms and the phenyl
moiety can be unsubstituted or substituted with halogen or Ci
to Csalkyl; C2 to Cig hydroxyalkyl; C2 to Cig amino alkyl; C2
to C6 alkenyl; C2 to d alkynyl and aryl C2 to C6alkenyl.

4,426,389

DERIVATIVES OF CLAVULANIC ACTD, A PROCESS
FOR THEIR PREPARATION AND THEIR USE

Irene Stirling, Reigate, and Brian P. Qarke, Kingswood, both of
England, assignors to Beecbam Group Limited, England

Filed Sep. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 189,624
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Sep. 27, 1979,

7933448

Int. a.' C07D 498/04: A61K 31/42
U.S. a. 424-272 73 Qaims

1. A compound of the formula (II):

CH2—NH—X—CN
(ID

CO2H

a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof, a pharmaceutically

acceptable ester thereof wherein the ester moiety is of the

formula

^C02Al

wherein Ai is alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms unsubstituted or
monosubstituted by alkoxy of 1 to 7 carbon atoms or al-

kanoyloxy of I to 7 carbon atoms, tetrahydropyranyl or tetray-

drofuranyi, or A
i is a moiety of the sub-formula (a):

CHA2A3 (a)

wherein A2 is alkenyl of up to 5 carbon atoms, alkynyl of up to

5 carbon atoms, or phenyl unsubstituted or substituted by a
fluorine, chlorine or bromine atom or by a nitro, alkyl of up to

4 carbon atoms or alkoxyl of up to 4 carbon atoms moiety; and
A3 is hydrogen, alkyl of up to 4 carbon atoms or phenyl unsub-
stituted or substituted by a fluorine, chlorine or bromine atom
or by a nitro, alkyl of up to 4 carbon atoms or alkoxyl of up to

4 carbon atoms moiety; or A 1 is of the formula (b), (c) or (d):

—CH2—OA5

—CH2—COA5

—CHA4—OCOAs

(b)

(c)

(d)

wherein A4 is hydrogen or methyl, Aj is phenyl or benzyl,
either of which is unsubstituted or substituted by 1 or 2 alkyl or
alkoxyl moieties of up to 3 carbon atoms or either of which is

substituted by a fluorine, chlorine or bromine atom or a nitro

moiety; or A4 and A 5 together with the—CH—O—CO moiety
form a phthalidyl moiety which is unsubstituted or substituted

by one or two alkyl or alkoxyl moieties of up to 3 carbon
atoms, or by a fluorine, chlorine or bromine atom or a nitro

moiety; or Ai is ethoxycarbonyloxymethyl, methoxycar-
bonyloxyethyl or ethoxycarbonyloxyethyl, or a pharmaceuti-
cally acceptable acid addition salt of such an ester wherein X
is alkylene of 1 to 6 carbon atoms, cycloalkylene of 3 to 8

carbon atoms or cycloalkyi alkylene of 3 to 8 carbon atoms in

the cycloalkyi moiety and 1 to 4 carbon atoms in the alkylene
moiety.

18. A pharmaceutical composition useful for treating bacte-

rial infections in mammals including humans, which comprises
an antibacterially effective amount of a compound of the for-

mula (II).

CH2—NH—X—CN
01)

CO2H
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a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof, a pharmaceutically

acceptable ester thereof wherein the ester moiety is of the

formula

CO2A1

wherein Ai is alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms unsu.bstituted or

monosubstituted by alkoxy of I to 7 carbon atoms or ai-

kanoyloxy of 1 to 7 carbon atoms, tetrahydropyranyl or tetra-

hydrofuranyl, or A
i
is a moiety of the sub-formula (a):

CHA2A3 (a)

wherein A2 is alkenyl of up to 5 carbon atoms, alkynyl of up to

5 carbon atoms, or phenyl unsubstituted or substituted by a

fluorine, chlorine or bromine atom or by a nitro, alkyl of up to

4 carbon atoms or alkoxyl of up to 4 carbon atoms moiety; and
A3 is hydrogen, alkyl of up to 4 carbon atoms or phenyl unsub-

stituted or substituted by a fluorine, chlorine or bromine atom
or by a nitro, alkyl of up to 4 carbon atoms or alkoxyl of up to

4 carbon atoms moiety; or A 1 is of the formula (b), (c) or (d):

-CH2—OA5

—CH2—COA5

—CHA4-OCOA5

(b)

(c)

(d)

wherein .A4 is hydrogen or methyl, A5 is phenyl or benzyl,

either of which is unsubstituted or substituted by 1 or 2 alky! or

alkoxyl moieties of up to 3 carbon atoms or either of which is

substituted by a fluorine, chlorine or bromine atom or a nitro

moiety; or A4and A5 together with the —CH—O—CO moiety

form a phthalidyl moiety which is unsubstituted or substituted

by one or two alkyl or alkoxyl moieties of up to 3 carbon

atoms, or by a fluorine, chlorine or bromine atom or a nitro

moiety; or A] is ethoxycarbonyloxymethyl, methoxycar-

bonyloxyethyl or ethoxycarbonyloxyethyl, or a pharmaceuti-

cally acceptable acid addition salt of such an ester wherein X
is alkylene of 1 to 6 carbon atoms, cycloalkylene of 3 to 8

carbon atoms or cycloalkyi alkylene of 3 to 8 carbon atoms in

the cycloalkyi moiety and 1 to 4 carbon atoms in the alkylene

moiety, in combination with a pharmaceutically acceptable

carrier.

4,426,390

NOVEL ;3-LACTAM COMPOUNDS, PROCESS FOR
PRODUCING THEREOF, AND USE THEREOF AS

MEDICINES
Mitsuyasu Okabe, Fiyisawa; Takeo Yoshioka, Ayase; Yasuo

Fukagawa, Kamakura; Rokuro Okamoto, Fujisawa; Kageaki
Kouno, Tokyo, and Tomoyuki Ishikura, Chigasaki, all of

Japan, assignors to Sanraku-Ocean Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Sep. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 306,931

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 1, 1980, 55-135829;

Oct. 17, 1980, 55-144507; Dec. 5, 1980, 55-170864

Int. a.' C07D 487/04; A61K 31/40
U.S. CI. 424-274 7 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

V
CH3-CH

oM
O O (II

II II

S-CH2-CH2-NH-C-CH2-CH2-NH-C-CH-OH

COOR2

C-CH20H
/ \

H3C CH}

wherein Ri represents a hydrogen atom, —OH or —OSO3H.
and R2 represents a hydrogen atom, benzyl or benzyl substi-

tuted by 1 to 3 substituents selected from lower alkyl. lower

alkoxy, halogen and nitro; or a pharmaceutically acceptable

salt thereof.

7. An antimicrobial composition which comprises an antimi-

crobially effective amount of a compound of the formula

O
H

(la)

S—CH2—CH2— NH—C—CH2—

COOH

O

—CHc7/2—NH—C—CH—OH
I

C—CH:OH
/ \

H^C CH^

wherein Ri represents a hydrogen atom, —OH, or —OSO3H,
or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof, and a pharma-

ceutically acceptable carrier or diluent

4,426,391

((ALKOXYCARBONYDOXYJALKYL ESTERS OF
METHYLDOPA

Jose Alexander, and Chung Shih, both of Lawrence, Kans.,

assignors to Merck A Co., Inc., Rahway, N.J.

Filed Sep. 15. 1982, Ser. No. 418,326

Int. CI.' C07C 101/77; A61K 31/265
U.S. CI. 424-301 5 Claims

5. An antihypertensive pharmaceutical composition com-
prising an effective amount of a compound of the formula:

HO

HO

R. O
l' II

\ ^ / \ /
O ' O O

NH;

wherein

R| and R2are independently hydrogen or alkyl having up to

10 carbon atoms;

R3 is alkyl having from 1 to 10 carbon atoms
or a non-toxic pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salt

thereof

4,426,392

CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS
Alexander C. Goudie, Harlow. England, assignor to Beecham
Group Limited, England

Division of Ser. No. 55,613, Jul. 9. 1979, Pat. No. 4.299,844,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 792,724, May 2, 1977.

abandoned. This application Jul. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 287,260

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, May 13, 1976,

19653/76; Oct. 1. 1976. 40937/76

Int. CI.' A61K 31/235

U.S. CI. 424-308 9 Claims

1. A method of treating inflammation in humans and animals

which comprises orally or parenterally administering to a

human or animal in need thereof an anti-inflammatory amount
of a compound of the formula (111)

CH;CH:—CH—CM.
I

()—CO— R^

wherein R] is chloro or methoxy and R; is methyl, ethyl,

benzyl, 2-methoxyethyl, phenyl, 4-methoxyphenyl or amino-

methyl, in combination with a pharmaceutically acceptable

carrier.

lO.^X 0.0 —17
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4,426393
METHOD OF PROTECTING USEFUL PLANTS AND
FORMULATIONS FOR USE IN SAID METHOD

Nicola Troianj, Milan; Franco Gozzo, S. Donate Milanese, and
Simone Lornaso, San Giuliano Milanese, all of Italy, assignors

to Montedison S.pJi., Milan, Italy

Division of Scr. No. 98,027, Not. 28, 1979, abandoned. This

appUcation Sep. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 306,730
Claims priority, appUcation Italy, Nov. 29, 1978, 30322 A/78

Int. a.5 AOIN 33/26
U.S. a. 424-327 7 Oaims

1. The method of combatting fungi infections of useful

plants, or of preventing such infections, which method consists

of applying to the plants a fungicidally effective amount of

arylhydrazo-aldoximes having the formula:

NH—NH
I

C—

R

II

NOH

in which "
'

X and Y are H, halogen, C1-C5 alkyls, —CF3, —OCH3 or

NO2; and

R is H, C1-C5 alky], phenyl or phenyl substituted with 1 or

2 halogen atoms;

tautomers of said arylhydrazo-aldoximes, organic salts of said

arylhydrazo-aldoximes, or inorganic salts of said arylhy-

drazoaldoximes.

4,426,394

DIPHENYLALKANOETHER AND
DIPHENYLALKANONE OXIMEETHER DERIVATIVES
Keiichi Ono, Osaka; H^jime Kawakami, Takarazuka, and Junki

Katsube, Toyonaka, all of Japan, assignors to Sumitomo
Chemical Company Limited, Osaka, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 136,565, Apr. 2, 1980, Pat. No. 4,388,469.

This application Oct. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 316,972
Qaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 2, 1979, 54-40032;

Aug. 13, 1979, 54-103340

Int. a.3 A61K 31/34. 31/38. 31/135
U.S. a. 424—330 12 Qaims
r A pharmaceutical composition comprising an effective

cerebral vasodilating amount of at least one compound of the

formula:

R'—CH—A'— r2

O—A2—Z'

wherein

R' and R^are each independently a phenyl, thienyl, furyl or
naphthyl group optionally substituted with 1 to 3 substitu-

ents selected from the group consisting of halogen, C1-C4
alkyl, C1-C4 alkoxy, nitro, cyano, di(Ci-C4)alkylamino,
amino, benzyloxy, hydroxyl, C1-C4 alkylthio, C1-C4
alkylsulfinyl, C1-C4 alkylsulfonyl, C1-C4 alkanoylamino,
C1-C4 alkylamino and N-{Ci-C4)alkyl-N-(Ci-C4)al-

kanoylamino,

Z' is a group of the formula:

A ' is a C3-C6 alkylene group and

A^ is a C2-C4 alkylene group, or a non-toxic, pharmaceuti-

cally acceptable acid addition salt thereof, and a pharma-
ceutically acceptable diluent or carrier.

—

N

i

\

V}

R*

wherein

R^ and R* are each independently a hydrogen atom, a

C1-C4 alkyl group or an ar(Ci-C4)alkyl group.

4,42639S
RETORT SALAD AND ITS PRODUCHON PROCESS

Muneo Sakai; Gyota Taguchi; Kiwako TsiUi, and Takuhi
Saldta, all of Yokohama, Japan, assignors to The Nisshin Oil

Mills, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 361,156

Oaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 23, 1981, 56-40381

Int. a.3 A23L 1/24
U.S. a. 426—46 6 Qaims

1. A process for producing a retort salad having improved
emulsiflcation heat stability, comprising:

reacting protease with an aqueous dispersion of an alcohol-

denatured soybean protein so as to cause partial hydroly-

sis;

concentrating or drying the protein;

preparing a mayonnaise-like food using the resulting soy-

bean protein thus partially hydrolyzed as an emulsifier;

mixing the mayonnaise-like food with raw salad materials;

packing the mixture into a heat and pressure resistant con-
tainer;

deairing and sealing the container; and then

heat-sterilizing the container at an elevated temperature.

4,426,396

PRESERVATION OF HARVESTED CROPS AND
ANIMAL FEEDSTUFFS

Donald C. Young, Fullerton, Calif., assignor to Union Oil Com-
pany of California, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Jun. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 272,687

Int. Q.3 A23K 3/00
U.S. Q. 426—53 18 Qaims

1. The method for preserving harvested crops and animal

feedstufTs which comprises applying, in the presence of urease,

a preservative composition comprising ammonia and urea in a

fluid medium to said crops in an amount effective to prevent

the growth of pathogenic microorganisms.

4,426,397

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF A
CONCENTRATE CONTAINING A BEE PRODUCT, A
CONCENTRATE CONTAINING A BEE PRODUCT AND

TTSUSE
Rudolf Schanze, b. G. Herrmann-Seidel, Friedenstr. 43, D-8034

Unterpfaffenhofen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Dec. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 329,692

Qaims priority, application Fed, R^p. of Germany, Dec, 29,

1980, 3049380

Int. Q.3 A23L 1/08. 1/30; A23C 9/10
U.S. Q. 426—62 J3 Qaims

1. A process for the production of a dry, stable bee product

composition which comprises adding a bee product selected

from the group consisting of bee pollen, bee bread, propolis,

honey or mixtures thereof, said bee product containing 0-10%
of dry mass of bee's wax, to a concentrate of a milk product
having a dry mass content of 2S-SQ%, adding a carbohydrate
other than sugar to the mixture of the bee product and milk

product, stirring the resulting mixture for 10-60 minutes at

IS'-TS" C. until a homogeneous dispersion is obtained, and
drying the homogeneous dispersion, the amounts of the indi-

vidual constituents being such that the total dry mass of the

dry, stable, bee product composition contains from 10 to 40%
by weight dry mass emanating from said bee product, 25-70%
by weight dry mass emanating from said milk product, and
from 3-55% by weight dry mass emanating from said carbohy-

drate.
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4,426,398

FOOD PRODUCT HAVING A MAIN COMPONENT
COMPRISING POWDER MADE FROM SOFT SHELL
TURTLES AND THE METHOD OF MANUFACTURE

THEREFOR
Tsunehiko Kokura, Minooshi, and Mitsuyori Inoue, Yokobtma-

sbi, both of Japan, assignors to Iwatani Sangyo Kabushiki
Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

Filed Aug. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 296,533
Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 25, 1980, 55-186598

Int. Q.3 A22C 29/00: A23J 1/04; A23L 1/325
U.S. Q. 426-72 20 Qaims

1. A method of manufacturing powder from soft shell tur-

tles, comprising:

freezing clean, living soft shell turtles by immersing said soft

shell turtles in liquid nitrogen;

coarsely crushing the frozen soft shell turtles; and
grinding the crushed soft shell turtles into a powder in an

atmosphere of nitrogen gas at a temperature at least as low
as —50 degrees centigrade.

4,426,399

PREPARATION OF A DEHYDRATED PORK RIND
PRODUCT

Qive R. Whittle, Qaveriey; Mark T. Whittle, Bridgnorth, and
Timothy J. M. Treharne, East Grinstead, all of England,

assignors to Protein Foods (U.K.) Limited, England

Filed Dec. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 331,297

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Jan. 2, 1981,

8100005

Int. Q.3 A23L 1/27. 1/31

U.S. Q. 426—265 11 Qaims
1. A process for the preparation of a dehydrated pork rind

product containing haemoglobin which comprises rehydrating

a gelatin-stable dehydrated pork rind product, for at least a

portion of the rehydration time, in a haemoglobin-containing

solution, and then dehydrating the haemoglobin-containing

rehydrated product obtained, whereby a product having a

water content of less than 15% by weight and a haemoglobin

content of up to 50% by weight is obtained.

4,426,400

DEVILED EGG PROCESS
James L. Newlin, Rochester, and William J. Stadelman, West

Lafayette, both of Ind., assignors to Tip-E-Pak, Inc., Roches-

ter and Purdue Research Foundation, West Lafayette, both of,

Ind.

Continuation of Ser. No. 326,013, Nov. 30, 1981, abandoned.

This application Jul. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 512,597

Int. a.3 A23L 1/32

U.S. Q. MJ^—lXl 7 Qaims
1. A method for the production of deviled eggs, which

comprises labor-sparing and materials-sparing steps of pooling,

blending, and de-aerating liquid egg whites, separately pooling

and blending liquid egg yolks, providing a multiplicity of open
molds carried on a conveyor means and dispensing the de-

aerated egg whites into said multiplicity of open molds carried

on conveyor means, the said molds having the shape and size

of half an egg, introducing medially into each of said open

molds a removable insert spaced from the sides of the open

mold so as to maintain the mold in an open condition, the

removable insert forming a hemispherical cavity the size of

half a yolk in the egg white pool in each mold, conveying said

filled open molds containing said inserts into a cooking zone

and maintaining them in said zone for sufficient time to cook

the egg whites, conveying them out of the cooking zone,

removing the inserts, separately cooking and seasoning the egg

yolks, and filling the cooked egg white halves with said sea-

soned egg yolk to produce deviled eggs.

4,426,401

FOOD PROCESS
Alexander B. Ottow, Rotterdam-Schiebroek; Arthur Stiegeler,

Dietmannsride, and Jan TJaden, Durach, all of Fed. Rep. of

Gcnnany, assignors to Internationale Octrooi Maatschappij
"Octropa" B.V., Rotterdam, Netherlands

Continuation of Ser. No. 153,239, May 27, 1980, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 55,843, Jul. 9, 1979,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 945,768,

Sep. 25, 1978, abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No.
787,656, Apr. 14, 1977, abandoned, which is a continuation of

Ser. No. 676,562, Apr. 13, 1976. abandoned. This application

Dec. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 331,387

Qaims priority, application Luxembourg, Apr. 14, 1975,

72277

Int. Q.' A21D 8/06; A23L 3/10; B65B 29/05
U.S. Q. 426—394 i Claim

1. A process for the preparation of baked or part-baked
goods of improved shelf-life, the process compnsing in combi-
nation the sequential steps of:

(a) packing dough pieces in a package constucted essentially

from flexible film and comprismg a tray furnished with
flat edges of 2 to 5 mm in width extending about the

periphery of the tray and a lid adapted to overlay the said

tray and abut the said flat edges;

(b) providing non-tortuous straight vents between the lid

and tray by placing two or more spacers each comprising
flat non-tortuous straight stnps about 1 mm thick with a

cross sectional area less than 2.5 mm^ laid flat between the

abutting surfaces of the tray and lid to separate the tray

and lid at spaced intervals around the periphery of the

tray;

(c) sealing the abutting surfaces of the tray and lid together

around the periphery of the tray to form a seam between
the said spacers from 2 to 5 mm wide;

(d) withdrawing the spacers to provide interruptions in the

seam constituting vents providing access to the interior of
the package of at least 2.5 mm^ toul cross-sectional area

and 2 to 5 mm in length, said vents permitting the package
to be heated to baking temperatures without rupture and
to be cooled without collapse;

(e) placing the package in a baking oven and exposing it to

heat for a period of 40 to 60 minutes at 100' to 140' C; and
then

(0 cooling the package and sealing said vents.

4,426,402

METHOD FOR RAPIDLY PRODUONG CHOCOLATE
FORMS

Giienther Kaupert, Thueringer Str. 1/5927 Erndtebnieck, Fed.

Rep. of Germany

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 138,152, Apr. 7, 1980,

abandoned. This application Aug. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 407,057

Int. Q\} A23G 1/21; A23P 1/00
U.S. Q. 426—515 4 Qaims

Ni • -'J

1. A method for rapidly producing well-defined chocolate

forms in a molding tool consisting of at least lower and upper

parts which together define a molding cavity having limited

minor surface areas and major surface areas corresponding to

a well-defined shape of a chocolate form to be molded therein
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and further having an inlet opening through which heated
chocolte is injected under pressure into said molding cavity
until the cavity is completely filled, said method comprising
the steps of: inserting into the molding tool before it is closed
a retaining and handling element which fits between the upper
and lower parts of the molding tool and defines said limited
minor areas to be contacted by the chocolate in the cavity;
injecting molten chocolate under pressure into said molding
cavity and into contact with said major mold surface areas and
with the minor surface area formed by said retaining and han-
dling element; cooling the upper molding part having said

major surface areas to about - 5° C. and the lower mold part
receiving said retaining and handling element to about 20° C.
during and after the injection step; lifting the upper part of the
molding tool while holding the chocolate form in the lower
part of the molding tool and lifting and removing from the
lower part of the molding tool the retaining and handlmg
element with the chocolate form supported thereon; and fur-

ther cooling the chocolate form while supported on the retain-

ing and handling element.

I

4,426,405

METHOD FOR PRODUaNG IMPROVED SILICON
CARBIDE RESISTANCE ELEMENTS

Frank J. Hierholzer, Jr., Florissant, and Gerald L. Shelton, St.

Louis, both of Mo., assignors to Emersor. Electric Co., St.
Louis, Mo.

Filed Feb. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 236,377
Int. a.^ C23C 13/04, 11/00

U.S. a. 427-50 9 Qaims
1. The process of forming a silicon carbide resistance ele-

ment by chemical vapor deposition comprising forming a
porous, partially bonded granular silicon carbide shape of
precisely controlled electrical resistance; placing said shape in

a furnace; heating said shape to a temperature of between 1000'
and 1400° C; exposing said heated shape to a gas containing a
reducing agent, carbon, silicon and between about 0.01 and
3.0^. by weight of the gas, nitrogen to penetrate the shape and
produce a dense coating of silicon carbide containing co-
deposited nitrogen.

I

4,426,403

FLAVORING WITH
ETHYL-2-METHYLTHIOISOBUTYRATE

Matthew J. Cyronak, Hightstown, N.J.; Paul R. Zanno, Hope-
well Junction, and Robert J. Soukup, New City, both of N.Y.,
assignors to General Foods Corporation, White Plains, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,857

Int. a.3 A23L 1/226
U.S. a. 426-535 3 Qaims

1. A foodstuff comprising an amount of ethyl-2-methylthi-
oisobutyrate of from about 0.004 to about 20 parts per million
of the foodstufT on an as-consumed basis, said amount being
effective to enhance or augment a green pine needle flavor in

the foodstuff.

4,426,406
METHOD OF FABRICATING A PRESSURE SENSOR

Mark A. Brooks, 8320 Canal Rd., Sterling Heights, Mich.
48087 and Jane Miler, 5177 Somerton, Troy, Mich. 48098

Division of Ser. No. 233,370, Feb. 11, 1981, Pat. No. 4,340,409,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 30,588, Apr. 16, 1979,

abandoned. This application Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 335,003
Int. a.J B05D 5/12

U.S. a. 427-58 5 Qaims

4,426,404

PREPARATION OF AN INTERMEDIATE LAYER
BETWEEN A HIGHMELTING DENTAL METAL \LLOY

AND DENTAL PORCELAIN
Itzbak Shoher, and Aaron Whiteman, both of Tel Aviv, Israel,

assignors to Etablissement Dentair Ivoclar, Schaan, Liechten-
stein

Filed Nov. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 324,901
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 9,

1980, 3046334

Int. a.3 A61C li/OO
U.S. a. 427-2 „ Claims

1. A process for preparing and intermediate layer between a
high-melting denUl metal alloy and a dental porcelain which
comprises applying to said high-melting dental metal alloy, a
composition comprising the components.

(a) at least a metal or a metal alloy which is thermally stable
at a temperature of at least 800° C;

(b) gold or a gold compound which decomposes to metallic
gold, or a gold alloy;

(c) at least one flux; and
(d) aluminum and/or silver or an aluminum—silver alloy or

a silver compound which decomposes two metallic silver.

in a liquid vehicle (A) in which component (c) is at least

partially soluble, drying the so-treated high-melting dental
metal alloy and sintering said composition and thereafter
treating the so-sintered composition with a liquid (B) in

which the non-meUllic components of said composition
are at least partially soluble.

1. A method of fabricating a quartz plate of a pressure cap-
sule comprising the steps of:

12.1 printing on a suitable surface of the quartz plate an
electrically conductive metal-organic ink forming at least

one electrode thereon;

12.2 drying said ink in atmospheric conditions at a determin-
able temperature;

12.3 gradually increasing the temperature of the quartz plate
to free the organic binders in the metal-organic ink;

12.4 increasing the temperature of the quartz plate to a level

at which the remaining metal will bond to the surface of
the quartz plate;

12.5 printing on said surface a non-conductive dielectric

material, including a glass frit material having organic
binders, of determinable shape and thickness;

12.6 heating the quartz plate at atmospheric conditions to

dry the dielectric material; and
12.7 preglazing the quartz plate by raising its temperature in

an oxygen enriched environment to change the dielectric

material to a glass state and free binders in the dielectric

material.
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4,426,407

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING THIN-RLM
TRANSISTORS ON AN INSULATING SUBSTRATE

iTancois Morin, Le Carpont Lanmerin, 22300 Lannion; Jean-

Luc Favenncc, 16, Cite du Valion, Saint Quay Perros 22700
Perros Guirec, and Madeleine Bonnel, 58, Residence du Roux,
22300 Lannion, all of France

Filed Dec. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 451,413

Oaims priority, application France, Dec. 23, 1981, 81 24118

Int. a.' B05D 5/12. 3/06: C23F 1/02: B44C 1/22

U.S. a. 427—86 11 Oaims

on the substrate, gradually reducing the deposition beginning

temperature of the substrate throughout the deposition process

1. A process for the production of thin-film transistors on an

insulating substrate, wherein it comprises the following stages:

deposition on an insulating substrate of a coating of a metal

able to form a silicide in contact with a silicon;

photoengraving of the metal coating to define the sources,

drains and channels for the transistors and various connec-

tions between the transistors;

deposition of a silicon coating by reactive gaseous phase

plasma, a silicide coating forming on the surface of the

metal of the photoengraved coating;

deposition of a silica coating by reactive gaseous phase

plasma;

deposition of a conductive coating by reactive gaseous phase

plasma, and

photoengraving of the conductive coating - silica coating -

silicon coating system, without etching the silicide coating

covering the photoengraved metal coating.

2. A process according to claim 1, wherein it also comprises

the operations of post-hydrogenating a system in a hydrogen

plasma and passivating the system with a reactive gaseous

phase plasma-deposited silica coating.

to a minimal value near the end of the deposition prtKess while

maintaining the other parameters determining the rate of depo-

sition.

4,426,409

CATIOMC POLYMERS FOR USE IN FREEZE
PROTECTION OF COALS AND MINERALS

William J. Roe, Aurora, III., assignor to Naico Chemical Com-
pany, Oak Brook, III.

Filed Jul. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 394,969

Int. CI.' B05D 7/00

U.S. CI. 427—221 8 Qaims
1. A method for treating particulate particles having surface

moisture to reduce the cohesive strength of such particulate

particles when frozen which comprises spraying the particu-

late particles prior to freezing with an effective amount of a

dilute aqueous solution which contains about 1 - lO^r by weight

of a water-soluble cationic polymer, which solution also con-

tains a freezing point depressant amount of an anti-freeze

chemical.

4,426,410

METHOD FOR COATING INTERNAL THREADS OF A
FASTENER

Colin Watson, Stillorgan, Ireland, and David J. Dunn, Twins-

burg, Ohio, assignors tn IxKtite Corporation. Newington,

Conn.

Division of Ser. No. 243,517, Mar. 13, 1981. Pat. No. 4,372.245.

This application Nov. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 438,988

Int. CI.' B05D 1/26. 7/22

U.S. CI. 427—232 4 Oaims

4,426,408

METHOD OF DEPOSITION OF SILICON IN FINE
CRYSTALLINE FORM

Wolfgang Dietze, Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin and Munich, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
Filed Jul. 18, 1979, Ser. No. 58,463

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 19,

1978, 2831816

Int. a.' C30B 23/06

U.S. a. 427—95 9 Claims

1. Method for deposition of silicon in fine crystalline form

upon a substrate from a silicon-containing gas which com-

prises, at a set mole ratio of the reaction gas and throughput

selected for the deposition process, setting the deposition rate-

determining temperature of the substrate, at the beginning of

the deposition, at a temperature at least equal to optimal tem-

perature for deposition of silicon thereon and, in accordance

with consequent increase in thickness of the silicon dep<isited

XX

1 A process for applying a sealant to the threads of a female

threaded element, comprising

holding the element on a rotatable base for rotation there-

with;

providing a sealant applicator having a discharge orifice

opening through a smotith side wall thereof;

positioning said applicator with the central axis thereof

parallel to and offset from the rotational axis of said base,
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and with said side wall in contact engagement with the
crests of the threads;

rotating said base about said rotational axis; and
discharging the sealant through said orifice;
whereby a side force directed toward said orifice is induced

during rotational about said rotational axis for facilitating
the pressing of sealant into the thread roots of the element
while any excess sealant is wiped from the threads by an
edge of said side wall.

4,426,411 I

METHOD OF FABRICATING A STEEL PRESSURE ROLL
FOR USE IN A PRESSURE-nXATION APPARATUS

Yoshitaka Sasaki, 100-1, Ohaza-higashibeppu, Kumagaya-shi,
Saitama-ken, and Keitaro Yamashita, 579, Ohaza-Jimbohara-
cho, Kamisato-machi, Kodama-gun, Saitama-ken, both of
Japan

Division of Ser. No. 23,001, Mar. 22, 1979, abandoned. This
application Dec. 11, 1980, Ser. No. 215,413

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 23, 1978, 53-37370
Int. aj B05D 3/04. 3/12; C25D 5/44. 7/04

U.S. a. 427-349 2 Claims

' 4.

type having a body defining a chamber therein with an elon-
gate opening to the chamber positionable generally adjacent to
and transversely across the web, the chamber receiving coat-
ing liquid and directing the same through the opening into the
application zone and onto the web, said edge dam assembly
comprising a mechanical seal element at a side end of the
opening and zone generally opposite from and extending
closely adjacent to but in spaced gap relationship with the web
slightly inwardly of a side edge of the web for sealing the side
end of the application zone against any significant flow of
coating liquid therepast; a body portion on a side of said seal
element outwardly of the application zone, said body portion
having a surface toward the web edge the entirety of which is

spaced therefrom by an amount greater than the gap of the seal
element from the web to define an enlarged space between said
surface and the web edge, said space having an open outer end;
and means for directing a flow of flushing liquid through said
body portion surface and against the side edge of the web
opposite therefrom to flush the side edge of the web free ofany
coating liquid which seeps past said seal element and onto the
web edge, said seal element providing the seal at the applica-
tion zone side end and said flushing liquid serving solely to
nush from the web edge any coating liquid seeping past said
seal element gap from the side edge of the web.

4,426,413

HEAT-RECOVERABLE CLOSURE ASSEMBLY
Vernon A. Fentress, Foster City, Calif., assignor to Raychem

Corporation, Menio Park, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 155,817, Jun. 2, 1980, abandoned. This
application May 7, 1982, Ser. No. 376,073

Int. a.3 H02G 13/06: HOIR 3/00
U.S. a. 428-36 liaaims

1. A method of treating the surface of a steel pressure roll for
use in pressure-fixation apparatus of electrophotographic du-
plicating apparatus for reducing glare of the pressure-fixed
image comprising the steps of:

a. hardening the surface of the steel pressure roll;

b. hard chrome-plating the hardened surface;
c. first shot-blasting the chrome-plated surface with sharp-

edged hard particles, said first-shot blasting step for pro-
viding a surface substantially covered with sharp-edged
recesses; and

d. second shot-blasting the first shot-blasted surface with
steel balls, said second shot-blasting step for rounding the
sharp edges of the recesses.

4,426,412 '

EDGE DAM FOR PAPER COATING APPARATUS AND
METHOD

Kenneth W. Gebert, Wisconsin Rapids, and Pat A. Rajski, Ste-
vens Point, both of Wis., assignors to Consolidated Papers,
Inc., Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.

Filed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 416,966
Int. a.3 B05C 3/18

U.S. a. 427-356 ^ QX^^jns

1. A heat-recoverable closure assembly comprising a heat-
recoverable outer sleeve surrounding a body to be enclosed
thereby, a support member surrounding the body and within
the sleeve which support member has slotted end portions
arranged to be capable of forming a tapering transition from
the support member to the body, and a flexible thermal barrier
layer comprising a flexible foam sheet associated with at least
the slotted portions of the support member and bridging the
slots thereof; said barrier layer being sufficiently flexible so as
not to hinder the tapering of the slotted end portions.

'— \J^0

1. An improved edge dam assembly for an applicator for
applying coating liquid to a moving web of paper carried
through an application zone, wherein the applicator is of the

4,426,414

LAMINATED NON-WOVEN FABRIC
Forrest W. Wilkerson, Ashville, N.C., assignor to Beacon Manu-

facturing Company, Swannanoa, N.C.
Filed Sep. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 416,032

Int. C\? B32B 3/06
U.S. a 428-102 Waaims

1. A laminated non-woven fabric having particular utility as
a bedding blanket, comprised by:

a core of flexible cellular sheet material;

spaced rows of reinforcing elements incorporated into the
core and dimensionally stabilizing the core against stretch-
ing in a first direction;

first and second facings on opposite sides of said core, one of
said facings being of fibrous sheet material;

the fibers of said fibrous sheet material facing being partially
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embedded within the other facing sheet at the opposite

side of the core;

the fibers of said one said fibrous sheet material facing being

oriented in a direction transverse to said rows of reinforc-

ing elements, and dimensionally stabilizing the fabric in a

direction transverse to said first direction.

4,426,416

ARTICLE OF PLASTIC MATERIAL HAVING A NECK
PORTION INCLUDING ANNULAR PROTUBERANCES

WITH MONOAXIALLY ORIENTED MATERIAL
KJell M. Jakobsen, Skanor, Clact T. Nilston, Loddekopiogc, and

Lars G. Larsson, Hoor, all of Sweden, aasigBors to PLM
Aktiebolag, Malmo, Sweden

Division of Ser. No. 196,374, Oct. 14, 1980. This application

Feb. IS, 1983, Ser. No. 466,650

Int. a.' B65D 23/00
U.S. a. 428—36 9 Qaims

'^H^- rr--

.JW

4,426,415

TUFTED CARPETING, ESPECIALLY ARTinCIAL TURF,
WITH TUFTS STITCHED THROUGH MULTIPLE

LAYERS OF PRE-WOVEN BACKING MATERIAL OF
DIFFERING GAUGE

George S. Avery, Rome, Ga., assignor to VAL Manufacturing

Company, Inc., Rome, Ga.

Filed Dec. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 329,828

Int. a.3 B32B 7/08. 7/10

U.S. a. 428—17 8 Claims

1. An article of thermoplastic material adapted for being

molded in a container, said article comprising a tubular neck

portion including annular protuberances of hollow nng-shaped

profile, and a tubular shoulder portion continuing from said

neck portion, said neck portion having a wall the material of

which is substantially monoaxially oriented and wherein annu-

lar protuberances are circumferentially expanded from said

wall without axial strain of the monoaxially oriented material

of said wall whereby the material m said neck portion is of

substantially uniform thickness and monoaxially oriented

therethroughout including said annular protuberances

1. A tufted carpet for use as artificial turf, comprising:

a first layer of woven synthetic plastic primary backing

material having a first, smaller number of picks per inch

on the order of 1 1 picks per inch so that it is of a coarser

weave;

a second layer of woven synthetic plastic primary backing

material having a second, larger number of picks per inch

on the order of 20 picks per inch so that it is of a finer

weave;

a pile of yarn or threads, of synthetic plastic material simu-

lating grass, tufted through both of said layers of primary

backing material so as to have a face protruding from the

finer weave second layer of woven primary backing mate-

rial;

the number of picks per inch of the second layer of woven
primary backing material being no integer multiple of the

number of picks per inch of the first layer of woven pri-

mary backing material;

means bonding the tufted pile to the second layer of woven
primary backing material, said bonding means being con-

stituted by an adhesive bonding agent which has been

applied in liquid form by a coater while the coarser weave

first layer of primary backing material faces the coater,

and the bonding agent has penetrated to but not substan-

tially through the finer weave second layer of primary

backing material.

4,426,417

NONWOVEN WIPER
Gary H. Meitner, Winneconne, Wis., and Harry W. Hotchkiss,

Marietta, Ga., assignors to Kimberly-Gark Corporation,

Neenah, Wis.

Filed Mar. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 479,417

Int. O.' B32B 3/00

U.S. O. 428—195 12 Oaims

1. An improved nonwoven wiper comprising a matrix of

fibers having a total basis weight in the range of from about 25

to 300 grams per square meter including a web of thermoplas-

tic microfibers having an average diameter in the range of up

to about 10 microns and having distributed throughout said

web a mixture of synthetic staple fibers and cotton fibers, said

mixture being present in an amount up to 90% by weight based

on the total matrix weight and containing up to 90% synthetic

staple fibers based on the total weight of the mixture
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4,426,418

LUBRICATED TISSUE
Michael G. Coleman, Tempe, and Israel A. Lesk, Scottsdale,

both of Ariz., assignors to Harry M. Weiss, Phoenix, Ariz.

Continuation of Ser. No. 591,558, Jun. 30, 1975, abandoned.
This application Jui. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 285,418

Int. a.' A61M 35/00: B32B 3/10. 29/06: CUD 17/06
U.S. a. 428—211 4 Qaims

I

10 . 16 • I?

J

I

1. A lubricated facial tissue which comprises:

a facial tissue type sheet of absorbent paper, and a grouped
array of regions of said sheet impregnated with lubricant

means for applying lubricating material onto a person-.

skin, each of the regions being at least substantially sur-

rounded by absorbent paper free of lubricating material.

said grouped array has a major and a minor dimension and
said sheet has a grain, the major dimension of said grouped
array lying substantially along the grain, said grouped
array of regions being exposed and extending horizontally

and vertically across a surface portion of said sheet.

4,426,419 I

PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVES BASED ON
ASPHALT FLUX

William E. Uffner, Newark, and Robert N. White, Etna, both of
Ohio, assignors to Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation,
Toledo, Ohio

Filed Aug. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 407,395

Int. a.^ C08L 95/00
U.S. a. 428-290 4 Claims

1. A thermally-insensitive, pressure-sensitive adhesive hav-
ing good adhesion to cementitious substrates consisting essen-

tially of the reaction product of asphalt flux having a softening
point of about 38' C to about 44° C, a penetration of about 1 55

to about 200, a viscosity at 200° F. of about 380 cps to about
440 cps and a viscosity at 325° F. of about 50 cps to about 85

cps, a polymenzable vinyl aromatic monomer, a non-depolym-
erized rubber which is a homopolymer of a conjugated diene
or a copolymer of a conjugated diene and at least ohe ethylenic

monomer copolymerizable therewith, a terpene resin, and
unvulcanized rubber which has been treated with a depolymer-
izing agent to decrease its molecular weight.

I

4,426,420

SPUNLACED FABRIC CONTAINING ELASTIC FIBERS
KewaJ K. Likhyani, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. Du Pont

de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Sep. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 419,399

Int. a.' D04H 5/00
U.S. a. 428-224 8 Claims

1. In a process for making a spunlaced nonwoven fabric,

wherein a bait composed of at least two types of staple fibers

is subjected to hydraulic entanglement, the improvement com-
prismg, for imparting greater stretch and resilience to the
fabric, forming the ban of hard fibers and potentially elastic,

elastomeric fibers and after the hydraulic entanglement treat-

ment, heat-treating the resultant spunlaced fabric to develop
elastic characteristics in the elastomenc fibers.

4,426,421

MULTILAYER COMPOSITE SHEET USEFUL AS A
SUBSTRATE FOR ARTIHOAL LEATHER

Kenji Nakamae, and Tsukasa Shima, both of Nobeoka, Japan,
assignors to Asahi Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka,
Japan

Filed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 362,935
Oaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 3, 1981, 56-49285

Int. a.J D06N 3/00
U.S. a. 428-234 5 QXzxms

1. A multilayer composite sheet useful as a substrate for
artificial leather, comprising at least three fibrous layers,

namely, a superficial layer (A) consisting of spun-laid ex-
tremely fine fibers having an average denier of 0.5 or less,

which fine fibers are three dimensionally entangled with each
other, thereby forming a body of a non-woven fibrous layer; an
intermediate layer (B) consisting of synthetic staple fibers

having a length of 50 mm or less, which staple fibers are entan-
gled with each other to form a body of a non-woven layer; and
a base layer (C) consisting of a woven or knitted fabric, said

superficial layer (A), said intermediate layer (B) and said base
layer (C) being superimposed together in the above-mentioned
order and being subjected to needle-punching or water-stream-
ejecting under high pressure thereby to form a composite sheet
wherein a portion of the fibers in each non-woven fibrous layer
penetrates into the inside of the adjacent layers and said pene-
trated fibers become entangled with the fibers in the adjacent
lavers.

4,426,422

DISTORTION AND CHEMICALLY RESISTANT HEAT
TRANSFER MATERIALS

George R. E. Daniels, Boston, Mass., assignor to Dcnnison
Manufacturing Company, Framingham. Mass.

Continuation of Ser. No. 787,125, Apr. 13, 1977, abandoned,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 599,431, Jul. 28, 1975,
abandoned. This application May 6, 1980, Ser. No. 146,999

Lit. a.' B41M 3/12: B32B 27/20: C09J 7/02
U.S. CI. 428-352 5 Qaims

Z
n .2B 26^24
aaEK
3-»

1 A heat transfer label laminate for applying a label to a

product substrate comprising a layer of heat activatable adhe-
sive,

a print layer adjacent the adhesive layer comprising a poly-

meric layer in the form of a print pattern, and a protective

layer adjacent the print layer wherein

the protective layer comprises a mixture of at least two
polymeric components, one of which is a reinforcement

and the other of which is a matrix, the reinforcement

component comprising a rosin ester or an ethylene vinyl

acetate copolymer and the matrix comprising a polyester

of a glycol and phenolindane carboxylic acid or a copoly-
ester of isophthalic acid and teraphthalic acid.
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4,426,423

CERAMIC, CERMET OR METAL COMPOSITES
Josef Intrater, Englewood Qiffs, N.J., and Gene Bertoldo, New

York, N.Y„ assignors to Advanced Technology Inc., Palisades
Park, N.J.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 315,452, Oct. 27, 1981, Pat. No.
4,376,806, Ser. No. 268,015, May 28, 1981, Pat. No. 4,374,903,
Ser. No. 242,716, Mar. 11, 1981, Pat. No. 4,396,677, and Ser.
No. 200,514, Oct. 24, 1980, Pat. No. 4,358,506. This application

Sep. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 415,502
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Nov. 9, 1999,

has been disclaimed.

Int. a.' B32B 15/04: B05D 5/12
U.S. a. 428-408 29 Claims

1. A composite of tin, lead, indium, a lin alloy, a lead alloy or
an indium alloy, as a component, in combination with a carbide
or carbonyl former, as an adherent coating, film or layer on a

base or substrate of nitride, oxide, arsenide, aluminum gallium

arsenide, titanate, silicide, boride, telluride, phosphide, carbide

or oxides of metals, metalloids, or compacted forms thereof.

which is non-dewettable upon heating and of a zero to negative

angle of contact between the adherent coating and said base or

substrate and a substantially void free interface between said

coating, film, or layer and said base or substrate.

OH

:^!>^
(III)

R'

wherein Rh and R^ independently reprcseni hydrogen
or an alkyl group having 1 to 8 carbon atoms, and .\

represents hydrogen or a halogen atom, ana
(c) a compound having the general formula iW)

OH

vOVr^'
ilV)

N f o

wherein Rk represents an alkyl group having I to 12

carbon atoms or a benzyl group.

4,426,424

HEAT-SENSITIVE RECORDING MATERIALS
Naoto Aral, Ikeda; Takuji Tuji, Sakai, and Hiroshi Yoneda,

Amagasaki, all of Japan, assignors to Kanzaki Paper Mfg.
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 19, 1982, Ser. No. 379,858

Claims priority, application Japan, May 23, 1981, 56-78231

Int. C\? B32B 9/04

U.S. a. 428—411 7 Claims
1. A heat-sensitive recording material, comprising:

a support;

a heat-sensitive recording layer positioned on the support,

wherein the heat-sensitive recording layer comprises a

colorless or pale-colored basic dye and a color developing

material that, when heated, reacts with the basic dye to

form a color, the color developing material being com-
prised of a compound having the general formula (I):

R2 Ri

'-^'M-
(I)

wherein Ri, R2and R3 independently represent hydrogen
or a hydroxyl group; and

a heat-fusible material selected from the group consisting of:

(a) a compound having the general formula (II);

R4OOC-^
COOR5 (II)

wherein the substituents are positioned at the ortho- or

para- position; and R4 and R; independently represent

an alkyl group having 1 to 6 carbon atoms, a phenyl

group or a cyclohexyl group;

(b) a compound having the general formula (III):

4,426,425

NOVEL POLYAMINE COMPOUNDS AND THKIR USE
AS CURING AGENTS FOR EPOXV RESINS

Raymond H. Good. Barrington, III., and Paul McBride. Augh-
ton, England, assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Roches-
ter, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 301,919. Sep. 14. 1981. This application

Mar. 24, 1983. Ser. No. 478.585
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jun. IS, 1981,

8118448

Int. a.'COSG 59/50
U.S. a. 428-414 3 Claims

1. A method of curing an epoxy resin wherein there is used
as curing agent a compound having the structure

R' OH R-

RHNCHr-/sj»-CH:NCH:CHCH:NCH7--/7>-CK:NHR'

wherein R, R'. R' and R' are each independentK sekvteJ
from hydrogen and straight or branched ch;'in alk\l groups ^^t

1 to 10 carbons, and such groups substituted with 1 ' oi the

same or different groups selected from alkoxy of 1-10 carKnis.

phenyl, cyclohexyl and hydroxyl.

4,426,426

WELDING ALLOY AND METHOD
Horst Miihiberger, Staufenstrasse 29, D-6000 *-rankfurt/Miiin

1, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Jul. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 400,671

Int. CI.' C22C 37/10: B22D 19/00: B32B 15:00: B21K V 00
U.S. a. 428—682 7 Claims

1. A welding member in a form for generating a weldment
welding to a spheroidal graphite cast iron body, said member
consisting by weight of an alloy of the following comptisiiion

less than 0.1% manganese,

less than 1.0% carbon,

2.8 to 2.9% silicon,

0.6 to 0.8% copper, .

0.1 to 0.25% molybdenum,

0.2 to 0.3% aluminum

1 to 3% nickel.

up to 1% tungsten,

up to 0.1% chromium,

up to 0.1% vanadium, magnesium and/or rare earth ele-
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merits in an amount up to and sufficient to promote the

formation of graphite spherulites upon coohng, and
balance substantiaJly iron.

|

4,426,427

SATURATED PREFORM AND METHOD FOR
PREPARATION THEREOF

Wolf R. Vietta, 19 Partridge Run, Belle Meade, N J. 08502, and

Leonard B. Ryder, 5 Sharon Dr^ Whjppany, NJ. 07981

Division of Ser. No. 399^24, Jul. 19, 1982. This application Jun.

20, 1983, Ser. No. 505,886

Int. a.5 B32B 9/04

L'.S. a. 428—542.8 6 Claims
1. Presaturated plastic preform saturated with a dissolved

presaturant gas selected from the group consisting of carbon
dioxide, dichlorodifluoromethane, and oxygen

metal losses due to oxidation, containing less than about
0.25% C, about 10% to 20% chromium, about 5% to 12%
iron, about 0.5% to 2.5% niobium, up to about 1% silicon,

about 2% to 5% manganese, up to about S% molybdenum
and the balance essentially nickel,

the deposit rate of said weld deposit using the electro-arc

process being substantially greater than the deposit rate

for the same weld deposit produced from an electrode
having a nickel alloy core of substantially the same
composition of the weld deposit instead of a nickel core.

4,426,428 4,426,429

NICKEL-BASE WELDING ELECTRODE ALUMINIUM ALLOYS COMPOSITE PLATES
Paul A. Kammer, Cold Springs Harbor, N.Y., and Edward R. Ettore Di Rosso; Massimo Buratti, and SUtuo Veronelli, all of
Ganberg, Savema Park, Md^ assignors to Eutectic Corpora-

tion, Flushing, N.Y.

FUed No*. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,479

Int a.3 B22F 7/04; B23K 35/32

U.S. a. 428—561 6 Claims

1. A nickel-base welding electrode consistmg essentially of a

nickel core and a metallic powder-laden flux coating bonded
thereto,

the total composition of said electrode compnsing about

40% to 50% by weight of said nickel core and about 60%
to 50% by weight of said coating,

said coating conUining as fluxes about 18% to 30% titanium

dioxide, about 8% to 16% calcium fluoride, about 1% to

3% iron carbonate, about 1.5% to 4% calcium carbonate,

about 2% to 6% calcium-magnesium carbonate, and con-
taining as the powdered meuls about 20% to 30% chro-
mium, about 3% to 8% manganese, about 1% to 4%
molybdenum, about 1% to 5% niobium, about 8% to 18%
iron, 0% to about 6% nickel, up to 1% graphite, and as

extrusion aids about 1% to 4% clay and about 1% to 5%
organic extrusion aid material,

the flux in said coating being mixed with a bonding agent at

the ratio of dry flux to bonding agent of about 5:1 to 10:1,

the composition of the bonding agent being about 2% to

\0% potassium carbonate, about 40% to 70% potassium
silicate, about 1% to 6% potassium hydroxide, about
20% to 35% sodium silicate and to about 15% water,

the composition relationship of the metal powder in the flux

to the nickel core being such as to provide a weld deposit

produced by an electro-arc process, taking into account

NoTara, Italy, assignors to Allominio Italia S.p.A., Portos-
cuso, Italy

Filed Dec. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 328,655
Qaims priority, application Italy, Apr. 15, 1981, 21206 A/81

Int. a.3 B32B 15/20
U.S. a. 428—654 4 QaJnu

1. A composite plate formed of solution heat treated,

quenched and aged aluminum alloys, selected from the group
consisting of Al-Zn-Mg and Al-Zn-Mg-Cu, having a thickness

betveen 10 and 100 mm and suited to be used as an armor
plate, which comprises:

(a) a centra! alloy component possessing high hardness and

mechanical strength and having a tensile strength ranging

from 540 to 735 N/mm^, said central alloy component
comprising 5 to 10% Zn, 1.5 to 3.5% Mg, 0.8 to 2.5% Cu
and 0.25 to 1% of at least one additional element selected

from the group consisting of Mn, Cr, Zr and Ti, the bal-

ance to 100% consisting essentially of AI;

(b) a front alloy component having good weldability and

toughness properties and having a tensile strength be-

tween 345 and 540 N/mm^, said front alloy component
comprising 4 to 7% Zn, 1 to 3% Mg, to 0.5% Cu, and

0.25 to I% of at least one additional element selected from
the group consisting of Mn, Cr, Zr and Ti, the balance to

100% consisting essentially of Al; and

(c) an inner alloy component having good weldability and

toughness properties having a tensile strength between

290 and 520 N/mm^, said inner alloy component compris-

ing 3 to 7% Zn, 0.5 to 3% Mg, to 0.5% Cu and 0.25 to

1% of at least one additional element selected from the

group consisting of Mn, Cr, Zr and Ti, the balance to

100% consisting essentially of Al, said front alloy compo-
nent, and inner alloy components reciprocally contacting

said central alloy component in a superimposed position

and welded together on their respective surfaces said

central alloy component being 35 to 62% of the total

composite thickness.
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4,426,430

INORGANIC NBF5(TAF5)-P205 ELECTROLYTES
Paul A. Tick, Coming, N.Y., assignor to Coming Glass Works,
Coming. N.Y.

FUed Not. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 441,119

Int. a.) HOIM 4/36
U.S. a. 429—103 4 Qaims

BOO
700
COO

SOO

400

300

8 200

100
•O
to
70

CO

so

40

20-
>»i,^mra»VhK

coat layer having been formed by (a) coating said element

with a radiation-curable coating composition which forms

a transparent, flexible, scratch-resistant, crosslmked poly-

meric layer upon radiation curing, said coating composi-

tion comprising: ( 1 ) a polymerizable epoxy compound, (2)

a cationic initiator for initiating polymerization of said

epoxy compound, (3) a polymerizable acrylic compound,

(4) a free-radical initiator for initiating polymerization of

said acrylic compound, said free-radical initiator compris-

ing a haloalkylated aromatic ketone, and (5) a polymenz-

able organofunctional silane, and (b) subjecting said coat-

ing to radiation sufficient to cure said coating and bond it

to said element.

23 3.0 3 1 3 2

lOOO/T CK-' I

33 34

4,426,432

ELECTROPHOTOSENSmVE RECEPTOR WITH
TRISAZO COMPOUND

Kiyoshi Sawada; Satoshi Goto; Osamu Sasaki; Jiro Takahashi,

and Tawara Komamura, all of Hino, Japan, assignors to Koni-

shiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 372,228

Claims priority, application Japan, May 7, 1981, 56-69176

Int. a.' G03G 5/06

U.S. a. 430—58 15 Qaims

1. A composition consisting essentially, in weight percent, of
about 65-95% of a pentavalent metal fluoride selected from the

group consisting of NbFj and TaPs, 5-25% P2O5, at least 85%
total of NbFs-f TaF5-»-P205 and, as optional constituents, up
to about 15% total of one or more halogens selected from the

group consisting of CI, Br and I, up to about 2% total of the

group consisting of Li and B, and up to about 3% S.

4,426,431

RADIATION-CURABLE COMPOSTHONS FOR
RESTORATIVE AND/OR PROTECTIVE TREATMENT

OF PHOTOGRAPHIC ELEMENTS
Louis P. Haraita, Rochester, Gerald M. Leszyk, Spencerport,

and Edward D. Morrison, Rochester, all of N.Y., assignors to

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 421,694

Int. aj G03C 1/78. 1/76. 1/6S: C08F 2/46

VJS. a. 430—14 45 Qaims

23. A photographic element comprising:

(1) a support,

(2) at least one image-bearing layer,

and

(3) a protective overcoat layer which is permanently bonded
to at least one side of said element, said protective over-

1. An electrophotosensitive receptor comprising a conduc-

tive support and an electrophotosensitive layer thereon com-

prising a carrier transporting material and an azo compound
selected from the formula

A—N N— Ari—N N-Arj— N N-

A

wherein Ari and Arj are individually selected from a divalent

aromatic ring; and wherein

A is selected from

I
•Ri

,N
N'

I

A*

N— R2or

OH
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HO

— R:

wherein X is selected from a hydroxy group.

— N
\

R4

or —NHSO;— Rf, \vherem R4 and R5 are indiMduall\ se-

lected from a hydrogen atom or an alkyl group. R^ is

selected from an alkyl group and an aryl group: Y is

selected from a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, an alk\]

group, an alkox> group, a carboxy group, a sulfo group, a

carbamoyl group and a sulfamoyl group: Z is selected
from at least one atomic group necessars for forming an
aromatic ring: A' is selec'ed from an aryl group: Ri is

selected from a h>drogen atom, an amino group, an alksl

group, a carbamoyl group, or a carboxy group and ester

thereof R; and R; are individuall;. selected from an alk>l

group, an aralkyi group and an aryl group: m is 0. I or 2:

and n IS 1 or 2. wherein each of the foJIo^ving groups
R4 and R5-an alkyl group:

R^-an alkvl group and an aryl group:
Y-an alkyl group, an alkoxy group, a carboxy group, a

sulfo group, a carbamoyl group, and a sulfamoyl group;
Z-an aromatic ring.

A -an aryl group:
|

Rl-an amma-group. an alkyl group, a carbamoyl group.
and a carboxs group:

R2 and R-,-an alkyl group, an aralkyi group, and an aryl

group:

may be substituted with at least one substituent selected from
the group consisting of a halogen atom, a cyano group, a

hydroxy group, an ammo group, a nitro group, a carboxy
group, an alkyl group, an aryl group, an alkoxy group, a

acylammo group, a carbamoyl group, a sulfonamide)
group, and a sulfamoyl group, said azo compound being
applied as a coating solution containing a soKent or as a
liquid dispersion mixture containing a dispersion medium.

2 The electrophotosensitive receptor according to claim I,

wherein said electrophotosensitive layer comprises a carrier
generation layer and a carrier transporting layer, and said
carrier generation layer containing said azo compound, and
said carrier transporting layer containing said carrier trans-

porting material.

4,426,433

ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER
COMPOSITION OF I.MPROVED RESISTANCE TO

POTENTIAL DECAY
Toshitaro Kohri, Higasbi Osaka; Hitoshi Kato, Itami, and

Noboni Ito, Kawanishi, all of Japan, assignors to Minolta
Camera Kabushiki Kaisha, Japan

Filed Jul. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 281,205
Oaims priority, application Japan, Aug. 23, 1980, 55-116146

Int. a.' G03C 9/JO
L.S. a. 430-109 4 Claims

1. A developer for use in developing an electrostatic latent

image by electrophotography, which developer comprises a
earner and a toner, said developer being of improved resis-

tance to potential decay and said toner comprising a coloring
agent, a charge controller capable of imparting tribopositive

chargeability to the toner and a binder, at least a portion of said

binder being a thermoplastic resin having a functional group
consisting essentially of a Lewis acid functional group, and
said resin being tnbonegatively chargeable, the charge control-
ler being present in an amount sufTicient to impart tribopositive

chargeability to the toner.

4,426,434

ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC PHOTORECeIpTOR AND
PREPARATION THEREOF

Koichi Arishima; Takeshi Okada; Akiyuki Tate, all of .Mito, and
Hiroaki Hiratsuka, Tomobe, all of Japan, assignors to Nippon
Telegraph & Telephone Public Corp., .Musashino, Japan

Filed Jun. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,192
Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 23, 1981, 56-96040;

Mar. 15. 1982. 57-39484

Int. a.' G03G 5/06
U.S. a. 430-128 7 Qaims

r. '" V,

.

1 A method of preparation of an electrophotographic pho-
toreceptor for use in laser printing machines comprising:

evaporating over an electrically conductive substrate under
vacuum from about 10 to about 10" * Pa on a film selected

from the group consisting of chloroaluminium phthalocy-

anine, and chloroaluminium monochlorophthalocyanine:
treating said film with an organic solvent constituting a good

solvent for said film; and

overcoating said treated film with a layer of charge trans-

port material.

4,426,435

PROCESS FOR FOR.MING AN
ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC ME.MBER HAVING A

PROTECTIVE LAYER
Kozo Oka, Toyko, Japan, assignor to Rank Xerox Limited,

London, England

Filed Nov. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 322,792

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 2, 1981, 56-13779
Tlie portion of the term of this patent subsequent to May 3, 2000,

has been disclaimed.

Int. a.' G03G 8/00
L.S. a. 430—132 4 Qaims

1 A process for producing an electrophotographic light-sen-

sitive member comprising providing a film comprising metal

oxide particles having a mean particle size below about 0.3

micrometer dispersed in a resin, applying a layer of photocon-

ductive material on said film, said film being substantially

transparent in the wavelength region to which said layer of
phot(x;onductive material is sensitive, and applying a conduc-
tive layer to said layer of photoconductive material.
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4,426,436 more than twice the average height of the protuberances, and
PROCESS FOR POSITIVE CHARGE SHARING TONER ,he bases of which contact the bases of substantially all adja-

COMPOSITIONS
Richard B. Lewis, Williamson; Paul C. Julien, Webster; Robert

J. Gruber, Pittsford, and Richard F. Koehler, Jr., Webster, all

of N.Y., assignors to Xerox Corporation, Stamford, Conn. ,\ ^ \. \ ^ ^ '

Filed Aug. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 296,609 * ^^

Int. a.5 G03G 21/00
U.S. a. 430—137 9 Oaims

V

.. i
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cent protuberances wherein the metal is selected from chro-

mium, aluminum, copper, gold and nickel.

1. A process for rapidly charging uncharged toner particles

to a positive polarity, which comprises adding uncharged

toner particles to a positively charged developer composition

comprising carrier particles and toner particles, the charged

and uncharged toner particles containing conductive particles

or conductive patches embedded in the surface thereof in an

amount of from about 5 percent to about 15 percent thereby

retaining the electrically insulating characteristics of the toner

composition, which conductive patches are of a higher posi-

tive triboelectric charge than the toner polymer, contacting

the charged toner particles with the uncharged toner particles

causing positive charges to be transferred from the conductive

particles on the charged toner particles, to conductive particles

on the uncharged toner particles, within a period of from about

5 seconds to about 2 minutes, thereby resulting in substantially

the same level of positive charge intensity for both the original

charged toner particles and the added toner particles, such

charge intensity ranging from about 5 microcoulombs per

gram to about 50 microcoulombs per gram.

4,426,438

ANIONIC COPOLYMERS CONTAINING POLYVAI ENT
METAL CATIONS AND THEIR LSE IN

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS
Giinter Helling, Cologne, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
Filed Jan. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 225,382

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 23,

1980, 3002287

Int. CI." G03C 1/40. 5.54

U.S. CI. 430-213 3 Claims

1. A supported transparent layer consisting of a poKmer
dispersion of particles of a cross-linked anionic copoKmer
dispersed in a binder wherein said anionic copolymer has

non-ionic cross-links, contains polyvalent metal ions and

which corresponds to the following formula

R'

I

-^c^^—c-

R' Rl

I I

cHi— c"-^^-^c^^— t-t

I I "I
C(K)" C(K)" K-

Ml,—

„H'/n ml d'

4,426,437

IMAGEABLE MATERIAL WITH RADIATION
ABSORBING MICROSTRUCTURED LAYERS
OVERCOATED WITH PHOTORESIST LAYER

Richard S. Fisch, St. Paul, and Valdis Mikelsons, Mendota
Heights, both of Minn., assignors to Minnesota Mining and

Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed Jun. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 278,978

Int. a.' G03C 1/96. 1/94

U.S. a. 430—166 13 Oaims
1. An imageable article comprising a photoresist layer

coated on a substantially radiation absorbing layer of metal on

a microstructured layer, both the metal layer and microsiruc-

tured layer having a microstructured surface characterized by

a plurality of randomly positioned discrete protuberances of

varying heights and shapes, which protuberances have a height

of not less than 20 nanometers nor more than 1 500 nm, the

average spacing between the tips of the protuberances being no

in which

R' represents hydrogen, methyl or carboxymelhyl.

R^ represents the residue of an organic cross-lmkmg com-

pound having in the monomeric slate at least t\^o copol>

merizable C—C double bond-..

M represents polymeri/ed units of an elhylenically unsatu-

rated monomer capable of copolymerisation with acrylic

acid, methacrylic acid or (meth-)acrylic acid esters

mi"^ represents a metal cation of valency n. where n "2.

mt^ represents an alkali metal cation or an ammonium
cation,

u,v,x,y represent the molar proportions in mol % of the

pt)lymerised monomers contained in the copolymer, as

follows:

u: 20-99 mol %.
x: 0.5- 10 mol "/r

the molar proportions represented by v and y may com-
bine to equal a mol percent of from to 74 V
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4,426,439
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROCESSING

NEGATIVE PHOTORESIST
Koichi Kobayashi, Yokohama; Kenichi Kawashima, Sagamihara,
and Shuzo Oshio, Kawasaki, all of Japan, assignors to Fujitsu
Limited, Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Dec. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 329,941
Qaims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 12, 1980. 55-175634

Int. a.3 G03C 5/04
U.S. a. 430-269 ,3 Qaims

1. A method of exposure processing comprising the steps of:

exposing for pattern writing in vacuum a film of negative
photoresist emulsion to charged particle beams or soft X-ray
beams, transferring said photoresist film to, and keeping the
film in. a chamber of non-oxidizing gas atmosphere contaming
up to 5% volume oxygen for a period of time sufficient to
inhibit postpolymerization or curing of the photoresist, and
thereafter removing the photoresist film to the outside atmo-
sphere from said atmosphere of non-oxidizing gas.

4,426,441

DYEFORMING DEVELOPERS IN AN IMAGING
MATERIAL AND PROCESS

Anthony Adin, and Roy C. DeSelns, both of Rocheiter, N.V.,
assignors to Eastman Kodak Conpuiy, Rocbetter, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 446,737
Int. OJ G03C 5/24. J/40

U.S. a. 430-351 SSQainu
9. In a photothermographic element comprising a support

having thereon, in reactive association:

(a) photographic silver halide,

(b) a dye-forming coupler, and
(c) an oxidation-reduction image forming combination com-

prising

( 1

)

an organic silver salt oxidizing agent, and
(2) an organic reducing agent for said organic silver salt

oxidizing agent,

the improvement wherein said reducing agent is a ureidoani-
hne reducing agent that is capable in its oxidized form of react-
mg with said dye-forming coupler to form a dye.

40. A process of producing a dye image in an exposed photo-
thermographic element as defined in claim 9 comprising heat-
mg said element to a temperature within the range of about 90*
C. to about 200° C. until said dye image is produced.

4,426,440

INTEGRATED OPTICAL GRATING DEVICE BY
THERMAL SIO2 GROWTH ON SI

David E. Thompson, Placentia, Calif., assignor to The United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of the
Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 442,700
Int. a.3 G03C 5/00

U.S. a. 430—321 5 Claims

1. A method of producing an integrated optical grating
device having extremely low scattering losses from an optical
grating pattern or other surface relief feature generated in a
highly polished and prepared silicon wafer surface and repli-

cated in a subsequently grown thermal layer of SiO:, said

method comprising;

(i) providing a silicon wafer having a highly polished surface
and prepared for receiving a grating pattern or any other
surface relief feature pattern on said silicon wafer surface
for its predetermined use;

(ii) generating said grating pattern or other surface relief

feature pattern on said highly polished silicon wafer sur-

face by a holographic exposure-etching technique;
(iii) milling away a portion of the silicon wafer surface by

reactive ion etching, chemical etching, or ion milling to
produce said grating or other surface relief feature in

accordance with said pattern generated on said highly
polished silicon wafer surface; and,

(iv) growing a 4-8 micrometers thick growth layer of Si02
on said silicon wafer wherein said produced grating or
other surface relief feature is replicated in said SiO:
growth layer.

4,426,442
METHOD OF PRODUONG METAL IMAGES OR

PATTERNS ON AND/OR BELOW THE SURFACE OF A
SUBSTRATE COMPRISING A SEMICONDUCHNG

light-sensitive COMPOUND
Arian Molenaar, and Peter E. Wierenga, botb of EindhoTen,

Netherlands, assignors to U.S. PbUips Corporation. New
York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 441,580
Qaims priority, application Netbcrbuids, Dec. 15, 1981.

8105633

Int. aj G03C 5/04, 5/24
U.S. a. 430—413 g Qaims

1 A method of producing metal images or patterns on and-
/or below the surface of a substrate material wherein or
whereon there is a semiconducting, light-sensitive compound
or which consists of that compound, the semiconducting com-
pound being capable after having been exposed to light to
deposit from a metal ion solution this metal in the form of
nuclei which are intensified by means of physical development
or with the aid of an electroless plating solution, characterized
in that the surface in which or on which the light-sensitive
compound is provided is immersed in a solution containing
ions of a nuclei forming metal and is exposed in accordance
with a pattern by means of a focused beam of laser light which
moves in a controlled manner relative to the substrate and has
such a wavelength in the ultra-violet or visible portion of the
spectrum that it is absorbed by the relevant semiconducting
compound.

4,426,443

PREPARATION OF HYDROLYZED
COLLAGEN-CONTAINING PRODUCTS FROM

NON-GELLED, LIQUID HYDROLYZED COLLAGEN
CONCENTRATE AND GELLED PRODUCTS PREPARED

THEREFROM
Joseph L. Shank, Matteson, III., assignor to DynaGel, Incorpo-

rated, Calumet City, 111.

Filed Aug. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 295,796
Int. a.J B05D 3/02. 7/00; C08L 89/06

U.S. a. 430-538 13 Claims
1. A method for coating a substrate with a hydrolyzed colla-

gen gel comprising the steps of:

providing first volume of an aqueous hydrolyzed collagen
concentrate comprising water, from about 10 to about 60
weight percent hydrolyzed collagen and a non-acid lyo-
tropic agent, the weight ratio of hydrolyzed collagen-to-
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non-acid lyotropic agent being about 1:0.1 to about 1:4.5,

aid concentrate having a gel-set temperature of less than

about 20* C. and a pH value between about 2.S and about

7;

diluting said first volume of hydrolyzed collagen concen-

trate to from about 2 to about 300 times said first volume

to a hydrolyzed collagen concentration of between about

O.S and about 2S weight percent to provide a diluted

composition having a gel-set temperature higher than that

of said hydrolyzed collagen concentrate;

\ 'I
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applying said diluted composition, prior to gelation, to

contact the surface of a substrate and form a coating

thereon; and

maintaining said applied, diluted composition in contact

with said substrate surface at a temperature below the

gel-set temperature of said diluted composition for a time

sufficient to form a gel on said surface.

2. The method according to claim 1 wherein said non-acid

lyotropic agent includes calcium chloride.

4. The method according to claim 2 wherein said substrate is

a photographic film precursor sheet and said method provides

a subbing for photographic film.

R> R> it)

,—c-o—<r y^o-}

R*

wherein R', R^, R^and R*are each hydrogen or alkyl havmg

from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, X represents the atoms necessary to

complete a 2-, 3- or 4-pyridyl ring optionally quaternised with

alkyl or aralkyi containmg from I to 7 carbon atoms and Y is

hydrogen or a group of the formula

o
II '

—C— X

wherein X is as defined above

4,426.445

SILVER HALIDE PHOTOGRAPHIC LIGHT-SENSITIVE
MATERIAL

Juitji Minamizono; Mitunori Hirano; Yoshiro Kawashima. and

Tadashi Ogawa, all of Minami-ashigara. Japan, assignors to

FiOi Photo Film, Co., Ltd., Minami-ashigara. Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 261.327, May 7, 1981, abandoned. This

application Mar. 31. 1983, Ser. No. 479,119

Qaims priority, application Japan. May 7, 1980, 55-60359

Int. Q.' G03C I/2S

U.S. Q. 430—599 25 Qaims

1. A silver halide photographic light-scnsitive material com-

prising a support having coated thereon at least one silver

halide emulsion layer, said photographic light-sensitive mate-

rial containing at least one compound selected from the group

consisting of a compound represented by the following general

formula (I) and a compound represented by the following

general formula (II). wherein the surface tension of a 1*5? by

weight aqueous solution of the compound represented by

general formula (I) or (II) at a temperature of 20' C is 45

dyne/cm or more, in at least one layer of the silver halide

emulsion layer and other hydrophilic colloid layers thereof m
a sufficient amount to sensitize the silver halide emulsion with-

out being accompanied by an undesirable increase in the for-

mation of fog:

Rl R\ R^

' '
' «R—A-N@-^c•)^i-C•t!rBt>

I I I

R2 R4 Rb

General Fc>rmula (I)

General Formula (I!)

4,426,444

HYDROQUINONE DERIVATIVES AND THEIR USE IN

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS
Stephen R. Postle, Brentwood, and Patrick D. P. Thomas,

Chelmsford, both of England, assignors to Ciba Geigy AG,

Basel, Switzerland

Division of Ser. No. 306,847, Sep. 29, 1981. This application Sep.

17, 1982, Ser. No. 419,337

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct. 2, 1980,

8031835
Int. a.J G03C 1/06

U.S. Q. 430—566 5 Qaims

1. Photographic silver halide material for activation process-

ing after exposure which comprises on a suppori at least one

colloid silver halide layer and at least one colloid layer which

comprises at least one substituted hydroquinone compound of

formula (1)

R^ R\

/% I r ^
z N^C1^-^c)FB'^
\/<^

I I

R4 Rb

wherein R represents an alkyl group having 1 to 6 carbf>n

atoms which may be substituted, an aryl group having 6 to 1

1

carbon atoms which may be substituted, or an aralkyi group

having 7 to 12 carbon atoms which may be substitute, A repre-

sents a s bond or a divalent connecting group which links R

and the nitrogen atom; Ri and R: are independently an alkyl

group having 1 to 6 carbon atoms which may be substituted, or

an aralkyi group having 7 to 1 1 carbon atoms which may be

substituted, or where A represents a s bond, one of R| and R:

may represent an atomic group necessary to form a heterocy-

clic ring containing the quaternary nitrogen atom together

with R; a and b each represents or a positive integer, pro-

vided that a and be are not both 0; R.i. R4. R< and Rt each
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represent^ hydrogen or an alkyl having 1 to 6 carbon atoms
which may be substituted and when b is not 0. at least one of
R5 and Rft is a different group from R3 or P4; B represents
—CCX) or —SO3: and Z represents an atomic group necessary
to form a heterocyclic ring.

4,426,446
LEUCOCYTE ADHERENCEINHIBITION ASSAY FOR

DETECTION OF CANCER
David M. P. Thomson. Monte Royal, Canada, assignor to Hoff-
mann-La Roche Inc., N'utley, N.J.

Filed Feb. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 231,063
Int. CI.' COIN 33/52. 33/54. 33/88

U.S. a. 435-7
,2 C3i^,

1. In a tube leucocyte adherence inhibition assay for the
detection of cancer in a subject wherein samples of a known
amount of peripheral blood leucocyte are incubated horizon-
tally with either specific or nonspecific tumor antigen extracts
in test tubes, the test tubes are carefully placed vertically and
the non-adherent cells are counted for each sample and the
non-adherent index determined, the improvement which com-
prises:

fa) premcubating said peripheral blood leucocytes with an
effective concentration of an agent which maximizes
cAMP levels m leucocytes to thereby heighten the LAI
response of such leucocytes; and

(b) treating said adherent or non-adherent cells with a vital
cell dye selected from the group consisting of methylene
blue, nonspecific esterase and neutral red. separating said
adherent or non-adherent cells, extracting said dye. deter-
mining the optical adsorption of said extracted solution
which is directly proportional to the number of cells
present thus providing the number of adhering or non-
adhering cells without the necessity of optically counting
such cell directly wherein said agent which maximizes
cAMP levels in the leucocytes is a prostaglandin com-
pound which stimulates leucocyte cAMP or a phosphodi-
esterase inhibitor which prevents cAMP destruction

4,426,447
HOMOCITRIC ACID OLIGORIBOSIDE DERIVATIVE

FOR PREVENTION OF DENTAL CARIES
Yoshiro Okami, Tokyo; Kazuhiko Yamada, Fujisawa, and Masa-

chika Takashio, Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Zaidan
Hojin Biseibutsu Kagaku Kenkyu Kai, Tokyo, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 281,800, Jul. 9, 1981, which is a
continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 238,324, Feb. 26, 1981,

abandoned. This application May 7, 1982, Ser. No. 375,924
Oaims priority, application Japan, .Mar. 8, 1980, 55-29690

,Int. a.' C12P l<^/44: C12N 9/99. 1/20; C12R 1/465
U.S. a. 435-74

3 Claims
1. A process for the production of ribocitrin or a nontoxic

salt thereof which comprises cultivating the ribocitrin-produc-
ing strain Streptomyces sp. MF980-CF1 (FERM-P5430;
ATCC 31820) or a ribocitrin-producing mutant thereof under
submerged aerobic conditions in an aqueous nutrient medium
until a subsuntial amount of ribocitrin is produced by said
organism in said culture medium and recovering the nbocitrin
or nontoxic salt thereof from the medium.

4 426 448
NOVEL HYDROXY^NNAMIC AaO ESTER

HYDROLASE AND PROCESS FOR PRODUONG SAME
Shigemichi Okamura, Noda, and Masazumi Watanabe, Kashiwa,

both of Japan, assignors to Kikkoman Corporation, Noda,
Japan

Division of Ser. No. 325,182, Nov. 27, 1981, Pat. No. 4,370,416.
This application Nov. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 440,453

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 8, 1980, 55-172118
Int. a.3 C12P 7/42: C12G 1/00: A23L 1/20

U.S. a. 435-146
2 aa?ms

1. An enzymic process for the production of caffeic acid
comprising:

(a) adding an enzyme to a material containing at least one
compound selected from the group consisting of caffeoyl
tartaric acid and 3-caffeoyI quinic acid, said enzyme being
a hydroxy-cinnamic acid ester hydrolase characterized by
the following properties:

(i) the ability to specifically hydrolyze the ester linkage of
hydroxy-cinnamic acid ester substances represented by
the following formula:

HO—

^

\-CH=CH.C-0-X

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of a
hydrogen atom, a hydroxyl group and a methoxyl
group, and X is selected from the group consisting of
tartaric acid residue or quinic acid residue;

(11) the lack of substantial tannic acid-decomposing activ-
ity;

(ill) an optimum pH for said hydrolase activity of about
6 5, and a stable pH range of from about 3 to about 7.5;

(IV) a loss of said hydrolase activity when heat-treated at
70' C. for 10 minutes and a maintenance of about 80%
of said hydrolase activity when heat-treated at 60° C.
for 10 minutes;

(v) inhibition by Hg^+. Fe++, 8-hydroxyquinoline,
iodine or diisopropylfluorophosphoric acid;

(vi) a molecular weight of about 150,000 as measured at 4°

C. in a 0.1 M citrate buffer solution having a pH value
of about 5.0; and

(vii) an acidic protein with an isoelectric point of about PI
4.8, and

(b) hydrolyzing the ester linkage of said compound with said
enzyme to produce cafTeic acid.

4,426,449

METHOD FOR PRODUCING VICINAL
DIHALOGENATED PRODUCTS

John Geigert, Clayton, and Saul L. Neidleman, Oakland, both of
Calif., assignors to Cetus Corporation, Berkeley, Calif.

Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,157
Int. a.' C12P 7/02

U.S. a. 435-155 38a.ims
1 A method of converting an alkene or alkyne selected from

the group consisting of allyl alcohol, 3-buten-l-ol, 3-buten-2-ol,
2-butene-l,4-diol, allyl chloride, allyl bromide, ethylene, prop-
ylene, propargyl alcohol 3-butyn-l-ol, 2-butyne-l,4-diol,
methyl acetylene, 2-cyclohexen-l-ol and 1,3-butadiene to pro-
duce the corresponding vicinal dihalogenated product in an
amount of at least 65% of the total product formed, said
method comprising reacting said compound in an aqueous
medium with a haloperoxidase enzyme in the presence of
H2O2 and an alkali meUl halide selected from the group con-
sisting of alkali metal chloride, bromide, and iodide, at a halide
ion concentration of at least I M.
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4,426,450

FERMENTATION PROCESS AND APPARATUS
David M. Donofrio, Scotts Valley, Calif., assignor to Fermentec

Corporation, Los Gatos, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 295,566, Aug. 24, 1981,

abandoned. This application Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 340,062

Int. a.3 C12N 1/00. 1/16: C12P 7/06: CI2M 1/04

U.S. a. 435—243 8 Claims

J5 -J

d̂l

'CrTl
r:

J

8. A continuous method for fermenting a fermentable sub-

strate in an aqueous feed stream by inoculation with a microor-

ganism, comprising the steps of:

(a) fermenting an aqueous medium of fermentable substrate

in the presence of fermenting microorganisms in an aero-

bic fermentation vessel maintained under essentially aero-

bic conditions to grow additional microorganisms

wherein the contents of the aerobic fermentation vessel

are agitated and air is dispersed therein by removing liquid

from the aerobic fermentation vessel and passing the liq-

uid through a jet mixer means and thereafter into the

aerobic fermentation vessel below the liquid surface level

therein, wherein in the jet mixer means the liquid is

pumped through a venturi restriction into a gas-liquid

mixing chamber where it is mixed with air to form a

gas-liquid mixture, and the gas-liquid mixture is passed

through at least one nozzle and projected into the fermen-

tation vessel at an angle of within 10° of the horizontal

plane, and at a distance from the bottom of the fermenta-

tion vessel of from 20 to 50 percent of the total distance

from the bottom of the fermentation vessel to the liquid

surface level, the velocity of liquid through the venturi

restriction and nozzle being sufficient to cause turbulent

shear action in the mixing chamber and nozzle and fine

bubble dispersion of gas in the liquid, and the velocity of

the air-liquid mixture leaving the nozzle being sufficient to

cause a mixing plume;

(b) directing an aqueous stream of microorganisms from said

aerobic fermentation vessel to an anaerobic fermentation

vessel;

(c) continuously flowing to said anaerobic fermentation

vessel an aqueous feed constituting the main source of

substrate to be fermented from a source which bypasses

said aerobic fermentation vessel;

(d) fermenting a portion of said substrate in said anaerobic

vessel while maintaining it under essentially anaerobic

conditions;

(e) continuously withdrawing from said anaerobic vessel an

aqueous product stream of fermented substrate and a

substantial population of microorganism solids;

(0 separating said withdrawn stream into a fermented sub-

strate stream and a stream including at least a substantial

portion of said micrcKirganism solids; and

(g) recycling at least a portion of said separated micriM)rgan-

ism solids stream to both said aerobic fermentatii)n vessel

and said anaerobic fermentation vessel.

4,426,451

MULTI-ZONED REACTION VF:SSEI. HAVING
PRESSURE-ACTUATABLE CONTROL MEANS

BETWEEN ZONES
Richard L. Columbus, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 229,038

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jan. 12,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI.' (;01N 21/03. 33/54. 33/70

U.S. a. 436—518 42 Oaims

20
4? ?4 '^0

Jx/^\•^^^^ Ŵ\\\\My;

?8 ZJ

35. A method for interacting with a reagent a material con-

tained in a liquid, comprising the steps of

(a) filling with liquid a first zone of a device comprising two

adjacent zones fluidly connected by a passagev\ay, both of

said zones comprising opposed liquid transport surfaces,

two of said surfaces being spaced apart a distance that is

effective to induce capillary flow of said introduced liquid

at least in the portion (if said first /one contiguous to said

passageway, and in said second zone, at least one of said

zones further including said reagent;

(b) retaining the liquid within said first zone while the rea-

gent interacts with said material; and thereafter,

(c) applying to the liquid in said first zone an externally

generated pressure in an amount sufficient to force the

liquid to start Rowing under capillary attraction into said

second zone, whereby the liquid flows into the second

zone

4,426,452

VOLATILE METAL CARBONYL ANALYSIS
Bernard A. l.asoski, Mantua, N.J., assignor to Syngas Company,

Deer Park, Tex.

Filed May 27, 1982. Ser. No. 382,571

Int. CI.' GOIN 31/08. 23/08

U.S. a. 436—76 3 Claims

1. A method of measuring the volatile metal carbt)n>l con-

tent of a fluid stream comprising,

(a) obtaining a sample of the Huid stream,

(b) feeding the sample with a carrier stream into an on-

column glass column in a gas chromaiograph wherein the

components of the sample are separated, the column being

operated at 23° -40° C and containing squalane as the

stationary liquid phase for separation, and

(c) the stream from the glass column feeding into a constant

current, electron capture detector where the metal car-

honyl content is detected and a signal produced

4,426,453

DERIVATIVES OF lODOTHYRONINK COMPOUNDS
AND THKIR I SK IN AN ASSAY FOR THE FREE

IOIK)THYR()NlNK COMPOUNDS
(iavin M. Cree, C'halfont St. (iiies; Terence A. Wilkins, Che-

sham; Reginald Monks, (ircat Missenden, and David P.

Nowolnik, Aylesbury, all of England, assignors to Amersham

International Limited, England

Filed Aug. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 297,086

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, .Sep. 18, 198U,

8030260; Feb. 6, 1981, 8103673

Int. CI.'(;01N 33/58 33/60

U.S. CI. 436—500 9 Claims

1. A derivative of an lodorhyronine compound having the

general formula
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C»R

NH.CO.CH2.N—

Z

where

each of X', X^, X^ and X* is independently CI. Br. I or H.
with the provisos that at least one of X', X^, X^ and X^ is

I, and that at least two of X '. X^, X^ and X* are halogen,
R is OH. amino. alk> lamino, dialkylamino or alkoxyl, each Z

is independently —(CH:), NZ2 or —CH2 COR, and n is 1.

2 or 3.

said derivative being radioactively labelled with iodine- 1 25 .

4,426,454
'

DIAGNOSTIC METHOD FOR IMMUNE DISORDERS
Tadao Aoki; Hideo Miyakoshi, both of Niigata, and Mikjo

Mizukoshi, Saitama, all of Japan, assignors to Fujirebio
Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 246,544
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 26, 1980, 55-37504

Int. a.3 COIN 33/58; GOIT 1/00; C12Q 1/29
U.S. a. 436-504 12 Qaims

1. A method for diagnosing, in a human being undergoing
testing, the existence of an immune disorder of the type in

which the peripheral blood lymphocytes of the human being
produce a substantially lower amount of immunoglobulins than
the peripheral blood lymphocytes of a normal healthy human
being, comprising the steps of culturing a sample of peripheral
blood lymphocytes taken from the human being undergoing
testing with a mitogenic substance selected from the group
consisting of (1) a lysate prepared by sonio^destruction of
Siaphyloionus aureus cells and ( 2 ) the soluble grow th prtxJucls
of the metabolic activity of Staphylococcus aureus cells, under
conditions effective to induce production of immunoglobulins
or to produce DNA; then measuring either the amount of
immunoglobulin or the amount of DNA in the sample; then
comparing the measured value of immunoglobulin concentra-
tion or DNA in the sample with the corresponding value
obtained when the peripheral blood lymphocytes of a normal
healthy human being are tested in the same way, a low value
of immunoglobulin or DNA production for the sample rela-
tive to the corresponding value for a normal healthy human
being indicating the presence of an immune disorder in the
human being undergoing testing.

binds strongly to senun binding proteins of the sample but
not to intrinsic factor,

(d) reducing the pH of the incubated mixture from step (b),

adding thereto a standard amount, insufHcient to bind all

the vitamin B12 in the sample and the radioactively la-

belled vitamin B12, of intrinsic factor, and
(e) incubating the mixture to cause a fraction of the vitamin

B|2 in the sample and a fraction of the radioactively la-

belled viumin B12 to become bound to the intrinsic factor,

separating the bound fraction from the fraction not so
bound, measuring the level of radioactivity of at least one
fraction, and using the measurement to determine the
concentration of vitamin B12 in the sample.

4,426,456

FREEZE/THAW DURABLE SULPHUR COMPOSITIONS
Jack E. Gillott; Ian J. Jordaan; Robert E. Loot; Nigel G. ShriTe,

and Michael E. D. Raymont, all of Calgary, Canada, tMignort
to Sulphur Development Institute of Canada (SUDIO, Cal-
gary, Canada

Continuation of Ser. No. 186,519, Sep. 12, 1980, abandoned. This
application Feb. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 352,472

Int. a.3 C04B 21/02. 35/00
U.S. a. 501-84 47 dtim

1. A composition comprising a particulate mineral aggregate
and a sulphur component selectd from the group consisting of
elemental sulphur, modified sulphur and mixtures thereof, and
a plurality of fine entrained substantially spherical cells uni-
formly dispersed throughout the composition, said sulphur
component being present in an amount of 5 to 60%, by weight,
of said composition and said cells comprising gas cells with cell

walls defined by the sulphur component.

4,426,455

ASSAY OF VITAMIN B12
Keith C. Toirey, and David T. Carrick, both of Amersham, En-

gland, assignors to Amersham International Limited, England
Filed Sep. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 300,979

Gaims priority, application United Kingdom, Sep, 22, 1980.
8030544

Int. a.i COIN 33/54. 33/56. 33/58
VJS. a. 436-505 10 Qaims

1. A method of assaying for vitamin B12 in serum comprising
the steps

(a) mixing a sample of the serum to be assayed with alkali,

cyanide, and a dithiopolyol having from 4 to 6 carbon
atoms.

(b) incubating the mixture at a pH of at least 12 and a temper-
ature not exceeding 50* C. for a time sufficient to separate
the vitamin B12 from serum binding proteins and to sub-
stantially denature the proteins,

(c) providing in the mixture, either before, during or after

performing step (b), a standard amount of radioactively

labelled vitamin B12, and a vitamin B12 analogue which

4,426,457

REFRACTORY POWDER AND METHOD OF
PRODUaNG SAME

Leonid F. Zhukov« and Evgeny G. Chugunny, both of Kiev,
U.S.S.R., assignors to Institut Problein Utiya Akademii Nauk
Ukrainskoi SSR, Kiev, U.S.S.R.

PCT No. PCr/SU80/00132, § 371 Date Mar. 18, 1982, § 102(e)
Date Mar. 18, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO82/00461, PCT Pub.
Date Feb. 18, 1982

PCT Filed Jul. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 361,902 '

Int. a.3 C04B 35/10
U.S. a. 501-128 21 Qaims

1. A method for producing a refractory powder composition
comprising the following components, in wt,%:
aluminum oxide: 40-70

silicon dioxide: 29-59

sintering agent: 0.3-2.0

comprising heating the aluminum oxide powder and the silicon

dioxide powder to elevated temperatures of from 1200* to
1400° and from 900* to 1200* C, respectively, then cooling to
room temperature, and contacting with a sintering agent to
provide a uniform mixture.

4,426,458

HBER REINFORCED SULPHUR CONCRETES
Raymond T. Woodhams, Toronto, Canada, aadgnor to Sulphur

Development Institute of Canada (SUDIQ, Calgary, Canada
Filed Jul. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 403,802

Int a.i C04B 19/06
U.S. a. 501—140 15 Claima

1. A composition comprising a mixture of a particulate

mineral aggregate, a sulphur component in an amount effective
to bind the aggregate, said sulphur component b '

g selected
from the group consisting of elemental sulphur, .nudified sul-

phur and mixtures thereof, and fibre elements having a length
of at least 3 cm. dispersed throughout said mixture, said fibre

elements being present in an amount effective to promote
fracture toughness in said mixture and retard crack propaga-
tion, said fiber elements comprising bundles of filaments, said
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bundles being coated with a binder coating effective to main-
tain bundle integrity.

trimerization catalyst, to produce a ngid foam composi-

tion having good fire resistance.

4,426,459
PROCESS FOR DECOMPOSING VULCANIZED RUBBER
Yoji Watabe, Hacbiobji; Hideo Takeichi, and Koichi Irako, both

of Higashi Murayama, all of Japan, assignors to Bridgestone
Tire Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 235,521
aaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 25, 1980, 55-21587

Int. a.J C08J 11/04
U.S. a. 521—42 5 Qaims

1. A process for decomposing particles of compounded
rubber which comprises swelling 100 parts by weight of the
particulate rubber with 10-3000 parts by weight of an organic
solvent for vulcanized rubber, and adding and mixing 0. 1 -20
parts by weight of an organic hydroperoxide (a) and 0.001-1
mol equivalent per said (a) of at least one strongly alkaline

compound (b) selected from the group consisting of lithium
hydroxide, sodium hydroxide, potassium hydroxide, and 1,8-

diazabicyclo[5,4,0] undecene-7 and salts thereof, the decompo-
sition being carried out at from 0° to 100° C.

4,426,460

POLYURETHANES OR ISOCYANURATES FROM
ALKOXYLATED HYDROXYMETHYLFURAN

William J. Pentz, Cary, III., assignor to Quaker Oats Company,
Chicago, III.

Filed Aug. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,446

Int. a? C08G 18/14
U.S. a. 521—115 22 Qaims

1. A method of trimerizing a composition which includes a

polyfunctional isocyanate component and a polyfunctional

polyol composition, said method including adding to said

composition from about 0.5% to about 40% by weight of a

Mannich diol composition adapted to serve, at least in part, as

a trimerizing catalyst for said composition, and having the
formula:

4,426,462

METHOD FOR THE PREPARATION OF HIGHLY
ABSORBENT PHENOLIC RESIN FOAMS

Franz Weissenfels, Sieburg, and Walter Engels, Slegberg, both
of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Dynamit Nobel AG,
Cologne, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jul. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 402,453

Int. Q.5 C08J 9/14
U.S. Q. 521— 116 8 Qaims

1. Improvement in the preparation of open-pored phenolic

resin foams by the foaming of intimate mixtures of water con-

taining phenolic resoi resins in the viscosity range of from 1000

to 20,000 cP, low-boiling organic liquids in which the phenolic
resol resins are not soluble as blowing agents and acid-contam-
ing hardeners, the improvement comprising adding to the

foamable phenolic resol resin before or during the preparation

of this foamable mixture 1.0 to 6.0 weight-perceni of ethoxyl-

ated castor oil and 0.5 and 5 weight-percent of an alkyl sulfate

salt of the general formula

CxH2;,^i-0-S03-Mc*

wherein x an integer from 8 to 18 and Me is an alkali metal or

a triethanolamine cation.

i '"' 1 J—

L

H O—C—CH2 O—CH2—llv ^^CH2—
I

H
/ la

' J—L I i"'l-N-CH2—»Ss^ ^Jl—CH2-O CH2—C-O H
I

H
nb

wherein no is from 1 to 4, n^is 1 to 4, and wherein X is a C\-Cb
alkyl group and permitting said components to react to from an
isocyanurate-containing composition.

4,426,461

MODIFIED POLYISOCYANURATE FOAM AND
METHOD OF PREPARATION

Stuart B. Smith, Conyers, Ga., assignor to Thermocell Develop-

ment, Ltd., KnoxvUle, Tenn.

FUed Jul. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 398,369

Int. a.J C08G 18/14. 18/18. 18/22. 18/30

VS. a. 521—116 30 Qaims
1. A modified polyisocyanurate foam composition, which

foam consisting is prepared by:

reacting 100 parts by weight of a methylene diisocyanate

with from about 5 to 40 parts by weight of a polyalkylene

glycol composition comprising a C1-C3 alkoxy poly

C1-C3 alkylene glycol, the reaction carried out in the

presence of a blowing agent to form a foam composition,

a surfactant and a single-stage, rapid, high-exotherm.

4,426,463

MODinED POLYIMIDE FOAMS AND METHODS OF
MAKING SAME

John Gagliani, 6280 Lance PL, San Diego, Calif. 92120, and
John V. Long, 1756 E. Lexington PL, El C^on, Calif. 92021

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 390,778, Jun. 21, 1982. This

application Apr. 15. 1983, Ser. No. 485,264

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jul. 19,

2000, has been disclaimed.

Int. Q.' C08J 9/22. 9/24. 9/32

U.S. Q. 521—180 21 Qaims
1. The method of making a resilient, flame resistant modified

polyimide foam having a selected compressive resistance

which comprises the steps of

reacting an aromatic dianhydride with an oximine having

the general formula:

CH2-(CH2)x—NHCO

wherein "X" is an integer from 2 to 4, in a selected mole
ratio of oxoimine to dianhydride between about 0.5:1 and

about 0.05:1 to produce an N-substituted aliphatic imide;

dissolving said imide in a reactive solvent estenfying agent

to exterify said imide;

adding thereto a diamine;

drying the resulting solution; and

heating the dry material to a selected foaming temperature

of from about 120* C. to about 320* C. for a penod of from

about 10 to about 60 minutes;

whereby a resilient foam having a selected compressive

resistance in accordance with the selected oxoimine to

dianhydride mole ratio, the compressive resistance being

inversely proportional to the oxoimine quantity.
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4/26,464

MARINE PAINT
Cristian M. Sghibartz, Washington, England, assignor to Inter-

national Paint Public Limited Company, London, England
Filed Jun. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 393.486

Gaims priorit>, application United Kingdom, Jul. 3. 1981.

8120569

Int. a.' C08L 33/02
U.S. G. 523—122 8 Ga ms

1. A marine paint comprising a film-formmg copolymer
which is a copolymer containing 20 to 80 percent by weight of

units of a quinolinyl or substituted quinolinyl ester of an olefmi-

cally unsaturated carboxylic acid, the balance of the copoly-
mer being units of at least one olefinically unsaturated comono-
mer. ana a metalliferous pigment which is spanngly soluble in

sea- water.

4,426,465

COATING COMPOSITIONS FOR SOLAR SELECTIV E
ABSORPTION COMPRISING A THERMOSETTING
ACRYLIC RESIN AND PARTICLES OF A LOW

MOLECULAR WEIGHT FLUOROCARBON POLYMER
Masao Maki, Nabari; Hiroshi Fukuda, Koriyama, and Seiichi

Sano, Nara, all of Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric

Industrial Company, Limited, Osaka, Japan

Filed Feb. 18, 1982. Scr. No. 350,040

Gaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 19. 1981, 56-24094
Int. G. C09D 3/Hl. 5/32: B05D 5/OfJ: B32B IS/OH

U.S. G. 523-135 8 Gaims
1. A coating composition for selective solar absorption

which comprises a disperson, in a binder of a thermosetting

acrylic resin, of particles of: an inorganic black pigment having
a size ranging from 0.01 to 0.5 microns and selected from the

group consisting of oxides and double ox:des of Fe. Mn. Cu.
Cr. Co and Ni and mixtures thereof: and particles of a low
molecular weight fluorocarbon resin containing in an amount
of from 5 to 15 parts by weight per 100 parts by weight of the

acrylic resin, the particles of the pigment being present in an
amount of from 45 to 65 parts by weight per lOTj parts by
weight of the acrylic resin.

4,426,466 I

PAPER TREATMENT COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING
FLUOROCHEMICAL CARBOXYLIC ACID AND

EPOXIDIC CATIONIC RESIN
Craig A. Schwartz, Oakdale, .Minn., assignor to Minnesota

Mining and Manufacturing Company, St. Paul. Minn.
Filed Jun. 9, 1982, .Ser. No. 386,631

Int. G.' C14C 9/(Xj; D21H 3/02. 3/5H
U.S. G. 523-455 19 Gaims

1. Sizing treatment compositions, comprising:

(a) fluoroaliphatic radical-containing carboxylic acid or a

salt or hydrolyzable precursor thereof, and
(b) water-soluble epoxidic cationic resin comprising a reac-

tion product of epihalohydnn with ammonia or aminopo-
lymer

4,426,467

FOUNDRY MOLDING COMPOSITIONS AND PPOCESS
Ingmar P. Quist, Llantwit Major; Jeffrey D. Railton, Shirley

Warren, and Peter H. R. B. Lemon, Pandale, all of England,
assignors to Borden (UK) Limited, Southampton, England

Filed Jan. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 224,131

Int. G.' C08K 3/36
U.S. G. 523—145 16 Gaims

1. A foundry moulding composition comprising.
(a) a granular refractory material;

(b) about 0.8 to 5.0% of an alkaline phenolic resin based on
the weight of 'he refractory material;

(c) about 25 to 1 10% of a lactone based on the weight of thj

penolic resin, said composition is capable of setting at

ambient temperatures.

4,426,468

SEALANT CO.MPOSmON
Joel V. Omum, KirkJand, and Jessie T. Chiu, Bellevue, both of

Wash., assignors to Rockcor, Inc., Redmond, Wash.
Continuation of Ser. No. 298,137, Aug. 31, 1981, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 156,125, Jun. 3, 1980,

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 949,451, Oct. 10,

1978, abandoned. This application Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No.
413,197

Int. G.' C08L 23/22
U.S. G. 523—166 19 Gaims

1 A butyl rubber based sealant composition, the butyl rub-

ber constituent of which is present only in the form of a co-

polymer having a viscosity average molecular weight in excess

of 100.000, comprising the reaction product of said butyl rub-

ber, a curing system including a cross-linking agent selected

from the group consisting of at least 2 parts by weight' of a

quinoid cross-linking agent per hundred parts butyl rubber and
at least 5 parts by weight of a phenolic cross-linking agent per
hundred parts butyl rubber, and at least one tackifier compati-
ble with butyl rubber, and a filler material, the composition
being compounded such that it has a tensile strength of at least

30 psi. an elongation of at least 600% and a cross-link density
such that Its swell ratio in toluene is between 12 and 40.

4,426,469

GLASS HBERS FOR THE REINFORCEMENT OF
POLYOLERNS AND REINFORCED POLYOLERN

COMPOSITIONS OBTAINED THEREFROM
Roberto Marzola, Ferrara; Enea Garagnani, Piumazzo, and

Alessandro Moro, Pernate, all of Italy, assignors to Montedi-
son S.p.A., .Milan, Italy

Continuation of Ser. No. 235,848, Feb. 19, 1981, abandoned.

This application May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,575
Gaims priority, application Italy, Feb. 20, 1980, 20034 A/80

Int. G.' C08K 3/40
U.S. CI. 523-209 7 Gaims

1 Glass fibers for the production of reinforced polymers,

characterized in that said fibers have a coating comprising,

besides a polyolefinic film-forming agent and a silane, also a

bis-maleamic acid of general formula:

R'

I

R'

HC—CO—N—X—N—OC—CH

HC—COOH HOOC—CH

wherein X is a group (CHR)„ in which n is an integer from 2

to 18 and R is hydrogen or an alkyl with 1-6 carbon atoms, or

X IS a bivalent cycloaliphatic or aromatic group also having

several nuclei, or a heterocyclic group; R' is hydrogen, the two
R's together being also capable of forming a group (CHR);,
when X is (CHR)„; said coating being obtained by pas.sing the

fibers, after their leaving the spinneret, through an aqueous
finishing bath containing, by weight, from 0.5 to 10% of poly-

olefinic film-forming agent, from 0.01 to 3% of silane and from
0.01 to 3% of bis-maleamic acid.
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4,426,470

AQUEOUS METHOD OF MAKING REINFORCED
COMPOSITE MATERIAL FROM LATEX, SOLID
POLYMER AND REINFORCING MATERIAL

Ritchie A. Wessling, Midland; Larry D. Yats, Garc, both of
Mich., and Darryl K. Tolbert, Tulsa, Okla., assignors to The
Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 399,077, Jul. 16, 1982,

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 286,793, Jul. 27,

1981, abandoned. This application Sep. 16, 1982, Ser. No.

418,934

Int. a.3 C08K 3/40. 7/]4; C08L 1/00: B32B 17/08
U.S. a. 524—35 26 Gaims

1. Procesi for making a composite, which is capable of being

heat fused into a reinforced polymer sheet, which comprises

A. forming a dilute aqueous slurry of

(1) from about 19 to about 79 percent of solid heat fusible

organic polymer particles,

f (2) from about 10 to about 80 percent of a reinforcing

material and

(3) from about 1 to about 10 percent of a latex binder of a

substantially water-insoluble organic polymer having

either anionic or cationic bound charges, the percent-

ages being by weight based on a dry solids basis, and

B. flocculating the slurry during agitation with a polymeric

flocculant opposite in charge to that of the latex binder,

C. collecting the solids in the form of a mat,

D. dewatering and

E. drying.

acid addition salts or complexes with metal compounds
thereof.

4,426,471

STABILIZATION OF ACID CATALYZED STOVING
LACQUERS

Godwin Bemer, Rheinfelden, Switzerland, assignor to Gba-
Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 211,480, Nov. 28, 1980, Pat.

No. 4,344,876, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 47,407,

Jun. 11, 1979, abandoned. This application Jun. 25, 1982, Ser.

No. 392,424

Gaims priority, application Switzerland, Jun. 21, 1978,

6752/78

Int. a.3 C08K 5/34: C09D 3/28. 3/81

U.S. a. 524—91 23 Claims

1. A stabilized stoving lacquer composition comprising

(a) an acid catalyzed stoving lacquer based on hot crosslink-

able acrylic, polyester or alkyd resins,

(b) an N-substituted 2,2,6,6-tetraalkylpiperidine comf)ound

or its acid addition salt,

(c) a UV absorber selected from the group consisting of the

benzophenones, benzothazoles, acrylic acid derivatives,

organic nickel compounds and oxanilides, and

(d) a phenolic antioxidant.

4,426,472

LIGHT STABILIZATION OF METALLIC LACQUERS
Godwin Bemer, Basel, Switzerland, assignor to Ciba-Geigy

Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 221,590, Dec. 31, 1980, abandoned,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 971,271, Dec. 20, 1978,

abandoned. This application May 6, 1982, Ser. No. 375,416

Gaims priority, application Switzerland, Dec. 30, 1977,

16297/77; Apr. 28, 1978, 4651/78

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Aug. 17,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 C09D 3/28. 3/81

U.S. G. 524—99 14 Gaims
1. A method of stabilizing metallic stoving lacquers based on

hot-crosslinkable alkyd resins or acrylic resins against the

action of light, moisture and oxygen comprising incorporating

in said alkyd resin or acrylic resin an effective stabilizing

amount of a 2,2,6,6-tetraalkylpiperidine compound, or of the

4.426,473

INTERFACIAL VISCOSIRCATION OF AQUEOUS AGD
SYSTEMS UTILIZING SULFONATED lONOMERS

Dennis G. Peiffer, East Brunswick; Robert D. Lundberg, Bridge-

water, both of N.J., and Thad O. Walker, Humble, Tex.,

assignors to Exxon Research and Engineering Co., Rorham
Park, N.J.

Filed May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374,198

Int. G.' CXWK 5/05. 5/15
U.S. G. 524-111 19 Gaims

1. A process for forming a thickened aqueous acid fluid, said

solution having a viscosity of at least about 50 cps which
includes the steps of:

(a) forming a solvent system of an organic liquid and a polar

cosolvent. said polar cosolvent being less than about 15

weight percent of said solvent system, a viscosity of said

solvent system being less than about 1.000 cps;

(b) dissolving a water insoluble, free acid, or neutralized

sulfonated polymer in said solvent system to form a poly-

meric solution, a concentration of said unneutralized or

neutralized sulfonated polymer in said solution being

about 0.01 to less than 0.4 weight percent, a viscosity of

said solution being less than about 200 cps, and

(c) adding about 5 to about 500 volume percent iqueous acid

solution to said polymeric solution, said aqueous acid

solution being immiscible with said polymeric solution,

with said polar cosolvent and said water insoluble, neu-

tralized sulfonated polymer transferring from said poly-

meric solution to said aqueous acid solution causing the

viscosity of said aqueous acid solution to increase to at

least 50 cps.

4,426,474

ORGANOPOLYSILOXANE COMPOSITIONS AND
ELASTOMERS FORMED THEREFROM

Oswin Sommer; Norman Dorsch; Erhard Bosch, all of Burg-

hausen; August Schiller, Neuotting, and Alois Strasser, Burg-

hausen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Wacker-
Chemie GmbH, Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Apr. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 372,905

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 3,

1981, 3121984

Int. CI.' C08L 83/06

U.S. G. 524—243 6 Gaims
1. A composition which can be stored under anhydrous

conditions, but when exposed to moisture at room tempera-

ture, crosslinks to form an elastomer comprising a dior-

ganopolysiloxane having terminal condensable groups, a sili-

con compound having at least three hydrolyzable groups per

molecule which are bonded to silicon, and at least one al-

kylencdiamine m which at least one nitrogen-bonded hydrogen

atom is substituted with a polyalkylene oxide

4,426,475

STABILIZED POLYAMIDES
Bert Brassat; Hans-Josef Buysch; Heinrich Haupt, and Karl H.

Hermann, all of Krefeid, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, I>everkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Dec. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 446.943

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 16,

1981, 3149763

Int. G.' C08K 5/18

U.S. CI. 524—255 7 Gaima
1. A stabilised polyamide containing from 0.02 to 5% by

weight based on the polyamide of a diphenylamine compound
corresponding to the following general formula:
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r' r' r ri r' -I

R^ N'^r3 r3' "^n"^ r3
H H

-1 (I)

R2

wherein

R' represents hydrogen, methyl, ethyl or isopropyl;

R2 represents hydrogen, C4-C12 alkyl, C7-C12 aralkyl or
C5-C12 cydoalkyl and is in the o- or p-position to the

nitrogen atom;

R' represents hydrogen, methyl, ethyl or isopropyl and is in

the 0-, or m- or p-position to the nitrogen atom;
n represents an integer of from 1 to 29; and
Y represents C4-C12 alkylene, C7-C12 aralkylene or C5-C12

cycloalkylene or up to 50 mole percent of—S— , —CH-
2—S—CH2— , _CH2—O—CH2 or =CH-R'> wherein
R* represents hydrogen, Ci-Ca alkyl or C5 or Ce cydoal-
kyl and is in the o- or p-position to the nitrogen atom;

4,426,476

TEXTILE TREATMENTS
John C. C. Chang, New Brighton, Minn., assignor to Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed Feb. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 345,408

Int. a.5 C08F 5/W
U.S. a. 524-288 14 Qaims

1. Fluorochemical compositions comprising a mixture of:

(a) water-insoluble fluoroaliphatic radical- and aliphatic

chlorine-containing ester; and

(b) water-insoluble fluoroaliphatic radical-containing poly-

mer.

4,426,478

BRANCHED POLYESTER COATING COMPOSITIONS
Paul R. Noyes, Philadelphia, Pa^ and Eugene G. Sommcrfeld,
Mt. Laurel, N.J., assignors to E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and
Company, Wilmington, Del.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 215,713, Dec. 15, 1980, which is

a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 123,069, Feb. 20, 1980, Pat
No. 4,298,724. Thu application Not. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 439,015

Int. a.5 C08G 63/18: C08L 67/02; C09D 3/52. 3/66
U.S. a. 524—361 20 Claims

1. A solution

in at least one organic solvent of the group consisting of
methyl ethyl ketone, methyl isobutyl ketone, acetone,
dimethyl sulfoxide, isophorone, butyl diethylene glycol
monobutyl ether, lower alkyl ethers of ethylene glycol
and acetates, lower alkyl ethers of diethylene glycol and
acetates, lower alkyl acetates, N-methyl pyrrolidone and
diacetone alcohol

containing, at 20* C,
at least 60% by weight of at least one polyester, said polyes-

ter being formed from at least four different organic moi-
eties:

(1) at least one diol moiety having 2-14 carbons;

(2) at least one triol or higher polyol moiety having 3-14
carbons; __

(3) at least one dibasic aromatic acid moiety; and
(4) at least one dibasic aliphatic acid moiety,
the mole ratio Xi of total polyol to total polyacid being in

the range of 1.25/1 to 1.8/1,

the mole ratio X2 of diol to higher polyol being in the range
of 0.8/1 to 1.5/1, and

the mole ratio X3 of aromatic acid to total acid being in the
range 0.3/1 to 0.8/1,

not all of Xi, X2 and X3 being at their extremes simulta-
neously such that said polyester is nongelling in an organic
solvent at 85% solids at normal temperature.

4,426,477

THERMOPLASTIC RESIN COMPOSITION
Toshihito Yasomatsu, Fiyiidera; Toshiaki Nakase, Hirakata;

Toshinori Knbozaka, Kyoto, and Kaoru Kawabata, Yahata, all

of Japan, assignors to Riken Vitamin Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
FUed Aug. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 407,805

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 21, 1981, 56-131236
Int. a.J C08K 5/10; C08L 27/06. 31/06. 27/08

VS. a, 524-306 9 Qaims
1. A thermoplastic resin composition obtained by blending

to a vinyl chloride resin composition or its homologous series

resin composition, a glycerin ester represented by the follow-
ing formula:

H2 H H2
I I I

c—c—

c

I I I000
Ri R2 R3

wherein Ri, R2 and R3 represent each an acyl group or a
hydrogen atom, said acyl group comprises one having 2 car-

bon atoms and one consisting mainly of those having 10 to 14

carbon atoms, the acyl group having 2 carbon atoms is present
in an amount, on the average, of up to 2 mol per mol of glyc-
erin, the acyl group consisting mainly of those having 10 to 14
carbon atoms are present in an amount, on the average, of at

least 0.9 mol per mol of glycerin and the total amount of the
acyl groups is, on the average, 2.7 to 3.0 mol per mol of glyc-
erin.

4,426,479

POLY-P-PHENYLENE SULHDE RESIN COMPOSITION
AND nLM MADE THEREOF

Yukichi Deguchi; Shinichiro Miy^i, and Hiroaki Kobayashi, all

of Ohtsu, Japan, assignors to Toray Industries, Inc., Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Jun. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 386,218
aaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 12, 1981, 56-89660

Int. CIJ C08K 3/18
U.S. a. 524—430 3 Claims

1. A biaxially oriented poly-p-phenylene sulfide film pre-
pared from a resin composition comprising poly-p-phenylene
sulfide as a principal component and 0.05 to 40 wt % based on
the total weight of the composition of at least one component
selected from the group consisting of fine zinc oxide particles

and fine lead oxide particles, wherein particles not larger than
one micron in diameter account for at least 10% of the total

number of particles, and wherein the tensile strength of said

film is not lower than 13 kg/mm^ and not higher than 30
kg/mm^ in both the longitudinal direction and the transverse

direction.

4,426,480

ORGANO SILOXANES, METHOD FOR THE
PREPARATION THEREOF AND POLYMERIC

COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING SAME
Herbert E. Petty, Bethel, Conn., assignor to Union Carbide

Corporation, Danbury, Conn.
Continuation of Ser. No. 361,632, Mar. 26, 1982, abandoned.

This application Feb. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 467,572

Int. a.3 C08K 3/34
U.S. a. 524—445 21 Claims

1. An organo siloxane having the average formula:
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wherein Ri and R^ are hydrocarbon radicals having 6 to 18

carbon atoms and n is an integer having a value of 2 to SO; or

having the average formula:

R'—O-
T
•Si-O

I

CHj

CH2

Si-0-+-R2
I

CHj

4,426,482

PROCESS FOR PRODUaNG STABLE POLYMER
EMULSIONS

Kenichi Kuramoto, Atsugi, and Hideaki Nakazawa, Higasbi

Yamato, both of Japan, assignors to Toyo Soda Manufactur-
ing Co., Ltd., Naayo, Japan

Filed Apr. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 366,687

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 10, 1981. 56-53232

Int. a.J C08F 2/22. 218/08. 210/02, 214/06
U.S. a. 524—460 12 Qainu

1. A process for producing an aqueous polymer emulsion
wherein a radically polymenzable monomer or monomers
having an unsaturated bond are polymerized in an aqueous
medium in the presence of a water-soluble copolymer, said

process comprising using as the water-soluble copolymer a

copolymer derived from a combination of:

(a) a nitrogen-containing compound having an ethylenically

unsaturated bond represented by the formula (I) or (II):

wherein R' and R^ are as previously deflned and x and y are

integers each having a value of 2 to SO.

9, A polymeric composition containing an organic peroxide,

filler and an organo siloxane u defined in claim 1.

10. A polymeric composition as deflned in claim 9 wherein

the filler is clay.

CH2a«C—C— NHR
II

O

CH2»C-C-NH-CHj-NH-C-C=CH2
N H
o o

(I)

nt»

4.426,481

POLYMERIC MATRIX CONTAINING /9-EUMINATING
POLYMER AND PROCESS FOR PREPARING SAME

Charles I. SuIIItu, MelroM, Mass., assignor to Polaroid Corpo-

rationi Cambridgflt Mass.
DlTision of Ser. No. 130,532, Mar. 14, 1980, Pat. No. 4,297,431,

which Is a coBtinuation-Ui'part of Ser, No. 942,490, Sep. IS,

1978, abandoned, which ii a contiiiiMtloB*ln*part of Ser, No.

774,599, Mar. 4, 1977, abudoned, which is a

cofltlnuation'in>part of Ser. No. 681,140, Apr. 28, 1976,

abandoned, which is a contlnuatioB'in-piirt of Ser. No. 487^28,
Jul. 10, 1974, abandoned. Thii appUcttion Jul. 23, 1981, Ser. No.

285,936

Int. a.) C08F 2/16
U.S. a. 524—460 6 Gaims

1. A polymeric product adapted to utilization in a difTusion

control layer, comprising a preformed aqueous emulsion poly-

mer matrix material comprising recurring units from diacetone

acrylamide. butylacrylate and acrylic acid, said matrix material

having polymerized therein a polymer of a mixture of a /3-

elimination monomer capable of undergoing /3-elimination in

an alkaline environment and a copolymerizable ethylenically-

untaturated comonomer, said product having been obtained by

polymerizing said /9-elimination monomer and said copolymer-

izable ethylenically-unsaturated comonomer in the presence of

said preformed emulsion polymer matrix, said /3-elimination

monomer having the formula

-R-
I

k
A-C-E

D-C-H

wherein R is an ethylenically unsaturated group of two or

three carbon atoms; A, D and E are selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen, methyl and phenyl provided that no

more than one of A, E or D may be methyl or phenyl; and Y
is an activating group which activates said /3-elimination.

wherein X is a hydrogen atom or a methyl group and R is

a hydrogen atom or a methylol group,

with at least one compound selected from the group consist-

ing of

(b-l) an unsaturated carboxylic acid or its salt, and
(b-2) an ethylenically unsaturated sulTonic acid or its salt

4,426,483

ORGANIC PIGMENTS
William W. Maslanka, London-Briuin Township, Chester

County, Pa., and Gavin G. Spence, New Castle County, Del.,

assignors to Hercules Incorporated, Wilmington, Del.

Division of Ser. No. 160,888, Jun. 19, 1980, Pat. No. 4,353,818,

which Is a division of Ser. No. 909,606, May 25, 1978, Pat. No.

4,235,982, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 803,330,

Jun. 3, 1977, abandoned. This application May 11, 1982, Ser.

No. 377,217

Int. a.i C08F 2/16

U.S. a. 524-460 8 Oaims
1- Water-insoluble graft copolymer particles consisting es-

sentially of the free radical catalyzed graft copolymenzation

product of (1) at least one ethylenically unsaturated monomer
(a) and at least one polyethylenically unsaturated monomer (b)

in an amount at least sufficient to provide cross linked graft

copolymer panicles, and (2) s water-soluble cationic prepoly-

mer having an RSV of about 01 to about 2.3 (1 M NaCl, 1%.
23* C), the prepolymer moiety of the graft copolymer parti-

cles being present on the surface of the particles,

said monomer (a) being selected from the group consisting

of methyl alpha'Chloroacrylate, ethyl alpha-chloroacry-

late, methyl methacryiatc. isopropyl methacrylate, phenyl

methacrylate, vinyl chloride, acrylonitrile, methacrylom-

trile, and monomers having the formula

O:
C"iCH2

(Y),

wherein R is hydrogen or methyl, Y is methyl or chlorine,

and n is 0, 1,2, or 3, said monomer (b) being selected from

the group consisting of divinylbenzene; diallyl phthalate;
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ethylene glycol dimethacrylate; 1,3-hutylene glycol di-

methacrylate; 1,6-hexanedioI dimethacrylate; polyethyl-
ene glycol dimethacrylate; polypropylene glycol dimeth-
acrylate; trivinylbenzene; divinylnaphthalene; diallyl ma-
leate; diallyl fumarate; trimethylol propane trimethacry-
late; and pentaerythritol tetraacrylate, and said prepoly-
mer (2) being the addition polymerization product of
(i) about 5 mole percent to 100 mole percent of a cationic

monomer having the formula

CH2=CCOOCH2CHCH2N— Ri X"
I \ '

OH Rj

phobe bunching comprising at least two monovalent hydro-
phobic groups per hydrophobic segment, sufTicient to provide

wherein

Rl is hydrogen or methyl,

R2 is hydrogen or a C1-C4 alkyl,

Rj is hydrogen, a C1-C4 alkyl.

OH
I

—CH2CHCH2Y

where Y is hydroxyl or halogen.

O
/ \

—CH2CHCH2,

and -fCH2CH20);,H where n is an integer 1 or more
and X~ is an anion, and

(ii) from about 95 mole percent to mole percent of at

least one monoethylenically unsaturated amide mono-
mer, the amount of prepolymer (2) employed in prepar-
ing the graft copolymer particles being from about I

part to about 25 parts by weight for each 100 parts by
weight of monomers (1) employed.

4,426,484

METHOD FOR ACCELERATING CURE OF RESOLE
TYPE PHENOLIC RESINS

Yukio Saeki, and Katsuyuki Tanaka, both of Fujieda, Japan,
assignors to Sumitomo Durez Company, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 14, 1981, Ser, No. 311,375
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 21, 1980, 55-146339

Int. a.3 C08L 61/10. 61/12. 61/14
U.S. a. 524-541 7 Claims

1. A resin composition comprising a phenol-aldehyde resole
resin that is solid at ambient temperature, and about 0.3 to 20
parts by weight of a phenol-aldehyde novolac resin that is solid

at ambient temperature based upon 100 parts by weight of said

resole resin, wherein about 50 to 100 percent of the phenolic
component of said novolac resin is resorcinol.

I

4 426 485
POLYMERS WITH HYDROPHOBE BUNCHES

Kenneth L. Hoy, St. Albans, and Richard C. Hoy, South
Charleston, both of W. Va., assignors to Union Carbide Corpo-
ration, Danbury, Conn.

Filed Jun. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,202
Int. C\? C08L 33/08. 75/08

U.S. a. 524-591 40 Oaims
1. A water-soluble, thermoplastic, organic polymer having a

weight average molecular weight of at least about 10,000
which comprises hydrophobic segments, each containing at

least one monovalent hydrophobic group covalently bonded to
the polymer, wherein the polymer has an amount of hydro-

^
for enhanced thickening of aqueous solutions containing the
polymer.

4,426,486

CLEAR AQUAGEL POLYIMIDE FILM
Gordon P. Hungerford, Palmyra, N.Y., assignor to Mobil Oil

Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Division of Ser. No. 255,028, Apr. 17, 1981, Pat. No. 4,405,550.

This application Jul. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 395,389
Int. C\? C08L 79/08

U.S. CI. 524-600 aaaims
1. A clear aquagel film comprising a polyimide matrix hav-

ing uniformly dispersed therein an aqueous phase.

4 426 487
MIXTURES OF NCO PREp'oLYMERS CONTAINING
TERTIARY NITROGEN ATOMS AND THE USE
THEREOF AS ADHESIVES OR COATINGS

Eberhard Konig, Kronberg; Rudolf Hombach, Leverkusen; Man-
fred Dollhausen, Odenthal, and Josef Pedain, Cologne, all of
Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft,
Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,924
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 8,

1981, 3139967

Int. a.3 C08L 75/12
U.S. CI. 524-710 3 Qaims

1. A composition which is stable in storage in the absence of
moisture comprising the following:

(a) 100 parts, by weight, of polyurethane prepolymers con-
taining from about 0. 1 to 0.5%, by weight, of incorporated
tertiary nitrogen atoms, from about 3 to 15%, by weight,
of structural units positioned in polyester chains corre-

sponding to the following formula:

—O—CH2-C(CH3)2—CH2—O—

and from about 3 to 12%, by weight, of terminar isocya-
nate groups which are obtained by reacting:

(al) polyisocyanates or polyisocyanate mixtures of the

diphenyl-methane series with mixtures comprising:

(a2) at least one linear or slightly branched polyester
polyol having an OH number of from about 50 to 250
containing neopentyl glycol condensed therein and
optionally, at least one linear or slightly branched poly-

ester polyol having an OH number of from about 50 to

250 not containing neopentyl glycol condensed therein,

(a3) di- or tri-functional polyhydroxy polyethers having
an OH number of from about 56 to 500, containing

tertiary amino nitrogen atoms, and optionally in admix-
ture with neutral, di- or tri-functional polyhydroxy
polyethers having an OH number of from about 28 to

500, and, optionally,

(a4) di- or tri-hydric alcohols having an OH number of
f-i m about 500 to 1810 wherein the NCO:OH equiva-

lent ratio is from about 1.7:1 to 5:1.

(b) from about 3 to 25 parts, by weight, of at least one phos-
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phoric acid ester corresponding to the following general

formula:

R'—O

r2—o—p=o

R'—

O

wherein

R', R^ and R\ which may be the .same or different, each
represents an optionally C1-C12 alkyl-substituted

phenyl radical or a saturated aliphatic hydrocarbon
radical having from 6 to 18 carbon atoms; and

(c) from about 5 to 50 parts, by weight, of one or more inert

solvents having a boiling point of from about 40° to 140°

C.

4,426,488

ELASTOMERIC COMPOSITION
Ransome J. Wyman, 821 Camino Colibri, Calabasas, Calif.

91302

Filed May 20, 1982, Ser. No. 380,367

Int. a.3 C08K 3/22
U.S. a. 524—783 17 Claims

1. An elastomeric composition formedf as a reaction product
of a polyol, an organic polyisocyanate, a liquid carrier includ-

ing water in stoichiometric excess of that required to polymer-

ize the polyol and the isocyanate reactants and an alkaline

absorbent for the carbon dioxide produced by the reaction, and
including rubber particles distributed therethrough.

4,426,489

SURFACE ACTIVE POLYMERIC SURFACTANTS
CONTAINING SIDE CHAIN HYDROPHOBES

Ritchie A. Wessling, Midland, and Dale M. Pickelman, Auburn,
both of Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company,
Midland, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 123,321, Feb. 21, 1980, abandoned, which is

a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 901,924, May 1, 1978,

abandoned. This application Jun. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 272,435

Int. C'l.^ C08F 26/00. 8/00
U.S. a. 524—815 2 Qaims

1. A method of reducing the surface tension of an aqueous
medium having a polymeric surfactant dissolved therein, said

polymeric surfactant (a) being a substantially linear, synthetic,

water-scluble cationic interpolymer having a critical micelle

concentration of 0.01 to about 10 percent in water at 25° C, a

charge density of from about 1 to about 5 meq/g and a number
average molecular weight of from about 500 to about 40,000;

(b) being derived from the addition polymerization of one or

more ethylenically unsaturated monomers and (c) being com-
posed of a plurality of nonionic hydrophobic units and a plural-

ity of pH independent hydrophilic cationic units which are

randomly distributed in the backbone of said interpolymeric

surfactant; said method comprising the use of the aforemen-

tioned type of polymeric surfactant in which a portion of the

randomly distributed cationic units thereof contains a hydro-

phobic substituent thereon, said hydrophobic substituent being

an alkyl group of from 8 to about 20 carbon atoms which is

attached to a nitrogen atom and said portion of such cationic

groups which is so substituted being such that an average of

from 1 to about 5 of such hydrophobically substituted cationic

groups are present per polymeric surfactant molecule.

4,426,490

CATALYZING EMULSION PAPER RELEASE
COMPOSITIONS

Anthony J. Dallavia, Jr., Oifton Park; Gordon T. Van VIeck,
and Frank J. Traver, both of Troy, all of N.Y., assignort to

General Electric Co., Waterford, N.Y.

Filed Mar, 10, 1982, Ser. No. 356,796

Int. a.' C08L 83/00
U.S. a. 524—837 4 Qaims

1. A method of polymerizing organosilicon compound
(1) containing at least one SiOH group and any remammg

silicon valences m said organosilicon compound being
satisfied by radicals selected from the group consisting of
silicon-bonded oxygen atoms attached to other silicon

atoms to form the siloxane linkage, silicon-bonded nitro-

gen radicals to form the silazane linkage, silicon-bonded
sulfur radicals to form the Si—S— Si linkage, Si— SI link-

age, and organic groups attached to the silicon through
the SiC linkage selected from the group consisting of
disilylalkylene, disilylarylene, disylhydrocarbon ether
linkage, monovalent hydrocarbon, monovalent halohy-
drocarbon, monovalent hydrocarbon ether, nitrile-sub-

stituted monovalent hydrocarbon, ester substituted mono-
valent hydrocarbon, and monovalent hydrocarbon group
substituted with an amino amido. and sulfide groups, there

being on the average from 0.9 to 3 of said organic groups
attached to the silicon which comprises contacting said

organosilicon compound with

(2) a catalyst comprising dioctyl tin dineodeconale. at a

temperature sufficient to cause an increase in the molecu-
lar weight of said organosilicon compound

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the catalyst is in the form
of an emulsion.

4,426,491

CURABLE PHYSICAL MIXTURES AND COMPOSITES
THEREFROM

Hugh C. Gardner, Somerville, N.J.. assignor to Union Carbide

Corporation, Danbury, Conn.

Filed Jun. 23, 1980, Ser. No. 162,253

Int. Q.' C08J 5 /O

U.S. a. 524-878 2 Qaims
1. A process for producing a fiber reinforced rigid article

containing 15 to about 80 weight percent of fibers which pro-

cess comprises adding a curable physical mixture comprising

an active hydrogen containing compound selected from a

polyol, a polyamine. an ammo alcohol, or mixtures thereof, (b)

an unsaturated carboxylic anhydride, and (c) an ethylenically

unsaturated monomer into a mold cavity containing said fiber

and curing the components therein.

4,426,492

DISPOSABLE, HYDROGEL SOFT CONTACT LENSES
Robert Steckler, Mission Viejo, Calif., assignor to Plastomedicai

Sciences, Inc., Briarcliff Manor, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 298,865

Int. Q.5 C08L 29/04

U.S. CI. 525—61 12 Qaims
1. A method of preparing a stable, three dimensional Xero-

gel, which when immersed in dilute aqueous alkali at a pH of
7-1 1 absorbs water to form a water insoluble Hydrogel, which
comprises: (I) introducing pendant carboxyl groups into (a) a

water insoluble, linear vinyl polymer containing free hydroxyl

groups and selected from the group consisting of vinyl alcohol-

vinyl acetate copolymers composed, by weight, of from about

92.5% to about 53% vinyl acetate groups and from about 7.5%
to about 47% vinyl alcohol groups and polyvinyl acetals. by
heating a mixture of a major amount of said polymer and (b) a

predetermined minor amount of an anhydride of a polybasic

carboxylic acid to produce a carboxylated adduct of said poly-

mer by reaction of free hydroxyl groups on said polymer with

said anhydride to form monoesters of said polybasic acid with
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said polymer containing free pendant carboxyl groups; and (II)

thereafter sparingly crosslinking to a predetermined amount
the thus obtained carboxylated adduct under anhydrous condi-
tions by heating (c) said carboxylated adduct to a temperature
and for a time to effect reaction between free hydroxyl groups
and pendant carboxyl groups on said adduct to form ester

groups, or (d) adding to and intimately admixing with said

carboxylated adduct a predetermined minor amount of poly-
functional crosslinking agent, the functional groups of which
are reactive with the hydroxyl or carboxyl groups of said

adduct, and heating such mixture to a temperature and for a
time to effect reaction between the functional groups on said

crosslinking agent and said hydroxyl or carboxyl groups on
said carboxylated adduct; the amount of said anhydride em-
ployed in said carboxylation step, the amount of crosslinking

effected and amount of crosslinking agent employed in said

crosslinking step being such amounts as are predetermined as

needed to produce a Xerogel which when immersed in dilute

aqueous alkali at a pH of 7-1 1 absorbs water and swells to form
a water insoluble Hydrogel having a water content of about
48% to about 86%.

melts, said mixing, bringing and maintaining being with-

out chemical or irradiant initiation;

with a saturated, linear polyethylene in the melt phase, the

saturated polyethylene being present in an amount of between
about 20 weight percent and about 40 weight percent of the

melt composition, said reacting being without chemical or
irradiant initiation.

4,426,493

GRAFT POLYBLEND FLOW IMPROVERS FOR PVC
John C. Falk, Chicago, III., assignor to Borg-Wamer Chemicals,

Inc., Parkersburg, W. Va.

Continuation of Ser. No. 100,624, Dec. 5, 1979, abandoned,
which is a dirision of Ser. No. 932,585, Aug. 10, 1978, Pat. No.
4,212,958, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 690,112, May 26,

1976, abandoned. This application Aug. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 290,761
Int. a.3 C08L 51/06

U.S. a. 525—84 3 Qaims
1. A thermoplastic composition comprising a blend of 100

parts by weight of a polyvinyl halide selected from the group
consisting of homopolymers of vinyl chloride and copolymers
thereof containing at least 80% by weight vinyl chloride, and
from 3 to 25 parts by weight of a polyblend composition com-
prising from 50 to 90% by weight of a rubbery mono-olefin
polymer substrate selected from the group consisting of rub-
bery ethylenepropylene copolymers and rubbery ethylene- 1-

butene copolymers, and correspondingly from 50 to 10% by
weight of a graft phase formed by graft polymerizing in the
presence of said rubbery substrate a monomer mixture consist-

ing of an acrylate grafting monomer and a vinyl aromatic
grafting monomer said acrylate grafting monomer being se-

lected from the group consisting of methyl acrylate, ethyl
acrylate, methyl methacrylate and mixtures thereof, and said

vinyl aromatic grafting monomer being selected from the
group consisting of styrene, alpha methyl styrene, vinyl tolu-

ene and mixtures thereof

4,426,495

PREPARATION OF STAR POLYMERS
Francis J. Vitus; Ivan G. Hargis, both of Tallmadge; Russell A.

Livigni, and Sundar L. Aggarwal, both of Akron, all of Ohio,
assignors to The General Tire A Rubber Company, Akron,
Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 282,671, Jul. 13, 1981, Pat. No. 4,409,368.
This application Sep. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 421,700

Int. a.J C08L 67/06
U.S. a. 525—92 6 Qainis

1. A thermosetting composition selected from the group
consisting of thermosetting polyester resins and thermosetting
vinyl ester resins containing crosslinking monomers and hav-
ing from about 5 to 15% by weight based on the total weight
of the composition of a rubbery star copolymer having an
average of from about 4 to 9 arms, having a Mn of from about
50,000 to 250,000, comprising from about 10 to 40% by weight
of styrene and from 90 to 60% by weight of butadiene- 1,3 and
having a nucleus from an initiator (1) having a VPO Mn of
from about 750 to 4,000, (2) having from 4 to 9 C-Li sites and
(3) being the adduct of an aromatic compound selected from
the group consisting of divinyl benzene and diisopropenyl
benzene and mixtures thereof and RLi where R is selected
from the group consisting of normal, secondary and tertiary

alkyl and cycloalkyl radicals of from 2 to 20, or from 2 to 10,

carbon atoms and mixtures thereof, the mole ratio of RLi to
said aromatic compound being about 1:0.83.

4 426 494
UNSATURATED ETHYLENE POLYMERS XnD

PROCESSES FOR PREPARING AND FOR USING SAME
Manrin L. Beasley, Alra, Okla., and J. B. Brennan, Waldwick,
NJ., assignors to Resdev, Inc., Alya, Okla.

Division of Ser. No. 113,092, Jan. 17, 1980, Pat. No. 4,303,763.
This application Aug. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 289,253

Int. a.^ C08L 23/26
VS. a. 525-86 14 Qaims

1. A process for cross-linking two ethylene polymers, com-
prising the step of reacting an unsaturated polyethylene pre-
pared by the process of:

(a) mixing pulverized low- or medium-denisty saturated,

linear polyethylene with liquid conjugated diene mono-
mer having from 4 to about 10 carbon atoms and being
present in an amount up to about 5 weight percent of the
mixture;

(b) bringing said mixture to a temperature that melts the
polyethylene; and

(c) maintaining said melt temperature until the polyethylene

4,426,496

POLY(ALLYL)POLY(ALKENYLPHENOL) POLYMER
COMPOSITIONS

Robert E. Hefner, Jr., Lake Jackson, Tex., assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Oct. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 437,249
Int. a.3 C08L 67/00. 67/08. 77/12

U.S. a. 525—168 30 Qaims
1. A composition which is thermosettable upon curing with

a curing quantity of a suitable curing agent, which thermoset-
table composition comprises,

(1) from 5 to about 95 percent by weight (pbw) of at least

one resin composition selected from the group consisting

of

(a) unsaturated polyester resins,

(b) unsaturated polyesteramide reisins,

(c) dicyclopentadiene modified unsaturated polyester

resins,

(d) dicyclopentadiene modified unsaturated polyestera-

mide resins, and

(e) vinyl ester resins,

(2) from zero to about 95 pbw of at least one polymerizable
ethylenically unsaturated monomer; and

(3) from about I to about 50 pbw of a composition repre-

sented by any of formulas I through VIII in the specifica-

tion;

wherein each A is a group represented by the formula —CH-
2—CH=CH2 (allyl); each R, R' and R" is independently hy-
drogen or an alkyl group having from 1 to about 3 carbon
atoms; each X is independently an alkyl group having from 1 to

about 4 carbon atoms, chlorine or bromine with the proviso
that at least one X on each ring is chlorine or bromine; each X'
is independently chlorine or bromine; Q is independently a

group derived from any suitable polymerization initiator or
terminator, —H,
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and wherein each aromatic ring may contain any substituent
group as those enumerated as substituent groups in Formulas I

through VIII; n has a value from about 5 to about 100, prefera-
bly from about 15 to about 80; n' has a value of from about 1 to
about 99, preferably from about 1 to about 30; n" has a value of
from about 1 to about 99, preferably from about 30 to about 99;
X has a value from zero to 4; x' has a value of from zero to 3;

x" has a value of zero to 2; y has a value of 1 or 2; z has a value
from to about 100; z' has a value of from to about 100 and
z" has a value from about 1 to about 100 and wherein the pbw
of the individual components is based upon total composition.

4,426,497

POLYMER MIXTURES COMPRISING POLYETHYLENE
AND 1,4 POLYBUTADIENE

Eric G. Kent, Sarnia, Canada, assignor to Polysar Limited,
Samia, Canada

Filed Mar. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 359,254
Oaims priority, application Canada, May 1, 1981, 376722

Int. a.3 C08L 23/26. 23/06, 9/00
U.S. a. 525—194 10 Oaims

1. A polymeric covering material which is prepared by
crosslinking by reaction with an organic peroxide at a tempera-
ture of from about 125° to about 175° C. or by treatment with
radiation and which contains per 100 parts by weight of poly-
meric materials from about 60 to about 95 parts by weight of a
polyethylene and from about 5 to about 40 parts by weight of
a polybutadiene having from about 90 to about 97 percent of
cis-1,4 structure.

of (B) from 5 to 60 parts, by weight, of an at least partially

cross-linked rubber in the form of an aqueous latex containing
particles having an average diameter of more than 0.05 ^m and
having a solids content of at least 20%, by weight, the poly-

merization being carried out in a reaction medium comprismg
an aliphatic hydrocarbon at a temperature of from 30° to 100*

C. and in the presence of a radical-forming initiator, and isolat-

ing sedimented graft polymer particles having a diameter of
from 5 to 1000 ^im.

4,426,498

POLYETHYLENE COMPOSITION COMPRISING
LLDPE AND RUBBER

Hiroshi Inoue, Ooi; Masaaki Isoi, Ogose, and Kazuo Sei, Yoko-
hama, all of Japan, assignors to Toa Nenryo Kogyo Kabushiki
Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 359,399
Oaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 7, 1981, 56-51099

Int. 0.3 C08L 23/08. 23/20
U.S. O. 525—240 7 Oaims

1. A polyethylene composition which comprises:

(a) from 70 to 98 parts by weight of linear low density poly-

ethylene comprising a copolymer of ethylene and an al-

pha-olefin having a density of 0.915 to 0.935 and Mw/Mn
ratio of 3 to 12; and

(b) from 2 to 30 parts by weight of an ethylene-butene-1
copolymer rubber having a density lower than 0.9.

4,426,500

POLYMER SOLUBILIZATION
Timothy W. Johnson, BartlesTille, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Okla.
Filed Aug. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,686

Int. O.^ C08F 283/00
U.S. O. 525—537 i6 Oaims

1. A process for solubilizing (depolymerizing) arylene sul-

fide polymers which comprises contacting same with a solu-

tion comprising a metal halide selected from the halides of
aluminum, gallium, and indium and at least one aromatic sol-

vent having from 6 to about 10 carbon atoms per molecule and
a boiling point less than about 260* C. at atmospheric pressure
selected from aromatic hydrocarbons and and haJogenated
derivatives thereof having up to 4 halogen atoms, and option-
ally in admixture with a normally liquid paraffin or cycloparaf-
fin having up to 10 carbon atoms per molecule, under condi-
tions of temperature and pressure which solubilize said arylene
sulfide polymer and form a solution comprising a complex
mixture of arylene sulfides.

4,426,501

EMULSION COPOLYMERIZATION PROCESS USING
COMONOMER SOLUBILITY AFFECTING ADDITIVES
Ausat A. Khan, Newark, Del., assignor to E. I. Du Pont de
Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Jan. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 458,660

Int. 0.3 C08F 2/22. 210/02 214/18
U.S. O. 526—206 \2 Oaims

ETHYLEWE/METMYL ACRYLATE COfOtYMCTIZaTIOH

XM

.^40

so6—
5»

10
O WITH 3X I- BuOH

• WITH 2% C1CH34 *N0 Slbl-BuOH

10 19

HOURS ATTOt STEAOT STATE

20

4,426,499

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF GRAFT
POLYMERS

Siegfried Korte, Leverkusen; Christian Lindner, Cologne; Carl-

bans Siiling, Odenthal, and Karl-Heinz Ott, Leverkusen, all of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft,

Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,486

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 6,

1981, 3104101

Int. Q\? C08F 279/04

U.S. a. 525—316 7 Claims
1. A process for the production of a graft polymer which

comprises polymerizing (A) from 95 to 40 parts, by weight, of
at least one ethylenically unsaturated monomer in the presence

1. In a process for copolymerizing in an aqueous emulsion at

least two but no more than three comonomers having different

solubilities in water, the monomer combmations being selected

from the following classes:

(1) ethylene with at least one of methyl acrylate, ethyl acry-

late, vinyl acetate, methyl methacrylate, and glycidyl

methacrylate; and

(2) one of ethylene, propylene, propylene, and isobutylene

with one of tetrafiuoroethylene and chlorotrifiuoroethyl-

ene and with about 0-2 mole % of a copolymerizable

vinyl monomer which is free of telogenic activity, and
which incorporates into the copolymer a side chain con-

Uining at least two carbon atoms, with the side chain
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having only single bonds between elements, except that

the side chains may consist essentially of aromatic rings;

the improvement of having present in the copolymerization

medium at least two but no more than three comonomer
solubility-affecting additives, at least one of which in-

creases the solubility in water of one of the comonomers,

while at least another one decreases the solubility in water

of another comonomer;

with the proviso that in the case of copolymerization of

three comonomers, one of the comonomers may serve as

the solubility-affecting additive for another comonomer,

and when the solubility affecting additive is not one of the

comonomers its amount is less than about 5 percent of the

weight of water.

I

R'

A'—

N

N—R2—N—Q'—Q2—q3—O—Y—C=CH

C A R5 R*
II

O

where

R' is alkylene having 2 to 3 carbon atoms;

R2 alkylene having 2 to about 10 carbon atoms;

R3 is H or CH3;

R* is H or CH3 and may be the same as or different from R^;

Q' is (R5—0)m where m is zero or an integer from I to about

100, and R^ is a linear or branched alkylene, alkoxyalky-

lene, cycloalkylene, cycloalkoxyalkylene, arylalkylene, or

aryloxyalkylene residue having 2 to about 20 carbon

atoms;

4,426,502

BULK POLYMERIZATION OF CYCLOOLEFINS Q^ « CH-CH2 or CH2-CH-CH2, where A^ is H or

Robert J. Minciiak, Parma Heights, Ohio, assignor to The B. F. ^^ ^^2 0^2
Goodrich Company, Akron, Ohio

^

Filed Jun. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 387,920

Int a.3 C08F 4/06
(CH2-CH-0),H

VJS. a. 526—172 12 Qaims cH2-0-q3-Y-CH=CH2 or

R3 R4

eCH—CH2—O-^H

CH2—O—q3—Y—CH=CH2

R3 R*

where t is zero or an integer from 1 to 10;

Q^ is (O—R^)„ where n is zero or an integer from 1 to about

100 and may be the same as or different from m, and R^ is

a linear or branched alkylene, alkoxyalkylene, cycloalkyl-

ene, cycloalkoxyalkylene, arylalkylene or aryloxyalkylene

residue having 2 to about 20 carbon atoms, and may be the

same as or different from R';

Y is CH2 or —C—

;

II

O
1. A process comprising the steps of conveying a reactive

liquid mix into a mold maintained at an elevated temperature

whereby ring opening polymerization in bulk of said liquid mix

is thermally initiated, and extracting a molded product from

the mold; said liquid mix comprising an organoammonium
catalyst selected from organoammonium molybdates and or-

ganoammonium tungstates, an alkoxyalkylalummum halide or

aryloxyalkylaluminum halide cocatalyst, and at least one nor-

bomene-type monomer.

I"

4,426,503

DERIVATIVES OF AMINOALKYL ALKYLENE UREAS
AND THEIR USE AS WET ADHESION PROMOTERS

Joseph M. Sandri, Arnold; John W. Calentine, Pasadena; Sey-

mour M. Linder, and Yves J. Billioux. b<ith of Baltimore, all

of Md., assignors to Alcoiac inc., Baltimore, Md.
Diiision of Ser. No. 157,238, Jun. 6, 1980, Pat. No. 4,319,032.

This application Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,504

Int. a.3 C08F 26/06

VJS. a. 526—263 15 Qaims
1. A composition polymerizable to form a latex copolymer

for paint comprising a polymerizable mixture of at least one

unsaturated monomer and at least one compound having the

formula:

A is H, Q*H or —Q*—Q^—q'—O—Y—C=CH
r3 R*

where Q* is (R^

—

0)p where p is zero or an integer from 1 to

about 100 and may be the same as or different from m and n,

and R^ is a linear or branched alkylene, alkoxyalkyene, cyclo-

alkylene, cycloalkoxyalkylene, arylalkylene, or aryloxyalky-

lene residue having 2 to about 20 carbon atoms, and may be the

same as or different from R' or R^
Q' is (O—R^)^ where q is zero or an integer from 1 to about

100 and may be the same as or different from m, n and p,

and R^ is a linear or branched alkylene, alkoxyalkylene,

cycloalkylene, cycloalkoxyalkylene, arylalkylene, or ary-

loxyalkylene residue having 2 to about 20 carbon atoms,

and may be the same as or different from R', R^ and R^;

and

a' is H, —Q6—Q2—q7—O—Y—C=CH or A

R3 R*

where Q^ is (R'—O), where r is zero or an integer from 1 to

about 100 and may be the same as or different from m, n, p and

q, and R^ is a linear or branched alkylene, alkoxyalkylene,

cycloalkylene, cycloalkoxyalkylene, arylalkylene, or arylox-
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yalkylene residue having 2 to about 20 carbon atoms, and may
be the same as or different from R'. R^ R^ and R*; and
Q' is (O—R"^j where s is zero or an integer from 1 to about

100 and may be the same as or different from m, n, p, q and
r, and R'^^is a linear or branched alkylene, alkoxyalkylene.

4,426,504

FLEXIBLE DICYCLOPENTENYL OXYETHYL
METHACRYLATE CURABLE COMPOSITIONS

Uma S. Nandi, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to Battelle Develop-

ment Corporation, Columbus, Ohio
Filed Jun. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,515

Int. a.3 C08F 220/28
U.S. a. 526—282 8 Oaims

1. An acrylic curable composition of improved flexibility

that cures rapidly at room temperature in the presence of an

acrylic catalyst, which comprises on a curable weight percent

solids basis:

(a) between about 70% and 95% dicyclopentenyl oxyethyl

methacrylate, and

(b) between about 5% and 30% of a linear poly(oxyalkylene)

glycol diacrylate or dimethacrylate cross-linking agent

which contains from between about 4 to about 33 oxyal-

kylene groups per molecule.

4,426,505

POLYMERS CONTAINING
DECAHALOPENTACYCLODECYL GROUPS

Richard A. Minns, Arlington, Mass., assignor to Polaroid Cor-

poration, Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Feb. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 352,085

Int. a.3 C08F 20/24. 20/58

U.S. CI. 526—283 14 Oaims
1. A normally solid polymer comprising recurring units of

the formula

wherein R is hydrogen or lower alkyl containing from 1 to 5

carbon atoms, L is a divalent linking group, and each X is

independently chloro or bromo.

4,426,506

ALPHA-BETA UNSATURATED UREIDE POLYMERS,
METHOD FOR MAKING SAME AND CURED
ELASTOMERS PRODUCED THEREFROM

Fernando E. Blanco, Arleta, Calif., assignor to Products Re-

search A Chemical Corp., Glendale, Calif.

Filed Sep. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 418,667

Int. a.5 C08G 77/0^

U.S. a. 526—302 14 Claims

1. A method for producing a highly reactive liquid alpha-

beta unsaturated ureide polymer having two to four terminal

ureide groups which comprises:

forming a reaction mixture consisting essentially of (a) a

liquid polymer reactant having two to four reactive isocy-

anate groups but no other groups reactive with alpha-beta

unsaturated amides and having the formula R—(NCO)„
wherein n is from 2 to 4 and R is the polymenc backbone
of the polymeric reactant and (b) an alpha-beta unsatu-

rated amide reactant having the formula:

H-N—C—Cs=CH2
I I

H R|

wherein R) is hydrogen, lower alkyl or halogen and heat-

ing said reaction mixture to a temperature sufficient to

cause reaction between said polymer reactant and said

alpha-beta unsaturated amide reactant and maintaining

said temperature until the reaction is substantially com-
plete.

8. A liquid highly reactive alpha-beta unsaturated ureide

polymer having the formula:

O OHI!
R—<N—C— N—C—C= CH:),

H H

wherein R is a polymenc backbone having no groups reactive

with alpha-beta unsaturated amides, n is from 2 to 4 and Ri is

hydrogen, lower alkyl or halogen.

4,426,507

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING (CO).POLYMERS FROM
a,P UNSATURATED ACID DERIVATIVES

Valentin N. Kiselnikov, ulitsa Pusbkina, 2, kv. 1; Arkady A.

Shubin, 4 Letny pereulok, 4, kv. 4; Vladislav V. Vyalkov,

ulitsa Lezhnevskaya, 124-a, kv. 30; Vitaly A. Knigiov, ulitsa

Parizhskoi Kommuny, 22, kv. 97; Tamara F. Loginova, ulitsa

Pusbkina, 47, kv. 56; Viktor S. Romanov, ulitsa Proctomaya,

15. kv. 42; Uv N. Ovcbinnikov, ulitsa F. Engelsa, 117, kv. 9,

all of Ivanovo; Valentin I. Varlamov, pereulok Shkolny, 2/38,

kv. 88; Jury A. Makarov, pereulok Ztaukovskogo, 3, kv. 19,

both of Dzerzhinsk Gorkovskoi oblasti; Evgeny I. Penkov,

prospekt Dzerzhinskogo, 4, kv. 44; Galina N. Shvareva, pros-

pekt Pobedy, 16-a, kv. 41, both of Dzerzhinsk Gorkovskoi

oblasti, and Vladimir N. Shtefan, ulitsa F. Engelsa, 22, kv. 17,

Gorky, all of U.S.S.R.

Filed Feb. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 243,923

Int. a.' O08F 22/02. 22/14 22/J8

U.S. a. 526—303.1 15 Gaims
1. A process for producing (co)polymers from acrylic and

/or methacrylic acids, salts, esters or amide derivatives

thereof, which comprises:

(a) (co)polymerizing the starting monomers in the presence

of radical initiators at the decomposition temperature of

said initiator until the appearance of the gel-effect and the

formation of a low-molecular weight prepolymer,

wherein the concentration of the starting monomers vary

from about 40 to 100% by weight;

(b) cooling said prepolymer to the glass-transition tempera-

ture to yield a higher-molecular weight prepolymer with

a degree of conversion of about 50, to 90%;

(c) granulating said prepolymer;

(d) treating said granulated prepolymer with a heating agent;

(e) drying and continuing polymerization of the granulated

prepolymer in a fluidized bed heated with a heating agent;

(0 drying and continuing polymerization of the granulated

prepolymer in a filtering bed heated with a heating agent

to yield the final polymerization product.
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4,426,508

CATALYTIC PREPARATION OF HIGH MOLECULAR
WEIGHT POLYSILOXANES

Adrien Dronuurd, Paris, and Qaude Millet, Saint-Priest, both of
France, assignors to Rbone-Poulenc Specialites Chimiques,
Coorbevoie, France

Filed May 12, 1982, Ser. No. 377,589
Claims priority, application France, May 12, 1981, 81 09571

Int. a.' C08G 77/06
U.S. a. 528—23 4 Qaims

1. A process for the preparation of a high molecular weight
polysiloxane, comprising polymerizing/rearranging a polysi-

loxane of lower molecular weight in the presence of a catalyst

comprising

a porous, inorganic mineral particulate support having an
average pore diameter in excess of 20 A and a pore vol-

ume ranging from 0.2 to 2 ml/g, said porous support being
coated with less than 15 mg/m^ of a film of polymeric
material comprising pendant sulfonic or phosphonic acid

functions, and said polymeric material being characterized

by an ion exchange capacity of less than 2 milliequivalents

per gram.

4,426,511

HEAT-RESISTING AROMATIC POLYESTER RESIN AND
PROCESS FOR PREPARING THE SAME

Masahiro Asada, Kobe; Miyuki Matsuura, Nishinoniiya, and
Kazuya Yonezawa, Kobe, all of Japan, assignors to Kanegafu-
chi Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

Filed Oct. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 313,670
Qaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 24, 1980, 55-150004

Int. a.^ C08G 6i/18
U.S. a. 528-128 12 Qainu

1. An aromatic polyester resin comprising (a) recurring units
of the following formula (I):

^s-O-r°-0-'<-O-°^
a)

o o

wherein X is a bivalent group selected from the group consist-
ing of a bivalent hydrocarbon group having 1 to 10 carbon
atoms, —O—

, —S— , —SO2— and —CO—, and (b) recurring
units of the following formula (II):

4,426,509

STORABLE CROSSLINKABLE
ORGANOPOLYSILOXANE MOLDING COMPOSITIONS
Giintber Maass, Berg.-Gladbach; Hans Sattlegger, Odenthal,
and Hans J. Liicking, Leverkusen, all of Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Aug. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 411,750
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 5,

1981, 3135185

Int. a.3 C08G 77/04 \

U.S. a. 528-34 3 Qaims
1. In a plastic organosiloxane molding composition which in

the absence of water is capable of being stored and in the
presence of moisture is cross-linked to a rubber, the composi-
tion comprising a hydroxypolydiorganosiloxane, a base and
heavy metal compound as cross-linking catalyst, and a cross-
linking agent, the improvement which comprises employing as
the cross-linking agent a silane compound of the formula

(OR)a R| R, I

R,Si-(0-C=C-R2)4-(a+ „)

or a partial hydrolysis product thereof, wherein
R is an optionally substituted alkyl, alkenyl or aryl group,
Ri is hydrogen or R,

R2 is an acyl, carbalkoxy or carbaroxy group or Ri,
a is 1-3,

n is 0, 1 or 2, and
a-(-ng3.

o o

an

wherein X is as defined above, R and R' are a group selected
from the group consisting of alkyl, aryl, aralkyl, alkoxyl, aryl-
oxyl and phenylalkoxyl groups having 1 to 20 carbon atoms,
and a mixture thereof, p-|-q= 1 to 8, and m and n are or 1, but
n is not when m is 1, provided that up to 10% by mole of the
total of the units:

-CO—^ ^coo-

in the formulas (I) and (II) may be replaced with units:

COO—

—CO

the ratio of (a)/[(a) -|- (b)] being from 0.05 to 0.95 by mole.

4,426,510

POLYURETHANE PREPARATION USING
ORGANO-ZINC CATALYST AND TIME-LAPSE

MODIHER
Theodore A. DelDonno, North Wales, Pa,, assignor to Rohm and
Haas Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Aug. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 405,222
Int. a.J C08G 18/16, 18/22

\2S. a. 528-49 20 Qaims
1. Coating or adhesive composition having extended pot life

and short cure time comprising an organic polyol, an organic
polyisocyanate, an organo-zinc cure rate catalyst, and a com-
pound effective to extend the pot-life selected from (a) beta-
dicarbonyl compounds, (b) alpha-hydroxy ketones, (c) fused
aromatic beta-hydroxy ketones, and (d) beto-hydroxy nitro-
gen-heterocyclic fused aromatics.

4,426,512

POLYESTER CONTAINERS HAVING IMPROVED GAS
BARRIER PROPERTIES

Robert B. Barbee, and Thomas H. Wicker, Jr., both of Kings-
port, Tenn., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Roches-
ter, N.Y,

Filed Jun. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 502,781
Int. C\? cone 63/18. 63/66, 63/68

U.S. a. 528—173 9 Claims
1. A polyester consisting essentially of the reaction product

of;

(A) adiol containing up to about 8 carbon atoms, and
(B) a diacid component comprising (i) about 5 to 60 mole

percent of a first diacid selected from the group consisting

of [thiobis(p-phenyleneoxy)] diacetic acid, [sulfonyl-bis(p-

phenyleneoxy)] diacetic acid, and mixtures thereof, and
(ii) about 40 to 95 mole percent of terephthalic acid,

wherein said polyester has an inherent viscosaty of about
0.5 to 1.5 when measured at 25* C. in a 60/40 by weight
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mixture of phenol/tetrachloroethane at a concentration of wherein Ar represents the aromatic radical:

O.Sg/100 ml.

4,426,513

POLYCARBONATE RESINS BASED ON
POLYPHENOLIC COMPOUNDS

Victor Mark, ETansTille, Ind., assignor to General Electric

Company, Mt. Vernon, Ind.

Filed May 31, 1979, Ser. No. 44,039

Int. a.) C08G 63/62
U.S. a. 528—204 6 Gaims

1. A high molecular weight, thermoplastic, branched poly-

carbonate composition, based on a dihydric phenol, having an

intrinsic viscosity of about 0.40 to 1.00 dl/g in methylene
chloride at 25* C. wherein the branching component is derived

from a polyphenolic compound of the formula

4,426,514

COPOLYCARBONATE FROM THIODIPHENOL
HAVING HIGH MELT FLOW RATES

Sivaram Krishnan, and Arthur L. Baron, both of New Martins-

ville, W. Va., assignors to Mobay Chemical Corporation,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Jul. 14, 1980, Ser. No. 168,857

Int. O? C08G 63/62

U.S. G. 528—204 4 Gaims
1. A copolycarbonate resin comprising the reaction product

of at least one aromatic dihydroxy compound, a carbonic acid

derivative and a thiodiphenol. said thiodiphenol comprising 20

to 40% relative to the total weight of said dihydroxy com-
pound and said thiodiphenol. said resin characterized by

(i) having a melt flow rate of at least IS g/10 min. at 300* C,
and

(ii) having a critical thickness greater than 200 mils, and

(iii) having its processing temperature below 500* F.

4,426,815

process for the manufacture of
polyusethanes by carbonylat|on of

nitrati:d hydroxy-aromatic compounds
Jacques Kervennal, Lyons, and Jean-Marie Cognion, Saint

Gcnis La?al, both of France, assignors to Produits Chimiques

Uginc KiihlnMon, Courbevoie, France

Filed Apr. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 487,260

Claims priority, application Frapce, May 14, 1982, 82 08410

Int. G.} C09Q 71/04

U.S. G. 528—210 9 Claims

1. A process for the manufacture of polyurethanes by direct

reaction in the liquid phase, comprising reacting carbon mon-

oxide with a nitrated hydroxy-aromatic compound of the

general formula:

HO—Ar—NO2

^
with the nitro and hydroxyl functional groups being in the para
or meta positions with respect to each other and R represents

hydrogen or halogen atoms or an alkyl group containing from
I to 10 carbon atoms, said reaction being carried out in the

presence of a catalyst comprising a precious metal of Group
VIII of the Periodic Table at a temperature and for a time

sufficient to form the polyufethanc.

4,426,516

POLYESTER RBER DYEABLE UNDER NORMAL
PRESSURE

Tomio Kuriki, Katano, and Seiichi Manabc. Ibaraki, both of

Japan, assignors to Asahi Kasci Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha,

Osaka, Japan

Filed Mar. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 363,628
Gaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 31. 1981, 56-46407;

Mar. 31, 1981, 56-46408; May 14, 1981, 56-71358; May 14,

1981, 56-71360

Int. G.' C08G 63/70
U.S. G. 528—272 9 Gaims

1. A fiber consisting essentially of polyethylene terephthal-

ate capable of being dyed under normal pressure and having an

initial modulus at 30' C. of about S3 g/d to about 130 g/d, a

relationship between a peak temperature [Imax (*C.)] at the

peak of a dynamic mechanical loss tangent (tan 6) measured
with a frequency of 1 10 Hz and a peak value of the dynamic
mechanical loss tangent [(tan b)max\ represented by the for-

mula:

(tBn6)^„2 1xlO-2(r;„<u- 105)

and a (tan b)max of about 0.14 to about 30 and a dynamic
mechanical loss tangent at 220' C. (tan 6220) of at most about

0.055.

4,426,517

PROCESS FOR DE-CYANOETHYLATING BLOCKED
NUCLEOTIDES

Hansen M. Hsiung, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Eli Lilly and

Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Aug. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 295,420

Int. G.'C07H 15/11 17/00

U.S. G. 536—27 S Gaims
1. A process for selectively removing a /3-cyanoeihyl block-

ing group from the phosphate moiety of a nucleotide or poly-

nucleotide, which comprises treating said nucleotide or poly-

nucleotide with diethyl amine.

4,426,518

PROCESS FOR PRODUHNG AN ALKALI SALT OF A
CARBOXYMETHYLCELLULOSE ETHER

Takco Omiya, Himeji, Japan, assignor to Daicel Chemical In-

dustries, Ltd., Sakai, Japan

Filed Sep. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 416,751

Gaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 10, 1981, 56-142731;

Apr. 12, 1982, 57-60576

Int. G.' C08B n/00. 11/20

U.S. G. 536—98 15 Gaims
1. A two stage process for preparing an alkali metal sail of

carboxymethylcellulose ether, which comprises: in a first reac-

tion stage, reacting cellulose, in the presence of an alkali in an

aqueous organic solvent, with an etherifying agent effective to

etherify said cellulose to form carboxymethylcellulose ether,

wherein the entire amount of said etherifying agent is present
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in the reaction mixture during the first reaction stage and the wherein R2" is an amine protective group, Re is selected from
molar ratio of said alkali/said etherifying agent equal to the group consisting of

NH NH
II II

—C— NH2, —C—NH—NH2

M&«£ 0^ SjftST TjT'On IDS)

number of moles of

alkali charged

/ number of moles of ^
alkali neutralized with

etherifying agent

-J-
number of moles of ethenfying agent charged

is in the range of from 0.10 to 0.99 during the first reaction

stage, until said cellulose is partially etherified and converted

to carboxymethylcellulose ether; and then, in a second reaction

stage, adding additional alkali in one or more portions to the

reaction mixture obtained from said first stage, without adding
more of said etherifying agent, until said molar ratio of said

alkali/said etherifying agent is at least 1.00 and completing the

etherification reaction; and then recovering said alkali metal

salt of carboxymethylcellulose ether from the reaction mix-

ture.
*»

4,426,519

7-(2-AMINO-4-THIAZOLYL)-ACETAMIDO
CEPHALOSPORANIC ACIDS

Michel Vignau, Neuilly-sur-Seine, and Rene Heymes, Romain-
ville, both of France, assignors to Roussel Uclaf, Paris, France

Division of Ser. No. 167,449, Jul. 10, 1980, Pat. No. 4,328,225.

This application Jan. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 343,349

Claims priority, application France, Jul. 19, 1979, 79 18702

Int. a.3 C07D 277/40, 501/56
U.S. a. 544—27 7 Qaims

1. A compound having a formula selected from the group
consisting of

NHR"2

S No
•C—C—NH—

1

(^ >
II T^ L

OCHF2 CCXDAi

and

NHR"2

X.
N O

II

C—C—NH-

N
\ I

S

Ri

COOAi
0-(CH2)„-S-Re

and CN, n is an integer from 1 to 4, Ri is selected from the

group consisting of hydrogen, chloro, methoxy, alkyl and
alkylthio of 1 to 5 carbon atoms, cycloalkyl of 3 to 5 carbon
atoms, azidomethyl, acetoxymethyl, carbamoyloxy-methyl,

O
n

—NH—C—Alk

and —CH2—S— R', Alk is alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, R' is

selected from the group consisting of an optionally substituted

1,2,3-thiadiazolyl, 1,2,5-thiadiazolyl, 1,2,4-thiadiazolyl, 1,3,4-

thiadiazolyl, l-H-tetrazolyl, 1,3-thiazolyl, 1,2,3-triazolyl, 1,2,4-

triazolyl. 1,3,4-triazolyl, 1,2,3-oxadiazolyl, 1,2,4-oxadiazolyl,

1,2,5-oxadiazolyl and 1,3,4-ozadiazolyI which heterocycle may
be substituted with at least one member of the group consisting

of methyl, ethyl, propyl, isopropyl, methoxy, ethoxy, propoxy,
isopropoxy, amino, hydroxycarbonylmethyl, dimethylamino-

ethyl and diethylaminoethyl and acyl of 2 to 4 carbon atoms
and Ai is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen and
an easily cleavable ester.

3. A compound having a formula selected from the group
consisting of

NHR2

X
S N

L C—COOH and

II

N
\
OCHF2

NHR'2

S N

I

i

\

C—COOH
II

N

0-(CH2)„-S-Rf

wherein n is an integer from 1 to 4 and R2' is selected from the

group consisting of hydrogen and an amine protective group

and Re is selected from the group consisting of—CN,

NH NH
II II

—C—NH2and —C—NH—NH2.

4,426,520

3-CARBAMOYLOXY-CEPHAM^CARBOXYLICACTD
DERIVATIVES

Robert L. Cundall, Liverpool, and Derek Walker, Jamesyille,

both of N.Y., assignors to Bristol-Myers Company, New
York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 893,092, Apr. 3, 1978, Pat. No. 4,322,347.

This application Oct. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 307,907

Int. a.' C07D 501/20; A61K 31/545

U.S. a. 544—30 7 Qaims
1. A compound of the formula
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o^

s
°

f ^"2 ^OCNHR*

CH

COOR^
\h,

in which
R' is hydrogen and R^ is phenoxyacetyl, phenylacetyl, 2-

amino-2-phenylacetyl 2-(p-hydroxyphenyl)acetyl, 2-

amino-2-(p-hydroxyphenyI)acetyI, naphthoyi, 2-ethox-

ynaphthoyl, 5-methyl-3-phenyl-4-isoxazolylcarbonyl, 5-

methyl-3-(o-chlorophenyl)-4-isoxazolylcarbonyl or 3-(2,6-

dichlorophenyl)-5-methyl-4-isoxazolylcarbonyl, or R' and

R2, taken together with the nitrogen atom to which they

are attached, form a phthalimido group, a succinimido

group or a group of the formula

R"

> 1

HN N—

HjC *CH3

in which

R" is phenyl or p-hydroxyphenyl;

R^ is hydrogen, (lower)alkanoyl, chloroacetyl, dichloroa-

cetyl, trichloroacetyl or p-toluenesulfonyl; and

R^ is hydrogen or a conventional carboxyl-protecting group;

or, when R^ is hydrogen, a nontoxic pharmaceutical ly ac-

ceptable salt or physiologically hydrolyzable ester

thereof.

4,426,521

CYANOGUANIDINE DERIVATIVES
Satoni Tanaka, Higashi-Kurume; Katsutoshi Shimada, Tokyo;

Kazunori Hashimoto, Matsudo; Kiichi Ema, and Koichiro

Ueda, both of Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Eisai Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 178,017, Aug. 13, 1980, Pat. No. 4,327,217,

which is a division of Ser. No. 120,876, Feb. 12, 1980, Pat. No.

4,287,346. This application Jan. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 344,079

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 16, 1979, 54/15989;

Feb. 16, 1979, 54/15990

Int. a.^anD 417/12

U.S. a. 544—146 1 Qaim
1. A compound of the formula:

\
/

NCN

CH—(X)p—NH—C—NHR

B

wherein

A represents (1) a substituted or unsubstituted phenyl,

wherein the substituents are selected from the group of

lower alkyl, lower alkenyl, halogen, lower alkoxy, lower

alkylthio, lower alkylsulfonyl, and halogen substituted

lower alkyl, (2) furyl, (3) thienyl or (4) cycloalkyl;

b represents phenyl;

R represents a group of the formula:

represents a lower alkyl group, or together with the nitro-

gen atom to which they are bonded form a member se-

lected from the group consisting of pyrrolidine, pipen-

dine, piperazine and morpholine, and n is an integer of

1-3, or R represents a group of the formula

^(CH2)

-(CH2),-

wherein R^ is a lower alkyl group, n is an integer of 1-3.

and m is an integer of 4-5;

X represents an alkylene of 1 to 3 carbon atoms or an alkyl-

ene of 1 to 3 carbon atoms containing a terminal sulfur

atom which is bonded to the nitrogen atom, and

p is or 1, with the proviso that when A is unsubstituted

phenyl, p is 0. or a pharmaceutically acceptable acid addi-

tion salt thereof

4,426,522

HEXAHYDR01,2,4-TRIAZINE-3.5 DIONE
DERIVATIVES

Chaim Simonovitch, Rishon L'etzion, Israel, assignor to ABIC
Ltd., Israel

Filed Feb. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 347,355

Oaims priority, application Israel, Feb. 18, 1981, 62151

Int. a.5 C07D 253/06

U.S. a. 544—182 12 Claims

1. A compound of the formula:

R^

O N'
I

CM:

A

wherein R^ is hydrogen, lower alkyl, tetrahydrofuryl, lower

alkylsulfonyl or

O
II

-C-R4.

wherein R4 is lower alkyl, lower alkyl substituted by halogen,

lower alkoxy or lower alkoxy carbonyl, or R4 is phenyl substi-

tuted with at least one halogen, nitro or lower alkyl, or R4 is

benzyl substituted by at least one halogen, or R4 is phenyl thio

methylene or phenyl amino methylene substituted by at least

one halogen, or R4 is thienyl or thienyl substituted with at least

one halogen atom or CO-hexahydro-l,2,4-triazine-3,5-dione.

wherein R5 is hydrogen or lower alkyl, wherein Re is hydro-

gen, lower alkyl, alkali metal or alkaline earth metal, and

wherein A is

-(CH2)„-N
/
\

Ri

R2 l=^-X

wherein Ri and R2 are the same or different, and each wherein X is at least one halogen, or A is

1038 O.G --48
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4,426,523

PREPARATION OF 1-AMIN0-1,3,5-TRIAZINE-2,4(1H,
3H).DIONES

Karlfried Dickore, Leverkusen, and Engelbert Kiifale, Bergisch-

Gladbach, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Bayer
AktiengeseUschaft, Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Feb. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 346,341

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 24,

1981, 3106724

Int. a.iC01D 251/38 I

U.S. a. 544—223 g Qaims
1. A process for the production of a 1 -amino- 1,3, 5-triazine-

2,4(1H, 3H)-dione of the formula

O
R

R'—

N

N—NH2

O' N 'SR2

in which

R' represents a straight or branched alkyl radical which has

1 to 10 carbon atoms and which can be optionally substi-

tuted by lower alkoxy, lower aikylmercapto, halogen
(particularly chlorine or fluorine), cyano and nitro; and
also an alkenyi radical having 3 to 8 carbon atoms, an

_^alkinyl radical having 3 to 8 carbon atoms and a cycloali-

. phatic radical having 5 to 8 ring carbon atoms, which
radical can be optionally substituted by lower alkyl or
lower alkoxy; an araliphatic radical having 7 to 12 carbon
atoms, it being possible for the aromatic ring system to be
optionally substituted by halogen, nitro, trihalogeno-

lower alkyl (particularly trifluoromethyl), cyano, lower
alkyl, lower alkoxy or lower aikylmercapto; an aromatic
radical which has 6 to 12 carbon atoms and which can be
optionally substituted by halogen, nitro, trihalogeno-

lower alkyl (particularly trifluoromethyl), cyano, lower
alkyl, lower alkoxy or lower aikylmercapto; or a hetero-

cyclic radical having 5 or 6 ring atoms, it being possible

for 1 to 3 hetero atoms (such as oxygen, sulphur and/or
nitrogen) to be present in the ring system, and

R2 represents a straight or branched alkyl radical which has

1 to 6 carbon atoms and which can be optionally substi-

tuted by lower alkoxy, lower aikylmercapto, lower alk-

oxycarbonyl, halogen, cyano or nitro; an alkenyi radical

having 3 to 6 carbon atoms; an alkinyl radical having 3 to

6 carbon atoms; a cycloaliphatic radical which has 5 to 8

ring carbon atoms and which can be optionally substituted

by lower alkyl or lower alkoxy; or an araliphatic radical

having 7 to 12 carbon atoms, it being possible for the

aromatic ring system to be optionally substituted by one
or more substitutents selected from lower alkyl, lower
alkoxy, lower aikylmercapto, lower alkoxycarbonyl, halo-

gen, cyano and nitro, comprising in a first stage reacting
an N-substituted O-aryl N-chlorocarbonyl carbamate of
the formula

R"—N
/
\

CO—or3

CO—CI

wherein Ri and R2 are each hydrogen, halogen, trifluoro-

methyl, lower alkyl, cyano or lower alkoxy, and wherem at

least one of the substituents Ri, R2, R3, R5 and Ra must be

other than hydrogen.

in which

R' represents a phenyl radical which can be optionally
substituted by lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, halogen, haloge-
no-lower alkyl (particularly trifluoromethyl), cyano and-
/or nitro, or a naphthyl radical,

with an isothiosemicarbazone of the formula

HN—Ns

\

R<

HN=C-S-r2 r5

in which

R^ represents a hydrogen atom or an alkyl radical having 1

to 3 carbon atoms, a cycloalkyi radical having 5 to 7
carbon atoms, or a benzyl or aryl radical having 6 to 10
carbon atoms, it being possible for each of the mentioned
radicals to be substituted by halogen, cyano, nitro, lower
alkyl, lower alkoxy or lower aikylmercapto, and

R5 represents an alkyl having 1 to 3 carbon atoms, cycloal-
kyi having 5 to 7 carbon atoms, a benzyl or aryl radical

having 6 to 10 carbon atoms, it being possible for each of
the mentioned radicals to be substituted by halogen, cy-
ano, nitro, lower alkyl, lower alkoxy or lower aikylmer-
capto, or

R* and R' together with the alkylidene C atom form a 5-

membered to 7-membered carbocyclic ring. R* and R' particu-
larly preferably represent methyl radicals,

or a hydrohalide thereof, at a temperature between about 0°

and 50° C. in the presence of an acid-binding agent, thereby to

form open-chain intermediate products of the formula

CO R«

R'—N N—N=C and/or

R^O—CO C r5

HN S—R2

CO—O—R3 r4

R'—N HN—N=!C
CO C—S—r2 rs

N

then heating the intermediate products in a second stage to a

temperature between about 50° and 150° C. thereby to form a

l-alkylidene-amino-l,3,5-triazine-2,4(lH, 3H)-dione of the

formula

O
N

R'—

N

N—N=C

O^ N ^SR2

/
\

R*

R5

and in a third stage hydrolyzing the 1-alkyIidene-amino- 1,3,5-

triazine-2,4(lH, 3H)-dione in an acid medium.
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4,426,524

HETEROCYCLIC SUBSTITUTED BENZYL ALCOHOL,
INSECriCIDAL ESTER DERIVATIVES, AND

INTERMEDIATES
Ernest L. Plummer, North Tonawanda, N.Y., assignor to FMC

Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 183,550, Sep. 2, 1980. This application Jan.

21, 1982, Ser. No. 341,361

Int. a.3 C07D 241/00. 241/02, 211/70
U.S. a. 544—336 3 Qaims

1. A compound of the formula

ROCH2

4,426,526

ALKOXYPYRIDYL ALKYLAMINES
Graham J. Durant; Charon R. Ganellin, both of Welwyn Garden

City, and George S. Sach, Welwyn, all of England, assignors to

Smith Kline A French Laboratories Limited, Welwyn Garden
City, England

Division of Ser. No. 94,412, Nov. 15, 1979. Pat. No. 4,264,608,

which is a division of Ser. No. 13,579, Feb. 21, 1979, Pat. No.
4,215,126, which is a division of Ser. No. 869,075, Jan. 13, 1978,

Pat. No. 4,154,838, which is a division of Ser. No. 704,877, Jul.

13, 1976, Pat. No. 4,083,983. This application Nov. 19, 1980, Ser.

No. 208.370

Gaims pnonty, apolication United Kingdom. Jul. 31, 1975,
31970/75

Int. G.' C07D 213/64. 213/65. 213/68
U.S. G. 546—300 2 Gaims

1. A compound of the formula Het—CH2Z(CH2-)„NH2
where Hct is a grouping of the formula:

wherein R' is hydrogen, halogen, lower alkyl, or trihalo-

methyl; R^ is a thiophene, furan, pyrazme, or pyridine ring

which may be substituted with one or more halogen atoms or

lower alkyl groups; and R is hydrogen. r2

OR

N

where R' is lower alkyl; R- is hydrogen or lower alkyl Z is

methylene and n is 2 or .V

4,426,525

CERTAIN PHOSPHORIC AOD ESTER DERIVATIVES
OF 1,3-DIOXY PROPANE

Motoo Hozumi, Omiya; Susumu Tsushima, Suita, and Yoshio
Yoshioka, Nara, all of Japan, assignors to Takeda Chemical
Industries, Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Oct. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 311,876

Gaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 22, 1980, 55-148485

Int. G.3 C07F 9/38. 9/58. 9/65

U.S. G. 546—22 5 Gaims
1. A compound of the formula

CH2O— R'

CHR2
I

O R^
I II +/ ^
CH2OPOCH2CH2N— R*

O- R'

wherein

R' is tridecyl or tetradecyl,

R2 is hydrogen or —OCH3, and

r3

—N— R*

is pyridinio, oxazolio or thiazolio

or a pharmaceutically acceptable- salt thereof.

4,426,527

3-[5. OR 3-SUBSTITUTED.1.2,4.0XADIAZOL-3- OR
•5-YL]l-SUBSTITUTED-4-SUBSTITLTED-5-SUB-

STITUTED OR
UNSUBSTITUTED.2-1MIDAZOLIDINONES

Jerome M. Lavanish, Akron, and Barry Van Gemert, Massillon,

both of Ohio, assignors to PPG Industries, Inc.. Pittsburgh.

Pa.

Filed Feb. 12. 1982. Ser. No. 348.479

Int. CI.'C07D'//i/O/
U.S. CI. 548—133 3 Gaims

1. A compound represented by the formula:

O

A—

N

N— R' wherein:

M.
R'

N N
A—

O—

N

N—

O

R is alkyl or haloalkyi of up to 6 carbon atoms, cycloalkyi of

from 3 to 8 carbon atoms, alkenyi or alkynyl of up to 5

carbon atoms, — R''—O—R'or R^—S—R' wherein R*is

alkylene of up to 6 carbon atoms and R' is alkyl of up to

6 carbon atoms.

R*-

-R*-
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wherein Z is nitro, halogen, trinuoromethyl or R' and n is

0, 1, 2, or 3;

R' is hydroxy, halogen,

—O—C— R*

II

O

wherein R^ is alkyl or haloalkyl of up to 6 carbon atoms,

cycJoalkyl of from 3 to 8 carbon atoms, alkenyl or alkynyl

of up to S carbon atoms or

Z '

wherein Z' is nitro, halogen, trifluoromethyl, alkyl or

alkoxy of up to 8 carbon atoms, and n is 0, 1, 2 or 3 or

CH3
\
C=CH—CH2

/ I Rl

CH3 -sV^z

—NJ
\

yC

R»

wherein

R^ and R* are the same or different and represent hydrogen,

alkyl or haloalkyl of up to 6 carbon atoms; or R'' can be

—C—R^
II

O

R2 is hydrogen, hydroxy, alkyl, or haloalkyl of up to 4

carbon atoms or allyl; and
R^ is alkyl of up to 3 carbon atoms or allyl.

R*

in which

R', R2, R^ and R* each independently is hydrogen, alkyl

with 1-4 carbon atoms, aralkyl with 7-9 carbon atoms,
phenyl or phenyl substituted by halogen, alkoxy with 1-4

carbon atoms or phenoxy, or

R' and R2 and/or R^ and R* form an alkylene chain of 4-6
carbon atoms, or

R
' and R^ form an alkylene chain of 3 or 4 carbon atoms, and

R5 is alkyl with 1-4 carbon atoms or phenyl,

comprising reacting a 2-methyl-3-(3-methyl-2-butenyl)-2-

oxazolinium salt of the formula

CH3
\
C=CH—CH2 Dl

/ \e / ,CH3 N -f-R2
xe

in which

X is halogen, sulphonate or phosphate, with an alcoholate of
the formula

r5_o_m

m which

M is one equivalent of an alkali metal or alkaline earth metal
cation.

I

4,426,528

PURinCATION OF
SYN-(2-AMINOTHIAZOL-4-YL)METHOXYIMINO)A.

CETIC AOD
Robert W. Burchfield, Greenwood, Ind., assignor to Eli Lilly and
Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Apr. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 364,356

Int. a.3 C07D 277/i8
U.S. a. 548—194 2 Qaims

1. The bis-dimethylacetamide solvate of syn-(2-amino-

thiazol-4-yIXmethoxyimino)acetic acid.

4,426,530

TRIAZOLYLCOUMARIN COMPOUNDS, AND THEIR
PREPARATION AND USE AS OPTICAL BRIGHTENERS,

SCINTILLATORS AND LASER DYESTUFFS
Horst Berneth, Odenthal-Gloebusch, and Roderich Raue, Lever-

kusen, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Bayer
Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 335,987
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 16,

1981, 3101141

Int. Cl,3 C07D 406/14; C09K 9/02. 11/06
U.S. CI. 548—256 3 Oaims

1. Triazolylcoumarins of the formula

•= N

4,426,529

PREPARATION OF
2K2-2.DIMETHYL-3-BUTEN-l-YL)-2.0XAXOLINES

Manfred Jautelat, Burscheid, and Dieter Arit, Cologne, both of
Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft,

Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Division of Ser. No. 212,051, Dec. 1, 1980, Pat. No. 4,358,598,
which is a division of Ser. No. 15,376, Feb. 26, 1979, Pat. No.
4,283,544. This application Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342,276
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 15,

1978, 2811190

Int. a.^ C07D 263/10
U.S. a. 548-216 2 Qaims

1. A process for the preparation of an oxazolidine of the
formula

Ri^ ^N

B—

N

r
Wn

R2 N

wherein

B denotes a direct bond or the 1,4-phenylene radical and
R] denotes Ci-C4-alkyl,

R2 denotes Ci-C4-alkyl or phenyl which is optionally substi-

tuted by phenyl, CH3, OCH3 or CI,

as well as derivatives thereof obtained from these com-
pounds by treatment with dimethyl sulphate, diethyl sul-

phate, hydrochloric acid, optionally Cl-substituted or
/
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CH3-substituted benzenesulphonic acid, formic acid,

acetic acid and lactic acid.

4,426,531

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
lH-TETRAZOLE-1 COMPOUNDS USING

TRIMETHYLSILYL AZIDE
Giinter Bison, Troisdorf-Sieglar, Norbert Linkat, St. Augustin,

and Wolfgang Wolfes, Niederkassel-Mondorf, all of Fed. Rep.

of Germany, assignors to Dynamit Nobel Aktiengesellschaft,

Troisdorf, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Continuation of Ser. No. 102,080, Dec. 10, 1979, abandoned.

This application Nov. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 323,013

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 14,

1978, 2854015

Int. a.' C07D 257/0/
U.S. a. 548—253 6 Oaims

1. A process for the preparation of I H-tetrazole- 1 -acetic acid

or its methyl or ethyl ester which comprises the steps of react-

ing trimethylsilyl azide with an orthocarboxylic acid ester of

the formula

RlC(OR)3

wherein

Ri is hydrogen or Ci.galkyl,

R is lower alkyl

and glycine or a methyl or ethyl ester thereof, or methyl or

ethyl ester hydrochloride.

-continued

—CH2—O—C—O— C(CHi)3,

II

o

-CH2—CHj—CH2—CH2—NH-C—O—CH2—

^

\
II

O

N

-C„,J[~jl „. -CH2J^J
N
H

N
I

CHj

4,426,532

a-(3-CYANO-PROPANOYL)-AMINOCARBOXYLIC ACID
DERIVATIVES

Axel Kleemann, Hanau; Jurgen Martens, Alzenau, and Horst

Weigel, Rodenbach, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to

Degussa AG, Frankfurt, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed May 25, 1982, Ser. No. 381,876

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 19,

1982, 3124091

Int. CV C07D 233/64: C07C 121/52

U.S. CI. 548—344 10 Oaims
1. An Na-(3-cyanopropanoyl)-aminocarboxylic acid deriva-

tive of the formula

4,426,533

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING BISMLTHINE
ISOINDOLINES

Alain C. Rochat, Basel, and Luigi Cassar, Kaiseraugst, both of

Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley,

N.Y.

Filed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 362,580

Oaims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 6, 1981,

2328/81

Int. O.'C09B 57/04

U.S. O. 548—471 II Claims

1. A process for producmg bismethmc isomdolmes of the

formula

(l>

NH

NSC—CH2—CH2—C—NH—CH—COOR I,

II I

O R2

(II)

where R| is hydrogen, methyl, ethyl, or benzyl and R2 is hy-

drogen or

—CH3, —CH(CH3)2. —CH— C2H5, —CH2—CH(CH3)2,

CH3

—CH2—CH2—S—CH3, —CH2—

^

\

—CH2—

^

\—O—C—CH3.

—CH—O—C—O—CH2—

^

V

wherein Ti t<i T4arc hydrogen or halngcn, or one or two of the

radicals Ti to l4are alkyl, alkoxy or phenoxy, and R| and Rj

independently of one another are each cyano, alkyl- or arylcar-

bonyloxy, carbamoyl, alkylcarbamoyl, or radicals of the for-

mulae 11 to IV

—CCINM^"'
(II)

\\

CH
I II

CH3 O

(111)

o
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(IV)

wherein Xi is a non-solubilising group, and X2 and X3 are
hydrogen, halogen, alkyl. alkoxy or alkoxycarbonyl, or to-

gether form an -NR'-CO-NR"- group, in which R' and
R" independently of one another are hydrogen or Ci-C4-aIkyl.
and Yi and Y2 are hydrogen, halogen, alkyl or alkoxy, or
together form a fused-on benzene ring. V is oxygen, sulfur,
imino or alkylimino having 1 to 4 C atoms, and Zi and Zi have
the meanings of Yi and Y2, in which process the condensation
of 1 mol of a compound of the formula V. VI or VII or of the
salts of VI or VII

4,426,534
METHOD FOR PRODUONG ALDEHYDES AND

KETONES USING 2,2'.BIPYRIDINIUM
CHLOROCHROMATE AS OXIDIZING AGENT

Frank S. Guziec, Jr., Las Cnices, N. Mex., assignor to Thiokol
Corporation, Chicago, III.

Division of Ser. No. 304,456, Sep. 22, 1981, Pat. No. 4,399,281.
This application Jul. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 401,453

Int. a.3 C07D ii3/24
U.S. a. 549-70 ,a^„

1. In a method of converting a primary or secondary alcohol
to its corresponding aldehyde or ketone respectively, the im-
provement comprising reacting said alcohol and 2,2'-

bipyridinium chlorochromate.

(V)

(VI)

4,426,535
METHOD OF SYNTHESIZING BREVICOMIN AND

USING SAME IN BEETLE CONTROL
Theodore Cohen, Pittsburgh, Pa., and James Matz, Ithaca, N.Y.,

assignors to University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Filed Oct. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 312,988

Int. CI.J C07D iU/OO
U.S. CI. 549-397 ,2 Qaims

1. A method of synthesizing brevicomin comprising:
providing a reactive metal reducing agent in solution form,
selecting said reactive metal from the group consisting of

alkali metals and alkaline earth metals,

admixing with said reducing agent in alpha-(phenylthio)
ether substrate which is the Diels-Alder adduct of phenyl
vinyl sulfide and methyl vinyl ketone,

effeciing said admixture at about -45° C. to about -93* C,
for at least about 15 minutes, adding to said reducing
ageni-substrate solution about 1 to 10 moles of propional-
dehyde. adding an organic solvent, and washing the reac-
tion mixture with an aqueous acid solution.

(VII)

4,426,536
SYNTHESIS OF PHENYLACETIC ACID ESTERS

Roger L. Robcy, Greenwood, Ind., assignor to Eli Lilly and
Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Jun. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 387,910
Int. CI.3 C07L 69/76

U.S. CI. 560-105 14 Claims
1. A process for preparing a phenylacetate of the formula

R«O CH2CO2R

wherein Ti to \«, have the meanings defined abuvc, and K\ and
R4 are identical or different and are Ci-C4-alkyl, or together
form the group -CH2—CH2— , with 2 mols ota cyanomelhy-
lene compound of the formula

or

NC-CH2-R1

NC-CH2-R2

(VIII)

(IX),

or with 1 mol of a cyanomethylene compound of the formula
VIII and 1 mol of a cyanomethylene compound of the formula
IX, wherein Rj and R2 have the meanings defined above, is

performed in a polar solvent in the presence of a strong base.
and the bismethine isoindoline obtained is isolated from the
reaction mixture by hydrolysis in the presence of an acid.

wherein

R IS C1-C6 primary or secondary alkyl or C^-Cbcycloalkyl;
the R' groups are independently chloro, fluoro, bromo,
iodo. C1-C3 alkyl, C1-C3 alkoxy, nitro, or trifluoromethyl;

n is 0-3, provided that n is 3 only when the R' groups are
chloro or bromo;

comprising hydrolysing a trichloro compound of the formula

CH2-CCI3

with sodium or potassium hydroxide in the presence of an
alcohol of the formula ROH.
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4,426,537

PREPARATION OF CARBOXYLIC ACIDS BY
CARBONYLATION OF ALCOHOLS

Jean Gauthier-Lafaye, Lyons, and Robert Perron, Charly, both
of France, assignors to Rhone-Poulenc Industries, Paris,
France

Filed May 5, 1981, Ser. No. 260,811
Oaims priority, application France, May 6, 1980, 80 10541

Int. a.' C07C ii/n
U.S. a. 562-519 21 Gaims

1. A process for the preparation of a carbtixylic acid having
the structural formula R'COOH. wherein R' is a linear,

branched or cyclic chain alkyl radical of from 1 to 6 carbon
atoms or a phenyl-C„H2n-radical wherein 1 ?^ n "- 6. comprising
carbonylating an alcohol having the formula R'-OH with
carbon monoxide in liquid phase, in the presence of a catalyti-

cally effective amount of nickel and an alkyl or acyl halide
promoter therefor, at a temperature of at least 120° C and
under a total pressure of less than 2(X) bars, said carbonylation
being carried out in the presence of at least one lanthanide salt,

and in an initial carboxylic acid reaction medium having the
formula R^-COOH. wherein R^ is defined as was Ri above,
and further wherein R' and R^ may be the same or different

4,426,538

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF OPTIONALLY
P-CHLORINE-SUBSTITUTED2,6-DIAMINOTOLUENE

Klaus-Peter Heise, Bergisch-Gladbach; Ernst Schneider, and
Karlfried Wedemeyer, both of Cologne, ail of Fed. Rep. of

Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengeseilschaft, Leverkusen,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 341,375
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 10,

1981, 3104643

Int. CI.' C07C *5///
U.S. a. 564-417 25 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of 2,6-diaminotoluene,
which comprises dinitrating 3,4-dichlorotoluene with 2-4 moK
of dinitrating agent per mol of 3.4-dichlorotoluene in the pres-

ence of an inert, water immiscible organic solvt'nt at a tempera-
ture of (- 10° to + 100° C.) 0°-40° C. and thereafter reducing
the so-nitrated compound in the presence of an inert organic
solvent and splitting off the chlorine atom whereby to form
2,6-diaminotoluene.

4.426,539

SYNTHESIS OF THE ISOMERIC
AMINOTETRANITROTOLUENES

Ronald L. Atkins; William P. Norris; Arnold T. Nielsen; Rich-

ard A. Hollins, and William S. Wilson, all of Ridgecrest,

Calif., assignors to The United Sutes of America as repre-

sented by the Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D.C.
Filed May 11, 1982, Ser. No. 377,119

Int. a.' C07C 4i/20
U.S. CI. 564-441 7 Claims

1. Aminopolynitrotoluenes having four nitro radicals at-

tached to the carbon ring.

NO2

HOCH2—C— X,

I

NO2

wherein X is nuorine, nitro or (CH2),CH3and n is zero, 1 or 2.

the reaction being conducted in a chlorinated hydrocarbon
solvent in the presence of a catalytic amount of red mercuric
oxide and trifiuoroacetic acid.

4 426 541

PRCK'KSS FOR PRODUCTION OF ALIPHATIC
ALCOHOUS

Terry S. King, Baton Rouge, 1 41.. assignor to Kxxon Research A
KngineerinR Co., Horham Park. N.J.

Filed Mar. 16, 1982. Ser. No. 358,644

Int. CI."CX)7C.'V /4

U.S. CI. 568-881 8 Claims
I Am improved process for hydrogenating oxo aldehydes to

the corresponding 0x0 alcohols in the presence of organo-sul-

fur impurities which comprises

(a) contacting an aldehyde feed containing organo-suifur

compound impurities in a first reaction /one at a tempera-

ture wiihin the range of from about ISO" to 260" C in the

presence of a sulfided hydrogenation catalyst and in the

presence of gaseous hydrogen to h>dr()genaie at least a

portion of said ald-.-hydes to said alcoht)ls, thereby form-

ing a partially hydrogenaled effluent consisting of organo-
suifur compound impurities, product alcohol and unre-

acted aldehyde; and

(b) directly introducing said partially h>drogenated effiuent,

after optionally performing one or more of the steps of (1)

cooling said effluent and (11) degassing said effluent to

remove excess hydrogen, to a second hydrogcnation /one
wherein at least a portion of the unreacled aldehydes are

hydrogenatcd in the presence of a metallic nickel catalyst

comprising nickel on alumina and 111 Iheprcsence of from
about 17V to 250' C. said temperature in said second
hydrogenation /one being lower than the temperature

employed in said first hydrogenation /one.

4,426,540

SYNTHESIS OF VINYL ETHERS
Scott A. Shackelford, USAF Academy, Colo.; Raymond R.

McGuire, Brentwood, Calif., and Robert E. Cochoy, Dayton,
Ohio, assignors to The United States of America as repre-

sented by the Secretary of the Air Force, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jun. 10, 1976, Ser. No. 694,261

Int. CI.' C07C 4i/m
U.S. CI. 568—590 8 Oaims

1. A process for preparing vinyl ethers which comprises

reacting, under reflux conditions and atmospheric pressure for

a period ranging from about 6 to 72 hours, equimolar amounts
of divinyl ether and a primary alcohol having the following

formula:

4,426,542

SYNTHESIS OF PLASTICIZER AND DETERGENT
ALCOHOLS

George E. Barker, and Denis Forster, both of St. I^ouit, Mo.,
assignors to Monsanto Company, St. Ix>uis, Mo.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 256,439, Apr. ''2, 1981, which ic

a continuation of Ser. No. 104,517, Dec. 17, 1979. This

application Jun. 11, 1981, .Ser. No. 272,587

Int. a.'C07C J9, /^

U.S. CI. 568—883 23 Claims

1. A process t)f preparing alcohols which comprises con-

ducting an 0x0 reaction with hydrogen, carbon monoxide and
olefins selected from those having "S to 7 carbon atoms ti»

obtain aldehydes having from 4 to 8 carbon atoins and com-
prised of a mixture of isomer containing at least 50'7r alkanals

with no branching at the 2-posiiion and subjecting the alde-

hydes to an aldol reaction to cause giH)d conversion of the

aldehydes to aldol product but with that produced from cross-

aldol of 2-subslituled aldehydes constitulmg no more than 200}-

of the product, and hydrogenatmg to obtain alcohols
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4,426,543

VAPOR PHASE NITRATION OF AROMATIC
HYDROCARBONS

Ignatius Schumacher, Ballwin, and Kang-Bo Wang, Creve Co-

eur, both of Mo., assignors to Monsanto Company, St. Louis,

Mo.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 210,423, Nov. 26, 1980,

abandoned. This application Feb. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 349,487

Int. a.5 C07C 79/10

U.S. a. 568—940
I 15 Oaims

1. A process for the vapor phase nitration of aromatic hydro-

carbons selected from the group consisting of benzene and

toluene which process comprises contacting the aromatic

hydrocarbon with a nitrating agent in the vapor phase in the

presence of a molecular sieve catalyst at a temperature be-

tween about 80° C. and about 190° C.

4,426,544

POWER RECOVERY IN MOTOR FUEL ALKYLATION
PROCESS

Don B. Carson, Mt. Prospect, III., assignor to UOP Inc., Des
Plaines, III.

Filed Jul. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 394,376

Int. a.' C07C 2/56

U.S. a. 585—709 12 Claims

1. In a process for the alkylation of light hydrocarbons

having less than six carbon atoms per molecule wherein the

light hydrocarbons and an acyclic oleflnic hydrocarbon are

contacted in the presence of a liquid-phase acid catalyst in a

reaction zone, hydrocarbons removed from the reaction zone

are separated in a fractionation column operated at a superat-

mospheric pressure, and a vapor-phase sidecut stream is with-

drawn from the fractionation column and subsequently con-

densed; the improvement which comprises depressurizing the

sidecut stream in a power recovery turbine to generate useful

1

f

^'

1

1- /' -

-^.^-L^i^^

'
i iV-1. •

-,. •fry*" i
'1 * «>'*•f

—
''—^'

•

' Iftn-

^„

energy and then condensing the sidecut stream before recycle

of at least a portion thereof to said alkylation reaction zone.

4,426,545

ADAMANTYL CARBOXYLIC AND SULFONIC ACID
CATALYZED PARAITIN-OLEnN ALKYLATION

George M. Kramer, Berkeley Heights, N.J., assignor to Exxon
Research and Engineering Co., Florham Park, N.J.

Filed Mar. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 475,450

Int. a.3 C07C i/l2, 3/14. 3/18
U.S. a. 585—724 25 Qaims

1. An alkylation process comprising the step of contacting a

C4-C6 paraffmic compound, capable of forming a carbonium
ion under strong acid conditions, with a C2-C5 olefm in the

presence of a strong acid system and an adamantyl carboxylic

acid, adamantyl sulfonic acid, or mixture thereof, said adaman-
tyl compound containing at least one unsubstituted bridgehead

position, and said process being conducted at a temperature of

about — 100° to 150° C, thereby producing a Cfe-Cn branched

paraffmic hydrocarbon.

ELECTRICAL

4,426,546

FUNCTIONAL ELECTRIC DEVICES
Shu Hotta, HirakaU; Tomiharu Hosaka, Yawata; WaUru Shi-

motsuma, Ibaraki, and Yoshio Kishimoto, Hirakata, all of

Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial Company,
Limited, Osaka, Japan

Filed Dec. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 329,879

Oaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 12, 1980, 55-176327

Int. a.^ HOIL Jl/()4: HOIC 7/(X)

U.S. CI. 136—256 25 Claims

pressuri/ed gas therethrough, so that the gas pressure m the

space between said partition and said center conductor is sup-

plied to the space between said partition and said porcelain

tube through said small diameter vents to equalize the pressure

in both said spaces, uhcrcby when said porcelain tube is bro-

ken the gas pressure in the space between said partition and

said porcelain tube opens into the air and simultaneously falls

to a lower pressure and scattering of fragments of said broken

porcelain tube is thus minimi/ed

10

7 F ^ 8

1. A functional electric device comprising u functional male-

rial layer, and a pair of electrodes which are separated from

each other and electrically contact said functional material

layer, at least one of said pair of electrodes being made of

copper or an alloy of copper, a copper inactivating agent being

present between said functional material layer and said at least

one electrode.

18. The functional electric device according to claim 1.

further comprising an optically transparent substrate on which

one of said pair of electrodes, said functional material layer

made of a thin film of a photosensitive material capable of

developing an electromotive force when exposed to light, and

another electrode made of copper or an alloy of copper are

formed in this order, said copper inactivating agent being

present between said functional material layer and said other

electrode as a layer.

1. A gas-filled insulating bushing including a center conduc-

tor and including a porcelain tube enclosing therein a pressur-

ized insulating gas, said bushing comprising a tubular electrical

insulating partition, of such thickness that it can only withstand

the full internal gas pressure of said pressurized gas in said

insulating bushing in the absence of said porcelain tube for

approximately 1/10 of one second, surrounding said center

conductor and dividing the gas space in said porcelain tube

into two spaces, one between said porcelain tube and said

partition and the other between said partition and said center

conductor, said partition being located adjacent to an inner

wall of said porcelain tube, and said spaces being communi-

cated with each other through small diameter vents, said vents

being so small as to inhibit but not prevent entirely flow of said

4,426,548

MULTILAYER WIRING STRUCTURE
Ryoji Oritsuki; Tohru Watanabe; Kazuo Shirahashi, all of

.Mobara; Hiromi Kanai, and Kozo Odawara, both of Chiba, all

of Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,921

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 13, 1981, S6-19107

Int. CI.' M05K 1/14. I, 16. MOIR 4,02

U.S. CI. 174—72 R 5 Claims

i;i

\u

4,426,547

GAS-FILLED INSULATING BUSHING HAVING
CHAMBERS SEPARATED BY AN INSULATING

PARTITION
Toyohisa Ogino, Okazaki, Japan, assignor to NGK Insulators,

Ltd., Nagoya, Japan

Filed Jun. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 277,004

Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 3, 1980, 55-92844

Int. CI.'HOIB 17/26. 17/36

U.S. CI. 174—31 R 4 Cairns

IJ lit

f"

111

s:^ccv--vvs 1

.. I

1 In a multilayer wiring siruclure comprising an upper

pattern and a lower pattern formed on opposite sides of an

inlervenmg insulation film each of said pallerns having a multi-

plicity of wirings, the improvement wherein the intervening

insulation film is formed with a void exposed to both said

upper pattern of a multiplicity of wirings and said lower pal-

tern of a multiplicity of wirings, said upper and lower pallerns

being arranged to form a matrix, the void extends longitudi-

nally across one of said pallerns al righl angles with respecl lo

the wirings of said pattern, and said uppef and lower patterns

are connected together through the \oni al crossing points ol

the matrix

4,426,549

TRACK AND EROSION RESISl ANT Kl KCTRK AL
INSULATION COMPRISING ZINC BORATE AND

ETHYLENE POLYMER
Ciary S. Natwig, Wilmington, Mass., assignor to High Voltage

Engineering Corporation, Burlington, Mass.

Continuation of Ser. No. 226,138, Jan. 19, 1981, abandoned. This

application Jul. 9. 1982, Ser. No. 3%,7S5

Int. CI." H0\B3/44 I 7 62

U.S. CI. 174—110 PM 6 Claims

1. Electrical apparatus comprising at least two spaced elec-

trically conducting members between which electrical poten-

tials may be developed, an organic insulating material disp<ised

between said members and having an outer surface intermedi-

ate said members exptised to ambient contaminaiing atmo-

spheric conditions, said surface material comprising a polymer

or copolymer of ethylene which tends lo form low resistance

conducting paths under the infiuence of creepage type electri-

cal discharges occurring under coiiiaminatiiig conditions and

means for preventing the formation of said ciMiducling paths

l»M7
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due to creepage, said means comprising hydrated zinc borate
dispersed in said surface material in an amount sufficient to
increase the average breakdown voltage occurring during the
course of the test procedure according to ASTM D2303 above
the average breakdown voltage in the absence of said hydrated
zinc borate.

4,426,550

MULTIWIRE CONDUCTOR HAVING GREATLY
INCREASED INTERWIRE RESISTANCE AND METHOD

FOR MAKING SAME
Tbonuu Luhman, Seattle, Wash., and Masaki Suenaga, Bellport,

N.Y., assignors to The United States of America as repre-
sented by the United States Department of Energy, Washing-
ton, D.C.

Filed Mar. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 358,085
Int. a.i HOIB 7/OS. 12/00

U.S. a. 174-128 R 10 aaims

1. A method for increasing the interwire resistance of a
multi-wire conductor containing substantial copper of the type
which is mechanically stabilized by a tin based solder filler,

comprising the steps of:

(a) heating said conductor to a uniform temperature above
the melting point of the solder;

(b) maintaining said temperature for a time sufficient for a
substantial amount of copper to dissolve into the solder
forming the brittle intermetallic compound CusSnt;

(c) cooling the conductor to room temperature; and
(d) flexing the conductor so that a random network of cracks

forms in the solder.

tive points in time to obtain n second characteristic param-
eters, each representing the distance or correlation be-

tween the first characteristic parameters of the input

speech signal and each of the specific speech patterns; and
a third step of detecting coincidence between said second
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4,426,551

SPEECH RECOGNITION METHOD AND DEVICE
Akio Komatsu, Hachioiyi; Akira Ichikawa, Musashino; Nobuo

Hataoka, Hachioi^i; Yoshiaki Kitazume, Sayama, and
Kazohiro Umemura, Yokohama, all of Japan, assignors to
Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 19, 1980, Ser. No. 208,251
Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 19, 1979, 54-148904

Int. a.3 GIOL 7/00 i

U.S. a. 381-41 7 Qaims
1. A method of recognizing speech comprising the following

steps:

a first step of calculating P (P: a positive integer of 2 or
more) first characteristic parameters from an input speech
at respective points in time;

a second step of performing a comparative operation be-
tween said first characteristic parameters calculated at

said first step and P first characteristic parameters of n (n:

a positive integer of 1 or more, where P>n) specific
speech patterns which have a high separability, at respec-

characteristic parameters obtained at said second step and
n second characteristic parameters obtained in advance by
the comparison between P first characteristic parameters
of a standard speech and said first characteristic parame-
ters of said specific speech patterns, thereby effecting the
recognition of the input speech.

4,426,552

SPEAKER DISTORTION COMPENSATOR
Kenneth W. Cowans, 17520 Greenleaf St., Encino, Calif. 91316,
and M. Owen Bennett, 5713 Rainbow Hill Rd., Agoura, Calif.
91301

Division of Ser. No. 93,839, Nov. 13, 1979, Pat. No. 4,340,778.
This application Jul, 13, 1982, Ser. No. 397,687

Int. a.3 H04R 3/00
U.S. CI. 381-71 18 Qaims
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1. The method of reproducing sound originally emanating
from an extended source with a transducer appearing as a
simple source and having a transverse dimension substantially

smaller than the average wavelength being generated in a
complex multi-frequency sound sequence, comprising the steps
of

processing signals representing the complex multi-frequency
sound sequence that is desired;

modifying signals in accordance with a model of at least

some of the mechanical characteristics of the transducer
to anticipate spurious emanations of pressure waves, the
modified signal compensating the signals in accordance
with an inverse analog of at least the mass, damping and
compliance of the transducer, the acoustic reactance of a
ported enclosure, the inherent electrical reactance charac-
teristics of the transducer and the acoustic load on the
transducer, to suppress spurious emanations in the normal
operating range of the transducer; and

driving the transducer with the compensated signal,

whereby spurious emanations are counteracted and spuri-
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ous emanations are shifted to a region at which they arc

inaudible for the transducer.

3. The method of generating complex multi-frequency sound
pressure waves with different frequency range transducers
while minimizing spurious simple source emanations from the
transducers comprising the steps of

driving a higher frequency transducer with high frequency
band signals providing a spurious emanation in the fre-

quency overlap region with the next lower frequency
band; and

introducing a compensating, opposed phase spurious emana-
tion component while driving the transducer for the next

lower frequency band such that the opposed spurious
emanations acoustically cancel.

ing cither the take-up spindle or the source spindle of said

cassette, and

a tape drive transfer system having;

a transfer lever connccied t(i said drive assembly means and
bia.sed to a first poMtiiin m ^vhich said drive assembly

means is in said forward operating position, and

solenoid means, actuated in response to receipt of a remote
playout control signal and linked to said transfer lever, for

offsetting said transfer lever into driven relationship with

one cassette drive motor, said one cassette drive motor
thereafter driving said transfer lever from said first posi-

lion to a second position in which said d.'ue assembly

means is in said rewind operating position

4,426,553

VEHICLE LOUDSPEAKER ARRANGEMENT WITH
MAGNETIC-nELD-SENSITIVE DEVICE

Tetsuo Senoo, Inagi, Japan, assignor to Nissan Motor Company,
Limited, Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Jul. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 398,657

Oaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 31, 1981, 56-119237

Int. a.' H04R 9/06
U.S. a. 179-117 5 Qaims

1. A loudspeaker arrangement for a vehicle having a mag-
netic-field-sensitive device, comprising:

(a) a casing;

(b) first and second loudspeakers disposed in the casing; and
(c) first and second magnets incorpKjrated in the first and

second loudspeakers respectively, the respective magnetic
moments of the first and second magnets being antiparallel

so that the vector sum of magnetic fiuxes produced by the

first and second magnets will be reduced at the position of

the magnetic-field-sensitive device.

4,426,554

TAPE DRIVE TRANSFER SYSTEM FOR CASSETTE
TELEPHONE ANSWERING DEVICE WITH REMOTE

CONTROLLED PLAYOUT
Sava Jacobson, 8130 Orion St., Van Nuys, Calif. 91406

Filed Jan. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 343,728

Int. a.3 H04M 1/64

U.S. Q. 179—6.07 8 Qaims

1. In a telephone answering device in which incoming mes-

sages recorded on a magnetic tape cassette can be played out

under remote control, said device having at least one cassette

drive motor, the improvement comprising:

spindle drive assembly means having forward and rewind

operating positions for respectively alternately motor driv-

4.426.555

TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS DEVICE FOR
HEARING-IMPAIRED PERSON

Edwin C. UnderkofRer, Schenectady, N.V., assignor to General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 18. 1982, Ser. No. 340,575

Int. Q.3 H04M H/OO
U.S. CI. 179-84 L 11 Qaims
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1. A device, required only at a receiving hx'ation. for visu-

ally presenting information communicated over a telephone

connection as a sequence of dual-tone-matnx-frequency

(DTMF) signals to a receiving telephone instrument at said

receiving location, comprising:

transducer means receiving the DTMF audio tones from

said receiving telephone instrument for converting said

audio tones into electrical signals,

means for filtering each dual-tone electrical signal into con-

current high-frequency-group and low-frequency -group

electrical tone signals;

decoding means for converting each combination of one of

the high-frequciicy-group tone signals and one of the

low-frequency-group tone signals to an associated digital

signal;

microprocessor means, including means fo. storing a set of

instructions and for providing at least one randomly-

accessible storage register, for recognizing the digital

signal as at least a portion of one of a se< of display control

and alphanumeric symbols with each set symbol being

completely characterized by no more than two succes-

sively-received digital signals, for storing the alphanu-

meric symbol in said register, for modifying the sequence

and presence of the alphanumeric symbols stored in said

register responsive to said display control symbols and for

outputting a plurality of sequential alphanumeric symbols,

including at least the last-received alphanumenc symbol,

upon recognition of the at lest one digital signal corre-

sponding to said last-received symbol; and

means receiving the microprocessor means symbol output

for simultaneously displaying the plurality of sequential

alphanumeric symbols successively including at least said

last-received alphanumeric symbol as soon as recognized

by the microprocessor means.
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4.426,556 '

ELECTRODYNAMIC LOUDSPEAKER
Sbuji Saiki, Hirakata; Katuaki Sato, Osaka; Kazue Sato; Seiichi

Ishikawa, both of Kadoma; Hideaki Inoue, Neyagawa, and
Tsuneo Tanaka, Nishinomiya, ail of Japan, assignors to Mat-
sushiia Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Jul. 7. 1981. Ser. No. 281,167

GaJms priority, application Japan, Jul. 8, 1980. 55-9364/>:

Oct. 8. 1980, 55-141691: Feb. 19, 1981, 56-24114

int. a.' H04R 9/00. 9/06

U.S. a. 179—115.5 DV 19 Claims

M N
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4,426.557

SWITCH HOUSING STRUCTURE FOR CONNECTION
TO SWITCH TERMINAL BOARD

Thomas J. Quigley, Newtown, Pa., assignor to Continental-W irt

Electronics Corp., Southampton, Pa.

Filed Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 340,353

Int. a.' HOIH J5/02
U.S. a. 200—16 D 3 Claims
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1. A switch assembly comprising a thin, flat, rectangular

switch terminal board of insulation material; a plurality of
stationary contacts fixed to one surface of said switch terminal

board; a U-shaped housing of thin, rigid material having first

and second fiat legs and a bridging base member and mounting
means for mounting said switch on a mounting surface; a

movable contact assembly disposed atop said plurality of sta-

tionary contacts and within said housing and movable in slid-

ing relationship with respect to said plurality of stationary

contacts; an operating member fixed to said movable contact

assembly and having a handle portion extending through said

bridging base member and accessible for operation from re-

gions external of said U-shaped housing; said first and second

flat legs (if said housing having respective first and second

parallel elongated slots extending therethrough which are

parallel lo and adjacent the respective free ends of said flat

logs said tlat switch terminal board having first and second

paralKI cdgts which are disposed in said first and second slots

rcsptctivcK. said first and second edges terminating generally

tljsh with the outer surfaces of said first and second fiat legs

risp ctivc'y said switch terminal board holding said movable
contact asscriiulv and said operating handle in place within said

( shaped housing and resisting forces produced by said mov-
able contac t assemhl> and said operating member; said first and
-ccond ccgcs ,)f said switch terminal board having respective

central ncichc^ ihc material in the webs between said free ends
ot said first and second legs and said first and second slots

respectively being deformed into said central notches of said

first and second legs respectively.

1. An electrodynamic loudspeaker having:

a generally rectangular flat vibrating plate having two pairs

of opposite sides, the sides of one of said pairs being longer

than the sides of the other said pair: and
magnetic drive means consisting only of first and second

magnetic drives for driving the vibrating plate to produce
vibrations, said first magnetic drive being so positioned as

to drive the vibrating plate at a first location correspond-

ing to one of two line nodes mi and m2 of vibration of a

first predetermined frequency f] which would be pro-

duced when the vibrating plate is driven at the center

thereof, said second magnetic drive being so positioned as

to drive the vibrating plate at a second location corre-

sponding to one of four line nodes x\\, x\i, n? and n4 of

vibration of a second predetermined frequency U which
would be produced when the vibrating plate is driven at

the center thereof, each of all of said line nodes extending

in parallel to the shorter sides of the rectangular shape of

the vibrating plate.

4,426,558

JACK HAVING AN INSULATING CONTACT OPERATOR
Masanori Tanaka, Osaka; Yukio Takihara, Kaizuka, and Toru
Masuda, Higashi-Osaka, all of Japan, assignors to Hosiden
Electronics Co., Ltd., Japan

Filed Jun. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 272,978

Int. a.3 HOIR 3i/54
U.S. CI. 200—51.09 7 Qaims

"a ' 28 ' 27 29 45
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1. A jack having a jack case with an electrical contact switch

adapted to be operated responsive to insertion and removal of

at plug, having a conductor portion, into and from the jack

case, along an irisertion axis, the jack comprising:

a jack contact piece adapted to be engaged by the conductor

portion of the plug and to remain in contact therewith

until plug removal;

an insulating separator, having a receiving surface for sup-

porting the jack contact piece at its back surface, disposed

with its longitudinal axis substantially parallel to the inser-

tion axis, the separator having a projection at one end and

the jack case having a slot in one wall thereof for receiv-

ing the projection and enabling pivotal movement about

the projection, the separator further having a stopper for

engaging the jack case to restrict the pivotal movement;
and,

the contact switch having a resilient contact piece which

engages the other end of the separator and resiliently

positions the separator within the housing, such that upon

plug insertion, the plug will indirectly engage an interme-

diate portion of the separator through the jack contact

piece, and thereby pivot the separator, the separator en-

gaging and pivoting the resilient contact piece to operate

the electrical contact switch.
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4,426,559

PUSH BUTTON SWITCH HAVING TWO RESILIENT
CONTACTS OPERATED AT DIFFERENT TIMES

Shiro Kondo, Furukawa, and Ken Mizuta, Miyagi, both of Ja-

pan, assignors to Alps Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 333,731

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 24, 1980, 55-185811

Int. n. HOI 1 1 :\/40

U.S. CI. 200—67 DB 5 Claims

envelope portion to cylindrical conductiM coni;..-! members.
the improvement wherein the heimetKiil> .eau.l \,.i^n m.xi

4^.
^
\/^

V

.;.;•
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ule has a reduced pressure atmosphere which is maintained at

from about K' ' to 10- Torr.

1. A push button switch comprising first and second switch -

portions mounted in a case: each of said switch portions includ-

ing a respective movable contact piece formed of a resilient

metal plate having a central portion adapted to change its

position suddenly upon application of a pressing Ibrce applied

therealong, a respective movable contact portion carried by

each said central portion, arms formed to hold the central

portion therebetween, a respective auxiliary sprmg engaged

with one of said arms of each contact piece and a fixed contact

portion formed at respective positions in sa'd case confronting

the respective movable contact portions, and means including

a single slider movable slidably within said case and adapted to

apply pressing forces along each said movable contact piece

with the pressing force necessary to change the T^osition of a

switch portion comprised by one movabk' _oni:\c! piece and

auxiliary spring being different from the pressing lorce neces-

sary to change the position of the other swiici' noriion com-

prised by the other movable contact aiid tht tl',.jr auxiliary

spring.

4,426.561

PUFFER-TYPE COMPRESSKD-GAS
CIRCUIT-INTERRUPTER

I^e E. Bcrkebile. Plum Borough, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corp.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Jan. 19. 1982. Ser. No. 340,594

Int. CI.' HOIN .^3 MM

U.S. CI. 200—148 A 7 Claims
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4,426,560

REDUCED PRESSURE ELECTRICAL SWITCH
Clive W. Kimblin, Churchill Borough, Pa., assignor to Westing-

house Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Nov. 13, 1980, Ser. No. 206,502

Int. a.' HOIH 33/66

U.S. CI. 200—144 B 5 Claims

1. In an electrical switch module for low voltage d.c, high

continuous current operation and interruption, adapted for

shunting an electrolytic cell, which electrical switch module is

hermetically sealed and comprises an annular insulating enve-

lope portion, annular Hexible corrugated diaphragm members

extending transversely inwardly from the annular insulating

1 A puffer-type gas-insulated circuit interrupter comprising

a hollow casing having an insulating gas disposed therein,

a hollow, tubular stationarv contact having an inside diame-

ter disposed within said casing, said stationary contact

having an end thereof distal from said casing, said station-

ary contact having radial venting aperture means disposed

therein at least a portion of w hich are dispiiscd along said

stationary contact within a region between the end of said

stationary contact and a location up to three times said

stationary contact inside diameter from said stationary

contact end;

a movable contact structure cooperable with said stationary

contact disptised within said casing and separable from

said stationarv contact lo establish an arc therebetween

during an opening operation.
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gas coimression means disposed in said casing for generat-
ing a b];r,f of compressed gas during an opening operation,
said gas Mmpression means comprising a piston and a
cylind'j: m^nable relative to each other to compress gas
withi' >r »nor of said cyhnder during an opening
operai .

a holloNMr. -..ted nozzle affixed to said cylinder and
movable ... uith. said nozzle in the interior thereof
having a neck portion engaging said stationary contact
during the initial portion of the opening operation to

provide a partial sealing therebetween, said nozzle direct-
ing said blast of compressed gas into the arc established

between said separating stationary and movable contacts
during the later portions of the opening operation. •

4,426,563

CHAIN SAW SAFETY SWITCH
Victor A. Grogan, R.D. #1 Hayes Rd., Schagbticoke, N.Y.

12154, assignor to Victor A. Grogan; Hope Grogan, both of
Schagbticoke and Walter F. Wessendorf, Jr., Guilderland, all

of N.Y.

Filed Mar. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 475,254

Int. n.' HOIH 9/20
U.S. a. 200-334 9 Oaims

4,426,562

ROTARY SWITCH FOR SWITCHING VERY LARGE DC
CURRENTS

George A. Kemeny, Wilkins Township, Allegheny County, Pa.,

assignor to Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Filed Oct. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 309,289

Int. CI.' HOIH 33/06
L.S. a. 200-151 28 Claims

1. A switch for switching very large DC currents compris-
ing:

a cylindrical rotor having a first conducting element extend-
ing arcuately over at least one portion of the cylindrical
surface of the rotor and axially therealong;

at least two angularly spaced stationary brush members
extending radially inward toward and axially along the
cylindrical surface of the rotor and terminating in arcuate
surfaces complementary to and in sliding electrical

contact with the cylindrical face of the rotor:

fixed insulating members extending between the brush mem-
bers for electrically isolating the brush members from
each other; and

|

means for rotating said rotor;

said arcuate surfaces of the brush members and said first

conducting element being so dimensioned and angularly
spaced apart that with said rotor in a first position, said

very large current flows from one of said brush members
to which it is applied through said first conducting ele-

ment and into the other brush member, and with said rotor
rotated to a second position, said first conducting element
is no longer in electrical contact with said one brush
member, thereby interrupting the flow of said very large
current from said one brush member to the other through
said first conducting element and said fixed insulating

member defining an arc chamber for the arc which is

drawn upon the interruption of the flow of current from
the one brush member to the first conducting element, said

arc chamber extending angularly around said rotor from
said first brush member in the direction that said rotor
rotates in moving from said first to second positions.

1. In a chain >.aw having a front handle and an on-off switch
controlling dnvo means driving a cutting chain, a safety switch
means rotatively operable in one direction to an "ofT" position
to independently actuate via actuating means said on-ofT
switch to its own "ofT" position to stop said drive means driv-
ing said cutting chain, said safety switch means being grasped
and held by a hand of a human operator during the entire
operation of said chain saw and, while so grasped and held,

automatically rotating said safety switch means in such one
direction to said 'ofT' position when "kick-back" occurs, said
safety switch means being rotatable at any time by said human
operator at his option to dispose said safety switch means in its

said "off' position, said front handle freely carrying thereon
and rotatively mounting said safety switch means, and said

actuating means operatively connecting said safety switch
means with said on-off switch to actuate said on-off switch to
its own said "ofr' position to stop said drive means driving said

cutting chain upon such rotation of said safety switch means in

such one direction to its said "ofT' position.

4,426,564

PARALLEL RESONANT INDUCTION COOKING
SURFACE UNIT

Robert L. Steigerwald, Scotia; William P. Kornrumpf, and John
P. Walden, both of Schenectady, all of N.Y., assignors to
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 107,259, Dec. 26, 1979, abandoned.
This application Nov. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,610

Int. a.' H05B 6/06
U.S. CI. 219-10.77 20 Claims

n

4. ifi
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1. A parallel resonant induction surface unit forinductively
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heating a substantially metallic cooking utensil positioned in

proximity thereto, comprising:

a transistorized inverter with switching devices having gate

tum-off capability, said inverter having an input coupled
to an external power supply for supplying a square wave
voltage at an output;

a main induction drive coil for inductively heating said

substantially metallic cooking utensil;

a tuning capacitor in parallel with said main induction drive

coil;

a second induction drive coil for inductively heating said

substantially metallic cooking utensil coupled in series

with the parallel combination of said main induction drive

coil and said tuning capacitor, said second induction drive

coil coupled in series with the parallel combination of said

main induction drive coil and said tuning capacitor all

being connected across the output of said inverter, said

main induction drive coil, said tuning capacitor and said

second induction drive coil being selected to have a mag-
nitude so as to form a tuned circuit thereby minimizing

inverter reactive currents and minimizing inverter compo-
nent electrical stresses.

4,426,565

APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE TRAVEL SPEED
OF AUTOMATIC WELDING MACHINES

Franz Riiter, Oberhausen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

M.A.N. Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Niirnberg A.G., Fed. Rep.

of Germany
Filed Jun. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 272,392

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 10,

1980, 3021659

Int. Cl,^ B23K 9/10

U.S. a. 219—130.01 2 Claims

1. A device for determining the traveling speed of a work-
piece and for welding the workpiece comprising:

a welding head for welding the workpiece;

a housing connected to and spaced from said welding head;

a friction wheel rotatably mounted to said housing for en-

gaging the workpiece and rotating the relative motion

between said housing and the workpiece;

a rotatable disk rotatably mounted in said housing and hav-

ing at least one aperture therethrough, through which
light passes as said disk rotates to produce a light signal;

gear means in said housing connected between said disk and

said wheel for rotating said disk with relative motion

between said housing and the workpiece;

a first fiber optic extending from one side of said housing to

a remote location for receiving the light signal from said

disk and transmitting it to the remote location;

a second fiber optic extending from an opposite side of said

housing to the remote location for transmitting light to the

disk for forming the light signal;

a light sensor connected to said first fiber optic and disposed

at said remote location for sensing the light signal; and

a light source connected to said second fiber optic and dis-

posed at said remote location for producing light to form

the light signal.

4,426,566

APPARATUS FOR COLLECTING PROCESS
GENERATED FUME AND/OR SLAG

William J. Coughlin, Ijincaster; Perry J. Rieppel, Worthington,

and Stephen A. Hoffman, Lancaster, all of Ohio, assignors to

Arcair Company, Lancaster, Ohio
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 25,320, Mar. 30, 1979,

abandoned. This application Jun. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 269,183

!nt. a.' B23K 9/32

U.S. a. 219—137.41 9 Qaims

- y

1. A system for collecting fume and/or v^aMc particulate

matter generated by process apparatus used to perform cutting,

gouging, surface treatment or joining a workpiece which pro-

cesses generate large volumes of molten metal, slag and/or

fume comprising in combination:

a mounting arm adapted for positioning adjacent to a work-

piece upon which the process apparatus is to perform an

operation;

a hood on said mounting arm adapted to receive the process

apparatus and position said process apparatus m relation

to said workpiece for facilitating operation of said priKess

apparatus;

a nozzle assembly mounted on and positioned by said hood
relative to said workpiece. said nozzle assembly compris-

ing in combination; a hollow, generally elongated outer

housing having a first end adapted for positioning toward

said stream of fume and/or slag and a second end adapted

for connection to a device for evacutating said nozzle; a

plurality of fiuid directing means dispensed around the

inner periphery of said nozzle to direct a plurality of

streams of fiuid toward said second end said streams con-

verging at a point along the longitudinal axis defined by

the center line of said second end of said nozzle, and

means to direct a fiuid to said fiuid directing means so that

a mixture of air and a cix)ling fiuid can be introduced into

said nozzle to produce jets converging along a center line

of said nozzle and to cover the inside of said nozzle during

operation of said process, said prcK-ess apparatus and said

nozzle as.sembly juxtapositioned so that fume and/or slag

generated by said process apparatus is directly toward

said nozzle assembly wherein said air and cooling fiuid

mixture in said nozzle assembly break up molten metal

and/or slag into small pieces while quenching the metal

and/or slag and keep collected material in suspension

without compaction or segregation,

said process apparatus and said nozzle assembly fixed at an

angular relationship to each other so that said process

apparatus directs generated fume and/or slag into such

nozzle; and

a pump to evacuate generated fume, metal particles slag

particles and/or environment containing particulate mat-

ter and cooling fiuid collected in said nozzle assembly

from said nozzle assembly and direct said metal, to a

separator for separating said fume, collect particulate
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matter and cooling fluid and return clean air to the sur-

rounding environment.

ii.
•.

1. A curling iron which comprises:

a first elongated member which includes a handle at one end
portion thereof and a heating element disposed at the

second end portion thereof, said second end portion bemg
elongated and having a square transverse cross-section;

a second elongated member having an elongated channel at

one end portion thereof, said elongated channel including

a first planar surface, and second and third planar surfaces

each disposed in orthogonal relationship to said first pla-

nar surface, said second and third planar surfaces bemg
disposed in mutually spaced relationship with a dimension
therebetween which provides a snug interfitting engage-
ment between at least an axial portion of said elongated
channel and said second end portion of said first elongated
member;

said first, second and third planar surfaces of said channel
being substantially coextensive in length, said second and
third planar surfaces having a width approximately one
half of the width of a side of said second end portion of
said first elongated member; and

pivot means connecting said first and second members to

allow relative pivotal motion therebetween for engaging
and disengaging said elongated channel and said second

> end portion of said first elongated member.

4,426,568
'

GLOW PLUG FOR DIESEL ENGINES
Yoji Kato, Okazakj; Shunzo Yamaguchi, Okazaki; Takeshi

Fukazawa, Kariya, and Shinichi Saigo, Okazaki, all of Japan,
assignors to Nippondenso Co., Ltd., Kariya, Japan

Filed May 14, 1982, Ser. No. 378.391

Claims priority, application Japan, May 21, 1981, 56-75765

Int. a.' F23Q 7/22

U.S. a. 219-270 3 aaims
1. A glow plug for diesel engines comprising:

a central rod made of alumina as an electrically insulating

ceramics material;

a heat generating body attached to the outer peripheral

surface of said central rod integrally with said central rod,

said heat generating body being made of a mixture mate-
rial consisting mainly of titanium carbide as a ceramic
semiconductor material and alumina added to said tita-

nium carbide;

a heat generating portion including said heat generating
body and said central rod; and

a mounting portion secured to the outer periphery of said

central rod of said heat generating portion;

wherein said heat generating body of said heat generating

portion has one end and the other end, said ends constitut-

4,426,567

ELECTRIC HAIR CURLING IRON
Carmelo I. Gugliotti, Buenos Aires, Argentina, assignor to An-

drew Turrissi, Hartford, Conn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 49,282, Jun. 18. 1979, abandoned. This
application Aug. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 294,491

Int. a.' A45D 1/02: H05B i/02
U.S. a. 219-225 3 Qaims

ing connecting portions for connection to electric termi-

nals.

4,426,569

TEMPERATURE SENSOR ASSEMBLY
Mark C. Miller, Chanhassen, and John R. Arthur, Minneapolis,

both of Minn., assignors to The Perkin-Elmer Corporation,
Norwalk, Conn.

Filed Jul. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 397,748

Int. a? C23C ]i/12
U.S. CI. 219-272 7 Qaims

A a

r^>*»OMr.tif

1. A temperature sensor assembly comprising:

a crucible;

means, substantially surrounding said crucible, for radiantly

heating said crucible;

a band of thermally conductive material positioned between
said crucible and said means;

first and second wires affixed to said band and being spaced

apart thereby, said first and second wires forming first and

second thermocouple junctions with said band where
affixed thereto; and

means, connected to said wires and said heating means, for

monitoring and controlling the temperature of said cruci-

ble.
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4.426,570

INFRARED RADIATIVE BODY AND A METHOD FOR
MAKING THE SAME

Tadashi Hikino, Ikoma; Ikuo Kobayashi, and Takeshi Nagai,

both of Nara, all of Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric

Industrial Co., Ltd., Japan

Filed Jun. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 275.221

Gaims priority, application Japan. Jul. 9, 1980, 55-94487;

Sep. 5, 1980. 55-123746

Int. CI.' H05B i//a F24H 3/(X)

U.S. CI. 219-354 2 Claims
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1. An infrared radiative body which is composed of trans-

parent refractory body and a refractory film thereon which
absorbs visible and ncar-infrarcd radiation and transmits infra-

red radiation of wavelength .^-4 microns and the thickness of

which is 0.02 to 0.5 microns.

4,426,571

PORTABLE ELECTRIC HOT AIR REWORK TOOL FOR
SOLDERING AND DESOLDERING PRINTED CIRCUIT

ASSEMBLIES
Ronald .A. Beck, Bloomington, Minn., assignor to Sperry Corpo-

ration, New York. N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 160,899, Jun. 19. 1980. abandoned.

This application Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417.241

Int. CI.' B23K 3/04: H05B 3/00: H05K 3/34: F24H 3/04
U.S. CI. 219-373 10 Claims
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cml of said plenum means such that said hot air flow

thereof impinges cither a component or components
soldered to the workpiece substrate, or a localised area of

the workpiece substrate where a comp<^nenl or compo-
nents IS to be added, or a portion of a component \*hich is

Itself solderahly fabricated and also soldered to the wcirk-

piece substrate

wherein a soldered component or components can respec-

tively be removed from the workpiece substrate, or a new
component or components can be added thereto the

workpiece substrate, or a solderahly fahncaled compo-
nent may be disassembled or assembled while soldered

thereupon the workpiece substrate,

wherein said support grid means closely proximate to said

W(ukpiece substrate upon which said component or com-
ponents are soldered is also heated by said hot air flow, but

which support grid means is of sufficient large grid si/e so

as to remain sufficiently cool so as not to itself become
soldered to said workpiece substrate, while remaining
fully enabled for said supporting.

wherein said predetermined si/e KKali/ed area ol heating

upon the workpiece via said removable and replaceable

orifice member means with predetermined si/e orifice

means occluding" said hot air fiow is thusiy at si/e of plural

components, a component or a ptirtion of a component,
wherein selective soldered components can be selectably

desoldered from the workpiece substrate or selective new-

components soldered thereto

4,426.572

HEATING APPARATUS WITH CHAR DETECTING AND
HEATING CONTROL UNIT

Hajime Tachikawa. Fujisawa, and Masahirn Ishihara, Yoko-
hama, both of Japan, assignors to Hitachi Heating Appliances

Co., Ltd., Chiba, Japan

Filed May 29, 1981, Ser. No. 268,373

Claims priority, application Japan, May 10, 1979, 54-57483;

May 10. 1979, 54-57484; May 10. 1979. 54-57485

Int. CI. H05B / ry:

U.S. CI. 219—502 11 Claims
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1. A soldering apparatus using hot air as a primary heat

transfer media which controllably localizes the area of heating

upon a workpiece, said solder apparatus comprising:

plenum means for confining and directing air fiow from a

means for producing said air fiow to an air How output

end;

blower means attached to said plenum means for producing

said air fiow;

heater means within said plenum means for heating said air

flow in said plenum means to a temperature at said air fiow

output end sufficient to cause solder to melt;

a removable and replaceable orifice member means with a

selected predetermined size orifice for occluding said air

flow output end of said plenum means and for, by said

occluding at said selected predetermined size orifice,

concentrating the hot air fiow to a corresptmdingly prede-

termined size localized substrate area uptm said work-

piece; and

support grid means closely proximate to and for supptirting

a workpiece substrate with respect to said air fiow output

1 A heating apparatus comprising

a heating chamber.

heating means capable of heating an object to be heated in

said heating chamber until a surface oi said object is

charred to a given extent.

light source means for emitting light of visible spectrum

range to illuminate the surface of said object placed in said

heating chamber,

first photo sensi>r means for sensing the intensity of light

refiected from the surface of said object.

second photo sensor means for sensing the intensity of light

illuminating the surface of said object as at least one of the

intensity of light emitted from said light source means and

the intensity of external light entering said healing cham-
ber;

means respt^nsive to responsive outputs from said first and

second sensor means forjudging the degree of charring of

the surface of said object, said judging means including

means for compensating an output from said first photo

sensor means on the basis of an output from said second
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photo sensor means, said compensating means including
means for subjecting the output from said first photo
sensor means and the output from said second photosensor
means to logarithmic transformation, means for subtract-
ing the result of logarithmic transformation of the latter
output from the result of logarithmic transformation of the
former output, and means for subjecting the result of
subtraction to logarithmic inverse transformation; and

means responsive to an output from said judging means for
controlling the heating operation of said heatmg means.

4,426,573 '

PTC HEATING ELEMENT
Carl S. Fudickar, Solingen-Grafrath, and Peter Thies, Ennepet-
•al-Voerde, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to C. S.
Fudickar K.G., Wuppertal, Fed. Rep. of Germany
* Filed Dec. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 329,571
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 13,

1980, 3046995; Apr. 16, 1981, 3115396

Int. a.' H05B 3/02
U.S. a. 219-544 8 Qaims

1 A heating element comprising:
an electrically nonconducting support body having a pair of

opposite faces and formed with a plurality of throughgo-
ing holes openmg at said faces;

respective electrically energizable heating capsules in said
holes and each having one end exposed at one of said faces
and an opposite end exposed at the other of said faces;

a pair of respective conductors lying on said faces in electri-
cal contact with the respective exposed ends of said cap-
sules;

a tight heat conductive and electrically nonconductive skin
surrounding and encapsulating said body with said cap-
sules in said holes and said conductors on said faces, said
skin being elastic and urging said conductors into snug
engagement-with said ends of said heating capsules; and

means including a pair of respective wires extending
through said skin and connected to said conductors for
passing electricity through said heating capsules.

4,426,574

FUEL PUMP COUNTER REAbOUT
Bruno S. Smilgys, Hartford, Conn., assignor to Veeder Indus-

tries Inc., Hartford, Conn.

Filed Dec. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 329,724
Int. a.' B67D 5/22

U.S. a. 235-1 C 8 Qaims
1. In a fuel dispenser counter for registering the accumulated

count of fuel delivered and having a plurality of counter
wheels coaxially mounted in ascending order of significance
from right to left as the counter is read from the front thereof,
the plurality of counter wheels having respective generally
cylindrical indicia rims of generally the same diameter; the first

order counter wheel being a two-place counter wheel with a
one-part indicia rim and an annular arrangement of readout
indicia thereon comprising a plurality of angularly spaced and
axially extending count increment graduations including equi-

angularly spaced ten-count increment graduations and inter-

mediate five-count increment graduations therebetween and a
sequence of two-place axially readable identifying numerals of
substantially constant axial width consisting solely of the nu-
merals 00, 10, 20. 30. 40. 50, 60, 70, 80. and 90 for the ten-count
increment graduations respectively; the remaining higher
order counter wheels being one-place counter wheels, each
with an annular arrangement of a sequence of one-place axially
readable identifying numerals on its indicia rim of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4.

5. 6, 7, 8, 9; and a graduation indicator adjacent said first order
counter wheel indicia rim for reading the accumulated count of

20 J ^SO

the counter from the said front thereof including the accumu-
lated count of the first order counter wheel with its identifying
numerals and axially extending graduations; the improvement
wherein the said ten-count and intermediate five-count gradua-
tions extend at least substantially the entire axial width of the
two-place identifying numerals, wherein the said two-place
identifying numerals are substantially angularly centered on
the respective ten-count graduations and extend in both angu-
lar directions therefrom to adjacent the next said intermediate
five-count graduations, and wherein said intermediate five-

count graduations are directly between the two-place identify-

ing numerals.

4,426,575
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING RADON

IN THE GROUND
Erik L. Malmqvist, Skelleftei, and Krister Kristiansson, Lund,

both of Sweden, assignors to Boliden Aktiebolag, Stockholm,
Sweden

Filed Sep. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 307,278
Qaims priority, application Sweden, Oct. 20, 1980, 8007337

Int. a.3 GOIV 5/00; GOIN 5/00
U.S. a. 250—253 II Qaims

. 1. A method of measuring the concentration of radon and
radon daughters in the ground, especially at great depths,
and/or below the ground-water level, using film-type track

detectors, comprising freely suspending the detector from a
wire and placing the detector in a container intended for col-

lecting gas rising from the ground; burying the container to a
desired depth beneath the surface of the ground; permitting the
detector to be exposed to gas in the container over a given
length of time; withdrawing the detector with the aid of said

wire and a sleeve which protects the detector from contact
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with surrounding earth; said detector being drawn up through
the roof of the container and up through the ground to a
location so selected that the radon and radon daughter concen-
tration can then be determined in a known manner on the basis
of the measurements registered on the detector film.

4,426,577

ELECTRON MICROSCOPE OF SCANNING TYPE
Hirotami Koike, Tokyo; Hideaki Kyogoku, Kanagawa, and
Masani Watanabc, Mitaka, all of Japan, Kssignors to Intema-
tionaJ Precision Incorporated, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 234,790
Qaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 15, 1980, 55-16534

Int. a.J HOIJ 37/28
U.S. a. 250-310 5 c\um%

4,426,576
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR NOBLE GAS ATOM

DETECTION WITH ISOTOPIC SELECTIVITY
G. Samuel Hurst, Oak Ridge; Marvin G. Payne, Harriman;
Chung-Hsuan Chen, Knoxville, and James E. Parks, Oak
Ridge, all of Tenn., assignors to Atom Sciences, Inc., Oak
Ridge, Tenn.

Filed Sep. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 300,019
Int. a.5 HOIJ 49/42; BOID 59/44

U.S. a. 250-283 29 Qaims
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1. Apparatus for noble gas atom detection with isotopic
selectivity, which comprises:

an analysis chamber;

means communicating with said analysis chamber for admit-
ting a gas sample containing said noble gas;

evacuation means for producing a vacuum within said analy-

sis chamber less than about 10-' Torr isolatively con-
nected to said analysis chamber;

a pair of laser beam penetrable windows aligned across said

analysis chamber;

a first pulsatory laser source aligned with said pair of win-
dows, said first laser source capable of producing laser

pulses containing wavelengths appropriate for producing
ions of said noble gas via resonance ionization;

a mass filter within said analysis chamber for receiving noble
gas ions produced by said la.ser pulses at an input and
separating ions at an output according to isotopic mass;

a solid target within said analysis chamber adjacent said

output of said mass filter;

means for accelerating said ions between said output of said

mass filter and said target to implant said ions within said

target;

electron detection means within said chamber adjacent said

target to determine the number of electrons emitted from
said target by said ions created by said laser pulses; and

circuit means for measuring said electrons and determining

the number of atoms of said noble gas with isotopic selec-

tivity by analyzing pulses of said electrons due to the

number of noble gas atoms removed from said gaseous

sample by said ion implantation in said target.

1. In an electron microscope comprising an electron optical
system including an objective lens, means for irradiating a

specimen to be examined with a scanning electron beam, and
means enabling the distance between the objective lens and
said specimen to be changed, the improvement comprising
means for detecting secondary electrons emitted from said
specimen irradiated by said scanning electron beam, said means
comprising a pair of first and second detectors, said first and
second detectors being disposed on opposite sides of the mag-
netic field of said objective lens, and means for simultaneously
processing the output signals of said detectors

4,426,578

SUPPORT STRUCTURE FOR ROTATABLE
SCINTILLATION DETECTOR

James M. Bradcovich, Akron; Robert H. Wake. .Solon; Richard
M. Kovacs, Jr., and Carlos D, Pinkstaff, both of Cliardon. all

of Ohio, assignors to Technicare Corporation, -Solon. Ohio
Filed Oct. 8, 1980, Ser. No. 195,269

Int. Q.' GOIT 1/20
U.S. Q. 250-363 S p Claims
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1. A support structure for supporting and positioning a

scintillation detector to a desirable location relative to a patient

which comprises:

(a) a generally C-shaped support member having a yoke for

pivotally supporting said scintillation detector at one end
portion thereof to permit said detector to pivot about a

first axis defined by said yoke;

(b) a carrier member engaging said support member and for

permitting orbital movement of said support member
along a predetermined planar arcuate path transverse to

said first axis and defined by the shape of said support
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member such that said scintillation detector is displaced

relative to said earner member during orbital movement

of said support member:

(c) means for orbiting said support member along said arcu-

ate path; and

(d) a base member rotatably supponing said carrier member
and for permitting said earner member and hence said

support member axial rotation about a second axis orthog-

onal to said first axis such that said support member re-

mains fixed relative to said carrier member during axial

rotation of said support member.

4,426.579

LINEARIZATION OF SAMPLED GEIGER-MLELLER
RADIATION DETECTOR

Harold J. Cooley, Spring Valley, N.Y., and Elmo J. Dilanni.

Mountain Lakes, N.J., assignors to The United States of

America as represented by the Secretary of the Army, Wash-

ington, D.C.

Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330.427

Int. a.' GOIT 1/IH

U.S. a. 250—374 13 Claims

ht <^

4,426,580

DETECTION DEVICE
Jay E. Smith, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to The United States of

America as represented by the United States Department of

Energy, Washington, D.C.

Continuation of Ser. No. 239,227, Feb. 27, 1981. This application

May 18, 1983, Ser. No. 494,500

Int. a.' GOIT 1/18; GOIN 23/00
U.S. a. 250—374 4 Qaims

4
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1. Apparatus for detecting alpha contamination on the sur-

face of metal articles comprising.

a housing having an entrance chamber, a detection chamber
and an exit chamber;

means disposed within the housing and at least in part pass-

ing through said chambers for conveying the articles

through said chambers;

means for electncally grounding at least the part of said

conveying means passing through said detection chamber;
means for supplying an ionizing gas to said detection cham-

ber;

an anode in said detection chamber;

an electrical supply Connected to said anode for charging

said anode and establishing an electrical field in said detec-

tion chamber;

a pulse counter coupled to said anode for detecting pulses

produced by ionization of the gas by alpha particles; and
means carried by said housing for substantially confining the

ionizing gas in said detection chamber and restricting

outfiow thereof through said entrance and exit chambers.

1. Apparatus for detecting particles of radiation including

gamma ray photons, comprising in combination

Geiger-Muellcr detector means;

means for operating said detector means in a pulsed mode of

operation for predetermined first sampling time periods

occurring at a predetermined repetition rate and for gen-

erating Geiger-.Mueller pulses for particles of radiatmn

being detected during any of said sampling time periods,

the probability of the occurrence of a Geiger-.Mueller

pulse during said sampling time having a non-linear re-

sponse characteristic;

means for converting the Geiger-Mueller pulses generated

into electrical pulse signals of a generally uniform ampli-

tude and pulse width providing a random pulse tram

having an average repetition rate substantially propnr-

tional to the radiation intensity of said particles of radia-

tion;

means for generating additional electrical pulse signals in

response to said Geiger-Mueller pulses occurring at differ-

ent time periods following said first periods and of the

same generally uniform amplitude and pulse width, said

additional electrical signals being added to said pulse train

and causing the average repetition rate of said pulse tram

to be substantially linearly proportional to said radiation

intensity; and

means for measuring the average repetition rate of said

random pulse train and providing an indication thereof

4,426,581

ARRANGEMENT FOR MEASURING RADIOACTIVITY
CONCENTRATIONS

Hans-Jiirg Kreiner; Rudolf Self, both of Munich, and Wilhelm

Zimmer, Gaimersheim, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors

to Munchener Apparatebau Fiir Elektronische Gerate Kimmel
GmbH &. Co. KG, Hohenbrunn and Gesellschaft Fur Strahl-

en-und Umweltforschung mbH, Neuherberg, both of, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
P(T No. PCT/DE79/00010, § 371 Date Sep. 26, 1979, <} 102(e)

Date Sep. 19, 1979, FCT Pub. No. W 079/00552, PCT Pub.

Date AuR. 23, 1979

PCT Filed Jan. 26, 1979, Ser. No. 167,064

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 26,

1978, 2803440

Int. CI. GOIT 1/IH

U.S. CI. 250—380 8 Claims

1 Device for measuring the radioactivity concentration of a

gas. comprising a pressure-tight shielding housing forming a

first measuring chamber, a compressor in communication with

said first measuring member for introducing the gas into said

first measuring chamber under high pressure, and a beta-ray

detector located in said first measuring chamber, wherein the

improvement comprises a shielding dividing wall IcKated

within said shielding housing and in combination with said

shielding housing forming a second measuring chamber sepa-

rated from said first measuring chamber by said shielding

dividing wall, an aerosol filter located within said second

measuring chamber and in communication with said compres-

sor, a second detector located within said shielding housing

and shielded from said first measuring chamber, said second

detector is located at a position opposite said first detector and

on the opposite side of said first measuring chamber from said

first detector, said second detector arranged for compensating
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for external radiation, a third detector IcKated in said second
measuring chamber for measuring the aerosol activity concen-
tration present in the gas, said first, second and third detectors

are formed as surface barner layer detectors, and the exterior

shape of said shielding housing in combination with the thick-

H^-i-^->b=,

-ug

ness of said shielding housing walls and t>f said shielding div id-

ing wall are selected so that the effective thickness of the

shielding material shielding said first, second and third detec-

tors from external radiation is about equal for each of said

detectors independently of the direction of incidence of said

external radiation.

4,426,582

CHARGED PARTICLE BEAM APPARATUS AND
METHOD UTILIZING LIQUID METAL FIELD

IONIZATION SOURCE AND ASYMMETRIC THREE
ELEMENT LENS SYSTEM

Jonathan H. Orloff, Portland, and Lynwood W. Swanson,

McMinnville, both of Oreg., assignors to Oregon Graduate
Center, Beaverton, Oreg.

Continuation of Ser. No. 113,806, Jan. 21, 1980, abandoned. This

application Oct. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 308,125

Int. CI.' HOIJ 31 /4H. 1/HH

U.S. CI. 250—396 ML 8 Claims

thriiugh which said beam passes, said first aperture

being circular and centered about said axis,

(ii) a second lens element conducting a second voltage and

including a second aperture through which said beam
passes after it leaves said first aperture, said second lens

element being spaced from and disptised beneath said

first lens clement,

said second aperture having an upper portion which is

circular, and is centered about said axis, and has a first

diameter,

said second aperture having a lower portion which is

approximately cylindrical, and is centered about said

axis, and has a second diameter, and has a predeter-

mined thickness in the direction of said axis, said

second diameter being substantially greater than said

first diameter,

said second diameter being approximately 1 .^ limes as

great as said predetermined thickness, and

(111) a third lens element IcKated entirely below said second

aperture and conducting a third voltage and having a

third aperture through which said beam passes only

after it leaves said second aperture, said third aperture

being eircular and centered about said axis,

said second lens element producing an approximately constant

rate of reduction in the magnitude of the potential along said

axis in said lower portion of said second aperture in order lo

reduce the chromatic aberration caused by said electrostatic

lens system

4,426,583

ELECTRON BEAM POTENTIAL SWITC MING
APPARATUS

Tai-Hon P. Chang, Chappaqua; Phillip J. Coanc, Mahopac;
Fritz-Jurgen Hohn, Armonk, and Dieter P. Kern, Yorktown
Heights, all of N.Y., assignors to International Business Ma-
chines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed May 10, 1982. Ser. No. 376.350

Int. CI. HOIJ 3/14

U.S. CI. 250—398 9 Claims
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1. An apparatus for producing a high current beam of

charged particles along an axis and focusing said beam onto a

small target spot, said apparatus comprising in combination:

(a) pointed emitter means for emitting said beam along said

axis; said beam having an angular intensity in the range of

approximately 10 *tol() ^ amperes per steradian;

(b) an electrostatic lens system spaced from and disposed

about said axis beneath said pointed emitter means for

focusing said beam onto said target spot, said electrostatic

lens system including

(i) a first lens element conducting a first voltage and in-

cluding a first disc having therein a first aperture

•J' ':i
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1. lUectron beam apparatus, comprising

means for generating a first electron beam having a first

electron potential;

means for generating a second electron beam having a sec-

ond electron potential different from said first electron

potential,

an electron optical column pt)sitioncd to receive either of

said electron beams,

means for determining which electron beam is received by

said electron optical column; and

the effective s«)urce of said scccmd electron beam being

effectively positioned at a different axial distance from

said electron optical column than the effective source of

said first electron beam lo compensate for the difTerencc in
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electron potential, so as to cause said electron optical
column automatically to focus either beam onto the same
final focal plane without changing the field strength of
any electron optical lens in said electron optical column.

4,426 584 '

METHOD OF COMPENSATING THE PROXIMITY
EFFECT IN ELECTRON BEAM PROJECTION SYSTEMS
Harald Bohlen, Boeblingen; Helmut Engelke, Altdorf; Johann

Greschner, Pliezhausen, and Peter Nehmiz, Stattgart, all of
Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to International Business
Machines Corporation. Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Jun. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 270,086
Claims priority, application European Pat. Off., Jul. 10, 1980.

80103966.0

Int. a.' HOIJ i/26
L-.S. a. 250-492.2 4 Oaims

toothed rotor for generating signals indicative of the pole

pitch time of said rotor;

divider circuit means coupled to said sensor signals for

generating a current fiow signal for each field winding in

response to said sensor signals, said current How signals

having equal time duration, and the sum of the durations

4^;.

of said current flow signals being less than said pole pitch

time; and

delay network means coupled to said divider circuit means
for determining a time delay between the surt of said pole
pitch time and the start of said current fiow signals which
IS optimal for the prevailing operation of said motor.

1. A method of compensating the proximity effect in the
imaging of patterns in electron beam projection systems com-
prising the steps of.

(a; performing an initial electron beam exposure of a radia-
tion sensitive layer m predetermined pattern areas through
an exposure mask having openings in correspondence
with said pattern areas and

fb) subjecting selected exposed pattern areas which require
compensation for loss of electron beam due to scattering
during said initial exposure to at least one additional elec-
tron beam exposure through a correction mask having
openings in correspondence with said selected exposed
pattern areas and of a dimension smaller than the corre-
sponding openings m said exposure mask

whereby said predetermined pattern areas receive a uniform
total electron beam exposure and the proximity effect due
to scattering loss of electrons during the initial exposure is

compensated

4,426,586

DRAG RESPONSIVE REGULATED VOLTAGE POWER
GENERATION

Albert B. P. Cecchini, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Warren
Erection Co., Inc., Warren, Pa.

Filed Apr. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 255,501

Int. a.3 F03D 7/04
L.S. a. 290-44 24 Oaims

4,426485
ORCLIT FOR GENERATING A ROTATING HELD FOR
A THREE PHASE SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR SERVING

AS A FLYWHEEL STARTER FOR A VEHICLE
INTERNAL COMBU.STION ENGINE

Erhard Bigaike, Wolfsburg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aasigaor to

Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362J54

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gerraaay, Apr. 1,

1981, 3113092

Int. a: H02K rj/i6: B60K 9/r)4: H02P 7/36
U.S. a. 290-38 B g Clai-s

1. In combination with a brushless, three phase synchronous
motor and an internal combustion engine having a flywheel,
said motor acting as a driving motor for a flywheel wherein
said flywheel is capable of coupling as a flywheel starter for

said engine, said motor having a stator rigidly connected to

Stationary elements of said engine and a plurality of field wind-
ings, and a winding-free toothed rotor rigidly connected to

said flywheel and having a pole pitch angle, a circuit for gener-
ating a rotating field for said field windings compnsmg:

ferromagnetic sensor means positioned proximate said

-- ^
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1 In a generator of the type adapted for extraction of power
from a moving fiuid comprising:

blade means mounted on a rotatable shaft,

coil means mounted on said shaft, and
field means separated from said coil means by a spatial gap,

the improvement comprising:

mounting said shaft slidably with respect to said field means,

and

providing resilient means for maintaining said gap at a mini-

mum dimension,

whereby said shaft moves axialty in response to drag be-

tween said moving fluid and said blade means;

whereby the dimension of said gap is varied in response to

said drag, said dimension being increased in response to

increases in said drag.
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4.426,587

POWER SUPPLY DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Christian Nouet, Ste Genevieve det Bois, France, assignor to

Societe Anonyme dite: Compagnie Industriclle des Telecom-
munications Cit-Alcatel, Paris, France

Filed Jul. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 396,579
Gaims priority, application France, Jul. 10, 1981, 81 13645

Int. G.' G05D 2i/00
U.S. G. 307-66 14 Gaims

to the output of said second sensor means, wherein said first

sensor means includes a first vanable voltage divider, a first

operational amplifier having an inverting input for receiving
said torque signal and a non-inverling input coupled to said
first variable voltage divider, and a first resistor coupled be-
tween said non-inverting input and the output of said first

operational amplifier.

itC
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1. A power supply distribution system, in particular for an
exchange comprising electronic user equipments which art-

powered at low voltage with electricity derived from a high
voltage AC network, and with the user equipments being
disposed in racks and with groups of the racks being fed with
high voltage directly from a primary distribution system con-
nected to said network, wherein the said racks and groups of
racks include a secondary level of power supplies which pro-
vide galvanic isolation from the primary system and which
deliver power at at least one intermediate fixed voltage relative

to an installation reference potential to a third level of power
supplies which are connected directly to said user equipment.

4,426.589

LOW-LOSS SEMICONDUCTOR SWITCHING CIRCUIT
Helmut Moder, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Dec. 21, 1981, .Ser. No. 332.747

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Jan. 17
1981, 3101412

Int. G.' lf03K i/()]. 17/60
U.S. G. 307-254 ,5 c.i^.

4,426,588

WEIGHTING CIRCUIT FOR AN ELECTRICAL TORQUE
SIGNAL IN A DRILLING MACHINE

Walter Weilenmann. Schaanwald, Liechtenstein, assignor to

Hiiti Aktiengesellschaft, Schaan. Liechtenstein

Filed Jul. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 396.036
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 17,

1981,3128410

Int. G.' HOIH 35/(X)
U..S. G. 307-124 12 Gaims

.1V_
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1. A weighting circuit for providing a trigger signal in re-

sponse to a torque signal corresponding to torque developed m
a hand tool, wherein the trigger signal infiucnces operation of
the tool, comprising first sensor means for comparing the

amplitude of the torque signal with a first predetermined level

and for providing an output signal when the amplitude of the

torque signal exceeds the first predetermined level, integrator

means for integrating the torque signal in response to the

output signal of the first sensor means and for producing an
integration value, second sensor means for comparing the

integration value from said integrator means with a second
predetermined level and for providing a corresponding output

signal, and means for producing the trigger signal in response

I
I

i
I

1 I.ow-loss semiconductor switching cireuil having
a voltage supply (1, 2, 3),

a control system to control current flow, in rcspeciuely
controlled direction, to a load (17) including

a first controlled semiconductor switch (4),

a second controlled semiconductor switch (5),

means (14) including an inductance (17. 19) connetiiiig

together one mam current terminal of the respective semi-

conductor switches, and further to connect said main
current terminals to the load, the other mam current ter-

minals of the semiconductor switches being cormet ted to

the voltage supply,

a first network (6) connected in parallel across the mam
current terminals of the first semiconductor switch and
including first means (9) for storing energy connected to

receive and store switching energy arising upon changing
of switching state of the first semiconductor switch

a second network (7) connected in parallel across ihe main
current terminals of the second semiconductor switch (5)

and including second means (12) for storing energy con-
nected to receive and store switching energy urising upon
changing of switching state of the second semiconductor
switch,

and comprising, in accordance with the invention,

an addilKmal network (15, 16, 20, 21 26) connecting the

energy storing means (9, 12) of said first network (6) and
the second network (7) and carrying between said first

and second networks which arise upon changing of
switching state of a respective one of the semiconductor
switches (4, 5),

the inductance in the means (14) connecting the main cur-

rent carrying paths of the semiconductor switches receiv-

ing and storing switching energy arising upon control of

one cf the first or second semiconductor switches (4, 5)

between conductive or turn-ON state and non-conduc-
tive, or hlcKkcd slate
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4,426,590

SWITCH CONTROLLABLE OFF AND ON BY PULSES
Klaus Rischmuller, Paris, France, assignor to Thomson-CSF,

Paris, France

Filed Nov. 19, 1981. Ser. No. 323,076

Claims priority, application France, Nov. 21, 1980, 80 24798

Int. a.' H03K 17/00

U.S. a. 307—255 8 Qaims
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1. A switch whose opening and closing is controlled by

pulses comprising:

main terminals corresponding to the collector and emitter of

a first power transistor of a first type and a second transis-

tor of a second type connected by its emitter to the collec-

tor of said first transistor and b\ us collector to the base of

said first transistor, a first resistor being inserted between
the base and emitter of said first transistor.

a third transistor of the first type, whose emitter is connected
to the emitter of the first transistor, the base to the connec-

tion point of the base of the first transistor and the collec-

tor of the second transistor via a second resistor and the

collector to the base of the second transistor; a third resis-

tor bemg connected betw.een the base and the emitter n^

the second transistor; and a control terminal being con-

nected to the base of the third transistor.

I

4,426.591

ADAPTIVE CO.MPARATOR
Donald R. Cargille, Venice, Calif., assignor to Hughes Aircraft

Company, El Segundo. Calif.

Filed Aug. 4, 1980, Ser. No. 175,112

Int. a: H03K 5/153

;.S. a. 307—358 9 Claims

signals which exceeded the previous amplitude threshold;

and

fourth circuit means for resetting said third circuit means.

4,426,592

ELECTRICAL MACHINE WITH SUPERCONDUCTING
INDUCTOR AND GAS COOLING OF
NORMAL-CONDUCTIVITY WINDINGS

Evgeny K. Berzin, ulitsa Sverdlova, 175, kv. 181; Anatoly G.
Miroshnichenko, ulitsa Sluzfaebnaya, 53, kv. 2, and Leonid I.

Yantovsky, ulitsa 23 Avgusta, 40, kv. 51, all of Kharkov,
L.S.S.R.

per No. PCr/SU80/00090. § 371 Date Jan. 18, 1982, § 102(e)

Date Jan. 18, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO81/03585, PCT Pub.
Date Dec. 10, 1981

PCT Filed May 30, 1980, Ser. No. 342,013

Int. Cl.^ H02K 9/00
U.S. a. 310-52 5 aaims

1 .An electrical machine with a superconducting inductor

and gas cooling of normal-conductivity windings, comprising

a stator with a superconducting winding disposed in a cryostat

and a rotor with a cooled winding disposed on its body, the

rotor being mounted in rotation bearings, characterized in that

the stator 1 carries a winding 6 which balances the electromag-

netic moment of the rotor 7, acting upon the superconducting

winding 5 of the stator, and which is made of normal-conduc-

tivity conductors, and the stator 1 is provided with a housing

2 to whose walls the cryostat 4 is secured so as to define a gap
for the passage of a gaseous coolant between the external

surface of the cryostat 4 and the normal-conductivity winding

6 of the stator.

4,426,593

UNIVERSALLY MOUNTABLE MOTORS
Edward A. Chernoff, Qrookville, and Paul I^vy, Lindenhurst,

both of N.Y., assignors to .Motors & Armatures, Inc., Haupp-
auge, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 10, 1981, Ser. .No. 329,496

Int. CI.' H02K 5/00

U.S. CI. 310—91 8 Claims

1. An adaptive comparator for use in combination with a ^f

•izon sensor, said sensor having means for detecting radia- -''

1 from a celestial body and means for generating an output ,,

se in response thereto which serves as an input to said

nparator, said comparator comprising:

irst circuit means for setting a predetermined input signal

amplitude threshold;

^ond circuit means for comparing said input signal to said

threshold and for generating an output signal when said

input signal exceeds said threshold; 1 A universally mountable motor comprising an armature

lird circuit means coupled to said second circuit means for having first and second opposite faces and defining a cylindri-

setting a second input signal amplitude threshold which cal bore, first and second bearing bracket,, secured to the arma-
corresponds to an average of that portion of recent input ture at the first and second faces respectively and spanning the
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bore, bearing means mounted in the first and second bearing

brackets and defining a common axis of rotation which is

coaxial with the bore, and a rotor fitted in the bore and sup-

ported by the bearing means to rotate in the bore, at least said

first bracket being formed with wings which extend over said

first face of the armature on opposite sides of said axis, each
wing being formed with an elongate retaining slot defining a

central axis and having a first region whereby a mounting

member can be removably inserted into the slot and at least

first and second additional regions which are spaced apart

along said central axis and into which the mounting member
can be selectively displaced from said first region to be cap-

tively retained in one of said additional regions, the central

axes of the retaining slots respectively being inclined to each

other and said first additional regions being closer together

than said second additional regions.

4,426,594

COMMUTATOR FOR A MOTOR AND METHOD OF
MAKING THE SAME

Hiroaki Hirano, Miyashiro, and Takashi Hondo, Tokyo, both of

Japan, assignors to Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 289,879

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 11, 1980, 55-110869

Int. C1.5 H02K 13/00

U.S. CI. 310—233 5 Claims

23

I. A commutator for use in a motor having a stator and a

rotor with a rotary shaft, said commutator consisting of a

plurality of commutator segments attached to an insulating

body, each of said commutator segments having a contact

surface which is contacted by a brush, said commutator being

characterized in that a number of randomly spaced hemispheri-

cal impressions are provided on each of said commutator

segments to form a rough surface thereon.

surface of said pie/oeleclric substrate behind said input

and output transducers, respectively;

each said V-shaped recess p<irtion, of said acoustical abvir-

r; ^ R L_
«v/

bent layer patterns of a triangular configuration, having a

further recess portion whose line of symmetry is formed

diagonally with respect to the propagation path of said

acoustic surface waves.

4,426,596

PHOTO.MULTIPLIER TUBE HAVING A HEAT SHIELD
WITH ALKALI VAPOR SOURCE ATTACHED THERETO
Gilbert N. Butterwick, I<eola, Pa., assignor to RCA Corporation,

New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 237,845

Int. CI.' HOI J 40/m
U.S. CI. 313—534 8 Claims

4,426,595

ACOUSTIC SURFACE WAVE DEVICE WITH IMPROVED
BAND-PASS CHARACTERISTICS

Kuninori Kawaura, Suzaka; Sumio Yamada, Kawasaki; Noboru

Wakatsuki, Kawasaki; Masaaki Ono, Kawasaki; Shigeo Tanji,

Yokohama; Yoshiro Fujiwara, Kawasaki, and Masanobu

Yanagisawa, Yokohama, all of Japan, assignors to Fujitsu

Limited, Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Jan. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 341,683

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 30, 1981, 56-12536

Int. CI.' HOIL 41/10

U.S. a. 310—313 D 11 Claims

1. An acoustic surface wave device comprising:

a piezoelectric substrate having a plane surface for propaga-

tion of acoustic surface waves along a propagation path;

an input transducer formed on the surface of said piezcK-lec-

tric substrate, for converting electrical energy into said

acoustic surface waves;

an output transducer formed on the surface of said piezo-

electric substrate, for converting said acoustic surface

waves into another type of electrical energy; and

acoustical absorbent layer patterns of a triangular configura-

tion having at least one V-shaped recess portion and at

least one V-shaped protruding portion, formed on the

1. In a photomultiplier tube having a longitudinally-extend-

ing tube axis, said lube comprising an evacuated enveli»pe

including a generally cylindrical wall member, said wall mem-

ber being closed at one end by a faceplate and at the other end

by a stem, said stem being heat scaled to said wall member,

at least one source of alkali vapor within said envelope.

a photoemissive cathode formed by said alkali vapor on said

faceplate,

a dyncxle cage assembly spaced from said cathode in proxim-

ity to said stem, and

electrical connecting means extending through said stem for

energizing said cathcxle, said dynode cage assembly and

said source of alkali vapor, the improvement comprising

a heat shield disposed transversely to said lube axis between

said dynode cage assembly and said stem, said heat shield

comprising a substantially inert, insulalive material, said

source of alkali vap*)r being mounted on said heat shield

facing said dynode cage assembly, said heat shield protect-

ing said dynode cage assembly and said viurce of alkali

vapor from the deleterious effcxts of heat generated dur-

ing the heat sealing of said stem to said wall member
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4,426,597

IONIZED GAS GENERATOR AT VERY HIGH
TEMPERATURE AND VERY HIGH PRESSURE

Serge Denoyer, Andresy; Jacques Guerin, Pessac; Maxime
Labrot, Bordeaux, and Jean-Pierre Serrano, Saint-Aubin-de-
Medoc, all of France, assignors to Commissariat a I'Energie
Atomique, Paris, France

Filed Dec. 30, 1980, Ser. No. 221.498
Gaims priority, application France, Jan. 7, 1980, 80 00231

Int. a.3 HOIJ 17/26. 7/24
U.S. a 313-231.41 3 Qaims

1. An ionized gas generator for supplying a supersonic ho-
mogeneous ionized gas flow comprising a plurality of unitary
ionized gas generator modules connected to a couplmg cham-
ber having a nozzle for supplymg a jet of ionized gas, each of
the uniury gas generator modules comprising an upstream and
a downstream hollow elongated substantially cylindrical elec-

trode of copper or copper alloy, the electrodes being coaxial
and spaced apart by an intermediate chamber to which an open
first end of each electrode is connected, the upstream electrode
having an opposite second end that is closed and the down-
stream electrode having an opposite second end that is open
and m communication with the coupling chamber: means for
supplying a high voltage of at least several thousands of volts
to the electrodes; means for striking an arc between the elec-

trodes; means for injecting a vortical gas along a plurality of
planes perpendicular to the axis of the electrodes in the inter-

mediate chamber therebetween, the injected gas passing
through the electric arc and the center of the downstream
electrode and causing the electric arc to take an elongated
shape such that the arc has a length several times greater than
the spacing between the electrodes and is capable of extending
from the upstream electrode to the region of the second end of
the downstream electrode; moveable magnetic field means for
generating around the upstream electrode a magnetic field to

cause displacement of a base of the electric arc about the
interior surface of the upstream electrode; and means for cool-
ing the electrodes, the gas injecting means, and the coupling
chamber.

4,<*26,598

INCANDESCENT LAMP LEADS OF DISPERSION
STRENGTHENED COPPER WIRES

Charles I. Whitman, Bay Village, Ohio, assignor to SCM Corpo-
ration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 344,890

Int. a? HOIJ 5/50
U.S. a. 313—331 20 Qaims

1. An incandescent electric lamp having a translucent enve-
lope which encloses a resistive incandescent filament electri-

cally connected to and supported by a pair of lead wires com-
prising at least in part substantially completely deoxidized
internally oxidized dispersion strengthened copper wire in

which is dispersed a metal oxide refractory to the extent of
from 0.07% to 0.35% calculated as its metal equivalent, said

lead wires containing from 0.001% to 0.06% free boron and
less than 0.002% free oxygen.

4,426,599

TELEVISION CAMERA TUBE
Nicolaas H. Limper, and Cornells J. W. M. Schemers, both of

Eindhoven, Netheriands, assignors to U.S. Philips Corpora-
tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jul. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 284,437
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Aug. 22, 1980,

8004743

Int. a.J HOIJ 31/26
L.S. a. 313-389 8 Qaims

1. A television camera tube comprising:

an evacuated envelope;

a photosensitive target in the envelope;

an electron gun for generating an electron beam;
means for focusing the electron beam to a spot on the target,

the electron spot having a shape which is defined by a line

at the edge of the spot which connects points having the
same current density;

means for scanning the electron spot across the target in a
line defiection direction and in a frame deflection direc-

tion;

means for shaping the electron spot into an elongate shape,
wherein the ratio, k, between the lengths of the long and
short axes of the spot is 1 .4^ k g 2, and where the long axis

of the spot divides the acute angle between the line deflec-

tion direction and the frame deflection direction in such
manner that the angle, ;3, between the long axis and the
frame deflection direction is 0§/3^6G'.
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4,426,600

STANDARD WHITE FLUORESCENT LAMPS
EMPLOYING BLEND

Charies F. Chenot, Towanda, Pa., and Wolfgang Walter, Brook-
line, Mass., assignors to GTE Products Corporation, Stam-
ford, Conn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 830,7%, Sep. 6, 1977,

abandoned. This application Jun. 22, 1979, Ser. No. 51.303

Int. a.' HOIJ 61/44
U.S. a. 313—487 3 Claims

formed on one of the surfaces of said disc portion and abutting

on the corresponding pole piece, and a plurality (if second

1. A fluorescent lamp comprising a sealed envelope, ele-

trodes therein, a filling of inert gas, and a mercury therein, and
a coating of phosphor on the inside surface of said envelope,

characterized in that said phosphor consists essentially of a

blend exhibiting x and y color coordinates equivalent to stan-

dard white of from about 405 to about 415 and from about 390

to about 405 respectively, said blend consisting essentially of

from about 10 to about 35 weight percent of a blue emitting

phosphor having the formula Sr5_x->'EuxMn^P04).iCI:
wherein x is from about 0.005 to about 0, 1 5 and y is from to

about 0.25, said blue emitting phosphor having a first peak
emission of from about 440 to about 450 nanometers and a 50%
bandwidth of from about 25 to about 65 nanometers and if y is

greater than 0, a second peak emission of from about 580 to 610
and a 50% bandwidth of about 50 to 100 nanometers and the

balance being a yellow emitting phosphor composition having
the formula,

Cas ^-^ yCd,„Mn;tSb^P04)3F| y aC\JOy

wherein

w is from to about 0.05

X is from 0.13 to about 0.17

y is from 0.02 to about 0.04

a is from about 0.02 to about 0. 1

,

and having a peak emission of from about 565 to about 575

nanometers and a 50% bandwidth of from about 60 to about

100 nanometers whereby said lamp yields higher lumens per

watt than an equivalent standard white lamp.

4,426,601

MAGNETRON
Mamoru Tsuzurahara, Mobara, Japan, assignor to Hitachi, Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jul. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 283,154

Oaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 14, 1980, 55-95095

Int. C\? HOIJ 25/50

U.S. a. 315—39.51 3 Claims

1. A magnetron including a cylindrical anode, a catht^dc

disposed on an axis of said cylindrical anode, a pair of pole

pieces respectively arranged at both ends of said cylindrical

anode, a pair of permanent magnets each arranged on an out-

side of the corresponding one of said pole pieces in an axial

direction of said cylindrical anode, and a pair of intermediate

rings each arranged between one of said pole pieces and the

corresponding one of said permanent magnets, and having a

circular plane shape, wherein each of said intermediate rings

comprising: a disc portion; a plurality of first projections

projections formed on the other surficc nf said disc portion

and abutting on the corresponding permanent magnet

4.426.602

LOW-PRESSURE MERCURY VAPOR DISCHARGE
LAMP

Adrianus J. T. Mollet. Rooscndaal. and Rudolf Sanders, Eindho-
ven, both of Netherlands, assignors to L .S. Philips Corpora-
tion. New York. N.Y.

Filed May 29. 1981. Ser. No. 268.208

Gaims priority, application Netherlands, Jun. 4, 1980.

8003277

int. CI.' HOIJ 7/44. 61/56

U.S. G. 315-58 3 Gaims

: I- M (

I. A low pressure mercury \apor discharge lamp ci>niprising

a discharge tube closed i.i a vacuum-tighl manner and contain-

ing mercury and a rare gas and electrodes, pi>si!ioned one at

each end of said discharge tube. f<H niai'itammg a discharge

during operation of said lamp, said discharge lube being of

such configuration that the ends thereof aie m .i sKie-b\-side

relationship at one end i.ii the lamp and are btMh connected to

a single lamp base provided with connecting pins, character-

ized in that the lamp base has an axially projecting wall portion

having a non-circular cross-section pt)sitioned between said

connecting pins, projecting beyond said pins and containing a

starter for said lamp.

4,42f,603

HPS STARTING AID
Edward H. Mustoe. Austin. Tex., assignor to Wide-Lite Interna-

tional Corporation. San Marcos. Tex.

Filed Nov. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,431

Int. G.' H05B 41/14

U.S. G. 315—289 11 Gaims
1. In combination with a high intL'nsity. gaseous discharge

lamp requiring high voltage starting pulses and a transformer

ballast for operating the lamp once the lamp is lit. the improve-
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ment of a lamp starting aid being connected respectively to a

ballast connection to the lamp, a ballast starting tap connec-

tion, and a ballast connection to the power distribution line,

comprising

a capacitive voltage divider connected m series between said

lamp and line connections and unlimited by a connection

to a power resistor for quickly charging to full charge in

the presence of applied power on said line,

a thyristor connected between the divider junction of said

divider and said tap.

will vary in accordance with change in the physical condi-

tion of the air stream through the fan.

4,426,604

DIRECT CLRRENT FAN WITH CONTROL MEANS
Benno Doemen, Talstiege 8, and Rolf Miilier, Ackerstr. AB,

both of D-7742 St. Georgen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Mar. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 244,980

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Jun. 30,

1980, 3024613

Int. a.' H02P 7/06

U.S. a. 318—334 2 Claims

1. In a fan driven by a direct current motor, a control circuit

for limiting inrush current on tarting and for controlling fan

speed, comprising:

a comparator having two inputs;

means for generating a first signal, said first signal having a

value directly related to a physical condition of the air

stream through the fan, said first signal being fed to one of
the inputs of said comparator: and

means for generating a second signal, said second signal

having a value directly related to the load current of the

motor, said second signal being fed to the other of the two
inputs of said comparator, whereby the speed of said fan

4,426,605

METHOD OF OPERATING A SHUNT-WOUND DC
MOTOR AS W ELL AS CONTROLLING DEVICE FOR
THE EXECUTION AND APPLICATION THEREOF -

Luigi Steinbrecher, Neuhausen, Switzerland, assignor to SIG
Schweizerische Industrie-Gesellschaft, Switzerland

Filed Nov. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 324,319

Gaims priority, application Switzerland, Jun. 5, 1981,

3701/81

Int. aj H02P 5/06
U.S. CI. 318—347 7 Qaims

a voltage breakdown device connected to said thyristor

gate,

a timing RC network connected to said voltage breakdown
device and to said power distribution line,

the RC network components determining the timing of the

gating on of said thyristor by determining the voltage

breakdown occurrence of said voltage breakdown device,

the size of the capacitors in said capacitor divider and the

number of turns on the ballast between said tap and lamp
connections determining the pulse width and amplitude of

said starting pulses
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1 A controlling device for controlling a shunt-wound DC-
motor having a field and an armature in operative relation with

the field, said device comprising:

current measuring means (5) for measuring current in the

armature;

variable reference signal generating means (9);

comparator means (7), said current measuring means (5) and

said generating means (9) having outputs connected to

inputs of said comparator means;

an energizing circuit for the armature including variable

resistance means (Rl, R2, R3, R4);

control means(SM, S14, Su, ^\A, So/4,So, Si, S2, S3, S4) for

controlling said variable resistance means and said gener-

ating means;

controllable field excitation current actuating means (13, 15,

17) for establishing field excitation current of predeter-

mined value, said field excitation current being adjustable

by a control signal applied to said actuating means (13, 15,

17) at a control input thereof;

switching means (S^", S»*') controlled by the output of said

comparator means (7c);

difference forming means (11) having a first input connect-

able by said switching means {Sw) to said generating

means (9) at its output, said difference forming means also

having a second input connectable by said switching

means (S^-) to said current measuring means (5) at its

output, and said difference forming means producing an

output that acts as a control difference signal applied to

said control input of said excitation current actuating

means (13, 15, 17) as a regulator for the current in the

armature.
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4,426,606

EMERGENCY STOP DEVICE FOR BRUSHLESS
— MOTORS

Muneo Suita, and Kazuo Mogi, both of Ueda, Japan, assignors

to Sanyo Denki Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan and Electro-Craft

Corp.. Hopkins, Minn.

Filed Nov. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 439,942

Int. CI.' H02P 3/12

U.S. CI. 318—375 3 Claims

®
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1. In a brushless motor control system including a power
source connected to the windings of a brushless motor for

supplying power thereto, improved damper means for connec-
tion to the windings for dissipating the energy stored therein

comprising, in combination:

first resistance means for dissipating energy stored in the wind-

ing of the motor;

second resistance means in series with said resistance means;

and

capacitance means connected in parallel with said first resis-

tance means constructed and arranged for combination with

said first resistance means and said second resistance means
for minimizing the impedance of said damping means at high

motor rotation rates and increasing the impedance of the

damping means at low rotational rates to optimize the decel-

eration of said brushless motor when said damper means is

connected to the motor windings.

4,426,607

DIFFERENTIAL LINKAGE APPARATUS FOR AN
AIRCRAFT SERIES SERVOACTUATOR APPARATUS

Homer D. Black, Phoenix, and Charles R. Stribley, Scottsdale,

both of Ariz., assignors to Sperry Corporation, New York,

N.Y.

Filed Mar. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 357,532

Int. a.3 G05B 11/01

U.S. CI. 318—628 3 Claims

1. A series servoactuator for installation in an aircraft com-

prising:

(a) a servomotor having a housing adapted to be secured to

the airframe and coupled between a pilot's control linkage

and a control surface linkage and including a servomotor

output drive shaft extending from a side wall of said hous-

ing,

(b) first and second pairs of stop means fixed on said housing

side wall, each pair being symmetrically angularly spaced

relative to said drive shaft,

(c) a servo drive link secured lo said drive shaft having first

stop engaging surfaces thereon adapted lo engage said

first pair of housing stop means for limiting the authority

of said servomotor,

(d) an elongated differential link having one end pivotalK

mounted on said servo drive link, having its opposite end
pivotally connected to said control surface linkage and
having an intermediate point thereon pivotally connected

to said pilot's control linkage, said differentia! link having

second stop engaging surfaces thereon adapted to engage

said second pair of housing stop means for limiting the

authority of said pilot's control linkage.

said second stop engaging surfaces of said differential link

having a contour such that when thev cngagi one or the

other of said second housing stop means, any motion of

said servo link will result in no effective motion of said

differential link and control surface linkage, and

said differential link being further characterized m that

said second stop engaging surfaces comprise fiange

means laterally extending from the differential link, the

lateral dimension thereof being variable between prede-

termined values dependent upon the authority limits

required by the pilot's control linkage of a particular

aircraft installation

4,426,608

STEPPING MOTOR CONTROL SYSTEM
Noble G. Larson; John A. Purbrick, both of ArlinKton, and

Matthew T. Mason. Belmont, all of Mass., assignors to Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Apr. 10. 1981, Ser. No. 253.035

Int. a.' G05B 19/40

U.S. a. 318—685 llOaims

1. A stepping motor control system comprising

stepping motor means having means for rotating through a

plurality of steps during each revolution thereof and a plu-

rality of sclectably actuated coil means having a selected

number of coil states for moving said rotating means through

a selected number of sub-step positions within each of said

plurality of steps;

means for sensing the sub-step positions of said rotating means

and for providing a position signal representing the pt«ition

of said rotating means relative to an initial position thereof

means for providing a signal representing a selected lead angle,

means for combining said lead angle signal and saiJ position

signal to produce a coil state excitation signal representing a

selected combination of said plurality of coil means which

are to be actuated in response to said coil state signal, and
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motor drive circuit means responsive to said coil state excita-
tion signal for actuating said selected combination of said

coil means to move said rotating means in response thereto

4,426,609

POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER
Bela G. Nagy, Acton, and Alfredo H. Saab, Maiden, both of

Mass., assignors to Sprague Electric Company, North Adams,
Mass.

Filed May 1, 1981, Ser. No. 259,726

Int. a.J H02P 5/40
U.S. a. 318-729 7 Gaims
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1. A power factor controller for being interposed between
an induction motor and an AC power line comprising:

(a) an integrating means including an integrating capacitor
for charging and generating across said integrating capaci-
tor a voltage having a magnitude that is inversely related
to the lag time by which the current of said motor periodi-

cally reaches zero later than a preceding zero crossing of
the AC power line voltage; said integrating means com-
prising a signal generator means for generating a signal

voltage having a predetermmed value during each half
period of said AC power line except that it becomes near
zero volts at each instance of zero crossing of said power
line voltage and remains zero until the following zero
crossing of said motor current, and a current limiting

resistor, said signal generating means being connected
through said current limiting resistor to said integrating

capacitor;

(b) a ramping capacitor and resistor forming a series circuit

that is connected across said integrating capacitor so that

the voltage appearing across said integrating capacitor
serves to charge said ramping capacitor and to determine
the slope of the resulting ramp voltage developed there-

across;

(c) a resetting means for periodically discharging said ramp-
ing capacitor at each time of zero crossing of said AC line

voltage;

(d) a detector-threshold means for detecting the sum of said

ramp voltage and said integrating capacitor voltage and
producing a trigger voltage when said voltage sum
reaches a predetermined threshold value;

(e) a bidirectional triode thyristor for connecting said motor
to said AC power line at each occurrence of said trigger

voltage and disconnecting said motor at each occurrence
at which said motor current falls to zero; and

(0 a DC power supply means; said signal generator means
comprising a first grounded-emitter-type transistor ampli-
fier stage powered from said DC supply means having a

first bipolar transistor and a first base resistor, said first

resistor being connected between the base of said first

transistor and the anode/cathode of said thyristor and the
cathode/anode of said thyristor being connected to the
emitter of said first transistor; and a second grounded-
emitter type transistor amplifier stage powered from said

DC supply means having a second bipolar transistor and a
second base resistor, the base and the emitter of said sec-

ond transistor adapted to be connected to two lines re-

spectively of said AC power line through said second

resistor; and an exclusive OR gate means for producing
said signal voltage of a predetermined non-zero value

during said each half AC voltage period when the signals

at the collectors of said first and second transistors are the

same, and for otherwise producing said near zero voltage.

4,426,610

INDUCTION MOTOR CONTROL SYSTEM
Shigeki Kawada, Hino, and Katsuo Kobari, Tachikawa, both of

Japan, assignors to Fi^itsu Fanuc Limited, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Jun. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 388,924

Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 19, 1981, 56-92797
Int. a.' H02P 5/40

L'.S. CI. 318-798 8 Qaims
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1. An induction motor control system for controlling the
actual speed of an induction motor in accordance with a com-
manded speed, the system having a braking mode in which a

regenerative current is generated, said system comprising:
a rectifier connect able to an AC power supply for convert-

ing alternating current into direct current;

a transistor inverter including a plurality of transistors oper-
atively connected to receive the direct current and con-
nectable to the induction motor, for converting the direct

current into three-phase AC signals for driving the induc-

tion motor and having a voltage and frequency in confor-

mance with a deviation between the commanded speed
and the actual speed of the induction motor;

an inverter control circuit operatively connected to the

transistor inverter, for providing switching signals for

controlling the switching action of the plurality of transis-

tors comprising the transistor inverter;

a regenerative circuit connectable to the AC power supply
including a plurality of switching elements, the regenera-

tive circuit being connected in parallel with the transistor

inverter for controlling the flow of the regenerative cur-

rent during braking;

a smoothing capacitor operatively connected in parallel

with the transistor inverter and to receive the direct cur-

rent;

a regeneration control circuit connectable to the AC power
supply and operatively connected to the regenerative

circuit, for controlling the regenerative circuit switching

elements; and

detecting means, operatively connected to the induction

motor and between the inverter control circuit and the

transistor inverter, for detecting the magnitude of the

motor current, for temporarily disabling the transistor

inverter upon detecting that the motor current has ex-

ceeded a first current detection level Ii, for enabling said

transistor inverter upon detecting that said motor current

has fallen below said first current detection level I), and
for providing an alarm signal and completely halting the

operation of the induction motor upon detecting that the

motor current has exceeded a second current detection

level I2 being greater than the first current detection level

I.
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4,426,611

TWELVE PULSE LOAD COMMUTATED INVERTER
DRIVE SYSTEM

Paul M. Espelage, Salem, Va.; David L. Lippitt, Scotia, and
Leland C. Tupper, Schenectady, both of N.Y., assignors to

General Electric Company, Salem, Va.

Filed Apr. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 372,749

Int. a.J H02P 5/34
U.S. a. 318—803 24aaims

I..V •

1. A system for controlling power supplied to an AC load

from an AC source, comprising:

(a) at least two substantially identical supply channels sepa-

rately coupled in parallel to said load, each of said supply

channels including an AC to DC source side converter

coupled from an AC source to a DC to AC load side

converter via a DC link circuit, and wherein said load side

converter of each channel supplies respective AC power
of varying magnitude and frequency to said load;

(b) a channel control means, associated with each of said

supply channels, capable of controlling the operation of

the associated one of said supply channels;

(c) means for cross coupling said channel control means for

balancing the operation of said supply channels; and,

(d) means for limiting the effect of said cross-coupling

whereby in the event of failure of a one of said supply

channels, any remaining channels will continue to supply

power to the load.

4,426,612

BATTERY CHARGING AND TESTING ORCUIT
Michael F. Wicnienski, Antioch, and Donald E. Charles, Lake

Zurick, both of III., assignors to Baxter Travenol Laborato-

ries, Inc., Deerfleld, III.

Filed Apr. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 369,038

Int. a.5 H02J 7/10

U.S. a. 320—39 24 Claims
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1. A constant current battery charging circuit, which com-
prises:

an input voltage source;

a trickle charge circuit coupled between said input voltage

source and a battery to be charged;

a full charge circuit coupled between said input voltage

source and the battery to be charged;

said full charge circuit including means for providing a

constant current;

means for controlling said constant current means;
means for sensing the voltage of the battery.

means for providing a reference voltage,

an operational amplifier for comparing the sensed battery

voltage with the reference voltage,

means for operating said controlling means in response to

said operational amplifier, whereby said full charge circuii

will be inoperative and said trickle charge circuit will be

operative when the battery voltage is above a threshold:

means for testing the battery condition including a separate

test circuit having means for providing a reference volt-

age, means for sensing the battery voltage, means for

comparing the sensed battery voltage with the reference
voltage, and means for indicating a selected battery condi-

tion in response to said comparing means

4,426,613

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR A SELF-EXCITED
ALTERNATING CURRENT GENERATOR

MasamiUu Mizuno, Toba; Kazuomi Itoh, and Masahiro Uru-
shibara, both of Ashikaga, all of Japan, aulgnors to Hokuetsu
Industries Co., Ltd., NiigaU, Japan

Filed Mar. 23, 1983, Ser. No. 478,627

Int. CV H02P 9/JO. 9/14

U.S. CI. 322-21 8 Claimi
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1. In a control system for a self-excited alternating current

generator including an automatic voltage regulator which
extracts part of a generator output and kupplied rectified cur-

rent to a field winding of said generator or an exciter equipped

with said generator so as to energize said field winding, said

control system comprising;

a fiy-wheel capacitor connected through a rectifier to (he

output of said generator and normally charged b> pan of

the output of said generator;

a detection circuit provided at the output of said generator

and adapted to detect a drop of the output terminal volt-

age caused by a load current at the output of said genera-

tor in a value larger than a predetermined value and

adapted to detect the recovery of said output terminal

voltage; and

a field current control circuit adapted to close a circuit for

connecting said fly-wheel capacitor to said field winding

in parallel to said automatic voltage regulator when kaid

detection circuit delects a drop of the output terminal

voltage of said generator, and adapted to open said circuit

for connecting said fly-wheel capacitor to said field wind-

ing when said detection circuit delects the recovery of the

generator output terminal voltage, whereby electric en-

ergy stored in said fly-wheel capacitor is discharged to

said field winding for supplying a field current in a value

several times larger than a normal field current value

when said detection circuit detects the drop of (he output

terminal voltage of said generator, thereby said voltage

drop of the output terminal of said generator is recovered.
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4,426,614

PULSED THYRISTOR TRIGGER CONTROL ORCLIT
Frank J. Nola, Huntsville, Aia., assignor to The United States of

America as represented by the Administrator of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 325,932

Int. a.3 H02P 5/40

U.S. a. 323—243 9 Qaims

->--•.

1. A thyristor control system for an alternating current input

to a load which produces a difference in phase between the

load current and voltage waveforms and comprising a thy-

ristor for controlling the current flow through the load, the

improvement comprising pulse producing means for produc-

ing firing pulses for firing said thyristor the duration of which
is short relative to the duration of the alternating current half

cycle and is independent of the load, means for deriving a

control signal for said thyristor based on the phase difference

between the load current and voltage, and means responsive to

said control signal for inhibiting production of a firing pulse for

firing said thyristor until a time when no current is flowing

from the previous half cycle of the alternating current input.

4,426,615

SOLID STATE ELECTRONIC POWER SWITCH
James R. Hannas, Thiensville, Wis., assignor to Draco Labora-

tories, Inc., Grafton, Wis.

Filed Sep. 9, 1981. Ser. No. 300,489

Int. CI.' G05B 24/02: G05F 1/46

U.S. a. 323—322 10 Oaims
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1. A solid state electronic fan power switch for controlling

power delivered to a fan from a power source, comprising; a

control switch; switching logic means connected to the control

switch for changing an output state of the logic means when
the control switch is activated; a plurality of power control

circuits connected in parallel relative to one another and each

forming with the fan a series circuit across the power source;

each of the power control circuits including a semiconductor

power switching element triggerable by a gate; at least one of

the power control circuits having a capacitor for power reduc-

tion connected in series with the fan and power switching

element; associated with each power control circuit a turn-on

control circuit means connected to the gate of the switching

element for initially turning on the switching element in re-

sponse to a signal from the switching logic means when a

voltage across the switching element is less than 10% of a

peak-to-peak voltage which appears across the switching ele-

ment prior to turn-on; and said turn-on control circuit means
only sensing voltage directly across the power switching ele-

ment, rectifying the sensed voltage, and directly comparing the

sensed voltage to a voltage at an output of the switching logic

means.

4,426,616

CAPACITIVE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
Lawrence C. Maier, New Haven, Vt., assignor to Simmonds

Precision Products, Inc., Tarrytown, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 309,313

Int. a.3 GOIR 27/00

U.S. CI. 324—57 R 7 Qaims
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1 A system for measuring the capacitance C of a capacitor

independently of the resistance R of a resistor connected in

parallel with said capacitor, which comprises:

a first source of alternating sinusoidal voltage of a first fre-

quency Wo;
a second source of alternating sinusoidal voltage of a differ-

ent second frequency W);

switch means for alternatively connecting said capacitor and

parallel resistor to said first and second sources during

successive intervals;

current measurement means for providing average values of

current supplied to said capacitor and parallel resistor,

said current measurement means providing an average

current value No during an interval with said capacitor

and parallel resistor is connected to said first source and

providing an average current value Ni during an interval

when said capacitor and parallel resistor are connected to

said second source; and computer means for calculating

said capacitance in accordance with an equation

C =
\ »fl2 - »fo^

where Ko is a multiplier constant for converting the current

value Nolo an admittance value (WoC)2+ 1/R^, and Ki is

a multiplier constant for converting the current value N|

to an admittance value (W\C)^+ l/R^.
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4,426,617

AUDIBLE TEST DEVICE
Letter L. Forrester, Cucamonga, Calif., usignor to General

Dynamics, Pomona Division, Pomona, Calif.

Filed Jun. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 388,821

Int. a.3 GOIR 27/02. 19/14

U.S. a. 324—62 12 Oaims
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a couple of electrodes of a tubular shape, one of which is

the working electrode,

dielectric spacers alternately spacing apart said electrodes,

"r,''"'*u' "Jr^"i>'^» Tf
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1. A test device for providing an audible tone when the

resistance of a circuit path being tested is less than a selectable

preset resistance value comprising:

a first source of voltage;

constant current source means selectively responsive to said

first source of voltage for generating a current;

means for directing a first portion of said current to a first

path;

adjustable means in said first path for generating a first

voltage proportional to said first current portion and

representing said preset resistance value;

means for directing a second portion of said current to a

second path which includes said test resistance, a second

voltage proportional to said second current portion being

developed across said test resistance;

means for comparing said first and second voltages and

generating an output signal when and only when said first

voltage is greater than said second voltage; and

means responsive to said output signal for generating an

audible tone, said audible tone being generated only when
said test resistance is less than said preset resistance value.

4,426,618

PROBE FOR THE CONTINUOUS IN-SITU
MEASUREMENT OF THE CORROSION RATE OF PIPES

AT HIGH TEMPERATURE OR HAVING
HIGH-RESISTIVITY LIQUIDS FLOWING

THERETHROUGH
Camillo Ronchetti, Milan; Pierantonio Borroni, Bussero, and

Giovanni Buzzanca, Bergamo, all of Italy, assignors to

C.I.S.E. SpA, Italy

Filed Oct. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 315,391

Qaims priority, application Italy, Nov. 4, 1980, 25758 A/80
Int. a.' GOIR 27/02

U.S. a. 324—65 CR 4 Qaims
1. A probe for the continuous in-situ measurement of the

corrosion rate of pipes subjected to high temperatures or hav-

ing highly-resistive fiuids fiowing therethrough, by measuring

the polarization resistance comprising

a section of pipe,

means to mount said section of pipe at the ends and in a path

receiving therethrough at least some of the flow of the

pipes whose measurement of corrosion rate is being made,

said section of pipe including

and resilient and nearly resilient gaskets to provide a tight

seal between said electrodes, spacers, mounting means,

and pipes.

4,426,619

ELECTRICAL TESTING SYSTEM INCLUDING PLASTIC
WINDOW TEST CHAMBER AND METHOD OF USING

SAME
Erhart E. Demand, Boston, Mass., assignor to Temptronic Cor-

poration, Newton, Mass.

Filed Jun. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 269,868

Int. a.' GOIR 15/12

U.S. CI. 324—73 PC 8 Qaims
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1. a system for electrically testing an electrical component

under temperature controlled conditions, said system compris-

ing, in combination:

a chamber adapted to maintain a temperature controlled

environment;

a window defining at least a part of said chamber and com-

prising a plurality of fiexible, juxtaposed, substantially

transparent plastic sheets each -mounted so that said sheets

are substantially taut and adjacent sheets have a spacing

therebetween;

means cooperating with the chamber for forcing a dry gas

through each of said spacings between adjacent sheets so

as to prevent moisture from condensing on said sheets;

means disposed in said chamber for mounting said compo-

nent in said chamber adjacent said window; and

probe means including a probe needle adapted to be pushed

from a position outside said chamber, through said win-

dow puncturing said sheets, into contact with said compo-

nent, without appreciably affecting the temperature

within said chamber.

I03« O G —»<^
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4,426,620

ANALOG QUADRATURE SIGNAL TO PHASE ANGLE
DATA CONVERSION BY A QUADRATURE DIGITIZER

AND QUADRATURE COUNTER
C. Jerald Buchenauer, Los Alamos, N. Mex., assignor to The

United States of America as represented by the United States

Department of Energy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Sep. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 304,737

Int. a.3 GOIR 25/00
U.S. a. 324—83 D 31 Oaims
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1. An apparatus for deriving and digitally encoding the

quadrature phase angle <f>(t) of a pair of quadrature signals Si(t)

and S2(t) where 5i(0= *(0sin<J>(/) and 52(0 = /t(r)cos M') and
k(t) is a signal common to the pair of quadrature signals, said

apparatus comprising:

quadrature digitizing means receiving S|(t) and 82(1) for real

time generation of a signal indicating in binary format the

fractional rotation excursions of (f>(t); and
quadrature up/down counting means receiving Si(t); and

S2(t) for real time generation of a signal indicating in

binary format the number of full rotation excursions of

<i>(t).

ond amplifying circuits to a different one of said pair of
input terminals of said output differential ampliner;

means connecting said first input terminal of each said first

and second differential amplifying circuit to a different

said working electrode;

means connecting said second input terminal of one of said
first and second amplifying circuits to said reference po-
tential; and

means, including a potentiometer, for connecting said sec-
ond input terminal of the other of said first and second
differential amplifying circuits and the other input termi-
nal of said pair of input terminals of said output differential

amplifier to said reference potential whereby the signals

supplied to said output differential amplifier may be varied
relative to each other by said potentiometer independently
of the currents supplied to said first and second amplifying
circuits from said respective working electrodes when
said test signal is applied to said test signal input terminals
to permit detecting any difference in currents passing
between said electrolyte and said working electrodes,
which difference represents a characteristic of an elec-
troactive species in a test sample added to said electrolyte.

4,426,622

FREQUENCY DISCRIMINATOR
Otto E. Rittenbach, Neptune, N.J., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the
Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Aug. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 296,026

Int. a.3 H03D 3/06
U.S. a. 329-143 12aaims

4,426,621

DETECTION CIRCUITRY FOR ELECTROCHEMICAL
ANALYSIS

Ronald K. Galwey, Los Gatos, and Kay K. Kanazawa, San Jose,
both of Calif., assignors to International Business Machines
Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Jun. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 278,801

Int. a.^ GOIN 27/02
U.S. a. 324-439 2 Qaims

3 IWi'.IC

I. In combination, an electrochemical cell having a recepta-

cle for electrolyte, electrodes arranged in said electrolyte

including:

a counter electrode, a reference electrode, and two working
electrodes;

a pair of test signal input terminals, one of which is con-
nected to a fixed reference potential;

an input differential amplifier circuit having an output con-
nected to said counter electrode, one input connected to

said reference electrode, and another input connected to

said other test signal input terminal;

a signal detection circuit including:

first and second differential amplifying circuits each having
a first input terminal, a second input terminal and an out-

put terminal;

an output differential amplifier having a pair of input termi-

nals and an output terminal;

means connecting the output terminals of said first and sec-

I
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1. A frequency discriminator, comprising; an input terminal,

means to connect said input terminal in parallel to a pair of
channels, one of said channels comprising a 90° phase shifter

and a frequency pass circuit in cascade and the other of said

channels comprising a frequency stop circuit, said frequency
pass circuit and frequency stop circuit both tuned to the same
frequency, said frequency being the discriminator center fre-

quency, means to apply the outputs of said two channels to an
analog multiplier, and a low pass filter connected to the output
of said analog multiplier.

4,426,623

RIPPLE FREE AMPLITUDE DEMODULATOR
Dean R. Wilkens; Dan B. Hamed, and Norman W. Hawn, all of

Phoenix, Ariz., assignors to Sperry Corporation, New York,
N.Y.

Filed Jul. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 279,899

Int. a.3 H03K 9/06. 9/00. 9/02
U.S. a. 329—178 10 Gaims

1. Amplitude demodulator of the type having an input means
for applying a time varying signal thereto and having an output
means, said demodulator comprising:

first sampling and holding means coupled to receive said

time-varying signal for sampling and holding the ampli-
tude of said time-varying signal in a first discrete time
interval,
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second sampling and holding means joupled to receive an reference voltages bemg respectively positive and negative,

output signal from said first sampling and holding means and said selecting means further adapted for controllmg the
and for sampling and holding said output signal provided operation of said first and second switchmg means, and of said
by said first sampling and holding means in a second sample-and-hold means, to give an optimum gam to the contin-
discrete time interval and, ^^^^ amplification chain for amplifying the individual multi-

plexed analog signals.

J "[^££3^

pulsing means responsive to said time-varying signal for

activating said first and said second sampling and holding

means in said first and said second discrete time intervals

whereby the amplitude of said time-varying signal is de-

tected and coupled to said output means from said second

sampling and holding means.

4,426,624

DEVICE AND METHOD FOR AMPLIFYING AND
SAMPLING MULTIPLEXED SIGNALS

Claude Beauducel, Henouville, and Jacques Cretin, Le Chesnay,

both of France, assignors to Institut Francais du Petrole,

Rueil-Malmaison and Compagnie Generate de Geophysique,

Massy, both of, France

Filed Jul. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 286,323

Gaims priority, application France, Jul. 25, 1980, 80 16550

Int. G.5 H03G i/20

U.S. G. 330—86 16 Gaims

" t ,»

1. A device for amplifying and sampling multiplexed analog

signals, comprising: a continuous amplification chain made up

of plural serially interconnected amplification elements

adapted for having their gains selectively varied to one of

plural predetermined values by means of plural different feed

back circuits arranged for being connected therewith by first

switching means; memory means for memorizing amplified

voltages from said amplification elements, and associated with

second switching means for applying either the multiplexed

analog signals or the memorized voltages to one of said ampli-

fication elements, and wherein said memory means comprises

plural sample-and-hold means having their inputs permanently

connected respectively to the respective outputs of said ampli-

fication elements of said amplification chain; and said device

further comprising selecting means adapted for selecting the

condition of said first and second switching means as a function

of a comparison made by said selecting means between the

output voltage of the continuous amplification chain and two

reference voltages generated by said selecting means, said two

4,426,625

CIRCUIT FOR LINEARLY GAIN CONTROLLING A
DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER

Leopold A. Harwood, Bridgewater, N.J., and Robert L. Shanley,

II, Indianapolis, Ind., assignors to RCA Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 296,865

Int. G.' H03F 3/45: H03G i/iO
U.S, G. 330—254 9 Gaims

1. Apparatus for controlling the gain of a differential ampli-

fier having first and second control inputs, comprising:

a first source of supply potential;

a second source of supply potential;

a current steering network including

(a) a first transistor having a control electrode for control-

ling the current conducted in the main current conduc-

tion path of said first transistor;

(b) a semiconductor junction; and

(c) a source of predetermined current coupled to said

current path of said first transistor and to said semicon-

ductor junction for supplying current thereto;

first means for controlling the conduction of said first tran-

sistor current path, comprising

(a) a second transistor having a control electrode for

controlling the conduction of the main current conduc-

tion path of said second transistor;

(b) first and second impedances; and wherein

(c) said first impedance, said conduction path of said

second transistor, and said second impedance are con-

nected in series in the order named, between said first

and second sources of potential;

second means for controlling the conduction of said semi-

conductor junction, comprising

(a) a third transistor having a control electrode for con-

trolling the conduction of the main current conduction

path of said third transistor;

(b) third and fourih impedances; and wherein

(c) said third impedance, said conduction path of said

third transistor, and said fourth impedance are con-

nected in series in the order named, between said first

and second sources of potential;

means for generating a variable voltage;

means for coupling said variable voltage to the control

electrode of one of said second and third transistors;

means for coupling a substantially fixed DC voltage to the

control electrode of the other one of said second and third

transistors;

means for coupling a voltage developed by said first impe-

dance to said control electrode of said first transistor at a

first point;
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means for coupling a voltage developed by said third impe-
dance to said semiconductor junction at a second point,
for developing a current through said semiconductor
junction which varies substantially linearly as a function
of said variable voltage; and

means for coupling voltages derived from said first and
second points to said first and second control inputs of said

differential amplifier, respectively.

applied to said first phase comparator from said reference
signal generator and also a signal from said voltage-controlled
oscillator having a frequency higher than the signal applied to

I

4,426,626

SIGNAL SWITCHING ORCUIT
Yoshihiro Kawanabe, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Pioneer Elec-

tronic Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Jul. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 282,693

aaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 14, 1980, 55-99046[U]
Int. a.J H03F 3/26

U.S. a. 330—267 4 claims

si:'' .

said first phase comparator from said voltage-controlled oscil-

lator; and means for adding the outputs of said first and second
phase comparators together to generate a composite control
signal applied to said voltage-controlled oscillator.

m^
I<l-20

1

COtlT-2^

1. In a signal switching circuit of the type comprising first

and second output transistors coupled through an emitter
follower arrangement to a common junction point, said output
transistors having respective control electrodes connected to
first and second sides of a plurality of series-connected diodes,
a means far eliminating distortions produced by stray capaci-
tances which exist between said respective control electrodes
of said output transistors and ground during high frequency
operations of said signal switching circuit, said stray capaci-
tances producing said distortions by discharging through said
diodes to render said diodes conductive, comprising:

a first by-pass impedance element having a linear voltage-
current characteristic connected between said control
electrode of said output transistor and said common junc-
tion point; and

a second by-pass impedance element having a linear voltage-
current characteristic connected between said control
electrrode of said second output transistor and said com-
mon junction point;

said by-pass impedances receiving said discharge of said
stray capacitances and preventing said discharge from
rendering said diodes conductive.

4,426,628

MILLIMETER WAVE OSCILLATOR WITH ENHANCED
DIELECTRIC COUPLER

Edmund E. Malecki, Rumson, and Harold Jacobs, West Long
Beach, both of N.J., assignors to The United States of Amer-
ica as represented by the Secretary of the Army, Washington,
D.C.

Filed Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 246,511
Int. a.3 H03B 7/14, 9/14

U.S. a. 331-96 12 aaims

4,426,627

PHASE-LOCKED LOOP OSQLLATOR ORCUIT
UTILIZING A SUB-LOOP WITH A SECOND PHASE

COMPARATOR
Akiynki Yoahiiato, and Sadao Igaraahi, both of Soma, Japan,

aadgnors to Alpa Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Flkd May 11, 1981, Ser. No. 262,709

Claims priority, application Japan, May 10, 1980, 55-61960
Int. a.3 H03L 7/18. 7/22

MS. a 331-12 n aaims
1. A phase-locked loop oscillator circuit comprising a refer-

ence signal generator, a voltage-controlled oscillator, and a
first phase comparator as well as a second phase comparator;
means supplying said first phase comparator with an output of
said reference signal generator whose frequency has been
lowered and also an output of said voltage-controlled oscilla-
tor whose frequency has been lowered; means supplying said
second phase comparator with a signal from said reference
signal generator having a frequency higher than the signal

1. An oscillator comprising an active device capable of
producing wave energy, a resonant cavity-formed around said

device and including a waveguide, a dielectric transmission
medium extending from a portion of said resonant cavity for

delivering wave energy to said waveguide, and means
mounted on a surface of said dielectric transmission medium
for enhancing the coupling of radio frequency energy from
said cavity into said dielectric transmission medium to facilitate

power transfer and impedance matching between said resonant
cavity and said dielectric transmission medium to increase the
output power delivered in a first direction to said waveguide,
said means for enhancing the coupling including a plurality of
parallel metallic stripes spaced apart on said dielectric medium
and electrically insulated from each other and displaced there-

along in said first direction.

4,426,629

TWO-DIMENSIONAL KERNEL GENERATOR FOR
TRANSVERSAL HLTERS

Scott D. Fouse, Canoga Park, Calif., asdgnor to Hngiies Air-
craft Company, El Segundo, Calif.

Filed Dec. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 334,109
Int. a.3 H03H 15/02: GllC 19/14; HOIL 27/00

U.S. a. 333—165 19 aaims
1. A charge transfer device formed on a semiconductive
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substrate for generating two dimensional kernels having di-

mensions N by M, comprising:

a memory array storing a plurality of data in the form of

charge packets, said array being organized by rows and

columns of said data;

a first plurality of N parallel charge transfer registers and a

second plurality of N— I parallel charge transfer registers

which are parallel with said first plurality of registers;

means for transferring one set of N of said rows of memory
data through said first plurality of N parallel registers;

means for transferring another set of N — 1 of said rows of

memory data through said second plurality of N - 1 paral-

lel registers in parallel with said one set of N parallel

memory data rows simultaneously;

means for recirculating N— 1 of said N rows of said one data

from corresponding ones of said first plurality of N paral-

lel registers to said second plurality of N — I parallel regis-

ters; and

means for sensing M arrays of data in said first and second

plurality of parallel registers, each of said arrays compris-

ing M columns and N rows of data, each of said arrays

being offset from an adjacent array by M columns in a

direction parallel to said rows and by one row in a direc-

tion parallel to said columns.

signal and the second sampled signal as a band reject filter

output;

first sensor means for sensmg said filtered first sampled

signal to obtain a first sensed signal;

second sensor means for sensmg the second sampled signal

to obtain a second sensed signal; and

means responsive to said first sensed signal and said second

sensed signal for providing an output, said output being

coupled as the control signal to said bandpass filter means

for varying the center frequency.

4,426,630

ELECTRONICALLY TUNABLE BAND REJECT nLTER
Andrew F. Folkmann, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, assignor to Rockwell

International Corporation, El Segundo, Calif.

Filed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 334,957

Int. CI.3 H03H 7/12, 11/04: HOIP 1/20

U.S. a. 333—174 12 Oaims

4,426,631

CERAMIC BANDSTOP RLTER
Robert F. D'Avello, Schaumburg, and Raymond L. Sokola, Lake

Zurich, both of III., assignors to Motorola, Inc., Schaumburg,

III.

Filed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 349,347

Int. a.' HOIP 1/202. 1/205. 7/04

U.S. a. 333—202 41 aaims

1. A bandstop filter comprising:

first means comprised of a dielectric material and having top

and bottom surfaces, said first dielectric means further

including electrode means comprised of a conductive

material disposed on the top surface;

second means comprised of a dielectnc material and having

top and bottom surfaces, said second dielectric means

further including a hole extending from the top surface to

the bottom surface thereof, and said second dielectric

means further being covered entirely with a conductive

material with the exception of the top surface; and

means for attaching the bottom surface of the first dielectric

means to the top surface of the second dielectric means so

that the electrode means on the top surface of the first

dielectric means is arranged substantially opposite to the

hole in the second dielectric means.

.*3
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4,426,632

SNAP-ACTING THERMOSTATIC SWITCH USING
INFLEXIBLE, SPRING BIASED CONTACT ARM

Henry J. Boulanger, Nicholasville, Ky., assignor to Texas In-

struments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Aug. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 411,747

Int. a.' HOIH 37/12

U.S. a. 337—347 14 aaims

s^ .-/3(J :*^- -o?

1. A band reject filter comprising:

a first directional coupler means for sampling an input signal

to obtain a first sampled signal and a second sampled

signal;

bandpass filter means having a center frequency and coupled

to receive said first sampled signal and provide a filtered

first sampled signal having only frequencies in a band-

width about said center frequency, said bandpass filter

means including means responsive to a control signal for

varying the center frequency of said bandpass filter means;

a second directional coupler means coupled to provide an

output of the difference between the filtered first sampled

^>4

.3A3

1. An electrical switch comprising a housing forming a
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switch cavity therein, the housing having an open end. a snap-
action disc disposed at the open end,

a stationary electrical contact mounted in the switch cavity,

movable electrical contact means mounted in the switch cavity
and having a movable electrical contact adapted to move
into and out of engagement with the stationary electrical

contact, the movable electrical contact means includes a

plate member having a distal end portion disposed in the

switch cavity and mounting thereon a relatively inflexible,

movable contact arm portion and low spring rate biasing

means adapted to place a bias on the movable contact arm
portion, the biasing means includes a spring detachably
connected to the plate member and the movable contact arm
and motion transfer means mounted in the housing and
adapted to transfer motion from the snap-action disc to the
movable electrical contact means. i

4,426,633

DEVICES CONTAINING PTC CONDUCTIVE POLYMER
COMPOSITIONS

James .M. Taylor, Mountain View, Calif., assignor to Raychem
Corporation, Menio Park, Calif.

Filed Apr. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 254,352

Int. a.' HOIC 3/04
U.S. CI. 338—25 13 Claims

Ni FOIL
- Ni FOIL

PTC CONDtXTIVE POLYMER

1. A method of making an electrical circuit protection de-
vice which comprises

(a) a laminar PTC element composed of a melt-extruded
conductive polymer composition which exhibits PTC
behavior, which has a resistivity at 23° C. of less than 100
ohm.cm, and which comprises

(i) a polymer component which comprises at least one
crystalline polymer and

(ii) a particulate conductive filler which is dispersed in

said polymer component;
(b) a first laminar electrode which is adherent to one face of

the PTC element and which is a metal foil; and
(c) a second electrode which is adherent to the opposite face

of the PTC element and which is a metal foil;

said first and second electrodes being connectable to a source
of electrical power and. when so connected, causing current to
flow through said element; which method comprises

(1) melt-extruding said conductive polymer composition
into a continuous, laminar shaped element;

(2) bringing one face of the shaped element from step ( 1 ) into

face-to-face contact with a first metal foil;

(3) bringing the other face of the shaped element from step

(1) into face-to-face contact with a second metal foil;

(4) subjecting the shape element and the metal foils to heat
and pressure;

(5) cooling the shaped element and the metal foils while
exerting sufficient pressure thereon to ensure that they
remain in firmly adherent contact after the cooling is

complete; and

(6) cutting the laminate from step (5) into a plurality of
circuit protection devices each of which has a maximum
dimension of less than 2 inches and a resistance at 23° C. of
less than 100 ohms.

4,426,634

VARIABLE RESISTANCE DEVICE
Tsutae Okuya, and Yoshiyuki Ito, both of Miyagi, Japan, assign-

ors to Alps Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 372,199

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 28, 1981, 56-
62009(U]

Int. a? HOIC 10/30
U.S. CI. 338-161 13aaims

1 A variable resistance device comprising
a case member with an open bottom and a longitudinal slot

formed at the top thereof;

an insulating substrate attached to said case member at said
open bottom so as to define a hollow case;

resistance and collector elements formed on said substrate so
as to extend parallel to each other and to said slot;

common conductor means extending on said substrate paral-
lel to said resistance and said collector elements;

first and second change-over conductor elements disposed
on said substrate and extending parallel to said common
conductor means;

a slide member made of an insulating material and disposed
within said case, said slide member being provided with
operating means extending upward and outward through
said slot and slidable along said substrate;

a contactor attached to said slide member for making sliding

contact with said resistance and said collector elements
and bridging between them;

first and second change-over contactors attached to said
slide member for slidably engaging with said common
conductor and one of said change-over conductors, re-

spectively; and

a pair of polar light source means disposed within said oper-
ating means and connected in series between said change-
over conductors, said polar light source means being
connected in parallel and in opposite polarity with each
other.

4,426,635

VARIABLE RESISTOR
Keiji Takezawa, Miyagi, Japan, assignor to Alps Electric Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 301,206
Qaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 13, 1980, 55-130830

Int. a.i HOIC 10/44
U.S. a. 338-183 5 Oaims

1. A variable resistor comprising: an insulating substrate; a
resistance member formed on said insulating substrate and
connected to first and third terminals through respective elec-

trodes; a collector formed on said insulating substrate in paral-
lel with said resistance member and connected at its one end to
a second terminal; a conductor formed on said insulating sub-
strate and extending in parallel with said resistance member
over the entire length of said resistance member from the
electrode connected to one end of said resistance member; and
first and second sliders carried by a common slider carrier, said
first slider having contacts adapted to slide on said resistance
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member and said conductor, while said second slider having

contacts adapted to slide on said resistance member and said

6 10b ,9a 9 7

collector at the same position on said resistance member along

the length of said resistance member.

4,426,636

METHOD FOR PREVENTING WAVEFORM
DISTORTION OF A SIGNAL PASSING THROUGH AN
INSULATED CONDUCTOR AND CIRCUIT ELEMENT

EMBODYING THE METHOD
Kazuho Ohta, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Victor Company of

Japan, Limited, Yokohama, Japan

Filed Jul. 23, 1980, Ser. No. 171,316

Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 23, 1979, 54-

101687[U1

Int. CI.' HOIC 1/012

U.S. CI. 338—314 10 Claims

a first output port for transmitting said words to a receiv-

er/encoder;

comparator means for comparing signals applied at its inputs

and providing an output as a function thereof;

means for also coupling the output of said generator means

to an input of said comparator means whereby to provide

local code words;

means for coupling a first input port for receipt nf received

code words to another input of said comparator means,

i'

» 'In

1
.' ' tf - u

(••1 i-"

means for coupling the output of said comparator means to

a Nccond output port for activating an external load de-

pending upon the uompanvon belvvcen the received and

local code words, and

whereby said dcMce m;iv be utili/cd cither as an encoder or

decoder by changing the external connections to the in-

put/output ports of the device, with said same generator

means being utilized to generate the transmitted digital

words in the encoder mode and to generate the local code

for comparison with the received code in the decoder

mode.

4a' 4b' 4'

1. An electrical circuit element having at least one conduc-

tor adapted for passing audio signals therethrough, said circuit

element being covered with a layer of an insulating material,

comprising a layer of a carbon-containing material having a

volume resistivity higher than the volume resistivity of said

conductor and lower than the volume resistivity of said insulat-

ing material and surrounding and intimately contacting the

outer surface of said layer of insulating material, said carbon-

containing material partially penetrating into said layer of

insulating material to provide a gradual variation of dielectric

constant in the transverse cross-section of said layer of insulat-

ing material toward the outer surface thereof and making no

electric contact with said conductor.

4.426,638

FLASHrR FOR VEHICLE LIGHTS
Robert Donley. 2291 Picket Post U., Columbus, Ohio 43220.

and Terry Dawson, 1367 Crestview St.. Reynoldsburg, Ohio

43068

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 262,200, May 8, 1981. Pat. No.

4,368,349. This application Oct. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 315.174

Int. a.' B60Q 1/26

U.S. CI. 340—74 8 Gaims

4,426,637

COMBINATION ENCODER-DECODER INTEGRATED
CIRCUIT DEVICE

William C. Apple, Brighton, and Keith D. Jacob, Ann Arbor,

both of Mich., assignors to Multi-Elmac Company, Novi,

Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 15,495, Feb. 26, 1979, Pat. No. 4,305,060.

This application Mar. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 241,820

Int. a.' H04Q 9/00: H04B 7/00

U.S. CI. 340—825.65 14 Oaims

1. A dual purpose integrated circuit device for both encod-

ing and decoding digital electrical signals, said device compris-

ing:

a plurality of input/output ports for making electrical con-

nections between external circuitry and internal portions

of the device, said device portions including:

generator means for providing a series of encoded digital

words in which the bits thereof are formed in accordance

with a preselected code;

means for connecting the output of said generator means to

•rr*

• » k. (

rrvy i„^!t

I
*T|^

I. A controller for operating vehicle signal lights of the type

that include a set of amber warning lights and a set of red stop

lights, said controller comprising, in combination, an amber

alternating relay in circuit with the amber lights for flashing

same; a red alternating relay in circuit with the red lights for

Hashing same; an amber light control circuit for energizing and

deenergizing said amber alternating relay and for delivering

timed pulses to said alternating relay, a start switch for energiz-

ing said amber light control circuit; a red light control circuit

for energizing and deenergizing said red alternating relay and

for delivering timed pulses to said amber alternating relay, said

red light control circuit being connected to said amber light

control circuit for deenergizing said amber alternating relay;

and a dmir switch for energizing and deenergizing said red

light control circuit
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4,426,639

TIMING APPARATUS
Frank L. Jessup, New Whiteland, Ind., assignor to Robert S.

Kaiser, Marlboro, N.J.

Filed Sep. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 298,499
Int. a.^ G08B 23/00: E05F 15/20

U.S. a. 340-528 7 Qaims

I
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more selected gases in a gaseous environment which com-
prises:

laser sources for generating electromagnetic radiation capa-
ble of being tuned to give at least one detection beam
containing a specific absorption wavelength of the gas or
gases to be monitored and at least one reference beam
having a wavelength that is significantly less strongly
absorbed by the gas or gases to be monitored,

means for modulating the amplitude of each of the beams
with different modulation frequencies or phases,

means for combining the modulated beams into a single
combined beam in which the component beams are sub-
stantially coincident with one another,

scanning means to displace the combined beam angularly
through the gaseous environment so as to direct the beam

- - _ s-
=13 3-»

1. Timing apparatus comprising switch means operable ti)

produce a switching signal, a first energizing means coupled to

said switch means responsive to said switching signal for pro-
ducing a first signal, a first electrically energizeable device
coupled to said first energizing means and being energizeable
in response to said first signal, a first timing circuit coupled to

said first energizing means and responsive to said first signal to
generate a first timing signal of predetermined duration and
corresponding to said switching signal, said first energizing
means being further responsive to said first timing signal
thereby to remain in the state of providing said first signal for
said predetermined duration, a second timing circuit coupled
to said first timing circuit and responsive to the termination of
said first timing signal to produce a second timing signal of
second predetermined duration, and a second energizing
means coupled between said second timing circuit and said
device and responsive to said second timing signal for retaining
said first device energized for said second predetermined dura-
tion, a second electrically energizeable device, said second
energizing means being coupled between said second timing
circuit and said second device and responsive to said second
timing signal for energizing said second device in addition to
said first device for the duration of said second timing signal,
said first timing circuit including means for adjusting the dura-
tion of said timing signal, said switch means including a nor-
mally open switch and a first binary output voltage-comparing
means having two input circuits and an output circuit and
which produces in said output circuit said switching signal in

response to a first set of differential signals applied to said two
input circuits; respectively,

first voltage means for applying a second set of differential

signals to said input circuits when said switch is open and
for applying said first set of signals thereto in response to
said switch being closed, and said voltage-comparing
means terminating said switching signal in response to said
second set of signals.

•^OfHA ^ Si^'fftt

towards a plurality of locations sequentially and repeti-
tively,

means for collecting at least a portion of the radiation which
is returned from each of the locations,

a detector for deriving electrical signals corresponding to
the intensity of the collected radiation,

means for isolating the electrical signals corresponding to
the intensity of the radiation having the aforesaid modula-
tion frequencies or phases,

means for obtaining the ratio of the isolated signals corre-
sponding to radiation collected from a detection beam and
a related reference beam thereby to provide a measure of
the amount of the selected gas or gases in each beam path
traversed between the apparatus and the scanned loca-
tions, and

means for indicating the amount of gas detected.

4,426,640

LASER SCANNING APPARATUS
Jack K. Becconsail, Appleton; John H. W. Cramp, Lymm; Ro-

bert F. Reid, Beechwood; Reginald C. Moore, Harpenden;
Barry J. Rye, Cottingham, and Eric L. Thomas, Cherry
Burton, all of England, assignors to Imperial Chemical Indus-
tries Limited, London, England

Filed Sep. 5, 1980, Ser. No. 184,259
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Sep. 5, 1979,

7930707

Int. a.3G08B 77/70
U.S. a. 340-632 16 Qaims

1. Apparatus for remote quantitative monitoring of one or

4,426,641

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MONITORING THE
SHAFT VIBRATION OF A ROTARY MACHINE

Nobuo Kurihara; Yasuo Morooka; Mitsuyo Nishikawa; Kiyoshi
Miura, and Yosbitoshi Nagahashi, all of Ibaraki, Japan, as-

signors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Mar. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 249,469

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 31, 1980, 55-43040;
Nov. 7, 1980, 55-155988

Int. a.5 G08B 2i/00
U.S. a. 340—683 8 Oaims

1. A method of monitoring a shaft vibration of a rotary
machine comprising the steps of:

detecting the shaft vibration as a wave signal in proportion
to a rotational frequency of the rotary machine;

filtering the detected shaft vibration signal;

sampling the filtered signal at a predetermined frequency,
the predetermined frequency being selected by;

(a) selecting the number of waves of the filtered signal to be
included in an analyzing time interval determined by at

least a minimum fractional harmonic of the rotational

frequency which exists in a frequency range to be moni-
tored,

(b) selecting the number of samples to be sampled from the
filtered signal in the analyzing time interval in accordance
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with a ratio of a maximum higher harmonic of the rota-

tional frequency to the mmimum fractional harmonic of

the rotational frequency in the frequency range to be

monitored, and

(c) multiplying the rotational frequency by a ratio of the

selected number of samples to the selected number of
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waves with the product thereof being the predetermined

frequency; and

analyzing the sampled data to obtain the vibration amplitude

of frequency components within the frequency range to

be monitored by digital processing so as to monitor the

shaft of vibration state of the rotary machine.

4,426,642

MINE ALERT DEVICE
Perry S. Poffenbarger, Charleston, W. Va., assignor to John

Wade Bell, Webster Springs and Harold R. Haynes, Charles-

ton, both of, W. Va., pari interest to each

Filed Oct. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 309,404

Int. CI.' G08B 27/00

U.S. CI. 340—690 16 Claims

Icrmincil amount of movement between said surface-

engaging means and said chambir-defining means, and

visual means operatively associated with said compressihlc

medium for establishing said preik-iermincd amount of

movement between said surface-engaging means and said

chamber defining means required for said svMich means to

actuate the alarm

4,426.643

KIECTROIVTIC APPARATLS HAVING A STABI.F
RKKKRKNCK KI.KCTRODK AM) MKTMOI) OK

OPKRATINC; SUCH AFPARATl S
David H. Martin, Kastleigh, Kngland, assignor to International

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, \.V.

Filed Apr. 30, 1981. Ser. No. 259,258

Claims priority, application Kuropean Pat. Off.. Jun. 30, 1980.

80302193.0

Int. CI." (;o7(; yi4
U.S. CI. 340-713 5 Claims
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1. A mine alert device comprising:

surface-engaging means for engaging at least one of a plural-

ity of surfaces defining an underground mine;

means defining a chamber in which a compressible medium
is enclosed;

a plunger connected between said surface-engaging means

and said chamber-defining means, said plunger slidably

engaged with said chamber at one end thereof in contact

with said compressible medium therein so that said

plunger moves in response to a compression force applied

to said surface-engaging means and applies pressure on

said compressible medium;

switch means for actuating an alarm in response to a prede-

1. An apparatus for use with a source of electric current and

an electrochromic cell having a working electrode, .i first

reference electrode for sensing the potential oi the cell and

drive means for depositing material on and removing material

from the working electrode, said apparatus ci>mprising

first switching means for connecting the first reference elec-

trode to a first source of electric current to cause deposi-

tion of material on the first reference electrode,

second switching means for connecting the first reference

electrode to the drive means to provide an indication of

the cell potential,

a second reference electrode in said cell, said second elec-

trode adapted to serve as an alternate for the first refer-

ence electrode in sensing the potential <^^ the cell, sjid

second electrode adapted to serve as a control during the

potentiostalic erasure of the first reference electrode.

third switching means for connecting said second reference

electrode to a first source of electric current to cause

deposition of material on the second reference electrode,

fourth switching means for connecting said second reference

electrode to the drive means to provide an indication of

the cell potential, and

reference means connected to said first and second switch-

ing means for controlling the deposition of material on the

first reference electrode, said reference control means

connected to said third and fourth switching means for

controlling the deposition of material on said second refer-

ence electrode wherein said reference means causes alter-

nate operation between said second and said fourth

switching means so that only one of the reference elec-

trodes is always connected to the drive means.
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4 426 644
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GENERATING THREE

COORDINATE SIGNALS X, Y, Z FOR AN X, Y, Z
DISPLAY DEVICE

Leopold Neumann, Lexington; Richard B. Kline, II, Stoneham,
and Richard H. McMorrow, Jr., Lincoln, all of Mass., assign-
ors to Siemens AG, Berlin and Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Sep. 12, 1980, Ser. No. 186,539

Int. a.' G09G 1/00
U.S. a. 340-720 62 Claims

no
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1. A method for generating an x-. a y- and a z-coordinate
signal for an x, y, z display device to display an analog signal
together with alphanumerical characters, said display device
having a transmission line for transmitting signals thereto,
comprising the following steps:

(a) transmitting a composite signal to said display device via

said transmission line, the first signal of said composite
signal being a synchronizing start signal, and the other
signals containing varying analog information for said
analog signal and varying digital address information for
said alphanumerical characters; and |

(b) generating said x-, y- and z-coordinate signals in said

display device such that in predetermined time intervals
with reference to said synchronizing start signal and in

predetermined varying combinations
(bl) for the display of said alphanumerical characters the

X- and y-coordinate signals are developed and deter-
mined by said display device, whereas the remaining
z-coordinate signal is developed by said display device,
but is determined from said varying digital address
information of said composite signal received via said

transmission line; and

(b2) for the display of said analog signal the x-coordinate
signal and a constant z-coordinate signal are developed
and determined by said display device, whereas the
remaining y-coordinate signal is developed by said

display device, but is determined from said varying
analog information of said composite signal received via
said transmission line.

portion of the lower case letter j is stored in a coordinate
matrix of discreet character elements,

means coupled to the primary and supplemental character
stores for selecting characters to be output for display by
electrical means in response to the input signals and for
causing the character element data to be generated by row
in sequence for each selected character,

timing means coupled to said selecting means and said pri-
mary character store for enabling the output for display of
the character elements for each character representing
lower case letters g. p, q and y to be predeterminately
delayed by said selecting means such that the lower case
letters g, p, q and y appear as downwardly shifted with

LINES

12
LINES

respect to other characters normally output for display,
and

decoding means coupled to the input signals and said select-
ing means for detecting the lower case letters g, p. q, y and
J in the input signals and for causing said predetermined
output delay upon detection of the lower case letters g, p.

q and y and for causing, upon detection of the lower case
letter j, the character elements thereof to be normally
output from said primary character store and the charac-
ter elements of the lower descender portion of the lower
case letter j to be output immediately thereafter from said
supplemental character store to complete a composite
output for display of the lower case letter j.

4,426,645

CHARACTER GENERATING SYSTEM
Yuki Sakai, Hino, and Hiroya Nakamura, Hachioji, both of

Japan, assignors to Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 273,082
Gaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 27, 1980, 55-86655

Int. a.J G09G 1/16
\

U.S. a. 340-724 4 Qaims
1. In a system for generating alphanumeric characters for

display by electrical means in response to signals input to the
system,

a primary character store in which each of the different
characters are stored in an equally dimensioned coordi-
nate matrix of discreet character elements,

a supplemental character store in which the lower descender

4,426,646
SELF SHIFT TYPE GAS DISCHARGE PANEL, DRIVING

SYSTEM
Hisashi Yamaguchi; Toyoshi Kawada, both of Kobe; Hirofumi

Kashiwara, Kasai; Hiroyuki Ishizaki, Akashi, and Kenji Mu-
rase, Kakogawa, all of Japan, assignors to Fujitsu Limited,
Kawasaki, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 12,389, Feb. 15, 1979. This application
Dec. 17, 1980, Ser. No. 217,387

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 16, 1978, 53-17199;
Aug. 12, 1978, 53-98588

Int. Cl.^ G09G 3/28
U.S. CI. 340-769 ,« Qaims

1. A self shift type of gas discharge display system, compris-
ing

a discharge panel having at least four panel areas selectively
aligned in rows and columns, wherein each of said four
panel areas has two sides adjacent to respective sides of
two others of said four panel areas, and two of said panel
areas, corresponding to a first one of said rows of said
panel areas, each have one side adjacent a first edge of said
display panel,

a plurality of sets of shift channels, each said shift channel
comprising a line of discharge cells defined by respective
portions of electrodes separated by a discharge gap, and
all the shift channels of each said set extending across all

the panel areas of a respective one of said columns of panel
areas,

a plurality of write cells, each said write cell being located at

one end of a respective one of said shift channels along
said first edge of said panel, for writing discharge spots
into said shift channels,

said electrodes of said shift channels being divided into first

and second plural sets of plural groups, all the electrodes
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in each said group being electrically connected in com-
mon, each said first set of groups including electrodes in

all the panel areas of a resp)ective one of said rows of panel

areas, and each said second set of groups including elec-

trodes in all the panel areas of a respective cne of said

columns of panel areas, each said group of electrodes

including electrodes from all the panel areas of the respec-

tive row or column of said panel areas.

of said transmitted waves from the object, said receiving

aerials being arranged in line with the direction of motion

of the arrangement and being separated by a distance "d".

(d) a first selection circuit coupled to the transmitting means

and the first receiving aerial for producing a signal repre-

sentative of the refiection of the first transmitted wave;

(e) a second selection circuit coupled to the transmitting

means and the second receiving aerial for producing a

signal representative of the refiection of the second trans-

mitted wave;

(0 a correlator coupled to the first and second selection

circuits and to the transmitting means, said correlator

controlling the time shift of the frequency modulated

waves transmitted by the transmitting means to a value t

for which correlation between signals of the same fre-

quency produced by the selection circuits is a maximum,

and

(g) means coupled to the correlator for determining the

value of "v" in accordance with the relationship v ^d/T

said system comprising operating means for applying respec-

tive waveforms to each said group of electrodes and to

said write electrodes, for writing and shifting selected

display data in the form of said discharge spots into said

discharge cells of selected panel areas of said first row of

panel areas, while displaying previously-written display

data in other ones of said panel areas.

4,426,647

RADAR ARRANGEMENT FOR MEASURING VELOCITY
OF AN OBJECT

Jean-Pierre Tomasi, Velizy, France, assignor to U.S. Philips

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 241,985

Gaims priority, application France, Mar. 3, 1980, 80 04708

Int. a.3 GOIS 13/58

U.S. G. 343—8 7 Gaims

4,426,648

SIMULTANEOUS SIGNAL DETECTION FOR IFM
RECEIVERS BY DETECTING INTERMODLLATION

PRODUCTS
James B. Y. Tsui, Centerviile, and Rudy L. Shaw, Huber

Heights, both of Ohio, assignors to The United States of

America as represented by the Secretary of the Air Force,

Washington, D.C.

Filed Jun. 9, 1981. Ser. No. 271,753

Int. CI.' GOIS 7/36: GOIR 23/16

U.S. G. 343—18 E 5 Claims

1. A radar arrangement for measuring the velocity "v" of

the arrangement relative to an object, said arrangement com-

prising:

(a) a signal generator for producing first and second fre-

quency modulated signals shifted in time with respect to

each other;

(b) transmitting means coupled to the signal generator for

transmitting toward said object first and second frequency

modulated waves corresponding to said first and second

frequency modulated signals;

(c) first and second receiving aerials for receiving refiections

"4p^::^Pt^
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1. In an instantaneous frequency measurement (IFM) re-

ceiver, the said receiver having receiving means including a

limiting amplifier, which pnxluces signals containing differ-

ence frequencies only if received pulses of different frequencies

occur simultaneously, the improvement comprising:

a. a filtering means coupled to said limiting amplifier for

blocking the passage of the principal signal frequencies

coming from said limiting amplifier while passing low

frequency difference frequencies;

b. detector means coupled to said filtenng means detecting

said difference frequencies and converting RF signals into

video signals; and

c. bistable means coupled to said detector means, said bista-

ble means being set in response to said video signals,

whereby the presence of simultaneous signals is fiagged.
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4,426,649
FOLDED BACK DOUBLET ANTENNA FOR VERY HIGH
FREQUENOES AND NETWORKS OF SUCH DOUBLETS
Wrard Dubost, and Oaude J. Vinatier, both of Rennes, France,

assignors to L'Etat Francais, represente par le Secretaire
d'Etat aux Postes et des a la Telediffusion (Centre National
d'Etudes des Telecommunications), Issy-les-Moulineaux and
Etablissement Public de Diffusion dit "Telediffusion de
France ", Montrouge, both of, France

Filed Jul. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 284,702
Qaims priority, application France, Jul. 23, 1980, 80 16620

Int. a.3 HOIQ 1/38. 9/26
U.S. a. 343-700 MS 5 claims

retract the mast, said tape guide being rectangular in section a
pair of guide rollers, each guide roller being in rolling contact

1. A folded back doublet antenna for operating at very high
frequencies, said doublet antenna comprising at least one
printed circuit board having conductive areas thereon which
provide:

feed means in the form of two symmetrical half-plates sepa-
rated by an insulating cut;

folded back means which comprises first and second contin-
uous long plates which are symmetrically positioned with
respect to the longitudinal axis of symmetry of the two
symmetrical half-plates and which are separated from the
adjacent sides of the half-plates by an interval;

the common width of the two half-plates being appreciably
more than the width of the continuous long plates (4, 9)
and the ends of the continuous long plates respectively
being joined to and integral with the ends of the half-
plates which are removed from said insulating cut;

a triplate conductive line which feeds the doublet at a point
which is close to said insulating cut and which has its end
part directed in the same direction as the axis of symmetry
of the half-plates and

a reflector plane formed by a continuous plate which is a
ground surface of a triplate line.

with a discrete side edge of the tape at a location between said
tape guide and said means for winding and unwinding the tape.

4,426,651

STRIP CHART RECORDER
William C. Muellner, UGrange, and Walter Hvostik, Berwyn,

both of III., assignors to The Perkin-Elmer Corporation, Nor-
walk. Conn

Filed Mar. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 354,406
Int. a.3 GOID 15/24

U.S. CI. 346-136
3 ci3i„.
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4,426,650
TAPE ERECTABLE ANTENNA MAST

Iverson Korsen, Dresher, Pa., assignor to American Electronic
Laboratories, Inc., Lansdale, Pa.

Filed May 4, 1979, Ser. No. 35,888
Int. a.' HOIQ 1/10

U.S. a. 343-903 I ,0 Qaims
1. A tape erectable mast comprising a mast bottom contain-

mg a spool of semi-flexible tape, a plurality of telescoping
tubes, said tape extending through said tubes and being con-
nected to the tube with the smallest diameter, a tape guide
extending into and generally along the axis of said tubes, means
m contact with the tape between the spool and said tape guide
for winding and unwinding the tape to thereby extend or

1. A strip-chart recorder having means initiated by operator
command for returning the strip-chart to the initial starting
point of a scan without residual backlash comprising, in combi-
nation:

a pulse drive for driving said strip-chart;

means for supplying drive pulses to said motor, said means
including a microprocessor controlled pulse drive circuit,

means for counting the number of said drive pulses, said
means starting to count from zero when the pen contact-
ing the chart driven by said motor is at an initial starting
position; and

said drive pulse supplying means and said counter means
being operative to effect a routine upon operator com-
mand, to drive said motor thereby to return said counter
to zero count, the final part of said return being driven in
the same direction as that of the initial approach to zero.

4,426,652
INK JET PRINTING APPARATUS

Masanori Horike, and Yutaka Ebi, both of Tokyo, Japan, as-
signors to Ricoh Company, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,688
Qaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 16, 1980, 55-144882

Int. a? GOID 15/lH
U.S. a. 346-75 6 Qaims

1 An ink jet printing apparatus comprising:
an ink ejection head for ejecting a jet of ink;

charging means for electrostatically and selectively charg-
ing ink droplets separated from the ink jet;
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deflection means for electrostatically deflecting the charged

ink jet;

deflection detecting means for detecting a deflection posi-

tion when a reference charging voltage is applied to the

ink jet; and

control means for controlling the deflection detecting means
to adjust a voltage level which determines an amount of

deflection of the ink jet such that the detected actual

deflection position coincides with a predetermined refer-

ence deflection position;

the control means comprising charging voltage amplifying

means having a controllable or adjustable gain, the volt-

age level being adjusted by selectively varying the gain in

4,426,653

PRINTING SYSTEM FOR FACSIMILE RECEPTION
APPARATUS

Kenya Komada, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Ricoh Company,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep, 21, 1981, Ser. No. 304,141

Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 26, 1980, 55-135003

Int. Cl.^ GOID 15/06: H04N 1/iO

U.S. O. 346—153.1 14 Claims

1. A facsimile printing system for printing received data in

compressed form on a copy sheet, comprising:

first sheet feed means for intermittently feeding the copy

sheet at a variable speed in accordance with the com-

pressed data;

sheet detaining means for temporarily detaining the copy

sheet which is fed by the first sheet feed means; and

second sheet feed means for feeding the copy sheet detained

by the sheet detaining means by a predetermined amount

at a predetermined speed after the amount of the copy
sheet detained by the sheet detaining means reaches a

predetermined value;

said predetermined amount being selected such that the

sheet detaining means and the second sheet feed means

operate on the copy sheet a plurality of times for incre-

mentally feeding the copy sheet.

accordance with the displacement of an actual deflection

position relative to the reference deflection position;

the voltage amplifying means comprising an amplifier ele-

ment, the gain being controlled by varying an input impe-

dance of the amplifier element by means of impedance

selection means;

the impedance selection means comprising a plurality of

resistors connected to an input of the amplifier element for

determining a value of the input impedance of the ampli-

fier element and a plurality of switching elements con-

nected in series with the respective resistors for switcha-

bly selecting a combination of the resistors to thereby

determine a desired value of the impedance.

4,426,654

ION MODULATING ELECTRODE
Noriyoshi Tarumi, Hachioji; Haruo Iwahashi, Fussa; Masahiko

Matsunawa, and Hiroshi Tokunaga, both of Hachioji, all of

Japan, assignors to Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 29033
Gaims priority, application Japan, Aug. 15, 1980, 55-112839

Int. CI.' GOID 15/06

U.S. CI. 346—159 6 Qaims
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1. An improved multi-layer ion modulating electrode, com-

prising:

first and second conductive layers between which a high

frequency voltage is operatively applied to generate an

ion flow;

a first dielectric layer interposed between said first and

second conductive layers;

a third conductive layer to which a control voltage is opera-

tively applied for regulating the ion flow;

a second dielectric layer interposed between said second and

third conductive layers;

said first, second and third conductive layers, and said firsi

and second dielectric layers, being stacked together to

form an integral electrode structure, and said integral

structure further including a plurality of apertures defined

through all of said layers of the electrcxle stack to deline-

ate passages for the ion flow; and

a thin film coating of, at most, limited conductivity over the

entire exposed surface area of said first conductive elec-

trode including those surface portions of the first conduc-

tive electrode disposed within said apertures.

4,426,655

MEMORY CELL RESISTOR DEVICE
Harsaran S. Bhatia, Wappingers Falls; David B. Eardley, Stan-

fordville, and Santosh P. Gaur, Wappingers Falls, all of N.Y.,

assignors to International Business Machines Corporation,

Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 293,413

Int. Q.' HOIL 29/74, 29/48

U.S. Q. 357—21 12 Qaims
1. A dynamic semiconductor memory cell comprising:

a substrate;

a first layer of one conductivity type formed on said sub-

strate;

a second layer of said one conductivity type formed on said

first layer, said second layer lightly doped with respect to

said first layer;

means to divide said second layer into two separated areas,

an injector region formed on the surface of said second layer

in one of said separated areas of a doped opposite conduc-
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tivity type said injector region mcludmg a heav.iy doped having incorporated therein Hnely divided silicon particles ofzone of said one conductivity type surrounding said oppo- high purity, wherein each said semiconductor element is nro-
site conductivity type wilhm said second layer;
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a source region formed m one of said two separated areas
containing said inieclor reeion and . . i l , i-, r-

^A f
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'^''-''^d ^^y'>^"d film from alpha radiation from an V of said othera drain region formed in the other of said separated areas hy members
a low barrier Schottky contact with said second layer

"

4,426,656
'

GaAs FETs HAVING LONG-TERM STABILITY
James V. DiLorenzo, Millington; James C. Hwang. Berkeley

Heights, both of N.J,; William C. Niehaus, Wyomissing, Pa.;
Wolfgang O. W. Schlosser, Basking Ridge, and Stuart H.
Wemple, Chatham Township, Morris County, both of N.J..
assignors to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Mur-
ray Hill, N.J.

Filed Jan. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 229,744
Int. CI.' HOIL 29/80

4,426,658
IC WITH PROTECTION AGAINST REVERSED POWER

SUPPLY
Walter S. Gontowski, Jr., Thompson, Conn., assignor to Sprague

Electric Company, North Adams, Mass.
Filed Dec. 29, 1980, Ser. No. 221,084

Int. CI.' HOIL 27/04
L.S. CI. 357-48 4 claims

•j^

U.S. CI. 357—22 6 Claims
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1. In a field effect transistor device comprising an active
region of GaAs, a source, a gate, and a drain wherein said dram
comprises a drain ledge contacting said active region and an
electrical contact to said drain ledge CHARACTERIZED IN
THAT said device is passivated with a materia! that prevents
oxidation of said active region, said ledge extends beyond the
edge of said contact in the direction of said gate, and dendrites
formed during the fabrication of said contact terminate wiih
the boundaries of said ledge.

I

4,426,657 '

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE AND METHOD FOR
PRODUCING SAME

Akira Abiru, Yokohama; Masahiro Sugimoto, Yokosuka, and
Juro Inomata, Yokohama, all of Japan, assignors to Fujitsu
Limited, Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Feb. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 234,196
Oaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 13, 1980, 55-16334

Int. Cl.^ HOIL 27/04; GllC 11/40
U.S. a. 357-29 6 Claims

1. A semiconductor device comprising a substrate having at

least one semiconductor element for forming an integrated
circuit, said substrate being surrounded by other members of
said semiconductor device, the surface of at least a region of
said substrate where each said semiconductor element is

formed being coated at least in part with a polyimide film

I An integrated circuit with protection against reversed
power supply including a silicon substrate of one conductivity
type having grown on one face thereof an epitaxial layer of the
other type that is divided into a plurality of PN Junction-
isolated pockets, an insulative film over the outer surface of
said epitaxial layer, a pair of metal termination pads on said
insulative film consisting of a ground pad ohmically connected
'() said substrate and a Vcc pad, said pair of pads being adapted
for connecting the integrated circuit to a DC power source,
w Herein the improvement comprises

a fusible link making a low resistance connection between a
first of said pcxkets and said Vcc pads; and

a group of polysilicon resistors having been formed on said

insulative film, said PN junction isolated pockets being
N-type and being separated by a P-type isolation wall, said

polysilicon resistors being positioned over portions, re-

spectively, of said P-type isolation wall, each of said group
of resistors completing, respectively, an ohmic connection
between each of a group of the others of said pockets and
said Vcc pad, so that static charge that is picked up by said

Vcc pad during manufacture and assembly in an electrical

system will be diverted to the substrate via said fuse link

and the isolation diode of said first pocket to prevent
destructively high voltage from building up across said

insulative layer between said group of polysilicon resistors

and said substrate, and so that after assembly and on the
occasion of inadvertent reverse connection of said DC
supply to said pads, the high potentially destructive cur-
rent that would flow in the forward direction through the
PN junction between said first pocket and said substrate
will open said fuse link.
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4,426,659

HOUSING FOR HIGH-POWER SEMICONDUCTOR
COMPONENTS WITH LARGE DIAMETER

INTERMEDIATE CONTACT DISKS OF DIFFERING
THICKNESSES

Patrick de Bniyne, Siggenthal; Andre Jaeckiin, Ennetbaden,

both of Switzerland, and Dieter Eisele, Lampertheim, Fed.

Rep. of Germany, assignors to BBC Brown, Boveri A Com-
pany, Limited, Baden, Switzerland

Continuation of Ser. No. 46,372, Jim. 7, 1979, abandoned. This

application Apr. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 252,208

Gaims priority, application Switzerland, Jun. 30, 1978,

7146/78

Int. CI.' HOIL 23/02

U.S. a. 357—74 2 Claims

4,426,660

stylus for detecting signals recorded as
geometric variations and method for

makim; the same
Hideaki Takehara, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Victor Com-

pany of Japan, Limited, Yokohama, Japan

Filed Feb. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 235,713

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 19, 1980, 55-19385

Int. CI.' Gl IB 9/06

U.S. CI. 358—126 2 Claims

•0

2

1

I'a

11'

1 A stylus for detecting signals recorded as geometru varia-

tions in a recording medium, comprising a body of diamond

having an elongated rear surface extending from the bottom

thereof where in use it contacts said medium and a conductive

layer of a carbide compound on said elongaled rear surface,

said carbide compound being fi>rmed b\ depositing a conduc-

tive substance having a strong affinity to carbon on Ihe surface

of said diamond body and heating said conductive layer and

said diamond body in a vacuum at a temperature in a range

between 4(X)° C. to 22(X)° C to allow the carbon atoms of said

diamond body to diffuse into said conducive layer

1. A housing for high-power semiconductor components

subject to the formation of an arc, the housing comprising:

an insulator forming the lateral boundary of the housing,

a thyristor disposed within said housing,

at least two circular multi-part contacts provided on respec-

tive sides of said thyristor,

each multi-part contact consisting of:

a copper disc, and

an intermediate disc between said copper disc and said thy-

ristor,

said intermediate discs being of equal diameter, with the

intermediate disc on a cathode side of the thyristor being

thicker than on an anode side thereof, and

at least one of said intermediate discs being in pressure

contact with said thyristor,

both intermediate discs formed of tungsten or molybdenum,

and

a plurality of connecting members which connect said cop-

per discs with said insulator, wherein

said intermediate discs which serve to receive the feet <if the

arcs have a larger diameter than the copper discs adjacent

to said intermediate discs, and said intermediate discs are

separated from the inner wall of said insulator by narrow

gaps, the spacing of which is dimensioned so that no loop

formation of the arc is effected into said gaps, and wherein

said connecting members are protected by a protective ring

comprising a material selected from the group consisting

of glass fibers, quartz fibers, silicon fibers, a temperature-

resistant plastic material, asbestos and ceramics, and

said protective ring is located within said housing, and

said inner wall of said insulator is provided with a protective

layer of high-temperature material.

4,426,661

TELEVISION RECEIVER INCLUDING A CIRCUIT FOR
DOUBLING LINE SCANNING FRKQl FN( V

Takashi Okada, and Yutaka Tanaka, both of Yokohama, Japan,

assignors to Sony Corporation, Tokyo. Japan

Filed Dec. 15. 1981. Ser. No. 330,943

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 26, 1980, 55-189301

Int. CI.' H04N y02
U.S. CI. 358—140 1 Claim

i

1
..'»

1 'h 1,.

'i_}-^-
'«]

Jn

1. A television receiver comprising, a video signal input

terminal supplied with an input video signal, first converter

means connected to said video signal input terminal for con-

verting said input video signal to a first ctmverted signal of a

double line scanning frequency, a first converted video signal

output terminal, second converter means including a field

delay circuit and connected to said video signal input terminal

for converting said input video signal to a second converted

signal of a double line scanning frequency wit one field delay,

first signal selecting means connected to said first and second

converter means for selecting said first and second converted

signals alternately at every H/2 (where H: normal horizontal

scanning peri(xl) and for supplying the same to said first con-
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verted video signal output terminal, a horizontal denection
circuit connected to said video signal input terminal for pro-
viding a horizontal current of said double line frequency, a
vertical deflection circuit connected to said video signal input
terminal for providing a vertical current, and a cathode ray
tube having horizontal and vertical deflection means con-
nected to said horizontal and vertical deflection circuits for
being supplied with said horizontal and vertical deflection
currents respectively, characterized in combination of an addi-
tional delay circuit of H/2 connected to said first converted
video signal output terminal, a signal adder connected between
said first converted video signal output terminal and said addi-
tional delay circuit, a field identification circuit connected to
said video signal input terminal for identifying odd and even
fields of said input video signal, second signal selecting means
controlled by said field identification circuit for selecting the
signal from said signal adder and the output signal from said
additional delay circuit alternately in correspondence with said
identified odd and even fields, a second converted video signal
output terminal connected to said second signal selecting
means, signal processing means connected to said second con-
verted video signal output terminal for supplying the signal
thereat to said cathode ray tube, and means connected between
said field identification circuit and said vertical deflection
circuit for shifting the vertical deflection by a predetermined
amount during one of odd and even fields such that an inter-
laced scanning of double line frequency is performed in said
cathode ray tube,

said signal decoding means responsive to said initialization
pulse for generating and providing a sampling interval signal
to said microcomputer and wherein said signal decoding
means decodes said pulse code modulated control signals
and provides the thus decoded control signals to said mi-
crocomputer during said sampling interval.

4,426,663
REAL-TIME OPTICAL nLTERING METHOD WITH
IMPROVED HLTERED IMAGE DETECTION AND

BANDWIDTH ADJUSTMENT
David W. Evans, Beavercreek, and Arthur P. Ginsburg, Dayton

both of Ohio, assignors to The United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of the Air Force, Washington,

Filed Jan. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 337,348
Int. CV H04N 5/74. 9/31; GOIB 9/02

U.S. a. 358-211 3cai„,

4,426,662 I

IR REMOTE CONTROL DETECTOR/DECODER
Peter C. Skerlos, Arlington Hts., and Thomas J. Zato, Palatine,

both of III., assignors to Zenith Radio Corporation, Glenview]
m.Um

Filed Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 340,555
Int. CI.' H04B 9/00

L.S. CI. 358-194.1 •

7 claims

RAMP 60

I
'

* 44

1. In an infrared remote control receiver for processing pulse
code modulated control signals generated in response to user
selected inputs and modulated by a high frequency carrier
signal m translating said control signals to a higher frequency
for remotely controlling a plurality of functions in a controlled
apparatus by means of a microcomputer responsive to said
control signals, a signal detector/decoder comprising:
light detecting means for receiving a remote control signal

transmitted by infrared radiation;

a band pass filter tuned to the frequency of said carrier signal
and coupled to said light detecting means for filtering said
received control signals;

envelope detection means coupled to said band pass filter for
demodulating said carrier signal and for recovering said
pulse code modulated control signals; and

signal decoding means coupled to said envelope detection
means for decoding said pulse code modulated control sig-
nals and providing the thus decoded control signals to said
microcomputer for controlling said apparatus;

wherein said control signal includes an initialization pulse with

1 In a method of real-time coherent optical filtering of
visual imagery including the steps of transmitting a visual
target image of an input, filtering said transmitted target image
to produce a filtered target image having a variable bandwidth
of spatial frequency information, and projecting said filtered
target image, the improvement which comprises the steps of:

(a) receiving said projected filtered target image and detect-
ing said image even when at a low level of luminance; and

(b) coherently illuminating said visual target image of said
input prior to said transmitting of the same, and adjusting
said bandwidth of said filtering between narrow and broad
ranges thereof, so as to vary the bandwidth of said spatial
information, by varying the power at which said illumi-
nating is carried out between low and high predetermined
levels and by varying the wavelength at which said illumi-
nating is carried out within a predetermined range.

4,426,664

SOLID STATE IMAGE SENSOR
Fumio Nagumo, Atsugi, and Kaneyoshi Takeshita, Tokyo, both

of Japan, assignors to Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Apr. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 368,451

Qaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 27, 1981, 56-63704
Int. a.3 H04N 3/14

U.S. a. 358-213 3a^^
1. A solid state image sensor comprising; a sensing element

forming portion comprising a charge transfer device wherein a
number of sensing elements are formed for producing, storing
and transferring vertically a signal charge and divided into a
first area A' which contains a sufficient number of sensing
elements for a first television format and second and third
smaller rectangular areas contiguous to said first area on adja-
cent sides thereof and wherein said first, second and third areas
contain a sufficient number of sensing elements for a second
television format; a line transfer portion provided at one end of
said sensing element forming portion and composed of a
charge transfer device for transferring horizontally the signal
charge transferred from said sensing element forming portion;
vertical transfer electrodes provided on said sensing element
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forming portion for performing the vertical transfer of the

signal charge in said sensing element forming portion, said

vertical transfer electrodes being divided into first and second
groups arranged in the direction of the vertical transfer of the

signal charge so as to be supplied with separate driving and/or
biasing signals, respectively; with said first group connected to

said first and third areas and said second group connected to

said second area, horizontal transfer electrodes provided on
said line transfer portion for performing the horizontal transfer

of the signal charge in said line transfer portion, said horizontal

transverse to the direction of said tracks in response to a head
position control signal, the improvement comprising:

a network for forming said head position control signal

which may vary in amplitude and polarity to modify the

transverse position of the head according to the need to

adjust the angle of the scanning path, the available range

of the head positioning transducer, and frame conversion

requirements, wherein the instantaneous amplitude V of

the head position control signal varies according to the

expression

STT:r^CtLSli^2S !Z^JiJ^
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transfer electrodes being divided into another first Si, S2 and
second Si', S2' groups arranged in the direction of the horizon-

tal transfer of the signal charge so as to be supplied with an-

other separate driving and/or biasing signals, respectively; and
said first group connected to portions of said line transfer

portion adjacent said first area and said second group con-

nected to portions of said line transfer portion adjacent said

third area, and an output portion provided at one end of said

line transfer portion for receiving the signal charge transferred

from said line transfer portion and producing an output signal

in response to the received signal charge.

4,426,665

AUTOMATIC TRACK FOLLOWING FEATURE FOR
HELICAL VIDEO RECORDER

Robert S. Bradford, Woodland Hills; Marshall R. Brookhart,

Thousand Oaks, and Bennett G. Dy, Mission Viejo, ail of

Calif., assignors to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 138,436, Apr. 8, 1980, abandoned. This

application Dec. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 445,701

Int. CI.' H04N S/783
U.S. CI. 360—10.2 10 Claims

1. In a rotary scan video tape player of the type having a

playback head operalively mounted within a rotatable drum
for scanning a magnetic tape along a plurality of adjacent

discrete tracks oriented at an angle relative to the length of the

tape, said head being mounted within the drum on a head

positioning transducer for moving the head within a given

range relative to a nominal position along a path generally

K. ro+Ki + K:

where Vo represents an instantaneous amplitude compo-
nent related to the difference between the tape speed

employed during recording and the instantaneous play-

back tape speed, Y| represents an instantaneous amplitude

component related to the need to reset the head position-

ing transducer to maintain it within its available range and
to enable frame conversion, and Yj represents an instanta-

neous amplitude component for centering (he head over
the recorded tracks, said network including

(a) means for generating each of the Yo. Yi. and Y2 instanta-

neous amplitude components as discrete signal pulses.

(b) digital counter means coupled to said generating means
for combining said discrete pulses and for providing a

digital count representative of said combined pulses, said

count being the digital representation of the instantaneous

amplitude of said head positioning control signal, and
(c) means for converting said digital representation into an

analog signal, the magnitude of which is proportional to

said count and for providing said head position control

signal in which the instantaneous amplitude thereof is

proportional to said analog signal.

wherein said means for generating said Yo component com-
prises

(i) means for providing a reference signal containing a

predetermined number N of clock pulses per video field

extending over a time interval T^, where N is a reason-

ably large number, to allow numerous head position

adjustments per video field,

(ii) means for providing an instantaneous tape motion

signal having tach pulses indicative of the tape speed

and direction of motion, the spacing between successive

tach pulses corresponding to the time required for 1/N
of the length of tape containing one video field to tra-

verse a given location, where the number of tach pulses

M occurring during the time interval T> is equal to the

number of N clock pulses during the same time interval

when the playback speed is equal to the record speed,

and

(iii) means for supplying said reference signal to said digi-

tal counter means for incrementing the number of

counts therein by one count in a first direction upon

each occurrence of a reference signal pulse, and for

supplying said instantaneous tape motion signal to said

digital counter means for incrementing the number of

counts therein by one count in the opposite direction

upon each occurrence of a tach pulse if such pulses arc

indicative of forward tape motion and for incrementing

the number of counts therein by one count in the first

direction upon each occurrence of a tach pulse if such

pulses are indicative of reverse tape motion such that at

any time during each field scan the number remaining in

the counter means is proportional to the distance re-

quired to move the head transverse to the direction of

said tracks to compensate for differences between the

instantaneous playback and record speed and direction

of tape motion.
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4,426,666

VIDEO SIGNAL RECORDING/REPRODUaNG
APPARATUS

MasaaJci Kobayashi, Kawanishi, and Minora Kohda, Yawata,
both of Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.,

Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,857

Oaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 3, 1980, 55-138952;
Oct. 3, 1980, 55-138953

Int. aj H04N 5/93
U.S. a. 360—10.3 13 Oaims

1. A video tape recording/reproducing apparatus compris-
ing:

a first main rotary head and a second main rotary head, said

first and second main rotary heads having azimuth angles

which are different from each other;

a first sub-rotary head fixed near said first main rotary head;

a second sub-rotary head fixed near said second main rotary

head;

a first amplitude detector for detecting the amplitude of a

reproduced signal from said first main rotary head;

a second amplitude detector for detecting the amplitude of a

reproduced signal from said first sub-rotary head;

a first comparator for comparing the signal level of an out-

put signal from said first amplitude detector with the

signal level of an output signal from said second amplitude
detector;

a first gate circuit for gating said output signal from said first

amplitude detector in accordance with an output signal

from said first comparator;

a second gate circuit for gating said output signal from said

second amplitude detector in accordance with said output

signal from said first comparator;

a first adder for adding an output signal from said first gate

circuit to an output signal from said second gate circuit;

a third amplitude detector for detecting the amplitude of an

output signal from said second main rotary head;

a fourth amplitude detector for detecting the amplitude of an

output signal from said second sub-rotary head;

a second comparator for comparing the signal level of an

output signal from said third amplitude detector with the

signal level of an output signal from said fourth amplitude

detector;

a third gate circuit for gating the output signal from said

third amplitude detector in accordance with an output

signal from said second comparator;

a fourth gate circuit for gating the output signal from said

fourth amplitude detector in accordance with said output

signal from said second comparator;

a second adder for ad^ding an output signal from said third

gate circuit to an output signal from said fourth gate

circuit; and

a first switch means for alternately selecting an output signal

from said first adder and an output signal from said second
adder on a field by field basis so as to thereby obtain a

continuous reproduced signal;

wherein lower level signal portions of the reproduced signal

from said first main rotary head are replaced by the repro-

duced signal from said first sub-rotary head and lower
level signal portions of the reproduced signal from said

second main rotary head are replaced by the reproduced
signal from said second sub-rotary head.

4,426,667

PULSE WIDTH MODULATION SYSTEM
Dale P. Masher, Los Altos, and Leonard J. Oiaitin, Palo Alto,

both of Calif., assignors to Savin Corporation, Stamford,
Conn.

Filed May 17, 1978, Ser. No. 906,850

Int. a.3 GllB 5/09
U.S. a. 360—44 21 Oaims

1. Decoding apparatus for a signal having three consecutive

transitions between at least two signal levels including in com-
bination means providing a plurality of discretely different

reference time intervals, means responsive to the signal for

measuring the time intervals between successive transitions,

output means responsive to the measuring means and to the

reference means for serially providing a first and a second digit

each having one of a corresponding plurality of values, the

output means comprising means responsive to a measured
interval approximately equal to one of the reference intervals

for providing a digit the value of which corresponds to such

reference interval, and means responsive to the measuring

means and operable subsequent to the provision of the first

digit but prior to the provision of the second digit for adjusting

the reference intervals..

4,426,668

HIGH-SPEED TAPE TRANSPORT SYSTEM
KenjI Itoh, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Victor Company of

Japan, Ltd., Yokohama, Japan

Filed Jun. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 269,887

Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 3, 1980, 55-74526

Int. CV GllB 15/46. 19/28. 21/04; G03B 1/04
U.S. O. 360—73 6 Oaims

1. A high-speed tape transport system for a magnetic repro-

ducing apparatus, said magnetic reproducing apparatus having

a reel for taking up a magnetic tape on which an information

signal and a control signal have been recorded, tape transport

means including a capstan and a pinch roller for transporting

the magnetic tape, and means for reproducing the information

signal from the magnetic tape, said tape transport means being

made inoperative during a mode of said reproducing apparatus

in which the magnetic tape travels at a constant high speed,

said high-speed tape transport system comprising:

control signal sensing means for reproducing the control

signal from the magnetic tape and producing a speed

signal having a frequency indicative of the tape traveling

speed;
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frequency-to-voltage converter means for producing a volt-

age in response to the frequency of the contrc»l signal from
said control signal sensing means, the ampiiiudc of the

produced voltage continuously changing according to

frequency changes in the control signal;

a reel motor for driving the reel at a rotational speed; and
reel motor speed control means ftu variably controlling the

rotational speed of the reel motor in response to the volt-

^ .J <• /»

1
Iw.jbI

age produced by the frequency-to-voltage coiucrler
means,

said rotational speed of said reel motor being controlled by
said reel motor speed control, so that the magnetic tape

travels at the constant high speed, the constant high speed
being higher than a tape traveling speed with which said

information signal and said control signal are recorded on
the magnetic tape during a recording mode of said repro-

ducing apparatus.

4,426,669

TRANSDUCER POSITIONER IN DISK FILKS
Philip Bryer, 4271 Chaumont Rd., Woodland Hills, Calif. 91346

Filed Jan. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 227.416

Int. CI.J GllB J/55
U.S. O. 360—106 17 Claims

X'r ^-z

1. A linear actuator for positioning at least one transducer in

one of a plurality of positions and for moving the transducer
from one of the positions to another one thereof, comprising:
mounting base means;

a fiat, bar-shaped, magnetizable core;

magnet means for inducing a homogeneous, magnetic field

across the bar, there being gaps between the magnet
means and opposite, fiat sides of the bar, the magnet fur-

ther including magnetic return path means coupled to the

flat bar at opposite ends;

a coil looping around the fiat bar and extending through the

gaps for being movably disposed;

frame means of U-shaped configuration, having legs and a

transverse base, the coil being fixedly mounted on and
between the legs, the transducer being mounted on the

base of the frame means;

a pair of flat spring means, each of the fiat spring means of

the pair having a first leg and a second leg, and an integral

juncture at one end of each one of the respective first and
second leg, each leg of the spring means having a free end,

the free ends of the first legs of the spring means of the
pair being secured to one of the legs of the L -shaped frame
means, one first leg of one of the spring means hemp
secured m a first point of the frame means near said base of
the frame means, the first leg of the other spring means
being secured to a second point <in the one leg of the
L'-shaped frame and means spaced from the first point.

a rectangular frame for interconnecting the junctures of the
two spring means, and

the second legs of the pair of flat spring means having their

respective free ends secured to the mounling base means
at points in respective alignment with said points in saiil

one leg of the l'-shaped frame means

4,426,670

MKTHOD OF PROTKCTION OF Ki.F(TRICAI
NKTWORKS IN THK KVKNT OF POWKR TRANSIFNTS
BY MFANS OF A SI RGK ARRFSTFR AM) \ SlRCiF
ARRKSTFR FOR THF PFRFORMAVC K OF THF

MFTHOI)
Franc liar. Fislisbach. and Fridolin Mct/gcr, Mohlin. both of

Swit/.erland, assignors to BBC Brown. Bovcri & Companv,
l.imited, Baden, Switzerland

Filed Feb. 9. 1982. Ser. No. 347,284
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Feb. II, I9HI

921/81

Int. CI.' H02H 3 40
V.S. CI. 361-79 5 n»imH

H, U. , U-J . ( ' \ 1 I ,

d

I 9 10 n

6 7

1 A method of prittectmg electrical networks in the event of

power transients with the use of a surge arrester, comprising
the steps of:

continuously monitoring and evaluating the change over
time of the impedance of the network, independentlv of

the value of the impedance, with a surge arrester; and
actuating a priitective relay when a predetermined change is

detected in the monitored change within a predetermined
time period.

4.426,671

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR THE SHORT-CIRCUIT
PROTECTION OF A.C. CIRCUITS

Pierre Braissant, Vevey, and Ivan De Mesmaeker. Windisch,
both of Switzerland, assignors to BBC Brown, Boveri A Co.,

Ltd., Baden, Switzerland

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 151,809, May 21, 1980,

abandoned. This application Sep. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 414,933
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jul. 2, 1979, 6177/79

Int. O.' H02H .?//*

U.S. n. 361-82 6 Oaims
1. A priKess for the protection against short circuits of

alternating current circuits formed of at least two lines, each of

which is supplied at both ends thereof with a protection relay,

which has an output side and which relay can be m a blocking

position on the output side, comprising
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mainuining each protection relay on the output side in the

blocking position for at least one-half period of the main

Q-
2 f

-0

frequency of the alternating circuit on the transition from
a blocking condition to a triggering condition.

4,426,672

DEMAGNETIZER
Joseph A. Armond, Rirer Grove, I!!., assignor to Electro-Matic

Products Co., Chicago, III.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,112

Int. a.J HOIF 13/00
U.S. a. 361—145

1 J 2 J
A /a f 'l •• " • '

'

7 Claims

1. Demagnetizing apparatus for use with a table movable
through a path including the following ranges, and movable
through those ranges successively:

(a) a neutral range constituting a station for loadmg and
unloading,

(b) a first range constituting a working range,

(c) a second range constituting a demagnetizing range, and
in return to i

(d) the neutral range,

the table having chuck means therein made up of a plurality of
segments arranged in angular series and adapted for placement
of workpieces thereon, and capable of moving the chuck seg-

ments and carrying the workpieces thereon along said path,

comprising,

a pair of collector rings associated with the table and each
made up of a plurality of sections, the sections in each ring

being electrically separated, the respective sections in the

two rings being radially aligned and each two that are so

radially aligned constituting a set,

said sets of sections including a first set in said working
range, extending a substantial angular distance of the table

and being continuous throughout that distance,

additional sets of sections in said demagnetizing range,

each chuck segment including an energizing unit which
itself includes a pair of brushes riding on respective collec-

tor rings, and each brush being capable of bridging two
and only two adjacent sections in a ring,

magnetizing control means energizable by contact engage-
ment of a pair of brushes with the first set of ring sections

and the magnetizing control means being thereby operable
for energizing the respective chuck segment, and

demagnetizing control means energizable by contact en-

gagement of a pair of brushes with ring sections in said

additional sets and the demagnetizing control means being
thereby operable for demagnetizing the respective chuck
segment.

4,426,673

CAPACITIVE PRESSURE TRANSDUCER AND METHOD
OF MAKING SAME

Robert L. Bell, Chatsworth; Robert Willing, Anaheim, and Fred
Kavli, Woodland Hills, all of Calif., assignors to Kavlico
Corporation, Chatsworth, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 898,469, Apr. 20, 1978, abandoned,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 834,498, Sep. 9, 1977,
Pat. No. 4,177,4%, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 666,188,
Mar. 12, 1976, abandoned. This application Mar. 13, 1980, Ser.

No. 131,417

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Dec. 4, 1996,

has been disclaimed.

Int. C\? HOIG 7/00
U.S. a. 361-283 22 Oaims

r\

(Z

1. A method for making a capacitive pressure transducer

comprising:

preparing two members of substantially zero hysteresis non-
conducting material with fiat matching opposed surfaces,

at least one of said members being thin enough to be
flexible;

applying an electrically conductive layer onto each of two
nonconductive members in a predetermined pattern, com-
prising a central portion defining a nonconductive cut out

portion and an outer portion substantially surrounding

said central portion and spaced away from said central

portion;

firing the two nonconductive members;
applying glass frit about the marginal perimeter of at least

one of said members;

disposing one member onto the other with the fired conduc-
tive layers facing each other, with the glass frit forming
the only spacing between the Hat matching surfaces of

said members; and

firing the members thereby bonding the two members to-

gether such that said conductive layers are opposite each
other, and separated by a gap produced only by said glass

frit, insulated one from the other, and sealed around the

periphery of said members by said glass frit.

20. A capacitive sensor for measuring ambient pressure

comprising:

two glass pieces, at least one of said glass pieces being capa-

ble of fiexing in response to a change in pressure, each
havmg a substantially plane surface with conductive elec-

trodes thereon, said glass pieces being positioned to place

said conductive electrodes in a spaced apart, substantially

parallel relationship;

a sealing glass mixture disposed on one of said pieces to seal

together said glass pieces, said mixture and said ,glass

pieces acting together to bound a volume having a refer-

ence pressure therein whereby changes in ambient pres-

sure cause a change in the capacitance measured between
said conductive electrodes.
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4,426,674

DISPLACEABLE, ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTION DEVICE
FOR BUILDING SITES OR SIMILAR

Hans Holte, N-3810 Gvarv, Norway
per No. PCr/NO81/00010, § 371 Date Sep. 23, 1981, § 102(e)
Date Sep. 23, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/03088, PCT Pub
Date Oct. 29, 1981

PCT Filed Apr. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 305,648
Oaims priority, application Norway, Apr. 14, 1980, 801079

Int. a.' H02B 1/02
U.S. a. 361-384 imaims

comprising two swaged formations spaced apart a dis-

tance equal to said spacing of the slots in a pair, the
swaged formations positioned in selected ones of said pairs
of slots; locking means on each intumed edge, said locking
means comprising threaded holes in said swaged forma-
tions and screws in said threaded holes engaging with said
ends to lock said sides and ends together;

a row of apertures along a top edge of said web portions of
each side and a row of apertures along a bottom edge of
said web portions of each side, the apertures comprising
circular holes along one of said top and bottom edges and
slots along the other of said top and bottom edges, the
slots extending normal to the edge;

a plurality of channel members removably attached to an
inner surface of each of said web portions of said sides,

each channel member having a deformable protrusion at

each end, the protrusion snapped into said apertures in

said sides and being removeable from said apertures

1. A portable electrical distribution apparatus having a hous-
ing containing current distribution equipment and rotatablc
support frame means having at least one stable rotational posi-
tion and selectively rotatablc for moving said housing, said
frame means comprising a pair of parallel frame members
spaced from one another on opposite sides of said housing,
each frame member having a pair of rounded end sections of
predetermined radius of curvature and at least one intermedi-
ate section of different shape than said end sections to define
said one stable rotational position.

4,426,675

CARRIER FOR CIRCUIT BOARDS
Anthony H. J. Robinson, and Erno Peter, both of London, Can-

ada, assignors to Northern Telecom Limited, Montreal, Can-
ada

Filed Apr. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 365,443
Int. a.' H05K l/\4

U.S. a. 361-415 11 Qaims

4,426,676

LUMINAIRE MOUNTING
Carl D. Taylor, Hendersonville, N.C., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.
Filed Dec. 3. 1982, Ser. No. 446.807

Int. a.' F21P i/00
U.S. a. 362-371 4aalm.

: J~\

1. A carrier for circuit boards, comprising:-

a rectangular meUl box having a bottom, sides and ends
extending up from said bottom and an open top;

a removable metal frame positioned in said box, said frame
comprising two parallel spaced apart sides and two paral-

lel spaced apart ends;

each of said ends comprising an elongate web portion and a

plurality of pairs of elongate slots at each end of said web
portion, the spacing of the slots in each pair being the
same for all pairs, said slots extending in a direction corre-
sponding to the spring of said sides, the pairs of slots at

an end being offset relative to each other and in overlap-
ping relationship;

each of said sides comprising a web portion and an intumed
edge at each end of the web portion extending normal to

the web portion; locating means on each intumed edge

1 A luminaire comprising an upper housing having a longi-

tudinal axis and containing a slipfitter at the rear thereof for

clamping onto a support member of a sire overlapping the

range of about l|" O.D. to about 21" CD. in a manner allow-
ing adjustable mounting of the luminaire without substitution

or reversal of parts,

said slipfitter comprising yoke means for engaging the un-

derside of the support member and a transverse pivot rib

in said housing for engaging the topside side of the support
member,

said yoke means being adapted to engage the support mem-
ber at two places longitudinally spaced on each side of the

pivot rib,

and means for adjusubly pressing the yoke means against the

support member at said two places in order to rock the

luminaire on the pivot rib for leveling purposes and in

order to clamp the support member throughout said size

range, comprising four thread-forming bolts paired on
each side of the pivot rib and on each side of the support
member, and cast bosses depending from the housing, said

bosses having cored holes sized to accommodate the bolts

to the depth of penetration required for leveling and
clamping throughout said size range.
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4,426,677

CX)MBINED SHADE AND SOCKET HOLDER
Warren E. Dennis, Pasadena, Calif., assignor to Casablanca Fan
Company, Inc., City of Industry, Calif.

Filed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 351,274

Int. a.3 F21V 77/06
US. a. 362—438 10 Qaims

4,426,678

D.C. TO D.C. CONVERTER
Albert E. Willis; John M. Gould; Jack L. Matbeney, all of

Huntsville, and Harrison Garrett, Decatur, all of Ala., assign-

ors to The United States of America as represented by the

Administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration, Washington, D.C.

Filed May 28, 1982, Ser. No. 383,083

Int. a.' H02M 3/335
U.S. a. 363—25 5aaims
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1. A combined shade and socket holder for support at the

end of a tubular member and for use in supporting an electrical

socket having an opening through a back wall of the socket

and for use in supporting a shade, including,

a generally cup-shaped unitary cast housing formed with a

generally closed end portion, an open end portion and an

intermediate connecting central portion extending be-

tween the closed and open end portions for a distance

approximating the length of the socket,

the closed end portion including a first opening and extend-

ing from the first opening an outwardly extending tubular

portion having an unthreaded interior surface for receiv-

ing an end portion of the tubular member and a stop

surface within the tubular portion for limiting the exten-

sion of the end portion of the tubular member within the

tubular portion of the tubular member within the tubular

portions,

the closed end portion additionally including means adjacent

the tubular portion for locking the end portion of the

tubular member within the tubular portion,

the central ponion for receiving and enclosing the electrical

socket to have the back wall of the electrical socket posi-

tioned adjacent the interior surface of the closed end
portion and with the closed end portion including a sec-

ond opening complementary in position to the opening

through the back wall of the socket,

means coupled to the complementary openings in the electri-

cal socket and the closed end portion for locking the

electrical socket in the received position within the central

portion, and

the open end portion extending outwardly relative to the

closed end portion for receiving an end portion of the

shade and additionally including means for locking the

shade in the received position to extend away from the

electrical socket.

1. A DC. to D.C. converter comprising:

signal generating means for generating a plurality of trains of

rectangular-shaped signals wherein one train is displaced

in time from another train;

a direct current power supply;

a like plurality of switching means, each being connected in

circuit with said power supply, and responsive to one of

said trains of rectangular-shaped signals for providing a

power signal as an output during one half cycle of said

rectangular-shaped signal;

a like plurality of transformers, each having at least one
primary winding and at least two, first and second, sec-

ondary windings, and said primary winding being con-

nected to and powered from the output of one said switch-

ing means;

said secondary windings of said transformers being con-

nected in a series circuit consisting of a first series string

consisting of said first windings of each said transformer,

followed by and including a second series string consisting

of said second windings, and wherein the entire series

connected windings form a ring configuration;

a first common terminal of one polarity, and a second com-
mon terminal of an opposite polarity, and a load circuit

being connectable between said terminals;

a plurality of rectifying circuits, each comprising a pair of

rectifying devices connected in series between said termi-

nals, and each having a midpoint terminal between said

first and second terminals, and both rectifying devices

being poled to pass current in a single direction between
said first and second terminals;

a said mid-point terminal of each rectifying circuit, between
rectifying devices, being discretely connected between
each two series connected windings.
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4.426,679
COMMUNICATION MULTIPLEXER USING A RANDOM
ACCESS MEMORY FOR STORING AN ACKNOWLEDGF
RESPONSE TO AN INPUT/OUTPUT COMMAND FROM

A CENTRAL PROCESSOR
Kin C. Yu, Burlington, and Gary J. Goss, Acton, both of Mass.,

assignors to Honeywell Information Systems Inc., Waltham,
Mass.

Filed Sep. 29, 1980. Ser. No. 192.127
int. a.' G06F 3/00

U.S. a. 364-200 ,0 aaims

said plurality of channel number signals if said difTercncc
pointer information signals indicate thai said communica-
tion multiplexer is unable to prtxess said first or said
second inpul/outpul command for said one of said plural-
ity of communication channels and writes mto said first

means said binary bit in a second state indicative of said
first not-acknowledgc signal in a second state if said differ-
ence pointer information signals indicate that said commu-
nication multiplexer is able lo prcvess said first or said
second input/output command for said onr of said plural-
ity of communication channels
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1. A data processing system for transferring data bytes in-

cludes a system bus, a central processing unit (CPU) coupled to
said system bus and generating a plurality of input/output
command signals indicative of a first input/output command
and a second input/output command and a plurality of channel
number signals indicative of a plurality of communication
channels, a main memory coupled to said system bus for stor-
ing said data bytes, and a communication multiplexer coupled
to said system bus for receiving said plurality of input/output
command signals and said plurality of channel number signals
for controlling the transfer of said data bytes between each of
said plurality of communication channels and said main mem-
ory, said communication multiplexer comprising:

first means coupled to said system bus and responsive to said
plurality of input/output command signals and said plural-
ity of channel number signals for generating a first noi-
acknowledge signal in a first state indicative of said com-
munication multiplexer being unable to process said first

or said second input/output command for one of said
plurality of communication channels;

second means coupled lo said first means and said system bus
and having means responsive to said plurality of input-
/output command signals and said first nol-acknowlcdge
signal in said first state for generating a second not-
acknowledge signal to said CPU indicative of a not-
acknowledgc response by said communication multiplexer
of a request by said CPU for the processing of said first or
said second input/output command for said one of said
plurality of communication channels;

third means coupled to said system bus for storing signals
representative of a plurality of communication control
blocks (CCB's), block transfer information and difference
pointer information; and

fourth means coupled to said system bus, said first means and
said third means and responsive to said plurality of input-

/output command signals and said difference pointer
information signals for writing into said first means a
binary bit in a first state indicative of said first not-

acknowledge signal in a first state at a location defined by

4,426.680
DATA PROCESSOR USING READ ONLY MKMORIKS
FOR OPTIMIZING MAIN MEMORY ACC KS.S AND
IDENTIFTING THE STARTING POSITION OF AN

OPERAND
Steven A. Taguc. Billerica. and Virendra S. Negi. Pepperell. both

of Mass.. assignors to Honeywell Information Systems Inc..
Waltham, Mass.

Filed Dec. 24. 1980, Ser. No. 219.809
Int. CI.'G06F 7,JS

U.S. CI. 364-200
,0 (-,.(„,
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I. A commercial instruction priKessor (CIP) for executing
decimal alphanumeric instructions t)n operands stored m a
memory, said operands being made up of a plurality of words,
each of said plurality of words having a plurality of characters
m a plurality of character positions, said CIP including appara-
tus for receiving data descriptor informalion describing the
characteristics of said operands and decimal alphanumeric
instruction information from said memory, and generating a
plurality of signals for aligning said operands comprising

register means coupled to said memory for storing data
descriptor signals received from said memory and repre-
sentative of a length of one of said operands, indicative of
said one operand being in a predetermined form, and
indicative of a position of a predetermined starting charac-
ter of said one operand when stored in said memory,

control store means coupled lo said memory and responsive
lo said instruction information for generating instruction
direction signals indicative of whether the character posi-
tions of said operands would be prcxressed in a left-toright
or a righl-to-lcft direction by said CIP;

read only memory means coupled to said register means and
said control store means and responsive lo said data de-
scriptor length signals, said data descriptor predetermined
form signal, said data descriptor position signals, and said

instruction direction signals, all of which are applied to a
plurality of address terminals of said read only memory
means for generating said plurality of aligning signals

representative of bits stored in an address location identi-

fied by the signals applied to said plurality of address
terminals;

first means coupled to said read only memory means and
responsive to a first plurality of said aligning signals for

generating signals, indicative of the number of read cycles
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needed to transfer a predetermined number of words of external request if the present processing of an internal request
said plurality of words of said one operand from said

memory; and

second means coupled to said read only memory means and
responsive to a second plurality of said aligning signals for

generating signals for indicating said predetermined start-

ing character position.

requires all of the resources of processor unit CPUg.

4,426.681

PROCESS AND DEVICE FOR MANAGING THE
CONFLICTS RAISED BV MULTIPLE ACCESS TO SAME
CACHE MEMORY OF A DIGITAL DATA PROCESSING
SYSTEM HAVING PLURAL PROCESSORS, EACH

HAVING A CACHE MEMORY
Pierre C. A. Bicot, Chaville, and Michel Isert, Paris, both of

France, assignors to CII Honeywell Bull, Paris, France

Filed Jan. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 227,222

Gaims priority, application France. Jan. 22, 1980, 80 01351

Int. a.' G06F 13/00. 15/16

U.S. a. 364—200 15 Qaims

1. A process for managing conflicts raised by multiple access
to a single cache memory of a digital data processing system
having: a main memory unit, N processor units CPUl, CPU2 .

CPUk . . . CPUN, where k is selectively every integer from
1 to N, inclusive, an input-output unit, and a main connector
bus connecting the units of the system; each processor unit

including a cache memory containing a memory section and an
index section for identifying data contained in the memory
section, the processing of a task by processor unit CPUk in-

cluding: deriving at least one request for access to at least one
data item present in the cache memory of unit CPUk or in a

processor unit CPUj or in the main memory unit, where j

differs from k, an access request by processor unit CPUk to the

cache memory of the processor unit CPUk being an internal

request, enabling the internal request by the cache memory of
processor unit CPUk. thereupon implementing the internal

request in the cache memory of processor unit CPUk, the

cache memory of processor unit CPUk responding to an exter-

nal request derived by processor unit CPUj to process another
task, calling at least one data item in the cache memory of
processor unit CPUk for access via the connector bus, said

process avoiding a conflict between processing of internal and
external requests by the same cache memory while promoting
the simultaneous processing of these requests, the process
comprising: enabling an external request derived by processor

unit CPUk and addressed to the cache memory of every pro-

cessor unit CPUj, enabling the external request by the cache
memory of every processor unit CPUj so the external request

is considered by the cache memory of every processor unit

CPUj, analyzing the external request in the cache memory of
every processor unit CPUj. processing the external request by
the cache memory of the one processor unit CPUj affected by
this external request, the one affected processor unit being

CPUg, authorizing the simultaneous processing by the cache
memory of processor unit CPUg of internal and external re-

quests provided that the internal and external requests are

addressed to different resources of processor unit CPUg, and
selectively interrupting the present processing of an internal

request or preventing enabling of an internal request if the

present processing of an external request requires all of the

resources of processor unit CPUg or interrupting the present

processing of an external request or delaying enabling of an

4,426,682

FAST CACHE FLUSH MECHANISM
Josephus Riffe, Plantation, and R«jiv Sinha, Boca Raton, both

of Fla., assignors to Harris Corporation, Melbourne, Ra.
Filed May 22, 1981, Ser. No. 266,139

Int. a.J G06F 13/00
U.S. CI. 364-200 25 Oaims

T 'MISS a*T« OU'

1. For use in a data processing system having a cache in

which information to be employed during the operation of said

system may be stored and accessed, an arrangement for con-

trolling the validity of the information stored within said cache
comprising:

a first memory section, respective memory locations of
which are associated with respective cache memory loca-

tions in which said information is stored in the cache;

a second memory section for storing data representative of

whether or not information contained in the respective

cache memory locations in which said information is

stored in the cache is valid information;

first means for storing a reference code, the value of which
is selectively variable;

second means, responsive to a request to store valid informa-

tion in a selected cache memory location, for storing, in

the associated memory location in said first memory sec-

tion, the reference code stored by said first means and for

storing, in the associated memory location in said second
memory section, data representative of the validity of said

information;

third means, coupled to said first and second memory sec-

tions and to said first means, and responsive to a request to

access valid information stored in a selected cache mem-
ory location, for comparing the contents of the associated

memory location in said first memory section with the

reference code stored by said first means, and for generat-

ing an output indicative that the information stored in said

selected cache memory location is invalid in response to a

mismatch between the contents of the associated memory
location in said first memory section and said reference

code stored by said first means or in response to the data

contained in the associated location in said second mem-
ory section representing that the information is invalid;

and

fourth means, responsive to a request to render invalid all

information stored in said cache, for changing the refer-

ence code stored by said first means.
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4,426,683

PNEUMATIC SHOCK TESTING MACHINE WITH
DIGITAL CONTROL

Robert R. Kiaaell, New Carlisle, Ohio, assignor to Avco Corpo-
ration, HuntiTille, Ala.

Filed Not. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,188

Int. a.^GOlM 17/04
U.S. a. 364—508 8 Gaims

user command; said scratch pad memory comprising address
register means; read only storage memory means accessed via

said address register means; first interface means, read/write
memory means accessed via said interface means, said read/-
write memory means being rewritable with new information
data; teletext terminal means, data bus means for inlerconnecl-
ing said first interface means, said address register means, and
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1. Control apparatus for a machine used to generate shock
pulses, said machine being powered from a source of pressur-

ized air and including a base and supp<uted thereon a charge
cylinder assembly having a pneumatically driven piston rod
extending upwardly therefrom through an anvil fiange. the

uppermost end of said piston rod terminating at an impact plate

on which a carriage assembly is mounted, said carnage assem-
bly being useful for attaching test specimens thereto, said

machine having control valves in the air supply lines con-
nected to the lift, brake and charge pressure sections of said

charge cylinder assembly, there additionally being provisions
for inserting shock generator elements between said anvil and
said impact plate, said apparatus comprising:

means for measuring the instantaneous separation of said

carriage assembly from said anvil and generating there-

from a first set of electronic signals indicative thereof;

means responsive to the air pressure in said charge cylinder

including the generation of a second set of electronic

signals indicative of the measurement thereof;

a computer including a memory and support logic for pro-

cessing said first and second sets of electronic signal data

and deriving therefrom commands in accordance with

programmed instructions;

a control panel coupled to said computer for inserting pro-

grammed instructions therein via a keybtwrd; and
control valve actuating means responsive to commands

derived in said computer in accordance with control panel

instructions taken together with said first and second
electronic signal data set measurements.

4,426,684

SCRATCH PAD MEMORY FOR CASSETTE OF
MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDING

Gaude Sechet, Rennes; Christian Gautier, Acignc, and Gabriel

Degoulet, Goven, all of France, assignors to Etablissement

Public de Diffusion dit "Telediffusion de France" and L'Etat

Francais, represente par le Secretaire d'Etat aux Postes et

Telecommunications et a la Telediffusion (Centre National

d'Etudes des Telecommunications), France

Filed Jul. 7, 1980, Ser. No. 166,243

Gaims priority, application France, Jul. 9, 1979, 79 18180

Int. G.' G06F 3/14

U.S. G. 364—900 7 Gaims
1. A scratch pad memory for identifying program material

recorded on a magnetic tape in a cassette or cartridge, said

program material being recorded or changed responsive to

'* ««•!/««

said telextext terminal means; television receiver means cou
pled to display said program material responsive to said stored
data and said information data: control circuit means for con-
trolling the read out of said scratch pad memory resp<insivc \o

addresses delivered from said address register means, and
means for causing said address register to jump to predeter-

mined addresses in order to collate data stored m said read onlv

storage memory means, and said read/write memory means

4,426,685

SOLID STATE DELAY DEVICE
Robert W. Lorcntzen. Milpitai. Calif., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy,
Washington. D.C.

Continuation of Ser. No. 888.118, Mar. 20, 1978, abandoned.
This application Mar. 29. 1982. Ser. No. 363.336

Int. G.' G06F 13/02

U.S. G. 364—900 i Claim
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1. A solid state delay device for delaying a continuous

stream of serial digital data in the form of 8-bil words of PCM
NRZL data for a fixed period of time which comprises:

(a) fifteen shift registers identified by S|. S. Si 5. each said

shift register having the same length;

(b) means for coupling said digital data to the input of each

said shifi register;

(c) ckx'k means for providing a series of clock pulses in

synchronism with said digital data;

(d) means for distributing said clock pulses to said shift

registers to load said first data bit received in shift register

S|, the second data bit in shift register Sj .. the ISth data

bit m shift register S15. the sixteenth bit received being

loaded in shift register S|. thereby shifting said first bit to

the second position in said shift register S|, and so on for

succeeding bits; wherein said means for distributing said

cUx'k pulses to said shift registers includes:

(Da first counter having a data input, a reset input, eight

deccxJed outputs, and a carry output, the clock pulses

being coupled to said data input of said first counter,

(2) a second counter having a data input, a reset input, and
five dec(x)ed outputs, the carry output of said first

counter being coupled to the data input of said second
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counter and the fifth decoded output of said second

counter being coupled to the rest input of said second

counter;

(3) a third counter having a data input, a reset input, and

three decoded outputs, the data input of said third

counter being coupled to the carry output of said first

counter, the third decoded output of said third counter

being coupled to the rest input of said third counter;

(4) a three-input NOR gate, the first and third decoded
outputs of said second counter and the inverted eighth

decoded output of said first counter being coupled via

said NOR gate to the rest input of said first counter; and

(5) thirty NAND gates coupled to the decoded outputs of

said first and second counters and the clock pulses for

providing thirty individual gating pulses, said gating

pulses being coupled sequentially to said shift register

Si,S2.--Si5,S|,S2,...Sis, and so on for succeeding bits,

(e) means for combining the data bits at the output of said

shift register to reproduce said continuous stream of serial

digital data, whereby said digital data received by said

xlelay device is delayed by a fixed period of time which is

a function of the length of said shift registers and of the bit

rate of said digital data; and wherein said means for comb-
ing the data bits at the output of said shift registers in-

cludes:

(a) parallel-input, serial-output shift register means having

its input coupled to the data output of said shift registers

Si-Si5, theoutput of the shift registers Si, S2..S15 being

coupled to the first input, second input,. ..15th input,

respectively, of said parallel-input, serial-output shift

register means, the load input of said parallel-input,

serial-output shift register means being coupled to the

third decoded output of the third counter for loading

the outputs of said shift register S|-Sis into the parallel-

input, serial-output shift register means, the lock input

of said parallel-input, serial-output shift register means
being coupled to said clock pulses for serially shifting

said register synchronously with the bit rate of said

digital data.

4,426,686
'

READ-ONLY MEMORY DEVICE
Tsuyoshi Yamamoto, Sapporo, and Hitoshi Takahashi, Yoko-

hama, both of Japan, assignors to Fujitsu Limited, Kawasaki,

Japan

Filed May 8, 1981, Ser. No. 261,964

Qaims priority, application Japan, May 8, 1980, 55-61030

Int. a.' GllC 11/40

U.S. a. 365—104 15 Qaims
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word line and one of said first bit lines, for storing binary

data or the inversion of the binary data in dependence
upon the number of first bits in the binary data associated

with said word line and being driven by said word line;

inversion indicating means, operatively connected between
said word line and said second bit line, for indicating that

the binary data associated with said word line is stored as

the binary data or as the inversion of the binary data; and
a coincidence circuit, operatively connected to said first bit

lines and said second bit line, wherein the binary data is

stored as the inversion of the binary data said coincidence

circuit converts the inversion of the binary data into the

binary data.

4,426,687

SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORY DEVICE
Fujio Masuoka, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Tokyo Shibaura

Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Japan

Filed Jan. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 224,012

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 25, 1980, 55-7525

Int. a.3 GllC 11/40. 7/00

U.S. a. 365—182 6 Oaims

1. A tapered isolated gain semiconductor device comprising:

a first field effect transistor capable of being in one of two
binary states, said transistor having a source, a drain, a

channel which is formed on a substrate, an insulating film

tapered to have a thin poriion on said channel, and a gate

electrode laid on said insulating film, the conductance of

said first field effect transistor indicating the binary state

of said first field effect transistor and varying according to

the presence and absence of charge between said source

and said drain; and

a field effect transistor circuit for detecting the conductance

of said first field effect transistor to determine which one

of said binary states said first field effect transistor is in,

said circuit including

a second field effect transistor having a conductance G/j

equal to one half the sum of G|, the conductance of said

first field effect transistor when it is in a first binary state,

and Go, the conductance of said first field effect transistor

when it is in a second binary state, said second field effect

transistor also having a channel width to channel length

ratio approximately equal to (Gj -t-Go)/(2 xGi) the chan-

nel width to channel length ratio of said first field effect

transistor and

means for comparing the conductances of said first and said

second transistors to determine the binary state of said first

transistor.
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7. A read-only memory device comprising:

first bit lines;

a second bit line; I

a word line having associated therewith binary data having

first and second bits;

memory cells, each operatively connected between said

4,426,688

MEMORY SYSTEM HAVING AN ALTERNATE
MEMORY

David C. Moxley, Irmo, S.C, assignor to NCR Corporation,

Dayton, Ohio

Filed Aug. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 289,640

Int. a.3 GllC 13/00

U.S. O. 365—200 12 Qaims
1. A memory system, comprising:

a primary memory having a plurality of addressable memory
locations each of which has memory cells for storing a
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primary group of data bits, with some of the memory cells

of the primary memory being defective;

an alternate memory for storing replacement data bits to

replace any data bits stored in said primary memory at

locations having a defective memory cell, said alternate

memory including a first alternate memory portion having
a plurality of addressable memory locations each of which
is for storing a first alternate group of bits, and a second
alternate memory portion having a plurality of address-

able memory locations each of which is for storing second

alternate groups of bits, where each first alternate group
of bits consists of a first predetermined number of bits and
each second alternate group of bits consists of a second
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predetermined number of bits, and where said first prede-

termined number is greater than said second predeter-

mined number; and

means for replacing bits in the primary groups of bits read

from locations in said primary memory having a defective

memory cell with bits from the first and second alternate

groups of bits, so that bits in the primary groups from

locations having more than said second predetermined

number of defective bit cells are replaced with bits from
the first alternate groups of bits and bits in the primary

groups from other locations having defective bit cells are

replaced with bits from the second alternate groups of

bits.

suitable physical connections to clectncal paths on or in

said substrate for signal interconnecCion and power distn-
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bution to and from the semiconductor chip, and for physi-

cal support of the chip

4.426,690

OPTICAL REPRODUCING DEVICE HAVING FOCUS
SERVO SYSTEM

Tadashi Motoyama, Ebina, Japan, assignor to Sony Corpora-
tion, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 7, 1982. Ser. No. 337.825

Claims priority, application Japan. Jan. 14. 1981, 56-4165

Int. CI.' Gil B 7/00

U.S. CI. 369-45 14 Qaims
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4,426,689

VERTICAL SEMICONDUCTOR INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
CHIP PACKAGING

Robert A. Henle, Qinton Corners, and Alfred H. Johnson,

Poughkeepsie, both of N.Y., assignors to International Busi-

ness Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 19,392, Mar. 12, 1979, Pat. No. 4,266.282.

This application Nov. 28, 1980, Ser. No. 210,880

Int. Q.3 GllC 5/04

U.S. Q. 365—52 17 Qaims
1. A vertical semiconductor chip package comprising:

a substrate;

a semiconductor integrated circuit chip having two major

faces and four edges with its signal and power terminals

located on one edge of the chip; and

said semiconductor chip is electrically and physically con-

nected to said substrate at said one edge of said chip by

1. An optical reproducing device for reproducing informa-

tion from a rotating record medium with a light beam directed

thereon, comprising:

a light source for emitting said beam through a focusing lens

on to said record medium;

a focus control system comprising an electromagnetic motor
having a moving coil for displacing said focusing lens

perpendicular to the plane of said record medium.
a capture range search system for driving said motor 10

move said focusing lens at a substantially constant speed

from a rest position until it is ptisitioned within the capture

range of said focus control system, said capture range

search system comprising:

a bridge circuit with four sides for sensing the moving speed
of said focusing lens, said bridge circuit including said

moving coil and a variable impedance element in two
respective sides of said four sides of said bridge circuit;

a control circuit for controlling said vanable impedance
element to balance said bridge circuit when said focusing

lens is at said rest position; and

a drive circuit for supplying a dnve current to said moving
coil of said motor in response to an output of said bndge
circuit so that said output of said bndge circuit becomes
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substantially constant in a balanced state of said bridge

circuit.
I

4,426,691

VOICE WARNING DEVICE WITH REPEAT
MECHANISM FOR AN AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLE

Tenio Kawasaki, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Nissan Motor
Company, Limited, Kanagawa, Japan
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 163,503, Jun. 23, 1980,

abandoned. This application Aug. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 297,198

Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 2, 1979, 54-82685

Int. a.J G08B ]9/00

U.S. a. 369—21 12 Oaims
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the main track and having first and second tracking control

reference signals recorded alternately for every complete track

turn of said reference signal track,

said mam track having a third reference signal recorded
thereon for a specific existence period at respective posi-

tions corresponding to the positions where the first and
second reference signals change on the reference signal

track turns, said specific track turns of the main track

having the third reference signal recorded thereon with a

predetermined existence period which is longer than said

specific existence period of the main track turns.

4. A reproducmg apparatus for reproducing a rotary record-
mg medium, said rotary recording medium comprising: a con-
tinuous signal main track including main track turns having an
information signal recorded thereon and specific track turns

having no information signal recorded thereon; and a continu-
ous spiral reference signal track disposed between adjacent
track turns of the main track and having first and second track-

ing control reference signals alternately for every complete
track turn of said reference signal track, said main track having
a third reference signal recorded thereon with a specific exis-

tence period at respective positions corresponding to the posi-

tions where positions of the first and second reference signals

change on the reference signal track turns,

1. A voice warning device for an automotive vehicle com-
prising:

detecting means for checking various check points in the

vehicle to detect abnormal conditions of said check points.

said detecting means producing a first signal when it

detects an abnormal condition of one of said check points;

a record disc containing a plurality of voice warning mes-
sages corresponding to respective said check points on
respective disc tracks;

a record player including a pickup for picking up the re-

corded warning message from said tracks, an actuation

means for turning the record disc and positioning the

pickup onto one of said tracks in response to said first

signal and an initializing means for returning the pickup to

the initial position thereof in which said pickup is located

at the starting point for each of said tracks and away from
the record disc;

a switch member responsive to said first signal for activating

said actuation means to drive said record player to repro-

duce the warning message identified by said first signal;

stop means for stopping record player operation after expira-

tion of a predetermined duration of reproduction of the
warning message; and

resetting means for resetting said stopping means for con-
trolling the record player to reproduce the warning mes-
sage which was most recently reproduced.

4,426,692 I

ROTARY RECORDING MEDIUM HAVING AN
IMPROVED THREE FREQUENCY PICKUP TRACKING

CONTROL AND REPRODUONG APPARATUS
THEREFOR

Atsumi Hirata, Fujinwa, Japan, assignor to Victor Company of

Japan, Ltd., Yokohama, Japan

Filed Feb. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 232,222

Oaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 7, 1980, 55-13020

Int. a.5 GllB 21/12. 21/10. 21/08
U.S. a. 369—32 6 Qaims

1. A rotary recording medium comprising: a continuous
spiral main track including main track turns having an informa-
tion signal recorded thereon and specific track turns having no
information signal recorded thereon; and a continuous spiral

reference signal track disposed between adjacent track turns of

|SO«IO'M LENC'X _ "^'f?
TRIO r^ OSCRIM £o>lT

said specific track turns of the main track having the third

reference signal recorded thereon with a predetermined

existence period which is longer than said specific exis-

tence period of the main track turns, said reproducing

apparatus comprising:

a reproducing tracing element for reproducing the signals

from said recording medium;

comparing means for comparing the level differences be-

tween first and second reference signals reproduced from
said reference signal track by said reproducing tracing

element, to produce an output control signal;

switching means for switching the first and second reference

signals thus reproduced, in response to the third reference

signal reproduced from said main track by said reproduc-

ing tracing element, and for supplying the switched sig-

nals to said comparing means:

tracking control means supplied with said output control

signal, for controlling the tracking of said reproducing

tracing element;

discriminating means for discriminating the third reference

signal having said predetermined existence period pro-

duced by said reproducing tracing element; and transfer

control means for controlling the transfer of said repro-

ducing tracing element by the output of said discriminat-

ing means.
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4,426,693
LIGHT SOURCE INTENSITY CONTROL IN AN OPTICAL

RECORDING AND REPRODUCING APPARATUS
Isao Satoh, Neyagawa; Tomio Yoshida, Katano; Shuigi Harigae,
Neyagiwa, and Kenji Koishi, Suita, all of Japan, assignors to
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Jul. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 288,915
Oaims priority, application Japan, Aug. 7, 1980, 55-108945

Int. a.^ GllB 7/00
U.S. a. 369-45 2 Oaims

directing a portion of the reflected light beam toward said

photosensor,

means for driving said beam splitter together with the opti-

cal head and in the radial direction of the optical disc,

wherein said photosensor is scanned by the portion of the
reflected light beam from said beam splitter so that the
photoelectric elements of said photosensor sequentially
produce photoelectric signals;

readout means for sequentially reading out the photoelectric
signals from said photosensor and for producing an initial

address signal; and

-Z

315^1 <\.

1. An optical information recording and reproducing appa-
ratus comprising:

a disk-shaped information carrier having a guide track on an
information recording surface, said guide track having a

serial digital address signal sequentii^lly changing in a

predetermined sequence prerecorded thereon,

a laser light source for emitting a light beam for recording
and reproducing information on and from said informa-
tion carrier,

an optical system for focusing said light beam on said infor-

mation carrier as a small spot light,

servo control means for causing said small light spot to track

along and focus on said guide track of said information
carrier,

means for reading said serial digital address signal prere-

corded on said guide track,

means for converting said serial digital address signal to a

parallel digital address signal,

means for converting said parallel digital address signal to an
analog address signal,

means for generating a control gate signal upon detection of
an address signal on a said guide track,

means for controlling the intensity of the recording light

beam of said laser light source by said analog address
signal at predetermined times as determined by said con-
trol gate signal.

light beam position detecting means coupled to said readout
means and including a sampling pulse signal generator for

generating sampling pulse signals in response to the photo-
electric signals, a sawtooth signal generator for generating
a sawtooth signal in synchronism with the initial address
signal of said readout means, means for sampling the
sawtooth signal from the sawtooth signal generator in

response to the sampling pulse signals from said sampling
pulse signal generator and for producing a corresponding
saw'.ooth signal component, and judging means for deter-

mining the position of the light beam in accordance with
the sawtooth signal component

4,426,695

DISC REPRODUaNG APPARATUS
Takeo Moriki, and Akira Fukumitsu, both of Fukaya, Japan,

assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Kawa-
saki, Japan

Filed May 7, 1982, Ser. No. 376.136
Qaims priority, application Japan, May 9, 1981, 56-69830

Int. a.) GllB i/id. 17/04
U.S. a. 369-77.2 7 Oaims

4,426,694

BEAM POSITION DETECTING DEVICE FOR OPTICAL
DISC APPARATUS

Kenji Kimura, Tachikawa, Japan, assignor to Olympus Optical
Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 301,195
Qaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 17, 1980, 55-128883

Int. a.J GllB 7/00. 21/10
U.S. a. 369—46 9 Qaims

1. A beam position detecting device for an optical disc appa-

ratus which records and reads information on and out of an

optical disc by radiating a light beam from a moveable optical

head onto the optical disc, comprising:

a photosensor supported at a fixed position spaced apart

from the optical head and including a plurality of photoe-

lectric elements arranged in a line in the radial direction of

the optical disc;

a beam splitter integrally formed with the optical head for

splitting a light beam reflected from the optical disc and

1. A disc reproducing apparatus into which a disc is inserted

by insertion of a casing housing the disc therein and from
which the disc is removed by insertion of an empty casing

thereinto,

said reproducing apparatus comprising:

a turntable which is vertically movable;

turntable driving means for moving said turntable to an

upper position m a reproducing condition and for movmg
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said turntable to a lower position in a nonreproducing

condition;

a cartridge which has a stylus for picking up signals re-

corded on said disc in the reproducing condition and

which is movable between a reproduction start position

and a reproduction end position;

cartridge driving means, with a motor, for driving said

cartridge by driving force of said motor; and

holding means for holding said cartridge at the start position

in the nonreproducing condition,

said cartridge driving mans including a clutch means which
transmits the driving force of said motor to said cartridge

when said turntable is located at the upper position, and

which does not transmit the driving force of said motor to

said cartridge to render said cartridge free to move when
said turntable is positioned at the lower position;

said cartridge being restored to the start position through

engagement of the empty casing with said cartridge upon
insertion of the empty casing; and

said holding means including an engaging mechanism which

engages with said cartridge at the start position to se-

curely hold said cartridge in position when said turntable

is located at the lower position and which does not engage

with said cartridge to render said cartridge to be released

from the condition where the cartridge is held in its posi-

tion when said turntable is located at the upper position.

4,426,696

OPTICAL PLAYBACK APPARATUS FOCUSING SYSTEM
FOR PRODUaNG A PRESCRIBED ENERGY

DISTRIBUTION ALONG AN AXIAL FOCAL ZONE
Byron B. Brenden, and James T. Russell, both of Richland,

Wash., assignors to DigiUl Recording Corp., Wilton, Conn.

Filed Jan. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 223,229

Int. a.^G02B27//7
U.S. a. 369—112 7 Qaims

- 1. An energy focusing system for focusing energy to a line

extending between two different points with a predetermined

intensity distribution K(U) along said line, the system compris-

ing:

a focusing element including focusing means defming a

curved figure of revolution about an axis; and

energy emitting means defming a point source for emitting

energy having an axially symmetric intensity distribution

f(p) along said axis;

said-figure of revolution having a shape determined by inten-

sity distribution f(p) in accordance with the equation

V{p)
I

dU
K{U)

= 2w pAp)dp

portion of said energy to said line with said predetermined

intensity distribution;

U(p) being a variable defining a distance along the axis from
the focusing element to a point at which said portion of

energy is focused by a zone of said element at a radial

distance p from the axis; and

U(o) being the focal point for energy from said source inci-

dent on said element at p= 0.

4,426,697

BUS SYSTEM WITH ADDRESS AND STATUS
CONDUCTORS

Hans Petersen, Fiirth-Burgfarrnbach, and Kurt Stegmann, Nu-
remberg, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Diehl

GmbH & Co., Nuremberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Jan. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 276,915

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 26,

1980, 3023880; May 7, 1981, 3117983

Int. a.5 H04J 6/00
U.S. a. 370—85 11 aaims
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1. In a bus system including an address conductor and a

status conductor; mutually parallel stations having program-
mable address decoders, status decoders and status encoders

connected to said conductors, said address conductor carrying

a sequence of address informations and said status conductor
carrying status informations timewise associated therewith; the

improvement comprising: said address conductor carrying

mutually spaced, serially binary coded bit patterns of, respec-

tively, m-address bits; and said status conductor carrying a

serialized bit pattern of r-status bits offset relative to the ad-

dress bit pattern m.

such that the focusing means is operable to focus at least a

4,426,698

TELEVISION DIGITAL DATA FRAME WITH ERROR
DETECTION

Robert W. Pargee, Jr., San Gemente, Calif., assignor to Eeco
Incorporated, Santa Ana, Calif.

Filed Aug. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 295,955

Int. a.' G06F H/W; H04L 1/W
U.S, a. 371—37 8 Qainu

1. The method of communicating digital information that

includes the method steps of;

(a) entering into storage at sub-video speed said digital in-

foramtion in an amount up to and including that amount
sufficient to fill the lines of a television field,

(b) formulating a standard video signal synchronizing for-

mat,
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(c) subsequently recalling said digital information in televi-

sion field sequence at video speed, save at those times
occupied by said sUndard video signal synchronizing
format,

(d) inserting check bits at the ends of line of the digital

information of said field sequence,
(e) redundantly repeating the recalled said digital informa-

tion in the next field sequence to formulate a redundant
digital information module contained within a single lele-

. vision frame,

vnEOOQOE•wr ^jJ!« ssa?

COMPOSITE SYNC

'^COMPOS TVSCNAL
'wrrHomr-RAME

(0 transmitting the field sequences,

(g) receiving said field sequences,

(h) recovering said digital information from said field se-

quences,

(i) determing the validity of said received field sequence
digital information by discerning the status of said check
bits, and

0) storing only valid lines of digital information of received
field sequences, as determined by said check bits.

4 426 699

APPARATUS FOR DETECTING SINGLE EVENT
Eiichi Tanaka, Mitaka; Norimasa Nohara; Takehiro Tomitani,

both of Chiba, and Mineki Nishikawa, Otawara, all of Japan,
assignors to The Director of the National Institute of Radio-
logical Sciences, Science and Technology Agency and Tokyo
Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, both of, Japan

Filed Feb. 28, 1980, Ser. No. 125,572
Qaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 2, 1979, 54-24152

Int. a.3 G06F 11/30; H03K 13/32. 19/21
U.S. a. 371-68 4aaims
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I. A logic circuit comprising a first priority encoder satisfy-

ing a condition 2'"-'<nS2'" for n binary logic input signals

and having a plurality of input terminals to which said n binary

logic input signals are applied according to input priority

orders i (i=0 to 2*"- 1) respectively, whereby an input signal

corresponding to the highest priority is converted into a binary

code signal constituted by a plurality of Mgnificani bits, a

second priority encoder satisfying the same condition of said
first priority encoder and having a plurality of input terminals
to which said binary logic input signals arc applied according
to priority orders 2*^1

i respectively, whereby an input signal

corresponding to the highest priority is converted into a binary
code signal constituted by a plurality of significant bits, and a

gate circuit section for bitwise comparison of the binary code
signals from said first and second priority encoders and for
producing an output signal only when the contents of every
corresponding pair of significant bits difTer from each other
thereby detecting a single event of the n binary logic signals on
the input lines.

4,426,700

SEMICONDUCTOR LASER DEVICE
Motohisa HIrao, Tokyo; Atsutoshi Dol, Ohme; Michiharu
Nakamura, Hinodemachi; Shinji Tsuji, Kokubunji, and Takao
Mori, Hachioji, all of Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., To-
kyo, Japan

Filed May 5, 198 1. Ser. No. 260.744
Claims priority, application Japan, May 9, 1980, 55-60619

Int. CI.' HOIS 3/19
U.S. CI. 372-45 6 Qaim,

•^•r i

1. In a semiconductor laser device including:

a mesa-shaped optical confinement region providing an
optical cavity for laser light disposed on a predetermined
semiconductor substrate and having an active layer and a

clad layer and a crystal surface;

a burying layer having a crystal surface burying both sides,

in the direction crossing the travelling direction of the

laser light, of said mesa-shaped optical confinement re-

gion;

first and second semiconductor layers for protecting said

crystal surfaces, disposed on said mesa-shaped optical

confinement region and on said burying layer, respec-

tively;

said first and second semiconductor layers made of a mate-
rial having a forbidden band gap smaller than those of

semiconductor layers to be disposed therebelow;

a first electrode disposed on the upper part of said mesa-
shaped optical confinement region contacting at least said

first semiconductor layer; and

a second electrode disposed on the lower side of said semi-

conductor substrate,

the improvement comprising said first and second semicon-
ductor layers located at different levels so that the upper
surface of one of said semiconductor layers is below the

lower surface of the other semiconductor layer whereby
said first and second semiconductor layers will therefore

not come into contact with each other.
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4,426,701

CONSTRICTED DOUBLE HETEROSTRUCTURE
SEMICONDUCTOR LASER

Dan Botez, Mt. Holly, N.J., assignor to RCA Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 333,767

Int. a.5 HOIS 3/19
U.S. a. 372—45 II aaims

1. In a semiconductor laser comprising a substrate having a

pair of opposed major surfaces and a pair of substantially

parallel grooves in a first major surface thereof with a mesa
therebetween, and an active layer overlying the first major
surface of the substrate, the grooves and the surface of the

mesa;

the improvement comprising a mesa having a height above
the bottom of the grooves different from that of the first

major surface of the substrate.

4,426,702

SEMICONDUCTOR LASER DEVICE
Shigeo Yamashita; Hiroshi Matsuda, both of Hachioji; Uichiroo

Kobayashi, Takasaki; Masayoshi Kobayashi, Hachioji, and
Hisao Nakashima, Tokorozawa, all of Japan, assignors to

Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jul. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 283,791

Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 23, 1980, 55-99918

Int. a.J HOIS 3/19
U.S. a. 372—45 10 aaims

1. In a semiconductor laser device wherein at least first,

second, third and fourth semiconductor layers are stacked on a

predetermined semiconductor body; the second semiconduc-
tor layer is an optical guide low in refractive index relative to

the third semiconductor layer; the first and fourth semiconduc-
tor layers are low in refractive indices relative to both the

second and third semiconductor layers, and have conductivity

types opposite to each other; the fourth and second semicon-

ductor layers are great in band gaps relative to the third semi-

conductor layer; side surfaces of -the first, second, third and
fourth semiconductor layers parallel to a traveling direction of
laser radiation are buried by a fifth semiconductor layer; a

refractive index of the fifth semiconductor layer is at least

lower than that of the third semiconductor layer; and a band
gap of the fifth semiconductor layer is at least greater than that

of the third semiconductor layer, the improvement comprising
the layers being formed in a mesa-shaped semiconductor mate-
rial assembly, constructed of at least said first, second, third

and fourth semiconductor layers, said assembly having a vary-

ing width in the direction of the stacked layers thereof, the

narrowest part of the mesa lying on the side of said third

semiconductor layer opposite the side of said second semicon-
ductor layer.

4,426,703

SEMICONDUCTOR LASER DEVICE
Takao Kuroda, Kokubunji; Takashi Ki^imura; Jun-ichi Umeda,

both of Hachioji, and Katsutoshi Saito, Higashiyamato, all of
Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 272,039
Oaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 20, 1980, 55/82881

Int. aj HOIS 3/19
U.S. CI. 372-46 8 Qaims
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1. In a semiconductor laser device comprising:

(a) a substrate;

(b) a plurality of semiconductor layers disposed on said

substrate including:

(1) a first semiconductor layer having an active region;

(2) a second semiconductor layer disposed over and in

contact with said first semiconductor layer; and

(3) a surface semiconductor layer over said second semi-

conductor layer;

(c) a stripe shaped impurity diffused region in at least parts of
said semiconductor layers extending from the outer sur-

face of said surface semiconductor layer to said second

semiconductor layer to a depth in the vicinity of said first

semiconductor layer, said impurity diffused region having

the same conductivity type as that of the second semicon-

ductor layer;

(d) an electrode disposed on said impurity diffused region at

the outer surface of said surface semiconductor layer so

that current may fiow from said electrode to said first

semiconductor layer through the impurity diffused region,

the improvement comprising:

(e) a third semiconductor layer selected to have a diffusion

rate for the impurity used in said impurity diffused region

which is lower than the diffusion rate in said second semi-

conductor layer, interposed between said surface semi-

conductor layer and said second semiconductor layer.

4,426,704

SEMICONDUCTOR LASER WTTH TWO ACTIVE
LAYERS

Haruo Nagai, Tanashi; Yoshio Noguchi, Higashikurume, and
Kenichiro Takahei, Seki, all of Japan, assignors to Nippon
Telegraph A Telephone Public Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,592

Oaims priority, application Japan, Nov. 11, 1980, 55*158732

Int. a.J HOIS 3/19
U.S. a. 372—50 19 Qaims

1. A semiconductor laser which comprises:

a semiconductor substrate of a first conductivity type;

a laminated layer body comprising a first cladding layer of

the first conductivity type, a first active layer, a second

cladding layer of a second conductivity type opposite to

said first conductivity type, a second active layer and a

third cladding layer of the first conductivity type all lami-

nated in the order mentioned on a prescribed region of the

surface of said semiconductor substrate as counted from
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said surface, both of the end surfaces of said laminated
layer body comprising mirrors to form a resonant cavity;

a burying laminated layer body which is formed on the
semiconductor substrate s<i as to surround and contact
with said laminated layer body, said burying laminated
layer body comprising a first burying layer, a semiconduc-
tor electrode layer of the second conductivity type and a
second burying layer all laminated in the order mentioned
as counted from said semiconductor substrate;

said semiconductor electrode layer substantially contacting
said second cladding layer to provide a current path for a

e. means for sustaming a laser discharge m each said laser

discharge cavity; and

r means defining a chamber through which said laser dis-

charge cavities inlercommunicalc near their rcspeclive
centers, whereby the volume of said laser medium subject
to discharge is substantially increased resulting m mutual
remforcemeni of the said laser discharges

current flowing from a third electrode to said second
cladding layer, and said semiconductor electrode layer
having a low specific resistivity;

a first electrode coupled to said third cladding layer;

a second electrode coupled to said semiconductor substrate;

said third electrode being coupled to said semiconductor
electrode layer; and

power supply means including a first power source coupled
between said first and third electrodes, and a second
power source coupled between said second and third

electrodes.

4,426,705

DOUBLE ELECTRIC DISCHARGE COAXIAL LASER
Donald F. Stevison, New Carlisle, and Edmund J. Rolinski,

Dayton, both of Ohio, assignors to The United States of Amer-
ica as represented by the Secretary of the Air Force, Washing-
ton, D.C.

Filed Oct. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 308,975

Int. a.J HOIS 3/09
U.S. CI. 372-58 3 Qaims

\--'",y''.!ij'''^"bi"i
-u-'J_»iTl V'^W'

1. An electric discharge coaxial gas laser device, comprising:
a. a generally U-shaped laser discharge tube defining a pair

of juxtaposed laser discharge cavities;

b. means defining a generally U-shaped optical resonant
cavity and lasing axis within said discharge tube and coax-
ial with said discharge cavities;

c. means for supplying gaseous laser medium to each said

laser discharge cavity;

d. means for exhausting said medium from each said laser

discharge cavity;

4,426,706

MOLECULAR EXCIMER GAS UV PREIOMZED
TRANSVERSE DISCHARGE LASER TUBE ASSEMBLY

Chi S. Liu, Monroeville; Roy K. Williams, Murrysville; Lee R.
Jasper, Irwin, and Norman A. Hensler, Pittsburgh, all of Pa.,
assignors to The United States of America as represented by
the SecreUry of the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Dec. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 331,109

Int. a.' HOIS 3/097
U.S. a. 372-86 7 cUi„„
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1. A corrosion resistant uniformly excited UV preionized
transverse discharge molecular excimer gas la^er tube assem-
bly, comprising:

a first quartz tube;

a pair of quartz optical-quality windows sealed one at each
end to said quartz tube at the Brewster angle forming an
enclosure;

a molecular excimer laser gas mixture disposed within said

enclosure;

a molybdenum cathode;

means including a quartz/molybdenum cup sealed to the

first quartz tube for mechanically supporting said molyb-
denum cathode within said enclosure such that the longi-

tudinal axis of said molybdenum cathode is to one side of

and substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of said

first quartz tube and for providing an electrical connection
to said molybdenum cathode;

a molybdenum anode;

means for supporting said molybdenum anode within said

enclosure such that the longitudinal axis of said molybde-
num anode is to the other side of and substantially parallel

to the longitudinal axis of said first quartz tube and for

providing an electrical connection to said molybdenum
anode; and

a preionizer assembly disposed within said enclosure, said

preionizer assembly comprising a molybdenum ribbon

sealed in a second quartz tube and having along an edge
thereof a plurality of spaced "V" cut slots therealong, said

"V" cut slots extending partially through the wall of said

second quariz tube in such a way as to form a correspond-
ing plurality of molybdenum ribbon segments therein.

10.^8 O.G,—.M»
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4,426,707

SINGLE MODE CAVITY LASER
Danny W. Martin, St. Charles, and Joseph L. Levy, University

City, both of Mo., assignors to McDonnell Douglas Corpora-
tion, Long Beach, Calif.

Filed Nov. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,196

Int. Cl.^ HOIS 3/OS
U.S. a. 372—95 llQaims

to receive said O-ring, such that the O-ring sealingly bears
against the side edge of the window plate.

4,426,708

LASER DEVICE
Albert F. van Etteger, Nijmegen, Netherlands, assignor to

Stichting Research en Techniek van de Katholieke Univer-
siteit, Netherlands

Filed Sep. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 298,798
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Sep. 5, 1980,

8005038

Int. a.' HOIS 3/Ofi

U.S. CI. 372-103 2 Claims

1. A laser device comprising a tubular cavity containing a
gaseous or vaporous material capable of exhibiting laser activ-

ity, which cavity is provided at both ends with a window
consisting essentially of a plate of suitable, radiation-transmis-
sive material, each window being sealingly secured by means
of an O-ring to the respective end face of the cavity so as to

seal said cavity, characterized in that the radiation-transmissive

plate of each window rests directly on the associated end face
of said cavity and is held against said end face by a retaining

means in the form of a frame surrounding the window plate

and secured by suitable attaching means to the end face of the
cavity, which frame has its surface remote from said end face
provided with a flange extending inwardly to overlie the pe-
riphery of the window plate and has its surface facing said end
face provided with a recess located at its inner edge surround-
ing the side edge of the window plate, which recess is adapted

4,426,709

ARRANGEMENT FOR THE PRODUCTION OF STEEL
Josef Fegerl, and Walter Lugscbeider, both of Linz, Austria,

assignors to Voest-Alpine Aktiengesellschaft, Linz, Austria
Filed Dec. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 450,007

Qaims priority, application Austria, Dec. 23, 1981, 5533-81
Int. a.^ F27B 14/06

U.S. a. 373-22 19 Qaims

1. An external cavity laser system comprising:

means for generating a beam of coherent light comprising a

laser diode gain medium having a high reflectivity back
surface;

an intracavity lens; and,

an off-axis stripe end mirror such that the longitudinal axis of
said mirror is oriented substantially parallel to the plane of
said maximum divergence of a beam and one of said mir-

ror edges is disposed adjacent to the optical axis of the
system,

such that the system forms an unstable resonator cavity.

1. In an apparatus for producing steel of materials charged,
such as pig iron, heavy scrap and light scrap, said apparatus
including a refining vessel having a bottom and a refractory
lining, a heating-refining arrangement positioned in said refin-

ing vessel, and means for raising and lowering said heating-

refining arrangement relative to said refining vessel, the im-
provement wherein a counter-electrode is arranged in said

bottom of said refining vessel, and said heating-refining ar-

rangement comprises a plasma burner, said plasma burner
comprising a central electrode, and a first jacket immediately
surrounding said central electrode and defining a first annular
space through which a suitable plasma gas is delivered, and a

second jacket surrounding said plasma burner and defining a

second annular space through which oxygen is supplied simul-

taneously with the supply of said plasma gas in a direction

parallel to or diverging outwardly from the direction of the
supply of said plasma gas.

4,426,710

PROCESSES FOR GENERATING DUO-BINARY FSK,
TAMED FSK AND TFM MODULATIONS AND
MODULATORS APPLYING THOSE PROCESSES

Daniel Pommier, Mordelles, France, assignor to L'Etat Fran-
cais, represente par le Secretaire d'Etat aux Postes et Tele-

communications (Centre des Telecommunications) and Na-
tional d'Etudes and Etablissement Public de Diffusion dit

"Telediffusion de France", both of, France
Filed Sep. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 303,128

Claims priority, application France, Sep. 24, 1980, 80 20867
Int. a.J H04L 27/J2

U.S. a. 375—18 7 Oaims
1. A process for generating a duo-binary FSK modulation

comprising the steps of: first applying to a modulating binary
signal train a 3- state partial response preceding, second apply-
ing to the precoded signal a coding by transition, third apply-

ing to the resulting transition coded signal a simplified MSK
modulation at the carrier frequency, fourth dividing by two
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the modulated signal of the first step, and fifth applying to the

modulated signal divided by two, a multiplication by the same

THAHSITION
mcCOOINO COOIHO
CRT , ^^ /M8K wooyiwofl

^CODFR '

woe

modulated signal with a divided frequency delayed by one
period of binary element.

4,426,711

PROCESS FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF SERVICE
SIGNALS FOR A DIGITAL RADIO BEAM, AS WELL AS
TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER FOR USING SUCH A

PROCESS
Alain Huriau, Paris, France, assignor to Thomson-CSF, Paris,

France

Filed Nov. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 318,797

Claims priority, application France, Nov. 21, 1980, 80 24802
Int. CI.' H04B 1/66

U.S. a. 375-17 7 Claims

N^ NO
1

EMISSION

EMISSrON
1
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1. A process for the transmission of service signals of a

digital radio beam, of the type consisting of transmitting data

words of m bits (m being an integer exceeding 1) comprising
the steps of;

modulating a carrier according to n = 2'" states;

transmitting the service signals bit by bit using an n + 1 state

of the carrier which is transmitted in place of the state

corresponding to a data word when the latter is identical

to that preceding it; and
distinguishing between the two possible values of the service

bit to be transmitted by using the n + 1 state for coding one
of its values and the state corresponding to the'data word
replaced by the service bit for coding the other value.

4,426,712

CORRELATION SYSTEM FOR GLOBAL POSITION
RECEIVER

George Gorski-Popiel, Chelmsford, Mass., assignor to Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.

Filed May 22, 1981, Ser. No. 266,679

Int. a.^ H04K 1/04

U.S. a. 375—96 7 Qaims
1. A receiver for receiving and interpreting superimposed

signals originating from a plurality of sources, the signals each

comprising a code portion identifying the specific source and a

data portion transmitting information.

the codes being chosen such that when the receiver corre-

lates the code portion of a signal from a particular source

with a matching code stored in a memory in the receiver

a substantially increased signal is accumulated while all

other accumulations between the signal and other stored

codes remain substantially below true correlation levels,

the receiver comprising:

(a) down-converting means for converting the superimposed

signals to a lower frequency, base band signal, the base

band signal comprising each of the signals from the sepa-

rate sources, their individual frequencies having been

shifted by differing amounts as a result of Doppler and
interference effects,

(b) an analog-to-digital conversion means for quantizing the

bast- band signal into a string of chips having binary val-

ues;

(c) mt-mory means for storing the codes which identify each
of the sources; and

(d) fastcr-than-real-time correlation means for correlating

the code portions of individual signals with matching
codes stored m the memory means and, thus, identifying

available sources so that data can he extracted, the corre-

lation means connected to the conversion means to re-

ceive the binary chips and connected to the memory
means to receive particular codes upon request, the corre-

lation means comprising:

(i) a high-speed sampling means for multiple sampling
each chip during its duration

;.-*)
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(ii) a variable frequency shifting means for shifting the

frequency of stored code sequences.

(iii) multiplication means for multiplying the frequency

shifted stored codes by a sequence of chip \ alucs taken

from the high-speed sampling means,

(iv) accumulator means for accumulating the prtxJucts of

multiplication means; and

(v) control means for requesting particular codes, varying

their frequency and sequence so that by repeated faster-

than-real-time sampling of the digitally-converted, base

band signal, the code portion of a signal from a particu-

lar source can be correlated with a particular code,

thus, permitting the receiver to operate as if it had a

plurality of virtual channels whereby each of the plural-

ity of virtual channels can track one of the superim-

posed signals from the plurality of sources as identified

by its code and receive the data portion of the signal

transmitted therefrom

4,426,713

SYNCHRONIZING CIRCUIT
Kazuyuki Shimizu, Machida, and Minoni Kosbino, Yokohama,

both of Japan, assignors to Fujitsu Limited, Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Sep. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 303.589

Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 27, 1980, 55-133681

Int. a.' H04L 7/06

U.S. a. 375—106 11 Qaims
1. A synchronizing circuit operatively conneclable to re-

ceive an unsynchronized signal and first and second clock

signals, and for generating a synchronized signal, composing:

a pilot signal generating circuit, composing a pilot fiip-fiop

operatively connectable to receive the first clock signal,

for generating a pilot signal in dependence on the first

clock signal;

a latch setting circuit, operatively connected to said pilot

Hip-flop of said pilot signal generating circuit and opera-
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lively connecuble to receive the second clock signal, for

storing the pilot signal as delay path selection information
in dependence upon a phase difference between the first

and second clock signals, said latch setting circuit com-
prising:

a first delay circuit operatively connected to said pilot flip-

flop;

a second delay circuit operatively connected to said first

delay circuit;

a first NOT circuit operatively connected to said first delay
circuit;

a second NOT circuit operatively connected to said second
delay circuit;

a first flip-fiop operatively connected to said first NOT
circuit, and operatively connectable to receive the second
clock signal; and

..->:•< »v^£

generation of a transition point signal, and inhibiting transition
point signals of said sequence which occur during generation
of said gating signals to produce a modified sequence of transi-
tion point signals accurately providing said clock information,
wherein said generation of said gating signals includes count-
ing a high frequency clock signal having a higher frequency
than the bit rate of the input signal data to a predetermined
maximum count in response to each transition point signal of
said modified sequence, and generating said gating signals
during said counting and until said maximum count is reached.

4,426,715

RADIATION DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS
Ulrich Baer, Nuremberg; Walter Distler, Eriangen-Dechsendorf,

and Peter Grassmann, Eriangen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin A Munich.
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jul. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 394,137
Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Jul. 6.

1981, 3126643

Int. a.' A61B 6/02
U.S. a. 378-4

, ci.i„

a second fiip-flop operatively connected to said second
NOT circuit, and operatively connectable to receive
the second clock signal;

a predicting circuit, operatively connected to said first and
second flip-flops of said latch setting circuit and opera-
tively connecuble to receive the second clock signal.

for generating delay path selection signals in depen-
dence upon the delay path selection information and the
second clock signal; and

a signal transmission circuit, operatively connected to said

predicting circuit and operatively connectable to re-

ceive the unsynchronized signal and the first and second
clock signals, for generating the synchronized signal in

dependence upon the delay path selection signals, the
first and second clock signals and the unsynchronized
signal.

....•-
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4,426,714

CLOCK SIGNAL DERIVATION SYSTEM
Akjra Ashida, Yokoluuna, Japan, assignor to Hitachi, Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 229,755
Clainu priority, application Japan, Jan. 29, 1980, 55-8306

Int. a.' H04L 7/00: H03K 5/156
U.S. a. 375-110 6 Qaims

1. Radiation diagnostic apparatus for producing transverse
layer images of a radiography subject, comprising a patient

support, a radiation source which generates a radiation beam
penetrating the radiography subject, a radiation receiver
which converts the radiation intensity behind the subject into
electric signals, a measurand converter for the conversion of
the electric signals supplied by the radiation receiver into an
optically visible- image, and a rotating frame assembly on
which the radiation source is mounted and which, for the
purpose of scanning the radiography subject from various
directions, is rotatably mounted about an axis extending in a

longitudinal direction generally longitudinally of the patient

support, characterized in that the rotating frame assembly
comprises a carrier for the X-ray source which is adjustably
mounted for movement in the longitudinal direction, charac-
terized in that driving means for the movement of the patient

support and the carrier of the rotating frame assembly in the
longitudinal direction are so designed that the patient support
and the X-ray source, during its rotation with the rotating
frame assembly, are moved longitudinally with the same speed,
and that, following termination of this rotation, the return of
the carrier into an initial position proceeds with a higher speed.

2vd

I. A clock signal derivation method for deriving clock infor-

mation from input signal data encoded by a code having a
clock frequency of twice the bit rate of said input signal data
comprising the steps of producing a sequence of transition
point signals representing transition points on the waveform of
said input signal, generating gating signals lasting for greater
than 50% of one bit period of the encoded data of said input
signal and less than 100% of said one bit period from the

4,426,716

DENTAL X-RAY DIAGNOSTIC INSTALLATION
Manfred Muetber, and Ernest-August Behne, both of Bensheim,

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Siemens Aktiengesell-
schaft, Berlin A Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Not. 28, 1980, Ser. No. 211,404
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 6,

1979, 2949199

Int. a.' G03B 41/16
U.S. a. 378—38 10 Qaims

1. In a dental x-ray diagnostic installation comprising an
x-ray apparatus having an x-ray tube having an applicator
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receivable orally in a patient's mouth for directing x-rays there-

form, the improvements comprising means for enabling the

patient to control the insertion and position of the applicator in

the patient's mouth, said means including a bite-on part and a

mounting structure for the x-ray apparatus, said mounting
structure having a support part having means for mounting
said support part on a support surface, a housing containing

said x-ray tube with the applicator extending from a front

surface of the housing, and means for pivotably connecting

said housing on said support part for pivotable movement on a

horizontal axis and including one of said part and housing

supporting an axle on a horizontal axis and the other of said

tion detector and in juxtaposition with a reflector plate

having a reflecting surface;

directing a beam of X-ray radiation having high and low
energy components toward the rcflcctinp surface at a

shallow angle of incidence wilh rcspcci thereto,

absorbing the high-energy components of the beam in the

refiector plate while reflecting the ]ow-encrg> compo-
nents of the beam from the refiector plate onto the speci-

men by selecting an appropriate angle of incidence, and
delecting the fiuorcsccnt radiation emitted by the specimen
due to impingement of the low -energy components on the

specimen with the fiuorescenl radiation detector

part and housing being connected to said axle by bearing

means for enabling rotation on said horizontal axis, and said

bite-on part including a guide sleeve with a bite piece mounted
thereon and being receivable in a patient's mouth, said bite

piece having a shape of an average jaw shape with a contour

for receiving the front teeth of the patient, said guide sleeve

having an opening with an interior diameter slightly larger

than an exterior diameter of the applicator and being telescopi-

cally received on said applicator so that the biting of the bite

piece by the patient positions the bite-on part in the desired

position as the applicator- is telescopically inserted in the guide

sleeve.

4,426,717

MEASURING APPARATUS FOR X-RAY
FLUORESCENCE ANALYSIS

Joachim Schwenke, Escheburg; Joachim Knoth, Hamburg;
Rainer Marten, and Herbert Rosomm, both of Geesthacht, all

of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Gesellschaft Tiir Ker-

nenergieverwertung in Schiffbau und Schiffahrt mbH, Gees-

thacht-Tesperhude, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Continuation of Ser. No. 933,883, Aug. 15, 1978, abandoned.

This application Mar. 24, 1980, Ser. No. 133,556

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 17,

1977, 2736960

Int. a.J GOIN 23/22

U.S. a. 378—45 3 Oaims
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4,426,718

X-RAY DIFTRACTION APPARATl S
Makoto Hayashi; Shinji Sakata, and Tasuku Shimizu, all of

Hitachi, Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Aug. 27, 1981. Ser. No. 2%,787

Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 1, 1980, 55-119774

Int. CI.' GOIN 2.i/20

U.S. CI. 378—072 7 Claims

r-l
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1. An X-ray diffraction apparatus comprising means for

radiating a micro-beam of X-rays to a material, means capable

of detecting the position and intensity distributu^n of diffracted

X-ray from said material; means for obtaining the total mis<in-

entation or the diameter of a crystal subgrain on the basis of a

signal of said diffracted X-ray detecting means; and means for

obtaining the creep life consumption factor of said material

from the relationship between the total strain and the loading

time under the creep state that is in advance obtained for the

same material

4,426,719

PRODUCBON OF MONOCHROMATIC X-RAY IMAGES
OF X-RAY SOURCES AND SPACE RESOLVING XRAY

SPECTRA
Benjamin S. Fraenkel, Jerusalem, Israel, assignor to Yissum

Research Development Co. of the Hebrew University of Jeru-

salem, Jerusalem, Israel

Filed Feb. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 234,510

Int. a.' GOIB 15/00

U.S. a. 378—70 II Qaims

\

/

>
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1. A method of analyzing a specimen with a beam of X-ray

radiation by detecting fluorescent radiation emitted by the

specimen, the method comprising the steps of:

positioning the sample in alignment with a fluorescent radia-

r

1. A crystal for use in spacc-rcsolvmg x-ray spcctnwcopy.

comprising:
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a crystal capable of double refleciion, curved m the manner
of the crystal of a curved crystal x-ray spectrometer,
v^herem the curvature of said crystal is such that the plane
of double reflection is perpendicular to the axis of the
c\lindncal curvature of the crystal

4,426.720

DRIVE FOR ROTARY ANODLS OF X-RAY TLBKS
Rudolf Friedel. Xleinseebach. Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Berlin & Munich, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed May 20. 1981. Ser. No. 265.672
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of German\. Jun. 3.

1980. 3021048

Int. a. H05G I '70

L.S. a. 378-93
I

5 Claims

I

'^

to the longitudinal axis of the display image and spaced
from It by a distance equal to one to ten times the full

width at half maxima of the light strip image, the individ-
ual detectors of the first and second arrays having a physi-
cal correspondence to each other which is determined in

part by the sequence in which they are scanned, and
a scanning display for displaying the individual differences

between the outputs of corresponding detectors of the
first and second arrays

7 An x-ray intensifier detector system for detecting an x-ray
fan beam, the detector system comprising:

an x-ray image intensifier tube having an input window and
a display screen for producing a light strip image repre-
sentative of the x-ray pattern striking the input screen, the
produced image having a longitudinal axis of symmetry,
and wherein the image intensifier tube is of the proximity
tvpc and includes an elongated input window strip, an
elongated, planar scintillator strip, an elongated, planar

1 .A rotdrv anode drive system comprising an X-rav tiiht:

hav:ng a r(;tarv anixJe. a rotarv anode drive motfir for driving
Said rf)tarv anrxle. a cir^u!'. arrangement for the suppiv of a

'•uppK voltage to the rotarv anode drive motor including at

leasr one frequency changer means which varies the frequentv
of the supph voltage for the drive motor in comparison with
the mains frequency, and a control circuit controlling said
frequency changer mean^ for increasing the rotational rate of
the rotarv anrxle drive motor by increasing the frequenc> of
the supply voltage, said control circuit comprising thermal
load determining means prrxiucing a control signal which
vanes as a function of time according to the variation in the
thermal load on the rotarv anode during operation of the X-ray
tube, said thermal load dttermining means being connected
with said frequency changer mean' for suppl>ing said control
signal to said frequen.v .hanger means to increase the rota-
tional rate of the drive motfir as a funLrion of increasing ther-
mal load on the rotary an^tde during operation f)f the X-ra>
tube

4,426,721

X-RAV INTENSinER DETECTOR SYSTEM FOR X-RAY
ELECTRONIC RADIOGRAPHY

.Shih-Ping Wang, Los Altos, Calif., assignor to Diagnostic Infor-

mation, Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.

Filed Oct. 7, 1980. .Ser. No. 194.909

Int. CI. G03B 4], I^j

L.va.37X-99
I 23 Claims

1 Ai; .'.-.'dv .-.tensificr de' -.iMr 'v.st'j.-.', ffjr an x r-a, fan h. j.ti,

the d'-Jector svvi-n^, _omnrisinL'

an x-r'iy .rna^t: n'l.-n-iti'.T ti.ht- Y\,^:r\u a LonMnijrr, r.-ip • ,f

x-rav inf LJl scrcj-. and a crjn'.iri'.ous strip of ' utp..' phos-
phor display s'.re'.T t'.r producing' a lij/ht strip imjgc
repre-.enldtive 'f th-: ».-rd,. pattern strij.ir.t- rh- input
screen, the prr.du.cfi image ha'.ing d K.ngitiicJinal a<!s ..'

svmmetry.

a lirst, scannable
, linear arra> of discrete i.ghf d'jte^iors

arranged in view of the output phosphor display screen
for sequentially detecting light generated ai'jng the longi-

tudinal axis of the display image on the output phosphr)r
display screen,

a second, scannable. linear array of discrete light detectors in

view of the output phosphor display screen for sequen-
tially detecting light generated on the output phosphor
display screen along a hypothetical line which is parallel

-— -» ' *:

photf>cath .de strip located immediately adjacent to the
scintillator strip and between the scintillator strip and the
output display screen, an output window immediately
adjacent to the display screen, the display screen also
being a planar strip, means for providing an electrostatic

potential between the phosphor display screen and the
photocashode. an evacuated housing surrounding the
scintillaifjr. the photocathode and the display screen
which IS closed at one end by the input window and which
IS closed at the other end by the output window, a metallic
covering for the vacuum side of the display screen, the
mi-tallic covering being thick enough to dissipate at least

one tnird of the kinetic energy of photoelectrons passing
through It to strike the display screen:

a first, scannable, linear array of discrete light detectors for

sequentially delecting light generated along the longitudi-
nal axis of the display image; and

a scanning display for displaying the outputs of the detec-
tors of the first array.

4,426,722

X-RAY MICROBEA.M GENERATOR
Osumu Fuyimura, New Providence, N.J., assignor to Bell

Telephone laboratories. Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.V.
Filed Mar. 12, 1981. Ser. No. 243.331

Int. CI. ' HOIJ 35/(/)

I .S. CI. 378-137 22 Claims
1 An x-ray microbeam generator comprising:
an electron source for producing an electron beam,
means for focusing said electron beam,
means for deflecting said focused electron beam,
a target responsive to the incidence of said deflected elec-

tron beam prrxJucmg x-rays.
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means for forming said x-rays into a microbeam directed 4,426,724

through an examination field, X-RAY CASSETTE HOLDF.R

characterized in that James W. Cutter, 85 Frank's Dr., Hollister, Calif. 95023

said target (135 or 235) comprises ^'le<l ^o*- 6, 1981, Ser. No. 318,737

an anode (140 or 240) having a plurality of spaced spots

(130), said spots including material for producing x-rays ^'-S- CI. 378 181

responsive to the incidence of said electron beam;

said electron beam deflection means (112 or 212) comprises

Int. CI.' H05G l/()0

14 Claims

means for controlling said electron beam to impinge sequen-

tially upon a plurality of said spots in a predetermined

pattern to emit a corresponding sequence of x-rays; and

said microbeam forming means (145 or 245) comprises

means for selectively blocking said sequence of emitted

x-rays so that at lea.st one x-ray from each spot irradiates

a different portion of the examination field, the location of

said portions being correlated to said predetermined pat-

tern of spots.

4,426,723

X-RAV MARKER DEVICE
James S. Rouse, 3758 Mulkey Cir. Marietta, Ga. 30060

Filed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,508

Int. CI.' G03B 41/16

L.S. a. 373—22 1 Claim

1. An x-ray marker device comprising:

a unitary member having a first side and having only a single

suction cup on said first side so as to lemporarily secure

said member to a substantially flat surface of an x-ray film

holder;

said unitary member further comprising a second side hav-

ing a body member unitary with said single suction cup, so

that said body member forms said second side of said

unitary member and said suction cup forms said first side

thereof;

said unitary member being substantially transparent to x-ray

radiation,

an x-ray opaque indicium formed in said body member so as

to cast a characteristic shadow on film in the film holder

when subjected to x-ray radiation;

said body member having an upper surface substantially

conforming in diameter to the diameter of said single

suction cup and facing outwardly from the x-ray film

holder, so as to minimi/c the si/e of the x-ray marker

device; and

an annular groove formed on the exterior of said unitary

member between said hotly member and said single sue

tion cup for selectively receiving a hanger member, so as

to facilitate storing said marker ikyKf when not in use

.. ^r^: /
•'^

^

-h>.

T. 1'*-

,',;/'

1 .An X-ray cassette holder, comprising, in combination

(a) a frame including a planar member generally rectangular

in plan and defining a mid-area relative to which an associ-

ated X-ray cartridge is to be centered,

(b) first positioning means provided on said frame for mov-

ing an associated ,\-ra> cassette in a first direction.

(c) second positioning means provided on said frame ''>r

moving an associated .\-ray cassette in a second direclii>n

perpendicular to the first direction, each of said first posi-

tioning means and second positioning nicans including .i

respective pair of clamp members slideahlv mounted on

said planar member and arranged subsiaiiliallv symmetri-

cally of the mid-area for movement toward and .iv\.iv

from one another, and

(d) actuator means connected to at least said second posi-

tioning means for moving same in the second dirci-tion as

said frame is inserted into an associated X-ra> nun-hine.

said actuator means including a lug slideahly mounted on

said frame and arranged for engaging an abutment pro-

vided on an associated X-ray machine and nMveablr

thereby relative to said frame, and mechanism means

connected to said lug and to at least said second position-

ing means for movement with said lug and sliding ai least

said clamp members of said second positioning means

relative to said frame, said mechanism means including a

crank pivotally mounted at said mid-area of said planar

member of said frame, and a link pivotally attached to said

crank and to said lug for pivoting said crank as said lug

slides relative li> said frame

4.426.725

BIPI.ANAR VARIABLE ANGLE X RAY FXAMININ(,
APPARAIIS

John K. Grady, 111 Slough Rd., Harvard, Mass. 01451

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 67,605, Aug. 20, 1979.

abandoned, and a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 148,298. Ma.v

9. 1980, abandoned. This application May 7, 1982. Ser. No.

376,109

int. (I. A6IB f)/iK)

I .S, CI, 378— 196 23 Claims

I Radiological appar.itiis tm r.idiogi.iphk e"(.inim.ilioii of a

sub|ecl comprising

a first radiological examining si'l iik hiding first r.idiation

source means, first radiation receptor and two dimen

sional image-iormer means and first support nuans lor

holding ihe first source and rcreptor means on a first

radiation axis, anil

a second radiological examining set iiu liuliiig secoiul radia

tioii source means, secmuj r.idittinn len'pior .ind two-di-

mensional image-former me.ins and second support means

for holding fhe second suurn' .nul rci epior means on a

second radiation .tvis aligned to inierset. I ilu fiist r.idi.ituMi
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axis at a common isocenter, wherem the first support
means is rotatable independently of the second support
means about a rotational axis intersecting the common
isocenter;

nght and left components and a multipath distortion compo-
nent, an intermediate frequency amplifier stage connected to
an output of said high frequency amplifier stage, an FM wave
detecting stage connected to an output of said intermediate
frequency amplifier stage and multiplexing circuit means con-
nected to an output of said FM wave detecting stage and
having at least one output; a detecting circuit which is con-
nected to at least one output of said intermediate frequency
amplifier stage and produces an IF signal level and a multipath

whereby a series of substantially simultaneous radio-graphic
examinations can be made on both radiation axes through
the subject at variable angles between the radiation axes.

4,426,726

APPARATLS AND METHOD FOR X-RAY BEAM
ALIGNMENT

Eric C. Cheetham. 565 4th A?e., Elizabeth, N.J. 07202
Filed Feb. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 351,417
Int. a.' COIN 21/00: G03B 4//I6

L.S. a. 378—206

signal level; comparator means responsive to said detecting
circuit for subtracting said multipath signal level from said IF
signal level; and control means responsive to said comparator
means and connected to a control input of said multiplexing
circuit for causing said multiplexing circuit means to attenuate
high frequency components of signals from said FM wave
detecting stage and to blend said right and left components of

5 Oaims such signals so as to effectively reduce said multipath distor-
tion component at said output of said multiplexing circuit
means

•=- '
-^j- -?.U»-

~v
4,426,728

MULTIPLE SYSTEM AM STEREO RECEIVER AND
PILOT SIGNAL DETECTOR

Leonard R. Kahn, 137 E. 36th St., New York, N.Y. 10016
Filed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 298,230

Int. a.3 H04H 5/00
U.S. a. 381—15 17 Claims

1. For an X-ray machine having an X-ray tube, an X-ray
collimator, and an X-ray film holder, an apparatus for position-
ing an X-ray beam in alignment with a target and the center of
the X-ray film holder, comprising:

a visible light beam source attached to the X-ray collimator
and providing a source beam;

a beam splitter receiving said source beam and providing a
first and second indicating beam;

fan beam assembly means atUched to the X-ray collimator
and receiving said first and said indicating beams and
providing a first fan beam and a second fan beam perpen-
dicular to said first fan beam, wherein said first and second
fan beams are directed to both the target and the center of
the X-ray film holder and intersect upon the target form-
ing a cross-hair reticle.

4,426,727

FM NOISE REDUONG ORCUIT
Masaoori Huiiada, Toda, Japan, assignor to Clarion Co., Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jul. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 288,551
Oaims priority, application Japui, Aug. 7, 1980, 55-107676

Int a.3 H04B l/IO; H04H 5/00
U.S. a. 381-13 4 Claims

1. An FM noise reducing circuit, comprising an FM radio
receiver which includes a high frequency amplifier stage hav-
ing an input to which is applied an FM input signal having

1. In a receiver for stereophonic broadcast signals which
include a modulation component comprising a pilot signal

having a selected frequency characteristic, apparatus for deter-
mining the presence or absence of said pilot signal, comprising:
means for detecting received signal components which lie

within a first band of frequencies which includes said pilot

signal, and for also detecting received signal components
which lie within at least one other band of frequencies

located above or below said first band;

and means for evaluating the signals detected in said first and
other bands, and for developing an output signal which
indicates when signals in said first band exceed a first level

and signals in said other band do not exceed a second
level.
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4,426,729

PARTIAL BAND • WHOLE BAND ENERGY
DISCRIMINATOR

Charles W. K. Gritton, North Brunswick, N.J.. assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed Mar. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 240,978

Int. a.' GIOL 1/00

U.S. a. 381—41 7 Claims

Id?,".'
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1. An energy discriminator of the type for discriminating

between whole band energy and partial band energy in a re-

ceived signal jn a prescribed frequency band and for generat-

ing a control signal indicative thereof including,

means for generating a first signal representative of an aver-

age value of the received signal,

means for generating a second signal representative of a

magnitude of the received signal, and

first means for comparing said first and second signals to

generate an output signal having a first stale when said

second signal is equal to or greater than said first signal

and a second state when said second signal is less than said

first signal, characterized by,

low pass filter means having a prescribed characteristic for

generating a filtered signal version of said first comparing

means output signal, and

second means for comparing said filtered signal to al least

one predetermined threshold value to generate a first state

of the control signal indicative that whole band energy is

not being received when said first filtered signal amplitude

value is less than said at least one threshold value and a

second state of the control signal indicative that whole

band energy is being received when said filtered signal

amplitude value is equal to or greater than said at least one

threshold value.

number of pa.ssages through zero level of said signal ap-

proaches 1.25 per millisecond; and

o " '•4'"'i. T

u

LDLDnn cbcbcb
t) . i) . 11 n n r

• «
(J) I

0
interpreting as constituting speech any signal sequence hu\

ing a mean power level exceeding said thre>h()ld

4,426,731

CHARACTER RECOGNITION EMPLOYING
COMPRESSED IMAGE DATA

Olof A. Edlund, and Mats A. Enser, both of I.idinRo. Sweden,

assignors to International Business Machines Corporation,

Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 16, 1981. Set. No. 312,192

Claims priority, application Sweden, Oct. 21, 1980, 8007369

Int. CI.' (;06K 9/36

U.S. CI. 382—56 9 Claims

4,426,730

METHOD OF DETECTING THE PRFiJENCE OF SPEECH
IN A TELEPHONE SIGNAL AND SPEECH DETECTOR

IMPLEMENTING SAID METHOD
Dominique Liyotte, Ste Genevieve des Bois, and Francis Menet.

Boulogne, both of France, assignors to Societe Anonyme dite:

Compagnie Industrielle des Telecommunications Cit-Alcatel,

Paris, France

Filed Jun. 29, 1981. Ser. No. 278,236

Claims priority, application France, Jun. 27, 1980, 80 14400

Int. C1.1 GIOL 1/00

U.S. C1. 381—46 9 Claims

1. A method for detecting the presence of speech in a tele-

phone signal comprising the steps of:

setting a threshold having a value which decrea.ses as the

, I

1'""')

i:^.

II.

.^ COIvlKOlLfli

r i^

I. The method fjir processing video data in an optical char-

acter recognition system comprising raster scanning of a divu-

ment to produce video data divided into individual scans,

compressing said video data into a run-length code, storing

said compressed video data, creating a first table comprising

address information identifying individual scans of said stored

compressed video data, expanding scleclcd portions of said

compressed video data, and processing the pattern thus ex-

panded for character recognition.
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4.426.732
RECEIVER HAVING A SURFACE ELASTIC HAVE HIGH

FREQUENCY AMPLIRER WITH A
FREQUENCY-CONTROLLED PUMP OSCILLATOR

Masahani Mori, Tokyo. Japan, assignor to Qarion Co.. Ltd..

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 7. 1982. Ser. No. 385.361

Gaims priority, application Japan. Jun. 11. 1981. 56-90649
Int. a.J H04B 1/26: H03L 7/00: H03F 7DO

U.S. a. 455—263

!.

«->

«3 44

6 Claims

48-]

S^.-M B35SS

1 Receiver comprising the follovving means:
a surface elastic wave amplifier disposed in the high fre-

quency amplifier stage of said receiver:

at least two output means taking out electric signals corre-
sponding to sound waves propagating in different direc-
tions in response to input signals in said surface t-iasiic

wave amplifier.

detection means detecting phase errors or frequence errors
of electric output signals of said output means,

means applying pumping electric power to said surface
elastic wave amplifier, and

control means controlling the frequency of said pumping
electric power in response to output of said detection
means.

4.426.733

VOICE-CONTROLLED OPERATOR-INTERACTING
RADIO TRANSCEIVER

Theodore Brenig, Lynchburg, Va.. assignor to General Electric
Company, Lynchburg, Va.

Filed Jan. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 343.754
Int. a.' H04B 1/46

U.S. a. 455-79 21 Claims

/S^

>--~**"!
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1. A voice-ccnlrolled operator-interacting radio transceiver,
comprising:

radio transceiver means for transmitting and receiving radio
frequency signals and having plural potential operating
conditions including at least transmit, receive, volume and
squelch control;

speech recognition means for receiving audible verbal
phrases spoken by a human operator, for recognizing each
of predetermined plural spoken phrases which define

predetermined desired respectively corresponding ones of
said operating conditions, and for producing a respec-
tively corresponding predetermined control signal in

response to each of said predetermined spoken phrases;
control means for controlling the operation of said radio

transceiver means with respect to said operating condi-
tions in response to a production of a corresponding one
of said predetermined control signals, said control means
further producing a coded data signal representative of
the respective predetermined operating condition of said
transceiver means corresponding to the produced control
signal; and

output means responsive to said coded data signal for con-
verting said coded data signal to a predetermined output
signal perceptible to the human operator and confirma-
tory of the control action then being effected.

4,426,734
ARRANGEMENT USEFUL IN A PHASE LOCKED LOOP

TUNING CONTROL SYSTE.M FOR SELECTIVELY
APPLYING AN AFT VOLTAGE IN A MANNER TO

IMPROVE LOOP STABILITY
Juri Tults. Indianapolis. Ind.. and Charles .M. Wine, Princeton,

N.J.. assignors to RCA Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Feb. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 352,885

Int. a? H04B 1/26
U.S. a. 455-180 10 aaims

C_^ MUM!

MKtm • t » 1 1 1 1 I t I

KllUn CIC!C1C4C1

1 A tuning system for tuning a receiver to any one of a
plurality of channels in a tuning range, comprising:
means for providing a plurality of RF signals corresponding

to respective channels, each of said RF signals including
at least one information bearing RF carrier;

RF means for selecting one of said RF signals in response to

a tuning control signal;

local oscillator means for generating a local oscillator signal

and controlling its frequency in response to said tuning
control signal;

mixer means for heterodyning said selected RF signal and
said local oscillator signal to produce an IF signal includ-

ing at least one information bearing IF carrier correspond-
ing to the information bearing RF carrier of the selected

RF signal, said IF carrier having a nominal frequency;
AFT means for producing an analog AFT signal having an
amplitude magnitude and polarity representing the magni-
tude and sense, respectively, of the deviation of the actual

frequency of said IF carrier from said nominal frequency;

channel selection control means for selectmg a desired chan-
nel including comparison means responsive to said local

oscillator signal for generating an error signal represent-

ing the deviation between the frequency of said local

oscillator signal and a predetermined frequency corre-

sponding to the selected channel;

conversion means for generating said tuning control signal in

response to said error signal;

switch means for selectively coupling said analog AFT
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signal to said conversion means in response to a switching

control signal coupled to a control input, said conversion

means being also responsive to said analog .AFl signal to

generate said tuning control signal;

switch control means coupled to said control input of «>aid

switch means for generating said switching control signal

to control said switch means, said switch control means

causing said switch means to be conditioned lo couple said

analog AFT signal to said conversion nifari • uhLii the

deviation between the frequency of aid iiv.i! nsc'liutor

signal and said predetermined frequency re:icl';s a predc

termined value; and

duty cycle control means coupled lo said switch lOiitrol

means and to said channel selection means for rcinifcil.ng

the duty cycle of said switching control signal li^ ilctcr-

mine the switching duty cycle at w hich said switch means

couples said analog AFT signal to said conversmn means

in accordance with the selected channel.

4,426.735

RADIO RECEIVER COMPRISING A FREQUENCY
LOCKED LOOP WITH AUDIO FREQUENCY

FEEDBACK, AND A MUTING ORCUIT
Wolfdietrich G. Kasperkovitz, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignor

to U.S. Philips Corporation, New York. N.Y.

Filed Sep. 2, 1980. Ser. No. 183.553

Claims priority, application Netherlands. Sep. 4. 1979.

7906602

Int. a.3 H04B ///a 1/26

U.S. a. 455—222 8 Claims

I

I

aei i,.r ,5

1-0

t

I. A radio receiver having a frequency-locked loop, which

includes a voltage-controlled oscillator having an input for a

tuning voltage, a mixer stage coupled to the voltage controlled

oscillator and connected to an aerial input, a filtering element

coupled to the mixer stage and a frequency-voltage converter

coupled to the tuning voltage input of the voltage-controlled

oscillator, characterized in that an output of the filtering ele-

ment is coupled to a first input of a phase detector and, via an

all-pass frequency-dependent 180° phase shifting network also

to a second input of the phase detector, said all-pass frequency-

dependent 180° phase shifting network shifting the phase of a

signal passing there-through by an amount which depends on

the frequency of said signal and is 180° for a predetermined

value of said frequency, the phase-detector being coupled, by

way of a limiter, to a control input of a muting circuit for

blocking an audio signal unless the receiver is substantially

correctly tuned to a broadcast transrnission.

4,426,736

PROGRAMMABLE CLOCK RADIO HAVING NAP AND
SLEEP TYPE FEATURF^S

Charles F. Fisler, New Hartford, N.Y., assignor to General

Electric Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jun. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 387,484

Int. a.' H04B 1/16

U.S. a. 455—231 11 Claims

1. A programmable clock radio comprising:

radio circiuit means including a radio circuit and an input

terminal, said radio circuit means operating only when a

control signal of predetermined polarity and magniudc is

supplied to said input terminal of said radio circuit means,

and control means coupled to said input terminal of said

radio circuit means for controlling operation of said radio

circuit by selectively supplying a control signal to said

input terminal of said radio circuit means in accordance

wih the wishes of a user, said control means comprising:

timing means including input means and output means for

providing a first signal at said output means for a sclcc-

ti\c lime interval.

manually operated ON/OFF- 'wilch means for producing

a second signal when said ON/OFF switch means is m
lis ON state,

ciri.uit means t)pcrablc between first and second states

ci'upled to said input terminal of said ratio circuit

means, said output means of said timing means, and said

manually operated ON/OFF- switch means, said circuit

means in said first state adapted to supply any first v>T

second signal that is being generated to said radio cir-

L ,1

*

.'.'••••.•• ••••'4 «
I

«f

1" 'I
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cuit means as a control signal and said circuit means in

said second state adapted to bliKk any first or second

signals that is being generated from being supplied to

said input terminal of said radio circuit means as control

signal.

said control means further comprising manually operated

lime set means comprising first means coupled to said

circuit means and said input of said timing means for

establishing a time period during which said timing

means produces a first signal at said output means of

said timing means, said circuit means being responsive

to operation of said first means and the subsequent

generation of a first signal to assume and retain its sec-

ond state throughout the established time period and to

thereafter assume its first state,

whereby neither of said first or second signals can be

supplied to said input terminal of said radio circuit

means to cause operation of said radio circuit means

during the established time period

4,426,737

CIRCUIT FOR GENERATING A PUMPING SIGNAL FOR
A SURFACE ELASTIC WAVE PARAMFTRIC DEVICE IN

A RECEIVER
Masaharu Mori, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Clarion Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 3, 1982. Ser. No. 345.507

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 6, 1981, 56-17254;

Feb. 6, 1981. 56-17255

Int. a.' H04B 1/16

U.S. CI. 455—260 3 Gaims
1. A receiver for receiving signals at a selected frequency,

comprising a high frequency amplifier, means for supplying a

high frequency signal to an input of said high frequency ampli-

fier, a first local oscillator, and means responsive to said first

l(Kal oscillator and lo said high frequency amplifier for con-

verting a high frequency signal from an output of said high
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frequency amplifier to an intermediate frequency signal, said
high frequency amplifier mcluding a surface elastic wave para-
metric amplifier and pumping power supply means for supply-
ing a pumping input of said surface elastic wave parametric
amplifier with a pumping signal, said pumping power supply
means including a frequency doubler circuit connected to said
first local oscillator, a second local oscillator, mixer means for
mixing an output of said second local oscillator and a signal
from an output of said frequency doubler circuit, and filter

". ' —r-J "
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means connected to an output of said mixer means and coupled
to said pumpmg input of said surface elastic wave parametric
amplifier for passing only signals having a frequenc\ which is

substantially twice said selected frequency, said filter means
including a plurality of filters having pass bands with different
center frequencies and switching means for coupling to said
output of said mixer means and said pumping input of said
surface elastic wave parametric amplifier a respective said
filter having a pass band center frequency which is subst
tially twice said selected frequency

tan-

4,426,738

DICTATING MACHINE
.Masanobu Sato, Hachioji, Japan, assignor to Olympus Optical
Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 229,273
Claims priority, applicaHon Japan, Jan. 30, 1980, 55-11078[U]

Int. aj H04B 9/00
U..S. a. 455-603 2aaims

/a

1 In a dictating machine including a dictating machine body
and foot control switch means including a foot switch, the
improvement comprising a remote control transmitter section
provided in the switch means for generating a wireless remote
control signal over a certain range in response to a foot switch
operation, and a remote control receiver section including a
receiving element associated with the machine body for re-
ceiving the wireless remote control signal wherein said foot
control switch means is unconnected to said dictating machine
body and said foot control switch means controls operation of
said dictating machine body when said remote control receiver
section is u ithin the range of the wireless remote control signal
generated by said remote control transmitter section, and
wherein the dictating machine body includes a pivotable arm
for containing said receiving element of the remote control
receiver section, said arm being arranged to pivot so that said
receiving element can be extended over the edge of a support
surface on which said machine body is placed.
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272,199 272,201
COMBINED FACE SHIELD AND HELMET OR SIMILAR BELT MOUNTED HOLDER FOR ALLEN WRENCHES

ARTICLE Joseph C. Garcia, 1623 S.R. 19, Fremont, Ohio 43420
Thomas Rudd, Wayzata, Minn., assignor to Drag Specialties, Filed Jun. 15, 1981, Scr. No. 274,u57

Inc., Minneapolis, Minn. Term of patent 14 yxwrn
Filed Oct. 6, 1980, Ser. No. 194,041 Int. Q. 002—99

Term of patent 14 years U.S. CI. D2—400
Int. CI. D02—03

L.S. CI. D2--232

r-

V

272,200

SHOE SOLE
James C. Autry, Dallas, and Burkic J. Carmlchael, Rockwall,

both of Tex., assignors to Autry Industries, Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Filed Jan. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 341,0%
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D2—

W

UJS. CI. D2—320

z %

272,202

FIREWOOD CARRIER
Linda K. RinK, 12396 James Rd., Minnetonka, Minn. 55343

Filed Feb. 13, 1981, .Ser. Nu. 234.16^

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D3—02
VJ&. a. D3—30.1

111^
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272.203
272 205

CASE FOR JEWELS CHAIR

Filed Oct. 2, 1981. Ser. No. 308.032
Filed Dec. 1. 1980. Ser. No. 211.686

US. a. D3— ;?

T>rm of patent 14 years

Int CI. Di—02
U.S. a. D6—31

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—0/

^
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272.206

CHAIR
Martin Kraft. 5644 Charlotte, Kansas City, Mo. 64110

Filed Oct. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 311,995
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—01
U.S. CI. D6—47

272,204

CHAIR
Peter De Boer. Amsterdam, Netherlands, assignor to Gispen &

Staalmeubel B.V., Culemborg, Netherlands
Filed Oct. 2, 1981. Ser. No. 308,031

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI, D6—0/
U.S. a. D6—31

272,207

BED
James R. Hull, 148 S. Westgate Ave.. Los AnKclcs. Calif. 90049

Filed Feb. 17. 1981. Ser. No. 234.600
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—0/
L'.S. CI. D6—83
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272,208 272,210

HOLDER FOR TOILET ARTICLES CHEST OF DRAWERS
Heinz G. Baus, Wartbodenstr. 35. CH-3626 Hiinibach-Thun. Merlin A. Brunner. New I/ondon; Harvey J. Draheim,

Switzerland W'eyauwega. and Michael J. Schaffer. New London, all of

Filed Sep. 10. 1981. Ser. No. 301.042 Wis., assignors to Simmons Universal Corjwration. New
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Mar. 14, York, N.Y.

1981, URA 281/81 Filed Aug. 7. 1981. Ser. No. 290.994

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D23—02 Int. CI. D06—04
U.S. CI. D6—86 U.S. CI. D6— 165

I-'.

r-

^rrr

^rji

<

li

272,209

WALL-MOUNTED IRRIGATION CABINET FOR
DOUCHING AND ENEMAS

Kenneth Russell, c/o 4412 Angeles Vista Blvd.. and John W.

Heath. Jr., 4412 Angeles Vista Blvd., both of Los Angeles,

Calif. 90043

Filed May 11, 1981, Ser. No. 262,471

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D23—02
U.S. CI. D6—104

i 1

^

272,211

HINGE MOUNTING PLATE
Erich Rock. Hochst. and Klaus Bustle. Ijiuterach, both of Aus-

tria, assignors to Julius Blum Gesellschaft m.b.H., Hochst,

Austria

Filed Sep. 4. 1981. Ser. No. 299,525

Gaims priority, application Austria, May 3, 1981, 26.318;

May 3, 1981. 26.324

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D6—99

U.S. (1. D6— 194
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272,212 272 214

Roh^rt J^f""^
SERVING DISH OR THE LIKE COVERED SERVING DISH OR THE LIKERobert H. C M Daenen and R.U Goyens-Daenen. both of Robert H. C. M. Daenen, and Rita Goyens-Daenen. both of

b?„it 'nT'
^ '*"'"' """""" '" "^^ '"'""'"*' '"'•' '''""'• "«''*•«*'"' »*«'"'"' -«•»'»" »» Dart IndustrS Inc, NortS-

"°*"'' '"• brook. III.

Filed Nov. 27 1981, Ser. No. 325,604 Filed Nov. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325.619

i!«nn7_^
Int.a. D07-0/

Int. Q. D7-0;
U.S. a. D7—

4

y 55 Q D7— 17

-— * _> i-

^7^
'^

'-f
"rnr

^^^ 1
1 .<,»

272,213 272 21

S

RoZ^^'^T^''^ "^U^f "^^n^^-
°" '^'?^ "''^ SERVING DISH OR THE LIKE

I^dlfries'l^c ^oTbrlll fr' ""'"' "^ """
'"

''"^ '*"''*^ "• ^- '^' ^"«"*^"' «"«• «'** Goyens-Daenen. both ofIndustries Inc Northbrook II
Hekelgen,, Belgium, assignors to Dart Industries Inc., North-Hied Nov. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,246 brook III

Term of patent 14 years '
" pjied Nov. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,408

U.S. a. D7—

6

Int. a. D07—0/

H^5

^^ —

U.S. a. D7—22

i..-r- trT~t:i^J

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D07—07

•^. }y

c:!
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272.216 272.219
SERVING DISH OR THE LIKE EGG COOKER VF:SSEL

Robert H. C. M. Daenen. and Rita Goyens-Daenen, both of Kok K. Hor, Jalan Tempinit 3, Lucky Garden, Bangsar, Kuala
Hekelgem, Belgium, assignors to Dart Industries Inc., North- Lumpur, Malaysia
brook. III. Filed May 27, 1981, Ser. No. 267,624

Filed Nov. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,410 Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 13. 1981.

Term of patent 14 years 998908

Int. CI. D07— r;/ Term of patent 14 years
U.S. CI. D7-23 int. CI. D07-02. 01

U.S. a. D7—28

^- (f-~ ^-^<<
* y W' y*, f ,# : r;

272,217

SERVING DISH OR THE LIKE
Robert H. C. M. Daenen, and Rita Goyens-Daenen, both of

Hekelgem, Belgium, assignors to Dart Industries Inc., North-

brook, III.

Filed Nov. 27, 1981. Ser. No. 325,411

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D07—0/

U.S. a. D7—23

-r*-."^

• li

c.

272,220

PLATE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
James S. Thompson, 10616 Dunkirk Dr., Silver Spring, Md.

20902

Filed Aug. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 291,974

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D07—0/
U.S. a. D7—35

272.218

SERVING DISH OR THE LIKE
Robert H. C. M. Daenen. and Rita Goyens-Daenen. both of

Hekelgem. Belgium, assignors to Dart Industries Inc.. North-

brook. III.

Filed Nov. 27. 1981. Ser. No. 325.605

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D07—0/
U.S. a. D7—27

»-<:

::^^
y
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272.221 272,223
DISH PEDESTAL OR THE LIKE CLOSURED FOOD STORAGE CUP OR THE LIKE

Robert H. C. M. Daenen, and Rita Goyens-Daenen, both of Robert H. C. M. Daenen, Hekelgem, Belgium, assignor to Dart
Hekelgem, Belgium, assignors to Dart Industries Inc., North- Industries Inc., Northbrook, III.

'"<^'*' "'• Filed Nov. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,244
Filed Not. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,409 Term of patent 14 years

Term of patent 14 years Int. CI. D07— 79
Int. a. D07—0/ U.S. a. D7—79

U.S. a. D7—39

&:
r'

c? < ~rT^r=n.

1110.11

DRAINER TRAY OR THE LIKE
Kazunobu Cho, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Dart Industries Inc.,

Northbrook, III.

Filed Jun. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 274,858

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D07—

W

U.S. a. D7—47

S~

272,224

EGG CUTTER
George G. Reinhard, 11901 E. 13 Mile Rd., Warren, Mich.
48093

Filed Oct. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 316,966

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D7—0^
U.S. a. D7—106
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272^25 272,227
JUG OR THE LIKE SOSSORS

Pieter K. J. DeCoster, Aalst, Belgium, assignor to Dart Indus- Erkki O. Unden, BillnMs, and Olof F. Biickstrbm, Tammisaari,
*^«s '"c. both of Finland, assignors to Oy Fiskars AB, Helsinki. Fin-

Filed Dec. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 334,286 _ land

Term of patent 14 years Filed Feb. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 230,574
Int. a. D07—07 Oaims priority, application Finland, Aug. 20, 1980, 591/80

U.S. a. D7—319 Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D08—Oi
U.S. a. D8—57

T

272,228

SCISSORS
Erkki O. Linden, Billniis, Finland, assignor to Oy Fiskars AB,

Helsinki, Finland

Filed Feb. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 231,198

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D08—a?
U.S. a. D8—57

272,226

STAPLE EXTRACTING INSTRUMENT 272,229
Lehmann K. Li, Fairfield, Conn.; Jay E. Campbell, Upper Black LETTER OPENER

Eddy, and Richard H. Reichmann, Churchville, both of Pa., James J. Oussani, Brooklyn, N.Y., assignor to The SUplex
assignors to American Cyanamid Company, Stamford, Conn. Company, Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 245,561 Filed Jan. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 340,698

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D8—05; D24—02 Int. Q. D18—04
U.S. a. D8—48 U.S. a. D8—61

f^.
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272,230

SCREW STARTER
Robert E. Hanks, 1026 W. Vandeveer, Taylorrille, III. 62568

Filed Jul. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 281,586

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. DS—04
U.S. a. D8—82

272,233

MULTI-COMPARTMENTED PACKAGING CONTAINER
FOR ICE CREAM OR THE LIKE

Christian Farmentier, 4, Avenue des Bouleaux, 44260 - Savenay
Malville, France

Filed Apr. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 260,095
Gaims priority, application France, Dec. 18, 1980, 803913

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D9—03
D.S. a. D9—345

272 234
CONTAINER HANDLE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

CLIP FOR HOLDING A GAS PUMP NOZZLE TRIGGER '^trn^'Jchmond ' r''"'''
''""•' ""'*"" *° ^'''' '^'^'*'

IN THE OPEN POSITION '

piled Juli 3 1981 Ser No 269 540
Richard F. Black, Jr., ^JOinanieleaf, Garland Tex. 75042 jhe portion of the term of 'this patent subsequent to Dec. 2, 1994.

Filed Aug. 31. 1981, Ser No. 295,033 has been disclaimed.
Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D8—349
Int. a. D8—0(5

U.S. CI. D9—434
Int. a. D9—99

U 4

I 272,235

272,232 POWDER APPLICATOR CAP
PACKAGING CONTAINER FOR ICE CREAM OR THE Jo«eph Orlando, Mesa, Ariz., assignor to Famam Companies,

LIKE Ib*^-* Pboenix, Ariz.

Christian Pannentier, 4, Avenue des Bouleaux, 44260 - Savenay ''•'«*' ^ug. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 294,449

Malville, France

Filed Apr. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 260,094
Oaims priority, application France, Nov. 3, 1980, 803388

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D9—03
II.S. a. D9—345

U.S. a. D9—436

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D9—07
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272,236 272,239
DISPENSING PUMP HEAD MODULAR HATCHBACK ENCLOSURE ACCESSORY

John W. McDonald, Parkville, Mo., assignor to Realex Corpo- Del P. Freeman, Dade County, Fla., assignor to Richard Berko-
ration, Kansas City, Mo. witi, Miami, Ra., Trustee

Filed Jun. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 275,945 Filed Dec. 15, 1980, Ser. No. 216,538
Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D9-07 In,, q. D12-/6
U.S. a. D9—448 U.S. a. D12-156

272,237

INTRUDER ALARM FOR DOORS, WINDOWS AND THE
LIKE

David Preciado, 121 Lupe Ave., Newbury Park, Calif. 91320
Filed Nov. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320,412

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. DIO—05
U.S. CI. DIO—106

272,240

GRILLE FOR MOUNTING ONTO THE LICENSE PLATE
272,238 HOLDER IN THE FRONT BUMPER OF AN

JEWELRY SETTING AUTOMOBILE
William C. Liebrick, Warwick, and Charles A. Morvillo, East Marlin C. Berg, 6515 Tameriane, West Bloomfidd, Mich. 41Mi

Greenwich, both of R.I., assignors to Lee's Manufacturing Filed Sep. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 304,831

Co., Inc., N. Providence, R.L Terra of patent 14 years

Filed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 335,290 Int. Q. D12—16

Term of patent 14 years ^'S. CI. D12—163

Int. a. Dll—0/
U.S. a. Dll—92
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272^1
CONTROL PANEL FOR USE AS A HOUSING FOR
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC CONTROL

CTRCUITRY
William V. DaUgren, Jr., 240 Dolores, Apt. 138, San Francisco,

CaJif. 94103; Lewis S. Silverstein, 695 Connecticut Atc., #4,
San Francisco, Calif. 94107, and Edward W. Oaire, 5332
Shafter Ave., Oakland, Calif. 94618

Filed Jul. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 281,608

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D13—Oi
U.S. a. D13—35

272,244

RADIO PAGER OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
William J. Scheid, Coral Springs, Fla., assignor to Motorola,

Inc., Schaumburg, 111.

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,578

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D14—Oi
U.S. a. D14—68

J272,242

LATCHING HOUSING FOR MINIATURE ELECTRICAL
COMPONENTS

Tbomas J. Holce, Portland, and Charles M. Huckins, Tigard,

both of Oreg., assignors to Sentrol, Inc., Portland, Oreg.

Filed May 11, 1981, Ser. No. 262,600

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D13—Oi
U.S. a. D13—40

272,245

RADIO PAGER OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
William J. Scheid; Richard D. Lipinski, both of Coral Springs,

and Giovanni Jaramillo, Plantation, all of Fla., assignors to

Motoria, Inc., Schaumburg, 111.

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,579
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D14—Oi
U.S. a. D14—68

I

272,243

RADIO PAGER OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
William J. Scheid, Coral Springs, Fla., assignor to Motorola,

Inc., Schaumburg, 111.

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,576

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D14—Oi
U.S. a. D14—68

272,246

FACSIMILE TRANSCEIVER OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Qaude H. Hutcheson, Garland, Tex., assignor to Xerox Corpo-

ration, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Sep. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 304,392

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D14—0/
U.S. a. D14—94
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272,247 272,249
DESKTOP COMPUTER SYSTEM COMPUTER PERIPHERAL OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Richard R. Dillon, Wellesley; John E. Graham, Sudbury, and Scott H. Stillinger, Los Gatos; Michael J. Nuttall, and WUIiam
David G. Kmetz, Arlington, all of Mass., assignors to Honey- G. Moggridge, both of Palo Alto, all of Calif., assignors to
well Information Systems Inc., Waltham, Mass. Convergent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, Calif.

Filed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 297,689 Filed Jan. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 223,803
Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D14—02 Int. Q. D14—02
U.S. a. D14—106 U.S. a. D14— 109

IW^'

!;:;:i!i;:n::iiiiii .

272,248

COMPUTER PERIPHERAL OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Matthew H. L. Sanders, Cupertino; Scott H. Stillinger, Los

Gatos; Michael J. Nuttall, and William G. Moggridge, both of

Palo Alto, all of Calif., assignors to Convergent Technologies,

Inc., Santa Oara, Calif.

Filed Jan. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 223,789

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D14—02
U.S. a. D14—109

MCftfmiiiifccfiit[

272,250

QUICK HITCH FOR EARTH HANDLING TOOLS
Torsten Larsson, Karlskoga, Sweden, assignor to Aktiebolaget

Bofors, Bofors, Sweden
Filed Oct. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 315,119

Qaims priority, application Sweden, May 12, 1981, 81-1137

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D15—OJ
U.S. a. D15—28
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272^1 272,253
DEVELOPER CONTAINER GAME BOARD

Manzo Yoshihama, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Ricoh Com- Louis A. Du Plessis, 10 Blarney St., Wagga Wagga, New South
paay, Ltd., Japan Wales, 2650, Australia

FUed Jul. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 288,676 Filed Oct. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 315,284
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 2, 1981, 56-003619 Oaims priority, application Australia, Apr. 29, 1981, 84020

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years
Int. a. D16—yv Int. a. D21—0/

U.S. a. D16—32 U.S. a. 021—17

;• ^f"

272,252

PRINTING ATTACHMENT FOR A PHOTOGRAPHIC
PRINTER OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Ralph M. Vigna, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Eastman Kodalc

Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Not. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 321,343

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D16—Oi
VS. a. D16—37

-: V \C,J

I q. fi ^^ ^ ON
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^"cO CfcV
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^=0
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272,254

POKER MACHINE CABINET
Joseph R. Heywood, Chorleywood, England, assignor to Ains-

worih Nominees Pty. Ltd., Rosebery, Australia

Filed Mar. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 358,927

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D21—0/
U.S. a. D21—38
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272,255 272,258
TOY BLOCK ROLLER SKATE

Yasushi Chatani, Tokorozawa, and Toshio Tsuchikura, Ko- Icaro Olirieri, Montebelluna, Italy, assignor to Icaro Olirieri A
shigaya, both of Japan, assignors to Kawada Co., Ltd., Tokyo, C. S.p.A., Montebelluna, Italy

Japan Filed Jul. IS, 1981, Ser. No. 283^29
Filed Aug. 7, 1979, Ser. No. 64,486 Claims priority, application Italy, Feb. 23, 1981, 20867 B/81

Qaims priority, application Japan, May 8, 1978, 53-18408 Term of patent 14 years
Term of patent 14 years Int. C\. D2t—02

Int. a. D21—0/ U.S. a. D21—226
U.S. a. D21—108

272,256

TOY BLOCK
Yasushi Chatani, Tokorozawa, and Toshio Tsuchikura, Ko-

shigaya, both of Japan, assignors to Kawada Co., Ltd., Tokyo,

Japan

Filed Aug. 7, 1979, Ser. No. 64,487

Claims priority, application Japan, May 8, 1978, 53-18406

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—O;
U.S. a. D21—108 272.259

DIVER'S TOWABLE DIVING PLANE
Roberi L. Meister, 4404 Old Mill Rd., Fort Wayne, Ind. 46807

Filed Oct. 6, 1980, Ser. No. 193.937

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D21—02
U.S. a. D21—236

272,257

COMBINED GOLF PUTTER HOSEL AND ALIGNMENT
INDICATOR

Sonnie J. Perkins, 1214-169th Ave. NE., Bellevue, Wash. 98008

Filed Feb. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 235,434

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D21—02
U.S. a. D21—221

i

/
y
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272,2«) 272,263
SWING SEAT HAND WASHER

Donald F. Budde, St. Loois County, Mo., assignor to Urethane Rolf Lienhard, Wetzikon, Switzerland, assignor to Masciiinen-
Roller Specialists, Inc., Eureka, Mo. fabrik Ad. Schultliess A Co., AG, Zurich, Switzeriaad

Filed Jul. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 287,510 Filed Dec. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 326,572
Term of patent 14 years Oaims priority, appUcation Switzerland, Jun. 2, 1981, 111.802

Int. a. D21—Oi Term of patent 14 years
U.S. a. D21—246

U.S. a. D23—59
Int. a. D23—02

272,261

nSHING REEL BAIL ARM
Kaqji linuma, and Kyoichi Kaneko, both of Tokyo, Japan, as-

signors to Daiwa Seiko, Inc., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Nov. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 321,014

Oaims priority, application Japan, May 29, 1981, 56-23668

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D22—05
U.S. a. D22—25

272,262

AIR ELIMINATOR FOR PLUMBING SYSTEMS OR THE 272,264

LIKE DENTAL TREATMENT CABINET
Keizo Honma, No. 6, Nishi 15-chome, Minami 15 Jo, Chuo-ku, Carl W. Voltz, Lindenfels, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Sapporo, Japan Sybron Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.
Filed Aug. 25, 1980, Ser. No. 181,191 Filed May 13, 1981, Ser. No. 263,226

Oaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 18, 1980, 55-10579 Term of patent 14 years

Term of patent 14 years Int. O. D2A—01; D6—Oi
Int. O. D23—0/ U.S. O. D24— 1.1

U.S. O. D23—46
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272,265 272,268
DENTAL TREATMENT CABINET DENTAL TREATMENT CABINET

Carl W. Voltz, Lindenfels, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to Carl W. Voltz, Lindenfels, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Sybron Corporation, Rochester, N.Y. Sybron Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.
FUed May 13, 1981, Ser. No. 263,229 FUed May 13, 1981, Ser. No. 263,234

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years
Int. O. D24—0/. D6—Oi Int. O. D6— 779. D24—0/, D6—OJ

U.S. O. D24—1.1 U.S. O. D24— 1.1

272,266

DENTAL TREATMENT CABINET
Carl W. Voltz, Lindenfels, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Sybron Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed May 13, 1981, Ser. No. 263,232

Term of patent 14 years

Int. O. D24—0/, D6—Oi

U.S. O. D24—1.1

272,267 272,269

DENTAL TREATMENT CABINET DENTAL TREATMENT CABINET
Carl W. Voltz, Lindenfels, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to Carl W. Voltz, Lindenfels, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Sybron Corporation, Rochester, N.Y. Sybron Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed May 13, 1981, Ser. No. 263,233 Filed May 13, 1981, Ser. No. 263,247

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

Int. O. D24—0/, D6—Oi Int. O. D24—0/, D6—Oi

U.S. O. D24— 1.1 U.S. O. D24— 1.1
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272^0
LINEAR CLOSURE SURGICAL STAPLER

Darld T. Green, Norwalk; Paol O. Rawson, Easton, and Richard
Yagamj, Bridgewater, aU of Conn^ assignors to United States

Surgical Corporation, Norwallc, Conn.
FUcd Jnn. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 270,187

Qaims priority, application Canada, May 13, 1981, 12-05-81-3

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D24—(?2

U.S. a. D24-.26

272,272
LINEAR CLOSURE SURGICAL STAPLER

Darid T. Green, NorwaUt; Paul O. Rawson, Easton, and Richard
Yagami, Bridgewater, all of Conn., assignors to United States
Surgical Corporation, Norwalk, Conn.

Filed Jul. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 280,111

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D24—02
U.S. a. D24—26

272,271

LINEAR CLOSURE SURGICAL STAPLER
Darid T. Green, Norwalk; Paul O. Rawson, Easton, and Richard
Yagami, Bridgewater, all of Conn., assignors to United States
Surgical Corpomtion, Norwalk, Conn.

Filed Jun. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 270,188
Qaims priority, application Australia, Dec. 19, 1980, 82,891;

Dec. 19, 1980, 82,892; Canada, May 12, 1981, 12-05-81-2

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D24—02
U.S. a. D24—26

272,273

LINEAR CLOSURE SURGICAL STAPLER
David T. Green, Norwalk; Paul O. Rawson, Easton, and Richard

Yagami, Bridgewater, all of Conn., assignors to United States
Surgical Corporation, Norwalk, Conn.

Filed Jun. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 270,273
Qaims priority, application Australia, Dec. 19, 1980, 82,887;

Dec. 19, 1980, 82,888; Canada, May 12, 1981, 12-05-81t3

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D2A—02
U.S. a. D24—26
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272,274

LINEAR CLOSURE SURGICAL STAPLER
Darid T. Green, Norwalk; Paul O. Rawson, Easton, and Richard

Yagami, Bridgewater, all of Conn„ assignors to United States
Surgical Corporation, Norwalk, Conn.

Filed Jun. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 270,275
Oaims priority, application Australia, Dec. 19, 1980, 82,893;

Dec. 19, 1980, 82,894; Canada, May 12, 1981, 12-0541-2

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D24—0^
U.S. a. D24—26

272,276

LINEAR CLOSURE SURGICAL STAPLER
Darid T. Green, Norwalk; Paul O. Rawson, Easton, and Richard
Yagami, Bridgewater, all of Conn., assignors to United States
Surgical Corporation, Norwalk, Conn.

Filed Jun. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 270,281

Qaims priority, application Australia, Dec. 19, 1980, 82,895;
Dec. 19, 1980, 82,896; Canada, May 12, I98I, 12-05-81-2

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D24—02
U.S. a. D24—26

^^J^SX=^

272,275

LINEAR CLOSURE SURGICAL STAPLER
David T. Green, Norwalk; Paul O. Rawson, Easton, and Richard

Yagami, Bridgewater, all of Conn., assignors to United States

Surgical Corporation, Norwalk, Conn.

Filed Jun. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 270,279

Qaims priority, application Australia, Dec. 19, 1980, 82,889;

Dec. 19, 1980, 82,890; Canada, May 12, 1981, 12-05-81-3

Term of patent 14 years

Int. Q. D24—Q2
U.S. Q. D24—26

mm Tii''lTD

272,277

LINEAR CLOSURE SURGICAL STAPLER
David T. Green, Norwalk; Paul O. Rawson, Easton, and Richard

Yagami, Bridgewater, all of Conn., assignors to United Sutes
Surgical Corporation, Norwalk, Conn.

Hied Jul. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 279,683

Term of patent 14 years

Int. Q. 24—02
U.S. Q. D24—26
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272^78 272^0
LINEAR CLOSURE SURGICAL STAPLER CONTEMPLATION CHAMBER

D«Tid T. Green, Norwalk; Paul O. Rawson, Easton, and Richard Kurt J. McKay, 895 Northeast 98th St., Miami Shores, Fla.
Yagani, Bridgewater, all of Conn., assignors to United States 33138
Surgical Corporation, Norwalk, Conn. Filed Jul. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 281,001

Filed Jul. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 279,684 Term of patent 14 years
Term of patent 14 years Int. Q. D24—07, D23—02

Int. a. D24—02 U.S. Q. D24—38
U.S. a. D24~26

272,279

DISPOSABLE STAPLE CARTRIDGE FOR LINEAR
CLOSURE SURGICAL STAPLER

David T. Green, Norwalk, Conn., assignor to United States

Surgical Corporation, Norwalk, Conn.

Filed Jul. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 280,106

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D24—02
U.S. a. D24—27

I

272,281

CONTRACTURE CONTROL ORTHOSIS
Joseph Alush, Des Plaines, 111., assignor to Ballert Orthopedic

Corp., Northbrook, III.

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,166

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D24—0^
U.S. a. 024—64

January 17, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 133

272,282 272,285
DEFLECTOR FOR SWIMMING POOL SKIMMER MOBILE GOLF CLUB CONTAINER

Daniel T. Roth, 17018 Aspen Way, Morgan Hill, Calif. 95037 Peter J. Glllett, 23, Lanfrey PI., West Kensington, London, W14
Filed Aug. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 291,370 9PY, England

Term of patent 14 years Filed Oct. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 307,890

., c ^ ,.,, «• '* ^' °25—99 Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Apr. 10, 1981,
U.S. a. D25—02 999926

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. Dl2—02, D3—0/
U.S. a. D34—15

272,283

BLOW DRYER
Frank Antonacci, 276 Indian Trial, Moutainside, N.J. 07092,

272,286

and Ronald Carlucdo, 242 Washington St., Berkeley Heights, , ^ „, ^ , „ BARBECUE CART
N.J. 07922 Joseph W. Sroub, Parma, Ohio, assignor to Cardinal American

Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio
Filed Aug. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 295,223

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D12--02
U.S. a. D34—21

N.J. 07922

Filed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,835

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D28—Oi
U.S. a. D28—13

. "9 %

272,284

LIVESTOCK DUST BAG STAND
Darrel O. Uffel, Rte. 1, Box 50, Stratford, Wis. 54484

Filed Sep. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 301,147

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D30—99

U.S. O. D30—45

( * i l

*M *J£ *
.ji'~^)

Hi

272,287

LIFTING JACK
Tamotsu Kameda, Shizuoka, Japan, assignor to Yasui Sangyo

Co., Ltd., Shizuoka, Japan

Filed Jun. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 270.138

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D12—OJ
U.S. a. D34—31

^J^-
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272,288

MATERIAL HANDLING TRANSPORT TRAY OR THE
LIKE

Wayne K. Pfaff, 1316 SaTUinata, Irriog, Tex. 75062
Filed Jul. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 289,044

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D9--0i
U.S. a. D34—40

I

272,291

AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINE MODULE
Charles Hauser, and Sharon Johnson, both of Atlanta, Ga.,

assignors to The Central Trust Company, N.A., Cincinnati,

Ohio

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 140,238, Apr. 14, 1980, Pat. No.
Des. 264,264. This application Jan. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 222,610
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to May 4, 1996,

has been disclaimed.

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D31—99
U.S. a. D99—28

272,289

FRUIT BOX
Jose Segura Palenzuela, Miramar, 18 -358, Gandia (Valencia),

Spain

Filed Mar. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 240,064

Gaims priority, application Spain, Dec. 29, 1980, 98-485

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D9—04
U.S. a. D34—40

272,292

COMBINATION LOCK VAULT
Ralph L. Campbell, 3790 Park South Ct..302, Topeka, Kans.
66609

Filed Jun. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 305,978

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D2S—02
U.S. CI. D99—28

r

e
®

I

272,290 272,293

nXTURE CLEANER AUTOMATIC TELLER MACHINE BOOTH
Kevin J. Wilson, 5140 Marita La., #D, Anaheim, Calif. 92807 John E. Barthel, Dallas, Tex,, assignor to Dahl-Braden, Chap-

Filed Mar. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 246,996 man Architects, Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Term of patent 14 years Filed Jul. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 283,030

Int. a. Dl—05 Term of patent 14 years

U^. a. D32—51 Int. CI. D31—00
U.S. a. D99—43

LIST OF PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 17th DAY OF JANUARY, 1984

Nope—Arranged in accordance with the first significant character or word of the name
(in accordance with city and telephone directory practice)

A Ahlstrom Osakeyhtio: See—
Antikainen, Jukka; Evalahti. Osmo; and Waris, Tapio, 4,426 257

CI. 162-336.000.
k

.
. . .

A. O. Smith Harvestore Products, Inc.: iff—
Olson, George E., 4,426,187, CI. 414-310.000.

AB Erik Bohlin: See—
Wedlin, Per, 4.425,986, CI 184-3.200

Abel, Heinz; and Oxe, Josef, to Ciba-Gcigy Corporation. Stable anhy-
drous textile assistant. 4,426,203, CI 8-138 000.

Abel, Michael L.; and Yates. Thomas P., to Northern Petrochemical
Company. Antifreeze corrosion inhibitor composition for aluminum
engines. 4.426,309. CI. 252-75.000.

ABIC Ltd.: See—
Simonovitch, Chaim, 4,426,522, CI. 544-182.000

Abiru, Akira; Sugimoto, Masahiro; and Inomata, Juro. to Fujitsu Lim-
ited. Semiconductor device and method for producing same
4,426,657, CI. 357-29.000.

Abramovitz, Irwin J.; Berg, Norman J.; and Casseday, Michael W , to
United States of America, Army Three and four pr(xluct surface-
wave acousto-optic time integrating correlators. 4,426,134, CI
350-358.000.

Accumulatorenwerke Hoppecke Carl Zoellner & Sohn GmbH & Co
KG: See~
37Mund, Ingo, 4,425,959. CI. 164-342.000.

Acra-Plant, Inc.: See—
Williams. Donald E.; and Robertson, Forrest E , 4,425,973 CI

172-574.000.

Adam, Jean-Marie; and Buhler, Arthur, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation
Reactive dyes, their preparation and use 4,426,328, CI 260-162 000

Adamo, Rosario; and Patch, Arthur H., to Pennwall Corporation
Polyelectrolyte wetting apparatus. 4,426,156, CI 366- 1 56 000

Adams, George E., Ill; Bailey. Edwin C; Klimowicz. Richard F ; and
Cope. Geoffrey W.. to Dresser Industries, Inc. Railway car coupler
4.426.012, CI. 213-135.000.

Adin. Anthony; and DeSelms, Roy C, to Eastman Kodak Company
Dye-forming developers in an imaging material and prcxre.s
4.426.441, CI 430-351.000

Advanced Systems Incorporated: See—
Hull, J. Richard, 4.425,869, CI. 118-314 000.

Advanced Technology Inc.: See—
Intrater. Josef; and Bertoldo. Gene, 4,426,423, CI. 428-408.000.

Aero Power Engine Manufacturing, Inc.: See—
Lyndhurst, Francis R., 4,425,881, CI. 123-52 OMV

Agency of Industrial Science and Technology: See—
Shinozaki, Kichitaro; Sato, Kiyoshi; and Shimizu, Toru. 4,425 774

CI. 72-257.000.

Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Helling. Gunter. 4,426,438, CI. 430-213.000.

Aggarwal, Sundar L.: See—
Vitus, Francis J.; Hargis. Ivan G.; Livigni. Russell A ; and Ag-

garwal. Sundar L., 4.426,495. CI. 525-92.000.
Agrigenetics Research Associates Limited: See—

Henke. Randolph R.. 4.425.737. CI. 47-58.000.
Aguro, Yoshinori; and Torigai. Akiyoshi, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha
Cleaning device for cleaning an image hearing member with devel-
oper. 4,426,151, CI. 355-15.000

Aho. Robert T.: See-
Ida. Noble; Nelson, Paul E.; Haugen, Peter N.; Aho, Robert T.; and

Lucas, Andrew A., 4,426,251. CI 156-656.000
Aigner. Ernst: See-

Louis. Eckhart; Aigner, Ernst; and Hechtl. Wolfgang, 4,426,240
CI. 156-99.000

Ainsworth, Leonard H : See—
Heywood, Joseph R.; and Ainsworth, Leonard H., 4,426.082. CI.

273-I43.00R.
Aisin Seiki Company. Limited: See—

Furuta, Yoichi, 4.425.760. CI. 60-547.100.

Aisin Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha: See-
Mori. Keiji. 4,426,112. CI. 296-223.000.

Ajima, Takashi: See—
Ohshima. Jiro; Koshino. Yutaka; Ajima, Takashi; and Yonezawa,

Toshio, 4.426.234, CI. 148-1.500.

Akagi, Toshimichi: See—
Tadokoro, Tomoo; Hayama, Nobuhiro; and Akagi, Toshimichi,

4,425.883, CI. 123-242.000.

Akashi. Shunji; and Matsuda, Yoshio, to Yoshida Kogyo K K Separa-
ble slide fastener 4.425.684, CI. 24-434.000

Akashi, Tetsuji: See—
Kato, Masaaki; and Akashi, Tetsuji, 4,425,894. CI. 123-446.000

Akzo NV: See—
Brandner, Alexander; and Zengel, Hand G.. 4.426.228. CI

106-203.000.

Albert Frankcnthal A(i .Sec-

Fischer, Emil, 4,426,074. CI 271-302 000
Albrecht, Klaus; and Haub, Martin, to VD() Adolf Schindling AG
Device for the electric monitoring of the level of a liquid contained in
a container 4,425,795, CI 73-295 000

Alcolac Inc See—
Sandri, Joseph M

; Calcnlmc, John W . Linder. Seymour M and
Billoux, Yves J , 4,426.503. CI 526-263 000

Alexander, Jose; and Shih, Chung, to Merck A Co , Inc ((Alkoxycir-
b<inyl)oxy)alkyl esters of methyldopa 4.426,391, CI 424-301 000

Alfa-Laval AB See-
Fecske, Aurel J , 4,426,28.V CI 2(N-21 1 000

Allen, Lyal D
,
to Horwo<xl Hagshaw Limited Folding agricultural

implement 4,425,971, CI 172-311000
Allied Corporation Sep-—

Vander Mey, John t , 4,426.311, CI 252-143 000
Allis-Chalmers Corp<iraiion .Sec-

West, Floyd G , 4,425.821. CI 74-6(M 000
Alluminio Italia S p A See—

Di Russti. Lttore, Buralli, Massimo, and Veronelli, Silvano
4,426,429, CI 428-654 (XK)

Alon/o, Julius I. Bowling alley pilN)ard 4,426,078, CI 273-43 OOR.
Alps Electric Co , ltd See—

I wane, Ya.suhiko, 4,426,167, CI 400-159 000
Kondo, Shiro and Mi7uta, Ken, 4,426,559, CI 200-67 ODB
Okuya, Tsulac, and llo. Yoshiyuki, 4,426,634, CI 338-161 000
Takezawa, Keiji, 4,426,635, CI 338183 000
Yoshisalo, Akiyuki, and Igarashi, Sadao, 4,426.627, CI 331-12 000

Alston, William W
, Jr

,
BImm, William G . and Johnson, William C .

to Raychem Corporation Torque transmitting catheter apparatus
4,425,919, CI 128-658 000

Amco Corporation See-
Olson, Ralph B

, and Musick, Stuart I , 4,426,008, CI 211-49 00D
American Coal Enterprises, Inc See—

Porta, Livio D
, Berkowitz, David A . Wuhuhn, William L and

Hamilton, Carl C, 4,425,763. CI 60-693 000
American Cyanamid Company See—

Bann, Robert F , and Innes, John E . 4,426.205, CI 8-523 000
American Electronic I,ab<iralories, Inc See—

Korscn, Iverson, 4,426,650, CI .^3-903 (XX)

American Optical Corporation See—
Grendol, Clark L, and Seager, Richard H, 4,425.669, CI

2-436.000

American Standard, Inc See—
Sarkans, Ivars, and Figgins, Charles A , 4,426,242. CI 156-252 000

Amersham International Limited See—
Cree, Gavin M

,
Wilkins, lerencc A

. Monks. Reginald and
Nowotnik, David P , 4,426,453, CI 436-500000

Tovey, Keith C , and Carrick, David T , 4,426,455, CI 436-505 (XX)
AMF Incorfioratcd See—

Hargett, Francis B., 4,425,858, CI 112121 120
Ammon, Helmut K , and Updike, John G , to FR Kaiser GmbH Fly

paper 4,425,733. CI 43-1 15 000
AMP Incorporated .Sec-

Crawford, Christopher L , 4,426.125, CI 339-99 OOR
Ritchie, Leon T , Snyder, Clair W , Jr , and Woraiyla, John A

4,426,123. CI 3.19.75 OMP
Amplas, Inc.: See—

StiK-k, David K ; and Wcch, Robert J . 4,425,988. CI 192-18 (X)R
Anchor, Michael J See—

Dexheimer, Edward M , Anchor. Michael J , Thir, Basil and
Eisenstein, Stephen E . 4,426,.ia), CI 252-8 9(X)

Dexheimer. Edward M , Anchor, Michael J , Thir, Basil and
Eisenstein, Stephen F , 4,426,301, CI 252-8 9(X)

Anderson, Lenart: See—
Hogan, Lawrence R , and Anderson. Lenart, 4,426,024, CI

222-173(X)0
Andreev, Borislav, and Schumacher, Johannes A , to Krachi Pumpcn-

unc^Motorenfabrik GmbH & Co KG Monitoring system for hydrau-
lic pipelines and/or actuating devices 4,425,789, CI 73-40 50R

Android Corporation See —
Rise, William E., 4,425,703, CI 29-724 000

Annus, Imre, to Auloipari Kutato Intezet Turbtvharged diesel engine
with throttled regulation 4,425,761, CI 60-611 000

Anthony, James R , and Lortz, Allan R , to Indiana Mills A Manufac-
turing, Inc Child belt buckle 4,425,688, CI 24-656 000

Antikainen, Jukka, Evalahti, Osmo; and Wans. Tapio, to A Ahlstrom
Osakeyhtio Damping system for a paper machine headbox
4,426,257, CI 162-.V36000

Anton Steinecker Maschinenfabrik GmbH See—
Drawert, Friedrich, Schreier, Peter, and Kramer, Gabnelc.

4.426,210, CI 55-73 000

1038 ()(i 51
PI
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Antonini, Joseph, to Dana Corporation. Non-metallic guard for sealing

lips. 4,426.094, CI. 277-153.000.

Antos. George J.; and Chao, Tai-Hsiang, to UOP Inc. Reforming
hydrocarbons with a platinum group- and phosphorus-contammg
catalyst. 4,426,279, CI. 208-138.000.

Aoki, Masayoshi: See—
Tsuzuku, Susumu; Kaneda, Aizo; Saeki, Junichi; and Aoki.

Masayoshi, 4,426.341, CI. 264^.100.
Aoki, Tadao; Miyakoshi. Hideo; and Mizukoshi. Mikio. to Fujirebio

Kabushiki Kaisha. Diagnostic method for immune disorders.

4,426,454, CI. 436-504.000.

Aoki, Takaaki: See-
Hashimoto. Seiichi; and Aoki. Takaaki. 4.425.682. CI. 24-20.00S

Aoki, Takeo: See—
Shimme, Kaoru; Aoki, Takeo; and Taga, Masayuki, 4.426.224. CI.

75-49.000.

Apple, William C; and Jacob, Keith D., to Multi-Elmac Company
Combination encoder-decoder integrated circuit device 4.426.637.

CI. 340-825.650.

Applied Magnetics Corporation: See-
Martin. Richard T., 4,425,871, CI. 118-664.000.

Arai, Naoto; Tuji, Takuji; and Yoneda. Hiroshi, to Kanzaki Paper Mfg
Co., Ltd. Heat-sensitive recording materials. 4,426,424, C!
428-411.000.

Arcair Company: See—
Coughlin, William J.; Rieppel. Perry J.; and Hoffman. Stephen A .

4.426,566, CI. 219-137.410.

Archibald. John L.; and Ward. Terrence J . to John Wyeth & Brother
Ltd. Piperid-4-yl ureas and thio ureas used as anti-depressant agents
4,426,387. CI. 424-267.000.

Arishima. Koichi; Okada. Takeshi; Tate. Akiyuki; and Hiratsuka,
Hiroaki, to Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Public Corp. Electro-
photographic photoreceptor and preparation thereof 4.426.434. CI
430-128.000.

Arlt. Dieter: See—
Jautelat. Manfred; and Arlt. Dieter, 4,426.529. CI. 548-216.000.

Armond, Joseph A., to Electro-Matic Products Co. Demagnetizer.
4,426,672, CI. 361-145.000.

Armstrong, Hugh D.: See

—

Mitchell, Johnny D.; and Armstrong, Hugh D., 4,426.110. CI.

294-88.000.
,

Amdt. Friedrich: See— '

Boroschewski. Gerhard; Nusslein. Ludwig; and Arndt. Friedrich,
4,426.222. CI. 71-111.000.

Arthur. Gerald F.: See-
Wheeler. Eric; and Arthur. Gerald F.. 4.426.185. CI. 414-196.000

Arthur. John R.: See-
Miller. Mark C; and Arthur, John R.. 4,426,569. CI. 219-272.000

Arvidsson, Foike L.; Carlsson, Per A. E.; Hacksell, Uli A.; Hjorth. John
S. M.; Lindberg, Per. L.; Nilsson. John L. G.; Sanchez. Domingo;
Svensson, Nils U. E.; and Wikstrom, Hakan V., to Astra Lakemedel
Aktiebolag. Substituted phenyl piperidines. 4,426,386, CI
424-267.000.

Asada, Haruhiko; and Kanade, Takeo, to Carnegie-Mellon University
Robotic manipulator. 4,425,818, CI. 74-469.000.

Asada. Masahiro; Matsuura, Miyuki; and Yonezawa. Kazuya. to
Kanegafuchi Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Heat-resisting aro-
matic polyester resin and process for preparing the same. 4.426.51 1.

CI. 528-128.000.

Asada. Yoshimitsu: See

—

Ichikawa. Toshiji; WaUnabe. Teruko; and Asada. Yoshimitsu.
4,426.290, CI. 210-516.000.

Asahi Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kuriki, Tomio; and Manabe, Seiichi, 4,426,516, CI. 528-272.000
Nakamae, Kenji; and Shima, Tsukasa, 4,426,421, CI. 428-234 000
Yoshida, Mitsuo; Masuda. Yoshinori; and Kashiwada, Akio,

4,426,271, CI. 204-296.000.

Ashida, Akira, to HiUchi, Ltd. Clock signal derivation system
4,426.714, CI. 375-110.000.

Ast, Gunther E.: See—
Cherchian Ara A.; Elert, Karl; and Ast, Gunther E.. 4.426.013. CI

220-66.000.

Astra Lakemedel Aktiebolag: See—
Arvidsson, Folke L.; Carlsson, Per A. E.; Hacksell, Uli A ; Hjorth,
John S. M.; Lindberg, Per. L.; Nilsson, John L. G.; Sanchez.
Domingo; Svensson, Nils U. E.; and Wikstrom. Hakan V..

4,426,386, CI. 424-267.000.

Auka, Yasukazu; Ikezaki, Katuzi; and Umeda, Katsuhiko, to Sharp
Kabushiki Kaisha. Vacuum cleaner with dust disposal. 4,426,211. CI
55-296.000.

Atkins, Ronald L.; Norris, William P.; Nielsen, Arnold T.; Hollins.

Richard A.; and Wilson, William S., to United Sutes of America,
Navy. Synthesis of the isomeric aminotetranitrotoluenes. 4,426,539,
CI. 564-441.000.

Atkinson, Renwick S., to Carlton Company. Anti-kickback saw chain
4,425,830, CI. 83-833.000.

Atom Sciences, Inc.: See

—

Hurst, G. Samuel; Payne, Marvin G.; Chen, Chung-Hsuan; and
Parks, James E., 4,426,576, CI. 250-283.000.

Aunsholt, Knud E. H., to Kryolitselskabet Oresund A/S. Process for
the separation of coal particles from fly ash by flotation. 4,426,282, CI
209-167.000.

Austruy, Georges: See—
Thouault, Alain; Chapuis, Claude; and Austruy, George;..

4.425,902, CI. 126-360.00R

Autoipari Kuiato Intezet: See

—

Annus, Imre. 4.425,761, CI. 60-61 1.000.

Autotrol Corporation: See

—

Seal, J. David, 4.426,294. CI. 210-662.000.
Avco Corporation: See

—

Kissell. Robert R.. 4.426,683, CI. 364-508.000.
Avery, George S., to V&L Manufacturing Company, Inc. Tufted

carpeting, especially artiflcial turf, with tufts stitched through multi-
ple layers of pre-woven backing material of difTering gauge.
4,426,415, CI. 428-17.000.

B. A. Ballou & Co., Incorporated: See—
Sauer, Alfred E., 4,425,687, CI. 24-664.000.

B. F. Goodrich Company, The: See—
Minchak, Robert J., 4,426,502, CI. 526-172.000.

B & H Manufacturing Company, Inc.: See

—

Hoffmann, Wolfgang, 4,425,866, CI. 118-58.000.
B-W Health Products, Inc.: See-

Werner. Lester W.. 4,425,673, CI. 5-64.000.

Werner. Lester W., 4.425,674. CI. 5-68.000.

Babbs. Charles F.: See—
Bourland, Joe D.; Geddes, Leslie A.; Babbs, Charles F. and
Tacker. Willis A., Jr.. 4,425,920, CI. 128-672.000.

Babcock & Wilcox Company, The: See—
Bybee. Richard T.; Paulson, Arnold E.; and Warren, Holland D.,

4,426.352, CI. 376-255.000.

Bach us, Benson F.; and Domberger, Georg C. E., to Western Electric
Company, Inc. Wire insulating method and apparatus. 4,426,255, CI.
162-106 000.

Backer, Stanley; and Zimmerman, Michael A. Fabric forming process.
4.425,691, CI. 28-166.000.

Bacot, Pierre C A., and Isert, Michel, to ClI Honeywell Bull. Process
and device for managing the conflicts raised by multiple access to
same cache memory of a digital dau processing system having plural
processors, each having a cache memory. 4,426,681, CI. 364-200.000.

Baer. Ulrich; Distler. Walter; and Grassmann, Peter, to Siemens Aktien-
gesellschaft Radiation diagnostic apparatus. 4,426,715, CI. 378-4.000.

Bahadir, Mufit; Payer, Wolfgang; Forster, Ingrid; and Lummen, Hans-
Albert, to Ruhrchemie Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the prepara-
tion of supported catalysts for the polymerization of olefins.

4,426,315, CI. 502-113.000.

Bailey, Bob: See

—

Eraser, James Y.; and Bailey, Bob, 4.425,690, CI. 24-351.000.
Bailey, Edwin C: See—

Adams, George E., Ill; Bailey. Edwin C; Klimowicz. Richard F.;

and Cope, Geoffrey W., 4,426,012, CI. 213-135000.
Bailey, Joseph; Clarke, David; and Johnston, Linda G., to Eastman
Kodak Company. Nondiffusible melal-complexed azo dye-releasing
compounds. 4,426,326, CI. 260-146.00R.

Ballard, John R.; Bennett, George H.; and Lee. Leslie A., to Rolls-
Royce Limited. Gas turbine engine and its associated air intake
system. 4.425,756, CI. 60-39.092.

Bandura. Vitaly: See—
Maxner, Richard B.; and Bandura, Vitaly, 4,425,947, CI.

140-105.000.

Banks, Eiddie D.; Simmons, Gerald C; and Roberts, Roger F., to

Boeing Commercial Airplane Company. Aircraft container delivery
system having a positive release gate. 4,426,051, CI. 244-137.0eR.

Bann. Robert F ; and Innes, John E., to American Cyanamid Company.
Novel red dyes for fiberglass and paper. 4,426,205, CI. 8-523.000.

Barbee, Robert B.; and Wicker, Thomas H., Jr., to Eastman Kodak
Company. Polyester containers having improved gas barrier proper-
ties. 4,426,512, CI 528-173.000.

Barbier. William J., to Sporlan Valve Company. Refrigeration control
system for modulating electrically-operated expansion valves.

4.425,767. CI. 62-212 000.

Barcza, Nicholas A.: See—
Curr. Thomas R.; and Barcza, Nicholas A., 4,426,223, CI. 75-

lOOOR
Barker, George E.; and Forster, Denis, to Monsanto Company. Synthe-

sis of plasticizer and detergent alcohols. 4,426,542, CI. 568-883.000.

Baron, Arthur L.: See—
Krishnan, Sivaram; and Baron, Arthur L., 4,426,514, CI.

528-204 000
Bartur, Joseph. Inground fluid storage tank and method of erection

thereof 4,425,743, CI. 52-169 500.

BASF Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Hamprecht, Berhard; and Wuerzer, Bruno, 4,426,219, CI.

71-91.000

Parg, Adolf; Hamprecht, Gerhard; and Wuerzer, Bruno, 4,426,220,

CI. 71-98.000.

Thoemel, Fr^jnk; and Hoffmann, Werner, 4,426,332, CI. 260-

465.00F.

BASF Wyandotte Corporation: See

—

Dexheimer, Edward M.; Anchor, Michael J.; Thir, Basil; and
Eisenstem, Stephen E., 4,426,300, CI. 252-8.900.

Dexheimer, Edward M.; Anchor, Michael J.; Thir, Basil; and
Eisenstem, Stephen E.. 4,426,301, CI. 252-8.900.

Sharangpani. Shrikishna G.; and Spence, Royd G., 4.426.291. CI.

210-634.000.

Basseches. Harold; and Oswald. Donald R. Napkin clip. 4,425,680, CI.

24-7.000.

Bastenhof, Dirk; Brisson, Roger; and Bonniot, Claude, to Societe d'E-
tudes de Themiiques S.E.M.T. Fuel-injection pump for internal

combustion engine. 4,426,198, CI. 417-494.000.
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Bateman, Jess R.: See-
Beach, Russell J.; Bateman, Jess R.; and Carpenter, Robert L

,

4,425,771, CI. 70-276.000.

Battelle Development Corporation: See—
Nandi, Uma S., 4.426.504. CI. 526-282.000.

Bauer, Peter. Flat-packaged air glider toy. 4,425,734, CI. 46-74.00D
Baumann, Marcus: See—

Wenk, Paul; Breitenstein, Werner; and Baumann, Marcus,
4,426.380. CI. 424-244.000.

Baumoel. Joseph. Transducer structure and mounting arrangement for

transducer structure for clamp-on ultrasonic flowmeters 4.425,803,
CI. 73-861.180.

Bausch & Lomb Incorporated: See-
Stephens, Donn E., 4,426,140, CI. 351-204.000.

Baxter Travenol Laboratories, Inc.: See—
Hogan. Lawrence R.; and Anderson, Lenart, 4,426,024, CI

222-173.000.

Wicnienski, Michael F.; and Charles, Donald E., 4,426,612, CI
320-39.000.

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Behre, Horst; Blank, Heinz U.; Lindner, Otto; and Schossler, Willi.

4,426,334, CI. 260-509.000.

Bemeth, Horst; and Raue, Roderich, 4,426,530, CI. 548-256 000
Brassat, Bert; Buysch, Hans-Josef; Haupt, Heinrich; and Hermann.

Karl H., 4,426,475, CI. 524-255.000.

Claussen. Uwe. 4,426,312, CI. 252-299.100.

Dickore, Karlfried; and Kuhle, Engelbert, 4,426,523, CI
544-223.000.

Hammerschmidt, Erich; Behre, Horst; Kruger, Bruno; and Wink-
ler, Adolf, 4.426.333, CI. 260-507.00R.

Heise, Klaus-Peter; Schneider, Ernst; and Wedemeyer, Karlfried,

4.426,538. CI. 564-417.000.

Jautelat. Manfred; and Arlt, Dieter, 4,426,529, CI. 548-216.000

Konig, Eberhard; Hombach, Rudolf; Dollhausen, Manfred; and
Pedain. Josef, 4.426,487, CI. 524-710.000.

Korte, Siegfried; Lindner, Christian; Suling, Carlhans; and Ott,

Karl-Heinz, 4,426,499, CI. 525-316.000.

Maass, Gunther; Sattlegger, Hans; and Lucking, Hans J., 4,426,509,

CI. 528-34.000.

Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Fritzenwenger, Josef A.; Probst, Martin; and Schmid, Gunther,

4.425,877, CI. 123-41.100.

Bayh, Russell I.. Ill; and Boyle, William G., to Otis Engineering Corpo-
ration. Safety system for submersible pump. 4,425,965, CI
166-106.000.

Baylor, John M., to J. I. Case Company. Track joint seal assembly with
interlocked thrust ring. 4,426,091, CI. 277-83.000.

Baylou, Pierre: See

—

Bousseau, Gerard; Baylou, Pierre; Mora, Andre; Monsion, Michel;
and Bouvet, Christian, 4,425,751, CI. 56-327.00A.

BBC Brown, Boveri & Co., Ltd.: See—
Braissant, Pierre; and De Mesmaeker, Ivan, 4,426,671, CI.

361-82.000.

de Bruyne, Patrick; Jaecklin, Andre; and Eisele, Dieter, 4,426,659,

CI. 357-74.000,

liar. Franc; and Metzger, Fridolin, 4.426.670. CI. 361-79.000.

Schluchter. Martin; and Voser. Max. 4.426,163, CI. 384-428.000.

Beach, Russell J.; Bateman, Jess R.; and Carpenter, Robert L. Com-
bined magnetic and non-magnetic locking mechanism. 4,425,771, CI
70-276.000.

Beacon Manufacturing Company: See—
Wilkerson, Forrest W., 4,426,414, CI. 428-102.000.

Bear Automotive Service Equipment Company: See—
Kling, Michael J., 4,425,791, CI. 73-117.300.

Beasley, Marvin L.; and Brennan, J. B., to Resdev, Inc. Unsaturated
ethylene polymers and processes for preparing and for using same.
4,426,494, CI. 525-86.000.

Beauducel, Claude; and Cretin, Jacques, to Institut Francais du Petrole;

and Compagnie Generate de Geophysique. Device ar.d method for

amplifying and sampling multiplexed signals. 4,426,624, CI.

330-86.000.

Becconsall, Jack K.; Cramp, John H. W.; Reid, Robert F.; Moore,
Reginald C; Rye, Barry J.; and Thomas, Eric L., to Imperial Chemi-
cal Industries Limited. Laser scanning apparatus. 4,426,640, CI.

340-632.000.

Beck, Ronald A., to Sperry Corporation. Portable electric hot air

rework tool for soldering and desoldering printed circuit assemblies.

4,426,571, CI. 219-373.000.

Becker, Hermann-Josef. Muscle developing exercise device. 4,426,077,

CI. 272-118.000.

Beecham Group Limited: See

—

Goudie, Alexander C, 4,426,392, CI. 424-308.000.

Howarth, Thomas T., 4,426,377, CI. 424-1 14.000.

Stirling, Irene; and Clarke, Brian P.. 4.426,389, CI. 424-272.000.

Behne, Ernest-August: See—
Muether, Manfred; and Behne, Ernest-August, 4,426,716, CI.

378-38.000.

Behre, Horst; Blank, Heinz U.; Lindner, Otto; and Schossler, Willi, to

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Process for isolating H acid and K acid.

4,426,334, CI. 260-509.000.

Behre, Horst: See—
Hammerschmidt, Erich; Behre, Horst; Kruger, Bruno; and Wink-

ler, Adolf, 4,426.333, CI. 26O-5O7.0OR.

Beitler, Bradley D.: See—
Richart, Jene A.; Beitler, Bradley D.; and Deeken. David G.,

4,426,173. CI. 405-195.000.

Beleckis, Vyuutas K., and Ca.vsidy, Raymond T , to Dennison National
Company. Storage file for magnetic recording disks 4,426,007. CI
211-40000

Bell. Clinton C FIcxographic ink distribution system 4,425,848, CI
101-350 000

Bell, John Wade See-
Poffenbarger. Perry S , 4,426,642, CI 340-690000

Bell, Robert L.; Willing, Robert; and Kavli. Fred, to Kavlico Corpora-
tion. Capacitive pressure transducer and method of making same
4,426,673, CI. 361-283000

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated: See—
DiLorenzo, James V.; Hwang, James C , Niehaus. William C ,

Schlos.ser. Wolfgang O W
. and Wemplc. Stuart H . 4,426,656,

CI. 357-22 000.

Fujimura, Osamu, 4,426,722, CI 378-137 000
Gritton, Charles W K . 4.426.729. CI 381-41 000
Kravilz, Stanley H, Manocha, Ajit S; and Willcnbrock, William

E., Jr , 4.426.246. CI. 156-643 000
Bender. Michael J . to Halogen Insulator & Seal Corp Pressure relief

exclusion seal 4,426.090. CI 277-27 000
Bendix Corporation, The See—

Costello. Samuel J ; and S<ihne, Enc R , 4.426.128, CI 339-276 OOT
Benedick, Edward H , to Regenerative Environmental Equipment Co ,

Inc Thermal regeneration outlet by-pass system and process
4,426,360, CI 422-173.000

Bennett, George H : See—
Ballard, John R ; Bennett, George H , and Lee, Leslie A , 4,425,756.

CI. 60-3<> 092
Bennett. M. Owen See-

Cowans. Kenneth W . and Bennett. M Owen, 4.426.552. CI
381-71 000

Berdinner. E J . Jr Right angle dnve ratchet scrcw-dnver 4,425,828.
CI. 81-57.390

Berg, Norman J.: See—
Abramovitz, Irwin J ; Berg, Norman J ; and Casseday, Michael W ,

4,426,134, CI 350-358 000
Berkebile, Lee E , to Weslmghouse Electric Corp Puffer-type com-

pressed-gas circuit-interrupter 4,426.561. CI 200-148 OOA
Berkowiiz. David A See—

Porta. Livio D.; Berkowitz. David A . Withuhn. William L , and
Hamilton, Carl C . 4,425,763. CI 60-693000

Berner, Godwin, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation Stabilization of acid
catalyzed stoving lacquers. 4,426,471, CI 524-91 000

Berner, Godwin, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation Light stabilization of
metallic lacquers. 4,426.472, CI 524-99 000

Berneth. Horst; and Raue. Roderich. to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft
Triazolylcoumarin compounds, and Iheir preparation and use as

optical bnghteners, scintillators and laser dyeslufTs 4.426.530, CI
548-256.000

Bernstein. Lennart Boiler for a healing system, as an article of manufac-
ture, a boiler-hcating system combination, and a methtxj for heating a

heat-transfer medium such as water in a healing system 4.426.037. CI
237-19.000

Bertoldo, Gene: See

—

Intrater, Josef, and Bertoldo, Gene, 4.426.423, CI 428-408000
Berzin, Evgeny K.; Miroshnichenko, Anatoly G . and Yaniovsky.

Leonid I. Electrical machine with superconducting inductor and gas
cooling of normal-conductivity windings 4.426.592, CI 310-52 o5[)

Besnard. Francois: See—
Fournie, Rene; Besnard, Francois; Hons-Olivier. Jacques, and

Pierre, Alexandre, 4,426,086, CI 277-1 000
Beth Israel Hospital: See-

Simon, Morris, 4,425,908, CI 128-1 OOR
Bhatia, Harsaran S.; Eardley, David B . and Gaur, Santosh P., to Inter-

national Business Machines Corporation. Memory cell resistor de-

vice. 4,426,655, CI 357-21 000
Bhojwani, Arju H.: See

—

Woebcke, Herman N , Bhojwani, Arju H . and Gartside, Robert J ,

4,426,359, CI. 422-145.000

Bice, William L.; Graves, Ernest D,, Jr., and Wagener. Gerald P , to

Dow Chemical Company. The. Prediction of extrusion performance
of polymers. 4,425,790, CI. 73-55.000

Bienvenu, Joseph O.: See

—

Bolton, Malcolm E.; and Bienvenu, Joseph O, 4,426,229, CI
106-270.000

Bigaike, Erhard, to Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft. Circuit for

generating a rotating field for a three phase synchronous motor
serving as a fiywheel starter for a vehicle internal combustion engine
4,426,585, CI 29O-38.0OB.

Billoux, Yves J : See—
Sandri, Joseph M ; Calentine, John W , Linder. Seymour M.. and

Billoux, Yves J., 4,426,503, CI. 526-263.000

BioResearch Inc.: See—
Conii, James C; Strope, Elaine; Findl, Eugene, and GnfTiths,

Cynthia, 4,425,922, CI. 128-691.000.

Bison, Gunter; Linkat. Norbert; and Wolfes, Wolfgang, to Dynamit
Nobel Aktiengesellschaft Process for the preparation of IH-tel-

razole-l compounds using trimethylsilyl azide 4,426,531, CI.

548-253.000.

Bissonnette, Gaston. Fool-rest assembly for a fishing chair. 4,426,115,

CI. 297-423.000.

Black & Decker Inc.: See—
Bowron, Howard J., 4,426,062, CI 251-7.000

Black, Homer D.; and Stribley, Charles R., to Sperry Corporation
Differential linkage apparatus for an aircraft series servoactuator

apparatus 4,426,607, CI 318-628.000
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Blanchard, Gilbert; Bninelle, Jean-Pierre; and Pngcnt, Michel, to
Procaulyse. Catalyst for treatment of exhaust gases from internal
combustion engines. 4,426.319. CI. 502-241.000.

Blancke, Bernard: See-
Hubert. Bernard; and Blancke, Bernard. 4.426.052. CI. 244-168.000

Blanco, Fernando E.. to Products Research & Chemical Corp. Alpha-
beta unsaturated ureide polymers, method for making same and cured
elastomers produced therefrom. 4,426.506, CI. 526-302 000

Blank. Heinz U.: See—
Behre. Horst; Blank. Heinz U.; Lindner. Otto; and Schossler. Willi.

4,426.334, CI. 260-509.000.

Blattermann. Karl-Gunther; Neuhaus, Gunter; and Nolte. Guther. to
Conrad Scholtz AG. Cover belt conveyor. 4,425.995 CI
198-605.000.

Bloom, William G.: See-
Alston, William W.. Jr.; Bloom, William G.; and Johnson. William
C, 4.425,919. CI. 128-658.000.

Boeing Commercial Airplane Company: See-
Banks, Eddie D.; Simmons. Gerald C; and Roberts. Roeer F

4.426.051, CI. 244-137.00R.
Boeing Company, The: See-

Miles, Ronald N., 4,425,980. CI. 181-208.000.
Wang, Timothy, 4,426,054, CI. 244-212.000.

Bohg, Armin; and Hartmann. Kurt, to International Business Machines
Corporation. Bank for accommodating several pnnt ram units
4.425.845. CI. 101-93.340.

Bohlen, Harald; Engelke. Helmut; Greschner. Johann; and Nehmiz.
Peter, to International Business Machines Corporation. Method of
compensating the proximity effect in electron beam projection sys-
tems. 4.426.584. CI. 250-492.200.

Boliden Aktiebolag: See— I

Malmqvist, Erik L.; and Kristiansson. Krister. 4.426.575. CI
250-253.000.

Bolton, Malcolm E.; and Bienvenu. Joseph O.. to Petrolite Corporation
Oxidized alpha-olefins. 4.426,229. CI. 106-270.000.

Bonaguidi. Orland H. Inverted roof system. 4.425,746, CI. 52-309.120
Bonnel, Madeleine: See—

Morin, Francois; Favennec, Jean-Luc; and Bonnel, Madeleine
4.426,407, CI. 427-86.000.

Bonniot. Claude: See

—

Bastenhof. Dirk; Brisson. Roger; and Bonniot. Claude, 4.426 198
CI. 417-494.000.

Boozer. Wilson O., Ill: See—
Driscoll, Michael E.; and Boozer. Wilson O., Ill, 4.426 245 CI

156-511.000. , , .

Borch, Richard F., to University of Minnesou, Regents of the. Inhibi-
tion of undesired effects of platinum(II) compounds. 4,426.372 CI
424-10.000.

Borden (UK) Limited: See—
Quist. Ingmar P.; Railton. Jeffrey D.; and Lemon. Peter H. R B

4,426,467, CI. 523-145.000.
Borg-Warner Chemicals. Inc.: See—

Falk. John C. 4.426.493. CI. 525-84.000.
Borg-Warner Corporation: See—

Wiese. Winfred J.. 4.426.092. CI. 277-96.100.
Bormioli, Giorgio. Terminal pipe fitting provided with a self-locking
device for the releasable coupling to a Hanged mouth, particulary for
the loading of a fluid oil product into a lorry unk. 4,426,063, CI
251-149.900.

Boroschewski. Gerhard; Nusslein. Ludwig; and Amdt, Friednch. to
Schenng Aktiengesellschaft. Carbaminic acid esters with herbicidal
properties. 4.426,222, CI. 71-111.000.

Borroni, Pierantonio. See—
Ronchetti, Camillo; Borroni, Pierantonio: and Buzzanca, Giovanni

4,426,618. CI. 324-65.0CR.
Bosch, Erhard: See—

Sommer, Oswin; Dorsch, Norman; Bosch, Erhard; Schiller Au-
gust; and Strasser, Alois, 4,426.474. CI. 524-243.000

Bosschaert, Hendrik. to Wetenschappelijk en Technisch Onderzoek-
scentrum voor Diamant. Method and apparatus for bruting precious
or semi-precious stones. 4,425.900. CI. 125-3O.0OR.

Botez, Dan. to RCA Corporation. Constricted double heterostructure
semiconductor laser. 4.426.701, CI. 372-45.000.

^,*i'. '?]'"
^ Luggage earner with illuminating means. 4.426.028. CI

224-325.000.

Boucher. Harry; and Hubbard. Jack L. Hermetically sealed tank eauce
apparatus. 4,425.796, CI. 73-312.000.

Boulanger, Henry J., to Texas Instruments Incorporated. Snap-acting
thermosutic switch using inrtexible. spring biased contact arm
4,426,632, CI. 337-347.000.

Bounie, Paul: See—
Plaquin, Bernard; Bounie, Paul; and Mantelle. Jean, 4,426,105 CI

285-92.000.

Bourland. Joe D.; Geddes. Leslie A.; Babbs. Charles F.; and Tacker.
Willis A., Jr., to Purdue Research Foundation. Apparatus and
method for measurement and control of blood pressure 4 425 920 CI
128-672.000.

Bousseau, Gerard; Baylou, Pien-e; Mora, -'...dre; Monsion, Michel and
Bouvet, Chnstian, to Ecole Nationale Superieure d'Electricite et de
Radioelectricite de Bordeaux (E.N.S.E.R B ) U.E.R. Derogatoir" de

L'V«^^r?"5,.***
Bordeaux. Automatic asparagus picking machine.

4,425,751, CI. 56-327.00A.
Bouvet, Christian: See—

Bouueau. Gerard; Baylou. Pierre; Mora, Andre; Monsion. Michel
and Bouvet, Christian. 4,425,751, CI. 56-327.00A.

Bowen. Mark, to Therapeutic Products, Inc. Cap structure for creating
temperature controlled environment for reducing alopecia. 4,425 916
CI. 128-403.000. " *^ .

. ".

Bowling, Stephen R , to Qume Corporation. Modular printer with
coded plug compatible modules. 4,426,166. CI. 400-62.000.

Bowron, Howard J., to Black & Decker Inc. Fluid flow control valves
4.426.062. CI. 251-7.000.

Boy land. Ernest E.. to Quikstak. Inc. Bag palletizer. 4,426,184, CI
414-82.000.

...
Boyle, William G.: See—

Bayh, Russell I.. Ill; and Boyle. William G.. 4,425.965 CI
166-106.000.

Bradcovich, James M.; Wake, Robert H.; Kovacs, Richard M., Jr. and
Pinkstaff, Carlos D., to Technicare Corporation. Support structure
for rotauble scintillation detector. 4,426,578, CI. 250-363.005

Bradford, Robert S.; Brookhart, Marshall R.; and Dy, Bennett G., to
Minnesou Mining and Manufacturing Company. Automatic track
following feature for helical video recorder. 4.426,665 CI
360-10200

Brailsford. Michael I. D. Stripper system for surfaces. 4.426,250, CI.
156-655.000.

Braissant. Pierre; and De Mesmaeker, Ivan, to BBC Brown. Boveri &Co
.
Ltd Process and apparatus for the short-circuit protection ofAC. circuits. 4.426.671, CI. 361-82.000.

Brandelong. Gerard: See

—

Lainez. Lucien; Brandelong, Gerard; and Jacquemin, Marie N
4.426.122, CI. 339-45.00M.

Brandner, Alexander; and Zengel, Hand G., to Akzo NV. Cellulosic
molding and spinning compound with low contents of low-molecular
decomposition products. 4,426,228, CI. 106-203.000

Brassat, Bert; Buysch, Hans-Josef; Haupt, Heinrich; and Hennann, KarlH
. to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Stabilized polyamides. 4,426,475, CI

524-255.000.

Breault, Richard D.: See—
Goller, Glen J.; Breault, Richard D.; and Smith, J. Harold,

4.426.340. CI. 264-29.100.
Breitenstein. Werner: See

—

Wenk. Paul; Breitenstein, Werner; and Baumann, Marcus.
4.426.380, CI. 424-244.000.

Bremer. Noel J.: See—
Dna. Dennis E.; and Bremer, Noel J., 4,426,342, CI. 264-109 000

Brenden, Byron B.; and Russell, James T., to Digital Recording Corp
and Digital Recording Corp. Optical playback apparatus focusing
system for producing a prescribed energy distribution along an axial
focal zone. 4.426.696. CI. 369-1 12.000.

Brenig. Theodore, to General Electric Company. Voice-controlled
operator-interacting radio transceiver. 4,426,733, CI. 455-79 000

Brennan. J. B.: See—
Beasley. Marvin L.; and Brennan, J. B., 4,426,494, CI. 525-86 000

Brewer, Robert A. Key labeling system. 4.425,772. CI. 7O-456.00R
Bridgestone Tire Co., Ltd.: See—

Narumiya, Tsuneaki, 4.426,287, CI. 210-184.000.
Watabe. Yoji; Takeichi. Hideo; and Irako. Koichi, 4,426,459, CI

521-42.000.

Briggs. Paul C. to Illinois Tool Works Inc. Room-temperature-curable,
quick-setting acrylic/epoxy adhesives and methods of bonding
4.426.243. CI. 156-307.300.

Bnght. Margaret N.: See—
Ong. S. Christine; and Bright, Margaret N., 4,426,346, CI.

264-290.200.

Brisson. Roger: See

—

Bastenhof. Dirk; Brisson. Roger; and Bonniot, Claude, 4.426.198
CI. 417-494.000. .

. , ,

Bristol-Myers Company: See—
Cundall, Robert L.; and Walker. Derek, 4.426,520, CI. 544-30.000.

Bnstow, Ian T.; and Wilson, Peter A. E., to Hobourn-Eaton Limited
Oil supply system. 4,426,196, CI. 417-282.000.

British Petroleum Company Limited, The: See-
Brown, David E.; and Mahmood, Mahmood N.. 4.426,269, CI.

204-242.000.

Brodell, Robert F.; and Comeau, Roger J., to United Technologies
Corporation. Flow directing assembly for a gas turbine eneine
4,426,191. CI. 415-189.000.

Brookhart. Marshall R.: See-
Bradford. Robert S.; Brookhart, Marshall R.; and Dy, Bennett G..

4.426.665. CI. 360-10.200.
Brooks. Mark A.; and Miler. Jane. Method of fabricating a pressure

sensor. 4.426.406. CI. 427-58.000.
Brother Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Ishitani. Eiichi. 4.425,859, CI. 112-158.00R.
Jozuka. Masao; and Ohmura, Kazuhiro, 4,426,168, CI. 400-224.000.

Brown, Alfred; and Hall, Wilbur L., to Texaco Inc. Selective water
exclusion. 4,425,968, CI. 166-295.000.

Brown, David E.; and Mahmood, Mahmood N., to British Petroleum
Company Limited, The. Method of stabilizing electrodes coated with
mixed oxide electrocaUlysts during use in electrochemical cells.

4.426.269, CI. 204-242.000.
Brown. Richard; and Jozwiak, Phillip C, to RCA Corporation. Com-

position and thickness variation in dielectric layers. 4,426,249, CI.
156-653.000.

Browning, Thomas, to Courtaulds Limited. Drying wood pulp in the
presence of an alkali metal sulphite. 4,426,258, CI. 162-23.000.

Brunelle, Jean-Pierre: See—
Blanchard, Gilbert; Brunelle, Jean-Pierre; and Prigent, Michel,

4,426,319, CI. 502-241.000.
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Brunette Machine Works, Ltd.: See—
Pousette, Ronald D.; and Sanders, John L., 4.425.951. CI. 144-

208.00E.

Pousette, Ronald D.; and Sanders, John L., 4,425.952, CI. 144-

246.00F.

Bruni, Maurice; and Duboz, George, to L'Air Liquide-Societe Ano-
nyme pour I'Etude et I'Exploitation des Procedes Georges Claude.

Stable ternary cryogenic fuel having density in the gaseous state less

than that of air. 4,426.207. CI. 44-50 000.

Brunsch. Arwed; Ruh, Wolf-Dieter; and Trippel, Gerhard, to Interna-

tional Business Machines Corporation. Method of producing a metal-

lic thin film magnetic disk. 4,426,265, CI. 204-192.00M.

Brunswick Corporation: See—
Gifford, Richard L.. 4.426.045, CI. 242-84.20G.

Bryant, Donald L.: See—
Puckett. Joe D.; and Bryant, Donald L., 4,426,286, CI. 210-121.000

Bryer, Philip. Transducer positioner in disk files. 4,426,669, CI.

360-106.000.

Buchenauer, C. Jerald, to United States of America, Energy. Analog
quadrature signal to phase angle data conversion by a quadrature

digitizer and quadrature counter. 4,426,620, CI. 324-83.00D.

Buda, John J. Automatic paper roller release mechanism for teletype

and electric typewriters. 4,426,170, CI. 400-636.100.

Buehler, Charles K.: See-
Fries, Richard W.; and Buehler. Charles K.. 4.426,318, CI.

502-154.000.

Buffington. Sherry; and Wilson. Leonard T.. to Ortho Diagnostic

Systems Inc. Antibody elution reagent kit. 4.426.357. CI. 422-61.000.

Buhler. Arthur: See

—

Adam. Jean-Marie; and Buhler. Arthur. 4.426.328. CI. 260-162.000

Buljan, Sergej-Tomislav: See

—

Sarin. Vinod K.; and Buljan. Sergej-Tomislav. 4.426.209. CI

51-295.000.

Buratti, Massimo: See—
Di Russo, Ettore; Buratti, Massimo; and Veronelli. Silvano,

4,426,429. CI. 428-654.000.

Burchfield, Robert W., to Eli Lilly and Company. Purification of

syn-(2-aminothiazol-4-yl)methoxyimino)acetic acid. 4.426,528. CI.

548-194.000.

Burgdorf. Jochen; and Keiner. Karl, to ITT Industries. Inc. Brake

pressure control valve and a method for its assembly. 4,426,1 17. CI.

303-6.00C.

Burger, Joseph M., to Combustion Engineering, Inc. Spacer grid for

nuclear fuel assembly. 4,426,355, CI. 376-442.000.

Burlington Industries, Inc.: See-
Wang, Kenneth Y., 4,426,244. CI. 156-498.000.

Bums, Daniel E., to Demco, Inc. Icing apparatus for pallet supported

cartons. 4,425,768. CI. 62-237.000.

Bushnell, James D., to Exxon Research and Engineering Co. Extraction

zone tray. 4,426.361, CI. 422-256.000.

Butler. Barry L.. to United States of America. Energy. Tracking system

for solar collectors. 4,425,904, CI. 126-424.000.

Butler, George T., to Frank R. Ford Limited. Document shredding

machines. 4.426,044, CI. 241-236.000.

Butler, L. Dennis, to Sperry Corporation. Automatic control linkage

for round bale wagon. 4,426.183. CI. 414-24.500.

Butterwick, Gilbert N., to RCA Corporation. Photomultiplier tube

having a heat shield with alkali vapor source attached thereto.

4,426,596, CI. 313-534.000.

Buttner, Robert C, to Concrete Pipe & Products Corp. Rexible seal.

4,426.095, CI. 277-207.00A.

Buysch, Hans-Josef: See

—

Brassat, Bert; Buysch. Hans-Josef; Haupt. Heinrich; and Hermann.
Kari H.. 4.426.475, CI. 524-255.000.

Buzzanca, Giovanni: See

—

Ronchetti. Camillo; Borroni, Pierantonio; and Buzzanca. Giovanni.

4.426.618, CI. 324-65.0CR.

Bybee. Richard T.; Paulson, Arnold E.; and Warren. Holland D., to

Babcock & Wilcox Company, The. Composite detector. 4,426,352,

CI. 376-255.000.

"C.G.R. MeV": See—
Leboutet. Hubert, 4.426,351, CI. 376-158.000.

C-I-L Inc.: See—
Jorgenson, Gordon K., 4,425,849, CI. 102-275.120.

C.LS.E. SpA: See—
Ronchetti, Camillo; Borroni, Pierantonio; and Buzzanca, Giovanni.

4,426,618, CI. 324-65.0CR.

C. S. Fudickar KG.: See—
Fudickar, Carl S.; and Thies, Peter, 4,426,573, CI. 219-544.000.

Cabrera-Montante, Armando; and Ogushi-Perez, Jose J., to Vitro Tec
Fideicomiso. Machine for handling and cooling hot glasswares arti-

cles. 4,426.218, CI. 65-241.000.

Cain, Paul A., to Union Carbide Corporation. Insecticidal bicycloox-

yphenyl ureas. 4.426,385. CI. 424-263.000.

Cain, Troy D.: See—
Frias. Robert; and Cain, Troy D., 4.426,182, CI. 414-22.000.

Calentine, John W.: See—
Sandri, Joseph M.; Calentine, John W.; Linder, Seymour M.; and

Billoux, Yves J., 4,426,503, CI. 526-263.000.

Calfo, Frederick D.; and Lupton, Michael W., to United Sutes of

America, National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Micron-

ized coal burner facility. 4,425,854, CI. 1 10-262.000.

Callison. Gordon. Heat exchange device. 4,425,901. CI. 126-6.000

Calumite Company, The: See-
Hopkins, Robert W., 4,426,067, CI. 266-191.000.

Cameron. William M.. to Macewans Machinery Limited Heating

apparatus 4.425.%2. CI 165-92.000

Campbell. Willis R.: See-
Sheesley. Donald L, and Campbell. Willis R . 4.425.752. CI

56-341.000

Canadian Fram Limited: See

—

Cook. John E , 4.425.940. CI. 137-627.500.

Canon Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Aguro. Yoshinon; and Tongai. Akiyoshi, 4.426. 1 5 1 . CI 355- 1 5.000.

lura. Yukio; Yamamichi. Masayoshi; Uchiyama, Takashi; Taguchi.

Tetsuya; and Mashimo. Yukio. 4.426.142. CI 354-412 000.

Ohta. Tokuya; and Eida. Tsuyoshi. 4.426.226. CI 106-22000.

Tsunoda. Atsuo; Midorikawa. Koyo; Murase. Hidetoshi; Suzuta.

Mikio; Moriwaki, Masazumi; Mochizuki, Noritaka: Minami,

Setsuo; and Matsui, Yoshiya. 4.426.132. CI 350-167.000

Canron Inc.: See—
Naggar. Rolando. 4.425.969. CI 171-16000

Cap Cutters. Inc.: See-
Mason. Michael P ; and Scaran, Robert R , 4,425.710. CI

30-229.000

Capdevielle. Martin J : See

—

Kulischenko. Walter; and Capdevielle. Martm J . 4.425.823. CI

74-6650GE
Cardillo. Joseph S.: See

—

McJones. Robert W ; McCarty, Robert S , and Cardillo. Joseph S .

4.425.893. CI 123-446 000
Cargille. Donald R.. to Hughes Aircraft Company Adaptive compara-

tor. 4.426.591, CI. 307-358000
Carl Schleicher & Schull GmbH & Co KG See-

Hese. Nils: Seeling. Alfred: and Wciswetler. Manfred, 4.426.204.

CI. 8-492.000.

Carlson. Robert G.. to United States of Amcnca. Air Force Impact

composite blade 4.426,193, CI 416-229 OOA
Carlsson. Per A. E.: See

—

Arvidsson. Folke L : CaHsson. Per A E : Hacksell. Uli A . Hjorth.

John S. M.; Lindberg. Per L ; Nilsson. John L G . Sanchez.

Domingo; Svens.son. Nils U. E. and Wikstrom. Hakan V.,

4,426.386. CI 424-267 000
Carlton Company: See-

Atkinson, Renwick S.. 4.425.830. CI 83-833 000
Carnegie-Mellon University See—

Asada. Haruhiko; and Kanade. Takeo. 4.425,818. CI 74-469 000.

Carpenter. Robert L.: See-
Beach. Russell J.: Bateman. Jess R : and Carpenter, Robert L

.

4.425.771. CI. 70-276000
Carrie k. David T.: Sec—

Tovcy. Keith C : and Carrick. David T . 4.426.455. CI 436-505 000

Carrier Corporation; See

—

Torniainen. Matti J.. 4.425.696, CI 29-157 3AH
Carrington. James E : Hryck, Michael D : Skinner. Dean W and

Westcott, Gerald R . lo International Business Machines Corpora-

tion. Home pulse compensation for multiple speed line pnnter

4.425.844, CI. 101-93.140

Carson, Don B., to UOP Inc Power recovery in motor fuel alkylation

process. 4,426.544. CI. 585-709.000

Casablanca Fan Company. Inc : See-
Dennis. Wan-en E, 4,426.677. CI 362-438 000

Dennis. Warren E . 4,426,677. CI 362-438 000

Casio Computer Co , Ltd ; See—
Kosaka. Kazumitu; Kido. Yukio: Katoh. Shigeru. and Tsutsui.

Hitoshi. 4.426.159, CI 368-80 000

Casma di V. Mannoni & Figli: See—
Marinoni, Mario; and Marinoni. Mirko. 4.425.939, CI 137-599 200

Cassar. Luigi: See—
Rochat. Alain C. and Cas.sar. Luigi, 4,426.533. CI 548-471 000

Casseday. Michael W. See—
Abramovitz. Irwin J.; Berg. Norman J , and Casseday, Michael W ,

4.426.134. CI. 350-358.000

Cassidy. Raymond T : See—
Beleckis. Vyuutas K; and Cas.sidy, Raymond T. 4.426.007. CI

211-40.000

Caterpillar Tractor Co.: See-
Chambers. Robert O: and Ogdcn, Manon E.. 4.425.825. CI

74-804 000.

Schexnayder. Lawrence F ; and Thies. Jerome A . 4,425.758. CI

60-403.000

Cecchini. Albert B P., to Warren Erection Co.. Inc Drag responsive

regulated voltage power generation 4.426.586. CI 290-44000

Cetus Corporation: See—
Geigert. John; and Neidlcman. Saul L . 4.426.449, CI 435-155000

Chadshay. Roman, to Combustion Engineenng. Inc Secondary air

control damper arrangement 4.425.855. CI 1 10-263 000

Chaitin, Leonard J. See-
Masher. Dale P ; and Chaitin. Leonard J.. 4.426.667. CI 360-44 000

Chambers. Robert O ; and Ogden. Manon E . to Caterpillar Tractor Co
Geared input mechanism for a torque converter. 4.425.825. CI

74-804.000.

Champoux. Louis A., to Fatigue Technology. Inc. Apparatus having

extended prestressing and sleeve retaining devices for prestreasing

countersunk fastener holes and method 4.425.780. CI 72-370000

Chang. John C. C. to Minnesou Mining and Manufactunng Company.
Textile treatments. 4.426.476. CI. 524-288.000

Chang. Tai-Hon P.; Coane, Phillip J.; Hohn. Fritz-Jurgen; and Kern.

Dieter P.. to International Business Machines Corporation Electron

beam potential switching apparatus. 4.426.583. CI 250-398 000

1038 O.G — ."i:
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Chao, Tai-Hsiang: See—

Antos. George J.; and Chao. Tai-Hsiang, 4,426,279 CI
208-138.000.

* •

Chapuis. Claude: See—
Thouault, Alain; Chapuis. Claude; and Austruy, GeorEes

4,425.902, CI. 126-360.00R.
** '

Charles, Donald E.: See—
Wicnienski, Michael F.; and Charles. Donald E., 4 426 612 CI

320-39.000.
.'-'o.oi-;, «-i

Cluuipetros. Johann; and Helten, Manfred, to Kemforschungsanlage
Julch GmbH. Cryogenic pump and air sampler. 4.425.811. CI.
73-863.110.

^f^^^-:^^ji? C. Apparatus and method for X-ray beam alignment
4,420,726, CI. 378-206.000.

Chen, Chung-Hsuan: See-
Hurst, G. Samuel: Payne, Marvin G.; Chen, Chung-Hsuan and

Parks, James E., 4,426,576, CI. 250-283.000.
Chen, Evan N., to Warner-Lambert Company. Razor with lever oper-

ated blade cover. 4,425,705, CI. 30-84.000.
Chen. Paul Y; and Madgavkar, Ajay M., to Occidental Petroleum

^P'S?J"«TJ!r°^"*
'°'' '^'"ov'ng nitrogen from shale oil. 4,426,280.

CI. 2C;8-234.00R.

Chenin, Claude; Krawczyk, Rodolphe; Marello, Georges; and Lom-
bjrd Jean-Yves, to Societe Nationale Industrielle Aerospatiale

v1?^."^lSSi
*'"** ***=^*=* ^°^ example for satellite. 4,426,053 CI

244-173.000.

Chenot, Charles R; and Walter, Wolfgang, to GTE Products Corpora-
tion^Sundard white rtuorescent lamps employing blend. 4.426.600.
\-l. jlJ-487.000.

Cherchian Ara A.; Elert. Karl; and Ast. Gunther E.. to Jos. Schlitz
Brewing Company. Can body. 4,426,013, CI. 220-66 000

ChemofT, Edward A.; and Uvy. Paul, to Motors & Armatures. Inc
Universally mountable motors. 4.426.593. CI. 310-91 000

Chertok. Allan; Donahue. Joel; and Widnall, William, to U S Wmd-

E"4.4T6.I92!cf4?6-ISoo"'**"*
^°' 'controlling windmill blade

Chevron Research Company: See
Edwards. Laroy H.. 4.426.379. CI. 424-200.000.
Simon, Ralph; and Schmidt, Raymond L., 4,425,810. CI

73-863.110.

Child, Francis W. Dispenser. 4,425,874, CI. 119-156 000
Chiu, Jessie T.: See—

Omum Joel v.; and Chiu, Jessie T., 4.426,468, CI. 523-166.000
Chivens, Clyde C: See-

Willis, William; and Chivens, Clyde C, 4,425 715 CI 33-199 OOR
Choice Vend Industries, Inc.: See—

/-u P°*?"' '*'""• *"** Enders, John A., 4,426,016. CI. 221-75 000
Chollet. Francis, to Framatome. Device for the disengagement of a

nuclear reactor fuel element from an articulated finger grapnel and
method of using same. 4,426,353, CI. 376-262.000

Christ, Ferdinand: See—
^^'j*'ii',?'^oi2!j,™'""""'

'^'»"*' *"<1 Christ, Ferdinand, 4.426,189
1,1. 414-786.000.

^''J!^,*'!o*fI'A£lir'*
^ Automatic threshold seal for a door. 4,425,738

Ci. 49-310.000.

Chugunny, Evgeny G.: See—

^'so'MisOOo"'''
^

'

""* <^*"'«"""y- Evgeny G., 4,426,457, CI

Ciba Geigy AG: See—
Postlc, Stephen R.; and Thomas, Patrick D. P., 4,426,444, CI

430-566.000.

Ciba-Geigy Corporation: See-
Abel, Heinz; and Oxe, Josef, 4,426.203, CI. 8-138.000
Adam. Jean-Marie; and Buhler. Arthur. 4.426.328. CI 260-162 000
Bemer. Godwin. 4.426,471, CI. 524-91 000
Bemer, Godwin, 4,426,472, CI. 524-99 000
Martin, Henry, 4,426,221, CI. 71-105.000.
Rochat, Alain C; and Cassar, Luigi, 4,426,533, CI. 548-471 000

CII Honeywell Bull: See—

ni, ^Z^' ^'^^^ ^ '^
i
*"'' '*="' '^''^•"='' 4.426.681, CI. 364-200.000

tiko, John D.; Cramer, John J.; and Jamieson, Geoffrey A., to Diversey
Corporation, The. Compositions for souring and softening laundered

a 252T750
'
""** "°*^'' solutions prepared therefrom. 4,426,304.

Cities Service Company: See—
Rogers, Thomas K.. 4,426,317, CI. 502-120.000

Claas OHG: See—

^WiSH' **«""""; and Roderfeld, Heinrich, 4.425,925, CI. 130-
22.00A.

Claassen. Peter; and Zeiringer, Rudolf, to List. Hans. Means for ascer-

^-"'30000
'"*^"'"' pressure in a pressure pipe system. 4.425,800. CI

Clarion Co., Ltd.: See—
Hamada, Masanori, 4,426,727, CI. 381-13 000
Mori, Masaharu, 4,426.732, CI. 455-263.000
Mon, Masaharu, 4.426.737. CI. 455-260.000.

CUrke. Brian P.: See—
Stirling, Irene; and Clarke, Brian P., 4,426,389, CI. 424-272.000

Clarke, David: See—
^f'';i??2:''^S"''"' ^'^**= "<* Johnston. Linda G., 4,426.326,

CI. ^0U-I4o.U0R.

^^^^^'^'^A-
'° ^^" Al^'engesellschaft. Liquid crystal material

containing disazo dyestuffs. 4.426.312, CI. 252-299.100

Claypole, George M., to General Motors Corporation. Motor vehicle
cooling fan power management system. 4,425,766, CI. 62-133 000

Cline Charles D,, to Rockwell International Corporation. Extraction
tool for electncal connector latch. 4,425,704, CI. 29-764 000Coach and Car Equipment Corporation: See—

^^^Sl-ni'om^
' "'^ '^"gnuson. Richard C, 4.426.114. CI.

Coane, Phillip J.: See-
Chang, Tai-Hon P.; Coane, Phillip J.; Hohn, Fritz-Jurgen; and

Kern, Dieter P., 4,426,583, CI. 250-398.000.
Coca-Cola Company, The: See—

Sedam, Jason K.. 4,426,019, CI. 222-88.000
Cochoy, Robert E.: See—

Shackelford, Scott A.; McGuire, Raymond R.; and Cochoy. Ro-
bert E., 4,426,540, CI. 568-590.000.

v^noy. ro

Cognion, Jean-Marie: See—

'^^528^-2"oboo"''*'""'
'""^ C°8nion. Jean-Marie. 4.426,515, CI.

^
w*'?^J^^f*^°'t'

*"*^ '^"'^' '"'""• 'o University of Pittsburgh

4526,?35° crlJ^W 00)^'''''°'"'" '""* """* ""••=
'" '^"'^ *=°"'"''-

Cohen, Zachariha. Screw feed/ram injector. 4,426,201, CI. 425-147 000
Cole, Robert C; Gaspar, Richard A.; Stackhouse, Donald C • andTrentman John L. to Harris Corporation. Glue application system

for a collating machine. 4,426,072, CI. 270-53 000
Coleman Michael G. and Lesk, Israel A., to Weiss, Harry M. Lubri-

cated tissue. 4,426,418, CI. 428-211.000.
Colgate-Palmolive Co.: See—

'^^J^^^
oJ^nthony J.; and Harvey, Kenneth. 4.426.373. CI.

Verunica, Pierre M., 4,426.310. CI. 252-106.000
Coltman, Bertram W., Jr.. to Republic Molding Corporation. Closure

for open mouth conUiner. 4.426.014. CI. 220-307 000
Columbus, Richard L., to Eastman Kodak Company. Multi-zoned

"oS^V2M5I. a.'?3J?5r8'^;"'""'"''^
'=°"''°' '"'^^"^ *"'*-"

Combustion Engineering, Inc.: See-
Burger, Joseph M., 4,426,355. CI. 376-442.000.
Chadshay. Roman. 4,425.855, CI. 1 10-263.000.

Comeau. Roger J.: See—

^'4i?-'l89 0O0*'"
''' *"*^ Comeau. Roger J., 4.426.191. CI.

Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique: See—
Denoyer, Serge; Guerin. Jacques; Labrot. Maxime; and Serrano.

Jean-Pierre. 4.426.597. CI. 313-231.410.
Commonwealth of Australia. The: See—

Mildren. Michael T.. 4.426.048, CI. 244-3.230.
Compagnie Generale de Geophysique: See—

Beauducel, Claude; and Cretin, Jacques, 4,426.624, CI. 330-86 000
Concrete Pipe & Products Corp.: See—

Buttner, Robert C, 4,426.095, CI. 277-207.00A.
Conoco Inc.: See—

'*"l2?3^0bo°*''^'*'
^' '^'^ ^°°"' ""y°""8' *.*25.876. CI.

^
4"427722' ct"37 ?oop''*^'^'"*

^°' removing stakes from the ground.

Conrad Scholtz AG: See—

Consolidated Papers, Inc.: See—
Gebert, Kenneth W.; and Rajski, Pat A., 4.426.412, CI. 427-356.000.

Conti James C
; Strope, Elaine; Findl, Eugene; and Griffiths, Cynthia.

to BioResearch Inc. Electrical method and apparatus for non-inva-

^2^691 OOfT""^
abnormal flow in conduits. 4.425.922. CI.

Continental Group, Inc., The: See—
Krishnakumar, Suppayan M.; Pocock, John F. E.; and Harry, leuan

L., 4,426,202, CI. 425-534.000.
Continental Gummi-Werke Aktiengesellschaft: See—

^"h'i^k^^"' *"** Preatorius, Siegfried. 4.425.953, CI.
152-360.000.

Continental-Wirt Electronics Corp.: See—
Quigley, Thomas J., 4,426,557, CI. 200-I6.00D.

^T425''940 ci' 137^6rr5a)"
^"'" L'""''"* Pressure control system.

Cooley, Harold J.; and Dilanni, Elmo J., to United Sutes of America,

A IT/.-,n'"^"^^«*^"
°^ sampled Geiger-Mueller radiation detector.

4,426,579. CI. 250-374.000.
Cooper Hal B. H. Removal and recovery of nitrogen oxides and sulfur

o'O'i'de from gaseous mixtures containing them. 4,426,364, CI.

Cope, Geoffrey W.: See-
Adams, George E., Ill; Bailey. Edwin C; Klimowicz, Richard F.
and Cope. Geoffrey W., 4.426.012. CI. 213-135.000.

Copeland James L.; Femholz. Peter J.; Urson, Spencer B.; Salmonson,
P"ane L.; and Weick. Michael D.. to Economics Laboratory. Inc.
Solid block detergent dispenser. 4.426.362, CI. 422-263.000

Cornell, Stephen W
; and Johns. Don H. Method of making composite

polyolefin based containers. 4.426.347, CI. 264-294.000
Coming Glass Works: See-

Tick. Paul A., 4.426,430. CI. 429-103.000.
OMtello. Samuel J.; and Sohne, Eric R., to Bendix Corporation. The.

Brush contacts. 4.426.128. CI. 339-276.00T.
Cotton Incorporated: See—

^'nch Allen R.; and Rearick. William A.. 4.425.842, CI.
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Couderc, Pierre, to Huiles, Goudrons et Deriveri Device for mca.suring
the deformation of a material under the influence of heat and iis

application lo the determination of the wetting power of pitches

4,426,160, CI. 374-45.000.

Coughlin, William J ; Rieppel. Perry J.; and Hoffman, Stephen A., to

Arcair Company. Apparatus for collecting process generated fume
and/or slag. 4.426.566, CI. 219-137 410

Council for Mineral Technology: See—
Curr, Thomas R and Ba'rcza. Nicholas A.. 4.426.223, CI 75-

lOOOR
Courtaulds Limited: .See

—

Browning. Thomas. 4,426,258, CI. 162-23 000.

Cowans, Kenneth W.; and Bennett, M. Owen. Speaker distortion com-
pensator. 4,426,552, CI. 381-71 000.

Cox, James P. Shoe cleaner. 4.425,677, CI. 15-104.920

Cramer, John J.: See—
Ciko, John D.; Cramer, John J.; and Jamieson. Geciffrey A..

4,426,304. CI. 252-8.750

Cramp, John H. W.: See—
Becconsall, Jack K.; Cramp, John H. W.; Reid. Robert F ; Moore.

Reginald C; Rye, Barry J , and Thomas. Eric L., 4,426,640, CI
340-632.000.

Crane, Robert L. Cushion to reduce the incidence of decubitus ulcers in

immobilized patients. 4,425,676, CI. 5-450.000.

Crawford, Christopher L., to AMP Incorporated. Flat cable electrical

connector. 4,426,125, CI. 339-99.00R.

Crawford, Daniel W.: See—
Reedy, Robert P.; and Crawford, Daniel W.. 4.426,055, CI

248-L84 000.

Cree, Gavin M.; Wilkins, Terence A.; Monks, Reginald, and Nowoinik.
David P., to Amersham International Limited. Derivatives of iixlo-

thyronine compounds and their use in an a.ssay for the free itxlothyro-

nine compounds. 4,426,453, CI. 436-500.000.

Cretin, Jacques: See—
Beauducel, Claude; and Cretin. Jacques, 4.426.624. CI 330-86 000

Croteau. James; and Enders. John A., to Choice Vend Industries, Inc

Convertible dispensing mechanism for vending machine 4,426,016.

CI 221-75.000.

Crow, Vesta J.: See—
MacDonald. Christopher N., and Crow, Vesta J., 4,425,999, CI

206-444.000.

Crowe, Curtis W., to Dow Chemical Company, The. Method of acidiz-

ing wells using gelled acids. 4,426.296, CI. 252-8.55C
Crucible Chemical Company: See—

Wilson, Robert B., 4.426,297, CI. 252-8.600.

Crusher Corporation: See—
Morrison, David J., 4,425,797, CI 73-379.000.

Csont, Ernest. Apparatus and method for constructing modular con-

crete shell housing units. 4,426,060, CI. 249-13.000.

Cukauskas. Edward J., to United States of America. Navy. Methcxi for

forming high superconducting Tf niobium nitride film at ambient
temperatures. 4.426.268, CI. 204-I92.00C.

Cummins Engine Company, Inc.: See—
Shadday, Michael C; and Wilber. Dennis A., 4,425,879, CI

123-41.120.

Cundall, Robert L.; and Walker, Derek, to Bristol-Myers Company
3-Carbamoyloxy-cepham-4-carboxylic acid derivatives. 4,426,520,

CI. 544-30000.

Curr, Thomas R.; and Barcza. Nicholas A., to Council for Mineral
Technology, and Middleburg Steel and Alloys (Proprietary) Limited.

Refining of ferrochromium metal. 4,426,223, CI. 75-IO.OOR.

Cutler, Terrill D. Pendulum helmsman seat. 4.425,863, CI. 114-363.000

Cutter, James W. X-Ray cassette holder. 4,426,724, CI. 378-181.000.

Cyronak, Matthew J.; Zanno, Paul R.; and Soukup, Robert J., to Gen-
eral Foods Corporation. Flavoring with ethyl-2-melhylthioisobuly-

rate. 4,426,403, CI. 426-535.000.

Dai-Ichi Kogyo Seiyaku Co., Ltd.: See—
Hosokawa, Teijiro; Kako, Shigetoshi; and Hagino, Kazuyuki,

4,426,206, CI. 8-528.000.

Daicel Chemical Industries, Ltd.: See—
Omiya, Takeo, 4,426,518, CI. 536-98.000.

Daiku, Yoshiharu: See—
Sugimoto, Hachiro; Nakamura. Takaharu; Hamazo, Sachiyuki;

Igarashi, Toshiji; and Daiku, Yoshiharu, 4,426,383, CI.

424-253.000.

Dainippgn Screen Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Sakamoto, Takashi; and Sano, Tetsuo, 4,426,152, CI. 355-75.000

Dallavia, Anthony J., Jr.; Van VIeck, Gordon T.; and Traver, Frank J.,

to General Electric Co. Catalyzing emulsion paper release composi-

tions. 4,426,490, CI. 524-837.000.

Dana Corporation: See—
Antonini. Joseph. 4,426.094. CI. 277-153.000.

Dick. Wesley M.. 4.425,814, CI. 74-89.150.

Daniels. George R. E.. to Dennison Manufacturing Company. Distor-

tion and chemically resistant heat transfer materials. 4.426.422. CI.

428-352.000.

Datascope Corporation: See—
Figuera. Diego, 4.425,670. CI. 3-1.500.

D'Avello. Robert F.; and Sokola. Raymond L.. to Motorola, Inc

Ceramic bandstop filter. 4.426.631. CI. 333-202.000.

Davis, Lawrence E.; and Patel. Naren I., to Siecor Corporation. Filling

materials for communications cable. 4.426.230. CI. 106-272.000.

Davis. Stephen H., to Water Refining Company. Water sofiening and

treatment system. 4.426.285. CI. 210-109 000.

Davis, William 1 , to United States itf America, National Aeronautics
and Space Administration Missile rolling tail brake torque system
4.425,785, CI 7.V9 000

Dawson. Terry See—
Donley, Robert; and Dawson, Terry. 4,426,638, CI 340-74 000

Dean, Robert R , and Mauieon. JeanLouis Combined fiuid catalytic

cracking and hydrocracking process 4.426,276. CI 208-60 000
de Bruyne. Patrick; Jaeckim, Andre, and Eisele, Dieter, lo BBC Brown.

Boveri & Company. Limited Housing for high-power semiconductor
components with large diameter intermediate contact disks of differ-

ing thicknesses 4,426.659, CI 357-74 000
Deeken, David G See—

Richart, Jene A , Beiller. Bradley D , and Deeken. David G .

4.426,173. CI 405-195000
Deere Sl Company. See—

Petne, Ivan L . 4,425,698, CI 29-451 000
Degoulet. Gabriel See—

Sechel, Claude; Gautier. Christian, and Degoulet. Gabriel.

4.426.684. CI 364-900 000
Deguchi. Yukichi, Miyaji. Shinichiro, and Kobayashi, Hiroaki. In

Toray Industnes. Inc Poly-p-phcnylene sulfide resm composition
and film made thereof 4,426,479, CI 524-430000

Degussa AG See—
Kleemann. Axel, Martens, Jurgcn, and Weigcl, Horst, 4.426,532,

CI 548-.'<44 000
DelDonno, Theodore A , lo Rohm and Haas Company Polyurethanc

preparation using organo-zinc catalyst and time-lapse modifier
4,426.510, CI 528-49 000.

Delio, Ralph D See—
Diemer, Donald J . and Delin, Ralph D . 4.425.779, CI 72-356 000

Demand, Erharl F. . lo Tempironic Corporation Kleclrical testing

system mcluding plastic window test chamber and method of using
same 4,426,619, CI 324-730PC

Demco, Inc See—
Burns. Daniel E . 4,425.768. CI 62-237 000

De Mcsmaeker, Ivan Sec—
Braissant, Pierre, and De Mcsmaeker. Ivan, 4.426.671. CI

361-82000
Dennis, Warren E , lo Ca.sablanca Fan Company, Inc . and Ca.sablanca

Fan Company. Inc Combined shade and Mxkel holder 4,426,677, CI
362-438.000

Dennison Manufacturing Company Sec—
Daniels, George R E , 4,426.422, CI 428-352 Ott)

Dennison National Company S«'«'—

Beleckis, Vytautas K. and Cassidv. Raymond T, 4,426.007, CI
211-40 000

Denoyer, Serge. Guerin, Jacques, Labrot, Maxime, and Serrano, Jean-

Pierre, to Commissariat a PEncrgic Atomique Ionized gas generator

at very high temperature and very high pressure 4.426,597. CI
313-231410

Deposition Technology, Inc .Sir—

Meckel, Benjamin B . and Meckel. Nathan K . 4,426.275. CI
204-298.000

Derry. Cecil: See-
Preston. Frederick R . Grosvenor, Ronald L . and Derry. Cecil.

4.426,015, CI 220-403 000
DeSelms, Roy C : See—

Adin, Anthony; and DeSelms. Roy C , 4.426.441. CI 430-351 000
De Vos, Hendrik A. J., and I.abouliere, Elzear R , to GTE Products

Corporation Lighting fixture connecting device with safely means
4,426,126, CI 339-125 OOR

De Waele, Gerard, to Hanota Holdings S A Building block set and
method for building with such a block set 4,425.748. CI 52-436 000

Dexheimer, Edward M.. Anchor, Michael J . Thir, Basil, and Eisen-

stein. Stephen E , lo BASF Wyandotte Corporation Oxidation stable

polyoxyalkylenes containing salts of benzoic acid denvatives
4,426,.300. CI 252-8 9a)

Dexheimer, Edward M . Anchor. Michael J . Thir. Basil; and Eisen-

slein, Stephen F. , lo BASH Wyandotte Corporation Polyoxyalky-
lenes containing alkaline catalyst residues chelated with benzoic acid

derivatives 4.426.301. CI 252-8 900
D'Gerolamo. Frank Angle indicator attachable lo lube benders and the

like 4.425.784. CI 72-459.000.

Diagnostic Information, Inc ; See—
Wang, Shih-Ping, 4.426.721, CI 378-99 000.

Diamond Shamrixrk Corporation: See—
Hardee. Kenneth L., Gordon, Arnold Z , Pyle. Charles B., and Sen.

Rajat K , 4.426.263. CI 204-101 000
Rowe. Edward A , Jr , 4.425.949. CI 141-1 000

Dick. Wesley M., lo Dana Corporation Torque limiting device

4.425,814. CI 74-89 150

Dickinson. Lawrence C Retractable knife for skiving Ux>I 4,425.693,

CI. 29-90.00R
Dickore. Karlfned. and Kuhle. Engelbert. to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft

Preparation of I-amino-l,3.5-tnazine-2.4<IH, 3H)-diones 4.426.523,

CI. 544-223.000.

Dieckow, Klaus-Peter, to Hammex Machines Ltd Packaging
4.426.035. CI. 206-526000

Diehl GmbH & Co See—
Petersen. Hans; and Stegmann. Kurt. 4.426.697. CI 370-85 000.

Petersen. Hans; and Stegmann. Kurt. 4.426.697. CI 370-85 000.

Diemer. Donald J.; and Delio. Ralph D Methtxj of making single or

double Hanged track tractor roller for off-highway equipment
4.425.779. CI 72-356.000

Dielze. Wolfgang, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft Method of deposition

of silicon in fine crystalline form 4.426.408. CI 427-95 000.
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Digital Recording Corp.. See—
Brenden, Byron B.; and Russell, James T.. 4,420,696, CI

369-112.000.

Brenden. Byron B.; and Russell. James T., 4,426.696. CI
369-112.000.

Dilanni, Elmo J.: See—
Cooley, Harold J.; and Dilanni, Elmo J., 4,426,579, CI. 250-374 000

DiLorenzo, James V.; Hwang. James C; Niehaus. William C
Schlosser, Wolfgang O. W.; and Wemple. Stuart H., to Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories, Incorporated. GaAs FETs Having lone-term
subility. 4.426.656. CI. 357-22.000.

Dinter. Peter; and Kolbe, Andreas, to Hoechsi Aktiengesellschaft.
Coextrusion process and apparatus for manufacturing multi-layered
flat films of thermoplastic materials. 4,426,344. CI. 264-171 000.

Director of the National Institute of Radiological Sciences. Science and
Technology Agency. The: See—
Tanaka. Eiichi> Nohara. Norimasa; Tomitani, Takehiro; and Ni-

shikawa, Mineki. 4.426.699. CI. 371-68.000.
Di Russo, Ettore; Buratti, Massimo; and Veronelli, Silvano, to AIIu-
minio lulia S.p.A. Aluminium alloys composite plates. 4,426,429. CI
428-654.000.

Dishner, William C, Jr. Putter. 4.426,083. CI. 273-164.000
Disko, Harry: See—

Kulesza, Ralph J.; and Disko. Harry. 4.425,735. CI. 46-202 000
Distler. Walter: See—

Baer, Ulrich; Distler, Walter; and Grassmann. Peter, 4,426 715 CI
378-4.000.

Diversey Corporation, The: See—
Ciko, John D.; Cramer, John J.; and Jamieson, GeofTrev A

4,426.304, CI. 252-8.750.

^?°"' 1-*}^''*"" Automatic resetting target for firearms. 4,426,085,

Doemen. Benno; and Muller, Rolf Direct current fan with control
means. 4.426.604. CI. 318-334.000.

Doi. Atsutoshi: See— I

Hirao. Motohisa; Doi. Atsutoshi; Nakamura, Michiharu Tsuji
Shinji; and Mori, Takao. 4,426,700, CI. 372-45 000

Dollhausen, Manfred: See—
Konig, Eberhard; Hombach. Rudolf; Dollhausen. Manfred and

Pcdain. Josef, 4,426.487, CI. 524-710000.
Donahue, Joel: See—

Chertok. Allan; Donahue. Joel; and Wjdnall, William, 4 426 192
CI. 416-1.000. .

. .

i.

Donley, Robert; and Dawson, Terry. Flasher for vehicle lichis
4,426.638. CI. 340-74.000.

^

Donofrio, David M., to Fermentec Corporation. Fermentation process
and apparatus. 4,426,450. CI. 435-243.000.

Domberger, Georg C. E.: See—
Bachus, Benson F.; and Domberger, Geore C. E, 4 426 255 CI

162-106.000.
6 •

.
.^-'^. «-

Dorsch, Norman: See—
Sommer. Oswin; Dorsch, Norman; Bosch, Erhard; Schiller Au-

gust; and Strasser, Alois, 4,426,474, CI 524-243.000.
Dow Chemical Company, The: See-

Bice, William L.; Graves, Ernest D., Jr.; and Wagener. Gerald P
4.425.790, CI. 73-55.000.

Crowe, Curtis W.. 4,426.296. CI. 252-8.55C
Gessel], Donald E.. 4.426,316. CI. 502-169.000
Hanmer. Richard A.. 4,426,272. CI. 204-296.000
Hefner. Robert E.. Jr., 4,426,496, CI. 525-168.000
Kosters, Peter H.. 4.426.278, CI. 208-130.000.
Nuckcls, Nancy J.; and Thompson, James L., 4,426.303. CI 252-

Wessling, Ritchie A.; Yats, Larry D.; and Tolbert, Darryl K
4,426,470, CI. 524-35.000.

Wessling, Ritchie A.; and Pickelman, Dale M.. 4.426.489. CI
524-815.000.

I

Draco Laboratories, Inc.: See—
Hannas, James R., 4.426,615, CI. 323-322.000.

Drawert, Friedrich; Schreier, Pete.-; and Kramer, Gabriele, to Anton
Stemecker Maschinenfabrik GmbH. Process for eliminating odor-
emittmg substances from waste air. 4,426,210. CI. 55-73 000.

Drent, Eit. to Shell Oil Company. Preparation of carbonate esters in the
presence of sulfones. 4.426,331, CI. 260-463.000.

Dresser Industries, Inc.: See-
Adams, George E., Ill; Bailey, Edwin C ; Klimowicz, Richard F
and Cope, Geoffrey W.. 4,426.012. CI. 213-135.000

Gamey, Tom A., 4,425,966, CI. 166-241.000.
Drewett, Glen E.; and Guynes, Kenneth W., to Drewett, Glen E

Easily replaceable shock absorber mount for vessel bumper on a
marine structure. 4,426.174, CI. 405-213.000.

Dra. Dennis E.; and Bremer, Noel J., to Sundard Oil Company, The
Process for tableting fine powders. 4,426,342, CI. 264-109.000.

Dnllick, Jacob McP. Traveling pressure pad assembly for mechanical
pnnter apparatus. 4,425,847, CI. 101-269.000.

DnscoU, Michael E.; and Boozer, Wilson O., III. Masking apron dis-
pensing apparatus. 4,426,245, CI. 156-51 1.000.

Dromard, Adrien; and Millet, Claude, to Rhone-Poulenc Specialites
Chimiques. CaUlytic preparation of high molecular weight polysilox-
anes. 4,426,508, CI. 528-23.000.

Dubost. Gerard; and Vinatier, Claude J., to L'Eut Francais, represente

ff' •
, l."!^'"^

'''^•*' """ ''°*'« «« <^" a 'a Telediffusion (Centre
NationaJ d Etudes des Telecommunications); and Etablissement
Public de Diffusion dit 'Telediffusion de France" Folded back
doublet antenna for very high frequencies and networks of such
doublets. 4,426,649, CI. 343-700.0MS.

Duboz, George: See—
Bruni. Maurice; and Duboz. George. 4,426.207. CI. 44-50.000

Duesbury. Paul G., to Lucas Industries Limited. Liquid level indicator
4,425,794, CI. 73-293.000.

Dunn, Brian T. Slide holder for composite photographs and method of
photographing slides. 4,426.000. CI. 206-455.000.

Dunn, David J.: See—
Walson. Colin; and Dunn. David J . 4.426.410, CI. 427-232 000

Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company: See—
Holtje, Wilfried G., 4,426.231. CI 106-288.00Q.
Khan, Ausat A., 4,426,501, CI. 526-206.000.
Kreuz, John A.; and Hawkins, Christopher M., 4 426 253 CI

156-668.000.
'

Likhyani. Kewal K., 4,426,420. CI. 428-224.000.
Nair, Kumaran M., 4,426.356. CI. 4IO-21.000.
Noyes. Paul R.; and Sommerfeld, Eugene G, 4 426 478 CI

524-361.000 .
. •

Tobias. Herbert A.. 4.425.867, CI. 118-120.000.
Durant, Graham J.; Ganellin. Charon R.; and Sach. George S.. to Smith

MTf c*^/^?^,^
Laboratones Limited. Alkoxypyndyl alkylammes.

4,426,526, CI. 546-300.000.
Dursch, Walter: See—

Kleiner, Hans-Jerg; and Dursch. Walter. 4.426.336. CI. 260-986 000
Dvorak. Edward E. Ear tag for animals. 4,425,726, CI. 40-301 000
Dwyer, Robert M.; and Skiba, Edwin J., to Massey-Ferguson Inc

Tractor draft sensing apparatus. 4,425,970, CI. 172-7 000
Dy, Bennett G.: See-

Bradford, Robert S.; Brookhart, Marshall R.; and Dy. Bennett G
4,426,665, CI 360-10.200.

Dyer. Curtis A Automotive vehicle with improved suspension system
4,426,101, CI. 280-772.000.

DynaGel. Incorporated: See-
Shank. Joseph L., 4,426,443, CI. 430-538.000.

Dynamit Nobel AG: See—
Weissenfels, Franz; and Engels, Walter, 4,426,462, CI 521-1 16 000

Dynamit Nobel Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Bison, Gunter; Linkat, Norbert; and Wolfes, WolfeanB, 4 426 531

CI. 548-253.000. » 6- • .-'".

Eardley, David B.: See—
Bhatia, Harsaran S.; Eardley, David B.; and Gaur. Santosh P

4.426.655, CI 357-21.000.
Eastman Kodak Company: See—

Adin. Anthony; and DeSelms, Roy C. 4,426.441, CI. 430-351.000.
Bailey. Joseph; Clarke. David; and Johnston. Linda G.. 4.426,326

CI. 260-146.00R.
Barbee, Robert B; and Wicker, Thomas H., Jr.. 4,426.512 CI

528-173.000.
. . .

i. v.1.

Columbus, Richard L., 4,426,451, CI. 436-518.000.
Good, Raymond H.; and McBride, Paul, 4,426.425. CI. 428-414.000
Harasta, Louis P.; Leszyk. Gerald M.; and Morrison, Edward D

4,426.431. CI. 430-14.000.

Eaton Corporation: See-
Kenny, Andrew A.; and Wojtecki, Ronald J., 4,425,931. CI

137-53.000.

Ebi, Yutaka: Set—
Horike, Masanori; and Ebi. Yutaka, 4,426.652, CI. 346-75.000.

Ecole Nationale Superieure d'Electricite et de Radioelectricite de
Bordeaux (E.N.S.E.R.B.) U.E.R. Derogatoire de I'Universite de
Bordeaux: See

—

Bousseau, Gerard; Baylou, Pierre; Mora. Andre; Monsion. Michel-
and Bouvet. Christian, 4.425,751, CI. 56-327.00A.

Economics Laboratory, Inc.: See

—

Copeland. James L.; Fernholz. Peter J.; Larson, Spencer B.; Salm-
onson, Duane L.; and Weick. Michael D., 4,426,362, CI
422-263.000. . . •

Ediund, Olof A.; and Enser, Mats A . to International Business Ma-
chines Corporation. Character recognition emploving compressed
image data. 4,426,731, CI. 382-56.000.

EDS-IDAB. Inc : See—
Kipp, Louis D., 4,425,974, CI. 177-1.000.

Edwards. Laroy H., to Chevron Research Company. Insecticidal
2-oxo-3-dialkoxyphosphoro-5-cyclopropyl-

1 ,3,4-oxadiazoline.
4,426.379, CI. 424-200.000.

Edwin Cooper, Inc.: See

—

Malec, Robert E , 4,426,305, CI 252-49.600.
Eeco Incorporated: See—

Pargee, Robert W., Jr., 4,426,698, CI. 371-37.000.
Egami. Tsuneyuki: See—

Kohama, Tokio; Obayashi, Hideki; Kawai, Hisasi; and Egami,
Tsuneyuki. 4,425,792, CI. 73-204.000.

Egro AG: See—
Luthy, Hans; Isler, Eugen; Meier. Ewald; and Zimmermann, Max,

4,425,958, CI. 164-119.000.

Eida. Tsuyoshi: See

—

Ohta. Tokuya; and Eida. Tsuyoshi, 4.426.226, CI 106-22.000.
Eisai Co.. Ltd.: See—

Sugimoto. Hachiro; Nakamura. Takaharu; Hamazo. Sachiyuki;
Igarashi. Toshiji; and Daiku. Yoshiharu. 4,426,383, CI.
424-253.000.

Tanaka, Satoru; Shimada, Katsutoshi; Hashimoto, Kazunori; Ema,
Kiichi; and Ueda. Koichiro. 4,426,521, CI. 544-146.000.

Eisele, Dieter: See—
de Bruyne, Patrick; Jaecklin, Andre; and Eisele. Dieter. 4,426,659,

CI 357-74.000.
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Eisenstein. Stephen R : See—
Dexheimer. Edward M , Anchor, Michael J.; Thir, Basil; and

Eisenstnn, Stephen '-.
. 4.426,300, CI. 252-8.900.

Dexheimer. Fxiward M ; Anchor. Miih-jcl J ; Thir, Basil; and
Ei.scnstein. Stephen \l . 4,426,301, CI 252-8.900.

Elcctro-Cralt Corp.: Sec -
Suita, Muneo, and Mogi. Kazuo, 4.426,606, CI 31K-375.00()

Electro-Malic Prc^lucts Co Sec—
Armond, Joseph A.. 4.426,672. CI 361-145 000.

Elert, Karl: Scc-
Cherchian Ara A ; Ulcrt, Karl; and Asl, Gunthcr E , 4.426,013, CI

220-66.000.

Elevitch, Franklin R Coffer roasicr 4,42.V720. CI. 34-233 000.

Eli Lilly and Company; See—
Burchfield, Robert W., 4.426,528, CI. 548-194.000.

Hsiung, Hansen M., 4,426,517, CI 536-27 000
Robey. Roger L., 4,426,536, CI 560-105.000.

Elkuch, Erwin. Apparatus for the conversion of power strokes of a

random sequence and of random lengths of strokes into potential

energy. 4.426,197, CI. 417-331 000.

Elliott, Paul G. Street sign adapter unit and street sijjn assembly includ-

ing the same. 4,425,728. CI. 40-607.000

Ema, Kiichi: See—
Tanaka, Satoru; Shimada, Katsutoshi; Hashimoto, Ka/unori; Ema.

Kiichi: and Ueda, Koichiro, 4,426,521, CI 544-146000.
Emerson Electric Co.: See—

Hierholzer. Frank J., Jr.; and Shelton, Gerald L., 4.426.405, CI
427-50.000.

Enders. John A : See—
Croteau, James; and Enders. John A.. 4.426.016. CI. 221-75 000.

Engel. Gerhard; and Wessel. Wolf, to Robert Bosch GmbH. RPM-
Governing system for an internal combustion engine with auto-igni-

tion. 4,425.888, CI. 123-339.000.

Engelhard Corporation: See

—

Langley, Robert C; and Myers, Herbert, 4,426,262, CI. 204-98.000

Engeike, Helmut: See—
Bohlen, Harald; Engelkc. Helmut; Greschner, Johann; and Nehmiz,

Peter, 4,426,584, CI. 250-492.200.

Engels. Walter: See

—

Weissenfels, Franz; and Engels. Walter. 4.426,462 CI S21-1 16000
Engineering Resources, Inc.: Set-—

Stavropoulos, Constantino N , 4,426,213, CI 55-466.000

Enser, Mats A.: See—
Ediund, Olof A.; and Enser, Mats A., 4,426,731, CI. 382-56.(X)0

Ephrath, Linda M., to International Business Machines Corporation.
Reactive ion etching apparatus with interlaced perforated anode
4,426.274, CI. 204-298.000.

Erlandsen, Peter. Clam dredge. 4,425.723. CI. 37-55.000.

Ernest, Michael V.; and Maselli, James M., to W. R Grace & Co
Catalyst composition for exhaust gas treatment. 4.426,320, CI.

502-313.000.

Ernst, Hermann H F Centrifugal fluid seal with drain holes and fluid

diverting means. 4,426,088, CI. 277-14.00R.
Ernst Leitz Wetzlar GmbH: See—

Steen, Harald B., 4,426.154, CI. 356-73 000.

Espelage, Paul M.; Lippitt, David L ; and 1 upper, Leland C, to Gen-
eral Electric Company. Twelve pulse load commutated inverter

drive system. 4,426.61 1, CI. 318-803.000.

ETA S.A., Fabriques d'Ebauches: See—
Muller. Jacques; and Mock. Elmar, 4,426.158, CI 368-76.000.

Etablissement Dentair Ivoclar: See—
Shoher. Itzhak; and Whiteman. Aaron. 4,426,404, CI. 427-2.000.

Etablissement Public de DilTusion dit "Telediffusion de France": Set

—

Dubost, Gerard; and Vinatier, Claude J., 4,426.649, CI .U3-

700.0MS.
Sechet, Claude; Gautier, Christian; and Degoulet, Gabriel.

4,426.684, CI. 364-900.000.

Ethicon, Inc : See—
Ivanov, Konstantin. 4,425.915. CI. 128-325.000.

Ethyl Corporation: See

—

Perilsiein, Warren L., 4,426.208. CI. 44-56.000.

Eutectic Corporation: See—
Kammcr. Paul A.; and Gamberg. Edward R . 4,426,428. CI

428-561.000.

Evalahti, Osmo: See

—

Aniikainen, Jukka; Evalahti, Osmo; and Wans, Tapio, 4,426,257,

CI. 162-336.000.

Evans, David W.; and Ginsburg. Arthur P., to United States of Amer-
ica, Air Force. Real-time optical filtering method with improved
filtered image detection and bandwidth adjustment. 4,426,663, CI
358-211.000.

Evans. Deborah A.; and Shelley, Lisbeth E. Cell suspension chamber
process. 4,426.295. CI. 210-772.000.

Ex-Ccll-O Corporation: See-
Salisbury, Wayne C, 4,426,348, CL 264-328.600.

Extra Technical Services: See-
Harrison. James M., 4,425,667, CI. 2-2.000.

Exxon Production Research Co.: See—
Richart, Jene A.; Beitler, Bradley D., and Deeken, David G.,

4.426,173, CI. 405-195.000.

Exxon Research and Engineering Co.: See—
Bushnell. James D., 4,426,361, CI. 422-256.000.

King, Terry S.. 4,426,541. CI. 568-881.000.

Kramer. George M., 4,426,545, CI. 585-724.000.

McCandlish, Larry E.; and Turaew, Larissa W., 4,426.366. CI.

423-365.000.

Metrailer. William J . 4,426.277, CI. 208-127 000 ^
Peiffer, Dennis G. I.undberg, Robert D. and Walker. Thid O

.

4,426,473. CI 524-111000
Wernick, David L. and Scypinski. Stephen, 4,426,292, CI

210-635 000
Vounghouse, Lawrence B , 4,425,907. CI 126-439000

F H Schule GmbH See—
Vick. Walter, and Suhrbier. Rolf, 4,425,841, CI 99-605 000

Fabrig, Paul, to Womako Maschmenkonstruktionen GmbH Apparatus
for winding helical wire coils 4,425.773. CI 72-142 000

Facet Enterprises. Incorporated: See—
Williams, James O . 4,425,812, CI 74-6()00

Fainzilberg, Zeilik. to Wico Corporation Drop target apparatus
4.426,081, CI 27V|27nOD

Falk, John C , to Borg-Warner Chemicals, Inc Graft polyblend flow
improvers for PVC 4.426,49.1, CI 525-84 000

Farnam Companies, Inc See—
OHando, Joseph, 4,425,731, CI 43-58 000

Farrar, Gordon A . and Fnemoih, Melvm R , deceased (by Fnemoth.
Jean M . Executrix), l<i Owens-Corning Fiherglas Corporation Elec-
tric melting of solidified glass in melting units 4.426,217. CI
65-135 000

Fatigue Technology, Inc See—
Champoux, Louis A , 4,425,780, CI 72-370 000

Kavcnnec, Jean-Luc Sec—
Morin, Francois; Favcnnec. Jean-Luc. and Bonnel, Madeleine,

4.426.407. CI 427-86 OfX)

Fecske. Aurel J . to Alfa-l.aval AB Mono hydrocyclone separator
4,426,283, CI 209-211000

Fegerl, Josef, and lugstheider, Walter, to Voesl-Alpine Aktiengesell-
schaft Arrangement for the production of steel 4,426,709, CI
373-22 0(X)

Fentress, Vernon A , to Raychem Corporation Heat-recoverable clo-

sure assembly 4,426,413. CI 428-36 000
Fergin, Richard L See—

Neuzil, Richard W
. and Fergin, Richard L , 4,426,232, CI

127-46 300

Fermentec Corporation See

—

Donofrio. David M . 4.426.450. CI 4.^5-243 000
Fernhol/, Peter J See—

Copeland, James I. Fernhol/. Peter J . Lapion, Spencer B . Salm-
onwn. Duane 1. . and Weick, Michael D , 4,426,362. CI
422-263 (XX)

F-'etsch. Joseph I . to Hydralrun Fuels, Inc Low density stop float trap

4,425,933, CI 137- 172 (XX)

Ficken, Leonard A , and Podgor.ny. Cicrald J . to L'MC Industries, Inc

Apparatus for dispensing containers from a stack of nested containers
4,426,017, CI 22 1 -222 (XX)

Figgins, Charles A See—
Sarkans, Ivars. and Figgins. Charles A . 4,426.242. CI 156-252 000

Figuera, Diego, to Datascope Corporation Cardiac valvular prosthesis

with rhi xlynamic disc 4.425,670, CI 3-1 5(X)

Fikc, Lester L., Jr , to Fike Metal Products Corpt>ration Shear type
pressure relief device for hydraulic energy abstirption unit 4,426,l()9.

CI. 293-133 0(X)

Fike Metal Prtxlucts Corporation See—
Fike, Lester L., Jr . 4,426,109, CI 293-133 000

Fildan, Gerhard Separable fastener for garments, belts and the like

4.425,689. CI. 24-664 000
Findl, Eugene See—

Conti, James C , Strope. Elaine. Findl, Eugene, and Griffiths.

Cynthia, 4.425,922, CI 128-691 (XX)

Fine Art Pillow & Sr>eciallies Corp See—
Schutz, Bernard R , 4,426,113, CI 297-219 000

Firev, Joseph C Further improved engine intake stralifier for continu-

ously variable stratified mixtures 4,425.892, CI 123-430000

Fisch, Richard S ; and Mikelsons, Valdis, to Minnevna Mining and
Manufacturing Company Imageable material with radiation absorb-

ing microstructured layers overcoaled with photoresist . layer

4,426,437, CI 4.10-166.000

Fischer, Emil, to Albert Frankenlhal AG Switch for the diversion of

spoiled Items from an overlapped stream of paper prixlucts 4.426,074.

CI, 271-302000.

Fischer, Kurt; and Mueller, Franz, to Oet»rge Fischer Aktiengesell-

schaft. Metering fuel supply to a sand packing combustion chamber
4.425,957. CI 164-37 000

Fisler. Charles F., to General Electric Company Programmable cKvk
radio having nap and sleep type features 4,426,736. CI 455-231 (XX)

Flanagan, Thomas L , to Standard-Knapp, Inc Two piece packing case

4,426,034, CI 229-23 OBT
FMC Corporation; See—

Plummer, Ernest L , 4,426,524, CI. 544-336000
Folkmann, Andrew F , to Rockwell International Corporation Elec-

tronically tunable band reject filter 4,426.630, CI 333-174 000
Forrester. Lester L., to General Dynamics, Pomona Division Audible

test device. 4,426,617, CI. 324-62.000

Forster, Denis; See

—

Barker, George E . and Forster, Denis. 4,426.542, CI 568-883 000
Forster, Ingrid; See—

Bahadir, Mufil; Payer, Wolfgang; Forster, Ingnd. and Lummen,
Hans-Albert. 4,426.315. CI. 502-1 13 000

Foumie, Rene, Besnard, Francois, Hons-OIivier, Jacques, and Pierre,

Alexandre, to S(x:iete Nationale Elf Aquitaine (Prod.) Annular ml
and method of use. 4,426,086, CI 277-1.000

Fouse, Scott D., to Hughes Aircraft Company. Two-dimensional kernel

generator for transversal filters. 4.426,629, CI 333-165 000.
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Fowler, John T., to Laitram Corporation, The. Floating non-gimballed
compass. 4,425.716. CI. 33-355 OOR

FR Kaiser GmbH: See—
Ammon, Helmut K: and Updike. John G. 4.425.733, CI

43-115.000.

Fraenkel, Benjamin S., to Yissum Research Development Co of the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Production of monochromatic
x-ray images of x-ray sources and space resolving x-ray spectra
4,426,719, CI. 378-70.000.

Framatome: See—
Chollet. Francis. 4.426.353. CI. 376-262.000.

Franek, Josef T.: and Porucznik. Paul, to Metal Box Limited. Method
and tool for redrawing. 4.425.778. CI 72-347.000.

Frank R. Ford Limited: S^e—
Butler. George T.. 4.426.044, CI. 241-236.000

Franke, Horst; Linder. Ernst; Moser, Winfried; Muller, Klaus; and
Rieger, Franz, to Robert Bosch GmbH. Combustion monitonng
system for multi<ylinder internal combustion engine. 4.425.788. CI
73-35.000.

Franz Buttner AG: See—
Hartmann. Heinz. 4.426,169. CI. 400-241.100

Fraser. James Y.; and Bailey. Bob, to Racemark International. Inc
Automobile floor mat fastener 4.425,690. CI. 24-351.000

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft Zur Forderung der Angewandten Forschung
e.V.; See—

Kiesewetter. Norbert; and Lakatos. Bertalan. 4,425.981 CI
181-286.000.

Freelance. Inc.: See—
Mousukas. Matthew A.; and Olejkowski. Edwin. 4.425,725 CI

40-152.000.

Freeouf. John L.; Kirchner, Peter D.; Pettit. George D.; and Woodall.
Jerry M.. to International Business Machines Corporation Volatile
metal oxide suppression in molecular beam epitaxy systems
4.426.237. CI. 148-175000.

Freimuth. John H , to Sperry Corporation Clutch mechanism for
baling machine 4.425.753. CI 56-341.000

Fnas. Robert; and Cam. Troy D., to Ingram Corporation Tubular
handling apparatus. 4.426.182. CI 414-22000.

Fncker, Wolfgang-Peter: See—
Scholz, Manfred: Fncker. Wolfgang-Peter; and Gollasch. Bernd

4.425,963, CI. 165-104 320
Friedel. Rudolf, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft Dnve for rotary anodes
of X-ray tubes. 4,426.720. CI. 378-93 000.

Friemoth. Jean M., Executrix: See—
Farrar. Gordon A , and Fnemoth, .Melvin R , deceased, 4.426 217

CI. 65-135.000

Friemoth. Melvin R . deceased: See—
Farrar. Gordon A ; and Fnemoth. Melvin R.. deceased. 4,426,217

CI. 65-135.000.

Fnes. Richard W.; and Buehler. Charles K . to Northern Petrochemical
Company. Supported polyethylene polymerization catalysts utilizing
substituted polystyrene resins. 4,426,318. CI. 502-154.000

Fritzenwenger. Josef A.; Probst. Manin; and Schmid, Gunther. to
Bayensche Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft Cooling arrangement
for liquid cooled internal combustion engines 4.425,877 CI
123-41.100.

Fuchs, Francis J.. Jr., to Western Electnc Co Methods for extrusion
4.425.775. CI. 72-270.000

Fudickar. Carl S.; and Thies. Peter, to C S Fudickar K G PTC Heat-
ing element. 4.426.573, CI 219-544.000

Fuji Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See— I

Makita. Fujio. 4.425.992. CI. 192-820OT. '

Fuji Photo Film. Co . Ltd.: See—
Minamizono, Junji; Hirano. Mitunori; Kawashima, Yoshiro and
Ogawa. Tadashi, 4.426,445. CI. 430-599.000.

Fujimura. Osamu, to Bell Telephone Laboratones, Incorporated
X-Ray microbeam generator 4,426,722. CI 378-137 000

Fujirebio Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Aoki, Tadao; Miyakoshi. Hideo; and Mizukoshi. Mikio. 4.426 454

CI. 436-504.000

Fujisaki, Iwao; Kosuge. Shuichi; Ogawa. Syuu; Sato, Kimihiko: and
Soeda, Toshimi. to Senoh Kabushiki Kaisha. Apparatus for checking
pulse and heart rates. 4.425.921, CI. 128-690.000

Fujitsu Fanuc Limited: See—
Imazeki, Ryoji; Yamazaki, Etsuo; and Matsuura, Hitoshi. 4.426.180

CI. 409-99.000.

Kawada, Shigeki; and Koban, Katsuo, 4.426.610. CI 318-798 OfX)
Fujitsu Limited: See—

Abini, Akira; Sugimoto. Masahiro; and Inomata, Juro. 4.426 657
CI. 357-29.000.

Kawaura. Kuninori; Yamada. Sumio; Wakatsuki. Noboru; Ono,
Masaaki; Tanji. Shigeo; Fujiwara, Yoshiro; and Yanaeisawa,
Masanobu, 4,426,595, CI 3IO-313.00D

Kobayashi, Koichi; Kawashima, Kenichi; and Oshio. Shuzo,
4,426,439. CI. 430-269.000

Sasaki. Nobuo; and Nakano, Motoo, 4.425,700. CI. 29-571 000
Shimizu, Kazuyuki; and Koshino. Minoru, 4.426,713 CI

375-106.000.

Yamaguchi, Hisashi; Kawada, Toyoshi; Kashiwara, Hirofumi
Ishizaki, Hiroyuki; and Murase, Kenji, 4,426,646, CI. 340-769 000

Yamamoto, Tsuyoshi; and Takahashi, Hitoshi, 4,426,686, CI
365-104.000.

Fujiwara, Yoshiro: See—
Kawaura, Kuninori; Yamada, Sumio; Wakatsuki, Noboru; Ono.

Masaaki; Tanji, Shigeo; Fujiwara, Yoshiro; and Yanaeisawa,
Masanobu, 4,426,595. CI. 310-313.00D.

Fukagawa. Yasuo: See—
Okabe. Mitsuyasu; Yoshioka, Takeo; Fukagawa. Yasuo; Okamoto,

Rokuro; Kouno, Kageaki; and Ishikura, Tomoyuki. 4,426 390 CI
424-274.000. . .^"

Fukazawa. Takeshi: See—
Kato. Yoji; Yamaguchi, Shunzo; Fukazawa. Takeshi; and Saieo

Shinichi. 4.426.568. CI. 219-270.000.
'

Fukuda. Hiroshi: See—
Maki. Masao; Fukuda. Hiroshi; and Sano. Seiichi. 4,426.465, CI

523-135.000

Fukumi. Hiroshi: See-
Sato. Yasunobu; Fukumi. Hiroshi; Koike. Hiroyuki; and Nishino,

Hiroshi. 4.426.382. CI. 424-251.000
Fukumitsu. Akira: See—

Monki. Takeo; and Fukumitsu. Akira. 4.426.695, CI. 369-77 200
Fukuoka, Tatsuhiko: See—

Takenaka. Akira; and Fukuoka, Tatsuhiko, 4.426,089, CI
277-27.000.

Fukushima, Toshihiko; Miyamoto. Seigo; Kawashima. Kenichi;
Kawabata. Toshiaki; Tani. Seijiro; and Shibata, Takanori, to Hitachi,
Ltd. Air conditioner for automobiles. 4,425,765. CI. 62-133 000

Funada. Fumiaki; Minezaki, Shigehiro; Kozaki, Syuichi; and Uede,
Hisashi. to Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha. Twisted nematic liquid crystal
display panel. 4.426.133. CI. 350-334.000.

Funa. Edoardo: See—
Vittone. Andrea; and Furia. Edoardo. 4.426.343. CI. 264-147.000.

Furusawa. Monmasa: See—
Minegishi. Sokichi; Takizawa, Tozo; and Furusawa. Morimasa

4.425,692. CI 29-611.000.

Furuta. Yoichi. to Aisin Seiki Company. Limited. Brake booster with
reaction disc plate and cylindrical member. 4,425.760, CI. 60-547.100.

Fushihara. Tomotsuru. Method for separating drinking water
4,426.261, CI. 204-98.000.

f"" e 6 •

Gabnel. Frank K.; and North. William E . to Westinghouse Electric
Corp. Turbine disc cavity temperature sensing arrangement.
4,426,161. CI 374-144.000.

Gagliani, John; and Long, John V. Modified polyimide foams and
methods of making same. 4,426,463. CI. 521-180.000.

Galwey. Ronald K.; and Kanazawa. Kay K.. to International Business
Machines Corporation. Detection circuitry for electrochemical anal-
ysis 4.426.621, CI 324-439.000.

Gamberg. Edward R.: See—
Kammer, Paul A.; and Gamberg. Edward R.. 4,426.428, CI

428-561.000.

Gancy, Alan B Process of making calcium acetate deicine agents
4,426,308, CI. 252-70.000.

Ganellin, Charon R.: See—
Durant, Graham J.; Ganellin, Charon R.; and Sach, Georee S

,

4.426.526. CI. 546-300.000.
Garagnani, Enea: See—

Marzola. Roberto; Garagnani, Enea; and Moro, Alessandro,
4,426,469. CI. 523-209.000.

Garbell. Maurice A Sliding panel with sound-trap framing. 4,425,739.
CI 49-424 000.

Garceau. Ronald; and Ramsey. Henry R.. to Webster Spring Co., Inc.
Coil spnng assembly with grid and base frame. 4,426,070. CI.
267-91.000

Gardner, Hugh C , to Union Carbide Corporation. Curable physical
mixtures and composites therefrom. 4,426,491, CI. 524-878.000.

Garney, Tom A, to Dresser Industries, Inc. Borehole centralizer with
positively indexable contact arms. 4.425.966. CI. 166-241.000.

Garrett Corporation. The: See—
McJones, Robert W.; McCany, Robert S.; and Cardillo, Joseph S..

4.425,893. CI 123-446.000.

Garrett. Harnson: See—
Willis. Albert E.; Gould. John M.; Matheney. Jack L.; and Garrett,

Harrison. 4,426,678, CI. 363-25.000.
Gartside, Robert J.: See—

Woebcke. Herman N.; Bhojwani, Arju H.; and Gartside, Robert J.,

4,426.359. CI. 422-145.000.

Caspar, Richard A.: See—
Cole. Roben C; Gaspar. Richard A.; Stackhouse, Donald C; and
Trentman, John L., 4,426,072, CI. 270-53.000. •

Gaur. Santosh P.: See—
Bhatia, Harsaran S.; Eardley, David B.; and Gaur, Santosh P.,

4.426,655, CI. 357-21.000.

Gauthier-Lafaye, Jean; and Perron, Robert, to Rhone-Poulenc Indus-
tnes. Preparation of carboxylic acids by carbonylation of alcohols.
4,426,537, CI 562-519.000.

Gautier, Christian: See—
Sechet, Claude; Gautier, Christian; and Degoulet, Gabriel,

4,426,684, CI. 364-900.000.
Gaz de France: See—

Thouault, Alain; Chapuis, Claude; and Austniy, Georges,
4.425.902. CI. I26-360.00R.

Geben, Kenneth W
; and Rajski. Pat A., to Consolidated Papers, Inc.

Edge dam for paper coating apparatus and method. 4.426,412, CI.
427-356.000.

Geddes, Leslie A.: See—
Bourland, Joe D; Geddes, Leslie A.; Babbs, Charles F.; and
Tacker. Willis A., Jr., 4,425,920, CI. 128-672.000.

Geigert, John; and Neidleman, Saul L., to Cetus Corporation. Method
for producing vicinal dihalogented products. 4,426,449, CI.
435-155.000.

Geisel. Anthony, and Rohowsky. Bohdan. Ladder platform. 4.425.985.
CI 182121.000
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Gelardi. Anthony L.; Gelardi, Paul J.; and MacLeod. Robert B., Jr., to
Shape Inc. Plate bracket for mounting a cassette box. 4,426.056. CI
248-225.100.

Gelardi. Paul J.: See—
Gelardi, Anthony L.; Gelardi, Paul J.; and MacLeod, Robert B

,

Jr.. 4.426,056, CI. 248-225.100.
General Dynamics, Pomona Division: See-

Forrester, Lester L., 4,426.617, CI 324-62.000
General Electric Company: See—

Brenig, Theodore, 4.426.733. CI. 455-79.000.
Dallavia, Anthony J., Jr.; Van Vleck, Gordon T.; and Traver.
Frank J.. 4.426.490, CI. 524-837.000.

Espelage. Paul M.; Lippitt, David L.; and Tupper. Leiand C.
4.426.611. CI. 318-803.000.

Fisler, Charles F., 4.426,736, CI. 455-231.000.
Mark, Victor, 4.426.513, CI. 528-204.000.

Steigerwald, Robert L.; Komrumpf. William P.; and Walden. John
P.. 4,426,564. CI. 219-10.770.

Taylor, Carl D.. 4.426,676. CI. 362-371.000.
Underkofner. Edwin C, 4,426,555, CI. 179-84.00L.

General Foods Corporation: See—
Cyronak, Matthew J.; Zanno, Paul R.; and Soukup, Robert J..

4.426.403. CI. 426-535.000.

Jacobsen. David T.; and Klopfenstein, Jerome P.. 4.425.843. CI
100-229.00A.

General Motors Corporation: See—
Claypole, George M., 4,425,766, CI. 62-133.000
Livesay. J. D.. 4,425.837, CI. 92-71.000.

General Tire & Rubber Company. The: See—
Vitus, Francis J.; Hargis, Ivan G.; Livigni, Russell A ; and Ag-

garwal. Sundar L.. 4,426.495. CI. 525-92.000.
George Fischer Aktiengesellschaft: See-

Fischer. Kurt; and Mueller. Franz, 4.425.957. CI. 164-37.000.
George Fischer Ltd.: See—

Wuchner, Xaver, 4,426,178, CI. 408-28.000.

Gesellschaft fur Kemenergieverwertung in Schiffbau und Schiffahrt
mbH: See—
Schwenke, Joachim; Knoth, Joachim; Marten, Rainer; and Ro-
somm, Herbert, 4.426,717, CI. 378-45.000.

Gesellschaft Fur Strahlen-und Umweltforschung mbH: See—
Kreincr, Hans-Jurg; Seif, Rudolf; and Zimmer. Wilhelm. 4.426.581,

CI. 250-380.000.

Gessell, Donald E., to Dow Chemical Company, The. Catalyst pre-
pared from organomagnesium compound, organic hydroxyl-contain-
ing compound, reducing halide source and transition metal com-
pound. 4,426,316, CI. 502-169.000.

Gestetner Manufacturing Limited: See—
Kuemmel, Klaus; Klapettek. Gerhard; and Schneider, Siegfried,

4,426,149. CI. 355-8.000.

Gibson, James F., to Lockheed Corporation. Door locking mechanism.
4.426,107, CI. 292-201.000.

Gifford, Richard L., to Brunswick Corporation. Bail trip mechanism for
fishing reel. 4.426,045, CI. 242-84.20G.

Gillott, Jack E.; Jordaan, Ian J.; Loov, Robert E.; Shrive, Nigel G.; and
Raymont, Michael E. D., to Sulphur Development Institute of Can-
ada (SUDIC). Freeze/thaw durable sulphur compositions. 4,426,456.
CI. 501-84.000.

Gimond. Jacques; Gonda, Richard; Hicter. Jean-Marie; and Laty,
Pierre, to Societe de Vente de I'Aluminium Pechiney. Roury gas
dispersion device for the treatment of a bath of liquid metal
4,426,068. CI. 266-217.000.

Ginsburg. Arthur P.: See-
Evans, David W.; and Ginsburg, Arthur P., 4,426.663, CI

358-211.000.

Gipson, Robert M.: See-
McCoy, David R.; Gipson, Robert M.; and Naylor, Carter G.,

4.426,302. CI. 252-8.55D.
Givaudan Corporation: See—

Ochsner, Paul A . 4.426.321. CI. 252-522.00R.
Globe Rubber Works. Inc.: See—

Somerville, Richard C, 4,425,694. CI. 29-110.000.
Goetz, Edward E.. Jr. Hydrodynamic fishing lure. 4.425.730. CI

43-42.110.

Golden, Frederick L. Edge connected three dimensional structures
4,425,740, CI. 52-81.000.

Gollasch, Bernd: See—
Scholz, Manfred; Fricker, Wolfgang-Peter; and Gollasch, Bernd.

4.425.963, CI. 165-104.320.

Gollcr, Glen J.; Breault. Richard D.; and Smith. J. Harold, to United
Technologies Corporation. Process for fabricating ribbed electrode
substrates and other articles. 4.426,340, CI. 264-29 100.

Gonda. Richard: See—
Gimond, Jacques; Gonda. Richard; Hicter. Jean-Marie; and Laty,

Pierre, 4.426,068. CI. 266-217.000.

Gontowski. Walter S., Jr.. to Sprague Electnc Company. IC With
protection against reversed power supply. 4,426,658. CI 357-48.000

Gonzalez, Teodoro J., to Price Pfister. Inc. Snap in valve cartridge for

plumbing fixture. 4.425.935. CI. 137-315.000
Good. Raymond H.; and McBride, Paul, to Eastman Kodak Company
Novel polyamine compounds and their use as curing agents for epoxy
resins. 4.426,425, CI. 428-414.000.

Gopher Shooter's Supply Company. Incorporated: See—
Purdic. Clarence E.. deceased. 4.425.833. CI 86-44.000.

Gordon. Arnold Z.: See—
Hardee. Kenneth L.; Gordon. Arnold Z.; Pyle, Charles B.; and Sen.

Rajat K., 4,426.263. CI. 204-101.000.

Gordon, Marvin, and Lichtenstein. Joseph, to Whitman Medical Cor-
poration Incentive spirometer with automatic levelling 4.425.923.
CI 28-727.000

Gorski-Popiel. George, to Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Correlation system for global position receiver 4.426.712. CI
375-96 000.

Goss. David C. to Thermon Manufactunng Company Concentnc tube
heat tracing apparatus 4.425.936. CI 137-340 000

G<iss, Gary J.: See—
Yu. Km C, and Goss. Gary J . 4.426.679. CI 364-200.000

Goto, Satoshi: See—
Sawada. Kiyoshi; Goto. Satoshi, Sasaki. Osamu; Takahashi. Jiro.

and Komamura. Tawara. 4.426,432. CI. 430-58.000.
Goto, Takahiro: See—

Manabe. Nobuyuki, and Goto, Takahiro, 4.426,233. CI 134-21 000
Gotoda. Yusuke, to Honda. Giken. Kogyo, Kabushiki, Kaisha Power

transmission system for vehicles 4,425.989. CI 192-48.920
Goudie. Alexander C . to Beecham Group Limited Chemical com-
pounds 4,426.392. CI 424-308 000

Gould Inc : See—
Halasz. Laszlo. 4.426.031. O 228-121.000

Gould. John M. See-
Willis. Albert E.; Gould, John M.; Matheney, Jack L , and Garrett

Harnson. 4.426.678. CI. 363-25 000.
Government Innovators. Inc : See—

Pickrell. John W.. 4.425.836. CI 91-405000
Gowan. John G

,
to United Sutes of Amenca, Air Force Replaceable

diffraction gratings for cooled laser optics 4.426.131. CI 350-162.200
Gozzo, Franco: See—

Troiani, Nicola; Gozzo. Franco, and Loruvso. Simone, 4.426.393
CI 424-327 000

Graber Industnes. Inc : See—
Kaucic. Edward M , 4.425,955. CI 160-168 OOR
Terlecke. Mark J . 4.425.956. CI 160-168 OOR

Graco Inc.: See—
Kwok. Kui C. 4.426,039, CI 239-415 000

Grady. John K Biplanar vanable angle X-ray examining apparatus
4.426.725. CI. 378-196.000

Grant. Robert F Article display and holder apparatus 4.425.997 CI
206-0.840

Grassmann, Peter See—
Baer. Ulnch; Distler. Waller, and Grassmann. Peter. 4,426,715. CI

378-4.000

Gralz. Johannes, and Kerstges. Ferdinand, to Steag Aktiengesellschaft
Outer wall suspended in front of a metal structure 4,425,745 CI
52-235000.

Graves. Ernest D . Jr See-
Bice. William L . Graves, Ernest D , Jr . and Wagener. Gerald P ,

4.425.790. CI 73-55 000.

Graves. Toby R See-
Woods. John H., Laughlin. Charles E , and Graves, Toby R..

4.426.329. CI 260-398.600
Grecnberger. Joseph I ; and Kohnng. Fredenck C , to Wean United.

Inc. Liquid discharge apparatus 4,425,928, CI 134-122 OOR
Greiner, Leonard. Chemical heat pump 4.425,903, CI 126-419000
Grendol. Clark L ; and Seager, Richard H , to American Optical Cor-

poration. Safety goggle 4.425.669. CI 2-436000
Greschner, Johann: See—

Bohlen. Harald; Engelke. Helmut; Greschner. Johann, and Nehmiz.
Peter, 4.426.584. CI 250-492 200

Gnesser. Walter, to Zahnradfabrik Fnednchshafen Aktiengesellschaft
Clutch assembly for gear transmission. 4.425,990, CI 192-53 OOG

GnfTiths. Cynthia: See—
Conti. James C ; Strope. Elaine; Findl. Eugene, and GnfTiths,

Cynthia, 4.425,922, CI 128-691000
Grimm, Hans: See—

Horner. Ernst L.; Knolle. Jurgen C ; and Gnmm. Hans. 4,425.865,
CI. 118-19.000

Gntton. Charles W K . to Bell Telephone Laboratones. incorporated
Partial band - whole band energy discnminator 4.426,729. CI
381-41000

Grogan. Hope: See—
Grogan. Victor A . 4,426.563. CI 200-334 000

Grogan, Victor A , to Grogan, Victor A . Grogan, Hope; and Wessen-
dorf. Walter F. Jr Cham saw safely switch 4.426,563, CI
200-334.000

Gross, Nelson B.: See-
Johnson. Walter T; and Gros.s. Nelson B, 4.426.120. CI

312-100 000
Gross. Sol A. Collapsible luggage earner 4,426,099, CI 280-655 000
Gros.sler, Peter, to Messerschmill-Bolkow-Blohm G m.b H Device for

initiating an explosive charge with damming means of non-explosive
shock wave attenuating malenal between the outer booster and the
liner. 4.425.850. CI 102-307 000

Grosvenor. Ronald L.: See-
Preston, Fredenck R ; Grosvenor. Ronald L . and Derry. Cecil.

4.426.015, CI 220-403 000
Grove Valve and Regulator Company: See-

Van Scoy. Davis A.. 4.425.806. CI 73-861 610
Gruber, Robert J : See-

Lewis. Richard B.; Julien, Paul C; Gruber. Robert J . and Kochler.
Richard F . Jr . 4.426,436. CI. 430-137.000

Grunzweig & Hartmann MonUge GmbH See—
Scholz. Manfred; Fncker. Wolfgang- Peter, and Gollasch. Bernd.

4,425.963, CI 165-104 320
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GTE Laboratories: See—
Swin, Vinod K.; and Buljan, Sergej-Tomislav. 4,426,209, CI.

51-295.000.

GTE Products Corporation: See—
Chenot, Charles F.; and Walter, Wolfgang, 4.426,600, CI.

313-487.000.

De Vos, Hendrik A. J,; and Labouliere, Elzear R., 4.426,126, CI.

339-125.0OR.

Mizuhara, Howard. 4,426,033. CI. 228-56.000.

Guerin, Jacques: See—
Denoyer, Serge; Guerin, Jacques; Labrot, Maxime; and Serrano,

Jean-Pierre. 4.426,597, CI. 313-231.410.

Gugliotti, Carmelo I., to Turrissi. Andrew. Electric hair curling iron.

4,426,567, CI. 219-225.000. ,

Guynes, Kenneth W.: See— '

Drewett. Glen E.; and Guynes, Kenneth W., 4.426.174. CI.
405-2 1 3.000.

Guziec, Frank S.. Jr., to Thiokol Corporation. Method for producing
aldehydes and ketones using 2,2'-bipyridinium chlorochromate as
oxidizing agent. 4,426,534. CI. 549-70.000.

Hachitani, Shuji; Tanaka. Yasushi; Ogiso. Haruhiko; and Nakamura.
Tetsuya, to Nippondenso Co., Ltd. Electric governor for internal

combustion engine. 4,425,889, CI. 123-357.000.

Hacksell. Uli A.: See—
Arvidsson. Folke L.; Carlsson. Per A. E.; Hacksell, Uli A.; Hjorth,
John S. M.; Lindberg, Per. L.; Nilsson, John L. G.; Sanchez.
Domingo; Svensson, Nils U. E.; and Wikstrom. Hakan V.,

4,426,386. CI. 424-267.000.

Hackstein, Karl-Gerhard; Hrovat, Milan; Huschka, Hans; and Koch,
Karl-Heinz, to Nukem GmbH. Process for the production of UjOg
sintered bodies. 4.426,338, CI. 264-0.500.

Hage, Manfred; and Schinkoth, Gerhard, to Wieland-Werke AG.
Finned tube for a heat exchanger. 4,425,942, CI. 138-38.000.

Hagino, Kazuyuki: See—
Hosokawa, Teijiro; Kako, Shigetoshi; and Hagino, Kazuyuki,

4,426,206, CI. 8-528.000.

Hakoune, Maurice. Method for treating a gem and gem treated with this

method. 4,425,769, CI. 63-32.000.

Halasz, Laszio, to Gould Inc. Method of soldering ink jet nozzle to
piezoelectric element. 4,426,031, CI. 228-121.000.

Hall. Wilbur L.: See-
Brown, Alfred; and Hall, Wilbur L.. 4.425,968, CI. 166-295.000

Halogen Insulator & Seal Corp.: See-
Bender, Michael J.. 4.426,090, CI. 277-27.000.

Hamada, Masanori, to Clarion Co., Ltd. FM Noise reducing circuit.

4,426,727. CI. 381-13.000.

Hamazo, Sachiyuki: See—
Sugimoto, Hachiro; Nakamura, Takaharu; Hamazo. Sachiyuki;

Igarashi. Toshiji; and Daiku, Yoshiharu, 4,426,383, CI.
424-253.000.

Hamilton. Carl C: See—
Porta, Livio D.; Berkowitz, David A.; Withuhn, William L.; and

Hamilton, Carl C, 4,425,763. CI. 60-693.000.
Hammerschmidt, Erich; Behre. Horst; Kruger, Bruno; and Winkler,

Adolf, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the preparation of
l-benzoylamino-8-hydroxynaphthalene-4,6-disuIphonic acid (benz-
oyl-K acid). 4,426,333, CI. 26O-5O7.0OR.

Hammex Machines Ltd.: See—
Dieckow, Klaus-Peter, 4,426,035. CI. 206-526.000.

Hamprecht, Berhard; and Wuerzer, Bruno, to BASF Aktiengesell-
schaft. 2H- 1.2.4,6-Thiatriazine- 1 -dioxides and their use for control-
ling undesirable plant growth. 4,426,219, CI. 71-91.000.

Hamprecht, Gerhard: See—
Parg, Adolf; Hamprecht, Gerhard; and Wuerzer. Bruno. 4.426.220.

CI. 71-98.000.

Hanmer. Richard A., to Dow Chemical Company. The. Electrolytic
cell vermiculite diaphragms. 4,426,272, CI. 204-296.000.

Hannas, James R., to Draco Laboratories, Inc. Solid state electronic
power switch. 4,426,615, CI. 323-322.000.

Hanou Holdings S.A.: See—
De Waele, Gerard, 4,425,748, CI. 52-436.000.

Haraguchi, Kazuo: See—
Horii, Taichi; Horii, Taro; and Haraguchi, Kazuo, 4,426,006, CI.

209-593.000.

Harasta, Louis P.; Leszyk, Gerald M.; and Morrison. Edward D.. to
Eastman Kodak Company. Radiation-curable compositions for re-

storative and/or protective treatment of photographic elements.
4,426.431, CI. 430-14.000.

Harato, Takuo: See—
Yamada, Koichi; Harato, Takuo; Kato, Hisakatsu; and Shiozaki,
Yasumi, 4,426,363. CI. 423-121.000.

Hardee, Kenneth L.; Gordon, Arnold Z.; Pyle, Charles B ; and Sen,
Rajat K., to Diamond Shamrock Corporation. Method and electro-
catalyst for making chlorine dioxide. 4,426,263, CI. 204-101,000.

Hargett, Francis B., to AMF Incorporated. Means for processing sheets
of material. 4,425,858, CI. 112-121.120.

Hargis, Ivan G.: See—
Vitus, Francis J.; Hargis, Ivan G.; Livigni, Russell A.; and Ag-

garwal, Sundar L.. 4,426,495, CI. 525-92.000.
Hangae, Shunji: See—

Satoh, Isao; Yoshida, Tomio; Hangae, Shunji; and Koishi, Kenii,
4,426.693, CI. 369-45.000.

Hamed, Dan B.: See—
Wilkens, Dean R.; Hamed, Dan B.; and Hawn, Norman W.

4.426.623, CI. 329-178.000.

Harold Sponseller and Associates, Inc.: See—
Sponseller, Harold P., 4,425,802, CI. 73-827.000.

Harper, Oris E., to Rampon Products, Inc. Knee protector/subilizer
4,425.912, CI. 128-80.00C.

Harris Corporation: See-
Cole, Robert C; Caspar, Richard A.; Stackhouse, Donald C; and

Trentman, John L., 4,426,072, CI. 270-53.000.
Riffe, Josephus; and Sinha, Rajiv, 4,426.682, CI. 364-200.000.

Harrison, James M., to Extra Technical Services. Protective vest appa-
ratus. 4,425,667, CI. 2-2.000.

Harrison Mayer Limited: See—
Keeling, Robert A.; and Hunt, John, 4,426,227, 01. 106-27.000.

Harry, leuan L.: See—
Krishnakumar, Suppayan M.; Pocock, John F. E.; and Harry, leuan

L., 4,426,202, CI. 425-534.000.
Hart. Walter D.: See-

Meyers. Robert A.; and Hart. Walter D.. 4,426,281, CI. 209-1 1.000.
Harteck, Paul, to Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Fixation of nitrogen

in the presence of water vapor. 4,426,367, CI. 423-395.000.
Hartmann, Heinz, to Franz Buttner AG. Typewriting ribbon with

adhesively correctable print. 4,426,169, CI. 400-241.100.
Hartmann, Kurt: See—

Bohg, Armin; and Hartmann, Kurt, 4,425,845, CI. 101-93.340.
Harvey. Kenneth: See-

Morton, Anthony J.; and Harvey, Kenneth, 4,426,373, CI.
424-52.000.

Harvey, Raymond G.: See—
Norton, Colin F.; and Harvey, Raymond G., 4,425,815, CI

74-425.000.

Harwood, Leopold A.; and Shanley, Robert L., II, to RCA Corpora-
tion. Circuit for linearly gain controlling a differential amplifier.
4,426,625. CI. 330-254.000.

Hashimoto, Akihiko, to Olympus Optical Company, Ltd. Lens shutter
camera. 4,426,145, CI. 354-195.100.

Hashimoto, Kazunori: See—
Tanaka, Satoru; Shimada, Katsutoshi; Hashimoto, Kazunori; Ema,

Kiichi; and Ueda, Koichiro, 4,426,521. CI. 544-146.000.
Hashimoto, Mitsuru; Masafumi, OhU; Kozima, Akio; Sakai, Kiyoshi;
and Sasaki, Masaomi, to Ricoh Co., Ltd. 3,6-Disazo-9-ethyl carbazole
compounds. 4,426,327, CI. 260-160.000.

Hashimoto, Seiichi; and Aoki, Takaaki. Clamp for hoses and the like.

4.425.682, CI. 24-20.00S.
Hashiya, Minoru, to Shinano Kikaku Co., Ltd. Lens attchment for

forming wide-ranging images. 4,426,135, CI. 350-422.000.
Hau, Masahiko, to Yoshida Kogyo K. K. Separable slide fastener.

4.425.683, CI. 24-381.000.

Hataoka, Nobuo: See—
Komatsu, Akio; Ichikawa, Akira; Hataoka, Nobuo; Kitazume,

Yoshiaki; and Umemura, Kazuhiro, 4,426,551, CI. 381-41.000.
Haub, Martin: See—

Albrecht, Klaus; and Haub, Martin, 4,425,795, CI. 73-295.000.
Haugen, Peter N.: See-

Ida, Noble; Nelson, Paul E.; Haugen, Peter N.; Aho, Robert T.; and
Lucas, Andrew A., 4,426,251, CI. 156-656.000.

Haupt, Heinrich: See—
Brassat, Bert; Buysch, Hans-Josef; Haupt, Heinrich; and Hermann,

Karl H., 4,426,475, CI. 524-255.000.

Hawker Siddeley Dynamics Engineering Limited: See

—

Turton, David; and Thompson, Lionel R. F., 4,425,793, CI. 73-

29O.0OR.

Hawkins, Christopher M.: See—
Kreuz, John A.; and Hawkins, Christopher M., 4,426,253, CI.

156-668.000.

Hawn, Norman W.: See—
Wilkens, Dean R.; Hamed. Dan B.; and Hawn, Norman W.,

4.426,623. CI. 329-178.000.

Hayama, Nobuhiro: See—
Tadokoro, Tomoo; Hayama, Nobuhiro; and Akagi, Toshimichi,

4,425,883, CI. 123-242.000.

Hayashi, Makoto; Sakau, Shinji; and Shimizu, Tasuku, to HiUchi, Ltd.
X-Ray diffraction apparatus. 4,426,718, CI. 378-072.000.

Haynes, Harold R.: See—
Poffenbarger, Perry S., 4,426,642, CI. 340-690.000.

Hays, Bill J. Automotive clutch improvements. 4,425,991, CI.

192-70.270.

Hazelrigg. Keith R., to NL Industries, Inc. Underwater connector
apparatus. 4,426,104, CI. 285-26.000.

Healy, James W., to Superwinch, Inc. Winch drive mechanism.
4,426.064, CI. 254-342.000.

Hechtl, Wolfgang: See-
Louis, Eckhart; Aigner, Emst; and Hechtl, Wolfgang, 4,426,240,

CI. 156-99.000.

Hefner, Robert E., Jr., to Dow Chemical Company, The. Poly(allyl)-

poly(alkenylphenol) polymer compositions. 4,426,496, CI.

525-168.000.

Hegg, Hendrick C, to Imperial Stamp ft Engraving Co. Line spacer for

meUl sUmping devices. 4,426,164, CI. 400-46.000.

Hegner, Gunter: See

—

Stoewe, Anneliese; and Hegner. Gunter, 4,426,121, CI. 339-38.000.

Heinemann, Fritz: See—
Marschner. Heinz; Heinemann, Fritz; and Marsland, George,

4.425.822, CI. 74-640.000.

Heise, Klaus-Peter; Schneider, Emst; and Wedemeyer, Karlfried, to
Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the preparation of optionally

p-chlorine-substituted 2.6-diaminotoluene. 4,426.538, CI. 564-417.000.
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Helene Curtis Industries, Inc.: See—
Shirakura, Sachiko; and Namiki, Hiroo, 4,426.376, CI. 424-71.000

Hellige GmbH: See-
Moll, Hermann; Leist, Helmut J.; Pomorin. Karl-Hemz; and Ull-

rich. Georg J.. 4,425,918. CI. 128-635.000.
Helling, Gunter, to Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft. Anionic copoly-
mers containing polyvalent metal cations and their use in photo-
graphic materials. 4,426,438, CI. 430-213.000.

Helms, Randall D.: See-
Klein, David M.; Wimberger, Richard J.; Rocheleau. Michael O.;
and Helms, Randall D., 4,425,719, CI. 34-156.000.

Helten, Manfred: See—
Chatzipetros, Johann; and Helten, Manfred, 4,425,811, CI

73-863.110.

Hendrych, George, to Koppers Company, Inc. Coke oven door seal

4,426,259, CI. 202-248.000.
Henke, Randolph R., to Agrigenetics Research Associates Limited
Methods for mutant selection in cereal crops. 4,425,737. CI.
47-58.000.

Henle, Robert A.; and Johnson, Alfred H., to International Business
Machines Corporation; and International Business Machines Corpo-
ration. Vertical semiconductor integrated circuit chip packaging
4.426.689, CI. 365-52.000.

Hensler, Norman A.: See—
Liu, Chi S.; Williams, Roy K.; Jasper, Lee R.; and Hensler, Norman

A., 4,426,706, CI. 372-86.000.

Herbert, Karl; and Kleineisel, GusUv, to Linde Aktiengesellschaft.
Adjusuble axial flow piston machines. 4,426,195, CI. 417-222.000

Hercules Incorporated: See—
Maslanka, William W.; and Spence, Gavin G., 4,426,483, CI.

524-460.000.

Herman, Trent S. Siphon ladling apparatus. 4,425,932. CI. 137-143.000
Hermann, Karl H.: See—

Brassat, Bert; Buysch, Hans-Josef; Haupt, Heinrich; and Hermann.
Karl H., 4,426,475, CI. 524-255.000.

Hese, Nils; Seeling, Alfred; and Weisweiler, Manfred, to Carl
Schleicher ft Schull GmbH & Co. KG. Process for the marking of
carrierless polymeric membranes and asymmetric carrierless poly-
meric membrane. 4,426,204, CI. 8-492.000.

Hessberger, Gerhard: See—
Munz, Wolf D.; and Hessberger, Gerhard, 4,426,267, CI. 204-

192.00R.

Heuckelbach, Frederik E.; Weber, Robert; and Weber, Jakob, to Kraft-
werk Union Aktiengesellschaft. Repair plug for heat exchanger tubes,

especially for steam generators of pressurized-weather nuclear power
plants. 4,425,944, CI. 138-89.000.

Heuckroth, Carl C. Wire drive system. 4,426,046, CI. 242-181.000
Heymes, Rene: See—

Vignau, Michel; and Heymes, Rene, 4,426,519, CI. 544-27.000.
Heyn, Klaus; and Pogrzeba, Hans J., to Steag Aktiengesellschaft. Instal-

lation for recovering energy from solid fossil fuels, more particularly

bituminous coal high in inerts. 4,425,757, CI. 60-39.182.

Heywood, Joseph R.; and Ainsworth, Leonard H. Improvements to

poker machines-simulated handle action. 4,426,082, CI. 273-I43.00R.
Hicter, Jean-Marie: See—

Gimond, Jacques; Gonda, Richard; Hicter, Jean-Marie; and Laty,
Pierre, 4,426,068, CI. 266-217.000.

Hierholzer, Frank J., Jr.; and Shelton, Gerald L.. to Emerson Electric
Co. Method for producing improved silicon carbide resistance ele-

ments. 4,426.405, CI. 427-50.000.

High Voltage Engineering Corporation: See

—

Natwig, Gary S., 4,426,549, CI. 174-1 lO.OPM.
Hikino, Tadashi; Kobayashi, Ikuo; and Nagai, Takeshi, to Matsushiu

Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. Infrared radiative body and a method for

making the same. 4,426,570, CI. 219-354.000.

Hildebrand, Kari. Ball and socket joint for dumper trucks. 4,426,172, CI.

403-122.000.

Hiiti Aktiengesellschaft: See-
Lang, Gusztav; and Hirsemann, Achim, 4,426,022, CI. 222-130.000.

Weilenmann, Walter, 4,426,588. CI. 307-124.000.

Hiniker Company: See—
Steinberg, Richard W., 4,425,972, CI. 172-551.000.

Hirano, Hiroaki; and Hondo, Takashi, to Sony Corporation. Commuta-
tor for a motor and method of making the same. 4,426,594, CI.

310-233.000.

Hirano, Mitunori: See—
Minamizono, Junji; Hirano, Mitunori; Kawashima, Yoshiro; and
Ogawa, Tadashi, 4,426,445, CI. 430-599.000.

Hirao, Motohisa; Doi, Atsutoshi; Nakamura, Michiharu; Tsuji, Shinji;

and Mori, Takao, to Hitachi, Ltd. Semiconductor laser device.

4,426.700, CI. 372-45.000.

Hirata, Atsumi, to Victor Company of Japan, Ltd.; and Victor Com-
pany of Japan, Ltd. Rotary recording medium having an improved
three frequency pickup tracking control and reproducing apparatus
therefor. 4,426,692, CI. 369-32.000.

Hiratsuka, HiroaJu: See—
Arishima, Koichi; Okada, Takeshi; Tate, Akiyuki; and Hiratsuka,

Hiroaki, 4,426,434, CI. 430-128.000.

Hirose. Hideo, to Nippon Kogaku K.K. Projection lens with long

working distance. 4,426,136, CI. 350-463.000.

Hirsch, Jacob; and Lipton, A. Allen. Sail line stopper. 4,425.862. CI.

114-199.000.

Hirsemann, Achim: See—
Lang, GuszUv; and Hirsemann, Achim, 4,426,022, CI. 222-130.000.

Hisano. Katsukuni: See—
Tsuchiya, Keiichi; Hisano, Katsukuni; Tan, Toshimi; Kobayashi,

Masahiro; Kobayashi, Kei; Ueda, Kazuhiko; Kirihara, Seishin;

Yoshioka. Takatoshi. and Shiga. Masao. 4,426.162. CI
384-280.000

HiUchi Heating Appliances Co., Ltd See—
Tachikawa. Hajime; and Ishihara. Masahiro. 4,426.572, CI

219-502.000

HiUchi. Ltd : See—
Ashida. Akira, 4.426,714. CI 375-110000.
Fukushima. Toshihiko; Miyamoto. Seigo; Kawashima, Kenichi.

Kawabata. Toshiaki, Tani, Seijiro, and Shibata. Takanon.
4.425.765. CI. 62-133 000

Hayashi. Makoto. Sakala. Shinji. and Shimizu. Tasuku. 4,426.718,
CI. 378-072.000

Hirao. Motohisa; Doi. Alsutnshi, Nakamura, Michiharu, Tsuji,
Shinji, and Mon. Takao. 4,426.700, CI 372-45 000

Kashimura. Yuichi. Suda. Seiji. and Sugiura. Noboru, 4.425,891, CI
123-425 000.

Komatsu, Akio, Ichikawa. Akira, Hataoka, Nobuo, Kitazume.
Yoshiaki, and Umemura. Kazuhiro, 4.426.551. CI 381-41 000

Kurihara, Nobuo, Morooka. Yasuo. Nishikawa. Mitsuyo. Miura.
Kiyoshi; and Nagahashi. Yoshiloshi. 4.426.641. CI 340-683 000

Kuroda. Takao, Kajimura, Takashi. Umcda. Junichi, and Sailo,
Katsutoshi. 4.426.703. CI 372-46 000

Kuroiwa. Hiroshi, and Oyama, Yo^hishige. 4.425.886. CI
123-339.000

Malsumura, Hiroyoshi; Katsuyama, Toshio. and Suganuma.
Tsuneo. 4.426.129, CI 350-96 330

Ontsuki. Ryoji. Watanabe, Tohru, Shirahashi, Kazuo. Kanai.
Hiromi; and Odawara, Kozo, 4.426,548, CI 174-72 OOR

Satoh. Shin; Susa. Kenzo. Matsuyama. Iwao, and Suganuma.
Tsuneo. 4.426.216. CI. 65-18 100

Tsuchiya. Ketichi, Hisano. Katsukuni. Tan. Tmhimi, Kobayashi.
Masahiro; Kobayashi. Kei. L'cda. Ka/uhiko, Kinhara. Seishin.

Yoshioka. Takatoshi. and Shiga. Masao, 4,426.162, CI
384-280.000

Tsuzuku. Susumu. Kaneda. Aizo. Sacki. Junichi. and Aoki,
Masayoshi. 4,426.341, CI 264-40 100

Tsuzurahara. Mamoru. 4.426.601, CI 315-39 510
Yamashita. Shigeo; Matsuda. Hiroshi, Kobayashi, Uichiroo,

Kobayashi, Masayoshi; and Nakashima. Hisao, 4,426.702, CI
372-45000

Hively. Eugene E , to Mineral Processing Systems. Inc Method of
shredding solid waste 4.426.042, CI 241-21 000

Hjorth. John S M : See—
Arvidsson. Folke L ; Carlsson. Per A E , Hacksell, Uli A , Hjorth.
John S M ; Lindberg, Per L Nilsson, John L G ; Sanchez.
Domingo; Svensson, Nils L E . and Wiksirom. Hakan V .

4.426.386. CI 424-267 000
Hoag. Steve W Tamper proof container and method 4.426.004. CI

206-525.000,

Hobourn-Eaton Limited: See—
Brislow. Ian T ; and Wilson. Peter A E.. 4.426. 196. CI 417-282 000

Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft See—
Dintcr. Peter; and Kolbe. Andrca.s. 4,426,344. CI 264-171 000
Kleiner. Hans-Jerg; and Dursch, Walter. 4,426.336. CI 260-986 000
Wissmann, Hans; and Kleiner. Hans-Jerg. 4.426.325, CI 260-

I12.50R.

Hoekslra. Edith, executnx: See—
Hoekstra. Gerald B . deceased. 4.425.967, CI 166-259000

Hoekstra. Gerald B. deceased (by Hoekstra, Edith, executnx), in

Standard Oil Company (Indiana), Ignition procedure and process for

in situ retorting of oil shale 4,425.967. CI 166-259 000
Hof. Craig R ; and Shah. Hasmukh. to PyMaH Corporation Protective

packaging for thermolabile goods using compounds wilh melling
points slightly below thermosensitive temperature of the goods
4.425.998. CI 206-306 000

Hoffman, Stephen A.: See—
Coughlin. William J , Rieppel. Perry J : and Hoffman. Stephen A .

4,426.566. CI 219-137 410
Hoffmann. Johann. to Texas Instruments Dcuischland GmbH Appara-

tus for transporting workpieces through a processing system
4.425,996. CI, 198-653 000

Hoffmann-La Roche Inc: See—
Meienhofer. Johannes A . 4.426.324. CI 260-112 50R
Thomson. David M P . 4.426.446, CI 435-7 000

Hoffmann. Werner: See—
Thoemel, Frank; and Hoffmann. Werner. 4,426,332, CI 260-

465,00F
Hoffmann, Wolfgang, to Bft H Manufaciunng Company, Inc Machine
and method for coating plastic containers 4.425.866, CI 1 18-58 OCX)

Hogan. Lawrence R,; and Anderson. Lenan, to Baxter Travenol Labiv
ratories. Inc. Device for dispensing fluid 4.426.024. CI 222-173 000

Hohn. Fritz-Jurgen: See—
Chang. Tai-Hon P; Coane. Phillip J , Hohn. Fntz-Jurgen; and

Kern. Dieter P,. 4.426.583. CI 250-398 000
Hokuetsu Industries Co,. Ltd,: See—

Mizuno. Masamiisu; Itoh. Kazuomi; and Urushibara. Masahiro.
4.426.613. CI 322-21.000

Holaday. John W,. to United Stales of America, Army Thyrotropin
releasing hormone in therapy of shock and as a central nervous
system stimulant 4.426.378. CI, 424-177 000

Holcomb. Harry F, Bright ring keratoscope 4.426.141. CI 351-212.000
Hollins. Richard A.: See-

Atkins. Ronald L . Norns. William P . Nielsen. Arnold T,; Hollins.

Richard A,; and Wilson. William S . 4.426.539. CI 564-441 000
Hollis. Terence: See—

Thring. Robert H ; and Hollis. Terence. 4.425.884. CI 123-272 000
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Holtc. Hans. Displaceable. electnc distnbution device for building sites
or similar 4.426.674. CI 361-384.000

Holtje. Wilfned G . to Du Pont de Nemours. E I , and Company Light
stable quinacndonequinone pigments. 4.426.231, CI I06-2880OQ

Hombach, Rudolf: See—
Konig. Ebcrhard; Hombach. Rudolf, Dollhausen. Manfred and
Pedam. Josef. 4.426.487. CI. 524-710.000.

Honda. Giken. Kogyo. Kabushiki. Kaisha: See—
Gotoda. Yusuke. 4.425,989. CI 192-48.920
Michiuchi. Masayuki. 4.425,977. CI. 180-225 000.

Hondo. Takashi: See—
Hirano. Hiroaki; and Hondo. Takashi. 4.426.594, CI 310-233 000

Honeywell Inc : See—
Lohmann. Arthur M.. 4.425.834. CI 89-1 OOA.

Honeywell Information Systems Inc See—
Tague. Steven A. and Negi. Virendra S.. 4.426.680. CI

364-200 000.

Tague. Steven A; and Negi. Virendra S. 4.426.680. CI
364-200.000

Yu, Kin C : and Goss. Gary J . 4.426.679, CI 364-200 000
Hons-OIivier. Jacques: See—

Foumie. Rene: Besnard. Francois: Hons-Olivier, Jacques and
Pierre, Alexandre. 4,426,086, C 277-1 OOO

Hopkins. Roben W , to Calumite Company. The Meullic sectional
liquid-cooled runners 4.426.067, CI 266-191 000

Hon, Hiromi See—
Sudo. Misatoshi; Hon. Hiromi. Tsukauni. Ichiro: and Shibau

Zenichi. 4.426.235. CI 148-1200C
Horn. Taichi; Horn. Taro: and Haraguchi. Kazuo. to .Mitsubishi Denki

Kabushiki Kaisha .Method and apparatus for sorting fruits, vegeta-
bles or the like by weight. 4.426.006. CI. 209-593 000

Horn. Taro See—
Horn. Taichi: Horn. Taro: and Haraguchi. Kazuo, 4.426.006. CI
209-593000

Honke. Masanon: and Ebi, Yuuka. to Ricoh Company, Ltd Ink jet
pnntmg apparatus 4.426.652. CI 346-75 000

Homer. Ernst L . Knolle, Jurgen C : and Gnmm. Hans, to Saat- und
Emtetechnik GmbH Method for the homogeneous complete encap-
sulation of individual grains of pourable matenal and apparatus for its

production. 4.425,865, CI 118-19 000
Honon Industnes. Inc See—

Schilling. Hugh K , 4.425.993. CI 192-85 OOA.
Horwood Bagsha* Limited See— ,

Allen, Lyal D, 4,425,971. CI 172-31 1 000 '

Hosaka. Tomiharu: See—
Hotta, Shu, Hosaka. Tomiharu Shimotsuma, W'auru and Ki-

shimoto. Yoshio, 4.426.546, CI 136-256 000
Hoshi, Kouich: See—

Yoshida. Shuzo. Ono. Hironobu: Maisuo, .Masashi, Hoshi. Kouich,
Sueishi, Motoharu. and Ueda. Kazuo. 4.425.895, CI 123-489 000

Hosiden Electronics Co , Ltd See—
Tanaka. Masanon. Takihara. Yukio. and Masuda, Toru 4 426 ''5H

CI. 200-51.090 "

Hosokawa, Teijiro; Kako. Shigetoshi, and Hagino, Kazuyuki, to Dai-
Ichi Kogyo Seiyaku Co , Ltd Textile pnnting paste composition with
highly substituted carboxymethyl cellulose 4,426,206. CI. 8-528 000

Hotchkiss. Harry W See—
.Meitner, Gary H, and Hotchkiss, Harry W. 4,426 417 CI

428-195 000
... V,

Hotu. Shu Hosaka, Tomiharu: Shimotsuma, Wauru. and Kishimoto,
Yoshio. to .Matsu.shita Electnc Industnal Company, Limited Func-
tional electnc devices 4,426,546, CI 136-256 000.

Howanh, Thomas T , to Beecham Group Limited Clavulanic acid
denvatives their preparation and use 4,426,377, CI 424-1 14 000

Howmet Aluminum Corp See—
Player, Wayne H , 4,425,747, CI. 52-404.000

Hoy, Kenneth L
,
and Hoy, Richard C , to Union Carbide Corporation

Polymers with hydrophobe bunches 4,426,485. CI 524-591 Of*
Hoy. Richard C See-

Hoy, Kenneth L . and Hoy, Richard C , 4,426,485, CI 524-591 Of/J
Hozumi, Motoo, Tsushima, Susumu. and Yoshioka, Yoshio, to Takeda
Chemical Industnes, Ltd Certain phosphonc acid ester denvatives
of 1.3-dioxy propane. 4,426,525, CI 546-22 fXX)

fJr'.vat, Milan See—
Hackstein, Karl-Gerhard Hrovat, .Milan, Huschka, Hans and

K'x.h, Karl-Heinz, 4,426,338, CI 264-0 500
Hryck, Michael D See—

Carrington, James E., Hryck. Michael D., Skinner, E)ean W and
Westcott. Gerald R , 4,425,844, CI. 101-93 140

Hsiung, Hansen M
,
to Eli Lilly and Company Process for de-cyanoc-

ihylating hl'x.ked nucleotides 4,426,517, CI. 536-27 000
Hubbard, Jack L .See-

ft-jucher, Harry and Hubbard, Jack L, 4,425.796, CI 73-312 fJfXj

Huben, Bernard and Blancke, Bernard, to Societe Nationale Indus-
tnelle Aerrnpatiale Prrx^ess and device for aligning the roll axis of a
satellite with a desired direction 4.426,052, CI 244-168.000

Hughes Aircraft Qjmpany See—
Cargille, Donald R , 4,426,591. CI yj7-358fX)0
Fouse, Scott D, 4.426,629, CI 331l65fXXj

Hughes, Enc, to Rolls-Royce Limited Gas turbine dual fuel burners
4.425.755. CI. 60-39 550.

Hughes Tool Company: See—
Vamkvier, Joseph E . 4.426,124, CI 339-94 f/)M

Huiles, Goudrons et Denves: See—
Couderc, Pierre, 4.426,160, CI, 374-45 fXXj

Hull. J Richard, to Advanced Systems Incorporated. Fluid flow con-
trol mechanism for circuit board processing apparatus. 4.425 869 CI
118-314 000

e KF- «T, V,,.

Hungerford. Gordon P . to Mobil Oil Corporation. Gear aquaEel
polyimide film 4.426,486. CI. 524-600.000.

Hunt. John See-
Keeling. Robert A ; and Hunt, John, 4,426.227, CI. 106-27.000

Hunau. Alain, to Thomson-CSF. Process for the transmission of service
signals for a digital radio beam, as well as transmitter and receiver for
using such a process. 4,426711, CI. 375-17.000.

Hurst, G Samuel: Payne, Marvin G.; Chen. Chung-Hsuan; and Parks,
James E.. to Atom Sciences, Inc. Method and apparatus for noble gas
atom detection with isotopic selectivity. 4,426,576, CI, 250-283 OO)

Huschka, Hans: See—
Hackstein. Karl-Gerhard; Hrovat. Milan; Huschka, Hans and
Koch. Karl-Heinz. 4,426338. CI. 264-0.500

Hvostik. Walter: See—
Muellner. William C; and Hvostik, Walter. 4,426 651 CI

346-136000.
*".".' I.

Hwang, James C : See—
DiLorenzo, James V

; Hwang. James C; Niehaus. William C
Schlosser, Wolfgang O W.; and Wemple, Stuart H 4 426 656*
CI 357-22 000

*".ojo.

Hydratron Fuels, Inc.: See—
Fetsch. Joseph T . 4.425.933. CI. 137-172.000.

Hydnl Company; See

—

Willis. William; and Chivens. Clyde C, 4,425.715, CI. 33-199 OOR
Ichika\Aa, Akira See

—

Komatsu. Akio; Ichikawa, Akira; Hatooka, Nobuo; Kitazume,
Yoshiaki and Umemura, Kazuhiro, 4.426.551. CI. 381-41 000

Ichikawa, Toshiji; Waunabe. Teruko; and Asada, Yoshimitsu. to
Terumo Corporation Apparatus for separating blood. 4,426.290, CI.
210-516 000

Ichikin. Ltd.. The: See—
Kawaguchi. Bunshiro, 4,425,718, CI. 34-1.000.

Ida, Noble; Nelson. Paul E.; Haugcn, Peter N.; Aho, Robert T.; and
Lucas. Andrew A . to Storage Technology Corporation. Portable
gold recovery apparatus and method for using same 4 426 251 CI
156-656 000 .

.

Ida, Noble N
;
and Wagner, William D.. to Storage Technology Corpo-

ration Gold recovery method. 4,426,225. CI. 75-118.00R.
Igarashi. Sadao: See—

Yoshisato. Akiyuki; and Igarashi. Sadao. 4.426.627. CI. 331-12.000
Igarashi. Toshiji: See—

Sugimoto. Hachiro; Nakamura. Takahani; Hamazo. Sachiyuki
Igarashi. Toshiji; and Daiku, Yoshiharu. 4.426.383. Cl'
424-253 000.

Ikemoto. Isao; and Tamura, Akihiko. to Konishiroku Photo Industry
Co

,
Ltd Mounting structure for developing unit with a magnetic

bnish 4.426148. CI 355-3.0DD.
Ikezaki. Katuzi: See

—

Auka, Yasukazu; Ikezaki, Katuzi; and Umeda, Katsuhiko
4.426211, Cr 55-2% 000.

liar. Franc, and Metzger. Fndolin. to BBC Brown. Boveri & Company.
Limited .Method of protection of electrical networks in the event of
power transients by means of a surge arrester and a surge arrester for
the performance of the method. 4.426.670. CI. 361-79.000.

Ilius. Siegfned K Clamp consisting of a steel band loop. 4.425,681. CI
24-200OS

Illinois Tool Works Inc.: See—
Bnggs, Paul C , 4.426243. CI. 156-307.300.

Imai. Akira See

—

Suzuki. Toshiyuki, MaLsumura, Funiaki; Maeda, Hiroshi; Imai,
Akira, and Kurokawa. Nobuo, 4,426.337. CI. 264-4.000.

Imai. Chihiro See—
Miyazaki. .Makoto; Nomura, Takeshi; Imai, Chihiro; and Yoda.
Makoto. 4,426314, CI 502-169.fXX)

Imamura. Saburo; See

—

Tamamura. Toshiaki; Imamura, Saburo; Monu, Masao and Ko-
gure, Osamu, 4,426247, Cl 156-643.000

Imazcki. Ryoji, Yamazaki. Euuo; and Malsuura, Hitoshi. to Fujitsu
Fanuc Limited Tracer control system. 4.426.180. Cl. 409-99 000.

I.MI Marston Limited .See-
Preston. Fredenck R

, Grosvenor. Ronald L ; and Dcrry. Cecil
4.426,015, Cl 220-403 000

Impenal Chemical Indastnes Limited: See—
Becconsall. Jack K

; Cramp, John H. W.; Rcid, Robert F.; Moore,
Reginald C

;
Rye, Barry J.; and Thoma.s, Eric L.. 4.426640. Cl.

340-632.000

Imperial Stamp Sl Engraving Co : See—
Hegg, Hendnck C , 4,426164, Cl. 400-46.000.

Indiana Mills & Manufactunng, Inc.: See-
Anthony, James R

; and Lortz. Allan R„ 4.425.688. Cl. 24-656.000
Industnal Metal Products Corporation: See-

Judge, Edward E , Jr , 4,425,776 Cl. 72-306.000.
Ingersoll-Rand Company: See—

Krasnofr, Eugene L , 4,425,835. CI 91-317.000.
Ingestrom. Curt H Solar heating system in a building. 4,425.906. Cl.

126-427 000.

Ingram Corporation: See—
Fnas, Robert; and Cam, Troy D., 4,426182. CI. 414-22.000.

Inman, Frank S , and Pelham, Joseph E.. to Thiokol Corporation.
Non-radiating extendible cloth exit cone for rocket nozzles.
4,426038, Cl 239-265 150.

Innes, John E.: See

—

Bann. Robert F
; and Innes. John E.. 4.426,205. Cl. 8-523.000.
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Inomata, Juro: See—
Abiru. Akira; Sugimoto, Masahiro; and Inomata. Juro, 4,426,657,

Cl. 357-29000
Inoue, Hideaki: See—

Saiki, Shuji; Sato, Katuaki; Sato, Kazue; Ishikawa, Seiichi; Inoue.
Hideaki; and Tanaka. Tsuneo. 4,426556 Cl 179-115 5DV

Inoue, Hiroshi; Isoi, Masaaki; and Sei. Kazuo. to Toa Nenryo Kogyo
Kabushiki Kaisha Polyethylene composition compnsing lldpe and
rubber 4.426.498. Cl 525-240 000

Inoue. Mitsuyon: See—
Kokura, Tsunehiko; and Inoue, Mitsuyon, 4,426,.W. Cl

426-72.000

Institut Francais du Petrole: See—
Beauducel. Claude; and Cretin. Jacques. 4.426.624. Cl 330-86 (KX)

Institut Problem Litiya Akademii Nauk Ukrainskoi SSR See—
Zhukov, Leonid F: and Chugunny. Evgeny G.. 4.426.457, Cl

501-128.000

International Business Machines Corporation: See—
Bhatia, Harsaran S; Eardley, David B.; and Gaur. Santosh P,

4.426655. Cl. 357-21000
Bohg, Armin; and Hartmann, Kurt. 4,425,845, Cl 101-93 340
Bohlen, Harald; Engeike, Helmut; Greschner, Johann; and Nehmiz.

Peter, 4.426.584. Cl. 250-492 200
Brunsch, Arwed; Ruh. Wolf-Dieter; and Trippel. Gerhard.

4,426265, Cl 204-I92.00M
Carrington, James E ; Hryck, Michael D ; Skinner, Dean W ; and

Westcott, Gerald R , 4,425,844, Cl 101-93 140

Chang, Tai-Hon P.; Coane, Phillip J ; Hohn, Fntz-Jurgen, and
Kern, Dieter P , 4,426583, Cl 250-398.000

Ediund, Olof A ; and Enser, Mats A , 4,426731, Cl 382-56 000
Ephrath, Linda M , 4,426274, Cl. 204-298.000

Freeouf, John L; Kirchner, Peter D.; Pettit, George D; and
Woodall, Jerry M , 4,426237, Cl 148-175 (XK).

Galwey, Ronald K.; and Kanazawa, Kay K, 4,426,621. Cl
324-439.000

Henle. Robert A; and Johnson, Alfred H.. 4,426.689. Cl
365-52.000.

Henle, Robert A.; and Johnson, Alfred H, 4,426689, Cl
365-52.000.

Kranik, John R.; Melvin, George E ; and Mueller, Wolfgang F ,

4,425,829, Cl. 83-62.100.

Libby, Edwin L ; Maddox, Randall A ; and Roberts, Douglas J ,

4,426153, Cl. 355-3.00R.

Martin, David H., 4,426643, Cl .340-7 1 3 fXX)

Richard. Maunce E; and Winarski, Daniel J , 4,426,047, Cl
242-197.000

Sakmann, Walter H., 4,425,846 Cl 101-11 1 000.

International Harvester Co.: See—
Lienemann, Darlo E , Ledermann, Donald 1. ; and Wunschl. Nich

olas H . 4,425,857, CI. 1 1 1-85.000.

International Paint Public Limited Company: .See—
Sghibartz, Cnstian M , 4,426464, Cl 523-122 (XX).

International Precision Incorporated: See-
Koike, Hiroiami; Kyogoku, Hideaki; and Watanabe, Masaru.

4,426577, Cl, 250-310.000.

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation See-
Murphy. Kent A , 4,426215, Cl 65-4,210

Internationale Octrcxii Maatschappij "fXtropa" B V .See—
Ottow. Alexander B , Stiegelcr, Arthur; and Tjaden, Jan, 4,426,401,

Cl. 426-394.(XXJ.

Intraler, Josef; and Bcrtoldo, Gene, to Advanced Technology Inc
Ceramic, cermet or metal composites 4,426,423, Cl 428-408 (KK)

Invo Spline, Inc.: See-
Perry, Louis J., 4,426177, Cl. 408-8 OCX).

Ionics, Incorporated: .See-
Jam, Surendar. 4,426323, Cl 260-1 12 (X)R

Irako, Koichi See

—

Watabe, Yoji; Takeichi, Hideo; and Irako, Koichi, 4,426,459, Cl
521-42 000

IRECO Chemicals: .See—
Wasson. Daniel A., 4,426238, Cl 149-60000

Irro, Otmar, to Siemens Aktiengcscllschaft Printing device with inte-

grated pnnt head fastening and adjustment 4,426,165, Cl 4fX)-57 fXX)

Irvoas, Yves Device for the feeding of an internal combustion motor
with gas 4,425,897, Cl 1 23-527 (XX)

Isert, Michel See—
Bacot, Pierre C A ; and Isert, Michel, 4,426681, Cl 364-200 (KX)

Ishihara, Masahirr): .See—
Tachikawa, Hajime, and Ishihara, Masahiro. 4,426.572. (I

219-502 000
Ishikawa. Seiichi- .See—

Saiki, Shuji; Sato, Katuaki; Sato, Kazue, Ishikawa, Sciichi, Inoue,

Hideaki; and Tanaka, Tsuneo, 4,426556 Cl 179115 5DV
Ishikura, Tomoyuki: .See—

Okabe, Mitsuyasu; Yoshioka, Taken; Fukagawa, Yasuo; Okamoto,
Rokuro, Kouno, Kageaki, and Ishikura, Tomoyuki, 4,426,190, 11
424-274000

Ishitani, Eiichi, to Brother Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha Zig zag sewing
machine 4,425,859, Cl 1 I2-I58(X)R

Ishizaki. Hirnyuki: .See—

Yamaguchi, Hisashi; Kawada, Toyoshi; Kashiwara, Htrofumi.

Ishizaki, Hiroyuki; and Murase, Kenji, 4,426646, Cl 340-769 (XX)

Isler, Eugen: See—
Luthy, Hans; Isler, Eugen. Meier, Ewald, and Zimmermann, Max,

4,425,958, Cl 164-1 19 (XX)

Isoi, Masaaki: See—
Inoue, Hiroshi; Isoi, Masaaki; and Sei, Kazuo. 4.426.498. Cl

525-240 000
ltd. Noboru: See—

Kohn. Toshitaro, Kalo. Hitoshi; and Ito, Noboru, 4.426,433, Cl
430-109 000

Ito, Yoshiyuki: See

—

Okuya, Tsutae. and Ito, Yoshiyuki. 4.426.634, Cl 338-161 000
Itoh, Ayao: See—

Ogura, Ichiro; and Itoh, Ayao, 4.425,805, Cl 73-861 290
Itoh. Ka/uomi See—

Mizuno. Masamiisu: Itoh. Kazuomi, and Urushibara. Masahiro.
4.426.613, Cl 322-21000

Itoh. Kenji. to Victor Company of Japan. Ltd , and Victor Company of
Japan. Ltd High-speed tape transport system 4.426.668, Cl
360-73 (XX)

ITT Industries. Inc See—
Burgdorf, J(x;hen: and Keiner. Kari. 4,4261 17, Cl 303-6 OOC
Nordin, Dag E V

, 4,425.699, Cl 29-505 000
lura. Yukio; Yamamichi, Masayoshi. Uchiyama. Takashi, Taguchi.

Teisuya; and Mashimo, Yukio, lo Canon Kabushiki Kaisha Camera
employing a flash illumination device and a flash photographing
system, 4.426,142. Cl 354-412 000

Ivanov. Konstantin, to Ethicon, Inc Surgical clip applier with in-line

cartndge and interruptable biased feeder 4,425.915, Cl 128-325 Ott)

Iwahashi, Haruo See—
Tarumi, Nnnyoshi, Iwahashi, Haruo. Malsunawa, Masahiko and

Tokunaga, Hiroshi. 4.426654, Cl 346-159 000
Iwane, Yasuhiko, lo Alps Electnc Co, Lid Senal printer having two

carriages carrying respective type wheels and movable indepen-
dt-nlly 4,426,167, Cl 40O-159000

Iv^atani Sangyo Kabushiki Kaisha See—
Kokura, Tsunehiko; and Inoue. Mitsuyon. 4.426.398. Cl

426-72 000
J 1 Case Company See-

Baylor, John M . 4.426,091, Cl 277-83 000
Jackson, Raymond P , lo United States of America, Army Process for

coating nde tubes 4,426,248. Cl 156-645 (XX)

Jacob. Keith D See-
Apple, William C . and Jacob. Keith D . 4,426637, Cl .140-825 650

Jacobs, Harold See—
Malccki. Edmund i; . and Jacobs, Harold. 4,426h28, Cl 33 1 -96 000

Jacobsen. David T. and Klopfcnsicin, Jerome P, to General Foods
Corp<iration Removable faccplalc compactor ram 4,425.843, Cl
lfX)-229(X)A

Jac()bv)n. Sava Tape drive transfer system for cassette telephone
answering device with remote controlled plavoul 4.426,554, Cl
179-6 070

Jacqucmin, Mane N See—
I.ainc/. I.ucien, Brandclong, Gerard, and Jacquemin, Mane N ,

4.426,122, Cl 339-45 (X)M

Jacquel, Bernard, Papanloniou, Chrislos, and Mondei, Jean, to I "Oreal

Cosmetic compositions for the hair and the skin based on polymers
which contain amino groups and recurring units having a cyclic

structure 4,426375, Cl 424-70 000
Jacuzzi Inc See—

Puckett. J(K- D , and Hryanl. Donald 1 . 4,426,286 Cl 210-121 (XX)

Jaecklm, Andre .See -

de Hruyne. Patrick, Jaecklm, Andre, and Ijscle, Dieter. 4,426,659,

Cl 357-74 (XX)

Jam, Surendar, to Ionics, Incorporated Selected recovery of proteins

from fermentation broths 4,426323, Cl 260-1 12 (X)R

Jakohsen, Kjell M ,
Nilsson, Clacs T ,

and I.arsson, l.ars G , lo PI M
Akiiebolag Article of plastic materia! having j neck portion includ

ing annular protuberances wiih monoaxially oriented material

4,426.416, Cl 428 '6 (XX)

Jamieson, Geoffrey A .See—

Ciko. John D . Cramer. John J . and Jamieson, (ieoffn-y A ,

4,426.304. Cl 252-8 750

Jarke Corporation .Sci'

Jay, Richard S. 4,426,011. Cl 21 1-193 (XX)

Jasper. Lee R .See—

l.iu, Chi S ,
Williams, Roy K , Jasper, lee R . and Hensler, Norman

A , 4,426706, Cl 372-86 (XX)

JastramWerke CJmhH A Co KCi .See -

Munie. Harm-Hinrich, 4,426.288, Cl 210-242 M»)
Jautelal, Manfred, and Arit, Dieter, lo Bayer Akiiengesellschafi Prepa-

ration of 2-(2-2-dimethyl-1-hulenl yl)-2-oxaxolines 4.426,529, Cl
548-2 1 6 (XX)

Jay, Richard S , to Jarke C"orporalion Mixlular cantilever rack

4,426.011, Cl 21 1-193 (XX)

Jefferson, Robert C I ester for key duplicating machines 4,426, 179, Cl
409-82 (XX)

Jeglinski. Werner, to US Philips C orporation Method of and device
for manufacturing a jet nozzle plate for ink jet pnnters 4,425,777, (I
72-325(XX)

Jenkins. Howard S .See—

"/.egar, Martin J , Kish, Nicholas W . Rusnica, IxJward J , Jenkins.

Howard S , and Sarver, Stephen J , 4,426,350, Cl 176-28UXX)
Jessup, Frank I. . to Kaiser, Robert S liming apparatus 4.426.639. Cl

,140-528 (XX)

Jessup. Wilham II .See-

RfxJngues. John (i . Jr , Reltkowski, Gale I- , and Jessup, William

H . 4.426.096 Cl 280-411 (X)C
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Jetter. Milton W. Clock alaim control system employing a push button
alarm-dcactivation switch which must be held depressed for a time
period. 4.426.157. CI. 368-73.000. ,

Jidosha Kiki Co.. Ltd.: See— '

Minegishi. Sokichi; Takizawa. Tozo: and Furusawa. Monma<^
4.425.692. CI. 29-611.000.

Johansson. Ame I. Fail-safe device for a lid of a pressure vessel
4.426.358. CI. 422-112.000.

John Wyeth & Brother Ltd.: 5<>e—
Archibald. John L.. and Ward, Terrence J., 4,426,387. CI

424-267.000.

Johns, Don H.: See—
Cornell, Stephen W; and Johns, Don H., 4,426,347. CI

264-294.000.

Johnsen. Oystein. to Myrens Verksted A/S. Apparatus for treating
fibrous material with a gas 4.426.256, CI. 162-237 000

Johnson, Alfred H.: See—
Henle. Robert A.; and Johnson. Alfred H.. 4.426.689 CI

365-52.000.

Johnson. Raymond; and Kenny. Ronald W. Shower bath units
4.425.672. CI. 4-596.000.

Johnson. Timothy W.. to Phillips Petroleum Company. Polymer solubi-
lization. 4.426.500, CI. 525-537.000.

Johnson. Walter T.; and Gross. Nelson B., to McQuay Inc. Sectioned
cabinet for room air conditioning unit. 4,426,120, CI 312-100.000.

Johnson, William C : See—
Alston, William W., Jr.; Bloom, William G.; and Johnson, William
C, 4.425.919. CI. 128-658.000.

Johnston. Linda G.: See—
Bailey. Joseph; Clarke. David; and Johnston. Linda G.. 4,426.326
CI 26O-146.0OR

Jordaan. Ian J.: See—
Gillott, Jack E ; Jordaan, Ian J.; Loov. Robert E.; Shnve. Nigel G
and Raymont. Michael E. D., 4.426,456, CI 501-84 000

Jorgenson. Gordon K.. to C-I-L Inc. Primer assembly. 4,425.849. CI
102-275.120.

Jos. Dyson & Sons, Inc.: See—
Wolf, Theodore L.; Rossman, John A.; Quinn, Russell C: and Kish
Thomas J , 4,426,188, CI. 414-667.000.

Jos. Schlitz Brewing Company: See—
Cherchian Ara A : Elert. Karl; and Ast. Gunther E., 4.426,013, CI

220-66.000.

Jozuka, Masao; and Ohmura. Kazuhiro. to Brother Kogyo Kabushiki
Kaisha. Serial impact printer for multicolor printing 4.426.168, CI
400-224.000

Jozwiak, Phillip C: See-
Brown, Richard; and Jozwiak, Phillip C. 4,426.249. CI

156-653.000.

Judge, Edward E., Jr , to Industrial Metal Products Corporation
Production workpiece straightening system. 4,425,776, CI
72-306.000.

Julien, Paul C : See-
Lewis. Richard B.; Julien. Paul C ; Gruber. Robert J ; and Koehler.

Richard F . Jr.. 4,426,436, CI 430-137.000.
Kabushiki Kaisha Kobe Seiko Sho: See—

Sudo, Masatoshi; Hori, Hiromi; TsukaUni. Ichiro; and Shibata,
Zenichi, 4,426,235, CI 148-12.0OC

Kageyama. Hideaki: See—
Sugino. Kazuo; Kageyama, Hideaki, and Masumoto, Hiroki,

4,426,236. CI 148-36.000

Kahn, Leonard R. Multiple system AM stereo receiver and pilot signal
detector. 4.426.728, CI. 381-15.000

Kaiser, Robert S.: See—
Jessup. Frank L.. 4.426.639. CI 340-528.000

Kajimura, Takashr See—
Kuroda. Takao; Kajimura. Takashi; Umeda. Jun-ichi; and Saito,

Katsutoshi. 4,426,703, CI 372-46.000.

Kako. Shigetoshi: See—
Hosokawa, Teijiro; Kako, Shigetoshi; and Hagino, Kazuyuki,

4,426,206, CI. 8-528.000

Kalashnikov, Leonid F.: See—
Shapiro, Anatoly S.; Kalashnikov. Leonid F ; Leontiev. Nikolai I :

Polyakov. Vladimir I.; and Steblevsky. Anatoly A , 4.426,190.
CI. 415-74.000.

Kalmanson. Samuel. Head assembly for a towing device 4.426.098, CI
280-504.000.

Kamath, Hundi P.; and Leder, JelTrey C. to Raychem Corporation
Method of making electrical devices comprising conductive polymer
compositions. 4.426.339. CI. 264-22.000.

Kammer. Paul A.; and Gamberg. Edward R. to Eutectic Corporation
Nickel-base welding electrode. 4,426,428, CI. 428-561.000

Kamp, Ewald A., to Union Carbide Corporation Safety blade for
severing stretchable Tilm. 4,426,029, CI 225-49.000.

Kanade, Takeo: See—
Asada, Haruhiko; and Kanade, Takeo, 4,425,818. CI. 74-469 000

Kanai, Hiromi: See—
Oritsuki, Ryoji; WaUnabe, Tohru; Shirahashi, Kazuo; Kanai.

Hiromi; and Odawara, Kozo. 4.426.548. CI. 174-72.00R
Kanazawa, Kay K.: See—

Galwey, Ronald K.; and Kanazawa. Kay K.. 4,426.621. CI
324-439.000.

Kaneda, Aizo: See—
Tsuzuku, Susumu; Kaneda, Aizo; Saeki. Junichi; and Aoki.

Masayoshi. 4.426,341. CI. 264-40.100.

Kanegafuchi Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Asada. Masahiro; Matsuura, Miyuki; and Yonezawa, Kazuva

4.426.511. CI. 528-128.000.

Kania. Tadeusz E. Animal trap. 4,425,732. CI. 43-81.000.
Kanzaki Paper Mfg. Co., Ltd.: See—

Aral. Naoto; Tuji. Takuji; and Yoneda, Hiroshi, 4,426,424. CI
428-411.000.

Kape. James M.. to Pennwalt Corporation. Process and composition for
prepanng aluminum surfaces for anodizing. 4,426,252. CI
156-665.000. .

. •

Kashimura. Yuichi; Suda. Seiji; and Sugiura, Noboru, to Hiuchi, Ltd.
Engine knock control apparatus. 4,425.891, CI. 123-425.000.

Kashiwada. Akio: See—
Yoshida. Mitsuo; Masuda. Yoshinori; and Kashiwada. Akio

4.426.271. CI. 204-296.000.
Ka-shiwara. Hirofumi: See—

Yamaguchi. Hisashi; Kawada. Toyoshi; Kashiwara, Hirofumi;
Ishizaki. Hiroyuki; and Murase. Kenji, 4,426,646, CI. 340-769.000.

Kasperkovitz. Wolfdietrich G., to U.S. Philips Corporation. Radio
receiver comprising a frequency locked loop with audio frequency
feedback, and a muting circuit. 4,426,735. CI. 455-222.000.

Kato, Hisakatsu: See—
Yamada, Koichi; Harato, Takuo; Kato, Hisakatsu; and Shiozaki

Ya.sumi. 4.426.363, CI. 423-121.000.
Kato. Hitoshi: See—

Kohri, Toshiuro; Kato, Hitoshi; and Ito, Noboru, 4,426,433. CI
430-109.000.

Kato, Keigo; and Kuroiwa, Yoshio, to Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabu-
shiki Kaisha Inuke heating device of an internal combustion engine.
4,425,899, CI. 123-549.000.

Kato, Masaaki; and Akashi, Tetsuji, to Nippondenso Co., Ltd. Fuel
injecting device 4,425.894, CI. 123-446.000.

Kato, Yoji; Yamaguchi, Shunzo; Fukazawa, Takeshi; and Saigo, Shini-
chi. to Nippondenso Co., Ltd. Glow plug for diesel encines
4,426,568, CI. 219-270.000.

Katoh, Shigeru: See—
Kosaka, Kazumitu; Kido. Yukio; Katoh, Shigeru; and Tsutsui

Hitoshi. 4.426.159. CI. 368-80.000.
Katsube, Junki: See—

Ono, Keiichi; Kawakami. Hajime; and Katsube, Junki, 4,426,394.
CI. 424-330.000.

Katsuno. Mitsuaki; and Moriya. Shigeru. to Toyota Jidosha Kogyo
Kabushiki Kaisha. Automatically fa.stening seatbelt system. 4,426,102,
CI 280-804.000.

Katsuyama. Toshio: See— *

Matsumura. Hiroyoshi; Katsuyama. Toshio; and Suganuma.
Tsuneo, 4,426,129, CI. 350-96.330.

Kaucic, Edward M., to Graber Industries, Inc. Vertical blind mecha-
nism 4,425,955, CI. 16O-168.00R.

Kaupcrt, Guenther. Method for rapidly producing chocolate forms.
4,426,402, CI. 426-515.000.

Kavli, Fred: See—
Bell. Robert L.. Willing, Robert; and Kavli, Fred, 4,426,673. CI.

361-283.000.

Kavlico Corporation: See-
Bell, Robert L.; Willing, Robert; and Kavli, Fred. 4,426,673, CI.

361-283.000.

Park. Kyong M., 4.425.799, CI. 73-718.000.
Kawabata, Kaoru: See—

Yasumatsu, Toshihito; Nakase. Toshiaki; Kubozuka. Toshinori; and
Kawabata. Kaoru. 4.426,477, CI. 524-306.000.

Kawabata, Toshiaki: See

—

Fukushima, Toshihiko; Miyamoto, Seigo; Kawashima. Kenichi;
Kawabata. Toshiaki; Tani. Seijiro; and Shibata. Takanori,
4,425.765, CI. 62-133.000.

Kawada. Shigeki; and Kobari. Katsuo. to Fujitsu Fanuc Limited. Induc-
tion motor control system. 4.426.610. CI. 318-798.000.

Kawada. Toyoshi: See—
Yamaguchi. Hisashi; Kawada, Toyoshi; Kashiwara, Hirofumi;

Ishizaki. Hiroyuki; and Murase, Kenji, 4,426,646, CI. 340-769.000.
Kawaguchi, Bunshiro. to Ichikin, Ltd., The. Apparatus for develop-
ment and fixation of dyes with a printed textile sheet by application of
microwave emanation 4.425,718, CI. 34-1.000.

Kawai. Hisasi: See—
Kohama. Tokio; Obayashi. Hideki; Kawai, Hisasi; and Egami,

Tsuneyuki. 4,425.792. CI. 73-204,000.

Kawakami. Hajime: See—
Ono. Keiichi, Kawakami. Hajime; and Katsube, Junki, 4,426,394,

CI 424-330.000

Kawanabe. Yoshihiro. to Pioneer Electronic Corporation. Signal
switching circuit. 4.426.626, CI. 330-267.000.

Kawasaki Steel Corporation: See—
Nagai. Isao; and Wada, Kenzo, 4.425.798, CI. 73-659.000.

Ukena. Toshimichi; Nanimi, Hiroshi; Shimizu, Takao; and Naga-
shima, Atsushi, 4.426,266, CI. 204-206.000.

Kawasaki. Teruo. to Nissan Motor Company, Limited. Voice warning
device with repeat mechanism for an automotive vehicle. 4,426,691,
CI 369-21 000.

Kawashima. Kenichi: See—
Fukushima. Toshihiko; Miyamoto, Seigo; Kawashima, Kenichi;
Kawabata. Toshiaki; Tani. Seijiro; and Shibata, Takanori,
4.425.765. CI. 62-133.000.

Kobayasht. Koichi; Kawashima, Kenichi; and Oshio, Shuzo,
4.426.439. CI. 430-269.000.
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Kawashima. Yoshiro: See—
Minamizono. Junji; Hirano. Mitunori; Kawashima. Yoshiro and
Ogawa. Tadashi. 4.426.445. CI 430-599.0(X)

Kawaura, Kuninori; Yamada. Sumio; Wakalsuki. Noboru; Ono,
Masaaki; Tanji, Shigeo; Fujiwara, Yoshiro; and Yanagisawa,
Masanobu, to Fujitsu Limited. Acoustic surface wave device with
improved band-pass characteristics. 4,426.595. CI 310-313 OOD

Kawazoe. Mitsuo. to Olympus Optical Co Ltd Power supply unit
shared by camera's motor drive and electronic flash. 4.426.144. CI
354-145.100

Kazuno. Kenji: See—
Matsumura. Shingo. deceased; Kisc. Masahiro; Ozaki, Masakuni,
Tada. Shinichi; Kazuno. Kenji; Watanabe. Hisao; Kunimoio,
Katsutoshi; and Tsuda. Ma.sami. 4.426.381. CI. 424-250.000

Kee. Yeo K: See-
van Ligten. Raoul F.; and Kee. Yeo K.. 4.426.139. CI. 351-169 000

Keeling. Robert A.; and Hunt. John, to Harrison Mayer Limited
Printing compositions. 4.426.227. CI 106-27.000

Kehl. Norman J.; and Magnuson. Richard C. to Coach and Car Equip-
ment Corporation. Unitary supporting and seat frame for rigid seal
4.426.114. CI. 297-232.000.

Keiner, Karl: See—
Burgdorf. Jochen; and Keiner. Karl, 4.426.1 17. CI. 3O3-6.0OC

Kelly, James B., Jr. Siding board installation tool 4.425.714. CI
33-187.000.

Kemcny. George A., to Westinghouse Electric Corp Rotary switch for
switching very large DC currents. 4,426,562. CI. 200-151 000

Kempf, Thomas: See—
Zimmermann. Hubert; and Kempf Thomas. 4.426.241 CI

156-217.000.

Kenny. Andrew A.; and Wojtecki. Ronald J., to Eaton Corporation
Speed bias fluid pressure regulator and systems utilizing same
4.425.931. CI. 137-53.000.

Kenny. Ronald W.: See-
Johnson. Raymond; and Kenny. Ronald W.. 4,425,672, CI

4-596.000.

Kent, Eric G., to Polysar Limited Polymer mixtures comprising poly-
ethylene and 1,4 polybuladiene 4,426,497, CI 525-194.000

Kern, Dieter P.: See-
Chang. Tai-Hon P; Coane. Phillip J ; Hohn. Fritz-Jurgen and

Kern, Dieter P.. 4.426.583. CI. 250-398.000.
Kernforschungsanlage Julch GmbH: See—

Chatzipetros. Johann; and Helten. Manfred. 4.425,811. CI
73-863.110

Kerstges. Ferdinand: See—
Gratz. Johannes; and Kerstges. Ferdinand. 4.425.745, CI

52-235,000.

Kersting, Hermann; and Roderfeld, Heinrich, toClaasOHG Harvester
thresher. 4,425,925. CI. 130-22.00A

Kervennal. Jacques; and Cognion. Jean-Mane, to Produits Chimiques
Ugine Kuhlmann. Process for the manufacture of polyurelhanes by
carbonylation of nitrated hydroxy-aromatic compounds. 4.426.515,
CI. 528-210.000.

Kesselman, David A. Tamper indicator 4,426,108, CI, 292-307 OOB
Khan, Ausat A,, to Du Pont de Nemours. E I , and Company Emul-

sion copolymerization process using comonomer solubility afTecling
additives, 4,426,501. CI, 526-206.000,

Kibbie, William E, Device and method for escaping fire and smoke m
high-rise buildings, 4.425.982. CI, 182-36,000

Kido. Yukio: See—
Kosaka, Kazumitu; Kido. Yukio; Katoh, Shigeru; and Tsulsui

Hitoshi, 4.426.159, CI. 368-80.000.

Kicsewetter. Norbert; and Lakatos. Bertalan. to Fraunhofcr-Gcsell-
schaft Zur Forderung der Angewandten Forschung e.V Sound
absorbing building component of synthetic resin sheeting 4.425, "JK

I

CI. 181-286.000.

Kikkoman Corporation: See—
Okamura, Shigemichi; and Watanabe, Masazumi, 4.426,448. CI

435-146.000.

Kimberly-Clark Corporation: See—
Meitner. Gary H.; and Hotchkiss. Harry W., 4.426.417. CI

428-195.000.

Kimblin, Clive W., to Westinghouse Electric Corp, Reduced pressure
electrical switch. 4.426.560, CI. 200-I44.00B.

Kimura, Kenji, to Olympus Optical Co. Ltd.; and Olympus Optical Co
Ltd. Beam position detecting device for optical disc apparatus
4,426,694, CI. 369-46.000.

Kimura, Sukeaki, to Suzuki Motor Company Limited. Small-type
four-wheel automobile. 4.425.976. CI, 180-56,000,

King-Seeley Thermos Co,: See-
Nelson. Kenneth L., 4,425,964. CI. 165-171.000.

King. Terry S., to Exxon Research & Engim^-ring Co. Procevs for
production of aliphatic alcohols. 4,426,541, CI. 568-881,000,

Kipp, Louis D,, to EDS-IDAB, Inc, Method for counting signatures
employing a weighing technique, 4,425,974. CI 177-1,000,

Kirchner, Peter D,: See—
Freeouf John L,; Kirchner, Peter D,; Pettit, George D and

Woodall, Jerry M., 4,426,237. CI. 148-175 000
Kirihara, Seishin: See—

Tsuchiya, Keiichi; Hisano, Katsukuni; Tan, Toshimi; Kobayashi,
Masahiro; Kobaya.shi, Kei; Ueda, Kazuhiko; Kirihara. Scishin,

Yoshioka, Takatoshi; and Shiga. Masao. 4.426.162. CI
384-280.000.

Kirschner, Thomas F.. to RCA Corporation Process for improving
dimensional stability of video disc caddy. 4.426,349, CI 264-346.0(X)

Kise. Masahiro: See—
Matsumura, Shingo, deceased, Kisc, Masahiro. Ozaki, Masakuni.
Tada, Shinichi, Kazuno, Kcnji, Watanabe, Hisao, Kunimoio!
Katsutoshi; and Tsuda. Masami, 4.426,381, CI 424-250000

Kiselnikov, Valentin N Shubin. Arkady A , Vyalkov. Vladislav V
Kruglov. Viialy A , I.oginova, Tamara F , Romanov. Viktor S

'.

Ovchinnikov, I^v N
, Varlamov, Valentin I

, Makarov, Jury A
Penkov, Evgeny I , Shvareva, Galina N , and Shicfan. Vladimir n'
Process for producing (co)-polymers from a.0 unsaturated acid
derivatives 4,426,507. CI 526- .303 100

Kish, Nicholas W See—
Zegar, Martin J

,
Kish, Nicholas W Rusnica, Fxlward J , Jenkins,

Howard S
,
and Sarver, Stephen J , 4,426,350. CI 376-283 000

Kish. Thomas J .See-
Wolf, Thecxlorc L

, Rossman, John A
, Quinn, Russell C and Kish

ThomasJ,4,426,l88. CI 414-667 000
Kishimoio, Yoshio See—

Hotia, Shu. Hosaka, Tomiharu, Shimotsuma. Walaru and Ki-
shimoto. Yoshio. 4.426.546. CI 136-256 000

Kisscll. Robert R . to Avco Corporation Pneumatic shock testing
machine with digital control 4.426.683. CI 364-508 000

Kitazume, Yoshiaki See—
Komatsu. Akio, Ichikawa. Akira. Hataoka, Nohuo, Kita/ume,

Yoshiaki, and Umemura, Ka/uhiro, 4,426,551, CI 381-41 000
Klapeliek, Gerhard See—

Kuemmel, Klaus, Klapeliek, Cierhard, and Schneider, Siegfried
4,426,149, CI 355-8 000

Kleemann. Axel, Martens. Jurgen. and Wcigel, Horsi. to Degussa AG
a-(3-Cyan()-propanoyl)-aminocarb()xylic acid derivatives 4,426 532
CI 548- .344 000

Klein, David M
,
Wimberger, Richard J . Rocheleau, Michael O , and

Helms, Randall D , to W R Grace & Co Compact air bar assembly
for contacllcss web support 4,425,719. CI .U-156000

Kleineisel, Guslav .Sec-
Herbert, Karl, and Kleineisel, Guslav, 4,426,195, CI 417-222 000

Kleiner, Hans-Jcrg. and Dursch, Waller, to Hoechst Aktiengcsellschafi
Prcx-ess for the preparation of vinylphosphonic acid dcrivalives and
the use thereof 4.426.3.36. CI 260-986 000

Kleiner. Hans-Jerg See—
Wissmann. Hans, and Kleiner. Mans-Jerg, 4.426.12^, CI 260-

II2 50R
KIcvstad. Sven M . to I.andstingens Inkopsceniral. Lie. Fkonomisk

F'orcning Leg supporting device for obstetrical tables 4.426.071, CI
269..325.000.

Klimowicz. Richard F See-
Adams. George E , III, Bailey, Edwin C , KlimosMcz, Richard F
and Cope. Geoffrey W , 4.426.012. CI 2 1 3- MS «»

Kline. Richard B . II See-
Neumann. Leopold, Kline. Richard B, II, and McMorrow. Rich-

ard H , Jr. 4,426.644, CI .^40-720 (KX)

Kling, Michael J , to Bear Automotive Service Lquipmeni Company
Computer based engine analy/er with hardware cylinder counter
4,425,791. CI. 73-1 17 3(K)

Klopfenstein. Jerome P : See—
Jacohsen. David T, and Klopfenstein. Jerome P. 4.425.84V CI

IOO-22900A
Knapp. Hcmrich, and Schillingcr. Rainer. lo Robert tiiv^h GmbH
Apparatus for regulating the idling rpm of an internal combusiion
engine, 4.425.887. CI 123-339000

Knickerb<Kker. Michael O . lo Seaquist Valve Co Continuous sprav
overcap 4.426.025. CI 222-182 000

KnickerbtK-ker. Michael G . to Seaquisi Valve Co . Div of Piiiv»a>
Corp, Aerosol assembly comprising an improved overcap 4.426.026
CI 222-402 I.V)

Knolk". Jurgen C See—
Horner. Ernst I. , Knolle. Jurgen C , and Orimm. Hans. 4.425.86^

CI IIK-I9()00

Knop, Karl H
,

ti< RCA C<)rp»)ralion Scmi-thick iransmissive and
reflectivi' simis(iid;il phase graling structures 4.426. HO. CI
350-l622(KJ

Knoth. Joachim Sct--

Schwenke, Joachim, Knoth, Joachim. Marten, Rainer and Ro-
v)mm, Herbert, 4,426,717. CI 378-45 000

Kobari. Katsuo: See—
Kawada. Shigcki, and Kobari. Katsuo. 4.426.610. CI 318-798 000

Kobayashi. Hiroaki See—
Deguchi. Yukichi, Miyaji, Shinichiro, and Kobayashi. Hiroaki,

4.426.479. CI 524-430 000
Kobayashi. Ikuo See—

Hikino. Tadashi. Kobayashi. Ikuo. and Nagai, Takeshi, 4.426.570.
CI 219-354 000

Kobayashi. Kei See—
Tsuchiya, Keiichi, Hisano. Katsukuni. Tan. Toshimi, Kohayanhi,

Masahiro. Kobayashi. Kci. Ueda. Ka/uhiko, Kirihara. Seishin.
Yoshioka. Takatoshi. and Shiga. Masao. 4.426,162. CI
384-280 000

Kobayashi. Koichi, Kawashima. Kenichi. and Oshio. Shuzo. to Fujitsu
Limited Method and apparatus for processing negative photoresist
4.426.439. CI 4.30-269 OCX)

Kobayashi. Masaaki; and Kohda. Minoru, to Matsushita Fleclnc Indus-
trial Co . Ltd

; and Matsushita Electric Industrial Co , I. id Video
signal recordmg/reprtxJucing apparatus 4.426.666. CI 360-IO.WK)

Kobayashi. Ma,sahiro: See—
Tsuchiya. Keiichi; Hisano. Katsukuni, Tan, Tmhimi, Kobayashi,

Masahiro; Kobayashi. Kei. Ueda. Kazuhiko. Kinhara. Seishin,
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Yoshioka, Takatoshi: and Shiga. Masao, 4.426.162. CI.

384-280.000.

Kobayashi, Masayoshi: See—
Yamashita, Shigeo; Matsuda. Hiroshi; Kobayashi. Uichiroo:

Kobayashi, Masayoshi; and Nakashima, Hisao, 4.426,702, CI.

372-45.000.

Kobayashi, Uichiroo: See—
Yamashita, Shigeo; Matsuda, Hiroshi; Kobayashi. Uichiroo;

Kobayashi, Masayoshi; and Nakashima. Hisao. 4,426.702. CI
372-45.000.

Koch, Curtis J. Variable torque bicvcle sprocket. 4.425.824, CI. 74-

750.00B.

Koch, Karl-Heinz: See—
Hackstein, Karl-Gerhard; Hrovat. Milan; Huschka. Hans; and
Koch. Karl-HeiiH, 4.426.338, CI. 264-0.500.

Kochs Adier AG; See

Landwehr. Guntcr; and Thiele. Horst. 4,425,860, CI 1 12-31 1 000.

Koehler, Richard F., Jr.: See—
Lewis, Richard B.; Julien, Paul C; Gruber, Robert J.; and Koehler.

Richard F., Jr., 4,426,436, CI. 430-137.000.

Kogure. Osamu: See—
Tamamura, Toshiaki; Imamura, Saburo; Morita. Masao; and Ko-

gure, Osamu, 4,426,247. CI. 156-643.000.

Kogure, Yoichiro: See—
Wakamatsu, Hideka2u: and Kogure, Yoichiro, 4,425,762, CI.

60-646.000

Kohama, Tokio; Obayashi, Hideki; Kawai, Hi&asi; and Egami.
Tsuneyuki, to Nippon Soken. Inc. Apparatus for measunng a fluid

flow rate. 4,425,792. CI. 73-204.000.

Kohda, Minoru: See—
Kobayashi, Masaaki; and Kohda. Minoru, 4,426,666, CI 360-10.300

Kohri, Toshitaro; Kato. Hitoshi; and Ito. Noboru. to Minolta Camera
Kabushiki Kaisha. Electrophotographic developer composition of

improved resistance to potential decay 4.426,433, CI. 430-109.000

Kohring, Frederick C: See—
Greenberger, Joseph I.; and Kohnng. Frederick C . 4.425.928. CI

I34-122.00R.

Koike, Hirotami; Kyogoku, Hideaki; and Watanabe. Masaru. to Interna-

tional Precision Incorporated Electron microscope of scanning type

4.426,577, CI. 250-310.000.

Koike, Hiroyuki: See—
Sato, Yasunobu; Fukumi, Hiroshi; Koike, Hiroyuki; and Nishino,

Hiroshi, 4,426,382, CI. 424-251.000.

Koishi, Kenji: See—
Satoh, Isao; Yoshida, Tomio; Hangae. Shunji; and Koishi. Kenji.

4,426,693, CI. 369-45.000

Kokura, Tsunehiko; and Inoue, Mitsuyori, to Iwatani Sangyo Kabushiki
Kaisha. Food product having a main component comprising powder
made from soft shell turtles and the method of manufacture therefor

4,426,398, CI. 426-72.000. ,

Kolbe, Andreas: See— '

Dinter. Peter; and Kolbe, Andreas, 4.426,344, CI. 264-171.000

Komada, Kenya, to Ricoh Company, Ltd. Printing system for facsimile

reception apparatus. 4,426,653, CI. 346-153.100.

Komamura, Tawara: See—
Sawada, Kiyoshi; Goto, Satoshi; Sasaki, Osamu; Takahashi, Jiro;

and Komamura, Tawara, 4,426,432, CI. 430-58 000.

Komatsu, Akio; Ichikawa, Akira; Hataoka, Nobuo; Kitazume, Yoshiaki;

and Umemura, Kazuhiro, to Hitachi, Ltd. Speech recognition

method and device. 4,426,551. CI. 381-41.000.

Komatsuzaki, Nobuyuki; Tsubone. Masahiro; and Machida, Bon, to

Sekisui Kaseihin Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Continuous process for

the production of polystyrene foamed articles 4,426,065, CI
264-45.900.

Komori Printing Machinery Co., Ltd.: See—
Toyoda, Hideaki, 4,425,816, CI. 74-439.000.

Kondo, Shiro; and Mizuta, Ken, to Alps Electric Co., Ltd Push button

switch having two resilient contacts operated at different times

4,426,559, CI. 200-67 ODB.
Konig, Eberhard; Hombach, Rudolf; Dollhausen, Manfred; and Pedain.

Josef, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Mixtures of NCO prepolymers
containing tertiary nitrogen atoms and the use thereof as adhesives or
coatings. 4,426.487, CI. 524-710.000.

Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd.: See—
Ikemoto, Isao; and Tamura, Akihiko, 4,426,148, CI. 355-3.0DD.
Sakai, Yuki; and Nakamura. Hiroya, 4,426,645, CI. 340-724 000
Sawada, Kiyoshi; Goto, Satoshi; Sasaki, Osamu; Takahashi. Jirn;

and Komamura, Tawara. 4,426,432, CI. 430-58.000.

Shiozawa, Kazuo; and Sawano, Hiroshi, 4.426,147, CI. 354-286.000

Tarumi, Noriyoshi; Iwahashi, Haruo; Matsunawa, Masahiko; and
Tokunaga, Hiroshi, 4,426,654, CI. 346-159 000.

Koppers Company, Inc.: See—
Hendrych, George, 4,426,259, CI. 202-248.000.

Komrumpf, William P.: See—
Steigerwald, Robert L.; Komrumpf, William P.; and Walden, John

P., 4.426.564, CI. 219-10.770.

Korsen, Iverson. to American Electronic Laboratories, Inc. Tape
erecuble antenna mast. 4,426,650, CI. 343-903.000.

Korte, Siegfried; Lindner, Christian; Suling, Carlhans; and Ott, Karl-

Heinz, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the production of

graft polymers. 4.426.499, CI. 525-316.000.

Kosaka, Kazumitu; Kido. Yukio; Katoh, Shigeni; and Tsutsui, Hitoshi,

to Casio Computer Co., Ltd. Electronic time keeping device

4,426.159. CI. 368-80.000.

Koshino. Minoru: See—
Shimizu. Kazuyuki; and Koshino. Minoru, 4.426,713. CI.

375-106.000.

Koshino, Yutaka: See—
Ohshima. Jiro; Koshino. Yutaka; Ajima, Takashi; and Yonezawa,

Toshio, 4,426,234. CI. 148-1.500.

Kosters, Peter H , to Dow Chemical Company, The. Process and
apparatus for thermally cracking hydrocarbons. 4.426.278, CI.

208-130.000.

Kosuge. Shuichi: See—
Fujisaki, Iwao; Kosuge, Shuichi; Ogawa, Syuu; Sato, Kimihiko;
and Soeda, Toshimi. 4,425,921, CI. 128-690.000.

Kotilainen. Heikki: See—
Sirkkola. Erkki; and Kotilainen. Heikki, 4,425,786. CI. 73-12.000.

Kouno, Kageaki: See—
Okabe. Mitsuyasu; Yoshioka, Takeo; Fukagawa, Yasuo; Okamoto,

Rokuro; Kouno, Kageaki; and Ishikura, Tomoyuki, 4.426,390, CI.
424-274.000.

Kovacs, Richard M., Jr.: See—
Bradcovich, James M.; Wake, Robert H.; Kovacs, Richard M., Jr.;

and PinkstafT, Carlos D., 4,426,578, CI. 250-363.00S.
Kozaki, Syuichi: See—

Funada, Fumiaki; Minezaki, Shigehiro; Kozaki. Syuichi; and Uede,
Hisashi, 4,426,133, CI. 350-334.000.

Kozima, Akio: See—
Hashimoto, Mitsuru; Masafumi, OhU; Kozima. Akio; Sakai. Kiyo-

shi; and Sasaki, Masaomi. 4,426,327, CI. 260-160.000.

Kracht Pumpen- und Motorenfabrik GmbH & Co. KG: See—
Andreev. Borislav; and Schumacher, Johannes A., 4,425,789, CI.

73-40.50R.

Kraftwerk Union Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Heuckelbach, Frederik E.; Weber, Robert; and Weber, Jakob.

4.425,944, CI. 138-89.000.

Scholz, Manfred; Fricker, Wolfgang-Peter; and Gollasch, Bemd,
4,425,963. CI. 165-104.320.

Kramer, Gabnele: See—
Drawert. Friedrich; Schreier, Peter; and Kramer, Gabriele,

4,426,210, CI. 55-73.000.

Kramer, George M, to Exxon Research and Engineering Co. Adaman-
tyl carboxylic and sulfonic acid caulyzed parafTin-olerin alkylation.

4,426.545, CI. 585-724.000.

Kranik. John R.; Melvin. George E.; and Mueller, Wolfgang F.. to

International Business Machines Corporation. Punch apparatus.

4.425,829, CI. 83-62.100.

Krasnoff, Eugene L., to Ingersoll-Rand Company. Fluid actuator.

4,425,835. CI. 91-317.000.

Kravitz. Stanley H.; Manocha, Ajit S.; and Willenbrock, William E., Jr.,

to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated. Plasma pretreatment
with BCI3 to remove passivation formed by fluorine-etch. 4.426.246,

CI. 156-643.000.

Krawczyk, Rodolphe: See—
Chenin, Claude; Krawczyk, Rodolphe; Marello. Georges; and
Lombard, Jean-Yves. 4,426,053, CI. 244-173.000.

Kreeger. Elsmer W.: See—
Stahl, Edward L.; and Kreeger, Elsmer W., 4,426,001, CI.

206-507.000.

Kreiner, Hans-Jurg; Seif, Rudolf; and Zimmer, Wilhelm. tp Munchener
Apparatebau Fur Elektronische Gerate Kimmel GmbH & Co. KG;
and Gesellschaft Fur Strahlen-und Umweltforschung mbH. Arrange-
ment for measuring radioactivity concentrations. 4.426,581. CI.

250-380.000.

Kreuz, John A.; and Hawkins, Christopher M., to Du Pont de Nemours,
E. 1 , and Company. High speed etching of polyimide film. 4,426.253,

CI. 156-668.000.

Knshnakumar, Suppayan M.; Pocock. John F. E.; and Harry, leuan L..

to Continental Group, Inc., The. Pallet load support. 4,426,202, CI.

425-534.000.

Krishnan, Sivaram; and Baron, Arthur L., to Mobay Chemical Corpo-
ration. Copolycarbonate from thiodiphenol having high melt flow
rates. 4,426,514, CI. 528-204.000.

Knstiansson, Krister: See—
Malmqvist, Erik L.; and Kristiansson, Krister, 4,426,575, CI.

250-253.000.

Kroger, Dieter: See—
Nieuwkamp, Wolfgang; Kroger. Dieter; and Raissle. Werner,

4,426,041. CI. 239-468.000.

Krone GmbH: See—
Stoewe, Anneliese; and Hegner, Gunter, 4,426,121, CI. 339-38.000.

Kruger, Bruno: See—
Hammerschmidt, Erich; Behre, Horst; Kruger. Bruno; and Wink-

ler, Adolf, 4,426,333, CI. 260-507.00R.
Kruglov, Vitaly A.: See—

Kiselnikov, Valentin N.; Shubin, Arkady A.; Vyalkov, Vladislav

v.; Kruglov, Vitaly A.; Loginova, Tamara F.; Romanov, Viktor

S.; Ovchinnikov, Lev N.; Varlamov, Valentin I.; Makarov. Jury
A.; Penkov, Evgeny I.; Shvareva, Galina N.; and Shtefan, Vladi-

mir N., 4,426.507. CI. 526-303.100.

Krusche. Alfred, to Linde Aktiengesellschaft. Hydrostatic drive sys-

tems. 4,425,759, CI. 60-420.000.

Kruto, Donald. Fluid flow control apparatus and method. 4,425,930, CI.

137-1.000.

Kryolitselskabet Oresund A/S: See—
Aunsholt, Knud E. H., 4.426.282. CI. 209-167.000.

Kryovacs Scientific Corporation: See—
Lam. Calvin K., 4.425.764. CI. 62-6.000.
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Kubozuka, Toshinori: See—
Yasumatsu, Toshihito; Nakase, Toshiaki; Kubozuka, Toshinori; and
Kawabata, Kaoru, 4,426,477, CI. 524-306 000

Kucmmel. Klaus; Klapettek, Gerhard, and Schneider, Siegfried, to
Oestetncr Manufacturing Limited Photocopier scanning drive sys-
tem. 4,426,149, CI. 355-8.000.

e I -.yN

Kuhle, Engelbert: See—

°'f'«'"L'
Kar'fned; and Kuhle, Engelbert, 4,426,523. CI

^^^~*^ J.UUU.
Kulesza, Ralph J.; and Disko, Harry, to Marvin Glass & Ass<KiatesToy vehicle device. 4,425,735, CI. 46-202 000
Kulischenko Walter; and Capdevielle, Martin J., to Penwall Corpora-

tion. Mechanism for controlling remotely disposed industrial valves
and the like. 4,425,823, CI. 74-665.0GE.

Kunimoto, Katsutoshi: See—
Matsumura Shingo, deceased; Kise. Masahiro; Ozaki, Masakuni

lada, Shinichi; Kazuno, Kenji; Watanabe, Hisao; Kunimoto'
Katsutoshi; and Tsuda, Masami, 4.426,381, CI 424-250 000

Kuonen, Frederick L.: See—

Kuramoto. Kenichi; and Nakazawa, Hideaki, to Toyo Soda Manufac-

M2M82° CI 5*24-4^00)'"°'
'"~*"*=*"« ''"'"•' P^^^""" emulsions

Kurihara, Nobuo; Morooka, Yasuo; Nishikawa, Milsuyo Miura Kiyo-
shi; and Nagahashi, Yoshitoshi, to Hitachi, Ltd Method and appara-

ri
,^'"°""°""8 '^le shaft vibration of a rotary machine. 4,426,641,

'^""'''•. Top^'o; a"<^ Manabe, Seiichi, to Asahi Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki
Kaisha. Polyester fiber dyeable under normal pressure. 4,426,516, CI

Kuroda, Takao; Kajimura, Takashi; Umeda, Jun-ichi; and Saito, Kat-
sutoshi, to Hitachi, Ltd. Semiconductor laser device. 4,426,703 CI
372-46.000.

'

Kuroiwa, Hiroshi; and Oyama, Yoshishige, to Hitachi, Ltd. Electronic
control apparatus for internal combustion engine. 4,425,886, CI

Kuroiwa, Yoshio: See—
Kato, Keigo; and Kuroiwa, Yoshio, 4,425,899, CI 123-549 000

Kurokawa, Nobuo: See-
Suzuki, Toshiyuki; Matsumura, Funiaki; Maeda, Hiroshi Imai

Akira; and Kurokawa, Nobuo, 4,426,337, CI. 264-4.000.
Kuznetz, Lawrence. Heat exchange system for body skin. 4,425 917 CI

128-403.000.

'^^?n'''..f^,"i5 '

'° °'"^'-'" '"'^ ^P'^^y 8"" control valve. 4.426,039, CI
. 239-415.000.

Kyogoku, Hideaki: See—
~

''^''i^'. il'J"'*""'
Kyogoku, Hideaki; and Watanabe. Masaru.

4,426,577, CI. 250-310000.
Labouliere, Elzear R.: See—

De Vos, Hendrik A. J.; and Labouliere. Elzear R., 4.426,126. CI

Labrot, Maxime: See—
Denoyer, Serge; Guerin, Jacques; Labrot, Maxime; and Serrano

Jean-Pierre, 4,426,597, CI. 313-231.410.
Lachance, Paul. Removable handrail for ladders. 4,425,984, CI.

182-106.000.

Lainez, Lucien; Brandelong, Gerard; and Jacquemin, Marie N . to
1 homson-Brandt. Microcomputer adapted to be connected to a
supplementary circuit placed in a cartridge 4,426,122, CI 339-
45.00M.

L'Air Liquide-Societe Anonyme pour PEtude et I'Exploitalion des
Procedes Georges Claude: See—
Bruni, Maurice; and Duboz, George, 4,426,207, CI. 44-50 000

Laitram Corporation, The: See-
Fowler, John T., 4,425,716, CI. 33-355.00R.

Lajotte, Dominique; and Menet, Francis, to Societe Anonyme ditc
Compagnie Industrielle des Telecommunications Cit-Alcatel
Method of detecting the presence of speech in a telephone signal and
speech detector implementing said method. 4,426,730, CI 381-46 000

Lakatos, Bertalan: See—
Kiesewetter, Norbert; and Lakatos, Bertalan, 4,425,981, CI.

181-286.000.

Lam, Calvin K., to Kryovacs Scientific Corporation. Micro-cryogenic
system with pseudo two stage cold finger, stationary regenerative
matenal. and pre-cooling of the working fluid 4,425,764, CI.
62-6.000.

Landstingens Inkopscentral, Lie, Ekonomisk Forening See—
Klevstad, Sven M., 4.426.071. CI. 269-325.000.

Landwehr. Gunter; and Thiele. Horst. to Kochs AdIer AG. Workpiece
feeding device for a sewing machine. 4.425,860, CI. 1 12-31 1.000.

Lane, John E., to Parks-Cramer Company Spinning machine informa-
tion gathering apparatus and method. 4,425,754, CI. 57-265.000

Lang. GuszUv; and Hirsemann, Achim, to HiIti Aktiengesellschaft
Device for dispensing a single-component or multi-component sub-
stance. 4,426.022. CI. 222-130.000.

^

Langley, Robert C; and Myers. Herbert, to Engelhard Corporation
Promotion of Pt-lr caUlytic electrodes with lead, tanulum ruthe-
nium and oxygen. 4,426,262. CI. 204-98.000.

Larson. Noble G.; Purbrick, John A.; and Mason, Matthew T., to
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Stepping motor control
system. 4.426.608. CI. 318-685.000.

Larson. Spencer B : See—
Copeland. James L

; Fernholz. Peter J , Urvin, Spencer B Salm-
onson. Duane L

, and Weick, Michael D . 4.426,362, CI
422-263 000

Larvson, Lars G : See—

^"^^l^".; '^J'" ^ '*'''^^'"- *^'"" T
.
and Urs.«,n. Lars G .

4.426,416, CI 428-36 000
Lasoski. Bernard A

.
to Syngas Company Volatile metal carbonyl

analysis 4,426,452, CI 436-76000
v.-.«'nyi

Laty, Pierre: Sec—
Gimond, Jacques; Gonda, Richard. Hicter. Jcan-M.rie. and Uty

Pierre. 4.426.068. CI 266-2 1 7 000
Laughlin. Charles E See—

Lavanish. Jerome M
. and Van Gemert, Barry, to PPG Indusiries. Int

V.
"^^^"j's"'"'cd-l.2.4-oxadiazol-3- or -5-yl)-l.substiiuted-4-sub-

^1 <!o?;';"^""'*"^
"' unsubstiluted-2-imida7olidinones 4.426.^27

CI 548-133000,

K''J\"yn i^''^"''
Coupling for metallic scaffolds 4.426.171 CI

4U3-49.000

Leboutet. Hubert, to "C G R MeV" Irradiation head for neutroth-
erapy apparatus 4.426.351. CI 376-158 000 .

Lechler GmbH & Co KG See—

''r4T6,s:rcr2ite:o(!^^"«"'
^•^'^ -'^ •^-^'^- ^-"-

Leder. Jeffrey C Sec—
Kamaih. Hundi P and Leder. Jeffrey C . 4.426.119 CI 264-22 000

Ledermann. Donald 1. Sec—
^^ ii\M>

Lienemann. Darlo E Ledermann. Donald L , and WunschI Nich-
olas H , 4,425,857, CI lll-8?00f)

Lff. Leslie A See—

^""f'^^PJ'" ^ •
Hennelt, George H , and Lee. Leslie A . 4.425.756,

t-l 60- jV IN2
Lee Richard J and Murphv, I ynn M R . lo Standard Oil Company

4 426J06. CI^"252'?50A
'"*^ '"^"^»""« "'' containing ime

Lee Yongsik Fortune cookie machine 4,426.186, CI 414-225 000

Vi ifB"fo:.^^ ^ Pneumatic suspension for vehicle seat 4,426,058,
CI. 24H-594000

Leist, Helmut J See—

''nl!h."^rg""/,'a:;2'5,9",t a' 'm'^rsi^-
'^•'-"^•"^ •"•^ ^"•

'''4.4'i6:6igaiirsu""
'"

'
'""'"'"" ''^'"^ '"'•'> -^--^

Lemon, Peter H R B See—
Ouisi, Ingmar P

;
Railton. Jeffrey D , and l,emon. Peter H R B

4.426,467, CI 523-145 000
Leodolter, Walter, to United States of America. Air Force Tool sealins
arrangement and method 4.426.032. CI 228-1^7 000

Leontiev. Nikolai I ; See—
Shapiro. Anatoly S . Kalashnikov. Leonid F , Leontiev Nikolai I

?^,V\"^:}^'^'"'" ' ^"'^ Steblcvsky, Anatoly A. 4,426,190^
t-l. 415-74.000

Lcsk, Israel A See—
Coleman, Michael G; and Lesk, Israel A, 4.426 418 CI

428-211.000
Leszyk, Gerald M See—

"Yf-'f-.V""" ^ Lewyk. Gerald M
. and Morrison. F.dward D

4.426,43 1 . C 1 . 430- 1 4 000
^

F't' r?^""'*'
'«^P''««nte par le Secretaire d'Etat aux Postcs et des a

a TeledifTusion (Centre National dEtudes des Telecommunications)
See—

Dubost, Gerard; and V'inaticr. Claude J, 4,426 641 CI U\.
700.0MS

LEiat Francais. represenle par le Secretaire d'Etat aux Postes el Tele-
communications (Centre des Telecommunications) See-
Pommier, Daniel. 4,426.710. CI 375-18.000

L'Elat Francais. represenle par le Secretaire dElai aux I>ostes el Tele-
communications et a la TeledifTusion (Centre National dEiudes des
Telecommunications) See—

'
M26,68'4'.'a'^'364'^C^0[i0

'"'"^''""- ^' ^•^*""'^'- ""''"''

Levy, Joseph L : See-
Martin. Danny W, and Levy, Joseph L. 4,426.707, CI 172-9«i000

Levy, Paul: See—
Chernofl", Edward A . and Levy, Paul, 4,426,593. CI 310-91 000

Lewis, Jamie B Splint for use with intravenous line 4 42^911 CI
128-133.000 ' "

Lewis. Richard B , Julien, Paul C. Gruber. Robert J . and Koehler
Richard F., Jr.. to Xerox Corporation Prcvess for positive charge
sharing toner compositions 4,426.436. CI 410-117 000

Leybold Heraeus GmbH See-
Mum, Wolf D., and Hessberger, Gerhard, 4,426,267 CI 204-

I9200R.
Munz, Wolf-Dieter; and Wolf. Hans. 4,426.264. CI 204-192 OOR

Libby, Edwin L., Maddox, Randall A . and Roberts, Douglas J to
International Business Machines Corporation Apparatus for the
reduction of image intensity vanations in a continuously vanable
reducing copier. 4,426,153, CI. 355-3 OOR.

Lichtenstein, Joseph: See-
Gordon, Marvin; and Lichtenstein, Joseph. 4,425.923, CI

Lienemann, Darlo E
; Ledennann, Donald L., and WunschI. Nicholas

H., to International Harvester Co Lockup mechanism for a planter
row unit 4,425.857. CI 1 1 1-85.000
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Likhyani, Kewal K., to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company
Spunlaced fabric containing elastic fibers. 4.426.420, CI. 428-224,000

Limper. Nicolaas H.; and SchefTers. Comelis J. W. M.. to U.S. Philips

Corporation. Television camera tube. 4.426.599, CI. 313-389.000.

Lin. Juei-Tse. Method of and apparatus for reinforcing piling structure

and improved precast concrete pile suitable for use in said method
4,426,175, CI. 405-237.000.

i

Lindberg, Per. L.: See—
Arvidsson, Foike L.; Carlsson, Per A. E.; Hacksell. Uli A.; Hjorth.

John S. M.; Lindberg. Per. L.; Nilsson. John L. G.; Sanchez.

Domingo; Svensson. Nils U. E.; and Wikstrom. Hakan V..

4,426.386. CI. 424-267.000.

Linde Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Herbert, Karl: and Kleineisel, Gustav, 4.426,195, CI. 417-222.000.

Krusche, Alfred, 4,425,759, CI. 60-420.000.

Linder, Ernst: See—
Franke. Horst: Linder, Ernst: Moser, Winfried: Muller. Klaus; and

Riegcr. Franz. 4.425.788, CI. 73-35.000.

Linder, Seymour M.; See—
Sandri, Joseph M.; Calentine. John W.; Linder, Seymour M.; and

Billoux, Yves J., 4,426,503, CI. 526-263.000.

Lindner, Christian: See—
Korte, Siegfried; Lindner, Christian: Suling, Carlhans; and Ott,

Karl-Hcinz, 4,426.499. CI. 525-316.000.

Lindner, Otto: See—
Behre, Horst; Blank. Heinz U ; Lindner, Otto; and Schossler. Willi,

4,426,334. CI. 260-509.000.

Linkat, Norbert: See-
Bison, Gunter; Linkat. Norbert; and Wolfes, Wolfgang, 4.426,531,

CI. 548-253.000.
|

Lipid Specialties, Inc.: See—
Sears. Barry D., 4.426,330. CI. 260-403.000.

Lipman. Barry. Electric guitar transducer mounting. 4.425.831. CI
84-1.160.

Lippitt, David L.: See—
Espelage. Paul M.; Lippitt. David L.; and Tupper. Leland C .

4.426,611, CI. 318-803.000.

Lipton, A. Allen: See—
Hirsch, Jacob; and Lipton. A. Allen, 4,425.862, CI. 114-199.000.

List, Hans: See—
Claassen, Peter; and Zeiringer. Rudolf, 4.425.800, CI. 73-730.000

Liu, Chi S.; Williams, Roy K.; Jasper. Lee R.; and Hensler. Norman A..

to United States of America. Navy Molecular excimer gas UV
preionized transverse discharge laser tube assembly. 4.426.706. CI
372-86.000.

Livesay. J. D.. to General Motors Corporation. Variable displacement
axial piston machine. 4.425.837, CI. 92-71.000.

Livigni, Russell A.: See—
Vitus, Francis J.; Hargis. Ivan G.; Livigni, Russell A.; and Ag-

garwal, Sundar L., 4.426,495. CI. 525-92.000.

Livingston. C. Glenn. Hitch adapter for single-wheel trainer 4.426,097.

CI. 280-4 15.00A.

Lockheed Corporation: See—
Gibson. James F.. 4,426.107. CI. 292-201.000.

Loctite Corporation: See-
Watson. Colin; and Dunn, David J., 4.426.410. CI. 427-232.000

Loginova, Tamara F.: See—
Kiselnikov, Valentin N.; Shubin, Arkady A.; Vyalkov, Vladislav

v.; Kruglov, Vitaly A.; Loginova, Tamara F.; Romanov. Viktor
S.; Ovchinnikov, Lev N.; Varlamov. Valentin I.; Makarov. Jury
A.; Penkov. Evgeny I.; Shvareva, Galina N.; and Shtefan, Vladi-

mir N., 4,426,507. CI. 526-303.100.

Lohmann. Arthur M., to Honeywell Inc. Munitions dispenser
4,425,834, CI. 89-l.OOA.

Lombard, Jean-Yves: See—
Chenin, Claude; Krawczyk. Rodolphe; Marello, Georges; and

Lombard, Jean-Yves, 4,426,053, CI. 244-173.000

Long, Alvin L. High speed passenger transfer vehicle. 4,425,851, CI.

104-20.000.

Long, Alvin L. Dropout fuel tanks aircraft. 4,426.050, CI. 244-1 35.00R.

Long, John V.: See—
Gagliani. John; and Long, John V.. 4,426,463, CI. 521-180.000.

Loov, Robert E.: See—
Gillott, Jack E.; Jordaan, Ian J.; Loov. Robert E.; Shrive, Nigel G.;

and Raymont. Michael E. D.. 4,426,456. CI. 501-84.000.

L'Oreal: See—
Jacquet, Bernard; Papantoniou, Christos; and Mondet. Jean.

4.426,375. CI. 424-70.000.

Lorentzen, Robert W., to United States of America, Navy. Solid state

delay device. 4.426.685. CI. 364-900.000.

Lortz, Allan R.: See—
Anthony, James R.; and Lortz, Allan R., 4,425,688, CI. 24-656.000.

Lorusso, Simone: See—
Troiani, Nicola; Gozzo, Franco; and Lorusso, Simone, 4,426.393.

CI. 424-327.000.

Louis, Eckhart; Aigner, Ernst; and Hechtl. Wolfgang, to Wacker-Che-
mie GmbH. Adhesive compositions and method employing same.
4,426.240, CI. 156-99.000.

Lucas,Andrew A.: See-
Ida, Noble; Nelson, Paul E.; Haugen, Peter N.; Aho, Robert T.; and

Lucas, Andrew A., 4,426,251, CI. 156-656.000.

Lucas Industries Limited: See—
Duesbury, Paul G., 4,425,794. CI. 73-293.000.

Luchinger, Paul, to Mettler Instnimente AG. Weighing apparatus
including calibrating weight operating means. 4.425.975, CI.

177-50.000.

Lucking. Hans J.: See—
Maass. Gunther; Sattlegger, Hans; and Lucking, Hans J., 4,426,509,

CI. 528-34.000.

Lugscheider. Walter: See—
Fegerl. Josef; and Lugscheider, Walter, 4,426,709, CI. 373-22.000.

Luhman. Thomas; and Suenaga, Masaki, to United States of America,
Energy. Multiwire conductor having greatly increased interwire
resistance and method for making same. 4,426,550, CI. 174-I28.00R.

Lummen, Hans-Albert: See—
Bahadir, Muflt; Payer, Wolfgang; Forster, Ingrid; and Lummen,

Hans-Albert, 4,426,315, CI. 502-113.000.

Lundberg, Robert D.: See—
PeifTer, Dennis G.; Lundberg, Robert D.; and Walker, Thad O.,

4.426,473. CI. 524-111.000.

Luomanen. Jack C: See—
Luomanen. Raymond; and Luomanen, Jack C, 4,425,911, CI.

128-200.260.

Luomanen. Raymond; and Luomanen, Jack C. Bite-block. 4,425,911,
CI. 128-200.260.

Lupton, Michael W.: See—
Calfo, Frederick D.; and Lupton, Michael W.. 4.425,854. CI.

110-262.000.

Luthy, Hans; Isler. Eugen; Meier, Ewald; and Zimmermann, Max, to
Egro AG. Low-pressure casting method and low-pressure casting

apparatus. 4,425,958, CI. 164-119.000.

Lyndhurst, Francis R., to Aero Power Engine Manufacturing, Inc.

Reciprocating engine air intake system. 4,425,881, CI. 123-52.0MV.
M.A.N. Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Numberg A.G.: See—

Ruter. Franz. 4,426,565, CI. 219-130.010.

Maass. Gunther; Sattlegger, Hans; and Lucking, Hans J., to Bayer
Aktiengesellschaft. Storable crosslinkable organopolysiloxane mold-
ing compositions. 4,426,509, CI. 528-34.000.

MacDonald. Christopher N.; and Crow, Vesta J. Security seal appara-
tus. 4,425,999, CI. 206-444.000.

Macewans Machinery Limited: See—
Cameron, William M., 4,425.962. CI. 165-92.000.

MacFee, Norman W.. to Talon, Inc. Method of making slide fastener.

4.426,066. CI. 264-252.000.

Machida, Bon: See—
Komatsuzaki, Nobuyuki; Tsubone, Masahiro; and Machida, Bon.

4,426,065, CI. 264-45.900.

MacLeod, Robert B., Jr.: See—
Gelardi, Anthony L.; Gelardi, Paul J.; and MacLeod, Robert B.,

Jr., 4,426,056, CI. 248-225.100.

Maddox, Randall A.: See—
Libby. Edwin L.; Maddox, Randall A.; and Roberts, Douglas J.,

4,426,153, CI. 355-3.00R.

Madgavkar, Ajay M.: See-
Chen. Paul Y.; and Madgavkar, Ajay M., 4.426,280, CI. 208-

254.00R.

Maeda, Hiroshi: See—
Suzuki, Toshiyuki; Matsumura, Funiaki; Maeda. Hiroshi; Imai.

Akira; and Kurokawa. Nobuo, 4,426,337, CI. 264-4.000.

Magder. Jules, to Noxso Corporation. Method for removing nitrogen

oxides from gas streams and regenerating spent sorbent. 4.426.365. CI.

423-239.000.

Magnuson. Richard C: See—
Kehl, Norman J.; and Magnuson. Richard C. 4,426,114, CI.

297-232.000.

Mahmood. Mahmood N.: See—
Brown, David E.; and Mahmood. Mahmood N., 4.426.269. CI.

204-242.000.

Maier. Lawrence C. to Simmonds Precision Products, Inc. Capacitive

measurement system. 4,426,616, CI. 324-57.00R.

Makarov. Jury A.: See—
Kiselnikov, Valentin N.; Shubin, Arkady A.; Vyalkov, Vladislav

v.; Kruglov, Vitaly A.; Loginova, Tamara F.; Romanov, Viktor

S.; Ovchinnikov. Lev N.; Varlamov, Valentin I.; Makarov. Jury

A.; Penkov, Evgeny I.; Shvareva, Galina N.; and Shtefan, Vladi-

mir N.. 4,426,507, CI. 526-303.100.

Maki, Masao; Fukuda, Hiroshi; and Sano, Seiichi. to Matsushita Elec-

tric Industrial Company, Limited. Coating compositions for solar

selective absorption comprising a thermosetting acrylic resin and
particles of a low molecular weight fluorocarbon polymer. 4,426,465.

CI. 523-135.000.

Makita, Fujio. to Fuji Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Systems for prevent-

ing overheat of electromagnetic clutch for vehicles. 4.42S.992, CI.

I92-82.00T.

Malec, Robert E., to Edwin Cooper, Inc. Lubricating compositions

containing boronated nitrogen-containing dispersants. 4,426.305, CI.

252-49.600.

Malecki, Edmund E.; and Jacobs, Harold, to United States of America,

Army. Millimeter wave oscillator with enhanced dielectric coupler.

4,426.628, CI. 331-96.000.

Malkowski. Joseph L.: See—
Wells. Calvin G.; and Malkowski, Joseph L., 4,425,817, CI.

74-467.000.

Malmqvist. Erik L.; and Kristiansson, Krister, to Boliden Aktiebolag.

Method and apparatus for measuring radon in the ground. 4.426.575,

CI. 250-253.000.

Manabe, Nobuyuki; and Goto, Takahiro, to Taiho Industries Co. Ltd.;

and OPE. Co. Ltd. Method for disposal of sludge in floating roof

type oil tank. 4,426,233, CI. 134-21.000.

Kuriki, Tomio; and Manabe, Seiichi, 4,426,516, Q. 528-272.000.
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Mandnn. diaries, to Siilzcr Brolht-rs I imilcd MethinJ for the prepara-
tion of deuu-num-cnriched waltr in the preparation of hydroccn
4.426.370. CI. 42.<-580.(XiH

Mannesmann Rcxroth .iw

—

Wuslhof. Peter; and Schneider, Johann. 4.426.199. CI 418-61 OOB
Manocha. Ajit S. See—

Kravit/. Stanley H ; MimKha. Ajil S; and Wilienbrock. William
E.. Jr.. 4 426.246. CI. 15t)-W.V0aj.

Mantclle, Jean See—
Plaquin. Bernard; Bounic. Paul; and Mantclle, Jean. 4.426.105 CI

285-92.000.

Manville Service Corporation: Sec-
Parker. William H.. 4.425.749. CI. 52-509 000.

Mar Hook & Equipment, Inc.: See—
Mitchell, Johnny D.; and Armstrong. Hugh D.. 4.426.110. CI

294-88.000.

Marcus. Konrad H.. to Prince Corporation Vehicle magnetic sensor
4.425.717. CI. 33-361.000.

Marello. Georges: See—
Chenin. Claude; Krawczyk. Rodolphe; Marello. Georges; and
Lombard. Jean-Yves, 4,426,053. CI. 244I7V0O0

Marinoni. Mario; and Marinoni. Miiko. to f'asma di V Marinoni &
Figli. Valve for adjusting the closing speed of a door closer
4.425.939. CI. 137-599.200.

Marinoni. Mirko: See—
Marinoni, Mario; and Marinoni. Mirko. 4.425.939. CI 137-599.200

Mark, Victor, to General Electric Company Polycarbonate resins
based on polyphenolic compounds. 4.426,513, CI. 528-204.000.

Markey Brothers Co : See—
Markey. Dennis P.; and Rosen. George J.. 4,425.742. CI. 52-90.000.

Markey. Dennis P.; and Rosen. George J., to Markey Brothers Co
Building construction and purlin hanger therefor with method of
conslructitin. 4.425,742, CI. 52-90.000.

Marran, John D. Wound boiler with removable and replaceable com-
bustion chamber. 4.425.875, CI. 122-134.000

Marschner. Heinz; Heincmann, Fritz: and Marsland. George, to Zahn-
radfabrik Friedrichshafcn AG. Harmonic-drive assembly. 4.425.822
CI. 74-640.000.

Marshke. Hugh E. Paint spray booth. 4,425,870. CI. 118-326.000
Marsland, George: See—

Marschner, Heinz; Heinemann. Fritz; and Marsland. George
4.425,822. CI. 74-640.000.

Marson Corporation: See—
Todisco. Joseph. 4,425,782. CI 72-391.000.

Marten. Rainer: See—
Schwenke. Joachim; Knoth, Joachim; Marten. Rainer; and Ro-
somm. Herbert. 4.426,717. CI. 378-45.000.

Martcnas. Wayne B.. to Sperry Corporation. Forage harvester drive
apparatus 4.426,043, CI. 241-101.200.

Martens, Jurgen Sec—
Kleemann, Axel; Martens. Jurgen; and Wtigel, Horst. 4.426.532.

CI. 548-344.000.

Martin, Danny W.; and Levy. Joseph L., to McDonnell Douglas Cor-
poration. Single mode cavity laser. 4.426.707. CI. 372-95 000.

Martin, David H.. lo International Business Machines Corporation
Electrolytic apparatus having a stable reference electrode and
method of operating such apparatus. 4.426.643. CI. .^40-713.000.

Martin. Henry, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Oxime carbamates for the
protection of cultivated crops. 4.426,221. CI. 71-105.000.

Martin. John E. Plug assembly for use in method and apparatus for
repairing heat exchangers. 4,425.943, CI. 138-89.000.

Martin. Richard T.. to Applied Magnetics Corporation. Apparatus for
sensing deposition of a thin film layer of a material 4.425.871. CI
1 18-664.000.

Marvin Glass & Associates: See—
Kulcsza, Ralph J ; and Disko. Harry. 4.425.735. CI. 46-202.000

Marzola, Roberto; Garagnani, Fnea; and Moro, Alessandro. to Mon-
tedison S.p.A Glass fibers for ihe reinforccmeni of polyolefins and
reinforced polyolefin compositions obtained therefrom. 4,426.469, CI
523-209.000.

Masafumi, Ohta: See—
Hashimoto, Mitsuru; Masafumi. Ohta; Kozima. Akio; Sakai. Kiyo-

shi; and Sasaki, Ma.sa()mi. 4.426.327. CI. 260-160.000.
Masao. Morimoto, to Sanyo Electric Co.. Ltd. Blower. 4.425.840 CI

98-40.00V.

Maselli. James M.: .See-
Ernest, Michael V.; and Maselli, James M., 4,426,320. CI.

502-313.000.

Masher, Dale P.; and Chaitin. Leonard J., to Savin Corporation. Pulse
width modulation system. 4,426,667. CI 360-44.000.

Mashimo, Yukio: See—
lura, Yukio; Yamamichi, Masayoshi. Uchiyama. Takashi; laguchi.

Tetsuya; and Mashimo, Yukio, 4.426,142. CI. 354-412.000.
Maslanka, William W

; and Spence. Gavin G., lo Hercules Incorpo-
rated. Organic pigments. 4,426,483, CI. 524-460.000.

Mason, Donald G.; and Weis, Frank G., to Smith &. Loveless, Inc
Method and apparatus for removing oil from water. 4,426.293. CI
210-636.000.

Mason, James R. Police restraint device. 4,426.079, CI. 273-84.00R.
Mason, Matthew T.: See—

Larson, Noble G ; Purbrick. John A.; and Mason, Matthew 1 .

4,426,608, CI. ^18-685.000

Mason, Michael P.; and Scaran, Robert R., to Cap Cutters, Inc. Riwfing
cap cutter 4,425.710, CI. .30-229.000.

Ma.ssachiisetts Institute of " .chnology: See—
Oorski-Popiel. George, 4,4?6.712. CI. 375-96.000

Larson. Noble CJ
, Purbnck. John A , and Mason. Matthew T .

4.426.608. CI 318-685 000
Mavsey-Ferguson Inc See—

Dwyer. Robert M : and Skiba. Fxlwin J . 4.425.970. CI 172-7 000
Maslergear Company Limited See-

Norton. Colin F. and Harvey. Raymond G, 4,425.815. CI
74-425.000.

Masuda. Toru See—
Tanaka. Masanori; Takihara, Yukio, and Masuda. Toru, 4,426 558

CI 200-51 090
Masuda. Yoshinori; See—

Yoshida. Mitsuo; Masuda. Yoshmori and Kashiwada, Akio
4.426.271. CI 204-296 (XX)

Masumolo. Hiroki See—
Sugino, Kazuo; Kageyama, Hideaki, and Masumoto, Hiroki.

4,426,2.36. CI 148-36 rXX)

Masuoka. Fujio. to Tokyo Shihaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. and
Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha Semiconductor memory
device 4.426,687. CI 365-182 000

Matheney, Jack L See—
Willis. Albert E

; Gould. John M , Matheney. Jack L and Garrett
Harrison, 4.426.678, CI .163-25 000

Matsuda. Hiroshi See—
Yamashila, Shigco. Matsuda. Hiroshi, Kohayashi. Uichiroo

Kobayashi. Masayoshi, and Nakashima. Hisao, 4.426.702. CI
372-45 000

Matsuda. Yoshio: See—
Akashi. Shunji; and Matsuda. Yoshio. 4.425,684. CI 24-434 000

Matsui. Yoshiya See—
Tsumxia, Atsuo. Midonkawa, Koyo. Murase. Hideloshi, Suzuta.

Miku), Moriwaki, Masazumi. Mochizuki. Nontaka, Minami.
Selsuo; and Matsui, Yoshiya, 4.426,132. CI 350-167 000

Matsumoto. Hiroshi, and Ogura, Tomoki, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki
Kabushiki Kaisha Copying machine \*ith automatic document
feeder 4.426,150. CI 355-I4 0SH

Matsumura, Funiaki See—
Suzuki, Toshiyuki, Matsumura. Funiaki, Maeda, Hiroshi, Imai,

Akira; and Kurokawa. Nobuo, 4.426,337. CI 264-4 000
MaLsumura. Hiroyoshi, Katsiiyama, Toshio, and Suganuma, Tsuneo. to

Hitachi, Ltd Optical fiber and meth(xl of producing the same
4.426.129. CI 350-96 330

Matsumura. Rumiko. legal representative See—
Matsumura, Shingo. deceased, Kise, Masahiro Ozaki. Masakum

Tada. Shinichi; Kazuno. Kenji: Watanabe. Hisao. Kunimoto,
Katsutoshi; and Tsuda. Masami. 4.426,381. CI 424-250 000

Matsumura. Shingo, deceased (by Matsumura. Rumiko, legal represen-
tative); Kise, Masahiro; Ozaki, Masakum, Tada. Shinichi, Kazuno,
Kenji, Watanabe, Hisao, Kunimoto. Katsutoshi, and Tsuda, Masami.
to Nippon Shinyaku Co . Ltd Carboxylic acid derivatives 4,426,181.
CI 424-250.000

Malsunawa. Masahiko See—
Tarun, . Noriyoshi, Ivvahashi, Haruo. Matsuna\Aa. Masahiko and
Tokunaga. Hiroshi. 4.426.654. CI .146- 1 59 000

Matsuo. Masashi See—
Yoshida. Shuzo; Ono, Hironobu, Matsuo. Masashi, Hoshi. Kouich.

Sueishi. Motoharu; and Ueda, Kazuo. 4.425.895. CI 123-489 000
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co , Ltd See—

Hikino. Tadashi; Kobaya.shi. Ikuo. and Nagai. Takeshi, 4,426.570,
CI 219-354 000

Holla, Shu: Hosaka. Tomiharu, Shimoisuma, Wataru, and Ki-
shimolo. Yoshio. 4,426.546. C! 136-256 000

Kobayashi. Masaaki, and Kohda, Minoru. 4,426,666, CI 360-10 300
Kobayashi, Ma.saaki, and Kohda, Minoru. 4.426,666, CI 360-10 .100

Maki. Masao; Fukuda. Hiroshi; and Sano. Seiichi, 4.426.465, CI
52.1-135 000

Saiki, Shuji; Sato, Kaluaki; Sato. Ka/ue, Ishikawa. Seiichi, Inoue,
Hideaki; and Tanaka, Tsuneo, 4,426.556. CI |7<}.|15 5D\'

Saloh. Isao; Yoshida. Tomio; Hangae. Shunji, and Koishi, Kenji,
4.426,693, CI 369-45 000

Takahashi, Ken, and Youda. Hiroshi. 4.425,701. CI 29.603 000
Wada. Takahiro; and Yamamoio, Ryoichi, 4.426..107, CI

252-70.000

Matsuura, Hiloshi; See—
Imazeki, Ryoji, Yamazaki. Elsuo, and Matsuura. Hiioshi. 4.426.180.
CI 409-99000

Matsuura. Miyuki: See—
Asada. Masahiro. Matsuura. Mivuki. and Yoneza%*a. Kazuva.

4.426.511. CI 528128 000
Matsuyama. Iwao See—

Satoh. Shin; Susa. Kenzo; Matsuyama. l%vao, and Suganuma.
Tsuneo. 4.426.216, CI 65-18 100

Malz. James: See—
Cohen. Theodore; and Matz, James. 4.426.535. CI 549-397 000

Mauleon. Jean-Louis: Sec-
Dean. Robert R., and Maulctin, Jean-Louis. 4.426.276. CI
208-60000

Maxner. Richard B . and Bandura. Viialy. to USM Corporation Single
point cut and clench mechanism 4.425.947. CI 140-105 000

Maynard. Waller P . Jr Pouring spoul for liquid containers 4.426.027.
CI. 222-529.000

McBride. Paul: See-
Good. Raymond H . and McBnde, Paul. 4.426.425. CI 428-414 000

McCandlish, Larry E , and Turaew. Lanssa W , to Exxon Research and
Engineering Co. Novel molybdenum oxycarbonitnde composilions
4,426.366. CI 423.165 000.
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McCany. Robert S.; See—
McJones, Robert W ; McCarty, Robert S.; and Cardillo. Joseph S,

4,425,893, CI. 123-446 000.

McClure. Leon E.; and McClure, Stanley R., Sr. Herbicide applicator
and welded endless rope. 4,425.736, CI. 47-1.500.

McClure, Stanley R., Sr.; See—
McClure, Leon E.; and McClure, Sunley R . Sr . 4.425.736. CI

47-1.500.

McCoy. David R.; Gipson. Roben M.; and Naylor, Carter G , to
Teuco Inc. Oil recovery method utilizing a dicyclopentadiene de-
rived ethoxysulfonate. 4.426.302, CI. 252-8. 55D.

McCoy, James B. Pipe coupling. 4.426,106, CI. 285-236 000
McDonald. Ronald T. Thread guard 4,425,945, CI 138-96.00T
McDonnell Douglas Corporation: See—

Martin, Danny W.; and Levy, Joseph L., 4,426,707. CI. 372-95.000
McGinley Mills, Inc.: See—

McGinley, Thomas F, 4,425,946, CI. 139-11.000
McGinley, Thomas F., to McGinley Mills, Inc., a part interest. Weav-

ing method and apparatus. 4,425.946. CI. 139-11.000.

McGlew, Timothy E.: See—
Rizzutto. Junko; and McGlew, Timothy E.. 4.425.679. CI. 24-6 000

McGregor, Jon D. C; and Richards, Deanna E. Cash safe. 4,425.853.
CI. 109-25.000.

McGuire. Raymond R.: See—
Shackelford, Scott A.; McGuire. Raymond R.; and Cochoy. Ro-

bert E.. 4.426.540. CI 568-590.000.

McJones. Robert W.; McCarty. Roben S.: and Cardillo. Joseph S.. to
Garrett Corporation, The. Fuel injection. 4.425.893. CI 123-446.000

McLean. Kerry L. Gaseous fuel-air mixture device. 4,425,898. CI
123-527.000.

McMorrow, Richard H., Jr.: See—
Neumann, Leopold; Kline, Richard B., II; and McMorrow, Rich-

ard H., Jr., 4,426,644, CI. 340-720.000.
McQuay Inc.: See—

Johnson, Walter T; and Gross, Nelson B., 4,426.120. CI
312-100.000

I

Mecan ARBED s.a r.I.: See— '

Reuter. Hans J.; Take. Hermann; and Werner. Charles. 4.425,960
CI. 164-426.000.

Meckel, Benjamin B.; and Meckel, Nathan K . to Deposition Technol-
ogy. Inc. Sputtering device adaptable for coating heat-sensitive
substrates 4,426.275. CI 204-298.000.

Meckel, Nathan K.; See—
Meckel, Benjamin B; and Meckel. Nathan K.. 4.426.275, CI

204-298.000,

Meienhofer, Johannes A., to HofTmann-La Roche Inc Immunopoten-
tiating peptides. 4.426,324. CI. 260-1 12.50R.

Meier, Ewald; See—
Luthy. Hans; Isler. Eugen; Meier. Ewald; and Zimmermann, Max.

4.425.958. CI. 164-119.000.

Meiller. Hermann. Seat having an adjustable backrest 4.425.910. CI
128-52.000.

Meitner. Gary H.; and Hotchkiss, Harry W , to Kimberly-Clark Corpo-
ration. Nonwoven wiper. 4,426.417. CI 428-195.000

Melvin, George E.; See—
Kranik, John R.; Melvin. George E.; and Mueller. Wolfgang F..

4.425,829, CI. 83-62.100.

Memorial Hospiul for Cancer and Allied Diseases: See—
Ray. Cole; Vincent. John; and Small, Clifford, 4,425,914, CI

128-200.140.

Menasha Corporation; See—
Riviere, Donald L., 4.425,852, C!. 108-56 300

Menet. Francis: See—
Lajotte. Dominique; and Menet, Francis, 4,426.730. CI. 381-46.000

Menuni, Akiyoshi; and Nakamoto. Hiromasa. Steenng lock assembiv
4,425,770, CI. 70-252.000.

Merck & Co., Inc.; See-
Alexander. Jose; and Shih. Chung, 4,426.391. CI 424-301.000
Woltersdorf. Otto W., Jr . 4,426,388, CI 424-270 000.

Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm GmbH: See—
Grossler. Peter. 4,425,850, CI. 102-307.000.

Metal Box Limited; See—
Franek, Josef T.; and Porucznik, Paul, 4.425.778. CI 72-347 000

Metrailer, William J., to Exxon Research and Engineering Co Low
severity fluid coking process. 4,426.277. CI 208-127.000.

Mettler Instrumente AG; See—
Luchinger, Paul, 4.425.975, CI 177-50.000. |

Metzger, Fridolin; See—
liar. Franc; and Metzger. Fridolin, 4.426.670, CI. 361-79000.

Meyers, Robert A.; and Hart, Walter D.. to TRW Inc. Float/sink
treatment of crushed coal in solutions of monosaccharides and disac-
charides. 4,426,281, CI. 209-11.000.

Michaels, William A.; See-
Updike, Sunley H.; Michaels. William A.; and Kuonen, Frederick
L, 4,425.882, CI. 123-90.300.

Michel, Benjamin F Trucking simulation game 4,426,084, CI
273-254.000.

Michiuchi, Masayuki, to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Air
cleaner system for motorcycle engine. 4,425,977, CI. 180-225.000

Middleburg Steel and Alloys (Proprietary) Limited; See—
Curr, Thomas R.; and Barcza, Nicholas A., 4,426.223. CI. 75-

lO.OOR.

Midorikawa, Koyo: See— I

Tsunoda, Atsuo; Midorikawa, Koyo; Murase. Hidetoshi; Suzuta.
Mikio; Moriwaki, Masazumi; Mochizuki. Noritaka Minami,
Setsuo; and Matsui, Yoshiya, 4,426,132, CI. 350-167 000

Mikelsons. Valdis; See—
Fisch. Richard S, and Mikelsons, Valdis, 4,426,437. CI

430-166.000.

Mildren, Michael T.. to Commonwealth of Australia, The. Stabilizing a
rotating body. 4,426,048. CI. 244-3.230.

Miler. Jane: See—
Brooks. Mark A.; and Miler. Jane, 4.426.406, CI. 427-58.000.

Miles, Ronald N.. to Boeing Company, The. Beam dampers for damp-
ing the vibrations of the skin of reinforced structures. 4,425,980 CI
181-208.000

Miller. Mark C; and Arthur. John R.. to Perkin-Elmer Corporation,
The Temperature sensor assembly. 4,426,569, CI. 219-272 000

Millet, Claude: See—
Dromard. Adnen; and Millet. Claude, 4.426,508. CI. 528-23.000.

Mills. Geoffrey S. Milking inflations. 4,425,872. CI. 119-14.470.
Minami. Setsuo; See—

Tsunoda, Atsuo; Midorikawa, Koyo; Murase, Hidetoshi; Suzuta.
Mikio; Monwaki. Masazumi; Mochizuki, Noritaka; Minami,
Setsuo; and Matsui, Yoshiya, 4,426.132. CI. 350-167.000.

Minamizono. Junji; Hirano, Mitunori; Kawashima, Yoshiro; and
Ogawa. Tadashi, to Fuji Photo Film. Co., Ltd. Silver halide photo-
graphic light-sensitive material. 4.426,445. CI. 430-599.000.

Minchak. Robert J., to B. F. Goodrich Company, The. Bulk polymeri-
zation of cycloolefins. 4.426,502, CI. 526-172.000.

Minegishi, Sokichi; Takizawa, Tozo; and Furusawa, Morimasa, to
Jidosha Kiki Co., Ltd. Glow plug for use in diesel engine and method
of manufactunng the same. 4,425,692, CI. 29-611.000.

Mineral Processing Systems, Inc.; See—
Hively, Eugene E., 4,426,042, CI. 241-21.000.

Minezaki, Shigehiro; See—
Funada, Fumiaki; Minezaki, Shigehiro; Kozaki, Syuichi; and Uede,

Hisashi. 4.426.133. CI. 350-334.000.
Ministry of International Trade and Industry: See—

Shinozaki. Kichitaro; Sato, Kiyoshi; and Shimizu, Toru, 4,425,774,
CI. 72-257.000.

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company: See-
Bradford, Robert S.; Brookhart, Marshall R.; and Dy, Bennett G ,

4,426,665, CI. 360-10.200.

Chang. John C. C. 4,426.476. CI. 524-288.000.
Fisch. Richard S.; and Mikelsons, Valdis, 4,426,437, CI.

430-166.000.

Schwartz. Craig A.. 4,426,466, CI. 523-455.000.
Minns. Richard A., to Polaroid Corporation. Polymers containing
decahalopentacyclodecyl groups. 4,426.505, CI. 526-283.000.

Minolta Camera Kabushiki Kaisha; See—
Kohn, Toshitaro: Kato, Hitoshi; and Ito, Noboru, 4,426,433, CI.

430-109.000.

Miroshnichenko, Anatoly G.; See—
Berzin. Evgeny K ; Miroshnichenko, Anatoly G.; and Yantovsky,

Leonid 1 , 4,426,592, CI. 310-52.000.

Mitchell. Johnny D ; and Armstrong. Hugh D., to Mar Hook & Equip-
ment. Inc. Continuous rotation hydraulic grapple. 4.426,110, CI
294-88.000.

Mitchell. Samuel S.; and Vijlee. Abbas F., to Schroeder Brothers
Corporation Filter condition indicator. 4,426.284, CI. 210-90.000.

Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha; See—
Horn, Taichi; Horii, Taro; and Haraguchi, Kazuo, 4,426,006, CI.

209-593.000.

Miura, Kiyoshi; See—
Kurihara, Nobuo; Morooka, Yasuo; Nishikawa, Mitsuyo; Miura,

Kiyoshi; and Nagaha.shi. Yoshitoshi, 4,426,641, CI. 340-683.000.
Miyaji. Shinichiro; See—

Deguchi. Yukichi; Miyaii. Shinichiro; and Kobayashi, Hiroaki,
4,426.479. CI. 524-430.000.

Miyakoshi. Hideo; See—
Aoki. Tadao; Miyakoshi, Hideo; and Mizukoshi, Mikio, 4,426,454,

CI. 436-504 000.

Miyamae. Toshiaki. Fishing rod holder fixing means. 4,425.729. CI.
43-21.200.

Miyamoto, Seigo: See—
Fukushima. Toshihiko; Miyamoto. Seigo; Kawashima, Kenichi;

Kawabata, Toshiaki; Tani, Seijiro; and Shibata, Takanori,
4.425.765. CI 62-133.000.

Miyazaki. Makoto; Nomura, Takeshi; Imai, Chihiro; and Yoda, Makoto,
to Toa Nenryo Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Magnesium-containing
solid 4,426,314, CI. 502-169.000.

Mizokami, Kazunori, to Olympus Optical Company, Ltd. Overexpo-
sure indicator for an automatic electronic flash. 4,426,143. CI.
354-416.000.

Mizuhara, Howard, to GTE Products Corporation. Ductile titanium-
copper brazing alloy. 4.426,033. CI. 228-56.000.

Mizukoshi, Mikio: See—
Aoki. Tadao; Miyakoshi, Hideo; and Mizukoshi, Mikio, 4.426,454,

CI 436-504.000.

Mizuma, Kenichi, to Ricoh Company, Ltd. Apparatus for aligning a
paper sheet with a reference line. 4.426.073, CI. 271-251.000.

Mizuno, Masamitsu; Itoh, Kazuomi; and Urushibara, Masahiro, to
Hokuetsu Industries Co., Ltd. Control system for a self-excited

alternating current generator. 4,426,613, CI. 322-21.000.
Mizuta, Ken; See—

Kondo, Shiro; and Mizuu. Ken. 4,426.550. CI. 200-67 ODB.
Mobay Chemical Corporation; See—

Krishnan, Sivaram; and Baron, Arthur L.. 4,426,514, CI.
528-204.000

Mobil Oil Corporation: See—
Hunpcrford, Gordon P., 4,426,486. CI. 524-600000.
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Ong, S. Christine; and Bright, Margaret N., 4,426,346, CI
264-290.200.

Mochizuki, Noritaka; See—
Tsunoda, AUuo; Midorikawa. Koyo; Murase, Hidetoshi; Suzuta,

Mikio; Moriwaki, Masazumi; Mochizuki, Noriuka; Minami.
Setsuo; and Matsui, Yoshiya. 4,426.132, CI. 350-167.000.

Mock, Elmar: See—
Muller. Jacques; and Mock. Elmar, 4,426,158, CI. 368-76.000.

Moder, Helmut, to Robert Bosch GmbH. Low-loss semiconductor
switching circuit. 4.426.589. CI. 307-254.000.

Mogi, Kazuo: See—
SuiU. Munco; and Mogi. Kazuo, 4,426,606, CI 318-375.000.

Mohsin, Mohamed E., to National Research Development Corpora-
tion. Fluid bearings. 4.426,118. CI. 308-S.OOR.

Molenaar. Arian; and Wierenga. Peter E., to U.S. Philips Corporation.
Method of producing metal images or patterns on and/or below the
surface of a substrate comprising a semiconducting light-sensitive

compound. 4,426,442, CI. 430-413.000.

Moll, Hermann; Leist. Helmut J.; Pomorin, Karl-Heinz; and Ullrich,

Georg J., to Hellige GmbH. Membrane retainer arrangement for

physiological sensing units. 4,425,918, CI. 128-635.000.

Mollet. Adrianus J. T.; and Sanders. Rudolf, to U.S. Philips Corpora-
tion. Low-pressure mercury vapor discharge lamp. 4,426,602, CI.

315-58.000.

Monchalin, Jean-Pierre. Method and apparatus for the interferometric

wavelength measurement of frequency tunable C.W. lasers.

4,426,155. CI. 356-346.000.

Mondet. Jean: See—
Jacquet, Bernard; Papantoniou, Christos; and Mondet, Jean,

4,426.375, CI. 424-70.000.

Monks. Reginald: See—
Cree. Gavin M.; Wilkins. Terence A.; Monks. Reginald; and

Nowotnik. David P.. 4.426.453. CI. 436-500.000.

Monsanto Company: See—
Barker, George E.; and Forster, Denis. 4.426,542, CI. 568-883 000
Schumacher, Ignatius; and Wang, Kang-Bo, 4,426,543. CI

568-940.000.

Monsion. Michel: See—
Bousseau. Gerard; Baylou, Pierre; Mora, Andre; Monsion, Michel;

and Bouvet. Christian, 4,425,751, CI. 56-327.00A.
Montedison S.p.A.: See—

Marzola, Roberto; Garagnani, Enea; and Moro, Alessandro.

4.426.469. CI. 523-209.000.

Troiani, Nicola; Gozzo, Franco; and Lorusso, Simone, 4.426.393.

CI. 424-327.000.

Vittone. Andrea; and Furia. Edoardo, 4.426.343, CI. 264-147.000
Moore. Reginald C: See—

Becconsall. Jack K.; Cramp. John H. W.; Reid, Robert F.; Moore.
Reginald C; Rye, Barry J.; and Thomas, Eric L., 4,426,640. CI
340-632.000.

Moplefan S.p.A.: See—
Vittone, Andrea; and Furia. Edoardo. 4,426,343, CI. 264-147.000

Mora. Andre: See—
Biousseau. Gerard; Baylou, Pierre; Mora, Andre; Monsion. Michel;
and Bouvet. Christian. 4.425,751, CI. 56-327.00A.

Mori, Ikuo, to Nippon Kogaku K.K. Gauss type photographic lens.

4,426,137. CI. 350-471.000.

Mori, Kei. Sunlight collecting and concentrating apparatus. 4,425,905,

CI. 126-425.000.

Mori, Keiji. to Aisin Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha. Sliding roof for vehicles.

4,426,112. CI. 296-223.000.

Mori. Masaharu, to Clarion Co., Ltd. Receiver having a surface elastic

wave high frequency amplifier with a frequency-controlled pump
oscillator. 4.426,732. CI. 455-263.000.

Mori, Masaharu, to Clarion Co., Ltd. Circuit for generating a pumping
signal for a surface elastic wave parametric device in a receiver.

4.426,737, CI. 455-260.000.

Mori, Takao: See—
Hirao, Motohisa; Doi, Atsutoshi; Nakamura, Michiharu; Tsuji.

Shinji; and Mori, Takao, 4,426,700, CI. 372-45.000.

Moriki, Takeo; and Fukumitsu. Akira. to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabu-
shiki Kaisha. Disc reproducing apparatus. 4,426.695. CI. 369-77.200.

Morin, Francois; Favennec. Jean-Luc; and Bonnel, Madeleine. Process
for producing thin-fllm transistors on an insulating substrate.

4.426.407. CI. 427-86.000.

Morishita Jintan Company, Limited: See-
Suzuki, Toshiyuki; Matsumura. Funiaki; Maeda. Hiroshi; Imai,

Akira; and Kurokawa. Nobuo. 4,426.337, CI. 264-4.000.

Morita, Masao: See—
Tamamura. Toshiaki; Imamura. Saburo; Morita, Masao; and Ko-

gurc. Osamu, 4.426.247, CI. 156-643.000.

Moriwaki, Masazumi: See—
Tsunoda, Atsuo; Midorikawa. Koyo; Murase. Hidetoshi; Suzuta,

Mikio; Moriwaki, Masazumi; Mochizuki, Noritaka; Minami,
SeUuo; and Matsui, Yoshiya, 4,426,132, CI. 350-167.000.

Moriya, Shigeru: See—
Katsuno, Mitsuaki; and Moriya, Shigeru, 4,426,102. CI.

280-804.000.

Moro. Alessandro: See—
Marzola. Roberto; Garagnani. Enea; and Moro. Alessandro,

4.426.469, CI. 523-209.000.

Morooka. Yasuo: See—
Kurihara, Nobuo; Morooka, Yasuo; Nishikawa. Mitsuyo; Miura,

Kiyoshi; and Nagahashi. Yoshitoshi. 4.426.641. CI. 340-683.000.

Morris, Albert E. Tool for removing lids from tins. 4.425.826. CI.

81-3.360.

Mornson, David J , to Crusher Corporation Strength testing game
system using a can. 4,425.797, CI 73-379 000

Morrison, Edward D.; See—
Harasta, Louis P.; Leszyk, Gerald M . and Mornson. Edward D..

4.426.431, CI 430- 14 000
Mort, Edgar A Vacuum mounting support for a roof truss forming

machine. 4,426,059, CI. 248-637 000
Morton, Anthony J.; and Harvey, Kenneth, to Colgate-Palmolive Co
Smooth dental cream 4.426,373. CI 424-52 000

Moser. Wmfned; See—
Franke, Horst; Linder. Ernst; Moser. Wmfned. Muller. Klaus; and

Rieger. Franz. 4,425,788. CI 73-35 000
Motor Wheel Corporation; See—

Ogren. Roben S., 4,425,954. CI 157-1 220
Motorola. Inc.; See—

D'Avello. Roben F.; and Sokola. Raymond L. 4.426.631. CI
333-202.000

Motors & Armatures. Inc.; See—
Chemoff. Edward A ; and Levy, Paul. 4.426,593. CI 310-91 000

Motoyama, Tadashi, to Sony Corporation; and Sony Corporation
Optical reproducing device having focus servo system 4,426.690. CI
369-45.000

Mottate. Tatsuo. to Nippon Thompson Co . Ltd Ball beanng slide unit

for linear motion. 4.426.1 19, CI 308-6 OOC
Mount, Bruce E.; and Rader, Con D. to Perkin-Elmer Corp. The

Ultrasonic air flow transducer for high humidity environments
4,425,804.0. 73-861 280

Moustakas, Matthew A ; and Olejkowski. Edwin, to Freelance, Inc
Combination switch plate and photograph holder 4,425,725. CI
40-152.000.

Moxley. David C , to NCR Corporation Memory system having an
alternate memory 4.426.688, CI .165-200000

Mueller. Franz: St-e—
Fischer. Kun; and Mueller, f^ranz, 4.425.957. CI 164-37 000

Mueller. Wolfgang F See—
Kranik. John R.; Melvin, George E , and Mueller, Wolfgang F.,

4,425,829, CI. 83-62 100

Muellner, William C, and Hvostik. Walter, to Perkin-Elmer Corpora-
tion. The. Strip chan recorder. 4.426,651. CI 346-136 000

Muether, Manfred; and Behne. Ernest-August, to Siemens Aktiengesell-

schaft. Dental X-ray diagnostic installaiion 4,426,716, CI 378-38 000
Muhlberger, Horst Welding alloy and method 4,426,426. CI

428-682.000.

Muller. Jacques; and Mock, Elmar. to ETA S A . Fabnques d'E-
bauches. Analog-display electronic watch with stator mounted roior,

hand spindles and gear tram 4.426.158. CI 368-76 000
Muller, Klaus: See—

Franke, Horst; Linder, Ernst, Moser, Wmfned. Muller. Klaus, and
Rieger. Franz. 4,425.788, CI 73-35 000

Muller, Rolf; See—
Doemen, Benno, and Muller, Rolf. 4,426,604, CI 318-334 000

Muller, Sylvio. Rolling pin apparatus 4.426,200. CI 425-101 000
Mulli-Elmac Company; Sec-

Apple, William C; and Jacob. Keith D , 4.426.637. CI 340-825 650
Munchener Apparatebau Fur Eleklronische Gerate Kimmel GmbH &
Co KG; See-

Kreiner. Hans-Jurg; Seif. Rudolf; and Zimmer. Wilhelm, 4.426,581.

CI. 250-380.000

Munte. Harm-Hinrich, lo Jastram-Werke GmbH & Co KG Method
and apparatus for conveying and damming back lighter liquids float-

ing on specifically heavier liquids, panicularly oil floating on water.

4,426,288, CI. 210-242.300

Munz, Wolf D.; and Hessberger, Gerhard, lo Leybold Heraeus GmbH
Process and apparatus for the coating of shaped articles by calhixlc

spultenng. 4,426,267, CI 204-192.00R
Munz, Wolf-Dieter; and Wolf, Hans, lo Leybold Heraeus GmbH
Method and means for controlling spultenng apparatus 4.426,264.

CI. 204-1 92.OOR.
Murakami. Hiromi; Suzuki. Masalo, and Suzuki, Tutomu, lo Toko, Inc

Methods of fabricating a miniature high frequency coil as»embl> or

transformer 4.425,702. CI. 29-606 000
Murase, Hidetoshi: See—

Tsunoda, Atsuo; Midonkawa, Koyo; Murase. Hidetoshi. Suzuia.

Mikio; Moriwaki. Masazumi; Mochizuki. Noniaka. Minami,
Setsuo; and Matsui. Yoshiya. 4.426.132. CI 350-167000

Murase. Kcnji; See—
Yamaguchi, Hisashi; Kawada, Toyoshi; Kashiwara. Hirofumi:

Ishizaki. Hiroyuki; and Mura.se. Kenji. 4.426.646. CI 340-769 000
Murayama, Fumiaki. to Nippondenso Co , Lid Fuel injection advance
apparatus 4.425.896, CI. 123-501.000

Murphy. Kent A., to International Telephone and Telegraph Corpora-
tion. Method of fabncating a low loss fused biconical taper fiber optic

coupler. 4.426,215. CI 65-4 210

Murphy, Lynn M. R : See-
Lee. Richard J , and Murphy. Lynn M R., 4,426,306. CI 252-

51 50A.
Musick, Stuan I ; See-

Olson, Ralph B; and Musick, Stuan 1 , 4,426,008. CI 2I1-49 00D
Mustoe. Edward H.. to Wide-Lite International Corporation HPS
Suning aid. 4,426.603, CI 315-289.000

Myers, Herben; See—
Langley, Roben C ; and Myers, Herben. 4.426.262. CI 204-98 000

Myrcns Verksted A/S; See—
Johnsen. Oystein. 4,426,256, CI. 162-237 000
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Nagahashi. Yoshitoshi: See—
Kuiihara, Nobuo: Morooka. Yasuo; Nishikawa. Mitsuyo; Miura.

Kiyoshi. and Nagahashi. Yoshitoshi. 4.426.641. CI 340-683.000

Nagai, Haruo: Noguchi. Yoshio; and Takahei. Kenichiro. to Nippon
Telegraph & Telephone Public Corporation. Semiconductor laser

with two active layers 4.426.704. CI. 372-50.000.

Nagai. Isao; and Wada. Kenzo. to Kawasaki Steel Corporation Appara-
tus for diagnosine abnonnaiitics in rotating machines. 4.425.798, CI
73-659.000 .

Nagai. Take>hr See—
Hikino. Tadashi; Kobav:ishi. Ikuo; and Nagai. Takeshi, 4.426.570.

CI. 219-354000.

Nagashima. Aisushi See—
Ukena. Toshimichi; Narumi. Hiroshi; Shimizu. Takao: and Naga-

shima, Atsushi. 4.426.266. CI. 204-206.000

Nagati. Rashed N , to Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation Met-
talurgical vessel suspension system 4.426.069. CI 266-246 000

Naggar. Rolando, to Canron Inc. Rail-mounted ballast regulator ma-
chine. 4,425.969. CI 171-16.000

Nagumo. Fumio: and Takeshita. Kaneyoshi. to Sony Corporation Solid

state image sensor 4.426.664. CI 358-213 000.

Nagy. Bela G ; and Saab. Alfredo H . to Sprague Electric Company
Power factor controller. 4.426,609. CI. 318-729.000.

Nair. Kumaran M.. to Du Pont de Nemours. E, I., and Company
Method for making capacitors with noble metal electrodes. 4.426.356.

CI. 419-21.000

Nakamae. Kenji; and Shima. Tsuka.sa. to Asahi Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki
Kaisha. Multilayer composite sheet useful as a substrate for artificial

leather. 4.426.421, CI. 428-234.000.

Nakamoto, Hiroma.sa: See—
Mentani, Akiyoshi; and Nakamoto. Hiromasa, 4.425.770. CI

70-252.000.

Nakamura. Hiroya: See—
Sakai. Yuki: and Nakamura. Hiroya, 4,426.645, CI. 340-724.000

Nakamura. Michiharu: See—
Hirao. Motohisa; Doi. Atsutoshi; Nakamura. Michiharu; Tsuji,

Shinji; and Mon, Takao, 4,426,700, CI 372-45.000.

Nakamura. Takaharu: See—
Sugimoto. Hachiro; Nakamura, Takaharu; Hamazo, Sachiyuki;

Igarashi, Toshiji; and Daiku, Yoshiharu, 4,426.383. CI
424-253.000.

Nakamura, Tetsuya: See— I

Hachitani, Shuji; Tanaka, Yasushi; Ogiso, Haruhiko; and
Nakamura. Tetsuya, 4.425,889. CI. 123-357.000

Nakano, Motoo: See-
Sasaki. Nobuo; and Nakano. Motoo. 4.425,700. CI. 29-571 000

Nakase. Toshiaki: See—
Yasumatsu, Toshihito; Nakase. Toshiaki; Kubozuka, Toshinori; and

Kawabata, Kaoru, 4,420.477. CI. 524-306.000.

Nakashima. Hisao: See—
Yamashita. Shigeo; Matsuda, Hiroshi; Kobayashi, Uichiroo;

Kobayashi, Masayoshi; and Nakashima. Hisao. 4,426.702. CI
372-45.000.

Nakazawa. Hideaki: See—
Kuramoto, Kenichi; and Nakazawa, Hideaki, 4,426,482, CI.

524-460.000

Naico Chemical Company: See—
Roe. William J.. 4,426,409, CI. 427-221 000.

Namiki, Hiroo: See—
Shirakura. Sachiko; and Namiki. Hiroo, 4.426,376, CI 424-71 000

Nandi. Uma S., to Battelle Development Corporation. Flexible dicy-

clopentenyl oxyethyl methacrylate curable compositions. 4,426,504,

CI. 526-282.000.

Narumi. Hiroshi: See—
Ukena. Toshimichi; Narumi, Hiroshi; Shimizu. Takao; and Naga-

shima. Atsushi, 4,426,266, CI. 204-206.000.

Narumiya. Tsuneaki. to Bndgestone Tire Co . Ltd. Molten metal filter-

ing device. 4,426.287. CI 210-184.000.

National d'Etudes and Etablissement Publie de Diffusion dit "Telediffu-
sion de France": See—
Pommier. Daniel, 4,426,710. CI. 375-18.000.

National Research Development Corporation: See—
Mohsin, Mohamed E., 4,426,118, CI. 3O8-5.0OR.

Nalwig, Gary S., to High Voltage Engineering Corporation. Track and
erosion resistant electrical insulation comprising zinc borate and
ethylene polymer. 4.426,549, CI. 174-1 10.0PM.

Naylor, Carter G.: See-
McCoy, David R.; Gipson. Robert M.; and Naylor. Carter G .

4,426,302. CI. 252-8.55D.
NCR Corporation: See—

Moxley. David C, 4,426.688. CI. 365-200.000.

Negi, Virendra S.: See—
Tague, Steven A.; and Negi. Virendra S.. 4,426,680, CI

364-200.000.

Nehmiz, Peter: See—
Bohlen, Harald; Engelke. Helmut; Greschner, Johann; and Nehmiz,

Peter, 4,426,584, CI. 250-492.200.

Neidleman. Saul L.: See—
Geigert, John; and Neidleman, Saul L.. 4,426.449, CI 435-155.000.

Nelken, Ewald. Electrical combustion toilet. 4,425.671, CI 4-111.300.
Nelson, Kenneth L., to King-Seeley Thermos Co. Solar collector-type

heat transfer apparatus. 4,425,964, CI. 165-171.000.

Nelson, Paul E.: See-
Ida, Noble; Nelson, Paul E.; Haugen, Peter N.; Aho. Robert T.; and

Lucas. Andrew A.. 4,426,251, CI. 156-656.000.

Neuhaus, Gunter: See—
Blattermann. Karl-Gunther; Neuhaus. Gupter; and Nolle, Guther.

4.425.995. CI. 198-605.000.

Neumann. Leopold; Kline, Richard B.. II; and McMorrow. Richard H.,
Jr . to Siemens AG. Method and apparatus for generating three
coordinate signals x. y. z for an x. y, z display device. 4,426,644, CI
340-720.000

Neuzil. Richard W ; and Fergin, Richard L.. to UOP Inc. Extraction of
sucrose. 4.426.232, CI. 127-46.300.

Newlin. James L.; and Stadelman. William J., to Tip-E-Pak. Inc.; and
Purdue Research Foundation. Deviled egg process. 4,426,400, CI
426-282.000.

Newman, Paul: See—
Sargent, Raymond F.; and Newman. Paul, 4.426.087. CI. 277-3.000.

NGK Insulators, Ltd.: See—
Ogino. Toyohisa, 4.426.547, CI. I74-3I.0OR.

Niehaus, William C: See—
DiLorenzo, James V.; Hwang, James C; Niehaus, William C;

Schlosser, Wolfgang O. W.; and Wemple, Stuart H., 4,426,656,
CI. 357-22.000.

Nielsen. Arnold T.: See—
Atkins. Ronald L.; Norris. William P.; Nielsen. Arnold T.; Hollins,

Richard A.; and Wilson, William S., 4,426,539. CI. 564-441.000.
Nieuwkamp, Wolfgang; Kroger, Dieter; and Raissle, Werner, to

Lechler GmbH & Co. KG. Solid-cone jet nozzle for spraying liquids.

4.426.041. CI. 239-468.000.

Nifco Inc.: See— "

>

Omata. Nobuaki. 4.426,181, CI. 411-33.000.

Nilsson, Clacs T.: See—
Jakobsen. Kjell M.; Nilsson. Clacs T.; and Larsson, Lars G..

4,426,416. CI. 428-36.000.

Nilsson. John L. G.: See—
Arvidsson. Foike L.; Carlsson, Per A. E.; Hacksell. Uli A.; Hjorth,
John S. M.; Lindberg, Per. L.; Nilsson, John L. G.; Sanchez,
Domingo; Svensson, Nils U. E.; and Wikstrom, Hakan V..

4,426.386, CI. 424-267.000.

Nippon Kogaku K.K.: See—
Hirose, Hideo, 4,426.136. CI. 350-463.000.

Mon, Ikuo, 4,426.137, CI. 350-471.000.

Nippon Shinyaku Co.. Ltd.: See—
Matsumura, Shingo, deceased; Kise, Masahiro; Ozaki. Masakuni;
Tada, Shinichi; Kazuno, Kenji; Watanabe. Hisao; Kunimoto,
Katsutoshi; and Tsuda, Masami, 4,426,381, CI. 424-250.000.

Nippon Soken. Inc.: See—
Kohama, Tokio; Obayashi, Hideki; Kawai, Hisasi; and Egami,

Tsuneyuki. 4.425,792, CI. 73-204.000.

Nippon Steel Corporation: See—
Sugino. Kazuo; Kageyama, Hideaki; and Masumoto, Hiroki,

4,426,236. CI. 148-36.000.

Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Public Corp.: See—
Arishima. Koichi; Okada. Takeshi; Tate, Akiyuki; and Hiratsuka,

Hiroaki, 4,426,434, CI. 430-128,000.

Nagai. Haruo; Noguchi, Yoshio; and Takahei, Kenichiro,

4,426,704, CI. 372-50.000.

Tamamura, Toshiaki; Imamura, Saburo; Morita, Masao; and Ko-
gure, Osamu. 4,426.247, CI. 156-643.000.

Nippon Thompson Co., Ltd.: See—
Mottate, Tatsuo, 4,426,119. CI. 308-6.00C.

Nippondenso Co., Ltd.: See—
Hachitani, Shuji; Tanaka, Yasushi; Ogiso, Haruhiko; and
Nakamura, Tetsuya, 4,425,889, CI. 123-357.000.

Kato, Masaaki; and Akashi, Tetsuji, 4,425.894, CI. 123-446.000.

Kato, Yoji; Yamaguchi, Shunzo; Fukazawa, Takeshi; and Saigo,
Shinichi. 4.426,568, CI. 219-270.000.

Murayama, Fumiaki. 4.425,896, CI. 123-501.000.

Yoshida, Shuzo; Ono, Hironobu; Matsuo, Masashi; Hoshi, Kouich;
Sueishi. Motoharu; and Ueda, Kazuo, 4,425,895, CI. 123-489.000.

Nishikawa, Mineki: See—
Tanaka, Eiichi; Nohara, Norimasa; Tomitani, Takehiro; and Ni-

shikawa, Mineki, 4,426,699, CI. 371-68.000.

Nishikawa, Mitsuyo: See—
Kurihara, Nobuo; Morooka, Yasuo; Nishikawa, Mitsuyo; Miura,

Kiyoshi; and Nagahashi, Yoshitoshi, 4,426,641, CI. 340-683.000.

Nishino, Hiroshi: See—
Sato, Yasunobu; Fukumi, Hiroshi; Koike, Hiroyuki; and Nishino,

Hiroshi, 4,426,382, CI. 424-251.000.

Nissan Motor Company, Limited: See—
Kawasaki, Teruo, 4,426,691, CI. 369-21.000.

Senoo. Tetsuo. 4,426,553, CI. 179-117.000.

Tanaka, Toshiaki; and Ushimura, Shoji, 4,425,885, CI. 123-299.000.

Yamabe, Masao; and Uchiyama, Masaaki, 4,426,100, CI.

280-770.000.

Yamaguchi, Hiroshi, 4,425,890, CI. 123-418.000.

Nissen Corporation: See—
Olte, Gary. 4,426,075, CI. 272-69.000.

Nisshin Oil Mills, Ltd., The: See—
Sakai, Muneo; Taguchi, GyoU; Tsuji, Kiwako; and Sakita. Takashi,

4,426,395, CI. 426-46.000.

NL Industries, Inc.: See—
Hazelngg, Keith R.. 4,426,104, CI. 285-26.000.

Noguchi, Yoshio: See—
Nagai, Haruo; Noguchi, Yoshio; and Takahei, Kenichiro,

4,426,704. CI. 372-50.000.

Nohara. Nonmasa: See—
Tanaka, Eiichi; Nohara, Norima.sa; Tomiuni, Takehiro; and Ni-

shikawa, Mineki, 4,426,699, CI. 371-68.000.
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Nola, Frank J., to United States of America, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration. Pulsed thyristor trigger control circuit
4,426.614. CI 323-243.000.

Nolle, Guther: See—
Blattermann, KaH-Gunther; Neuhaus. Gunter; and Noltc. Guther.

4.425.995. CI. 198-605 000
Nomura. Takeshi: Sec-

Miyazaki, Makoto; Nomura. Takeshi; Imai. Chihiro, and Yoda.
Makoto. 4.426,314, CI. 502-169 000

Nordin, Dag E. V., to ITT Industries, Inc. Method of connecting two
ringformed elements. 4,425,699, CI. 29-505 000.

Nordstjernan AB: Sec-
Samuel, Olof, 4.425.878, CI. 123-41.080.

Norris, William P.: See-
Atkins, Ronald L.; Norris, William P.; Nielsen. Arnold T.; Hollms,

Richard A.; and Wilson, William S., 4.426,539. CI 564-441000
North. William E ; Sec-

Gabriel, Frank K.; and North. William E., 4.426,161. CI
374-144.000.

Northern Petrochemical Company: See-
Abel Michael L.; and Yates, Thomas P., 4.426.309, CI. 252-75 000
Fries, Richard W.; and Buehler, Charles K., 4,426,318, CI.

502-154.000.

Northern Telecom Limited: See-
Robinson, Anthony H. J.; and Peter, Erno, 4.426,675, CI

361-415.000.

Norton, Colin F.; and Harvey, Raymond G.. to Mastergcar Company
Limited. Wormwheels. 4,425,815. CI. 74-425.000

Nouet. Christian, to Societe Anonyme dite: Compagnie Industrielle dcs
Telecommunications Cit-Alcatel. Power supply distribution system
4.426,587, d. 307-66.000.

Nowotnik, David P.: See—
Cree, Gavin M.; Wilkins, Terence A.; Monks, Reginald; and

Nowotnik, David P., 4.426,453, CI. 436-500.000.

Noxso Corporation: See—
Magder. Jules. 4.426.365, CI 423-239.000

Noyes. Paul R.; and Sommerfcid, Eugene G.. to Du Pont de Nemours.
E. I., and Company. Branched polyester coating comp<isitions.

4,426,478, CI. 524-361.000

Nuckels, Nancy J.; and Thompson, James L., to Dow Chemical Com-
pany. The. Surfactant compositions useful in enhanced oil recovery
processes. 4,426,303, CI. 252-8.55D.

Nudo, Alexander S Combined shelf-supporting bracket and clothes-rod
support. 4,426,057, CI. 248-235.000.

Nukem GmbH: See—
Hackstein, Karl-Gerhard; Hrovat, Milan; Huschka. Hans; and

Koch, Karl-Heinz. 4,426,338, CI. 264-0.500.

Nusslein, Ludwig: See—
Boroschewski, Gerhard; Nusslein, Ludwig; and Arndt, Friedrith,

4,426,222, CI. 71-111.000.

OPE. Co. Ltd : See—
Manabe, Nobuyuki; and Goto, Takahiro, 4,426,233, CI 1.34-21 (XX)

Obayashi, Hideki: See—
Kohama, Tokio; Obayashi, Hideki; Kawai, Hisasi; and Kgami,
Tsuneyuki, 4,425,792, CI. 73-204.000.

Occidental Petroleum Corporation: See-
Chen, Paul Y.; and Madgavkar, Ajay M., 4.426,280, CI 208-

254.00R.

Ochsner, Paul A., to Givaudan Corporation. Odorant alkadicnyl ke-

tones, alcohols and oximes. 4,426,321, CI. 252-522.00R.
Odawara, Kozo: See—

Oritsuki, Ryoji; Watanabe, Tohru; Shirahashi. Kazuo; Kanai.
Hiromi; and Odawara, Kozo, 4,426.548. CI. I74-72.00R.

Oetiker, Hans. Method for manufacturing hose clamps. 4,425,781, CI
72-379.000.

Ogawa, Syuu: Sec—
Fujisaki. Iwao; Kosuge. Shuichi; Ogawa. Syuu; Sato, Kimihiko;
and Soeda. Toshimi, 4,425,921. CI 128-690.000.

Ogawa, Tadashi: See—
Minamizono, Junji; Hirano, Mitunori; Kawashima, Yoshiro; and
Ogawa. Tadashi, 4,426,445, CI. 430-599 000

Ogden, Marion E.: See—
Chambers. Robert O.; and Ogden. Marion E., 4.425,825, CI

74-804.000.

Ogihara, Toru, to Yoshida Kogyo K. K. Separable slide fastener

4.425,685, CI. 24-434.000.

Ogino. Toyohisa, to NGK Insulators, Ltd. Gas-filled insulating bushing
having chambers separated by an insulating partition. 4.426.547. CI
I74-31.00R.

Ogiso, Haruhiko: See—
Hachitani, Shuji: Tanaka, Yasushi; Ogiso, Haruhiko; and
Nakamura, Tetsuya, 4,425,889, CI. 123-357.000.

Ogren, Robert S., to Motor Wheel Corporation. Melhixi and apparatus

for mounting tires on rims. 4,425,954. CI. 157-1.220.

Ogura, Ichiro; and Iloh, Ayao, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki
Kaisha. Respiration flowmeter. 4,425.805. CI. 73-861.290

Ogura, Tomolii: See—
Matsumoto, Hiroshi; and Ogura, Tomoki, 4.426.150, CI. 355-

14.0SH.

Ogushi-Perez, Jose J.: See—
Cabrera-Monlante, Armando; and Ogushi-Perez, Jose J., 4,426,2 1 K,

CI. 65-241.000.

Ohmura, Kazuhiro: See—
Jozuka, Masao; and Ohmura, Kazuhiro, 4,426,168, CI. 40O-224.(XX)

Ohnsmann. Klaus See—
Weber, Otto, Ohnsmann. Klaus, and Christ, Ferdinand. 4.426,189,

CI 4 1 4-786 (XX)

Ohshima. Jiro. Koshino. Yulaka. Ajima. Takashi. and Yonczawa.
Toshio. lo Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha Method of
forming reproducible impurity zone of gallium or aluminum in a

wafer by implanting through composite layers and diffusion anneal-
ing 4.426.234. CI 148-1 500

Ohia. Kazuho. to Victor Company of Japan. Limited Method for

preventing waveform distortion of a signal passing through an insu-
lated conductor and circuit clement embodying the methcxl
4.426,636, CI 338-314 000

Ohta, Tokuya. and Kida. Isuyoshi, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha Re-
cording liquid 4.426.226. CI 106-22 (XX)

Oka, Ko/o, to Rank Xerox Limited Process for forming an electropho-
tographic member having a protective layer 4,426,435. CI
4.30- 1 32 (XX)

Okabc. Mitsuyasu. Yoshioka. lakeo, Fukagawa. Yasuo. Okamoio.
Rokuro; Kouno, Kagcaki, and Ishikura. Tomoyuki, to Sanraku-
Ocean Co . Ltd Novel /i-lactam compounds. pr(X.css for producing
thereof, and use thereof as medicines 4,426,390. CI 424-274 000

Okada, Takashi; and Tanaka, Yulaka, to Sony Corporation Television
receiver including a circuit for douhlma line scanning frcqucncs
4,426.661, CI 358-140 (XX)

Okada. Takeshi See—
Arishima, Koichi: Okada, Takeshi, Tale. Akiyuki, and Hiratsuka.

Hiroaki, 4,426,4.U, CI 4.10-1 28 0(X)

Okami, Yoshiro Yamada. Ka/uhiko, and Takashio, Masachika. to

Zaidan Hojin Biseihutsu Kagaku Kenkyu Kai Hnmocilrit acid
oligorihoside den valise fur prevention of dental caries 4.426,447. CI
435-74aX)

Okamoto, Rokuro .SVr—
Okabe, Mitsuyasu Yoshioka, Takeo, Fukagawa. Yasuo, Okamoio,

Rokuro. Kouno, Kageaki. and Ishikura, Tomoyuki. 4.426.390. CI
424-2740(X)

Okamura. Shigemichi, and Watanabe, Masa/umi. to Kikkoman Corpo-
ration. Novel hydroxy-cinnamic acid ester h\drolase and pr(K:ess for
pr<Klucing same 4.426.448. CI 435-l46(XX)

'

Okuya. Tsuiae; and llo. Yoshivuki. to Alps Fleciric Co . I td Variable
resistance device 4.426,634. CI 338-161 000

Olejkowski, Edwin See—
Mouslakas, Matthew A . and Olejkowski, Edwin, 4.425.725. CI

40-152 0(X)

Olson, George F , lo A O Smith Harvestore Producis. Inc Drive
mechanism for a bottom silo unlnader 4,426.187. CI 414-310 (XX)

Olson. Ralph B , and Mustek, Stuart 1 . to Amco Corporation Storage
system for canned gcvxls 4,426,008, CI 21 l-49 0()D

Olympus Optical Company. Ltd See—
Hashimoto, Akihiko, 4,426,145, CI 354-195 1(X)

Kawazoe, Mitsuo, 4,426,144, CI 354- 1 45 1(X)

Kimura, Kenji, 4,426.694, CI 369-46 (XX)

Kimura, Kenji, 4,426,694, CI .369-46 000
Mizokami, Ka/unon, 4,426,143. CI 354-4l60(X)
Sato, Masanobu, 4,426,738, CI 455-603 (XX)

Omata, Nobuaki, lo Nifco Inc Binder for panels 4.426.181. CI
41|.33 0(X)

Omiya. Takeo, to Daicel Chemical Industries. 1 td Process for produc-
ing an alkali sail of a carboxymelhylcellulose ciher 4.426.51H. CI
5 36-98. (XX)

Omni Spectra, Inc See—
Kubola, James, 4,426,127. CI 339-177 OOR

Ong. S Christine; and Bright. Margaret N . to Mohil Oil Corptiration
Oriented p-meihyl styrene polymer 4,426,346, CI 264-290 2(X)

Ono, Hironobu: See—
Yoshida, Shuzo, Ono, Hironobu, Matsuo. Masashi, Hoshi. Kouich.

Sueishi. Motoharu. and I'eda. Ka/uo, 4.425.895, CI 123-489 000
Ono. Kciichi, Kawakami. Hajime. and Kaisube. Junki. to Sumiti>mo
Chemical Company Limited Diphenylalkanoether and diphenylalka-
rione oximeelher d'envalives 4.426,.194, CI 424-3.V)(XX)

Ono, Masaaki Sir—
Kawaura, Kuninon. Yamada, Sumio. Wakaisuki. NoNiru. Ono,

Masaaki. Tanji, Shigeo. I'uiis^ara, Yoshiro. and Yanagisawa,
Ma.sanobu, 4.426.595. CI '10-313 (X)D

Oregon Graduate Center Sir—
Orloff, Jonathan H . and Swanvin. Lvnw(XKl W . 4,426.582. CI

250-396 OML
Oritsuki, Ryoji. Watanabe. Tohru, Shirahashi, Kazuo. Kanai, Hiromi,

and Odawara, Ko/o, to Hitachi, ltd Multilayer v^iring structure

4,426,548, CI 174-72 (X)R

Orlando, Joseph, lo Farnam Companies, Inc DisfK>sable rodent trap

4,425,731, CI 43-58 (XX)

(Jrloff, Jonathan H , and Swanson, LynwixxJ W . lo Oregon Graduate
Center Charged particle beam apparatus and method ulili/ing liquid

metal field ionization source and asymmetric three clement lens

system 4,426,582, CI 25(V3960ML
Ornum. Joel V . and Chiu, Jessie T , lo RiKkcor, Inc Sealant compt>si-

lion 4,426,468, CI 523-166.000

On ho Diagnostic Systems Inc See—
Buffington, Sherry, and Wilstin, Leonard V . 4,426.357, CI

422-61.000.

Oshio, Shuzo: See—
Kobayashi, Koichi, Kawashima, Kenichi, and Oshio, Shuzo,

4,426.439. CI 4.30.269 000
Oswald. Donald R .Sec-

Ba.vseches, Harold, and (Hwald. Donald R.. 4.425,680. CI. 24-7 000
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Otis Engineenng Corporation: See—
Bayh. Russell I., Ill; and Boyle. William G, 4.425,965, CI

166-106.000.

On. Karl-Heiiu: See—
Kone, Siegfried; Lindner. Christian; Suling. Carlhans. and Oti.

Karl-Heinz. 4.426.499. CI 525-316 000
Otte. Gao'. to Nissen Corporation. Emergency shut-ofT switch for

exercise apparatus 4,426.075, CI. 272-69 000.
Otto Brand GmbH: See—

Zimmermann. Hubert; and Kempf. Thomas. 4,426,241, CI
156-217 000

Ottow, Alexander B ; Sticgeler. Arthur and Tjaden, Jan. to Internatio-
nale Octrooi Maatschappij "Octropa" B V. Food process 4.426.401.
CI 426-394 000

Ovchinnikov, Lev N : See—
Kiselnikov, Valentin N ; Shubin, Arkady A ; Vyalkov, Vladislav
V

. Kruglov, VitaJy A . Loginova, Tamara F . Romanov, Viktor
S.; Ovchinnikov, Lev N . Varlamov, Valentin I ; Makarov. Jury
A ; Penkov, Evgeny I.; Shvareva, Galma N ; and Shtefan, Vladi-
mir N., 4,426,507. CI. 526-303 100

OwenvComing Fiberglas Corporation: See—
Farrar, Gordon A ; and Fnemoth, .Melvtn R , deceased, 4,426 217

CI 65-135000
Uffner. William E; and White. Roben N. 4,426 419 CI
428-290000

One, Josef See-
Abel. Heinz, and Oxe. Josef. 4,426.203, CI. 8-138 000

Oyama. Yoshishige See—
Kuroiwa, Hiroshi and Ovama, Yoshishige. 4,425,886, CI

123-339.000

Ozaki, Masakuni: See—
Matsumura. Shingo. deceased. Kise. .Ma.sahiro: Ozaki, .Masakuni.

Tada. Shinichi: Kazuno. Kenji Watanabe, Hisao. Kunimott),
Katsutoshi. and Tsuda. .Masami. 4,426,381, CI 424-250 000

P L Poner Compan\ See—
Porter, Clyde R .'4,425,987. CI 188-67 000

Palm. John W . to Sundard Oil Company (Indiana) Low temperaiure
Claus process wiih water removal 4,4'26,369. CI 423-574 fjCjR

Palmer, Leonard Tumbling board and spring assemblv 4,426.076, CI
2'2-109 000

Papa. Donald .M . and Powell. Walter W Low pressure safety relief
valve 4,425.938, CI 137-489 000

Papanioniou. Chnstos See—
Jacquet, Bernard. Papantoniou. Chnstos and .Mnndet. Jean

4,426,375, CI 424-70 000
Parg, Adolf; Hamprecht, Gerhard, and Wuerzer, Bruno, to BASF

Aktiengesellschaft. Diphenyl ethers, their preparation and their use as
herbicides 4,426,220, CI 71-98 000

Pargee, Robert W
, Jr., to Eeco Incorporated Television digital data

frame with error detection 4,426,698, CI 371-37 000
Park, Kyong M , to Kavlico Corporation Liquid capaciUnce pressure

transducer technique 4,425,799, CI 73-718.0f/J
Parker. Alfred B See—

Scragg. Roben L. and Parker, Alfred B, 4.426.^54 CI
376-320 000

Parker. Wilham H, tn .Manville Service Corporation Furnace linine
module 4,425,749, CI 52-y.».000

Parks-Cramer Compan> See-
Lane. John E . 4.425.754. CI 57-265 'ff)

Parks, James E See—
Hursi. G Samuel Payne, .Marvin G . Chen, Chung-Hsuan and

Parks, James E , 4.426,576. CI 25O-283,0rXJ
Patch, Arthur H See—

Adamo, Rosario. and Patch, Arthur H . 4,426.156, CI 366-l56 00fJ
Patel, Naren I See-

Davis, Lawrence E , and Patel, Naren 1 , 4,426,230, CI 106-272 f)00

Paulson, Arnold E See—
flybee, Richard T . Paulson, Arnold E , and Warren, Holland D

4,426.352, CI. 376-255 000
Payer. Wolfgang See—

Bahadir, .Mufit, Payer, Wolfgang, Forster, Ingrid, and Lummen.
HanvAlben, 4,426,315. CI 502-113 000

Payne, .Marvin G : See-
Hurst, G Samuel, Payne, .Marvin G , Chen. Chung-Hsuan and

Parks. James E., 4,426,576, CI 250-283 000
Pcavey Electronics Corp See—

Peavey, Hartley D , 4,425,832, CI 84-298.fJ00
Peavey, Hartley D , to Peavey Electronics Corp. Adjusuble bridge for

musical instrumeni 4,425,832, CI 84-298 000
Pedain, Josef See—

Konig, Eberhard, Hombach, Rudolf; Dollhausen, .Manfred and
Pedain, Josef, 4,426,487, CI 524-7IOOOO

Peiffer, Dennis G.; Lundberg, Robert D., and Walker, Thad O, to
Exxon Research and Engineering Co Interfacial viscosification of
aqueous acid systems utilizing sulfonated lonomers 4,426,473 CI
524-111.000.

Pelham, Joseph E.: See—
Inman, Frank S

, and Pelham, Joseph E , 4,426,038, CI 239-265 1 V)
Penkov, Evgeny I : See—

Kiselnikov, Valentin N ; Shubin, Arkady A ; Vyalkov, Vladislav
v.; Kruglov, ViUly A., Loginova, Tamara F

, Romanov, Viktor
S.; Ovchinnikov, Lev N ; Varlamov, Valentin I , .Makarov, Jury
A

; Penkov, Evgeny I ; Shvareva, Galma N
; and Shtefan, Vladi

mir N , 4.426,507, CI 526-303 100
Pennsylvania Engineenng Corporation: See—

Nagati, R«hed N., 4,426,069, CI. 266-246000

Pennwalt Corporation: See—
Adamo, Rosario; and Patch, Arthur H., 4,426,156, CI. 366-156.000.
Kape. James M.. 4,426,252, CI. 156-665.000.

Pentz. William J, to Quaker Oats Company. Polyurethanes or
isocyanurates from alkoxylated hydroxymethylfuran. 4.426,460, CI.
521-115.000.

Penwait Corporation: See—
Kulischenko. Walter; and Capdevielle, Martin J., 4.425.823. CI.
74-6650GE

Pepper. Tony P Game skinning aid. 4,425,678, CI. 17-44.200.
Penlstein. Warren L.. to Ethyl Corporation. Corrosion inhibitors for
alcohol-based fuels 4,426.208, CI. 44-56.000

Perkin-Elmer Corporation, The: See—
•Miller. Mark C ; and Arthur, John R., 4,426,569, CI. 219-272.000.
Mount. Bruce E

; and Rader, Con D., 4,425,804, CI. 73-861.280.
Muellner. William C; and Hvostik. Walter, 4,426.651. CI.

346-136.000

Perron. Robert: See—
Gauthier-Lafaye, Jean; and Perron, Robert, 4,426,537, CI

562-519.000.

Perry, Louis J., to Invo Spline, Inc. Automatic fault detection system
for a machine tool. 4,426,177, CI. 408-8.000

Peter. Emo: See—
Robinson. Anthony H. J; and Peter, Emo, 4,426,675, CI

361-415.000.

Petersen, Hans; and Stegmann, Kurt, to Diehl GmbH &. Co.; and Diehl
GmbH & Co Bus system with address and status conductors.
4.426,697, CI. 370-85.000.

Peine, Ivan L , to Deere & Company. Method of assembling a pressure
vessel 4,425,698, CI. 29-451.000

Petng, L Benno See—
Riva. Charles E ; and Petng, L. Benno, 4,425,924, CI. 128-745.000.

Petrolite Corporation: See—
Bolton. Malcolm E.; and Bienvenu, Joseph O., 4,426.229. CI

106-270000.

Woods. John H , Laughlin, Charles E.; and Graves, Toby R
4.426.329. CI. 260-398 600.

Pettit. George D : See—
Freeouf John L ; Kirchner. Peter D.; Pettit, George D. and

Woodall, Jerry .M.. 4,426,237, CI. 148-175.000.
Petty, Herbert E , to Union Carbide Corporation. Organo siloxanes,
method for the preparation thereof and polymeric compositions
containing same 4,426,480, CI. 524-445.000.

Pfeifer, Thomas E System for positioning conuinerized merchandise
on a shelf 4,426,009, CI. 21 1-86.000.

Pfeiffer, Heinnch; and Speck, Ulnch, to Schenng, Aktiengesellschaft.
Novel N-hydroxyalkylated dicarboxylic acid bis(3.5-dicarbamoyl-
2,4,6-tniodoanilides;, as X-ray contrast media. 4.426,371, CI
424-5.000

Phillips Petroleum Company: See-
Johnson, Timothy W , 4,426,500, CI. 525-537.000.

Pitkelman, Dale .M : See—
Wessling, Ritchie A.; and Pickelman, Dale M., 4,426,489, CI.

524-815.000.

Pickrell, John W , to Government Innovators, Inc Fluid pressure
motor 4,425,836, CI 91-405.000.

Pierre, Alexandre: See—
Fournie, Rene; Besnard, Francois; Hons-Olivier, Jacques; and

Pierre, Alexandre, 4,426,086, CI. 277-1.000
Pinckney Molded Pla.stics, Inc.: See—

Stahl, Edward L: and Kreeger, Elsmer W., 4,426,001, CI.
206-507.0f/J

Pinkstaff, Carlos D See—
Bradcovich, James M ; Wake, Robert H.; Kovacs, Richard M., Jr.,

and Pinksuff, Carlos D , 4,426,578, CI 250-363.005.
Pioneer Electronic Corporation: See—

Kawanabe, Yoshihiro, 4,426,626, CI. 330-267.000.
Pippert. Aaron J, to Utex Industries, Inc Fluid control device

4,425.838, CI 92-86.000.

Plaquin, Bernard, Bourne, Paul, and .Mantelle, Jean, to Vallourec. Joints
for pipes, particularly intended for the oil industry. 4,426,105, CI.
285-92 OOfJ

Plastomedical Sciences, Inc ,See—
Sleekier, Robert, 4,426,492, CI 525-61 000

Player. Wayne H . to Howmet Aluminum Cnrp Twin-vee ceiling
hanger clip 4,425.747. CI. 52-404.000.

PLM Aktiebolag .See—
Jakobsen. Kjell M

;
Nilsson. Clacs T; and Lars-son, Lars G.,

4,426,416, CI 428-36 000
Plummer, Ernest L , to FMC Corporation Heterocyclic substituted

benzyl alcohol, insecticidal ester denvatives. and intermediates
4,426,524, CI 544-336.000.

Pocf)ck, John F E.: See—
Knshnakumar, Suppayan M.; Pocock, John F E.; and Harry, leuan
L , 4.426,202, CI 425-534.000.

Podgomy, Gerald J : See—
Ficken, Leonard A; and Podgomy, Gerald J., 4,426,017, CI.

221-222.000

Poffenbarger. Perry S.. to Bell, John Wade; and Haynes, Harold R.,

part interest to each. Mine alert device. 4,426.642, CI. 340-690.000.
Pogrzeba, Hans J.: See—

Heyn, Klaus; and Pogrzeba. Hans J., 4.425.757. CI 60-39 182
Polaroid Corporation: See—

Minns. Richard A.. 4,426,505, CI. 526-283.000.
Sullivan, Charles 1 , 4,426,481, CI. 524-460.000
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Pollman, Fredenc W., lo Sundstrand Corporation Viscosity compen-
sating circuits. 4,426,194, CI 417-218 000

Polsfuss. Marvin F. Compression tool, useable as nutshell remover
4,425,707, CI. 30-120.300.

Polyakov, Vladimir I.: Sve—
Shapiro, Anaioly S.; Kala.shnikov, Leonid h., I.eontiev, Nikolai I .

Polyakov. Vladimir I.; and Stchlevsky. Anaioly A.. 4.426,190,
CI. 415-74.000

Polycorc Optical Pte. Ltd : See-
van Liglcn. Rdoul F.; and Kee, Yeo K , 4,426,139, CI. 351-1690(X)

Polysar Limited: Set—
Kent, Frif G , 4.426.497, CI. 525-194 000

Pommier. Daniel, to LEtal Francais, reprcsente par le Secretaire d'F.iai

aux Posies et Telecommunications (Centre des Telecommunications),
and National d'Etudes and Htablissement Publie de Diffusion dii

"Telediffusion de France". Processes for generating duo-binary FSK,
tamed FSK and TFM modulations and modulators applying ihosi-

processes. 4,426,710. CI 375-18.000
Pomonn, Karl-Heinz: See-

Moll, Hermann; Leist, Helmut J , Pomonn, Karl-Hem/, and Ull-

rich. Georg J., 4,425,918, CI 128-635.000
Porta, Livio D.; Berkowitz, David A.; Wnhuhn, William L.; and Hamil

ton, Carl C, to American Coal Enterprises, Inc. Coal-fired steam
locomotive. 4,425,763, CI. 60-693.aX)

Porter, Clyde R.. to P. L. Porter Company Dual rotating mechanical
lock. 4,425,987, CI. 188-67.000.

Porucznik, Paul: See—
Franek, Josef T.; and Porucznik, Paul, 4,425,778, CI 72-.347f)CX)

Postle, Stephen R.; and Thomas, Patrick D. P , to Ciba Geigy AG
Hydroquinone derivatives and their use in photographic materials
4,426,444, CI. 430-566 000.

Pousettc, Ronald D; and Sanders. John L , to Brunette Machine
Works, Ltd Hollow debarking arm. 4,425,951, CI 144-208 OOE

Pousette, Ronald D: and Sander., John L., lo Brunette Machine Works
Ltd. Log-feed apparatus 4.425,952, CI 144-24600F

Powell, Walter W. Set-
Papa, Donald M., and Powell, Waller W, 4,425,938, CI

137-489.000,

PPG Industries, Inc.: See—
Lavanish. Jerome M., and Van Gcmert, Barry, 4,426,527, CI

548-133.000.

Preatorius, Siegfried: See—
Rohde, Dieter; and Preatorius, Siegfried, 4,425,953, CI

152-360.000

Presseau, Marcel; and Villeneuve, Marc Container for treating and
transporting industrial waste sludges. 4,426,020, CI 222-I08.(XX)

Preston, Frederick R., Grosvenor, Ronald L ; and Dcrry, Cecil, to IMI
Marston Limited Container 4,426,015, CI. 220-403 000

Pnce Pfisier, Inc See—
Gonz.alez, Teodoro J., 4,425,935, CI 137-315 OCX).

Pngent, Michel: See-
Blanchard, Gilbert; Brunelle, Jean-Pierre; and Pngeni, Michel,

4,426,319, CI. 502-241.(XX)

Prince Corporation See-
Marcus, Konrad If, 4,425,717, CI 33-361 (XX).

Probst, Martin. See—
Fntzenwenger, Josef A ; Probst, Martin; and Schmid, Gunthcr,

4,425,877, CI. 123-41.100

Procatalyse: See—
Blanchard, Gilbert, Brunelle, Jean-Pierre; and Pngent, Michel,

4.426,319, CI 502-241 (XX).

Procter & Gamble Company, The: See—
Verbruggen. Martin W , 4,426,299, CI. 252-8 WX).

Products Research & Chemical Corp.: .See—
Blanco, Fernando R .

4.426,5f)6, CI 526-302 OTX)

Produits Chimiques L'gine Kuhlmann See-
Kervennal. Jacques; and Cognion. Jean-Mane, 4,426,515, CI

528-210.000

Protein Foods (UK) Limited: .See—
Whittle. Clive R , Whittle. .Mark I and Treharne. Timothy J M ,

4.426,399, CI 426-265 000
Puckett, Joe D; and Bryant, Donald L, to Jacuz/i Inc Skimmer

4,426,286, CI. 210-121 (XXJ

Purbrick, John A.: See-
Larson, Noble G ; Purbrick, John A , and Mav)n, Matthew I ,

4,426,608, CI. 318-685 (XX)

Purdie, Clarence E., deceased (by Purdie, Irene D , executor), to fio-

pher Shooter's Supply Company, Incorporated Cartridge cast-

holder apparatus 4,425,833, CI 86-44.(XX)

Purdie, Irene D , executor: See—
Purdie, Clarence E., deceased. 4,425,833, CI 86-44 (XX)

Purdue Research Foundation: See—
Bourland, Joe D; Geddes, l^eslie A , Bahbs, Charles f- , and

Tacker, Willis A , Jr , 4,425,920, CI 128-672 (XX)

Newlin, James L, and Stadelman, William J, 4,426,400, CI
426-282.(XX).

Pyle, Charles B: See—
Hardee, Kenneth L.; (jordon, Amold Z., Pyle, Charles B ; and .S<;n,

Rajat K.. 4,426,263, CI. 2O4-10l.(XX).

Pylon Electronic Development Company Ltd .Vee

—

Vandnsh, George, 4,426.214, CI 55-51 1 (XXJ

PyMaH Corporation: .Vee

—

Hof, Craig R.; and Shah, Ha.smukh, 4,425,998, CI. 2()6-306.(XX)

Quaker Oats Company: See—
Pentz, William J , 4,426,4W), CI 521-1 15 OfX)

Quella, Ferdinand, and Schmidt, Hans-Fnednch, lo Siemens Akiien-
gesellschafi Method of prcxlucmg gla.vs carbon 4,426,368, CI
423-445.000

Quenzi, Phil PcKket tool 4,425,7(W, CI 30-151 000
Quigley, Thomas J , lo Conlinenlal-Wirt Electronics Corp Switch

housing structure for connection to switch terminal board 4,426,557,
CI 200-1 6 OOD

Quiksiak, Inc : See—
Boyland. Ernest V. . 4.426.IH4. CI 414-82 0(X)

Quinn. Russell C. See-
Wolf Theodore I. . Rossman. John A , (^uinn. Russell C , and Kish.
Thomas J . 4.426.188. CI 414-667 000

Quist. Ingmar P, Railton. Jeffrey D. and I.emon, Peter H R B , to
Borden (UK) Limited Foundry molding compositions and prcKess
4,426,467, CI 523-145 000

Oume Corporation: See—
B<iwling, Stephen R , 4,426,166, CI 400-62 WX)

Racemark International, Inc See—
Eraser, James Y . and Hailey, Boh, 4.425,690, CI 24-351 000

Rader, Con D See-
Mount, Bruce E

, and Rader, Con D , 4,425,804, CI 73-861 280
Raikamo, Seppo Boat with interior accommtxJation space, and struc-

tural part thereof 4,425,861, CI 114-71 fX)0

Railton, Jeffrey D .SV. —
Ouist, Ingmar P Railton, Jeffrey D , and Lemon, Peter M R B ,

4,426,467, CI 523-145 000
Raissle, Werner ,SVe—

Nieuwkamp, Wolfgang, Kroger, Dieter; and Raissle, Werner,
4,426,041, CI 239-468 OfX)

Rajski, Pat A SVv-
Gebert, Kenneth W

. and Rajski. Pat A . 4,426,412, CI 427-356.000
Rampon PrcxJucis, Inc See—

Harper, Ons I. . 4,425.912, CI 12K-H()(X)C
Ramsey, Henry R See—

Garceau, Ronald, and Ramsey, Henry R , 4,426,070, CI 267.<J1 000
Rand, James I, , to Lnited States of America, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Thin film strain transducer 4,425,808, CI
73-862 650

Rank Xerox Limited See

—

Oka. Kozo, 4,426,435, CI 4.30- 132 (XX)

Rapp, Willard E , to Western Electric Company, Inc Relay cutting
tool 4,425. 7()h. CI .30133(X)0

Rasl, Wlodzimierz, to Ridgc lool Company Tube expanding tool
4,425,783, CI 72-393 000

RatlifT, Willa D L Woman's outer garment and pattern therefor
4,425,712, CI 33-12.(KX)

Raue, Rodench: .See—
Berneth, Horst, and Raue, Rcxlench, 4.426.530, CI 548-256 (XX)

Ray, Cole, Vincent, John, and Small. Clifford, to Memonal Hospital for

Cancer and Allied Diseases Humidificr-injector for jet ventilator
4,425,914, CI I28-2(X) 140

Raychem Corporation See

—

Alston, William W , Jr , Bloom, William G , and Johnson, William
C, 4,425,919, CI 128-658 (XX)

Fentress, Vernon A , 4,426,413, CI 428- 16 (XX)

Kamalh, Mundi P , and I.eder, Jeffrey C ,
4.426.33'J. CI 264-22 (XX)

Taylor. James M . 4.426.633. CI 338-25 (XX)

Kaymont. Michael I! I) .See—
Gillott. Jack E ; Jordaan. Ian J . I.oov. Robert H . Shrive. Nigel O

and Raymont. Michael F D , 4.426,456. CI 501 84(XX)
RCA Corporation .Sec-

Botez. Dan, 4.426.701. CI 372-45 (XX)

Brown. Richard, and Jo/wiak. Phillip C. 4.426.249. CI
156-653 0(X)

Butlerwick. (iilbcrt N . 4.426.596. C"| 113-534 (XX)

Harwood, Leopold A . and Shanlev. Robert 1 , II. 4.426,625. CI
3.30-254 (XX)

Kirschner. Thomas \-
. 4.426..U9, CI 264-34h0(X)

Knop, Karl H , 4,426.1.10. CI 350-162 2(X)

lults. Juri, and Wine. Charles M . 4,426.714. CI 455- 1 HO (XXI

Rearick. William A .S«-,-

Winch. Allen R
, and Rcarick. William A . 4.425,842, CI

1(X)-37(XX)

Redler Conveyors Limited .Sec-

Wheeler. Eric, and Arthur, (ierald F. 4,426.1X5. CI 414-196 (XX)

Reedy. Robert P , and Crawford, Daniel W , to United States of Amer-
ica, Energy Precision translator 4,426,055, CI 248-184 (XX)

Regenerative I'nvironmental (vquipmenl Co , Inc See—
Benedick, lUJward H , 4.426,360, CI 422-173 (XX)

Reid, Robert I- .Sct-

Becconsall, Jack K , Cramp, John H W , Reid, Robert F . Moore.
Reginald C

.
Rye. Barry J . and Thomas, Eric I. . 4.426.640. CI

340-632 (XX)

Reinhard. Cheyenne A Folding fire escape ladder 4.425,981, CI
182-96 000

Ri-ngo Kabushiki Kaisha (Rengo Co , Ltd ) See—
Tokuno, Masateru, 4,425,695, CI 29-ll3(X)R

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute See—
Hartcck. Paul, 4,426,367, CI 423-395 0(XJ

Republic Molding Corporation .See-
Collman, Bertram W , Jr , 4.426.014. CI 220-307 (XX)

Reschke. Lothar See—
Seifert, Rolf; Zimmet. Hans, Wel/el, Herbert, and Reschke, Lolhar,

4,426,146, CI 354-246 (XX)

Rcsdev, Inc See—
Bcasley, Marvin I .. and Brennan, J M , 4.426.494, CI 525-86 (XX)
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Rettkowski. Gale F.: See—
Rodrigues. John G.. Jr.; Rettkowski, Gaie F.; and Jessup. William

H., 4,426,096, CI. 28(M11.0OC.
Reuter, Hans J.; Take, Hermann; and Werner, Charles, to Mecan
ARBED s.a r.l. Method of and an apparatus for the manipulation of
a starting chain for format changes in a continuous casting installa-
tion. 4,425,960, CI. 164-426.000.

Rez. Donald H. Handled mold package. 4.426,002, CI. 206-523.000.
Rhone-Poulenc Industries: See—

Gauthier-Lafaye. Jean; and Perron. Robert, 4,426.537, CI
562-519.000.

SziJagyi. Ferenc, 4,425,856, CI. 1 10-346.000.

Rhone-Poulenc Specialites Chimiques: See—
Dromard, Adrien; and Millet, Claude. 4,426,508, CI. 528-23.000

Ricardo Consulting Engineers pic: See—
Thring, Robert H.; and Hollis, Terence, 4,425,884, CI 123-272.000

Richard, Maurice E.; and Winarski, Daniel J., to International Business
Machines Corp. Single reel tape cartridge. 4.426.047. CI. 242-197.000

Richards, Deanna E.: S^e—
McGregor, Jon D. C; and Richards, Deanna E., 4,425,853, CI

109-25.000.

Richart. Jene A.; Beitler, Bradley D.; and Deeken, David G.. to Exxon
Production Research Co. Remote alignment method and apparatus
4.426.173, CI. 405-195.000.

Ricoh Co.. Ltd.: See-
Hashimoto, Mitsuru; Masafumi, Ohta; Kozima, Akio; Sakai. Kiyo-

shi; and Sasaki. Masaomi. 4.426.327. CI. 260-160.000
Horikc. Masanori; and Ebi. Yutaka. 4,426.652, CI. 346-75.000
Komada. Kenya, 4,426,653. CI. 346-153.100.
Mizuma, Kenichi. 4.426.073. CI. 271-251 000.

Ridge Tool Company: See—
Rast. Wlodzimierz. 4.425.783. CI. 72-393.000.

Rieger. Franz: See—
Franke. Horst; Linder. Ernst; Moser. Winfned; Muller. Klaus and

Rieger. Franz. 4.425.788. CI. 73-35.000.
Rieppel. Perry J.: See—

Coughlin, William J.; Rieppel. Perry J.; and Hoffman. Stephen A .

4.426.566. CI. 219-137.410.
Rieser. Michael J. Laryngoscop* 4.425,909. CI. 128-16.000
Riffe. Joscphus; and Sinha. Rajiv, to Harns Corporation. Fast cache

flush mechanism. 4,426.682. CI. 364-200.000.
Riken Vitamin Co., Ltd.: See—

Yasumatsu, Toshihito; Nakase, Toshiaki; Kubozuka. Toshinorr and
Kawabata. Kaoru, 4.426,477, CI. 524-306.000

Riley, Harry F.: See—
Sperry, Charles R.; and Riley, Harry F.. 4.426,023. CI. 222-132.000

Rmne. Risto A.. Jr. Bird feeder. 4.425.873. CI. 1 19-51.0OR.
Rischmuller. Klaus, to Thomson-CSF. Switch controllable off and on
by pulses. 4,426.590. CI. 307-255.000.

Rise, William E., to Android Corporation. Bearing assembly machine
4.425.703, CI. 29-724.000.

Rishton, John E. Integral hair clip and method of manufacture
4.425.926. CI. 132-46.00R.

Ritchie, Leon T.; Snyder, Clair W., Jr.; and Woratyla, John A., to AMP
Incorporated. Cam actuated zero insenion connector assembly
4,426,123, CI. 339-75.0MP.

Rittenbach, Otto E., to United States of America, Army Frequency
discriminator. 4,426.622, CI. 329-143.000.

Riva, Charles E.; and Petrig. L. Benno. Blood velocity measurement in
retinal capillaries utilizing the blue field entoptic phenomenon
4.425.924, CI. 128-745.000.

Riviere, Donald L., to Menasha Corporation. Pallet construction
4,425,852. CI. 108-56.300.

Rizzutto, Junko; and McGlew. Timothy E. Boutonniere attachine Din
4.425.679. CI. 24-6.000.

^

Robert Bosch GmbH: See—
Engel. Gerhard; and Wessel. Wolf, 4,425,888, CI. 123-339.000.
Franke, Horst; Linder. Ernst; Moser, Winfried; Muller, Klaus- and

Rieger, Franz, 4,425,788, CI. 73-35.000.
Knapp, Heinrich; and Schillinger, Rainer, 4,425,887. CI

123-339.000.

Moder. Helmut. 4.426.589. CI. 307-254.000. i

Roberts. Douglas J.: See— '

Libby, Edwin L.; Maddox. Randall A.; and Roberts. Douglas J ,

4.426.153, CI. 355-3.00R.
*

Roberts, Roger F.: See-
Banks. Eddie D.; Simmons. Gerald C; and Roberts. Roeer F

4,426.051. CI. 244-1 37.00R.
Robertshaw Controls Company: See—

Sliger. Boyd P.. 4.426.036. CI. 236-34.500.
Weaver. Marvin P., 4.425.941, CI. 137-871.000.

Robertson, Forrest E.: See-
Williams, Donald E.; and Robertson, Forrest E., 4,425,973. CI

172-574.000.

Robey. Roger L.. to Eli Lilly and Company. Synthesis of phenylacetic
acid esters. 4,426.536. CI. 560-105.000.

Robinson. Anthony H. J.; and Peter. Emo. to Northern Telecom Lim-
ited. Carrier for circuit boards. 4,426.675. CI. 361-415.000.

Rochat. Alain C; and Cassar. Luigi. to Ciba-Geigy Corporation Pro-
cess for producing bismethine isoindolines. 4.426,533 CI
548-471.000.

Rocheleau, Michael O.: See— I

Klein. David M.; Wimberger. Richard J.; Rocheleau, Michael O
and Helms. Randall D., 4,425,719. CI. 34-156.000.

Rochlus, Bertram J. Routing cylinder internal combustion engine
4,425.880, CI. I23-44.00C.

Rockcor, Inc.: See—
Ornum. Joel V.; and Chiu, Jessie T . 4.426.468, CI. 523-166.000.

Rockwell International Corporation: See—
Cline. Charles D.. 4.425.704. CI. 29-764.000.
Folkmann. Andrew F.. 4,426.6.30. CI. 333-174.000.
Wells, Calvin G.; and Malkowski, Joseph L., 4,425,817 CI

74-467.000.

Roderfeid. Heinrich: See—
Kersting. Hermann; and Roderfeid. Heinrich, 4.425.925. CI 130-

22.00A.
Rodrigues. John G., Jr.; Rettkowski. Gale F.; and Jessup. William H

Bridge cart 4.426.096, CI. 280-41 l.OOC.
Roe. William J., to Naico Chemical Company. Cationic polymers for

use in freeze protection of coals and minerals. 4.426,409 CI
427-221.000.

Rogers. Thomas K.. to Cities Service Company. Process for making
olefin polymerization catalyst. 4,426,317, CI. 502-120.000.

Rohde. Dieter; and Preatorius, Siegfried, to Continental Gummi-Werke
Aktiengesellschaft. Pneumatic vehicle tire having a rubber layer
between belt plies. 4,425,953, CI. 152-360.000.

Rohm and Haas Company: See—
DelDonno. Theodore A.. 4,426.510, CI. 528-49.000.

Rohowsky, Bohdan: See—
Geisel. Anthony, and Rohowsky. Bohdan. 4.425 985 CI

182-121.000. .
.

v-i.

Rolinski. Edmund J.: See—
Stevison. Donald F.; and Rolinski, Edmund J., 4.426 705 CI

372-58.000. '
'

Rolls-Royce Limited: See—
Ballard. John R.; Bennett, George H.; and Lee, Leslie A., 4,425,756.

CI. 60-39.092.

Hughes. Eric. 4.425.755. CI. 60-39.550.
Sargent, Raymond F.; and Newman. Paul, 4,426.087, CI. 277-3.000.

Romanov. Viktor S.: See—
Kiselnikov, Valentin N.; Shubin. Arkady A.; Vyalkov, Vladislav
V

; Kruglov. Vitaly A.; Loginova, Tamara F.; Romanov, Viktor
S.; Ovchinnikov. Lev N.; Varlamov, Valentin I.; Makarov. Jury
A.; Penkov. Evgeny I.; Shvareva. Galina N ; and Shtefan. Vladi-
mir N., 4.426,507, CI. 526-303.100.

Ronai. Anne A. Collapsible structure. 4.425.741. CI 52-70.000.
Ronchetti. Camillo; Borroni. Pierantonio, and Buzzanca, Giovanni, to
C I S.E SpA. Probe for the continuous in-situ measurement of the
corrosion rate of pipes at high temperature or having high-resistivity
liquids flowing therethrough. 4,426,618, CI. 324-65.0CR.

Rosen, George J.: See—
Markey, Dennis P.; and Rosen, George J., 4,425,742, CI. 52-90.000.

Rosenthal, L Kenneth. Optical illusion beverage dispensing device
4,426,021, CI. 222-129.100.

Rosomm, Herbert: See—
Schwenke, Joachim; Knoth, Joachim; Marten. Rainer; and Ro-
somm. Herbert. 4,426,717. CI. 378-45.000.

Rossman. John A.: See—
Wolf, Theodore L.; Rossman. John A.; Quinn. Russell C; and Kish.
Thomas J , 4.426,188. CI. 414-667.000.

Rotella. Sam S. Poslureometer. 4.425.713, CI. 33-174.00D.
Rouse. James S. X-Ray marker device. 4.426,723. CI. 373-22.000.
Roush, Walter T. Stem packing with slitted ncxible polymer sleeve.

4.426.093. CI. 277-110.000.

Rousseau. Valerie M.. to Wright Line Inc. Workholder and carrier for
electrodeposition system. 4.426.273, CI. 204-297.00W.

Roussel Uclaf: See—
Vignau. Michel; and Heymes. Rene, 4.426,519, CI. 544-27.000.

Rowe, Edward A . Jr.. to Diamond Shamrock Corporation. Process for
removing undesirable substances from electrical devices 4.425 949
CI. 141-1.000.

Ruh. Wolf-Dieter: See—
Brunsch. Arwed; Ruh. Wolf-Dieter; and Trippel, Gerhard.

4,426,265. CI. 204-I92.00M.
Ruhrchemie Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Bahadir. Mufit; Payer. Wolfgang; Forster, Ingrid; and Lummen.
Hans-Albert. 4,426,315, CI. 502-113.000.

Rusnica, Edward J.: See—
Zegar, Martin J.; Kish, Nicholas W.; Rusnica, Edward J., Jenkins.
Howard S.; and Sarver. Stephen J.. 4.426.350, CI. 376-283.000.

Russell. James T.: See—
Brenden, Byron B.; and Russell, James T., 4,426.696. CI.

369-112.000.

Ruter. Franz, to M.A.N. Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Nurnberg A.G.
Apparatus for measuring the travel speed of automatic welding
machines. 4,426,565, CI. 219-130.010.

Rutledge, Gerald D ; and Yoon, Heeyoung, to Conoco Inc. Alcohol
dissociation and waste heat recovery process for automobiles.
4,425,876, CI. 123-3.000.

Ryder, Leonard B.: See—
Vieth, Wolf R.; and Ryder, Leonard B., 4,426,427, CI. 428-542.800.

Rye, Barry J.: See—
Becconsall, Jack K., Cramp, John H. W.; Reid, Robert F.; Moore,

Reginald C
; Rye. Barry J.; and Thomas, Eric L., 4.426,640. CI.

340-632.000.

Saab. Alfredo H.: See—
Nagy. Bela G.; and Saab. Alfredo H.. 4.426.609. CI. 318-729.000.

Saat- und Erntetechnik GmbH: See—
Horner. Ernst L . Knolle, Jurgen C; and Grimm. Hans. 4,425.865,

CI 118-19.000.
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Sach. George S.: See—
Durant. Graham J , Ganellin. Charon R ; .ind Sach. George S

4,426.526. CI. 546-300.000.

Sacks. Clifford E.. to Upjohn Company. Ihe Process for making
phosphorus derivatives of ammothiomethylcarbamates 4.426.^^5. CI
260-968.000.

Saeki. Junichi: See

—

Tsuzuku. Susumu; Kaneda. Aizo; Saeki. Junichi; and Aoki,
Masayoshi. 4.426.341. CI. 264-40 100.

Saeki, Yukio; and lanaka, Katsuyuki. to Sumitomo Dure/ Company.
Ltd. Method for accelerating cure of resole type phenolic resins

4,4:6.484. CI. 524-541 000
Saigo, Shinichi: See—

Kato, Yoji; Yamaguchi. Shunzcv Fuka/awa. Takeshi; and Saig(i.

Shinichi, 4.426.568. C!. 21'i-270 000.

Saiki, Shuji; Sato, Katuaki; Saio. Kazue; Ishikawa. Sciichi; Inoue.
Hideaki: and Tanaka. Tsunco. to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co ,

Ltd. Electrodynamic loud.speaker 4.426 556. CI. 171-115 5DV
Saito. Katsutoshi: Sec—

Kuroda. Takao; Kajimura. Takashi; Umeda. Jun-ichi; and Saito.
Katsutoshi. 4.426,703, CI. .A72-46.000.

Sakai. Kiyoshi: See—
Hashimoto. Mitsuru; Masafumi. Ohta; Kozima. Akio; Sakai. Kiyo-

shi; and Sasaki, Masaomi. 4,426.327. CI. 260-160.000
Sakai. Muneo; Taguchi. Gyota; Tsuji. Kiwako; and Sakita. Takashi. to

Nisshin Oil Mills. Lid . The. Retort salad and its production process
4.426.395. CI. 426-46.000.

Sakai. Yuki; and Nakaniuru. Hiroya. to Konishiroku Photo Industry
Co.. Ltd. Character generating system. 4.426.645. CI 340-724 000.

Sakamoto. Takashi; and Sano. Tetsuo. to Dainippon Screen Seizo
Kabushiki Kaisha. Method and machine for positioning films on base
sheets. 4.426.152. CI. 355-75.<XX).

Sakata. Shinji: Sec—
Hayashi, Makoto; Sakata. Shinji; and Shimizu, Tasuku, 4.426.718.

CI. 378-072.(X)0.

Sakita. Takashi- Sec—
Sakai. Muneo; Taguchi. Gyota; Tsuji, Kiwako; and Sakita. Takashi,

4.426.395. CI. 426-46.000.

Sakmann, Walter H.. to International Business Machines Corporation
Type band and band printer with automatic print band recognition
4.425.846. CI. 101-111.000.

Salisbury. Wayne C. to Ex-Cell-O Corporation. Polyurethane rim
system. 4.426.348, CI. :64-.'2S MK)

Salmonson. Duane L.: See—
Copeland, James L ; Fernhob. Peter J.; Larson. Spencer B.; Salm-

onson. Duane L.; and Weick. Michael D.. 4.426.362. CI
422-263.000.

Samuel. Olof, to Nordstjernan AB. Internal combustion engine cooling
method and device 4.425.878. CI. 123-41.080.

Sanchez, Domingo- See—
Arvidsson. Folke L.; Carlsson. Per A E.; Ilacksell. Uli A ; Hjorth.
John S. M ; Lindberg, Per. L ; Nilsson, John L. G ; Sanchez.
Domingo; S\cnsson, Nils U. E.: and Wikstrom. Hakan V.
4,.».-!6.386. CI. 424-267.0(K).

Sanders. Joh-i 1 See—
Pousette. Ronald D: and Sanders. John L.. 4.425.951, CI 144-

208 OOE
Pousette, Ronald D , and S.inders, John L . 4,425,952, CI 144-

246.()0F.

Sanders, Rudolf: See-
Mollet, Adrianus J T.; and Sanders. Rudolf, 4.426.602, CI.

315-58.000.

Sandri. Joseph M.; Calentine. Jtihn W.; Linder. Seyniour M ; and
Billoux. Yves J , ;o Alcolac Inc. Derivatives of aminoalkyi alkylcne
ureas and their use as wei adhesion promoters 4.426,503, CI
526-263.000.

Sankyo Company Limited: See—
Sato, Yasunobu; Fukumi, Hiroshi; Koike, Hiroyuki; and Nishino,

Hiroshi, 4,426,382, CI. 424-251.000.

Sano, Scuchi: .Stv—

Maki, Masao; Fukuda, Hiroshi; and Sano. Seiichi, 4,426,465. CI
523-135.000.

Sano, Tetsuo: See—
Sakamoto, Takashi; and Sano, Tetsuo, 4,426,152. CI. 355-75.000.

Sanraku-Ocean Co.. Ltd.: See—
Okabe, Mitsuyasu: Yoshioku. Takeo; Fukagawa. Yasuo; Okamoio.

Rokuro; Kouno. Kageaki; and Ishikura. Tomoyuki. 4.426,390. CI
424-274.000.

Sanyo Denki Co . Ltd.: See—
Suita. Muneo; and Mogi. Kazuo. 4.426.606. CI. 318-375.000.

Sanyo Electric Co.. Ltd.: Sec —
Ma.sao. Morimoto. 4.425.840. CI. 98-4O.0OV.

Saral, Israel E., to Solmat Systems Ltd. MethtxJ of and apparatus for

measuring the density profile of u liquid layer. 4,425,787, CI. 7^-

32.00R.

Sargent, Raymond F.; and Newman, Paul, to Rolls-Royce Limited.
Non-contacting gas seal for relatively rotating parts. 4,426.087. CI.

277-3.000.

Sarin. Vipod K.; and Buljan, Sergej-Tomislav, to GTE laboratories.

Carbide coated composite modified silicon aluminum oxynitride

cutting tools. 4,426,209, CI. 51-295.000.

Sarkans. !vars; and Figgins, Charles A., to American Standard, Inc.

Method for producing a manifold assembly. 4,426,242, CI.

156-252.000.

Sarver, Stephen J See—
Zegar. Martin J ; Kish. Nicholas W ; Rusnica. Edward J . Jenkins,
Howard S and Sarver, Stephen J . 4.426.350, CI 376-283 000

Sasaki, Masaomi See-
Hashimoto, Mitsuru, Masafumi. Ohta. Kozima. Akio; Sakai. Kiyo-

shi; and Sasaki. Ma.saomi. 4,426,327. CI 260-160 000
Sasaki. Nobuo, and Nakano, Moioo, to Fujitsu Limited Semiconductor

device and methixl for manufacturing the same 4,425,700. CI
29-571 000

Sasaki. Osamu. See—
Sawada, Kiyoshi. Goto, Saloshi, Sasaki. Osamu, Takaha.shi. Jiro.

and Komamura, Tawara. 4.426.432. CI 430-58 000
Sasaki, Yoshitaka, and Yamashiia, Keitaro Method of fabricating a steel

pressure roll for use in a pressure-fixation apparatus 4,426.411, CI
427-349 000

Satakc Engineering Co.. Ltd See—
Satake. Toshihiko, 4,426.005, CI 209-581 000

Satake. Toshihiko, to Satake Engineenng Co , Ltd Device for prevent-
ing scattering of particles for color sorting apparatus 4,426.005, CI
209-581 000

Sato. Katuaki See—
Saiki. Shuji, Sato, Katuaki. Sato. Kazue. Ishikawa. Seiichi. Inoue.

Hideaki, and Tanaka. Tsunco. 4.426,556, CI 179-115 5DV
Sato. Kazue; See—

Saiki. Shuji; Sato, Kaiuaki; Sato. Kazue Ishikawa. Seiichi. Inoue.
Hideaki. and Tanaka. Tsuneo. 4.426,556, CI 179-1 15 5DV

Sato. Kimihiko See—
Fujisaki, Iwao, Kosugc. Shuichi. Ogawa. Svuu. Sato, Kimihiko
and Soeda, Toshimi, 4.425.921, CI 128-690000

Sato, Kiyoshi: See—
Shinozaki. Kichitaro: Sato. Kiyoshi. and Shimizu. Toru. 4.425.774,

CI 72-257 000
Sato. Masanobu. t<i Olympus Optical Company Limited Dictating
machine 4,426.738. CI 455-603 000

Sato, Yasunobu, Fukumi, Hiroshi. Koike, Hiroyuki; and Nishino. Hiro-
shi, to Sankyo Company Limited 4-Amino-6,7.dimethoxy-2-
piperazinylquinazoline derivatives, their preparation and use
4.426.382. CI 424-251 000

Satoh. Isao; Yoshida, Tomio Harigae. Shunji; and Koishi, Kenji, to
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co , Lid Light source intensity con-
trol in an optical recording and reprcxlucing apparatus 4.426,69^ CI
369-45.000

Satoh. Shin; Susa. Kenzo; Matsuyama, Iwao. and Suganuma. Tsuneo, to
Hitachi. Ltd Process for producing optical glass 4.426,216. CI
65-18 100

Satllegger, Hans: See—
Maass, Gunther, Satllegger, Hans, and Lucking. Hans J , 4.426.509.

CI. 528-34.000

Sauer. Alfred E , to B A Ballou & Co , Incorporated Safely cla.sp for
jewelry 4,425.687, CI. 24-664 000

Savin Corporation See-
Masher. Dale P . and Chaitin. Leonard J , 4.426,667. CI 360-44 000

Sawada. Kiyoshi; Goto. Saloshi, Sa.saki, Osamu, Takahashi. Jiro. and
Komamura. Tawara. to Konishiroku Photo Industry Co . Lid Elec-
trophotosensitive receptor with trisazo compound 4,426.4^2. CI
430-58000.

Sawano, Hiroshi: See—
Shiozawa. Kazuo, and Sawano. Hiroshi. 4.426.147. CI 354-286000

Scaran. Robert R Sec—
Ma.son. Michael P , and Scaran, Roben R , 4,425,710, CI

30-229 000
Schanze, Rudolf Process for the prcxluction of a concentrate contain-

ing a bee product, a concentrate containing a bee prixiuct and its use
4,426.397, CI. 426-62.000

Scheffer-KIute GmbH & Co See—
Scheffer, Walter. 4.425.934. CI 137-223 000

Schcffer. Waller, lo Scheffer-Klute GmbH & Co Head of an air pump
for inflating pneumatic tires having a motorcycle valve 4.425,934, CI
137-223 000

Scheffers. Cornells J W M See—
Limper. Nicolaas H ; and SchefTers. Cornells J W M . 4.426.599.

CI. 313-389.000

Scheie. Franz, to Zahnradfabnk Friednchshafen AG Multiple disc

fnction clutch 4.425.994. CI 192-85 OAA
Schenck. Alexander W Telescoping fa.stener 4.425.686. CI 24-604 000
Schering Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Boroschewski. Gerhard; Nusslein. Ludwig; and Amdt, Fnednch.
4.426.222. CI 71-111000

• Pfeiffer. Heinrich; and Speck. Ulnch. 4.426.371, CI 424-5 000
Schexnayder. Lawrence F.; and Thies. Jerome A . to Caterpillar Trac-

tor Co Maintaining hydrostatic system control pressure 4.425.758,

CI 60-403.000

Schiller. August: See—
Sommer. Oswin; Dorsch. Norman. Bosch. Erhard. Schiller. Au-

gust; and Strasser, Alois. 4.426.474. CI 524-243 000
Schilling, Hugh K.. to Horton Industnes. Inc Fluid engaged spnng

relea.sed fan clutch having a modular mount for a spring engaged
fluid released fan clutch 4,425,993. CI I92-8500A

Schillinger. Rainer: See—
Knapp. Heinrich; and Schillinger. Rainer. 4.425.887. CI

123-339 000
Schinkoth. Gerhard: See—

Hage, Manfred; and Schinkoth, Gerhard, 4,425,942, CI 138-38 000
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Schlosser, Wolfgang O. W.: See—
DiLorenzo, James V.; Hwang, James C; Niehaus, William C

Schlosser. Wolfgang O. W.; and Wemple, Stuart H.. 4.426.656
CI. 357-22.000.

Schluchter. Martin: and Voser, Max, to BBC Brown. Boven & Com-
pany, Limited. Bearing support arrangement for electncal machines
4,426,163, CI. 384-428.000. .

Schmid, Gunther: See— <

Fritzenwenger, Josef A.; Probst. Martin; and Schmid. Gunther
4.425,877. d. 123-41.100.

Schmidt, Hans-Friedrich: See—
Queila. Ferdinand; and Schmidt, Hans-Friednch. 4.426,368. CI

423-445.000.
,

Schmidt, Raymond L.: See-
Simon, Ralph; and Schmidt. Raymond L., 4,425,810 CI

73-863.110.

Schmitt, Helmut; Schurig. Helmuth; and Strasser. Bernd. to UHDE
GmbH. Monopolar fllter-press electrolyzer. 4.426.270 CI
204-257.000.

Schnebly. Eugene L. Log splitting apparatus. 4.425.950 CI
144-194.000.

Schneider. Ernst: See—
Heise, Klaus-Peter; Schneider, Ernst; and Wedemeyer. Karlfned

4,426.538, CI. 564-417.000.

Schneider, Johann: See—
Wusthof, Peter; and Schneider. Johann. 4.426.199. CI. 418-61 00b

Schneider. Siegfried: See—
Kuemmel. Klaus; Klapettek. Gerhard; and Schneider. Sieefried

4.426,149, CI. 355-8.000.
^

Scholz. Manfred; Fricker. Wolfgang-Peter; and Gollasch. Bernd. to
Kraftwerk Union Aktiengesellschaft; and Grunzweig & Hartmann
Montage GmbH. Heat insulation for dome-shaped bottom and/or
cover region of a pressure vessel. 4.425.963. CI. 165-104 320

Schossler. Willi: See—
Behre. Horst; Blank. Heinz U.; Lindner, Otto; and Schossler Willi

4,426,334, CI. 260-509.000.
Schreier, Peter: See—

Drawert, Friedrich; Schreier. Peter; and Kramer. Gabriele
4.426.210,0.55-73.000.

Schroeder Brothers Corporation: See—
Mitchell, Samuel S.; and Vijlee, Abbas F.. 4.426.284. CI 2 10-90 000

Schumacher. Ignatius; and Wang. Kang-Bo. to Monsanto Company
Vapor phase nitration of aromatic hydrocarbons. 4,426 543 CI
568-940.000.

Schumacher, Johannes A.: See—
Andreev. Borislav; and Schumacher. Johannes A . 4.425 789 CI

73-40. 50R.
Schurig, Helmuth: See—

Schmitt, Helmut; Schurig. Helmuth; and Strasser. Bernd. 4 426 270
CI. 204-257.000.

Schutz. Bernard R.. to Fine Art Pillow & Specialties Corp. Cover for
seat of a collapsible stroller 4.426,113. CI. 297-219 000.

Schwartz^ Craig A., to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Com-^ny Paper treatment compositions containing fluorochemical car-
boxylic acid and epoxidic cationic resin. 4.426.466. CI. 523-455 000

Schwenke. Joachim; Knoth. Joachim; Marten. Rainer; and Rosomm.

c u^l' *° Gesellschaft fur Kemenergieverwertung in Schiffbau und
Schiffahrt mbH. Measuring apparatus for X-ray fluorescence analy-
sis. 4.426.717. CI. 378-45.000. ,

'

SCM Corporation: See— '

Whitman. Charles I.. 4.426.598, CI. 313-331.000.
Scott. Harvey. Paper holding and displaying device. 4.425.724, CI

40-1 1.OOA.
Scragg, Robert L.; and Parker. Alfred B.. to Solar Reactor Corpora

tion. Power generator system for HCl reaction. 4.426.354 CI
376-320.000.

Scypinski. Stephen: See—
Wemick. David L.; and Scypinski. Stephen. 4.426.292 CI

210-635.000.

Seaboard CoastLine Railroad Co.: See—
Spivey. Paul B.. 4.426,1 16, CI. 301-9.00R I

Seager, Richard H.: See—
Grendol, Clark L.; and Seager, Richard H.. 4.425.669, CI

2-436.000.

Seal. J. David, to Autotrol Corporation. Microcomputer controlled
demand/scheduled water softener. 4,426.294. CI. 210-662 000

Sealed Air Corporation: See—
Sperry. Charles R.; and Riley. Harry F.. 4.426.023, CI. 222-132 000

Seaquist Valve Co.: See—
Knickerbocker, Michael G., 4.426,025. CI. 222-182 000

Seaquist Valve Co., Div. of Pittway Corp.: See-
Knickerbocker, Michael G., 4,426,026, CI. 222-402.130

Sears, fiarry D., to Lipid Specialties, Inc. Synthetic phospholipid com-
pounds. 4,426.330, CI. 260-403.000. ^ k h

Sechet, Claude; Gautier, Christian; and Degoulet. Gabriel, to Etablisse-
ment Public de Diffusion dit "Telediffusion de France"; and LEtat
Francais, represente par le Secretaire d'Etat aux Postes et Telecom-
munications et a la Telediffusion (Centre National d'Etudes des
Telecommunications). Scratch pad memory for cassette of magnetic
tape recording. 4.426,684, CI. 364-900.000.

Sedain, Jason K., to Coca-Cola Company, The. Membrane seal and

4 47I m o'",ri"Vii"
^°^ * post-mix beverage dispensing system.

Seeling, Alfred: See-
Hex, Nils; Seeling, Alfred; and Weisweiler, Manfred. 4.426.204

CI. 8-492.000.

Sei, Kazuo: See—
Inoue. Hiroshi; Isoi, Masaaki; and Sei. Kazuo. 4,426.498 CI

525-240.000.

Seif. Rudolf: See—
Kreiner. Hans-Jurg; Seif. Rudolf; and Zimmer. Wilhelm, 4,426 581

CI. 250-380.000.
'

Seifert. Rolf; Zimmet. Hans; Welzel. Herbert; and Reschke, Lothar, toVEB Pentacon Dresden Kamera und Kinowerke. Focal-plane leaf
shutter. 4,426.146, CI. 354-246.000.

Sekisui Kaseihin Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Komatsuzaki, Nobuyuki; Tsubone, Masahiro; and Machida. Bon,

4.426.065. CI. 264-45.900.
Sen. Rajat K.: See—

Hardee. Kenneth L.; Gordon, Arnold Z.; Pyle. Charles B.; and Sen.
Rajat K. 4.426,263. CI. 204-101 000.

Senoh Kabushiki Kaisha: See
Fujisaki. Iwao; Kosuge. Shuichi; Ogawa. Syuu; Sato. Kimihiko;
and Soeda, Toshimi. 4.425.921. CI. 128-690000

Senoo Tetsuo. to Nissan Motor Company, Limited. Vehicle loud-

rf 1
7^0 f"*"«^'"^"'

^"*' magnetic-field-sensitive device. 4,426,553,
^^ I ''"11/ kX^t^J.

Serra Bou, Francisco. Process for obtaining revolving bodies for con-
struction from aggregates and a binder. 4,426,345, CI. 264-256 000

Serrano, Jean-Pierre: See—
Denoyer, Serge; Guerin, Jacques; Labrot. Maxime; and Serrano.

Jean-Pierre. 4.426.597. CI. 313-231.410.
Sghibartz. Cristian M.. to International Paint Public Limited Company.

Marine paint. 4.426.464. CI. 523-122.000.
Shackelford. Scott A.; McGuire. Raymond R.; and Cochoy. Robert E ,

!,°^V."i'fJ?
^'^'^^ "'" America, Air Force. Synthesis of vinyl ethers.

4.426,540, CI. 568-590.000.
Shadday, Michael C; and Wilber. Dennis A., to Cummins Engine
Company. Inc. Internal combustion engine fan drive. 4.425,879, CI
123-41.120.

Shah. Hasmukh: See

—

Hof. Craig R.; and Shah. Hasmukh, 4,425.998. CI. 206-306.000.
Shank. Joseph L.. to DynaGel, Incorporated. Preparation of hydro-

lyzed collagen-containing products from non-gelled, liquid hydro-
lyzed collagen concentrate and gelled products prepared therefrom
4.426.443. CI. 430-538.000.

Shanley. Robert L.. II: See—
Harwood. Leopold A.; and Shanley, Robert L., 11, 4,426,625, CI.

330-254.000.

Shape Inc.: See

—

Gelardi. Anthony L.; Gelaidi, Paul J.; and MacLeod. Robert B.
Jr.. 4.426.056. CI. 248-225. 100.

Shapiro. Anatoly S.; Kalashnikov. Leonid F.; Leontiev, Nikolai I.-

Polyakov. Vladimir I.; and Steblevsky, Anatoly A. Vane pump'
4.426.190. CI. 415-74.000. ^ '^

Shapiro. Richard G.. to Thatcher Glass Corporation. Coatine hood
4.425.868. CI. 118-314.000.

Sharangpani. Shrikishna G.; and Spence. Floyd G., to BASF Wyan-
dotte Corporation. Solvent extraction of nitrated organic compounds
from aqueous solutions. 4.426.291. CI. 210-634.000.

Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ataka. Yasukazu; Ikezaki. Katuzi; and Umeda. Katsuhiko

4.426.21 1. CI. 55-296.000.

Funada. Fumiaki; Minezaki. Shigehiro; Kozaki, Syuichi- and Uede
Hisashi, 4,426,13.1. CI. 350-334.000.

Shaw, Rudy L.: See—
Tsui, James B. Y.; and Shaw, Rudy L., 4,426,648, CI. 343-18.00E.

Sheesley. Donald L.; and Campbell. Willis R., to Sperry Corporation.
Baling machine with roller-type floor. 4,425,752, CI. 56-341.000.

Shell Oil Company: See

—

Drent. Eit. 4.426.331. CI. 260-463.000.
Shepley. John D.. 4.426,298, CI. 252-8.900.
Wcx)d, Donald L.; and Zweig, Judith E.. 4.426,254. CI. 162-72 000

Shelley, Lisbeth E.: See-
Evans, Deborah A.; and Shelley. Lisbeth E., 4,426,295, CI,

Sheiton, Gerald L.: See—
Hierholzer. Frank J.. Jr.; and Sheiton. Gerald L., 4,426,405, CI

427-50.000.

Shepley. John D.. to Shell Oil Company. Textile processing oils.
4.426.298. CI. 252-8.900.

Shendan. John J. Head positioning device. 4.426,138, CI. 351-158.000.
Shibata, Takanori: See

—

Fukushima, Toshihiko; Miyamoto, Seigo; Kawashima, Kenichi;
Kawabata. Toshiaki; Tani, Seijiro; and Shibata, Takanori,
4,425,765. CI. 62-133.000.

Shibata. Zenichi: See—
Sudo, Masatoshi; Hori. Hiromi; Tsukatani. Ichiro; and Shibata,

Zenichi. 4.426.235, CI. I48-12.00C.
Shiga. Masao: See

—

Tsuchiya. Keiichi; Hisano. Katsukuni; Tan, Toshimi; Kobayashi,
Masahiro; Kobayashi, Kei; Ueda, Kazuhiko; Kirihara, Seishin;
Yoshioka, Takatoshi; and Shiga, Masao, 4,426,162, CI.
384-280.000.

Shih, Chung: See

—

Alexander, Jose; and Shih, Chung, 4,426,391. CI. 424-301.000.
Shima. Tsuka.sa: See—

Nakamae. Kenji; and Shima. Tsukasa, 4,426,421, CI. 428-234.000.
Shimada. Katsutoshi: See—

Tanaka. Satoru; Shimada, Katsutoshi; Hashimoto, Kazunori; Ema,
Kiichi; and Ueda. Koichiro, 4.426.521, CI. 544-146.000.
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Shimano Industrial Company Limited: See—
Shimano, Keizo, 4,425,819, CI. 74-489.000.

Shimano, Keizo, to Shimano Industrial Company Limited. Control
lever device for a bicycle. 4,425,819, CI. 74-489.000.

Shimizu, Kazuyuki; and Koshino, Minoru, to Fujitsu Limited Synchro-
nizmg circuit. 4,426,713, CI. 375-106.000.

Shimizu, Takao: See—
Ukena, Toshimichi; Narumi, Hiroshi; Shimizu, Takao and Naga-

shima. Atsushi, 4,426,266, CI. 204-206.000
Shimizu, Tasuku: See—

Hayashi, Makoto; Sakata, Shinji; and Shimizu. Tasuku. 4 426 718
CI. 378-072.000.

Shimizu. Toru: See—
Shinozaki, Kichitaro; Sato. Kiyoshi; and Shimizu, Toru. 4 425 774

CI. 72-257.000. '
'

Shimme, Kaoru; Aoki. Takeo; and Taga, Masayuki, to Sumitomo
Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Gaisha. Lance for powder top-blow
refining and process for decarburizing and refining steel by usine the
lance. 4,426,224, CI. 75-49.000. ' e

Shimotsuma, Wataru: See—
Hotta, Shu; Hosaka, Tomiharu; Shimotsuma, Wataru and Ki-

shimoto, Yoshio, 4,426,546, CI. 136-256.000.
Shinano Kikaku Co., Ltd.: See—

Hashiya, Minoru, 4,426,135, CI. 350-422.000.
Shinozaki, Kichitaro; Sato. Kiyoshi; and Shimizu. Toru. to Agency of

Industrial Science and Technology; and Ministry of International
Trade and Industry. Extrusion forging method therefor. 4.425 774
CI. 72-257.000.

Shiozaki, Yasumi: See—
Yamada, Koichi; Harato. Takuo; Kato. Hisakatsu; and Shiozaki

Yasumi. 4.426.363. CI . 423- 1 2 1 .000.
Shiozawa, Kazuo; and Sawano. Hiroshi. to Konishiroku Photo Industry

Co., Ltd. Means for controlling an interchangeable lens type camera
4.426,147. CI. 354-286.000.

^
Shirahashi, Kazuo: See—

Oritsuki. Ryoji; Watanabe. Tohru; Shirahashi. Kazuo; Kanai
Hiromi; and Odawara. Kozo. 4.426,548. CI. I74-72.00R.

Shirakura, Sachiko; and Namiki, Hiroo, to Helene Curtis Industries
Inc. Neutralizer for permanent wave. 4,426,376, CI. 424-71.000.

Shoher, Itzhak; and Whiteman. Aaron, to Etablissement Dentair Ivo-
clar. Preparation of an intermediate layer between a high-melting
dental metal alloy and dental porcelain. 4.426.404, CI 427-2 000

Shrive, Nigel G.: See—
Gillott. Jack E.; Jordaan, Ian J.; Loov. Robert E.; Shrive. Nigel G

and Raymont. Michael E. D., 4,426,456, CI. 501-84.000
Shtefan, Vladimir N.: See—

Kiselnikov, Valentin N.; Shubin, Arkady A.; Vyalkov, Vladislav
v.; Kruglov, Vitaly A.; Loginova, Tamara F.; Romanov. Viktor
S.; Ovchinnikov. Lev N.; Varlamov. Valentin I.; Makarov. Jury
A.; Penkov, Evgeny I.; Shvareva. Galina N.; and Shtefan. Vladi-
mir N., 4,426,507, CI. 526-303.100.

Shubin, Arkady A.: See—
Kiselnikov, Valentin N.; Shubin, Arkady A.; Vyalkov. Vladislav

v.; Kruglov. Vitaly A.; Loginova. Tamara F.; Romanov. Viktor
S.; Ovchinnikov. Lev N.; Varlamov. Valentin I.; Makarov. Jury
A.; Penkov. Evgeny I.; Shvareva, Galina N.; and Shtefan, Vladi-
mir N., 4,426,507, CI. 526-303.100.

Shvareva, Galina N.: See—
Kiselnikov, Valentin N.; Shubin, Arkady A.; Vyalkov. Vladislav

v.; Kruglov. Vitaly A.; Loginova. Tamara F.; Romanov. Viktor
S.; Ovchinnikov. Lev N.; Variamov. Valentin I.; Makarov. Jury
A.; Penkov. Evgeny I.; Shvareva. Galina N.; and Shtefan, Vladi-
mir N., 4,426,507, CI. 526-303.100.

Siecor Corporation: See-
Davis, Lawrence E.; and Patel, Naren I.. 4.426.230. CI. 106-272 000

Siemens AG: See-
Neumann. Leopold; Kline, Richard B.. II; and McMorrow. Rich-

ard H., Jr., 4,426,644. CI. 340-720.000.
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Baer. Ulrich; Distler. Walter; and Grassmann. Peter. 4.426.715. CI
378-4.000.

Dietze, Wolfgang, 4.426,408. CI. 427-95.000.
Friedel, Rudolf. 4.426.720. CI. 378-93.000.
Irro, Otmar. 4,426,165, CI. 400-57.000.
Muether, Manfred; and Behne, Ernest-August, 4,426,716 CI

378-38.000.

Queila, Ferdinand; and Schmidt. Hans-Friedrich. 4.426.368. CI
423-445.000.

SIG Schweizerische Industrie-Gesellschaft: See—
Steinbrecher, Luigi. 4.426,605, CI. 318-347.000.

Sigri Elektrographit GmbH: See—
Swozil. Adolf. 4.425.820. CI. 74-579.00R.

Simmonds Precision Products. Inc.: See—
Maier, Lawrence C. 4,426.616. CI. 324-57.00R.

Simmons, George. Spark plug boot remover. 4.425.697, CI. 29-280.000
Simmons, Gerald C: See-

Banks. Eddie D.; Simmons. Gerald C; and Roberts. Roger F
4.426.051, CI. 244-1 37,00R.

Simon, Morris, to Beth Israel Hospital. Blood clot filter. 4,425.908. CI
128-I.OOR.

Simon, Ralph; and Schmidt, Raymond L., to Chevron Research Com-
pany. Apparatus for physical properties measurements at high tem-
peratures and pressures. 4,425,810, CI. 73-863.110.

Simonovitch, Chaim, to ABIC Ltd. Hcxahydro-l,2,4-triazine-3.5 dione
derivatives. 4,426i,522, CI. 544-182.000.

Simoons, John R. A.: See—
Wybum-Ma.son. Roger. 4.426.384. CI 424-253 000

Sinha, Rajiv: See—
RifTe, Josephus, and Sinha. Rajiv. 4.426.682. CI 364-200 000

Sirkkola. Erkki; and Kotilainen. Heikki, to Valtion Teknillinen Tut-
kimuslaitos Method and apparatus for impact testing of bend speci-
men 4,425,786. CI 73-12.000.

•- 6 y^
Skerlm. Peter C , and Zato, Thomas J , to Zenith Radio Corporation

IR Remote control detector/decoder 4,426,662. CI 358-194 100
Skiba. Edwin J : See—

Dwyer. Robert M
; and Skiba, Edwin J . 4.425.970. CI 172-7 000

Skinner. Dean W.: See—
Carrington, James E . Hryck. Michael D , Skinner. Dean W. and

Weslcott. Gerald R , 4.425.844. CI 101-93 140
Skrobisch. Alfred, to Staver Company. Inc , The Rotor for electro-

magnetic indicator 4,425.864, CI 116-204.000
Sliger, Boyd P., to Robertshaw Controls Company Valve construction
and method of making the same 4,426,036, CI 236-34 500

Small, Clifford: See-
Ray, Cole; Vincent, John; and Small. ClifTord. 4.425.914 CI

128-200.140

Smilgys. Bruno S . to Veeder Industnes Inc Fuel pump counier read-
out. 4.426.574, CI 235-1 OOC

Smith, J. Harold: See—
Goller, Glen J

; Breault, Richard D.; and Smith, J Harold,
4,426.340. CI. 264-29.100

Sniith, Jay E., to United States of America, Energy Detection device

Smith Kline & French Laboratories Limited See—
Durant, Graham J.; Ganellin, Charon R . and Sach, George S

4,426,526, CI 546-300000
Smith, Lewis L Adjustable aerating shower head 4,426,040. CI

239-428.500

Smith & Loveless, Inc See-
Mason, Donald G

; and Weis, Frank G , 4,426,293, CI 210-636 000
Smith, Samuel C Automobile ram shield 4,426,1 1 1, CI 296-95 OOR
Smith, Stuart B, to Thennocell Development. Ltd Modified

polyisocyanurate foam and method of preparation 4.426,461, CI
52 1-1 16.000.

Smith, William J Com sorting and counting apparatus 4,42^927 CI
I33-8.00A.

-. * .
V.I.

Snyder, Clair W . Jr : See—
Ritchie, Leon T

, Snyder, Clair W . Jr . and Woralyla, John A .

4.426.123. CI. 339-75 OMP
Societe Anonyme dite Compagnic Industnclle des Telecommunica-

tions Cit-Alcatel: See—
Lajotte. Dominique; and Menet, Francis, 4.426.730, CI 181-46 000
Nouet, Chnstian, 4,426,587, CI 307-66 000

Societe de Venle de TAluminium Pechiney See—
Gimond, Jacques; Gonda, Richard; Hicter, Jean-Mane and Latv

Pierre. 4.426,068. CI. 266-217 000
Societe d'Etudes de Thermiques S E M T See—

Bastenhof. Dirk; Brisson. Roger, and Bonniol. Claude, 4.426.198.
CI. 417-494.000.

Societe Nationale Elf Aquitaine (Prtxl ) See—
Fournie. Rene. Besnard, Francois. Hons-Olivier, Jacques and

Pierre, Alexandre, 4,426,086, CI 277-1 000
Societe Nationale Industnelle Aerospatiale: See—

Chenin, Claude; Krawczyk, Rodolphe; Marello, Georges; and
Lombard, Jean-Yves, 4,426,053, CI 244-173 000

Hubert, Bernard, and Blancke, Bernard, 4,426,052, CI 244-168 000
Soeda, Toshimi: See—

Fujisaki, Iwao; Kosuge, Shuichi; Ogawa, Syuu Sato. Kimihiko
and Soeda. Toshimi. 4.425.921, CI 128-690 000

Sohne. Eric R.: See—
Costello, Samuel J . and Sohne, Eric R , 4,426,128, CI 339-276 OOT

Sokola, Raymond L : See—
D'Avello, Robert F; and Sokola. Raymond L. 4.426.631. CI

333-202.000
Solar Reactor Corporation: See—

.Scragg, Robert L; and Parker, Alfred B. 4,426,354, CI
376-320000

Solmat Systems Ltd.: See—
Saraf, Israel E , 4,425,787, CI 73-32 OOR

Somerville, Richard C, to Globe Rubber Works, Inc Self-adjusting
roller and method of use 4,425,694, CI 29-1 10 000

Sommer, Oswin; Dorsch, Norman; Bosch, Erhard. Schiller, August
and Strasser, Alois, to Wacker-Chemie GmbH Organopolysiloxane
comptjsitions and elastomers formed therefrom 4,426.474 CI
524-243.000.

Sommerfeld. Eugene G : See—
Noyes. Paul R.; and Sommerfeld. Eugene G . 4,426.478. CI

524-361000.
Sony Corporation: See—

Hirano. Hiroaki; and Hondo, Takashi, 4,426,594, CI 310-233 000
Motoyama, Tadashi, 4,426.690. CI. 369-45 000
Motoyama. Tadashi. 4.426,690, CI. 369-45 000
Nagumo, Fumio; and Takeshita, Kaneyoshi, 4,426.664. CI

358-213 000.

Okada. Takashi; and Tanaka. Yutaka, 4,426,661, CI 358-140 000
Soukup, Robert J. See—

Cyronak. Matthew J . Zanno. Paul R.; and Soukup. Robert J
4.426.403. CI. 426-535.000.

Southworth. Elaine D.: See—
Southworth. William W.; and Southworth. Elaine D . 4.425.706
CI 30-116.000.
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Southworth, William W.; and Southworth, Elaine D. Cutting tool

4,425,706. CI. 30-116.000.

Speck, Ulrich: See—
PfeifFer. Heinrich; and Speck, Ulnch, 4,426,371. CI. 424-5 000.

Spence, Floyd G.: See—
Sharangpani, Shrikishna G.; and Spence, Floyd G . 4,426,291. CI

210-634.000.

Spence, Gavin G.: See—
Maslanka. William W.; and Spence. Gavin G.. 4.426.483. CI

524-460.000.

Sperry. Charles R.; and Riley. Harry F.. to Sealed Air Corporation
Cleaning assembly for a foam dispensing apparatus. 4.426.023. CI.

222-132.000.

Sperry Corporation: See—
Beck, Ronald A.. 4.426,571, CI. 219-373.000.

Black, Homer D.; and Stribley. Charles R., 4,426.607. CI.

318-628.000.

Butler. L. Dennis. 4,426,183, CI. 414-24.500.

Freimuth, John H., 4,425,753, CI. 56-341.000.

Martenas, Wayne B., 4,426,043, CI. 241-101.200
Sheesley, Donald L.; and Campbell. Willis R., 4.425.752. CI

56-341.000.

Wilkens. Dean R.; Hamed, Dan B.; and Hawn. Norman W .

4,426,623, CI. 329-178.000.

Spivey, Paul B., to Seaboard CoastLine Railroad Co. Tire nm and
spoke arrangement to discourage tire theft. 4,426,116, CI. 301-9.00R

Sponseller, Harold P., to Harold Sponseller and Associates, Inc. Appa-
ratus and method for testing tube welds. 4.425,802, CI. 73-827.000

Sporlan Valve Company: See—
Barbier, William J., 4,425,767, CI. 62-212.000.

Sprague Electric Company: See—
Gontowski, Walter S., Jr., 4.426.658. CI. 357-48.000.

Nagy. Bela G.; and Saab. Alfredo H , 4,426.609, CI. 318-729.000.
Spronker. Eugene N. M., to Spronken Orthopedic. Walking sole

4,425.721. CI. 36-11.500.

Spronken Orthopedic: See—
Spronken, Eugene N. M., 4,425,721, CI. 36-11.500.

Stackhouse, Donald C: See-
Cole, Robert C; Gaspar, Richard A.; Stackhouse. Donald C; and

Trentman. John L.. 4.426,072, CI. 270-53.000.

Stadelman. William J.: See—
Ncwiin. James L.; and Stadelman. William J . 4,426,400. CI.

426-282.000.

Stage, Hermann. Method and apparatus for the desalination of crude
Ull oil. 4.426,322, CI. 260-97.700.

Stahl, Edward L.; and Kreeger, Elsmer W., to Pinckney Molded Plas-

tics, Inc. Nestable and stackable container. 4,426.001. CI. 206-507 000
Standard-Knapp. Inc.: See—

Flanagan, Thomas L.. 4.426.034. CI. 229-23.0BT
Standard Oil Company, The: See—

Dria, Dennis E.; and Bremer. Noel J., 4,426.342, CI. 264-109 000
Standard Oil Company (Indiana): See—

Hoekstra, Gerald B., deceased, 4,425,967, CI. 166-259 000.
Lee, Richard J.; and Murphy, Lynn M. R., 4,426.306. CI. 252-

51.50A.

Palm, John W., 4,426,369, CI. 423-574.00R.
Zacher, Harold D., 4,426,212, CI. 55-345.000.

Star, Leon D. Mobile hospital unit. 4,425,978, CI. 180-243.000
Staubly Ralph F.: See-

Wood, Geraldine E.; and Staubly Ralph F., 4,425,711, CI
30-324.000.

Staver Company, Inc., The See

—

Skrobisch, Alfred, 4,425,864, CI. 116-204.000.
Stavropoulos. Constantine N.. to Engineering Resources. Inc. Conden-

sate removal device for steam lines and the like. 4,426.213. CI.
55-466.000

Steag Aktiengesellschaft: See

—

'

Gratz, Johannes; and Kerstges, Ferdinand, 4,425,745, CI
52-235.000.

Heyn, Klaus; and Pogrzeba, Hans J.. 4,425,757, CI. 60-39.182.
Steblevsky. Anatoly A.: See-

Shapiro, Anatoly S.; Kalashnikov, Leonid F.; Leontiev. Nikolai I
;

Polyakov. Vladimir I.; and Steblevsky. Anatoly A.. 4,426,190,
CI. 415-74.000.

Steckler, Robert, to Plastomedical Sciences, Inc. Disposable, hydrogel
soft contact lenses. 4,426.492, CI. 525-61.000.

Steen, Harald B., to Ernst Leitz Wetzlar GmbH. Liquid flow photome-
ter. 4,426,154. CI. 356-73.000.

Stegmann, Kurt: See—
Petersen, Hans; and Stegmann. Kurt, 4,426,697. CI. 370-85 000

Steigerwald. Robert L.; Komrumpf. William P.; and Walden. John P ,

to General Electric Company. Parallel resonant induction cooking
surface unit. 4,426,564, CI. 219-10.770.

Stein. Myron. Fluid injection system. 4,425,937, CI. 137-480.000
Steinberg, Richard W., to Hiniker Company. Split ring spring for earth
working tool. 4,425.972, CI. 172-551.000.

Steinbrecher, Luigi, to SIG Schweizerische Industrie-Gesellschaft
Method of operating a shunt-wound DC motor as well as controlling
device for the execution and application thereof 4,426,605, CI
318-347.000.

Stephens, Donn E., to Bausch & Lomb Incorporated. Refractor suspen-
sion system. 4,426,140, CI. 351-204.000.

Sterner, Eric, to Telefonaktiebolaget L M Ericsson. Wire wrapping
tool. 4,425,948, CI. 140-119.000.

Stevens, James L., to U.S. Philips Corporation. Preparation of alumi-
num electrolytic capacitor foil. 4,426,260, CI. 204-33.000.

Stevison, Donald F.; and Rolinski, Edmund J., to United Sutes of
America, Air Force. Double electric discharge coaxial laser.

4,426,705, CI. 372-58.000.

Stewart, Donald M. Dual propeller and engine drive system for aircraft.

4,426,049, CI. 244-69.000.

Slichting Research en Techniek van de Katholieke Universiteit: See-
van Etteger, Albert F., 4,426,708, CI. 372-103.000.

Stiegeler, Arthur: See

—

Ottow, Alexander B.; Stiegeler, Arthur; and Tjaden, Jan, 4,426,401,
CI 426-394.000.

Stirling, Irene; and Clarke, Brian P., to Beecham Group Limited.
Derivatives of clavulanic acid, a process for their preparation and
their use. 4,426,389, CI. 424-272.000.

Stock, David K.; and Wech, Robert J., to Amplas, Inc. Intermittent
rotational drive. 4,425,988, CI. I92-18.00R.

Stoewe, Anneliese; and Hegner, Gunter. to Krone GmbH. Plug for
masking switching contacts. 4,426,121, CI. 339-38.000.

Stokes, Edward M. Lighter-than-air ball game apparatus. 4,426,080, CI.
273-II8.00A.

Stoll, Ulrich W. Device and procedure for measuring in situ strength of
concrete and the like. 4,425,801, CI. 73-803.000.

Stone & Webster Engineering Corp.: See

—

Woebcke, Herman N.; Bhojwani, Arju H.; and Gartside, Robert J.,

4,426,359, CI. 422-145.000.

Storage Technology Corporation: See—
Ida, Noble; Nelson, Paul E.; Haugen, Peter N.; Aho, Robert T.; and

Lucas, Andrew A., 4.426.251, CI. 156-656.000.
Ida, Noble N.; and Wagner, William D., 4,426,225, CI. 75-1 18.00R.

Strasser, Alois: See—
Sommer, Oswin; Dorsch, Norman; Bosch, Erhard; Schiller, Au-

gust; and Strasser, Alois, 4,426,474, CI. 524-243.000.
Strasser, Bernd: See—

Schmitt, Helmut; Schurig, Helmuth; and Strasser, Bernd, 4,426,270,
CI. 204-257.000.

Stribley. Charles R.: See—
Black. Homer D.; and Stribley. Charies R., 4,426,607, CI.

318-628.000.

Strope, Elaine: See—
Conti, James C; Strope, Elaine; Findl, Eugene; and Grifllths,

Cynthia, 4,425,922, CI. 128-691.000.

StuII, W John. Flexible airduct and deflector system. 4,425.839, CI.

98-4O.00R.

Suda, Seiji: See—
Kashimura, Yuichi; Suda, Seiji; and Sugiura, Noboru, 4,425,891, CI.

123-425.000.

Sudo, Masatoshi; Hori, Hiromi; Tsukatani, Ichiro; and Shibata, Zenichi,
to Kabushiki Kaisha Kobe Seiko Sho. Cold-rolled high strength steel

plate with composite steel structure of high r-value and method for

producing same. 4,426,235, CI. I48-I2.00C.
Sueishi, Motoharu: See—

Yoshida, Shuzo; Ono, Hironobu; Matsuo, Masashi; Hoshi. Kouich;
Sueishi, Motoharu; and Ueda, Kazuo, 4,425,895, CI. 123-489.000.

Suenaga, Masaki: See—
Luhman, Thomas; and Suenaga, Masaki, 4,426,550, CI. 174-

128.00R.

Suganuma, Tsuneo: See

—

Matsumura, Hiroyoshi; Katsuyama, Toshio; and Suganuma,
Tsuneo, 4,426,129, CI. 350-96.330

Satoh. Shin; Susa, Kenzo; Matsuyama, Iwao; and Suganuma,
Tsuneo, 4,426,216, CI. 65-18.100.

Sugimoto, Hachiro; Nakamura, Takaharu; Hamazo, Sachiyuki; Igara-

shi, Toshiji; and Daiku, Yoshiharu, to Eisai Co., Ltd. Theophylline
and theobromine derivatives. 4,426,383, CI. 424-253.000.

Sugimoto, Masahiro: See—
Abiru, Akira; Sugimoto, Masahiro; and Inomata, Juro, 4,426,657,

CI. 357-29.000.

Sugino, Kazuo; Kageyama, Hideaki; and Masumoto, Hiroki, to Nippon
Steel Corporation. Method for manufacturing high strength rail of
excellent weldability. 4,426,236, CI. 148-36.000.

Sugiura, Noboru: See

—

Kashimura, Yuichi; Suda. Seiji; and Sugiura, Noboru, 4,425,891, CI.

123-425.000.

Suhrbier, Rolf: See—
Vick, Walter; and Suhrbier, Rolf, 4,425,841, CI. 99-605.000.

Suita, Muneo; and Mogi, Kazuo, to Sanyo Denki Co., Ltd.; and Electro-
Craft Corp. Emergency stop device for brushless motors. 4,426,606,
CI. 318-375.000.

Suling, Carlhans: See

—

Korte, Siegfried; Lindner, Christian; Suling, Carlhans; and Ott,

Karl-Heinz, 4,426,499, CI. 525-316.000.

Sullivan, Charles I., to Polaroid Corporation. Polymeric matrix contain-
ing /3-eliminating polymer and process for preparing same. 4,426,481,

CI. 524-460.000.

Sulphur Development Institute of Canada (SUDIC): See—
Gillott, Jack E.; Jordaan, Ian J.; Loov, Robert E.; Shrive, Nigel G.;

and Raymont, Michael E. D., 4,426,456, CI. 501-84.000.

Woodhams, Raymond T., 4,426,458, CI. 501-140.000.

Sulzer Brothers Limited: See—
Mandrin, Charles, 4,426,370 CI. 423-58O00H.

Sumitomo Aluminium Smelting Company, Ltd.: See

—

Yamada, Koichi; Harato, Takuo; Kato, Hisakatsu; and Shiozaki,

Yasumi, 4,426,363, CI. 423-121.000.

Sumitomo Chemical Company Limited: See

—

Ono, Keiichi; Kawakami, Hajime; and Katsube, Junki, 4,426,394,

CI. 424-330000.
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Sumitomo Durez Company, Ltd.: See—
Saeki, Yukio; and Tanaka, Katsuyuki, 4,426,484, CI. 524-541.000

Sumitomo Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Gaisha: See—
Shimme, Kaoru; Aoki, Takeo; and Taga, Masayuki, 4,426,224, CI

75-49.000.

Sundholm, Goran. Flange joint. 4,426,103. CI. 285-12.000

Sundstrand Corporation: See—
Pollman, Frederic W., 4,426,194, CI. 417-218.000.

Superwinch, Inc.: See—
Healy, James W., 4,426,064, CI. 254-342.000.

Susa, Kenzo: See—
Satoh, Shin; Susa, Kenzo; Matsuyama, Iwao; and Suganuma.

Tsuneo, 4.426,216, CI. 65-18.100.

Suzuki, Masato: See-
Murakami, Hiromi; Suzuki, Masato; and Suzuki, lutomu,

4,425,702. CI. 29-606.000.

Suzuki Motor Company Limited: See—
Kimura, Sukeaki, 4,425,976, CI. 180-56.000.

Suzuki, Toshiyuki; Matsumura, Funiaki; Maeda, Hiroshi; Imai. Akira,

and Kurokawa. Nobuo, to Morishita Jintan Company, Limited.

Method for producing seamless material-filled capsule and miniature

capsules. 4,426,337, CI. 264-4.000

Suzuki, Tutomu: See-
Murakami, Hiromi; Suzuki, Masato; and Suzuki, Tutomu,

4.425,702, CI. 29-606.000.

Suzuta, Mikio: See—
Tsunoda, Atsuo; Midorikawa, Koyo; Murase, Hidetoshi; Suzuta,

Mikio; Moriwaki, Masazumi; Mochizuki, Norituka; Minami.
Setsuo; and Matsui, Yoshiya, 4,426,132, CI. 350-167.000.

Svehaug, Henry V. Rotary screen liquid-solid separator 4,426,289, CI

210-403.000.

Svensson, Nils U. E.: See—
Arvidsson, Foike L.; Carlsson. Per A. E.; Hacksell. Uli A.; Hjorih,

John S. M.; Lindberg, Per. L.; Nilsson, John L. G.; Sanchez,

Domingo; Svensson, Nils U. E.; and Wikstrom, Hakan V.,

4,426.386, CI. 424-267.000.

Swanson, Lynwood W.: See

—

Orloff, Jonathan H.; and Swanson, Lynwood W., 4,426,582, CI

250-396.0ML.
Swedo, Raymond J., to UOP Inc. Preparation of surfactants by sulfo-

nating derivatives of depolymerized coal. 4,426,313, CI. 252-353 000

Swozil, Adolf, to Sigri Elektrographit GmbH. Connecting rod of a

composite material and method for manufacturing the same
4.425,820 CI. 74-579.00R.

Syngas Company: See—
Lasoski, Bernard A., 4,426,452, CI. 436-76.000.

Szilagyi, Ferenc, to Rhone- Poulenc Industries. Process for the treat-

ment of. aqueous effluents containing organic substances and inor-

ganic salts and apparatus for use therein. 4.425.856. CI. 110-346.000

Tachikawa, Hajime; and Ishihara, Masahiro, to Hitachi Heating Appli-

ances Co., Ltd. Heating apparatus with char detecting and heating

control unit. 4,426.572. CI. 219-502.000.

Tacker, Willis A., Jr.: See—
Bourland, Joe D.; Geddes, Leslie A.; Babbs, Charles F.; and
Tacker, Willis A., Jr., 4.425,920, CI. 128-672.000.

Tada, Shinichi: See—
Matsumura, Shingo, deceased; Kise, Masahiro; Ozaki, Masakuni;

Tada, Shinichi; Kazuno, Kenji; Watanabe, Hisao; Kunimoto,
Katsutoshi; and Tsuda, Masami. 4,426.381. CI 424-250.000.

Tadokoro, Tomoo; Hayama, Nobuhiro; and Akagi, Toshimichi, to

Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd. Intake means for two-rotor type rotary piston

engines. 4,425,883, CI. 123-242.000.

Taga, Masayuki: See—
Shimme, Kaoru; Aoki, Takeo; and Taga, Masayuki, 4.426.224. CI

75-49.000.

Taggart, John R. Method and apparatus for forming insulated walls.

4,426,061. CI. 249-45.000.

Taguchi, Gyota: See—
Sakai, Muneo; Taguchi, Gyota; Tsuji, Kiwako; and Sakita, Takashi,

4,426,395, CI. 426-46.000.

Taguchi, Tetsuya: See

—

lura, Yukio; Yamamichi, Masayoshi; Uchiyama, Takashi; Taguchi,

Tetsuya; and Mashimo, Yukio, 4.426,142, CI. 354-412.000.

Tague, Steven A.; and Negi, Virendra S., to Honeywell Information

Systems Inc.; and Honeywell Information Systems Inc. Data proces-

sor using read only memories for optimizing main memory access and

identifying the starting position of an operand. 4,426,680, CI

364-200.000.

Taiho Industries Co. Ltd.: See—
Manabe, Nobuyuki; and Goto, Takahiro, 4.426,233, CI. 134-21.000.

Taiho Kogyo Co., Ltd.: See—
Takenaka, Akira; and Fukuoka, Tatsuhiko, 4,426,089. CI

277-27.000.

Takahashi, Hitoshi: See—
Yamamoto, Tsuyoshi; and Takahashi, Hitoshi, 4,426,686, CI

365-104.000.

Takahashi, Jiro: See—
Sawada, Kiyoshi; Goto, Satoshi; Sasaki, Osamu; Takahashi, Jiro,

and Komamura, Tawara, 4,426,432, CI. 430-58.000.

Takahashi, Ken; and Youda, Hiroshi, to Matsushita Electric Industrial

Co., Ltd. Methods of making magnetic recording heads. 4,425,701,

CI. 29-603.000.

Takahei, Kenichiro: See—
Nagai, Haruo; Noguchi. Yoshio; and Takahei. Kenichiro,

4.426,704. CI. 372-50000.

Takashio. Ma.sachika See—
Okami, Yoshiro. Yamada, Ka/uhiko, and Takashio, Masachika.

4,426.447, CI 435-74 000
Take. Hermann See—

Reuter, Hans J.. Take, Hermann, and Werner, Charles, 4,425,9W),

CI 164-426 000
1 akeda Chemical InduMrics, Ltd See—

Ho/umi, Moioo, Tsushima, Susumu, and Yoshioka. Ynshio.

4,426.525, CI 546-22 000
Taki-hara, Hidcaki, to Victor Company of Japan. Limited Stylus for

detecting signals recorded as geometric varialions and method for

making the same 4,426,660, CI 358-126 000
Takcichi, Hideo Sec—

Watabe, Yoji. Takeichi. Hideo, and Irako, Koichi. 4,426,459, CI
?i2I-42 000.

Takenaka, Akira, and F-'ukuoka, Tatsuhiko. to Taiho Kogyo Co . I <d

Dusl-priwf device for mechanical seal 4,426,089, CI 277-27 000
Takcshita, Kaneyoshi See—

Nagumo, Fumio, and Takeshita. Kaneyoshi, 4,426,664, CI
358-213.000

Takezawa. Keiji, to Alps Electric Co . Ltd Variable resistor 4,426.635,

CI 338-183 000
Takihara, Yukio; See—

Tanaka, Masanon. Takihara. Vukio. and Masuda, Toru. 4,426,558,

CI 200-51 090
Takizawa. Tozo See—

Mmegtshi, Sokichi, Taki/awa. To70, and Furusawa, Morimasa.
4,425,692, CI 29-611 000

Talon. Inc : See—
MacFce, Norman W . 4,426.066. CI 264-:52 000

Tamamura. Toshiaki, Imamura, Saburo, Morila, Masao. and Kogure.
Osamu, to Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Public Corporation
Method for forming micropallern 4,426,247. CI 156-64.1 (K)0.

Tamura, Akihiko: See—
Ikemoto, Isao, and Tamura, Akihiko, 4,426,148. CI 355-3 ODD

1 an. Toshimi Sir

—

Tsuchiya, Keiuhi, Misano, Kaisukuni, Tan, Toshimi. Kobayashi.
Masahiro, Kobayashi, Kci, Ueda. Kazuhiko. Kirihara. Seishin,

Yoshioka. Takatoshi, and Shiga. Masao, 4,426,162, CI
384-280.0(K)

Tanaka. Eiichi, Nohara, Norimasa, Tomiiani. Takehiro. and Nishikawa.

Mineki, to Director of ihe National Insiiiule of Radiological Sci-

ences. Science and Technology Agency, The. and Tokyo Shibaura

Denki Kabushiki Kaisha Apparaius for detecting single event

4.426,699, CI 371-68 (XX)

Tanaka, Katsuyuki: See—
Saeki, Yukio; and Tanaka. Katsuyuki, 4.426.4R4, CI 524-541 (XX)

Tanaka, Masanori; Takihara, Vukio. and Masuda, loru, to Hosiden

Kleclronics Co,, Ltd Jack having an insulating contaci operator

4,426,558, CI, 200-51 090

Tanaka, Saloru; Shimada, Katsutoshi. Hashimoto. Ka/unori; F.ma,

Kiichi; and Ueda, Koichiro, to Eisai Co , Ltd Cvanoguanidine deriv-

atives 4,426,521, CI 544-146000

Tanaka, Toshiaki: and Ushimura. Shoji, to Nissan Motor Company.
Limited, Diesel engine fuel injection di-vice 4,425,885, CI

I2.V299.000

Tanaka, Tsuneo: See—
Saiki, Shuji; Sato, Katuaki; Sato. Ka7ue. Ishikawa, SeHthi. Inoue,

Hideaki; and Tanaka. Tsuneo, 4,426,556, CI I79.||5 5DV
Tanaka, Yasushi: Sec—

Hachitani, Shuji; Tanaka. Yasushi; Ogiso. Haruhiko, and

Nakamura, Tetsuya, 4,425.889, CI i:,V357 0(X)

T'&n&kfl Yut&l(&' Sec

Okada. Takashi; and Tanaka. Yutaka. 4,426,661. CI 358-140 000

Tani. Seijiro: See—
Fukushima, Toshihiko, Miyamoto. Seigo, Kawashima, Kenichi.

Kawabata. Toshiaki, Tani. Seijiro; and Shibata, Takanori,

4.425.765. CI 62-133 000
Tanji. Shigeo; See

—

Kawaura, Kuninori, Yamada, Sumio, Wakatsuki, Noboru, Ono.
Masaaki; Tanji, Shigeo; Fujiwara, Yoshiro. and Yanagisawa.

Ma.sanobu, 4,426,595, CI 310-313 OOD
Tarumi, Noriyoshi, Iwahashi, Haruo, Malsunawa. Masahiko, and

Tokunaga. Hiroshi, to Konishiroku Photo Industry Co , Ltd Ion

modulating electrode 4,426,654, CI 346-159 000

Tate, Akiyuki: See—
Arishima, Koichi; Okada, Takeshi; Tate, Akiyuki. and Hiratsuka,

Hiroaki, 4,426,434, CI 430-128 000

Taylor, Carl D., to General Electric Company Luminaire mounting

4,426,676, CI. 362-371.000

Taylor, James M . to Raychem Corptiration Devices containing PTC
conductive polymer compositions, 4,426,633. CI 338-25 000

Technicare Corporation: See—
Bradcovich. James M.. Wake. Robert H ; Kovacs. Richard M , Jr.;

and PinkstalT. Carlos D . 4.426.578, CI 250-363.00S.

Telefonaktiebolaget L M Ericsson: See-
Sterner, Eric, 4,425,948, CI 140-119.000.

Temptronic Corporation: See-
Demand, Erhart E., 4,426,619, CI 324-73 OPC

Terada, Kinji, to Tokuyama Soda Co., Ltd L-Shaped concrete block

and method for constructing a retaining wall by such L-shaped

concrete blocks 4,426,176, CI. 405-285 000

Terlecke, Mark J., to Graber Industries, Inc Vertical blind mcchani*m
4,425,956. CI 160-I68.00R
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Yoshimitsu

Terumo Corporation: See—
Ichikawa, Toshiji; Watanabe. Teruko; and Asada

4,426,290. CI. 210-516.000.
Texaco Inc.: See—

Brown, Alfred; and Hall, Wilbur L., 4.425.968. CI. 166-295 000
McCoy, David R.; Gipson. Roben M.; and Naylor. Carter G

4.426,302. CI. 252-8.55D.
Texas Instruments Deutschland GmbH: See—

Hoffmann, Johann. 4.425.996, CI. 198-653.000.
Texas Instruments Incorporated: See—

Boulanger, Henry J.. 4,426,632, CI. 337-347.000.
Thatcher Glass Corporation: See—

Shapiro, Richard G., 4,425.868. CI. 118-314.000.
Therapeutic Products, Inc.: See—

Bowen, Mark. 4,425,916, CI. 128-403.000. I

Thermocell Development, Ltd.: See-
Smith, Stuart B., 4,426.461, CI. 521-116.000.

Thermon Manufacturing Company: See
Goss, David C, 4,425,936, CI. 137-340.000.

Thiele, Horst: See—
Landwehr, Gunter; and Thiele. Horst. 4,425,860. CI 1 12-31 1 000

Thies, Jerome A.: See—
Schexnayder. Lawrence F.; and Thies. Jerome A., 4,425,758, CI.

60-403.000.

Thies. Peter: See—
Fudickar. Carl S.; and Thies. Peter, 4.426.573, CI. 219-544 000

Thiokol Corporation: See—
Guziec. Frank S.. Jr., 4.426.534. CI. 549-70.000.
Inman. Frank S.; and Pelham. Joseph E., 4.426.038, CI. 239-265 150

Thir. Basil: See—
Dexheimer. Edward M.; Anchor. Michael J.; Thir. Basil and

Eisenstein. Stephen E.. 4.426.300, CI. 252-8.900.
Dexheimer, Edward M.; Anchor, Michael J.; Thir, Basil and

Eisenstein, Stephen E.. 4,426.301. CI. 252-8.900.
Thoemel, Frank; and Hoffmann. Werner, to BASF Aktiengesellschaft

Preparation of resorcinol derivatives. 4.426,332. CI. 260-465 OOF
Thomas, Eric L.: See—

Becconsall, Jack K.; Cramp, John H. W.; Reid, Robert F ; Moore
Reginald C; Rye, Barry J.; and Thomas. Eric L . 4,426 640 Cl"
340-632.000.

Thomas, Patrick D. P.: See—
Postle, Stephen R.; and Thomas, Patrick D P, 4,426 444 Cl

430-566.000.

Thompson, David E., to United States of America, Army. Integrated
°PP"1 grating device by thermal SiO: growth on Si. 4.426.4&. Cl

Thompson, James L.: See—
Nuckels. Nancy J.; and Thompson, James L , 4,426,303. Cl 252-

Thompson. Lionel R. F.: See—
Turton, David; and Thompson. Lionel R. F.. 4.425.793. Cl. 73-

atU.UUK.

Thomson-Brandt: See—

^^tm mT\' 339""''^'°"8' Gerard; and Jacquemin, Mane N.,

Thomson-CSF: See— I

Huriau, Alain, 4,426,7 1 1 . Cl. 375- 1 7.000
Rischmuller. Klaus. 4,426,590, Cl. 307-255.000

Thomson, David M. P., to Hoffmann-La Roche Inc. Leucocyte adher-
ence inhibition assay for detection of cancer. 4,426,446, Cl. 435-7 000

Thouault, Alain; Chapuis, Claude; and Austruy, Georges, to Gaz de
France. Submersible device for heating liquids. 4,425,902. Cl. 126-
360.00R.

Thring, Roben H.; and Hollis, Terence, to Ricardo Consulting Engi-
neers pic. Catalytic combustion engines. 4,425,884, CI 123-272 000

Tick. Paul A., to Coming Glass Works. Inorganic NbF5(TaF<)-PiO<i
electrolytes. 4,426,430, Cl. 429-103.000

Tip-E-Pak, Inc.: See—

^^^l*".'Jf!SP ^- ^"*^ Stadelman, William J., 4,426,400. Cl
426-282.000.

Tjaden, Jan: See—

°V-'l^i4^'^i^"'*^''
^ Stiegeler, Arthur; and Tjaden, Jan. 4.426,401.

Cl. 426-394.000.
Toa Nenryo Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

'"°"r,"'''°**'':
'SO'- Masaaki; and Sei. Kazuo, 4,426,498, Cl

525-240.000.

Miyazaki. Makoto; Nomura. Takeshi; Imai, Chihiro; and Yoda
Makoto, 4,426,314, CI. 502-169.000.

Tobias, Herbert A. to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company
Apparatus for applying toner. 4,425,867, Cl. 1 18-120.000

.^^c^*^'
'o '^"^so" Corporation. Hand-held setting tool and

72 391 000
*" **"'"^ dcformable head fasteners. 4,425,782, Cl.

Toko, Inc.: See—

Tokunaga, Hiroshi: See—
Tarumi, Noriyoshi; Iwahashi, Haruo; Matsunawa, Masahiko and
Tokunaga, Hiroshi, 4,426,654, Cl. 346-159 000

Tokuno. Masateru. to Rengo Kabushiki Kaisha (Rengo Co.. Ltd ) Rolls
for use in corrugated fibreboard production system. 4,425,695. Cl.

Tokuyama Soda Co., Ltd.: See—
Terada, Kinji, 4,426.176, Cl. 405-285.000.

Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Masuoka, Fujio, 4,426.687, Cl. 365-182.000.

Masuoka, Fujio, 4,426,687, Cl. 365-182.000.
Matsumoto. Hiroshi; and Ogura, Tomoki, 4.426.150, Cl. 355-

Monki, Takeo; and Fukumitsu, Akira. 4,426.695. Cl 369-77 200
Ogura. Ichiro; and Itoh, Ayao. 4.425.805. Cl. 73-861.290
Ohshima. Jiro; Koshino. Yutaka; Ajima, Takashi; and Yonezawa

Toshio. 4,426,234, Cl. 148-1.500.
Tanaka. Eiichi; Nohara. Norimasa; Tomitani, Takehiro- and Ni-

shikawa, Mineki, 4,426,699. Cl. 371-68.000.
Wakamatsu, Hidekazu; and Kogure, Yoichiro, 4,425,762, Cl

60-646.000.

Tolbert, Darryl K.: See—
Wessling, Ritchie A.; Yats. Urry D.; and Tolbert, Darrvl K

4,426,470, Cl. 524-35.000.
^

Tomasi. Jean-Pierre, to U.S. Philips Corporation. Radar arrangement
tor measuring velocity of an object. 4.426.647. Cl. 343-8 000

Tomitani, Takehiro: See—
Tanaka. Eiichi; Nohara. Norimasa; Tomitani, Takehiro- and Ni-

shikawa, Mineki. 4.426.699. Cl. 371-68.000.
Toray Industries. Inc.: See—

°?4"2M79^ al24-Sai).^*'*"'*'''''°=
'"'' Kobayashi. Hiroaki.

Torigai. Akiyoshi: See—
Aguro, Yoshinori; and Torigai. Akiyoshi. 4,426, 1 5 1 . Cl 355- 1 5 000

Torniainen, Matti J., to Carrier Corporation. Method of manufacturing
a high performance heat transfer tube. 4.425,696 Cl 29-157 3AH

Tovey, Keith C; and Carrick, David T.. to Amersham International
Limited. Assay of vitamin BI2. 4.426.455. Cl. 436-505 000

Toyo Kogyo Co.. Ltd.: See—

^^4^*425'
88'3^cr?23 mYoOcT'

^°^''^"°'- *"** ^^^'' Toshimichi.

Toyo Soda Manufacturing Co.. Ltd.: See—
Kuramoto. Kenichi; and Nakazawa. Hideaki. 4.426 482 Cl

524-460.000.
'

Toyoda. Hideaki, to Komori Printing Machinery Co.. Ltd. Structure
for securing a cylinder drive gear to the end of a cylinder shaft in a
printing machine. 4,425,816, Cl. 74-439.000.

Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kato, Keigo; and Kuroiwa, Yoshio, 4.425.899, Cl. 123-549.000
Katsuno. Mitsuaki; and Moriya, Shigeru, 4,426,102. Cl.

280-804.000.

Yoshida, Shuzo; Ono. Hironobu; Matsuo. Masashi; Hoshi. Kouich-
Sueishi. Motoharu; and Ueda. Kazuo. 4.425.895, Cl 123-489 000

Traver. Frank J.: See—
Dallavia. Anthony J.. Jr.; Van Vleck, Gordon T.; and Traver.

Frank J. 4.426,490. Cl. 524-837.000. .

Treharne, Timothy J. M.: See— /

Whittle. Clive R.; Whittle, Mark T.; and Treharne, Timothy J. M
4.426,399. Cl. 426-265.000.

Trentman, John L.: See-
Cole, Robert C; Gaspar, Richard A.; SUckhouse. Donald C • and
Trentman, John L., 4,426,072, Cl. 270-53.000.

Trippel, Gerhard: See—
Brunsch, Arwed; Ruh, Wolf-Dieter; and Trippel. Gerhard

4.426.265, Cl. 204-1 92.00M.
Troiani, Nicola; Gozzo, Franco; and Lorusso, Simone, to Montedison

S.p^A. Method of protecting useful plants and formulations for use in
said method. 4,426.393, Cl. 424-327.000.

Tromel, Kristof W. Continuous casting plant for the horizontal continu-
ous casting of steel. 4.425,961, Cl. 164-440 000TRW Inc : See-
Meyers, Robert A.; and Hart, Walter D., 4,426.281. Cl. 209-1 1 000
Updike, Stanley H.; Michaels, William A.; and Kuonen. Frederick

L., 4,425,882, Cl. 123-90.300.
Tsubone, Masahiro: See

—

Komatsuzaki, Nobuyuki; Tsubone. Masahiro: and Machida. Bon
4,426,065, Cl. 264-45.900.

Tsuchiya, Keiichi; Hisano, Katsukuni; Tan. Toshimi; Kobayashi.
Masahiro; Kobayashi, Kei; Ueda. Kazuhiko; Kirihara. Seishin; Yoshi-
oka. Takatoshi; and Shiga. Masao. to HiUchi. Ltd. Rotor shaft
4.426,162. Cl. 384-280.000.

Tsuda, Masami: See—
Matsumura, Shingo. deceased; Kise. Masahiro; Ozaki. Masakuni
Tada. Shinichi; Kazuno. Kenji; Watanabe. Hisao; Kunimoto!
Katsutoshi; and Tsuda. Masami, 4.426.381. Cl. 424-250000

Tsui, James B. Y.; and Shaw. Rudy L.. to United Sutes of America. Air
Force Simultaneous signal detection for IFM receivers by detecting
intermodulation products. 4.426.648. Cl. 343-18.00E.

Tsuji, Kiwako: See—
Sakai. Muneo; Taguchi, Gyota; Tsuji, Kiwako; and Sakita. Takashi.

4,426,395, Cl. 426-46.000.
Tsuji. Shinji: See—

Hirao, Motohisa; Doi. Atsutoshi; Nakamura, Michiharu; Tsuji.
Shinji; and Mori, Takao. 4,426.700. Cl. 372-45.000.

Tsukatani, Ichiro: See—
Sudo, Masatoshi; Hori, Hiromi; Tsukatani. Ichiro; and Shibata.

Zenichi. 4,426,235. Cl. 148-12.00C.
Tsunoda. Atsuo; Midorikawa, Koyo; Murase. Hidetoshi; Suzuta, Mikio
Monwaki. Masazumi; Mochizuki. Noritaka; Minami. Setsuo; and
Matsui. Yoshiya. to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Projecting device.
4,426,132,0.350-167.000.

Tsushima, Susumu: See

—

Hozumi, Motoo; Tsushima. Susumu; and Yoshioka, Yoshio,
4,426.525. Cl. 546-22.000.
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Tsutsui. Hitoshi: See

—

Kosaka. Kazumitu; Kido. Yukio; Katoh, Shigeru: and Tsutsui,
Hitoshi. 4.426.159, Cl. 368-80.000.

Tsuzuku, Susumu; Kaneda. Aizo; Saeki, Junichi; and Aoki, Masayoshi.
to Hitachi. Ltd. Transfer molding method and transfer molding
machine. 4.426..MI, Cl. 264-40.100.

Tsuzurahara, Mamoru, to Hitachi, Ltd Magnetron 4.426.601. Cl
315-39.510

Tuji, Takuji: See—
Aral, Naoto; Tuji, Takuji; and Yoneda, Hiroshi, 4,426.424. Cl

428-411.000.

Tults, Juri; and Wine, Charles M . to RCA Corporation. Arrangement
useful in a phase locked loop tuning control system for selectively
applying an aft voltage in a manner to improve loop stability

4,426.734. Cl. 455-180.000.

Tupper, Leiand C ; See—
Espelage, Paul M ; Lippill, David L.; and Tupper. Leiand C .

4.426.611, Cl. 318-803.000.

Turaew, Larissa W.: See—
McCandlish. Larry E.; and Turaew, Laris.sa W., 4,426,366. Cl

423-365.000.

lurrissi. Andrew: See—
Gugliotti. Carmelo 1 . 4.426.567, Cl. 219-225 000

Turton. David; and Thompson, Lionel R. F, to Hawker Siddeley
Dynamics Engineering Limited. Level gauging systems 4.425,793,
Cl. 73-290.00R

Uchiyama, Masaaki: See—
Yamabe, Masao; and Uchiyama, Masaaki, 4,426.100, Cl

280-770.000.

Uchiyama, Takashi: See

—

lura, Yukio; Yamamichi, Masayoshi; Uchiyama, Takashi; Taguchi.
Tetsuya; and Mashimo. Yukio, 4.426.142. Cl. 354-412.000.

Ueda. Kazuhiko: See—
Tsuchiya, Keiichi; Hisano, Katsukuni; Tan, Toshimi; Kobayashi.

Masahiro; Kobayashi, Kei: Ueda, Kazuhiko; Kirihara. Seishin;
Yoshioka, Takatoshi; and Shiga, Masao, 4,426,162. Cl
384-280.000.

Ueda, Kazuo: See—
Yoshida. Shuzo; Ono. Hironobu; Matsuo, Masashi; Hoshi, Kouich.

Sueishi. Motoharu; and Ueda. Kazuo, 4.425,895, Cl. 123-489 000
Ueda, Koichiro: See—

Tanaka, Satoru; Shimada. Katsutoshi; Hashimoto, Kazunori; Ema,
Kiichi; and Ueda. Koichiro, 4,426,521, Cl. 544-146.000

Uede, Hisashi: See—
Funada, Fumiaki; Minezaki, Shigchiro; Kozaki. Syuichi; and Uedc.

Hisashi, 4.426,133, Cl. 350-334.000.

Uffner, Wilham E.; and White, Robert N., to Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Corporation. Pressure sensitive adhesives based on asphalt flux

4,426,419, Cl. 428-290.000.

UHDE GmbH: See—
Schmitt, Helmut; Schurig, Helmuth; and Strasser, Bernd, 4,426,270.

Cl. 204-257.000.

Ukena, Toshimichi; Narumi, Hiroshi; Shimizu, Takao; and Nagashima,
Atsushi, to Kawasaki Steel Corporation, Strip edge overcoating
preventing device for continuous electroplating. 4.426.266, Cl
204-206.000.

Ullrich, Georg J.: See-
Moll, Hermann; Leist, Helmut J.; Pomorin, KaH-Heinz; and Ull-

rich, Georg J., 4,425,918, Cl. 128-635.000.
UMC Industries, Inc.: See—

Ficken, Leonard A.; and Podgorny, Gerald J, 4,426,017, Cl
221-222.000.

Umeda, Jun-ichi: See—
Kuroda, Takao; Kajimura, Takashi; Umeda, Jun-ichi; and Saiio.

Katsutoshi. 4,426,703, Cl. 372-46.000.

Umeda, Katsuhiko: See—
Ataka, Yasukazu; Ikezaki, Katuzi; and Umeda, Katsuhiko.

4,426.211, Cl. 55-296.000.

Umemura, Kazuhiro: See

—

Komatsu, Akio; Ichikawa. Akira; Hataoka, Nobuo; Kitazume,
Yoshiaki; and Umemura, Kazuhiro, 4,426,551, Cl 381-41.000

UnderkofRer, Edwin C, to General Electric Company. Telephone
communications device for hearing-impaired person. 4,426,555, Cl
179.84.00L.

Union Carbide Corporation: See-
Cain, Paul A., 4,426,385, Cl. 424-263.000.

Gardner, Hugh C, 4,426,491, Cl. 524-878.000.

Hoy, Kenneth L.; and Hoy, Richard C, 4,426,485, Cl. 524-591.000
Kamp, Ewald A., 4,426,029, Cl. 225-49.000.

Petty, Herberi E., 4.426,480, Cl. 524-445.000.

Union Oil Company of California: See—
Young. Donald C. 4,426,396, Cl. 426-53.000.

United States of America
Air Force: See

—

Carlson, Robert G., 4,426.193, Cl. 416-229.00A.
Evans, David W.; and Ginsburg, Arthur P, 4,426,663, Cl

358-211.000.

Gowan. John G., 4,426,131. Cl. 350-162.200.

Leodolter, Walter, 4,426,032, Cl. 228-157.000.

Shackelford, Scott A.; McGuire, Raymond R.; and CiKhoy,
Robert E.. 4.426,540, Cl. 568-590.000.

Stevison, Donald F.; and Rolinski, Edmund J., 4,426,705, Cl.

372-58.000.

Tsui, James B. Y.; and Shaw, Rudy L., 4.426.648. Cl 343-18.O0E
Army: See

—

Abramovitz. Irwin J . Berg. Norman J , and Casseday, Michael
W. 4.426,134. Cl 350-358 000

Cooley, Harold J . and Dilanni. Elmo J , 4.426 579 Cl
250-374000

Holaday. John W. 4.426,378, Cl 424-177 000
Jackson, Raymond P, 4,426.248, Cl 156-645 000
Malccki. Edmund E. and Jacobs, Harold. 4,426.628 Cl

331-96 000
Rittenbach. Otto E , 4.426.622. Cl 329-143 000
Thompson. David F . 4.426,440, Cl 4.30-321 0(X)

Energy: See—
Buchenaucr, C Jerald. 4,426,620, Cl 324-83 OOD
Butler. Barry I. . 4.425.904. Cl 126-424 000
Luhman. Thoma.s. and Suenaga, Masaki. 4,426,550. Cl 174-

12800R
Reedy. Robert P

. and Crawford, Daniel W . 4,426.055. Cl
248.184.000

Smith, Jay E . 4,426.580. Cl 250-374 000
National Aeronautics and Space Adminisiralion See—

Calfo, Frederick D . and Lupton, Michael W . 4.425.854, Cl
110-262 000

Davis, William T . 4.425,785, Cl 7.(-9 (XX)
Nola, Frank J , 4,426.614, Cl 323-243 000
Rand, James I. , 4.425,808, Cl 73-862 650
Willis, Albert E . Gould, John M . Matheney, Jack L . and

Garrett. Harrison. 4.426.678, Cl 363-25 (XK)
Navy See—

Atkins, Ronald I. . Norris, William P , Nielsen, Arnold T . Hoi-
lins, Richard A. and Wilson. William S. 4.426.5^39. Cl
564-441 (XX)

Cukauskas. Edward J , 4.426.268, Cl 204-192 OOC
Liu, Chi S. Williams. Roy K. Jasper, Lee R; and Hensler.
Norman A , 4.426, 7()t), Cl 372-86000

Lorentzen. Robert W , 4,426,685. Cl 364-9a)000
U.S. Philips Corporation See—

Jeglmski. Werner, 4,425,777, Cl 72-325 000
Kasperkovitz, Wolfdielrich G . 4,426,735. Cl 455-222 000
I.imper, Nicolaas H ; and SchefTers. Cornells J W M . 4.426.599.

Cl 313-389 000
Molenaar, Arian; and Wierenga. Peter E, 4,426,442, Cl
430-413.000

Mollet. Adrianus J T. and Sanders. Rudolf. 4.426,602, Cl
315-58 000

Stevens, James L . 4.426.260. Cl 204-33 (XX)

Tomasi. Jean-Pierre. 4.426.647, Cl 343-8 (XX)

van Bakel, Bernardus L M, van Kiv>i|k. Guillaumc P C . and
Videc. Bernard P , 4,425.809. Cl 73-»(62 450

U.S. Windptiwer, Inc See—
Chertok. Allan; Donahue. Jciel, and Widnall, William. 4.426.192.

Cl 416-1 000
United Technologies Corp<iration: See—

Brtxlell. Robert F. and Comeau, Roger J. 4,426.191. Cl
415-189 000

Goller, Glen J; Breault, Richard D. and Smith. J Harold.
4,426.340, Cl. 264-29 100

University of Minnesota, Regents of the Set —
Borch. Richard F. 4.426.372. Cl 424-10 000

University of Pittsburgh See-
Cohen, Thetxlore. and Mat/, James, 4,4;h,535. Cl 549- .197 000

UOP Inc See—
Antos, George J. and Chao. Tai-Hsiang. 4.426.27<), Cl

208-138 000
Carson, Don B . 4,426,544, Cl 585-709 (XX)

Neu/il. Richard W
. and Fergin. Richard L . 4.426.232. Cl

127-46.100

Swedo, Raymond J , 4,426.313. Cl 252-353 (XX)

Updike, John Ci Sec—
Ammon, Helmut K . and Updike, John O . 4.425.733. Cl

43-115.000

Updike, Stanley H ; Michaels, William A . and Kuonen, Frederick L .

to TRW Inc Valve rotating device 4,425.882, Cl 123-90.100
Upjohn Company, The See-

Sacks. Clifford F . 4,426.335. Cl 260-968 (XX)

Upmeier, Hartmul Meihixl of controlling the film thickness of flat films

produced in flat film extruder installations 4.426.239, Cl 156-64 (XX)

Urushihara, Masahiro See—
Mi7uno, Masamitsu lioh, Kazuomi. and Urushihara. Masahiro.

4.426.613, Cl 322-21 (XX)

Ushimura. Shoji See—
Tanaka. Toshiaki; and Ushimura. Shoji. 4.425.885. Cl 123-299 (XX)

USM Corp<iration See—
Maxner. Richard B; and Bandura. Vitalv. 4,425.947, Cl

140-105000
Utex Industries. Inc See—

Pippert. Aaron J . 4.425.838. Cl 92-86000
V&L Manufacturing Company. Inc. See

—

Avery. George S . 4,426.415, Cl 428-17 000.

Vallourec- See—
Plaquin, Bernard; Bourne. Paul, and Mantelle. Jean, 4.426, 105, Cl

285-92.000

Valtion Tekmllinen Tutkimuslaitos See

—

Sirkkola, Erkki; and Kotilainen, Heikki, 4,425,786, Cl 73-12 000
van Bakel. Bernardus I. M . van Kooijk, Guillaume P C . and Videt.

Bernard P . to US Philips Corporation Measuring of tension and
moments in a ihin flexible tape 4.425.809. Cl 73-862 450
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Vander Mey, John E., to Allied Corporation. Methylene chloride-
methane sulfonic acid stripping compositions and methods for using
same. 4,426.311. CI. 252-143.000.

Vandevier. Joseph E.. to Hughes Tool Company. Feed through man-
drel for submersible pump. 4.426.124. CI. 339-94.00M.

Vandrish, George, to Pylon Electronic Development Company Ltd
Laminated filters. 4,426,214. CI. 55-511.000.

van Etteger. Albert F., to Stichting Research en Techniek van de
Katholieke Universiteit. Laser device. 4.426.708, CI. 372-103.000

Van Gemert, Barry. See—
Lavanish. Jerome M.; and Van Gemert, Barry, 4,426,527. CI

548-133.000.

van Kooijk, Guillaume P. C: See-
van Bakel, Bemardus L. M.; van Kooijk, Guillaume P. C; and

Videc, Bernard P.. 4,425,809. CI. 73-862.450.

van Ligten, Raoul F.; and Kee, Yeo K., to Polycore Optical Pte Ltd
Progressive addition lens. 4,426,139, CI. 351-169.000.

Van Scoy, Davis A., to Grove Valve and Regulator Company. Modu-
lar orifice meter with isolation chamber valve closure. 4,425,806, CI
73-861.610.

Van Vleck, Gordon T.: See— I

Dallavia, Anthony J., Jr.; Van Vleck, Gordon T.; and Traver,
Frank J., 4,426.490. CI. 524-837.000.

Varco International. Inc.: See—
Wells, Lawrence E., 4.425,827, CI. 81-57.190.

Varlamov, Valentin I.: See—
Kiselnikov, Valentin N.; Shubin. Arkady A.; Vyalkov, Vladislav

v.; Kruglov, Vitaly A.; Loginova, Tamara F.; Romanov, Viktor
S.; Ovchinnikov. Lev N.; Varlamov, Valentin I.; Makarov, Jury
A.; Penkov. Evgeny I.; Shvareva, Galina N.; and Shtefan. Vladi-
mir N., 4,426,507, CI. 526-303.100.

VDO Adolf Schindling AG: See—
Albrecht, Klaus; and Haub, Martin, 4,425.795, CI. 73-295.000.

VEB Pentacon Dresden Kamera und Kinowerke: See—
Seifert, Rolf; Zimmet, Hans; Welzel, Herbert; and Reschke, Lothar.

4,426,146, CI. 354-246.000.

Veeder Industries Inc.: See—
Smilgys, Bruno S., 4,426,574, CI. 235-l.OOC.

Verbruggen, Martin W., to Procter & Gamble Company. The. Concen-
trated fabric softening composition. 4,426.299, CI. 252-8.800.

Veronelli, Silvano: See—
Di Russo, Ettore; Buratti, Massimo; and Veronelli, Silvano,

4,426.429, CI. 428-654.000.
Verunica. Pierre M., to Colgate-Palmolive Company. Low-irritation
shampoo. 4,426,310, CI. 252-106.000.

Vick, Walter; and Suhrbier, Rolf, to F. H. Schule GmbH. Rice-polish-
ing machine. 4.425,841, CI. 99-605.000.

Victor Company of Japan, Ltd.: See—
Hirata, Atsumi, 4,426,692, CI. 369-32.000.

Hirata, Atsumi, 4,426,692, CI 369-32.000.
Itoh, Kenji, 4,426,668, CI. 360-73.000.

Itoh, Kenji, 4,426,668, CI. 360-73.000.

Ohta, Kazuho, 4,426,636, CI. 338-314.000.
Takehara, Hideaki, 4,426,660, CI. 358-126.000.

Victor, Johannes J. A. Head rest and sunshade construction. 4.425,67^.
CI. 5-440.000.

Victor, Michael. Flow measuring device with constant flow coefficient
4,425,807, CI. 73-861.650.

Videc, Bernard P.: See—
van Bakel, Bernardus L. M.; van Kooijk. Guillaume P C; and

Videc. Bernard P., 4.425,809, CI. 73-862.450.
Vieth. Wolf R.; and Ryder, Leonard B. Saturated preform and method

for preparation thereof. 4,426.427, CI. 428-542.800.
Vignau, Michel; and Heymes. Rene, to Roussel Uclaf 7-(2-Amino-4-

thiazolyO-acetamido cephalosporanic acids. 4,426.519, CI
544-27.000.

I

Vijlee, Abbas F.: See— I

Mitchell, Samuel S.; and Vijlee, Abbas F., 4,426,284, CI. 210-90.000
Villareal, Carlos. System of flood protection for buildings 4,425,744,

CI. 52-169.140.

Villeneuve, Marc: See—
Presseau, Marcel: and Villeneuve, Marc, 4,426,020, CI. 222-108.000

Vinatier, Claude J.: See—
Dubosi, Gerard; and Vinatier, Claude J., 4,426,649. CI 34V

700.0MS.
Vincent, John: See-

Ray, Cole; Vincent, John; and Small, ClifTord, 4,425,914. CI
128-200.140.

Vilro Tec Fideicomiso: See—
Cabrcra-Montante, Armando; and Ogushi-Perez, Jose J., 4,426,218,

CI. 65-241.000.

Vittone, Andrea; and Furia, Edoardo, to Montedison S p.A.; and Mo-
plefan S.p.A. Process for producing composite reticular structures
4,426.343, CI. 264-147.000.

Vitus, Francis J.; Hargis, Ivan G.; Livigni, Russell A.; and Aggarwal,
Sundar L., to General Tire & Rubber Company, The. Preparation of
sur polymers. 4,426,495, CI. 525-92.000. ,

Voest-Alpine Aktiengesellschaft: See— '

Fegerl, Josef; and Lugscheider, Walter, 4,426,709, CI. 373-22.000.
Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Bigalke, Erhard, 4,426,585, CI. 29G-38.00B.
Von Mosshaim, Horst E. Collapsible structure. 4,425,929, CI

135-102.000.

Voser, Max; See—
Schluchter, Martin; and Voser, Max, 4,426,163, CI. 384-428.000.

Vyalkov. Vladislav V.: See—
Kiselnikov, Valentin N.; Shubin, Arkady A.; Vyalkov, Vladislav

v.; Kruglov, Vitaly A.; Loginova, Tamara F.; Romanov, Viktor
S.; Ovchinnikov, Lev N.; Varlamov, Valentin I.; Makarov, Jury
A.; Penkov, Evgeny I.; Shvareva, Galina N.; and Shtefan, Vladi-
mir N., 4,426,507, CI. 526-30.3.100.

W R Grace & Co.: See—
Ernest, Michael V.; and Maselli, James M., 4.426,320, CI.

502-313.000.

Klein, David M.; Wimberger, Richard J.; Rocheleau, Michael O.-
and Helms, Randall D., 4,425,719, CI. 34-156.000.

Wacker-Chemie GmbH: See—
Louis, Eckhart; Aigner, Ernst; and Hechtl, Wolfgang, 4,426,240,
CI 156-99.000.

Sommer, Oswin; Dorsch. Norman; Bosch. Erhard; Schiller, Au-
gust; and Strasscr, Alois. 4,426.474, CI. 524-243.000.

Wada. Kenzo: See—
Nagai. Isao; and Wada, Kenzo. 4,425,798, CI. 73-659.000.

Wada, Takahiro, and Yamamoto, Ryoichi, to Matsushita Electric In-
dustrial Co., Ltd. Heat accumulative material 4,426,307, CI.
252-70.000.

Wadensten, Theodore S. Vibration dampening apparatus for motor
actuated eccentric forces. 4,425.813, CI. 74-87.000.

Wagener, Gerald P.: See—
Bice, William L.; Graves, Ernest D., Jr.; and Wagener, Gerald P.,

4,425,790, CI. 73-55.000.

Wagner. William D : See-
Ida, Noble N

; and Wagner, William D.. 4,426,225, CI. 75-1 18.00R.
Wakamatsu, Hidekazu; and Kogure, Yoichiro, to Tokyo Shibaura
Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Method and system for controlling boiler
superheated steam temperature. 4,425,762, CI. 60-646.000

Wakatsuki, Noboru: See—
Kawaura, Kuninori; Yamada, Sumio; Wakatsuki, Noboru; Ono,

Masaaki; Tanji, Shigeo; Fujiwara, Yoshiro; and Yanagisawa,
Masanobu, 4,426,595, CI. 31O-313.0OD.

Wake, Robert H.: See—
Bradcovich. James M.; Wake, Robert H.; Kovacs, Richard M., Jr.;

and Pinkstaff, Carlos D., 4.426,578, CI. 250-363.00S.
Waldekrantz, Bo. Information board. 4,425,727, CI. 40-600.000.
Walden, John P : See—

Sleigerwald, Robert L.; Kornrumpf, William P.; and Walden, John
P., 4,426,564, CI. 219-10.770.

Walker, Derek: See—
Cundall, Robert L.; and Walker, Derek. 4,426,520, CI. 544-30.000.

Walker, Thad O.: See—
Peiffer, Dennis G.; Lundberg, Robert D.; and Walker, Thad O.,

4,426,473. CI. 524-111.000.

Walter, Wolfgang: See—
Chenot, Charles F.; and Walter, Wolfgang, 4,426,600, CI.

313-487.000.

Wang, Kang-Bo: See-
Schumacher, Ignatius; and Wang, Kang-Bo, 4,426,543, CI.

568-940.000.

Wang, Kenneth Y., to Burlington Industries, Inc. Cooling device for
ultra.sonic horns. 4,426,244, CI. 156-498.000

Wang, Shih-Ping, to Diagnostic Information, Inc. X-ray intensifier

detector system for x-ray electronic radiography. 4,426,721, CI.
378-99.000.

Wang, Timothy, to Boeing Company, The. Upper surface blown pow-
ered lift system. 4,426,054, CI. 244-212.000.

Ward, Dean L. Method and apparatus for recycling scrap. 4,426,018,
CI. 222-1.000.

Ward. Terrence J : See—
Archibald, John L; and Ward, Terrence J., 4»426,387, CI.

424-267.000
Waris, Tapio: See

—

Antikainen, Jukka; Evalahti, Osmo; and Waris, Tapio, 4,426,257,
CI. 162-336.000.

Warner-Lambert Company: See—
Chen, Evan N., 4,425,705, CI. 30-84.000.

Warren Erection Co., Inc.: See—
Cecchini, Albert B. P., 4,426.586, CI. 290-44.000.

Warren, Holland D.: See—
Bybee, Richard T.; Paulson, Arnold E.; and Warren, Holland D.,

4,426,352, CI. 376-255.000.

Wasson, Daniel A , to IRECO Chemicals. Blasting composition con-
taining particulate oxidizer salts. 4,426,238, CI. 149-60.000.

Watabe, Yoji; Takeichi, Hideo; and Irako, Koichi, to Bridgestone Tire
Co., Ltd. Process for decomposing vulcanized rubber. 4,426,459, CI.
521-42.000.

Watanabe, Hi.sao: See—
Matsumura, Shingo, deceased; Kise, Masahiro; Ozaki, Masakuni;
Tada. Shinichi; Kazuno, Kenji; Watanabe, Hisao; Kunimoto,
Katsutoshi; and Tsuda, Ma.sami, 4,426,381, CI. 424-250.000.

Watanabe, Masaru: See—
Koike. Hirotami; Kyogoku, Hideaki; and Watanabe, Masaru,

4,426.577. CI. 250-310.000.
Watanabe, Masazumi: See—

Okamura, Shigemichi; and Watanabe, Masazumi, 4,426,448, CI.

435-146.000.

Watanabe, Teruko: See—
Ichikawa, Toshiji; Watanabe, Teruko; and Asada, Yoshimitsu,

4,426,290, CI. 210-516.000.

Watanabe, Tohru: See—
Ontsuki, Ryoji; Watanabe, Tohru; Shirahashi, Kazuo; Kanai,

Hiromi. and Odawara, Kozf), 4,426,548, CI. 174-:2.00R.
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Water Refining Company: See-
Davis, Stephen H., 4,426,285, CI. 210-109.000.

Watson, Colin; and Dunn, David J., to Loctite Corporation Method for

coating internal threads of a fastener. 4,426.410, CI. 427-232.000
Wean United. Inc.: See—

Greenberger. Joseph I.; and Kohring. Frederick C . 4,425.928, CI
134-122.00R.

Weaver, Marvin P., to Robertshaw Controls Company Valve con-
struction having multiple piston means and method of making the
same. 4.425.941. CI. 137-871.000.

Weber, Jakob: See—
Heuckelbach, Frederik E.; Weber, Robert; and Weber, Jakob,

4,425,944, CI 138-89.000.

Weber, Otto; Ohnsmann, Klaus; and Christ, Ferdinand. Method for

assembling consignments. 4,426,189, CI. 414-786.000.
Weber. Robert: See—

Heuckelbach. Frederik E; Weber. Robert; and Weber, Jakoh.
4,425,944. CI. 138-89.000.

Webster Spring Co., Inc.: See

—

Garceau, Ronald; and Ramsey, Henry R , 4.426,070, CI. 267-91.000
Wech, Robert J.: See-

Stock. David K.; and Wech, Robert J., 4.425,988, CI. 192-18 OCR
Wedemeyer, Karlfried: See—

Heise, Klaus-Peter; Schneider, Ernst; and Wedemeyer, Karlfried.

4.426.538. CI. 564-417.000

Wedlin. Per. to AB Erik Bohlin. Apparatus for lubrication of rails

4.425,986. CI. 184-3.200.

Weick. Michael D.: See—
Copeland. James L.; Fernholz, Peter J.; Larson, Spencer B ; Salm-

onson. Duane L.; and Weick. Michael D.. 4,426,362. CI
422-263.000.

Weigel. Horst: See—
Kleemann, Axel; Martens, Jurgen; and Weigel, Horst, 4,426,532.

CI. 548-344.000

Weilenmann. Walter, to HiIti Aktiengesellschaft Weighting circuit for

an electrical torque signal in a drilling machine. 4.426,58S. CI
307-124.000.

Weis. Frank G : Sec-
Mason, Donald G.; and Weis, Frank G . 4,426.293. CI. 210-6.36 000

Weiss, Harry M.: See

—

Coleman, Michael G.; and Lesk, Israel A. 4.426,418. CI
428-211.000.

Weissenfels, Franz; and Engels, Waller, to Dynamit Nobel AG Method
for the preparation of highly absorbent phenolic resin foams.
4.426,462, CI. 521-116.000.

Weisweiler, Manfred: See

—

Hese, Nils; Seeling, Alfred; and Weisweiler, Manfred. 4.426,204,

CI. 8-492.000.

Wells. Calvin G.; and Malkowski. Joseph L., to Rockwell International

Corporation Lubrication system for a ptiwer take off assembly and a

drive shaft therefor. 4,425,817. CI. 74-467.000.

Wells, Lawrence E., to Varco International, Inc. Suspension of pipe
spinner. 4,425,827 CI. 81-57.190.

Welzel, Herbert: See—
Seifert, Rolf; Zimmet, Hans; Welzel, Herbert; and Reschke. Lothar.

4.426.146. CI. 354-246.000,

Wemple, Stuart H.: See

—

DiLorenzo, James V.; Hwang, James C ; Niehaus, William C ;

Schlosser. Wolfgang O. W.; and Wemple, Stuart H., 4,426,656.

CI. 357-22.000.

Wen-hsiung, Ko: See—
Wen-Jen, Ko; and Wen-hsiung, Ko, 4,425,668, CI. 2-18.000.

Wen-Jen. Ko; and Wen-hsiung, Ko. Thumbless boxing gloves
4.425.668, CI. 2-18.000.

Wenk, Paul; Breitenstein, Werner; and Baumann. Marcus, to Ciba-
Geigy Corporation. Benzofuran-2-ones and pharmaceutical composi-
tions. 4.426,380. CI. 424-244.000.

Werner. Charles: See

—

Reuter, Hans J.; Take. Hermann; and Werner, Charles, 4,425.960,

CI. 164-426.000.

Werner, Lester W., to B-W Health Products, Inc. Lifting system for

adjustable hospital bed. 4,425,673, CI. 5-64.000.

Werner, Lester W., to B-W Health Products, Inc. Transmission for

adjustable hospital bed. 4,425,674, CI. 5-68.000.

Wernick, David L.; and Scypinski. Stephen, to Exxon Research and
Engineering Co. Process for selective separation of molecular species

from mixtures thereof using cyclodexirins. 4.426.292. CI. 2 10-635.000

Wessel. Wolf: See—
Engel, Gerhard; and Wes.sel, Wolf, 4.425.888, CI. 123-339.000.

Wessendorf, Walter F.. Jr.: See—
Grogan, Victor A., 4,426,563, CI. 200-334.000.

Wessling, Ritchie A.; Yats. Larry D.; and Tolbert. Darryl K., to Dow
Chemical Company. The. Aqueous method of making reinforced

composite material from latex, solid polymer and reinforcing mate-
rial. 4,426/^70, CI. 524-35.000.

Wessling, Ritchie A.; and Pickelman, Dale M., to Dow Chemical
Company, The. Surface active polymeric surfactants containing side

chain hydrophobes. 4,426,489, CI. 524-815.000.

West, Floyd G., to Allis-Chalmers Corporation. Engine balancer

4,425,821, CI. 74-604.000.

Westcott. Gerald R.: See—
Carrington, James E.; Hryck, Michael D.; Skinner, Dean W.; and

Westcott, Gerald R., 4,425,844, CI. 101-93 140.

Western Electric Co.: See—
Fuchs, Francis J., Jr., 4,425,775, CI. 72-270.000.

Western Electric Company, Inc : See—
Bachus, Btnson F , and Dornberger, Georg C E , 4,426,255. CI

162-106 000
Rapp, Willard E, 4.425,708, CI 30-133 000.

Westinghouse Electric Corp See—
Berkebile. Lee E , 4,426,561. CI 200-148 (K)A
Gabriel, Frank K, and North, William E. 4.426,161, CI

374-144 000
Kemcny. George A . 4.426,562. CI 200-151 000
Kimblin, Clive W . 4,426.560. CI 200-144 008
Zegar, Martin J ; Kish, Nicholas W , Rusnica. Edward J . Jenkins.
Howard S ; and Sarver. Stephen J . 4.426.350. CI 376-283 000

Wetenschappelijk en Technisch Onderzocksccntrum voor Diamant
See—
Bosschacn, Hendrik. 4,425,*KX). CI I25-.«)0()R

Wheeler, Eric: and Arthur. Gerald F , to Redler Conveyors Limited
Feeder for particulate material 4,426.185. CI 414-1<)6000

Wheeler, William B Synscrecn formulalinn 4,426.374, CI 424-60 000
White. Robert N .See—

Uffncr, William I , and White, Robert N , 4,426,411. CI
428-290 000

Whiteman. Aaron See

—

Shoher, Itzhak, and Whiteman, Aaron. 4,426.404. CI 427-2 (XK)

Whitman, Charles 1 , to SCM Ci)rp<iralion Incandescent lamp leads of
dispersion strengthened copper wires 4,426,59K. CI 313-3.^1 (XX)

Whitman Medical Corporation See

—

Gordon, Marvin, and Lichtenstein. Joseph. 4.425,92 V CI
28-727 000.

Whittle, Clive R , Whittle. Mark T , and Treharne. Timothy J M , to

Protein Foods (U K ) Limited Preparation of a dehydrated pork rind
product 4,426,394. CI 426-265 (XKl

Whittle, Mark T : See-
Whitlle. Clive R Whittle, Mark T and Treharne. Timothy J M .

4,426. .^9<>. CI 426-265 (XX)

Wicker, Thomas H . Jr Set —
Barbee. Robert B. and Wicker. Thomas H, Jr. 4,426,512, CI
528-173000

Wicnienski. Michael F" . and Charles. Donald li . lo Baxter Travenol
Laboratories. Inc Baticrv charging and lesiing circuit 4,426,612, CI
320-39.aX)

Wico Corporation .SV< —
Fain/ilberg. Zeilik. 4.426,081. CI 273-127 t)On

Wide-Lite International Corporation See—
Mustoc, Edv^ard H . 4.426,603. CI 315-289.000

Wiilnall, William Sir—
Chertok. Allan. Donahue, JiX'l. and Widnall, William. 4.426,|Q2.

CI 416-1 (KX)

Wieland-Wcrkc A G .See—

Hage. Manfred, and Schinkoth, Gerhard. 4,425.*»4:. CI 138-38 (XX)

\K'KTcng.i. Peter E .Si< —
Molenaar. .Arian. and Wierenga, Peter F . 4.426,442, CI

430-4 1 3 0(X)

Wiese, Winfred J . to Borg-VNarner Corporation Mechanical si-al

assembly. 4.426.092. CI 277.% I(X)

Wiksirom, Hakan V Sci —
Arvidsson. Foike 1. ; Carlsson. Per A h . H.ickscll. L h A . Hjorlh.

John S M. I.indberg. Per I., Nilsson. John I Ci . Sanchez.
Domingo; Svensstm. Nils I' E , and Wiksironi. Hakan \ .

4,426,386, CI 424-267 000
Wilber. Dennis A See—

Shadday, Michael C ; and Wilher. Dennis A . 4.425. 87g. CI
123-41 120

Wilkens, Dean R ; Harned, Dan B . and Hawn. Norman W . to Sperrv
Corporation Ripple free amplitude demcxjulator 4,426.623, CI
329-l78.0(X)

Wilkerson, Forrest W , to Beacon Manufacturing Company Laminated
non-woven fabric 4,426.414, CI 428-l02.0(K)

Wilkins, Terence A See

—

Cree, Gavin M ; Wilkins, Tv.'rence A , Monks, Reginald, and
Nowotnik, David P., 4,426,453, CI 4.^6-500 000

WillenbriK-k, William E., Jr . See-
Kraviiz, Stanley H ; Man(xha, Ajil S . and Willenbrock. William

E., Jr , 4,426,246, CI 1 56-643 (XX)

Williams. Donald E ; and Robertson, Forrest E , to Acra-Plant, Inc
Trash clearing disc assembly for planters 4,425,973, CI 172-574 000

Williams, James O , to Facet Enterprises, Incorporated Engine starter

drive device 4,425,812, CI 74-6 000
Williams, Roy K : See-

Liu, Chi S ; Williams, Roy K ; Jasper. Lee R , and Hensler. Norman
A , 4,426.706, CI 372-86000

Willing, Robert: See-
Bell, Robert L , Willing, Robert, and Kavli, Fred. 4.426,673, CI

.161-283000

Willis, Albert E ; Gould, John M , Matheney, Jack L . and Garrett,
Harristm, to United States of America. National Aeronautics and
Space Administration DC to DC converter 4,426.678, CI
363-25.000

Willis. William; and Chivens, Clyde C , to Hydnl Company Thread
gaging apparatus and method. 4,425,715. CI 33-199 OOR

Wilson, Leonard T : See—
Buffington, Sherry; and Wilson. Leonard T, 4,426,357, CI
422-61000.

Wilstin, Peter A E.: See—
Bristow. Ian T., and Wilson, Peter A E , 4,426.196. CI 417-282 000
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Wilson. Roben B., to Crucible Chemical Company. Diester composi
lion and textile processing compositions therefrom. 4.426.297, CI
252-8.600.

Wilson, William S.. See—
Atkins, Ronald L.; Norris, William P.; Nielsen, Arnold T. Hollins

Richard A.; and Wilson, William S., 4,426,539, CI. 564^»41.000.
Wimberger, Richard J.: See-

Klein. David M.; Wimberger. Richard J.; Rocheleau, Michael O
and Helms, Randall D., 4,425,719, CI. 34-156.000.

Winarski, Daniel J.: See-
Richard, Maurice E.; and Winarski, Daniel J., 4.426,047, CI

242-197.000.

Winch, Allen R.; and Rearick, William A., to Cotton Incorporated
High expression squeeze roll liquor extraction of nonwoven batts
4,425,842, CI. 100-37.000.

Wine. Charles M.: See—
Tults, Juri; and Wine, Charles M.. 4,426,734, CI. 455-180 000

Winkler. Adolf See—
Hammerschmidt, Erich; Behre, Horst; Kruger, Bruno- and Wink-

ler, Adolf, 4,426,333, CI. 26O-507.00R
Wissmann, Hans; and Kleiner. Hans-Jerg. to Hoechst Aktiengesell-

schaft. Process for the preparation of compounds containing carbox-
ylic acid amide groups, in panicular or peptides. 4.426.325, CI 260-
n2.50R.

Withuhn. William L : See—
Porta, Livio D.. Berkowitz, David A.; Withuhn. William L and

Hamilton, Carl C, 4,425,763, CI. 60-693.000.
Woebcke, Herman N.; Bhojwani, Arju H.; and Gartside, Robert J . to
Stone & Webster Engineering Corp. Solids quench boiler. 4.426.359
CI. 422-145.000.

Wojtecki. Ronald J : See-
Kenny, Andrew A.: and Wojtecki, Ronald J, 4.425.931 CI

137-53.000.

Wolf, Hans: See—
Munz, Wolf-Dieter; and Wolf, Hans, 4,426,264, CI. 204-192 OOR

Wolf, Theodore L.; Rossman, John A.; Quinn, Russell C ; and Ki^h,
Thomas J., to Jos. Dyson & Sons. Inc. Fork construction for fork lift

trucks. 4,426.188. CI. 414-667.000. i

Wolfes, Wolfgang: See— '

Bison, Gunter; Linkat, Norbert; and Wolfes, Wolfgang, 4.426 531
CI. 548-253.000.

Woltersdorf. Otto W., Jr., to Merck & Co., Inc. 5-Benzothiazolesulfona-
mide derivatives for the topical treatment of elevated intraocular
pressure. 4,426,388. CI. 424-270.000.

Womako Maschinenkonstruktionen GmbH: See—
Fabrig, Paul, 4,425,773, CI. 72-142 000.

Wood, Donald L.; and Zweig, Judith E.. to Shell Oil Company. Solubi-
lization of nonionic surfactants useful in wood pulp deresination
4,426,254, CI. 162-72.000.

Wood. Geraldine E.; and Staubly Ralph F. Double-ended doubly-con-
caved baby spoon. 4,425,711, CI. 30-324.000

Woodall. Jerry M : See—
Freeouf, John L.; Kirchner. Peter D.; Pettit, George D and

Woodall, Jerry M., 4.426,237. CI. 148-175.000
Woodhams, Raymond T., to Sulphur Development Institute of Canada
(SUDIC). Fiber reinforced sulphur concretes. 4,426,458, CI
501-140.000.

Woods. John H.; Laughlin, Charles E.; and Graves, Toby R., to Petro-
lite Corporation. One step modification and oxidation of waxes
4,426,329. CI. 260-398.600.

,

Woratyla. John A.: See— '

Ritchie. Leon T.; Snyder, Clair W., Jr.; and Woratyla, John A
4.426,123, CI. 339-75.0MP.

Wright Line Inc.: See-
Rousseau, Valerie M., 4,426,273, CI. 204-297.00W.

Wuchner, Xaver, to George Fischer Ltd. Pipe cutting and threading
device. 4,426,178, CI. 408-28.000.

Wuerzer. Bruno: See

—

Hamprecht. Berhard; and Wuerzer, Bruno, 4,426.219 CI
71-91.000.

Parg, Adolf; Hamprecht, Gerhard; and Wuerzer, Bruno, 4,426 220
CI. 71-98.000.

WunschI, Nicholas H.: See—
Lienemann, Darlo E.; Ledermann, Donald L.; and WunschI Nich-

olas H., 4.425.857, CI. 1 1 1-85.000.

Wusthof. Peter; and Schneider, Johann. to Mannesmann Rexroth
Roury fluid actuated machine 4,426,199, CI. 418-6I.OOB.

Wybum-Mason, Roger, to Simoons, John R. A. Treatment of rheuma-
toid arthritis and related diseases. 4,426,384, CI. 424-253.000

Wyman. Ransome J. Elastomenc composition. 4,426,488 CI
524-783.000.

Xerox Corporation: See-
Lewis, Richard B.; Julien, Paul C; Gruber, Robert J.; and Koehler,
Richard F., Jr., 4,426,436, CI. 430-137.000.

Yamabe. Masao; and Uchiyama. Masaaki, to Nissan Motor Co , Ltd.
Automotive vehicle tow device. 4,426,100, CI. 280-770.000.

Yanuda, Kazuhiko: See—
Okami. Yoshiro; Yamada. Kazuhiko; and Takashio, Masachika

4.426.447, CI. 435-74.000.

Yamada, Koichi; Harato, Takuo; Kato, Hisakatsu; and Shiozaki,
Yasumi, to Sumitomo Aluminium Smelting Company, Ltd. Process
for extracting alumina from, aluminous ores. 4,426,363. CI
423-121.000.

Yamada, Sumio: See

—

Kawaura, Kuninori; Yamada, Sumio; Wakatsuki, Noboru; Ono,
Masaaki; Tanji, Shigeo; Fujiwara. Yoshiro; and Yanagisawa,
Masanobu. 4,426,595, CI. 310-3I3.00D.

Yamaguchi. Hiroshi. to Nissan Motor Company, Limited Spark timing
control apparatus for use with a internal combustion engine.
4.425.890, CI. 123-418.000.

Yamaguchi, Hisashi; Kawada, Toyoshi; Kashiwara, Hirofumi; Ishizaki,
Hiroyuki; and Murase, Kenji, to Fujitsu Limited. Self shift type gas
discharge panel, driving system. 4,426,646, CI. 340-769.000.

Yamaguchi, Shunzo: See—
Kato, Yoji; Yamaguchi, Shunzo; Fukazawa, Takeshi; and Saiao,

Shinichi, 4,426,568, CI. 219-270.000.
Yamamichi, Masayoshi: See—

lura. Yukio; Yamamichi, Masayoshi; Uchiyama. Takashi; Taguchi.
Tetsuya; and Mashimo, Yukio, 4,426,142, CI. 354-412.000.

Yamamoto, Ryoichi: See

—

Wada, Takahiro; and Yamamoto, Ryoichi, 4,426,307, CI
252-70.000. .

. •

Yamamoto. Tsuyoshi; and Takahashi, Hitoshi. to Fujitsu Limited.
Read-only memory device. 4.426.686, CI. 365-104.000.

Yamashita, Keitaro: See

—

Sasaki. Yoshitaka; and Yamashita, KeiUro, 4,426,411. CI
427-349.000.

Yamashita, Kyoichi. Variable speed tape feeding apparatus. 4,426,030
CI 226-181.000.

Yamashita, Shigeo; Matsuda, Hiroshi; Kobayashi, Uichiroo; Kobayashi.
Masayoshi; and Nakashima, Hisao, to Hitachi, Ltd. Semiconductor
laser device. 4,426,702, CI. 372-45.000.

Yamazaki, Etsuo: See—
Imazeki, Ryoji; Yamazaki, Elsuo; and Matsuura, Hitoshi, 4,426,180

CI. 409-99.000.

Yanagisawa, Masanobu: See—
Kawaura, Kuninori; Yamada, Sumio; Wakatsuki, Noboru; Ono,

Masaaki; Tanji, Shigeo; Fujiwara, Yoshiro; and Yanagisawa,
Masanobu, 4,426,595, CI. 3I0-3I3.00D.

Yantovsky, Leonid I.: See

—

Berzin, Evgeny K.; Miroshnichenko, Anatoly G.; and Yantovsky
Leonid 1 , 4,426,592, CI. 310-52.000.

Yasumatsu, Toshihito; Nakase, Toshiaki; Kubozuka, Toshinori; and
Kawabata, Kaoru, to Riken Vitamin Co., Ltd. Thermoplastic resin
composition. 4,426,477, CI. 524-306.000.

Yates, Thomas P.: See-
Abel. Michael L.; and Yates, Thomas P., 4,426,309, CI. 252-75.000

Yats. Larry D.: See—
Wessling. Ritchie A.; Yats, Larry D.; and Tolbert, Darryl K,

4.426,470, CI. 524-35.000.
Yissum Research Development Co. of the Hebrew University of Jerusa-

lem: See—
Fraenkel, Benjamin S., 4,426,719, CI. 378-70.000.

Yoda. Makoto: See—
Miyazaki. Makoto; Nomura, Takeshi; Imai, Chihiro and Yoda
Makoto, 4,426,314, CI. 502-169.000.

Yoneda, Hiroshi: See—
Aral. Naoto; Tuji, Takuji; and Yoneda, Hiroshi, 4,426,424, CI.

428-411.000.

Yonezawa. Kazuya: See—
Asada, Masahiro; Matsuura, Miyuki; and Yonezawa, Kazuya.

4,426,511, CI. 528-128.000.
Yonezawa. Toshio: See—

Ohshima. Jiro; Koshino, Yutaka; Ajima, Takashi; and Yonezawa,
Toshio. 4.426,234, CI. 148-1.500.

Yoon. Heeyoung: See—
Rutledge. Gerald D.; and Yoon, Heeyoung, 4,425,876, CI

123-3.000.

Yoshida Kogyo K. K.: See—
Akashi. Shunji; and Matsuda, Yoshio, 4,425,684, CI. 24-434.000
Hata. Masahiko, 4,425,683, CI. 24-381.000.
Ogihara. Toru, 4,425.685, CI. 24-434.000.

Yoshida. Mitsuo; Masuda, Yoshinori; and Kashiwada, Akio, to Asahi
Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Homogeneous cation exchange
membrane having a multi-layer structure. 4,426,271, CI. 204-296.000.

Yoshida. Shuzo; Ono, Hironobu; Matsuo, Masashi; Hoshi, Kouich;
Sueishi, Motoharu; and Ueda, Kazuo, to Nippondenso Co., Ltd.; and
Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Air-fuel ratio feedback
control system 4,425,895, CI. 123-489.000.

Yoshida, Tomio: See

—

Satoh, Isao; Yoshida, Tomio; Harigae, Shunji; and Koishi, Kenji,
4.426,693, CI. 369-45.000.

Yoshioka, Takatoshi: See—
Tsuchiya, Keiichi; Hisano, Katsukuni; Tan, Toshimi; Kobayashi,

Masahiro; Kobayashi, Kei; Ueda, Kazuhiko; Kirihara, Seishin;
Yoshioka, Takatoshi; and Shiga, Masao, 4,426,162, CI.
384-280.000.

Yoshioka, Takeo: See—
Okabe, Mitsuyasu; Yoshioka, Takeo; Fukagawa, Yasuo; Okamoto,

Rokuro; Kouno, Kageaki; and Ishikura, Tomoyuki, 4,426,390. CI.
424-274.000.

Yoshioka, Yoshio: See—
Hozumi, Motoo; Tsushima, Susumu; and Yoshioka, Yoshio,

4,426,525, CI. 546-22.000.
Yoshisato. Akiyuki; and Igarashi, Sadao, to Alps Electric Co., Ltd.

Phase-locked loop oscillator circuit utilizing a sub-loop with a second
phase comparator 4,426,627, CI. 331-12.000.

Youda, Hiroshi: See—
Takahashi, Ken; and Youda, Hiroshi, 4,425.701, CI. 29-603.000
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Young, Donald C. to Union Oil Company of California. Preservation
of harvested crops and animal feedstulTs. 4,426,396, CI. 426-53.000.

Young Motor Corporation: See-
Young. William C. 4,425,979, CI. 180-264.000.

Young, William C , to Young Motor Corporation Motor vehicle
4,425,979, CI. 180-264.000.

Younghouse, Lawrence B., to Exxon Research and Engineering Co
Reflector-coupled fluorescent solar collector. 4.425 907 CI
126-439.000.

Yu, Kin C; and Goss, Gary J., to Honeywell Information Systems Inc
Communication multiplexer using a random access memory for
storing an acknowledge response to an input/output command from
a central processor. 4,426.679, CI. 364-200.000.

Zacher, Harold D., to Standard Oil Company (Indiana), Bracing as.sem-
bly for cyclone diplegs in fluidized bed units. 4.426,212. CI
55-345.000.

Zahnradfabrik Friedrichshafen AG: See—
Marschner, Heinz; Heinemann, Fritz; and Marsland. George

4,425,822, CI. 74-640 000.

Scheie, Franz, 4.425,994, CI. 192-85.0AA.
Zahnradfabrik Friedrichshafen Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Griesser, Walter, 4.425,990, CI 192-53 OOG.
Zaidan Hojin Biseibutsu Kagaku Kenkyu Kai: See—

Okami, Yoshiro: Yamada. Kazuhiko; and Takashio. Masachika
4,426.447, CI. 435-74.000.

Zanno, Paul R.: See—
Cyronak. Matthew J.; Zanno. Paul R.; and Soukup, Robert J

4.426,403, CI. 426-535.000.

Zarov, Jack. Drain cleaner package 4,426,003, CI. 206-524.400
Zato, Thomas J.: See—

Skerlos, Peter C; and Zato, Thomas J , 4,426,662. CI. 358-194 100

Zegar. Martin J.; Kish. Nicholas W ; Rusnica. Edward J , Jenkins,
Howard S

;
and Sarver. Stephen J., to Westinghouse Elcctnc Corp

Valve support arrangement for pressunzer in a nuclear power plant
4,426.350, CI 376-283 000

Zeiringer, Rudolf: Sec—
Claa-ssen, Peter; and Zeiringer, Rudolf, 4.425,800. CI 7V730 0(X)

Zengel, Hand G : See—
Brandner, Alexander, and Zengel, Hand G, 4,426,228, CI

106-203 000
Zenith Radio Corporation: See—

Skerlos, Peter C : and Zato, Thomas J . 4,426,662, CI 358-194 100
Zhukov. Leonid F , and Chugunny, Evgeny G , lo Instilut Problem

Litiya Akademii Nauk Ukrainskoi SSR Refractory powder and
method of producing same 4,426,457, CI 501 128 000

Zimmer, Wilhelm See—
Kreiner, Hans-Jurg; Seif, Rudolf, and Zimmcr. Wiihelm, 4.426,^R1

CI. 250-380.000 "
'

Zimmerman, Michael A See-
Backer, Stanley; and Zimmerman. Michael A. 4.425 691 CI
28-166000

Zimmermann, Hubert; and Kempf, Thomas, to Otto Brand GmbH Bell
lo<ip fabricaling apparatus and melhixJ 4,426,241, CI l?6-217(XX)

Zimmermann, Max. See—
Luthy, Hans, Islcr, Eugcn, Meier, Ewald; and Zimmermann, Max,

4,425.958. CI. 164-119 000
Zimmel. Hans See—

Seiferi, Rolf; Zimmel, Hans, Wcl/cl, Herbert, and Rcschke, Lolhar
4,426,146, CI 354-246 000

Zweig, Judith E : .SV«'—

Wixxl, Donald L , and Zwcig. Judith E , 4,426,254, CI 162-72 000
.17Mund, Ingo, to Accumulalorcnwerkc Hoppcckc Carl Zoellner A
Sohn GmbH & Co KG Mold for casting intercell connectors
4,425.959. CI 164-342.000
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Brownfield. Keith E . to Warner & Swasey Company, The. Material-

handhng vehicle. Re. 31.500. CI 414-718.000

Gallo. Charles F.. Jr.; Hammond, Thomas J.; and Rees, James D.. to

Xerox Corporation Illumination system utilizing two opposing DC
lamps with an optimum barrel-shaped slit. Re 31,499, CI. 355-70.aX)

Gingras. Richard P. In-line energization and de-energization of an
external load in scries with an external source of electricity in re-

sponse to externally sensed parameters. Re. 31.502. CI. 361-170 0(X)

Gulf & Western .Manufacturing Company: See—
Nelsen. Roger J., Re. 31,497, CI. 308-6.00R.

Hammond, Thomas J.: See—
Gallo, Charles F.. Jr , Hammond. Thomas J.; and Rees, James D ,

Re 31.499. CI 355-70.000.

Keeler. Frederick D . to KLM Corporation. The Tamper-proof clo-

sure. Re. 31.496. CI 215-252.000.

KLM Corporation, The: See—
Keeler. Frederick D . Re 31.496, CI 215-252 000

Lorenzo, John L . to Pitney Bowes, Inc. Method of producing a binary
code and means for using the same. Re. 31.501, CI. 235-435.000.

Nelsen. Roger J., to Gulf & Western Manufacturing Company. Anti-
friction gibs for presses. Re 31,497, CI. 308-6.00R.

Pitney Bowes. Ii.c: See—
Lorenzo. John L . Re 31,501, CI. 235-435.000.

Rees. James D.: See—
Gallo. Charles F., Jr ; Hammond. Thomas J.; and Rees, James D

,

Re. 31.499, CI 355-70.000.
Te Velde. Ties S . to US. Philips Corporation. Electrostatically con-

trolled picture display device. Re. 31.498, CI. 350-269.000.
US Philips Corporation: See—

Te Velde. Ties S., Re. 31,498, CI 350-269.000.
Warner & Swasey Company, The: See—

Brownfield, Keith E, Re 31,500. CI. 414-718.000.
Xerox Corporation: See—

Gallo, Charles F., Jr . Hammond, Thomas J.; and Rees, James D
Re 31,499, CI. 355-70.000

Zublin, Casper W Hydraulic jet well cleaning method and apparatus.
Re 31,495, CI 166-312000.
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Ainsworth Nominees Ptv Ltd : See—

Heywood, Joseph R, 272.254, CI D21-38 fXX).

Aktiebolaget Bofors: See—
Larsson, Torsten, 272,250, CI. D15-28.0(XJ

Alush, Joseph, to Ballert Orthopedic Corp Contracture control ortho-
sis 272,281, I- 1 7-84. CI. D24-64.000.

American Cyanamid Company: See—
Li, Lehmann K ; Campbell, Jay E ; and Reichmann. Richard H .

272,226, CI. D8-48.000
Antonacci, Frank; and Carluccio, Ronald. Blow dryer 272,28^ I-17-K4

CI. D28-13.0(X).

Autry Industries, Inc.: See—
Autry, James C ; and Carmichaei, Burkle J., 272,200, CI D2-

320.000.

Autry, James C; and Carmichaei, Burkle J , to Autry Industries, Inc
Shoe sole. 272,200, 1-17-84, CI. D2-320.0(X).

Backstrom. Olof F.: See—
Linden, Erkki O.; and Backstrom, Olof F,, 272,227. CI D8-57 (XX)

Ballert Orthopedic Corp.: See—
Alush. Joseph, 272,281. CI D24-64.000

Barthcl, John E., to Dahl-Braden, Chapman Architects, Inc Automatic
teller machine booth. 272,293, 1-17-84, CI. D99-43 000.

Baus, Heinz G. Holder for toilet articles 272,208, 1-17-84 CI D6-
86.000.

Berg, Marlin C. Grille for mounting onto the license plate holder in the
front bumper of an automobile 272,240. 1-17-84, CI D12-16.V(XX)

Berkowiiz. Richard: See—
Freeman, Del P, 272,239. CI. D 12-1 56.000.

Black. Richard F , Jr Clip for holding a gas pump nozzle trigger in the
open position. 272,231, 1-17-84, CI D8-349 000.

Brunner, Merlin A ; Draheim, Harvey J ; and Schaffer, Michael J , to
Simmons Universal Corporation. Chest of drawers 272.210. 1-17-84
CI. D6-I65 000

Budde, Donald F , to Urethane Roller Specialists, Inc. Swine seat
272,260, 1-17-84. CI D2 1-246,000. ,

Bustle, Klaus: See— I

Rock, Erich; and Bustle, Klaus, 272,211, CI D6-I94.000.
Campbell, Jay E.: See—

Li, Lehmann K.; Campbell, Jay E : and Reichmann, Richard H ,

272.226, CI. D8-48.000
Campbell, Ralph L. Combination lock vault 272,292, 1-17-84 CI

D99-28.000.

Cardinal American Corporation: See—
Sroub, Joseph W , 272,286, CI D.34-21 000

Carluccio, Ronald: See—
Antonacci. Frank; and Carluccio, Ronald. 272,283, CI D2HI3 (XXJ

Carmichaei, Burkle J : See—
Autry, James C; and Carmichaei, Burkle J , 272,200, CI D2-

320.000.

Central Trust Company, N A , The: See—
Hauser. Charles; and Johnson, Sharon. 272,291, CI. D99-28 0(»

Chatani, Yasushi; and Tsuchikura, Toshio, to Kawada Co , Ltd Toy
block 272,255, 1-17-84, CI D2I-I08.000

Chatani, Yasushi; and Tsuchikura, Toshio, to Kawada Co., Ltd. Toy
block 272,256, 1-17-84, CI. D21-I08.000.

Cho. Kazunobu, to Dart Industries Inc. Drainer tray or the like.

272,222. 1-17-84, CI. D7-47.00O.
Claire, Edward W.: See—

Dahlgren, William V., Jr., Silverstein, Lewis S.; and Claire, Ed-
ward W., 272,241, CI. D13-35.000.

Convergent Technologies, Inc.: See—
Sanders, Matthew H. L.; Stillinger, Scott H.; NuttaU, Michael J.;

and Moggridge, William G.. 272,248. CI. D 1 4- 109.000.

Stillinger, Scott H.; Nuttall, Michael J.; and Moggridge. William
G , 272,249, CI. DI4-I09.000.

Daenen, Robert H C M.; and Goyens-Daenen, Rita, to Dart Industries
Inc Tiered serving dish or the like. 272,212, 1-17-84, CI. D7-4.000.

Daenen, Robert H. C. M., to Dart Industries Inc. Food storage cup or
cover or the like. 272,213, 1-17-84. CI. D7-6.000.

Daenen, Robert H C M.; and Goyens-Daenen. Rita, to Dart Industries
Inc Covered serving dish or the like. 272.214. 1-17-84. CI. D7- 17.000.

Daenen, Robert H C M.; and Goyens-Daenen. Rita, to Dart Industries
Inc. Serving dish or the like. 272,215. 1-17-84, CI. D7-22.000.

Daenen, Robert H. C M.; and Goyens-Daenen. Rita, to Dart Industries
Inc Serving dish or the like 272.216. 1-17-84. CI. D7-23.000.

Daenen, Robert H C. M.; and Goyens-Daenen. Rita, to Dart Industries
Inc Serving dish or the like. 272,217. 1-17-84. CI. D7-23.000.

Daenen, Robert H. C M.; and Goyens-Daenen, Rita, to Dart Industries
Inc Serving dish or the like. 272.218. 1-17-84, CI. D7-27.000.

Daenen, Robert H. C. M.; and Goyens-Daenen, Rita, to Dart Industries
Inc Dish pedestal or the like. 272.221. 1-17-84. CI. D7-39.000.

Daenen. Robert H C. M., to Dart Industries Inc. Closured food storage
cup or the like. 272,223, 1-17-84, CI. D7-79.000.

Dahl-Braden, Chapman Architects, Inc.: See—
Barthel, John E., 272,293, CI. D99-43.000.

Dahlgren, William V., Jr.; Silverstein, Lewis S.; and Claire. Edward W.
Control panel for use as a housing for electrical and electronic control
circuitry, 272.241, 1-17-84, CI. DI3-35.000.

Daiwa Seiko, Inc : See—
Iinuma, Kanji; and Kaneko, Kyoichi, 272,261, CI. D22-25.000.

Dart Industries Inc.: See—
Cho, Kazunobu, 272,222, CI. D7-47.000.
Daenen. Robert H C M.; and Goyens-Daenen, Rita, 272,212, CI.
D7-4 000.

Daenen, Robert H C. M.. 272.213, CI. D7-6.000.
Daenen, Robert H. C. M.; and Goyens-Daenen. Rita. 272,214. CI.

D7-I7.000.

Daenen, Robert H. C M.; and Goyens-Daenen, Rita. 272,215. CI.

D7-22.000
Daenen, Robert H. C. M.; and Goyens-Daenen, Rita, 272,216, CI.

D7-23.000.

Daenen, Robert H. C. M.; and Goyens-Daenen, Riu, 272.217. CI.

D7-23000.
Daenen, Robert H. C. M.; and Goyens-Daenen. Rita, 272.218. CI.

D7-27.000.
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Daenen, Robert H. C M ; and Goyens-Daenen, Rita, 272.221, CI
D7-39,000.

Daenen, Robert H. C. M., 272,223, CI. D7-79.000.
DeCoster, Picter K. J., 272,225, CI. D7-319.000.

De Boer, Peter, to Gispen & Staalmeubel B V Chair. 272,204, 1-17-84,

CI. D6-3 1.000

De Boer, Peter, to Gispen & Staalmeubel B.V. Chair 272,205, 1-17-84.

CI. D6-3 1.000

DeCoster, Pieter K. J , to Dart Industries Inc Jug or the like 272,225,
1-17-84, CI D7-319.000.

Di Bartolo, Vincent, to Mele Manufacturing Company. Inc Case for

jewels. 272,203, 1-17-84, CI. D3-75.000
Dillon, Richard R ; Graham, John E ; and Kmctz, David G., to Honey-

well Information Systems Inc Desktop computer system. 272,247,
1-17-84, CI. D14-I06.000

Drag Specialties, Inc.: See—
Rudd, Thomas, 272,199, CI. D2-232(XX)

Draheim, Harvey J.: See—
Brunner, Merlin A.; Draheim, Harvey J ; and Schaffer, Michael J .

272,210, CI. D6- 165.000

Du Plessis, Louis A. Game board 272,253, 1-17-84, CI D2I17(XX)
Eastman K(xlak Company: See—

Vigna, Ralph M., 272,252, CI D16-37.0OO.
Ethyl Corporation: See—

Hayes, Thomas H., 272,234, CI D9-434 000
Farnam Companies, Inc.: See—

Orlando, Joseph, 272,235, CI D9-436 000
Freeman, Del P., to Berkowitz, Richard, Trustee Modular hatchback

enclosure accessory. 272,2.39, 1-17-84, CI D12-156.(XX).

Garcia, Joseph C. Belt mounted holder for alien wrenches 272,201,

1-17-84, CI. D2-400.000.

Gillett, Peter J. Mobile golf club container. 272,285, 1-17-84, CI D.U-
15.000.

Gispen & Staalmeubel B.V.: See—
De Btier. Peter, 272,204. CI. D6-31.(XX).

De Boer, Peter, 272,205. CI. D6-31.(XX).

Goyens-Daenen. Rita: See—
Daenen, Robert H. C. M.; and Goyens-Daenen, Rita, 272,212, CI

D7-4.000.

Daenen, Robert H. C. M.; and Goyens-Daenen, Rita, 272,214, CI

D7- 17.000.

Daenen, Robert H. C. M.; and Goyens-Daenen, Rita, 272,215. CI

D7-22.000.

Daenen, Robert H. C. M.; and Goyens-Daenen, Rita, 272."! 16, CI

D7-23.000.

Daenen, Robert H. C. M.; and Goyens-Daenen, Rita, 272,217, CI
D7-23.000.

Daenen, Robert H. C M.; and Goyens-Daenen, Rita, 272,218, CI
D7.27.000.

Daenen, Robert H. C M.; and Goyens-Daenen, Rita, 272,221, CI

D7- 39.000.

Graham, John E.: See—
Dillon, Richard R.; Graham, John F". ; and Kmelz, David O ,

272,247, CI. D 1 4- 106.000.

Green, David T.; Rawson, Paul O ; and Yagami, Richard, to United
States Surgical Corporation. Linear closure surgical stapler 272,270.

1-17-84, CI. D24-26.000.

Green, David T.; Rawson, Paul O ; and Yagami, Richard, to United

States Surgical Corporation. Linear closure surgical stapler 272,271,

1-17-84, CI. D24-26.000.

Green, David T.; Rawson, Paul O.; and Yagami, Richard, to United
States Surgical Corporation. Linear closure surgical stapler, 272,272,

1-17-84. CI. D24-26.000.

Green. David T.; Rawson. Paul O ; and Yagami. Richard, to United
States Surgical Corporation. Linear closure surgical siaplci. 272,273.

1-17-84, CI. D24-26.000
Green, David T.; Rawson, Paul ().; and Yagami, Richard, to Llniled

States Surgical Corporation, Linear closure surgical stapler 272,274.

1-17-84, CI. D24-26.000.

Green, David T.; Rawson, Paul O.; and Yagami, Richard, to United

States Surgical Corporation. Linear closure surgical stapler. 272,275,

1-17-84, CI D24-26.00()

Green, David T.; Rawson, Paul ().; and Yagami, Richard, to Uniled

States Surgical Corporation, Linear closure surgical stapler 272,276.

1-17-84, CI. D24-26.000
Green, David T.; Rawson, Paul O.; and Yagami, Richard, to United

States Surgical Corporation. Linear closure surgical stapler 272,277.

1-17-84, CI. D24-26.000
Green, David T.; Rawson, Paul ().; and Yagami, Richard, to United

States Surgical Corporation Linear closure surgical stapler 272,278,

1-17-84, CI. D24-26.000.

Green, David T., to United States Surgical Corporation Disposable

staple cartridge for linear closure surgical stapler. 272,279, I 17-84,

CI. D24-27.000.

Hanks. Robert E Screw starter. 272,2.30, 1-17-84. CI D8-82 (XX)

Hauser. Charles; and Johnson, Sharon, to Central Trust Company,
N.A.. The Automated teller machine module. 272,291, 1-17-84, CI

D99-28.000
Hayes, Thomas H., to Ethyl Corporation Container handle or similar

article 272.234. 1-17-84. CI D9-434 (XX)

Heath, John W.. Jr.; See—
Russell. Kenneth; and Heath, John W., Jr , 272,209, CI. D61()4 OU)

HeywmxJ, Joseph R., to Ainsworth Nominees Pty Ltd. Poker machine

cabinet. 272,254, 117-84, CI. D2I-38.(XX)

Holce, Thomas J . and Huckins, Charles M , to Scntrol. Inc Latching
housing for miniature electrical components 272.242, I- 17-84. CI
D 13-40 000

Honeywell Information Systems Inc See—
Dillon. Richard R , Graham, John F. . and Kmet/, David G .

272.247, CI DI4-I()6 0(X)

Honma. Kei/o Air eliminator for plumbing systems or the like 272,262,
1-17-84, CI D2 3-46 (XX)

Hor, Kok K I-gg cooker vcssi-l 272.219, |.|7.K4. CI D7.28(XX)
Huckins, Charles M See—

Holce, Thomas J. and Huckins. Charles M. 272.242. CI DI3-
40 (XX)

Hull. James R Bed 272.207. I •1784. CI D6-83 (XX)

Hulchev)n. Cluudc M . lo Xerox Corpt)raiion Facsimile transceiver or
similar article 272.246, 1-17.84. CI DI4-94(XX)

Icaro Olivieri & C S p A .V<'<

—

Olivieri. Icaro. 272.258. CI D21-22h()(X)

Iinuma, Kanji, and Kanek(\ Kvoichi. lo Daiwa Seiko. Inc F'ishing reel

bail arm 272,261. 1-17-84, CI D22-25(XX)
Juramillo. Ciiovanni .SV< -

Scheid, William J ; I ipinski. Richard D . and Jaramillo, Giovanni.
272.245. CI DI4-68(X)()

Johnson. Sharon See—
Hausi-r. Charles, and Johnson. Sharon. 272.291. CI 1)99. 28 (XX)

Julius Blum Gescllschafi m b H .Sir—
RiKk. l-rich, and Bustle. Klaus, 272.211, CI D6I94(XX)

Kameda. lamotsu. lo Yasui Sangy<i Co. I id I ifling jack 272,287.
1-17-84. CI D34-31 (XK)

Kaneko, Kyoichi See—
Iinuma. Kaiiji, and Kaneko, Kyoichi. 2'l2.2t\. CI D22-25(XX)

Kawada Co , Ltd .SVi'—

Chatani, Yjsushi. and Isuchikura. loshio. 272,255. CI D2!
I()X()(X)

Chatani, Yasushi. and Isuchikura. loshio, 272,256. CI D2I-
108 (XX)

Kmet/, David G See—
Dillon. Richard K , (irahani. John I' , and Kmet/. David Ci

.

272.247. CI D14-1()6(XX)

Krafl. Martin Chair 272,206. I- 17-84. CI 1)6-47 (XX)

Larsson. lorslen, lo Aklieb«)lagel Bofors (Juick hitch for earth han
dling icHils 272.250, 117. K4, CI 1)15-28 (XX)

Lee's Manufacturing Co , Inc .Sir -

l.iehrick. William C . and Morvillo. Charles A , 272,2 'K. CI 1)11

92 (XX)

I.cffi'l. Darrel O LivesKKk Just bag stand 272,284. 1- I7.K4. CI 1)30-

45 (XX)

I.i. Lehmann K . Campbell. Ja> I , and Reichmann. Richard H . lo

American Cvanamid Company Staple cxiracling insirumeni

272.226, 1-17-84, CI l)K-48(XX)

I.iebrick, William C . and Morvillo. Charles A , to I ee's Manufacluring
Co, Inc Jewelry selling 272.238, II7.S4. CI 1)1 1-92 (XX)

I.ienhard. Rolf, lo Maschinenfahrik Ad Schullhess & Co. A(i Hand
washer 272,263, I 17-K4. CI I)2V59(XX)

Linden, Erkki O , and Backstrom. Olof !
. lo ()\ i iskars AB Scissors

272.227, I-I7-K4. CI 1)8-57 (XX)

Linden, Erkki (), to Oy Fiskars AB Scissors 272,228, 117-84, CI
1)8-57 (XX)

Lipmski, Richard D .Sir—

Scheid, William J , I ipinski. Richard I) and Jaramillo, Giovanni,

272,245, CI D14-68(XX)

Maschinenfabnk Ad Schullhess & Co . A(i .Sir—

I.ienhard. Rolf, 272.261 CI 1)23-59 (XX)

McDonald. John W . lo Kealex Corporation Dispi-nsiiig pump head
272,216, I17-84. CI l)9.44K(XX)

McKay. Kurt J Conlemplalion chamber 272.280. 1-17.M4, CI l);4-

38 (XX)

Meisler. Robi-rl I. Diver's i.iw.ibli- divii:g plane 272.259. 117.84. CI

D2 1-236 (XX)

Mele MaiiufacUiriiig Company. Inc .Sir-

Di BarKilo. Vincent. 272.203, CI 1)3-75 (XX)

Moggridge. William G Sir —
Sanders, Mallhcw H I , Siillinger, Scoll H . Nuitall, Michael J

and Moggridge. William G . 272.248. CI 1)14- 109 (XX)

Stillinger. Scoll H , Nullall. Michael J . and Moggridge, William
(i . 272.249, CI 1)14-109 (XX)

Morvillo, Charles A .Sir^

Liebnck. William C , and Morvillo. Charles A , 272.238, CI DM
92(XX)

Molorla. Inc .SVi' —
Scheid. William J , i ipinski. Richard I) . and Jaramillo. (iiovanni.

272.245. CI D14-68(XX)

Motorola, Inc See—
Scheid. William J , 272.243, CI D14-68(XX)
Scheid, William J , 272,244, CI 1)14-68 (XX)

Nuttall, Michael J .Sir -

Sanders, Matthew H I. , Stillinger, Scoll H . Nuiiall. Michael J

and Moggridge, William G , 272,248, CI 1)14-109 (XX)

Stillinger, Scoll H , Nuttall, Michael J , and Moggridge, William

CJ , 272,249, CI D14-109(XX)
Olivieri, Icaro, lo Icaro Olivieri & C S p A Roller skate 272, 25K,

1-17-84, CI 1)21-226 (XX)

Orlando, Joseph, lo Farnam Companies, Inc Powder applicator cap
272.235. I-I7-84, CI I)9-4.16(XX)

Oussani, James J, to Slaplex Company, Inc, I he Letter opener

272.229. 1-17 84, CI D8-6I (XX)
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Oy Fiskars AB: See-

Linden, Erkki O.; and Backstrom, Olof F.. 272.227. CI. D8-57 000
Linden, Erkki O.. 272,228, CI D8-57 000

Pannentier, Christian. Packaging container for ice cream or the like.
272,232, I- 17-84, CI. D9- 345.000.

Pannentier, Christian. Multi-compartmented packaging container for
ice cream or the like. 272.233. 1-17-84, CI. D9-345.000.

Perkins. Sonnie J. Combined golf putter hosel and alignment mdicator.
272.257, 1 - 1 7-84, CI. D2 1 -22 1 .000.

PfafT. Wayne K. Material handling transport tray or the like. 272.288.
1-17-84, CI. D34-4O.000.

>~ j

Preciado, David. Intruder alarm for doors, windows and the like
272.237. 1-17-84, CI. DlO-106.000.

Rawson, Paul O.: See-
Green, David T.; Rawson, Paul O.; and Yagami. Richard. 272.270.

CI. D24-26.0Q0.
Green, David T.; Rawson, Paul O.; and Yagami, Richard. 272.271

CI. D24-26.000.

Paul O.; and Yagami. Richard, 272.272.

Paul O.; and Yagami. Richard. 272.273.

Paul O.; and Yagami. Richard. 272.274.

;
and Yagami. Richard. 272.275.

Green, David T.; Rawson
CI. D24-26.000.

Green, David T.; Rawson,
CI. D24-26.00O.

Green, David T.; Rawson,
CI. D24-26.000.

Green, David T.; Rawson, Paul O
CI. D24-26.000.

Green, David T.; Rawson, Paul O.; and Yagami. Richard. 272.276
CI. D24-26.000.

Green. David T.; Rawson. Paul O.; and Yagami. Richard, 272 277
CI. D24-26.000.

Green. David T.; Rawson, Paul O.; and Yagami. Richard. 272,278
CI. D24-26.000. ,

Realex Corporation: See— '

McDonald, John W., 272.236. CI. D9-448.000.
Reichmann, Richard H.: See-

Li, Lehmann K.; Campbell. Jay E.; and Reichmann, Richard H
272,226. CI. D8-48.000.

Reinhard, George G. Egg cutter 272,224, 1-17-84, CI. D7- 1 06.000
Ricoh Company, Ltd.: See—

Yoshihama, Manzo, 272.251, CI. D16-32.000.
Ring, Linda K. Firewood carrier. 272,202, 1-17-84. CI. D3-30.100

to Julius Blum Gesellschaft m.b.H
1-17-84. CI. D6-194.000.
swimming pool skimmer 272,282.

and

Rock, Erich; and Bustle, Klaus
Hinge mounting plate. 272,21

1

Roth, Daniel T. Deflector for
1-17-84, CI. D25-02.000.

Rudd, Thomas, to Drag Specialties, Inc. Combined face shield
helmet or similar article. 272,199, 1-17-84, CI. D2-232 000

Russell, Kenneth; and Heath, John W., Jr. Wall-mounted irrigation
cabinet for douching and enemas. 272,209, 1-17-84, CI D6-104 000

Sanders, Matthew H. L.; Stillinger, Scott H.; Nuttall, Michael J. and
Moggndge, William G.. to Convergent Technologies. Inc Computer
peripheral or similar article. 272.248. 1-17-84. CI DI4-109 000

Schaffer. Michael J.: See—
Brunner. Merlin A.; Draheim, Harvey J.; and SchafTer, Michael J

272,210, CI. D6-165.000.

^i'5i'*4.^'"'*'" ' '° Motorola, Inc. Radio pager or similar article.
272.243, 1-17-84, CI. D 1 4-68.000.

^i'fi'^J
William J., to Motorola, Inc. Radio pager or similar article

272.244, 1-17-84, CI. D14-68.000.
Scheid, William J.; Lipinski, Richard D.; and Jaramillo. Giovanni, to

Motorla, Inc. Radio pager or similar article. 272,245, 1-17-84 CID 14-68.000.

Segura Palenzuela, Jose. Fruit box. 272,289, 1-17-84, CI D34-40 000
Sentrol, Inc.: See—

Holce, Thomas J.; and Huckins, Charles M., 272.242, CI. DI3-

Silverstein, Lewis S.: See—
Dahlgren, William V,, Jr.; Silverstein, Lewis S.; and Claire Ed-
ward W., 272,241, CI. D 13-35.000.

Simmons Universal Corporation: See—
Brunner, MeHin A.; Draheim, Harvey J.; and Schaffer, Michael J .

272.210, CI. D6-165.000.
Sroub, Joseph W.. to Cardinal American Corporation. Barbecue cart

272.286, 1-17-84, CI. D34-2 1.000.
Suplex Company, Inc., The: See— '

Oussani, James J., 272,229. CI. D8-61.000.
Stillinger, Scott H.; Nutull, Michael J.; and Moggridge, William G.. to
Convergent Technologies, Inc. Computer peripheral or similar arti-
cle. 272,249. 1-17-84, CI. D14-109.000.

Stillinger, Scott H.: See-
Sanders, Matthew H. L.; Stillinger, Scott H.; Nuttall. Michael J
and Moggridge, William G., 272,248, CI. D14-I09.000

Sybron Corporation: See—
Voltz, Carl W., 272,264, CI. D24- 1.100.
Voltz. CaH W.. 272.265, CI. D24- 1.100.
Voltz. Cari W.. 272,266, CI. D24- 1.100.
Voltz. CaH W., 272.267. CI. D24-I.100.
Voltz, Carl W., 272,268, CI. D24-1.100.
Voltz, CaH W., 272,269, CI. D24- 1.100.

Thompson, James S. Plate or similar article. 272,220, 1-17-84, CI. D7-

Tsuchikura, Toshio: See—
Chatani, Yasushi; and Tsuchikura, Toshio, 272,255 CI D21-

108.000.
'

Chatani, Yasushi; and Tsuchikura, Toshio, 272,256, CI D21-
108.000.

United States Surgical Corporation: See-
Green, David T.; Rawson, Paul O.; and Yagami, Richard, 272 270

CI. D24-26.000. - . .

Green, David T.; Rawson, Paul O.; and Yagami, Richard, 272.271.
CI. D24-26.000.

...
Green David T.; Rawson. Paul O.; and Yagami, Richard. 272.272.

CI. D24-26.000.

°';?f";^°^^'*^ ^ Rawson, Paul O.; and Yagami. Richard, 272.273.
CI. D24-26.000.

Green, David T.; Rawson, Paul O.; and Yagami, Richard, 272,274,
CI. D24-26.000.

Green. David T.; Rawson. Paul O.; and Yagami, Richard, 272,275
CI D24-26.000.

Rawson, Paul O.; and Yagami, Richard, 272,276,

Rawson, Paul O.; and Yagami, Richard, 272,277,

Rawson, Paul O.; and Yagami, Richard, 272.278,

Green, David T
CI. D24-26.000

Green. David T.;

CI D24-26.000
Green. David T.;

CI. D24-26.000.
Green. David T

. 272.279. CI. D24-27.000.
Urelhane Roller Specialists, Inc.: See—

Budde, Donald F., 272,260, CI. D2 1-246.000.
Vigna. Ralph M., to Eastman Kodak Company. Printing attachment for

a photographic printer or similar article. 272,252, I-I7-84, CI. D16-

^°}\l'Sf^^ ^ '° Sybron Corporation. Dental treatment cabinet.
272.264, 1-17-84, CI. D24- 1.100.

Voltz, Carl W., to Sybron Corporation. Dental treatment cabinet.
272.265, 1-17-84, CI. D24- 1.100.

Voltz. Carl W.. to Sybron Corporation. Dental treatment cabinet.
272.266. 1-17-84. CI. D24- 1.100.

Voltz. Carl W., to Sybron Corporation. Dental treatment cabinet
272.267, 1-17-84, CI. D24- 1.100.

Voltz, Carl W.. to Sybron Corporation. Dental treatment cabinet
272.268. 1-17-84. CI. D24-I.I0O.

Voltz, Carl W., to Sybron Corporation. Dental treatment cabinet.
272.269. 1-17-84, CI. D24-1.100.

Wilson, Kevin J. Fixture cleaner. 272,290, 1-17-84, CI. D32-5 1.000.
Xerox Corporation: See—

Hutcheson, Claude H., 272.246, CI. D14-94.000.
Yagami, Richard: See-

Green, David T.; Rawson, Paul O.; and Yagami. Richard. 272.270.
CI. D24-26.000.

Green, David T.; Rawson, Paul O.; and Yagami, Richard, 272.271,
CI. D24-26.000.

...
Green, David T.; Rawson, Paul O.; and Yagami, Richard. 272.272.

CI. D24-26.000.
Green, David T.; Rawson, Paul O.; and Yagami, Richard, 272.273.

CI. D24-26.000.
Green, David T.; Rawson, Paul O.; and Yagami, Richard. 272.274,

CI. D24-26.000.
Green, David T.; Rawson, Paul O.; and Yagami, Richard. 272.275.

CI. D24-26.000.
Green. David T.; Rawson. Paul O.; and Yagami. Richard, 272.276.

CI. D24-26.000.
Green. David T.; Rawson. Paul O.; and Yagami. Richard, 272.277,

CI. D24-26.000.
Green, David T.; Rawson, Paul O.; and Yagami, Richard, 272,278,

CI. D24-26,000.
Yasui Sangyo Co., Ltd.: See—

Kameda, Tamotsu, 272,287, CI. D34-3 1.000.
Yoshihama, Manzo, to Ricoh Company, Ltd. Developer container

272,251, 1-17-84, CI. D16-32.000.
t«= uu cr.

LIST OF PLANT PATENTEES
Armstrong Nurseries, Inc.: See— I

Christensen, Jack E., 5,177. CI. 15 000,

Christensen, Jack E.. to Armstrong Nurseries. Inc. Rose plant 5 177
17-84, CI. 15 000.

Garabedian, John M. Plum tree. 5,178, 1-17-84, CI. 38.000.

L Daehnfeldt Ltd.: See—
Schelbeck, Erland V.

Schelbeck, Erland V., to L. Daehnfeldt Ltd. Begonia plant. 5,179, 1-17-
84, CI 68.000.

Williams, Ernest D. Miniature Rose plant. 5,176, 1-17-84, CI. 7.000.

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
ISSUED JANUARY 17, 1984

Note —First number, class; second number, subclass; third number, patent number

2

18

436

15

CLASS2
4.425,667

4,425,668

4,425,669

CLASS 3

4,425,670

CLASS 4

1113 4,425,671
596 4,425,672

CLASS 5

64 4,425,673
68 4,425,674

440 4,425,675
450 4,425,676

CLASS 8

138 4,426,203
492 4,426,204
523 4,426,205
528 4,426,206

CLASS 15

10492 4,425,677

CLASS 17

44.2 4,425,678

CLASS 24

6
7

20 S

351

381

434

604
656
664

166

727

4,425,679

4,425,680

4,425,681

4.425,682

4,425,690

4,425,683

4,425,684

4,425,685

4,425,686

4,425,688

4,425.687

4.425,689

CLASS 28

4.425.691

4,425,923

CLASS 29

90R
110

113 R
157,3 AH
280
451

505

571

603
606
611

724
764

4,425,693

4.425,694

4.425.695

4.425.696

4,425.697

4.425.698

4.425,699

4,425,700

4,425,701

4,425,702

4,425,692

4,425,703

4,425.704

84
116

120,3

133

151

229
324

CLASS 30

4,425,705

4.425,706

4,425,707

4,425,708

4,425,709

4,425,710

4,425,711

CLASS 33

12 4,425,712

174 D 4,425,713

187 4,425,714

199 R 4,425,715

355 R 4,425,716

361 4,425,717

CLASS 34

4,425,718I

156

233

11,5

4,425,719

4,425,720

CLASS 36

4,425,721

CLASS 37

2 P 4,425,722

55 4,425,723

CLASS 40

1 1 A 4,425,724

152 4,425,725

301

600
607

4,425,726

4,425.727

4,425,728

CLASS 43

21,2 4,425.72<>

42.11 4.425.730
58 4.425.731

81 4.425,732

115 4.425,733

CLASS 44

50 4.426.207

56 4,426.208

CLASS 46

74 D 4,425,734
202 4,425.735

CLASS 47

15 4,425,736
58 4,425,737

CLASS 49

310 4,425.738

424 4,425,739

CLASS SI

4,426,209

CLASS 52

4,425.741

4.425,740

4,425,742

4,425,744

4,425,743

4,425,745

4,425,746

4,425,747

4,425,748

4,425,749

CLASS 55

4,426,210

4,426,211

4,426,212

4,426,213

4,426,214

295

70

81

90
169,14

169,5

235
309,12

404
436
509

73

296
345

466
511

CLASS 56

327 A
341

265

4,425,751

4,425,752

4,425,753

CLASS 57

4,425,754

CLASS 60

39,092

39,182

39,55

403
420
547,1

611

646
693

4,425,756

4,425,757

4,425,755

4,425,758

4,425,759

4,425,760

4,425.761

4.425,762

4,425,763

CLASS 62

6 4,425,764

133

212
237

32

4,425,765

4,425,766

4,425,767

4,425,768

CLASS 63

4,425.769

CLASS 65

4.21 4,426,215

18.1 4,426,216

135 4,426,217

241 4,426,218

CLASS 70

4,425,770252

276

456 R

91

98

105

111

4,425,771

4,425,772

CLASS 71

4,426,219

4,426,220

4,426,221

4,426,222

CLA.SS 72

142

257

270
.V)6

325
347

356
370
379

391

.193

459

4,425,77.1

4.425.774

4.425,775

4.425,776

4,425,777

4.425.778

4.425.779

4.425.780

4.<*25.78l

4,4:5,782

4,425,7M
4,425.784

CLASS 73

9

12

32 R
35

40 5 D

55

1173
204

290 R
293
295

312

379

659
718

730

803

827
861 18

861.28

86! 29

861 61

861 65

862.45

862.65

863. 1

1

4.425,785

4,425,786

4,425,787

4.425,788

4.425,789

4,425,790

4,425.791

4,425,792

4,425,793

4,425,794

4,425,795

4,425.796

4.425.797

4,425,798

4,425,799

4,425,800

4,425,801

4,425,802

4,425,803

4,425,804

4,425,805

4,425,806

4,425,807

4,425,809

4,425,808

4,425,810

4.425,811.

CLASS 74

6

87

89.15

425
439
467
469
489
579 R
604

640
665 GE
750 B
804

4,425,812

4,425,813

4,425,814

4.425,815

4,425,816

4,425,817

4,425,818

4,425,819

4,425,820

4,425,821

4,425,822

4,425,823

4,425,824

4,425,825

CLASS 75

10 R 4,426,223
49

118 R

3 36
57 19

5739

CLASS I

62.1

833

I 16

298

44

I A

4,426,224

4,426,225

CLASS 81

4,425,826

4,425,827

4,425,828

83

4,425,829

4,425,8.10

84

4,425,831

4,425.8.12

CLASS 86

4,425,833

89

4,425,834

CLASS I

CLASS I

CLASS 91

317

405

71

86

CLASS

CLASS
40R

4,425,835

4,425,8.16

92

4,425.837

4.425.838

98

4,425.839

40 V

605

4.425.840

CI.ASS 99

4,425.841

CLASS 100

17 4.425,842
229 A 4.425.841

CI.ASS 101

9.1 14 4,425,844
93 .14 4,425.845

1 1

1

4,425.846
269 4.425.847
350 4.425,848

CLASS 102

275 12 4,425,849
307 4,425.850

a.ASS 104

20 4,425,851

CT.ASS 106

4,426,226

4,426,227

4,426,228

4,426,229

4,426,2.10

4.426,211

22

27

203
270
272
28Hy

CI.ASS 108

56.1 4,425.852

CLASS 109

25 4,425,853

CLASS 110

4,425,854

4,425,855

4,425.856

CLASS 111

4.425,857

262

261

146

85

CT,ASS 112

121 12 4,425,858

158 R 4,425.859

311 4,425,860

CI.ASS 114

71 4,425,861
199 4,425,862

161 4.425.861

CLASS 116

4,425,864

CI.ASS 118

4.425,865

4,425.866

4.425,867

4.425.868

4,425.869

4,425,870

4,425.871

204

19

58

120

114

326
664

CLASS 119

14.47 4,425.872

4,425,87151 R
156

134

4,425,874

CLASS 122

4,425,875

CLASS 123

3

41.08

41.1

41.12

44C
52 MV
90 3

242

272
299
339

357

418
425
4.10

446

489

4,425.876

4,42.V878
4.425.877

4.425,879

4,425,880

4.425.881

4.425,882

4.425,881

4,425,884

4,425,885

4,425.886

4.425.887

4.425.888

4.425.889

4.425.890

4.425.891

4,425,892

4.425.891

4,425,894

4,425,895

501 4.425,896
527 4,425.897

4.425,898
549 4,425,899

CLASS 125

.10 R 4.425,900

CI.ASS

6

160 R
419

424

425
427
439

126

4,425.901

4,425,902

4.425.903

4.425.904

4.425.905

4.425.906

4,425.907

(l-ASS 127

46 1 4,426,232

CLASS 128

1 R
16

52

80 C
111

200 14

200 26

125

401

615

658

672
690
691

745

4.425,908

4.425.909

4.425.910

4.425,912

4,425.911

4.425.914

4.425,911

4.425,915

4.425,916

4.425.917

4.425.918

4.425.919

4,425,920

4,425.921

4.425,922

4.425,924

C1.A.SS 130

22 A 4.425,925

n.ASS 132

46 R 4,425,926

{1.A.SS 133

8 A 4.425,927

CLASS 134

21 4,426.211
122 R 4,425,928

CLA.VS 135

102 4.425,929

a.ASS 136

256 4,426.546

CLASS 137

1

53

143

172

223

115

.140

480
489
599 2

627 5

871

4,425.930

4.425.9.11

4.425.932

4.425.93.1

4,425.934

4,425.915

4,425.9.16

4.425,937

4.425.938

4,425.919

4,425.940

4.425.941

CVASS 138

38 4.425.942
89 4.425.941

4.425,944

96 T 4.425,945

a.ASS 139

11 4,425.946

CLASS 140

105 4.425.947

119 4.425.948

CLA.SS 141

I 4,425.949

CLASS 144

194 4.425.950

4.425.951

4.425.952

208 E
246 F

CI-ASS 148

5 4.426.2.14

12 C 4.426.215

36

175

4,426.236

4.426.237

CLASS 149

4,426,238

a^SS 152

.160 4,425.953

OjiSS 156

60

64 4.426.239
99 4,426.240

217 4.426.241

252 4.426,242
.107 1 4.426.241
498 4.426.244

511 4.426.245

641 4.426.246

4.426.247

645 4.426.248

651 4.426.249

655 4.426.250

656 4.426.251

665 4.426.252

668 4,426.253

a.ASS 157

1 2 2 4.425,954

a.ASS 160

168 R 4.425,955

4,425,956

21

72

106

217

116

a.A.»:s 162

4,426.258

4.426.254

4.426.255

4.426,256

4.426.257

('LA.SS 164

17 4.425,957

119 4,425,958

.142 4,425,959

426 4.425.960

440 4.425,961

a.ASS 165

92 4.425.962

KM 12 4.425.963

171 4,425,964

CLASS 166

106

241

259

295

112

4.425.965

4.425.966

4.425,967

4,425.968

Re 31.495

a.ASS 171

16 4,425,969

a.A.SS 172

7 4.425.970
111 4.425,971

551 4,425,972

574 4,425,973

CXJiSS 174

31 R 4.426.547

72 R 4.426.548

110 PM • 4.426.549

128 R 4.426.550

a.ASS 177

I 4.425,974

50

ClJ^SS

607
84 L

115 5 DV
117

4.425,975

179

4.426.554

4.426.555

4,426.556

4,426.553

56

225

243

264

a-A.SS 180

4.425,976

4.425.977

4.425.978

4.425.979

CVMSS 181

208 4,425.980

286 4.425.981

PI 43
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CLASS 182
130.01 4,426,565 149 q 4.426,063 504 4.426.098 267 4,426.626 10.3 4.426.666

36 4,425.982
96 4,425,983
106 4.425,984

13741 4,426,566

225 4,426,567

270 4,426.568

272 4,426,569

CLASS 252

8.55 C 4,426,296

8.55 D 4,426,302

655 4.426.099
770 4.426.100
772 4.426.101
804 4.426.102

CLASS 331

12 4.426,627
96 4,426.628

44
73

106

4,426.667

4.426.668

4,426,669

121 4,425,985

CLASS IM
354 4,426,570

373 4,426,571

4.426.303

8.6 4.426,297 CLASS 285 CLASS 333
79

CLASS 361

4,426,670

4,426,671

4,426,672

Re.31,502

4,426,673

4,426,674

4,426,675

3.2 4,425,986
502 4,426,572

544 4,426,573

8.75 4,426.304

8.8 4,426,299

12 4.426.103

26 4.426.104

165 4,426,629
174 4,426.630

82

145
CLASS 188

67 4,425,987

CLASS 192

CLASS 220

66 4,426,01 J

307 4,426,014

8.9 4,426,298

4,426.300

4,426,301
496 4.426.305

92 4.426.105

236 4.426.106

CLASS 290

202 4,426,63

1

CLASS 337

347 4,426,632

170

283

384

415
18 R 4,425,988 403 4,426,015 51.5 A 4.426.306 38 B 4.426.585 CLASS .W8
48.92 4.425,989

53 G 4.425,990
70.27 4,425,991

82 T 4,425,992

CLASS 221

75 4,426,016

222 4.426.017

70 4.426.307

4.426.308
75 4.426.309

106 4,426.310

44 4.426.586

CLASS 292

201 4.426.107

25 4,426,633
161 4,426.634
183 4.426.635
314 4 426 636

371

438

CT,ASS362

4.426,676

4,426,677

85 A 4,425,993 CLASS 222

1 4.426.018

88 4.426.019

143 4.426,311 307 B 4.426.108
-* ' ^1 ^fc\/i \^*/*j

CLASS 363
85 AA 4.425,994

CLASS 198

299.1 4.426,312

353 4,426,313

522 R 4.426.321

CLASS 293

133 4.426.109

CLASS 339

38 4.426,121
45 M 4.426,122

25 4.426,678

CLASS 364
605 4,425,995

653 4,425.996

CLASS 200

108 4.426.020

129.1 4.426,021

130 4,426,022

CLASS 254

342 4,426.064

CLASS 294

88 4.426.110

75 MP 4,426,123
94 M 4,426,124
99 R 4,426.125

200 4.426.679

4,426,680

4,426,681

4,426.682

4,426,683
16 D 4.426.557
5109 4,426,558

132 4,426,023

173 4,426,024

182 4,426,025

CLASS 260

97.7 4.426,322

CLASS 2%
95 R 4.426.111

125 R 4.426,126
177 R 4,426,127

276 T 4.426,128
508

67 DB 4,426,559 402 1 3 4 426 026 112R 4.426,323 223 4.426.112 900 4,426,684

144 B 4,426,560
529 4,426,027 112.5 R 4,426.324 CLASS 297

CLASS 340 4,426,685

148 A 4,426,561

151 4,426,562 CLASS 224
4.426.325

146 R 4,426.326
219 4.426.113

74 4,426.638
528 4.426,639

632 4.426,640
683 4,426,641

690 4,426,642
713 4,426.643
720 4.426,644

CLASS 365

334 4,426,563

CLASS 202

248 4,426.259

CLASS 204

325 4,426,028

CLASS 225

49 4.426.029

CLASS 226

160 4.426.327

162 4.426.328
3986 4,426,329

403 4.426.330

463 4.426.331

232 4.426.114
423 4.426.115

CLASS 301

9R 4.426,116

52

104

182

200

4,426,689

4,426,686

4,426,687

4,426,688

CLASS 366
33 4,426.260
98 4,426,261

181 4.426.030
465 F 4.426.332

507 R 4.426.333
CLASS 303

6C 4,426,117

724 4,426,645

769 4,426,646
156 4,426,156

4,426,262 CLASS 228 509 4.426.334 825.65 4,426,637 CLASS 368

101 4,426,263

192 C 4,426,268

192 M 4,426,265
192 R 4,426.264

56 4,426,033

121 4,426,031

157 4,426,032

968 4,426,335

986 4.426.336

CLASS 264

CLASS 307

66 4,426,587

124 4,426,588

254 4,426,589

CLASS 343

8 4,426,647
18 E 4,426,648

73

76

80

4,426,157

4,426,158

4,426,159

4.426,267 CLASS 229
0.5 4.426.338

255 4,426,590 700 MS 4,426,649 CLASS 369
206 4,426,266
242 4,426.269

257 4.426.270

23 BT 4,426,034
4 4,426.337

22 4.426.339
358 4,426,591

903 4,426,650
21 4,426,691

CLASS 235 29 1 4.426!340 CLASS 308 a.ASS 346 32

45

46

4.426,692

296 4.426.271

4.426.272

297 W 4.426.273

1 C 4,426,574

435 Re31.501

40 1 4.426.341

45 9 4.426.065

109 4.426.342

5R 4,426,118

6C 4,426.119
6 R Re 31 497

75 4.426.652

136 4.426.651
153.1 4.426.653

4,426.690

4.426,693

4,426,694

298 4,426,274 CLASS 236 147 4.426.343
vy|^ i^V.^I)^''

159 4.426.654 77.2 4,426,695

4,426,275 34.5 4,426,036
171 4,426.344

252 4,426.066

256 4.426.345

CLASS 310
CLASS 350

112 4,426,696

CLASS 206 CLASS 237
52 4,426,592
91 4 426 593

96.33 4.426.129
CLASS 370

084 4,425,997 19 4,426,037 290 2 4.426.346 233 4,426,594
162.2 4.426.130 85 4,426,697

306 4,425,998 294 4.426.347 313 D 4,426,595 4,426.131 CLASS 371
444 4,425,999 CLASS 239 328.6 4.426.348 167 4.426,132

^t^ ^^ M V ^JWJ *^ * M

455 4.426,000 265 15 4,426,038 346 4.426,349 CLASS 312 269 Re. 3 1,498 37 4,426,698

507 4,426,001

523 4,426.002

524.4 4,426,003

525 4.426.004

415 4!426!039

428 5 4,426,040

468 4,426,041

CLASS 266

191 4.426.067

217 4.426,068

100 4,426,120

CLASS 313

231.41 4,426,597

334 4,426,133

358 4,426,134

422 4,426.135
463 4.426,136

68

45

4,426,699

CLASS 372

4.426,700

526 4.426,035 CLASS 241 246 4.426.069 331 4,426,598 471 4,426,137 4,426,701

CLASS 208

60 4,426,276

21 4,426,042

1012 4,426,043

236 4,426.044

CLASS 242

CLASS 267

91 4.426,070

389 4,426,599

487 4,426,600

534 4,426,596

CLASS 351

158 4.426.138

46

50

4,426,702

4,426,703

4,426,704
127 4,426,277

130 4,426,278
CLASS 269 CLASS 315

169 4.426,139

204 4.426,140
58

86
4,426,705

4,426,706
138 4,426,279 84 2 G 4,426,045

325 4,426.071 39 51 4,426,601 212 4,426,141 95 4,426,707
254 R 4.426.280

181 4,426,046 CLASS 270 58 4.426.602 CLASS 354 103 4,426,708

CLASS 209 197 4.426,047 53 4.426.072
289 4.426.603

145.1 4,426,144 CLASS 373
11 4.426,281 CLASS 244 CLA.SS 271

CLASS 318 195.1 4.426,145 22 4,426,709
167 4,426,282

211 4,426,283
323 4,426,048

69 4,426,049

135 R 4,426,050
137 R 4,426,051

251 4.426.073
334 4.426.604
347 4.426.605

246 4,426,146
286 4,426,147

4,426.723

581 4,426,005

593 4,426,006

302 4.426.074

CLASS 272

375 4.426.606
628 4.426.607

412 4,426,142
416 4.426,143 45

CLASS 374

4,426,160

CLASS 210 168 4,426.052 69 4.426.075
685 4.426.608

729 4.426.609

798 4.426,610
803 4,426.611

CLASS 355 144 4,426.161

90 4,426,284 173 4.426.053 109 4.426.076 3 DD 4,426,148 CLASS 375
109 4,426,285

121 4,426,286
184 4,426.287

242.3 4.426,288
403 4,426,289
516 4,426,290

212 4.426.054 118 4.426.077
3 R 4,426.153 17 4.426,711

CLASS 248

184 4.426.055

225.1 4.426.056

235 4,426,057

CLASS 273

43 R 4.426.078

«4 R 4.426.079

118 A 4.426.080

CLASS 320

.19 4.426.612

CLASS 322

8 4.426.149

14 SH 4,426,150

15 4,426,151

70 Re. 3 1,499

75 4.426.152

18

96

106

110

4,426,710

4,426,712

4,426,713

4,426,714

634 4,426,291 594 4,426,058 127 D 4.426.081
21 4426613 CLASS 376

635 4,426,292 637 4,426,059 143 R 4.426.082
•*• T|Y^X^fV#|«^ CLASS 356

636 4,426,293

662 4,426,294
CLASS 249

164 4.426.083

254 4.426.084

CLASS 323

243 4.426.614

73 4.426.154
346 4,426.155

158

255
4,426,351

4,426,352

772 4,426,295 1 3 4,426,060 392 4,426.085 322 4 426 615
262 4,426,353

45 4,426,061
-rf^^ ^ 1^^ V/f \J t t^ CLASS 357 283 4,426,350

CLASS 211

40 4,426.007
CLASS 250

CLASS 277

1 4.426.086

CLASS 324

57 R 4.426.616

21 4,426,655
22 4,426,656

320

442
4,426,354

4,426,355

49 D 4,426,008 253 4.426,575 3 4.426.087 62 4.426.617 29 4,426,657 CLASS 378
86 4,426,009 283 4,426,576 14 R 4.426.088 65 CR 4.426.618 48 4,426,658

^tt ^jt^KM^^ m0 r v#

163 4,426.010 310 4,426,577 27 4.426.089 73 PC 4.426.619 74 4.426,659
4 4,426.715

193 4.426.011 363 S 4,426,578 4.426.090 81 D 4 426 620
38 4,426,716

^TV A f^tf^ 4*4 374 4,426,579 83 4.426.091 439 4.426.621
CLASS 358 45 4,426,717

CLASS 213 4,426,580 96 1 4.426.092 126 4.426.660 70 4.426,719

135 4.426.012 380 4,426,581 1 10 4.426.093 CLASS 329 140 4.426,661 93 4,426.720

CLASS 215
396 ML 4,426,582 153 4.426.094 143 4.426.622 194 1 4,426,662 99 4,426,721
398 4,426,583 207 A 4.426.095 178 4.426.623 211 4,426.663 072 4,426,718

232 Re. 3 1,496

CLASS 219

492.2 4,426,584

CLASS 251
CLASS 280

411 C 4.426.096

CLASS .130

86 4.426,624

213 4,426,664

CLASS 360

137

181

196

4,426,722

4,426,724

4,426,725
10.77 4,426,564 7 4,426,062 415 A 4.426.097 254 4.426,625 10.2 4,426.665 206 4.426.726
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CI.ASS 381
184 4.426.191 274 4,426,390 58 4.426.412 180 4.426.461 44 4,426.510

13 4.426,727 CLASS 416
.101

.108

4.426,19!

4.426.192

104

'l28

4,426 '11

4.42 ,4.14
CI.ASS 523

12X

171

4.426,511

4,426,512
15

41

46
71

4,426,728 1 4.426.192 327 4.426.39.1 132 4,426.435 122 4.426.464 204 4,426.511
4,426,.S51

4,426.724

4.426.730

4.426.552

229 A 4,426,193

a.ASS 417

218 4,426,194

330

101

4.426.394

CLASS 425

4.426.200

137

166

211

264

4.426.4.16

4.426.417

4.426,418

4.426.414

115

145

166

204

4.426.465

4.426.467

4,426.468

4.426.4*4

210

272

4,426,514

4,426,51*

4,426.516

a.ASS 382 222 4.426.14? 147 4.426.201 121 4.426.440 455 4.426.4*0 CLA.VS 536

56 4.426.731
282

331

4.426. 19h

4.426.197
534 4.426.202 151 4.426.441 a.ASS 524

-17 4.426,517

CI ASS 384 494 4^426! 198 CLASS 426 411

538

4.426.442

4.426.443
IS 4,426.470

4X 4.426.5 IK

280 4.426.162 aASS 418
46 4.426.195 566 4.426.444

41 4.426.471 a.ASS 544

428 4.426.163
61 B 4,426, 19<)

51

62

4.426.196

4.426.397
S44 4.426.445

44

111

4,426.472

4,426.471
>7 4.426.514

CLASS 400 CLASS 419
7 -^

4.426.398 CLASS 435 241 4,426.474
10

146

i«;

221

4,426.520

4.426,521

4.426.522

4.^26.523

46
57

4.426.164

4.426.165
21 4.426.356

265

282

4.426.399

4.426.400
7

74

4.426.446

4.426.447

255

288

4.426.475

4.426.476

62 4.426.166 CLASS 422 394 4.426.401 146 4,426.448
106 4,426.477

159 4.426.167
61 4.426.357

51? 4.426.402 155 4,426.444
161 4,426.47H 116 4.426.524

224 4,426,168
1 12 4!426!358

4.426.359

535 4.426.403 241 4.426.450
410 4.42M74 a ASS 546

241.1

636 1

4.426,169

4,426,170
145 CLASS 427 CLASS 436

445

460
4.426.4K0

4,426.481
> >

4,426.*2*

CLASS 403
173

256

263

4.426.360

4.426.361

4.426,362

2

50
4.426.404

4.426.405
76

500
4.426.452

4.426.451

4.426,482

4.426.481

1(X) 4.426.526

CLASS 548
49 4,426,171 58 4.426.406 504 4.426.454 541 4.426,484
122 4,426,172 CLASS 423 86 4.426.407 505 4,426.455 541 4.426.485

Ml 4,426.527

CLASS 405 121 4,426,363
95

221

4,426.408

4.426.409
51K 4.426.451

710
4.426.486

4,426,487

144

216

4.426.528

4,426.524
195 4,426,173 235 4,426,364

232 4.426.410 CLASS 455 78' 4,426!488
:m 4,426,511

213 4,426,174 239 4,426,365
349 4.426.411 74 4.426.711 HI* 4,426.489 256 4,426,510

237 4,426,175 365 4,426,366
356 4.426.412 180 4.426.714 817 4.426.490 144 4,426.512

285 4,426.176

CLASS 408

395

445
574 B

4,426,367

4,426,368

4,426,369 17

CI.ASS 428

4.426.415

222

211

260

4.426.715

4,426.7 1^

4.426,717

l<7K 4,426.441

(LASS 525

471 4,426,511

CLASS 549
8

28

4.426.177

4.426.178
580 H 4,426,370 36 4.426.411 261 4!426!7i; 61 4,426.44: >() 4,426,514

CLASS 424 4,426.416 601 4.426.71S K4 4.426.441 W 4.426.51*

CLASS 409 102 4.426.414 H^ 4.426.444

82

99
4,426,179

4,426.180

5

10

52

4,426,371

4,426,372

4,426,373

195

211

224

4.426.417

4.426.418

4.426.420

84

I2K

( lASS 501

4,426.4'i6

4.426.45'

4:

Ids

144

4,426,44*

4,426,446

4,426,447

10*

( LA.SS560

4,426,516

CLASS 411 60 4,426,374
2.14 4.426.421 14(1 4.426,4M< :4<i 4.426.44X

CLASS 562

33 4,426.181

CLASS 414

70
71

114

4.426,375

4,426,376
- 4,426,377

290

352

408

4.426.419

4.426.422

4.426.421 111

CI ASS 502

4.426.m

4.426,444

4,426, VK)

M4 4.426,517

(LASS 564

22 4,426,182
177 4,426,378 411 4.426^424 120 4.426.117 (LASS 526 4r 4426,*<K

24.5 4,426,183 200 4,426,379 414 4.426.425 154 4.426.11 X p; 4,426.502 441 4.426.514

82

196

4,426,184

4,426,185

244

250
4,426,380

4,426,381
.'i42 8

561

4.426.427

4.426.428

Ih4 4,4:^,M4
4.426.116 261

4.426,501

4,426,501
CLASS 568

225 4,426,186 251 4,426,382 654 4.426.424 241 4.426.114 :k: 4,4:6,5(M *4(1 4,426.540

310 4,426,187 253 4,426.383 682 4.426.426 113 4,42h.120 2n\ 4.426,505 8«l 4,426.541

667 4,426,188 4,426,384 io: 4,426, SHi XH' 4,426, *4:

718 Re.31,500 263 4,426,385 CLASS 429 CLASS 521
101 1 4,4;6.VI7 440 4426.54'

786 4,426,189 267 4,426,386

4,426,387
103 4.426.430 42

115

4.426.454

4.426.460 CLASS S28 CLASS 585

CLASS 415 270 4,426,388 CLASS 430 116 4.426.461 1 \ 4,4:6,508 '(N 44:6,544
74 4,426,190 272 4,426,389 14 4.426.411 4,42^.4^: u 4,4:6,M>4 7:4 4,4:6*4*

CLASSIFICATION OF DESIGNS

D2- 232 272.199 22 272,215 .149 272.211 106 27:. 247 54 :7:,:6i 77 272 274
320 272.2(X) 23 272,216 IM- .145 272.232 UN :7:,24x 1)24 1 1 :7: 264 'X :"2.2HO
400 272.201 272,217 272.231 272.244 ^ 7 ^ 26* 64 27: :xi

D3- 301 272.202 27 272,218 4.14 272.2.14 1)15- 2x 272.250 272 266 1)2* 02 :72 'X2
75 272.203 28 272,214 4.16 272.235 1)16 32 :7:,2*| 27: 267 n''x 1 ^ '•T> >)< 1

D6- 31 272.204 35 272.220 448 272.2.16 17 :7:,:«,: > "* T 26K
1)10

[)':

1)14

4* )7-> ij^^

272,205 19 272.221 ')!(] 106 272.217 1)21 |7 :7:,:*< 1T> 264
:"':.:4(i

:7:.2x*
47 272,206 47 272.222 1)11 4: 272.: <s \h :\\:*4 26 27: 270

1*
83 272,207 79 272.223 I">12- l.^(. 272. :i4 lox :7:,:** •)•J^ :'i

86 272,208 106 272.224 u.,- :-':,:4o :7:,:*6 :7: :?: 21 272.2X6

104 272,209 319 272.22> D13 1* .'•:. 241 ::i :7:,:*7 :f: :'< n
165 272,210 D8- 48 272.226 *i 272. :4: 226 27:, •'*h J 7; :'4 40 :7:,:kh

194 272,211 57 272.227 D14 68 :-:.:4' 236 :7:.:*4 )^'> :7* :^:,:x4

D7- 4 272,212 272.228 272.244 .Mt. :":,:n) >^ ^ :''6 1)44 :x :7:,:4|

6 272,213 61 272.224 272.245 n:: :* '-.•.:6i T^ ^ ^'^7 ^^f^ ig-*

17 272,214 82 272.2.10 44 272.246 1)2' 41. -..'.: ^ -^ > :7N 41 2"2.24l

CLASSIFICATION OF PLANTS

5.176 15 5.177 38 5.178 6X *.|79
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GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX
OF RESIDENCE OF INVENTORS

(U.S. States. Territories and Armed Forces, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the Canal Zone)

Alabama
i

Alaska 2

American Samoa 3

Arizona 4
Arkansas 5

California 6
Canal Zone 7

Colorado g

Connecticut 9
Delaware 10
District of Columbia H
Florida 12

Georgia 13

Guam 14

Hawaii 15

Idaho 16
Illinois 17

Indiana ig

Iowa 19

Kansas 20

(First number in listing denotes location
as to inventor name, location, etc.)

Kentucky 2I

Louisiana 22
Maine 23
Maryland 24
Massachusetts 25
Michigan 26
Minnesota 27
Mississippi 28
Missouri 29
Montana 30
Nebraska 31
Nevada 32
New Hampshire 33
New Jersey 34
New Mexico 35
New York 35
North Carolina 37
North Dakota 3g
Ohio 39
Oklahoma 40

Oregon 41

Pennsylvania 42
Puerto Rico 43
Rhode Island 44
South Carolina 45
South Dakota 46
Tennessee 47
Texas 43
Utah 49
Vermont 50
Virginia 51

Virgin Islands 52
Washington 53
West Virginia 54
Wisconsin 55
Wyoming 55
U.S. Air Force 57
U.S. Army 53
U.S. Navy 59

accordmg to above key Refer to patent number in body of the Official Gazette to obtain details

PATENTS
4.426,678

4,425.836

4,426,255

4,426,607

4,426,623

4.426,286

4,425,707

4,425,739

4.425,746

4,425,772

4,42 5,7W
4,425,804

4,425,863

4,425,866

4.425,871

4,425,893

4,425,903

4,425,913

4,425,917

4,425,982

4,425,983

4,425,987

4,425,991

4,426,009

4,426,033

4,426,092

4,426.101

4,426,141

4,426.183

4.426,275

4,426,280

4,426,281

4,426,339

4,426,364

4,426,367

4,426,449

4,426,488

4,426.492

4,426,506

4,426,539

4,426,552

4,426.591

4,426,621

4,426,629

4,426,633

4,426,667

4.426.669

4,426,677

4,426,685

4,425.828

4.426.153

4.426,170

4.426.251

01

04

05
06

4,425.705

4.425.855

4,426,023 09
4,426,034

4,426,347

4,426.359

4.426,480

4,426,574

4.426,658

4.426,614 10

4,425,731

4,425,869

4,425,909

4,426,047 11

08

4,426,418

4.426,184
Re 31,495

4,425,715

4,425,720

4,425,768

4,425,771

4,425,810

4,425,827

4,425,851

4,425,881

4,425,916

4,425,919

4,425,926

4,425,935

4,425,945

4,425,999

4,426,002

4,426,021

4,426,032

4,426,050

4,426,055

4,426,108

4,426,166

4,426,379

4,426,396

4,426,413

4,426,440

4,426,450

4,426,463

4.426,554

4,426,617

4.426,665

4,426,673

4,426,698

4,426,721

4,426,724

4.425,904

4,426,225

13

16

17

4,426,276

4,426.540
Re. 3 1,496

Re31,501
Re 31,502

4.425.873

4,426,016

4,426,274

4.426.355

4.425,710

4,426.231

4.426,420

4,426.501

4.426,157

4,425.722

4,425.797

4,425,974

4,426,060

4,426,061

4,426,067

4,426,083

4,426.098

4.426.116

4.426,245

4,426,295

4.426,354

4,426,682

4.426.018

4,426,019

4,426,027

4,426,107

4,426,415

4,426,461

4,426.723

4,426.079

4.425,711

4.425.735

4.425.758

4.425,821

4,425,825

4,425,857

4,425,930

4,425,931

4,425,967

4,425,985

4,425,997

4,426,003

4,426,008

4,426,011

4,426,014

4,426,024

4,426,025

4,426,026

18

19

20

4,426,029

4,426,040

4,426,057

4,426,076

4,426,081

4,426,090

4,426,094

4,426,114

4,426,164

4,426,187

4,426,213

4,426,232

4,426,279

4,426,306

4,426,309

4,426,313

4,426,318

4,426,409

4.426.425

4,426.443

4.426,460

4,426,493

4,426,544

4,426,612

4,426,631

4,426,651

4,426,662

4,426,672

4,425,688

4,425,814

4,425,879

4,425,920

4,425,979

4,426,075

4,426,212

4,426,349

4,426,400

4,426,513

4,426,517

4,426,528

4,426,536

4.426.639

4.426,734

4,425,698

4,425,714

4,425,824

4,426,091

4.426.194

4,426,630

4,425,973

4,426,106

4,426,293

4,426.391

21

22

23

24

25

26

4,425,736

4,426,632

4.425.667

4,425,678

4.425.728

4,425,784

4,425,790

4,426,138

4,426,174

4,426,277

4,426,541

4,426,056

4,426,126

4,425.734

4,426,134

4,426,242

4,426.320

4,426,378

4,426,503

4.425.669

4,425,691

4,425,694

4,425,716

4,425,754

4,425,782

4,425,908

4,425,947

4,425.984

4,426,007

4,426,064

4,426,070

4.426.1 1

1

4,426,186

4,426,192

4,426.209

4,426.243

4,426,273

4.426.323

4.426.330

4,426,340

4,426.422

4.426.481

4,426.505

4.426.549

4,426,608

4,426,609

4.426.619

4.426,644

4,426.679

4,426,680

4,426.712

4,426.725

Re. 3 1.497

27

28

29

Re.31,500

4,425,686

4,425,703

4,425,709

4,425.717

4,425,730

4,425,740

4,425.742

4,425,766

4,425,776

4,425,801

4,425,807

4,425,817

4,425,843

4,425,870

4,425,898

4,425,932

4,425,970

4,426,001

4,426,004

4,426,028

4,426.177

4,426,208

4,426,291

4,426,300

4,426,301

4,426,304

4,426,335

4,426,406

4,426,470

4,426,489

4,426,637

4,425,738

4.425.833

4,425,834

4,425,847

4,425,954

4,425,964

4,425,972

4,425,993

4,426,039

4,426.088

4,426,120

4.426.362

4.426.372

4,426,437

4.426,466

4,426.476

4,426,569

4.426.571

4.425.832

4,425.673

4,425.674

32

33

34

J

06

4,425,767

4.426.017

4.426.109

4.426.305

4.426.405

4,426.542

4.426.54.1

4.426,707

4.425.693

4.425.764

4.426.127

4.426.202

4.426, .148

4.425.708

4.425.72.1

4.425.775

4,425.823

4.425.835

4.425.842

4,425,867

4,425,875

4,425,907

4,425,911

4,425,915

4,425,923

4,425,946

4,425,998

4,426.156

4,426,249

4.426,262

4,426.292
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PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE NOTICES

Patent Cooperation Treaty Information

For information concerning the PCT member
countries see the notice app>earing in the Official Gazette

at 1037 O.G. 12 on Dec. 13, 1983. For use of the Euro-
pean Patent Office as a Searching Authority for PCT
applications Tiled in the United States Receiving Office,

see the notice appearing in the Official Gazette at 1022

O.G. 52 on Sept. 28, 1982.

Domestic PCT fees were increased on Oct. 1, 1982 by
a rule change to 37 CFR 1.44S that was published at

1021 O.G. 11 on Aug. 10, 1982. The search fee for the

European Patent Office was changed as of Jan. 22, 1983

and was announced at 102S O.G. 27 on Dec. 28, 1982.

International PCT fees were changed by the PCT As-
sembly effective Jan. 1, 1984 and were announced at

1037 O.G. 12 on Dec. 13, 1983. The current schedule of

PCT fees is as follows:

Transmittal fee $ 125.00

Search fee

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office as

Searching Authority
• No corresponding prior U.S. national

application filed 500.00
• Corresponding prior U.S. national

application filed 250.00

European Patent Office as

Searching Authority
|

• All cases 670.00
International Fees

Basic Fees (first 30 pages) 295.00

Basic Supplemental Fee (for each
page over 30) 6.00

Designation fee (for each national

or regional office) 70.00

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF,
Nov. 14, 1983. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

REISSUE APPLICATIONS TILED

Notice under 37 CFR 1.11(b). The reissue applications list-

ed below are open to inspection by the general public in the

indicated Examining Groups and copies may be obtained by

paying the fee therefor (37 CFR 1.21(b)).

4,171^5, Re. S.N. 557,700, Filed Dec. 2, 1983, CI.

426/658, ANIMAL FEED BLOCK CONTAINING
MAGNESIUM OXIDE. Leroy V. Skoch, et al.. Owner
of Record: Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, Mo.. Attorney
or Agent: Virgil B. Hill, Ex. Gp.: 172

4,303^36, Re. S.N. 557,522. Filed Dec. 1, 1983, CI.

358/77, STRUCTURE FOR AND METHOD OF RE-
PRODUCTION. Daniel L. Shaw, Owner of Record:
Inventor, Attorney or Agent: Dale R. Small, Ex. Gp.:
231

'

4^4^24, Re. S.N. 547,887, Filed Nov. 2, 1983, CI.

524/298, TREE-RESISTANT ETHYLENE POLY-
MER COMPOSITIONS, John Knox Beasley, et a!..

Owner of Record: E I. Du Pont de Nemours and Co.,

Wilmington, DeL. Attorney or Agent: Paul R.
Steyermark. Ex. Gp.: 144

eral public in the indicated Examining Groups. Copies of the

requests and related papers may be obtaineid by paying the

fee therefor established in the Rules (37 [CFR 1.21(b)).

In the event correspondence to the patent owner is not re-

ceived, this notice will be considered to be constructive no-

tice to the patent owner and reexamination will proceed (37

CFR 1.248(aK5)and 1.525(b)).

4,009,735, Reexam. No. 90/000.480, Requested: Dec.
14, 1983, CI. 138/147, THERMAL INSULATION,
Gordon P. Pinsky, Owner of Record: Owens-Coming
Fiberglas Corp.. Toledo, Ohio, Attorney or Agent: Paul J.

Rose, Ex. Gp.: 240, Requester: Owner

4,164,714, Reexam. No. 90/000.476. Requested: Dec.
5, 1983, CI. 330/10, POLYPHASE PDM AMPLIFIER,
Hilmer I. Swanson. Owner of Record: Harris Corp.,

Melbourne, Fla., Attorney or Agent: Yount & Tarolli,

Ex. Gp.: 250, Requester: Owner

4,189,834, Reexam. No. 90/000,478, Requested: Dec.
9, 1983, CI. 433/225, DENTAL REINFORCING
PINS, Andrew J. Smith, Owner of Record: Fairfax
Dental. Ltd., Dublin, Ireland, Attorney or Agent: Bcver-
idge, DeGrandi & Kline, Ex. Gp.: 330. Requester:
Ernest I. Gifford, Birmingham. Mich.

4,224,768, Reexam. No. 90/000,475, Requested: Dec.
5, 1983, CI. 156/293, METHOD OF MANUFACTUR-
ING A GRATING CONSTRUCTED OF RESIN
BONDED FIBERS, Joseph W. Wiechowski, et al.,

Owner of Record: Poly-Trusions, Inc.. Santa Ana, Calif,

Attorney or Agent: Grant L. Hubbard. Ex. Gp.: 160.

Requester: Harsco Corp., Camp Hill, Pa.

4,289,563, Reexam. No. 90/000.479, Requested: Dec.
13, 1983, CI. 156/423, GRATING CONSTRUCTION
AND ASSEMBLY METHOD AND APPARATUS,
Joseph W. Wiechowski, et al.. Owner of Record: Poly-

Trusions, Inc., Santa Ana, Calif, Attorney or Agent:
Grant L. Hubbard, Ex. Gp.: 160, Requester: Harsco
Corp., Camp Hill, Pa.

4,289,903, Reexam. No. 90/000.474. Requested: Nov.
30. 1983, CI. 564/20, PARA-PHENYLALKOXY
PHENYLUREA AND THIOUREA COMPOUNDS
AND HERBICIDAL USE THEREOF. David M.
Spatz, et al.. Owner of Record: American Cynamid Co.,

Stamford. Conn., Attorney or Agent: Alphonse R. Noe.
Ex. Gp.: 120, Requester: Birch, Stewart, et al.. Falls

Church, Va.

4,301,206, Reexam. No. 90/000,473, Requested: Nov.
25, 1983, CI. 428/193. SURGICAL WRAPPER. John
5. Mills, Owner of Record: Medline Industries, Inc.,

Northbrook, III., Attorney or Agent: James T.
Fitzgibbon, Ex. Gp.: 160, Requester: United Cotton
Goods Co., Inc.. Griffen, Ga.

4,375,255, Reexam. No. 90/000,477, Requested: Dec.
6, 1983, CI. 194/1. COIN HANDLING APPARATUS
FOR A VENDING MACHINE, Glenn M. Roberts.
Owner of Record: Glenn M. Roberts, Madrid Cypress.

Calif. Attorney or Agent: Francis A. Utecht. Ex. Gp.:
310. Requester: W. G. McLellan. Shipman Mftg. Co.,

Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

REQUESTS FOR REEXAMINATION HLED

Notice under 37 CFR 1.11(c). The requests for re-

examination listed below are open to inspection by the gen-

National InTentors Day

The Patent and Trademark Office, the National Coun-
cil of Patent Law Associations and the National Inven-
tors Hall of Fame Foundation. Inc. will sponsor Nation-
al Inventors Day in the Public Search Room on
Saturday, Feb. 11, 1984 from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. and

1038 OG 274
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Sunday, Feb. 12. 1984 from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m Thepub ic IS invited to view the exhibits on these dijs Invenors will be inducted into the NationS^ InventorsHall of Fame on Sunday, Feb. 1 2, at 2K)0 p.m

Close the Search Room on Fnday, Feb. 10, 1984 at 5 00p.m. The removal of all personal property from theSearch Room would be appreciated.

Dec 27 1983
GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF.

i-rct. .£/, ivBj. Commissioner of Patents,

and Trademarks.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office

37 CFR Part 1

[Docket No. 31-201.229]

Rerision of Patent Practice
Agency: Patent and Trademark Office. Commerce
Action: Final Rule.

Sumniary: The Patent and Trademark Office is amending
tne rules of practice in patent cases, Part 1 of 37 CFR
°.^ o"7L?%P[oS^,'" ]?"***' *=«'^'" s«c»*0"s of PublicLaw 97-247 of 1982 and to make ceruin other changesand clarifications in practice which have been found de-
sirable after some experience. The rulemaking changes
the practice under §§1.27 and 1.28 with regard to sul^
quently establishing small entity status and qualifying for
a refund of fees paid in full. The changes in other 7ules
clarify and improve the practice in cerUin areas
EfTtetiye Date: Apr. 1, 1984

For Further Infonnation Contact: R. Franklin Burnett by
telephone at (703) 557-3054 or by mail marked to his at-
tention and addrewed to the Commissioner of Patents
and Trademarks. Washington. D.C. 20231.
Supplementary Information: This rule change is designed
primarily to 1) clarify the small entity sutus of indepen-
dent inventors, small business concerns and nonprofit or-
ganizations having funding agreements with a federal
goveminental agency as defined in 35 U.S.C. 202(c) (4)
2 rewrite §1.28 to provide a system for obtaining a re-

I^tl°L* "^"i^vl A^^^ P"^ '" f"" ^''" small entity
status IS established within two months of the date of

^f.Kijfv^"'^"^' ,?^
Provide that a separate statement

establishing small entity status is not required in an ap-
plication filed under §1.62 when such status has been «-
tablished in the parent application; and 4) modify certain
other rules to clanfy practice.
New §1.21(1) establishes a fee for processing and

retaining any application which is abandoned for failina
to complete the application pursuant to § 1.53(d) Thisnew paragraph as well as the changes to §§1.53 and
1.78. indicate that m order to obtain benefit of a prior
U.S. application, either the basic filing fee or the oro-
cessing arid retention fee of §1.21(1) must be paid. Sec-
tion 1.53(d) further establishes that the application will

^rfT"?^°^'ViL[!^"*'*** ^^ « "°^ paid within a set
penod. Section 1.56(b) requires submission of copies of
Joreign patent documents, non-patent publications, or
other non-patent items of information disclosed pursuant
to the duty to disclose. New §l.l9l(d) clarifies that
91 136 applies in patent applications and that §1 550(c)
applies in reexamination proceedings to all time oeriods
set forth in §§1.191-1.194. 1.196 and 1.197.

^
piKuagion of Specific Rulea and Significant Differencea
Between Propoaed and Final Rulea: Section 1.5. para-
graph (a) IS amended to remove a reference to §1 55
which IS no longer appropriate and to clarify how letters
to the Oflice are to be identified.

Section L6 is amended as proposed to clarify the man-
ner in which letters and papers, including fees, filed in
accordance with §1.10 by "Express Mail" are date
stamped when received in the Patent and Trademark

?. ,^- ^n^J"
'*"*" *"** P«P«"' w^'ich comply with

§1.10, will be stamped with the date of deposit as "Ex-
press Mail" with the United States Postal Service unless

the date of deposit is a Saturday. Sunday or federal holi-day withm the District of Columbia, in which case thedate Stamped will be the next succeeding day ^h i!

Stric^^f r*V ^l!"'"^'
°^ ' ^"'"'^ holfday Uhin the

f^l. .„H T^'"'"'"." JS^ P*P*" »^« '^^^ in the Pa-

S ^i 7?'^«'"ar^ OfTxct on Saturdays, Sundays or
federal holidays within the District of Columbia

clanfy that papers deposited as "Express Mail" on a Sat-

S Slum"h"^/^ n 'k!
'«*<^'-»Lholiday within the Districtof Columbia will be stamped with the date of the nextsucceeding day which is not a Saturday, Sunday! or afederal holiday within the District of ColumbU A cr[«Jreference to § 1.6(a) has also been added to the rule tSSchange was not contained in the notice of proposed

7mS^Z Z OfS^*".*
'"'^^ '° -"°'^ confusior.S31^

^J. i! IV 1
^ ^'"^^ ?™''*'^« '" date-stamping of pa-pers IS clearly understood. The change was suggwted bya comment received on the proposed rules

" ^ °^

ar^^'^*?
."*,'». 'mended as proposed to revise para-

nons as defined m §1.51(a) which become abandon^
will be retained for a period of twenty years from thefiling date. Incomplete applications will iTretain^ Jprovided in §§1.21 and 1.53.

rcuunca as

to!5^ri?.".L
'.'• Pf™«"Ph ^X3), is amended as proposed

not prepared by the 6ffice, will be compared with the
original prior to certification of the copJes. The Office
will not compare copies made from some other copy or

The Stated charge of ten cenu per page would not be
sufficient to make a word-by-woVd comparison -The re^

iting the use of the comparison fee to Office records
section 1.21 is amended as proposed to reviae nara

graph (b) (2) and establish a Sew^iJtph (T) ^e
!n s"i^V".

P'"2«"Ph 0>) (2) is in accord With the change
in §1.25 (a). New paragraph (1) provides a fee for pro-
cessing and retaining any application which is aban-doned pursuant to §1.53(d). Such applications have re-
ceived a fi^^ing date pursuant to 35 U.S.C. Ill but have
been abandoned for failure to complete the application

1l i'^".^/'¥k°";*'
°' declaration, filing fee or surcharge

(§1.1 6(e)). The fee covers the handling, filming, proccM-
ng, data input and storage required to retain an applica-
tion. The fee is not due in any application in which the
basic filing fee was paid.

Section 1.25 is amended as proposed to revise para-
graph (a) tosct the minimum deposit for a depositac-
count at S (X)0 and to clarify that an amount sVifficient
to cover all fees as well as services, copies, etc., request-
ed must always be on deposit. This minimum amount is
considered necessary and proper in view of the substan-
tial increase in the amounts of fees being charged to de-
posit accounts and the processing cosu of handlina
overdrawn accounts. Paragraph (b) clarifies that feamay be charged against a deposit account only where
sufficient funds are on deposit to cover the entire
amount of the fee*. Paragraph (b) also clarifies that an
authonzation to charge a fee to a deposit account will
not be considered payment on the date the authorization
to charge is effective as to that fee unless sufficient
tunds are present in the account to cover the fee.

Section 1.27 is amended as proposed to revise para-
graphs (b). (c) and (d) to provide clearly that an inde-
pendent inventor, small business concern, or nonprofit
organization, which is otherwise qualified as a tmaJl en-
}!,'^„°rP"^Pp^ ofP^ying reduced patent fees under 37ChR 1.9 and 1.27, is not disqualified therefrom because

Vmi ^^Ii\^° ^ f*J*^!?' 8«"^y pursuant to 35 U.S.C.
202(c) (4). Section 1.27 is amended to state that such a
license does not constitute a license or a conveyance of
rights which woiild preclude qualifying for small entity
Status, pe ameiidment is necessary for clarification and
to avoid frustrating the intent of Public Uw 97-247 and
Public Uw 96-517 when taken together.
The text of Title 35. United States Code. §202(c) (4)

reads as follows:
»*"*v«-; v»;
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§202. Disposition of rights

(c) Each funding agreement with a small business

finn or nonprofit organization shall contain appro-

priate provisions to effectuate the following:
• • • • •

(4) With respect to any invention in which the con-

tractor elects rights, the Federal agency shall have

a nonexclusive, nontransferable, irrevocable, paid-up

license to practice or have practiced for or on be-

half of the United States any subject invention

throughout the world, and may, if provided in the

funding agreement, have additional rights to

sublicense any foreign government or international

organization pursuant to any existing or future trea-

ty or agreement.

Section 1.28 is amended as proposed to revise para-

graph (a) to clarify that a separate verified statement is

not required to be filed in a file wrapper continuing ap-

plication filed pursuant to §1.62, if status as a small enti-

ty has been estabj^hed in the parent application and is

still proper. Section 1.28(a) also permits a refund of a fee

timely paid in the full amount if within two months of

the date of the full timely payment: (1) small entity sta-

tus is properly established, and (2) a refund is requested.

Under § 1.28(a), no request for a refund filed later than

two months after the date on which a full fee has been

paid will be entertained even if additional time is sought

to file the request. The two-month period referred to in

§ 1.28(a) is not a period for response under §1.136 and
cannot be extended. Section 1.28(a) provides for, in

somewhat modified form, the practice presently in effect

pursuant to a waiver of §1.28 published at 1023 O.G. 77

on Oct. 26, 1982 and extended at 1027 O.G. 115 on Feb.

15, 1983. The revised refund procedures in § 1.28(a) will

apply to any fees timely paid in full on or after the ef-

fective date of the final rule. The refund procedures set

forth in the Patent and Trademark Office Official Ga-
zette Notice entitled "Filing of Verified Statements
Claiming Small Entity Sutus" published at 1023 O.G. 77

on October 26, 1982, and the Official Gazette Notice en-

titled "Requirement for Filing Verified Statements
Claiming Small Entity Status" published at 1027 O.G.
115 on Feb. 15, 1983, continue in effect until the effec-

tive date of the final rule.

Section 1.52(d) is amended as proposed to clarify that

the verified English translation of a non-English lan-

f;uage application and the fee set forth in §1.17(k) can be
iled with the application or within such time as may be
set by the Office.

Section 1.53, paragraphs (b) and (d), are amended to

clarify in paragraph (b) that the application for patent

must be filed in the name of the actual inventor or in-

ventors by giving all their names as required by §1.41.

Paragraph 1.53(d) states that if a correspondence address

is provided, notice will be provided to that address

where the appropriate filing fee or oath or declaration

does not accompany the application. Paragraph 1.53(d)

also provides that if the required filing fee is not paid, or

the processing and retention fee is not paid, within one
year of the date of mailing of notification pursuant to

paragraph 1.53(d) or within one year from the filing

date if no correspondence address is included in the ap-

plication, the application will be disposed of. The para-

graph further indicates that no copies will be provided
or certified by the Office of an application which has

been disposed of or in which neither the basic filing fee

nor the processing fee has been paid. Finally, paragraph
l.S3(d) specifies that if no correspondence address is in-

cluded in the application, applicant will have two
months from the filing date to file the fee, oath or decla-

ration and to pay the surcharge set forth in § 1.16(e) in

order to prevent abandonment of the application.

Section 1.55, paragraph (b), is amended as proposed to

correct an error in referring to paragraph (a) of this sec-

tion.

Section 1.56 is amended as proposed to revise para-

graph (b) and add a new paragraph (j). Paragraph
I.S6(b) requires that a copy of each foreign patent docu-

ment, non-patent publication, or other non-patent item
of information in written form being disclosMl pursuant
to §1.56 accompany such disclosures unless the copy is

not in the possession of the person making the disclo-

sure. In such a situation, a statement to that effect is re-

quired. Paragraph 1.56(b) also adds "or her" to refer to

both genders. New paragraph l.S6(j) states that appli-

cant will be notified if a copy or statement required pur-
suant to § 1.56(b) is not submitted and that applicant will

be given a time period within which to file the copy or
a statement that the copy is not in the possession of the

person making the disclosure. Such a time period would
be extendable under §1.136. Failure to respond in a
propter and timely manner would result in abandonment
of the application.

Section 1.59 is amended as proposed to clarify that

the Office will furnish copies of papers received in the
Office at the usual cost only if the basic filing fee or the
processing and retention fee has been paid.

Section 1.60 is amended to break the section into para-

graph (a) and new paragraph (b). Paragraph (a) adds a
reference to amended §1.78(a) to clarify the conditions

under which continuation or divisional applications may
be filed. New paragraph 1.60(b) provides that the sign-

ing of the oath or declaration can be omitted if the prior

application was complete as set forth in §1.5 1(a). New
paragraph 1.60(b) also requires that a true copy of the

prior complete application be filed. The final rule also

clarifies that the copy of the oath or declaration filed

must show the applicant's signature or contain an indica-

tion it was signed. Paragraph 1.60(b) also provides that

only amendments reducing the number of claims or add-
ing a reference to the prior application will be entered
before calculating the filing fee and granting the filing

date.

Section 1.62 is amended as proposed to revise para-

graphs (a) and (d). Paragraph 1.62(a) provides that the

file wrapper continuing procedure is applicable only to

prior complete applications under §1.5 1(a). Paragraph
1.62(d) clarifies that the filing fee referred to is the basic

filing fee.

Section 1.78 is amended as proposed to change the ti-

tle to more explicitly define the contents of the section.

Paragraph 1.78(a) specifies that in order for an applica-

tion to claim the benefit of a prior filed copending na-

tional application, the prior application must be com-
plete as set forth in §1.5 1(a) or be entitled to a filing

date as set forth in § 1.53(b) and include the basic filing

fee set forth in §1.16, or be entitled to a filing date as set

forth in § 1.53(b) and have paid the processing and reten-

tion fee set forth in §1.21(1) within the time period set

forth in § 1.53(d).

Section 1.121 is amended as proposed to revise para-

graph (e) to specify how amendments to the description

and claims are to be made in reissue applications.

Section 1.123 is amended as proposed to clarify that

the sketch showing proposed amendments to the draw-
ing with its cover letter should be a separate paper.

Section 1.135 is amended as proposed to remove para-

graph (d) since it is not necessary in view of the ability

to obtain extensions of time under §1.1 36(a) by petition

and payment of fee.

Section 1.136 is amended as proposed to clarify in

paragraphs (a) and (b) that the extension of time practice

under this section does not apply in interference pro-

ceedings or in reexamination proceedings. Extension of
time practice in interference proceedings, including ex-

tension of time for appeal or civil action (§1.304), is sub-

ject to §1.245. Extension of time practice in reexamina-

tion proceedings, including extension of time for appeal

or civil action (§1.304), is subject to § 1.550(c).

Section 1.191 is amended as proposed to add a new
paragraph (d) to provide that the time periods for appeal

and review set forth in §§1.191-1.194, 1.196 and 1.197

are subject to the provisions of §1.136 for patent applica-

tions or §1.550(c) for reexamination proceedings.

Section 1.192 is amended as proposed to revise para-

graph (a) to delete the reference to §1.136 since it is pro-

vided for in new §1.1 9 1(d).
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Section 1.197 is amended as proposed to revise para-
graph (b) to delete the reference to §1.136 since it is
provided for in new § 1.191(d).

Section 1.304 is amended as proposed to clarify that
extensions of time periods set forth therein are subject to
the provisions of §1.245 for interferences or §1 550(c)

Slan'f K?^T'"u^'°i"
proceedings are involved rather

than to §1.136 which applies in all other cases.
Section 1.550 is amended as proposed to revise para-

graph (c) to clanfy that the time for taking any action
includinjg appeal, by a patent owner in a reexamination
proceeding is governed solely by this section.

Section 1.555 is amended to revise paragraphs (a) and
(b). In paragraph 1.555(a) "prior art" sutement has been
changed to information disclosure" statement to con-
form to the language of §1.98. Paragraph 1.555(b) re-
quires that disclosures pursuant to this paragraph be ac-
companied by a copy of each foreign patent document
or non-patent printed publication which is being dis-
closed and which is in the possession of the person mak-mg the disclosure.

Responses to Comments on the Rules
Specific comments were received on a number of the

sections. Thirty-five letters presenting written comments
were received. No oral testimony was presented at the
public hearing conducted on Oct. 18, 1983. All of the
comments were considered in adopting the changes set
forth herein. Comments appear below with responses
thereto.

'^

Comments from Associations

Comment:
The American Patent Law Association commented

that they were in full accord with most of the proposed
changes. They submitted comments and suggestions
from wme members. The Patent, Trademark and Copy-
right Section of the American Bar Association did not
render an official section position on the proposed rule
changes but polled its members and found the majority
of the member responding either to favor the proposed
rule changes or to view them as acceptable. They also
submitted comments and suggestions from some mem-
bers. The United States Trademark Association com-
mented on the proposed rules concerning deposit ac-
counts.

*^

Reply:

The efforts and input of these organizations are appre-
ciated. Specific comments and suggestions from
individual members of the organizations are covered be-
low.

Comments from Indiyiduals

Comment:
One comment was received that the proposed amend-

ment to §1.6 was unnecessary and possibly improper
Reply:

The amendment to §1.6 has been adopted as proposed
The amended rule sets out the Patent and Trademark
Office practice which has been in effect. No papers are
stamped as having arrived in the Office on Saturday,
Sunday, or a federal holiday within the District of Co-
lumbia no matter how the papers are filed. Article 4,
C(3) of the Paris Convention says that the period of pri-
ority shall be extended until the first following working
day "when the Office is not open for the filing of appli-
cations in the country where protection is claimed" To
accept papers through use of "Express Mail" or some
other way on Saturdays, Sundays or federal holidays
withm the District of Columbia would raise the possibil-
ity that the Office would be viewed as open for the fil-
ing of papers on such days and thereby remove the cur-
rent ability to file a priority claiming application on the
first working day if the priority year ended on a non-
workmg day. The final rule avoids this implication.

Comment-
One comment indicated that the change to §1.6 should

not be applied retroactively to papers filed before the
clanfying language was placed in the rule.

Reply:

Any such fact situation will be reviewed through the
normal petition procedure.

Comment:
One comment suggested thai §1.10 be amended rather

15*"...^ ^o^ ''^^ard to papers deposited as "Express
Mail on a Saturday, Sunday, or federal holiday within
the Distnct of Columbia.

Reply:

This comment has been adopted in that both §§16and 1.10 have been amended to avoid any possible con-

Comment:
One comment suggested that §1 19(b) (3) be changed

to permit the Office to certify material not copied from
the records of the Office when reproduction of Office
records is not feasible or possible.

Reply:

This comment has not been adopted. The Office will
only certify that material is a copy of an Office record
ir. m fact, the matenal was reproduced from the Office
record.

Comment:
One person commented that the $100 processing and

retention fee under §1.21 was excessive and unnecessary
Reply:

The fee is considered proper and necessary in view of
the cost to the Office in handling, filming, processing
and storage required to retain an application which has a
filing date but m which no basic filing fee has been paid
If this expense is not covered by the applicant, it must
be recovered from other sources.

Comment:
Twenty-seven comments were received on the pro-

posal to amend §1.25 to raise to $1000 the minimum bal-
ance required in a deposit account. The amount is also
referred to m §1.2l(b) (2). These comments generally
suggested that the $1000 amount was too high for ac-
count holders who did not use their accounts for charg-
es other than small fees such as for patent copies. Sever-
al comments received acknowledged that the minimum
balance for deposit accounts should be raised and
suggested vanous amounts less than the proposed $1000.
Several comments suggested a separate account catego-
ry for persons who do not use their accounts for other
than small fees. Two comments suggested that the Of-
fice accept credit cards for payment of fees.

Reply:

These comments and suggestions have not been
adopted. The fees for filing, processing and issuing of
patent and trademark applications have increased so as
to make the present $40 minimum balance for deposit
accounts totally inadequate. A number of persons
objecting to the $1000 minimum balance acknowledged
that they used their deposit accounts as a safeguard
against failure to calculate or to submit proper fees by a
check. An account with a very low balance obviously
cannot be effective as a safeguard when a patent filing
tee IS $300 and a patent issue fee is $500. Dealing with
overdrawn accounts causes administrative problems for
the Patent and Trademark Office. An authorization to
charge an account without sufficient funds to cover a
charge will not be effective as payment and may resultm loss of nghts to an applicant. Also, unnecessary ex-
pense will be incurred by an applicant if an insufficient
balance in an account results in abandonment of an ap-
plication and the necessity of filing a petition to revive
under 37 CFR 1.137(b) with the requisite $500 fee. Ex-
penence has shown that many single practitioners and
small firms have failed to have sufficient funds in their
accounts when needed. The increase of the minimum
balance in deposit accounts to $1000 is seen to be neces-
sary and proper. A failure to raise the minimum balance
in deposit accounts to $1000 would serve as an incorrect
mdication that the Patent and Trademark Office views a
minimum balance of less than $1000 as accepuble. If it
IS not possible for a small firm or individual to maintain
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a minimum balance of SIOOO, the deposit account could
still be retained and used by paying the service charge
set forth in §1.2 1(b) (2) for any month in which the bal-

ance at the end of the month is below SI 000. The use of
credit cards is not considered viable since legislation

would be required to do so.

Comment: '

Two comments were received suggesting that a li-

cense to a federal agency in an invention made by a fed-

eral employee should not preclude the employee from
qualifying as a small entity and that §1.27 should be
amended to cover this situation.

Reply: '

These comments have not been adopted. Such an
amendment was not proposed and the public has not
had an opportunity to comment on it.

Comment: I

One comment suggested that the time for filing a veri-

fied statement claiming small entity status to obtain a re-

fund of a filing fee pursuant to §1.28 should run from
the date of mailing of the filing receipt due to difficulty

in identifying the new application before the filing re-

ceipt is received. Three persons suggested that the peri-

od for establishing small entity status and requesting a

refund should be three months rather than two months
as propoted. i

Reply:

These comments have not been adopted. An applica-
tion may be identified before the filing receipt is issued

in a number of ways including title, inventor's name, fil-

ing date and attorney docket number. Also, a postcard
may be included with filing of the application to learn

the application serial number. TTie two month period for

obtaining a refund is seen to be adequate since the small
entity practice is no longer new and the public has had
time to become familiar with it. It allows sufficient time
to have a small entity statement executed and sent to the
Patent and Trademark Office.

Comment:
One comment suggested that it should be made clear

that an application filed in a foreign language (§l.S2(d))
without including a signed oath or declaration can re-

ceive a filing date under the provisions of §l.S3(b).

Reply:

The regulations permit and this reply makes it clear
that an application filed in a language other than English
can receive a filing date by complying with § 1.53(b).

Comment:
Three comments were received suggesting that the

proposed language not be added to § 1.53(b). One com-
ment alleged that the requirement to name the inventors
upon filing a patent application is not required or even
authorized by statute.

Reply: I

35 U.S.C. Ill says that application for patent "shall

be made, or authorized to be made, by the inventor".
The rules of practice (§1.41(a)) contain the same require-

ment. The amendment to § 1.53(b) is only clarifying the
rules by also placing the requirement in that section.

Further, United States patent practice has long required
that the inventors be named at the time of filing.

Comment:
One person commented that the language of § 1.53(d)

should be changed to reflect that only one of the filing

fee or processing and retention fee must be paid to pre-
vent the application being disposed of

Reply:

The language of the rule is seen to be unambiguous in

this regard.
I

Comment:
One person commented that the language of § 1.53(d)

should be changed to esublish a time within which the
processing and retention fee may be paid to prevent the
application being disposed of when no correspondence
address has been provided.

Reply:

The suggestion has been adopted.

Comment:
One person suggested that § 1.56(b) which states that

copies of disclosed documents must be filed is inconsis-
tent with §1.56(j) which provides that such copies must
be filed unless they are not in the possession of the per-
son making the disclosure.

Reply:

The language of § 1.56(b) has been modified to clarify
this point.

Comment:
Three persons commented that the requirement of

$ 1.56(b) that copies of disclosed documents be supplied
was an unnecessary burden. One person commented sim-
ilarly on the requirement of §1.555 that copies of dis-

closed documents be supplied. Another person suggested
that the proposed amendment to § 1.56(b) would require
submission of a complete document even if only a small
pxsrtion were relevant.

Reply:

The Office agrees with another person who com-
mented that the "requirement that disclosers in applica-
tion and reexamination proceedings provide copies of
disclosed documents which they have is fair and reason-
able and should aid the Examiner in making an informed
as possible decision in any given proceeding". The por-
tion of a document required to be submitted under
§ 1.56(b) is the portion which is material to the examina-
tion of the application under §1. 56(a).

Comment:
One person commented that the proposed amendment

to § 1.78(a) would appear to require that a petition for
correction of inventorship under §1.48 be filed in a par-
ent application as well as in the continuing application in

which the inventorship was corrected.

Reply:

The amendment to §1.78 does not change the practice
regarding the filing of petitions under §1.48.

Comment:
One person commented that §1.123 is unclear as

amended in not referring to the paper requesting that

amendments to the drawing be made.

Reply:

The Patent and Trademark Office no longer makes
amendments to the drawings. Applicants must submit
new drawings with the changes or use bonded
draftsmen to make the amendments. A paper requesting
that the Office make the amendments is therefore inap-
propriate.

Comment:
Four persons commented that § 1.135(d) should not be

deleted since they thought it desirable to be able to rati-

fy unsigned papers without paying any fee.

Reply:

The statute and rules now provide for obtaining ex-
tensions of time through simple p>etition and payment of
fee and for revival through a simple statement that the
abandonment was unintentional and the payment of a
fee. Further, a filing date can now be obtained on filing

an application without the oath or declaration. The han-
dling of unsigned papers by the Patent and Trademark
Office causes administrative problems and expense to the
Office and delays the processing of applications. TTie
emergency-type situations involving loss of rights which
the previous practice was intended to cover have been
substantially eliminated by the changes in the law and
rules.

Comment:
One person commented that §1.19 1(d) was undeci-

pherable in that it refers to a number of other rules.

Reply:

This section was intended to serve as a point of sum-
marization for the applicable extension of time rules in

appeals before the Board of Appeals. The section is seen
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to adequately serve that purpose.

Comment:

Ri9«/u?^''*°!?
cp'^ipented that the final sentence of

51.555(b) needs clarification.

Reply:

This sentence was not changed by the proposed rules
and IS seen to be clear as written.

Comment:
pne person commented that proposed § 1.555(b) re-

quires copies and does not make any exceptions or quali-
fications on this requirement.

Reply:

The language of §1.555(b) has been clarified to require
filing of a copy of each foreign patent document or non-
patent printed publication which is being disclosed and
which IS in the possession of the person making the dis-
closure.

Environmental, energy, and other considerations. The
rule change will not have a significant impact on the
quality of the human environment or the conservation of
energy resources.

The rule change is in conformity with the require-
ments of the Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L
96-354), Executive Order 12291, and the Paperwork Re-
duction Act of 1980, 44 U.S.C. 3501 et. seq.
The General Counsel of the Department of Com-

merce certified to the Small Business Administration
that the rule change will not have a significant adverse
economic impact on a substantial number of small enti-
ties (Regulatory Flexibility Act. Pub. L. 96-354). Public
Laws 96-517 and 97-247 have both taken into consider-
ation the impact they may have on small entities.
The Patent and Trademark Office has determined that

this rule change is not a major rule under Executive Or-
der 12291. The annual effect on the economy will be
less than $100 million. There will be no major increase
in costs or prices for consumers, individual industries,
federal, state, or local government agencies, or geo-
graphic regions. There will be no significant adverse
effects on competition, employment, investment, produc-
tivity, innovation, or on the ability of United States-
based enterprises to compete with foreign-based enter-
prises in domestic or export markets.

This rule change will not impose a burden under the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, 44 U.S.C. 3501 et.
seq.. since no significant additional record keeping or re-
porting requirements are placed upon the public. In fact
some paperwork, especially that related to filing of small
entity statements in applications filed under §1.62 will be
reduced.

List of Subjects in 37 CFR Part 1

Administrative practice and procedure. Authority del-
egations (government agencies). Conflict of interests.
Courts, Inventions and patents. Lawyers.

Notice is hereby given that, pursuant to the authority
granted to the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
by 35 U.S.C. 6 and Public Law 97-247, the Patent and
Trademark Office is amending Title 37 of the Code of
Federal Regulations as set forth below.

37 CFR, Part 1, is amended as follows:

1. Section 1.5 is amended by revi^ifig paragraph (a) to
read as follows:

§1.5 Identification of application, patent or registration.

(a) When a letter concerns an application for patent, it

should state the name of the applicant, the title of the in-
vention, the serial number or international application
number of the application, the date of filing the same,
and, if known, the group art unit or other unit within
the Patent and Trademark Office responsible for consid-
ering the letter and the name of the examiner or other
person to which it has been assigned.

2. Section 1.6 is amended by revising paragraph (a) to
read as follows:

§1.6 Receipt of letters and papers.

(a) Letters and other papers received in the Patent
and Trademark Office are stamped with the date of re-
ceipt except where such letters and papers are filed m
accordance with §1.10. Any such letters and papers filed
in accordance with §1.10 will be stamped with the date
of deposit as "Express Mail" with the United States
Postal Service unless the date of deposit is a Saturday
Sunday, or federal holiday within the District of Colum-
bia m which case the date stamped will be the next
succeedmg day which is not a Saturday. Sunday, or fed-
eral holiday within the District of Columbia. No papers
are received m the Patent and Trademark Office on Sat-
urdays, Sundays or federal holidays within the District
of Columbia.

3. Section 1.10 is amended by revising paragraphs (a)
and (c) to read as follows:

§1.10 Filing of papers and fees by "Express Mail" with
certificate.

(a) Any paper or fee to be filed in the Patent and
Trademark Office can be filed utilizing the "Express
Mail Post Oflice to Addressee" service of the United
States Postal Service and be considered as having been
filed in the Office on the date the paper or fee is shown
to have been deposited as "Express Mail" with the Unit-
ed States Postal Service unless the date of deposit is a
Saturday, Sunday, or federal holiday within the District
of Columbia. See § 1.6(a).

(c) The Patent and Trademark Office will accept the
certificate of mailing by "Express Mail" and accord the
paper or fee the certificate date under 35 USC 21(a)
(unless the certificate date is a Saturday. Sunday or fed-
eral holiday within the District of Columbia—see
§ 1.6(a)) without further proof of the date on which the
mailing by "Express Mail" occurred unless a question is
present regarding the date of mailing. If more than a
reasonable time has elapsed between the certificate date
and the Patent and Trademark Office receipt date or if
other questions regarding the date of mailing are pres-
ent, the person mailing the paper or fee may be required
to file a copy of the "Express Mail" receipt showing the
actual date of mailing and a statement from the person
who mailed the paper or fee averring to the fact that the
mailing occurred on the date certified. Such statement
must be a verified statement if made by a person not
registered to practice before the Patent and Trademark
Office.

4. Section 1.14 is amended by revising paragraph (b)
to read as follows:

§1.14 Patent applications preserved in secrecy.

(b) Except as provided in §1.1 1(b) abandoned applica-
tions are likewise not open to public inspection, except
that if an application referred to in a U.S. patent, or in
an application which is open to inspection pursuant to
§1.139, is abandoned and is available, it may be
insepcted or copies obtained by any person on written
request, without notice to the applicant. Complete appli-
cations (§1.5 1(a)) which are abandoned may be
destroyed after 20 years from their filing date, except
those to which particular attention has been called and
which have been marked for preservation. Abandoned
applications will not be returned.

• • • • •

5. Section 1.19 is amended by revising paragraph (b)
(3) to read as follows:

§1.19 Document supply fees.

• • •(b)

(3) For comparing copies, made from Patent
and Trademark Office records but not
prepared by the Patent and Trademark
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Office, with the original, prior to certification of

the copies, per page $0.10

6. Section 1.21 is amended by revising paragraph (b)

(2) and by adding a new paragraph (1) to read as fol-

lows:

§1.21 Miscellaneous fees and charges.

(2) Service charge for each month when the

balance at the end of the month is below
$1000 52.00

• • • • •

(1) For processing and retaining any appli-

cation abandoned pursuant to §l.S3(d)

unless the required basic filing fee has

been paid $100.00.

7. Section 1.25 is revised to read as follows:

§1.25 Deposit accounts.

(a) For the convenience of attorneys, agents, and the

general public in paying any fees due, in ordering

services offered by the Office, copies of records, etc.,

deposit accounts may be established in the Patent and

Trademark Office upon payment of the fee for

establishing a deposit account (§1.21(bKl)) A minimum
deposit of $1000 or more, depending on the activity of

the individual account, is required. At the close of each

month's business, a statement will be rendered. A remit-

tance must be made promptly upon receipt of the state-

ment to cover the value of items or services charged to

the account and thus restore the account to its estab-

lished normal deposit value. An amount sufficient to

cover all fees, services, copies, etc., requested must al-

ways be on deposit. A service charge (§1.21(bX2)) will

be assessed for each month that the balance at the end
of the month is below $1000.

(b) Filing, issue, appeal, international-type search re-

port, international application processing, petition, and
post-issuance fees may be charged against these accounts

if sufficient funds are on deposit to cover such fees. A
general authorization to charge all fees, or only certain

fees, set forth in §§1.16 to 1.18 to a deposit account con-

taining sufficient funds may be filed in an individual ap-

plication, either for the entire pendency of the applica-

tion or with respect to a particular paper filed. An
authorization to charge to a deposit account the fee for

a request for reexamination pursuant to §1.510 and any
other fees required in a reexamination proceeding in a

patent may also be filed with the request for reexamina-

tion. An authorization to charge a fee to a deposit ac-

count will not be considered payment of the fee on the

date the authorization to charge the fee is effective as to

the particular fee to be charged unless sufficient funds

are present in the account to cover the fee.

8. Section 1.27 is amended by revising paragraphs (b),

(c) and (d) to read as follows:

§1.27 Statement of status as small entity.

(b) Any verified statement filed pursuant to paragraph

(a) of this section on behalf of an independent inventor

must be signed by the independent inventor except as

provided in §§1.42, 1.43, or 1.47 of this part, and must
aver that the inventor qualifies as an independent inven-

tor in accordance with § 1.9(c) of this part. Where there

are joint inventors in an application, each inventor must
file a verified statement establishing status as an indepen-

dent inventor in order to qualify as a small entity.

Where any rights have been assigned, granted, con-

veyed, or licensed, or there is an obligation to assign,

grant, convey, or license, any rights to a small business

concern, a nonprofit organization, or any other individu-

al, a verified statement must be filed by the individual,

the owner of the small business concern, or an official of

the small business concern or nonprofit organization

empowered to act on behalf of the small business con-

cern or nonprofit organization averring to their status.

For purposes of a verified statement under this para-

graph, a license to a federal agency resulting from a

funding agreement with that agency pursuant to 35

U.S.C. 202(cX4) does not constitute a license as set forth

in §1.9 of this part.

(c) Any verified statement filed pursuant to paragraph
(a) of this section on behalf of a small business concern
must (1) be signed by the owner or an official of the

small business concern empowered to act on behalf of
the concern; (2) aver that the concern qualifies as a

small business concern as defined in §1.9(d); and (3) aver
that exclusive rights to the invention have been con-
veyed to and remain with the small business concern, or
if the rights are not exclusive, that all other rights be-

long to small entities as defined in §1.9. Where the rights

of the small business concern as a small entity are not
exclusive, a verified statement must also be filed by the

other small entities having rights averring to their status

as such. For purposes of a verified statement under this

paragraph, a license to a federal agency resulting from a

funding agreement with . that agency pursuant to 35

U.S.C. 202(cX4) does not constitute a license as set forth

in §1.9 of this part.

(d) Any verified statement filed pursuant to paragraph
(a) of this section on behalf of a nonprofit organization

must (1) be signed by an official of the nonprofit organi-

zation empowered to act on behalf of the organization;

(2) aver that the organization qualifies as a nonprofit or-

ganization as defined in § 1.9(e) of this part specifying

under which one of §1.9(eXl). (eX2), (eX3), or (eX4) of
this part the organization quaJifies; and (3) aver that ex-

clusive rights to the invention have been conveyed to

and remain with the organization or if the rights are not

exclusive, that all other rights belong to small entities as

defined in §1.9 of this part. Where the rights of the non-

profit organization as a small entity are not exclusive, a

verified statement must also be filed by the other small

entities having rights averring to their status as such.

For purposes of a verified statement under this para-

graph, a license to a federal agency resulting from a

funding agreement with that agency pursuant to 35

U.S.C. 202(cX4) does not constitute a conveyance of

rights as set forth in this paragraph.

9. Section 1.28 is amended by revising paragraph (a)

to read as follows:

§1.28 Effect on fees of failure to establish status, or

change status, as a small entity.

(a) The failure to establish status as a small entity

(§§l 9(0 and 1.27 of this part) in any application or pa-

tent prior to paying, or at the time of paying, any fee

precludes payment of the fee in the amount established

for small entities. A refund pursuant to §1.26 of this

part, based on establishment of small entity status, of a

portion of fees timely paid in full prior to establishing

status as a small entity may only be obtained if a verified

statement under §1.27 and a request for a refund of the

excess amount are filed within two months of the date

of the timely payment of the full fee. The two-month
time period is not extendable under §1.136. Status as a

small entity is waived for any fee by the failure to estab-

lish the status prior to paying, at the time of paying, or

within two months of the date of payment of, the fee.

Sutus as a small entity must be specifically established

by a verified statement filed in each application or pa-

tent in which the status is available and desired, except

those applications filed under §1.60 or §1.62 of this part

where the status as a small entity has been esublished in

a parent application and is still proper. Once status as a

small entity has been established in an application or pa-

tent, the status remains in that application or patent

without the filing of a further verified statement pursu-

ant to §1.27 of this part unless the Office is notified of a

change in sutus. Status as a small entity in one applica-

tion or patent does not affect any other application or

patent, including applications or patents which are di-

rectly or indirectly dependent upon the application or

patent in which the status has been established, except
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those filed under §1.60 or §1.62 of this part. Applica-
tions filed under §1.60 or §1.62 of this part must include
a reference to a verified statement in a parent applica-

tion if status as a small entity is still proper and desired.

10. Section 1.52 is amended by revising paragraph (d)

to read as follows:

§1.52 Language, paper, writing, margins.

(d) An application may be filed in a language other
than English. A verified English translation of the non-

English language application and the fee set forth in

§1.17(k) are required to be filed with the application or

within such time as may be set by the Office.

11. Section 1.53 is amended by revising paragraphs (b)

and (d) to read as follows:

§1.53 Serial number, filing date, and completion of appli-

cation.

or claims forming the basis for the claim of priority.

13. Section 1.56 is amended by revising paragraph (b)

and by adding a new paragraph (j) to read as follows:

§1.56 Duty of disclosure; fraud; striking or rejection of
applications.

(b) The filing date of an application for patent is the

date on which (1) a specification containing a descrip-

tion pursuant to §1.71 and at least one claim pursuant to

§1.75, and (2) any drawing required by §1.8 1 (a), are filed

in the Patent and Trademark Office in the name of the

actual inventor or inventors as required by §1.41. No
new matter may be introduced into an application after

its filing date (§1.118).

(d) If the application which has been accorded a filing

date pursuant to paragraph (b) of this section does not

include the appropriate filing fee or an oath or declara-

tion by the applicant, applicant will be so notified, if a

correspondence address has been provided, and given a

period of time within which to file the fee, oath, or dec-

laration and to pay the surcharge as set forth in §1.1 6(e)

in order to prevent abandonment of the application. If

the required filing fee is not timely paid, or if the pro-

cessing and retention fee set forth in §1.21(1) is not paid

within one year of the date of mailing of the notification

required by this paragraph, the application will be dis-

posed of No copies will be provided or certified by the

Office of an application which has been disposed of or

in which neither the required basic filing fee nor the

processing and retention fee has been paid. The notifica-

tion pursuant to this paragraph may be made simulta-

neously with any notification pursuant to paragraph (c)

of this section. If no correspondence address is included

in the application, applicant has two months from the

filing date to file the fee, oath or declaration and to pay
the surcharge as set forth in § 1.16(e) in order to prevent

abandonment of the application or one year from the fil-

ing date to pay the processing and retention fee set forth

in §1.21(1) to prevent disposal of the application.

12. Section 1.55 is amended by revising paragraph (b)

to read as follows:

§1.55 Claim for foreign priority.

(b) An applicant may under certain circumstances

claim priority on the basis of an application for an in-

ventor's certificate in a country granting both inventor's

certificates and patents. When an applicant wishes to

claim the right of priority as to a claim or claims of the

application on the basis of an application for an inven-

tor's certificate in such a country under 35 U.S.C. 119,

last paragraph (as amended July 28, 1972), the applicant

or his or her attorney or agent, when submitting a claim

for such right as specified in paragraph (a) of this sec-

tion, shall include an affidavit or declaration including a

specific statement that, upon an investigation, he or she

has satisfied himself or herself that to the best of his or

her knowledge the applicant, when filing his or her ap-

plication for the inventor's certificate, had the option to

file an application either for a patent or an inventor's

certificate as to the subject matter of the identified claim

(b) Disclosures pursuant to this section must be ac-

companied by a copy of each foreign patent document,
non-patent publication, or other non-patent item of in-

formation in written form which is being disclosed or by
a statement that the copy is not in the possession of the

person making the disclosure and may be made to the

Office through an attorney or agent having responsibili-

ty for the preparation or prosecution of the application

or through an inventor who is acting in his or her own
behalf Disclosure to such an attorney, agent or inventor
shall satisfy the duty, with respect to the information
disclosed, of any other individual. Such an attorney,

agent or inventor has no duty to transmit information
which is not material to the examination of the applica-

tion.

(j) If any disclosure pursuant to this section does not

include a copy of each foreign patent document, non-pa-

tent publication, or other non-patent item of information

in written form which is being disclosed or a statement

that a copy thereof is not in the possession of the person

making the disclosure, applicant will be so notified and
given a period of time within which to file the copy or a

statement that a copy is not in the possession of the per-

son making the disclosure. The time penod set may be

extended under §1.136.

14. Section 1.59 is revised to read as follows:

§1.59 Papers of application with filing date not to be re-

turned.

Papers in an application which has received a filing

date pursuant to §1.53 will not be returned for any pur-

pose whatever. If applicants have not preserved copies

of the papers, the Office will furnish copies at the usual

cost of any application in which either the required ba-

sic filing fee (§1.16) or the processing and retention fee

(§1.21(1)) has been paid.

15. Section 1.60 is revised to read as follows:

§1.60 Continuation or divisional application for inven-

tion disclosed in a prior application.

(a) A continuation or divisional application (filed un-

der the conditions specified in 35 U.S.C. 120 or 121 and

§ 1. 78(a)), which discloses and claims only subject matter

disclosed in a prior application may be filed as a sepa-

rate application before the patenting or abandonment of

or termination of proceedings on the prior application.

(b) An applicant may omit signing of the oatii or dec-

laration in a continuation or divisional application if (1)

the prior application was a complete application as set

forth in §1. 51(a) and (2) applicant files a true copy of the

prior complete application as filed including the specifi-

cation (including claims), drawings, oath or declaration

showing the applicant's signature or an indication it was
signed, and any amendments referred to in the oath or

declaration filed to complete the prior application. The
copy of the prior application must be accompanied by a

statement that the application papers filed are a true

copy of the prior application and that no amendments
referred to in the oath or declaration filed to complete

the prior application intrtxluced new matter therein.

Such statement must be by the applicant or applicant's

attorney or agent and must be a verified statement if

made by a person not registered to practice before the

Patent and Trademark Office. Only amendments reduc-

ing the number of claims or adding a reference to the

pnor application (§ 1.78(a)) will be entered before calcu-

lating tne filing fee and granting the filing date.

16. Section 1.62 is amended by revising paragraphs (a)

and (d) to read as follows:

§1.62 File wrapper continuing procedure.
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(a) A continuation, continuation-in-part, or divisional
application, which uses the specification, drawings and
oath or declaration from a pnor complete application
(§ 1.51(a)) to be abandoned, may be filed before the pay-
ment of the issue fee, abandonment of, or termination of
proceedings on the prior application. The filmg date of
an application filed under this section is the date on
which a request is filed for an application under this sec-
tion including identification of the Serial Number, filing
date, and applicant's name of the prior complete applica-
tion.

• • • • •
I

(d) If an application which has been accorded a filing
date pursuant to paragraph (a) of this section does not
include the appropriate basic filing fee pursuant to para-
graph (b) of this section, or an oath or declaration by
the applicant in the case of a continuation-in-part appli-
cation pursuant to paragraph (c) of this section, appli-
cant will be so notified and given a period of time with-
in which to file the fee, oath, or declaration and to pay
the surcharge as set fonh in §l.i6(e) in order to prevent
abandonment of the application. The notification pursu-
ant to this paragraph may be made simultaneously with
any notification of a defect pursuant to paragraph (a) of
this section.

.....
I

17. Section 1.78 is amended by revising the title and
paragraph (a) to read as follows:

§1.78 Claiming benefit of earlier filing date and cross-
references to other applications.

(a) An application may claim an invention disclosed in
the same applicant's pnor filed copending national appli-
cation or international application designating the United
States of America. In order for an application to claim
the benefit of a pnor filed copending national applica-
tion, the prior application must be H) complete as set
forth in §1.51, or (2) entitled to a filmg date as set forth
in §1. 53(b) and include the basic filing fee set forth in

§1.16; or (3) entitled to a filing date as set forth m
§ 1.53(b) and have paid therein the processing and reten-
tion fee set forth in §1.21(1) within the time penod set
forth in § 1.53(d). Any application claiming the benefit of
a prior filed copending national or international applica-
tion must contain or be amended to contain in the first
sentence of the specification following the title a refer-
ence to such pnor application, identifying it by senal
number and filing date or international application num-
ber and international filing date and indicating the rela-
tionship of the applications. Cross-references to other re-
lated applications may be made when appropriate. (See
§1.140))).

I

18. Section 1.121 is amended by revising paragraph (e)
to read as follows:

§1.121 Manner of making amendments.

(e) In reissue applications, both the descriptive portion
and the claims are to be amended by either (1) submit-
ting a copy of a portion of the descnption or an entire
claim with all matter to be deleted from the patent being
placed between brackets and all matter to be added to
the patent being underlined, or (2) indicating the exact
word or words to be stricken out or inserted and the
precise point where the deletion or insertion is to be
made. Any word or words to be inserted must be
underlined. See §1.173.

I

19. Section 1.123 is revised to read as follows:

§1.123 Amendments to the drawing.

No change in the drawing may be made except by
permission of the Office. Permissible changes in the con-
struction shown in any drawing may be made only by
bonded draftsmen, at applicant's expense, or by the sub-
mission of substitute drawings by applicant. A sketch in
permanent ink showing proposed changes, to become

part of the record, must be filed for approval by the ex-
aminer and should be a separate paper.

(d)

20 Section 1. 1 35 is amended by removing paragraph

21 Section 1.136 is revised to read as follows:

§1 136 Filing of timely responses with petition and fee
for extension of time and extensions of time for cause.

(a) If an applicant is required to respond within a non-
statutory or shortened statutory time period, applicant
may respond up to four months after the time period set
if a petition for an extension of time and the fee set in
§1.17 are filed prior to or with the response, unless (1)
applicant is notified otherwise in an Office action or (2)
the application is involved in an interference declared
pursuant to §1.207 The date on which the response, the
petition, and the fee have been filed is the date of the re-
sponse and also the date for purposes of determining the
period of extension and the corresponding amount of the
fee. The expiration of the time period is determined by
the amount of the fee paid. In no case may an applicant
respond later than the maximum time period set by stat-
ute, or be granted an extension of time under paragraph
(b) of this section when the provisions of this paragraph
are available. See §1.245 for extension of time in inter-
ference proceedings and §l.55(Xc) for extension of time
in reexamination proceedings.

(b) When a response with petition and fee for exten-
sion of time cannot be filed pursuant to paragraph (a) of
this section, the time for response will be extended only
for sufficient cause, and for a reasonable time specified.
Any request for such extension must be filed on or be-
fore the day on which action by the applicant is due, but
in no case will the mere filing of the request effect any
extension. In no case can any extension carry the date
on which response to an Office action is due beyond the
maximum time period set by statute or be granted when
the provisions of paragraph (a) of this section are avail-
able See §1.245 for extension of time in interference
proceedings and § 1.550(c) for extension of time in reex-
amination proceedings.

22, Section 1.191 is amended by adding a new para-
graph (d) to read as follows:

§1.191 Appeal to Board of Appeals.

(d) The time periods set forth in §§1.191 through
1.194, 1.196 and 1.197 are subject to the provisions of
§1.136 for patent applications or §1.55(Xc) for reexami-
nation proceedings.

23. Section 1.192 is amended by revising paragraph (a)
to read as follows:

§1.192 Appellant's brief

(a) The appellant shall, within 2 months from the date
of the notice of appeal under §1.191 in an application,
reissue application, or patent under reexamination, or
within the time allowed for response to the action
appealed from, if such time is later, file a brief in tripli-
cate. The brief must be accompanied by the requisite fee
set forth in §1.17(0 and must set forth the authorities
and arguments on which the appellant will rely to main-
tain the appeal. The brief must include a concise expla-
nation of the invention which should refer to the draw-
ing by reference characters, and a copy of the claims
involved.

24. Section 1.197 is amended by revising paragraph
(b) to read as follows:

§1.197 Action following decision.

(b) A single request for rehearing or reconsideration,
or modification of the decision, may be made if filed
within thirty days from the date of the original decision,
unless that decision is so modified as to become, in ef-
fect, a new decision, and the Board of Appeals so sUtes.
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25. Section 1.304 is amended by revising paragraph (a)
to read as follows:

§1.304 Time for appeal or civil action.

(a) The time for filing the notice and reasons of appeal
to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit
(§1.302) or for commencing a civil action (§1.303) is six-
ty days from the date of the decision of the Board of
Appeals or the Board of Patent Interferences. If a re-
quest for rehearing or reconsideration, or modification
of the decision, is filed within the time provided pursu-
ant to § 1.197(b) or § 1.256(b). the time for filing an ap-
peal or commencing a civil action shall expire at the end
of the sixty-day period or thirty days after action on the
request, whichever is later. The time periods set forth
herein are subject to the provisions of §1.136 or
§ 1.550(c) as to decisions of the Board of Appeals, or
§1.245 as to decisions of the Board of Patent Interfer-
ences.

26. Section 1.550 is amended by revising paragraph (c)
to read as follows:

§1.550 Conduct of reexamination proceedings.

(c) The time for taking any action by a patent owner
in a reexamination proceeding will be extended only for
sufficient cause, and for a reasonable time specified. Any
request for such extension must be filed on or before the
day on which action by the patent owner is due, but in

no case will the mere filing of the request effect any ex-
tension.

§1.555 Duty of disclosure m reexamination proceedings
(a) A duty rtf candor and good faith toward the Pa-

tent and Trademark Office rests on the patent owner, on
each attorney or agent who represents the patent owner,
and on every other individual who is substantively in-
volved on behalf of the patent owner in a reexamination
proceeding. All such individuals who are aware, or he-
come aware, of patents or pnnted publications material
to the reexamination which have not been previously
made of record in the patent file must bring such patents
or printed publications to the attention of the Office An
information disclosure statement, preferably in accor-
dance with §1.98. should be filed wihin two months of
the date of the order for reexamination, or as soon
thereafter as possible in order to bnng such patents or
printed publications to the attention of the Office

(b) Disclosures pursuant to this section must be ac-
companied by a copy of each foreign patent document
or non-patent printed publication which is being dis-
closed or by a statement that the copy is not in the pos-
session of the person making the disclosure and may be
made to the Office through an attorney or agent having
responsibility on behalf of the patent owner for the reex-
amination proceeding or through a patent owner acting
in his or her own behalf Disclosure to such an attorney,
agent or patent owner shall satisfy the duty of any other
individual. Such an attorney, agent or patent owner has
no duty to transmit information which is not material to
the reexamination.

Nov. 30. 1983.

27. Section 1.555 is amended by revising paragraphs
(a) and (b) to read as follows:

GERALD J MOSSINGHOFF.
Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

(Published in the Federal Register on Jan 4. 1984 as

I'art 11)
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Filing Date
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New Case
Awaiting

Action

CHEMICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
GENERAL CHEMISTRY AND PETROLEUM CHEMISTRY, GROUP llO-D E TALBERT DirectorInorganic Compounds. Inorganic Compositions; Organo-Meul and Organo-MetaJloid Chemisn^r fSS3lur«v' Mei.1

cL^'£.^,T.'T- ^' r
^'°^^- ^'"^';° Chemistry; Ba.tenes: Hydrclarbons; MmeraVSn^hnK LubnSCompositions; Gaseous Compositions; Fuel and lenitme Devices

'c^nnoiogy, uuDncatrng

GENERAL ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. GROUP I2aic E VAN HORN. Director
Heterocyclic Amides; Alkaloids; Azo; Sulfur; Misc Esters; Carbohydrates Herbicides Poisonv'M«iiH„«=r'~™-.

'

HIGH ro'^M^'ER ?HE°Mls?Sv°P?Al??A.'^f.'?.^i.'^,^^'?v^^'^"^'^'''
AnMnS^SrSiSS'"'""'

"^"^""^

c ^7 D o^'^^^^ PLASTICS AND MOLDING, GROUP 140-J O THOMAS JR DirectorSvTithetic Resins; Rubber; Proteins; Macromolecular Carbohydrates Mixed Synthetic R«mrJ,mn;;«^^^c .u.-

Coating Processes. Apparatus and Misc Products, Laminating Methods and Apparatus Stcxk Materials Adhesive
QPi:r-?2^'i'5lr^^'t'.9.'!5'"l"'

^^^""factures; Special Utility Compositions; and Photography
'^'''="^'*- Adhesive

SPECIALIZED CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES AND CHEMICAL ENGINEERING GROUP 170-
i\ r wMi 1 1, L/irector

^','^r^^rl^^l
Fermentation. Analytical Chemistry; Reactors. Sugar and Starch; Paper Making Glass Man ufac

InH'^Si H
^'^""^ and Illuminating. Cleaning Processes. Liquid Punfication; Dist llatibn- PreJ^r^ine L amd Gas

l"i,^''l^P^"'r .^^^^"'^ L"'""^ Contact Apparatus. Refrigeration; Concentrat.ve EvaS^^^orv Mmerai?^;

1-16-81

11-20-81

3-1-82

3-09-82

1-12-82

I

Apparatus; Misc Physical Processed:
..---.. ...... ^..-.-w... .^...cc.urai.vc nvaporators; Mineral Oils

ELECTRICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS. PHYSICS AND RELATED ELEMENTS GROUP 2ia_S w Pvri p r^ .

Generation and Utilization General Applications. Conversion and^SnSn Hea.ing^nd ^laS A^^^^^^^

SPEC?Il'i AW^i^fuferB^rTiJ^L"'";'^'^^^^^^^
^^°"^"" Recorders; Weighing iaies.

Conductors.

/^l^
LAWS ADMINISTRATION. GROUP 22Q-KENNETH L CAGE Director

vJranance. — *

tics;

Devil

tions. I hermal and Photoelectnc Baitenes
INFORMATION TRANSMISSION. STORAGE. AND RETRIEVAL, GROUP 230-EARL LEVY DirectorCommunications; Multiplexing Techniques. Television. Facsimile " -

^'^-tAKL Ltv Y, Uirector

Storage Devices and Related Ans
RECEPTACLES CLEANING. WINDING, AND MEASURING. GROUP 240-G M FORLENZA, Director

Receptacles. Beanngs. Joint Packing: Conduits. Switches. Presses PlumbingFood Treating. Agiuting. Centnfugal Separating. Geometrical Instrumentt

^i^r.
™"?8' ^'"d'"g and Reeling. Cable Hoists, Measuring and Testing

'

Shaft. Impellers; Roury Fluid .Motors
^'

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT SYSTEMS AND DEVICES. GROUP 250-S S MATTHEWS Director

DESIGN. GROUP 290_KENNETH L CAGE Director ^
Industrial Arts. Household. Personal and Fine Ans

MECHANICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
HANDLING AND TRANSPfJRTING MEDIA. GROUP 31f^-B R GRAY, Director

.Manufactunng Processes, Assembling, '"
'

and Wire Working, Metal Fusior
"

Tool Hold
AMUSEMENT. HU;SBANT>RY.>ERSONALTRF:ATMENT:^,NTbRM7TIO^^^

Data Processing, Compuution and Conversion

Fixtures; Textile Spinning; Cleaning;
Sound Recording; Image Projectors-
Indicating; Fluent Material Handling;

,n. r K ^ ^ u c ,

STEPHEN G KUNIN. Director
ing Combined .Machines, Special Article Making, Metal Deforming; Sheet Metal

TnnI HnlH^rv Wr^ L _ "'"''^a'ng. Metal Founding. Machine Trx)ls for Shaping or Dividme Work and

J^MENt^HU^^NDR^;- ^PfV^^^^aI'^^p^^^^^.^'^ -<^ »-'
^ -^ Pnnted Matter"

R E AEGERTER. DirecW

HEAT POWER. AND FLUID ENGINEERING. GROUP W;^D J STfXIKING Director

GENERAL CONSTRUCTIONS, TEXTILES. MINING AND GEARING. GROUP 350-
f\ L. 3IVII I M, Uirector

^uS,'ssxr,c "recite 'w.nJ'xr ^""T-- vt""" f"'""-^ '^"^^ '"» '^"'"•"f- '°™»^ "«'!

Patents

Plant Patents Numbers 3,243,822 to 3,248,737, inclusive
Numbers 2,616 to 2,627 inclusive

10.38 CXJ 286

5-22-81

3-30-81

1-05-81

5-12-81

8-25-80

1-30-81

5-18-81

7-27-81

8-27-82

11-17-80

9-17-80

REEXAMINATIONS
JANUARY 24, 1984

Matter enclosed m heavy brackets [ ] appears m the patent hut forms n„ part of

.

his reexamination spcxificaiiun, mailer pnn.cd in italics indicales
additions made b\ ret-Jiaminaiion

Bl 4,113,845 (ISSth)

DISPROPORTIONATION OF CHLOROSILANE
Carl J. Litteral, Newport, Ohio, assignor to Union Carbide

Corporation, New York, N.Y,

Reexamination Request No. 90/000,360, Apr. 18, 1983.
Reexamination Certificate for Patent No. 4,113,845, issued Sep.

12, 1978, Ser. No. 724,919, Sep. 20, 1976
Continuation of Ser. No. 152,587, Jun. 14, 1971, abandoned,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 99,087, Dec. 17, 1970,
abandoned.

Int. a.' COIB 33/08. 33/04
U.S. a. 423—342

AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION. IT HAS BEEN
DETERMINED THAT:

The patentability of claims 1-3 is confirmed.

1. The cyclic continuous process for the disporportionaiion
of one or more of trichiorosilane, dichlorosilane and mono-
chlorosilane which comprises continually feeding such chloro-
silane to a water-dried fixed bed of a divinylbenzene-styrenc
copolymer based macroreticulated anion exchange resin con-
taining tertiary amino or quaternary ammonium groups thereof
in the chloride ionic form, said groups being bonded to the
resin through carbon, which resin is insoluble in silane, mono-
chlorosiiane, dichlorosilane, trichiorosilane and silicon tctra-
chlonde, and is maintained at a temperature of between ° C
to 350° C. for a period of time whereby there is formed in the
bed a silane containing less chlorine than is contained in the
chlorosilane fed to the bed and there is also formed a silane
containing more chlorine than the chlorosilane fed to the bed,
at least a portion of said silanes formed by disproportionation
in the bed are removed therefrom and at least a portion thereof
are separated each from the other and each is recovered and
the chlorosilane feed which is not disproporlionated is recy-
cled to the fixed bed.

in which R^and R/,each isanalkyl group conlainmg from I to

6 carbon atoms, or a halogen atom having an atomic number o{
from 9 to 35. inclusive, or when R^is a hydrogen atom then R^
IS an alkenyl group containing from 2 to 6 carbon atoms op-
tionally substituted by from 1 to 3 chlorine or bromine atoms,
Rf and R^/each is an alky I group containing from 1 to 6 carbon
atoms, or when R, is hydrogen then R^ is an alkenyl group
having from 2 to 6carbon atomsoptionall> subsliluted by from
1 to 3 chlorine or bromine atoms or either of R^ and R/ior R,
and Kd when taken together is an alkylcnc group containing
from 2 to 6 carbon atoms; or
b a benzyl group of the formula

in which Z IS a halogen atom having an atomic number (»f from
y to 35. inclusive, or an alkoxy group containing from 1 to 4
carbon atoms and Y is an alkyl group containing from 1 to ^
carbon atoms, in which process an acid of the formula R
coon in which R is as defined above is neutralized VMth a

water-soluble base, and then contacted \Mth a solution in a

waler-immiscible organic solvent of a ben/\l halide of formula
II

Bl 4,118,413 (156th)

PREPARATION OF PHENOXYBENZYL ESTERS
Derek A. Wood, Sittingbourne, England, assignor to Shell Oil
Company, Houston, Tex.

Reexamination Request No. 90/000,233, Jul. 26, 1983.
Reexamination Certificate for Patent No. 4,118,413. issued Oct

3, 1978, Ser. No. 824,459, Aug. 15, 1977.
Division of Ser. No. 737,312, Nov. 1, 1976, Pat. No. 4,061,664.

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Nov. 12, 1975,
46700/75

Int. a.' C07C 69/743. 69/76. 121/75
U.S. CI. 260—465 D

AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION, IT HAS BFT N
DETERMINED THAT:

Claims 1-11, having been finally determined to be unpaten'
able, are cancelled.

[1 A process for the preparation of a phenoxybenzyl estei

of formula (I)

R—CO—O—CH—

^

'%

X^ (K „H<

in which X is a halogen atom, and Q is as defined above in the
presence of a phase-transfer catalyst comprising a lelrahydro-
carbyl ammonium or phosphonium halide in which the hydro-
carbyl groups are selected from aromatic, aliphatic, cvcloali-

phatic or unsaturated groups, said groups together containing
a total number of carbon atoms of from 12 to 70]

Bl 4.302.465 (1 57th)

THERAPEUTICALLY ACTIVE. SUBSTITUTED
PIPERIDINES AND PYRROLIDINES THKRAPEUTK
COMPOSITIONS THEREOF AND METHODS OF USE

THEREOF
Bo T. AF Ekenstam, Box 72 L Hjiilteby, Sweden S-440 74. and

Gunnar A. K. Aberg. Utsiktsviigen 7, Falkenberg. Sweden
S-311 00

Reexamination Request No. 90/000.281. Oct. 26. 1982.
Reexamination Certificate for Patent No. 4,302.465. issued Nov.

24. 1981, Ser. No. 97.148. Nov. 26, 1979.

Claims priority, application Sweden. Oct. 7. 1979. 7906000
Int. CI.' A6IK 31/445. C07D 213/56

U.S. CI. 424—267

wherein is a hydrogen atom or a cyano group and R IS ac a di.ki n -i r»i o .i-»/ a .*.»,. .. ... .

a. a cyclopropyl group of the formula HE 1 1 RMINEf) T^^^^^^
'
'"'^- '

'
"^' ^'^'^

II.T*i
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The patentability of claims 5. 7. 8 and 11 is confirmed.

Claims 6, 9, 10, and 12. having been finally determined to be
unpatentable, are cancelled

|

Claims 1 and 19-21 are determmed to be patentable as

amended:

Claims 2-4. 13-18. 22. and 23. dependent on amended
claims, are determined to be patentable.

1. A compound of the formula

I

(CHiin,

R—\ CHCO

January 24. 1984

R\

^2

(CH:),n

R—

N

CHCONH

•fCH2),

m which [m and n are a pair of integers such that m = or 1

and n = 3-m or] m = 0, 1 or 2 and n = 4-m, R is straight or
branched hydroxyalkyi having 2 to 4 carbons and having the
hydroxy group in a terminal position, R| is selected from the
group consisting of methyl and methoxy [.J and R2 is selected

from the group consisting of methyl and ethyl [and R3 is se-

lected from the group consisting of hydrogen and methyl J;
and pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salts thereof
and quaternary N-methyl halides and quaternary N-ethyl ha-

lides thereof.

Errata

For Reexamination Certificate Bl 3,796,048, issued
May 31, 1983. in column 1. line 22, after "claim", insert

REISSUES

JANUARY 24, 1984

Matter enclosed .n heavy brackets [ ] appears in the onginai pa.en. bu, forms no part of ,h,s reissue spccificat.on ma„er pnn.ed ,n „al,cs
indicates additions made by reissue

Re. 31,503
TRACKWAY AND POWERED VEHICLE WITH

CHANGEABLE COVERS
Makoto Saito, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Tomy Kogyo Co., Inc.,
Tokyo, Japan

Original No. 4,109,412, dated Aug. 29, 1978, Ser. No. 755,868,
Dec. 30, 1976. Application for reissue Jul. 9, 1980. Ser. No
167,192

, , .

Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 18, 1976, 51/80873
Int. a.3 A63H 79/00

U.S. a. 46-216 ,5 Claims

fronting sidewalb depending from opposite sides of the web and
defining an interior channel, said sidewalls being adapted to flex
outwardly during mounting of the cutter bar and section of chain
in the channel, the frame having intermediate its ends an opening
formed in the web and sidewalls for communicating with the
interior channel, a pair of adaptor guides mounted on the frame
below its web and diverging outwardly from said opening, the
guide being positioned in fixed nonadjusting relationship to said
web and sidewalls. each guide having an elongated bearing surface
of semi-circular cross section with its lowermost portion below the
top of the cutter bar, and an adaptor dimensioned and configured
to be seated on and supported by the semi-circular bearing surface
of a selected one of the guides, the adaptor being provided with a
central aperture for supporting and aligning the sharpening tool

for movement along an axis disposed below the web of the frame
in spaced apart relation to the bearing surfaces of the guides for
sharpening a cutting link positioned within said web opening

5. An amusement device, comprising:
a trackway including an elongated station having two ends.
a vehicle chassis having wheelsfor rolling said chassis along said

trackway and through said station via the ends thereof
a plurality of bodies each adapted to be deposited on and re-

moved from said chassis, and
body exchange means for replacing a first body carried by said

chassis with a second body previously positioned at said sta-
tion, said body exchange means including means for remov-
ing said first bodyfrom said chassis when said chassis enters
said station by supporting said first body on said station
adjacent the end thereof that said chassis enters, and means
for depositing said second body on said chassis when said
chassis exits said station by lifting said second bodyfrom said
station adjacent the end thereof that said chassis exits.

Re. 31 504
SAW CHAIN SHARPENING nXTURE

Frank J. Aksamit, West Hartford, Conn., assignor to Pro Sharp
Corporation, Newington, Conn.

Original No. 4,173,908, dated Noy. 13, 1979, Ser. No. 866,366,
Jan. 3, 1978. Application for reissue Jul. 30, 1980, Ser. No.
173,826

Int. CIJ B23D 63/16
U.S. a. 76-25 A ,2 cUims

Re. 31,505

COIL DEPLETION SENSOR
Walter J. Hood, Shaker Heights, and George Gulden. Jr., Lynd-

hurst, both of Ohio, assignors to Kent Corporation, Geveland,
Ohio

Original No. 4,163.527, dated Aug. 7, 1979. Ser. No. 932,272.
Aug. 9, 1978. Application for reissue Jul. 16, 1982, Ser. So.
398,931

Int. a.^ B65H 17/48: B21C 47/16
U.S. a. 242-55 14 Q.ims

7 17

4 M- i

_J r Q

9. In an assembly for sharpening cutting links of a saw chain
having the cutting links mounted on a cutter bar and comprising
a sharpening tool and a fixture for the sharpening tool, the im-
provement wherein the fixture comprises a longitudinally extend-
ing frame for straddling the cutter bar and a section of chain
mounted on the cutter bar. theframe having an inverted generally
U-shaped cross section including a web adapted to freely rest on
and be supported by the top of the cutting links and spaced con-

1. In combination, an uncoiler which carries a revolvabic
coil of strip material, an accumulator havmg revolving pinch
rolls which draw strip material from the coil on said uncoiler.

said accumulator at least temporarily storing a quantity of the

strip material while transferring strip material to a processing
line, and a control device, said control device comprising first

means providing a signal proportional to the revolutions of
said pinch rolls, second means providing a signal proportional
to the revolutions of the coil, counter means having at least one
predetermined number loaded therein and counting the (Kcur-
rence of each signal from said first means, and means to reset

said counter means to a said predetermined number if a signal

from said second means is received by said means to reset

[before] after said counter means has counted a number equal
to said predetermined number

M
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Re. 31,506

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING OXIDE ISOLATED
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE UTILIZING SELECTIVE

ETCHING TECHNIQUE
Katumi Ogiue; Hiroyuki Kondo, both of Hinode; Takashi

Ishikawa, Fuchu; Takaaki Mori, Ome, and Takahisa Nitta,

Fuchu, all of Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Original No. 4,111,724, dated Sep. 5, 1978, Ser. No. 750,387,

Dec. 14, 1976. Application for reissue Sep. 2, 1980, Ser. No.

183,100

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 22, 1975, 50-151828

Int. a.5 HOIL 21/76. 21/306

U.S. a. 148—175 6 Oaims

-» Q 7 (0 7"

'_#:#> *^«-:

^-

^z-^T?*^

9 5 8 !3 14 h 12

^;ffe^:-

5. A method of manufacturing a semiconductor integrated

circuit device comprising the succeeding steps of:

(a) selectively forming a first heavily doped region of a first

conductivity type in the surface portion of a semiconduc-
tor substrate of a second conductivity type;

(b) growing an epitaxial layer of said second conductivity

type on the surface of said substrate and thereby burymg
said first heavily doped region;

(c) selectively etching away said epitaxial layer to form a

recessed [portionsj portion and selectively oxidizing said

epitaxial layer in said recessed [portions] portion to form
an oxidized [regions] region extending to the [sub-
strate] buried region, thereby forming respective element
regions isolated from each other by said oxidized [regions
and] region, at least one element region having a main
region and an [electrode contact] additional region sur-

rounded by said oxidized region [and electrically con-
nected to said main region through said], said main region

and said additional region beingformed on a common buried
[first heavily doped] region;

(d) [selectively diffusing impurities into said main region to

form a second semiconductor region of said second con-
ductivity type and a third semiconductor region of said

first conductivity type and into said electrode contact
region to convert the conductivity type and form an elec-

trode contact region of said first conductivity type extend-

ing to said buried region and forming simultaneously
oxide films on exposed surfaces,] diffusing an impurity

into said main region to form a second semiconductor region

of said second conductivity type and forming simultaneously

an oxide film thereon:

(e) diffusing an impurity into said additional region to form an
electrode contact region ofsaidfirst conductivity type extend-

ing to said buried region and forming simultaneously an
oxide film thereon:

(f) selectively diffusing an impurity into said second region to

form a third semiconductor region of said first conductivity

type and forming simultaneously an oxide film thereon, said

third semiconductor region and said electrode contact

region being covered with oxide films of smaller thickness

than [those] that of [other portions] the oxide film on

said second region:

[(e)] (g) opening a window in said oxide film on said sec-

ond semiconductor region;

[(0] (h) uniformly etching away the oxide [film] films to

a predetermined depth so that [said thin oxide films on]
the surfaces of said third semiconductor region and said

electrode contact region are exosed [:] ; and

[(g)] (0 forming metal electrodes on the exposed semicon-

ductor [surface] surfaces and on [the remaining oxide

film] said oxidized region.

Re. 31,507

METHOD OF TREATING PAPERMAKING WHITE
WATER

Arthur W. Frost, III, Park Ridge, N.J., assignor to Federal

Paper Board Company, Inc., Montvale, N.J.

Original No. 4,221,634, dated Sep. 9, 1980, Ser. No. 13,088, Feb.

21, 1979. Application for reissue Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No.
297,775

Int. a.3 D21F 1/66

U.S. CI. 162-190 5 Claims

1. An improved method of papermaking, said method com-
prising dispersing papermaking fibers in a slurry, depositing

said fibers from said slurry on a papermaking apparatus which

includes fiber laying means and a white water recovery system,

recovering the white water from said papermaking machine

and elsewhere in the papermaking process, clarifying said

white water after recovery thereof from said papermaking

apparatus, and thereafter at least intermittently exposing said

clarified white water to ultraviolet light of sufficient wave-

length and quantity to initiate polymerization of dissolved solid

materials contained in said papermaking white water into more

complex, less soluble molecular structure, permitting said

polymerization to continue until said substantial portions of

said dissolved solid materials become insoluble, and periodi-

cally removing said insolubilized materials from said clarified

white water while recirculating said white water within said

papermaking apparatus.

Re. 31,508

ELECTRODEPOSITION OF CHROMIUM
Donald J. Barclay, Olivers Battery Hants, and William M.
Morgan, Chandlers Ford Hants, both of England, assignors to

International Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Original No. 4,062,737, dated Dec. 13, 1977, Ser. No. 637,483,

Dec. 3, 1975. Continuation of Ser. No. 97,572, Nov. 26, 1979,

abandoned. Application for reissue Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No.

371,918

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Dec. 11, 1974,

53642/74

Int. Cl.^ C25D 3/06, 3/56

U.S. a. 204—43 R 20 Claims

1. A composition of matter for use in the electrodeposition of

bright chromium containing deposits consisting essentially of

January 24, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 1139

an aqueous solution of aquo chromium (III) thiocyanato
[complex] complexes as a source of trivalent chromium the
concentration of [the] Cr (III) in the solution being m the
range of 0.03 to 0.5 M. and the thiocyanate concentration in the
solution being in the range ofO 05 to 1. M. wherein the concentra-
lion of thiocyanate is higher than the concentration of Cr (III)
and wherein the aquo chromium (III) thiocyanato complexes are
an equilibrium mixture of complexes of the formula

(H20)(,.„CriSC!V)„( + '")

where n is a range of whole numbers from 1 through 6.
4. The composition of matter of claim 1 or 26 for plating

cobalt-chromium containing alloys in which cobalt cations are
present in said aqueous plating solution.

5. The composition of matter of claim 1 or 26 for plating
nickel-chromium containing alloys in which nickel cations are
present in said aqueous plating solution.

Re. 31,509
ECHO LOCATION SYSTEMS

Norman S. Neidell, 908 Town and Country Blvd., Suite 420
Houston, Tex. 77024

Original No. 4,114,153, dated Sep. 12, 1978, Ser. No. 691,674,
Jun. 1, 1976. Continuation of Ser. No. 483,202, Jun. 26, 1974,
abandoned. Application for reissue Sep. 2, 1980, Ser. No!

Int. CI.J GOIS 13/58
U.S. CI. 343-9 R 4^ Claims

> »""'«'
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> ECMG

time interval therebetween, each signal having a continuous
amplitude spectrum between low and high frequency limits,

for re/lection of the signals by the object;

(b) signal receiver means for receiving the reflected signals:
(c) processing sequencer means for measuring only the lime

interval between the received signals: and
id) parameter estimator means for determining the relative

velocity of the object based only upon the measured time
interval between the received signals and the predetermined
lime interval between the transmitted signals.

Re. 31,510
SIGNAL MULTIPLEXING CIRCUIT

Robert L. Carbrey, Boulder, Colo., auignor to Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N J

Original No. 4,178,480, dated Dec. 11, 1979. Ser. No. 926.422.
Jul. 20, 1978. Application for reiuue Dec. 8, 1981, Ser. No!
328,745

Int. a.' H04J 3/00
U.S. CI. 370-50 M Claim.

I
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34. A system for determining the velocity of a signal reflecting
object positioned in a medium of known signal-propagation char-
acteristics comprising:

(a) signal transmitter means for transmitting at two distinct
instants of time at least two signals having a predetermined

17. A signal multiplexing circuit for concurrently transmitting a
plurality of signals on a communication path comprising

isolation means responsive to said plurality of signals for sepa-
rating a first subset of said plurality of signals from the
remainder of said plurality of signals in frequency and a
second subset of said plurality of signals from the remainder
of said plurality of signals in time:

transmitting means responsive to said isolation means for con-
currently transmitting two or more ofsaid signals at a time on
to said communication path.
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Illustrations for plant patents are usually in color and therefore it is not practicable to reproduce the draumt

5,180
MINIATURE ROSE PLANT-MEinNARO VARIETY

Marie L. Meilland, Antibes, France, assignor to The Conard-
Pyle Company, West Grove, Pa.

Filed Jun. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 392,257
Oaims priority, application France, Jul. 1, 1981, 3132

Int. a.3 AOIH 5/00
u.s.a.pit.-9 ,a,i„

1. A new and distinct variety of Miniature rose plant, sub-
stantially as herein shown and described, characterized partic-
ularly by (a) a compact and vigorous growth habit, (b) bronzed
green adult wood, and (c) the abundant and continuous forma-
tion of attractive well formed very double blossoms which are
neyron pink in coloration.

5,181

MINIATURE CARNATION
Angelo J. Siri, San Francisco, Calif., assignor to Siri Brothers

Nursery, Inc., East Palo Alto, Calif.

Filed Jul. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,555
Int. a.3 AOIH 5/00

U.S.a.Plt.-70 iQaim
1. A new and distinct variety of miniature carnation plant,

substantially as herein shown and described.

5,182

MINIATURE ROSE PLANT-WHITE CHIPPER VARIETY
Ezequiel Collazo, West Grove, Pa., assignor to The Conard-Pyle
Company, West Grove, Pa.

Filed Jun. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 393.864
Int. a.' AOIH 5/00

U.S. a. Plt.-8
, auifn

1. A new and distinct variety of Miniature rose plant, suh-
stantially as illustrated and described, wherein
(a) from the physical standpoint the plant is substantially iden-

tical to that of the parent Chipper variety with the exception
of the blossom coloration, has an almost erect growth habii,
forms light green shiny leaves, and forms very double flow-
ers which are white with an occasional pink blush during the
cooler months; and

(b) from the biological standpoint the plant has vigorous and
regular vegetation, exhibits an abundant and repeated flores-

cence, and possesses the ability of its blossoms to last for
extended periods whether on the bush or cut

5,183

LIQUIDAMBAR TREE, FREMONT
Frank J. Serpa, 715 Seville PI., Fremont. Calif. 94539

Filed Jul. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 394,397

Int. a.' AOIH 5/12
U.S. a. Plt.-51

, Claim
1. The new and distinct variety of liquidambar tree de-

scribed, illustrated and identified by the characteristics enu-
merated above

I 14
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CLASS ^**

254^1
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n . w^,^,^ ^
4,426,739 said arm sleeves as well as along said body pari, said fdid-lmcs

r,r , ^11 ^^fi^.? ^^^ ^^^ "^"^'^^ ^""^'"g ^^"^ «^™-"' •" ^^ f^'ded m aJcordion-like fashion

Canida NSriU
Wallaceburg, Ontario,, about said fold-lines and substantially along the longitudinal

Fileri n^t i« lOBi c M m -»(u:
^'"'' "^^'^'d sleeves to form superposed pleats, a marginal por-

Int CI ' A41D /i/0«
""" '^^r^^"'l'"« f^o'" '^^ ""^^^ ^dge of one of said front and

U.S. a. 2—16
*

in- ^^^^ ^^^^^ wider than said pleats and foldable around the

folded body portion and fastener means to releasably maintain

said marginal portion in folded position, and further separable

fastener means on said garment along said longitudinal axis of

said sleeves so arranged that the folded garment can be worn
around the wearer's waist in a band-like member.

1. A pair of baiting sleeves for ice fishing, having an observa-
tion window comprising: in combination, two separate sleeve
extenders, each one of which is comprised of a length of tubing
made from a transparent flexible plastic material; means at one
end of said tubing for removable securement around a sleeve or
sleeve cuff of a coat while said tubing extends therefrom and
fully encloses lengthwise a user's hand extending outwardly of
said sleeve or said sleeve cuff; said means comprising an elastic

tape sewn around an end edge of said edge of said tubing; and
an inner side of said tubing being made with a fleece material
for purpose of warmth, said fleece material being left off a
small area of said tubing in a vicinity of the fingers of the user's

hand so that said area forms an observation window, whereby
the usef'may observe his fingers during a baiting procedure
while still having the comfort of insulating his hands from the
cold exterior environment.

Vp —E
I ,n

—

/

1. A water-proof garment forming a body portion and arm
sleeves made of a back part and of a front part which can be
laid flat one against the other with the arm sleeves extended
and fiat, said body portion defining a longitudinal vertical

central axis with the arm sleeves transverse to said axis, said

front and back part being provided with a plurality of equally-

spaced permanently-set fold-lines extending at right angles to

said longitudinal axis and extending along the entire length of

4,426,741

INTRAOCULAR LENS WITH ROTATABLE APPENDAGE
Timothy Bittner, Duarte, Calif., assignor to loptex Inc., Azusa.

Calif.

Filed Apr. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 366,583

Int. CI.' A61F I/I6. 1/24

U.S. CI. 3-13 20 Claims

4,426,740

WATER-PROOF GARMENT HORIZONTALLY
FOLDABLE

Leo Reverberi, 5, passage de la Main d*Or, Paris XF, France

75011

Filed Nov. 10, 1980, Ser. No. 208,235
Claims priority, application France, Nov. 16, 1979, 79 28384;

Aug. 20, 1980, 80 18172

Int. CI.' A41D 3/08
U.S. CI. 2—84 12 Claims

An intraocular lens comprising:

an optional portion:

at least one appendage connected to said optical portion,

said appendage including a first portion, a second portion

connected to said first portion, and a third portion linked

to said optical portion and said second portion: and

means for permitting rotation m one direction of said first

portion of said at least one appendage in relation to said

optical portion upon the application of an actuating force

upon said second portion of said at least one appendage,

and rotation in the opposite direction upon removal of

said actuating force

4,426,742

BREAST PROSTHESIS
Jan Prahl, Rullstorf, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to Beiers-

dorf Aktiengesellschaft, Hamburg, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Dec. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 326,272

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 12,

1980, 3046784; Dec. 12, 1980, 3046785; Dec. 12, 1980, 3046786
Int. CI.' A41C 3/10: A61F 1/00

U.S. CI. 3—36 12 aaims
1. Breast prosthesis of an elastic plastic, in particular of the

silicone rubber composition, having a breast molding corre-

sponding to the female breast and having a bearing surface

adapted to conform to the human body form, and on which an

adhesive is applied for attachment of the breast prosthesis to

the body, characterized in that the upper portion of the breast

molding is in the form of a cup having an approximately cen-

tered recess in the direction of the body, in combination with

an adapter type molding retained in said recess, said cup being

I \4y
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rotatable about said molding on its vertical median axis, and in said seat thereby being held in its raised position solely bywhich the external wall area of sa,d molding, turned toward resilient upward bias forces whereby downS forces resuh
mg from forcible manual lowering of said seat are absorbed by
the bias means.

19 17b se ' 51 50a 119

the body, is provided with a coating of an adhesive composi-
tion tolerated by the skin.

4,426,744

COMBINATION OF AN OUTDOOR SWIMMING POOL
AND ADJUSTABLE ROOF STRUCTURE

William Love, Silverstone, Uffmor U., Halesowen, Midlands,
England

Filed Feb. 2, 1979, Ser. No. 9,833
Int. a.3 E04H i/l9

U.S. a. 4-503
, Claim

4,426,743

TOILET SEAT LIFTING DEVICE
Allan B. Seabrooke, Bradenton, Fla., assignor to Sani-Seat,

Incorporated, Bradenton, Fla.

Filed Aug. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 410,996
Int. a.^ A47K li/lO

U.S. a. 4-251 9 aaims

1. A toilet seat assembly comprising a toilet seat mounted at
Its rear edge for free swinging movement about a horizontal
axis between a horizontal position and a raised position; bias
means cooperating with said seat in a manner to apply thereto
in Its horizontal, raised and intermediate positions an upward
resilient bias force, said seat by virtue of its weight applying a
downward force against said bias force in the horizontal, raised
and intermediate positions of said seat, the weight of said seat
being sufficient to overcome said bias force whereby said seat
normally assumes a horizontal position; and operator-con-
trolled means for selectively applying additional resilient up-
ward bias force to said seat and for removing said additional
force from said seat, said additional resilient bias force when
applied being sufficient to swing said seat to its raised position.

1. An outdoor swimming pool having a roof structure ex-
tending over the pool and over a patio laterally adjacent to the
pool, the roof structure being mounted for vertical movement
by power operated means between a lowered position, in
which it prevents access to the pool, and a raised position in
which access to the pool is permitted, securing means being
provided along a line extending around the periphery of the
pool and adjacent patio, with curtains extending from the roof
structure to said securing means, which curtains may be drawn
around a selected side or sides of the pool and adjacent patio;

a plurality of thermal insulating members;
the roof structure supporting said insulating members which,
when the roof structure is in its lowered position are
seated on and extend between the peripheral margins
bounding the pool;

the insulating members being so mounted on the roof struc-
ture that on movement of the roof structure to its lowered
position, lowering movement of the insulating members
takes place relative to the roof structure itself;

a portion of said roof structure being separate from the
thus-defined remainder of said roof structure; said roof
structure portion having at least one of said curtains and at

least one of said insulating members associated therewith;
said roof structure portion being mounted for lateral move-
ment together with said at least one curtain and said at

least one insulating member associated therewith when in

said raised position.

4,426,745

ABLUTIONARY SHOWER SYSTEMS
Nicholas J. Beck, Tewkesbury, England, assignor to Walker

Crosweller & Company Ltd., Gloucestershire, England
Filed May 20, 1982, Ser. No. 380,396

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jun. 13, 1981,
8118272

Int. Cl.^ A47K 3/22, 3/23
U.S. CI. 4-597 8 Claims

1. In a shower system for ablutionary use having a water
supply pipe leading to a shower head, a drain valve is fitted to
communicate with the lowest point of said water supply pipe,
said drain valve comprises a hollow body having a drain outlet
and an inlet chamber opposed to said drain outlet with the inlet

chamber in communication with said water supply pipe, a
clack valve mounted in said inlet chamber for movement rela-
tive to a valve seat, an outlet port adjacent said valve seat and
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opening to said drain outlet, spring means acting on said clack
valve to bias it into a first position disposed away from said
valve seat and opening said outlet port, a restricted clearance
between said clack valve and the wall of said inlet chamber
permitting water in said chamber to seep past said clack valve

-10

through said port to said drain outlet when the pressure in said

inlet chember is less than the spring bias pressure, and said

clack valve being movable to a second position closing on said

valve seat when the pressure in said inlet chamber and said

water supply pipe overcomes said spring bias pressure.

4,426,746

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR SEALING A HIGH
PRESSURE STEAMER

Yoshikazu Sando; Susumu Niwa, and Hiroshi Ishidoshiro, all of
Wakayama, Japan, assignors to Sando Iron Works Co., Ltd.,

Wakayama, Japan

Filed Jul. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 285,458
Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 30, 1980, 55-104647;

Jul. 30, 1980, 55-104648

Int. a.' D06B 23/18
U.S. a. 8-149.3 7 Gaims

'^ V ~ •. \i .-^-y. ^
J

l?l

1. A method of sealing a high pressure steamer for the con-
tinuous wet heat treatment of a cloth, comprising a steamer
body having an inlet and an outlet, a first gas body having an
inlet and an outlet, a second gas body having an inlet and an
outlet, a first cloth passage connects the outlet of said first gas
body to the inlet of said steamer body, a second cloth passage
connects the inlet to said second gas body to the outlet of said

steamer body, a seal mechanism connected to the inlet to said

first gas body and another seal mechanism connected to the

outlet from said second gas body, each said seal mechanism
comprising a pair of seal rubber rolls, wherein the method
comprises the steps of passing a cloth through the seal mecha-
nism into said first gas body and then successively through the

first cloth passage, the steamer body, the second cloth passage,

the second gas body and out of the another seal mechanism
from the second gas body, providing steam at an elevated

temperature and pressure within said steamer body, filling a

gas having a density heavier than air and a pressure the same as

the steam in the steamer body into or at least the first and
second cloth passages for preventing the leakage of the high

temperature and high pressure steam from the steamer body
through the first and second gas bodies to the seal mechanisms.

4,426,747

WHEEL RIM BUFFER
Qark M. Mola, 500 E. 21st St., Yankton, S. Dak. 57078; Mau-

rice L. Evans, 1401 Peninah, Yankton, S. Dak. 57078, and
Richard D. Beringer, 417 N. Pearl, Tyndall, S. Dak. 57066

Filed Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,548

Int. a.' A46B 13/02
U.S. a. 15-21 D 8 Claims

"fl»^*^ 1 ..

1. A device for cleaning the rim of a wheel comprising a

stand including longitudinal support means, motor driven
buffer means mounted on said support means for slidable lat-

eral motion relative to said support means and for longitudinal

motion along said support means, wheel support means includ-

ing shaft means for holding the wheel and drive means driv-

ingly engaged with said shaft means and adapted to rotate said

wheel adjacent said buffer means, said wheel support means
being pivotally mounted on said stand whereby said wheel
support means, including said shaft means, may be pivoted on
an axis substantially perpendicular to the axis of said shaft

means.

4,426.748

MOTORCYCLE FOR CLEANING THE GROUND
Jean-Francois Decaux, 88 bid. M. Barres, 92200 Neuilly, France

Filed Mar. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 247,370

Int. a.' EOIH 1/04
U.S. a. 15—83 18 Qainu

^^S^>^'

1, A motorcycle for picking up rubbish or the like of small

volume, such as excrements of dogs, said motorcycle compris-

ing a frame, footrest means mounted on the frame for the

motorcyclist for conventional use of the motorcycle, support

means mounted on the frame, at least one unit movably
mounted on the support on a given lateral side of the frame and
comprising a case, means defining a pedal surface, cleaning

means which are located in the case and have an exposed pari

for cleaning contact with the ground for effecting said picking

up, said unit being movable between a cleaning position in

which the cleaning means are in contact with the ground and
a withdrawn position in which the cleaning means are spaced
from the ground, transmission means, connecting the cleaning

means to a motor so that the motor can drive the cleaning

means, the pedal surface being located in the immediate vicin-

ity of the footrest means in said withdrawn position of the unit
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whereby the motorcyclist can move the unit to said cleaning 4,426,751

position by moving his foot from the footrest means to the VACUUM CLEANER NOZZLE WITH DOUBLE BRUSH
Erwin E. Nordeen, St. Paul, Minn., assignor to Whirlpool Cor-

poration, Benton Harbor, Mich.

pedal surface and depressing the pedal surface.

I

4,426,749

TORCH TIP BORE CLEANING TOOL
Howard W. Long, 3436 Upland Dr., Anchorage, Ak. 99504

Filed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 333,067

Int. a.' B08B 9/00

U.S. a. 15—93 R

1. Apparatus for cleaning the orifices of torch tips compris-
ing a cylindrical helix of wire, the pitch of which helix is

sufTiciently small that the helix will exert a pressure against the

inside wall of one of said orifices when inserted thereinto and
the pitch of which helix is sufficiently great that the helix may
be led into one of said orifices having a diameter less than the

outside diameter of the helix by a rotation of the helix in a

direction which is in the direction of the twist of the helix thus

winding the helix sufficiently to reduce the diameter of the

helix to that of the orifice, and powered means operably con-
nected to said helix for such rotation.

4,426,750

COMBINED REWIND FOOT/TAPE CLEANER
Robert M. Ariniello, Boulder, and Stuart W. Bray, Louisville,

both of Colo., assignors to Storage Technology Corporation,
Louisville, Colo.

Filed Aug. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 406,689

Int. a.^ B08B 5/04: A47L 5/38
U.S. CI. 15—308 9 Claims

7. An improved tape transport system having a read/write
head, a plurality of tape guide bearings, a tape cleaning means
and a rewind foot, wherein the improvement comprises:

a means for loosening the foreign matter on the surface of
the magnetic tape as the tape moves past said means dur-

ing the read/write op>eration;

a means for lifting the tape away from the read/write head
and the foreign matter removing means during rewind
operation, said lifting means rotatably mounted around
the foreign matter removing means;

a means for selectively rotating the lifting means into and out
of the tape path; and

a means for removing the loosened particles from the tape
transport system, such that the distance between the
read/write head and the tape guides is reduced thereby
improving the alignment of the tape as it passes over the
read/write head.

Filed Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 341,581

Int. CI.' A47L 5/30
U.S. CI. 15—384 23 Claims

4 Claims

18. In a vacuum cleaner having a wheeled nozzle defining a

front suction inlet, and a suction passage, and means for pro-

viding a suction to said passage, the improvement comprising:

a first brush rotatably mounted to said nozzle at said suction

inlet;

wall means on said nozzle defining a first transfer passage

extending from said suction inlet adjacent said first brush to

said suction passage;

a second brush rotatably mounted to said nozzle at said suction

inlet;

wall means on said nozzle defining a second transfer passage

extending from said suction inlet adjacent said second brush

to said suction passage;

means for rotating said first brush to sweep brushed material

into said first transfer passage;

means for rotating said second brush to sweep brushed material

into said second transfer passage; and
means for stripping from the brushes material clinging to the

periphery thereof at the entrance to the respective transfer

passages, said entrance to the transfer passages being open
downwardly from the stripping means to said suction inlet.

4,426,752

ROTOR MOVEMENT DAMPING DEVICE
Hiromichi Nakayama, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Nifco,

Inc., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 273,835

Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 16, 1980, 55-82888[U]

Int. a.^ E05F 5/02

U.S. a. 16—82 1 Oaim

1. A rotary oil-damping device comprising:

a shaft having at a forward end thereof a rotor;

a radially extended damper portion provided on at least one

part of said shaft;

a radially extended sucker-shaped flange provided on said

shaft at a position close to the opening of a space in which
said shaft is borne, said flange having a surface sloping

axially toward said forward end;

a plastic housing in which said shaft is rotatably supported,

said housing being provided with spaces to accommodate
said radially extended damper portion and said sucker-

shaped flange;
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damping oil provided in said accommodating spaces to-

gether with said damper portion and said sucker-shaped
Hange; whereby the rim of said sucker-shaped fiange is

kept in pressed contact with the front wall of said accom-
modating space; and means on the opposite end of said

shaft from said rotor cooperating with said housing for

centering said shaft relative to said housing.

4,426,754

CLAMP FOR MULTIPLE ELECTRICAL CABLES
David W. Smith, Alexandria, Va., and Francis M. Gagnon.

Waldorf, Md., assignors to Caci, Inc. - Federal, Arlington, Va.

Filed Nov. 24. 1981. Ser. No. 324.539

Int. CI." F16L 3/00: B65D 63/00
U.S. CI. 24—17 AP 8 Claims

4,426,753

APPARATUS FOR OPENING AND CLEANING COTTON
WASTE

Walter Oellers, Monchen-Gladbach, Fed. Rep. of Germany, and
Friederich Fischer, Ubach over Worms, Netherlands, assign-

ors to Triitzschler GmbH A Co. KG, Monchen-Gladbach, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
Filed Jan. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 343,292

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 22,

1981, 8124640[U]

Int. CI.J DOIG 9/10
U.S. a. 19—83 12 Claims

1. An apparatus for opening and cleaning cotton waste,

comprising

(a) an opening roll rotated in a direction of rotation;

(b) feeding means for advancing the cotton waste to the

opening roll; said feeding means being spaced from said

opening roll; and

(c) a housing closely surrounding said opening roll along a

substantial part of the circumferential surface thereof,

whereby a narrow annular space between said opening

roll and said housing is defined; said housing including

(1) a screen disposed arcuately about one part of said

circumferential surface and having a first end at a loca-

tion downstream of said feeding means as viewed in said

direction of rotation and a second end being down-
stream of said first end; said screen having, from said

first end to said second end, a gradually increasing

distance from said opening roll in a direction coinciding

with said direction of rotation; and

(2) a shroud disposed along one part of said circumferen-

tial surface and being located downstream of said sec-

ond end of said screen as viewed in said direction of

rotation; said shroud being movably supported for as-

suming an open position in which cotton material may
pass from said narrow annular space to an outlet and a

closed position in which passage of the cotton material

from said narrow annular space is prevented; said

screen forming, at said second end, a smooth transition

into said shroud when said shroud is in said closed

position.

1. A clamp for multiple electrical cables and the like com-
prising a band of hard but resilient material shaped to enclose

a plurality of cables, and having ends spaced to define a gap
therebetween sufficient to receive said electrical cables there-

through such that said ends are adapted to be drawn together,

aligned lateral Hange means on each of said band ends, the

undersides of said fiange means being beveled, the length of a

said fiange means being less than the width of said band in iis

axial direction so as to define at least one space on a band end

adjoining a said lateral fiange means, each band end having at

least one said space thereon and the spaces on said band ends

being aligned, and a locking member having a body portion

seatable in said aligned spaces and having a transverse shaped

portion at each end thereof with a beveled innerface to con-

form to said fiange means bevels receivable under said fiange

means when said band ends are drawn together to secure said

clamp around cables enclosed therein, said locking member
body portion having such a length that when said locking

member transverse portion innerfaces are disposed under said

fiange means undersides said gap is reduced to a distance

substantially equal to the horizontal distance under a said

beveled underside of said fiange means.

4,426,755

QUICK RELEASE GIRTH BAND
Frank M. Figone, San Bruno, Calif., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Aug. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 290,470

Int. a.' B65D 63/10

U.S. a. 24—28 7 Qaims

y^

1. A quick release mechanism for a girth band comprising a

girth band, a plurality of coupling portions, said girth band

having one of said coupling portions connected to each end

thereof, an arm cooperatively associated with at least one of

said coupling portions, said coupling portions being engaged in

a latched relationship when said arm is in one position and said

couplings being disengagable when said arm is in another
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position, means for tensioning said girth band and said engage-
ment being such that the tensioned girth band tends to cause
said arm to move away from the position wherein the coupling
portions are latched.

4,426,756

SHOELACE KNOT RETAINER
Charles W. Herdnuui, 1253 Stirling Rd., Dania, Fla. 33004

Filed Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362,505

Int. a.3 F16G 11/00
UA a. 24-119 9 Qaims

1. A shoelace knot retainer comprising:

(a) knot retaining means having a generally cylindrical wall,

with a cylindrical axis, closed at one end and open at an
opposite end,

(b) sound-generation means mounted on said generally cylin-

drical wall, and

(c) protective means comprising a shoulder extending out-
wardly from said wall in a direction transverse to said axis

and at least partially surrounding said sound-generation
means in a plane transverse to said direction,

(d) whereby said protective means protects said sound-gen-
eration means from being accidentally detached from said
cylindrical wall.

4,426,757
WEB GUIDE ROLLER FOR USE AT HIGH SPEEDS AND

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING THE SAME
Roland Hourticolon, Uichlingen; Gerhard Roth; Hans Frenken,

both of Odenthal; Helmut Schiiffer, Leverkusen, and Gunther
Koepke, Odenthal, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to
Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Aug. 6, 1981, Ser, No. 290,738
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 16,

1980,3030917

Int. a.3 B21B 27/02
U.S. a. 29-121.8 6 Qaims

and said network consisting of 60 to 70% of the member
circumference.

4,426,758

SEAL PULLER
John H. Castoe, 10234 McVine St., Sunland, Calif. 91040

Filed Aug. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,308
Int. C\? B23P 19/04

U.S. CI. 29-265 10 Qaims

2. A web guide for a fast moving web comprising
a metal cylindrical member which has been surface sand-

blasted and then chrome-plated and the chrome-plated
surface has been ground and polished,

a finely branched network of compression chambers and
troughs with adjacent plateau-like areas on the member
surface to produce a web-supporting circumference of the
guide with depressions that can take up a volume of air,

1. A seal puller for pulling an annular seal from the interior

of a cylindrical housing, the seal having annular front and rear
faces and a central opening, and wherein the seal is seated
internally within the housing spaced from an exterior end wall
of the housing, the seal puller comprising:

a plurality of elongated, flexible jaws having radially pro-
truding portions for locking against the rear face of the
seal;

an elongated support member supporting the jaws in a nor-
mally retracted position in which the jaws and their pro-
truding portions can pass through the central opening in

the seal as the support member extends into the housing;
depth guide means carried on the support member adjacent

the jaws, the depth guide means having an end wall for

engaging the front face of the seal;

means for adjusting the spacing between the protruding
portions of the jaws and the end wall of the depth guide
means to match the distance between the front and rear

faces of the seal;

means for moving the jaws from their retracted position to

an expanded position in which the protruding portions of
the jaws engage the rear face of the seal;

a pressure plate carried on the support member and spaced
from the depth guide means on a side thereof opposite the

protruding portions of the jaws, the pressure plate having
a bearing surface for engaging the exterior end wall of the

housing; and

means for tightening the bearing surface of the pressure plate

against the exterior end wall of the housing to shorten the

length of the support member in the housing for causing
the protruding portions of the jaws to apply apply pres-

sure to the rear face of the seal for pulling the seal from the

housing.

4,426,759

PROCESS FOR THE REPEATED FABRICATION OF A
STRUCTURE

Raymond Burger, 7, place de la Fleur, Sainte-Marie-Aux-Mines
(Haut-Rhin), France

Filed Dec. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 333,268

Qaims priority, application France, Dec. 22, 1980, 80 27644
Int. a.3 B23Q 17/00

U.S. Q. 29-407 3 Qaims
1. Process for assembling a wooden structure, comprising

providing a table having a rectangular reference grid thereon,

projecting on the table an image of at least a portion of the

wooden structure to be created with at least a portion of a

rectangular grid corresponding to the rectangular grid on the
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table, as a portion of said image, bringing the rectangular grid
of the image into registry with the rectangular grid on the
table, assembling a wooden structure from wooden members
with interposed connecting members on the table in accor-

dance with said projected image, compressing the wooden
members with interposed connecting members against the
table to effect assembly of the wooden structure, and removing
the assembled wooden structure from the table.

4,426,760
METHOD OF COVERING SURFACES WITH TENSILE

SHEET MATERIALS
Warren G. Watts, 1 Little U., Westport, Conn. 06880
Division of Ser. No. 291,411, Aug. 10, 1981, Pat. No. 4,370,792.

This application Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,116
Int. Q.3B23Q 17/00

U.S. Q. 29-407 5 a,i„,

I. A method for covering a surface with a tensile sheet
material comprising the steps of:

(a) attaching a frame to the surface to be covered, with the
frame being made of tracks having two parallel longitudi-
nal slots with each slot having a pair of confronting side
walls which are ridged,

(b) cutting the material to a width slightly greater than the
distance separating the tracks plus twice the depth of a
slot,

(c) inserting one edge of the material and an elastic spline
over the material into a slot, whereby the spline is substan-
tially flush with a face of the track,

(d) inserting the opposite edge of the material into a slot of
the opposite track with an elastic spline over the material
whereby the spline is substantially flush with the face of
the track,

(e) setting the spline and material halfway to the bottom of
the slot for one edge and then repeating it for the other
edge,

(0 setting the spline and material all the way to the bottom
of the slot for one edge and then repeating it for the other
edge, whereby the material is stretched completely taut
between the tracks,

(g) trimming the excess material after it has been set to the
bottom of the slot,

(h) attaching a double stick tape to the face of the track,
(i) removing a backing from the double stick tape whereby

the adhesive material on the face of the tape is exposed.

Cj) inserting the double stick tape into the two adjoining
slots, and

(k) inserting a strip of material into the two adjoining slots,

whereby the strip of material adheres to the double stick
tape and the face of the track between the slots is covered
by the material and the assembly has a welted appearance.

4. A method for covering a surface with a tensile sheet
material comprising the steps of:

(a) attaching a frame to the surface to be covered with the
frame being made of tracks having two parallel longitudi-
nal slots with each slot having a pair of confronting side
walls which are ridged,

(b) cutting the material to a width slightly greater than the
distance separating the tracks plus twice the depth of a
slot,

(c) marking a line on the material near and parallel to an
edge thereof,

(d) aligning the line with a first slot of a track and inserting
an elastic spline over the line into the slot whereby the
spline is substantially flush with the face of the track,

(e) aligning the mid-point of a second edge, which is oppo-
site of the first edge inserted in the slot, with the mid-point
of a second slot which is opposite of the first slot into
which the material has already been inserted,

(0 pulling the material aligned with the mid-point laterally
until it is taut,

(g) inserting a spline over the material into the slot whereby
the spline is substantially flush with the face of the track,

(h) setting the spline and material halfway to the bottom of
the slot for one edge and then repeating it for the other
edge,

(i) setting the spline and material all the way to the bottom
of the slot for one edge and then repeating it for the other
edge, whereby the material is stretched completely taut
between the tracks

0) trimming the excess material after it has been set to the
bottom of the slot,

(k) attaching a double stick tape to the face of the track,

(1) removing a backing from the double stick tape whereby
the adhesive material on the face of the tape is exposed,

(m) inserting the double stick tape into the two adjoining
slots, and

(n) inserting a strip of material into the two adjoining slots,

whereby the strip of material adheres to the double stick

tape and the face of the track between the slots is covered
by the material and the assembly has a welted appearance.

4,426,761

PIPE CLAMP AND METHOD OF CLAMPING
Frank Sassak, Riverview, Mich., assignor to Mclnemey Spring
and Wire Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Filed May 21, 1981, Ser. No. 265,901
Int. Q.^ B23P 11/02: B21D 39/00; F16B 4/00: F16L 19/08

U.S.Q. 29-447 7 Qaims

1. The method of securing together and sealing at their
annular overlap a pair of assembled pipes comprising:

assembling a ring body over said pipes at said overlap:
and mechanically swaging and compressing said ring body

throughout its circumference reducing its internal diame-
ter;
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.said swaging employing a compression die including a pair

of opposed symmetrical semi-circular die halves pivotally

connected together at their one ends;

each die half having a semi-circular die groove therein of
semi-circular cross-section;

said die halves having a pair of spaced apart anchors;

said die halves being positionable around and receiving the

ring body as assembled over said pipes;

and means interconnecting said anchors for mechanically
drawing them together, reducing the interna! diameter of
said ring body.

4,426,762

METHOD FOR SELECTIVELY OBTURATING AT LEAST
ONE END OF A STRUCTURAL MODULE

Guy Schnedecker, Paris, France, assignor to Commissariat a

I'Energie Atomique, Paris, France

Filed Aug, 14, 1980, Ser. No. 178,009
Claims priority, application France, Aug. 28, 1979, 79 21542

Int. CV B22D J 1/126
U.S. a. 29-527.4 12 Oaims

I

1. A method for selectively obturating at least one end of a

structural module having rows of parallel first and second
ducts for the passage of first and second fluids, respectively,
said ducts being elongated and having open ends, said method
comprising forming notches in portions of said at least one end
of the module at locations correspondmg with said first ducts,
said notches providing openings through the lateral wall of the
module which communicate with the first ducts, depositing an
impervious material over said at least one end of the module,
the step of depositing said impervious material including spray-
ing the impervious material in a liquid state mtermittentiy
during projection periods separated by longer cooling periods,
the impervious material being sprayed at an angle between 18°

and 30° with respect to the elongated dimension of the ducts
and onto the o>jen ends of the ducts to obturate the second
ducts and leave lateral free access to the first ducts.

4,426,763

TOOL CHANGER
Emery Hornok, Natrona Heighte, and Gary L. Killian, Pitts-

burgh, both of Pa., assignors to Aerotech, Incorporated, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

Filed Aug. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 297,333
Int. C!.' B23Q 3/157: G05B 19/27

U.S. CI. 29-568 ,8 Claims
1. A tool changer for a milling machine or the like having a

spindle for receiving a tool holder comprising:
a tool store, said tool store comprising an orbiting chain

having spaced tool hangers thereon for receiving tool
holders, a ready position along the chain at which tool
holders may be secured or released from the tool hangers,
said tool store mounted to said milling machine,

a twin claw arm, said twin claw arm movable on an up/-
down axis, rotatable through 180 degrees and having two
claws expandable and retractable along a radial axis, said
arm mounted relative to said tool store such that in the
expanded position, the claws may engage tool holders at

both the ready position of the tool store and in the spindle
of the milling machine,

means for storing a designation of which tool holder is in

which tool hanger and which tool is in the spindle,

means for receiving instructions designating a tool holder
for moving said designated tool holder to the spindle,

means for positioning the orbiting chain to bring a desired
tool hanger to the ready position,

22

means for activating the twin claw arm through its described
motions,

means responsive to said instructions for developing com-
mand signals to the means for positioning the orbiting

chain and means for activating the twin claw arm to ex-

change the designated tool holder with the tool holder in

the spindle of the milling machine.

4,426,764

SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORY DEVICE WITH
PERIPHERAL CIRCUITS

Yasunobu Kosa, Kodaira, and Shinji Shimizu, Koganei, both of

Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 891,030, Mar. 28, 1978, abandoned.

This application Mar. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 241,539
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 6, 1977, 52-38528

Int. a.3 HOIL 21/22
U.S. CI. 29-571 23 Oaims
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1. A method of manufacturing a nonvolatile semiconductor
memory device comprising the steps of: forming a first semi-

conductive layer on a first insulating film covering a surface of
a semiconductive substrate; forming a second insulating film,

serving as a mask for oxidation, so as to cover said first semi-

conductive layer; selectively removing in a self-aligned man-
ner portions of said second insulating film and said first semi-

conductive layer so as to provide a first strip of the remaining

portions of the second insulating film and first semiconductive
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layer extending in a direction; oxidizing the surface of said

substrate by using the remaining portions of the second insulat-

ing nim as a mask for the oxidation so as to form a field insula-

tor on areas of the substrate not covered with the remaining
portion of the second insulating film on both sides of said strip,

the field insulator being self-aligned with the strip; forming a

second semiconductive layer over said second insulating film

and said field insulator; selectively removing said second semi-

conductive layer so as to provide a second strip of the remain-

ing portion of the second semiconductive layer extending

transversely with respect to said first strip, and selectively

removing portions of the first strip so as to form a Hoating gate

of the remaining part of the first semiconductive layer self-

aligned with the second strip; and introducing impurities of a

conductivity type opposite to the conductivity type of the

substrate into areas of the substrate not covered with the field

insulator and second strip, so as to form source and drain

regions self-aligned with the second strip and floating gate.

4,426,765

PROCESS FOR FABRICATION OF OHMIC CONTACTS
IN COMPOUND SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

IraiU Shahriary, Santa Monica, and Thomas G. Mills, Carson,

both of Calif., assignors to TRW Inc., Redondo Beach, Calif.

Filed Aug. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 295,924

Int. a.3 HOIL 21/283. 21/225
U.S. a. 29—571 8 Qaims
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1. A method of fabricating ohmic contacts in a semiconduc-
tor device having a compound semiconductor substrate, said

method comprising the steps of:

selectively depositing a thin layer of material on the sub-

strate;

implanting ions in the substrate through the deposited layer,

said implanting step being a normal step in a field-effect

transistor (PET) fabrication process;

annealing the entire device to relieve ion implantation dam-
age, said annealing step being a normal step in the PET
fabrication process;

diffusing the material in the thin layer into the ion-implanted

substrate, to form ohmic contact regions as a result of said

annealing step; and

depositing metal on the ohmic contact regions, said deposit-

ing step being the normal metalization step used to form
non-ohmic contacts in the FET fabrication process;

whereby said method of forming ohmic contacts is inte-

grated into the normal FET fabrication process by the

inclusion of only said selectively depositing step.

" 4,426,766

METHOD OF FABRICATING HIGH DENSTTY HIGH
BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE CMOS DEVICES

William W. Y. Lee, Fountain Valley, Calif., assignor to Hughes
Aircraft Company, El Segundo, Calif.

Filed Oct. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 313,395

Int. a.3 HOIL 21/265

U.S. a. 29—571 15 Oaims
1. A method of fabricating complementary insulated gate

semiconductor devices comprising the steps of:

(a) providing an oxide layer on a major surface of a semicon-

ductor substrate of a first conductivity type, said oxide

layer overlying a plurality of first and second surface

regions of said substrate;

(b) forming a number of oxygen-impermeable masks on said

oxide layer, each said mask overlying a corresponding one

of said first or second surface regions;

(c) growing an additional thickness of oxide on the un-

masked portion of said oxide layer to form an intermediate

field oxide layer thereon, said layer including an oxide

beak extending between the margin of each said oxygen-

impermeable mask and the respective underlying portion

of said substrate surface;

(d) forming over said substrate surface an etch resistant mask
having a number of windows therein, each said window
exposing at least one of said oxygen impermeable masks
overlying said first surface regions of said substrate and, at

least, an immediately surrounding portion of said interme-

diate field oxide layer;

(e) ion implanting a first impurity of a second conductivity

type into said substrate with sufficient energy for said

impurity ions to pass through each said exposed oxygen-

impermeable mask and the underlying oxide layer to form

zones of impurity atoms under the surface but with insuffi-

cient energy to pass through said intermediate field oxide

layer or said etch resistance mask;

(0 etching away those portions of said intermediate field

oxide layer exposed by said etch resistant mask to expose

the underlying surface of said substrate;

(g) removing said etch resistant mask;

(h) thermally diffusing each said zone of first impurity atoms

into the bulk of said substrate to form wells therein, each

well underlying one of said first surface regions of said

substrate;

(i) ion implanting a second impurity of said second conduc-

tivity type into said substrate with sufficient energy to

form a zone of second impurity atoms at the exposed

surface thereof, but with insufficient energy to pass

through either said oxygen-impermeable masks or said

intermediate field oxide layer;

(j) growing an additional thickness of oxide on the exposed

portion of said substrate surface to form a final field oxide

layer thereon; and

(k) removing said oxygen-impermeable masks and the under-

lying oxide layer to expose said first and said second

surface regions of said substrate, selectively forming gate

insulation and electrode layers on said surface regions,

forming insulated gate field effect transistors' source and

drain regions of said first conductivity type in the sub-

strate of said first surface regions and having said second

surface regions, and connecting said transistors to form

complementary insulated gate semiconductor devices.

1038 O.G.—55
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4,426,767

SELECTIVE EPITAXIAL ETCH PLANAR PROCESSING
FOR GALLIUM ARSENIDE SEMICONDUCTORS

Alan W. Swanson, Marlboro; Charles R. Snider, Southborough,
and Frank H. Spooner, Concord, all of Mass., assignors to

Sperry Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,204

Int. a.J HOIL 21/20. 21/302
U.S. a. 29--571 11 Qaims
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4,426,768

ULTRA-THIN MICROELECTRONIC PRESSURE
SENSORS

James F. Black, Newington; Thomas W. Gnidkowski, Glaston-
bury, and Anthony J. DeMaria, West Hartford, all of Conn.,
assignors to United Technologies Corporation, Hartford,
Conn.

Filed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 334,759
Int. a.3 HOIL 21/20. 21/22

U.S. a. 29—583 2 Qaims
1. A method of forming a plurality of ultra-thin microelec-

tronic pressure sensors comprising:
processing a first wafer having a first thick undoped silicon

substrate extending from a first surface of said first wafer
and a first highly doped silicon etch stop layer adjacent to
said substrate to provide a plurality of devices at a second
surface of said first wafer, each of which provides an
electrical characteristic which varies with strain at said
second surface;

providing a layer of borosilicate glass over the entire second
surface of said first wafer except in the regions where said
devices are formed;

processing a second wafer having a second thick undoped
silicon substrate extending from a first surface of said
second wafer and a second highly doped silicon etch stop
layer adjacent to said substrate to provide a plurality of

cavities in said second wafer extending from a second
surface of said second wafer, each of said cavities disposed
on said second wafer so that, with said first and second
wafers properly registered with their second surfaces
adjacent one another, each of said devices will be disposed
adjacent to a corres|x)nding one of said cavities;

contacting the borosilicate glass layer of said first wafer with
said second surface of said second wafer, with said wafers
registered so that each of said cavities is adjacent to a
corresponding one of said devices;

joining said wafers by field assisted bonding in a vacuum to

provide a composite wafer including a plurality of abso-

1. A method for fabricating semiconductor devices on gal-
lium arsenide semi-insulating substrates comprising the steps
of:

disposing a region of active gallium arsenide material in

contact with said semi-insulating substrate;

depositing a refractory mask layer over said active gallium
arsenide and said substrate;

selectively removing regions of said refractory mask to expose
said active gallium arsenide region;

etching first and second sets of holes in said exposed active
gallium arsenide region;

filling said first and second set of holes with vapor phase epi-
taxially grown gallium arsenide having a doping level of
10"e/cm3 thereby forming first and second contact regions;

selectively etching said refractory mask to expose selected
areas of said active gallium arsenide disposed between said
first and second contact regions and thereby defining third
regions; and

metallizing said first, second and third regions thereby forming
ohmic contacts in said first and second regions.

lute pressure sensors, each formed by a corresponding set

of a device and a cavity;

stripping said second undoped silicon substrate from said

composite wafer by etching from said first surface of said

second wafer to said second etch stop layer;

cutting said composite wafer into a plurality of chips, each
having one of said pressure sensors;

bonding each of said chips to a metallic carrier;

stripping said first undoped silicon substrate from each of
said chips by etching from said first surface of said first

wafer to said first etch stop layer; and
providing conductors on each of said chips to make electri-

cal contact with the devices thereon.

4,426,769

MOISTURE GETTER FOR INTEGRATED ORCUIT
PACKAGES

Dimitry G. Grabbe, Lisbon Falls, Me., assignor to AMP Incor-

porated, Harrisburg, Pa.

Filed Aug. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 292,989

Int. a.5 HOIL 21/56
U.S. a. 29—588 1 Qalm

1. A method of forming an hermetically sealed integrated

circuit package comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a substrate having a lead structure thereon,

(b) assembling a semiconductor chip onto said substrate,

(c) making appropriate interconnection between said chip

and said substrate,

(d) providing a cap having a polyimide getter material

therein capable of retaining its getter properties after

exposure to sealing temperatures,

(e) placing said cap on said substrate enclosing said chip,

(0 placing a sealant between said cap and said substrate, and

(g) heating said cap, sealant and substrate to hermetically

seal said cap to said substrate.
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4,426,770

METHOD OF ASSEMBLING A SWITCH AND
TERMINAL ASSEMBLY AND MOUNTING IT TO A

DYNAMOELECTRIC MACHINE
James P. Frank, Rock Falls, III., assignor to General Electric
Company, Fort Wayne, Ind.

DiWsion of Ser. No. 884,097, Mar. 6, 1978, Pat. No. 4,294,004,
which is a division of Ser. No. 671,965, Mar. 30, 1976, Pat. No.
4,095,073. ThU appUcation Feb. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 239,016

Int. a.} H02K 15/00
U.S. a. 29—596 31 Qalms

1. A method of assembling a switch and terminal assembly
and mounting it to a component of a dynamoelectric machine
comprising the steps of:

disposing a plurality of terminals generally in row formation
along wall means of a pair of separable casing members with
electrical connection sections of the terminals exposed be-

yond the wall means, respectively;

positioning a grounding device generally exteriorly of another
wall means of one of the casing members with a ground
connection section of the ground terminal extending into

spaced relation and into the row formation with the electri-

cal connection section of at least some of the terminals and
interconnecting at least a part of the other of the casing

members with the grounding device so as to retain the casing
members against separation and the grounding device
against displacement with respect to the another wall means
of the one casing member; and

passing an electrically conducting mounting member through
means provided to accommodate it in the grounding device
and the casing members into mounting engagement with the

dynamoelectric component so as to mount the switch and
terminal assembly thereto and complete a ground circuit

between the grounding device and the dynamoelectric ma-
chine component.

4,426,771

METHOD OF FABRICATING A STATOR FOR A
MULTIPLE-POLE DYNAMOELECTRIC MACHINE

David C. Wang, Allen County, Ind., and Harry W. Vocpel,
Lincoln County, Mo., assignors to Emerson Electric Co., St.

Louis, Mo.
Filed Oct. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 315,288

Int. a.) H02K 15/06
U.S. a. 29—596 8 Claims

1. The method of fabricating a stator for a multiple-pole

dynamoelectric machine, said stator comprising a core assem-

bled from a stack of laminations of suitable ferromagnetic

sheet-material, said core having a central bore extending there-

through and a plurality of blind slots extending radially out-

wardly from said bore, said slots being substantially equally

angularly spaced around said bore, said stator comprising an

auxiliary winding and a main winding, each of the auxiliary

and main windings having first and second sets of coils, each

set comprising a plurality of coils of suitable magnet wire

electrically connected to one another and inserted into said

slots, each of said coils having a pair of end turns and a pair of

generally straight coil sections extending between said end

turns, wherein the method of this invention comprises the steps

of:

A. forming the sets of said main winding by forming the

same number of coils of magnet wire of a desired size as

the number of the poles in said dynamoelectric machine,
each of said coils of each of said main winding being

electrically connected in a desired pattern;

B. forming the sets of said auxiliary winding by forming the

same number of coils of magnet wire of s desired size as

the number of poles in said dynamoelectric machine, each
of said coils of each of said auxiliary winding sets being
electrically connected in a desired pattern; and

C. inserting said auxiliary and main windings in said slots of
said core in the following manner so that the coils of said

auxiliary and main windings are grouped together in lay-

ered fashion in said core by;

i. inserting a first coil of a first set of one of said windings
in said core with said straight coil sections of said first

coil being received in a first and a third slot of said core.

t: > tt.

ii. inserting a first coil of a first set of the other of said

windings in said core with said straight coil sections of

said first coil of said second winding being received in s

second and a fourth core slot,

iii. inserting a first coil of a second set of said one winding
in said stator core with said straight coil sections of said

second coil of said first winding being received in the

third and in a fifth core slot,

iv. inserting a first coil of a second set of said other wind-

ing in said stator core with the straight coil sections of
said second coil of said other winding being received in

the fourth and in a sixth core slot, whereby the inserted

coils constitute a first layered grouping of coils in slots

1-6 of said core, and

V. repeating steps (C) (i) through (C) (iv) to form a second
layered group of coils in slots 5-10 of said core, and
repeating said steps (C) (i) through (C) (iv) until all of

said coils are inserted in said core.

4,426,772

APPARATUS FOR INSTALLING TERMINALS ON
WIRES AND INSULATION PODS ON TERMINALS

John C. Collier, York, and David L. Lehman, Lewtsbcrry, both

of Pa., assignors to Burady Corporation, Norwalk, Conn.
Filed Feb. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 235,619

Int. a.) B23P 19/00

U.S. a. 29—742 8 Claims
1. Apparatus for attaching a terminal to a wire and thereafter

installing a pod on the terminal comprising:

(a) means for attaching the terminal onto the wire in re-

sponse to the wire being placed into a terminating station

thereby producing a terminated wire,

(b) means for placing the terminated wire on a transfer

means at the terminating station,

(c) means for moving the transfer means and wire to an
adjacent pod installation station,

(d) means for removing the terminated wire from the trans-

fer means, and
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(e> means for installing a pod onto the terminal wherein the
pods are fed to the pod installation station in a strip inter-

connected to one another, said installing means including
means for separating the first pod from the strip before it

is installed onto the terminal.

4,426,773

ARRAY OF ELECTRONIC PACKAGING SUBSTRATES
Billy M. Hargis, Hugo, Minn., assignor to General Electric

Ceramics, Inc., Qeveland, Ohio
Filed May 15, 1981, Ser. No. 263,915

Int. a.5 H05K 3/30. 1/11
UA a. 29-832

I

9a«ims

\-'iB

I. An array of electronic packaging substrates comprising:
a multiplicity of electronic packaging substrates in horizon-

tal and vertical rows located in a plane, each substrate
having a plurality of internal and external terminals which
are electrically interconnected,

said array having hnes of separation along which each sub-
strate is separable from said array, a plurality of adjacent
rows of substrates having lines of separation therebetween
that are spaced and parallel,

at least a pair of primary metallized traces for providing
electrical interconnection to said substrates, wherein at
least one of said pair is between at least some of said
spaced parallel lines of separation between adjacent rows
of substrates, and wherein the first of said pair is electri-
cally interconnected by secondary metallized traces to at
least the same internal terminal of each said substrate in
said rows adjacent said primary metallized traces, and
wherein the second of said pair is electrically intercon-
nected by secondary metallized traces to at least the same
other internal terminal of each said substrate in said rows
adjacent said primary metallized traces, and wherein said
internal terminal connected to said first of said pair is

electrically isolated from said internal terminal connected
to said second of said pair, and

an electrical contact point on said array electrically con-
nected to each said primary metallized trace

6. A method for testing a multiplicity of electronic compo-
nents, said method comprising the steps of:

A. providing an array of electronic packaging substrates,

said array comprising a multiplicity of electronic packag-
ing substrates in horizontal and vertical rows located in a
plane each substrate having a plurality of internal and
external terminals which are electrically interconnected;
said array having (1) lines of separation along which each
substrate is separable from said array, (2) a plurality of
adjacent rows of substrates having lines of separation
therebetween that are spaced and parallel, (3) at least a
pair of primary meUllized traces for providing electrical

interconnection to said substrates, at least one of said
primary metallized traces being between at least some of
said spaced parallel lines of separation between adjacent
rows of substrates, (4) an electrical contact point on said
array electrically connected to each said primary metal-
lized trace, and (5) a plurality of secondary metallized
traces electrically connecting at least one of said internal

terminals of each of said substrates in said adjacent rows to

said primary metallized traces;

B. mounting electronic components on a predetermined
number of said substrates;

C. electrically connecting said electronic components to said
internal terminals of said substrates; and

D. selectively applying predetermined electrical potentials
to only certain of said internal terminals of each said

substrates throughout said array at a predetermined tem-
perature and for a predetermined time.

4,426,774

PROCESS FOR PRODUONG A aRCUIT MODULE
Ronald L. Stuckey, Monroe, Ind., assignor to CTS Corporation,

Elkhart, Ind.

Division of Ser. No. 153,843, Apr. 7, 1980, Pat. No. 4,345,300.
This application May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374,420

Int. a.3 H05K 3/30
U.S. a. 29—841 10 Claims

VL^AJJ

1. A process for producing a circuit module supporting a

discrete electrical device without contributing to the width of
the circuit module, comprising the steps of: forming a ceramic
substrate having a recess in an end surface thereof, disposing

conductive means on a surface of the recess and electrical

circuit means including metallized conductive paths on a side

of the substrate whereby the conductive means is electrically

connected to the circuit means, securing terminal means to said

substrate and in electrical connection with selected conductive
paths, disposing a discrete electrical device of preselected

electrical function within said recess with the discrete electri-

cal device proportioned to be disposed wholly within said

recess, connecting by electrical and mechanical means the

discrete electrical device to the conductive means, and filling

the entirety of the unoccupied portion of said recess with an
electrically inert material to produce substantially planar side

surfaces and end surface means to encapsulate and electrically

protect the electrical device confined within said material

whereby the stack-up tolerances of a plurality of such modules
disposed in side-by-side contiguous relationship corresponds
substantially to the cummulative widths of the substrates.
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4,426,775

METHOD FOR THE PRODUCTION OF CONDUCTOR
TRACKS APPLIED TO A SUPPORT

Wolfgang Faust, Hofheim; Friedrich W. Nickol, Eppstein, and
Holm Baeger, Schwalbach, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to VDO Adolf Schindling AG, Frankfurt am Main,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jun. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 278,247
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 17,

1980, 3024213

Int. a.) H05K 3/10
U.S. a. 29—846 16 Qaims

1. In a method of producing conductor tracks applied to a

support, particularly conductor tracks applied on an electrode

support of a liquid-crystal display, in which a mask having

openings corresponding to the conductor tracks is placed on
the support and a conductive layer of electrically conductive

material is applied through said openings to the support corre-

sponding to the openings, the improvement comprising the

steps of

forming the mask with openings disposed partially along paths

corresponding to said conductor tracks to be produced
leaving interruptions at given points along said paths formed
by support webs in the mask which serve as said interrup-

tions and provide a mechanically stable shape to said mask in

its plane for strengthening the mask against deformation,

partially forming the conductor tracks on the suppori with

interruptions in the conductor tracks masked by the support

webs in a first operation by applying the conductive layer of
electrically conductive material through the openings of the

mask onto the support, and
in a second operation, bridging the interruptions in the conduc-

tor tracks on the support by applying additional electrically

conductive material in the interruptions.

4,426,776

ELECTHIC SHAVER
Hiromi Kakumoto; Shiqji Ihara; Yoji Iguchi, and Makoto

Miyata, ail of Hikone, Japan, assignors to Matsushita Elec-

tric Works, Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Jun. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 384,888

Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 15, 1981, 56-92734

Int. a.^ B26B 19/10
U.S. a. 30—34.1 16 Gaims

said shaving head enclosure including a perforated shav-

ing comb;

an electric motor disposed within said casmg, said motor
having a rotatable shaft;

an eccentric cam connected to said rotatable shaft to convert

the rotating motion of said shaft to reciprocating motion;

a drive element connected to said eccentnc cam, said dnve
element sharing in the reciprocating motion of said cam,
said drive element having a lower portion and an upper
portion, said lower portion being that closest to said cam,
said upper portion being that furthest from said cam;

a cutter blade platform detachably mounted on said upper
portion of said drive element by a connecting pin;

a set of parallel cutter blades mounted on said cutter blade

platform, said cutter blades and said cutter blade platform

sharing in the reciprocating motion of said drive element

so that said cutter blades reciprocate beneath said perfo-

rated shaving comb within said shaving head enclosure;

a trimmer mounting base disposed between said support

piece and said shaving head enclosure;

a trimmer, one end of said trimmer pivotably mounted on
said trimmer mounting base, the other end of said trimmer
having trimmer blades;

a irimmer handle slidably mounted on said casmg, one end of

said handle connected to a fulcrum on said trimmer be-

tween said pivot end and said trimmer blade end of said

trimmer to rotate said trimmer upward and outward from
said trimmer mounting base;

a trimmer drive stem extending from the pivot end of said

trimmer;

a flexible sealing plate disposed between said mounting piece

and said drive element, said plate having a central opening
through which said drive element may project, said plate

having an inner annular bead around said opening and an

outer bead at the edge of said plate; said inner bead engag-

ing said drive element and sharing in the reciprocating

motion of said drive element, said outer bead engaging

said mounting piece, whereby said motor is sealed from

said perforated shaving comb and said trimmer;

a drive lever ring disposed around said drive element above

said plate and sharing in the reciprocating motion of said

drive element, said drive lever ring having a trimmer

drive lever extending therefrom, said trimmer drive lever

being engageable with said trimmer drive stem when said

trimmer is rotated upward and outward by said trimmer

handle, whereby said trimmer blades share in the recipro-

cating motion of said drive element.

4,426,777

ELECTRIC DRY SHAVER
Donald J. Coleman, Lisle; Wilbur C. Jackson, Wbeaton; Robert

R. Lube, Countryside, and Albert R. Spohr, Park Ridge, all of

111., assignors to Sunbeam Corporation, Chicago, 111.

Division of Ser. No. 163,743, Jun. 27. 1980. Pat. No. 4.389,772.

This application Mar. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 476,643

Int. a.3 B26B 19/42

U.S. a. 30—34.2 3 Claims

^J.^ .^

^
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1. An electric dry shaver with a trimmer, comprising:

a casing;

a support piece mounted on one end of said casing;

a shaving head enclosure mounted on said support piece,

1. An electric shaver head comprising a perforated relatively

flexible comb, a comb supporting frame having a plurality of
double arched bars connecting two side bars with an interme-

diate support bar, said perforated comb being secured at two
opposite parallel edges to said side bars, a tension bar overlying
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the middle of said comb to draw said comb into intimate en-
gagement with said double arched bars, said tension bar having
an outwardly opening passageway at either end thereof, U-
shaped retention clips at each end of said tension bar with one
leg of each clip engaged beneath said intermediate support bar
and the other leg of each clip extending into one of said out-

wardly opening passageways, a skin engaging friction reduc-
ing roller supported by said tension bar in spaced parallel

relation thereto.
{

blade opening means in said holding means operative when
said knife is withdrawn from said holding means to pull said

I

4,426,778

DEVICE FOR STRIPPING WIRE AND CABLE
Walter E. Christie, Derry, N.H., usignor to Atco Corporation,

Wilmington, Mass.

FUed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,246

Int. a.' H02G 1/12
U.S. a. 30—90.1

1. A tool for stripping the outer insulating jacket from a
portion of wire or cable comprising:

an elongated body having a longitudinally extending passage
constructed therein to receive the cable, said body being
constructed with a transverse aperture to provide access
to the cable;

a lever arm mounted on the body for manually actuated
pivotal movement and constructed with a transversely
fixed knife blade situated to pivot into and out of cutting
engagement with the outer insulating jacket of the cable
through the access aperture;

a cam transversely mounted on the lever arm adjacent to the
knife blade to pivot into and out of contact engagement
with the outer insulating jacket of the cable through the
access aperture to limit the cutting engagement of the
knife blade, said cam having substantially a point contact
with said cable; and

means mounted on the body to resiliently bias said lever arm
and knife blade into cutting engagement with the outer
insulating jacket of the cable.

4,426,779

CLASP KNIFE HOLDER
Orrin B. Morgan, 214 Chicago Ave., Kalamazoo, Mich. 49001

Filed Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,223
Int. a.3 B26B 29/02

U.S. a. 30-138 I ,9 a^„5
1. A clasp knife holding device for holding a clasp knife

having a handle and a main blade adapted to be folded into said
handle and being spring-biased in such a manner that when it is

moved toward closed position, a point is reached where it is

spring-biased toward closed position and when it is moved
toward open position, a point is reached where it is sprmg-
biased toward open position, comprising holding means for
holding said knife in position so that the handle can be grasped
by a hand of the user, said knife blade being in a position in
which it is spring-biased toward closed position; and knife

6 Claims
blade at least to a position where it is no longer spring-biased
toward closed position.

4,426,780

LINE METERING APPARATUS
Leslie W. Foster, Wayzata, Minn., assignor to The Toro Com-

pany, Minneapolis, Minn.
Filed Sep. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 298,966

Int. a.J B65B 7/00
U.S. a. 30-276 2 Qaims
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1. A vegetation cutting device in which a flexible fllament is

rotatably driven about a substantially vertical axis with a free

end of the filament defining a cutting plane, and the device
having a power source with a drive shaft, apparatus for meter-
ing discrete lengths of Filament comprising:

(a) driving means coupled to the drive shaft for rotation

therewith, wherein the driving means comprises:
(i) a hub member secured to the drive shaft; and
(ii) a pawl pivotably mounted on the hub member,

wherein the pawl has upper and lower dogs;

(b) driven means selectively coupled to the driving means,
wherein the driven means comprises:

(i) an upper ring having a plurality of spaced barrier abut-
ment surfaces oriented substantially along radial lines

extending from the drive shaft axis and facing in a
counter-rotating drive shaft direction, wherein the bar-

rier abutment surfaces are located in the same plane as

the upper dog of the pawl such that the upper dog can
engage against a barrier abutment surface to rotate the

driven means in synchronization with the drive shaft;

(ii) a lower ring having a plurality of spaced stop abutment
surfaces oriented substantially along radial lines extend-
ing from the drive shaft axis and facing in the rotational

direction of the drive shaft, wherein the stop abutment
surfaces are located in the same plane as the lower dog
of the pawl such that the lower dog impacts against a
stop abutment surface to stop relative rotation between
the driven and driving means; and

(iii) means for pivoting the pawl from a first position in

which the upper dog engages a barrier abutment surface
to a second position in which the lower dog engages a
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stop abutment surface, wherein the pivoting means is

operative during relative rotation between the driven
and driving means;

(c) spool means upon which the flexible filament is wound,
wherein the spool means is secured to the driven means
for rotation therewith; and

(d) means for de-energizing the drive shaft to allow the
driven means to rotate relative to the driving means until

the lower dog impacts against a stop abutment surface,
whereby a discrete increment of filament is payed out
from the spool during the relative rotation of the driven
means.

4,426,781

CUTTER FOR MAKING PAPER DISCS
Fred Kufrin, Janesville, Wis., assignor to Badge A. Minit Ltd.,

LaSalle, III.

Filed May 27, 1982, Ser. No. 382,625

Int. a.3 B26B 27/00
U.S. a. 30—310 8 Qaims

1. A disc paper cutter comprising an outer stationary ring
having upper, lower and side walls, an annular recess in the
inner side of said side wall, an inner revolving ring shiftably

seated in the periphery in said recess to retain said inner ring in

said recess, an adjustable cutter blade on said inner ring for
movement both upwardly and downwardly, a short hollow
cylindrical member having an upper end integrally formed
adjacent the periphery of said inner ring, a series of index teeth
on the upper end of said cylindrical member, an axial opening
extending through said cylindrical member, an elongated col-

let having opposed clefts positioned in said axial opening with
an annular cam on the upper surface thereof, a pair of opposed,
downwardly depending lugs on the lower surface of said cam
for engagement with said index teeth for raising and lowering
said cutter blade.

4,426,782

ATTACHMENT FOR A BACKHOE ARM
Jerry Baisden, 2758 Menitt St., Springfield, Ohio 45503

Filed Jul. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,639
Int. a? B27L 7/00: B23D 45/20

U.S. a. 30—379.5 9 Qaims

1. An attachment for selective mounting and operating one
of a variety of tools, at least one of the selectable tools being
movably operable by movement of a first tool portion with
respect to a second tool portion by a lever detachably con-

nected to the first tool portion, each of the tools having a rigid

bar mounted thereto, said attachment being for removable
attachment to the arm of a backhoc machine from which the

bucket has been removed, the backhoc further having a hy-

draulic cylinder disposed along the arm normally for pivoting

the bucket when in place on the arm, said attachment compris-
ing;

a frame fittable on the backhoe arm at its outer end having a

first end and a second end, said second end defining the

outer end of said frame when in place on the arm;
means for fastening said frame to the arm;

said frame having an opening therein substantially at said

second end for insertion of one of the bars thereinto,

thereby mounting a selected one of the tools to said frame;

means for retaining the bar within said opening;

a sliding member connectable with the end of the cylinder

for movement thereby along said frame;

guide means for directing said sliding member along said

frame between said first end and said second end; and
means for selectively coupling the lever to said sliding mem-

ber for movement of the lever by movement of said sliding

member when the movably operable tool is selectively

mounted to said frame.

4,426,783

MARKING INSTRUMENT ACTUATOR FOR PLOTTING
APPARATUS OR THE LIKE

Heinz J. Gerber, Yuval Mishli, both of West Hartford; Vincent

J. Canilli, Ellington, and Joseph H. Cohen, West Hartford, all

of Conn., assignors to Gerber Garment Technology, Inc.,

South Windsor, Conn.

Filed Sep. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 303,639

Int. Q.3 GOID 15/24
U.S. Q. 33-1 M 12 Qaims

1. In a plotting apparatus or the like having means defining

a plotting surface for supporting a sheet of plotting material, a

carriage assembly, means supporting the carriage assembly for

movement relative to the plotting surface, a plotting head

assembly supported on the carriage assembly and including an

axially elongated marking instrument having a marking end

and actuating means coaxially surrounding an associated por-

tion of the marking instrument for moving the instrument into

marking engagement with plotting material supported on the

plotting surface, and drive means for moving the carriage

assembly relative to the plotting surface to move the marking
instrument relative to the plotting material, the improvement
comprising first resilient means for connecting said marking
instrument to said actuating means, presser foot means for
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engagement with the plotting material supported on said plot-

ting surface, and second resilient means acting between said

presser foot means and said marking instrument for normally
maintaining a constant clearance distance between said mark-
ing end and said plotting surface when said marking instrument
is out of marking engagement with the plotting material.

4,426,784 I

MULTI-MEDIUM THREE-DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
TOOL

Peter H. Stephens, 636 Stanyan St., San Francisco, Calif. 94117
Coiitinttation-in-part of Ser. No. 245,306, Mar. 19, 1981, Pat.

No. 4,343,091. This ppiication Jul. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,088
The portJOB of the term of this patent subsequent to Aug. 10,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 B43L 13/00
VJS. a. 33—18 R 12 Qaims

1. A three-dimensional drawing tool comprising:

a housing,

first and second light transmitting screens mounted on said

housing,

ground means for defining a ground beneath each screen,

first and second forming means compatible with said ground
means for simultaneously creating individual designs on
said ground by at least one of adding on and subtracting

composition material from said ground,
operator control means for simultaneously moving and for

moving said first and second forming means relative to

each other in a preselected direction adjacent to under-
sides of said first and second screens to define said individ-

ual and at least nearly identical designs on said ground,
and

optical viewing means in alignment with each of said first

and second screens for stereoscopically viewing individ-

ual images resulting from said individual designs as a
composite three-dimensional image, said ground being
positioned between said optical viewing means and said

forming means.

4,426,785

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTING
ABNORMAL THICKNESS CONDITIONS SUCH AS

FOLDED AND/OR MISSING CORNERS OF MOVING
SHEETS

Peter J. Loftus, 56 Roving Rd., Levittown, Pa. 19056, and
Stephen J. Horrath, 5752 Prescott Ct., BensaJem, Pa. 19020

Filed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,790
Int. a.^ GOIB 7/04; B65H 3/14

US. a. 33-147 L 52 Qaims
1. Apparatus for detecting abnormalities in the thickness of

sheets fed to said apparatus in single file at substantially regu-
larly spaced intervals with finite gaps between adjacent sheets,

said apparatus comprising:

a first roller formed of a hard material being rotatable about
a first, fixed axis;

a displaceable assembly mounted to swing about a second
fixed axis;

a second roller formed of a hard material having a smooth
cylindrical surface and being rotatably mounted on said

displaceable assembly a predetermined distance from said

second fixed axis;

high speed drive means for positively driving and thereby

rotating said first roller at high speed;

said drive means including resilient means entrained about
said first roller and engaging said second roller to rotate

said second roller even in the absence of sheets;

field generating means mounted on said assembly a second
predetermined distance from said second fixed axis;

biasing means normally positioning said second roller adja-

cent said first roller by exerting a strong force upon said

displaceable assembly for urging said second roller

toward said first roller responsive to displacement of said

second roller from said first roller and compressing said

resilient means;

V

adjustable means for adjusting the strength of the biasing

force exerted by said bias means upon said displaceable

assembly;

stationary sensing means positioned adjacent said field gen-

erating means for generating a signal representing the

measured field strength of the field developed by said field

generating means, said signal representing the displace-

ment distance of said second roller relative to said first

roller due to sheets passing therebetween;

means for comparing the signal of said sensing means against

a predetermined thickness threshold;

the force of said bias means being sufficient to significantly

attenuate overshoot of the displaceable assembly and to

substantially prevent "bounce" of said assembly while

enabling the second roller means to accurately track the

thickness profile of the sheet to thereby significantly en-

hance the ability of said sensor to generate a signal which
accurately represents the thickness profile of a sheet pass-

ing between said first and second rollers and thereby

prevent the signal developed by said sensing means from
erroneously exceeding said threshold level.

4,426,786

CENTERING TOOL
Robert C. Conerly, 622 Beulah Ave., Tylertown, Miss. 39667

FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,871

Int. a.J GOIB 5/25
U.S. a. 33—180 R 8 Claims

1. A centering tool for centering a gem stone or the like on
a dop stick end, said tool including a support defining abutment
surface means from which one end portion of the dop stick

may be supported in position paralleling a predetermined axis

against lateral displacement in any direction and for axial

shifting relative to said support as desired, said support defin-
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ing at least three mounting locations spaced about said axis and
generally disposed in a plane normal to said axis and spaced
therealong from said abutment surface means, an elongated
measuring member supported from each of said mounting
locations and extending substantially along a corresponding
radius of said predetermined axis, said measuring members
each being supported from the corresponding mounting loca-

wardly therefrom and describing segments of concentric cir-

cles about said axis.

5. An archery bow sight adapted to be mounted on a con-
ventional bow comprising, bracket means for mounting the
bow sight on a bow, sighting means extending from said
bracket means for projecting within a sight window of a bow
in a fixed predetermined orientation with respect thereto, said
sighting means including a plurality of curvilinear sighting
pins, each said sighting pin having a constant curvature about
a common axis and formed with a radius equal to its distance
from said common axis, and said sighting pins forming a plural-
ity of segments of concentric circles about said common axis

4,426,788

INCLINOMETERS
Hisashi Hirose; Hiroshi Ami, both of Toyota; Hiroshi liyama,

Yokosukn, and Hirokazu Komiya, Tokyo, all of Japan, assign-
ors to Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha and Jeco Co., Ltd.,
both of, Japan

Filed Feb. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 469,380
Qaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 26, 1982, 57-27016(U]

Int. Q.' GOIC 9/16
U.S. Q. 33-395 3 Qaims

tion for adjustable shifting along the corresponding radius, said
measuring members comprising micrometer assemblies includ-
ing spindle, mounting sleeve and thimble portions, said mount-
ing sleeve portions being supported from said mounting loca-
tion for adjustable shifting along the corresponding radii of
said predetermined axes, said micrometer assemblies each
including zero settings.

4,426,787

BOW SIGHT
James C. Hayes, 9190 Victory Hwy., Painted Post, N.Y. 14870

Filed Jul. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,678
Int. a.J F41G 1/46

U.S. Q. 33—265 10 Qaims

2. An archery bow sight adapted to be mounted on a con-
ventional bow comprising, means for mounting the bow sight
on a bow, sighting means extending from said mounting means
in a fixed predetermined orientation with respect thereto, said
sighting means having a linear portion adjacent said mounting
means and a curvilinear portion extending outwardly from said

linear portion, said curvilinear portion having a constant cur-
vature about an axis lying within a plane intersecting the inter-

section between said curvilinear portion and said linear portion
of said sighting means, said curvilinear portion terminating in

an end portion such that a line passing therethrough and inter-

secting said axis forms a predetermined angle with said plane,

said sighting means including a plurality of spaced-apart linear

portions extending from said mounting means, and each of said

linear portions having a curvilinear poriion extending out-

II li I) lINiMUl?

1. In an inclinometer of the type wherein a weight rotatable
in accordance with an inclination of a vehicle on which the
inclinometer is mounted is provided for a drive unit, and a

torque of said drive unit is transmitted to a driven unit so as to

display an inclination angle of said vehicle with an inclination

indicator fixed to a shaft of said driven unit, the improvement
which comprises a zero point adjusting spiral spring, means for

securing an inner end of said spring to a shaft of said driven
unit, means for securing an outer end of said spring to a rotary
drive member, and a zero point adjusting knob for rotating said

rotary drive member.

4,426,789

NAVIGATION POSITION PLOTTER
Lloyd P. Goodrich, 3929 Woodhall, Detroit. Mich. 48224

Filed Dec. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 448,800

Int. Q.J B43L 13/02; GOIC 21/20
U.S. Q. 33—431 12 Qaims

1. A navigation position plotter for use with a navigation
chart bearing spaced navigation grid lines comprising:

a frame;

a plate mounted on the frame;

a scale formed on the plate having designations correspond-
ing to incremental graduations between two adjacent grid
lines on a navigation chart;

a first plotting bar slidingly mounted on the frame for move-
ment across the frame; a first plot line formed on the first

plotting bar;

a second plotting bar pivotally mounted on the frame at one
end and movably intersecting the first plotting bar;

a second plot line formed on the second plotting bar a por-
tion of the second plot line overlying the navigation scale

on the plate; and

means, carried by the frame, for positioning the frame over
a navigation chart with respect to the position to be plot-

ted such that the scale increments of the position to be
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plotted between two adjacent grid lines on the navigation 4,426,791
—

chart underlie the second grid line when the first and PROCESS AND SYSTEM FOR DRYING PRODUCTS AND
MATERIALS, SUCH AS WOOD

Ivo Coppa, Via Toniolo, 20030 Seveso (Milan), Italy

Filed Feb. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 232,712

Oaims priority, application Italy, Sep. 5, 1980, 24481 A/80
Int. aj F26B 3/04. 21/08

U.S. a. 34—27 2 Qaims

second plot lines are disposed in intersecting relationship

over the point to be plotted.

4,426,790

FOLDING RULER ACCESSORY
Eugene Kimel, 24, Rte. de la Reine, 92100 Boulogne, France

Filed Jul. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 284,682

Claims priority, application France, Jul. 21, 1980, 80 16013
Int. a.' GOIB 3/06. 3/08

U.S. a. 33—458 17 Oaims

1. A foldable ruler which comprises two outer sections and
at least one intermediate section, each of said sections having
two ends, and adjacent sections being connected by hinges
which are spaced from a free end of said adjacent sections, said

hinges being located along two axes, each outer ruler section

having a free end substantially coincident with one of said axes,

in combination with an accessory comprising;

(a) a small bar having indicia thereon;

(b) a sheath adapted to be attached to one of said outer ruler

sections, said sheath including two ends and an upper
passageway in which said small bar is adapted to be slid-

ably mounted, a window opening to permit reading of said

indicia on said bar, and a hairline index positioned adja-

cent to said window, said hairline index being offset from
one end of said sheath by a distance which is equal to the

distance separating each hinge axis from the associated

free end ofone of said intermediate ruler sections, wherein
said sheath can be mounted on one outer ruler section so

that one end of said sheath will coincide with said free end
of said one outer ruler section, said free end of said outer

ruler section comprising a reference position.

> -i >

, "'r^^-.^.^^frrjh-

1. A process for the drying of wood and other materials

using a heat pump cycle including a compressor, an evaporator
and a condenser, comprising:

placing the material in a chamber;

selectively withdrawing air from the chamber, from the

outside, or from both the chamber and the outside,

passing the air through the evaporator to remove heat from
the air;

selectively returning the air to the chamber or discharging

the air to the outside, depending on the properties of the

air after it has passed through the evaporator;

passing the air to be returned to the chamber through the

condenser prior to returning the air to the chamber;
withdrawing additional air from the chamber;

passing the additional air directly through the condenser;

controlling the ratio of air passed through the evaporator to

additional air passed directly through the condenser in

response to the properties of the air passed through the

evaporator after it has passed through the evaporator; and
mixing the air withdrawn from the outside with the air

withdrawn from the chamber, before the air from the

chamber is passed through the evaporator.

4,426,792

HIGH TURBULANCE HEAT TRANSFER OVEN
Willie H. Best, 18C The Heritage, Columbia, S.C. 29201

Division of Ser. No. 916,214, Jun. 16, 1978, Pat. No. 4,235,023,

and a continuation of Ser. No. 104,339, Dec. 17, 1979,

abandoned. This application Jul. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 282,531

Int. a.' F26B 3/04
U.S. a. 34—28 17 Gaims

1. An oven for drying objects passed along a prescribed path

therethrough, comprising:
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(a) A housing having an entrance and exit and an open
interior therebetween for forming a continuous path of
travel through which successive objects to be dried are
passed along said prescribed path from the entrance to the
exit;

(b) a plurality of fans disposed successively along the length
of said path, each of said fans having a hub and circumfer-
entially spaced radial blades extending from said hub for

rotating to generate a circulation of air, said blades being
disposed generally in planes approximately parallel to and
adjacent to said prescribed path, said fans being spaced
from the walls and spaced from each other, said fans being
disposed so as to circulate air in a circular flow of air over
a portion of said path, the flow of air being from one side

of the fan around to the other side of such fan, the spacing

of said fans being such that air flows from successive fans

respectively to impinge on objects at successive locations

along said path of travel.

(c) heating means for delivering heat to the circulated air as

it is directed in its path so that the air is progressively

heated before being delivered toward said path of travel.

4,426,794

APPARATUS FOR HANDLING LAUNDRY
Herman E. C. Vanderheijden, Aalter, Belgium, assignor to E. M.
D'Hooge N.V., Ledeberg, Belgium

Filed Nof. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317.556

Int. a.' F26B H/04
U.S. a. 34-109 19 Oaims
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4,426,793

HEAT GENERATING APPARATUS AND ITS PROCESS
UTILIZING AIR ORCULATION AND CONVECTION

Nobuyoshi Kuboyama, 28-9-1, Shimomiyamori, Aza, Miyamori-
Mura, Iwate-Ken, Japan

Filed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 349,064
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 19, 1981, 56-22171;

Feb. 23, 1981, 56-24216

Int. a.' F26B 23/00
U.S. a. 34-15 6 Claims

26
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1. A heat generating apparatus utilizing air circulation and
convection, comprising:

a chamber including an air outlet;

an air suction opening in said air outlet of said chamber;
rotary means mounted in said air suction opening effective

to reduce air pressure in said chamber to a reduced bal-

anced level by forcibly suctioning air from said chamber
and discharging said air outside said sealed chamber;

an air friction heat generating means in a rotation area of the

rotary means, said air friction heat generating means being
effective to add heat to air remaining in said chamber;

means for maintaining said air pressure in said chamber at

said reduced balanced level whereby air remaining in the

interior of said chamber is heated by air friction heat at

said reduced balanced air pressure;

said means for maintaining including means for controlling a

flow rate of air entering said chamber to a value effective

to maintain a temperature of air remaining in said chamber
at a predetermined level;

trailing rotary means opposing to said rotary means of said

air friction heat generating means; and
guide means effective in cooperation with said trailing ro-

tary means for causing forcible air circulation and convec-
tion.

1. A laundry device compnsmg a housing having upper and
lower door openings and upper and lower doors; a drum as-

sembly disposed within said housing and comprising diametri-

cally opposed perforate drum sections, a horizontal shaft ex-

tending axialiy of the drum assembly and means earned by said

shaft for slidably supporting each drum section and for isolat-

ing said drum sections from each other whereby each drum
section forms, with such means, a separate compartment for

containing laundry material; said upper and lower door open-

ings being respectively above and below the axis of the drum
assembly so that any drum section may be emptied by gravity

by rotating the drum assembly to a position in which a particu-

lar drum section is uppermost and then sliding such drum
section outwardly through said upper dcwr opening, whereaf-

ter the particular drum sectiion may be loaded by sliding such

drum section back into place, rotating the drum assembly so

that the particular drum section is lowermost and then sliding

such drum section outwardly through said lower do<ir open-

ing.

4,426,795

DRYER FELT FABRIC AND DRYER BELT
Robert J. Rudt, East Greenbush, N.Y., assignor to Albany Inter-

national Corp., Albany, N.Y.

Filed Jul. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 288,973

Int. a.' F26B \3/08

U.S. a. 34— 116 8 Oaims

1. A fabric for use as a paper machine dryer felt, which
comprises;

a first sinuous layer of cross-machine direction yarns, pro-

viding a fabric first periphery of peaks and valleys

wherein a plurality of peaks are in a first outside plane and
the valley floors are in a first inside plane, said peaks being

of a character which provide about 20 to 50 percent of the

surface area of the first periphery and 100 percent of the
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Area which will come in contact with the paper sheet to be
supported by the felt on a paper machine;

a second sinuous layer of cross-machine direction yams,
providing a fabric second periphery of peaks and valleys

wherein a plurality of peaks are in a second outside plane

and the valley floors are in a second inside plane;

a plurality of machine direction yams positioned between
the first and second outside planes and interweaving the

cross-machine direction yams of the first and second
outside planes and interweaving the cross-machine direc-

tion yams of the first and second layers at the points

between the outside and inside planes of at least one of

said first and second layers and at points within the periph-

ery of the other of said first and second layers;

said fabric having a central portion defined and bounded by
lateral margin portions along the machine direction of the

fabric;

said central portion having a substantially greater sheet

contacting surface area per square meter than found in the

lateral margin portions.

4,426,796
'

SPORT SHOE WITH A DYNAMIC FTITING SYSTEM
Richard G. Spademan, P.O. Box 6410, Incline ViUage, Nev.

89450

CoBtinaation-in-part of Ser. No. 109,611, Jan. 4, 1980, and Ser.

No. 104,283, Dec. 17, 1979, and Ser. No. 104,282, Dec. 17, 1979,

and Ser. No. 50,436, Jon. 20, 1979, and Ser. No. 886,946, Mar.
15, 1978. This application Jan. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 227,393

Int. a.3 A43B 5/04
U.S. a. 36—119 60 Claims

1. A sport shoe for a lower extremity comprising fitting

means for providing a close fit between the shoe and the lower
extremity; tightening means responsive to a predetermined
movement of the wearer of the shoe for momentarily increas-

ing the tightness of the close fit established by the fitting

means; and means for preventing a loosening of the fitting

means.

4,426,797

SHELF MOLDING
Richard L. Bnrkemper, Manchester, Mo., and Manuel F. Tam-

brella, Houston, Tex., assignors to Creative Data Services,

Inc., Maryland Heights, Mo.
FUed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,622

Int. a.' G09F 3/18
VJS. a. 40—16.4 9 Qaims

1. In combination with a shelf to which an attached shelf

molding is fastened, the shelf molding having a generally up-
right backing surface, a downwardly tumed lip located along
the upper margin of the backing surface and spaced forwardly
from that surface, and an upwardly tumed lip located along the
lower margin of the backing surface and Ukewise spaced for-

wardly from that surface, the lips forming grooves along the
upper and lower margins of the backing surface for retaining

shelf labels against the backing surface; a supplemental shelf

molding fitted to the attached shelf molding for displaying

labels at an inclination different from that afforded by the

attached molding, said supplemental shelf molding comprising:

a display panel; means along the display panel for holding a

shelf label against the display panel; an upper retaining rib

extending rearwardly from the display panel and located be-

neath the downwardly tumed lip at the upper margin of the

attached molding; a positioning web extended rearwardly from
the display panel below the upper retaining rib and passing

beneath the upwardly tumed lip on the attached molding; a

lower retaining rib projecting upwardly from the positioning

web and being located generally in front of the upwardly
tumed lip of the attached molding, the lower retaining rib

having a laterally directed segment which overlies the up-

wardly directed lip on the attached molding; and a backing

flange also projected upwardly from the positioning web and
located rearwardly from the lower retaining rib and behind the

lower portion of the attached shelf molding, whereby a groove
exists between the lower retaining rib and the backing flange,

with the groove being wide enough to receive the lower por-

tion of the attached shelf molding; the supplemental shelf

molding between its upper and lower retaining ribs being

deflected within the elastic limits of the material from which
the supplemental molding is formed such that the upper retain-

ing rib bears snugly against the downwardly directed lip of the

attached molding and the laterally directed segment of the

lower retaining rib bears snugly against the upwardly directed

lip on the attached molding.

4,426,798

TRANSPARENCY VIEWING DEVICE
Carter A. Saunders, 714 Highland Ave„ Charlottesrlile, Va.

22903, and Sherwood S. Brownlee, 905 Oak Ave. Ext, Way-
nesboro, Va. 22980

Filed Apr. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 249,601

Int. a.3 G02B 27/02

U.S. a. 40-361 3 Claims

1. An apparatus for viewing pages of transparencies in a

loose-leaf book and for sorting individual transparencies, com-

prising:

a housing which is generally wedge shaped in cross section,

said housing have three sides and a top and bottom trans-

lucent viewing surface, said top surface being generally

smooth for viewing said pages containing at least one of

said transparencies, said bottom surface having spaced

transverse ribs extending between two of said sides for
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permitting mounting, viewing and sorting of said individ-
ual transparencies;

a hinged double sided reflector surface which is mounted on
said housing where said top and bottom surfaces meet for

pivotal movement between said surfaces; an intemal light

source for illuminating said top and bottom viewing sur-

faces; said apparatus being adaptable for use in a first

position in which said smooth surface is inserted under a
said page of transparencies for viewing, and a second
position in which the ribbed surface faces up for viewing,
sorting and mounting said individual transparencies,

whereby said reflector surface pivou between the top and
bottom surfaces as the apparatus is moved between said

flrst and second positions.

4,426,800

FLEXIBLE SIGN WITH IMPROVED CORNER BRACKET
Herman O. Brown, 110 Cedar Q., Marietta, Ga, 30067

Filed Apr. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 373,656

Int. a.)G09F 7/02. 17/00
US. a. 40-606 5 Claims

23 >

30'

4,426,799
VANE OPERATED DISPLAY OR INDICATING DEVICE
Donald Winrow, Weston, Canada, assignor to Nei Canada Lim-

ited, Toronto, Canada
Filed Jnn. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,311

Int. a.3 G09F 9/00
U.S. a. 40-449 8 Gaims

1. Display or indicator element defining a viewing direction

comprising:

a first set of vanes together encompassing a first predeter-
mined area in the viewing direction,

each of said vanes defining a substantially equal angle,

said vanes conforming approximately to the locus of a line

perpendicular to an axis extending in said viewing direc-

tion with each point on the line describing an approximate
helix relative to said axis,

said vanes being so shaped and arranged that a similar set of
vanes may be rotated in one sense and axially advanced
and routed in the opposite sense and axially retracted

relative to the first between a first position where said

similar set of vanes is occluded by the first in the viewing
direction and a second position where said second set of
vanes occludes the first in the viewing direction,

a similar set of movable vanes mounted to so move between
said first and second positions,

stop means designed to stop movement of said similar set of
vanes at said first and said second positions, a guide con-
nection between a member movable with said similar

vanes and a stationary member for causing said similar

vanes to be so axially advanced and retracted on roution
in one and in the opposite direction of said similar vanes,

means for moving said similar set of vanes between said two
positions.

3. The sign as in claim 1, wherein:

said receptacle defining means is spaced outwardly from said

back side, so that the frame member end removably fits m
fixed engagement within the receptacle and is there main-
tained spaced apart from the flexible panel by said ngid
back portion.

4,426,801

COLLAPSIBLE DISPLAY SIGN ASSEMBLY
Frank M. Gates, Rte. 5, Box 2250, Ellensburg, Waah. 98926

Filed Sep. 16. 1982, Ser. No. 418,759

Int. a.' G09F 15/00
U.S. a. 40—606 7 Gaims

1. A message display assembly for traffic control or the like,

comprising three separable, triangularly shaped panels, each
having large message displays on both sides thereof.

readily separable panel apex joining means interconnecting

the apexes of said panels,

readily separable panel side joining means connecting the

respective sides of said panels opposite the apexes thereof

to the respective sides of a triangularly shaped base mem-
ber.

the readily separable panel apex joining means interconnect-

ing the apexes of said panels and the readily separable

panel side joining means connecting said panels and said

base member providing, of themselves, in conjunction

with said panels and base member, a stable tetrahedronal

assembly for display of the messages on one side or the

other of said panels with the joining means at the apexes of

the panels intereconnected, and providing for ready re-

versibility of the panels to display the messages on the

other sides of said panels by disconnection of the panel

apex joining means at one side of said base member and
reconnection thereof at the other side of said base mem-
ber, the said readily separable joining means further en-

abling ready interchangeability and substitution of other

message display panels for any given message display

panel.
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4,426,802 sive to tension on the first section such as by pulling on the fish

FIREARM line when said second section is restrained as by a snagging of
Hilton R. Walker, Kloof, South Africa, assignor to Industrial the fish hook member.

Units (Proprietary) Limited, Kloof, Soutb Africa

Filed Sep. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 303,680

U.S. a. 42—59
Int. a.^ F41C 1/00
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4,426,804

16 Qaims nSHING FLOAT
Duane Hutson, 1315 Country Qub Prado, Coral Gables, Fla.

33134

Filed Jul. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 280,983
ji Int. C\? AOIK 93/00

U.S. a. 43—44.91 8 Qaims

*b^a>

li-^

Sl"i'

'f22

1. A fire arm comprising

a frame;

a barrel leading from the frame;

a cartridge firing mechanism biassed to an uncocked position

and including a trigger and firing pin, the mechanism
being operatively mounted in the frame and adapted to be
operated to fire a cartridge;

a rotary magazine having a plurality of circumferentially

spaced cartridge chambers and being routable relative to

the frame discretely to align the chambers with the barrel

and the firing pin;

a spring motor which is adapted, in use, to exert torque on
the magazine relative to the frame, thereby to rotate the
magazine; and

indexing means adapted to operate automatically after oper-
ation of the cartridge firing mechanism to allow the maga-
zine to rotate from an aligned position in which a car-

tridge chamber is in alignment with the barrel and the
firing pin, and to arrest the magazine in a non-aligned
position in which no cartridge chamber is in alignment
with the barrel and the firing pin.

I

4,426,803

ILLUMINATED HSHING LURE
Danie W. Helling, 516 W. 3rd St., Washington, Mo. 63090

FUed Sep. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 413,715

Int. a.' AOIK 85/00
U.S. a. 43-17.6 8 Claims

1. A light emitting fishing lure comprising a body, said body
comprising at least a first and second section slidably interfitted

with one another, one of said sections supporting a battery and
the other section supporting a light means, lead means provid-
ing an electrical circuit extending between said battery and
light means, switch means to open and close said circuit opera-
ble to relative sliding movement between said first and second
sections to open and close said lead means, said second section
being provided with fish hook members and said first section
being provided with an eyelet for attachment to a fish line, said
first section being moveable to a switch open position respon-

5. A fishing float for selective attachment to a fishing line

comprising:

two half portions, each having outer shells defining therein

cavities;

replaceable flotation means in the form of closed cell foam
material disposed in the cavities;

hinge means connecting confronting edge portions of the

outer shells comprising a flexible web portion of a piece of
synthetic tape connecting between said half portions, a

major portion of said tape overlying and being adhesively

secured to said half portions;

latch means to secure the outer shells in a closed position

wherein the cavities containing replaceable flotation

means confront each other; and
means to frictionally secure the fishing line between the two

half portions comprised of substantially planar confront-

ing surfaces of said replaceable flotation means of each
cavity when the outer shells are secured in a closed posi-

tion, and further comprised of a pair of substantially pla-

nar slit projections having a generally V-shaped outer

lead-in and extending radially outward from respective

opposed portions of a half portion positioned inwardly of
respective end walls thereof.

4,426,805

LINE CLAMP FOR HSHING FLOAT
John T. Riead, Cameron, Mo., assignor to Rieadco Corporation,

Cameron, Mo.
Filed Sep. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 414,883

Int. a.3 AOIK 93/00
U.S. a. 43—44.95 3 Claims

1. A line clamp for a fishing float having a buoyant body
member, said clamp comprising:

a. an elongated stem fixed at one end in said body member and
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projecting outwardly therefrom, the outer end portion of
said stem being taperingly enlarged to present a conical first

clamping surface confronting said body member,
b. a plunger mounted for sliding movement on said stem inter-

mediate said body member and said first clamping surface,
the outer end of said plunger being formed to present a
hollow, conical second clamping surface capable of mating
with said first clamping surface when said plunger is moved
outwardly along said stem, and

c. a spring biasing said plunger outwardly along said stem, said

plunger being manually retractable against said spring to

separate said first and second clamping surfaces to permit
looping of a fishing line around said stem intermediate said

surfaces, whereby said line loop is clamped between said

surfaces when said plunger is released, the outer end of said

stem at the outer end of the conical clamping surface
thereof, having a notch formed radially inwardly from its

periphery to such a depth that its base, which is generally
parallel to the axis of the stem, intersects the conical clamp-
ing surface of said stem, said notch functioning to accomo-
date the reaches of said fishing line extending from said line

loop between said clamping surfaces.

4,426,806

MODEL LANDSAILER
Lee M. Woodworth, R.F.D. 4, Long Pond Rd., Plymouth, Mass.
02360

FUed Oct. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 315,141
Int. a.3 A63H 30/04; G09B 9/06

U.S. a. 46-248 10 Qaims

1. A remotely controlled unattended land sailer, comprising:
a wheeled vehicle having a body at least one sail, a mast
mounted to said body for supporting said sail, a boom
pivotally mounted to said mast, a sheet attached at one
end to said body and at its other end to said boom for

maintaining said sail at a predetermined sail set to either

side of the centerline of said vehicle;

said vehicle having a single forward wheel and remotely
controlled steering means for turning said wheel respon-

sive to remote control signals;

said vehicle having means for providing realistic heeling

including a flexible outrigger mounted to said vehicle

along a single axis transverse to the centerline of said

vehicle for flexing in a plurality of planes, said outrigger
having portions extending from either side of said vehicle,

said outrigger portions comprising a flexible wire, said

vehicle having a pair of wheels being in fixed spaced-apart
relation attached respectively to the free ends of said

outrigger portions;

said wire being of a stiffness to prevent turnover of said

vehicle for winds under a predetermined maximum and
being of a stiffness to provide said vehicle with an amount
of heel which causes said vehicle to approximate the

sailing characteristics of waterborne sailboats during a

tacking maneuver.

4.426,807

HERBICIDE APPLICATOR FOR USE ON A VEHICLE
Mitchell E. Maddock, Rte. 1, Box 24AA, Florence, Ariz. 85232

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 198,664, Oct. 20, 1980,
abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 78.654,
Sep. 24. 1979. abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser.
No. 72,147. Sep. 4, 1979. Pat. No. 4,305,224. This application

Jun. 9. 1982. Ser. No. 386.634

Int. a.' AOIM 21/00
U.S. a. 47-1.5 23 Qaims

1. A liquid herbicide applicator mechanism for mounting on
a farming vehicle to wipingly apply the herbicide on undesired

vegetation growing in a cultivated field as the vehicle moves
therethrough, said herbicide applicator mechanism compns-
ing:

(a) tool bar means mountable on the farming vehicle so as to

be in upwardly spaced relationship with respect to the

cultivated field in which it is to be used;

(b) reservoir means for containmg a supply of the liquid

herbicide; and

(c) at least one herbicide dispenser assembly coupled to said

tool bar means and coupled to receive herbicide from said

reservoir means, said herbicide dispenser assembly having

an elongated herbicide wiper head means for absorbing

the received herbicide with said wiper head means dis-

posed in overlaying relationship with respect to the culti-

vated field in which it is to be used for wipmgly applying

the absorbed herbicide on undesired vegetation growing
therein, said herbicide wiper head means being substan-

tially rigid but deformably configurable and being shaped
into substantial conformity with the contour characteris-

tics of the cultivated field.

4,426,808

METHOD OF NON-AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION OF
JOJOBA WAX

Jules Janick, West Lafayette. Ind.. and Daniel C. Wright, Hor-
nell, N.Y., assignors to Purdue Research Foundation, West
Lafayette, Ind.

Continuation of Ser. No. 266.322. May 22. 1981. abandoned.
This application Feb. 16. 1983, Ser. No. 466.877

Int. a.' AOIG 1/00
U.S. a. 47—58 4 Qaims

1. A non-agricultural method for the production of embryos
of Simmondsia chinensis consisting of the steps of:

selection and excision of immature zygotic embryos of jo-

joba from immature jojoba fruits, said selection being

made from the group of zygotic embryos excised afore-

said, and none being retained for proliferation in excess of
one hundred milligrams by weight;
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I

Proliferation of immature zygotic embryos of jojoba in a

basal medium;

Growing asexual embryos in a basal medium; and

Harvesting asexual embryos and extracting the liquid wax.

U.S. a. 48—86 R 5 Qaims

1. In a reactor for gasifying solid fuels in a fixed bed with

oxygen, steam, carbon dioxide or mixtures thereof as gasifying

agents which reactor is provided with means for inserting said

gasifying agent from a position below solid fuel therein to be

gasified, means for withdrawing gasification residues under a

fixed bed of solid fuel within said reactor as solid ash or liquid

slag and means for charging the fixed bed of solid fuel with

solid fuel to be gasified via a lock chamber and means for

introducing tar to said solid fuel via a tar supply conduit, the

improvement wherein below said tar supply conduit there is an

inclined distributor surface having a plurality of openings, and
on top of said distributor surface there is a tar tub having outlet

openings, said tar tub being in fluid communication with said

tar supply conduit, whereby when tar is supplied via said tar

supply conduit to said tar tub it is caused to overflow said tar

tub at a plurality of points, the tar from said tar tub flows onto
said inclined distributor surface and said tar flowing on said

distributor surface is divided into a plurality of individual

streams flowing through the openings of said distributor sur-

face.

4,426,810

PROCESS OF GASIFYING SOLID FUELS
Paul Rudolph, Bad Homburg; Rainer Reimert, Idstein, and
Osman Turna, Frankfurt am Main, all of Fed. Rep. of Ger-

many, assignors to MetallgeseUschafl Aktiengesellschaft,

Frankfurt am Main, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Jan. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 337,345

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 25,

1981, 3138124

Int. a.5 ClOJ 3/54
U.S. a. 48—197 R 10 Claims

4,426,809

REACTOR FOR GASIFYING SOLID FUELS
Hans Kiipfer, Frankfurt am Main, and Paul Rudolph, Bad Hom-

burg, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Metallgesell-

schaft Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
FUed Feb. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 349,875

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 5,

1981, 3108213

Int. a.3 ClOJ 3/30

lUvv^U

1. A process of gasifying solid fuels with gasifying agents

including steam and oxygen-containing gas by contacting said

gasifying agents with a coarse-grained solid fuel in particle

sizes of at least 2 mm so as to effect gasification comprising

(a) conducting said gasification in a first reactor under a

pressure of S to ISO bars in a fixed bed gasifier while said

bed is slightly descending, the gasifying agents being

introduced into the fixed bed gasifier from below and the

incombustible mineral constituents being withdrawn from

the lower end of the fixed bed gasifier as solid ash or liquid

slag, and

(b) gasifying fine-grained solid fuels in a second reactor in a

fluidized bed gasifier under a pressure of 1 to 100 bars, said

second reactor being separated from said first reactor, the

product gas formed in the second reactor and having a

temperature of 700° to 1200* C. being indirectly cooled

with water to convert said water to steam, said steam

being supplied as a gasifying agent to the first reactor and

the product gas from the first reactor being indirectly

cooled with water whereby to convert said water to steam

and at least part of the resulting steam being supplied as a

gasifying agent to the second reactor.

4,426,811

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR GRINDING THE
EDGES OF GLASS SHEETS

Rudolf Eckardt, and Hans-Cristoph Neuendorf, both of Wesel,

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Flachglus Aktiengesell-

schaft, Gelsenkirchen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Sep. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 303,625

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 20,

1980, 3035553

Int. Q.i B24B 9/10, 17/02

U.S. Q. 51—101 R 6 Qaims
1. An apparatus for grinding the edges of similar glass sheets

whose edges are polygons that are not symmetrical about a

point, said apparatus comprising:

a supply station supporting a stack of such sheets with all of

the sheets in the stack in vertical registration;

a grinding table at a grinding station adjacent said supply
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station and rotatable about an upright grinding axis for

supporting said sheets during grinding,

a template secured to and jointly rouuble with said grinding
Uble;

means including a pair of grinders in said grinding sution
radially oppositely engageable with the edges of a sheet
on said grinding Uble and radially displaceable by said

template;

means including a transporter for transporting said sheeu
one at a time from said stack in said supply station to said

grinding station, said transporter including a glass sheet
holder rotatable about a vertical intermediate axis and

means for routing said holder through 180' about said

intermediate axis;

means for simultaneously engaging said grinders with the

sheet in said grinding sUtion while routing said grinding
Uble with said template and the sheet on said uble
through 180* to grind the edges of the sheet on said Uble,
whereby each such grinding operation displaces said tem-
plate through 180* about said grinding axis;

means for routing every other sheet while transporting

same from said supply sUtion to said grinding sution
through 180' about said intermediate vertical axis; and

means for positioning said sheet on said holder with respect
to said intermediate axis.

4,426,812

INTERIOR COVERING MATERIAL FOR A
GREENHOUSE

Keith A. Pochter, Glencoe, lU., assignor to Argyle Management
Company, Northbrook, 111.

Filed Jan. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 277,070

Int Q.^ E04B 7/00
U.S. Q. 52—22 18 Qaims

1. For use in a greenhouse enclosure in which there are a

plurality of vertically aligned mullions extending from a sill to

a head, each mullion including a sundard having two margins,

on one margin the mullions carrying panels of exterior cover-
ing material which is at least translucent, and on the other

margin each mullion including two spaced apart and oppo-
sitely extending flanges which are subsuntially parallel to the

panels of exterior covering material, wherein the mvention
comprises:

at least one panel of flexible, interior covering material

which is at least translucent, the panel havmg a width less

than the distance between the sUndards but greater than

the disunce between the flanges of adjacent mullions, the

panel having a length less than the distance from the sill to

the head and having a thickness less than the distance from
the panels of exterior covering material to the flanges, and
the panel being flexed and inserted between adjacent

mullions and resting on the flanges on sides thereof adja-

cent the panels of exterior covering material;

upper bead means arranged between a top edge of the inte-

rior covering material and the head for sealing the top
edge to the head and furnishing dimensional subility to

the interior covering material panel; and
lower bead means arranged between a lower edge of the

panel of interior covering material and the sill for sealing

the lower edge of the panel to the sill and fumishmg
dimensional subility to the interior covering materia)

panel;

so that the panel of interior covering material provides a

second covering formation for the enclosure and so that

the panels of exterior and interior covering material and
the standards of adjacent mullions form a closed space and
insulate against the transfer of energy from and to the

exterior and interior of the greenhouse enclosure through
the panels of covering material.

4,426J13
APPARATUS FOR MOUNTING ELEMENTS ON A
SLATE, CEDAR SHAKE OR SHINGLED ROOF

John L. Buzzi, Jr., 169 Maple Ave., Metnchea, NJ. 08840
Filed Jul. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 402,141

Int Q.3 E04F 19/00
UJS. Q. 52—27 11 Claims

,1 g « I

1. An apparatus for mounting elements on a roof, said ele-

ments having a mounting assembly and said roof being formed

by a plurality of beam supports wherein arc mounted a plural-

ity of spaced transverse roof supports having a fixably attached

roof covering thereon, said roof covering having a plurality of

bores therethrough, comprising:

(a) a sleeve member positioned on said roof covering and

formed by a plate member having an opening therein and

a tubular collar member affixed to said plate member in

axial alignment with said opening in said plate member
thereby forming a duct, said duct positioned in axial align-

ment with said bore in said roof covering;

(b) a mounting member positioned on said beam supports,

said mounting member having an atuchmeni member in

axial alignment with said bore in said roof covering and

said duct formed in said sleeve member; and

(c) a rod member engaged to said attachment member on
said mounting member and disposed upwardly through

said bore in said roof covering and said duct formed in

said sleeve member in coaxial alignment and fixably enga-

gable with said mounting assembly of said element.
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4,426,814

PREFABRICATED GAZEBO
Adolf Stuhner, 4680 Nambe Way„ Murray, Utah 84107

Filed Oct. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 315,352

Int a.^ E04B 7/06, 7/10
U.S. a. 52—82 10 Qaims

1. A prefabricated gazebo, comprising a floor assembly
including a plurality of lengths of support material secured
together in polygonal formation, deck support means secured
to said polygonal formation, and deck means secured to said
deck support means; a wall assembly including wall sections,
each having an arch formation and being secured to a length of
said support material, one of said wall sections serving as an
entrance to the gazebo, each of said wall sections being secured
to adjacent wall sections; and a roof assembly including a
plurality of roof sections secured one to another and each to a
wall section, each of said roof sections having a frame includ-
ing a longitudinal central member having one end secured to
the center of a partially circular plate, a pair of radial frame
members extending outwardly from said partially circular
plate, one on each side of said central member, and a pair of
support frame members securing said radial frame members to
said central member, and roofing means secured to the frames
of said roof sections.

I

4,426,815
MORTARLESS CONCRETE BLOCK SYSTEM HAVING

REINFORONG BOND BEAM COURSES
Sam Brown, 7564 Wellington Way, Qayton, Mo. 63105
Continuation of Ser. No. 101,484, Dec. 10, 1979, abandoned,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 912,520, Jun. 5, 1978,
abandoned. This application Nov. 10, 1980, Ser. No. 205,234

Int. a.3 E04B l/OO
U.S. a. 52-100

I
19 Qai^

sections to enable them to extend at an angle to each other; the
intersection block having rectangular end walls and side walls
extending from top to bottom of the block, with parallel nar-
row vertical grooves in its recUngular end walls inwardly
from the edges thereof, and in each side wall, that are spaced
to receive the ribs on the first blocks, whereby the same inter-

section block may provide for the second wall portion to
extend in line with, to the right, or to the left from the intersec-
tion block, or to all of them, and wherein the parts of the end
of side walls that are not engaged by another wall section
extend from top to bottom and side to side of the block, with
the narrow grooves exposed.

4,426,816

FASTENING MEANS
James C. Dean, 2154 N. Wallace Ave., Indianapolis, Ind. 46218,

and Eugene R. Bamett, 6268 Windsor Dr., Indianapolis, Ind.
46219

Filed Aug. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 294,467
Int. a.3 E06B i/26

U.S. a. 52-202
I Qalm

1. A fastening means for releasably interconnecting a first

panel member to a second panel member,
the fastening means comprising a Velcro type strip on one of

the panel members and a co-operating Velcro type strip

on the other of the panel members,
there being a sealing strip carried between the panel mem-

bers adjacent the Velcro type strip and the co-operating
Velcro type strip,

the sealing strip being of such a cross-sectional size and
configuration, in comparison to the height of the Velcro
type strips, that the operative meshing of the Velcro strip

and the co-operating Velcro type strip is operative to

cause a seal between the panel members,
in a combination in which there are Velcro type strip por-

tions and co-operating Velcro type strip portions adjacent
and along both sides of the sealing strip although not over
the sealing strip,

the operative meshing of the Velcro type strip portions and
co-operating Velcro type strip portions along both sides

of the sealing strip although not over the sealing strip

being thus operative, independently of rigidity of the

panel members, to achieve a compression and a resilient

deformation of the sealing strip, thereby better assuring an
operatively airtight seal between the panel members when
the Velcro type strip portions along both sides of the

sealing strip are caused to operatively mesh with one
another.

1. A wall course having first and second sections extending
from each other, each section comprising a plurality of first
blocks, each first block having side and end walls with one end
wall provided with spaced parallel narrow vertical ribs and an
opposite end wall provided with correspondingly spaced par-
allel narrow vertical grooves, and the wall course having an
mtersection block adapted to connect the first and second

4,426,817

DOUBLE-WALLED TANK FOR LOW-TEMPERATURE
LIQUIDS

Helmut Bombard, Stamberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Dyckerhoff & Widmann Aktiengesellschaft, Munich, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

Filed Sep. 5, 1980, Ser. No. 184,484
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 8,

1979, 2936420

Int. a.3 E04B 1/66, 1/74
U.S. a. 52—262 6 Qaims

1. A double-walled tank for low-temperature liquids, such as
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liquid gas, comprising an inner tank forming a primary safety
casing and an outer tank enclosing said inner tank and forming
a secondary safety casing, said outer tank being constructed of
reinforced concrete, a ceiling extending across the upper end
of said outer rank and forming a closure for the upper end of
the double-walled tank, a layer of thermal insulation located
between said inner and outer tanks, a vapor-tight layer cover-
ing the inside surface of said outer tank, wherein the improve-
ment comprises that said outer tank comprises a generally
horizontally arranged base and an upwardly extending side

individual panels of said assembly both in the endwise
direction and from row to row, and

portions of said panels, which have been trimmed ofT, from
one or the other end of said as-scmbly, adjacent the corre-
sponding member, for fitting said panels under compres-
sion endwise between said members, being at least par-

tially reused in other rows of said assembly

J^.^

wall extending between said base and said ceiling, said vapor-
tight layer being in direct surface contact with the entire inside

surface of said outer tank including said side walls and said

base, and said layer of thermal insulation comprising a liquid-

tight first layer of polyurethane foam disposed in surface
contact with and completely covering the inside surfaces of
said vapor-tight layer and forming in combination with said

vapor-tight layer a continuous and complete covering on the
inside surfaces of said side wall and said base of said outer tank
and said first layer of polyurethane foam being joint free

throughout its extent in conUct with said vapor-tight layer.

4,426,819

THERMAL INSULATING SYSTEM PARTICULARLY
ADAPTED FOR BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

Harrison G. Dyar, P.O. Box 185, Tampa, Fla. 33601
Division of Ser. No. 215,083, Dec. 10, 1980. Pat. No. 4.334,395.

This application May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374,473
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jun. 15,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. a,' E04B 1/78
U.S. G. 52-107 6 Qaims

M. ,; 'J, 'o.-?^ ':* e

4,426,818

HEAT-INSULATING PANEL
Benno Hofhnann, Ludwigshafen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, as-

signor to BASF Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigshafen, Fed. Rep.
of Germany

Filed Not. 6, 1980, Ser. No. 204,636
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 17,

1979, 7935446[U]

Int. Q.5 E04B 1/62
U.S. Q. 52-309.4 5 Qaims

1. A system for insulating building walls, ceilings, floors or
like structures comprising wall means for forming a hollow
insulating panel defining an interior chamber under negative
pressure, said panel having a plurality of upper and lower
comers, means contacting a limited extenor surface area of
said panel for supporting said panel in generally spaced rela-

tionship from an associated building wall, ceiling, fioor or like

structure, means normally spaced from the exterior surface of
said panel for contacting a limited extenor surface area of said

panel only upon said first-mentioned contacting means becom-
ing inoperative which would in the absence of said second-
mentioned contacting means result in direct contact between
said panel and the associated building wall, ceiling, floor or like

structure, said second-mentioned contacting means being an
elongated pin-like element of relatively small cross-sectional

configuration whereby thermal conduction transfer there-

through is substantially negligible, said first-mentioned means
being a plurality of flexible connectors each defined by a plu-

rality of interconnected links, and a flexible connector being
disposed adjacent each of said upper comers.

1. A modular assembly comprising a plurality of adjacent
rows of rectangular heat-insulating panels of semirigid foam
plastic, said rows being dimensioned for insertion, under end-
wise compression, between structural members, such as rafters,

which extend lengthwise in parallel relationship to each other
at varying mutual spacings,

each said panel being provided, for compressibility, on both
sides with a plurality of incisions which run subsUntially
at right angles to the principal plane of the panel and
parallel to the end faces thereof, and, hence, parallel to

said members, the spacings between incisions being less

than the panel thickness and the depth of the incisions

being greater than half of the panel thickness,

each said panel having at its end faces and at its side faces

matching tongue and groove profiles which interlock the

4,426,820

PANEL FOR A COMPOSITE SURFACE AND A METHOD
OF ASSEMBLING SAME

Heinz Terbrack, and Jotcf Terbrack, both of Olbachstr. 50,

4426 Vreden, Fed. Rep. of Germany
nied Feb. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 235^16

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 24,

1979, 7911924; Oct. 9, 1979, 7928703

Int. Q.' E04C 1/10. 1/30
U.S. Q. 52—594 10 Qaims

1. A panel interconnectable with similar panels for forming
a surface, the panel comprising:

means for forming opposite, conncted, first and second
surfaces having edges, at least the first surface being
planer, whereby the first surface forms upon interconnec-
tion of the panel with similar panels a section of the first-

mentioned surface;

a first locking member extending from the second surface of
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the panel along a first edge portion of the panel, the first

locking member having a groove inwards of the first edge
portion opening toward the first surface of the panel and
terminating on its outer side therebelow, the groove hav-

ing a planer base generally parallel to the first surface of
the panel and inner and outer side walls generally angled

similarly to the planer base, the inner side wall extending

toward the outer side wall and having a portion which
meets the planer base normally for forming, in combina-
tion with the planer base a truncated wedge space, the

angle of the inner side wall to the planer base being

smaller than that of the outer side wall; and

" V ,
' J I

]|-'^-^

15

a second locking member extending from the first surface of
the panel along a second edge portion of the panel, the

second locking member having a configuration facing the

second surface of the panel mauble with the first locking

member, the configuration being positioned relative to the

first surface of the panel such that the first surface of the

panel would align with the same if the configuration were
mated with the first locking member,

whereby, when similar panels having mating edge portions

are interconnected into the first-mentioned surface, the

first-mentioned surface is planer.

4,426,821
'

TRIANGULAR FACED POLYHEDRALS FORMED FROM
END INTERCONNECTED FOLDED SHEET TRUSSES

WijTM T. Moore, 3522 Whitney Dr^ CarroUton, Tex. 75007,
ud Oicar F. Jones, Jr„ 1306 Brownwood Dr., CarroUton,
Tex. 75006

FUed Apr. 7, 1980, Ser. No. 137,771

Int. a.3 E04H 12/18
VS. a. 52-646 6 Claims

1. A structural unit for use with other like structural units to
form various stoble polyhedral structures of three-dimensional
shapes, each said unit consisting of a pair of truss elements,
with each truss element being formed of a rectangular member
and having a flexible fold crease line disposed centrally and
longitudinally of said member and dividing said member into

two substantially duplicate rectangular halves, each rectangu-
lar half of each said member being disposed in non-coplanar
relation to the other recUngular half of the same said member;
each rectangular half of said member having end edges dis-

posed transversly of the fold crease line of said member; and
with an end edge of only one of the rectangular halves of one
of said pair of truss element members being secured by a inter-

connect means to an end edge of only one of the rectangular
halves of the other of said pair of truss element members.

4,426,822

VERTICAL CEILING ASSEMBLY AND STRINGER
THEREFOR

J. Lynn Gailey, Newton Falls, Ohio, assignor to Alcan Alnmi-
nnm Corporation, Geveland, Ohio

FUed Not. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 438,533
Int. a.3 E04C 2/42; E04B 5/52. 1/60. 2/66

UJS. a. 52—669 6 Gaims

\^

1. A ceiling assembly comprising

(a) an array of spaced parallel horizontally elongated panels
each having opposed major surfaces oriented vertically

and a longitudinal horizontal flange extending along its

top edge; and

(b) a plurality of spaced parallel horizonully elongated

stringers extending above and transversely of the panels

for supporting the panels,

(c) each of said stringers having two opposed longitudinal

horizontal flanges each formed with a downtumed outer

margin and a succession of slots spaced along the length of
the stringer for respectively receiving top edge portions of
the panels extending beneath the stringer to secure the

panels to the stringer, the slots respectively formed in the

two stringer flanges being in register with each other such

that each panel top edge portion is received in a slot in

each stringer flange,

(d) each of said slots including a stem portion extending

inwardly from the edge of a stringer flange through and
beyond the downtumed margin thereof, and two branch

portions diverging from the inner extremity of the stem

portion for providing, in the stringer flange, a pair of

facing spring tabs separated by the slot stem portion and
each resiliently bendable about a horizontal axis parallel to

the stem portion, such that an upper portion of a panel can

be inserted in the slot stem portion with the panel top

flange overlying one of said tabs and inserted through the

slot branch portion adjacent said one tab, the panel being

then retained in the slot by said one tab and by a facing

edge of the other of said tabs.

4,426,823

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR MOUNTING
ROOnNG TILE

Thomas R. Kobe, 2465 Wild Ode Dr., Los Angeles, Calif. 90068

Filed Jun. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 269,480

Int. a.3 E04B 1/00
U.S. a. 52—748 6 Claims

1. Tlie method of installing tiles on a roof which comprises:

installing a water impervious membrane over the surface to

be covered;

providing a grid of wires having a plurality of first wires

disposed in a first direction and a plurality of second wires

disposed in a second direction, said second direction being

generally perpendicular to said first direction;

positioning the grid of wires over the roof to be covered
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with said grid extending over the ridge of the associated
roof and down to the eaves on each side thereof, one of
said first wires being disposed in substantially parallel

?8cr

closely spaced relationship wiih the ridge of the associ-

ated roof securing said grid to said roof; and
fastening a plurality of tiles to said wires extending in said

first direction by means of a plurality of hooks.

4,426.825

HIGH SPEED WRAPPING MACHINE
John E. Nordstrom, Two Rivers, Wis., assignor to Barbvt A.

Nordstrom, Two RWers, Wis., a part interest

Contfnuation of Ser. No. 187,115, Sep. 15, 1980. abandoned. This
application Jun. 23, 1983, Scr. No. 507,938

Int. Q.) B65B 7/04
U.S. a. 53-378 22 Oaims

4,426,824

FLOOR PANEL AND METHOD OF MAKING SAME
Eugene L. Swensen, Laurel, Md., assignor to Donn Incorpo-

rated, Westlake, Ohio
Filed May 18, 1981, Ser. No. 264,932

Int. a.J B32B 3/12; E04C 2/32
U.S. a. 52-794 8 Qaims

1. A floor panel for elevated floors and the like having
rectangular panels supported at their comers comprising a
substantially rigid flat upper surface member formed of sheet
metal, a substantially rigid lower support surface formed of
sheet metal providing a substantially flat portion spaced from
and substantially parallel to said upper surface member, said

support member being formed with an array of circular aper-
tures therein, the material originally located within said aper-
tures being laterally deformed providing a plurality of integral

legs having cross curvature throughout their entire lateral

extend symmetrically positioned around said circular openings
and extending subsuntially perpendicular to said flat portions
to foot portions remote from said flat portions and substantially

parallel thereto, said foot portions being welded to said upper
surface member, said legs providing the sole connection be-
tween said lower support member adjacent to said apertures
and said upper surface member, said legs cooperating to main-
tain the uniform spacing between said upper surface and said

flat portion of said suppori member around said apertures so
that said flat portion of said support member and said upper
surface cooperate to provide a beam system resisting delection
of said floor panel, opposed foot portions of a given aperture
being spaced apart a distance greater than the spacing between
adjacent foot portions of adjacent apertures, said lower sup-
port member being formed with side walls extending laterally

from the edges thereof to said upper surface member and being

secured thereto, the spacing between said apertures and said

side walls being greater than between adjacent apertures.

5. A movable arm for engaging a product or wrapper, a

pivot for said arm, first revolving means to carry the pivot in

a circle of a first radius about a center of roution, second
revolving means revolving at a second radius around a second
center of rotation, said first and second revolving means re-

volving in the same direction, and a non-linear cam and cam
follower means connecting said second revolving means and
said arm to control movement of said arm about said pivot, to

provide an arm path having a high acceleration portion, a high
speed portion, a product engaging portion, and a portion in

which the arm slowly retreats from the product or wrapper,
following each other in sequence.

4,426,826

SELF-PROPELLED HARVESTER FOR SUGAR CANE
Winfried Wcssclmann, Warendorf, Fed. Rep. of Germany, as-

signor to Claas Ohg, Harsewinkel, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Apr. 13, 1982, Scr. No. 367.964

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 22,

1982, 3115924

Int. G.J AOID 45/10
U.S. G. 56—13.3 6 Gaims

1. A self-propelled sugar cane harvester, coomprising pick-

ing means arranged to pick sugar cane; comminuting means
arranged to comminute the same; first transporting means
arranged to transport the comminuted sugar cane and having
an outlet from which the comminuted sugar cane is dis-

charged; second transporting means arranged to further trans-

port the comminuted sugar cane and locatted near said outlet

end of said first transporting means so that a stream of the
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comminuted sugar cane falls from said first transporting means
onto said second transporting means in the region of transition

between said first and second transporting means; a discharge
hood having inlet and outlet; a pressure fan element located in

the region of said outlet end of said first transporting means so
that an air stream from said pressure fan element is directed
through the commmuted sugar cane stream; an additional
suction fan element arranged in said inlet of said discharge
hood so as to provide for a uniform air stream in the region of
transition between said first and second transpoting means; and
air guiding means including an air guiding wall located in said
inlet of said discharge hood under said suction fan element and
extending through a cross section of said discharge hood.

I

4,426,827

MOWING IMPLEMENT
Pieter A. Oosterling, and Hendricus C. ?aii Staveren, both of
Nieuw-Vennep, Netherlands, assignors to Multinorm, B.V.,

Nieuw-Vennep, Netherlands

Continuation of Ser. No. 878,396, Feb. 16, 1978, abandoned, and
a continuation of Ser. No. 805,395, Jun. 10, 1977, abandoned,
and a continuation of Ser. No. 739,845, Nov. 9, 1976, abandoned,

and a continuation of Ser. No. 536,744, Dec. 27, 1974,
abandoned. This application Sep. 19, 1979, Ser. No. 77,033
Qaims priority, application Netherlands, Dec. 28, 1973,

7317813

Int. a.3 AOID 55/18
U.S. a. 56-13.6 15 Oaims

1. A mowing implement including auxiliary frame means
adapted to be connected to a powered vehicle, drive coupHng
means carried by the auxiliary frame means for providing drive
input from the powered vehicle to the mowing implement and
a rotary cutter assembly adapted to be detachably mounted on
said auxiliary frame means, said cutter assembly comprising:
an elongate housing detachably mounted at one end to said

auxiliary frame means and extending therefrom in a direc-
tion transversely of the direction of movement of the
implement;

a plurality of substantially identical and equally spaced
driven gears accommodated serially within said housing
longitudinally thereof and defining spaces therebetween;

a plurality of rotary cutting members each connected to a
different driven gear in closely overlying relation to said
housing, said cutting members defining cutting paths
which overlap forwardly of said housing whereby the
mowing implement is adapted to cut a swath of standing
crop;

a plurality of idler gears substantially identical to each other,
and to the driven gears, said plurality of idler gears being
disposed within said housing in the spaces between the
driven gears, each of said spaces being substantially filled

by at least two pairs of idler gears when same are in inter-

meshing relationship with the driven gears so that each
driven gear rotates in a direction counter to that of any
adjacent driven gear; each connecting means being en-
gaged by its associated bearing means to positively locate
each bearing means longitudinally of the housing, each
said connecting means comprising dished a shaft welded
to the top and bottom wall portions of said housing;

a drive coupling member drivingly engaging that idler gear
which is located at said one end of the housing;

said housing together with said gear defining a unit in which

said housing inaccessibly encloses said idler and driven
gears whereby the entire unit may be replaced in the event
of damage thereto, said housing comprising top, bottom
and side wall portions defining the inaccessible enclosure
and said unit including bearing means captive within said

inclosure positively locating and rotatably supporting said

idler gears, and said housing including fixed connecting
means extending through the bearing means of each idler

gear for fixedly interconnecting and joining said top and
bottom wall portions of said housing.

4,426,828
MOWER HAVING AN IMPROVED OJITER BAR

Horst Neuerburg, Haegen, France, assignor to Kuhn S.A., Sa-
eme, France

FUed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,271
Claims priority, application France, Dec. 19, 1980, 80 27569

Int. a.3 AOID 55/18
U.S. a. 56-13.6 13 Qaims

1. In a mower movable in a predetermined direction includ-

ing,

a casing,

a plurality of disks located above said casing each provided
with cutting means,

bearing block means supported by said casing, at least one of
said disks being guided by said bearing block means,

transmission means located in said casing for driving at least

said one disk,

the improvement comprising, a plate secured to said bearing

block means; and disk-protecting skid means connected to

and extending in front of said plate along said direction.

4,426,829

GRASS AND DITCH MOWER
Richard W. Johnson, Rte. 1, Box 450D, Belle Rose, La. 70341

FUed Jul. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 402,207

Int. a.3 AOID 35/28
U.S. a. 56—15.5 1 Claim

1. A grass and ditch mower comprising:

(a) a telescoping boom assembly mounted at one end on a

power driven movable carriage, said boom assembly com-
prising two concentric tubes positioned to telescope into a

third tube, a first hydraulic cylinder attached to the out-

side of said third tube and the outer tube of said concentric

tubes at its extending end, a second hydraulic cylinder

attached at the end opposite said extending end of said

outer tube and the adjacent end of the other concentric

tube;

(b) a cutting deck assembly having an upper deck plate

pivotly mounted to said other concentric tube of said

boom assembly by a cutting deck attaching assembly; and
(c) means for attaching one end of said cutting deck attach-

ing assembly to said upper deck plate so as to provide a
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floating deck assembly for closely following the contour
of the surface being cut wherein said means is attached to

parallel rods, the ends of which rest on springs held in

position by a housing assembly.

4,426,830
LAWN CLIPPING VACUUM COLLECTOR

DcForrest Tackett, Rte. 1, Box 192A, Reddick, Fla. 32686
Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 423,521

Int. a.^ AOID i5/262
U.S. a. 56-202 ,0 Qaims

1. A vacuum collector adapted to be used in conjunction
with a lawn mower, comprising:

a refuse collection bin for collecting grass clippings;
a blower duct housing totally enclosed within said refuse col-

lection bin;

an impeller within said blower duct housing, said impeller
positioned in the lower section of said blower duct housing
so that accumulated grass clippings will at least partially
surround said portion of said blower duct housing including
said impeller; and

a hydraulic motor for driving said impeller.

4,426,831

MOWER BLADE
Kenneth H. Klas, and Norbert J. Ansay, both of Port Washing-

ton, Wis., assignors to Simplicity Manufacturing, Inc.. Port
Washington, Wis.

Continuation of Ser. No. 355,354, Mar. 8. 1982, which is

continuation of Ser. No. 220,000, Dec. 23. 1980. abandoned. This
application Jun. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 499,424

Int. a.' AOID 55/18
U.S. a. 56-295 3 a,ims

I/! /f
/
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1. An elongated mower blade formed from a substantial!)
flat blank having top and bottom surfaces, parallel longitudinal
edges, and opposite end edges, said blade being edgewise
rotatable in one direction inside an arcuate mower housing
skirt about an axis concentnc to the skirt arc that extends
through the center of the blade, each of said longitudinal edges
thus providing a front edge for one half of the blade that termi-
nates at one of said end edges and a rear edge for the other half
of the blade that terminates at the other of said end edges, and
each front edge being sharp through a distance inwardly along
it from its terminal end edge to provide a cutting edge, said
mower blade being characterized by:

A. an upwardly and rearwardly inclined Iifl portion behind
each cutting edge, each said lift portion being defined b>
a bend that extends substantially along a line

(1) which is oblique to a rear edge,

(2) intersects said rear edge at no less than said distance
inwardly along it from its terminal end edge, and

(3) intersects said terminal end edge intermediate said
front and rear edges; and

B. the blade being formed from a blank wherein each of said
end edges is straight and extends al a rearwardly and
outwardly inclined obtuse angle to its adjacent cutting
edge such that the orbits of the terminal edge of each lift

portion of the blade and of the terminal end of the cutting
edge are substantially equidistant from the skirt

4,426,832

HARVESTING MACHINE SHAKER SYSTEM
John R. Porter, Waterioo. N.Y., assignor to Porter-Way Har-

vester Mfg. Co. Inc., Waterioo, N.Y.
Filed Dec. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 336,117

Int. a.' AOID 17/OOi B07B I/IO
U.S. a. 56-327 R 7 q^^.

^--^.l^ail 'T

^yr^T-^-T
;

1. A shaker system for separating tomatoes, ana like crops,
from vines in a harvesting machine, said system comprising, m
combination:

(a) a continuous conveyor chain having parallel links spaced
more widely than the largest nominal diameter of crops
being harvested;
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(b) means for driving said chain in a continuous loop having

upper and lower runs; and

(c\ means for imparting oscillatory, shaking movement to

said upper run, the speed and magnitude of said movement
being sufficient to dislodge the crops from the vines, said

movement imparting means comprising:

(i) a plurality of arms each carrying a chain-engaging

roller on the ends thereof;

(ii) means supporting said arms beneath the upper run of

said chain for rotation about their centers in two rows
each including the same number of arms, said rows
being spaced by a distance slightly less than the width of

said chain, whereby said upper run of chain is supported

along its marginal edges and oscillated transversely to

the direction of movement in said continuous loop by
rotation of said arms;

(iii) each of said arms being connected to and rotated by
an individual hydraulic motor, the motors connected to

successive arms in each of said rows being of different

capacity; and

(iv) means supplying hydraulic fluid under pressure to said

motors to drive the latter at predetermined speeds.

while said frame assembly is rotated around said conduit

during wrapping of said sheet material on said conduit;

means for feeding a strip of said sheet material against an outer

surface of said conduit;

an axially rotatable sheet material tensioning means disposed

between said feeding means and said conduit, said tensioning

means including a channel defined by a pair of parallel,

spaced sheet material guide members, spaced to form a

channel wider than that thickness of said sheet material;

a backing material take-up means for collecting a backing
material from said sheet material as said sheet material is

wrapped on said conduit; and.

4,426,833
'

BALING MACHINE WITH AIR SPRING MEANS FOR
MAINTAINING APRON TENSION

Willis R. Campbell, Ephrata, Pa^ assignor to Sperry Corpora
tion. New Holland, Pa.

Filed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 333,002

Int. a.3 AOID 39/00
VS. a. 56—341

means for interconnecting said sheet material feeding means to

said backing material take-up means so that rotational move-
ment of said sheet material feeding means causes simulta-

14 Claims neous rotational movement of said backing material take-up

means;

said sheet material feeding means comprising a first elongated

reel secured to a first means for rotating said first elongated

reel and said backing material take-up means comprising a

second elongated reel secured to a second means for rotating

said second elongated reel, with said first and second reel

rotating means being interconnected by said interconnecting

means.

14. In a roll baling machine having a frame, apron means
supported on said frame defining an expandable bale chamber,
said apron means moving from a first position to a second
position during formation of a roll bale in said expandable bale

chamber, means supported on said frame for picking up crop
material and for delivering said crop material to said expand-
able bale chamber, the improvement comprising:

air spring means connected to said apron means to maintain
tension in said apron means, said air spring means including

an air bag for containing air under pressure and a piston

movable into said air bag.

4,426335
REEL HOLDER AND CLAMPING ARRANGEMENT FOR

A STRANDER CRADLE ASSEMBLY
Rokuzo Ito, Toronto, Canada, assignor to Canada Wire and

Cable Limited, Toronto, Canada
FUed Mar. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 354,061

Claims priority, application Canada, Jon. 4, 1981, 379004

Int. a.3 D07B 7/06. 3/02
U.S. a. 57- 127.7 10 Claims

4,426334
APPARATUS FOR WRAPPING CONDUIT WITH SHEET

MATERIAL
Richard C. Dokmo, 108 Crooked Creek Trail, Barrington, Dl.

60010; Ernest M. Hepler, 2726 Central St #4-8, Evanston,
m. 60201, and Paol Holmstrand, 5217 N. Glenwood, Chicago,
m. 60640

Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,213
Int a.J B65H 81/08. 81/02

UA a. 57—10 11 Claims
1. Apparatus for wrapping an elongated conduit with sheet

material comprising:

a frame assembly adapted to circumscribe a conduit;

means for retaining said conduit within said frame assembly

\if£^

1. A reel holder and clamping arrangement for a strander

cradle having a pair of side frame members comprising:

(a) two pintle assemblies each including a bearing housing, a

pintle rotatably mounted in said bearing housing and

means for mounting each bearing housing in axial align-

ment one on each side frame member;
(b) first cam means associated with at least one of said pintle
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assemblies for moving its associated pintle along the axis

of a reel for clamping a reel between the pintles;

(c) a reel holder engaging the fianges of the reel when the
reel is received within the cradle for positioning the core
of the reel in alignment with the pintles of the pintle as-

semblies;

(d) second cam means associated with at least one of said
pintle assemblies for moving the reel holder out of engage-
ment with the flanges of the reel when the reel is clamped
between the pintles; and

(e) means for actuating said first and second cam means to

simultaneously clamp the reel between the pintles and
disengage the reel holder from the flanges of the reel.

1. A spinning preparatory machine comprising:

a machine frame;

a plurality of spindles arranged at said machine frame in at

least one row;

a plurality of flyers suspended above said row of spindles

and pivotable about a common virtual longitudinal axis of
the machine between an operating position and a dofling

position where the bobbins can be doffed without obstruc-

tion upwardly from the spindles;

frame means for supporting the flyers in a row;
said frame means comprising a longitudinal support beam
and at least two arms arranged essentially at right angles
to said longitudinal support beam;

said at least two arms each having a free end;

said machine frame supporting said at least two arms at their

free ends so as to be pivotable about a pivot axis;

first stop means provided for the machine frame;

at least one pivoting and loading system for pressing said at

least two arms in an operating position thereof against said

first stop means;

said pivoting and loading system containing a spring; and
means for kinematically connecting the pivoting and loading

system with the frame means and with the machine frame
in such a manner that in an operating position of the frame
means the pivoting and loading system can be brought
into a locking position, after passing an unstable position

where the loading pressure is greatest, and in which lock-

ing position the loading pressure is lower.

4,426.837

APPARATUS FOR STRANDING WIRE
Norbert J. Meilenner, St. Catharines; Richard T. Sunderland,

and John W. Cook, both of Kingston, all of Canada, assignon
to Northern Telecom Limited, Montreal, Canada

Filed Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 413,177

Int. a.) HOIB 13/04
U.S. a. 57-293 16 Qaims

* .'*•-*'

4,426,836

SPINNING PREPARATORY MACHINE
Emil Briner, Peter NoTak, both of Winterthur, and Hermann

Gasser, Frauenfeld, all of Switzerland, assignors to Rieter
Machine Works Limited, Winterthur, Switzerland

per No. PCr/EP80/00090, § 371 Date May 28, 1981, § 102(e)
Date Apr. 20, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/00867, PCT Pub.
Date Apr. 2, 1981

PCT nied Sep. 3, 1980, Ser. No. 261,152
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Sep. 28, 1979,

8766/79

Int. a.3 DOIH 9/04
U.S. a. 57—267 9 Claims

3

3' A

1. Apparatus for stranding and covering wires comprising:
(a) an elongate member having a longitudinal axis, being

rotationally flexible about said axis to enable it to be tor-

sionally twisted in alternating directions, and defining a

plurality of feedpaths for wires along the member;
(b) holding means for holding the elongate member station-

ary at a position upstream of the wire guidmg elements;
(c) wire twisting means roUUble with a downstream end of

the elongate member and defining a plurality of angularly

spaced and longitudinally extending holes, one for each of
the paths;

(d) routing means for routing the twisting means together
with the downstream end of the elongate member for a

predetermined number of revolutions atx)ut the axis alter-

natively in one direction and then the other;

(e) an extension of the elongate member extending down-
stream from the rotating means to ensure stranding to-

gether of twisted wires is avoided until wires pass at least

into a downstream end part of the extension; and

(0 an extruder for plastic msulation for stranded wires, the

extruder having an annular barrel extending along and
surrounding the extension and extending radially inwards
of an outlet end to define an annular extrusion orifice

around a feed path for stranded wires and adjacent to and
immediately downstream from the downstream end of the

extension.

4,426,838

APPARATUS FOR STRANDING WIRES
John N. Gamer, Kingston; Jean M. Robergc, Pointe Oaire, and

Norbert J. Meilenner, St. Catharines, all of Canada, assignors

to Northern Telecom Limited, Montreal, Canada
Filed Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 413,178

Int. a.' HOIB 13/04

U.S. a. 57—293 17 Claims

X
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1. Apparatus for stranding wires comprising:

a guide means having a longitudinal axis and being rotation-

ally flexible at>out said axis and defining individual feed

paths for the wires along the guide means;

holding means to hold the guide means against roution
about said axis at an upstream position of the guide means;

wire twisting means at a downstream position of the guide
means to torsionally twist the wires, the twisting means
rotatable with a downstream part of the guide means, said

feed paths extending through the twisting means;
rotating means for rotating the twisting means together with

the downstream part of the guide means for a predeter-
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mined number of revolutions about the axis alternately in

one direction and then the other;

direction changing means to change the direction of rotation

to the twisting means after the twisting means has rotated

the predetermined number of revolutions in each direc-

tion, said changing means comprising a trigger device

secured to the guide means upstream of the wire twisting

means to rotate with the guide means and execute a deter-

mined angular movement in each direction which is indic-

ative of the rotation of the twisting means for said prede-

termined number of revolutions in the same direction, and
initiating means sensitive to the position of the trigger

device upon completing its determined angular movement
in each direction, to initiate said change in direction of the

drive.

4,426,839
'

STRANDING WIRES
John N. Garner, Ontario, and Jean M. Roberge, Pointe Claire,

both of Canada, assignors to Northern Telecom Limited,

Montreal, Canada

FUed Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 413,179

Int. a.3 HOIB 13/04
US. a. 57—293 12 Qaims

.5^ < i! 3^ e' r < ,.' V 44 4f jr ip tj 14

I

' 12 34 ,,,-^,p...

1. Apparatus for stranding wire comprising:

a tubular means deflning passage means forming at least two
feedpaths for wires along the tubular means with the

feedpaths held in fixed positions apart in at least some
locations along the tubular means, the tubular means being
rotatably flexible about a common axis to torsionally twist

the tubular means and thus the passage means around said

axis from an untwisted position;

holding means to hold the tubular means against rotation

about said axis at an upstream position of the tubular

means;

wire twisting means at a downstream position of the tubular

means to torsionally twist the tubular means, said feed-

paths extending through the twisting means;
routing means for routing the twisting means together with

the downstream part of the tubular means for a predeter-

mined number of revolutions about the common axis

alternately in one direction and then the other;

direction changing means to change direction of rotation of
the twisting means after the twisting means has rotated the

predetermined number of revolutions in each direction;

and

resilient means associated with one of the ends of the tubular

means to enable movement of said one end in the axial

direction during twisting and untwisting of the tubular

means.

4,426,840 >

OPEN-END SPINNING MACHINE
Yoshiharu Yasui, Kariya; Kelji Onoue, Toyota; Kozo Motobaya-

shi, Axa-Nodamachi, and Toshio Yoshizawa, Chiryu, all of

Japan, assignors to Kabushiki Kaisha Toyoda Jidoshokki

Seisakusho, Aichi, Japan

Filed Dec. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 333,918
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 29, 1980, 55-185344

Int. a.' DOIH 1/135. 7/888. 13/14
U.S. a. 57—301 10 Qaims

1. An open-end spinning machine having at least one spin-

ning unit having a feed roller for feeding fibrous material, a

combing roller for combing said fibrous material fed thereto by

said feed roller, a spinning rotor for spinning the fibrous mate-

rial combed by said combing roller into a yam, a combed
fibrous material channel extending from the vicinity of said

combing roller to the inside of said spinning rotor for deliver-

ing said combed fibrous material to said rotor, and a dust

removing opening communicating with said combing roller for

removing dust from said fibrous material, said spinning ma-
chine comprising:

air filtering means disposed adjacent an external surface of said

spinning machine for filtering a first stream of inlet air;

a first air passage communicating with said air filtering means,

said passage supplying filtered inlet air to said channel and

said dust removing opening via passage portions adjacent

the upper surface of said feed roller and the upper and lower
surfaces of said combing roller,

the portion of said passage adjacent the lower surface of said

combing roller having a laterally elongated generally ellipti-

cal cross-section so as to distribute filtered inlet air over a

major portion of the bottom surface of the combing roller;

and

a second air passage for communicating a second stream of

inlet air to a region communicating with said dust removing

opening, to transport the dust removed from said fibrous

material via said dust removing opening.

4,426,841

GAS TURBINE COMBUSTOR ASSEMBLY
Walter Cornelius, Troy, and Edward D. Klomp, Mt. Gemens,

both of Mich., assignors to General Motors Corporation,

Detroit, Mich.

Filed Jul. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 279,960

Int. a.3 P02C 7/042

U.S. a. 60—39.23 1 Qaim

1. In a gas turbine engine having a pressurized air plenum

and a combustor assembly disposed in said plenum including

wall means having a plurality of fixed flow area ports between

said plenum and a reaction chamber defined by said wall

means, the combination comprising means on said combustor

assembly defining at an upstream end thereof an annular air

passage between said plenum and said reaction chamber hav-

ing a plurality of generally radially extending swirl inducing

vanes therein, a radially adjusUble cylindrical partition dis-

posed in said air passage between said swirl inducing vanes

operative to divide said air passage into an outer annular excess
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air portion and an inner annular prechamber portion, the flow
areas of said excess air portion and said prechamber portion
varying in mutually inverse relationship and combining to
always be substantially equal to the flow area of said air pas-
sage, means on said combustor assembly operative to adjust
and mainuin the radial position of said cylindrical partition
thereby to simuluneously vary in mutually inverse relationship
the flow area of each of said prechamber portion and said
excess air portion, and a fuel nozzle disposed on said combus-
tor assembly including a plurality of fuel ports operative to
inject fuel into said prechamber portion for vaporization and
combination with air flowing therethrough to provide a com-
bustible mixture in said reaction chamber of properly lean
air-fuel ratio for low emission combustion.

4,426,842
SYSTEM FOR HEAT RECOVERY FOR COMBUSTION

MACHINE INCLUDING COMPRESSOR FOR
COMBUSTION AIR

Peter J. Collet, Bunnik, Netherlands, assignor to Nederlandse
Centrale Organisatie Voor Toegepast-Natuurwetenschap-
pelljk Onderzoek, The Hague, Netherlands

Filed Feb. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 237,651
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Mar. 12, 1980,

o001472

Int. a? P02C 7/10
U.S. a. 60-39.511 15 ci^^

<_3

generating at least one beam of CO2 optical radiation and
having at least one power level;

transporting said at least one beam of optical radiation to
said heating chamber;

focusing said at least one beam of optical radiation to at least

one predetermined focus area within said heating cham-
ber;

iMCOMINC
' fLUX

absorbing electromagnetic energy from said at least one
beam in said focus area by interaction with said radiation
conversion material; and

transferring kinetic energy from said radiation conversion
material to said working fluid, said at least one focus area
being related to said at least one power level so that a
portion of said kinetic fluid within said focus area is raised
to a nonequilibrium sute having a highest temperature
between about 1,000* K. and about 5,000* K.

1. In a system for generating power including a combustion
machine and a compressor for compressing incoming combus-
tion air, in which exhaust gases after their expansion in the
combustion machine conUin both sensible heat and latent heat
of vaporization in the form of water vapor, means for recover-
ing heat from said exhaust air compressing means for transfer-
ring both latent heat and sensible heat from said exhaust gases
to said incoming combustion air before its entry into said com-
pressor and for storing at least a portion of the transferred heat
as latent heat, in the form of vaporized water, in said incoming
combustion air, and means, arranged between said compressor
and said combustion machine, for removing stored latent heat
from said combustion air for use in another system, comprising
a condensing cooler means for condensing at least a part of the
water vapor.

4,426,843

CO2 COUPLING MATERIAL
Michael C. Fowler, Farmington, and David C. Smith, Glaston-

bury, both of Conn., assignors to United Technologies Corpo-
ration, Hartford, Conn.

Filed Nov. 12, 1980, Ser. No. 206,206
Int. a.' F02K 9/95

U.S. a 60-203.1 3ci^^
1. A method for converting electromagnetic radiation en-

ergy from a CO2 laser to kinetic energy of a kinetic fluid com-
prising the steps of:

mixing a low atomic weight working fluid that is substan-
tially transparent to CO2 radiation with a predetermined
portion of a radiation conversion material having tria-

tomic molecules with atomic weights of less than 20 to
form a kinetic fluid;

passing said kinetic fluid into a heating chamber;

4,426,844
ENGINE MUFFLER OF HEAT-EXCHANGING TYPE

KeilchI Nakano, SakaUhi, Japan, assignor to Kubota Ltd.,
Osaka, Japan

Filed Mar. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 359,844
Qalms priority, application Japan, Mar. 26, 1981, 56-

43558[U]

Int. a.' FOIN 3/28
U.S. a. 60-295 3 ctaia.

f7 ft"

i .

i - ^- --J_ ^

1 An engine muffler of heat-exchanging type, wherein an
opening 8 is formed in a muffler casing 5A of a heat-insulated
construction, a catalyst casing 5B packed with a caulyst 11 is

removably inserted into said muffler casing 5A through said
opening 8, a heat-exchanger casing 5C for recovery by absorp-
tion with a liquid means of the heat contained in the exhaust
gas coming out of said catalyst casing 58 is attached to said
opening 8 of said mufller casing 5A and these three casings 5A,
5B and 5C are connected together by clamping means 22.
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4,426,845

NOISE REDUCTION IN PNEUMATICALLY DRIVE
HYDRAUUC PUMP

George W. Brooks, La Conner, John W. Hart, Everett, and Egil

R. PeCtenen, Kent, all of Wash., assignors to The Boeing

Company, Seattle, Wash.

FUed Feb. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 234,759

Int. a.' F16D 33/02

U.S. CI. 60—347 13 Claims

1. In pneumatically driven turbine machinery, wherein a

modulating valve meters pressurized gas from a source of high

pressure gas to a gas turbine with the modulating valve bemg
operable to directly control the speed of the gas turbine by

varying the pressure at which gas is supplied to the gas turbine,

the improvement directed to reduction of noise emitted by said

machinery, comprising pressure regulating means interposed

between said source of high pressure gas and said modulating

valve to reduce the pressure applied to the upstream side of

said pressure modulating valve to a pressure sufficiently high

to effectively control said turbine by operation of said modu-

lating valve, said pressure regulating means thereby operating

to reduce the noise level of said modulating valve and of said

machinery.

4,426,846

HYDRAULIC POWER PLANT
Wayne Bailey, R.D. #2, Schaghticoke, N.Y. 12154

Filed Apr. 24, 1978, Ser. No. 899,469

Int. a.3 F03B 13/06

U.S. a. 60—398

I

1 Oaim

1. An hydraulic power system comprising:

(a) a first reservoir of liquid;

(b) a second reservoir located at an elevation higher then the

first reservoir;

(c) means for pumping the liquid in the first reservoir to said

second reservoir;

(d) a plurality of holding tanks located at a lower elevation

than that of said second reservoir;

(e) a fluid conduit connecting said second reservoir with said

holding tanks;

(0 an hydraulic prime mover located in said conduit,

whereby liquid flowing from said second reservoir to said

tanks generates a work output;

(g) automatic valve means in the fluid conduit and coopera-

tively associated with each tank such that liquid flows

from said conduit into only one tank at a time, said valve

means automatically stopping liquid flow into a tank when
a predetermined liquid level in said tank is reached, and

upon cessation of flow in one tank, automatically com-
mencing flow of liquid to the other tank;

(h) means for removing liquid from the tanks when the

predetermined liquid level is reached and liquid flow to

the tank is stoppeid by the valve means;

(i) said means for removing liquid including at least one air

compressor in which compressed air is used to said liquid

from each tank under the pressure of the compressed;

(j) said means for removing liquid further including a second

conduit for receiving liquid driven from said tanks and for

delivering said liquid to the second reservoir;

(k) a second hydraulic prime mover located in said second

conduit for obtaining a work output from the flow of

liquid in said second conduit;

(1) whereby liquid alternatively fills one tank from the sec-

ond reservoir while liquid in the other tank is being re-

turned to the second reservoir from the other tank,

wherein work is produced by liquid flow to and from said

tanks by the prime movers.

4,426,847

REOPROCATING HEAT ENGINE
Victor H. Fischer, Artarmon, Australia, assignor to Thermal

Systems Limited, Cayman Islands

Filed Dec. 12, 1980, Ser. No. 215,825

Qaims priority, application Australia, Aug. 18, 1980, PE5094

Int. a.3 FOIK 7/36

U.S. a. 60—514 25 Qaims

r—\ j-^-^&Tslnry^

-7'

1. A method of operating a reciprocating external combus-

tion engine having a cylinder and a piston therein defining a

working end space, wherein energy is supplied to the working

end space by means of a vaporizable heat-transfer medium,

which comprises

(1) in a compression stroke of the piston, compressing vapor

heat-transfer medium present in the end space;

(2) generating externally of the cylinder heated heat-transfer

medium under a pressure such as to maintain the medium

in the liquid state;

(3) injecting into the compressed vapor heat-transfer me-
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dium m the working space said pressurized heated liquid
medium, whereby part of the liquid medium spontane-
ously vaporizes, the remainder remaining as liquid, and
raises the internal energy of the working space;

(4) in an expansion stroke of the piston, allowing the volume
of the end space to expand thereby driving the piston, and
allowing some recondensation of vaporized medium to
occur;

(5) exhausting a mixture of liquid and gaseous heat-transfer
medium from the end space and leaving in the end space
residual gaseous heat-transfer medium;

(6) receiving said exhausted mixture of liquid and gaseous
heat-transfer medium in a trap; and

(7) recycling heat-transfer medium in the liquid state from
the trap to step (2) for the generation of further pressur-
ized heated liquid heat-transfer medium.

4426 848
TURBOCHARGED ENGINE EXHAUST GAS

RECTRCULATION SYSTEM
Robert W. Stachowicz, New Berlin, Wis., assignor to Dresser

Industries, Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Filed Nov. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,167
Int. a.3 P02B 37/00; P02M 25/06

U.S. a. 60-605 8 Qaims

1. An improved exhaust gas recirculation system for turbo-
charged gaseous fuel engines including an exhaust gas pipe, an
exhaust dnven turbocharger connected to the exhaust pipe,
and a gaseous fuel supply connected to a carburetor for the
engine, the improvement comprising:

exhaust conduit means connected to the exhaust pipe be-
tween the engine and turbocharger;

first air conduit means connected to the turbocharger;
venturi means connected with said exhaust and first air

conduit means and with the engine carburetor;
second air conduit means connecting said first air conduit
means with the exhaust pipe for increasing the pressure in
said exhaust pipe;

first valve means located in said exhaust conduit means for
controlling the flow of exhaust gas therethrough;

second valve means located in said second air conduit for
controlling the flow of air therethrough; and,

valve control means connected with both said valve means
for opening said valve means when the engine is operating
at more than idle speed or when loaded and permitting
said valve means to close during starting and idling of the
engine.

station adjacent said surface of said earth to a second
station within said earth for downwardly conveying a
working fluid initially in a relatively cool state from said
first sution to said second station and converting said fluid
into energetic fluid in a supercritical state, wherein said
heat exchanging means includes tubular means for increas-
ing the heat transfer from the hot source of fluid to the
working fluid from the second station to the first station.

motive means at said second station operatively coupled to
said heat exchanging means and responsive to the flow of
the energetic working fluid.

pump means at said second station operatively coupled to
and responsive to said motive means for pumping the hot
source of fluid from said interior regions through said heat
exchanging means in heat transfer relationship with said
working fluid,

conductive conduit means for reheating and upwardly con-
veying said working fluid after partial cooling due to
transferring energy to drive said motive means, said con-
duit extending from a point beyond said motive means
upwards to a point where the temperature of said up-
wardly conveyed working fluid exceeds the temperature
of said downwardly flowing working fluid so as to extract
additional heat energy from said downwardly flowing
working fluid and said hot source of fluid, whereby heat is

regained to compensate for said partial cooling, and
insulative conduit means disposed between said conductive

conduit and said first station, for upwardly conveying said
energetic working fluid from said conductive conduit
means to said first sution.

4,426,850
HEAT PUMP CONTROL HAVING AN ELECTRONIC
CONTROL MODULE WITH A BYPASS SYSTEM

Wayne R. Reedy, CazenoTia, N.Y., assignor to Carrier Corpora-
tion, Syracuse, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 362,779
Int. a.' F25B 49/00; F25D 29/00

U.S. a. 62-125 4 Claims

' 11% -r^

-IS

4,426,849

GRAVITY HEAD REHEAT METHOD
Hugh B. Matthews, Boylston, Mass., assignor to Sperry Corpo-

ration, New York, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 247,435
Int a.J F03G 7/00

U.S. a. 60-641.4
, ctain,

source of fluid within the intenor region of the earth compris- ing equipment comprising:

"u" . u • thermosutic control means for generatins oredetermined
heat exchanging means extending substantially from a first patterns of electrical control signals with edh ,!^!Jo™^^
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pattern corresponding to a selectable setting of said thermo-

static control means;

relay means for receiving electrical signals and for controlling

selected functions of the conditioning equipment in response

to the received electrical signals;

an electronic control module for receiving a plurality of elec-

trical input signals, for processing the input signals accord-

ing to preprogrammed procedures, and for generating a

plurality of electrical output signals in response to the pro-

cessed input signals;

a first electrical connector means with a plurality of electrical

input leads arranged in a preselected pattern, for connecting

at least the thermostatic control means to the electronic

control module, to input the electrical control signals gener-

ated by the thermostatic control means to the electronic

control module; and

a second electrical connector means with a plurality of electri-

cal output leads arranged in another preselected pattern

which is compatible with the preselected pattern of electri-

cal input leads of the first electrical connector means, for

connecting the electronic control module to the relay means

to supply the electrical output signals from the electronic

control module to the relay means, said first and second

electrical connector means disconnectable from the elec-

tronic control module and connectable to each other to

bypass the electronic control module and to supply at least

the control signals from the thermostatic control means

directly via the electrical input and the electrical output

leads to the relay means to operate the environmental condi-

tioning equipment directly under control of the thermostatic

control means when the first and second electrical connector

means are connected to each other.

4,426,851 I

ICE MAKER DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM
Charles G. Neonuuin, Palatine, III., assignor to Reynolds Prod-

ucts Inc Schaumburg, III.

FUed Aug. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 411,645

Int a.3 F25B 49/00

U.S. a. 62—126 8 Qaims
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switch in its second state to indicate the existence of a first

abnormal condition, and a second switch responsive to actua-

tion of said element for bypassing a second one of said condi-

tion responsive switches to energize said ice maker with said

second condition responsive switch in its second state to indi-

cate the existence of a second abnormal condition.

4,426,852

AIR-CONDITIONING CONTROL APPARATUS FOR
AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES

Masao Nishimura, Aajo; Teiichi Nabeta, Okazaki, and To-

shitaka Figiwara, Kariya, all of Japan, assignors to Nippon-

denso Co., Ltd., Kariya, japan

FUed May 6, 1981, Ser. No. 260,601

Qaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 5, 1980, 55^2518
Int. a.3 F24F l/OO; B60H 3/00

U.S. a. 62—179 5 Claims
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1. An automobile air-conditioned control apparatus compris-

ing:

Z4-0 ---^

5. A circuit for applying power to an ice maker from a

source including in combination, a power-on light, an on-ofT

switch adapted to be closed to apply power to said light, a

plurality of condition responsive switches each having a first

state and a second state in response to an abnormal condition,

means connecting said condition responsive switches in series

between said on-off switch and said ice maker to apply power
thereto in the absence of an abnormal condition and with said

on-off switch closed, an indicator light, means connecting said

indicator light to said condition resi)onsive switches to be

illuminated in response to movement of one of said switches to

its second state, an operator-accessible manually-actuatable

element, a first switch responsive to actuation of said element
for bypassing a first one of said condition responsive switches

to energize said ice maker with said first condition responsive

temperature setting means for establishing a desired temper-

ature which is manually set by occupants;

temperature sensor means for detecting a representative

temperature within compartment of the automobile;

seat switch means providing seat signals when the occupants

occupy their seats;

electronic control unit means for performing digital compu-

tational operations in accordance with said desired tem-

perature signal, said representative temperature signal and

said seat signals;

motor drive circuit means responsive to conunand signals of

said microcomputer means to provide a drive signal;

blower motor means responsive to said drive signal for

providing conditioned air into the compartment of the

automobile;

shifting actuator means responsive to the command signal of

said microcomputer means for providing a shifting signal;

outlets means having a plurality of flow direction changing

plates which are actuated by said shifting signal succes-

sively and gradually.

4,426,853

AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM
Akio Mitani, Yokohama; Koichi Matsui, Tokyo, and Hirotsugu

Sakata, Chigasaki, all of Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaura

Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Jan. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 341,065

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 26, 1981, 56-10058

Int. OX? F25B 27/00; F23L 15/02

U.S. a. 62—235.1 7 Qaims
1. An air conditioning system for conditioning air inside a

room, said air conditioning system comprising:
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(a) a first air duct having:
(i) an inlet port opening into said first air duct from the
room and

(ii) an exhaust port opening into the room from said first
air duct;

(b) a room air circulating mechanism:
(i) for introducing the air inside the room into said first air

duct through said inlet port and
(ii) for discharging the air inside said first air duct into the
room through said outlet port;

(c) solar heat collecting means for producing hot air by
utilizing solar heat;

(d) a second air duct having a bordering portion adjacent to
said first air duct on the inlet port side thereof;

(e) hot air feeding means for feeding the hot air' from said
solar heat collecting means into said second air duct;

(0 a rotary total heat exchanger for dehumidification' dis-
posed between said first air duct and the bordering portion
of said second air duct so as to extend into and communi-
cate with both of said ducts, said rotary total heat ex-
changer being rotated so as to cause air fiowing through
said first air duct to exchange heat with air flowing
through said second air duct;

(b) a female clasp member adapted to be releasably intercon-
nected with said male clasp member, and

(c) at least one slip-on connection means for attachment to at
least one of said chain link termmals of the jewelry band,
said shp-on connection means havmg two spaced portions
and being rigidly secured to and being provided for at
least one of said male and female clasp members

whereby at least one of said chain link terminals' may be
inserted into at least one of said connection means so as to
be directly inserted into linking engagement therewith by
insertion through the space between said spaced portions

(g) a third air duct having:
(i) a bordering portion adjacent to said first air duct on the
downstream side of the rotary total heat exchanger;

(h) an inlet port opening into said third air duct from the
outside; and

(iii) an exhaust port to the outside from said third air duct
(h) outside air feeding means:

(i) for feeding the outside air into said third air duct
through said inlet port and

(ii) for discharging the air inside said third air duct to the
outside through said outlet port;

(i) a stationary multi-diaphragm-type sensible heat ex-
changer for cooling disposed between said air duct and
the bordering portion of said third air duct so as to extend
into and communicate with both of said ducts so as to
cause air flowing through said first air duct to exchange
heat with air flowing through said third air duct; and

0) a humidifier disposed inside said first air duct between
said exhaust port of said first air duct and said stationary
multi-diaphragm-type sensible heat exchanger so as to
evaporation-cool air passing therethrough.

and secured thereto without soldering, and whereby said
one of said chain link terminals can be securely snagged
onto said slip-on connection means without closing said
spaced portions of said slip-on connection means

12. A blank for forming the male clasp member of a jewelry
clasp comprising releasable interlocking male and female clasp
members, said blank comprising:

(a) a substantially recUngular elongated flat body having a
notch formed at one end thereof; and

(b) a leg extending transversely to said elongated body, said
leg being adapted to become bulbous when heated so as to
form a pin.

4,426,855

YARN FEEDER MECHANISMS
Anthony J. WelU, Cosby; WUIiam C. Smith, Leicester, and

Gerald A. G. Seckings, Birstall, all of England, assignors to
The Bentley Engineering Co., Ltd., Leicester, England

Filed Aug. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 293,443
Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Aug. 19. 1980,

Int. Q.' D04B 15/0%, 15/58
U.S. Q. 66-125 R 7 ci^„,

n >:

lb ,-

4,426,854
SLIP-ON CONNECTOR FOR JEWELRY CLASP AND

BLANK FOR CLASP
Simon Geldwerth, Brooklyn, and Mendek Rubin, New York,

both of N.Y., assignors to Do-AII Jewelry Mgf. Co., Inc
Brooklyn, N.Y.

"

Filed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 379,188
Int. Q.3 A44C 5/00: B23K 33/00; A44B 19/00; F16G 15/00
U.S.a.63-4

17 Qaims
1. A jewelry clasp for a jewelry band having chain link

terminals, said jewelry clasp comprising:
(a) a male clasp member;

;?
M

1. A yarn feeder mechanism for a circular knitting machine
comprising:

a plurality of yarn feed fingers, a yam feed extremity being
located at the front end of each of said fingers;

means for selectively actuating said fingers to cause each
yam feed extremity to move between a flow feed position
and a high inactive position;

a latchguard plate;

a mounting supporting said latchguard plate, said mounting
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being pivotable to move said plate between a low, latch-

guarding position and a high, inactive position wherein

the latchguard is clear of a needle cylinder;

adjustable abutment means for each of said yam feed fingers,

said abutment means engaging the yam feed Fingers at a

point displaced from the yam feed extremities thereof,

said abutment means limiting downward movement of the

extremities and adjustably spacing the extremities from

the latchguard plate in the low position; and

means for lifting said yam feed Angers and said latchguard

plate, said lifting means including a pivotable member

having a front face part for engaging the yam feed fingers

from below during an initial phase of the lifting move-

ment, said lifting means member further having a sideways

extension for engaging said latchguard plate mounting

from below during a later phase of the movement thereof

to thereby simultaneously lift the yam feed fingers and the

latchguard plate while preserving a spacing between said

plate and the yam feed extremities.

4,426,857

STEAMING APPARATUS
Eugene G. Epstein, Highland Park, N.J., assignor to Epstein

Marketing Corp.« North Brunswick, NJ.
Filed Feb. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 352,697

Int a.J D06F 71/i4

U.S. a. 68—222 < 19 Claims

4,426,856

MEASURING ARRANGEMENT FOR DETERMINING A
PROCESS VARIABLE OF A WINDING ARRANGEMENT
Karl Winter, Fricdrich Gille, both of Obertshausen, and Hans

Lotz, MnliUieim, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to

Karl Mayer Textilmaschinenfabrik GmbH, Obertshausen,

Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUcd Mar. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 359,993

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 20,

1981, 3111112

Int. a.5 D04B 27/10

U.S. a. 66—212 6 Oaims

^^W^

1. Apparatus for spraying steam comprising:

a flexible steam transporting hose;

pole means for providing a pole support for said flexible

hose, said pole means including at least three interconnect-

able pole segments which form said pole support when

connected together;

base means including a top surface and mounting means for

mounting said pole support; and

enclosure forming means comprising a plurality of spaced

openings in said top surface of said base means adapted to

receive said pole segments within the interior of said base

means and support them in an arrangement such that an

open enclosure is formed by the cooperation of said at

least three pole segments and said top surface of said base

means, said open enclosure having a size such that at least

the major portion of said flexible hose can be contained

therein.

4,426,858

TAMPER DEACTIVATING ASSEMBLY
Bruno Interrante, 371 Charles Ave., Massapequa Park, N.Y.

11762

Filed Jun. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 269,378

Int. a.3 E05B 75/00, 77/00, 63/00; E05C i/16

U.S. a. 70—1.5 21 Qaims

1. A measuring arrangement for determining a process vari-

able related to the length of material transfer for a rotatable

winding carrier comprising:

a non-contacting rotational angle measuring means coupled

toand actuated by said carrier for generating a rotational

angle signal signifying the rotation degree and direction of

said carrier;

an input means for providing predetermined calculation

data, said data including at least values corresponding to

the winding diameter of and the layer thickness of said

winding carrier; and

computing means coupled to said input means and said angle

measuring means for computing said process variable

from said calculation data and said rotational angle signal.

1. Tamper deactivating pivotal motion transmission assem-

bly comprising

a bearing member having an inward side and an outward

side, and including a wall portion containing an open

ended bore substantially concentric to an axis and extend-

ing through the member from one side to the other side of

the member, and further including a hollow tube portion

on the wall portion having a tube free end at the inward

side of the member and projecting from the wall portion

along the axis in a direction away from the outward side of
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the member, with the tube portion containing the bore as
an open ended intemal bore therethrough,

an actuator operatively freely slidably mounted on the pro-
jecting tube free end and substantially concentric to the
bore for pivotal movement about the axis at an axial acti-
vating position on the tube free end and for deviating axial
movement from the axial activating position to a deacti-
vating position off of the tube free end and out of opera-
tively mounted relation therewith,

resilient urging means arranged for urging the actuator off of
the tube free end to the deactivating position, and

a pivotal force transmitting shaft of substantially curved
cross section having a head end substantially axially oper-
atively connected to the actuator for conjoint movement
of the actuator and shaft relative to the member, and a tail

end at the outward side of the member and selectively

remote from the actuator and member and arranged for

attachment under tension at a corresponding remote refer-

ence point for maintaining the actuator at the axial activat-

ing position against the force of the urging means and for

receiving a pivotal force applied to the tail end at the
reference point for pivoting the shaft and actuator,

whereby upon disturbing the tension attachment disposition

of the tail end at or relative to the reference point the
urging means will urge the actuator to the deactivating
position.

4,426,859

ANTI-THEFT AUTO LOCK
Herbert R. Floyd, 420 E. 105 St. #2-H, New York, N.Y. 10029

Filed Jul. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 284,974
Int. a.3 B60R 25/00; E05B 77/00. 77/7< 65/12

U.S. a. 70-18 3 Qaims

1. An anti-theft auto lock for providing authorized access to
an auto ignition switch mounted on the steering column of a
vehicle with avoidance of removal of said anti-theft lock from
said steering column; said steering column being substantially

cylindrical in shape and having a first axis, and said ignition
switch having a still segment fixed to said steering column and
a movable segment rotatable with respect to said stationary
segment about a second axis substantially perpendicular to said
first axis and spaced from said stationary segment to define an
annular hiatus therebetween; said auto lock comprising

(a) a boxy shaped housing having one end surface shaped to

join with and conform to the side of the circumference of
said steering column completely encasing the side of said
steering column in the vicinity of said ignition switch,

(b) means in said housing for engaging an enclosure, com-
posed of a latch comprising an aperture having a handle
secured therein for moving said latch in opposition to a
spring for disengaging one end of an arcuate enclosure
member having the other end thereof secured to the exte-

rior bottom surface of said housing pivotally connected
thereto, and

(c) means for controlling said pivotally connected arcuate
member having an obliqued surface for said engaging with
an obliqued surface of said latch, whereby latching may be
accomplished manually, however,
(i) the said housing comprises an access opening and a

closure for such access opening comprismg a sliding

door which moves up and down within at least one
furrow manifested beneath the surface of at least one
interior wall within said housing, serving as a bearing,

and

(ii) means for guiding said door into engagement with a

conventional key operated spring lock defining a sec-

ond latch mounted within said housing, whose latching

is accomplished by having the index finger of said au-

thorized hand placed underneath said door with the

palm portion of said hand facing up, and subsequently

pushing said door upward in a thrusting motion conse-

quently pressuring said second latch in said opposition

to said spring, and said spring sending said second latch

on a short course of travel in a brief space of time into

an aperture in the interior portion of said door posi-

tioned near the top thereof, consequently locking said

door of said housing with avoidance of removal of the

ignition key from said ignition switch.

4,426,860

LOCK AND KEY SYSTEM OF THE PLUNGER TYPE
James Swisher, Box 248, Southport, Conn. 06490

Filed Jul. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 281,701

Int. a.' E05B 67/it
U.S. a. 70-34 9 Qaims

1. In combination, a lock of the plunger operated type com-
prising a hollow housing having a head with an aperture re-

ceiving an axially movable operating plunger having an enga-

gable end and an operating key with a head and an elongated

plunger-engaging mechanism projecting forwardly from the

head for entering the lock aperture, said lock head having a

recess of predetermined depth disposed around said aperture,

and said key having a spacer projecting forwardly of the head
a distance substantially equal to the depth of the recess of the

lock.

4,426,861

BRAKE LOCK FOR MOTORCYCLES AND THE LIKE
Robert L. Chillis, 10555 National Blvd. #203, Palms, Calif.

90034

Filed Aug. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 292,588

Int. a.5 B60R 25/02: B62H 5/04: E05B 67/22: G05G 5/00
U.S. a. 70—39 11 Qaims

1. A locking bracket for a motor bike and the like of the type

having at least one brake handle located proximately adjacent

a handle of the bike and adapted to be gripped by a rider

toward the bike handle to apply a braking force to at least one
of the bike's wheels, the bracket comprising;

1038 O.G.—56
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a U-shaped shackle formed with a pair of substantially paral-

lel legs with a top end connecting said legs and an opposite
open end;

a member deflning a first slot, said first slot being substan-

tially U-shaped, whereby said member is slidable on the

two legs of said shackle toward the top thereof, said mem-
ber defining a second slot extending downwardly from its

top end, whereby when said member is in its most upward
position on said shackle near the top of the shackle an
opening is formed between the bottom side of said second
slot and the top of said shackle, said opening being large

enough to surround the bike's brake handle; and
locking means slidable on the legs of said shackle, for lock-

ing said shackle on the bike, whereby said top of said

shackle urges said brake handle toward said bike handle to

apply braking power to said bike, and said member being

pressed between the brake handle and the bike handle,

with said locking means having one side pressed against

said bike handle.

4,426,862

ELECTRONIC LOCKING DEVICE
Noboni Yamada, Suita; Kei^i lio, Fukuoka, and

Shiiba, Machida, all of Japan, assignors to Iwasaki
ing Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan

Filed Jul. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 280,925

Int. a.^ E05B 47/00, 65/52
U.S. a. 70—69

Kazuyuki

Engineer-

2 Claims

1. An electronic locking device including an electronic
control unit which operates a driving unit by a code input from
outside and having a locking position and an unlocking posi-

tion comprising:

(a) an unlocking member moving freely by manual operation
of an unlocking knob connected to the unlocking member,
wherein, when the code input is given, the unlocking
member and the unlocking knob are selectively operated
from outside, the unlocking member having first inter-

locking means for being restrained by a moving piece of
the driving unit when the locking device is in the locking
position and when the driving unit is in a non-operated
condition;

(b) a retaining mechanism traversing freely with respect to
the unlocking member and having second interlocking
means for restricting the moving piece, wherein, both the
first and second interlocking means are aligned when the
locking device is in the locking position, and both the first

and second interlocking means are misaligned when the
locking device is in the unlocking position; and

(c) an operation knob for releasing the restriction of the
moving piece when the driving unit is in the non-operated
condition.

4,426,863

CONTAINER SECURING DEVICE
Jeffrey L. Gillette, Pittsburgh, and Donald W. Hillery, Lower

Burrell, both of Pa., assignors to PPG Industries, Inc., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Filed Nov. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,853
Int. a.J B65D 55/14; F16B 41/00

U.S. a. 70-164 10 Qaims

1. A securing device for a container which container has a
wall and a substantially closed and, the substantially closed end
having a hole defined by a receptacle having means for rotat-

ably receiving a bung, said securing device comprising: a bung
having a wall provided with means for rotatably engaging the
receptacle and an upper end having an outwardly projecting
member rigid with said upper end, said outwardly projecting
member having an aperture adapted for receiving a lock; and
an elongated locking plate having a closed slot near one end
for receiving said projecting member and a second member in

longitudinal relation to said slot rigid with said locking plate

and projecting from the surface thereof for engaging the out-
side wall of, and/or the perimeter of the substantially closed
end of, the container.

4,426,864

CYLINDER LOCK
Minoru Morikawa, Nagoya, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kai-

sha Tokai Rika Denki Seisakusho, Aichi, Japan
Filed Oct. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 310,366

Oaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 13, 1980, 55-

146273[U]

Int. a.3 E05B 77/00. 33/00. 47/00
U.S. a. 70—431 6 Qaims

12 -^

1. A cylinder lock which can be unlocked either by using a

key or without using a key, said cylinder lock comprising:

a rotor casing having a groove in the inner surface of a side

wall of said rotor casing and extending parallel to the axis

of said casing, and further having an elongated through
opening in the side wall of said rotor casing communicat-
ing with said groove;

a rotor rotatably received in said rotor casing and having a

keyhole therein and having a knob fixedly provided on the

outer end thereof;

tumblers slidably fitted into said rotor and having projecting

ends selectively engaged in and disengaged from said

groove when a key is withdrawn from and inserted into

said keyhole, respectively;
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a tumbler blocking member slidably positioned in said elon-
gated through-opening in said rotor casing;

a plunger driving device mounted in a predetermined posi-
tion on the outer surface of said side wall of said rotor
casing and having a plunger driven thereby and opposed
to said tumbler blocking member, whereby said tumblers
are pushed into said rotor by said tumbler blocking mem-
ber when said plunger is thrust towards said tumbler
blocking member by said plunger driving device and said
projecting ends of said tumblers are disengaged from said
groove in said rotor casing for permitting said rotor to be
turned by turning said knob.

4,426,865
APPARATUS FOR LUBRICATING TOOLS ON METAL

EXTRUSION PRESSES
Alfred Steinmetz, Schiefbahn; Klaus Exner, and Dieter Welters,

both of Dusseldorf, all of Fed. Rep. of Gcnnany, assignors to
SMS Schloemann-Siemag Aktiengesellschaft, Dusseldorf,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Oct. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 311,170
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 30,

1980,3040886

Int. Q.5 B21C 23/32
U.S. Q. 72-44 9 Qaims

which is sufficient to allow a significant acceleration by
gravity to said media dispensed therefrom;

means mounted forward of the work station and said down-
ward turn of said conveyor belt for supplying said work-
ing media to the conveyor belt for movement thereon;

paddle elements mounted on the conveyor belt transverse to

the first direction of movement and projecting outward
therefrom to engage the media;

means operatively associated with the routing members to

drive the conveyor belt and thereby move said media in

said first direction toward the work sution at a speed
sufTicient to allow the paddles to impart an additional

downward acceleration to the working media as the bell

turns downward over the work sution; and
means to move a workpiece into the work sution under the

path of the working media dispensed by the conveyor
belt.

1. In a metal-extrusion press having at least one extrusion
tool defining an extrusion axis, and a press frame for supporting
said tool, a lubricating device for lubricating said at least one
tool, comprising a support arm having a free end, means for
mounting said support arm on said press so that said free end is

movable towards and away from said extrusion axis, means to
operate said support arm, a carrier, means to mount said carrier
slidably on said support arm free end for movement parallel to
said extrusion axis, a recepUcle for at least one candle of solid
heat-meltable lubricant, means to support said receptacle on
said carrier, means to support said at least one candle on said
receptacle, and means to move said carrier so that in operation
an end of said candle is engageable with said extrusion tool for
lubricating said tool.

4,426,866

DELIVERY SYSTEM FOR BALL PEENING OR
FORMING APPARATUS

Larry S. Klass, Nashville, Tenn., assignor to Avco Corporation,
Greenwich, Conn.

Filed Feb. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 230,728
Int. Q.J B21J 1/02; B24B 39/00; B65G 25/00. 17/48

U.S. Q. 72—53 1 Qalm
1. Apparatus for delivering media to a work station for the

purpose of working the surface of a deformable metal work-
piece comprising:

a work station;

a conveyor belt mounted about routing members above said
work station for moving working media carried thereby in

a first direction towards the work station, said conveyor
belt constructed to turn downward about one of said
rotating members at a height above the work station

4,426,867

METHOD OF PEENING AIRFOILS AND THIN EDGED
WORKPIECES

James W. Neal, Columbia, and Joseph F. Loerach, Bolton, both
of Conn., assignors to United Technologies Corporation, Hart-
ford, Conn.

Filed Sep. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 300,718

Int. Q.^ B21J 00/00
U.S. Q. 72—53 5 Claims

1. The method of peening the edge of a workpiece compris-
ing directing a stream of shot along a subsuntially collimated
path, characterized by rotating the centerline of the workpiece
edge through an angle C with respect to the normal to the shot

path, said angle C being less than 90 degrees, and sufficient to

cause oblique impacts at the tangent to the centerline of the
edge, but insufficient to cause impacts normal to said Ungent.
the oblique impacts at points on the edge causing a residual

compressive stress along said centerline.
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4,426,868

APPARATUS AND METHOD FX)R FORMING nNS ON A
TUBE SURFACE

Matti J. Torniainen, GloTenillle, N.Y., assignor to Carrier

Corporation, Syracuse, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 339,027

Int. a.3 B21H 3/04
VS. a. 72—98 6 Qaims

1. Apparatus for forming fins on a tube surface comprising
a plurality of roller assemblies defining longitudinal axes

laterally spaced from, substantially equally spaced around,
and slightly skewed relative to a central, longitudinal axis

along which a tube advances during a finning operation,

each roller assembly comprising:

a rotatable arbor; '

a plurality of discs mounted on the arbor for rotation there-

with, and including

a first set of discs having substantially uniform widths, and
progressively increasing outside diameters in a forward
direction, and

a second set of discs having substantially uniform widths
generally equal to half the width of each disc in the first

set of discs, located forward of the first set of discs, and
including a first subset of discs having outside diameters
generally equal to the outside diameter of the forward-
most disc in the first set of discs, and a second subset of
discs alternating with the first subset of discs and having
progressively increasing outside diameters in the forward
direction, with the outside diameter of the forwardmost
disc in the second subset of discs generally equal to the
outside diameter of the forwardmost disc in the first set of
discs; and

spacing means mounted on the arbor between the first and
second sets of discs.

4,426,869
RADIAL INFEED THREAD ROLL ATTACHMENT

Robert M. Farmer, Marlboro, and Brian R. Faucher, Paxton,
both of Mass., assignors to Litton Industrial Products, Inc.,
Holden, Mass.

Filed Jun. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,477
Int. a.3 B21H 3/04

U.S. a. 72—104 3 Claims

thread roll at one end and a roller secured on the other

end,

a housing,

means for pivotally mounting said jaw elements in opposed
relation on said housing,

a cam assembly having an inner portion having a flat wedge-
shaped cam element at one end and a threaded member at

the other end and an outer portion,

means for mounting said cam assembly on said housmg,
spring means for forcefully maintaining said rollers in en-

gagement with said cam element for preventing the rota-

tion of said inner portion when said outer portion is ro-

tated whereby rotation of said outer portion will result in

the axial displacement of said inner portion relative to said

outer portion,

said outer portion having an outer axially fixed element and
an inner axially displaceable element threadedly related to

said inner portion threaded member, said outer element
having an axially extending keyway and said inner ele-

ment having an axially extending key, and
cylinder means including a hydraulic cylinder with an air-

on-oil hydraulic booster,

means for securing said cylinder means to said inner element
for axially displacing said inner element and said thread-

edly related inner portion a fixed distance between a

retracted and an advanced position with no rotational

displacement therebetween.

4,426,870

METHOD AND TOOL FOR MAKING ELASTIC THREAD
HAVING CLOSED HELICAL CAVITY INSIDE THREAD

PROnLE
Gennady A. Toropov; Stepan P. Shamenko, both of Dneprope-

trovsk; Georgy L. Tsrirko, Tula; Viktor G. Oleinichenko,

Dnepropetrovsk; Georgy A. Khitun, and Anatoly I. Menyai-
lenko, both of Taganrog, all of U.S.S.R., assignors to Dne-
propetrovsky Gomy Institut Imeni Artema, Dnepropetrovsk,
U.S.S.R.

per No. PCT/SU80/00118, § 371 Date Mar. 30, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Mar. 30, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/00365, PCT Pub.
Date Feb. 19, 1981

PCT Filed Jun. 30, 1980, Ser. No. 247,296

Qaims priority, application U.S.S.R., Jul. 31, 1979, 2804079
Int. a.3 B21H 3/08

U.S. a. 72—118 2 Qaims

1. A radial infeed thread roll attachment comprising
a pair of jaw elements each having means for mounting a

1. A method of making an elastic thread having a closed

cavity inside the thread profile by plastically deforming the

walls of a performed helical groove by means of a thread-form-

ing tool, said method comprising forming a helical groove to

define a symmetrical thread profile having at least a double-

start and having a pitch equal to that of the thread being

formed, one of said starts serving for directing the thread-

forming tool, and plastically deforming the walls of the helical

groove into a closed helical thread having a cavity disposed

inside the thread profile by moving a thread forming tool along

said groove so that spaced starts are transformed into a cavity.
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4,426,871

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING HELICAL WIRE COILS
Paul Fabrig, Neuffen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Woraako Maschinenkonstruktionen GmbH, Niirtingen, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

Filed Nov. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,809
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Nov. 15,

1980, 3043171

Int. Q.' B21F 3/04
U.S. Q. 72-141 10 Qaims

1. Apparatus for producing a helical wire coil, particularly a

coil which is to be subdivided into spiral binders, comprising a

rotary mandrel having a substantially frustoconical section and
a substantially cylindrical section, said frustoconical section

having a larger-diameter end adjacent to and a smaller-diame-

ter end remote from said cylindrical section; means for rotating

said mandrel; stationary guide means adjacent to said mandrel
and defining a helical path whose lead at least approximates the

desired lead of the coil, said path extending around said sec-

tions and having an inlet in the region of said frustoconical

section so that successive increments of the wire first contact

said frustoconical section; and means for supplying a length of
wire into said inlet so that the wire advances along said path

and is convoluted first around said frustoconical section and
thereupon around said cylindrical section.

4,426,872

DIE SET AND BILLET FOR USE THEREIN
David A. Gatny, Warren, Mich., assignor to W-F Industries,

Inc., Center Line, Mich.

Filed Sep. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 307,156

Int. Q.' B21J 13/02
U.S. Q. 72—359 9 Qaims

paring female die means for formmg said curved part m a die

cavity formed in said female die means, dimensioning said die

cavity with an overall length Y substantially equal to the over-

all length Y of said billet but slightly larger to permit entry of

said billet into said die cavity, said part and said die cavity

being curved m a plane containing the axis of said billet when
said billet is in said die cavity, said die cavity being further

defined by a width W and curved surfaces defined by radii R|

and R2. said billet dimension D| being less than said cavity

dimension W. said billet dimension L being in the range of

greater than zero and less than dimension Y. inserting said

billet into said die cavity with its axis substantially perpendicu-

lar to the axis of the forging stroke of punch means into said

cavity, heating said billet to a warm forming temperature,

using punch means to form said heated billet m said cavity into

said part with a single stroke of said punch into said cavity to

produce said part as a flashless part, said plane in which said

part and said die are curved and the plane containing said radii

R I and R2 both being located substantially at right angles to the

line defined by the stroke of said punch into said cavity

4,426,873

DEFLECTION COMPENSATING MEANS FOR PRESS
BRAKES AND THE LIKE

Eugene W. Pearson, Pebble Beach, and Arthur L. Pedcrscn,

Oakland, both of Calif., assignors to Canron Corporation,

Oakland, Calif.

Filed Apr. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 369,183

Int. Q.' B21D 5/02

U.S. Q. 72—389 14 Qaims
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1. A device to compensate for deflection of a beam to sup-

port an elongated die comprising:

a. a elongated wedge tapering across its width to provide a

thick edge and a thin edge.

b. means providing an inherently graded flexibility along the

length of the wedge, said means providing greater flexibil-

ity toward the ends of the wedge,

c. a wedge supporting surface between said beam and said

die,

d. a restraint engaged with each end of said wedge, said

restraint positioned to limit the movement of said wedge
between the beam and the die, and

e. means for exerting force horizontally against the thick

edge of said wedge and toward the thin edge of said

wedge, said force being applied intermediate the re-

strained ends of said wedge.

1. A method of making a curved part comprising the steps of
preparing a billet of axi-symmetrical configuration, preforming
said billet so that its volume is substantially equal to the volume
of said part, pre-forming said billet with an overall length Y
and a central portion of length L both measured along its axis

and a dimension D| transverse to its axis through its length L,

pre-forming said billet with dimension D2 transverse to its axis

at each end thereof, said dimension D2 being smaller than said

dimension Di, pre-forming said billet with end portions transi-

tioning between the dimension D| at the ends of the length L
to the dimensions D2 at the ends of the overall length Y, pre-

4,426,874

STRAIN GAGE CALIBRATION
Thomas C. Moore, Poquoson, Va., assignor to The United States

of America as represented by the Administrator of the Na-

tional Aeronautics and Space Administration, Waahington,

D.C.

Filed Apr. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 372,279

Int. Q.' GOIL 25/00
U.S. Q. 73—1 B 3 Qaims

1. A method of calibrating strain gages for transducer appli-

cations comprising:

securing a reference strain gage to a test block;
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adhesively attaching a plurality of strain gages to be cali-

brated to the test block;

connecting at least one thermocouple to the test block for

monitoring temperature;

coupling the reference gage and a plurality of strain gages to

a data acquisition system;

subjecting the test block and attached apparatus to a prede-
termined temperature excursion;

-Eo>

collecting strain gage response data throughout the tempera-
ture excursion;

matching the strain gages through data comparison of the
strain gage response data;

removing the plurality of adhesively attached strain gages
from the test block; and

decoupling and cleaning the strain gages to prepare them for

permanent installation on transducers.

4,426,875

STRAIN MEASUREMENT
Edwird L. Crosby, Jr., West Melbourne, Fla., assignor to RCA

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,377

Int aj COIN 3/30
U.S. a. 73—12 17 Qaims

3. An apparatus for determining the strain imparted to an
article in response to a stress applied between first and second
parts of the article comprising:
means for fixing to a point of reference said first part of the

article;

means for applying an impact force to said article at the
second part thereof for stressing and thereby straining said
article between said two parts thereof;

signal generator means including a radiating source in fixed
spaced relation, at least during the application of the

impact force, to one of said parts of said article for gener-
ating a radiating signal in response to stress applied to said

article, the source moving relative to the other part of said

article in response to the strain of said article caused by
said force applied to said article, said signal generator
means including a means responsive to the stress applied
to said article for turning on said radiating source when
said stress exceeds a given value and for turning off said

radiating source when said stress is lower than said given
value; and

means responsive to the radiation of said signal for sensing
said relative movement of said source to said other part of
said article in response to the force applied to said article.

4,426,876

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CHECKING SEALED
CONTAINERS FOR PINHOLES

Michio Kakumoto, Nanito, Japan, assignor to Otsuka Pharma-
ceutical Factory, Inc., Japan

PCr No. PCr/JP80/00193, § 371 Date May 3, 1981, § 102(e)
Date May 1, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/00765, PCT Pub.
Date Mar. 19, 1981

PCT Filed Aug. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 261,188
Qaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 3, 1979, 54-113295;

Sep. 3, 1979, 54-113296

Int. a.J GOIM 03/32
U.S. a. 73—49.3 9 Gaims

1. A method of checking sealed containers for pinhole leaks

therein, said containers having a vaporizable substance en-

closed therein and said method being characterized by placing

the sealed container into a first chamber, hermetically closing

the first chamber, evacuating the first chamber to a a predeter-

mined vacuum by use of a vaporizing vacuum suction means
connected to the first chamber to vaporize a vaporizable sub-

stance off the surface of the sealed container, substantially

removing the vaporizable substance from the surface of the

sealed container by cooling and collecting the vaporized sub-

stance with a cooling heat exchanger in the heat exchanger
relationship with respect to the interior of the first chamber,
thereafter placing the sealed container into a second chamber
connected to the first chamber hermetically closing the second
chamber, evacuating the second chamber to a predetermined

vacuum by measuring vacuum suction means connected to the

second chamber, thereafter interrupting the evacuation of the

second chamber, measuring increase of the pressure within the

second chamber, and comparing the increased pressure with a

predetermined standard pressure value, whereby an indication

is provided that the container has a pinhole leak when the

increased pressure value is not lower than said predetermined
standard pressure value and an indication is provided that the

container has no pinhole leak when the increased pressure

value is lower than the standard pressure value.
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4,426,877
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR RECOVERING OIL

FROM WASTE OIL EMULSION
SaiOay R. Srivatsa, 1620 Bay Ct., Naperville, III. 60565, and

Edwin C. Zuemer, Jr., 450 Van Gogh, Bolingbrook, III. 60439
Filed Mar. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 354,172

Int. a.' GOIN 11/00
U.S. a. 73-54 6 Qaims

second cell through said capillary passage into said first

cell; and

MiC«}P»IOCESSOR

{
CONTROLLER I
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4. A method of predicting oil-water resolutions in waste oil

emulsion recovery systems comprising the steps of, heating a

waste oil emulsion sample to the operating temperature of the
system, conducting bottle tests on the sample which includes
dividing the waste oil emulsion sample into a plurality of sub-

stantially equal relatively small waste oil emulsion quantities,

adding and mixing in variable amounts of acid to the waste oil

emulsion quantities, visually observing the viscosities of each
quantity, adding and mixing variable quantities of emulsion
breaker to said mixtures of waste oil emulsion and acid, observ-
ing the viscosities of each final mixture, conducting a beaker
test by scaling up the bottle test and placing several times the
bottle quantity of the heated sample into a beaker, mixing the
sample until a constant viscosity is obtained and measuring the
viscosity with a viscometer, adding and mixing in a quantity of
acid as determined from the bottle test to produce the desired
viscosity, measuring the viscosity of the mixture of the sample
and acid, adding and mixing in a quantity of emulsion breaker
determined from the bottle test to produce the desired viscos-
ity, and measuring the viscosity of the mixture of the sample,
acid and emulsion breaker, thereby developing a trend depict-
ing the drop in viscosity as a function of the type and dosage of
acid and emulsion breaker added.

»

6,'-

circuit means electrically connected to said electrodes for

detecting the rate of movement of a top surface of the

conductive fluid past said electrodes and for producing an
output signal representing the viscosity of the sample

4,426.879

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING THE
FOAMING CHARACTERISTICS OF CRUDE OIL

Curtis L. Humphries, Duncanville; Eddie F. Schultz, Arlington,

and Alan M. Winkelman, Dallas, all of Tex., assignors to

Mobil Oil Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jun. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,098

Int. Q.' GOIN 33/28
U.S. Q. 73-60.1 9 Qaims
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4,426,878

VISCOSIMETER
John G. W. Price, Dallas, Tex., and Rene Qoarec, Paris,

France, assignors to Core Laboratories, Inc., Dallas, Tex.
Filed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,657

Int. Q.3 GOIN 11/04
U.S. Q. 73-55 8 Qaims

1. A viscosimeter for determining the viscosity of a fluid

sample, the viscosimeter comprising, in combination:
a first cell containing a body of electrically conductive

incompressible fiuid;

an elongated second cell containing a fiuid sample, the sec-

ond cell having an axis in juxtaposition with the first cell,

the fiuid sample having a significantly smaller specific

gravity than said conductive fiuid;

a capillary passage interconnecting the first cell and one end
of the second cell;

an additional passage interconnecting the first cell and the
other end of the second cell, to form a closed circuit

comprising said first and second cells and said passages;
valve means disposed in said additional passage;

sensing means including a plurality of electrodes extending
into the second cell in axial spaced relationship with each
other along said second cell, the opening of said valve
means permitting fiow of said electrically conductive fiuid

from said first cell through said additional passage and
into sequential contact with the electrodes in said second
cell, and permitting flow of said fiuid sample from said

•c7v>
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1. A method for measuring the foaming characteristics of oil

comprising:

(a) saturating a predetermined volume of oil with a gas mert

with the oil at a predetermined pressure and temperature;

(b) introducing said gas-saturated oil at a predetermined rate

into one end of a fiash separator comprising an elongated

horizontal transparent vessel, said flash separator main-

tained at a predetermined pressure substantially lower
than the gas saturation pressure so that the gas saturated

oil upon exposure to the reduced pressure separates into a

gaseous portion that passes to the upper portion of the

separator, a body of oil that extends along the bottom of

the separator and a layer of foam that accumulates on top
of the oil;

(c) controlling the temperature of the flash separator at a

temperature equal to the gas saturation pressure;

(d) withdrawing gas from the upper portion of the flash

separator near the end opposite the oil inlet and measunng
the gas flow rate;
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(e) withdrawing oil from the bottom portion of the flash

separator near the end opposite the oil inlet and measuring
the oil flow rate;

(0 maintaining a layer of oil in the lower portion of the flash

separator at a controlled level by means of a weir extend-

ing from the bottom of the separator located between the

oil inlet and the oil outlet of the separator;

(g) preventing the layer of foam accumulating on the top of
the oil from passing beyond said weir by means of a trans-

verse baffle extending from the top of the separator; and
(h) determining the foam volume within the flash separator.

I

4,426,880

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FLUID SAMPLING
AND TESTING

John P. Walters; Radomir Petrovich, both of Bartlesville, Okla.;

Gregory C. Daley, Dallas, Tex., and Donald C. Harban, Salt

Lake City, Utah, assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company,
Bartlesville, Okla.

Filed Jul. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 286,310

Int. a.^G01N 17/00
U.S. a. 73—61.2 10 Qaims
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1. An apparatus for preparing and testing geothermal fluid

samples comprising:

(a) means for homogenizing a two-phase fluid mixture of
geothermal liquid, steam and non-condensable gases,

(b) at least one means for isokinetic sampling arranged to
remove portions of the fluid discharged from said homog-
enizing means, and

(c) means for monitoring scaling caused by said two-phase
fluid mixture consisting of measurement of scale deposited
by the removed portions passing through a constantly
enlarging section of conical pipe.

4,426,881

LIQUID CRYSTAL PRESSURE GAUGE
DsTid M. Magoulick, Uniontown, Ohio, assignor to National

Distillers and Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Jul. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 397,952

Int. a.3 GOIL 7/08
U.S. a. 73-146.8 9 Qaims

1. A pressure gauge comprising a pressure chamber which is

provided with access to a pressure being measured, said pres-
sure chamber including a substantially transparent window

means for viewing therethrough, and at least one liquid crystal

mounted within said transparent window means in said pres-

sure chamber to be subjected to the pressure being measured,
said liquid crystal being directly responsive to different pres-

sures to provide different visual appearances which thereby
provide a visual reading of the measured pressure.

4,426,882

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR SENSING
DOWNHOLE CONDITIONS

Neal G. Skinner, Duncan, Okla., assignor to Hall9>urton Com*
pany, Duncan, Okla.

Filed Dec. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 326,540

Int Q.^ E21B 47/06
U.S. a. 73—155 41 Qaims
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1. An apparatus for sensing pressure in a well, comprising:

a housing including a driving fluid chamber, an accumulator

chamber and having valve means disposed therein, a first

opening defined therein for introducing a fluid from the

well into the interior of said housing, a second opening

defined therein for passing fluid from the interior to the

exterior of said housing, and a passageway defined in the

interior of said housing for connecting said first opening

with said second opening, first conduit means communi-
cating with a first portion of said valve means, second

conduit means communicating with a second portion of

said valve means;

valve drive means, disposed in said housing, for moving said

valve means between a closed position wherein the fluid

in the well is prevented from flowing from said first open-

ing to said second opening and an open position wherein

the fluid in the well is allowed to flow from said first

opening to said second opening, said valve drive means
including second valve means for switchably communi-
cating either said third circuit means with said first con-

duit means and said second conduit means with said accu-

mulator chamber or said third conduit means with said

second conduit means and said first conduit means with

said accumulator chamber so that said valve means is

placed either in said closed position or said open position;

pressure sensing means, disposed in said housing, for sensing

the pressure in the well both when said valve means is in

its closed position and when said valve means is in its open
position; and

electronic means, disposed in said housing and responsive to

said pressure sensing means, for communicating a signal

corresponding to the magnitude of the sensed pressure to

a location spaced from said housing.
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4,426,883
WEB ROLL AMOUNT DETECTING APPARATUS

Shunzo Inoue; Takeshi Nagasawa, both of Yokohama; Toshio
Iwaya, Shiki; Michio Kasuya, Fuchu, and Shii^ji Murata,
Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 339,518
Oaims priority, application Japan, Jan. 30, 1981, 56-12476

Int. a.3 GOIB 7/04
U.S. a. 73-159 ,0 Qaims

trical resistance thereacross in proportion to the extent of
the applied load and independent of the location over the

electrical contact means at which the load is applied.

4,426,885

DEVICE FOR INDICATING THE THICKNESS OF ICE
John Visco, 334 Jeffer St., Ridgewood, N.J. 07450

Filed Sep. 9, 1982. Ser. No. 416,218

Int. a.' GOIB 5/02
U.S. a. 73-432 R g Qaims

1. A web roll amount detecting apparatus for detecting the
length of web wound on a bobbin, said apparatus comprising:

first detector means for detecting the amount of rotation of
the bobbin;

second detector means for detecting the amount of feed of
the web;

means for setting a factor including the radius of the bobbin
and the thickness of the web; and

operation means for calculating the length of the web wound
on the bobbin based upon the amount of rotation detected
by said first detector means, the amount of feed detected
by said second detector means within a predetermined
time period and the factor set by said setting means.

4,426,884

FLEXIBLE FORCE SENSOR
Michael PolchaninofT, Huntington, N.Y., assignor to The Un-

ger Biomechanics Group, Inc., Deer Park, N.Y.
Filed Feb. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 351,961

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 1, 1982.
8202830

Int. CI.3 A61B 5/00: HOIC 10/10
U.S.Q. 73-172 24 Claims
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I. A device for indicating the thickness of an ice layer on the

surface of a body of water comprising a hollow, watertight

body, said hollow, watertight body having a ballasting medium
positioned within said hollow, watertight body for allowing
said hollow, watertight body to float on the surface of said

body of water at a predetermined height, and indicia mt.;iris

provided on the external surface of said hollow, uateriight

body whereby said hollow, watertight body is biased upwards
by the force of an ice layer being formed on the surface of said

body of water such that the thickness of the ice layer formed is

indicated by the indicia on said hollow, watertight body.

40

4S

1. A sensor comprising a member of dielectric material
defined by inner and outer faces,

electrical contact means on said member with a portion of
said contact means substantially aligned with said inner
face of said dielectric member, said electrical contact
means being substantially non-compressible and of fixed
conductivity, and

a flexible conductive member defined by inner and outer
faces, the inner one of which is attached to the face of said
dielectric member to cover said electrical contact means
such that, when a compressive load is applied to the sen-
sor, the load induces an increase in the surface area of
contact between facing portions of said conductive mem-
ber and said contact means to effect a change in the elec-

4,426.886

ULTRASONIC SCANNER
P. Michael Finsterwald. and LeRoy Kopel, both of Temiie, Ariz.,

assignors to Advanced Diagnostic Research Corporation.
Tempe, Ariz.

Filed Nov. 9, 1981. Ser. No. 319,448

Int. CI.' GOIN 29/04
U.S. Q. 73-633 24 Qaims

1. A mechanical ultrasonic scanner comprising
a motor having an output shaft that oscillates about an out-

put axis;

a first bevel gear having teeth mounted on the end of the

output shaft;

an ultrasonic transducer spaced from the end of the output
shaft, the transducer having a front radiating surface and
a back mounting surface;

a second bevel gear mounted on the back surface of the

transducer, the second gear having gear teeth distributed

in an arc less than completely around an axis of rotation

such that the back surface of the transducer is spaced
nearer to the axis of rotation than those teeth of the second
gear located diametrically opposite the back surface; and
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means for rotatably supporting the transducer and the sec-

ond gear for rotation about the axis of rotation with the

tener, wherein torque is subsequently applied to the fastener in

the tightening direction until further motion of the fastener is

obtained, and wherein an analog signal is generated as a func-

tion of the subsequently applied torque, the improvement
comprising:

(a) sampling the analog signal and converting it into a plural-

ity of digital sample values;

(b) storing said sample values in sequential memory loca-

tions;

(c) comparing the slopes of segments of said digital samples
with a preselected slope;

(d) selecting a given sample value as a coarse breakaway
point as a function of said slope comparisons;

(e) calculating the arc tangent for digital sample values

adjacent said coarse breakaway digital sample;

(0 selecting the digital sample value having the minimum arc

tangent; and

(g) displaying said selected digital sample value as an indica-

tion of the amount of previously applied torque to the

fastener.

4,426,888

APPARATUS FOR SAMPLING MATERIAL FROM A
REMOTE LOCATION

Russell G. Smith, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Xomox Corpora-

tion, Cincinnati, Ohio
Filed Jul. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 288,465

Int. a.3 GOIN 1/10
U.S. a. 73—863.83 10 Qaims

gear teeth of the first and second gears in engagement and
the axis of rotation transverse to the output axis.

4,426,887 I

METHOD OF MEASURING PREVIOUSLY APPLIED
TORQUE TO A FASTENER

James H. Reinholm, Livonia, and Eugene J. Marcinkiewicz,
Plymouth, both of Mich., assignors to GSE, Inc., Farmington
Hills, Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 372,878, Apr. 29, 1982. This
application Jan. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 456,214

Int. a.' B25B 23/142; GOIL 5/24
U.S. a. 73-862.23 6 Qaims
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6. In a method of detecting breakaway torque levels associ-
ated with the amount of previously applied torque to a fas-

1. A system for sampling material from a remote location,

comprising:

(a) a container for housing material to be sampled;

(b) a valve, said valve having a housing disposed inside of

the container and having a vertically oriented flow pas-

sage with an open top portion exposed to the container

contents;

(c) a movable valving member disposed within said valve

housing, said valving member having a recess which is in

selective alignment with said flow passage, said valving

member being movable from a first position for receiving

the material to be sampled in which the recess is in align-

ment with the top portion of the flow passage to a second

position for discharging the material to be sampled in

which said recess is in alignment with the bottom portion

of the now passage; and

(d) a carrier selectively positioned beneath the movable

valving member for receiving material discharged from a

valving member, said carrier being movable from a posi-

tion inside the container beneath said flow passage to a

position outside said container.
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4,426,889

MOLDED INERTIAL SENSOR
Roy A. Schluntz, Melrose, and John R. Stemniski, Swampscott,

both of Mass., assignors to The Charles Stark Draper Ubora-
tory. Inc., Cambridge, Mass.
Continuation of Ser. No. 932,139, Aug. 8, 1978, Pat. No.

4,281,555. This application Feb. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 233,319
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Aug. 4, 1998,

has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 GOIC 19/02. 19/30, 19/06
U.S. a. 74-5 R 9 c,„„.

1. An inertial sensor comprising:
a gimbal assembly including a molded plastic body member

having end sections at opposite ends thereof, and adapted
for pivotal motion about an output axis, and

a molded plastic sleeve member adapted to fit over said
gimbal member, including sections adapted to interfit with
said end sections to seal the region interior to said sleeve
member.

4,426,890
CLUTCH PEDAL OPERATING THROUGH A FORE AND

AFT SHAFT IN A HRE WALL OF A VEHICLE
Kenneth N. Hansen, Waukesha, WU., assignor to Allis-Chalm-

ers Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.
Continuation of Ser. No. 73,254, Sep. 7, 1979, abandoned. This

application Aug. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 292,650
Int. a.' G05G 9/08

U.S. a 74-478
5 a^„.

1. A foot pedal assembly for operation in a vehicle compris-
ing, means defining an operator station including a wall form-
mg an opening between an operator station and ah engine
compartment, a pedal support structure on said wall pivotally
supporting said pedal, a return spring normally biasing said
pedal to a return position, a pivotal shaft, a bearing supporting
said shaft for extending through said wall and providing sound
attenuation around said shaft, a cross bar connected to said
shaft m said engine compartment forming a first arm for oper-
ating a clutch and a second arm for operating a brake, a cross

member connected to said shaft in said operator station form-
ing a first arm and a second arm. a link connected between said
pedal and first arm of said cross member to pivotally rotate said
shaft and selectively operate said clutch and brake, a brake
engaging sensing device mounted in the operator station, a
push rod connecting said second arm of said cross member for
operating said push rod for selectively engaging said brake
engagement sensing device and resisting the rotation of said
shaft simultaneously with operation of said brake to thereby
provide the operator a sense of "feel" when said brake is actu-
ated.

4,426,891

RADIALLY OUTWARD RETURN SPRING FOR
TRANSMISSION BRAKE

Seitoku Kubo, ToyoU; KoiOiro Kuramochi, Okazaki. and Tatsuo
Kyushima, ToyoU, all of Japan, assignors to Toyota Jidosha
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, ToyoU, Japan

Filed Oct. 30, 1980. Ser. No, 202,122
Qaims priority, application Japan, Mar, 21, 1980, 55-36644

Int. Cl,5 F16Hi 7/00
U.S. a. 74-740

2 Qaims

1. A transmission comprising:

a housing having a cylindrically arcuate inner wall portion
formed with a plurality of axial spline grooves, a plurality

of axial cylindrical holes arranged side by side with said
axial spline grooves at substantially the same axial portion
of said housing and each being closed at one end thereof,
and a plurality of cutaway holes axially connected with
the other ends of said axial cylindrical holes;

a gear transmission mechanism received within said housing;
a plurality of first annular friction plate elements mounted

substantially parallel to and overlapping one another so as

to be rotatable about an axis, and connected to part of said

gear transmission mechanism, and a plurality of second
annular friction plate elements mounted substantially

parallel to and overlapping one another and interieaved
and axially opposed to said first annular friction plate
elements and having a plurality of first radially outwardly
projecting tag portions engaged into said plurality of axial

spline grooves so as to be rotationally coupled to said
housing, selective mutual engagement and disengagement
of said first and second annular friction plate elements
selectively providing different speed stages of said trans-

mission;

a Huid pressure chamber and a piston fitted in said fiuid

pressure chamber; supply of fluid pressure to said fiuid

pressure chamber impelling said piston so as to squeeze
said first and second annular friction plate elements to-

gether in the direction along said axis and so as to cause
said engagement;

an annular pressure member located between said piston and
said first and second annular friction plate elements and
transmitting force from said piston to engage said first and
second annular friction plate elements together, said annu-
lar pressure member having a plurality of radially out-
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wardly projecting tag portions each being engaged into

one of said cutaway holes; and |

a plurality of compression coil springs each being mounted
in one of said axial cylindrical holes with one end thereof

abutting said closed end of said axial cylindrical holes and
with the other end thereof abutting said tag portion of said

annular pressure member, arranged radially external with

respect to said axis from said first and second annular

friction plate elements, said springs biasing said piston by
way of said annular pressure element in the direction to

reduce the size of said fluid pressure chamber.

4,426,892 I

COUPLING
William L. Frey, 303 iTory Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15214

Filed May 2, 1980, Ser. No. 146,062

Int. a.J F16H 47/00. 57/10
U.S. a. 74—785 8 Qaims

1. In combination with a driven shaft and a rotary turbine

having a housing forming a turbine chamber, an elongated hub
rotatably mounted in said housing and extending axially

through said turbine chamber, a plurality of radial wires
mounted on said hub and located in said turbine chamber, a sun
gear on the external surface of an end of said elongated hub and
located outside of said housing, said driven shaft coaxial with
said hub adapted to be connected to and rotated by a primary
power means external to said rotary turbine and a coupling for

selectively connecting said hub to said driven shaft to transmit

additional rotary motion, said additional rotary motion being
imparted from said hub to said driven shaft to supplement the

primary power applied to said driven shaft, said coupHng
including a planetary gear carrier nonrotatably mounted on
said driven shaft for rotation with said shaft, a plurality of
angularly spaced planetary gears rotatably mounted on said

planetary gear carrier and the radial distance between the axis

of rotation of each of said planetary gears and the axis of
rotation of said sun gear being the same, each of said planetary
gears meshing with said sun gear on said hub, an internal ring

gear meshing with each of said plurality of planetary gears and
means mounting said ring gear for roution about said driven
shaft, brake means for said internal ring gear, means to actuate

said brake means to lock said internal ring gear, whereby
rotation of said sun gear drives said plurality of planetary gears
and said planetary gears drive said internal ring gear when said

brake means is nonactuated, and wherein no additional rotary
motion is imparted to said driven shaft and said internal ring

gear is stationary when said brake means is actuated and rota-

tion of said planetary gears by said sun gear rotates said plane-

tary gear carrier and said driven shaft to impart said additional

rotary motion to said driven shaft.

4,426,893

HIGH PRODUCTION SERRATOR
Stewart F. Miller, Mt. Qemens, Mich., assignor to Lear Siegler,

Inc., Santa Monica, Calif.

Filed Apr. 28, 1980, Ser. No. 144,457

Int. a.^ B21K S/20
U.S. a. 76—1 10 Qaims

1. Apparatus for repeatedly and sequentially performing cuts

from the crests to the roots of all of the teeth of a gear-like

workpiece, comprising a base, a slide on said base, means
acting between said base and slide for effecting rectilinear

reciprocation of said slide in cutting and idle return strokes in

a path having a length at least equal to the base circumference

of a workpiece, a rotatable work support shaft on said slide

having its axes perpendicular to the path of reciprocation of

said slide, means acting between said base and said shaft effec-

tive to rotate said shaft in accordance with reciprocation of

said slide, an elongated tool holder on said base extending

parallel to the path of reciprocation of said slide and having a

length at least equal to the base circumference of a workpiece,

a multiplicity of cutting blades spaced along said tool holder at

a spacing equal to the base pitch of teeth on a workpiece or a

multiple thereof, said blades having cutting edges effective to

cut from the crest to the root of the workpiece teeth during a

cutting stroke, and means operable in timed relation to recipro-

cation of said slide to adjust said tool holder longitudinally

between successive cutting strokes of said slide to position said

blade to take a succession of cuts on all of the teeth of a work
gear during a succession of cutting strokes.

4,426,894

AUTOMATIC SAW SWAGE
Gerald L. Nicoiodi, 3150 Bailey Rd., Mulberry, Fla. 33860

Filed Oct. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 316,735

Int. a.^ B23D <Ji/0<S

U.S. CI. 76—54 8 Claims

1. A swage machine for swaging the teeth of a saw, compris-

ing in combination:

a platform for receiving the saw;

a swaging mechanism for swaging the tooth engaged

therein;

an indexing means for indexing the saw along the length of

the platform and for moving the tooth to be swaged into

an engaging position with th^ swaging mechanism; and

said indexing means including a magnet means positioned for
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engagement with the saw to permit said indexing means to 4,426,896
index the saw forwardly and then to move the saw rear- TAMPER-PROOF FASTENER REMOVAL TOOL

David A. Ketsclman, 16685 Arnold Dr., Sonoma, Calif. 95476— ^ Filed Dec. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 328.684
%r \ Int. a.' B25B 23/08

U.S. a. 81-441 5 Gaimi

wardly enabling the tooth to be swaged to engage said

swaging mechanism.

4,426,895

RATCHET WRENCH
Larry H. Lack, 901 Lincoln Dr., Shreveport, La. 71107

Filed Feb. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 352,182

Int. a.^B25B 17/00
U.S. a. 81-57.39 10 Qiums

1. A ratchet wrench comprising:

(a) a top housing and a top handle carried by said top hous-
ing in fixed relationship;

(b) a bottom housing adjacent said top housing and a bottom
handle carried by said bottom housing in fixed relation-

ship;

(c) a ratchet drum having a hollow interior and located
inside said top housing and said bottom housing, and
splines provided on the external surface of said ratchet
drum;

(d) a shaft horizontally secured inside said ratchet drum and
a pair of drum bevel gears rotatably mounted on said shaft

in oppositely-disposed relationship;

(e) a top bevel gear secured to the inside of said top housing
and engaging said drum bevel gears;

(0 a drive bevel gear in rotatable cooperation with said

bottom housing and engaging said drum bevel gears, and
a socket drive carried by said drive bevel gear and extend-
ing through said bottom housing, whereby rotation of said

top housing effects rotation of said drum bevel gears and
said drive bevel gear to rotate said socket drive;

(g) first ratchet means carried by said top housing and said

top handle, and second ratchet means carried by said

bottom housing and said bottom handle, said first ratchet

means and said second ratchet means selectively cooperat-
ing with said splines in said ratchet drum to facilitate

rotation of said ratchet drum in a selected direction and
rotation of said drum bevel gears to drive said drive bevel
gear upon rotatable manipulation of said top handle and
said bottom handle; and

(h) lock means cooperating with said top handle and said

bottom handle to selectively lock said top handle and said

bottom handle together and release said top handle and
said bottom handle for rotational manipulation of said top
handle and said bottom handle both toward and away
from each other.

1. A removal tool for removing an in situ tamper-proof
fastener of the type having a free turning shield surrounding a
conical head of the fastener for preventing the grasping of that

fastener head by a tool such as a wrench or the like, the re-

moval tool comprising:

an elongate arcuate body havmg means thereon for cngagmg
a torquing means; and

fastener head engaging means on said body, said fastener
head engaging means includmg means for accomodatmg
the fastener conical head and a plurality of spikes extend-
ing outwardly from said body, each of said spikes extend-
ing along a secant of said arcuate body being angled at an
acute angle with respect to a longitudinal centerline of
said elongate body and being at an acute angle with re-

spect to a transverse centerline of said elongate body to

form a snagging point which is located adjacent to the

shield to snag the fastener head and couple that head to

the body so that rotation imparted to said body by a

power means is transferred to the fastener head.

4.426,897

THERMAL ADJUSTMENT METHOD AND APPARATUS
FOR ROTATING MACHINES

Francis J. Littleton, 182 McNair Rd., East Amherst, N.Y. 14221
Filed Jul. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 282,596

Int. a.J B26D 7/26

U.S.a.83-37 7 Qaims
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4. A method of operating apparatus for performing a desired
operation on material passing therethrough, said apparatus
comprising a frame having first and second support portions,

an operating member mounted for rotation on said support
portions, a cooperating member mounted on said support
portions and disposed relative to said operating member so that
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said desired operation is performed on said material as it passes

between said operating and cooperating members and said

operating member is rotated, said method comprising:

(a) setting the position of said operating and cooperating

members relative to said frame;

(b) fixing the position of said operating and cooperating

members relative to said frame;

(c) rotating said operating member to perform said opera-

tion; and

(d) adjusting the temperature of said ^rst and second support

portions to approximately maintain the setting between

said operating and cooperating members of said apparatus,

said step (d) comprising:

(e) monitoring the speed of rotation of said operating mem-
ber;

(0 translating the speed of rotation of said operating member
into a desired temperature for said first and second sup-

port portions;

(g) monitoring the temperature of said first and second

support portions; and

(h) controlling thermal elements mounted on said first and

second support portions to maintain the temperatures of

said support portions at approximately said desired tem-

perature determined in step (0-

4,426,898

REGISTRATION CONTROL METHOD FOR A LABEL
CUTOFF APPARATUS

Nelson Friberg, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Illinois, Inc.,

Toledo, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 208,712, Nov. 20, 1980, Pat. No. 4,384,500.

This application Jan. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 456,665

Int. a.' B23Q 15/12; B26D 5/20
U.S. a. 83—37
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1. A method of controlling an apparatus for cutting individ-

ual labels from a moving strip of material, the apparatus having
a cutting means and means for driving the cutting means and
the strip of material, comprising the steps of:

(a) generating a phase error signal for successive labels

representing the difference between an actual position of a

cut for the labels and a desired position for said cut;

(b) controlling the drive means to reduce the phase error

signal for succeeding labels in proportion to the magni-
tude of said difference represented by said phase error

signal for preceding labels;

(c) summing a first predetermined number of consecutive

phase error signals to generate a sum signal having a

magnitude proportional to the sum of the differences

represented by said phase error signals; and
(d) controlling the drive means to change the speed of the

strip of material relative to the speed of cutting of the

cutting means in response to said sum signal magnitude
exceeding a first predetermined value.

4,426,899

APPARATUS FOR PUNCHING HOLES IN TUBING
Kelso M. Long, and Leonard Pharr, both of Ringgold; Earl J.

Pharr, Rossville, all of Ga., asrignora to Burner Systems
International, Inc., Chattanooga, Tenn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 76,046, Sep. 17, 1979, Pat. No.

4,269,098. This application Feb. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 238,239

Int. a.3 B26D 5/24; B21D 28/22
U.S. a. 83—188 5 Qaims

"J"

1. Apparatus for punching holes in tubing, comprising:

A. A base;

B. A frame supported on said base and extending vertically at

one end thereof;

C. A rotatably driven eccentric drive shaft with clutch mecha-
nism, supported upon an horizontal axis at the top of said

frame;

D. A press head reciprocally supported in said frame beneath

said drive shaft, so as to operatively engage said eccentric

drive ^haft, said press head including an adjustable, down-
wardly extending punch;

E. A tube collar supported within said frame and vertically

adjustably aligned with respect to said punch, so as to cir-

cumferentially engage and position tubing being punched;

F. At least one tube arbor supported upon said base and mov-
ably positioned upon said base away from said tube collar, so

as to engage an end of tubing being punched within said tube

collar, while moving longitudinally toward said tube collar,

each said tube arbor further including:

i. a horizontal guide means concentrically aligning said tube

arbor with respect to said tube collar;

ii. a longitudinally extending guide, limiting longitudinal

advance of said tube arbor toward said press head; and

iii. a stop means supported upon said horizontal guide, so as

to limit longitudinal movement of said tube arbor away
from said tube collar; and

iv. a drive means linked at one end to said punch and linked

in another portion to said tube arbor, so as to move said

tube arbor longitudinally, synchronously towards said

tube collar with reciprocation of said punch, by said ec-

centric drive shaft.

4,426,900

SAW CHAIN USING AN IMPROVED SIDE CUTTER
TOOTH

Douglas J. Lemery, Victoria, Canada, assignor to Kolve Saw-

chain Company, Gresham, Oreg.

Filed Oct. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 314,745

Int. CI.3 B27B 33/14

U.S. a. 83—833 14 Qaims
1. An improved side cutter tooth for a saw chain of a chain

saw, comprising:

(a) a first link having

(i) a body defining a plane for the tooth and two half-

spaces separated by the plane;

(ii) a root, extending from the body in the plane, capable of

engaging a sprocket of the chain saw;

(iii) a leading depth gauge extending laterally outwardly

from the body in a direction substantially opposite the

root but in the plane; and
(iv) a trailing cutter element of flexible m6tal allowing the
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element to flex outwardly under normal cutting loads so
that the cutting width of the link is at least as great as
the cutting width of raker teeth in the saw chain, the
element extending laterally outwardly from the body in

a direction substantially opposite the root, yet spaced
behind the depth gauge, including a continuously
curved portion attached to the body and ending in a
cutter tip. the portion curling out of the plane into one
half-space, wherein the continuous curve causes the
cutter element to bend substantially at the intersection
of the body and the cutter element when the cutter

4,426,902

TOUCH-RESPONSIVE CONTROL APPARATUS FOR
ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Takatoshi Okumura, and ShigemiUu Yamaoka, both of Hama-
maUu. Japan, assignors to Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki
Kaisha, Hamamatsu, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 210,345, Nov. 25. 1980. abandoned.
This application Feb. 9. 1982, Ser. No. 347.185

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 30. 1979. 54-155786
Int. Q.' GIOH 1/057. 1/46

U.S. Q. 84-1.1 20 Qaims
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element is exposed to inwardly directed forces which
tend to flatten the curved portion from the half-space
into the plane, thereby reducing crimping and breakage
of the cutter element; and

(b) a second link having a cutter element of flexible metal
allowing the element to flex outwardly under normal
cutting loads as with the first link, the second link being
substantially a mirror image of the first link, positioned
adjacent the first link in substantial alignment with the first

link to form a side cutter tooth capable of simultaneously
cutting slits on both sides of a kerf when moving as part of
a saw chain.

4,426,901

CRUSH CUTTER
James E. Hogan, Canton, and George M. Camplair, Qinton,

both of Ohio, assignors to The Firestone Tire A Rubber Com-
pany, Akron, Ohio

Filed Nov. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,983
Int. CI.' B26F 3/W. 3/04

U.S. Q. 83—861 13 Qaims

13. A method for cutting a material using two substantially
parallel eccentrically mounted heated rollers comprising the
steps of:

a. placing said material between said rollers,

b. rotating said rollers to a position wherein said rollers are
immediately adjacent to one another whereby said mate-
rial is at least partially cut,

c. rotating said rollers to a position wherein said rollers are
sufficiently far enough apart to remove said material from
between said rollers, and

d. removing said deformable material from between said

rollers.
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20. A touch responsive control apparatus for a keyboard
electronic musical instrument, comprismg:

a switch mechanically movable from a first ptwition to a

second position upon depression of a key in said keybi^ard.
a capacitor,

charging means for rapidly charging said capacitor to a first

level upon initial movement of said switch away from said

first position upon depression of a key. and
discharging means for then discharging said capacitor at a

fixed rate until said switch reaches said second position

during said key depression,

the resultant voltage on said capacitor being indicative of (he

speed of depression of said key

4,426.903

ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
Kiyomi TakaiOi, HamamaUu, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki

Kaisha Kawai Gakki Seisakusho. Japan
Filed Apr. 26. 1982. Ser. No. 372,050

Qaims priority, application Japan, May 27. 1981. 56-80462

Int. Q.' GIOH 1/06
U.S. Q. 84-1.22 1 Oaim
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1. An electronic musical instrument which computes ampli-
tude values of sample points by using a discrete Fourier trans-

fer to obtain a desired waveshape to generate a tone, compris-
ing:

key number generating means for giving key numbers to

keys of a keyboard;

memory means for storing a set of harmonic coefficients for
each tone to be generated;

means for generating a tablet signal for reading out from the
memory means the set of harmonic coefficients of a tone
to be generated;
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cut back key number detecting means for detecting the key

number of a sound region desired to be cut back;

cut back tone detecting means for detecting a tone desired to

be cut back by a signal from the tablet signal generating

means; and

means for converting the tablet signal into a different tablet

signal by signals from the cut back key number detecting

means and the cut back tone detecting means;

wherein a set of harmonic coefficients different from those

to be read out from the memory means by the signal from

the tablet signal generating means are read out from the

memory means by the signal from the tablet signal con-

verting means, thereby to cut back a musical sound.

4,426,904

ENVELOPE CONTROL FOR ELECTRONIC MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT

Masanori Ishibashi, Ome, Japan, assignor to Casio Computer
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Continuation ofSer. No. 287,691, Jul. 28, 1981, abandoned. This

application Jan. 5, 1983, Ser. No. 455,871

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 1, 1980, 55-105952;

Aug. 6, 1980, 55-108676; Aug. 6, 1980, 55-108677; May 19, 1981,

56-74244

Int. a.' GIOH 1/057. 7/00

U.S. a. 84—1.26 14 Claims
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thereof, an improvement in the plucking means for each set of

said elements comprising;

(a) a tiltable pick-body carrying at one end a set of picks for

plucking said set of vibratable elements, and being driven

at the opposite end by said key-lever;

(b) a crank having two arms at right angles and having a

pivot, said pivot being carried by said pick-body;

(c) a pin fixed in one arm of said crank and sliding in a guide

3

slot fixedly located in alignment with said vibratable ele-

ments;

(d) pneumatic piston means engaging the opposite arm of

said crank and causing said pick-body to tilt into said

vibratable elements during the pluck stroke; and

(e) spring means engaged between said pick-body and said

opposite arm of said crank so as to cause said picks to

escape said vibratable elements upon release of said key-

lever.

1. An envelope control device for an electronic keyboard
musical instrument having performance keys comprising:

envelope information setting means for setting information

representing the attack period, decay period, sustain level

and release "period of the envelope of a musical sound;

state memory means for setting and storing a current status

of the envelope changing in the order of attack status,

decay status, sustain status and release status from the time

of depression of a performance key until the time of re-

lease of the performance key; and
digital processing means including

memory means for storing waveform data representing an

exponential curve; and

control means coupled to said envelope information set-

ting means and to said state memory means, and includ-

ing means for accessing said memory means for obtain-

ing data for the attack, decay, and release status sections

of the envelope for the operated performance key ac-

cording to the depression and release thereof on the

basis of preset information from said envelope informa-

tion setting means while controlling the memory state

of said state memory means.

I

4,426,905

PIANOHARP ACTION
Ellis Barron, 7228 Eads Ave., La Jolla, Calif. 92037

Filed Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 421,974

Int. CV GIOD 3/16
U.S. a. 84—258 I 2 Claims

1. In a keyboard type of musical instrument having a set of
one or more vibratable elements for each key-lever or note

4,426,906

CYMBAL SIZZLER CONSTRUCTION
Robert W. Otto, 934 Burt St., Taunton, Mass. 02780

Filed Dec. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 447,169

Int. a.i GIOD 13/06

U.S. CI. 84—402 15 Claims

1. A sizzler construction in combination with a cymbal

element comprising:

(a) a cymbal element;

(b) an elongated chain; and

(c) means for securing said chain so that at least a portion

thereof overlies the upper surface of said cymbal element.
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4,426,907

AUTOMATIC TUNING DEVICE
Donald T. Scholz, 13 Rich Valley Rd., Wayland, Mass. 01887

Continuation of Ser. No. 300,759, Sep. 10, 1981, Pat. No.
4,375,180, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 190,753,
Sep. 25, 1980, abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No.
74,166, Sep. 10, 1979, abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser.
No. 931,841, Aug. 7, 1978, abandoned. This application Sep. 30,

1982, Ser. No. 430,774
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Mar. 1,

2000, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI.' GOIG 7/02
U.S. CI. 84-454 2 Claims

to *« I15A
116

1. A method of adjusting the tuning of at least one string of
a stringed musical instrument, comprising the steps of;

sensing a tension associated with the string,

determining when the sensed tension deviates from a prese-

lected tension and providing a visual indication corre-
sponding to two different tension levels corresponding to

sharpness and flatness of the associated string, and manu-
ally adjusting the string tension in a direction to increase
or decrease the tension and in accordance with the visu-

ally distinguishable tension levels for retuning the siring

4,426,908

ELASTIC TENSION MEMBER
Martin Ullmann, Reichgasse 59, CH-9030 Abtwil, Switzerland

Filed Mar. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 356,887
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 11, 1981,

1637/81

Int. a.' D04C 1/12
U.S. CI. 87-6 7 Claims

1. An elastic tension member, wherein there is disposed
within a hoselike jacket a core comprising a line non-stretcha-

ble throughout its length and at least one elastic member con-
nected to the line at two spaced mounting joints, a segment of
the line located between the joints being curly and longer than

the elastic member so that any acting tension forces arc trans-

ferred to the non-stretchahlc line as soon as a specific maxi-
mum load of the elastic member has been reached

6 A method of making an elastic tension member compris-

ing the steps of forming a core by connecting at least one
elastic member at two spaced mounting joints to a line non-
stretchahlc throughout its length so that a segment of said line

located between said joints is curly and longer than said elastic

member when said elastic member is in a non-tensioned state,

any tension forces acting on said core being transferred to said

non-stretchanbic line as scxm as a specific maximum load has
been reached, on said elastic member; stretching said core to

extend said elastic member and said non-stretchable line; and
forming a jacekt about said stretched core so that said core is

disposed within a hoselike jacket having an inner space for

receiving said curly segment of non-stretchable line

4,426,909

NOISE, FLASH AND SMOKE SUPPRF:SS0R
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR ROCKET LAUNCHER
Charles R. Carter, Huntsville, Ala., assiRnor to The BoeinR
Company, Seattle, Wash.

Filed Oct. 20. 1981. Ser. No. 313.227

Int. a.' ¥A\¥ 3/04. 17/12
U.S, CI. 89-1.816 22 Claims

22 A method of suppressing a sh(xk wave generated by a

rocket launching device, wherein the rocket launching device
comprises an elongated launch tube, a forward end from which
a rocket is fired, and a rear exhaust end through which exhaust

gases exit during firing of the rocket, said exhaust end having
an exhaust opening with a predetermined cross sectional area,

said method comprising

providing an elongated, fiexible, tubular member having an

enclosed rear and containing a cylindrical metallic ele-

ment, said tubular member being formed of a compressible

permeable fabric and having an expanded diameter sub-

stantially greater than the diameter of said exhaust open-
ing;

attaching said tubular member over the rear exhaust opening
in an uninflated condition such that said cylindrical metal-

lic element is aligned with the rear of said exhaust open-

ing; and

suppressing a sh(K-k wave generated by firing the rocket in a

launch tube by causing said shcK'k wave to infiate said

member thereby partially absorbmg the shock wave in the

fabric of said member and causing said sh(xk wave to

penetrate the fabric of said member.

4,426,910

MAN-PORTABLE FOLDABLE LAUNCHER ROCKET
WEAPON SYSTEM

Spencer J. Speer, Ontario, Calif., assignor to General Dynamics,
Pomona, Calif.

Filed Dec. 17. 1981. Ser. No. 331.493

Int. a.' F41F 3/04
U.S. CI. 89—1.816 8 Qaims

1. A man portable rocket weapon system, comprising:

rocket means for use in said weapon system,

a first and second launch tube section conneclable to each
other at one end and foldable one uptm the other for

compact storage,

coupling means for unfolding and joining the launch tube
sections in line with one another to form an extended rigid

launching tube.
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blast protection means mountable upon the launch tube
sections,

grip means mountable upon the first launch tube section for

holding the launching tube,

firing means mountable on the first launch tube section for

firing the rocket means from the launching tube.

I

safety means in operative relationship with the firing means
and the launching tube for firing the rocket means in an
established sequence,

means for carrying the folded tube sections and rocket
means on a waist belt.

|

4,426,911

ROTARY DIGITAL ELECTROHYDRAULIC ACTUATOR
Curtiss W. Robinson, and Eugene T. Raymond, both of Seattle,

Wash., assignors to The Boeing Company, Seattle, Wash.
Filed Feb. 1, 1980, Ser. No. 117,388

Int. a.' F15B 21/02: B64C 9/00; POIB 3/00
U.S. a. 91-35 15 Claims

1. A rotary incremental electrohydraulic actuator, compris-
ing.

an electric stepping motor operable by electrical command
pulses and including a rotary output shaft which rotates an
angular increment in response to each electrical command
pulse received by said electrical stepping motor;

a pair of rotary output hydraulic motors, each having an
output shaft;

a rotary output member; I

torque summing gearing means connecting the output shafts
of the hydraulic motors to said rotary output member;

each hydraulic motor comprising a plurality of cylinders, a
fixed cylinder block in which the cylinders are in a ring
surrounding a center line, pistons within said cylinders,
said pistons and said cylinders extending parallel to the
center line, and means for providing rotational torque to
the output shaft of the motor, comprising a wobble plate
connected to the output shaft, load bearing ends on the
pistons which are in contact with the wobble plate,
whereby axial movement of the pistons will apply a rota-

tional torque to the wobble plate and to the output shaft

connected thereto;

distributor valve means including a rotary control member
connected to and rotated by the output shaft of the elec-

tric stepping motor, and port means controlled by rotation

of said rotary control member for communicating hydrau-
lic pressure and flow to a group of cylinders in series in

each hydraulic motor means while venting the rest of the
cylinders in each hydraulic motor means to a return line,

with rotation of said rotary control member sequencing
pressurization for each hydraulic motor means by, in each
hydraulic motor means, progressively adding a cylinder to
the forward edge of the pressurized group of cylinders
and removing a cylinder from the trailing edge of the
pressurized group of cylinders, to in that manner deliver
driving pulses of hydraulic pressure to the hydraulic
motor means, with the pistons of each new group of pres-

surized cylinders functioning to drive the rotary output
member into a new position or equilibrium and then hold
it in such position until there is another change in the
makeup of the pressurized group, and

whereby an increment of rotary displacement of the rotary
output member occurs in direct response to each electrical

command pulse that is received by the electrical stepping
motor.

4,426,912

APPARATUS FOR THE CONTINUOUS ADJUSTMENT
OF A JACK PISTON STROKE

Roger Jarniac, Caluire, France, assignor to Commissariat A
I'Energie Atomique, Paris, France

Filed Oct. 19, 1981, Scr. No. 312,695
Gaims priority, application France, Oct. 23, 1980, 80 23066

Int. a.^ F15B 21/02; FOIL 21/02
U.S. CI. 91-39 3aaims

1. An apparatus for the continuous adjustment of the stroke

amplitude of a piston of a jack, the latter having a control

member of which at least part is in the form of a rod, which is

movable in rotation and in translation and cooperates with the

said piston, wherein said rod has an extension in the form of a

differential piston which is movable in translation and in rota-

tion within a cylinder and defining also in the latter a chamber
with a large cross-section and a chamber with a small cross-

section, the latter being permanently connected to a pressur-

ized fluid source, said differential piston having an inner cavity

in which is located a second rod immobilized in translation and
which can be angularly oriented, said second rod being pro-

vided with a cam having two opposite edges which can cycli-

cally uncover and cover, during the rotation of the differential
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piston, at least two openings respectively connected to the two
chambers.

4,426.913
ROLLING DIAPHRAGM VACUUM MOTOR

John W. Orcutt, Norion, Mass., assignor to Texas Instnimente
Incorporated, Dallas, T«x.

Continuation of Ser. No. 58,887, Jul. 19. 1979, abandoned, which
IS a division of Ser. No. 58,888, Jul. 19, 1979. Pat. No. 4.291.717.
which is a division of Ser. No. 830.530, Sep. 6, 1977, Pat. No.
4,206,645, which is a division of Ser. No. 501,711, Aug. 29. 1974.
Pat. No. 4.063.682. which is a continuation of Ser. No. 422.954^
Dec. 7. 1973. abandoned. This application Mar. 17, 1981. Ser

No. 244,549

Int. a.' F15B 9/10
U.S. a. 91-376 R 2aaims

mg. a rotatable cylinder barrel having a first end abutting said

port plate, having an axis of rotation perpendicular to said pon
plate, defining a through bore having a set of straight female
splines disposed therein and defining a plurality of cylinders
circulariy arranged about such axis of rotation, each cylinder
having an axis spaced from and parallel to such axis of rotation,

a piston in each cylinder, cam means for reciprocating said

pistons as said barrel rotates, a drive shaft having a point of

1. A rolling diaphragm vacuum motor having a case and an
elongated output member projecting from the case, the output
member having a given stroke, the case having an improved
minimal case height for the given stroke comprising an upper
case half configured generally as a frustum having a top wall
which is essentially entirely fiat and a side wall sloping out-
wardly going from the top wall in a downwardly direction, a
vacuum port disposed, in communication with the upper case
half, a lower case half having a generally Hat bottom wall
provided with an aperture therethrough, a diaphragm en-
trapped between the upper and lower case halves so that the
convolute thereof rolls onto the sloping side wall of the upper
case half as vacuum in the motor is increased, a piston member
having a fiat portion generally the same size as that of the Hat
top wall of the upper case half, the piston member in contact
with the diaphragm along essentially the entire fiat portion of
the piston member, the piston member attached to the dia-
phragm and movable therewith, the elongated output member
attached to the piston and extending through the aperture in
the bottom wall of the lower case half, a valve disposed in
communication with the upper case half by providing an aper-
ture extending through the diaphragm and the piston member,
a valve seat disposed adjacent the aperture in the diaphragm
and piston member, a valve member comprising an elongated
rod having a disc shaped member fixedly attached to the rod to
serve as a closure element movable into and out of engagement
with the valve seat and adapted to close the valve when seated
in the valve seat, the rod extending through the aperture in the
bottom wall of the lower case half in generally the same direc-
tion as the elongated output member and connectable to con-
trol means.

4,426,914

AXIAL PISTON PUMP
William L. Kline, Galena, Ohio, assignor to The Kline Manufac-

turing Company, Galena, Ohio
Filed Aug. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 295,826

Int. a.' POIB 13/04
U.S. a. 91-487 6 Claims

1. A fluid pressure energy translating device including a
housing having inlet and outlet passages, a stationary port plate
mounted in said housing and having inlet and outlet ports
communicating with said inlet and outlet passages in said hous-

maximum deflection, extending coaxially through said bore
and rotatably supported in said housing, said drive shaft includ-
ing a crowned annular surface supporting said barrel opposite
said first end and concentric with such axis of rotation and a set

of crowned male splines engaging said set of female splines in

said barrel, said crowned surface and said set of crowned male
splines having centers located on such axis of rotation on
opposite sides of said point of maximum radial deficction of
said drive shaft.

4.426,915

FLUID-OPERATED SERVOMOTOR TOR ACTUATION
OF CLUTCHES OR THE LIKE

Paul Maucher, Sasbach; Oswald Friedmann, Lichtenau. and
Johann Jackel, Biihl, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor* to

Luk Lamellen und Kupplungsbau GmbH. Biihl, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed May 7. 1981. Ser. No. 261.292
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. May 23.

1980. 3019752

Int. a.' FOIB 9/00
U.S. CI. 92-29 17 aaims

1. A servomotor, particularly for actuating the clutch of an
automotive vehicle, comprising a fiuid-opcratcd pnme mover
including a component movable from a starting position in a

first direction and back to the starting position in a second
direction counter to said first direction; a motion transmitting

member having a first surface; motion resisting means operable
to yieldably oppose the movements of said member in said first

and second directions; and a compensating device interposed
between said component and said member, said device includ-
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ing means for coupling said component with said member in

response to movement of said component from and toward
said starting position so that said member is normally free to

move relative to said component only when the latter assumes

said starting position, said coupling means including a coupling

member having a second surface spaced apart from said first

surface, a coupling element interposed between said surfaces

and means for biasing said coupling element against said sur-

faces to thereby couple said members to each other in response

to movement of said component from the starting position, said

compensating device further comprising means for disengag-

ing said coupling element from at least one of said surfaces in

the starting position of said component and said disengaging

means comprising a portion arranged to extend between said

surfaces and to disengage said coupling element from said one
surface in response to movement of said component to said

starting position.

4,426,916

VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT MOTOR
Lewis L. Wimberley, Box 132, Barksdale, Tex. 7882S

Filed Jun. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 274,785

Int. a.' FOIB 3/00
VJS. a. 92—32 11 Oaims

1. A motor for converting longitudinal motion to rotary
motion comprising:

a housing having a first and a second end;

drive shaft means extending into said first end of said hous-
ing toward said second end of said housing;

piston means inside said housing, said piston means recipro-

cating longitudinally between said first and second ends of
said housing;

ratchet means including ratchet pin means extending
through said piston means and clutch means connecting
said ratchet pin means to said drive shaft means;

angle pin means anchored in said first and said second end of
said housing, said angle pin means being at an angle with
respect to said ratchet pin means, either said ratchet pin

means or said angle pin means being parallel to said drive
shaft means; and

power means for causing longitudinally reciprocating mo-
tion of said piston means, said angle causing said piston

means to have a first oscillatory rotary motion as said

piston means reciprocates longitudinally.

said first oscillatory rotary motion of said piston means
causing a second oscillatory rotary motion of said ratchet

means which drives said drive shaft means via said clutch
means in one rotary direction.

4,426,917

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR CONDITIONING
THE ATMOSPHERE OF A SPACE

Robert Fulton, Maidenhead, England, assignor to Flakt Ak-
tieboiag, Nacka, Sweden

Filed Apr. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 251,772

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Apr. 11, 1980,
8012021

Int. a.' F24F 13/04
U.S. a. 98—38 B 8 Gaims

7 I
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4. Apparatus for controlling the condition of the atmosphere
of a space, comprising:

(a) a main supply means exterior of said space for introduc-

ing ventilating medium into said space;

(b) an independent source of conditioning medium;
(c) means to condition the medium connected with said

independent source externally of said space; and
(d) a plurality of jets connected to said conditioning means

by ducting, said jets being located in said space spaced

from said main supply means and directed into said space

whereby conditioned medium can issue from said jets into

said space and induce a flow of said ventilating medium in

the space to mix the ventilating medium and conditioning

medium and condition the mixed medium as desired;

(e) ejector means spaced from said jets; and

(0 means to supply ventilating medium to said ejector

means, said ejector means issuing said ventilating medium
at high velocity and low volume relative to the medium
supplied by said main supply means to control the direc-

tion of said mixed medium without adversely affecting its

condition.

4,426,918

PROPORTIONING AIR DIFFUSER AND SYSTEM
Robert R. Lambert, 442 W. Leadora, Glendora, Calif. 91740
Continuation of Ser. No. 143,784, Apr. 25, 1980, abandoned.

This application Nov. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 323,788

Int. a.' F24F 13/10
U.S. a. 98—40 D 1 Qaim

1. An air difTuser assembly for venting air from a dynamic
plenum to an area to be vented, having: a pair of upper and
lower blocking plates having substantially similar patterns of

vent openings each of said plates comprising a grid of alternat-

ing webs and vent openings of approximately equal size with

the vent openings defined between the webs, a plurality of

upstanding air extractor vane means carried adjacent the vent

openings on the plenum side of the lower plate of said plates

and extending upwardly through vent openings of the upper
plate of said plates, means for mounting said plates in overlap-

ping alignment with said upper plate adjacent the plenum and
said lower plate adjacent the vented area, said upper plate

being slidable over the lower plate to vary the alignment be-

tween the vent openings of each plate, the aligned portions of
the vent openings of the two plates defining the effective vent
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between the plenum and the vented area, means for sliding the means thereby, i.mmg means m.crconnecled with and re-

tte vent otn^« of i^H l'''^'
'^^^^^^ ""^^'^^ ""^^ '•"^ con.rollmg said act.vat.on means for saidtne vent openings of said lower p ate as the upper p ate s „,„.„i,u i.-„^ a a > ,

moved to a position of minimum effective venfi^g; .'he Im- Ter nine ! H .'l^ 'h T'
'"""'' '

T'"'
'"?'"' """

provement comprising:
interconnected with said timing means for providing timing
control thereto.

4,426,919

AUTOMATIC BREWING APPARATUS
Kenneth D. Rhoten, Evansville, Ind., assignor to Robert S.

Smith, Hartford, Conn.

Filed Jul. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 280,789

Int. a.J A47J 31/34
U.S. a. 99-289 T g Claims

1 A brewing apparatus comprising a reservoir containing
water, means for heating and controlling the temperature of
said water, storage means comprising a plurality of packets
containing brewable substance affixed to a tape allowing liquid
flow through said packets, said storage means allowing indi-

vidual retrieval of said packets, a brewing basket receiving said
storage means having an outlet for brewed liquid, movable
head means comprising a head communicable with and provid-
ing water outlet to packets of said storage means being mov-
able to allow intermittent tape passage, activation means for
said movable head, pump means for conducting said water
from said reservoir via conduit means to said movable head
means, means for receiving and storing used packets and tape
of said storage means, drive means for moving said storage
means through said brewing basket, control means comprising
operator activation means, latching means initiated by said

operator activation means, said latching means interconnected
with and controlling said drive means, sensor means for sens-
ing position of packets of said storage means relative to said

brewing basket, said sensor means defeating said latching

4,426,920

COFFEE AND TEA MAKING OR BREWING APPARATUS
M. K. Phillips, St. Leonards-on-Sea (now by chanRe of name

from MacieJ Karol Flllpowici). and Cecil Hayes, HastinRs,
both of England, assignors to W. M. Still A Sons Limited,
Sussex, England

Filed Sep. 24. 1982. Ser. No. 423.024
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct. 5, 1981,

8130052

Int. CI.' A47J 3l/\0
U.S. CI. 99-307 3 Claims

the dimension of the venting openings for the lower plate in

the direction of slide of said upper plate over said lower
plate being slightly greater than the dimension of the webs
of the upper plate of said plates in the same direction,
whereby said air difTuser assembly function as a diffuser
through the effective vent cannot be defeated, and

means for limiting the sliding movement of said upper plate
relative said lower plate.

1. Apparatus for brewing or making coffee or lea comprising
an exterior casing,

an internal cold water tank mounted within and ai the lop of

the casing,

an inlel in the top of said casing communicating with said

tank to replenish said tank with water,

an infuser basket mounted to and forwardly of said casing

above a dispensing position,

an electrical heater with a heater element therein mounted in

said casing below said lank,

said heater provided with a rearwardly opening cover and
electrical element leads extending from a forward portion

of the heater body,

a cold water-inlet connected to said tank,

a hot water outlet connected to a spray head above said

basket,

a shield interposed between said cover and said leads and
other electrical components of said apparatus, and

a rearwardly opening rear plate to said casing which when
open enables easy access to said heater cover

4.426.921

APPARATUS FOR REMOVAL OF BRAN FROM RICE
AND LIKE CEREAL GRAINS

Elmond F. Meinardus. Houston, Tex., assignor to Riviana
Foods, Inc., Houston, Tex.

Filed Jan. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 227.744

Int. a.' B02B 3/00, 3/04. 3/08
U.S. CI. 99-519 18 Qaims

1. Apparatus for removing bran from rice and like cereal

grains comprising an annular wall defining an open-ended
grain processing chamber, a power driven rotor assembly
within said chamber surrounded by said wall, means for intro-

ducing grains to be debranned between the wall and rotor
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assembly at one end of said chamber and applying controlled
pressure to move said grains through said chamber longitudi-

nally of said rotor assembly to a discharge opening at the other
end, and means for rotating said rotor assembly for effecting

bran-removing abrasion of grain in said chamber; character-

ized by said rotor assembly being formed with inwardly closed

pockets facing the operational direction of rotation of said

rotor assembly to retain and convey some of the grains around
with it during rotation, with the grains carried by said rotor
assembly continually directly engaging the surrounding body
of grain.

4,426,922

VERTICAL FRICTIONALLY ABRASIVE ROLL RICE
POLISHING MACHINE

Soichi Vamamoto, 813 - 17 Oaza Tendou Kou, Tendou-Shi,
Yamagata-Ken, Japan

Filed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,281
Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 9, 1981, 56-96371;

Jun. 10, 1981, 56-89145; Jun. 17, 1981, 56-93635; Jun. 22, 1981,
56-96370

Int. a.' B02B i/00. 7/02
\i&. a. 99-519 ,2 oaims

I

M JO

1. A vertical frictionally abrasive roll rice polishing machine
comprising a framework assembly including upper and lower
frameworks, a vertical rotary shaft having an upper end ex-
tending within said upper framework in the axial direction of
said framework assembly, a vertical abrasive roll mounted
adjacent the upper end of said shaft for rotation therewith, a
vertical polishing cylinder surrounding said abrasive roll in

peripherally spaced relationship to the roll to define an annular
polishing chamber therebetween, means for forcibly feeding
unhulled rice into the upper end of said polishing chamber for
travel downwardly in the axial direction of the chamber to a
discharge passage provided at the lower end of said polishing
chamber, and means mounting said polishing cylinder for
limited vertical movement relative to said abrasive roll.

4,426,923

STORAGE DEVICE FOR PROCESSED FOODS
Takashi Ohata, No. 21-10, Tokiwadai 3-Chonie, Itabashi-Ku,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,152
Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 18, 1982, 57-90913[U]

Int. C\? A23L 1/00: A21C 13/00: H05B 7/00
U.S. a. 99-468 6 Qaims

14 17 16 15 O"-* Ol-i BV

1 A storage device for processed foods, comprising a sealed
storage chamber formed in such a manner that processed foods
can be inserted thereinto and withdrawn therefrom, said cham-
ber having upper, lower and oppositely disposed side walls
defined by an inner surface thereof, an air passage provided in

said storage chamber so as to extend along intermediate por-
tions of said upper, lower and two oppositely disposed side
walls of said inner surface thereof and having a suction port
and discharge port means at an upper section and a lower
section thereof, respectively, to permit the air to be circulated
in said storage chamber, said discharge port means being
formed adjacent a ventilating net located above said lower
wall of said chamber, a fan provided in said upper section of
said air passage in which said suction port is located for direct-

ing air downwardly through two side sections of said air pas-

sage for discharge through said discharge port means, an air

heater provided in said storage chamber, a steam generator
having a steam discharge port which is opened into said stor-

age chamber through said ventilating net, a temperature sensor
and a humidity sensor provided in said storage chamber, an
electric circuit having a temperature regulator responsive to

said temperature sensor for controlling said air heater so as to

regulate the temperature in said storage chamber to a predeter-

mined level, and an electric circuit having a humidity regulator
responsive to said humidity sensor for controlling said steam
generator so as to regulate the humidity in said chamber to a

predetermined level.

4,426,924

APPLE CORER WITH SAFETY FEATURE
Charles W. Culwell, 6319 Hillcrest, Dallas, Tex. 75205

Filed Not. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 438,621

Int. a.3 A23N 4/12. 4/14; A47J 25/00
U.S. a. 99-545 8 Oaims

1. An apple coring apparatus, comprising:

a base plate,

a first arm pivotally mounted at a first end thereof to said

base plate,

a lever arm mounted at a first end thereof to the second end
of said first arm and including a pin rigidly mounted to

said lever arm and extending laterally therefrom,

a guide rod mounted normal to said base plate,

a tubular knife pivotally mounted to said lever arm,
a blade rigidly connected to said tubular knife,

a sliding tube mounted for axial movement on said guide rod,

said sliding tube rigidly connected to said blade,

blocking means for tensioning said lever arm away from said

base plate, and
means supported by said base plate and having a first posi-

tion for blocking the travel of said lever arm toward said

base plate and having a second position permitting said
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lever arm to travel toward, said base plate to allow travel
of said tubular knife toward said base plate, said blocking
means comprising a second arm pivotally mounted at a
first end to said base plate and having a notch at the sec-
ond end thereof for receiving said pin, a handle rigidly
connected to said second arm, and

4,426,926

BELT FOR ROUND BALER
Gust S. Soteropulos, and Henry D. Anstey, both of Ottumwa,

Iowa, assignors to Deere A Company, Moline, III.

Filed Sep. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 302.001

Int. C\: AOID 39/00; B30B S/06
U.S. a. 100-88 18 Oaims

means for tensioning said second arm into said first position
for engagement of said pin into said notch when said lever
arm is moved towards said base plate wherein the applica-
tion of force to said handle moves said second arm to said

second position.

4,426,925
APPARATUS FOR COMPACTING TRASH IN OPEN

CONTAINERS
Heinz Bergmann, Im Runderdiek 1, D4474 Uthen, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Jun. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 274,782
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 24,

1980, 3023508; Feb. 27, 1981, 3107383
Int. a.5 B30B 3/02: B65G 3/04

U.S. a. 100-65 34 Qaims

. <L
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1. Apparatus having a base for compacting trash, in particu-
lar cardboard cartons or the like, in an upwardly open con-
tainer positioned on said base, said container having an upper
edge, comprising:

(a) a post (6) mounted on said base;

(b) a pivot arm (5) having a free end mounted in articulating

manner to said post above said upper edge;

(c) a compacting roll (4) having a roughened surface rotat-

ably supported from said free end;

(d) means for moving said compacting roll to-and-fro on said

trash in said container; and

(e) said pivot arm having a telescoped length (L) and means
for adjusting said length.

1. In a round baler comprising a plurality of transverse rolls;

a plurality of side-by-side, elastomenc, elongated belts sup-
ported in driving engagement thereon, said rolls and belts

defining an expandable, bale forming chamber opening down-
wardly and forming a crop inlet between a spaced pair of said
plurality of rolls; the improvement comprising:
a plurality of integral, continuous walls formed in one surface

of said belts defining therebetween a plurality of entirely

enclosed recesses, the height of said walls being less than the
maximum longitudinal distance between adjacent walls.

4,426,927

COMPRESSED WASTE HOLDDOWN
Lyndon M. Teague, Wilmington, N.C., assignor to Container

Products Corporation, Wilmington, N.C.

Filed Jun. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,531

Int. Q.' B30B 15/06
U.S. Q. 100—219 4 Oaims

1. A compressed waste holddown including an open top
disposable waste container in which waste is placed and com-
pressed by a waste compactor comprising;

(a) a removable waste holddown means including a normally
square shaped frame having a pair of parallelly extending
waste retaining plates and a pair of cross bars connected
thereto,

(b) means for pivotally connecting said cross bars to said

plates whereby said frame may be collapsed out of its

normal square shape for free insertion through the open
top of the container,

(c) guide means provided by the container for guiding said

waste holddown means whereby it may be moved verti-

cally through the interior of the container by the waste
compactor during the compacting of the disposable waste
placed therein,

(d) means provided by said holddown means cooperating
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with said guide means for guiding its movement through
the container, and

(e) means for retaining said waste holddown means in a

depressed position upon the disposable waste compressed
in the container by the waste compactor.

4,426,928 '

VEHICLE COMPACTOR
Richard E. Woods, P.O. Box 18, and Marvin D. Bradbum, P.O.
Box 11, both of Markle, Ind. 46770

Filed Feb. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 347,489

Int. a.3 B30B 9/n
U.S. a. 100—233 16 Claims

1. A device for compacting a vehicle, comprising:
a frame;

a pair of opposing doors, each pivotally mounted above said

frame by a door pin, said doors pivotally movable about
said door pins to converge toward the frame for compac-
tion of the vehicle therebetween and to divergingly open
away from the frame;

a pair of linkages spaced from the door pins, each linkage
being interconnected between each door and the frame to

manipulate the door for opening and closing thereof; and
drive means interconnected between each linkage and the
door pin for the corresponding door to drive the linkage
to open and close the door.

4,426,929

NUMBERING DEVICE FOR USE IN OFFSET PRINTING
MACHINE

Nobuhiko Fujisawa, Fukuyama, and Yoshiki Matsui, Hiro-
shima, both of Japan, assignors to RyobI Ltd., Hiroshima,
Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 151,852, May 21, 1980, abandoned.
This application Jun. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,913

Oaims priority, application Japan, May 31, 1979, 54-

74533[U]; Jul. 30, 1979, 54-l05659[U]

Int. a.' B41F li/56
U.S. a. 101-76 18 Claims

1. An offset printing machine including a plate cylinder, a
blanket cylinder, an impression cylinder confronting the blan-

ket cylinder to perform ordinary printing operation, an ink

supplymg portion adapted to supply ink into a plate formed
over the plate cylinder, and a sheet-delivery means comprising:

(a) a transfer drum (8) positioned beside the impression
cylinder (3), said transfer drum having a sheet holding
means (13) in order to hold leading edge of a printed sheet

(6).

(b) a numbering-impression cylinder (9) swingably posi-

tioned beside the transfer drum (8),

(c) an eccentric shaft rotatably supporting said numbering-
impression cylinder (9) and a sheet holding means (38, 38',

20, 40, 43, 45) disposed in a groove (19) formed in the
numbering impression cylinder (9),

(d) a numbering box supporting cylinder (10) positioned
beside the numbering impression cylinder (9), the number-
ing box supporting cylinder (10) accomodating a number-
ing box (48) adapted to form numbers on the printed sheet

(6) transferred between the numbering box supporting
cylinder (10) and the numbering-impression cylinder (9),

said numbering-box supporting cylinder (10) further in-

cluding a rotatable shaft (49) having one end provided
with a numbering cam (53) and the other end provided
with a detection plate (55), the shaft (49) being provided
with a slidable ring (50) to which at least one numbering
box (48) is secured,

(e) numbering box advancing means,

(0 an ink supply means (11) in contact with the numbering
box supporting cylinder (10),

(g) a perforation means (82) positioned in confrontation with
the numbering impression cylinder (9) to provide vertical

perforations in the printed sheet (6), and
(h) synchronous means operatively connected between said

transfer drum (8), said numbering-impression cylinder (9)

and said numbering box supporting cylinder (10) for con-

trolling the sequential advance of said numbering box; said

transfer drum (8) being adapted to transfer the printed

sheet (6) from the impression cylinder (3) to the number-
ing-impression cylinder (9) so as to confront the printed

surface of the sheet (6) with the peripheral surface of the

numbering box supporting cylinder (10).

4,426,930

COMPACT BAND PRINTER
Val K. Jezbera, Thousands Oaks, Calif., assignor to Data-

products Corporation, Woodland Hills, Calif.

Filed Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 327,758

Int. a.' B41J 1/20
U.S. a. 101—93.14 16 Qalms

Xb

1. A moving band printer assembly, comprising:

a base member;
an elongated hammer bank frame section secured to the base

member;

a plurality of print hammers secured to the frame section

along the length thereof, said print hammers for impacting
along a common print line;

a character band including a portion extending along the

print line adjacent to the hammers, wherein the character
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band moves along the print line to position characters
adjacent each print hammer;

an inked ribbon extending along the print line between the
hammers and the character band; and

a platen located adjacent the character band on the side of
the band opposite the print hammers, wherein each end of
said platen is securely attached to the frame section to
form a box shaped structure with the frame section and
thereby increase the structural rigidity of the assembly.

4,426,931
DEVICE FOR KEEPING THE LOWER COVERING
LAYER OF A TWO-LAYER COVERING ON A

PRINTING-PRESS CYLINDER
Wilfned Vogt, Walldorf, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Heidelberger Druckmaschinen Aktiengesellschaft, Heidel-
berg, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jul. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 398,552
Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 16,

1981, 3128105

Int. a.3 B41F 27/06
U.S. CI. 101-415.1 8 Oaims

whereby upon movement of said sleeve and uncovering of
said ventillation ports said volatile solvent is allowed to

1. Device for keeping a lower covering layer of a two-layer
covering on the cylindrical surface of a printing-press cylinder,
the two-layer covering also including an upper covering layer
covering the keeping device for the lower covering layer, the
keeping device for the lower covering layer comprising a
keeper rod having a substantially circular cross section and
extending along the length of the printing-press cylinder, said
keeper rod being braced at one end and at two axially parallel
contact locations against the printing-press cylinder so as to
position the keeping device in register and in inherently stable
condition in circumferential and lateral directions, and locking
pins disposed on and distributed in register-maintaining posi-
tions along the length of the keeper rod, said locking pins
having respective head ends with different length-to-width
ratios in the cross section thereof, said head ends being in
cooperative engagement in correspondingly shaped holes
formed in the lower covering layer.

evaporate and thus render said solvent desensitized liquid

explosive sensitive, thereby arming said explosive device.

4,426,933

NON-ELECTRIC BLASTING ASSEMBLY
Malak E. Yunan, Boonton Township, Morris County, N.J..

assignor to E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilming-
ton, Del.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 257,973, Apr. 27, 1981. ThU
application Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 334,890

Int. a.' F42B 3/10
U.S. a. 102-275.3 21 Oaims

mum

4,426,932

CONTACT FUZE FOR MINE MUNTHONS
Frank H. Bell, Logan, Utah, assignor to Thiokol Corporation,

Chicago, III.

Filed Nov. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 318,663
Int. O.J F42C 15/38

U.S. O. 102-221 „ atdniM
1. An explosive device comprising a housing having an

upper end and a lower end and having a cavity formed therein,
said housing including adjacent its upper end a plurality of
ventillation ports for the cavity,

a movable sleeve normally covering and sealing said ventil-

lation ports, and
a desensitized liquid explosive filling said cavity to a level

just below said ventillation ports, the desensitizing constit-

uent of said desensitizing liquid explosive being a volatile

solvent absorbed therein,

13. In a non-electric blasting assembly composing;
(a) a percussion-actuated detonator comprising a tubular metal

detonator shell integrally closed at one end and closed at the

other end by a partially empty, shorter tubular metal primer
shell having an open end and supporting a percussion-sensi-

tive primer charge adjacent the inside surface of an inte-

grally closed end, said primer shell extending open end first

into said detonator shell to dispose the outside surface of its

primer charge end across the end of said detonator shell, said

detonator shell containing, in sequence from its integrally

closed end. (I) a base charge of a detonating explosive com-
position and (2) a priming charge of a heat-sensitive detonat-
ing explosive composition;

(b) a substantially U-shaped segment of a length of receiver

detonating cord held with its apex adjacent the integrally

closed end of said detonator shell; and
(c) low-energy detonating cord (LEDC) adjacent the outside
end surface of said primer shell; the improvement compris-
ing a length of LEDC arrayed in a manner such that a pair

of axially separated segments thereof are anchored in place,

or two lengths of LEDC arrayed in a manner such that a

segment from each length is anchored in place, in side-by-
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side relationship adjacent the outside end surface of said

primer shell.

I

4,426,934

FRICTION CASTING BOLSTER POCKET WEAR PLATE
HAVING A PLURALITY OF SIDES

Robert P. Geyer, Palatine, 111., assignor to Standard Car Truck
Company, Chicago, 111.

Filed Jan. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 340,897

Int. n.3 B61F 5/12

U.S. a. 105—197 DB 3 Oaims

of the valuables, a door providing access to said space, and a

lock for said door, at least some of said panels supporting

connectors on inside facing surfaces thereof, and cooperating

connectors associated with the remaining panels, all of said

connectors on said-inside facing surfaces comprising a plurality

of spaced-apart, inwardly extending studs attached to said

inside facing surfaces and having no portions thereof on out-

side facing surfaces of said panels, said cooperating connectors

comprising openings deHned by the remaining panels dimen-

sioned to receive said studs, said case being thereby free of any
connectors for holding the panels together which are exposed

on the exterior of the case, whereby, upon assembly of the

respective panels, access to the connectors is available only

from within said interior space.

1. A wear plate for the friction wedge pocket of a railroad

car truck bolster, the pocket having a slanted rear wall and
adjoining side walls perpendicular thereto, the side walls being

generally perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the bolster,

with one of the side walls being the inboard side wall and the

other being the outboard side wall,

said wear plate including a main portion formed and adapted
to substantially conform to the pocket slanted wall and a

pair of wall portions, each integral with and perpendicular

to said wear plate main portion, one of said wall portions

being formed and adapted to substantially conform to the

pocket outboard side wall and the other wall portion

being formed and adapted to substantially conform to the

pocket inboard side wall, and means on said wear plate for

cooperative attachment to the pocket.

4,426,935 '

CASE FOR SECURING VALUABLES
Joseph Nikoden, Jr., Palatine, 111., assignor to Detroit-Armor

Corporation, Schaumburg, 111.

Filed Jun. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 391,306

Int. a.' A47B 47/02: E04H 9/00
U.S. a. 109—79 10 Qaims

I
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1. A case for securing valuables comprising a plurality of
interconnected panels deflning an interior space for placement

4,426,936

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DISPOSAL OF
THERMOPLASTIC WASTE IN A FLUIDIZED BED

REACTOR
Hong-Hsiang Kuo, Troy, Mich., assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Apr. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 370,458

Int. a.3 F23G 7/00

U.S. a. 110—245 7 Oaims
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6. A reactor for bnrning polymeric waste particles on a

continuous, self-sustaining basis by injecting them into a bed of

fluidized refractory particles at a bed temperature above their

degradation reaction temperature, the reactor comprising a

reaction chamber having a substantially right circular cylindri-

cal shape and difTuser means for directing gas into said cham-

ber under pressure to fluidize the refractory and waste parti-

cles, the diffuser means comprising an air impervious plate

located at the bottom of the chamber in sealing relationship

with the chamber walls, said plate having a plurality of small

holes for admitting said gas into said chamber, wherein said

holes are arranged such that there is a high density of holes in

the plate center and a diminishing hole density in a radially

outward direction from the plate center such that flowing gas

through said holes upwardly through said chamber creates a

relatively high pressure zone in the center of the reaction

chamber and a relatively low pressure zone adjacent the cham-

ber walls, the pressure differential causing the particles sus-

pended in the fluidized bed to continuously travel in a toroidal

path upwardly from the center of the reaction chamber and

then down the reaction chamber walls and a metallic foam disc

located above said plate to mediate the flow of pressurized gas

from the plate therethrough and into the chamber thereby

preventing any fugitive melted polymeric waste from clogging

the said small holes in the plate.
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4.426,937

HEAT EXCHANGER FURNACE
Vernon H. Sietmann, Laurel. Iowa 50141; Steven C. Stockdale
and Elmer G. Stockdale. both of Rte. #3. Iowa Falls. Iowa
3012o

Division of Ser. No. 176.409, Aug. 8, 1980, Pat. No. 4,319.557
This application Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,478

Int. a.' F23K 3/10: F24H 3/00
U.S. a. 110-288

, c.i„

«.., li- '' -

1. A heat exchanger furnace, comprising,
a firebox including a bottom wall and an upwardly and
outwardly flaring sidewall enclosure, an air inlet passage
in communication at one end with said firebox, means for
supplying air under pressure to said firebox through said
air inlet passage, a fuel inlet opening in communication at

one end with said firebox, means for supplying fuel to said
firebox through said fuel inlet opening thereby to adjust
the level of fuel in said firebox and a top wall adjacent said
upper edge of said sidewall, said top wall having an outlet
opening in communication with said heat exchanger hous-
ing for exhausting combustion gases thereto, and said
sidewall enclosure having a frusto conical shape with a
lower edge and an upper edge of larger diameter than said
lower edge;

a heat exchanger housing in communication with said fire-

box for receiving combustion gases therefrom and being at

least partially defined by at least one upright sidewall, and
including a plurality of baffles therein, and means for
supporting said baffles in vertically spaced-apart and gen-
erally horizontally extended relation therein, said baffles
being continuous across said heat exchanger housing and
terminating in peripheral edges disposed in clearance
relation from said sidewall thereby to define a peripheral
clearance opening therebetween;

a plenum housing surrounding said heat exchanger housing
and spaced therefrom to define a plenum chamber there-
between;

means for separately controlling the rate of fuel and air
supply to said firebox;

a fuel inlet passage in communication with said fuel inlet

opening for conveying fuel thereto;

and a transfer tube in communication at one end with said air

inlet passage and in communication at the other end with
said fuel inlet passage whereby air introduced into said
fuel inlet passage from said air inlet passage is operative to
prevent the escape of combusion gases from said firebox
through said fuel inlet passage, said air inlet passage hav-
ing a reduced diameter portion adjacent said firebox and
said transfer tube communicating with said air inlet pas-
sage upstream of said reduced diameter portion.

4,426,938
METHOD OF PREPARING IGNITION FUEL PURSL AVT
TO FLOW DYNAMICS FROM A PRIMARY FLEI FLOW

FOR A PULVERIZED FUEL PILOT LIGHT
Klaus Leikert. Gummersbach, and Klaus-Dieter Rennert, Ms-

rienhelde. both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, auignors to L. A C.
SteJnmiiller GmbH. Gummersbach, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Feb. 12, 1982. Ser. No. 348.251
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Feb. 16.

1981, 3105628

Int. a.' F23D 1/00
U.S. CI. 110-347

2 Claim,

'^.)-t

1. A method for supplymg solid, pulverized fuel lo a pulvcr-
ized-fue! pilot light of an annular flame, coal dust burner, said
method comprising the steps of:

A. supplying the coal dust burner with a fuel stream compris-
mg a mixture of pulverized fuel and carrier air from a pul-
verizing plant via a mam fuel supply conduit, wherein the
stream has a cross-section with areas of pulverized fuel
having different gram sizes;

B. selectively withdrawing a portion of the pulverized fuel and
carrier air at a withdrawal site in the mam fuel supply con-
duit; the withdrawal being from a selected location in the
cross-section of the stream of pulverized coal and carrier air

and being made through a withdrawal opening which faces
in the upstream direction with respect lo the direction of
fiow of the stream so as lo withdraw pulverized fuel of a
grain size different from that comprising the cross-section of
Ihe entire stream;

C. separating the withdrawn pulverized fuel from the carrier
air and returning the earner air lo ihe main conduit at a
location downstream from the site of the withdrawal:

D. feeding the withdrawn pulverized fuel lo a storage bunker
for a subsequent burning by the pilot light;

E. feeding the withdrawn pulverized fuel from the storage
bunker to the pilot light when the coal dusi burner is extin-

guished wherein a flame is available for reigniling the coal
dust burner when ignilion is necessary, and

F. withdrawing additional portions of pulverized fuel in accor-
dance with step "B" to keep a sufflcient supply of pulverized
fuel of selected grain size in the storage bunker for use by the
pilot light when the coal dust burner is extinguished

4,426.939

METHOD OF REDUCING NO;, AND SO, EMISSION
Ralph D. Winship. Ottawa. Canada, assignor to Combustion

Engineering, Inc.. Windsor. Conn.
Filed Mar. 21. 1983. Ser. No. 476.947

Claims priority, application Canada. Jun. 8. 1982. 408899
Int. a.' F23K 7/00. F23D 1/00

U.S. CI. 110-347 saaimi
1. The method of operating a furnace including the steps of

conveying pulverized coal in an airstream towards a furnace,
separating the stream into two portions, one being a fuel rich
portion, and the other being a fuel lean portion, introducing the
fuel rich portion into the furnace in a first zone, introducing air

into the first zone in a quantity insufflcieni to support complete
combustion of all of the fuel in the fuel rich portion, introduc-
ing the fuel lean portion into the furnace in a second zone
located at a higher elevation than the first zone, introducing air

into the second zone in a quantity sufflcieni lo support com-
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plete combustion of all of the fuel in both the fuel rich and fuel

lean portions, so as to minimize the peak temperature within

the furnace, and also minimize the formation of NOx and SO^
in the combustion gases.

4,426,940

IMPLEMENTS FOR INJECTING SUBSTANCES BELOW
THE SURFACE OF THE SOIL

David M. Brain, Sampford Peverell, and Gerald M. Frankpitt,

TiTerton, both of England, assignors to Twose of Tiverton

Limited, Tiverton, England

Filed Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,293

Gaims priority, application United Kingdom, Jan. 12, 1981,

8100746

Int. a.^ AOIC 23/02
U.S. a. 111—7

, 7 Oaims
I

. ». ?*
46 44*2

spring so located as to urge the rear end of the reaction

lever downwardly against the soil under the reaction

force of the loading spring.

4,426,941

EMBROIDERY MACHINE PATTERN MECHANISM
Georg Comploi, Bludenz, Austria; Roland Heimgartner, Arbon,

Switzerland; Artur Loacker, Goetzis, Austria; Kurt Huber,
Arbon, and Hans Wallimann, Goldach, both of Switzerland,

assignors to Aktiengescllschaft Adolf Saurer, Arbon, Switzer-

land

Filed Feb. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 345,091

Qaims priority, application Switzerland, Feb. 4, 1981, 730/81

Int. a.' D05C urn
U.S. a. 112—84 16 Gainu

1. Apparatus for injecting slurry beneath a soil surface com-
prising

a rigid frame adapted to be traversed over the soil in which
the slurry is to be injected;

a tine displaceable through said soil in a predetermined
direction of travel in a vertical plane containing said direc-

tion of travel through the soil and including a substantially

straight working shank portion provided with a longitudi-

nally extending duct, said shank portion being adapted for

extending into the soil;

a pivotal mounting means for mounting the tine on the rigid

frame to permit the tine to rock in the said vertical plane;

a loading spring for biasing the tine to a working attitude in

which the straight working shank portion inclines to the

surface of the soil at an acute angle;

a generally upwardly convex arched shoe increasing in

height and width from front to rear relative to said direc-

tion of travel and secured to the tine and including a top

provided with an aperture registering with the duct in the

shank portion of the tine;

means for feeding slurry into the duct;

a vibrator means on the shank portion of the tine for induc-

ing vertical vibrations therein; and
a reaction lever pivoted on the rigid frame and extending

rearwards relative to said direction of travel to a point

behind the tine and including an anchorage for the loading

1. An embroidery machine comprising:

embroidering implement rods mounted in at least two rows

and displaceably guided at the embroidery machine;

a respective oscillatingly driven drive rail operatively asso-

ciated with at least predetermined ones of the embroider-

ing implement lods of a given row;

each of said embroidering implement rods being operatively

connectable with its operatively associated oscillatingly

driven drive rail in that each said embroidering implement

rod can be selectively coupled or decoupled from its

related drive rail;

means for operatively connecting each of said embroidering

implement rods to its related oscillating drive rail;

said operatively connecting means comprising a common
switching lever for simultaneously coupling to or decou-

pling from the related operatively associated drive rail

two of said embroidering implement rods which are re-

lated to the same embroidery location;

said common switching lever being manually actuatable; and

means including an electromagnetic device for automati-

cally actuating said common switching lever.

4,426,942

EYE SHANK BUTTON ATTACHING APPARATUS
Nils O. Nestenius, Helsingborg, Sweden, anignor to Styrteknik

Olof Nestenius AB, Sweden
PCT No. PCT/EP80/00027, § 371 Date Jan. 16, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Jan. 16, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO80/02550, PCT Pub.

Date Nov. 27, 1980

PCT* Filed May 17, 1980, Ser. No. 229,601

Gaims priority, application United Kingdom, May 18, 1979,

7917376

Int. G.5 B68G 7/06: D05B i/16

U.S. G. 112—108 11 Gaims

1. Apparatus for looping tying material about the eye of a

button comprising:

means for supporting a button having a front side and an eye

or eye shank extending outwardly from a reverse side

thereof,

means for passing a doubled length of tying material through
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the eye of a button supported by the supporting means,
and

means for looping one of the two strands of a said doubled
length of tying material about the eye or eye shank of a
said button,

the looping means comprising an arcuate member which
partially surrounds a button supported by the button sup-
porting means when the apparatus is in use and having a
base portion mounted on one end of a shaft which is

rotatable to rotate the looping means and an arcuate wall
which extends both axially and radially outwards from
said base portion, the arcuate wall having a leading edge,
a trailing edge and an arcuate outer edge remote from the
base portion and extending between the leading and trail-

ing edges,

a cut-out in said arcuate wall at the junction of the leading
edge with the arcuate outer edge to form a shoulder,

both the leading edge and the trailing edge being inclined
relative to a plane in which the axis of rotation of the
looping means lies, the leading edge being inclined from

ing ear. said ring being adjustable on the gale and being »ecur-
able thereto with a fastener extending through the car for

H) «

afTixing the cushioning spring is a selected longitudinal posii
along the axis of the needle bar

ion

4 426 944
SEWING MACHINE h'avInG A SUPPLEMENTAL

WORK SUPPORTING SURFACE
Nereo BlanchI, Pavia, Italy, assignor to NecchI Societa per

Azioni, Pavia, luly

Filed Feb. 20. 1981, Ser. No. 236,511
Gaims priority, application luly, Feb. 29. 1980, 42906 A/80

Int. G.' D05B 7i/lO
U.S.G. 112-260 5a.lm.

the base portion away from the direction of rotation of the
looping means and the trailing edge being inclined from
the base portion toward the direction of rotation of the
looping means,

said shoulder being adapted to engage a said one strand of a
doubled length of trying material beyond where the tying
material passes through the eye of the button, the looping
means being rotatable about an axis which is inclined
relative to the axis of a button supported by said support-
ing means when the apparatus is in use whereby said one
strand will be carried by said shoulder around the eye or
eye shank of the button first in a direction from the reverse
side towards the front side of the button so that a loop is

formed in said strand around the looping means to main-
tain the strand in engagement with said shoulder, then in
a direction from the front side towards the reverse side of
the button to disengage the loop from the looping means
and finally again in a direction from the reverse side
towards the front side of the button to disengage the
strand from said shoulder.

4,426,943
ADJUSTABLE CUSHIONING SPRING FOR A SEWING

MACHINE
Edilberto CanUda, East Brunswick, N.J., assignor to The Singer
Company, Stamford, Conn.

Filed May 7, 1982, Ser. No. 375,923
Int. G.' DOSB 3/02

U.S. CI. 112-221 5a«lm.
1. In a sewing machine, a needle bar, a movable gate includ-

ing an arm in which the needle bar is supported for endwise
reciprocation, latching means carried on the needle bar. actuat-
ing means for imparting endwise recirpocatory motion to the
needle bar through said latching means, means for unlatching
the latching means from said actuating means, elevating spring
means for raising the needle bar when unlatched from the
actuating means, a fixed member on the needle bar, a cushion-
ing coil spring disposed coaxially with respect to the needle bar
for engagement by said fixed member, and a ring which is

affixed to the cushioning spring, the ring including an upstand-

1 In a sewing machine with a work supporting surface
having a front side, said surface being convertible into a free
arm, comprising a bed provided with a cantilevcred arm con-
taining a bobbin hook, a door pivoting on said canlilcvercd arm
to rotate from a closed position to an opened position for
access to said hook, a movable work supporting surface
adapted to take an operatively raised position and an opera-
tively lowered position at which lowered position the free arm
is completely accessible, said work supporting surface com-
prising a U-shaped element, ii plate slidable on suitable guides
positioned on the front side of the work supporting surface,

means connected to said plate and means connected to said
door to couple with said plate means to allow the opening
and/or closing of said door every time thai the said plate is

urged to lake the extreme position of its stroke

4,426,945

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURE OF FEATHER QUILT
Kuo A-Van, 8-1 Fu Chung Rd.. 8 Lin Yushow Lee. Panchiao.

Taipei Hsien, Taiwan

Filed Apr. 8. 1983. Ser. No. 483.632
Int. CI.' D05B 97/00: B32B 7/0»

U.S. G. 112-262.1 3 Qalms
1. A method for the manufacture of a feather quilt by the

steps of attaching partition pieces to the upper and lower cloth
layers of an equal sire of a quilt enclosure along longitudinally
and laterally spaced lines thereby forming rectangular spaces
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arrayed in regular rows and files in the interspace between said

upper and lower cloth layers of the quilt enclosure and blow-
ing down into said rectangular spaces, which method com-
prises:

sewing ribbonlike partition pieces by one edge portion

thereof to the inner sides of said upper and lower layers

along all the boundaries of said rectangular spaces running

in either of the two perpendicularly intersecting directions

and sewing T-shaped partition pieces, which comprise a

partition portion and a projecting portion protruding in

one direction from the central portion of said partition

portion, by one edge portion of said partition portion to

said inner sides along all the boundaries of said rectangular

spaces running in the other of said intersecting directions,

sewing the corresponding ribbonlike partition pieces of the

upper and lower layers together along the other edge
portion thereof and. at the same time, sewing the corre-
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spending T-shaped partition pieces of the upper and lower
layers together along the other edge portion of said parti-

tion portion except for the portion from which said T-
shaped projecting portion protrudes, superposing the end
portions of said ribbonlike partition pieces and said T-
shaped partition pieces both fastened to the upper and
lower layers, and sewing the superposed end portions
together.

superposing said T-shaped partition pieces fastened to said

upper and lower layers and sewing the opposite lateral

sides of said projecting portions of said T-shaped partition

pieces thereby forming openings along the edges of said

projecting portions, and
inserting a down injection tube through said openings

formed of said T-shaped projecting portions in lateral

sides of said rectangular spaces and blowing the down
sequentially into the interiors of said rectangular spaces.

4,426,946

STITCH CONTROL METHOD OF ELECTRONIC
SEWING MACHINE

Hideaki Takenoya, Hachioji; Mikio Inamori, Hino, and Hachiro
Makabe, Kanagawa, all of Japan, assignors to Janome Sewing
Machine Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Mar. 8, 1982, S«r. No. 356,158
Qainis priority, application Japan, Mar. 11, 1981, 56-33847

Int. a.3 D05B 3/02
U.S. a. 112-266.1 1 Qaim

1. In a stitch control method in operation of a sewing ma-
chine of the type having stitch forming instrumentalities, a
microcomputer having an electronic memory storing stitch
control signals including data for controlling a needle position
and a fabric feed of the sewing machine to produce a series of
stitches of a selected pattern, a needle position control motor
and a fabric feed control motor which respectively control the
needle position and the fabric feeding movement, said mi-
crocomputer controlling the needle position and the fabric
feed control motors such that said microcomputer reads out

the stitch control signals from the electronic memory at prede-

termined rotation phases of the sewing machine to program-
mingly control the stitches of a selected stitch pattern and a

repeated formation of the pattern, said microcomputer seeking

a feed control amount from the difference between the last feed

control data and the preceding feed control data, and a needle
control amount from the difference between the last needle
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control data read out subsequently to the last feed control data

and the needle control data read out in precedence of the last

needle control data, said microcomputer employing the pre-

ceding needle control data in place of the last needle control

data upon identification of the total value of the feed control

amount and the needle control amount to be over a predeter-

mined value, to thereby control the stitches of the selected

pattern.

4,426,947

SEWING MACHINES
Eric J. Marshall, 5 Carlton Gardens, London SWl, England
PCT No. PCT/GB80/00166, § 371 Date Jun. 10, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Jun. 10, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/01020, PCT Pub.

Date Apr. 16, 1981

PCT Filed Oct. 15, 1980, Ser. No. 276,353

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct. 15, 1979,

7935670; Oct. 15, 1979, 7935671; Oct. 15, 1979, 7935672

Int. a.3 D05B 69/10. 69/22. 47/00

U.S. a. 112—272 7 Qaims
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1. A sewing machine comprising:

(i) a body structure including an overhead arm,

(ii) a work presser foot supported by said overhead arm,

(iii) a work support platen carried by said body structure and

having a reciprocable feed dog disposed below and

aligned with said presser foot, said work support platen

being movable with respect to said body structure into a

first position in which said feed dog is adjacent to the

underside of said presser foot and into a second position in

which said dog is spaced further below said presser foot,

and

(iv) resilient loading means coupled to and acting between
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said body structure and said work support platen and
urgmg said platen and feed dog towards said first position

7. A sewing machine comprising:
(i) a body structure including an overhead arm,
(ii) a work pressure foot supported by said overhead arm.
(in) a work support platen carried by said body structure and

having a reciprocable feed dog disposed below and
aligned with said presser foot, said work support platen
bemg movable with respect to said body structure into a
first position in which said feed dog is adjacent to the
underside of said presser foot and into a second position in

which said feed dog is spaced further below said presser
foot and into a third position below said second position.

(VI) latching means on said body structure arranged to latch
said platen releasably in said second position and in said
third position,

(v) resilient loading means coupled to and acting between
said body structure and said work support platen and
urging said platen and feed dog towards said first position,

(vi) a drive motor having a current feed circuit,
(vii) first switch means on said body structure operable by

said platen and included in said current feed circuit, said
first switch means being arranged to open said current
feed circuit when said platen moves downwardly into said
second position,

(viii) second switch means on said body structure disposed in

said current feed circuit and operable by said platen, said
second switching means being arranged to become open
circuit when said platen moves downwardly into said
third position.

4 426 949
METHOD FOR MAKING ELONGATE CAST

CONSTRUCTION ON THE SEA
Einar Knutscn. Astrupsvei 36, 5032 Minde. Norway
Division of Ser. No. 103,467. Dec. 14. 1979. Pat. No. 4.327.656.

This application Dec. 14. 1981. Ser. No. 330.764
Int. CI.' B63C //02: B63B 5/14

U.S. CI. 114-47 4c,.,„,

4426 948
YARN DETECTOR FOR SHORT SEAM SEWING

MACHINES
Sandor Olasz; Denes Szalay; Jozief Kovacs, and Oliver Kocsis,

all of Budapest, Hungary, assignors to Csepel Muvek Jarmu
es Konfekcioipari Gepgyara, Budapest, Hungary

Filed May 19, 1981, Ser. No. 265,083
Qaims priority, application Hungary, May 28, 1980, 1338/80

Int. a.J D05B 69/36
U.S. a. 112-273

5 ci„.

1 A method for making an elongate cast construction in a
dock fioating on the sea and having upwardly and inwardly
facing panels defining a work chamber and comprising the
steps of providing fixed fastener receiving members in said
panels, positioning boarding members within said work cham-
ber, assemblying said boarding members wiih said dock lo
define a mold cavity by inserting fasteners through said board-
ing members and engaging said fasteners in associated fastener
receiving members, introducing molding material into said
mold cavity, removing said fasteners and at least some of said
boarding members from assembly with said dock after said
molding material has hardened to form a first part of said
elongate cast construction, removing an end panel from said
dock, pushing a portion of said first pari outward through the
open end of the dock from said work chamber and into the sea,
securing said first part to said dock by inserting fasteners
through voids in said first part formed by removal of fasteners
and engaging the inserted fasteners with associated fastener
receiving members, and casting a second part of said elongate
construction within said work chamber as a continuation of
said first part.

4.426,950
SUPPORTING SYSTEM FOR APPARATUSES DESTINED

TO BE MOVED UNDER WATER
Jacques Cholet, L'Etang-la-Ville, France, assignor to Institut

Francais du Petrole, Rueil-Malmaison, France
Continuation of Ser. No. 23,979, Mar. 26, 1979, abandoned. This

application Jun. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 272,241
Claims priority, application France, Mar. 24, 1978, 78 09196

Int. a.'B63G<9//4
U.S. a. 114-245 18 Claim.

1. In a detector for short seam sewing machines (1) provided
with thread guides (3 and 4), a control disc having a driving
shaft (11) and a control unit, wherein a yarn (2) drawn through
said thread guides (3 and 4) swings between the thread guides
(3 and 4) in the course of sewing; the improvement comprising

a light source (7) and a light-sensing device (8) for detecting
the swinging of the yarn; another disc (12) fixed on the
driving shaft (II) of said control disc and having as many
openings (13) as there are short seams to be made during
one revolution of said control disc;

parallel to the disc (12), a detector (14) observing the open-
ings (13) of the disc (12); and an output of the light-sensing
device (8) and an output of the detector (14) being con-
nected to a control circuit (15) electricMly connected to
said control unit of the sewing machine (1).

I. A system for carrying apparatuses to be displaced under
water at a substantially constant submersion depth when
towed from a ship, comprising a( least one supporting device
provided with a movable flap whose orientation is monitored
by conlrol means responsive lo vanations in submersion depth
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for controlling the submersion of the supporting device, each

supporting device comprising the combination of a rigid sup-

port adapted for carrying said apparatuses thereon and com-

prising at least two plates laterally fastened to two longitudinal

elongate members, an apparatus of said apparatuses carried by

a first plate of said rigid support and a control assembly of said

apparatus carried by a second plate thereof, the movable flap

being arranged between the two elongate members and at the

head of the support, and an elongate floating element, having

a positive buoyancy at least sufficient to be maintained at the

surface when not in use, maintained at a certain distance above

the support through fastening means for carrying said rigid

support underwater.

4,426,951

TURN SIGNAL CANCELLATION APPARATUS FOR USE
WTTH STEERING WHEEL AND SHAFT ASSEMBLY

Kaznyoslii Nishiama, Shizuoka, Japan, assignor to Nihon Plast

Co., Ltd., Shiznoka, Japan

Filed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 301,575

Int. aJ HOIH 3/18

U.S. a. 116—46 6 Oaims

a first opening in said case member communicating with said

chamber and connected to the inlet pressure;

a second opening in said case member adjacent but spaced

away from said first opening and communication with said

chamber and connected to the outlet pressure;

a piston centrally disposed in said chamber, said piston fur-

ther being responsive to a predetermined pressure differ-

ential between said first and second openings for move-

ment within said chamber from a first position to a second

position, said piston further having a piston head extend-

ing transversely across said chamber;

1. A turn signal cancellation apparatus for use with a steering

wheel and shaft assembly having a steering wheel boss to

which the steering shaft is secured, said apparatus comprising

a boss cover of a plastic material extending around said steer-

ing wheel boss and secured thereto, said boss cover including

a surface portion extending transversly with respect to said

boss and a turn signal cancellation cam, said boss cover includ-

ing at least one cam actuating portion integral with said cover

and extending from said surface portion thereof and a reinforc-

ing portion disposed substantially radially inwardly of said cam
actuating portion and extending from said surface portion of

said boss cover, said reinforcing portion being integral with

said boss cover and said cam actuating portion, said cam actu-

ating portion being movable along a circular path about the

axis of said steering shaft when said steering wheel is rotated,

said cam having at least one contact portion and being operable

by a turn indicator lever means so that said contact portion is

moved into the path of movement of said cam actuating por-

tion of said boss cover whereby said cam can be returned to its

initial neutral position by engagement of said cam actuating

portion with said contact portion of said cam.

-W-^^ *

indicator means, centrally disposed in said chamber for

indicating said pressure differential between said first and

second openings such that above a predetermined pres-

sure level differential said indicator means moves from a

nonindicating position to an indicating position;

biasing means for urging said piston towards said first posi-

tion; and

temperature sensitive means, for preventing movement of

said indicator means to said indicating position below a

predetermined fluid temperature when said piston moves

from said first position to said second position.

4,426,953

HEAT PRESSURE FUSER APPARATUS
Aivin D. Kromm, Jr., Webster, and Rabin Moser, Fairport, both

of N.Y., assignors to Xerox Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Jul. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 403,453

Int. a.3 B05C n/oo
U.S. a. 118—60 8 Claims

4,426,952

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED DIFFERENTIAL
PRESSURE INDICATING DEVICE

Robert L. Crisp, Jr., Troy, Mich., assignor to Facet Enterprises,

Inc., Tulsa, Okla.

Filed Feb. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 232,485

Int. a.' GOIL 9/14

UJS. a. 116—267
I

10 Oaims
1. A device for indicating a predetermined pressure differen-

tial between inlet and outlet pressures, said device comprising.

a case member having one end, an opposite end and portions

defining a chamber extending from said one end toward

said opposite end and a passage formed in said opposite

end and extending to said chamber for flow communica-
tion therebetween;

1. A release agent management system for applying liquid

release agent material to the surface of a rotating heated fuser

roll, said system comprising:

a routable donor roll contacting said heated roll for apply-

ing said release agent material to said heated roll;

a rotatable metering roll contacting said donor roll and for

contacting said release agent material contained in a sump

for applying said release agent material to said donor roll;

a metering blade supported in contact with said metering

roll for metering the release agent material picked up from

said sump to a predetermined level; and

means for dislodging paper related residue from said meter-
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ing blade and transporting it toward one end of said meter-
ing blade.

4,426,954

APPLICATINGDIE DEVICE
Ronald E. Keller, Celina, Ohio, assignor to Indiana Wire Die
Company, Inc., Fort V tyne, Ind.

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 423,718
Int. a.' B05C n/02

but of a lesser number than said plurality of said reed
switches, said object having magnets mounted at selected
ones of said positions for forming said code; and

(c) electronic means connected to said reed switches for
detecting which of said reed switches are closed when
said coded object is juxtaposed to any lineal sequence of
said reed switches.

U.S. a. 118—125 4 Qaims 4,426,956
WATER VOLUME INDICATOR FOR AN ANIMAL

WATERER
James E. McKinstry. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, assignor to Nelson

Manufacturing Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Filed Jul. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 400,379

Int. a.' AOIK 7/00
U.S. a 119-72 8 Claim.

^c^

<,- <»

1. An application device for use in coating a strand compris-
ing a die assembly of two elements having contiguous flat
surfaces which are securely laminated together, said die assem-
bly having a bore through both elements which is of essentially
uniform diameter through one of said elements and tapered
through the other of said elements; said one element being of
polycrystalline synthetic diamond material and said other
element being carbide, the other surface of said one element
being flat, said assembly being in two halves abuttingly en-
gaged along a plane which diametrally divides said bore.

4,426,955
IDENTinCATION AND ANIMAL FEEDING

APPARATUS
Marvin E. Monroe, and William T. Kavage, both of Sunbury

Ohio, assignors to Optek, Inc., Galena, Ohio
Filed Dec. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 331,233

Int. a.3 AOIK 5/02
U.S. a. 119-51 R ,2 Qaims

1. An animal waterer comprising, a frame member, a fluid
reservoir, a balanced beam pivotally mounted on said frame
member and said reservoir mounted on said beam, a fluid
supply valve mounted on said frame and connectible to a fluid
supply and with an outlet for supplying fluid to said reservoir
and having an actuator engageable by said balanced beam
when it moves due to insufficient fluid in said reservoir, a
switch mounted on said frame and having a switch actuator
engageable by said balanced beam to close it when it moves
due to insufficient fluid in said reservoir and an indicator con-
nected to said switch and actuated thereby to indicate the time
the valve is open to supply fluid.

4,426,957

SAFETY RELEASE PET COLLAR
Richard Horrigan, Stormfleld, Rte. 107, West Redding, Conn,
06896

Filed Jun. 16. 1982, Ser. No. 388,802
Int. a.' AOIK 27/00

U.S. a. 119-106 9 Oaims

1. An identification apparatus for electronically detecting a
code on one of a plurality of coded objects and comprising:

(a) a plurality of spaced reed switches mounted to a support
capable of receiving a coded object in a plurality of posi-
tions;

(b) a coded object having a plurality of positions spaced
substantially the same as the spacing of said reed switches.

1. A safety-relea.se pet collar comprising, in combination:
(a) a two-piece band in the form of a flat strip of foldablc and

penetrable material, said band being adapted to encircle
the pet's neck,

(b) one pair of adjoining ends of the bands having cooper-
able buckle means to enable the normal applying and
removing of the band from the pet to be effected,

10.18 OG — .-57
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(c) the remaining pair of adjoining ends of the band having

folded-back portions respectively forming closed loops,

(d) said remaining pair of adjoining ends of the bands further

having cooperable, force-release connectors constituted

of strips of cooperable, attachable and releasable, loop-

and-hook material, said connectors being adapted to be-

• come free from each other in response to experiencing

excessive forces such as would occur if the band should

become caught on a branch of other object and the pet

struggles to be freed,

(e) said folded-back portions of the band and said loop-and-

hook strips being secured together by fastening means

passing through them, and

(0 a pair of juxtaposed rings extended respectively through

said closed loops, for receiving a leash means adapted to

confme said rings against separation and thereby prevent

separation of the remaining pair of adjoining ends of the

band.

4,426,958

FLUIDIZED BED COMBUSTOR AND COAL GUN-TUBE
ASSEMBLY THEREFOR

William S. Hosek, Mt. Tabor, and Edward J. Gamito, Wayne,

both of N.J., assignors to Curtiss-Wright Corporation, Wood-
Ridge, N.J.

Continuation of Ser. No. 201,288, Oct. 27, 1980, abandoned.

This application Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 341,462

Int. a.3 F28D 13/00

U.S. a. 122—4 D 9 Gaims

tion of said chamber, said heat exchanger means including

a plurality of heat exchange elements.

means defining a fluidizing bed area extending from above

the distributor plate assembly to the vicinity of the upper

portion of said heat exchanger means, and at least one coal

supply gun assembly extending through said housing and

terminating in said chamber above said distributor plate

assembly, and

said at least one coal supply gun assembly comprising a

plurality of discharge means arranged to only discharge

the granular coal material between adjacent heat ex-

change elements.

4,426,959

WASTE HEAT RECOVERY SYSTEM HAVING THERMAL
SLEEVE SUPPORT FOR HEAT PIPE

Jack McCurley, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Q-dot Corporation,

Dallas, Tex.

Filed Jul. 1, 1980, Ser. No. 165,059

Int. a.5 F22B 1/18. 3/02

U.S. a. 122—33 13 Qaims

1. A fluidized bed combustor comprising

a housing defming an interior chamber having an upper and

lower portion, said upper portion having a top portion for

the discharge of combustion gases and said lower portion

having a bottom portion with an outlet for cooling fluid,

a distributor plate assembly extending across the lower

portion of said chamber including a plurality of tuyeres

for the discharge of fluidizing air therethrough,

means defining a windbox below said distributor plate as-

sembly communicating with said tuyeres,

means defining a heat exchanger inlet plenum below said

windbox including a plurality of tubes extending there-

through for the passage of air to said windbox,

means defining a lower section below said heat exchanger

inlet plenum with a connection to an air supply means for

supplying air through said plurality of tubes to said wind-

box,

heat exchanger means adapted to extend above said distribu-

tor plate assembly and being mounted in said lower por-

1. In combination:

a boiler tank having a water inlet port, a steam discharge

port, and a header plate forming a side wall portion of the

boiler tank;

means forming a convection heat transfer chamber having

an inlet for receiving a flowing stream of heated gas and

an outlet for exhausting the gas stream;

a group of heat pipes thermally interconnecting the boiler

tank with the convection heat transfer chamber, each heat

pipe having a first sealed end portion defining an evapora-

tor section extending into the convection heat transfer

chamber, a second sealed end portion defining a con-

denser section extending into the boiler tank, an intermedi-

ate portion projecting through and coupled in sealing

engagement with the header plate, and each heat pipe

containing a working fluid having a vapor phase and a

liquid phase at the operating temperatures of the evapora-

tor and condenser sections, respectively; and,

support means interposed between said heat pipes and said

header plate for supporting said heat pipes while accom-

modating axial expansion and contraction of said heat

pipes relative to said header plate, said support means

comprising an elongated sleeve interposed between the

intermediate portion of each heat pipe and said header

plate, said sleeve having a wall portion coupled in sealed

engagement with said header plate, a first end portion

coupled in sealed engagement with said heat pipe, and a

major portion of said sleeve being spaced from said inter-

mediate portion of each heat pipe, respectively, and defin-

ing an enclosed insulating air space between said sleeve

and said heat pipe.
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4,426,960
CONTROL CIRCUITRY FOR MULTISTAGE FANS

Robert E. Hart, Qearwater, Fla., assignor to Square D Com-
pany, Palatine, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 83,034, Oct. 9, 1979. abandoned. This
application Aug. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 411,136

Int. a.J POIP 7/12. 11/16
U.S. a. 123-41.49 3 Oaims

ous to said wall and outwardly of said projection, the improve-
ment comprising a recoil starter mechanism interposed be-
tween said wall and said driven element and cooperalable with
said output shaft for pull starting of said engine, said engine
wall defining a recess extending around said wall projection
and the extending portion of the output shaft, the starting

mechanism including a rope pulley extending in part into said

engine wall recess, a cover affixed to said wall and enclosing
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1. A multistage temperature control circuit for maintaining
engine manifold coolant at a selected temperature by selec-
tively operating a plurality of cooling fans mounted to provide
a now of cooling air to said engine, said circuit comprising:
means to selectively energize said fans to operate to maintain

the engine manifold cooling liquid below a selected tem-
perature level;

sensing element means immersed in the manifold coolant for
providing electrical signals proportional to the coolant
temperature including a thermistor probe for sensing the
coolant temperature, means responsive to said signals for
enabling a first of said cooling fans at a predetermined
temperature;

means for sequentially enabling additional fans as the coolant
temperature increases including a differential circuit com-
prising a plurality of differential amplifiers means and a
resistor bridge circuit, said thermistor providing a first

input to each of said differential amplifiers, and said resis-
tor bridge circuit providing selected level inputs as the
second input to each of said differential amplifiers;

time delay circuitry for sequencing the operation of the
cooling fans in accordance with a predetermined delay,

means for by-passing said time delay circuitry to selectively
energize said fans sooner than said predetermined delay
when the temperature cycles rapidly; and a delay circuit
connected to receive an input from a first fan, said delay
circuit comprising an RC network, a logic AND gate
having two inputs and input, the input from said first fan
causing the RC network to charge to a high level after a
first period of time delay and providing a first input to said
AND gate, said thermistor providing a high logic level to
said AND gate, and as the temperature rises to the ener-
gizing point of a succeeding fan, the other input to the
AND gate goes high to turn ON said succeeding fan as the
temperature decreases, the low logic level applied to the
AND gate and said succeeding fan being turned OFF due
to said first fan remaining engaged to enable said succeed-
ing fan to be reactivated without the time delay when the
temperatures again rises.

said recess and said rope pulley, said wall defining a shoulder
extending around the output shaft and disposed radially in-

wardly of the wall recess and outwardly from said projection,
said rope pulley being affixed to a starter hub rotaiably sup-
ported at one end thereof by said wall shoulder, said cover
defining a central opening encircling the starter hub. and a
bushing interposed between said cover opening and said starter

hub for journaling said starter hub

4,426.962

STRUCTURE FOR FAaLITATING STARTING AND
WARMING OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Juigi Otani, Oomiya; Akira Okubo, and Takashi Kushibiki. both
of Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Honda Giken Kogyo
Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,355
Oaims priority, application Japan. Apr. 13. 1981, 56-55271

Int. a.' F02M 1/08
U.S. a. 123-179 H 7 Claims

4,426,961

STARTING ARRANGEMENT FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

James E. Grinde, Anoka, Minn., assignor to Yamaha HaUudoki
Kabushiki Kaisha, Iwau, Japan

Filed Oct. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 312,334
Int. a.' E02N 77/00

U.S. a. 123-179 SE 4 Qaims
1. In a recoil starting arrangement for an internal combustion

engine of a powered vehicle, said engine having an engine
housing including a non-rotatable engine wall, an output shaft
extending through said wall of said engine housing, said wall
having an outwardly extending projection, bearing means
supported within said projection and journaling said output
shaft, and a driven element affixed to said output shaft contigu-

1. A structure for facilitating starting and warming of an
internal combustion engine, comprising an intake passage, a
carburetor inserted in said intake passage and having a mam
fuel supply system with a throttle valve therein, and a heating
system disposed independently from said main fuel supply
system for producing a heated gaseous mixture to be fed into

the engine, said heating system including a side passage con-
nected to said intake passage and separate therefrom, by-pass-
ing said throttle valve, a fuel nozzle for controlling the fuel in

said side passage, a control valve disposed in said side passage
for opening and closing said side passage, a heating chamber
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formed in said side passage on the downstream side of said

control valve, and a heating element disposed in said heating

chamber for heating a gaseous mixture generated in said side

passage, and thereby converting said gaseous mixture into a

combustible gaseous mixture, wherein fuel flow in said side

passage is independent of fuel flow in said intake passage.

4,426,963

LIGHT METAL CYLINDER HEAD FOR A
VALVE-CONTROLLED INTERNAL COMBUSTION

ENGINE
Emil Lichtner, Odenthal-Voiswinkel, Fed. Rep. of Germany,

nignor to Klocluier-Humboldt-Deutz Aktiengesellschaft,

Cologne, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Sep. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 298,946

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 13,

1980,3034591

Int. a.' F02F 1/26

MS. a. 123—193 H 1 Qaim

1. An improvement in an aluminum alloy cylinder head for

a valve-controlled internal combustion engine, said cylinder

head having a bottom surface which faces into an associated

combustion chamber, the bottom surface having a pair of

spaced valve openings therethrough defining an area therebe-

tween on the bottom surface which is subject to crack propo-

gation, said cylinder head also having a bore disposed through

the area for receiving one of the group consisting of an ignition

related device and an injection-related device, the improve-

ment comprising:

a pair of substantially parallel, spaced, stress relief grooves in

said area, the grooves extending longitudinally between

the valve openings and having surfaces;

a pair of spaced steel inserts embedded in the cylinder head

and extending longitudinally between the valve openings

while extending laterally across the bottom of the

grooves, each insert having a surface exposed in the

grooves;

a coating of material which is resistant to oxidation overly-

ing the surfaces of the steel inserts which are exposed in

the grooves, the coating being of a material selected from

the group consisting of ceramic material and aluminum
material, and

a crack-precluding aluminum oxide layer formed by anodic

oxidation at a high current density on the bottom surface

of the cylinder head and covering at least the area be-

tween said valve openings and the surfaces of the grooves,

the oxide layer being precluded from contact with the

steel inserts during formation of the layer due to protec-

tion of the inserts by the coatings.

4,426,964

RUNNER-TYPE LUBRICATING DEVICE FOR VERTICAL
ENGINE

Tatsutoshi Umeda, Kawachinagano, and Yasunori Hashigaki,

Sennan, both of Japan, assignors to KuboU, Ltd., Osaka,

Japan

Filed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,147

Oaims priority, application Japan, Jan. 5, 1981, 56-83584[U]

Int. a.' P02F 7/00: F02B 77/00

U.S. a. 123—195 A 3 Oaims

s^ f-JF^

1. An improved support for improving the relative relation-

ship between a runner-type lubricating device and a power

gear secured on a vertically supported rotary shaft of a vertical

drive type engine which engine includes a crank case with an

oil pan enclosure secured to said crank case, the improvement

comprising a bracket, said runner-type lubricating device

being mounted to said bracket near one end thereof and is

rotatable relative to said power gear, said bracket including an

aperture near another end thereof, Fixing means extending

through said aperture and extending into said crank case which

secures said bracket to said crank case with said runner-type

lubricating device extending into said oil pan and positioned

relative to said power gear for lubricating said power gear.

4,426,965

UNITIZED OIL COOLER AND RLTER ASSEMBLY
Harshad H. Patel, Columbus, Ind., assignor to Cummins Engine

Company, Inc., Columbus, Ind.

Filed Feb. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 347,969

Int. a.3 F02M 7/00

U.S. a. 123—196 AB 21 Qaims

1. An oil cooler assembly for use on an internal combustion

engine having a recirculating lubrication oil circuit and a recir-

culating engine coolant circuit, comprising

(a) a cooler housing having a planar end surface and an

elongated internal cavity one end of which opens into said

planar end surface;

(b) support means for mounting said cooler housing on the

engine and for providing isolated fluid flow passages

between the cooler housing and the recirculating lubrica-

tion oil circuit and the recirculating engine coolant circuit;

(c) heat exchange means for causing the lubrication oil and

engine coolant to flow through said cooler housing in
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fluidically isolated, heat exchange relationship, said heat
exchange means including

(1) a plurality of elongated tubes, and
(2) tube mounting means for mounting said tubes in spaced

apart, parallel nested relationship within said housing
cavity, said lube mounting means including a flat plate-
like member sandwiched between said cooler housing
and said support means, said flat plate-like member
containing means for supporting the elongated lubes at
the ends thereof and at least one oil inlet aperture
through which oil flows from said support means to said
cooler housing and at least one oil return aperture
through which oil flows from said cooler housing into
said support means.

4,426,966

PRECOMBUSTION CHAMBER IN THE CYLINDER
HEAD OF A DIESEL ENGINE

Werner Huther, Karlsfeld, and Wolfgang KrUger, Reichert-
shausen, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to MTU
Motoren-und Turbinen-Union, Munich, Fed. Rep, of Germany

Filed Jun. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 386,765
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 12.

1981, 3123398

Int. a.^ P02B i/00
U.S. a. 123-286 6 claims

1. A precombustion chamber construction in a cylinder head
of a diesel engine, the cylinder head bounding a main combus-
tion chamber of the engine, said precombustion chamber con-
struction comprising means in said cylinder head defining a
precombustion chamber communicating with the main com-
bustion chamber via a flow passage and including a member in

said cylinder head provided with said gas passage and a body
supported by said member and facing into said main combus-
tion chamber to form a gas baffle for combustion products
passing through the gas passage from the precombustion cham-
ber to the main combustion chamber, a mushroom shaped
body including a cap disposed in said main combustion cham-
ber and a stem received in said member, said body and member
defining a gas duct therebetween, said mushroom shaped body
comprising four longitudinal webs at an angular spacing of 90
degrees, said webs projecting from said stem to said member,
and at least one transversely extending pin extending through
a respective pair of webs and said stem into said member and
being covered by said webs in said gas duct.

inlet manifold, said orifices being positioned in a slantwise
direction relative to the longitudinal center of said chamber
and directed tangentially to the inner surface of said chamber,
a closure fixedly attached al the opp<isilc end of said chamber,
an outlet manifold, fixedly attached to said chamber immedi-
ately adjacent to the said closure, a hot nutlet fixedly attached

4,426,967
ENGINE CHARGE AIR TEMPERATURE CLASSIFIER

Edward M. McWhorter, 6931 Greenbrook CIr., Citrus Heights,
Calif. 95610

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 160,577, Jun. 18, 1980,
abandoned. This application Sep. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 414,395

Int. a.' F02M 15/00, 31/02
U.S. CI. 123-315 9 Claims

1. An air temperature classifier comprising an inlet manifold
fixedly attached to one end of a chamber, an inlet fixedly
attached to said inlet manifold, said inlet being axially aligned
with the longitudinal axis of said inlet manifold and said cham-
ber, a plurality of inlet orifices between said chamber and said

to said oulet manifold, a collector tube centrally positioned
within said chamber, said collector tube beng fixedly attached
to manifolding, said manifolding being positioned wiihin a
plug, said plug being centrally positioned within said inlet

manifold by diagonally placed guide vanes, a cold outlet at-

tached to said manifolding within said plug

4,426,968

CARBURETOR WITH MEANS FOR COMPENSATION
OF IDLING REVOLUTION

Keilchi Onuki, Hitachi; Tooru Nakagawa, Mito, and Tadashi
Inoue, Katuta, all of Japan, auignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Aug. 28. 1981, Ser. No. 297.406
Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 5, 1980, 55-123070

Int, a.' P02M H/00, 3/U6
U.S. CI. 123-339 9 Oaims

led-

1. A carburetor for an internal combustion engine of an
automobile the carburetor comprising:

air suction passage means having a Venturi means therein

throttle valve means disposed in said air suction passage
means downstream of said Venturi means:

bypass passage means for bypassing said air suction passage
means, said bypass passage means communicating at one
end with said air suction passage means upstream of said

throttle valve means and al the olhcr end with said air

suction passage means downstream of said throttle valve

means;

fuel passage means for fiuidly connecting a portion of said

bypass passage means with a fuel source;

solenoid valve means disposed on a fuel-air mixture passage
means of said bypass passage means downstream of a

junction between said bypass passage means and said fuel

passage means for controlling an opening of said bypass
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passage means in accordance with an electric load in-

crease on the engine, so that a quantity of fuel-air mixture

suitable for compensation of the idling rotational speed of

the engine is supphed into said air suction passage means;

and

control circuit means for detecting the electric load in-

crease due to use of electric means installed m the automo-

bile and for transmitting electric signals to said solenoid

valve means.

4,426,969

OVERSPEED SAFETY MEANS FOR FLEL INJECTION
PUMPS OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Franz Ebeim, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Robert Boscb GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed May 20, 1982, Ser. No. 380,377

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 4,

1981, 3122250

Int. a.3 F02D 5/00
U.S. a. 123—357 4 Qaims

1. An overspeed safety apparatus for a fuel injection pump
provided on an internal combustion engine, said injection

pump having a work chamber and a suction chamber, said

work chamber communicating with said suction chamber via

an electrically activated valve, said electrically activated valve

being operated by an electrical circuit and normally being held

in an open position during operation of said engine, said pump
further having means for ascertaining a threshold rpm for fuel

shut-off and thereupon permanently interrupting the electrical

circuit to close the electrically activated valve, characterized

in that said means for ascertaining the threshold rpm comprises

a centrifugal, electrical conductor, interruptor means provided

with a flyweight, said flyweight pivoting counter to means
providing a restoring force in proportion to increasing rpm in

response to centrifugal force, said electrical circuit having an

electrical conductor loop means positioned adjacent to said

centrifugal, electrical conductor, interruptor means, said elec-

trical conductor loop means being severed by said flyweight

upon said centrifugal electrical conductor, interruptor means
attaining the threshold rpm, thereby permanently interrupting

said electrical circuit thereby closing said electrically activated

valve to prevent fuel flow from the suction chamber to the

work chamber whereby said electrical conductor loop means
must be replaced in order to complete the electrical circuit to

said electrically activated valve.

4,426,970

RESILIENT DRIVE FOR FUEL INJECTION PUMP
GOVERNORS

Leon A. Gaiis, Ludlow, and Richard J. Czamik, Easthampton,

both of Mass., assignors to Ambac Industries, Inc., Spring-

field, Mass.

Filed Jan. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 224,001

Int. a.' P02D 31/00
U.S. a. 123—364 1 Qalm

<*/

1 In a fuel injection pump governor for diesel engines com-
pnsing a governor shaft, means for rotating said governor shaft

at a speed corresponding to engine speed, a flyweight assembly

on said governor shaft for sensing the speed of rotation thereof,

said flyweight assembly comprising a spider and at least one

flyweight pivotally connected to said spider for rotation with

respect to said spider in response to speed changes of the shaft,

means operatively connected with said flyweight assembly for

controlling fuel delivery under predetermined speed condi-

tions as sensed by said flyweight assembly, the improvement

comprising means resiliently connecting said flyweight assem-

bly spider with said governor shaft to provide a rotation of said

spider assembly at the same rate as said governor shaft while

permitting a limited resilient relative rotation of said flyweight

assembly with respect to said governor shaft, said latter means

comprising a spider adpator disposed adjacent said spider and

attached to said shaft on one side of said spider, a spider re-

tainer attached to said shaft adjacent said spider on the oppo-

site side thereof from said spider adaptor, a pair of substantially

diametrically opposed slots in said spider, a spring assembly in

each said slot, each said spring assembly comprising a first

spring seat disposed in said slot and attached at opposite sides

thereof to said spider adaptor and said spider retainer, a com-
pression coil spring seated at one end on said first spring seat,

a second spring set disposed at one end of said spider slot, said

spring being seated at its other end on said second spring seat,

and a spnng guide extending from said second spring seat and

passing through said coil spring into a bore in said first spring

seat for sliding movement therewithin upon extension or con-

traction of said spring, said spring seats and spring guide serv-

ing to maintain spring alignment and minimize spring distor-

tion, the springs of said spring assemblies being oppositely

disposed so as to resiliently bias said spider toward a normal

operating position with espect to said governor shaft interme-

diate the limit positions of its permissible rotation with respect

thereto

4,426,971

FUEL INJECTION RATE LIMITING DEVICE FOR
DIESEL ENGINE

Mitsumasa Isoda, Sakaishi, Japan, assignor to Kubota Ltd.,

Osaka, Japan

Filed May 28, 1982, Ser. No. 382^15
Oaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 29, 1981, 56-96991[U]

Int. a.' F02D 31/00

U.S. a. 123—367 1 Qalm
1 A fuel injection rate limiting device for a diesel engine,

including:
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a governor mechanism 13 for controlling the fuel injection rate
of a fuel injection pump 12 of a diesel engine 11;

a limitee means 15 formed as an integral part of a movable
control element 14 of the governor mechanism 13;

a fixed cylinder means 19 fixedly mounted at a given position
with respect to said fuel injection pump 12 and on the fuel
injection rate increasing side "r" of said limitee means 15;

a movable cylinder means 20 set in said fixed cylinder means 19
freely slidable longitudinally fore and back substantially
along the direction of movement of said limitee means 15;

a fuel injection rate limiter means 16 set through through-holes
21 and 30 made in the front end walls of said movable cylin-
der means 20 and said fixed cylinder means 19 respectively
to extend from inside said movable cylinder means 20 freely
slidable through said both holes 21 and 30 to project beyond
the front end wall of said fixed cylinder means 19 to oppose
said limitee means 15;

a first adjusting screw 23 screwed into the rear end portion of
said movable cylinder means 20 with its longitudinal posi-
tion adjustable;

a first spring means 17 loaded between said first adjusting
screw 23 and said limiter means 16 in said movable cylinder
means 20 urging said limiter means 16 in the fuel injection
rate decreasing direction "1";

the other spring means is set at a higher tension to be used as
starting spring.

4,426.972
VIBRATION SUPPRESSION SYSTEM FOR DIESEL

ENGINE
Akira Kimura, Zushi, and Toshiro Abe, Yokohama, both of

Japan, auignors to Nissan Motor Co., Ltd., Yokohama, Japan
Filed Mar. 22, 1983, Ser. No. 477,602

Qaims priority, application Japan. Mar. 26, 1982, 57-48388
Int. a.' P02D 1/04

U.S. a. 123-378
,2 claim.
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a first checking means 26 disposed between said first adjusting
screw 23 and limiter means 16 in said movable cylinder
means 20 to determine the dimension "A" by which said
limiter means 16 can retreat toward said first adjusting screw
23 in said fuel injection rale increasing direction "r";

a second adjusting screw 25 screwed into the rear end portion
of said fixed cylinder means 19 with its longitudinal position
adjustable;

a second spring means 18 loaded between said second adjusting
screw 25 and said movable cylinder means 20 in said fixed
cylinder means 19 urging said movable cylinder means 20
forward;

a second checking means 27 disposed between said second
adjusting screw 25 and said first adjusting screw 23 in said
fixed cylinder means 19 to determine the dimension "B" by
which said movable cylinder means 20 can retreat toward
said second adjusting screw 25 in said fuel injection rate
increasing direction "r"; and

an arrangement wherein the tension of either of said first spring
means 17 and said second spring means 18 is set lower than
the force with which said movable control element 14 of said
governor mechanism 13 is shifted in said fuel injection rate
increasing direction "r" to be used as torque spring, while

1. A system for suppressing vibration of a diesel engine,
comprising:

means for decreasing the amount of intake air to be inducted
into the engine when operated;

means for heating the intake air when operated,
first detecting means for detecting a low engine speed and
low engine load operating range of the engine, and for
producing a first signal in response thereto;

second detecting means for detecting the level of vibrational
acceleration of engine vibration having frequencies within
a predetermined range, and for producing a second signal
in response thereto;

first control means for operating said intake air amount
decreasing means in response to said first signal from said
detecting means; and

second control means for operating said healing means in

response to said second signal from said second detecting
means.

4,426,973
METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING

THE IGNITION TIMING OF AN INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Jiro Nakano; Hideo Miyagi, both of OkazakI, and Hironobu
Ono, Toyota, all of Japan, assignors to Toyota Jidosha Kogyo
Kabushiki Kaisha, Toyota, Japan

Filed Sep. 18, IWl, Ser. No. 303,494
Qaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 25, 1980, 55-132272

Int. Q.' P02P 5/04
U.S. Q. 123-418 ,8 Qaims
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1. A method of controlling the ignition timing of an internal
combustion engine having a predetermined input terminal for
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servicing the ignition timing, said method comprising the steps

of:

detecting the operating condition of the engine and produc-

ing at least one first electrical signal which indicates the

detected operating condition;

calculating, in response to the produced first electrical sig-

nal, a spark advance angle which corresponds to an opti-

mum ignition timing at the detected operating condition;

detecting whether or not the engine is in the idling condi-

tion, to produce a second electrical signal when the engine

is in the idling condition;

detecting whether or not a predetermined electrical signal is

applied to said service input terminal and producing a

third electrical signal when said predetermined electrical

signal is applied;

in response to said second and third electrical signals, when
the predetermined electrical signal is not applied to said

service input terminal and when the predetermined elec-

trical signal is applied to said service input terminal but the

engine is not in the idling condition, adjusting the timing

of sparks applied to the engine depending upon said calcu-

lated spark advance angle; and

in response to said second and third electrical signals, when
the predetermined electrical signal is applied when the

engine is in the idling condition, setting the timing of

sparks applied to the engine to a predetermined fixed

timing.

4,426,974

DIGITAL TIMING QRCUIT FOR A ROTATING
MACHINE

Donald R. Nash, Berkey, Ohio, assignor to Allied Corporation,

Morristown, NJ.
Filed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,296

Int. a.' F02P 5/04. 9/00

VS. a. 123—418 11 Qaims

>^ ^
^ y
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time required for a second one of said slots to pass said

defined angular position to define the order of each slot

passing said angular position and the order of each said

timing signal.

4,426,975

IGNITION TIMING CONTROL SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINES

Shosuke Suzuki; Teniyoshi Ito, both of Kariya; Yukio

Sakakibara, Aichi; Takashi Yamada, Nishio; Fumiyoshi Kubo,

Kawasaki; Kunimasa Yoshimura, Mishima; Mitsuyuki Uga-

jin, Toyota; Kiyokane Ki^i, Toyota, and Mitsuyuki Banno,

Toyota, all of Japan, assignors to Nippondenso Co., Ltd.,

Kariya and Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Toyota,

both of Japan

Filed Nov. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 322,693

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 26, 1980, 55-

1691 15[U]

Int. a.' F02P 5/14

U.S. a. 123—425 4 Qaims
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1. A method of producing an ignition advance signal, includ-

ing the steps of:

rotating an armature having a plurality of spaced-apart

indicia having separate and distinct angular spacing to

generate at least first and second timing signals, from at

least respective first and second separate and distinct

angularly spaced indicia;

identifying a selected one of said timing signals corresp)ond-

ing to a selected one of said indicia, and generating a

trigger signal respxjnsive to said selected one of said timing

signals to provide said ignition advance signal;

said step of rotating said armature including the step of
rotating an armature having a plurality of teeth and slots

defined by said teeth; and

said step of generating said trigger signal includes the step of

sensing the passage of a first one of said slots past a defined

angular position and the subsequent step of measuring the

1. In an ignition timing control system, for internal combus-

tion engines comprising knocking detecting means for detect-

ing the occurrence of knocking in said engine, a knocking

discrimination circuit responsive to an output signal of said

knocking detecting means to determine the occurrence of

knocking and generate a rectangular pulse in resix)nse to each

knocking event, an ignition timing control circuit responsive to

the occurrence of said knocking to adjust a basic ignition

timing established in accordance with an operating condition

of said engine, and ignition means responsive to an output

signal of said ignition timing control circuit to effect ignition of

said engine, the improvement wherein said ignition timing

control circuit comprises:

speed sensor means for detecting a speed of said engine, and

generating an engine speed signal,

a pair of constant current circuits operated by a signal from

said speed sensor means,

an integrator circuit whose charge and discharge are con-

trolled by said pair of constant current circuits,

means for outputting a voltage corresponding to the output

signal of said knocking detecting means, said outputting

means controlling the output current of one of said con-

stant current circuits according to the knocking state, and

means for limiting the output current of one of said constant

current circuits by limiting the output voltage of said

outputting means according to a signal from said speed

sensor means.
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4,426,976
ENGINE AIR/FUEL RATIO CONTROL SYSTEM

INJECTING BLEED AIR INTO BOTH FUEL SYSTEMS
OF DOUBLE BARRELED CARBURETOR

Toshio Tanahashi; Hidemi Ohnaka, and Yasuo Ohmori, all of
Susono, Japan, assignors to Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha,
Toyota, Japan

Filed Not. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,198
Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 11, 1980, 55-

178499[U]

Int. Q.^ F02M 7/18
U.S. Q. 123-440 4 Qaims

1. An air/fuel ratio control system for an internal combus-
tion engine having,

(a) an exhaust system through which exhaust gases are
vented; and

(b) a carburetor having,

(bl) a primary fuel supply system comprising a primary
intake passage and a primary throttle valve which con-
trols the air flow resistance of said primary intake pas-

sage;

(b2) a secondary fuel supply system comprising a second-
ary intake passage and a secondary throttle valve which
controls the air flow resistance of said secondary intake

passage, so as to keep said secondary intake passage
closed when said primary throttle valve is opened to

less than a certain predetermined opening amount, and
so as progressively to open said secondary intake pas-

sage as said primary throttle valve is opened beyond
said predetermined amount, if and only if the intake air

flow through said carburetor is greater than a certain

predetermined amount;

(b3) a primary main fuel supply nozzle opening into said

primary intake passage, fuel being supplied to said pri-

mary main fuel supply nozzle so as to be sucked there-

from into said primary intake passage by the depression
in said primary intake passage, when air is flowing
through said primary intake passage; and

(b4) a secondary main fuel supply nozzle opening into said

secondary intake passage, fuel being supplied to said

secondary main fuel supply nozzle so as to be sucked
therefrom into said secondary intake passage by the

depression in said secondary intake passage, when air is

flowing through said secondary intake passage;

said air/fuel ratio control system, comprising:

(c) a sensor, mounted to said exhaust system, which detects

the concentration of a component in the exhaust gases in

said exhaust system, and which produces a sensor electri-

cal signal representative thereof;

(d) an electrical control unit, which receives said sensor

electrical signal from said sensor, and which produces a

valve control electrical signal based thereon;

(e) an air bleed control valve which receives said valve

control electrical signal from said electrical control unit,

comprising:

(el) an air inlet open to air at substantially atmospheric

pressure, and

(e2) an air outlet;

(e3) said air bleed control valve varying its resistance in

flow of air from said air inlet lo said air outlet, accord-
ing to said valve control electrical signal;

(0 a primary air bleed path system, leading from said air

outlet of said air bleed control valve, which supplies pri-

mary bleed air into the fuel which is being supplied

through said primary main fuel supply nozzle into said

primary intake passage;

(g) a secondary air bleed path system, leading from said air

outlet of said air bleed control valve, which supplies sec-

ondary bleed air into the fuel which is being supplied

through said secondary main fuel supply nozzle into said

secondary intake passage;

and

(h) a one-way air valve, comprising an inlet and an outlet,

fitted in said secondary air bleed path system so as to

allow air flow in said secondary air bleed path only in the

direction from said air outlet of said air bleed control

valve towards said secondary mam fuel supply nozzle
wherein the operational relation between said sensor, said

electrical control unit, and said air bleed control valve is

to control the sum of supply of said primary bleed air and
said secondary bleed air so as to keep the air/fuel ratio of
the air-fuel mixture supplied to said internal combustion
engine by said carburetor substantially m a small range
about the stoichiometric ratio.

4,426,977

DUAL SOLENOID DISTRIBUTOR PUMP SYSTEM
Lael B. Taplin, Union Lake; Richard P. Walter, Southfield;

Charles R. Kelso, and Albert E. Sisson, both of Farmington,
all of Mich., assignors to The Bendix Corporation, Southfield,

Mich.

Filed Dec. 17, 1980, Ser. No. 217,297

Int. Q.5 F02M 41/02. 51/00
U.S. Q. 123—446 14 Qaims
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1. A fuel injection system for a diesel engine having injection

and metering modes of operation for delivering fuel from a fuel

reservoir to the cylinders of an engine comprising:

a plurality of fuel injectors wherein each of said fuel injec-

tors comprises:

a housing having a first port adapted to receive fuel at a first

determinable pressure level, a second port adapted to

receive fuel at a second determinable pressure level and a

nozzle, and further having metering chamber means con-

nected to said second port, for stonng a premetered quan-
tity of fuel, during the metering mode of operation, prior

to the injection of said premetered quantity of fuel into the

engine during the injection mode of operation;

piston means responsive to the differential fuel pressure

applied thereacross having a first pressure receiving sur-

face in fluid communication with said first port and a

second pressure receiving surface in fluid communication
with said second port for reciprocatively moving within

said housing or selectively compressing and for causing
said premetered quantity of fuel to exit said metenng
chamber means and to be injected into said engine,

through said nozzle, during the injection mode and for
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selectively permitting fuel to reenter said metering cham-
ber means during a subsequent metering mode;

manifold means for connecting in fluid communication each

of second ports of each of said fuel injector;

pressure regulating means connected between said manifold

means and the fuel reservoir for regulating and for supply-

ing fuel at said second determinable pressure to said sec-

ond inlet port of each of said injectors and for returning to

the reservoir excess fuel received from said injectors;

distributor pump means connected to the said first port of

each of said fuel injectors and to the fuel reservoir for

sequentially lowering said first pressure level to a pressure

lower than that of the pressure established by said pressure

regulating means thereby causing said piston to move
causing said premetered quantity of fuel to enter said

metering chamber of a particular one of said injectors

through said second port and for sequentially thereafter

increasing said first pressure level thereby causing said

piston to pressurize the fuel within said metering chamber
to initiate fuel injection into the engine through said noz-

zle;

a laminar flow restrictor means for creating a linear relation-

ship between the velocity of fuel flow and the pressure

differential thereacross situated upstream of said metering

chamber and wherein said distributor pump means, in-

cludes a plurality of output ports wherein each output is

connected to a particular one of said first ports of each

said fuel injector via a bidirectional injection line and
further having a pump inlet port adapted to receive fuel

from the fuel reservoir and an outlet port adapted to

return fiuid to the reservoir, for selectively lowering said

first pressure level applied to each said fuel injector in

timed relation to the combustion process within the engine

and thereafter for selectively increasing said first pressure

level, comprising:

first pressure source means for supplying pressurized fluid, a

determinable first pressure level;

timing valve means for directing the output of said first

pressure source means to a distributor valve means during
the injection mode of operation and for directing the

output of said first pressure source means to said return

port during the metering mode of operation, said timmg
valve means adapted to receive electrical signals in timed
relationship to the combustion process within the engine;

and

distribution valve means for receiving fiuid under pressure

from said first pressure source means including first distri-

bution means for sequentially connecting the pressurized

fiuid to a particular one of said output ports in timed
sequence with the operation of said timing valve means
and with the combustion process within the engine, said

distributor valve means further including second distribu-

tion means for sequentially connecting each one of said

output ports to said return port for a determinable length

of time prior to the time said particular one of said output

ports is connected to said first pressure source means and
wherein said return port is maintained at a pressure less

than the pressure of said first pressure source means.

4,426,978
'

FUEL SUPPLY CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AN INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Michiaki Sasaki, Yokohama; Kiyokazu Yamamoto, and Ko
Hiratsuka, both of Fujisawa, all of Japan, assignors to Nissan
Motor Company, Limited and Jidosha Denki Kogyo Kabu-
shiki Kaisha, both of Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Jan. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 230,287

Qaims priority, application Japan, Jan. 31, 1980, 55-10576;

Jan. 31, 1980, 55-10577

Int. O.^ F02M 39/00
|

U.S. a. 123—458 21 Qaims
1. A fuel supply control system for an internal combustion

engine of the type wherein excess fuel supplied to the engine is

returned from the engine to a fuel supply source for the engine,

comprising:

(a) a pump for circulating fuel between the fuel supply

source and said engine; and

(b) control means responsive to the rate of fiow of the fuel

from the engine to said fuel supply source for controlling

said pump in such a manner that a minimal amount of fuel

beyond that required by said engine is supplied by said

pump to said engine, said control means including a tran-

sistor and a sensor for sensing the rate of fiow of the fuel

from said engine to produce a signal representing the rate

of fiow of the fuel returned, said signal being coupled to a

control electrode of said transistor, said pump including a

motor connected in the emitter collector path of said

transistor, the magnitude of said signal decreasing as the

rate of fiow of fuel increases, thereby decreasing the

torque for said motor.

4,426,979

ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT MEANS FOR MANUALLY
ADJUSTABLE APPARATUS AND SYSTEM FOR

SELECTIVELY CONTROLLING THE AIR-FUEL RATIO
SUPPLIED TO A COMBUSTION ENGINE

Wayne Y. Tung, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Colt Industries

Operating Corp., New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 246,896

Int. CI.' F02D 37/02: P02B 3/00
U.S. a. 123—478 18 Qaims

1. Electrical circuit means for a fuel metering apparatus for

a combustion engine which produces output power as a conse-

quence of combustion air and fuel being supplied thereto

wherein said fuel metering apparatus comprises fuel metering

means effective for metering fuel to said engine, and wherein

said fuel metering means comprises electrically operated valv-

ing means, said electrical circuit means comprising first circuit

means for electrically interconnecting said electrically oper-

ated valving means to a source of electrical potential, and
second circuit means, said second circuit means being manu-
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ally controllable to thereby vary the electrical energization of
said electrically operated valving means in order to cause said
valving means to meter fuel to said engine in correspondingly
varying rates of fuel fiow based on the rate of air How to said
engine.

4,426,980
CORRECTION DEVICE FOR A FUEL METERING
SYSTEM IN AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Hermann Eisele, Vaihingen; Gerhard Stumpp, Stuttgart; Wolf
Wessel, Oberriexingen; Ulrich Flaig, Markgroningen, and
Fridolin Piwonka, Tamm., all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, as-
signors to Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many

Continuation of Ser. No. 247,025, Mar. 24, 1981, abandoned
This application Mar. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 479,769

I980*'m
'"^*"^'*^' "PP""*'®" ^^- Rep- of Germany, Mar. 26,

Int. aj F02D 11/16
U.S. CI. 123-478

7 „.,„,

a fuel pressure sensor for producing a pressure signal,
a circuit processing means connected to said sensor for

recognizing an onset control function and end of control
function of one control procedure, said means including,

first differentiating means responsive to said pressure signal
and producing a threshold value signal of a first derivation
serving as said onset of said control procedure, and a

r-~\^—1_ — '~r'
—

'
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second differentiating means for twice differentiating said
pressure signal serving as said end of said control proce-
dure, and

a time duration-detection means connected to said first and
second differentiating means for detecting fuel quantity as
the duration of time elapsing between said onset and said
end of said control procedure.

I

.—|;

1. A drift-compensation correction device for controlling a
fuel metering system having a fuel pump in an internal combus-
tion engine in which there is an incorrect relationship between
a fuel metering signal and metered fuel quantity due to fuel
pump aging, comprising:

means for generating set-point data signals responsive to
operating parameters of said engine, said data signals
including a drift signal corresponding to said incorrect
relationship,

means responsive to a final control element in said fuel
metering system for generating actual data signals,

a comparator means for comparing said actual and set-point
signals,

a regulating means responsive to said comparator means for
providing said fuel metering signal to said final control
element via an output circuit means for determing said
quantity of fuel to be metered to said pump, and

means supplying a correction intervention signal to said fuel
metering signal corresponding to said drift signal,
whereby the effect of drift in said set-point generating
means due to aging of said pump is compensated for and
said set-point generating means is restored to its original
output rating value.

4,426,982
PROCESS FOR CONTROLLING THE BEGINNING OF
DELIVERY OF A FUEL INJECTION PUMP AND DEVICE

FOR PERFORMING SAID PROCESS
Gerhard Lehner, and Theodor Stipek, both of Hallein, Austria,

assignors to Friedmann A Maier Aktiengesellschaft, Hallein,
Austria

Filed Oct. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 307,939
Claims priority, application Austria, Oct. 8, 1980. 4999/80

Int. a.' F02M 59/20
U.S. a. 123-501 7 atims

Md timt)

n Im-n v

1. A method for controlling the beginning of supply by a fuel
injection pump according to the torque and speed of a turbo-
charged internal combustion engine, said turbocharger being
provided with an exhaust valve to release air in excess of a
predetermined intake boost pressure, the torque being deter-
mined from the intake boost pressure generated by the turbo-
charger and the amount of air released from said exhaust valve

4,426,981
APPARATUS FOR DETECTING THE FUEL QUANTITY
DELIVERED TO THE COMBUSTION CHAMBERS OF A

DIESEL ENGINE
Max Greiner, Gerlingen; Helmut Laufer, and Max Straubel,

both of Stuttgart, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to
Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Aug. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 295,172
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 9

1981,3118425

Int. CI.' F02M 65/00
U.S. a. 123-488 „ aalms

1. An apparatus for detecting the fuel quantity delivered to
the combustion chambers of a Diesel engine comprising:

4,426,983

LIQUID FUEL PUMPING APPARATUS
Alec H. Sellly, North Wembley, and Andrew E. Murray, Lon-

don, both of England, assignors to Lucas Industries Limited,
Birmingham, England

Filed Sep, 23, 1981, Ser. No. 304,932
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct. 4, 1980,

8032064; Dec. 23, 1980, 8041280; Mar. 28, 1981, 8109788
Int. a.' P02M 39/00

U.S. a. 123-506 5 Qaims
1. A liquid fuel injection pumping apparatus for supplying

fuel to the injection nozzles in turn of a multi-cylinder com-
pression ignition engine, comprising a plurality of outlets for
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connection in use to the fuel injection nozzles respectively,

means for delivery of fuel to the outlets in turn, a spill passage

which in use is connected to the outlets in turn when said

outlets are supplied with fuel, an electrically controlled valve

in said spill passage, said valve when 0(>en diverting fuel from
the outlet with which it is connected, electrical circuit means
for controlling the operation of said valve, a pressure trans-

ducer responsive to the pressure upstream of said valve, said

pressure transducer supplying signals to said circuit means

air through the liquid gasoline include tubular means con-

nected to said niter for supplying said demoisturized air, a

vaporizing cell disposed in said reservoir and an evaporator

disposed in said vaporizing cell, said evaporator including a

hollow member with an open base seated on said container and

connected to the tubular means for supplying the demoistur-

ized air, said evaporator having a closed top and a wall having

upwardly inclined slits for jetting the demoisturized air into the

vaporizing cell for production of the expanded volatile fluid,

said vaporizing cell including a second hollow member enclos-

ing said evaporator with an open base seated on said container

and having an opening in a side wall thereof for entrance of the

liquid gasoline therein, and said means for breaking down the

gas into fmer particles including a solid porous top cover of

about 120 microns forming the top of said second hollow

member, and wherein said stabilizing means include an open
ended cylinder formed within said container, a solid porous

top cover of about 90 microns for said cylinder, activated

charcoal within said cylinder and screening means at the bot-

tom of said cylinder, whereby the gas particles pass through

the porous top cover, enter the cylinder, pass through the

activated charcoal and leave the cylinder through the screen-

ing means.

indicative of the fuel pressures attained during delivery of fuel

through the outlets, said circuit means including means respon-

sive to said signals for adjusting the periods during which the

valve is closed and having a microprocessor which selects

from said signals the one representative of the outlet at which
the lower or lowest rate of pressure rise is achieved, and com-
pares said one signal with the remaining signals to produce
correction signals which are utilized to prolong the closure of
the valve and to extend the time fuel is supplied by the appara-

tus to those outlets with which the other signals pertain.

4,426,984

APPARATUS FOR ENTRAINING GASOLINE IN AIR
FOR USE IN AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Jack J. Gilbert, 3 River Rd., Suffern, N.Y. 10901

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 112,242, Jan. 14, 1980,

alMndoned. This application Aug. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 296,659

Int. a.J P02M 21/04
U.S. a. 123—522 7 Claims

1. A device for gasifying liquid gasoline comprising, in

combination, a substantially closed container, a filter, a desic-

cant in said filter for demoisturizing incoming air, means at-

tached to the container for supporting the filter, a reservoir of
liquid gasoline in said container, means for maintaining a fluid

level of said liquid gasoline at about 50% of the total volume of
the container, means for jetting the demoisturized air through
the liquid gasoline in said reservoir to create an expanded
volatile fluid above the reservoir, the expanded volatile fluid

including a gas and liquid gasoline, means for breaking down
the gas into finer gas particles, and means for stabilizing the gas

particles to produce an aeriform gas for use in internal combus-
tion engines, wherein said means for jetting the demoisturized

4,426,985

SUPERCHARGED INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
Hiroshi Kanesaka, Kawasaki, Japan, assignor to Kanesaka

Technical Institute Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305,722

Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 26, 1980, 55-132976;

Sep. 26, 1980, 55-132977

Int. C\? F02B 33/34, 33/42. 37/00

U.S. a. 123—564 6 Oaims

1. A supercharged internal combustion engine comprising a

crankshaft, a piston, an associated cylinder, a combustion

chamber defined by said piston and cylinder, a passage com-

municated with said combustion chamber, an intake port be-

tween said passage and said combustion chamber, an exhaust

port in said combustion chamber, an intake valve periodically

opening and closing said intake port, an exhaust valve periodi-

cally opening and closing said exhaust port, supercharging

means for supplying air or an air/fuel mixture to said combus-

tion chamber through said passage, rotary valve means dis-

posed in said passage upstream of said intake port, said rotary

valve means including a rotary valve operable to periodically

open and close to control delivery of air or an air/fuel mixture

to said combustion chamber, said rotary valve being open

during approximately 180* of the crank angle of said crank-

shaft, control means for controlling the opening and closing

timing of said rotary valve, actuating means for actuating said

control means, and engine knock sensing means co-acting with

said actuator means, whereby when engine knock is sensed by

said engine knock sensing means, said actuating means operates

to advance the cut-off timing of the rotary valve to stop the

supply of air or air/fuel mixture to said combustion chamber
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for a predetermined period, starting prior to the completion of
the intake stroke of said piston.

4,426,986
APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING THE EXHAUST GAS

RECIRCULATION RATE IN AN INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Klaus Muller, Tamm; Helmut Maurer, Schwieberdingen; Franx
Rleger, Aalen, and Ernst LInder, Miihiacker, all of Fed. Rep.
of Germany, assignors to Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

Division of Ser. No. 127,158, Mar. 4, 1980, Pat. No. 4,333,439.
This application Mar. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 358,760

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 22.
1979, 2911209

Int. CI.' F02M 25/06
U.S. a. 123-57

1 Claim

L A system for controlling exhaust gas in an exhaust tube of
an internal combustion engine comprising:

an air intake tube connected to said engine,
an exhaust tube connected to said engine,
an accelerator pedal,

a fuel injection system controlled by at least said accelerator
pedal and rpm of the engine,

an exhaust throttle valve disposed in said exhaust tube,
a relative positioner related to said accelerator pedal and

said fuel injection system for varying the quantity of fuel
injected into said engine,

an exhaust gas sensor in combination with a control element
and control apparatus for influencing the position of said
relative positioner, and

a curve follower generator for influencing a position of said
exhaust throttle valve in said exhaust tube in accordance
with the position of said accelerator pedal,

whereby exhaust gases are built up in said exhaust tube in the
direction of said engine depending on the position of said
exhaust throttle valve relative to an axis of said exhaust
tube.

placing an ion-current sensor in the exhaust conduit for

measuring ion-currents;

generating a nominal value of the ion-currents;

periodically integrating the measured values of the ion-cur-
rent, especially during one working cycle of a piston of
the engine, and

><:1
^>^

comparing said integrated ion-currenis with one another,
thereby deriving a signal representing a difference value
and comparing said difference values with said nominal
value, and

altering the exhaust gas recycling rate in dependence on the
result of said comparison.

4,426,988

CONTROL ELEMENT
Max Greiner. Gerlingen; Gerold Grimm, and Heinrich Knapp.

both of Leonberg, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to
Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart. Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Aug. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 411,229
Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 5.

1982. 3200096

Int. a.' P02M 23/04
U.S. a. 123-585 4 Qalms

4,426,987
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING THE
COMPOSITION OF THE COMBUSTIBLE MIXTURE OF

AN ENGINE
Reinhard Utsch, Vaihingen, and Valerio Bianchi, Hochdorf,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Robert Bosch
GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Continuation of Ser. No. 747,676, Dec. 6, 1976, Pat. No.

4,372,270. This application Sep. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 420,973
Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 6.

1975,2554988

Int. O.' P02B 3/00
U.S. O. 123-571 9C\»im%

1. A method for controlling the exhaust gas of an internal
combustion engine, said engine including combustion cham-
bers, inlet conduits leading to said combustion chambers and
exhaust conduits leading from said combustion chambers to the
atmosphere, comprising the steps of

1. A control device including an electric servo motor con-
trolled by a current supply, said control device further includ-
ing a throttle device which opens, to a greater or lesser degree
a passage diameter of a by-pass flow line around a throttle

valve disposed in an intake line of an internal combustion
engine, wherein said control device has at least one elastic

element secured thereto by means of which, during an inter-

ruption of said current supply of said electric servo motor, said
throttle 'ice can be moved by said at least one elastic ele-

ment ir.io a defined position thereby opening said passage
diameter of said flow line.

4,426,989

BOW STRING RELEASE
Richard M. Sutton, Fridley, Minn., assignor to Sutton and

Thayer, Fairmont, Minn., part interest to each
Filed Apr. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 249,750

Int. O.' F41B 5/00
U.S. O. 124-35 A 5 Oaims

1. Bow string release for use by an archer with a bow includ-
ing a bow string stretched between tips of said bow for shoot-
ing an arrow, said bow string release comprising:

a. strap including a hand strap, a front wrist strap, a rear
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wrist strap with a plurality of holes, a cross strap between
said front and said hand strap, a roller clasp secured to said

front wrist strap for securing said rear wrist strap;

b. a pivot pin, a steel plate being secured by said pivot pin at

a front portion of said hand strap permitting a first degree
of freedom, said steel plate being doubled over and includ-

ing two opposing and aligned pivot holes permitting a

second degree of freedom;

c. a release structure positioned on a cylindrical pin, said

cylindrical pin rotatably mounted in said opposing and
aligned pivot holes, said release structure including a press

sleeve secured and affixed to said cylindrical pin and
securing a hook member having a substantially right-angle

hook at one end and a threaded member at the other end

screwed through said press sleeve and an eyed closed-
loop string extending beyond said hook; and,

d. a thumb plate including a thumb pad screwed onto an
overlapping end of said threaded hook member, said hook
member protruding beyond said press sleeve permitting
said eyed-string loop to extend around a bow string and
over said hook member for pulling of a bow string, said

hook member being maintained in position by an archer's
thumb holding his thumb against said plate for subsequent
drawing of said bow string back to a predetermined point
for subsequent release of a bow string thereby shooting an
arrow to a predetermined target at an accelerated depar-
ture velocity from said hook member of said bow string

release.

4,426,990

CAMPING STOVE
Charles G. Shepherd, Oakville, Canada, assignor to B. D. Wait
Company Limited, Oakville, Canada

Filed Apr. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 258,338
Oaims priority, application Canada, Apr. 1, 1981, 374413

Int. a.^ F24C 1/16: B65D 51/04
U.S. a. 126-9 B

I
5 Claims

1. A portable stove, comprising:
a housing made of sheet metal;

said housing comprising a first housing portion forming a lid

and a second housing portion forming a base; and
burner means in said base for heating food;

said lid and said base each being dish-shaped and having a

front wail, a rear wall and opposed side walls depending
from a generally planar panel,

said lid and said base being formed from similar workpieces
with said front, rear and side walls of said lid having the

same length and dimensions and at least substantially the

same height dimensions as the corresponding walls of said

base said lid having portions each being formed with a

peripheral curled rim extending along said front, rear and
side walls thereof and a pivotal connection between said

rear walls of said portions allowing pivotation of said lid

relative to said base between a closed position in which
said rim of said lid is adjacent said rim of said base and an
open position in which said lid is upstanding from said rear
wall of said base, said pivotal connection being formed by
sheet metal projections extending from the interior of one
of said housing portions between said rim portions to the
exterior of said other portion and curling around said rim
of the other of said housing portions in pivotally slidable

surface-to-surface relationship, said other housing being
formed with openings in said rear wall thereof for receiv-

ing said projections.

4,426,991

STOVE CONSTRUCTION
Robert L. Stevenson, P.O. Box 370, Rogue River, Oreg. 97537

Filed Nov. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 321,095

Int. a.' F24C 1/14
U.S. CI. 126-77 1 Claim

1. A stove construction comprising

a firebox having top, bottom, side, front and rear wall por-

tions,

an opening in said bottom wall extending longitudinally in

the direction of front to rear,

longitudinal support means extending along opposite sides of
said opening,

a first grate supported on said longitudinal support means for

slidable movement,
a second grate supported on said first grate,

a tubular housing leading inwardly into said firebox from
one side and at the front,

said housing having an outer draft inlet end and an inner

draft opening facing rearwardly in a plane immediately
above the said second grate,

said second grate being confined against longitudinal move-
ment between said tubular housing and the rear wall of the

firebox,

each of said grates having a plurality of spaced cross bars

forming openings between said bars,

said cross bars and openings on both grates having the same
longitudinal dimension whereby upon offsetting the cross

bars of the two grates longitudinally, an imperforate floor

is provided and upon aligning the cross bars longitudi-

nally, holes are provided in the floor,

projection means on the rear wall of said firebox located for
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rear abutment by said first grate for positioning the latter
in Its rearward position in said offsetting relation of its
cross bars with the cross bars of said second grate,

said first grate being slidable longitudinally relative to said
second grate whereby upon reciprocation of said first
grate, ashes are caused to be sifted through said grates.

said slidable grate terminating short of said from wall to
allow reciprocation of said slidable grate for shaking ashes
down through said opening.

tion about said axis between a closed position extending across
and closing said outlet end and an open position inclined rela-

tive to and extending outwardly of said outlet end, and a ther-
mostat electrical circuit controllable solenoid operatively con-
nected with said damper plate for applying opening and clos-
ing forces upon said damper plate to open and close said
damper plate responsive to electrical actuation and deactua-
tion, respectively of said solenoid, said damper plate including
means gravity yieldingly biasing said damper plate toward the

4,426,992

FREE STANDING STOVE
Donald S. Martenson, 24430 S. Highway 99E, Canby, Oreu.
97013

Division of Ser. No. 165,046, Jul. 1, 1980, Pat. No. 4,359,040.
This application May 28, 1982, Ser. No. 383,255

Int. CI.' F24C 1/14
U.S. a. 126-77

2 Claims

r--
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V.

1. A free standing stove comprising:
a firebox for initiating the combustion of fuel, said firebox

including a bottom with a draft inlet therein;
a first conduit for conveying air to said draft irilet;

a draft inlet damper disposed in said draft inlet foi^ control-
Img the flow of the air from said first conduit into the
bottom of said firebox and for permitting combustion
by-products to drop downwardly through said draft inlet
damper and out of said firebox;

a secondary combustion chamber for continuing the com-
bustion, said secondary combustion chamber receiving the
gasses of combustion from said firebox and further oxidiz-
ing the gasses, said secondary combustion chamber in-
cluding a lower portion;

a second conduit for conveying air into said lower portion of
said secondary combustion chamber, said second conduit
receiving air from said first conduit; and

a third conduit for conveying the gasses of combustion from
said secondary combustion chamber.

closed position thereof, said solenoid being connected to said
damper plate by connecting means establishing a lost motion
connection therewith wherein full movement of the damper
plate to the open position thereof may lag relative to full actua-
tion of said solenoid to open said damper plate, said connecting
means including means yieldingly biasing said damper plate
toward said open position responsive to full actuation of said
solenoid, said connecting means establishing a positive connec-
tion between said solenoid and damper plate to positively close
the latter responsive to deactuation of said solenoid

4,426 994
HEATING FIREPLACE AND HEAT EXCHANGER FOR A

HEATING FIREPLACE
Hans A. Burger, Worb, and Wilhelm Gehrig, Glovelier, both of

Switzerland, assignors to Kaminbau Burger's Sohne, Thori-
shaus, Switzerland

Filed Jun. 25. 1981, Ser. No. 277.075
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jul. 21, 1980.

5556/80; Feb. 23, 1981, 1178/81

Int. CI.' F24B 7/00. 9/04
U.S. CI. 126-121 9 Claims

-rmptnt-Tifn

4,426,993
VALVE FOR APPLIANCE COMBUSTION AIR INLET

Clifford L. Hoyme, P.O. Box 1485, Camrose, Alberta, Canada
T4V 1X3

Filed Jan. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 225,729
Int. CI.' F24C 3/00

U.S. a 126-85 B 8 Claims
1. In combination, an interior building area in which at least

one heat of combustion powered appliance is disposed, a com-
bustion air inlet for said building area including an air supply
duct having an outlet end opening into said area, a valve assem-
bly for said outlet end for closing said outlet end during periods
of non-operation of said appliance and opening said outlet and
during periods of operation of said appliance, said valve assem-
bly including a mount supported adjacent one side of said
outlet end and defining a pivot axis disposed transverse to a
path extending generally radially outwardly from the center of
said outlet end, a damper plate mounted for swinging oscilla-

V^
«'

'
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1. A fireplace for heating living areas, rooms and the like by
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heat radiation of the fire and by a hot air stream and having a
heat exchanger for the preparation of hot water, comprising

a fire chamber including a bottom wall (7), a rear wall (8. 16)
and lateral walls (30);

an air guide system accommodated in the walls for collect-

ing and heating fresh air (42, 43) from outside the room,
said air guide system including a bottom duct (11, 12, 14)
formed on at least a part of the lower side of the bottom
wall (7) and having an air infeed for receiving fresh air

(42) from outside the room and a hot air outfeed (15)
connected with the fire chamber;

a downdraft duct (22) formed on at least a part (8) of the
outside of said rear wall (8, 16) and having an air infeed (at

23) for receiving fresh air (43) from outside of the room
and an outfeed (29) for delivering hot air to the room, said

air infeed being situated higher than the air outfeed;
a heat exchanger comprising two hollow partitions (7, 8) to

be traversed by water for the preparation of hot water.
each of said partitions (7, 8) having one side (38, 39) delim-
iting said fire chamber and another side (9, 41) delimiting
the bottom duct (II, 12, 14) and the downdraft duct (22)
respectively, thereby being operative to transfer heat on
the one side from the fire to the water and on the other
side from the water to the fresh air in said bottom duct (11,

12, 14) and in said downdraft duct (22) respectively;

said two hollow partitions (7, 8) of said heat exchanger are

mutually adjoining, fiat sheet-steel boxes (7, 8) arranged at

least approximately at right angles to each other, and the
hollow cavities of said boxes, to be traversed by the water,
being in communication with each other.

4,426,995
'

SOLAR QUILT
Gerald E. Wilson, London, Canada, assignor to Carpools Envi-

ronmental Protection Services Ltd., London, Canada
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 964,413, Nov. 28, 1978,

abandoned. This application Oct. 14, I98I, Ser. No. 311,202
Gaims priority, application Canada, Sep. 1, 1978, 310531

Int. a.' F23J 3/02
U.S. a. 126-426

I

6 Qaims

/6 ^18

I. A fiexible solar quilt, comprising
an upper film and a lower film which have therebetween a

multiplicity of isolated gastight compartments, said com-
partments providing a thermal insulation barrier between
said upper and lower films,

said upper film being flexible and clear with a capability of
high ultraviolet and infrared transmission in a downward
direction, said upper film including reflective means for
reflecting downwardly infrared energy impinging on the
underside thereof, said reflective means comprising a
layer of unidirectional light transmitting material on the
lower surface of the upper film;

said lower film being flexible and having a high light energy
absorption capability, said lower film including an organic
polymer and thermally conductive particles which are
dispersed in the polymer to provide the lower film,

through its thickness, with a thermal conductivity of at

least lO.Ox 10-^ calories/second/square centimeter/(°C.-
/centimeter) in order to promote the transfer of heat
toward an underlying medium which is to be heated,

said lower film being formed to provide therein, in the area
thereof associated with each of the isolated gastight com-

partments, a plurality of downwardly extending projec-

tions, said lower film having a lower surface with an area

which is at least about 30% greater than the area of a plane

of commensurate lateral dimensions.

4,426,996

SOLAR COLLECTOR APPARATUS
Dennis J. Ure; Arthur H. Wilder, and Richmond W. Wilson, all

of Corning, N.Y., assignors to Coming Glass Works, Coming,
N.Y.

Filed Jul. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 280,891

Int. a.3 F24J 3/02
U.S. a. 126—443 25 Qaims

-/-

1. A solar collector comprising: a receiver tube formed of a

closed glass envelope being evacuated to a partial pressure of
about at least 10"* torr., said envelope including a relatively

thin wall formed of a relatively long section of large outside

diameter cylindrical tubing of at least sixteen feet in length and
having a diameter to wall thickness in a ratio of at least 1/50,

said envelope further including opposed hemispherical-like

inboard and outboard end portions sealed to corresponding
end portions of the tubing for closing said envelope, the enve-

lope being substantially transparent and forming a solar win-
dow to allow for the passage of solar radiation therethrough; a

continuous heat exchange conduit passing through the enve-

lope including a lengthwise straight pipe section having en-

trant and exit ends, the pipe section bent on itself forming a pair

of pipes and U bend therebetween, a major portion of the pipes

being located within the envelope in parallel axial relation

therewith, the U bend at one free end of the conduit being

within said envelope near the outboard end thereof and the

entrant and exit ends adjacent each other being at an opposite

end of the conduit exterior of the envelope near the inboard

end thereof, said envelope being uninterrupted except for the

passage of the conduit therethrough, said conduit being her-

metically sealed with the envelope to maintain the evacuated

condition thereof; an absorber having opp)Osed front and rear

sides, a pair of opposed lateral edges and a pair of opposed
transverse edges joining said lateral edges, said absorber being

located entirely within the envelope and joined at its rear side

in heat conducting relation with the major portion of the

conduit, said absorber being sized so as to closely fit within the

envelope such that the lateral edges of the absorber are in

closely spaced relation with opposite portions of interior walls

of the envelope in a diametric plane thereof, said absorber

defining a solar intercept area; an energy selective coating

deposited on the front side of said absorber; and a plurality of

support means each including a pair of opposed gripping mem-
bers springably engaging the front and rear sides of the ab-

sorber near the opposed lateral edges thereof, a pair of bearing

members one each coupled with a corresponding one of the

gripping members, the bearing members for slidably bearing

against interior walls of the envelope at contact points offset

from the diametric plane thereof, and a lubricating compound
deposited on the bearing surfaces where they make contact

with the envelope, said compound having a vapor pressure

below that of the partial pressure within the envelope for

preventing degradation of the evacuated condition thereof.
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4,426,997

SOLAR ENERGY PANEL
Joseph A. Bette; William A. Bette, Both of Rte. 172, and James

R. Bette, Kettletown Woods Rd., all of Southbury, Conn
06488

Filed Oct. 3, 1980, Ser. No. 193,709

Int. a.^ F24J 3/02
U.S. a. 126-445 22 Qaims

1. A solar heating panel comprising at least two separately
formed, superimposed layers of longitudinally extending chan-
nel shaped panel members, said layers each including a plural-
ity of the panel members, said panel members each having a
bight portion, a pair of spaced outwardly extending leg por-
tions and an open channel between said leg portions, the panel
members in the uppermost of said layers each including a
plurality of spaced loiigitudinally extending fins formed in

their bight portions extending downwardly into the open chan-
nels defined by the panel members of the lower layer, the leg
portions of the panels in the lowermost of said layers being
located below the bight portions of the panels of said upper
layer, and at least one sheet of transparent material overlying
said upper layer of panel members and being supported on the
outwardly extending leg portions thereof, whereby air flowing
in the channels of said lower layer, below said upper layer,
absorbs heat collected from the sun in said upper layer, said
fins aiding in transferring heat from said panel members in the
upper layer to the panel members in the lower layer.

4,426,998

SOLAR COLLECTOR UNIT FOR ROOF OR WALL
MOUNTING

Qayton DuBosque, Jr., New Canaan, Conn., assignor to Ther-
matool Corp., Samford, Conn.

Filed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 362,914
Int. CV F24J 3/02

U.S. CI. 126-448 3 Claims

exterior covering supported by spaced structural elements
interioriy of said covering, said mstallation comprising

a solar collector unit mounted between, and secured to, said

elements interioriy of said covering, said unit comprising
three separate metal strips in side-by-side relation and
three tubes, each tube being secured in heat conducting
relation to a different one of said strips and being in spaced
relation to the other tubes to provide one tube intermedi-
ate and spaced from the other two tubes and the combined
width of said strips being less than but substantially equal
to the spacing between said elements and said unit com-
prising a pair of headers, one of said headers being dis-

posed at one end of said unit and the other of said headers
being disposed at the other end of said unit, the intermedi-
ate tube being connected at one end to said one header for

fluid flow therebetween and being free of fluid flow con-
nection at Its other end to said other header and one end of
each of the other tubes being connected to said one header
for fluid flow therebetween and the other end of each of
the other tubes being connected to said other header for

fluid flow therebetween, said intermediate tube having a

bore of across-sectional area which is at least substantially

equal to the sum of the cross-sectional areas of the bores of
the other tubes;

said exterior covering having a sun energy transparent por-
tion exteriorly of said strip to permit sun energy to strike

said strip;

insulation material filling the space between said elements
which is interiorly of said unit; and

means for connecting said other header and said other end of
said intermediate tube to a fluid source for circulating a

fluid through said tubes and said headers

4,426,999

SOLAR ENERGY COLLECTOR
Joseph H. Evans, Tempe; Jeffrey J. Hatman, Scottsdale. and

William E. Clark, Mesa, all of Ariz., assignors to Ramada
Energy Systems, Inc., Tempe, Ariz.

Filed Feb. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 350.290

Int. CI." F24J 3/02
U.S. a. 126-450 14 Claims

1. A solar collector unit installation on a building having an

1. A solar collector comprising:

(a) an upper glazing structure of clear plastic material having
a first plurality of integral, open channels formed therein

and extending along the length thereof, said glazing struc-

ture allowing the passage of solar radiation therethrough:
(b) a central fluid panel providing a second plurality of

integral, open channels formed therein and extending
along the length thereof for fluid flow from one end
thereof to the other, said fluid panel configured to absorb
solar radiation and transfer it to said fluid.

(c) a lower layer of insulating material forming a heat bar-

rier;

(d) manifold means for directing fluid into and out of said

second plurality of channels m said fluid panel, said mam-
fold means having an outwardly extending plenum joined
to each said fluid panel adjacent said channels;

(e) engaging means having a plurality of outwardly extend-
ing protrusions for engaging elements (a), (b) and (c)
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individually so as to secure said elements along the length tions through said reservoir adjacent said sponge wherein the
thereof in a predetermined spaced configuration; rollers abutt the sponge and are eccentrically mounted on said

(f) rail members joined to said engaging means for position-

ing and securing said solar collector to a support struc-

ture; and

(g) elongated cap strips selectively joined to each said rail

member, each said cap strip including an outwardly ex-

tending arm urging said engaging means against said rail

members. i

4,427,000

ENDOSCOPE HAVING A TEMPERATURE SENSITIVE
MEMORY ALLOY PLATE AS THE TREATMENT

INSTRUMENT DRIVING DEVICE
Yasuhiro Ueda, Kokubuiyi, Japan, assignor to Olympus Optica!

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 393,817
Oaims priority, application Japan, Jul, 13, 1981, 56-109036

Int. CI.' A61B 1/06
U.S. a. 128—6 7 Claims

/'

device, said rollers include zig zag grooves for laterally flexing

the user's skin.

1. In an endoscope having a control section, an insertion
section with a proximal and distal end, a treatment instrument,
a treatment instrument closet, and an instrument channel, the
improvement comprising:

a treatment instrument driving device comprising:
a treatment driving member protruding into said treat-

ment instrument closet provided in said distal portion of
said endoscope, and adjacent to said channel provided
in said endoscope in which is inserted detachably a
treatment instrument, said treatment driving member
being formed of a shape memory alloy varying in shape
in accordance with temperature, and

means connected to said treatment driving member for
supplying a current to said treatment driving member to
raise the temperature of said treatment driving member,
thereby displacing the treatment instrument according
to the varying of the shape of said treatment driving
member.

4,427,002

COLD WATER CURABLE ORTHOPEDIC CAST
Kenneth S. Baron, San Ramon, and David W. Wood, San Fran-

cisco, both of Calif., assignors to Hexcel Corporation, San
Francisco, Calif.

Filed NoY. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 322,657

Int. CV A6IF 5/04
U.S. a. 128-83 23 Oaims

4,427,001

ELECTRICAL FACIAL MASSAGE APPARATUS
Mercedes Kiefer, c/o George Spector 3615 Woolworth BIdg. 233
Broadway, and George Spector, 3615 Woolworth BIdg. 233
Broadway, both of New York, N.Y. 10007

Filed Nov. 28, 1980, Ser. No. 211,080
Int. a.' A61H 29/00

U.S. a. 128-24.4
, a,i„

1. An electro facial therapeutic device, comprising in combi-
nation, an elongated main body having a handle at one end. a
plate shaped like spoon at an opposite end of said main body,
said oposite end having a vibratory applicator at a rear side of
said opposite end and electric heating means inside said main
body for selectively heating said plate, said plate having a
convex surface at the front side of said plate wherein said
heating means comprises an electric heating coil located adja-
cent the convex surface wherein said applicator includes a
reservoir for applicator material and exterior sponge and rol-
lers for applying said material from said reservoir via perfora-

1. A bandage material for forming in place an orthopedic
cast comprising a pliant, large mesh fabric carrier formed from
a knot of a high-strength, high-modulus yarn with a low mix-
ture pick-up, the fabric carrier having openings of relatively

large transverse dimension, and being coated with a polymer
composition comprising (a) a cold water curable polyurethane
prepolymer comprising the reaction product of a polyalkylene
ether diol, a polyalkylene ether triol and a diisocyanate,

wherein the ratio of diol to triol is from 1:9 to 9:1 and (b) an
amine catalyst not bound into the prepolymer until formation
of the bandage, thus allowing for a more homogeneous cure of
the prepolymer.

4,427,003

BANDAGES
Jack Fennimore, Welwyn; William D. Potter, Bishops Stortford,

and Sinan B. Kiamil, Harlow, all of England, assignors to

Smith & Nephew Associated Companies Ltd., London, En-
gland

Filed Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342,519
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 9, 1981,

8103916

Int. CV A61L 15/07
U.S. a. 128-90 11 Qalms

1. A water hardenable splinting bandage comprising a flexi-

ble fabric carrying a water absorbing isocyanate terminated
prepolymer having a reaction functionality of not less than two
in admixture with a solid inorganic catalyst that has an alkaline
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reaction with water, said inorganic catalyst being water-solu-
ble but insoluble in the prepolymer.

11. A method of making water hardenable splinting ban-
dages as described in claim 1 which comprises coating or
impregnating a flexible fabric carrier with a mixture of said
water absorbing isocyanate terminated prepolymer and said
solid water soluble catalyst which is insoluble in the prenolv-
mer. » > /

4427 004
ANNULAR FLOW ENTRAINMENT NEBULIZER

Kenneth G. Miller, Palatine, III., assignor to Viridan Inc
Wheeling, III.

Filed Mar. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 244,012
Int. a.' A61M n/oo

U.S. a. 128-200.21 5 a.j^j

second end, the core being m fluid communication with
the throat to receive and further conduct the inhalation
mixture, the shell. nebuli7er conduit, nebulizer cup and
throat defining a nebulizer head:

(0 a container having an opening for supplying the liquid
source to the nebulizer head, a closure mounted over said
container opening, the second end of said core being
mounted through said closure such that said core and
throat are in alignment with said container opening
whereby said container is in fluid communication with the
throat and sealably mounted to the nebulizer head,

(g) said closure having an outlet in fiuid communication w ith

the core to dispense the inhalation mixture; and,
(h) a tube connected to the cup inlet and extending mio the

container to conduct the liquid source into the chamber

4.427.005
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR TREATING BREAST

TUMORS
William S. Tener, 69 Timberline Dr.. Oreana, III. 62554

Filed Mar. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 354,597
Int. CI.' A61B 17/00

U.S. CI. 128-303 R 9 claims

1. An enlrainment nebulizer adapted for use in inhalation
therapy, the nebulizer comprising:

(a) a shell having walls defining an interior space and an
ambient air intake through one of the walls;

(b) a nebulizer conduit having a proximal end and a distal
end and a longitudinal fluid passageway between the ends,
the proximal end having an attachment means to place the
passageway in fluid communication with an external pres-
surized gas source, the distal end inwardly tapering to
define a nozzle having an orifice in fluid communication
with the passageway, the conduit being mounted to pene-
trate a wall of the shell so that at least the nozzle extends
into the interior space;

(c) a nebulizer cup having a bottom and being mounted
within the interior space of the shell to axially surround
the nozzle to define an annular chamber around the noz-
zle, the bottom of the cup having a concave depression
definiiig a well, the nozzle protruding to a predetermined
depth into the well, the well surrounding a dispensing pori
selectively spaced from and in substantial alignment with
the nozzle orifice, the cup also having an inlet to receive
a liquid source, and the well and the pori being spatially
associated with the nozzle orifice to develop an aerosol
flow produced by the confluence of fluid streams from the
pressurized gas source and the liquid source, the well
permitting the angular confluence of the liquid stream into
the gas stream enhancing nebulization of the liquid stream;

(d) a hollow tapered throat having a large end and a small
end being mounted within the shell distal from the port
with the large end directed toward the port, the throat
operably associated with the air intake to draw ambient air
through the intake and mix the ambient air with the aero-
sol to produce an inhalation mixture;

(e) a thermally-conductive tubular core having a first end
removably seated against the small end of the throat and a

1. A method of treating breast tumors comprising the steps
of placing a control mark on the patient's skin to denote the
center of the field to be treated, forming a shell with a part
conforming to a portion of the patient's breast encompassing
said mark and placing a reference mark on said part, placing
said shell pari on the patient's breast in a position to have said
reference mark coincident with said control mark, mounting
said shell to the bridge of a template, said template having a
pair of spaced-apart template blocks depending from said
bridge and with pre-drilled needle holes therein which are
aligned in said two blocks, orienting said template relative to
said shell for desired needle placement through the breast by
passage through the needle holes while maintaining said con-
trol and reference marks coincident, fixing the position of the
shell relative to the template with the template abtive the
breast, passing the desired needles through said needle holes,
and thereafter substituting tubing for the needles which tubing
receives radioactive seeds.

4,427,006

ELECTROSURGICAL INSTRUMENTS
James E. Nottke, Seminole, Fla., assignor to Medical Research

Associates, Ltd. #1, Clearwater. Fla.

Filed Jan. 18. 1982, Ser. No. 339.851

Int. CI.' A61B 17/39
U.S. CI. 128-303.14

, claim
1. An electrosurgical instrument for providing an interface

between an electrosurgical electrode and an electrosurgical
generator and for selectively providing electrical energy to
said electrode for cutting, coagulation and the like, comprising;
an elongated hollow handle forming a housing having a first

opening in its distal end for receiving said electrode and a
second opening in its proximal end for receiving a cable; means
in said first opening for forming a watertight seal when said
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electrode is inserted in said first opening; a cable having first,

second and third wires extending through said second opening
into said housing, said cable forming a watertight seal with
inwardly directed flanges surrounding said second opening;
insert means in said housing for supporting and positioning said

wires; a contact pin in electrical communication with each of
said wires; a conductor plate overlying said insert means, said

plate having a first conductor strip positioned to contact said

electrode, a second conductor strip contacting a first contact
pin, a third conductor strip overlying a second contact pin and
a fourth conductor strip overlying a third contact pin, said

third and fourth strips being adapted to be depressed into

contact with their respective contact pins; a first switch button

attached to the second member and an adjustable locking
device connecting the flexible locking straps.

mounted for communication with said third conductor strip

through an aperture in said housing; a second switch button
mounted for communication with said fourth conductor strip

through a second aperture in said housing; snap dome springs
mounted between said switch buttons and said third and fourth
conductor strips for providing tactile and audible sensations
when said switch buttons are depressed; protuberances formed
on the surfaces of said third and fourth conductor strips under
said snap dome springs for assuring activation of said strips and
for preventing said springs from becoming inverted; and dia-

phragm seals around said switch buttons to prevent moisture
from entering said housing thereby providing, in combination
with the seals at said first and second openings, a watertight
compartment within said housing.

4,427,007

UNIVERSAL POWER COMPRESS
Thomas A. Rexroth, 522 Melville, West Burlington, Iowa 52655

Filed Aug. 16, 1979, Ser. No. 66,923

Int. a.' A61B 17/12
U.S. a. 128—325 2 Claims

I

I. A universal power compress comprised of a slightly

curved and slightly flexible first member, a slightly curved and
slightly flexible second member, a flexible hinge strap pivota-
bly connecting one end of the first member to one end of the
second member, a pressure plate attached to one side of the
first member, a second pressure plate attached to the opposite
side of the first member, padding surrounding a portion of the
second member, a flexible locking strap pivotably attached to
the first member, a second flexible locking strap pivotably

4,427,008

MULTIPLE LIGATING CLIP APPLIER WITH ROCKING
ESCAPEMENT

James A. Transue, Union, N.J., assignor to Ethicon, Inc., Som*
erville, N.J.

Filed Feb. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 352,750

Int. a.' A61B 17/12
U.S. CI. 128-325 13 Claims

13. A scissors-type medical instrument for repeatedly apply-
ing a plurality of ligating clips seriatim about tissue wherein
each said clip is initially provided in an open state and wherein
each said clip includes: first and second legs which are joined

at a leg connection end of the clip and which are spaced apart

at their distal ends at the front of the clip; said instrument

comprising:

first and second handles mounted together for pivotal move-
ment about a pivot axis, each said handle extending for-

wardly beyond the pivot axis to form a clip closing jaw;

said first handle including a guideway for receiving a plural-

ity of said open clips in a single row with the clips ar-

ranged in end-to-end relationship with the distal end of

said first leg of one clip abutting the leg connection end of

the next forwardly adjacent clip, said first handle includ-

ing clip retaining means for engaging each said clip to

retain said clips in sliding engagement within said first

handle in said guideway;

means for moving said row of clips forwardly along said

guideway to said jaws;

an escapement member at said first handle jaw mounted for

pivotal movement about an axis generally parallel with

said handle pivot axis between a first orientation and a

second orientation, said escapement member including a

forward protuberance adapted to project into said guide-

way in said first handle jaw to engage a portion of a clip

to prevent the passage of the engaged clip therepast when,
said escapement member is in said first orientation but

permitting the passage of the clip therepast when the

escapement member is in said second orientation, said

escapement member having a rearward protuberance

spaced rearwardly from said forward protuberance, said

rearward protuberance being adapted to project into said

guideway to engage a portion of the next rearwardly

adjacent clip to prevent the passage of that clip therepast

when said escapement member is in said second orienta-

tion but permitting the passage of that clip therepast when
said escapement member is in said first orientation;

a rod hingedly connected with said escapement member and
extending rearwardly from said escapement member
along said first handle;

means associated with said rod and with said second handle
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for moving said rod rearwardly when said handles are
moved toward one another a sufficient amount so as to

squeeze together and close the front clip in the row
whereby said escapement member pivots to said second
orientation in which (1) said forward protuberance per-
mits discharge of a closed clip from the jaws when the
jaws arc subsequently partially opened, and (2) said rear-

ward protuberance prevents forward movement of the
next rearwardly adjacent open clip into said jaws; and

means for biasing said rod forwardly when said handles are
moved away from one another a sufficient amount to open
said jaws further beyond said partially opened position

whereby said escapement member pivots to said first

orientation in which (1) said rearward protuberance per-
mits passage of said next clip to said jaws and (2) said

forward protuberance engages said next clip to maintain
the next clip between the jaws.

4,427,010

METHOD AND MEANS FOR COOLING INJURED
PARTS OR AREAS OF A HUMAN OR ANIMAL BODY

GUntcr H. Marx, Postfach 1224, Giinter-Caracciola-Str. 10, D •

8035 Gauting, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Oct. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 311,863

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 18,

1980, 3039468

Int. CI.' A61F 7/00; F25D 5/00
U.S. CI. 128-402 3 Claims

2-

7
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4 427 009
INTEGRATED CARDIOPLEGIA DELIVERY SYSTEM

Edward S. Wells, Whitmore Uke; Spencer K. Ford, Dexter;
Jack E. Werner, Ann Arbor, and Erin J. Lindsay, Dexter, all

of Mich., assignors to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed Jun. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 279,175

Int. a.i A61F 7/00
U.S. CI. 128-400 5 Claims

1. In a cardioplegia system in which cardioplegia medication
or a mixture of arterial blood and medication is delivered to the
heart of a patient during open heart surgery, and including a

cooling medium and apparatus for cooling the cardioplegic
fluid flowing to the heart, an improvement in a cooling system
utilizing a source of ice water or the like which comprises:

(a) a relatively flat heat exchange unit formed of one or more
coaxial coils of multiple convolutions of tubing disposed
around an axis having inlet and outlet ends at one general
area of the periphery of said coils, for passing the cardio-

plegic fluid to be cooled therethrough,

(b) a first relatively flat vertical chamber to receive said unit

through an opening in one side thereof, said chamber
having a bottom inlet for said cooling medium, an over-
flow for said cooling medium adjacent the top thereof,

and one or more openings in one wall of said chamber
disposed to control both the overflow level of cooling
medium from said chamber and the area of said coils

immersed in the cooling medium.

1 A method of cooling an injured part of a human or animal
body, wherein xylite (C5H12O5) in crystalline form is dissolved
in an aqueous or non-aqueous fluid and the resulting solution,

while undergoing an endothermic reaction, is brought into

direct or indirect contact with said part of the btxly

4,427,011

TACHYCARDIA CONTROL PACER WITH IMPROVED
DETECTION OF TACHYCARDIA TERMINATION

Roworth A. J. Spurrell, Undon, England; Tibor A. Nappholz,
Drummoyne, and Stephen J, Swift, Hornsby, both of Austra-
lia, assignors to Telectronics Pty. Ltd., Lane Cove, Australia

Filed Mar. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 359,364

Int. a.' A61N 1/36
U.S. CI. 128—419 PG 18 Qaiffls

1. A tachycardia control pacer comprising means for sensing

a patient's heartbeats; means for confirming the presence of

tachycardia dependent upon the rate at which heartbeats are

sensed; means for applying at least one stimulating pulse to said

patient's heart in an attempt to terminate tachycardia respon-

sive to a tachycardia confirmation; and meant for determining
the termination of tachycardia dependent upon at least two
successive sensed heartbeats, but excluding at least the first

two which follow operation of said pulse applying means,
being separated by a time interval greater than a predetermined
minimum.
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4,427,012
ENEMA APPARATA IMPROVEMENTS RELATING TO

DOUBLE CONTRAST STUDIES
Roscoe E. Miller, 7400 West SSth St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46278

Division of Ser. No. 347,900, Feb. 11, 1982, which is a
continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 131,965, Apr. 4, 1980, Pat. No.
4,333,460, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 39,502,
May 16, 1979, abandoned. This application Mar. 30, 1983, Ser.

No. 470,247

Int. a.5 A61B 5/00
U.S. a. 128-654 3 Qaims

253,
252

4,427.013
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR MEASURING BLOOD

PRESSURE
Donald E. Nunn, Glendora, and Robert W. Beveridge, Cosa

Mesa, both of Calif., assignors to C.R, Bard, Inc., Murray
Hill, N.J.

Continuation of Ser. No. 229,320, Jan. 29, 1981, abandoned. This
application Jun. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 502,151

Int. a.' A61B 5/02
U.S. a. 128—681
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1. A non-invasive method for measuring systolic blood pres-
sure in a body member, including the steps of:

A. occluding blood flow in said body member by applying a
variable and measurable external pressure to said member,

B. varying said pressure between a magnitude whereat said

blood flow is substantially occluded and a magnitude
whereat said blood flow is substantially unoccluded;

C. measuring, at a plurality of pressure values, the peak-to-
peak oscillation magnitude of oscillations in said external

pressure caused by blood flow pulses in said body mem-
ber;

D storing a plurality of readings, each of said readings
consisting of a pressure value and a corresponding oscilla-

tion magnitude, said stored readings forming a curve
when plotted against each other;

E. determining an expected value of said systolic blood
pressure; and

F. determining a selected pressure at or near said expected
value at which the rate of change of the magnitude of said

oscillations with respect to changes in said applied pres-

sure undergoes a change.

1. An enema administering apparatus insertable into the
rectum for delivery of a contrast medium to internal portions
of a patient's anatomy, said enema administering device com-
prising:

an enlarged tip portion including a contrast medium passage-
way and air passageway mans disposed external of said

contrast medium passageway and having an air delivery
outlet opening; and

valve means disposed adjacent to said air delivery outlet

opening and adapted for regulating the flow into and out
of said air passageway means.

4,427,014

BIOPSY FORCEPS
Roger P. Bel, Massy; Michel M. Regnier, Ris-Orangis, and

Martial E. Hascoet, Paris, all of France, assignors to Metalli-
sations et Traitements Optiques M.T.O., Massy, France

Filed Jun. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 274,514
Claims priority, application France, May 6, 1981, 81 09035

Int. a.J A61B 10/00
U.S. CI. 128-751 4 Oaims

f.:

1. Biopsy forceps for use with a contact endoscope having a
body terminating in a distal end, said forceps comprising a
hollow outer tube open at both ends, a hollow inner tube
located coaxially within the outer tube, said inner tube being
open at its rear end and terminating at its front end in at least

one pair of diametrically opposed tongues that extend out-
wardly beyond the front end of the outer tube and in a direc-

tion substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of the tubes
and then bend inwardly at their far end at right angles to the

longitudinal axis terminating in a series of teeth to form forceps
jaws, the jaws being biased in a direction away from the axis,

whereby movement of the tubes in one direction relative to

one another causes the tongues of the jaws to slide into the

outer tube and the forceps jaws to close and movement in the

opposite direction causes the jaws to open, and control means
for axially moving one of the tubes relative to the other to

activate the jaws, whereby the endoscope can be inserted all

the way through the forceps so that the distal end of the endo-
scope lies against the forceps jaws.

4,427,015

SYRINGE FOR USE IN THE WITHDRAWAL OF
ARTERIAL BLOOD

Ralph Redeaux, Jr., 3516 Greinwich Blvd., Lake Charles, La.
70605

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 157,193, Jun. 6, 1980,

abandoned. This application Oct. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 311,938

Int. a.' A61B 5/14
U.S. CI. 128—765 1 Qaim

1. In apparatus useful for the collection of arterial blood
which embodies

a tubular body, inclusive of a chamber of relatively large

diameter formed therein by an enclosing wall, said tubular
body having a forward end and a rearward end,

a tubular needle having a dispensing end affixed on the
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o°pS rrelr.it'" ':?'.L'^ji"!!.1i'.1'r«
"" r-' ""—™ -^ -" """-'"^ --'. -d "-y -»-opening therethrough being in communication with said

chamber,

a plunger having a forward portion and a rearward portion
reciprocably fitted within the chamber of said tubular
body, the external diameter of the forward portion of
which IS substantially equal to the internal diameter of the
chamber within which the forward portion of said plunger
is fitted,

the improvement comprising
a frusto-conic shaped entry, the included angle formed by

the^frusto-conic entry ranging from about 45° to about
135°, located in the forward portion of the plunger to
provide a permanent opening into the chamber regardless
of the position of the plunger,

a capillary bore extending from the apex of said frusto-conic

further including an opening in the lower end (hereof and
prong means to prevent cigarette slide-down; whereby said
tray means may be rotated to a horizontal position relative to

!l

:x

'
. p

shaped entry in the forward portion of said plunger
throughout the length of the plunger, and

a fast acting valve located within the rearward portion of the
plunger, said valve being formed by a lateral opening
extending from an outer surface of the plunger to intersect
the capillary bore, and a stem slidably movable within said
lateral opening for rapidly closing the valve by closure of
said capillary bore and thereby creating an obstruction in
the bore, or movable within said opening for opening the
valve by removing from the bore the obstruction created
by the stem,

whereby, with the valve open and the plunger positioned to
adjust the size of the chamber, the dispensing end of the
tubular needle is adapted to be inserted within an artery
and arterial blood collected until such time that the cham-
ber is filled, and the valve then closed to trap the arterial
blood within the chamber.

4,427,016

COMBINATION ASH-TRAY
Ralph H. Orter, P.O. Box 2074, Prescott, Ariz. 86302

Filed Jun. 30, 1980, Ser. No. 164,061

Int. a.' A24F 79/00
U.S. CI. 131-238

, Claim
1. An ashtray having a three sided portion extending upright

therefrom, two sides of said upright portion having pairs of
slide-in grooves to accomodate advertising material and the
third side of said upright portion including a semi-circular flue
means extending the length thereof and positioned above the
center of the ashtray, said fiue means including attaching
bracket means at the lower end of thereof and holding means
at the upper end of said fiue means; a semi-circular tray means
having pin means pivotally attached to said to said bracket
means, and prong means at the opposite end of the said tray

the ashtray for holding a lighted cigarette. i>r positioned in a
vertical position to be engaged with said semi-circular flue
means to hold a lighted cigarette with its lit end downward; the
opening in said tray means creating an up draft which sustains
the cigarette in a lighted condition

4,427,017

HAIR BRAIDER
Iheanyichukwu K. Eronini. 1728 Taylor St., NW.. Washinston,

D.C. 20011

Filed Oct. 5. 1981, Ser. No. 308,674
Int. CI.' A45D l/OO

U.S. C:. 132-9
, Claim

1. In a hand held hair braiding device including a housing
with a bottom section, an intermediate section, and a top sec-

tion in spaced arrangement,

said bottom section including a plurality of hair parting
members extending at right angles from beneath said

bottom section,

said intermediate section including a figure eight shaped,
opening therethrough formed by the intersection of two
substantially identical circular openings further including
a ledge formed near the bottom thereof and extending
perpendicularly away from the wall of opening,

said top section including two circular openings spaced to be
centered above each of said two circular openings of said

intermediate section;

two drive shafts each arranged to extend through said open-
ings in said top section wherein each of said drive shafts

includes

a drive gear which extends above and is larger in diameter
than each of said openings in said top section,

and driving means extending from said drive shaft a dis-

tance not to exceed the radius of said circular openings
in said intermediate section and spaced a distance down
said shaft from said drive gear to correspond with the
openings in said intermediate section;

a plurality of hair grabbing members each including a top
portion and a hair gripping portion wherein,
said hair gripping portion is connected to said top portion,
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said top portion includes a coupling means cooperating

with said driving means,

said top portion is held in interengaging relation with said

driving means by said wall and said ledge,

said hair gripping portion including means for retaining

hair as it is parted by said parting members;
and a motor disposed in opposite driving relation to each of

said gears so that when the motor is operated, said drive

shafts and said driving means are rotated in opposite direc-

tions to move said hair members in the path of a figure

eight as deflned by said figure eight opening, causing each

of said parted hair sections retained by said hair gripping

portion to be interwoven with each other to form a tight

braid;

the improvement comprising:

said driving means comprises three equally spaced paddle
- like elements extending radially from said drive shaft,

said hair grabbing member each include an oval shaped

top portion deflned by two intersecting arcs having the

same radius of curvature as that of said circular open-

ings in said intermediate section,

and said coupling means includes a rectangular slot shaped

to receive in succession each of said paddle like ele-

ments as said paddle like elements are rotated by said

drive shaft.

4,427,018

DENTAL FLOSS HOLDER
Yves Lagace, Ire Avenue Nord, Weedon, Quebec, Canada JOB
3J0

Filed Apr. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 365,490

Int. a.3 A61C 15/00

U.S. a. 132—91 5 Qaims

1. A dental floss holder adapted to receive a dental floss

having at least two enlargements formed thereon and spaced
one from another by a predetermined length, for holding said

length of floss under tension, said holder comprising an elon-

gated handle and a bifurcated head at one end of said handle,

said bifurcated head having a pair of opposed spaced-apart

resilient arms deflning a gap between terminal ends thereof
with said gap having a width greater than said predetermined
length, each terminal end of said arms being provided with an
outwardly extending flange and a floss receiving groove, the

groove at one terminal end being aligned with the groove at

the other terminal end and each said groove having a bottom
deflned by a rounded convex surface for frictionless engage-
ment with floss positionable therein, the flange of each arm
including a pair of opposed flange portions defining, as an
extension of the groove, a guide opening therebetween for

guiding floss and maintaining same positioned on said bottom
surface at each said terminal end, said guide opening being
smaller than said enlargements such that each said pair of
flange portions at each said terminal end serve as respective

pair of abutment shoulder portions to thereby define first an-

choring means for releasably securing said floss such that said

length thereof when bridging said gap is maintained under
tension by outward resilient force exerted by said arms,
whereby when a respective one of said two enlargements is

anchored against a respective one of said pairs of abutment
shoulder portions adjacent a respective one of said guide open-
ings with the length of floss between said two enlargements
extending through said guide openings and bridging said gap,
said length of floss is securely held under tension by said arms.

4,427,019

CHEMICAL PROCESS APPARATUS
Charles D. Eidschun, Clearwater, Fla., assignor to Micro<Plate,

Inc., Clearwater, Fla.

Division of Ser. No. 197,073, Oct. IS, 1980, Pat. No. 4,371,422.

This application Aug. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 406,199

Int. a.^ B08B 3/02

U.S. a. 134—72 13 Qaims

1. A photoresist and etch modular unit for printed circuit

boards comprising, in combination,

a conveyor for horizontal transport of a plurality of printed

circuit boards,

a plurality of work hangers suspended from said conveyor,

each of said work hangers having means at a lower portion

thereof for removably securing and receiving a printed

circuit board,

a photoresist chamber having a slotted end portion for re-

ceiving the vertically suspended printed circuit board,

a cover for the photoresist chamber having a slot at a center

portion,

means secured to sequential work hangers to overlie the

cover slot for shielding the slot in the cover,

and a plurality of additional chambers for processing the

printed circuit boards all continuously aligned horizon-

tally,

whereby a plurality of printed circuit boards are continuously

processed for removal of the photoresist and the cladding

while oriented in a vertical plane.

4,427,020

APPARATUS FOR THE OVERHEAD HANDLING OF
BOTTLES AND THE LIKE

Hans G. Riederer, Maienfeld, Switzerland, assignor to EMPAC
AG, Samstagern, Switzerland

per No. PCr/CH81/00028, § 371 Date Oct. 30, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Oct. 30, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/02567, PCT Pub.

Date Sep. 17, 1981

PCT Filed Mar. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 317,899

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 4, 1980,

1698/80

Int. a.3 B08B 3/02
U.S. a. 134—127 4 Qaims

/^^^

1. In combination with:
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a system for supplying upwardly open vessels to an intake

location;

a device for treating upside-down vessels at a treatment
location adjacent the intake location; and

a system for taking upwardly open treated vessels from an
output location adjacent the intake location, a vessel-

inverting conveyor comprising:

a pair of like endless chains;

guides carrying the chains and deflning a transport path
lying generally in a vertical plane and having an upstream
end opening horizontally at the intake location, a down-
stream end opening horizontally at the output location,

and an intermediate portion vertically offset from the

intake and output locations, the chains having substan-

tially parallel and laterally spaced conveying stretches

extending and movable downstream along the path from'
the intake to the output location and past the treatment
location and return stretches extending and movable up-
stream back along and outside the respective conveying
stretches between the intake and output locations;

resilient clamping elements on the chains turned laterally

toward each other at the conveying stretches and project-

ing thereat into the transport path;

means connected to the guides for laterally displacing same
and thereby laterally moving the ends of the transport

path;

means for adjusting the lateral spacing between the convey-
ing stretches in the path, whereby this lateral spacing can
be generally set to be equal to the vessel diameter; and

drive means connected to at least one of the chains for

advancing the conveying stretches downstream from the
intake to the output location and thereby gripping up-

wardly open vessels at the intake location, inverting the

vessels and passing same past the treatment location, and
reinverting the vessels and releasing same at the output
location.

4,427,021

COLLAPSIBLE TENT STRUCTURE WITH ELEVATED
FLOOR

Leavie Cater, Sr., 305 W. Polk St., Santa Maria, Calif. 93454
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 203,274, Nov. 3, 1980,

abandoned. This application Sep. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 420,930
Int. C\? A45F 1/16

U.S. a. 135—109 6 Qaims

1. In a collapsible tent structure, in combination with a floor

structure comprising:

means deflning said collapsible tent structure supported by a

floor structure, said floor structure comprising two sub-

stantially rectangular sections each including a frame
comprising a pair of parallel side bars joined by a pair of
parallel cross bar;

supports for elevation of the respective frames above ground
level, each support comprising an elongated leg, each leg

being pivotally attached at one end thereof to a respective

end of a said side bar, a pair of ground engaging side bars

and a pair of ground engaging cross bars, said ground
engaging side bars having in respective end portions

thereof, longitudinal slots disposed in vertical planes;

and pivotal connections between the other end of each of
said legs and said slots,

whereby said legs may be folded upwardly into close associ-

ation with the respective floor structure side bars;

and hinges joining the respective sections to one another for

folding one upon the other.

4,427,022

APPARATUS FOR ADJUSTING SIMULTANEOUSLY
FLUID PRESSURE IN A PLURALITY OF PRESSURE

VESSELS
Victor D. Forney, Bakersfield, Calif., assignor to Eugene A.

Frost, Bakersfield, Calif.

Filed Nov. 22, 1978, Ser. No. 962,911

Int. a.' G05D 16/00
U.S. a. 137-224 8 Oaims

V>
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1. Apparatus for simultaneously controlling the fluid pres-

sure in a plurality of vessels comprising:

(a) a source of fluid under pressure;

(b) a reservoir for containing fluid under pressure;

(c) means communicating with said reservoir and said source

of fluid under pressure for providing a flow of fluid under
pressure between said source of fluid under pressure and
said reservoir;

(d) a plurality of conduits communicating with said reservoir

for conducting fluid under pressure between said reser-

voir and the plurality of pressure vessels;

(e) said means comprising a normally opened valve disposed

between said reservoir and said source of fluid under

pressure, said valve being operative to shut-off the flow of

fluid under pressure in said means in response to detecting

a preselected fluid pressure from fluid flowing away from
said reservoir and toward said valve; and

(0 a first regulating device communicating with said valve

for controlling the operation of said valve, whereby said

valve closes in response to detecting a preselected fluid

flowing away from said reservoir and toward said valve,

said valve being a relay valve,

(g) said means comprises a second regulating device dis-

posed between said source of fluid pressure and said relay

valve for controlling the range of the fluid pressure of the

fluid under pressure flowing from said source of fluid

under pressure.

4,427.023

DRY PRODUCT VALVE
James D. Greaves, Solon, Ohio, assignor to General Signal

Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Mar. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 248,194

Int. a.J B08B 3/04: F16K 25/00
U.S. CI. 137-240 8 Qaims

1. A valve system for controlling dry particulate radioactive

material or the like, comprising a housing deflning a pressure

chamber and means for pressurizing said chamber, valve means
in said chamber providing first and second spaced valve sur-

faces, a movable valve member providing third and fourth

valve surfaces respectively mating and sealing with said first
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and second valve surfaces, first and second flow passages
respectively open through said first and second valve surfaces,
a third passage in said valve member open through said third

and fourth valve surfaces, said valve member connecting said

first and second passages through said third passage when said
valve member is in an open position and isolating said first and
second passages when said valve member is in a closed posi-
tion, resilient means urging said valve surfaces into mating and
sealing engagement without clearance, first and second con-
duits respectively connected to said first and second passages,
the connection between at least one of said conduits and its

associated passage being slidable to permit free movement of

creased pressure within said expansible receptacle urges the
same into contact with the exposed floor surface so as to make
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said valve surfaces toward and away from each other under
the influence of said resilient means, at least one of said valve
surfaces having a purging opening therein opened to said third
passage when said valve member moves between said opened
and closed position, and isolated therefrom when said valve is

fully opened, the pressure in said chamber causing flow
through said purging opening and purging of said third passage
as said valve member moves between said opened and closed
positions, said pressure in said chamber bemg maintained
higher than the pressure in said first, second and third passages
at least while said valve member is moving between said
opened and closed position to prevent any flow of radioactive
particulate out of said passages into said chamber.

4,427,024
FLEXIBLE STANDPIPE AND SUBSURFACE PRESSURE

SEAL
Michael A. Gregory, 3310 N. aifton, Chicago, 111. 60657, and
Glenn N. Traeger, 945 NE. Hazeifern, Portland, Oreg. 97232

Filed Aug. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 296,316
Int. a.3 F16L 5/00

U.S. a. 137-362 „ Claims
1. In an apparatus compnsmg a standpipe penetrating a floor

surface for the relief of subsurface fluid pressure, an expansible
receptacle in communication with the interior of said stand-
pipe, said expansible receptacle surrounding said standpipe
adjacent its lower edge above said floor surface, wherein in-

sealing engagement with said floor surface about the periphery
of said standpipe.

4,427,025

SWING CHECK VALVE
Darryll G. Prince, Norman, Okia., assignor to Prince Valve,

Inc., Norman, Okla.

Continuation of Ser. No. 44,225, May 31, 1979, Pat. No.
4,304,255. This application Sep. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 299,998

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Dec. 8, 1998,
has been disclaimed.

Int. a.J F16K l5/0i
U.S. a. 137-527.4 6 Qaims

1. A swing check valve comprising:

a generally cylindrical body having an upstream face and an
opposing downstream face arranged for disposition be-
tween a pair of opposed flanges in a fluid conduit and
defining therebetween the axial length of said body, and
means defining a fluid passageway extending axially

through said body;

a valve seat disposed within said body, said seat including a
first annular seating surface;

an arm pivotally mounted within said body for rotation

within said passageway about an axis;

a generally circular valve connected to said arm, said valve
^

having an upstream face including a second annular seat-

ing surface adapted to sealably engage said first annular
seating surface when said valve is in a closed position;

first and second coaxial cylindrical bores of uniform diame-
ter in said body, said first bore extending partially through
said body and being closed at one end and opening at its

opposite end into said passageway, and said second bore
being axially spaced from said first bore and opening at

one end into said passageway and at its opposite end to an
exterior wall surface of said body;

a substantially uniform diameter cylindrical pivot pin dimen-
sioned to be a free sliding fit in said first and second bores
and insertable entirely within said body through said

second bore for supporting said arm for rotation within
said passageway;

means for closing said second bore at said exterior wall
surface for retaining said pivot pin in said bores; and
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means on the end of said pivot pin disposed in said second
bore for removing said pivot pin from said bores after
removal of said means for retaining said pivot pin in said
bores.

4,427,026
LIMIT CONTROL FOR AN OPERATING MEMBER

Glen S. Comer, Jr., Dunlap, and Henry E;)chler, East Peoria,
both of III., assignors to Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, III.

Division of Ser. No. 73,409, Feb. 2, 1979, Pat. No. 4,301,834.
This application Jul. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 288,945

Int. a.3 F16K 11/18
U.S. a. 137-556 6 Qaims

aeiit

^y

1. In a limit control for an operating member (22) on a vehi-
cle having hydraulic means for driving said operating member
(22), a valve (94) connected with said hydraulic means and
having a valve spool (62) for controlling the drive of said
operating member (22) and an actuating lever (26) for manu-
ally operating the valve spool (62), the improvement compris-
ing:

first means (122) for limiting the movement of said operating
member (22), said limit means (122) being operable as said
operating member (22) approaches the limit of movement
of said operating member (22); and

linkage means (128, 132, 136, 140, 144) for connecting said
limit means (122) to said valve spool (62);

at least a portion of said linkage means being separate from
said actuating lever (26) and engaging second means (102,
99) operably associated with the valve spool (62) and
pivoting in response to movement of said operating mem-
ber, said portion of the linkage means upon pivoting im-
parting translatory movement through the second means
(102, 99) to the valve spool (62) to achieve a neutral posi-
tion wherein further movement of the operating member
(22) is stopped.

4,427,027
"

LIQUID STORAGE TANK
AkimiUu Miyahara, Tokyo; Toshihiko Kanazawa, Sagamihara;

KokiOi Takahashi, Fi^isawa; Hiroji Ushikubo, Ageo, and
Kuniaki Kawano, Matsudo, all of Japan, assignors to Japan
Organo Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 189,302, Sep. 22, 1980, Pat. No.
4,335,746. This application Feb. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 346,122

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jun. 22,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.' E03B ll/OO
U.S. CI. 137-576 9a„„„

1. In a liquid storage tank having a multiplicity of stages of
horizontal partition plates which divide the space in said tank
into a plurality of storage chambers, each storage chamber
having a height, said partition plates having openings for al-

lowing a liquid to flow down therethrough from the overiying
chamber to the underlying chamber, said openings being ar-

ranged in a staggered manner such that the opening of the
overlying partition plate is formed at one end of said tank while
the opening of the underlying partition plate is formed at the
other end of said tank;

an improvement which comprises means for generating
laminar flow between chambers comprising a plate pro-

/-
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vided at each of said openings and havmg a multiplicity of
liquid passage ports; storage chamber means for generat-
ing laminar flow across chambers comprising a flow set-

ting plate vertically provided in each of said liquid storage
chambers and having a multiplicity of liquid passage ports,

and an air purge pipe provided in each partition plate

4,427,028

RESISTANCE WELDED ACCUMULATOR DEVICE
Alfonse A. Jacobellis, Woodland Hills, Calif., assignor to VSI

Corporation, Pasadena, Calif.

Continuation-in-pari of Ser. No. 250,833, Apr. 3, 1981.
abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 93.041,
Nov. 13, 1979, Pat. No. 4,280.533. This application Dec. 21.

1981, Ser. No. 332.456

Int. a.i F16L 55/04
U.S. CI. 138-30 5 Gaims

I. An accumulator device comprising a generally cylindrical

pressure vessel including a first end and an open end, an oil

port formed in said first end. an annular recess formed on an
outer wall portion of said vessel adjaceni said open end and
defining a thinner tubular section, a bladder sub-assembly
mounted in said open end, said sub-assembly comprising an
axially elongated cylindrical metallic mounting skirt having a

bladder fixedly secured to one end thereof, said skirl being
disposed within said vessel with said one end nearest said first

end. outer wall portions of said skirt intimately engaging inner
wall portions of said vessel adjacent said open end in registry
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with said thinned section, a continuous annular, seal-forming
resistance weld connection located between said skirt and said
thinned section of said vessel, spaced from said open end, and
contiguous with said thinned section, a cap member having a
gas charging valve assembly mounted in closing relation of
said open end of said vessel, said cap member including a
depending skirt portion outwardly lapping the outer side wall
portions of said vessel adjacent said open end including said
thinned section, said skirt portion terminating in a depending
end portion, and a second continuous weld connection formed
between said end portion and said vessel.

4,427,029

PULSE DAMPER FOR CHROMOATOGRAPHY
SYSTEMS

Andrew R. Charney, State College; Paul W. Kcrcher, Pennsylva-
nia Furnace, and Stanley A. Stone, Sute College, all of Pa.,

assignors to Scientific Systems, Inc., State College, Pa.
Filed Not. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 440,810

Int. a.' F16L 55/04
U.S. a. 138-30 7 Qaims

1. A pulse damper for use with a reciprocating pump in a
chromatography system to minimize the effect of the pulsa-
tions of liquid delivered to a chromatography column, said
damper comprising in combination, a body having a cavity
extending thereinto from one face thereof, a cover having a
planar inner surface extending substantially across the entire
extent thereof and connected tightly to the body to close said
cavity, a flexible diaphragm which initially is parallel to said
planar surface extending across the face of said cavity and
overlying the edges thereof in a manner to be supported and
clamped tightly thereover by said cover when affixed to said
body, said cover having spaced fluid inlet and outlet ports
extending therethrough adjacent opposite sides of said cavity
and communicating with the face of said diaphragm which is

opposite said cavity and respectively adapted to transmit fluid
against said face of said diaphragm and remove it therefrom in
a manner to subject said diaphragm to the surges of fluid from
a reciprocating pump, and said cavity being filled with a non-
aqueous compressible liquid, operable to damp said surges.

4,427,030
'

LAMINAR FLOW ELEMENT
Wijbren Jouwsma, Veenendaal, Netherlands, assignor to Bronk-

horst High-Tech BV, Vorden, Netherlands
Filed Apr. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 364,475

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Sep. 22, 1981.
8104354

Int. a.3 F15D 1/02 \

VS. a. 138-42 1, Claims
1 Laminar flow element for mounting inside a fluid flow

channel comprising a package of a plurality of juxuposed
disks, each having a front surface and a rear surface, and each
disk, except the front disk and the rear disk of the package of
juxtaposed disks, having a first opening through said front and
rear surface and a second opening through said front and rear
surface and at least one conduit extending from the first open-
mg to the second opening, said conduit comprising a channel

on the front surface of said disk, said channel being closed on
its side by the next adjacent juxtaposed disk and being dimen-
sioned to provide laminar flow in said conduit, the front disk

having a first opening and the rear disk having a second open-
ing, the first openings of said plurality of disks being aligned
and the second openings of said plurality of disks being
aligned.

4,427,031

METHOD OF INSTALLING AN INTERIOR BY-PASS
LINER

Bernard A. Di Giovanni, 96 Davis Ave., Hauppauge, N.Y. 11787,
and Francisco J. Ciminiello, 21 Victor La., Woodbury, Long
Island, N.Y. 11797

Division of Ser. No. 204,629, Nov. 6, 1980, Pat. No. 4,377,945,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 955,990, Oct. 30, 1978,
abandoned. This application Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 422,836

Int. a.' F16L 55/16
U.S. a. 138-97 3 Claims

"
• • 1

1. A method of installing an interior by-pass liner tube within

a conduit comprising the steps of attaching a subsuntially

cylindrical adapter to, and forming a continuation of, each end
of said liner tube, each said adapter having a longitudinally

spaced-apart pair of peripherally extending and exteriorly

mounted radially expandable sealing gaskets thereon, inserting

said liner tube within said conduit and, when each of said liner

tube end adapters is in its intended position within said conduit,

expanding said gasket pair on each adapter radially into sealing

engagement with the surrounding interior surfaces of said

conduit while providing a gas leakage passage having an inte-

rior end terminus within said cylindrical adapter and an exte-

rior end terminus on the exterior of said adapter within the

region between said pair of gaskets thereon, whereby said

interior by-pass liner tube is installed substantially permanently
within said conduit by said sealing engagement of said gasket
pairs at each of its ends with said conduit interior surfaces, and
the interior of said liner tube has gas leakage communication
with the respective interior surface poriions of said conduit
and the peripheries of said gaskets between each of said gasket
pairs.
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4,427.032

SERVICE LINE INTERIOR BV-PASS
Bcniard A. Di Giovanni, 96 DavU Ave., Hauppauge, N.Y. 1 1787,
and Francisco J. Ciminiello, 21 Victor U., Woodbury, L.I.,

N.Y. 11797

Divbion of Ser. No. 181,671, Aug. 27, 1980, which is a division
of Ser. No. 955,990, Oct. 30, 1978, abandoned. This application

Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 422,837
Int. a.' F16L 55/16

U.S. a. 138-98 lOaaims

1. An interior by-pass assembly within, and normally provid-
ing an unobstructed fluid by-pass passageway through, at least

a portion of the length of a service pipeline having a service
end and an opposite end, comprising a length of tubing dis-

posed within and along said length of the pipeline, a pair of
longitudinally spaced-apari exterior sealing gaskets mounted
substantially on and adjacent to each end of said tubing, each
of said gaskets in each said pair engaging the interior wall of
said pipeline so as to provide respective longitudinally spaced-
apari fluid-tight peripheral seals between said tubing and said

pipeline interior wall, and means defining respective Huid
leakage passages extending from substantially the interior of
said tubing to the respective spaces between each of said gasket
pairs and against the pipeline interior wall portion therebe-
tween, whereby fluid pressure applied within said tubing will

be transmitted to and along the respective sealing peripheries
of said gaskets.

4.427,033

BENDING STRAIN RELIEF WITH ADJUSTABLE
STIFFNESS

Sigmund Ege, Oslo. Norway, aaiignor to International Standard
Electric Corporation. New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 15. 1981. Ser. No. 331.093
aaimi priority, application Norway, Dec. 22, 1980, 803895

Int. a. J F16L 11/12
U.S. a. 138—103 11 Qaims

set of rods surrounding said first set of rods said rods of

said first set of rods lightly engaging said rods of said

second sets of rods;

an outer sheath surrounding and engaging said second set of

rods;

at least one expandable body arranged between said conduit

and said first set of rods and urging said rods of said firsi

and second sets of rods into greater engagement with one
another upon an increased expansion thereof; and

operating mode control means having pressure control

means coupled to said expandable body to control expan-
sion of and internal pressure of said expandable body lo

provide said two operating modes

4,427,034

COATING COMPOSITION FOR PROTECTING INNER
SURFACE OF TUBES IN HEAT EXCHANGERS

Koji Nagau; Shiro Sato, and Akio Oglso, all of Nagoya. Japan,
assignors to Sumitomo Light Metal Industries, Ltd., Tokyo.
Japan

Division of Ser. No. 185,194, Sep. 8. 1980, abandoned. This
application Aug. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 296,962

Qaims priority, application Japan, May 23. 1980, 55-69324

Int. a.' FI6L 9/14
U.S. a. 138-145 7 Galms

1 A heat exchanger tube having a small diameter in the

order of 10-40 mm and a large length in (he order of .U40 m
and provided on the inner surface with an artificial protective

film less than 50^ in thickness, noi more than 0001

m^h'C./Kcal in fouling factor and not less than 5000 (1 cm^ in

polarization resistance, said artificial protective film being
formed by a spray coaling of a coating composition prepared
by adding at least one aminoalkoxysilane compound ai a ratio

of 0.1-5% by weight to a liquid coating composition including

as a film-forming material at least one organic polymer resin

selected from a group consisting of alkyd resin polyurelhane
resin, epoxy resin, and acrylic resin.

4,427,035

CLUTCH ARRANGEMENT FOR A HEDDLE OF A
WEAVING MACHINE

Otto Hintsch, and Werner Julich, both of Walliscllen, Swlticr-

land, auignors to Sulzcr Brothers Limited, Winterthur, Swit-

zerland

Filed Sep. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 302,663

Claims priority, application European Pat. Off., Sep. 19, 1980,

80105632

Int. a.J F16D 11/06: D03C 1/00
U.S. a. 139-76 4 Claims

1. A bending strain relief device having two operating
modes, a first of said two modes rendering said device rela-

tively stiff and a second of said two modes rendering said

device relatively flexible for use with a conduit, said device
including

first and second sets of helically formed stiffening rods, said

first set of rods surrounding said conduit and said second

1. A clutch arrangement for controlling a heddle of a power
loom, said arrangement comprising

an intermittently rotatable drive shaft having at least one slot

therein;

an eccentric rotatably mounted on said shaft for driving a

heddle;
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a pawl mounted on said eccentric for engagement in said slot

of said shaft;

at least one control lever movable between a blocking posi-

tion in the path of said pawl and a release position spaced
from said pawl;

a stroke meter drive for moving said lever between said

positions;

a stationary stop; '

a spring biasing said control lever towards said stop in said

blocking position; and
an auxiliary spring biasing said control lever against said stop

in said blocking position.

4,427,036

WEFT GUIDE DEVICE IN A JET LOOM
Kazunori Yoshida, Nagoya, and Hirosfai Arakawa, Kariya, both

of Japan, aaiignora to Kabushiki Kaisha Toyoda Jidoshokki
Seiiakiubo, Kariya, Japan

Filed Nov. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 324,610
Claims priority, application Japan, Not. 29, 1980, 55-168975

Int. a.^ D03D 47/30
U.S. a. 139—435 8 Qaims

1. A weft guide device in a jet loom having a reed carrier for
carrying a reed thereon, said device comprising an array of
substantially vertically disposed and adjacently aligned weft
guide members mounted on said reed carrier along the reed,
each of said weft guide members having substantially conjoin-
ing and straight interiorly facing surfaces including at least an
upper wall surface, a fore wall surface, and a lower wall sur-
face, providing a weft guide opening which, together with said
weft guide openings of said other aligned weft guide members,
provides a weft guide path, and an air discharge member dis-

posed subsuntially within said guide member array and later-

ally adjacent to one of said weft guide members on the side
thereof which is opposite to said fore wall surface thereof, to
discharge air obliquely into said weft guide path and towards
said fore wall surfaces, said fore wall surface of each said weft
guide member being inclined to the vertical with reference to
said vertical disposition of the weft guide member, with that
end of said fore wall surface which conjoms said upper wall
surface being nearer to said air discharge member than its other
end.

4,427,037

SHUTTLELESS LOOMS
Ashley Hill, Belfast, Ireland, assignor to James Mackie & Sons

Ltd., Belfast, Ireland

Filed Oct. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 312,353

Int. a.3 D03D 47/00
U.S. a. 139-449 51 Qaims

1. A shuttleless loom comprising
a frame,

at least one weft carrier supported on said frame, and
a drive mechanism supported by said frame to drive said

weft carrier, said drive mechanism comprising
a connecting rod,

means connected to said rod at its driven end to drive said
rod in a reciprocating path,

a drive member connected to said weft carrier, said drive

member being pivotally connected to said frame, and
said drive member being pivotally connected to said rod

at said rod's non-driven end to pivot said drive member
during reciprocation of said rod, and

a guide member which defines a guide path, said guide

member being slidably connected to said rod at said

rod's non-driven end so that said slidable connection
follows said guide path during reciprocation of said rod.

rrf

•-

^J

said rod, drive member and guide member all being

movable relative one to another during each loom cy-

cle, and said guide member functioning to vary that

distance between the pivot connection of said rod to

said drive member and the pivot axis of said drive mem-
ber relative to said frame during each loom cycle, the

speed of the drive transmitted by said drive mechanism
to said weft carrier being varied also in response to the

variation in said distance.

4,427,038

ACTUATION DEVICE FOR THE DRIVE GEAR OF A
WEFT THREAD CARRIER OF A SHUTTLELESS LOOM
Gerhard Oesterle, Koblach, Austria; Rudolph Jaeger, Frasnacht,

Switzerland; Willibald Auer, Arbon, Switzerland, and Her-
mann Unfried, Arbon, Switzerland, assignors to Aktiengesell-

schaft Adolf Saurer, Arbon, Switzerland

Filed May 4, 1981, Ser. No. 260,339

Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 21, 1980,

3947/80

Int. CI.5 D03D 47/00
U.S. CI. 139—449 • 9 Qaims

1. An actuation device for a drive element of a weft thread

carrier of a shuttleless loom which is guided by a gripper tape,

comprising:

a crank drive;
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a substantially slipless traction means-drive containina a
toothed belt;

a drive element operativcly connected with the crank drive
by means of the toothed belt of said substantially slipless
traction means-drive;

a lineariy guided slide operatively connected for movement
with the toothed belt;

said crank drive moving said linearly guided slide back-and-
forth;

said traction-means drive further comprising:
a drive pulley operatively connected for rotation with the

drive element;

a tensioning pulley arranged in spaced relationship from
said drive pulley;

said toothed belt of said traction means-drive being wrapped
in an endless configuration about said drive pulley and
said tensioning pulley;

guide means provided for said slide;

'
J Gz-r-r..

LLH

r

^~-iJ

at least one run of said toothed belt extending essentially
parallel to said guide means for said slide;

said slide being fixedly connected with said one run of said
toothed belt;

the length of said one run essentially corresponding to the
greatest spacing of reversal points of the slide and which
govern the maximum insertion depth of the weft thread
carrier into a shed of the loom;

means for adjusting the spacing of the reversal points of the
slide;

box means open towards the side of the slide;

said box means having side walls forming said guide means
for said slide;

said box means being connected with a sley of the loom in

the form of a sley sword; and
said traction means-drive being located within said open box

means.

4,427,039

MECHANICAL DELIVERY SYSTEM FOR A CATALYST
OR THE LIKE

William R. Brooks, 260 Arlington, Elmhurst, III. 60126, and
Irving C. Heinzel, 45 Brookdale U., Palatine, III. 60067

Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,574
Int. a.' B65B 3/04

U.S. a. 141-20 12 Qaims
1. Apparatus for injecting a product ingredient into a pre-

filled product container having superatmospheric internal
pressure and having an aperture sealed with a resilient, pierce-
able gasket, said apparatus comprising: a coupling member
including cavity means for snugly receiving a portion of the
container body to establish a datum aligned with said pierce-
able gasekt, said coupling member further including mounting
means for positioning a syringe assembly; a syringe assembly

including a tubular barrel mounted on said mounting means
and defining an internal chamber for containing a metered
quantity of a liquid product ingredient, said syringe assembly
further including a cannulated needle fastened to said tubular
barrel in Huid-transfer relationship with said product ingredi-
ent chamber and alignable confronting the pierceable gasket,
and a movable piston in said barrel; a wrench member assem-
blable with said coupling member and including actuator
means for selectively engaging said piston in reducing the

:^ =? .

internal volume of said product ingredient chamber; and pro-
gressively engagable, force-multiplying means acting between
said coupling member and said wrench member for cooperat-
ing in support of said syringe assembly upon advance of said

needle into piercing engagement with said gasket and for

urging said actuator means into operative engagement with
said piston to express the contents of said ingredient chamber
through said needle and into said product container against the
internal backpressure thereof

4,427,040

REVERSE FLOW POP-OFF AIR CONTROL
Murland L. Taylor, 5300 Main, Parsons, Kans. 67357

Filed Mar. 12, 1979, Ser. No. 19.757

Int. C\? B65B 1/04
U.S. Q. 141-67 9 Qaims

_,,. "

1. In a pneumatic valve bag packer of the class wherein
material and air fiow into a bag being filled through a filling

spout from the interior of an air pressurized hopper containing
the material, and wherein fiow curtailing means are provided
for curtailing the flow of material through the discharge end of
the spout upon completion of the filling of a "bag and its re-

moval from the discharge end of the spout; the improvement
comprising said How curuiling means comprising an air flow
control means for causing a reversed flow of air in the spout
sufficient to stop discharge of material through the dischage
end of the spout, said air flow control means comprising means
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for withdrawing sufficient air from the hopper to result in a

subatmospheric air pressure therein, and a reversed flow of air

in the spout.

I

4,427.041

DISPENSING AND METERING DEVICES FOR LIQUIDS
John C. Coetxec P.O. Box 12081, Jacobs, 4026, South Africa

nicd Aug. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 291,957

Claims priority, application South Africa, Aug. 12, 1980,

80/4918; Mar. 25. 1981, 81/2010

Int. a.' B65B i/06
U.S. a. 141—294 17 Qaims

I

17. A dispensing and metering device comprising attach-

ment means to secure the device to a container, a housing
defming a chamber and having an inlet and an outlet so that the

chamber can be filled through the inlet with liquid from a

container secured to the device by the attachment means and
can be drained through the outlet, valve means movable from
a first condition in which it isolates the chamber from the
outlet and opens the inlet to a second condition in which it

closes the inlet and allows liquid to How from the chamber to

the outlet, and an air bleed hole for introducing air into the
chamber to replace liquid Howing from the outlet when the
valve means is moved to the second condition, wherein the
attachment means of the device comprises a resiliently deform-
able sleeve located around an inlet throat and locatable in a
bottle neck, and a stop and a shoulder movable one toward
another to compress the sleeve between them and to cause
radial expansion of the sleeve, whereby the sleeve can be
expanded radially into engagement with the interior of a bottle

neck to attach the device to the bottle neck.

4,427,042

POWER TOOL
Richard L. Mitchell; Richard B. Bnindage, and John A. Palmer.

all of St. Louis County, Mo., assignors to Emerson Electric
Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Filed May 13, 1981, Ser. No. 263.122

Int. a.J B27C 1/14, 9/04
U.S. a. 14*-1 R 17 Qaims

13. A combination power tool assembly including a support
stand, a first power tool mounted on said stand having a re-

spective dedicated electric motor for driving said first power
tool, a second power tool mounted on said stand having a
respective dedicated electric motor for driving said second
power tool, each of said motors having a respective power
cord, and a selector switch having a power supply cord con-
nected thereto which is adapted to be plugged into a source of
electrical power, each of said motor power cords being con-
nected to said selector switch, the latter having switch means
selectively movable from an off positon in which both of said
motors are de-energized to a first operable position in which
said first power tool motor is energized and in which said

second power tool motor is de-energized or to a second opera-

ble position in which said second power tool motor is ener-

gized and in which said first power tool motor is de-energized,

and means cooperable with said switch means which when in

a first position enables said switch means to be selectively

"iS?^'

moved from its off to its first operable position, and which
when in a second position in said selector switch enables said

switch means to be moved from its off to its second operable

position.

4,427,043

CORD BURYING APPARATUS FOR VENEER LATHE
Katsuji Hasegawa, Ohbu, Japan, assignor to Meinan Machinery
Works, Inc.. Aichi, Japan

Filed Mar. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 241,132

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 23, 1980, 55*37926

Int. a.5 B27C 5/02
U.S. a. 144—209 R 3 Oaims

1. A cord burying apparatus for a veneer lathe comprising:

a cord burying knife having a cutting edge of suitable shape

and a cord outlet at one end thereof, said knife being

attached on a veneer lathe to come into cutting engage-

ment with a log turned on the veneer lathe to a predeter-

mined depth; and

a piercing element placed on at least one side of said cord

burying knife in axial juxtaposition therewith relative to

the log and having a plurality of piercing members
mounted thereon in a row which intersect an axial direc-

tion of the log, said piercing member having means
thereon being adapted to pierce the log deeper than the

knife.
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4,427,044

LOG CENTERING DEVICE
Irving L. Plough, Snohomish; David B. Puryear, Enumclaw,

both of Wash., and Charles R. Turner, Albany, Oreg.. assign-
ors to Pigott Enterprises, Bellevue, Wash.

Filed Jun. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 279.066
Int. a.' B27B l/OO: B27L 5/02

U.S. a. 144-356 35 „„„,

torted only when the tank is collapsed upon the p<xkels
due to withdrawal of liquid from the tank, the pockets
being arranged along a line extending transversely of a
line along which surges in the liquid contained in the tank
move, the pockets having their elongate extents aligned
with the line of surge action, each pocket having an en-
larged open end and a restriction spaced from the en-
larged open end at an opposite end of the pocket, adjacent
pockets having their respective open ends and the restric-

tions arranged to face in opposite directions along the line

of surge action, due to the substantially permanent shape
of the pockets the pockets being capable of absorbing at

least a portion of the energy of the liquid flowing in the
surge substantially immediately upon occurrence of the
surge to transfer energy from the liquid to the lank.

1. An apparatus for locating the center axis of the largest
solid of rotation obtainable from an irregular elongated body
according to predetermined processing standards comprising;

rotational support means for rotating said body in such a
manner as to allow displacement of the opposite ends
thereof during rotation so as to reflect the non-cylindrical
characteristics of the body,

means for generating a locus of points for each end face of
the body representative of the motion thereof relative to a
datum,

means for defining for each locus a point generally central to
the points comprising the locus, which point bears a pre-
determined relationship with the points comprising the
locus, said centrally located points defining said center
axis.

4,427,046

ADVANCED PROHLE RADIAL TIRE HAVING
RELATIVELY HIGH INFLATION PRESSURE

Manuel G. Balbis, and Colin V. King, both of Rome. Italy,
assignors to The Firestone Tire h Rubber Company. Akron.
Ohio

Filed Mar. 11, 1982. Ser. No. 357,250
Qaims priority, application Italy, Apr. 29, 1981, 67577 A/81

Int. a.^ B60C i/00
U.S. a. 152-209 R 6a^„»,

4,427.045
SURGE DAMPENING BAFFLE FOR LIQUID STORAGE

TANKS
Richard T. Headrick, 5200 Irvine Blvd., #24, Irvine, Calif.
92714

Continuation of Ser. No. 211,061, Nov. 28, 1980, abandoned.
This application Oct. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 435,934

Int. a.' B65D 90/52
U.S. a. 150—55 10 Qijn,,

'''' 1

1. An improved apparatus for storing liquid comprising: a
flexible and collapsible tank adapted to contain liquid therein
and a plurality of elongated pockets secured to the interior
surface of the tank, said pockets, when the tank is collapsed,
bemg in a collapsed sute and, when the tank is filled with
liquid but at rest, being also in a collapsed state,

the improvement comprising said pockets, being made of a
flexible material having a memory for retaining its shape
so that the pockets in the tank are configured in a prede-
termined substantially permanent shape, said substantially
permanent shape of the pockets being substantially dis-

1. In an inflated tire and rim assembly wherein the tire in-

cludes a tread portion, a tread reinforcement in the tread por-
tion, a pair of sidewalls respectively on opposite sides of said
tread portion, a pair of bead portions respectively at the inner
edges of said sidewalls. a lower sidewall reinforcement adja-
cent each of said bead portions and sidewall inner edges, a bead
reinforcement in each of said bead portions, and a radial car-
cass reinforcement extending from one bead portion to the
other, the improvement being in the profile of said tire charac-
terized in:

a. the tire having a section height H and a section width S.

the aspect ratio (H/S) being in the range from about 0.80
to about 0.90;

b. the maximum section width (S) being located at a height
(h) of less than 45 percent of said section height (H), with
the design width (DRW) of said rim being about 75 per-
cent of said section width (S);

c. the width (TW) of said tread portion being less than 75
percent of said section width (S);

d. the inflation pressure of said tire being a minimum of
about 25 percent greater than the inflation pressure of a
conventional profile tire of equivalent size, said assembly
being operable at said greater inflation pressure at about
the same load capacity and at about the same tire deflec-
tion as a conventional profile tire while having acceptable
ride comfort characteristics; and

e. said lower sidewall reinforcement providing relative stifl"-

ness in its area of locition.

I (OS n (; _SK
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4,427,047

MACHINE FOR FITTING SPOKES INTO WHEEL HUBS
Bernard Guillemiier, Epagny, France, assignor to Bg Technic

(Sari), Pringy, France

Filed Nov. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320,495

Qaims priority, application France, Nov. 19, 1980, 80 24529

Int. a.3 B21K 1/34

U.S. a. 157—1.5 6 Claims

1. In a machine for fltting spokes into wheel hubs, each

wheel hub having 2n evenly spaced holes, the combination

comprising, a frame, a post carried by said frame, Hrst means
supported by said post for maintaining said hub in a position in

which its axis forms an acute angle of less than 30° with the

vertical, second means cooperatively engaged with said first

means for rotating said hub about its axis, first and second tubes

adjustably carried by said post and forming a small angle with

the axis of said hub, a nose-piece carried at an end of each tube,

each said nose-piece being associated with a ring of said hub,

third means coupled to said tubes for reciprocating said nose-

pieces in the vertical direction, said nose-pieces being posi-

tioned in a low position just above the associated rings for

supplying the holes, fourth means supported by said frame and
positioned to supply a spoke to each tube when said nose-

pieces are in their low position, so that said spokes descend
under the effect of gravity into said tubes with their flattened

part in an upward position, control means connected to said

first, second, third and fourth means so that said hub is rotated

in a selected direction and makes a revolution during which
said nose-pieces are moved downwardly n times, and so that,

after each downward movement of said nose-pieces, a spoke is

fed into each tube, said nose-pieces being lowered every
(2Tr/n) and only being raised again after having passed, each

one, over at least one hole and after a spoke has fallen under
the effect of gravity into the first hole met by each of said

nose-pieces, and means carried by said frame for handling said

hub so as to take said hub after the first pass and place it, after

turning it over, in a position where the remianing holes will be

provided with spokes during a second pass.

I

4,427,048

SHUTTER CONSTRUCTION
Susumu Osaka, and Mjnoni Toda, both of Machida, Japan,

assignors to RCA Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 231,858

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Sep. 2, 1980,

8028238

Int. a.3 E06B 7/086

U.S. a. 160—107 10 Qaims
1. A shutter construction comprising:

a transparent housing;

a louvre assembly adapted to be enclosed within said hous-

ing, said assembly comprising a plurality of lightweight

foil louvres each rotatably supported at its end along

parallel axes with first and second bearing pins;

a crank drive member attached to one pin of each louvre for

rotating said one pins and said louvres in unison about said

parallel axes, said crank drive member and louvres having

a combined mass center offset from said axes;

counterbalance means coupled to said drive member for

counterbalancing said offset mass center with respect to

said axes; and

drive means releasably secured to said housing and coupled

to said crank drive member for moving said crank drive

member in a direction normal to said axes.

4,427,049

POWER OPERATED BI-FOLD STRIP CURTAIN DOOR
ASSEMBLY

James A. Belanger, Northville; Robert J. Wentworth, Ann Ar-

bor; Douglas J. Calvin, Livonia, and James M. Lapham,

Northville, all of Mich., assignors to Belanger, Inc., North-

ville, Mich.

Filed Dec. 3, 1980, Ser. No. 212,372

Int. Q.^ E05D 15/26

U.S. Q. 160—199 6 Qaims

7.-.1"

1. A strip curtain bi-fold door assembly adapted for use in a

door space defined by an overhead track, a floor and a pair of

spaced apart uprights, said door assembly comprising:

at least a pair of laterally positioned inboard and outboard

door means having opposed adjacent ends and free ends

for closing at least a part of the door space, each said door
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means mcludmg support means for suspending a group of
elongated flexible strip curtains in overlapping relation;

first hmge means for connecting the opposed adjacent ends
of said door means;

second hinge means adapted to connect the free end of the
outboard door means to one of the uprights;

carriage means adapted to guidingly engage the track for
travel therealong;

said carriage means including pivot pin means adapted for
suspendmg the inboard door means adjacent its free end
for pivotal movement during travel of said carriage
means; and

fluid actuator means adapted to be interconnected between
one of said door means and said one upright and effective
when actuated to move said door means and their associ-
ated group of strip curtains between a folded position
adjacent said one upright and an extended side-by-side
position across the door space;

said flAjid actuator means being in the form of a piston and
cylinder having one end pivotally connected to said one
upnght and an extensible and retractable piston rod ex-
tending from said cylinder other end with the rod pivot-
ally connected to said outboard door means;

said outboard and inboard door means having terminal inte-
nor strip curtains at their opposed adjacent ends, one of
said door means having a terminal exterior strip curtain
vertical border portion extending laterally a predeter-
mined distance beyond the associated opposed adjacent
end of said one door means;

means reinforcing the upper horizontal edge of said terminal
extenor strip curtain such that its border portion is main-
tained in the plane of an associated group of exterior strip
curtains overiapping said interior strip curtains, whereby
upon said door means being extended said terminal exte-
nor strip curtain border portion overlapping the next
adjacent terminal interior strip curtain of the other door
means such that a lap seal is provided at the juncture of
said outboard and inboard groups of curtain strips and

said door means in their folded position having a V-shaped
configuration with first interior surface of said door means
facing mwardly in opposed relation; and second exterior
surfaces of said door means facing outwardly;

the axis of said fluid actuator means disposed substantially
normal to said outboard section exterior surface in its
folded position, such that during the initial extension of
said piston rod, the mechanical advantage of said actuator
means in transmitting force from said piston rod to said
outboard section is at a maximum.

spool means being connected at one end to said spring
motor means;

cup means rotatable with said housing; and
clutch means interconnecting said spool means and said cup

means, said spool means being movable m a first axial
direction along said shaft while rotating with said housing
to effect increased tensioning of said spring motor means,
said clutch means being operable to drivmgly disengage
said spool means from said cup means at a predetermined
point of axial movement of said spool means in said first

direction so as to prevent further tensioning of said spring
motor means.

4,427,051
TUBULAR ROLL FOR CONTINUOUS METAL CASTING

MACHINES
Jacques Michelet. Metz, France, assignor to Institut de Recher-

ches de la Siderurgie Francaise, Saint-GermanEn-Laye
France

Filed Jun. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 275,516
Qaims priority, application France, Jun. 27, 1980, 80 14487

Int. Q.' B22D 11/12
U.S. Q. 164-448

7 „.,„,

4,427,050
WINDOW SHADE CLUTCH ASSEMBLY

John D. Toppen, Cincinnati, Ohio, aasignor to Qopay Corpora-
tion, Cincinnati, Ohio

Filed Jul. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 401,832
Int. Q.3 E06B 9/20

U.S. Q. 160-315
,2 Claims

1. In combination with a continuous metal casting machine
having a frame, a tubular roll for guiding a continuous metal
billet emanating from said machine comprising a central arbor;
a cylindrical envelop surrounding a central portion of said
arbor radially spaced therefrom and rotatable about its axis by
contact with a billet emanating from the machine; a pair of
tubular spindles respectively fixed to opposite ends of said
envelop coaxial therewith; a pair of ball beanngs mounted in
the machine frame and rotatably supporting said spindles; a
pair of support cradles fixedly connected to the machine frame,
said central arbor having a pair of opposite tubular end por-
tions extending with radial clearance through said spindles and
projecting beyond the latter to be supported by said cradles;
means in one of said cradles for preventing rotation of said
central arbor; and an electromagnetic polyphase inductor
arranged in said envelope on the central portion of said arbor
to produce magnetic stirring in the billet when activated

1. A tube assembly for preventing over-tensioning of a
spnng motor means in a window shade comprising

a fixed shaft;

a housing rotatable relative to said fixed shaft;
spring motor means contained within said housing, said

spring motor means being connected to said fixed shaft
spool means axially movable along said fixed shaft, said

4.427,052
METHOD OF ROTARY REHNING AND CASTING

Marvin Garflnkle. 943 E. McPherson St.. Philadelphia, Pa
19150

Filed May 7, 1982, Ser, No. 376,038
Int. Q.' B22D 27/02

U.S. Q. 164—495
g q^„,

1. A method of alloy refining and casting wherein an elec-
trode of the nominal composition of the ingot to be cast is
vertically and rotatably suspended over a fluid-cooled mold
within which said ingot is cast, said mold rotatably supported
so that the axis of rotation of said mold and said electrode are
coincidental;

heating the top of said ingot to above its melting point so as
to form a molten pool whose free surface assumes the
configuration of a paraboloid of revolution about said axis
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of rotation under the combined effect of gravitational and

centrifugal forces;

and heating the tip of said electrode to above its melting

point so as to form droplets that diverge from the surface

I

of said electrode under the combined effect of gravita-

tional and centrifugal forces, with said tip of said electrode

assuming essentially the same configuration as said free

surface of said molten pool.

4,427,053

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR THE
CONCENTRATION OF A LIQUID BY EVAPORATION

Dick G. Klaren, Hillegom, Netherlands, assignor to Esmil BV,

Netiwrbuids

Filed May 7, 1982, Ser. No. 376,025

Clainu priority, application Netherlands, May 12, 1981,

8102307

Int. a.^ F28D 13/00
U.S. a. 165—1 11 Qaims

1. Apparatus for the concentration of a liquid by evaporation

comprising

(a) a heat exchanger having a plurality of upwardly extend-

ing riser tubes for flow of the liquid being treated, which
tubes have open upper and lower ends and in use are

contacted by a relatively hot medium for heat transfer to

the liquid being treated,

(b) upper and lower chambers respectively above and below
the heat exchanger, the riser tubes opening at respectively

their upper and lower ends into said upper and lower

chambers, the upper chamber having a base and the riser

tubes extending above that base,

(c) a granular mass which is fluidizable in use by the flow of

the liquid being treated so as to occupy at least the said

riser tubes,

(d) means for vapour collection and discharge from the

upper chamber,

(e) at least one return conduit for passage of the liquid being

treated and the granular mass from the upper chamber to

the lower chamber, which return conduit is connected

into the upper and lower chambers in each case at a lower

level than the opening of the riser tubes into the respective

chamber, and

(0 supply and discharge connections for the liquid being

teated located at levels lower than the opening of the riser

tubes into the upper chamber.

11. A method for concentrating liquid by evaporation com-
prising

a. passing said liquid in contact with a fluidizable granular

mass upwardly through a heat exchanger having a plural-

ity of upwardly extending riser tubes for flow of the liquid

being treated into a chamber above the heat exchanger,

said tubes having open upper and lower ends; said tubes

opening into said upper chamber and a lower chamber

positioned below said heat exchanger, said granular mass

being sufficient in quantity to occupy at least the inner

tubes;

b. contacting the exterior of the tubes in the heat exchanger

by a relatively hot medium for heat transfer to the liquid

being treated to effect heat transfer at a rate such that the

riser tubes function as a rising film evaporator for the

liquid being treated;

c. collecting and discharging vapor from the upper chamber;

and

d. returning unvaporized liquid and the granular mass from

the upper chamber to said lower chamber at a level lower

than the opening of the riser tubes for recycling.

4,427,054

ROTARY REGENERATIVE HEAT EXCHANGER AND
METHOD OF OPERATING SAME

Kurt Karlsson, Tyreso, Sweden, asiignor to Svenska Rotor Mas-

kiner Aktiebolag, Stockholm, Sweden

Filed Sep. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 416^14
Qaims priority, application Sweden, Sep. 9, 1981, 8105371

Int. a.' F28D 19/00

U.S. a. 165—1 2 Qaims
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2. In a rotary regenerative heat exchanger for gaseous media

comprising a rotor having a plurality of sector-like compart-

ments carrying regenerative heat exchange material, a station-

ary structure comprising a casing for said rotor and end plates

having inlet and outlet openings separated by first and second

adjustable sector plates providing two passages through said

heat exchanger between said openings for flow in countercur-

rent direction of a primary gaseous medium to be heated and a

secondary gaseous medium to be cooled of different pressure

than said primary medium, respectively,

a method of at least reducing leakage of the gaseous medium
having the lower pressure, trapped in the sector-like com-
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partments, to the gaseous medium having the higher pres-
sure, said method comprising:

adjusting said first adjustable sector plate (9) which is posi-
tioned between the inlet opening (7) of the low pressure
medium and the outlet opening (6) of the high pressure
medium to such an axial clearance (14) with respect to the
corresponding end of the rotor that an intentional amount
of direct leakage (16) of the high pressure medium is

maintained between the rotor end and said first adjustable
sector plate (9), thereby forcing out the low pressure
medium from each compartment (17) that is about to leave
the low pressure medium passage and replacing it with
high pressure medium;

positioning a pressure medium tracing device (20) close to
the outlet opening (8) of the low pressure medium How
and the portion of the second sector plate (10) where the
sector-like compartments (17) move towards the high
pressure medium flow; and

controlling said adjusting of said first adjustable sector plate
by said low pressure medium tracing device (20) such that
said clearance (14) is increased/decreased when presence
or absence, respectively, of said low pressure medium is

indicated by said low pressure medium tracing device
, (20).

4,427,055
HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM USING GROUND

WATER
Michael G. Heavener, Gaithersburg, Md., assignor to Memtel

Corporation, Gaithersburg, Md.
Filed Oct. 8, 1980, Ser. No. 195,089

Int. Q.J F25B li/OO, 29/00; F25D 17/00
U.S. Q. 165-29 6 Qaims
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1. A forced air heating and cooling system consisting essen-
tially of:

(a) primary heating means comprising a ground water
source heat pump operating in a heating mode;

(b) secondary heating means comprising a resistance heater;
(c) primary cooling means comprising a ground water-to-air

heat exchanger operating in a cooling mode;
(d) secondary cooling means comprising said ground water

source heat pump operating in a cooling mode;
(e) thermostat control means for controlling said primary
and secondary heating means, said control means being;
(i) responsive to sensed temperature below a first prede-

termined temperature for energizing said heat pump in

said heating mode while inhibiting said secondary heat-
ing means and said primary cooling means;

(ii) responsive to sensed temperatures below a second
predetermined temperature which is below said first

predetermined temperature for energizing said primary
and secondary heating means while inhibiting said pri-
mary cooling means;

(iii) responsive to sensed temperatures above a third pre-
determined temperature which is at least as high as said
first predetermined temperature for operating said pri-

mary cooling mean while inhibting said primary and
secondary heating means; and

(iv) responsive to sensed temperatures above a fourth

predetermined temperature which is above said third

predetermined temperature for operating said primar>
cooling means and said secondary cooling means while
inhibiting said secondary heating means;

(0 first and second water control valves controlled by said

thermostat control means:

(g) means for delivering ground water to said water control
valves;

(h) first conduit means for conducting water from said first

valve, when open, through said water-to-air heat ex-
changer and then to said heat pump;

(i) second conduit means for conducting water from said
second valve, when open, through said heat pump with-
out passing through said water-to-air heat exchanger and

0) flow return means for returning water passing through
said heat pump back to said ground water supply

4,427.056
AIR ACTUATED VEHICLE TEMPERATURE CONTROl

SYSTEM
Thomu J. Johnson, Rockford, and Garth L. Thomas, Oregon,

both of III., assignors to Kysor Industrial Corporation, Cadil-
lac, Mich.

Filed No*. 20, 1980. Ser. No. 208,661
Int. CI.' F28F 27/00; B61D 27/00

U.S. Q. 165-42 29 Qaim.

1. For use in a vehicle temperature control system including
a plurality of door means for controlling the How of air

through said system in different system modes, a control as-

sembly for selectively interconnecting a plurality of outlet
passages with a source of pressurized air to actuate said door
means, said assembly comprising:

a valve front member defining an inlet passage and a plural-
ity of inlet cavities communicating with said mict passage,

a valve back member secured to said front member and
defining a plurality of outlet passages, said inlet cavities
and outlet passages being arranged in opposed, paired
relationship with each other, said valve front and back
members further defining an open elongated slot-like

cavity;

an elongated, generally planar valve element slidably dis-

posed within said slot-like cavity and movable to a plural-
ity of positions, said valve clement defining an array of
control passages opening through said element and posi-
tioned to permit air to pass from selected ones of said inlet

cavities to opposed ones of said outlet passages in the
plurality of positions of said valve element, and said valve
element defining a plurality of bleed ports movable in
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front of said outlet passages to bleed air from said outlet

passages into said slot-like cavity; and
plurality of seals, each disposed in one of said inlet cavities

and outlet passages for sealingly engaging said valve ele-

ment and preventing leakage of air out of said slot-like

cavity to insure that air flows through said valve element
control passages.

4,427,057

DEVICE FOR THE CONTROL OF THE LIQUID SUPPLY
OF A HEAT EXCHANGER

Jean-Francois BouTot, Le Mesnil Saint Denis, France, assignor

to Valeo, Paris, France

Filed Jan. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 227,417

Qaims priority, application France, Dec. 31, 1979, 79 32103

Int. a.' F28F 27/02
U.S. a. 165—103 6 Oaims

opposite end of the tube bundle supporting the fluid carrying

tubes wherein the improvement comprises:

a first pair of baflles, one on each side of the tube bundle and
extending along the length of the tube bundle, each baffle

being attached to the tube bundle and extending out-

wardly towards its respective adjacent sidewall; and,

m:\
MS
fLOW

a second pair of bafiles, one on each side of the tube bundle
and extending along the length of the tube bundle, each
baffle being attached to the tube bundle and extending

outwardly towards its respective adjacent sidewall, said

first baffles being downstream from said second baffles

with respect to the duct gas flow direction.

4,427,059 *

WIRE LINE CUTTER APPARATUS
Eric J. Olivier, Rte. 2, Box 673, Schriever, La. 70395

Filed Dec. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 335,832

Int. a.' E21B 29/04
U.S. a. 166—54.6 5 Qaims

1. In a heat exchanger of the heating installation of the

passenger of a motor vehicle, a device for controlling the

liquid circulation into the heat exchanger and comprising a

cock, saitf cock having a body formed with channels con-
nected to liquid supply and return ducts of the installation and
to liquid inlet and outlet ducts of the exchanger, a substantially

cylindrical plug rotaubly mounted in the body between a first

position in which it allows the liquid supply to the exchanger
and a second position in which it closes the channels connected
to the liquid inlet and return ducts of the exchanger and con-
nects the liquid supply and return ducts to each other, said

body and said plug being made of a thermally insulating plastic

material, said plug comprising a substantially cylindrical skirt,

a transverse wall forming two chambers within the skirt and
separating them from each other, said skirt being adapted to

close the said channels connected to the liquid inlet and outlet

ducts of the exchanger when the plug is in its second position,

said skirt having two openings merging each into a said cham-
ber and adapted to communicate with the channels connected
to the liquid inlet and outlet ducts of the exchanger when the
plug is in its first position, and means forming a permanent
communication between one of said chamfjers and one of said

supply and return ducts, and between the other of said cham-
bers and the other of said supply and return ducts.

4,427,058
'

HRSG SIDEWALL BAFFLE
Frederic C. Bell, Sr., Newburyport; George T. Nicholson, Lynn;

Russell L. Shade, Jr., Boxford, and David R. Skinner, George-
town, all of Mass., assignors to General Dectric Company,
Lynn, Mass.

Filed Dec. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 449,448

Int. a.3 F22B I/IS, 37/68: F28F 13/06
U.S. a. 165—160 9 Qaims

1. An improved heat exchanger of the type comprising a gas
carrying duct including sidewalls and endwalls and having a

tube bundle disposed therein; the tube bundle comprising a

plurality of substantially horizontal and parallel fiuid carrying
tubes; at least one tube support sheet disposed toward each

1. A wire line cutter apparatus, comprising:

a. an elongated member having a longitudinally extending

channel for placement of the wire line to be cut;

b. cutter means, comprising;

i. an upper housing poriion;

ii. a notched blade member rotatably mounted to allow

substantial rotation of said blade member in said upper

housing portion which moves substantially from a verti-

cal inoperative p>osition to a horizontal operative posi-

tion;

iii. a cutting edge on said notched blade member that faces

substantially upwards when said blade member is in said

vertical inoperative position;

iv. a lower actuating member slidably engaged with said

upper housing portion to cause rotation of said blade

member upon contact of said actuating member with a

down hole tool;

c. means for receiving said cutter means in the lower end of

said elongated member;

d. a stationery edge formed by said longitudinal channel in

said lower cutter means and positioned in opposition to

movement of said blade member so that rotation of said

blade member from the vertical to the horizontal along a

path intersecting said channel through which said wire
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Ime IS set, intersects said channel and wire line and crushes
and severs said wire line between said cutting edge of said
blade member and said stationery edge; and

e. a sheer pin engageable with said lower actuating member
and said means for receiving said cutter means so that
premature rotation of said blade member to said operative
position by said lower actuating member is prevented.

cap means for removably retaining said bushing on said body,
and

4 427 060
GAS WELL BALL RETRIEVER

Joseph G. Villers, Sr., 855 Treat Blvd., Tallmadge, Ohio 44278
Filed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 297,740

Int. Q.J E21B 33/068
U.S. Q. 166-85 ,0 Qaims

1. A device for capturing a seal ball that has jammed in a
wellhead of a gas well below a wellhead control valve and for
safely venting gas trapped below comprising:

(a) a hollow tube having one end adapted for attachment to
an exposed end of the wellhead control valve and the
other end containing seal means to prevent escape of gas
therefrom;

(b) a first shaft axially suspended in said tube, having one end
thereof terminating outside said sealed end of said tube,
said shaft adapted for rotary and reciprocal motion along
the axis of said tube;

(c) means attached to said first shaft for passing through the
open wellhead control valve and drilling into the jammed
ball and temporarily capturing the ball to said shaft when
said shaft is rotated and advanced toward the ball; and,

(d) a vent in said tube to permit the escaping gas to pass out
of the well when the captured ball is lowered in the casing
head.

resilient pad means contained within said cap means for ab-
sorbing shock.

4,427,062

POSITIONING OF DEFLECTION WEDGES
Timothy M. Tower. Oak Lawn, III., assignor to Boart Interna-

tional Limited, Johannesburg, South Africa

Filed Mar. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 354.796
Qaims priority, application South Africa. Mar. 17. 1981.

81/1757

Int. Q.' E21B 43/00. 34/10
U.S.Q. 166-113 10 Qaims

4,427,061
UNIVERSAL DRIFT AND RETRIEVER

Richard J. Moore, 104 Bellehomme, Lafayette, La. 70506
Filed Sep. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 303,587

Int. Q.' E21B 47/08. 23/00
U.S. Q. 166-113 ,5 Qaims

1. A device for gauging the inside diameter of a pipe, com-
prising:

an elongated body;

a first bushing slidably received on said elongated body, said

bushing being formed of a material substantially softer

than the material of the pipe to be gauged, said bushing
further having a substantially cylindrical outer surface for

contacting the inner surface of the pipe to be gauged;

1. A device for positioning a defiection wedge in a drill hole
which has a pronounced horizontal component, the device
comprising:

an extension adapted to be secured to the end of a drill string

so that at least a part of the extension is free to rotate
relative to the drill string;

a pressure fiuid operated rotation drive for rotating the
rotatable part of the extension;

a defiection wedge detachably carried at the end of the
extension; and

a wedge orientation unit in the rotatable part of the exten-
sion, which unit is adapted to stop operation of the rota-

tion drive upon a preset angular orientation being
achieved, the unit comprising a through passage for pres-
sure fiuid, a transverse passage intersecting the through
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passage, and a blocking member movable in the transverse

passage such that at a preset angular orientation of the

unit, the blocking member drops along the transverse

passage to the through passage so that, in use the pressure

of fluid passing along the through passage entrains the

block member which then blocks the through passage.

I

4,427,063

RFTRIEVABLE BRIDGE PLUG
Neal G. Skiimcr, Duncan, Okla., assignor to Halliburton Com-

pany, Duncan, OkJa.

FUed Not. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,384

Int. a.^ E21B 33/134
VS. a. 166—T34 6 Qaims

I

6. In a retrievable bridge plug for plugging a well casing,

said bridge plug of the type comprising:

a body; I

a packer mandrel concentrically mounted on such a body,
the packer mandrel including a plurality of horizontal

grooves formed on a portion thereof and a plurality of
longitudinal slots located in the grooved portion of the

packer mandrel;

an elastomeric packer which is deformable to plug the casing

responsive to longitudinal packer mandrel movement;
upper and lower anchor means for selectively anchoring the

plug to the casing;

collar segments concentrically disposed about the packer

mandrel, said segments being constrained from vertical

movement with respect to said anchor means;

ratchet means mounted between said segments and the

packer mandrel, said ratchet means permitting longitudi-

nal packer mandrel movement in either direction when in

a disengaged condition and restricting packer mandrel
movement to movement in a packer-compressing direc-

tion when in an engaged condition, said ratchet means
including a plurality of horizontal grooves formed on a

portion of the radially-inward side of each segment which
mate with the plurality of horizontal grooves formed on a

portion of the packer mandrel; and
ratchet control means mounted between said body and said

segments, said ratchet control menas engaging said ratchet

means responsive to longitudinal body movement in one
direction and disengaging said ratchet means responsive

to longitudinal movement in the other direction, said

ratchet control means including:

a tang mounted on the radially inward side of each seg-

ment and extending through its associated slot;

biasing means biasing said segments radially inward; and
a cam portion formed in said body, said cam portion

moving said segments radially inward and outward
depending upon the relative longitudinal position of the

body with respect to said segments.

4,427,064

WIRE LINE NO-BLOW TOOL
Michael L. Bowyer, Aberdeen, Scotland, assignor to Baker

International Corporation, Orange, Calif.

Filed Oct. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 307,910

Int. a.3 E21B 23/00
U.S. a. 166—217 5 Qaims

1. A work string element for use in a subterranean well for

gripping a well conduit in response to rapid axial movement of

the portion of the work string depending from the element

comprising: a plurality of relatively axially shiftable members
including upper and lower inner members and a surrounding

annular housing; upper connection means for securing the

upper inner member to a wire line string; lower connection

means for securing the lower inner member to a depending

tool; means in said annular housing for limiting relative axial

movements of both said inner members relative to said annular

housing; whereby said lower inner member moves upwardly
with respect to said annular housing through a limited axial

stroke; radially shiftable slip means on said annular housing for

gripping the well conduit when expanded outwardly; an up-

wardly facing surface on said inner member; a tubular slip

actuating member slidably surrounding said lower inner mem-
ber; said tubular slip actuating member having a downwardly
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facing surface abuttable with said upwardly facing surface,
whereby upward movement of said inner member moves said
tubular slip actuating member upwardly to shift said slip means
outwardly into engagement with the conduit in response to

upward axial movement of said lower inner memter, said inner
members being abuttable within said housing to transmit

downward jarring forces without moving said tubular slip

actuating member; and shearabie means between said annular
housing and said upper inner member for preventing abutting
contact of said upper and lower inner members.

4,427,065

CEMENTING PLUG CONTAINER AND METHOD OF
USE THEREOF

James S. Watson, Longriew, Tex., assignor to Razorback Oil
Tools, Inc., Cartbage, Tex.

Filed Jun. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 276,263

Int. aj E21B 33/16
U.S. a. 166—250 19 Qaims

removable dome and attached to the casing, comprising the

steps of:

(a) providing the cementing plug container with a plug

release means characterized by an air cylinder and a re-

lease arm means cooperating with the air cylinder and
extending inside the cementing plug container to support

the cementing plug in a first position m the cementing plug

container, and a plug pass indicator means in ccxiperalion

with the cementing plug container, the plug pass indicator

means having a rotatabie star wheel means positioned

inside the cementing plug container and kKated t>eneath

the cementing plug and partially in the path of the cement-

ing plug, to register the passage of the cementing plug

from the first position to a secx)nd position in the cement-
ing plug container;

(b) removing the dome, placing the cementing plug on the

release arm means in the first position in the cementing
plug container, and replacing the dome;

(c) introducing cement into the cementing plug container at

a point beneath the cementing plug and forcing the ce-

ment through the casing to cement the casing in the well.

(d) introducing compressed air into the air cylinder to cause

the release arm means to rotate downwardly and ailou

the cementing plug to drop from the first position to the

second position in the cementing plug container to a point

above the casing; and

(e) introducing a fluid under pressure into the cementing
plug container and forcmg the cementing plug from the

second position in the cementing plug container through

the casing.

1. A cementing plug contamer for cementing casing in a well

comprising:

(a) a housing having a hollow interior and a connector
means on one end for attachment to the well, and further

jjicluding at least one conduit means for introducing ce-

ment into said hollow interior of said housing;

(b) at least one plug release means carried by said housing
and further characterized by a cam lock having a project-

ing fmger and provided with a cam lock aperture; a re-

lease cam having a cam slot for engagement with said

projecting finger of said cam lock and a cam lock release

pin in registration with said cam lock aperture; a release

shaft having one end fixably carried by said release cam
and extending through said housing and into said hollow
interior; a release arm fixedly attached to the end of said

release shaft opposite said one end and positioned in said

hollow interior of said housing for supporting a cementing
plug; and manipulating means cooperating with said cam
lock whereby said cam lock is selectively moved out-

wardly against said lock release pin to first disengage said

projecting finger from said cam slot and then displace said

lock release pin and route said release cam, said release

shaft and said release arm to allow a cementing plug to

drop from a first position to a second position in said

hollow interior; and

(c) plug pass indicator means carried by said housing and
positioned beneath said plug release means, said plug pass

indicator means extending through said housing for

contact with a cementing plug when the cementing plug is

released by said plug release means, and indicating when
the cementing plug has moved from the second position to

a position below said plug pass indicator means.

15 A method for cementing casing in a well using at least

one cementing plug and a cementing plug container having a

4.427.066

OIL RECOVERY METHOD
Evin L. Cook, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Mobil Oil Corporation,

New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 261.824, May 8, 1981, abandoned. This

application Apr. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 487,345

Int. Q.' E21B 43/243

U.S. Q. 166—261 13 Qaims
1. In a method for recovering viscous oil from an oil-bearmg

subterranean reservoir penetrated by an injection well and a

production well, the method comprising

(a) injecting an oxygen-containmg gas comprising at least

75% by volume pure oxygen through said injection well

into said reservoir;

(b) igniting oil in said reservoir adjacent said injection well

to form a combustion front and to generate hot combus-
tion gases containing a large concentration of carbon

dioxide;

(c) continuing to inject said oxygen-containing gas through

said injection well to advance said combustion front and

oil displacing gases through the reservoir toward said

production well;

(d) recovering oil from said reservoir through said produc-

tion well;

(e) throttling fluid flow from said production well and con-

tinuing injection of said oxygen-containing gas without

interrupting the injection rate until the bottom-bole pres-

sure of said productuin well has increased to a desved
pressure level; and

(0 opening said production well and recovering oil there-

from as the bottom-hole pressure of said well declines

without interrupting the injection rate if ihr o»..' • >

tjining gas
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4,427,067

WATER AND MISaBLE FLUID FLOODING METHOD
HAVING GOOD VERTICAL CONFORMANCE FOR

RECOVERING OIL
Herbert L. Stone, Houston, Tex., assignor to Exxon Production

Research Co., Houston, Tex.

Filed Aug. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 405,833

Int. a.3 E21B 43/16. 43/30

VS. a. 166—274 10 Qaims

1. A method of recovering oil from a subterranean oil reser-

voir by injection of water and fluid miscible with said oil

comprising:

(a) drilling a plurality of wells in communication for injec-

tion and production, deflning a recovery zone within the
reservoir, while spacing said wells sufficiently close and
then injecting said water with said miscible fluid in said

wells for injection at sufficient rate such that a value
between 0.3 and 1.5 is obtained over said recovery zone
for the following dimensionless parameter:

I,

(ApK*vXfl) •

fiw

is.
Ms

where,

1/ is the toul injection rate of both the water and the
miscible fluid injected into an injection well,

Ap is the difference in density between the water and the
miscible fluid,

kv is the average vertical permeability of the reservoir,

a is the horizontal area of the reservoir to be flooded by
the injection well, and

is the sum of the mobilities of the water and the miscible
fluid at steady state around the injection well;

(b) producing said oil from said reservoir from said produc-
tion wells.

4 427 068
SINTERED SPHERICAL PELLETS CONTAINING CLAY
AS A MAJOR COMPONENT USEFUL FOR GAS AND OIL

WELL PROPPANTS
Jeremiah J. Fitzgibbon, Lafayette, La., assignor to Kennecott

Corporation, Oeveland, Ohio
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 347,210, Feb. 9, 1982. This

application Aug. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 405,055
Int. a.' E21B 43/267 i

U.S. a. 166-280 eaaims
3. A method for increasing f)ermeability in a subterranean

formation penetrated by a well wherein a fluid is pumped into
the well to create a fracture in said subterranean formation, the
improvement which comprises introducing into a fluid com-
posite, spherical, sintered pellets comprised of clay and a mem-

ber of the group of bauxite, alumina, or mixtures thereof, said

pellets containing on a dry weight basis a major portion of
clay, said pellets having an apparent specific gravity of less

than 3.40; introducing said pellet-containing fluid into a frac-

ture, the compaction pressure of which is between about 280
and about 700 Kg/cm^ (4,000 and about 10,000 psi), to deposit

a propping distribution of said pellets, said pellets having an

average particle size between 0.1 and 2.5 millimeters.

4,427,069

SAND CONSOLIDATION METHODS
Robert H. Friedman, Houston, Tex., assignor to Getty Oil Com-

pany, Houston, Tex.

Filed Jun. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 271,426

Int. OJ E21B 33/138
U.S. a. 166—295 15 Gaims

1. A method for selectively consolidating sand grains sur-

round a borehole in a relatively high-temperature subterranean

formation, comprising:

providing an aqueous fluid composition of an acidic salt

catalyst selected from the group consisting of ZnCl2,

AICI3, CrCb and ZrCU, the catalyst effective to cure a

polymerizable furfuryl alcohol oligomer resin and effec-

tive to adsorb to the surface of sand grains;

passing the catalyst composition through said borehole and

into the formation surrounding the borehole;

allowing the acidic salt catalyst to be adsorbed onto the

surface of the sand grains, said acidic salt catalyst forming

a dispersed acid salt catalyst layer on the surface of the

sand grains;

providing a resin composition comprising polymerizable

furfuryl alcohol oligomer resin;

following the passage of the catalyst composition into the

formation, passing the resin composition through said

borehole and into the formation surrounding the borehole;

and

polymerizing the resin at the site of the adsorbed acidic salt

catalyst to form as a reaction product a polymer effective

to consolidate the sand grains without substantially reduc-

ing the permeability through the consolidated formation.

2. A method for selectively consolidating sand grains sur-

rounding a borehole in a relatively high-temperature subterra-

nean formation, comprising:

providing a fluid composition of an acidic salt catalyst, the

catalyst effective to cure a selected polymerizable resin

and effective to adsorb to the surface of the sand grains;

passing the catalyst composition through said borehole and

into the formation surrounding the borehole;

allowing the acidic salt catalyst to be adsorbed onto the

surface of the sand grains, said acidic salt catalyst forming

a dispersed acid salt catalyst layer on the surface of the

sand grains;

providing a mixture comprising the selected polymerizable

resin and an ester of weak organic acid, the organic acid

being insufficiently strong to catalyze polymerization of

the polymerizable resin;

passing the resin composition through said borehole and into

the formation surrounding the borehole;

polymerizing the resin at the site of the adsorbed acid salt

catalyst to form as a reaction product a polymer effective

to consolidate the sand grains without substantially reduc-

ing the permeability therethrough; and

hydrolyzing the ester with the water produced as a by-pro-

duct of the polymerization reaction, the hydrolysis reac-

tion serving to control the extent of resin polymerization

reaction by limiting the amount of water available for the

back depolymerization reaction.
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4,427,070 4 427 071aRCULATING AND PRESSURE EQUALIZING SUB FLAPPER TYPE SAFETYVALVE FOR SUBTERRANEAN
Thomas B. O Brien, Midland, Tex., assignor to OBrien-Goins WELLS

Engineering Inc Midland, Tex Michael A. Carmody, Broken Arrow, Okla., assignor to Baker
Filed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 363,002 Oil Tools, Inc., Orange, Calif.

II c n f^ic «, '"*" "'^ ^^*^ -^^^'^ *""«* *"«»>• ". 1982, Ser. No. 349.785
U.S. u. 166-317 13 Claims Int. Q.^ E21B 34/W, 34/12

U.S. a. 166-332 1 Qaim

IK

^

I "-J

1. A circulating sub for installation as a part of the tubing
string above the packer sealing the tubing string with respect
to the well casing, said circulating sub comprising:
(a) body means adapted for threaded connection to joints of

tubing, said body means defining a circulating passage in

communication with the tubing and an equalizing port capa-
ble of communicating said circulating passage with the
annulus between the tubing and casing;

(b) equalizing valve means movably positioned within said

circulating pa,ssage and normally closing said equalizing
port;

(c) fluid pressure differential responsive valve actuator means
being passed through said tubing and moving into passage
closing engagement with said equalizing valve means to

permit opening of said equalizing valve means responsive to

predetermined fluid pressure applied from said tubing to

thus permit equalization of tubing and casing pressure and
permit pumping of kill fluid through said tubing and through
said equalizing port into the annulus between the tubing and
casing to kill the well; and

(d) yieldable lock means restraining said equalizing valve
against movement relative to said body means below a pre-

determined pressure differential and yielding at said prede-
termined pressure differential to permit pressure energized
movement of said equalizing valve to said open position, said

yieldable lock means comprising:

(1) a first lock element yielding at said preselected pressure

differential to permit opening of said equalizing valve, and
(2) a second lock element being movable into locking en-

gagement with said equalizing valve upon movement of
said equalizing valve to a preselected closed position, said

second lock element also being yieldable at said prese-

lected pressure differential to permit subsequent opening
of said equalizing valve element.

\lh-^J

1. A flapper type valve for a subterranean well compnsmg,
in combination: a tubular conduit, means on said tubular con-
duit defining a downwardly facing, annular conical valve seat;

a fiapper valve having an annular conical surface cooperable
with said valve seat in sealing relation; pivot means on one side

of said tubular conduit for mounting said flapper valve to said

conduit to permit downward pivotal movement of said fiapper

valve away from said valve seat to a vertical open position;

resilient means urging said fiapper valve upwardly to its closed
sealing position; a valve actuating sleeve disposed in said tubu-

lar conduit, means for moving said actuating sleeve down-
wardly to engage and open said fiapper valve; an elevated top

surface on said fiapper valve said elevated surface on said

fiapper valve comprising a planar surface inclined relative to a

radial plane of said actuating sleeve, said planar surface being

sloped upwardly away from said pivotal means; said annular
conical surface cooperable with said valve seat extending

upwardly beyond said valve seat to receive the initial contact

of said actuating sleeve remote from said pivot means; and an

arcuate cylindrical recess of the same diameter as the exterior

of said actuating sleeve, extending through said elevated sur-

face and said annular conical surface, and being positioned to

receive the exterior of said actuating sleeve when said fiapper

valve is shifted downwardly by said sleeve to its vertical open
position.

4,427,072

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DEEP UNDERWATER
WELL DRILLING AND COMPLETION

John E. Lawson, London, England, assignor to Armco Inc..

Middletown, Ohio
Filed May 21, 1982, Ser. No. 380,910

Int. a.^ E21B 7/11 43/01
U.S. a. 166—345 12 Qainu

1. A method for remotely establishing an underwater well

under conditions of great water depth, comprising the steps of
installing at the fioor of the body of water a generally up-

right support rigidly secured in the fioor and projecting

upwardly therefrom,

lowering a drilling guide structure onto the upright support
with a single handling string,

vertically orienting the drilling guide structure relative to

the water surface,

locking the drilling guide structure to the upright support in

the vertical position,

lowering a drilling guide arm unit, carrying a drilling stnng
and bit. along the single handling string onto the drilling

guide structure,

orienting the drilling bit to a desired well position by coact-
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ing the drilling guide arm unit with the drilling guide
structure,

drilling a well in the desired position with the drilling bit and
installing well casing into the well,

retrieving the drilling string, drilling bit and drilling guide
arm unit to the surface,

lowering a flowline guide arm unit, carrying a cross-over

flowline assembly, along the single handling string onto

the drilling guide structure,

orienting the flowline assembly relative to the well casing

and the drilling guide structure, by coacting the flowline

guide arm unit with the drilling guide structure,

landing the flowline assembly onto the well casing and the

drilling guide structure,
j

retrieving the flowline guide arm unit to the surface,

lowering a wellhead guide arm unit, carrying a wellhead,

along the single handling string onto the drilling guide

structure, i

orienting the wellhead with the well casing and the flowline

assembly by coacting the wellhead guide arm unit with
the drilling guide structure,

coupling the wellhead to the well casing and the flowline

assembly,

retrieving the wellhead guide arm unit to the surface,

lowering a production gathering assembly, including a flow-

line riser extending upwardly therefrom with a connector
extending downwardly therefrom, along the single han-
dling string onto the diming guide structure,

orienting the production gathering assembly connector with
the flowline assembly by coacting the gathering assembly
with the drilling guide structure, and

coupling the connector to the flowline assembly to provide
a fluid-flow communication between the well casing and
the flowline riser via the wellhead, flowline assembly, and
connector.

4,427,073

DEEP WATER HYDROSTATIC HEAD CONTROL
James H. Sykora, P.O. Box 64677, Baton Rouge, La. 70896

Filed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,409

Int. a.5 E21B 43/01
U.S. CI. 166-364 2 Qaims

1. In a marine riser and BOP stack assembly positioned near
the bottom of a water body and having multiple rams, a kill line

and a choke line, the improvement to which comprises con-

necting an eductor to said choke line to receive any kick gas

from said assembly through an eductor intake opening wherein

said eductor comprises a suction end openable to said water
body to allow water to mix with said kick gas in said eductor.

4,427,074

SPRAYING APPARATUS
Goesta Wollin, Snedens Landing, Palisades, N.Y. 10964

Filed May 22, 1981, Ser. No. 266,281

Int. a.3 A62C 1/00
U.S. a. 169—46 29 Qaims

1. Spraying apparatus comprising:

a liquid-powered, positive displacement reciprocating motor

for producing rotary motion, said motor having power
transfer means for converting a potential energy of the

pressurized liquid to a mechanical energy;

impeller means connected to said motor to be rotated

thereby for generating a stream of moving air;

intake port means for receiving pressurized liquid having

energy to power said motor and supplying said pressur-

ized liquid to said power transfer means;

low-pressure liquid exit means connected to said power
transfer means for receiving at least a portion of a low-

pressure liquid which is expelled from said power transfer

means after said energy conversion; and

conduit means having

an inlet means connected to receive at least a portion of the

liquid received to power said motor, and

a shell surrounding said power transfer means and spaced

therefrom to define a generally annular channel intermedi-
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ate of said power transfer means and said shell for deliver- t,ve tool tips on the shaft being between zero and three times as

enirini f,iH ?„"."l *'[ *' ""'
t

P°"*°" °
r 'w'

1*""*'^ '"8'= « '^e greatest width of one of said tools, a tip of each
entering said intake port means, the portion of the mud c^X-^ . i i r ^ ^ /•

delivered to the stream of air being en^ained in the stream ^wt ? ^^P;"""* « "^^.'''''g ^^' -"'^ «" -PP-*-»' ^-«

and moved by the stream.
which intersect at a cutting edge, and wherein for each tool a

line joining the shaft axis to the cutting edge of the tool forms

4,427,075

ELECTROHYDRAULIC CONTROL DEVICE FOR USE IN
AGRICULTURAL MACHINES

Roman Romes, Friolzheim, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Feb. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 230,583

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 8,

1980, 3004592

Int. a.5 AOIB 63/112
U.S. a. 172-7 16 Qaims

1. An electrohydraulic control device for use in connection
with a lifting unit of an agricultural mobile machine, particu-
larly a tractor having a frame, a control rod coupled to said

lifting unit, a pivot pin mounted on said frame for pivotal ly
supporting said control rod, said control device comprising at

least one source of pressure medium, a hydraulic motor; a

solenoid-controlled directional control valve for controlling
the hydraulic motor; a pick-up means cooperating with said

pivot pin to generate electrical signals in response to mechani-
cal forces acting on said pin, said pick-up means controlling via
the solenoid of said directional control valve said lifting unit to

lift or lower said control rod in response to the increase or
decrease of the mechanical forces acting on the pin; said pick-

up means including a magnetic core, said core supporting at

least one induction coil, said pivot pin being formed with an
axial well having a wall of a soft magnetic material, and said

core being arranged in said well to detect magnetic changes in

said wall material resulting from the applied mechanical forces.

4,427,076

TUBULAR SPIKE CARRYING SHAFT
Doreoteo J. De Aberasturi, Vitoria, Spain, assignor to Agrator,

S.A., Vitoria, Spain

Filed Aug. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 294.921

Int. CI.' AOIB 33/02. 33/12. 33/14
U.S. CI. 172-548 7 Claims

1. A tubular spike carrying shaft for rotary cultivators com-
prising a tubular shaft, a plurality of spiked tools attached at

joints on the periphery of said shaft, said joints being angularly

offset from one another so as to describe helical lines along the

length of the shaft, the longitudinal spacing between consecu-

a positive angle a with a tangent to the working face of the too!

at the cutting edge, where a^ 15", and an angle P is formed

between the working face and the approach face wherein /3 is

in the range between approximately 35* and 75* and the sum of

a and is less than or equal to 90* and wherein the tools are

attached perpendicularly to the axis of the shaft

4.427.077

PORTABLE FASTENING TOOL WITH MANUAL TURN
ON AND AUTOMATIC SHUT OFF

George D. Hall, Oakmont, Pa., assignor to Rockwell Interna-

tional Corporation, Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed Oct. 25. 1979. Ser. No. 88.327

Int. CI.' B25B 23/145

U.S. CI. 173—12 8 Gaimt
I. A fastening tool for advancing a threaded fastener, com-

prising:

a fluid motor driving a rotatable shaft for rotating the fas-

tener;

a power fluid conduit for connection to a source of high

pressure fluid and including a valve seat therein separating

the conduit into a first section extending toward the

source and a second section extending toward (he fluid

motor;

a valve movable between a closed position engaging the seal

toward an open position in the first conduit section for

opening and closing the conduit for respectively starting

and stopping the motor, the valve being biased in the
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closed position toward the closed position by high pres-

sure fluid from the fluid source;

means biasing the valve from the open position toward the

closed position;

means for sensing input tightening characteristics apphed to

the fastener by the tool and for generating a signal in

response thereto;

means connected to the sensing means for conducting a

computation operation on the input tightening character-

istic signals and generating a shut off signal in response

thereto;

means for connecting the tool to battery means; and
means for manipulating the valve comprising

a hand movable member mounted for movement from a

tool stop position toward a tool running position;

a linkage operated by the member for mechanically mov-
ing the valve from its normally closed position toward
an open position in opposition to high pressure fluid

from the fluid source; and

a solenoid, connected to the connecting means and energiz-

able by the battery means, having a linearly movable
output member disposed to move the valve from the open
position toward the closed position in response to the shut
off signal, the output member comprising part of the
linkage.

8. A fastening tool for advancing a threaded fastener, com-
prising

a fluid motor driving a rotatable shaft for rotating the fas-

tener;

n ^l^i^
jj
^ninLLiyiumjn^m

the shut off signal, the output member comprising part

of the linkage.

a power fluid conduit for connection to a source of high
pressure fluid and including a valve seat therein separating
the conduit into a first section extending toward the
source and a second section extending toward the fluid

motor;

a valve movable between a closed position engaging the seat

toward an open position for opening and closing the con-
duit for respectively starting and stopping the motor;

means biasing the valve from the open position toward the
closed position;

means for sensing input tightening characteristics applied to
the fastener by the tool and for generating a signal in

response thereto;

means connected to the sensing means for conducting a
computation operation on the input tightening character-
istic signals and generating a shut off signal in response
thereto;

means for connecting the tool to a source of electric power;
and

means for manipulating the valve comprising
a hand movable member mounted for movement from a

tool stop position toward a tool running position;
a linkage operated by the member for mechanically mov-

ing the valve from its normally closed position toward
an open position; and

a solenoid, connected to the connecting means and ener-
gizable by the power source, having a linearly movable
output member disposed to move the valve from the
open position toward the closed position in response to

4,427,078

PILE-DRIVING RAM
Henk R. Wolters, Delft, and Paul Sillem, Rotterdam, both of

Netherlands, assignors to De Rotterdamsche Droogdok MIJ
B.V., Rotterdam, Netherlands

Filed Apr. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 252,209
Gaims priority, application Netherlands, Apr. 8. 1980,

8002035

Int. a.J B25D 9/04
U.S. a. 173-126 8 Qaims

1. A ram for driving elongated objects into and out of the

ground comprising:

a piston jacket;

a cylinder jacket co-axially arranged with respect to said

piston jacket and forming a space therebetween;
an anvil disposed near one end of said ram;

means guided by said piston jacket for directly impacting
with said anvil and for reciprocating at least substantially

in a direction of driving displacement of the elongated

object during driving operation wherein said means for

impacting further comprises a plurality of cup springs

arranged in series in the direction of driving said object

and which are in contact with one another wherein an

outermost cup spring of said plurality of cup springs di-

rectly impacts said anvil during driving operation;

first and second sealing members located at opposite end
portions of said piston jacket for cooperative engagement
with a facing wall portion of the cylinder jacket;

a ring positioned between said first and second sealing mem-
bers, fastened to the cylinder jacket slidably contacting

the piston jacket and dividing said space between the

piston jacket and the cylinder jackets in two parts;

means for introducing pressurized fluid beneath and above
the ring into said space formed between the cylinder

jacket and the piston jacket.

4,427,079

INTERMITTENTLY ROTATABLE DOWN HOLE
DRILLING TOOL

Bruno H. Walter, 45 College St., Kingston, Ontario, Canada
K7L 4L5

Filed Nov. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 322,402

Int. a.' E21B 4/02
U.S. CI. 175—106 25 Oaims

1. A down hole drilling tool comprising an elongated hollow
housing having a longitudinal axis and having an upper end
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and a lower end, a fluid control valve which is mounted within
the housing for axial movement between an upper position and
a lower position and which comprises a first valve member and
a second valve member movable relative to the first valve
member between a closed condition of the valve in which the
valve substantially prevents downward flow of pressurized
fluid through the housing past the valve and an open condition
of the valve in which downward flow of pressurized fluid is

permitted through the valve, the valve being upwardly urged
and having valve actuation means which on operative down-
ward movement of the valve under the influence of pressurised
fluid thereabove and against the influence of the upward
urging of the valve and during which the valve is in its closed
condition causes actuation .of the valve to its open condition
when the valve attains its lower position, and which on opera-
tive upward movement of the valve under the influence of the
upward urging of the valve and during which the valve is in its

open condition causes actuation of the valve to its closed
condition when the valve attains its upper position, a torque

\ M^

member rotatably mounted within the housing and continu-
ously coupled to the first valve member, helically disposed first

coupling means, second coupling means engaged with the first

coupling means for operative roUtion of the torque member in

one direction during downward movement of the first valve
member and operative rotation of the torque member in the

opposite direction during upward movement of the first valve
member, a drill bit rotatably mounted on and projecting down-
wardly from the lower end of the housing, a one-way clutch

interconnecting the torque member and the drill bit for driv-

ingly coupling the torque member to the drill bit only during
operative rotation of the torque member in said one direction

whereby the drill bit is operatively intermittently rotated, fluid

flushing ducting provided in the drill bit, and fluid flow pas-

sage means interconnecting the valve with the fluid flushing

ducting for operative flow of pressurized fluid through the

valve, the fluid flow passage means and the fluid flushing

ducting in the drill bit only while the torque member is opera-
tively rotating in said opposite direction during which the

valve is in its open condition and the drill bit is non-rotating.

4,427,080

APPARATUS FOR PREVENTING DIFFERENTIAL
STICKING IN WELLS

Ronald P. Steiger, Houston, Tex., assignor to Exxon Production
Research Co., Houston, Tex.

Filed Dec. 11, 1980, Ser. No. 215.209

Int. a.3 E21B 17/16. 47/00
U.S. a. 175—325 33 Claims

1. Apparatus suitable for use in a well comprismg a substan-

tially imperforate inner sector having an adherent outer porous
coating with porosity sufficient to substantially prevent down-
hole differential sticking.

4,427,081

ROTARY ROCK BIT WITH INDEPENDENTLY TRUE
ROLLING CUTTERS

Micheal B. Crawford, Duncanville, Tex., assignor to Dresser
Industries, Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Filed Jan. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 340,615

Int. a.3 E21B 10/08
U.S. a. 175—376 3 Oaims
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1. A rock bit for drilling a borehole having a plurality of
rotary conical cutters supported on bearing pins definmg the

rotary axis of each cutter at a common angle with respect ro

the axis of rotation of said bit and each of said cutters having a

plurality of intermediate annular rows of cutting structure

projecting therefrom with the outermost extent of each projec-

tion, when rotated to a common plane, interconnectable by a

generally straight line which intersects the axis of rotation of
the bit and the rotary axis of the cutter, whereby said interme-

diate cutting structure has true rolling contact with the bore-

hole bottom and wherein diametrically opposed interconnect-

ing straight lines of each cutter converge to intersect at an
angle, with said last mentioned angle of each cutter being
distinctly different from the like defined angle of any other
cutter on said bit whereby each cutter cuts a bottom formation
on true-rolling engagement and further contacts the borehole
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bottom at distinctly different angle than the remaining cutters

thereby resulting in a wavy bottom configuration.

4,427,082

MINI?!G DRILL
Vinod K. Sarin, Lexington, and Peter Oberhauser, Sudbury,

botli of Mass., assignors to GTE Laboratories, Inc., Waitham,
Mass.

FUed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,970

Int. a.3 E21B W/62
U.S. a. 175—413 2 Qaims

1. A mine drill for aiding collection of detritus during dril-

ling comprising a drive body being cylindrically shaped about
an axis of rotation and having an axial passage for the flow of
detritus, a bit mounted at the forward end of said drive body
and adapted for being forwardly driven and rotated about said

axis of rotation in a given direction during drilling, said bit

comprising a body portion having a pair of support lands
projecting therefrom in the axial direction and an elongated
insert, said insert having forwardly projecting cutting edges, a
base surface and side surfaces normal to said base surface
extending toward said cutting edges, said base surface lying in

a plane substantially normal to the axis of rotation and secured
to respective opposite sides of said insert whereby during
rotation of said bit leading side surfaces are substantially unob-
structed and trailing insert surfaces are mounted to respective
support lands, said insert having end portions extending in a
radial direction outwardly of said base portion and said dnve
body, said bit and said drive body including a plurality of
mating and complimentary surfaces, a first mating surface for
transmitting driving forces from said drive body to said bit,

second mating surfaces for transmitting torsional forces of said
drive body to said bit, and third mating surfaces adapted to be
in overlapping relationship when said bit is twisted in a direc-
tion opposite to the given direction for detachably mounting
said bit to said drive body and preventing forward separating
movement of said bit from said drive body, a pair of air pas-
sages adapted for conveyance of detritus during drilling to said
axial passage, each passageway being formed on an opposite
side of said bit.

4 427 083
LIVESTOCK WEIGHING APPARATUS

John R. Muddle, Lewis, England, assignor to Poldenvale Ltd.,

Taunton, England

per No. PCr/GB80/00177, § 371 Date Jun. 15, 1981, § 102(e)
Date Jun. 15, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/011%, PCT Pub.
Date Apr. 30, 1981

PCT Filed Oct. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 276,376
Gaims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct 23, 1979.

7936800

Int. a.3 GOIG /7/0« ,

U.S. a. 177-132 I 6 Qaims
1. Livestock weighing apparatus comprising an animal sup-

porting platform supported from below by means including a
plurality of electrical load-sensing means, the electrical outputs
from the load-sensing means being summed in an electronic

circuit the out^ of whkli is fad to a read-out device, charac-
terised in that the piatfbras defines the base of an animal crush
or crate, the load-sensing means being located in groups in a

load beam (5a. 5b) of rigid construction, two such load beams

^t,

being secured to the underside of the platform (4), one adjacent
to each of two opposite ends thereof, and each load beam being
provided w ith an adjustable foot (8) adjacent each end thereof
for rigidly supporting each load beam and thus the crush or
crate on a supporting surface for the apparatus.

4,427,084

GOLF CART AND SIMILAR VEHICLES
Hassel J. Savard, Jr., Neshanic, N.J., assignor to Golf-Eze,

Linden, N.J.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 233,042, Feb. 10, 1981,
abandoned. This application Jun. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 277,620

hit. a.J B62D 51/04
U.S. a. 180—19 H 9 Qaims

1. A motor driven vehicle for loads such as golf bags and the

like, which comprises in combination a frame including an

upper stem and a lower stem; a guiding wheel connected to the

end of the lower stem; an inverted U-shaped member con-

nected to at least one of said upper and lower stems; an axle

connected to said U-shaped member; two side wheels dis-

mountably connected to said axle; a control handle grasped by
the operator of the vehicle while walking along with the vehi-

cle and controlling the movement thereof, said handle includ-

ing a first portion fixedly connected to the vehicle and a free

end portion connected to said first portion for limited move-
ment relative thereto over a given travel path, said free end
portion bemg disposed to be grasped by the operator; resilient

means biasing said free end portion of the handle toward a

predetermined reference position along said travel path; motor
speed control means coupled to said handle and connected to

the drive motor of the vehicle to regulate the speed of the drive

motor m accordance with the positioning of said first portion

of the handle and the free end of the handle in relation to said

reference position, said speed control means including a rheo-

stat connected to said drive motor to regulate the speed
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thereof, and a gear mechanism connected to and regulating
said rheostate, said gear mechanism interconnecting said first

portion of said handle and said free end portion to follow the
relative movement therebetween and impart a corresponding
adjustment movement to the rheostat, means for connecting
said drive motor to said axle, each of said side wheels including
a one-way clutch driven by said axle.

4,427,086

VEHICLE HTTED WITH AN AUXILIARY WHEEL FOR
PROPELLING, GUIDING AND OR BRAKING THE

VEHICLE
Oaude de Coiselet (de F.), 50 Chemin de la Foret, 78860 Saint

Norn la Breteche, France

Filed Dec. 24, 1980, Ser. No. 219,570
Qaims priority, application France, Dec. 27, 1979, 79 31836

Int. a.^ B60V 1/00. 3/02
U.S. a. 180-119 9 Gaimi

4,427,085

WHEEL SUPPORT ASSEMBLY FOR A MOTOR
VEHICLE

Erich Aucktor, Offenbach am Main, Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignor to Lohr A Bromkamp GmbH, Offenbach am Main,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Feb. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 238,625
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 11,

1980, 3009199

Int. a.^B60K 17/30
U.S. a. 180-70 R 4 aaim%

1. A wheel hub assembly for a motor vehicle wheel compris-
ing: bearing means including an outer bearing ring adapted to

be affixed with a vehicle chassis and an inner bearing ring

having said wheel mounted thereon; rotary joint means includ-

ing an inner joint member and an outer joint member rotatively

fixed with said inner bearing ring; first surface means including
an inner axis-parallel annular face provided in said inner bear-
ing ring opening toward said rotary joint means and receiving
said outer joint member therein; second surface means pro-
vided on said outer joint member on the side facing said bear-

ing means arranged in cooperative relationship with said first

surface means to mount said outer joint member within said

inner bearing ring, said second surface means including a cen-
tering surface engaging within said inner axis-parallel annular
face to provide a centering effect between said outer joint

member and said inner bearing ring, said centering surface

simultaneously serving as a welding face for a welded joint

formed by a low-heat welding process between said inner

bearing ring and said outer joint member; a first oblique annu-
lar surface forming part of said first surface means extending
contiguously with said inner axis-parallel annular face; and a

second oblique annular surface forming part of said second
surface means extending contiguously with said centering

surface; said first and said second oblique annular surfaces

being arranged in facing juxtaposed relationship and spaced
apart from each other a distance to inhibit heat transfer be-

tween said inner bearing ring and said outer joint member.

3 '

9. A vehicle for moving along a path relative to a support
surface, comprising:

a frame;

highly resiliently rigid ground effect means for supporting
said frame at an essentially fixed distance from said sup-
port surface;

at least one rotatable wheel contacting said support surface
at a point of contact, said wheel being subject to external

forces acting parallel or transverse to said path, or both,
through said point of conuct in the plane of said support
surface, said support surface and said wheel having a

known cone of friction with a half angle;

means for supporting said at least one rotatable wheel for

rotating movement along said support surface and about a
spindle extending substantially in parallel with said sup-

port surface, for transmitting torque applied by said exter-

nal forces and for enabling said at least one wheel to pivot

about an axis substantially perpendicular to said support
surface;

hinged connection means, including a pair of convergent
arms hinged to said means for supporting said wheel and
to said frame, for allowing said at least one wheel to swing
in a plane subestantially perpendicular to said support
surface, the intersection of the axes of said arms defining a

virtual axis of rotation which intersects planes, which are

perpendicular to said support surface and contain the

vectors of said external forces, at points of intersection

above said support surface and beyond said point of
contact in the direction of said external forces, and for

causing the vectors of the resultant forces transmitted to

said frame under the influence of said external forces to

extend at resultant angles to a perpendicular from said

support surface, said resultant angles bemg less than said

half angle.

wherein in response to said external forces acting at said

point of contact, said at least one rotatable wheel is held

constantly iq contact with said support surface.

4,427,087

MOTORCYCLE PROVIDED WITH AN ENGINE HAVING
A SUPERCHARGER

Kazuo Inoue, Tokyo, and Tsuneo Otsuka, Wako, both of Japan,
assignors to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Jan. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 339.471

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 14, 1981, 56-4369;

Jan. 14, 1981, 56-4370; Jan. 21, 1981, 56-7357; Jan. 27. 1981.
56-10354

Int. CI.' B62D 61/02: F02B 37/00
U.S. CI. 180-219 5 Gaimi

1 A motorcycle comprising a body frame, an engine
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mounted on said body frame, said engine having an engine

body and a transmission case integral with and below said

engine body; a rear fork having a pair of fork legs disposed on

both left and right sides of a rear wheel and having a forward

end pivotally mounted on said body frame to the rear of said

engine body, for upward and downward swinging movement;

and a supercharger mounted on the rear surface of said trans-

mission case between said paired fork legs of the rear fork, said

supercharger compressing air taken into said engine.

4,427,088

POWER UNIT APPARATUS FOR MOTORCYCLES
Masahani Tsuboi, Sayama, Japan, assignor to Honda Giken

Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 369,791

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 20, 1981, 56-

56800[U]

Int. a.' B62D 61/02

U.S. a. 180—219 3 aaims

1. Power unit apparatus for a motorcycle including an inter-

nal combustion engine having a crankshaft, and having a

power unit case combining a crankcase and a transmission

case, comprising, in combination: a main shaft associated with

the crankcase, a counter shaft adapted to drive a rear wheel of

the motorcycle, a reduction gear mechanism for driving said

counter shaft from said main shaft, said mechanism having a

guide shaft supporting shift forks for shiftmg said mechanism,

a shift drum for actuating said shift forks, said power unit case

being divided into an upper section and a lower section so that

said crankshaft and said main shaft are supported on the divid-

ing plane between said sections, said guide shaft and said shift

drum being supported on said upper section above said mam
shaft and said counter shaft, said counter shaft being supported

on said lower section.

4,427,089

STEERABLE DRIVE AXLE WITH LARGE CRAMP
ANGLE

John G. Peterson, San Jose, Calif., assignor to FMC Corpora-

tion, Chicago, III.

Filed Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,330

Int. a? B60K 17/30

U.S. a. 180—253 8 Oaims

1. A steerable drive axle for a vehicle for rotating a wheel

about a drive axis and for turning the wheel about a steering

axis substantially normal to the drive axis; comprising means

deHning a pair of spaced king pins in substantial axial alignment

with said steering axis, means defming a trunnion assembly,

wheel drive power means supported by said trunnion assembly

and operatively connected to said wheel, means defming

spaced pairs of bearing units in substantial alignment with said

steering axis and connecting said trunnion assembly to said

king pins, each pair of bearing units including a spherical

bearing and a roller bearing, and means for turning said trun-

nion assembly about said steering axis for pivoting said wheel

about said steering axis an amount sufficient to provide a 45°

cramp angle.

4,427,090

AGRICULTURAL MACHINE WITH DISPLACEABLE
CABIN

Nils Fredriksen, Harsewinkel, and Heinrich Wecker, Pader-

bom, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Oaas OHG,
Harsewinkel, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 279,037, Jun. 30, 1981,

abandoned. This application Jul. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 283,664

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 30,

1980, 3024664

Int. a.' B62D 33/06

U.S. a. 180—327 22 Qaims

1. A multiple-purpose agricultural machine with a driver's

cabin dispiaceable between at least two working positions,

comprising a chassis; control means extending from the driv-

er's cabin and being permanently connected to said chassis by

flexible conduit means; at least two separate supporting means

each provided on said chassis at a respective one of said work-

ing positions; means for detachably mounting said driver's
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cabin selectively on one of said supporting means; displacing
means mounted on said chassis and being engageable with said
driver's cabin to lift the same from said one supporting means
and displace the cabin to the other supporting means; and
means for locking the cabin in position on the selected support-
ing means.

4,427,091
FAIL-SAFE aRCUIT MECHANISM FOR GENERATING
A PULSE INDICATING THE PRECISE MOMENT OF

HRING OF A GAS EXHAUSTING GUN
Lloyd E. Elliott, Jr., and John L. Hudson, both of Houston,

Tex., assignors to Texaco Inc., White Plains, N.Y.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 90,158, Oct. 31, 1979,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 913,764,
Jun. 8, 1978, abandoned, and Ser. No. 59,792, Jul. 23, 1979, Pat.
No. 4,243,116. This application Jan. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 228,433
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jan. 6, 1998,

has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 GOIV 1/38, 1/14
U.S. a 181-120 8 aaims

' r 'J
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1. An indicator for detecting the precise moment of firing of
a gas exhausting gun means for a seismic record comprising,

(a) circuit means for generating a current to two closely
spaced apart electrodes submerged underwater very close
to gas exhausting gun means exhaust port, and

(b) said circuit means including a sea ground as a backup
electrode when any one of the two electrodes becomes
defective for providing a fail-safe indicator.

4,427,092

TREE STAND
Lynn A. Tentler, Fonddulac, Wis.

Filed Jan. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 226,629
Int. a. J A63B 27/00

U.S. a. 182-134 2 Gaims

from an extension of the centerlinc of the platform and
notch,

a metal support strap which is flexible along its length id

enable it to embrace the tree trunk and which is adjusiabK
connected to the platform so the platform is gcnerall>
horizontal in use.

said notch engaging one side of a tree and the strap engaging
the other side of the tree at a vertically elevated location
so weight on the platform tends to drive the platform
against the tree trunk and tilting the outer or front portion
of the platform upwardly acts to disengage the tree stand
from the tree the notch has sides which diverge from the
root of the notch,

the sides of the root portion of the notch being concave and
leading to outer convex portions,

the concave and convex curves being selected so a small
diameter tree engages the sides close to the ro<M of the
notch and progressively larger trees contact the sides

progressively further from the root,

an elastomer facing on the tree engaging surface of the
notch,

an elastomer facing on the tree engaging surface of the strap.

said elastomer facings acting to grip the tree to mount the
platform on the tree without sliding and without damage
to the tree.

4.427,093

LOCKING DEVICE
Donald T. Wehmeyer, Roselle, and Ronald W. Barnhart. Elm-

hurst, both of III., assignors to Economy Enipneering Com-
pany, Bensenvjile, III.

Filed Dec. 29, 1980. Ser. No. 220.821
Int. CI.' B66B 9/20: E04G 1/22

U.S. CI. 182-141 21 aaims

1. A tree stand comprising,

a platform having a notch therein adapted to bear against a
tree trunk of 6" diameter or more at points well spaced

1. An automatic locking device for a telescoping work plat-

form comprising: a base frame, a middle frame and a platform
frame, said device comprising:

base-locking means for automatically Uxking the base frame
to the middle frame when said middle frame is in a fully

retracted position;

base-unlocking means mounted on said platform frame for

automatically unlocking said base-locking means when
said platform frame is raised to a first predetermined posi-

tion;

platform-locking means for automatically locking the plat-

form frame to the middle frame when said platform frame
IS raised to a second predetermined position said second
predetermined position being at least as high as the first

predetermined position; and
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platform-unlocking means mounted on the base frame for

automatically unlocking said platform locking means
when said middle frame is lowered to a third predeter-

mined position with respect to the base frame.

4,427,094

PORTABLE ELEVATOR DEVICE
Dean R. Winkelblech, Aronsburg, Pa. 16820

FUed Jul. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 282,265

Int. a.3 B66B 9/20

U.S. a. 187—9 R 4 OaJms

1. A movable elevator device comprising in combination:

a base member;

wheel means attached to said base member;
said wheel means being comprised of, in combination:

a wheel support member adjustably extending within

said base member;

a wheel rotatably attached to wheel support member;
braking means connected to said wheel;

a clamping screw extending through said base member
and bearing against said wheel support member;

an electric motor adjustably atuched to said base member;
a substantially vertical screw rotatably coupled to said elec-

tric motor;

a hollow screw enclosing member attached to said base

member and enclosing said screw;

a support nut rotatably engaged with said screw;

an inner slide connected to said support nut and in sliding

contact with the interior surface of said screw enclosing

member;

a foot platform attached to said inner slide;

a control arm connected to said foot platform;

an adjustable shelf means connected to said control arm;

said adjustable shelf means comprised of, in combination:

a shelf having a sleeve thereon, said sleeve encircling

said control arm;

a thumb screw extending through said sleeve to bear

against said control arm;

an elevator control switch attached to said control arm and
in electrical contact with said electric motor; and

a power source connected to said elevator control switch.

4,427,095

MONITORING AND CONTROLLING LIFT POSITIONS
Reginald K. Payne, Stud Green Farm, Holyport, Maidenhead,

Berkshire, and John Trett, Ranch House, Frieth, Henley-on-

Thames, Oxfordshire, both of England

per No. PCT/GB81/00016, § 371 Date Oct. 7, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Oct. 7, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/02288, PCT Pub.

Date Aug. 20, 1981

PCT Filed Feb. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 309,895

Oaims priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 8, 1980,

8004286

Int. a.3 B66B I/it

U.S. CI. 187—29 R 12 Oaims
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1. A lift position control system for controlling the position

of a lift in a lift shaft which system comprises, extending verti-

cally down the lift shaft for substantially the whole of its

height, an elongate code bearing number, the member having

sequentially positioned along its length the sequence of coded
units of information, the system comprising means cooperating

with the elongate member and adapted to detect and decode

the coded markings thereon and to derive therefrom informa-

tion concerning the position of the lift, means for controlling

the operation of a lift drive motor in dependence upon the

positional information so detected and decoded, and monitor-

ing means to detect changes in dimensions of the elongate

member and produce a compensation signal dependent

thereon.

4,427,096

DEVICE FOR MOUNTING A GUIDING BOLT OF A
FLOATING-CALIPER SPOT-TYPE DISC BRAKE

Roerto Stoka, Nauheim, and Hi^o Pickel, Kelkheim, both of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to ITT Industries Inc., New
York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 334,851

Int. a,' F16D 65/09

U.S. a. 188—73.34 7 Claims

1. A mounting arrangement for use in a spot-type disc brake

including a carrier component and a caliper component for

mounting on one of the components an elongated guiding bolt

which is received for sliding in its axial direction in a bore of

the other component and has a threaded portion disposed at

the exterior of the bore, comprising

means on the one component for delimiting a recess for

partially receiving the guiding bolt such that at least an

end section of the threaded portion extends beyond said

recess as considered axially away from the other compo-

nent, said recess being open over the entire axial length

thereof onto the periphery of the one component to leave

a free path for the movement of the threaded bolt in a

predetermined transverse direction into and out of said

recess;

cooperating abutment means on the threaded bolt and on the

one component for preventing the threaded bolt from
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turning about its longitudinal axis when received in said 4,427,098
recess; and TORQUE TRANSMISSION APPARATUS INCLUDING

a nut threaded onto said end section of the threaded portion DIRECT COUPLING CLUTCH AND FLUID-TYPE
TORQUE CONVERTER

Seitoku Kubo, Toyota; Koi^iro Karanochi, Okaxaki, and Tatsoo
Kyushlma, Toyota, all of Japan, aislgBors to Toyota Jidoaha
Kogyo Kabnshiki Kalsha, Alchi, Japui

Filed Jun. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 273,320
Qaims priority, application Japan, Aag. 20, 1980. 55-113399

Int. a.' F16D 3/66
U.S. a. 192-3.28 6 Claims

UJIT^ ]

of threaded bolt and engaging the one component in its

tightened condition so as to prevent movement of the
threaded bolt in said predetermined transverse direction
relative to the other component.

4,427,097

BRAKE DRUM
Jackson C. Medley, Brimfleld, III., assignor to Kreu Corpora-

tion, Brimfleld, III.

Filed Feb. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 235,841
Int. a.3 F16D 65/10

U.S. a. 188-218 R 2 Gaims

1. An improved brake drum for use in a braking system
comprising a brake drum, expanding brake shoes positioned
within the brake drum and means for shifting the brake shoes
radially outwardly to establish frictional conuct with the
brake drum, the improved brake drum comprising two sub-
stantially semicircular halves, each half comprising an inward-
ly-facing semicircular frictional surface and an integral, out-
wardly-directed flange opposite an intermediate portion of the
frictional surface, the flange having a plurality of axial holes
therethrough to permit each of the brake drum halves to be
directly and independently mounted to a continuous, circular

wheel to derive hoop strength therefrom, means cooperating
with said axial holes mounting said halves to said circular

wheel the frictional surfaces terminating in chamfers at each
end and the halves being sized to leave gaps therebetween
through which grit and foreign material may be expelled.

1. A torque transmission apparatus including a direct cou-
pling clutch having first and second clutch elements and •
fluid-type torque converter including a pump impeller coupled
to an input shaft and a turbine runner and a stator coupled to an
output shaft, comprising:

a first circular coupling element engaging said first clutch
element of said direct coupling clutch and constructed to
permit its movement in an axial direction relative to said
first clutch element, said direct coupling clutch having
said second clutch element coupled to one of said input
shaft and said output shaft;

second and third circular coupling elements coupled to one
another and spaced from said first circular coupling ele-

ment, with said first circular coupling element interposed
therebetween, said second and third circular coupling
elements being constructed and arranged to allow their

rotation through a given angle relative to said first circu-
lar coupling element; and

compression coil springs retained in portions of said first

circular coupling element and engaging portions of said

second and third circular coupling elements, to thereby
absorb shock due to the relative rotation of said firsi

circular coupling element with respect to said second and
third circular coupling elements, one of said second and
third circular coupling elements being coupled to the
other of said input shaft and said output shaft, said com-
pression coil spring retaining portions of said first circular

^ coupling element and said spring engaging portions of said

second and third circular coupling elements having a
surface hardness substantially equal to the surface hard-
ness of said compression coil springs.

4427 099
TORQUE CONVERTER CLUTCH WITH A TORQUE

REVERSAL RELEASE VALVE ASSEMBLY
Richard J. Van Ee, Northville, Mich., assignor to General Mo-

tors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Oct. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 314,208

Int. a.' F16D 3/66
U.S. a. 192-3.29 5 cuin,

1. A torque converter clutch and release valve assembly,
subjected to either engine driven forward torque or vehicle
driven reverse torque during clutch engagement, comprising; a
torque converter; a clutch pressure plate disposed in the torque
converter and bounded by an apply chamber on one side and
a release chamber on the other side, said pressure plate engag-
ing the input of the torque converter when the apply chamber
is pressurized and the release chamber is exhausted; a vibration
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damper mechanism drivingly connected between the clutch

pressure plate and the torque converter; a pair of valve means

disposed on said pressure plate for normally preventing com-

munication between the apply and release chambers when
forward torque is being transmitted, sequential release means

on said damper mechanism comprising first actuator cam
means for opening one of said valve means when a predeter-

mined amount of reverse torque is transmitted for providing

controlled fluid communication between the apply and release

chambers to effectively increase the pressure level of the re-

lease chamber; and second actuator cam means for opening the

other of said valve means when a predetermined increase in the

amount of reverse torque from the predetermined amount is

present for providing increased fluid communication between

the apply and release chambers.

I

4,427,100

REVERSIBLE TOOL HANDLE
Edward T. Rude, Fairfield; Jules Nisenson, Stamford, and Mar-

tin Waine, Riverside, ail of Conn., assignors to General Clutch

Corp., New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 358,338

Int. a.' F16D 13/08. 41/20; B25B 15/00

U.S. a. 192>-43 20 Qaims

s —« a—
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1. A bi-directional spring clutch comprising an input ele-

ment, a cylindrical output element, a clutch spring, and a

control element,

the clutch spring being wound in a helix whose inside diame-

ter is slightly smaller than the outside diameter of said

output element, the clutch spring being disposed about

said output element,

the input element being rotatably mounted with respect to

said output element and having two load surfaces,

the control element being rotatably and concentrically

mounted with respect to said input element, and having

two control surfaces which can be placed and maintained

in at least two positions by rotating the control element

with respect to said input element such that in a first of

said positions a first of said control surfaces holds a first

end of said clutch spring against a first load surface of said

input element, and in the second of said positions a second

of said control surfaces holds the second end of said clutch

spring against a second load surface of said input element,

said load surfaces of said input element being configured

such that during rotation of said input element in a first

direction, and with said control element being in said first

position, said first load surface contacts said first end of

said clutch spring to cause said clutch spring to tighten

about said output element for controlling said output

element to rotate along with said input element, and dur-

ing rotation of said input element in a second direction,

and with said control element being in said second posi-

tion, said second load surface contacts said second end of

said clutch spring to cause said clutch spring to tighten

about said output element for controlling said output

element to rotate along with said input element.

4,427,101

FRICTION CLUTCH UNIT
Paul Maucher, Sasbach, and Oswald Friedmann, Lichtenau,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Luk Lamellen und

Kupplungsbau GmbH, Biihl, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Apr. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 250,381

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 5,

1980, 3013299

Int. a.3 F16D 27/00, 13/44

U.S. a. 192—48.7 43 Qaims

1. A friction clutch unit, comprismg coaxial first and second

friction clutches each of which includes an axially fixed rotary

pressure plate, an axially movable rotary pressure plate and a

rotary friction disc between said pressure plates; a common

clutch spring interposed between said clutches, as considered

in the axial direction of the clutches, said spring having a first

region bearing against the axially movable pressure plate of

one of said clutches and a second region disposed radially

inwardly of said first region and bearing against the axially

movable pressure plate of the other of said clutches in engaged

condition of such clutches, said spring further having a portion

disposed intermediate said first and second regions; and a

fulcrum defining a substantially annular seat for said portion of

said spring, said spring being pivotable with reference to said

seat.
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4,427,102 4 427 103FLUID ENGAGED AND SPRING RETURNED FAN DIAPHRAGM CLUTCH MEcfHANISM. PARTICULARLY
CLUTCH FOR A MOTOR VEHICLE

Hugh K Schilling, St. Paul, Minn., assignor to Horton Indus- Jean-Pierre Chatelin. Ta»emy, and Andre Caray, Paris, both of
tries. Inc., Minneapolis, Minn. France, assignors to Vdeo. Paris. France

Filed Jul. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 280,993 Filed Jan. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 227,693

II « r^ loi » a"*"
'^^**' '-^^^^ ^'™ priority, application France, Jan. 25, 1980, 80 01599

U.S. u. 192—85 A 10 Qaims Int. Q.' F16D 13/71
U.S. a. 192-89 B 8 CUims

1. A fluid engaged spring released fan clutch comprising:
(a) an annular mounting fiange for connection with a live

rotative source of power,

(b) said flange terminating in a hub,

(c) an annular friction flange,

(d) means connecting said annular friction flange to said hub,
(e) a first outer shell section,

(0 means rotatively mounting said first outer shell section on
said hub,

(g) a second outer shell section having a series of fan blades
connected thereto,

(h) means connecting said first outer shell section to said

second outer shell section for rotation therewith,

(i) a circular face plate,

0) means securing said face plate to said second outer shell

section,

(k) a circular piston,

(I) a friction material ring connected to said piston,

(m) means slideably and axially mounting said piston on and
within said second outer shell section and axially of said

face plate thereby forming a cylinder void between said

piston and said face plate,

(n) a circular resilient bladder member,
(o) means securing the peripheral edge portion of said circu-

lar resilient bladder member between said second outer
shell section and said face plate with said resilient member
adjacent said piston and opposed to said face plate,

(p) spring means,

(q) means mounting said spring means between said first

outer shell section and said piston for urging said friction

material ring on said piston from said friction flange,

(r) means for introducing fluid pressure between said face

plate and said resilient member to cause said friction mate-

rial ring to engage said friction flange to thereby rotate

said first and second outer shell sections and fan blades

carried thereby against the action of said spring means.

1. A diaphragm clutch cover assembly for a motor vehicle,

said cover assembly comprising an annular cover, a diaphragm
spring having a peripheral portion defining a cup spring and a

central part divided into radial fingers, a first annular fulcrum
for said diaphragm spring defined on said cover, a retaining

ring for pivotally mounting said diaphragm spring on said

cover, a pressure plate mounted for rotation with said cover
and axially displaceable relative to the cover, said pcnpheral
portion of said diaphragm spring bearing against said pressure

plate, said retaining ring comprising a second annular fulcrum
for said diaphragm spring on the side of said diaphragm spnng
axially remote from said cover, said retaining ring having
retaining lugs formed in one-piece thereof, said retaining lugs

extending axially through said diaphragm spring and fixed to

said cover, each of said retaining lugs bearing m a first axial

direction and in an opposite axial direction against said cover
thereby tightly clamping said retaining lugs axially on said

cover.

4,427.104

RADIAL STACKER
Edwin W. Reid, Jr., Prineville, Oreg., assignor to Reid Bros.,

Inc., Prineville, Oreg.

Filed Jul. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 283,279

Int. a.' B65G 41/00
U.S. a. 198—306 7 Qaims

1. A highway transportable radial stacker, comprising:

(a) an elongate conveyor having an elongate main portion

and at least one elongate end portion hingedly intercon-

nected therewith;

(b) wheeled carriage means for transporting said conveyor,
said carriage means including means for holding said

conveyor in either a raised operating configuration or a

lowered transport configuration of said stacker;

(c) a set of wheels and variable-width means for selectively

positioning said wheels in either a widely spaced operal-
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ing configuration or a closely spaced transport configura-

tion; and

(d) at least one folding mechanism means for selectively

moving a respective elongate end portion of said con-
veyor between an extended position coaxial with said

elongate main portion thereof and a folded position gener-

ally parallel with and adjacent to said elongate main por-

tion thereof, said folding mechanism means including an

intermediate lever arm located between said elongate

main portion and said respective elongate end portion,

said intermediate lever arm having first and second ends,

said first end of said intermediate lever arm being pivota-

bly interconnected with at least one of said elongate main

portion and said respective elongate end portion, said

folding mechanism means further comprising a pair of

extensible motor means, one of said extensible motor
means interconnecting said main portion and said second

end of said intermediate lever arm and the other of said

extensible motor means interconnecting said respective

elongate end portion and said second end of said interme-

diate lever arm, for pivoting said elongate end portion

with respect to said main portion.

4,427,105

AUGER CASING LATCHING MECHANISM
Laird V. Hawley, and Eugene T. Logan, both of Claremore,

Okla., assignors to Parham Industries, Inc., Claremore, Okla.

FUed Sep. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 303,420

Int. a.3 B65A 33/32
VS. a. 198—632

,
8 Oaims

1. In combination with an auger casing having at least two
separable sections hingedly secured together, latching mecha-
nism means comprising arm means pivotally secured to one of

said sections, cylinder and reciprocal piston rod means opera-

bly connected between the other of said sections and the piv-

otal arm means, spring means carried by the pivoul arm means
and cooperating with the piston rod means for pivoting of said

one section with respect to the said other section to provide

alternate aligned and stowage positions therebetween, second
reciprocal rod means secured to the am veans for actuation

thereby upon the application of sufTicieot pressure against the

arms means for overcoming the force of the spring means, tube
means reciprocally receiving the second rod means therein,

latching linkage means pivotally secured between the said one
section and the outer end of the tube means and actuated by the

reciprocation of the second rod means with respect to the tube

means, eccentric means secured to the other section in approxi-
mate alignment with the latching linkage means for alternate

engagement and disengagement thereby for locking the sec-

tions in the aligned position therebetween and releasing the

engagement therebetween for movement of the sections to the

stowage position.

4,427,106

MEANS FOR SUPPORTING IDLER ROLLERS IN
CONVEYOR SYSTEMS

Lawson C. Wooldridge, Stourbridge, England, assignor to

Brockway Engineering Limited, England

Filed Feb. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 348,359

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 20, 1981,

8105440

Int. a.3 B65G 39/10
U.S. a. 198—842 9 Oaims

1. A conveyor system including a frame; a conveyor belt; a

plurality of idler i oilers in rolling contact with said conveyor
belt to provide support therefor and supported within said

frame on axle shafts having extending end portions engaging
support means mounted on the frame, the said idler rollers

being freely rotatable about said shafts, said support means
including a bracket attached to the said frame and having

formed therein a locating slot extending downwardly at an

angle to the horizontal, the said slot having a closed lower end

and being dimensioned to receive the said end portion of a

shaft to support one said roller in said frame; a reaction mem-
ber positioned adjacent the closed end of said slot and extend-

ing outwardly of said frame to provide a reaction surface

substantially parallel to the axis of the said shaft, when the shaft

is engaged in the said slot; a cam member non-rotatably carried

on said extending end portion of said shaft for engagement
with said reaction surface, said cam member having a maxi-

mum dimension at right angles to the shaft axis greater than the

depth of said slot and having a portion of its surface engaging

said reaction surface that cooperates therewith to resist rota-

tion of the said cam when the shaft is engaged in the said slot,

rotation of the said cam against said resistance moving the shaft

along the said slot in the direction of the open end thereof to

drop from said open end to disengage the shaft from the sup-

port bracket, whereby the roller supported by the said shaft

moves out of contact with the said belt and ceases to provide

support therefor.

4,427,107

BELTING
Michael J. Roberts, Little Weighton, and Keith Saul, Hedon,

both of England, assignors to J. H. Fenner A Co. Ltd., North

Humberside, England

Filed May 12, 1980, Ser. No. 148,831

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, May 19, 1979,

7917516

Int. a.J B65G 15/30

U.S. O. 198—844 24 Qaims
1. A splice-jointed belting comprising belting including a

spliced joint and a protective covering comprising a knitted

breaker fabric completely covering the joint, the breaker fabric

having substantially different stretch characteristics in the

directions of the wales and courses, said breaker fabric being

positioned on the spliced joint so that the thread in the direc-

tion of the wales of the breaker fabric lies in the transverse

plane of the belting and the thread in the direction of the

courses of the breaker fabric lies in the l-^ngitudinal p' -" "'"
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belting whereby the low elongation wales serve to hold the 4,427,109
spliced joint firmly in place while the breaker fabric is able to CENTERING FOLDER RETAINER FOR NEEDLED

SUTURES
Constance E. Rosbdy, North Brunswick, N.J., assignor to Ethi-

con, Inc., Somerrille, NJ.

Filed Jun. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 500.463

Int. a.J A61L 15/00
U.S. a. 206—63.3 8 Qainu

flex freely in the longitudinal direction of the belting due to the
high courses elongation of the breaker fabric.

V
O'

vA/'

4,427,108

STACKABLE DISPLAY UNIT
Robert E. Coles, Leamington Spa; Douglas R. Compton, Chal-

font St. Giles; Jack Lawrence, Dartford, and William A.
Carpenter, Aveley, ail of England, assignors to General Foods
Limited, Banbury, England

Filed Feb. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 351,802
Int. a.3 B65D 5/48. 25/04. 71/08

U.S. a. 206-44 R 3 Qaims

1. A needled suture retainer comprising:

first and second needle retainer panels, said panels each
having a generally rectangular shape and said panels being
foldably connected to each other at a common longitudi-

nal edge,

a suture winding panel, said panel having two suture wind-
ing holes disposed inwardly from the edges of said panel

and said panel foldably connected to the second needle
retainer panel along the longitudinal edge opposite the

longitudinal edge connected to the first needle retainer

panel,

a suture retainer panel foldably connected to the suture

winding panel along the edge opposite the edge connected
to the second needle retainer panel.

the width of the suture winding panel being less than the

width of the second needle retainer panel and the width of
said second needle retainer panel being less than the width
of the first needle retainer panel,

first and second suture protector panels, each panel having a

generally rectangular shape, said first suture protector

panel foldably connected to the first needle retainer panel

along the longitudinal edge opposite the longitudinal edge
connected to the second needle retainer panel.

two suture winding holes disposed in the foldably connected
edge between the first needle retainer panel and the first

suture protector panel, said holes being disposed so as to

underlie the holes in the suture winding panel when the

second needle retainer panel and the suture winding panel

are folded on top of the first needle retainer panel, said

second suture protector panel foldably connected to the

first suture protector panel along the longitudinal edge
opposite the longitudinal edge and connected to the first

needle retainer panel.

the width of said second suture protector panel being less

than the width of said first suture protector panel whereby
a needled suture, when packaged in said retainer and said

retainer is folded the needle and suture are retained m
separate compartments and the suture is disposed in-

wardly from the edges of said folded retainer.

1. A display unit composed from a blank comprising an
elongated tray with walls which define a region accomodating
a batch of sachets, said blank when folded forms a tray com-
prising a single base (2), longitudinal side walls (3,3a) which
are partly double walls formed by side flaps (4,4a,5,5a) over-
lapping with and effectively forming part of the longitudinal

side walls (3,3or) and front and rear walls (6,7) which are higher
than the longitudinal side walls (3,3a), the side flaps (4,4a,5,5a)

have lateral slits at a height the same as that of the longitudinal

side walls (3,3a) and to a width approximately half that of the

flap, said flaps when turned inward form tabs (8,9,10,11), said

tabs being capable of providing support to another display unit

placed above.

4,427,110

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR HANDLING USED
DISPOSABLE DIAPERS

Kenneth N. Shaw, Jr., c/o Samual Curcio, Esq., P.O. Box 593,

Hammonton, N.J. 08037

Filed Aug. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,567

Int. Q.J B65D 81/24
U.S. Q. 206—205 3 Qainu

1. An apparatus for handling used disposable diapers com-
prising a canister base means including a rim;

a seal insert means supported by said rim of said canister base

and having a structure defined by a plurality of radially

disposed slits intersecting generally centrically to provide
flexible sliced pre-shaped sectors adapted to be flexed
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downwardly into the top of said canister base by a down-
ward force and to spring back into the plane of the seal

insert upon release of the downward force;

a top means having a generally depending top flange to

engage the seal insert means against the rim of said canis-

ter base means and a generally frusto-conical plunger

means integrally bound thereto and adapted to flex the

sliced pre-shaped sectors downward when forced there-

against;

a deodorant receptacle means bound to said top means;

a deodorizer means positioned within said receptacle means;
and

a handle means engaged to said receptacle means and having

a perforate base for venting odors from the deodorizer

means,

said deodorant receptacle means comprises a flanged perim-

eter extending into the receptacle for reducing the diame-
ter of the receptacle means, said flanged perimeter includ-

ing a pair of diametrically opposed slots,

said handle means additionally comprises a pair of lugs

bound to the bottom of said perforate base which are

adapted for insertion through the slots for lodging under-
neath the flanged perimeter of the deodorant receptacle

means when the handle means is rotated in order to secure
the handle means to the deodorant receptacle means,

the seal insert means additionally comprises a depending seal

flange,

said depending top flange additionally includes a hinge
element means bound thereto, and said canister base com-
prises a yoke means secured to the sides thereof of secur-

ing said hinge element means to pivot the top means about
said yoke means.

4,427,111

INTEGRAL ALCOHOL PREPARATION DEVICE AND
METHOD

Thomas C. Laipply, 13530 Fox Den East, Russell, Ohio 44072
Filed Oct. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 312,880

Int. a.3 B65D 83/00, 75/00; A61B 17/20
U.S. a. 206—210 25 Claims

in generally symmetrical halves over on itself along a fold line

positioning said halves in generally flat parallel overlying

relation to each other, temporary seal means sealing said halves

to each other along a temporary seal line which begins and
ends at the fold line, a fluid retaining cavity having substan-

tially flat parallel opposed wall surfaces formed by said halves,

said fold line and said temporary seal line cooperating to deflne

the periphery of said fluid retaining cavity, a fluid retaining

pad disposed in said cavity and adhered to said sheet, and
separation means for simultaneously applying separating force

substantially symmetrically to both said halves of said sheet

and to said temporary seal line without tearing said sheet, said

separation means including means for applying simultaneously

continuous separating force in multiple directions to open said

sheet from folded condition fully exposing said cavity and said

pad while the integrity of said sheet is maintained.

4,427,112

SERVICE UNE INTERIOR BY-PASS KIT
Bernard A. Di Giovanni, 96 Davis Ave., Hauppauge, N.Y. 11787,

and Francisco J. Ciminiello, 21 Victor La., Woodbury, L. I.,

N.Y. 11797

Division of Ser. No. 181,671, Aug. 27, 1980, which is a division

of Ser. No. 955,990, Oct. 30, 1978, abandoned. This application

Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 423,304

Int. a.) B65D 69/00
U.S. a. 206—223 6 Qaims
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1. A combined fluid storage and application device compris-
ing a single integral sheet of fluid impermeable material folded

1. An adapter kit of component parts capable ofbeing assem-

bled and attached to an end of a length of tubing to expandably

connect and seal the tubing end within and to the interior

surface of a larger diameter pipe, said kit comprising a gener-

ally cylindrical inner body having an elongated forward end

and an opposite shank end, said shank end being adapted to be

attached to said tubing end, a generally cylindrical middle

body having an elongated forward end and a rearward end,

said rearward end of the middle body and said forward end of

the inner body each having thereon the respective of comating

thread means adapted to connect them together and to provide

longitudinal movement of said middle body on and along said

inner body forward end, at least one of said inner and middle

bodies being adapted to provide a gas-leakage passage extend-

ing from the interior to the exterior thereof when said bodies

are so connected together, said inner body further having a

peripherally extending and outwardly projecting gasket-

expander shoulder located between its said elongated forward

end and its said shank end, and said middle body further having

first and second peripherally extending and outwardly project-

ing gasket-expander shoulders the flrst of which faces said

inner body gasket-expander shoulder when said inner and

middle bodies are so connected together and the second of

which is located between said middle body rearward and

forward ends, a pair of radially expandable sealing gaskets

respectively adapted to be mounted on said forward end of said

inner body and on said forward end of said middle body re-

spectively adjacent to said inner body gasket-expander shoul-
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der and to said second gasket-expander shoulder of the middle
body, a substantially cylindrical end cap, said cap and said
forward end of said middle body each having thereon the
respective of comating thread means adapted to connect them
together and to provide longitudinal movement of said cap on
and along said middle body forward end, said cap having a
peripherally extending shoulder adapted to face said second
gasket-expander shoulder of the middle body when said cap
and said middle body are so connected together, whereby,
when said inner and middle bodies and said cap are so con-
nected and respectively moved longitudinally together and
said gaskets are mounted respectively on said inner and middle
body forward ends, each of said sealing gaskets is expanded
radially by its engagement substantially with and between its

adjacent cofacing pair of gasket-expander shoulders responsive
to said movement such that its outside diameter becomes larger
than the outside diameters of said substantially cylindrical
inner and middle bodies, said gas-leakage passage having an
exterior end terminus located between said pair of gaskets
when so expanded.

4,427,113

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CASE
John H. Wanner, 4833 W. Washington, Las Vegas, Nev. 89107

Filed Sep. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 298,900

Int. a.3 A45C 11/24. 11/00: B65D 85/00
U.S. a. 206—314 35 Qaims

board blank core of elctrically surface and volume conductive

paperboard material, shaped and erected to define a bottom
panel and upright side wall panels and end wall panels adjom-
ing the side wall panels defining corners of the box section, the

outer surfaces of said bottom, side wall and end wall panels

being covered throughout by an electrical surface and volume
conductive paper overwrap throughout the exterior surface

thereof having electrical surface resistance in the range of

about 10^ to 10' ohms per square, the paperboard material

forming the inner paperboard core having electrical surface

and volume conductivity properties such that the electrical

surface resistance thereof lies in the "conductive" or "static"

dissipative electrical resistance ranges of about 10^ to 10'' ohms
per square and its volume resistance being low enough to

substantially avoid capacitive coupling effects and high

enough to dissipate fields, and an anti-static plastic insert filler

shaped to lie in closely abutting relation against inwardly
facing surfaces of the bottom and upright side wall panels of
said box blank member, the insert filler having formations

18. A musical instrument case for storage of an instrument
having a bell at one end thereof comprising:

a body forming a storage compartment therein, said storage
compartment forming a mouth, a portion of said instru-

ment for total insertion in said storage compartment with
' said bell residing proximate to said mouth, said storage

compartment being contoured and shaped to conform
substantially to said instrument to be disposed therein, the

exterior of said body being contoured and shaped to ap-

proximate the general shape of the instrument to be con-
tained therein;

a lid for selectively opening and closing the mouth of said

storage compartment, said lid comprising a hollow body
portion and a cover portion, said hollow body portion

being shaped to fit substantially within said bell of said

instrument when said lid closed said mouth, said body
portion forming a storage chamber therein, access to said

storage chamber being selectively provided; and
means for selectively mounting said cover portion of said lid

to said body over said mouth thereof, said selective

mounting means comprisiiig at least one fastener and
hinge means for hingedly affixing said lid to said body.

4,427,114

PROTECTIVE PACKAGING CONTAINER FOR
ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE SENSITIVE DEVICES

George L. Howell, and Gregg F. Lambrix, both of Elmira, N.Y.,

assignors to F. M. Howell A Company, Elmira, N.Y.

Filed May 9, 1983, Ser. No. 492,782

Int. a.' B65D 73/02. 85/42
U.S. CI. 206—328 15 Claims

1. A protective box-like container for protecting electro-

static discharge sensitive devices of generally planiform con-

figuration from damage by electrostatic discharge events,

comprising a lower box-shaped container section and a top

cover section shaped to interfit thereon as a top closure, the

lower box-shaped container section comprising an inner box-

shaped to hold the electrostatic discharge susceptible devices

in predetermined position and the plastic material of said insert

filler being an anti-static plastic having electrical surface resis-

tance in the range 10' to 10'* ohms per square; the electrical

resistance of said paperboard material being at a value interme-

diate between the electrical resistance values of said paper

overwrap and said anti-static plastic; and said top cover section

being formed of a paperboard core of material like the lower
box section having a paper overwrap entirely covering the

exterior surfaces thereof and electrically conductively contact-

ing the paper wrap of the lower box section when in closed

position thereon, the paperboard core and paper outer wrap of

the cover section having similar electrical conductivity prop-

erties respectively to the paperboard core and paper overwrap
portions of the lower box section, whereby during charge

redistribution conditions of the container the path of least

electrical resistance is around the walls of the container and
not through the devices packaged therein and all parts of the

container are groundable to ensure charge bleed-off when the

container is in engagement with a grounded surface

4,427,115

ONE PIECE ALCOHOL PREPARATION DEVICE
Thomas C. Uipply, 13530 Fox Den E., Russell, Ohio 44072

Filed Oct. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 312,879

Int. a.' B65D 83/00. 75/00; A61B 17/20

U.S. a. 206—484 17 Qaims
1. A combined fluid storage container and applicator device

for relatively inviscid fluids such as alcohols and iodine, said

device comprising a single integral sheet of fluid impermeable
material folded in generally symmetrical halves over on itself

along a fold line positioning said halves in flat parallel overly-

ing relation to each other, temporary seal means sealing said

halves to each other along a temporary seal line beginning and
ending at said fold line forming a cavity enclosing fluid be-

tween said halves and within said temporary seal line and said

fold line, a fluid comprising at least one of alcohol and iodine

in said cavity, and separation means for simultaneously apply-
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ing separating force substantially symmetrically to both said

halves of said sheet and to said temporary seal means without

tearing said sheet, said separation means including means for

applying simultaneously continuous separating force to open

said temporary seal means along the entire length of said seal

line to form a flat surface covered with the fluid while the

integrity of said sheet is maintained.

4,427,116 I

DENITRinCE ENCAPSULATION
Walter L. Brown, 2630 Wagon Dr. #3B, Alexandria, Va. 22303

Filed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,742

Int. a.3 B65D 85/56

UJS. a. 206—530 1 Qaim
1. A capsule containing a predetermined amount of tooth-

paste encapsulated in a non-toxic, semi-soluble gelatin material,

said capsule being rupturable and adapted to be ruptured by
the teeth when placed within the mouth of a user, thereby

releasing a sufficient amount of toothpaste for a single brushing

of the teeth, said capsules being gelatin material having an

imperviousness enclosing said toothpaste having an aqueous

content of less than ten percent water but which readily dis-

solves within the higher liquid environment of the mouth.

4,427,117

SIDE-LOADING CONTAINER CHASSIS STORAGE RACK
Randall W. Matthewson; Earl H. Benefiel, and Ronald A. Bnidi,

all of LongTJew, Wash., assignors to Brudi Equipment, Inc.,

Kelso, Wash.

Filed Sep. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 300,261

Int. a.3 A47F 7/00
U.S. a. 211—13 14 Qaims

M lb w It!

1. A side-loading rack for storing wheeled container chassis

having an elongated chassis frame projecting forwardly from
rear, ground-engaging wheels, the rack comprising:

rack frame means defining a plurality of stalls, including first

and second upright frame means spaced laterally apart to

define a side ofeach stall and to form an opening on one

side of the rack for receiving a container chassis sideways
in a generally vertical orientation;

a first chassis supp>ort means at one side of each stall for

supporting the rear wheels of the chassis on the first frame
means above ground level; and

a second chassis support means at the opposite side of each
stall and at a level spaced above the first support means for

supporting a forwardly-projecting portion of the con-

tainer chassis frame in a generally upright position with

the wheels of the chassis supported against the first sup-

port means.

4,427,118

CARPET DISPLAY STAND
James L. Corrigan; Deborah L. Howett, both of Lancaster, and

Gerard M. Schouten, Lititz, all of Pa., assignors to Armstrong
World Industries, Inc., Lancaster, Pa.

Filed Sep. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 298,588

Int. a.3 A47F 7/16

U.S. a. 211—45 5 Qaims
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1. A display stand with carpet samples consisting of:

(a) a flat top inclined at an angle to the horizontal,

(1) at one end of said top there being a clamping means for

holding carpet samples on said top with said samples

restrained at one end thereof,

(2) at the opposite end of said top there being a portion of

the top uncovered by said carpet samples and said por-

tion of said top uncovered having means for supporting

descriptive material thereon; and

(b) a base for supporting said flat top,

(1) said base having a first part which supports the flat top

on the upper end thereof, and a second part which

telescopes inside said first part at the lower end thereof

and means of releasably retaining said second part

within said first part at various positions relative to the

lower end of the first part,

(2) said first part having four parallel vertical sides and a

top surface inclined to position said flat top in an in-

clined position, said one vertical side, adjacent the one

end of said top having said carpet clamping means,

having the upper end portion thereof inclined away
from the plane of that said one vertical side in a direc-

tion towards the opposite vertical side whereby the one

end of said flat top is spaced several inches away from

the vertical plane of said one vertical side and said one

end of said flat top is spaced over the main portion of

the body of the base and not the one vertical side with

the inclined upper end.

4,427,119

HIDEAWAY TIE RACK FOR SLIDING DOOR CLOSETS
Joseph Savino, 955 Ironbark Dr., Port Richey, Fla. 33568

Filed Jun. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 270,253

Int. CI.' A47F 7/12

U.S. a. 211—94 7 aaims
1. A hideaway tie rack for a sliding door closet, comprising:

an elongated, hollow cylindrical housing having an inner

diameter of a first dimension, having a first open end and

a second opposed end, with a longitudinal slot extending

axially along the surface thereof having a circumferential
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width and opening onto said first end, for mounting with
the cylindrical axis thereof in a substantially horizontal
orientation on said sliding door;

an elongated cylindrical tube having an outer diameter of a

second dimension less than said first dimension, having a

first end and a second opposed end which slideably enters
said first end of said housing, for mounting within the

hollow interior of said housing in axially slideable engage-
ment therewith;

a bar having a cross sectional dimension less than said cir-

cumferential width of said slot in said housing, with a first

end mounted to said first end of said tube, a second end
mounted to said second end of said tube, and an intermedi-

ate horizontal rack portion between said first and second
ends thereof suspended in spaced, parallel relationship

with said tube and projecting through said slot in said

housing and in axially slideable engagement therewith;

said bar furiher comprising:

a first axial projection from said first end thereof directed

away from said intermediate portion;

a second axial projection from said second end thereof di-

rected away from said intermediate portion in the opposite

direction from that of said first projection;

said tube having a first mounting hole through the side

thereof at said first end thereof for inserting said first axial

projection therein;

said tube having a second mounting hole through the side

thereof at said second end thereof for inseriing said second
axial projection therein;

whereby neckties may be hung from said horizontal rack

portion of said bar when said tube extends out from said

first end of said housing in a deployed position and then

said tube can be substantially completely slideably in-

serted into said housing to form a more compact tie rack

which can be concealed behind said door to enable said

door to be closed.

4,427,120

FOLDING POLE TRUCKBED
William N. Schoefflcr, Apt. #8, 3600 E. Siracoe, Lafayette, U.

70501

Filed Apr. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 257,367

Int. O.} B66C 23/42
U.S. a. 212—186 9 Oaims

1. In a truckbed having a folding gin pole thereon, the im-

provement comprising:

a gin pole assembly pivoted at one end thereof about a first

transverse axis to the rear end of said truckbed to extend

forwardly thereon;

said assembly comprising a forwardly tapered rear portion

and a forward poriion pivotally joined together on a

second transverse axis;

fixed means holding said forward portion in a generally

upright position when said rear portion lies on said

truckbed:

first pulley means joumalled on said truckbed adjacent said

first axis, second pulley means joumalled on said assembly

adjacent but forwardly of said second axis and third pulley

means joumalled on said assembly adjacent the upper end
of said forward portion;

winching means on the front portion of said truckbed and a

cable having a first run extending rearwardly therefrom.

around said first pulley means, a second run extending

forwardly and under said second pulley means, upwardly
and around said third pulley means, upwardly and around
said third pulley means and a third run extending down-
wardly and under said second pulley means and rear-

wardly therefrom, the rear end of said third run being

releasably secured to said truckbed the upper surface of

said truckbed being provided with channels arranged to

receive said rearward portion of said assembly

4,427,121

HYDRAULIC VALVE CONTROL FOR AERIAL BOOK
DEVICES

Shannon K. GemenU, 6216 Locust Dr., Evansvillc. Ind. 47712
Filed May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374,042

Int. a.' B66C 23/04. 13/18. 23/26. 23/56

U.S. a. 212—231 6 Gainu

F^i^^?.

1. In a hydraulic control system for an aerial boom, mounted
on a vehicle and including a turntable, adjustable outriggers,

drive means for rotating said turntable about its axis, a lower
boom pivotally connected at a first end thereof to said turnta-

ble, an upper boom pivotally connected at a first end thereof to

a second end of said lower boom, a basket carried by a second

end of said upper boom, a winch mounted on one of said aerial

booms, a hydraulically extendable lower boom ram intercon-

necting said lower boom and said turntable, a hydraulically

extendable upper boom ram interconnecting said upper boom
and said lower boom, a hydraulic control system including a

fluid tank, a main pressure line in fluid connection with said

fluid tank, a pump for maintaining fluid pressure in the pressure

line, a plurality of manually operable valve means interposed in

said pressure line and respectively controlling actuation of said

turntable drive means, winch, outriggers and said boom rams,

first return fluid lines extending from said valve means and
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connected to said main pressure line for carrying fluid to said

tank when said valve means are in an unactuated position, the
improvement comprising means connected to said main pres-

sure line and operative to divert fluid from said first return
lines upon operation of at least one of said manual valves
means, second return lines for returning said diverted fluid to

said tank, pressure responsive valve means interposed in said

first return lines, and pump drive means having a speed con-
trol, said pump speed control increasing the speed of the pump
in response to a pressure drop in said first return lines, whereby
selected fiuid pressure is maintained in said pressure line.

the inner and outer bottles, said thermos bottle being charac-
terized in that the surfaces of the inner and outer bottles sur-

rounding said space are provided with a metal deposit on at

least the outer surface of the inner bottle, except for that por-
tion of the bottle neck surfaces in the area which includes the
surface of the joint between the two bottles, said metal deposit
comprising, in order of deposition, a strike nickel layer, a
semi-bright nickel layer, a tri-nickel layer, a bright nickel layer,

and an outer layer selected from the group consisting of silver

and copper.

1. A container comprising at least two layers of plastic mate-
rial formed froni a composite parison, which after heating is

expanded by internal pressure into the form of the finished
container with its attendant properties, the plastic material of
the inner layer of the parison containing aluminum powder for
reflecting and providing protection against admission of light

and comparable radiation while also serving as a means for
increasing the temperature of the parison during said heating.

4,427,123

STAINLESS STEEL THERMOS BOTTLE
Masakatsu Komeda, Kashihara, and Mamoni Fujiyama, Nara,

both of Japan, assignors to Zojirushi Vacuum Bottle Co., Ltd.,

Osaka, Japan

Filed Nov. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 322,928
Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 20, 1980, 55-167311

Int. aj A47J 41/02: B65D 25/14. 81/38
U.S. a. 215-13 R 2 Claims

1. A stainless steel thermos bottle comprising inner and outer
bottles made of stainless steel, each of said bottles having inner
and outer surfaces, said inner and outer bottles being joined
together at tip portions of their bottle necks to form a double-
walled construction with a space therebetween, said thermos
bottle having a vacuum present in the space created between

4,427,122 I

CONTAINER FOR LIQUIDS, WHICH ARE SENSITIVE
TO LIGHT

i^ell M. Jakobsen, Hjallese, Denmark, assignor to Flat-

manutektur A.B., Malmo, Sweden
Continuation of Ser. No. 903,734, May 8, 1978, abandoned. This

application Jan. 10, 1980, Ser. No. 111,011

Gaims priority, application Sweden, May 13, 1977, 7705605
Int. C1.3 B65D 1/02

U.S. a. 215—1 C 6 Qaims

4,427,124

CHILD-RESISTANT CONTAINER
Francis G. Marshall, Meriden, and Edward F. Klimeck, Water-

bury, both of Conn., assignors to Eyelet Specialty Co., Inc.,

Wallingford, Conn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 704,690, Jul. 12, 1976, Pat. No.
4,069,942. This application Jun. 8, 1977, Ser. No. 804,592

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jan. 24,

1995, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.^ B65D 55/02
U.S. a. 215-216 5 Claims

1. A container with safety closure, comprising: a container-

body member having a dispensing opening at one end and
including an upstanding circular body wall with external

thread formations at a threaded region which is axially above
an unthreaded region, and a closure-cap member including a

skirt with internal threads for selective engagement with said

body-wall threads; said cap-member skirt having plural radial-

ly-inwardly directed ratchet teeth axially beneath the threads

thereof, said ratchet teeth being at a location of axial overlap

with said unthreaded region of said body wall when said cap is

thread-engaged to said body member, said container-body

member comprising an inner upwardly open body portion

having said threaded region, said body member further inte-

grally including a downwardly extending body-member skirt

connected at its upper axial end to said body portion at a

location beneath said threaded region, said body-member skirt

otherwise extending circumferentially of and in radial clear-

ance with said body portion, said body-member skirt having at

one angular location and in the axial region of said cap-member
skirt a radially inwardly compliant portion whereby said in-

wardly compliant portion may be transiently and resiliently

inwardly displaced, said radially inwardly compliant portion

being essentially only radially inwardly displaceable, and a

ratchet-locking tooth formation integrally formed with said

compliant portion, said tooth formation being inwardly dis-

placed upon such inward displacement of said compliant por-

tion and having (a) ratchet-escaping engagement with cap-

member teeth in the thread-on direction of cap-member
threaded engagement with said base member and (b) ratchet-
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locking engagement with said cap-member teeth in the thread-
off direction of such threaded engagement.

4,427,125

FOOD DEPRESSOR TYPE LID
Milton J. Tuitt, Sunnyvale, Calif., assignor to Container Corpo-

ration of America, Chicago, III.

Filed Jun. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 389,574

Int. a.} B65D 51/26
U.S. a. 215—231 6 Oaims

1. A food depressor type lid for a tubular container, said lid

being formed of a unitary blank of foldable paperboard and
comprising:

(a) a horizontally disposed central panel having at least one
opening extending therethrough;

(b) an outer rim section including a plurality of integral flanges
foldably joined to the outer edge of said central panel and
extending generally normal thereto for frictional engage-
ment with an inner surface of a tubular container;

(c) a plurality of pairs of radially aligned, vertically disposed,
transversely extending, reinforcing rib members projecting
upwardly from the upper side of said central panel;

(d) a first pair of said rib members having opposed male lock
tabs disposed at its radially inner ends;

(e) a second pair of said rib members having opp>osed female
lock tabs disposed at its radially inner ends; and

(0 each of said opposed male lock tabs having an enlarged
head portion and a reduced neck portion, each of said op-
posed female lock tabs having a slot located adjacent its

respective rib member, said male lock tabs being received
within said slots of said female lock tabs for interlocking

engagement.

4,427,126

VENTED CLOSURE
Efrem M. Ostrowsky, Highland Park, III., assignor to Ethyl

Products Company, Richmond, Va.

Filed Jun. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 271,776

Int. a.3 B65D 51/16
U.S. a. 215—307 4 Qaims

r^

1. In a thermoplastic closure suitable for fitment to a

threaded container neck wherein the closure includes:

(a) a top wall,

(b) an annular sidewall downwardly depending from the top
wall,

(c) a closure thread carried on the inside surface of the

annular sidewall for cooperation with the container neck

thread,

(d) a sealing system above the closure thread for effecting a

gas-tight seal between the closure and the container, and
(e) at least one venting groove in the sidewall traversing the

closure thread,

the improvement which comprises a rigidifying means at each
point of traverse by said venting groove of said closure thread,

said rigidifying means being dimensioned so that it has a per-

pendicular height measured from the inside surface of said

sidewall less than the perpendicular height of said closure

thread measured from the inside surface of said sidewall,

whereby pressurized gas can pass through said venting groove
to the atmosphere as said closure is removed from said con-
tainer.

4,427,127

FLOATING DECK SUPPORT APPARATUS
Dean J. Kalkowski, Saddle Brook, N.J., assignor to Mayflower
Vapor Seal Corp., Little Ferry, NJ.

Filed Jun. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 393,453

Int. a.) B65D 88/34. 88/40
U.S. a. 220—218 8 Qaims

1. For use with a deck adapted to fioat on the surface of

liquid in a storage tank, the combination comprising:

first and second generally horizontal elongated pontoons

disposed along a common axis of elongation and adapted

to float suppori said deck on said surface;

a vertical hollow member open at top and bottom disposed

between said pontoons, said member in horizontal cross

section having a generally rectangular shape;

a vertical sleeve extending downwardly through the hollow

interior of said member and secured thereto; and

first and second means, each of the first and second means
resiliently and fiexibly securing the end of the correspond-

ing one of the first and second pontoons adjacent said

member to said member, the first and second means being

disposed on opposite sides of said member.

4,427,128

CAN AND CLOSURE THEREFOR
William M. Heyn, New Canaan, Conn., assignor to The Conti-

nental Group, Inc., Stanford, Conn.

Filed Oct. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 434,156

Int. a.' B65D 17/34

U.S. CI. 220—270 6 Claims

^?V -^v-'^ ^-^^v^<^'^^

1. A closure for a can and the like wherein the can has a
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body wall and an upper edge channel formation thereabout

providing a seal-means-receiving gap therein,

a cap fitted over said upper edge portion and having sealing

means entered into said channel formation through said

gap in a sealtight fit therewith,

said sealing means being adapted to be torn apart attendant

to lifting off of said cap to open the can.

as-

4,427,129 '

COMMESTIBLE PACKAGE
Ibor Wyalotiky, and Robert E. Tiacber, both of Alsip, 111

igBon to TEC, lac^ Alsip, 111.

Filed May 15, 1981. Ser. No. 263,871

lot a.} B65D 41/18. 1/40

U.S. a. 220—306 18 Claims

1. A package for containing a comestible, said package
comprising:

an integrally formed plastic base member; and
an integrally formed plastic top member;
said base member including a substantially centrally dis-

posed comestible receptacle for receiving and sup]x>rting

the comestible, said comestible receptacle having a trans-

verse cross-sectional shape which is substantially congru-
ent with the transverse cross-sectional shape of the comes-
tible for a substantially snug fit of the comestible therein,

said comestible receptacle having a supporting bottom
portion and side wall portions connected to said bottom
portion, an oppositely disposed pair of said wall portions
being of a greater height than the side wall portions nor-
mally thereto to form oppositely disposed side wall peak
areas and oppositely disposed side wall valley areas dis-

posed normal thereto with said side wall portions decreas-
ing in height from the side wall peak areas to the side wall
valley areas, said side wall peak and valley areas compris-
ing means for resisting crushing of the package from the
top and bottom, for guiding the comestible thereinto

during filling, for providing oppositely disposed top and
bottom access means for withdrawal of a portion of the

comestible, and for holding the bulk of the comestible
therein upon opening and removal of a portion of the

comestible;

an upwardly projecting engagement lip, said lip having an
inside wall formed from said side wall, a lip top portion
disposed substantially normal thereto, and an exterior wall
connected to said lip portion and extending downwardly
therefrom, said lip continuously disposed around the top
of said side wall portions and circumscribing the peak and
valley areas thereof, and both of said lip top portions and
exterior wall portion being of a substantial and substan-
tially uniform width and height respectively around said

side wall for engagement with a mating structure on said

top member, and said side wall peak and valley areas

comprising defining means for further cooperative resist-

ing crushing of the package from the top and bottom, for

cooperating with the peak areas of the base member to

guide the comestible into the comestible receptacle of said

base member, for providing oppositely disposed top and
bottom access means for withdrawl of a portion of the
comestible, and for cooperation with said peak areas of

said side wall of said base portion to hold the bulk of the

comestible therein upon opening and removal of a portion

of the comestible; and

an integrally formed lip re-enforcement flange projecting

exteriorly of and substantially normal to said upwardly
projecting lip, said lip reenforcement flange projecting

from the bottom of said lip exterior wall throughout sub-

stantially the entirety of the circumference thereof, said

lip re-enforcement flange projecting from said uniform
height exterior wall of said lip to correspond generally to

said peak and valley areas;

said integrally formed top member including a substantially

centrally disposed comestible cover for covering said

comestible and having a transverse cross-sectional shape
which is substantially congruent with the transverse cross-

sectional shape of the comestible for a substantially snug
fit of the comestible therein, said comestible cover having
a substantially planar portion for confining the top of the

comestible and having cover side wall portions connected
to and extending downwardly from said planar portion,

and oppositely disposed pair of said cover side wall por-

tions being of greater length than the side wall portions

disposed normal thereto to form oppositely disposed top
member side wall peak areas and oppositely disposed top
member side wall peak areas and oppositely disposed top

member side wall valley areas with said cover side wall

portions decreasing in length from the top member side

wall peak areas to the top member side wall valley areas,

said top member side wall peak areas and top member side

wall valley areas are respectively of a size, shape and
circumferential disposition to corresp>ond to those of said

base member peak areas and base member valley areas;

a lip engagement rim having a rim top portion normally

disposed and projecting outwardly from the bottom sur-

face of said top member side wall and having an exterior

rim wall extending downwardly from said rim top portion

cover to have a size, shape and circumferential disposition

for matingly engaging said lip of said base member; and
an integrally formed Up engagement rim re-enforcement

flange projecting exteriorly of and substantially normal to

the bottom of said exterior rim wall of said lip engagement
rim and having size, shape and disposition for mating

engagement with said lip re-enforcement flange of said

base member.

4,427,130

PILL DISPENSER INCORPORATED IN HNGER RING
Elemer Szigeti, 1 Place Eugene M., 06000 Nice Alpes

Maritimes, France

FUed Sep. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 304,477

Claims priority, application France, Oct 2, 1980, 80 21140
Int a? B65D 83/04

U.S. a.'221—

4

6 Claims

1. Individual distributor for granulated products and particu-

larly medicaments in a form administrable by the oraJ route,

such as tablets, pills or lozenges, to be carried directly on the

body as a finger ring as well as a wrist bracelet, said distributor

comprising an annular portion having an inner surface and an
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outer surface, on the outer surface of which is arranged at least
one compartment having an upper face and a bottom and
movable in the radial direction of the annular portion between
an upper open position and a lower closed position, associated
with an opening device disposed under said bottom of said
compartment, said opening device being fast with a means for
warning the user of said distributor in the open position, in-

cluding a part directed towards said inner surface of said annu-
lar portion in the open upper position of~ said compartment
while the same is left through said opening device.

4,427,131

CAPSULE ORIENTING DEVICE, PARTICULARLY FOR
CAPSULE-HLLING OR PROCESSING MACHINES

Libero FaccUni, Bologna, Italy, aasignor to Farmatic S.r.i.,

Ozzano Emilia, Italy

FUed Not. 6, 1979, Ser. No. 91,847

Qaims priority, appUcation Italy, Not. 9, 1978, 29650 A/78
Int. a.J B65G 47/24; B65H 9/10

U.S. a. 221—173 2 Qaims

1. A capsule orienting device, particularly for capsule-filling

machines for filling capsules composed of a cap and a bottom,
said device including a bush element defining a calibrated
passage therein for the capsules to be loaded with product, a

longitudinal slit communicating with said passage, an upper
cross slot and a lower cross slot arranged to intersect said

passage and said slit, the bush element being designed, in use, to
sequentially engage with a first abutting member designed to
enter the lower slot to stop the descent of a capsule fed into the
passage and with a second abutting member designed to enter
the upper slot and to engage the capsule stopped by the said

first abutting member, thereby causing the capsule to rotate

upwards or downwards depending on the arrangement of the
capsule in the passage and to be disposed horizontally with its

cap in said passage and its bottom projecting from and friction-

ally held in said longitudinal slit, a pusher being further pro-
vided having an extention movable along said passage and a
portion movable along said longitudinal slit and adapted to

orient the horizontally arranged capsules in alignment with
said passage, wherein according to the improvement said de-
vice further comprises a neck in said passage underneath said

lower slot on which the capsules rest after being oriented by
said pusher portion and through which the capsules are forced
by said pusher extension.

known dimensions capable of receiving a relatively much
smaller volume of liquid than that stored in the bulk storage

means and arranged to be partially filled with liquid to provide

a liquid/gas interface, means for supplying liquid from the bulk

storage means to the measurement vessel, means for discharg-

ing liquid from the measurement vessel, transducer means for,

during discharge of the liquid from the measurement vessel,

continually sensing and monitoring the level of the interface

during each of a plurality of predetermined time intervals such
as to produce an electrical signal indicative of the position of
the interface during each predetermined time interval, signal
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generating means arranged to produce an electrical signal

indicative of a reference interface level during each said time

interval, measuring means responsive to the reference and
interface signals to provide an indication of the change in

position of the interface during successive time intervals and

control means for applying data derived from said signals to an

algorithm related to the known dimensions of the measurement
vessel and the rate of change of level at any point in the mea-

surement vessel to provide a volumetric indication of the liquid

being continuously discharged at any instant from the measure-

ment vessel.

4,427,133

ADDITIVE MATERIAL METERING SYSTEM WITH
WEIGHING MEANS

Gerald C. Kierbow, and Herbert J. Horinek, both of Duncan,
Okla., asaignora to Halliburton Company, Duncan, Okla.

DiTision of Ser. No. 114,628, Jan. 23, 1980, abandoned. This

application May 12, 1981, Ser. No. 263,016

Int. a.5 GOIG 7/00

U.S. a. 222—77 14 Oaims

'•>P-.]q-^

4,427,132

LIQUID STORAGE AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
John A. Thomson, Hampshire, England, assignor to Avery-Har-

doll Limited, England

Filed Sep. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 302,651

Qaims priority, applicition United Kingdom, Sep. 18, 1980,

8030153

Int. CI.' B67D 5/16

U.S. CI. 222—23 16 Qaims
1. A liquid storage and measurement system including a bulk

liquid storage means, at least one liquid measurement vessel of

9. A portable material handling system, comprising:

a transportable frame having ground engaging means for

allowing said frame to transverse a ground surface; and
container means, supported from said transportable frame by

a first support means and a load cell support means for

sensing a weight supported by said load cell support

means and for generating a signal representing said

weight, for containing a material, said load cell support

means including a lift means movable between a first

position wherein said load cell support means is held in

I03K O CJ. 59
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load supporting engagement with said container means baffle means mounted in the annular space between said rotor
and a second position wherein said load cell support and casing at the up-turning side of the rotor to prevent How of
means is held out of load supportmg engagement with said granular material through said annular space counter-current
container means. ,« .u j- •• r .• /• j ......

to the direction of motion of said rotor, said baffle means

4,427,134

AEROSOL DISPENSER CONTAINER AND ACTUATOR
THEREFOR

Albert A. Almouli, 24 Lipski St., Tel Aviv, Israel

Filed Jul. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 279,351

Int. a.i B67B 5/00
U.S. a. 222—153 9 Qaims

ji \

1. An aerosol dispenser container comprising:
a nozzle which is depressable to open a normally-closed

valve and to produce a discharge of the container contents
therethrough;

a cap overlying the nozzle and including an actuator element
to depress the nozzle to produce said discharge;

and a blocking tab receivable between said cap actuator
element and the nozzle for permitting the depression of
the nozzle by the actuator element only upon removal of
the blocking tab;

said blocking tab being formed at one end with a bifurcation
straddling the nozzle for blocking the depression thereof
by the actuator element, and being formed at the opposite
end with a finger-gripping element for pulling out the
blocking tab to permit depression of the nozzle by the
actuator element, said blocking tab being further formed
at an intermediate portion with a pair of projections ex-
tending laterally on opposite sides thereof and enageable
with the inner face of the cap for securely holding the tab
in place until forcefully removed.

4,427,135

ROTARY VALVE
Patrick W. MacKay, Garcia, and Gilberto G. Garcia, Monter-

rey, both of Mexico, assignors to Hylsa, S.A., Monterrey,
Mexico

Filed Nov. 17, 1980, Ser. No. 207,388
Int. a.3 GOIF 11/24

U.S. a. 222-368 9 Claims
1. A rotary valve adapted to be used in regulating the grav-

ity flow of a friable granular material, said valve comprising in

combination a casing having inlet and outlet conduits con-
nected to the upper and lower portions thereof respectively,
said inlet conduit being open to permit vertical flow of said
friable granular material therethrough, and a generally cylin-
drical inner wall, a generally cylindrical rotor within said
casing mounted for rotation about a horizontal axis therein and
substantially spaced from the inner wall of said casing to pro-
vide an annular space of sufficient width between said rotor
and casing that particles of said friable material can pass with-
out crumbling in said space from the inlet conduit to the outlet
conduit, said rotor having a ring of alternately open and closed
pockets therein constructed and arranged to receive granular
material fed to said inlet conduit and transmit it to said outlet
conduit, said closed pockets supporting at least some of the
weight of said friable granular material when said rotor is

rotated to bring such pockets under the inlet conduit, and

having an inner surface close to and curved to conform with
the periphery of said rotor, said surface extending circumferen-
tially a distance greater than the circumferential extent of one
of said open pockets.

4,427,136

ROTARY VALVE
Patrick W. MacKay, Garza Garcia, and Gilberto G. Garcia,

Monterrey, both of Mexico, assignors to Hylsa, S.A., Monter-
rey, Mexico

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 207,388, Nov. 17, 1980. This
application Aug. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 289,997

Int. aj GOIF 11/24
U.S. CI. 222-368 8 Qaims

1. A rotary valve adapted to be used in regulating the grav-

ity flow of a friable granular material, said valve comprising, in

combination, a casing having inlet and outlet conduits con-

nected to the upper and lower portions thereof respectively

and a generally cylindrical inner wall, a generally cylindrical

rotor disposed within said casing mounted for rotation about a

horizontal axis therein and substantially spaced from the inner

wall of said casing to provide an annular space of sufficient

width between said rotor and casing that particles of said

friable material can pass without crumbling in said space from
the inlet conduit to the outlet conduit, said rotor having a ring

of at least partially open pockets defined by spaced radial walls

having arcuate lips extending from the walls in a direction

opposite to the direction of rotation of the rotor to render the

pockets partially closed, said pockets being arranged to receive

granular material fed to said inlet conduit and transmit it to said

outlet conduit, and baffle means mounted in the annular space

between said rotor and casing at the up-turning side of the

rotor to prevent flow of granular material through said annular

space counter-current to the direction of motion of said rotor.
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said baffle means having an inner surface close to and curved
to conform with said arcuate lips, and said inner surface ex-
tending circumferentially a distance greater than the circum-
ferential extent of the open portion of any of said partially open
pockets.

4,427,137

METERING VALVE FOR DISPENSING PRESSURIZED
LIQUIDS

Uberto Dubini, Lecco, Italy, assignor to S.p.A. Valvole Aerosol
Research Italiana -V.A.R.I., Olginate, Italy

Filed Sep. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 304,430
Qaims priority, application Italy, Nov. 19, 1980, 26098 A/80

Int. a.3 B65D 83/00
U.S. a. 222—402J 2 Qaims

V
1. A metering valve device for dispensing pressurized fluids,

comprising a bowl element having an elongated tubular por-

tion with a hollow duct interior and an enlarged inverted

bell-like portion having a bottom with an opening therein and
an open top opposite to said bottom, said enlarged inverted
bell-like portion having an enlarged cavity therein in commu-
nication with said hollow duct interior of said tubular portion

extending from the bottom of said inverted bell-like portion

and coaxial therewith, seat formations in said enlarged cavity,

a sleeve-like structure received in said seat formations

within said enlarged cavity and coaxial therewith, said

sleeve-like structure having an open ended hollow inside

and a substantially cylindrical portion

with a first open end and an opposite funnel-like open end
portion facing said hollow duct interior

in selective communication with said hollow inside,

an axially slidable sleeve stem extending through said open
ended hollow inside and coaxial therewith, said valve

stem having a main portion and an at least partially re-

duced diameter end portion extending beyond said hollow
inside, through said funnel-like portion and into said hol-

low duct interior, said main portion having a diameter less

than the diameter of said hollow inside thereby to leave an

annular space therebetween, said funnel-like portion

having an end aperture annular lip with a diameter less than

the diameter of said main portion, said main portion hav-

ing an end extension extending beyond said hollow inside,

through said first open end of said open ended hollow
inside, and into the outside of the container, said reduced
diameter end portion of said valve stem having a diameter

not greater than the inner diameter of said hollow duct

interior, duct means in said main portion of said valve

stem

having at least one first end aperture opening into the outside

at said end extension of said main portion of said stem and
at least one second aperture opening at a circumferential

periphery of said main portion of said valve stem, sealing

means at said first open end of said hollow inside between
said sleeve structure and said main portion of said valve

stem, stop means for defining the stroke of axial displace-

ment of said valve stem from an extended position in

which said annular space is sealed off with respect to the

outside to a retracted position in which said second aper-

ture opens into said annular space to provide communica-
tion between said annular space and the outside through

said duct means and said first aperture thereof, said annu-

lar space between said sealing means and said funnel-like

portion defining the metering volume for the pressurized

fluid to be dispensed, supporting means for said bowl
element for connection with a pressurized fluid container,

wherein according to the improvement said sleeve-like

structure comprises said funnel-like open end portion in

the form of a first independent annular valve lip member
for cooperating with said valve stem and said substantially

cylindrical portion in the form of a second independent

substantially cylindrical interchangeable member having a

preestablished thickness and inner shape, said first inde-

pendent annular valve lip member and said second inde-

pendent interchangeable substantially cylindrical member
having mutually mating surfaces with engagement forma-

tions for removable mutual engagement and said enlarged

inverted bell-like portion

having first seat formations for permanently receiving

therein said first independent annular valve lip member
and having second seat formations for removably receiv-

ing therein said second independent interchangeable sub-

stantially cylindrical member thereby to render said me-

tering volume defined by said annular space dependent on

the selected thickness and shape of said second indepen-

dent interchangeable substantially cylindrical member

4,427,138

POURER FOR BOTTLE-LIKE CONTAINERS
Hans Heinlein, Dombiihlstrasse 33, D-8801 Schillingsnirst, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
Filed Sep. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 304,040

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 25,

1980, 3036139

Int. Q.' B65D 47/40

U.S. Q. 222—546 18 Qaims

f r-«i

1. A plastic pourer insertable into a mouth of a bottie-like

container having a rim portion scalable with a cap, said pourer

including in an upper portion thereof a first hollow-cylindrical

wall part which extends only a portion of the axial height of

said pourer, a sealing flange extending from the normally

upper end of said hollow-cylindrical wall part and adapted to

at least partially cover the rim of said mouth, said first hollow

cylindrical wall part having a radially outer wall surface which
is adapted to bear against the inner wall of said mouth, an inner

hollow cylindrical part carried by said first hollow-cylindrical

wall part and of smaller diameter than said first hollow-cylin-

drical wall part, at least two radially and axially extending

elastic holding struts carried by said inner hollow cylindrical

part, said holding struts being in circumferentially spaced

relation to each other and extending for at least a portion of
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their axial length along the radially outer surface of said inner
hollow-cylindrical part, said holding struts being adapted to
bear elastically against the inner wall of the container mouth
with a holding pressure which is greater than a holding force
exerted between said pourer and a holder means for applying
said pourer to the mouth of the container

4,427,139

CX)LLAR PRESSING METHOD AND APPARATUS
Lloyd Depricft, Manhall, Ark., assignor to Capital-Mercury

Shirt Corp., New Yorli, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 297,832

Int. a.^ A41H 4i/00

having a hollow interior for containing water to be used
for washing windows;

at least one tube joined at one end to the belt and being in

fluid communication with the hollow interior of the belt
for receiving water therefrom, the other end of the tube
being open;

a scrubber or water applicator having one end thereof re-

ceived in the open end of the tube and supported thereby;
and

an elongate pole for supporting the scrubber at either end of
the pole when the scrubber is being used to wash win-
dows.

U.S. a. 223—2 6 Claims

4,427 140
WINDOW WASHING KIT

Charles H. Dennis, Jr., 616 E. 8th St., Muncie, Ind. 47302
Filed Nov. 21, 1980, Ser. No. 209,067

Int. a.^ A45C 1/04: B65D 35/2%
U.S. a. 224-148 8 a,i„„

4,427,141
ARTICLE CARRIER FOR AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES

John A. Bott, 931 Lake Shore Dr., Groaic Pointe Shores, Mich.
48236

Continuation of Ser. No. 242,138, Mar. 9, 1981, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 56,373, Jul. 10, 1979,

abandoned, which is a division of Ser. No. 924,072, Jul. 7, 1978,
Pat. No. 4,182,471, which is a division of Ser. No. 743,602, Nov.
22, 1976, Pat. No. 4,099,658, which is a continuation of Ser. No.
486,415, Jul. 8, 1974, abandoned. This application Nov. 19, 1982,

Ser. No. 443,024

Int. Q\? B60R 9/00
U.S. a. 224-326 4 Oaims

1. The method of forming a pressed collar blank for the
atuchment to a shirt or the like from a collar preform which
includes congruent first and second fabric plies and a stiffener
ply, said fabric plies being superposed over said stiffener ply
and being sewn together along a margin-adjacent stitch line

connecting three edges defining the free edge and the trans-
verse edges of the collar, which comprises the steps of invert-
ing one of said fabric plies over the other of said plies to en-
compass said stifiener ply between said pair of fabric plies,

whereby said stitch line is encompassed by said free and trans-
verse edges, subjecting said inverted plies to heat and pressure,
thereby to flatten said plies, and thereafter, and while said plies
remain heated as a result of said heating step, applying a grip-
per to said plies to transport said plies, transporting said plies to
the surface of an air pervious platen, while supporting said
plies on the surface of said platen, applying suction through
said platen against the plies thereon, to bias said plies against
said platen by said suction and to draw the heat therefrom and
retaining said plies on said platen subjected to such suction
until said collar blank is set in said flattened condition, and
stacking said collar blank.

''^ ^4

1. An article carrier for an automobile com|)rising

a plurality of at least two parallel arranged slats disposed on a
generally horizontally extending exterior body surface of the
automobile and lying closely against said surface;

each of said slats having major and minor transverse dimen-
sions, with said major dimension being arranged substan-
tially parallel to said body surface and said minor dimension
being arranged substantially perpendicular to said body
surface, each of said slats having a generally horizontally

arranged upper article supporting surface adapted to have
articles supported directly thereupon, and

a pair of end members disposed one at each end of at least one
of said slats,

at least one of said end members comprising means for securing
articles to said article carrier and including means for secur-

ing said slat and said end member to said exterior body
surface.

1. A window washing kit comprising:
a tubular belt to be worn about the body of the user and

4,427,142

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR GRIT BLAST
DAMAGE FREE SCORE INITIATION

Charles J. Hyatt, Cheswick, Pa., assignor to PPG Industries,

Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Aug. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 289,028

Int. a.' C03B 33/02
U.S. a. 225—2 13 Gaims

10. A method of initiating a damage-free score in a piece of
refractory material, comprising the steps of:

projecting particles of a grit material toward the surface of
said refractory piece to impose a selected zone of surface

damage thereon;

contacting the zone of surface damage with a scoring means;
moving said scoring means and said refractory piece relative

to one another to advance said selected zone of surface

damage to initiate a damage-free score; and
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continuing to move said scoring means and said refractory

piece relative to one another in a movement path to ad-

vance said selected zone of surface damage beyond said

4,427,144

PLASTICS nLM DISPENSER
Wallace J. Macgrory, and George C. Frederick, both of Manly,

Australia, assignors to EZY Wrap Products Pty. Limited,

Manly, Australia

PCT No. PCT/AU80/00049, § 371 Date May 5, 1981. § 102(e)

Date Apr. 29, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/00704, PCT Pub.

Date Mar. 19, 1981

PCT Filed Aug. 25, 1980, Ser. No. 261.179

Oaims priority, application Australia, Sep. 5, 1980, PE0355
Int. a.J B65H 35/04. 35/06

U.S. a. 225—7 4 Qaims

scoring means to continue to propagate said damage-free

score through said refractory piece along the relative

movement path.

4,427,143

APPARATUS FOR AND METHOD OF INITIATING A
DAMAGE-FREE SCORE

Charles J. Hyatt, Cheswick, Pa., assignor to PPG Industries,

Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Oct. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 308,001

Int. a.3 C03B 33/02: B26D 3/08
U.S. a. 225—2 9 Oaims

V"

1. A method of initiating a damage-free score in a refractory

piece along a selected path, comprising the steps of:

biasing a pivotable and rotatable scoring wheel into contact

with the surface of said refractory piece with a biasing

force, said scoring wheel oriented in an initiating position

such that the plane in which said scoring wheel is rotat-

able forms an oblique angle with said selected path of

scoring; and

moving said scoring wheel and said refractory piece relative

to one another along said selected path, such that the

interaction between said scoring wheel and said refractory

piece generates an aligning force to pivot said scoring

wheel from said initiating position through said oblique

angle toward a scoring position where said plane of rota-

tion is aligned with said selected path, said oblique angle

and said biasing force having selected values sufficient to

produce a zone of surface damage on said refractory piece

as said scoring wheel pivots from said initiating position

toward said scoring position, to initiate a damage-free

score in said refractory piece.

1. A plastics film dispenser, said dispenser including a sup-

port structure comprising a housing (1) having a front wall (2),

back wall (3), end walls (4,5) and a bottom (6), said front wall

(2) terminating above said bottom and providing an outlet (27)

from said housing, a socket (25,26) on each end wall, a roll of

plastics film (47) supported in said sockets (25,26), guide means

(36.37) in said housing to guide film from said roll (47) to said

outlet (27), said guide means comprising a fixed flap (36) and a

movable flap (37) pivotally mounted in said housing, said flaps

having a substantial width and provided with a length extend-

ing continuously transversely across said outlet (27), said mov-
able flap (37) normally overlying said fixed flap (36) with said

film therebetween, film severing means (41) located adjacent

said outlet, brackets (28,29) at each end of said outlet, a drop

plate (34) extending across said outlet (22) and mounted in said

brackets (28,29), said drop plate (34) movable from a normal

position wherein film being withdrawn from said dispenser is

maintained clear of said film severing means (41) to an active

position where said severing means is exposed to said film for

contact by said severing means to sever a length of film from

said roll (47), said flaps (36,37) spaced inwardly from said

outlet (27), inwardly from said film severing means (41) and

inwardly from said guide means (36,37), said film severing

means (41) comprising an electrically heated wire fixed in said

housing across said outlet (27) and connected to an external

source of power through a low-voltage transformer.

4,427,145

PACKING OF NAIL PLATES
Roderick E. Harris, Miami, Fla., assignor to Gang-Nail Sys-

tems, Inc., Miami, Fla.

Filed Jan. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 337,455

Int. a.' B65G 57/28

U.S. CI. 225—97 20 Oaims
11. Apparatus for pairing plates with teeth struck out from

such plates protruding therefrom and arranging such plates

into a stack with groups of teeth of any adjacent plates directed

towards one another being intermeshed, said apparatus com-
prising: supply means for supplying a longitudinally extending

stream of plates to said stacking means with adjacent longitudi-

nally extending plates being interconnected; means for separat-

ing two plates at a time from an extending stream of plates

supplied to said apparatus; stacking means for folding such pair
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of plates into a back-to-back relationship with their teeth point-
ing in opposite directions, said stacking means includes means
for separating the two plates of a pair of plates and folding

I

ally engageable with the head of the button on the periph-

eral edge thereof for causing the button to roll, when the

latter is pushed by said pushing lever in said guide chan-
nel, until the tab of the button is catched by said claws.

means for folding such two plates in a back-to-back relation-

ship; and stack receiving means for forming a stack of such
folded plates with the teeth of adjacent plates being inter-

meshed.

4,427,147

ERECTABLE PAPERBOARD CONTAINER WITH
LOCKING FEATURE

Henry Wischusen, III, Norcross, Ga., assignor to Rock Tenn
Company, Norcross, Ga.

Filed Jul. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,661

Int. Cl.^ B65D 5/22
U.S. CI. 229-33 6 Gaims

4,427,146

BUTTON ORIENTING AND PLACING APPARATUS
Fumio Seki, Toyama, Japan, assignor to Yoshida Kogyo K. K.,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 366,844
Gaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 22, 1981, 56-

58450[U]

Int. G.J A41H 37/10
U.S. G. 227—119

27 25 '-^

1. An apparatus for orienting and placing a button for attach-
ment to a garment, the button including a disk-shaped head, a
shank projecting centrally from the reverse side of the head,
and a tab disposed on the reverse side of the head and extend-
ing radially thereof, said apparatus comprising:

(a) a guide having a side wall and a friction member disposed
oppositely to said side wall to define therewith a guide
channel for guiding therethrough the button;

(b) a pusher mechanism for pushing the button through and
out of said guide channel, said pusher mechanism includ-
ing

(1) a button pushing slide slidably supported on said guide
and having a stepped end portion engageable at its tip

end with the head of the button on its peripheral edge,
(2) a locking lever pivotally mounted on said pushing slide
and having a flanged end portion extending beyond said
stepped end portion of said pushing slide and terminat-
ing in a pair of downwardly directed claws for catching
therebetween the tab of the button,

(3) means urging said locking lever to cause said flanged
end portion to engage said stepped end portion of said
pushing slide, and

(4) said pushing slide being movable between a first posi-
tion in which both said pushing slide and said locking
lever are retracted out of said guide channel for allow-
ing the button to be introduced into said guide channel,
and a second position in which both said pushing slide
and said locking lever project through said guide chan-
nel for pushing the button out of said guide channel; and

(c) said side wall having an inwardly directed flange engage-
able with the shank of the button in said guide channel,
said friction member having a frictional surface friction-

3 Claims
1. In a collapsible container of paperboard or the like includ-

ing a Beers corner formed by a bottom panel, front and side

wall panels foldably connected to the bottom panel, and a glue
fiap foldably connected to one of the wall panels and adhered
to the interior surface of the other of the wall panels, said glue
flap defining a drag tab extending toward the bottom panel, the

improvement comprising:

means for retaining said drag tab comprising a slit in said

bottom panel under the path of said drag tab and spaced
from said other wall panel, said slit trapping said drag tab

between said slit and said other wall panel; and
means for receiving said drag tab when said container is

collapsed comprising a slit defined along the intersection

of said bottom panel and the wall panel to which said glue

fiap is connected.

4,427,148

HERMETICALLY SEALED TRAY
George M. Seiter, Minneapolis, and Richard Gould, St. Paul,

both of Minn., assignors to Champion International Corpora-

tion, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Mar. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 359,563

Int. Cl.^ B65D 5/64
U.S. CI. 229-43 6 Claims

A plastic coated paperboard tray comprising:

bottom wall,

side wall joined with said bottom wall and extending

upwardly therefrom,

fiange presenting a bonding surface extending along the

upper edge of said tray side wall, said fiange extending

outwardly away from said side wall and around the pe-

riphery of said tray, said fiange including a plurality of
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corner portions along the periphery of said tray, said

corner portions of said tray including

a plurality of depressions and ridges therein extending radi-

ally outward at said corners transverse to the length of
said fiange, and

a heat-sealable material disposed along said fiange at the

corners thereof filling said depressions and overlying said

ridges so that it assumes the shape of said ridges and
depressions, and

a cover sheet for enclosing the top of said tray secured

hermetically to the bonding surface of said fiange and
heat-sealable material, said heat-sealable material is inte-

grally formed on said cover sheet in a complementary
pattern to said depressions on said fiange prior to applying

said cover sheet to said tray.

4,427,149

BI-METALLIC STEAM TRAP
Rai R. Adachi, Scarborough, Canada, assignor to Erwel Inc.,

Toronto, Canada
Filed Nov. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 321,283

Int. G.^ F16T 1/08
U.S. CI. 236-59 12 Gaims

1. A steam trap comprising, in combination, a housing hav-

ing a fiuid inlet port, a fiuid outlet port, and valve means within

said housing between the inlet port and the outlet port com-
prising a valve having a valve stem adapted to seat on a valve

seat for controlling fluid fiow through said steam trap from
said inlet port to said outlet port, a bimetallic assembly respon-

sive to temperature variations for controlling the opening and

closing of said valve means, said bimetallic assembly compris-

ing at least one primary bimetallic member mounted within

said housing operably connected to said valve stem to open

and close the valve on the valve seat, and at least one second-

ary bimetallic member adapted to be supported within the

housing in opposition to closing of the valve on the valve seat

by said primary bimetallic member, said secondary bimetallic

member arranged such that said primary bimetallic member
expands during initial heating thereof without interference

from the secondary bimetallic member but continued expan-

sion of said primary bimetallic member and closing of the valve

on the valve seat are opposed by said secondary bimetallic

member whereby closing of the valve on the valve seat by the

primary bimetallic member is resisted as the temperature of the

fiuid increases.

4.427,150

MOTOR VEHICLE WITH A COMBUSTION ENGINE
Richard van Basshuysen, Heilbronn-Blberach; Dietrich

Schmidt, Bimnigheim, and Max Ruf, Obereisetheim, all of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Audi NSU Auto Union
Aktiengescllschaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Nov. 25. 1981. Ser. No. 324.934

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Nov. 26.

1980, 3044422

Int. CI.' G05D 23/00: F02N 17/02

U.S. CI. 237-2 A 12 Claims
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1. A motor vehicle provided with a combustion engine, an

alternator, a battery and a heating installation for the passenger

cabin having a heating unit which comprises a heating circuit

and a heating exchanger fed by the heating liquid for the heat-

ing of air;

the alternator being liquid cotiled and having a rotor and

chambers adapted to receive ctxiling liquid and being

switchablc into the heating circuit, the alternator having

field coils; and

means to short circuit the field coils switching the alternator

into an eddy current brake

4,427,151

FUEL INJECTOR
Myron U. Trenne, Rochester, Mich., assignor to General Mo-

tors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Feb. 28, 1979, Ser. No. 15.947

Int. G.' F02M 49/02

U.S. CI. 239—87 6 Claims

1. An injector for delivering fuel directly to an engine com-
bustion chamber, said injector including a housing, a piston in

said housing, a sleeve closing one end of said housing and

surrounding one end of said piston and thereby defining a

control chamber between said sleeve and said housmg and a
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delivery chamber between said sleeve and said piston, said

sleeve having an end adapted for exposure to the pressure in

said combustion chamber and being adapted to slide relative to

said piston and said housing and thereby increase the pressures

in said control and delivery chambers upon an increase in

pressure in said combustion chamber, said housing having a

supply passage connected to said control and delivery cham-
bers for supplying fuel thereto, a magnetically responsive
control valve disposed in said supply passage, said valve being
responsive to the difference between the control chamber
pressure and the supply passage pressure for obstructing flow
from said control chamber to said passage upon an increase in

the control chamber pressure, said sleeve having a delivery

passage extending from said delivery chamber and adapted to

open to said combustion chamber, an injection valve disposed
in said delivery passage for inhibiting flow therethrough, said

injection valve being responsive to the delivery chamber pres-

sure for permitting delivery of fuel through said delivery pas-

sage to said combustion chamber upon an increase in the deliv-

ery chamber pressure, and a coil adjacent said control valve
and energizable fqi^ creating a magnetic field to displace said

control valve to permit flow from said control chamber to said

supply passage, whereby the control chamber pressure may be
reduced and the combustion chamber pressure may cause said

sleeve to slide and thereby deliver fuel from said delivery

chamber through said delivery passage to said combustion
chamber while said coil is energized, and wherein said control
valve is responsive to the difference between the supply pas-

sage pressure and the control chamber pressure for permitting
flow from said supply passage to said control and delivery
chambers upon a decrease in the control chamber pressure,

whereby said control valve may be displaced to fill said con-
trol and delivery chambers with fuel without energizing said

coil.

4,427,152

PRESSURE TIME CONTROLLED UNIT INJECTOR
Albert E. Sisson, Farmington, and Donald J. Lewis, Troy, both

of Mich., assignors to The Bendix Corporation, SouthHeld,
Mich.

Filed Jul. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 282,629
Int. a.3 P02M 47/00

UA a 239-90 liaaims

mg:

1. A fuel injector for an internal combustion engine compris-

a nozzle situated at the end of said bore remote from said

primary pumping piston;

a timing chamber defined in said body between said primary
pumping piston and said secondary piston;

a metering chamber defined in said body between said sec-

ondary piston and said nozzle;

passages in said body of said injector for receiving pressur-

ized fuel and transmitting said fuel into said timing cham-
ber and said metering chamber characterized in that said

fuel injector further comprises:

means for controlling (I) the timing of the discharge of
fuel from the metering chamber through the nozzle and
(2) the quantity of fuel stored in said metering chamber
subsequent to said discharge of fuel in accordance with
a pressure-time function including an electronically

operated control valve for controlling the flow of fuel

among said passages, said timing chamber, and said

metering chamber; and
said controlling means further including a restrictive ori-

fice in at least one of said passages leading to said meter-
ing chamber for restricting the flow into said metering
chamber and for reducing in cooperation with said

secondary piston, the pressure in said metering chamber
to the vapor pressure of the fuel during the time that

fuel is permitted to flow to said metering chamber.

4,427,153

PLURAL COMPONENT DISPENSING DEVICE
Thomas J. Schaefer, Buffalo, Minn., assignor to Graco Inc.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Aug. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 408,425

Int. a.^ B05B 7/04
U.S. CI. 239—117 38 Qaims

a body having an axially extending bore;
a primary pumping piston and a secondary piston positioned

within said body for axial movement therein;

1. A liquid spray nozzle for receiving at least two liquid

components for mixing and dis])ensing, comprising

(a) a nozzle housing having inlets for separately receiving

said liquid components, and having an internal passage

therethrough along an axis, and having passages respec-

tively coupling each of said inlets to axially spaced open-

ings into said internal passage;

(b) a mixing chamber member axially positioned in said

nozzle housing internal passage, said member having

axially spaced raised flanges sealably isolating respective

axially spaced openings to create axially positioned cir-

cumferential passages, said mixing chamber member hav-

ing an axial bore therethrough and having internal pas-

sages communicating between said axial bore and respec-

tive ones of said axially positioned circumferential pas-

sages; and

(c) a retractable plunger sealably fitted in said mixing cham-
ber member axial bore.
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4,427,154
BOOM SUSPENSION AND LIFT ASSEMBLY

URoy J. Merdl, Box 55, Brooki, Minn. 56715
Piled M«y 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,897

Int a.3 B05B i/02, 3/12
UAa 239-161 25 Claims

1. A boom assembly mountable on a vehicle which com-
prises:

a main frame;

means to mount the main frame on a vehicle;

a separate boom extending laterally from each side of the
main frame, each boom including a generally upright base
post and a generally upright link and having laterally

extending upper and lower members pivotally connected
on separate vertically spaced longitudinal axes to the
generally upright link at their outer ends and pivotally
connected on separate vertically spaced longitudinal axes
with respect to the generally upright base at their inner
ends, and the base post being pivoully mounted with
respect to the main frame on a generally longitudinal base
post pivot axis intermediate of the longitudinal axes adja-
cent the inner ends of the upper and lower members;

means coupled to the main frame for suspending each boom
in operative position extending laterally from the main
frame and permitting the upper and lower members of
each boom to pivot relative to the main frame; and

means between the main frame and each boom for indepen-
dently raising each boom relative to the main frame by
pivoting the base post of the respective boom about its

base post pivot axis and pivoting the associated boom
about at least one of the longitudinal axes adjacent the
inner ends of the upper and lower members of the boom.

4,427,155

ADJUSTABLE SHOWER HEAD
Nils Larsson, Dalaviigen 50, VMstra Frblunda, Sweden 400 72

Filed Aug. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 296,487
Claims priority, application Sweden, Aug. 26, 1980, 8005954

Int. a? B05B 1/32
U.S. a. 239-460 9 Qaims

opening and each of which has an increasing cross-sec-
tional area in the direction of water outflow;

channel-shaped grooves forming passages for water outflow
between the housing and the insert, in the outer surface of
the insert plunger elements and/or the inner surface of the
insert openings, said grooves extending in the direction of
water outflow;

flow adjustment means comprising a nut member rouubly
mounted at the outflow end of said housing for axially
displacing said insert member; and

sealing means for forming a seal between the housing and the
insert to prevent the passage of water through other than
said channel-shaped grooves.

11 10

1. In a shower head comprising a hollow housing for the
passage of water, an adjustable sprinkler device mounted on
the water outflow end of said housing, and adjusting means
cooperating with said sprinkler for adjusting the through-flow
area of the shower head, the improvement comprising:

a housing having a plurality of openings, each of which
openings has an increase in its cross-sectional area in the
direction of water outflow;

an insert member axially displaceably mounted downstream
of said housing having a plurality of plunger elements
corresponding to the housing openings, each of which
plunger elements is displaceably inserted within a housing

4,427,156

ELECTROMAGNETICALLY ACTUATED BALL-TYPE
INJECTOR

Pierre Bouthors, Croissy sur Seine, and Jacques Lecomte,
MontesMn, both of France, assignors to Regie Nationalc dct
Usines Renault, Boulogne-Billancourt, France

Filed Oct. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 315,906
Gainis priority, application France, Oct. 29, 1980, 80 23105

Int. a.' B05B 1/34
U.S. a. 239-488 g claims

K ' ri

1. An electromagnetically actuated injector for the injection

of fluid in internal combustion engines, comprising:
a casing;

a core centrally located in said casing;

an actuating coil surrounding said core;

a cover enclosing a portion of said casing;

a first chamber defined between said core and said cover;
fluid inlet means for providing fluid to said first chamber;
an injection passage formed in said cover and extending into

said first chamber;

a seat at the junction of said injection passage and said first

chamber;

a ball in said first chamber and movable between a first

position in which said ball cooperates with said seat to
close said injection passage and a second position;

a solid disc of hard magnetic material positioned in said first

chamber between said ball and said core, said disc having
a flange and a surface facing said ball, said surface being
coated with a thin layer of nonmagnetic material; and

spring means extending between said ball and said flange for

elastically biasing said ball into said first position and for

elastically biasing said solid disc in contact with said core.
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4,427,157

PREPARATION OF STYRENE-POLYMER AND
POLYOLEnN MICRO-BITS

Max Klein, 257 Riveredge RiL, Tinton Falls, N.J. 07724

Divisioii of Ser. No. 833,644, Sep. 15, 1977, Pat. No. 4,207,378,

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 342,535, Mar. 16, 1973,

abandoned. This application May 19, 1980, Ser. No. 150,737

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Dec. 8, 1998,

has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 B02C 11/08. 21/00, 23/18: B30B 9/24

U.S. a. 241—15 ' 14 Qaims

1. A method for preparing micro-bits of an expanded ther-

moplastic polymer selected from the group consisting of,

(i) a styrene-polymer,

(ii) a polyolefin which is the polymer of an ethylenically

unsaturated hydrocarbon having 2 to 6 atoms carbon,

(iii) a melt alloy of polyethylene with about ten percent by
weight of polystyrene,

(iv) a copolymer of propylene with from about 20 to about

30 percent of ethylene by weight, and

(v) a melt alloy of propylene in an amount exceeding 50

percent by weight of said alloy and a copolymer of ethyl-

ene and vinyl acetate to the extent of up to about 30 per-

cent, each said polymer being non-brittle in expanded
form, said micro-bits being from about 40 tQ^ about 325

microns long and from about 20 to about 325^ microns

wide, substantially free of intact cells of the starting ex-

panded polymer from which said micro-bits are produced,

and substantially without any uniformity in outline of the

individual micro-bit particles, which method comprises:

(a) feeding expanded bit-pieces of said expanded, thermo-

plastic polymer and water into a confined comminuting
zone provided with a feed inlet, a discharge, and a plural-

ity of spaced-apart impact surfaces rotatably mounted in

said comminuting zone between said feed inlet and said

discharge, said discharge comprising a dispersed plurality

of orifices, said orifices ranging from substantially circu-

lar, having diameters from about 0.102 to about 3.175

millimeters to substantially rectangular, having widths

from about 0.254 to about 3.175 millimeters and lengths

from about 3.81 to about 12.7 millimeters, said orifices

being arranged in arcuate screening array and spaced

radially apart from said impact surfaces to an extent suffi-

cient to avoid collision between said orifices and said

impact surfaces; and

(b) impelling said expanded, thermoplastic polymer bit

pieces in said water through a circular path in said commi-
nuting zone by repeated impact on them with said impact

surfaces rotating at from about 4700 to about 8000 revolu-

tions per minute, and at the same time driving said ex-

panded, thermoplastic polymer bit pieces against the

edges of said orifices with said impact surfaces, thereby

comminuting said bit-pieces of said expanded, thermoplas-

tic polymer by repeated tearing, ripping and shearing

micro-bits from said bit-pieces; said water being so pro-

portioned to said expanded, thermoplastic polymer bit-

pieces in said feed to maintain the temperature in the

comminuting zone below that at which degradation of

said expanded thermoplastic polymer bit-pieces would
occur.

4,427,158

APPARATUS FOR REMOVING HLLED PACKAGES
FROM A nLAMENT WINDER AND INSTALLING

EMPTY TUBES ON THE WINDER
Peter Conrad, Charlotte, N.C., assignor to Fiber Industries, Inc.,

Charlotte, N.C.

Filed Jun. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 387,645

Int. a.^ B65H 67/04. 54/26
U.S. a. 242—35.5 A 22 Gaims

1. Apparatus in combination with a row of winders each of

which winds filamentary material upon a tube supported for

rotation about a rotary axis of the winder to form a package,

said apparatus servicing each winder by removing a package

from the winder and replacing the package with a tube and

comprising:

a carrier suspended from above the row of winders for

movement generally parallel to the row of winders,

means for positioning said carrier selectively at locations for

servicing respective winders,

package exchange means including an arm mounted on said

carrier for up-and-down movement and being positionable

opposite the rotary axis of a winder being serviced so that

the package can be transferred from the winder to the

package exchange arm,

tube exchange means including an arm mounted on said

carrier for up-and-down movement and being positionable

opposite said axis so that a tube on the tube exchange arm
can be transferred to the winder,

shuttle means spaced above the row of winders, and includ-

ing a package transfer arm and a tube transfer arm,

means vertically moving said package exchange means and

said tube exchange means to the general level of said

shuttle means,

means for effecting transfer of the package from the package

exchange arm to the package transfer arm and for effect-

ing transfer of a tube from said tube transfer arm to said

tube exchange arm, and

means for propelling said shuttle means to a remote station

where the package is removed from said package transfer

arm and a tube is installed on said tube transfer arm.
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4,427,159

HOLDER FOR SPARE TOILET TISSUE
George W. Miller, c/o George Spector, 3615 Woolworth BIdg.,

233 Broadway, and George Spector, c/o George W. Miller,
3615 Woolworth Bldg., 233 Broadway, both of. New York,
N.Y. 10007

Filed Aug. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,304
Int. C\? B65H 19/04

U.S. a. 242-55.3
, ^tAm

each other, and the tape is the sole element moving said

support and both means.

4,427,161
BAIL ARM TURNING DEVICE FOR nSHING SPINNING

REEL
Akinori Sakumoto, Higashikunime, Japan, assignor to Daiwa

Seiko Inc., Tokyo, Japan
Filed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376.736

Oaims priority, application Japan, May 29, 1981. 56-
78559[U]

Int. a. J AOIK 89/01
U.S. a. 242-84.2 A 2 Claims

1. A holder for a spare roll of toilet tissue, comprising in

combination a wire frame having hooks for hooking around a
spindle of a conventional tissue roll that is in use, mounted in a
recess of a wall, and a generally semi-cylindrical cover
mounted pivotally on said frame for covering said spare roll

and means for pivotally lifting said cover on said frame
wherein said means include a cross rod on said frame, a rolled
over edge on said cover being hinged on said cross rod, said

frame further including parallel straight rods having said hooks
at the inner end and turned in stubs at the outer end spaced
from said cross rod to receive thereon a spindle for said spare
roll, said straight rods extending from said hooks to said stubs
at an angle to and spaced from the said wall, said cover further
including tabs that abut said rods to provide clearance for the
tissue.

O^"^^V^^

4,427,160

EQUALIZER FOR TAPE TENSION
Richard D. Myers, Worcester, Mass., assignor to Marathon
Products Corporation, Worcester, Mass.

Filed Jun. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 389,599
Int. C\? GllB 23/10

U.S. a. 242-55.19 A \2 Claims

1. In a tape or film reel cartridge of the endless self-rewind-
ing type having a spindle wherein the tape or film feeds out
from the interior of a reel and feeds back to the reel at the outer
periphery thereof,

the improvement comprising spring-free means engaging the

feedout area of the tape or film and springless means
engaging the feedback area of the tape or film,

a support for both said means, said support comprising a disc

on the spindle and being movable according to the tension

of the tape or film at the areas engaging the means,
wherein the support and both said means are fixed relative to

1. In a fishing spinning reel mountable on a fishing rod
having a rotor, bail arm attaching members secured m a pro-
truding manner relative to. and forwardly of, said rotor on
both sides thereof, an arm lever disposed at one end of a bail

arm and rotatably supported at the end of a first of said bail arm
attaching members, the other end of said bail arm being sup-

ported by a second of said bail arm attaching members, means
for resiliently biasing said arm lever between a winding posi-

tion and a releasing position, said biasing means comprising a

dead point spring mounted in said first bail arm attaching

member, and a manipulation lever including means for rotat-

ably supporting said manipulation lever on said first bail arm
attaching member so that said lever can be pulled in a direction

toward said fishing rixJ. said manipulation lever and said arm
lever being connected operatively to each other so that said

bail arm can move from the winding position to the releasing

position by the pulling of said manipulation lever, the improve-
ment comprising:

a crank including means for rotatably securing said crank lo

substantially the mid-point of one side of said first bail arm
attaching member, said crank being disposed between said

arm lever and said manipulation lever, said crank being
provided at one end portion with an elongated hole and at

an opposite end portion with a projection; a pin projecting

from one surface of said arm lever in said direction and
fitting into said elongated hole; said manipulation lever

supporting means being disposed rearwardly of said crank
securing means on said first bail arm attaching member,
and extending at right angles thereto; said manipulation
lever including an actuating tab formed at one end thereof

adjacent said supporting means and said projection of said

crank, said actuating tab being rotatably movable about
said supporting means into engagement with said crank
projection lo cause said crank to rotate said arm lever,

thereby turning said bail arm. when said manipulation
lever is pulled in said direction
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4,427,162

FISHING REEL
Hideo Noda, Sakai, Japao, aMignor to SUnuuio Industrial Com-

paajr Limited, Onlca, Japan

Filed Jan. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 343,169

Claimi priority, application Japan, Jan. 31, 1981, 56-

13132[U]; Jan. 31, 1981, S6-13133[l^

Int. a.3 AOIK S9m
U.S. a. lAl-MlX. 6 Claims

1. A fishing reel comprising:

a reel body having a front wall and side walls;

a spool shaft which is supported to said reel body in relation

of being movable in reciprocation longitudinal of said reel

body, projects at the axially front end forwardly from said

front wall, and has a spool at said front end and a traverse

groove at a portion of said spool shaft entering into said

reel body;

a tubular driven shaft which is supported rotatably to the

front wall of said reel body, projects at the axially front

end forwardly from said front wall, and has at said front

end a rotary frame having a ball arm and at a portion of
said driven shaft entering into said reel body a pinion;

a drive shaft having a master gear engageable with said

pinion; and,

a rotary member having an engaging member engageable
with said traverse groove at said spool shaft and being

supported rotatably with respect to said spool shaft;

said reel body being provided with an association shaft

disposed in parallel to said entering portion of said spool

shaft, a first drive coupling means provided between said

association shaft and said driven shaft, and a second drive

coupling means provided between said association shaft

and said rotary member, so that said rotary member ro-

utes in association with said driven shaft and at different

speed with respect thereto.

4,427,163

DUAL-SPOOL RETRACTOR FOR SEAT BELTS
Joseph D. Kondziola, Troy, Mich., assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

FUed Jul. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 396,857

Int. a.J A62B 35/00; B65H 75/48
MS. a. 242—107 3 Qaims

1. A seat bell retractor assembly for a dual belt system com-
prising; a first rotatable shaft and belt storage member; a sec-

ond rotauble shaft and belt storage member; a first drum
routably supported on said first shaft; a second drum drivingly

connected with the second rotaUble shaft; a spring member
operatively connected between said first and second drums
and cooperating therewith to provide a spring motor; and an
epicyclic gear mechanism including a sun gear rotatable with
said first drum, a ring gear rotatably supported on said first

shaft and drivingly connected with said second drum, a gear
carrier secured for roution with said first shaft and a plurality

of pinion gears rotaUbly supported on said gear carrier and
meshing with said sun gear and ring gear, said first shaft being
routed by extension of the belt connected with said first stor-

age member, said second shaft being routed by extension of
the belt connected to said second storage member, said first

drum member undergoing a different number of revolutions
than either shaft when one or both belts are extended to wrap
the spring member on the first drum to provide a spring force
which will enforce retraction of one or both of the extended
belts on its respective storage member.

4,427,164

ONCH LOCK FOR SAFETY BELT RETRACTORS
Robert J. Rumpf, Grosse Pointe, Mich., assignor to The Fire-

stone Tire A Rubber Company, Aiuron, Ohio
Filed Jun. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,250

Int. a.' B65H 75/48
U.S. a. 242-107.4 R 4 Gaims

1. A manual lock structure for safety belt retractors in which
a frame having a generally channel shaped journal means in

support of at least one webbing spool and the webbing spool

has ratchet fianges, a retractor motor drivably connected to

said spool, and including a pawl lockably engageable against

said ratchet flanges and held out-of-conUct therewith by a

feeler element selectively engageable against the webbing of
said spool, and a condition sensing element operably connected
to said pawl and urging said pawl toward engagement with
said ratchet flanges upon sensing an emergency comprising;

an overcenter spring secured to said frame and to said pawl
element and in a first position applying a bias against said

pawl toward locking against said ratchet flanges and in a

second position biasing said pawl away from contact with

said ratchet flanges;

a manually activated plunger-lever operable in only one
direction to shift said overcenter spring to a said first

position; and

a return spring connected to said frame and to said plunger-

lever and returning said plunger-lever to its normal posi-

tion out-of-control contact with said overcenter spring.

4,427,165

SEWING MACHINE THREAD GUIDE WITH
PROTECTIVE GUARD

Robert H. Larsen, Middletown, and Harold R. Pisaczek, Ran-
dolph, both of NJ., assignors to The Singer Company, Stam-

ford, Conn.

FUed May 4, 1983, Ser. No. 491,153

Int. a.3 B65H 57/04; B63B 2l/i4
U.S. a. 242—157 9 Claims

1. A plastic guide for sewing thread extending from a supply

spool on a sewing machine, the guide including an opening for
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the thread to pass therethrough, and the guide being disposed
on the machine to alter the direction of the thread path; and a
metal wear bar affixed to the guide in a position to engage

42

thread exiting from said opening and prevent the thread from
cutting a groove in the plastic material of the guide at the exit

end of the opening.

4,427,166

MAGNETIC TAPE CASSETTE
Kengo Oishi; Masayoshi Moriwaki, and Choji Komiyama, all of
Odawara, Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd.,

Kanagawa, Japan

FUed Jan. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 224,238
Gaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 6, 1980, 55-13885[U]

Int. G.J G03B 1/04; GllB l5/i2; B65H 23/04
U.S. G. 242-199 9 Gaims

3. A magnetic tape cassette comprising first and second
cassette casing halves; a pair of hubs rouubly disposed in a

hollow space between said cassette casing halves; magnetic
tape wound on ^d hubs and transferable from either of said

hubs for recording and playback to said other hubs; and Upe
guide means disposed in a Upe running path between said hubs
and conUcting said magnetic Upe, said Upe guide means com-
prises a cylindrical rod-shaped member having said grooves
formed integrally therewith in a circumferential surface

thereof, said grooves formed integrally with said rod-shaped
member and inclined above a center portion of said Upe guide
means at a predetermined acute angle with respect to said

direction of travel of said Upe and inclined at the negative of
said predetermined acute angle below said center portion, and
a groove is provided in said center portion of said tape guide
means extending parallel to said direction of travel of said tape.

4,427,167

STABILIZING APPARATUS FOR AN AIR LAUNCHED
WEAPON

Peter Daniels, Fredericksburg, Va., assignor to The United
States of Americau represented by the Secretary of the Nary,
Washington, D.C.

FUed Sep. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 303^01
Int. G.3 F42B 15/16

U.S. G. 244—3J4 4 Gaims
1. Apparatus for sUbilizing an air launched weapon in free

flight after being dropped by an airplane which weapon in-

cludes a nose and a tail, comprising:

ring means concentrically disposed about the weapon nose

defining spoiler means for reducing nose lift by separating
air flow thereover; and

means increasing Uil subility while minimizing tail lift of the
weapon comprising a plurality of radially extending free-

sunding wedge shaped fins, each fin having sides defining

a wedge angle tapering to a wedge apex and the wedge
angles opening rearward of the weapon and each wedge
apex facing forward;

said fins further including first and second stepped portions
defining outer faces connected by an angled ramp for
moving the fin center of pressure rearward.

4,427,168
VARIABLE CAMBER LEADING EDGE MECHANISM

WITH KRUEGER FLAP
Maurice E. McKinney, BellcTuc, and Peter K. C. Rudolph,

Seattle, both of Wash., assignors to The Boeing Company,
Seattle. Wash.

Filed Sep. 29. 1981, Ser. No. 306,747

Int. G.' B64C i/50
U.S. G. 244-214 18 a.im.

1. A variable camber airfoil of the type having a leading

edge and a trailing edge and defining a wing chord reference
plane passing through the leading and trailing edges, compris-
ing, in combination:

(a) a rigid, centrally located, span-wise structural wing box
including means defining a leading structural mam frame;

(b) a leading structural span-wise edge member spaced for-

wardly from said wing box main frame;

(c) a continuous upper flexible skin secured to said leading
structural edge member and said structural wing box;

(d) lower skin surface defining means secured to said leading

structural edge member and said structural wing box with
said upper skin and said lower skin surface defining means
defining an airfoil envelope;

(e) a structural rib rigidly secured to said leading structural

main frame and projecting forwardly towards said leading

structural edge member;

(0 a rigid beam-like drive fitting secured to said leading

structural edge member and projecting rearwardly
towards said leading structural main frame, said dnve
fitting having its chord-wise cenlerline generally coinci-

dent with said wing chord reference plane when said

leading structural edge member is in its normal unde-
fleeted sute;

(g) first generally upright link defining means pivoully
connected at its upper end to said structural rib intermedi-

ate said leading structural main frame and the forward
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extremity of said structural rib, said first link denning

means being pivotally connected to said drive fitting

adjacent the rearmost extremity thereof and defining a

drive crank;

(h) second generally upright link defining means pivotally

connected adjacent its upper end to said structural rib

adjacent the forward extremity thereof and forward of the

point of pivotal connection of said first link defining

means to said structural rib, said second link defining

means being pivotally secured to said drive fitting at a

point intermediate its opposite ends and forward of said

pivotal connection between said first link defining means
and said drive fitting; and,

(i) actuating means coupled to said drive crank for pivoting

said first link defining means about its point of pivotal

connection to said structural rib between a first forward

position where said leading structural edge member is in

the non-deflected position coincident with said wing
chord reference plane and a second rearward position

where said leading structural edge member is in a de-

flected position with respect to said wing chord reference

plane, and wherein said structural rib, said drive fitting

and said first and second generally upright link defining

means are all confined entirely within said airfoil envelope

at all operative positions of said variable camber airfoil

leading edge.

4,427,169

VARIABLE CAMBER FLAP END SEAL
Stephen T. Brown, Bellevue, Wash., assignor to Boeing Commer-

cial Airplane Company, Seattle, Wash.
Filed Jun. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 386,251

Int. a.^ B64C 3/44
U.S. a. 244—219 16 Claims

1. In a variable camber flap, an end seal comprising:

closely spaced sealing members extending generally verti-

cally downwardly from adjacent and being associated

with the top of the flap, said sealing members being be-

tween the forward and after ends of the flap; and
lower sealing means extending generally vertically up-

wardly from adjacent and being associated with a bottom
of the flap;

said closely spaced sealing members being slidably and seal-

ingly engaged with said lower sealing means;

said lower sealing means being adapted to remain in sealing

engagement with said closely spaced sealing members as

the camber of said flap is varied by increasing the curva-
ture as it is lowered from a normally upper position.

4,427,170

CABLE HOLDER HAVING RELATIVELY ROTATABLE
PARTS

Thomas Truninger, Zurich, Switzerland, assignor to Adna Ale
tiengesellschaft, Vaduz, Liechtenstein

Filed May 11, 1982, Ser. No. 377,189
Oaims priority, application Switzerland, May 13, 1981,

3109/81

Int. a.J F16L 3/00
U.S. a. 248-51 4 Qaims

I J

1. A holder for a flexible power supply cable, comprising a
pair of sleeves disposed end-to-end and having a common
central axis, at least one of said sleeves being rotatable about
said axis relative to the other, first and second means fixedly

mounting the cable respectively on the inner walls of said

sleeves, a guide ring mounted on said other sleeve and extend-
ing into said one sleeve, said guide ring defining a uniform
annular space with said inner wall of said one sleeve, first cable
support means on said guide ring extending transversely into

said annular space over at least a part of the circumference of
the ring at one side of said first cable mounting means on said

other sleeve, and second cable support means on said guide
ring being axially spaced from said first cable support means
and extending transversely into said annular space over at least

a part of the circumference of the ring at the other side of said

first cable mounting means on said other sleeve; the cable

forming a loop between said first and second mounting means
in said annular space, said loop having a lower cable portion,

an upper cable portion running parallel to said lower cable

portion and an arc portion between said lower portion and said

upper portion, said lower cable portion being supported on
said first cable support means and a variable length of said

upper cable portion being supported on said second support
means whenever said second cable mounting means of said

rotatable sleeve during rotation of said sleeve is at said other
side of said first mounting means, the length of said lower
portion and of said upper portion of the cable being increasing

and decreasing respectively and vice-versa during rotation of
said one sleeve with the sum of the lengths of said lower and
upper portions respectively being constant and equal to the

required range of rotation.

4,427,171

MOUNTING BRACKET FOR USE IN INSTALLING
BEAM-LIKE CHANNEL MEMBERS UNDER

HORIZONTAL SURFACES, IN PARTICULAR CEILINGS
J0rgen O. Frederiksen, Gasvaerksvej 16, 6580 Vandrup, Den-
mark

Filed Dec. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 330,907

Qaims priority, application Denmark, Dec. 16, 1980, 5345/80

Int. a.3 F16L 3/22
U.S. a. 248—68 R 6 Qaims

1. A mounting bracket for use in installing a beam-like chan-

nel member under and to a horizontal surface, particularly a

ceiling, said channel member being provided with fastening

means which have free ends extending from said channel mem-
ber for use in fastening the latter to said mounting bracket, said

mounting bracket comprising:

a shallow open box having a substantially rectangular base and
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four sidepieces connected thereto and extending perpendicu-
larly from the same side thereof; and

at least one anchor member attached io said mounting bracket
and designed to be screwed into said horizonul surface, one
of said sidepieces having at least one opening for respec-

tively receiving an anchor member therethrough, and the
other three sidepieces being respectively provided with a
plurality of openings for receiving said free ends of said

fastening means of said channel member to effect fastening
thereof to said mounting bracket.

4,427,172

FRAME FOR TAMPER PROOHNG A METER HOUSING
Ginton V. Cooper, 311 Sands PI., Pensacola, Fla. 32505

Filed Oct. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 312,637

Int. a.' GOIC 1/04; F16M 13/02
U.S. a. 248—551 4 Qaims

1. A tamper-resistant rigid frame attachment for mounting
on an electrical meter housing, said housing comprising a front

wall containing an opening for a meter face, a rear wall, and
lateral walls connecting said front and rear walls and enclosing
said meter, said lateral walls comprising top, bottom, and side

walls, said frame comprising:

a. front frame means enframing said opening;

b. second frame means extending rearwardly along one of
said lateral walls from said front frame means to rear

means for engaging said rear wall; and
c. means for securing said front frame means to said front

wall at a point spaced from said side walls.

wall, which device is rigidly self-aligned and totally secured by
attaching the device to a single vertical form wall and the
device comprises:

a first form wall provided with an interior surface which
contacts the concrete, an exterior surface and a hole
through the wall connecting the two surfaces,

a rigid hollow sleeve around which concrete may be poured
and which thereby forms a passage in the concrete, which
sleeve is provided with an opening at each end forming a

clear passage through the hollow sleeve, and which sleeve
is located interiorly of the form wall;

a first solid end cap covering one sleeve opening and remov-
ably secured thereto;

a second end cap covering the other sleeve opening, which
second end cap is provided with a small central opening
therethrough and which second end cap fits tightly and
removably within the sleeve opening, wherein the second
end cap opening is aligned with the wall hole to assure
alignment of the device;

,r^^-r*.,^. ,., .U -rJ*'^ J
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a rigid rod elongated member centrally located within the

sleeve, secured to the interior of the first end cap, and
extending out through the opening in the second end cap,

wherein the extended end of the rod passes through the

opening in the form wall;

a rigid cross-member secured to the end of the rod exteriorly

of the form wall spanning a substantial portion of the wall;

a rod fastener means to create a compressive force between
the cross-member and the sleeve to pull the first end cap
against the sleeve and the sleeve against the first form wall

to sandwich the wail securely therebetween, so that the

device is sufficiently secured to the first form wall to resist

the weight of the concrete;

a second vertical form wail which merely abuts the first end
cap and which second form wail is secured to the first

form wail by means independent of the device for receiv-

ing poured concrete between the form walls.

4,427,173

SELF-LEVELING SLEEVE INSERT FOR CONCRETE
PASSAGES

Robert K. MacKay, 44 Irving Dr., South Walpole, Mass. 02071
Filed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 350,985

Int. a.} E04G 15/O0
U.S. a. 249—39 7 Oaims

1. A pipe sleeve device for forming a passage through a

concrete structure used in conjunction with a vertical form

4.427,174

IRRIGATION SYSTEM FLUSHING VALVE
Raphael Mehoudar, Tel-Aviv, Israel, assignor to Hydro-Plan

Engineering Ltd.^ Tel Aviv, Israel

Filed Jul. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 286,355

Qaims priority, application Israel, Aug. 6, 1980, 60774
Int. Q.' G05D 7/01

U.S. Q. 251—16 9 Qaims
1. An irrigation system Hushing valve comprising a housing,

a coupling inlet of said housing for coupling to an end of an
irrigation line, a flushing valve outlet of said housing, a valve
seating formed in said housing communicating with said inlet

and with said outlet, valve obturating means juxtaposed with
respect to said seating and displaceable with respect thereto

from a sealing position wherein said inlet is closed with respect

to said outlet to an open position wherein said inlet communi-
cates with said outlet; an extensible membrane mounted in said

housing and defining with said obturating means a valve enclo-

sure located within said housing and sealed with respect to said

outlet by said obturating means and flow restricting means
effecting How communication between said inlet and said

valve enclosure; the arrangement being such that the hydraulic
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pressures in said valve enclosure and said inlet respectively act

on opposite surfaces of said obturating means and when the

4,427,175

VALVE
Janes B. Adams, Jr., LewisriUe, Tex., assignor to Otis Engi-

neering Corporation, Dallas, Tex.

DiTision of Ser, No. 156,200, Jun. 3, 1980, Pat. No. 4,378,931.

This application Aug. 3, 1961, Ser. No. 289,817

Int. a.3 F16K 5/06
U.S. a. 251—58 2 Qaims

t

1. A valve comprising,

a housing,

means for reciprocating a valve actuator in said housing,
a sleeve having a bore removably secured in the housing,
said sleeve having longitudinal slot means and a stop shoul-

der,

a ball valve member in the bore through said sleeve,

first pivot pin means between said sleeve and said ball valve
member providing for roution of said valve member,

a tubular actuator reciprocal in said sleeve and having a
valve seat cooperable with said ball valve member to
control flow through said actuator,

control arm means carried by said actuator and reciprocal in

said slot means,

second pivot pin means between said ball valve member and
said control arm means rotating said ball valve member
and causing said ball valve member to travel relative to
said sleeve in an axial direction with reciprocation of said
actuator,

the dimensional relationship between said sleeve stop shoul-

der and said ball valve member and said first and second
pivot pin means positioning the bore through the ball

valve member in exact alignment with the bore through
the sleeve when the ball valve member and sleeve stop are
engaged.

4,427,176

MANUALLY CONTROLLED FLUID VALVE
Jean Livet, Geneva, Switzerland, assignor to Sperry Vickers

Lucifer S. A., Carouge-K^eneve, Switzerland

Filed May 12, 1981, Ser. No. 262,913
Qaims priority, application Switzerland, May 28, 1980,

4127/80

Int. a.3 F16K 31/02. 31/44
U.S. a. 251-68 4 Qaims

hydraulic pressure in said valve enclosure equals or exceeds
that in said inlet said obturating means is biased into said seal-

ing position.

411?

1. A manually controlled fluid valve comprising manual
control means, obturating means located in a valve body and
movable between first and second positions, means to provide
a returning force on the obturating means when in the first

position, connecting means to mechanically connect the obtu-
rating means to the manual control means and comprising at

least one moving part operated on by electromagnetic means
to control engagement and disengagement between the con-
necting means and the obturating means, said moving part

cooperating with spring loaded means for engaging the obtu-

rating means in a predetermined position of the manual control

means and being acted on by locking means which operate to

keep the moving part engaged with the obturating means when
in a predetermined one of said first and second positions, said

locking means being activated by simultaneous excitation of
the electromagnetic means and the placing of the moving part

into a position corresponding to the first position of the obtu-

rating means, said moving part being axially movable and
provided with means for articulation about a transverse axis

for pivotal movement between first and second angular posi-

tions and arranged to engage said spring loaded means in the

first angular position, said moving part being pivoted into the

first angular position by operation of said electromagnetic

means, said locking means comprising a first stop located in

said valve body, and a second stop located on said moving
part, said first stop being engaged by the second stop in said

first angular position and being disengaged therefrom in said

second angular position, which allows said manual control

means to move freely and to displace said moving part without

actuating said obturating means, said first stop comprising a

pin, a sliding bush in which said pin is located, a spring acting

on said bush, said second stop comprising a detent provided
with a lip and located on said moving part, said spring acting

to urge said sliding bush against said detent, wherein pivoting

of the moving part into said first angular position in response to

operation of said electromagnetic means causes the detent to

push the sliding bush against the action of the spring, with axial

movement of the moving part causing the detent to pass over
the pin until the lip is checked by the pin.
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4,427,177

SHOWER CONTROL
Spiridoa Constantinescu, 2085 Islington Ave., Apt. 1408, and

Serban Constaatinescu, 2085 Islington Aye., Apt. 1702, both
of Weston, Ontario, Canada M9F 3R1

Filed Apr. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 257,545

Int. Q.5 F16K 5/06
U.S. Q. 251—230 1 Claim
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1. In a shower control valve including means to be placed in

a run of a pijje connecting a mixing faucet to a shower head; a

cylindrical housing having an axial flow opening therethrough,

interior throughout threads, a lateral port, a short sleeve fixed

to said lateral port; a ball type plug having a cylindical groove;
axial means to support and to seal said ball type plug in its

rotary motion inside said cylindrical housing; a valve stem
having its inner end fixed into said cylindrical groove to rotate

said ball type plug inside said cylindrical housing; and packing
means for sealing said valve stem to said short sleeve; the

improvement comprising, in combination, a rotatable device
having

(a) two exterior opposite longitudinal clasping ridges on said

cylindrical housing for attaching said rotatable device;

(b) a first hole made transversally in said valve stem for

connecting said rotatable device;

(c) a casing attached to said cylindrical housing; said casing

having

(1) two opposite clips for attaching said casing to said

cylindrical housing;

(2) two opposite scissions for clasping said clips;

(3) a bearing placed axially inside said casing opposite to

said clips for supporting the outer end of said valve

stem;

(4) two stops inside said casing defining an angle slightly

bigger than 90* with reference to the axis of said valve

stem;

(5) an opening into the underneath side of said casing for

manipulating from outside said rotatable device; and

(6) a first cylindrical groove placed inside said casing into

the opposite side to said clips;

(d) a cylindrical pin entering in said first hole for rotating

said valve stem;

(e) a driven ratchet disk axially mounted on said valve stem
engaging said cylindrical pin in a rotatable movement;
said driven ratchet disk having

(1) a first circular central opening for receiving inside said

valve stem;

(2) a semicylindrical groove on the face close to said ball

type plug, for engaging said cylindrical pin; and

(3) a first set of four ratchets placed on the face away from
said ball valve plug;

(0 a driving ratchet disk axially mounted on said valve stem
for engaging said driven ratchet disk in a rotatable move-
ment; said driving ratchet disk having

(1) a second circular central opening for receiving inside

said valve stem;

(2) a second set of four ratchets placed on the face close to

said ball type plug for cooperating with said first set of

four ratchets in a rotary motion;

(3) an eccentric for moving between said two stops and for

converting a linear motion into a rotary motion;

(4) a second hole into the end of said eccentric; and

(5) a second cylmdrical groove placed on the face away
from said ball type plug;

(g) a torsion-compression spring axially mounted around
said valve stem and having a first end fast m said first

cylindrical groove and a second end fast in said second
cylindrical groove, said torsion-compression spnng com-
pressing permanently said driving ratchet disk against said

driven ratchet disk and turning permanently said driving
ratchet disk against the downward linear motion of said

eccentric; and

(h) a beaded chain hooked to said second hole and passing

through said opening of said casing for pulling said eccen-
tric to alternately close or open said ball type plug.

4,427,178

ACCESSORY FOR WHEELED FLOOR JACK
Stanley J. Kozlowski, 8443 S. Brandon Ave., Chicago, III. 60617
Continuation of Ser. No. 181,440, Aug. 25, 1980, abandoned.

This application Aug. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 405,001

Int. a.' B60P 1/48
U.S. Q. 254-1 7 Qaims

5CT >.

1. An accessory for

a wheeled floor jack of the type that has a link-mounted
saddle for contacting a weight to be lifted, a frame, and
which saddle and frame move honzontally relative to one
another as the saddle is driven from its vertically-retracted

to its vertically-extended position, and wherein there are a

plurality of wheels mounted to the frame to allow the jack

to roll on a hard surface while being used,

comprising:

a guard, sized and shaped to encompass the wheels and to

provide a flat, hard surface for the wheels to roll on, said

guard defining a hard-surface operational path Tor the

wheels which is long enough for the jack to move hori-

zontally within the guard while the saddle is dn\en over
substantially its range of positions from retracted to ex-

tended without being displaced from a vertical position,

said guard including means for attaching it to the jack, and
wherein the guard includes as said attaching means, longitu-

dinally extending and projecting top walls which serve to

hold the wheels and thus the jack in the guard, and
wherein the top walls include cut-out sections which allow

the wheels of the jack to be inserted from the top into the

guard and removed from it. said cut-out sections being

located such that the wheels admitted thereby are not

adjacent the portion at either extent of their honzontal
displacement in the guard so that the jack will not nor-

mally move out of the guard.

4,427.179

LEVELING APPARATUS
Franklin F. Price, 3426 Carnegie Dr., Olympia, Wash. 98503

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 285,530, Jul. 21. 1981,

abandoned. This application Jun. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 391,487

Int. Q.' E02C 3/00
U.S. Q. 254—88 3 Claiau

1. An apparatus for leveling a vehicle by elevating a wheel
of the vehicle, comprising:

a leveling ramp comprising a base frame including a bottom
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member, and a plurality of plank members of graduated
lengths stackable on the bottom member, said plank mem-
bers forming a gradual incline at one end of the ramp
when stacked together and on the bottom member, with
the height of the leveling ramp being adjustable by the
removal or addition of one or more of the ramp planks.
said base frame further including a pair of side members
which are substantially shorter than the bottom member
and which are connected to the bottom member at one
end thereof, said side members projecting vertically up-

wardly, and a rear end member interconnected between
said side members to form a three sided receptacle at the
end of the bottom member in which rear end portions of
the plank members are snugly received when they are
stacked together and on the bottom member, said recepta-
cle serving to hold the plank members in stacked position
relative to each other and the bottom member at its end of
the ramp, said rear end member always projects upwardly
above the upper surface of the top plank member to serve
as a wheel stop for the wheel of the vehicle which is

driven up onto the leveling ramp.

parallel oblique faces forming wedges and two groups of elon-
gated cylinders wedgingly inserted between the corresponding
oblique faces of the outer and inner elements, the cylinders of
each group of said two groups of cylinders being connected
together with the axial cable being located between said two
groups of cylinders, said cylinders each being truncated
through two parallel planes, symmetrically extending along
the longitudinal axes of said each cylinder, the width of each of
said truncated cylinders as measured between said parallel
planes being about half of the diameter of said each cylinder,
whereby movement of the oblique surface of said inner ele-
ment towards the oblique surface of said outer element wedg-
mgly compresses said cylinders between such oblique surfaces.

4,427,181
DEVICE FOR LUTING LOADS, ESPECIALLY HEAVY
LOADS, IN A STEPWISE MANNER BY MEANS OF ONE

OR SEVERAL JACKS
Bengt V. Andersson, Jakobsgatan 7, S-72464 Vasteras, Sweden,

assignor to Bengt Valfrid Andersson, Vasterls, Sweden
Continuation of Scr. No. 163,858, Jun. 27, 1980, abandoned.

This application Jan. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 343,806
Claims priority, application Sweden, Jul. 5, 1979, 7905887

Int. CIJ B66F 1/08
U.S. CI. 254-108

fi ci^„3

4 427 180
LINEAR HYDRAULIC WINCH COMPRISING A PAIR OF
SELF-CLAMPING JAWS CLAMPING ALTERNATELY

THE AXIAL CABLE
Robert Brieuc, Nanterre, France, assignor to Kley-France,

France

FUed Jan. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 339,164
Oaims priority, application France, Jan. 19, 1981, 81 00891

Int. a.3 B66F 7/00
U.S. a 254-106 7 Claims

f^

1. In a linear hydraulic winch comprising a frame, to which
are fued symm.etrically two double-acting hydraulic jacks
enclosing a pair of self-clamping jaws capable of locking in
turn on to an axial cable at the end of which a load is fixed, said
two self-clamping jaws being aligned along the axis of symme-
try of the wmch, one being interiocked in translation, along
said axis of the winch, with the cylinders of these double-
actmg hydraulic jacks and the other with the pistons thereof,
wherein said self-clamping jaws are cable clamping wedges
compnsmg outer and inner elements having corresponding

1. A device for stepwise lifting of loads, especially heavy
loads, by means of a jack, said device comprising

(a) a vertically upright, tubular support member which rests
on a rigid bed and accomodates a lifting member displace-
able within said support member by means of said jack
between a lowered position and a raised position, the top
end surface of said support member being situated below
the top end surface of said lifting member in its raised
position;

fb) a plurality of supporting elements the length of which is

less than the length of displacement of said lifting member,
said supporting elements being insertable into said support
member between the top end surface of said lifting mem-
ber in the lowered position thereof and the top end surface
of said support member, whereby each inserted support-
ing element upon displacement of said lifting member to
the raised position thereof is moved through said support
member past the top end surface thereof so as to form a
load carrying stack of supporting elements;

(c) a support plate insertable into engagement with said
support member at the top end thereof above a supporting
element accommodated therein, said support plate being
formed in such a manner that when inserted it permits
upward displacement of a supporting element when the
same is partly situated within said support member, but
prevents downward movement of said supporting element
when the same has been raised above the top end surface
of said support member; and
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(d) a vertically upright guiding tube aligned with said sup-

port member at a distance above said support plate, when
inserted, in order to enclose said stack of supporting ele-

ments to prevent horizontal movement thereof and of
individual supporting elements inserted therein, the entire

weight of the load being carried by said suck.

4,427,182

STAKE AND FORM REMOVAL DEVICE
Victor F. Marik, Houston, Tex., assignor to Form A Stake Lifts,

• In :., Houston, Tex.

Filed Jun. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,454

Int. a.' B66F 3/00
U.S. a. 254—131 4 Oaims

mouth by said blower in accordance with said signal to

maintain said nng substantially equal to the rate of evolu-

tion of gas in said converter during at least part of the

oxygen blowing of a charge therein.

4,427,184

TAPHOLE APPARATUS
Rupert Steinwider, and Paul Weitzer, both of Vienna, Austria,

assignors to Veitscher Magnesitwerke-Actien-Gesellschaft,
Vienna, Austria

Filed Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 345,273
Oaims priority, application Austria, Feb. 5, 1981, 524/81

Int. O.' C21C 5/46
U.S. O. 266-45 2 Oaims

1. A tool for removal of form material from around a slab,

said tool comprising:

A housing having a wall, an upper surface depending from
said wall, and a stake passing aperture extending through
said upper surface,

a lever member attached at one end to said housing;

said housing includes means for separating stake components
from form components of said form material and further

including means for removing said stake components from
the subsurface, said separating means including a series of

spaced teeth formed at one end of said wall of said hous-

ing, and said removing means including both an interior

stake passageway through said housing communicating
with said stake passing aperture through said upper sur-

face of said housing and said series of spaced teeth.

4,427,183

GAS CONTROL SYSTEM FOR STEEL-MAKING
CONVERTERS

Karl-Rudolf Hegemann, Am krausen Biiumchen 1, 4300 Essen-

Bergerhausen, and Helmut Weissert, Zunftwiese 79, 4630
Bochum-Hiltrop, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Nov. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 321,071

Int. 0.3 C21B 13/00

U.S. O. 266—44 4 Oaims
1. A method of operating a gas removal system for a steel-

making converter wherein said system includes a converter

having a mouth and adapted to receive a charge to be top

blown in said converter, a hood forming a passage communi-
cating with said mouth and provided with a closure ring mov-
able toward and away from said mouth, a seal between said

ring and said hood defining an annular chamber surrounding

said hood and communicating with said passage to a blower
connected with said hood for evacuating gases from said con-

verter, said method comprising the steps of:

(a) measuring gas pressure in said chamber;

(b) converting the gas pressure measured in step (a) into an

actual-value control signal representing the magnitude of

the measured gas pressure; and

(c) regulating the rate at which gas is evacuated from said

r

\
i

r~

5

1. A taphole apparatus for a steel-making converter, which is

comprised of a series of refractory blocks each defining a bore

and the bores being aligned to define respective and successive

sections of the taphole, the bore of a first one of the refractory

blocks at a hot inlet end of the taphole being funnel-shaped and
the bore of a last one of the refractory blocks at a cold outlet

end of the taphole having a smaller diameter than the funnel-

shaped bore at the hot inlet end. the bores of the refractory

blocks, except for the first block, being cylindrical and the

diameters of the bores being gradually reduced in the direction

of the cold outlet end

4,427,185

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GASEOUS CLEANING
OF ALUMINUM

Oifford J. Meyer, Terre Haute, Ind., assignor to Atlantic Rich-

field Company, Denver, Colo.

Filed Not. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 444,537

Int. O.i C22B 21/06

U.S. O. 266—220 5 Oaims
I. Improved apparatus for sparging molten metal compos-

ing, in combination:

a sparging box having opposite sides partially defining a

flow channel for molten metal, an end with a molten metal

inlet at said end and an opposite end with a molten metal

outlet at said opposite end, said box also including an open
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top and a base assembly extending between the sides and
ends to derine the flow channel, said base assembly includ-

ing a generally planar, horizonul surface defining an
internal surface for the box;

plurality of removable, vertical, spaced baffles in the box
extending between the sides, transverse to the direction of
metal flow through the box, alternate ones of said baffles

supported from the top and spaced from the base, the

remaining intermediate baffles resting on the bottom sur-

face and extending partially from said bottom surface

' ^6
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4.427,187

SUPPORTS FOR PRODUCTS IN A STEEL-MAKING
FURNACE

Michel Deojs, Marly le Roi, FnuMC, Mrignor to Stein Henrtey
Societe Anoajnne, Ris Oraogiiv France

FUed Jon. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 391,862
Claims priority, application France, Jnl. 1, 1981, 81 13205

Int. a.3 F27D i/02
U.S. a. 266-274 9 cUda,

upward to define a serpentine pathway for the metal flow
through the box; and

said base assembly also including a shaped, gas permeable
block in the assembly, said block permeable to a sparging

gas flow, said block having a portion thereof defining a

plurality of discrete^ surface areas for discharge of sparg-

ing gas into a molten metal stream in the box, said surface

areas lying in the plane of the bottom surface; and
said block including means for transport of a gas flow

through the block.
|

4,427,186

LIQU1IM:00LED lance for blowing OXYGEN
ONTO A STEEL BATH

Gcrardtts P. Biilinnaan, Velsen-Zoid, Netherlands, assignor to
Estel HoogOTens B.V., Ijmuiden, Netherlands

Filed Sep. lA, 1982, Ser. No. 423,440
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Oct. 1, 1981.

8104474

Int. a.5 C21C 5/n
U.S. a. 266—225
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1. In a liquid-cooled lance for blowmg oxygen onto a bath of
molten steel, the lance having a tip from which a primary
supply of oxygen is blown onto the bath, a rear end opposite
the tip, a central duct for the delivery of the pnmary supply of
oxygen to the tip, a double tube system outside the said central
duct for the supply and removal of cooling liquid, a plurality of
secondary nozzles disposed around the periphery of the lance
and axially spaced from the tip through which a secondary
supply of oxygen is blown onto the bath and means for the
delivery of the secondary supply of oxygen to the secondary
nozzles, the improvement that the said means for the delivery
of the secondary supply of oxygen comprises a plurality of
separate supply conduits arranged in parallel within the lance,
the said separate supply conduits for the secondary nozzles
being connected to a common external oxygen supply conduit
at the rear end of the lance.

I A support assembly for steel products in a furnace, com-
prising:

a water-cooled support extending horizontally in said fur-
nace; and

at least one stud projecting upwardly from and mounted on
said support for spacing said products from said support
while carrying said products in said furnace, said stud
comprising:

an upwardly extending cylindrical body having a base
secured to said support, an upper part adapted to under-
lie said products and spaced from said base, and an
outwardly peripheral recess extending from said base to
said upper part but terminating below a contact surface
between said upper part and said products, and

a cylindrical insulating envelope composed of fibrous
material received in said recess and having subsuntially
the same outer diameter as said upper part.

4,427 188
EXTENSIBLE STRUT FOR USE IN DEVICE SUCH AS A

GAS SPRING
Akihiro Shinokura, Higashi Minemachi, and Tomio Imaizumi,

Kawasaki, both of Japan, assignors to Tokico Ltd., Kawasaki,
Japan

Filed May 28, 1982, Ser. No. 383,198
Oaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 3, 1981, 56-81654[U]

Int. a.J F16F 9/10. 9/32
L.S. a. 267-64.12 4 Claims

1. An extensible strut comprising a cylinder, a rod guided by
the cylinder and slidably extending to the outside through one
end of the cylinder, said rod having first and second axially

contiguous recesses provided in the outer circumference
thereof, said recesses having oppositely inclined surfaces defin-
ing therebetween a projecting portion, a locking member
selectively and rockingly located in either of said first and
second recesses, said locking member having a generally V-
shaped longitudinal cross-section and including first and sec-

ond axially spaced and radially outwardly extending leg por-
tions, resilient means for biasing said locking member radially
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inwardly whereby said locking member snappingly moves
between said first and second recesses, a retaining element
provided in the cylinder and projecting radially inwardly, and
a releasing element provided in the cylinder and projecting
radially inwardly by an amount larger than that of the retain-

ing element, said retaining element and releasing element being
spaced axially by an amount larger than that between the first

and second leg portions of the locking member, the arrange-
ment being such that when the locking member is located in

the second recess and between the retaining and locking ele-

ments, the first leg portion is adapted to engage with the retain-

ing element thereby preventing the movement of the rod in

one direction and the second leg portion is adapted to engage
with the releasing element in response to the movement of the
rod in the other direction whereby the locking member is

moved to the first recess.

4,427,189

SHOCK ABSORBING ASSEMBLY
Toahlmitiu Kimura, Fqjisawa, and Yutaka Ohmura, Zushi, both

of Japan, assignors to Nissan Motor Co., Ltd., Yokohama,
Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 155,024, Jun. 2, 1980, abandoned. This

application Aug. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 405,628

Qaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 4, 1979, 54-70452

Int. a.J F16F 1/37
U.S. a. 267—139 1 Qaim

1. A shock absorbing assembly comprising a core member
having a sidewall extending longitudinally between proximal
and distal ends and being molded of a low density elastomeric

material, fastening means for mounting the assembly such as a

stud bolt, nut or the like inserted before molding and embed-
ded in the proximal end of said core member, said core member
being formed with a plurality of longitudinally spaced annular

anchoring grooves extending substantially inwardly and posi-

tioned on said sidewall between the proximal and distal ends,

and a cover member molded of a high density elastomeric

material enclosing therein said core member inserted before

molding said cover member, the inner surfaces of said cover
member overlying the sidewall of the core being formed with

a plurality of similarly longitudinally spaced ridges engaging
the anchoring grooves of said core member, said ridges extend-

ing subsuntially inwardly sufficient to restrain deformation of

said core member.

4,427,190

APPARATUS FOR PRESSURE ATTACHING CONVEYOR
BELT CONNECTORS

Hermann Stola, Muchlheim, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Mato Maschinen- und Metallwarenfabrik Curt Matthaci

GmbH A Co. KG, Offenbach, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Sep. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 300,815

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 24,

1980,3040092

Int. a.) B25B 1/14

U.S. a. 269—32 4 Qaimi
1. In an apparatus for attaching, by means nf pressure, con-

nector elements to the ends of a conveyor belt, having frame

means (2'), first and second clamping rails (1, 2) one of which

is movable relative to the other for clamping a belt end be-

tween the two clamping rails into a fixed position for said

attaching, a clamping mechanism including rocking lever

means (4) pivoted to said frame means, tie rod means (3) for

movably securing said movable clamping rail (I) to the rocking
lever means (4), pull rod means (5), means (6, 7) including
biasing spring means (6) operatively connected to said rocking
lever means (4), the improvement comprising a single clamp-
ing lever (9) and toggle means having a dead point operatively

connecting said single clamping lever (9) to said pull rod means
(5) for clamping and releasing said movable rail relative to the
other rail, at least one of said clamping rails being hollow, said

clamping mechanism being mounted inside said hollow clamp-
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ing rail, and wherein said toggle means comprise a first toggle

member (8) forming a tensioning bar for said spring means (6)

and a second toggle member (14) having its one end rigidly

connected to said single clamping lever (9) and its other end
pivoted (at 14) to said first toggle member (8), said first and
second toggle members (8 and 14) being so positioned relative

to each other that said pivoted end (14') is moved beyond the

dead point of the toggle means for self-locking of the toggle

means which prevents an unwanted relea.se of the single clamp-
ing lever (9) and for a self-locking closing of the clamping
mechanism.

4.427,191

PANEL CLAMP
Stanley E. Hess, 320 W. Fourth St., Ashland, Ohio 44805

Filed Jun. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 391,493

Int. a.) B25B 1/20
U.S. a. 269-43 7 Claims

1. A clamp preventing warping of a panel formed from

edge-glued boards, during gluing of said boards, said clamp
comprising:

first and second opposing jaw means for maintaining boards

in lateral registration, each jaw means being tubular and

having a central longitudinal axis and opposing first and

second ends, said respective first and second ends of said

first and second jaw means opposing cacf} other, respec-

tively;

adjustment means, proximate each of said respective op-

posed first and second ends of said jaw meant, for engag-

ing said jaw means, adjusting the separation of said jaw
means and retaining said jaw means in position during use.

said adjustment means comprising first threaded nut

means for engaging a threaded article, said nut means
being disposed within and being attached to said first jaw
member ofTset from said axis proximate said first end of

said first jaw member, a threaded rod for engaging said

first nut means, said rod having a head, and said second

jaw member includes, proximate iti first end. an aperture
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for receiving said rod to engage said head and said second being inclined to said predetermined traveling direction, said
jaw member.

f,rst and second rows extending skew to one another so as to

4,427,192

DISPENSER VACUUM SYSTEM
Rkhard T. Kashniaul, Ddlas, and James E. Webb, Richardson,

both of Tex^ asngnora to Docutel Corporation, Irving, Tex.
Filed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 297,613

lat a.J B65H J/OS
U.S. a. 271-11 10 Qaims

^ « ^
?r

4. A vacuum/pressure supply for a document dispenser
having a vacuum cup as part of a picker head for removing a

document from a stack, comprising in combmation:
a cylinder having first and second chambers each containmg

a sliding piston.

means for interconnecting the piston of each chamber into a
single operating unit,

a first port in each chamber opening therein on the same side
of the piston in the respective chamber,

a manifold for interconnecting the first port of each chamber
into a single vacuum/pressure supply source,

means for interconnecting said manifold to the vacuum cup
of the picker head.

means for driving the pistons of each chamber relative to the
respective chamber and the picker head for removing a

document from the stack, and
means for pivotally mounting the cylinder for oscillating

action when dnving the pistons relative to the respective
chambers, wherein a vacuum is applied to said vacuum
cup by said vacuum/pressure supply source during a first

portion of said oscillating action, said vacuum/pressure
supply source applying a pressure to said vacuum cup
during a second portion of said oscillating action

4,427,193

SHEET GRIPPING ARRANGEMENT
Peter Katalert; Helmut Schone; Hans Johne, all of Radebeul;
Amdt Jentzsch; Victor HefFtler, both of Coswig; Werner
Kiilinert, Radebeul; Rainer Karl, Coswig; Norbert Dittmann;
Heioer Fink, both of Dresden, and Karl-Heinz Preussger.
Meissen, all of German Democratic Rep., assignors to Veb
Kofflbinat Polygraph "Werner Lamberz" Leipzig, Leipzig,
German Democratic Rep.

Filed Oct. 20, 1980, Ser. No. 199,044
Claims priority, application German Democratic Rep., Oct.

25, 1979, 216448

Int. a.3 B65H 29/06
UA a. 271-277 II Qaims

1. A sheet gripping arrangement for sheet-processing ma-
chines, comprising a sheet-gripping member having an outer
sheet-supporting surface contacting a sheet being processed
and a counter sheet-gripping member having a counter sheet-

supporting surface, said sheet-gripping member and said

counter sheet-gripping member holding a sheet being pro-
cessed in a predetermined traveling direction, said outer sheet-

supporting surface including a plurality of projections posi-

tioned in a first and a second rows, at least one of said rows

V////////////WWMV.V//.

form an oblique raster, each of said projections having the
shape of a slim truncated cone.

4,427,194

APPARATUS FOR USE IN ARM WRESTLING OR WRIST
PULLING CONTESTS

Exsior Dion, 547 River Rd., Lincoln, R.I. 02865
Filed Dec. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 454,043

Int. a.' A63B 21/2H. 71/00
U.S. a. 273-1 GC 8 Qaims

*^ 12 <,

1 Apparatus for conducting arm wrestling contest between
a pair of opposed contestants comprising a frame adapted for

upright positioning on a contest surface and defining an arcu-
ately-shaped track, an elongated lever arm having upper and
lower ends, said lever arm pivotally supported at its lower end
proximate said contest surface and engaged in said track at its

upper end for side-to-side arcuate movement within the limits

defined by said frame, said arm including a pair of laterally

spaced hand grip portions positioned along the extent of said
arm intermediate the ends thereof, signal means including
activation means positioned on said frame at the opposite ends
of said track for contact by said arm when moved to either of
Its side-to-side limits for activating said signal means.

8. The apparatus of claim 1 in combination with a table and
opposed benches which elevate contestants sitting on said

benches such that their legs cannot reach the ground or be
braced to the table or bench legs or can their inactive arms
reach the table corners and the like.

4,427,195

TENNIS RACTCET WITH VARIABLE BALANCE AND
WEIGHT

Paul F. M. Hufenus, 16 me de la Costa, 34 IIO Frontignan,
France

Continuation of Ser. No. 776,726, Mar. 11, 1977, abandoned,
which is a division of Ser. No. 537,105, Dec. 23, 1974, Pat. No.

4.027,881. This application May 2, 1979, Ser. No. 35,387
Int. Q.' A63B 49/12. 49/08

U.S. Q. 273-73 J 6 Qaims
1 Tennis racket comprising a frame and a handle attached to

said frame, said frame having a base adjacent the handle, and a
portion remote from said handle, said handle comprising a grip
at the end thereof remote from the base of said frame, an
elongated guide member extending between said grip and the
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base of the frame, a movable member slidably mounted on said
guide member, and means for releasably reuining said movable
member at any one of a plurality of different positions along
said guide member, said frame comprising a weight at the
portion remote from the handle such that the center of gravity
of the racket is situated between the geometric center of the

'»

frame and the base of the frame at a distance less than 5 cm
from said geometric center when said movable member is

closest to the base of the frame, wherein said handle has a

longitudinal opening between said frame and grip, and means
for removably attaching the ends of said guide member to said

frame and grip respectively, said attaching means comprising
screw means for adjusting the tension of said guide means.

circumference of said disc, said portion being movable in

opposite directions from a rest position along a path that is

generally tangent to the circumference of said disc at the
location where said stop member engages a notch;

means for biasing said index arm means so thai said portion
IS biased toward said rest position;

pivot arm means attached to said portion of said index arm
means and being pivotable relative thereto, said pivot arm
means carrying said slop member which engages one of
said notches when said pivot arm means is pivoted toward
said disc;

means for biasing said pivot arm means toward said disc;

latch means carried by said index arm means for retaining
said pivot arm means out of engagement with said disc and
for releasing said pivot arm means when operated,

means for operating said latch means to release said index
arm means in response to activation thereof

4,427,197

CONSTRUCTION FOR THREE DIMENSIONAL
LOGICAL TOY

Paul R. Doose, 1903 Greenneld Ave., Im Angeles, Calif. 90025
Filed Nov. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,767

Int. Q.J A63F 9/Ofi

U.S. Q. 273-153 S 22 Qaims

4,427,196

ROTATABLE REEL INDEXING HAVING SHOCK
ABSORBING CAPABILITY

Donald E. Hooker, Wilmette, and Roman A. Tojza, Chicago,
both of III., assignors to Bally Manufacturing Corporation,
Chicago, III.

Division of Ser. No. 119,217, Feb. 7, 1980, abandoned. This

application Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305.480

Int. Q.' A63F 5/04
U.S. Q. 273-143 R 27 Qaims

1. Apparatus for stopping a rouuble reel of the type that is

used in an amusement or game device and which has at least

one associated circular disc with a plurality of recessed notches
positioned along the circumference thereof, said notches being
adapted to receive a stop member for stopping roution of the

disc and reel, said apparatus comprising:

mounting means for attaching said apparatus to a frame
structure of said game device;

index arm means movably attached to said mounting means
and having a portion located immediately adjacent the

1 A game cube of selectively moveable surface blcKks and
each side of the cube comprised of a center block, four corner
bl(Kks and an edge bl(x;k adjacent the center bUxk between
each pair of corner blocks, the corner and edge blocks of
adjacent sides of the cube being ct)mmon one with the other,

a cross disposed within the moveable surface bIcKks and
with oppositely extending legs on three right angularly

related axes and means rolatably coupling the center

blocks to said cross,

the cube being truncated on three parallel pairs of right

angularly related planes separating the said moveable
surface blocks each with an identifiable face exposed at

the exterior of the cube and with adjacent interface sides

slideable one against the other, the inner sides of the cen-
ter blocks and inner edges of the edge bl(Kks together
forming a spherical internal cavity with inwardly disposed
bearing races at the planes of truncation,

there being anchors extending inwardly from the edge
blocks and corner blocks and having outwardly disposed
shoulders slideable against the bearing races, for separate

rotatable movement of groups of blocks comprising each
side of the cube,

and an interface side of at least one of said surface blocks
having an inclined truncated surface with an apex at the

bearing race of any one of said center blocks to engage
with a next adjacent interface side of a block slideable

thereagainsl.
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4,427,198

BINGO GAME WITH SPECIAL MARKER
Kanetk LaRae, 33508 Ednoaton, FarmiBftoa Hills, Mich.

48204

Filed Job. 29, 1981, Scr. No. 278,756

lat CL' A63F 3/06

VS. CL 273—269 4CUiiiia

^ /
. .-^ .^r
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1. In combination:

a Bingo card having an array of numbers arranged in five

rows, each row having five numbers;

at least three relatively thin bingo markers removably dis-

posed on at least three selected numbers on the card for

covering such numbers, said first bingo markers having a

first thickness;

a fourth Bingo marker formed of a transparent material and
having a second thickness substantially greater than said

fourth thickness, and disposed on the Bingo card on a fifth

number which when combined with said selected numbers
forms a winning Bingo combination, said fourth marker

presenting an image offset from the position of the fourth

number on the card when placed upon such number and

the user is viewing the fourth number at an oblique angle

with respect to the Bingo card.

I

4,427,199

TARGET SCORING SYSTEM
DoaaM L. Faith, 1503 Park Rd^ SE^ Atlanta, Ga. 30315

FUcd Sep. 13, 1978, Scr. No. 941,948

lat a.J F41J 5/06 .

V£. CL 273—371 '

23 Claims

1. A system for scoring hit targets, each including a sensor

for producing a hit signal when said target is hit by a projectile

from a marksman, comprising:

a control module including means for producing a start signal

and, a given time thereafter, a stop signal and means for

manually setting said given time; and

a plurality of timer modules each connected to said control

module and to at least one sensor including first counter

means for counting a predetermined number of hit signals

between said start and stop signals, second counter means
for counting the time, between said start signal and said stop

signal, required to count said predetermined number of hit

signals, means for manually choosing and setting said prede-

termined number from a plurality of numbers, and means for

displaying the counted number of hits and time.

17. A system for scoring hit targets, each including a sensor

for producing a hit signal when said target is hit by a projectile,

at least one of said targets producing a disqualify signal when
hit by a projectile, comprising:

means for producing a start signal including first means respon-

sive to a sound for producing sid start signal and second

means responsive to the counting of a given number for

producing said start signal and switch means for enabling

said first means and disabling said second means in a first

condition and disabling said first means and enabling said

second means in a second condition;

means connected to said start signal producing means and

adapted for connection to said sensors for counting hit sig-

nals produced after said start signal; and

means for disabling said counting means and producing an

indication when said disqualify signal is produced.

4,427,200

SEAL STRUCTURE OF END PART OF LIQUID
SEPARATION TUBE

Norio Ikeyama; Noboo Sotoma, and Shnsakn Tamam, all of

Osaka, Japan, assignors to Nitto Electric Industrial Co., Ltd^
Osaka, Japan

FUed Feb. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 347,614

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 24, 1981, 56-26663;

Feb. 24, 1981, 56-26664

Int a.3 F16J 15/46

U.S. a. 277—3 10 Claims

1. A seal structure for an end part of a liquid separation tube

having a tubular membrane inside a porous support tube, said

seal structure comprising:

a packing adapted to be inserted into an end of said liquid

separation tube, said packing having a tubular section and

an annular projection on the end thereof, said tubular

section having an outside diameter equal to or slightly

larger than the inside diameter of said separation tube; and

a tubular adapter adapted to be inserted into said packing

and having an outside diameter equal to or slightly larger

than the inside diameter of said packing, said adapter

having at least one passageway in the wall thereof

comunicating with at least one annular groove formed in

the outer circumferential wall of said adapter or the inner

circumferential wall of said packing,

whereby when liquid under pressure is passed through said

separation tube, the liquid fills said annular groove and

compresses said packing against the inside of said separa-

tion tube, forming a seal.
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4,427,201 4427Jft3DOUBLE SEAL HAVING VIBRATION DAMPING AND SEALING ASSEMBLY FOrSoTATABLE SHAFTS

^^^.S. "t^^ "'•• '^'^ '° Allis-Chalmer. Filed Jul. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 400,910

^^^^A^S'^^i^ ^ ai,.«
lni.a.yFl6J 15/34.15/40,15/54

FUed Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,823 U.S. Q. 277—81 R
Int. a.J F16J 15/16. 15/32

16ClaiM

VS. a. 277—24 lOQaims

4,427,202

COMBINATION STATIC OIL SEAL AND ROTARY DUST
SEAL

Robert R. Backlin, Crete, III., assignor to Allis-Chalmers Corpo-
ration, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,829
Int. a.J F16J 15/32. 15/38

VS. a. 277-68 10 Claims

1. A combination seal assembly comprising, a stationary
means, a rotating member rotating within said sutionary
means, a combination seal mounted on said stationary means
and engaging said rotating member including, a seal support
for supporting said seal on said stationary means, a primary seal

lip providing an internal oil seal, a secondary seal lip providing
an external seal, an intermediate oil permeated medium form-
ing an interface with said primary seal lip and said secondary
seal lip and lubricating said secondary seal lip, means defining
perforations in said primary seal lip to allow oil to permeate
said medium, said seal combination thereby providing a pri-

mary internal oil seal and a secondary external dust seal on said
rotating member.

1. A combination oil seal and dust seal assembly comprising,
a stationary means, a rotating member, an oil seal mounted on
said stationary means engaging said routing member, a dust
seal carried on said rotating member and engaging said station-

ary means, a dust slinger carried on said rotating member
shielding said dust seal and thereby providing a combination
seal assembly between said stationary means and said rotating

member.

1. A sealing assembly for use in a high pressure environment
with a device having a rotauble shaft, comprising:

stationary seal means associated with said device and having
an opening generally conforming to said routable shaft;
and

rotatable seal means including means facing said high pres-
sure environment for engaging and cooperating with said
stationery seal means for effecting a seal therebetween,
said rotauble seal means being adapted to be mounted on
said rouuble shaft for routional movement therewith,
said rouuble seal means including means facmg said high
pressure environment for engaging and cooperating with
said routable shaft for eftecting a seal therebetween;

said rotauble seal means also including a collar having an
opening generally conforming to said rouuble shaft, said

collar having a recess surrounding said opening dimen-
sioned larger than said opening to receive a seal insert,

said seal insert having an opening generally conforming to
said rotatable shaft comprising at least a portion of said
means facing said high pressure environment for engaging
and cooperating with said rotatable shaft, said stationery
seal means having a sealing surface adapted to cooperate
with a corresponding surface of said seal insert, said corre-
sponding surface of said seal insert comprising said means
facing said high pressure environment for engaging and
cooperating with said sutionery seal means for efTecting a

seal therebetween, said corresponding surface of said seal

insert having a groove defining a lip facing said high
pressure environment so as to be formed under pressure
into sealing engagement with said rotauble shaft, said lip

being defined in part by a surface defining said shaft con-
forming opening in said seal insert and also being defined
in part by a surface defining a portion of said groove.

4,427,204

MECHANICAL END FACE SEAL
David W. Alley, Rte. #1, Box 1003, Henphill, Tex. 75948

Filed Jan. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 458,180

Int. a.' F16J 15/34
U.S. a. 277-85 20 Gains

I. A mechanical end face seal assembly for a rotary shaft

comprising;

a cylindrical stationary seat surrounding said shaft, having a
central bore and at least one sealing end face,

a cylindrical washer surrounding said shaft and movable
longitudinally thereof into sealing engagement with said

seat end face,

said washer having a central bore and a sealing face at one
end engageable with said seat end face and having a coun-
terbore at the other end,

a hollow cylindrical O-ring reuiner surrounding said shaft

and positioned within said washer counterbore.
said O-ring retainer having a centrally located peripheral
groove on its outer surface and at least two laterally-
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spaced, substantially-parallel, peripheral grooves in the

inner surface thereof,

an O-ring positioned in said O-ring retainer outer groove to

form a seal between said outer surface of said O-ring

retainer and said washer counterbore,

a plurality of O-rings positioned one in each of said inner

surface grooves in said O-ring retainer to form a seal

between the outside diameter of said shaft and said O-ring

holder and supporting said retainer on said shaft with

substantially no wear thereon during extended periods of

operation, and
spring means biasing said washer longitudinally of said shaft

into sealing engagement with said seat.

said shaft intermediate said inner circumferential region

and said outer circumferential region; whereby
said sealing element curvature provides an increasing inside

diameter of said sealing element along the axial distance of
said shaft from said circular sealing contact area to said

expanded inner circumference.

4,427,206

OIL SEAL ASSEMBLY WITH UNBONDED BACKUP
RING

Masahiro Sugiyama, Hiratsaka, Japan, assignor to Keeper Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 13, 1983, Ser. No. 503,559

Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 20, 1982, 57-

108884[U]; Jul. 26, 1982, 57-lI2220[U]

Int. a.3 F16J 15/32

U.S. a. 277—153 3 Oaims

4,427,205

RADIAL SHAFT SEALING RING
Helmut Holzcr, Weinheim, and Peter Ehrmann, Hemsbach,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Firma Carl Freu-

denberg, Weinheim, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Jul. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 399,798

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 19,

1981, 3150472

Int. a.3 F16J 15/32

U.S. a. 277—134 11 Oaims

/

1. A radial shaft sealing ring for sealing ofT a medium com-
prising:

a holding ring surrounding said shaft;

a flat circular sealing element fabricated from a polymer

material having an outer circumferential region and a bore

therethrough defming an inner circumference for provid-

ing a passage for said shaft; wherein,

said outer circumferential region of said sealing element is

mounted in said holding ring;

said sealing element is curved from said outer circumferen-

tial region to said inner circumference in the direction

toward said sealed-off medium whereby said sealing ele-

ment surrounds said shaft with a variable inside diameter;

said sealing element is expanded away from said shaft in the

region adjacent said inner circumference;

said sealing element contacts said shaft intermediate said

outer circumferential region and said inner circumference

thereby providing a circular sealing contact area wherein

said sealing element is absent additional mechanical means

urging compressive contact of said sealing element with

1. An oil seal assembly for forming a seal between a wall of

a machine housing and a rotatable shaft extending through said

wall to prevent a fluid from leaking from inside to the outside

of said housing through the gap between said wall and said

shaft, said oil seal assembly comprising:

an elastic seal ring made of an elastic material and having a

base portion for fitting to said wall, a lip portion with a lip

edge for resilient sliding contact with the surface of said

shaft, and a lip neck portion through which said lip por-

tion is connected to said base portion;

a reinforcement member made of a comparatively stiff mate-

rial and associated with said base portion of said elastic

seal ring; and

a backup ring made of a synthetic resin and seated in a gap

formed between the inner peripheral surface of said lip

neck portion and the radially inward portion of said rein-

forcement ring without being bonded to said lip neck

poriion and to said radially inward poriion of said rein-

forcement ring.

4,427,207

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM PROVIDING EQUALIZED LOAD
ON IMPLEMENT SUPPORT WHEELS

Alexander T. GafTord, La Porte, Ind., assignor to Allis-Chalmers

Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Not. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 321,318

Int. a.5 B62D 33/08

U.S. a. 280—43.23 3 Qaims
1. An implement having a laterally extending frame, sup-

poried on at least four vertically adjustable suppori wheels and

adapted to be connected in draft relation to a tractor character-

ized by,

first and second laterally spaced pairs of wheel supports

rotatably supporting said wheels and pivotally connected

to laterally spaced points on said frame for individual

vertical swinging movement about axes transverse to the

direction of movement of said implement when supported

by said wheels,

first and second double-acting hydraulic master cylinders

operatively interposed between said frame and said first

pair of said wheel supports,

first and second hydraulic slave cylinders operatively inter-
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posed between said frame and said second pair of wheel
supports,

a source of pressurized hydraulic fluid including a pump and
fluid reservoir,

conduit means connecting first corresponding ends of said
master cylinders in parallel to said source of pressurized
hydraulic fluid,

conduit means connecting second corresponding ends of
said master cylinders in parallel.

extending in the peripheral direction of the tire rotation, the
height of each rib and the spacing between successive ribs

decreasing outwardly from said vehicle.

conduit means connecting first corresponding ends of said
slave cylinders in parallel, and

conduit means connecting said second corresponding ends
of said master cylinders in series with said first corre-
sponding ends of said slave cylinders,

said master and slave cylinders being operable to evenly
raise and lower said frame and the parallel connections of
said master and slave cylinders providing equalized load
upon said support wheels.

4,427,208

MUDGUARD
Heinz-Henning Jiirges, Am Rugen End 13, D - 2150 Buxtehude,

Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Apr. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 364,253

Qainu priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 8,

1981, 8110658

Int. a.3 B62B 9/16
U.S. a. 280—153 R 5 Qaims

4,427.209

BICYCLE FRAME
Norimasa MoriU, 420 Shizuoka, Hontori 7-2-11 Orange Man-

sion 4FB, Shizuoka, Japan
Filed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 349.056

Int. a.' B62K 3/00. 19/30
U.S. a. 280-281 R ,3 Qaims

1. A bicycle frame comprising a looped tube assembly hav-
ing a front tube loop, a pair of spaced, parallel rear lube Icxips.

and an interconnection means for intercnnnecting said from
tube loop and said pair of rear tube loops, wherein said from
tube loop has connected thereto a conventional head tube and
front fork assembly, said front tube loop with said head tube
forming a substantially quadrilateral structure with upper and
lower rearward bends; each of said rear tube loops form sub-
stantially quadrilateral structures of generally diamond shape
with top and bottom, and front and rear bends, and. wherein
said means for interconnecting said front tube loop and said

pair or rear tube loops comprises an interconnecting structural
device which engages the inside of the upper rearward bend of
said front tube loop and the inside of the from bends of said

tube loops which are arranged on each side of said upper
rearward bend of said front tube loop

4.427,210

WHEELCHAIR AND OCCUPANT RESTRAINT SYSTEM
Henk Wevers. Kingston. Canada, assignor to Queen's University

at Kingston. Kingston. Canada
Filed Sep. 17. 1982. Ser. No. 419,382

Qaims priority, application Canada, Mar. 2. 1982, 397403
Int. Q.' B60P 7/08; A62B 35/00

U.S. Q. 280-289 WC 5 Claims

"-.''" X

1. A mudguard for motor vehicles, especially heavy goods
'

vehicles, comprising an arched portion adapted to be mounted
to the vehicle above the tire thereof and a splash protection *• A wheelchair tie down apparatus for use in a vehicle
edge having in cross-section an arcuate section and a radially provided with anchor means, in a designated tie down fliwr
drawn in section facing the tire, said splash protection edge area, adjacent each corner of said wheelchair, comprising
having a plurality of ribs on its inner surface facing the tire and a pair of bracket means each arranged for mounting on
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respective laterally spaced apart frame members of said

wheelchair, adjacent the rear and seat thereof;

a first pair of flexible straps, each strap having a tethered end
for connection to a respective one of said anchor means
adjacent the front of said wheelchair, and a distal end
having a wheelchair engaging means;

a second pair of flexible straps, each strap having a tethered

end for connection to a respective one of said anchor

means adjacent the rear of said wheelchair, and a distal

end having means for engaging said bracket means;

a third pair of flexible straps, each strap having a tethered

end connected to a respective one of said bracket means
and extendible around the hips of an occupant in said

wheelchair to a distal end arranged to releasably and

adjustably engage with the distal end of the other of said

third pair of straps so as to secure said occupant in said

wheelchair;

each said bracket being arranged on its respective said frame

member such that its associated straps of said second and

third pairs respectively lie, in operational position, in a

substantially straight line so as to transmit forces applied

to said third pair of straps directly to said anchor means
for said second pair of straps.

4,427,211

GRAIN DRILL TRAILER
Charles Bmiia, and Lynn Bnina, both of Rte. 4, Marysville,

Kans. 66508

Filed Jon. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 389,176

Int. a.3 B60P 3/06

UJS. a. 280—402 11 Qaims

11. In combination, a machine to be transported and a carrier

for said machine,

said machine being provided with ground wheel means,

said carrier including a bed having a pair of ends and ground
wheel means at one of said ends,

said bed normally sloping upwardly toward its wheel means
with the opposite of said ends resting on the ground; and

means on the machine for raising said opposite end off the

ground after the machine is loaded on the bed while leav-

ing the wheel means of the machine on the ground

whereby, upon placement of the machine and carrier

under tow as a unit, the wheel means of both the carrier

and the machine become rolling supports for said unit.

4,427,212 I

ARRANGEMENT FOR DETACHABLE COUPLING OF A
TRAILER WITH PIVOTING WHEELS TO A BALL HITCH

OF A VEHICLE
Veikko Leriiaho, and Esko K. Poitto, both of Helsinki, Finland,

usignora to Esko Poitto Oy, Helsinki, Finland

Filed Mar. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 354,166

Claims priority, application Finland, Mar. 5, 1981, 810696

Int a.} B60D J/06

US. a. 280—511 2 Claims

2. Arrangement for detachable coupling of a trailer equipped

with pivoting wheels to a ball hitch of a vehicle, said arrange-

ment comprising: a coupling receptacle at the forward end of

the trailer to receive the ball hitch; a locking member to lock

the ball hitch in the coupling receptacle; and means to prevent

the trailer from rotating about a vertical axis through the ball

hitch, said means for preventing rotation of the trailer about a

vertical axis through the ball hitch comprising at least two
opposing stops Fitted at the forward end of the trailer at such a

distance from each other in the lateral direction that when the

trailer is coupled to the ball hitch of the vehicle the stops bear

or can be brought to bear against corresponding opposing stop

faces at the rear of the vehicle; a rear wall of the coupling
receptacle being open at least in its lower part and the locking

member being a swivelling arched member partially encircling

the coupling receptacle and pivotally attached to the coupling
receptacle by means of a lateral axle so that in one of its ex-

treme positions said arched member at least partially encloses

the open part of the rear wall of the coupling receptacle

thereby preventing detachment of the ball hitch; the arrange-

ment further comprising a lateral bar adapted to be pushed
back and forth along its own length and which has a first

projection, so arranged that with the bar in one extreme posi-

tion and with the arched member in its lock position said. first

projection extends on top of the arched member or a fixed

extension thereof, and a second projection of essentially L-

form in cross-section, said second projection being at such a

distance from the first projection that with the bar in its other

extreme position, in which position the first projection has

been moved from on top of the arched member or its fixed

extension, said second projection is pushed under the arched

member or its fixed extension in order to raise the arched

member; the essentially vertical part of the L-shaped second

projection being bevelled on that edge which is towards the

arched member and of such a height that the arched member is

turned upwards sufficiently for the ball hitch to be detached

from the coupling receptacle.

4,427,213

VEHICLE SUSPENSION WITH RIGID TORQUE BEAM
John E. Raidel, Jr., 2553 S. Pickwick, Springfield, Mo. 65804

Filed Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 341,44^

Int a.} BIOK 23/00
U.S. a. 280—711 8 Qaims

1. In a vehicle suspension assemby for a vehicle having a

frame: a torque beam adapted to be secured to the vehicle

frame at a first point; a spring also adapted to be secured to the

vehicle frame at a second point spaced from the first point; a

first resilient bushing having an outer sleeve adapted to be

firmly secured to the frame; an inner sleeve, an elastomeric

sleeve between the outer and inner sleeve; a pivot extending

through the inner sleeve, and initially rotatable therein; the
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torque beam having spaced arms at its end, one extending
across each end of the inner sleeve, means for non-routably
connecting the said arms to the pivot, so as to restrain rocking
movement of the arms relatively to the inner sleeve; the torque
beam arms extending from the first point toward the second
point, and converting to a closer relation; means connecting
the two arms to form a box-like torque beam; a buffer beam a
second resilient bushing connecting the end of the torque beam
near the second ^joint, to the buffer beam, and another third
resilient bushing connecting the two beams between the first
and second pointe; the spring being attached to the buffer beam
beyond the torque beam, and means to connect the buffer beam
between its resilient bushings to an axle housing.

4,427,214
PROTECTIVE DEVICE FOR MOTORCYCLES

Bjom HiiggkTist, 7 SiTerts VMg, S.132 00 Saltsjo-Boo, Sweden
Filed Jul. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 283,230

Clainu priority, application Sweden, Jul. 14, 1980, 8005146
Int. a.3 B60R 21/04; B62J 17/02. 27/00

VS. a. 280-752 4 c,^^

positioned to engage the knees of a passenger seated on said
seat for restraining forward movement of the lower portion of
the torso of said passenger, said restraining member being
composed of a body deformable by the knees of said passenger
to dissipate energy of forward movement of the passenger,
hinge means for swingably mounting of at least a portion of

1. An arrangement in motorcycles for protecting a motor
cyclist against injury in the event of a collision, comprising a
protective body (1) mounted to the motorcycle in front of the
dnving seat by means of attachment devices and extending
forwards to at least the handle-bars of said motorcycle, and
having a cushioning surface (2,3.4) which faces the upper part
of the body of the motor cyclist, whereat the forward part (6)
of the protective body remote from the motor cyclist forms an
energy-absorbing deformation zone, characterized in that said
cushioning surface (2,3,4) projects in a vertical plane and has
an area of at least 500 cm2, and is of such shape and so inclined
that when the upper part of a motor cyclists' body lies against
said surface, it forms an upwardly directed angle of at least 20*
with a horizontal plane; that the part of the protective body
nearest the motor cyclist is provided with support portions (13)
lying over the thighs and knees of the motor cyclist; that the
attachment means are arranged to break at a given load; and
that means (9) are provided which, when the protective Ixxly
(1) moves relative to the motorcycle, act on the handle-bars in
a manner which causes them to break loose.

4,427,215
PASSIVE LOWER BODY RESTRAINT FOR

AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES
Albert Weichenrieder, Geiseafeld; Horst Krammel, Wettstetten,
and Claude Rion, Ingolstadt, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
Mignors to Audi NSU Auto Union AG, Neckarsnlm, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

FUed Aug. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 290,507
Claims priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 7.

1980,3029913
^

Int a.i B60R 21/04
UA a. 280-752 4 cw^

1. In an automotive vehicle having a passenger compart-
ment, a dashboard at a front seat in said compartment spaced
from said dashboard, the improvement which comprises the
combination therewith of a restraining member affixed to a
lower portion of said dashboard, said restraining member being

said member upon said dashboard at one side of said member to
afford access to a region behind said portion, and a profile
portion on an opposite side of said member form-fittingly
hooking into a complementary portion on said dashboard to
prevent relative slipping of said member and said dashboard
upon the application of force to said member by the knees of
said passenger.

4,427,216
SEAT BELT TENSIONING DEVICE

Masahiko Kato, Okazaki, and Tctsuro Kikuchi, Nukata, both of
Japan, assignors to Nippon Soken, Inc., Nishio, Japan

FUed Aug. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 292,535
Qaims priority, application Japan, Not. 5, 1980. 55-

158338[U]
'

Int a.3 B60R 21/10
VS. a. 280-806 „ cui^

3 1 lag

1. A seat belt tensioning device which is installed in a vehi-
cle, comprises:

a cylinder having a bottomed end and an open end;
a piston which is slidably inserted within said cylinder so as

to move in one direction therealong;
a rod which connects said piston and a seat belt;

a piston pushing means which is provided within said cylin-
der for applying driving force to said piston in said one
direction;

a trigger means which is provided in said open end of said
cylinder for usually locking said rod into said cylinder
overcoming said driving force of said piston pushing
means and releasing said rod from said cylinder to allow
the movement of said piston only at an urgent time such as
upon a vehicle impact;

said trigger means comprising an annular ball bearing which
is insulled between inner wall of said cylinder in said open
end thereof and said rod which is inserted within said
cylinder, said annular ball bearing being composed of a
plurality of rings which are engaged so as to be relatively
rotatable and balls interposed between opposed rings, and
include an innermost ring fixed to said rod and an outer-
most ring fixed to said inner wall of said cylinder;
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each ring being provided with blocking means for blocking

the relative movement of opposed rings in axial direction;

one couple of opposed rings being provided with releasing

means for releasing one ring of said couple from the other

ring thereof at a predetermined angular position to allow

said relative movement blocked by said blocking means;

and

a driving means for applying rotating force to one of said

opposed rings of said couple at an urgent time such as

upon an impact of said vehicle.

4,427,217

SKI ASSEMBLY WITH CARRIER
Bertrand Sauzay, 25 quai Tilsitt, Lyon (Rhone), France

Filed Jun. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 278,428

Claims priority, application France, Jul. 4, 1980, 80 15316

Int. a.J A63C 11/02

U.S. a. 280—814 8 Qaims

'<'•

I- 1

1

I. I

I
:i
/

•s-

,^ ^

1. A ski assembly enabling individual carrying of a single ski

or the carrying of a pair of skis by one hand of a user, said

assembly comprising:

a ski having an upper surface provided with a binding and
having a center of gravity; i

a carrying handle; and

means on said surface and forming part of the ski during

skiing use thereof for movably mounting said handle on
said ski in the region of said center of gravity whereby
said handle is displaceable from a retracted position

wherein said handle overlies said surface and is disposed

below a ski boot, and an extended position wherein said

handle projects outwardly beyond a longitudinal edge of

said ski to enable carrying by a user, said handle being in

the form of a stirrup having a pair of shank, said mounting
means including means hinging said shanks on said surface

to defme a pivot axis for said handle parallel to the longi-

tudinal dimension of the ski and along an edge thereof

whereby said handle can swing through about 180° be-

tween said positions.

6. A ski assembly enabling individual carrying of a single ski

or the carrying of a pair of skis by one hand of a user, said

assembly comprising:

a ski having an upper surface provided with a binding and

having a center of gravity;

a carrying handle; and

means on said surface and forming part of the ski during

skiing use thereof for movably mounting said handle on
said ski in the region of said center of gravity whereby
said handle is displaceable from a retracted position

wherein said handle overlies said surface and is disposed

below a ski boot, and an extended position wherein said

handle projects outwardly beyond a longitudinal edge of

said ski to enable carrying by a user, said handle having

the configuration of a stirrup with two parallel shanks,

said mounting means including a guide plate on said sur-

face, said guide plate being formed with guide channels

respectively receiving said shanks whereby said handle is

displaceable between said positions in a direction perpen-

dicular to the longitudinal axis of said ski and in a plane

parallel to said surface.

4,427^18
PRESSURE CONDUIT CONNECTING DEVICE

Claude Duvet, and Michel lato, both of Pau, France, assignors to

Societe Nationale Elf Aquitalne (Production), Courbevoie,

France

Filed Feb. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 235,596

Claims priority, application France, Feb. 22, 1980, 80 03941

Int. a.3 F16L 27/04
U.S. a. 285—184 12 Qaims

1. A connecting device for connecting to each other respec-

tive ends of a first conduit and a second conduit, the connect-

ing device comprising:

a tubular cylindrical male connecting piece fixed to the end

of said first conduit, said male connecting piece having an

outer periphery,

a tubular female connecting piece fixed to the end of said

second conduit and having an open end facing toward said

first conduit, said female connecting piece comprising, in

succession, starting from the open end of said female

connecting piece, a first annular portion, ai convergent

frustoconical annular portion, and a divergent frustoconi-

cal annular poriion,

a ring member having an outer spherical periphery adapted

to engage a seat constituted by said convergent annular

portion, the outer diameter of said spherical periphery

being slightly smaller than the inner diameter of said first

annular portion of the female connecting piece, said ring

member having an internal periphery, the outer spherical

periphery of said ring member having a plurality of radial

longitudinal grooves extending over a major portion of

the ring member between a plane perpendicular to the axis

of said ring member and passing through said ring mem-
ber, and the end thereof which faces toward the first

conduit, said longitudinal grooves each having a bottom

constituted by substantially identical surfaces coaxial to

the internal periphery of said ring member,

said external spherical periphery of said ring member having

a narrow annular groove centered on a plane which de-

limits said radial longitudinal grooves in the direction of

said female connecting piece,

means for compressing said ring member radially in response

to a longitudinal force substantially parallel to the axis of

said ring member in the direction from said first conduit

toward said second conduit, and

cooperating means on at least one of the internal periphery

of said ring member and the outer periphery of said male

connecting piece for fixing said ring member to said male

connecting piece by plastic deformation of at least one of

said f>eripheries.
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4,427,219

COMPRESSION COUPLING
Edward A. Madej, Verona, Pa., assignor to Robroy Industries,

Verona, Pa.

Filed Jan. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 230,116
Int. a.J F16L 33/22

U.S. a. 285—249

engagement with said insert to retam said msert m said
fitting and prevent pullout of the conduit from said fitting

^ If
to

'^^̂Ml^ktz^
3^

4,427,220

FLEXIBLE JOINT FOR CONDUIT
16 Qaims Maurice S. Decker, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to Midland-Ross

Corporation, Qeveland, Ohio
Filed Mar. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 244,146

Int. Q.' F16L 27/04
U.S. Q. 285-263

27 Qaims

1. A compression-type coupling for connection to a conduit
comprising,

a fitting having a body portion with a bore extending there-
through,

said fitting body portion having a first tapered portion and a
second tapered portion spaced axially from said first ta-
pered portion,

said first tapered portion forming an internal shoulder of said
body portion surrounding said bore and sai(^«cond ta-
pered portion forming a restraining means, ^--^

a sleeve positioned in said fitting bore, said sleeve incL
a body portion having a first end portion and a second ._,
portion, said sleeve having a bore adapted to receive th
conduit,

a reinforcing insert positioned in said sleeve, said reinforcing
insert and said sleeve positioned together as a unit in said
fitting bore,

said reinforcing insert including a tubular body portion
having a diameter to facilitate insertion of said reinforcing
insert in the conduit, said reinforcing insert including first
and second end portions and a passageway extending
therethrough,

said reinforcing insert forming an annular space between
said reinforcing insert and said sleeve,

abutment means positioned on said reinforcing insert first

end portion for engaging said insert to said sleeve first end
portion,

said sleeve including an internal shoulder positioned in sur-
rounding relation with said insert first end portion so that
said abutment means extends into said sleeve body portion
to securely engage said insert to said sleeve, said sleeve
internal shoulder forming a stop for receiving the conduit
extending into said annular space between said sleeve and
said reinforcing insert,

said sleeve second end portion being positioned adjacent
said fitting internal shoulder,

said reinforcing insert and said sleeve being restrained for
limited axial movement within said fitting between said
fitting internal shoulder and said fitting restraining means
upon movement of the conduit into said annular space
between said sleeve and said reinforcing insert,

gripping means extending between said reinforcing insert
tubular body portion and the conduit positioned in said
annular space for frictionally engaging the conduit to said
reinforcing insert,

said sleeve second end portion being urged against said
fitting shoulder by the force of said reinforcing insert first

end portion applied to said sleeve internal shoulder when
a pullout force is applied to the conduit in a direction
tending to pull the conduit out of said fitting, and

said fitting internal shoulder applying upon said sleeve a
compressive force which is transmitted through said
sleeve body portion and said sleeve internal shoulder to
the conduit to urge the conduit into increased frictionai

T

K n

1. A fiexible jomt for conduit comprising inner and outer
conduit pans, said inner conduit pan having a generally spher-
ically curved end portion received in said outer conduit pan
and having inner and outer spherically curved surfaces, inner
and outer nng assemblies including inner and outer radialiv
opposed nngs of low fnction matenal engaging said inner and
outer surfaces, and preloading means for axiallv preloading
said joint and holding said inner and outer nngs against said
inner and outer surfaces with a predetermined preloading
force, said preloading means including generally axially yield-
able spnng means which cooperate with said outer conduit
pan to hold said spnng means in place, said inner nng asscmbK
being carried by said spnng means.

4.427,221
DRILL BIT NOZZLE RETENTION AND ALIGNMENT

SYSTEM
William Shay. Jr., Wharton, Tex., assignor to Reed Rock Bit
Company, Houston, Tex.

Filed Oct. 13. 1981, Ser. No. 310.574
Int. Q.' FI6L 37/14

U.S. Q. 285-305
7 cidms

1. A nozzle retention and alignment system for a rotary dnll
bit of the type adapted to direct drilling fiuid under pressure m
a predetermined direction against the formation to be drilled,
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the bit comprising a body having a nozzle bore therein of

generally circular section, and a jet nozzle having a generally

cylindrical portion adapted to be fitted in the nozzle bore, the

nozzle having passaging therein for directing the drilling fluid

to exit the nozzle in a stream at an angle to the central longitu-

dinal axis of the nozzle; the retention system comprising:

a groove in the cylindrical portion of the nozzle extending at

least partially therearound;

a groove in the interior surface of the nozzle bore extending

at least partially therearound, said grooves cooperating to

form a generally annular recess in the nozzle and nozzle

bore when the nozzle is in the nozzle bore and the grooves

are in register;

an opening in the bit body in communication with the

groove in the nozzle bore;

a pin having a shank of predetermined length formed of

plastically deformable material, said shank being adapted

to extend through the opening in the bit body and into the

annular recess for securing the nozzle in the nozzle bore

against relative longitudinal movement, with the grooves

therein in register; and

stop means on the nozzle engageable by an end of the pin,

whereby upon insertion of the pin into the recess, the pin

engages the stop means and rotates the nozzle in the noz-

zle bore to a predetermined angular position in which the

nozzle directs the drilling fluid in the predetermined direc-

tion and locking means for holding the nozzle against

rotation when in its predetermined angular position.

4,427^22

DEVICE FOR THE TIGHT JOINING OF TWO PARTS
Claude Abbes, Saint Etienne; Christian Roiiaud; Robert Pied-

noir, both of Bourg Saint Andeol, and Raymond De Villepoix,

Donzere, ail of France, assignors to Commissariat a I'Energie

Atomique, Paris, France

Filed Jan. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 338,992

Claims priority, application France, Jan. 23, 1981, 81 01250

Int a.5 F16L 19/00. 23/00. 35/00

U.S. a. 285—353
I

8 Claims

1. A device for the tight joining of two parts comprising

tightening means of the screw-nut type, which move the parts

to be joined towards one another in order to compress at least

one gasket between said parts, wherein the tightening means

act on a stack comprising in order and in axial direction, rela-

tive to the parts to be joined, the First of the said parts, the

gasket, the second of the parts to be joined, elastic means and

a compression member, the rigidity of the elastic means being

greater than that of the gasket, and abutment means being

provided between said first and second parts to be joined to

limit deformation of said gasket to a given value, in such a way
that said stack can be tightened with the aid of auxiliary com-

pression means prior to fitting of the tightening means, said

elastic means compensating tensioning of the tightening means
during slackening of the auxiliary compression means.

4,427,223

LATCHING DEVICE
Maksimiljjan Godec; John R. Foster, Paul J. Stranb, all of

Indianapolis, and Allan K. Mahler, Terre Haute, all of Ind.,

assignors to Von Duprin, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.

FUed Aug. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 289,757

Int. a.J E05C 15/02; E05B 55/04

U.S. a. 292—92 12 Claims

1. A latching device, comprising:

a chassis;

a housing, having an axis, coupled to said chassis;

a latching assembly, having a latch, coupled to and movable

axially of said housing (a) for retracting said latch in-

wardly, i.e. toward said housing, upon movement of said

assembly in a first, axial direction, and (b) for extending

said latch outwardly, i.e. away from said housing, upon

assembly movement in a second, opposite, axial direction;

said assembly having wing means extending therefrom for

engagement thereof by other means to cause axial move-

ment of said latching assembly;

limb means pivotably coupled to said chassis, and engage-

able with said wing means to cause axial movement of said

latching assembly;

tumbler means coupled to said chassis for movement relative

to said chassis, to first and second dispositions, for prohib-

iting operating engagement of said limb means with said

wing means, upon said tumbler means being in one of said

first and second dispositions; and

camming means coupled to said chassis for movement rela-

tive thereto for moving said tumbler means from either

one of said first and second dispositions to the other

thereof; wherein

said wing means extends from said latching assembly into

immediate adjacency to said chassis;

said limb means comprises a limb pivotably coupled to said

chassis for sluing movement thereof into operating en-

gagement with said wing means; and

said tumbler means comprises means for obstructing said

limb and preventing sluing movement thereof.

4,427,224

LATCH BOLT ASSEMBLY WITH SELECTIVELY
ADJUSTABLE SPINDLE BACKSET

Gary R. Bergen, Yorba Lioda, Calif., asdgnor to Emhart Indus-

tries, Inc., Farmington, Conn.

FUed Oct. 29, 1980, Ser. No. 202,254

Int. a.3 E05C 1/16

U.S. a. 292—169.23 20 Claims

1. In a latch construction for mounting in doors and the like

of the general type having a bolt longitudinally reciprocal in a

door-mounted casing between a forward extendnl position

projecting from a door edge and a rearward retracted position

substantially fully within the door edge, latch operating means

on said casing longitudinally forwardly operably connected to

said bolt and longitudinally rearwardly operably connected to
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an operator thereof, said operating means operator being mov-
able about a transverse axis actuating said operating means to

reciprocate said bolt, the longitudinal distance between for-

ward extremities of said casing and said operator axis constitut-

ing backset; the improvements comprising: longitudinally

rearward operator engagement means on said latch operating

means operably connected to said operator when said operator

is in a rearward backset position for reciprocating said bolt

upon movement of said operator; selectively removable insert

s

_L.

means positionable adjacent and connected to said latch oper-

ating means extending longitudinally forward of said rearward

operator engagement means; longitudinally forward operator

engagement means on said insert means spaced longitudinally

forwardly of said rearward operator engagement means opera-

bly connected to said operator when said operator is in a

forward backset position for reciprocating said bolt by trans-

ferring motion from said operator upon movement thereof

through said insert means into said latch operating means and

through said latch operating means to said bolt.

4,427,225

BUMPER FOR MOTOR VEHICLES
Wilhelm Bauer, Fritz Hiiberle, and Daniel Riechers, all of Sin-

delflngen. Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Daimler-Benz

Aktiengesellschaft, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Sep. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 303,526

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 18,

1980, 3035164

Int. C1.3 B60R 79/06

U.S. a. 293—132 10 Qaims

1. A bumper for motor vehicles, the bumper comprising a

basic bumper element having a retaining rail means provided

thereon for accepting a bumper mounting plate, wherein elas-

tomeric means is provided for mounting the bumper mounting

plate in the retaining rails means, the elastomeric means is

provided with projection means for seating the elastomeric

means in the retaining rails means, and means are provided in

the retaining rail means for accommodating the projection

means in a supporting fashion when the bumper is in an in-

stalled position.

4,427,226

PLASTIC LENS INSERTION AND REMOVAL DEVICE
Ewart E. Shartzcr, 1150 Rifcrsidc Dr., Aknm, Ohio 44310

Filed Apr. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 370,728

Int. a.' A61F 9/06

U.S. a. 294—1 CA 8 Claims

1. Apparatus for positioning or removing a plastic lens into

or from a person's eye comprising:

the combination of an eyelid opener including a handle and

upper and lower crossbars adapted to be individually

engaged with a persons's upper and lower eyelids respec-

tively and retain them open; and

a plastic lens engaging tweezer that has a pair of arms with

a flexible lens engaging means extending between the free

ends of the tweezer arms and controlled by the arms for

engaging or releasing the plastic lens, said handle being

positioned by one hand below the persons eye, and said

tweezer being positioned and controlled by the persons

other hand and being substantially honzontal to extend

between said cross bars to position a plastic lens on the

persons eyeball.

4,427,227

APPARATUS FOR PICKING UP LAMINAR ITEMS
John J. Haskell, P.O. Box 125, Kent, Conn. 06757

Filed Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,559

Int. a.' AOIB 1/18

U.S. CI. 294—50.9 7 Gaims

1. Apparatus for picking up laminar items from a randomly

strewn pile of such items, the apparatus including a forked

implement having an elongated shaft, a plurality of spaced

times extending generally in the longitudinal direction of the

shaft, the tines being almost straight with no abrupt change in

curvature, and a transverse hand grip at the other end of the

shaft, wherein the improvement comprises:

a lever shorter than said shaft and having a pivot location

intermediate its ends and

means for pivotally connecting the lever in spaced relation

to the shaft at said pivot location such that one end of the

lever moves toward the tines when the other end of the

lever is moved away from the other end of the shaft, said

one end of the lever including a cross member extending

transversely to the tines of the forked implement for

clamping laminar items against said tines, the cross mem-
ber comprising a flat bar having an edge extending per-

1038 O G —60
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pendicularly to the tines and adapted to contact the op-
posed faces of at least two tines when the other end of the
lever is moved away from the other end of the shaft.

body for hauling same up against said bluff front by use of
said pulleys; and.

4,427,228

SHEET PILE HOIST DEVICE
Earl H. Mattila, Rte. 1, Box 324, Trimoantain, Mich. 49966

Filed Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,783

Int. a.^ B66C 1/36
U.S. a. 294—83 R 6 Qaims

1. An apparatus adapted to be connected to a hoisting cable

and for lifting and carrying a sheet pile including a metal plate

having an upper end and an opening adjacent said upper end,

said apparatus including a rigid member having opposite ends,

an upper end adapted to be joined to the hoisting cable and a

lower end having a surface portion adapted to be positioned

adjacent one side of the metal plate, a jig member projecting
from said surface portion of said lower end of said rigid mem-
ber, said jig member being adapted to extend through said

opening, said jig member including a first leg portion extending
transversely to said surface portion and including one end fixed

to said surface portion and a free end adapted to extend
through said opening, and a second leg portion extending
transversely from said free end of said first leg portion and
adapted to be positioned adjacent to the opposite side of said

sheet pile and to extend downwardly, and means for selec-

tively restraining said rigid member against said one side of
said sheet pile, said means for selectively restraining including
a latch member having an arm including opposite ends, said

arm being pivotally joined to said rigid member for mvoement
between a release position and a restraining position, said arm
including one end adpated to extend over said upper end of
said sheet pile when said latch member is in said restraining

position, and a leg member joined to said one end of said arm
and extending transversely to said arm, said leg member being
adapted to be positionable adjacent said opposite side of said

sheet pile when said latch member is in said restraining position

and to extend downwardly toward said free end of said first leg

portion and means for supporting said latch member such that

said latch member will tend to pivot to said release position.

4,427,229

STREAMLINING APPARATUS
David W. Johnson, 1884 Sunset Blvd., San Diego, Calif. 92103

Filed Jan. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 337,809

Int. a.3 B62D 35/00
VS. a 296-1 S 15 Qaims

13. An apparatus for streamlining the bluff front of a trailer-

ized shipping container having two upper front comers, said

apparatus comprising:

(a) engaging means comprising a pair of poles each having a

hook mounted on an upper end thereof for engaging said

front comers;

(b) a pair of pulleys mounted to said engaging means;
(c) means engageable to the upper portion of a streamlining

(d) means engageable to a lower poriion of said streamlining
body to hold same down to a lower portion of said bluff
front.

4,427,230

STAKE SYSTEM FOR FLATBED VEHICLES
Sam Avny, 44 Holmes PI., Fredonia, N.Y. 14063

Filed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,477
Int. a.J B60P 7/06

U.S. a. 296-43 11 aaims

9. In a stake assembly wherein a sleeve is provided to permit
the use of stake bodies of a common cross section with vehicles
provided with variously sized stake-receiving pockets; said
sleeve comprising a member defined by a thin wall section of
predetermined length less than the length of a stake body, said
wall section having an inner surface and an outer surface, said

inner surface substantially conforming in shape and dimensions
to the shape and dimensions of a portion of the exterior of the
stake body so that said sleeve closely contacts said stake body
when it is placed thereagainst, said outer surface of said sleeve
having a plurality of spaced apart rigid outwardly vertically

extending projections adapted to non-rotatably contact the
sidewalls of said stake-receiving pocket when said sleeve is

placed therein.

4,427,231

REFUSE COMPACnON APPARATUS
Fred T. Smith, Palos Verdes, Calif., assignor to Sargent Indus-

tries, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 876,644, Feb. 10, 1978, abandoned. Tbis
application Feb. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 237,364

Int. aj B62D 39/00
U.S. a. 296—183 15 Claims

1. A refuse compaction apparatus including a container for
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storing refuse, a tailgate mounted on the container for pivotal
movement between an opened and a closed position, the tail-

gate in its opened position providing for refuse to be dis-

charged from the container and the tailgate in its closed posi-
tion forming a closure with the storage container, the improve-
ment comprising:

a keeper attached to the container,

a latch disposed on the keeper and engageable with the
keeper with the tailgate in its closed position.

« /'r/

n-ni.ir_3jTj»;i.j.i.
,

^ojm^o;-^^
means to provide rotational movement of the latch with the

tailgate into a position relative to the container to provide
for a latching relationship with the keeper, and

means responsive to a disposition of the latch for a latching

relationship with the keeper to provide a translational

movement of the latch into contact with the keeper to

maintain the tailgate in a closed position relative to the
storage container.

4,427,232

REVERSIBLE CHAIR-DESK CONSTRUCTION
Richard K. Malm, Rte. 2, Maple Park, III. 60151

Filed Feb. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 238,759
Int. a.J A47B 83/02

U.S. a. 297-161 8 Oaims

of said chair for use of one or the other of said wntmg
surfaces by a right or left handed person as appropriate

4,427,233
SUPPORT MEANS FOR STAYS OF A CAR HEAD REST
Hiroki Matumoto, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Ikeda Buasan

Co., Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan
Filed Jnn. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 276,951

Qaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 10, 19M, 55-97217[U]
Int. a. J A47C 1/02

U.S. a. 297-391 2 Qaims

1. Support means for stays of a car head rest comprising a
sleeve secured to a seat back frame; a stay guide member
having a resilient jaw provided at its lower end and a flange

provided at its upper end and extending through said sleeve
with said jaw and said flange engageable with the lower and
upper ends of said sleeve respectively, each of said stays of said

car head rest being removably inserted into said stay guide
member, said stay guide member havmg a stopper engaged
with said sleeve so that said stay guide member is prevented
from rotation about said sleeve, characterized in that said

sleeve has an axial slit extending throughout the length of said

sleeve, and said stopper of said stay guide member engaging
said axial slit in said sleeve.

4,427,234

LEG REST
Douglas A. Peters, 4 Grandor O., West Hill, Ontario, Canada
MIE lEl

Filed Apr. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 251,898

Int. a.' A47C 9/12
U.S. a. 297—439 6 Qaims

1. A reversible chair-desk construction for use by left and
right handed persons with equal facility comprising;

a chair having a generally horizontal seat having a front, a

rear, and right and left sides, with a vertically extending
back at the rear of the seat and means for supporting the

seat in an elevated position above an underlying floor or
the like;

a generally L-shaped tablet arm terminating at one end in an
enlarged tablet having two opposed sides each defining a

writing surface;

means pivotally interconnecting the other end of said arm to

the back of said chair generally medially of the center
thereof to define a substantially horizontal pivot axis for

said arm so that said arm may by swung to either the left

or right side of said seat; and

means for supporting said arm in a generally horizontal

position on either said left or right side of said sept;

1. A leg rest comprising a first support adapted to fit under
the knees of a person seated in a chair, a second, lower support

whereby said arm may be selectively disposed to either side adapted to receive the feet of said person, a spacer extending
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between the supports and detachable therefrom having means
for adjusting the spacing between the supports, and means
within the first support for storing the second support therein.

first and second outer annular members each bearing

axially against one of said rims, whereby said inner and

4,427,235

METHOD OF SOLUTION MINING SUBSURFACE
OREBODIES TO REDUCE RESTORATION ACnVITIES
George J. Hartnan, Casper, Wyo^ aarignor to Ogle Petroleom

Inc. of Califbrnia, Casper, Wyo.
FUed Jan. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 226,122

Int. CI.3 E21B 43/28
VJS. a. 299—5 6 Qaims

1. A method of solution mining for the insitu extraction of

ore located in an aqueous subsurface environment wherein

partial restoration of the subsurface environment takes place

during mining, said method comprising the steps of:

(a) introducing a lixiviant into the subsurface environment to

produce a pregnant solution, said lixiviant comprising an

oxidizing agent and a leaching agent;

(b) recovering the pregnant solution from the subsurface

environment;

(c) substantially reducing the concentration of the oxidizing

agent in the lixiviant while continuing to introduce lixivi-

ant into the subsurface environment and to recover the

pregnant solution therefrom;

(d) further continuing the introduction of the lixiviant con-

taining the leaching agent for an interval sufficient to

effect a substantial reduction in concentration of sub-

stances affected by the presence of the oxidant in said

lixiviant; and

(e) terminating the introduction of the lixiviant into the

subsurface environment.

4,427,236

IN-SITU URANIUM LEACHING
Billy J. Dotton, Grand Prairie, Tex., assignor to Mobil Oil

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

FUed Ang. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 293,785

Int a.' E21B 43/28: E21C 41/14
UJS. CI. 299—5 12 Claims

1. An improved process for the recovery of mineral values

from a subterranean deposit, having heterogeneous permeabil-

ity zones, penetrated by injection and production systems,

comprising:

a. introducing into said deposit via said injection system a

lixiviant containing a leaching agent, foaming agent, and
dissolved gaseous oxidant;

b. displacing said lixiviant through said subterranean deposit

to solubilize mineral values therein;

c. producing pregnant lixiviant containing mineral values

from said production system; and

d. recovering mineral values from said pregnant lixiviant.

outer rims are maintained in a determinable spaced-apart
and aligned relationship by said spacer band assembly.

4,427,238

VEHICLE WHEEL TRIM
James Connell, 5017 Dianna Dr., Bioomfield Hills, Mich. 48013
Division of Ser. No. 86,004, Oct 17, 1979, Pat. No. 4,328,997.

This application Jun. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 270,941

Int. a.} B60B 7/06
U.S. a. 301—37 P 4 Qaims

4,427,237
'

DUAL WHEEL RIM SPACER BAND ASSEMBLY
Willian Beegle, 611 Fouth Ave. Lakemont, Altoona, Pa. 16602

FUed Apr. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 369,801

Int a.) B60B 11/02
VS.a 301-13 SM 10 Claims

1. A dual wheel rim spacer band assembly for insertion

between the inner and outer rims of a pair of rim mounted tires

comprising:

a central annular member; a first outer annular member and
a second outer annular member, each of said outer annular
members being adjustably interconnected with said cen-
tral annular member to effect the axial displacement
thereof relative to said central annular member with said

1. In a unitary molded annular trim means of form-sustaining

material for providing an ornamental trim for the axially outer

face of a vehicle wheel having an annular tire-supp<jrting

flange, the combination of means for concealing the radial

outer peripheral portion of said wheel comprising an annular

radial flange, means for concealing the radially inner surface of
said tire-supporting flange and for fitting co-axially within and
closely thereto comprising an annular axial flange, said radial

and axial annular flanges comprising portions of said unitary

molded annular trim means, the radially inner periphery of said

annular radial fiange terminating at a juncture with the axially

outer periphery of said annular axial flange, said axial flange

terminating axially outwardly at said juncture, a plurality of
radially shallow and circumferentially spaced clip-securing

recesses associated with said axial flange and opening axially

inwardly, a plurality of thin sheet spring steel retention clips

associated with said recesses respectively, each clip comprising

9 radially thin axial extension secured within the associated

recess and extending axially inwardly from the opening of the

associated recess, said annular axial flange having radially

spaced inner and outer surfaces, the radial dimension of each
clip-securing recess being less than the radial spacing between
said inner and outer surfaces, a separate boss of said unitary

molded flange means associated with each recess, each boss

extending radially outwardly from the radially outer surface of
said axial flange at the region of the associated recess and
comprising the radially outer wall of the associated recess, said

axial flange comprising the radially inner wall of each recess,

each boss having a radial thickness on the order of magnitude
of the radial spacing between said inner and outer surfaces and
merging axially outwardly at a shallow angle with said outer
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surface of said axial flange, each boss also extending axially

inwardly to the axially inner periphery of said annular axial

flange and defining a radial enlargement of said axially inner

periphery, each recess opening axially inwardly from said

axially inner periphery at the region of the associated enlarg-

ment, the thin axial entension of the retention clip associated

with each recess extending axially inwardly from the associ-

ated enlargement at said axially inner periphery, then radially

and axially outwardly in a reverse bend around the associated

enlargement to effect a retaining extension terminating at a

free-standing end for resiliently engaging said wheel flange to

secure said trim means to said wheel.

4,427,239

DUAL-CIRCUIT PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE
Hans D. Reinartz, Frankfurt am Main, and Bemd Schopper,

Hattersbeim, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to ITT
Industries, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 231,706

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 11,

1980,3009288

Int. a.3 B60T 8/02, 8/18
U.S. a. 303—22 R 21 Qaims

1. A dual-circuit pressure control valve to control pressure

in each circuit of a hydraulic dual-circuit brake system for

automotive vehicles comprising:

a common control lever having a longitudinal axis, said

control lever being subjected to a control force and acting

upon a pair of control valve actuating tappets extending

out of one surface of a housing, each of said pair of actuat-

ing tappets controlling pressure in a different one of said

brake circuits;

support means to support said control lever at said housing

tiltable around said longitudinal axis and a transverse axis

perpendicular to the longitudinal axes of said pair of actu-

ating tappets and said longitudinal axis; and

stop means disposed between said control lever and said

housing to limit tilting of said control lever around said

longitudinal axis without inhibiting tilting of said control

lever around said transverse axis, said stop means includ-

ing a housing stop surface adjacent said one surface of said

housing, and a pair of circular stop surfaces each extend-

ing from said control lever on opposite sides of, parallel to

and spaced from said longitudinal axis toward said one

surface of said housing adjacent said housing stop surface,

a central point of each of said pair of circular stop surfaces

being disposed in a plane parallel to the longitudinal axes

of said pair of actuating tappets containing said transverse

axis, said pair of circular stop surface and said housing

stop surface being spaced a predetermined distance from

each other such that, upon failure of one of said brake

circuits, that one of said pair of circular stop surface asso-

ciated with that one of said pair of actuating tappets asso-

ciated with the other of said brake circuits engages said

housing stop surface after only a slight inward movement
of the other of said pair of actuating tappets associated

with said one of said brake circuits.

4,427,240

ENDLESS LINEAR BALL BEARING
Hiroshi Tenunachi, 34-8 Higashi-Tamagawa, 2-clKMnc, Seta-

gaya-ku, Tokyo, Japan 158

Filed Jan. 25, 1983, Ser. No. 460,949
Qaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 13, 1982, 57-21835;

Jul. 21, 1982, 57-lD9494[U]

Int. Q.' F16C 29/06
U.S. Q. 308-6 C 3 Qaims

^»n
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1. An endless ball bearing arrangement for relative longitu-

dinal movement between a table havmg a longitudinal edge
portion and a longitudinal side portion alongside said table, one
of said portions being movable with respect to the other por-

tion, said arrangement comprising m combination:

(a) a pair of elongated straight metal block bearing bodies

(203, 204) each having a flat top and a flat bottom, said

bearing bodies also having a back part, said bearing bodies
being located in one of said longitudinal portions facing

the opposite longitudinal portions;

(b) said metal block bearing bodies also having a front part of

W-shape cross-section, said W-shape laying on one side,

said W-shape having outer arms extending towards said

top and bottom parts, a center pointing towards the back
and a junction of said outer arms and said center;

(c) a pair of bearing first races (208. 209). in said bearing

bodies (203, 204) extending parallel longitudinally at said

junction on both sides of said center, across the length of

said bearing bodies, said first races serving as the races for

loaded balls, the radius of curvature of the races being

only slightly greater than one-half the diameter of balls

which are to be loaded therein, said first races being in-

clined at an angle of about 45* to the horizontal towards
said W-shape center, second races for unloaded balls

parallel to said first races disposed away from said first

races in said bearing bodies;

(d) a retainer (215) of W-shape sized to fit over the W-shaped
front part with parallel slits (218, 219) disposed over the

races, the width of the slits being slightly smaller than the

diameter of the balls to be used, tongues (235) for scooping

up balls (207) formed at opposite ends of the slits;

(e) end plates (230, 231) with U-shaped turning grooves (232.

233) for guiding balls; and,

(0 race bars (301, 302) with bearing third races (303. 304)

corresponding to the first races (208. 209) disposed opp-
posite the retainer slits (218, 219) in the other of said table

portions.

4,427,241

COMPOSITE BEARING RACES AND PROCESS FOR
PRODUaNG THE SAME

Chester F. Jatciak, Canton, Ohio, assignor to The Timken
Conpany, Canton, Ohio

FUed Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 340,264

Int Q.' F16C 33/00. 33/58

U.S. Q. 308—207 R 9 Qaims
1. A race for an antifriction bearing, said race comprising:

(a) a sheet metal shell form comprising two pieces of ferrous

alloy material in which one piece has a cylindrical wall

with one edge turned to form a flange and the other piece

has a conically shaped wall forming a raceway surface

with large diameter and small diameter ends, said other

piece being formed with a turned edge to form a flange at
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that edge, the two pieces being joined together at said

turned edges with said flanges in fixed abutment such that

said cyUndrical wall and conically shaped wall are spaced
apart to provide a cavity therebetween which is closed at

one side by said abutted flanges; and

4,427,242

UNITIZED TAPERED ROLLER BEARING
Dennis L. Otto, MalTern, Ohio, assignor to Atlantic Richfield

Company, Lot Angeles, Calif.

Filed Jan. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 342,826

Int. a.3 F16C i3n2, 33/36
U.S. a. 308—187.2 7 Qaims

such that the inner race, if moved far enough in said oppo-
site direction, will move the retaining rib and rolling

elements in an axial direction and cause the cage end ring

to take-up the operating clearance and bear against the

abutment; and

(0 a seal case providing a confining surface mounted in a

fixed position with respect to the outer race and surround-

ing the end ring of the cage, the seal case supporting the

abutment means in the fixed position with its confining

surface spaced from the plastic end ring for establishing an
operating clearance between the end ring and the confin-

ing surface such that the latter surface will confine the end
ring when the end ring is forced against the abutment and

thereby prevent the cage from buckling significantly.

(b) a core located within the cavity of the shell form to

rigidify the shell form, the core being a ferrous alloy that

is different from the alloy of the shell form and being

bonded to the spaced apart walls and the end wall of the

shell form. 4,427,243

DISPLAY STATION TILT MECHANISM
Robert J. Miller, Salford, Pa., assignor to Decision Data Com-

puter Corporation, Horsham, Pa.

Filed Jul. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 287,650

Int. a.3 A47B 81/06

U.S. a. 312—7.2 9 Qaims

1. An antifriction bearing arrangement comprising:

(a) an outer race having an inwardly presented raceway;

(b) a row of rolling elements along the raceway of the outer

race, said rolling elements being tapered between large

diameter and small diameter ends;

(c) an inner race having an outwardly presented raceway
along which the rolling elements likewise extend, the

inner race being configured adjacent its ends with a thrust

rib and a retaining rib embracing the large and small

diameter ends respectively of the rolling elements at sub-

stantially right angles such, if moved in one axial direction

with respect to the outer race, it will cause the rolling

elements to seat firmly against the inner and outer race-

ways, and if moved in the opposite axial direction the

retaining rib will force the rolling elements in the direc-

tion that it is moved;
(d) a cage formed of a plastic material positioned between

the outer and inner races, the cage being configured to

maintain the rolling elements in spaced positions, and the

cage having an end ring that projects beyond the large

diameter ends of the row of rolling elements in said oppo-
site axial direction;

(e) abutment means disposed in the bearing arrangement in

fixed position opposed to the end ring of said plastic cage
and spaced from the end ring with an operating clearance,

1. A tilt mechanism for counter balanced tilting of a viewing

screen of a console on which information is electronically

displayed, said console having a planar base, hinge means for

hinging the viewing screen to the planar base for tilting the

screen from a substantially vertical position in which the

screen is substantially balanced through positions of progres-

sively increased tilt at which the screen becomes progressively

more unbalanced to a maximum tilt position, a tilt control

bracket extending rearwardly from the viewing screen in a

plane extending perpendicularly to the hinge axis, means pivot-

ally mounting said bracket to the screen for pivotal movement
of the bracket relative to the screen in said perpendicularly

extending plane, said bracket having a camming surface lo-

cated rearwardly of said pivotal mounting means in a plane

perpendicular to the hinge axis, an abutment fixed relatively to

the base extending into the plane and spring means elastically

deformable upon movement of the screen towards the maxi-

mum tilt position for urging said camming surface into engage-

ment with said abutment, the spring means being mounted to

provide for minimum exertion of spring force when the screen

is in a substantially vertical position and to provide gradually

increasing spring force as the screen is moved toward a posi-

tion of maximum tilt.
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4,427,244

SLIDING WALL-UNIT FURNITURE ASSEMBLY
Ema Castagna, Knodelhiittenstr. 35, 1140 Wien, Austria

Filed Mar. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 240,243
Gaims priority, application Austria, Mar. 7, 1980, 1271/80

Int. a.' A47B 67/02: E05D 15/58
U.S. a. 312—245 4 Gaims

forming the drawer sides, each of said inserts incorporating

integrally formed projections for cooperation with a pre-deter-

1. A wall-unit furniture assembly comprising:

a stationary wall unit having an upper edge and two portions

extending at an angle to each other;

a front rail and a rear rail supported parallel to each other on
said upper edge and each including a pair of straight rail

sections extending at an angle to each other along the

respective wall-unit portions and an arcuate comer sec-

tion interconnecting the respective straight sections;

a rear sliding door having outer upright edges;

a front sliding cabinet having outer upright edges; and
means including front and rear hardware respectively piv-

otal about respective vertical axes on and hanging said

front cabinet and rear door on said front and rear rails for

displacement therealong independently of each other, said

hardware including front and rear rollers respectively

carried on said front cabinet and rear door at the respec-

tive edges and engaging said front and rear rails and sup-

ports carrying the respective rollers and pivotal on said

door and cabinet at said edges about said vertical axes,

said supports each carrying two such rollers spaced apart

along the respective rail and flanking the respective verti-

cal axis, said rear door being slidable between said front

cabinet and said wall unit and wholly past said front cabi-

net, said supports each including

. a mounting plate secured adjacent the respective edge,

an upright threaded spindle projecting upward from said

plate and defining the respective axis,

a dolly carrying the respective rollers and formed with a

vertically throughgoing hole through which said

threaded spindle passes, and
at least one nut screwed onto said spindle and bearing

downward on said dolly.

4,427,245

DRAWER PANEL WITH TRACK INSERT
Leon G. Litchfield, and Terence Hardy, both of Belper, England,

assignors to L.B. (Plastics) Limited, Belper, England

Filed Jan. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 223,532

Gaims priority, application United Kingdom, Jan. 11, 1980,

8000960

Int. G.3 A47B 88/00

U.S. G. 312—330 R 10 Gaims
1. Drawer wall components for the production of drawers of

different length or width or for mounting on different drawer
runner assemblies, comprising a wall-forming panel member or

uniform cross-section appropriate lengths of which are se-

lected to form the drawer sides and back in accordance with

the length and width or the drawer to be formed, and which
incorporates a longitudinal recess in the face thereof which
will be outermost when the drawer is assembled, and a plural-

ity of alternatively useable inserts of elongated form adapted

for engagement in said recesses in the lengths of panel member

mined type runner on which the drawer is adapted to be

mounted.

4,427,246

DRAWER GUIDE SYSTEM
Paul M. MacDonald, Scituate, Mass., assignor to Dickran Babi-

gian. Trustee, West Newton, Mass.

Filed Aug. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 297,242

Int. G.J A47B 88/04
U.S. G. 312—330 R 3 Claims

re

70 3^6

ti X 24

1. A system for supporting and guiding a drawer for opening

and closing the same within a cabinet compnsing

(a) a rail mountable to said cabinet, and,

(b) a roller bracket mountable to said drawer,

(c) said rail being formed with a longitudinal trough and a

pair of outwardly extending co-planar longitudinal flanges

along the sides of said rail,

(d) said bracket including a roller rotatably mounted thereto

and adapted to ride along said trough,

(e) said bracket being formed with a pair of re-entrant open-

ings, one on each side of said roller and adapted to receive

said flanges when said bracket is connected to said rail,

(0 said bracket formed with a flat forward face adapted to

engage the rear wall of said drawer and at least one lip

perpendicular to said face extending from said face to

engage a rearward edge of the bottom wall of said drawer.
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that edge, the two pieces being joined together at said

turned edges with said flanges in fixed abutment such that

said cylindrical wall and conically shaped wall are spaced
apart to provide a cavity therebetween which is closed at

one side by said abutted flanges; and

^/A

4,427,242

UNITIZED TAPERED ROLLER BEARING
Dennis L. Otto, Malvern, Ohio, assignor to Atlantic Richfield

Company, Los Angeles, Calif.

FUed Jan. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 342,826

Int. a.3 F16C 33/72, 33/36
U.S. a. 308—187.2

I

7 Qaims

--Xxx.c^. .xo;;.-^^

such that the inner race, if moved far enough in said oppo-
site direction, will move the retaining rib and rolling

elements in an axial direction and cause the cage end ring

to take-up the operating clearance and bear against the

abutment; and

(0 a seal case providing a conflning surface mounted in a

fixed position with respect to the outer race and surround-

ing the end ring of the cage, the seal case supporting the

abutment means in the fixed position with its confining

surface spaced from the plastic end ring for establishing an
operating clearance between the end ring and the confin-

ing surface such that the latter surface will confine the end
ring when the end ring is forced against the abutment and
thereby prevent the cage from buckling significantly.

(b) a core located within the cavity of the shell form to

rigidify the shell form, the core being a ferrous alloy that

is different from the alloy of the shell form and being

bonded to the spaced apart walls and the end wall of the

shell form. i 4,427,243

DISPLAY STATION TILT MECHANISM
Robert J. Miller, Salford, Pa., assignor to Decision Data Com*

puter Corporation, Horsham, Pa..

Filed Jul. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 287,650

Int. a.3 A47B 81/06
U.S. a. 312—7.2 9 Oaims

1. An antifriction bearing arrangement comprising:

(a) an outer race having an inwardly presented raceway;
(b) a row of rolling elements along the raceway of the outer

race, said rolling elements being tapered between large

diameter and small diameter ends;

(c) an inner race having an outwardly presented raceway
along which the rolling elements hkewise extend, the

inner race being configured adjacent its ends with a thrust

rib and a retaining rib embracing the large and small

diameter ends respectively of the rolling elements at sub-

stantially right angles such, if moved in one axial direction

with respect to the outer race, it will cause the rolling

elements to seat firmly against the inner and outer race-

ways, and if moved in the opposite axial direction the

retaining rib will force the rolling elements in the direc-

tion that it is moved;
(d) a cage formed of a plastic material positioned between

the outer and inner races, the cage being configured to

maintain the rolling elements in spaced positions, and the

cage having an end ring that projects beyond the large

diameter ends of the row of rolling elements in said oppo-
site axial direction;

(e) abutment means disposed in the bearing arrangement in

fixed position opposed to the end ring of said plastic cage
and spaced from the end ring with an operating clearance.

1. A tilt mechanism for counter balanced tilting of a viewing
screen of a console on which information is electronically

displayed, said console having a planar base, hinge means for

hinging the viewing screen to the planar base for tilting the

screen from a substantially vertical position in which the

screen is substantially balanced through positions of progres-

sively increased tilt at which the screen becomes progressively

more unbalanced to a maximum tilt position, a tilt control

bracket extending rearwardly from the viewing screen in a

plane extending perpendicularly to the hinge axis, means pivot-

ally mounting said bracket to the screen for pivotal movement
of the bracket relative to the screen in said perpendicularly

extending plane, said bracket having a camming surface lo-

cated rearwardly of said pivotal mounting means in a plane

perpendicular to the hinge axis, an abutment fixed relatively to

the base extending into the plane and spring means elastically

deformable upon movement of the screen towards the maxi-

mum tilt position for urging said camming surface into engage-

ment with said abutment, the spring means being mounted to

provide for minimum exertion of spring force when the screen

is in a substantially vertical position and to provide gradually

increasing spring force as the screen is moved toward a posi-

tion of maximum tilt.
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4,427,244

SLIDING WALL-UNIT FURNITURE ASSEMBLY
Ema Castagna, Knodelhiittenstr. 35, 1140 Wien, Austria

Filed Mar. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 240,243
Qaims priority, application Austria, Mar. 7, 1980, 1271/80

Int. a.3 A47B 67/02; E05D 15/58
U.S. a. 312—245 4 Claims

forming the drawer sides, each of said inserts incorporating

integrally formed projections for cooperation with a pre-deter-

1. A wall-unit furniture assembly comprising:

a stationary wall unit having an upper edge and two portions

extending at an angle to each other;

a front rail and a rear rail supported parallel to each other on
said upper edge and each including a pair of straight rail

sections extending at an angle to each other along the

respective wall-unit portions and an arcuate comer sec-

tion interconnecting the respective straight sections;

a rear sliding door having outer upright edges;

a front sliding cabinet having outer upright edges; and
means including front and rear hardware respectively piv-

otal about respective vertical axes on and hanging said

front cabinet and rear door on said front and rear rails for

displacement therealong independently of each other, said

hardware including front and rear rollers respectively

carried on said front cabinet and rear door at the respec-

tive edges and engaging said front and rear rails and sup-

ports carrying the respective rollers and pivotal on said

door and cabinet at said edges about said vertical axes,

said supports each carrying two such rollers spaced apart

along the respective rail and flanking the respective verti-

cal axis, said rear door being slidable between said front

cabinet and said wall unit and wholly past said front cabi-

net, said supports each including

a mounting plate secured adjacent the respective edge,
an upright threaded spindle projecting upward from said

plate and defining the respective axis,

a dolly carrying the respective rollers and formed with a

vertically throughgoing hole through which said

threaded spindle passes, and
at least one nut screwed onto said spindle and bearing

downward on said dolly.

4,427,245

DRAWER PANEL WITH TRACK INSERT
Leon G. Litchfield, and Terence Hardy, both of Belper, England,

assignors to L.B. (Plastics) Limited, Belper, England

Filed Jan. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 223,532

Gaims priority, application United Kingdom, Jan. 11, 1980,

8000960

Int. a.3 A47B 88/00
U.S. a. 312—330 R 10 Qaims

1. Drawer wall components for the production of drawers of
different length or width or for mounting on different drawer
runner assemblies, comprising a wall-forming panel member or

uniform cross-section appropriate lengths of which are se-

lected to form the drawer sides and back in accordance with

the length and width or the drawer to be formed, and which
incorporates a longitudinal recess in the face thereof which
will be outermost when the drawer is assembled, and a plural-

ity of alternatively useable inserts of elongated form adapted

for engagement in said recesses in the lengths of panel member

mined type runner on which the drawer is adapted to be

mounted.

4,427,246

DRAWER GUIDE SYSTEM
Paul M. MacDonald, Scituate, Mass., assignor to Dickran Babi-

gian. Trustee, West Newton, Mass.

Filed Aug. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 297,242

Int. a.' A47B 88/04
U.S. a. 312—330 R 3 Claims

1. A system for supporting and guiding a drawer for openmg
and closing the same within a cabinet comprising

(a) a rail mountable to said cabinet, and,

(b) a roller bracket mountable to said drawer,

(c) said rail being formed with a longitudinal trough and a

pair of outwardly extending co-planar longitudinal flanges

along the sides of said rail,

(d) said bracket including a roller rotatably mounted thereto

and adapted to ride along said trough,

(e) said bracket being formed with a pair of re-entrant open-

ings, one on each side of said roller and adapted to receive

said flanges when said bracket is connected to said rail,

(0 said bracket formed with a flat forward face adapted to

engage the rear wall of said drawer and at least one lip

perpendicular to said face extending from said face to

engage a rearward edge of the bottom wall of said drawer.
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4,427,247

MAGNETIC BUBBLE MEMORY SOCKET
Ricbard W. Petersen, Taunton, Mass., assignor to Augat Inc.,

Mansfield, Mass.

Filed Jan. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 273,119
Int. a.3 HOIR 4/66. 9/09

U.S. a. 339-14 R ISaaims

said central section, with said outer sections generally
parallel to and spaced upward from said central section
and spaced outward on opposite sides of said central
section,

said central section having a tongue carrying a plurality of
teeth, with said teeth directed upward toward said outer
sections,

with said outer sections having tips directed downward
toward said central section,

with said tongue adapted for sliding into the cable between
the conductors and shield with said teeth engaging the
shield and with said outer sections overlying the sheath
with said tips engaging the sheath.

4,427,249

LOW HEIGHT ADS CONNECTOR
Edward J. Bright, Elizabethtown, and Steven J. Kandybowski,
Tower City, both of Pa., assignors to AMP Incorporated,
Harrisburg, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 230,202, Feb. 2, 1981, abandoned. This
application Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,680

Int. a.J HOIR 23/68
U.S. a. 339-17 CF 4 cMms

12. A magnetic bubble memory socket, comprising:
a base having first and second spaced-apart side members

having electrical terminals mounted in spaced-apart termi-
nal-receiving apertures provided therein, each of the ter-
minals having a depending electrode tail adapted for inser-
tion into a circuit board and a resilient head portion
adapted to be received in anti-overstress shelves provided
thereof that are individually in communication with corre-
sponding ones of the terminal-receiving apertures;

a cover having first and second spaced-apart electrically
interconnected and electrically conductive latching arms
pivotally mounted to the first and second side members
each having first and second resilient bumper pads fas-

tened thereto for applying a compliant stress to a bubble
memory device when the cover is in a closed condition;

electrically conductive latching means fastened to the ends
of the arms for removably retaining the cover in the
closed condition; and

means electrically connected to the latching means for
mounting the first and second spaced-apart arms to an
injerconnection board and for electrically grounding the
latching arms to the interconnection board.

I

4,427,248

SPRING LOADED SHIELD BOND CONNECTOR
Donald J. Smith, Woodland Hills, Calif., assignor to Communi-

cations Technology Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Nov. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 322,081
Int. a.3 HOIR 4/24. 4/66

U.S. a. 339-14 R 9aaims

1. A screwless connector for making an electrical connec-
tion with the metal shield of an electrical cable having a plural-
ity of insulated conductors, an inner metal shield over the
conductors, and an outer insulating sheath over the shield,

said connector comprising a single uniUry meUl piece hav-
ing a central section and opposed outer sections joined to

1. A connector mountable on a printed circuit board for
holding and electrically connecting an active device substrate
to conductive traces on the board, the connector comprising:

a. a housing of insulating material formed in a square frame
configuration and having comer blocks, side walls extend-
ing between and connected to the comer blocks and a
fioor, said blocks, side walls and floor defining an up-
wardly open, substrate-receiving compartment, the side
walls having a step on the lower, outer surface providing
an upwardly facing ledge, spaced openings extending
through the side walls and into the central compartment
and grooves extending across the ledge normal to the side
walls, each groove connecting with an opening and latch-
ing means on each of the comer blocks,

first and second contact elements stamped and formed
from a conductive material and having a C-shaped section
with a contact surface at the free end of the upper limb
and a depending pin at the free end of the lower limb, the
lower limbs on the first elements being longer than such
limbs on the second elements and further, being bent
horizontally so that the pin depending therefrom is dis-

played horizontally with respect to the upper limb, said
elements being positioned in the housing with the upper
limbs positioned in the grooves on the steps of the side
walls and extending through the openings so that the
contact surfaces are positioned around the periphery of

b.
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the central compartment and adapted to electrically en-
gage an active device substrate which may be placed
therein, and the lower limbs extend underneath the hous-
ing with the pins depending therefrom for insertion into a
printed circuit board, the first and second elements being
loaded in the housing in alternating fashion so that the pin
on each first element is in line with the pin on an adjacent
second element; and

. a cover for placement over the housing and having latch-

ing means for engaging the latching means on the comer
blocks so that an active device substrate which may be
placed in the central compartment will be retained
therein. <

4,427,250

PRINTED aRCUrr board TEST nXTURE WITH
COMPLIANT PLATEN

Clyde K. Hines, Garemont, and Lyie Fettig, La Verae, both of
Calif., assignors to Everett/Charles Test Equipment, Inc.,

Pomona, Calif.

Filed Jan. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 226,520

Int. a.3 HOIR 13/62
U.S. a. 339—75 M 62 Oaims

. y.

1. Apparatus for making electrical contact with test points

on a test member comprising:

means for mounting the test member for movement to a test

location;

a plurality of conductive probe heads, each having a contact
end, said contact end of each probe head lying generally in

a plane that is co-planar with the location for test;

a plurality of fiexible inflators mounted adjacent the test

location; and

means for distending the inflators for causing each infiator to

contact such test member for urging such test member to

the test location and against the probe heads such that the

contact points of the probe heads contact selected test

ends on the test member.

insulation covered conductor, at least one of said sidewalls

including a portion displaceable from an mitial position

wherein the transverse dimension of said channel at said

portion is greater than the transverse dimension of said

cavity, to a final position wherein said sidewalls are lo-

cated within and engage the lateral surfaces of said cavity;

and

4,427,251

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR HAVING DISPLACEABLE
SIDEWALL TERMINAL ELEMENT

IstTU Mathe, and Alan H. Kasper, both of Cicero, III., assignors

to Allied Corporation, Morris Township, Morris County, N.J.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 788,110, Apr. 18, 1977,

abandoned. This application Sep. 27, 1978, Ser. No. 946,273

Int. a.5 HOIR 13/38

UJS. a. 339—97 P 19 Claims
1. An insulation-piercing contact mounted in a cavity of an

electrical cotmector, comprising:

a channel including a pair of sidewalls adapted to receive an

at least one pair of protuberances forming a conductor-
receiving notch adapted to open and displace said insula-

tion and make electrical connections with the conductor,
one of said protuberances extending inwardly from the

displaceable portion of each said sidewall.

4,427,252

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
Noel Lee, Daly City, and Andrew L. Choy, San Francisco, both

of Calif., assignors to Monster Cable Products, Inc., San
Francisco, Calif.

Filed Jun. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 274,767

Int. G.' HOIR 4/30
U.S. G. 339—89 R 13 Galms

14^ ^24 16

I. An electrical connector for connection to a post type
connector defined by an externally threaded tubular member
having a smooth pin-receiving mtemal bore, said electncal

connector comprising:

a male pin connected to the end of a connector body;
an internally threaded collar mounted on said pin for free

rotation, said collar being threadedly engagable with the

external threads of the post-type connector;

said connector body, at the end thereof remote from said pin.

having a threaded bore therein; and

a terminal fastener having a threaded portion for threadedly

engaging said threaded bore of said connector body and a

head portion for securing an electncal terminal between
the said head portion and the end of the connector body,
said terminal fastener including an axially directed bore
for receiving a pin-type banana connector and a diametn-
cally aligned bore for receiving an electrical conductor
for deUchably securing the conductor between said head
and the end of the connector body.
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4,427,253

FULLY INSULATED ELECTRICAL CLAMP
CONNECTOR WTTH INBOARD INSULATING TAB AND

SLOT
Philip L. Smidi, and Jowph R. Caprio, both of Madison, Conn.,
aadgnora to Kapler Corporation, Branford, Conn.

Continnation-iD-part of Ser. No. 277,991, Jun. 26, 1981. This
application Dec. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 326,218

Int. a.3 HOIR 7/04

U.S. a. 339-98 25 Qaims

portions having a slot arranged to engage and accept
therein the printed wiring card edge opposite said handle

"e.

portion, whereby said stifTener bracket is retained to said

printed wiring card.

1. An electrical clamp connector, comprising: first and sec-

ond half portions molded of electrically insulating material and
means to bolt said half portions together; each half portion
having at least two lengthwise grooves therein, the grooves
mating and serving to enclose conductors upon bolting of the
two half portions together; electrical bridging members having
piercing teethed portions; bridging member slots in the half
portions generally transverse to the grooves for insertion of the
bridging members, the teeth protruding from the grooves upon
said insertion; means permitting pivoting of the half portions
with respect to each other upon assembly to accommodate
various conductor sizes while maintaining a fully insulated

connector along both its sides; a tab slot for an insulating tab in

at least the first half portion, the tab slot being positioned
inboard and spaced from an end of the first half portion; an
insulating tab in at least the second half portion, said tab being
positioned inboard and spaced from an end of the second half
portion; the insulating ub blocking the passage of at least one
groove through the second half portion; and, said insulating

tab fitting within said tab slot upon the two half portions of the
connector being bolted together to also block the passage of at

least one mating groove through the first half portion and
thereby fully insulate a conductor end from the exterior end of
the connector.

4,427,255

PLASTIC BASED GLASS HALOGEN LAMP
Charles W. Cox, Willoughby, Ohio, assignor to General Electric
Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 94,065, No?. 14, 1979, abandoned. This
application Nov. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 318,167

Int. a.3 HOIJ 5/54: HOIK 1/46
U.S. a. 339-127 C 8 Qaims

4,427,254

PRINTED WIRING CARD STIFFENER BRACKET
James V. Koppensteiner, Chicago, 111., assignor to GTE Auto-

matic Electric Labs. Inc., Northlake, 111.

FUed Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 328,299
lat a.3 H05K 5/00

U.S.a 339-108 R 3 Qaims
1. A printed wiring card stifTener bracket comprising:
a handle portion extending along the edge of a printed wir-

ing card to be stiffened that is exposed when the card is

inserted into a card file, said handle portion including
means mounting the handle portion to the printed wiring
card; and,

a StifTener portion extending along the remaining edges of
the printed wiring card and including means for mounting
said StifTener portion to said handle portion, said stifTener

portion further including a plurality of blade arms resting

on the edges of the printed wiring card that adjoin the
handle portion at intervals suiuble to stiffen said printed
wiring card and prevent warpage and linear distortion,

and a pair ofcomer members each including L-shaped ub

1. An unsealed refiector lamp assembly having a replaceable
based halogen lamp lockingly engaged in focused position to a

reflector comprising, in combination, an electrically insulating

base, said lamp having a bulb containing a filament and having
lead wires for said filament extending outwardly from said

bulb in mutual parallelism and providing sole support of the
lamp in said base, said lead wires having intermediate portions
integrally formed with fixedly positioned preformed shoulders
formed from the material of said lead wires and spaced a first

predetermined reference distance from said filament, said base
having interior channels through which said lead wires extend,

said channels being integrally formed with seat portions lo-

cated at a predetermined internal position along the length of
said channels and complementary to and engaging said lead

wire shoulders for positioning said filament a second predeter-

mined reference distance from said base and positioning said

bulb in spaced relation from said base; said base having exterior

projecting ear means precisely located with respect to said

channel seat portions and which serve to reference said base to

the focus of the reflector when said based halogen lamp is

lockingly engaged to said reflector.
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4,427,256

HIGH VOLTAGE CABLE/CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY
Robert H. Reif, Groton, and Francis H. Stites, Wayland, both of

Mass., assignors to GTE Products Corporation, Stamford,
Conn.

FUed Apr. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 368,783
Int. a.3 HOIR 15/24, 13/53

U.S. a. 339—143 C 10 Oaims

5is;s
4. it II •< •>

1. A cable/connector assembly comprising:

an elongated high voltage cable including an electrically-

conductive central conductor for receiving high-valued
voluges, a continuous plastic dielectric surrounding the

central conductor, and an electrically-conductive cable
shield surrounding the dielectric for a portion of the
length of the cable whereby the remainder of the dielec-

tric is bare; and
a high voltage metal connector and metal corona shield

arranged serially with each other and positioned in sur-

rounding relationship with the cable with the portion of
the cable having the bare dielectric extending longitudi-

nally through and beyond the corona shield for a distance
for minimizing the possibility of voltage arc-over between
the central conductor of the cable and the corona shield;

said metal connector being secured to the cable and in physi-
cal and electrical contact with the cable shield; and

said corona shield being in physical and electrical contact
with the metal connector and including a portion of a

horn-like configuration directed upwardly and outwardly
away from the metal connector and defining a cavity
through which the aforesaid bare dielectric portion of the
cable passes and extends longitudinally beyond the corona
shield.

4,427,257

TERMINAL INSULATOR
Joseph P. DeMarco, 733 Western Ave., Park Ridge, III. 60068

Filed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,704

Int. a.J HOIR 13/64
U.S. a. 339—184 R 5 Qaims

1. An insulator for an electrical terminal assembly including

a first, relatively fixed terminal member and a second, rela-

tively movable terminal member removably connectable with
said first terminal member and having at least one wire affixed

thereto, said insulator comprising: a unitary member of insulat-

ing material comprising tubular means for removably sur-

roundingly engaging said first terminal member and including

one open end and an oppositely facing end part for surround-

ing at least one wire being of sufficient internal dimension to

permit passage of said second terminal member and said at least

one wire therethrough, end wall means at a terminal end of

said end part and passage means in said end wall means for

permitting passage of said second teminal member and said at

least one wire therethrough only when said second terminal
member is oriented in a predetermined fashion with respect to

said passage means, said predetermined orienUtion being dif-

ferent from the orienUtion of said second terminal member
when connected with said first terminal member and surround-
ingly engaged by said insulator, and said tubular meant further

including an extension portion extending from said open end to

said end part for accomodating an outwardly extending part of
said terminal assembly.

4,427,258 ,

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
Arthur L. Mueller, Camp Hill, Pa., aasignor to AMP Incorpo-

rated, Harrisburg, Pa.

Filed Not. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 321,000

Int. Q.3 HOIR 4/36
VJS. Q. 339—272 R ICIaim

1. An electrical connector comprising:

a. a channel-shaped first member with the floors and side-

walls defining a wire-receiving surface and further having

an upwardly extending pin fixed at one end of the wire-

receiving surface;

b. a second member having resiliently deformable, non-lm-

ear sidewalls and a top wall extruding between and joinmg
the sidewalls at their upper edges, said second member
being positioned over the first member with the lower
edges of the non-linear sidewalls being attached to the

sides of the first member with the wire-receiving surface

therebetween and with the pin extending through the top

wall for a predetermined distance; and

c. biasing means threadedly positioned in the top wall m
alignment with the wire-receiving surface on the first

member, said means adapted

for being turned down against a wire which may be lying on
the wire-receiving surface and in so doing, resiliently deform-

ing the sidewalls towards a more linear shape with the energy
stored in the resiliently deformed sidewalls available to main-

tain pressure on the wire, and further as the top wall moves
away from the wire-receiving surface, the top of the pin and
upper surface of the top wall become closer together to indi-

cate the degree of compressive force being exerted against the

wire.

4,427,259

SELECTABLE HELDOF-VIEW INFRARED LENS
Thomas P. FJeldsted, West Covina, Calif., assigaor to RockwcU

IntematioBal Corporation, El Segamlo, Calif.

FUed Aug. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,789

Int. Q.} G02B 13/14

U.S. Q. 350—

U

8 Claims
1. A selectable field-of-view infrared lens for projecting an
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image from object space onto a flat image plane, said selectable
field-of-view infrared lens being corrected over the spectral
region of 3.3 to 4.2 microns and having a selectable wide
fleld-of-view comprising:

an objective lens system having a plurality of lens elements
formed of material optically transparent over the spectral

region of 3.3 to 4.2 microns, said plurality of lens elements
each having a vertex and being coaxially aligned on a
chief ray passing through each vertex and adapted to
receive light from object space and to form an image on
said flat image plane,

a selecuble refractive Galilean afocal telescope having a
plurality of lens elements formed of material optically

transparent over the spectral region of 3.3 to 4.2 microns
said plurality of lens elements having a vertex and being
coaxially aligned on a chief ray passing through each
vertex, said selectable refractive afocal telescope being
coupled to said objective lens, said selectable refractive

Galilean afocal telescope being in select field-of-view

determining relation with said objective lens system; upon

I

"Sff"

waveguide with at least one passive layer making the effective
indices of a fundamental propagation mode and a harmonic

Ok

selection, said selectable refractive Galilean afocal tele-

scope cooperates with said objective lens system to pro-
vide a wide field-of-view,

a means for scanning, said means for scanning having an
optical element having an optical center, said optical

element being interposed between and coaxially aligned
with said selectable refractive Galilean afocal telescope
and said objective lens system, said means for scanning
being adapted to oscillate said optical element through a

predetermined angle, angularly displacing said collimated
rays;

whereby, upon selection, said selectable refractive Galilean
afocal telescope receives collimated light from object
space and provides said collimated rays to said means for

scanning optical element, said collimated rays passing
through said oscillating optical element and being recipro-

cally displaced, said reciprocally displaced collimated
rays passing to said objective lens system, said objective
lens system focusing said reciprocally displaced colli-

mated rays on said flat image plane; thereby, forming a

reciprocally displaced image.

propagation mode coincide offering an overlap integral value
exceeding that obtainable in the absence of said passive layer.

4,427^1
OPTICAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEM HAVING REDUCED

MODAL NOISE
Giok D. Khoe, and Christiaan H. F. Velzel, both of Eindhoren,

Netherlands, assignors to U.S. Philips Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Jul. 13, 1981, Scr. No. 282,618
Oaims priority, applicatioB Netherlands, Aug. 6, 1980,

8004472

Int. a.J G20B 5/14
U.S. a. 350-96.20 2 Qaims

1. An optical transmission system having reduced modal
noise, which compnses:

a semiconductor laser diode having first and second end
faces, said first laser end face being coupled to an optical

transmission waveguide during operation of the system;
and

a section of a monomode optical waveguide having first and
second ends, said second laser end face being optically

coupled to said first waveguide end and said second wave-
guide end being terminated in an at least partially reflec-

tive manner.

4,427,260 I

NON-LINEAR OPTICAL DEVICE WITH A COMPOSITE
WAVEGUIDE AND RADIATION SOURCE USING SUCH

A DEVICE
Claude Pnech, and Michel Papuchon, both of Paris, France,

assignors to Thooson-CSF, Paris, France
Filed Dec. 3, 1980, Ser. No. 212,276

Claims priority, appUcation France, Dec. 14, 1979, 79 30720
Int. a.3 G02B 5/174

UA a. 350-96.14 \ 9 Claims
1. A non-linear optical device for producing harmonic radia-

tion from an instant fundamental radiation, said radiations

being confined in a waveguide obtained by diffusing a metal
ion from the surface of a lithium niobate substrate, wherein
phase matching is obtained by coating the free face of the

4,427,262

ARMOR WIRE SPLICES
Ronald C. Oldham, Chandless Ford, England, assignor to Inter-

national Standard Electric Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Jun. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 270,326

Qaims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Jul. 8, 1980,
8022365

Int. a.3 G02B 7/26: H02G i/06
U.S. a. 350—96.23 17 Claims

1. A joint for two elongate members, each including a core
and at least one layer of armor wires laid up on the core, said

joint comprising

first portions of said armor wires which extend beyond the

respective core and onto the respective other core to

overlap with the armor wires of the respective other
elongate member.
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a sleeve positioned on said wires at said region of overlap;
and

second portions of said armor wires constituting continua-
tions of said first portions and turned back around the
respective ends of said sleeve.

4,427,263

PRESSURE INSENSITIVE OPTICAL nSER
Nicholas Lagakos, Silver Spring, Md., and Joseph A. Bucaro,
Hemdon, Va., assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D.C.
Filed Apr. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 256,289

Int. a.J G02B 5/172
U.S. Q. 350—96.33 16 Qaims

ACOUSTIC «4Vt PRfSSUdt

OPTICAL rO«t|ri|l

COATING fi2<i<| • ClAOOINO

COATINaOttOH BULK MOOULlMI-SuaSTrtATF

stantially contiguous to a common plane spaced forwardly of
the bezel, the front face of each mounting device having adhe-
sively secured thereto a strip of securing means of the hook and
loop type, a substantially fiat antiglare panel, the rear surface
of the panel having a plurality of stnps adhesively secured to

the same and being of the hook and loop type, the strips on the
panel being located whereby the panel can be pressed againsl

the mounting devices, with the strips on the panel being ap-
plied to and retained by the strips on the mounting devices,

said strips forming the sole means for removably supporting
and retaining the panel in a position in front of and spaced from
the display area.

4,427,265

DIFFUSION PLATE
Takashi Suzuki; Kiyoshi lizuka, both of Yokohama; KcUi Oh-

taka, Tokyo, and Hidemasa Mlzutani, Kawasaki, all of Japan,
SMlgnors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 275,406
Qaims priority, application Japan. Jun. 27. 1980, 55-88029;

Jun. 27, 1980, 55-88031

Int. Q.' G02B 5/02
U.S. Q. 350-321 4 Qaims

1. A pressure insensitive optical fiber waveguide comprising:
a solid cylindrical light transmitting core;

a cladding layer concentrically surrounding the core;

substrate means concentrically surrounding the cladding
layer including a layer of glass having a bulk modulus
substantially higher than that of the core;

said glass layer having a thickness such that external acoustic

pressures thereon induce self cancelling phase shifts of
light through the core;

thereby rendering the waveguide substantially insensitive to

environmental acoustic conditions.

4,427,264

MOUNTING FOR OPTICAL ANTIGLARE PANEL AND
ASSEMBLY INCLUDING THE SAME

Marc A. Kamerling, Santa Rosa, Calif., assignor to Optical

Coating Laboratory, Inc., Santa Rosa, Calif.

Filed Jan. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 224,161

Int. Q.5 G02B 27/00
U.S. Q. 350—276 R 2 Qaims

1. An assembly comprising visual display means having an
illuminated display area and a bezel surrounding the area, the

bezel having holes located at spaced regions, mounting devices

secured to the bezel, each device having portions extending

within and locked within the holes, each mounting device

having a flat front face, the faces of all the devices being sub-

1. A diffusion plate having the following constructions

formed on the surface of the substrate thereof:

microlens-like curved surfaces of a size of the order of 10 to

several tens of ^m arranged regularly and iwo-dimension-

ally;

curved surfaces between said microiens-like curved surfaces,

and

minute concavo-convex surfaces irregularly arranged on
said microlens-like curved surfaces.

4,427,266

DRIVING SYSTEM FOR MATRIX LIQUID CRYSTAL
DISPLAY WITH NONLINEAR-SWITCHES

Minoni Hosokawa, Suwa, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kaisha

Suwa Seikosha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 24, 1981. Scr. No. 305,415

Qaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 25, 1980, 55-133296

Int. Q.' G02F l/lii

U.S. Q. 350—333 10 Qaims

1. A matrix type liquid crystal display unit, comprising:

a plurality of liquid crystal display elements arranged in a

matrix formal;

a non-linear element in series with each of said plurality of

liquid crystal display elements, said non-linear element

having a current characteristic which is non-linear with

respect to applied voltage;
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column electrodes and line electrodes, each series combina-
tion of liquid crystal display element and non-linear ele-

ment being connected between a column and line elec-

trode;

line electrode driving means and column electrode driving

means, said driving means being adapted to selectively

apply driving signals of a plurality of voltage levels to said

line and column electrodes, said voltage levels being ap-

plied to select a particular display element for one ofOFF
and ON states or to non-select said particular element,

consecutive ones of said voltage levels being different by
equal magnitudes, said non-linear element being non-con-
ducting in said OFF and non-selected states.

4,427^7
METAL DIPHTHALOCYANINE ELECTROCHROMIC

DISPLAYS AND ELECTROLYTES THEREFOR
Gilbert C. Collins, and David J. Schiffrin, both of Southampton,

England, anignors to International Business Machines Corpo-
ration, Arnionk, N.Y.

FUed Oct. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 307,915

Claims priority, application European Pat. Off., Dec. 19,

1980,80304653

Int. a.J G02F ]/17
U.S. a. 350—357 9 Oaims

1. An electrochromic display device comprising
a counter electrode,

at least one display electrode in spaced relation to said

counter electrode,

a layer of an electrochromic metal diphthalocyanine on said

display electrode,

a solvent taken from the group consisting of a polyhydric
alcohol, a polyhydric ether, a glyme and mixtures thereof
in contact with said layer, and

a conductivity salt dissolved in said solvent to form an elec-

trolyte in electrical contact with said counter electrode
and said display electrode that enables said layer to be
cycled between different colored states for an extended
time period.

of the first lens group alternatively to the first attachment
optical means and having a power with a sign different

from that of the power of the first lens group;

wherein the first attachment optical means and the first lens

group form a substantial afocal optical system, and
wherein the first lens group and the second attachment
optical means form a substantial afocal optical system, and
the distance between the first lens group and the second
lens group is maintained constant and wherein the first

lens group has a positive power, and wherein the first and
the second attachment optical means have a negative
power, whereby when the magnification factor is n, the
afocal magnification ratio with the first attachment optical

means and the first lens group is substantially l/vVand
that with the first group and the second attachment opti-

cal means is substantially Vn7

4,427,268

VARIABLE MAGNinCATION RATIO LENS
KeUi Ikemori, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Canon Kabushiid

Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jul. 8, 1980, Ser. No. 166,798
Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 10, 1979, 54-87117

Int. a.3 G02B 15/02
U.S. a. 350—422 6 Qaims

4 427 269
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATICALLY
COMPENSATING FOR ROTATION OF IMAGES IN

ARTICULATED OPTICAL SYSTEMS
Walter Lang, Konigsbronn; Erich Blaha, Essingen; Roland
Schmauder, Oberkochen, and Franz Muchel, Konigsbronn, all

of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Carl-Zeiss-Stiftung,

Heidenheim, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Nov. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 324,998

Int. a.5 G02B 21/00
U.S. a. 350—500 7 Qaims
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1. A variable magnification ratio lens system comprising:
a futed first lens group;

a second positive lens group arranged at the back of the first

lens group so that the optical axis of the second positive
lens group is aligned with that of the first lens group;

an eyepiece arranged at the back of the second lens group so
that the optical axis of the eyepiece is aligned with that of
the second lens group;

first attachment optical means arranged to be in front of the
first lens group and having a power with a sign different
from that of the power of the first lens group; and

second attachment optical means arranged to be at the back

3. Apparatus for automatically compensating for rotation of
an image projected through an articulated optical system and
rotated as a result of relative movement of parts of the articu-

lated system, said apparatus comprising an optical system
including a plurality of members providing an optical path and
articulated to each other to move relative to each other to alter

the position of an entrance end of the system relative to an exit

end of the system, means for projecting an image of an object

along said optical path from one member of said articulated

optical system to another member thereof, an optical image
rotating element (72) located in said optical path, motor drive

means for turning said image rotating element, a minicomputer

(130), angular-position transmitters (111,112) responsive to

movements of members of said articulated system, circuit

means (121,122) for processing and delivering signals from said

transmitters to said minicomputer, said minicomputer being

arranged to produce a signal which is proportional to the total

rotation of the image caused by movement of members of the

articulated system, and means for controlling said motor drive

means from such signal.
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4,427,270

MICROSCOPE FRAME
Winfried Kraft, Asslar-Werdorf; Walter Froboese, Solms;
Guenter Reinheimer, Biebertal, and Karl Wieber, Asslar-
Berghausen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Ernst
Uitz Wetzlar GmbH, Wetzlar, Fed. Rep. of Germany

per No. PCr/DE79/00148, § 371 Date Aug. 20, 1980, § 102(e)
Date Aug. 20, 1980, PCT Pub. No. WO80/01320, PCT Pub.
Date Jun. 26, 1980

PCT Filed Dec. 18, 1979, Ser. No. 204,370
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 22,

1978, 7838094[U]

Int. a.3 G02B 21/24
U.S. a. 350-507 8 Qaims

4,427,272

ANISEIKONIA EYEGLASS LENS WITH PROGRESSIVE
MAGNinCATION

Hermann Gemet, Duaanstrasse 6, D-4400 Miinster, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

PCT No. PCr/EP79/00023, § 371 Date Dec. 4, 1979, § 102(e)
Date Dec. 4, 1979

PCT Filed Mar. 27, 1979, Ser. No. 189.844
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 5,

1978, 2814678

Int. Q.' G02C 7/02
U.S. Q. 351-173 2 Qaims

1. A microscope stand comprising a stand base, an upper
support for optical components projecting from said stand
base, a carrying grip mounted on said upper support of the

microscope stand, and means for permitting said grip to be
moved from an operative position extending upwardly from
said upper support to a storage position received in said upper
support.

1. An aniseikonia eyeglass lens to be worn in front of the
non-operated eye of a patient with unilateral aphakia of pseu-
dophakia. said lens having a portion each for far and near
vision having no refractive powers or having refractive pow-
ers equal in both said portions, the improvement which com-
prises a thickness in the center of the lens, a number of strips in

said near portion of said lens, said stnps having anterior and
posterior curvatures for a magnification for near vision which
continuously progresses from strip to strip as the patient low-
ers the line of vision so that the retinal images m the two eyes
of the patient are essentially of equal size.

4 427 271
4.427.273

GASKETS ''^JHIN GLASS LENSK^^^^ IN Thomas C Mackereth, Burwell. and Tade^z^browsk., Cam-

C Davis Fogg, R^'Xir^gio';^ Bausch * Lomb ^^^ie^Yo^k "-^T^
""'^"" " "•'• '""'^ ""^™-

Incorporated, Rochester, NY '

FlledNov.M. 1981, Ser. No. 323.617
Filed Apr «, 1981, Ser No. 254,562 Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Dec. 8, 1980,

IT c m «i ic^
^ 8039257; Aug. 12. 1981. 8124617

U.S. u. 351—154 4 Qaims int. q.j g03B l/OO
U.S. Q. 352—183 12 Qaims

1. An ophthalmic lens gasket material, comprising:

a continuous loop of substantially fiexible, heat shrinkable

material having an initial size in an unheated state suffi-

cient to fit over the peripheral edge of an ophthalmic lens

at a first step of installation and shrinkable to a second size

to closely fit about and be in, and remain in, intimate

conuct with the peripheral edge of the ophthalmic lens

after application of sufficient heat to shrink the substan-

tially flexible heat shrinkable material during a second
manufacturing step.

i'<
fe-

1. A film projection system including a light source, film

transport means for continuously transporting the film past an
aperture through which light from the source is directed onto
a detector and a guide for guiding the film in the region of the

aperture to maintain a desired spacing between the film and the
aperture, the part of the guide in contact with the film being
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arranged to move at substantially the same velocity as the film,

characterized in that in the region of the aperture the film is

guided solely by guide elements which contact the film and
move substantially at the velocity of the film; said guide ele-

ments are two endless bands each having a portion which
engages with respective edges of the film; and that the trans-

port means includes means for varying the spacing between the
bands.

moving a photoconductive surface past said modules, and
means for selectively enabling the light emitting diodes of said

4,427^4
WIDE ANGLE PROJECTION SYSTEM

Marrin L. Fund, Bel Nor, and John A. VanHoogstrate, Jr., St.

Louis County, both of Mo., assignors to McDonnell Douglas
Corporation, St. Louis, Mo.

FUed Apr. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 254,417
Int. a.J G03B 21/28, 21/56

U.S. a. 353-99 16 Oaims

rows so that the light emitting diodes of adjacent modules are
enabled sequentially in opposite longitudinal directions.

^

^

-4

4,427,276

MICROCOMPUTER CONTROLLED PHOTOGRAPHIC
EXPOSURE SYSTEM AND METHOD

Alan D. Feinerman, Cambridge; Donald L. Grimes, Milford, and
Kathy J. Messina, East Boston, all of Mass., assignors to
Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305,690
Int. C\? G03B 7/097

U.S. a. 354-412 27aaims

^
* - '^O^

1. A wide angle projection system comprising: a projector
capable of emitting light in a desired pattern; a concave mirror
out of direct alignment with said projector; a system of lenses
for directing the light emitted from the projector toward the
mirror and for spreading that light widely as it is directed
toward the mirror, the lens system causing the light to form a
real image of the desired pattern beyond the lens system and at

a substantial distance in front of the mirror, the lens system
emitting the light at a location such that the light upon reflect-

ing from the mirror converges along a stationary axis toward a
small area and thereafter diverges and the mirror causing the
light to form another real image of the desired pattern beyond
the small area and in the region where the light diverges; and
a surface positioned beyond the small area generally at the
location at which the other real image of the desired pattern is

formed in the diverging light so that the other real image is

generally in focus on the surface.

4,427,275

XEROGRAPHIC ELECTRONIC PRINTER
Henry Stalzer, Daobury, Conn., assignor to Pitney Bowes Inc.,

Stanford, Conn.

Filed Jul. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 400,802
Int. a.5 B41B 13/00; G03B 41/00

U.S. a. 354-4 5 Qaims
1. An apparatus for producing a continuous line of dots

formed on a charged photoconductive surface by the enabling
of light emitting diodes, the system comprising: an imaging
sution made up of a pluiality of longitudinally extending mod-
ules, each of said modules having a plurality of light emitting
diodes arranged in at least one longitudinal row, means for

1. An exposure control system usable in a camera for con-
trolling transmission of image forming light rays from a scene
to a film unit located in a film plane, said system being operable
in an imbient light mode and a flash mode wherein the scene is

illuminated by a mixture of ambient light and artificial illumi-
nation provided from a combustible filament photoflash lamp
which, when fired, may have light output characteristics that
differ from its output specifications, said system comprising:

a blade mechanism;

means for mounting said blade mechanism for displacement
between a first arrangement wherein it blocks transmis-
sion of scene light to the film plane and a second arrange-
ment wherein it defines a maximum aperture, said blade
mechanism serving to define a range of progressively
increasing sized aperture as it moves from its said first

arrangement toward its said second arrangement and then
a range of progressively decreasing sized apertures as it

returns to its said first arrangement during the course ofan
exposure interval for regulating transmission of scene light

to the film plane;

drive means responsive to a program of trajectory signals for

driving said blade mechanism in a manner whereby its

operation is characterized by an aperture size versus time
trajectory curve defined by said program of trajectory
signals;

means for connecting a flash unit to said system which is

responsive to a firing signal for firing such a flash lamp to

provide a source of artificial illumination directed toward
the scene;
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means for selectively setting said system for either ambient
light or flash mode of operation;

means for providing pre-exposure inputs indicative of scene
brightness level and camera-to-scene distance and an
exposure brightness input indicative of scene brightness
level during the course of an exposure interval; and

control means operative upon actuation for controlling a
cycle of system operation, said control means including a
memory section having a preprogrammed trajectory and
flash fire daU base stored therein, said data base including
at least characterizing elements of a plurality of different
ambient light trajectory signal programs each correlated
to a different range of ambient scene brightness levels, at
least characterizing elements of a plurality of different
flash mode trajectory signal programs each correlated to
the specified light output characteristics of such a flash
lamp and different combination of ranges of ambient scene
brightness levels and camera-to-scene distances, and cor-
related flash firing time data for each of said flash mode
trajectory signal programs, said control means further
including means responsive to at least said preexposure
brightness input, when said system is set for ambient light
mode operation, for utilizing said data base and develop-
ing therefrom a program of trajectory signals to provide
an ambient light trajectory curve appropriate for the
indicated scene brightness level, and for feeding said pro-
gram of trajectory signals to said blade drive means to
effect exposure of the film unit and, when said system is

set for said flash mode operation, being responsive to said
pre-exposure brightness and camera-to-scene distance
inputs for utilizing said data base and developing there-
from a program of trajectory signals to provide a flash
mode trajectory curve appropriate for the indicated
brightness and distance, for selecting the flash firing time
corresponding to said developed program, for feeding at
least an initial portion of said program to said drive means
and providing a flash fire signal to said flash unit at said
selected time to initiate an exposure cycle, and following
initiation of said exposure cycle being responsive to said
exposure brightness input for regulating the provision of
said program signals to said drive means to adjust the
shape of the trajectory curve for optimum exposure value
in response to the light output characteristics of said flash
lamp thereby compensating for deviations from its said
specified output characteristics.

and having an opening therein for limiting light incident
to said automatic focus detecting element; and

a hght intercepting member for covering said opening dur-
ing a photographing operation, wherein said light inter-
cepting member includes a confronting surface which
faces the upper surface of said automatic focus detecting
element when said opening is covered by said light inter-
cepting member, and cleaning means on said confronting
surface for contacting said upper surface of said automatic
focus detecting element during movement of said light
intercepting member to clean said upper surface of said
automatic focus detecting element.

4,427,277

STRUCTURE FOR MOUNTING COVER FOR
AUTOMATIC FOCUS DETECHNG DEVICE

Keisuke Haraguchi, Ranzan, Japan, assignor to Asahi Kogaku
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 300,865
Oaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 10, 1980, 55-

128626[U]

Int. a.3 G03B i/00
U.S. a. 354-402 naaims

14' rS m'^ 15

1. A single-lens reflex camera of the type having an auto-
matic focus detecting device including an automatic focus
detecting element, the improvement comprising:

a cover member disposed over said focus detecting element

4,4r,278
FLASH PHOTOGRAPHY SYSTEM AND ELECTRONIC

FLASH DEVICE FOR USE IN THE SYSTEM
TokujI Ishida, Daito, and HiitMhi Howmizu, Sakai, both of

Japan, assignors to Minolta Camera Kabusbiki Kaisba,
Osaka, Japan

Filed Oct. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 432,442
Oaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 5, 1981, 56-159145

Int. a.}G03B 15/05. 17/18
U.S. a. 354-416 9cui„u
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1. A flash photography system including an electronic flash
device and a camera, said electronic flash device comprising;

a flash tube;

a main capacitor storing electricity for firing said flash tube;
a trigger means for initiating firing of said flash tube;
a light receiving means for receiving light reflected from an

object or a scene;

an automatic flash light control means for generating a stop
signal for stopping the firing of said flash tube when inte-

gration of the light received by said light receiving means
reaches a predetermined level;

a detection means for generating a detection signal when
said main capacitor is charged to a predetermined level;

a flash readiness signal generating means for generating a
fla.sh readiness signal in response to said detection signal;

a flash light control termination signal generating means for
generating a flash light control termination signal m re-

sponse to said stop signal for a given period of time; and
a terminal connected to said flash readiness signal generating
means and said flash light control termination signal gen-
erating means for transmission of said flash readiness
signal and said flash light control termination signal,

said camera comprising:

a terminal connectable to said terminal of said electronic
flash device;

an automatic exposure control means capable of automatic
shutter speed control in a daylight photography mode and
a flash photography mode, said flash readiness signal and
said flash light control termination signal, when transmit-
ted to said terminal of said camera, causing said automatic
exposure control means to effect automatic shutter speed
control in the flash photography mode; and

a flash light control termination signal interrupting means
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for generating an interrupting signal at said terminal of

said camera in response to a camera release operation,

wherein said electronic flash device further comprises a

control means for causing said flash light control termina-

tion signal generating means to interrupt the generation of

said flash light control termination signal in response to

said interrupting signal transmitted to said terminal of said

electronic flash device. I

4,427,279

CAMERA DEVICE FOR INCLUDING SEPARATE
INFORMATION AREA ON PHOTOGRAPHS

Abu Edelstein, Philadelphia, and Allan M. White, Jenkintown,

both of Pa., assignors to Micro Graphic Concepts Inc., Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Filed Aug. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 296,606

Int. a.^ G03B 17/24

U.S. a. 354—107 2 Qaims

1. In a camera having a lens and photographic film, a device

for superitfTposing information on the photograph being taken,

wherein said device is interposed between said lens and photo-

graphic film, said device permitting light images which pass

through the lens to reach a first portion of said film, said device

supporting an information carrying slide in light transmissive

communication with a second portion of said film, said device

comprising a frame divided into two sections, the first section

being completely light transmissive and a second section being

formed as an opaque, hollow, concave enclosure, said enclo-

sure including a lamp and having an open face directed

towards said film in which said slide is disposed, said device

including means for adjusting the intensity of said lamp,

wherein said lamp and said concave section cooperate to direct

light of preselected intensity through said slide towards the

film concurrently with the taking of a picture so that said light

images and said information are concurrently registered on

said film in a manner such that the level of exposure of said

information is readily adjustable by said intensity adjusting

means to produce a photograph having an information field

and imagery whose respective levels of exposure are balanced

relative to each other, as desired.
|

4,427,280

AUXILIARY POWER SOURCE DEVICE FOR MOTOR
DRIVEN CAMERA

Tomonori Iwashita, Fuchu; Yukio Mashimo, Kawasaki;

Hidehiko Fukahori, Yokohama, and Yoshitaka Watanabe,

Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 349,458

Gaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 24, 1981, 56-25972;

Apr. 24, 1981, 56-25976

Int. a.^ G03B 1/04

U.S. a. 354—173.11 6 Oaims
1. An auxiliary power source device for a motor driven

camera comprising;

an auxiliary power source; '

a terminal for connecting the auxiliary power source to the

power source of the motor driven camera so as to supply

current to the winding motor of the motor driven camera;

detecting means to be connected between the auxiliary

power source and the terminals so as to detect the load

current to the winding motor; and

mens for lowering the voltage applied to the winding motor
by means of the output of the detecting means when the

detecting means detects that the load current reaches a

predetermined value.

4,427,281

SINGLE LENS REFLEX CAMERA
Akira Yamada, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Canon Kabushiki

Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 407,325

Oaims priority, application Japan, Aug. 20, 1981, 56-130484

Int. C\? G03B 13/02. 17/18

U.S. a. 354—219 6 Qaims
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1. A single lens reflex camera including:

(a) a penta prism;

(b) an electrical power source;

(c) circuit parts for controlling camera operation;

(d) a flexible substrate electrically connecting said electrical

power source to said circuit parts, said substrate being

positioned along said penta prism; and

(e) a DC/DC converter positioned above said penta prism

through said substrate, said DC/DC converter being

electrically connected to said electrical power source and

also electrically connected to said circuit parts.

4,427,282

MODE CHANGE OVER DEVICE FOR CAMERA
Masahisa Fujino, Musashino; Akio Sunouchi, Tokyo; Nobuyuki

Suzuki, and Ryuji Suzuki, both of Kawasaki, all of Japan,

assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 392,253

Oaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 7, 1981, 56-106404

Int. a.' G03B 9/02

U.S. a. 354—271.1 3 Qaims

1. A mode change over device for a camera having a dia-

phragm and capable of operating in a shutter time preference

mode comprising:

diaphragm closing means for bringing said diaphragm from

a fully opened state into a closed state;

operation means for operating said diaphragm closing

means, said operation means moving between a first posi-

tion in which said diaphragm is brought into the fully

opened state by said diaphragm closing means and a sec-
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ond position in which said diaphragm is brought into the 4,427,284
closed state by said diaphragm closing means; ADJUSTMENT MEANS FOR RBER OPTIC

lock means for locking said operation means in said first ILLUMINATOR
P°*'''°"; ""Rh S. L. Dannatt, Bethel, Conn., assignor to Pitney Bowes

release means for releasing the locked state of said lock 'n^., Stamford, Conn.
means;

means for making the lock release operation of said IcK-k

means impossible; and

mode selection means for controlling said means for making
the lock release operation impossible, said mode selection

means being operative when said shutter time preference
mode is selected.

Filed Jun. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 384,820
Int. a.' G03B 27/00

U.S. a. 355—1

42,44,46
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1 In a fiber optic illuminating system having a linear array of
fiber ends and a platen for supptirting an original document to
be scanned and copied, the improvement comprising

a flexible lens assembly situated intermediate said array of
fiber ends and said platen:

a defiectable frame supporting said flexible lens assembly,
and

means for deflecting said deflectable frame whereby said
flexible lens assembly can be transversely deflected to
thereof modify the linearity of said lens assembly without
disturbing the focal adjustment thereof

4,427,283
SCRATCH SUPPRESSING ILLUMINATION SYSTEM

FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTER
John Gasper, Hilton, N.Y., assignor to Eastman Kodak Com-

pany, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed May 21, 1981, Ser. No. 265,755

Int. a.^ G03B 27/00
U.S. a. 355—1 17 cigimj

\

1. In a color photographic printer having a printing lens and
a film gate, an illumination system for illuminating the film

gate, comprising:

a light source for producing a beam of light having a charac-
teristic axial brightness distribution directed towards said

film gate;

reflecting means disposed between said light source and said

film gate for intercepting peripheral portions of said beam
and redirecting said peripheral portions towards said film

gate, so that the beam emerging from said reflecting

means has a characteristic angular spread somewhere
between about ±35* to about ±65*; and

means for conditioning the light emerging from said reflect-

ing means such that the image produced by said printing

lens is substantially uniform, and such that said character-

istic angular spread and said characteristic axial brightness

distribution are substantially preserved, whereby scratch

suppression and improved efficiency are achieved.

4.427,285

DIRECT DUPLEX PRINTING ON PRE-CLT COPY
SHEETS

Klaus K. Stange, Pittaford, N.Y.. assignor to Xerox Corporation,
Stamford, Conn.

Filed Feb. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 239,094
Int. a.J G03G 15/00

U.S. CI. 355-3 FU 16 Claims

v^

I In a reproduction machine for prixlucing impressions of
an original, the reproduction machine having a station for

supplying discrete copy sheets, and a plurality of operating
components cixiperable with one another to produce the im-
pressions on a copy sheet, the operating components including

a first photosensitive member,
a first transfer station for transferring an image from the first

photosensitive member onto a first side of a copy sheet,

a second photosensitive member,
a second transfer sution for transferring an image from the

second photosensitive member onto the opposite side of
the copy sheet, and
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a fuser station including,

fixing means having heated fuser rolls, and
compacting rolls disposed between the fixing means and the

second transfer station, the fuser rolls operating at a

lower peripheral velocity than the compacting rolls, the

compacting rolls insulating the photosensitive member
from the fuser station whereby the toner images are

simultaneously tacked to each side of the copy sheet and
conveyed to the fixing means. ,

4,427,286

ELECTROPHOTOCOPIER LINE SCANNING
ILLUMINATOR

Thonutt W. Boise, New Milford, Conn., assignor to Pitney

Bowes Inc., Stamford, Conn.

Filed Jul. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,396

Int. a.J G03G 15/04. 15/30

U.S. a. 355—3 R 3 Qaims

1. A line scanning, illuminating apparatus, for use in an

electrophotocopying machine, comprising:

a linear source of light;

a hyperbolic reflector situated behind the linear light source,

the profile of the reflector being given by the equation:

table and which performs copying operation of a docu-

ment on said document table;

(B) an automatic document feeder which automatically

feeds the document onto said document table of said

copying machine main body;

(C) a single motor which is disposed at the side of said

copying machine main body and which drives a drive

mechanism for said copying machine main body and a

drive mechanism for said automatic document feeder;

||azs=2a:^|

(D) timing signal generating means, with a timing disk oper-

ative in synchronism with rotation of said motor, for

generating a timing signal necessary for copying opera-

tion; and

(E) controlling means, disposed at the side of said copying

machine main body, for controlling operation of said

copying machine main body and said automatic document

feeder according to the timing signal generated by said

timing signal generating means.

^ = ^*[-(^]-

^|'-(^" where

I

B=a point on the x axis and represents the distance between

the center line of said reflector and a virtual image of the

light source created behind said reflector, and is a positive

quantity, and

A = a negative quantity representing the distance between

the center line of said reflector and the linear light source

located in front of said reflector; and

a cylindrical lens located in front of said linear light source.

4,427,287

COPYING MACHINE WITH AN AUTOMATIC
DOCUMENT FEEDER

Hiroslil Matsimioto, Yokohama, and Tomoki Ogura, Ayase,

both of Japan, assignors to Toliyo Shibaura Denici Kabushiki

Kalsha, Kawasaki, Japan

FUed No?. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,425

Claims priority, application Japan, Not. 5, 1980, 55-155447;

Not. 5, 1980, 55-155467

Int. a.} G03G 15/00

UjS. a. 355—14 SH 4 Claims

1. A copying machine with an automatic document feeder,

comprising:

(A) a copying machine main body which has a document

4,427,288

IMAGE FORMING APPARATUS
Nao Nagashima, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Canon Kabushiki

Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

DiTision of Ser. No. 188,230, Sep. 17, 1980. This application Jan.

27, 1982, Ser. No. 343,188

Oaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 26, 1979, 54-123631;

Sep. 26, 1979, 54-123632

Int. a.} G03G 15/00

U.S. a. 355—14 R 4 Qaims
1. A reproducing apparatus comprising:

a plurality of processing means for reproducing an image;

instruction means for selectively operating one of said

means; and

display means coupled to said instruction means for display-

ing dau in response to a signal from said instruction
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means, wherein said display means interrupts a previous
display in response to said enabling means and carries out

r ypoBT,

H: ^ >'n»Tj
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- r

a display in accordance with the signal from said instruc-
tion means.

1. A toner recovery apparatus for an electrostatic copying
machine provided with a drum-shaped photosensitive body
having a photosensitive layer laid on the outer circumference
thereof and rotated in one direction and a developing device,
said toner recovery apparatus comprising:

a cylindrical fur brush disposed substantially above said
photosensitive body and forward, with respect to said one
direction, of a vertical line passing through the center of
said photosensitive body, said fur brush including a large
number of elastic fibers on the outer circumference
thereof;

first driving means for rotating said fur brush in a direction
opposite to said one direction, free ends of said elastic
fibers of said fur brush lightly contacting the surface of
said photosensitive body during roution of said fur bruch

to enable said free ends to hold toner remaining on the
surface of said photosensitive layer therebetween, thereby
removing said remaining toner from said photosenlitive
body;

a cleaning blade having a tip and being disposed subsUn-
tially above said photosensitive body downstream of said
fur brush and upstream of said developing device with
respect to said one direction, said blade tip being capable
of contact with said photosensitive layer such that, when
in contact with said photosensitive layer, said blade tip

scrapes off said toner which has not been removed by said
fur brush, thereby cleaning the photosensitive layer; and

second driving means for bringing said tip of said cleaning
blade into contact with said photosensitive layer and said
free ends of said fibers of said fur brush when said phoio-
sensitive body is rotated and for moving said cleaning
blade away from said photosensitive layer when roution

,

of said photosensitive body is stopped, thereby enabling

'

said toner removed from said photosensitive layer by said
cleaning blade to be held between said fibers of said fur
brush to be recovered.

4,427 289
TONER RECOVERY APPARATUS OF ELECTROSTATIC

COPYING MACHINE
Goro Oda, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Tokyo Shibaura Denki

Kabushiki Kaisha, Kawasaki, Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 164,937, Jul. 1, 1980, abandoned. This

application Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 426,230
Qaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 9, 1979, 54-85903; Jul.

9, 1979, 54-85904; Jan. 25, 1980, 55-6977

Int. Q.5 G03G 21/00
U.S. Q. 355—15 19 Qaims

4,427,290
TITLE EDGE APPARATUS FOR SERIALLY PRODUCED

COLLATED COPY
Stanton Kayc, 2216 Los Angeles St., Berkeley, Calif. 94700, and

Curtis Schreier. San Francisco, Calif., assignors to Stanton
Kaye, Berkeley, Calif.

Continuation-in-pari of Ser. No. 257,438, Apr. 24, 1981, Pat. No.
4,352,554. This application Oct. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 309.669

Int. Q.' G03B 27/52
U.S.Q.355-W _ IQaim

-Jl^
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I In an optically scanning copier for serially reprcxlucmg
copy from an original and for placing said reproduced copy in

a collated array wherein said copy is used for further priming.
the improvement comprising in combination:

an electronic memory for retaining titled information for

imprintation onto an edge portion of said copy;
means for serially scanning successive raster lines of said

retained titled information on a line raster basis by elec-

tronically scanning said electronic memory; and
light array means for synchronously printing said titled

information onto the edge portions of successive pages of
said copy, whereby when said successive pages of said
copy arc reproduced from said original and collated, the
edge portions thereof display said titled information.

4,427,291

COMPACT OPTICAL IMAGING APPARATUS
Pierce B. Day, Pittsford, N.Y., assignor to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,472

Int. Q.} G03B 27/44
U.S. Q. 355—46 6 Claims

1. A compact optical imaging apparatus for projecting in

focus an upnght and wrong-reading light image of an informs-
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tion bearing document in an object plane onto an image plane,

said apparatus comprising:

a plurality of lenses located between said object plane and
said image plane for projecting along an optical path a

plurality of overlapping segments of a light image;

reflection means, located in said optical path between the

object plane and said lenses, for directing a light image of

an information bearing document in the object plane to

said lenses;

^^n ^
"

1. A computer controlled microfilm camera system for use

with reusable, single microfiche film cartridges, the system

comprising:

means for (a) at least partially withdrawing the film from

said cartridge to permit exposure of said film, and for (b)

thereafter reinserting said film back into said cartridge

when finished with its exposure;

first means for translating the film in incremental steps along

a first direction corresponding to columns oriented with

respect to said film;

second means for translating the microfilm in incremental

steps along a second direction corresponding to rows
oriented with respect to said film;

a pre-programmed microprocessor for (a) controlling the

size of the incremental steps of the first and second means
in response to format selection data input to said micro-

processor by a system user, and for (b) controlling the

order of movement of said film provided by said first and

second means for purposes of exposing the film in either a

row mode or a column mode in response to mode selec-

tion data input to said microprocessor by a system user;

means for inputting data to the microprocessor; and
means for focusing images onto the exposed portion of the

microfilm.

a plurality of roof mirrors associated with said plurality of

lenses respectively, said roof mirrors being located in said

— path to (i) receive such image segments from said lenses,

(ii) reverse and invert such image segments, and (iii) re-

flect the image segments back through said lenses along

said path toward the image plane; and

reflection means, located in said optical path between the

image plane and said lenses, for directing such image

segments from the lenses to the image plane to form an

upright and wrong-reading image of the information bear-

ing document in such plane. i

4,427,292

COMPUTER CONTROLLED MICROHLM CAMERA
SYSTEM

Vernon G. Buchanan, Salt Lake City, Utah, assignor to Micro-

size, Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah

Filed Apr. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 372,825

Int. a.5 G03B 27/44

U.S. a. 355—54 26 Oaims

4,427,293

DOUBLE OPTICAL PROBE DEVICE FOR THE
DETERMINATION OF THE REFRACHVE INDEX OF A

LIQUID REDUCED TO A PREDETERMINED
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE

Alan L. Harnier, Bernex, Switzerland, assignor to Battelle Me-
morial Institute, Carouge, Switzerland

Filed Sep. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 303,083

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Sep. 18, 1980,

6998/80

Int. a.3 COIN 21/41
U.S. a. 356—133 6 Claims

tli:^*^;"'^

4. A double optical probe device for the determination of the

refractive index of a liquid reduced to a predetermined refer-

ence temperature, said device being adapted to give rise to an

error which is more positive than the negative error inherent

to a single optical probe device, characterized in that said

device comprises:

a first and second optical probe each consisting of a light

conducting body comprising an inlet section and an outlet

section connected to each other by an intermediate sec-

tion, at least said intermediate section of each of said

probes being designed to be immersed in said liquid, and

this intermediate section being, furthermore, adapted to

convey light between said inlet section and said outlet

section by giving rise to a quantity of light emerging from

said outlet section of each of said probes which varies

exponentially as a function of the refractive index of said

liquid,

at least one light source associated with said inlet section of

said first and second probes, for the injection of a prede-

termined quantity of light into each of these inlet sections,

and means associated with said outlet section of said first and

second probes, for the elaboration of a resulting signal

corresponding to the quotient of light quantities respec-

tively emerging from said outlet sections, said intermedi-

ate sections of said first and second probes being, in addi-

tion, chosen, on the one hand, as regards their geometric

arrangement, so as to have respective exponentiality coef-

ficients "ki" and "k2" relative to the variations of the

refractive index of the liquid such that "k|" is higher than

"k2", and, on the other hand, as regards the constituent

material thereof, so as to have apparent respective sensi-

tivities "qi" and "qa", relative to the variations in temper-

ature of this liquid such that "qi" is lower than "q2", so

that said resulting signal elaborated at the outlet of said

probes constitutes a signal which is representative of said

refractive index of the liquid reduced to said reference

temperature, the refractive index thus determined being,

furthermore, tainted, for temperatures differing from this
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reference temperature, with an error which is more posi-
tive than that which would result from the use of a single
probe.

4,427,294
APPARATUS FOR DENSITOMETRIC MEASUREMENT

OF PROTEIC FRACnONS SEPARATED BY
ELECTROPHORESIS

Pietro Nardo, Via Galrani, 5, 20095 Cusano Milanino (MI),
Italy

Filed Oct. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 311.774
Oalnu priority, application Italy, Oct. 21, 1980, 25474 A/80

Int. a.' COIN 21/22
U.S. a. 356-344 5 a»im%

" » ' \
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said surface m a scannmg direction onto a position detecting
photoelectric element, and by making an clectnc integration of
the output of said photoelecinc element, compnsing:

a laser light source for gcncratmg a laser beam, a vanable
focal length focusing lens system for focusmg the laser
beam generated by said laser light source on a fixed focal
point, the focal length of said focusing lens system being
adjustable to accommodate changes in the surface condi-
tion of the surface to be measured, a polarization beam
splitter for directing said laser beam emanating from said
laser light source toward said focal point, a first quarter
wavelength plate disposed in the optical path of said laser
beam between said beam splitter and said focal point, a
unidimensional scanning optical system disposed at said
focal point for directing said laser beam therefrom, a
second quarter wavelength plate for receiving said laser
beam directed from said scanning optical system, a colli-

mator lens for receiving the laser beam from said second
quarter wavelength plate and for establishing in conjunc-
tion with said focusing lens system an afocal system to
project a parallel scanning beam from the laser beam onto
said surface at a substantially normal incident angle, the
cross sectional area of said scanning beam on said surface
being enlargeable to cover at least the size of any one of
said patterns, in accordance with changes in the surface
conditions of said surface, by changing the focal length of
said focusing lens system, while maintaining said afocal
system.

1. Apparatus for densitometric measurement of proteic frac-
tions separated by electrophoresis comprising: a rotating in-

dexing fixture with a plurality of circumferentially spaced
seats, in each of which a support with a sample to be analyzed
may be loaded, a reader arranged in such a way as to be met in

succession by said seats, driving means for causing a combined
radial and tangential movement of said reader with respect to
said indexing fixture, an optical display, a graphic recorder, a
magnetic recorder, a control keyboard and an electronic pro-
cessor means for controlling different sequences of presenting
the indexing fixture seats at said reader and different modes of
preseriting the detected data on said optical display, on said
graphic recorder and on said magnetic recorder according to
the orders given through said keyboard.

4,427,295

MEASURING APPARATUS
Keizo Nishiyama, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Canon Kabu-

shiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 969,883, Dec. 15, 1978. This application

Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,839
Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 16, 1977, 52-152062

Int. a.3 GOIB U/iO
U.S. a. 356-371 5 Qaims

r V -16

4.427,296

ELECTRO-OPTICAL MEASURING SYSTEM
Frank C. Demarest, Killingworth, and Richard A, Iderow^
Rocky Hill, both of Conn., assignors to Zygo Corporation.
Middlefield, Conn.

Filed Sep. 3. 1981, Ser. No. 299,209
Int. a. J GOIB U/00: G02B 5/14

U.S. a. 356-387 7 n,|„„
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1. A flatness measuring apparatus for measuring a one di-

mensional profile of a surface of a semiconductor silicon wafer
or the like having integrated circuit patterns, large scale inte-

grated circuit patterns or the like formed thereon, by detecting
the absolute angular deviation of light regularly reflected from

^l%^*t^ m<.ii«ri>f

1. In an electro optical measuring system comprising (1) a
source of radiant energy which produces a narrow collimated
beam. (2) means for converting said narrow beam into a uni-

formly rotationally scanned beam. (3) means for converting
said rotationally scanned beam into a parallel scanned beam.
(4) means for collecting and photosensing the portion of said

parallel scanned beam which passes by the edges of an object
being measured. (5) means for processing the photosensor
output to produce signatures indicating the coincidence of the
center of said parallel scanned beam with said edges, and (6)
means for processing said signatures to indicate the size of said

object, and (7) in which system the path of said scanned beams
between means (2) and said object to be measured is occupied
by ambient air, the improvement which comprises providing
(8) very narrow shielded passages for said path of said scanned
beams in said region (7), of proper dimensions to insure that

heat transfer in said region (7) occurs almost completely by
conduction and radiation rather than by convection.
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4,427,297

CONCRETE INGREDIENT METERING DEVICE
JoMph F. Stastny, Indianola, Iowa, assignor to Cemen-Tech,

Ibc^ Indianola, Iowa

Filed Apr. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 369,150

Int. a.' B28C 7/04. 7/06

MS. a. 366—19 7 Claims

1. An improved metering means for a concrete mixing as-

sembly comprising a conveyor having a first end and a dis-

charge end, an aggregate hopper p>ositioned above said con-

veyor adjacent said first end, at least one fine ingredient

hopper above said conveyor adjacent said aggregate hopper; a

cement hopper above said conveyor adjacent said fine ingredi-

ent hopper, mixing means adjacent said conveyor discharge

end for receiving and mixing ingredients delivered to said

discharge end of said conveyor, metering means within at least

one of said cement and fine ingredient hoppers for metering

and depositing the contents of said one hopper on said con-

veyor; said improved metering means comprising:

a cylindrical housing for said metering means comprising a

top wall, a circular bottom wall and a cylindrical side

wall,

said top wall having an inlet opening therein and said bottom
wall having an outlet therein, said inlet opening compris-

ing only a portion of the area of said top wall, said outlet

opening comprising only a portion of the area of said

bottom wall, and being circumferentially offset from said

inlet opening,

hopper means connected to said inlet opening for feeding

pulverulent material to said inlet opening,

a rotor shaft extending along the vertical cylindrical axis of

said housing and being rotatable with respect to said hous-

ing;

a metering wheel fixed to said shaft above said bottom wall

for rotation in unison with said shaft; said wheel compris-

ing a hub and a plurality of pocket openings extending

vertically through said wheel and positioned in a circular

array around said hub, each of said pocket openings being

open at top and bottom;

power means connected to said shaft for rotating said shaft

whereby pulverulent material will fall from said hopper

means through said inlet opening and said feed opening

and will be carried circumferentially by said pocket open-

ings of said metering wheel to said outlet opening where it

will fall downwardly out of said housing through said

outlet opening; and

adjustment means for permitting selective adjustment of the

size of said inlet opening, said adjustment means compris-

ing a closure plate movably mounted to said rotor shaft

for movement from a first position away from said inlet

opening to a second position at least partially blocking

said inlet opening.

4,427,298

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR ACCURATELY
PROVIDING FLUID BLENDS

Edward J. Faliy, Wilmington, Del., and John C. Steicben, Land-
enberg. Pa., assignors to E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and Com-
pany, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 430,837

Int. a.J BOIF 15/02
U.S. a. 366—132 11 Qaims

CoiiiroUer-3Z,

1. A method of accurately controlling the blend of compo-
nents, derived from plural fluid reservoirs, in a fluid stream by
cyclically time proportioning the flow from each reservoir to

a mixer to form the fluid stream and cyclically pumping the

fluid stream to a utilization device comprising the steps of:

adjusting the cyclic rate of the pump to provide a desired

flow rate, and

adjusting the time proportioning cyclic rate to be asynchro-

nous with the pump cyclic rate whereby the blend of the

components of the fluid stream is accurately maintained.

4 427 299

ELECTRONIC DEVICE WITH AN ALARM FUNCnON
Minoru Hasegawa, Kodaira, Japan, assignor to Casio Computer

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 197,270, Oct. 15, 1980, abandoned.

This application Apr. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 483,416
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 22, 1979, 54-

146027[U]; Dec. 11. 1979, 54-171453[U]

Int. a.3 G04B 19/24, 23/02
L.S. CI. 368—29 10 Qaims

OSCH.lA'XG

1. An electronic device with an alarm function comprising:

a source of reference clock signals;

time counting means for counting said reference clock sig-

nals from said source to provide time data;

display means for displaying said time data from said time

counting means;
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date countmg means for counting a one-day signal produced
from said time counting means to obtain date data

a time alarm circuit for producing a first alarm sound genera-
tion instruction signal each time the time data produced
from said time counting means reaches an alarm time

alarm sound generating means coupled to said time alarm
circuit for generating a predetermined alarm sound when
the first alarm sound generation instruction signal is re-
ceived, said alarm sound generating means being capable
of generating a plurality of alarm sounds;

specific date detecting means coupled to said date counting
means for detecting that the date dau obtained by said
date counting means reaches a specific date and for pro-
ducing a specific date signal;

inhibiting means for inhibiting the supply of said first alarm
sound generating instruction signal to said alarm sound
generating means when said specific date signal is deliv-
ered from said specific date detecting means; and

alarm sound generation control means for supplying a sec-
ond alarm sound generation instruction signal to said
alarm sound generating means in place of said first alarm
sound generation instruction signal, said alarm sound
generating means being responsive to said second alarm
sound generation instruction signal to generate an alarm
sound which is different from said predetermined alarm
sound.

outer periphery and year finger-pieces radially projecting
from said penphery for sweeping a rotational path coop-
erating with said month finger-pieces and said drive means
for determining the number of date-disc rotation steps
necessary to indicate the last day of the month and acti-
vate the drive means in order to advance the date-disc to
the first date of the month even during leap years.

4,427,301

t..^'^^'*'^*^
^'™ ^^ ACTIVATING MECHANISM

Willy Qeusix, U Landeron, Switzerland, assignor to Ehauchcs
Electroniques S.A., Marin, Switzerland

Filed Feb. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 352,623
Qaims priority, application Switzerland, Feb. 26, 1981,

Int. a.' G04B 23/02
U.S. a. 368-72

,0 Qaims

vsa.:.:.-.

4,427,300
TIMEPIECE WITH A PERPETUAL CALENDAR

MECHANISM
Michel Groothuis, Saint-Imier, Switzerland, assignor to Com-

pagnie des Montres Longines, Saint-Imier, Switzerland
Filed Not. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 317,877

Qaims priority, application Switzerland, No?. 7. 1980
8272/80

Int. a.J G04B 19/24
U.S. Q. 368-37

g c^^,

1. A timepiece comprising a movement and an activating
mechanism operatively connected to said movement for pro-
ducing, at a presettable time, the closing of an electrical
contact, the time-piece comprising:

a framework; a first contact member of a first material; a first

support rotatably mounted on said framework and roia-
tionally coupled to said movement, for carrying said first

contact member; a second contact member of a second
material; a second support mounted on said framework, in
a position which is rotationally adjustable about the axis of
rotation of said first support, for carrying said second
contact member, said second contact member being lo-

cated at substantially the same distance from said axis of
rotation as said first contact member; and said first and
second materials being chosen to comprise magnetic cou-
pling means for bringing said first and second contact
members into contact when they have been rotated with
said supports into positions opposite each other

1. An improved timepiece with a perpetual calendar mecha-
nism of the type having a rotationally displaceable date-disc for
indication of the date of the month, said date-disc being move-
able in discrete angular displacement steps, drive means for
rotating said date-disc and determining means for determining
the number of displacement steps of said date-disc, said deter-
mining means being driven at the end of each calendar month
by said date-disc and cooperating with said drive means so that
said date-disc indicates the transition from the end of the
month to the beginning of the next month, wherein the im-
provement comprises said determining means having:

(a) a months cam rotatable one full turn per year, said
months cam having an outer periphery and month finger-
pieces radially projecting from said periphery for sweep-
ing a rotational path and for interaction with said drive
means, each of said month finger-pieces having different
angular widths for determining different durations of
interaction with said drive means; and

(b) a years cam rotatable one full turn in four years having an

4,427,302

TIMEKEEPING SIGNAL SOURCE FOR AN
ELECTRONIC TIMEPIECE

Shinichi Watanabe, Tanashi, Japan, assignor to Qtizen Watch
Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 269,296
Qaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 6, 1980, 55-076210:

Oct. 13, 1980, 55-141959

Int. Q.J G04G 3/02
U.S. Q. 368-200

11 Claims
1. A timekeeping signal source for an electronic timepiece,

comprising:

low frequency oscillator circuit means including frequency
changeover means for switching the frequency of oscilla-
tion thereof at least between a higher and a lower fre-

quency;

high frequency oscillator circuit means having a frequency
of oscillation which is an integral multiple of a frequency
intermediate between said higher and lower frequencies of
oscillation of said low frequency oscillator circuit means;

primary frequency divider circuit means for frequency di-
viding an output signal produced by said low frequency
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oscillator circuit means, to thereby produce a primary

Frequency division signal;

secondary frequency divider circuit means for frequency

dividing said primary frequency division signal, to thereby

produce a timekeeping signal;

phase comparison means for comparing the phase of said

primary frequency division signal with the phase of an

output signal from said high frequency oscillator circuit

means, to produce a phase signal comprising a train of

pulses;

timekeeping rate setting means for producing timekeeping

rate setting information to designate an amount of adjust-

ment of the timekeeping rate of said electronic timepiece;

and

frequency control circuit means coupled to receive said

phase signal and said timekeeping rate setting information,

comprising bistable circuit means coupled to receive said

phase signal for thereby producing a basic frequency

control signal, inhibit gate circuit means for transferring

VCroK <JC
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said basic frequency control signal to be output as a fre-

quency control signal, and counter circuit means periodi-

cally enabled to count pulses of said phase signal to pro-

duce an output signal which is applied to said inhibit gate

circuit means to inhibit transfer of said basic frequency

control signal to said frequency changeover means, said

inhibit operation being continued during a time interval in

which a number of pulses of said phase signal are counted,

said number of pulses being determined in accordance
with said timekeeping rate setting information, said fre-

quency control signal being applied to said frequency

changeover means for thereby selectively setting said low

frequency oscillator circuit means frequency of oscillation

to said higher and lower frequencies thereof, whereby
adjustment of said timekeeping rate is performed by said

frequency control signal being held at a fixed potential

during said time interval to thereby fix the frequency of

oscillation of said low frequency oscillator circuit means
output signal at one of said higher and lower frequencies

thereof during said time interval.

4,42733
ELECTRONIC WRISTWATCH

Jan H. Matthias, Beverly Hills, Calif., assignor to Hermann
Hirsch Leder and Kunstoffwarenfabrik, A-Klagenfiirt, Aus-
tria

Filed Jun. 17, 1982, Set. No. 389,426

Int. a.3 G04B 37/00
U.S. a. 368—282 3 Qaims

1. An electronic device to be worn on a user's wrist, com-
prising:

a flexible wrist band having a plurality of connector wires

and an insulator material encasing the wires;

a first electronics module electrically coupled to the connec-

tor wires of the wrist band; and

a second electronics module having a plurality of connector

pins for piercing the insulator material at a desired loca-

tion along the wrist band and for making electrical contact

between the second electronics module and the connector

wires of the wrist band.

4,427,304

METHOD FOR CRYOGENIC PROOF TESTING OF
ROTATING PARTS

Frank C. Gillette, Jr., Lake Park; Ernest C. Bryan, Tequesta,

and Douglas H. Nethaway, Stuart, all of Fla., assignors to

United Technologies Corporation, Hartford, Conn.
Filed Apr. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 366,114

Int. a.3 GOIN 25/00
U.S. a. 374—46 6 Qaims

^--in^'^:

1. A method of cryogenic proof testing a rotatable metallic

part which has characteristics of high strength and low frac-

ture toughness is comprised of:

(1) placing said part at a cryogenic temperature, which
increases ultimate tensile strength and decreases fracture

toughness to reduce critical flaw size necessary for part

fracture;

(2) rotating said part at said cryogenic temperature and at a

speed equivalent to a stress level not to exceed 0.2% yield

strength of the metallic part so that no detrimental perma-

nent deformation of said part occurs while producing a

stress on said part to fracture said part at or above the

reduced critical flaw size.

4,42735
ANALYZER FOR DISTILLABLE MATERIALS

Albert G. Plys, South Holland, 111.; Thorpe Dresser, Green

Valley, Ariz.; Stanley Ohlswager, Olympia Fields, and Lee G.

Peterman, Flossmoor, both of 111., assignors to Atlantic Rich-

field Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Jul. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 282,462

Int. a.J GOIN 25/14

U.S. a. 374—45 17 Claims

1. An analyzer for determining volatile composition changes

of a distillable material comprising:

(a) a first means for causing at least a portion of said material to

be at a temperature and at a pressure so that a difTerence in
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temperature of said portion of said material across an isen-
thalpic expansion at critical fiow conditions would be at
least about 5* P.;

(b) a second means for carrying out said isenthalpic expansion
on said at least a portion of said material;

(c) a third means for measuring at least two temperatures of
said matenal where said at least two temperatures are a first

-J

I

and a second temperature, said first temperature being mea-
sured upstream of said expansion and said second tempera-
ture being measured downstream from said expansion; and

(d) a fourth means for maintaining pressure downstream of said
expansion to a value which does not vary by an amount in
excess of about 20% of said pressure downstream of said
expansion.

integrating said output signal from said synchronous de-
modulator means, with said averagmg mtegrator includ-
ing signal chopping means operable at a predetermined
frequency, switching means connected with said chop-
ping means and receiving said output signal from said
synchronous demodulator means, comparison means con-
nected with said chopping means to receive said output
signal therefrom, frequency doubling means connected
with said signal chopping means, and sample and hold
means connected with said comparison means and said
frequency doubling means whereby an output signal is

provided from said averaging mtegrator having a high
signal to noise ratio.

4,42737
ROTARY DRILL BIT

Urs G. Norlander. Surte; Erik T. Brask, Sandriken, and Rolf R
Moren, Sandriken, all of Sweden, assignors to Sandrik Ak-
tiebolag, Sandvikcn and Aktiebolaget SKF, Goteborg, both of
Sweden

Filed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,893
Qaims priority, application Sweden, Dec. 3, 1980, 8008471

Int. a.^ F16C 19/38. 33/36
U.S. a. 384-93

,3 ^^^

4 427 306
RADIOMETER APPARATUS FOR AIR DISTURBANCE

DETECTION
Hugh P. Adamson, Golden, Colo., assignor to University Pa-

tents, Inc., Norwalk, Conn.

Filed Aug. 4, 1980, Ser. No. 175,117
Int. Cl.J GOIJ 5/08

U.S. a. 374-128 4 Qaims
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1. A radiometer apparatus with a high signal to noise ratio
useful for detecting disturbances in air by measurement of
sensed temperature differences, said apparatus comprising:

signal developing means for receiving temperature indica-
tions relating to disturbances in air and providing an elec-
tronic signal output indicative thereof; and

signal processing means including active filtering and inte-
grating means connected with said signal developing
means to receive said electronic signal output therefrom
and responsive thereto providing an integrated signal with
a high signal to noise ratio whereby said signal processing
means provides an output signal having a signal level
accurately indicative of temperature differences received
by said apparatus, said signal processing means including
synchronous demodulator means and said active filtering

and integrating means including an averaging integrator

1. Rotary drill bit comprising a bit body, at least one roller
cutter rotatably earned on the bit body by means of a bearing
system, said bearing system comprising at least one roller
bearing including a plurality of rollers, passage means is pro-
vided in the bit body for supplying a lubricant-containing gas
fiow to the bearing system for flushing and lubncating and
cooling thereof, gas outlet means disposed downstream of said
bearing system with reference to the direction of gas fiow for
discharging said gas How from said drill bit. at least one of the
rollers in the roller bearing being provided with a bore which
extends axially therethrough for conducting the gas flow
therethrough to reduce the velocity of the gas fiow and mini-
mize the tendency for the gas How lo strip lubricant from the
rollers.

4,427 308
HYDROKINETIC SPINDLE ASSEMBLY

John R. Sandbcrg, 926 Main St., Robstown. Tex. 78380
Filed Feb. 1. 1982, Ser. No. 344,474

Int. a.' F16C 32/06. 33/

W

U.S. a. 384-115 lOQalms
I. A hydrokinetic spindle comprising;
(a) a housing,

(b) a shaft having a first end and a second end.
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(c) means mounting said shaft in said housing for relative

rotative motion between said housing and said shaft,

(d) said housing including reservoir means for a lubricating

fluid spaced radially outwardly of said shaft,

(e) said shaft having a helical groove formed in the surface

thereof and extending thereon and having a first end and
a second end with the cross-section of the groove progres-

sively decreasing from the first end of the groove to the

second end of the groove,

(0 means for conducting the lubricating fluid from said

reservoir means to said first end of said helical groove and

upon said shaft,

(g) means for conducting the lubricating fluid from said

second end of said helical groove and from upon said shaft

to said reservoir means for creating hydraulic pressure in

conducted lubricating fluid upon the shaft as relative

rotation between said shaft and said housing occurs, and

(h) means for sealing the lubricating fluid within the housing.

7. A hydrokinetic spindle comprising:

(a) a housing,

(b) a shaft,

(c) means mounting said shaft in said housing for relative

rotative motion between said housing and said shaft,

(d) said housing including reservoir means for a lubricating

fluid spaced radially outwardly of said shaft,

(e) said shaft having a helical groove formed in the surface

thereof and extending thereon and having a first and
second end for picking up a predetermined amount of

lubricating fluid at a flrst portion of the shaft and directing

the lubricating fluid to and upon the shaft under pressure

to a second portion of the shaft,

(0 means for conducting the lubricating fluid from said

reservoir means to said flrst portion of said shaft and upon
said shaft,

(g) a thrust washer carried by said shaft with a spiral groove
formed on a face of said washer for conducting the lubri-

cating fluid from said second portion of said shaft and
from upon said shaft to said reservoir means for creating

hydraulic pressure in conducted lubricating fluid upon the

shaft as relative rotation between said shaft and said hous-

ing occurs, and

(h) means for sealing the lubricating fluid within the housing.

4,427,309 '

TURBOCHARGER SHAFT BEARING
James E. T. Biake, Manhattan Beach, Calif., assignor to The

Garrett Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 133,008, Mar. 24, 1980, abandoned.

This application Feb. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 345,493

Int. a.J F16C a/10, 27/02, 17/18

U.S. a. 384—286 11 Qaims
1. A rotationally floating shaft bearing for use in a turbo-

charger, comprising a generally cylindrical unitary sleeve

having a generally circular outer diameter, and an inner diame-
ter deflning at least three equiangularly arranged and substan-

tially identical arcuate lands formed on a common radius and
separated by a corresponding plurality of substantially identi-

cal arcuate recesses formed on a common radius slightly

greater than the radius of said lands, said lands and recesses

being formed on a common center and extending axially the

length of said sleeve, said recesses having a total arcuate width

of from about one to about three times the total arcuate width

of said lands, and said sleeve having formed therein a plurality

of radially extending holes in alignment centrally with respect

to the arcuate widths of respective ones of said recesses for

communicating lubricating oil centrally into said recesses.

4,427,310

LUBRICATED BEARING
Andrew H. Middleton, Southampton, England, assignor to Brit-

ish Gas Corporation, London, England

Filed May 14, 1982, Ser. No. 378,234

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Jul. 10, 1981,

8121273

Int. a.3 F16C 33/10, 27/08, 11/06

U.S. a. 384-415 18 Gaims

f/Bfi

1. A lubricated bearing comprising:

a rotatable structure which includes a housing having an

interior surface and an opening at one end deflned by a

rim;

a bearing cup with a mouth at one end;

a retaining member which is separate from the bearing cup

and which grips the housing and also grips the bearing

cup, said retaining member securing the bearing cup

within the housing in spaced relationship to the interior

surface thereof, with the mouth of the bearing cup di-

rected towards the opening of the housing and with a

lubricant space deflned between the interior surface of the

housing and the bearing cup and extending on both sides

of a plane deflned by the mouth of the bearing cup;

a stationary member having a bearing part shaped to flt

within the bearing cup and present mutually cooperating

relatively rotatable bearing surfaces and a part arranged to

project from the housing through its opening; and

means for preventing the discharge of lubricant from the

opening of the housing as the housing rotates.
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4,427,311

TRACK ROLLER DEVICE
Hideo Takeaaka, 10-16, Kagahara 6<bomc, Ohta-kn, Tokyo,
Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 177,160, Aug. II, 1980, abaMloncd
This application Aug. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 409,756

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 17, 1979, 54-113203
Int. C\.i F16C 13/00. 33/10

U.S. a. 384-418 _ 5c,.,„„

1. A track roller, comprising: a shaft having a substantially
centrally located, annular, shaft collar projecting radially out-
wardly therefrom at the center of the shaft; a pair of annular
bushings rotatably supported on said shaft on opposite sides of
said shaft collar, said bushings each having a radially out-
wardly extending flange at the axially inner end thereof, said
flanges being opposed to and being axially spaced small dis-
tances from the axial surfaces of said shaft collar, respectively;
a pair of coaxial, annular rollers press-fitted on and supported
for rotation with respect to said shaft by said bushings directly,
respectively, said rollers having adjacent, axially inner, op-
posed end walls, one of said rollers having a radially outwardly
facing, circumferentially extending, outer surface adjacent to
the radially outer edge of its axially inner end wall, the other of
said rollers having a radially inwardly facing, circumferen-
tially extending, inner surface adjacent to the radially outer
edge of its axially inner end wall, said inner surface of said
other roller being sleeved on said outer surface of said one
roller, said rollers being welded together to form a unitary
body, said axially inner opposed end walls of said rollers each
having an annular recess therein located radially inwardly
from said surfaces, said recesses mating to define an enlarged
annular oil chamber encircling the radially outer edge of said
shaft collar and locating between the said rollers and the shaft,
said rollers having oil flow passages extending from said annu-
lar oil chamber to the surface of the shaft.

4,427,312

PRINTWHEEL DETENT
William L. Dollenmayer, Versailles, Ky., auigaor to Interna-

tional Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.
Filed Sep. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 415,859

Int. aj B41J 1/30
U.S. a. 400-144.2 8 Qaims

a hub portion and a plurality of radially extending petals
projecting therefrom;

said petals having indicia on one surface thereof, and a
striking surface on the opposite surface thereof.

said sinking surface comprising first and second radially
spaced apart inclined surfaces, each of said inclined sur-
faces comprising a generally planar surface extending
substantially the full width of its associated peul. each of
said inclined surfaces being disposed, with respect to the
other, to subtend an angle, when viewed radially of said
printwheel. between said inclined surfaces;

each of said inclined surfaces disposed to be engaged dunng
every printing operation involving their associated indicia
by complementary inclined surfaces on a pnnt hammer
whereby angular misalignment between said hammer and
a petal may be compensated for by angular deflection of
said petal to effect a detenting between said complemen-
tary inclined surfaces of said petal and said print hammer

4.427413
RIBBON CARTRIDGE FOR A TYPEWRITER

NIcolo Giolitti, Iirrea, Italy, assignor to Remington Ind. E. Com
de Sistemas para Escritorio S. A.. Rio dc Janiero. Brazil

Filed Apr. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 366.565
Gaims priority, application Italy. Apr. 27, 1981. 53I79/81IU1

Int. G.' B41J 35/28. 32/00
U.S. G. 400-208

g Claim.

!l^sf^ ''\^
^ k, i'

1. A printwheel for a printer, said printwheel including

1. A typewriter ribbon cartridge for a correcting typewriter
having a means for advancing a correction nbbon, comprising

(a) a housing defining first and second overlying volumes for
containing a typewriter ribbon and a correction nbbon,
respectively and an aperture which exposes a working
length of the typewriter and correction nbbons. said first

and second volumes being configured to support said
typewriter and correction nbbons in overlying relation-
ship to each other, said housing compnsing:
(i) a bottom wall, positioned in said housing and ngidly

positioned with respect to said housing at a position to
separate said first and second volumes;

(ii) a first pair of sidewalls secured to said bottom wall in

opposed relationship to each other, to define said first

and second volumes, said second volume communicat-
ing with the outside, and said first sidewalls being posi-
tioned, configured and dimensioned to allow easy ac-
cess to said second volume by a human operator, said
first sidewalls being integral with said bottom wall, and
said first volume being defined by the upper portion of
said first sidewalls; and

(iii) a cover rigidly secured to the upper edges of said first

sidewall to close said first volume;
(b) a typewriter ribbon contained within said first volume;
(c) first guiding means for guiding said typewntten nbbon

through said apenure;

(d) second guiding means for guiding the correction ribbon
disposed within said second volume;

(e) a pair of winding posts for supporting said correction
ribbon;

(0 a winding mechanism, external to said second volume and
for engaging said means for advancing the correction
ribbon for closing at least a portion of said second volume;
and
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(g) said winding means including two toothed discs each of

which is freely and rotatably mounted on one of said

poste.

4,427,314

SPEED CONTROLLED PRINTER
Hitoshi Figiwara, and Kozo Kodaira, both of Shiojiri, Japan,

anignora to Epson Corporation, Nagano and Kabushiki Kai-

sba Suwa Scikoaha, Tokyo, botb of, Japan

Filed Not. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 320,047

Clainu priority, application Japan, Not. 11, 1980, 55-158724

Int. a.3 B41J 19/02, 3/36

U.S. a. 400—338J 8 Oaims

iL St i

.i/^^^^.^\^'-

I

1. A printer for printing on a recording paper, comprising:

printing head means, said printing head means being

mounted for incremental translation relative to said paper

for printing a line of characters thereon;

means for translating said printing head means for said print-

ing;

speed control means cooperating with said printing head

means, said speed control means controlling the speed of

said incremental translation of said printing head means,

said speed control means including teeth means and ankle

means having at least two ankle pawls for alternate en-

gagement with said teeth means, said incremental move-

ment of said printing head means being caused by said

alternate engagement of said ankle pawls with said teeth;

detection means mounted on said printing head means, said

detection means providing a signal at each increment of

movement of said printing head means for printing, said

signals synchronizing actuation of said printing means

with each incremental position of said printing head

means, said detection means including a lever on and

moving with said ankle means, and a detector, said detec-

tor detecting a pivoting motion of said lever and produc-

ing said signals each corresponding to an incremental

movement;

printing means mounted on said printing head means and

moving therewith, said printing means printing on said

paper when said printing head means is moved for print-

ing.

4,427,315

DEVICE FOR THE REMOVAL OF PAPER FROM
BINDERS

Arthur Raiscb, Hans-Sachs-Straase 8, 7250 Leonberg-Eltingen,

Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Feb. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 236,617

Gains priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 22,

1980,3006606

Int. a.3 B42F i/00 .

II.S. a. 402—80 R '

17 Qaims
1. Device for the removal of sheets that have two circular

marginal punched holes, from a binder which has flexible, thin

prongs that have a flat shaped cross section and are bendable in

an easy bending direction, comprising:

(a) an approximately U-shaped tubular handle having a

tubular crosspiece and two tubular legs with free end
regions, connected with one another by the crosspiece,

(b) in their free region, the largest cross-sectional dimension

of the two legs is smaller than the diameter of the circular

marginal punched holes,

5--

fi^
U 12

<

^
(c) m the free ends of the legs a longitudinal recess is pro-

vided that is open to the outside, which is shaped so as to

receive the free end regions of the prongs.

4,427,316

STACKING DEVICE FOR PRINTED ORCUIT BOARDS
Jerry L. Moore, Harrisburg, and Attalee S. Taylor, Palmyra,

both of Pa., assignors to AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, Pa.

Filed Jul. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 397,948

Int. a.3 F16B 7/00, F16D 9/00

U.S. a. 403—2 4 Qaims

1. A device for use with printed circuit boards so that the

boards may be stacked one above another, said device compris-

ing an elongated body of resilient material and including:

a. an upper section adapted to extend above the board into

which the device is mounted;

b. an intermediate section including a cylindrical portion at

the upper end, a frustum deflnjng the lower end with the

convergence being downwardly, and an outwardly flar-

ing portion therebetween,

c. an upwardly open hole extending downwardly into the

elongated body; and

d. a cylindrical lower section having a number of break-

away segments in tandem, said lower section being

adapted to be inserted into the upwardly open hole in a

like device mounted on an underlying board.

4,427,317

EXPANDABLE CAMLOCK
John J. Wilhelm, New Kensington, Pa., assignor to Westing-

house Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Sep. 18, 1978, Ser. No. 943,503

Int. a.3 F16B 2/14

U.S. a. 403—31 7 Qaims
1. An expandable camlock for supporting equipment from

tubular members including a first member attached to said

equipment, an elongated cylindrical second member slidably

disposed within said first member and capable of relative mo-

tion with respect to said first member, a cap attached to the top

end of said second member, a spacer slidably disposed on said

second member between said cap and said first member, an
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expandable first metal ring disposed on said second member
between said spacer and said cap, and an expandable second
metal ring disposed on said second member between said
spacer and said first member, said meul rings comprising

a metal nng having a substantially smooth outer surface and
having a longitudinal slot extending the entire length of
said nng and extending completely therethrough for al-
lowing said ring to expand;

means including an elongated shank portion extending through
each said bore and aperture; and means operafively connected
to said bolt means for drawing said first and second members
tightly together such that each said bos.s is forced into one of
said apertures and urged against the second member and the
outer surface of the bolt means shank to prevent relative move-
ment between the first and second members, each said boss
being configured to deform under pressure such that the outer
surface of the boss makes metal-to-metal contact with the edge
of one of the apertures and the inner surface of the boss make
metal-to-metal contact with the shank.

4,427,319
LIFTING EQUIPMENT FOR AN OFFSHORE

CONSTRUCTION
Heribert Mayr, Oberhausen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Deutsche Babcock Anlagen Aktiengesellschaft, Oberhausen.
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 331,969
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Mar 31

1981.3112702

Int. Q.' E02B /7/08
U.S. Q. 405-196

, ciMim.

a plurality of longitudinal ribs on the inside of said ring for
providing resiliency to said ring;

a first fiat surface on one end of said ribs for preventing
overexpansion of said rings; and

a first ramp extending from the outer surface of said ring to
said first fiat surface for expanding said ring into contact
with said tubular member with said first fiat surface pre-
venting overexpansion of said ring.

4,427,318

BOLTED JOINT CONNECTION
Elton G. Kaminski, Sidney, Ohio, assignor to The Stolle Corpo-

ration, Sidney, Ohio
Filed Jul. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 398,956

Int. Q.3 F16B 7/18
U.S. Q. 403-408 3 claims

^ >,

1 I
. I

1. Joint means for connecting first and second metallic mem-
bers, said first member comprising a U-shaped bracket having
a lower web portion and fiange portions extending from either
end of the web portion, each of said flanges including an in-
wardly directed hollow boss with a bore extending axially
therethrough, said second member comprising a hollow tube
having a pair of opposed apertures extending through the side
walls adjacent one end, said apertures being dimensioned
slightly smaller than the maximum outside dimension of each
said boss, each said boss being positioned to align with one of
said apertures when said tube end is slip fitted between said
flanges and being fitted partially within said aperture; bolt

1. Lifting equipment for an ofTshore construction of a float-
able platform, comprising: raisabic and lowerable support legs
bearing on the sea bed; a floatable platform; at least two cable
winches for each support leg arranged on the platform; one
cable winch being connected through a single cable line with
the lower end of a support leg, the other cable wmch having a
multiple cable line guided around two pulley blocks; one of
said pulley blocks being arranged on the support leg; locking
means; a ring surrounding said support leg and being detach-
ably connected through said locking means with the platform;
the other pulley block being arranged on said ring

4,427,320

ARCTIC OFFSHORE PLATFORM
Dilipkumar N. Bhula, Houston. Tex., assignor to Shell Oil
Company. Houston, Tex.

Filed Feb. 19. 1982, Ser. No. 350.458
Int. Q.^ E02B 17/00

U.S.Q. 405-211 4 Claim.
1. An offshore structure for use in arctic water containing

moving ice masses comprising:

a frustum base section and a circular upper section, said base
section having sufficient height to extend above the sur-
face of the water;

the skin of said frustum section having a controlled stiffness

cellular structure formed by an outer plate member and an
inner plate member, said outer and inner plate members
being separated by a senes of radial and mendional webs
fastened to said plates to form a cellular structure; and

a flexible beam structure, said beam structure being formed
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by a series of circumferential beams supported by a series which is provided with a center hole for receiving said clamp-

of radial bulkheads projecting upward from the tx)ttom of ing bolt, said clamping bolt having a rotationally symmetri-

cally shaped portion for engaging said center hole, an upper

end having the form approximately of a clipped ball, a lower

end screwable into said threaded borehole of the tool body and

having the center portion thereof supported on said tool body,

the improvement comprising providing said threaded borehole

in said tool body in the zone adjacent to said recess with two
coaxial, upper and lower cylindrical sections having different

diameters and an axial direction extending perpendicular to the

surface supporting the cutting insert, said upper cylindrical

section tapered towards said lower cylindrical section by way
of a tool body shoulder circularly curved in longitudinal sec-

tion, said tool body shoulder extending without curved projec-

t. _

UPfV LCVCL tl
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said frustuni, said skin being attached to said flexible beam
structure intermediate said radial bulkheads.

4,427,321

MINERAL MINING INSTALLATION
Walter Weiiich, Dortmund; Harry Rosenberg, Ludinghausen,

and Kiinibert Becker, Werl, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,

assignors to Gewerkschaft Eisenhutte Westfalia, Lunen, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
Division of Ser. No. 145,982, May 2, 1980. This application Sep.

28, 1981, Ser. No. 305,977

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 2,

1979, 2917609

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Dec. 29,

1998, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 E21D 15/14, 23/18. 23/26

U.S. a. 405—294 25 Qaims

1. A longwall mineral mining installation comprising a con-

veyor and a plurality of roof support units positioned side-by-

side along the goaf side of the conveyor, the roof support units

having a plurality of first and second double-acting hydraulic

rams, each first hydraulic ram being associated with control

means responsive to the movement of one of the second hy-

draulic rams, and each control means being such that the

associated first hydraulic ram moves through a distance pro-

portional to that through which the associated second hydrau-

lic ram moves, wherein each control means is actuated by a

respective sensing means which senses the movement of the

associated second hydraulic ram.

4,427,322

CXAMPING ELEMENT FOR CUTTING TOOL
Augnstin KriiU, Breitenwang, Austria, assignor to Schwarzkopf

DcTclopraent Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 250,285

Qaims priority, application Austria, Apr. 4, 1980, 1880/80

Int. a.3 B26D 1/00

U.S. a. 407—105 3 Claims

1. In a cutting tool comprising a body which is provided

with a threaded borehole, a clamping bolt and a recess and is

provided with a supporting surface and at least one lateral

supporting surface for supporting an indexable cutting insert

tion from said upper cylindrical section to the cylindrical

surface of said lower cylindrical section; said clamping bolt

having a bolt cylindrical section, a circularly curved bolt foot

section and a bolt shoulder section and having a tapered circu-

lar curvature in longitudinal section between said bolt cylindri-

cal section and said bolt foot section; said circularly curved

bolt shoulder being adapted to contact said circularly curved

tool body shoulder as said clamping bolt is tightened, the

circular radii of said tool body shoulder and said bolt shoulder

section each being in ratio of from 1:1 to 1:2.3 with respect to

the radius of said bolt cylindrical section; and said lower cylin-

drical section of said borehole in said tool body having a lower

zone provided with threading which is tilted from 2 to 7 de-

grees with respect to said axial direction away from the direc-

tion of said lateral supporting surface of said cutting insert.

4,427,323

DEVICE FOR MAKING TWO AXIALLY PARALLEL
BORES

Hans Nielbock, Bottrop, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

M.A.N. Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Niimberg Aktiengesell-

schaft. Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Jul. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 285,055

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 17,

1980 3035011

Int. Q.3 B23B 35/00. 39/16; B23G 1/20

U.S. Q. 408—42 4 Qaims
1. A device for cutting two parallel partially intersecting

bores substantially simultaneously comprising:

a device housing;

a pair of parallel spindles rotatably mounted on said device

housing, each spindle having a gear fixed thereto with said

gears meshed with each other, so that rotation of one

spindle in one direction causes rotation of the other spin-

dle in an opposite direction;

drive means connected to at least one of said spindles for

rotating said one spindle in one direction, said drive means

comprising a drive shaft connected to one of said spindles;

a tool holder connected to each spindle which is elongated

in a direction substantially transverse to an axis of its

associated spindle and along a major tool axis to form a

substantially symmetrical pair of radially extending arms

which have a cross sectional shape in a plane extending
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transversely to the spindle axis which is rhomboidal to flat
elliptical;

said tool holders connected to said spindles so that each
major tool holder axis is always substantially perpendicu-
lar to the other major tool holder axis as said spindles
rotate;

each tool holder having a central small diameter portion
tapered in from an associated spindle so as to always
maintain at least a minimum selected clearance with arms
of the other tool holder; and

routing workpiece having a lengthwise axis, utilizing a hob
mounted for rotation and for orbiul movement, and a plane-
tary drive for rotating and for orbiting said hob, including a
drive shaft, a planet gear and sun gear engaged with said planet
gear, a drive mechanism coupling said drive shaft to route said
planet gear and orbit said planet gear around said dnve shaft by
interaction of the planet and sun gears, and a mechanical dnve
coupling said planet gear to route said hob about ite axis and to
orbit said hob around said drive shaft, said method compnsing
the steps of:

positioning said workpiece, said hob and said planetary drive
to align said workpiece axis and said dnve shaft and to
orient said hob eccentrically of and with its axis in a plane
laterally displaced from and transverse to said workpiece
axis;

rotating said dnve shaft to rotate said hob and orbit said hob
about said workpiece axis;

coordinating the roUry and orbital speeds of said hob ac-
cording to a predetermined speed ratio esublished by said
planeury drive such that for each orbit of said hob around
said workpiece. said hob routes a plurality of revolutions
determined by the number of teeth spaced about the pe-
riphery and generated thereby; and

moving said hob and workpiece relatively lengthwise of said
workpiece to engage said hob and said workpiece and
generate on the periphery a plurality of separate teeth
shapes which are conjugate to said hob dunng shape
generation.

a plurality of cutting tools connected to the arms of said tool
holder for cutting the two parallel partially intersecting
bores subsUntially simulUneously, at least one cutting
tool positioned on each tool holder for cutting a bottom of
the parallel bores at a radius to overlap a path of the arms
of the other tool holder and at least one additional cutting
tool positioned on each too* holder for cutting side walls
of the paralle bores.

4,427,325

MULTIPLE SPINDLE TOOLHEAD
Errin J. Kielma, West Allis; Albin J. Schabowski, Milwaukee,

and John T. Currer, Wauwatosa, all of WU., auignors to
Kearney ft Trecker Corporation, West Allis, Wis.

DiTision of Ser. No. 954,438, Oct. 25, 1978, Pat. No. 4,288,909.
ThU application Apr. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 249,746
Int. a.3 B23B 39/16; B23C 5/26; B23Q 3/157

U.S. Q. 409-144 2 Qaims

4,427,324
METHOD OF SHAPE GENERATION BY ORBITING A

ROTATING HOB
George E. Fransson; Stuart J. Johnson, and Edward W. Haug,

all of Rockford, III., assignors to Barber-Colman Company,
Rockford, 111.

Continuation of Ser. No. 41,680, May 23, 1979, abandoned. This
application Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,639

Int. Q.3 B23F 5/22. 15/02
U.S. Q. 409-12 8 Qaims

••-^
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1. A method of generating a plurality of separate teeth of
gears, sphnes or the like spaced about th^ periphery of a non-

1. A multiple spindle toolhead having a housing and adapted
to be removably mounted on a machine tool in position to be
driven by the conventional spindle in the spindlehead of the
machine tool;

at least one spindle journaled in said housing and extending
forwardly therefrom for receiving a cutting tool to per-
form a machining operation;

drive means in said housing connected to transmit power for
rotating said toolhead spindles:

coupling means extending from said housing for coupling
said drive means to the machine tool spindle so that roU-
tion of the spindle actuates said drive means for routing
said toolhead spindles;

a flange block coaxially secured to said housing and extend-
ing rearwardly therefrom to present an exposed face for

engagement with the surface of the spindlehead;
means on said nange block for engagement by the gnps of a

KMX () (i /,!
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tool transfer mechanism to enable the toolhead to be

transferred by a tool change mechanism;

a plurality of studs rigidly secured to said flange block to

extend^ rearwardly therefrom, said studs being spaced

from each other in conformance with the spacing of ro-

tary nuts mounted on the spindlhead about the periphery

of the spindle;

a pair of diametrically opposed flats formed on the end of

each of said studs to produce diametrically opposed arcu-

ate portions between said flats to enable said studs to enter

an opening of like shape formed in each of said nuts;

threads formed on said arcuate portions for engagement

with the threads formed in the nuts so that after the studs

are moved into the respective openings in said nuts a

partial turn of the nuts will engage the cooperating

threads on the studs to draw the exposed face of said

flange block tightly against the surface of the spindlehead

frame to firmly support the toolhead in operating position;

and guide means on said flange block adapted to engage

complementary guide means on the machine tool for

accurately orientating the toolhead as it is being moved
toward the machine tool spindle to insure alignment of the

studs on the toolhead with the cooperating nuts on the

machine tool.

4,427,326

TAMPER-RESISTANT LUG NUT
Stephan C. Hobson, Buffalo Grove, and Kerry E. Stokes, Naper-

TJIle, both of 111., assignors to Image Industries, Inc., Wood
Dale, III.

Filed May 11, 1982, Ser. No. 377,123

Int. a.3 F16B 41/00

U.S. a. 411—5 4 Claims

I

1. A tamper-resistant lug nut comprising:

a first portion of generally cylindrical shape, said first por-

tion having threads on interior surface, said threads being

adapted to engage the threads of a standard stud, said first

portion having an annular notch on the exterior surface

thereof;

a second portion removably affixed coaxiaily to said first

portion, said second portion having a generally hexagonal

exterior and a generally cylindrical coaxial opening, the

interior surface of said opening comprising an annular

notch, said first portion being affixed to said second por-

tion in a manner that upon application of an effective

amount of torque the portions fracture and separate at the

point of union, said second portion adapted to be reversed

in attitude after separation and engaged over said first

portions; and

a snap ring associated with said annular notches and adapted

to cooperate with said notches to rotatably affix said

second portion over said first portion.

4,427,327

ANCHOR BOLT INCLUDING ELONGATED SPREADER
WEDGE

Armin Herb, Peissenberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Hiiti Aktiengesellschaft, Liechtenstein

Filed May 13, 1981, Ser. No. 263,170

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 16,

1980, 3018875

Int. a.J F16B 13/04
U.S. a. 411—78 6aaims

^ ri
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1. Fastening element comprising an axially elongated anchor
bolt and an axially elongated spreader wedge each having a

leading end and a trailing end spaced apart in the axial direc-

tion thereof with the leading end being inserted first into a

borehole or the like into which said fastening element is to be
anchored, said anchor bolt including means adjacent the trail-

ing end thereof for applying a load to said fastening element,

said anchor bolt and spreader wedge when inserted into a

borehole have an unspread condition and a spread condition, in

the unspread condition the leading ends of said anchor bolt and

spreader wedge are spaced axially apart and the circumferen-

tial peripheral surface of said anchor bolt and spreader wedge
combine to define a circular cross-section, said anchor bolt

having a wedge surface extending in the axial direction

thereof, said fastening element commences to be spread as said

spreader wedge moves axially relative to said anchor bolt from
the unspread condition with the leading end thereof approach-

ing the leading end of said anchor bolt and with said spreader

wedge sliding over the wedge surface of said anchor bolt, and

with the circumferential peripheral surfaces of the combined
said anchor bolt and spreader wedge departing from a circular

cross-section, and said wedge surface is divided into at least a

first wedge surface part and a second wedge surface part with

said first and second parts each having a different slope angle

relative to the axis of said anchor bolt, said first and second
wedge surfaces located on the exterior surface of said anchor

bolt and each commencing at a different axial dimension from

the trailing end of said anchor bolt, said first wedge surface

part having a smaller slope angle than said second wedge
surface part and as said spreader wedge moves from the un-

spread condition to the spread condition of said fastening

element said spreader wedge first contacts said first wedge
surface part of said anchor bolt.

4,427,328

PLASTIC FASTENER
Masahani Kojima, Toyota, Japan, assignor to Nifco Inc., Yoko-

hama, Japan

Filed Sep. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 298,683

Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 22, 1980, 55-

133656[U]

Int. a.3 F16B 19/02

U.S. a. 411—508 1 Gaim
1. In a plastic fastener comprising a head portion adapted to

come into contact with one surface of a given panel, a leg

portion of predetermined diameter extended downwardly
from the lower side of said head portion and adapted to be

inserted through a fitting hole bored in advance in said panel,

and a multiplicity of engaging projections of greater transverse
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dimeiwion than said predetermined diameter disposed in
stepped manner on said leg portion at regular intervals in the
direction of the length of the leg portion, the improved plastic
fastener compnsing at least two guide ridges radially pro-
truded in opposite directions from said leg portion along the
length of the leg portion, said projections being joined to said

t ^ ^

operating to move said brick through a remaining portion of
the way into said jig boxes

4,427,330
AUTOMATIC FENCE PICKET STOCK CONVEYOR FOR

FENCE PICKET POINTING MACHINE
Charles P. Carter, 301 SW, 46, Oklahoma City, Okla. 73109
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 239,965, Mar. 3, 1981, Pat. No.
4,387,751. This application Oct. 13. 1981, Ser. No. 310,024

Int. a.' B65G 59/02
U.S. a. 414-113 looaim.
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1. An apparatus for stacking brick in jig boxes or the like,

comprising a plurality of loading stations to which said jig
boxes are sequentially moved, a transfer at each loading sta-
tion, brick handling means associated with each transfer opera-
ble to position a layer of brick on each transfer sized to provide
a full layer of brick in said jig box, said transfers sequentially
operating to deposit said layers in jig boxes as they move to
said loadiiig stations until said jig boxes are loaded, each trans-
fer including a transfer tray movable between a retracted
position and an extended position, said trays receiving said
layers in said retracted position and extending into said jig
boxes ill said extended position, and stripper means operable to
hold said layers in said jig boxes as said trays return to said
retracted position, said trays providing locating means posi-
tioned on the forward end thereof operable to laterally position
said jig boxes with respect to said trays as said trays move
toward said extended position before a layer of brick carried
by said trays enters said jig boxes said trays moving said brick
a portion of the way into said jig boxes, and said stripper means

u. "*

T
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leg portion and to said guide ridge, of predetermined thickness
and provided at the terminal edges thereof with engaging
ridges of a small thickness relative to said predetermined thick-
ness, said engaging projections being disposed on the leg por-
tion devoid of said guide ridges, and said engaging projections
being disposed so as to be slanted toward the head portion.

4,427 329
MONORAIL JIG BOX LOADER

Harold J. Milholen, Siler City, N.C., assignor to Pearne and
Lacy Machine Co., Inc., Siler City, N.C.

Filed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 298,264
Int. a.' B65G 57/10

U.S. a 414-68 ,2 aaim.

Mi

1. In a conveyor for sequentially moving a plurality of elon-
gated workpieces from a workpiece bundle to the throat of an
upstanding workpiece processing machine having at least one
laterally projecting longitudinally recipriKating pitman, at its

upper limit, said workpiece bundle comprising a pluralit> of
superposed horizontal layers of juxtaposed elongated vvork-
pieces, the improvement comprising:

upright bundle frame means including a motor driven plat-

form disposed laterally of said workpiece prcxessing ma-
chine for receiving and elevating a bundle of workpieces
a predetermined distance;

stationary frame means extending horizontally between the
upper limit of said bundle frame means and said workpiece
processing machine for normally supporting a workpiece
layer when deposited thereon;

workpiece layer lifting means supported by said bundle
frame means for lifting and horizontally supporting the
topmost layer o( said workpiece bundle, as a unit, in a
plane spaced above said workpiece bundle and said sta-

tionary frame means;

cam means overlying said bundle frame means and con-
nected with said workpiece layer lifting means for operat-
ing said workpiece layer lifting means m resp»>ns<.- to said

bundle frame means elevating said workpiece bundle said

predetermined distance;

drag chain means overlying said stationary frame means and
extending into said bundle frame meank for moving uid
horizontally supp<irted workpiece layer laterally to an
overlying position with respect to said stationary frame
means; and,

movable frame means within and supp«irted by said station-

ary frame means and connected with said rccipriKaimg
pitman for recipnKating movement between said bundle
frame means and said workpiece processing machine and
lifting an overlying workpiece layer relative to said sta-

tionary frame means and moving said overlying work-
piece layer laterally a distance equal to the transverse
width of each workpiece of the workpiece layer during
each movement toward the workpiece prtvessing ma-
chine.
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4,427431
EQUIPMENT FOR UFTING, TRANSPORTING AND

SETTING DOWN ELONGATE GOODS
Hemaan Grebcnstciii, Unter-EiiiiifiMch, ud Jorge Speich,

Thalhcin, both of Switzerland, aaiigBorfl to Oehler-Wyhlen-
Lagertecluiik AG, Bnchs bei Aaran, Switzerland

FUed Aag. 31, 1978, Ser. No. 938,703

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 31,

1977, 2739130; Not. 11, 1977, 2749414

Int OJ B65G 65/00
VS. a. 414—277 4 Clainu

1. Equipment for lifting, transporting and setting down
elongated goods in a group or as individual pieces which are

arranged in rows, one row behind the other in a narrow and
space limited location comprising:

storage racks for each of said row of goods and pieces which
are arranged in side by side relation with a space between
said racks;

lifting and transporting means positioned longitudinally in said

space between said storage racks which include a plurality

of hingedly connected shifting elements to raise the goods or

piece, shifting goods and lower the goods or piece and while
supporting the goods during these operations;

driving means including a driving roller and a roller chain
which move the shifting elements of said lifting and trans-

porting means in either direction which is transverse to said

racks so that the goods move to or away from either rack;

each said shifting element comprising a first lower U profiled

member, a second upper U profiled member slightly larger

in width than said first member to form a displaccable cap
thereover and an expansible swelling member which lifts the

load of said goods from lower member to transfer the goods
to said upper member which provides support during move-
ment of said shifting element to or away from said rack;

a pair of rollers below said shifting element to facilitate move-
ment of said shifting element to or away from said rack;

a tongue projection for said roller chain which engages said

plurality of shifting elements after infiation of said expansible

swelling member.

a lifting table for mounting the plurality of hingedly connected
shifting elements of said lifting and transporting means; and

pneumatic means to inflate and to deflate said expansible swell-

ing member.

4,427,332

INTEGRATED CTRCUIT WAFER TRANSPORT
MECHANISM

Ralph F. Manriqnez, Saratoga, Calif., assignor to Nanometrics,
Incorporated, Sannyralc, Calif.

FUed Feb. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 352,752

Int a.5 GOIN 21/01. 35/00
US. a. 414—331 11 Claims

1. In the production of intergrated electronic circuits, a

transport mechanism for transferring circuit wafers between a

disc holder and a predetermined point, said transport mecha-
nism comprising:

elevator means for supporting and vertically adjusting the

height of the disc holder in steps corresponding to the

spacing of adjacent horizontally placed wafers in said disc

holder;

guide means linearly extending parallel with, but displaced

from a line between said disc holder and the predeter-
mined point;

a housing coupled to and sitdably movable along said guide
means, said housing having a vertically movable roof
member;

lifting means within said housing for moving said roof mem-
ber between first and second predetermined vertical posi-

tions; and

a transport arm having iu first end attached to the top sur-

face of said housing roof member, the second end of said

arm being substantially centered along said line between
said disc holder and said predetermined point, said second
end being dimensioned for insertion into a disc holder on
said elevator means and between adjacent wafers in said

disc holder without contacting either of said wafers when
said roof member is in its first vertical position, and for

lifting the upper one of said adjacent wafers out of contact
with said disc holder when said roof member is in its

second vertical position, whereby said upper wafer may
be transported to said predetermined point by movement
of said housing along said guide means.

4,427,333

LOADER FOR A VEHICLE BODY
Franklin D. Ebeling, P.O. Box 1925, Plainview, Tex. 79072

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 239,581, Mar. 2, 1981,

abandoned. This application Aug. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 296,007

Int. a.' B65F 3/08
U.S. a. 414—409 7 Claims

1. In apparatus for attachment to a vehicle for raising and
lowering a container relative to the vehicle and for tipping the

container when in a raised position so as to dump the contents

of the container into the body of the vehicle, said apparatus

being of the kind having an upright mast assembly and con-
tainer engaging means arranged on said mast assembly for

guided vertical movement relative thereto, an improved mech-
anism for raising and lowering said container engaging means
comprising: an articulated arm assembly having a lower end
pivoted to said container engaging means for rotation about a

first horizontal axis and an upper end mounted for swinging

movement about a second horizontal axis; and means for

swinging said arm assembly about said second axis, said axes

being parallel and arranged such that the members of the arm
assembly swing in a vertical plane which is transverse to the

axis of the vehicle, upward swinging movement of said asaem-
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biy raismg said container engaging means upwardly along said
mast assembly and tipping said container engaging means in a
mode to dump the contents of a container engaged by said
contamer engaging means at the upper end of said path and
downward swinging movement of said assembly tipping said
container engaging means in an opposite mode and moving
said container engaging means downwardly along said mast
assembly.

4,427,334

LOAD HANDLING APPARATUS
Femand Copie, Minneapolis; Warren E. Esterberg, Plymouth,

both of Minn.; Quentin K. FadncM, Boring; Howard A.
Stewart, Portland, both of Oreg., and Robert J. Ringwclski,
Maple Grove, Minn., assignors to RayGo, Inc., Minneapolis,
Minn.

Filed Feb. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 349,182

Int. a.' E02F 3/70
U.S. a. 414-710 29 Gaims

a single spiral vane encircling said flared core, the vane
twisting by reduction of a radius angle thereof from a
substantially axial inlet configuration to a substanlially
centrifugal outlet configuration, wherein

the inlet configuration further compnses an inlet edge ex-
tending upstream and radially outwardly from the core at

the axis thereof, the inlet edge being curved so as to in-

crea.sc the axial component thereof as it approaches the
core such that, in operation in said pump, said solid matter

1. A load handling apparatus comprising: a support, a main
lift beam located above the support and extended in a generally
longitudinal direction, said lift beam having a forward end and
a rear end, first link means having a lower end pivotally con-
nected to the support and an upper end pivotally connected to
the rear end of the lift beam, control beam means having a
forward end and a rear end located generally parallel to said
lift beam, pivot means pivotally connecting an intermediate
portion of the control beam means to the first link means adja-
cent the upper end thereof, second link means pivotally con-
nected to the support and rear end of the control beam means,
third link means pivotally connected to the forward ends of the
lift beam and control beam means, said third link means
adapted to be connected to a load lifting means, and longitudi-
nally extendible and contractible means mounted on the sup-
port and pivotally connected to an intermediate portion of the
lift beam whereby extension of the extendible and contractible
means moves the outer end of the lift beam to an extended
position and contraction of the extendible and contractible
means moves the outer end of the lift beam from the extended
position to a retracted position adjacent the support.

4,427,335

Patent Nol Iwiued For This Number

4,427,336

SINGLE VANE ROTODVNAMIC IMPELLER
Geoffrey G. Lake, 29 Wallingford Rd., Wallingford, Cholsey,

Oxfordshire, England

per No. PCT/GB79/00195, § 371 Date Jun. 18, 1980, § 102(e)

Date Jun. 18, 1980, PCT Pub. No. WO80/01095, PCT Pub.

Date May 29, 1980

PCT Filed Nov. 16, 1979, Ser. No. 198,070

Gaims priority, application United Kingdom, Nov. 17, 1978,

45068/78

Int. G.J F04C 1/04, 3/02
U.S.G.415—71 11 Gaims

1. A rotodynamic impeller for a pump suitable for pumping
liquids having entrained solid matter which comprises:

a flared core;

impinging on the inlcl edge will be swept inwardly along
the edge and thence through the impeller to the outlet
thereof, and wherein

the outlet configuration is such that the radius angle of the
vane at the outlet is less than 30*. the subtended angle
thereof is less than 224*. and the vane has a positive outlet
angle which is in the range of 5* to 15',

4,427437
BEARING FOR LIQUID METAL PUMP

Robert J. Dickinson, Shaler Township. Allegheny County; John
WMko, Plum Borough, and William E. Penneil, Unity Town-
ship, Allegheny County, all of Pa., assignors to The United
States of America as represented by the United States Depart-
ment of Energy, Washington, D.C.

FUed Feb. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 235,209
Int. G.' POID n/00

U.S.G. 415-113 3a^^

'J

I A liquid metal pump comprising:

a rotatable pump shaft;

an inner bearing cylinder disptwcd around and attached to
said pump shaft;
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an outer bearing cylinder disposed around said inner bearing

cylinder for supporting and allowing rotation of said inner

bearing cylinder and said pump shaft, with said outer

bearing cylinder having a first land and a second land

mounted thereon and adjacent to said inner bearing cylin-

der defming a beanng pocket therebetween and with said

outer bearing cylinder having a hole therein for allowmg
liquid metal to flow into said bearing pocket and between
said first land and said inner bearing cylinder and between
said second land and said inner beanng cylinder for pre-

venting contact of said inner bearing cylinder and said

lands when said pump is operating;

a plurality of first spokes tangentially attached at one end to

said outer beanng cylinder and fixedly attached at the

other end to said pump and arranged in substantially one

plane for supporting said outer bearing cylinder within

said pump while allowing differential thermal expansion

of said outer bearing cylinder with respect to said pump
by horizontal bending of said first spokes; and

a plurality of second spokes ungentially attached at one end

to said outer bearing cylinder and ngidly attached at the

other end to said pump and arranged in a plane different

from that defined by said first spokes.

I

4,427,338

THRUST CONTROL VANES FOR WATERJETS
Raymond B. Furst, Northridge, Calif., assignor to Rockwell

iBternatioaal Corporation, EI Segundo, Calif.

Continuation of Scr. No. 164,416, Jun. 30, 1980, abandoned.

This application Jun. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 385,156

Int. a.3 F04D 29/54
L.S. a. 415—210 2 Claims

:^^
I

1. A waterjet pump comprising;

a housing compnsing fixed means for defining a fluid pas-

sageway including an interior ponion having a forward

penpheral edge;

a rotor drum having an aft end and an impeller blade means
formed thereon said aft end being axially spaced apart

from and substantially coaxial to said penpheral edge of

said housing; and

a plurality of fixed flow-straightening vanes mounted to said

housing and projecting into said fluid passageway, said

vanes having blunted leading edges located over said aft

end of said rotor drum and said vanes having a thickness

adjacent to the leading edge of said vanes greater than a

thickness adjacent the trailing edge of said vanes.

4,427,339

RADIAL FANWHEELS
Karlbeinz Witzel, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Suddeutscbe Kuhlerfabrik Julius Fr. Behr GmbH A Co. KG,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 333,977
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 31,

1980, 3049596; May 14, 1981, 3119096

Int. a.^ POID 5/00
U.S. a. 416—131 12 Qaims

1 In a radial fanwheel of the type having a hub and a plural-

ity of forwardly bowed fan blades which are disposed in an
array that is arranged concentrically with respect to the hub
forming a blade ring and connected to the hub via a plurality

of spokes, the improvement wherein each of the plurality of
spokes holds a respective fan blade in the vicinity of one end of
the blade and is curved in a direction generally oppositely

relative to the respective forwardly bowed fan blade; wherein
circumferentially adjacent spokes are arranged relative to a

radially extending center plane of the fanwheel and extend
radially outwardly from the hub while diverging from said

plane; and wherein each fan blade is connected at one end with
a fan blade located forwardly of it in a circumferential direc-

tion and at an opposite end to a fan blade located rearwardly of
It in a circumferential direction by respective connecting ele-

ments.

4,427,340

SOFT INPLANE BEARINGLESS HELICOPTER ROTOR
Robert W. Metzger, Hurst; William D. Neathery, Fort Worth;

Peter A. Reyes, WaUuga; Patrick R. Tisdale, Bedford; Cecil

E. Covington, Hurst, and Willem Broektauizen, Arlington, all

of Tex., assignors to Bell Helicopter Textron Inc., Forth
Worth, Tex.

Filed Jun. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 373,525

Int. a.3 B64C 27/38
U.S. a. 416-141 13 Oaims

', »?

1 A soft inplane bearingless rotor to be rigidly mounted on
a helicopter mast comprising:

(a) a unitary yoke having a flat hub section adapted to be

anchored to the end of said mast and having diametrically

opposed blade-supporting arms extending from said hub
section, each arm having a thin flapping section adjacent

said hub section and a feathering section extending from
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said flapping section with blade attachments at the end of
each of said arms, said arms including a plurality of fiber
reinforced composite parallel ribs extending span-wise
with predetermined inplane spacing;

(b) a blade secured to each attachment with a cuff extending
inboard to said flapping section; and

(c) bearing structure interconnecting the inboard end of said
cuff and said flapping section and including inplane resil-

ient structure for soft inplane restraint of said blade.

traveling speeds than a conventional screw-type propeller
when said second pitch angle is relatively small

4,427,341
SIDE PROPELLERS FOR THE PROPULSION OF FAST

BOATS AND AIRCRAFT
Horst Eichler, Auf dem Sande 12, 54-Koblenz-Pfaffendorr, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
Division of Ser. No. 913,801, Jun. 8, 1978, Pat. No. 4,253,799,
which is a division of Ser. No. 690,275, May 26, 1976, Pat. No.

4,130,378. This application Jan. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 222,930
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 26.

1975,2523180

Int. a.J B64C n/28
U.S. a. 416-142

, aaim

iro

366

1. A propeller for providing forward thrust to a body travel-
ing at relatively high speed through a surrounding fiuid me-
dium, comprising:

(a) a propeller hub having an axis of rotation;

(b) a plurality of airfoil surfaces mounted to and distributed
radially about said hub;the position of each said airfoil

surface being defined by first and second pitch angles,
respectively, said first pitch angle being the angle in the
rotation direction between the profile longitudinal axis of
said airfoil surface and a tangent on the circular arc de-
scribed by the rotation of said airfoil surface about said
propeller hub, and said second pitch angle being the angle
between the profile transversal axis of said airfoil surface
and said axis of rotation;

(c) each airfoil surface having a pivot connection in the
region of said hub so that said airfoil surfaces are pivotable
about said pivot connections between, on the one hand, an
outwardly unfolded condition in which said blades are at

a relatively large angle with respect to the hub axis and in

which outer ends of said airfoil surfaces are disposed at

relatively great distances from the hub axis and, on the
other hand, an inwardly folded condition in which said
airfoil surfaces are at a relatively small angle with respect
to said hub axis and in which said outer ends of said airfoil

surfaces are disposed at a relatively small distance from
the hub axis;

(d) said second pitch angle being relatively large when said

airfoil surfaces are in their outwardly unfolded condition,
said second pitch angle being relatively small when said
airfoil surfaces are in their inwardly folded condition;

(e) means for modifying said second pitch angle while said

propeller is rotating by opening and folding the propeller
by pivoting each airfoil surface, whereby said propeller
will operate predominately as a conventional screw-type
propeller for operation at low traveling speed through
said fluid medium when said second pitch angle is large,

and said propeller will provide greater efficiency at high

4,427.342
STRAIGHT LINE DRIVE MECHANISM DRIVABLE BY

WIND OR OTHER POWER SOURCE
Richard K. Sutz, Scottsdale, and I.ouis J, Gninwald, Sun City,

both of Ariz., assignors to Wind Baron Corporation, Phoenix,
Ariz.

Filed Oct. 15, 1981. Ser. No. 311,514
Int. a.' POID 25/00: F03D N/OO

U.S. a. 416-170 R 7 Claim.

»» -1.

1 A gearless straight line dnvc mechanism dnvable by a
power source for operating a pump or the like, comprising

a support;

a rotatable first shaft carried by said support and dnvable by
said power source;

a crank arm secured to said shaft and rotated thereby,
a connecting rod pivotally connected to said crank arm and

reciprocated thereby up and down while said shaft ro-
tates;

an axially honzontal second shaft earned by said connecting
rod and reciprocated thereby up and down;

an axially vertical member secured to said second shaft and
reciprocated thereby for operating said pump.

a fiat, elongated, symmetnca! link secured at its center to
said second shaft and disposed in a first venical plane.

a pair of guide arms pivotally carried by said support and
arranged to pivot in a second venical plane parallel to said
first venical plane, opposite ends of said link being pivt)t-

ally secured to said guide arms respectively to turn in

opposite directions in said first venical plane, while said
center of said link reciprcKates in a precisely vertical

direction, and said link and said guide arms constrain said

second shaft to move up and down in a precisely vertical

path while said connecting rod recipriKates said second
shaft up and down, so that said member rccipriKatcs in a
precisely vertical direction for operating said pump

4.427.343

EFHCIENT WIND TURBINE DESIGN FOR LOW
VELOCITY AIR FLOW

George Fosdick, 14 Wellington Dr.. Stony Brook, N.Y. II790
Filed Sep. 27. 1982. Ser. No. 424.743

Int. CI.' Ft)3D 1/06
U.S. a. 416-200 A g Oaims

1 A wind turbine of the type having a hub aligned and
arranged to rotate about a honzontal axis, the turbine having a
forward and a rear face with the forward face being at the hub
terminal which is directed into the wind dunng normal opera-
tion of the turbine, wherein the invention comprises:

(a) a cylindrical member positioned concentncally about but
spaced apan from the hub, the diameter of the cylmdncal
member being nominally one-third the overall rotor diam-
eter as measured from diametncally opposite blade tip to
blade tip,

(b) mounting means for supporting and connecting the cylin-
drical member to the hub, said mounting means onented
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and arranged to permit the flow of air through the cyhn-

dricaJ means, and

(c) a plurality of blades that originate at and are mounted to

the outside surface of the cylindrical member and extend

radially therefrom, the blades being arranged in a plurality

of rows exceeding four but less than ten in number with

each row comprising a plurality of blades exceeding 20 in

number, and each row extending spirally about the cylin-

drical member, winding in the direction of normal rota-

tion of the wind turbine in traversing the cylindrical mem-
ber from forward to rear, each of the blades having a mean

4,427,345

ARTIFIOAL LIFnNG DEVICE AND METHOD
Jack R. Blann; Robert C. West, both of Houton, ind Boiling A.

Abercrombie, Montgomery, all of Tex., assignors to Hughes
Tool Company, Houston, Tex.

Filed Oct 26, 1981, Ser. No. 314,915

InL a.3 F04F 1/06

U.S. a. 417—54 14 Qaims

101

width and the blades beinj nominally separated in the

axial direction of the cylindrical member by their mean
width, the rows of blades providing frontal coverage of

300 to 360 degrees without overlap of the rows with each

row being oriented to form an angle of nominally 24

degrees with the axis of roution, the rows of blades being

evenly distributed around the cylindrical member, and the

angle of nominally 24 degrees, the 300 to 360 degree
coverage, the number of blades and their spacing causing

the cylindrical member to have a length in its axial direc-

tion exceeding twenty-five percent of the diameter from
diametrically opposed blade tip to blade tip.

4,427,344 '

HELICOPTER ROTOR BLADE
Frederick J. Perry, Sherborne, England, assignor to Westland

Aircraft, Ltd., Yeoril, England

FUed Mar. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 243,498

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Mar. 28, 1980,

8010639

Int. a.3 B64C 27/46
U.S. a. 416—223 R 13 Claims

1. A helicopter rotor blade having a root end for attachment

to a rotor head, a tip end defining the end of the blade furthest

from the root end, and a central pxjrtion of aerofoil section

extending between and attached to the root end and the tip

end, wherein an outboard region of the central portion has a

negative basic pitching moment coefficient of absolute value

not less than 0.02 and an inboard region has a basic pitching

nsoment coefficient more positive than that of the outboard
region.

1. An artificial lifting device for flowing hydrocarbons from

a well bore to the earth's surface comprising:

an external cylindrical member adapted to be supported in

said well bore from the surface, said member having an

injection port and a vent pori in the sides thereof;

an internal cylindrical housing mounted within said external

cylindrical member to provide an annular area between

said external cylindrical member and said housing;

gas valve means supported within said housing and con-

nected by a tubing string running to the surface with a

source of pressurized gas, said gas valve means having an

inlet end through which pressurized gas is communicated
as said gas is supplied through said tubing string;

passage means within the device communicating said gas

valve inlet end with said injection port and vent port

respectively;

reciprocating means in said valve means reciprocable be-

tween an injection position, whereby said valve inlet end

communicates with said injection port when pressurized

gas is supplied through said tubing string from the surface

while said vent port is closed, and a vent position whereby

said injection port communicates with said vent pori

while said gas valve inlet end is closed;

an exhaust conduit separate from said gas valve inlet end

communicating said vent pori with the surface when said

reciprocating means is in said vent position; and

a lower sub connected to said cylindrical member having an

internal bore which communicates hydrocarbons from the

well to said annular area between said external cylindrical

member and said housing when gas is supplied through

said gas valve inlet end to said injection pori to promote

the lifting of hydrocarbons below the gas valve means

upwardly through said annular area and cylindrical mem-
ber to the well surface.
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4,427,346

MOTOR-DRIVEN RECIPROCATING PISTON
COMPRESSOR, PARTICULARLY FOR HERMETICALLY

ENCAPSULATED SMALL REFRIGERATORS
Bendt W. Romcr, HjorteveJ, Denmark, assignor to Danfoss A/S,

Nordborg, Denmark
Filed Mar. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 356,838

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 21.
1981, 3111253

Int. a.i F04B 49/02
U.S. a. 417-292 1 Qaim
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1. A motor-driven reciprocating piston compressor for her-
metically encapsulated small refrigerators, comprising, a hous-
ing forming a cylinder chamber, a piston in said cylinder cham-
ber, a valve plate and an interposed sealing plate at one end of
said cylinder chamber, said valve plate having suction and
pressure bores communicating with said cylinder chamber,
said bores being closed by respective suction and pressure
valves, a cylinder cover forming with said valve plate a cover
chamber, a throttling connecting passage passing through said
valve plate, said sealing plate having a cut-out aligned with
said connecting passage to provide fluid communication be-
tween said cover chamber and the exterior of said cylinder
cover and said housing, a valve element for said connecting
passage, temperature responsive bimetal actuating means in

said cover chamber connected to and controlling said valve
element to close said connecting passage when the temperature
of a gas in said cover chamber exceeds a predetermined value,
said bimetal element being a strip extending parallel to said
valve plate and being mounted in and to said cover chamber at
one end thereof and carries said valve element at the other end
thereof, said compressor being mounted in a capsule which is

at suction pressure, and said actuating means being designed to
close said connecting passage at about 80 to 100 degrees centi-
grade.

the fuel injection pump including a pump cylinder, a valve
holder, means provided in the valve holder for communicating
the valve holder with a fuel injection line, and a dual-actmg
check valve means arranged between the pump cyhnder and
the valve holder, the dual-acting check valve means mcluding
a resilient valve disk means having a central passage therein for
deforming to convey fuel to the fuel injection line and for
conforming to the surface of the base plate from the edge of the
valve disk means contiguous to the central passage to the outer
dimension of the valve disk means when the valve disk means
is open in a direction opposite to the fuel conveying direction,
characterized in that

a base plate is interposed between the pump cylinder and the
resilient valve disk means, the base plate includes inlet
bore means for communicating the pump cylinder with
the communicating means in the valve holder, and a throt-
tle means arranged between the pump cylinder and the
valve holder and acting in a direction opposite to a fuel
conveying direction of the injection pump, and in that the
base plate forms an abutment for the valve disk means of
the check valve means when the check valve means opens
in a direction opposite the fuel conveying direction.

4,427,348
DUPLEX HYDRAULIC AND AIR OIL WELL PUMP

William M. Kofahl, Licking, Mo., assignor to Flying K Equip-
ment System, Inc., Licking, Mo.

Filed May 18, 1981, Ser. No. 264,450
Int. a.J P04B 35/02. 21/00

U.S. a. 417-342 9 Qaims

4,427,347

FUEL INJECnONPUMP FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINES

Ulrich Augustin, Kemen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to
Daimler-Benz A.G., Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec. 8, 1980, Ser. No. 214,416
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 6,

1979, 2949014

Int. a.3 F04B 49/00
U.S. a. 417-296 10 Qaims

1. A fuel injection pump for an internal combustion engine.

1. A pump for pumping a fluid from a first elevation to a
higher, second elevation, said pump comprising:

first and second pumping strings for extension adjacent the
first elevation for carrying a pumping fluid;

a return string for extension between the first and second
elevations for carrying the fluid to the second elevation;

first and second hydraulic pistons slideably mounted on said

first and second pumping strings, respectively, for recip-

rocating motion between extended and retracted posi-
tions;

a hydraulic pumping fluid disposed in said first and second
pumping strings in hydraulic contact with said first and
second hydraulic piston to apply hydrostatic pressure
thereto;

a first pumping cyhnder secured in a fixed relation to said
first pumping string, said first piston extending into said
first cylinder to define a first pumping chamber, the vol-
ume of the first pumping chamber varying as said first
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piston reciprocates, the first pumping chamber being

interconnected with said return string;

first inlet valve means for permitting fluid at the first eleva-

tion to enter the first pumping chamber;

a second pumping cylinder secured in a fixed relation to said

second pumping string, said second piston extending into

said second cylinder to define a second pumping chamber,

the volume of said second pumping chamber varying as

said second piston reciprocates, the second pumping

chamber being interconnected with said return string;

second inlet valve means for permitting fiuid at the first

elevation to enter the second pumping chamber;

standing valve means positioned in said return string permit-

ting fluid flow therethrough only toward the second ele-

vation;

valve means to prevent flow of fluid between said first and

second pumping chambers;

gear means interconnecting said first and second pistons so

that motion in one of said pistons toward the extended

position directly induces a corresponding opposite motion

in the other said piston to the retracted position;

means for reciprocating said first and second pistons by

decreasing the hydrostatic pressure applied to one of said

first and second pistons and simultaneously increasing the

hydrostatic pressure to the other of said first and second

pistons, said reciprocating means alternating the increase

and decrease of hydrostatic pressure between said first

and second pistons; and
|

said gear means directly translating reciprocal motion of one

of said first and second pistons to the other one thereof in

the opposite reciprocating direction, retraction of one of

said first and second pistons causing the respective one of

said first and second inlet valve means, respectively, to

open, permitting fiuid to fiow into the respective one of

said first and second pumping chambers at the first eleva-

tion, extension of the other of said first and second pistons

causing the fiuid contained in the respective one of said

first and second pumpingchambers to fiow through said

standing valve means.

4,427,349

REFRIGERATION COMPRESSOR SUSPENSION
SYSTEM

John P. Elson, Sidney, Ohio, assignor to Copeiand Corporation,

Sidney, Ohio
Continuation of S«r. No. 61,287, Jul. 27, 1979, abandoned, which

is a division of Ser. No. 767,385, Feb. 10, 1977, Pat. No.

4,174,189. This application Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 298,265

Int. a.3 F04B 35/04

U.S. a. 417—363 I 9 Oaims
1. A suspension system for a hermetic compressor compris-

ing:

a hermetically sealed shell; I

compressor means including a driving motor disposed

within said shell;

a shroud enclosing one end of said motor;

a pair of spaced vertically extending supporting arms se-

cured to sidewall portions of said shell;

a spring extending between each of said supporting arms and

said compressor means to resiliently support said com-

pressor within said shell, each of said springs having a

plurality of helical coils, said coils being of upwardly

decreasing diameter so as to define a single upwardly

converging tapered portion; and

stop means secured to said shell, said stop means being di-

rectly engageable with said shroud and cooperating with

j\- r-T - /r=^]

said springs to limit relative movement of said compressor

means with respect to said shell.

4,427,350

SOLAR DIAPHRAGM PUMP
Louis R. O'Hare, 1700 Banyan #3, Fort Collins, Colo. 80526

Filed Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,283

Int. a.5 F04B 17/00. 43/06

U.S. a. 417—379 10 Qaims

1. A thermal powered diaphram pump comprising:

a fiuid impelling means in the form of a chamber having inlet

and exit check valves and having, as one of its walls, a

diaphram capable of enlarging and of contracting the

volume of the chamber by being extended into or ex-

panded out of the chamber and,

an alternating fiuid pressurization and depressurization

means in the form of a second chamber having as one of its

walls said diaphram, and said pressurization means being

capable of expanding said diaphram into and extracting it

from the fiuid impelling means said second chamber being

in fiuid fiow communication with a fiuid thermal vapori-

zation means and said second chamber being in fiuid fiow

communication with a fiuiJ cooling means and, a liquid

fiuid circulating means in the form of an exciter pump
capable of being in fiuid fiow communication through

ducting and valving first, in one time period, with the

thermal vaporization means and with the interior of the

second chamber and then in an alternate, second, time

period being in fluid flow communication with the cooling

means and the interior of the same second chamber, said

fiuid circulation means thereby being capable repeatedly

of first impelling fluid in one closed cycle through ducting
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and valving through said thermal vaporization means to
the interior of said second chamber, and then later, in the
second and alternate time period, being capable of impel-
ling fluid in a closed cycle through ducting and valving to
said fluid cooling means and on to the interior of the
second chamber and,

valve repeated switching means being capable of alternately

providing fluid flow communication first to said vaporiza-
tion means and then to said fluid cooling means.

connected to a reciprocable platen supporting said punch, a

core rod support member disposed in a recess within said

punch base member and having integral support arms project-

ing through slots in said punch base member, means for attach-

ing the end of said arms below said die plate and means mount-
ing the other end of said core rod in said core rod support
member and providing longitudinal adjustment of said core
rod relative to said core rod support member, the improvement

4,427,351

ROTARY COMPRESSOR WITH NOISE REDUONG
SPACE ADJACENT THE DISCHARGE PORT

Kiyoshi Sano, Shiga, Japan, assignor to MaUushita Electric

Industrial Co., Ltd., Kadoma, Japan
Filed Aug. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,932

Oaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 3, 1980, 55-122627
Int. a.3 P04C 18/00. 29/06; F04B 39/00

U.S. a. 418—63 4 Oaims

I7a.

1. A closed type rotary compressor which comprises a

closed housing, a motor and a compressor mechanism driven
by said motor which are provided in said closed housing, said

compressor mechanism having a cylindrical piston member
eccentrically movably provided in a cylinder member, a parti-

tion plate member provided in said cylinder member for selec-

tive protrusion from and retraction into said cylinder member
so as to divide the cylinder space defined between the inner
wall of said cylinder member and the peripheral surface of said

piston member into a compression side and a suction side, and
bearing end plates secured to opposite ends of said cylinder

member for closing the ends of said cylinder member and one
of said end plates being provided with a discharge port for

compressed refrigerant and a discharge valve for selective

opening and closing of said discharge port, at least one of said

cylinder member and said one bearing end plate having in the

end face thereof a small volume space separate from said cylin-

der space and having a volume smaller than the maximum
suction volume of said cylinder and a pressure introducing

passage means, said pressure introducing passage means having
one end communicating with said small volume space and the

other end communicating with said compression space in the

vicinity of said discharge port, said pressure introducing pas-

sage means having a cross-sectional area smaller than that of

said small volume space.

4,427,352

MOUNTING STRUCTURE FOR DIE, PUNCH AND CORE
ROD ASSEMBLY FOR COMPACTING POWDER

MATERIAL
Raymond P. DeSantis, Troy, and Herbert J. PufTer, Jr., Garden

City, both of Mich., assignors to PTX-Pentronix, Inc., Lin-

coln Park, Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 351,482, Feb. 23, 1982, Pat. No.

4,390,335. This application Sep. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 419,815

Int. a.J B30B 11/02. 15/02

U.S. a. 425—78 14 Claims
1. In a punch and die assembly for a powder compacting

press comprising a die plate, at least one punch reciprocable

relative to said die plate and at least one core rod stationary

.relative to said die plate, said core rod having an end slidably

disposed in a bore through said punch, a punch base member

IBs > -«
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comprising a threaded member fastened at said other end of
said core rod, said core rod support member having a core rod
mounting plate, a core rod locking plate and a retainer plate

applying said locking plate in engagement with said mounting
plate, a threaded bore in said mounting plate accepting said

threaded member, and a threaded bore in said locking plate

aligned with said threaded bore in said mounting plate,

wherein a slight thread mismatch is provided between said first

and second threaded bores.

4,427,353

UPRIGHT INJECTION-COMPRESSION PRESSING
MACHINE FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF

INFORMATION CARRIER DISCS
Shoji Omiya, Shyonawate; Masaaki Sunohara; Tokihalu

Nakagawa, both of Hirakata; Seiji Inagaki, Nara; Junnosuke
Yamawaki, Sakurai; Nobuyuki Nakamura, and Kaoru
Yanagisawa, both of Nagano, all of Japan, assignors to Matsu-
shita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.; Teichiku Co., Ltd., both of

Osaka and Nissei Plastic Industrial Co., Ltd., Nagano, all of,

Japan

Filed Dec. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 333,621

Oaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 26, 1980, 55-187765

Int. O.' B29F 1/03

U.S. CI. 425-151 7 Oaims

I. An upright injection-compression pressing machine for

the manufacture of an information carrier disc, which com-
prises, in combination
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upper and lower fixed plates positioned one above the other
and tie bars connecting said fixed plates to each other in

face-to-face and spaced relation;

an upper mold carried by said upper fixed plate, said upper
fixed plate having a nozzle receiving aperture extending
therethrough and opening through said upper mold;

a movable plate in face-to-face relation to said upper moid,
said movable plate being movably mounted on said tie

bars for movement between said upper and lower fixed

plates along said tie bars serving as guides therefor;

a lower mold carried by said movable plate;

a first drive means mounted on said lower fixed plate and
operatively coupled to said movable plate for moving said

movable plate to a first position wherein said movable
plate is spaced from said upper fixed plate a distance
sufficient to permit an information carrier disc to be re-

moved from between said upper and lower molds, a sec-

ond position where said upper and lower molds are spaced
a small distance from each other, and a third position
wherein said upper and lower molds are clamped to-

gether, respectively;

guide members mounted on said upper fixed plate and ex-

tending in a vertical direction;

a holder assembly slidably mounted on said guide members
and pivotally mounted for pivoting movement laterally of
said guide members;

a second drive means connected between said guide mem-
bers and said holder assembly for reciprocatingly driving
said holder assembly along said guide members;

an injection cylinder having the upper end inserted in and
rigidly secured to said holder assembly and extending in a

vertical direction therefrom and having a nozzle portion
at the lower end for extending through said aperture in

said upper fixed plate to supply a material to the space
between said molds from the center of said upper mold,
said injection cylinder having a feed screw therein;

a screw drive means operatively coupled to the upper end of
said feed screw;

a third drive means on said holder assembly and operable to

reciprocatingly drive said feed screw in said injection

cylinder; and

first and second shielding sleeves secured respectively to a
lower end of the injection cylinder and the upper fixed

plate around said aperture, said first and second shielding

sleeves being positioned one over the other so as to be
substantially telescopically extendable for shielding said

aperture in the upper fixed plate from the outside.

reels utilizing tension detectors and a braking force to

control rotation of each said reel;

njeans for thermally facetting said PVC strip along a line

perpendicular with said direction of flow;

means for intermittently slitting said PVC strip into spaced
sections of strands running longitudinally of said strip, said

strands constituting facetted icicles of predetermined
length whereby both ends of said strands are connected to

unslit portions of said strip;

means for cutting said PVC strip into segments having a
length equal to said predetermined length plus the length
of one of said unslit strip portions, so that the facetted

icicles in each strip segment are attached at one end to an
unslit header portion and are unattached and hang freely

at the other end; and

a conveyor belt for receiving said strip segments and trans-

porting them for further processing.

4,427,355

CORE PULLER ASSEMBLY
Oskar F. Vatterott, PaciHc, Mo., auignor to MCIBS, Inc.,

Clayton, Mo.
Filed Nov. 27, 1981, S«r. No. 325,096

Int. a.3 B28B 7/00
U.S. CI. 425-156 18 Qainw

4,427,354

TINSEL FACETTING APPARATUS
Harold S. Roberts, Memphis, and Zigfried Weber, Germantown,

both of Tena., usignors to Decor Noel Corp., Memphis, Tenn.
DiTisioB of Ser. No. 27,810, Apr. 6, 1979, Pat. No. 4,385,087.

This appUcatioB Jul. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 287,065

Int. a.3 B29C 17/14. 17/02
MS. a. 425—155 17 Oaims

2. A tinsel facetting apparatus comprising:

two supply reels rotatably disposed to provide a flow line

including two continuous feeds of metallized PVC film

nmning one on top of the other to form a single PVC strip;

means located downstream from said supply reels for pro-
viding tension for pulling said PVC strip and causing said

reels to rotate;

tension control separately connected to each of said supply

1. A core puller assembly for a block machine mold assem-
bly comprising:

(a) a plurality of core puller units each including:

1

.

a cylinder having a forward end and a rearward end,
2. a piston mounted for sliding movement within the

cylinder and having a rearwardly extending connecting
rod,

3. a core puller bar disposed in side-by-side relation with
the connecting rod, said bar including a radially offset

from the axis of the forward portion cylinder movable
alongside the cylinder and into the mold assembly and a

rearward portion,

4. connecting means between the core puller bar and the

connecting rod, and
5. guide means carried by the cylinder, said guide means

receiving the core puller bar in sliding relation to guide

said core puller bar into the mold assembly,

(b) support means interconnecting the core puller units

together and aligning the core bars with the mold assem-

bly, and

(c) drive means supplying fluid to the cylinders.
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Gunter Kr.t.T'JL'JiS'^H?^ p
SECTIONAL COnActE^EED MACHINE

t^uiT^Si^fTemSn 5l^r^^^^
«d H.„..Peter Leo J. Stllwell. 31870 PeaWn. St., Dowagiac. Mich. 49047MimuK, DotB or Kerapten, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, as- Filed Jan IS 1982 <u>r m« «o ca«

Jigno™ to WMker Chemie GmbH, Kempten, F«i. Rep. of Int. Q.^BM^ '//flS'
'

"^'
Filed Aug. 13. 1981, Ser. No. 292.684

^'^' ^' ^^'^^ " ^«
aaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 26.

1980.3036422

Int. a.J B32B 3/00 V-v?k>^ ^^^^^/i
6aaims SJi^ifltl^ >*U.S. a. 428—195

1. A bondable insulating plate comprising dispersed inor-
ganic heat insulating material having a specific surface of from
about 50 to 700 mVg and a binder, wherein the binder is in-

homogenously distributed in the inorganic heat insulating
material to provide a binder-rich layer, at one surface, contain-
ing from about 3 to 15% of binder based on the weight of the
binder-rich layer and from about to 1.5% by weight of binder
in the inorganic heat insulating material in the plate outside of
the binder-rich layer.

4,427.357

DOUGH BALL ROLLING APPARATUS
Joseph R. Anderson. Ada, Mich., assignor to Werner Lchara,

Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Filed May 7, 1982, Ser. No. 375.736
Int. a.3 A21B 7/01; A21C 11/00; B29C 15/00

U.S. a. 425-333 34 Qalms

no »«

1. A knock-down vibrating concrete screed comprismg
elongate screed units attachable cnd-to-cnd in a longitudinally
extending row to provide a screed of desired length, two of
said screed units each comprising an elongate frame unit mov-
able transversely over the concrete and vibration means for
vibrating the corresponding frame unit for smoothing the
concrete over which the frame unit moves, said two screed
units having adjacent ends with coaclmg means for (I) posi-
tively blocking strictly coaxial longitudinal movement of said
two screed units from detached into attached relation with
each other, (2) blocking strictly coaxial longitudinal movement
of said two screed units out of attached relation with each
other, and (3) attaching the adjacent ends of said two screed
units in response to longitudinal overlapping of said adjacent
ends while transversely separated followed by movement of
said adjacent ends one toward the other in one direction trans-
verse to the length of the screed into an attached position of
longitudinal alignment in which the thus longitudinally over-
lapped ends positively block further movement in said one
direction.

4,427,359

INJECTION STRETCH-BLOW MOLDING MACHINE
Shigenori Fukuoka, Ichihara; Sadaharu TsuUui, Yotsukaido,

and Toshio Matsumani, Chiba, all of Japan, assignors to
Sumitomo Heavy Industries, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jul. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 397,700
Gaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 14, 1981, 56-109749

Int. CI.' B29C 17/07
U.S. a. 425-525 3 citim*

1. A device for shaping a piece of plastic or deformable
material into a generally rounded form, said device compris-
ing:

an elongated base having a pair of lateral edges;
an elongated support surface extending along one of said

lateral edges of said base;

a movable rounding member defining an inner surface facing
said elongated support surface, said rounding member,
said base and said support surface defining a generally
truncated V-shaped groove;

a lower conveyor belt having a run extending along said

base within said groove;

an upper conveyor belt having a run extending in generally
spaced, parallel relationship to said run of said lower
conveyor belt; and

drive means operably connected to said rounding member,
said lower belt and said upper belt for driving said mem-
ber and said belts at different relative speeds to cause a

piece of material transported into said groove by said

lower belt to be shaped into a generally rounded form.

1. An injection stretch-blow molding machine comprising; a
stationary platen; a movable platen movable linearly with
respect to said stationary platen; a carrier disposed between
said stationary platen and said movable platen and movable
hnearly with respect to said stationary platen; at least one
injection female mold part attached to the surface of said
stationary platen facing said carrier; at least one blow female
mold part attached to the surface of said movable platen facing
said carrier; an injection male mold part mounted on said
carrier so as to oppose said in injection female mold part; a
blow male mold part provided with a stretching bar and
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mounted on said carrier so as to oppose said blow female mold
part; a rotary body mounted on said carrier for rotation about

an axis perpendicular to the direction of movement of said

carrier; at least one neck mold adapted to open and close and

radially movably mounted on said rotary body, said neck mold
being biased radially outwardly; a neck mold operating means
for opening and closing said neck mold; means for intermit-

tently rotating said roury body so that said neck mold can take

altematingly and repeatedly an injection position where it is

aligned with said female and male injection mold parts and a

blow position where it is aligned with said female and male
blow mold parts; and a mold clamping means adapted to press

said movable platen against said stationary platen with said

carrier interposed therebetween thereby to strongly connect

said female mold parts and male mold parts for injection and

blow, respectively, through the medium of said neck mold.

1
UDZ
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1. Apparatus for blow molding plastic containers from blow-

able parisons comprising:

a stationary frame; '

a pair of mold halves (14, 16) forming a mold cavity, at least

one of said mold halves being movable for placing the

mold halves in a closed position and an open position, a

parison being insertable in the mold cavity and subjected

to a blowing medium when the mold halves are in the

closed position, and a fmished container being removable

and a new parison being insertable when the mold halves

are in the open position;

a cylinder plate (52) on which said movable mold half (16) is

mounted;

a mold carrying member (42) coupled to said cylinder plate

so as to permit movement of said cylinder plate with

respect to said mold carrying member, said mold carrying

member being movably mounted on said frame for mov-
ing the mold half between the open and closed positions;

at least one piston (46-48) carried by said mold carrying

member, said piston being in abutment with said frame and

extending into a cylinder in said cylinder plate opposite

said movable mold half; and

means for applying a pressurizing medium to said cylinder

between said cylinder plate and piston to apply a force to

the mold halves resisting separation of the mold halves.

4,427,361

SHUT-OFF NOZZLE FOR INJECTION MOULDING OF
THERMOPLASTICS

Toshio Saito, Sawada Office, 1-9-5-1001 Kudan Kita, Chiyoda-
ku, Tokyo 102, Japan

Filed Mar. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 361,588

Int. a.J B29F 1/03. 1/08
U.S. a. 425—549 1 Qaim

1 W 24

I

4,427,360

APPARATUS FOR BLOW MOLDING PLASTIC
ARTICLES FROM A PARISON

Peter Albrecht; Wolfgang Reymann, and Klaus Vogel, all of

Hamburg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Knipp Corpo-

piast Maschinenbau GmbH, Hamburg, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Dec. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 335,885

Int. a.3B29C 77/07

U.S. a. 425—541 12 Qaims

I

40 BjLa 2» "

1. A shut-off nozzle for injecting molten resin comprising:

a cylinder to be connected to a moulding machine;

a nozzle head attached to the front end of said cylinder to be
connected a mould and having an ejection hole;

a flow path for molten resin through said cylinder and said

nozzle head;

a torpedo disposed in said flow path, having a rim disposed

between said cylinder and nozzle to hold said torpedo
fixed; said rim being substantially coextensive with said

torpedo to provide efficient heat conduction from said

cylinder and nozzle to said torpedo, said torpedo further

comprising a front poriion having a hole aligned with said

injection hole and a rear portion, said front and rear por-

tions defining a cavity therebetween and a spring disposed

within said cavity and;

a shut-off pin protruding from the front end of said torpedo,

through said hole and pushed forward by said spring by a

shoulder disposed on said pin to block said ejection hole,

said pin being adapted to withdraw from said ejection hole

to allow the resin to flow through when a force applied on
said pin by the resin pressure exceeds the spring force.

4,427,362

COMBUSTION METHOD
Owen W. Dykema, Canoga Park, Calif., assignor to Rockwell

International Corporation, El Segundo, Calif.

Filed Aug. 14, 1980, Ser. No. 178,210

Int. a.5 F23J 7/00

U.S. a. 431-4 17 Qaims

1. In a method for substantially reducing emission of nitroge-

nous compounds formed during fuel combustion wherein a

combustible fuel is at least partially combusted with oxygen,

nitrogenous compounds being formed during the initial com-
bustion of the fuel, the improvement comprising:

providing a nitrogenous compound decomposition zone;

introducing said fuel and an oxygen-containing gas into said
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zone to form a combustible mixture, the gas being intro-
duced in an amount to provide from about 45% to 75% of
the total stoichiometric amount of oxygen required for
complete combustion of the fuel;

reacting said combustible mixture to form combustion prod-
ucts including nitrogenous compounds;

providing finely dispersed particulates in said nitrogenous
compound decomposition zone which enhance the con-
version of the nitrogenous compound to molecular nitro-
gen, said particulates being selected from the group con-
sisting of the sulfides and oxides of iron and calcium and
combinations of these materials;

maintaining the resultant mixture of fuel, particulates, and
combustion products at a temperature of at least 1800° K.
for a time sufficient to reduce the nitrogenous compound
content of said mixture to a desired level; and

discharging said mixture having a substantially reduced
nitrogenous compound content.

acts in response to the output of said pump circuit lo
thereby provide control of said flow of fuel to said burner

4 427 364
nUIDIZABLE BED COMBUSTION CHAMBER

Jorgen Bergkvist, Finspong, Sweden, assignor to Stal-Laval
Turbin AB, Sweden

Filed Oct. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 310,265
Claims priority, application Sweden, Oct. 22. 1980, 8007401

Int. a.' F27B 15/JO
U.S. a. 431-170 I6aaims

4,427,363

FLAME RECTinCATION DETECTORS
Paul S. Hammond, Sheldon, England, assignor to British Gas

Corporation, London, England
Filed Mar. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 239,201

Oaims priority, application United Kingdom, Nov. 6, 1980,
8035733

Int. a.^ F23N 5/00
U.S. a. 431-66

1 Claim

I

01 s

II —

f

U IC3 «J^ i

1. A safety device for controlling the flow of fuel to a burner
comprising:

an alternating current power supply;

a probe means disposed within the region occupied by a
normally-burning burner fiame and connected to said

power supply;

ground electrode means positioned adjacent to said region to

complete a conduction path through a normally-burning
flame;

direct current detector means including a capacitor which is

charged when a flame is present which detector means is

connected to said probe means to detect a rectified alter-

nating current indicative of the presence of a normally-
burning flame;

inhibiting circuit means connected to said detector means
and to said power supply periodically to interrupt the
output from the power supply upon detection of direct

current flow by said detector means wherein said inhibit-

ing circuit means includes a gating means and a resistor

means whereby the repetition rate of an inhibit signal is

determined by the resistance of said resistor means and the

capacitance of said capacitor as well as the trigger level of
said gate means;

fuel flow control means connected to said detector means to

control the flow of fuel to said burner whereby said fuel

flow control means includes a diode pump circuit provid-

ing a null output in response to a steady-state input signal;

and

flame control circuit means including a relay means which

1. In a fluidizable bed combustion chamber comprising an
intermediate partition which divides said chamber into an
upper combustion space and a lower plenum and which is

provided with means for injecting air and fuel into said upper
combustion space in which, in use of the combustion chamber,
a bed of fluidized material is created, the improvement accord-
ing to which said intermediate partition is composed of mod-
ules each having side edges defining a polygonal shape, a
substantially centrally positioned fuel supply member and
upwardly inclined corner surfaces defined by portions of said
side edges which are upwardly inclined in the direction away
from the center of the module, said comer surfaces comprising
openings enabling air to be injected into said upper combustion
space from said lower plenum.

4,427,365

LIQUID FUEL COMBUSTION APPARATUS
Takuro Kotera, Kawanishi; Yoshimi Ohmukai, HirakaU; Yo-

shitaka Kawasaki, Kadoma, and Kinichi Adachi, Takarazuka,
all of Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.,
Ltd., Kadoma, Japan

Filed Apr. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 254.745
Qaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 17, 1980, 55-51186;

Jun. 16, 1980, 55-81903

Int. a.i F23D 5/00
U.S. a. 431-196 7 Oaims

1. A liquid fuel combustion apparatus which comprises: a
wick assembly of a laminated structure having

a main wick,

an auxiliary wick for fire-spreading, the bottom of which is

disposed at a position below the surface of the oil and is to
be lifted up from the oil surface during a steady-state

combustion, and

at least one separator means partly sandwiched between said
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main wick and said auxiliary wick to separate said main
wick from said auxiliary wick for preventing permeation
of fuel therethrough.

4,427,366 I

SCENTED CANDLE
Kennetb L. Moore, 2135 Oak Creek, San Antonio, Tex. 78232

FUed Feb. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 350,162

H Int. a.J F23D 13/16
VJS. a. 431-291 3 Qaims

21 20

I

1. A scented candle, in combination, comprising:
a candle holder having vertically extending side walls of the

type adapted to receive and encircle a candle and having
a flat inner bottom;

a wick cone centrally disposed within said candle holder,
wherein said wick cone comprises a generally tapering
vertically extending first candle body member formed of
slow-burning candle wax and having a candle wick ex-
tending substantially along the longitudinal axis thereof
and a flat base member formed integrally with said first

candle body member and extending therefrom to substan-
tially cover the flat inner bottom of said candle holder and
adapted to allow users to centrally and firmly position said
wick cone within said candle holder; and

a plurality of molded oderizing chips of substantially uni-
form size formed of a faster-melting wax than said wick
cone and at least one scent-producing material, said oder-
izing chips being disposed within said candle holder
around said wick cone for controlled release of the scent-
producing material in response to the heat of the flame of
said wick cone when said wick cone is lighted.

which the air within said annular space is introduced into
a space defined inside said inner cylinder;

a baffle plate secured to an end of said inner cylinder and
extending radially outwardly toward said outer cylinder,
forming a clearance between the periphery thereof and
said outer cylinder;

a restrictor plate secured to the end of said inner cylinder in

a manner to close the opening of the inner cylinder end,
said restrictor plate being formed with a central opening
and a plurality of openings through which air within said
inner cylinder flows out;

a combustion cylinder connected to said outer cylinder and
forming thereinside a combustion chamber adjacent said
baffle plate and restrictor plate, said combustion chamber
communicating through said clearance with said annular
space and through said openings with said space defined
inside said inner cylinder; and

a fuel injection nozzle securely disposed inside said inner
cylinder and so located that its tip section is close to said
restrictor plate to define a restriction clearance between it

and the periphery of said central opening to restrict air

flow therethrough, said fuel injection nozzle being formed
at its tip section with a nozzle opening through which fuel

is injected to be supplied through said central opening into
said combustion chamber.

4,427,368

SUBMINIATURE ARRAY WITH RETAINING
REFLECTOR

Boyd G. Brower, Willianisport, Pa., assignor to GTE Products
Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Mar. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 359,465

Int. a.3 F21K 5/02
U.S. a. 431-359 7 Qaims

4,427,367

SPRAY TYPE COMBUSTION DEVICE
Kenzi Yagisawa, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Nissan Motor

Co., Ltd., Yokohama, Japan
FUed May 7, 1981, Ser. No. 261,373

Claims priority, application Japan, May 9, 1980, 55-60683
Int. a.3 F23D 13/40

U.S. a. 431-354 11 Qaims

1. A miniaturized multilamp photoflash array having an
envelope with a circuit board having a printed circuit of
spaced electrical conductors on an inner surface thereof and a
light transmittable cover member; a plurality of miniaturized

photoflash lamps each having a pair of electrically conductive
leads extending outwardly therefrom; and a reflector unit

having cavities wherein said lamps are nested and said electri-

cally conductive leads pass therethrough, said reflector unit

affixed to said circuit board and having a retaining member
forcing said electrically conductive leads against said printed

circuit and a sonic projection sealed intermediate said spaced
electrical conductors on said circuit board.

1. A combustion device comprising:
an outer cylinder;

an inner cylinder disposed within said outer cylinder to form
an annular space between it and said outer cylinder, said
annular space being supplied with air, said inner cylinder
being formed with an air introduction opening through

4,427,369

SWITCH PASTE WITH SILVER-COATED METAL BEADS
Boyd G. Brower, Williamsport, Pa., assignor to GTE Products

Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

Filed May 20, 1982, Ser. No. 380,202

Int. a.3 F21K 5/02
U.S. a. 431—359 15 Qainu

11. A radiation-responsive switch for a multilamp photoflash
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array comprising an admixture of silver carbonate and/or
silver oxide, a binder material and characterized by the im-

4,427,371
PUSHER FURNACE WITH SOAK ZONE LIFTER

Howard N. Unks, Glenshaw, Pa., assignor to Loftua Furnace
Company, Pittsbargh, Pa.

Filed Jan. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 341,042
int. a.^ F27D 3/00. 3/04: F27B 9/14

U.S. a. 432-11 4c^„,

^lipr-

provement wherein said admixture includes silver-coated
metal particles in the amount of about 5 to 70% by weight.

4,427,370
METHOD OF TREATING RAW MATERIALS IN AN

IRON REDUCTION PROCESS
Yukio Koyabu, Niihama, Japan, assignor to Sumitomo Heavy

Industries, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Feb. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 347,671

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 19, 1981, 56-
22424[U]; Feb. 20, 1981, 56-24044

Int. a.3 F27D 5/00, 15/00; C21B 7/00
U.S. a. 432-5 7 a^„.

1. A method of treating raw material in an iron ore reduction
process, in a grate furnace comprised of a first furnace section
having a tiltable grate therein and a second furnace section
which is vertically movable relative to said first furnace sec-
tion, said first furnace section being movable sidewardly rela-

tive to said second furnace section between a first position
located sidewardly of said second furnace section and a second
position located in vertical alignment with said second furnace
section, which method comprises the steps of feeding raw iron
ore material onto the grate of said first furnace section while
said first furnace section is in said first position, then moving
said first section from said first position to said second position,

then moving said second furnace section vertically into tight

engagement with said first furnace section so as to hold said

first and second furnace sections in a gastight relationship,

heating said raw material to effect preliminary treatment
thereof, and then tilting said grate to discharge said material

from said grate furnace through an outlet provided on the side

wall of the furnace.

L.

3. In a method for heating slabs in a reheat furnace mcludmg
stepwise pushing of said slabs along skid rails through a pre-
heat zone and a heat zone, and stepwise pushing of said slabs
through a soak zone, the improvement comprising:

providing a skid rail assembly and a lift rail assembly extend-
ing longitudinally along said soak zone; and

in cyclical fashion:

(a) pushing said slabs along said skid rail assembly;
(b) raising said slabs on said lift rail assembly a substantially

uniform distance above said skid rail assembly to permit
reduction of skid marks on the bottom portions of said
slabs;

(c) lowering said slabs to reposition them on said skid rail

assembly in substantially their original position pnor to
said raising step; and

(d) extracting a slab from the discharge end of said soak
zone.

4,427,372 '

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTINUOUSLY
BURNING PARTICLES IN AIR STREAM IN A VERTICAL

FURNACE
Morimasa Takesue; Hiroyasu Otsuka, and Hiroyuki

Yanagihara, all of Mitaka, Japan, assignors to Nittctsu Min-
ing Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

PCT No. PCT/JP81/00121, § 371 Date Jan. 6, 1982, § 102(e)
Date Jan. 6, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO81/03437. PCT Pub
Date Dec. 10, 1981

PCT Filed Jun. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 339,452
Oaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 6, 1980, 55-75522-

Jul. 29, 1980, 55-103166

Int. a.^ F27B 15/00: C04B 7/02
U.S. a. 432-14 13 aMiau

\
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1. A vertical furnace for continuously burning particles, said
furnace comprising:

(a) a vertically elongated substantially tubular structure
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defining, in a vertically successive downward arrange-

ment:

(i) a precipitation chamber formed from imperforate verti-

cal walls, said precipitation chamber having a Hrst

cross-sectional area;

(ii) imperforate walls forming a first frusto-conical zone
connecting said precipitation chamber to the next lower
chamber;

(iii) a rich fluidized bed chamber formed from imperforate

vertical walls, said rich fluidized bed chamber having a

second cross-sectional area;

(jv) imperforate walls forming a second frusto-conical

zone connecting said rich fluidized bed chamber to the

next lower chamber;

(v) a lean fluidized bed chamber formed from imperforate

vertical walls, said lean fluidized bed chamber having a

third cross-sectional area; and

(vi) imperforate walls forming a third frusto-conical zone
connecting said lean fluidized bed chamber to the bot-

tom of said tubular structure;

(b) a gas discharge opening at the top of said precipitation

chamber;

(c) a particle inlet port in said precipitation chamber or said

first frusto-conical zone;

(d) a vertically oriented inlet port for gas and/or a burnable

fuel at the bottom of said third frusto-conical zone;

(e) at least one inlet port for gas and/or a burnable fuel in

said lean fiuidized bed chamber, said second frusto-conical

zone, or said third frusto-conical zone; and

(0 a burned particle discharge port at the bottom of said

third frusto-conical zone, wherein;

(g) said first cross-sectional area is larger than said second
cross-sectional area, and said second cross-sectional area is

larger than said third cross-sectional area and
(h) there are no inlet ports for gas and/or a burnable fuel in

said rich fluidized bed chamber, said first frusto-conical

zone, or said precipitation chamber,
whereby:

(i) said lean fluidized bed chamber is the zone of highest

temperature and the temp^erature within the furnace de-

creases vertically from said lean fluidized bed chamber;

0) the velocity of the gas in said lean fluidized bed chamber
is higher than the velocity of the gas in said rich fluidized

bed chamber, and the velocity of the gas in said rich

fluidized bed chamber is higher than the velocity of the

gas in said precipitation chamber; and
(k) the density of the particles in said lean fluidized bed
chamber is lower than the density of the particles in said

rich fluidized bed chamber.

4,427,373

METHOD OF DISCHARGING MATERIAL FROM A
ROTARY FURNACE

YukJo Koyabu, Niihama, Japan, assignor to Sumitomo Heavy
Industries, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 347,652

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 20, 1981, 56-24043

Int. a.3 F27B 15/00
U.S. a. 432—14 7 Qaims

furnace under gastight conditions; then subjecting said mate-
rial to heat treatment within said rotary furnace while main-
taining gastight conditions therein; connecting one end of an

openable and shutable valve to the discharge opening of said

rotary furnace while said valve is shut and while maintaining

gastight conditions in said furnace, said valve defining a gas-

tight material flow passage for discharging said material from
said furnace: then connecting the inlet port of a container to

the opposite end of said valve while maintaining gastight con-
ditions in said furnace, thereby making a secure gastight con-
nection between the inlet port of said container and the dis-

charge opening of said rotary furnace; then opening said valve;

and discharging said material from said furnace through said

material flow passage into said container while maintaining

gastight conditions in said furnace, said flow passage and said

container; then closing said valve; and then detaching said

valve from said furnace while maintaining gastight conditions

in said container.

4,427,374

RECIRCULATION DEVICE
John W. Miller, Ossian, Ind., assignor to Phelps Dodge Indus-

tries, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 294,202

Int. a.5 F24H 7/00,- F27D 19/00
U.S. a. 432-48 5 Oaims

1. A method of treating and then discharging material from
a rotary furnace having a discharge opening, comprising the

steps of: feeding material from a preheater into the rotary

1. An oven recirculation device for recirculating a selected

volume of preheated gas exhausted from a burner chamber
together with fresh air through an oven and back to the burner

chamber, the device comprising a first passageway having an

entrance adapted to be connected to said burner chamber, a

first exit adapted to be connected to said oven, and a second

exit adapted to be connected to an oven exhaust, a second

passageway having a first inlet and a second inlet and an outlet,

said outlet adapted to be connected to said oven, a third pas-

sageway connecting said first exit and said first inlet, a fresh air

inlet communicating with said second inlet, a back pressure

damper adjacent said second exit, a control connected to said

back pressure damper so that the volume of preheated gas

flowing through said oven into said burner chamber may be

selectively determined, and a mixing damper adjacent said

second inlet, an automatic temperature-dependent control

connected to said mixing damper so that the fresh air mixing

with the preheated gas entering the burner chamber is depen-

dent upon the temperature in the oven.
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4,427,375

FLUIDIZED B^D FURNACE
Gaetano Di Rosa, Pino Torinese, Italy, assignor to Fata Euro-

pean Group S.P.A., Turin, Italy

Filed Dec. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 332,101
Gaims priority, application Italy, Dec. 24, 1980, 68991 A/80

Int. a.3 F27B 15/00: F23D 19/00: F23G 5/00
U.S. a 432-58 „c„i„.

7. A fluidized bed furnace comprising:
a support for a bed of refractory particles;
an air chamber located immediately below said support and

including at least one air inlet means for introducing air
into said air chamber;

a plurality of air supply conduit means in said support being
ill communication with said air chamber and including an
air discharge means positioned above said support for
supplying air to said bed;

combustible gas supply means disposed within said air sup-
ply conduit means and including a gas discharge means
positioned above said support for supplying combustible
gas to said bed; and

partition means positioned within said air chamber for caus-
ing air to flow across substantially the entire undersurface
of said support.

4,427,376
APPARATUS FOR HEATING AGGREGATE, RECYCLED

ASPHALT AND THE LIKE
Robert E. Etnyre, Oregon, III., and William H. Wylie, El Reno,

Okla., assignors to Wylie Manufacturing Company, Oregon,
Alia

Filed Jul. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 398,778
Int. a.3 F27B 7/36: B28C 1/22

U.S. a. 432-105 ,8 Oaims

1. Apparatus for heating particulate material, said apparatus
comprising an elongated drum having inlet and outlet ends,
means for rotating said drum about its own axis, an elongated
firing tube disposed centrally within said drum, said tube ex-
tending from the outlet end of the drum toward the inlet end of
the drum and having a discharge end located adjacent the inlet
end of the drum, the outer wall of said tube being spaced
inwardly from the inner wall of said drum whereby an annular
chamber is defined between said tube and said drum, a burner
located adjacent the outlet end of said drum and positioned to
direct a gaseous flame into the adjacent end portion of said
tube, the hot gases from said flame flowing within said tube in

a direction extending from the outlet end of the drum toward
the inlet end of the drum and being directed out of the dis-

charge end of said tube, means located adjacent the discharge
end of said tube for directing the hot gases from said tube into
said annular chamber and for causing said gases to flow within
said chamber from the inlet end of said drum toward the outlet

end thereof, means adjacent the inlet end of said drum for
delivering particulate material into said chamber, means lo-
cated between said drum and said tube for causing said mate-
rial to tumble within said chamber as an incident to rotation of
said drum, said material and said gases moving in the same
direction through said chamber with said material being indi-
rectly heated during such movement by the hot gases flowing
in said tube and being directly heated by the hot gases flowing
in said chamber, an upwardly extending exhaust suck adjacent
the outlet end of said drum for receiving hot gases from said
chamber and for effecting upward discharge of such gases, and
a discharge opening adjacent the outlet end of said drum for
discharging the heated material out of said chamber.

4,427,377
INSTALLATION FOR THE DRY MANUFACTURE OF

CEMENT
Francis Dambrine, Louveciennes, and Gerard Gbestem, Santes,

both of France, assignors to Fl?es-Cail Babcock, Paris, France
Filed Jul. 6, 1981. Ser. No. 280,540

Qaims priority, application France, Jul. 9, 1980, 80 15236
Int. a.i F27B 7/02

U.S. a. 432-106
7 Claim.

1. An installation for the dry manufacture of cement, which
comprises

(a) a clinkerization kiln having an inlet for precalcined ce-
ment raw matenal, an outlet for clinker produced in the
kiln from the precalcined cement raw material and an
outlet conduit for smoke gas generated m the kiln during
the clinkerization,

(b) a cooling chamber for the clinker having an inlet con-
nected to the clinker outlet of the kiln and an outlet con-
duit for hot air generated in the cooling chamber during
cooling of the clinker.

(c) a preheater heat-exchange unit comprised of a plurality
of cyclones series-connected in a circuit and including a
last one of the cyclones, the preheater heat-exchange unit
being connected to the smoke gas outlet conduit and
receiving the smoke gas therefrom,

(d) means for circulating a current of the smoke gas through
the preheater heat-exchange unit circuit in one direction.

(e) means for feeding the cement raw matenal into the cir-
cuit for counter-current flow therethrough,

(0 a precalcination kiln having an inlet connected to the hot
air outlet conduit for receiving hot air and the preheated
cement raw material, the hot air received in the precalci-
nation kiln being utilized therein as combustion air. the
preheated cement raw material being precalcined in sus-
pension in the precalcination kiln and the precalcination
kiln having an outlet for the precalcined cement raw
material and smoke gas generated during precalcining.

(g) another cyclone having an inlet connected to the outlet
of the precalcination kiln for receiving the pecalcined
cement raw material and smoke gas therefrom and for
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separating the precalcined cement raw material from the
smoke gas, the other cyclone having an outlet conduit for
the smoke gas connected to the circuit at a point down-
stream of the last cyclone of the preheater heat-exchange
unit in the one direction, the smoke gases from the kilns

being utilized in the circuit for preheating the cement raw
material therein, and

(h) a device for creating a gas pressure loss in the circuit

between the last cyclone of the preheater heat-exchange
unit and said point. i

4,427^78
CLOSURE AND SEAL CONSTRUCTION FOR

HIGH-PRESSURE OXIDATION FURNACE AND THE
LIKE

Gerald M. Bowtre, Boonville, Calif., assignor to Atomel Corpo-
ration, Swinyraie, Calif.

Filed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 363,062
Int. a.' F27D 1/18; F26B 25/00; F23M 7/00

U.S. a. 432-242 3 Qaims

of said plurality of elongate members to assemble said

plurality of elongate members into a frame structure;

means carried by said frame structure for supporting parts
desired to be heat treated thereon; and

^
r'

=ct

1. A closure and seal construction for a high pressure oxida-
tion furnace and the like having a quartz chamber and integral
quartz wall formed with an opening for receiving into said
chamber of material to be processed, said wall being formed
with an annular recess surrounding said opening;

a tube mounted in said recess and comprising an interior

meullic wall providing thermal conductivity and an elas-

tomeric coating providing elasticity and dimensioned for
protrusion of said coating from said recess and being
adapted for connection to a source of coolant and for
conduction of said coolant therethrough;

a closure and mounting means therefor juxtaposing said
closure and wall and tube in covering relation to said
opening and applying a closing pressure urging said clo-
sure toward said wall and tube, said closure having a flat

annular surface confronting said wall and engageable with
and compressing said coating; and

said coating being responsive to said clsoing pressure to seal

said opening.

4,427,379

HEAT TREATMENT HXTURE
Reginald F. Durao, 231 E. Borromeo, Placentia, Calif. 92670,
and Jack Brass, 5650 Via Ceresa, Yorba Linda, Calif. 92686

Filed Apr. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 365,188
Int a.3 C21D 9/00; B62B 1/00; F27D 5/00

UA a. 432-261 liaaims
1. An improved heat treatment fixture for use in a heat

treatment process, comprising:

a plurality of elongate members;
a plurality of couplings, each said coupling being cast as a

single piece having a plurality of passages therein, each
said passage being formed to receive an end of at least one

means for interconnecting said plurality of elongate mem-
bers to said plurality of couplings to permit moderate
movement of said plurality of elongate members relative
to said plurality of couplings in response to thermal expan-
sion encountered during the heat treatment process.

4,427,380
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE GENERATION
OF DIFFERENTIAL DISTAL MOVEMENT OF TEETH

Philip W. Carter, Box 357, St. Anne, Manitoba, Canada ROA
IRQ, and Kenneth McLachlan, Box 150, St. Adolphe, Mani-
toba, Canada ROA ISO

Filed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 416,845
Int. a.J A61C 7/00

U.S. CI. 433—5 40 Qaims

1. A neck band assembly for use in conjunction with an inner
and outer bow appliance including strap anchoring or attach-

ment means on the distal ends of the outer or facial bow; said

neck band assembly comprising in combination
(a) a buttress component offset to one side of the appliance

and;

(b) a neck strap operatively secured thereto and extending
upon either side thereof, said neck strap including a resil-

ient portion and means on the outer ends of said neck strap

for connecting same to the outer ends of the associated

outer bow of the appliance, whereby differential forces

are applied to the associated appliance with the greater

force being applied to the side of the appliance upon
which the buttress component is offset.
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4,427,381
COMBINATION LIGHT WIRE AND EDGEWISE

APPLIANCE

'^'2l"'^;."'J''i^'*°'**'
'"•••• "'«""' »° TP Uboratories, Inc.,

vTCStTille, Ind.

Filed No?. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 443,458
Int. a.J A61C 7/00

U.S. a. 433-14
2, Claim.

1. An orthodontic appliance for use in the light wire or the U.S. Q. 433—220
edgewise system comprising, a light wire bracket attachable to
a tooth, said bracket having a mesiodistally extending and
vertically opening archwire slot and an occlusogingivally
extending lock pin channel, and an edgewise module mount-
able on said bracket, said module having a mesiodistally ex-
tending and labiobuccally opening rectangular archwire slot
disposed at substantially the same vertical level as said arch-
wire slot in said bracket.

parallel guide arms and said second pivot arm defintng a
second pair of substantially parallel guide arms, with said
single arcuate link member effecting articulation from said
nrst pair of guide arms to said second pair of guide arms,

(d) said L-shaped carrying means providing first and second
spaced apart pivot points for supporting the first pair of
guide arms, said L-shaped means also defining a second
spring shackle mounted above the pivot poinu for said
second pair of guide arms, with an adjustable spring means
joining said first and second shackle to resiliently offset
the weight of said guide arms and said headpiece.

(e) said second pair of guide arms terminating in a headpiece
having first and second spaced apart pivot pomu for
securing the second pair of guide arms.

(0 said headpiece supporting said denul equipment.

4,427,383

TOOTH RECONSTRUCnON
MelTin Goldman, 34 Brookshirc Rd., Worcester, Mass. 01609

Filed May 6, 1982, Ser. No. 375,562
Int. a.' A61C 5/08

lOahm

4,427,382

DENTAL EQUIPMENT STAND
JUrgen Hoffmeister, Genova-Nerri, Italy, and Franz-Xarer

Boeckh, Schdnebiirg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, auignors to
Kaltenbach A Voigt GmbH A Co., Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Mar. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 354,892
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 13,

ISWl, 3109721

Int. a.J A61C 1/14
U.S. a. 433-79 ,5 ci^ms

1. hi a dental equipment stand, an adjustable multi-compo-
nent carrying arm for supporting and positioning dental equip-
ment, said arm and stand comprising:

(a) an L-shaped carrying means for supporting said arm, said
carrying means providing a first vertical axis for rotation
of said arm about a first circumferential path and a second
axis for rotation of said arm along a portion of a second
circumferential path,

(b) first and second pivot arms joined together by a single
piece arcuate link member, said first pivot arm being
pivotably mounted on said L-shaped carrying means to
pivot about said second axis and to tranverse said first

circumferential path, said second pivot arm being
mounted on said single piece arcuate link member, said
single link member also defining a first spring shackle,

(c) said first pivot arm defining a first pair of substantially

1. Method of restoring a tooth, comprising the steps of:
(a) cleaning out a root canal to form a cylindncal bore,
(b) inserting a threaded post in the bore and cementing it in

place,

(c) threading a nut on the post, the nut being adjusted on the
post so as to be located midway between the upper surface
of the tooth and the upper end of the post.

(d) forming a plastic core in a generally smooth configura-
tion on the post and nut.

(e) making an impression on the said core, and
(0 applying a crown made from the impression to the core.

4,427484
VIBRATORY DENTAL SCALER

Anthony T. Sertich, 137 Maclatyrc U., Allendale. NJ. 07401
Filed Jul. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 400.921

lat. a.' A61C 1/07. 3/03
U.S. a. 433—120 22 ClaiM

so c ^io

*6 %

1. A dental scaler of the type having a scaling tool to be
vibrated at a high fi-equency. the denul scaler comprisinf

:
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an outer tubular housing extending longitudinally between
opposite ends;

a relatively rigid inner tubular member extending longitudi-

nally within the housing between a first end and a second
end;

coupling means for coupling the scaling tool to the first end
of the inner tubular member;

support means for supporting the inner tubular member
within the outer tubular housing;

an outer chamber located between the outer tubular housing

and the inner tubular member;
an inner chamber located within the inner tubular member
and having an inner periphery;

a relatively thin-walled tubular element having an outer

periphery and located at a predetermined longitudinal

position within the inner chamber;

at least one inlet port in the inner tubular member and ex-

tending from the outer chamber to the inner chamber at

the predetermined longitudinal position; and
an outlet port communicating with the inner chamber;
the relative dimensions of the inner periphery of the inner

chamber and the outer periphery of the tubular element

providing a prescribed clearance between the tubular

element and the ihner tubular member for enabling rela-

tively high speed rotation of the tubular element within

the inner chamber in response to the passage of fluid under

pressure from the outer chamber through the inner cham-
ber, by means of the inlet and outlet ports, and the con-

commitant transmission of high-frequency vibratory en-

ergy from the rotating tubular element to the inner tubular

member for vibration of the scaling tool.

end, a platform member, said platform member joined to the

upper end of said staunchion, a tube member, and a trunnion

4,427,385

MIXED GAS BELL DIVING DEEP OCEAN SIMULATOR
Andre Galerne, 4 Cedar Island, Larchmont, N.Y. 10538

Filed Jun. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 391,286

Int. a.' G09B 9/00

U.S. a. 434—29 20 Claims

member, said trunnion member adjustably connecting said tube
member to said platform member.

4,427,387

DRAWING TOY
Tohru Tomita, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Takara Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 413,468

Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 17, 1981, 56-

137872[U]

Int. a.3 G09F 11/18: G09B 11/06
U.S. CI. 434—88 1 Qaim

1. Bell diving deep ocean simulator apparatus comprising a

pressurizable wetpot work chamber; means for simulating a

diving bell within said work chamber, said diving bell simulat-

ing means being provided with an entry port such that a person
may enter the diving bell simulator means, said diving bell

simulator means being operable for said person to execute a

simulated dive; and means for adjusting the pressure within the

work chamber and diving bell simulator means to simulate

lowering or raising the diving bell simulator means to an ocean
depth.

4,427,386 I

ARTILLERY TRAINING AID
Max H. Fields, 1609 Ridgewood Ave., Greensboro, N.C. 27405

FUed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,938

Int. a.5 F41G 3/26
VJS. a. 434-19 7 Qaims

1. A training aid comprising: a base, having a leg member, a

leveling means, said leveling means attached to said leg mem-
ber, a rotatable staunchion, said staunchion including a gear
means, said staunchion joined to said base member at its lower

1. A toy comprising:

a generally boxlike housing having a generally flat upper

surface portion including a window and adjacent this

upper surface portion a raised section including wheel

means rotatably mounted within the raised section, said

wheel means having at least a portion extending from the

raised section which may be manually manipulated to

rotate the wheel means, said wheel means having serrated

surfaces made of an elastomeric material;

a plurality of endless belts, each having light transmitting

and light blocking segments which form on the surface of

each belt a series of figure fragments, each of said belts

being adapted to move along separate paths to advance

sequentially the different figure fragments displayed on

the surface of the belts to the window, said belts being

mounted within the housing on spaced roller means dis-

posed beneath and on opposite sides of the window and

adapted to rotate freely to move the belt carried by the

roller means along separate parallel paths so that each belt
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moves along a lower flight and an upper flight, each of
said belts engaging one of said wheel means so that the
serrated surface of the wheel means is in frictional contact
with the surface of the belt;

a light source in the housing beneath the window and be-
tween the upper and lower flights of the belts;

a generally flat, transparent platen beneath the upper flight
of the belt and above the light source for supporting the
upper flight of the belt and a sheet of semi-transparent
writing material resting on the flat upper surface portion
of the housing and over the window;

a transparent protective member at the window, with the
upper flight of the bell at the window being sandwiched
between said protective member and the platen; and

means adjacent the window for releasably holding the writ-
ing material at the window.

4,427,388

YOKE MOVER
Dana R. Hope, Enon, Ohio, assignor to The United States of
America as represented by the Secretary of the Air Force
Washington, D.C.

Filed Aug. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 407,220
Int. CV G09B 9/08

U.S. a. 434-45
2 Claims

1. A servomechanical controller for inputting electronically
prerecorded commands to a flight simulator having a wheel
and column type control, comprising:

a. an output shaft operatively interconnected to said wheel
to provide pitch control to said wheel in response to axial
movement of said shaft, and roll control to said wheel in

response to rotative movement of said shaft;

b. first means, operatively interconnected to said shaft, to
impart axial movement to said shaft in response to elec-
tronic inputs thereto;

c. second means, operatively interconnected to said shaft to
impart rotative movement to said shaft in response to
electronic inputs thereto;

d. first transducer means sensing the axial position of said
shaft and providing an output signal thereof;

e. second transducer means sensing the angular position of
said shaft and providing an output signal thereof;

f a force sensor for sensing the torque and axial load on said
shaft and providing output signals thereof; and
electrical means operatively interconnecting said first

means, second means, first and second transducer means,
and force sensor for providing said electronic inputs to
said first and second means in response to said electroni-
cally prerecorded commands and said output signals.

g-

to

4,427,389

TOY COIN CHANGER
Bruce M. D'Andrade, Whitehouse Station, N.J., assignor

Arco Industries Ltd., Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Filed Apr. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 369,890

Int. a.5 G09B 19/00; A63H 33/30: G07D 1/00
U.S. a. 434-110 9 Qaims

1. A toy of an educational nature comprising in combination,
a plurality of tubular receptacles supported in a frame adjacent
each other, a plurality of toy coins respectively of different

diameter and thickness corresponding to indicating means on
the coins designating the values thereof said frame having
entrance openings respectively aligned with similar ends of
said receptacles and having lengths and widths respectively
corresponding to the difl"erent diameters and thicknesses of

4e ^x

said coins, whereby only the coins of the diameter and thick-
ness corresponding to the lengths and widths of the several
entrance (openings will pass therethrough into the receptacles,
and removal means assiKJated with each receptacle and opera-
ble to effect removal of the coins from said receptacles

4,427 390
EDUCATIONAL BOOK-LIKK TOY

Manger, Nina, 7855 Boulevard East Apt. lO-D, North Bersen
N.J. 07047 * '

Filed Oct. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 315,190
Int. a.' G09B 1/06

U.S. CI. 434-159 3 n.im,

f!i::;!;;i,H!i;;i^:i;;i,;:;;i!!:i-!:i:;;!i:;;
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1. An instructional toy comprising:

(a) differently colored rigid pages with items of printed
matter printed thereon;

(b) individual objects which are relatively thick in compari-
stm to said ngid pages, substantially as thick as a child's
finger; and colored a distinguishable shade of the color of
the rigid page to which they correspond;

(c) fastening elements disposed on said rigid pages, and
(d) mating fastening elements disposed on the undersides of

said individual objects, wherein the shape of the underside
of each of said individual objects corresponds identically

to the shape of only one of said items of printed matter;
each of said individual objects has one of said mating
fastening elements disposed on its underside and covering
only a portion of said underside; each of said items of
printed matter has one of said fastening elements dispt>sed
on the area defined by said printed matter and covering
only a portion of said area; and each of said fastening
elements is positioned to confront its corresponding mat-
ing fastening element only when each of said items of
printed matter confronts the underside of its matching
individual object,

wherein said rigid pages are each uniquely colored, the
order of said colored pages being yellow, orange, red.
violet, blue and green to teach color theory surreptitiously
while another learning process is taking place, the later

learning process occurs when the individual "feels" the
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objects while placing them in their proper places on the

differently colored rigid pages.

4,427,391
'

CONVERTIBLE DRAWING ARTICLE OF FURNITURE
Morton Bemaa, Brooklyn, N.Y., assignor to Avtlon Industries,

Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 315,540

Int. a.3 A47B 41/04; B43L 5/02

U.S. a. 434-^408 30 Oaims

pedal driven drive means and the upper end of said verti-

cally oriented drive shaft; and
hand operatable steering means connected to the rotatable

lower housing and including a first bevel gear within said

upper housing, a second bevel gear meshing with the flrst

bevel gear, and rotatable control rod means extending
laterally outwardly of said upper housing from the second
bevel gear to a position which is inwardly of the boat from
the blunt end of the boat, and a control handle secured to

the inner end of the rotatable control rod;

V
()i

,' ' h

J
I

I. A convertible drawing article of furniture comprising, in

combination, a support structure including a support member
extending along a plane and having a front and a rear region,

two front legs mounted on the front region and two rear legs

mounted on the rear region of said support member for sup-

porting the latter at a predetermined elevation above the

ground; a drawing board; first connecting means for connect-
ing said drawing board to said support member in a prostrate

position relative to the latter, said first connecting means in-

cluding at least one opening in said front region of said support

member, and at least one projection on said drawing board
received in said opening in said prostrate position; and second
connecting means for connecting said drawing board to said

support member in an upright position relative to the latter.

4,427492
PEDAL DRIVEN OUTBOARD PROPELLER AND

STEERING ASSEMBLY
Harold J. Schneider, 7801 SE. Pacific #13, Lacey, Wash. 98503

Filed May 18, 1981, Ser. No. 264,672

Int. a.3 B63H 16/00

MS. CL 440—30 3 Oaims
I. A foot pedal driven propeller drive and hand operated

steering assembly for a boat, comprising:

a mounting frame that is detachably connectable to a blunt

end of a boat;

said frame including an upper housing which in use is posi-

tioned endwise outwardly of the blunt end of the boat, and
an inner end which is positioned in the boat inwardly of
the blunt end of the boat;

a rotatable lower housing, mounted for rotation about a

vertical axis, and depending from the upper housing, and
carrying a propeller at its lower end;

vertical drive shaft means extending through the rotatable

lower housing and at its upper end projecting into the

upper housing, and at its lower end being drivingly con-
nected to a propeller;

foot pedal operated drive crank means sup|X)rted at the inner

end of said frame;

drive transmission means interconnected between the foot

said bevel gears providing a substantially one to one drive

relationship between the control rod and the rotatable

lower housing;

whereby an operator sitting in a boat on which such assem-
bly is mounted, in a seat positioned inwardly of the boat

from the pedal drive, is able to propel the boat by his feet

and steer and reverse the boat by a simple hand rotation of
the control rod, while facing towards the blunt end of the

boat.

4,427,393

PROPULSION OF SHIPS
Eric R. May, Sevenoaks, England, assignor to Vickers Public

Limited Company, London, England

Filed Oct. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 313,692

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct. 24, 1980,

8034420

Int. a.i B63H 5/16
U.S. CI. 440—67 3 Gaims

Ah-

A|—

1. A propulsion unit for a marine vessel intended to operate

under severe ice conditions, comprising a multibladed propel-

ler, a stationary duct that embraces said propeller peripherally

around the full 360* and within which said propeller runs and

is protected against ice damage, massive water-inlet guide

vanes and stator blades at the forward and aft ends of said duct

respectively, said guide vanes and stator blades being inclined

at angles to respective planes extending through the axis of

rotation of said propeller and being inclined toward opposite

sides of said planes fore and aft of said propeller thereby to

increase the propulsive efficiency, and said guide vanes and

stator blades having strength and dimensions adequate to di-

vert large masses of ice away from said propeller and to restrict
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the size of ice masses that can encounter said propeller by
entering said duct at said ends thereof, a ring member at the af^
end of said duct coaxial with said propeller to which inner ends
of said sutor blades are secured, and a further structure coaxial
with said propeller at the forward end of said duct to which the
inner ends of said guide vanes are secured, said stotor blades
and guide vanes extending from their said inner ends to said
duct.

required to connect to said grooves, said depressions being
substantially wider than the widths of said grooves,

D. filling said grooves with an etch-resistant, electrically-
insulating material,

E. removing said ridges of metal from said one of said sur-
faces down to depths to connect with said shaped depres-
sions, thereby producing an array of shaped apertures
through said plate and electrically-insulating strips across
the apertures.

4,427,394
APPARATUS TO BE TOWED THROUGH THE WATER
Mark R. Felter, 2626 Indian Hill Rd., Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52403

Filed Oct. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 309,211
Int. a.3 B63C 9/16

U.S. a. 441-66
, aaim
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1. A water sport device adapted to be mounted on an inner
tube comprising, a seat portion of plastic material, attaching
means connecting said seat portion to said inner tube and
extending over the center opening thereof, a pair of extending
portions of plastic material attached to said seat portion and
extending in opposite directions over said inner tube from said
seat portion and with their outer ends joined together at a
subsUntial distance from said inner tube and on the outside of
the inner tube, and tow grommets mounted therein, a tow line

connectable to the outer ends of said pair of extending portions
at said tow grommets, wherein said attaching means comprises
four straps attached to said seat portion and pass around said
inner tube to attach said seat portion to said inner tube and are
X-shaped, wherein said attaching means includes four buckles
respectively mounted on said four straps for attaching said
straps to said inner tube, wherein a first two of said four straps
are joined end to end, wherein a second two of said straps are
joined end to end and including a third pair of straps which
reinforce said extending portions and extend from said tow
groiTimets in said outer ends and pass all the way through the
seat and through the X formed by said other four straps and all

the way through the seat and back to said tow grommets.

F. and covering selected surface portions of said electrically-

insulating material with a coating of electrically-conduct-
ing material, said coating of electrically-conductmg mate-
rial being spaced from said plate,

wherein, after step C and before step D, the surfaces of said
grooves are coated with a resistive or semiconductive
material.

4,427,396

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A DEEP DRAWN CRT
Adrianus H. M. van den Berg, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignor

to U.S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 339,930

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Feb. 16, 1981.
8100730

Int. a.J HOIJ 9/233
U.S. a. 445-47 4aaims

"4

4,427 395
METHOD FOR MAKING A DIPOLAR-DEFLECTING

AND QUADRUPOLARFOCUSING COLOR-SELECTION
STRUCTURE FOR A CRT

Steven A. Lipp, Hopewell, and Michael P. Adams, Mercerville,
both of N.J., assignors to RCA Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 410,962
Int. C\? HOIJ 9/233

U.S. a. 445-37 lOQaims
1. In a method for making a dipolar-defiecting and quad-

rupolar-focusing color-selection structure for a cathode-ray
tube comprising

A. providing a metal plate having two opposed major sur-

faces,

B. producing an array of substantially-parallel grooves in

one of said surfaces, said grooves being spaced by subsun-
tially-parallel ridges of plate meUl,

C. producing in the other of said surfaces an array of shaped
depressions opposite said grooves and extending only
partially through said plate, and less than the distances
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1. A method of manufacturing a colour selection electrode
for a colour display tube, which colour selection electrode
comprises a shadow mask blank which having a pattern of
apertures, the method comprising the steps of

(a) providing patterns of apertures in a steel foil by means of
a photoetching process,

(b) cutting mask blanks from the steel foil, each mask blank
having a pattern of apertures.
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(c) annealing a stack of mask blanks at a maximum tempera-
ture which is above the temperature at which the mask
blanks begin to adhere together, and

(d) deep drawing each mask blank in a dish form, character-

ized in that

(e) prior to annealing, the mask blanks are stacked on a

curved substrate, and

(0 after annealing, the stack of mask blanks is placed on a flat

substratum.

4,427,397

METHOD FOR FORMING ELECTRON GUN
ELECTRODES

Satoru Endo, Mobara, and Masaaki Yamauchi, Togane, both of
Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 276,039
Qaims priority, application Japan, Aug. 1, 1980, 55-105000

Int. a.3 HOIJ 9/14
U.S. a. 4«5—49 4 Qaims
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are movable relative to one another by means of a length-varia-
ble guide rod, said device comprising:

a tubular guide rod segment;
a housing arranged on said tubular guide rod segment and

having a cylinder chamber;
an axially shiftable guide rod segment provided with a cylin-

drical part which extends in said cylinder chamber;
two sets of at least one annular piston each, said sets of

annular pistons being arranged in said cylinder chamber
and around said cylindrical part of said axially shiftable
guide rod segment;

engaging portions being arranged on said cylindrical part for
engaging said annular pistons;

at least one preloaded coil spring arranged between said
annular pistons, which serve as supports therefor and are
therefor spring-loaded, with one of said spring-loaded
annular pistons, upon exertion of a pulling or compressive
force on said axially shiftable guide rod segment, being
axially shifted against said coil spring by the associated
engaging portion of said cylindrical part;

at least one connection provided in said housing and con-
nected to a source of pressure medium for selectively
supplying and withdrawing, pressure medium to and from
at least one of said annular pistons; and

at least one locking device arranged on said housing for
fixing said annular piston which is acted upon by pressure
medium in an end position in such a way that said axially
shiftable guide rod segment is axially free, or is shiftable at
a lesser force, by a given distance relative to said now
fixed annular piston, said fixed annular piston being releas-
able by said locking device and, after discharge of pres-
sure medium, being returnable to its spring-loaded starting
position by the pressure of said coil spring.

1. A method of forming an electron gun electrode of color
picture tube comprising the steps of:

forming three spaced openings through a metal plate;

squeezing said metal plate to form three inverted cup shaped
cylindrical projections having said opening at their top
centers;

,

coining inner peripheries of said openings to enlarge the

same and to form bevelled portions around the peripheries

of the enlarged openings wherein said bevelled portion
has a thickness of more than one third of the thickness of
the metal plate; and

increasing inner diameters of said cylindrical projections

thereby obtaining the electrode integrally formed with
three adjacent cylindrical projections.

4,427,399

OVERLOAD COUPLING OR CLUTCH
Rome R. Rudolph, deceased, late of Gibsonia, Pa., and by Kath-

leen Rudolph, executrix, 4113 Lee Rd., Gibsonia, Pa. 15044
Filed Sep. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 298,931

Int. a.3 F16D 7/00, 43/20
U.S. a. 464—38 9 Qaiips

4,427,398 I

DEVICE FOR COUPLING AND UNCOUPLING TWO
PARTS MOVABLE RELATIVE TO EACH OTHER USING

A LENGTH-VARIABLE GUIDE ROD
Hans-Dieter Eisbrecher, Vellmar, and Helmut Ruppert, Kassel,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Thyssen Industrie
Aktiengesellschaft, Essen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Oct. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 314,104
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 29,

1980,3040650

Int. a.5 F16D 3/06
U.S. a. 464-26 9 Qaims

16 29 21 a 24 10 12 12' lO 24' 22' 21 2} «'

I

1. A device for coupling and uncoupling two parts which

1. An overload coupling or clutch comprising a housing
having a plurality of plunger sockets generally parallel with
and radially dispersed about a rotational axis about which said

housing can rotate, a plurality of plungers each slideable

lengthwise in one of said plunger sockets such that a conical

end face on each plunger projects from one side of said housing
while a shank portion of the plunger projects from the opposite
side of the housing, hub means having a plurality of plunger
seats each aligned to engage with the conical end face of one of
said plungers, said hub means being rotatable about said rota-

tional axis, a pressure plate for engaging with shank portions of
said plungers projecting from said housing, said hub means
further having a plurality of pull pin sockets distinct and apart
from said plunger sockets, and a plurality of spring-biased pull

pins each having a spring supported in one of said pull pin

sockets by said hub means, said pull pins being engaged with
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said pressure plate for directing a torque-limiting force against
said plungers to maintain the conical end faces thereof engaged
in the seats of said hub means.

carrier do not contact the transverse elements, said mtermedi-
ate elements extending longitudinally along more than one

4427400
SERIES DAMPER DYNAMIC LAG SYSTEM

Paul E. Lamarche, Utica, Mich., assignor to Borg-Wamer Cor-
poration, Chicago, III.

Filed Dec. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 332,031
Int. a.J F16D 3/14

U.S. a 464-64 ,0 Qaims transverse element and consisting of substantially rectangular
plates, a face of which is convexly curved.

1. A torsional vibration damper assembly for use in a vehicle
clutch to transmit torque between driving and driven members
including an input member operatively connected to torque
input means, a hub member operatively connected to torque
output means and having at least two circumferentially equally
spaced radial arms, at least one spring separator positioned
between adjacent hub arms and floating independently of the
hub member, compression spring sets interposed between said
hub arms and spring separators, and a pair of retainer plates
operatively connected to said input member and substantially
enclosing the hub member, spring separators and spring sets,

said retainer plates having axially aligned elongated arcuate
slots separated by inwardly offset drive straps and accommo-
dating said spring sets, the improvement comprising a notch
formed in the outer edge of each hub arm, and a friction lag
plate received in each notch, said notches in the hub arms and
the friction lag plates having complementary camming sur-
faces acting to urge the lag plates outwardly into sliding en-
gagement with said retainer plates upon rotation of said hub
member.

4,427,401

COMPOSITE DRIVING BELT WITH TRANSVERSE AND
INTERMEDIATE ELEMENTS

Emerie F. M. Hendriks, Heeze, and Theodorus P. M. Cadee,
Goirle, both of Netherlands, assignors to Van Doome's Trans-
missie B.V., Tiiburg, Netherlands

Filed Sep. 26, 1980, Ser. No. 191,817
Qainu priority, application Netherlands, Sep. 27, 1979,

7907181

Int. a.J F16G 5/16
U.S. a. 474-201 5 Qajm,

1. A V-belt comprising an endless flexible carrier having side

edges, a plurality of substantially non-deformable transverse
elements arranged slidably on the endless carrier, said trans-

verse elements having side edges facing the side edges of the
carrier; and a plurality of intermediate elements distinct from
the carrier and from the transverse elemenu and disposed
between said side edges of the endless carrier and said side

edges of the transverse elements so that said side edges of the

4,427,402
INFINITELY VARIABLE CONE DISKWRAPPING VEE

BELT DRIVE FOR DRIVING A MOTORCYCLE
Konrad Steinhofer, Graz, Austria, assignor to Steyr- Daimler-
Puch Aktiengesellschaft, Vienna, Austria

Filed Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 246,582
Claims priority, application Austria, Apr. 10, 1980, 1935/80

Int. CI.' F16H 55/52
U.S. a. 474-13 4 a.,.„,

1. An infinitely variable cone disk-wrapping V-belt drive for
a motorcycle, comprising

(a) a pair of coaxial cone disks defining between ihem a
V-shaped groove and comprising an axially fixed, first

cone disk including a first hub, a second cone disk axially
displaceable relative to said first cone disk and including a
second hub surrounded by said first hub, the second hub
defining a peripheral recess,

(b) a V-belt trained around said first and second cone disks in

said V-shaped groove,

(c) first spring means urging said second cone disk axially

towards said first cone disk,

(d) locking means including a locking member non-rotatably
connected to, and extending radially through, said first

hub. the locking member being radially slidably mounted
in said first hub and constituting a fiyweight adapted to
extend into the peripheral recess to hold said second hub
locked against axial displacement, and the first hub being
integrally formed with an eyelet diametrically opposite to
said locking member,

(e) second spring means including an annular spring spaced
around said first hub and having end portions hooked into
said eyelet, the annular spring urging said locking member
into the locking position, and

(0 the locking means being arranged to unlock said second
cone disk in response to a centrifugal force acting on said
locking means and overcoming the force of said annular
spring.
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4,427,403

TOOTHED BELT POWER TRANSMISSION DEVICE
Katsno Kaaamori, Kobe; Hiroyuki Okawa, Amagasaki; Taka-

hide Mizoflo; Fiunihito Nakagawa, both of Kobe, and Isamu
Nagai, Kyoto, all of Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi Jidosha
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo and Mitsuboshi Belting Ltd.,

Kobe, both of, Japan

Filed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 298,142
Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 3, 1980, 55-122685

Int. a.^ F16H 7/02: F16G 1/28
U.S. a. 474—153 12 Oaims

occurs in the corresponding opposed half space when the
height of the tape stack is above the top of said box to thereby

4,427 404
APPARATUS FOR STACKING A TAPE OF INDEHNITE

LENGTH IN FOLDED CONDITION
Yasuo Yamada, Kurobc, Japan, assignor to Yoshida Kogyo K.

K., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 330,945
Clains priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 25, 1980, 55-182900

Int. a.3 B65H 45/20
UA a. 493--414 11 Claims

1. An apparatus for stacking a tape of indefinite length in

folded condition comprising a machine base; frames secured on
said base; a tape accumulation box mounted on said base and
having lateral width-wise adjacent half spaces in said box;
means supported on said frames above said box for traversing
tape supplied from a source in the lateral width direction of
said box; means for feeding the tape from said source into the
apparatus; means supported on said frames above said box for
shaking tape supplied from said tape feeding means off in a
longitudinal depth direction of said box, laterally transverse to
said width direction, to thereby stack the tape in folded condi-
tion in said box; said apparatus being characterized by means
comprising a pair of pivouble pressure plates; means for pivot-
ing said pressure plates to alternately intermittently press down
on the top of said tape stack respectively in one half space and
the other half space in said box while stacking of said tape

gradually compress the Upe stack in said box as said tape is

being stacked.

1. A toothed belt power transmission device comprising a
toothed belt comprised of elastic material and having alternat-

ing grooves and teeth at a predetermined pitch in the longitudi-
nal direction of said belt with each belt groove having a bot-
tom surface and each belt tooth being symmetrical about a
tooth center line and comprised of a first base region and a
second top region and having a total height H/, measured from
said belt groove bottom surface, said first base region of each
tooth extending from said belt groove bottom surface with a
height h, which is between substantially 60 to 95 percent of said
total height H<^ said first base region being defined by fiat slant

surfaces having a constant tooth angle B therebetween, said
second top region of each tooth being comprised of at least a
subregion defined by an arcuate surface having a center curva-
ture located on said tooth center line and a pulley having
alternating teeth and grooves thereon with each tooth of said
pulley having a trapezoidal cross-section defined by substan-
tially linear surfaces and with each groove of said pulley hav-
ing a bottom surface at a depth Hp such that the dimensional
relation between said pulley groove and said belt tooth is such
that the toul height of each belt tooth is equal to or greater
than said depth Hp of each groove of said pulley so that upon
mating engagement between said belt and said pulley, only said
subregion of said belt tooth is pressingly deformed against the
bottom surface of said pulley groove.

4 427 405
SIGNATURE TRANSFER DEVICE IN A FOLDER FOR A

ROTARY PRINTING PRESS
Toshio Hoshi, Toride, Japan, assignor to Komori Printing Ma-

chinery Co., Ltd., Japan

Filed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,321
Gainis priority, application Japan, May 15, 1981, 56-72925

Int. a.' B65H 45/18, 45/16
U.S. a. 493-444 g Gaims
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1. A signature transfer device in a folder for a rotary printing

press, comprising:

a rotatable jaw cylinder for gripping and supplying signa-

tures one at a time;

a plurality of upper rollers;

a plurality of upper continuous tapes extending around said

plurality of upper rollers in a substantially horizontal

orientation and having front ends held against peripheral

surfaces of said routable jaw cylinder and rear ends lo-

cated remotely from said rotatable jaw cylinder;

a plurality of lower rollers;

a plurality of lower continuous tapes extending around said

plurality of lower rollers closely in parallel relationship to

and disposed below said upper continuous tapes, and
having front ends located adjacent to said rotatable jaw
cylinder and rear ends located remotely from said rotat-

able jaw cylinder, said upper and lower continuous tapes

jointly defining therebetween a signature transfer path

along which a signature supplied from said rotauble jaw
cylinder can travel, said lower rollers around which said

front ends of said lower continuous tapes extend being

disposed adjacent to said rotatable jaw cylinder down-
stream thereof relative to said signature transfer path, the

peripheral surface of said last-mentioned lower rollers

being positioned higher than said peripheral surface of
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said rotauble jaw cylinder in abutting engagement with
said upper continuous tapes;

a chopper folder disposed along said signature transfer path
for folding a signature as transferred therealong;

a plurality of front lays disposed in said signature transfer
path for stopping said signature at a folding location and
located downstream of said chopper folder relative to said
signature transfer path;

a plurality of adjustable-pressure rollers disposed upstream
of said chopper folder for resiliently acting on said upper
continuous tapes at a position corresponding to a trailing
edge of said signature as it is about to be stopped by said
front lays in a position in which said signature can be
folded on itself by said chopper folder; and

an adjustment mechanism disposed adjacent to said rear ends
of said upper and lower continuous tapes for moving said
rear ends of said upper continuous tapes toward and away
from said rear ends of said lower continuous tapes to
thereby adjust gaps between said upper and lower contin-
uous tapes to adjust the contact of said upper and lower
continuous tapes on said signatures at their respective rear
ends.

inlet for the substances to be separated, a penpherally
disposed outlet for the denser subsunces, and a central
outlet for the less dense substances; and

a packet of axially spaced conical discs communicating uid
inlet with said outlets, and including a lenes of feed discs
having an intermediate disc beneath each said feed disc,
the spaces between said discs having a conductive connec-
tion to one another only in a radially outer area with
respect to the axis of rotation, and there being channels

4427 406
SECnONAL SHAPED LINER FOR A CENTRIFUGE

ROTOR
Steren T. Nielsen, Sunnyvale, Calif., assignor to Bcckman In-

struraents, Inc., Fullerton, Calif.

Filed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,550
Int. a.) B04B 5/02

U.S. a 494-16 llQalms

1. A sectional shaped centrifuge rotor liner for placement in
a single cylindrical cavity of a centrifuge rotor with other
similariy shaped liners, said sectional shaped liner comprising:

an apex edge formed by the junction of two walls of said
liner, said apex edge of said liner being aligned with the
spin axis of said rotor when said liner is placed in said
rotor; and

an annular side of said liner positioned adjacent the wall of
said rotor cavity farthest from said spin axis, the portion of
said liner adjacent said annular side holding more fiuid
sample than the portion of said liner adjacent said apex
edge, so that the majority of the fluid sample within said
liner will be displaced at some radial distance from said
spin axis of said rotor when said rotor is operating.

4,427,407

CENTRIFUGAL BOWL SEPARATOR
Thcodor Paschcdag, Bcckum, Fed. Rep. of Gcmaay, assignor to

Klockacr-HiuBboldt-Deatz AG. Fad. Rep. of Germany
Filed Dec. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 326,707

Claims priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of GMmuy, Dec. 4.
1900, 3045672

lot a.} BD4B 1/06
MS. a. 494-70 14 Claim,

11. A centrifuge bowl separator for separating subsunces
with different densities, comprising:

a routably supported hollow housing having a form which
is symmetrical about iu routional axis, having an axial

extending through said discs that communicate said inlet
only into the spaces lying at the upper sides of said feed
discs, said channels including

an opening in each said disc for each channel;
a pipe connecting said opening in each intermediate disc

to said opening in each feed disc disposed immediately
thereabove; and

an annular wall connecting each feed disc to each interme-
diate disc disposed immediately thereabove. said wall
lying between said openings and the rotational axis

4,427.408

DISPOSABLE PANTY AND METHOD
Hamzeh Karami, TIlfT; Gaudc Haulait. Romscc. and Terence

Cooper, Embourg, all of Belgium, assignors to Colgate-Pal-
molive Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 328.771

Int. a.} A41B 9/04
U.S. a. 604-393 7 q^^
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1. A disposable panty comprising an impervious backing
sheet, a facing sheet and a pair of spaced absorbent pads placed
between said facing and backing sheeu, said facing sheet being
bonded to said backing sheet ab out iu periphery and between
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said pads to form front and back panels, said panels being
folded between said pads and having their free ends bonded to *' * crotch location medial the ends thereof and adjacent the

each other, said panels each having two elasticized strips .u r i .• .. • , ....
bonded along the sides thereof, one pair of elasticized strips

°'*'" ^^" of elast.cized stnps to form thigh holes and a pair of

forming a waist band, said panels being attached to each other crotch seals to extend about the thighs of the wearers.

J

CHEMICAL
4 427 409

METHOD FOR PREPARATION OF FABRICS
Razmic S. Gregorian, Akiken, and Chettoor G. Naraboodri,
North Augusta, both of S.C, aisignon to United Merchanta
and Manufactures, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Jun. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,254
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Oct. 3, 1995,

has been disclaimed.

Int. a.J D06L 1/14. 3/00: DOIC 3/02
U.S. a. 8-107 6 Qaims

1. A method for desizing a textile fabric comprising foaming
a mixture composed of water, a desizing agent and a foam
system to a blow ratio in the range from about 2:1 to 30:1 and
a foam density in the range from about 0.5 g/cc to 0.033 g/cc,
applying a layer of the foam having a uniform thickness onto
the surface of the fabric to be desized in an amount to be
effective to desize the fabric, collapsing the foam so that it

penetrates into the fabric, batching or steaming the thus treated
fabric for a period of time sufficient to allow the desizing agent
to separate the size from the fabric and rinsing the fabric.

applying thereto a dye composition whose active dyeing ingre-
dient consists essentially of a dye of the formula

4,427,410

FABRIC SOFTENING COMPOSITION CONTAINING
MOLECULAR SIEVE ZEOLITE

William Chirash, New Providence, and Harold E. Wixon, New
Brunswick, both of N.J., assignors to Colgate-Palmolive Com-
pany, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 92,846, Nov. 9, 1979, abandoned, which
is a division of Ser. No. 785,474, Apr. 7, 1977, abandoned, which
is a continuation of Ser. No. 683,973, May 6, 1976, abandoned,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 503,735, Sep. 5, 1974,
abandoned. This application Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,614

Int. a.J CUD 1/62. 1/65. 3/12; D06M 13/46
U.S. a. 8-137 1 Qaim

1. A method of simultaneously laundering and softening
fabrics, which comprises:

agitating said fabrics in an aqueous medium containing about
0.28 percent by weight of an anionic detergent composi-
tion and about 0.14 percent by weight of a softening com-
position;

said anionic detergent composition comprising in weight
percents relative to the total weight of the anionic deter-

gent composition, about 10% sodium linear tridecyl ben-
zene sulfonate, about 2% of a nonionic polyethoxylated
fatty alcohol surfactant formed by condensation of a C 14

to CI 5 fatty alcohol and an average of 1 1 ethyleneoxides
per molecule, about 1% of a mixed sodium coconut/tal-
low fatty acid soap in a weight ratio of 20:80, about 33%
of pentasodium tripolyphosphate, about 7% of sodium
silicate (Na20:Si02 ratio being 1:2.35), about 0.5% of
sodium carboxymethylcellulose, about 38% sodium sul-

fate, about 7% moisture and a minor amount of optical

brightener and perfume;

said softener composition comprising in weight percents
relative to the total weight of the softener composition,
about 20% of distearyl dimethyl ammonium chloride,

about 40% of a type 4A sodium molecular sieve zeolite

having a mean particle diameter of 5.9 to 6.4 microns and
containing about 21% water, and about 40% of sodium
perborate.

4,427,411

USE OF 1:2 CHROMIUM OR COBALT COMPLEX DYES
FOR DYEING LEATHER OR FURS

Alois Piintener, Rbeinfelden, Switzerland, assignor to Ciba-

Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 360,032
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 23, 1981,

1951/81

Int. a.' D06P 1/10. 3/30. 3/32
U.S. a. 8—404 6 Qaims

1. A method of dyeing leather or furs, comprising the step of

O2N

3( )

3 Ka*

O2N

in which Me is chromium or cobalt, Ka* is a cation and X is

hydrogen, chlorine, methyl or mcthoxy, and m which the
SO3H groups are located in the 3-, 4-. 5- or 8-positions

4,427,412

MAGNETIC PRINTING OF DISPERSKDYEABLE
TEXTILE MATERIAL

Emery J. Gorondy, Chadds Ford, P«., assignor to E. I. Du Pont
de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Jun. 28, 1982, 3er. No. 392,786
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Dec. 20,

2000, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.' B30B 15/34: G03G 19/20
U.S. a. 8-471 9 n.im.
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1. A process for printing a sublimable dye onto a textile

material comprising the steps of:

forming a magnetic image in a magnetic imaging member
comprising a ferromagnetic material on an electrically

conductive support;

developing the magnetic image by applying a ferromagnetic
toner comprising a ferromagnetic component, a dye com-
ponent which is substantially sublimable at from about
160° to 215' C, and a resin which substantially encapsu-
lates the ferromagnetic component and the dye compo-
nent;

transferring the developed image to a substrate comprising a

continuous belt formed of thermally stable, dielectric,

non-dye-receptive material;

covering the developed image with a layer of a thermally
stable resin which is permeable to said dye component;

then bringing the continuous belt into contact with a textile

material to be printed while the belt and fabric are rotated
upon a heated drum. With the textile material facing the
covering layer of resin of the continuous belt, to thereby
transfer said dye component from the continuous bell

through the covering layer to the textile material; separat-
ing the textile material from the continuous belt; and

373
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removing the resin from the continuous belt.

4,427,413

DYE MIXTURE, AND ITS USE IN TRANSFER PRINTING
Rolf BMuerle, Riehen, Switzerland, assignor to Ciba-Geigy A.G.,

Baiel, Switzerland

Filed Not. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 444,023

Gaims priority, application Switzerland, Dec. 24, 1981,

8281/81

Int. a.' CX)9B 29/00
U.S. a. 8—471 -^ 11 Qaims

1. A dye mixture which contains the dye of the formula I

(1)

and the dye of the formula II

NO2

^__/ ^
CHj

^ I

Alkyl Ci—C4

and in which the dye of the formula II is present in excess.

4,427,414 I

METHOD OF MAKING COLORED SHORT PILE
FABRICS

Denis G. Orton, Willianuburg, Va., assignor to Badische Corpo-
ration, Williamsburg, Va.

Filed Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,482

Int. a? D06P 5/00
U.S. a. 8—480 10 Qaims

1. A process of manufacturing short pile fabrics, comprising
the steps of:

(a) combining a transparent face fiber with a backing material

so that an intermediate fabric is produced, the backing mate-
rial being dyeable with a selected dye and the face fiber

being undyeable with the selected dye;

(b) dyeing the intermediate fabric with the selected dye so that

a resulting finished short pile fabric has a backing of a first

color and a transparent pile fiber of a second color, the

backing color differing from the pile fiber color by a AC of
at least 4 units as measured by the C.I.E.L.A.B. color order
system, the combination of the backing and the transparent

pile fiber yielding a finished short pile fabric of a third color.

the liquid medium will prevent flow at normal atmo-
spheric pressure,

b. placing a liquid test sample in each said well.

c. applying a vacuum to the outlet hole sufficient to break
the surface tension of the liquid carrier drawing the liquid

through the filter medium and the outlet hole depositing

suspended particles on the filter medium,
d. placing reactive agents in each said well for test operation
on each said test sample.

JbLy^

again applying a vacuum to withdraw liquid and deposit

particulate matter on the filter,

placing cleansing agents in each said well for washing
operation of each sample,

again applying a vacuum to withdraw the liquid and
deposit particulate matter on the filter medium,

h. analyzing the particulate residue on the filter medium
following the final vacuum withdrawal of liquid.

f

g

4,427,416

PROCESSES FOR EXTRACTING OXYGEN FROM
FLUIDS USING IMMOBILIZED HEMOGLOBIN

Joseph Bonaventura, and Celia BonaTentnra, both of Beaufort,
N.C., assignors to Dnke University, Durham, N.C.

Diyision of Ser. No. 196,036, Oct. 10, 1980, Pat No. 4,343,715.

This application Apr. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 372,338

Int. a.3 COIB li/00
U.S. a. 23—293 R 21 Gaims
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4 427 415
MANIFOLD VACUUM BIOOIEMICAL TEST METHOD

AND DEVICE
Patrick H. Geveland, 4657 Huggins, San Diego, Calif. 92122
Continuation of Ser. No. 1,019, Jan. 5, 1979, abandoned. This

appUcation Jan. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 229,502
Int. G.3 BOID 25/04. 37/00; GOIN 33/56

VS. G. 436—57 g claims
2. A method of entrapping a substance suspended in a liquid

medium for sequential reaction and washing steps comprising:
a. placing a filter medium in a manifold test container con-

sisting ofa plurality ofwells, each with an outlet hole at its

lower surface, said hole of such size that surface tension of

1. A method of recovering dissolved oxygen from fluids

comprising:

(1) contacting the fluid containing dissolved oxygen with an
oxygen carrier, capable of reversibly binding and releas-

ing oxygen, which has been immobilized in a polymer
matrix selected from the group consisting of compounds
having urethane linkage, acrylic gels, maleic anhydride

containing polymers, epoxy type polymers, glutarsnic

aldehyde type polymers and mixtures thereof;

(2) releasing the oxygen absorbed by the oxygen carrier and
recovering said released oxygen; and

repeating the steps (1) and (2).
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4,427,417
PROCESS FOR PREPARING DETERGENT
COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING HYDRATED

INORGANIC SALTS
P«ul A. Porasik, SonthfleM, Mich., asdgnor to ITie Korex Com-
puy, Wixom, Mich.

Filed Jan. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 341,130
Int G.3 BOIJ 2/10. 2/16: CUD 11/00. 17/06

MS. G. 23-313 R ,7 cu,^

such that they are successively energized one by one, each
of said plurality of electric resistance heaters having a

Jih predetermined heating area on said surface of said at least
one trapper.

!!d

~»——«-

;A ;• pi- . 1

1. A continuous process for agglomerating and hydrating an
anhydrous hydratable detergent salt which comprises continu-
ously feeding and agglomerating particles of a hydrauble
detergent salt by turbulently dispersing said salt particles into
an mert gaseous medium while wetting the dispersed particles
with an atomized stream of water metered to provide at least a
stoichiometric amount of water but not in excess of about 20%
over said stoichiometric amount for hydration of the turbu-
lently dispersed salt particles, depositing the resultant wet
agglomerated salt particles into a closed container, retaining
the agglomerated particles in said container until they have
been substantially hydrated to a degree of hydration between
70% and 100% of theoretical while continuously gently stir-
ring the agglomerates to prevent formation of oversize ag-
glomerates, discharging the substantially hydrated agglomer-
ates from said container and then drying the hydrated agglom-
erates to a free moisture content less than 5 percent by weight.

4,427,419
SEMIPERMEABLE MEMBRANES PREPARED FROM
POLYMERS CONTAINING PENDENT SULFONE

GROUPS
George S. Li, Macedonia, Ohio, assignor to The Standard Oil
Company, GcTelaad, Ohio

Filed Mar. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 357,366
Int. G.J BOID 53/22

lis. G. 55-16
,0 ctai^

1. A semipermeable membrane useful for separating a gase-
ous mixture of CO2 and CH4 into enriched fractions of each,
the membrane formed from at least one polymer containing a
preponderance of arylene units of the formula

(D

4,427,418
DEVICE FOR COLLECTING PARTICULATES IN

EXHAUST GASES
Takeshi Kogiso, and Hiroshi Ohkawa, both of Aichi, Japan,

assignors to Kabushiki Kaisha Toyota Chuo Kenkyusho.
Japan

FUed Mar. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 356,289
Gaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 16, 1981, 56-38442

Int G.3 BOID 39/20: POIN 3/02. 3/36
UAG. 55-287 19 Gaims

1. A device for collecting particulates in exhaust gases from
an internal combustion engine comprising:

a casing having an inlet port and a discharge port for intro-
ducing and discharging said exhaust gases;

at least one trapper of porous and heat resistant material
disposed within said casing between said inlet and dis-
charge ports, for collecting particulates in said exhaust
gases; and

a plurality of electric resistance heaters to faciliute ignition
and burning of particulates collected in said at least one
trapper, the heaters being separately disposed a predeter-
mined distance apart from each other substantially in
contact with a surface of said at least one trapper which
confronts said inlet port and connected to a power source

1038 O.G.—62

where

each R is independently a Ci-Cg aliphatic or a C5-C7 cyclo-
aliphatic hydrocarbon radical, an aryi radical, an aralkyi
radical or an alkaryl radical, each radical being free of a
tertiary a-carbon atom;

each Q is a radical of the formula

I

o=s=o
I

R'

01)

where R' is a nonpolymeric aryl radical;

X is a divalent oxygen or sulfur atom or a carbonate group;
m is an integer of 0-2; and
n is 0-1 with the proviso that n is 1 in at least 10 percent of

the arylene units of the polymer.

10. A process of separating a gaseous mixture of CO2 and
CH4 into enriched fractions of each, the process comprising
contacting the mixture with one side of the membrane of claim
1 in such a manner that the CO2 portion of the mixture is

selectively passed through the membrane while the CH4 por-
tion of the mixture is selectively rejected by the membrane.
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4,427,420

PUMPING METHOD AND APPARATUS
LaunuMC S. Reid, 601 Broad Iju, Nonnaa, Okla. 73069

Filed Sep. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 414,631

lot a.3 BOID 53/14

VS. a. 55—18
, 12 Claims
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6. A method of continuous gas-liquid mass transfer or reac-

tion comprising:

directing a feed gas, under pressure, into a lower portion of

a gas-liquid contact device and directing a liquid, under

pressure, into an upper portion of said contact device to

cause intimate contact and mass transfer or reaction be-

tween said gas and Hquid within said contact device and to

form a dilute or reacted liquid and a processed gas, under

pressure, collected from said contact device;

directing at least a portion of said dilute liquid, under pres-

sure, from said contact device into the power cylinder of

a fluid-powered pump to substantially completely flood

said power cylinder with dilute liquid;

directing said dilute liquid from an exit of said power cylin-

der into a regeneration means, said regeneration means
being at a pressure lower than the pressure of said contact

device;

treating said dilute liquid in said regeneration means to re-

generate said dilute liquid to a degree sufficient to achieve

additional mass transfer or reaction with feed gas in said

contact device;

pumping a portion of said regenerated liquid from said re-

generation means to said contact device through a pump
cylinder of said fluid-powered pump; and

pumping another portion of said regenerated liquid from
said regeneration means to said contact device with an

externally-powered pump.

4,427,421

DEVICE FOR SEPARATING GAS OUT OF LIQUIDS
Nids D. Jensen; Kurt F. Nielsen, both of Bjerringbro, Denmark,
ad Horst Komossa, Wittenbom, Fed. Rep. of Germany,
asrignors to Gmndfos A/S, Bjerringbro^ Denmark

FUed Sep. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 298,386

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 5,

1980,3033450

Int a.3 BOID 19/00

U.S. a. 55—52 19 Qaims
1. A method of separating gas from a gas containing liquid

comprising the steps of passing the gas containing liquid in a

tMiisting motion through a sieve tube in a separator chamber
wherein the center line of the sieve tube and separator chamber
lies at an angle of 43* to the fleld of gravity of the earth and the

dimensions of the sieve tube are chosen so that the axial speed

of the liquid in the upper opening of the sieve tube is less than

the buoyancy speed of the gas bubbles whereby part of the

liquid passes out of the sieve opening of the sieve tube causing

the axial component of the speed of flow in the sieve tube to

decrease constantly with the flow path.

2. A device for separating gas bubbles from a liquid, said

device comprising an entry pipe, and an exit pipe having a

common center line, a separator chamber situated between said

entry pipe and said exit pipe, a twist generating means located

within said chamber and a stationary sieve tube arranged coax-

ially in said chamber, wherein the upper opening of the sieve

tube is directed towards an outlet opening for the gas and

connects the sieve tube in primary connection with the exit

pipe and wherein the sieve tube piercings form a secondary

connection to the exit pipe, whereby a gas-containing liquid

entering the exit pipe is supplied with a twisting motion, gas

bubbles in the centrifugal field of flow are forced toward the

center of rotation along the center line of the chamber and pass

to the outlet opening, and de-gassed liquid flows to the exit

pipe at the circumference of the chamber.

4,427,422

METHOD FOR HLTERING PARTICULATES FROM A
FLUID

Kurt W. Niederer, Charlotte, N.C., assignor to Terrell Machine
Company, Charlotte, N.C.

Continuation of Ser. No. 241,826, Mar. 9, 1981, Pat No.

4,360,369. This appUcation Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 430,062

Int. a.3 BOID 46/04

U.S. a. 55—96 4 Claims

1. A method of separating entrained particulate matter from

a conveying fluid, comprising the steps of:

(a) defining a filter making zone within an enclosed housing

by a fluid flow into a fluid inlet and through a first pre-

determined part of a filter support from the upstream to

the downstream side thereof;

(b) defining a filtration zone within said enclosed housing by

a fluid flow through a second pre-determined part of said

filter support from the upstream to the downstream side

thereof and through B*flMid ortlet;

(c) positioning a chamber means defined by walls on the

downstream side of said filter support at said filter making

zone and sealingly engaging the downstream side of said

filter support against fluid flow therebetween on the

downstream side of said filter support;

(d) permitting free fluid flow between the filter making zone

and filtration zone on the upstream side of said filter sup-

port;

(e) directing a particulate-containing fluid through the filter
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support within the filter making zone of the enclosed
housing;

(0 collecting at least some of the particulate matter from the
particulate containing fluid in an overlying porous layer
on the upstream side of the filter support to form a filter
medium of enhanced filtering capacity;

(g) moving the overlying porous layer into the filtration
zone of the enclosed housing when the porous layer
reaches a thickness and density providing enhanced filtra-
tion, efficiency; and,

(h) conveying fluid from the downstream side of said filter
making zone into the housing on the upstream side of said
filtration zone for passage through said filtration zone
from the upstream side to the downstream side thereof.

4,427,423
HIGH ASPECT RATIO SOLID PARTICULATE
HLTERING APPARATUS AND METHOD OF

nLTERING
Max R. Montierth, Elmira, N.Y., assignor to ComlnB Glass
Works, Coming, N.Y.

FUed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 350,997
Int a.3 BOID 39/20

U.S. a. 55-97 8 ctaims

closed near the outlet end face, the outlet cells being
closed near the inlet end face and open at the outlet end
face, the thin walls having interconnected open porosity
of a volume and size sufficient to enable the fluid to flow
at least across the narrow dimensions of the thin walls
between adjoining cells and to prevent at least a signifi-
cant portion of the solid particulates in the exhaust gas
from passing entirely across or through the thin walls in
any direction, the inlet end faces of all of said plurality of
elemenu generally lying in a common plane and commu-
nicating with the upstream portion of the conduit, the
cells of all of the plurality of elements commonly extend-
ing substantially mutually parallel to each other, and the
outlet end face of each element communicating with the
downstream portion of the conduit; and

passing the fluid through the conduit and plurality of filters.

4,427,424
ISOTOPE SEPARATION APPARATUS AND PROCESS

Jean Charpin, Paris; Bernard LaRat Versailles; RaymoMi Mar-
cel, BreniUet and Pierre Pliirlea, Palaiseaa, all of Fraacc,
u^gnors to Commissariat a I'Eacrgic Atomiqnc, Paris,
Fraacc

Filed Dec. 2, 1980. Ser. No. 212,138
Claims priority, application France, Dec. 17, 1979, 79 30862

Int a.
J BOID 53/22

U.S. a. 55-158
22 Claim.

1. In a conduit transporting a fluid contaminated with solid
particulates between a source and a disposal point a solid
particulate filtering apparatus comprising:

a housing across said conduit having an inlet connected to an
upstream portion of the conduit extending from said
source and an outlet connected to a downstream portion
of the conduit continuing to said disposal point;

a plurality of honeycomb filter elements located in'the hous-
ing, each element being formed by a multiplicity of inter-
connected thin walls defining an inlet end face and an
opposing outlet end face and a multiplicity of cells extend-
ing substantially mutually parallel and longitudinally
through the element between the inlet and outlet end
faces, an inlet group of the cells being open at the inlet end
face and closed near the outlet end face, an outlet group of
the cells being closed near the inlet end face and open at
the outlet end face, the thin walls having interconnected
open porosity of a volume and size sufficient to enable the
fluid to flow at least across the narrow dimensions of the
thin walls and to prevent at least a significant portion of
the solid particulates from passing across or through the
thin walls in any direction; and

the elements being positioned in said housing such that the
inlet end faces of all of said plurality of elements generally
lie in a common plane and are exposed to the contami-
nated fluid transported to the housing through the up-
stream portion of the conduit, and the cells of all of the
plurality of elements commonly extend substantially mu-
tually parallel to each other, whereby said elements act in
parallel to filter said fluid.

6. A method of filtering solid particulates from fluids com-
prising the steps of:

dividing a conduit carrying the contaminated fluid into an
upstream portion and a downstream portion with a parti-
tion;

positioning a plurality of honeycomb filter elemenu through
the partition, each element being formed by a multiplicity
of thin interconnected walls defining an inlet end face and
an opposing outlet end face and a multiplicity of inlet and
outlet cells extending between the inlet and outlet end
faces, the inlet cells being open at the inlet end face and

1. A gaseous isotope separation apparatus comprising at least
one assembly of microporous capillary tubes having a hydrau-
lic diameter below 0.3 cm, an average pore radius below 200
A, a thickness between 20 and 300 microns, a porosity between
10 and 60% and a permeability to air between 10.I0-' and
100.10-'' mole/cm^.min. cm of mercury, the assembly of the
microporous tubes being constituted by microporous tubes
arranged parallel to one another and forming in said assembly
a first series of ducts, called first ducts, defined by the inner
wall of the tubes, said assembly having a plurality of longitudi-
nal partitions integral with at least certain of the lubes and
distributed between the tubes so as to define with the outer
wall of the latter a second series of ducu. called second ducts,
parallel to the first ducts, means for circulating a gaseous
mixture to be separated through said tubes, said means causing
said mixture to flow through said tubes in a laminar or near
laminar manner, and further means for collecting the gas
which has passed through the walls of the capillary tubes of
each assembly.

4,427,425

SURGICAL DRAINAGE BAGS
Peter J. Briggs, Sompting, and Steven Carpeatcr, CUcbcatcr,

both of England, assignors to Matbuni (Holdingi) Limited,
LoodoB, England

CoBtinnatioB of Ser. No. 248,860, Mar. 30, 1981, ahandoacd.
This appUcatioB Oct. 26, 1982. Ser. No. 436,724

Claims priority, appUcatioa United Kiagdon, Mar. 31. 1980.
8010778; Feb. 27. 1981. 8106228

Int a.) BOID 19/00
VJS. a. 55—159 9 rut—

1. A filter for a surgical drainage bag comprising a filler
layer of activated carbon cloth through which gases may pass
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from the interior of the bag, a first layer of gas permeable

thermoplastic material in contact with one side of the filter

layer, a barrier layer of gas permeable hydrophobic material

having one side in contact with said first layer, said hydropho-

bic materia] being constructed of a material that is substantially

9

-Mil

impervious to liquid discharged from a stoma and permitting

adequate flow of gas at a pressure of I SO mm of water or less,

a second layer of gas permeable thermoplastic material having

one side in contact with the other side of the barrier layer, and

a peripheral seal extending through all of said layers to secure

together said layers. i

4,427,426

OZONIZER SYSTEM
Ronald G. Johnson, 1016 Murchison Dr., Millbrae, Calif. 94030,

and Monte D. Barber, 5330 Tioago La., Diamond Springs,

Calif. 95679

FUed Jun. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 393,039

Int a.J BOID 53/02; C02B 3/08

U.S. a. 55—162 5 Oaims

4. An ozonizing system comprising:

(a) an ozonizer unit in the form of a pair of electrodes spaced

apart to provide a space for corona discharge, such unit

having an air inlet and an air outlet whereby air intro-

duced through the inlet passes through the space between

the electrodes and then through the outlet,

(b) an air dryer having an inlet communicating with the

atmosphere and an outlet communicating with the inlet of

the ozonizer unit, said air dryer containing a body of

dessicant material,

(c) a means connecting the dryer outlet with the ozonizer

inlet,

(d) a suction device having a water inlet, a water outlet and

a suction passage connected to the ozonizer outlet

whereby, when water is passed through the suction device

from its inlet to its outlet, it acts to draw air by suction

from the inlet of the air dryer through the dessicant mate-

rial, through the outlet of the air dryer and the connection

between such outlet and the ozonizer inlet, then through

the space in the ozonizer between the electrodes and
through the ozonizer outlet into the suction device,

(e) hot air blower means connected to said air dryer and

functioning, when actuated, to blow hot air through the

dessicant material in the air dryer and through the inlet

thereof to the atmosphere, and

(0 timing and control means acting to cause a cyclic opera-

tion comprising (1) an ozonizing phase during which air is

drawn in through the air dryer inlet, the dessicant mate-

rial, the ozonizer unit and (2) into the suction device and

a drying phase during which the suction device is inacti-

vated, the air blower is activated and causes hot air to pass

through the dessicant material to the air dryer inlet,

thence to the atmosphere, thereby drying the dessicant

material.

4,427,427

VERTICAL LAMINAR FLOW HLTER MODULE
Francisco DeVecchi, Farmington Hills, Mich., assignor to Veco

S.A., Cuemavaca, Mexico
Filed Jan. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 340,636

Int. a.3 BOID 46/10: F23J 11/00

U.S. a. 55—358 22 Claims

1. A vertical laminar flow Filter module comprising:

a filter module box having open ends and a permeable filter

means substantially closing off the bottom of said box but

allowing for the passage of air therethrough, means for

supporting said filter module box above a surface, nozzle

means for adjustably delivering a curtain of air with vary-

ing outward horizontal directional components substan-

tially downward around the perimeter of said permeable

filter means to deflne a work area, and air supply means
for supplying air of differential velocities to said permea-

ble filter means and to said nozzle means so that air can be

directed downward as laminar flow from said permeable

filter means and air can be directed from said nozzle means

as a curtain surrounding the laminar flow of air over said

work area.

4,427,428

FEEDER FOR FORMING GLASS HBERS AND METHOD
FOR MAKING FEEDER

Mohinder S. Bhatti, and Alfred Marzocchi, both of Newark,

Ohio, assignors to Owens-Coming Fiberglas Corporation,

Toledo, Ohio
Continuation of Ser. No. 200,650, Oct. 27, 1980, Fat. No.

4,348,216. This appUcation May 14, 1982, Ser. No. 378,050

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Sep. 7, 1999,

has been disclaimed.

Int a.i C03B 37/095

U.S. a. 65—1 13 Claims

1. A feeder for supplying streams of molten glass to be

attenuated into filaments comprising:

a plurality of layers of material wherein one of said layers is a

refractory metal and another of said layers is an oxygen

impervious, precious metal, said plurality of layers being
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intimately bonded together by the application of isosutic
pressure and heat to form a uniUry laminate, said laminate
having a plurality of apertures extending therethrough; and

a plurality ofelemenU bonded to the laminate and positioned in
said apertures to prevent the oxidation of the refractory
meul at elevated temperatures, said elements having (a) an
onfice adapted to permit the molten glass to flow there-
through to provide said streams of mohen glass and (b) an
end surface bonded to the innermost surface of the precious
metal layer.

4,427,429
METHOD FOR THE OPALIZATION OF GLASS

Antero TiiUkka, RiihimMki, Finland, assignor to Riihimien Lasi
Oy, Riihimiiki, Finland

Filed Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,799
Gaims priority, application Finland, Apr. 15, 1981, 811168

Int. a.' C03B 5/18. 5/23; C03C 1/04
U.S. a. 65—33 12 Qalms

1. A method for the opalization of flint or coloured packag-
ing and household glass to be used in an automatic forming
machine, comprising feeding molten base glass from a glass
furnace to a forehearth situated between the furnace and the
forming machine, mainuining the base glass in the forehearth
at a temperature of at least about 1300* C, adding 10-20% by
weight of an opalescent agent into the base glass, dissolving the
opalescent agent in the base glass under continuous stirring,
lowering the temperature of the glass to a temperature not less
than about 1 100* C. for a period of time sufficient to cause
opalization, and feeding the glass to the forming machine.

4,427,430
METHOD CONTROLLING THERMAL GRADIENTS IN

GLASS
Roger A. Allaire, Big Flats, and Edwin J. Simonson, Bath, both

of N.Y., assignors to Coming Glass Works, Coming, N.Y.
Filed Mar. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 361,557

Int. a.' C03B 23/207
U.S. a. 65-41 3 a,i„„

jO -^ 12 20 y 12b

18-

M2202Vl4b

1. In the process of thermally frit sealing glass members
together for forming a structure wherein portions of at least
some of said glass members are exposed to thermal energy on
opposite surfaces thereof while remaining portions of such
glass members have only one surface exposed to such thermal
energy and wherein various portions of such members arc
heated to different temperatures by such thermal energy
thereby producing detrimental thermal gradients within the
structure, a method of inhibiting the formation of such detri-
mental thermal gradients within such structure which com-
prises, assembling the glass members to be frit sealed together
with frit material between sealing junctions thereof, position-
ing metal radiation shielding means over at least one of the
opposed surfaces of those portions of said members which are
exposed to thermal energy on opposite surfaces so as to overlie
virtually all of at least one of said opposed surfaces, maintain-
ing said shielding means in spaced relationship from such
opposed surfaces, and applying thermal energy to said mem-
bers and frit sealing the same together along their junctions.

while simuluneously shielding from said thermal energy virtu-
ally all of at least one surface of those portions of said glau
members which would otherwise be exposed on opposite
surfaces to such thermal energy, whereby the formation of
detrimental thermal gradienu within the structure formed by
said glass members during the application of said thermal
energy is inhibited.

4.427.431

ELECTRONIC CONTROL OF A GLASS FORMING
MACHINE

Eustace H. Muraford, Ottawa Lake, Mich., and Jack I. Perry.
Sylvania, Ohio, assignors to Owent-IlliBols, Inc., Toledo.
Ohio

Continuation of Ser. No. 249,280. Mar. 30, 1981, abandoned.
This application Sep. 29. 1982, Ser. No. 426,508

Int. a.' O03B 9/44. 35/00
U.S. a. 65-163 imaimi

1. Apparatus for transferring glass articles from a plurality of
sections of a multiple section glass forming machine compns-
ing:

a conveyor, common to all of the sections of the forming
machine, for carrying formed articles away from the
section;

a sweepout head at each section positioned adjacent the
conveyor;

a vertical shaft connected to each said head;

a reversible, electric motor having a rotor and stator. said
rotor, surrounding and coupled to said shaft.

a tachometer having its rotor fixed to said shaft and posi-

tioned below said motor;

a resolver coupled to said shaft; and
a programmable controller electrically interconnecting each

said motor, tachometer and resolver for controlling the
rotation of each said shaft to move each head through an
angle of less than 180' of rotation and return.
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4,427,432

CLARIFICATION OF BLACK AMMONIUM
POLYPHOSPHATE UQUIDS—RECYCLING OF

BYPRODUCT "TOPS"
Horace C. Mam, Jr^ Killen, and Keanedi E. McGUl, Sheffield,

both of Ala^ aarignon to Tennenee Valley Authority, Miude
Shoa]a,Ala.

CoBtiauatton of Ser. No. 232,926, Feb. 9, 1981, abandoned,

which is a cootinnatioa of Ser. No. 194,304, Oct 6, 1980, Pat.

No. T100,805. This appUcation Aug. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 407,526

Int. a.5 CD5P 7/00

M&. a. 71—34 5 Claims

Ml » . _iCc»i'

MUM..-. I

~:ptJ- * - X-:

1. In an improved process for preparing clarified ammonium
polyphosphate fertilizer solutions wherein:

(a) a stream of ammonium polyphosphate melt, prepared

from black wet-process phosphoric acid and ammonia, is

introduced into liquid fertilizer dissolution means for

dissolving said melt in a stream of water of formulation,

said water of formulation supplied from a later-mentioned

filtrate recovery step, and a stream of supplemental am-
monia;

(b) the resulting liquid fertilizer solution is subsequently

transferred and admixed with relatively small predeter-

mined quantities of flocculant in first mixing means for

mixing said fertilizer solution with said flocculant;

(c) the resulting mixture of said liquid fertilizer solution and
said flocculant is agitated;

(d) the resulting agitated mixture of said liquid fertilizer

solution and said flocculant is subsequently transferred to

separating means for separating said mixture into an upper

and a lower layer, said upper layer containing tops, said

tops comprising said flocculant, the black carbonaceous

material congeneric with said black wet-process phos-

phoric acid effecting the production of said melt and
residual P2OS values derived from said liquid fertilizer

solution, and said lower layer containing a relatively clear

ammonium polyphosphate fertilizer solution having sub-

stantial amounts of the input P2O3 values;

(e) said lower layer of said clarified ammonium polyphos-

phate solution is subsequently removed to storage from
said separating means for separating said upper and lower
layers;

.

the improvement, for both effecting clarification of additional

quantities of said black ammonium polyphosphate fertilizer

solution produced in said fertilizer dissolution means for dis-

solving said melt, and for eminently improving the recovery of

said residua] P2OS values in said tops, which comprises the

steps of:

(1) removing said tops from said separating means for sepa-

rating said upper layer from said lower layer, and intro-

ducing same, together with a stream of predetermined
amounts of filter aid and water, into second mixing means
for mixing said removed tops, said filter aid, and said

water, said predetermined quantities of water suff:cient

such that the ratio of pounds water per pound of tops

introduced and mixed in said second mixing means for

mixing said tops, filter aid, and water ranges from 1 to 1 1;

(2) agitating the resulting mixture in said second mixing
means for mixing said tops, filter aid, and water;

(3) transferring the resulting agiuted mixture in said mixing
means for mixing said tops, filter aid and water to filtering

means for filtering said resulting agitated mixture;

(4) removing the resulting filter cake to storage from said

filtering means for filtering said resulting agitated mixture;

(5) recovering filtrate from said fdtering means for filtering

said agitated mixture; and

(6) introducing said filtrate recovered in step 5 above into

said liquid fertilizer dissolution means for dissolving said

melt, as said stream of water of formulation;

said improved process characterized by the fact that greater
than about 99 percent of the total P2OS values in the ammo-
nium polyphosphate values fed to said process are recovered in

said ammonium polyphosphate fertilizer solution product.

4,427,433

PRODUCnON OF GRANULAR
AMMONIUM-POLYPHOSPHATE WITH AN INLINE

REACTOR AND DRUM GRANULATOR
Byron R. Parker, and Thomas R. Stnmpe, both of Florence, Ala.,

assignors to Tennessee Valley Anthority, Muscle Shoals, Ala.

Continuation of Ser. No. 35836, Mar. 15, 1982, now DefeaslTe
PubUcation No. T102,601. This appUcation Sep. 3, 1982, Ser.

No. 414,689

Int CV C05B 1/06
U.S. a. 71—34 1 Claim
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1. In an improved process for preparing granular ammonium
polyphosphate fertilizers wherein

A. a stream of wet-process phosphoric acid and a stream of
anhydrous ammonia is introduced into an inline reactor to

produce therein a resulting melt reaction product;

at least a portion of said molten reaction product is with-

drawn from said inline reactor and introduced onto a bed
of particulate granular ammonium phosphate fertilizer

maintained in a rotating horizontally inclined drum granu-

lator;

C. at least a portion of said material comprising said bed of

particulate granular ammonium phosphate fertilizer mate-

rial maintained in said rotating horizontally inclined drum
granulator is removed from said drum granulator and
introduced first into cooling means and subsequently into

sizing means for product recovery;

D. the off-gases from said drum granulator are passed to

scrubbing means wherein the ammoniacal values therein

are removed and recovered via a phosphoric acid side

stream which is fed back to the main stream of phosphoric

acid;

the improvement for effecting a granular ammonium poly-

phosphate product having a minimum of 12 percent by weight

of the P2OS values therein in the form of polyphosphate, said

minimum being sufficient to produce an intermediate granular

material eminently suitable for the subsequent production of

fluid suspension fertilizers having solidification temperatures

below about — S* F. and said minimum 12 percent polyphos-

phate content of said P2OS values being effected without the

requirement of the addition of external heat to said inline
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reactor and the attendant and ancillary drum granulator, scrub-
ber, and feed and drain lines connecting said reactor, granula-
tor, and scrubber, which improved process comprises the steps
of:

(1) reacting said ammonia and said wet-process phos-
phoric acid in said inline reactor in an NH3:H3P04mole
ratio ranging from about 1.0 to about 1.25 to thereby
provide a total theoretical heat input to said inline reac-
tor ranging between about 795 Btu/lb P2OJ and about
902 Btu/lb P2O5;

(2) providing predetermined amounts of heat conservation
measures to reduce the toul heat loss from said pipe
reactor, said drum granulator, said scrubber, and the
connecting ancillary feed and drain lines therebetween
to the range from about 50 to about 157 Btu/lb of P2O5,
said total heat loss values being in dependent and pro-
portional relationship to said values of total theoretical
heat input in step (1) above, to thereby provide a net
heat input to said inline reactor of at least 795 Btu/lb of
P2O5; said predetermined amounts of heat conservation
measures in the form of insulation over the heat ex-

change surfaces of said pipe reactor, said drum granula-
tor, said scrubber, and said attendant and ancillary feed
and drain lines therebetween being determined by the
equation below:

X =
klA\(ri - Ta) + A2(T2 - Ta) + A-i(Ti - T4)]

a farm to be fertilized to form a continuous stream of
nitrogen oxides on the farm;

oxidizing the nitrogen oxides to form a molar ratio of nitro-

gen dioxide to nitric oxide greater than one;

mixing the nitrogen dioxide as the nitrogen dioxide is formed
with flowing water from a source on a farm at a rate of
less than 12 gallons per minute in a continuous process as

the nitrogen dioxide is being formed to result in a dilute

solution of nitric acid.

reacting the remaining oxides with ammonium hydroxide in

a continuous process within a reactor in a stream flowing
in the range of 0,5 to 0.03 gallons each minute of ammoni-

• •"•.!» I I CI \

Mill • k| »• « «k
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where

Ql.= allowable heat loss as shown in FIG. 5, Btu/lb
P2O5

P= production rate of product, Ib/h

w/>205= weight fraction of P2O5 in product
k= thermal conductivity of insulation, Btu/(hr-ft2-'F-

./inch thickness)

x= thickness of insulation, in.

A) = heat transfer area of scrubber and acid feed and
drain piping, fl^

A2 = heat transfer area of reactor, ft2

A3= heat transfer area of granulator, ft^

Ti = mean temperature of acid in scrubber and flow
lines, *F.

T2=mean temperature of reactor melt, 'F.

T3= mean temperature of granulator, 'F.

Ty(= ambient temperature; and

(3) recovering as product granular ammonium polyphos-
phate from said sizing means, said product character-
ized by the fact that it has a minimum of 12 percent by
weight P2O5 values therein in the form of polyphos-
phate, said polyphosphate being sufficient to produce
an intermediate granular material eminently suitable for

the production of fluid suspension fertilizers having
solidification temperatures below about - 5* F.

4427434
MANUFACTURING AND USING NTTROGEN

FERTILIZER SOLUTIONS ON A FARM
John A. Eastin, P.O. Box 389, Lincoln, Nebr. 69140

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 100,825, Dec. 6, 1979,
abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 824,289, Aug. 15,

1977, abandoned, which is a dirision of Ser. No. 581,050, May
27, 1975, abandoned. This application May 18, 1982, Ser. No.

379,551

Int. a.' CD5C 3/00
VS. a. 71—54 11 Claims

1. A method of nitrogeneous fertilizing of farm lands com-
prising the steps of:

burning ammonia in air at a rate of less than 60 pounds per
hour over a catalyst at a concentration of between 10%
and 25% by volume of ammonia to air and at a tempera-
ture of between 800 and 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit in a

continuous process at a pressure between atmospheric
pressure and a vacuum pressure of | of an atmosphere on

I I

t

I

I

J

M«">- .1*

^'iv*>oa

ated water per square foot of unk cross-section suffi-

ciently ammoniated to provide a pH in the range of 8.0 to

8.4 passing through a mixture of nitrogen oxides in which
the ratio of nitric oxide to nitrogen dioxide is greater than

1 to form an ammonium nitrite solution liquid at a pH
above 6.7;

mixing the ammonium nitrite rapidly with the nitric acid at

a pH of less than 2 to form a dilute solution of liquid

nitrogen fertilizer comprising ammonium nitrate; and
using the dilute solution of liquid nitrogen fertilizer in a

process leading to and including the application of nitrog-

enous fertilizer on the farm as the fertilizer is being
formed.

4,427,435

USE OF lODOACETAMIDE AND AMINES FOR THE
CONTROL OF HARMFUL ORGANISMS, AND AGENTS

FOR SUCH CONTROL
Joachim Loreaz, and Rcinhardt Grade, both of Bensbcim, Fed.

Rep. of Germany, aaaignors to Qba-Gcigy Corporation, Ards-
ley, N.Y.

Filed Jun. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 272,425

Clainu priority, application Switxerland, Jun. 12, 1980,
4538/80

Int. a.J AOIN 33/04. 43/64. 37/18
U.S. a. 71—67 9 Claims

1. A method for combatting harmful bacteria, fungi, yeasts

or algae present in an aqueous medium which comprises add-
ing to said medium an efTective combatting amount of a combi-
nation of from 30-300 ppm of iodoacetamide and from 5-30
ppm of a microbiocidal amine selected from the group consist-

ing of aliphatic amines, hexahydro-s-triazines amines and the

corresponding quaternary ammonium compounds, said con-
centration being based on the aqueous medium.
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4,427,436

N-SUBS'liiUTEU XANTHATE BENZOTHIAZOLINE
AND RELATED DERIVATIVES

Joha J. D'Aako, Crcre Cocv, Mo« aHignor to Monsanto
CoBpuy, St Loais, Mo.

Filed JiL 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,617

lat CLJ C07D 277/66, 263/58; AOIN 9/12
VS. CL 71—

m

36 Claims

1. A compound represented by the formula

C=Y

4,427,437 '

USE OF ^PHENOXYPYRIMIDINES AS HERBiaOES
Alexander ScriMui, Doncasten Keith G. Watson, Box Hill, and

Richard B. Warner, Ringwood, all of Anstralia, assignors to

ICI Anstralia Limited, Melboome, Anstralia

FUed Sep. 5, 1978, Ser. No. 939,914

Claims priority, application Australia, Sep. 13, 1977, 1626

Int a.J AOIN 5/00; C07D 239/34
US. CI. 71—92 24 Claims

1. A process of inhibiting the growth of, severely damaging,

or killing plants which process comprises applying to the plant

or to the growth medium thereof an effective amount of a

composition comprising as active ingredient a compound of

formula I:

wherein A and D are independently chosen from the group
consisting of hydrogen, halogen, Ci to C6 alkyl, Ci to Ce
haloalkyi, Ci to Cealkoxy, Ci to Cealkylthio, Ci to C6(alkoA-

y)carbonyl and NR'R* wherein R' and R8 are independently

chosen from hydrogen and Ci to Ct alkyl;

B is chosen from the group consisting of halogen, cyano, Ci
to C6(alkoxy)carbonyl, Cj toQ alkyl, C| toQ haloalkyi,

Ci to Q alkoxy, NR'R* wherein R' and R^ are indepen-

dently hydrogen or Ci toQ alkyl, phenyl, halophenyl and
nitrophenyl;

R^ and R' are independently chosen from the group consist-

ing of hydrogen, halogen, nitro, cyano, C| toQ alkyl, C2
to d alkenyl, Ci to Q haloalkyi, Ci to C6 alkoxy, Ci to

C6 haloalkoxy, C2 to C« alkenyloxy, C2 to Cf, haloalk-

enyloxy, C2 to C* alkynyloxy, phenoxy, halophenoxy,

benzyloxy and halobenzyloxy, and wherein at least one of

R^ and R' is a substituent other than hydrogen;

R2, R* and R* are independently chosen from the group
consisting of hydrogen, halogen, nitro, cyano, hydroxy,

Ci to C6 alkyl, C2 toQ alkenyl, Ci to C* haloalkyi, Ci to

C* alkoxy, benzyl, phenoxy, halophenoxy, benzyloxy and
halobenzyloxy;

X is oxygen;

or an acid addition salt thereof; and a carrier therefor.

4,427,438

N•<^FLUORO-4-HALO•5^UBSTmJTED PHENYL)
HYDANTOINS

Eiki Nagano, Hyogo; SlinnicU HaaUnoto, Toyonaka; Ryo
Yoahida, Kawaniaid; HlrocU Matnmoto, Toyonaka, and
Katsozo KaaMMhita, Osaka, all of Japan, aarignors to

Sumitomo Chemical Company, limited, Osaka, Japan
FDcd May 28, 1982, Ser. No. 383,293

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, May 29, 1981, 56-83313

Int a.3 AOIN 43/50- C07D 233/72
U.S. a. 71—92 12 Claims

9. A method for controlling weeds which comprises apply-

ing as an active ingredient a herbicidally effective amount of
the compound of the formula:

H2C—S—C—OR
I

wherein R represents an alkyl radical having from 1 to 3 car-

bon atoms, X and Y are independently selected from oxygen
and sulfur and T is a radical selected from hydrogen and Cm
alkoxy. i

wherein X is a chlorine atom or a bromine atom and R' and R^
are the same or different, and each is a C1-C4 alkyl group, a

cyclopropyl group, a C3-C4 alkenyl group or a Cj-Qalkynyl
group to the area where the weeds grow or will grow.

4,427,439

COMPOSITION FOR PLANT GROWTH REGULATION
Michael J. Brown, Randolph, NJ., assignor to GAF Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 28, 1980, Ser. No. 144,502

Int. a.3 AOIN 43/40 43/36
U.S. a. 11—94 19 Claims

1. A coacting plant growth regulating, ethylene generating

composition consisting essentially of a l-haloethylsulflnamide

having the formula:

XCH2CH2—s—n:
,R'

'r2 r

wherein X is a chlorine or bromine atom; R' is hydrogen or

methyl and R^ is hydrogen, phenyl, benzyl or alkyl having

from 1 to 12 carbon atoms or R' and R^ together with the

nitrogen atom form a pyrrolidonyl ring and a N-heterocyclic

amide selected from the group consisting of N-methylpyrroli-

done, pyrrolidone, N-methyl pyridione, fmlyvinylpyrrolidone

and N-methyl succinimide combined in a mole ratio of be-

tween about 1K}.0S and about 1:S.

4,427,440

HERBICIDES BASED ON CYCLOHEXANE-l,3-DIONE
DERIVATIVES AND 3,6-DICHLORO-^PICOLINIC ACID

DERIVATIVES
Eckhart Ton der Osten, Speyer, Fed. Rep. of Germany; James F.

Stewart Cambridge, and John M. Bennett Willowdale, both

of Canada, assignors to BASF Aktieagesellschaft, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
Filed Aug. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 294,238

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Ang. 27,

1980, 3032259

Int a.' AOIN 43/40
US. a. 71—94 2 Claims

1. A herbicidal agent consisting essentially of a mixture of

2-< 1 -ethoxyaminobutylidene)-S-(2-ethylthiopropyl)-cyclohex-

ane- 1 ,3-diione (I) or a metal salt, an unsubstituted or substituted

ammonium salt, or a hydrate of said compound and a 3,6-

dichloro-2-picolinic acid derivative of the formula II
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rr
Cl N CCXJR

ai)

where R is hydrogen or straight-chain or branched alkyl of 1

to 4 carbon atoms, or a metal salt or unsubstituted or substi-

tuted ammonium salt of the acid, wherein the ratio of com-
pound (I) to compound (II) is from 1:0.06 to 1:5.

4,427,441

PHTHALIMIDES OF PHENOXYBENZOIC AODS
Frank Wu, LibertyriUe, and Leonard J. Stach, Riferside, both of

111., assignors to Velsicol Chemical Corporation, Chicago, III.

FUed Aug. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,679
Int a.3 AOIN 43/38; C07D 209/48

VS. a. 71-96 10 Qaims
I. A compound of the formula

4,427,443
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATING A
VACUUM DEGASIHCATION CYCLE FOR METAL

ALLOYS
Pierre L. Merrien, Billere, and Pierre A. Merrien, Sccaux, both

of France, assignors to Etude et DcTcloppemcnt en Metallur-
gie, Billere, France

Filed No». 26, 1980, Ser. No. 210,622
Claims priority, application France, Not. 28, 1979, 79 29226

Int. a.' C22B 9/04
U.S. a. 75-68 R 20 Qaims

1. A process for automating a degasification cycle for meUl
alloys under vacuum comprising

automatically controlling the degasification speed to corre-
spond to predetermined degasification speed parameters
independently of the intervention of an operator during
said controlling.

wherein X is chlorine, bromine or trifluoromethyl; Y is se-

lected from the group consisting of hydrogen, chlorine, bro-

mine, nitro and cyano; R is selected from the group consisting

of nitro, alkylthio of up to six carbon atoms, chlorine, bromine
and cyano; Z is selected from the group consisting of alkyl of
up to six carbon atoms, chlorine, bromine and nitro; and n is an
integer from to 4.

9. A herbicidal composition comprising an inert carrier and
in a quantity toxic to weeds a compound of claim 1.

4,427,444
METHOD OF REHNING MOLTEN METAL WITH

STIRRING BY REPEATED OPERATION OF SUCTION
AND DISCHARGE

Norio Sumida; Yukio Oguchi; Tetsuya FhjH; Toshihiko Emi, all

of Chiba; Toshio Fujimura; Arata Ueda, both of Kurashiki,
and Kenichi Onto, Okayama, all of Japan, assignors to Kawa-
saki Steel Corporation, Kobe, Japan

Filed Oct. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 437.513
Gaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 20, 1982, 57- 126281;

Jul. 20, 1982, 57-126282; Jul. 20, 1982. 57-126283

Int a.' C22B 9/00
U.S.a.75-93R llClalmi

1. A method of refining molten metal with stirring by re-

peated operation of suction and discharge of the molten metal,

the method comprising immersing a lower end of a refractory

cylinder into a molten metal bath contained in a refining vessel,

alternately subjecting the inside of an upper end of the cylinder
opposite to the immersed lower end thereof, to pressure reduc-
tion and pressurization to forcibly stir the molten metal bath
due to repeated suction of the molten meul into the cylinder
and rapid discharge thereof, the pressure reduction velocity
having predetermined values of not more than 1,000

mmHg/sec at an initial stage of evacuation and not more than
500 mmHg/sec at a later stage of evacuation required for

obtaining a predetermined value of vacuum degree of -450
mmHg, and extending evacuation time over a period of at least

1.5 times a period of oscillation of a molten metal column
having a predetermined height range in the cylinder.

4427 442
RECOVERY OF PLATINUM GROUP METALS, GOLD

AND SILVER FROM SCRAP
Joseph G. Day, Holmer Green, England, assignor to Johnson
Matthey Public Limited, London, England

FUed Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,714
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Feb. 5, 1981,

8103570

Int a.' C22B J1/02
VS. CL 75—10 R 15 Claims

1. A process for the recovery of precious metal selected

from the group consisting of platinum group metals, silver and
gold deposited upon or contained in electronic scrap material

containing barium titana':e comprising preparing in divided
form a charge containing the said scrap material bearing said

previous metal and optionally a metallic collector selected

from the group consisting of copper and silver, such that at

least 2% by weight of precious metal plus any collector metal

is present subjecting the charge to a high intensity plasma arc

at a temperature of at least 1400* C. in a high intensity plasma
arc furnace to produce a molten metallic phase containing a

substantial proportion of the said precious metal and any col-

lector metal and a slag phase containing ceramic residues and
the remainder of the metal and separating the two phases.

4,427,445

TUNGSTEN ALLOYS CONTAINING A15 STRUCTURE
AND METHOD FOR MAKING SAME

Robert A. Holzl, La Canada; Robert E. Bcnander. Lakcview
Terrace, and Robert D. Daris, Coeta Mesa, all of Calif., as-

signors to Dart Industries, Inc., Northbrook, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 289,120. Aug. 3. 1981, which is

a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 84,791, Oct. 15, 1979,
abandoned. This application Jul. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 399,201

Int. a.5 B22F 7/04

U.S. a. 75—234 8 Oaims
1. A thermochemically deposited product consisting pnmar-

ily of a two phase mixture of tungsten and carbon or tungsten,

carbon and oxygen, one phase being pure tungsten and the
other phase being an A 15 structure, said tungsten phase being
present in between about twenty percent and ninety percent,

said product having a carbon content in said A 15 structure

phase by weight greater than about 0. 1 percent and less than
about 1 percent, said carbon content being sut>stantially less

than the carbon content corresponding to an A15 structure

consisting of W3C, said product being free of columnar distri-

bution of grains, having a hardness of greater than 1200 VHN,
and having an average grain size of less than 0. 1 microns.

6. A coated substrate product compnsing a metal substrate
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having a coating thereon consisting primarily of a two phase
mixture of tungsten and carbon or tungsten can carbon and
oxygen, one phase being pure tungsten and the other phase
being an AIS structure, said tungsten phase being present in

between about twenty percent and ninety percent, said coating

having a carbon content in said AIS structure phase by weight
greater than about 0.1 percent and less than about 1 percent,

said carbon content being substantially less than the carbon
content corresponding to an AIS structure consisting of W3C,
said product being free of columnar distribution of grains,

having a hardness of greater than 1200 VHN, and having an

average grain size of less than 0. 1 microns.

from the group consisting of AI2O3.2Y2O3, AI2O3.Y2O3, and
5AI2O3.3Y2O3.

4,427,446

CORROSION-RESISTANT AND ABRASIVE
WEAR-RESISTANT COMPOSITE MATERIAL FOR

CENTRIFUGALLY CAST LININGS
Tsnyoshi Mim, Higashihiroshima; Yutaka Arakida, Hiro-

shima; YoaUkazu Kondo, and Tsuneyuki Ide, both of Ku<la-

matm, all of Japan, assignors to Japan Steel Works, Ltd. and
Toyo Kohaa Co., Ltd., both of Tokyo, Japan

FUed Apr. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 253,536

Int. a.3 B22F 7/02

MS. a. 75—244 5 Qaims
1. A corrosion-resistant and abrasive wear-resistant compos-

ite material lining for a substrate, said lining formed by centrif-

ugal casting and comprising a metal matrix and reinforcing

materials, said matrix selected from the group consisting of a

Ni-based self-fluxing alloy and a Co-based self-fluxing alloy.

wherein said Ni-based self-fluxing alloy consists of 0.5-4.0%

by weight of B l.O-S.0% by weight of Si. 0.2-1.0% by weight
of C, up to 16% by weight of Cr, up to 4% by weight of Fe,

and the remainder Ni and wherein said Co-based self-fluxing

alloy consists of O.S-4.0% by weight of B, l.O-S.0% by weight
of Si, 4.0-12% by weight of W, 0.2-1.0% by weight of C, up
to 16% by weight of Cr, up to 12% by weight of Ni and the

remainder Co; said reinforcing material is selected from the

group consisting of chromium boride, iron boride and compos-
ite boride wherein said composite boride comprises 3-20% by
weight of B, less than 3% by weight of Al, less than 5% by
weight of Si, less than 2.S% by weight of oxygen, less than
2.0% by weight of C and at least one metal selected from the

group consisting of Cr, Mo, W, Ti, V, Mb, Ta, Hf, Zr. Co, Mi
and Mn in the following amounts 0.5-3S% by weight of Cr,

0.5-3S% by weight of Mo, 1-30% by weight of W and less

than 1S% by weight of each of Ti, V, Mb, Ta. Hf, Zr, Co, Ni
and Mn; the balance being at least 20% by weight of Fe;

wherein said reinforcing material substantially congregates at

the surface of the lining distant from the substrate.

4,427,447

ALUMINA-YTTRIA MIXED OXIDES IN DISPERSION
STRENGTHENED HIGH TEMPERATURE ALLOY

POWDERS
Triknr A. Ramanarayanan, Somerset; Ruzica Petkovic-Luton,

Eoglewood, both of N.J., and Rs^havan Ayer, Stamford,
Conn., assignors to Exxon Research and Engineering Co.,

Florfaam Park, N.J.

FUed Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 363,905

Int. a.5 C22C 1/05
MS. CL 75—252 10 Qaims

1. In a metal powder mixture for mechanically alloying into

an oxide dispersion strengthened high temperature alloy,

which powder mixture contains about to 30 wt. % chro-
mium, about to 3 wt. % titanium, about 0.3 wt. % to 10 wt.

% aluminum, about 0.3 wt. % to 10 wt. % oxide dispersoid

particles having a negative free energy of formation at 1000° C.
of at least as great as that of aluminum oxide, and as a major
component a metal selected from the group consisting of iron,

nickel, and cobalt; the improvement which comprises the
replacement of all or a fraction of the dispersoid particles with
particles of one or more alumina-yttria mixed-oxides selected

4,427,448

CORROSION INHIBITING COMPOSITIONS FOR
METALS

Lenas J. Hedlund, and Viswanadham Puligandla, both of Roch-
ester, Minn., assignors to International Business Machines
Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

FUed Jun. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,582

Int. a.3 C09D 5/10
U.S. a. 106—14.27 10 Qaims

1. A corrosion inhibitor comprising:

an amine of the family of aliphatic primary amines where the

amine is in the range of 1 to 3 weight percent, with 12

carbons or less in chain length, and is sparingly soluble in

oil.

<;i li-'u of the family of aliphatic carboxylic acids where the

:iijic is in the 2 to 6 weight percent range and with a 16 to

20 carbon chain, and,

an oil based carrier consisting of a paraffinic oil, kerosene
and methyl chloroform for said acid and amine, said acid

being in a molar excess to result in a homogeneous compo-
sition.

4,427,449

ANIONIC BITUMINOUS EMULSIONS
Walter T. Zdybak, BeUingham, Wash., assignor to Georgia-

Pacific Corporation, Atlanta, Ga.

Filed Jun. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 387,512

Int. a.^ C08L 95/00; C09D 3/24
U.S. a. 106—277 24 Qaims

1. An oil-in-water anionic bituminous emulsion which com-
prises from about 30 to about 7S weight percent of the emul-
sion of bitumen dispersed in an aqueous continuous phase, and
from 0. 1 to 5 weight percent of an anionic emulsiHer prepared
by reacting a lignosulfonate with an organic sulfonyl chloride

or bromide in which the organic group is selected from the

group consisting of benzene, substituted benzene, and an ali-

phatic hydrocarbon having at least four carbon atoms until at

least 30% of the phenolic hydroxyls on the lignosulfonates

have been reacted.

4,427,450

CHALKING-RESISTANT, CALONED KAOIIN CLAY
PIGMENT AND METHOD OF MAKING

Edward C. Kostansek, Annandale, N.J., assignor to Engelhard
Corporation, Edison, N.J.

Continuation of Ser. No. 175,567, Aug. 4, 1980, abandoned. This

application Dec. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 326,630

Int. Q.J C09C 1/42
U.S. Q. 106—288 B 6 Qaims

1. A process for producing a calcined kaolin clay pigment

which comprises:

(a) fractionating a hydrous clay to obtain a fme fraction

having an average particle size less than about 1 micron,

e.s.d., and fractionating the same or a different hydrous

clay to obtain a coarse fraction having an average particle

size above about 3 microns, e.s.d.,

(b) blending said fine fraction and said coarse fraction of clay

such that the resulting blend has an average particle size in

the range of about 3 to 10 microns, e.s.d.,

(c) calcining said blended clay under conditions of time and

temperature such that said hydrous kaolin clay is substan-

tially dehydrated by passing through the characteristic

kaolin endotherm, and

(d) milling said calcined blended clay without reducing

average particle size below about 3 microns, e.s.d. until an

oil absorption below about 3S g. oil/100 g. clay as deter-

mined by ASTM spatula rubout is achieved.
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4,427,451 4 427 453PREPARATION CONCEmRATTDTO^^ TWO STAGE CONTINuiuS HYDROLYSIS OF PLANT
M«*fc--i D n I »! e F J^ STEAM BIOMASS TO SUGARS
Michael R. Baloga, Big Sandy, Tenn., assignor to E. I. Du Pont Franz J. Reitter, GroTeatraasc 13, Miiacben. Fed, Rea of Ger-de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del. many (D-8000 50)

^^ 'v»»»c5en, red. Kep. of Oer-

™**'
^i^^'A^kS^'', ^^;

^'°** ^^ '^»- PCT/DE81/00036. § 371 Date Oct 15, 1981, § 102(e)

U S n imi_w» « ^** °*^- "' *'*'' ^^ '*"•' No. WO81/02428, PCT Pnb.u.j». u. 106—300 ( cii^mg D,te Sep. 3, 1981

per Filed Feb. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 311,734
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 23,

,^

4—'

J

V
). »

:5'^

*

^
^i^

1980,3006887

U.S. Q. 127—1
Int. a.5 C13K 1/02

28 Qaims

i -

a
*cr- " o'' -f--*

n «

• )»4i »••'>« I •>•«

1. A process for preparing a concentrated slurry of titanium
dioxide in water from titanium dioxide tailings from a titanium
dioxide fluid energy steam milling micronizer process which
comprises

(a) passing spent steam from a Ti02 micronizer unavoidably
carrying with it Ti02 into a scrubber where it is contacted
with a recirculating stream of an aqueous slurry of the
micronizer tailings of Ti02;

(b) separating the T1O2 and water from the steam;
(c) collecting the separated Ti02 and water in a vessel in

which settling is prevented;

(d) pumping a part of the Ti02 and water from the vessel as
an aqueous slurry to the scrubber with additional water;

(e) continuing the above treatment until the total solids

content, of the Ti02 and water slurry from the vessel is

30-70% by weight.

19. Apparatus for the continuous hydrolysis of pentosan-
containing hemicelluloses, cellulose and corresponding com-
pounds in plant biomass to sugar in which chopped biomass is

treated in a first stage in the presence of dilute acid, at tempera-
tures and pressure conditions under which the hemicellulose
and, partially, the cellulose are hydrolyzed during a first reac-
tion to pentoses and partially, hexoses, whereupon the reaction
mixture pressure is suddenly released and the hydrolysate is

separated from the biomass, and in at least a further stage,
cellulose in the biomass is hydrolyzed in the presence of dilute
mineral acid and under more severe temperature and pressure
conditions, to hexoses, whereupon again the reaction mixture
pressure is suddenly released and the hydrolysate is separated
from the remaining biomass, and in which the neutralized
hydrolysate is further processed for the production of sugars,
wherein each hydrolysis stage comprises as reaction chamber,
a continuously operating horizontal tube digester containing
horizontal conveyor devices, the digester being connected on
the entrance side with a conical worm filler with a perforated
cone casing for the injection of the biomass and the outlet side
is fitted with an outlet device which forms a pressure seal for
the exit side of the reaction chamber, and which is connected
via a blow pipe with a cyclone-shaped blow tank.

4,427,452

HLLED ELASTOMER COMPOSITIONS
David G. Jefb, St. Austell, England, assignor to English Qays

LoTcring Pochin A Company Limited, St. Austell, England
Contiauation-in-part of Ser. No. 191,067, Sep. 26, 1980,

abandoned. This application Sep. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 414,518
Int. Q.J C09C 1/28

MS. Q. 106-308 Q 21 Qaims
1. A filled elastomer composition which comprises an elasto-

mer and a filler wherein the filler comprises a substantially

dehydroxylated clay which contains at least 60% by weight of
particles smaller than 2 microns equivalent spherical diameter,
has a specific gravity not greater than 2.4 and a specific surface
area (as measured by the B.E.T. liquid nitrogen adsorption
method) of at least 10 m^g- 1 and which has been treated with
a substituted silane.

4,427,454

METHOD FOR TREATING SUGAR SOLUTION
Yoahiyuki Oyama, Tokyo; Yoshio Matsuo, Chiba, aad Hiroaki

Nishi, Matsudo, all of Japan, assigDon to lUkea Vitamin OU
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Jun. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 386,217
Qaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 26, 1981, 56-99175

Int. Q.' C13D 1/00; C13G 1/04
U.S. Q. 127—44 4 Qaims

1. A method for treating a sugar solution, comprising adding
an ester composition to the sugar solution during a process of
manufacturing sugars, in an amount which is sufficient to
defoam the sugar solution and reduce its viscosity and which is

at least 0.001% of the sugar solution,

wherein the ester composition comprises one, two or more
than two kinds of esters selected from the group consisting
of glycerol mono-aceto mono-fatty acid ester, glycerol
mono-aceto di-fatty acid ester and glycerol di-aceto mono-
fatty acid ester, where the esters of the ester composition
have a fatty acid of 12 carbons or have mixed fatty acids
consisting of at least 40% of a fatty acid of 12 carbons, the
rest being fatty acids of 8 to 14 carbons.
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4,427,455

BARREL CLEANING METHOD
Mmatnd Sdieppcr, Herford, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

LeifeM A Lenke MaddaeiiMMik A Co. GmbH, Rataden, Fed.
Rep. of Gcnnany

FUed Feb. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 347,960
Gains priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 15,

1981, 3101006

Int a.3 B08B 9/12. 9/10
VS. a. 134-22.18 7 Claims

1. A process for the internal cleaning of containers, the
containers including a fitting which remains in a first end
thereof, the fitting having a riser-pipe projecting into the con-
tainer and further having at least a pair of passages there-
through, one of the fitting passages communicating with the
riser pipe, the fitting also including valves which normally
dose the said passages, the process comprising the steps of:

introducing a cleaning liquid into the container;

periodically causing turbulence in the cleaning liquid in the
container without moving the container by introducing a
pressurized fluid into the conuiner at a point below the
surface level of the cleaning liquid previously introduced;
and

releasing gas from the container at a point above the surface
level of the introduced cleaning liquid to thereby limit the
pressure in the container to a preselected level and to

maintain a difference between the container interior pres-
sure and the pressure of the turbulence causing fluid dur-
ing the cleaning process.

4 427 456
TOTE BOX CONTENT WASHER AND METHOD OF

WASHING
Henry A. Rowan, Watchung, NJ., assignor to Economics Labo-

ratory, Inc., St. Paul, Minn.

FUed Feb. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 348,000

Int. a.5 B08B 3/06
VS. a. 134-25.1 21 Qalms

1. Apparatus for washing a tote box and the contents of said
tote box comprising:

(a) means for supporting said tote box in a tote box load
position and a tote box unload position said tote box un-
load position being relatively higher than said tote box
load position;

(b) means for transferring said tote box between said tote box
load and said tote box unload positions;

(c) a contents washing container having an open top dis-

posed in fixed relationship with respect to said supporting
and transferring means and pivotally mounted for move-
ment between first and second positions, said container
having a plurality of apertures, said container receiving in

said first position the contents from said tote box in said
tote box unload position, uid said container in said second
position emptying said contents into said tote box in said
tote box load position, said container pivotally mounted at

a height between said tote box load and tote box unload
positions and the contents in the first position are rela-

tively higher than the tote box in said tote box load posi-

tion;

(d) means for rotating said contents container between said

first and second positions; and
(e) means for spray cleaning the contents of said tote box

after said contents have been received in said container in

said first position, wherein when the contents are received
in said container when in said first position, said contents
are spray cleaned and said apertures provide for drainage.

18. A method of washing a tote box and the contents thereof
comprising the steps of:

(a) dumping the contents of said tote box into a contents
container having an apertured base and an open top;

(b) spreading the contents over the apertured base to form a
thin layer of the contents;

(c) spraying the interior of said tote box and the spread
contents through said open top with a cleaning solution;

and

(d) emptying the cleaned contents back into said cleaned tote

box by sliding the contents from the container into the tote

box.

4,427,457

METHOD OF MAKING DEPTHWISE-ORIENTED
INTEGRATED ORCUIT CAPACITORS

F. Paul Carlson; John S. Blakemore, both of Portland, and
Nicholas G. Eror, Banks, all of Oreg., assignors to Oregon
Graduate Center, Beaverton, Oreg.

Filed Apr. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 251,756

Int. a.3 HOIL 29/78. 29/80
U.S. a. 148—1.5 18 aaims

22

W-H,
'

'^
; fl In.

; !

1. A method of making a capacitor in a solid body of substan-
tially nonconducting material having a reference surface, com-
prising:

injecting conductive material through said surface depth-

wise into said body at two separate but closely-spaced

positions along said surface to form two narrow conduc-
tive regions extending downwardly a distance into said

material; and
forming two electrically isolated conductors along said

surface including a first conductor connected to a first one
of said conductive regions and a second conductor con-
nected to a second one of said regions;
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said two regions being electrically isolated within said non-
conducting material such that, in operation, electrical
charge is stored in the regions and current fiow is substan-
tially limited to changes in the amounts of charge stored in

said regions.

4,427,458

METHOD FOR FORMING PROTECHVE SURFACE
nLM ON ALUMINUM SHAPED ARTICLES

Akira Hasegawa, Kurobe, and Koichi Tanikawa, Nyuzen, both
of Japan, auignors to Yoahida Kogyo K. K., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Not. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 324,104
Gaims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 1, 1980, 55-168033;

Dec. 1, 1980, 55-168034

Int. G.' C23F 7/14. 7/26
VS. G. 148—6.15 R 3 Gaims

1. A method for non-electrolytically forming a protective
film on the surface of a fastener element of a slide fastener
chain made of aluminum or an aluminum based alloy and
fastened to a fibrous fabric tape at the periphery thereof which
comprises the steps of:

(a) cleaning the surface of the fastener element to effect

degreasing thereof,

(b) bringing the fastener element into contact with a treat-

ment solution capable of forming a chemical conversion
coating film on the surface of the fastener element;

(c) washing the treatment solution off the fastener element
with a spray of wash water;

(d) applying suction to the fabric tape at the reverse side
from which said wash water was applied to remove said

wash water, and
(e) heat treating the coated article at a temperature of from

90* to 150* C.

4,427,459

PHOSPHATE CONVERSION COATINGS FOR METALS
WITH REDUCED COATING WEIGHTS AND CRYSTAL

SIZES
Kurt Goltz, Exton, Pa., assignor to Pennwalt Corporation, Phil-

adelphia, Pa.

Filed Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342,279

Int. G.J C23F 7/10
VS. G. 148—6.15 R 19 Gaims

1. In an acidic aqueous composition for forming a metal
phosphate conversion coating which composition comprises a
divalent metal phosphate, wherein the divalent metal is se-

lected from the group consisting of zinc, zinc-nickel, zinc-mag-
nesium, zinc-calcium, zinc-manganese and manganese, an oxi-

dizing accelerator, and a crystal refiner, the improvement
wherein the crystal refiner comprises a material selected from
the group consisting of chelates of acidic organic phosphates
and phosphonates which have at least one free alcoholic hy-
droxyl group and where the organic phosphate is derived from
a <;yclic or branched chain organic alcohol.

4,427,460

METHOD OF MAKING MATERIAL FOR SHADOW
MASKS

Keqji Araki; Masashi Kurata, botii of Yokohama; Hideo
Yanuma; Toyohani Suda, both of Kawasaki; Katuhiko
Tayama, Yokohama, and MasiU' Watanabe, Idanaka, all of

Japan, aisignors to Nippon Kokaa Kabushiki Kaisha and
Nippon Mining Co., Ltd., both of Tokyo, Japan

FUed Jan. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 228,914

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Feb. 4, 1980, 55-11543

Int. G.3 C21D 8/04
VS. G. 148—12 C 7 Gaims

1. A method of making material for shadow masks, compris-
ing forcibly decarburizing a coil of cold rolled low carbon
Al-killed steel which before said decarburization consists es-

sentially of

C: less than 0.1%

Si: less than 0.04%
Mn: less than 0.4%
P: less than 0.013%
S: less than 0.015%

,
Sol.Al: 0.02 to 0.06%
N: 0.0015 to 0.006%
the balance being Fe and unavoidable impurities;

by open coil annealing said steel until it is decarbunzed sufTi-

ciently so that the quench aging index QAl

QA/ = W7 - m

wherein,

W I
:
load (Kg) giving 10% tensile strain to the said decarbur-

ized material having been soaked at a temperature of 500*

C. for 10 minutes and subjected to water cooling,

S: cross sectional area (mm^) of a test piece when givmg said

10% tensile strain,

W2: yield point load (Kg) provided by the said strain ef-

fected material aged at temperature of 100* C for 4 hours;
is less than 3.0 Kg/mm^, and then re-cold rolling said steel,

photo-etching, final annealing in a non-decarburizing atmo-
sphere and pressing lo form shadow masks.

4,427,461

NITRIDATION AND BRAZING OF ASSEMBLIES WITH
TITANIUM-CONTAINING IRON BASED ALLOYS

Lynn E. Kindlimann, Woodland Hills, Calif., auignor to The
Garrett Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Nov. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,949

int. G.' C21D 1/48; B23K 31/02
VS. G. 148—16.6 24 Gaims

1. A method for producing a brazed composite of a thin

gauge nitride-strengthened tiunium-conuining iron-base alloy

member with a second iron-base alloy member brazed thereto,

comprising the sequential steps;

(a) applying to a pre-formed thin gauge titanium containing

iron-base alloy member which is pre-assembled to a sec-

ond iron-based alloy member, a powdered brazing alloy

melting in the temperature range of 1700' to 2200' F. and
wettable on the surface of said members following nitrida-

tion.

(b) heating said assemblage to a temperature in the range of
about 1 100' to 1400* F. in the presence of an atomic nitro-

gen-yielding atmosphere in a retort, for a time sufficient to

combine substantially all of the free titanium in said titani-

um-containing iron base alloy member, with nitrogen,

(c) further heating said assemblage in said retort to a temper-

ature in the range of about 1700' to 2200' F. in a non-oxi-

dizing atmosphere which is subsutially free of atomic
nitrogen, at a healing rate which will denitride metallic

nitrides other than titanium nitride before the melting

temperature of said brazing alloy ii reached, without
substantially softening said titanium-nitride strengthened

base material, and

(d) holding said assemblage in said 1700' lo 2200' F. range
until brazing of said titanium strengthened iron-bated

alloy member to said second member is accomplished.
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4,427.462 4,427,464
ELECTRIC APPARATUS AND ITS MAGNETIC CORE OF LIQUID PHASE EPITAXY

(100)[011] SILICON-IRON SHEET MADE BY RAPID Bulusu V. Dutt, Panippany, N.J., assignor to Bell Telephone
QUENCHING METHOD Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Hamftami Senno, Yamatokoriyama; Masayuki Wakamiya, Filed Dec. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 336,292
Suita, and Ynkio Horita, Hirakata, all of Japan, assignors to Int. O.^ HOIL 21/208
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan U.S. O. 148—171 7 Qaims

Hied JuB. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 390,132

Qains priority, application Japan, Jun. 18, 1981, 56-95023; .

Apr. 7, 1982, 57-58883 ;
V

Int. a.5 HOIF ;/w ^^ ^
U.S. a. 148—31.55 13aalms \ ^ ^

6'

4/<<^

(00;

6? -

t 4
;ci']

1. A rapidly quenched silicon steel magnetic core for electric

machinery characterized in that high-silicon steels with the

{100}<011> crystal texture are used.

4,427,463 '

METHOD OF AND DEVICE FOR CONTROLLING AND
COOLING OF A CONTINUOUS ROLLED MEMBER, E.G.

A WIRE
Klaus Spies, Miilheim, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to Fried.

Krupp Gcsellschaft mit beschriinkter Haftung, Essen, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
FUed Jun. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 389,976

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 27,

1981, 3125315

Int. a.3 C21D 1/54. 11/00
U.S. a. 148—129 5 Qaims

2. A method of controlling the cooling of a continuously

moving rolled steel wire which comprises the steps of.

passing said wire continuously through at least one cooling
zone in a cooling stretch in which the wire is contacted
with a coolant;

surrounding said wire with a primary coil;

energizing said primary coil with a high-frequency alternat-

ing current;

inducing in a secondary coil surrounding said wire and
adjacent said primary coil an electric current representing

the superficial temperature of said wire resulting from the
high frequency energization of said wire by said primary
coil, thereby generating a temperature control signal at

said secondary coil;

controlling the flow of coolant to said zone in response to

said temperature control signal; and
controlling the flow of coolant to said zone in response to

said temperature control signal so that the surface of said

wire is cooled maximally without martensite formation.

1 A method for the growth by liquid phase epitaxy of a
plurality of crystalline layers, each of a different semiconduc-
tor material in succession on a plurality of semconductor wa-
fers comprising

(a) forming a plurality of separate compound semiconductor
solutions, each corresponding to a layer to be grown,

(b) placing the wafers in an apparatus together with, but out

of contact with, said solutions,

(c) raising the temperature of the apparatus to a first temper-
ature at which said solutions are substantially molten,

(d) separating a first one of said solutions into a plurality of
aliquant portions and a remainder portion, said aliquant

portions being in contact with said remainder portion,

(e) placing at least a portion of the face of each wafer in

contact with one of said aliquant portions of the first

solution,

(0 reducing the temperature of the apparatus thereby to

grow a first epitaxial layer on said faces of said wafers,

(g) separating a second one of said solutions into a plurality

of aliquant portions and a remainder portion, said aliquant

portions being in contact with said remainder portion,

(h) removing all of said wafers from contact with any por-

tion of said first solution,

(i) then placing at least a portion of the face of each wafer in

conuct with one of said aliquant portions of the second

solution, and

0) reducing the temperature of the apparatus thereby to

grow a second epiuxial layer on said first epitaxial layer.

4,427,465

EXPLOSIVE MIXTURE FOR BLASTING
Miguel M. Gonzalez, Ha?ana, Cuba, assignor to Empress
Cubana Importadora de Materias Primasy Productos,

Vedado, Cuba
FUed Jul. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 281,729

Int. a.} C06B 45/00
U.S. a. 149—2 5 Claims

1. An explosive composition consisting essentially of O.S-30

percent by weight of a syrup selected from the group consist-

ing of sugar-cane syrup and beet-sugar syrup and 70 to 99.5

percent of ammonium nitrate.
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4,427,466

ADVANCED MONOPROPELLANTS
Joseph E. Flanagan, Woodland Hills, and Edgar R. Wilson, Simi

Valley, both of Calif., auignors to Rockwell International

Corporation, El Segundo, Calif.

Filed Jul. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,327

Int. a.^ C06B 25/34
U.S. a. 149-92 9 Gaims

1. A liquid monopropellant comprising a l-nitroxy-3-nitraz-

aalkane oxidizer, an energetic azido fuel, and a diluent.

4,427,467

LOW VISCOSITY AIR BREATHING MISSILE FUEL
George W. Burdette, Ridgecrest, Calif., and Lewis Hall, Chadds

Ford, Pa., assignors to The United States of America as repre-

sented by the Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Apr. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 373,080

Int. a.3 D03D 23/00
U.S. a. 149—109.4 2 Gaims

1. A fuel composition comprising:

about 50 to 75% by weight exo-tetrahydrodicyclopentadi-

ene and about 25 to 50% by weight tetrahydromethylcy-

clopentadiene dimer.

4,427,468

CURABLE PROPELLANT BINDING SYSTEMS WITH
BONDING AGENT COMBINATION

Gonzague L. Duchesne, and Guy Perrault, both of Ste-Foy,

Canada, assignors to Her Mi^esty the Queen in right of Can-
ada, Ottawa, Canada
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 803,992, Jun. 6, 1977,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 663,214,

Mar. 3, 1976, abandoned. This application Mar. 21, 1978, Ser.

No. 888,542

Gaims priority, application Canada, Jan. 16, 1976, 243569;

Dec. 13, 1977, 292954; Norway, Jan. 4, 1977, 770011

Int. G.3 C06B 45/10
U.S. G. 149—19.9 17 Gaims

/ /
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/
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1. A curable binder system for use in forming a castable

composite propellant which comprises:

(i) a hydroxy-terminated butadiene polymer of the formula

T
HO

—

r(CH2—CHssCH—CH2) 2—rCH2—CH-

CH=

2—rCH2-CH
Y

I CH=CH2

—{CH2—CH=CH—CH2)rT-OH

J-

wherein n has a value of 57 to 65,

(ii) a diisocyanate curing agent,

(iii) a bonding agent of

(a) an aziridine polyester, wherein the azindine polyester

is the reaction product of tris-(2-methyl azindmyl-I)
phosphine oxide and a diacid selected from the group
consisting of a straight chain diacid of the formula

HOC)C(CH2),COOH.

wherein x is 2 to 8, and a substituted diacid of the for-

mula

HOOC CH(R) (CH2)/:H(Ri)COOH

in which R and R
i
may be the same or different and are

H or OH, and y is to 6, the phosphine oxide being

reacted m an amount of one mole per carboxy equiva-

lent of the acid, and

(b) an amine polyester polymer denved from N-methyl-

diethanolamine and sebacic acid,

wherein the aziridine polyester (a) is present in an amount
of 0.1-1% by weight of the total binder, and the amine
polyester (b) is present in an amount of 1 to 5% by
weight of total binder, and

(iv) an antioxidant composed of a mixture of about 75-25%
by weight of N-phenyl, N'-(l,3-dimethylbutyl)-p-pheny-

lene diamine or N-phenyl, N'-cyclohexyl-p-phcnylene

diamine and 25-75% by weight of di-tert-butylhydroqui-

none, the total amount of antioxidant present in an amount
of about 1% by weight of the hydroxy-terminated polybu-
tadiene polymer (i).

11. A castable propellant composed of a curable binder

system which comprises

(i) a hydroxy-terminated butadiene polymer of the formula

HO—r(CH2-CH=CH-CH2) 2

—

tCH:—CH

1 T CH=CH2

—(CH2—CH=CH—CH2)

T
wherein n has a value of 57 to 65,

(li) a diisocyanate curing agent, and

(iii) a bonding agent system of

(a) an aziridine polyester, wherein the aziridine polyester

is the reaction product of tris-(2-methyl aziridinyl-1)

phosphine oxide and a diacid selected from the group
consisting of a straight chain diacid of the formula

HOOC(CH2)^COOH, wherein x is 2 to 8. and a substi-

tuted diacid of the formula HOOC CH(R)
(CH2)/:H(Ri)COOH in which R and Ri may be the

same or different and are H or OH, and y is to 6, the

phosphine oxide being reacted in an amount of one mole
per carboxy equivalent of the acid, and

(b) an amine polyester polymer derived from N-methyl-

diethanolamine and sebacic acid,

wherein the aziridine polyester (a) is present in an amount
of 0.1-1% by weight of the total binder, and the amine
polyester (b) is present in an amount of 0.1 to 0.5% by
weight of total binder, and

(iv) an antioxidant composed of a mixture of about 75 to

25% by weight of N-phenyl-N'-{1.3-dimethyl-butyl)-p-

phenylene diamine or N-phenyl-N'-cyclohexyl-p-pheny-

lene diamine, and 25 to 75% by weight of di-tert.-butylhy-

droquinone, said binder having dispersed therethrough

finely divided ammonium perchlorate as oxidizer present

in an amount of from 68 to 88% by weight of the total

propellant and finely divided aluminum present in an

amount of from to 20% by weight of the total propel-

lant.
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4,427,469

METHODS OF AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING
PLASnC-TO-CONDUCTOR ADHESION OF

PLASTIC-INSULATED, TINNED CONDUCTORS
Rayaond K. Swartz, Lilburn, Ga., and Hortt L. Woellner,

Onaha, Ncbr^ aarignon to Western Electric Co., Inc., New
York, N.Y.

CoatianatioB of Ser. No. 237,182, Feb. 23, 1981, abandoned.

This appUcation Nov. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 442,823

Int a.3 HOIB 13/06

MS. a. 156—50 3 Claims

1. A method of making an insulated conductor having a

metallic coating between a conductor and an insulative cover
wherein the coating has a substantially smooth outer surface

and a controlled adhesion to the insulative cover, said method
comprising the steps of:

moving an elongated conductor having a circular crosssec-

tion along a path of travel, said conductor being made of
a first metallic material and being covered with a coating

of a second metallic material which has a melting point

that is substantially less than that of the first metallic and
which has a thickness that is substantially less than the

diameter of the conductor;

drawing the coated conductor to reduce its diameter; pi
annealing the drawn coated conductor by heating the

coated conductor to increase substantially its temperature
and by cooling the coated conductor, the temperature to

which the coated conductor is heated causing said coating
to reflow and roughen the outer surface of the coated
conductor; then

reshaping the coating on the annealed conductor without
changing the cross-sectioned area of the conductor by
passing the conductor through the opening of a die after it

has been heated and after it has been cooled to provide a

coated conductor having a substantially smooth outer
surface;

covering the coated conductor with a plastic insulation

material to form an insulative cover having a thickness

which is substantially greater than that of said second
metallic material and having an adhesion to said outer
surface of said coated conductor which is within a prede-
termined range of values and which is substantially uni-

form along the length of the conductor; and
taking up the insulated conductor wherein the step of re-

shaping the metal coating with said die removes protru-
sions which would otherwise cause undesirably strong

and nonuniform adhesion between said outer suriface and
said insulative cover.

4,427,470

VACUUM MOLDING TECHNIQUE FOR
MANUFACTURING A VENTRICULAR ASSIST DEVICE
Wilkin J. Kolff, Salt Lalie Gty, Utah, assignor to University of

Utah, Salt Lake Qty, Utah
Filed Sep. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 298,420

Int. a? A6\¥ 1/24 .

UA a. 156—73.1 '

26 Qaims
1. A method of manufacturing an artificial ventricle which

comprises a housing and a pumping membrane which divides
the interior of said housing into a ventricular blood chamber

and a drive fluid pumping chamber, the method comprising the
steps of:

(a) preparing a convex mold having the same shape as the
desired artificial ventricle;

(b) vacuum forming a thin layer of thermoplastic polymer
over a portion of a first side of said mold;

(c) turning the mold over and vacuum forming a thick layer
of thermoplastic polymer over said mold so as to form the
ventricular blood chamber portion of the artificial ventri-

cle;

(d) vacuum forming a second thicker layer of thermoplastic
so as to form the drive fluid pumping chamber portion of
said housing on a second side of said mold;

(e) supporting the portion of said housing vacuum formed in

step (d) on a pedestal and vacuum forming a thin layer of

thermoplastic polymer onto said portion of the housing so
as to form the drive fluid pumping chamber of said artific-

ial ventricle;

(0 assembling together the thin layers of thermoplastic poly-
mer vacuum formed in steps (b) and (e) so as to form a
double layer pumping membrane;

(g) vacuum forming a third, thicker layer of thermoplastic
polymer which fits over the assembly of step (0;

(h) bonding the periphery of the thermoplastic layer vacuum
formed in step (g) to the periphery of the thermoplastic
layer vacuum formed in step (d) so as to enclose the ven-
tricular blood chamber and drive fluid pumping chamber
formed in steps (c) and (e) in a housing; and

(i) removing the convex mold used to form the ventricular

blood chamber in step (c).

4,427,471

METHOD OF MAKING COMPOSITE SPIN WELDED
COUPLER CARRIER ASSEMBLY

OsTaido F. Chierici, Geneva, 111., assignor to Holland Co., Ge-
neva, 111.

Division of Ser. No. 139,439, Apr. 11, 1980, Pat. No. 4,345,689.

This application Dec. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 333,817

Int. a.3 B23K 19/02; B29C 37/08
U.S. a. 156—73.5 5 Claims

190 61

1. The method of securing a planar portion of a metal plate

to a polymer body having a flat surface against which the metal

plate portion is to be secured, said method comprising:

forming in the metal plate portion a plurality of spaced apart

circular apertures of like and similarly oriented side edg-

ing configuration that is other than right at the larger ends

of said apertures in which the smaller ends of said aper-

tures are all at the same side of the plate portion,

supporting the body against gravity with its said surface

facing upwardly,

resting the plate portion on said body surface with said side

of the plate portion engaging said body surface,

and as to each plate portion aperture.
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taking a disc formed from the same polymeric material as
said body and a thickness exceeding by a predetermined
amount that of the plate portion, and a diameter equaling
the smaller end of the aperture,

resting such disc on the body surface within the smaller end
of the respective plate portion apertures,

and while pressing the disc against the body surface, spin-
ning the disc about its axis to through friction heat the disc
to fluidize the interface between the disc and the body
surface and effect radial outward flow of the disc into
direct contact bearing relation with the plate portion
aperture edging, and when the disc is subject to drag at
the plate portion aperture edging due to said direct
contact bearing relation therewith, ceasing spinning of the
disc,

and using the body as a heat sink for drawing off heat from
the fluidized portions of the disc and body surface for
effecting solidification of such fluidized portions for mak-
ing the disc integral with said body surface and keying
said body to said plate planar portion.

4,427,472

APPLIQUE METHOD
Rosemary Trager, 1120 Elm St., Chillicothe, Mo. 64601

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,360
Int. a.3 B28B 7/08

U.S. a. 156-93 3 Claims

Oa 'gg ^^20

1. A process of applying a plurality of fabric pieces to a
background fabric in accordance with a design of a primary
pattern for simulating said design on said background fabric
using said fabric pieces, said pattern including a plurality of
component portions forming said design, said process compris-
ing the steps of:

producing a secondary pattern which bears a mirror image
of said design, said secondary pattern including a plurality
of neighboring secondary pattern component portions
bordered by secondary pattern outlines;

adhering said secondary pattern to the underside of said
background fabric;

preparing segments of fabric corresponding to said primary
pattern component portions, each of said fabric segments
being larger than its corresponding primary pattern com-
ponent portion so that a fabric piece having essentially the
same size as said corresponding primary pattern compo-
nent portion can be formed therefrom;

using said secondary pattern adhered to said underside of
said background fabric to position at least one of said
fabric segments on the upperside of said background fab-

ric so that said fabric segment is at least coextensive with
a corresponding secondary pattern component portion on
the underside of said background fabric;

temporarily securing said fabric segment to said upperside of
said background fabric;

sewing said fabric segment to said background fabric by
stitching along said secondary pattern outlines which
border the corresponding secondary pattern component
portion for said fabric segment, said stitching being done
with a first thread;

trimming said fabric segment sewn to said upperside of said

background fabric to remove excess portions thereof
which extend beyond the stitches produced by said sew-

ing with said first thread, thereby producing trimmed
fabric pieces; and,

using said stitches produced by sewing with said first thread
as guides for sewing further stitches, said further stitches
being used to secure said trimmed fabric pieces to said
upperside of said background fabric and where appropn-
ate to conceal said stitches made with said first thread.

4,427,473
BELT FOLDING MACHITVE AND METHOD

Daniel Shichman, Stow, aad George E. Eadcrt, Salem, both of
Ohio, assignors to NRM CorporatioB, Akron, Ohio

Continuation of Ser. No. 14,132, Feb. 22, 1979, abaodoocd. This
application Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,294

Int. a.' B29H 17/16
U.S. a. 156-130 60 Claims

It ' ) c . . it ^ //

56. A method for folding a tire component compnsing the
steps of:

(a) arranging the component around a cylindrical deck hav-
ing a relatively rigid pcnpheral edge with a cyimdncal
edge portion of the component extending axially out-
wardly beyond such peripheral edge of the deck,

(b) locating an annular inflatable bladder partially radially
underlying the deck adjacent such peripheral edge
thereof, and

(c) expanding the bladder to fold the cylindrical edge por-
tion of the component along a fold line defined by such
peripheral edge of the deck, and causing the bladder to
move axially inwardly to fold the cylindrical edge portion
of the component axially inwardly along such fold line to
overlie the adjacent circumferential portion of the compo-
nent, the bladder when expanding walking up the under-
side of the deck adjacent such peripheral edge thereof and
around such peripheral edge to efTect folding of the com-
ponent edge portion independently of any inextensible
element located at the fold and axially outside of such
peripheral edge.

4,427,474

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING AN AIR
CELL CUSHIONING PRODUCT

Gary W. Ottaviano, Bedford Heights, Ohio, assignor to Raapak
Corp., WiUoughby, Ohio

FUed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 333,042
The portion of the term of this patent snhseqncnt to Feb. 9, 1999,

has been disclaimed.

Int. a.J B32B 31/00, 3/28
U.S. a. 156—145 19 Claims

1. In a method of manufacturing air cell cushioning dunnage
material from a plurality of sheets of flexible thermoplastic.
single stratum film, of low melting point, low density material.
such as for instance polyethylene film, comprising the steps of.

heating a first of the sheets to a temperature sufficient for
providing for vacuum forming of the sheet on a forming drum.
and embossing said heated first sheet by feeding it onto the
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routing forming dnun having a plurality of recesses therein
and forming the air cells in the recesses on said forming drum
by vacuum, heating a second sheet of the thermoplastic film to
about the melting point of the second sheet, cooling the em-
bossed sheet while on said rotating drum by means of said

drum to a temperature below said vacuum forming tempera-
ture and to a temperature approaching the heat softening point
of said thermoplastic material and within a temperature range
which is no greater than 30 Fahrenheit degrees above the heat
softening point of said material, and then applying said second
sheet to said first sheet together with predetermined pressure,

whereby the residue heat in said second sheet causes a melting
of the confronting surface of the cooled embossed sheet suffi-

ciently in conjunction with said pressure, to cause a heat bond-
ing of said first and second sheets at the areas of engagement
while on the drum so as to seal the air cells in the formed
product, and then removing the formed product from the
forming drum.

15. In an apparatus for producing embossed air cell cushion-
ing dunnage from flexible thermoplastic single stratum sheet

stock, of low melting point, low density material, such as for

instance polyethylene film, comprising a rotatable forming
drum having a plurality of recesses formed in the surface

thereof for vacuum forming the air cells in a first sheet of the

thermoplastic material fed onto the rotating forming drum, a
first series of spaced rollers, spaced, with respect to said form-
ing drum and adapted for engagement with the first sheet, said

series of rollers having means provided for heating the first

sheet prior to its being fed onto said forming drum to a temper-
ature adequate to provide for vacuum thermoforming of the air

cells onto the first sheet on the forming drum, and a second
series of rollers, spaced from said first series and having means
adapted to heat a second of the thermoplastic sheets of stock
materials to a temperature at about the melting point of the
second sheet while engaging the second sheet, said forming
drum including means for cooling the first sheet while on said

forming drum during rotation of the latter, whereby the out-
wardly facing surface of the first sheet is cooled by said form-
ing drum to a temperature below the vacuum thermoforming
temperature of the first sheet and to a temperature approaching
the heat softening point of the thermoplastic sheet material,

and within a temperature range which is no greater than 30
Fahrenheit degrees above the heat softening point of the first

sheet, and means coacting with said second series of rollers for

pressurized application onto said routable forming drum of the
heated second sheet from said second roller series, with the
first sheet, whereby the residue heat in the second sheet will

cause a melting of the confronting outwardly facing surface of
the cooled embossed first sheet sufficiently in conjunction with
said pressure, to cause heat bonding of the fn^t and second
sheets at the areas of engagement while on said forming drum
during rotation thereof so as to seal the air cells in the formed
product, the point of application of the second sheet to the
cooled embossed first sheet on said forming drum by said

application means being a substantial peripheral distance from
the point of application of the first sheet to said routing form-
ing drum so that complete cooling of the first sheet including
both side surfaces thereof, can occur on said forming drum

prior to said application of the second sheet thereto, and a
peripheral distance at least as great as the radius of said form-
ing drum.

4,427,475

MANUFACTURE OF WRINKLE-FREE FLOUROPLASTIC
LAMINATED PANELS

Bela Molnar, London, Canada, iMigiior to ProtectiTC Plastics

Limited, Scarborongh, Canada
Continuation of Ser. No. 278,214, Jon. 29, 1981, abandoned.

Hiis appUcation Ang. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 412,811
Claims priority, appUcation Canada, May 11, 1981, 377261

Int a.} B32B 31/04
U.S. a. 156—163 6 Claim

1. In a process for manufacturing a laminated panel wherein
a plurality of layers are laminated together under heat and
pressure in a press having upper and lower platens, the upper-
most layer being a thin film of fluoroplastics material, the
improvement in which said film is suspended from the upper
platen between longitudinally spaced support means and
stretched longitudinally and laterally in a substantially hori-

zonUl plane spaced from the lower face of said upper platen,

the upper platen is lowered to bring the film into conUct with
the other layer of material while maintaining the spacing of the
film from the lower face of the upper platen, and the press

thereupon being closed to press the film into contact with the
adjacent layer of the laminate.

4,427,476

METHOD OF UTILIZING REQPROCATING CLAMP
APPARATUS TO THERMOFORM PLASTIC

CONTAINERS
Martin H. Becic, Brookline; Snppayan M. Kriihnakumar, and

leuan L. Harry, both of Nashua, all of N.H., assignors to The
Continental Group, Inc., Stamford, Conn.

FUed Oct. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 315,842

Int. a.3 B32B 1/10: B29C 17/04
U.S. a. 156—199 6 Claims

^U
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1. A method of forming containers comprising the steps of
providing two sets of mold units with each set including a
cavity unit and a plunger unit, each of said cavity units having
a cavity of a preselected shape and each of said plunger units

carrying a plunger of a shape substantially corresponding to

the shape of said cavity, mounting one unit of each mold unit

set for movement in unison wherein, when one of said mold
unit sets is closed, the other of said mold unit sets is open,
providing two continuous webs having at least portions
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thereof heated to forming temperature, feeding said heated
webs between units of respective ones of said mold unit sets,

and while forming conuiners from and integral with one of
said webs between closed units of one of said mold unit sets
advancing the other of said webs to remove newly formed
conuiners from the other of said mold unit sets and advancing
a heated new portion of said other web into alignment with
said other mold unit set.

4,427,477
METHOD FOR MAKING A LIPPED VAGINAL

CONTRACEPTIVE DIAPHRAGM
Hymen Milgrom, Chicago, III., assignor to Milex Products,

Incorporated, Chioigo, III.

Filed Mar. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 474,533
Int. a.3 A61F 5/46

U.S. a. 156-213 7 aums

disposing a plurality of wires in preselected positions in said

adhesive; and

exposing the adhesive to light of limited intensity and dura-
tion for curing the adhesive to a preselected depth sufTi-

cient to mainUin the wires registered in X and Y direc-
tions on the substrate, while permitting limited pliability

of the adhesive and consequent mobility of the wires in the
Z direction.

6. A process for making an encapsulated multi-layered cir-

cuit board, characterized by the steps of:

depositing on at least one side of a supporting substrate an
adhesive which is both photochemically and thermally
curable;

disposing a plurality of wires in preselected positions in said
adhesive;

exposing the adhesive to light for curing the adhesive beside
but not under the wires for mainUinmg the wires regis-

tered in X and Y directions while permitting limited pli-

ability of the adhesive and consequent mobility of the
wires in the Z direction;

laminating a plurality of such encapsulated circuit boards
together to form a multi-layered structure; and

as a part of or subsequent to the laminating step, subjecting
the structure to an irradiation dosage sufTicient to com-
pletely cure the adhesive for ngidly mainuining the wires
registered in the Z direction as well as in the X and Y
directions.

1. A method for making a cervical contraceptive diaphragm
assembly comprising the steps of:

forming an elastomeric vaginal diaphragm body, said body
configured with a central shell-like dome having an out-
wardly extending flange peripherally attached thereto,
said body having a annularly shaped generally planar lip

joined at the outer periphery thereof at all points there-
along to the outer peripheral edge of said flange to form
an annular chamber between said flange and an outer
annular portion of said lip, said lip being configured to
extend generally planariy inwardly beyond the juncture of
said flange and said dome;

providing a toroidally configured spring means and dispos-
ing same to lie completely within said annular chamber
and proximate to the outer wall thereof, so as to leave an
interior annular portion of said flange and an opposing
annular portion of said lip facing each other to form an
annular joining region along what is to be the inner margin
of said annular chamber;

sealing said lip to said flange along the margin of said annu-
lar chamber so as to seal the spring means therein.

2. TTie method of claim 1 wherein said elastomeric dia-

phragm body is initially partially cured to said setting condi-
tion, and said sealing step includes sealing said lip to said flange
through a body of curable material added along said margin,
and then partially curing the same, and then curing said assem-
bly to a subsUntially cured condition.

4,427,478

PROCESS FOR MAKING AN ENCAPSULATED QRCUIT
BOARD AND PRODUCTS MADE THEREBY

Barbwa D. Grant, and Carol R. Jones, both of San Jose, Calif.,

assignors to International Business Machines Corporation,
Annonk, N.Y.

FUed Jan. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,998
Int. a.» B05D 3/06; B21G 7/02: B65D 85/54: F16B 15/08

U.S. a. 156-275.5 6 Clainu
1. In a process for making an encapsulated circuit board, the

improvement which comprises the steps of:

depositing on at least one side of a supporting substrate an
adhesive which is photochemically curable;

4,4r,479
FLAT-PANEL DISPLAY AND METHOD OF

MANUFACTURE
Da?id Glaser, 1918 Raymond Dr., Northbrook, lU. 60062, and

Charles J. Whelcbel, 1564 Cove Dr., Prospect Heights, lU.

60070

Dirision of Ser. No. 182,782, Aug. 29, 1980, Pat. No. 4,339,482.
This application Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,547

Int. a.' HOIJ 9/26. 9/39
U.S. a. 156—286 7 a,in.

'" iiiLtil'".:.^
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1. A method of manufacturing a flat-panel display, compris-
ing the steps of

hermetically sealing an impervious flange to a continuous
area of one surface of a panel member, said area surround-
ing a viewing area of said panel member.

then positioning a display-producing structure against said

one face of said panel member over said viewing area,

then positioning an impervious sheet over said display pro-
ducing structure, and

then sealing said sheet to said flange along a continuous area

surrounding said display-producing structure.

2. A method according to claim 1 wherein said flange is

malleable, and comprising the further step of
reducing the pressure between said sheet and said panel
member below atmospheric,
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4427 480
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING THE
INNER SURFACE OF A PIPE LINE WITH A TUBULAR

LINING MATERIAL
TakMhl Kannro, Kawanki; Hisao Ohtsnga, Yokohanu; Hiro-

Shi Kinnira, and Takeshi Nakamura, both of Settsn, alJ of
Japan, assignors to Tokyo Gas Co. Ltd, Tokyo and Ashimori
ladnstry Co, Ltd, Osaka, both of, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 294,070, Aug. 18, 1981, abandoned.
This appUcation Jan. 20, 1983, Ser. No. 504,857

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Ang. 19, 1980, 55-114349
Int. a.J B29C 77/07

and causing at least a portion of said adhesive to be pulled
into said joint by virtue of the magnetic attraction be-

**
^̂s « J

U.S. a. 156—287

4— •;

17 Claims

PJ X

2. An apparatus for providing the inner surface of a pipe line
with a tubular lining material through a binder under fluid

pressure, which comprises (1) a pressure container, provided in

the rear end portion with an opening for the introduction of a
tubular lining material, in the front end portion with a mouth
piece for annularly fixing said tubular lining material thereto
and in any suiuble position with an inlet for pressurizing fluid,

(2) a driving unit for pushing said tubular lining material for-
ward through said pressure container, (3) a sealing device
positioned in said rear end opening, which comprises (a) an
externally rotauble rotary drum which rotates jointly with
said driving unit placed in such a manner that said drum rotates
on the path of said tubular lining material, said drum bemg
provided on the outer peripheral surface thereof with a plural-
ity of projections extending transversely parallel to the rota-
tional axis of said drum at definite intervals, (b) a sealing mem-
ber positioned above said roury drum and in close contact
with said projections to secure air-tightness, and (c) a squeez-
ing base positioned beneath said roUry drum to support said
tubular hning material thereon, with the curvature of both of
said sealing member and squeezing base being concentric with
said rotary drum, in such a manner that said tubular lining
material interposed between said rotary drum and said squeez-
ing base may be squeezed in an air-tight manner in at least two
adjacent positions at all times at said definite intervals with said
projections and a means for rotating said roUry drum jointly
with the movement of said driving unit. ,

le,' t

tween said one member and said particulate substance
dispersed throughout said adhesive.

4,427 482
METHOD FOR PRODUalsG PREPREG ROVINGS

Fumiyoshi Yamada, Kishiwada, and Shunichi Hiraishi, Sakai,
both of Japan, assignors to Dainippon Ink A Chemicals, Inc.,
Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 87,455, Oct. 22, 1979, abandoned. This
application Feb. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 236,178

Claims priority, appUcation Jnpan, Oct. 24, 1978, 53-129974:
Jul. 9, 1979, 54-85863

Int. a.3 C09J 5/02
U.S. a. 156-307J 9 Claims

^T^^ ~~~iPfz!d-^^

4,427,481
MAGNETIZED HOT MELT ADHESIVE AND METHOD

OF PREPARING SAME
Ray F. SmiUi, Blue Springs, and Edward J. Mullk, Kansas City,

bodi of Mo, assignors to R A D Chemical Company, Kansas
Qty, Mo.

Division of Ser. No. 881,173, Feb. 27, 1978. This appUcation Jan.
31, 1979, Ser. No. 7,922

Int a.5 C09J 5/00: C04B 35/04
UA a 156-306.6 4 cudm,

1. A method of sealing a joint between two members, at least
one of which is metallic, comprising the steps of:

providing a quantity of synthetic resin adhesive having a
particulate, permanently magnetized substonce dispersed
within and throughout the entirety of the synthetic resin,
said substance serving to give the adhesive a substantially
permanent, net magnetic field; and

placing said adhesive in covering relationship to said joint
and in adhering magnetic contact with said one member.

1 A method for producing a fiber-reinforced plastic article,
which comprises disposing prepreg rovings, said prepreg rov-
ings being prepared by impregnating a composition comprising
an unsaturated polyester having a hydroxyl value of at least 20,
and a hydroxyl value/acid value ratio of at least 1.5, an unsatu-
rated monomer, and a polyisocyanate compound, the amount
of said polyisocyanate compound being such that the mole
ratio of the hydroxyl groups of the unsaturated polyester to the
isocyanate groups of the polyisocyanate compound is from 0.7
to 1.3, into a filamenury reinforcing material and heating the
impregnated reinforcing material at a temperature of 60* C. to
1 10° C. to react the unsaturated polyester with the polyisocya-
nate compound, between at least two plies of sheet molding
compound obtained by impregnating a composition compris-
ing an unsaturated polyester and an unsaturated monomer in
glass fibers and forming the impregnated product into a sheet;
and consolidating the resulting assembly under heat and pres^
sure.

4,427,483

MICROELECTRODE FABRICTING APPARATUS
Frederick Sachs, Buffalo, and Richard G. McGarrigle, Eggerts-

riUe, both of N.Y, assignors to The Research Foundation of
State UniTersity of New York, Albany, N.Y.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 326,386, Dec. 1, 1981,

abandoned. This appUcation Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,550
Int a.3 C23F 1/02, 1/00. 3/00: B44C 1/22

MS. a. 156-345 12 Claims
1. A microelectrode fabricating apparatus for automatic and

controlled removal of conductive material from the tip of a
microelectrode; comprising
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a power driven micromanipulator;
a microelectrode coated with a conductive material and

supported by said micromanipulator for movement there-
with;

a mercury bath in alignment with the coated tip of said
microelectrode;

control means for actuating said micromanipulator to move
said microelectrode tip into contact with said mercury;
and

sensing means responsive to said contact with said mercury
for actuating said control means whereby said microelec-
trode tip penetrates said mercury to a predetermined
depth for precise conductive material removal therefrom.

4,427,484

AUTOMATIC LABELING SYSTEM
AUaa M. Cameron, Jr., LaGraage, and Charles G. Middlcton,

Burbank, botii of lU, aiiigaon to Camtron Systems, Inc.,

Addison, lU.

FUed Jul. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 402,992
Int. a.i B44C 1/00

U,S. a. 156—361 27 Gaims

1. An automatic labeling system for applying an elongate
label to a preselected curved surface of each of a plurality of
objects which move in succession along a given path of travel

past a sutionary work station, said system comprising: label

applying means at said work station for applying said label to

each said curved surface; controllable feed means for feeding
said elongate labels to said applying means for application to

said curved surface at a controllable speed; guide means for

positioning said label applying means relative to each said

curved surface said guide means comprising, pivotally

mounted support means upon which said label applying means
is mounted, tracking means carried by said support means and
movable therewith for engaging and tracking the curved sur-

face of the objecu to which the labels are to be attached, and
biasing means urging said pivoully mounted suppori means
and said tracking means toward the path of travel of said
objecu to mainuin said tracking means in engagement with the
objects and properly position the label applying means with
respect to the curved surfaces of the objects to which labels are
to be applied; and control means for controlling the operation
and speed of said feed means and correspondingly the applica-
tion of said label to said curved surface in a predetermined
fashion.

4.427,485

ULTRASONICALLY BONDED HELICALLY
FABRICATED TUBING AND APPARATUS AND

METHOD FOR MAKING SAME
Thomas A. Kutnyak, Greenwood, and Donald L. Johnson, Abbe-

ville, both of S.C., assignors to Automation Industries, Inc.,

Greenwich, Conn.

Filed May 12, 1982, Ser. No. 377^80
Int. a.' B32B 31/00

U.S. a. 156—429 4 0^^^

P"- ^-r«

q
* ii- , J.

1. Ultrasonic apparatus for continuously forming flexible

tubing including at least one wire helix of a certain pitch cov-

ered by helically wrapped plastic tape compnsing;
(a) a frame,

(b) at least two rotauble mandrels cantilevered from said

frame about respective parallel axes arranged equidistant

from the centerline of the tubing to be formed thereon,

(c) drive means on said frame for positively rotating al least

one of said mandrels about its axis,

(d) wire-receiving circumferential grooves formed about the

respective mandrels and spaced apart longitudinally from
one mandrel to the next a distance determined by the pitch

of the helix to be formed,

(e) Upe-feeding means for drawing said Upe helically about

said mandrels with edge portions of the Upe overlapping,

(0 wire-feeding means for applying said wire about said

mandrels within said grooves so thai the wire helix it

formed and covered by said upe,

(g) one of said mandrels having at least one circumferential

anvil band located relative to its circumferential groove so

as to be beneath the overlapping upe edges drawn over
that mandrel,

(h) said anvil band including a plurality of longitudinally

spaced rings inset into the mandrel and having an outer

annular knurled surface co-planar with the mandrel sur-

face,

(i) at least one ultrasonic horn adjacent to and directed at the

routing anvil band, and

(j) transducer means for activating the ultrasonic horn to

fuse the overlapping Upe edges together
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4,427,486

APPARATUS FOR MOUNTING TRANSPARENCY HLM
LawrcMC E. Grwn, Borliogton, and Richard R. Wareham,

Marblcbead, both of Mam^ aMignora to Polaroid Corpora-
tkM, CaBbridse, Mali.

FUed Dec. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 334,088

lot CL^ B32B 31/18
US.a 156—517 3 Claims

1. Manually operable, compact apparatus for sequentially
cutting sections of a strip of film containing a plurality of
visible, individual images, and mounting the same in individual
frames for subsequent use in a slide projector, said apparatus
comprising:

means for supporting a film cassette having therein a roll of
film containing a plurality of sections, each of which
contains a visible image, each section including spaced
leading and trailing edges;

means for advancing a section of the film, leading edge first,

along a first plane while simultaneously unwinding the
film from the film cassette;

means for supporting a frame in the path of movement of the
leading edge of the section of the film and at an acute
angle to said first plane whereby the leading edge may
engage the frame and be deflected in a direction toward
and into a pair of open-ended guides formed in the frame;

means for maintaining the trailing edge of the section of the
film in said first plane during the deflection of the leading
edge, thereby stressing the section; and

means for severing the trailing edge of the section of the film

from the remainder of the strip of film whereby the sec-
tion of the film returns to an unstressed condition as the
severed trailing edge automatically snaps into engagement
with the frame.

4,427,487

NOVEL GLUING MACHINE
Ginaeppe Maaea, Marano Vicentiao, Italy, assignor to Off.
Mecc. F. lU Manca di Bortoiino e Ginseppe Manea A C. s.n.c.,

Marmo ViiicntiBO, Italy

FUcd Apr. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 370,942
Claiau priority, appUcation Italy, May 26, 1981, 85568 A/81

lot a.} B32B 31/04
VS. CL 156-546 2 Claims

er-^C-x:

heating and drying the glue (3), a supply of strips (4), said strips

being held on a predetermined plane along the machine, a
needle roller for removing the strips one by one, a container (6)
for the glue to be applied onto the strips, means for spreading
the glue onto the interior surface of the strips, second heating
means (7) for drying the glue applied on the strips, a plurality

of pressure rollers (8), which hold the strip adhering onto the
border of the panel being coated for a period of time sufficient

to achieve good adherence between the two parts being glued,
wherein the first heating means are lamps and the second
heating means comprises a jet of hot air.

4427488
METHOD OF MODIFYING THE LIGHT-REFLECHNG

PROPERTIES OF GLASS
Albert Serrais, Gerpinnes; Francois Toussaint, Montigny-le-Til-

leul, and Hugo Rogghe, Mol, all of Belgium, assignors to
Glaverbel, Brussels, Belgium

Filed Jul. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 396,254
Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Jul. 10, 1981,

8121367

Int. a.3 B44C 1/22; C03C 75/00, 25/06
U.S. a. 156-663 19 Claims

1 A method of modifying the light-reflecting properties of
the surface of a glass article by etching the surface with acid,

said method comprising: smoothly applying to the surface of
the article a uniform liquid film of acid which is sufficiently

thin so that quantities of the acid are prevented from flowing
across the surface of the article; and subsequently rinsing the

article.

4427 489
MIXING device'AND METHOD

Finn Jacobsen, Karlstad, Sweden, assignor to Kamyr AB, Karl-
stad, Sweden

FUed Jon. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 276,008
Claims priority, application Sweden, Aug. 19, 1980, 80058233

Int. a.3 BOIF 5/00. 7/00; D21C 9/10
U.S. a. 162—57 16 aaims

1. An automatic continuous gluing machine for the applica-
tion of the glue onto the border of a panel being coated and
onto the coating strip to be glued to the panel, which com-
prises means for advancing the panel, means (1) for the intro-

duction of the glue onto the border of the panel advancing
along the plane of operaton of the machine, first means for

1. Apparatus for effecting mixing of a fluid into a suspension,

or other fluid comprising:

a conduit having at least a portion thereof that is substan-

tially linear and substantially circular in cross-section;

a substantially smooth-faced circular disc having an area

substantially the same as, or slightly less than, the circular

cross-section portion of said conduit;

means defining a single through-extending opening in said
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disc extending therethrough in said conduit linear dimen-
sion, said opening having a small area compared to the
area of said disc and being located within a sector of 43* of
the disc cross-section;

means for mounting said disc for rotation in said conduit
substantially linear, substantially circular in cross-section
portion, about an axis of rotation substantialy concentric
with said conduit circular cross-section portion; and

means for introducing a fluid directly into said opening from
the interior of said disc.

10. A method of mixing a fluid into a suspension, comprising
the steps of:

(a) defining a flow path for the suspension past an area of
mixing fluid introduction;

(b) moving the suspension along the flow path so that prior
to and after the area of mixing fluid introduction it has a

velocity below fluidizing velocity;

(c) effecting turbulent fluidization, at any given time, of only
a small part of the suspension flowing in the flow path
adjacent the area of mixing fluid introduction at the area
of mixing fluid introduction;

(d) evenly and uniformly introducing mixing fluid into the
fluidized part of the suspension when fluidized; and

(e) progressively treating all parts of the suspension flowing
in the flow path so at some time substantially the entire

suspension flowing in the flow path will be subjected to

turbulent fluidization and fluid introduction.

4,427,490

DELIGNinCATION AND BLEACHING PROCESS FOR
LIGNOCELLULOSIC PULP WITH PEROXIDE IN THE

PRESENCE OF METAL ADDITIVES
Robert C. Eckert, King County, Wash., assignor to International

Paper Company, New York, N.Y.
Continuation of Ser. No. 139,658, Apr. 14, 1980, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 51,171, Jun. 22, 1979,

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 894,561, Apr. 7,

1978, abandoned. TUs application Apr. 13, 1981, Ser. No.
253,294

Int. CI.3 D21C 9/16
U.S. a. 162—78 8 Claims

3. A process for delignifying and brightening lignocellulosic

pulp comprising admixing lignocellulosic pulp with an aqueous
metal solution consisting essentially of about 0. 1 to about 5%
by weight, based on oven-dried pulp, of a peroxide, about 0.5

to about 20 mole percent, based on moles of the peroxide, of a

metal ion selected from the group consisting of tungsten, mo-
lybdenum, chromium, osmium and selenium, and sufficient

acid to maintain the pH of the resultant pulp slurry between
about I and about 7, the slurry having a consistency from about
1% to about 50%, and maintaining the pulp slurry at a temper-
ature between about 30' C. and about 100* C. until the perox-
ide is substantially consumed.

4,427,491

APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING THE DEPOSITION
OF A LIQUID ON TO A MOVING SURFACE

Bronislaw Radvan, Flackwell Heath; Vaughan W. Punton,
Beaconsfield, and Paul B. Trendall, High Wycombe, all of

England, assignors to The Wiggins Teape Group Limited,

England

Continuation of Ser. No. 123,763, Feb. 2, 1980, Pat. No.
4,345,970. This application May 18, 1982, Ser. No. 379,520
Qaims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Feb. 28, 1979,

7907124

Int. a.' D21F 1/02
VS. O. 162—299 7 Qaims

1. Apparatus for controlling the deposition of a liquid on to

a moving surface, comprising a reservoir having an outlet, a

lower surface of the outlet being adapted to be located above
and spaced apart from the moving surface, a guide member
downwardly extending from above and adjacent to the outlet

and having a convex!y curved underside, means for discharg-

ing a jet of liquid from the outlet on to the underside of the
guide member, the guide member being oriented for allowing
the liquid jet to flow unconstrained down the member on the
underside and for allowing a lower surface of the jet to be
exposed to ambient pressure until the direction of flow of the
jet approaches the direction of travel of the moving surface, an
end of the guide member remote from the reservoir outlet

being adapted to be maintained in a predetermined fixed

spaced relationship from the moving surface.

6. A head box assembly for controlling the deposition of a
liquid on to a moving wire of a paper making machine, com-
prising a head box having a slice, a lower surface of the slice

being adapted to be located above and spaced apart from the
moving wire, a guide member downwardly extending from
above and adjacent to the slice and having a convexly curved
underside, means for discharging a jet of paper making stock
from the slice on to the underside of the guide member, the
guide member being oriented for allowing the liquid jet to flow
unconstrained down the member on the underside and for

allowing a lower surface of the jet to be exposed to ambient

pressure until the direction of flow of the jet approaches the
direction of travel of the moving wire, an end of the guide
member remote from the slice adapted to be maintained in a

predetermined fixed spaced relationship from the moving wire.

7. An apparatus for preparing a multi-layer paper, compris-
ing a wire for carrying a paper web, means for moving said

wire, a headbox having an outlet, a lower surface of said outlet

being arranged above and spaced apart from the moving wire,

a guide member downwardly extending from above and adja-

cent to the outlet and having a convexly curved underside
surface, an end of the guide member remote from the outlet

being maintained in a predetermined fixed spaced relationship

from the moving wire, means for discharging a jet of liquid

from the outlet onto the underside of the guide member, the

guide member being oriented such that the jet flows uncon-
strained down the member on the underside with a lower
surface of the jet being exposed to ambient pressure until the

direction of flow of the jet approaches the direction of travel of
the moving wire to thereby deposit the liquid onto the moving
paper web to form a multi-layer paper.

4,427,492

EXTENDED NIP SHOE FOR A NIP IN A
PAPERMAKING MACHINE

Dennis C. Cronia, Rocktoa, lU., aaaigaor to Beloit Corporation,

Beloit, Wis.

Division of Ser. No. 267497, May 26, 1981. This appUcation

Apr. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 365J58
lat Q.J D21F 3/06. 3/08

VS. Q. 162—358 6 Claims
1. In a papermaking machine using a compliant transport

system to move a web of paper over a hydrodynamic ramp on
a hydrosutic shoe, the hydrostatic shoe including:

an open fluid reservoir;

means for pressurizing the fluid in the reservoir to exeri a

force against an opposing surface to form a nip between
the opposing surface and the pressurized fluid; and

means for advancing the hydrostatic shoe to exert pressure

on a compliant transport system passing between the

hydrosutic shoe and the opposing surface with which the

hydrostatic shoe forms a nip; the improvement comprises:

means for supplying lubricant to the interface of the hydro-
dynamic ramp and the compliant transport system; and

ramp means for gradually subjecting the compliant transport
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system to the pressure exerted by the hydrostatic shoe, the

ramp means comprising:

an innmning nip surface extending approximately 1.5° from
a line substantially tangent to a loaid arc, defined by the

hydrostatic shoe against the nip forming surface, through
a vertex of a wedge formed when the compliant transport

system simultaneously contacts the hydrostatic shoe and
the opposing surface with which the hydrostatic shoe
forms a nip;

•^^--r;-;::

I

an outrunning nip surface extended approximately 1.5° from
a line substantially tangent to the load arc, resulting from
the hydrostatic shoe against the nip forming surface,

through a vertex of a wedge formed when the compliant

transport system ceases to simultaneously contact the

hydrostatic shoe and the opposing surface with which the

hydrostatic shoe forms a nip; and

means for controllably distributing the release of the pres-

sure exerted by the hydrostatic shoe on side edge portions

of the compliant transport system.

4,427,493

APPARATUS FOR PRACTiaNG HEAT FLUX CONTROL
TECHNIQUE

John H. Barney, Golden, Colo., assignor to Tosco Corporation,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 20035, Oct. 24, 1980, Pat. No. 4,374,017.

This application Jun. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 389,061

IntrCI.3 ClOB 1/10. 49/20. 57/00
VJS. a. 202—100 ~ 3 Claims

1. An apparatus for optimizing the ratio of recycled heat-

carrying bodies to carbonaceous material in a system for ob-
taining combustible products from the carbonaceous material

by moving the recycled heat-carrying bodies in heat transfer-

ring proximity with the carbonaceous material, wherein the

heat-carrying bodies have a critical weight ratio of recycled
heat-carrying bodies to carbonaceous material, below which
chipping and cracking of such heat-carrying bodies may
readily occur, said apparatus comprising:

a retort;

means for supplying carbonaceous materia] to said retort at

a predetermined temperature;

means for supplying recycled heat-carrying bodies to said

retort, with the heat-carrying bodies being hotter than the

carbonaceous material by a predetermined temperature
difference;

means for moving said carbonaceous material and said heat-

carrying bodies in heat transferring proximity with one-
another in said retort;

means for establishing the weight ratio of heat-carrying

bodies to carbonaceous material supplied to said retort;

means for determining the difference in temperature be-

tween the heat-carrying bodies nd the carbonaceous mate-
rial being supplied to the retort; and

means for establishing said weight ratio at a level greater

than but substantially equal to said critical ratio for said

temperature difference obtained by solving the following
equations for R:

R^AU)+K(T-To)

U=Fc/T

where R is said weight ratio, f is an experimentally deter-

mined function, T is the temperature difference between
the heat-carrying bodies and the carbonaceous material, K
is an experimentally determined proportionality constant
determined by operating the process at different tempera-
ture differences with different weight ratios and observing
the chip formation in each case; To is an arbitrarily se-

lected reference temperature difference; U is the heat
transfer coefficient as a function of the weight ratio of
recycled heat-carrying bodies to carbonaceous material;

and Fc is the critical heat flux below which little or no
breakage or chipping occurs.

4,427,494

CHUCK DOOR FOR COKE OVEN PUSHER SIDE DOOR
AND HEAT RADIATION SHIELD

Roy Naevestad, Fanwood, assignor to Krupp Wilputte Corpora-
tion, Murray Hill, N.J.

Division of Ser. No. 234,965, Feb. 17, 1981, Pat No. 4,372,820.

This application Feb. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 350,054

Int. C\? ClOB 25/06, 25/16
U.S. a. 202—248 5 Claims

1. A chuck door of generally rectangular shape for closing a

leveling opening in a main door through which coke is pushed
out of the coking chamber of a coke oven battery, said chuck
door being of steel, movably mounted so as to engage a seat on
said main door, and having knife edge sealing means for engag-
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ing said seat on said main door in surrounding relation to said
leveling opening, said chuck door having a slot of generally
rectangular cross section in the face thereof surrounding the
leveling opening in said main door when the chuck door is

sealed thereon and a flat knife edge sealing strip tightly fitted in
said slot and driven therein by impaction, first screw means
engaged in tapped holes in the chuck door and contacting the
knife edge strip at intervals along its edge in said slot to adjust
the sealing strip to closely conform to the seat on said main
door, and second screw means engaged in tapped holes in the
chuck door and contacting the sealing strip at intervals along
its side to press it laterally against the side of said slot and lock
it in an adjusted position.

comprising the steps of electrically connecting at least a por-
tion of the circuitry of said printed circuit board in a first

electrode position of a first polarity, immersing said printed
circuit board into an electrolytic bath, immersing a second
electrode of the opposite polarity in said bath, passing a direct
electric current between said first electrode and said second

4,427,495

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR UPGRADING LOW
PRESSURE STEAM BRINES AND THE LIKE

Kenneth J. Masero, 600 Arboleda Dr., Los Altos, Calif. 94022
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 171,212, Jul. 21, 1980,

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 955,064, Oct. 26,
1978, abandoned. This appUcation Jul. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 394,561

Int. a.3 C02F 1/10. 1/20
U.S. a. 203-11 6 Qaims

DECtSIFIED

1. A method of converting aerated water containing dis-

solved salts and suspended solids into pure saturated steam
comprising: providing a source of superheated steam; directing
a flow of aerated water having dissolved salts and suspended
solids therein along a predetermined path; degasifying the
water as it flows along said path, said degasifying step includ-
ing scrubbing the water with a quantity of superheated steam
from said source; exerting a back pressure on the water before
it is degasified; pre^urizing and heating the water after it has
been degasified to a pressure at least 70% of the critical pres-
sure but less than the critical pressure and to a temperature of
at least 500° F. where the critical pressure is the pressure at

which the latent heat of vaporization is substantially zero;
moving the water and a quantity of the superheated steam from
said source into a mixing zone and into admixing relationship
with each other to increase the temperature of the water and
cause a major portion of the water to be vaporized and con-
verted to saturated steam while leaving only a residual amount
of water containing salts and other solids without substantially

condensing the superheated steam; separating the saturated
steam from the residual water containing the salts and solids,

said source being independent of the residual water separated
from the saturated steam; and recirculating at least a part of the
saturated steam from said mixing zone to said source of super-
heated steam.

4,427,496

METHOD FOR IMPROVING THE INSPECHON OF
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

George Katz, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to RCA Corporation,
New York, N.Y.

FUed Jan. 25, 1980, Ser. No. 115,379

Int a? COIN 27/26
U.S. a. 204-1 T 7 Qaims

1. A method for improving the optical examination of
printed circuit boards to determine the electrical continuity of
at least a portion of the circuitry on the printed circuit board

electrode through said electrolytic bath in an amount sufncient
to cause a change in the state of oxidation of the exposed
surface of the circuitry connected in the first electrode position
whereby the portion of the circuitry in continuous electncal
connection in the first electrode position is eiectrochemically
changed in color so as to be more easily optically distinguished
from a portion of the circuit not in electrical continuity.

4,427,497

METHOD FOR MAKING UNITARY, HOLLOW
STRUCTURES

Theodore A. Heinz, Simi Valley, Calif., assignor to Rockwell
International Corporation, El Segundo. Calif.

Filed Jan. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 226^07
Int. a.^ C25D 5/48. 7/08

U.S. a. 204—16 14 Claims

1. A method for making an arbitrarily shaped hollw unitary

structure, comprising the steps of:

applying an apertured mesh having inner and outer surfaces

to a supporting structure to define a cavity;

electroplating a deposit onto said mesh and said supportmg
structure in a plating solution, such that said deposit is

initially formed on both said outer and inner surfaces of
said mesh and on said supporting structure within said

cavity, thereby bonding said mesh and said supporting
structure until said mesh apertures are closed by said

deposit, at which point said electroplating substantially

ceases within said cavity, but said deposit continues to be
formed on said outer surface of said mesh to a desired
thickness.
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4,427,498

SELECTIVE PLATING INTERIOR SURFACES OF
ELECTIUCAL TERMINALS

Richard M. Wagner, Harriibnrg, Pa., assigaor to AMP Incorpo-

rated, Harriaborg, Pa.

CoBtiBiiatioii-iB-part of Ser. No. 361,956, Mar. 25, 1982, Pat.

No. 4,384,926. This appUcation Jan. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 458,005
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to May 20,

2000, has been disclaimed.

Int a.3 C25D 5/02. 17/00
VS. a. 204—26 12 Qaims

1. An apparatus for plating interior surfaces of electrical

terminals that are spaced apart and attached to a carrier strip,

that is utilized to strip feed the terminals, comprising:

a mandrel continuously rotated as strip fed electrical termi-

nals are continuously fed to the mandrel, partially

wrapped against the mandrel, and exited from the man-
drel,

the mandrel being turreted with a plurality of nozzles dis-

tributed about the mandrel's axis of rotation,

anode-spreaders mounted within the nozzles, for reciproca-

tion into and out of the interiors of the terminals that are

against the mandrel,

a conduit supplying plating solution under pressure through
the nozzles and upon the anode-spreader,

the nozzles injecting plating solution into the interiors of the

terminals in which the anode-spreaders are received,

a source of electrical potential for supplying electrical cur-

rent flow from the anode-spreader through the plating

solution and into the interiors of the terminals in which the

anode-spreaders are received, and
the anode-spreaders being constructed for retraction from

the interiors of the terminals.

4,427,499

PROCESS FOR SURFACE TREATMENT OF STAINLESS
STEEL SHEET

Tomoge Hitomi, Ageo; Talcehisa Konishi, Kawasalci; Tetsutaro

Ogushi, and Kazuaki Hatalceyama, both of Tokyo, all of
Japan, assignors to Nippon Kinzoku Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Jul. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 288,183

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 4, 1981, 56-85952

Int a.' C25D 11/36, 11/38
VJS. a. 204—27 11 Qaims

1. A process for surface treatment of a stainless steel sheet

comprising dipping a stainless steel sheet having a bright an-

nealing film or a passive film in a treatment solution and car-

ring out cathodic treatment under conditions of 1 to 600 A-
sec/dm2 integrated current density and 0° to 90° C. solution

temperature, said treatment solution containing 0. 1 to 50.0%
by weight of phosphoric acid, 0.1 to 10.0% by weight of

chronic acid, and 0. 1 to 2% by weight of sodium silicate.

6. A process for surface treatment of a stainless steel sheet by
dipping such a sheet having a bright annealing film or a passive

film in a treatment solution and carrying out cathodic treat-

ment thereof comprising the steps of performing said cathodic

treatment in two steps, the first step comprising dipping a

stainless steel sheet having a bright annealing film or a passive

film in a treatment solution containing 0.1 to 50.0% by weight
of phosphoric acid, 0.1 to 10.0% by weight of chromic acid,

and 0. 1 to 2.0% by weight of a member selected from the

group consisting of magnesium oxide, sodium silicate and
mixtures thereof and carrying out cathodic treatment under
the conditions of 1 to 600 A-sec/dm^ integrated current density

and 0* to 90* C. solution temperature, and a second step com-
prising dipping the stainless steel sheet treated in the first step

in a treatment solution containing 0.1 to 70% by weight of
phosphoric acid and 0. 1 to 10.0% by weight of a molybdate
and carrying out cathodic treatment under the conditions of 1

to 600 A-sec/dm^ integrated current density and 10° to 90° C.

solution temperature.

4,427,500

METHOD FOR PRODUCING AN ALUMINUM SUPPORT
USEFUL FOR LITHOGRAPHY

Stephan J. Platzer, New Brunswick, NJI., assignor to American
Hoechst Corporation, Somenille, NJ.

FUed Mar. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 357,927

Int. a.3 G03C 1/60. 1/94; B41N 3/04
U.S. a. 204—33 9 Qaims

1. A method for producing a substrate for a lithographic

printing plate from an aluminum or aluminum alloy sheet

which comprises treating at least a portion of the surface of
said sheet so as to impart to it a perpendicular center-line

roughness value (R) of ^0.10^ and then graining said portion

such that the surface which has been grained comprises pits

and:

(i) a distribution of pit diameters such that the arithmetic

mean of the pit diameters (Da) is in the range of about
0.5^DaS4.0;i;and

(ii) at least about 99% of all pits have a diameter
{D99)^10^i;and

(iii) a pit diameter directionality (Dd)^ about 10%; and
(iv) a total non-pitted surface area (A) of said plate having

eitherno pits or pits with a diameter of less than or equal

to 0.5 fi, of less than about 20% of said surface area; and
(v) a center-line average roughness (Ra) of said surface in

the range of from about 0.2 to about 1.4/1; and
(vi) a roughness directionality (Rd)^ about 10%.

4,427,501

METHOD OF MANUFACTURE OF ARTinCIAL TEETH
Olbert W. Rogers, 70 Gymea Bay Rd., Gymea, New South
Wales 2227, Australia

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 28,930, Apr. 11, 1979,
abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 939,055,
Sep. 1, 1978, abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No.

722,291, Sep. 10, 1976, Pat. No. 4,125,442. This application Aug.
24, 1981, Ser. No. 295,258

Int. a.J A61C 5/08
U.S. Q. 204—37 R 10 aaims

1. A method for use in constructing a composite metal-por-

celain tooth and/or bone reconstruction wherein porcelain is

bonded to a basis metal, the method comprising the steps of:

(1) providing a substrate of the basis metal, the basis metal

being selected from gold, platinum, palladium, silver and
alloys thereof;

(2) depositing on the substrate a coating of a second metal

which is different from the substrate and is selected from
gold, platinum and palladium;

(3) surface treating said coating by depositing thereon a thin

layer of a third metal selected from iron, tin, zinc, copper,

cobalt and indium;

(4) effecting a heat treatment so as to bond said third metal

to said second metal coating and to provide on an outer

surface of said third metal an oxide layer thereof,

(5) providing a layer of a porcelain paste on said oxide layer,

and

(6) effecting a further heat treatment so as to fire said porce-

lain paste to form a porcelain layer and to bond the porce-

lain layer to said oxide layer, whereby the bonding
strength between said porcelain layer and said second
metal coating is augmented by the presence of said oxide

layer.

4,427,502

PLATINUM AND PLATINUM ALLOY
ELECTROPLATING BATHS AND PROCESSES

Joseph A. Abys, Bridgewater, NJ., assignor to Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, NJ.

FUed Not. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,180

Int a.J C25D 3/52. 3/56
VJS. a. 204—44 25 Claims

1. A process for electroplating a metallic substance on a
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surface, said metallic substance comprising platinum, compris-
ing the step of passing current through a cathode, an electro-
plating bath and an anode with cathode potential great enough
to electroplate platinum, said electrochemical bath having
conductivity greater than 10-3 mho-cm ^^j p^ greater than 7
characterized in that the electroplating bath comprises an
aqueous solution of platinum-aliphatic polyamide complex in

which the aliphatic polyamine has from 3 to 20 carbon atoms
and substituents are selected from the group consisting of
hydrogen, hydroxide, chloride and bromide, the concentration
of platinum-aliphatic polyamine complex is between 0.005
molar and saturation and the platinum in the platinum-aliphatic
polyamine complex is in a divalent state.

2. The process of claim 1 in which at least 90 mole percent
of the metallic substance consists of an alloy, said alloy consist-
ing of at least 10 mole percent platinum, remainder at least one
metal selected from the group consisting of silver, copper,
nickel, cobalt, gold, ruthenium, rhodium and iridium.

4,427,503

METHOD FOR REDUONG THE ACID CONTENT OF A
NITRIC ACID SOLUTION BY USING ELECTROLYSIS

CURRENT
Michael Heilgeist Linkenheim, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to Kemforschungszentnim Karlsruhe GmbH, Karlsruhe, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 328,668
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 19,

1980, 3047988

Int a.3 C25B 7/00
U.S. a. 204-101 3 Qaims

U-"!*-

i-TL

1. Process for reducing the acid content of a nitric acid
solution by using an electrolysis current which is capable of
reducing HNO3 at the cathode, comprising

(a) dividing the nitric acid solution into a first volume por-
tion and a second volume portion;

(b) reducing the first volume portion electrolytically to form
a reaction product containing ammonium nitrate (AN);

(c) reducing the second volume portion electrolytically to

form a reaction product in the form of nitrous gases NO;,,
essentially NO and/or NO2; and

(d) bringing together the reaction products from step (b) and
from step (c), and reacting them at a temperature in the
range from 50° C. to below the boiling point of the solu-

tion resulting from the bringing together of the reaction

products by heating the resultmg solution.

(a) vaporizing and heating water to superheated steam;
(b) electrolyzing the superheated steam in a high tempera-

ture electrolysis cell to oxygen and hydrogen;
(c) reacting said hydrogen with atmospheric nitrogen

thereby forming ammonia by the Haber-Bosch process;
and

(d) oxidizing said ammonia to nitric oxide and water vapor in

the anode of said electrolytic cell with the oxygen pro-
duced by said electrolysis.

4,427,505

APPARATUS FOR RECOVERING METALS FROM
SOLUTION

WiUiam J. Sterens, 23/25 Woodstock St., Bondi Juncton, New
South Wales, 2022, Australia

PCT No. PCT/AU81/00008, § 371 Date Jul. 23, 1981, § 102(e)
Date Jul. 23, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/02028, PCT Pub.
Date Jul. 23, 1981

PCT Filed Jan. 15, 1981, Ser, No. 287,732
Qaims priority, appUcation Australia, Jan. 17, 1980, PE203S

Int. a.3 C25C 1/20. 7/00
U.S. Q. 204-109 14 Qidms
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4,427,504

PROCESS FOR THE CONTINUOUS PRODUCTION OF
NITRIC OXIDE (NO)

Samuel Stuck!, Baden, Switzerland, assignor to BBC Brown,
Boveri A Company, Limited, Baden, Switzerland

FUed Jan. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 344,034
Qaims priority, appUcation Austria, Feb. 25, 1981, 872/81

lot Q.J C25B 1/00. 1/12
VJS. Q. 204—101 8 Qaims

1. A process for the production of nitric oxide from ammo-
nia produced by the Haber-Bosch synthesis, comprising:

1. An electrolytic metal recovery unit of the continuous type
for recovering metal from a meUl rich electrolyte comprising
at least three plating-out cells arranged in cascade and having
means connecting the cells for supplying spend electrolyte

from cells of higher order as the feed material for cells of lower
order and means to operate said cells at similar voluges, the

cell of highest order having a greater number of electrode seu
than any succeeding cell.

4,427,506

AC ETCHING OF ALUMINUM CAPACITOR FOIL
Trung H. Nguyen, WUliamstown; John J. RandaU, Jr., and AUaa

B. McPherson, both of North Adams, aU of Masa., assignors
to Sprague Electric Company, North Adams, Mass.

FUed Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 422,931

Int. Q.' C25F 3/00. 5/00
U.S. Q. 204-129.4 4 Claims

1. In a process for the etching of aluminum capacitor foil
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comprising passing said foil under the influence of alternating 4,427,509
current through hydrochloric acid-based electrolyte contain- LIGHT DRIVEN PHOTOCATALYTIC PROCESS
ing at least one additive selected from the group consisting of Norman N. Lichtin, Newton Center, Mass., aadgnor to Atlantic

phosphoric, nitric, and tartaric acids, the hydrochloric acid

concentration being 0.5 to 1.5 M, the concentration of said

U lU 41
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Richfield Company, Loa Angelca, Calif.

FUed May 3, 1982, Scr. No. 374,446

Int a.3 BOIJ 19/12
U.S. a. 204—157.1 R 20 Claims

1. A method for the light driven photocatalytic reduction of
molecular nitrogen to at least one nitrogen containing com-
pound which comprises contacting silicon with a hydrogen
containing material and nitrogen in the absence of separate

physical electrolyte and electrodes, and conducting said con-
ucting in the presence of light so that the energy of reduction
is essentially supplied by said light.

*»

additive being O.I to 0.3 M, the frequency of said alternating

current being 10 up to 15 Hz, and the temperature being 24° to
37* C, the addition of 200 to 500 ppm sulfate to the etchant

permits etching of 3.0 to 5 mil thick foil for the production of
foil for higher voltage use than that obtained with the same
electrolyte in the absence of sulfate.

4,427,507

PROCESS FOR THE SEPARATION OF GLYCOL FROM
AN ELECTROLYTE-CONTAINING AQUEOUS

SOLUTION
Andreas B. Tan Aken; Petrua B. J. ?an Diepen, and Jeffrey B.

Pedley, all of Amsterdam, Netherlands, assignors to Shell Oil
Company, Houston, Tex.

FUed Oct. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 433,065
Qaims priority, application Netherlands, Mar. 22, 1982,

8201174

Int. a.3 BOID li/02
U.S. a. 204—151 5 aaims

1. In a process for recovering a glycol having two OH
groups from an aqueous glycol electrolyte-containing solution

comprising introducing said aqueous glycol solution as feed

into the depletion compartment of an electrodialytic cell, intro-

ducing an electrolyte solution into an anode compartment and
a cathode compartment of said electrodialytic cell, said cath-

ode compartment being separated from said depletion com-
partment by a cation selective membrane, said depletion com-
partment being separated from the anode compartment by an
anion selective membrane, passing a current through said

4,427,510
LIGHT DRIVEN PHOTOCATALYTIC PROCESS

Norman N. Lichtin, Newton Center, and Kalambella M.
Vgayakumar, Allston, both of Mass., assignors to Atlantic
Richfield Company, Los Angeles, Calif.

FUed May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374,560
Int. a.3 BOIJ 19/12

U.S. a. 204—157.1 R 13 Claims
1. A method for the light driven photocatalytic reduction of

nitrogen to at least one nitrogen-containing compound which
comprises contacting one metal compound selected from the
group consisting of cobalt oxides, La-Fe-Oxide, La-Ni-Oxide,
Pt-La-Ni-Oxide, La-Co-Oxide, lead oxides, chromium oxides,
tungsten oxides, molybdenum oxides, praseodynium oxides,
neodymium oxides, silica, boiling chips, and a mixture of iron

oxides, with nitrogen or a nitrogen-containing gas in the pres-

ence of a reducing agent and in the absence of separate physi-
cal electrolyte and electrodes, and conducting said contacting
in the presence of light having a wave length greater than 420
nanometers so that the energy of reduction is essentially sup-
plied by said light.

4,427,511

PHOTO-INDUCED ELECTRON TRANSFER METHOD
Roland Wohlgemuth, 2823 HiUegass Are., Berkeley, CaUf.

94705, and Melvin Calvin, 2683 Buena Vista Way, Berkeley,
Calif. 94708

FUed Aug. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 407,494

Int. a.3 BOIJ 19/12
U.S. a. 204—157.1 R 17 Claims

14. A method for improving photo-energy induced electron

transfer comprising associating a photosensitizer metal com-
plex-surfactant and an electron donor metal complex-surfact-

electrodialytic cell at a direct voltage in the range between ant with an hydrophobic medium, said hydrophobic medium
and 4.5 volt and raising the mole ratio of glycol to electrolyte having an oxidizable organic reactant also associated there-
in said aqueous glycol solution in said depletion compartment, with, contacting the hydrophobic medium with an aqueous
andsubsequently removing a substantial part of the water from medium having an electron acceptor dissolved therein, said

said aqueous glycol solution, the improvement comprising that hydrophobic medium forming a phase boundary at the aqueous
in the electrodialysis cell membrane pairs are used the sum of medium interface and wherein the photosensitizer metal com-
whose electroosmotic fluxes is less than 300 g/F.

4,427,508 '

UGHT DRIVEN PHOTOCATALYTIC PROCESS
Norman N. Lichtin, Newton Center, Mass., assignor to Atlantic

Richfield Company, Los Angeles, Calif.

FUed May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374,445

Int. a.3 BOIJ 19/12
U.S. a. 204—157.1 R 20 Claims

1. A method for the light driven photocatalytic reduction of
carbon dioxide or the bicarbonate ion to at least one compound
which comprises contacting silicon with a hydrogen contain-
ing materia] and at least one of carbon dioxide and the bicar-

bonate ion in the absence of separate physical electrolyte and
electrodes, and conducting said contacting in the presence of to its original state, contacting the oxidized electron donor
light so that the energy of reduction is essentially supplied by with the aqueous medium to thereby form an oxygen coor-
*"* "8lit. dinated-electron donor complex, contacting the oxygen coor-

plex portion of the photosensitizer metal complex-surfactant

and the electron donor metal complex portion of the electron

donor metal complex-surfactant lie within the phase boundary
and further wherein the hydrophobic medium produces a

negatively charged phase boundary, contacting the photosen-
sitizer with photo-energy to thereby activate said photosensi-

tizer, transfering an electron from the activated photosensitizer

to the electron acceptor to thereby negatively charge said

electron acceptor and repel the charged electron acceptor
from the negatively surface charged phase boundary, catalyz-

ing a reaction between the negatively-charged electron accep-
tor and the aqueous medium to release elemental hydrogen
therefrom, transfering electrons from the electron donor metal

complex-surfactant to the electron deficient photosensitizer to

oxidize the electron donor and reduce the photosensitizer back
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dinated-electron donor complex with the oxidizable organic
reactant to oxygenate said organic reactant and reduce said

electron donor.

4,427,512
WATER DECOMPOSITION METHOD AND DEVICE

USING IONIZATION BY COLLISION
Tay-Hec Han, 202, 6 dong Gangnam Apt, Banpo 2 dong, Gang-
nam-Gu, Seoul, Rep. of Korea

Continuation of Ser. No. 167,147, Jul. 8, 1980, abandoned. This
application Aug. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404,407

Int. Q\? BOIK 1/00
U.S. a. 204-164 6 Qaims

L
r^

v>

Uah voltaa

irradiation being larger than the band gap between the
valance band and the conduction band of said substrate,

AT
I ** . . * „

]•

n \ct<,r»t,^,i<i\

1. A water decomposition method utilizing ionization by
collision, said method comprising the steps of:

providing a solid dielectric container formed from a material

having a substantially higher dielectric constant than that

of water and capable of withstanding voltages greater

than about 20 Kv without electrical or physical break-

down, said container having a liquid-receiving space;

positioning a pair of electrodes on opposite sides of the

outside of said liquid-receiving space of said container;

filling the liquid-receiving space of said solid dielectric con-
tainer with water characterized by a covalent bond;

applying a continuous volUge greater than about 20 Kv to

said solid dielectric container and across said electrodes to

subject said water to a strong electric field strength ex-

ceeding the covalent bond strength thereof;

wherein said water is decomposed continually, by ionization

by collision, into hydrogen and oxygen for so long as the
voltage is applied to said electrodes;

collecting the hydrogen and oxygen gases that are evolved;
and

continuously refilling said liquid-receiving space with water
to maintain a predetermined quantity of water therein as

decomposition occurs.

whereby said monomer forms a polymer on said surface in said

irradiated region.

4,427,513

METHOD FOR COAHNG A PLANAR SURFACE OF A
SEMICONDUCTOR OR INSULATOR WTTH A POLYMER

nLM
Terje A. Skotbeim, 41 Bay Rd., East Patehogue, N.Y., and Kurt

I. Lundstrom, Fargarcgatan 10, 582 52 linkoping, Sweden
FUed Dec. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 336,448

Claims priority, appUcation Sweden, Jan. 21, 1981, 8100325
Int. a.i C25D li/06

U.S. a. 204—181 R 9 Qaims
1. A method of selectively coating a surface of a semicon-

ductor or insulator substrate with a polymer film of a given

pattern comprising the steps of

(a) placing a substrate to be coated in an electrolytic cell

with said substrate as one electrode

(b) providing a counter electrode in said cell

(c) said cell containing an electrolyte comprising monomers
of a polymer forming said film

(d) applying a voltage to the electrodes of said cell

(e) simultaneous with the application of said voltage irradiat-

ing a selected portion of said surface, the energy of said

4,427,514

POLYADDUCT/POLYCONDENSATE WHICH
CONTAINS BASIC NITROGEN GROUPS, AND ITS USE
Fritz E. Kempter, Mannheim, and Eberhard Schupp, Schwctzin-

gen, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to BASF Aktien-
geaellschaft. Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Jun. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 388,514
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 19,

1981, 3124089

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jul. 20,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. Q.' O08G 59/i4
U.S. Q. 204-181 C 7 Qaims

1. A polyadduct/polycondensate which can be diluted with

water when protonated with an acid, contains basic nitrogen

groups, and is obtained by the polyaddition reaction of
(A) from 5 to 90% by weight of a Mannich base obtamed

from

(a) a monophenol or polyphenol or a mixture of a mono-
phenol and a polyphenol,

(b) one or more secondary amines (bi) which contain one
or more hydroxyalkyi groups, or a mixture of a second-

ary amine of this type (bj) with another secondary
amine (b:), and

(c) formaldehyde or a formaldehyde donor, with

(B) from 10 to 95% by weight of one more epoxy resins,

wherein the polyadduct/polycondensate of (A) with (B)

contains groups, which are bonded to aromatic rings, of
the formula (I)

—CH2—NH—C—CHR'—CHR*—

N

\

R< (F)

R2

where R' and R^ are identical or different and are each
alkyl of 1 to 9 carbon atoms, or hydroxyalkyi or alkoxyal-

kyl, each of 2 to 10 carbon atoms, or are linked to one
another to form a 5-membered or 6-membered ring, and
R^ and R^ are identical or different and each is hydrogen
or methyl.
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4,427^15
SURFACE ACX)USnC WAVE DEVICE AND METHOD

FOR MANUFACTURING THE SAME
AUtaana Yulura, Yokohama; Shioya lida, Tama; Hideo Abe,

Yokooika; Kiyohain Kiahimoto, Yokohama, and Katashi
Haiama, Zoahi, all of Japan, aaaignon to Hitachi, Ltd., To-
kyo, Japan

FUcd Apr. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 256,960
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Apr. 23, 1980, 55-52965

Int a.3 C23C 15/00
U.S. a. 204-192 E 9 Qaims

1. Method for manufacturing a surface acoustic wave device
comprising the steps of:

heating a piezoelectric substrate to a temperature of no
lower than about 250* C;

forming a metal thin film having a film thickness of no less

than about 0.25 y.m for forming a functional element; and
patterning said metal thin film by a reactive sputter etching

process using a resist film to the reactive sputter etching,
said reactive sputter etching being performed in the pres-

ence of means for averaging a concentration of vapor
phase compound contributing to major reactions in the
vicinity of the surface of said substrate and correcting an
electric field distribution, said means including an Si02
member having a hole with larger dimensions than the
substrate such that the substrate is positioned in the hole.

means for providing electrical wiring between anode and
ferrous metal structure,

wherein said backfill composition comprises a mixture of
calcium sulfite and bentonite, wherein said bentonite con-
tains a substantial amount of alkaline earth metal benton-
ite,

and, as an optional additional ingredient, an alkali metal
sulfite in an amount up to about 50% by weight of the
solids in the backfill composition, and

wherein the ratio of calcium sulfite/bentonite is in the range
of about 0.2 to about 5.

4,427,518

ELECTROPLATING DEVICE
Hans de Vries, Heerde, Netherlands; Siegfried Birkle,

Hochstadt, Fed. Rep. of Germany; Klaus Stoeger, Nuremberg,
Fed. Rep. of Germany, and Johann Gehring, Spardorf, Fed.
Rep. of Germany, assignors to Siemens Aktiengesellschafk,
Berlin A Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jun. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,979
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 10.

1981, 3127390

Int. a.3 C25D 17/20
U.S. a. 204-201 13aaims

4,427,516

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR PLASMA-ASSISTED
ETCHING OF WAFERS

Hyman J. Levinstein, and Frederick Vratny, both of Berkeley
Heights, NJ., aadgnors to Bell Telephone Laboratories, In-

corporated, Murray HiU, NJ.
Continuation of Ser. No. 295,650, Aug. 24, 1981, abandoned.

This appUcation Mar. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 4714N)1
Int. a.3 C23C 75/00

U.S. a. 204-192 E 14 Oaims
1. Apparatus for low-contamination plasma-assisted dry

etching of a layer of silicon dioxide formed on a wafer, said
apparatus comprising

a reaction chamber,

means for establishing within said chamber an etching
plasma derived from a mixture of trifluoromethane and
ammonia gases,

said chamber including surfaces exposed to said plasma,
and a coating of silicon on at least the surfaces in the immedi-

ate vicinity of said layer to be etched.

—
4,427,517

UNDERGROUND BACKHLL FOR MAGNESIUM
ANODES

Philip Y. Lau, Houston, Tex., assignor to The Dow Chemical
Company, Midland, Mich.

FUed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,463
Int a.3 C23F 13/00; C04B 33/13

UA a. 204-197 16CUdms
1. A backfill composition for use with underground place-

ment of magnesium galvanic anodes, said composition com-
prising

a mixture of calcium sulfite and bentonite, wherein said
bentonite contains a substantial amount of alkaline earth
metal bentonite,

and, as an optional additional ingredient, an alkali metal
sulfite in an amount up to about 50% by weight of the
solids in the backfill composition,

wherein the ratio of calcium sulfite/bentonite is in the range
of about 0.2 to about 5.

10. A packaged galvanic anode for underground placement
for the cathodic protection of ferrous metal structures, said
package comprising

a magnesium anode surrounded by a backfill composition
which is contained in a water-permeable material, with

1. A device for electrolytic processing articles by electrode-
positing of aluminum from an oxygen-free and a water-free
aluminum-organic electrolyte onto the article, said device
comprising an enclosed gas-tight tank for receiving said elec-
trolyte, said tank having means for providing a protective
atmosphere in contact with the electrolyte disposed therein
and having at least one electrode connected to a pole of a
voltage source; a cylindrical drum with a longitudinal axis, an
open entrance end and an open exit end; means for mounting
said drum in the tank for rotation on said longitudinal axis with
said longitudinal axis of the drum being substantially horizontal
and a portion of said drum covered with said electrolyte;

means for guiding articles to be processed through said drum
from the entrance end to the exit end; means disposed in said
drum for electrically contacting each of said articles to connect
them to the pole of said voltage source; means for introducing
articles to be processed into the entrance end of said drum
including a first means for conveying articles into the entrance
end and first lock means for preventing introduction of unde-
sirable components to the protective atmosphere above the
electrolyte, said first lock means including an enclosed housing
having an exit opening in communication with the tank and an
aperture, said housing having a first partition to separate a
portion of the housing in communication with the electrolyte

through the exit opening from a second fluid disposed in said
housing, a second partition c.'ttending from an upper portion of
said housing below the level of the fluid in said second portion
to isolate the aperature of the housing from the protective
atmosphere disposed above said electrolyte, said first means
for converging comprising a conveyor belt having an upper
end extending over the first partition and a lower end disposed
in said second fluid and underneath the second partition for

receiving articles introduced into said housing through the
aperature; and means for removing processed articles from the
exit end of the drum including a second lock means for pre-

venting introduction of undesirable components to the protec-
tive atmosphere above the electrolyte, said second lock means
having an enclosed housing with an entrance opening commu-
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nicating with the tank and a discharge port, said housing have
a first partition to separate a portion of the housing in commu-
nication with the electrolyte through the entrance opening
from a second fluid disposed in said housing, a second partition

extending from an upper portion of said housing below the
level of fluid in said second portion to isolate the discharge
port of said housing from the protective atmosphere disposed
above said electrolyte, said means for removing including a
second means for conveying the article from the exit of the
tank including a conveyor extending into the second Huid
beneath the second partition with an upper end being arranged
to discharge to the discharge port, said lower end being ar-

ranged to receive articles deposited in the second fiuid.

4,427,520
DEVICE FOR ELECTROPLATING A PORTION OF A

MOVING WORKPIECE
Heiner Bahnsen, Augsbors, and Daaiin Hoatca, Korteaurk,

both of Fed. Rep. of Gennaay, aasignors to Siemens Aktiea-
gesellschaft, Berlin A Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Jan. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 344.060
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 5,

1981, 3108358

Int. a.' C25D 77/00, 5/08
U.S. a. 204-224 R n cudais

4,427,519

MERCURY CATHODE ELECTROLYTIC CELL HAVING
PROTECTIVE SHIELD

Charles L. Moore, and Dennis J. Odom, both of Geveland,
Tenn., aasignors to Olin Corporation, New Haven, Conn.

Filed Oct. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 313,419
Int. a.J C25B 1/40. 9/00

MS. a. 204-219 5 Claims

1. In a chloralkali electrolytic cell for the electrolysis of an
aqueous solution of an electrolyte having an electrolyzer con-
tainer with a plurality of anodes, a liquid mercury cathode
flowing along the bottom of the container and an electrolyzer

cover separated from the container by a gasket and secured
thereto by a plurality of retaining means, the improvement
comprising:

shield means of predetermined thickness connected to the

electrolyzer container adjacent at least the retaining

means and the entire length of at least one side of the cell

such that when an explosive buildup of electrolyte cell gas

occurs within the electrolyzer container the flight path of
the retaining means and any electrolyte expelled from the

container is interrupted by the shield means when the

retaining means are forced from their positions and the

electrolyte is thrown out of the container from the explo-

sive buildup of hydrogen gas within the electrolyte cell

gas.

1. In a device for electroplating selected portions of a band-
like workpiece having a plurality of parts extending from one
edge with a spacing t therebetween, said device having at least

one anodically connected spray nozzle and means for cathodi-
cally connecting the workpiece and for continuously moving
the workpiece along a given direction past each nozzle, the
improvement comprising each anodically connected spray
nozzle comprising a plurality of nozzles of precious meul
being positioned in at least one row extending along said given
direction with each of said nozzles having an individual stream
of electrolyte emerging unimpeded thereform, each row of
nozzles being disposed on a surface of a common carrier with
the spacing between nozzles of the row being a disUnce D
which is different than the spacing t between parts and differ-

cm than a multiple of the spacing t, said common conuiner
containing means for receiving electrolyte under pressure and
distributing it to each of said nozzles to be discharged there-

from as a stream of electrolyte of approximately the same
strength, and said means continuously moving the selected

portions of the parts of the workpiece along the row of nozzles
to be contacted by the streams of electrolyte emerging from
the individual nozzles to enable a free and unimpeded electro-

plating of the portions contacted by said streams.

5. In a device according to claim 1, wherein each of the

individual spary nozzles is positioned with its axis forming an
angle a with the plane of the workpiece so that the electrolyte

flows ofT of the workpiece in the desired direction.

4,427,521

CATHODE ASSEMBLY FOR AN ELECTROLYTIC CELL
Jacques Guillaumont, Saint-Auban, France, aasignor to Chloe

Chimie, Puteaux, France

FUed Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 363.787
Claims priority, appUcation France, Apr. 10, 1981, 81 07196

Int. a.' C25B 9/04. 13/02. 11/03
U.S. a. 204—275 10 Claims

1. An electrolytic cell comprising a vertical housing enclo-
sure of electrically conducting metal, said enclosure confining
a peripheral chamber in communicating relationship with a
cathode assembly comprising a plurality of lateral internal

vertical extensions substantially rectangular in cross-section,

said extensions being comprised of perforated metal and ex-

tending within the cell, said chamber and the said extensions

being strengthened by a plurality of flat metal reinforcing

elements substantially rectangular in dimension and arranged
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horizontally and extending between said extensions and se- water repellent material being an admixture of a first Huori-
cured to vertical Hat elements disposed within the peripheral nated resin having a particle diameter of 0.1 to 20;i and a

melting point of 300* to 340* C. and a second fluorinated resin

chamber, and said vertical flat elements themselves
fixedly secured to the vertical enclosure comprising the cell

having a particle diameter of I to 50|i and a melting point of
being 160° to 320° C, and said first resin having a higher melting

point than that of said second resin by greater than 5* C.

4,427,522 >

ELECTRICALLY INSULATING PROTECTIVE DEVICE
Siegfried Birkle, Hochstadt; Klaus Stoger, Nuremberg; Johann

Gchriiig, Spardorf, ail of Fed. Rep. of Germany, and Hans de
Vrics, NG Heerde, Netiierlands, assignors to Siemens Aktien-

gcsellscliaft, Berlio and Municli, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Mar. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 361,395

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 25,

1981, 3111786

Int. a.J C25D 17/02. 17/06, 17/08
U.S. a. 204-279

I
10 Qaims

1. An electrically insulating protecting device for use in

aluminizing electroplating cells, having an electrolyte tank and
which may contain racks for articles which are coupled to a
cathode terminal, and anodes located adjacent to the sides of
the tank, between which anodes the articles may be disposed,
operated with aprotic, oxygen-free and water-free organo-
aluminum electrolytes, comprising a lining of individual sheet
metal segments which are coated with resistant materials and
which include:

(a) side baffles disposed behind the anodes at the walls of the
electrolyte tank, the outer vertical edges of said side baf-

fles being bent round toward the outside;

(b) connecting straps holding said side baffles together; and
(c) loose bottom segments on the bottom surfaces of the

electrolyte tank, said bottom segments lying on top of
each other partially overlapping in roof tile fashion.

4,427,524

MAGNETRON CATHODE SPUTTERING SYSTEM
Jacobus E. Crombeen; Jan Visser, and Gary E. Thomas, all of

Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignors to U.S. Philips Corpora*
tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 6, 1983, Ser. No. 492,107
Oaims priority, application Netiierlands, May 21, 1982,

8202092

Int a.J C23C 15/00
U.S. a. 204—298 5 Claims

1. A magnetron cathode sputtering system comprising an
envelope, a flat cathode plate consisting at least in a surface
layer of material to be sputtered, a substantially ring shaped
anode which is coaxial with the cathode plate, magnetic means
disposed on the side of the cathode plate which is remote from
the anode and generates at least one closed tunnel of magnetic
field lines over a part of the cathode surface, the tunnel form-
ing at least one electron trap, characterized in, that the electron

trap surrounds and is spaced from a rod-shaped electrode

extending axially from the centre of the cathode plate, an
auxiliary electrode having a tubular cross-section which is

coaxial with the cathode plate and extends from near the pe-
riphery of the cathode plate, wherein both the rod-shaped
electrode and the auxiliary electrode extend from areas on the

surface of the cathode plate where no electron trap is present,

wherein the bores of the auxiliary electrode and at least of the
end portion of the anode which is nearer the cathode plate, the

periphery of the cathode plate and the periphery of the rod-

shaped electrode are mutually parallel, and wherein during
operation of the system the rod-shaped electrode is so spaced
from the substrate on which material is to be sputtered that

electrons tend to be directed towards the anode.

4,427,523

CATHODE FOR ELECTROLYSIS OF ALKALI METAL
CHLORIDE

Yoshio Oda; Takeshi Morimoto, and Kol^i Suzuki, all of Yoko-
hama, Japan, assignors to Asahi Glass Company Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan

CoatiBuatioo of Ser. No. 186,847, Sep. 15, 1980, abandoned. This
appUcation Aug. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 296,858

Claims priority, appUcation Japu, Sep. 21, 1979, 54-120721
iBt a.3 C25B 11/04: HOIM 4/62. 4/86

UA CI. 204-290 R 7 Claims
1. A porous cathode for electrolysis of an alkali metal chlo-

ride comprising a substrate, and a coating comprising a cata-
lyst, a water repellent material and a pore forming agent, said

4,427,525

DUAL GAS MEASURING SOLID ELECTROLYTE
ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL APPARATUS

Ching Y. Lin, Monroeyille, and Chikara Hirayama, Franklin,

both of Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Filed May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,091

The portion of the term of this patent snbaequcnt to Mar. 22,

2000, has been disclaimed.

Int a.3 GOIN 27/46
U.S. a. 204—427 5 Claims

1. A gas analyzer apparatus for measuring gases of a moni-
tored gas environment which contain anhydrides or related

compounds in air or in oxygen-bearing gases by generating

electrical signals on the basis of a difference in the partial

pressure of a gas species between the monitored gas environ-

ment and a reference environment, comprising:

an anhydride monitoring solid electrolyte electrochemical

cell assembly including first and second identical half
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cells, said first half cell including an alkali cation conduc-
tive solid electrolyte element and a sensing electrode
disposed on a surface thereof, and said second half cell

including an alkali cation conductive solid electrolyte

element and a reference electrode disposed on a surface
thereof,

a solid membrane means of a composition exhibiting oxygen
anion conductivity and including an impurity content to

support alkali cation conductivity corresponding to the
alkali cation conductivity of said half cells, the surface of
said first half cell opposite the sensing electrode being in

contact with a surface of said solid membrane means at a
first location of said solid membrane means, the surface of
said second half cell opposite the reference electrode
being in contact with an opposite surface of said solid

membrane means at said first location;

a sensing and a reference electrode disposed on opposite
surfaces of said solid membrane means at a second loca-

tion of said solid membrane means, the combination of
said electrodes and said solid membrane means at said

4,427,526

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
HYDROGENATED AROMATIC COMPOUNDS AND

THEIR USE
Jiirgen Stadelbofer, Dortmond; Heina-Gcrbanl Franck, Bad

Soden-Neuenhain, and Helmnt K5hler, Miilbeim, all of Fed.
Rep. of Germany, aasignors to RiitBerswerkc AkticasncU-
schaft, Frankfurt am Main, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Not. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,836
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 5,

1980,3045847

Int. a.' ClOG 1/00. 45/00
MS. a. 208—8 LE g Claims

1. In a process for the production of a hydrogenated aro-

matic compound or mixture of aromatic compounds by ther-

mal treatment of an aromatic oil or mixture of aromatic oils,

derived from coal or petroleum, the improvement comprising:
forming an admixture of aromatic oils having a boiling range

of 280'-450* C, with residues from the processing of
liquid coal conversion products and/or petroleum refin-

ing, and

thermally treating said admixture at a temperature in the
range of 200* to 380* C. and at a pressure up to a maximum
of 15 bar, and up to 10 hours with good inter-mixing of the
reaction components, to thereby obtain hydrogenated

- aromatic compounds
and thereafter separating the hydrogenated aromatic com-
pounds by distillation from the pitch-like residue.

4,427,527

COAL HYDROGENATION IN A LIQUID METALLIC
MEDIUM

Hans U. Borgstedt, Karlsruhe, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH, Karlsruhe, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,455
Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 13,

1980, 3047050

Int. a.5 ClOG 1/00
U.S. a. 208—8 R 20 Oaims

second location forming an oxygen monitoring solid elec-

trolyte electrochemical cell, said monitored gas environ-

ment contacting the sensing electrodes of said first cell

and said oxygen monitoring solid electrolyte electrochem-

ical cell;

an anhydride reference means for maintaining an anhydride

reference environment in contact with the reference elec-

trode of said second half cell;

an oxygen reference means for maintaining an oxygen refer-

ence environment in contact with the reference electrode

of said oxygen monitoring solid electrolyte electrochemi-

cal cell;

said solid membrane means isolating said monitored gas

environment from said reference gas environments

said anhydride monitoring solid electrolyte electrochemical

cell assembly developing an electrical signal indicative of
both the anhydride content and oxygen content of the

monitored gas environment,

said oxygen monitoring solid electrolyte electrochemical

cell developing an electrical signal indicative of the oxy-

gen content of the monitored gas environment.

2 '!

1. Process for the hydrogenation of coal, comprising con-

tacting coal with a liquid metallic medium to dissolve the coal

in the liquid metallic medium and form a substantially satu-

rated solution of carbon (C) in the liquid metallic medium, the

liquid metallic medium being conducted through a coal-con-

taining bed and circulated in order to substantially saturate it

with carbon, and introducing a hydrogen containing gas into

the substantially saturated solution of carbon in the liquid

mett>]!ic medium at a temperature below 900' K. to convert the

dissolved C and H to hydrocarbon compounds within the

medium

1038 O.G.—63
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4,427^28
PROCESS FOR EXTRACTING CRUDE OIL FROM TAR

SANDS
Walter Lindorfer, Christian-Beyer-Stnuse 16, 3500 Kassei;

Walttacr Schnlz, Mozartftrasse 19, 2848 Vechta; Fritz Wag-
ner, Holic Wicse 2, 3301 Stockbeim, and WUhelm Jahn-Held,
Scbone Anaaicbt 8, 3513 Stanfenb^g 1, all of Fed. Rep. of

Germany
FUed Feb. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 231,139

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 4,

1980,3004003

Int. aj ClOG 1/04
VS. a. 208—11 LE 10 Oaims

1. Process for extracting very viscous crude oil from bitu-

men-containing originally untreated tar sands comprising the

steps of:

(a) admixing a trehalose lipid with water at a temperature
from 65* to 90* C;

(b) adding the mixture from step (a) to the tar sands with
intensive agitation to form a slurry; and

(c) separating from the slurry of step (b)/to/a crude-oil/wa-

ter mixture, containing about ^ of the content of said

viscous crude oil from the tar sands.

4,427,529 '

DISTILLING SHALE OIL FROM OIL SHALE
Hiroaki Niahio, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Nippon Kokan

Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,064

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 27, 1981, 56-43999

Int. a.3 ClOG 51/00: ClOB 49/00. 53/00
U.S. a. 208—11 R 14 Qaims

>
\J, 'K -

I

1. An improved method for distilling shale oil from oil shale

comprising:

heating a granular heat medium comprising iron oxides
including Fe203 in a heating furnace;

contacting oil shale with said heated granular heat medium
in a distillation furnace to heat said oil shale and (i) to
vaporize from said oil shale, a gas containing a gaseous
siiale oil, hydrogen and carbon monoxide, (ii) to reduce,
by means of said hydrogen and said carbon monoxide
contained in said gas, said Fe203 contained in said granu-
lar heat medium into magnetic Fe304 and magnetic metal-
lic iron to impart magnetism to said granular heat medium,
and (iii) to form a mixture of (a) said granular heat medium
which has been cooled through heat exchange with said

shale oil, and (b) waste oil shale;

introducing said gas obtained from said distillation furnace
into a separator, where said gas is cooled to separate a

liquid shale oil from said gas;

magnetically separating said magnetic granular heat medium
from said waste oil shale after separation of said gas; and
then

feeding back said magnetically separated granular heat me-
dium into said heating furnace to reheat said heat medium

and oxidize said magnetic metallic iron and Fe304 and to

recycle said heated heat medium to said distillation fur-

nace;

the improvement comprising:

said granular heat medium additionally containing manga-
nese oxides including Mn203 in amounts sufficient to

provide supplemental heat during said reduction in said

distillation furnace with the heat produced through exo-

thermic reactions of said hydrogen and said carbon mon-
oxide contained in said gas with said Mn203 contained in

said granular heat medium.

4427 530
AROMATIC PITCH DERIVED FROM A MIDDLE
FRACnON OF A CAT CRACKER BOTTOM

Ghazi Dickakian, Greenrille, S.C., assignor to Exxon Research
and Engineering Co., Florham Park, N.J.

Filed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,624
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jun. 2, 1998,

has been disclaimed.

Int. a.J ClOC 7/00, 1/20. 3/00
U.S. a. 208-22 23 Qaims

1. A pitch suitable for carbon artifact manufacture, compris-
ing by weight content between 80 and 100 percent toluene

insolubles, said pitch having been derived, by heat soaking
followed by vacuum stripping, from a deasphaltenated middle
fraction of a cat cracker bottom feedstock which is rich in 4, 5

and 6 polycondensed aromatic rings, and wherein said pitch is

further characterized as being relatively free of impurities and
ash.

4,427,531

PROCESS FOR DEASPHALTENATING CAT CRACKER
BOTTOMS AND FOR PRODUCHON OF ANISOTROPIC

PTTCH
Ghazi Dickakian, Scotch Plains, NJ., assignor to Exxon Re-

search and Engineering Co., Florham Park, NJ.
Filed Aug. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 291,990

Int. a.J ClOC 1/20. 1/18. 3/06. 3/08
U.S. a. 208—40 4 Qaims

1. A process for preparing a feedstock suiuble for carbon
fiber manufacture comprising the steps of:

(1) vacuum stripping a cat cracker bottom to remove from
about 70 weight percent to about 85 weight percent of the

polynuclear aromatic oils containing 1, 2 and 3 aromatic

rings present in lower boiling fractions of said cat cracker

bottom;

(2) extracting the residue of step 1 with a paraffinic solvent

to remove a portion of the asphaltenes present in the

vacuum stripped cat cracker bottom; and

(3) heat soaking the deasphaltenated cat cracker residue

obtained from step 2 to provide a feedstock suitable for

carbon fiber manufacture.

4,427^2
COKING OF COAL WTTH PETROLEUM RESIDUA

Philip Varghese, Newtown, Pa., assignor to Mobil Oil Corpora-
tion, New York, N.Y.

FUed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425,364

Int. a.3 ClOB 55/00; ClOG 69/06
U.S. a. 208—50 13 Qaims

1. A process for converting coal and liquid hydrocarbon
residual materials to liquid products and coke which com-
prises:

hydrotreating a liquid residual material to produce distillate

range material and partially convert heteroatom content

to inorganic form;

separating distillate and heteroatom materials from the hy-

drotreated residual liquid;

comminuting the coal and mixing finely comminuted coal
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with the hydrotreated residual liquid in a ratio of about
0.5:1 to 10:1 parts by weight of residue per part of coal;

coking the hydrotreated residual material in the presence of
the coal at a temperature of at least 400* C, whereby
liquid product heteroatom content and coke yield ob-
tained by coprocessing the coal and residual mixture are
substantially lower than that amount produced by coking
of the hydrotreated residual liquid alone.

tween about 2000 to 3000 psig, and liquid hourly space
velocity between about 0.25 to 0.50 Vy/hr/V,and hydro-
converting at least about 65 V % of the feedstock to lower
boiling hydrocarbon materials; and

4,427,533

CATALYTIC REFORMING PROCESS
George A. Swan, Baton Rouge, La., assignor to Exxon Research
and Engineering Co., Florham Park, NJ.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 82,804, Oct. 9, 1979. This

application Apr. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 482,508
Int. Q.3 ClOG 35/06

U.S.Q. 208-65 ,4ci^^
1. In a process for improving the octane quality of a naphtha

in a reforming unit comprised of a plurality of serially con-
nected reactors, inclusive of a lead reactor, a tail ractor, and
one or more reactors intermediate the lead reactor and tail
reactor, each of which contains a platinum-rhenium catalyst,
the naphtha flowing in sequence from one reactor of the series
to another and contacting the catalyst at reforming conditions
in the presence of hydrogen,

the improvement comprising
providing the lead reactor of the series with a caulyst hav-

ing a weight ratio of rhenium:platinum ranging from about
0. 1 :

1
to about 0.5: 1, providing the intermediate reactors of

the series with a catolyst having a weight ratio of rheni-
um:platinum ranging above about 0.5:1 to about 1.2:1, and
providing in the tail reactor of the series a catalyst having
a weight ratio of rhenium:platinum of at least about 1.5:1.

4,427 534
PRODUCnON OF JET AND DIESEL FUELS FROM

HIGHLY AROMATIC OILS
Louis W. Bninn, Cabot, and Jaime Lopez, Pittsburgh, both of

Pa., assignors to Gulf Research A Development Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Jun. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 385,287
Int. a.3 ClOG 45/50

U.S. Q. 208-89 29 Qaims
1. A process for the production of a jet or diesel fuel from an

aromatics-containing feedstock, which comprises contacting
hydrogen and a feedstock containing at least 60 volume per-
cent aromatics with a presulfided catalyst composite compris-
ing a Group VIE metal, a Group VIII metal and a halogen
impregnated on a cracking support under hydrogenation/hy-
drocracking conditions in a hydrogenation/hydrocracking
reaction zone, said catalyst composite comprising from 18 to
about 22 weight percent of said Group VllI metal based upon
said total catalyst weight.
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(c) withdrawing the hydroconverted material and fraction-
ating it to produce hydrocarbon gas and liquid products.

4 427 536
PROMOTER FOR THE OXIDATION OF SO2 IN AN FCC

PROCESS
Alan W. Klaassen, El Cerrito, and Richard D. Bezman, Rich-
mond, both of Calif., assignors to Cheiron Research Company
San Francisco, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 344,915, Feb. 2, 1982,
abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 296,619,
Aug. 27, 1981, abandoned. This application Aug. 13, 1982, Ser

No. 407,850
Int. Q.J BOIJ 20/02. 23/41 23/44

U.S.Q. 208-113 10 Qaims
1. An improved fluid catalytic cracking process wherein a

circulating inventory including a particulate cracking catalyst
is cycled between a hydrocarbon cracking zone and a catalyst
regeneration zone and wherein the sulfur content of the gases
leaving the regeneration zone is controlled by including in the
circulating inventory a sulfur oxide sorbent, the improvement
comprising having present in the regeneration zone on an
inorganic oxide support a sulfur dioxide oxidation promoter
formed by the intimate association of palladium or a compound
of palladium with at least one other meUl or a compound
thereof selected from the group consisting of platinum and
iridium, with the proviso that when the other metal is platinum
that palladium comprises at least 50% of the associated metals
by weight.

4,427,535
SELECnVE OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR HIGH

CONVERSION OF SPEOAL PETROLEUM
FEEDSTOCKS

GoTanon Nongbri, Newtown; Susan M. Brandt, Oakford, both of
Pa., and Michael C. Chervenak, Pennington, N.J., assignors
to Hydrocarbon Research, Inc., Lawrencerille, N.J.

FUed No¥. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,214
Int. a.3 ClOG 47/W. 47/26

U.S. Q. 208-112 13 Qaims
1. A process for catalytic hydroconversion of petroleum

feedstocks containing at least about 8 W % asphaltenes and
having at least about 10 W % Ramsbottom carbon residue
(RCR) to produce lower boiling distillate liquids, which com-
prises:

(a) introducing the feedstock with hydrogen into a reaction
zone containing a particulate hydrogenation catalyst;

(b) maintaining said reaction zone at a temperature between
about 760' F. to 835* F., hydrogen partial pressure be-

4,427,537
METHOD AND MEANS FOR PREPARING AND

DISPERSING ATOMED HYDROCARBON WITH FLUID
CATALYST PARTICLES IN A REACTOR ZONE

Robert R. Dean. #1 Columbine La., Littleton, Colo. 80123; Jean
L. Mauleon, 15656 E. Grand Are., Aurora, Colo, 80112, and
Robert J. Newman, 8586 E. Otero Qr., Englewood. Colo. 801 12

Filed Mar. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 359,157
Int. Q.' ClOG 11/18

U.S. Q. 208-120 7 a^^
1. A method for catalytically converting portions of crude

oil boiling above 600* F. of API gravity m the range of 5 to 28
with fluid catalyst particles which comprises atomizing a crude
oil fraction boiling above 600* F. in the presence of gaseous
diluent material to form a fog mixture comprising oil droplets
in the range of 100 to 500 microns size external to a riser reac-
tion zone

passing the atomized oil-diluent fogged feed mixture
through an elongated zone to a feed distributor zone
positioned coaxially within the lower portion of an elon-
gated riser reactor zone but above the inlet of caulyst
thereto, said distribution zone occupying from 20 to 40
percent of the riser cross section, discharging the ato-
mized-diluent fogged feed mixture through a plurality of
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separate upwardly extended restricted passageways from
the upper surface of said distributor zone generally in-

clined outwardly from the axis of the riser reaction zone
said fogged feed discharged at a velocity in the range of
300 ft./sec. up to sonic velocity,

passing a fluid suspension of catalyst particles upwardly
through an annular passageway between said feed distrib-

utor zone and the wall of the riser reaction zone at an

elevated temperature suflicient to convert said discharged

atomized oil feed upon contact with the suspended cata-

lyst f)articles above the distributor zone to form a suspen-

sion thereof passing at a velocity sufficient to traverse the

riser contact zone within a selected time frame less than 4
seconds and separating the suspension following traverse

of the riser reaction zone into a hydrocarbon vaporous
product phase and a catalyst phase each separately recov-

ered.

4,427,538

SELECTIVE VAPORIZATION PROCESS AND
APPARATUS

David B. Bartholic, Watchung, NJ., assignor to Engelhard

Corporation, Edison^ NJ.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 155,736, Jun. 2, 1980, Pat. No.

4,328,091, wliicli is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 90^7,
No?. 1, 1979, Pat No. 4,263,128, which is a continuation-in-part

of Ser. No. 875,326, Feb. 6, 1978, abandoned. This application

Sep. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 299^61
Int. a.3 ClOG 9/32; F27B 15/00; BOIJ 8/24

UJS. a. 208—127 11 Claims
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1. In a selective vaporization process for decarbonizing and
demetallizing heavy petroleum fractions by contacting such
fraction and an inert gas for reduction of the partial pressure of
vaporous products of said contacting with a Tmely divided
inert solid contact material at low cracking severity conditions

of high temperature and short hydrocarbon residence time in a

confined conduit, separating the vaporous products of said

contacting from said contact material bearing a combustible
deposit of unvaporized high Conradson Carbon or high metal
content constituents of said petroleum fraction, cooling said

vaporous products to a temperature below that at which sub-

stantial thermal cracking occurs, contacting said separated

contact material with an oxidizing gas to bum said combustible

deposit and heat the contact material to high temperature and

returning the so heated contact material to the lower portion of

said confmed conduit for renewed contact with said heavy

petroleum fraction; the improvement providing flexibility in

rate of charging said fraction, or in control of said residence

time or both which comprises establishing a rising confined

column of said solid contact material in said inert gas at the

lower portion of said confined conduit, and discharging the

contact material as a downwardly flowing stream into an

enlarged separation zone for conduct of the aforesaid separa-

tion of said vaporous products from said contact material,

injecting said heavy petroleum fraction to a point in said con-

fined conduit at or downstream of said lower portion and
varying said point of injection to vary said residence time, said

heavy petroleum fraction being injected at least in part into

said downwardly flowing stream.

4,427,539

DEMETALLIZING AND DECARBONIZING HEAVY
RESIDUAL OIL FEEDS

Lloyd E. Busch, and Gerald O. Henderson, both of Ashland, Ky.,

assignors to Ashland Oil, Inc., Ashland, Ky.
Filed Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415,767

Int. a. J ClOG 9/32, 11/18
U.S. a. 208—127 17 Gaims

1. In a process for visbreaking a residual oil portion of a

crude oil with solid sorbent particle material of little or no
catalytic cracking activity to produce a demetallized and

decarbonized product comprising gas oils suitable for crystal-

line zeolite catalytic conversion to gasoline boiling range mate-

rial, the improvement which comprises, contacting the residual

oil portion of a crude oil with an initially formed upflowing

high temperature suspension of solid sorbent particulate mate-

rial in a normally gaseous C4 minus product of the process rich

in hydrogen in a time-temperature relationship particularly

accomplishing hydrovisbreaking of S66* C. (1050* F.) plus

boiling material to produce material boiling below SS2* C.

(1023* F.) comprising decarbonized and demetallized gas oil

boiling range product without substantial restriction on the

amount of thermal naphtha produced, restricting the contact

time between solids and charged residual oil to less than 2

seconds in the upwardly flowing suspension and; recovering a

vaporous gas oil containing product of the visbreaking opera-

tion at a temperature in the range of 516* C. (960* F.) to 593*

C. (1 100* F.) separated from a major portion of the solid sor-

bent material.
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4,427,540
PRODUCrnON of anode grade PETROLEUM COKE
Harry L. Hsu, Johnson aty; Lloyd I. Grindstaff, Elizabethton,
and Leslie H. Jucl, Johnson aty, all of Tenn., assignors to
Great Lakes Carbon Corporation, New York, N.Y.

FUed Not. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 439,912
Int. a.J ClOG 9/14; HOIB 1/06. 1/04

U.S. a. 208-131 10 aaims
1. A process for producing petroleum coke suitable for use in

the manufacture of carbon anodes for aluminum production
from a petroleum feedstock containing high levels of vanadium
and/or nickel impurities, comprising coking said feedstock in

the presence of a magnesium compound selected from the
group consisting of inorganic magnesium compounds and oil

soluble organo-magnesium compounds in an amount in the
range of about 0.001 to 0.1 wt. % calculated as Mg, based on
the weight of the feedstock, thereby increasing the oxidation
resistance ofcarbon bodies formed from said coke by inhibiting
the caulytic effects of the vanadium and nickel impurities
contained in the coke.

4,427,541

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SPRAY
FRACTIONATION OF PARTICLES IN LIQUID

SUSPENSION
Edwin J. Crosby, Madison, WU., and Anil R. Oroakar, Downers

GroTC, III., assignors to Wisconsin Alumni Research Founda-
tion, Madison, Wis.

Filed Apr. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 372,511

Int. a.J B03B 5/00; D21D 5/22
U.S. a. 209—210 28 Gaims
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26. Apparatus adapted for use in separating particles in

liquid suspension by size, comprising:

(a) a disk symmetrical about an axis of symmetry, the disk
having a flat face on one side which is smooth and wetta-
ble, a sharp, circular edge bounding the face, and a
smooth, wettable rim extending away from the face edge
and terminating at a rim edge, the length of the rim from
face edge to rim edge being at least i inch and the rim
interecting the plane of the face at an angle between 90*

and 5*; and
(b) means attached to the disk on the side thereof opposite to

the face for rotating the disk about its axis of symmetry.

4,427,542

INLINE FUEL HLTER DEVICE
Richard E. Glover, 1092 Terrace Crest, El Ci^on, Calif. 92020

FUed Jan. 5, 1983, Ser. No. 440,706
Int. G.) BOID 33/00

U.S. G. 210—121 iGaim
1. An inline fuel filter device, comprising, in combination, an

upright, cylindrical housing forming a central chamber, a fuel

input opening along a cylindrical side of said housing, a fuel

output opening through a bottom wall of said housing, a tubu-
lar output fitting screwed in said fuel output opening including
an upwardly extending sleeve forming a sump therearound
within a lower end of said housing, an outwardly downward
end of said output fitting being mounted on an electric sole-

noid, a floating ball valve inside said output fitting affixed on
an armature of said solenoid; a large opening at a top of said

housing being closed by removable coverplate, a manually

openable purge valve mounted through said coverplate for

communication with said chamber, including a hollowed seat
at its lower end, and a floauble filter unit supported between
said seat and said ball valve; said floauble filter unit comprising
a filter float mounted upon a bellows-shaped filter, a fuel pan
affixed to a bottom of said filter and a tubular fuel valve rod

extending through said filter float, fiHer and fuel pan. an upper
end of said fuel valve rod being seated in said seal while a
lower end thereof extends inside said sleeve for selective abut-
ment with said floating ball valve, said tubular rod including
transverse means for fuel from said filter to enter into said rcxl,

and a bellows seal being between said filter and said sleeve

4.427,543

AUTOMATIC TAPE nLTER
Charles E. Frick, South Charleston; Archie F. Skidmorc, Hurri-

cane, and Isaac E. Williams, Charleston, all of W. Va., assign-
ors to Union Carbide Corporation. Danbury. Conn.

Filed Dec. 20. 1982, Ser. No. 451.179

Int. G.' BOID 29/02
U.S. G. 210-143 8 Qalnu

1. A tape filter device for the removal of solids from liquid

media comprising:

(a) a tape head support member having a guide surface,

shaped and of a size such that an elongated band of filter

media is tension fitted and in contact with the guide sur-

face before it is immersed within the liquid media and
covers filtrate pa88age(s) therein, which openly connect to

an outlet;

(b) means for supplying a continuous Upe of filter media to

the tape head support member;
(c) means for advancing filter media about the upe head
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support member such that the filter media covers the

nitrate passage(s) within the guide surface, while provid-
ing that the filtrate passing through the guide surface must
pass through the filter medium;

(d) a weir having an outlet passage, curved to prevent it

filling with solids, such that liquid media is channeled
through the weir past the filter media and into the outlet

passage;

(e) means for actuating the tape head support member such
that said member travels in and out of the weir;

(0 the outlet of (a) for the removal of filtered liquid from the

filtrate passage(s) and means for maintaining the pressure

inside the collecting chamber lower than the pressure

outside said chamber such that when the tape head sup-

port member is immersed in the weir, a pressure differen-

tial is created, thereby forcing liquid media to flow
through the filter media and into the collecting chamber;
and

(g) means for collecting the filter media once it has filled

with solids in synchronization with means (b) so that clean

filter media is repeatedly supplied to the tape head support
member.

4,427,545

DUAL FUEL HLTER SYSTEM
Arcadio C. Arguilez, 1302 Cvol PI., National Oty, Calif. 92050

Filed Dec. 13, 1982, Scr. No. 449,295

Int. a.3 BOID 23/24. 29/38. 35/02
U.S. a. 210—333.1 1 Qaim
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4,427,544

MAGNETO ELECTROCHEMICAL REACTOR
Ricardo Roch, 2138 Biscayne Blvd., Suite 204, Miami, Fla.

33137

Continuation-in-part of Scr. No. 139,180, Apr. 11, 1980,

abandoned. This application Aug. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 292,056

Int. a.5 C02F 1/48
U.S. a. 210—222 2 Qaims

1. A fuel filter comprising:

(a) a main fuel supply line having a pump therein;

(b) a junction in said main supply line downstream of said

pump branching off into a first and second filler supply
line;

(c) a valve at said junction capable of directing fuel alterna-

tively to said first or second fuel supply line;

(d) a first and second filter zone fueled by said first and
second fuel supply lines, respectively;

(e) a sealed filter container housing said first and second
filter zones and defining with said filter zones a common
filtered fuel area downstream of both of said filter zones;

(0 a filtered fuel takeoff system downstream of said filter

zones communicating with said common filtered fuel area;

and

(g) a dump valve in each of said first and second fuel lines,

each dump valve having an open mode permitting free

fuel flow in the respective line, and a dump mode in which
the supply line on the upstream side of the valve is shut off

and the supply line on the downstream side of the respec-
tive valve communicates with a dump opening, whereby
either of said dump valves can be set in the dump mode
with the other dump valve in the open mode, and the filler

downstream of the respective dump valve in the dump
mode will be Hushed.

1. A magneto electrochemical reactor device to be used as a
fluid conditioner for water treatment to prevent scaling and
corrosion of heat transfer surfaces, comprising:

(a) a non-magnetic conduit having an inlet and an outlet, and
(b) a hydromagnetic homopolar generator having a cylindri-

cal iron armature secured to a centrally disposed shaft

through a plurality of spider legs adapted to rotate as the
fluid flows through said conduit further including a pair of
ferrous rods with terminations at the inlet and outlet of the
conduit holding said shaft in place through insulated bush-
ing means and means for creating a magnetic field perpen-
dicular to said armature including a ferromagnetic yoke
separated from said rods thereby forming a gap through
which the resultant magnetic field is directed and concen-
trated so that sufficient electric current is induced in said

armature to electrolytically produce ferrous ferric oxides
capable of providing a protective film on said heal transfer

surfaces.

4,427,546

HLTRATION DEVICES
Pierre Choquenet, Chauny, and Jean C. Carle, Viry Noureil,

both of France, assignors to Societe L. Choquenet (S.A.),

Chauny, France

Filed Jun. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 386,120
Oaims priority, application France, Jun. 4, 1981, 81 11036

Int. aj BOID 33/04. 33/38
U.S. a. 210—351 7 Oaims

1. A filtration device comprising, in combination, a rotary

drum, a first continuous filter cloth enfianking a first angular
sector of the drum and separable from the drum in a second
angular sector, a second continuous filter cloth enfianking said

first sector and separable from the drum in said second angular
sector, a series of cellular elements enfianking the first sector

and comprising a cell whose interior has grooves in communi-
cation with a discharge orifice for filtered liquid from said first

cloth, lateral injection means for injecting a charged liquid to

be filtered and comprising, for each cellular element, at least

one lateral injection tube connected to a source of charged
liquid, means for moving said injection means between an
injection position in which its free extremity extends between
the two cloths into the filter chamber delimited between the

drum and the corresponding cellular element, and an idle

position in which the injection means extends at the outside of
the chamber and is disengaged from the two filter cloths,

control means for moving each injection means to said idle

position when it reaches the said second angular sector and for

returning the same to its injection position when it leaves said

second sector, said drum having an outer surface comprising,
in alignment with each of said cells, a series of grooves in

communication with an orifice for recovery of filtered liquid
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from said second cloth, and control means for moving said
cellular elements toward and away from said drum.

4,427,547

BACKWASHING-TYPE FILTERING APPARATUS WITH
HLTER SUPPORT GRID OF RING-LIKE SEGMENTS

Wendell R. Miller, Denver, and Alphonso L. Martinez, Little-
ton, both of Colo., assignors to Quantum Systems Corpora-
tion, Denver, Colo.

Division of Ser. No. 342,484, Jan. 25, 1982. This application

May 6, 1982, Ser. No. 375,554
Int. a.' BOID 25/02. 27/12

U.S. a. 210-411 5 Oaims

foam layers having an aerobic nitrifying bactenal commu-
nity living in it and the fiow rate of the downwardly
fiowing water being maintained sufTiciently slow enough

'
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1. In a filtering apparatus for removing solid particles and
the like from a liquid adapted to be cleaned by backwashmg.
the combination comprising:

an outer housing and an inner filter disposed within the outer
housing defining therebetween an annular outer fiow
passage,

said filter having an inner fiow passage whereby a forward
fiow liquid with solid particles is passed through an inlet

into said outer fiow passage, the solid particles being
deposited on said filter and the liquid passing through the
filter into and along and out an outlet in said inner How
passage in the forward fiow direction, and whereby a

backwash liquid is passed into said inner fiow passage,,
through said filter, and into said outer fiow passage to
remove solid particles collected on said filter in a back-
flow direction,

said filter including an inner support grid having a plurality

of liquid fiow openings extending between the outer and
inner faces to pass a liquid therethrough and a filler me-
dium mounted on said support grid between said inner and
outer fiow passages,

said support grid being made up of a plurality of ring-like

segments, each segment having a centrally disposed ring
portion that is continuous for a full arc of 360 degress, and
a plurality of circumferentially spaced pairs of axial por-
tions projecting axially out from opposite sides of the ring
portion and having fiat ends that abut an adjacent axial

portion of an adjacent ring for forming said liquid flow
openings,

said outer housing having an internal dimension related to

the external dimension of said inner filter so that said outer
fiow passage changes in dimension along the filter in such
a way as to provide substantially a uniform liquid velocity
through said filter at all points along said filter in both said

forward fiow direction and said backfiow direction.

4 427 548
nLTERING METHOD AND APPARATUS

Joe A. Quick, Jr., Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow Chemi-
cal Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Jan. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 337,359

Int. a.3 C02F 3/04
U.S. a. 210—617 5 Claims

1. An improved method of detoxifying aquarium water
which comprises:

a. removing water from the aquarium;

b. fiowing this removed water downwardly through a plu-

rality of alternating layers of air and porous, open-cell

polymeric foam layers located one beneath the other with
sufficient spacing between the foam layers to allow free

circulation of air in and out of the air layers, each of said

so as not to submerge the porous foam layers as it trickles

through them;

c. collecting the water at the bottom of the foam layers
after it has passed through them; and

d. returning the collected water to the aquarium

4.427.549

DEIONIZATION METHOD AND APPARATUS
Keith E. Brown, Solon, and Jimmy D. Buth, Chardon, both of

Ohio, assignors to Kinetico, Inc., Newbury, Ohio
'Filed Aug. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 409,586

Int. a.' BOIJ 47/14 49/00
U.S. a. 210-662 15 Oaims

14. A methcxl for deionizing water, comprising the steps of
(a) providing a pair of cation tanks, each containing cation

exchange material, and a pair of redundant anion tanks, each
containing anion exchange material

(b) placing one of said cation and anion tanks online in serial

fiuid communication, while maintaining said other cation

and anion tanks off-line;

(c) introducing water to be deioni/ed into said on-line cation
tank and conveying said water along a flow path extending
through said cation exchange material to remove cations
from said water;

(d) transferring the decafionized water from the on-line cation

tank to the on-line anion tank and conveying the transferred

decationized water along a fiow path extending through the
anion exchange material to remove anions from said water;

(e) discharging the deionized water from the on-line anion
tank;

(f) monitoring the quantity of water conveyed through the

on-line cation tank;

(g) regenerating the cation tank ujwn sensing a quantity of
water corresponding to a depleted condition of the cation
tank discharged by said one cation tank, the method of
regeneration comprising the steps of
(i) placing the off-line cation tank on-line in a serial commu-

nication with the on-line anion tank and placing the de-
pleted cation tank off-line;

(ii) conveying a cation regeneration fiuid through said fiow
path in the depleted off-line cation tank in a counlerfiow
direction for a predetermined time and discharging the
regeneration fiuid from said cation lank into a dram
means;

(iii) rinsing said off-line cation lank by conveying decation-
ized water from the on-line cation lank along the cation
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flow path in the ofT-Hne cation tank in a counterflow

direction and discharging the rinse water to said drain

means;

(iv) maintaining the regenerated tank ofT-hne until the on-

line cation tank requires regeneration;

(h) monitoring the amount of water conveyed through said

on-line anion tank, independently of the monitoring of the

on-line cation tank;

(i) regenerating the on-line anion tank upon sensing a predeter-

mined quantity of water corresponding to a depleted condi-

tion of the anion tank, the method of comprising the steps of:

(i) placing the off-line anion tank on-hne, in serial communi-
cation with the on-line cation tank and placing the de-

pleted anion tank off-line;

(ii) conveying an anion regeneration fluid through said flow

path in the depleted off-line anion tank in a counterflow

direction for a predetermined time and discharging the

anion regeneration fluid from said anion tank into the

drain means;

(iii) flushing residual anion regeneration fluid from a regen-

eration fluid supply conduit with deionized water from
the on-line anion tank;

(iv) rinsing said off-line anion tank by conveying deionized

water from the on-line anion tank along the anion flow

path in the off-line anion tank in a counterflow direction

and discharging the rinse water into the drain means;

(v) maintaining the regenerated anion tank off-line until the

on-line tank requires regeneration.

4,427^51
SOLIDS SEPARATION AND UQUID CLARinCATION

SYSTEM
Jean Duveau, 12 rue des Montatons, 91240 Saint Michel sur

Orge, France

FUed Sep. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 303,550

Int. a.J BOID 37/04; C02F 1/52
U.S, a. 210—741 9 Qaims

37 5' JiJ

5 si. *
a

-^^_ Sl^Hf

i:;m
_i_i t

4,427,550 I

REGENERATION OF ADSORBENTS
Anthony J. Priestley, Elsternwick, Australia, assignor to Com-
monwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization,

Campbell, Australia

Filed Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 363,930

Int. a.3 BOIJ 20/i4
U.S. a. 210—675 15 Qaims

1. A process for the regeneration and recovery of a loaded

adsorbent which comprises the steps of:

(a) contacting the loaded adsorbent with an alkaline solution

for a period sufficient to effect regeneration of the adsor-

bent;

(b) diluting the resulting slurry of the adsorbent in the alka-

line solution with recycled overflow liquid from one or

both of the subsequent separation steps, to thereby reduce

the concentration of adsorbent in the slurry to at least the

level where unhindered settling can occur;

(c) separating the slurry to give a first liquid overflow and a

first solids underflow containing the adsorbent and dis-

charging at least a portion of the first liquid overflow to

waste, the remainder being returned to step (b);

(d) slurrying the first solids underflow from step (c) with

washwater and recycled second liquid overflow from the

subsequent separation step;

(e) separating the thus formed slurry to give a second liquid

overflow and a second solids underflow containing the

adsorbent and returning a portion of the second liquid

overflow to step (d) and the balance to step (b);

(0 recovering the second solids underflow containing the

regenerated and washed adsorbent.

1. In a continuous process for the clarification of a liquid

medium containing solid particulate matter, the improvement
which comprises the steps of

(a) continuously passing a stream of the liquid medium con-

taining solid particulate matter through a first separator

means to remove from the stream solid matter having a

nominal diameter of greater than about 3 millimeters;

(b) discharging from the first separator means a stream of the

liquid medium containing solid particulate matter having a

nominal diameter of less than about 3 millimeters;

(c) pressurizing said stream of the liquid medium discharged

from the first separator means and passing said pressurized

liquid stream through a second pressurized separator

means;

(d) removing from the liquid stream in the second pressur-

ized separator means solid particulate matter having a

nominal diameter greater than about 75 microns and a

density greater than about 1.3 times the density of the

liquid medium;

(e) discharging the pressurized stream of the liquid medium
from the second separator means while maintaining a

substantially constant pressure differential across the sec-

ond separator by volumetric flow rate control means

downstream of the second separator;

(0 delivering the pressurized stream of the liquid medium
discharged from the second separator means to a pressur-

ized fine filter means and separating from said liquid me-

dium and retaining therein* solid particles having a nomi-

nal diameter greater than about 1 micron while maintain-

ing the flow rate within a predetermined range;

(g) maintaining the flow rate through the fine filter means by

variable discharge flow rate control means intermediate

the second separator means and fine filter means whereby

a portion of the pressurized stream of the liquid medium is

discharged to collection means at atmospheric pressure

for re-cycling to the first separator means; and

(h) discharging from the fine filter means a continuous

stream of clarified liquid medium.
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4^27^2
METHOD OF AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLING A
CONTINUOUSLY OPERATING PRESSURE HLTER

Jiiri LicberhoT, ZniluM; Erast Rebnunca, Thalwil; Felix
Tnchael, WiMUsch, aad Ludwig Haser, Niederrohnlorf, aU of
SwitKriaad, anivMn to Saiier-EKhcr Wyai Limited, Zo-
rich, SwHieriaad

Filed Jib. 27, 19C3, Ser. No. 461,473
Clalmt priority, appUcitioa Switierlaiid, Feb. 9, 1982, 774/82

lot a.3 BOID ii/40
\}&. a, 2I(V-741 II ciaima

(c) withdrawing substances in the cooling tower basin and
the aqueous flush fluid of (a) from the cooling tower basin.

>,^:3zn2l

1. A method of automatically controlling a continuously
operating pressure filter, said method comprising the steps of:

introducing a flow of a suspension at a first rate of flow into

a filtering chamber formed in said pressure filter and
containing filtering walls;

removing a flow of a filtrate at a second rate of flow from
said filtering chamber;

removing a flow of a product at a third rate of flow from said

filtering chamber;

maintaining a substantially constant tolerated operating
pressure within said filtering chamber;

the transmission capacity of said filtering walls in said filter-

ing chamber gradually decreasing with increasing operat-

ing time of said pressure filter;

measuring the transmission capacity of the filtering walls;

during operation regulating said first and said third rate of
flow in accordance with an obtained measuring result

concerning said transmission capacity; and
reducing each of said first and said third rate of flow by a

same coefficient in correspondence to a measured de-

crease in said transmission capacity, said coefficient being

directly proportional to the corresponding value of the

measured decrease;

whereby a desired ratio of said first and said third rate of
flow is obtained at the beginning of the operation and is

maintained essentially constant and remains essentially

constant during operation.

4,427.553

REMOVAL OF SOLIDS FROM A COOUNG TOWER
BASIN

Sharon R. Fore, Old Ocean, Tex., aasignor to Phillipt Petroleum
Conpany, Bartlcsrille, Okla.

DiriaioD of Ser. No. 285,701, Jul. 22, 1981, Pat No. 4^89,351.
This appUcatioB Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,800

Int. a.> BOID 47/00
U.S. a. 210—743 11 Claims

1. A method for removing substances in a cooling tower
basin from the cooling tower basin comprising:

(a) passing an aqueous flush fluid into the cooling tower
basin through a perforated flush tube means which ex-

tends into the cooling tower basin,

(b) agitating and mixing substances in the cooling tower

basin with the aqueous flush fluid of (a).

using a separate perforated removal tube means which
extends into the basin.

4,427,554

METHOD FOR APPLYING A SECONDARY HLTER
LAYER OR PRECOAT LAYER IN A PLATE HLTER

PRESS, AND PLATE FILTER PRESS FOR PERFORMING
THE METHOD

Oswald BusM, aad Hugo Klesper, both of Aarbergen, Fed. Rep.
of Germany, aasignon to PaaMvaat-Werke AG A Co. KG,
Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaay

Filed JuB. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 393,025
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 7,

1981, 3129736

Int. a.5 BOID 25/12. 37/02
U.S. a. 210-777 4 Claims

fciO 10
./^..

*<>/-
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6 -f r> b

1. The method for applying a secondary filter layer or pre-

coat layer to the filter cloths of a plate filter press by feeding a

suspension comprising a carrier medium containmg a second-
ary filter medium or precoat medium from one or both ends of
the filter press into the chambers of the filter press and drainmg
the carrier medium passing through the filter cloths out of the

filter press, the improvement comprising, draining at least a

part of the carrier medium out of the filter press at a plurality

of drainage points distributed along the length of the filter

press, and throttling the drainage of the carrier medium to

build up pressure in the filter chamber.

4,427,555

nLTER SYSTEM
Robert L. Brown, Tewksbury, and Wesley M. Tafta, HoUistoa,

both of Mass., assignors to Control Fluidics, Inc., New York,
N.Y.

FUed Dec. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 452,950

Int. a.3 002c 1/18

VJS. a. 210-805 24 Claims
1. A filter system comprising means defining a first chamber

containing fluid up to a predetermined level, a shroud posi-

tioned in the chamber immersed in the fluid, said shroud defin-

ing a downwardly-open second chamber, a quantity of dis-

crete, buoyant bodies supported in the shroud by flotation, said

discrete, buoyant bodies defining a filter medium, a conductor
connected to the top of the shroud for delivering fluid to the
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shroud at a pressure to disperse the discrete bodies down-
wardly therein as the fluid is forced downwardly into the

shroud and into the lower part of the first chamber below the

shroud, means surrounding the first chamber defining in con-

junction therewith an annular third chamber, a conductor

connecting the top of the shroud with said third chamber, a

conductor connected to the bottom of the third chamber pro-

viding an outlet from the bottom and valves in the several

conductors operable on the one hand to admit fluid into the

shroud and to prevent fluid to be withdrawn from the third

chamber while blocking flow of fluid from the shroud to the

third chamber and on the other hand to terminate flow of fluid

into the shroud and prevent flow from the third chamber while

permitting flow from the shroud into the third chamber.

4,427,556

DISPERSIBLE HYDROPHILIC POLYMER
COMPOSITIONS

Roy F. House, Houston, and Lonnie D. Hoover, Chappell Hill,

both of Tex., assignors to NL Industries, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 14, 1980, Ser. No. 196,367

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to May 18,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.5 CX)9K 7/02: E21B 4i/00

U.S. a. 252—8.5 A 23 Qaims
1. A polymer composition for use in thickening aqueous

mediums comprising a particulate, organic polymer selected

from the group consisting of cellulose derivatives, starch de-

rivatives, polysaccharide gums, and mixtures thereof which is

water dispersible, increases the viscosity or decreases the fluid

loss of an aqueous medium, and normally forms agglomerates

upon addition to an aqueous medium, a solvating agent com-
prising a water miscible, polar organic liquid selected from the

class consisting of aliphatic glycols containing from 2 to S

carbon atoms, alkylene triols containing from 3 to S carbon

atoms, polyalkylene glycols containing 4 to 9 carbon atoms,

amides containing from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, and mixtures

thereof, which solvating agent when uniformly mixed with

said polymer in a weight ratio of polymer to solvating agent of

1:2 produces a mixture with substantially no free liquid solvat-

ing agent present after remaining quiescent for one week at

ambient temperature in a sealed container, a diluting agent,

said diluting agent comprising an organic liquid which is not a

solvating agent, wherein the weight ratio of said solvating

agent and a compatibilizing agent capable of increasing the

viscosity of said diluting agent, to said polymer in said compo-
sition is from about 1:1 to about S:l, and wherein said com-

patibilizing agent comprises the reaction product of a methyl

benzyl dialkyi ammonium compound wherein the ammonium
compound contains 20 to 7S% alkyl groups having 18 carbon

atoms, and a smectite-type clay having cationic exchange

capacity of at least 75 milliequivalents per hundred grams of

said clay, and wherein the amount of said ammonium com-

pound is from about 100 to 120 milliequivalents per hundred

grams of said clay, 100% active clay basis.

4,427,557

ANIONIC TEXTILE TREATING COMPOSITIONS
George J. Stockburger, Wilmington, Del., assignor to ICI

Americas Inc., Wilmington, Del.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 263,445, May 14, 1981,

abandoned. This application Feb. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 466,580

Int. a.3 D06M 9/00

U.S. a. 252—8.7 20 Oaims
1. A copolyester having a molecular weight of from 2,000 to

10,000 and comprising a copolyester of (1) ethylene glycol, (2)

polyethylene glycol having an average molecular weight of

from 200 to 1000, (3) aromatic dlcarboxylic acid containing

only carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen atoms, and (4) an alkali

metal salt of a sulfonated aromatic dicarboxylic acid containing

only carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and sulfur atoms, wherein the

molar ratio of (2) to (4) is from 0. 1 to 2.0, and the molar ratio

of (3) to (4) is from 1 to 8.

5. An anionic textile treating composition comprising an

aqueous dispersion of a copolyester of claim 1.

4,427,558

FABRIC CONDITIONING MATERIALS
John G. David, Wirral, England, assignor to Lever Brothers

Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,645

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, May 8, 1981,

8114134

Int. a.3 D06M li/40, 13/46

U.S. a. 252—8.8 7 Claims

1. A method of producing fabric softening particles charac-

terised by the steps of

(i) forming a liquid mixture comprising:

(A) from about 4% to about 80% by weight of a cationic

fabric conditioning material;

(B) from about 10% to about 90% by weight of urea;

(C) from about 2% to about 50% by weight of water; and

(D) from about 1% to about 50% by weight of an alkaline

earth metal salt of a fatty acid having 8-30 carbon atoms,

the weight ratio of fatty acid salt to cationic fabric condi-

tioning material being between about 0.25:1 and about

0.5:1; and

(iii) transforming the liquid mixture so formed into solid

particles having a particle size of from about 0. 1 to about

2000 microns.

4,427,559

METHOD OF PREPARING OVERBASED CALOUM
SULFONATES

Joanne R. Whittle, Nederland, Tex., assignor to Texaco Inc.,

White Plains, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 228,406

Int. a.' ClOM 1/40

U.S. a. 252—33.2 3 Claims

1. A process for preparing a micellar dispersion of calcium

carbonate-overbased calcium sultonate of high alkalinity

which consists essentially of the steps of:

(a) mixing a neutral calcium sulfonate with a light hydrocar-

bon solvent and a lower alkanol;

(b) adding to the resulting mixture (1) a calcium oxide hav-

ing a temperature rise of about 6* C. maximum in 30

seconds and a total slaking time of about 6 to 24 minutes,

and (2) calcium hydroxide in a molar ratio of oxide to

hydroxide and oxide ranging from about 0.2 to 1.0, with

the ratio of oxide to hydroxide not exceeding 30%; the

molar ratio of said alkanol to the sum of the moles of oxide

and hydroxide ranging from about 0.5 to about 3.0; and

the molar ratio of said hydrocarbon solvent to said neutral

calcium sulfonate ranging from about 1.0 to 2.0;

(c) heating the resulting reaction mass to between about 100*
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F. and 170' P. under a pressure ranging from about to 50
psig;

(d) introducing into the heated mixture gaseous hydrocar-
bon dioxide in an amount sufficient to provide a molar
ratio ofCO2 to said oxide and said hydroxide ranging from
about 0.1 to 1.2;

(e) adding to the thus treated mass a diluent oil;

(0 separating the solids from the liquid in said mass; and
(g) heating said liquid to remove said solvent.

4 427 560
ANTI-OXIDATION AND CORROSION INHIBITORS FOR

BORON-CONTAINING LUBRICANTS
Richard A. Holstedt, Whittier, Calif., and Peter Jessup, MiUing-

ton, N.J., assignors to Union Oil Company of California, Los
Angeles, Calif.

Filed Dec. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 329,384
Int. Cl.i ClOM 1/38

U.S. a. 252-42.7 37 a^„,
1. A lubricating composition comprising a major amount of

a lubricating oil and a minor amount of:

(A) An extreme pressure, anti-wear and friction reducing
boron compound of the formula:

R2—o

Rl-N B-O

R^—

O

X+>'

wherein R' is hydrogen, alkyl, cyclic, alicyclic, aryl, alkyiaryl,
or arylalkyl radicals having from 1 to about 24 carbon atoms!
R2 and R^ are the same or difl'erent, straight or branched car-
bon chains, cyclic, alicyclic, aryl, alkylaryl or arylalkyl radi-
cals having from 2 to about 20 carbon atoms, y is a number
from

1 to 4, and X is either hydrogen, a transition metal having
an atomic number between 21 and 30 or a Group IVA metal of
the Periodic Table and mixtures thereof;

(B) A copper corrosion inhibitor comprising a hydrocarbon
polysulflde derivative of 2,5-dimercapto-l,3,4-thiadiazole
having the formula

N N

R*-(S)»,-C c-(S),-R5

S

wherein R^ and R' are moieties selected from hydrogen or
straight or branched chain alkyl, cyclic, alicyclic, aryl, alkyl-
aryl or arylalkyl radicals having from 2 to about 30 carbon
atoms, provided that R* and R' are not both hydrogen and w
and z are numbers from 1 to about 8;

(C) a lead corrosion inhibitor comprising terephthalic acid;
and

(D) an anti-oxidant comprising a bis(dithiobenzil) metal
derivative having the formula:

4,427,561
SULFUR COMPOUND CONTAINING LUBRICANT
COMPOSITION FOR USE IN FLON ATMOSPHERE

Sampo Kusayanagi, Yokohama, and Rynjl Kimura, Urawa, both
of Japan, assignors to Nippon Mining Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 276,291
Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 20, 1980, 55-82872

Int. aj ClOM 1/38. 1/42. 3/32. 3/36
U.S. a. 252-W 5 cw„

1. A method for lubrication of machines used in a sealed
Flon atmosphere substantially devoid of oxygen, which pro-
cess comprises using a lubricant composition comprising min-
eral oil as a base oil. said composition containing at least one
organic sulfur compound selected from the group consisting of
the compounds of the following three formulae (1). (II) and

RiOn-"
0)

RiOo R2.

RiOct- "Oct-

Oo-
(wherein R| and R2 which may be the same or difTercnl arc
each an alkyl group having I to 8 carbon atoms or hydrogen);

R1-S-R2
(II)

^H@
(wherein R| and R2 which may be the same or different are
each an alkyl group having 4 to 12 carbon atoms, phenyl
group, phenol group, benzyl group, naphthalene group or a
derivative thereof having an alkyl substituent); and

M O
n

(R-o-c-ecHztirtrS

(III)

wherein M is a first row transition metal having an oxidation
state of -f-2.

(wherein R is an alkyl group having 4 to 8 carbon atoms or a
phenyl group; and n is an integer of 2 to 8), said composition
having a toul sulfur content of from 0.14 to 0.6 wt%.
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4,427,562

FRICTION REDUCE31S FOR LUBRICANTS AND FUELS
Andrew G. Horodysky, Owrry Hill, and Milton Braid, Haddon-

fleld, both of NJ., aarignors to Mobil Oil Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

FUcd May 6, 1982, Ser. No. 375,413

Int a.3 ClOM 1/32

\iS. a. 252—51.5 A 8 Claims

1. A lubricant or fuel composition comprising a major

amount of an oil of lubricating viscosity, a grease prepared

therefrom or a liquid hydrocarbon fuel and a minor amount of

an additive effective for providing friction reducing, copper

anti-corrosion or antioxidant properties to said composition

comprising an amide represented by the following formula:

I

O

R—O—R'—NHC—R2

wherein R is a hydrocarbyl group or a mixture of hydrocarbyl

groups containing from about S-30 carbon atoms; R' is a hy-

drocarbyl group containing from about 2-10 carbon atoms;

and R^ is hydrogen.

r

4,427,563

STABILIZATION OF HYDROCRACKED OILS WITH
CERTAIN DIHYDROXY DIFHENYL OXIDATION

STABILIZERS
David A. Hutchison, Hammond, Ind., assignor to Atlantic Rich-

field Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

FUed May 15, 1980, Ser. No. 150,012

Int. a.3 ClOM 1/20

U.S. a. 252—52 R 19 Qaims
1. A composition of matter comprising a major amount by

weight of a hydrocracked lubricating oil and a minor amount
by weight of at least one added dihydroxy-diphenyl compo-
nent having a structure:

OH

wherein each R is independently selected from the group

consisting of monovalent substantially hydrocarbonaceous

radicals containing 1 to about 24 carbon atoms, said dihydroxy-

diphenyl component being present in an amount effective to

inhibit sunlight deterioration of said composition.

11. A method of inhibiting a hydrocracked lubricating oil

from deterioration caused by sunlight comprising combining

with said oil an inhibiting amount of at least one dihydroxy-

diphenyl component having a structure:

OH

4,427,564

ADDmVE COMPOSITION FOR RELEASE OF STUCK
DRILL PIPE

Darrell W. BrownaweU, Scotch Plains; Antonio Gntierrez, Mer-
cerriUe, both of NJ.; Patricia C. Matthews, Houston, and
Thad O. Walker, Humble, both of Tex., assignors to Exxon
Research A Engineering Co., Florham Park, NJ.

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 428,825

Int. a.J C09K 7/00. 3/00; E21B 3/00
U.S. a. 252—8.55 R 8 Claims

1. An improved method of releasing a stuck drill string in the

borehole of an underground formation during drilling opera-

tions employing a drilling fluid which comprises contacting

said stuck drill string with an additive composition effective to

reduce the annular pressure exerted by the drilling fluid against

the stuck drill string and to release said stuck drill string, said

additive composition being comprised of S to 23 weight per-

cent of a propoxylated Ci-C| 50 lactone acid represented by the

formula:

CH3
I

0-f-CH2—CH—OijT- R'R CH3 O
\ / \ /
C—CH2 c

/ \ /
O -CH—CH2

c
H
o

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen
and hydrocarbyl containing from 1 to ISO carbons, R' is se-

lected from hydrogen or

R CH3 O
\ / \ /
C—CH2 C

/ \ /
O.. -CH—CH2

C

and n is an integer of from 3 to 40; from 4 to 20 weight percent

a Cg-C22 fatty acid ester of a polyol or polyol anhydride; and,

a liquid hydrocarbon diluent.

5. A stuck drill pipe additive composition comprising from 3

to 23 weight percent of a propoxylated lactone acid repre-

sented by the formula:

CH3

0-f-CH2—CH—O-tji—R'R CH3 O
\ / \ /
C—CH2 c

/ \ /
O CH—CH2

C
II

o

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen

and hydrocarbyl containing from 1 to 130 carbons, R' is se-

lected from hydrogen or

R CH3 O
\ / \ /
C—CH2 c

/ \ /
O- .CH—CH2

C

wherein each R is selected from the group consisting of H and and n is an integer of from 3 to 40; from 4 to 20 weight percent

substantially monovalent hydrocarbonaceous radicals conUin- an oil-soluble emulsifler-wetting agent; and, a hydrocarbon
ing 1 to about 24 carbon atoms. diluent.
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4,427,565
NOVEL CLASS OF RUST INHIBITORS

flu .r « .. ^^^^ "^ELS AND OILS

Su •|!^S'^ n/*' ^V^ "*" ""^^ L- ^^«^"«>»' Naper.
iiie, both of lU., aasignors to Standard Oil Company (Indi-
•lui), Chicago, lU.

^^^

Diiiglon of Ser. No. 287.156, Jul. 27, 1981, Pat. No. 4^88.470
This application Mar. 31, 1983, Ser. No. 480,889

Int. a.J ClOM 1/20
U.S. a. 252—56 D 3 ^^^

1. Photo-adducts of dimethyl maleic anhydride and olefms
as rust mhibitors m concentrations of about 0.0001 to I weiaht
percent m fuels and oils.

*

(I) compnsing moieties (a) derived from an acrylic acid or
water soluble salt thereof and moieties (b) of an hydroxylated
lower alkyl acrylate. wherein the moieties of the polymer (1)
have the following formula

and

4,427,566
WASHING COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING ORGANICPERAOD BLEACHES OR THEIR PRECURSORS AND

IODIDE ION DONORS
Anthony H. Qements, Ceftaoy bedd, Wales, assignor to U»er

Brothers Company, New York, N.Y.
Filed Feb. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 345,908

B»2S.T
'"^'"^*y' application United Kingdom, Feb. 16. 1981,

Int. a.J CUD 7/54
U.S. a. 252-102

,3 a^„,
1. A composition for washing fabrics in aqueous media

compnsmg:
(a) about 0.5 to about 25% by weight of a peracid compound

selected from the group consisting of organic peracids
peracid salts, peracid precursors from which peracids are
liberated by hydrolysis or perhydrolysis and mixtures
thereof; and

(b) about 0002 to about 1.2% by weight of an iodide ion
donor which is effective in aqueous media.

4,427,567
METHOD FOR RECONDITIONING OF POORLY
FLOWING OR CAKED DETERGENT POWDERS

Oaude L. Bcnz, Belle-Mewl, N.J., assignor to Colgate-Palmol-
ive Company, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 640,792, Dec. 15, 1975, abandoned.
This application Jun. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 275,052

Int. a.3 CUD 3/12. 11/00. 17/06
U.S. a. 252—116

, cud„
1. A method for reconditioning a caked detergent composi-

tion of about 18% sodium linear tridecylbenzene sulfonate,
about 15% sodium silicate having an Na20:Si02 ratio of I 2 33

?« "'r'^S,**^'"'"
carbonate, about 50% sodium sulfate, about

1% of a CI2 to CI5 fatty alcohol-polyethylene oxide conden-
sate having about 10 to 15 ethylene oxide units per molecule,
about 1% sodium tallow soap, about 1% aluminum silicate
clay, about 1.5% adjuvants and about 7.3% moisture, said
percents being weight percents relative to the total weight of
the composition, which comprises breaking up the caked de-
*!.^**'"!^°'"P°'"'°" ^° '°"" detergent powder; and mixing
about 100 parts of the detergent powder with about 3 parts of
a type 4A molecular sieve having about 2% hydration and a
particle size of about 6.3 to 8.3 microns to produce a molecular
sieve coated, freely flowing detergent composition powder

L

R
I

CH2--C
I

c«o
I

O
I

R2—OH

Wherein R is hydrogen or a lower alkyl of from I to 3 carbon
atoms; R, is OH. OM. or NH2 where M is a water soluble
cation; R2 is a lower alkyl of from about 2-6 carbon atoms and
the molar ratio of x to y is about 34: 1 to 1:4. and an effective
amount of a water soluble ester of an aliphatic sulphodicar-
boxylic acid (11).

4 427 569
SHORT LENGTH ESTER LIQUID CRYSTAL MIXTURES

AND PROCESS FOR MAKING SAME
J. DaTid Margeruffl. Woodland Hills, and Uroy J. Miller.
Canoga Park, both of Calif., assignors to Hughes Aircraft
Company, El Segundo, Calif.

Filed Dec, 18, 1980, Ser. No. 217,619
Int. a.' C09K 3/34. G02F 1/13

U.S. CI. 252-299.63 „ Claims
1 Liquid crystal mixtures comprising a eulectic mixture

consisting essentially of components selected from Tabic A
herein and including at least one binary set of components said
binary set consisting of two components selected from one of
the following Groups:
Group I: 1S04. 10-4. 10S4. I0-OOC3. 20-3. 20S^ 20-(C)^

40SI;

Group 2: 10-04. I0SO4, 10S5. I0-(C)5. 40-01;
Group 3: 1-06. 1S06. 20-5. 20S5. 20-(C)5. 40^3 405

V

Group 4: 10-06. 10S06. 2-OOC<()2. 2-(CIKXX:62
2<J)COO(CH3)-2. 40-(C>4. 60-01;

Group 5: 40-6. 40-05. 4086. 40-OOC4. 60-(CH
Group 6: 4-OOC<M. 4<t>COO(CH3)-4;

TABLE A
Code

1-06

10-1

Structure

4427 568
COMPOSITION FOR TREATING AQUEOUS MEDIUMS
William R. Snyder, Warminster, and Diane Feuerstein, Ben-

salem, both of Pa., assignors to Beta Uboratorics, Inc., Tre-
Toae, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 254,842, Apr. 16, 1981, Pat. No. 4,324,664.
This appUcation Jan. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 337,195

Int. a.J O02F 5/10
U.S. a. 252—180 ( Q^^

1. Composition for controlling the deposition of scale im-
parting precipiutes on structural parts of a system exposed to
an aqueous medium including scale imparting precipitates,
under scale imparting conditions, said composition comprising
an effective amount for the purpose of a water soluble polymer

KM

10-04

I&06

1604

1606

1064

1065

CH3-Q-OOC-^^OC,H,

CH30-^^00C-^^CH,

CH30-^^00C-^^ C«H,

CH30-^^OOC-^^OC4H

CH,0-^^OOC-^^OCfcH

CH3-^^SOC-^^OC4H,

CHj-(3-80C-Q-OC6Hu

CH30-^^S0C-^^C4H,

CH30-^^SOC-^J^C5Hm
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TABLE A-continued TABLE A-continued

10604

10606

10KC)5

io<xx:3

20-3

20-S

2063

2063

20-(C)3

20-{C)5

2-OC)C«J>2

2-{Cl)OCX:>1.2

CHjO—^3~SOC—^^^OCfeH 1

3

CH30—^^ooc—oi\-C5H
1

1

CH3O—^^^00c—^3~0^^~<^3H7

C2H5O—^^\-OCX:—^^ C3H7

C2H5O—^^^OOC—^^QH,,

C2H5O—^^soc—^3~ C3H7

C2H5O—^^^SOC—^^C5H
1

1

C2H5O—^^V-00c—/h\— C3H7

C2H5O—^V-00c—MlV-CjH
1

1

C2H5—^Wocx:—^V-ooc—Q— C2H5

4<(>COO(CH3)—

4

C2H5—^w00c—^3—oo<=—0~ ^^"*

CI

2(K;0C)(CH3)— 2
j

C2H5—^V-coo—^3~o<^—0~ *^^"'

CH3

C+HpO—Q—00c—^V-CHs

C4H9O—^V-OOC-^3-- <^3H7

C4H9O—^^^00c—Q- CfeH , 3

C4H9O—^3—OOC—^V-OCH3

C4H90—Q—00c—Q—0C5H
1

1

C4H9O—^^SOC—Q—CH3

C4H9O—Q—SOC—/"^ C3H7

C4H90-^^^SOC—^3-CoH 1

3

C4H9O—Q—OOC—/hN— C4H9

C4H9O—^^OOC—^3~00<^~C4H9

C4H9—f^—OOC—^\—OOC—^^-C4H9

34M

40-1

40-3

40-6

40-01

4005

4061

4063

4066

40-(C)4

40O0C4

4000M

54>-4

5-(Cl)OOC<i>5

CsHn

60-3

«04

60-S

60-01

C4H9—Q—COO—^3-OOC—^V-C+Hg

CH3

C5Hn-^)-^^OOC-^^C4H9

C5HM-0-OOC-Q-Q-C5H,,

_^^OOC-Q-OOC-^^C5Hn

CI

C6H13O—Q-OOC—^3~C3H7

C6H
13O—Q—OOC—Q— C4H9

C6H13O—^^OOC—Q-CjHii

C6H13O—Q—OOC—Q—OCH3

C6H 13O—^3~OOC—/h\- C4H9

CftH 1
3O—^^OOC—^h\—C5H

1

1

Q,Hi30—Q—OOC—^3"OOCC5H

CgHiTO—Q—OOC—Q—C3H7

CgH
,
7O—^^^OOC—Q-C6H

1

3

60-(C)4

60-(C)5

60-OOC5

80-3

80-6

II

Code Name

1-06 p-tolyl p-hexoxybenzoate

lO-l p-methoxyphenyl p-toluate

MM p-methoxyphenyl p-butylbenzoate

1(M)4 p-methoxyphenyl p-butylbenzoate

10-06 p-methoxyphenyl p-hexoxybenzoate

1604 p-tolyl p-butoxythiobenzoate

1606 p-tolyl p-hexoxythiobenzoate

1064 p-methoxyphenyl p-butylthiobenzoate

1065 p-methoxyphenyl p-pentylthiobenzoate

10604 p-methoxyphenyl p-butoxythiobenzoate

10606 p-methoxyphenyl p-hexoxythiobenzoate

I0-{C)5 p-methoxyphenyl trans-4-pentyl-

cyclohexanecarboxylate

10-OOC3 p-methoxyphenyl p-butyryloxybenzoate
20-3 p-ethoxyphenyl p-propylbenzoate
20-5 p-ethoxyphenyl p-pentylbenzoate

2063 p-ethoxyphenyl p-propylthiobenzoate

2065 p-ethoxyphenyl p-pentylthiobenzoate

20-(C)3 p-ethoxyphenyl trans-4-propyl-

cyclohexanecarboxylate

20-(C)5 p-ethoxyphenyl trans-4-pentyl

cyclohexanecarboxylate

2-OOC4>2 p-ethylphenyl p-(p-ethylbenzoyloxy)benzoate

2-(CI)OOC4>2 p-ethylphenyl p-(p-ethylbenzoyloxy)-o-

chlorobenzoate

24>COO(CH3)-2 2-methyl-1.4-phenylene di(4-«thylbenzoate)

3<t>-4 4-propylbiphenyl-4'-yl p-butylbenzoate

40-1 p-butoxyphenyl p-toluate

40-3 p-butoxyphenyl p-propylbenzoate

40-6 p-butoxyphenyl p-hexylbenzoate

40-01 p-butoxyphenyl p-methoxybenzoate
40-05 p-butoxyphenyl pentyloxybenzoate

4061 p-butoxyphenyl p-thiotoluate

4063 p-butoxyphenyl p-propylthiobenzoate
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TABLE A-continued

4066

40-(C)4

40-OOC4
4-OOC4M
4<|>COO(CHj)-4

S<M
3-<^5

5-(ClKX)C<>5

60-3

60-4

60-5

60-01

tUHCy*

60-(C)5

60-OOC5
80-3

80-6

p-butoxyphenyl p-hexylthtobenzoate
p-butoxyphenyl trans-4-butyl-

cyclohexanecarboxylate

p-butoxyphenyl p-valcryloxybenzoate

p-butylphenyl p-(p-butyIbcnzoyloxy)ben7.oate
2-mcthyl- 1 ,4-phenylene di(4-buly Ibenzoate)
4-pentylbiphenyl-4'-yl 4-buiylbenzoatc

p-pentylphenyl 4"-pcnlyIbiphenyl-4'-carboxylatc
p-pentylphenyl p-(p-pentylbcnzoyloxy)-o-

chlorobenzoate

p-hexoxyphcnyl p-propylbenzoate
p-hexoxyphenyl p-butylbenzoale

p-hexoxyphenyl p-pentylbenznate

p-hexoxyphenyl p-methoxybenzoatc
p-hexoxyphenyl tran8-4-butyl-

cyclohexanecarboxylate

p-hexoxyphenyl trans-4-pentyl-

cyclohexanecarboxylate

p-hexoxyphenyl p-hexanoyloxybenzoate
p-oclyloxyphenyl p-propylbenzoatc

p-octyloxyphenyl p-hexylbenzoate.

saturation of a water soluble inorganic cyanide or thiocyanate
salt which produces free cyanide or thiocyanate ions in water.

4,427,572
PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF SOAP

John B. Akere, South Wirrtl; Jane A. Littler, Warrington, and
David C. Peters, Heawall, all of England, asaignon to Lever
Brothers Company, New York. N.Y.

Filed Jul. 21. 1981, Ser. No. 285,66S
Qaims priority, application United Kingdom. Jul. 24, 1980.

8024344

Int. a.' CI ID U/OO
U.S. a. 252-369 5 aaim.

1. A process for the production of calcium soap, which
comprises saponifying an organic carboxylic acid having from
6 to 24 carbon atoms in the molecule, its ester or mixtures
thereof with calcium hydroxide in a liquid reaction medium
comprising a dipolar aprotic solvent having a dicicctriL con-
stant of above 1 5. separating the calcium stiap from the reac-
tion medium, and removing excess dipolar aprotic solvent
from the calcium soap.

4,427,570

HIGH-QUANTUM EITiaENCV, LONG-LIVED
LUMINESCING REFRACTORY OXIDES

Yok Chen, Oak Ridge; Roberto Gonzalez, Knoxville, both of
Tenn., and Geoffrey P. Summers, Stillwater, Okla., assignors
to The United States of America as represented by the United
States Department of Energy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Dec. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 447,729
Int. a.3 C09K 11/12: COIF 5/00

U.S. a. 252-301.4 R 3 a^ims

4.427.573

POLYMERIZATION CATALYST. PROCESS FOR
PREPARING. AND USE FOR ETHYLENE

POLYMERIZATION
David L. Miles. Neshanic; Frederick J. Karol, and George L.
Goeke. both of Belle Mead. Burkhard E. Wagner, Highland
Park, all of N.J,. assignors to Union Carbide Corporation.
Danbury. Conn.

Filed Sep. 16. 1981. Ser. No. 302,846
Int. a.J C08F 4/64

U.S. a. 502-111 10 Claims

L A crystal formed of an oxide selected from the group
consisting of magnesium oxide and calcium oxide and possess-
ing a concentration ratio of H- ions to F centers in the range
of about O.OS to about 10.

4,427,57!

COMPOSmON FOR STRIPPING GOLD OR SILVER
FROM PARTICULATE MATERIALS

Alan J. Parker, South Perth, and David M. Muir, Murdoch,
both of Australia, assignors to Anumin Pty. Ltd., Murdoch,
Australia

Filed Nov. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,558
Claims priority, application Australia, Nov. 26, 1980, PE6633:

Jan. 2, 1981, PE7115
Int. a.3 BOIF 1/00

VJS. a. 252-364 6 Claims
1. A composition for use in separating gold or silver from

particulate material on which it is adsorbed, which comprises
a homogeneous phase mixture of aqueous solvent having dis-

solved therein at least 20% by volume of a polar organic sol-

vent or a mixture of polar organic solvents selected from the
group consisting of organic nitriles containing up to 3 carbon
atoms, said solvent mixture containing from 0. 1% by weight to

_4.»5JiiE.

1. A process for preparing a partially activated precursor
composition, m the presence of an insoluble porous support,
which comprises

dissolving in an electron donor solvent

at least one tiUnium compound; at least one magnesium
compound; and at least one activator compound;

said titanium compound having the structure Ti(OR)aXft
wherein R is a C| to Cu aliphatic or aromatic hydrocarbon

radical, or COR' wherein R' is a Ci to Cu aliphatic or
aromatic hydrocarbon radical,

X is selected from the group consisting of CI, Br, I or mix-
tures thereof

a is to 4 inclusive; b is to 4 inclusive and a-t-b = 3 or 4;

said magnesium compound having the structure MgX:',
wherein X'is selected from the group consisting of CI, Br
I or mixtures thereof;

said electron donor solvent being a liquid organic compound
in which said magnesium compound and said titanium
compound are soluble and which is selected from the
group consisting of alkyl esters of aliphatic carboxylic
acids, aliphatic ethers, and cyclic ethers.
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said activator compound having the formula

Al(R'^tXd"H,
I

wherein X'^is CI or OR*', R^'and R'^are the same or

different C| to Cu saturated hydrocarbon radicals, d is

to 1.5, e is 1 or and c+d+e=3, and

impregnating said partially activated precursor composition

into said support by drying,

said magnesium compound being present from about O.S to

36 mols per mol of titanium compound,

said activator compound being present in excess of one mol

per mol of titanium and

said porous support being present from about SO to about 95

weight percent based on the total weight of the solid

composition.

I

4,427,574

CATALYSTS
Edward K. Pierpoint, Largs, Scotland, assignor to Imperial

Chemical Industries PLC, London, England

FUed Jun. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,168

Claims priority, appUortion United Kingdom, Aug. 14, 1981,

8124940; Ang. 21, 1981, 8125678

iBt a.3 BOIJ 31/30

VS. a. 502—154 6 Claims

1. In an improved platinum catalyst of the type resulting

from the admixture of a haloplatinum compound and an ali-

phatically unsaturated organosiloxane compound, the im-

provement which comprises the inclusion of an aluminium

alkoxide.

I

4,427,575 '

CATALYST
Marvin M. Johnson; Gerhard P. Nowack, and Simon Kukes, all

of Bartlesrille, Okla., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Com-
pany, Bartlesrille, Okla.

Division of Ser. No. 395,939, Jul. 7, 1982. This application Apr.

26, 1983, Ser. No. 488,881

Int. a.3 BOIJ 27/14

VJS. a. 502—208 4 Qaims
1. An amorphous catalyst composition comprising:

(a) zirconium phosphate and at least one of

(b) chromium, and __

(c) thorium.

4,427,577

COMPOSITE ZEOLITE
Wither T. Koetsier, MUnshcerenlaiid, Netherlands, assignor to

Exxon Research A Engineering Co., Florham Park, NJ.
FUed Dec. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 327,175

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Dec. 12, 1980,

8039997

Int a.3 BOIJ 29/28

U.S. a. 502—66 24 Claims
1. A catalyst composition comprising a crystalline modified-

silica zeolite having a constraint index of from 1 to 12 overly-

ing a silica core having substantially the same crystalline struc-

ture as the modified-silica zeolite.

2. A catalyst composition comprising a crystalline modified-

silica zeolite having a constraint index of from 1 to 12 overly-

ing a silica core, in which the silica core is a silica polymorph
of analogous structure to the modified-silica zeolite, so that the

silica core alone and the complete catalyst display substantially

the same x-ray diffraction patterns.

19. A process for the preparation of a composite zeolite

comprising a silica core with an overlying modified-silica

zeolite having a tetrahedral silica network substituted by a

modifying element, in which process preformed particles of
silica are placed in a crystallisation gel for the modified-silica

zeolite comprising a silica source and a source of the modifying

element and the crystallisation gel is maintained under appro-

priate reaction conditions to bring about formation on the silica

particles of a modified-silica zeolite having a constraint index

of from 1 to 12, the silica having substantially the same crystal-

line structure as the modified-silica zeolite.

4,427,578

AMORPHOUS SIUCA-BASED CATALYST AND
PROCESS FOR ITS PRODUCnON

Joseph G. Robinson, Winchcombe; David I. Barnes, Chelten-

ham, and Angela M. Carswell, Longhope, all of England,

assignors to Coal Industry (Patents) Limited, London, En-

gland

FUed Jul. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 396,132

Qaims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Aug. 18, 1981,

8125108

Int. a.} BOIJ 21/08
U.S. O. 502—177 8 Claims

1. A synthesis gas conversion catalyst comprising a highly

porous amorphous silica xerogel support, a monolayer of silica

deposited on the support, and a transition metal impregnated

onto the silica-coated support, the catalyst having a maximum
pore diameter of up to 5 nm and an average pore diameter of

up to 1.5 nm.

4,427,576 '

CATALYST FOR OXIDATION OF HYDROGEN SULFIDE
AND/OR ORGANOSULFUR COMPOUNDS TO SO2 AND

PROCESS FOR PREPARING THE CATALYST
Thierry Dnpin, Garges, France, assignor to Rhone-Poulenc

Spedalitcs Chimqnes, Conrbevoie, France

FUed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,243

Claims priority, appUcation France, Mar. 13, 1981, 81 05030
Int a.3 BOIJ 21/06, 21.08, 23/02. 27/02

VS. a. 502—218 37 Qaims
1. A long-lived catalyst composition, consisting essentially

of (i) titaniuin dioxide, or admixture of titanium dioxide with

zirconia or sUica, (ii) an alkaline earth metal sulfate, and (iii) at

least one of the elements copper, silver, zinc, cadmium, yt-

trium, lanthanides, vanadium, chromium, molybdenum, tung-

sten, manganese, iron, cobalt, rhodium, iridium, nickel, palla-

dium, platinum, tin and bismuth, the amount by weight of the

component (i) therein, relative to the total weight thereof,

ranging from about 60 to about 99%.

4,427,579

METHOD OF PRODUQNG FUGITIVE
BINDER-CONTAINING NUCLEAR FUEL MATERIAL

George L. Gaines, Jr., Scotia; Patricia A. Piacente; WUUam J.

Ward, III, both of Schenectady, aU of N.Y.; Peter C. Smith,

WUmington, N.C.; Timothy J. GalUvan, WUmington, N.C.,

and Harry M. Ladca, Wllmingtoa, N.C., assignors to General

Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

FUed Dec 17, 1981, Ser. No. 331,492

Int. a.) C09K 3/00; G21C 21/00

VJS. Q. 252—639 11 Claims

1. In the method of producing a sintered body of nuclear fuel

material including the steps of pressing a particulate nuclear

fuel material to form a green body compact and thereafter

sintering the compact, the improvement of adding at least one

amine compound selected from the group consisting of amine

carbonates and amine cartwmates to the particulate nuclear

fuel material and reacting the resulting mixture in the presence

of H2O prior to the pressing step.

6. The composition of matter of claim 5 in combination with
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nuclear fuel particulate material, said composition of matter
being on the surface of said particulate material and the amine
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compound used being present from about 0.5% to about 7% by
weight of said nuclear fuel particulate material.

4,427,580

METHOD FOR SEPARATION AND RECOVERY OF
PROTEINS AND NUCLEIC AQDS FROM

NUCLEOPROTEINS USING WATER DESTRUCTURING
SALTS

John E. Kinsella, and Damodaran Srlnlvasan, both of Ithaca,

N.Y., assignors to ComeU Research Foundation, Inc., Ithaca,

N.Y.

FUed Sep. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 414,086

Int a.3 A23J 1/18

U.S. a. 260—112 R 6 Qaims
1. A method of reducing nucleic acid in microbially derived

protein which comprises:

(a) disrupting microbial cells to provide a mixture compris-

ing protein and nucleic acid,

(b) mixing the mixture of protein and nucleic acid with an

effective nucleoprotein complex dissociating amount of a

chaotrcpic salt, and

(c) reducing the pH to isoelectrically precipitate a nucleic

acid diminished protein concentrate.

R' is hydrogen or acyl;

wherein the acyl may be substituted by a member of the

group consisting of amino, halogen, hydroxy, protected

hydroxy or carboxy;

R^ is lower alkyl;

R^ is carboxy or protected carboxy;

A is a bond, a group of the formula:

-HNCH(CH2)*-0—

^

^X-CO-

wherein X is a group of the formula:

NOH O NHX'
II II I—C— . —C— or —CH—

wherein X ' is hydrogen or an amino protective group, and
k is an integer of 1 to 4; or a group of the formula:

—HNCHCO—
/ I \

R*-fCm-H2m-|-)-R'

wherein R* is amino or protected amino,

R' is carboxy or protected carboxy,

m is an integer of 1 to 8, and 1 is an integer of 1 or 0;

R' is hydrogen, carboxy or esterified carboxy;

R* is hydrogen, ar(lower)alkyl wherein the alkyl moiety

may have carboxy or protected carboxy and the aryl

moiety may have one or more substituents selected from

hydroxy, protected hydroxy and lower alkoxy; and

n is an integer of 1 or 0.

4,427,581

PEPTIDE, PROCESS FOR PREPARATION THEREOF
AND USE THEREOF

Yoshio Mlyazaki, Itami; Osamu Nakaguchi, Toyonaka, and
Masashl Hashimoto, Takarawika, aU of Japan, assignors to

Fqjisawa Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan
FUed Jan. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 341,058

Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Jan. 29, 1981,

8102705; Jun. 29, 1981, 8120033; Jul. 24, 1981, 8122991

Int a.J C07C 103/52

U.S. Q. 260—112.5 R 61 Claims

1. A compound of the following formula or its pharmaceuti-

cally acceptable salt:

R2

R'—(HNCHCO),—HNCH—R3

(CH2)2

CO—A—NHi 1— R'

i— N—R'

4,427,582

ANTIMICROBIAL DISULFIDE PRODRUGS
Charles GUvarg, Princeton, NJ., and WUUam D. Kingabary,

King of Pmasia, Pa., aadgnors to SmithKUne Becksuu Corpo-

ration, PhUadelphia, Pa.

FUed Jun. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 386,365

Int a.3 C07C 103/52: A61K 37/00
U.S. Q. 260—112.5 R 17 Claims

1. An antimicrobial composition comprising an antimicrobi-

ally effective and nontoxic quantity of a compound of the

structural formula:

wherein

CH2—S—S—

w

I

H—(P),—NHCHCO2H

in which:

n is an integer of from 1-5;

P is, individually, alanyl, omithyl, lysyl or phenylalanyl; and
W is a residue of an antimicrobial mercaptan, said compound

having the L-configuration at the carrying C-unit; or a salt

thereof with a pharmaceutically acceptable acid or base;

combined with an antimicrobial carrier thereof
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4,427,583

PROTEIN PRODUCnON
Richard England, Combe Down; John E. L. Bowcott, Bath; John

S. Olds, Leighton Buzzard, and Alan Jobling, Harpenden, all

of England, assignors to Lensfield Products Limited, Bedford,
England

FUed Oct. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 308,033
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct. 7, 1980,

8032267

Int. aj C07G 7/00: A23J 1/W
US. a. 260-123.7 1 Oaim

1. A process for the recovery of edible ossein protein from
animal bone comprising the following steps:

(a) crushing fresh bone to particles of 7 mm or less.

(b) defatting the bone particles to reduce the fat content
thereof to not more than 5% on a dry weight basis,

(c) mixing the defatted bone particles in dilute hydrochloric
acid, which has already contacted bone particles, in a first

treatment vessel to form a mixture of bone particles freely

suspended in acid,

(d) passing the bone particles in counterflow to dilute hydro-
chloric acid through a series of treatment vessels, contain-

ing said dilute hydrochloric acid in which the particles are

maintained in suspension by agitation thereof, by separat-

ing bone particles from the acid in passage thereof be-

tween treatment vessels and passing the separated bone
particles and acid to different vessels,

(e) during step (d) supplying fresh acid in a strength of6% to

8% by weight to a treatment vessel other than the first

treatment vessel,

(0 controlling the temperature of the mixture in the treat-

ment vessels to a maximum of 25° C,
(g) continuing the process steps (d) through (0 so that in a

few hours the bone particles are substantially demineral-
ised, and

(h) separating and washing said demineralised bone particles

to recover the edible ossein protein solid product.

20-30% to a mixture of air and liquid or gaseous SO3 at a

temperature of not greater than 80* C, the amount of SO3
being 10-50% of that needed to completely decrystallize

the alpha<ellulose in said particles;

c. drying the treated particles in the mixture of air and SO3;
d. subjecting the dried particles to the remaining 50-90% of

liquid or gaseous SO3 in air at a temperature of 20*-30* C;
e. abrading the resulting treated particles under a pressure of

at least 175 psi for a time of 4-8 minutes at a temperature
of 80°- 150° C. to dissolve crystalline alpha-cellulose in the

concentrated H2SO4 formed in situ from said SO3 and said

moisture, and thereby to convert said crystalline alpha-

cellulose to amorphous alpha-cellulose.

f. feeding the abraded particles containing amorphous alpha-

cellulose into the first of a plurality of treatment zones as

a solids stream and feeding hot water and steam into the
last of said treatment zones, as a liquid stream, and passing
said solids stream and said liquid stream in countercurrent
flow with respect to each other through said treatment
zones at a temperature of 1 10'- 1 27' C. and at a liquid-to-

solids ratio of at least 7 to 1;

g. separating said particles from said aqueous solution ema-
nating from each said treatment zone and passing the
separated portions, respectively, in opposite directions to
the next treatment zone; and

h. recovering from said first treatment zone an aqueous
solution containing glucose and xylose, and recovering
from said last treatment zone particles containing lignin

and being substantially free of cellulose and mono-sugars.

4,427,584 I

CONVERSION OF CELLULOSIC FIBERS TO
MONOSUGARS AND LIGNIN

Ferdinand LeGrand, and Seymour S. Block, both of Gainesville,

Fla., assignors to University of Florida, Gainesville, Fla.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 295,814, Aug. 24, 1981,

abandoned. This application May 5, 1982, Ser. No. 374,949
Int. a.3 C07G I/OO; C07H 1/00; C13K 1/02

VS. a. 260—124 R 21 Qaims
1. A process for converting crystalline alpha-cellulose to

amorphous alpha-cellulose which comprises the sequential
steps of:

a. subjecting fiber particles containing crystalline alpha-cel-

lulose and 20-30% moisture to a mixture of air and liquid

or gaseous SO3 at a temperature of not greater than about
80* C, the amount of SO3 being 10-50% of the total

amount of SO3 needed to completely decrystallize said

alpha-cellulose;

b. simultaneously drying the treated fiber particles in said

mixture of air and SO3;

c. subjecting said dried fiber particles to the remaining
50-90% of liquid or gaseous SO3 in air at ambient temper-
ature to produce a final concentration of at least 75% of
H2SO4 formed in situ on said fiber particles;

d. subjecting the resulting mixture of concentrated H2SO4
and fiber particles to abrasion under pressure of at least

175 psi for a reaction time of 4-8 minutes at a temperature
of 80"-150' C. to dissolve crystalline alpha-cellulose; and

e. recovering fibers containing acidified amorphous alpha-
cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin, and being substan-
tially free of crystalline alpha-cellulose.

16. A process for converting cellulose to glucose and xylose
comprising:

a. reducing the particle size of fibers containing alpha-cel-

lulose to about 10 mesh;

b. subjecting said fiber particles at a moisture content of

4,427,585

1:2 CHROMIUM AND COBALT COMPLEX DYES
Fabio BefTa, Riehen, Switzerland, assignor to Ciba-Geigy Corpo-

ration, Ardsley, N.Y.

FUed Jul. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 287,020

Int. a.3 C07C 107/108: C09B 45/14
U.S. a. 260—151 3 Gaims

1. A 1:2 metal complex dye of the formula I

SO2NH2 cocx:h3

II
'^

HN-

(I)

Q®

SO2NH2 COCH

wherein Me is chromium or cobalt and Q® is a sodium ammo-
nium or triethanolamine cation, or a mixture thereof with the

metal complex dyes of the formulae II and III
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e

/

(11)

Q®

SO2NH2 ccxx:h3

SO2NH2 COCH
(III)

Q®

S02NH2 COCH3

wherein Me and Q® have the above meanings.

4,427,586

2-OXOAZETIDINE DERIVATIVES AND PRODUCHON
THEREOF

Mitsuo Numata, Takatsuki; Masayoahi Yamaoka, Toyonaka;
Tatsno Nishimura, Ashlya, and Norichika Matsumoto,
Neyagawa, all of Japan, assignors to Takeda Chemical Indus-
tries, Ltd., Osaka, Japan

FUed Not. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 321,325
Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 13, 1980,

PCr/JP80/281
Int a.J C07D 205/08. 403/04. 487/04

MS. a. 260—239 A 9 Qaims
1. A compound of the formula:

—CH
/

\

\

COOR«

CXJR*

wherein R* is a carboxyl-protectmg group, and R* is lower
alkyl of one to four carbon atoms, halogenomethyl, mcthylthi-
omethyl, phenylthiomethyl, naphthylthiomelhyl, carboxy-
methyl whose carboxyl may be protected, lower alkoxy of one
to four carbon atoms, halogeno lower alkoxy of one to four
carbon atoms, benzyloxy, p-nitrobenzyloxy, o-nitrobenzyloxy.
lower alkylthio of one to four carbon atoms, amino lower
alkylthio of one to four carbon atoms whose amino group may
be protected, or amino lower alkenylthio of two to four carbon
atoms whose amino group may be protected; or (2) a group of
the formula,

-CH
/

I

\

COOK*
f

'co—C—coor'

N2

wherein R* and R' respectively represent a carboxyi-protect-
ing group.

4,427 587
TOTAL SYNTHESIS OF ANTITUMOR ANTIBIOTICS

BBM-2040A AND BBM-2040B
Takushi Kaneko, and Henry S. L. Wong, both of Fayetteville.

N.Y., assignors to Bristol-Myers Company, New York. N.Y.
Filed Nov. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 440,779

Int. a.' C07D 487/04
U.S. a. 260-239.3 T 19 Qalnu

1. A process for the preparation of a compound of the for-

mula

HO

CH3O
OH

which comprises the steps of

(1) coupling a (lower)alkyl ester of trans-4-hydroxy-L-pro-

line in an inert solvent with an acylating derivative of an
acid of the formula

RO

CH3O
o

N02

COOH

II

J— NH

wherein R' represenu phthalimido, benzyloxycarbonylamino,

halogen or straight-chain, branched or cyclic alkyl of one to

eight carbon atoms which has a hydroxy substituent; X repre-

sents (I) a group of the formula.

wherein R is a conventional phenolic hydroxyl protecting

group to produce an intermediate of the formula

RO

CH3O

in

OH
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wherein R| is Oower)alkyl and R is as defined above;

(2) selectively reducing the nitro group of intermediate III to

produce an intermediate of the formula

January 24, 1984

wherein R'" is as defined above;

(7) converting intermediate VII to the corresponding inter-

mediate of the formula

IV

I

wherein R' is hydrogen or a conventional phenolic hy-
droxy! protecting group and Ri is as defmed above;

(3) cydizing intermediate IV by heating in an inert solvent

or by treatment with aqueous acid to produce an interme-

diate of the formula

R'O

CH3O
OH

wherein R' is as defined above;

(4) in the case where R' in intermediate V is hydrogen,
converting intermediate V to the corresponding interme-

diate of the formula

R"0

CH3O

Va

DH

wherein R" is a conventional phenolic hydroxyl protect-

ing group;

(5) oxidizing the C-2 hydroxyl group of intermediate V or
Va having the C-8 hydroxyl group protected with a con-
ventional phenolic hydroxyl protecting group so as to

produce an intermediate of the formula

R"'0

CH3O

VI

wherein R'" is R' or R";

(6) selectively reducing the C-2 keto group of intermediate
VI to produce the C-2 o-hydroxy isomer of the formula

R'"0

CH3O

VII

R'"0

CH3O

VIII

"OR:

wherein R2 is a conventional hydroxyl protecting group
and R'" is as defmed above;

(8) reacting amide intermediate VIII with phosphorous
pentasulfide or 2,4-bis(4-methoxyphenyl)-l,3-dithia-2,4-

diphosphetane-2,4-disulfide in an inert organic solvent to

produce the thioamide intermediate of the formula

R'O

CH3O

IX

"^OR:

wherein R2 and R'" are as defmed above;

(9) reacting intermediate IX with a Oower)a]kyl halide or

(lower)alkoxonium salt in an inert organic solvent and in

the presence of base to produce the thioiminoether inter-

mediate of the formula

R "O

CH3O

wherein R3 is Oower)alkyl and R2 and R'" are as defmed
above;

(10) optionally removing the C-2 and C-8 hydroxyl protect-

ing groups of intermediate X to form an intermediate of
the formula

HO

CH3O

XI

OH

wherein R3 is as defined above;

(11) selectively reducing the thioiminoether moiety of inter-

mediate XI or intermediate X in an inert solvent to pro-

duce a thiocarbinolamine intermediate of the formula
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HO

CH3O

R'"0

CH3O

XII

"*OR2

wherein R3, R and R2 are as defmed above; and
(12) reacting intermediate XII or XII' with a mercuric salt in

methanol to form the carbinolamine product of the for-

mula

CH3O
CH3

which comprises the steps of

XII' (1) converting oxotomaymycin of the formula

CH3O

II

CHj

to the corresponding 8-OH protected intermediate of the
formula

CH3O

R"O

CH3O

wherein R2 and R'" are as defmed above; and, when the

product obtained is compound I', removing the hydroxyl
protecting groups R2 and R'" from intermedate I' so as to

form the desired deprotected product I.

CH3O

III

CH3

wherein R is a conventional phenolic hydroxyl protecting
group;

(2) reacting amide intermediate III with phosphorous penta-
sulfide or 2,4.bi8(4-methoxyphenyI)-l,3-dithia-2,4Klipho»-

phetane-2,4-disulfide in an inert organic solvent to pro-

duce the thioamide intermediate of the formula

IV

CH3O

wherein R is as defmed above;

(3) reacting intermediate IV with a Oower)alkyl halide or
Oower)alkoxonium salt in an inert organic solvent and in

the presence of base to produce the thioiminoether inter-

mediate of the formula

4,427,588
PROCESS FOR CONVERSION OF OXOTOMAYMYON

TO TOMAYMVaN
Takoshi Kaneko, and Heary S. L. Wong, both of PayettcTiUc,
N.Y^ aadgBon to Briatol-Mycn Compaay, New York, N.Y.

Filed Not. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 439,965

lat a.i O07D 4S7/04
VS. CL 260-239J T 18 OaiaH

1. A process for the preparation of a compound of the for-

mula

CH3O
CH,

wherein R3 is Oower)alkyl and R is as defined above;

(4) optionally removing the C-8 hydroxyl protecting group
of intermediate V to form an intermediate of the formula
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CH30

VI

CH3

4,427,589

PYRIMIDO{4,5^][2]BENZAZEPINES
Rodney I. Fryer, North Caldwell; Eugene J. Trybulski, Parsip-

pany, and Annin Walser, West Caldwell, aU of NJ., assignors
to Hoffmann-La Roche Inc., Nutley, NJ.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 175,554, Aug. 5, 1980,

abandoned. This application Jul. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 286,123
Int a.^ C07D 487/04

U.S. a. 260-243J -
5 Qaims

1 A compound of the formula

wherein R3 is as defined above;

(5) selectively reducing the thioiminoether moiety of inter-

mediate V or intermediate VI in an inert solvent to pro-
duce a thiocarbinolamine intermediate of the formula

VII

CH3O

CH3O

CH3

VIII

wherem R2 is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,
lower alkyl and amino, X is halogen and Y is hydrogen or
halogen.

2. A compound of the formula

CH3

wherein R and R3 are as defined above; and
(6) reacting intermediate VII or VIII with a mercuric salt in

methanol to form the carbinolamine product of the for-

mula

CH3O

CH3O

/
I wherein R2 is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,

lower alkyl and amino; X is halogen and Y is hydrogen or
halogen.

3. A compound of the formula

CH3

IX

CH3

wherein R is as defined above; and, when the product
obtained is compound IX, removing the hydroxyl protect- wherein Rj is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,
ing group R from mtermediate IX so as to form the de- lower alkyl and amino; X is halogen and Y is hydrogen or
sired tomaymycm product I. halogen
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4,427,590

TRIAZOLOBENZODIAZEPINE DERIVATIVES
Ham Allgeier, Haagen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, and Andre Gag-

neux, Baael, Switaerland, aaaigDors to aba-Gcisy Corpora-
tion, Ardaley, N.Y.

FUed Not. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 199,770
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Not. 23. H

17352/70

Int. a.3 A61K 31/55; C07D 487/04
U.S. a. 260-245.5

i Qaim
1. The compound which is 6-phenyl-8-chloro-4H-s-

triazolo[4,3-a][ 1 ,4]benzodiazepine- 1 -methanol.

•^R3

4 427 591

REDUCED A RING-A9<")<:oRTICOIDS
Donald E. Ayer, and Carl A. Schlagel, both of Kalamazoo,

Mich., assignors to The Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.
DlTision of Ser. No. 117,401, Mar. 31, 1980, Pat. No. 4,318,853.

This appUcation Sep. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 298,985

Int. a.3 C07J 7/00
U.S. a. 260-397.45 60 Gaims

1. A 5;8-A9(").steroid of the formula:

r^2\
^O—CO— Ri7

(iH)

or a 1,2-dchydro, or 6.7-dehydro derivatives thereof, wherein
one of Ri and R2 is alkyl. aryl, arylalkyl, or cycloalkyl. and

the other is aJkcnyl, substituted alkenyl. alkynyl. substi-

tuted alkynyl, mono-, di- or tnfluoroalkyl. cyanoalkyl.
alkanoylalkyl or

—(CH2)„—C-NYiYj

wherein n is 1. 2. 3 or 4 and Y| and Y2 arc the same or
different and each is hydrogen or alkyl;

R3 is hydrogen, hydroxy, alkoxy, aryloxy. 0x0, methylene.
alkylthio, arylthio, alkanoyl, alkanoyloxy. or fluorine:

R4 is carbonyl, /3-hydroxymethylene or /3-acetyloxymethy-
lene;

R5 is hydrogen or halogen; and
R6 is hydrogen, methyl, hydroxy, alkanoyl. alkanoyloxy or

halogen.

where

Re is hydrogen, fluorine or chlorine atom or methyl group;
R160 is a hydrogen, fluorine or chlorine atom or methyl

group;

R
1 6/3 is a hydrogen atom or methyl group with the proviso
that one of Ri6a or R)6/3 is a hydrogen atom;

Rl7 is alkyl of I through 6 carbon atoms, phenyl, p-methyl-
phenyl, p-carboxyphenyl or p-carboalkoxyphenyl;

R21 is a hydrogen, fluorine, chlorine or bromine atom or a

—OR2ifl or —OSO2CH3 group;

Rzia is a hydrogen atom, —COR216 or —PC)(OH)2 and
pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof;

R2l*is alkyl of 1 thru 6 carbon atoms, phenyl, p-methylphc-
nyl, or p-carboxyphenyl, p-carboalkoxyphenyl,
—CH2CH2COOH and pharmaceutically acceptable salts

thereof; and

~ indicates the attached group can be in either the a or /3

configuration.

4,427,592

ANDROSTENE-17-DmiIOKETALS
RaTl K. Varma, Belle Mead, and Donald S. Karaaewsky, East

Windsor, both of NJ., assignors to E. R. Squibb ft Sons, Inc.,

Princeton, NJ.
FUed Apr. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 462,164

lot a.3 C07J 1/00
\3S. a. 260—397.45 23 Claims

1. A steroid having the formula

4,427.593

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
PREDOMINANTLY LINEAR ALIPHATIC CARBOXYLIC

AQD ESTERS
Peter Hofmann, and Wolfgang H. E. Miiller, both of Marl. Fed.

Rep. of Germany, assignors to Chemiscbe Werke Hiils AG,
Marl, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Aug. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 291,915
aalms priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 12.

1980, 3034422

Int. a.'CllCi/02
U.S. a. 260—10.9 R 3 Qalmi

1. In a process for the production of predominantly linear

aliphatic carboxylic acid esters by reacting olefins, carbon
monoxide and alkanols at elevated pressures and elevated

temperatures in the presence of a catalyst consisting of a cobalt

compound and a promoter, comprising:

(A) reacting olefins, carbon monoxide and alkanols in the

presence of a catalyst consisting of a cobalt compound and
pyridine, a non-ortho-substituted alkylpyridme or a mix-
ture thereof at elevated pressures and elevated tempera-
tures to form a reaction mixture;

(B) separating said reaction mixture into the following frac-

tions:

(a) esters formed as a reaction product:

(b) said pyridine, non-ortho-substituted aJkylpyndmc, or
mixture thereof;

(c) unreacted olefins, carbon monoxide and alkanols; and
(d) a cobalt sump product; the improvement compnsmg
(e) separating a cobalt free mixture of high boiling point

subsunces having a higher boiling point than said esters

formed as the reaction product and higher than said

pyridine, non-ortho-substituted alkylpyridine or mix-
tures thereof used as the caUlytic component; and

(C) using said cobalt free mixture of high boiling point sub-
sunces as promotor in said process for the production of
predominantly linear aliphatic carboxylic acid esters.
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4,427,594

OXIDATIVE COUPLING OF PHENOUC MONOMERS
WITH MANGANESE COMPLEXES OF PHENYL

BENZOIN OXIME CATALYSTS
Easeac G. Bancd, Scotia, aad Walter K. Oiaader, Cliftoa

Park, both of N.Y^ aarigaon to Gcaeral Electric Coaipaay,

Pfttafidd, Mmb.
DMakM or Ser. No. 880,136, Feb. 22, 1978, Pat No. 4,225,528,

whkh ia a dMaioa of Ser. No. 753,507, Dec 21, 1976, Pat No.

4,093,598. Hit appUcatioa Apr. 18, 1980, Ser. No. 141,882

The portioa of the tcni of this patcat nbaeqaeat to Sep. 30,

1997, hai beea diariaiwd

lat CL' C07F 13/00

U.S. CL 260-^29 C 7 dains
1. A manganese complex of the formula:

0)

W >< !^

4,427,596

N-(2-(CYCLOPROPYL) ETHOXY] PHENYLANILIDE
DERIVATIVES, AND THEIR PRODUCnON AND USE

IchiU TakeMto, Hyogo; Katano KaMahita, Onka; Ryo Yo-
ihida, KawaaiaU, aad Seiao Saadda, Hyogo, aU of Japaa,
aariffMra to SaadtOM) Chcaicai Coaipaay, Liadtad, Oiaka,

Filed Mar. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 243,631
Oaiav priority, appUcatioa Japan, Mar. 27, 1980, 55/39753

lat CLJ CD7C 131/105
\}&. CL 260--453 RW 5 Clains

1. A compound of the formula:

wherein Rn, R2 and R3, which may be same or different, are

each hydrogen or C1-C4 alkyl, X is chlorine or bromine, Y is

hydrogen, chlorine, bromine, fluorine or iodine and Z is N-
methoxy-N-methylamino.

wherein R', R^ and R^ are independently selected from the

group consisting of hydrogen, lower alkyl of 1 to 8 carbon
atoms, lower alkenyl of from 1 to 8 carbon atoms, aryl, amino,
lower alkoxy of from 1 to 8 carbon atoms and halogen.

4,427,595

CATALYST COMPOSFHON TO EFFECT METATHESIS
OF ACETYLENES

Richard R. Schrock, Brightoa, Mav^ aaaignor to MaHacfanaetts
laititate of Technology, Caaibridse, Mmb.

Filed JbL 16, 1981, Ser. No. 283,752

lat CL^ C07F U/00
U.S. CL 260—429 R IQ Claims

1. A compound of the formula

[LrX,+3W-CR3]"-(M + )"

wherein

R^ is an alky] or aryl;

L is a moiety of the formula ZR*R*R6 wherein Z is selected

from the group consisting of nitrogen and phosphorous
and R^ R' and

R^can be the same or different and are alkyl, aralkyi or aryl;

L is a moiety of the formula OZR*R'R^ ZR^R'R^,
ZR<R5(0R«),

ZR<(0R5X0R«) or Z(0R*X0R5X0R');
X is F, a, Br, I, OR* NR*R5 or SR*;

M+ is selected from the group consisting of [NR
R3R*RSR6]+, [PR3R«R5R61+. li + , K+ or Na+;

alkyl has 1-lOcarbons, aralkyi has 7-lOcarbons and aryl has
6-10 carbons;

n is or 1;

y is 0, 1 or 2;

with the proviso that

y is when X is OR*, NR*R' or SR* and n=0;
y is when X is OR* F, Q, Br or 1, and n= 1.

4,427,597

AMIDODICYANOALKANOLAMINES and PROCESS
FOR SELECTIVE CYANOALKYLATION OF

AMIDODIALKANOLAMINES
Edward W. Klnger, Paaline, S.C, assignor to Milliken Research

Corporation, Spartanborg, S.C.

FUed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,788

Int CL» ar7C 121/417
MS. a. 260—465.4 2 Claims

1. Nitrile-containing compounds having the following for-

mula:

NC—CH2—CH—O—CH—CH2 R| O
\ I II

N—CH—CH2—C—NH2
NC—CH2—CH—O—CH—CH2

R3 R2

wherein Ri, R2 and R3 are each independently selected from H
or a lower alkyl group having from 1 to about 6 carbon atoms.

4,427,598

PROCESS FOR PREPARING CYCLOPROPANE
CARBOXYLIC AOD ESTER DERIVATIVES

Ronald F. Mason, and Derek A. Wood, both of Kent, England,

assignors to Shell Internationale Research MaatschappU B.

v., Netherlands

FOed Apr. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 252,891

Claian priority, application United Kingdom, Apr. 23, 1980,

8013308

Int CL' C07C 121/75

U.S. a. 260—465 D 14 Clains

1. A process for preparing a 1:1 mixture of IR cis S-isomers

and IS cis R-isomers substantially free of IS cis S-tsomers and
1 R cis R-isomers of a compound of formula
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(1) o
II /

R—C—

N

\

CH2CN

wherein R' and R2 are selected from the group consisting of
chlorine, bromine and methyl, which process comprises:

dissolving a mixture of 1 S cis S-isomers and 1 R cis R-isomers
of the compound of formula I, in an organic amine base
containing from 5 to 7 carbon atoms and is a secondary
amine containing two branched alky] groups or a tertiary

amine; and

crystallizing out from the resulting solution of cis-isomers of
formula I in the organic amine base a 1 : 1 mixture of the 1

R

cis S-isomers and IS cis R-isomers substantially free of IS
cis S-isomers and IR cis R-isomers.

14. A process for preparing a 1:1 mixture of IR cis S-isomers
and IS cis R-isomers of a compound of formula

(I)

CH2X

wherein X and R are as defmed above;
(b) reacting the amide formed in step (a) with a phosphite of

the formula

OR 2

R'O—P—0R3

wherein R< and R2 arc both aromatic groups or both
aliphatic groups, and R^ is an aliphatic group or R^ is an
alkali metal, to form a phosphonate compound of the
formula

O CH2CN
II /

R—C—

N

OR'
\ /
CHjP

O 0R2

wherein R' and R2 are as defined; and
(c) hydrolyzing the phosphonate formed in step (b) to yield

N-phosphonomethylglycine.

wherein R' and R2 are selected from the group consisting of
chlorine, bromine and methyl, which process comprises:

dissolving a mixture of IS cis S-isomers and IR cis R-isomers
of the compound of formula I in triethylamine in the
presence of IR cis S-isomers and IS cis R-isomers of the
compound of formula I at a temperature of about 60' to

about 70' C;
said triethylamine containing less than about 0.5 percent

water by weight; and
crystallizing out from the resulting solution of cis-isomers of

formula I in the triethylamine at a temperature of about 0*

to about 20' C. a 1:1 mixture of the IR cis S-isomers and
IS cis R-isomers substantially free of IS cis S-isomers and
IR cis R-isomers.

4,427,599

METHOD FOR PREPARATION OF
N-PHOSPHONOMETHYLGLYaNE

Raymond A. Felix, Richmond, Calif., assignor to Stauffer Chem-
ical Company, Westport, Conn.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 391,033, Jan. 22, 1982,

abandoned. This application Feb. 14, 1983, Ser. No. 465,931
Int. Q\? C07F 9/38

U.S. a. 260-502.5 F 9 Claims
1. A method of preparing N-phosphonomethylglycine com-

prising

(a) reacting l,3,5-tricyanomethylhexahydro-l,3,5-triazine

with an acyl chloride of the formula

O
N

R—C—

X

wherein X is chlorine, bromine or iodine and R is an
aliphatic or aromatic group to form the N-cyanomethyl-
N-chloromethyl amide of the acyl chloride which has the

structural formula

4,427,600

PREPARATION OF
1-ALKYL-2-CHLORO-5-NITROBENZENE-4-SULFONIC

AODS
Peter Tonne, Neustadt; Elisabeth R. Mueller, Bobenheim-Rox-

beim, and Helmut Goerth, Ludwigshafen, all of Fed. Rep. of
Germany, assignors to BASF Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigriia-
fen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jan. 29. 1982, Ser. No. 343,933
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 7,

1981, 3104388

Int. a.5 C07C 143/24
U.S. a. 260-505 E 3 Gainu

1 A process for the preparation of a l-aIkyl-2-chloro-5-

nitro-benzene-4-sulfonic acid of the formula

SO3H

NO2

where R is alkyl, by sequential sulfonation. chiorinatiion and
nitration starting from an alkylbcnzcne, wherein the alkylben-
zene is sulfonated at temperatures between about 100* to 130*

C. with from 2.5 to 3 moles of concentrated sulfuric acid per
mole of alkylbenzene, the reaction product is then reacted al

temperatures between about 60* to 80* C. with from about 1.1

to 1.3 moles of chlorine in the absence of a catalyst, the prod-
uct is subsequently nitrated with highly concentrated nitnc
acid at elevated temperatures, and the resulting compound of
said formula is isolated.
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4,427,601

PROCESS FOR PREPARING
^AMINO-^NAPHTHOL-4-SULPHONIC ACID (AMIDOL

ACID)
Erich Hajmnersclimidt, Bergisch-Gladlmch; Horst Behre, Oden-

thai; Heinz U. BluiL, Odenthal, and Otto Lindner, Bergisch-

Gladbacli, ail of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Bayer

Aktiengeaellscliaft, Lererlmsen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Not. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 439,474

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Nov. 27,

1981, 3147152

Int. a.3 C07C 143/66

US. a. 260—509 10 Gaims
1. In a process for preparing l-aniino-2-naphthol-4-sulphomc

acid by acidifying 3-oxo-4-hydroxyimino- 1,2,3,4-tetrahy-

dronaphthalene-1-sulphonic acid or its alkali metal salt in the

presence of hydrogen sulphite, the improvement which com-

prises carrying out the process in the presence of iron ions.

4,427,602 I

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
VINTLPHOSPHONIC ACID DICHLORIDE AND

2-CHLOROETHANTPHOSPHONIC ACID DICHLORIDE
Hans-Jerg Kleiner, Kronberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
FUed Mar. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 359,235

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 20,

1981, 3110976

Int. a.^ C07F 9/42

L'.S. a. 260—543 P 4 Qaims
1. A process for the preparation of vinylphosphonic acid

dichlonde and 2-chloroethanephosphonic acid dichloride

which comprises heating a 2-acetoxyethanephosphonic acid

dialkyl ester of the general formula

CH3COC)CH2CH2P(OR)2

ps in which R is alkyl of from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, in the

presence of an acid or basic catalyst at temperature of from
150° to 270° C. with elimination of an alkyl acetate, reacting

the resulting reaction mixture with water at a temperature of

from 130° to 230° C. while simultaneously distilling ofT the

alcohol formed, and reacting the crude vinylphosphonic acid

thus formed with phosgene in the presence of a catalyst and

also in the presence of a phosphonic acid dichlonde.

I

4,427,603

PROCESS FOR MAKING PHOSPHONIC AOD ESTER
CHLORIDES

Jiirgen Grosse, Hiirth, and Werner Pieper, ErftsUdt, both of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Hoeclist Aktiengesell-

schaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed May 18, 1982, Ser. No. 379,304

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 20,

1981, 3120069

Int. a.5 C07F 9/J4

VS. CL 260—969 7 Qaims
1. A process for making phosphonic acid ester chlondes of

the general formula (I)

a (I)

R—

P

ll\
O OR'

in which R stands for an alkyl group with 1 to 6 carbon atoms

or an aryl group and R' stands for an alkyl group with 1 to 20

carbon atoms or an aryl group, which comprises: reacting a

compound of general formula (II)

R—

P

>

\

CI (II)

CI

with a sulfuric acid monoesier of general formula (III)

R—O-SO3H (III)

R and R' in formulae (II) and (III) respectively, having the

meanings given above, the reactants being used in about equi-

molar proportions and the reaction being effected at a temjjera-

lure of from -20° C. to 50° C; terminating the reaction and

separating the phosphonic acid ester chloride from the reaction

mixture by subjecting this latter to distillation under vacuum.

4,427,604 ,
CARBURETOR

Donald J. Pawelski, 5971 S. Honeycreek Dr., Greenfield, Wis.

53221

Filed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 351,016

Int. a.3 F02M 29/04

U.S. a. 261—23 A 10 Qaims

!
.

-
V

-^

.-4 -

1

^'^ - J
4 ^ ; \y

.... ..,...,

^--

1 A carburetor for an internal combustion engine, compris-

ing:

a body defining an air-fuel mixing chamber and having an air

inlet and having an outlet to discharge an air-fuel mixture

to the engine,

a ventun disposed within said chamber, and having an inlet

end and an outlet end,

first fuel supply means resjxjnsive to operation of the engine

for supplying liquid fuel to said venturi,

an absorbent member disposed within said chamber adjacent

said inlet and composed of a material capable of absorbing

said liquid fuel, said absorbent member extending along-

side said venturi and terminating beyond the outlet of said

venturi,

a fuel Jet in the chamber and disposed in direct alignment

with said absorbent member,

second fuel supply means for supplying liquid fuel to said jet,

said fuel being discharged from said jet into contact with

said absorbent member and being absorbed in said mate-

nai, and

operating means for operating said second fuel supply means

to supply fuel through said jet.
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4,427,605
TRAY DEVICE FOR COLLECHNG AND DISTRIBUTING

LIQUID FOR A COUNTER-CURRENT COLUMN
Werner Meier, Elgg, and Robert Hunkeier, Dielsdorf, both of

Switzerland, assignors to Sulzer Brothers Limited, Winter-
thur, Switzerland

Continuation of Ser. No. 188,586, Sep. 18, 1980, abandoned. This
application Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,328

Qaims priority, application Switzeriand, Oct. 25, 1979
9566/79

length of the gnd members, at least one vane of each
pair extending outwardly from one side and at least one
vane of each pair extending outwardly from the other
side to define an opening therebetween, and the vanes
of each section separated longitudinally from each
adjacent section by upright rib elements of the gnd
members, the vanes generally of a significantly greater
longitudinal length of the gnd members than the nb
elements therebetween;

U.S. a. 261—97
Int. a.^ BOIF i/04

2 Gaims

ir

S3 4 B

B.-.

,' "

—

T~_

1. In combination,

a counter-current column having a peripheral wall and at
least a pair of discrete spaced apart exchange zones con-
taining packings therein disposed along a vertical axis; and

a tray device between said exchange zones for collecting and
distributing liquid separately from a vapor, said tray de-
vice comprising a base havinjg an edge zone spaced from
said column wall to permit rising vapor to flow therebe-
tween, a plurality of upstanding chimneys distributed over
said base for distribution of the rising vapor, each said
chimney having a covering at a top end to prevent entry
of liquid therein and at least one vapor outlet above said
base for passage of vapor rising upwardly through said
respective chimneys separately from the descending liq-

uid, and a plurality of tubes disposed in and extending
through said base between said chimneys for uniformly
distributing liquid into an exchange zone therebelow, each
said tube having at least one liquid inlet below said vapor
outlets in said chimneys and above said base for passage of
liquid downwardly through said respective tube and a
plurality of said tubes adjacent said edge zone of said base
having outwardly and downwardly bent lower portions
directed towards said column wall.

(b) a plurality of connectors composed of thin, upnghl stnp
elements extending between the grid members, the con-
nectors positioned in a generally spaced-apart and parallel
relationship; and

(c) means to secure the connectors to the gnd members at
the rib elements, to form at least one layer of a vapor-liq-
uid gnd composed of gnd members and connectors in a
fixed, spaced-apart relationship.

4,427.607

DEVICE IN AN EVAPORATIVE COOLER
Lars E. R. Korsell, Stockholm, Sweden, assignor to Aktiebolaget

Carl Munters, Solluntuna, Sweden
Division of Ser. No. 114,199, Jan. 22, 1980, Pat. No. 4,337,216,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 944J48, Sep. 21, 1978,
abandoned. This application Jun. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,791
Gaims priority, application Sweden, Sep. 22, 1977, 7710655

Int. G.J BOIF i/04
U.S. G, 261-112 8 Gaims

4,427,606

VAPOR-LIQUID CONTACT GRID
Gilbert K. Chen; Paul M. Nyberg, and Matthew Buchholz, all of
WichiU, Kans., assignors to Koch Engineering Company, Inc.,
Wichita, Kans.

Division of Ser. No. 184,141, Sep. 4, 1980, Pat. No. 4,356,611,
which is a division of Ser. No. 95,256, Nov. 19, 1979, Pat. No.
4,276,242. This application Sep. 22, 1982, Ser, No. 421,055
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jun. 30,

1998, has been disclaimed.

Int. G.3 BOID i/22: B32B i/10
U.S.G. 261-111 10 Gaims

1. A vapor-liquid contact grid apparatus which comprises:
(a) a plurality of grid members positioned in a generally

upright and generally parallel, spaced-apart relationship
defining a vapor passageway between the upright grid
members,
(i) the grid members composed of a thin, upright grid

element,

(ii) vanes derived from the grid members and extending
transversely outwardly into the vapor passageway from
the upright grid members, and

(iii) vanes being paired into a plurality of longitudinally
spaced sections, so that the vanes of each section are
positioned one above the other along the longitudinal

« \

1 A contact body for use in an evaporative cooler adapted
to supply liquid to only selected portions of Ihc contact body,
compnsing water supply means, a plurality of adjacent layers
having corrugations formed therein inclined to the vertical
with the corrugations in each layer crossing the corrugations
on adjacent layers and defining fluid flow channels therebe-
tween, said layers including longitudinally extending top and
bottom edges, said top edges of said layers being relatively flat

and bent in a predetermined pattern transversely of the longitu-
dinal direction to define outwardly widened portions relative
to the rest of the layer, said widened portions being located to
correspond with and be adjacent to the widened portions of
adjacent layers to define two groups of elongated openings at
the top of the contact body with the openings in each group
respectively communicating with alternate fluid flow channels
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within the contact body thereby to define two groups of chan-

nels in the contact body whereby Uquid may be suppUed to the

contact body through only one group of openings to one group

of channels; said water supply means comprises pipes that

extend transversely to the longitudinally extending top edges

of the layers and are imbedded in recesses formed in the upper

edges of the layers and have distribution apertures formed

therein at their underside to permit the flow of liquid there-

through and into said one group of channels.

4,427,608

AUTOMATIC COLD STARTES DEVICES FOR SPARK
IGNITION INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINTS

Gray E. D. Rom, Newtoa Abbot, England, aangnor to Solex

(UX) Liidted, Middlcaez, EagiaMl

CoBtianatioa of Scr. No. 236,548, Feb. 20, 1981, abudooed.

TUf appUcatkNi Aog. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 405,046

Claima priority, appliotioa United Kingdom, Feb. 22, 1980,

8006091

Int CL' P02M 1/06

MS. a. 261—39 D 12 Qaims

1. In a spark ignition internal combustion engine fitted with

a carburetor having a driver operable throttle valve, an auto-

matic cold start fuel supply device comprising a casing, a fuel

supply orifice formed within the casing and through which
fuel is adapted to be drawn by the mixing chamber depression,

means for varying the effective area of the fuel supply orifice,

a rotary member coupled to the area varying means so that

rotation of the rotary member causes movement of the area

varying means to vary the effective area of the orifice, a tem-

perature sensitive device operative to position the area varying

means, at any given temperature, so as to provide an effective

area of the orifice determined by that temperature and also

operative to continuously decrease the effective area of the

fuel supply orifice with every increase of temperature and to

close that orifice at a predetermined maximum temperature,

the temperature sensitive device acting on the rotary member
so that the action of the temperature sensitive device with

increase of temperature tends to rotate the rotary member in

the direction to reduce the effective area of the onfice, spnng
means provided to urge said area varying means towards a

position in which the effective area of the fuel supply orifice is

a maximum, the load exerted by the spring means being tranv

milted to the area varying means by rotation of the rotary

member, and means actuable by the engine, when that engine

commences to run under its own power, to remove the load of

the spring means from the rotary member so that said area

varying means take up a position determined by the tempera-

ture sensitive device and are free to move to reduce the effec-

tive area of the fuel supply orifice under the control of the

temperature sensitive device as the temperature increases up to

said predetermined maximum temperature, means to replace

said load of the spring to increase the effective area of said fuel

supply onfice when the engine is accelerated while operating

at a temperature below said predetermined maximum tempera-

ture, rigid load reacting means, which do not require the use of

separate thermostatic means, mounted in the casing and which
react any load exerted on the rotary member by the action of

the spring means only when the temperature of the engine is at

or above said predetermined temperature so that the rotary

member is not rotated by the action of the spring means from
the position in which it is located by the temperature sensitive

device when the temperature of the engine is at or above said

predetermined temperature, said rigid load reacting means
allowing the effect of the spring means to vary the effective

area of the fuel supply orifice when the engine is operating at

a temperature below said predetermined maximum tempera-

ture.

4,427,609

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING PIEZOELECTRIC
POLYMER nLMS

Dominique Bronaaoox; Hugncs Facoctti, and Francois Mich-
eron, all of Paris, France, assignors to Tbomson-CSF, Paris,

France

Filed Sep. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 302,782

Claims priority, application France, Sep. 19, 1980, 80 20213
Int. a.' B29D 7/24; HOIG 7/02

U.S. a. 264—22 14 Claims

1 A process for the production of a piezoelectric polymer

film by mechanical stretching and electrical polarization, com-
prising forming a wafer shaped polymer material blank in the

a phase, whose thickness exceeds that of the film and reducing

the thickness of this blank solely by a rolling operation be-

tween a pair of rollers defining between them a crushing area

under an electric field applied across the thickness of the film

m the crushing area and at a speed sufficiently slow to produce

the said mechanical stretching and simultaneously the said

electrical polarization.

4,427,610

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CURING CONCRETE
PRODUCTS

John A. Murray, Norristown, Pa., assignor to Conger/Murray
Systems, Inc., Palm Beach, Fla.

Filed Jan. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 337,428

InL a.' C04B 15/14: B28B 3/04 7/10. 17/02

U.S. a. 264—82 13 Claims

I. In a method of rapidly manufacturing concrete or like

products having an advanced state of cure by blending to-

gether a calcareous cementitious binder, aggregate, and water

to form a mix, molding the mixture to have a predetermined

shape and exposing the molded product to an atmosphere in a

chamber consisting of at least 9S%, excluding water vapor,

carbon dioxide gas, the improvement which comprises feeding

carbon dioxide gas at a temperature in the range of about 0* to

- 70* F. to said chamber during the movement of the molded
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product therein, continuing the feed so as to cause an exother. »i.- n-«^- u i . , .

mic temperature rise in the molded product Tnrex^fng the L «™^k 'J J" if'*""
^"^'°" °" "^'^ "^"*** »"^•"•

V ci una exposing tne „ smoothened, and adheres at all locations of said end-side

I fcftO*! f,,

-=1
H«

*-- 1 a

.^* t
'
..I XL

molded product to the carbon dioxide gas for no more than 5 ^
minutes. * or no more man 3 surface; and impregnating the fleece layer

age-hardenable casting resin.

with a low-viscosity

4,427,611
PROCESS FOR PREPARING CALQUM SILICATE

SHAPED PRODUCT
Yasuo Oguri, Tokyo; Mitsnni Awata, Kodaira; Ju^Ji Saito,
MacUda; Soichi Inonc, Kawaadd; Tatsuo Andio, and Mil-
mnobn Abe, both of Yokohana, aU of Japui, assignors to
MitsubisU Chemical Indnstrics Ltd., Tokyo, Japu

Continnation of Ser. No. 227,697, Jan. 23, 1981, abandoned. This
application Oct. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 433,995

Claims priority, appUcation Japu, Feb. 4, 1980, 55-12161
Int. a.3 C04B 7/34

UA CI. 264-86 20 Qaims
1. A process for producing a shaped calcium silicate prod-

uct, comprising:

(a) forming an aqueous slurry of calcium silicate hydrate
obuined by heating and reacting a calcareous source with
a siliceous source in water as a dispersion;

(b) molding said aqueous slurry into a shaped object;
(c) heat treating said molded product under the conditions

specified by the relationships (I) and (II):

loos^.r

50^02300

(I)

(ID

wherein B represents the temperature CC.) of the interior of
said molded product and T represenu the time (hrs), with the
proviso that the amount of water loss during said heat treat-
ment is less than 25 wt.%;

(d) optionally steam curing said treated product; and
(e) drying the cured product.

4,427,613
CONTINUOUS PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF

RLAMENTS OR HBERS FROM DIFHCULTLY
SOLUBLE SYNTHETIC POLYMERS

Ulrich Rcinchr, Joachim Dross; Toni Heriierti, all of Dormagen:
Hermann-Josef Jungverdorbcn, GrsTenbroich, and Hans K
Burghartz, Neuss, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to
Bayer Aktienicsellschaft, UTerkuscn, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 110,165, Jan. 7, 1980, abandoned. This
application Jul. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 279,898

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 18,

Int. a.) D02G 3/00
U.S. a 264-206

g Claims
1 A process for the continuous production of synthetic

non-discolored filamcnu and fibers from an acrylonitrile ho-
mopolymer which comprises preparing a suspension consisting
essentially of said polymer in dimethyl formamide at room
temperature and subsequently heating the suspension thus
formed for at least 3 minutes to at least 1

30* C. and filtering the
clear spinning solution formed without intermediate cooling,
homogenizing said solution by means of a sutic mixer and
spinning it immediately afterwards into filamenu having K-
values of at least 90.

4,427,612
METHOD FOR SEALING AN ELECTRICAL
COMPONENT, PARTICULARLY A RELAY

Cornelia Aibert, Krallllag, and Ulf RanteriMrg, Munich, both of
Fed. Rep. of Germany, aasignors to SioMns Aktiengesell-
schaft, Berlin A Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 335,585
Claims priority. appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 20.

1981. 3106371
^' •

Int. a.J B29C 3/00
UA a 264-154 9ci„^

8. A method for sealing an electrical component having a
housing with an end-side surface to be sealed, comprising the
steps of: providing a tissue-like un-impregnated fleece layer
having high capillary absorption capacity and dimensioned for
said end-side surface being sealed; applying a solvent at said
end-side surface which attacks a material of the housing and
uniformly pressing the fleece layer onto said end-side surface
with a stamp surface-wise and dimensionally matched to said
end-side surface, a temperature of the stamp being selected
depending upon a type of fleece material being used such that

4,427.614

3-HYDROXYBUTYRIC ACTD POLYMERS
Peter J. Barham, Bristol, and Paul A. Holmes, Middissbrongh.

both of England, assignors to Imperial Chemical Industries
PLC, London, England

Filed Oct 14, 1982, Ser. No. 434.229
Claima priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Oct. 29. 1981.

8132681; Mar. 24. 1982. 8208577

Int a.J DOID 5/12
UA a. 264-210.1 ,2 ciaiag

1 A process for the production of a shaped article from i
polymeric material in which 3-hydroxybutyric acid residues
form at leut 40 mole % of the polymer chain comprising
subjecting a solvent-free preform of the polymer to compres-
sive force at a temperature between the glass transition temper-
ature and the crystalline melting point of the polymer so that
iu thickness is reduced by at least 3%. and thereafter drawing
the compressed preform uni- or bi-axially.
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4,427,615

METHOD OF MAKING INJECnON MOULDED
PLACTIC OBJECTS WTTH IMBEDDED DECORATIVE

AND/OR DESCRIPTIVE PRINTS
Peder C. Eskcflen, Holbaek, DenmarlL, assignor to Brdr. Eskesen

Aktksclskab, Roedovre, Denmirk
Filed Nov. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 324,501

Claims priority, application Denmark, Dec. 9, 1980, 5250/80

Int a.3 B29C 11/00: B29D 3/00

MS. CL 264—261 3 Oaims

1. A method of manufacturing of an article covered by a foil

embeded in an outside surface of said article, and having an

aperture going there through, by an injection of a moulded
material in a mould, which comprises:

(a) placing foils in two halves of the mould;

(b) inserting a pin inside of said mould in such manner that

said pin will go through the foil located in one half of the

mould and will support the foil located in another half of

the mould, whereby said foils are kept separately from

each other;

(c) injecting of a moulding materia] into said mould between
said foils and around said pins;

(d) removing said pin from said mould; and
(e) removing said article from said mould.

4,427,616 '

APPARATUS AND PROCESS OF CONVOLUTING
THERMOPLASTIC TUBING WITHOUT THE USE OF

WIRES
Lyman Ketcbam, Long Valley, NJ., assignor to Simmonds

Precision Products Inc., Tarrytown, N.Y.

FUed Nov. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,974

_ Int. a.3B29C; 7/02

U.S. a. 264—286 10 Claims

^"^^

8. A method of placing a thermoplastic tubing on a mandrel
for heating and convoluting said tubing without the use of

wires comprising the stef>s of:

rotating a mandrel having a diameter slightly smaller than

the inside diameter of tubing to be convoluted and having
a length greater than the length of the tubing, said mandrel
means having a start end provided with a removable
coupling,

threading said mandrel means at the other end to shape and
pitch of a given convolution and the length of the

threaded portion being determined by linear speed of the

tubing and by the time required to heat-set the convoluted
tubing,

said mandrel means having at an extreme end a generally
smooth round portion being slightly smaller in diameter
than an inside dimension of the tubing,

rotating and assembling over the threaded portion and ex-

tending partially over the extreme end of the mandrel
means thereof in an opposite direction from the mandrel
means, and

supporting at the start end and extreme end with a support
means which end allows the mandrel means to pass axially

there through and having a series of freely rotating worm
gears mounted in diametrically opposite pairs, alternate

pairs disposed at right angles to each other, said worm
gears being mounted on yoke means and

adjusting for various sized mandrel means and tubes.

4,427,617

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MODIFYING THE
BETWEEN THE RIBS DIMENSION OF A UNIVERSALLY

MOLDED BATTERY
Terry Oxenreider, Wemersville, and William J. Eberle, Read-

ing, both of Pa., assignors to General Battery Corporation,

Reading, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 176,254, Aug. 7, 1980, Pat No.
4344748. This appUcation May 14, 1982, Ser. No. 378,451

Int. a.' B29C 24/00
U.S. a. 264—2% 8 Claims

1. A method for modifying the between the ribs space of a

thermal plastic battery container, said method comprising the

steps of:

providing a non-circular wiping member for modifying said

between the ribs space, said wiping member having a

minor axis no greater than the space between said ribs;

heating said wiping member to a temperature sufTicient for

softening said thermal plastic;

positioning said wiper member within said battery container

with said minor axis within said between the ribs space;

and

rotating said wiper member within said battery case to mod-
ify the between the ribs space of said battery container.

4,427,618

INCLINED INSULATED RUNNER MULTICAVFTY
INJECnON MOLDING

Jens O. Sorensen, P.O. Box 2274, Rancho Santa Fe, Calif.

92067

Continuation of Ser. No. 230,300, Jan. 30, 1981, abandoned. This

application Dec 3, 1982, Ser. No. 446,640

Int a.J B29F 1/08

MS. a. 264—328.9 6 Claims

1. A method of cyclic multicavity plastic injection molding,

wherein the employed mold comprises a product parting sur-

face and a runner parting surface which is different from the

product parting surface, and wherein each normal production

cycle comprises the steps of:
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(a) injecting a hot molten plastic into a primary runner sys-
tem of a multicavity mold;

(b) directing the injected plastic through the primary runner
system to some inclined secondary runners, which are
positioned in the runner parting surface, and which con-
nect the primary runner system with some restriction
gates;

(c) leading the directed plastic through the inclined second-
ary runners to the restriction gates which directly connect
the inclined secondary runners with the chilling cavities

(d) cooling the led plastic in the inclined secondary runners
by transferring heat from the plastic to the walls of the
inclined secondary runners which have a temperature
which is lower than the temperature of the led plastic in a
manner so that the plastic in the inclined secondary run-
ners does not solidify in their entire cross-sectional region
but remains molten in a central zone of their cross-sec-
tional region;

(e) conducting the led cooled molten plastic through the
restriction gates into the chilling cavities;

(0 cooling the conducted plastic in the chilling cavities by
the cavity cooling system whereby the cooled plastic
solidifies thereby creating a molded product; and

(g) separating the mold at the product parting surface and
ejecting the molded product from the chilling cavities,
which are positioned in the product parting surface, with-
out ejecting any runner plastic impression;
wherein when the normal production cycle is terminated.

the led molten plastic within the inclined secondary run-
ners transfers additional heat to the walls of the inclined
secondary runners whereby the led molten plastic solidi-
fies throughout its entire cross-sectional region; the
method additionally comprising the following steps for
reestablishing the normal production cycle following such
termination:

(h) separating the mold at the runner parting surface in order
to expose the solidified impressions of the inclined second-
ary runners;

(i) removing the solidified impressions of the inclined sec-
ondary runners in such a manner that the impressions of
the restriction gate on the solidified impression of the
inclined secondary runners are removed through the
inclined secondary runners in a direction which is not
parallel to the mold opening direction; and

0) recombining the mold at the runner parting surface which
contains the inclined secondary runners.

3. A method of cyclic multicavity plastic injection molding,
wherein the employed mold comprises a product parting sur-
face and a runner parting surface which is different from the
product parting surface, and wherein each normal production
cycle comprises the steps of:

(a) injecting a hot molten plastic into a primary runner sys-
tem of a multicavity mold;

(b) directed the injected plastic through the primary runner
system to some inclined secondary runners, which are
positioned in the runner parting surface, and which con-

nect the pnmary runner system with some restriction
gates;

(c) heating at least a region of the walls of the pnmary
rijnner system m order to reduce or prevent heat loss from
the directed pla.stic to the region of the walls of the pn-
mary runner system;

(d) leading the directed plastic through the inclined second-
ary runners to the restriction gates which directly connect
the inclined secondary runners with the chilling cavities

(e) cooling the led plastic in the inclined secondary runners
by transfernng heat from the plastic to the walls of the
inclined secondary runners which have a temperature
which IS lower than the temperature of the led plastic in a
manner so that the plastic in the inclined secondary run-
ners does not solidify in their entire cross-sectional region
but remains molten in a central zone of their cross-sec-
tional region;

(0 conducting the led cooled molten plastic through the
restriction gates into the chilling cavities;

(g) cooling the conducted plastic in the chilling cavities by
the cavity cooling system whereby the cooled plastic
solidifies thereby creating a molded product, and

(h) separating the mold at the product parting surface and
ejecting the molded product from the chilling cavities
which are positioned in the product parting surface, with-
out ejecting any runner plastic impression;
wherein when the normal production cycle is terminated
the led molten plastic within the inclined secondary run-
ners transfers additional heat to the walls of the inclined
secondary runners whereby the led molten plastic solidi-
fies throughout its entire cross-sectional region the
method additionally compnsmg the following steps for
reestablishing the normal production cycle following such
termination:

(i) separating the mold at the runner parting surface in order
to expose the solidified impressions of the inclined second-
ary runners;

Cj) removing the solidified impressions of the inclined sec-
ondary runners in such a manner that the impressions of
the restnction gate on the solidified impression of the
mclined secondary runners are removed through the
inclined secondary runners in a direction which is not
parallel to the mold opening direction; and

(k) recombining the mold at the runner parting surface
which contains the inclined secondary runners.

4,427,619
CONCRETE FORMING SYSTEM AND METHOD OF

USING IT
Carl W. Peterson, 8682 San Servera Dr., W., Jacksonville, FU.

Filed Aug, 25, 1980, Ser. No. 181,087
Int. a.5 B28B 1/14. 7/06, 7/34 7/36

U.S. a. 264-333
^^ Claims

1. A method of preparing a poured reinforced concrete
hollow shape having at least one hole through said wall of said
shape comprising

(I) preparing a suiuble form for said shape including a cen-
tral form core, an outer form wall defined by at least two
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releasable sections, at least one transverse hole core hav-

ing an interior of a substantially nonresilient rigid plastic

foam exteriorly coated throughout with a fluorocarbon

elastomer and squeezingly adjoining said central core and

one of said releasable sections to inhibit concrete from

entering therebetween, and reinforcing steel means be-

tween said central form core and said outer form wall;

(2) pouring concrete into said form and allowing the con-

crete to set;

(3) removing said outer form wall and said hole cores;

(4) removing said set concrete shape from said central form

core; and

(5) recovering said reinforced concrete hollow shape with a

smooth unspalled transverse hole produced by said fluoro-

carbon elastomer coated rigid plastic foam hole core.

4,427,620

NUCLEAR REACTOR POWER SUPPLY
Brace M. Cook, Plnin Borongh, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corp., Pittsbnr^, Pa.

FUed Feb. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 231,521

lat a.J G21C 77/00

U.S. a. 376—216 16 Qaims

15. Apparatus fgrsupplying electrical power including a

nuclear reactor, ^plurality of components, connected to said

reactor, for converting the thermal energy generated by said

reactor into electrical power, a plurality of sensor assemblies,

connected to said reactor and to certain of said components,

for sensing the process parameters of said reactor and of said

certain components, each of said sensor assemblies including a

plurality of like sensor means for sensing the process parameter

which the sensor assembly of which said like sensor means is a

part, is to sense, each of said like sensor means producing

signals measuring the parameter sensed by said each of said

sensor assemblies, a protection system including a plurality of

like protection units, means, connecting a like sensor means of

each sensor assembly to a corresponding protection unit, to

impress on said protection unit the signal produced by said

connected sensor means, protection apparatus, responsive to

said protection system to produce an apparatus-protection

operation only when more than one of said protection units

receive signals from their corresponding sensor means indicat-

ing faulty operation of said reactor and/or of said certain

components whose process parameters are sensed by said

corresponding sensor means, a control system, means connect-

ing said control system in controlling relationship with said

reactor and with at least some at said certain components, a

plurality of separate channels connected separately to each

said protection unit and to said control system, for transmit-

ting, to said control system, signals derived by each of said

protection units from its corresponding sensor means, for

actuating said control system to control the processes of said

reactor and/or said components as aforesaid on the indication

by said signals impressed on said control system of ofT-normal

operation of said reactor and/or said components, signals being

transmitted from the sensor means, each in its turn, of sensor

assemblies, each assembly in its turn, during successive trans-

mitting cycles, each of said channels including optical means
only to transmit the signals from its corresponding protection

unit to said control system and to prevent electrical interaction

between said protection units and said control system, and

signal-selection means, interposed between said channels and

said control system, operating by the comparison of each signal

from the sensor means of a sensor assembly with the other

signals from the sensor means of said assembly, each in its turn,

and responsive to such comparison, preventing the transmis-

sion, to said control system from said protection units, of sig-

nals from a sensor means of a sensor assembly which signals

differ significantly from signals from like sensor means of the

same sensor assembly, the signals from each sensor means

which do not differ significantly from signals from like sensor

means of the same assembly being herein designated as "valid

signals", the said signal-selection means including means for

determining the differences between each signal sensed by
each sensor means and the signals sensed by the other like

sensor means of a sensor assembly during each said cycle, the

said signal selection means also including means for comparing

the signals sensed during a later cycle with the valid signals

sensed during a preceding cycle in the event that the number of

like sensor means, whose signals differ significantly from sig-

nals from other like sensor means, is equal to one-half of the

total number of sensor means of the sensor assembly so that

determination of which signals are valid is not practicable.

4,427,621

JACKING MECHANISM FOR UPPER INTERNALS
STRUCTURE OF A UQUID METAL NUCLEAR

REACTOR
James E. Gillett, and Arthur L. Wineman, both of Greensburg,

Pa., assignors to Westioghoose Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

FUed Jul. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 280,167

Int a.5 G21C 19/00

U.S. Q. 376—260 3 Claims

1. A jacking mechanism for raising and lowering the upper

internals structure of a liquid metal nuclear reactor which

jacking mechanism comprises:

(a) at least one support column attached at one end to said

upper internals structure, and having pin support means

for lifting, supporting, and lowering said support column.
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said pin support means located at a second end of said
support column;

(b) at least one housing attached to said reactor having a slot
therethrough; said housing disposed such that a portion of
•aid pin support means extends into and through said slot
and slides upward and downward in said slot during up-
ward and downward movement of said support column
and such housing having a surface for supporting said
support column via latter-mentioned components;

(c) jacking means for raising and lowering said support
column with respect to said housing, said jacking means
attached to said housing and to said pin support means

(d) at least one locking plate, attached to said portion of said
pin support means, extending through sajd slot in said
housing, said locking plate rotationally free with respect
to said pin support means, having attachment means to
said housing and having load bearing abutting surfaces
arranged such that when said support column is in either
a raised or a lowered position, said locking plate can be
rotated to achieve alignment of said locking plate-to-hous-
ing attachment means, and also to achieve alignment of
said abutting surfaces of said locking plate with said hous-
ing surface, such that said locking plate can then be at-
tached to said housing, said support column then being
supported by a load path from the support column,
through the pin support means, through the locking plate
via the abutting surfaces bearing on the housing surface,
through the housing, and through the reactor, such that
appUcation of any force appUed by said upper internals
structure via said support columns to said jacking means is

prevented.

formed on said pendulum rod being engageable with said
gripper-actuating tube over and above the contact dimple for
radial displacement of said gripper against the pressure of said
restoring spring.

4,427,623
AUTOMATIC FUEL TRANSFER APPARATUS AND

METHOD
Normui C. Howard, Dorillc; Kcucth R. Miller, Su Jose, aad
Matthew C. Lotricr, Suta Clara, all of Calif., Mrinon to
General Electric Coapuy, Sa Jose, Calif.

FUed Jal. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 287,102
lat CL' G21C 19/20, 17/00UA a. 376—263 2 ri.i»,
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4,427,622
AUGNMENT TOOL FOR SPACERS OF NUCLEAR

REACTOR FUEL ASSEMBLIES
Uaoi Knecht; Gcorg Gcbhard, and Fhuu Rohr, aU of Erlangen,

Fed. Rep. of Gerauuiy, aadgnors to Kraftwcrit Union Aktien-
geaellschaft, MiUhdiii, Fed. Rep. of Gernuny

FUed Sep. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 298,291
Ciaiiiis priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaay, Sep. 4,

IWW, 9033949

Int a^ G21C 3/34: B21J 13/08
UAa 376-260 9 0aim

1. Alignment tool for the remotely controlled recalibration
of resilient protruding contact dimples or springs in substan-
tially square spacer grid meshes of nuclear reactor fuel assem-
blies, comprising an outer centering tube adapted to the cross
section of a spacer mesh and rigid and resilient contact dimples
protruding into the interior of the mesh in given directions,
said outer centering tube having a window formed therein in
the vicinity of the contact dimple, a gripper-actuating tube
being concentrically surrounded by and axially movable
within said outer centering tube, a pendulum rod having a free
end and being disposed in the interior of said gripper-actuating
tube and being axially fixed relative to said gripper-actuating
tube and able to osciUate in the given protrusion direction of
the resUient contact dimple to be recalibrated, a gripper at-
tached to said free end of said pendulum rod, a restoring spring
for exerting pressure on said gripper. and a run-on incline

1038 O.G.—64

1. Automatic fuel transfer apparatus in the containment
structure of a nuclear reactor including a fuel storage pool for
storing fuel bundles and a wetwell positioned between a pair of
rails, said wetwell surrounding a pressure vessel containing a
core for receiving fuel bundles, said containment structure
including a channel connecting said storage pool and said
wetwell, a refueling platform including a bridge mounted for
movement on said rails, said rails being widely spaced whereby
the position of said bridge is subject to skew, a trolley mounted
on said bridge for lateral movement therealong with respect to
said rails and a grapple depending from said trolley for lifting
and moving fuel bundles, said apparatus comprising: a first

bridge position sensing system mounted at one end of said
bridge and communicating directly between said bridge and
said containment for providing bridge position indications; a
second bridge position sensing system mounted at the other
end of said bridge and communicating directly between said
bridge and said containment for providing bridge position
indications; means responsive to the position indications from
said first and second bridge sensing system for providing skew
corrected bridge indications of the position of said bridge with
respect to said containment structure; a trolley position sensing
system communicating directly between said bridge and said
trolley for providing trolley position indications of the position
of said ti-olley with respect to said bridge; a grapple position
sensing system for providing grapple position indications of
the position of said grapple with respect to said tit>lley; means
for determining the present position of said Ux)lley with respect
to said containment structure from the skew corrected indica-
tions of the position of said bridge and the indications of the
position of said trolley; means for comparing said present
position.with a selected destination position and determining
the difference; means for determining whether said difference
is within a selected range of tolerance; means for moving said
trolley to a position for safe travel through said channel if

travel therethrough is required to reach said destination posi-
tion; and means for moving said bridge and said troUey toward
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Mid destination position while periodically comparing present

position with destination position until said difference is within

said selected range of tolerance.

4,427,624

COMPOSITE NOZZLE DESIGN FOR REACTOR FUEL
ASSEMBLY

George R. Marlatt, Monrocrllle, and David K. Allison, N. Hun-
tingdon Township, Irwin County, both of Pa., assignors to

Wcatinghomc Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Mar. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 239,787

Int a.3 G21C 1/04

MS. a. 37(—352 1 Claim

^
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1. A nozzle for use with a nuclear reactor fuel assembly in a

nuclear reactor, the fuel assembly having fuel rods held by

grids, the grids permitting the possibility of upward movement
of the fuel rods from the fuel assembly when the fuel rods are

acted on by hydraulic forces in the reactor, the nozzle compris-

ing:

the casting of square conflguration having walls which form

a central opening through which coolant flows in an axial

direction;

ribs in said casting extending across the central opening, said

ribs including arms integrally joined with the casting walls

and forming openings for allowing coolant flow through

the nozzle;

a separable removable plate on said casting of a size which
corresponds with the size of the central opening, said plate

being of a thickness which permits it to be stamped from

sheet material;

said plate further having spaced Ugaments defining axially

extending openings therein designed to a size and configu-

ration for directing coolant flow in predetermined direc-

tions through the nozzle, and for causing a pressure drop

of predetermined magnitude across the nozzle to help

assuie flow of coolant in the desired amount through the

nozzle, the ligaments having a thickness which permits

them to be stamped from sheet material with the ligaments

being disposed to overlie the ends of all said fuel rods

when the nozzle is attached to the fuel assembly, and thus

prevent ejection of the fuel rods by hydraulic forces

which act therein during operation in the reactor.

4,427,625

SILVER CADMIUM OXIDE ELECTRICAL CONTACTS
PUUp Wingert, Greensbnrg; Larry J. Gandlno, Latrobe, and
Han J. Kim, Greensbnrg, all of Pa., assignors to GTE Prod-

nets Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Oct 15, 1981, Ser. No. 311,363

Int a.3 F16H U/02
UJS. CL 419—21 I 1 Claim

1. A process for the production of silver-cadmium oxide

electrical contact material comprising

(a) adding a sufficient amount of copper to submicron silver

powder to achieve from about 100 parts to about 1000

parts per million ofcopper in contact material, said copper

being relatively uniformly distributed on the surfaces of
said silver powder,

(b) blending a sufficient amount of cadmium oxide particles

to said silver-copper powder to form a relatively uniform

admixture to achieve a cadmium oxide concentration of
from about 5% to about 25% by weight,

(c) reducing said cadmium oxide in said admixture to cad-

mium at a temperature of from about 321* C. to about SSO*

C,
(d) oxidizing the resulting silver-copper-cadmium material

for a sufficient time to oxidize all of said cadmium to

substantially spherical cadmium oxide particles and
(e) sintering the resulting mixture to achieve a silver-cad-

mium oxide compact having a density greater than about

96% of theoretical.

4,427,626

METHOD OF MAKING PRODUCTS FROM POWDERS
OF TOOL STEELS

Alexei K. Petrov, ulitsa Verkhnyaya, 9/27, kv. 7, Zaporozhie;

Vladimir B. Akimenko, Prospekt Mira, 184, korpos 1, kv. 79,

Moscow; Vladimir N. Zhuchin, ulitsa Lenina, 102, k?. 7,

Elektrostal Moskovskoi oblasti; Alexei G. TsipunoT, prospekt

Lenina, 151, kv. 160, Z^aporozhie; Elena N. Smimova, ulitsa

Pobedy, 75, kv. 17, Zaporozhie; Jury N. Skomyakov, ulitsa

Shkolnaya, 27, kv. 124, Zaporozhie, and Alexandr F. Kli-

menko, ulitsa Komarova, 5, kr. 66, Zaporozhie^ all of U.S.S.R.

PCT No. PCr/SU80/00021, § 371 Date Oct 9, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Oct. 9, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/02264, PCT Pub.

Date Aug. 20, 1981

PCT FUed Feb. 13, 1980, Ser. No. 314,089

Int a.3 B22F 3/16

U.S. a. 419—28 2 Claims

1. A method of making products from powders of tool steels,

comprising charging a powder into a capsule, sealing the cap-

sule, heating and then extruding the capsule with the powder
contained therein, wherein the heating of said sealed capsule is

carried out in two steps wherein said sealed capsule is first

heated up to a temperature of 700* to 1000* C, whereupon it is

then depressurized and heated up to a temperature of 1050* to

1200° C.

4,427,627

COPPER ALLOY HAVING HIGH ELECTRICAL
CONDUCnVTTY AND HIGH MECHANICAL

CHARACTERISTICS
Jean-Paul Guerlet and Claude Niney, both of Paris, France,

assignors to Comptoir Lyon-Alemand Louyot Paris, France

Continuation of Ser. No. 63,702, Aug. 6, 1979, abandoned, which

is a continuation of Ser. No. 883,247, Mar. 3, 1978, abandoned.

This appUcation Mar. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 247,092

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 9, 1977, 77 06999;

Feb. 7, 1978, 78 03410

Int a.J C22C 9/06

U.S. a. 420—496 5 Claims

1. A copper alloy consisting essentially of 0.1 to 0.50% by

weight of cobalt, 0.04 to 0.25% by weight of phosphorus, the

remainder being copper, said cobalt and phosphorus being

present in a weight ratio of cobalt to phosphorus of between

2.5 to 5, said alloy having a high electrical conductivity of at

least 75% lACS; and said alloy, when subjected to thermal-

mechanical treatment having a hardness of at least about 90

HV.
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4,427,628

DENTAL AMALGAM ALLOY
Jeifery J. Cbeetham, 5 Bmnsdon St, Bayswater, Victoria, Aus-

tralia (3153)

FUed Oct 19, 1981, Ser. No. 312,777
Claims priority, appUcation AustraUa, Not. 28, 1980, PE6679

Int a.3 C22C 5/06. 30/02. 30/04, 30/06
U.S. a. 42(^-504

7 ctai^
1. A dental amalgam alloy which is a blend of high-silver

particulate dental amalgam alloy consisting essentially by
weight of about 60 to 80% silver, about 1 to 6% copper, about
23 to 33% tin and to about 3% zinc, and a spherical low-sil-
ver particulate dental amalgam alloy consisting essentially by
weight of about 41 to 48% silver, about 23 to 33% tin, about 20
to 28% copper and about 0.5 to 4% indium, said high-silver
alloy being present in an amount from about 30 to 70% by
weight of the total alloy blend, and said low-sUver alloy having
been rendered spherical by entraining solid chip particles in a
stream of an inert carrrier gas under pressure, passing the
stream of inert carrier gas containing the particles through a
heating zone so as to melt at least a surface stratum of the
particles and then cooling the particles so as to solidify the
melted portions of the particles.

the amount of bromine supported on the activated carbon
being 3 to 20 weight % based on the activated carbon.

4,427,631

POVIDONE IRRADIATION
Thomas G. Bunting, Randolph; Dominic A. Ceatnme, Flcaiag-

toB, both of NJ.; Richard S. Sacklcr, Greenwich, Com., and
Alfred Halpem, Great Neck, N.Y., assignors to Eorocdtiqne,
S.A., Luxembourg, Luxembourg

FUed May 27, 1982, Ser. No. 382,380
Int a.J 0D8F 8/00: BOIJ 19/08; A6IL 2/08

U.S. a. 422-22
,3 cui^

1. Method for the sterilization of povidone solutions without
degradation thereof and without gelation of the povidone,
which compnses subjecting a solution of povidone in the pres-
ence of lodme and iodide ions to gamma radiation in a dose
sufficiently high to cause gelation of said povidone in the
absence of said iodine and said iodide ions, said iodine and said
iodide ions being present in an amount and in an iodine to
iodide ratio sufficient to prevent said gamma radiation dose
from causing said povidone to gel, whereby said solution is
sterilized without degradation or gelation thereof and without
loss of available iodine.

4,427,629
PROCESS FOR METAL-ENRICHMENT OF LEAD

BULLION
Jitesh R. Mehta, and Andrew H. Larson, both of Eagan, Minn

assignors to GNB Batteries Inc., Mendota Heights, Minn.
FUed Not. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 444,259

Int a? C22C 11/00. 11/04. 11/06. 11/08
UA a 420-563 23 Claims

1. A process for meUil-enrichment of lead bullion wherein an
alkali metal-desired metal intermetallic is added to the bullion
and said desired metal is stripped from said intermetallic into
said bullion, comprising:

(a) melting and heating said lead bullion to a temperature
between 650* F. and 900* P.;

(b) agitating said molten bullion;

(c) adding said alkali metal-desired metal intermetallic in
which said desired metal consists of a metal selected from
the group comprising antimony, cadmium, copper, nickel,
sUver and tin to said bullion;

(d) mixing said intermetallic into said bullion;
(e) adding to said bullion a stripping reagent selected from

the group comprising water, sulfur, selenium, tellurium,
phosphorous, chlorine, air, oxygen-enriched air, nitre and
mixtures thereof;

(0 mixing said reagent into said bullion to selectively react
said reagent with said alkali metid in said intermetallic and
thereby dissociating said intermetiillic, liberating and solu-
bilizing said desired metal into said bullion and forming
insoluble alkali metal-stripping reagent compounds which
rise to form a skimmable residue dross;

(g) forming said desired metid-cnriched lead bullion and a
residue dross substantially void of said desired metal; and

(h) separating said residue dross from said enriched bullion.

4,427,632

ANALYTICAL ELEMENT
Kenichiro Okaniwa; MUdo Koyama, and Shoso Kiku^iwa, aU of

Hino, Japui, aasignors to Konishiroku Photo IndMtry Co.,
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Apr. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 370,854
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Apr. 29, 1981, 56-65446

Int a.3 GOIN 33/52. 33/66
U.S. a. 422-56

,7 cutaM
1. An analytical element for determining the presence of a

component in a liquid sample comprising:
(a) a light-transmissive and liquid-impermeable support;
(b) at least one reagent layer containing at least one reagent

reactive with said component and containing a hydro-
philic colloid; and

(c) at least one hydrophobic developing layer havmg a
fibrous structure and being positioned on the side of said
reagent layer opposite to said support whereby tiie com-
ponent in said liquid sample permeates through said devel-
oping layer toward said reagent layer, said developing
layer formed by coating said reagent layer with a homoge-
neous dispersion comprising a hydrophobic organic mac-
romolecular polymer having reactive groups and a fibrous
material.

4,427,630

GAS DEODORIZATION METHOD
Toahio Aibe, Toyonaka; Yoahio Tsntsumi, Takatsuki, and Kat-
suya Noguchi, Toyonaka, aU of Japan, assignors to Takeda
Chemical Industries, Ltd., Osaka, Japan

FUed Dec. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 327,736
Claims priority, appUcation Japui, Dec. 5, 1980, 55-172500

Int a.J A61L 9/015. 9/00. 9/16
UAa 422-4 10 Claims

1. A method of deodorization, which comprises contacting a
gas containing a sulfur compound and a niti-ogen compound as
Ul-smelling components with an adsorbent consisting of acti-
vated carbon having supported thereon bromine and an acid
having a vapor pressure at 50* C. of not higher than 10 mmHg,

4,427,633
GAS MIXING APPARATUS FOR METASTABLE

TRANSFER EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY
Jon R. Peacock, Mission Vicjo, and Robert L. Schmidt Placen-

tia, both of CaUf., aasignors to Beckman Instruments, lac
FuUerton, CaUf.

FUed Jul. 3, 1980, Ser. No. 165,529
Int a.' GOIN 21/76

U.S. a 422-83 8 Claims
1. In combination with an analyzing means for analyzing a

sample material constituent in a first gas, means defming a
supply of said first gas, generating means for exciting a gas to
a metastable state, means defining a supply of a second gas, and
means for supplying said second gas to said generating means;
means for mixing an excited metastable second gas in said

first gas to transfer energy from said metasuble gas to
molecules of a sample material carried in said first gas
causing characteristic spectral emission, said mixing
means comprising:

conduit means connected to and in fluid communication
with said analyzing means, having a wall defining a pri-
mary channel of uniform cross section through which one
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of said first or second gases is conveyed from means sup-

plying said gas;

a manifold means exterior to said conduit means defining a

secondary channel for conveying the other of said first or

second gases, from said means supplying said gas into said

primary channel of said conduit means, to mix said gases,

said secondary channel having an exit portion communi-

cating with said primary channel through a plurality of

openings in said wall of said conduit means, said exit

portion opening through said conduit wall in a manner to

provide an unobstructed primary channel of uniform cross

section, and to direct said gas conveyed by said manifold

means into the unobstructed flow of the other of said gases

conveyed by said conduit means to mix said gases together

for reaction and analysis. i

4,427,634

APPARATUS FOR MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION OF
SPECIMENS

WilUam J. Tmglio, Sayiille, N.Y,, aisignor to Wright Laborato-

ries, Inc^ Bohcaiia, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 357,759

lat a.3 BOIL i/00; C12M 1/2%

MS. CL 422—99 5 Claims

1. Apparatus for microscopically examining a specimen

comprising:

a transparent cylindrical tube having open and closed oppo-

site axial ends; V

said closed end of said tube being formed with closely

spaced, flat walls and diametrically spaced circumferen-

tially extending narrow other walls defining a diametri-

cally extending centrally located well for containing said

specimen while being examined in a microscope;

wherein said well is substantially rectangular in cross-section

and has a first dimension substantially equal to the diame-

ter of said tube and a second dimension less than one half

the diameter of said tube;

an insert for said well, said insert having an optically trans-

parent flat body with flat, opposed sides, said body being

slightly smaller in cross-sectional area than the cross-sec-

tiona] area of the interior of said well to facilitate insertion

into said well and to serve as a slide suppori for said

specimen in said well during examination thereof in said

microscope; and

said insert having a stem longer than the axial length of said

tube and secured to one end of said body to facilitate

insertion of said body through said tube into said well and
removal therefrom.

4,427,635

CHEMICAL OXYGEN GENERATOR
Rainer Hahn, Aflrade, Fed. Rep. of Gemuuiy, aMignor to DrM

gerwerk AktiengeseUschaft, Afrade, Fed. Rep. of GermaBy
FUed Not. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 318,912

Claims priority, appUcatioii Fed. Rep. of Germany, Not. 29,

1980, 3045111

Int. a.3 G05D 16/00; A62B 21/00; SOU 79/00
U.S. Q. 422—113 1 Claim

1. In a chemical oxygen generator for an emergency breath-

ing system having a tank, a chemical in the tank containing

oxygen in a chemically bound state, an ignition device opera-

ble to initiate a chemical reaction with the chemical to generate

oxygen to be supplied to a user, and a trigger device coimected

to the ignition device for triggering the ignition device respon-

sive to manual actuation, the improvement comprising a

tightly closed pressure vessel enclosing a compariment con-

taining the tank, a ceramic fiber fleece concentrically retaining

the tank within the compariment of said pressure vessel to

defme a space therebetween for containing a supply of pressur-

ized oxygen, an original supply of pressurized oxygen pro-

vided in said pressure vessel before any ignition of said ignition

means, said pressure vessel having an opening for passing

oxygen from said space, a valve between said space and the

opening, said valve including a stem movable between a closed

position and an open position to close and open a passage

between said space and said opening, spring means for resil-

iently urging said stem into said open position, a switch oper-

ated by a predetermined movement of said stem toward said

open position to energize said ignition device, and wherein the

trigger device includes a trigger pin releasably engaged to said

stem for holding said stem in said closed position, said stem

being operable responsive to the manual release of said trigger

pin to simultaneously move into said open position and engage

said switch to trigger ignition, and a dosing throttle in said

passage for passing a constant flow of oxygen therethrough

from said space, so that upon manual release of said trigger,

said original supply of oxygen is provided over said dosing

throttle before the chemically bound oxygen is generated and

supplied over said throttle, s burst platQ operatively mounted

to said pressure vessel, said burst plate being operable to burst

and relieve excess pressure from said space, said tank having a

passageway communicating an interior of said tank with said

space, a diaphragm over said passageway, a point connected to

said tank and on a side of said diaphragm opposite an interior

of said tank for containing the oxygen in a chemically bound
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stote, so that when said original supply of oxygen is provided
over said dosing throttle, and chemically bound oxygen gener-
ated in said tank, a pressure of the generated chemically bound
oxygen pushes said diaphragm against said point to rupture
said diaphragm and allow passage of the generated chemically
bound oxygen over said passageway and to said space.

4.427,636
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING OZONE

Darid N. Obenshain, Swaatoa, Md., assigBor to Westraco Cor-
poratioB, New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 200,782, Oct 27, 1980, Pat No. 4,329,212.
This appUcation Dec 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,516

Int a.3 COIB 13/00
UA a. 422—186.07 9 Claims

1. Apparatus for producing ozone comprising a duct, an
inlet for introducing an oxygen bearing gas into said duct and
an outlet for discharging ozone from said duct, one or more
[openings in said duct through which one or more ozone]
energy generating cells [may be positioned] associated with said
duct and adapted to produce energy that is converted into
ultraviolet radiation for converting oxygen into ozone, said energy
generating cells comprising cathode ray generators which are
oriented so that the electrons emitted from their cathodes bom-
bard a UV emitting source included within each cell to produce
UV radiation only in the range offrom about 130 to 170 nm with
substantially none below 130 nm and none above 170 nm, and
means for exposing the oxygen bearing gas in said duct to the
ultraviolet radiation produced by said UV emitting source to
convert at least a portion of the oxygen bearing gas to ozone [,

the improvement wherein said ozone generating cells generate
Uy radiation only in the range of from about 130 to 170 nm
with substantially none below 130 nm or above 200 nm].

4,427,637
APPARATUS FOR PRODUONG AN ALKALI METAL

SALT OF A MINERAL AOD, AND A PROCESS
Hidemaro Iwashita, Tokyo; Fumiaki Mieno, Nobeoka; Yo-

shinori Kiura, Nobeoka, and Kenichi Hayashi, Nobeoka, all of
Japan, assignors to Asahi Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha,
Osaka, Japan

Filed Sep. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 307,164
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 30, 1980, 55-135305:

Jul. 3, 1981, 56-103173

Int a.3 BOIF 7/04; COIB 7/01; COID 5/02
U.S. a. 422-198 7ci,i„«

4- 1
i-I I

potassium chloride and sulfuric acid comprising a honzontaJly
elongated muffle furnace provided with a raw material inlet at
one end thereof and a reaction product outlet at the other end
thereof, means for heating the furnace, means for feeding raw
materials associated with the inlet, means for discharging a
reaction product associated with the outlet, means for exhaust-
ing a generated gas and agitating means provided in the muffle
furnace, said agitating means comprising a pair of contra-roUt-
ing shafts extending longitudinally through the muffle furnace
in parallel and provided with a plurality of agiuting elements
arranged longitudinally and circumferentially on the shafts at a
predetermined angle between the nearest longitudinally adja-
cent agitating elements in the circumferential direction, the
distance between the pair of contra-rotating shafts being kept
so that the agiuting elements on one of the pair of contra-rout-
ing shafts intervene with the corresponding agiuting elements
of the other contra-routing shaft on a common plane of rou-
tion thereof;

the improvement in which each of said pair of shafts com-
prises:

a first portion on the end of each shaft nearest the raw mate-
rial inlet,

a second portion on the end of each shaft nearest the reaction
product outlet,

a plurality of sets of agiuting elements arranged longitudi-
nally over the entire length of the shaft, each set compris-
ing at least two agiuting elements arranged circumferen-
tially on the shaft at the same distance from the end of the
shaft, and

wherein the smallest angle between the nearest longitudi-
nally adjacent agiuting elemenu in the circumferential
direction is from about 30' to about 70* in said first portion
and is about 90* in said second portion.

4,427,638

APPARATUS FOR SEMICONDUCTOR
RIBBON-TO-RIBBON CONVERSION

Ralph J. Ellis; Ridiard W. Gurtler, both of Mesa, and KaUuri R.
Sarma, Teope, all of Ariz., aasignora to Motorola, Inc.,

Sdiaumburg, 111.

FUed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 301,627
Int a? C30B 13/06. 13/32

U.S. a. 422-250 2 Claims

:oo. *•

^- n

1. In an apparatus for producing a potassium sulfate salt

1. An apparatus for use in converting polycrystalline ribbon
having two major surfaces terminatmg at edges thereof to
macrocrystalline ribbon wherein a molten zone is formed in
said polycrysulline ribbon by an impinging energy beam and
said molten zone is moved along said ribbon, said apparatus
comprising: carrier means comprising a first channel shaped
recess into which the edge of said ribbon can be placed for
supporting said ribbon; and masking means integral with said
carrier means protecting portions of said ribbon adjacent said
edges from said impinging energy beam, said masking means
comprising a portion of said carrier means overlapping one of
said surfaces.
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4,427,639

ION EXCHANGE PROCESS
Alczaader HlBulcy, Toronto, Canada, aarignor to Himsley Engi-

neering Limited, Toronto, Canada
Continuation of Scr. No. 875,426, Feb. 6, 1978, abandoned. This

application Mar. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 242,034

Int a.} COIG 43/00
MS. CL 423—7 6 Qaims

33
K?

^
C^

fl

29

22 ^r

p-37

uu
36' 28^

1. A prcx:ess for recovery or uranium in relatively concen-

trated form from a feed solution relatively weak in uranium
ions and containing ferric ions as an unwanted component,
comprising passing batches of anion exchange resin particles

having preferential affinity for uranium complex anions succes-

sively along an absorption column; contacting said batches in

the column with said feed solution and permitting uranium

ions, together with ferric ions, to load onto the particles as

complex anions and withdrawing from the absorption column
a barren solution substantially exhausted of uranium ions and
containing non-absorbed ferric ions; removing uniform batches

of the loaded particles from the absorption column; isolating

each of said uniform batches of loaded resin particles removed
from the absorption column in a conditioning chamber; condi-

tioning each isolated batch by flowing through it at a con-

trolled rate a conditioning solution that is rich in uranium ions

and weak in ferric ions and is at a pH effective to increase the

ratio between the uranium ions and the ferric ions loaded on
the resin particles by causing ion exchange to occur between
the conditioning solution and the resin whereby further ura-

nium ions are loaded onto the resin and some of the ferric ions

are removed from the resin and concomitantly withdrawing
from the conditioning chamber a spent conditioning solution

containing uranium ions and ferric ions; recycling the spent

conditioning solution to said feed solution; moving the condi-

tioned batches to an elution column and passing them succes-

sively along the elution column; contacting the conditioned

batches in the column with sulphuric acid eluant solution that

strips the uranium ion and ferric ion from the resin particles;

recovering from the elution column a concentrated eluate that

is a relatively concentrated uranium solution at acidic pH, and
contains a relatively low concentration of ferric ions; subject-

ing the concentrated eluate to uranium-recovery treatment,

and recovering a uranium-rich yellow cake therefrom; and
wherein said conditioning solution is a liquid selected from the

group consisting of a portion of the concentrated eluate recov-

ered from the elution column that is modified by increasing its

pH by addition of a base thereto, and a solution comprising a

portion of said yellow cake dissolved in sulphuric acid.

I

4,427,640

SEQUENTIAL PROCESS FOR EXTRACnON AND
RECOVERY OF VANADIUM AND URANIUM FROM

WET PROCESS ACIDS
P. David Bowerman, Edmond, OUa., and Michael F. Ludd,

Houston, Tex., aarignors to Kerr-McGec Chemical Corpora-
tion, Oklahoma Oty, OUa.

Filed Oct 6, 1980, Scr. No. 194,444

Int a.} OOIG 43/00
UjS. CL 423—10 16 Claims

1. A process for sequentially recovering vanadium and ura-

nium, each substantially free of contamination by the other,

comprising:

contacting an aqueous acidic solution containing vanadium in

the pentavalent state, uranium in the hexavalent state and at

•" > ^- >

:t,ii
f

"•

'

1, -ta* '. .i,»MS-.
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-4fc

f
iL« '.Olu'

least about 0.25 mole fluoride per mole vanadium with a first

organic extractant consisting essentially of a water immisci-

ble organic diluent and a neutral organo-phosphorus com-
pound, or oxonium salts thereof, said compounds having the

formula

R
\R—pso
/

R"

wherein R, R' and R" are selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen, alkyl, cycloalkyl, aryl, aralkyl, alkoxy and
aryloxy radicals, provided that R, R' and R" are not all

hydrogen, to form a first organic phase containing the vana-

dium separate from the aqueous acidic solution;

contacting said first organic phase containing the vanadium
with an aqueous stripping solution to separate the vanadium
from said first organic phase;

recovering the aqueous stripping solution containing vana-

dium;

contacting said aqueous acidic solution remaining after contact

with the first organic extractant with a second organic ex-

tractant consisting essentially of a water immiscible organic

diluent, a neutral organo-phosphorus compound or oxonium
salts thereof, said compounds having the formula

R
\

R'—pssO
/

R"

wherein R, R' and R" are selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen, alkyl, cycloalkyl, aryl, aralkyl, alkoxy and

aryloxy radicals, provided that R, R' and R" are not all

hydrogen, and a dialkylphosphoric acid having the formula

ORi
I

OH

wherein Rj and R2 represent alkyl radicals, the total number
of carbon atoms in said dialkylphosphoric acid being at least

10, to form a second organic phase containing the uranium

separate from the aqueous acidic solution;

contacting said second organic phase with an aqueous strip-

ping solution to separate the uranium from said second

organic phase; and

recovering the aqueous stripping solution containing uranium.
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4,427,641
METHOD OF RECOVERING URANIUM FROM WET
PROCESS PHOSPHORIC AOD WITH ENHANCED

CONTENT OF URANIUM
Seizi Yodilkawa, Yamaguchi, and RyuicU Nakamnra, Ube, both

of Japan, assignors to Central Glass Company Limited, Ube
City, Japan

FUed Jul. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 287,151
Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 28, 1980, 55-102409

Int a.3 BOID U/00; BOIF ll/OO; COIG 43/00; COIB 25/16
U.S. a 423-18

10 Claims
1. In a method for recovering uranium from phosphate rock

containing uranium by decomposing the phosphate rock con-
tainmg uranium in a wet process with sulfuric acid and phos-
phoric acid to form phosphoric acid containing uranium and
gyi»um, and recovering the uranium, the improvement com-
pnsmg forming hemihydrate gypsum in a solution containing
phosphonc acid and an oxidizing agent in an amount sufficient
to render uranium dissolved in said solution substantially en-
tirely hexavalent.

through the particles of powdered lime contained in the col-
umn; and controlling the velocity of the pouble water passing

Xr

zd-

upward through the column of lime at a rate below the trans-
port velocity for said particles of lime.

4,427,642
PROCESS FOR DRY DESULFURIZATION OF FLUE GAS
Norio Arashi; Yukio Hishinuma, both of Hitachi; Hidetoshi
Akimoto, Ibaraki; Sadao Takahashi, Hitachi; Fumito
Nak^ima, Hitachi, and Kenichi Gomi, Hitachi, all of Japan,
assignors to Babcock-Hitachi Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo
Japan

'

Continuation of Ser. No. 131,893, Mar. 20, 1980, abandoned.
This appUcation Jan. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 339,088

Qaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 23, 1979, 54-34617
Int a.3 BOIJ 8/00: COIB 17/00. 17/02

U.S. CI. 423-244 ,7 ci^„,
1. A process for the dry desulfurization of flue gas conuin-

ing sulfur oxides, comprising:

providing fuel coal capable of being converted to semi-coke;
combusting one portion of said coal as at least part of the fuel

in a boiler or furnace to produce a flue gas containing
sulfur oxides;

separately dry distilling a second portion of said coal to
produce a semi-coke adsorbent;

contacting the flue gas with the adsorbent to adsorb the
sulfur oxides, thereby removing the sulfur oxides from the
flue gas while abrading a part of the adsorbent to produce
waste adsorbent;

heating the sulfur oxides-adsorbed semi-coke adsorbent,
thereby desorbing an effluent containing a high concen-
tration of sulfur oxides and simultaneously regenerating
the semi-coke while abrading another part of the adsor-
bent to produce waste adsorbent;

conducting the effluent to a process for the recovery of
elemental sulfur therefrom;

recyclically using the regenerated semi-coke in the contact-
ing step; and

combusting all the waste adsorbent as fuel in said boiler or
furnace.

4,427,644
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF BIVALENT

METAL PEROXIDES
Werner Doetsch, Bad Hoenningen; Helmut Dillenburg. Rbein-

broW; Paul-Wilhelm Fuchs, Bad Hoenningen. and Helmut
Honig, Gclting, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignon to
Peroxid-Chemie GmbH, Munich. Fed. Rep. of Germaay

Filed Jul. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 280,811
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Jul 7

1980, 3025682
'

Int a.' COID 1/02
U.S. a. 423-582

,7 o,,^
1. A continuous process for the production of bivalent meui

peroxides, comprising the steps of:

introducing into an intensive mixing apparatus a solid, anhy-
drous or hydrated oxide or hydroxide of a bivalent metal;

simultaneously introducing into the intensive mixing appara-
tus a solution of hydrogen peroxide, whereby the solid
bivalent meUl compound and the peroxide are intensively
mixed and react to produce a reaction mixture containing
bivalent metal peroxide;

transporting the reaction mixture directly to a rapid dryer,
and

rapidly drying the reaction mixture to produce the bivalent
metal peroxide in solid form.

4,427,643
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GENERATING HIGH

PH LIMEWATER
Darid P. Fowler, Irring, Tex., assignor to Frito-Lay, Inc., Dal-

las, Tex.

FUed Jan. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 386,407
Int a.3 COIB 5/00. 13/14: COIF 11/02

U.S. a. 423-580 7a«inu
1. A method for producing high pH water containing no

significant amounts of undissolved lime, comprising: providing
a closed vessel capable of holding water under pressure and
having no moving components therein, but containing a col-
umn of powdered lime; supporting the column of powdered
lime on a solid porous support in the vessel; passing potable
water upward under pressure through the porous support and

4.427,645
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF SOLUTIONS
FROM ENVIRONMENTALLY NOXIOUS SUBSTANCES
Hans Frenken, Odentbal-Osenau; Joaef Friedsam, Langenfeid,
and Karl Voss, UTerkusen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to AGFA-Gcvacri AktiengescUschaft, Lererkwen,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Dec. 8, 1980, Scr. No. 214,466
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany. Dec. 14.

1979, 2950403

Int a.J BOIF 1/00
U.S. a. 423-658,5 4 claims

1. A process for the preparation of solutions from environ-
mentally noxious substances in which the various proportions
required for the batchwise preparation of the solutions are
accurately measured, mixed and dissolved, maintained at a
certain temperature, filtered and delivered to a storage vessel,

characterised in that:
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(a) the environmentally noxious substance to be dissolved,

contained in a container, is placed on a receiver;

-^

(b) the container is securely attached to the receiver;

(c) the lid or closure member of the container is replaced by

an adaptor, and the container is connected air-tightly and

dust-free by way of the adaptor to a feed connection of a

storage bin by means of a rapid closure device;

(d) the environmentally noxious substance is poured into the

storage bin without contact with the environment by

pivoting the receiver together with the container through

180* about an axis of rotation, and the substance is agitated

by a stirrer to prevent the formation of bridging bonds;

(e) a given quantity of solvent is measured into a measuring

and mixing vessel which is arranged under the storage bin

and connected to the storage bin only by a dosing screw

and in such a manner that it is air-tightly sealed-ofT from

outside;

(0 a given quantity of the environmentally noxious sub-

stance is then added from the dosing screw;

(g) the substance is mixed with the solvent by pumping with

a mixing and delivery pump and dissolved therein;

(h) after the substance has been mixed with the solvent and

dissolved in it, the solution of the substance in the solvent

is pumped into a storage vessel through a filter by means

of the mixing and deUvery pump, and

(i) to optimize the solution of the substance in the solvent,

the measuring and mixing vessel, the storage vessel and

the solvent in a solvent container are maintained at a

certain temperature.

4,427,646

USE OF RADIOLABELED PEPTIDE DERIVED FROM
CROSSLINKED FIBRIN TO LOCATE THROMBI IN VIVO
Stephanie A. Oleza, HeUcrtown, Pa.; Linda C. Knight, Plains-

boro, NJ., and Andrei Z. Bndzynski, Glenside, Pa., assignors

to Research Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 250,174

Int a.J A61K 49/00. 43/00: CffJG 7/00; C07C 103/52

IJJS. a. 424—1.1 14 Claims

1. A method of locating a thrombus, comprising the steps of:

administering a radiolabeled peptide selected from the group

consisting of Fragment Ei isolated from cross-linked fi-

brin, Fragment E2 isolated from cross-linked fibrin, and

peptides having an amino acid sequence intermediate

between Fragments Ei and E2 to a human or animal, and

externally detecting radiation emitted by said radiolabeled

peptide.

4,427,647

METHOD AND REAGENT FOR MAKING A
RADIOPHARMACEUnCAL COMPOSITION BASED ON

PERTECHNETATE
Anthony Brockas; Roy Abrahams, and James D. Kdly, all of

Amersham, En^and, assignors to Amersham latavational

Limitfd, England

Filed Jnl. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 286,752

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Ang. 12, 1980,

8026198; May 15, 1981, 8114935

Int a.3 A61K 43/00. 49/00
UJS. a. 424—1.1 9 Claims

1. In a method ofmaking a radiopharmaceutical composition

by mixing an aqueous solution of pertechnetate with a reduc-

ing agent comprising tin as metal or Sn+ + to reduce the per-

technetate and a complexing agent to form a complex with the

reduced technetium,

the improvement which comprises incorporating in the

composition a nitrate or nitrite or a mixture of said nitrate

and nitrite in an amount to diminish oxidation of Sn^^ to

Sn^+ during preparation and storage of the complex.

4,427,648

DIPYRIDAMOLE-CONTAINING PHARMACEUTICAL
FORM

Rolf Brickl, Warthansen; Peter Gmber, Biberach; Gottfried

Schepky, Biberach, and Gcriiard Bozler, Biborach, all of Fed.

Rep. of Germany, assignors to Dr. Karl Thomae GmbH, Bibe-

rach an der Riss, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Jnn. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 389,282

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jnn. 19,

1981, 3124090

Int a.3 A61K 9/00. 9/20. 9/48. 31/445

U.S. a. 424—16 22 Claims

1. A method of treating cardiovascular disorders in a host in

need of such treatment which comprises administering to said

host a cardiovascularly effective amount of an uncoated com-
position consisting essentially of (i) dipyridamole or an acid

addition salt thereof and (ii) at least one pharmacologically

acceptable acid or acid substance, the total amount of acid

from acid addition salt present and acid or acid substance being

in a ratio of at least about S acid equivalents to 1 mol ofdipyrid-

amole.

4,427,649

PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS
John T. Dingle, Whittlesford; John L. Gordon, Cambridge;

Geraint Jones, Macclesfield; Clive G. Knight, Huntingdon,

and John S. Lowe, Wilmslow, all of England, assignors to

Imperial Chemical Industries Limited and National Research

DeTelopment Corporation, both of London, England

Continuation of Ser. No. 777,427, Mar. 14, 1977, abandoned.

This appUcation Dec. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 336,167

Chums priority, application United Kingdom, Mar. 19, 1976,

11147/76

Int a.3 A61K 9/16. 9/42. 31/575. 47/00

U.S. a. 424—38 8 Claims

1. A method for the treatment of inflammation at a site

involving an enclosed cavity, in a host in need of such treat-

ment, which comprises administering into said cavity an effec-

tive amount of a pharmaceutical composition comprising lipo-

somes containing an anti-inflammatory corticosteroid bearing

an 1 1-hydroxy substituent and bearing a lipophilic substituent

which is attached by means of a carboxylic ester linkage to the

residue of a hydroxy group which itself is attached to the

21 -position of the corticosteroid, the said lipophilic substituent

comprising an acyclic aliphatic chain of IS, 16 or 17 carbon

atoms.
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4,427,650

ENRICHED PLASMA DERIVATIVE FOR
ADVANCEMENT OF WOUND CLOSURE AND HEALING
Michael Stroetmann, Miinster, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to Serapharm Michael Stroetmann, Miinster, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Jun. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,664
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 25,

1981, 3124962; European Pat Off., Dec. 18, 1981, 81110615
Int a.' A61K 9/14. 35/14. 37/00

U.S. a. 424-46 13 cudms
1. An enriched plasma derivative for supporting wound

closure and healing, containing 60 to 96% by weight of fibrino-

gen and 0.5 to 5% by weight of a fibrinolysis inhibitor, wherein
(a) the fibrinogen is largely free from cryo-insoluble globulin;
(b) the plasma derivative additionally contains 0.1 to 15% by

weight of thrombin and/or prothrombin;

(c) all components are present in biologically active, solid

powdery form at temperatures of up to 56* C; and
(d) these solid components are mixed with each other.

4,427,651

ENRICHED PLASMA DERIVATIVE FOR
ENHANCEMENT OF WOUND CLOSURE AND

COVERAGE
Michael Stroetmann, Miinster, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to Serapharm Michael Stroetmann, Miinster, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

FUed Jun. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385,665
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 25,

1981, 3124962

Int a.3 A61K 9/14. 35/14. 37/00
U.S. a. 424-46 20 Claims

1. An enriched plasma derivative composition useful for

accelerated hemostasis and optimized control of wound clo-
sure, consisting essentially of thrombin, a desiccating and
stabilizing agent, and a fibrinolysis inhibitor, the constituents of
the composition being in powdery state, and said composition
being in the form of a sprayable admixture.

4,427,652

ANTIGINGIVmS COMPOSITION
Abdul Gafhr, Somerset NJ., assignor to Colgate-PalmoUye
Company, New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 221,582, Dec. 31, 1980, Pat No. 4^2,857.
This appUcation Dec. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 327,001

Int a.} A61K 7/18
U.S. a. 424—52 10 Qaims

1. An oral composition adapted to inhibit symptoms of gingi-
vitis comprising an oral vehicle and an effective antigingivitis

amount of a water soluble copolymer composed predomi-
nantly of:

(A) units having the molecular conflguration

1
CH2—CH -, and

(B) units having the molecular configuration

1
CH2—CH-^,

4,427,653
METHOD OF MAKING MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES
Timothy A. Springer, BrookUnc, Mass., assignor to Presidcat
and FeUows of Har?ard College, Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Jan. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 228,063
Int a.3 C12P 21/00; A61K 39/00; C12N 5/00

U.S. a. 424-85
, cUiB

1. A method of preparing one or more monoclonal antibod-
ies, said method comprising the steps of

(a) providing a cell-free liquid conuining a plurality of
different antigens,

(b) contacting a sample of said liquid with one or more
monoclonal antibodies each specific to a said antigen to
form complexes between said monoclonal antibodies and
antigens present in said liquid and then removing said
complexes from said liquid to yield a partially purified
liquid substantially free of antigens specific to said one or
more monoclonal antibodies,

(c) immunizing an animal with said partially punfied liquid,
(d) fusing spleen cells from said immunized animal to my-
eloma cells to form hybridomas capable of producing
monoclonal antibodies,

(e) culturing said hybridomas to produce said monoclonal
antibodies,

(0 isolating one or more of said monoclonal antibodies,

(g) repeating steps (b) through (0 in sequence, at least once,
using in step (b) at least one monoclonal antibody of step

(0 in the previous sequence, and
(h) terminating said method when, or before, said liquid

contains one antigen.

4,427,654

WOUND HEALING COMPOSITIONS AND
FORMULATIONS

Paul R. Austin, WUmington, Del., assignor to UniTertity of
Delaware, Newark, Del.

FUed Jul. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 402,296

Int a.3 A61K 35/56
U.S. a. 424-95 8 claims

1. A wound healing composition comprising an effective
amount of finely divided cephalopod skeletons in a compatible
topical carrier.

the ratio of(A) units (n) to (B) units (m) ranging from about 2:

1

to about 25:1.

4,427,655

ANnBIOTICS-875A AND PRODUCnON THEREOF
Edward O. SUpley, Metuchen, NJ., assignor to Merck k Co.,

Inc., Rahway, NJ.
Hied Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,529
Int a.3 A61K 35/00; C12P 1/06

U.S. a. 424—115 6 Claims
1. Antibiotics-875A which have the following characteris-

tics:

(a) U.V. Max. 262 nm unshifted by pH change (acidic/neu-

tral/basic),

(b) Acid hydrolysis (6 N HCI at 100" C. for 18 hr) yields

uracil,

(c) Paper electrophoresis with pH 7.0 phosphate buffer at

600 volts (DC.) for 3 hours shows:

875A1—Movement toward cathode
875A2—Movement toward cathode
875A4—Movement toward cathode
875A3—No movement
875A5—No movement

(d) Paper electrophoresis with pH 10.0 carbonate buffer to

600 volts (D.C.) for 3 hours shows: 875A1 to 875A5—all

move toward anode with same mobility

(e) TLC data using isopropanol-formic acid-water (4:1:1)

and cellulose plates—detection by flourescence shows
875A1: Rf=0.37
875A2 ft A4: Rf=0.48

prepared by the process of cultivating Stnptomycts hygro-
scopicus ATCC 39067 under controlled aerobic conditions in
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n aqueous nutrient medium at a temperature range of about
22* C. to 30* C. for at least 24 hours at a pH of from 7.S to 8.8.

I

4,427,656

ANTIBIOTIC A/16686 FACTOR A:, THE PROCESS FOR
THE PREPARATION THEREOF AND THE

CO-PRODUCED ANTIBIOTIC A/16686 FACTORS Ai AND
A3

BnoM CaTillcri, Milan, ud Enrico Selva, Gropello CairoU
(PV), both of Italy, awignon to Grnppo Lepetit S.pJi., Milan,

Italy

Filed Jul. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 288,718

Claiau priority, application United Kingdom, Aug. 16, 1980,

8026758

Int a.J A61K 35/00: C12P 1/06; C12R 1/45
U.S. CL 424—118 8 Claims

1. Antibiotic A/16686 factor A2 as an essentially pure indi-

vidual antibiotic compound, and its non-toxic physiologically-

acceptable acid addition salts, characterized in the form of free

base, by:

(A) being a white amorphous powder which melts with

decomposition at 210*-220* C.

(B) being very soluble in water, dimethylformamide, aque-

ous methanol, and 0. 1 N HCl; sparingly soluble in absolute

ethanol and butanol; and precipitating from the aqueous
solution by the addition of a precipating amount of a

solution saturated with NaHCOa;
(C) an elemental analysis showing S4.S7 percent carbon, 6. 19

percent hydrogen, 10.88 percent nitrogen, and 1.37 per-

cent chlorine;

(D) an infrared absorption spectrum in nujol with the fol-

lowing observable absorption maxima: 3290, 2930, and
2860 (nujol), 1765, 1635, 1510, 1455 and 1375 (nujol), 1240,

1175, 1130, 1060, 1015, 975, 840 and 815 cm-';
(E) an ultraviolet absorption spectrum with the following

absorption maxima:

(a) in neutral methanol:

234 nm (£}* = 206)

\%268«m(£}* = 114)

Elution system (v:v:v) R/value

(1) n-butanol saturated with 0.00

Sorensen buffer pH 6.0

(2) n-butanol saturated with aoo
water containing 2% of

p-toluenesulfonic acid

(3) n-butanol saturated with water aoo
containing 2% of ammonium hydroxide

(4) Sorensen buffer, pH 6.0, aos
saturated with n-butanol

(3) n-butanol:methanol:water 0.48
4:1:2

(6) ethyl aceUte saturated with 0.00
water

(7) n-butanol:acetic acid:water 0.44
2:1:1

(H) the following R/values in the Silicagel thin-layer chro-
matographic systems indicated below:

Elution system (v:v:v) R/value

(1) aqueous 2.5% HCOONH4:CH3CN
65:35*

0.36

(2) n-butanol :acetic acid:water

4:2:5

0.80

(3) n-butanol:acetic acid:water

4:2:5

0.52

(4) n-propanol:n-butanol:lN NH4OH
2:3:4 (upper phase)

(5) n-butanol :acetic acid:water

4:1:5

0.12

015

1,2 - on silaniaed Silicagel 6OF234 plates

3,4,5 - on Silicagel 6OF2S4 plates

'Internal sUmdards: Caffeine R/0.60; CortiKnie R/0.3S; Dexamethasone R/0.30)

(I) an amino-acid analysis, after acidic hydrolysis in 6 N
hydrochloric acid at 1 10* C. for 6 hours, which indicates

the presence of at least the following amino-acids: alanine,

leucine, glycine, aspartic acid, phenylalanine, ornithine,

p-hydroxyphenylglycine, and hydroxy, chloro-substituted

phenylglycine;

(J) a carbohydrate analysis of the acid hydrolyzate after 2

hours in 2 N H2SO4 at 100" C. which indicates the pres-

ence of D-mannose;

(K) the following characteristic reactions:

(b) in methanol containing 0.1 N HCl:

233 nm (£J* = 192)

271 nm (£}* = 93)

(c) in methanol containing 0.1 N NaOH:

Ninhydrin (3% ethanolic solution) positive

Molish positive

Biuret positive

Millon negative

1% FeCl3-l% K3Fe(CN)6 aqueous Green color

KMn04 (acidic) positive

H2SO4 cone. negative

1%251 nm (£}* = 275)

300 nm (Shoulder)

(F) a specific rotation \a\ip, of -|-73±4* (c=0.49, H2O)
(G) the following R/values in paper chromatography on
Whatman No. 1 paper, using B. Subtilis ATCC 6633 as a
detection organism:

and

(L) a retention time (t/j) of 4' 99/100" when analyzed by
reverse phase HPLC using an octadecylsilanized silica gel

column (3.9 mm IDX 300 mm) and a mixture HCOONH4
0.025 M/CH3CN 60/40 (v/v) as the mobile phase with a
flow rate of 2 ml/min (Internal standards: Anthracene tj?

35' 18/100"; a-Nitronaphthalene t/j 11' 14/100"; Toluene
t/j 8' 64/100"), and, in the form of its hydrochloride, by

(M) a melting point of 250* C. (with decomposition).
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4,427,657
METHOD FOR TREATMENT OF TRANSPLANTED

TUMORS IN MICE
Komao Toyoahima, Snita; Akira Hakora, Toyonaka; Toahihiro

Nakaniahi, Ibaraki, and H^jimc Yoshizami, Takatniki, all of
Japan, aadgnora to Santory Ltd^ Osaka, Japan

DIriaiott of Ser. No. 82,657, Oct 9, 1979, Pat No. 4,287,185.
This application Jan. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 274,454

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct 9, 1978, 53-124412
Int a.3 A61K 37/00

VS. a. 424-177 7 oaim
1. A method for inhibiting transplanted tumor growth in

mice comprising:

administering to said mice an effective antitumor amount of
a composition comprising:

(a) a polypeptide having the formula:

sidual proteins, at least 50% of the peptides of the peptidic
hydrolysate containing 2 to 5 amino acids, the amount of free
amino acids being less than 15%.

4,427,659
MURAMYL PEPTIDE SUBSTITUTED ON A PEPTIDE
NITROGEN AND MEDICAMENTS CONTAINING THE

SAME
Pierre Le Frander, Bores sar Y?ette, France; Fraacoise Aadib-

ert NeniUy sar Seine; Jeaa Choay; Lonis Ckedid, both of
Paris, and Edgar Lederer, Sceaax, all of France, Mai^on to
Agencc Natioaale de ValorisatioB dc la Recherche (ANVAR),
Neailly sar Seine, France

Continuation of Ser. No. 123,054, Feb. 20, 1980, abaadoacd.
This appUcation Jaa. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 337,503

Claims priority, appUcation Fraace, Feb. 20, 1979, 7904316
Int a.3 A61K 37/00: O07C 103/52

U.S. a. 424-177 18 QalM
1. A compound which is selected from the group consisting

of N-acetyl-muramyl-L-<N-methyl)-alanyl-D-i80glutamine,

the methyl ester of N-acetyI-muramyl-L-(N-methyl)-alanyl-D-
isoglutamine and N-acetyl-Nor-muramyl-L-(N-methyl)-ala-

nyl-D-isoglutamine.

wherein the symbols "Ala", "Arg", "Asn", "Cys", "Ghi",

"Gly", "Leu", "Lys", "Phe", "Pro", "Ser", "Thr", "Tyr"
and "Val" indicate, respectively, the residues of the levo

rotatory forms of alanine, arginine, asparagine, i cystine,

glutamine, glycine, leucine, lysine, phenylalanine, proline,

serine, threonine, tyrosine and valine, and wherein R1-R5
indicate (1) the residues of the L-amino acids lysine,, aspar-

agine, leucine, threonine and aspartic acid, respectively,

or (2) wherein Ri is arginine, R2 and R5 are glycine, R3 is

isoleucine and R4 is serine, respectively, the symbols
" ^ " represent—S—S— bonds and the arable numerals

included in the structural formula near certain amino acid

residues constitute the sequence number of said amino
acids in turn from the N-terminal and pfiysiologically

acceptable salts thereof; and

(b) a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier or diluent.

4,427,660

FORMYL-METHIONYL CHEMOTATIC PEPTIDE
ANTIBIOTIC CONJUGATES USEFUL IN TREATING

INFECTIONS
EUiott Schiftaian, Chevy Chase, Md., and Leonard C. Ahnnn,

Seattle, Wash., assignors to Research Corporation, New York,
N.Y.

Filed Mar. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 354^57
lat a.J A61K 37/00: C07C 103/52

VJS. a. 424—177 15 n.i—
1. An N-formyl peptide-antibiotic complex selected fixwn the

group consisting of f-Met-Leu-Phe-R, f-Met-Met-Phe-R, f-

Met-Met-Met-R, f-Nle-Leu-Phe-R, f-Met-Leu-Phe-Lys-R, and
their pharmaceutically acceptable non-toxic acid addition salts,

wherein R is an agent selected from the group consisting of
sulfoiumiide antimicrobial agents, silver containing antimicro-
bial agents, and antifimgal agents.

4,427,658
TOTAL ENZYMA-nC HYDROLYSATE FROM WHEY

PROTEINS AND PROCESS OF OBTAINING THE SAME
Jean-Loois Manbois, La Barre Gnihonrg; Loic Roger, Reanca;

Gerard Brak, Rennca, and Michel Plot Reaaca, aU of Fhmce,
assigaors to lastitat National de la Recherche Agronomiqac.
Paris, France

——«•«,

Continnation of Ser. No. 162,644, Jan. 25, 1980, ahandoocd.
This application Dec 9, 1981, Ser. No. 329,000

ClainH priority, application FVaacc, Jnn. 26, 1979, 79 16483
Int CL^ A61K 37/00 31/195: A23C 21/00

UAa 424-177 9 OainM
1. A total enzymatic hydrolysate from whey proteins com-

prising a peptidic hydrolysate containing substantially no re-

4,427,661

FLUORINATED CYCLIC HEXAPEPTIDE
SOMATOSTATIN ANALOGS

Paal E. Ouley, North Wales, and Ralph F. Hlraehaaaa, Bine
Bell, both of Pa^ aasifBon to Merck A Co., Inc^ Rahway,
NJ.

Filed JaL 30, 1982, Sar. No. 403,942
lat a.s C07C 103/51- A61K 37/02

UjS. CL 424—177 9
1. A compound having the formula:
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CH3

NH2

wherein

Yi and Y2 are hydrogen or fluorine provided Yi and Y2 are

not the same;

X is (CH2)m wherein m is 0, 1, or 2 or sulfur;

R] and R2are independently lower alkyl, benzyl, substituted

benzyl wherein the substituent may be one or two of
loweralkyl, halogen, hydroxy, amino, nitro or loweralk-

oxy; and loweralkyl substituted with a S or 6 membered
heterocyclic ring;

R3 is 3-indolylmethyl or substituted 3-indolylmethyl

wherein the substituent may be loweralkyl, loweralkoxy

or halogen;

R4 is loweralkyl, hydroxyloweralkyl, benzyl, carboxylower-

alkyl, aminoloweralkyl or substituted hydroxy benzyl

wherein the substituent may be loweralkyl, loweralkoxy,

hydroxy, halogen, amino or nitro, and
R5 is hydrogen, loweralkyl, benzyl, or substituted benzyl

wherein the substituent is loweralkyl, loweralkoxy, hy-

droxy, halogen, amino or nitro.

4,427,662

3-AMINO-3-DEMETHOXYFORTIMICINS,
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS THEREOF AND

METHOD OF USE
Joha S. Tadaider, Waakcsu, 01^ Robert Hallas, Kenoaha, Wis^
LmUc a. FMbcrg, aad David J. Badiio, both of Wallke0u^
IlL, iMi«Mn to Abbott Laboratoriei, North Chicago, Dl.

Filed Apr. 9, 1962, Ser. No. 366,798

laL CL^ A61K 31/71; C07H 15/22
UjS. CL 424—180 20 Claina

1. A 3-aouno-3-demethoxyfortimicin compound of the for-

mula:

NH2 OH

NH2

wherein R is hydrogen, loweralkyl, aminoloweralkyl,

diaminoloweralkyl, N-loweralkylaminoloweralkyl, N,N-
diloweralkylaminoloweralkyl, hydroxyloweralkyl, aminohy-
droxyloweralkyl, N-loweralkylaminohydroxyloweralkyl,

N,N-diloweralkylaminohydroxyloweralkyl, loweracyl, amino-
loweracyl, diaminoloweracyl, hydroxyloweracyl, N-loweralk-
ylaminoloweracyl, N,N-diloweralkylaminoloweracyl, or
aminohydroxyloweracyl, and the pharmaceutically accepUble
salts thereof.

8. A method of treating a mammalian patient, comprising
administering an antibacterially effective amount of a com-
pound of claim 1 to said patient.

4,427,663

4".KETO.AND 4"-AMIN04 "-DEOXY AVERMECTIN
COMPOUNDS AND SUBSTITUTED AMINO

DERIVATIVES THEREOF
Helmut H. Mrozik, Matawan, NJ., assignor to Merck A Co.,

Inc., Rahway, NJ.
FUed Mar. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 358,736

Int a.3 A61K 31/71; C07H 15/22
VS. a. 424—180 14 Claims

1. A compound having the formula:

CH3

wherein Ri is =0, —NRsR^or

O—

CH3O

wherein

Ri' is =0 or —NR5R6:
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Rsand R6are independently hydrogen, loweralkyl, loweral-
kanoyl, substituted benzenesulfonyl wherein the substitu-

ent is halogen; or loweralkyl sulfonyl;

R2 is hydrogen or hydroxy;

R3 is sec-butyl or iso-propyl;

R4 is hydroxy or methoxy;

and the broken line indicates a single or a double bond at the

22,23-position provided that R2 can only be hydroxy
when the broken line indicates a single bond.

13. A method for the treatment of helminthiasis which com-
prises administering to an animal infected with helminths an
effective amount of a compound of claim 1.

O
II

R: o

R|-P—(CH2),-CH-C-X

OR3

and a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof wherein
Xis

4,427,664

2'HALO DERIVATIVES OF DAUNOMYON,
DESMETHOXY DAUNOMYCIN, ADRIAMYON AND

CARMINOMYCIN
Derek Horton, and Waidemar Priebe, both of Columbus, Ohio,

assignors to The United States of America as represented by
the Department of Health and Human Services, Washington,
D.C.

Continuation of Ser. No. 268,623, May 29, 1981, abandoned.
This appUcation Aug. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 408,942

Int a.3 A61K 31/71; C07H 15/24
VJS. a. 424—180 12 Cbdnia

8. A method of treating murine leukemia in mice which
comprises injecting a mouse infected with P388 leukemia with

a biologically palliative amount and in a dosage regimen of up
to 22 days of a compound selected from

CXX)R4
or

H(L)

—

N

COOR4

H(L)

Rl is straight or branched chain alky) of 1 to 10 carbons, halo

substituted lower alkyl wherein lower alkyl is straight or

branched chain of I to 7 carbons, cycloalkyl-(CH2)m—
wherein cycloalkyl is a saturated ring of 3 to 7 carbon
atoms.

/n)-<cH,.-. [-3- (CH2)m-.

(R5)p

(1) R' = H; R' = OMe; X; Y
(2) R' = OH; R' = OMe; X; Y
(3) R' = H; R^ = H; X; Y
(4) R' = H; R2 = OH; X; Y
where: X = I, CI. Br, or F; and Y = OH or AcO(acetoxy)

(l)R'= H;R2=OMe;X; Y
(2)R'=OH;R2=OMe;X; Y
(3)R' = H;R2=H;X;Y
(4) R'= H; R2=0H; X; Y

where:

X= I, CI, Br, or F; and

Y=OH or AcO (acetoxy).

1^
-|-(CH2).-.or (O^

O N

(CH2U-.

4,427,665

PHOSPHINYLALKANOYL SUBSTITUTED IMINO
AaDS AND THEIR USE IN HYPOTENSIVE

COMPOSmONS
DonaM S. Karaoewsky, Princeton Junction, aad Edward W.

Petrillo, Jr., Pennington, both of NJ., assignors to E. R.

Squibb A Sons, Inc., Princeton, NJ.
FUed May 19, 1982, Ser. No. 379,678

Int a.J A61K 31/675; C07F 9/32

VJS.a 424—200 9 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

R2 is hydrogen, straight or branched chain lower alkyl of I

to 7 carbons, halo substituted lower alkyl wherein lower

alkyl is straight or branched chain of 1 to 7 carbons, ben-

zyl, or phenethyl;

R3 and R4 are independently selected from the group con-

sisting of hydrogen, straight or branched chain lower

alkyl of I to 7 carbons, benzyl, benzhydryl, and

O
II

—CH—O—C— R7

wherein R6 is hydrogen, straight or branched chain alkyl

of I to 10 carbons, cycloalkyl which is a saturated ring of

3 to 7 carbon atoms, or phenyl, and R7 is hydrogen,

straight or branched chain alkyl of I to 10 carbons, cyclo-

alkyl which is a saturated ring of 3 to 7 carbon atoms,

lower alkoxy of I to 7 carbons, phenyl, benzyl, phenethyl,

or Rt, and R7 taken together are —(.CHih—. —iCHih—,
—CH=CH— , or
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n is zero to one;

m is zero or an integer from 1 to 7;

Rj is hydrogen, lower alkyl of 1 to 4 carbons, lower alkoxy

of 1 to 4 carbons, lower alkylthio of 1 to 4 carbons, chloro,

bromo, fluoro, trifluoromethyl, or hydroxy; and

p is one, two or three provided that p is more than one only

if Rs is hydrogen, methyl, methoxy, chloro, or fluoro.

7. A composition useful for treating hypertension compris-

ing a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier and an effective

amount of a hypotensive agent or pharmaceutically acceptable

salt thereof of the formula

O
H

R2 O
I II -

Rl—P—(CHz),—CH—C—

X

R3
i

wherein X, Ri, R2> R}, and n are as deflned in claim 1.

4,427,666

3>DIHALOGENO•l,^METHYLENEDIOXYBENZ£NE
ARTHROPODIODE SYNERGIZING AGENTS

Volker Moes, Wnppertal, ud Wolfgang Behrenz, Orerath, both

of Fed. Rep. of Germany, aarignora to Bayer Aktiengesell-

icliaft, LcTcrknsenf Fed. Rep. of Germany
Continnation of Ser. No. 24,747, Mar. 28, 1979, abandoned. This

application Jnn. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 388,566

Clalns priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 14,

1978, 2816190

Int. a.3 A61K 31/675. 31/36; C07D 317/44

VS. a. 424—200
2. A compound of the formula

naalnis

in which

R is hydrogen, alkyl, alkenyl or alkynyl of of up 4 carbon

atoms, optionally substituted with chlorine, or alkanoyl or

alkanoyloxy each with up to 4 carbon atoms, phenethyl,

cyano or a radical of the formula

Rl6

—C—CN
A"

wherein

R*' is hydrogen or methyl,

Rl'' is hydrogen, alkyl with 1 to S carbon atoms, allyl, pro-

pargyl or benzyl, and

X and Y each independently is fluorine, chlorine, bromine or

iodine, but X and Y are not both bromine if R is hydrogen

or unsubstituted alkyl.

14. An arthropodicidal composition containing as active

ingredients (1) at least one compound of the formula

in which

R is hydrogen, alkyl, alkenyl or alkynyl of up to 4 carbon

atoms, optionally substituted with chlorine, or alkanoyl or

alkanoyloxy each with up to 4 carbon atoms, phenethyl,

cyano or a radical of the formula

R»«
I

—C—CN

wherein

R'* is hydrogen or methyl,

R" is hydrogen, alkyl with 1 to 5 carbon atoms, allyl, pro-

pargyl or benzyl, and

X and Y each independently is fluorine, chlorine, bromine or

iodine, but X and Y are not both bromine if R is hydrogen

or unsubstituted alkyl, and (2) an arthropodicidally effec-

tive amount of at least one compound selected from the

group consisting of (A) carbamates, (B) carboxylic acid

esters (C) phosphoric acid esters and (D) halogenoalkanes.

16. A method of combating arthropods which comprises

applying to the arthropods, or to a habitat thereof, an ar-

thropodicidally effective amount of a composition according

to claim 2.

4,427,667

2,2-BIS(HALOALKENYL)-l-SUBSTITUTED-l-DIALKOX-
YPHOSPHOROETHYLENE FUNGiaOES

Andrew W. Ho, Pinole, Calif., assignor to Chevron Research

Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Mar. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 361,651

Int. a.3 AOIN 57/18

U.S. a. 424—210 15 Claims

1. A compjound having the formula:

a)R2
1

R« SCHR
\ /

R*0 C==C
\ / \

P SCHR'
/ 1

R'O R3

wherein

R and R* are independently lower alkenyl or lower alkenyl

substituted with 1 to 3 of the same or different halogens;

R2 and R3 are independently hydrogen or lower alkyl;

R^ and R' are independently lower alkyl;

R6 is cyano or —COOR' wherein R^ is lower alkyl; and

Y is oxygen or sulfur.

2. A method for controlling fungi which comprises applying

to the fungus or its habiut a fungicidally effective amount of

the compound of the formula defined in claim 1.
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4,427,668

26-HYDROXYCHOLESTEROL AND DERIVATIVES AND
ANALOGS THEREOF IN REGULATION OF

CHOLESTEROL ACCUMULATION IN BODY TISSUE
Norman B. Jaritt, New York, N.Y., asaignor to New York Uni-

eraity. New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 364,338

Int. a.) A61K 31/56
U.S. a. 424—238 15 Claims

1. A process for reducing the rate of cholesterol synthesis by
a human which comprises administering to said human a cho-
lesterol synthesis rate-reducing amount of 26-hydroxychole8-
terol or a fatty acid ester, a sulfate, a carbonate of a glucuron-
ide thereof.

CHj—S—CO—

A

4,427,669

CONTRACEPTIVE
Charles A. Blake, and Jorge F. Rodriguez-Sierra, both of
Omaha, Nebr., assignors to The Board of Regents of the

University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebr.

Filed Jun. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,556

Int. a.3 AOIN 45/00
U.S. a. 424-238 7 Qaims

1. A method of contraception of a female mammal compris-

ing the steps of:

mixing 2-hydroxyestradiol in a vehicle for preventing oxida-

tion of the 2-hydroxyestradiol; and

administering by subcutaneous injection at least O.S micro-

grams of the 2-hydroxyestradiol to the female for each 100

grams ofbody weight of the female on at least two consec-

utive days.

4,427,670

SKIN PREPARATION
Kunihiko Ofuchi, Yokohama; Koichiro Oda, Tokyo, and Keni-

chiro Nakao, Yokohama, all of Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi
Chemical Industries Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 243,430, Mar. 13, 1981, Pat.

No. 4,333,927. Thto application Feb. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 347,557
Qaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 27, 1980, 55-39450

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jun. 8, 1997,

has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 A61K 31/56, 31/56
U.S. a. 424—241 1 Qaim

1. A skin preparation containing at least one topical cortico-

steroid selected from the group consisting of diflucortolone

valerate, diflucortolone pivalate, flucortin butyl, fluocorto-

lone, clocortolone pivalate, halcinonide, amcinonide, diflora-

sone diacetate, desoxymethasone, difluprednate, desonide,

budesonide, prednisone, paramethasone, fludroxycortide and
flunisolide, and an effective amount of a phosphatide and at

least one of butylhydroxyanisole and butylhydroxytoluene to

impari stability to the preparation for a prolonged period.

4,427,671

STEROIDS ESTERinED IN POSITION 17 AND
THIOESTERIFIED IN POSITION 21, A PROCESS FOR

PREPARING THEM AND THEIR USE AS
MEDICAMENTS

Dieraa R. Torossian, Boiirg-la-Reine; Gilbert G. Aubard, Palai-

seau; Claude P. Roux, Paris, and Agnes G. Groubcl, Meudon,
all of France, assignors to S.I.P.S.Y., Avrille, France

FUed Jul. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 397,715

Claims priority, application France, Jul. 30, 1981, 81 14860
Int. a.J A61K 31/56; C07J 7/00

VS. CI. 424—243 24 Claims

1. A compound of formula:

wherein A represenu a straight-chained or branched alkyl

group having from 1 to 6 carbon atoms and B represenu a
straight-chained or branched alkyl group having from 1 to 6
carbon atoms or a phenyl group, T and U, independently of
each other, represent hydrogen atoms or together form a
double bond, V is a hydrogen atom or a methyl group at the
a-position, W is a hydrogen atom, a fluorine or a chlorine atom
at the a-position, X is a hydroxy group at the /3-position and Y
is a hydrogen atom or X and Y may together represent an
oxygen atom, and Z| is a hydrogen atom, a methyl group at the
a- or /3-position, Zj is a hydrogen atom, or Z\ and Z2 together
form a methylen group.

19. An anti-inflammatory, anti-pruriginous, anti-allergic and
anti-asthmatic medicament, which comprises an active amount
of a compound of formula:

wherein A and B each represent, independently of each other,

a straight-chained or branched alkyl group having from 1 to 6

carbon atoms or a phenyl group optionally mono- or polysub-

stituted by alkyl radicals having from 1 to 6 carbon atoms,

alkoxy groups having form 1 to 6 carbon atoms or halogen, T
and U, independently of each other, represent hydrogen atoms
or together form a double bond, V is a hydrogen atom or a

methyl group at the a-position, W is a hydrogen atom or a

halogen atom at the a-position, X is a hydroxy group at the

/3-position and Y is a hydrogen atom or X and Y may together

represent an oxygen atom, and Z| is a hydrogen atom, a methyl
group at the a- or /S-position, whilst Zj is a hydrogen atom, or

Z| and Z2 together form a methylene group in admixture with

pharmaceutically acceptable vehicle.

4,427,672

COMBATING FUNGI WITH SUBSTITUTED
TRIAZOLYLALKYL PYRIDYL ETHERS

Udo Kraatz, Leverkusen; Jbrg Stctter, Wnppertal; Karl H.
Biicbcl, Burscbcid; Panl-Envt Frohberger, LerarkMca, and
Wilbelm Brandcs, Leichlingen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to Bayer Aktiengescllschaft, LeTcrknsea, Fed. Rep.

of Germany
FUed Jul. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 281,628

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jnl. 29,

1980,3028669

Int. a.5 AOIN 43/64, 59/16; C07D 401/12; OTIV 1/08
VS. a. 424-245 10 CUw

1. A substituted triazolylalkyi pyridyl ether of the formula
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CH2R'
I

O—CH—X—C—CH3
I

N
CHjRZ

N J

in which

R' is a halogen atom,

r2 is hydrogen or halogen atom,

X is a keto group or a CH(OH) group,

Y each independently is a halogen atom, an alkyl or alkoxy

group with 1 to 4 carbon atoms, or a cyano group, and

n is 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4,

or an addition product thereof with a physiologically accept-

able acid or metal salt.

8. A fungicidal composition comprising a fungicidally effec-

tive amount of a compound according to claim 1 in admixture

with a diluent.

4,427,673

AZOLYLALKYL KETONE AND ALCOHOL FUNGiaDES
WoUipiig Krimer, Wuppcrtal; Karl H. Biicbel, Burscheid; WU-

helm Brandei, Leichlingen, and Panl-Emst Frohberger, Le-

erkaaeii, all of Fed. Rep. of Gemuuiy, assignors to Bayer
AkticngeieUscluift, LeTerkoscn, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Aug. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 291,003

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 27,

1980, 3032326

lat a.J AOIN 43/50. 43/64; C07D 233/61. 249/08
UJS. a. 424—245 15 Claims

1. An azolylalkyl derivative of the formula

R2

R'—A—CH—CH—CH2—R'

r
N

in which
Rl is an alkyl group with 1 to 4 carbon atoms or optionally

substituted phenyl or naphthyl group,

R2 is an optionally substituted phenyl or naphthyl group,

R' is a cyano group or a —CO—OR* group, and

R* is an alkyl group with 1 to 4 carbon atoms or an option-

ally substituted phenylalkyl or naphthylalkyl group with 1

or 2 carbon atoms in the alkyl part,

the optional substituent(s) of R' and/or R2 and/or R* being

independently selected from halogen, alkyl with 1 to 4

carbon atoms, halogenalkyl with 1 or 2 carbon atoms and

1 to S identical or different halogen atoms, alkoxy and
alkylthio with in each case 1 or 2 carbon atoms, and

phenyl,

A is a keto group or a CH(OH) group, and

X is a nitrogen atom or the CH group, or a physiologically

acceptable addition product thereof with an acid or a

metal salt.

2. A fungicidal composition comprising a fungicidally effec-

tive amount of a compound or addition product according to

claim 1 in admixture nith a diluent.

4. An azolylalkyl derivative of the formula

R2

R"—A—CH—CH—CH2—R'
I

rT ^x

N Jl

in which

R' is an alkyl group with 1 to 4 carbon atoms,
R2 is a hydrogen atom, an alkyl group with 1 to 4 carbon
atoms or an optionally substituted phenyl or naphthyl
group,

r3 is a cyano group or a —CO—OR* group, and
R* is an alkyl group with 1 to 4 carbon atoms or an option-

ally substituted phenylalkyl or naphthylalkyl group with 1

or 2 carbon atoms in the alkyl part,

the optional substituent(s) of R^ and/or R* being indepen-

dently selected from halogen, alkyl with 1 to 4 carbon
atoms, halogenoalkyi with 1 or 2 carbon atoms and 1 to S

identical or different halogen atoms, alkoxy and alkylthio

with in each case 1 or 2 carbon atoms, and phenyl,

A is a keto group or a CH(OH) group, and
X is a nitrogen atom or the CH group, or a physiologically

acceptable addition product thereof with an acid or a
metal salt.

10. A fungicidal composition comprising a fungicidally

effective amount of a compound or addition product according
to claim 4 in admixture with a diluent.

13. 3-(4-Methoxyphenyl)-2-phenyl-3-( 1 ,2,4-triazol- 1 -yl)pro-

pionic acid methyl ester of the formula

OCH3

or a physiologically acceptable addition product thereof with

an acid or a metal salt.

4,427,674

CEPHEM COMPOUNDS
Takao Takaya, Kawanishi; Hisashi Takasngl, Kohamanishi;

Kiyoshi TsiUi, Osaka, and Todiiyoki Chiba, Nara, aU of Ja-

pan, assignors to Fqjisawa Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., Osaka,

Japan

DiTision of Ser. No. 886,340, Mar. 14, 1978. This appUcation

Sep. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 302,668

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Mar. 14, 1977,

10699/77; Jul. 12, 1977, 29245/77; Oct 11, 1977, 42315/77;

Jan. 3, 1978, 75/78

Int. a.J C07D 501/22: A61K 31/545

VS. a. 424—246 44 Claims

1. A syn compound of the formula

wherein

R2 is C| to Cg alkyl.
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R' is carboxy or pharmaceutically acceptable esterifled amount of a compound selected from the group consisting of a

carboxy and R^ is amino or protected amino, and pharma- thiomorpholine of formula (la)

ceutically acceptable salt thereof.

4,427,675

CEPHALOSPORIN ANTIBIOTICS
Barry E. Ayres, Ickenham; Cynthia H. O'CaUaghan, Gerrards

Cross; Da?id G. H. Litermore, Princes RisboriMigh, and
Clristopher E. Newall, London, all of England, assignors

to Glaxo Group Limiftod, London, England

Contlnnation of Ser. No. 193,844, Oct 3, 1980, abmidoncd,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 123,566, Feb. 22, 1980,

abandoned. This application Sep. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 306,729

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 23, 1979,

7906478; Feb. 23, 1979, 7906479

Int a.3 C07D 501/38; A61K 31/545

U.S. a. 424—246 9 Claims

1. A cephalosporin antibiotic selected from the group con-

sisting of compounds of formula:

R2 S Rl (U)

R'

and a pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salt thereof,

wherein R' represents Oower)alkyl, R^ represenu hydrogen or

Oower)alkyl, R^ represents hydrogen, lower alkyl, lower alke-

nyl, lower alkynyl, phenylOower)alkyl, 2-tetrahydrofuryl-

methyl or cycloalkylmethyl and R' represents hydroxy, lower

alkanoyloxy or lower alkoxy.

(I)

wherein R" and R^ which may be the same or different, each

represents aCm alkyl group, or together with the carbon atom

to which they are attached form a C3.7 cycloalkylidene group

and non-toxic salts thereof.

4,427,676

THIOMORPHOLINE DERIVATIVES
Alan C. White, Windsor, and Michael M. Hann, Maidenhead,

both of Englud, assignors to John Wyeth A Brother Ltd.,

Maidenhead, England

FUed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,618

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Dec. 19, 1980,

8040826

Int a.s C07D 279/12; A61K 31/54

MS. a. 424—246 17 Claims

1. A comf>ound selected from the group consisting of a

thiomorpholine of formula (1)

(0)«

r2 S Rl

R3

and a pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salt thereof,

wherein n represents or 1, R' represents Gower)alkyl, R^

represents hydrogen or Oower)alkyl, R^ represents hydrogen,

lower alkyl, lower alkenyl, lower alkynyl, phenylOower)alkyl,

2-tetrahydrofurylmethyl or cycloalkylmethyl and R* repre-

sents hydrogen, hydroxy, lower alkanoyloxy, lower alkoxy,

benzyloxy, or Oower)alkoxymethoxy, with the proviso that

when n is 0, R* is other than hydrogen.

17. A method of treating a mammal in need of an analgesic

or opiate antagonist which comprises administering to said

mammal an analgesically or opiate antagonistically effective

4,427,677

CEPHEM COMPOUTWS
Takao Takaya, Kawanishi; Hisaahi Takasugi, Hamaguchinishi;

Masayoshi Murata, Osaka, and Akiteni Yoshloka, Kyoto, all

of Japan, assignors to Fqjisawa Pharmacentical Co., Ltd.,

Osaka, Japan

FUed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,830

Clainu priority, application United Kingdom, Dec. 31, 1980,

8041639; Jul. 13, 1981, 8121557

Int a.5 C07D 501/46; A61K 31/545

U.S. O. 424—246 6 Claims

1. A compound of the formula:

0-R2 coo

wherein

Rl is amino, lower alkanoylamino or halo(lower)al-

kanoylamino,

R2 is lower alkyl, lower alkylthio<lower)alkyl, lower alke-

nyl, lower alkynyl, carboxy(lower)alkyl or estehfied car-

boxy(lower)alkyl, and

X is halogen;

and pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof

(I)

4,427,678

6-AMINOMETHYLPENiaLLANIC AOD 1,1-DIOXIDE
DERIVATIVES AS BETA-LACTAMASE INHIBITORS

Wayne E. Barth, East L)mic, Conn., assignor to Pflier Inc., New
York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 338,797, Jan. 11, 1982,

abandoned. This application Jun. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,323

Int. a.' A61K 31/545. 31/43; O07D 499/00

US. a. 424—246 23 Claims

1. A compound having the stereochemical formula

RNHCH2
o o
\ /

s

m
2 ^s CH3

o

CH3

or
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RNHCH2
o o
\ /

s

m

'tt-^

CH3

CH3

^COOR'

I

wherein

R is benzyl,

0-, m- or p-hydroxybenzyl, phenethyl, or

2-, 3- or 4-picolyl; and
|

Ri is hydrogen, or

a radical group forming an ester which is hydrolyzable

under physiological conditions;

a pharmaceutically-acceptable acid addition salt thereof or a

pharmaceutical]y-accepuble cationic salt thereof when R' is

hydrogen.

10. A pharmaceutical composition for treating bacterial

infections which comprises, in a weight ratio of 1:3 to 3:1, a

compound of claim 1 and a beta-lactam antibiotic in amounts
which are effective in the treatment of bacterial infections.

I

4,427,679

HEXAHYDRO-TRANS- AND
TETRAHYDROPYRIDOINDOLE NEUROLEPTIC

AGENTS
Willard M. Welch, Mystic, and Charles A. Harbert, Waterford,

botii of Conn., aasipiors to Pfizer Inc., New York, N.Y.
DiTisioD of S«r. No. 259,569, Jan. 16, 1981, Pat. No. 4,337,250,
which is a contiBiiatioii-in-part of Ser. No. 182,177, Aug. 28,

1980, Pat. No. 4,352,807, wUcb is a division of Ser. No. 61,573,
Jul. 30, 1979, Pat. No. 4,252,811. This appUcation May 20, 1982,

Ser. No. 379,826

Int a.J C07D 4S7/04; A61K 31/495
UJS. a. 424-250 8 Qaims

1. A (+) enantiomeric, a mixture of (+) and (-) enantio-

meric or (±) racemic 4a,9b-trans-hexahydro-lH-pyridoindole

derivative of the formula

4,427,680

l^DIHYDROQUINOLINES CONNECTED VU AN
OXYALKYL GROUP WITH A PIPERIDINE RING AND

HAVING ANTI-ALLERGIC ACTION
Walter-Gunar Friebe, Darmstadt; Werner Winter, Heppenheim;
Max Thiel; Androniki Rocsch, both of Mannheim, and Otto-
Henning Wilbelms, Weinheim-Rittenweier, all of Fed. Rep. of
Germany, assignors to Bodiringer Mannheim GmbH, Mann-
heim, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Division of Ser. No. 104,205, Dec. 17, 1979, Pat No. 4,330,549.
This appUcation Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,790

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 15,
1979, 2901336

Int 0.3 A61K 31/47; C07D 215/22. 401/12
U.S. a. 424—258 5 Qaims

1. An aryl ether derivative of the formula

or a pharmaceutically accepuble salt thereof, wherein
k is 1 or 2; .

m is 2 to 6;
'

X and Y are each independently H, F, CI, Br, OCH3, CH3 or
CH2CH3;

R* is H, (Ci-C5)alkyl, phenyl, benzyl, (Ci-Cs) alkanoyl,

(C2-Cg)alkoxycarbonyl, benzoyl, phenylacctyl, (Ci-Cg.
)alkylsulfonyl, phenylsulfonyl or a ring mono or disubsti-

tuted form of phenyl, benzyl, benzoyl, phenylacctyl, or
phenylsulfonyl, the monosubstituent and each of the

disubstituents being independently F, CI, Br, OCH3, CH3
or CH2CH3.

8. A method of treating psychoses and neuroses in a patient

requiring major tranquilization which comprises administering
to the patient by oral, intravenous, intramuscular or subcutane-
ous route an effective amount of a compound of claim 1.

-O-CH2-CH2-CH-N \—NH-R5

wherein

Ri is a hydrogen atom or a lower alkyl radical,

R2 and R3 each independently is a hydrogen atom or lower
alkyl radical,

Rs is a hydrogen atom or a lower alkanoyl radical optionally

substituted by halogen, aryl or benzthiazole derivatives; a
lower alkenoyl radical optionally substituted by aryl; an
aroyl, furancarbonyl, thiophenecarbonyl or pyridinecar-

bonyl radical optionally substituted by halogen, hydroxyl,
lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, lower alkoxycarbonyl, lower
alkanoyloxy, carboxyl, nitro, amino, nitrile, trifluoro-

methyl, carbamoyl or benzyl; a C3.7-cycloalkylcarboxylic

acid radical, a benzenesulphonic acid radical; or a lower
alkyl sulphonic acid radical,

R7 is a hydrogen atom, a lower alkyl radical or a lower
alkanoyl radical, and

Rg is a hydrogen atom, a lower alkyl radical, a lower alkoxy
radical or a hydroxyl group;

or a pharmacologically acceptable salt thereof

3. An anti-allergic composition of matter comprising an
anti-allergically effective amount of a compound or salt ac-

cording to claim 1 in admixture with a diluent.

4. A method of combating an allergic response in a patient

which comprises administering to the patient an antiallergi-

cally effective amount of a compound or salt according to

claim 1.

4,427,681

THIXOTROPIC COMPOSITIONS EASILY
CONVERTIBLE TO POURABLE LIQUIDS

Mayank V. Munshi, E. Norwalk, Conn., aasignor to Ricbardson-
Vicks, Inc., PhilUpaburg, NJ.

FUed Sep. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 419,022

Int a.3 A61K 31/4S5. 47/00
U.S. Q. 424—260 16 Claims

1. An aqueous vehicle composition comprising water and (a)

from about 1% to about 3% weight/volume of a suspendeding
agent consisting of about 89% weight microcrystalline cellu-

lose gel blended with about 1 1 weight percent sodium carbox-

ymethylcellulose. and (b) from about 0.01% to about 0.S%
weight/volume titanium dioxide, which composition is a thixo-
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tropic gel on standing but is easily convertable to a pourable

liquid upon moderate shaking for about five seconds.

A—E— R'

N

wherein A represents an unsubstituted alkylene group contain-

ing from 1 to S carbon atoms, E represents a grouping of the

formula:

in which R^ represents a hydrogen atom, or an alky! group

containing from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, R' represents a grouping

of the formula: —COOR^ or —COSR* in which R* represents

a hydrogen atom, or an alkyl group containing from 1 to 12

carbon atoms, or an aralkyl group containing from 7 to 13

carbon atoms, or a cycloalkyl group containing from 4 to 7

carbon atoms unsubstituted or substituted by at least one alkyl

group containing from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, or a phenyl group

unsubstituted or substituted by at least one of a halogen atom,

a trifluoromethyl group, an alkyl or alkoxy or alkylthio group,

each containing from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, a nitro group or a

phenyl group, R' represents a hydrogen atom, or an alkyl

group containing from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, and non-toxic acid

addition salts thereof and, when R' represents a carboxy or

thiocarboxy group, non-toxic salts thereof, with the proviso

that the group -A-E-R' is bonded to 3- or 4- position of the

pyridine ring.

13. A pyridine derivative according to claim 1 which is

4-[2-(3-pyridylethyl)]benzoic acid.

4,427,683

ANTIINFLAMMATORY -^'-PYRIDYL-l'-OXIDE
CARBOTHIOLATE AND CARBODITHIOATE

COMPOUNDS
James M. GuUo, Perry, Ohio, assignor to SDS Biotech Corpora-

tion, PainesriUe, Ohio
FUed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,216

Int a.3 A61K 31/44. 31/445; C07D 401/12

UJS. Q. 424—263 11 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

Ri

4,427,682

PYRIDINE ALKYL BENZOIC AND THENOIC KCID
COMPOUNDS AND THEIR PHARMACEUTICAL

COMPOSITIONS
Tadao Tanouchi, Takatsuki; Masanori Kawamura, Ibaraki, and

Masaki Havashi, Takatsuki, aU of Japan, assignors to Ono
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., Osaka and Kissei Pharmaceutical

Co., Ltd., Nagano, both of, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 233,703, Feb. 12, 1981, Pat. No. 4,317,828,

which is a division of Ser. No. 105,672, Dec. 20, 1979, Pat No.

4,271,170. This appUcation Dec. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 329,891

Oaims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 28, 1978, 53-161996;

Aug. 7, 1979, 54-100377

Int a.5 A61K 31/54; C07C 213/55

U.S. a. 424—263 14 Qaims
1. A pyridine derivative of the general formula (I):

N
i?

s—c—

z

or a pharmaceutically acceptable nontoxic salt thereof wherein

Ri is hydrogen, alkyl, halogen or alkoxy, n is 1, Q is sulfur or

oxygen and Z represents

— N (CR2R3)a. — N O. or — N
^-^

\ /

N— R4

where a is 4-6 and R2. R3 and R4 independently represent

hydrogen or alkyl; wherein the terms alkyl and alkoxy as used

herein are inclusive of straight and branch chain carbon-car-

bon linkages and represent 1 to 5 carbon atoms.

4. A pharmaceutical antiinflammatory composition in dos-

age unit form comprised of an inert pharmaceutical carrier and

an active ingredient, the active ingredient of which consists of

a nontoxic antiinflammatory effective amount of a compound
of the formula:

or a pharmaceutically acceptable nontoxic salt thereof wherein

R| is hydrogen, alkyl, halogen or alkoxy, n is 1, Q is sulfur or

oxygen and Z represents NRsR6,

-N (CR2R3)o. —N
r~\

O, or —

N

N— R4

where a is 4-6, R2 R3 and R4 independently represent hydro-

gen or alkyl and Rj and R6 independently represent hydrogen,

alkyl or phenyl; wherein the terms alkyl and alkoxy as used

herein as inclusive of straight and branch chain carbon-carbon

linkages and represent 1 to S carbon atoms.

8. A method of obtaining an antiinflammatory effect in a

mammal in need thereof comprising administering thereto an

antiinflammatory effective amount of a compound of the for-

mula:

N

^^

?
S—C—

Z

or a pharmaceutically acceptable nontoxic salt thereof wherein

R| is hydrogen, alkyl, halogen or alkoxy, n is I, Q is sulfur or

oxygen and Z represents
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-N (CR2R3)fl. -N
r-\
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/ \

O, or —

N

N—R4

where a is 4-6, R2 R3 and R4 independently represent hydro-
gen or alkyl and Rj and R« independently represent hydrogen,
alkyl or phenyl; wherein the terms alkyl and alkoxy as used

herein are inclusive of straight and branch chain carbon-car-

bon linkages and represent 1 to 5 carbon atoms.

4,427,684

TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF INFECTION WITH
HERPES SIMPLEX AND RELATED VIRUSES

Rkkard O. Ores, 194 Lwch Ave^ Teueck, NJ. 07666
FUcd Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 423,233

lat a.3 A61K 31/445
U.S. a. 424—267 9 Claims

1. A method of treating herpetic infections which comprises
the topical administration of an anti-herpetic effective amount
of cycloheximide to an individual in need of such treatment.

4,427,685
'

CYCLOALKYLAMINO DERIVATIVES AND THEIR USE
IN THE TREATMENT OF PEPTIC ULCERS AND THE

LIKE
Geoffrey Stemp, Sawbridgeworth, England, anignor to Beecham
Group P.L.C., England

Filed Feb. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 345,424

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 9, 1981,

8103844; Nov. 21, 1981, 8135162

Int a.3 A61K 31/13. 31/34. 31/38; C07D 307/52
U.S. a. 424—267 9 Claims

1. A compound of formula (I), and pharmaceutical!y accept-
able salts thereof:

Ri.

R2

\
/

(I)

N-(CH2)a-Ar-(CH2)6-X-(CH2)o—NH-C-

—NH

(CH2)rf

wherein:

a is 1 to 3;

b is to 2:

c is 2 to 4;

d is 1 to S;

X is sulphur, oxygen or —CH2—

;

Y is oxygen, sulphur, NR4 or CHR5 wherein R4 is hydrogen.
Cm alkyl, NOj or CN, Cm alkylsulphonyl or phenylsul-
phonyl optionally substituted in the phenyl moiety by one
or two substituents selected from Ci^ alkyl. Cm alkoxy,
fluorine, chlorine or bromine, and R3 is NO2, Cm alkyl-

sulphonyl or optionally substituted phenylsulphonyl as

defined for R4;

Rl and R2 arc independently hydrogen. Cm alkyl, or C}^
cycloalkyl; or R| and R2 taken together with the nitrogen
to which they are attached represent a pyrrolidine or
piperidino ring;

R6 and R7 are independently hydrogen or Cm alkyl; and
Ar is furan or thiophene attached at positions 2- and S- or

benzene attached at positions 1- and 3- or 1- and 4-.

9. A method of treating disorders caused or exacerbated by

excess gastric acid secretion in mammals, including humans,
which method comprises administering an effective amount of
a compound according to claim 1 or a pharmaceutically ac-

ceptable salt thereof to the sufferer.

4,427,686

PHARMACOLOGICALLY ACTIVE
BENZOPYRANOTRIAZOLE COMPOUNDS

Derek R. Bockle, Redhill, and Harry Sayth, Maplehunt Nr
Horsham, both of England, aaatgnon to Beecham Group
Limited, England

Filed Dec. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 328,732
Claims priority, applici^ United Kingdom, Dec. 13, 1980,

8040020; Mar. 26, 1981, 8109551

Int a? A61K 31/41: C07D 491/052
U.S. a. 424—269 n Claims

1. A compound of formula (I):

H (I]

R* 7 s n 1

' i^^^^ ^."'TVw ^N
«•»—0(CH2)mCH(CH2)„-0—f- T r ^NH\ \Srf^ ^X. A3//

R3 R2 '
/rr 04 N

Rl

or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof,

wherein

Rl is hydrogen or Cm alkyl;

R2, Rj and R4 are the same or different and are chosen from
hydrogen, hydroxyl, halogen. Cm alkyl. Cm alkoxy and
CMalkanoyI;

G is H or OH; and

m and n are independently 1 to 3; with the proviso that when
G is OH, one of m and n is 1.

10. A pharmaceutical composition having anti-allergic activ-

ity comprising an anti-allergic effective amount of a compound
according to, claim 1 and a pharmaceutically acceptable car-

rier.

4,427,687

THLAZOLINE CARBAMOYL-OXIMES
Christoph Liithy, Schwenenbach, and Paul Wintemitz, Greifen-

see, both of Switzerland, assignors to HofRnann-La Roche
Inc., NuUey, NJ.

Filed Apr. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 257,072

Int a? C07D 277/08: A61K 31/425
U.S. a. 424—270 34 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

s N—O—CON
/
\

R< I

R3

N "R^

wherein A is a group (a)

C
/ \

(a)

R2

R' and R^ are hydrogen, lower alkyl or cycloalkyl contain-

ing 3 to 6 carbon atoms, or together with the carbon atom
to which they are attached a 4- to 8-membered, saturated

hydrocarbon ring.
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R' is hydrogen, lower alkyl or cycloalkyl containing 3 to 6
carbon atoms,

R^ is hydrogen

and

R' is lower alkyl, lower alkenyl or cycloalkyl containing 3 to

6 carbon atoms,

or

R^ is lower alky]

and

R' is lower alkyl, lower alkylcarbonyl. triOower alkyl)8ilyl

or a group (c)

--S--R' (c)

R6 is alkyl; lower haloalkyl, phenyl, phenyl substituted with
halogen, lower alkyl and/or trifluoromethyl; or a group
(d) or (e)

-NR'R>

R»
\

I

/

(d)

(e)

NCX)—O—

N

R' and R' are lower alkyl or lower haloalkyl, or together

with the nitrogen atom to which they are attach^ a

piperidino or morpholino group,

R' is lower alkyl

and

m is 1 or 2.

4,427,688

N^UBSnrUTED ^METHYLNAPHTHYLAMIDES,
THEIR PREPARATION, AND THEIR USE FOR

CONTROLLING FUNGI
Coitin Rentzea, Hekldberg; Bcmd Zeeh; Eberhard Amner-

mann, both of Ladwigriufen; Gerhard Hampracht, Weinhclm,
and Emst-Heinrich Pommer, Umbnrgerhof, all of Fed. Rep.
of Germany, aaaignon to BASF Aktiengesellschaft, Fed. Rep.

. of Germany
FUed May 13, 1982, Ser. No. 377,968

Claims priority, appUcatlon Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 25,

1981, 3120804

Int a.J A61K 31/38: C07D 275/02
U.S. a. 424—270 3 Claims

2. A process for combating fungi, wherein the fungi or the

objects to be protected against fungus attack are treated with a

fungicidally effective amount of an N-substituted 2-methyl-

naphthylamide of the formula

-CH(CH3)-CH or >. ^

o

where R' and R* independently of one another or are methyl
or ethyl, or R^ and R< together are alkylene of 2 or 3 carbon
atoms which is unsubstituted or substituted by methyl or ethyl,
and R2 is a S-membered heterocyclic ring in which the ring
atoms consist ofone sulfur atom and one or two nitrogen atoms
and is unsubstituted or mono-substituted by methyl, ethyl,
bromine, chlorine or nitro or disubstituted by one methyl
group and one chlorine atom.

CH3 (I)

4,427.689

CLAVULANIC AOD 9-DEOXY-9-THU DERIVATIVES
THEIR PREPARATION AND USE

Iskaader KZoauya, Worcester Park, and John S. Daries, Rei-
gate, both of England, aasignors to Beecham Group Limited,
England

FUed Aug. 31, 1979, Ser. No. 71,731
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Sep. S, 1978,

35642/78

Int a.J O07D 498/04: A61K 31/42. 31/545. 31/43
U.S. a. 424-272 89 Claims

1. A compound of the formula (1):

H

CX)2H

CHj—X-CHR I
— N(R2)COR3

0)

or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt or pharmaceutically
accepuble ester thereof wherein R| is hydrogen, lower alkyl,

phenyl, thienyl, furyl, phenyl mono-substituted by fluoro,

chloro, lower alkyl or lower alkoxy, or lower alkyl mono-sub-
stituted by phenyl, thienyl, furyl, or phenyl which is itself

mono-substituted by fluoro, chloro, lower alkyl or lower alk-

oxy, R2 and R3 are independently hydrogen, phenyl, thienyl,

furyl, phenyl mono-substituted by fluoro, chloro, lower alky!

or lower alkoxy, lower alkyl mono-substituted by phenyl,

thienyl, furyl, or phenyl which is itself mono-substituted by
fluoro, chloro, lower alkyl or lower alkoxy, lower alkyl or
lower alkyl mono-substituted by lower alkoxy, phenoxy,
thienyloxy, furyloxy, phenoxy mono-substituted by fluoro,

chloro, lower alkyl or lower alkoxy, carboxylic acid, a phar-

maceutically accepuble carboxyl salt, a carboxylic acid lower
alkyl ester, a carboxylic acid lower alkyl mono-substituted by
phenyl, thienyl, furyl, or phenyl which is itself mono-sub-
stituted by fluoro, chloro, lower alkyl or lower alkoxy ester,

amino or phenyl, thienyl, furyl, phenyl mono-substituted by
fluoro, chloro, lower alkyl or lower alkoxy, and X is S,SO or
SO2 and wherein lower alkyl is alkyl of I to 6 carbon atoms.

29. A pharmaceutical composition useful for treating bacte-

rial infections in mammals including humans which comprises
an antibacterially effective amount of a compound of the for-

mula (1):

do2H

CH2—X—CHRi— N(R2)COR3
(I)

where R' is —CHtCHs)—COOCH3. or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt or pharmaceutically
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acceptable ester thereof wherein Ris hydrogen, lower alkyl,

phenyl, thienyl, furyl, phenyl mono-substituted by fluoro,

chloro, lower alkyl or lower alkoxy, or lower alkyl mono-sub-

stituted by phenyl, thienyl, furyl, or phenyl which is itself

mono-substituted by fluoro, chloro, lower alkyl or lower alk-

oxy, R2 and R3 are independently hydrogen, phenyl, thienyl,

furyl, phenyl mono-substituted by fluoro, chloro, lower alkyl

or lower alkoxy, lower alkyl mono-substituted by phenyl,

thienyl, furyl, or phenyl which is itself mono-substituted by
fluoro, chloro, lower alkyl or lower alkoxy, lower alkyl or

lower alkyl mono-substituted by lower alkoxy, phenoxy,

thienyloxy, furyloxy, phenoxy mono-substituted by fluoro,

chloro, lower alkyl or lower alkoxy, carboxylic acid, a phar-

maceutically acceptable carboxyl salt, a carboxylic acid lower

alkyl ester, a carboxylic acid lower alkyl mono-substituted by
phenyl, thienyl, furyl, or phenyl which is itself mono-sub-

stituted by fluoro, chloro, lower alkyl or lower alkoxy ester,

amino or phenyl, thienyl, furyl, phenyl mon-substituted by
fluoro, chloro, lower alkyl or lower alkoxy, and X is S,SO or

SO2 and wherein lower alkyl is alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms, in

combination with a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier.

I

4,427,690

ESTERS OF CLAVULANIC ACID
Martin Cole, Dorking; Thonua T. Howarth, Ellens Green, and

Christopher Reading, Southwater, all of England, assignors to

Bcecham Group Limited, England

DiTision of Ser. No. 569,007, Apr. 17, 1975. This appUcation Sep.

24, 1976, Ser. No. 726,224

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Apr. 20, 1974,

17410/74; Dec. 11, 1974, 53525/74; Jun. 21, 1974, 27715/74;
Oct 9, 1974, 43651/74

Int. a.5 C07D 498/04; A61K 31/42
VS. a. 424—272 211 Claims

2. A pharmaceutically composition useful for treating bacte-

rial infections in humans and animals which comprises an
anti-bacterially effective amount of a pharmaceutically accept-

able davulanic acid ester selected from the group consisting of
methyl, ethyl, n-propyl, iso-propyl, straight or branched butyl,

pentyl, heptyl, octyl, nonyl, decyl, undecyl, dodecyl, vinyl,

allyl, butenyl, cyclopropyl, cyclobutyl, cyclohexyl, cyclohep-

tyl, cyclohexenyl, cyclohexadienyl, methylcyclopentyl, me-
thylcyclohexyl, benzyl, benzhydryl, phenylethyl, naphthyl-

methyl, phenyl, naphthyl, propynyl, tolyl, 2-chlorenthyl, 2,2,2-

trichloroethyl, 2,2,2-trifluoroethyl, acetylmethyl, benzoyl-

methyl, 2-methoxyethyl, 2-dimethylaminoethyl, 2-die-

thylaminoetihyl. 2-piperidinoethyl, 2-morpholinoethyl, 3-

dimethylaminopropyl, p-chlorobenzyl, p-methoxybenzyl, p-

nitrobenzyl, p-bromobenzyl, m-chlorobenzyl, 6-methox-
ynaphthyl-2-methyl, p-chlorophenyl and p-methoxyphenyl
ester of clavulanic acid, in combination with a pharmaceuti-
cally acceptable carrier.

II. A /3-lactamase inhibitory ester of clavulanic acid.

I .

4,427,691

1,2-BENZISOXAZOLOXYETHYLAMINES AND
INTERMEDIATES FOR THE PREPARATION THEREOF
Gregory M. Shotike, Nanbeim, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to Hoechit-RouaMl Phamacenticals Inc., SomerWlle, NJ.
Filed Feb. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 238,276
Int a.J C07D 261/20; A61K 31/42

UJS. a. 424-272 7 Claims
I. A compound of the formula

0-(CH2)2-Ni
\

R<

R5

wherein R is

Wm

wherein X is hydrogen, halogen, loweralkyl of 1 to 6 carbon
atoms, loweralkoxy of 1 to 6 carbon atoms, loweralkylthio of
1 to 6 carbon atoms or trifluoromethyl; R', R2 and R^ are each
independently hydrogen, halogen or methyl; R* and R' are

each independently hydrogen or loweralkyl of 1 to 6 carbon
atoms; m is 1, 2 or 3; and the pharmaceutically acceptable acid

addition salts thereof

4,427,692

AGGLOMERATED HALO-HYDANTOINS
Theodore A. Girard, Williamsport, Pa., assignor to Glyco, Inc.,

Willianisport, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 331,062, Dec. 15, 1981, abandoned.
This appUcation Apr. 6, 1983, Ser. No. 481,018

Int. a.3 AOIN 43/50
U.S. a. 424—273 R 13 Claims

1. In a process for the formation of spherical agglomerates
which comprises feeding a flnely divided material to an ag-

glomerating disc which is characterized as a flat, disc having
baffles positioned above the surface thereof and a rim circum-

scribing the edge thereof, the improvement which comprises
feeding a mixture of S,S-dimethylhydantoin and a dihalodime-

thylhydantoin together with a spray of water to the surface of
said disc in a rotating state so as to form spherical agglomerates

of the mixture having to a moisture content of 30% or less, and
thereafter drying the spherical agglomerates.

4,427,693

ANTIINFLAMMATORY 4,5-DIARYL-a,a-BIS
(POLYHALOMETHYL).2-THIOPHENEMETHANA-

MINES
Stephen B. Haber, Wihnington, Del., assignor to E. I. Du Pont

de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 288,994, Ang. 5, 1981,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 220,772,

Dec. 29, 1980, abandoned. This application No?. 2, 1981, Ser.

No. 316,661

Int. a.3 A61K 31/38. 31/44; C07D 333/00. 401/00
U.S. a. 424—275 33 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

R3 R«

R4

(I)

Ri

R2

NH
I

Rs

where

Rl and R2 independently =CF3, CF2H, CFCI2, CF2CI,

CCIFH or CCI2H;
R3 and R4 independently =pyridyl or
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<>
where

X = H, F, CI. Br, NO2, C1-C2 alkyl, OR7, —N(R7)2 or

R7S(0)„; where

n=0, 1 or 2;

Y= H, F or CI with the proviso that when Y is F or CI, then

X is F, CI or H;

R5 =H or alkyl of 1-3 carbons;

R6=H or alkyl of 1-3 carbons; and

R7= alkyl of 1-2 carbons;

or a pharmaceutically suitable acid addition salt thereof.

4,427,696

FUNGiaDAL ACYL ANILIDES
Adolf Hnbele, Magdca, Switaaiaiid, MslfMir to dba-Gslgy

Corporatioa, Ardslcy, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 101,355, Dec. 7, 1979, Pat No. 4,194350,
which U a division of Ser. No. 923,604, Jal. 11, 1978, Pat No.
4,206,228, which Is a divisioa of Ser. No. 723,826, Sep. 16, 1976,

Pat No. 4,151,299, which is a coatiaaation of Ser. No. 565,037,

Apr. 4, 1975, abandoned. This appUcation Jon. 15. 1981, Ser. No.

274,019

Claims priority, appUcation Switscrlaad, Apr. 9, 1974,

4995/74; Mar. 14, 1975, 3259/75

The portion of the tenn of this patent sabseqncnt to Apr. 24,

1996, has been disdaiaMd.

Int a.' AOIN 37/la- CD7C 149/43
U.S. a. 424—309 13 Claiau

1. A method of combatting phytopathogenic fungi which
comprises apply thereto a fungicidally efTective amount of a

compound of the formula

4,427,694

SESAMIN AS A PSYCHOTROPIC AGENT
Herman P. Bcnecke, and Bob E. Sherwood, both of Columbus,

Ohio, assignors to The Vinoxen Company, Inc., Stamford,

Conn.

Filed Jun. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 387,638

Int a.3 A61K 31/36

U.S. a. 424—282 16 Qaims
1. A method for producing a psychotropic response in a

human or animal subject suffering from a condition for which
a psychotropic response would be therapeutic, comprising

administering to said subject a psychotropically effective non-

toxic amount of sesamin.

4,427,695

COMPOSITIONS OF ASYMMETRIC DIPHENYL
ORGANOTINS AND USE FOR CONTROL OF PLANT

DISEASES
Robert J. Ehr, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to The Dow Chemical

Company, Midland, Mich.

Continuation of Ser. No. 270,423, Jun. 4, 1981, abandoned,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 195,277, Oct 8, 1980,

abandoned. This appUcation Aug. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 405,474

Int. a.J AOIN 55/04

VJS. a. 424—288 14 Claims

1. The method of controlling grape downy mildew which

comprises applying at least a fungicidally effective amount but

less than a phytotoxic amount to said grape plants of an organ-

otin compound of the following formula:

Mtr

:~^'/

\

CHjRj

C—CH;—

Y

II

Rj O

wherein

Rl represents alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, alkoxy of I to

4 carbon atoms or halogen.

R2 represents hydrogen, alkyl of I to 3 carbon atoms, alkoxy of

I to 4 carbon atoms, or halogen,

R7 represents hydrogen, alkyl of 1 to 3 carbon atoms, alkoxy of

1 to 4 carbon atoms, or halogen.

Rg represents hydrogen or methyl,

the total number of carbon atoms of the substituents R|, Rj, R7
and Rg not exceeding 8.

R3 represents —COOR' in which R' represents hydrogen,

methyl or ethyl, and

Y represents —O—R4, in which R4 represenu alkyl of 1 to 6

carbon atoms, alkenyl of 3 to 6 carbon atoms, alkynyl of 3 to

6 carbon atoms, each of them unsubstituted or substituted by

a halogen atom, or R4 represents benzyl or phenyl which

independently may be unsubstituted or substituted by halo-

gen or alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms.

9. The compound N-(mcthoxycarbonyI-methyI)-N-methox-

yacetyl-2,6-dichloroaniline.

4,427,697

U-DIPHENYLETHANE DERIVATIVES
Rosalind P. K. Chan, London, England, assignor to Biorcx

Laboratories IJmited, England

FUed Not. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,931

Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Nov. 18, 1980,

8036921

Int. a.J O07C 39/16. 49/813, 69/21; A61K 31/055. 31/05.

31/12. 31/22

U.S. a. 424—311 8 ClaiBM

1. 1,2-Diphenylethane derivatives of the general formula:

wherein:

each X is independently halogen, C1-C4 alkyl, haloalkyl,

—OCH3 or —SCH3;
n is 0, 1 or 2;

Y is straight or branched chain C1-C12 alkyl, C3-C7 cycloal-

kyl, C3-Cg carboalkoxyalkyl, cyanoalkyl, hydroxyalkyi,

alkylamido or lower alkylphenyl, the lower alkyl in each

having 1 to 4 carbon atoms;

and

Z is halogen, hydroxide, O/2, lower alkanoate or tosylate.

wherein X is a hydrogen or fluorine atom, R is a methyl or

ethyl radical, R' is a methyl, ethyl or 2,2,2-trifluoroethyl radi-
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cal, Ri and R2 which are the same or different, are hydroxy]

groups or acetyl radicals and R3 and R4, which are the same or

different, are hydroxy!, methoxy or acetoxy, with the proviso

that, when X is a hydrogen R' is 2,2,2-trifluoroethyl.

8. The pharmaceutical composition for administration to a

human requiring anti-oestrogenic therapy, containing at least

one compound according to claim 1 in an anti-oestrogenically

effective amount, in admixture with a sohd or liquid pharma-

ceutical diluent or carrier.

4,427,698

USE OF
NJ»I.DIMETHYL-N'.p.TOLYL.N'-DICHLORO.
FLUOROMETHYLTHIO-SULPHAMIOE FOR
COMBATING FUNGI WHICH DAMAGE WOOD

Eogelbert KiiUe, Bcrgiicli-GladlMch; WilfHed Paulas, Krefeld;

Erich Uaake, Odentfaal, and Hermann Gcnth, Krefeld, all of

Fed. Rep. of Gonany, anignon to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft,

Lererknacn, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Continoation of Scr. No. 83,504, Oct 10, 1979, abandoned. This

application Dec 15, 1981, Ser. No. 330,983

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 13,

1978,2844605

Int. a.3 A61K 31/18
MS. a. 424-^21 9 Claims

1. A process for combating fungi in wood which comprised
contacting said wood with 0.33 to 3.5 parts by weight of N,N-
dimethyl-N'-p-tolyl-N'-dichlorofluoromethylthio-sulphamide

per pari by weight wood.

4,427,699

IMIDOYL THIOUREAS AS USED TO CONTROL
TOBACCO BUDWORM

Dnvid L. Lee, Martinez, Calif., assignor to StaufTer Chemical
Compuy, Westport, Conn.

FOed Aug. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,188

Int CL^ A61K 31/17; C07C 157/09
MS. a. 424-322 9 Claims

1. Compounds having the structural formula

r ^)—N=C—N—C—

N

Ri

\
R2

wherein K\ is hydrogen or C1-C4 alkyl, and R2 is C1-C4 alkyl.

8. The method of controlling tobacco budworm comprising
applying to the habitat thereof an effective amount of a com-
pound of the formula

4,427,700

REPELLENT FOR BLACK FLY
Arthur Retnakaran, Saolt Ste. Marie, Canada, assignor to Cana-

dian Patents A Dev. Ltd., Ottawa, Canada
Continuation of Ser. No. 1474^64, May 8, 1980, abandoned. This

appUcation Dec. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 327,250
Chums priority, appUcation Canada, Jul. 18, 1979, 332067

Int a.3 AOIN 37/18. 35/00
U.S. a. 424—324 g Claims

1. An insect repellent composition particularly for black
flies, comprising:

(a) N,N-diethyl-m-toluamide and
(b) vanillin,

the vanillin being present in proportion by weight relative to

toluamide (a) ranging from about 1:5 up to about 1:2.

4,427,701

FROZEN YOGURT PRODUCT
Robert G. Morley, Stone Mountain, Ga., asdgnor to Landwide

Foods, Inc., Dover, Mass.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 210,846, No?. 26, 1980, Pat
No. 4,346,120. This appUcation Jon. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,767

Int a.3 A23G 9/02. 9/04; A23C 9/123. 9/13
VS. a. 426—36 18 Claims

1. A frozen yoguri product

A. characterized at least in part by being extrudable and
coneable at near 0* F. for serving by extrusion at home
freezer temperatures,

B. consisting essentially, by weight in the absence of signifi-

cant weight by flavorings, of

(1) edible triglycerides in a range from 0% to 5%,
(2) protein in a range from 4% to 5.5%,

(3) water in a range of 50% to 60%,
(4) added saccharides in a range from 22% to 30% and

including plural saccharides selected from the group
consisting of sorbitol, fructose, dextrose, com syrup,

mannitol and sucrose,

(5) stabilizers in a range from 0.25% to 1.3% and including

at least a first stabilizer selected from the group consist-

ing of guar gum, locust bean gum, tara gum, propylene
glycol alginate, sodium carboxymethyl ceUulose, and
other cellulose ethers; a second stabilizer selected from
the group consisting of microcrystalline cellulose and
cellulose fibers; and a third stabiUzer selected from the

group consisting of gelatin, lanthan gum, carrageenan,

pectin and sodium alginate,

(6) emulsifiers in a range from 0.45% to 0.775% and in-

cluding at least a first emulsifier selected from the group
consisting of mono- and diglycerides and distilled

monoglycerides, and a second emulsifier selected from
the group consisting of polysorbate 65, polysorbate 80,

and ethoxylated monoglycerides, and

(7) yogurt culturing means for converting the product to

yogurt; and

C. having a specific gravity in the range of between 0.36 and
0.54.

f ^)—N=C-N-C-N

wherein Ri is hydrogen or C1-C4 alkyl, and R2 is C1-C4 alkyl.

4,427,702

ICE CREAM SCOOP ASSEMBLY
John L. Andrews, 1711 KnoU, Houston, Tex. 77060

FUed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376^49
Int a.3 A23G 9/00

VS. CI. 426—101 3 Claims

1. An ice cream cone assembly comprising:

a cone with an apex angulated internal surface having a

pluraUty of V-shaped grooves which conununicate with a

plurality of angulated teeth coincidingly located in a

scoop seating area of an ice cream scoop; and
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an ice cream scoop having at iu lower end an angulated 4,427,705

gtiide with a scoop seating area the said guide having a COMMESTIBLE PACKAGE
Ihor Wyslotsky, and Erich Hofftaana, both of AWp, lU.^

, ^. ors to TEC, Inc Alsip, ni.

r 'I:
'

t'

'

plurality of teeth which communicate with said grooves

located in said cone.

FUed May 15, 1981, Scr. No. 263,872

Int a.) B6SD 6/02

VS. CI. 426—106 22 ClaiaH

4,427,703

CONFECTIONERY ARTICLES, AND APPARATUS AND
PROCESSES FOR PRODUONG THEM

Georg SchMfer, Heppenheim, Fed. Rep. of Germany; Ebcrhard
Schnlz, Perchtoldsdorf, Austria, and Otto Scbulz, Lautertal,

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Thomas J. Lipton, Inc.,

Englewood CUffi^ NJ.
FUed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,880

Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Oct. 3, 1980,

8032037

Int a.' A23G 3/00. 9/00. 9/24

VS. a. 426—101 31 Claims

1. An improved composite ice confection product compris-

ing an open-ended hollow wafer container lined with an inter-

nal fat-based confection lining, an ice confection filling within

the container, a continuous capping of fat-based confection

covering the open end of the wafer container and overlapping

the adjacent portion of the outside surface of the wafer con-

tainer, the capping being continuous with the internal fat-based

confection lining.

4,427,704

FOOD PRODUCT THICKENED OR GELLED WTTH
CARRAGEENAN AND GLUCOMANNAN

Peter A. Cheney, Anstejr; John Stares, Melton Mowbray, both

of England, and Alan J. Vernon, Brea, Calif., assignors to

Mars Limited, London, England

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 138,726, Apr. 9, 1980,

abandoned, and Ser. No. 310,281, Oct 9, 1981, abandoned. This

appUcation Jan. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 341,008

Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Apr. 11, 1979,

7912816; Oct 9, 1980, 8032684

Int a.3 A23G 1/00

VS. a. 426—104 27 Claims

1. A food product having a pH not higher than 8 comprising

a gelled aqueous phase and at least one other food material,

said gelled phase comprising 0.01 to 5 percent by weight of a

mixture or reaction product of at least one glucomannan and at

least one carrageenan in a ratio ofglucomannan to carrageenan

from 20:1 to 1:20.

1. In an evacuated package containing a comestible having a

longitudinal dimension, said package having a top member,
said top member including a generally planar cover portion for

covering the top of the comestible, and a base member for

engaging said top member, said base member having a bottom
portion for supporting the comestible, the improvement com-
prising:

a plurality of integrally formed congruent corrugations

disposed about at least the periphery of said base member
bottom portion, to permit said bottom portion to fiex to

accommodate variances in the longitudinal dimension of

the comestible to be contained by the package; and

at least one tacking corrugation disposed radially across and

connecting said congruent corrugations for urging said

congruent corrugations upwardly to form a spring-like

bottom structure for urging the top of the comestible into

substantial proximity to the planar cover portion for more
prominent display of the comestible.

4,427,706

METHOD FOR HEATING PAR-FRIED,
BATTER-COATED FROZEN FOODS

Nabil A. El-Hag, Lake PeckskiU, N.Y., assignor to General

Foods Corporation, White Plains, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 244,431

Int a.' A23L l/Ol

VS. a. 426—243 12 Claims

, ^>

1. A method of heating, in an oven, batter<oated and par-

fried, frozen, three dimensional comestibles, which method

produces a uniformly deep-fried appearance and crisp texture

of the batter coating while the interior portion of the comesti-

ble is moist and sufficiently cooked, said method comprising:

(a) orienting vertically the batter-coated and par-fried frozen

comestible on a tray by means of spaced -apart, upstanding

support elements affixed to said tray, said elements fixedly

engaging the comestible, and said elements containing

apertures, said tray having a plurality of apertures distrib-

uted over its surface and said tray having a surface which
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consists of an ovenable, nonmetallic material which will

absorb liquids in such a manner that no portion of the

comestible remains in contact with free Uquid;

(b) placing the tray and vertically oriented comestible into

said oven;

(c) heating the oven whereby heated air passes through the

tray apertures and around all surfaces of the comestible in

order to convectively heat the comestible, said tray aper-

tures containing greater than 10% open area based on the

horizontal area of the tray surface area and wherein
heated air passes through said support element apertures

from below the bottom surface of the tray and out through
said support element apertures thereby enhancing the

convective flow of heated air;

(d) heating the comestible in the oven for a time effective to

produce an appetizing batter-coated product having a

deep-fried appearance and coating;

(e) collecting, by means of the adsorbent surface of the tray,

the liquids which are released from the comestible during

oven heating, said tray containing upwardly-projecting

rims around each of the apertures so that substantially no
liquids will pass through the apertures in the tray.

4,427,707 I

METHOD FOR THE PRODUCTION OF FOOD
ADDTTIVES WTTH IMPROVED TASTE

Oiristiaii Heine, Monheim, and Reinhold Wiist, Kaarst, both of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, usignors to Henkel KGaA, Fed. Rep.
of Germany

FUed Mar. 25, 1982, Scr. No. 361,781

Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 11,

1981, 3114783

Int. OJ A23L 1/20; A23G 1/00
VS. CI. 426—312 2 Qainis

1. A method of improving the taste and odor characteristics

of a powder selected from the group consisting of locust bean
pods, locust bean gum and guar gum comprising drying, and
powdering and roasting a member of the group consisting of
locust bean pods, locust bean gum and guar gum and extracting

the powder at elevated pressures with liquid carbon dioxide at

its supercritical temperatures.

4,427,708

USE OF CYCLOHEXENYL-ALPHA-ALKYL ACROLEIN
DERIVATIVES IN AUGMENTING OR ENHANCING THE

AROMA OR TASTE OF FOODSTUFFS
Mark A. Sprecker, Sea Bright, NJ.; PhiUp T. Klemarczyk,

NewingtOD, Conn., and Robert P. Beiko, Woodbridge, N.J.,

idgnors to International Flavors A Fragrances Inc., New
York, N.Y.

Difision of Scr. No. 398,953, Jnl. 16, 1982. This application Jun.

16, 1983, Ser. No. 505,421

Int. a.3 A23L 1/226
VJS. a. 426—538 2 Qaims

1. A process for augmenting or enhancing the aroma or taste

of a cinnamon flavored foodstuff comprising the step of adding
to said foodstuff from 0.02 ppm up to about 500 ppm based on
the total composition of a mixture of compounds having the

structures:

Hand

with the majority of the mixture being the compound having
the structure:

2. A process for augmenting or enhancing the aroma or taste

of a leafy-green flavored foodstuff comprising the step of
adding to said foodstuff from 0.02 ppm up to about 500 ppm
based on total composition of a mixture of compounds having
the structures:

xtO<-xtjrt
H

with the majority of the mixture being the compound having
the structure:

4,427,709

POWDERED CHEESECAKE MIX
Thomas E. Guhl, Jamesburg; Ralph E. Kenyon, Belle Mead, and

Patricia A. Mozeke, Plainsboro, all of NJ., assignors to

General Foods Corporation, White Plains, N.Y.
Filed Sep. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 307,353

Int. a.3 A23L 1/187. 1/195
U.S. a. 426—578 4 Claims

1. A dry, hydratable cheesecake mix which when combined
with milk and mixed at a low mixer speed will yield a short,

dense texture and when mixed a high mixer speed will yield a
short, light texture, said dry mix containing flavor and bulking

agents, powdered cheese, powdered fat, pregelatinized, amy-
lose-containing starch, and phosphate gelling agents, said mix
having a fat content of from 8% to 25% by weight and an
amylose content of from 0.05% to 1.4% by weight and
wherein said mix further contains propylene glycol monostea-
rate at a level of 0.4% to 1.0% by weight and in an amount
which is effective to shorien the slimy texture produced by the

amylose and which amount is at least 15% by weight of the

amylose present in the mix.

4,427,710

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING AN INSTANT BEAN
CURD OR TOFU, AND THE TOJU MADE BY SUCH

METHOD
Masaki Terada, Ohtso; Akihiro Yoahiraura, KitanakakolUi;

Kohichiro Hohsai, Ibaraki, and Jnnichi Minami, Toodabaya-
shI, all of Japan, aasignon to Niaain Shoknhin Kabuahiki

Kaislia, Osaka, Japan

FUed Dec. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 333,755

Int a.3 A23L 1/20
U.S. a. 426—634 10 Claims

1. A method for manufacturing an easy-to-prepare instant

tofu comprising the following steps in sequence:

(a) soaking a quantity of soybeans in water whereby said

soybeans become swollen with water;

(b) grinding a portion of the moisture-laden soybeans to a

size smaller than SO/i;
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(c) heating the ground soybean material to a temperature in

the range 90* C. to 100* C. for a period of about one to ten

minutes;

(d) drying and powdering said ground soybean material

whereby the dried powder has a particle size less than

50m;
(e) admixing a thickening agent with said dried powder; and

(0 adding water and a gelatinizing agent for gelatinizing said

thickening agent to form tofu.

4,427,712

ELECTRODYNAMIC COATING PROCESS
Peter N. Y. Pan, Coontry Qab HiUa, lU., aasigMr to CoatiMB-

tal Can Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Cofltinnation of Ser. No. 863,215, Feb. 22, 1977, ab—do—d,

which is a division of Ser. No. 789.625, Apr. 21, 1977, Pat No.
4,086,872, which is a division of Ser. No. 676,513, Apr. 13, 1976,
Pat. No. 4,088,093. This appUcatioa Aog. 27, 1979, Ser. No.

69.955

Int. a.' B05D 1/04
U.S. a. 427—13 13 Claims

4,427,711

A METHOD FOR SENSING DEPOSmON OF A THIN
nLM LAYER OF A MATERIAL

Richard T. Martin, Santa Barbara, Calif., assignor to Applied
Magnetics Corporation, Goleta, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 267,038, May 26, 1981, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 232,842, Feb. 9, 1981, Pat. No.
4,373,470. This application Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417,679

Int. a.3 C23C 13/00
U.S. a. 427—10 4 Qalms

1. A method of measuring at least one of a mass per unit area,

thickness or deposition rate of a thin film material applied to a

substrate through a deposition mask selected from a plurality

of deposition masks adapted to be individually positioned

along a deposition path between a substrate and a source com-
prising the steps of

forming a plurality of predetermined monitoring apertures in

a carriage means adjacent each of said plurality of deposi-

tion masks supported thereby wherein each predeter-

mined monitoring aperture is adapted to pass there-

through a predetermined portion of a said thin film mate-

rial which is the same as that passed from a thin film

material source through a selected deposition mask posi-

tioned between a said source of thin film material and a

said substrate;

selectively inhibiting the passage of a predetermined portion

of a said thin film material through a selected number of

said plurality of said monitoring apertures;

passing at least one of said plurality of predetermined por-

tions of a said thin film material along at least one of a

plurality of associated predetermined paths;

positioning a plurality of detecting means one each along

each of said predetermined paths such that a selected one
of said plurality of detecting means is positioned along a

selected one of said plurality of predetermined paths for

sensing the predetermined quantity of material being

passed along its associated predetermined path; and

producing with a circuit means responsive to the detecting

means information signals representative of at least one of

the mass per unit area, thickness and deposition rate of a

thin film layer of material sensed^ said detecting means.

of

1. An electrodynamic coating process comprising the steps

(a) providing a substrate to be coated;

(b) supplying charged particles of a given polanty charge in

the vicinity of said substrate and thereby efTecting coating

of said substrate by said charged particles; and
(c) applying in the vicinity of the coated side of said coated

substrate and at a time when the supplying step (b) has

been completed a postcharge of a polanty the same as said

given polarity so as to effect an increase in the electro-

static forces holding said particles to said substrate.

4,427,713

PLANARIZATION TECHNIQUE
Lawrence K. White, Cranbury, and Metodi Popov, Flemington,

both of N.J., assignors to RCA Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Jan. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 458,757

Int. a.' B05D 3/06
U.S. a. 427—54.1 6 Qaims

1. A method of planarizing a coating on a substrate having

topographical features, said coating having a thickness at least

equal to the highest step height on the substrate and including

a novolak resin and a diazoquinone sensitizer, composing
exposing said coating to actinic radiation so as to react the

sensitizer in at least the upper one-third of the coating and then

heating said coating by applying heat to the substrate on the

surface opposite to said coating, thereby heating said coating

through from the substrate.

4,427,714

THIN nLMS OF COMPOUNDS AND ALLOY
COMPOUNDS OF GROUP III AND GROUP V

ELEMENTS
Keith S. A. Davey, Royston, England, aaaignor to PA Manage-
ment Conaaltants United, London, Eaglaod

FUed Jan. 8, 1982, Scr. No. 338,094

Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdon, Jan. 16, 1981,

8101396

Int. a.J C04B 35/00
U.S. a. 427—87 7 Claims

1. A method of producing a thin film of gallium arsenide

comprising impinging onto a heated substrate a solution of

gallium arsenate or a precursor thereof with an inert gu pro-

pellant, in a reducing gaseous atmosphere.
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4,427,715

METHOD OF FORMING EXPANDED PAD STRUCTURE
JttMi M. Harrii, Palo Aho, Calif., aadgMW to NatkHial Seal-

wdactor Corpontioa, Saata Clara, Calif.

rortiaMrtioB of Scr. No. 180,592, Ang. 25, 1980, abaadooed,

wUch ia a ihUoa ol Scr. No. 921,493, JaL 3, 1978, Pat No.
4,258,382. lUs appUcatiOB JaL 26, 1982, Scr. No. 401,480

lat CL^ B05D 5/J2
US. CL 427—96 7 Claims

1. A method of forming a bump and pad combination for the

connection of conductor leads to a substrate comprising the

steps of selecting a substrate having a window for connection
thereto:

forming a pad structure having a predetermined lateral

dimension from a metal layer which is in contact with said

window,
forming a layer of passive protection material overlying the

edges of said pad, leaving an opening in substantial align-

ment with the center of said pad, and
forming a bump in alignment with the center of said pad, to

substantially overlap the edges of the layer of protective

material over the entire periphery of said opening, and
having lateral dimensions sufficiently smaller than the

lateral dimensions of said pad to accommodate for both
lateral misalignment and manufacturing tolerance of the

bump, and locating said bump on said pad without any
portion of said bump overlapping any lateral edge of said

pad.

4,427,716

METHOD FOR PREDETERMINING PEEL STRENGTH
AT COPPER/ALUMINUM INTERFACE

Erwia G. Siwek, Saratoga Springi, N.Y., assignor to General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

FUed Jan. 21, 1983, Scr. No. 459,748

Int a.3 B05D 5/12
VS. CI. 427—99 9 Claims

V/////////A
'ALUMINUM CARRIER SHBBT

,

1. A method for developing a bond between contiguous
metallic laminae having a predetermined average unit magni-
tude, said method comprising the steps of:

(a) forming a copper film on a flexible aluminum carrier

sheet to produce a laminate by applying copper directly

on a major surface of said aluminum sheet by vapor depo-
sition with the crystals of said copper film being predomi-
nately columnar in configuration, the yield strength of
said aluminum sheet being significantly in excess of 10,000
psi and said surface being free from hydrocarbon contami-
nation to an extent at least comparable to being in "chemi-
cally clean" condition at the time of such vapor deposi-
tion;

(b) heating said laminate in a protective atmosphere at a
temperature in excess of about 150' C. for a preset time
sufficient to develop a diffusion bond between said copper
film and said aluminum sheet requiring a force of between
about 0.2 and 2.0 pounds per lineal inch to peel said alumi-

num sheet from said copper fUm, the tw«iitnnn heating

exposure being such as not to reduce the yield strength of
said aluminum sheet below about 10,000 psi and

(c) cooling said laminate to room temperature in a protective

atmosphere.

4,427,717

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING AN OBJECT WIFH A
CHIRAUC STRUCTURE OBTAINED FROM A

SHAPEABLE MATERIAL SOURCE
Francis Ganthier, Paris, France, avignor to ThoBMon-CSF,

Paris, France

FUed Sep. 28, 1982, Scr. No. 425,994
Claims priority, application France, Nov. 3, 1981, 81 20596

Int a.J G02B 1/10, 5/14: B05D 3/12. 1/36
\3S. a. 427—163 7 Claiffls

2

X2L
.' .* 3

1. A process for producing an object having a helical struc-

ture comprising the steps of: (a) drawing the object along a
drawing axis from a shapeable material source to form a draw-
ing volume; (b) twisting the object around the drawing axis; (c)

hardening the object by cooling the part thereof between the

source and the cooled part thereof; (d) coating the object with
a coating material to form an envelope; and (e) solidifying the
envelope around the object, so as to fix the state of torsion

thereof.

4,427,718

WEDGE ENCAPSULATION METHOD
Patrick Heron, 261 Raymond St, Hillsdale, NJ. 07642; Timo-

thy Hartnett 415 Beech St, Wcstwood, NJ. 07675, and
Adam Wright 210-25 Jamaica Atc, Jamaica, N.Y. 11428

FUed May 27, 1982, Scr. No. 382^3
Int a.3 B05D 3/12

UJS. a. 427—175 12 Claims

1. A method of in-place encapsulation of a stressed structure-

supporting cable strand formed of a plurality of bundled steel

wires while the strand is bearing a stress load, comprising

forcing apart the wires of said strand to form a longitudinal

gap extending into the interior of said cable strand,

then filling such longitudinal gap with a protective paste,

permitting the gap to close on said filled protective paste, so

that said paste is urged by forces in the stressed wires to

fill voids among the wires of the cable strand, and
providing, around at least the portion of the cable strand so

treated with protective paste, encapsulating means to seal

such portion from corrosive agents.

4,427,719

METHOD OF DEDUSTING METAL SULFATE
GRANULES

William P. Moore, Hopewell, Va., aaaignor to FHt IndsMtrics,

Inc., Ozark, Ala.

FUed Sep. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 415,742

Int CL^ B05D 1/36, 7/00
U.S. a. 427—205 19 Claims

1. A method of eliminating dust created by comminution in
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metal sulfate processes, from granules of agricultural micronu-
trient metal sulfates, comprising:

(a) substantially coating micronutrient granules with a mo-
nomeric liquid, catalytically polymerizable by said metal
sulfates;

(b) polymerizing catalytically said monomeric liquid until it

forms an adhesive;

(c) contacting dust with coated granules until dust particles

substantially adher to adhesive coated granules;

(d) polymerizing further until said adhesive is converted to a
dry coating occluding substantially all dust particles on
the granules.

4,427,720

VAPOR PHASE PROCESS FOR THE DEPOSITION OF A
PROTECTIVE METAL COATING ON A METALUC

PIECE
Georges M. C. A. Ga^Jc, Sanlx Ics Chartreoz, F^wcc, aaaignor

to Sodcte Natioaale d'Etnde et de Constmction de Motenrs
d'ATiation "S.N.E.C.MJL", France

FUed Jnn. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 387,481

Claims priority, appUcation France, Jnn. 18, 1981, 81 11988

Int a.3 C03C 13/02
U.S. a. 427—237 4 Claims

14.

\
12 11 13

^^.tA tJ>iiiltiH,,.

1. A process for the vapor phase deposition of a protective

metal coating of aluminum, chromium, titanium or their mix-
tures or alloys on a metal piece comprising the steps of: (a)

placing the metal piece in a suitable enclosure; (b) placing a

chemical halide compound in the enclosure; (c) placing a
donor in the enclosure adjacent the area of the metal piece to

be coated, the donor being in the form of a thin sheet of the
metal coating material, the surface area of the sheet is of the

same order of magnitude as the area of the metal piece to be
coated facing the sheet; and (d) heating and subsequently

cooling the metal piece, the chemical halide compound and the

donor such that a halide compound with the coating material

is formed, the halide compound decomposing when coming
into contact with the surface of the metal piece to be coated
thereby directly depositing a uniform coating of the coating

material on the metal piece.

4,427,721

METHOD OF COATING STEEL SUBSTRATES TO
REDUCE CARBONACEOUS DEPOSTHON THEREON

James A. Calms, Wantage; Robert L. Nclaon, Klnptoa Bagpijs,
aid JaaMa L. Woodhcad, DIdcot, aU of Eagbud, assignors to

United Uagdom Atoodc Energy Anthority, United Kingdom
Diflsion of Scr. No. 954,532, Oct 25, 1978, Pat No. 4,297,246.

lUs appUcatkm Feb. 24, 1981, Scr. No. 237,639
Claima priority, appUcatioB Uaited Ungdom, Nov. 1, 1977,

45471/77

Int a.1 B05D 3/02
UJS. CL 427—376

J

5 Claims
1. In the method of coating a steel substrate to be used in the

thermal cracking of hydrocarbons, the improvement wherein
the surface of the substrate carries a refractory oxide coating
provided by the steps of

(i) contacting the surface with a sol comprising a dispersion,

in a liquid medium, ofsubstantially unaggregated coUoidal
primary particles of a refractory material, the sol being

capable of conversion to a gel the bulk density of which
being at least 40% of the theoretical density of the refrac-

tory oxide when measured at ambient temperature and the

gel being convertible to the refractory oxide;

(ii) drying the sol to convert the sol to a gel coating; and
(iii) firing to convert the gel coating to the refractory oxide

coating, thereby to reduce carbonaceous deposition on the

surface.

4,427,722

APPARATUS FOR APPLYING A CONTROLLED LAYER
OF A SATURANT OR A COATING VIA A FREE-FALLING

VERTICAL CURTAIN
Martin B. KcUer, Hudson FaUs, N.Y., aasipior to Saady HUl

Corporation, Hndson FaUs, N.Y.

FUed Jan. 30, 1982, Scr. No. 393,700

lat a.) B05D 1/30
VS. a. 427—420 2 f^««—

ti-MA

^^^.^^•mttyiatm

1. A method of applying a layer of a saturating substance

upon a travelling web consisting of the steps;

a. transporting the web along a horizontal path below a

hopper,

b. feeding a charge of the saturating substance in the hopper
upwardly over a hopper dam and onto a downwardly
inclined sUde where adjacent edge means defines a seal

producing a pressurized chamber containing the charge of

saturating substance which overflows the dam opening,

c. adjusting the edge means with respect to the slide for

closing ofT the pressure chamber for the buildup of pres-

sure therewithin and for controlling the amount of uturat-
ing substance allowed to escape from the pressurized

chamber and thereby controlling the amount of saturating

substance allowed to proceed further down the slide

where at the termination of the slide the saturating sub-

stance freefalls onto the traveling web therebelow.

4,427,723

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR LASER-STIMULATED
VACUUM DEPOSmON AND ANNEALING TECHNIQUE
David M. Swaia, Tboawmd Oaks, CaUf., Mslgaor to RockwcU

latematiottal Corporatioa, El Segaado, CaUf.

FUed Feb. 10, 1982, Scr. No. 347,741

Int a.i B05D 3/06, 5/00; C23C 13/06
VS. a. 427—53.1 7 daiw

7. A coating method comprising the steps of:

supporting a substrate in a vacuum chamber;

supporting a specimen of coating material within said cham-
ber;

evaporating at least a portion of said specimen to provide a

coating on said substrate;

directing a laser beam to scan said coating material on said

substrate so as to provide sufficient energy to cause local-

ized heating of the coating material deposited thereon and
raise the energy of the coating to a level slightly below the
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bonding energy ofMid coating material so as to anneal the no intrinsically adhesive properties which is substantially
coattngmatenalanddnveoutcontatnu^antstherefrombut

„on-curable at' ambient temSS. Id wli^htctd« i

F~

/

^

thermal curing agent which initiates curing of the coating of
the recovery temperature of the article.

I

not to provide enough energy to melt the underlying
substrate.

4 427 724
4,427,726

NOVEI TV OFVinr ADHESIViX:OATED ROLL
M.rti» H Sfrk «J.oin.-rJi

" v „ • n. « .^ x...
^"" Wolfnim. Forchheim, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

^jILf.^ pSrStT W^« ".^Mf r°^*"*
""^' ^''""''•" ^™»« GmbH, Kriftel, Fed. Rep. of GermSy

U.S.a.428-7 SQaims U.S. Q. 428-^ ,4 Oaims

1. A novelty device comprising a body open at one end and
having a cavity at least at said one end; an elongate, nexible
member having one end thereof accommodated in said cavity
and the remainder thereof being outward of said body, said
flexible member comprising a core and a plurality of streamers
fixed to and extending transversely of said core; anchor means
accommodated in said cavity; means securing said anchor
means to said one of said flexible member; and retaining means
reacting between said body at said one end thereof and said
anchor means and retaining the latter and said one end of said
flexible member within said cavity.

4,427,725 I

DEVfENSIONALLY-RECOVERABLE ARTICLE
David Crofts, Cirencester, England, assignor to Raychem Lim-

ited, London, England

Filed Feb. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 347,828
Int a.3 B32B 33/00. 31/00, 1/08

VS. a. 428-36 17 chums
1. A polymeric article, at least part of which is dimensionally

heat-recoverable, and has, coated on the surface of a dimen-
sionally-recoverable portion thereof, a pliant, adhesive-recep-
tive polymeric coating which softens at an elevated tempera-
ture of up to the recovery temperature of the article, which has

1. A roll for cleaning garments or the like, comprising an
elongated convoluted flexible web having an inner side, an
outer side and a plurality of at least substantially equidistant
transversely extending weakened portions along which the
web breaks in response to the application of tensional stresses

and which divide the web into a file of neighboring sections
each having a leader adjacent to the preceding weakened
portion and a trailing portion adjacent to the next-following
weakened portion; an adhesive coat provided at the outer side
of said web; a plurality of first substantially strip-shaped layers

consisting of a material which does not adhere to the adhesive
coat and being provided at the inner sides of the leaders of said

sections so that such leaders do not adhere to the adhesive coat
at the outer side of each of those sections which are in overlap-
ping relationship therewith, the width of each of said layers, as

considered in the longitudinal direction of the web, being a
small fraction of the distance between two neighboring weak-
ened portions and each of said layers extending all the way to

the preceding weakened portion; and a plurality of second
strip-shaped layers consisting of a material which does not
adhere to the adhesive coat and being provided at the inner
sides of the trailing portions of said sections so that such trail-

ing portions do not adhere to the adhesive at the outer side of
each of those sections which are in overlapping relationship

therewith, said first and second layers extending transversely

of said web and completely surrounding said weakened por-
tions.
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4,427,727

SHEET FOR HOLDING TRANSPARENCIES
JIro Ozeki, Tokyo, Japu, assignor to SUdex Corporation, To-

kyo, Japan

FUed Jnl. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 402,072
Claims priority, appUcation Japui, Feb. 3, 1982, 57-14716

Int a.3 B65D 1/36
VJS. a. 428—116

member in register with and extending into an open end
of one of said cells,

and

means at said one end face for providing open access to
open ends of cells in said selected subset by said flow-
able material,

and said apparatus coverably sealing the open ends of all but
• ""* said subset of cells.

1. A sheet for holding transparencies, comprising a holder
sheet, a plurality of rectangular recesses depressed from said

holder sheet in rows and columns, a pair of earpieces extending
from opposing sidewalls of each of said recesses toward the
inside of the recess, a transparency-supporting wall means
spaced from the earpieces of each of said recesses and extend-
ing toward the inside of the recess, a bottom wall depressed
from said transparency-supporting wall means to a rectangular
form at the center portion of said recess, the improvement
comprising an inclined surface portion formed substantially at

the center of the bottom wall of each of said recesses with an
angle to the bottom wall.

4,427,728
MASKING APPARATUS FOR SELECTIVELY CHARGING

HONEYCOMB STRUCTURES
James A. Belmonte, Corning, and Arthur E. Hillman, Campbell,

both of N.Y., assignon to Corning Glass Works, Cornins.
N.y.

FUed Aug. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 295,610

Int. a.3 B32B 3/12
VJS. a. 428-117 11 cUdau

4,427,729

GLUE CHIPPED GLASS AND METHOD
John A. Mcsser, P.O. Boi 648, Greer, S.C. 29651

Filed Apr. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 366.933
Int. a.' B32B 17/10; B44C 1/22

U.S. a. 428-141 5 Claims

.#•>*. 11,vi^VJr,

^^^ ^'

1. A method of automated mass production of glue<hipped
glass comprising the steps of:

providing a source of animal glue solution at a desired heated
temperature;

placing sheets of glass upon a traveling conveyor;
automatically conveying the sheeu of glass to a glass-treating

station;

lightly roughening an upwardly facing surface of said glass at

said glass-treating station;

providing a pair of rollers at a glue appliction station arranged
to define a nip therebetween and arranging one of said rol-

lers to be rotatably driven in the direction of conveyance of
said glass;

delivering said glue solution to said nip of said rollers and
maintaining a reservoir of said glue solution between said

rollers;

circulating a heated fluid through said rollers for heating said

rollers to a desired temperature;

automatically conveying said glass from said glass-treating

sution to said glue application station;

applying a thin layer of said glue solution to said routing roller

and applying said glue solution from said roller to said glass

surface passing beneath said rollers;

subsequently conveying said glass and glue layer to a dryer
oven causing said applied glue to chip ofl^cutting and remov-
ing portions of said glass to produce a chipping pattern on
said glass; and

said glue-chipped glass sheets being automatically produced in

large quantities having uniform and duplicative patterns.

1. llie combination of

a honeycomb structure having a pair of opposing end faces

and a matrix of thin walls defining a multiplicity of hol-

low, open ended cells extending through said structure

between said pair of end faces, including a selected subset

of said cells,

and

a mask apparatus for use in bulk charging a flowable material

into said selected subset of cells, said apparatus compris-
ing:

at least one base member positioned across one end face,

a plurality of protruding members extending from each
base member in the same direction, each protruding

4,427,730

TUBE PACKING SHEET WITH SPACED SUPPORT
SURFACES

Gerald L. Robbins, East Vassalboro, and Henry R. Vigiie, Wa-
tenrilie, both of Me., assignors to Keyes Fibre Company,
WaterriUe, Me.

FUed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,600

Int. a.' B32B 3/02. 3/26
U.S. a. 428—156 5 Claims

1. A molded packing sheet of the type which is three dimen-
sionally contoured for use in packing a stack of at least two
superimposed layers of a plurality of elongated light tubes for

storage and shipment, the sheet comprising (a) upwardly di-

rected contours to position an upper layer of a plurality of
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tubes in cloaely spaced apart parallel relationship in a common
flat plane, the upwardly directed contours including (i) at least

two laterally concave tube cradling surfaces for each tube in

the upper layer, the cradling surfaces being spaced apart longi-

tudinally of the tube, and (ii) longitudinally extending narrow
ribs upstanding between adjacent tubes packaged in the upper
layer to prevent lateral contact between such adjacent tubes,

and (b) downwardly directed contours to hold the rest of the
sheet elevated thereabove, such contours including a series of
flat support surfaces in a common flat plane, the improvement
being that the series of flat support surfaces is arranged to

maintain a lower layer of the same number of tubes directly

4,427,732

SURFACE REPUCATION ON A COATED SUBSTRATE
Lorin S. Gray, m, Portland; Jolui A. Matter, Bar Mills; Bca

Millard, South Windham, and Franklin J. Wari, Cape
Elizabeth, all of Me„ aadgnora to Scott Paper Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

DiTision of Ser. No. 193,068, Oct 2, 1980, Pat No. 4,322,450,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 78,078, Sep. 24, 1979,
Pat. No. 4,289,821. This appUcation Mar. 25, 1982, Ser. No.

361346
The portion of the term of this patent anbaeqaent to Mar. 30,

1999, hat been diaclaimed.

Int CL^ B05D 3/06
U.S. a. 428-172 5 Claims

W ^ ,9 /

:1W^i^
/

below the upper layer and in the same relationship in a lower
flat plane parallel with the upper flat plane, the series of sup-
port surfaces being in at least two laterally extending rows
which are spaced apart longitudinally and including four out-

ermost support surfaces one at each end of each row to provide
two on each side of the sheet, and at least one support surface

between adjacent tubes packaged in the lower layer, each
support surface being laterally elongated with a width approxi-
mating the radius of a tube and a width to depth ratio which
insures that the support surfaces will contact the upper part of
the tubes in the lower layer and resist lateral shifting of the
sheet and the upper layer of tubes packed therein with respect
to the lower layer of tubes.

I

4,427,731

DECORATIVE WALLCOVERING IN ROLL FORM
F^ank Gibson, Darwen, England, assignor to Reed International
PX.C., London, EngUnd

FUed Not. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 438,289
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Nov. 6, 1981,

8133620; Mar. 23, 1982, 8208461

Int a.3 B32B 3/00
UA a. 428—159

j
11 Claims

1. In a method of forming a plastic film or sheet on or against
a release sheet, setting the fllm or sheet, and separating the set

film or sheet from the release sheet, the improvement wherein
the release sheet comprises a paper web having on at least one
side thereof a coating of an electron beam radiation curable
composition or material which has been cured by electron
beam radiation, the outer surface of the coating having a de-
sired surface effect formed by curing the coating in intimate
contact with a replicative surface having the desired surface
effect.

2. In a heat transferable printed design, including a release

sheet, a printed design thereon of polyvinyl chloride plastisol

ink or offset printing ink and an overcoat of polyvinyl chloride
plastisol, the improvement wherein the release sheet comprises
a paper web having on at least one side thereof a coating of an
electron beam radiation curable composition or material which
has been cured by electron beam radiation, the outer surface of
the coating having a desired surface effect formed by curing
the coating in intimate contact with a replicative surface hav-
ing the desired surface effect.

4,427,733

SMALL DECORATIVE PLATES
Martin Poll, Fritzens, and Christian CotI, Innsbruck, both of

Austria, assignors to D. SwaroTski A Co., Wattens, Austria
FUed Sep. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 303,018

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct 9,

1980, 3038188

Int C\? B32B 3/16. 15.04; C09J 7/02
U.S. a. 428-200 11 Claims

1. A decorative wallcovering in roll form for application to

the wall with an adhesive, said wallcovering having a substrate

ply which carries a mechanically foamed ply, characterized in

that the foamed ply is one derived from an aqueous latex, has
both open and closed pores, has a toughened and porous sur-

face and has outwardly facing decoration, and in that the

substrate ply is thin, strength-giving, dimensionally stable, and
primarily nonselectively absorbent to the constituents of the

foam to provide a low stretch paste-the-wall strippable wall-

covering.

1. A decorative plate for ornamental use comprising fu^t and
second thermally activatable melt adhesive layers and a metal
layer comprising a metalized layer on a synthetic film, said

metal layer being positioned between said first and second
thermally activatable melt adhesive layers, both of said ther-

mally activaUble melt adhesive layers being exposed on one
side.
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4,427,734
WET PRESS FELT FOR PAPERMAKING MACHINES

Gary P. Johnson, CUfton Park, N.Y., assignor to Albany Inter-
national Corp., Albuiy, N.Y.

FUed Apr. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 369,367
Int a.J B32B 5/06. 5/26; D21F 7/08

UAa 428-234 2 Claims UA Q. 428-288

4,427,736

ANTI-STATIC DRYER FABRIC
OUvcr J. Bcacom, Ottawa, and Hngh A. Mogcr, Kanata, both of

Canada, aasignors to JWI Ltd., Kanata, Canada
FUed Dec. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 335,409

Int a.' B05D 5/12; D03D 25/00; D21F 7/12

6ClalM

M )b

<Si^ ]
:

1. A wet press felt for use on a papermaking machine, which
comprises;

a base fabric of interwoven textile yams;
a plurality of non-woven layers of synthetic, textile fibers

each of which is attached to an adjacent layer and collec-

tively to the base fabric by needling; and
a layer of a monofilament mesh fabric (4 to 32 mesh) inter-

posed between and attached by needling to the faces of
adjacent layers of the non-woven textile opposed to those
attached to the base fabric fibers, said mesh being made of
a synthetic, polymeric resin.

4,427,735

CONTROLLED MATRIX CONTRACnON COMPOSITES
Michael R. Piggott 35 Addington Ave., Toronto, Ontario, Can-
ada

FUed May 27, 1981, Ser. No. 267,612
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Jun. 6, 1980,

8018621

Int a.3 B32B 5/16
U.S. a. 428—283 12 Claims
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1. A paper machine dryer fabric resistant to build-up of
electrosutic charge, said fabric having on the exterior surfaces
thereof a thermoset coating formed from a water-soluble arcy-
lic latex modified by the addition of 0.2 to 10% by weight of an
anti-static agent.

4. A method of preparing a paper machme dryer fabric
resistant to build-up of electrosutic charge which comprises
coating the fabric with a water soluble acrylic latex modified
by the addition of 0.2 to 10% by weight of an anit-sutic agent,
and curing the coating to a thermoset state.

4,427,737

MICROPOROUS ADHESIVE TAPE
Rudolfo D. CUento, North Brunswick; Charles Riffkin, Craa-

bury, and Antiiony L. LaVia, East Brunswick, aU of NJ.,
assignors to E. R. S4ufl>b k Sons, Inc., Princeton, NJ.

FUed Apr. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 256,279
Int a.3 B32B 27/08: C09J 7/02

UA a. 428—315.7 12 Claims

f*<H.L or BftAr»*iiL( r»ft

fKlmui BACHIMO

*i'C»0fVf0O5 AOHIilfl >4»r«

1. A breathable tape consisting of a porous backing layer and
a microporous adhesive layer; said adhesive layer comprising
from about 30% to about 60% by weight of a rubbery elasto-

mer selected from the group consisting of natural rubber,
silicone rubber, acrylonitrile rubber, polyurethane rubber, and
polyisobutylene, from about 20% to about 65% by weight of
one or more water soluble or water swellabie hydrocoUoids
selected from the group consisting of guar gum, sodium car-

boxymethylcellulose, cross-linked sodium carboxymethylcel-
lulose, pectin, gelatin, alginic acid, locust bean gum and karaya
gum, and up to 35% by weight of one or more tackifiers,

plasticizers, antioxidants, and preservatives; said adhesive
layer being at from about 2 mils to 10 mils in thickness and
having a porosity of from about 1 to about 100 cc/sec/in^.

1. In a fibre-reinforced composite material consisting of a
matrix having a Young's modulus ofE and a plurality of fibres

embedded in the matrix, the average fibre Poisson's shrinkage

at breaking stress being C, the matrix being of a material which
shrinks while changing from a liquid or plasticized state to a

solid state, the linear shrinkage stress of the matrix being S,

the improvement which comprises selecting a fibre material

or a matrix material or both, such that S is substantially

equal to, but not smaller than, the product of C and E.

4,427,738

MAGNETIC RECORDING MEDIUM
Masaaki l^^iyama, and Nobotaka Yamagochi, both of
Kanagawa, Japan, aasignors to Fi^i Photo FUm Co., Ltd.,

Kanagawa, Japan

FUed Jan. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 274,565
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jan. 17, 1980, 55-81569

Int a.3 GllB 5/70
U.S. a. 428-323 g o.i—

1. A magnetic recording medium which is used at a high

1038 O.G.—65
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tape speed of 2 to 10 m/sec, comprising a non-magnetic base,

a magnetic recording layer on a first side of said base and a

lubricant layer on a second side of said base, wherein said

magnetic recording layer comprises magnetic particles dis-

I

2-

J

I

persed in a binder, and wherein said lubricant layer has a

thickness of 2.5 to 5 ^m and a surface roughness (Ra) of 0.33 to

0.72 ;xm, and comprises a lubricant provided in a binder,

wherein the binder is a synthetic resin binder in an amount of

30 to 300 parts by weight based on 300 parts of lubricant.

4,427,739

MULTIUSE PRESSURE-TYPE REPRODUCTION
MATERIAL

Ulrich Kohle, Bnrgdorf; Hans Piffhanscn, ud Clans Hartmann,

both of Hanover, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to

Pelikan Aktiengcsellschafl, Hanover, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374,037

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 9,

1961, 3118980

Int a.5 B41M 5/02, 5/10

U.S. a. 428—323 6 Claims

1. A multiuse material for the transfer of an impression onto

a copy sheet, comprising:

a synthetic resin foil substrate; and I

a color-transfer coating on said substrate, said coating com-
prising:

a synthetic resin binder, — I

a coloring agent distributed in said binder, said coloring

agent including a dyestufT, a pigment or a mixture thereof,

at least one nonionic tenside containing polyoxyethylene

groups forming a vehicle for the dyestufT, pigment or

mixture and constituting a plasticizer for the synthetic

resin of said binder, said tenside being mixed with said

binder in such proportion that the coating is maintained in

a viscoelastic state and has a tacky character, and
a filler distributed in said coating and having a high specific

surface area and a particle size in the range of 0.2 to 20

microns.

r4,427,740

HIGH MAXIMUM SERVICE TEMPERATURE LOW
CURE TEMPERATURE NON-LINEAR ELECTRICAL
GRADING COATINGS RESISTANT TO V.P.I. RESINS
CONTAINING HIGHLY REACTIVE COMPONENTS

Donald F. Stackbooae, Georgetown, and Ut V. Pham, Round
Rock, both of Tex., aadgnors to Westinghonse Electric Corp.,

Pittaborgh, Pa.

Filed Apr. 9, 1982, Scr. No. 347,191

Int CLJ B32B 5/16; B05D 1/12; H02K 15/00
VS. a. 42S—324 12 Claims

1. A method of making an insulated electrical member for

high voltage use, said member having in combination, at least

an electrical insulation layer disposed about said member, and

a non-linear stress grading composition layer covering at least

a portion of the electrical insulation layer, said method com-
prising the steps of:

(1) disposing a porous layer about a conducting electrical

member,

(2) covering a portion of the porous layer with a non-linear

stress grading composition comprising the admixture of:

(a) cycloaliphatic epoxy resin,

(b) a Lewis acid complex curing agent for the cycloali-

phatic epoxy resin, and
(c) non-linear silicon carbide powder,

(4) heating the covered electrical member at up to about
130° C, to completely cure the non-linear stress grading

composition,

(5) impregnating the porous layer with a reactive, highly

polar insulating resin composition containing acid anhy-

dride, such that at least the portion of non-linear stress

grading composition covering the porous layer is in inti-

mate contact with the reactive, highly polar insulating

resin composition, and

(6) heating the covered, impregnated electrical member at a

temperature and for a time effective to cure the reactive,

highly polar insulting resin composition; where the non-

linear stress grading composition after insulating resin

cure is characterized as remaining adherent to the mem-
ber, with no substantial degradation by the reactive,

highly polar resin.

11. An insulated electrical member adapted for high voltage

use, said member comprising:

(1) a conducting electrical member,

(2) a porous layer covering the conducting member, said

porous layer having impregnated therein a cured reactive

insulating resin, and

(3) a cured, adherent, non-linear stress grading composition

covering a portion of the impregnated porous layer ,^ said

non-linear composition comprising the admixture of:

(a) 100 parts by weight of cycloaliphatic epoxy resin,

(b) about 2 parts to about 15 parts by weight of a Lewis

acid complex curing agent for the cycloaliphatic epoxy

resin, and

(c) about 200 parts to about 800 parts by weight of non-lin-

ear silicon carbide powder.

4,427,741

POLARIZING nLM
Kaoni Aizawa; Yozo Oishi, and Tatsnya Knbozono, all of Osaka,

Japan, assignors to Nitto Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka,

Japan

FUed Jul. 31, 1981. Ser. No. 288,872

Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 31, 1980, 55-106009;

Sep. 30, 1980, 55-137220

Int. a.3 G02B 5/30; B32B 27/34. 27/36
U.S. a. 428—332 4 Claims

1. A polarizing film comprising (a) a polarizer and (b) a

heat-treated film formed on at least one surface of the polarizer

from a member selected from the group consisting of thermo-

plastic polycarbonates, polysulfones, polyethersulfones, poly-

esters, polyamides and poly(estercarbonate)s' and having a

retardation 5 of about 500 nm or less with the retardation 6

being calculated by the following equation:

wherein S is the value at which the polarizing direction of the

incident light is directed 45* to the longitudinal axis direction

of the film. An is the birefringence of the film and d is a thick-

ness of the film in meters.

3. The polarizing film of claim 1, wherein said film (b) has a

thickness of about 0.01 to about 1.0 mm. .
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4,427,742

CORE OR CORE PART FOR USE IN THE LOST WAX
CASTING PROCESS

Kenneth Willgoose, Shelton Lock; Rondald Brien, Allestree;

Peter E. Rose, Burton-on-Trent, and Clifford G. Hannah,
LittleoTer, all of England, assignors to RoUs-Roycc Limited,

London, England

FUed Oct. 29, 1981, Scr. No. 316,431
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Nov. 12, 1981,

8136378

Int. a.3 B32B 9/00
U.S. a. 428—338 7 Claims

to one surface of said first plastic sheet through said adhesive

layer, and the other surface of said first plastic sheet being

bonded to one surface of said second plastic sheet through said

cushioning layer, said cushioning layer being composed of a

resin selected from the group consisting of silicone resins,

polyurethane resins, and a copolymer of ethylene and vinyl

aceute, said first plastic sheet and second plastic sheet bemg
composed of a resin selected from the group consistmg of
acrylic resins, vinyl chloride resins and styrenc resins.

1. A core or core part shaped to define a cavity in a subse-

quent core or cast article adapted for use in the lost wax casting

process, said core or core part comprising an admixture of
distributed short reinforcing fibers dispersed but devoid of
deliberate orientation in a ceramic or disposable material, the

core or core part including the short reinforcing fibers distrib-

uted therein adapted for removal from the core or article into

which it is at least partially embedded to define the cavity.

4,427,743

LAMINATED PANEL
Kazuo Katsuki, Takarazuka; Kazuo Shibaoka, Itami; Shuqji

Ohnishi, and Takao Miwa, both of Nishinomiya, all of Japan,

assignors to Nippon Sheet Glaas Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 158,1^7, Jun. 10, 1980, abandoned.

This appUcation May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 379,015

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Mar. 27, 1980, 55-40489

Int. a.3 B32B 77/06, 27/36
U.S. a. 428—424.6 13 Qaims

4,427,744

HEAT-ACnVATED PRESSURE SENSmVE ADHESIVE
FOR BONDING LABEL STOCK TO PLASTIC HLM,

METAL FOIL AND THE LIKE
Robert M. Hume, III, Cottage GroTc, Minun assignor to H. B.
FuUer Company, St. Paul, Minn.

FUed Aug. 19, 1982, Scr. No. 409,405
Int. a.3 B32B 15/08: C08L 93/00: C09J 5/02

U.S. a. 428—462 21 Claims
1. An aqueous adhesive composition which when heated to

an activating temperature acquires pressure-sensitive proper-
ties, which comprises an emulsion having at least an aqueous
phase and a solid phase, wherein the solid phase compnses
finely divided particles, that are mutually incompatible at room
temperature, of a rubbery polymer, at least about 100 parts of
a rosin compound, and at least 1 50 parts of a plasticizer each
per 100 parts of the rubbery polymer, and the aqueous phase
comprises less than about 50 wt-% of the emulsion

4,427,745

NOVEL nRE RETARDANT COMPOSmONS AND
METHODS

Glenn A. Pearson, 3709 S. George Mason Dr., Falls Church, Va.
22041

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 214,017, Dec. 5, 1980, Pat. No.
4,370,442. This appUcation Aug. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 404,916

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jan. 25,

2000, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.i B32B 27/42
U.S. a. 428—524 |3 Claims

1. A resinous solution comprising the reaction product of (a)

about 100-140 parts by weight ofan aldehyde, (b) about 75-125
parts by weight of urea, (c) about 30-50 parts by weight ofan
alkanblamine. and (d) about 175-225 parts by weight of phos-
phoric acid, the solution being a stable clear solution having a

good shelf-life and forming flexible hard nonbuming films on
substrates.

1. A laminated panel consisting of a glass sheet forming an

outermost layer having a thickness of 0.2 to 2 mm, an adhesive

layer having a thickness of 40 to 100 microns and composed of

a thermoplastic resin having a softening point of less than about
100* C, containing substantially no plasticizer and being plas-

tic at room temperature, a first plastic sheet having a thickness

of 0.5 to 6 mm, a cushioning layer and a second plastic sheet

having a thickness of0.5 to 6 mm, said glass sheet being bonded

4,427,746

TI-BASE MATERIAL FOR EYEGLASS-FRAMES AND A
METHOD FOR PRODUCING SAME

Masayuki Takamura, Hamamatsu, Japan, assignor to Nippon
Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha, Japan

FUed Sep. 26, 1980, Scr. No. 190,943

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 28, 1979, 54-

135422[U]; Oct. 1, 1979, 54-l36614[Ul; Jun. 11, 1980, 55-78820

Int a.) B32B 15/00

U.S. a. 428—614 7 Claims

1. A Ti-base material for eyeglass-frames comprising a Ti or

Ti-base alloy containing 90% by weight or more of Ti core,

and a sheath of Ni or an alloy consisting essentially of at least

80% by weight of Ni and at least one of Cr, Cu, Fe, Ag, Si, S,
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Pb, Pt, Au, Sn, Co, rare earth elements. Mo, AI, Nb and Ti,
uid aheath in substantially concentric sorface directly cladded

22 23

to said core, the clad ratio of said core to said sheath in the
range of 0.7 to 0.99.

4^427,747

BRONZE SUPPRESSION IN AN ALKAU
METAL/SULFUR AMMONU BATTERY

Joha E. Beuctt, nd David E. Harvey, both of PaiaetriUe,

OUo,aHi9on to Diaaoad Shaarock Corporatkm, Dallas,

Tex,

FOed Jaa. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 343,468

lat a.) HOIM 10/36
VS. CL 429—50 41 Oains

1. An anolyte for use in an anhydrous rechargeable storage
battery having an electrochemical reactant pair of an alkali or
alkaline earth metal and sulfur and utilizing a cation exchange
membrane separating anode and cathode compartments within
the battery comprising:

essentially anhydrous ammonia;
a bronze suppressing, conductivity enhancing salt of the

metal substantially soluble in the anhydrous ammonia; and
a bronze suppressing aromatic organic soluble in the anhy-

drous ammonia and substantially inert to chemical reac-
tion with both the ammonia and the metal.

4,427,748

PLANAR BATTERY COMPRISING A TERMINAL PLATE
HAVING GAS VENTING ORIFICE COVERED WTTH A

LAYER OF GAS PERMEABLE MATERIAL
Edwia H. Laad, Caabridge, Mam^ aMignor to Polaroid Corpo-

ratkM, Caabridge, MaH.
Omtimwatkm-im-rart of Ser. No. 403,039, Oct 3, 1973,

ib—doBcd. TUi apvUcatkM Dec 22, 1975, Ser. No. 642,798
lat CL' HOIM 2/12

VS. CL 429-82
,

44 Claims

pluraUty of superposed cells connected in series by conductive
plastic intercell connectors and terminated at each end by a
conductive plastic current collector covered by a metallic
sheet terminal collector plate, the improvement which com-
prises at least one gas venting orifice formed in at least one of
said metallic sheet terminal collector plates and a layer of gas
permeable, water vapor impervious material coverting said
orifice.

I

43. In a thin, flat laminar battery of the type comrising a

4,427,749

PRODUCT INTENDED TO BE USED AS A
PHOTOCATALYCT, METHOD FOR THE PREPARATION
OF SUCH PRODUCT AND UTILIZATION OF SUCH

PRODUCT
Michael Graetzel, c/o Ecole Potytechaiqae Federale Laanmie

33, aveane de Coar, CH-1015 1*——f Switserlaad; Kappos-
wany Kalyaaagaadaraai, Charaaaea, Switzerlaad; Dnag
DuoogboBg; Michael NenBUB-Spallart, both of i*-—»f _

SwitzerlaMl, aad Enrico Borgardlo, FHwindfiw, Switzerlaad,
anigBors to Michael Graetzel, La CoBTenioi^ Switzerlaad

Filed Jan. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 343,177
Claims priority, appUcatioa Switzerlaad, Feb. 2, 1981, 667/81

Int CL' HOIM 6/36; C25B 1/00. 1/02
VS. CL 429—111 21 Claims

t

f 1 . _

'
!
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1

'J 5 * a;

1. Product usable as a photocatalyst, comprising a semi-con-

ductor material in the form of discrete particles or as a layer

which comprises part of an electrode, said semi-conductor
material being subject to photo-corrosion, characterized in that

the surface of the semi-conductor material which is intended to

be illuminated is covered with a transparent layer of ruthenium
oxide (RuGj), iridium oxide (I'02), or a mixture of ruthenium
oxide (Ru02) and iridium oxide (IrOj), which inhibits the

photo-corrosion of the semi-conductor material.

10. Method for producing at least one of electric power and
a substance which is chemically transformable with release of
energy, said method comprising exposure to electromagnetic

radiation of a surface of a semi-conductor material positioned

within an electrolyte, said semiconductor material being sub-

ject to photocorrosion, said surface being covered with a

transparent layer of ruthenium oxide (RUO2), iridium oxide

(Ir02), or a mixture thereof, which inhibits the photo-corro-

sion of said semi-conductor material.

4,427,750

SELF ENERGIZING POWER PACK
Jacques BUodeao, 525 - 32ad Atc, Apt 401, Lachiae, Qncbec,
Canada H8T 1Y2, aod Gattoa Marier, 760 St Chariet St.,

Apt 4, St Lambert Quebec, Caaada J4P 2A3
FOed Aog. 18, 1980, Ser. No. 178,978

lat CL' HOIM 6/42
VS. CL 429—149 7 ClalM

1. A self energizing power pack or accumulator which
comprises:

a housing;

grid means at the bottom of said housing;

upright partitions dividing said housing into a plurality of

individual cells;
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each cell containing alternating upright positive plates and
upright negative plates resting on said grid;

upright separator plates disposed between said positive

plates and said negative plates;

there being one p>ositive plate less than said negative plates;

said separator plates having means for allowing free move-
ment of an electrolyte along both sides of said positive and

negative plates;

each positive plate being provided with a plurality of holes

extending therethrough along a diagonal line to ensure a

good circulation of the electrolyte during re-charge and to

reduce the time needed during said re-charge;

means for electrically and mechanically connecting said

positive plates together;

said outer cadmium layer is interposed between said base layer

of zinc active material and said positive electrode.

4,427,752

USE OF ISOINDOLINE PIGMENTS FOR
PHOTOELECTROPHORETIC IMAGING

Joit TOO der Crone, Riehen, and Werner Sieber, BaseL both of

Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-Gcigy Corporation, Ardsley,

N.Y.

FUed Apr. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 372,781

Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 8, 1981,

2997/81

Inta.'G03G;7/«
U.S. a. 430—37 12 Claims

1. A photoelectrophoretic imaging process comprising

subjecting a liquid suspension of photosensitive pigment

particles to an applied electric field between two elec-

trodes, at least one of which is transparent, said electric

field having a field strength of at least about 1.05x10^
volts/meter, said suspension comprising a plurality of

particles of pigment, said pigment being both the primary

electrically photosensitive ingredient and the primary

colorant for said particles, said particles having a particle

size between 0.1 and 10 microns, wherein the pigment is

an isoindoline of the formula

each negative plate being provided with a plurality of holes

extending through said negative plate in the upper and

lower portions thereof;

means for electrically and mechanically connecting said

negative plates together;

a cover to seal said housing;

positive and negative terminals respectively associated with

said positive and negative plates;

said cells being loaded with an electrolyte which comprises

up to about 20 volume percent sulfuric acid, up to about

80 volume percent refined mineral oils mixture and a

minor amount of acetic acid.

4,427,751

ALKALINE BATTERY
Nobuliiro Fumkawa, Hirakata; Keqji Inoue, Higashiosaka, and

Shnzo Murakami, Ibaraki, all of Japan, assignors to Sanyo

Electric Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

FUed Jun. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 273,677

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 13, 1981, 56-20747

Int a.' HOIM 6/04

VS. a. 429—206 9 Qaims

10 9
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wherein Ri and Rjare cyano. —COOR or —CONHR , in

which R is alkyl, cycloalkyi, aryl or a heterocyclic aro-

matic radical, and R' is hydrogen, alkyl, cycloalkyi, aryl

or a heterocyclic aromatic radical, R2 and R4are cyano, or

wherein R3 and R4, together with the carbon atom linking

them, form a heterocyclic 6-mcmbered ring, and

exposing said suspension to an image through said transpar-

ent electrode with a source of electromagnetic radiation

whereby an image is formed.

1. A zinc alkaline secondary battery having a zinc negative

electrode, a positive electrode, and an electrolyte, said zinc

negative electrode comprising a base layer of zinc active mate-

rial incorporating therein a cadmium substance selected from

the group consisting of cadmium metal, a cadmium compound
and mixtures thereof, and an outer layer made from a cadmium

substance selected from the group consisting of cadmium

metal, a cadmium compound and mixtures thereof, said outer

cadmium layer applied to the surfaces of said zinc active base

layer which are opposite to said positive electrode, whereby in the formula.

4,427,753

ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC PHOTOSENSFTIVE
MEMBER WITH DISAZO OR TRISAZO COMPOUND

Naoto Fi^imura, Yokohama; Taliashi Tanaka, Kawasaki; Take-

shi Fi^ita, Kuki; Masakazu Matsumoto, Yokohama; Norie

Takebayaahi, Tokyo; Yoahio Takasu. Tama, and Shozo

Ishikawa, Sayama, all of Japan, assignors to Canon Kabushiki

Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381.S77

Qaims priority, application Japaa, Jun. 2, 1981, 56-85418;

Jan. 3, 1981, 56-85365; Jun. 10, 1981, 56-89254; Jun. 10, 1981,

56-89255; Jon. 12, 1981. 56-90447; Jun. 12, 1981, 56-90448; Jan.

12, 1981, 56-90449; Jun. 12, 1981, 56-90450; Jua. 12, 1981,

56-90451; Jun. 12, 1981, 56-90452

Int. a.' G03G 5/06

U.S. a. 430—58 76 Clains

67. An electrophotographic photosensitive member com-
prising (i) a charge generation layer comprising an azo pigment

represented by the following formula (I):

Cp—N«N—A|—CH—Aj—N«N—Cp

A,(-N=N-Cp),

Formula (I)
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Cp is a coupler residue;

A) and Aj are each a divalent organic residue;

n is or 1; and
when n is 0, A3 is substituted or unsubstituted alkyl, substi-

tuted or unsubstituted aryl. or —(CH=CH)/— R',

wherein R' is a substituted or unsubstituted heterocyclic

ring residue and 1 is 0, 1 or 2, and when n is 1, A3 is a

divalent organic residue and (ii) a charge transport layer.

4,427,754

ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC LITHOGRAPHIC
PRINTING PLATE

Koji UcUda; Jna Yamada; Shigeyoshi Snznki, and Sadao Koriu,

all of Kyoto, Japan, aarignora to Mitsobiahi Paper Mills, Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 354,799
Claiw priority, appUcatioa Japu, Mar. 10, 1981, 56-34399;

Mar. 23, 1981, 5642106; May 12, 1981, 56-70990; May 13,

1981, 56-70799; Jul. 1, 1981, 56-102705; Oct 19, 1981,
56-166690

lat a.3 G03G 5/10. 5/08. 5/04
VS. CL 430-60 54 Claims

1. An electrophotographic hthographic printing plate com-
prising

(1) a paper base;

(2) a precoat layer on one side of said paper base, which
precoat layer contains at least

(a) 10% by weight or less (based on total solids) of a

film-forming water-soluble polymer,
(b) about 30 to about 80% by weight (based on total

solids) of a water-dispersible resin, and
(c) an inorganic pigment;

(3) a photoconductive layer provided on said precoat layer,

which photoconductive layer contains

(a) photoconductive zinc oxide, and
(b) at least 2 binder resins different in acid value from each

other by 5 or more, said binder resin mixture having an
average acid value of S to 30; and

(4) a conductive back-coat layer on the other side of said

paper base, which back-coat layer contains at least

(a) 10% by weight or less (based on toul solids) of a

film-forming water-soluble polymer,
(b) a water-dispersible resin, and 1

(c) a conductive agent.

4,427,755
'

METHOD FOR TRANSFERRING TONER IMAGES IN
ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHY

Kazayoshi TolHuaga, Katsata, and Maaayasn Anzai, Hitachi,

both of Japao, anigiiors to Hitachi, Ltd. and Hitachi Koki
Co., Ltd., both of Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jul. 10, 1979, Ser. No. 56,359
Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 21, 1978, 53-88396

lat a.3 G03G J5/00
VS. a. 430-97 6 Claims

1. In a method for electrophotography wherein a surface of
a photoconductive and photosensitive member is uniformly
charged with one polarity, exposed to an imaging light and
subjected to development with toner charged with the same
polarity as the photoconductive and photosensitive member, to

form a toner image on the surface of said photoconductive and
photosensitive member, and thereafter a surface of a recording
medium is brought into contact with the surface of said photo-
conductive and photosensitive member on which the toner
image has been formed and a transfer bias field is applied on the
back of said recording medium to transfer the toner image onto
the surface of said recording medium, the improvement which
comprises the steps of erasing residual charge on the surface of
said photoconductive and photosensitive member after said

toner development, recharging the surface of said photocon-
ductive and photosensitive member and the toner image at the
same polarity as said uniform charging, and electrostatically

transferring the toner image onto the surface of said recording

medium with a transfer bias field having a polarity opposite to
that of said polarity of said photoconductive and photosensi-
tive member.

4,427,756

DEVELOPER CROSSMIXING METHOD
Edward F. Mayer, and Donald F. Pfeoffer, both of San Joae,

Calif., aadgDora to Rkoh Company, Ltd., Japan
Diriiion of Ser. No. 120,907, Feb. 12, 1980, Pat No. 4,361,109.

This appUcation Apr. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 368,633
Int a.5 G03G 13/08. 13/09

U.S. a. 430-121 4 oaims

- '/(•/•?/ = -^ y'y % ^ V •,
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1. In a method of moving particles of developer material in

an electrosutic printing machine to ensure adequate mixing
thereof, mcluding forming a curtain of the material and cascad-
ing it downwardly into a sump from whence the particles are
raised upwardly to be formed again into said curtain, and
deflecting the particles so that one portion of said particles are
shifted in one lengthwise sense along a lengthwise portion of
said curtain and another portion of said particles are shifted

along another lengthwise portion of said curtain in an opposite
lengthwise sense just prior to said forming of said curtain, the
improvement in which certain of said particles adjacent each
portion of said curtain are removed prior to said formation of
said curtain and are moved to a section of said sump below the
other portion of said curtain.

4,427,757

TANNABLE IMAGING ELEMENT
George W. Beebe, RoseriUe, Minn., and Michael T. Madocb,

Baldwin, Wis., assignors to Minnesota Mining and Mnnofac-
turing Company, St Paul, Minn.

FUed May 18, 1983, Ser. No. 495,805

Int a.J G03C 1/06: G03F 7/02
U.S. a. 430—264 20 Claims

1. A tannable photographic element which is a layered
structure comprising in sequence

a. an opaque, translucent, or transparent primed base sup-

port,

b. optionally, a substantially unhardened gelatin or other

hydrophilic colloid subbing layer coated over the primed
surface of said base support at a coating weight of less than
0.3 g/m2,

c. a layer of silver halide emulsion in gelatin substantially

free of hardener and containing at least one tanning devel-

oper and at least one colored pigment dispersed therein

that absorbs radiation in the range of 350 to 7CX) nm, the

silver in said layer of silver halide emulsion being present

in a quantity of less than 0.6 g/m^, and the gelatin of said

emulsion layer being present in a quantity so as to provide
a silver/gelatin weight ratio of less than 0.3, and an emul-
sion layer gelatin/total tanning developer weight ratio in

the range of S to 25, and
d. a protective topcoat layer of substantially unhardened

gelatin and containing in the range of 0.02 to 0.3 g/m^ of
a non-diffusable hydroquinone compound,

said element being developable in an aqueous tanning activator

comprising an alkaline solution having a pH of at least 9.5, and
followed by a wash-off procedure for removing unexposed
portions of the gelatin layer, and said at least one pigment
being present in said element in a sufficient quantity to provide
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reflection optical density in the range of 1 .0 to 2.0 for an ele-

ment with an opaque or translucent base support, and a trans-

mission optical density in the range of 1.0 to 3.5 for an element
with a transparent base support.

4,427,758

SINGLE EXPOSURE POSITIVE-WORKING
PHOTOPOLYMER ELEMENT

John A. Quinn, MorguiTille, NJ., assignor to E. I. Du Pont de
Nemours and Co., Wilmington, Del.

Filed Oct. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 307,648

Int. a.J G03C 1/78
U.S. a. 430—271 5 Qaims

1. A positive-working photopolymer element consisting

essentially of a support, on one side of which is coated, in

order, (1) a nonphotosensitive layer comprising a gelatin

binder, a colorant selected from the group consisting of pig-

ments and dyes, and a sodium bisulfite adduct of a gelatin

hardening agent of the group consisting of glutaraldehyde.

glyoxal, formaldehyde, and starch dialdehyde and (2) a photo-

polymerizable layer comprising a photoinitiator, an actinic

radiation absorber, a photopolymerizabie monomer, and a

polymeric binder.

f-c-cH2-))in-ecH

Ar

(I)

I I

I I

OH OR2

wherein Ar represents a phenyl group or a substituted

phenyl group; Ri represents a hydrogen atom or a methyl
group; R2 represenu a lower alkyl group; and the numbers
mi and m: represent each a ratio of each monomer m the

copolymer, wherein they have a relation of mi ^mj, with
a compound having an oxirane ring and an ethylenicaily

unsaturated bond;

a copolymer (II) having a molecular weight of about 50,000
to 500,000 comprised of three monomers represented by
formula (II)

CH2—C-
»I (II)

t-CH»rC-»jr7-f-CH2-c-^m

CC)OR2
I

COOK 3 COOH

4,427,759

PROCESS FOR PREPARING AN OVERCOATED
PHOTOPOLYMER PRINTING PLATE

Robert R. Gnietzmacber, Chadda Ford, Pa., and Stanley H.
Monger, Rnmson, NJ., assignors to E. I. Du Pont de Ne-
mours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 341,250

Int a.J G03C 1/68
U.S. a. 430—273 18 Claims

1. In a process for preparing flexographic photopolymeriz-
abie elements which comprises passing into the nip of a calen-

der a mass of a hot photopolymerizabie composition compris-
ing an elastomeric binder, an ethylenicaily unsaturated com-
pound having at least one terminal ethylenic group, and a

photoinitiator or photoinitiator system, and, while hot, calen-

dering the photopolymerizabie composition between a support

and a multilayer cover element to form a photopolymerizabie
layer therebetween, the improvement wherein the multilayer

cover element consists essentially of a flexible cover film and a

layer of an elastomeric composition and optionally between
the flexible cover film and the layer of elastomeric composition
a flexible polymeric film, the layer of elastomeric composition
being adjacent to the photopolymerizabie layer and being

photosensitive or becoming photosensitive during or after

calendering by contact with the photopolymerizabie layer,

said layer of elastomeric composition comprising an elasto-

meric polymeric binder and optionally a second polymeric
binder and a nonmigratory dye or pigment and, in addition,

when said layer of elastomeric composition is photosensitive

one or more ethylenicaily unsaturated monomeric compounds
and/or photoinitiator or initiator system.

4,427,760

PHOTOHARDENABLE MATERIALS
Kohtaro Nagazawa, Minami Ooizumi; Tsutomu Satoh, Kashiwa;
Kunio Morikubo, Souka; Fi^io Tanaka, Koshigaya, and
Masaki Okuyama, Nagareyaau, all of Japan, assignors to

Somar Mannfactnring Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
FUed Jnn. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 387,130

Claims priority, appUcation Japu, Jun. 10, 1981, 56-89100

Int a.) G03C 1/68

VS. a. 430—287 5 Claims
1. A photohardenable material, comprising:

a copolymer (!') having ethylenicaily unsaturated bonds and
having an acid value of about 5 to 180 and a molecular

weight of about 1,500 to 100,000, the copolymer (!') being

obtained by reacting carboxyl groups of a copolymer

represented by formula (I)

wherein Ri represents a hydrogen atom or a methyl
group; R2 represents a lower alkyl group; R3 represenu a

benzyl group, a substituted benzyl group having substitu-

ents on the phenyl ring, a tert-butyl group or an isobutyl

group, but Ki^Ky, and the numbers ni, n: and n3 repre-

sent each a ratio of each monomer in the copolymer,
wherein they have relations of ni<n2 and about

20^(ni-|-n2)/n3 = about I;

a cross-linking agent having two or more ethylenicaily un-

saturated bonds; and

a photoactivator. wherein a ratio by weight of the copoly-

mer (1) to the copolymer (II) is in a range of (I )/(II) being

about 0.5 to 20.

4,4r,761

PROCESS FOR SURFACE IMPROVEMENT OF
SURPRINT PROOF WITH TRANSPARENTIZED

PARTICULATE MATERIAL
Magalie M. Charlea, Staten Island, N.Y., assignor to E. I. Du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Dec. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 446,226

Int. a.) G03C 1/68

VS. a. 430—291 12 Claims

:5

1. Process for modifying a Lacky surface of a surprint multi-

color proof having at least two nonplanar, nonsilver halide

colored photoimaged elements sequentially bonded to a sup-

port, and a photosensitive tacky layer present as the outer layer

of the proof by adhering to the tacky layer at least one particu-

late material having an oil absorptivity of at least 30% by
weight based on the weight of particulate material as deter-

mined by the Gardner-Coleman Method, A.S.T.M. D- 1483-60

and an average particle size of 0. 1 to 20^ which comprises
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(1) applying the particulate material to the tacky surface, and
(2) removing excess particulate material therefrom, the im-
provement wherein prior to application to the tacky sur-

face the particulate material is treated with at least S% by
weight of a transparentizing oily liquid having a boiling

point greater than 100* C. whereby the particulate mate-
rial is made transparent.

4,427,763

PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING MATERIAL WITH A
PRECURSOR COMPOUND FOR A YELLOW MASK

Joachim W. Lohmann, Odentlial; Giinter Renaer, Bergiach
Gladbach, and Wolfgang Saiierteig, Leverkusen, all of Fed.
Rep. of Germany, assignors to Agfa-G«vaert AJctiengesell-

schaft, LeTerkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,863

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 12,

1981, 3136293

Int. a.3 G03C 7/7(5

U.S. a. 430—504 6 Claims

'//////>

1. A color photographic recording material, having a layer
support, at least one blue-sensitive, at least one red-sensitive

and at least one green-sensitive silver halide emulsion layer, at

least one blue-sensitive silver halide emulsion layer being lo-

cated between the layer support and at least one green-sensi-
tive silver halide emulsion layer (G) wherein at least one com-
pound corresponding to at least one of the following formulae
is contained in the layer (G) or in a layer adjacent thereto:

(I)

4,427,762 I

METHOD OF FORMING AN IMAGE WTTH A
PHOTOGRAPHIC CUPROUS HALIDE MATERIAL

ToshiaU Takahasiii, Mnsashimnrayama, and Noboni Itoh,

Hiao, both of Japan, aadgnors to Konialiiroku Photo Industry

Con Ltd^ Japan

FUed Dec. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 450,047

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec 16, 1981, 56-203177;

Dec 16, 1981, 56-203178; Dec 16, 1981, 56-203179

Int CL3 G03C 5/iO
U.S. a. 430—436 12 Claims

1. An image-forming method wherein a photosensitive mate-
rial comprising a support having a photosensitive copper (1)

halide emulsion that optionally contains silver halide and
which has grains of the copper (I) halide crystal dispersed in a

binder is subjected to imagewise exposure and development
with an alkaline solution containing at least one compound
selected from each of at least two of the following three
groups: (A) a group consisting of a-amino acids, a-amino acid
derivatives, aliphatic carboxylic acids, oxycarboxylic acids,

ketocarboxylic acids, aromatic carboxylic acids, aminocar-
boxylic acids, quinoline derivatives, pyridine derivatives,

amines and amine derivatives, which amines and amine deriva-
tives form a Cu(II) complex having a sUbility constant be-
tween 5 and 15; (B) a group consisting of 4-aminophenols and
3-pyrazolidones; and (C) a group consisting of ascorbic acid
derivatives of the following formula (I) and alkali metal salts

thereof:

OH (I)

R-CH2-(CHOH),_ |-CH-C=C-OH
\ I

o— c=o

wherein R is a hydrogen atom or a hydroxyl group, and n is a
positive integer of from 1 to 4; provided that when n= 1, R
represents only a hydroxyl group.

(ID

R3^

R' N=N

C=C
/ \

(HI)

X-V-R
(IV)

R' H N=N
\ 1/
C—

C

// \

Jn

wherein

R' to R^ represent substituents usual for yellow mask cou-
plers in photographic materials,

X represents —O— , —NR*— or —S— in the ortho or para
position.

R* represents alkyl or hydrogen,

n represents 1 or 2, and

R represents a monovalent or divalent acyl radical.

4,427,764

PROTECTIVE COATING FOR SILVER HALIDE
PHOTOGRAPHIC UGHT-SENSITIVE MATERIAL

Noriki Tachibaaa, Yokobama; Morio Kobayashi, Sagamlhrara,
and Noboni Figinori, Hino, all of Japan, aasignors to Koni-
shirokn Photo Indmtry Co., Ltd,, Japan

FUed Not. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 439,437

Claims priority, application Japan, No?. 19, 1982, 57-185672

Int CL3 G03C 1/78
U.S. a. 430—523 7 Oainif

1. A silver halide photogrpahic light-sensitive material

which comprises at least one surface layer containing a com-
pound having the following formula:
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^^-""^^COORj

wherein Ri and R2 independently represent an alkyl grouDhavmg from 12 to 24 carbon atoms.
^

4,427,765
HYDROPHILIC COATING OF SALT-TYPE
PHOSPHORUS OR SULFUR POLYMER ONALUMINUM SUPPORT MATERIALS FOR OFFSET
PRINTING PLATES AND PROCESS FOR

MANUFACTURE AND USE WITH UGHT SENSITIVE
LAYER THEREON

Dteter Mohr, and Wener FhMi, both of WicabMlen, Fed. Rep. of
Geraiany, aadgnon to Hoechst Aktiengetellachaft, FhukAirt
am Main, Fed. Rep. of Germaay

FUed Jon. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 391,131

19«l*3iySr*^'
WUctioB Fed. Rep. of Germaay, Jul. 6,

„ c ^ '"*• ^-^ ^^^^^ ^/^' G03C 1/94: B41N 1/06
U.S.a 430-525

,4 cta^
I. A web-shaped support material for offset printing plates

compnsmg a base layer comprised of aluminum or an alumi-
num alloy and having a roughened surface, and a hydrophilic
coating of at least one salt-type hydrophihc organic polymer
on the roughened surface of the base layer, wherein the salt-
type hydrophilic organic polymer consists essentially of a
complex-type product obtained by reacting (a) a water soluble
organic polymer having acid functional groups containing
phosphorus or sulfur selected from the group consUting of
polyvmylphosphonic acid, polyvinylmethylphosphinic acid, a
phosphoric acid ester of polyvinyl alcohol, polyvinylsulfonic
acid, polyvmylbenzenesulfonic acid, a sulfuric acid ester of
polyvinyl alcohol, an acetal of polyvinyl alcohol formed with
a sulfonated aliphatic aldehyde or a salt of these polymers with
a monovalent cation, with (b) a salt of an at least divalent metal
cauon, and wherein the quantity of complex-type reaction
product IS less than about 0.1 mg per dm^ of support material
surface.

2. An offset printing plate, comprising
a support material as defmed by claim 1, and
a l^er of a light-sensitive material coated on the support

material.

acrylamide. a copolymer baaed on polyacrylamide, a hydro-
lyzed copolymer baaed on ethylene or vinylmethyl ether and
maleic aad anhydride, a copolymer which has been partly or
completely subjected to an ammonolysis with NH3 and is
based on ethylene or vinylmethyl ether and maleic acid anhy-
dride, carboxyalkyl cellulose or the mixed ethers thereof, or
one of the salts of these polymers with a monovalent cation
with (b) a salt of an at least divalent metal cation, and wherein
the quantity of complex-type reaction product is less than
about 0.1 mg per dm^ of support material surface.

2. An offset printing plate, comprising
a support material as deflned by claim 1. and
a layer of a light-sensitive material coated on the support

material.

4,427,767
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHIC SENSITIVE MATERULS

Koio Aoki, aad Yoahio Seoka, both of Minaml-addgara. Janaa
aarignors to F^Ji Pboto FUm Co., Ud^ KMna^^JntT^

FUed Dec. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 447,365
Claims priority, appUcation Japu, Dec. 7, 1981, 56-196676

iBt a.' G03C 1/40UA a. 430-552
4 q,^

1. Sliver halide color photographic sensitive materials con-
taimng a cyan dye forming coupler represented by the general
formula (I):

^ NHCONH—/ \-SO2R'

(I)

wherem R represents a substituted or nonsubstituted alkyl
group, aryl group or heterocyclic group. X represenu a group
capable of releasing by an oxidative coupling reaction with a
developing agent, and R' represents a substituted or nonsubsti-
tuted alkyl group or aryl group.

4,427,766
HYDROPHIUC COATING OF SALT TYPE NTTROGEN
POLYMER ON ALUMINUM SUPPORT MATERIALS
FOR OFFSET PRINTING PLATES AND PROCESS FOR
MANUFACTURE AND USE WTTH LIGHT SENSITIVE

LAYER THEREON
DIrter Mohr. WieibMlea, Fed. Rep. of Germaay, assignor to
Hoecbtt Aktieageaellachaft, Friukftart am Main, Fed. Rep of
Germany

Filed Jan. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 391,154

I9«l*312«Sr'*^'
»«««<» Fed. Rep. of Germany. Jol. 6.

lat CL^ C23C 1/08; G03C l/H B41N 1/08

^f?T:'?L 'Claim.
1. A web-Shaped support material for offset printing plates,

compnsmg a base Uyer comprised of aluminum or an alumi-
num alloy and having a roughened surface, and a hydrophilic
coatmg of at least one salt-type hydrophilic organic polymer
on the roughened surface of the base layer, wherein the salt-
type hydrophilic organic polymer consists essentially of a
complex-type product obtained by reacting (a) a water-soluble
organic polymer have carboxylate substituents, carboxylic
aad amide substituente and/or carboxylic acid imide substitu-
ents as functional groups selected from the group consisting of
polyacrylic acid, a copolymer based on polyacrylic acid, poly-

4,427,768
METHOD OF HARDENING GELATIN

KatiUi Kitatani; Hidcftimi Sera; Atsoaki Aral; MasMl Ogawa:
Knnio laUgaki, aU of Minami-aahigara. and Harao Ogara,
Matrado, aU of Japan, aadgMra to Fuji Pboto FUm Co., Ltd.
Kaoagawa, Japan

Dirialon of Ser. No. I883I, Sep. 18, 1980, abaadoMxL This
appUcation Jal. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 394,988

Claims priority, appUcation Japui, Sep. 18. 1979, 54-119480
Int a.5 G03C 1/30

UA a 430-623 5ci,j„
1. A silver halide photographic light-sensitive material com-

pnsmg at least one gelatin-containing layer hardened by a
hardening agent of the formula (I)

/'R'

R2

\
1N— (

(D

wherein

R' and R2 each represent a monovalent group including a
carbon atom or a nitrogen atom forming a bond together
with the nitrogen atom N in the formula (I), the total
number of carbon atoms in said monovalent groups being
4 or 5 carbon atoms; or R ' and R^ together fonn a hetero-
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cyclic ring which can contain an oxygen atom together

with said nitrogen atom N, and

n is 1 or 2; and

when n is 1, X is

—C—OY,
N
o

and Y is an ailcyl group, having from 1 to 8 carbon

atoms, an aryl group having from 6 to 1 2 carbon atoms
or an aralkyl group having from 7 to 1 3 carbon atoms;

and when n is 2, X is

—C— or —S—
II II

O O

4,427,7«

IMMUNOASSAY FOR FECAL HUMAN HEMOGLOBIN
Hemu Adlercreatz; Osmo A. SaoTaniemi^ Paul Partancn, and

Jmm L Soai, all of Helsinki, Finland, assignors to Labsys-

tcms OY, Hdsiiiki, Finlaiid

FUcd Jan. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 223,421

Qaims priority, application Finland, Jan. 17, 1980, 800140

Int CL' COIN 33/54. 33/72
VS. a. 435—7 5 Claims

1. A method for the specific detection of human hemoglobin
in feces comprising

(a) contacting a sample of said feces with one side of a

guaiac-impregnated filter paper which in turn is contacted

on its other side by an absorbent for said hemoglobin, such

that hemoglobin is absorbed into said absorbent,

(b) eluting said absorbed hemoglobin from said absorbent,

(c) reacting said eluted hemoglobin with a specific anti-

human hemoglobin antibody to form a complex, and
(d) quantifying the amount of human hemoglobin completed

with said antibody.

hydroxy-benzene sulfonic acid, or a salt thereof, a glucose
oxidase and a peroxidase, and drying the carrier; and

(b) applying to the carrier a second solution of film-fonning

agent in a volatile solvent, and drying to remove the

volatile solvent and leave a film over the dried first im-
pregnant.

10. A method for determining the glucose content of whole
blood within the range of about 2000 to 8000 mg/liter compris-
ing contacting the whole blood with an analytical element
produced by the process of claim 1, and matching the resulting

color of the element with predetermined standards.

4,427,771

ASSAY METHOD FOR AMYLASE ACTIVITY AND
METHOD OF PRODUCING MALTOSE
DEHYDROGENASE FOR USE THEREIN

Hideo Misaki; ElJi Manunatsa; Hidchiko Ishikawa, and Kazoo
Matsnnra, all of Skizooka, Japan, wignorg to Toyo Jozo
K«hn«iiiki Kaisha, Tagata, Japan

Filed Oct 14, 1981, Ser. No. 311,263

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct 14, 1980, 55-144063

Int a.3 C12N 1/20: C12Q 1/40. 1/32; C12R 1/11
\JJS. a. 435—22 8 Claims

1. An assay method for amylase activity in a biological

specimen containing the enzyme amylase, which comprises
contacting a said specimen with a substrate which is a glucose

polymer selected from the group consisting of amylose, amylo-
pectin, starch and starch hydrolyzate having a lower-alkyl

etherified reducing terminal glucose residue, thereby to de-

compose a portion of said substrate, contacting the decom-
posed substrate with maltose dehydrogenase and NAD or

NADP, and measuring the amount of reduced NAD or NADP
as an indication of amylase activity in said specimen.

4,427,772

APPARATUS HAVING AUTOMATIC CAUBRATION
FOR DETERMINING HYDROGEN PEROXIDE

CONCENTRATION
Yasuo Kodera, Shiki; Toshiaki Ishii, Niiza, and Minora Ohashi,

Oizomi, all of Japan, assignors to Oriental Yeast Co. Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 290,574

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 18, 1980, 55-128558

Int a.5 GOIN 27/30. 31/10. 35/00
U.S. a. 435—27 11 Claims

4,427,770

HIGH GLUCOSE-DETERMINING ANALYTICAL
ELEMENT

Shnenn-tzoog Chen; Mark J. Sherwood, and Mary E. Warchal,

all of Elkhart Ind., assignors to Miles Laboratories, Inc.,

Elkhart IikL

Filed Jan. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,123

Int a.5 GOIN 33/66. 33/52
VS. a. 435—14 11 Claims

1. A method for preparing an analytical element for deter-

mining glucose in a liquid sample which method comprises the

steps of

(a) impregnating a carrier with a first solution having dis-

solved therein 4-aminoantipyrine or a salt thereof and

3-hydroxy-2,4,6-triiodobenzoic acid or 3,5-dichloro-2-

1. An apparatus for determining a concentration of hydro-

gen peroxide in an aqueous solution comprising:

(A) sample means for sampling a certain quantity of aqueous

hydrogen peroxide solution;

(B) reacting means for decomposing the sample with a hy-

drogen peroxide decomposing agent;

(C) oxygen concentration determining means for determin-

ing the quantity of oxygen dissolved in the sample as an

electric current, said dissolved oxygen being generated

during the decomposition;

(D) automatic calibration means for keeping constant the
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sensitivity of an oxygen detector which calibration means
comprises means for introducing a quantity of liquid into
a reaction vessel, means for aerating the liquid, and means
for using the aerated liquid as a standard to calibrate the
sensitivity of the concentration determining means; and

(E) sequence circuit means for controlling the operation of
the respective means described above.

4 427 773
METHOD FOR PRODUCING L-GLUTAMIC AQD BY

FERMENTATION
Takayasu Tsuchida. Kawasaki; Klyoshi Miwa, Matsudo; Shigeni
Nakamori, Yokohama, and Hamo Momose, Kamakura, all of
Japan, assignors to Ajinomoto Company Incorporated, Tokyo,
Japan

FUed Apr. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 255,169
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Apr. 17, 1980, 55-51001:

Apr. 17, 1980, 55-51002

Int a.3 C12N 15/00. 1/00; C12P 13/14
VS. a 435-110 9 oaims

1. The L-glutamic acid producing transformant which is

Brevibacterium lactofermentum NRRL B- 12408.

4,427,776

COMPOSITION OF MATTER AND PROCESS
Howard A. Whaley; WUUam C. Snyden John C. Greenfield, aU

of Portage, and John H. Coats, Kalamazoo, aU of Mich.,
assignors to The Upjohn Compuiy, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Filed Sep. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 304,393
Int a.J C12P 1/06; A61K 35/00

VS. a. 435-169 2 Claims
1. A process for preparing antibiotic U-64,815, which in its

essentially pure form has the following characteristics.
(a) molecular weight range of 1,104-1,324;
(b) molecular formula: C60^5H82-i02Ni.3Oi8.25;
(c) is insoluble in water and hexane, soluble in methanol, ace-

tone, methylene chloride, ethanol, and dimethylsulfoxide;
(d) a characteristic "^C-NMR spectrum as shown in FIG. 3 of

the drawings;

(e) a characteristic UV spectrum as shown in FIG. 2 of the
drawings; and,

(0 a characteristic infrared absorption spectrum when dis-
solved in a mineral oil mull as shown in FIG. 1 of the draw-
ings;

which comprises cultivating Streptomyces micmspinus. having
the identifying characteristics of NRRL 12524, in an aqueous
nutrient medium under aerobic conditions until substantial
antibiotic U-64,815 activity is imparted to said medium.

4,427,774

PROCESS FOR PRODUONG L-THREONINE
Hideakl Yukawa; Terukazu Nara, and Yoshihiro Takayama, all

of Ibaraki, Japan, aasignors to Mitsubishi PetitKhemical Co.,
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Mar. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 358,952
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Mar. 23, 1981, 56-40374

Int a.3 C12P 13/08; C12N 1/32. 1/20
U.S. a. 435—115 7 ci^r.

1. A process for producing L-threonine from a mutant bacte
rium which utilizes ethanol and has the ability to produce and
accumulate L-threonine when culturing said bacterium, com
prising aerobically culturing a mutant bacterium obtained by
mutagenizing Acenetobacter cakoaceticus YK-IOIl having
FERM-P No. 5910, in a culture medium in which ethanol is the
main carbon source to produce and accumulate L-threonine in

a culture liquor and then recovering L-threonine.

4,427,775
MYCELIAL PELLETS HAVING A SUPPORT CORE

Li F. Chen; Cheng S. Gong, and George T. Tsao, all of West
Lafayette, Ind., assignors to Purdue Research Foundation,
West Lafayette, Ind.

Continuation of Ser. No. 100,816, Dec. 6, 1979, Pat. No.
4,321,327. This appUcation Sep. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 300,744

The portion of tiic term of this patent snbsequent to Mar. 23,
1999, has been disclaimed.

Int a.3 C12P 7/06. 1/02; C12N 11/10; C12M 1/40
VS. a. 435-161 9 chdn,,

1. A spherical shaped mycelial pellet suiuble for use in the
biocatalytic conversion of organic compounds which com-
prises a rigid spherical core having a diameter ranging from
about 0.1 mm to 1.0 cm surrounded by a porous integral

webbed layer having a thickness of about 1 mm to 5 mm, said

layer forming a spherical encasement of structural integrity

about the rigid core and being composed of filamentous hy-
phae of a mycelial microorganism, said pellet being further
characterized in that the webbed layer is separated from said

core by a substantially void space and is attached to said core
by a portion of mycelium of said microorganism.

4,427,777

ENZYMATIC CONVERSION OF RED CELLS FOR
TRANSFUSION

Jack Goldstein, New York, N.Y., aasignor to New York Blood
Center, Inc., New York, N.Y,

DiTision of Ser. No. 177,972, Aug. 14, 1980, Pat No. 4,330,619.
This appUcation Aug, 13, 1981, Ser. No. 292,558

The portion of tiie term of tills patent snbsequent to May 18,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int a.3 C12N 05/00; A61K 35/14; AOIN 7/00
S. a. 435-240 8 Claims
1. A composition comprising directly transfusable O or AH

erythrocytes characterized by:

A. absence of Pi antigenicity;

B. absorption and release of oxygen in vivo;

C an adenosine-S -triphosphate content above 90% of that
of naturally occurring B erythrocytes;

D. being substantially free of terminally alpha linked galac-
tose trihexosyi ceramide; and

E. absence of B antigenicity determined by hemagglutina-
tion assay.

8. A composition comprising erythrocytes of the H-antigen
type prepared by a process which comprises:

(a) equilibrating said erythrocytes to a pH of 5.7-5 8;

(b) thereafter contacting the so-equilibrated erythrocytes
with a-galactosidase for a period sufficient to convert the
B-antigen in said erythrocytes to the H-type;

(c) thereafter removing the said a-galactosidasc from said

erythroctes; and

(d) re-equilibrating said erythrocytes to a pH of 7.2-7.4, said

erythrocytes being in admixture with a physiologically
acceptable medium.

4,427,778

ENZYMATIC PREPARATION OF PARTICULATE
CELLULOSE FOR TABLET MAKING

Dane W. Zabriakie, West Chester, Pa., aasignor to BioChcm
Technology, Inc., Malfera, Pa.

FUed Jun. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 393,501
Int a.' D21C 7/00, C12P 79/0^

U.S. a. 435-277 u cuIm
1. A process for converting cellulose to a form suiuble for

Ubiet making, said process comprising subjecting ceUulose to
hydrolysis using a cellulase enzyme for a time sufficient to
yield a highly crysUllinc, particulate cellulose hydrolysate
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which forms a hard, coherent mass when subjected to a prede-

termined compressive force.
|

4^27,779

AGGLUTINATION-INHIBrnON TESTT METHOD FOR
DETECTING IMMUNE COMPLEXES

Radolpk P. Reckel, Bridgewater, and Joanne L. Harris, Annan-

dale, both ofNJ^ aMigaort to Ortbo Diagnostic Systems Inc.,

Raritaa,NJ.

Filed May 26, 1982, Ser. No. 382,262

Int CL^ GOIN 33/54

VS. CL 436—507 7 Claims

1. A method for detecting immune complexes containing

endogenously bound Clq in a biological fluid sample compris-

ing the steps of:

(a) providing Clq coated reagent cells;

(b) further providing non-human anti-Clq immunoglobulin;

(c) isolating from the biological fluid sample immune com-
plexes if present in said fluid;

(d) combining said cells of (a), said immunoglobulin of (b)

and the isolate of (c) to form a mixture;

(e) filling capillary tubes with said mixture of (d);

(0 allowing any immunological reactions to occur; and

(g) reading the capillary tube for the presence or absence of

agglutination for determining the absence or presence of

said immune complexes, respectively.

4,427,780

METHOD FOR ASSAYING VTTAMIN-CONTAINING
COMPOSmONS FOR VTTAMIN ANALOGUES

Robert H. Allen, Eagiewood, Colo., assignor to University Pa-

tenti. Inc., Norwalk, Conn.

FUcd Ang. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 292,370

Int a.J GOIN 33/58. 33/60

U.S. a. 436—505 7 Claims

1. A method for assaying a vitamin-containing multicompo-

nent composition to determine the extent of conversion of said

vitamin to one or more analogues thereof comprising the steps

of:

(a) adding a known quantity of a radioactive labeled form of

said vitamin to be assayed to a sample of said composition;

(b) incubating the mixture obtained in step (a) for a sufficient

period of time to enable conversion of said radioactive

labeled vitamin to vitamin analogues by the interaction of

components of said mixture;

(c) fractionating said incubated mixture of step (b) into a

vitamin rich fraction and a vitamin poor fraction, said

vitamin rich fraction being rich in said vitamin to be as-

sayed and substantially devoid of vitamin analogues

formed in step (b); and

(d) measuring the content of radioactive labeled vitamin in

said vitamin rich fraction.

4,427,781

PARTICLE AGGLUTINATION IMMUNOASSAY WITH
AGGLUTINATOR FOR DETERMINING HAPTENS;

PACTA
Pierre L. Manon, Bmsacls; Daniel CoUet-Cassart, Limal, and

Carl G. Maganason, Bmnels, all of Belgium, assignors to

Intemational Institute of Cellular and Molecular Pathology,
Rflginm

Filed Jan. 24, 1984, Ser. No. 358,566

Oaini priority, application United Kingdom, Mar. 16, 1981,

8108112

lat a.J GOIN 33/54
VS. CL 436—509 10 Claims

1. A method of assaying a hapten in a Uquid sample, which
comprises mixing with the liquid sample (i) fmely divided inert

particles bearing a reagent, (ii) an agglutinator and (iii) at least

one other reagent, and determining the presence and/or
amount of said hapten from the extent of agglutination of the

particles, wherein:

(a) the Fmely divided particles bear the same hapten as is

under assay, or a specific analogue thereof;

(b) said other reagent is an antibody against said hapten;

(c) the amount of said antibody added to the mixture is less

than the amount required to cause 100% agglutination of
the particles; and

(d) the agglutinator causes agglutination of hapten- or hap-

ten analogue-bearing particles on which the antibody has

formed a complex with said hapten or hapten analogue
and does not cause agglutination of uncomplexed parti-

cles, uncomplexed hapten or free hapten-antibody com-
plexes.

4,427,782

ISOLATION OF PRINCIPAL OUTER MEMBRANE
PROTEIN AND ANTIGEN OF CHLAMYDIA

TRACHOMATIS
Harlan D. Caldwell, 821 Parker Ave^ HamUton, Mont 59840,

and JolJDS Schacter, 17 Chaaael Dr., Corta Madera, Calif.

94925

FUed Mar. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 240,223

Int a.3 GOIN 33/56, 33/58. 33/60; OHG 7/00

VS. a. 436—542 19 Claims

16. Antisera compositions useful in immuno diagnostic as-

says of Chlamydia trachomatis infection in mammals, said com-
positions being recovered from the blood serum of animals

which have been previously inoculated with the principal

outer membrane protein of Chlamydia trachomatis, said protein

having a mean molecular weight of about 39,500 daltons.

4,427,783

IMMUNOASSAY OF THYMOSIN a\

Edward Newman, West Orange; A. Hirotoahi NiaUkawa, West
Caldwell; Herbert E. Spiegel, Cedar GroTC, and Julia Syming-

ton, Passaic, all of NJ., aMignon to Hoffmann-La Roche
Inc., Nntiey, NJ.

FUed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,402

Int a.3 GOIN 33/54. 33/56. 33/74

VS. a. 436—542 16 Claims

1. In a method for the assay of thymosin ai in a sample,

which method comprises mixing said sample with a known
amount of labelled thymosin a\ and an antibody which will

selectively complex with said thymosin a\, separating the

resulting antibody-antigen complex from uncomplexed la-

belled thymosin a\, measuring the degree ofbinding of the said

labelled thymosin a\ in said complex and determining the

amount of thymosin a] present in said sample by comparing

said degree of binding to a standard curve, the improvement
which comprises employing as the antibody therein an anti-

body which has been elicited in a mammal in response to an

immunogen comprising [Tyr']-thymosin a\ coupled to an

immunogenic carrier protein.

4,427,784

FLUOPHOSPHATE OPTICAL GLASS
Hiroshi Nakamura, Yokohama, and Takeo IcUmura, Tokyo,

both of Japan, aasignora to Nippon Kogaku K.K., Tokyo,

Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 136,774, Apr. 3, 1980, abandoned. This

appUcation Jul. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 280^468

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 24, 1979, 54-50401

Int a.3 C03C 3/16. 3/18

VS. a. 501-44 2 Claims

1. Beryllium-and arsenic-free fluophosphate optical glass

having a refractive index of from 1.4451 to 1.48 and an Abbe
number of more than 90 to 97 containing fluorine ion F~ and

oxygen ion 0^~ as negative ions, wherein when the positive

ions in the glass are expressed as fluorides, said glass consists

essentially of, in mol percent:

PF5 8-17
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-continued

AIF3
C*F2
SrF2

BaF2
SrF2 -f- BaF2
SiF4

R^

24-40

22-34

0.8-22

0.8-20

8-28

0.05-4

0-8
(R'F is a combination of one or two or more of LiF, N«F or KF)

MgF2 0.8-18
ZnF2 0-7
YF3 0-7
LaFj 0-7

and the ratio F-/02- in the glass (the ratio of fluorine ion
number to oxygen ion number) is in the range of 3.7-11;
whereby the tendency of the optical glass during formation to
devitrify is suppressed and the viscosity of the glass in the
molten state is enhanced to reduce striations.

4,427,785

OPTICALLY TRANSLUCENT CERAMIC
Svante Prochazka, Ballston Lake, and Frederic J. Klug, Amster-
dam, both of N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N.Y.

FUed May 25, 1982, Ser. No. 381,822
Int a.3 C04B 35/18

VS. a. 501-128 19 Qaims

4,427,786

ACTIVATION OF HIGH SILICA ZEOLFTES
Joaeph N. Miale, LawreaccTUIc, and Clarence D. Chang, Prince-

ton, both of NJ., aarignors to MobU OU Corporatioa, New
York, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,418
Int a.3 BOIJ 29/28, 37/26

VS. a. 502—61 13 ctaliM
1. A method for enhancing the activity of a crystalline zeo-

lite having a silica-to-alumina mole ratio greater than about
100, wherein said zeolite has been synthesized from a reaction
mixture containing bulky ions, which comprises compositing
said crystalline zeolite with a support matrix material of alu-
mina, gallia or a combination thereof, calcining the resulting
supported zeolite at a temperature of from about 200* C. to
about 600* C. for a period of time ranging from about 1 minute
to about 48 hours, contacting said calcined supported zeolite
with volatile boron fluoride in a dry environment at a tempera-
ture of from about 0* C. to about 100* C. until said supported
zeolite is saturated with said boron fluoride, purging unreacted
boron fluoride from said boron fluoride contacted supported
zeolite, hydrolyzing said boron fluoride conucted supported
zeolite, contacting said hyrolyzed supported zeolite with an
ammonium salt solution and thereafter calcining said sup-
ported zeolite at a temperature of from about 200* C. to about
600" C.
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1. A process for producing a muUite body optically translu-
cent in the visible wave length which comprises providing an
amorphous shapeless mixed oxide powder consisting essen-
tially of from about 72.5 weight % to about 74 weight %
AI2O3 balance Si02 with a surface area ranging from about 100
square meters per gram to about 400 square meters per gram
and a bulk density ranging from about 0.2 g/cc to about 0.3

g/cc containing a signiflcant amount of water, calcining said

powder at a temperature ranging from about 490* C. to about
1 100* C. to remove water and any organic material therefrom
leaving no signiflcant amount thereof producing an amorphous
shapeless mixed oxide powder consisting essentially of from
about 72.5 weight % to about 74 weight % AI2O3 balance
Si02, said calcining having no signiflcant effect on the oxide
composition or morphology of said powder, said calcined
powder being pressable at about room temperature into a
compact having a minimum density of 1.0 g/cc, pressing said

calcined powder into a compact having a minimum density of
1 .0 g/cc, sintering said compact at a temperature which has no
signiflcant deleterious effect on it ranging from about 1500* C.
to about 1675* C. in oxygen or in a vacuum ranging from about
0.05 torr to about 1 torr producing a gas-impermeable com-
pact, and hot isosUtically pressing said gas-impermeable com-
pact with a gas which has no signiflcant deleterious effect on it

at superatmospheric pressure of at least about 5000 psi at a
temperature ranging from about 1500* C. to about 1700* C.
producing a body of theoretical density based on the density of
3.16 g/cc±0.01 or 3.17 g/cc±0.01 for said mullite body, said

gas being selected from the group consisting of argon, helium,
nitrogen and mixtures thereof.

4,427,787

ACTIVATION OF ZEOLITES
Joseph N. Miale, LawrenceriUe, and Clarence D. Chang, Prince-

ton, botii of NJ., aatignon to MobU OU Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser, No. 355,413
Int. a.3 BOIJ 29/28 37/26

U.S. a. 502-71 17 cuims
1. A method for enhancing the activity of a synthetic porous

crysulline zeolite having a silica-to-alumina mole ratio greater
than about 100 which comprises compositing same with alu-
mina, reacting the composite with a dilute aqueous solution of
hydrogen fluoride of from about 0. 1 to about 5 Normal at a
temperature of from about 0* C. to about 30* C for a time of
less than about 60 minutes, drying the hydrogen fluonde re-

acted composite, treating the dried hydrogen fluoride reacted
composite by contact with an ammonium salt solution, by
hydrolysis or ammonolysis, and calcining the resulting mate-
rial at a temperature of from about 200* C. to about 600* C.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein said dried hydrogen
fluoride reacted composite is treated by contact with an ammo-
nium salt solution.

6. The method of claim 1 wherein said composite is formed
as an extrudate prior to said reacting with a dilute aqueous
solution of hydrogen fluoride.

13. The method of claim 1 wherein said zeolite is ZSM-5.
ZSM-ll, ZSM-12, ZSM-23. ZSM-35. ZSM-38 or ZSM-48.

4,427,788

ACTIVATION OF ZEOLITES
Joaeph N. Miale, LawrenceriUe, and Clarence D. Chang, Prince-

ton, both of NJ., aaaignors to MobU OU Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,415

Int a. J BOIJ 29/28, 37/26
VS. a. 502—71 8 Claims

1. A method for enhancing the activity of a porous crystal-

line zeolite having a silica-to-alumina mole ratio of 70 or more
which comprises impregnating the zeolite at a temperature of
from about 0* C. to about 100* C. with an ammoniacal alumi-
num fluoride solution comprising from about 0. 1 to about 5

weight percent of an aluminum fluoride in solution with at

least one member selected from the group consisting of ammo-
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nium hydroxide and ammonia, contacting the impregnated
zeolite with a warm aqueous 0. 1 to 2 NormaJ solution of an

ammonium salt, and calcining the ammonium salt solution

contacted material at a temperature of from about 200° C. to

about 600' C.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein said zeolite has a siiica-to-

alumina mole ratio greater than about 500.

6. The method of claim 1 wherein said zeolite is ZSM-5,
ZSM-11, ZSM-12, ZSM-23. ZSM-35, ZSM-38 or ZSM-48.

I

4,427,789

ACTIVATION OF ZEOLITES
Joseph N. Miale, LawrenceTille, and Clarence D. Chang, Prince-

ton, both of N.J., assignors to Mobil Oil Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,416

Int. aj BOIJ 29/28. 37/26
U.S. a. 502—71 14 Qaims

1. A method for enhancing the activity of a porous crystal-

line zeolite having a silica-to-alumina mole ratio greater than

about 100 which comprises the steps of (1) compositing same
with alumina, (2) impregnating the composite under a vacuum
with an aqueous solution of an alkali metal fluoride, (3) con-

tacting the impregnated composite with a warm aqueous solu-

tion of an ammonium salt, and (4) calcming the ammonium salt

solution contacted material at a temperature of from about 200°

C. to about 600° C.

7. A method for enhancing the activity of a porous crystal-

line zeolite having a silica-to-alumina mole ratio greater than

about 100 which comprises the steps of (1) compositing same
with alumina so that the composite comprises from about 25

weight percent to about 75 weight percent zeolite, (2) extrud-

ing the composite to form an extrudate thereof, (3) impregnat-
ing the extrudate under a vacuum with an aqueous solution of
an alkali metal fluoride, (4) contacting the impregnated extrud-

ate with a warm aqueous solution of an ammonium salt, and (5)

calcining the ammonium salt solution contacted material at a

temperature of from about 200° C. to about 600° C.

12. The method of claim 7 wherein said zeoile is ZSM-5,
ZSM-11, ZSM-12, ZSM-23, ZSM-35, ZSM-38 or ZSM-48.

4,427,790

ACnVATION OF ZEOLITES
Joseph N. Miale, LawrenceWlle, and Clarence D. Chang, Prince-

ton, both of NJ., assignors to Mobil Oil Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,417

Int. a.3 BOIJ 29/28. 37/26
VJS. a. 502—71 16 Qaims

1. A method for enhancing the activity of a porous crystal-

line zeolite having a silica-to-alumina mole ratio greater than

about 100 which comprises reacting said zeolite with a com-
pound having the formula:

,)[MF„

wherein L is an organic or inorganic ionic moiety, [MF„] is a

fluoraonion moiety comprising the element M, M is an element
selected from the group consisting of elements from Groups
VB, VIB, VIIB, VIII, IIIA, IVA and VA of the Periodic

Table of the Elements and Rare Earth elements, n is the coor-
dination number of M, m is the valence ofM and e is the charge
associated with L, said reaction being conducted at a tempera-
ture of from about -70° C. to about 80° C. and a pressure of
from about —0.8 psig to about SO psig.

3. The method of claim 1 which comprises the additional

step of hydrolyzing said zeolite reacted with said compound.
7. The method of claim 1 wherein said zeolite is ZSM-5,

ZSM-1 1, ZSM-12, ZSM-23, ZSM-35, ZSM-38 or ZSM-48.

4,427,791

ACnVATION OF INORGANIC OXIDES
Joseph N. Miale, Lawrencerille, and Clarence D. Chang, Prince-

ton, both of N.J., assignors to Mobil Oil Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,414
Int a.3 BOIJ 21/02. 23/08

U.S. a. 502-203 9 Qaims
1. A method for enhancing the activity of an inorganic oxide

material, which comprises contacting said material with a
fluonde reagent selected from the group consisting of ammo-
nium fluoride and boron fluoride at a temperature of from
about 0° C. to about 100* C, contacting said fluoride reagent
contacted material with an aqueous ammonium exchange solu-

tion and thereafter calcining said material at a temperature of
from about 200* C. to about 600° C. in order to obtain an
inorganic oxide material having enhanced activity.

4,427,792

IRON-PHOSPHORUS MIXED OXIDE CATALYSTS AND
PROCESS FOR THEIR PREPARATION

S. Erik Pedersen, Mentor, Noel J. Bremer, Stow, and James L.

Callahan, Wooster, all of Ohio, assignors to The Standard Oil

Company, Qeveland, Ohio
Filed Aug. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,603

Int. Q.3 BOIJ 27/18
U.S. Q. 502—210 17 Qaims

I A process for the preparation of iron phosphorus mixed

oxide catalysts consisting essentially of

introducing an iron-containing compound and a phosphorus

containing compound into a substantially organic liquid

selected from alcohols and glycols to form a reaction

mixture;

heating the reaction mixture to form an iron-phosphorus

oxide catalyst precursor;

separating the catalyst precursor from the reaction mixture;

drying the catalyst precursor; and

calcining the precursor.

4 427 793
VINYLBENZYL ALCOHOL POLYMER BEADS AND

THERMALLY CROSSLINKED DERIVATIVES THEREOF
Samuel F. Reed, Holland, Pa., and Darid L. Hundermark, Knox-

ville, Tenn., assignors to Rohm and Haas Company, PhiladeN
phia. Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 115,861, Jan. 28, 1980, Pat. No. 4,384,095,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 927,225, Jul. 24, 1978,

abandoned. This appUcation Feb. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 464,190

Int Q.3 C08F 8/32
U.S. Q. 521—32 11 Claims

1. An ion exchange resin comprising lightly crosslinked

beads of a linear addition polymer, said linear polymer contain-

ing repeating units of vinybenzyl alcohol and at least one other

alpha,beta-monoethylenically unsaturated monomer different

from vinylbenzyl alcohol, wherein the vinylbenzyl alcohol

units comprise about 0.5% to about 20% by weight of the

linear polymer and the crosslinks comprise alpha-hydroxy
benzylic methylene links and/or benzyloxy links between
aromatic rings of said vinylbenzyl alcohol units or between
said aromatic rings and other active sites in said linear polymer,

and wherein said crosslinked beads are functionalized to pro-

vide ion exchange properties.
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4427 794
PROCESS FOR THEPREPARATION OF BEAD
POLYMERS OF UNIFORM PARTICLE SIZE BY
POLYMERIZATION OF MICROENCAPSULATED

MONOMER
Peter M. Luge, LeTerknaen, and Werner Strii?er, Cologne, both

of Fed. Rep. of Germany, aaiignon to Bayer Aktiengesell-
jchaft, Leverkuaen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Aug. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 290,982
Clslnis priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 22.

1980,3031737

Int. a.3 C08D 5/20
U.S. a. 521-28 9 cMbu

r\

%'

4,427,795

RIGID POLYVINYL CHLORIDE FOAM
Antoon DorreitUn, Grcvenbicht; Pieter J. Lemstra, Bninaaum,
and Lambert H. T. Van Unen, Heerlen, aU of Netherlands,
assignors to Stamicarbon B.V., Gcleen, Netherlands

Continuation of Ser. No. 256,669, Apr. 22, 1981, abudoned.
This appUcation Dec. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 449,648

Qaims priority, appUcation NeUierlanda, Apr. 26, 1980,
8002463; Apr. 26, 1980, 8002464

Int. Q.' C08J 9/14
U.S. Q. 521-134 10 Qiiau

1. New rigid polyvinyl chloride foam having a density of
between 10 and 50 kg/m^ and having a uniform, fine-celled
cell-structure with closed cells of which at least 95% have a
cell diameter of at most 300 ^m. consisting of a rigid vinyl
chloride homopolymer containing per 100 parts by weight of
polyvinyl chloride 0.1-15 parts by weight of a homo- or co-
polymer of an alkyl methacrylate having an alkyl group of
l-IO carbon atoms and foamed by use of a physical blowing
agent.

4 427 796
WATER INSOLUBLE DISINFECTANT COMPOSITION
Ron Nudel, Brooklyn; Gilbert E. Janauer, Binghamtoa; Eugene

E. Schrier, Vestal, and Ilona W. FIgura, White Plains, all of
N.Y., assignors to Research Foundation of the State Univer-
sity of New York, Albany, N.Y.

Dirislon of Ser. No. 117,062, Jan. 31, 1982, Pat. No. 4,349,646.
This appUcation Jul. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 402,721

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Sep. 17,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. Q.' C08F 8/24. 8/32
U.S. Q. 521-139 6 q.i„m

100

1. A process for the preparation of bead polymers of im-
proved uniform particle size and uniform quality, comprising

(a) in known manner producing droplets of uniform size

from the monomer or polymerisation mixture to be
polymerised by spraying these materials into a liquid

which is continuously fed in and which is essentially

immiscible with the monomer or polym.erisation mixture;
(b) by means of coacervation, complex coacervation or by a

phase interface reaction continuously encapsulating these

droplets of uniform size in the said liquid according to

processes of micro-encapsulation which are in themselves
known either directly with shells which are stable under
the polymerisation conditions to be used, or first with
shells which are stable to shearing forces, and, in a second
step, continuously or discontinuously hardening these

shells which are suble to shearing forces to give shells

which arc stable under the polymerisation conditions to be
used;

(c) polymerising the monomer droplets or droplets of

polymerisation mixture encapsulated with shells which
are stable under the polymerisation conditions to be used,

with the provisions

(a) that the monomer or the polymerisation mixture is

sprayed into the continuously fed-in continuous phase,

co-current with this phase;

03) that the production of the droplets and the encapsula-

tion thereof are undertaken in different regions of a

single reaction vessel;

(y) that the process steps (a) and (b) are carried out in such

a manner that no forces which alter the integrity of the

droplets act on the droplets from their production until

their encapsulation.

r>'i

rip 1 Kill Actr.n i^ Wc«, .i v? K f ''PMnp, hy PolymBr

..-.' Prf' Urn I r

I, id'
, , , , 'i>H)' (..IC/ 7.10
liil.il Cells A|>|<l><'i)

1 A water insoluble disinfectant composition comprising a

quaternary ammonium salt of the formula:

(Z«-HQP'''X,(-)«

wherein a is a positive integer, n is an integer of 1-6. Q is a

water insoluble cross linked resin of microporous or macropo-
rous structure selected from the group consisting of polysty-

rene resins having methylene moieties attached to the back-
bone thereof, and polymethyl methacrylate resins, X is the

anion of any physiologically acceptable salu, and Z is
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(
Nor( N+(CH2V-N+

)

wherein Ri and R2 are selected from the group consisting of
straight or branch chain lower alkyl of one to eight carbon
atoms, straight or branch chain lower alkenyl of two to eight

carbon atoms, lower cycloalkyl of three to six carbon atoms
and taken together with the nitrogen to which they are at-

tached, form a saturated or unsaturated heterocycle having
five to seven carbon atoms in the ring, R3 is straight or branch
chain midalkyl of ten to sixteen carbon atoms, phenyl, halo or
lower alkyl substituted phenyl, naphthyl lower alkyl and halo
or lower alkyl substituted naphthyl lower alkyl wherein said

lower alkyl moieties are of one to five carbon atoms and are
substituted on from one to five positions on the phenyl nucleus
and from one to seven positions on the naphthyl nucleus, R4
and R5 are selected from the same group of values as K\ and
R2, y is a positive integer of 1-20, provided that where Ri, N,
and R2 are joined to form a fully unsatured heterocycle, R3 is

absent and Z is bonded to the methylene moieties.

m
(B) polyether polyols containing at least two hydroxyl

groups and having an average molecular weight from
1000 to 12,000.

4,427,797 I

NON-BURNING, NON-SMOKING THERMOSET FOAM
COMPOSITION

Stuart B. Snith, Conyen, Ga^ assignor to Thermocell Develop-
ment LtiL, KnoxTille, Tenn.

CoBtinnatioo-in-part of Ser. No. 272,008, Jun. 9, 1981,
abandoned. This appUcation Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,983

Int a.J C08G 18/14. 18/32
VS. a. 521—166 10 Claims

1. A foam composition obtained by (a) first forming a pre-
blend reaction product by reacting about 200 to about 250
parts by weight melamine with about 20 to about 100 parts by
weight phenolic resin having benzylic ether linkages in the
presence of a catalyst and (b) further reacting said pre-blend
reaction product with about 20 to about 100 parts by weight
isocyanate and about 20 parts by weight polyethylene glycol in

the presence of a blowing agent and surfactant.

4427 799
DENTAL RESTORING MATERIAL AND A FILLER

THEREFOR
Jan A. Orlowski, Altadena, and DaTid V. Bntler, West CoTina,

both of Calif., assignors to Blendaz-Werke R. Schneider
GmbH A Co., Mainz, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Sep. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 304,647
Claims priority, application European Pat OfT., Mar. 24.

1981, 81102198.9

Int aj C08L 33/10; C08K 3/36
U.S. a. 523-116 8 ctaina

1. Dental restoring material comprising about 50 to about
88% by weight, calculated on the total composition, of a filler

and at least one polymerizable compound, characterized in

that the filler is a mixture of
(a) 8 to 60% by weight of at least one silanized filler with a
medium particle diameter from about 5 to about 300 milli-

microns and an organosilicon content from about 5 to
about 25%, calculated on the total filler, and

(b) 40 to 92% by weight of at least one filler with a medium
particle diameter of at least about 0.5 microns.

4 427800
PHENOLIC RESIN FOR REFRACTORY USES

Masayuki Nakamura, and Masaaki Tsuriya, both of FVJieda,
Japan, assignors to Sumitomo Durez Company, Ltd., Japan

FUed Feb. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 348,554
Oaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 18, 1981, 56-45446

Int a.J B22C 11/22
U.S. a. 523-145 8 Oaims

1. A phenolic resin for refractory uses, consisting essentially

of a liquid phenolic resole resin having a methylol group index
of about 0.8 or less.

I

4,427,798

SOLUTIONS OF OUGO-URETHANE ETHERS IN
POLYETHER POLYOLS AND THEIR USE IN A

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCnON OF
POLYURETHANE FOAMS

Klaus Konig, Leverknsen; Gemot Becker, Dormagen, and Peter
Seifert Bergisch-Gladbach, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, LeTcrkusen, Fed. Rep.
of Germany

FUed Mar. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 356,877
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 19,

1981, 3110724

Int a.3 C08G 18/14 ,

UA a. 521-173 I

4 Claims
1. Solutions of

(A) from 3 to 60%, by weight, based on the combined ether-
polyol content, of separately prepared oligo-urethane
ethers containing terminal OH-groups in the form of reac-
tion products of

(a) diisocyanates with '

(b) short-chain polyether diols having an average molecu-
lar weight of from 200 to 800, the stoichiometric ratio of
(a) to (b) amounting to between 0.5 and 0.7 in the case
of diols having an average molecular weight of from
200 to 280; to between 0.5 and 0.9 in the case of diols
having an average molecular weight in the range from
280 to 600; and to between 0.5 and 0.75 in the case of
diols having an average molecular weight of from 600
to 800,

4,427,801

EXTRUDABLE SILICONE ELASTOMER
COMPOSmONS

RandaU P. Sweet Midland, Mich., assignor to Dow Coming
Corporation, Midland, Mich.
Continuation of Ser. No. 368,331, Apr. 14, 1982, abandoned.

This appUcation Jun. 3, 1983, Ser. No. 500,012
Int a.J C08L 83/04

U.S. a. 523—212 20 Claims
1. An elastomeric organopolysiloxane obtained by curing an

extrudable, curable composition consisting essentially of

(1) 100 parts by weight of a liquid triorganosUoxy end-
blocked polydiorganosiloxane exhibiting a viscosity of
from 5,000 to 200,000 centipoises at 25* C, wherein the

triorganosiloxy groups are vinyldimethylsiloxy or vinyl-

methylphenylsiloxy and at least 95% of the diorganosilox-

ane groups are dimethylsiloxane;

(2) from 20 to 60 parts by weight of finely divided amor-
phous silica particles having a surface area greater than

100 square meters per gram, wherein at least a portion of
the silicon atoms on the surface of the particles are bonded
to trimethylsUoxy groups and vinyl-containing siloxy

groups selected from the group consisting of
(a) CH2=<:H(CH3)2SiO[(CH3)2Siaj-,
(b) CH2=CH(CH3) (C6H5)SiO[(CH3)2SiO-3-, where the

average value of x is from to 20, and
(c) organosiloxy groups consisting essentially of repeating

units of the general formulae
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CHj CHj

—OSi— and —OSi—

CH3 CH=CH2

the total number of repeating units in each organosiloxy

group being from 2 to about 20, and the molar ratio of
dimethylsiloxy units to methylvinylsiloxy units having
an average value of from 1:1 to 5.1, the relative concen-
trations of trimethylsiloxy and vinyl-containing siloxy

groups being sufficient to provide (1) from 0.01 to 0.5

percent of vinyl groups, based on the weight of silica,

and (2) from 1 to 100 moles of trimethylsiloxy groups
for each mole of vinyl-containing siloxy groups;

(3) from 10 to 50 parts of a organopolysiloxane resin consist-

ing essentially of

, (d) R2'(CH2=CH-fSiOo.5 units,

(e) R32SiOo.3 units and

(0 Si04/2 units wherein the molar ratio of the combination
of (d) and (e) units to (0 units is from 0.6 to 1.1, and the

concentration of (d) units is from 0.2 to 8% based on the

weight of said organopolysiloxane resin, and R' and R^
are alkyl containing from 1 to 4 carbon atoms or phenyl,

with the proviso that at least 95% of the R' and R2
groups are methyl;

(4) a liquid organohydrogensiloxane in an amount sufficient

to provide from 1 to 3 silicon-bonded hydrogen atoms per
vinyl group present in components (1), (2) and (3) com-
bined, said organohydrogensiloxane having an average of

at least three silicon-bonded hydrogen atoms per molecule
and consisting essentially of units selected from the group
consisting of methylhydrogensiloxy, dimethylsiloxy,

dimethylhydrogensiloxy, trimethylsiloxy and Si04/2 units;

and

(5) a platinum-containing catalyst in sufficient amount to

provide at least 0.1 part by weight of platinum per million

parts by weight of said triorganosiloxy endblocked poly-

diorganosiloxane.

CHj

. -CH.^

CH3

-(CH2)3

OH

—COOH.

OH OH OCH3

OCH3

^-
ÔH

and R3 and R^ may jointly form

4427 802
HETEROCYCLIC MULTIFUNCTIONAL AMINE
ADDUCTS AND CURABLE COMPOSITIONS

CONTAINING THE SAME
Richard J. Moulton, Clayton, and John D. Neuner, Pittsburg,

both of CaUf., assignors to Hezcel Corporation, San Fran-
cisco, Calif.

FUed Jul. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 286,897
Int a.3 C08K 3/04. 3/36; C08G 59/00, 59/50

U.S. Q. 523—222 26 Claims
1. A curable composition comprising:

(A) an epoxy resin; and
(B) a heterocyclic compound having the formula:

HN Nl

wherein Rs and R^ are each independently selected from
the group consisting of hydrogen, alkyl, phenyl.

and R7 is selected from the group consisting of

, —CH2CH2CH2- o
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H
N

trodeposition comprising a binder comprising (1) a non-acidic
resinous compound having the formula:

A-B-C-B)„A

# X
CH3

N
H

wherein m is a number from to 2, A is a group which is linked
to B through a tertiary amino function and being derived from

CH3. an amine having one secondary amino group, B is a group

I

—CH2—CH—CH2
I

OH
4,427,803

MOLD RELEASE COMPOSITION
Shoshin Fukui, Toyonaka; Masayoshi Shi^jo, Settsu, and

Hirokazu Aoyama, Osaka, all of Japan, assignors to Daikin
Kogyo Co., Ltd^ OukM, Japan

FUed May 3, 1983, Ser. No. 491,236
Claims priority, application Japan, May 14, 1982, 57-82165

Int. a.3 B28B 7/36; C08J 3/18; C08L 63/00
U.S. a. 52J-402 9 Qaims

1. A mold release composition consisting essentially of:

(A) a fluorine-containing polyether comprising 3-per-

fluoroalkyl-l,2-epoxypropane having the formula

r
—R—O—CH2—CH—CH2

I

OH T

r/:h2Chch2
\ /
o

(I)

-0-R-0-CH2-CH-CH2-
I

OH

wherein n is a number from to 4, R is a hydrocarbon radical
of a dihydric phenol, and C is a group which is linked to B
through two tertiary amino functions and being derived from
an amine containing at least two secondary amino groups or a
primary mono-amino groups, (2) a non-acidic polyester pre-
pared by reacting a polycarboxylic acid or anhydride thereof
with at least one hydroxyl-containing compound selected from
the groups consisting of glycols, glycol mono-ethers and poly-
ols, and (3) a polyvalent metal compound, said binder having
from about 20% to about 100% of the amino groups neutral-
ized with a carboxylic acid.

wherein R/ represents a perfluoroalkyl group containing
from 5 to 13 carbon atoms and

(B) at least one additive selected from the group consisting
of a silicone oil, silicone varnish, a wax and a highly fluori-

nated organic compound having a boiling point above
100' C.

4,427,804 t

PRIMARY AMINE FUNCTIONAL POLYMER
COMPOSITIONS AND COATINGS

Anthony J. Tortorello, Elmhurst, and Mary A. Kinseila, Man-
hattan, both of 111., assignors to DeSoto, Inc., Des Piaines, lU.

FUed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,099
Int. a.3 C08L 63/W. 63/02

U.S. a. 523-404 8 a^i^
1. An emulsion of a liquid polyepoxide polymer in a water

solution of a monosecondary amine containing at least one
primary amine group which is ketimine blocked by reaction
with a ketone which is hindered to prevent reaction with a
secondary amino hydrogen atom, said hindered ketone being
selected from the group consisting of noncyclic ketones con-
taining one group selected from methyl or ethyl and a second
group containing at least four carbon atoms, and cyclic ketones
which are substituted in the alpha position, and said monose-
condary amine being dispersed in the water of said emulsion
with the aid of a volatile solubilizing acid.

4,427,805

THERMOSETONG RESINOUS BINDER
COMPOSITIONS, THEIR PREPARATION AND USE AS

COATING MATERIALS
Petrns G. Koofjmans; Werner T. Raudenbusch; Adrianus M, C.
Van Steenis; Wolfgang Kunze, and Josephs M. E. Seelen-
Krnijsscn, all of Amsterdam, Netherlands, assignors to Shell
Oil Company, Houston, Tex.

Diriaioa of Ser. No. 255,196, Apr. 20, 1981, Pat No. 4,362,847.
This appUcation Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415,506

Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, May 22, 1980,
8016916

Int a.J C08L 63/02 ,

UA a. 523-417 I

8 Claims
1. An aqueous paint composition suitable for cathodic elec-

4,427,806
POWDER COMPOSITION FOR PREPARING

SELF-EXTINGUISHING COATINGS
Sergio Zanvettor, Belluno, Italy, assignor to Ducati Elettrotec-

nica S.P.A., Bologna, Italy

FUed Feb. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 347,505
Oaims priority, appUcation Italy, Feb. 19, 1981, 45707 A/81

Int. a.' C08K 3/22
U.S. a. 523-460 6 Claims

1. In a powder composition for preparing self-extinguishing
coatings, comprising a solid epoxy resin, a fluidizing agent, a
hardening agent, a catalyst, a pigment and a filler, the improve-
ment wherein the composition does not contain any halogen or
halogen-containing substance, and the filler is an inorganic
filler containing Al(OH)3 capable of producing a non-toxic
substance capable of exhibiting a self-extinguishing function.

4,427,807

GLASS REINFORCED POLY(OXYMETHYLENE)
COMPOSITION HAVING IMPROVED PROPERTY

RETENTION
Daniel Zimmerman, East Brunswick, and Shau-Zou Lu, White-

house Station, both of N.J., assignors to Celanese Corpora-
tion, New York, N.Y.

FUed Oct. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 436,156
Int. a.3 C08K 3/40

U.S. a. 523-466 n Claims
1. A glass reinforced molding composition comprising
(i) from about 50 to 95 weight percent of a copolymer of

trioxane and a cyclic ether, cyclic acetal or linear polyace-
tal;

(ii) from about 5 to about 50 weight percent of a terpolymer
of trioxane, a cyclic ether and/or cyclic acetal and a
diglycide of the formula

CH2 CH—CH2—Z—CH2—CH CH2
\ / \ /
O o

wherein Z is a carbon-to-carbon bond, an oxygen, an
oxy-alkoxy of 1 to 8 carbon atoms or an oxy-poly(lower
alkoxy), and
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(iii) a glass reinforcing agent in an amount ranging from
about 0. 1 to 50 weight percent based upon the total weight
of components (i) and (ii).

4427 808
COMPOSITE POLYMERIC MATERUL FOR

BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL APPUCATIONS AND
THE METHOD FOR ITS PREPARATION

Miroila? Stol; MiroslaT Tolan Milan Adam; PaTel CefeUn, and
JaroalaT Kalal, all of Pragiie, CzechosioTakia, assignors to
CeskoiloTenska akadende Ted, Prague, Czechoslorakia

FUed Jul. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 283,424
Claims priority, appUcation Czechoslovakia, Jul. 21, 1980,

5125-80

Int. a.i C07G 7/00; C08L 89/06; G02C 7/04
VJS. a. 524-24 3 Qaims

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein a biologically

active compound, and if it is desired, a filler and/or a plasti-

cizer are added during the preparation of dispersion or after

the lyotropic agent has been removed.

4 427 809
THERMOPLASTIC MOULDING COMPOSITIONS OF

CO-GRAFT POLYMERS
Heinrich Alberts, Cologne, Fed. Rep. of Germany; Winfried

Fischer, Tokyo, Japan, and Christian Leuschke, Dormagen,
Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Bayer AktiengeseUschaft,
LcTerkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,085
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 23.

1980,3048697

Int a.3 C08L 5J/00. 51/02; C08J 5/00. 5/18
U.S. a. 524-37 1 Qaim

1. Thermoplastic moulding compositions, consisting of the
following:

I. from 50 to 99% by weight of a cellulose ester of one or
more aliphatic C1-C5 carboxylic acids, and

II. from 50 to 1% by weight of a co-graft polymer consisting

of the following:

(1) from 15 to 95% by weight of a graft substrate com-
posed of the foUowing:

(a) from 50 to 97% by weight of an elastomer having a
glass transition temperature of ^0' C, said elastomer
being an ethylenevinyl acetate copolymer containing

from 5 to 75% by weight of vinyl acetate

(b) from 3 to 50% by weight of one or more polyesters,

polyethers, poluesterurethanes, polyetherurethanes,

polycarbonates or mixtures thereof, and
(c) from to 45% by weight of a cellulose ester of one

or more aliphatic C1-C5 carboxylic acids, and

(2) from 85 to 5% by weight of polymerized units of the

following:

(a) from 100 to 80% by weight of vinyl esters and/or
C1-C18 alkyl esters of acrylic acid and/or meth-
acrylic acid, and

(b) from to 20% by weight of C2-C4-a-olerins, at least

some of the polymeric components of the graft sub-

strate being bridged together by polymerized units of
the graft monomers, and the total of components I

and II, 1 and 2, (la) to (Ic) and (2a) and (2b) in each
case being 100% by weight.

4,427,810
CONTINUOUS METHOD OF PRODUONG AQUEOUS

PHTHALOCYANINE PIGMETVT DISPERSIONS
Domiaick CSdsrettc, Cokmia; JaaMs Lattimore, Patcrsoa, and
Donald M. Patterson, MUton, aU of NJ., assignors to Inmont
Corporation, CUfton, NJ.
Continuation of Ser. No. 259,890, May 4, 1981, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 33,662, Apr. 26, 1979,

abandoned. This appUcation Ang. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 408.956
Int a.' C08K 5/34; C09D 11/00; C07D 207/00

UA a. 524-88 14 Claims
1. The method of converting a phthalocyanme crude

wherein at least 80% of the crude particles have a size greater
than 1 micrometer to a dispersed form which is useful in inks
and coatings, said method comprising

(A) premixing phthalo crude with from about 12 to 30% by
weight of surfactant based on pigment and an amount of
water sufficient to reduce the crude concentration to 10 to

50% by weight, based on the total mixture, said premixing
being accomplished by agiution to break down loose
crude agglomerates and obtain a uniform blend of the
crude without appreciably reducing the particle size of the
crude, and

(B) continuously pumping the blend of (A) through at least

two shot mills in series containing between 50 and 90% by
volume of a grinding media that has a size of from about
0.1 to 1.5 mm. diameter thereby imparting sufficient grind-
ing energy to reduce the particle size to below 0.5 mi-
crometer and coat each particle with sufficient surfactant

to provide a stable dispersion having suitable tmctonal
strength for use in inks and coatings.

4,427,811

SILICONE ELASTOMERIC EMULSION HAVING
IMPROVED SHELF LIFE

Michael G. EUas, and Ahu L. Freiberg, botii of Midland, Mich.,
assignors to Dow Coming Corporation, MidUmd, Mich.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 335,952, Dec. 30, 1981,

abandoned. This appUcation Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 422,805
Int. a.3 C08L 83/04; C08K 5/57. 5/17

U.S. a. 524-96 24 Oaims
1. A method of improving the shelf life of a silicone elasto-

meric emulsion which comprises an anionically stabilized,

hydroxyl endblocked polydiorganosiloxane. colloidal silica, an
alkyl tin salt, and filler other than colloidal silica compnsing
preparing the silicone elastomeric emulsion by

(I) mixing

(A) 100 parts by weight of an anionically subilized, hy-

droxyl endblocked polydiorganosiloxane having a

weight average molecular weight of greater than

50,000, present as an oil-in-water emulsion.

(B) from I to 100 parts by weight of colloidal silica, and
(C) from 0.1 to 1.5 parts by weight of alkyl tin salt,

adjusting to a pH of greater than 9, withholding the filler

other than colloidal silica, to give a base emulsion,

(II) aging the base emulsion for at least 2 weeks at room
temperature, then

(III) mixing the aged base emulsion with from 10 to 200 parts

by weight of filler other than colloidal silica based upon
100 parts by weight of (A) in the aged base emulsion.

to produce a silicone elastomeric emulsion having a pH of
greater than 9 and a solids content of greater than 40 percent
by weight.
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4,427,812

INTERFACIAL VISCOSIFICATION OF SALT WATER
SYSTEMS UTILIZING SULFONATED lONOMERS

Douis G. Feiffer, Ent Broimdck; Robert D. Londberg, Bridge-

water, botb of NJ^ uid Thad O. Walker, Hnmble, Tex.,

aMignori to Exxon Research and Engiaecring Co., Florham
Park, NJ.

Filed May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374^1
Int a.3 C08L 97/00

U.S. a. 524—115 19 Claims

1. A process for forming a thickened salt water solution

having a viscosity of at least about SO cps which includes the

steps of:

(a) forming a solvent system of an organic liquid and a polar

cosolvent, said polar cosolvent being less than about IS

weight percent of said solvent system, the viscosity of said

solvent system being less than about 100 cps;

(b) dissolving a water insoluble unneutralized or neutralized

sulfonated polymer in said solvent system to form a solu-

tion, the concentration of said unneutralized or neutral-

ized sulfonated polymer in said solution being about 0.01

to about O.S weight percent, the viscosity of said solution

being less than about 200 cps;

(c) dissolving a nonionic surfactant in said solution, the

concentration of said nonionic surfactant being about

0.0001 to about 1.0 weight percent; and

(d) adding about S to about SOO volume percent of salt water

to said solution, said water and said solution being immis-

cible, said polar cosolvent, said nonionic surfactant and
said water insoluble, neutralized or unneutralized sulfo-

nated polymer transferring from said organic liquid to said

salt water thereby causing the viscosity of said salt water
to increase to at least SO cps.

4,427,813

POLYCARBONATE CONTAINING A BIS(CYCLIC
PHOSPHATE) AS A THERMAL STABILIZER

Gerald K. McEwen, and Lowell S. Thomas, both of Midland,
Micfa^ assignors to The Dow Chemical Co., Midland, Mich.

FUed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,752
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Mar. 3,

1998, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.5 C08K 5/52; C07F 9/15
VS. a. 524—119 8 Qaims

1. An aromatic bis(dioxaphosphorinane) represented by the

formula:

Ar-

wherein Ar is a divalent aromatic radical having each of its

valences on an aromatic ring; Y is oxygen or sulfur; n is or a

whole number up to 10; m is a whole number from 1 to 3; each
R is individually a divalent aliphatic radical and each R' is

individually hydrogen or a monovalent organic radical pro-

vided that the aromatic bis(di-Y-dioxaphosphorinane) is inert

to the polycarbonate.

4. A polycarbonate composition comprising a carbonate
polymer having dispersed therein the aromatic bis(dioxaphos-

phorinane) of claim 1 in an amount sufficient to measurably
increase the thermal stability of the carbonate polymer.

4,427314
POLYPHENYLENE ETHER RESIN COMPOSITION

HAVING IMPROVED HEAT STABILITY
Akitoshi Sugio, Ohmiya; Masanobu Masu, Tokyo; Masao
Okabe, Abiko; Ynkio Sasaki, Tokyo, and Kozo Ishiyama,
Yokkaichi, all of Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi Gas Chemical
Company, Inc., Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 240,367, Mar. 4, 1981,
abandoned. This application Mar. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 476,016
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 10, 1980, 55-30051

Int a.J C08K 5/50. 5/53
U.S. a. 524-126 14 Claims

1. A polyphenylene ether resin composition having im-
proved heat stability and good color, said composition com-
prising a polyphenylene ether resin matrix, and dispersed
therein, a diphosphonite of the formula

t,-Q-o
^-CH>-

o-b-

wherein R] groups are identical or different and each repre-
sents a linear or branched alkyl group having 1 to 10 carbon
atoms.

f

4,427,815

nBER-TREATING COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING TWO
ORGANOFUNCnONAL POLYSILOXANES

Isao Ona, Sodegaura; Masaru Ozaki, and Yoichiro Taki, both of
Ichihara, aU of Japan, assignors to Toray Silicone Company,
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Jul. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 394,966
Int. a.3 C04B i7/00; C08L 83/04; C08K 5/07; D06M 15/66
U.S. CI. 524—315 6 Claims

1. A composition for treating fibers, said composition com-
prising an organopolysiloxane component (A) having the for-

mula

A(R2SiO)A(RSiO)„SiR2A

R>CCX)R2

and one other organopolysiloxane component selected from
the group consisting of organopolysiloxane (B) having the

formula

B{R2SiO)/RSiO)^GSiO)^iR2B

R3(NHCH2CH2)flNHR*

and an organopolysiloxane (C) having the formula

D(R2SiO)x<RESiO),(RGSiO)^iR2D

wherein, at each occurrence,

A denotes R or R'COOR^;
B denotes R or R3(NHCH2CH2)aNHR* or G;
D denotes R or E or G;
E denotes

R'C

L

HCH2 0orR'—/ S V ;

G denotes R*50(C2H40)c(C3H60)rfR6;
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R denotes a substituted or unsubstituted monovalent hydro-
carbon group;

R' denotes a divalent hydrocarbon group;

R2 denotes a hydrogen atom or a monovalent hydrocarbon
group;

R3 denotes a divalent hydrocarbon group;

R^ denotes a hydrogen atom or a monovalent hydrocarbon
group;

R' denotes a divalent organic group;

R^ denotes a hydrogen atom or a terminating group;

R^ denotes a divalent organic group;

a has a value of from to 10;

bhasa value of or 1;

c has a value of from to SO;

d has a value of from to SO;

c-t-d has a value of from 1 to 100;

k has a value of from to 2000;

m has a value of from to 200;

k-l-m has a value of from 1 to 2000;

p has a value of from to 1000;

q has a value of from to 100;

r has a value of from to 100;

p+q-l-r has a value of from 2 to 1000;

x has a value of from to 1000;

y has a value of from to 100;

z has a value of from to 100;

x-f-y+z has a value of from 2 to 1000;

there being at least two R'COOR^ groups per molecule of

component (A), at least two R3(NHCH2CH2)flNHR* groups

and at least one G group per molecule ofcomponent (B) and at

least two E groups and at least one G group per molecule of

component (C).

4,427,816

/3-DIKETONE AND HYDROTALCTTE STABILIZER
COMPOSITIONS FOR HALOGEN-CONTAINING
POLYMERS AND POLYMER COMPOSITIONS

CONTAINING THE SAME
Toshihiro Aoki, Tokyo, and Yoshio lida, Urawa, both of Japan,

assignors to Adeka Argus Chemical Co., Ltd., Urawa, Japan
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 319,815, No?. 9, 1981,

abandoned. This appUcation Jan. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 344,100

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Nov. 7, 1980, 55-156503

Int. a.3 C08K 3/30. 3/26
U.S. a. 524—357 28 Claims

1. A stabilizer composition for halogen-containing polymers
are provided composed of at least one member of the group
consisting of /3-diketones having the formula:

O O
II n

R2—C—CtRih—C—Z-+-C

I O T

-C[Ri]2-C-R2
I

wherein:

Rl is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, hydro-

carbon groups having from one to about eighteen carbon

atoms and such groups substituted with one or more
groups selected from the group consisting of halogen,

hydroxy, alkoxy OR], ester COORi, alkyl and alkoxycar-

bonyl alkyl having from one to about eighteen carbon

atoms, and

-CR.

o

R2 is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen; hy-

droxyl; hydrocarbon having from one to about eighteen

carbon atoms and such hydrocarbon groups substituted

with one or more groups selected from the group consist-

ing of halogen, hydroxy, alkoxy OR|, ester COORi, alkyl

and alkoxycarbonyl having from one to about eighteen

carbon atoms; but if Z is R2 or n is 1 to 3, then no more
than one R2 is hydrogen;

one R| and one R2 or two R2 may be linked together as an

alkylene group to form a cyclic or ring structure;

n is a number from to 3; and
Z is selected from the group consisting of R2 and a polyva-

lent linking radical selected from the group consisting of a

direct linkage between the

—C— groups;

II

O

polyvalent hydrocarbon R3;

•R3-(-X-C-)m-X-R3-; and -R3-N-R3-

Rs R«

wherein:

R3 is a polyvalent hydrocarbon group having from one to

about eighteen carbon atoms;

R4 and R3 are selected from the group consisting of hydro-

gen and hydrocarbon groups having from one to about

eighteen carbon atoms; and R4 and Rj may be linked

together as an alkylene to form a cyclic or ring structure;

X is —O— or —S—

;

m is or I; and

Re is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, hydro-

carbon having from one to about eighteen carbon atoms,

and —R3—

;

and metal and organotin enolate salts thereof; and a hydrotal-

cite having the general formula:

Mgi _,AI;,(OH)2A,/2.miH20

wherein

X is a number from to O.S;

AisC03= orS04 = ,and

mi is a number representing the number of H2O in the mole-

cule.

25. A polyvinyl halide resin composition having improved

resistance to deterioration when heated at 3S0' F., comprising

a polyvinyl halide resin formed at least in part of the recurring

group:

—CH—C—
I I

X, X2

and having a halogen content in excess of 40%, where X| is

halogen and X2 is either hydrogen or halogen and a stabilizer

composition according to claim I.

4,427,817

OPEN-CHAIN ACETALS OR KETALS AS
NON-DISCOLORING ANTIOZONANTS FOR RUBBER

Dieter W. Briick, Cologne; Werner JebUck, Lcrerknaen; Hein-

rich Kimigdiofen, Bergisch Gladbach; Ernst Roos, Odenthal,

and Lother Ruetz, Dormagen, aU of Fed. Rep. of Gcrauay,

assignors to Bayer AktlcngescUschaft, LeTcrkoaca, Fed. Rep.

of Germany
FUed Apr. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 365,988

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Gcnaaay, Apr. 10,

1981, 3114639

Int a.} COeK 5/06

U.S. a. 524—367 4 daiOH
1. Process for stabilising natural and/or synthetic rubber

against ozone attack by incorporating into rubber an antiozo-
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nant whereby as aii ^tk>zonant open-chain acetals or ketals particles of organic polymer consisting of a nonionic polymercorrespondmg to the followmg general formula: core encapsulated by a thin layer of a water-insoluble copoly-
mer having pH independent anionic groups chemically bound
to the copolymer at or near the particle surface; said anionic-R30-{CH2)m

•C—R2

0-(CH2),-R*

I

in which
n and m are the same or different and represent integers of

from to 12;

x=l or 2;

R' and R^ are the same or different and represent hydrogen,
Ci-Cs-alkyl or alkylene optionally substituted one or
more times by halogen and/or Ci-C4-alkyl; Ci-Ce-alken-
(dien)-yl or alken(dien)ylene optionally substituted one or
more times by halogen and/or Ci-C4-alkyl; C5-C7-cyclo-
or bicyclo-alkenyl or alkylene optionally substituted one
or more times by halogen and/or Ci-Q-alkyl; Ce-Cio-
aryl or arylene optionally substituted one or more times by
halogen and/or C|-C4-alkyI and/or Ci-C4-alkoxy,
C7-C8-alkylaryl or alkylarylene optionally substituted one
or more times by halogen and/or Ci-C4-alkyl and/or
alkoxy, Cj-Ca-heteroaryl containing one or more O, S, N
atoms as heteroatom(s),

R^ and R* are the same or different, and have the same
meaning as R' and R^ with at least one of the radicals R',
R2, R3 or R* representing a cyclic or bicyclic unsaturated
C5-C7-radical, are used.

groups being present in an amount from about 0.15 milliequiva-
lent to about 0.35 milliequivalent per gram of structured parti-
cles.

4,427,818
'

THERMOPLASTIC POLYMER CONCRETE STRUCTURE
AND METHOD

Richard C, Pnisinski, 7533 HartweU, Dearborn, Mich. 48126
Filed May 15, 1981, Ser. No. 264,038

Int. a.3 B32B 27/20
U.S. a. 524—442 4 Qaims

4,427,820
PRODUCTION OF POLYMER MICROPARTICLES AND

COATING COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING THEM
Alan J. Backhouse, South Ascot; Stephen J. Thome, Henley-on-

Thames, and Patrick A. Hunt, Welwyn Garden Qty, all of
England, assignors to Imperial Chemical Industries PLC,
London, England

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 212,752, Dec. 4, 1980,
abandoned. This application Jun. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 386,635
Oaims priority, application United Kingdom, Dec. 21, 1979.

7944210

Int. Q\? C08J 3/02, 3/08: C08K 5/01: C08L 51/08
U.S. a. 524-504 24 Claims

1. A process for the production of a dispersion of addition
polymer microparticles, of a size in the range 100-400 nm, the
process comprising the dispersion polymerization in an ali-

phatic hydrocarbon liquid of an ethylenically unsaturated
monomer mixture which gives rise to a copolymer insoluble in

the hydrocarbon liquid and which comprises (i) up to 50% by
weight of styrene or a substituted derivative thereof and (ii) up
to 50% by weight of a derivative of maleic acid or fumaric acid
which is per se soluble in the hydrocarbon liquid at the temper-
ature of polymerization, said derivative being selected from the
group consisting of an N-aryl-substituted maleimide of the
general formula

CH.CO

CH.CO

\
I

/
N.Ar

1. A polymer structure comprising a mixture of precon-
taminated otherwise unusable, unrecyclable, thermoplastic,
offal, scrap plastic, resins and fillers therefor having the ap-
proximate composition of 25% ABS, 25% sand, 25% low
density polyethylene and 25% high density polyethylene by
weight, which polymer structure results from heating the
resins, mixing the fillers therein and allowing the mixture to
cool in a mold form.

4,427,819

ANIONIC STRUCTURED PARTICLE LATEXES
Ritchie A. Wcasllng, Midland, and Dale M. Pickelman, Auburn,

both of Micfa^ BMignore to The Dow Chemical Company,
Midland, Mich.

Cootiaiiation-in-part of Ser. No. 162,289, Jua. 23, 1980, Pat No.
4,337,185. This application Jon. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,065

Int a.5 C08L ^7/00
MS. a. 524—458 2 Claims

1. An aqueous colloidal dispersion of anionic structured

where Ar is an aromatic radical which may contain a single

benzene nucleus or two or more connected or fused benzene
nuclei, a diester of maleic acid or fumaric acid of the structure

CH.CO.OX CH.CO.OX
II II

CH.CO.OY or YO.CO.CH

where either X or Y, or both, is an aromatic radical which may
contain a single benzene nucleus or two or more connected or
fused benzene nuclei, and a monoester of maleic acid or fu-

maric acid of the structure

CH.CO.OX CH.CO.OX
II II

CH.CO.OH or HO.CO.CH

where X is an aromatic radical which may contain a single

benzene nucleus or two or more connected or fused benzene
nuclei, the polymerization being carried out in the presence in

the hydrocarbon liquid of a steric dispersion stabilizer the

molecule of which comprises at least one polymeric compo-
nent which is solvated by the hydrocarbon liquid and at least

one other component which is not solvated by the liquid and is

capable of associating with the copolymer produced, and the

concentration of unpolymerized monomer in the hydrocarbon
liquid being regulated so that throughout the polymerization

the reaction medium remains a non-solvent for the copolymer
formed.
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4,427,821

HYDROGENATION OF RESIDUAL MONOMERS IN
PARTIALLY POLYMERIZED ACRYLAMIDE

COPOLYMERS IN LATEX FORM
Dodd W. Fong, and Ronald J. AUain, both of Naperrille, III.,

asiignori to Nalco Chemical Company, Oak Brook, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 289,637, Aug. 3, 1981. Thta application
Not. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 443,270

Int a.J C08F 6/14
U.S. a. 524-555 4 Claims

1. A method of reducing the monomer content of water-in-
oil emulsions of partially polymerized acrylamide polymers
containing at least 5% by weight acrylamide which comprises
hydrogenating the unpolymerized monomer contained in the
water-in-oil emulsion in the presence of a double bond hydro-
genation catalyst at a temperature not greater than 100' C. and
at a pressure below 500 psi, said hydrogenation catalyst not
disturbing the stability of the water-in-oil emulsion being
treated.

tor (b) capable of curing said monomer or prepolymer
(A), and

(C) 5 to 250 parts by weight of said inorganic solid filler (c),

said filler (c) having a refractive index of 1.40 to 1.60 and
an average first-order particle diameter of at least I m^
but less than 1^.

4,427,822
PROCESS FOR PRODUQNG PARTICULATE POLYMER

HAVING IMIDE GROUPS
Hiroshi Nishizawa, Kltalbaraki; Yoshiyuki Mukoyama, and
Oiamu Hirai, both of Hitachi, all of Japan, auignors to Hita-
chi Chemical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Not. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 440,570
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 15, 1982, 57-23271:

Mar. 11, 1982, 57-39115

Int. a.J C08G 18/00
U.S. a. 524-726 15 Claims

1. A process for producing a particulate polymer which may
be in gelled state and has imide groups comprising reacting

(I) a polyisocyanate,

(II) a polycarboxylic acid having at least one acid anhydride
group, and if necessary

(III) a polycarboxylic acid other than the above-mentioned
(II) in the presence of a liquid medium containing at least

one non-aqueous organic liquid (A) in which the resulting

particulate polymer having imide groups is substantially

insoluble, and thereby obtaining a particulate polymer
having imide groups dispersed in the non-aqueous organic
liquid (A).

4,427,823

CURED OR UNCURED HLLED COATING
COMPOSmON OF POLYFUNCnONAL

ACRYLIC-TYPE AOD ESTER AND UTILIZATION
THEREOF

H^jlme Inagaki, Ohtake, and Hiroihi Wakumoto, Iwakuni, both
of Japan, assignors to Mitsui Petrochemical Industries Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

FUed Oct. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 315,292
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct. 28, 1980, 55-150130

Int a.3 C09D 3/80: C08K 3/34. 3/36
U.S. a. 524-833 n Qaims

1. In an uncured filled coating composition comprising (a) a
polyfunctional acrylic carboxylic acid ester monomer or its

prepolymer, (b) a polymerization initiator capable of curing
said monomer or prepolymer (a), and (c) an inorganic solid

filler; the improvement wherein said composition consists

essentially of

(A) 100 parts by weight of said polyfunctional acrylic car-

boxylic acid ester monomer or its prepolymer (a), said

polyfunctional monomer or prepolymer (a) consisting

essentially of a difunctional acrylic carboxylic acid ester

monomer or its prepolymer having a molecular weight of
about 160 to about 400, and to 20 paru by weight, per

100 parts by weight of said monomer or prepolymer, of a

monofunctional monomer copolymerizable with said

monomer or prepolymer,

(B) 0.001 to 20 parts by weight of said polymerization initia-

4,427,824

METHOD FOR DISPERSING PIGMENTS
Yasushi Kato, and Hisao Furukawa, both of Kobe, Japan, assign-

ors to Kanegafuchi Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka,
Japan

Filed Not. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 316,787
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Not. 8, 1980, 55-157289

Int a.' C08L 83/02
U.S. a. 524-858 5 Qaims

1. A method of dispersing color fillers, comprising the steps
of adding hydrolyzable organic silicon conUinmg ester com-
pound and/or trialkyi orthoformate to a sily! group containing
compound prior to or concurrently with dispersing of said
color fillers in said silyl group containing compound, wherein
said hydrolyzable organic silicon compound and/or trialkyi

orthoformate is used in an amount of between 5 to 0.01 parts by
weight per one part by weight of said color fillers, and wherein
said silyl group containing compound is a vinyl polymer which
contains in its molecule at least one silyl group of the formula;

{R')o r2
I I

Xj-flSi CH—

wherein R' and R^ are each a monovalent hydrocarbon group
selected from an alkyl group, an aryl group and an aralkyi

group each having I to 10 carbon atoms, X is a group selected
from alkoxy. hydroxyl, acryloxy, aminoxy, phenoxy, thioalk-

oxy, ketoxymato, alkenyloxyl, and amino groups and a is an
integer of 0, I or 2.

4,427,825

BLENDS OF POLYAMIDE AND ETHYLENE VINYL
ALCOHOL COPOLYMERS

Alfieri Dcgrassi, PottSTUle, Pa.; WUUam Sacks, GiUettc. NJ.;
John P. SibiUa, Lirinpton, NJ.; Abraham M. KotUar, WcM-
field, NJ., and Charles D. Mason, Chatham Township, Morris
County, NJ., aaaignors to AlUed Corporation, Morris Town-
ship, Morris County, NJ.

FUed Not. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,165
Int a.J C08L 29/02: C08F 16/06

U.S. a. 525—56 21 Qaims
1. A heterogeneous melt blended composition consisting

essentially of; a polyamide; and from 1 to 65% by weight of an
ethylene vinyl alcohol copolymer having 1 5 to 65 mol percent
ethylene, in the absence of plasticizer, wherein there are re-

gions of ethylene vinyl alcohol copolymer having an average
diameter of less than 500 angstroms in the polyamide, said

composition having been processed at a temperature of from
about 225* C. to 252* C. and being substantially free from
crosslinking.
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4,427326
PROCESS FOR THE €X)NTINUOUS PREPARATION OF

RUBBER-MODIFIED POLYMERS OF
VINYLAROMATICS

Adolf Eehte, Lodwigihafen; Hemuum Gaoacpolil, Mutteretadt;
Hennaaii P. Hotaann, Frankentlial, and Hans Mittnacht,
WdBheim, ail of Fed. Rep. of GermaBy, anignore to BASF
Aktiengeaellscliafl, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Job. 15, 1981, Scr. No. 273,689
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 25.

1980, 3023721

Int a.' C08F 279/02
UA a. 525-53 2 Qaims

1. A process for the continuous preparation of a rubber-
modified polymer of a vinylaromatic, wherein a mixture which
contains one or more monomeric aromatic vinyl compounds
and from 3 to 16% by weight, based on monomers, of one or
more elastomeric polymers consisting principally of polymer-
ized 1,3-diene units, with or without a solvent, is polymerized,
in the absence of a free radical initiator but in the presence of
a mercaptan as a chain transfer agent, at from 80* to 180' C,

(a) in a first process stage, with stirring, up to a maximum
conversion Mmax, based on monomer or monomers, given
by the equation

U«flx=K-I

where K is the amount of rubber in % by weight, based on
monomer or monomers,

(b) is then polymerized further, in a second process stage,

with stirring, to a conversion of from about 20 to about
50% by weight, and

(c) is then polymerized further, in one or more additional
process stages, after which the polymer is treated in a
devolatilization zone to remove vinylaromatic monomers
and solvents, if any, and these constituents are recycled to
the process, wherein the chain transfer agent is introduced
after the second process stage (b), in an amount of from
0.01 to 0.2% by weight, based on vinyl-aromatic mono-
mer, and the polymerization in process stage or stages (c)

is taken to a monomer conversion of less than 85% by
weight.

(a) deprotecting the residue Y with trifluoroacetic acid, and
(b) deprotecting the other residues with hydrogen chloride

dissolved in a solvent selected from the group consisting
ofdioxane and ethers containing from 4 to 6 carbon atoms.

4,427328
IMPACT RESISTANT POLYMERIC COMPOSITIONS
CONTAINING POLYAMIDES, MALEIC ANHYDRIDE
ADDUCrS OF HYDROGENATED POLYMERS AND

GRAFT COPOLYMERS THEREOF
Wiliian L. Hergenrotiicr, Akron, Ohio; Marie G. Matlock,

Decatur, lU., and Richard J. Ambroac, Erie, Pa., aadgnon to
The Flrcfltonc Tire A Rohber Company, Akron, OUo
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 296,424, Sep. 1, 1981,

abandoned, which is a continnation of Scr. No. 115,635, Jan. 28,
1980, abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 31^77,

Apr. 19, 1979, abandoned. This appUcation Aug. 20, 1982, Ser.
No. 410,094

Int. a.3 C08L 77/00
U.S. a. 525—66 12 Claims

1. Impact resistanct polymeric compositions comprising:
(a) from 70 to 85 percent by weight of a polyamide having a
number average molecular weight of at least 15,000; and

(b) from 15 to 30 percent by weight of a maleic anhydride
adduct of a hydrogenated polymer of a conjugated diene
or hydrogenated copolymer of a conjugated diene and a
vinyl aromatic hydrocarbon, said hydrogenated polymer
or copolymer having a residual unsaturation content of
from about 0.5 to about 20% of its original unsaturation
content prior to hydrogenation, wherein from 5 to 40
percent by weight ofcomponents (a) and (b) are present in

the form of a graft copolymer containing at least 20 per-
cent of polyamide.

4,427,827 I

SYNTHESIS OF HORMONE FRAGMENTS
Darid Stevenson, Scarsdaie, N.Y., assignor to USV Pharmaceu-

tical Corporation, Tarrytown, N.Y.
FUed Oct. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 435,581
Int a.3 C07C lOi/52; C08L 69/00

UA a. 525-54.11 14 Claims
1. In the synthesis of a resin peptide of the formula R—CH-

2—O—Z, from an intermediate resin peptide of the formula
R—CH2—O—Y—X wherein
R is an insoluble polystyrene resin;

Y is a terminal amino acid residue selected from the group
consisting of Phe, Gly, Leu and Ala;

X is a protecting group in the a-amino position of Y; and
Z is either

a fragment (n-m) of human parathyroid hormone or an
analog thereof in which Y is Phe and m is 34; Y is Gly
and m is 12; or Y is Leu and m is 7, 1 1, 15, 24, or 28; and
n is an integer from 1 to (m minus 1); or

a fragment (n-m) of human calcitonin or an analog thereof
in which Y is Phe and m is 5, 6, or 1 1; Y is Gly and m
is 2, 10, 28, or 30; Y is Leu and m is 4 or 9; or Y is Ala
and m is 26 or 31; and n is an integer from I to (m minus
1);

wherein the residue Y is deprotected and neutralized and in

succession each of the other amino acids whose residues
comprise the fragment Z, each having a protecting group
in the a-amino position, is coupled to the next preceding
residue on the resin peptide and then deprotected and
neutralized, the improvement comprising

4,427,829

POLYCARBONATE RESIN COMPOSITION
Osamu Ohara, and Kazno Kishimoto, both of Matsuyama, Ja-

pan, assignors to Te^in Chemicals, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
FUed Mar. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 357^97

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 19, 1981, 56^730
Int. a.3 C08L 69/00, 23/20

U.S. a. 525-67 10 Claims
1. A polycarbonate resin composition comprising as main

components

(A) 100 parts by weight of a polycarbonate resin derived
from not less than 80 mole% of 2,2-bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)-
propane,

(B) 0.3 to 10 parts by weight of a polymethylpentene resin,

(C) 0.3 to 10 parts by weight of an elastomeric acrylic graft

copolymer containing not less than 3% by weight of
butadiene as a comonomer and being free from ethylene as

a trunk polymer and, grafted thereto, at least one grafting

monomer selected from the group consisting of styrene,

alkyl acrylates and alkyl methacrylates, and
(D) 0.3 to 10 parts by weight of an isobutylene copolymer

rubber composed of a major amount of isobutylene and a
minor amount of isoprene,

the total amount of (B), (C) and (D) being 2 to 20 parts by
weight.

4,427330
POLYETHERIMIDE-POLYPROPYLENE BLENDS

Harold F. Giles, Jr., Cheshire, and William R. Schlich, Pitts-

field, both of Mass., assignors to General Electric Company,
Pittsfield, Mass.

FUed Mar. 18, 1962, Scr. No. 359306
Int a.3 C08L 79/04. 79/08

U.S. a. 525—180 9 Claims
1. A composition comprising a blend of (a) an impact resist-
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ance-enhancing amount of a polypropylene or copolymer of
polypropylene and a single comonomer present in amounts

^
i \

/'

j«'i»' V

from about 1 to about 20% by weight based on the total weight
of the copolymer thereof and (b) a polyetherimide.

4,427,831
RUBBER MATERIALS HAVING EXCELLENT GRIP ON

ICE
KeUi Komuro, and Akio Ueda, botii of Yokohama, Japan, assign-

ors to Nippon Zeon Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 102,848, Dec. 12, 1979, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Scr. No. 899,693, Apr. 24, 1978,
abandoned. This appUcation Jul. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 288,548
ClaUns priority, appUcation Japan, Apr. 27, 1977, 52-48870

Int a.' C08L 7/O0. 9/00, 9/06
U.S. a. 525-211 g cUdms

1. A rubber material capable of being formed into rubber
articles such as tires and shoe soles which have an excellent
grip on ice surface and which do not damage ice-free surfacesm contact with the rubber articles, said material comprising a
mixture of an ordinary rubber and a powder of norbomene
polymer which hardens at service temperatures on ice and
softens at higher temperatures and which does not lose its
shape as a powder when heated during curing or shaping,
wherein the ordinary rubber is a butadiene rubber, a styrene-
butadiene rubber, an isoprene rubber, or a natural rubber.

4 427 832
THERMOPLASTIC RESIN COMPOSITIONS

Norio YagI, Atsugi; Hisashi Chiba; Yutaka Mitsuda, both of
Machida; Yasuaki Sakano, IchUiara, and Masaki Aikawa,
Funabashi, all of Japan, assignors to Denki Kagaku Kooyo
Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jul. 17, 1981, Scr. No. 284,163
Int a.' C08F 212/06. 212/10

U.S. a. 525—238 9 cuinu
1. A process for the preparation of copolymers by the emul-

sion polymerization of a monomer mixture comprising 65 to
80% by weight of d-methylstyrene, 15 to 30% by weight of a
vinyl cyanide compound and to 20% by weight of other
vinyl compounds copolymerizable therewith in an aqueous
medium, which comprises carrying out the polymerization in
one stage of polymerization while initiating the polymerization
m the presence of the whole amount of a-methylstyrene and a
partial amount of the vinyl cyanide compound, adding the
residual amount of the vinyl cyanide compound continuously
or intermittently in the course of the polymerization from
initial stage up to termination of the polymerization and main-
taining a proportion of unreacted monomers present during
substantially the entire time of the polymerization to be such
that a molar ratio of the total of a-methylstyrene and the
copolymerizable vinyl compound to the vinyl cyanide com-
pound is within the range of 1.3 to 3.0.

8. A thermoplastic resin composition which comprises (A)
10-90% by weight of the copolymer obtained by the process
of claim 1 and (B) 10-90% by weight of a polymer composi-
tion selected from the group consisting of an acrylonitrile/-

butadiene/styrene polymer composition, an acrylonitrile/e-
thylene.propylene.diene rubber/styrene polymer composition,
an acrylonitrile/chlorosulfonated polyethylene/styrene poly-
mer composition, an acrylonitrile/acrylic rubber/styrene poly-
mer composition and a vinyl chloride polymer composition,
said (A) and (B) forming 100% by weight of said thermoplastic
resin composition.

4,427333
POLYETHYLENE EXTRUSION COATING

COMPOSITIONS
Ray Edwards, Henderson, Tex., assignor to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 19, 1982, Scr. No. 359377
Int a.J O08F 36/16

U.S. a 525-240 4cud^
1. An extrusion coating composition capable of providing a

coating having a thickness of about 0.0254 mm or less at coat-
ing speeds of at least 4 meters per second consisting essentially
of a polyethylene component comprising low density polyeth-
ylene having a density of 0.916 to 0.926. a melt index at 190* C.
of 0.1 to 2.0, and a swell ratio of less than 1.50.

4,427,834
DISPERSANT-VI IMPROVER PRODUCT

Michael K. Martin, Houston, Tex., assignor to ShcU OU Com-
pany, Houston, Tex.

FUed Dec. 21, 1981, Scr. No. 332,690
Int a.' O08F 297/04

U.S. a. 525-280
13 cudms

1. A process for preparing an oil-soluble, star-shaped prod-
uct having the properties of both a viscosity index-improver
and a dispersant, said process consisting essentially of:

(a) a solution polymerizing one or more monomers selected
from the group consisting of conjugated diene and mo-
noalkenyl arenes under polymerization conditions at a
temperature between about -75* C. to -f-

150* C. with an
organomonolithium compound, therein forming living
polymeric arms;

(b) contacting said living polymeric arms with a polyalkenyl
aromatic coupling agent at a temperature between about
0* C. and about -(-150' C, therein forming a coupled
polymer having a poly(polyalkenyl aromatic) nucleus and
attached polymeric arms;

(c) contacting said coupled polymer with a nitrogen contain-
ing polar compound monomer therein attaching poly(ni-
trogen containing polar compound) arms to said nucleus;
and

(d) contacting the resulting polymer with hydrogen and a
hydrogenation catalyst under hydrogenation conditions,
therein reducing by hydrogenation at least about 80% of
the aliphatic unsaturation of the polymeric arms while
reducing less than 20% of the aromatic unsaturation.

4,427,835
AGENTS FOR PREPARING CROSS-LINKED POLYMERS

AND PAINT AND PLASTIC COMPOSITIONS
CONTAINING THOSE AGENTS

Rodney D. Bush, ancianati, Ohio, and Medford D. Robbins,
Whitewater Township, FrankUn County, Ind., assignors to
The Procter A Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

FUed Aug. 7, 1981, Scr. No. 290318
Int a.3C08F267/0(J

U.S. a. 525-293 9 cUda,
1. An agent for preparing crosslinked polymers, comprising:
(a) a major portion of a polymer selected from polyacrylates

having a molecular weight of from about 1.000 to about
10.000. this portion constituting the backbone of said
agent; and

(b) a minor portion of mono- or disubstituted olefinic groups
pendant from said backbone, with the olefinic substituenu
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on the groups being unpolymerized, said groups having
polymerization rate constants between about 10x10"^
and lOOOx lO"* mole-* liter* minute- ' at 70° C.

4,427336
SEQUENTIAL HETEROPOLYMER DISPERSION AND A

PARTICULATE MATERIAL OBTAINABLE
THEREFROM, USEFUL IN COATING COMPOSITIONS
AS A THICKENING AND/OR OPAOFYING AGENT

Alexander Kowalski, Glenside; Martin Vogel, Jenkintown, and
Robert M. Blankenaiiip, Lansdale, all of Pa., assignors to

Rohm and Haas Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

DiTision of Ser. No. 158,759, Jun. 12, 1980, abandoned, which is

a continnation-in>part of Ser. No. 52,280, Jon. 26, 1979,

abandoned. This application Feb. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 352,3%
Int. a.' C08F 265/02

U.S. a. 525—301 25 Qaims
1. A process for making an aqueous dispersion of water-

insoluble core/sheath polymer particles comprising

(a) sequentially emulsion polymerizing at a temperature of

from about 10* C. to about 100* C. in an aqueous medium
containing a free radical initiator:

a core monomer system comprising one or more monoe-
thyleneically unsaturated monomers having a group nf the

formula —HC=<r<, at least one of which has a carbox-

ylic acid group, the core monomer system comprising at

least S% of a carboxylic acid monomer based on the

weight of the core monomer system, to thereby form
dispersed core particles having an average diameter of

from about 0.05 to 1 micron, and

(b) polymerizing in the presence of the core polymer disper-

sion resulting from (a) a sheath monomer system compris-

ing at least one monoethylenically unsaturated monomer
having no ionizable group to form a sheath polymer on
the core particles, any monoethylenically unsaturated

carboxylic acid in the sheath monomer mixture being

present in an amount of no more than 10% by weight of

the sheath monomers, the proportion of carboxylic acid in

the sheath monomer mixture being less than i the propor-

tion thereof in the core monomer mixture, said sheath

being (i) permeable to an aqueous volatile base selected

from ammonia and amines, (ii) having a T, of greater than
50° C, and (iii) being non film-forming at 20° C,

the resultant core-sheath particles having an average diame-
ter before neutralization and swelling of from about 0.07

to 4.5 microns, the relative amounts of core-forming

monomer(s) and sheath-forming monomer(s) being such

that the ratio of the weight of the core to the weight of the

total polymer in the resulting dispersed particles is from

about 1:4 to 1:100, and

(c) neutralizing with ammonia or amine so as to swell said

core and form particles which, when dried, contain a

single void and cause opacity in compositions in which
they are contained.

4,427,837

PROCESS FOR PREPARATION OF
DIENE-STYRENE-a-METHYLSTYRENE BLOCK
POLYMERS AND POLYMERS THEREFROM

Lu H. Tung, and Grace Y-s. Lo, botii of Midland, Mich., assign-

ors to The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 248,623, Mar. 27, 1981,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 176,884,
Aug. 11, 1980, abandoned. This appUcation Aug. 28, 1981, Ser.

No. 297,371

Int. a.3 C08F 297/04 ^

U.S. a. 525—314 30 Claims
1. A process for the preparation of block polymers by the

sequential polymerization of at least one conjugated diene

monomer to form a diene polymer block and copolymerization

of a vinyl aromatic monomer and an isopropenyl aromatic

monomer to form a vinyl aromatic monomer-isopropenyl
aromatic monomer polymer block, the polymerization being

conducted in a solvent, the solvent comprising the isopropenyl

aromatic monomer, the isopropenyl aromatic monomer being

present in an excess of at least 2 moles per liter of reaction

mixture, polymerization being initiated by a lithium based

polymerization initiator, maintaining the monomeric compo-
nents at a temperature between about 20* centigrade and about
160° centigrade during the formation of the vinyl aromatic

monomer-isopropenyl aromatic monomer polymer block to

thereby provide a diene-vinyl aromatic monomer-isoprof>enyl

aromatic monomer block copolymer wherein the ratio of vinyl

aromatic monomer to isopropenyl aromatic monomer is from
about 50 to 1 to about 1 to 50, with the further limitation that

the molecular weight of the block copolymer as determined by
gel permeation chromatography is from about 5,000 to 800,000

molecular weight units.

ELECTRICAL
4 427 838

DIRECT AND DIFFUSED SOLAR RADIATION
COLLECTOR

Arnold J. Goldman, 55 Bar KochTa St., Jerusalem, Israel
Filed Jun. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 271,959
Int a.J HOIL 31/04; F24J 3/02

U.S. a. 136-248 ,3 claims

I. A solar energy collecting apparatus for collectmg direct
radiant energy having parallel paths as well as diffused radiant
energy from the sun, said apparatus comprising:

a first absorption means for absorbing concentrated direct
radiant energy and transforming the collected direct radi-

ant energy into another form;

a second absorption means, located adjacent said first ab-
sorption means, for absorbing diffused radiant energy and
transforming the collected diffused radiant energy mto
another form, said second absorption means comprising a
fluorescent panel and an array of solar cells associated
with and circumferentially surrounding said panel such
that radiant energy entering the panel causes molecules
within the panel to fluoresce with a substantial portion of
emitted fluorescent light being internally reflected to the
solar cells for conversion to electricity, said panel also
being oriented for directly absorbing direct radiant energy
from the sun for conversion to electricity; and

reflector means for reflectively concentrating direct radiant
energy onto said first absorption means at a concentration
ratio of at least twenty suns to one and for reflecting
diffused radiant energy onto said second absorption
means, and wherein said reflector means comprises a
trough-shaped reflective wall having a substantially para-
bolic cross-section which defines a focus, said first absorp-
tion means being positioned at said focus, and said and
second absorption means positioned adjacent said focus.

''

4 427 839
FACETED LOW ABSORPTANCE SOLAR CELL

Robert N. Hall, Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to General Electric
Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed No?. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,824
Int. a.3 HOIL 31/06

U.S. CI. 136-255 12 Claims

surfaces, each parallel to a (100) crystallographic plane of said
body;

a plurality of recesses arranged in equally spaced rows and
columns in said body, each of said recesses being m the
form of a quadrangular pyramid with the base of the
pyramid coplanar with said upper major surface and ex-
tending a uniform distance into said body, each of the
sides of the recesses being parallel to a (111) plane of said
body of monocrystalline semiconductor matenal, the
bases of adjacent pyramids being separated by a distance s

defined by the relation s=}i/2 (cot 6 h/A). wherein I is

the separation of said upper and lower parallel major
surfaces, b is the length of a side of the pyramind base, and
B is the propagation angle of light that has entered the
semicondutor through the (111) surfaces of the apertures,

a first thin region of opposite conductivity type in said body
along said upper major surface of said body;

a second thin region of opposite conductivity type in said
b«xiy along said lower major surface of said body, said
second thin region of opposite conductivity type having
openings therein exposing portions of said bixiy of said
one conductivity type;

a plurality of third thin regions of opposite conductivity
type, each in said body along the sides of said recesses,
each of said third thin regions contacting said first and
second thin regions;

a dielectric layer disposed on said lower major surface of
said body, said dielectric layer having a first plurality of
openings under said recesses and exposing said portions of
said body of said one conductivity type, said dieiectnc
layer having a second plurality of openings under said
recesses and exposing said second thin region of oppt«ite
conductivity type;

a first means positioned on said dielectric layer for making
conductive connections to said exptised ptirtions of said

body; and

a second means positioned on said dielectric layer for mak-
ing conductive connections to said second thin region of
opposite conductivity type.

4 427 840
PLASTIC SCHOTTKY BARRIER SOLAR CELLS

James R. WaJdrop, and Marshall J. Cohen, both of Thousand
Oaks, Calif., assignors to The United SUtes of America as
represented by the United States Department of Energy,
Washington, D.C.

Filed Dec. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 335,994

Int. a.^ HOIL 31/06
U.S. a. 136-255 6 Claims

UGhT
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1. A photovoltaic device comprising: a body of cubic sym-
metry monocrystalline semiconductor material of one conduc-
tivity type having a upper and lower opposite parallel major

1. A Schottky barrier junction photovoltaic cell comprising
an organic semiconductor active material in rectifying contact
with a conductive electrode, wherein said organic material is

comprised of undoped polyacetylene having a thickness of the
order of a depletion depth; and wherein said conductive elec-
trode IS comprised of a thin layer of magnesium, said magne-
sium layer forming a Schottky barrier junction with said poly-
acetylene, and a thin layer of gold on said magnesium layer

1497
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4,427^1
BACX BARRIER HETEROFACE ALGAAS SOLAR CELL
W. Patrick Rahilly, Spring Valley, Oiiio, assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Air

Force, Washington, D.C.

FUed Jon. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 393,268

Int a.3 HOIL 31/06, 31/18

MS. CL 136—255 4 Claims
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4,427,842

FEEDTHROUGH APPARATUS
Harry V. Anderson, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to Rosemount

Inc., Eden Prairie, Minn.

FUed Mar. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 357,463

Int. a.3 H02G 3/22. 15/013

VS. a. 174—77 R 12 Claims

r

1. A feedthrough apparatus for a bulkhead comprising:

a header shell with header shell openings therethrough;

swage duct means having a portion thereof mounted in and

opening through the header shell;

communicative means for transferring signals through the

bulkhead disposed in the swage duct means; and

swage plate means having swage plate openings there-

through for receiving the swage duct means therein and

being of size to swage the swage duct means onto the

communicative means when the swage duct means is in

position within the swage plate means.

4,427,843

ROD INSULATOR WITH ELASTIC OVERCOATS AND
CONDUCTING PATHS STRADDLING JOINT PORTIONS

OF ADJACENT OVERCOATS
Takeshi Ishihara, Toyoake; Michio Ishiwari, Kasugai, and

Shigeo Ishino, Aichi, all of Japan, assignors to NGK Insula-

tors Ltd., Nagoya, Japan

FUed Not. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 322,754

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Not. 20, 1980, 55-162705

Int. a.3 HOIB 17/46. 17/12

U.S. a. 174—140 S 17 Qaims

'- 5A

I

1. A solar cell comprising an active region of aluminum
gallium arsenide between window and back barrier layers of

larger but approximately equal bandgap of aluminum gallium

arsenide, with the back barrier layer formed on a substrate of

gallium arsenide, wherein the active region has a relatively low

proportion of aluminum to gallium and is divided into a layer

of one conductivity type and a layer of the opposite conductiv-

ity type which form a P-N junction, and wherein the back

barrier layer has a relatively high proportion of aluminum to

gallium and is sufficiently thick so as to prevent tunneling.

1. A synthetic resin insulator, comprising a fiber-reinforced

plastic rod, holding metal fittings which hold both ends of the

fiber-reinforced plastic rod, a plural number of overcoats

which consist of an elastic insulating material and cover the

total surface of the fiber-reinforced plastic rod located between
the holding metal fittings, and conducting paths formed strad-

dling the joint ]X)rtion of adjacent overcoats in order that

leakage current, which flows on the surface of the insulator

when the insulator is wetted, flows through the conducting

path and does not flow through the joint portion of the over-

coats.

4,427,844

METAL-CAPPED ELECTRICAL INSULATOR AND
METHOD OF MAKING SAME

Charles Saby; Serge Jeannin, and Jean-Paul Perrier, all of

Saint-Yorre, France, assignors to Societe Anonyme dite:

CERAVER, Paris, France

FUed Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 340,104

Claims priority, appUcation France, Jan. 30, 1981, 81 01808

Int. a.3 HOIB 17/38. 19/00; B22D 79/00

U.S. a. 174—188 5 Claims

n 1

1. A method of forming a metal cap on an insulator dielectric

by directly casting molten metal round a portion of the dielec-

tric to embed the dielectric therein, said method comprising

the steps of: forming a metal washer having an axially directed

open groove; placing said metal washer on an insulator in such
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a position as to form a boundary between a portion of the
insulator which is to be embedded and a portion which is not
to be embedded, said washer being placed against a metal-cast-
ing mold with the axially directed groove of the washer open
towards the side of the boundary which will receive the mol-
ten metal; applying pressure to said washer so as to deform it,

firstly so that its surfaces which are in contact with the insula-
tor match the profile of the insulator and secondly so that the
side walls of said circular groove are deflected from being axial
to provide an undercut in the washer, and casting molten metal
into the metal-casting mold over the portion of the insulator to
be embedded up to said washer to form a metal cap on said
portion to be embedded.

3. A metal-capped electrical insulator comprising:
an insulator dielectric having a head portion and an annular

shouldered portion extending outward from the head
portion;

a cast metal washer surrounding the head portion of the
insulator dielectric, the washer having an annular surface
mating with the annular surface of the shouldered portion
of the insulator and an axially extending annular groove
opening away from the shouldered portion toward the
head portion of insulator, the annular groove having
straight sides in cross section, one of which is inclined
relative to the axis of the washer so as to be undercut; and

a cast metal cap embedding the head portion of the insulator
dielectric, the metal of the cap extending into the undercut
annular groove to interlock the cap with the washer.

4,427,846

MOVING COIL LOUDSPEAKERS
Gareth P. MUlward, Alwoodley, England, aarignor to Whar-

fedale Limited, Bradford, United Kingdom
FUed Feb. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 236,565

Claims priority, appUcation United Klaadom, Feb. 21. 1980
8005946

"--•-«», 1, i»«u,

Int a.J H04R 7/12. 9/02. 9/06
VS. a. 179-115.5 VC 10 Claims

1. In a moving coil loudspeaker, the improvement compris-
ing a cone made of a material comprised of a homopolymenc
polypropylene incorporating from 20% to 40% by weight
mineral filler, said cone material having a mechanical Q in the
range 7 to 15, a Young's modulus in the range 28xl05 to
57x105 KN/M2, and density in the range of 1.05 to 1.45
gm/cc, a voice coil assembly including an apertured aluminum
former carrying lapping paper at a joint with the cone, wherein
the lapping paper .is not overlapped in the direction of the
periphery of the former, and wherein a minimal gap not ex-
ceeding 2 mm is lef^ between adjacent ends of the lapping
paper, said gap being slanted to the axis of the former and
disposed on the opposite side from a gap between adjacent
edges of the former material.

4,427,845

DYNAMIC MICROPHONE
Satoshi Yoshida, Tokorozawa, Japan, assignor to Pioneer Elec-

tronic Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
FUed Jul. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 283,321

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jul. 19, 1980, 55-

Int. a.3 H04R 3/04
U.S. a. 381-94 11 Claims

4,427,847

TELEVISION/TELEPHONE SYSTEM WITH
ANNUNOATOR AND INTERCOM FEATURE

Judson A. Hofmann, Schaumburg, and Paul A. Snopko, Chicago,
botii of lU., assignors to Zenith Radio Corporation, Glenriew,

Filed Aug. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,655
Int. a.' H04M 11/08

U-S. a 179-2 TV 24 Claims
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1. A dynamic microphone comprising: a case; a moving coil
type microphone unit sensitive to sound, said moving coU type
microphone unit being positioned in said case; and a moving
coU type vibration pickup unit sensitive to vibrations transmit-
ted to said case, said moving coU type vibration pickup unit
being positioned in and operatively coupled to said case, out-
puts of said microphone unit and said vibration pickup unit
being coupled to each other in opposite phase to one another
so that noise components corresponding to said vibrations
transmitted to said case are cancelled, and said microphone
unit and said vibration pickup unit having a common magnetic
circuit.

1. A combined television, telephone and annuciator system
housed within a unitary television cabinet comprising:

video signal processing and display means responsive to a
received television signal for producing a video display
image corresponding to the video component thereof;

audio signal processing means responsive to a received tele-
vision signal for producing an audio signal corresponding
to the audio component thereof;

audio output means comprising audio amplifier means and
speaker means, said audio output means being operable for
converting said audio signal to a corresponding acoustical
signal;
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telephone network access means operable for providing a

two-way telephone conversation link between a user of

said combined system and a telephone caller, said two-

way telephone link comprising a listen channel including

said audio output means and a talk channel including

microphone means disposed within said cabinet in close

proximity with said speaker means;

annunciator means operable in cooperation with said micro-

phone means for transmitting a message voiced by the

user of said system to a remote location, said transmitted

message being excluded from said audio output means;

at least one remotely located receiver for receiving and

reproducing said transmitted message; and

user-controlled switching means for selectively controlling

said combined system for operation in a first mode
wherein said audio output means is operated for convert-

ing said audio signal to said corresponding acoustical

signal, in a second mode wherein said two-way telephone

conversation link is established in response to an incoming

telephone call and in a third mode wherein said audio

output means is muted to prevent acoustical feedback

from said speaker means to said microphone means while

said annunciator means is operated for announcing said

incoming telephone call to a remotely located party by

transmitting a selected message voiced by the user of said

combined system for reproduction by said remotely lo-

cated receiver.

7. The method of operating a home communications system

housed within a unitary cabinet comprising:

operating the video and audio signal processing circuits of a

television receiver for viewing and listening to the video

and audio components of a received television signal;

providing an alerting signal through the speaker of the audio

circuit of said television receiver for indicating an incom-

ing telephone call;

establishing a two-way telephone conversation link between

the viewer of said television receiver and the telephone

caller, said two-way telephone link comprising a listen

channel operating through the speaker of said television

receiver audio circuit and a talk channel including micro-

phone means disposed within said cabinet in close proxim-

ity with said speaker; and

using said microphone means to transmit a message through

the home power grid system and which is excluded from

the television receiver audio circuit for announcing the

telephone call to a location remote from said television

receiver while muting the television receiver audio circuit

to prevent acoustical feedback from said speaker to said

microphone means.
|

4,427,848

TELEPHONIC ALPHANUMERIC DATA
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

Peter J. Tiakanikas, 1911 Fort Myer Dr., Arlington, Va. 22209

FUed Dec. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 335,516

Int. a.5 H04M 11/06

U.S. a. 179—2 DP 52 Qaims

fs^iref.ar,i'
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1. A system of the type responsive to signals from a tele-

phone set, said signals including a plurality of distinct intercon-

nection supervisory signals, said system including translation

means for converting said supervisory signals into a computer

compatible code, and means for transmitting respective com-
puter compatible codes to a computer device, said translation

means comprising:

decoder means, responsive to said signals from said tele-

phone set, for generating a first digital code word indica-

tive of the particular supervisory signal present in said

signal from said telephone set;

a plurality of translator means, each translator means respon-

sive to said telephone signals and for generating a respec-

tive second code word indicative of different predeter-

mined sequences of said supervisory signals;

memory means, responsive to address signals applied thereto

and including at least one individually addressable loca-

tion corresponding to each symbol in said computer com-
patible code containing indicia of the corresponding code

symbol, for generating an output signal indicative of the

contents of an addressed location therein in accordance

with said address signals;

means for applying said first code word to said memory
means as a portion of said address signal;

selector means, responsive to control signals applied thereto,

for selecting one of said plurality of translator means, and

applying the second code word generated by said selected

translator means to said memory means as another portion

of said address signal; and

means, responsive to said memory means output signals and

a strobe control signal applied thereto, for selectively

transmitting indicia of said symbol code to said computer.

4,427,849

DEVICE FOR CONTROLLING THE ILLUMINATION OF
MOTOR VEHICLE LIGHTS

Franco Recluta, Turin, Italy, aasignor to Fiat Auto S.p.A., Turin,

Italy

FUed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360^25
Qaims priority, appUcation Italy, Apr. 8, 1981, 53118/81[U]

Int. a.' HOIH 19/00

U.S. a. 200—6 R 14 Claims

.fV
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1. A device for controlling the illumination of the lights of a

motor vehicle adapted to be mounted in the dashboard of said

vehicle, comprising:

(a) first and second support bodies having internal surfaces,

said support bodies being connected together with said

surfaces facing each other, said facing surfaces defining a

chamber;

(b) a plurality of tracks disposed in a three dimensional

configuration, said tracks comprising conductive material

and mounted between said first and second support bodies

facing, at least in part, toward said chamber and fued to a

correspondingly configured seat formed in said second

support body by means of studs which project from said

second support body and over peripheral parts of each of

said tracks;

(c) a first lever pivoubly mounted between said first and

second bodies, and having a first arm which projects out

from said support bodies and which can be manually

operated and a second arm moveable within said chamber;
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(d) resilient means interposed between said lever and one of
said support bodies and serving to establish a plurality of
angular working positions of said lever with respect to
said first and second support bodies; and

(e) a first electric contact element supported by said second
arm of said first lever and operable to connect at least two
of said tracks.

4,427,851
GANGED ELECTRICAL SWITCHES FOR INTEGRATED

ORCUrr APPLICATIONS
Pierre P. Schwab, Port St. Lucy, Fla., aadgnor to B/K Pateot

Derelopfflent Conpaay, Inc., Lot Aagelct, Calif.

Coiitiauation*in.part of Ser. No. 199,354, Oct. 21, 19M, Pat. No.
4,356,361. This application Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 384.938

The portion of the term of this patent rabaeqacBt to Oct. 26,
1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.' HOIH 15/00
U.S. a. 200-16 D g Claims

4 427 850
MONOSTABLE SWITCHDEVICE FOR CONTROLLING

THE REAR WINDOW WASHER/WIPER OF AN
AUTOMOBILE

Felice Fassio, Asti, Italy, assignor to Fiat Auto S.p.A., Turin,
Italy

Filed May 13, 1982, Ser. No. 377,767
Oaims priority, application Italy, May 29, 1981, 67719 A/81

Int. a.3 HOIH 21/22
U.S. a. 200-6 R

, a.im

1. A switch device for controlling a rear window washer/-
wiper of an automobile comprising a switch unit body adapted
to be mounted on the steering column in said automobile, an
electrical switch housed within said switch unit body and
including a moveable part displaceable between a first position
corresponding to an open condition of said switch and a sec-
ond position corresponding to a closed position of said switch,
a control arm rouubly mounted in said body for rotation
about the longitudinal axis of the arm between first and second
predetermined angular positions, switch operating means me-
chanically interconnecting said control arm and said moveable
part of said switch such that manual rotation of said arm from
its first position to said second position causes displacement of
said moveable part from ite first position to its second position
to close said switch and biasing means comprised of a resilient

tongue of integral one piece construction with said body and
disposed in operative engagement with said switch operating
means for biasing said switch operating means and said control
arm to said first positions respectively upon release of said
control arm.

»-^t

1. A ganged electrical switch comprising:
an electrically insulating, substantially rectangular housing

having a plurality of electrically non-conducting walls,
including a base wall, a top wall having a multitude of
apertures therein, and two end walls;

a multitude of pairs of elongated electrically conducting
terminals secured to and extending through the base wall
of the housing and protruding outwardly therefrom in

substantially mutually parallel spaced relationship, each
pair of said terminals having a portion located inwardly of
the housing in a non-conucting. spaced relationship to the
inwardly located portion of the other terminal of that pair;

an electrically conducting contact bearing corresponding to
each pair of terminals disposed within the housing and
adapted to be movable between a first position in which
the contact bearing is in contact with but one of the paired
terminal portions located within the housing and a second
position in which the contact beanng bridges the span
between and is in simultaneous contact with both of the
inwardly located paired terminal portions, said first and
second positions corresponding respectively to "off' and
"on" configuration of the electrical switch; and

a switch actuating member of electrically non-conducting
material corresponding to each pair of terminals, said
member being slidably disposed within the housing and
engageable through an aperture in the top wall of the
housing for actuating the switch, said member being
adapted to resiliently bias the corresponding movable
contact bearing in said first and second positions and
permit the contact bearing to move in response to and in

cooperation with the sliding movement of the member
between the first and second positions.
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4,427,852

ANTI-STATIC SWITCH LOCK AND METHOD FOR
ASSEMBLY THEREOF

Stanley C. Wolniak, BroadTlew; Herbert Kincaid, UbertyriUe;
Elbert M. Spencer, Wildwood, and Roaald L. Brown, Wauke-
gan, all of DL, aarignon to The Eaatem Company, Naugatuck,
Conn.

Filed Aug. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 411,259

Int a.3 HOIH 9/28

MS, a. 200-44 9aaims

1. An improved switch lock of the type having a terminal

assembly secured to one end of a hub, a keylock assembly

including a barrel attached to another end of the hub and a key
operated, rotatable plug disposed in said barrel, said plug inter-

connected to said terminal assembly for operation thereof, the

improvement comprising:

said another end of said hub has a cylindrical boss extending

outward therefrom said boss extending coaxially from said

hub another end and including a lip protruding radially

outwardly therefrom to, in cooperation with said another

end, form a groove;

said barrel has an integral receptacle to receive said boss and
at least one inwardly extending dimple-like indentation to

engage said boss to attach said hub thereto, said indenta-

tion being located in said groove to interconnect said hub
and barrel.

4,427,853 '

CONVERTIBLE MOMENTARY/MAINTAINED
ELECTRIC SWITCH

Stephen G. Layciak, Brighton Townahip, Beaver County; Robert
J. Johnaton, Patterson Heights, and Dominic Colista, Har-
mony Township, Beaver County, all of Pa., assignors to Wes-
tinghonae Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

FUed Apr. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 371,387

Int a.' HOIH 9/20

U.S. a. 200—50 C 1 Claim

I

7 ^I'^L.il Hn.^ 1 l^-^litl
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I. An electric control switch, comprising:

(a) at least two pushbutton units each having a plurality of
stationary and movable contacts;

(b) each pushbutton unit having movable actuating means
for operating the plurality of stationary and movable
contacts between opened and closed positions to control

an electric circuit;

(c) an interlock means connected between the movable
actuating means of each pushbunon unit for allowing the

movable actuating means to be operated individually, but
not simultaneously;

(d) the interlock means comprising an interlock lever mov-
able about a pivot point and connected at each end to the

movable actuating means of the pushbutton units whereby
during operation of one movable actuating means to one

operating position the interlock lever is disposed to cause

operation of the other movable actuating means to an
inverse operating position;

(e) the interlock lever having latching pins passing there-

through at opposite ends thereof and a biasing spring

connected between the latching pins; and

(0 the interlock means being further comprised of support
brackets for supporting and mounting the interlock lever

between the two pushbutton units, the support brackets

having projections thereon over which the latching pins

must pass when the interlock lever moves between operat-

ing positions such that the biasing spring forces the latch-

ing pins against the projections to maintain the interlock

lever and the movable actuating means connected thereto

in their last selected operating position.

4,427,854

RACKING MECHANISM FOR MOTOR CONTROL
CENTER

John D. Kleinecke; Samir F. Farag, and Thomas R. Little, all of
WichiU Falls, Tex., assignors to Siemens-Allis, Inc., Atlanta,

Ga.

Filed Apr. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 373,092

Int a.3 HOIH 9/20
U.S. a. 200—50 AA 9 Claims

-r--r-,-

-rail J* riZ//-n l-J

1. In a controller for applying and disconnecting electric

power to and from a load compromising an outer enclosure

and a rigid structure receiving a carriage disposed within the

enclosure said carriage including a circuit interrupting mecha-
nism;

a cross shaft member pivoted in said structure and extending

transversely therethrough for engaging the circuit inter-

rupting mechanism-bearing carriage and urging said car-

riage back and forth within said structure;

an arm coupled to said cross shaft member;
a bellcrank pivotally mounted to said rigid structure;

an elongate handle pivotally mounted with respect to said

rigid structure and including a first, manually-engaged

end and a second end and a pivot point intermediate the

ends thereof;

a first rod connected to said bellcrank at a coupling point

and coupling said bellcrank to said arm; and
a second rod coupling said bellcrank to the second end of

said handle.

4,427355
PILE-GAP SENSOR, ESPECULLY FOR DEEP-PILE

CARPET
Johannes Freermann, Ochtrnp, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aasignor

to Carl Schmale KG, Ochtrnp, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Mar. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 358,812

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 28,

1981, 3112320

Int a? B65H 25/14; GOIB 5/06
U.S. a. 200—«1.13 11 Claims

I. A pile gap detector, especially for a web displaced along

a transport path in a transport direction, said detector compris-

ing:

a support formed with a substantially planar reference sur-

face having a dimension in said direction substantially in
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the dimension of said gap in said direction and

adapted to nde upon the pile of said web;
a sensor having a dimension in said direction equal at most to

said dimension of said gap and movably mounted on said
support so as to drop into said gap and thereby move
relative to said surface in a direction generally transverse
thereto;

means for floatingly mounting said support above said path
whereby said surface rides freely on said web; and

a signal generator on said support operatively connected to
said sensor for signaling relative movement of said sensor
on said surface.

11. A pile gap detector, especially for a web displaced alons
a transport path in a transport direction, said detector compris-
ing:

'^

a. support formed with a substantially planar reference sur-
face having a dimension in said direction substantially in

excess of the dimension of said gap in said direction and
adapted to ride upon the pile of said web;

a sensor having a dimension in said direction equal at most to
said dimension of said gap and movably mounted on said
support so as to drop into said gap and thereby move
relative to said surface in a direction generally transverse
thereto;

means for floatingly mounting said support above said path
whereby said surface rides freely on said web; and

a signal generator on said support operatively connected to
said sensor for signaling relative movement of said sensor
on said surface, said surface being an elongated plate with
Its longitudinal dimension extending in said direction, the
length of said plate being about five times greater than said
dimension of said sensor, said surface being an elongated
platform with a window, said sensor being movable in said
wmdow.

and supported for movement between first and second
positions in a direction perpendicular to the direction of
movement of the push button member;

a biasing means for biasing the movable member to the first
position;

means defined in said push button member and said movable
member for causing the movable member to move from
the first position towards the second position against the
biasing means in response to the movement of the push
button member from the projected position towards the
depressed position;

a generally elongated contact carrier means supported for
movement between operative and inoperative positions in
a direction generally parallel to the direction of movement
of the movable member, said carrier means being nor-
mally held in the operative position;

a pair of spaced terminal memben defining the operative
position for the carrier means, at least one of said terminal
memben having a stationary contact element;

a snap acting spring means interposed between the movable
member and the carrier means such that, as the movable
member being moved from the first position towards the
second position in response to the movement of the push
button member form the projected position towards the
depressed position approaches the second position, the
earner means can be snapped to move from the operative
position towards the inoperative position to open the
circuit between terminal memben; and

a sloped abutment defined in the push button member and
engageable with a portion of the carrier means, when the
push button member is moved to the depressed position
for forcibly separating the contact elements from the
earner means in the event that the contact elemenu have
been fused to the carrier means.

4,427,856
MECHANICAL SNAP SWITCH HAVING A MECHANISM

FOR SEPARATING FUSED CONTACIS
Haruo Atsumi, Otsu, and Hamyuki Koizumi, Kyoto, botii of

Japan, asaignora to Omron Tateiai Electronlca Co., Kyoto,
Japan

FUed No?. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 325.666
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 9, 1980, 55-174431

Int a.3 HOIH 15/1%
UA a 200-76

7 ci.^

4,427,857

VACUUM INTERRUPTER
Nobuo Abe, Tokalmura; Hiroyuki Sugawara, Hitachi; Yukio

Kurosawa, Hitachi; Aklra Wada, Hitachi, and KiyoJI Iwa-
shita, Hitachi, all of Japan, aasignon to Hitachi, Ud., Tokyo,
Japan

FUed Not. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 319,985
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Nov. 17, 1980, 55-160715

Int a.J HOIH ii/66
U.S. a. 200-144 B , Claims

9t

2. A mechanical switch comprising, in combination:
a push button member supported for movement between

projected and depressed positions;
a movable member made of electrically insulating material

1038 O.G.—66

I. A vacuum interrupter comprising a pair of separable arc
electrodes disposed within a vacuum vessel in such a manner
that main surfaces of said arc electrodes are opposed to each
other, each of said arc electrodes are provided on a back side
opposite to the main surface with a rod extending outwardly of
said vacuum vessel, coil electrode means provided on at least
one side of each of said arc electrodes for generating and
applying to an arc magnetic fields which are in parallel with
the arc generated on said arc electrode, and cun-ent blocking
means selectively provided on each of said arc electrodes for
suppressing eddy cun-enu generated by said magnetic fields,
wherein said vacuum intemipter further includes a reinforce-
ment member of an electric conductivity higher than that of
the main surface of said arc electrode, said reinforcement
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member being provided on the back side of each of said elec-

trodes except in areas of said current blocking means.

4,427,858

GROUNDING SWITCH
Werner Fehr, Effretikon; Claes Ohlin, Wetzikon, and Bruno

Schabmn, Wurenlos, all of Switzerland, assignors to BBC
Brown, Boveri A Company, Limited, Baden, Switzerland

PUed Not. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 317,859

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Nov. 5, 1980,

8215/80

Int. a.3 HOIH 33/12

VS. a. 200—146 R , 4 Oaims

2i

?•

3p

4,427,859

HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SWITCH
Modesto-Manuel Cancio, Fislisbach, Switzerland, assignor to

BBC Brown, Boveri and Company, Limited, Baden, Switzer-

land

FUed Jun. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 275,348

Claims priority, application European Pat. Off., Jun. 23, 1980,

80200596.7

Int. a.3 HOIH 33/lS

VJS. a. 200—148 B 6 Qaims
1. A high-voltage power switch comprising:

a stationary contact;

an axially displaceable contact having a nozzle through

which compressed gas flows from a compression chamber
to an expulsion chamber during a current breaking pro-

cess;

an annular contact axially displaced from said stationary

contact;

a cylindrical coil surrounding said stationary contact and

connected between said stationary contact and said annu-

lar contact;

a commutation chamber defined by said stationary contact

and said annular contact;

an expansion chamber disposed outside of said stationary

contact and having a volume sufficient to accomodate gas

compressed in said commutation of an arc from said sta-

tionary contact to said annular contact; said expansion

chamber having at least two chambers connected with

each other by means of one-way valve; and

KT ES 2- 10
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a radially disposed exhaust channel between said stationary

contact and said annular contact for connecting said com-
mutation chamber to said expansion chamber.

1. A grounding switch, comprising a fixed switch piece

attached to an equipment part to be grounded, a switch piece

displacable with respect to the fixed switch piece by a drive,

the switch pieces partially forming a switch-piece overlap in

their closed position, the switch pieces each have at least one

main contact and at least one sparking contact surrounded at

least partially by the respective main contact, the sparking

contacts are spaced from the main contacts, one of the two
sparking contacts is a bush and the other is a pin adapted to be

received within the bush, the sparking contact which is a

sparking bush includes a follow-up contact which is movable

to a limited extent in a direction parallel to a displacement

direction of the displaceable switch piece, and the follow-up

contact being located within the interior of the sparking bush,

a free end of said sparking bush extending beyond a free end of

the follow-up contact in all positions of said follow-up contact.

4,427,860

OIL-INSULATED SWITCH
Edgar R. Eley, Athens, Ga., assignor to Westinghouse Electric

Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

FUed Feb. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 350,526

Int. a.3 HOIH 33/88

U.S. a. 200—150 G 5 Claims

1. A circuit breaker comprising

(a) a cylindrical switch body having hollow, stationary

contacts, a plunger disposed within said switch body

which carries movable contacts, said switch body and

plunger cooperatively defining a cavity filled with a liquid

dielectric;

(b) means for axially operating said plunger between open

and closed positions of said movable and stationary

contacts;

(c) said sutionary contacts having an axial opening therein

which communicates with the cavity defined by said

switch body and plunger;

(d) said cavity being reduced in volume when the plunger is

operated to separate the contacts, causing the liquid di-

electric to be forced through the hollow stationary

contacts to aid arc extinction; and

(e) said cavity being increased in volume when the plunger

is operated to close the contacts, causing liquid dielectric

to flow into the cavity through the hollow stationary

contacts.
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4,427,861
MEANS FOR MOUNTING MEMBRANE SWITCHES TO

CATHODE RAY TUBES
Dondd G. StilUe, Wlnrton-Snlem, N.C. niaignor to AMP Ineor-
pomted, Harrifborg, Pa.

Filed Dec. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 452,586
Int a.3 HOIH 9/0*UA a. 200-159 B

,4 ^Mm

1. A membrane switch having mounting means for mounting
he switch to a cathode ray tube, the switch comprised of two
ayers of substantially transparent film having internal surfaces
that are separated from each other by spacing means, the
spacing means having openings therein constituting switch
sites, the internal surfaces of each layer having conductors
tJiereon, the conductors crossing and being normally spaced
from each other at the switch sites, the mounting means being
charactenzed in that:

*

a plurality of extensions protrude from the perimeter of at
least one of the layers of film,

a patch of a coupled fastening assembly is attached to each
extension,

the fastening assembly is comprised of two separable parts
the inner surfaces of which have a very large number of
closely spaced hooking elements of the hook and loop
type that engage with each other when the two parts are
pressed together, whereby,

when the switch is aligned against the CRT, the extensions
wrap around the perimeter of the CRT enabling the outer
surfaces of the coupled fastening assemblies to be attached to
one or more sides of the CRT.

4,427,862
CONTACT ASSEMBLY FOR A HIGH-VOLTAGE

aRCUIT INTERRUPTER
Chwter H. Un, Skolde, 111., assignor to SAC Electric Company,

Chicago, m. '^"
FUed Not. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 439,688

Int. a.3 HOIH 9/38
U.S. a. 200-252

20q^

which may be telescoped into and out of a maJe-contact-
receiving cavity defined by the female contact when the
contacts are relatively moved along coincident longitudinal
axes; the female contact including an array of a plurality of
parallel, elongated flexible fingers having free ends, the fingers
and their free ends defining the cavity, the fingers being spring-
biased toward the axes; wherein the improvement comprises

at least two refractory members located in the vicinity of the
free ends of the fingers and defining therebetween a maie-
contact-engageable, variable size passageway which is
continuous with the cavity; the members not being at-
tached to, being free floating laterally of the axes relative
to, and being independently movable laterally of the axes
with respect to. the fingers; an exterior surface of each
member laterally remote from the passageway being en-
gageable by the free end of a least one respective finger

a pair of lateral stop surfaces on each member, each stop
surface on one member facing a respective stop surface on
an adjustment member, the facing stop surfaces abutting
when the male contact is out of the cavity and the passage-
way, due to the engagement of the members by the fin-
gers, such abutment settmg the extent of maximum move-
ment of the members toward the axes;

holding means for preventing movement of the members
along the axes while permitting the members to move
laterally of the axes independently of and freely floating
with respect to the fingers; and

a male-contact-cngageable conductive contact site on each
finger remote from the free end thereof and extending
toward the axes within the cavity, the diametric size of the
cavity between the sites being smaller than the diametric
size of the passageway when the male contact is out of the
cavity and the passageway and the facing stop surfaces
abut, the diameteric size of the cavity between the sites
being equal to or smaller than the diametric size of the
passageway when the male contact is in the cavity and
engages the sites.

4 427 863
SMALL-SIZED RELAY AND METHOD FOR

FABRICATING THE SAME
Teizo FiUita, IbarakJ, Japan, assignor to Izumi Denki Corpora-

tion, Osaka, Japan

FUed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,869
Int. aj HOIH 9/04

U.S. a. 200-306
2 Claim.

-1

4. . .

.';

1. An improved female contact for a circuit interrupter
which also mcludes a male contact; the male contact compris-
mg an elongated conductive rod having a refractory free end

2. A small-sized relay comprising:
a relay mechanism;
a cover of an electrical insulator having an opening and
covering said relay mechanism;

a plurality of holes of very small diameter formed in said
cover, said holes being sized to permit flow of gaseous
State molecules therethrough and to stop the flow of dust
particles and liquid state molecules therethrough, said
holes being provided at a major surface of said cover and

means for subsequenUy hermetically sealing only the open-
ing of said cover with said relay mechanism except for the
portion mcluding said previously formed holes of very
small diameter, whereby said impermeable cover is pro-
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vided with previously formed uniform holes permeable to

gaseous state molecules and impermeable to liquid and

solid state molecules.

4,427,864 >

ELECTRICAL OUTLET SWITCH
Staalcy M. Offer, S120 NW. 73rd Ter., Tamarac, Fla. 33319

GMtiaution of Ser. No. 61,636, Jul. 30, 1979, aiMUidoiied. This

application Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 423,455

Int a.J HOIH 9/00

U.S. CL 200—330 2 Claims

22 ^-22"

I

1. A reflective switch plate assembly, comprising:

a clear base plate with a through opening and a front surface

and a rear surface;

a reflective material connected to said rear surface of said

base plate;

a non-removable toggle switch lever extension means non-

removably flxed in said opening for sliding reciprocal

movement within said opening, said extension means

having a front portion means with a rear side mid portion

and a rear jMrtion with a front side, said extension means

for fitting over a toggle switch lever for controlling the

position of the toggle switch lever by sliding said front

portion means of said extension means back and forth over

the surface of said base plate within said opening;

said extension means including two upper cams on said rear

side of said front portion means for sliding contact with

said front surface of said base plate of said switch plate

assembly, said two cams causing wear marks on said front

surface;

said front portion means for covering said wear marks in all

positions and being larger in length than said two upper

cams so that said wear marks left on said front surface of

said base plate caused by friction of said two upper cams

are covered;

said extension means having two lower cam means posi-

tioned on said front side of said rear portion, said two
lower cam means positioned for movement against said

reflective material on said surface of said base plate, said

two lower cam means each having a width;

said two lower cam means positioned to make contact with

the said reflective material spaced away from the sides of

said opening a distance no greater than said width, said

two lower cam means spaced from said opening and hav-

ing said width for preventing chipping of said reflective

material along said through opening for preventing visible

marks;

said mid portion extends through said through opening and

connecting said front portion means and said rear portion.

ated with the movable electrode, which comprises the follow-

ing steps of:

(a) pre-selecting a urethane foamed resin cushioning material

having foam of nearly uniform cell size with a speciflc

gravity of less than about 0.021 and an air permeability

rate in the range of from about 80 to 250 cc/cm^.sec with

a thickness on the order of 1 cm;

(b) arranging a layer of the interior flnishing material and a

layer of the pre-selected foamed resin cushioning material

to be bonded;

(c) heating the movable electrode of the high-frequency

V ,-.
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welder by the electric heater to a temperature below a

melting point of the outermost layer of the interior flnish-

ing material;

(d) pinching the arranged layers to be bonded between the

heated movable electrode and the stationary electrode;

and

(e) applying a high-frequency oscillating voltage to the

movable and stationary electrodes from the high-fre-

quency AC generator,

whereby a uniform heat-bond force, capable of withstanding

the effects of high-temperature, high-pressure steam is

obtained.

4,427,866

ROTARY ELECTRICAL COUPLING FOR MICROWAVE
HEATING APPARATUS

John A. Pauly, Milford, and John K. Malinosid, Westboro, both

of Mass., assignors to Baxter Travenol Laboratories, Inc.,

Deerfield, lU.

FUed Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,637

Claims priority, applioition Switzerland, Dec. 31, 1981,

393469

Int Q.3 H05B 6/66

U.S. a. 219—10.55 B 12 Qaims

/-r

4,427,865 '

METHOD OF HEAT-BONDING INTERIOR MATERIAL
Hiroo Watanabe, Minra, Japan, assignor to Nissan Motor Com-

pany, Limited, Yokohama, Japan
Filed Sep. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 299,140

Claims priority, application Japan, No?. 21, 1980, 55-163210

Int a.3 H05B 6/54

U.S. CL 219—10.41 3 Claims

1. A method of heat-bonding interior flnishing material to

foamed resin cushioning material with a high-frequency

welder including a stationary electrode, a movable electrode, a

high-frequency AC generator, and an electric heater associ-

'1 '
'

1. Microwave oven apparatus comprising:

housing means deflning an oven chamber;

door means providing access to said chamber;

source means energizable to transmit microwave energy into

said chamber;

support means rotatably mounted within said chamber and

deflning a plurality of heating stations for receiving arti-

cles to be heated;
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drive means energizable to produce rotation of said support
means;

temperature responsive sensor means mounted on said sup-
port means for roution therewith, said sensor means com-
prising a plurality of temperature responsive sensors each
positioned and arranged to sense the temperature of an
ariicle retained in a different one of said sutions;

control circuit means mounted outside said chamber and
adapted to control energization of said source means in
response to signal output from said sensor means;

a rotary coupling assembly electrically connecting said
circuit means to said sensor means, said coupling assembly
comprising a substantially stationary portion mounted on
said housing means and having substantially stationary
contact means connected to said control circuit means and
a rotary portion mounted on said support means and
having rotary contact means connected to said sensor
means, said rotary contact means slidably engaging said
Stationary contact means during rotational movement of
said support means; and

multiplexer means mounted on said support means within
said chamber and having an input connected to receive
output signals from all of said sensors, said multiplexer
means having an output connected to said rotary contact
means and adapted to sequentially transmit thereto all of
said output signals in a predetermined sequence.

4,427,867
POWER DIVIDER FOR MICROWAVE OVEN

Raymond L. Dills, Lonisrille, Ky., assignor to General Electric
Company, Lonisrille, Ky.

FUed Dec. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 446,553
Int a.3 H05B 6/70

U.S.a 219-10.55 F 4a,i^

bimetallic deflector relative to said waveguide to cause
its movement selectively between a position of directing
most of said microwave energy into said first wave-
guide to a position of directing most of said microwave
energy into said second waveguide to thereby control
the ratio of microwave energy between said first wave-
guide and said second waveguide.

4,427,868
MOUNTING nXTURE FOR AN AUTOMATIC WELDING

APPARATUS
Gasparas Kazlauskas, 10219 Briarwood Dr., Los Angeles, CaUf.

Filed Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,828
Int. a.3 B23K 9/02

U.S. a. 219-60.2 ,7 Claim,

1. A food cooking microwave oven comprising:
an oven cavity including a top wall, a rear wall, side walls
and an access front opening;

a housing at the intersection of said top wall and one of said
side walls;

a first waveguide extending from said housing along said top
wall;

a second waveguide extending downwardly from said hous-
mg along said one of said side walls and said bottom wall;

microwave generator means including a probe in said hous-
ing being operable for supplying microwave heating en-
ergy to said waveguides;

means for selectively controlling respective amounts of said
microwave heating energy to said first waveguide and
said second waveguide including:

a bifurcator positioned in said housing intermediate said
probe and said first and second waveguides having a
thermally powered bimetallic deflector means;

heating means arranged on said bimetallic deflector of said
bifurcator for applying heat to said deflector, control
means including selector means operable to control the
output of said heating means to vary the flexing of said

1. A mounting fixture for an automatic welding apparatus
for welding tubes to a tubesheet comprising:

a housing;

a mandrel assembly mounted by mounting means on said
housing, said mandrel assembly including engaging means
for tightly connecting with a fixed structure, said mount-
ing means permitting limited movement of said housing
relative to said mandrel assembly along a line parallel to
the surface of said tubesheet

indexing means attached to said housing, said indexing
means to connect with a portion of said tubesheet, said
indexing means to ascertain the center of said portion and
position said housing a precise distance from said center
which causes said housing to move by said mounting
means >vithin the confines of said limited movement in
respect to said mandrel assembly; and

position fixing means actuatable to fix together said housing
and said mandrel assembly the position of which has been
established by said indexing means, said position fixing
means to be releasable to permit relative movement be-
tween said housing and said mandrel assembly.
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4,427,869

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING PANEL
ASSEMBLIES FOR AUTOMOBILES

Toahio Kimnra; Knnitoihi Kataoka; Yoskiaki Yamaji; Hiromi

Iwaiaki, and ShinicU Yamaahita, all of Hiroshiaia, Japan,

aadgnon to Toyo Kogyo Co^ LtiL, HinMhima, Jaiian

ContiBiiatioo of Ser. No. 221,671, Dec. 1, 1980, abandoned. This

appUcation Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 428,524

Claiflu priority, application Japan, Dec. 4, 1979, 54-157167

Int a.' B23K 11/00

U.S. a. 219—93 8 Claims

6

1. Method for manufacturing a panel assembly comprised of

outer and inner panels, said method comprising the steps of:

forming the inner panel along at least one peripheral portion

thereof with a plurality of raised portions raised in one
direction;

forming each of raised portions with at least one projection

projecting in said one direction;

placing the inner panel on the outer panel with the raised

portions and the projections directed opposite to the outer

panel and with a peripheral portion of the outer panel

extending beyond the peripheral portion of the inner

panel;

folding the peripheral portion of the outer panel over the

peripheral portion of the inner panel so that the peripheral

portion of the outer panel is laid over the raised portions

of the inner panel;

applying anvils to the outer panel at portions corresponding

to the raised portions; and

applying welding electrodes to the peripheral portion of the

outer panel at portions corresponding to the raised por-

tions of the inner panel so as to depress the folded periph-

eral portion of the outer panel to the raised portion while

simultaneously applying welding current in series through

at least two of the welding electrodes for welding the

folded peripheral portion of the outer panel to the raised

portions of the inner panel.

4,427,870

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR
ELECTROEROSIVELY MACHINING A CONDUCITVE

WORKPIECE WITH A CONTINUOUS WIRE
ELECTRODE

Klyoshi Inoue, Tokyo, Japan, aadgnor to Inone-Japax Reaearch
Incorporated, Yokohaina, Japan

FUed Jul. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 279,312
Claims priority, application Japui, Jnl. 4, 1980, 55-90670

Int a.i B23P 1/08
U.S. a. 219-69 W 15 Claims

"
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1. A method of electroerosively machining an electrically

conductive workpiece with a continuous wire electrode, com-
prising the steps of:

(a) disposing the wire electrode in a predetermined path of
continuous wire travel commencing with a wire supply
means and ending with a wire collector means and includ-

ing a pair of machining guide members deOning a straight

line path therebetween; thereafter

(b) positioning said workpiece to locate a predetermined
cutting-start point thereon for a given electroerosive-

machining course in alignment with said straight line path;

(c) axially driving said wire electrode to cause it to be pro-

gressively fed out of said supply means and fed into said

collector means and to travel continuously along said

predetermined continuous travel path while applying a

predetermined tension thereto at least across said machin-
ing guide members;

(d) in step (b), heating the wire electrode between said ma-
chining guide members; and

(e) subsequent to step (b) and termination of step (d), initiat-

ing said course of electroerosive machining of said work-
piece by continuing step (c), passing from an electroero-

sion machining power supply an electroerosion machining
current between said wire electrode and the workpiece
across a machining gap flushed with a machining liquid

and initiating relative displacement between the axially

travelling wire electrode and the workpiece along a pre-

scribed path commencing with said cutting-start point the

wire electrode being heated in step (d) so as to place it in

a thermal condition substantially equivalent to that in

which it is when engaged in said electroerosive machining

course of step (e).

4,427,871

ELECTRIC DISCHARGE MACHINE CURRENT CUTOFF
CONTROL

Robert W. Dmshel, Farmington Hilla, and Raymond Bercaw,

Royal Oak, both of Mich., aaaignors to Ex-Cell-O Corpora-

tion, Troy, Mich.

FUed Sep. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 298,546

Int a.} B23P 1/02

U.S. a. 219—69 P 6 Clainu

1. A power supply system for electric discharge machining

comprising, in combination, a pulse generator operative to

provide a pulsating control emf and including means to vary

the duration of the emf pulses and the period of the said pulses;

power control means responsive to the pulse generator to
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deliver power pulses to an electric discharge machining gap
synchronized with the control emf pulses; discriminator means
responsive to a condition indicative of abnormal gap operation
effective to interrupt the delivery of power pulses in response
to said condition; probe pulse generating means triggered by
the control emf to deliver probe pulses synchronized with the
control emf pulses; first probe pulse cutoff means effective to
determine a maximum probe pulse duration; second probe

I I I
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4,427,872
PREOSION MACHINING APPARATUS AND METHOD

UTILIZING A LASER
Richard J. Saunders, San Joae, Calif., assignor to Coherent, Inc..

Palo Alto, Calif.

Filed Sep. 22, 1978, Ser. No. 944,868
Int. a.3 B23K 27/00

U.S. a. 219—121 LH 27 Claims

r~^

1. Apparatus for machining the outside diameter of a gener-
ally cylindrical workpiece comprising:

a laser;

support means for axially engaging the cylindrical work-
piece and rotating the workpiece about its axis;

delivery means for directing the output beam from said laser

along a chordal path through the routing workpiece and
wherein said delivery means includes means for directing

the laser beam in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the
workpiece;

means for moving the laser beam relative to the workpiece in

a direction parallel with the routional axis of the work-
piece whereby material from the rotating workpiece is

removed by the action of the laser beam; and
means for selectively energizing and de-energizing said laser

to selectively cut the workpiece to form non-uniform
outside diameters along the length of the workpiece.

4,427,873
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ALIGNING AXES OF
ASSISTING GAS NOZZLES WTTH LASER BEAM AXES

IN LASER PROCESSING MACHINES
Naoki Orita, Fullerton, and Toshiyuki Matsumoto, Irvine, both

of Calif., assignors to Amada Engineering k Serricc Co.. U
Mirada, Caiif.

Filed Mar. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 359,302
Int. a.' B23K 27/00

U.S. a. 219-121 LK _ 9CI.,„„

3J

pulse cutoff means responsive to control emf pulse duration
effective to determine a probe pulse duration below the maxi-
mum when control emf pulse duration is below a predeter-
mined value; and means responsive to operation of the discrim-
inator means to couple the probe pulse generating means to the
power control means to effectuate synchronization of the
power pulses with the probe pulses instead of the control emf
pulses.

1. A method for aligning the axis of an assisting gas nozzle
with a laser beam axis using a test piece in apparatus which uses
a laser to process workpieces, compnsing the following steps,
in sequence:

piercing the test piece by laser beam emissions;

jetting assisting gas from the assisting gas nozzle to flie test

piece;

detecting the pressure of the assisting gas flowing through
the pierced test piece by means of a pressure detector; and

adjusting the assisting gas nozzle in a plane perpendicular to
the axis of the laser beam until the detected pressure of the
assisting gas flowing through the pierced test piece
reaches a maximum value at a maximum position,

whereby the axis of the assisting gas nozzle will be in align-
ment with the axis of the laser beam.

4,427,874

PULSE ARC WELDING MACHINE
Youichiro Tabata; Shigco Ueguri, both of Hyogo; Taki^i
Mizuno, and Masanori MIzuno, both of Aichi, all of Japan,
auignors to MiUubishi Deaki Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Jul. 8. 1981, Ser. No. 281.260
Qaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 8. 1980. 55-93097

Int. a.) B23K 9/09
U.S. a. 219—130.51 7 Claims

1. A pulse arc welding machine compnsing:
a consumable wire electrode;

a wire feeding unit for feeding said consumable wire elec-
trode toward a base material;

a base current source for supplying a base current flowing
between said consumable wire electrode and said base
material;

a pulse current source for supplying a pulse current super-
posed on said base current flowing between said consum-
able wire electrode and said base material;

means for setting a frequency of said pulie current;
a sensor for detecting an arc discharge voltage between said
consumable electrode and said base material;

means for correcting a quantity of heal applied to said elec-
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trode comprising means for comparing an output detec-

tion signal Va produced by said sensor with a predeter-

mined arc voltage V^, to produce a difference signal V^;

means operating in response to said difference signal V^ for

producing a pulse width instruction signal for setting a

pulse width of said pulse current comprising means for

supplying a value representing an initial pulse width, an

amplification factor computing circuit for producing an

amplification factor signal in response to said difference

(d) a quantity of vaporizable liquid in said stack and con-

densate tube, and

(e) an electrical heating element located in said stack to

vaporize the liquid, the vapor flowing upwardly through said

suck into said heat exchange tube where it condenses and the

resulting liquid flows downwardly through said condensate

tube to said lower portion of said stack, said stack having a

cylindrical bore, said heating element having a generally

cylindrical surface and being mounted concentrically of the

stack bore and extending the entire length of the stack, thus

defining a thin annular space between the surface of the bore

and the surface of the heating element, said liquid flowing into

said space for conversion to vapor filling only the bottom

portion of said annular space, whereby the vapors generated

become superheated.

signal Vj, and means for varying said value representing

said value representing said initial pulse width in response

to said amplification factor signal, and

means for setting a peak current of said pulse current in

response to said difference signal V^ comprising means for

supplying a value representing a minimum peak current

and a peak current computing circuit for setting said peak

current in response to said value representing said mini-

mum peak current and said pulse width instruction signal.

4,427,875

ELECTRIC STEAM RADIATOR SPACE HEATING UNIT
Robert J. Fleming, 25 Shadowbrook La., Milford, Mass. 01757

FUcd Jan. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 277,826

Int. a.' F24H 3/06; F22D 1/28; F24D 13/04

U.S. a. 219-341 3 Claims

1. Heating unit, comprising: '

(a) an elongated, substantially-vertical stack,

(b) a generally elongated, horizontal heat exchange tube

having heat exchange fins and having one end connected to

and communicating with the upper end of said stack,

(c) an inclined condensate tube joining the other end of

said heat exchange tube to and in communication with a lower
portion of said stack, said heat exchange tube sloping down-
wardly slightly from the top of said stack to the condensate

tube, the heat exchange tube, condensate tube, and stack being

joined in series to form a closed circuit for thermosyphonic

action,

4,427,876

GRAVITY SWITCH
Robert W. Bonacorsi, North Wales, Pa., assignor to Proctor-

Silex, Inc., King of Prussia, Pa.

FUed Oct. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 309,299

Int. a.' A47J 37/08; HOIH 37/52; H05B 1/02

U.S. a. 219—413 17aaims

1. A gravity switch for use in an appliance having means

displaceable between a normal relaxed position and a displaced

position, the switch being operable between an OFF position

for locating the displaceable means in the relaxed position and

an ON position for enabling the displaceable means to move
from the relaxed position to the displaced position, the switch

comprising:

(A) structure means fixed in the appliance for supporting the

switch;

(B) selector means movably mounted on said structure means

and being manually movable from the OFF position to the

ON position;

(C) releasable latching means operable for holding said selec-

tor means in the ON position;

(D) restoring means operable with said releasable latching
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means for automatically returning said selector means from
the ON position to the OFF position; and

(E) an imbalanced weight member pivotally mounted and
having a majority of mass located to one side of the pivot
mount, said imbalanced weight member being operable in a
first position wherein said selector means in the OFF posi-
tion supporu said imbalanced weight member against the
pull of gravity, a second position wherein the displaceable
means supports said imbalanced weight member against the
pull of gravity with said selector means in the ON position
and a third position wherein said imbalanced weight member
actuating said restoring means to initiate return of said selec-
tor means from the ON position towards the OFF position,
and said imbalanced weight member being pivoted from said
first position towards said second position and from said
second position towards said third position under the pull of
gravity.

at a rate that is directly proportional to said first rate and
in a direction that is opposite to the roution of said rou-

4,427,877
PRINTING ON LOW SURFACE ENERGY POLYMERS

VUay K. Dhingra, Foster Qty, Calif., assignor to Raychcm
Corporation, Menlo Park, Calif.

FUed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,265
Int. a.3 H05B 3/10; HOIC 7/10; B32B 27/00

UA a 219-548 UQalms
1. An article having a surface portion which
(a) is composed of a void free melt-extruded composition

comprising

(i) an organic polymer component which has a surface
energy of less than 24 dynes/cm and

(ii) a particulate filler component comprising particles
which have at least two dimensions in the range of I to
40 microns, the amount of the filler component being 2
to 20% by volume of the composition;

(b) has surface irregularities which are created by said parti-
cles; and

(c) has firmly adherent markings thereon of a printing ink.
14. An article according to claim 1 which is in the form of an

electrically insulating jacket around a self-regulating heater
comprising at least two electrodes which are electrically con-
nected by an element composed of a conductive polymer
composition which exhibits PTC behavior.

4,427378
OPTICAL SCANNING APPARATUS INCORPORATING
COUNTER-ROTATION OF ELEMENTS ABOUT A

COMMON AXIS BY A COMMON DRIVING SOURCE
Michael E. Buchtel, Costa Mesa, and Ronald T. Honda, Irvine,

both of CaUf., assignors to Ford Aerospace A Conunnnications
Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

FUed No?. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 319,010
Int. Ci.i GOIV 1/20

U.S. a. 250-203 R lo Claims
1. An optical scanning apparatus including:
means providing a concave primary mirror disposed to focus
an image within the field of view of said primary mirror at
a central optical axis;

detector means disposed on said optical axis for receiving
said focused image and responsively outputing an electri-
cal signal;

means providing a secondary mirror interconnected with
and displaced from said primary mirror on said optical
axis to direct said focused image towards said detector
means;

means for rotating said primary and secondary mirror pro-
viding maans at a first rate and direction about said optical
axis;

means intermediate said secondary mirror and said detector
meaas for optically relaying said directed focused image
to said detector neans; and

eans connected to said providing means for responsively
routing said optical relaying means about said optical axis

tional direction of said primary and secondary mirror
providing means.

4,427379
OPTOELECTRONIC CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY

James V. Bechcr, NapervUle, and Tadford H. SpuMli«, Nor-
ridge, both of lU., aadgnort ts AUIod CoryoratioB, Morris
Township, Morris Comty, NJ.

DiTision of Ser. No. 569^78, Apr. 18, 1975. This appUcadon
Apr. 1, 1977, Ser. No. 783,754

Int. a.i HOIJ 39/12
U.S. a. 250-215 24 ClalM

1. An optoelectronic connector assembly comprising an
electrical connector part and an optical connector part, said
parts each including a housing formed of resilient material, one
housing being formed with a keyway therewithin and the other
housing having a mating key for engaging with said keyway, a
first of said housings having an interlock recess therein and a
second of said housings having protuberance means formed
thereon for engagement with said recess so that both of said
housings can positively engage with each other and so that
such engaged housings can be manually disengaged from each
other,

said electrical connector part housing being formed with a
socket receiving cavity,

said electrical connector part further comprising first means
for firmly positioning a photo-electric transducer element
in said socket receiving cavity; and

said optical connector part housing being formed with a pin
contact receiving cavity, said pin contact receiving cav-
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ity, said pin contact receiving cavity being aligned with

the socket receiving cavity of said electrical connector

part housing when said housings are engaged with each

other, and

said optical connector part further comprising second means

for flnnly positioning a terminal portion of a fiber optic

light guide within said pin contact receiving cavity,

whereby said parts can be selectively engaged and disen-

gaged, and, when engaged, to thereby produce engage-

ment of said transducer element with said terminal portion

of said fiber optic light guide without physical adjustment

of either said transducer element or said light guide por-

tion, and wherein potential damage due to contact be-

tween said transducer element and said terminal portion is

significantly reduced due to the resiliency of the material

of said housings.

4427 880

NON-CONTACT VISUAL*PROXIMITY SENSING
APPARATUS

Takco Kanade, and Hamhiko Aaada, both of Pittsburgh, Pa.,

aadgnon to Westinghoase Electric Corp^ Pittsburgh, Pa.

FUcd Jon. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 278,518

Int. a^ GOIB 11/24

U.S. a. 250—222.1
I

11 Claims

4,427,881

SENSOR DEVICE FOR MEASURING A PHYSICAL
PARAMETER

Hartwig Ruell, Flirsteiifeldbiiick, Fed. Rep. of Gcmuuiy, as-

rignor to Siemens Corporation, Iseliii, Nj.
FUed Mar. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 241,632

lot a.3 GOID 5/30

U.S. a. 250—227 4Claiiiis

3 I

.•4o J4t

1. A sensor device for measuring a physical parameter, said

device comprising in combination:

(a) a source of light

(b) a plurality of light-transmitting fibers each having an

input end for receiving light and an output end for emit-

ting the light received at said input end and conducted

through said fiber;

(c) a plurality of light detectors, each respectively associated

with one of said output ends of said light-transmitting

fibers, for receiving light therefrom and indicating the

value of said physical parameter;

(d) lens means for receiving light from said source and for

focusing said light on one of said input ends of said light-

transmitting fibers;

(e) means for displacing said lens means with respect to said

input ends of said light-transmitting flbers in dependence

upon said physical parameter, said lens means projecting

said light to a specific one of said input ends of said fibers

in accordance with the value of said physical parameter.

4,427,882

DIGITAL MEASURING DEVICE
Touni Nakaoki, and Hiroshi Uno, both of Tokyo, Japan, assign-

ors to Mutoh Industry Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Aug. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 296,060

Qaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 24, 1980, 55-149048

Int a? GOID 5/34

U.S. a. 250—231 SE 3 Claims

1. Apparatus for determining the location and orientation of

an object, comprising:

a plurality of light sources disposed in spaced apart relation-

ship from said object,

a light source activation means operative!y connected to said

plurality of light sources to sequentially activate said light

sources causing a series of light beams to impinge on said

object,

' light responsive transducer means having a two dimensional

light sensitive area positioned relative to said object to

receive the reflected light beams from said object and

develop output signals in response to each of said reflected

light beams, each of said output signals being indicative of

the location on said Ught sensitive area contacted by the

respective reflected Ught beams; and

signal processing means responding to said output signals by

identifying a pattern of output signals and determining

therefrom the location and orientation of said object.
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1. A digital measuring device wherein a transfer quantity of

a transfer member is digitally measured by the rotation of a

lead screw of the machine, said digital measuring device com-

prising means for converting a rotational motion quantity of

the lead screw to a pulse digital count signal, a microcomputer

wherein accurate measured transfer data of said transfer mem-
ber with said pulse digital count signal being used as an address

signal has been previously stored and wherein when said pulse

digital count signal is inputted, a digital output signal corre-

sponding to the accurate transfer quantity of said transfer

member is outputted on the basis of said previously stored
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measured transfer dau corresponding to said pulse digital
count signal, and further comprising a display unit for display-
ing said digital output signal of said microcomputer.

4,427,883
OPTICAL SENSING SYSTEM FOR EXTENSIBLE TAPE

RULES
EIUs I. Betensky, New York, N.Y., and William J. HUdebraodt,

Simibury, Comi., assignors to The Stanley Works, New Brit-
ain, Conn.

FUed May 27, 1981, Ser. No. 267,632
lot a.3 HOIJ 3/14

UA a. 25(^-237 G 13 Claims

4,427,885
DOUBLE FOCUSSING MASS SPECTROMETER

Takehlro Takeda, Kyoto, Japan, aasiffMr to Shimadaa Seiaaka-
sbo Ltd., Kyoto, Japan

FUed Not. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,189
iDt a.3 HOIJ 49/32

U.S. a. 250-296 3 cui..

, • I 1 W rf . #k

'.i,

1. An optical sensing system for coilable extensible tape rules
and the like comprising a movable elongated tape blade having
optical markings forming a grid along the length thereof,
photoelectric detector means spaced from said grid, a light
source for illuminating a portion of said grid as it moves rela-
tive to said detector means, an optical mask between said grid
and said detector means, objective lens means intermediate said
tope grid and said optical mask, said lens means being effective
to focus a sharp clear image of said illuminated grid portion on
said optical mask whereby said mask provides a uniform modu-
lation of the light image signal through said mask, and field lens
means immediately adjacent and downstream of said mask for
concentrating the light signal passing through and modulated
by said optical mask into a composite signal and for directing
the concentrated composite signal onto said detector means.

1. A double focussing mass spectrometer comprising an ion
optical system having an entrance slit and an exit slit and an ion
detector, said ion optical system comprising a series combina-
tion of an energy dispersing unit and a mass dispersing unit,
said energy dispersing unit comprising a toroidal electric field
having a deflection angle of 85* to 95* and a toroidal constant
of 0.45 to 0.55, and said mass dispersing unit comprising a
homogeneous magnetic field having a deflection angle of 85*
to 95*. a concave entrance end face having a radius of curvture
of -in to -Jam where a^ is the ion orbital radius in said
magnetic field, and a flat exit end face inclined at an angle of 6*

to 14* to the negative side from a position perpendicular to the
optical axis of said ion optical system, the ratio a^/a^ where a,
is the ion orbital radius in said electric field, being between 0.75
and 0.9 and the distance between the entrance end face of said
magnetic field and said entrance slit being between 0.85a» and
1.25a;n.

4,427,886
LOW VOLTAGE HELD EMISSION ELECTRON GUN

Joe A. Martin, and Mas G. LagaUy, botii of MadiM>n, Wis.,
assignors to Wisconsin Alumni Research Fooodation, Madi-
son, Wis.

Filed Aug. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404^98
Int. a.J GOIN 23/225: HOIJ 19/24. 19/31 29/46

U.S. a. 250-310 30 Claims

4427 884
METHOD FOR DETECTING AND QUANTIFYING

CARBON ISOTOPES
Michael Aobar, BuffUo, aod Robert C. Abbott, Williamsrille,

both of N.Y., assignors to The Research Foundation of State
Unifersity of New York, Albany, N.Y.

FUed Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342,147
Int. a.J BOID 59/44; HOIJ 49/26

MS. a. 250-283 u cWnM
1. A method for detecting and quantifying a carbon isotope

at quantities of less than 1 X 10- >2 gram at a statistical precision
of better than 5% within a time period of less than about five
minutes, said method comprising producing a carbon com-
pound selected from the group consisting of elemental carbon,
CO, CS2 and CO2 from the carbon containing composition to
be analyzed and producing and detecting sufficient C" ions
from the carbon compound at a known efficiency to provide at

least 80 counts per minute by mass spectrometry of ions of the
carbon isotope to be detected and quantified.

\ -•<
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1. A field emission electron gun, comprising:
(a) a sharply pointed cathode tip;

(b) at least one sharply pointed extraction electrode tip
disposed with the point thereof proximate to the point of
the cathode tip; and

(c) means for applying a voltoge between the cathode tip and
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the extraction electrode tip sufficient to cause Held emis-

sion of electrons from the cathode tip.

4,427,887

METHOD FOR QUENCH CORRECTION IN UQUID
SCINTILLATION COUNTERS

FHtz Bcrthold, 753 Pforzbeiim WeisMnbnrsrtr. 12 a. Fed. Rep.

of Gcnuiy
Filed Dec. 24, 1980, Ser. No. 219,820

Claim priority, appUcatton Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 24,

1979, 2952321

lot a.3 GOIT 1/20

U.S. CL 250—328 28 Claims

nnnSiTr
HEX

the temperature at which the color of the liquid crystal

material changes from black;

an objective lens disposed in spaced relationship with the

radiation absorbing surface of said structure and operative

to image infrared radiation from an object being viewed
onto said absorbing surface;

an eyepiece lens disposed in spaced relationship with the

viewing surface of said structure and operative to provide

to a user a magnified version of the image provided
thereon; and

a visual channel providing a visual image of an object being

viewed in superposition with the infrared temperature

profile thereof, said visual channel including an objective

lens operative to provide a visual image of the object

being viewed and means for coupling the visual image to

said eyepiece lens for the viewing of the visual image in

superposition with the infrared temperature profile

thereof.

P'JCSE HEiSiT

1. In a method for determining the quench corrected count-

ing yield of samples which emit ionizing radiation that is sub-

ject to quenching in a liquid scintillation counter, wherein the

output signal of a photoelectric transducer device is used to

measure the counting rates of the sample energy spectrum in

different given pulse height ranges, and a value characteristic

for the quenching is derived from the measurement to deter-

mine a quench corrected counting yield, the improvement

wherein the value characteristic for the quenching is derived

by: assigning a given numerical relationship between the

counting rates in different given pulse height ranges; choosing

a shift parameter which when varied causes a relative shift

between the given pulse height ranges, and the sample spec-

trum; effecting the relative shift by varying the shift parameter

until the counting rates take on the given numerical relation-

ship; and determining the shift parameter value that produces

the given numerical relationship as the value characteristic for

the quenching.

4,427,888

INFRARED IMAGING SYSTEM
Aaron A. Galrin, Lexington, Maai., assignor to American Dis-

trict Telegraph Compuiy, New York, N.Y.
FUed Aug. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,492

Int a.3 HOIJ 31/49. 31/50
VS. a. 250—331 12 Qaims

.
I

1. An infrared imaging system comprising:

a liquid crystal structure having a surface for absorbing

infrared radiation from a radiating object, and a viewing

surface for providing an image representative of the tem-

perature profile of received infrared radiation;

means for biasing the liquid crystal material to a temperature

level above the ambient temperature range and just below

4,427,889

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MOLECULAR
SPECTROSCOPY, PARTICULARLY FOR THE

DETERMINATION OF PRODUCTS OF METABOLISM
Gerhard J. Miiller, Aalen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Carl Zeiss Stiftnng, Oberkochen Wierttemberg, Fed. Rep. of

Germany
PCr No. PCT/DE80/00119, § 371 Date Apr. 23, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Apr. 17, 1981, PCT Pnb. No. WO81/00622, PCT Pub.

Date Mar. 5, 1981

PCT FUed Aug. 12, 1980, Ser. No. 253^26
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 23,

1979, 2934190

Int a.i GOIJ 1/00

U.S. a. 250—339 13 Claims
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1. A method for the spectroscopic determination of glucose

concentration in an unpretreated multi-component specimen

selected from the group of whole blood and urine which com-

prises the steps of:

(a) simultaneously measuring the absorption values of infra-

red radiation by said specimen at a first wavelength lying

within the infrared spectral range of 940 to 950 cm - ' and

a second wavelength lying within the infrared spectral

range of 1090 to 109S cm- >; and

(b) standardizing the measurement by forming the quotient

of the absorption values of the first and second wave-

lengths:

whereby the glucose concentration is proportional to the ab-

sorption value measured at second wavelength, and the ab-

sorption value measured at said first wavelength is essentially

independent of said concentration.
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4,427,890

DOSE MONTTOR CHAMBER FOR ELECTRON OR
X-RAY RADIATION

Lconhard Taonann, Lafayette, Calif., assignor to Siemens Med-
ical Laboratories, Inc., Walnut Creek, Calif.

FUed Aog. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 289,137

Int a.3 HOIJ 47/02
VJS. a. 250-385 9 Claims

1. A dose monitor chamber for X-rays or electrons, compris-
ing in combination:

(a) a first electrode which is formed as a portion of a first fiat

ring, said first electrode being arranged in a first plane;
(b) a second electrode which is formed as a fiat circular disk
conucting along its periphery the periphery of a portion
of a second flat ring, said second electrode being arranged
in said first plane at a distance from said first electrode,

whereby said portion of said first ring and said portion of
said second ring extend together over approximately 360°;

and

(c) a third electrode arranged in a second plane parallel to

and spaced from said first plane.

4,427,891

VARIABLE TEMPERATURE STAGE DEVICE FOR
ELECTRON MICROSCOPE

Adrien J. P. Georges, 41, tn. Plaine Fleorie, and Jean-Pierre
Gonchond, 59 A, rue des Ayguinards, both of Meylan, France
38240

FUed Sep. 10, 1980, Ser. No. 185,950
Claims priority, appUcation France, Sep. 20, 1979, 79 23437

Int a.5 HOIJ 37/20
VJS. a. 250-443.1 18 Claims

connected by said clamping structure in abutting relation

to a portion of said specimen holder, said clamping struc-

ture holding the cooling means against said flexible metal
joint, in turn held in place against the specimen holder by
a force exerted through the metal joint by the cooling
means.

1. A variable temperature stage device for an electron mi-
croscope including a goniometer, said stage device comprising:
means detachable from the goniometer for supporting a

specimen holder,

means connected with said goniometer for selectively cool-
ing said specimen holder.

means for selectively heating said specimen holder,
a flexible metal joint crushed between said cooling means
and specimen holder,

a clamping structure, and
heat insulating means for supporting said specimen holder
and affix^ to said detachable supporting means to be

4,427,892

DETECnON AND DETERMINATION OF SPEOES BY
FLUORESCENCE MEASUREMENTS

Darid J. Malcolmc-Lawes, Loughborough, and Lawrence A.
Gifford, Bury, both of Engbud, assignors to National Re-
search Derelopment Corporation, London, England

PCT No. PCT/GB80/00098, § 371 Date Feb. 9, 1981, § 102(c)
Date Feb. 9, 1981, PCT Pnb. No. WO80/02746, PCT Pnb.
Date Dec. 11, 1980

PCT Filed Jun. 6, 1980, Ser. No. 237,140
Qaims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Jnn. 7, 1979,

7919852

Int. a.' GOIN 23/00: G21K 5/00
U,S. a. 250—458.1 9 ctaims

1. A method of detecting or determining a species contained
in the flowing liquid eluant of a chromatographic separation,

which comprises providing a '^'Pm or *^Ni source of beta-par-

ticles, generating visible fluorescent radiation in the eluant by
the action of the beta-particles thereon, causing the eluant to

flow between the source of beta-particles and a light-sensitive

detection means, so that flluorescent radiation generated in the

eluant is detected, and a count rate thereof is measured, by the

detection means, optically filtering said radiation to select

particular wavelengths for detection by said detection means
and monitoring the output of the detection means.

4,427,893

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR STORING SPENT
FUEL ASSEMBUES

Horst Queiser, Maintal, and Bcmd Eckardt Bmchkiibcl, both
of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Kraftwerk Union Ak-
tiengeseUschaft, MiiUieiai, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Dec. 10, 1980, Ser. No. 215,136
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 13,

1979, 2950198

Int a.' G21F 5/00
UJS. a. 250—506.1 10 OaiflH

1. Apparatus for storing spent fuel assemblies of a nuclear
reactor including a plurality of fuel-assembly transport casks,

respectively, having a hollow chamber for receiving therein at

least one fuel assembly and having a cover for gas-tighUy
closing off an opening in the hollow chamber, comprising
means for supplying a trace gas into the hollow chamber, an
additional cover defining a leakage detection chamber cover-
ing the cross-section of the opening to the hollow chamber and
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susceptible to receipt of leakage therein from within the hol-

low chamber and from the outside, and a measuring device for

the trace gas connected to said leakage detection chamber for

monitoring gas-tightness of the closure of the opening to the

hollow chamber and for differentiating between leakage from
within the hollow chamber and from the outside, means in-
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portion receiving therein a filter member and a portion
having therein at least one slit;

said plurality of replacement port members being positioned
within said fixed port member such that during use of the
shielding box, air from the shielding box passes through
said duct of said fixed port member and said slit in one
replacement port member, through said filter member in

said one replacement port member to be purified thereby,
and through said slit in the said replacement port member
next adjacent said one replacement port member and said

exhaust duct of said fixed port member;
flexible bag means provided on a first end of said fixed port
member for receiving said one replacement port member,
upon replacement thereof in said use position by said next
adjacent replacement port member, upon axial sliding

movement being imparted to said plurality of replacement
port members in a direction from a second end of said

fixed port member toward said first end thereof; and
pressure control damper means provided at said second end

of said fixed port member for maintaining the internal

pressure within the shielding box within a predetermined
pressure range.

eluding valves for connecting the respective leakage detection

chambers of the plurality of transport casks in common to said

measuring device, said connecting means comprising connect-

ing lines respectively forming a grouping of all the transport

casks connectible to said measuring device, said grouping
being adapted to the spatial arrangement of the transport casks.

4,427,894

PORT SECTION STRUCTURE FOR MOUNTING
REPLACEMENTS ON A SHIELDING BOX

Mitmign SmuMMhi, Katsuta; Koichi Tokoro, HitM;hi; Takeshi
Natori, Ibaraki, and Kojiro Yaki, Hitachi, all of Japan, as-

dgnora to Hitachi Cable, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
PCT No. PCT/JP80/00139, § 371 Date Not. 7, 1980, § 102(e)

Date Not. 7, 1980, PCT Pub. No. WO80/02890, PCT Pub.
Date Dec. 24, 1980

PCT nied Jon. 20, 1980, Scr. No. 224,519
Claiina priority, application Japan, Jun. 21, 1979, 54-78582

Int a.' G21F 7/04

VS. a. 250—515.1 4 Claims
I

5

:L _ -

1. A port structure for use on a shielding box to support a
replacement port and to enable sealed replacement thereof,

said port structure comprising:

a fixed port member having a duct operable to be fixedly

sealingly connected to the interior of a shielding box and
an exhaust duct connected to the atmosphere, said fixed

member having a smooth inner surface defining an elon-

gated passage;

a plurality of replacement port members positioned axially

serially within said passage within said fixed port member;
each said replacement port member having a uniform outer

surface having firmly fixed thereto an elastic member
having extending therefrom a plurality of axially spaced
elastic ring members sealingly contacting said smooth
inner surface of said fixed pori member;

each said replacement pori member including an internal

4,427,895

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR OPTICAL RBER
COMMUNICATION OPERATING AT GIGABITS PER

SECOND
Sverre T. Eng, Box 341, S-43900 Onaala, Sweden

FUed Jon. 12, 1981, Scr. No. 272,969

lot a.3 H04B 9/00
U.S. a. 250—551 9 Claims
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1. A method for optical fiber communication operating at

gigabits per second comprising the steps of

generating periodic narrow pulses at a rate below said giga-

bit per second rate of communication by some multiple

equal to or greater than N, where N is a selected integer,

dividing said narrow pulses into N channels, each of the

channels 1 through N delaying the narrow pulse through

it by an interval, r, greater than the channel preceding it

in the sequence 1 through N, and at each of the channels

selectively inhibiting the narrow pulse according to the

value of a respective binary digit in a group of N binary

digits,

combining the delayed narrow pulses of said channels into a

group of serial pulses in one channel,

driving a damped relaxation oscillation semiconductor laser

with a bias current 10 to 20 percent above threshold laser

current with said group of serial pulses to produce a train

of optical pulses for transmission,
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transmitting said train of optical pulses over an optical fiber

to a receiver, and

detecting said train of optical pulses at said receiver.

4,427,897
nXED PITCH WIND TURBINE SYSTEM UTILIZING

AERODYNAMIC STALL
Albert Migliori, Saata Fe, N. Mex., aadgaor to Joha Midyettc,

III, Santa Fc and John Humphrey, Tctuquc, both of, N. Mex.
Filed Jan. 18, 1982, Scr. No. 339.836

Int. a.5 P03D 7/02
U.S. a. 290-44 16 cialmt
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1. A system for operating an electric power generating plant
comprising a steam turbine, means including a steam generat-
ing system for supplying steam to said turbine, a generator
driven by said turbine and adapted to generate a predetermined
electrical load for network operation with other generators,
said turbine including a plurality of turbine sections, a prede-
termined throttle valve arrangement, a predetermined gover-
nor valve arrangement, said throttle and governor valves
disposed to control the flow of steam between said steam
generating system and said turbine, a control system including
an automatic control having means for controlling said gover-
nor and throttle valves to control the turbine speed in accor-
dance with input speed and speed change rate demands, said

speed controlling means including control elements and associ-

ated logic elements characterized with other registered system
parameters, said automatic control system furiher including
means for controlling said governor and throttle valves to

control the turbine load in accordance with input load and load
change rate demands, said load controlling means including
control and associated logic elemenu characterized with other
registered system parameters, said automatic control furiher

including means for generating system protection signals in

accordance with predetermined input variable signals and in

accordance with other registered parameters, a control panel
having means for selectively generating parameter value sig-

nals to change selectively the values of said other parameters,
means for switchably coupling the parameter value signals to

said automatic control and for registering the parameter value
signals in said automatic control in place of the selected ones of
said other parameters so as to restructure said automatic con-
trol to function in accordance with the selected ones of said

other parameters, a manual backup control for said governor
and throttle valves, means for transferring the operation of said

control system from said automatic control to said manual
backup control when said generating and coupling means are

operated to register parameter changes, and means for dis-

abling said generating and coupling means from registering

parameter changes in said automatic control unless transfer has

occurred to said manual backup control.
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4,427,896
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OPERATING A STEAM
TURBINE WITH CAPABILITY FOR BUMPLESSLY

CHANGING THE SYSTEM CONHGURATION ON-LINE
BY MEANS OF SYSTEM PARAMETER CHANGES

Gerald E. Waldron, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Westinghousc
Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 247,880, Apr. 26, 1972, abandoned.
This application Jul. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 377,173

Int. a.2 H02P 9/04
U.S. a. 290—40 R 11 Qaims

J, •• -
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1. A fixed-pitch wind turbine system comprising:
a fixed-pitch wind turbine;

an alternator coupled to said fixed-pitch wind turbine, said

alternator having an armature which produces an output
voltage subsuntially proportional to the speed of roution
of said fixed-pitch wind turbine;

means for regulating said output voluge of said armature to
control said speed of roution of said fixed-pitch wind
turbine to optimize power delivered by said alternator and
induce aerodynamic sull in said fixed-pitch wind turbine
whenever said optimized output power exceeds a prede-
termined maximum.

4,427,898

MOBILE POWER STATION APPARATUS
Yoshikazu Miyake, Itami, and Kenichi Ootsuka, Amagasaki,

both of Japan, assignors to MiUubishi DenkJ Kabushiki Kai-
sha, Japan

Filed Dec. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 447.160
Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 22, 1981, 56-

192286[U]; Dec. 23, 1981, 56-192022

Int. a.} H02J 3/00
U.S. a. 307—9 4 a,iB„
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1. A mobile power station apparatus comprising:
a plurality of lightning arresters disposed adjacent to one

another together with equipment on a vehicle body, said

lightning arresters being disposed in a transporution posi-

tion within predetermined length and width dimensions of
the vehicle body; and

rotary means provided on said respective lightning arresters

including a suppori for each said lightning arrester rout-
ably mounted on said vehicle body for lateral turning
movement to allow the respective lightning arrester to be
moved from said transporution position to an operating
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position extending beyond said dimensions of the vehicle

body for adjusting the interphase gap between the ends of

adjacent lightning arresters.

4v427,899 I

CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT FOR SECURING THE
SUPPLY VOLTAGE SUPPLY OF AN ELECTRONIC

LOAD
HartBirt Bnui, BamborB, Fed. Rep. of GcrmaDy, aasignor to

SicBeaa AktiwigMfllwhaft, Berlin and Mooich, Fed. Rep. of

Gcraumy
Filed Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 363,935

ClalBi priority, appUcatioa Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 31,

1981, 3113523

Iirt. a.) HOIH 83/12; H02H 3/24

VS. CL 307—66 1 Claim

1. A circuit for assuring the supply of voltage to an elec-

tronic load, comprising:

a tint terminal for malcing connection to a main voltage

supply;

a load coupled to the first terminal via a rectifier;

a second terminal for making connection to an auxiliary

voltage supply;

a self-conducting field-effect transistor having a gate elec-

trode, a source electrode, and a drain electrode, the source

electrode coupled to the load and to the rectifier, the drain

electrode coupled to the second terminal; and

a voltage divider connected in shunt to the load, the voltage

divider having a tap which is directly connected to the

gate electrode.

4,427,900 '

SUPPLY QRCUrr FOR ELECTRONIC APPARATUS AT A
HIGH ELECTRIC POTENTUL

Pierre Anmoat, and Jean-Pierre Dnpraz, both of Aix lea Bains,

Fraacc, aarignon to Alathom-Atlaatique, Paris, France

Filed Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362,325

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 30, 1981, 81 06337

Int a.3 H02J 13/00
U.S. a. 307—149

,
7 Claims
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1. A power supply circuit for electronic apparatus at a high

electric potential relative to the ground, said power supply

circtiit comprising:

a generator at ground potential and comprising means for

delivering power for said electronic apparatus in the form
of a high-frequency signal at an operating frequency;

a first lightly insulated transformer having a primary wind-

ing connected to output terminals of the generator and a

secondary winding having one end connected to a low
potential relative to the ground;

a second lightly insulated transformer having a secondary
winding connected to the power supply input of said

electronic apparatus and a primary winding having one
end connected to said high potential;

and

a coupler circuit coupling the secondary winding of the first

transformer to the primary winding of the second trans

former at said operating frequency of said generator, said

coupling circuit having two capacitors interconnecting

respective pairs of the end of said coupled windings,
thereby providing galvanic isolation therebetween while
transmitting power at said operating frequency.

4,427,901

WAVEFORM SHAPING ORCUTT
Yasuta Tomuro, Kawanishi, Japan, issigiior to Mitsobishl Denki

Kabushiki Kaiaha, Tokyo, Japan
FUed Oct. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 315,648

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Nov. 8, 1980, 55-158372

Int CL' H03K 3/01 7, 3/02
U.S. a. 307—268 2 Claims
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1. A waveform shaping circuit comprising a voltage com-
parator having a pair of inputs, one of said inputs being sup-

plied with a reference voltage, the other of said inputs being

supplied with a voltage across a capacitor which is charged in

the absence of a square input pulse and which is discharged in

the presence of said square input pulse so as to thereby produce
a square output pulse from said voltage comparator, and fur-

ther comprising a means which is responsive to said square

input pulse to vary said reference voltage.

4,427,902

OPTIMUM TRANSISTOR DRIVE aRCUTT WTTH OVER
LOAD COMPENSATION

Mark Hickman, Westboro, Mass., and Michael M. Brown,

Kingston, N.H., assignors to Vee Arc Corporation, Westboro,

Mass.

FUed Mar. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 359,037

Int. a? H03K 3/26. 23/22

U.S. a. 307—270 11 Claims
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1. A circuit for driving a biased power transistor high volt-

ages and that has an input electrode and a pair of output elec-
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trodes comprising emitter and collector electrodes, said circuit

comprising;

input circuit means for receiving an input control signal said

power transistor,

control transistor means coupled from said input circuit

means having drive and non-drive states and having its

output coupled to the input electrode of said power tran-

sistor,

first means, responsive to the magnitude of the power tran-

sistor collector-to-emitter voltage exceeding a predeter-

mined threshold, for decreasing drive current from the

control transistor means to the power transistor,

second means, responsive to the magnitude of the power
transistor base-to-emitter voltage exceeding a predeter-

mined threshold under overload conditions, for decreas-

ing drive current from the control transistor means to the

power transistor,

and third means, responsive to the magnitude of the power
transistor collector-to-emitter voltage being below a pre-

determined reference level, for decreasing drive current

to the power transistor for maintaining the power transis-

tor in a non-saturated condition.

4,427,903

VOLTAGE CURRENT CONVERTER ORCUTT
Masunori Sugimoto, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nippon Electric

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Jon. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 276,742

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jun. 24, 1980, 55-85367;

May 14, 1981, 56-72516

Int. a.3 H03K 5/24; H03F 3/45

VS. a. 307—355 8 Claims
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8. A transistor circuit comprising first, second and third field

effect transistors, each of said transistors having a source-drain

current path and a gate for controlling the amount of current

of said source-drain current path thereof, first and second

voltage terminals, means for connecting the source-drain cur-

rent path of said first transistor between said first and second

voltage terminals, means for connecting the source-drain cur-

rent paths of said second and third transistors in parallel be-

tween said first and second voltage terminals, means for sup-

plying the gate of said first transistor with a control signal for

controlling the amount of current flowing through the source-

drain current path thereof, means for supplying the gate of said

second transistor with a control signal for controlling the

amount of current flowing through the source-drain current

path thereof, first means for detecting value of current flowing

through the source-drain current path of said first transistor,

second means for detecting value of current flowing through

the source-drain current path of said second transistor, and

means responsive to outputs of said first means and said second

means for controlling current flowing through the source-

drain current path of said third transistor so as to make the sum

of current values flowing through said second and third tran-

sistors close to the current value flowing through said first

transistor.

4,427,904

DIGTTAL SIGNAL GENERATING CIRCVU
KaniyoaU Imaieki, aad Toahiyaki Taaaka, botk of Tokyo,

Japaa, aaaignors to Gcacral Research of Elactroaka, lac,

Tokyo, Japaa

Filed Jul. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 288,972

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct. 21, 1980, 55-147075

Int. a.' H03K 13/Oa 19/08. 19/092

VJS. a. 307—463 9 Claims
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7. A signal transmission circuit comprising: control means
for establishing a predetermined plural number of control

signals; encoding means for selectively providing a plurality of

voltage levels, each corresponding to one of said control sig-

nals; single conductor means for receiving and transmitting

said plurality of voltage levels; and decoding means coupled

with said single conductor for generating a corresponding

digital signal in response to each of said voltage levels;

whereby each said digital signal corresponds to one of said

control signals.

4,427,905

COMBINED UNEAR MOTOR AND SIDE MOUNTED
OUTBOARD CARRIAGE

Darid A. Sutton, Santa Yncz, CaUf., assignor to DMA Sytems

Corporation, Goleta, CaUf.

Contiauation of Ser. No. 321,388, Not. 16, 1981, abandoaed.

This appUcation Jun. 16, 1983, Ser. No. 504,082

Int. a.) H02K 41/02

VS. a. 310—13 13 Claiaas

J {
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1. A linear motor and side mounted outboard carriage com-

bination comprising:

an elongate magnetic core having a longitudinal motion axis;

an armature associated with said core and being movable

along said axis;

plural carriage ways secured on opposite sides of said core;

and

a carriage assembly mounted on said ways and connected to

said armature for movement therewith along said axis,

said carriage assembly comprising:

a first carriage portion positioned on one side of said core;

a second carriage portion positioned on an opposite side of

said core; and

a magnetic head assembly connected to said first carriage

portion and positioned on said one side of said core, the

mass of said second carriage portion being approxi-
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mately equal to the combined mass of said first carriage

portion and said magnetic head assembly whereby the

center of gravity of said first and second carriage por-

tions of said magnetic head assembly is approximately

aligned with the center of force of said core.

4,427,906
'

VIBRATING COMPRESSOR
Hiroynki Kainumi, Knmagaya, and Tadayoshj Kimura, Nitta,

both of Japan, anignors to Sawafigi Electric Co., Ltd., Japan
FUed Mar. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 242,427

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 13, 1980, 55-31926;

Mar. 13, 1980, 55-32856[i;]

Int. a.3 H02K 33/18
U.S. a. 310—27

, 4 Oaims

1. A vibrating compressor having a cup-shaped external iron

core; a plurality of permanent magnets formed into arc-shaped

pieces the center angle of which includes 360° and disposed

along the internal circumference of the external iron core; an

internal iron core having a cylindrical magnetic pole 4' facing

said permanent magnets at a predetermined gap and forming a

magnetic path, together with the external iron core wherein an

electromagnetic coil vibratably supported by a mechanical
vibration system is disposed in an annular magnetic gap formed
by a space deflned by the permanent magnets and the cylindri-

cal magnetic pole of the internal iron core, and an alternating

current is fed to the electromagnetic coil to drive a piston

connected to the electromagnetic coil, said permanent magnets
being made of ferrite magnets, the ferrite magnets being
formed in such a fashion that the axial length thereof is longer
than the axial length of the cylindrical magnetic pole formed
on the internal core so as to ensure uniform magnetic flux

density in the annular magnetic gap, said electromagnetic coil,

in the state where the alternating current is not fed thereto,

being disposed in such a manner that the axial center of the

electromagnetic coil is positioned at an offset location at least

in the direction of compression of the piston with respect to the
axial center of the annular magnetic gap.

4,427,907 I

SPIRAL PANCAKE ARMATURE WINDING MODULE
FOR A DYNAMOELECTRIC MACHINE

Carl Flick, and Richard D. Natbcnaon, both of Pittsburgh, Pa.,

assignors to Electric Power Research Institute, Inc., Palo
Alto, Calif.

FUed Not. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 324,295

Int. C\? H02K 9/19
MS. a. 310—52 6 Claims

1. A stator phase coil for a superconducting dynamoelectric
machine, comprising:

a phase coil, said phase coil comprising a conductor formed
into a plurality of concentric turns, said turns defining a
curved shape wth first and second spirally arcuate sur-

faces;

an inner electrically insulative skin, said inner skin being
generally rigid and disposed proximate said first arcuate
surface of said phase coil;

an outer electrically insulative skin, said outer skin being

generally rigid and disposed proximate said second arcu-

ate surface of said phase coil;

means for electrically insulating the outer edges of said

phase coil, said insulating means being disposed between
said inner and outer insulative skin, said insulating means
being generally rigid;

means for preventing electrical communication between
adjacent of said turns, said preventing means being dis-

posed on the surface of said conductor; and
a nonmagnetic filler piece disposed between said inner and

outer insulative skins and in the center of said phase coil.

4,427,908

ELECTRICAL MACHINE WITH COMPRESSED AIR
COOLING

Geza Halmai, Budapest, Hnngary, assignor to Villamosipari

Kutato Intezet, Budapest, Hungary
Continuation of Ser. No. 61,314, Jul. 27, 1979, abandoned, which
is a continuation of Ser. No. 870,254, Jan. 17, 1978, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 680,969, Apr. 27, 1976,
abandoned. This appUcation No?. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320,687
Claims priority, appUcation Hungary, Apr. 28, 1975, HA 985

Int. a.} H02K 9/08
U.S. a. 310—57 1 Claim

^rQ=^
1. An electrical machine comprising:

an armature formed with an iron body having a crown
around a periphery thereof and windings lying in said

crown with heads disposed on opposite axial sides of said

crown, each of said heads being formed with a winding

loop defining an inner layer and an outer layer radially

spaced from said inner layer;

respective tubular insets received in said heads and forming

axially extending cooling channels therein;

a pressure-tight case enclosing said armature and having

axially opposite portions to either side of said crown;

respective compressed air outlets connected to said case at

said portions adjacent said crown;

respective compressed air inlets, opening into opposite ends

of said case for a connection to compressed air, the outlets

being connected to a heat exchanger;

magnet poles surrounding said case between said portions

and juxtaposed with said crown to cooperate with said

armature and develop electromotive forces rotating said

armature:
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a sealing at one end of said case, said armature having a shaft

extending from said case through said sealing; and
means including said heat exchanger connected to said inlets

and said outlets for circulating compressed air in a closed

path through said case and the channels and in direct

contact with said windings for cooling same.

4,427,909

PLAONG STAND DRIVING DEVICE HAVING
FLYWHEEL EFFECT IN ONLY ONE DIRECTION

ToshUcatsu Takahashi, Kanagawa, Japan, assignor to Fiyi Xerox
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Mar. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 361,027
Oaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 24, 1981, 56-42745

Int. a.J H02K 7/02; G03G 15/28
U.S. a. 310—74 8 Oaims

1. A placing stand driving device comprising:

a step motor having an output shaft;

torque transmitting means for translating rotary movement
of said output shaft in both clockwise and counterclock-

wise directions to linear movement of said placing stand in

respective opposed directions;

a flywheel; and

directional coupling means for coupling said flywheel to said

output shaft for and only for rotary movement of said

output shaft in a predetermined one of said clockwise and
counterclockwise directions.

4,427,910

MAGNETIC SLOT WEDGE WITH LOW AVERAGE
PERMEABILITY AND HIGH MECHANICAL STRENGTH
EUce Richter, and Henry G. Lena, both of Scotia, N.Y., assignors

to General Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.
FUed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,278

Int. 0.3 H02K 3/48
U.S. O. 310—214 2 Oaims

perpendicular to the top surface of said nonmagnetic
body; and

a plurality of magnetic laminations, one lamination posi-

tioned in each of said slits, respectively.

4,427,911

ROTOR FOR A STEPPER MOTOR HAVING A SHEET
METAL SUPPORT FOR THE MAGNET

Harry G. Manson, Princeton, Ind., assignor to IMC Magnetics
Corp., Jericho, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,541

Int. 0.5 H02K 21/12
U.S. O. 310-261 3 Oaims

«, <f

1. A slot wedge for use in a toothed sutor of a rotary electric

machine, successive teeth of said sUtor forming slots therebe-

tween, said slot wedge comprising:

a nonmagnetic body having a width corresponding to the

width of any of said slots, said nonmagnetic body having

a plurality of parallel slits extending part way through the

width of said body from both sides, said slits extending

i
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1. A rotor for a stepper motor, comprising:

(a) an annular hub having a centra] opening adapted to

accommodate a motor shaft,

(b) a tubular permanent magnet having an internal diameter
larger than the external diameter of the hub, the magnet
being located around the hub to define an annular space
between the hub and the magnet,

(c) an annular support within said annular space, the support

having a radially outer surface facing the intenor surface

of the magnet and the support having a radially inner

surface facing the exterior surface of the hub, the suppon
outer surface being spaced from the magnet intenor sur-

face and the support inner surface being spaced from the

hub exterior surface, and the support being a tubular

element comprising an annular outer wall, an annular

inner wall subsuntially concentric with the outer wall,

and a bridge joining the corresponding ends of the two
walls, the two walls and bridge compnsing a single piece

of thin sheet metal, and

(d) a bonding material filling the annular gaps between the

radially outer and inner surfaces of the support, and the

magnet and the hub, respectively.

4,427,912

ULTRASOUND TRANSDUCER FOR ENHANCING
SIGNAL RECEPTION IN ULTRASOUND EQUIPMENT
Tuan S. Bui, Rydalmerc, and John A. Sheriock, North Manly,

both of Australia, assignors to Ansonics Pty. Ltd., Lane Cotc,
Australia

Filed May 13, 1982, Ser. No. 377.612

Int. O.) HOIL 41/04
U.S. O. 310—322 4 Oaims

1. An ultrasonic transducer assembly comprising a first layer

of piezoelectric material, said first layer having electrode coat-

ings on opposite faces thereof and being responsive to an elec-

trical signal applied across said coatings for generating an

ultrasound signal; a second layer of piezoelectric material

acoustically coupled to said first layer for coupling ultrasound

signals generated by said first layer to an interrogation me-
dium, said second layer having electrode coatings on opposite

faces thereof and being responsive to an ultrasound signal echo
received from said interrogation medium followmg the genera-

tion of an ultrasound signal by said first layer for generating an

electrical signal, said second layer being acoustically coupled
to said first layer by an intermediate matching layer; and means
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for enhancing the electrical signal generated by said second

layer, said enhancing means including means for adding to the

s

1

S« - M

4

*9

electrical signal generated by said second layer an m-phase

electrical signal which appears across said first layer.

4,427,913

ACOUSTIC DIFFRACTOMETER
Gerald J. lafrate, Toms Hirer, and Artbiir Ballato, Long Branch,

both of NJ^ aadgnors to The United States of America as

reprocotcd by ttac Secretary of the Army, Washington, D.C.
CootiaaatioB of Ser. No. 269,283, Jmi. 1, 1981, abudoaed. This

appUcation Mar. 30, 1983, Ser. No. 480,624

laL CL^ HOIL 4J/08
U.S. CL 310—334

-T"
IT

6 Claims

U-

1. An electrical multibandpass filter device used at frequen-

cies above 300 GHZ comprising:

an acoustic diffractometer means which comprises a sub-

strate of bulk gallium arsenide and at least two alternating

layers of piezoelectrically active but electrically inactive

GaAs material, and piezoelectrically inactive insulator

with acoustic mismatch, GaAlAs material, respectively,

on said substrate defming an acoustically mismatched
superlattice the number and thicknesses of the alternating

layers defining the frequency of the pass bands;

electrical input means to said filter device comprising acous-

tic wedges, angle cut to permit efficient transmission into

the superlattice including means for transducing an input

electrical signal for launching the input as an acoustical

wave in said acoustic diffractometer means; and
electrical output means for said filter device comprising

acoustic wedges on the opposite side of said device than

the input wedges, and angle cut to permit efficient trans-

mission out from the superlattice including means for

transducing an output acoustical wave signal received

from said acoustic diffractometer means into an output
electrical signal.

4,427,914
SPARKPLUG WITH IMPROVED ANTIFOUUNG

PERFORMANCE
Hisao MizoBo; ShukU Takagi; Kkhio Nakahara, and

Hiroynki Nagae, aU of AicU« Japaa, iMigDon to NGK Spark
Plug Co., Ltd., AicU, Japaa

FUed JnL 20, 1981, Ser. No. 284,875
Claims priority, appUcatioa Japan, Not. 26, 1980, 55-166132

lat, CL» HOIT 13/02
U.S. CL 313—130 9 Claims

(^
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1. A sparkplug having good antifouling properties wherein a
porcelain insulator for supporting a central electrode is fixed in

a metal casing, the improvement wherein a coating comprising
fluorine oil containing elemental fluorine is provided on at least

a firing surface except for a tip of said porcelain insulator

surrounded by an inner surface of a combustion chamber side

of said metal casing, thereby preventing a decrease in electrical

resistance.

4,427,915

SPARK PLUG AND THE PROCESS FOR PRODUCTION
THEREOF

Kanemitsu Nishio; Sbunichi Takagi, and Yaanhiko Sozoki, all of

.Nagoya, Japan, assignors to NGK Spark Plug Co. Ltd., Aichi,

Japan

FUed Oct 10, 1980, Ser. No. 195,734

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct 13, 1979, 54-132139

Int a.3 HOIT 21/02. 1/16
US. a. 313—141 26 Claims

1. A spark plug having a spark electrode at a position thereof

facing an external electrode wherein said spark electrode is

prepared by mixing at least a titanium compound and a noble

metal selected from a group consisting of Pt, a mixture of Pt

and Pd, or a mixture of noble metals consisting of (a) a member
selected from a group consisting of Pt and Pd and (b) at least

one member selected from a group consisting of Au, Ru, Ag
and Rh, forming the resulting mixture into the shape of a spark

electrode, and then sintering the mixture, wherein the titanium

compound is the major ceramic component of the spark elec-

trode.
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4,427,916

HEATING ELEMENT FOR INDIRECTXY HEATED
CATHODE AND METHOD FOR THE MANUFACTURE

OF SUCH AN ELEMENT
Arriad Shroff, Parii, Firaace, bmIvmh- to Tboanoa-CSF, Paris,

Vnmet
Filed Feb. 9, 1980, Ser. No. 232,571

daims priority, appUcation Fhucc, Feb. 15, 1980, 80 03410
Int 0.3 HOIJ 1/14. 17/06; HOIK 1/04

VJS. CL 313—346 R 10 Claims

an electron beam emitting section including cathode means
and grid means for generating an electron beam;

said photoconductive target;

an electrostatic focusing lens including cylindrical electrode

means disposed between said electron beam emining sec-

tion and said photoconductive target for focusing the

electron beam from said electron beam emitting section

onto said photoconductive target, said cylindrical elec-

trode means having first, second and third cylindrical

electrodes coaxially arranged in the mentioned order from
the side of the said electron beam emitting section, means
for applying to said first cylindrical electrode a first volt-

1-
2? -

22'-
5. -fl ,'•4

1. An electrical heating element for an indirectly heated

cathode formed by a disk made from an emissive material

occupying one of the ends of a cylinder made from a non-emis-

sive materia], the heating element being formed by a filament

positioned within the cylinder and by a thermally conductive

and electrically non-conductive fritted mixture of alumina and

oxide filling the space left free by the filament within the cylin-

der, wherein the mixture is formed by alumina and at least 10%
by weight of an oxide of one of the elements of column IIIB of

the periodic table of elements, said mixture being fritted at

between 1700* and 1800* C, said filament having electrical

terminal connections extending outside of said mixture.

8. A method for the manufacture of a heating element

wherein it comprises the following stages:

(a) the powder of an oxide of one of the elements of column
IIIB of the periodic table of elements and one or more
alumina powders of different grain size distributions are

intimately mixed accompanied by stirring, the oxide pow-
der not exceeding 10% by weight of the mixture,

(b) a solvent is added to the mixture so as to obtain a paste,

(c) the surface of the emissive disk facing the inside of the

cylinder made from non-emissive material is coated with

said paste and the solvent is then slowly evaporated,

(d) the filament is introduced into the cylinder,

(e) the cylinder is filled several times with the paste, whose
consistency can be modified by adding the solvent, whilst

evaporating the solvent on each occasion,

(0 fritting takes place under hydrogen at between 1700* and
1800* C.

.'• ? V

4,427,917

TELEVISION CAMERA TUBE WITH ELECTROSTATIC
FOCUSING

Maaashi Mizushima, Shiznoka; Shigcm Ehata, Mobara;
Maaanori Mamyaou, and Masakazu Fukushima, both of

Koknboqji, aU of Japan, aadgnors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan

Continnation of Ser. No. 160,203, Jon. 17, 1980, abandoned.

This appUcation Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 416,916

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jnn. 22, 1979, 54-78210

Int a.J HOIJ 31/26. 29/74. 29/46
VJS. a. 313—389 12 Claims

1. A television camera tube with electrostatic focusing in

which an optical image is projected onto a photoconductive

target to develop thereover the distribution of potential corre-

sponding to the optical image and this photoconductive target

is scanned by an electron beam to produce an electrical signal

corresponding to the optical image, said television camera tube

comprising:

^z* " ?B

age greater than a third voltage which is applied to said

third cylindrical electrode, means for applying to said

second cylindrical electrode a second voltage smaller than

said third voltage, said second cylindrical electrode satis-

fying the relation of I.20<l4/d4= 2.30, U and d4 being the

length and inner diameter of said second cylindrical elec-

trode; and

a collimation lens including mesh electrode means disposed

between said electrostatic focusing lens and said photo-

conductive target for casting the focused electron beam
from said electrostatic focusing lens perpendicularly onto

said photoconductive target.

4,427,918

FOCUSING COLOR-SELECTION STRUCTURE FOR A
CRT

Steren A. Lipp, HopeweU, NJ., aasignor to RCA Corporation,

New York, N.Y.

FUed Jan. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 228,588

lat a.J HOIJ 29/80

U.S. a. 313—402 3 Claims
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1. In a color-selection structure for a cathode-ray tube, said

color-selection structure being of the type comprising (a) a

metal plate having two opposed major surfaces and having an

array of aperture^ therethrough, said apertures being arranged

in substantially parallel columns, (b) an array of elongated

electrical conductors closely spaced from said plate, the
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lengths of said conductors being substantially parallel to and
interdigiuted between said columns of apertures, and (c) con-
nection means for applying a voltage between said plate and
said array of conductors, the improvement wherein

(1) said plate has an array of substantially-parallel ridges of
plate metal between said columns of apertures and integral

with and upstanding from one of said major surfaces, the

lengths of said ridges being substantially parallel to said

columns of apertures, said ridges being at least as high as

said plate is thick,

(2) an electrically-insulating layer over the tops of each of
said ridges, and

(3) an electrically-conducting layer over each said electrical-

ly-insulating layer, thereby providing said array of electri-

cal conductors closely spaced from said plate.

4,427,919 I

MERCURY HOLDER FOR ELECTRIC DISCHARGE
LAMPS

Julian P. Grenfell, HoUybank House, HoUybank Rd., Hook
Heath, Woking, Surrey, England

FUed Jul. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 286,358
Gains priority, application United Kingdom, Jul. 30, 1980,

8024860

Int. a.3 HOIJ 61/28
U.S. a. 313—546 4 Qaims

an outer conductor disposed around the inner conductor;
the conductors having means at one end adapted for cou-

pling to a high frequency power source;
a first electrode connected to the other end of said inner

conductor and having a surface adjacent to said first outer
surface of the envelope of the electrodeless lamp; and

a second electrode connected to the other end of said outer
conductor and having a surface adjacent to said second
outer surface of the envelope of the electrodeless lamp;

wherein

the electrodeless lamp is centered on the central axis of the
apparatus;

said outer conductor includes conductive mesh encircling
said electrodeless lamp and spaced therefrom;

said inner conductor extends along said central axis;

said first electrode extends along said central axis from said
inner conductor and terminates in a first electrode mem-

T

28-
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1. An electric light source comprising a sealed transparent
elongated envelope containing a fill gas, a cathode at each end
of said elongated envelope, lead-in conductors connected to
each said cathode and connectoble to an external source of
electric current, a holder containing a predetermined volume
of mercury mounted within the envelope at one end thereof
and being anodically connected relative to the cathodes by
being connected to one of the lead-in conductors of one of the
cathodes, the other cathode being connected in an electrical
circuit effective on energisation to cause said other cathode to
emit electrons towards the anodically functioning holder and
to generate ions by collisions with gas molecules in the enve-
lope, whereby the said holder heats up under the electronic
and ionic bombardment and bursts to release the mercury.

I

4,427,920

ELECTROMAGNETIC DISCHARGE APPARATUS
Joseph M. Proud, WeUesley Hills; Robert K. Smith, Wihning-

tOB, and Charles N. Fallier, Jr., Westford, all of Mass., assign-
ors to GTE Laboratories Incorporated, Waltham, Mass.

FUed Oct. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 307,418
lot a.5 H05B 41/16, 41/24

UA a 315-248 11 cUin„
1. Electromagnetic discharge apparatus comprising
an electrodeless lamp having an envelope of a light transmit-

ting substance, the envelope having opposite first and
second outer surfaces;

a fill material within the envelope capable of emitting light
upon breakdown and exciution when subjected to a high
frequency electric field;

an inner conductor;

ber generally transverse to said central axis and having a
surface area contiguous with a major portion of said first

outer surface of the envelope of the electrodeless lamp;
said second electrode extends along said central axis from

said conductive mesh and terminates in a second electrode
member generally transverse to said central axis and hav-
ing a surface area contiguous with a major portion of said
second outer surface of the envelope of the electrodeless
lamp; and

said first and second electrode members are disposed gener-
ally parallel to each other and are closely spaced to pro-
vide a high value of electric field to pressure ratio within
the fill material

whereby when high frequency power is applied to said inner
and outer conductors, a high frequency electric field is pro-
duced between the first and second electrodes causing break-
down and excitation of the fill material within the envelope.

4,427,921

ELECTRODELESS ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT SOURCE
Joseph M. Proud, WeUesley HUls, and Stephen G. Johnson,

Georgetown, both of Mass., assignors to GTE Laboratories
Inc., Waltham, Mass. and GTE Products Corp., Stamford,
Conn.

Filed Oct. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 307,419

Int. a.J H05B 41/16, 41/24
U.S. a. 315—248 18 Claims

I. An electromagnetic discharge apparatus comprising
an electrodeless lamp having an envelope of a substance

transparent to ultraviolet radiation;

a fill material within said envelope consisting essentially of a
metal iodide and an inert buffer gas; and

means for coupling high frequency power to the fill material
within the envelope

whereby when high frequency power is applied, the fill mate-
rial within the envelope is vaporized and excited producing
ultraviolet radiation.

II. An electromagnetic discharge apparatus comprising
an electrodeless lamp having an envelope of a substance

transparent to ultraviolet radiation enclosing a fill mate-
rial; and
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means for coupling high frequency power to the fill material
within the envelope;

the fill material being selected from the group consisting of
a source of iodine atoms which are excited to a high
energy sute when high frequency power is applied and

which emit ultrviolet radiation by photon emission transi-

tion to a lower energy state together with an inert buffer

gas, and a source of iodine atoms which are excited to a

high energy sUte when high frequency power is applied
and which emit ultraviolet radiation by photon emission
transition to a lower energy state.

4,427,923

ELECTRODELESS FLUORESCENT LIGHT SOURCE
Joseph M. Proud, WeUesley HUls, aad Stephen G. JohMon,

Georgetown, both of Mass., assignora to GTE Laboratories
Inc., Waltham, Mass. aad GTE Products Corp., Stamford,
Conn.

Filed Oct. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 307,556
Int. a.J H05B 41/16, 41/24

U.S. a. 315-248 23 Claims

A/

i

4,427,922

ELECTRODELESS LIGHT SOURCE
Joseph M. Proud, WeUesley HiUs, and Stephen G. Johnson,

Georgetown, both of Mass., auignora to GTE Laboratories
Inc., Waltham, Mass. and GTE Products Corp., Stamford,
Conn.

Filed Oct. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 307,420

Int. a.5 HOSB 41/16. 41/24
U.S. a. 315—248 13 C[aina

m
1. An electromagnetic discharge apparatus comprising
an electrodeless lamp having an envelope of a substance

transparent to visible light;

a fill material within said envelope consisting essentially of a

material selected from the group consisting of mercuric
iodide, mercuric bromide, mercuric chloride, and mix-

tures thereof; and an inert buffer gas; and
means for coupling high frequency power to the fill material

within the envelope to vaporize and excite the fill material

producing visible light.

1. An electromagnetic discharge apparaus comprising
an electrodeless lamp having an inner envelope of a sub-

stance transparent to ultraviolet radiation enclosing a fill

material selected from the group consisting of a metal
iodide together with an inert buffer gas and iodine;

means for coupling high frequency power to the fill material
within the inner envelope to vaporize and excite the fill

material producing ultraviolet radiation;

an outer envelope of a substance transparent to visible light

surrounding said inner envelope and spaced therefrom,
and

fiuorescing material which emits visible light upon absorp-
tion of ultraviolet radiation disposed between the outer
surface of the inner envelope and the inner surface of the

outer envelope.

14. An electromagnetic discharge apparatus compnsing
an electrodeless lamp having an inner envelope of a sub-

stance transparent to ultraviolet radiation enclosing a fill

material;

an outer envelope of a substance transparent to visible light

surrounding said inner envelope and spaced therefrom,
a coupling fixture having an inner conductor and an outer

conductor encircling the inner conductor;

the conductors having means at one end adapted for cou-
pling to a high frequency power source and means at the

other end coupled to said electrodeless lamp so that said

electrodeless lamp forms a termination load for the cou-
pling fixture;

the fill material being selected from the group consisting of
a source of iodine atoms which are excited to a high
energy state when high frequency power is applied to said

coupling fixture and which emit ultraviolet radiation by
photon emission transition to a lower energy state to-

gether with an inert buffer gas, and a source of iodine

atoms which are excited to a high energy state when high
frequency power is applied and which emit ultraviolet

radiation by photon emission transition to a lower energy
state; and

fiuorescing material which emiu visible light upon absorp-
tion of ultraviolet radiation disposed between the outer
surface of said inner envelope and the inner surface of said

outer envelope.
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4,427^24
ENHANCED ELECTRODELESS UGHT SOURCE

JoMph M. Proud, Wellcdcy Hilli; Walter P. LapatOTich, Wa-
tertowii, and Stepbea G. Johuoa, Georgetown, all of Maas.,
Mdgion to GTE Laboratorica Inc, Walthan, Mass, and
GTE Prodocti Corp^ Stam/ord, Conn.

Filed Oct 1, 1981, Ser. No. 307,568

Int a.J H05B 41/16. 41/24
UA a. 315-248 4 Claims

4,427^25
ELECTROMAGNETIC DISCHARGE APPARATUS

Joieph M. Prood, Wellealey Hilla; Robert K. Smith, Wilming-
ton, and Charles N. Fallier, Jr., Westford, all of Mass., assign-

ors to GTE Laboratories Incorporated, Waltham, Mass.
Filed Not. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 322,491

Int a.3 H05B 41/16. 41/24
U.S. a 315-248 5 Claims
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1. Electromagnetic discharge apparatus comprising
an electrodeless lamp having an envelope of a light transmit-

ting substance;

a fill material within the envelope capable of emitting light

upon breakdown and excitation when subjected to a high
frequency electric field;

a first electrode of conductive material encircling said enve-
lope adjacent to one end thereof;

a second electrode of conductive material encircling said
envelope adjacent to the opposite end thereof;

said first and second electrodes being spaced apart in the
region between the ends of the envelope to provide a
capacitive gap therebetween; and

power supply and transmission means for producing poten-
tial differences at high frequency between said first and
second electrodes

whereby high frequency energy is coupled across said capaci-
tive gap between said first and second electrodes subjecting the
fill material adjacent to said region to high frequency energy
causing breakdown and exciution of the fill material within the
envelope; wherein

the envelope of said electrodeless lamp is generally cylindri-

cal having an end wall at said one end and an end wall at
said opposite end;

said first electrode closely encircles a first portion of the
cylindrical envelope adjacent to said one end;

said second electrode closely encircles a second portion of
the cylindrical envelope adjacent to said opposite end and
permits the passage of light emitted by the fill material
within the envelope through the end wall at said opposite
end of the envelope; and

said first and second electrodes have first and second edges,
respectively, spaced from and opposed to each other to
provide said capacitive gap therebetween.

4,427,926
DYNAMIC CONVERGENCE OF RANDOM SCAN

MULTI-BEAM CATHODE RAY TUBES
Lyie R. Strathman, Cedar Rapida, Iowa, assignor to Rockwell

International Corporation, El Segnndo, Calif.

Filed May 18, 1981, Ser. No. 264,753
Int a.3 HOIJ 29/70. 29/76

U.S. a. 315-368 12 Claims

1. An electromagnetic discharge apparatus comprising
an electrodeless lamp having an envelope made of a light

transmitting material;

a fill material within said envelope consisting essentially of a
mixture of a mercury halide, iodine, and nitrogen; and

means for coupling high frequency power to the fill material

within the envelope to vaporize and excite the fill material

whereby the fill material emits light.

1. In a plural beam cathode ray tube beam deflection system
comprising a deflection force field generating means to which
respective horizontal and vertical beam scan signals X and Y
are applied, plurai beam convergence signal responsive means,
means for developing a convergence signal for application to
said convergence signal responsive means, said convergence
signal being a predetermined function of said X and Y scan
signals;

means for predistorting each of said X and Y scan signals by
summation thereof with the rate of change thereof prior to
application to said convergence signal developing means,
said predetermined function of said X and Y scan signals

being implemented as the same predetermined function of
(X-(-dX/dt) and (Y+dY/dt), where dX/dt and dY/dt
represent the respective time rates of change of said X and
Y scan signals.

4,427,927

APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING ELECTRON BEAM
OF IMAGE PICKUP TUBE

Takashi Nakamnra, Hadano, Japan, aaiignor to Sony Corpora-
tion, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Jon. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 274,171
Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 17, 1980, 55-82305

Int a.' HOIJ 29/52
U.S. a. 315—383 8 Claims

I. In combination with an image pick-up tube including a
diode-type electron gun having a cathode electrode for emit-
ting a scanning electron beam and a control electrode for

regulating the current of said beam at said cathode electrode
and through which there is a control electrode current flow
during operation of the tube, and a target electrode from which
a video output signal is obtained in correspondence to incident
light from an object image projected on said urget electrode as
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the latter is scanned by said electron beam; a circuit for con-
trolling said electron beam comprising:

nonlinear means for generating a beam control signal in

response to said video output signal and having a nonlin-

ear transfer characteristic,

means for applying said beam control signal to said control

400 V

°'P°
'

electrode for correspondingly regulating said current of
the beam at said cathode electrode,

means for detecting said control electrode current flow

during operation of the tube, and
means for feeding back, to said means for generating the

beam control signal, a signal which corresponds to the

detected control electrode current flow.

4,427,928

BRAKING CONTROL APPARATUS FOR AN ELECTRIC
MOTOR OPERATED VEHICLE

Shlgeni Kuriyama, Katiuta; Kiyosi Nemoto, Nalia, and Mi-
chimasa Horiuchl, Katsuta, all of Japan, assignors to Hitachi,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Apr. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 259,161

Claims priority, application Japan, May 6, 1980, 55-58721

Int a.J H02P 3/12. 7/00
U.S. a. 318—139 2 Claims
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1. A braking control apparatus for an electric motor oper-

ated vehicle including a DC motor for operating the vehicle,

contactor means for effecting change-over between forward

and backward modes of operation of the vehicle and a chopper
circuit having a duty cycle varying in response to an accelera-

tor so as to control the speed of the vehicle, said apparatus

comprising forward/backward change-over detecting means
for detecting a change-over from said forward mode of opera-

tion to said backward mode of operation or vice versa, and
regenerative braking activating means for efTecting regenera-

tive braking when said forward/backward change-over de-

tecting means detects said change-over from said forward to

said backward mode of operation or vice versa, said forward-

/backward change-over detecting means and said regenerative

braking activating means including: first means for detecting

the duty cycle of said chopper circuit; second means for de-

tecting whether a level detected by said first means is higher or

lower than a predetermined level; third means for detecting

whether an output of said accelerator is greater than a prede-

termined value; fourth means for detecting the operation of

forward/backward switch means so as to generate a clock

signal; and fifth means for detecting that there is no output

from said second means and that the value detected by said

third means is greater than said predetermined value and re-

sponsive to said clock signal from said fourth means to ener-

gize contactor excitation coil means.

4,427.929

WINDOW AND DOOR LOCKING SYSTEM FOR
VEHICLES

Marcel Andrei-Alexandru, and Hans Prohaska, both of Bictigb-

eiffl-Bissingen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to ITT lados-

tries. Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 369,261

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 28,

1981, 3116691

Int. a.5 F05B 47/00
UJS. a. 318—282 4 Clains
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1. A control circuit for synchronizing the operation of a

combined manual and motor-driven door locking mechanism

system having a plurality of reversible motors each of which

are respectively assigned to a door and its manual door locking

element, said control circuit comprising:

a plurality of position switches (19) respectively coupled to

each of said motors, each of said switches having a mov-
able contact (12,14) which is actuated by its associated

motor (10) from a first switch position (16) corresponding

to the end position of said motor in a first rotational direc-

tion to a second switch position (15) corresponding to the

end position of said motor (10) in the opposite rotational

direction;

an operating switch (75) for simultaneously applying a volt-

age source to said motors;

means for electrically sensing the positions (15,16) of said

movable contact (12,14) of said position switches (19);

first means responsive to said operating switch and said

sensing means for selectively activating all of said motors

having their respective movable contacts (12,14) in said

first switch position (16) until their respective movable

contacts (12,14) are moved into said second switch posi-

tion (15); and,

means responsive to said first means for activating all of said

motors to move their respective movable contacts (12,14)

from said second switch position (15) to said first switch

position (16).
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4,427,930

ELECTRIC VEHICLE CURRENT REGULATOR
Max Bemuu, Charlottesrille; Willian G. KUmmek, Earlysrille,

ud Charles E. Konrad, Roanoke, all of Va^ assignors to

General Electric Company, Salem, Va.

Filed Dec. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 333,931

Int a.5 H02K 27/20
U.S. a. 318—301 3 Claims

MICROnCHE APPENDIX INCLUDED
(1 Microfiche, 39 Pages)
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1. In combination with apparatus for regulating the torque
developed by a direct current electric traction motor in an
electric powered vehicle, the apparatus being of the type
wherein power to the motor is controlled by a time-ratio
switching regulator alternately conductive and non-conduc-
tive to connect and disconnect the motor to a source of direct
current power and wherein the switching regulator is con-
trolled by gating signals supplied at varying time intervals to
adjust the ratio of conducting to non-conducting time in re-

sponse to an accelerator position signal produced by an accel-
erator on the vehicle, the improvement comprising:
(a) means for sensing the actual motor current to provide a

signal representative of said actual motor current;
(b) means for developing a current reference signal representa-

tive of accelerator position;

(c) means for developing a voltage limit signal representative
of accelerator position;

(d) means responsive to said actual motor current signal and
said current reference signal for producing an error current
signal representative of any difference between the current
reference signal and the actual motor current signal;

(e) means responsive to the error current signal to produce a
command signal representative of the ratio of conducting to
non-conducting time of the switching regulator tending to
minimize the error current signal;

(0 means responsive to the voltage limit signal and the com-
mand signal for limiting the command signal to a corre-
sponding time ratio value not exceeding the time ratio value
corresponding to the voltage limit signal; and,

(g) means for applying the value limited command signal to
control the conduction time of the switching regulator.

4,427,931
SPEED CONTROL APPARATUS FOR DIRECT CURRENT

MOTOR
Akira Tsokihashi, Oora, Japan, assignor to Sanyo Electric Co.,

Ltd^ Morignchi and Tokyo Sanyo Electric Co., Ltd., Gunma,
both of, Japan

Rled Oct. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 310,066
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 17, 1980, 55-146044;

Oct 22, 1980, 55-148480

Int a.3 H02P 5/06 j

U.S. a. 318-317 1
9 Claims

1. A speed control apparatus for a direct current motor,
comprising:

first and second terminals adapted to receive a dc current;
bridge circuit means including four arms, three of said arms

comprising resistive means and the remaining arm com-
prising an armature of said motor, said bridge circuit
further including unbalanced voltage detecting points;

unbalanced voluge detecting means responsive to a voltage
appearing at said unbalanced voltage detecting points for
detecting the unbalanced volUge of said bridge circuit
means;

switching means coupled between said direct current volt-

age source means and said bridge circuit means for con-
ducting or interrupting a supply of said dc current re-

ceived from said first and second terminals;

control means responsive to said unbalanced voltage detect-
ing means for turning said switching means to an on-state
or an off-state;
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rsu;

inductor means coupled between said switching means and
said bridge circuit means; and

induced electromotive force supply means coupled to said
bridge circuit for supplying thereto and induced electro-
motive force developed in said inductor means when said
switching means is brought to an off-state.

4 427 932
DIGITALLY CONTROLLED DRAFHNG MACHINE

Bennie ChappeU, 1260 Madera, Menlo Park, Calif. 94025
FUed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,218

Int. a.3 H02P 7/06
U.S. a. 318-574 ISQaims
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1. A drafting machine comprising a board on X-axis track
mounted on said board, a Y-axis mount reciprocable along said

X-axis track, a Y-axis track fixed to said Y-axis mount, a carrier

reciprocable along said Y-axis track, a pencil on said carrier

adapted to mark a paper on said board, a first variable speed
motor, a second fixed speed motor having a maximum speed
less than the maximum speed of said first motor, a third vari-

able speed motor having the range of speeds equal to that of
said first motor, first drive means responsive in speed and
direction to the difference in speed between said first and
second motors, second drive means responsive in speed and
direction to the difference in speed between said second and
third motors, electrical means for driving said first and third

motors at individual variable speeds and said second motor
continuously, third drive means for moving said Y-axis mount
along said X-axis track responsive to relative movement of said

first and second drive means and fourth drive means for mov-
ing said carrier along said Y-axis track responsive to said rela-

tive movement of said first and second drive means.
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4,427,933

LOAD COMMUTATED INVERTER GATING CONTROL
SYSTEM AND MOTOR DRIVE WITH SUCH CONTROL

SYSTEM
Paul W. Wagener, Alden, and Loren F. Stringer, Clarence, both

of N.Y., assignors to Weatinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh,

Pa.

FUed Oct. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 315,600

Int. a.5 H02P 5/40
U.S. a. 318—711 6 Qaims
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1. A method of establishing the instant of firing a selected

one of an array of thyristors in coincidence with a predeter-

mined firing angle relative to a variable frequency AC line

voltage comprising the steps of:

deriving in relation to said AC line voltage with a first

counter operative at a predetermined counting rate a first

recurrent count initiated upon the occurrence of one zero

crossing of said line voltage;

deriving in relation to said AC line voltage with a second
counter operative at said predetermined counting rate a

second recurrent count initiated upon the occurrence of

the opposite zero crossing of said line voltage;

effecting the difference between said first and second recur-

rent counts to derive in terms of said predetermined

counting rate a difference count representing 180 electri-

cal degrees;

initiating with a computer a calculation based on said differ-

ence count and involving one of said recurrent counts, the

phase shift between a reference line voltage related to said

AC line voltage and the commutating voltage of the thy-

ristor "next" to be fired to derive at the end of said calcu-

lation a calculated count in terms of said predetermined

counting rate which is representative of the number of

electrical angles left therefrom before reaching in time

said firing angle;

presetting with said calculated count a third counter opera-

tive at said predetermined counting rate;

counting down with said third counter from said preset

calculated count to zero; and

firing said "next" thyristor when said last counting down
reaches zero.

4,427,934

CURRENT LIMITER FOR A LOAD COMMUTATED
INVERTER

Leland C. Tapper, Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, Salem, Va.

FUed Jan. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 343,916

Int a.3 H02P 5/40

U.S. a. 318—723 22 Claims

1. A method of controlling the torque of a synchronous
motor driven by a DC to AC converter coupled to an AC to

DC converter via a DC link circuit, comprising the steps of:

(a) generating a torque reference signal;

(b) controlling the motor current in response to torque refer-

ence signal; and
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(c) limiting the torque reference signal in response to the

peak value of the integral of the motor terminal voluge.

4,427,935

CONSTANT CURRENT SOURCE
Edgar A. Bowden, Arlington, Tex., assignor to Mobil Oil Corpo-

ration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,543

Int a.' G05F 1/12

U.S. a. 323—280 3 Oaims
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1. A system for correcting for amplitude variation in current

fiow from an unstable oscillatory current source, comprising

(a) a resistive element through which the current from said

oscillatory current source is passed.

(b) means for producing a reference voltage representative

of the voltage differential across said resistive element,

(c) a source of fixed D.C. voltage,

(d) means for integrating the difference between said refer-

ence voltage and said fixed DC. voltage to produce a

correction signal representative of an amplitude vanation

in said current,

(e) means for multiplying the current with said correction

signal to correct for said amplitude vanation in said oscil-

latory current source, whereby the current through said

resistive element is maintained at a constant level regard-

less of amplitude instability of the said oscillatory current

source.

4,427,936

REFLECTION COEFnOENT MEASUREMENTS
Gordon P. Riblet, Wellesley, and Bertil E. R. Hanason, Marl-

borough, both of Mass., assignors to Microware Development
Labs, Needham, Mass.

Filed Jun. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 275.927

Int a.3 GOIR 27/04

U.S. a. 324—58 B 22 Claims

12. A matched lossless reciprocal power divider used for the

measurement of refiection coefficient and comprising;
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five transmission lines defining five ports of the divider, one
of said ports forming an input port and at least another of
said ports forming an output pwrt,

a central resonator region, I

means intercoupling the transmission lines to the central

resonator region to enable power division between the
input and output ports,

said central resonator having the transmission lines coupled

I

therewith in a spaced relation from one to the next trans-

mission line,

first, second and third power level detectors,

means coupling the the first, second and third power level

detectors to the remaining three ports, respectively,

and a directional coupler associated with the transmission

line coupling to the one port and including means coupled
from the coupler for monitoring the incident power cou-
pled to the resonator region.

4 427 937
METHOD OF MEASURING TIME CONSTANT USING A

SPECTRUM ANALYZER
Hung C. Lin, 8 Schindler Ct., SUver Spring, Md. 20903, and
Ching D. Wang, 2820 Rainview Dr., San Jose, Calif. 95133

Filed Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305,376
Int. a.3 GOIR 23/16

U.S. a. 324-77 B 4 Qaims
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4,427^38
VERY-WIDE-BAND SAMPLERS

Julien Prevot, Paris, France, asdgnor to Ugnes TelegrapUqiies
et Telephoniques, France

FUed Dec. 5, 1980, Ser. No. 213,580
Claims priority, appUcation France, Dec. 27, 1979, 79 31798

Int. a.3 GOIR 23/02. 23/04
U.S. a. 324-78 D 5 Claims

1. A very-wide-band sampler comprising:
(a) local oscillation means for generating pulse signals hav-

ing a short time duration and a predetermined recurrence
frequency, said local oscillation means comprising a high-
frequency local source associated with a first diode
mounted in a first rectangular cross-section of a wave-
guide element:

(b) said rectangular waveguide element whose cutoff-fre-

quency is a multiple of the said recurrence frequency and
comprising, said first diode placed in said first cross-sec-
tion, a second diode and a third diode connected in series

through a conducting bar and placed in a second cross-
section of the rectangular waveguide, said conducting bar
extending centrally in said waveguide in said second
cross-section; said first diode being connected to said local

source to transmit said pulse signals within said wave-
guide, said conducting bar being connected at one end to
a signal input for reception of signal whose frequency is to
be determined, and connected at its other end to a
matched load, said second and third diodes constituting a
mixer for beating the said input signal with said transmit-

ted pulse signal; and
(c) low-frequency output circuits for the signals at the beat

frequency provided by said mixer, said low-frequency
output circuits being constituted by two coaxial line seg-

ments placed in the said second cross-section and having
the central conductor connected to said second and third

diodes respectively.

1. A method of measuring the time constant of an exponen-
tial waveform, comprising the steps of applying an electrical

pulse to a diode, measuring the capacitance of said diode,
measuring the capacitance of said diode during the transient

response with a capacitance meter, producing an exponential
waveform from the output of said capacitance meter, applying
said exponential waveform to a spectrum analyzer to derive
different Fourier components, calculating the time constant of
said exponential waveform from two said Fourier components.

4,427,939

ELECTRONIC PHASE SEQUENCE INDICATOR FOR
THREE-PHASE ELECTRIC SYSTEMS

Gaetano La Nare, Via Roma, 8* Traversa, Palazzo CE.DA.MO,
80017 MeUto, Italy

FUed Apr. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 253,156
Claims priority, appUcation Italy, Apr. 11, 1980, 40417 A/80

Int a.3 GOIN 25/00
U.S. a. 324—86 13 Claims

1. An electronic phase-sequence indicator for determining
the phase relationships in a three-phase network, comprising:

a single-phase detector-indicator including a voltmeter cir-

cuit having a movable pointer, an ammeter circuit insu-

lated from said voltmeter circuit, and a dial divided into
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two sectors, said pointer moving between said two sectors
and a center portion therebetween;

three impedances each having substantially equal impedance
and star-connected to the three-phase network;

said voltmeter circuit being connected in series with one of
said three impedances and the input of said voltmeter

Ri = R3 = (Zy+R2)-Rz

circuit being connected to one of said three phases being
designated arbitrarily as phase one;

a fourth impedance connected between the other two of said

three phases; and

said ammeter circuit being connected to another phase of
said three-phase network and to said fourth impedance.

4,427,940

ELECTROMAGNETIC INSPECHNG APPARATUS FOR
MAGNETIZABLE WIRE ROPE

Yutaka Hirama, Ibaraki; Kenzoh Takahashi, Musashino, and
Sadayuki Hori, Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to HiUchi
Elevator Engineering and Service Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Apr. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 256,107

Qaims priority, appUcation Japan, Apr. 21, 1980, 55-51661
Int. a.3 GOIN 27/82; GOIR 33/12

U.S. a. 324—240 42 Qaims

1. An electromagnetic inspecting apparatus for electromag-
netically detecting a defect present in a magnetizable wire
rope, said wire rope having a plurality of strands, each of said

strands including a plurality of steel wires comprising:
a first magnetic pole disposed opposite to said magnetizable

wire rope which moves in its longitudimU direction;

a second magnetic pole having a polarity different from that

of said first magnetic pole and disposed opposite to said

magnetizable wire rope at a position spaced apart by a

predetermined distance from said first magnetic pole in

said longitudinal direction, said predetermined distance
being selected to be a multiple integer of the strand pitch

of said magnetizable wire rope;

a detecting core disposed opposite to said magnetizable wire
rope at a position intermediate said first and second mag-
netic poles;

a detecting coil wound around said detecting core to make a

differential response to flows of leakage flux appearing

due to the presence of a defect in said magnetizable wire
rope thereby generating an electrical output signal indica-

tive of the result of its response; and
a yoke magnetically coupling said first and second magnetic

poles and said detecting core at the portions remote from
said magnetizable wire rope.

4,427,941

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED WELL LOGGING
TOOL

Roland G. Riedesel, Jr., Spring; Theodore W. Nussbaum, and
Wayne F. Warren, both of Houston, aU of Tcx^ assignors to
Texaco Inc., White Plains, N.Y.

FUed Aug. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 292,368
Int. a.' GOIV 3/28. 3/30: E21B 47/06

VJS. a. 324-323 9 Claims
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1. A well logging tool adapted for use in a borehole travers-
ing an earth formation comprising:

characteristic sensing means sensing at least one charactcns-
tic of the earth formation and providing corresponding
characteristic signals;

temperature sensing means for sensing the ambient tempera-
ture and providing a corresponding temperature signal;

and

output signal means connected to the charactenstic sensing
means and to the temperature sensing means for providing
a temperature compensated output signal corresponding
to the sensed characteristic in accordance with the charac-
teristic signals and the temperature signal;

said output signal means includes:

memory means having stored within it temperature com-
pensated values for charactcnzation signals, and

data correction means for controlling the memory means
in accordance with the temperature signal and the char-
acterization signals to select the proper temperature
compensated values and for providing the output signal

in accordance with the selected temperature compen-
sated values.

4,427,942

CONCEALED ELECTRICAL CONDUCTOR DETECnNG
SYSTEM

Lloyd H. Sole, Bristol, England, assignor to Electrolocation

Limited, Bristol, England

FUed Apr. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 256,232
Oaims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Apr. 29, 1980,

8014094

Int. a.' GOIV 3/11
U.S. a. 324—326 g Claims
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1. A detection system for concealed current carrying con-
ductors such as underground pipes or cables, comprising two
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parallel, spaced first and second coils, respective first and
second channels through which the coil outputs are directed, a

comparator receiving said coil outputs via said channels to

produce its own output corresponding the difference in the

coil outputs, an indicator, a further channel from the first coil

to the indicator, and gating means in said further channel

responsive to the comparator output to pass the first coil out-

put to the indicator only when the signal strength in the first

coil is greater by a predetermined amount than that in the

second coil.
|

4,427,943

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR LOCATING AND
TRACKING MAGNETIC OBJECTS OR SOURCES

Paul A. Qoutien Delbert R. Oehme, and Ronald F. Stebbings,

all of Houston, Tex., assignors to Innovatum, Inc., Houston,
Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 290,670, Aug. 5, 1981,

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 13,291, Feb. 21,

1979, abandoned. This application Oct. 26, 1982, Ser. No.
436,815

Int. a.3 GOIV 3/08
U.S. a. 324—326 36 Qaims
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1. Magnetic locating apparatus comprising a pair of spaced
gradiometers for producing output signals dependent upon the
gradient of a magnetic field associated with a magnetic object
to be located, means supporting the gradiometers for move-
ment relative to the magnetic object to be located, and means
responsive to the output signals for indicating the location of
the magnetic object relative to the gradiometers along a coor-
dinate axis irrespective of the magnetic field signature of the
object.

4 427 944
SYSTEM FOR PERMEABILITY LOGGING BY
MEASURING STREAMING POTENTIALS

Richard N. Chandler, Houston, Tex., assignor to Schlumberger
Technology Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 165,997, Jul. 7, 1980, abandoned. This
application Jan. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 459,010

Int. a.3 GOIV 3/18
U.S. a. 324-353 26 Qaims

1. A method for investigating the permeability of earth
formations traversed by a borehole comprising the steps of:

positioning in contact with the surface of the borehole
within a formation to be investigated a source of mechani-
cal excitation;

actuating the source to excite the formation so as to cause to
be produced an electrokinetic potential transient in the
formation around the area of contact;

measuring the magnitude of the electrokinetic potentials

excited in the formation;

determining a characteristic response time for the electroki-
netic potentials excited in the formation; and

1- •.'^i\^^ t' j-ir

producing as a function of said determined characteristic

response time an indication of formation permeability.

4,427,945

MOLDED CONDUCTIVITY CELL BODY
Elmer A. Sperry, III, Pompton Plains, N.J., assignor to Beck-
man Instruments, Inc., Fullerton, Calif.

Filed Oct. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 437,401
Int. a.3 GOIN 27/02

U.S. a. 324-^146 WOaims

1. A molded housing for a conductivity cell comprising:
(a) a shell having a first open end for immersion in a test

solution, and a second open end for receiving a plurality of
electrical conductors,

(b) a partition, integral with said shell, for dividing the inte-

rior of the shell into a first region in the vicinity of the first

open end and a second region in the vicinity of the second
open end

(c) a plurality of openings through said partition for receiv-

ing and retaining a plurality of respective electrodes

(d) said housing being composed of an electrically noncon-
ductive material which deforms slightly to establish liquid

tight seals between the electrodes and the partition as said

electrodes are pushed through respective openings.

4,427,946

MOBILE IONIZATION CHAMBER WITH PORTABLE
POWER SUPPLY PACKAGED IN INSULATED HOUSING
Robert A. Chattin, Mundelein, III., assignor to AdTanced Instru-

ment Development, Inc., Melrose Park, III.

Filed Mar. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 244,169

Int. a.J GOIT 1/175; H05G 1/26
U.S. a. 328—7 5 Claims

1. A portable ionization chamber assembly for monitoring
X-rays provided to a film cassette positioned adjacent a pa-

tient, comprising in combination a housing member of noncon-
ductive material, said housing having an enclosed recess

means, an ionization chamber operable at a relatively high
voltage mounted in said recess means, voltage amplification

circuitry mounted in said recess means, means for coupling an
electrical potential of relatively low voltage to said housing
and to said voltage amplification circuitry, said voltage ampli-

fication circuitry providing a high voltage to energize said

ionization chamber and said voltage amplification circuitry
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and said ion chamber being entirely enclosed within said hous-
ing whereby the patient and the operator are insulated from

4,427,948

PULSE TOGGLE MONITOR ORCUIT
Gerald M. Rinaldi, Mundelein, III., assignor to GTE Automatic

Electric Ubs Inc., Northlake, III.

Filed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,920
Int. a. J H03D 3/04

U.S. a. 328-138 9 citina
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any high voltage necessary for ion chamber operation and
hence are not subject to electrical voltage hazards therefrom

4,427,947

PHASE DISCRIMINATOR CIRCUIT
Sunao Suzuki, Kobe, and Gcnzaburou Kotani, Akashi, both of

Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, To-
kyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 293,988
Qaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 10, 1980, 55-125810

Int. a.' H03K 9/06, 5/13. 5/22
U.S. a. 328-133 3 Claims
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1. An integrating phase discriminator circuit comprising a
circuit for delivering an output when a first and a second AC
electric quantity are identical in polarity to each other, a zero
shifting circuit for shifting a zero point of said output from said
circuit, an integration circuit for integrating an output from
said zero shifting circuit, a level detector circuit having a first

detecting level and a second detecting level which is lower
than said first detecting level, said level detector circuit being
responsive to said output from said integration circuit reaching
said first detecting level so as to produce an output of a first

polarity and being responsive to said output from said integra-
tion circuit reaching said second detecting level so to produce
an output of a second polarity, a control circuit which is re-

sponsive to said output of said first polarity from said level

detector circuit so as to change said first detecting level to said

second detecting level and which is responsive to said output
of the second polarity from said level detector circuit so as to

change said second detecting level to said first detecting level,

and a differentiation circuit for changing said output from said

integration circuit to a first limit when said output from said

level detector circuit changes from its second polarity to its

first polarity and for changing said output from said integration

circuit to a second limit when said output from said level

detection circuit changes from its first polarity to its second
polarity.

1. A pulse toggle monitor circuit for use in a switchmg
system, including a clock signal source normally operated to
provide clock signal pulses of a f.rsl frequency, and abnormally
operated to provide clock signal pulses of a higher frequency,
and a reference signal source operated to provide reference
signal pulses of first and second polarities and of a frequency at

least twice the frequency of said clock signal pulses, said pulse
toggle monitor circuit comprising:

first detection means connected to said clock signal source
and said reference signal source, operated in response to
each reference signal pulse of said first polanty and a

contemporaneously occurring clock signal pulse to pro-
vide a first pulse detection signal;

said first detection means further operated in response 10

said reference signal pulse of said second polarity to clear
said first pulse detection signal;

at least one other detection means connected in series with
said first detection means and further connected to said

reference signal source, operated in response to said pulse
detection signal from an immediately preceding detection
means, and said reference signal pulse of said second
polarity to generate a subsequent pulse detection signal,

gating means connected to said first detection means and
each other detection means, operated in response to con-
temporaneously occurring pulse detection signals from
said first detection means and each other detection means
to provide a pulse toggle detection signal; and

storage means connected to said gating means and said

reference signal source, operated in response to said pulse
toggle detection signal and said reference signal pulse of
said second polarity to provide a pulse toggle failure

signal;

whereby said pulse toggle monitor circuit detects said clock
signal pulses of said higher frequency

4,427,949

SIGNAL INTERCEPTING CIRCUIT
Hlroyasu Yamaguchi, and Yasuhiro Kodera, both of Yokohama,

Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha,
Kanagawa, Japan

FUed Aug. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 290.094
Claiffls priority, application Japan, Aug. 18, 1980, 55-129473

Int. a.J H03F 1/14. 3/45
U.S. a, 330—51 3 ciainu

1. A signal intercepting circuit for receiving an intercepting
signal having a rising edge and a falling edge, said rising edge
occurring during a rising time penod and taid falling edge
occurring during a falling time penod, comprising;

a first differential amplifier comprising first and second
transistors, the base electrode of said first transistor re-

ceiving an input signal;

a second differential amplifier comprising third and fourih
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transistors, the collector electrode of said third transistor

being connected to the collector electrode of said second
transistor, and the collector electrode of said fourth tran-

sistor being connected to the collector electrode of said

first transistor;

switching means coupled to said first and second differential

amplifier and responsive to said intercepting signal, for

switching off said first differential amplifier and switching

on said second differential amplifier, said switching means

comprising sensing means for sensing the absence of said

intercepting signal and switching on said first differential

amplifier and switching off said second differential ampli-
fier, said switching means further comprising means for

simultaneously switching on said first and second differen-

tial amplifiers during said rising time period and said

falling time period;

and, an output terminal coupled to said first differential

amplifier.

4,427,950

NOISE REDUCTION aRCXJIT
Kenzo Akagiri; Masayuki Katakura, both of Yokohama, and
Motomi Ookouchj, Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Sony
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 298,099
Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 3, 1980, 55-121208

Int. a? H03F 1/26; H03G 3/10
lis. a, 330—149 27 Claims
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1. A circuit for noise reduction comprising:
first means for providing frequency emphasis to a signal

supplied thereto;

a first signal path connected in series with said first means,
and including variable gain amplifier means having con-
trollable gain for amplifying a signal supplied thereto and
second means for providing frequency emphasis to the
signal passing through said variable gain amplifier means;

means for controlling the gain of said variable gain amplifier
means in response to the level of a signal in said first signal

path; and

means having a transfer characteristic substantially indepen-

dent of frequency connected with said first signal path for

reducing the effect of the frequency emphasis by said

second means when the level of the signal passing through
said variable gain amplifier means is reduced, wherein said

circuit for noise reduction provides a first amount of
frequency emphasis for intermediate level signals supplied
thereto and a second lower amount of frequency emphasis
for low level signals supplied thereto.

4,427,951

PROTECTIVE DEVICE FOR POWER AMPLIHER
Nobutaka Amada; Harushige Nakagaki, and Shigeki Inoue, all

of Toyokawa, Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Dec. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 335,545

Qaims priority, application Japan, Jan. 7, 1981, 56-279; May
29, 1981, 56-81011

Int. a.3 H03F 3/04: H02H 7/20
U.S. a. 330—298 11 Claims
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1. In a power amplifier system having an amplifier for ampli-

fying an input signal applied to its input terminal and produc-
ing the amplified signal at its output, a power circuit coupled to

said amplifier to supply a supply voltage to said amplifier, and
a control circuit coupled to said amplifier and said power
circuit to generate a supply voltage control signal for changing
said supply voltage in response to said input signal, a protective

device for said power amplifier system comprising:

a detecting means coupled to said power amplifier system to

detect, when an abnormal signal is generated in said

power amplifier system, said abnormal signal; and
a cut-off means supplied with the output from said detecting

means to cut off the control signal from said control cir-

cuit thereby stopping said power supply circuit from
changing its power source and supply power to said

power amplifier.

4,427,952

OSCILLATOR aRCUTT WITH DIGITAL
TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION

Alpbonse Zumsteg, Solothum, Switzerland, assignor to Societe

Suisse pour I'lndustrie Horlogere Management Serrices SA,
Bienne, Switzerland

FUed Dec. 30, 1980, Ser. No. 221^84
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jan. 10, 1980,

158/80

Int. a.3 H03L 1/02
U.S. a. 331—176 6 Claims

1. An oscillator circuit comprising:

(a) a high frequency oscillator for producing a high fre-

quency signal having a parabolic temperature dependence
and an inversion temperature point;

(b) a low frequency oscillator for producing a low frequency

signal substantially lower than the high frequency signal

having a parabolic temperature dependence differing from
that of the high frequency oscillator and the same temper-

ature inversion point; and
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(c) temperature compensating circuit means connected to
the high and low frequency oscillators for receiving the
signals, for dividing the high frequency signal, for deter-
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mining the difference between the divided high frequency
signal and the low frequency signal, and for multiplying
the signal difference by a correction factor to produce a
correction signal.

4,427,953

MICROWAVE DIPLEXER
Thomas Hudspeth, Malibu, and Harmon H. Keeling, Kernville,

both of Calif., assignors to Hughes Aircraft Company. El
Segundo, Calif.

Filed Nov. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,359
Int. a.3 HOIP 1/213

U.S. a 333-134 9ci^^
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transfer function which has a prescnbed bandwidth B and
whose Fourier transform has a prescnbed time duration T; elec-
trode fingers being divided into a plurality of N finger groups
designed identical to one another with respect to the number of
fingers n and corresponding finger spacing* of corresponding
fingers; each finger group having a length in a propagation

nr

direction of the acoustic wave in the filter which is at least
equal to said mean wavelength K, center spacings of adjacent
finger groups from one another being non-cquidisUnt in accor-
dance with said prescribed transfer function; and the plurality
N of the finger groups being greater than the time bandwidth
product (TB).

4,427,955
CAPAOTOR STRUCTURE FOR INTEGRATED

MULTI-STAGE HLTER
Victor D. Roberts, Burnt Hills, N.Y., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.
Filed Not. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320,253

Int. a.' H03H 7/09
U.S. a. 333-177

« Claims

1. A microwave diplexer comprising:
a microwave transmission line;

a band rejection portion comprising a first rejection resona-
tor disposed at a first predetermined position along said
transmission line, and a second rejection resonator dis-
posed at a second predetermined position along said trans-
mission line, said second rejection resonator being dis-
posed orthogonal to said first rejection resonator; and

a bandpass portion disposed at a third predetermined posi-
tion along said transmission line, said bandpass portion
including first and second capacitively coupled bandpass
resonators, said first bandpass resonator being capaci-
tively coupled to said transmission line.

4 427 954
PULSE COMPRESSION FILTER DESIGNED AS A

DISPERSIVE DELAY LINE
Richard Veith, Unterhaching, and Helmut Stocker, Zomeding,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Siemens Aktien-
gesellschaft, Berlin A Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed May 12, 1982, Ser. No. 377,466
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 29.

1981,3121516

Int. a.3 H03H 9/44. 9/64, 9/145
U.S. a. 333-153 „ Qaims

1. A pulse compression filter designed as a dispersive delay
line which functions with acoustic waves and has a prescribed
center frequency fo which produces a corresponding mean
wavelength X<,in the filter, comprising: a substrate; at least one
input and at least one output transducer with a plurality of
electrode fingers situated at a surface of the substrate, a distri-
bution of the electrode fingers corresponding to a prescribed

1. A capacitor for use on cores of material having a high
magnetic permeability and capable of being excited by a time
varying magnetic field, said capacitor compnsing:

a single sheet of spirally-wound conductive material having
an insulative layer disposed on one side thereof, said
wound sheet having an axially-onented aperture therein
for insertion of said core material, said wound sheet hav-
ing currents induced therein by said time varying mag-
netic field passing through the axially-onented aperture of
said wound sheet.

4 427 956
ACOUSTIC WAVE BANDPASS ELECTRICAL HLTERS

Robert J. Murray, Horiey, and John Scbofleld. Coulsdon, both
of England, assignors to U.S. Philips Corporation, New York.

FUed Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,491
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Apr. 22. 1981

8112452
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Int. a.J H03H 9/64
VS. a. 333—194

1 Q,i„
1. An acoustic wave bandpass electrical filler including a

substrate able to propagate acoustic waves at a surface thereof.

1038 O.G.—67
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input transducing means arranged to launch acoustic wave

energy along a first propagation track at said surface, output

transducing means arranged to receive acoustic wave energy

from a second propagation track at said surface, and electrical

coupling means arranged to receive acoustic wave energy

from the input transducing means in the first track and to

relaunch at least part of that energy as acoustic wave energy

towards the output transducing means in the second track, in

which the combined amplitude-frequency response of the

input and output tranducing means has a fundamental passband

which is substantially the desired passband of the filter with a

maximum amplitude response substantially at a frequency f,,

and has a corresponding third harmonic passband, and in

which the coupling means consists of an array of conducting
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strips across the first track and an array of conducting strips

across the second track, the conducting strips of each array

being discrete parallel strips electrically insulated from each

other and strips of the two arrays being electrically connected

in pairs with each pair consisting of one strip from each array,

at least the majority of the strips of both arrays of the coupling

means having a mark-to-space ratio of substantially one-to-one,

characterised in that fo/ftis in the range 0.80 to 1.14 but exclud-

ing substantially 1.0, f^ being the frequency at which the centre-

to-centre spacing of at least the majority of said strips is half a

wavelength of said acoustic waves, whereby a stopband in the

amplitude-frequency response of the coupling means between

2fi and 4fi suppresses the amplitude-frequency response of the

input and output transducing means over a range of frequen-

cies including 3fo±0.Sfo.

biasing means for normally holding said first and second
contact means in said break-position;

first and second magnetic bodies provided operatively in asso-

ciation with said first and second contact means such that

said first and second magnetic bodies define at least one
closed magnetic loop with at least one of said first and sec-

ond contact means passing through said closed magnetic
loop when said first and second contact means are turned to

said make-position, said magnetic loop opening when said

first and second contact means are turned to said break-posi-

tion; and

coil means mounted on at least one of said first and second
magnetic bodies for providing, when it is excited, a force

against the force of the biasing means so as to establish the

make-position.

4,427,958

TELEPHONE TRANSDUCERS
David V. Charlesworth, Seaford, and Derek F. Smith, Shoreham

by Sea, both of England, assignors to A. P. Besson Limited,

East Sussex, England

Filed Sep. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 417,952

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Sep. 16, 1981,

8127%!
Int. a.' HOIF 7/00

U.S. a. 335—231 14 Qaims
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4,427,957
'

SWITCH ASSEMBLY
Ryuichi Sato, Kyoto, Japan, assignor to Omron Tateisi Elec-

tronics Co., Kyoto, Japan

FUed Jan. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 339,292

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 16, 1981, 56-5595

Int. C1.3 HOIH 83/00

U.S. a. 335—19 34 Claims
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1. A switch assembly comprising:

first and second contact means provided operatively to take

one of two positions, a break-position in which the first and

second contact means are electrically separated from each

other, and a make-position in which the first and second

contact means are electrically connected with each other to

define a current path therethrough;

1. A method for making an electro-acoustic transducer

which comprises:

arranging with its wall upwards a generally cup-shaped rear

cover having a cylindrical wall out-turned at its upper end

and extending from the rim of a base divided along a

chord into a major segment for receiving an electromag-

netic driving unit and a terminal receiving minor segment

at a higher vertical level than the major segment, the

major segment having on its inner face fixing lands dis-

posed symmetrically with respect to a diameter normal to

said chord offset away from the minor segment and ex-

tending inwards from the side wall, each fixing land being

formed to define a fixing location and having on its face

presented to the minor segment an upstanding locator

wall;

placing downwards into the rear cover a yoke and coil

sub-assembly defined by a cruciform yoke plate of magne-

tizable material having a magnet at its center with one pair

of upturned opposite arms directed along the diameter

normal to said chord, the said pair of arms defining pole

pieces and carrying coils, and with the other pair of up-

turned opposite arms parallel to the said chord and formed

with outtumed fixing ears that settle directly on said lands

behind said locator wall with through-holes therein align-

ing with said fixing locations of said lands;

placing downwardly into the rear cover an armature formed

with depending bearing means that settle on the magnet
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and permit the armature to rock thereon and a pair of
torsion arms extending towards the lands and terminating
in fixing ears that settle behind the locator wall on the
fixing ears of the coil sub-assembly with through-holes
aligning with said fixing locations of said lands, said arma-
ture having secured thereto an upstanding connecting rod;

mechanically fixing the armature from above the rear cover
in tight contact with the yoke plate and the yoke plate in
tight contact with the lands so that the armature is sup-
ported for vibration in said rear cover;

introducing connector terminals through said minor seg-
ment and electrically connecting the coils to the terminals;

placing downwards onto the rear cover a dished diaphragm
so that its rim settles on the out-turned end of the cylindri-
cal wall and the connecting rod projects through a
through-hole in said diaphragm;

adhering the connecting rod to the diaphragm; and
assembling a front cover to the rear cover.

4,427,959

aRcurr protecong sensor
Takaaki Chuzawa, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Matsushita Elec-

tric Works, Ltd., Osaka, Japan
FUed Apr. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 366,099
Int. a.3 HOIF 7/18; HOIH 43/02

U.S. a. 335-239 9 CMms

fioating magnet, said floating magnet having a magneti-
cally polarized bottom face of said one magnetic polarity
which is repelled by the top face of the base magnet to
offset the downward force of gravity on said floating
magnet and maintain said fioating magnet spaced above
said base magnet; and

'^v .'"
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said base magnet and fioating magnet constructed for attach-
ment of small magnetically attractable articles thereto in

the space between said base magnet and said floating
magnet.

4,427,961
CHIP TYPE HIGH FREQUENCY COIL DEVICE

Masato Suzuki, Hatoyama, Japan, assignor to Toko, Inc., To-
kyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 421,307
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 2, 1981. 56-

147466[U]

Int. a.' HOIF 15/02. 15/04
U.S. a. 336-83

2 Qaims

1. A circuit protecting sensor for protecting an associated
circuit from an overcurrent or short-circuit current, compris-
ing a cylinder divided into first and second cylinder bodies
coupled axially endwise with a magnetic head interposed be-
tween them and fixed thereto, a yoke in which said cylinder is

fixed, with said first cylinder body projected partly out of said
yoke, a detecting coil wound around the cylinder, a fluid
plunger contained together with a viscous fluid in said first

cylinder body to a spring-load acting in the direction separat-
ing the body to be axially movable toward and away from said
magnetic head, a first spring means provided for normally
biasing said fluid plunger in a direction away from the mag-
netic head, an operating plunger contained in said second
cylinder body to be axially movable toward and away from the
magnetic head in opposing relationship to movements of the
fluid plunger, one end of said operating plunger being pro-
jected out of the cylinder to be engageable with an actuating
part of an external device, and a second spring means provided
for normally biasing said operating plunger in a direction away
from the magnetic head.

V '*if '

4,427,960

MAGNETIC HOLDER FOR SMALL ARTICLES
Robert P. Wuerfel, 4620 NW. 45th a.. Fort Lauderdale. Fla
33319

FUed Dec. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 447,413
Int. a.3 HOIF 7/20

U.S. a. 335—285 9 Qaims
1. A magnetic holder for small magnetically attractable

articles comprising:

a base magnet having a magnetically polarized top face of
one magnetic polarity;

rigid guide means extending up from said base magnet;
a floating magnet interfitting with said guide means above

said base magnet to limit lateral displacement of said

1. A high frequency coil device, compnsing a drum core
having a square-shaped lower flange, electrodes provided on
the bottom surface of said lower flange, a winding or windings
wound on said drum core, a cap core covering the winding
portion of said drum core, a square-shaped shield casing hav-
ing a threaded portion with which said cap core is directly

intermeshed, wherein lugs are provided at the lower ends of a
pair of opposing side walls of the shield casing; said lower ends
are located at a higher level than the lower ends of another pair
of side walls of the shield casing which are provided with no
lugs; the lower ends of those side walls of the shield casing
which are provided with the lugs, are disposed in abutment
with the upper surface of said lower flange of said drum core;
said lugs are disposed in engagement with grooves formed in

said surfaces of said lower flange and bent into contact with the
bottom surface of the lower flange; and inner surface portions,
adjacent to the lower ends, of those side walls of the shield
casing which are provided with no lugs, are disposed in en-
gagement with the side surfaces of the lower flange, whereby
the shield casing is securely attached to the lower flange of the
drum core.
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4,427,962

LOW PROFILE TRANSFORMER BOBBIN
AmoM J. Libcmuui, Skokie, 111., anignor to Zenith Radio Cor-

poration, GknTicw, 111.

Filed Apr. 26, 1982, Scr. No. 371,689

Int a.i HOIF 15/10

U.S. CL 336—192 3 Claims

1. A transformer bobbin adapted for receiving at least one

winding having a plurality of winding loops, comprising:

a coil form for supporting said at least one winding thereon;

an upper flange and a lower flange carried by opposite ends

of the coil form for containing the winding on the coil

form;

a plurality of fingers formed in the lower flange, said Hngers

being deflned by slots in the lower flange which extend to

the periphery of the lower flange; and

a terminal strip carried by the lower flange beneath said

Angers, said terminal strip including a rear wall disposed

in perpendicular relation to and extending between the

distal ends of said lower flange, a plurality of spaced side

walls each extending perpendicularly from said rear wall

and aligned beneath a respective one of said slots, said rear

and side walls dividing the strip into a plurality of electri-

cally isolated terminal compartments, said compartments

being spaced from said Angers by a channel extending

between the distal ends of said lower flange such that each

of said winding loop>s may be passed through a respective

one of said slots and thence along said channel and into a

different one of said compartments, said rear wall includ-

ing a plurality of apertures each of which extends in

spaced parallel relation beneath a respective one of said

Angers such that each aperture communicates with one
terminal compartment, whereby a tap lead may be fed into

a compartment via one of said apertures for connection to

a winding loop.

Axed line of direction to open the switch by breaking the

normal electrical interconnection between the contacts in

response to a selected condition; the switch being within a

housing having an end member closing the housing and inter-

secting the line of movement; the Arst contact moving toward
the end member as the switch opens; the apparatus comprising

a collapsible, hollow, cylindrical sleeve oriented so that the

major axis thereof coincides with the line of direction;

an elongated, cylindrical, two-position pin conformally

within, axially slidable relative to, and mounting the

sleeve so that the major axis thereof generally coincides

with the line of direction, the pin residing within the

housing and being not visually observable in its Arst posi-

tion, the pin being visually observable and partially resid-

ing beyond the end member and outside of the housing in

its second position; and

a force-receiving site on an end of the pin against which the

rapidly moving Arst contact abuts as the switch opens,

such abutment moving the pin from its Arst position to its

second position and simultaneously collapsing the sleeve

in accordion-like fashion to thereby dissipate the kinetic

energy of the Arst contact, the presence of the pin within

the sleeve as the latter collapses resulting in such collapse

occurring in a controlled manner with the pleats of the

collapsing sleeve being constrained by the pin to be gener-

ally uniformly formed on the outside thereof.

4,427,963

BRAKE AND OPERATION INDICATOR FOR A
HIGH-VOLTAGE SWITCH

John M. Jarosz, Skokie, and William R. Panas, Glenview, both

of ni., aasignors to S ft C Electric Company, Chicago, 111.

FUed Not. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 437,925

Int. a.3 HOIH 85/00

U.S. CI. 337—6 20 Qaims

1. Apparatus for braking and stopping a Arst moving contact

of a switch and for indicating when the switch is open, the

switch including a second contact normally electrically inter-

connected to the first contact when the switch is closed; the

switch also including a pressure-generating facility for rapidly

moving the Arst contact away from the second contact along a

4,427,964

FUSIBLE LINK ASSEMBLY
Donald R. Ruegsegger, 425 W. Maple St., Waterloo, Ind. 46793

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,161

Int. C\? HOIH 85/16

U.S. a. 337—231 5 Qaims

4. A temperature sensitive fusible link assembly comprising:

(a) a sleeve having an opening at one end of the sleeve and

approximately the inner diameter of the sleeve, and an open-

ing of a reduced diameter at the opposite end of the sleeve;

(b) wire means having one end inserted through the reduced

diameter opening of the sleeve;

(c) a solder wire fuse with one end received through the larger

opening of the sleeve; and

(d) a fused bond between the ends of the solder wire fuse and

wire means disposed within the sleeve and comprising the

conjoint product of a heat source having been applied to said

sleeve after insertion of the ends of the wire means and

solder wire fuse.

4,427,965

RESISTOR COOLANT DEVICE
Bent P. Simonsen, 27 Starfish Ct, Newport Beach, Calif. 92663

FUed Jul. 20, 1981, Scr. No. 284,530

Int a.3 HOIC 1/082

U.S. a. 338—55 2 Claims

1. A current test tank device for use in testing electric power

sources comprising:

(a) A tank capable of containing water as a coolant liquid;

(b) A coolant liquid inlet and outlet to said tank;

(c) A plurality of coil resistors contained within said tank

and submerged within said liquid within said tank;
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(d) Means of connecting one end of each of said coils to a
power source to be tested;

said rotor into a position in which said spur gear means
re-engages said worm gear means.

4 427 966
PIVOTING ROTOR RATCHET MECHANISM FOR

WORM GEAR POTENTIOMETER
Paul G. Gratzinger, Moreno, and Lawrence Kucharski, Jr.,

Sunnymead, both of Calif., assignors to Bourns, Inc., River-
side, Calif.

Filed Nov. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 4«2,703

Int. a? HOIC 10/32
U.S. a. 338-162 20 Qaims

4,427,967

ELECTRONIC SIGNALING DEVICE
Guiseppe Maiocco, Dmento, Italy, assignor to Armaa S.pji.,

Dniento, Italy

Filed Jul. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 283,350
Int. C\? B60Q 1/00

U.S. a. 340-52 D 12 Claims

(e) A lining contained in the interior of the tank comprising
an electrical insulator.

1. In a motor vehicle including an ignition switch, a door for
entry into and exit from the vehicle, and key-operated locking
means operatively associated with the ignition switch, im-
proved signaling apparatus comprising, in combination, a first

electrical switch movable between open and closed positions
upon insertion of the key into and removal thereof from the
locking means, a power source, a resistor, a diode and a transis-

tor having a base, an emitter and a collector, signaling means,
a second electrical switch movable between open and closed
positions, a first electrical circuit connecting said power source
through said resistor and said first switch to ground, a second
electrical circuit connecting said power source through the
collector and the emitter of said transistor, said signal means
and said second switch to ground, and a third electrical circuit

connecting said first electrical circuit through said diode to the
base of said transistor; said resistor, said diode and said transis-

tor being operably connected in said circuit so that (1) when
said first electrical switch is in its closed position, said transis-

tor prevents said signaling means from being energized; while
(2) when said first electrical switch is in its open position, said

transistor is operable to enable the energizing of said signaling

means, whereby, when said first electncal switch is in its open
position, said signal means is energized when said second
switch is closed, and is not energized when said second switch
is open.

1. In a variable resistor, of the type having a housing, a rotor
rotauble in said housing and bearing an electrical contact
spring in contact with a resistive element, spur gear means on
a peripheral edge of said rotor, and worm gear means in said

housing for engagement with said spur gear means to drive
said rotor between Arst and second limits of travel, a ratcheting
mechanism, comprising:

Arst means for limiting the further rotation of said rotor

substantially beyond said Arst and second limits of travel;

and

second means for pivoting said rotor against the force of said

contact spring when said rotor has reached said Arst and
second limits of travel, while allowing momentary disen-

gagement of said spur gear means from said worm gear
means;

whereby said contact spring is compressed by the pivoting
of said rotor at said Arst and second limits of travel, and
said spring is released by the disengagement of said spur
gear means from said worm gear means, thereby to urge

4,427,968

DISTRIBUTION NETWORK COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM WITH FLEXIBLE MESSAGE ROUTES

Theodore H. York, Raleigh, N.C., assignor to Westinghouse
Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Apr. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 252,682

Int. a.^ H04B 3/54
U.S. a. 340-310 R 11 Qaims

1. A communication system for a distribution network,
comprising:

a plurality of remote terminals, each containing a plurality of
address codes and a role code identifying said remote
terminal as an end device;

a plurality of signal repeaters, said distribution network
connecting each of said signal repeaters with certain of
said remote terminals, each of said signal repeaters con-
taining a plurality of stored route and role codes and a

preprogrammed unique address code identifying said

signal repeater as an end device;

a central station producing an outgoing communication
signal intended for a predetermined end device, said out-
going communication signal including a route code identi-

fying a signal path to said predetermined end device, a
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role code identifying the first device in said identified

route, an address code and a message code; and

a communication link coupling said central station to said

distribution network;

each of said signal repeaters includes means for receiving

said outgoing communication signal, means for comparing

the received address code to said preprogrammed unique

address code, and means being responsive to said message

code in response to said comparison of the received ad-

dress code to the preprogrammed address code, and in-

cludes means for comparing said received route and role

codes to said stored route and role codes, means for re-
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moving its role code from the outgoing communication
signal and inserting the role code of the next device in said

identified route in response to said comparison of the

received route and role codes to the stored route and role

codes, and means for retransmitting the modified outgoing

communication signal such that said message code is

ultimately received by said predetermined end device,

each of said remote terminals includes means for comparing
the received role code and address code to its role code
and its plurality of address codes, and means being respon-

sive to said message code in response to said comparison

of the received role code and address code to the stored

role code and plurality of address codes.

I

4,427,969

INTERFACE aRCUIT FOR A METER READING DEVICE
Vincent G. Coppola, Branford, and John L. Lorenzo, Southbury,

both of Conn., assignors to Pitney Bowes Inc., Stamford,

Conn.

Filed Mar. 28, 1980, Ser. No. 134,737

Int. a.' H03K 13/02

U.S. a. 340—347 AD 3 Claims

1. A circuit for interfacing a plurality of analog signals to a

digital device, said analog signals being adjustable each to

represent a physical parameter such as the positions of a corre-

sponding plurality of levers, said circuit providing, in a first

mode a first sequence of single digit digital signals, each of said

first digital signals approximating one of said analog signals

and providing in a second mode a second sequence of digital

signals, each of which may be used to calibrate said adjustment

of one of said analog signals, said circuit comprising:

(a) a free-running analog-to-digital conversion means for

sampling an analog signal and providing a digital output,

said digital output signal comprising a most significant

digit which approximates said sample analog signal and a

subsequent next significant digit which provides, in com-
bination with said most significant digit, a more precise

approximation of said sampled analog signal, said conver-

sion means further comprising first and second digit select

outputs to strobe said most and said next significant digits

respectively;

(b) multiplexer means, having an address input and an output

connected to the input of said converter means, for select-

ing one of said plurality of analog signals in accordance

with the value of said address input for conversion by said

conversion means;

(c) demultiplexer means, having an address input, a signfU

input and a plurality of output lines corresponding to said

plurality of analog signals, for demultiplexing an input

signal to provide an output strobe on one of said lines in

accordance with the value of said demultiplexer means
address input;

(d) sequencing means operatively associated with said ad-

dress input for sequentially selecting each of said plurality

of analog signals for conversion by said conversion means
and for simultaneously selecting the corresponding one of
said plurality of demultiplexer output lines, whereby said

output strobes identify the correspondence between said

digital output and said analog signals, said sequencing

means being responsive to signals from said converter
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means for selecting the next of said sequence of analog

signals; and

(e) switch means for switching between said first and second

modes, said switch means connecting said first digit select

output of said converting means to said signal input of said

demultiplexing means in said first mode and said second

digit select output from said converter means to said signal

input in said second mode, whereby said circuit provides

a sequence of digital output signals each approximating

one of said plurality of analog signals and output strobes

on corresponding ones of said plurality of the demulti-

plexer output lines so as to identify the correspondence

between said digital outputs and said analog signals and

whereby in said first mode said output strobes identify the

validity and correspondence of said most significant digits

so that said digit may be strobed into said digital device,

and said in second mode said output strobes identify the

validity and correspondence of said next significant digit

so that said analog signals may be adjusted in accordance

with said next significant digit so that said analog signals

more accurately represent said physical parameters.

4,427,970

ENCODING APPARATUS
George C. Devol, Wilton, Conn., uiignor to Unlmation, Inc.,

Danbury, Conn.

Continuation of Scr. No. 507,082, Sep. 18, 1974, abandoned. This

application Aug. 4, 1978, Ser. No. 931,173

Int. a.3 H03K 13/02

U.S. a. 340—347 P 33 Clainu

1. A position encoder including a selector, a vast number of

pulse-transfer stages interconnected in sequence and including

a reference stage, each stage being adapted to respond to a

pulse and to provide a pulse to the next stage in the sequence,

said stages having respective control devices distributed physi-
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cally m an array corresponding to the positions to be encoded,
said selector and said array of control devices being movable
relative to each other for cooperation of said selector with said
control devices in the same sequence as the sequence of inter-
connection of their respective stages, and said selector being
disposed in cooperation with at least one of said control de-
vices at all times during the relative movement of said selector
along said array of control devices, an encoding counter,
means for delivering a train of pulses to the counter m time

>J
Yf h -f

with the transfer of pulses by said stages, and means controlled
by the cooperation of the selector with one or more of said
control devices for causing the counter to count the number of
delivered pulses occurring between the operations of said
reference stage and a stage related to one of said control de-
vices at which the selector is disposed, said counter having
combination-code output means for providing encoded output
representing the relative positioning of said selector and said
array of control devices.

4,427,971

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE CONVERSION
OF DIGITAL WORDS TO ANALOG SIGNALS

Arliss E. Whiteside, Melbourne, Fla., and William G. Wolber,
Columbus, Ind., assignors to The Bendix Corporation. South-
fleld, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 911,603, Jun. 1, 1978, Pat. No. 4,318,085.
This application Nov. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 324,717

Int. a.3 H03K 13/02
U.S. a. 340-347 DA 9 Qalms

word output from said storage array means, said analog
signal having a value equivalent to the value of said re-

ceived n-bit digital word and where said n and m bits of
said (n-(-m)-bit digiul words stored in said storage array
means are selected to correct the generated analog signal
for said imprecise component values, said digital-to-
analog converter means including means for recirculating
said m-bits through a first amplifier havmg unity gain and
for recirculating said n-bits through a second amplifier
having a gain equal to the reciprocal of said predeter-
mined ratio

4,427,972
MODULAR SHAFT ENCODER SYSTEM FOR

NON-BINARY COUNTS
George D. Haville, and Paul A. Johnson, both of Santa Barbara,

Calif., assignors to BEI Electronics, Inc., San Francisco.
Calif.

Filed Oct. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 314,204
Int. a.' H03K 13/00

U.S. a. 340-347 P 29 claim.

1. An encoder system for providing unambiguous, non-pow-
er-of-two. even counts corresponding to the angular position
of a rotating member, comprising

code means, which arc mounted for rotation with the rotat-
ing member, for providing an excess code word which is

indicative of the position of the rotating member, the
excess code word corresponding to one of a plurality of
positions of the rotating member, each position having
associated with it a unique excess code word, wherein the
totality of the excess code words provided by the code
means provides a single, truncated, symmetric unil-step-

code sequence, the number of words of which corre-
sponds to the system count, the truncated sequence having
the form of a full complement, symmetnc. unit step se-

quence the beginning and end of which have been trun-
cated by an equal number of code words, and

means responsive to the excess code word for converting the
excess code word into an excess natural word formal
which is suitable as a system output, as well as readily
subjected to further signal processing.

1. A device for converting a n-bit digiul word to an equiva-
lent analog signal comprising:

addressable storage array means for outputting a special
purpose (n-i-m)-bit digital word in response to a received
n-bit digital word, said addressable storage array means
storing a special purpose (n-m)-bit digital word corre-
sponding to each received n-bit digital word, where the
weight of each n-bit in said (n -i- m)-bit digital word is

dependent upon its bit position and the weight of the bit

positions are related to one another in accordance with a
predetermined ratio and the m-bite are equal to one an-
other and repetitive of selected lower order n-bits of the
(n-f m)-bit digital word; and

recirculating serial (n -l- m) digital-to-analog converter means
having stable but imprecise component values for generat-
ing an analog signal in response to the (n-«-m)-bit digital

4,427,973

A-TO-D CONVERTER OF THE
SUCCESSIVE-APPROXIMATION TYPE

Adrian P. Brokaw, Burlington, and Modesto A. Maidique, Ux-
ington, both of Mass., auignors to Analog Devices, Incorpo-
rated, Norwood, Mau.

Division of Ser. No. 931,960, Aug. 8, 1978. which is a
continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 785,322, Apr. 7, 1977,

abandoned. This application Mar. 25, 1982. Ser. No. 361,747
Int. a.J H03K 13/02

U.S. a. 340-347 AD 7 Qalnu
1. Analog-to-digiul converter means of the successive-

approximation type comprising:

successive-approximation means including a plurality of
individual flip-Hop registers for storing respective bit

signals of a digital output signal;

said successive-approximation means further compnsing a
set of control flip-flops, with one control flip-flop for each
pair of said flip-flop registers; and

circuit means interconnecting said flip-flop registers and said
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control flip-flops and responsive to clock pulses for con-

trolling the testing of individual bit sources for compari-

4,427,975

UNOPENED.DOOR INDICATOR
James E. Kinzie, 1742 Sorrel Ct, CarlsbMl, Calif. 92008

FUed Apr. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 258,621

Int. a.3 G08B 13/08

U.S. a. 340-547 6 Claims

son with an analog input signal and for storing the result of

such comparison in said individual flip-flop registers.

4,427,974

LOCAL CONTROL APPARATUS FOR CENTRAL
STATION ALARM SYSTEM

Robert F. Sheahan, Staten Island, N.Y., assignor to American

District Telegraph Company, Jersey City, N.J.

FUed Aug. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 409,181

Int. a.' G08B 29/00

U.S. a. 340—539 3 Qaims
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3. In a distributed alarm system including control means;

first and second communication circuits extending from the

control means; and first and second pluralities of alarm moni-

toring devices respectively distributed along the lengths of the

first and second communication circuits, each alarm monitor-

ing device being connected to the associated communication

circuit for communicating with the control means, the im-

provement comprising:

first and second bridge means respectively connected to the

first and second communication circuits at points remote

from the control means for selectively connecting to-

gether the first and second communication circuits at the

location of the first and second bridge means;

fault detection means associated with the control means for

detecting the failure of one or more alarm monitoring

devices to communicate with the control means and for

identifying as possibly faulty the communication circuit

associated with those alarm monitoring devices;

bridge control means associated with the control means and

responsive to the fault detection means for sending a

signal via the communication circuit not identified as

possibly faulty to the bridge means associated with that

not faulty communication circuit to connect the first and

second communication circuits together at the location of

the first and second bridge means to attempt to restore

communication with the alarm monitoring devices which

have failed to communicate with the control means.

1. An unopened-door indicator that shows the returning user

of the indicator whether or not the door has been opened since

the indicator was last enabled, and which comprises:

a. code input means;

b. a door-actuated switch;

c. an auxiliary output jack;

d. an indicating light;

e. electronic circuitry means responsive to a signal from said

code input means when it is properly operated by the user,

thereupon driving said indicating light to an un-opened

door indication, providing a no-alarm signal to said auxil-

iary output jack, and providing a first delay of between 10

and SO seconds before attaining an enabled state, there-

upon becoming responsive to a signal from said door-

actuated switch at the first opening of the door, thereupon

becoming unresponsive to signals from said door-actuated

switch, providing an alarm signal to said auxiliary output

jack, and after a second delay of between 10 and SO sec-

onds, driving said indicating light to an opened-door

indication; and

f. power supply means for furnishing D.C. power to said

code input means and said electronic circuitry means.

4,427,976

MOISTURE SENSOR
Peter M. Lord, Porthcawl, Wales, assignor to Coal Industry

(Patents) Limited, London, England

Filed Aug. 22, 1979, Ser. No. 68,806

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Aug. 25, 1978,

34715/78
Int. a.' G08B 21/00

U.S. a. 340—604 12 Qaims
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1. A device for sensing moisture on an electrically conduc-

tive surface comprising

a supporting member positioned above the surface,

first and second electrical contacts mounted on the support-

ing member and electrically insulated from one another.
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material which is electrically conductive when moist and
electrically insulating when dry,

material location means mounted on the supporting member
for positioning the material between the first contact and
the surface,

bias means for biasing the supporting member toward the
surface so that the piece of material is trapped between the
first contact and the surface and the second contact is

brought into direct electrical conUct with the surface, and
electrical circuit means for applying voltage across the two

contacts, said electrical circuit means comprising means
for indicating when a current is flowing between the two
contacts,

whereby if the surface is moist, the piece of material is moist-
ened and becomes electrically conductive, and the electri-

cal circuit indicates that a current is flowing between the
contacts, thereby indicating the presence of moisture on
the surface.

4,427,977

VIDEO IMAGE SIMULATION APPARATUS
Jerome T. CaroUo, and John A. Waidelich, Jr., both of Ormond

Beach, Fla., assignors to The United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of the Nary, Washington, D.C.

Filed Aug. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 290,552

Int. a.i G09G 1/28
U.S. a. 340-702 1 oaim
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1. A video display system, comprising:

three (3) cathode ray tubes, each having a ray axis that is

disposed at an angle to the ray axis of the other two, and
each producing a monochromatic display image different

from the others, such that said ray axes intersect on the
viewing side of said tubes when extended;

an image generating computer for controlling the images
produced by each of said cathode ray tubes, wherein the
first of said tubes produces a red display image, the second
of said tubes produces a green display image, and the third

of said tubes produces a blue display image;
a matched dichroic prism set of three (3) prisms, each having

a display input coupling surface orthogonal to said ray
axis of a respective said tube, wherein the display input
coupling surface of a first prism of said set is orthogonal to

said ray axis of said first tube, the display input coupling
surface of a second prism of said set is orthogonal to said

ray axis of said second tube, and the display input coupling
surface of a thrid prism of said set is orthogonal to said ray
axis of said third tube, and wherein a second surface of
said second prism abuts a second surface of said first

prism, a third surface of said first prism is at an acute angle
to said ray axis of said first tube, a second surface jof said

third prism is separated from said third surface of said first

prism by an air space, and a third surface of said third

prism is at an acute angle to said ray axis ofsaid third tube,

such that said red display image and said green display

image are combined in said first prism, and said blue dis-

play image is combined with said red and green combined
display image in said third prism and together are pro-

vided as a polychromatic display image output at said

third surface of said third prism;

a first relay lens disposed in substantial optical alignment
with said ray axis of said second tube, and in optical align-

ment with said polychromatic display image output of said

third prism;

a first constant deviation prism for separating said image into

a plurality of separate distinct wavelength images; said

first constant deviation prism being disposed in optical

alignment with said first relay lens such that said compos-
ite image is focused upon said first constant deviation
prism by said first relay lens;

a fiber optic bundle aligned with said first constant deviation
prism for transmitting said plurality of distinct wavelength
images to a remote location relative to said cathode ray
tubes;

a first field lens diposed in optical alignment with said first

consUnt deviation prism and between said first consunt
deviation prism and said fiber optic bundle for collimating
the light rays emitted by said first constant deviation
prism;

a second constant deviation prism disposed in optical align-

ment with said fiber optic bundle for receiving said sepa-
rate distinct wavelength images from said transmitting
means and redintegrating said images into a single com-
posite image;

a second field lens disposed in optical alignment with said

fiber optic bundle and between said fiber optic bundle and
said second constant deviation prism for collimating the
light rays emitted by said light transmitting means;

a second relay lens disposed in optical alignment with said

second field lens for focusing said composite image;
a viewing means in optical alignment with said second relay

lens for receiving said focused composite image and dis-

playing said composite image to a viewer; and
means connected to said viewing means for sensing position

of said viewing means relative to a fixed reference and for

generating control signals for said means for producing
display images, such that said means for producing display

images produces an image dependent upon the position of
said viewing means relative to a fixed reference.

4 427 978
MULTIPLEXED LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY HAVING A

GRAY SCALE IMAGE
Marshall Williams, 3590 Turpin Way, Freemont, Calif. 94536,

assignor to Marshall Williams, Fremont, Calif.

Filed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 297,636

Int. a.' G09G 3/36
U.S. a. 340-784 1 aalm
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1. In an apparatus for multiplex driving a field effect liquid

crystal display matrix of pixels formed by crossing arrays of
row and column electrodes of a display so as to provide a gray
scale display image;

row signal generator means for generating a time variable

row voluge for application to the array of row electrodes;

row multiplexing means for multiplexing the time variable

row volUge to the array of row electrodes of the liquid

crystal display matrix of pixels for applying one alternat-

ing component of a composite root mean square voltage
sequentially across pixels of the matrix of pixels of the
liquid crystal display;

column signal generating means for generating a time vari-
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able column signal voltage having an alternating compo-
nent thereof with a root mean square amplitude variable in

accordance with a gray scale visual portion of an image to

be displayed on the liquid crystal display;

column multiplexing means for multiplexing said column
signal voltage onto the array of column electrodes of the

liquid crystal display matrix of pixels for sequentially

energizing successive pixels of the liquid crystal display

matrix with the alternating gray scale component of the

column signal voltage so as to display a visual image
having a gray scale component;

said column signal generating means including phase modu-
lating means for phase modulating the alternating column
signal voltage with the gray scale component of the visual

image to be displayed;

said phase modulating means including counter means se-

quentially responsive to the amplitude of an alternating

gray scale signal component representative of the visual

portion of the image to be displayed for modulating the

phase of the column signal voltage;

said counter means including analog-to-digital converter

means responsive to the amplitude of an analog video
signal, representative of the gray scale of a visual portion

of an image to be displayed, for producing a serial stream

of digitally encoded words representative of the gray
scale of the visual portion of the image;

serial-to-parallel converter means responsive to the serial

stream of digitally encoded words for converting same to

parallel column words, one word for a respective column
of the display; and

wherein said counter means includes an array of individual

counter means one for each respective column of the

display, said individual counter means being responsive to

respective ones of said parallel column words for produc-
ing an output delayed by the amount of the respective

count, thereby phase modulating the output of said

counter means in accordance with the gray scale compo-
nents of the visual portion of the image displayed.

4,427,979

PROCESS FOR THE CONTROL OF AN OPTICAL
CHARACTERISTIC OF A MATERIAL BY SIGNALS OF

INCREASING TIME PERIODS
Jean F. Oerc, 10, Ailee du Pre Blanc, 38240 Meylan, and

Jacques Robert, Domain de la Ronce, Les Etanges AS Rue de
la Ronce, 92410 Ville d'Avray, both of France

Filed Oct. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 313,156
Gaims priority, application France, Oct. 27, 1980, 80 22930

Int. a.3 G09G i/i6
MS. a. 340—805 6 Qaims
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1. A control process of an optical characteristic of a material
for obtaining a display of a plurality of grey levels, said mate-
rial having a plurality of zones distributed in a matrix-like
manner and interposed between a first group of p lines of
parallel electrodes and a second group of q columns of parallel

electrodes, the lines and columns being crossed, a zone x,y,

being defined by the region of the material covered by line x„
in which i is an integer such that 1 ^i^p, and by column y^, in

which j is an integer such that I ^j^q, wherein, for control-
ling the zone x,yj of the material, the process includes:

applying a first series of signals with a zero mean value to a

line x„ said first series being divided into n different time
fractions of different durations; and

applying a second series'of signals with a zero mean value to
the column yy, said second series also being divided into n
different time fractions of different durations such that the
kth time fraction of the second series of signals is of the
same duration as the kth time fraction of the first series of
signals, k being an integer such that 1 ^kSn, said second
series of signals being such that for each time fraction, the
signal of the second series is either in phase opposition or
in phase with the corresponding signal of the first series.

4,427,980

ENCODER FOR TRANSMITTED MESSAGE
ACnVATION CODE

Robert D. Fennell, Coral Springs; Allen J. Weidler, Ft. Lauder-
dale, and David F. Bailey, Plantation, all of Fla., assignors to
Motorola, Inc., Schaumburg, HI.

Filed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,591
Int. C\? H04Q 7/00. 9/00; H04M lJ/02

U.S. a. 340—825.52 21 Qaims
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1. A method of encoding information signals including a
receiver address, for transmission of information to a plural

population of receivers, each said receiver being capable of
selectively establishing more than one time period for address
correlation and having a predetermined alert sequence, com-
prising the steps of:

generating a first set of coded signals to establish one of at

least a first and second time period for said plural popula-
tion of receivers to correlate for an address;

generating a second set of coded signals to select at least one
selected receiver of said plural receiver population.

4,427,981

TRACKING FILTER FOR RADIO ALTIMETER
Constantinos S. Kyriakos, Deerfield Beach, Fla., assignor to The

Bendix Corporation, Southfield, Mich.
Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,038 '

Int. a.J GOIS 9/04
U.S. CI. 343—12 A 7 Claims

1. In an FM/CW radio altimeter, a variable frequency re-

sponse filter for restricting the frequency band of beat fre-

quency signals processed by the altimeter to measure altitude,

said altimeter including means containing in digital format the

altitude measured by the altimeter, comprising

a filter section having an attenuation versus frequency char-

acteristic in which attenuation increases with increasing

frequency, said characteristic being defined asymptoti-

cally by a pair of straight line asymptotes intersecting at a

comer frequency;

a switchable network in said filter section, said network
including a plurality of discrete circuit components con-

nectable therein to vary the comer frequency at which
said asymptotes of said attenuation versus frequency char-

acteristic intersect; and digital means controlled by said
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altimeter means containing measured altitude, for con-
necting selected ones of said circuit components in said
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network to cause said comer frequency to decrease as said

measured altitude decreases.

4,427,982

RADAR CLUTTER REDUCTION BY USE OF
FREQUENCY-DIVERSE, WIDEBAND
PULSE-COMPRESSION WAVEFORMS

Samuel J. Caprio, ScTerna Park, Md., assignor to The United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy,
Washington, D.C.

Filed Apr. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 258,346

Int. a.' GOIS 7/28

U.S. a. 343—17.2 PC 7 Qaims
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1. An apparatus configured to operate with an associated
radar system for reducing radar clutter, said apparatus includ-
ing a transmitter portion and a receiver portion, said apparatus
comprising:

a pulse expansion means of said transmitter portion including
a filter having know characteristics for generating an
impulse waveform, and for linearly frequency-modulating
and expanding the impulse waveform into a wideband,
linearly frequency-modulated, pulse-compression signal

having a predetermined center frequency (IF frequency
signal);

a local oscillator means of said transmitter portion opera-
tively connected to said pulse expansion means for gener-
ating a local oscillator signal having a stable frequency
(LO frequency signal);

a mixer means of said transmitter portion operatively con-
nected to said pulse expansion and said local oscillator

means for mixing the IF frequency signal and the LO
frequency signal to produce pulse-compression signals at

the (LO-I-IF) frequency and at the (LO-IF) frequency;
a switch means of said transmitter portion operatively con-

nected to said pui'se expansion means, said local oscillator

means and said mixer means for selectively and alternately

passing the (LO-IF) and (LO-l-IF) pulse-compression
signals to a high power transmitter circuit portion and an
antenna portion of the associated radar system so as to

radiate them altemately at the proper pulse intervals for

the associated radar used, said switch means of said trans-

mitter portion including a pair of tunable bandpass filters,

one for passing the (LO-»-IF) pulse-compression signal

and other for passing the (LO-IF) pulse-compression
signal, said pair of tunable bandpass filters receiving their

tuning signal from said local oscillator means;
an echo derivation means of said receiver portion opera-

tively connected to said local oscillator means of said

transmitter portion for deriving return signals from the

antenna portion of the associated radar system;

a mixer means of said receiver portion operatively con-
nected to said echo derivation means and said local oscil-

lator means of said transmitter portion for receiving as one
input the LO frequency signal;

a switch means of said receiver portion operatively con-
nected to said echo derivation and mixer means of said

receiver portion for coupling the derived signals to said

mixer means, the LO frequency signal being removed in

said mixer means;

a pulse-compression means of said receiver portion opera-
tively connected to said mixer means of said receiver
portion for compressing the output pulses therefrom
thereby generating compressed pulses, said pulse-com-
pression means being a filter matched to the filter charac-
teristics of said pulse expansion means of said transmitter

portion;

a correlation means of said receiver portion operatively

connected to said pulse-compression means for correlat-

ing each of the compressed pulses with the succeeding
ones thereof, the output of said correlation means being a

signal in which the target returns from the associated

radar system are correlated and the clutter returns there-

from are decorrelated; and

a timing means operatively connected to said transmitter and
receiver portions so as to cause initiation of the impulse
waveform of said pulse expansion means of said transmit-

ter portion, and so as to cause activation of said switch

means of both said transmitter and receiver portions.

4,427,983

LOSSLESS ANNULAR ROTARY RF COUPLER
Bradford E. Kruger, and John C. Parr, both of Woodland Hills,

Calif., assignors to International Telephone A Telegraph
Corporation, Nflpr York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 334,231

Int. a.i HOIQ 3/02
U.S. Q. 343—763 7 Qaims

1. A rotary, annular, radio-frequency coupler system having
rotor and stator members each including a contiguous series of

spaced conductive webs extending radially between inner and
outer concentric conductive cylindrical surfaces to divide said

rotor and stator members each into a series of cells, said rotor

and stator members each being open and facing each other at

an annular planar interface, said rotor and stator being ar-

ranged concentrically and having said inner cylindrical sur-

faces of each of the same diameter and said outer cylindrical

surfaces of each of the same diameter, thereby forming an
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annular interface for transfer of radio-frequency energy be-

tween said rotor and said stator, and comprising:

first means including a transmission line having a common
port at a first end and distributed taps along said line, said

taps each feeding a discrete connecting line to a corre-

sponding one of said stator substantially equal interface

area first cells, said taps each providing a predetermined

fraction of the energy at said tapped line input, the sum of

the energies at said Ups being less than at said common
port;

a single second cell among said first cells and second means
discretely connecting the second end of said tapped line to

said second cell, said second cell having interface area

adjusted to compensate for the differing energy at said

tapped line second end as compared to the energy at each
of said first cells, thereby to afford circumferentially uni-

form energy density at said interface.

4,427,985

THERMORECORDING MEDIUM, MEANS AND
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING AND UTILIZING SAME

Yoshiki Kikuchi, and Takashi Ohmori, botb of Kanagawa, Ja-
pan, assignors to Figi Xerox Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 296,040
Qaims priority, application Japan, Aug. 29, 1980, 55/118355:

Aug. 29, 1980, 55/118356

Int. a.3 GOID 9/00. 15/10
U.S. a. 346-1.1 g ci^^

4,427,984

PHASE-VARIABLE SPIRAL ANTENNA AND
STEERABLE ARRAYS THEREOF

Roy E. Anderson, Scotia, N.Y., assignor to General Electric
Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

FUed Jul. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 288,092

Int. a.3 HOIQ 1/36
U.S. a. 343—764 28 Qaims

1. A thermal recording medium, comprising:
a base support layer;

a plurality of heat sensitive ink materials positioned on a
surface of said base support layer, each of said heat-sensi-
tive ink materials having a different melting point,

wherein said heat-sensitive ink materials comprises; a single
layer having three heat-sensitive ink materials of different
melting points positioned on said surface of said support in
a regular pattern.

1. An antenna comprising:

a conductive helix having a feed end, said helix being rotat-
able around an axis thereof and having said feed end
positioned essentially upon said axis;

an insulative support tube upon which said helix is mounted;
and

means for matching the helix feed end impedance to a de-
sired impedance and including a conductive ground plane
member having a surface at least a portion of which is in

a plane substantially perpendicular to said axis and fixedly
mountable; and

an insulative member fixedly attached to said support tube
and having a first surface located adjacent to said ground
plane member surface to enable said tube and helix to
rotate about said axis.

4,427,986
METHOD OF CHARGING JETTED INK DROPS

Tetsuo lyoda, and Masayoshi Tamai, both of Ebina, Japan,
assignors to Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,689
Qaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 17, 1981, 56-57942

Int. Q.3 GOID 15/18. 18/00
U.S. Q. 346-1.1 7 Claims

1. A charging method for a binary type multi-nozzle ink jet

printer, comprising the steps of:

disposing a confrontation type charging electrode member
only on one side of a plane defined by flying paths of
separate ink drops separately jetted by a multi-nozzle ink

jet so that spaced apart electrodes forming said electrode
member confront said ink drops but are spaced away from
said ink drops; and

applying a guard voltage to first and second ink drops lo-

cated on both sides of a printing ink drop, said first and
second ink drops and said printing ink drop being located
on a line traverse to said flying paths.

4,427,987

MAGNETIC LATENT IMAGE FORMING APPARATUS
Yoshiki Kikuchi, Kanagawa, Japan, assignor to Fi^i Xerox Co.,

Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan

FUed Oct. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 309,135

Qaims priority, application Japan, Oct 7, 1980, 55-139411

Int. a.3 GOID 15/12
U.S. Q. 346-74.4 2 Claims

1. A copying machine comprising:

a rotatable drum-shaped support;
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a Cr02 magnetic medium disposed on an outer surf^ace of parallel portions of said tiers occupying respective planes that
said support; fan out from said line, and means for stacking the different

an mitial magnetization unit extending parallel to an axis of
rotation of said support, said initial magnetization unit

applying a magnetic field to said magnetic medium to

uniformly magnetize said magnetic medium in a predeter-
mined direction;

a laser-type thermal recording head said recording head
being disposed adjacent said initial magnetization unit on
a side thereof in a direction of rotation of said support, said

recording head heating portions of said magnetic medium
to a temperature of approximately 1 10* C. in response to

control signals applied thereto to magnetize said magnetic
medium in a pattern representing an image to be copied;

groups of tiers of pins whose tips constitute the different Imes
of styluses into a single assembly

a bias magnetic field source extending parallel to said axis of
rotation of said support and being disposed on an inner

surface of said support, said bias magnetic field source
being disposed adjacent said recording head in said direc-

tion of rotation of said support, said bias magnetic field

source applying a varying magnetic field to said magnetic
medium in a direction opposite said predetermined direc-

tion;

a developer section comprising a supply of magnetic toner

particles and a rotating toner roll for supplying toner
particles from said supply to said magnetic medium at a

position following said bias magnetic field source in said

direction of rotation of said support; and
means for transferring magnetic toner particles adhering to

said magnetic medium to a recording sheet.

4,427,989

HIGH DENSITY MEMORY CELL
Narasipur G. Anantha, Hopewell Junction; Harsaran S. Bhatia;

Santosh P. Gaur, both of Wappingers Falls, and James L.

Walsh, Hyde Park, all of N.Y., assignors to International

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.
Filed Aug. 14, 1981. Ser. No. 293,546

Int. Q.' HOIL 29/74
U.S. Q. 357-21 10 Qaims

4,427,988

IMAGE PRINT HEAD
Alain de Kermadec, Rochefort en Yrelines; Christian Delanoe,

Versailles, and Gerard Normand, Montferrand le Chateau, all

of France, assignors to Societe Anonyme dite Compagnie
Industrielle des Telecommunications CTT-Alcatel, Paris,

France

FUed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 356,018
Qaims priority, appUcation France, Mar. 6, 1981, 81 04482

Int. Q.3 GOID 15/06
U.S. Q. 346—155 n Qaims

1. A print head comprising a plurality of styluses which are

regularly spaced out along at least two parallel lines, with the

styluses being off-set relative to one another from one line to

the next, said styluses being formed by the tips of respective

electrical conductor pins which are rectilinear at least over a

portion of their length which is near to said stylus-forming tips,

the improvement comprising means for mounting said pins in a

plurality of tiers with the tips of the pins in each tier being
aligned and regularly spaced, and at least said rectilinear por-

tions of the pins lying parallel to one another, and wherein
each line comprises interdigiuted stylus tips from a group of n

tiers of pins, where n is an integer greater than 1, with every
n-th tip in the line belonging to the same tier, and with the
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1. A dynamic semiconductor memory cell compnsing:
a substrate;

a first layer of one conductivity type formed on said sub-

strate;

a second layer of one conductivity type formed on said first

layer, said second layer lightly doped with respect to said

first layer;

an injector region formed on the surface of said second layer

of a doped opposite conductivity type;

a heavily doped first region of said one conductivity type

surrounding said injector region within said second layer;

and

heavily doped second and third regions of said one conduc-
tivity type formed on the surface of said second layer

defining source and drain regions.
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4,427,990

SEMICONDUCTOR PHOTO-ELECTRIC CONVERTER
WITH INSULATED GATE OVER P-N CHARGE

STORAGE REGION
Jna-ichi Nishizawa, Sendai, Japan, assigaor to Zaidan Hojin

Haadotai Kenkyn Shinkokai, Seodai, Japan
FUed May 15, 1979, Ser. No. 39,445

Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 14, 1978, 53-86572;

Jul. 18, 1978, 53-87988

Int. a.3 HOIL 29/80
U.S. a. 357—22 6 Qaims

4,427,991
HIGH FREQUENCY SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE

Shigeyuld Yanuunura; Kiigiro Koaemnra; Takao Shima, and
Norio Hidaka, all of Kawasaki, Japan, assignors to Fi^itsu
Limited, Kawasaki, Japan

per No. PCT/JP79/00323, § 371 Date Aug. 26, 1980, § 102(e)
Date Aug. 20, 1980, PCT Pub. No. WO80/01437, PCT Pub.
Date Jul. 10, 1980

PCT FUed Dec. 22, 1979, Ser. No. 206,543
Qaims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 28, 1978, 53-164786

Int. a.J HOIL 2i/02
U.S. a. 357—74 20 Claims

cVout

-Vso

1

1. A sutic induction transistor type semiconductor photo-
electric converter having a substrate and including at least one
unit, each unit comprising:

a high-resistivity semiconductor region of one conductivity

type having an impurity concentration of the order of
1 X 10'* cm ~^ and predetermined dimensions constituting

at least one current channel having two ends;

a pair of current electrode means comprising low-resistivity

semiconductor regions of said one conductivity type and
connected to said two ends of said current channel for

receiving a main voluge from an external voltage source;
a control electrode means formed adjacent to and surround-

ing said current channel for controlling current between
said current electrode means, said control electrode means
including a low resistivity semiconductor storage region
of the other conductivity type opposite to said one con-
ductivity type and having a low resistivity as compared to

the resistivity of said high-resistivity region and formed
adjacent to said current channel, and further including an
insulating film formed on said low resistivity semiconduc-
tor storage region and a conductive electrode formed on
said insulating film which comprises a storage capacitor,

said control electrode means being capable of storing
charge carriers of the other conductivity type opposite to

said one conductivity type and thereby varying the poten-
tial thereof to control current between said current elec-

trode means;

a light receiving means formed in the neighborhood of said

current channel for introducing external light at least into

part of said semiconductor region; and
at least one depletion layer formed in said semiconductor

region extending from said control means to selectively

pinch off said current channel due to said impurity con-
centration and predetermined dimensions, and forming a
potential barrier in said current channel having a height in

accordance with the potential of said control means and
the potential of one of said current electrode means,

said current electrode means and said current channel being
configured substantially perpendicular with respect to
said substrate.

1. A high frequency semiconductor device comprising:
(a) a metal base substrate for forming a ground electrode and

for fixing said high frequency semiconductor device to an
external element;

(b) a function device mounted on said metal base substrate,
comprising a plurality of first circuit elements including at

least:

(i) a first semiconductor device,

(ii) a DC circuit to power said function device, and
(iii) high frequency coupling circuit for functionally cas-

cade-connecting said first semiconductor device with
an external high frequency device;

(c) a frame-shaped insulating substrate mounted on said

metal base substrate for surrounding said function device
and having a plurality of independent metallized or metal-
lic parts fixed on its surface for connection with an exter-

nal circuit; and

(d) sealing means for hermetically sealing said function
device.

4 427 992
METHOD FOR INCORPORATING A DESICCANT IN A

SEMICONDUCTOR PACKAGE
Kim Ritchie, Phoenix, and James N. Smith, Tempe, both of

Ariz., assignors to Motorola, Inc., Schaumburg, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 641,866, Dec. 17, 1975, which U a
dirision of Ser. No. 475,723, Jun. 3, 1974. This application Not.

14, 1977, Ser. No. 851^37
Int. a.3 HOIL 23/36

U.S. a. 357—78 8 Claims

1. A method of packaging a semiconductor chip in a her-

metic enclosure formed by assembly of a first enclosure por-

tion bearing said semiconductor chip to a second enclosure
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portion, said enclosure including a desiccant, the improvement
comprising placing a coating of a liquid material consisting
essentially of ethyl alcohol, water, ethyl acetate, tetraethylor-

thosilicate, and 0.1% to 10% by weight of a meullic ion se-

lected from the group consisting of boron, aluminum, and
phosphorus, on part of said second enclosure portion prior to

said assembly, and drying said coating in the range 80*-500' C.
to provide a desiccant adherent to said second enclosure por-
tion.

1. In combination with a semiconductor element having a

predetermined thermal coefficient of expansion, a thermally
and electrically conductive plate for receiving in direct contact
therewith said semiconductor element, said plate comprising:

a body of a first material characterized by a first thermal
coefficient of expansion;

a semiconductor element receiving surface on said body; and
a lattice of thermal coefficient of expansion modifying
material embedded in and flush with said body al said

semiconductor element receiving surface which changes
the thermal coefficient of expansion of said body at said

surface to an intermediate value between said predeter-

mined thermal coefficient of expansion and said first ther-

mal coefficient of expansion.

4,427,994

COLOR SEPARATOR FOR A VIDEO DISPLAY
GENERATOR

Mitchell Aron, Harrington Park, and Rover, Jr., Ralph R.,

Cresskill, both of N.J., auignors to The Bendix Corporation,
Teterboro, N.J.

Filed Mar. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 358,151

Int. a.' H04N 9/11

U.S. a. 358—54 9 Qaims
1. A color separator for a color display video generator

wherein a point beam of light is used to scan means upon which
information is stored in color to thereby be modulated with
color information creating an optical signal representing said

information and the color separator separates the optical signal

into different colors which are then processed by the video
generator into a video signal which is used to display the

information on a color display, and wherein the color separa-

tor comprises:

means upon which the color modulated point beam of light

impinges and is expanded to larger than said point,

light conducting means to which said expanded light beam is

input for transmission therethrough, the output of said

light conducting means being divided into a plurality of

outputs, and

a plurality of filters each passing light of a different color,

one of said plurality of filters being located at each of said

plurality of outputs and cooperates therewith such that

the color modulated light passing through said light con-
ducting means is divided into different colors as it is out-

4 427 993
THERMAL STRESS RELIEVING BIMETALLIC PLATE

Julie Y. Fichot, Skaneateles, and Alfred Roesch, Auburn, both of
N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company, Syracuse, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 21, 1980, Ser. No. 209,001

Int. Q.J HOIL 23/02
U.S. Q. 357-81 12 Qaims

put from the combination of individual one>of said plural-

ity of outputs and a color filter

4,427,995

FAIL-SAFE CATV SYSTEM CENTER FACILITY
Akihiko Naito, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Pioneer Electronic

Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 329,914
Qaims priority, application Japan. Dec. 22, 1980, 55-182663

Int. Q.' H04N 7/10
U.S. Q. 358—86 3 Qaimt
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1. In a CATV system in which a central facility is coupled
through cables to a number of terminal units and two-way data

communication is efTected therebetween, said central facility

comprising:

normal down data signal transmitting means;

abnormality detecting means connected to said data signal

transmitting means for delecting a down data signal ab-

normality in a down data signal produced by said down
signal data tramsmitting means, said abnormality detect-

ing means including an FM detector responsive to the

down data signal, an AM detector, responsive to an infor-

mation carrier signal and AND gate means having first

and second inputs coupled, respectively, to outputs of said

FM detector and said AM detector, an output of a AND
gate means being coupled to control a switching position

of said switching means;

back-up transmitting means for producing a clock signal by
modulating a carrier signal to form a frequency shift

keyed signal having the same frequency as that of said

down data signal; and
said switching means for stopping, when said abnormality
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detecting means detects that said down data signal is in an
abnorma] condition, transmission of said down data signal

and coupling said clock signal fromm said back-up trans-

mitting means to said cables, wherein when said down
dau signal is abnormal, clock signals for down data signals

are transmitted to said terminal units by said back-up
transmitting means.

|

4,427,996

TELEVISION CAMERAS
EUi Tamura, Atiagi, Japan, ascignor to Sony Corporation, To-

kyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 327,085
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 8, 1980, 55-172756

Int. a.3 H04N 3/26
VS. a. 358—228 6 Qaims
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1. A television camera comprising pick-up means, iris means,
variable gain amplifier means for a picked-up signal, and first

and second comparators for comparing the video level of the
picked-up signal as supplied from said variable gain amplifier

means with first and second reference levels and respectively

supplying first and second compared output signals from said

first and second comparators, respectively, to said iris means
and said variable gain amplifier means for respectively control-
ling them, thereby to form first and second automatic control
loops, said first and second reference levels being selected so
that, when the amount of light incident on said pickup means is

above a predetermined value, only said first automatic control
loop is actuated, and, when the amount of Hght incident on said

pick-up means is below said predetermined value, only said

second automatic control loop is actuated.

4,427,997

CONTROL DEVICE FOR A DISPLAY SCREEN AND
DISPLAY SCREEN CONTROLLED BY THIS DEVICE

Michel Hareng; Robert Hehlen; Serge Le Berre; Pierre Leclerc;

Philippe Marcenac, and Jean-Noel Pcrbet, all of Paris,
France, assignors to Thomson-CSF, Paris, France

FUed Dec. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 328,497
Claims priority, appUcation France, Dec. 15, 1980, 80 26544

Int. a.3 H04N 5/74
VJS. a. 358—236 6 Qaims

sented by a video signal, said screen comprising a layer of a
material on which a recording or inscription can be made by a
mixed thermal and electric effect in which the lines of the
frame, constituted by heating lines deposited on a substrate are
sequentially recorded by means of a current, wherein for a
definition of N lines the devise comprises 2Vn electronic
devices for controlling the current in the lines, said devices
being arranged in the form of Vn devices connected to one
end of Vn groups of lines and ofVn devices each of which
is connected to the other end of a single line of each of the Vn
groups of lines, each line being constituted by a heating resistor

in series with a diode.
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1. A control device for a display screen reproducing images
scanned in the form of a frame of lines and columns and repre-

4,427,998

APPARATUS FOR ADJUSTING A FACSIMILE
DOCUMENT SCANNER

Francis E. Huntoon, Des Plaines, 111., assignor to Teletype
Corporation, Skokie, 111.

Filed Apr. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 368,618

Int. a.3 H04N 1/10
U.S. a. 358—294 5 Claims

O

1. In combination with a facsimile scanner (10) comprising a

cabinet (12) having a plurality of walls and a generally rectan-

gular opening (18) in a first wall (16) thereof, said first wall (16)

having an inner and an outer surface, a transparent pane (20)

document support table covering said opening (18), an elon-

gated flat, thin strip (62) with one surface thereof displaying

test indicia (64, 66), said strip (62) being secured to the inner

surface of said fu^t wall (16) of said cabinet (12) adjacent one
edge of said opening (18) with said indicia (64, 66) facing

toward the interior of the cabinet (12), a movable scanning

assembly (21) mounted within said cabinet (12), an adjustable

optical system (23) for focusing onto a linear photodiode array

(50), an image of portions of documents placed upon the pane

(20) and said test indicia for generating electrical signals re-

lated to the information on the scanned document and said test

indicia.
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4 427 999
HIGH SPEED IMAGING OF ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC

nLM BY HNE BEAM SCANNING
Manfred R. Kuchnle, Uxington, Mass., and Lysic D. Cahill,

Dayton, Ohio, assignors to Coulter Systems Corporation,
Bedford, Mass.
Division of Ser. No. 803,575, Jun. 6, 1977, abandoned. This

•pplicatioa May 27, 1980, Ser. No. 153,689
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jan. 24,

2001, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.i H04N 1/24
U.S. a. 358-300 21 Qaims

4,428.000
HIGH SPEED IMAGING OF ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC

nLM BY nNE BEAM SCANNING
Manft^ R. Kuehnic, New London, N.H., and Lysle D. Cahill,

Dayton, Ohio, assignors to Coulter Systems Corporation.
Bedford, Mass.

Continuation of Ser. No. 39,737, May 16. 1979. abandoned,
which is s continuation-in-part of Ser. No, 803,575. Jun. 6. 1977.
abandoned. This application Jun. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 273.211

Int. Q.i H04N l/iO
U.S. Q. 358-300 ,9 cw„

\

1. A method of high speed electrophotographic imaging
which comprises:

A. scanning in accordance with a predetermined scanning
pattern a master image with a reading beam of radiant
energy that can be modulated by optical variations in

accordance with the copy to be imaged,
B. converting the modulations into a stream of electric sig-

nals related to said variations,

C. storing the stream of electrical signals,

D. converting the stored stream of electrical signals at any
time after storage into a fine writing beam radiant energy
and modulating said radiant energy writing beam in a
predetermined relation to the modulations of the reading
beam,

E. providing an electrophotographic member having a
charge-accepting thin film, transparent, microcrystalline,
electrically and optically anisotropic, high quantum gain,

wholly inorganic photoconductive coating,

F. charging the photoconductive coating in darkness a por-
tion at a time progressively to a surface charge potential
capable of being fully discharged by said writing beam in

accordance with the modulations thereof;

G. thereafter immediately substantially completely discharg-
ing selected ones of charged increments of the charged
portion of the photoconductive coating by directing the
modulated fine writing beam in darkness selectively and
sequentially at high speed in the order of nanoseconds for
each charged increment which is discharged in accor-
dance with the modulations of said writing beam to pro-
duce an overall latent image on the photoconductive
coating progressively at said high speed which image is

represenUtive of the content of the image to be copied
formed of regular geometric shapes consisting of charged
increments of said surface and fully discharged incremenu
of said surface, the charge level of the charged increments
being maintained subject only to dark decay and

H. thereafter developing the overall latent image subsequent
to completion of the formation of said overall latent im-
age.

J

19. Apparatus for forming a lonabic latent clectrostalic
image on an electrophotographic member havmg a wholly
inorganic, microcrystalline. optically and electrically aniso-
tropic. photcK-onductive coating compnsing;

(a) a charging device for applying a charge to the coating,
the charging device having a single corona generating
needle,

(b) means for producing a fine beam of radiant energy of a
level capable of fully discharging the charged coating.

(c) means for modulating the fine beam of radiant energy
with dau related to the image to be formed.

(d) means for mounting said corona needle and said fine
beam at a fixed spacing therebetween, and

(e) drive means for moving both the corona needle and the
fine beam over the photoconductive coating in concert
maintaining the fixed spacing progressively successively
to charge and to expose the photoconductive coating to
the fine beam, producing thereby a latent image formed of
fully discharged dot areas in the midst of uniformly
charged areas subject only to dark decay, the relative

distribution and proximity thereof determining the grey
scale of said image.

4.428,001

EDITING CONTROL APPARATUS FOR VIDEO TAPE
RECORDERS

Kazumasa Yanuunura, and Mamoni Ishiguro. both of Atsugi,
Japan, aasignors to Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 307,953
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct. 9, 1980, 55-141265:

Oct. 9, 1980, 55-141266

Int. Q.' A04N 5/7t: GllB 27/02
U.S. Q. 358—335 5 Claims

1. An editing control apparatus for video Upe recorders,
comprising:

(A) means for sensing positions of video tapes installed in a

recorder-VTR and a player VTR, respectively;

(B) means for memorizing data for positions of the video Upes
obtained at said position sensing means;

(C) means for advancing video Upes of the recorder and player
VTRs in synchronism to each other with reference to the
memorized dau for the respective video Upes;

(D) means for executing editing operations by recording video
signals reproduced by said player-VTR on video Upes of
said recorder-VTR from Upe positions memorized in said
daU memorizing means;
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(E) means for interrupting said video tape advancing operation

by nuuiually operating switching means;

(F) means for positioning respective video tapes to positions

referenced by memorized data in said dau memorizing
means automatically and without manual intervention imme-
diately after said interrupting means is actuated; and
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(G) when said means for interrupting is actuated, said means
for positioning including means for automatically moving
the video tape of the recorder-VTR at high speed relative to

normal playback speed to a predetermined position pnor to

a memorized position and means for then automatically

advancing without further manual intervention the record-

er-VTR video tape at the normal playback speed from said

predetermined position to said memorized position.

4,428,002 '

SPECIAL EFFECTS VIDEO DISC REPRODUCING
SYSTEM FOR ELIMINATING PICTURE FLICKER

Atsnmi Hirata, Fqjisawa, Japan, assignor to Victor Company of

Japan, Ltd., Yokohama, Japan

FUed Mar. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 245,456

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 19, 1980, 55-35618

Int. a.3 H04N 5/76
VS. a. 358—342 4 Oaims

1. A special reproducing system in an apparatus for repro-

ducing a rotary recording medium having a video signal re-

corded on a spiral track, said video signal being recorded in

terms of two frames for each track turn of said rotary record-
ing medium, the information content of said two recorded
frames being the same in each one track turn, each of said

frames comprising two fields,

said rotary recording medium having four vertical blanking

period recording positions on each track turn of said

rotary recording medium, and first or second reference

signal having mutually different frequencies bemg re-

corded on a reference signal track between adjacent infor-

mation tracks on said recording medium,
said first and second reference signals being alternately

changed over and recorded on said reference signal track

for each track turn of said rotary recording medium,
said rotary recording medium further having a third refer-

ence si^ial recorded at one of the vertical blanking period
recording positions corresponding to a part of the track

where said first and second reference signals are changed
over,

said special reproducing system comprising:

a reproducing element for scanning over tracks on said

rotary recording medium to reproduce recorded signals;

skipping means for shifting said reproducing element to skip

to an adjacent track responsive to skip pulses; and
skip pulse supplying means for generating skip pulses corre-

sponding to a mode for performing a special reproduction

which is different from a normal reproduction, one of said

skip pulses being generated for every revolution period of
said rotary recording medium with a timing correspond-
ing to the recorded positions of the vertical blanking

periods of the recorded video signal,

means for supplying said skip pulses to said skipping means,
said skip pulse supplying means generating no skip pulses

during a normal-speed reproduction mode so that said

reproducing element scans over both of the two frames in

one track turn with respect to each of the track turns of
said rotary recording medium,

said skip pulse supplying means generating skip pulses for

skipping said reproducing element at a vertical blanking
period recording position opposing a position where said

third reference signal is recorded in one track turn with
respect to each of the track turns of said rotary recording

medium during double-speed reproduction mode in the

forward direction, so that said reproducing element scans

over one of the two frames in one track turn with respect

to each of the track turns,

said skip pulse supplying means generating skip pulses for

skipping said reproducing element at two vertical blank-

ing period recording positions other than the vertical

blanking period recording positions recorded with and
opposing said third reference signal in one track turn with
respect to each of the track turns of said rotary recording

medium upon triple-speed reproduction mode in the for-

ward direction, and

said skip pulse supplying means generating skip pulses for

skipping said reproducing element at three vertical blank-

ing period recording positions other than the vertical

blanking period recording position recorded with said

third reference signal in one track turn with respect to

each of the track turns of said rotary recording medium
upon quadruple-speed reproduction mode in the forward

direction.

4,428,003

PERIODICAL SIGNAL DETECHON QRCUIT IN A
REPRODUaNG APPARATUS

Hiroyuki Sugiyama, Isehara; Ryozo Abe; Masaki Sakurai, both

of Yokoharaa, and Kenji Yoshihara, Chiba, all of Japan, as-

signors to Victor Company of Japan, Ltd., Yokohama, Japan
FUed Sep. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 300,672

Gaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 9, 1980, 55*125108

Int. a.3 H04N 5/76

U.S. a. 358—342 6 Qaims
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1. A periodic signal detection circuit in an apparatus which

reproduces an information signal and a periodic signal from a

recording medium recorded with the information and periodic

signals, said periodic signal detection circuit comprising:
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separation circuit means for separating said periodic signal
from the reproduction signal;

reference pulse signal generating circuit means for generat-
ing a reference pulse signal having a repetition frequency
which is the same as said periodic signal;

first gate circuit means for producing an output signal re-

sponsive to a coincidence of the periodic signal obtained
from said separation circuit means and the reference pulse
signal obtained from said reference pulse signal generating
circuit means;

first counter means for producing an output responsive to
counting N reference pulses of said reference pulse signals

(N is an integer greater than or equal to 2);

second gate circuit means for passing the signal from said

separation circuit means responsive to the output of said

first counter means; and
output circuit means for passing said reference pulse signal,

the output of said first gate circuit, and the output of said

second gate circuit to constitute a detected periodic signal.

4,428,005
MODE SELECTING DEVICE FOR A VIDEO SIGNAL

REPRODUaNG APPARATUS
Yoahimi Knbo, Atngi, Japan, aadgnor to Soay Corponrtkm,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 309,026
Claims priority, applicatioa Japan, Oct. 6, 1980, 55-139622

Int. a.' H04N 5/76
U.S. a. 360-lOJ 22 ClaiM

4,428,004

MAGNETIC TAPE SYSTEM FOR OPTIMALLY
REPRODUaNG STILL AND SLOW MOTION VIDEO

PICTURES
Mineo Mino, Hirakata, Japan, aisignor to Matiushiu Electric

Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan
FUed May 5, 1981, Ser. No. 260,721

Claims priority, application Japan, May 9, 1980, 55-62073
Int a.3 H04N 5/783

U.S. tl. 360-10J 4 Qaims

f;i-:fiii\tz

1. In a helical scanning VTR having a tape transpori motor
and rotating video reproducing heads, a control device com-
prising: a rotary phase detecting and generating means for

detecting a rotary phase of said video heads and for generating
a rotary phase pulse signal in response to said detached rotary
phase; a first pulse detecting and generating means for detect-
ing a low level portion of a reproduced signal from each of said

video heads and for generating a first pulse signal which is

indicative of the detection of said low level portion; a second
pulse generating means connected to said rotary phase detect-

ing means for frequency dividing said rotary phase pulse signal

obtained from said detecting means by a factor of l/2n so as to

generate a second pulse signal having a pulse width of Tj; and
a third pulse generating means connected to said rotary phase
detecting means for frequency dividing said rotary phase pulse
signal by a factor of 1/n so as to generate a third pulse signal

having a pulse width of Ti; wherein said second pulse signal is

fed to an amplifier where it is amplified and then fed to said

tape transport motor; said device further comprising a phase
comparator which is connected to said rotary phase detecting
means and said first pulse generating means so that when the

phase of said rotary phase pulse with the phase of said first

pulse signal, an inhibit signal is fed to a gate means connected
between said amplifier and said Upe transport motor so as to

inhibit said second pulse signal from being fed to said Upe
transport motor so as to thereby enable the reproduction of a
still video picture, and further comprising a mixing and ampli-

fying means for mixing and amplifying said second and third

pulse signals and for supplying said mixed and amplified signals

to said tape transport motor so as to thereby enable the repro-

duction of a slow motion video picture.

1. A device for selecting the mode of operation of an appara-
tus for reproducing information signals recorded on a record
medium dunng movement of the latter, said device compris-
ing:

rotation means adapted to rotate about an axis;

rotation detecting means for detecting the routional speed
and the angular position of said rotation means about said

axis; and

latch means for maintaining said rotation means in one of a
first and second axial position along said axis, the speed of
movement of said record medium being controlled in

response to the detection of said angular position when
said roution means is maintained in said first axial position
and the speed of movement of said record medium being
controlled in response to the detection of said routional
speed when said roUtion means is maintained in said

second axial position.

4,428,006

TELEVISION RECEIVER FOR RECEIVING SOUND
MULTIPLEX SIGNALS

Yoshiaki Ohgawara, Inagi, and Hideaki FiUii, KiyoM, both of
Japan, aMignors to Sony Coiporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Not. 14, 1979, Ser. No. 94,233
Claims priority, application Japan, Not. 20, 1978, 53-143058

Int. a.^ H04N 5/78, 5/44
U.S. a 360-33.1 4 cuiBu

1. A combination television receiver and video Upe play-
back device comprising, a tuner in said receiver and tunable to
any one of a plurality of TV channels carrying video and at

least a first audio stereo signal as well as to a TV channel
which is unused in the area of the TV receiver, said TV re-

ceiver having means for demodulating at least said first audio
stereo signal, fint switching means having first and second
positions receiving said first audio stereo signal, a pair of speak-
ers connected to said first switching means and receiving said
first audio stereo signal when said first switching means is in

said first position, said video playback device producing a
second audio stereo signal which is supplied to said first

switching means, and to said pair of speakers when said first

switch is in said second position and means for controlling the
tuning of said tuner connected to said first switching means.
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wherein said video playback device produces a video signal

and includes a modulation circuit for modulating said video
signal on a TV channel which is unused in the area and supplies

its output to said tuner, wherein said tuner is an electronic

tuner, and a channel selection circuit is connected to said

electronic tuner and to said flrst switching means to place it in

said flrst position when said tuner is tuned to one of the plural-

ity of TV channels and to place said first switching means in

said second position when said tuner is tuned to said TV chan-
nel which is unused in the area, wherein said first switching

means is an electronic switch, wherein said channel selection

circuit has a first output lead connected to said electronic

tuner, a plurality of different voltage developing means in said

channel selection circuit and second switching means for selec-

tively connecting one of said plurality of different voltage

developing means to said first output lead, wherein said chan-

a first value, said minimum separation being greater than the
maximum separation between succeeding transitions in data
representing at least three successive binary bits of said first

value; producing successive binary bits of said first value when
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nel selection circuit has a second output lead which is con-
nected to said first switching means and said second output
lead connected to the one of said plurality of different voltage
selecting means which causes said tuner to be tuned to said

unused TV channel so as to switch said first switching means
to its second position when said unused TV channel is tuned,
and wherein said first switching means has a pair of output
terminals, and first and second pairs of input terminals, a first

pair of diodes, respectively, connected between said first pair
of input terminals and said pair of output terminals, a second
pair of diodes, respectively, connected between said second
pair of input terminals and said pair of output terminals, a first

resistor connected between said first output lead of said chan-
nel selection circuit and the junction point between first ones
of said first and second pairs of diodes, and a second resistor

connected between said first output lead and the junction point
between second ones of said first and second pairs of diodes.

I

4,428,007

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DECODING DIGFTAL
DATA

Masato Tanaka, and Shmisiike Fiirukawa, both of Tokyo, Japan,
anignore to Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 222,278, Jan. 2, 1981. This appUcation
Jnl. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 399,24*

Clainu priority, application Japan, Dec. 28, 1979, 54-172532;
Jan. 17, 1980, 55-3929

Int. a.3 GllB 5/09 i

UA a. 360-44 12 Claims
1. A method of decoding digital data having transitions

therein, wherein the separation between succeeding transitions

represents a particular number of successive binary bits of a
particular bit value, said method comprising the steps of mea-
suring the separation between succeeding transitions; deter-
mining if the separation between two succeeding transitions is

less than or greater than a predetermined amount substantially

equal to the minimum separation between the first two transi-

tions in dau representing at least three successive binary bits of

said separation is determined to be less than said predetermined
amount; and producing successive binary bits of a second value
when said separation is determined to be greater than said

predetermined amount.

4428 008
ELECTRONIC SWITCHING ORCUIT FOR USE IN

MAGNETIC HEAD DRIVES
John S. Fawkes, San Jose, Calif., assignor to Ampex Corpora-

tion, Redwood Gty, Calif.

Filed Apr. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 364,692

Int. a.3 GllB J5/12
U.S. a. 360—61 13 Qaims
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1. A circuit for switching a driving current applied to a

magnetic transducer, comprising:

a magnetic transducer having a magnetic core with poles

forming a transducing gap and transducing windings
wound around said magnetic core;

a driving signal source coupled to supply said driving cur-

rent to said transducing windings; and
an electronic switching means having an input coupled to

said output of said driving signal source, having an output

coupled to said transducing windings and having a control

input coupled to receive a substantially linearly changing
D.C. control signal in a first or second direction, respec-

tively, said switching means having an internal resistance

value which changes substantially linearly in response to

said DC. control signal changing in a first direction from
a high resistance value corresponding to an open state of
said switching means when said driving current is discon-

nected from the transducing windings to a low resistance

value corresponding to a closed state of said switching

means when said driving current is connected to the trans-

ducing windings and conversely, said internal resistance

value of said switching means changes substantially lin-

early in response to said D.C. control signal changing in a

second direction from said low resistance value to said

high resistance value, respectively.
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4,428,009

SUPERMINIATURE TAPE RECORDER
Shinichi Saitou, and Masatodii Ida, both of Hachioji, Japan,
aadgnors to Olympus Optical Company Limited, Tokyo'
Japan

'

Continuation of Ser. No. 154,538, May 30, 1980, which is a
continuation of Ser. No. 926,208, Jul. 19, 1978, abandoned. This

application Apr. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 365,888
Qaims priority, appUcation Japan, Jul. 20, 1977, 52-87529

Int. a.J GllB 5/45. 15/46
U.S. a. 360-65

7 Claim.
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direction fast speed control means, and (ii) to the actuation
of said rewind button for actuating said reverse direction
fast speed control means, and second means responsive to
said tape traveling in said reverse direction and (i) to the
actuation of said fast-forward button for actuating said
reverse direction fast speed control means, and (ii) to the
actuation of said rewind button for actuating said normal
direction fast speed control means.

4,428,011
VENTED MAGNETIC TAPE READ HEAD

Paul A. GUoTich, Saratoga, and James S. Toreaoa, Moutaia
View, both of Calif., assignors to Microcomputer Systems
Corporation, Sunnyvale, Calif.

DiTislon of Ser. No. 151,394, May 19, 1980. Pat No. 4,354,211
This appUcation Apr. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 369,205

Int. a.3 GllB 5/60. 5/08
U.S. a. 360-102

4 cui^

1. A tape recorder having a tape speed changing mechanism
comprismg a motor, a magnetic head, an oscillation circuit
connected to the head, an equalizing circuit connected to the
oscillation circuit, said equalizing circuit having a capacitor for
bypassing a high frequency component to ground, a signal
amplifier circuit connected to the equalizing circuit, a speed
changing circuit connected to the motor for changing the
speed of the motor, and a switch connected to ground for
energizing the speed changing circuit through a conductive
current path in the switch, said capacitor being groundable
through the same conductive current path in the switch.

4,428,010
DRIVE MODE SWITCHING DEVICE FOSl MAGNETIC

TAPE RECORDER/REPRODUCER
Reisuke Sato, and Shizuo Ando, both of Saitama, Japan, assign-

ors to Pioneer Electronic Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
FUed Aug. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 295,964

Oaims priority, appUcation Japan, Aug. 27, 1980, 55-116965
Int. CL3 GllB 15/18

U.S. a. 360—73 9 Qaims

»5-

-*W^

1. In an automatic reverse type magnetic tape recorder/re-
producer of the type having a normal/reverse direction con-
trol means for controlling the direction of travel of said tape at
normal speed, a normal direction fast speed control means for
causing said tape to travel at a fast speed in the normal direc-
tion, and a reverse direction fast speed control means for caus-
ing said tape to travel at a fast speed in thp reverse direction,
the improvement comprising:

a manually actuable fast-forward button;
a manually actuable rewind button;

switching means comprising first means responsive to said
tape traveling in said normal direction and (i) to the actua-
tion of said fast-forward button for actuating said normal

1. A magnetic tape apparatus compnsing a drum, means for
supporting and rotating said drum, at least one transducer
extending past the surface of said drum adapted to route there-
with in a given plane, means for moving said transducer longi-
tudinally along said drum, means for presenting tape to said
drum with its longitudinal axis parallel to said plane, means
adjacent said transducer for venting air from the air cushion
between the rotating drum and the Upe at the region of the
transducer to bring the Upe closer to the face of the transducer
and at least one groove formed on the face of the transducer
for venting air from the cushion between the transducer and
Upe.

4,428,012
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR STORING AND

RETRIEVING INFORMATION
Roy A. Applequist, Windsor, CaUf.; Richard M. AltobeUis,
Jamestown, Colo.; Ghuk N. BagncU, Louisrille, Colo.; Robert
F. Hoppe, Longmont, Colo.; James O. Jacques, Boulder,
Colo., and Terry G. Johnson, Longmont, Colo., assignors to
MiniScribe Corporation, Longmont, Colo.

FUed May 4, 1981, Ser. No. 260,495
Int. aj GllB 5/55. 21/08

U.S. a. 360-106 ,5 oaia.

1. Apparatus for positioning at least one interactive head
relative to at least one disk member, the positioning apparatus
comprising:

a common carriage member connected to said at least one
head in supporting relationship, the carriage member
being operably connected in a fixed manner to the interac-
tive head;

a single guide shaft operably coupled to said common car-
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riage member and supporting the carriage member for

linear movement therealong;

a gear rack positioned along one surface of said common
carriage member and extending in a direction parallel to

the guide shaft;

a drive motor having a rotatable motor shaft positioned

adjacent the gear rack;

a pinion gear carried on the motor shaft for engaging said

gear rack; and

biasing means bearing upon said common carriage member
for urging the carriage member to pivot about said guide

shaft thereby preloading said gear rack into substantially

lash free engagement with the pinion gear;

whereby the drive motor linearly drives said carriage mem-
ber along the guide shaft, with the gear rack and pinion

gear preloaded to maintain lash free, positive engagement

as a result of the biasing means urging the carriage mem-
ber around the guide shaft to thus avoid disengagement of

the gear teeth and to compensate for wear.

4,428,013

DEVICE FOR GRIPPING A MAGNETIC DISK
CARTRIDGE

Patrick Posso, Lanaaiuc, Switzerland, assignor to GEFITEC
S.A^ Lansanne, Switzerland

FUcd Jul. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 280,879

Gaims priority, application France, Jul. 16, 1980, 80 15687

Int. a.5 GllB 23/02; B65D 85/30

\]S. a. 360—133 5 Claims

1. For use with a magnetic disc cartridge of the type which

comprises a container, a lid, and a magnetic disc assembly, said

disc assembly defining a central cavity containing a magnetic

disc held between a clamping plate and a locking plate, said

container including a base having magnet means for removable

connection with said disc assembly, said disc assembly includ-

ing an extractor plate movably mounted between said clamp-

ing and locking plates, said extractor plate including at least

one rod projecting through said disc, said rod including a

spindle extending parallel to said disc, and spring means biased

between said extractor plate and said spindle, the improvement
which comprises a device for carrying, extracting, and reclos-

ing said cartridge, said device comprising a handle, a pivot

piece of resilient material pivotedly received in said handle, a

pawl movably mounted on said handle, said pawl being shift-

able between a first position whereat said pawl and handle are

coupled for conjoint movement and a second position whereat
said pawl and handle are relatively pivotal, a clearance slot

generally in the configuration of an inverted L formed in said

pivot piece, said slot including an open entrance end and a

blind end defining a bearing, said handle including a clearance

opening aligned with said entrance end of said clearance slot,

a constricted portion formed in said slot adjacent said bearing,

the cross sectional extent of said constricted portion in the

unstressed condition thereof being less than the cross sectional

dimension of said spindle, whereby said spindle may be remov-

ably retained in said bearing by forcibly urging said spindle

through said constricted portion and into said bearing, a first

stop surface formed on said pivot piece and disposed a first

distance from the axis of said bearing, a second stop surface

formed on said pivot piece and disposed a second and greater

distance from said axis of said bearing, said extractor plate

being shifted to releasing position of said container when said

spindle is in said bearing and said second stop surface engages

said lid and being in locking position of said container when
said first stop surface engages said lid, said spring means yielda-

bly maintaining said lid against the stop surface engaging said

lid.

4,428,014

CASE FOR A ROTARY RECORDING MEDIUM
Takashi Saito, Ayase, Japan, assignor to Victor Company of

Japan, Ltd., Yokohama, Japan

FUed Sep. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 300,671

Oaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 9, 1980, 55-125109

Int. a.3 GllB 23/02

U.S. O. 360—133 8 Qainis
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1. A case for a rotary recording medium comprising:

a jacket having a space for accommodating a rotary record-

ing medium and an elongated opening on one end of said

jacket through which the rotary recording medium can

enter and leave said jacket; and

a lid member for closing said opening of said jacket,

said elongated opening being defined by longer sides and

shorter sides,

said jacket having projecting parts crossing said elongated

opening by extending between the longer sides of said

elongated opening.

4,428,015

OVERCURRENT LIMITER aRCUIT FOR SWITCHING
REGULATOR POWER SUPPLIES

John J. Nesler, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Hughes Aircraft

Company, El Segundo, Calif.

FUed Dec. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 333,356

Int. a.3 H02H 3/08

U.S. O. 361—18 10 Claims
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1. In a switching regulator power supply having a switching

transistor for delivering power to a load connected to an out-

put terminal thereof and control means for activating and

deactivating said transistor on receipt of predetermined input

signis; a circuit for controlling the switching transistor to limit

the current therethrough whenever the load is substantially

overloaded, said circuit comprising:

first means for sensing the current through said switching

transistor, including a current sensing resistor for develop-

ing a first voltage in response to the current through the

switching transistor, said current sensing resistor being
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connected between a source of electrical energy and a
terminal of the switching transistor and filter means for
mitigating the effects of switching regulator transients,
said filter means being connected to

second means for providing to said control means a control
signal whenever the current through said switching tran-
sistor exceeds a predetermined threshold, said second
means including a current generator having a bipolar
transistor biased for nominal operation in its active mode
and being responsive to the current sensed in the switch-
ing transistor, means for developing a second voltage
signal relative to ground level in response to the output of
the current generator, and a threshold detector for com-
paring the second developed voluge to a reference poten-
tial and to generate said control signal to said control
means to deactivate the switching transistor whenever the
sensed current exceeds a predetermined threshold.

applied to said second input of said single bistable control
circuit.

4,428,017
ELECTRIC MOTOR AND TRANSFORMER LOAD

SENSING TECHNIQUE
Eugene G. Vaerewyck, Pittsburgh, and Arthur E. AaderwMi

MurrysTille, botii of Pa., assignors to Westingbouac Electric
Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

^^ ""cmc

Division of Ser. No. 158,108, Jun. 10, 1980, Pat. No. 4^63,061
This application Aug. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 412,368

Int. a.' H02H 7/08
U.S. a. 361-31

, CM«
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4,428,016
OVERLOAD PROTECTED SWTTCHING REGULATOR

Robert G. Brasfield, Seattie, Wash., assignor to The Boeing
Company, Seattie, Wash.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 212,235, Dec. 2, 1980

abandoned. This application May 29, 1981, Ser. No. 268 242
Int. a.3 H02H 3/08. 7/20

U.S. a. 361-18
22 Qaims

*•
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1. An overload protected switching regulator for regulating
the level of voltage supplied to a load by a DC volUge source
said overload protected switching regulator comprising
a power switch connected to control the fiow of current be-

tween a DC voltage source and the output of said regulator
the open/closed ratio of said power switch determining theDC output voltage of said regulator;

a single bistable control circuit having a first input for receiv-
ing close command signals and a second input for receiving
open command signals, said single bisuble control circuit
coupled to said power switch for controlling the open/-
closed sute of said power switch in response to said open
and close command signals;

oscillation means including a repetition rate oscillator for pro-
ducing close command signals at a predetermined fre-
quency, said close command signals produced by said repeti-
tion rate oscillator being applied to said first input of said
single bistable control circuit;

voltage detection means for detecting the output of said regu-
lator and normally producing an open command signal after
said repetition rate oscillator has produced a close command
signal, said open command signals produced by said voltage
detection means being applied to said second input of said
single bistable control circuit, the time interval between each
close command signal produced by said repetition rate oscil-
lator and the subsequent open command signal produced by
said voltage detection means controlling the level of the
output volUge of said regulator; and,

current limit detection means for sensing at a point located
between said DC voltoge source and said power switch the
magnitude of current fiow through said power switch and
producing an open command signal when said power fiow
reaches a predetermined level, said open command signals
produced by said current limit detection means also being

1. Apparatus for monitonng the current fiow m an electncai
load, comprising.

a Faraday routor optical sensor means including:
an optical element opcratively coupled to said electncai

load;

an input optical fiber means and an output optical fiber
means each contacting a first surface of said optical ele-
ment;

a light refiective coating disposed on an opposite surface of
said optical element;

a light energy polarizing clement intimately coupling said
input optical fiber means and said optical element;

a light energy analyzer element intimately coupling said
output optical fiber and said optical element;

a light energy means for introducing light energy through
said input optical fiber means and said light energy polar-
izing means into said optical element, said optical element
rotating the polarized light in response to changes in the
magnetic field caused by changes in the current fiow in
said electrical load, said light refiective coating refiecting
said polarized light energy through said light energy
analyzer means; and

signal processing circuit means coupled to said output opti-
cal fiber means at a location remote from said light analy-
zer means to manifest the current fiow in said electncai
load in response to the rotation of the polanzed light
energy by said optical element.

4,428,018
LOW LEAKAGE HLTERED POWER SUPPLY

Steven Habn, East Hampton, N.Y., assignor to High Stoy Tech-
nological Corporation, Lake Succcw, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 337,112
let. a.' H02H 9/08

U.S. a. 361-42
3ciaintt

1. In an AC power supply system having a transfonner
structure that includes primary and secondary windings and a
core, and a filter structure including capacitors and inductors,
wherein said filter stnicture has an electrical center which is

nonnally connected to system ground, the improvement for
reducing leakage cun-ent with respect to system ground com-
pnsing a center tap on said secondary transformer winding
connected to said electncai center of said filter structure, said
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tnnsformer and filter structures being electrically isolated

from system ground, in which said filter structure includes a

I

Tulv • a— r*

conductive housing which is electrically connected to said

center tap.

4,428,019

GROUND FAULT CTRCUTT INTERRUPTING DEVICE
WITH IMPROVED INTEGRATED CIRCUIT POWER

SUPPLY
Edward K. Howell, Simfbary, Cooil, assignor to General Elec-

trie Company, New York, N.Y.

nied May 4, 1981, Scr. No. 260,511

Int CL3 H02H 3/33

US. a. 361—45 5 Claims

(1) a fu^t regulated supply voluge section,

(2) a second supply voltage section connected with the

niter caf>acitor,

(3) a Arst diode conducting half-wave rectified line cur-

rent to said first section from the AC distribution cir-

cuit; and

(4) a second diode conducting half-wave rectified line

current from said first section to said second section,

(5) whereby said first section develops a regulated half-

wave rectified supply voltage and said second section

develops an essentially full-wave rectified supply volt-

age,

(6) said second section connected to apply DC supply

voltage to said amplifier and charging current to the

integrating capacitor on a full-wave basis, and

(7) said first section connected to apply DC supply volt-

age to said oscillator and comparator on a half-wave

basis.

4,428,020

POWER SUPPLY SENSING CTRCUTTRY
Raymond A. Blanchard, Jr., Freeiille, N.Y., assignor to SCM

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

FUed Oct 14, 1981, Ser. No. 311,225

Int a.' H02H 3/20, 3/24
U.S. a. 361—90 7 Claims

1. An integrated circuit for utilization in a ground fault

circuit interrupting device including a differential current

transformer having a secondary winding in which is develof>ed

a fault signal proporti inal .o any imbalance in the currents

flowing in the line an 1 neu ral conductors of an AC power
distribution circuit occasioned by a line-to-ground fault, a

neutral transformer having a primary winding which is driven

to develop a differential transformer imbalancing current in the

neutral conductor if faulted to ground through a desensitizing

low impedance, separable contacts for interrupting at least the

line side of the distribution circuit, a trip solenoid, a thyristor

operating when triggered into conduction to draw activating

current through the solenoid to initiate separation of the

contacts, an integrating capacitor and an energy storage filter

capacitor, said integrated circuit comprising, in combination:

A. a differential amplifier having a first input connected with

the differential current transformer secondary winding for

amplifying a fault signal developed therein by a current

imbalance exceeding a pre-select«d threshold level estab-

lished by a bias voltage applied to a second amplifier

input, said amplifier developing an integrating capacitor

charging current of a magnitude exponentially related to

the fault signal magnitude;

B. an oscillator connected to drive the primary winding of

the neutral transformer;

C. a comparator for sensing the voltage developing across

the integrating capacitor;

D. a thyristor gate driver controlled by said comparator for

producing gate pulses to trigger the thyristor into conduc-
tion when the voltage across the integrating capacitor

achieves a pre-established reference level; and

E. a power supply connected across the line and neutral

coiiductors and including

«..

1*^--
"

^
•'•^*^'-

1. Power supply sensing circuitry for a data processing

system comprising:

a first comparator for comparing the power supply potential

at the input to a voltage regulator with the output voltage

from the voltage regulator, and for producing a signal

when the supply voltage exceeds the output volage by a

predetermined amount;

a second comparator for comparing the power supply poten-

tial with a reference voltage and for producing a signal

when the power supply potential is at least the voltage

required to operate the data processing system;

driver means for providing voltages to the data processing

system; and,

means for enabling the driver means when a said signal is

produced by both the first comparator and the second

comparator.

4,428,021

CURRENT MONTTORING APPARATUS
Wen T. Chen, West Newton, and Vincent C. Oxley, Waltiuun,

both of Maas^ assignors to GTE Laboratories Incorporated,

Walttaam, Mass.

FUed Aug. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 405,818

Int CL' H02H 9/02. 3/00

VJS. a. 361—94 18 Claims

1. Current monitoring apparatus for monitoring current flow

in a power supply line comprising

current sensing means operable to be coupled to a power

supply line, said current sensing means having a pair of

terminals and a switch connected therebetween and being
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operable to alternately close and open the switch between
the terminals at a predetermined frequency while the
electrical current flowing in the power supply line ex-
ceeds a predetermined level;

pulse producing means coupled to the terminals of said

current sensing means for producing switching pulses at

said predetermined frequency in response to the closing

..„.' h
1
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and opening of said switch at said predetermined fre-

quency; and

counting means coupled to said pulse producing means for

counting switching pulses therefrom and being operable
to produce an output signal at an output terminal in re-

sponse to counting a selected predetermined number of
switching pulses from said pulse producing means.

4,428,022

ORCUIT INTERRUPTER WITH DIGITAL TRIP UNIT
AND AUTOMATIC RESET

Joseph C. Engel, Monroeville, and Bernard J. Mercier, Pitts-

burgh, both of Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 140,625, Apr. 15, 1980, abandoned.
This application Jun. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 383,926

Int. a.} H02H 3/093
U.S. a. 361—96 7 Claims

|g 11^?=^' lUig^
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1. Circuit interrupter apparatus, comprising:
interrupter means for conducting current flow through an

associated circuit and for operating to interrupt current
flow therethrough on command;

sensing means for sensing current flow through said inter-

rupter means;

microcomputer trip means comprising a microcomputer
executing instructions in a predetermined sequence and
connected to said interrupter means and said sensing

means for comparing current flow through said inter-

rupter means to a predetermined time-current trip charac-

teristic and for operating said interrupter means whenever
current flow therethrough exceeds said time-current trip

characteristic, said microcomputer trip means comprising
a TRIP output control line connected to said interrupter

means, said TRIP output control line being operable by
said microcomputer trip means from an inactive to an

active state to command said interrupter means to inter-

rupt current flow;

a power supply connected to said microcomputer trip

means; and

interlock means connected to said power supply and to said

TRIP output control line for maintaining said TRIP out-

put control line in said inactive state following energiza-

tion of said power supply until such time as operating
power to said microcomputer is sufficient to enable said

microcomputer trip means to execute positive control
over said TRIP output control line.

4,428,023

ELECTRONIC PROTECTIVE URCUIT
Franz Maier, Wettingen, Switicrland, assignor to BBC Brown,

Boveri k Company Limited, Baden, Switzerland

Continuation of Ser. No. 232,513. Feb. 9. 1981, abandoned. This

application Nov. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 438,242
Qaims priority, application Switzerland, Feb. 25, 1980,

1464/80

Int. CI.' H02H 7/10
U.S. a. 361-100 5 Qalnu

. 1

(
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1. An electronic protective circuit for interrupting the cur-

rent flowing from an alternating-current supply through a

rectifier circuit equipped with controlled valves lo an induc-

tive load and for deenergizing said inductive load, comprising
an extinguishing circuit;

at least one switching thyristor arranged between the alter-

nating-current supply and. the inductive load with which
there is connected in parallel the extinguishing circuit,

said extinguishing circuit containing an extinguishing thy-

ristor and a capacitor connected in series with the extin-

guishing thyristor; and

a deenergization circuit connected to terminals of the induc-

tive load and comprising a resistor and controlled valve

connected in series, wherein said deenergization circuit

and said extinguishing circuit contain a common current

path, in which the extinguishing thyristor is simulta-

neously used as said controlled valve for the deenergiza-

tion circuit and wherein the remaining circuit of the deen-

ergization circuit contains a diode which is poled in series

with the extinguishing thyristor.

4,428,024

ELECTRONIC DOOR LOCKING SYSTEM FOR AN
AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLE

Hanio Mochida, and Ken Miyamoto, both of Yokohama, Japan,
assignors to Nissan Motor Company, Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Apr. 7, 1982, Scr. No. 367,037

Claims priority, application Japtu, Apr. 8, 1981, 56^561(U]
Int. a.) HOIH 47/00

U.S. a. 361—172 7 Claims
1. An electronic door locking system for an automotive

vehicle for locking or unlocking vehicle doors without an
ignition key which comprises: £^
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(a) a plurality of switches for outputting at least one prede-

termined door-locking octal coded digit and a sequence of
predetermined door-unlocking octal coded digits;

(b) a octal-binary code converter connected to a plurality of
said switches for converting the octal coded digits input-

ted from said switches into the corresponding binary

coded digits;

(c) an address counter connected to said octal-binary code
converter for counting up a plurality of the binary-coded
signals outputted from said octal-binary code converter
whenever one of said switches is depressed and outputting

an address-designation signal in response to the number of
signals outputted from said octal-binary code converter;

(d) a memory unit connected to said address counter for

outputting a previously stored binary coded signal in

response to the address-designation signal outputted from
said address counter;

(e) a first comparator connected to said octal-binary code
converter and said memory unit for outputting a signal

when one of the binary coded door-unlocking signals

outputted from said octal-binary code converter agrees

with one of the binary coded door-unlocking signals out-

putted from said memory unit in response to the respec-

tive address-designation signal outputted from said ad-

dress counter;

(f) a counter connected to said first comparator for output-

I « ^.

ting a signal when said first comparator outputs the prede-

termined number of binary coded signals;

(g) a first reset-set flip-fiop connected to said counter for

outputting a door unlocking command signal when said

counter outputs the signal;

(h) a second comparator connected to said octal-binary code
converter and said memory unit for outputting a signal

when at least one binary coded door-locking signal out-

putted from said octal-binary code converter agrees with
at least one binary coded door-locking signal outputted

from said memory unit in response to the address-designa-

tion signal outputted from said address counter,

(i) a second reset-set flip-fiop connected to said second com-
parator for outputting a door locking command signal

when said second comparator outputs the signal; and -

0) a door lock/unlock actuating solenoid connected to said

first and second reset-set flip-flops for unlocking the vehi-

cle doors when said first reset-set fiip-flop is set and lock-

ing the vehicle doors when said second reset-set fiip-flop

is set; and
(k) means for detecting the presence of the ignition key left

in an ignition keyhole and outputting a reset signal to said

second reset-set flip-flop to inhibit the door-lock com-
mand signal from being inputted from said second reset-

set flip-flop to said door lock/unlock act<iating solenoid;

whereby the vehicle doors cannot be locked even when at

least one predetermined door-locking octal coded digit is

inputted to the system via a plurality of said switches, in

the case where the ignition key is left inserted in the igni-

tion keyhole.

4,428,025

COOLING ARRANGEMENTS
DaTid R. King, Clielnisford, Eoglafld, Mdgnor to Eogliah Elcc*

trie Valve Company tJmttfj, Chelmsford, England
FUed May 18, 1981, Scr. No. 264,422

Claims priority, application United Kii^dom, May 19, 1980,

8016435

Int CL^ HOIG 1/08: F28F 1/40
\iS. a. 361—274 13 dains

13. A cooling arrangement including:

an expandable tubular bellows having a convoluted wall pres-

enting an inner surface;

an elongate deflector means mounted within said bellows; and
means for admitting a fluid coolant flow into the region be-

tween the inner surface of said convoluted wall of said

bellows and said deflector means;

said deflector means being arranged to deflect the coolant flow
into the convolutions of said convoluted wall to prevent

heat build-up in said convoluted wall.

4,428,026

TWO LAYER PROBE
Frederick L. Maltby, Jenkintown; Kenoetfa M. Loewenstem,

Warminster, and Jack G. Benning, Jr., Lusdale, all of Pa.,

assignors to Drezelbrook Controls, Inc., Horsham^ Pa.

Dirision of Ser. No. 72,833, Sep. 6, 1979, Pat No. 4,301,681.

This appUcation Not. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,317

Int a.J GOIF 23/26: HOIG 7/00

VS. a. 361—280 19 Claims

rt -

10. A probe for the measurement of the level of conductive

materials within a vessel having conductive wall portions

comprising a probe member, an upper termination and a lower

termination, said probe member comprising a conductive core

covered by an insulating layer and further covered by an

outermost continuous semi-conducting layer, said conductive

core being electrically insulated from said conductive materi-

als, said upper termination including means for attachment to

said semi-conducting layer so as to provide physical support of

said probe while maintaining electrical isolation of said core

and said semi-conducting layer from said vessel, said upper
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termination also including means for electrical connection of
said core to an electrical terminal adapted to be connected to

sensor circuitry for providing a signal representative of the

level of said conductive materials within said vessel, and said

lower termination maintaining electrical isolation of said core
and of said semi-conductive layer from said vessel.

4,428,027

GAS-INSULATED SUBSTATIONS
Satoshi Ohyama, Yokohama, and Isao Kamata, Sagamihara,

both of Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki
Kaisha, Kanagawa, Japan

FUed Dec. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 329,515
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 18, 1980, 55-178004

Int a.5 H02B 1/04. 7/06
U.S. a. 361—333 5 CUdms

IZor- -12b

1. In a gas-insulated subsution of the type comprising a

plurality of transformers parallelly arranged on a first floor,

gas-insulated switching apparatus disposed on a second floor at

a level different from that of said first floor, said switching
apparatus including disconnecting switches, branch bus-bars

extending vertically from lead boxes of said transformers, and
main bus-bars interconnecting said transformers through said

branch bus-bars, the improvement in which said lead boxes of
at least two of said transformers project from facing sides of
the respective transformers arranged side by side, said branch
bus-bars connected to said lead boxes extend parallelly with
each other and are connected to said disconnecting switches,

and each of said main bus-bars interconnects said disconnect-

ing switches so that a length of said main bus-bar is made to be
substantially equal to a distance between said lead boxes pro-

jecting from the respective transformers.

4,428,029

LIGHT GATHERING DEVICE FOR TRANSMITTING
LIGHT FROM A FLASH TO AN OPTICAL HBER

BUNDLE FOR PHOTOGRAPHING SMALL OBJECTS,
AND DEVICE INCORPORATING SAME

Mardick Baliozian, Feucberollcs, France, assignor to BALCAR,
Paris, France

Filed Jan. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 340,693
Claims priority, application France, Jan. 30, 1981, 81 01804

Int a.5 G03B 15/02
U.S. a. 362-12 13 ciaimi

1. A light gathering device for taking photographic pictures
of small objects, which comprises a first inner housing (8)
having an open side permitting the insertion of a Hash (1, \a,

lb) of an electronic flash unit into an inner chamber of said

housing (8), a said flash in said inner chamber, adapted continu-
ously to emit light, said first housing (8) being surrounded by a
second outer housing (22) having at least one opening (12)
through its wall for receiving the input end {la) of at least one
bundle of optical fibers (2), the other end of the bundle consti-

tuting a light source for illuminating the object to be photo-
graphed, and means (5, 6, 7) for adjusting the intensity of the

light received by said input end of said optical fiber bundle (2)

4,428,030

MODULAR LIGHT-DIFFUSING OR REFLECTING
PLASTIC PANEL

Mardick Baliozian, Larchmont N.V., assignor to Tekno AG,
Zurich, Switzerland

FUed Oct. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 436,450
Qaims priority, appUcation France, Oct. 23, 1981, 81 19898

Int a.' G03B 15/02
U.S. a. 362—18 9 Oaims

u t; /I

4,428,028

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR
Sidney D. Ross, and Franz S. Dunkl, botii of WUUamstown,

Mass., assignors to Sprague Electric Company, North Adams,
Mass.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 774,010, Mar. 3, 1977,

abandoned. This appUcation Nov. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320,637
Int a.) HOIG 9/02

U.S. a. 361-433 1 Claim
1. An electrolytic capacitor comprising two contiguously

wound electrode foils separated by interleaved spacers, at least

one of said electrode foils bearing a barrier layer oxide, in

contact with an electrolyte consisting essentially of as solvent

a member of the group consisting of 3-methoxypropionitrile

and mixtures with ethylene glycol, ethylene glycol mono-
methyl ether, and ethylene glycol monoethyl ether and suffi-

cient solute chosen from the group consisting of tris(trie-

thylammonium) trimethyltetraphosphate, tributylamine salt of

glycol-borate, and diiaopropylammonium boro-di-2,2'-dihy-

droxybiphenyl to provide a resistivity at 23* C. of at most 1000

ohm-cm and a maximum formation volUge of 300 to S(X) V.

1. A modular light-difTusing or refiecting plastic panel for

photographic, motion picture and television applications, hav-

ing a polygonal contour, comprising semi-rigid plastic material

having therein a plurality of pressed grooves (2, 3, 4, 39. 41)
extending along crossed lines interconnecting two opposite

sides of the panel and dividing said panel into at least one row
of alternately oppositely disposed triangles and securing means
along the panel periphery for connecting the panel to at least

another similar panel (1) or to an accessory (10, 16, 18, 19, 21,

27, 33, 34).
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4,428,031

ILLUMINATION DEVICE
Kei Mori, 3-16-3-501, Kaminoge, Setagaya-kn, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 335,625

Claima priority, application Japan, Jan. 4, 1981, 56/240
Int OJ F21V 7/04

VS. CI. 362—32
1 6 Claims

i -t-

1. An illumination device for illuminating the interior of a

room with an optical wave guide which transmits light rays

from a light source therethrough and a convex Fresnel lens for

refracting light rays emitted from an exit end of said optical

wave guide toward the interior of the room, said illumination

device comprising:

a base member for an optical wave guide having a first

aperture for introducing therein said optical wave guide
serving as the light source;

a cylinder member facing said base member and having a
holding member with a joint member and having said

convex Fresnel lens therein, said holding member posi-

tioned near said base member, and said convex Fresnel
lens being positioned apart from said base member, said

cylinder member, holding member and convex Fresnel

lens being aligned with each other; and
said holding member having a second aperture to which is

attached said exit end of the optical wave guide and which
is connected to said base member by means of said joint

member, said convex Fresnel lens being spaced from and
aligned with said exit end of the optical wave guide so as

to refract light rays emitted from said exit end. and said

cylinder member includes means for displacing said cylin-

der member with respect to said holding member so that

the distance between said end portion of the optical wave
guide and said Fresnel lens is displacable within a range
not longer than the focal length of said convex Fresnel
lens.

4,428,032

QUICK RELEASE LIGHT HXTURE GLOBE
CONNECTOR

Janes R. Workman, 4140 E. Fulton Rd., Grand Rapids, Mich.
49506

FUed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,698

Int. a.3 F21V 33/00
U.S. a. 362—96 32 Qaims

1. A light Tuture globe connector, comprising:

an extender for positioning electrical leads;

a resilient clip positioned by said extender, having a plurality

of clamping arms, each of said arms having a recurved
portion;

a light socket positioned by said extender and oriented to
allow for operable connection to electrical leads;

a light fixture globe having an indented attachment portion
and a central axis;

a containing piece movably mounted on said extender and
having an inwardly extending perimeter;

wherein, said containing piece can be moved so as to contain
and encompass said clip and engage said clamping arms,
said containing piece engaging and urging said recurved
portions of the clamping aims to fixedly engage and sup-
port said globe indented attachment portion, and said

recurved portions of the clamping anns being biased into

engagement with said inwardly extending perimeter of
said containing piece whereby said containing piece is

restrained from moving.

4,428,033

FLASHLIGHT HAVING TEST LEADS AND A SECOND,
REMOTE, MAGNETICALLY ATTACHABLE

ROTATABLE LAMP
Scott T. McBride, 559 Chestnut Street, P.O. Westwood, N.J.

07675

Filed Jul. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 398,388

Int. a.3 F21L 7/00
U.S. a. 362-183 11 Qaims

1. A flashlight characterized as having a socket means for

selectively and removably supplying electrical energy to a
remotely disposed and connected lamp and/or continuity
tester, said flashlight including;

(a) a flashlight case of conventional configuration and hav-
ing a switch on the exterior of said case for supplying and
connecting battery power from an enclosed battery source
to one side of a first bulb carried within said case, the other
side of this first bulb connected to said battery source and
actuated only by said switch;

(b) a socket disposed and carried by said case and electrically

and independently connected to both poles of the battery

source, said socket disposed in that end of the flashlight

case opposite the end in which the first bulb is carried, this

socket providing contoct means within the socket and in

mounted condition providing electrical contacting means
within the flashlight case to provide electrical energy
from both sides of the battery source and independent of
other connecting means to the same battery source and so
that said electrical contacting means is insulated from
random exterior contact;

(c) a plug insertable in and removable from said socket and
when inserted in said socket said inserted plug engaging
the contacting means in the socket and supplying conduct-
ing means from both poles of said battery source and
carrying this electrical battery power to a second bulb
disposed remotely from said flashlight case and/or to a

continuity tester;

(d) a pair of flexible conductors extending from said plug to

either a remote housing and said second bulb therein or to

a continuity tester or to an interposed conductor, the

insertion of said plug in said socket effecting a conducting
path to said battery source so as to light this second bulb,

or through an interposed continuity tester and conductors,
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or to a continuity tester disposed to only illuminate the
first bulb and absent actuation of switch when continuity
is esublished, and

(e) a magnetic device providing a base secured to a bracket
which pivotally supports and retains said remote housing
and the second bulb therein and maintains said housing in
a selected adjusted position so that the lighted second bulb
directs the light therefrom to a selected area.

4 428 034
LIGHT BULB MOUNTING UNIT

Anthony J. SeUer, Feckenham, England, assignor to TUdawn
Electronics Ltd., England

FUed Dec. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 449,723
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Dec. 17, 1981,

o138149

Int C1.3 F21V 7/00
U.S. a. 362-186

7 q^^

(a) a housing (1) adapted to be attached to said instrument
under said main lens,

(b) said housing having openings (8, 9) for passage there-
through of an illumination beam (10, 15),

(c) an aspherical mirror (3) mounted m said housing on one
side of said optical axis,

(d) an electronic flash tube (2) mounted at a focal point of
said aspherical mirror and arranged, when fired, to project
a beam of light from said aspherical mirror in a direction
across said optical axis to the opposite side of said axis,

(e) a reflector mirror (5) mounted m the path of said beam on

1. A lamp comprising a housing for reception of a battery,
and a lens body mounted on the housing for rotation relative
thereto, wherein the improvement comprises a bulb holder unit
comprising a main body which is rotatably fast with the lens
body, a bulb-holding sleeve which is open at bo'h ends and is

mtegrally united with the main body as a single ^li.«tics mold-
ing, a first contact mounted opposite to one end if said sleeve
in position to be engaged by the base of a bulb ir, 'ed in the
other end of said sleeve, and a second contoct extei.^.ng within
the side of said sleeve, said main body having a base provided
with two bottom terminals one of which is central, the other of
which is offset and each of which is connected to a different
one of said contacts, said terminals being arranged to cooperate
with central and offset terminals of a battery in said housing, to
permit the lamp to be switched on and off by rototion of the
lens body relative to the battery housing.

4,428,035

ELECTRONIC FLASHLIGHT FOR
OPHTHALMOLOGICAL EXAMINATION

INSTRUMENTS
Ortwin MniUer, Aalen, and Albrecbt Vogel, Oberkochen, both of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, avignors to Carl-2^ias-Stiftiuig, Hei-
deaheim. Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Not. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 444,763
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 5.

1981, 8135489[U]

Int a.3 F21S 3/00
VJS. a. 362-224 5 cbiau

1. An electronic flashlight for attachment to and use with an
ophthalmological examination instrument of the type having a
main lens and an optical axis passing axially through said main
lens, said flashlight comprising

said opposite side of said axis and positioned to reflect said
beam in a direction away from said mam lens and approxi-
mately along said optical axis and converging toward said
optical axis to intersect with the optical axis approxi-
mately at the location (13) of a specimen being examined,
and

(0 a condenser lens (7) mounted in said housing between said
aspherical mirror (3) and said reflector mirror (5). said
condenser lens being dimensioned to adapt the size of the
field of illumination by the flashlight of the specimen
being examined, to the magnification of the examination
instrument.

4,428,036

LIGHT FITTINGS
PhUlp W. Utcher, 6 Second Atc Auckland, New Zealand

FUed Not. 22, 1982, Ser. No. •3,522
Claims priority, appUcation New Zealand, Apr. 14, 1982.

200299

Int a.i F21M 1/00
U.S. a. 362-257

j Claim.

rr-

JJ

1. A light fitting comprising at least one source of light and
a shade or surround formed of earthenware ceramic matenal at
least partially surrounding and enclosing said at least one
source of light, said material on at least the inside of said shade
or surround being tinted with one or more colors and having a
substantially rough cast surface.
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4^28,037
VERSATILE UGHTING BAR WITH DISSIMILAR

ROTATABLE UGHTS
Albert C. Cirdoza, 1083 N. Terrace Dr^ Cohom Calif. 92324;
Voa M. Dawlcy, 140 E. 18tk St, Saa Bcraaidiao, Calif.

92404; Edsardo C. Diaz, 1066 Baatoa Dr., Rialto, Calif.

92376; Michael E. EdwMi, 35240 Saa PaUo Dr.; Jerry J.

NdaoB, 12343 Caiter St, both of Yacaipa, Calif. 92399; Ro-
bert D. Peten, 17821 Iry Are^ Footaaa, Calif. 92335; Deanis
R. Wear, 231 W. 17tk St, Saa BeraardiBo, Calif. 92405, and
Daaiei H. Wier, 35925 Andes Way, Yacaipa, Calif. 92399

Filed Oct 13, 1982, Ser. No. 433,978

lat CL3 F21V 21/26
MS. a. 362—250 2 Claims

^ M-
O

-I

x\

1. A lighting bar including:

an arm intended in use to be horizontal;

first and second electric lamps supported from said arm
proximate the opposite extremities thereof;

said first electric lamp having, in operation, a beam of rect-

angular cross-section;

said second electric lamp having, in operation, a beam of

circular cross-section;

a pole intended, in use, to be vertical;

coupling means, said coupling means including a plate se-

cured, in a horizontal position, to the upper end of said

pole and having an opening therein, centrally thereof;

a vertically disposed threaded shaft fixedly connected to said

plate, passing thru said opening in said plate and extending

above said pole, said arm having a vertical opening there-

thru to receive said shaft freely, for rotation of said arm
about said shaft, said vertical opening in said arm being

positioned off the longitudinal center of said arm whereby
there is a greater distance from said first lamp to said

vertical opening than there is from said second lamp to

said vertical opening;

a nut having internal threads sized and pitched to cooperate
with said threaded shaft and positioned on said shaft on
the opposite side of said arm from said plate, whereby said

nut can be adjusted to cause said arm to forcefully engage
said plate;

said nut having a horizontally-disposed setting-pin therein;

said first electric lamp being supported for rotation only in

the horizontal plane but through 360* and said second
electric lamp being supported for roution through only
180* in the horizontal plane but is also routable in the

vertical plane.

and means for providing electrical energy to said first and
second electric lamps.

4,428,038

DISTRIBUTED UGHT REFLECTOR
Peter Rakitacfa, laauuing, and Albert BodMr, Mnich, both of

Fed. Rep. of Gcmuiy, aariflMrs to Patcat-Treaband-Gcaell-

Khaft far Elektriache GtMhlaapca abH, Mnnicb, Fed. Rep.
of Gonauuiy

Filed Jan. 19, 1981, Scr. No. 275,150
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 22,

1980, 3027774

Int a.» F21V 7/00
U.S. a. 362—263 21 Clalma

2d

2b

1. A reflector for illuminating an area from a source of
emission of radiation comprising

at least four sector-shaped sections having contours whose
generatrices follow elliptical curves having a common
optica] axis in the direction of radiation emission,

adjacent sectors having a different contour with respect to

said source,

wherein the focal points of the elliptical curves coincide and
the contour of the one elliptical section being such that a

spot-type illumination results, and the contour of the other
elliptical section being such that a saddle-type illumination

is obtained; and wherein said contours follow the equa-
tions:

0.442359^2 _ o.276790;iry-(- y2 -(- 3 1 .35333U- 1 7.44-

8185y+294.O45=0

0. 580390Jr2 -I- 2.997 1 11Ary-(- y22- 49.93828;ir-(- 2 14.9-

997^-5171.662=0.

4,428,039

SAFETY LAMP APPARATUS INCLUDING MEANS FOR
PREVENTING ACCIDENTAL BREAKAGE OF A BULB

MEMBER
Roy A. Guimond, Holden; Charles F. Daly, Boylston, and John

E. Gollikaen, Shrewsbury, all of Mam., assignors to Koehler
Manofactnring Company, Marlborongh, Mass.

FUed Mar. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 360^33
Int a.3 F21V 15/04

U.S. a. 362—287 9 Claims

1. A safety luminaire apparatus including a housing closed at

one side by a substantially rigid plastic light transmitting mem-
ber having a central axis, a bulb member yieldably received in

the housing and operable when energized to provide a filament

in a state of incandescence for emitting radiation, a portion of
the inner surface of the said light transmitting member coincid-

ing with and substantially surrounding the said central axis and

JAhOJARV 24, 1984 ELECTRICAL
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being located in close proximity to an outer end of the bulb
member m a position to be driven into contact with the bulb in
response to deformation resulting from impact forces exerted
thereagainst. and said apparatus characterized by an obliquely
disposed arrangement of parts in which means are provided for
angular displacement of the bulb member when deformation of
the said light transmitting member takes place inwardly alona
Its central axis.

*

4,428,041
DEVICE FOR PREVENTING IRREGULAR SUPPLYING
OF PRINTING SHEETS FOR PRINTING MACHINE

Yoahinori Hookawa, Fuchn, Japan, assignor to Ryobi Ltd.,
Hiroshima, Japan

FUed May 5, 1981, Ser. No. 260,615
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, May 9, 1980, 55-62015

Int. a.J G06F 15/46
U.S. a. 364-183 5Ctaj^

4,428,040
LOW POWER CONSUMPTION ELECTRONIC aRCUIT
Osamu Yamaahiro, Tokorozawa, and Toyohiko Hongo, Kodaira,

both of Japui, aasignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
FUed Aug. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 292,584

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct. 1, 1980, 55-135872
Int a.3 H02M 3/06

UA a 363-62
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1. An electronic circuit comprising:
a first node adapted to be supplied with a power supply

voltage;

a second node;

a step down circuit including a plurality of capacitors and a
plurality of switching elements for connecting said capaci-
tors in series during a first time period and in parallel
during a second time period, said step down circuit being
made receptive of the power supply voltage supplied to
said first node thereby to feed out a step down voltage to
said second node, said step down circuit including; a first

switching element connected between said first node and
a third node and adapted to be periodically turned on; a
first capacitor connected between said third node and a
fourth node; a second switching element connected be-
tween said fourth node and the reference potential point
of said circuit and adapted to be turned on when said first

switching element is not turned on; a third switching
element connected between said fourth node and said
second node and adapted to be turned on substantially
simultaneously with said first switching element; a fourth
switching element connected between said third node and
said second node and adapted to be turned on substantially
simultaneously with said first switching element; a fourth
switching element connected between said third node and
second node and adapted to be turned on substantially
simultaneously with said second switching element; and a
second capacitor adapted to be charged by the voltage
which is supplied to said second node;

a voltage detector for detecting that said power supply
voltage has dropped to a predetermined value; and

a control circuit made receptive of a detection signal, which
is fed out from said voltage detector, for supplying the
voltage, which is supplied to said first node, to said second
node, said control circuit simultaneously turning on at
least said first and fourth switching elementa on the basis
of the output signal of said voltage detector.

:ji-rj

^-^ .-^ * »« Mr 01
I
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1. A device for preventing irregular supplying of printing
sheets for a printing machine comprismg:

a detection circuit for detecting a quantity of light pas.sing
through pnnting sheets supplied to said printing machme.

a means for storing a value in a memory circuit representing
a lowest quantity of light corresponding to a pnntmg
sheet detected by said detection circuit;

a counting means having a preset count manually set therein,
said counting means having a clock input coupled to said
output of said detector circuit for counting pnnting sheets,
an output of said counter being coupled to an input of said
memory circuit for causing said memory circuit to store
the minimum of said values of said counted printing
sheets; and

a control circuit connected to said memory circuit for auto-
matically controlling said printing machine, said control
circuit comprising a digital-to-analog converter having a
digital input coupled to an output of said memory circuit
and a comparison circuit having a first input coupled to an
analog output of said digital-to-analog converter and a
second input coupled to an output of said detecting circuit
means, said digital-to-analog converter being enabled and
said storing operation of said memory circuit being dis-
abled by said control circuit when said count of said pnnt-
ing sheets equals said preset count manually set in said
counting means, wherein when a quantity of light subse-
quently detected by said detection circuit is less than said
value stored in said memory circuit, said control circuit
causes said sheet supplying operation to be suspended.

4,428,042
INTERFACE DEVICE FOR COUPLING A SYSTEM OF
TIME-DIVISION MULTIPLEXED CHANNELS TO A

DATA CONCENTRATOR
Dieter Niethhammer, Putzbrunn; Robert Eggertabcrger, Gies-

sen, and Gerhard WUmers, Munich, all of Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many, assignors to Siemens AktiengeacUachaft, BcrUa A
Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Feb. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 231,455
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 19,

1980, 3006165

Int a.' G06F 3/00. 15/16
U.S. a. 364-200 4cui^

1. A coupling device for coupling a time-division multiplex
system to a concentrator of a data processing system, compris-
ing:

a first data transmission bus. a first address bus, a first data
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receiving bus and a first clock line in the area of the time-

division multiplex system;

a second data transmission bus, a second address bus, a

second data receiving bus and a second clock line in the

area of the concentrator;

a plurality of first memory cells in the coupling device

wherein a first memory cell is provided for each address

of the first address bus;

a plurality of second memory cells in the coupling device

wherein a second memory cell is provided for each ad-

dress of the second address bus;

a group of said first memory cells connected by way of their

data inputs to said second data transmission bus and by

way of their data outputs to said second data receiving

bus;

a group of said second memory cells connected by way of

their data inputs to said second data transmission bus and

by way of their data outputs to said first data receiving

bus;
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a plurality of first address decoders and a plurality of second

address decoders, said first group of memory cells and

said second group of memory cells respectively connected

to said first and second address decoders;

said first and second address decoders connected to said first

and second address buses, respectively;

a first clock control and a second clock control respectively

connected to said first and second clock lines, said first

and second clock controls generating sequences of first

and second write instructions, respectively, with which

data appearing on said first and second data transmission

buses, respectively, are transferred as addresses into said

memory cells of said first and second groups of memory
cells, respectively, and said first and second clock controls

further operable to generate sequences of first and second

read instructions for reading data from said memory cells

of said first and second groups, respectively.

4,428,043

DATA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
Robert D. Catiller, Garden Grove; Craig W. Harris, EI Toro, and

Ronald D. Mathews, Mission Viejo, all of Calif., assignors to

Borronghs Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

FUed Ang. 24, 1981, Scr. No. 295,587

Int a.3 G06F 3/04

VJS. a. 364—200 3 Claims

1. A data communications network comprising:

(a) a main host computer having a main processor and main

memory, said host computer conununicating via a first bus

(MLI) means to a base connection module;

(al) said first bus means for carrying data and control signals

between said main host computer and a network support

processor-controller via a first Distribution control circuit

unit;

(b) said base connection module for housing and intercon-

necting a plurality of circuit units, said plurality of circuit

units forming an I/O subsystem which includes:

(bl) said first Distribution control circuit unit which in-

cludes means responsive to requests from said main host

computer and/or said network support processor-con-

troller, for connecting said network support processor-

controller to said main host computer for data transfer

operations therebetween, and for disconnecting said main

host computer from said network support processor-con-

troller when said processor-controller is occupied in trans-

ferring data to/from a line communications processor;

(b2) a second Distribution control circuit unit which in-

cludes means, responsive to requests from said network

support processor-controller and/or said line communica-
tions processor, for connecting said processor-controller

to said line communications processor for data transfer

operations therebetween, and for disconnecting said

processor-controller from said line communications pro-

cessor when said processor-controller is occupied in trans-

ferring data to/from said main host computer;

(b3) said network support processor-controller connected to

said first and second Distribution control circuit units and

functioning to execute data transfers between said main

host computer and said line communications processor via

a shared memory means, shared by a first and a second

processor means said network support processor-con-

troller including:
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(b3-a) an Interface circuit unit connecting a master proces-

sor means and a master memory controller to said first

and second Distribution control circuit units, said Inter-

face circuit operating under control of said master pro-

cessor means, and which includes:

(b3-al) means for synchronous data transfer to/from

said first Distribution control circuit unit;

(b3-a2) means for asynchronous data transfer to/from

said second Distribution control circuit unit;

(b3-b) master processor-controller means including:

(b3-bl) said first processor means for generating instruc-

tions and control signals for operation of said Inter-

face circuit unit and for operation of a slave proces-

sor-controller means;

(b3-b2) a first memory control circuit, connected to said

first processor means and including:

(b3-b2a) first memory means for storing instructions

and data for said first processor means;

(b3-b2b) first memory logic means for generating

addresses to access a shared memory means;

(b3-c) a slave processor-controller means including:

(b3-cl) said second processor means for accessing data

in said shared memory means and including:

(i) means to edit and manipulate protocol format of

data from said shared memory means;

(ii) means to return processed data back to said shared

memory means;

/

(iii) means to transfer said processed data, under
instructions from said first processor means, to said
first or second Distribution control circuit means
via said Interface circuit unit;

^ (b3-c2) a second memory control circuit, connected to
said second processor means, and including:
(i) second memory means for storing instructions and

data for said second processor means;
(ii) second memory logic means for generating mem-

ory addresses to access said shared memory means;
(c) said shared memory means, connected to said first and

second memory control circuit and to said Interface circuit
for temporary storage of data-in-transit between said host
computer and said line communications processor;

(d) said line communications processor connected to said Inter-
face circuit unit via said second Distribution control circuit
unit, said line communications processor including:
(i) a plurality of Line Adapters, wherein each Line Adapter

services a daU communication line to a remote peripheral
terminal;

(ii) means to control data transfers between said remote
peripheral terminal and said second Distribution control
circuit unit.

4,428,045
APPARATUS FOR SPEaPYING AND RESOLVING
ADDRESSES OF OPERANDS IN A DIGITAL DATA

PROCESSING SYSTEM
Gary DaTidian, Mooataia View, Calif., aaalgoor to DaU Gen-

eral Corporation, Wcatboro, Mass.
FUed Sep. 11, 1981, Scr. No. 301,998

lat a.' G06F I/Oa 9/00
VS. a. 364—200 3 q^„
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4,428,044

PERIPHERAL UNIT CONTROLLER
Moshe Uron, Evaiifton, DI., aarignor to BcU Telephone Uhora-

toriea, Incorporated, Mnrray Hill, NJ.
FUed Sep. 20, 1979, Ser. No. 77,512

Int a.' G06F 15/16
VJS.a 364-200 13 claims
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1. In a data processing system including a peripheral unit
controller comprising duplicated first and second subproces-
sors for improved reliability and a first timer circuit external to
said subprocessors for controlling the synchronous starting of
said subprocessors, said system comprising:

a processor adapted to generate and transmit a plurality of
peripheral orders to said first and second subprocessors;
and transmission means interconnecting said processor
and said subprocessors;

said first timer circuit being responsive to a first timer start

signal to generate a first timer completion signal a prede-
termined period of time after the occurence of said first

timer start signal;

said first subprocessor having a halt state and being respon-
sive to a first one of said peripheral orders received from
said transmission means to generate said first timer start

signal and to enter its halt state;

said second subprocessor having a halt state and being re-

sponsive to a second one of said peripheral orders re-

ceived on said transmission means to enter its halt state

and said first and said second subprocessors being respon-
sive to said timer completion signiil whUe in their halt state

to start synchronized operation.

1038 O.G.—68

1. In an improved digiul data processing system including
(1) memory means for storing items of dau including

(a) procedures containing instructions and
(b) pointers representing addresses in said memory means
and providing said items in response to memory signals
specifying addresses of said items in said memory
means,

(2) processor means for providing said memory signals to
said memory means, receiving said daU and said in-

structions from said memory means, and processing said
data in response to said instructions, and

(3) communications means for transferring said items and
said memory signals between said processor means and
said memory means,

and wherein

said processor means performs a procedure execution for i
process by executing said instructions in said procedure
using a plurality of process items of said items specified for
said process,

said process items include a set of architectural base pointen
of said pointers associated with each said procedure exe-
cution performed by said process,

said instructions contain Uble names representing said items,
each said Uble name specifying one name uble entry of
said items in a name uble of said items associated with said

procedure containing said instructions,

each said name Uble entry includes at least a basic name
Uble entry and said name Uble entry including said basic
name Uble entry specifies said address of said item repre-
sented by said Uble name specifying said name uble entry
by specifying a base address of said addresses and a dis-

placement,

and wherein further

said processor means includes name processing means re-

sponsive to said Uble names and said name Uble entnes
for producing said address of said represented item from
said name uble entry associated with said uble name
representing said represented item by processing said
associated name Uble entry,

the improvements comprising:

(1) an improved said basic name Uble entry including
(a) a base source specifier alternatively specifying

(i) one of said architectural base pointers or
(ii) that said base address is not said address represented
by one of said architectural base pointers, and
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(b) a base-or-displacement specifier alternatively specify-

ing

(i) said displacement when said base source specifier

specifies one of said architectural base pointers and

(ii) otherwise said base address; and

(2) an improved said name processing means including

(a) first means responsive to said base source specifier and

to said base-or-displacement specifier for adding said

displacement specified by said base-or-displacement

specifier to said address represented by said architec-

tural base pointer specified by said base source specifier

when said base source specifies one of said architectural

base pointers and

(b) second means responsive to said base source specifer

and to said base-or-displacement specifier for producing

said base address specified by said base-or-displacement

specifier when said base source specifier does not spec-

ify one of said architectural base pointers by using said

name table and said architectural base pointers as speci-

fied in said base-or-displacement specifier.

4,428,046 I

DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM HAVING A STAR
COUPLER WITH CONTENTION CIRCUITRY

Venn Chari, San Diego; Jack R. Duke, San Marcos, and Shimon

Gcnten, San Diego, all of Califs, aasignore to NCR Corpora-

tion, Dayton, Ohio

FUed May 5, 1980, Scr. No. 146,805

Int a.' G06F 15/16

US. a. 364—200 4 Claims

NC I

r

1. A data processing system, comprising:

a plurality of subsystems, wherein each subsystem has an

active condition when generating a message and an idle

condition when no message is being generated, and

wherein each subsystem generates a stream of repetitive

binary bits when in its idle condition;

first transmission means associated with each subsystem for

carrying messages from the associated subsystem when
the associated subsystem is in its active condition, and for

carrying said stream of repetitive binary signals from the

associated subsystem when the associated subsystem is in

its idle condition;

second transmission means associated with each subsystem

for carrying messages to the associated subsystem, and for

carrying said repetitive binary signals to the associated

subsystem;

a star coupler for linking each first transmission means to

every second transmission means so that a message from

the first transmission means associated with one of said

subsystems can be passed to the second transmission

means associated with every subsystem, including conten-

tion circuitry in the star coupler for selecting one subsys-

tem and controlling the star coupler so that only the mes-

sages from the first transmission means of the selected

subsystem are passed through the star coupler to each

second transmission means associated with every subsys-

tem, and wherein said contention circuitry comprises

means for controlling the star coupler to pass only the

meassage received first in time at the star coupler, and for

assigning a relative priority to each of said subsystems, for

controlling the star coupler so that, if the beginning of

more than one message is received simultaneously from

more than one subsystem, only the message from the first

transmission means associated with the subsystem having

a higher assigned priority is passed to each second trans-

mission means wherein said contention circuitry includes

means for detecting the absence of a message on any first

transmission means;

first gate means associated with each subsystem, each first

gate means being coimected to the first transmission

means of its associated subsystem for receiving any mes-

sage generated from its associated subsystem, and each

first gate means being controlled by the contention cir-

cuitry to pass a message only when its associated subsys-

tem has been selected by the contention circuitry;

second gate means associated with each subsystem, each

second gate means being coimected to every first gate

means for receiving messages passed by each first gate

means, each second gate means being coimected to the

second transmission means of its associated subsystem to

pass a message thereto, each second gate means being

controlled by the contention circuitry so that when one of

the subsystems has been selected to have its message

passed through the star coupler, each second gate means
receives the message from the first gate means associated

with the selected subsystem and passes the message to the

second transmission means of its associated subsystem;

and

third gate means associated with each subsystem, each third

gate means connected between the first transmission

means and the second transmission means of its associated

subsystem and controlled by the means for detecting the

absence of a message so that when all of the subsystems

are in an idle condition, the repetitive binary signals from

each subsystem are passed through the third gate means

back. ^0 the same subsystem.

4,428,047

ADDRESSING A CONTROL ROM IN A MICROCODED
SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER USING THE
OUTPUT SIGNALS OF THE CONTROL ROM

John W. Hajm, and Kevin C. McDonongh, both of Houston,

Tex., assignors to Texas Instmments Incorporated, Dallas,

Tex.

FUed Apr. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 253,452

Int a.3 G06F 9/22

U.S. a. 364—200 20 Claims
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1. A microprocessor device comprLring:

a semiconductor integrated circuit having an arithmetic/-
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logic unit, a plurality of registers for storing dau and
memory addresses, an instruction register, parallel bus
means for interconnecting the arithmetic/logic unit and
the registers, and control means having an input coupled
to the instruction register and generating control signal
outputs coupled to the arithmetic/logic unit, to the bus
means and to the registers to control operation thereof in

response to instruction words, all within the integrated
circuit,

wherein the control means includes a read-only-array hav-
ing an address input coupled to said input of the control
means and having outputs coupled to said control signal
outputs, said control means having addressing means for
applying sequences of addresses to said address input to
define an operation selected by an instruction word in the
instruction register, each sequence including a group
dispatch to select an addressing mode using one or more
of said addresses and subsequently including a function
dispatch to select an arithmetic/logic function using one
or more of said addresses, the group and function dis-
patches being controlled by fields of bits of said instruc-
tion word in said instruction register.

4,428,049
TRAINING MODE OPERATION IN AN ELECTRONIC

CASH REGISTER
RyiUi Miyazaki, Kaahiwara, Japu, Mdgnor to Sharp '^ntriMMki

Kaisha, Osaka, Japan
FUed Jon. 11, 1981. Ser. No. 272,579

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jan. 20, 1980, 55-84419;
Jun. 20, 1980. 55-84420; Jan. 20. 1980. 55-84421

Int a.J G06F 15/20
U.S. a. 364-405 6CI«inis
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4 428 048
MULTIPROCESSOR WITH STAGGERED PROCESSING
Edwin P. Berlin, Jr., Greenlawn, N.Y., assignor to Grumman

Aerospace Corporation, Bethpage, N.Y.
FUed Jan. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 229,269

Int. a.3 G06F 15/16
U.S. a. 364-200 12 Claims
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1. An electronic cash register comprising:
keyboard means for introducing data into said register;
processor means responsive to the information introduced
by said keyboard means for controlling the operation of
said cash register;

program memory means for controlling operations in said
processor means including operations during a training
mode;

data memory means for receiving transaction dau from said
processor means, said data memory means including,
accumulation memory section means for accumulating

transaction daU during a normal registration operation
mode, and

training mode memory section means for storing transac-
tion dau during the training mode; and

mode selection means for selecting between the normal
registration operation mode and the training operation
mode.

I. A dau processing system comprising:
a plurality of processors connected to a daU source, each of

said processors performing a predetermined function on
dau received from said dau source independently of the
other of said processors;

a plurality of daisy units interconnected serially in a series
arrangement for initiating the operation of said processors
on a time-suggered basis by sequentially strobing said
processors, each of said daisy units being connected to a
mating one of said processors; and

an inverter connected between the first and last daisy units
of said series arrangement for inverting an input signal
generated by said last daisy unit and passed to said first

daisy unit so as to continuously propagate said strobing;
each of said daisy units including an exclusive -OR logic

circuit having a first input connected to an output terminal
of an immediately preceding daisy unit in said series ar-
rangement for receiving a present input signal generated
by said immediately preceding daisy unit, and a second
input connected to an output of a delay circuit for receiv-
ing an immediately previous input signal generated by said
immediately preceding daisy unit, said delay circuit hav-
ing an input connected to said output terminal, said exclu-
sive -OR logic circuit sensing a difference between the
logic levels of said present and previous input signals so
that said daisy unit subsequently strobes its mating proces-
sor so that said processor performs iu predetermined
function on its received daU.

4.428,050

TANNING AID
Frank Pellegrino, 3162 Parsifal PI., Bronx, N.Y. 10465, and
Alexander Kalpaxis, 61-17 68 St., Ridgewood, Qneens, N.Y.
I l)3o9

Filed Apr. 2, 1981. Ser. No. 250.181
Int. a.3 G06F 15/42

U.S. a. 364-414 TciMimz
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1 A poruble tanning aid for monitoring the tanning of a
person in a controlled manner over a series of spaced apart
tanning session comprising:

a. radiation detection means for detecting radiation received
in the UV region of the light spectrum.

b. integrating means for integrating the output of the radia-
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tion detector means and generating therefrom a pulse train

having a pulse repetition frequency proportional to the

instantaneous intensity of the radiation detection means,

c. a programmable computer for processing the pulse signals

from the integrator means, said programmable computer
including a counter for counting pulses, a continuous

memory for storing the number of pulses received from
one tanning session to the next tanning session and a con-

tinuous clock for measuring time between sessions and

generating output signals when the number of pulse sig-

nals reaches a preselected amount and also at preselected

intermediate variable length intervals, and

d. an alarm responsive to the output signals from the com-
puter.

4,428,051

ELECTRONIC CONTROL APPARATUS FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Shigeo Knboki, Nakimiiiato; Takeshi Hirayama, Mito, and

Hideo Nakamun, Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Hitachi,

LtiL, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Not. 5, 1980, Ser. No. 204,347

Claims priority, application Japan, Not. 9, 1979, 54-144463

iBt a.5 G06F 7/385. 7/50; P02D 5/02

MS. a. 364—431.12 16 Claims
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1. For use in a control apparatus for an internal combustion
engine wherein at least one condition of the engine is detected

and a reference value of a control mechanism for controlling

the engine is calculated based on the detected engine condition

and a control pulse signal is produced in accordance with the

calculated reference value to apply said control pulse signal to

said control mechanism in order to control the engine in accor-

dance with said reference value, and including

means for producing the control pulse signal in accordance
with said reference value includes a clock signal generator

circuit for generating a periodic clock signal having a

predetermined period and a plurality of pulse signal gener-

ator circuits, each pulse signal generator circuit including:

a shift register to which said reference value is loaded in the

form of a digital signal, said shift register being adaptable

to receive said periodic clock signal from said clock signal

generator circuit for shifting the contents of said shift

register one bit at a time,

a controllable modification circuit for controllably modify-

ing an input signal so as to controllably change the value

thereof by a predetermined value,

a detection circuit, coupled to the output of said controllable

modification circuit, for detecting the content of said shift

register,

and a data transfer circuit for connecting the output and the

input of said shift register in a closed loop through said

controllable modification circuit, whereby the contents of
said shift register loaded therein is controllably modified

by applying the content of the shift register to said con-

trollable modification circuit and then sending it back to

the shift register and said detection circuit monitors the

output of said controllable modification circuit and de-

tects a point of detection when the content of the shift

register reaches a predetermined value so that the control

pulse signal is produced from or to the point of detection.

12. An output circuit for producing a pulse in accordance

with data supplied thereto, comprising:

a shift register, coupled to receive said data;

a controllable signal modification circuit for controllably

modifying an input signal by a predetermined value hav-

ing an input coupled to an end stage of said shift register

from which signals shifted therethrough are derived and
an output coupled to an opposite end stage of said shift

register; and

a fixed state detection circuit having in in put coupled to the

output of said controllable signal modification circuit and
producing an output pulse in response to the output of said

controllable signal modification circuit maintaining a

prescribed representative state for the entirety of the

shifting of the contents of said shift register through the

total number of stages therein.

4,428,052

NAVIGATIONAL AID AUTOPILOT
Eugene A. Robinson; Jerry L. SetlifT, both of Dallas; Michael D.

Smith, Piano, and John P. Volpi, Dallas, all of Tex., assignors

to Texas Instruments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

FUed Jun. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 2714)14

InL a.J G06F 15/50
U.S. a. 364—436 21 Claims

1. A navigational aid system for providing correlated infor-

mational data in a form facilitating the operation of a craft, said

navigational aid system comprising:

means for determining the status of at least one external

physical condition independent of the operation of the

craft but having significance with respect to the operation

of the craft and producing first output data indicative

thereof;

means for determining the status of at least one internal

physical state of the craft independently of said external

physical condition status-determining means and produc-

ing second output data indicative thereof;

means providing a surface characteristics representation of a
selected portion encompassing an area of the surface of

the earth related to the position in which the craft is dis-

posed;

data processing means operably coupled to said external

physical condition status-determining means, said internal

physical state status-determining means, and said surface

characteristics representation means for automatically

correlating said first and second output data with said

surface characteristics representation to produce com-
bined correlated output data significant to the continued

operation of the craft; and
data presentation means coupled to said data processing
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means and responsive to said combined correlated output
data produced therefrom to provide a presentation of said
combined correlated output data in a unitary format
readily comprehendible by an operator.

4,428,054
AUTOMATIC CONTROL METHODS AND DEVICES FOR

ROLLING MILLS
Hitoshi Aizawa, Kobe, and Maaaaki Takarada, Akshi, both of

Japan, aaaigDors to Kawasaki Steel CorporatioB. Hyojo,
Japan

FUed Apr. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 258,779
Claims priority, appUcation Japu, Not. 5, 1979, 54-143142;

Dec. 17, 1979, 54-163855; Dec. 17, 1979, 54-163856
Int a.3 B21B 37/12: G05D 5/03; G06F 15/46

VS. a. 364—472 ^ claims

4,428,053
ADAPTIVE COMPASS AND NORTH STABILIZATION

DRIVE SYSTEM
John M. Tol, Sudbury, Mass., assignor to Raytheon Company,

Lexington, Mass.

FUed Jun. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 278,795
Int a.3 H03K 13/02

U.S. a 364-457 19 Claims
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1. An adaptive compass drive system for use with a radar
system including a PPI display adapted to respond to either
DC or AC incremental positioning devices of the stepper-type
output or synchro-type gyro compass output comprising
means for providing preconditioning of the three-phase carrier
output signals of either type of said incremental positioning
devices into stepped waveforms the crossover points of equal
carrier amplitude representing the angular change in the posi-
tion of the gyro compass shaft of said incremental positioning
devices;

means for determining the values of equal amplitude for any
two phases of said DC stepper-type or said AC synchro-
type conditioned signals in said preconditioning means;

said latter means including means for sensing the occurrence
of single or multiple step increment or decrement output
signals;

a microprocessor adapted to operate in response to the
output signals of said preconditioning means and to derive
from a comparison with previously stored values from
said preconditioning means without the use of intermedi-
ary mechanical devices a coded change signal represent-
ing incremental change in angular position of said gyro
compass shaft, said microprocessor further including real-

time output signal means in a format of digital codes
representing the sine and cosine of the intended PPI rou-
tion angle; and

means including a D to A unit to combine digital codes
representing said coded change signal from said micro-
processor with X and Y position voluges from said radar
system to generate X and Y sweep reference voluges for

orientation of the PPI display of said radar system.

1. The method of automatically controlling the rate of re-

duction in a rolling mill comprising the steps of: rolling a
material at a predetermined rate of reduction, controlling the
rate of reduction in such a manner that an output thickness of
the material being rolled is calculated from an actually mea-
sured input thickness of the material and a desired rate of
reduction, estimating an input thickness from the output thick-
ness thus calculated, an input length and an output length
based on the principle of constant mass-flow rate of the mate-
rial being rolled, such that the difference between the esti-

mated input thickness and an actually measured input thickness
can be diminished to zero.

4,428,055
TOOL TOUCH PROBE SYSTEM AND METHOD OF

PREOSION MACHINING
John R. Zurbrick and John R. KeUey. both of Cincinnati, Ohio.

assignors to General Electric Company, Salem, Va.
FUed Aug. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 293,799

Int. a.' G06F 15/46
U.S. a. 364—474 34 Claims

MICROnCHE APPENDIX INCLUDED
(2 Microflcbc, 87 Pages)
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1. A method for precision machining at least one surface of
a work piece by means of a programmable, numerically con-
trolled machining system, said system including numerical
control means adapted to operate under the direction of a
selected machining program, at least one cutting tool and at
least first and second reference surfaces adapted to provide a
position reference with respect to the origin position of the
selected program;
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said method comprising:

(1) probing said reference surfaces with a cutting edge of
said tool during rapid relative motion therebetween to

calibrate the position of said cutting edge in at least first

and second axes of motion each normal to one of said

reference surfaces;

(2) sensing vibrations transmitted upon the occurrence of
probing contact between said cutting edge and the

probed reference surface;

(3) signaling the actual contact position of said cutting

edge to said numerical control means in each of said

axes in response to said sensed vibrations;

(4) storing first deviations in said numerical control means
each determined by the difference along one of said axes

between the programmed contact position of said cut-

ting edge with the corresponding reference surface and
said actual contact position;

(5) storing first compensating offsets in said numerical

control means each determined at least in part by one of

said first deviations in each axis;

(6) machining said work piece with said tool during rapid

relative motion between said cutting edge and said

work piece, said machining step being performed under

control of said program modified by said first offsets;

(7) probing the machined work piece surface with said

cutting edge during rapid relative motion therebetween

to provide a measurement at least in one of said axes;

(8) sensing vibrations transmitted upon the occurrence of

probing contact between said cutting edge and said

machined surface; and

(9) signaling the actual contact position of said cutting

edge in at least said one axis to said numerical control

means in response to said last-recited sensed vibrations.

4,428,056

PLOTTING METHOD AND APPARATUS
Kenneth Schroeder, Wonder Lake, and James Griffin, Carpen-

tenrille, both of U., inignors to Pattern-Scan, Inc., Wonder
LakcDl.

FUed Jun. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 266,071

Int. a.3 G06F 15/00
VJS. a. 364—518 4 Oaims
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4,428,057

ELECTRONIC CHART SYSTEM
Jerry Setliff, Dallas; Gerald Bnmluun; Michael Sndth, both of

Piano, aU of Tex., and Richard D. Hoffinan, Kenvil, NJ.,
assignors to Texas Instmments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex

FUed Jun. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 271,917

Int a.3 G06F 15/50
U.S. a. 364—521 8 Claims

1. A chart display system comprising:

(a) a display means for receiving run information for a prese-

lected number of row and column scan lines for display;

(b) an attachable memory means containing a digital repre-

sentation of a plurality of physical elements of a chart, said

digital representation including for each scan line a plural-

ity of binary coded words including a word for selectively

indicating one of the said plurality of physical elements, a
word for indicating the number of runs in said scan line, a
plurality of words for indicating, for all but the last run,

the length of the runs for the physical elements, each one
of said plurality of words for indicating the length of the

runs is of variable length having an indicator bit for selec-

tively indicating a first or a second predetermined number
of bits as a run length, and

(c) a control means operatively connected to the attachable

memory means and display means, respectively, for re-

ceiving the run information thereof and converting the

run information to electrical representations for display.

4 428 058
METHOD OF DETERMINING TEMPERATURE OF GAS
AND PARTICLES IN MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC

GENERATOR
Inna A. Vasilieva, and Alexandr S. Urinson, both of Moscow,

U.S.S.R., assignors to Institut Vyaokikh Teraperatur Akade-
mil Nauk SSR, Moscow, U.S.S.R.

FUed May 14, 1981, Ser. No. 263,408

Claims priority, appUcation U.S.S.R., May 14, 1980, 2915901

Int Q\? GOIJ 5/00; GOIK li/00
U.S. a. 364—557 2 Claims

1. A method of operating a plotter to produce a plot showing
the fit of material of predetermined dimensional characteristics

into a given area including the identification of seams between
adjacent strips of said material, wherein the plotter is arranged
to exchange signals with a computer, said method comprising
the steps of, inputting to the computer and storing an array of
signals which define the coordinates of the given area, transfer-

ring said signals to the plotter to plot the area outline, inputting

to the computer and storing a set of signals related to the

dimensional characteristics of the material, manually manipu-
lating the plotter to produce and transfer a signtU to the com-
puter defining a selected seam separating two adjacent strips of
material, transferring signals from the computer to the plotter

to plot all seams between each strip of material, defining the

length of each plotted strip, and determining and displaying

the order in which the strips are to be taken from a material

supply.

IS, PuoTomcrnOHic

HSI/Al lliflkl

1. A method of determining temperature of gas and solid or
liquid particles in a conductive working medium contained in

a chamber of a magnetohydrodynamic generator comprising

the steps of:

measuring intensity value (^1 of a primary source of radia-

tion passing through walls of said container and having at

least two wavelengths having values Xi and X2, respec-

tively;
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measuring intensity value 4>2 of radiation of said working
medium at least of said two wavelengths having values Xi
and X2, respectively;

measuring intensity value <J>3 of radiation of said working
medium subject to radiation from said primary source of
radiation at least of said two wavelengths Xi and X2;

selecting said wavelength X| at the center of a resonant line
of an alkaline metal spectrum;

selecting said wavelength X2 from the relationship

X1-X2
AX,

( 5.5 10'» P \
\ r(X2) Ti-yp-^^)

repeated measurements of said intensity values <|>1, <(>2, and
^3 of said radiation fluxes on said wavelengths Xi and X2
to obtain a group of said values;

selecting those groups from said groups of the intensity
values <^1, <>2 and <^3 of radiation fluxes, wherein said
values <^1, (^2 and <^3 at a permissible error k satisfy the
relationship

data spaces between successive uniu of significant digital

data and for producing a corresponding digital space
signal;

third means connected to said first means and said second
means to be responsive to said difference signal and said
space signal to produce a digitaJ fraction value signal

representing a corresponding fractional portion of said
difference signal;

means for sequentially incrementing said successive signifi-

cant digiul data signals in said data stream with said digi-
tal fractional value signal in accordance with said digital

data space signal whereby to provide incremented value
signals corresponding in number to the respective digital
data space signals; and

means for introducing said incremented value signals seria-
tim between adjacent ones of said significant digital data
signals to provide an interpolated digital dau signal
stream.

8. Image data display apparatus comprising:
means for transmitting and, after a time period, receiving

reflected pulsed analog image data signal;

+ 4>i + 4>3

(«j»l -f- <|>2 - «^3)

( C2
Y ,0-4.^2

calculating mathematically the temperature of gas and parti-
cles of said working medium of said MHD generator from
relationships obtained by a generalized method of reversing
spectral lines, where P is the pressure of combustion products;
Tmi>i'Tm«= approximate values of possible minimum and
maximum temperatures of said working medium of the
MHD generator, respectively;

y=mole content of atoms of said alkaline metal with a reso-
nant spectral line one of the alk^ine metals on said wave
length Xi

1 = thickness of said working medium;
Xi'=Voigt atomic absorption coefficient at a disUnce AXv
from the centre of the spectral line, where the Voigt
coefficient is transformed into a power factor with an
exponent (— X);

C2= radiation constant equalling 14,380 microdegrees;
ki = coefficient determining the shot effect in a photodector;
X is chosen from X| and X2;

t(X2)= permissible optical density on said wavelength X2
satisfying the relationship

T(X2) S In
<*»l(X2)

C2K
cTTT _

«*>3(X2) - <<)l(X2) «/>2(X|)

'2(X2)
- 1

where T'= measured temperature of the particles.

4,428,059

REAL TIME FILL aRCUFT
James M. Gcssert, E?ergreen, Colo., assignor to Honeywell Inc.,

Minneapolis, Minn.
Continuation of Ser. No. 173,874, Jul. 30, 1980, abandoned. This

appUcation Aug. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 41U98
Int. a.J G06F 15/2a 15/42

U.S. a. 364—577 10 claims
1. Interpolating means for interpolating between successive

units of significant digital data signals in a data stream sepa-
rated by a number of daU spaces, said interpolating means
comprising:

first means for determining the magnitude of the difference
between successive units of significant digital data and for

producing a corresponding digital difference signal;

second means for determining the number of consecutive
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means for converting said analog image daU signals to sig-

nificant digital image data signals;

memory means for storing said significant digiul image dau
signals in a predetermined array in said memory means in

which successive units of said significant digiul image
dau signals are separated by a number ofdau spaces such
number varying with the time period;

circuit means including digiul interpolating means for pro-
viding a number of interpolative digiul fractional value
signals in said daU spaces between said successive units of
significant digiul image daU signals the number of said

interpolative fractional value signals being a function of
the number of said dau spaces;

said circuit means further including means for converting
the significant digital image daU signals and said interpo-
lative digiul fractional value signals from said interpolat-

ing means to output analog signals; and
means for controlling the Z-axis modulation of an image

display apparatus in accordance with said output analog
signals.

4 428 060
SHIFT REGISTER LATCH aRCUTF MEANS TOR

CHECK AND TEST PURPOSES AND CONTAINED IN LSI
ORCUTTRY CONFORMING TO LEVEL SENSmVE
SCAN DESIGN (LSSD) RULES AND TECHNIQUES

Arnold Blnm, Gechingen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to
International Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

FUed May 18, 1981, Ser. No. 264,896
Chdffls priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Gcrauny, Ans. 9.

1980,3030299

Int. a.5 G06F 7/00: GllC 19/00
U.S. a. 364—715 5 Claim,

1. In a functional logic unit for performing at least one
logical function, said functional logic unit including:
2" bisuble latch circuits where n is a positive integer equal to
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two or greater in magnitude and each said bistable latch

circuit has an input and an output;

connection means for connecting said 2" bistable latch circuits

into n independently operable cascade shift chains, each of

said n cascade shift chains having an input and an output and

wherein said first independently operable cascade shift chain

includes each of said 2" bistable latch circuits, said second

independently operable cascade shift chain includes 2"'
' of

said 2" bistable latch circuits, said third independently opera-

n P n i 11 H In i

ble cascade shift chain includes 2" -^ bistable latch circuits of

said 2" bistable latch circuits, said fourth independently

operable cascade shift chain includes 2" ~ ^ of said 2" bistable

latch circuits—and so on—and said last independently oper-

able cascade shiA chain includes two (2') bistable latch

circuits of said 2" bistable latch circuits;

and control means connected to each of said 2" bistable latch

circuits for independently controlling the shifting of data

into, within and out of each of said n independently operable

cascade shift chains.

:,428,061

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR RECEIVING
CARRIER-BORNE DIGITAL SIGNALS INTENDED TO
OPERATE REMOTELY-OPERABLE SWITCHING

DEVICES
Michael J. Skinner, Fleet; Jack Woollven, Camberley; Eric

Metcalf, Alresford, and Howard A. Dorey, Godalming, all of

England, aasignora to Sangamo Weston Limited, Enfield,

England

FUed Feb. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 234,533

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 18, 1980,

8005455

Int a.3 G06F 15/34; H04L 27/18. 27/22
U.S. CL 364—728 29 Claims

1. A receiver for receiving a signal comprising a radio fre-

quency carrier signal of frequency fi modulated with a digital

signal of known, relatively low, bit rate, the receiver compris-

ing:

an input circuit for receiving the modulated carrier signal;

demodulator means connected to receive and demodulate

the signal received by the input circuit, so as to produce an
output signal which contains said digital signal;

local oscillator means for producing a series of N reference

signals whose frequency is half said known bit rate, each
successive signal in the series having a different phase
difference with respect to the first signal of the series; and

correlator means for correlating each reference signal with
the output signal produced by the demodulator means
including means for identifying which of said reference

signals is most nearly in phase with the bits of the digital

signal, and for determining the values of successive bits of
the digital signal by correlating the reference signal thus

identified with said output signal.

4,428,062

SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE CONVOLVER HAVING A
HORN CENTRAL RAY TRANSIT TIME

COMPENSATING STUB
Paul A. Michaels, Livonia, Mich., aMignor to The Bendix Cor-

poration, Southfield, Mich.

FUed Aug. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 291,753

Int. a? G06G 7/195: HOIL 41/08; H03H 9/30
U.S. a. 364—821 7 Claims
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1. A surface acoustic wave convolver including at least one
thin film parabolic horn disposed on a substrate and having a

relatively wide input end for receiving a surface acoustic wave
incident thereon and a relatively narrow output end toward
which said wave propagates through said horn material, the

central rays of said wave traversing said horn material directly

to said output end and the rays of said wave outside said cen-

tral rays traversing said horn material to said output end by
reflection from the sides of said horn, an improvement com-
prised of a compensating stub disposed on said input end for

intercepting said central rays to equalize the transit times of all

parts of said wave from a line outside said horn and nomal to

the direction of travel of said wave to said output end.

4,428,063

DATA TIME COMPRESSION DEVICE AND
DECOMPRESSION DEVICE

Pierre Foorcade, Paris, France, assignor to Thomson-CSF,
Paris, France

FUed Sep. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 306,648

Claims priority, application France, Oct 3, 1980, 80 21226
Int a.3 G06F 5/06

U.S. a. 364—900 2 Claims

1. A device for the time compression of a continuous se-

quence of data, so as to effect a compression in a ratio k=p/n
(p and n being positive integers, p not a factor of n, and n not
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a factor of p), the ratio p/n representing the ratio of the time
required for transmission of dau after compression to the time
required for transmission of the same daU before compression,
comprising:

a first and a second memory having a common data input,

forming the input of the device which receives the data to

be compressed, the data being receivc-J as a sequence of
packages of N data at a rate F„ and having a common
output forming the output of the device which sends the

compressed data as a sequence of packages of N data at

rate Fp; each said memory having a writing control input

and a reading control input;

a control circuit having a first and a second input, and hav-
ing four outputs connected respectively to the four con-
trol inputs of said memories and a fifth output;

a first frequency divider, by n, having an input receiving a

first clock signal at frequency nPn, and an output con-
nected to the first input of said control circuit for supply-
ing thereto a second clock signal at frequency F„;

a second frequency divider, by p, having an input receivmg
the first clock signal and having p outputs s, (i being an

integer varying from to p- 1) for delivering respectively

p clock signals h,- at frequency F^ and whose respective

phases p,- are such that

pi-f- 1 -pi= 2?r/p, for every i;

a multiplexer having p inputs connected respectively to the

p outputs of said second frequency divider, a control

input, and an output connected to the second input of said

control circuit;

means for controlling said multiplexer having an input con-
nected to the fifth output of said control circuit and hav-
ing an output connected to the control input of said multi-

plexer for supplying thereto a signal for selection of the

clock signal h/ such that:

i=jN(n - p)niodiilo p

at each time to-l-jtft, where j is a positive wnole number, where
to is a time when the clock signal ho is in phase with said second
clock signal and where tj is the duration of a sequence of N
data to be compressed.

4,428,064

CONTROLLING BUFFERED PERIPHERAL
SUBSYSTEMS

Harry O. Hempy; Charles R. Mirkpatrick, and Francis L. Robin-
soa, all of Tucson, aU of Ariz., assignors to International

Business Machines Corporatiaa, Armonk, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 241,286

Int a.i GllB 27/02
U.S. a. 364—900 7 Qaims

7. A buffered tape-recording peripheral system adapted to

be connected to a host processor and having a plurality of
magnetic tape recorders connected to a buffer, control means
for transferring data from the magnetic tape recorder to said

buffer before said host requests said data from said peripheral

system but in anticipation of a further request by said host for

data recorded on tape in said tape recorders,

the improvement comprising:

means for indicating a predetermined change in future pe-

ripheral system actions with respect to a given one of said

tape recorders and wherein certain data from said given
one tape recorder presently resides in sud buffer,

bufTn- control means connected to said buffer and to said

indicating means responsive to said indication to purge
said certain data from said buffer and having means indi-

cating dau stored in said buffer as a buffer sutus, and
tape control means connected to said given tape recorder

and to said indicating means for responding to said indica-

tion to actuate said given tape recorder to reposition said

tape in said given tape recorder so as to next read data on
said tape corresponding to said certain data purged from

said buffer by said buffer control means and which had
resided in the buft'er the longest of any such purged cer-

tain data command means connected to said host proces-
sor for receiving peripheral commands from the host
processor for effecting command execution by said pe-

ripheral system;

recorder preparation means connected to said tape recorders
and to said command means for preparing said tape re-

corders for said command execution and including means
connected to said buffer control means for comparing a
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received one of said command with said buffer status

indicated by said buffer control means for determining
whether or not dau relating to said received predeter-

mined one command is currently stored in said buffer as

received from a one of said recorders, respectively; and
said indicating means being connected to said comparing
means for being responsive to said comparison which
indicates no need for dau in the buffer for executing said

received predetermined one of said command for supply-

ing said indicating of said predetermined change.

4,428,065

DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM WITH MULTIPLE
DISPLAY APPARATUS

WUliam S. DuvaU, Portola VaUey, CaUf., and WUliam K. Ea-
gUsh, Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Xerox CorporatioD, Stam-
ford, Conn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 52,992, Jua. 28, 1979, abandoned. This

appUcation Mar. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 360,036

IntCl.»G06Fi//¥, 7/24

U.S. a. 364—900 7 Oains
1. A data processing system permitting the simultaneous

display of two different images representing the same page of

text but displayed in different font character size* in different

areas of a display and comprising:

(1) first storage means (64) for storing character font dau
represenutive of a first set of characters, each character of
said first set being represented as a bit map of first prede-

termined dimensions;

(2) second storage means (98) for storing character font daU
represenutive of a second set of characters, each charac-

ter of said second set corresponding to a character in said

first set but being represented as a bit map of second
predetermined dimensions of greater arbitrary scale than

said first predetermined dimensions in order to provide
more geometric detail of charactars in said first set of
characters, said second set character fbnt daU stored in

said second storage means in numerically ordered charac-
ter strikes with a predetermined number of characters per
strike;
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(3) third storage means ((0) coupled to said first and second
storage means for storing bit map representations of prese-

lected of said first and second sets of characters, said

preselected first set characters representative of a selected

stored page of text and said preselected second set charac-

ters representative of a portion of or aspects of a corre-

sponding stored page of text;

(4) fourth storage means (92) for storing pages of text, each
page comprising a character identification list representa-

tive of said preselected firt set characters for each stored

page of text and their position on each page,

(5) fifth storage means (76) for storing a bit map generation

control list and a second list representative of preselected

second set characters based upon a character identifica-

tion list for a selected stored page of text,

(6) display means (24) coupled to said third storage means
for displaying said bit map representations in a display

area thereof;

(7) segmenting means (62, 78) coupled to said third storage

means for defining first and second segments (DCB's) of

said bit map representations in said third storage means to

thereby define first and second display sections (66, 74 or

96) in predetermined locations of said display area;

(8) display control means (26) coupled to said third storage

means and to said display means for controlling said dis-

play means to display said preselected first and second set
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second list (FIG. 8) representative of an ordered se-

quence in which said preselected second set characters

appear in said second storage means in said numerically

ordered character strikes;

(iv) means for examining said second list to generate char-

acter strike selection signals representative of said se-

lected character strikes in said second storage means
that have the character font data for all said preselected

second set characters in said second list;

(v) means for selecting said preselected second set charac-

ters from each accessed, selected character strike and
for transferring the selected of said preselected second
set characters into said second segment in said third

storage means for display in said second display section;

(10) transfer means (22) coupled to said data control means
and said second and fifth storage means and responsive to

said character strike selection signals from said data con-
trol means to sequentially access from said second storage

means, in ascending order, selected character strikes;

(11) data buffer means (68, 70, 72) coupled to said data

control means and to said second and third storage means
to sequentially receive and store said selected character

strikes accessed by said transfer means, and for transmit-

ting the selected of said preselected second set characters

into said second segment in said third storage means under
the control of said data control means for display in said

second display section.

4,428,066

SEMICONDUCTOR READ ONLY MEMORY
Kazuo Kihara, Tokyo, and Massshi Ikeda, Urawa, both of Ja-

pan, assignors to Tokyo Shibanra Denki Kahafhiici Kaisha,

Kawasaki, Japan

FUed Apr. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 256,666

Qaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 2, 1980, 55-72726

Int. a.5 GllC 11/36
U.S. a. 365—96 5 Claims

^5-

characters in said display area in accordance with the

character font data stored in said bit map representations

in said third storage means, said first display section (66)

representing said preselected first set characters for a

selected page of text, and said second display section (74

or 96) representing said preselected second set characters;

(9) data control means (CPU 10) coupled to said first, sec-

ond, third, fourth and fifth storage means for controlling

the processing and handling of character font data for a

selected page of text, said data control means comprising
(i) means for accessing from said first storage means said

preselected first set characters in their ordered visual

display sequence in accordance with the character

identification list for said selected page of text and for

transferring said preselected first set characters from
said first storage means into said first segment in said

third storage means for display in said first display

section;

(ii) means for creating said display bit map generation

control list (FIC- 7) in said fifth storage means based

upon said character identification hst for said selected

page of text, said control list representative of said

preselected second set characters for said selected page
of text and to be displayed in said second display section

in their ordered visual display sequence;

(iii) means for sorting through said control list (FIG. 7) in

said fifth storage means and rearranging said prese-

lected second set characters in said control list into said

1. A semiconductor fused read only memory (ROM) com-
prising:

a substrate of a first conductivity type;

an insulator film formed on a surface of said substrate;

a plurality of doped regions cooperating with said substrate

to form semiconductor elements;

a fuse resistor formed on said insulator film and connected in

circuit with said semiconductor elements to form said

memory;
an island region of a second conductivity type opposite to

said first conductivity type, formed within said substrate

and extending below all of said fuse resistor, said island

region being defined by FN junctions from said substrate.

4,428,067

PRECHARGE FOR SPLIT ARRAY RATIOLESS ROM
Takashi Sakamoto, TacUkawa; Jinkichi Sato, Hamura, and

Hisahiro Moriuchi, Koganei, all of Japan, asrignora to Hita-

chi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Aag. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 290,652

Clainu priority, application Japan, Aug. 13, 1980, 55-110225

iBt a.J GllC 77/00. 7/00

U.S. Q. 365—104 10 Claims

1. A semiconductor memory device comprising:

a first supply means which supplies a plurality of first input

lines with first input signals;
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a second supply means which supplies a plurality of second
input lines with second input signals;

a first read-only memory which comprises a plurality of

memory insulated-gate field effect transistors connected in

series between a first output terminal and a first reference

potential terminal and with their respective gates coupled
to the corresponding first input lines;

a second read-only memory which comprises a plurality of
memory insulated-gate field effect transistors connected in

series between a second output terminal and said first

reference potential terminal and with their respective

gates coupled to the corresponding second input lines;

first precharge means, connected between a second refer-

ence potential terminal and said first output terminal in-

cluding means for maintaining a first precharge signal in

an "on" state when all said first input signals are made a

second level, wherein said "on" state of said first pre-

-^E r^E B . OUI

ci»

charge signal brings enhancement-mode insulated-gate

field effect transistors which are formed in said first read-

only memory into an "on" state;

second precharge means connected between said second
reference potential terminal and said second output termi-

nal, including means for maintaining a second precharge

signal in an "on" state when all said second input signals

are made said second levelr

means for making at least one of said first input signals a first

level when any of said second input signals is not made a

first level, said first level of said signal bringing an en-

hancement-mode insulated-gate field effect transistor

which is formed in said first read-only memory into an

"ofP' state, and

means for making at least one of said second input signals

said first level when any of said first input signals is not

made said first level.

4,428,068

IC WITH BUILT-IN ELECTRICAL QUALITY CONTROL
FLAG

Fumio Baba, Kawasaki, Japan, assignor to FiOitsu Limited,

Kawasaki, Japan

FUed Not. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320,541

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Not. 13, 1980, 55-159871

Int. a.3 GllC 29/00; GOIR 31/2S: HOIL 27/00
U.S. a. 365—200 13 Claims

1. An apparatus associated with evaluation means, compris-

ing:

interconnection means, semiconductor system means, and

state identifying storage means physically associated with

one another in accordance with system semiconductor

technology and thus forming an entity;

said entity having first, second and third external terminals

for connection to external apparatus;

said interconnection means for connecting comprising:

means for operatively connecting said semiconductor

system means to said first and second and third external

terminals; and

means for connecting said state identifying storage means
to the same said first, second and third external termi-

nals;

said semiconductor system means for providing operations

in accordance with its semiconductor construction, said

operations being susceptible to evaluation as to operative-

ness;

said evaluation means for evaluating the state of operation as

to operativeness of said semiconductor system means and
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for establishing the state in said state identifying storage

means in accordance therewith; and

said state identifying storage means, for storing the sute of

operation, being constructed such that the information

stored therein may be read out only by detecting a con-

ductance between said first and second external terminals,

when external potentials are applied to each of said first

and second external terminals at a first and second level,

respectively, the difference between said first and second

levels being relatively small and when an external poten-

tial is applied to said third external terminal at a third level

higher than said first and second levels.

4,428,069

APPARATUS FOR PREFORMATHNG AN OPTICAL
DISK

Robert L. Hazel, and John E. Kanunemd, both of Tbouaand

Oaks, Calif., assignors to Biirroiighs Corporation, Detroit,

Mich.

FUed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 333,055

Int. a.3 GllC li/04

U.S. a. 365—215 8 Claims

1. Apparatus for recording a predetermined pattern on an

optical medium comprising:

an optical radiation source for simultaneously providing at

least first and second writing radiation beams of different

wavelengths;

optical means for combining and focusing said beams onto

said medium so that the focused spot of said first beam
partially overlaps the focused spot of said second beam;

moving means for relatively moving the focused beams and

said medium; and

modulating means for individually modulating each of said

beams during relative movement of said beams and said

medium so as to cause said writing beams to form said

predetermined pattern on said medium;
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said modulating means operating to simultaneously turn on
both of said first and second beams during a first time
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period and to turn on only one of said beams during a

second time -period.

4,428,070 I

DYNAMIC aRCULATION MEMORY
Arthur H. M. van Roemund, and Petrus M. C. Coppelmans,

both of EindhoTen, Netherlands, assignors to U.S. Philips

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

FUed Jun. 24, 1980, Ser. No. 162,693
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Jun. 28, 1979,

7905023; Sep. 14, 1979, 7906863

Int. a.3 GllC 7/00. 21/00
VS. a. 365—222 5 Claims

2. A dynamic circulation memory comprising
a charge transfer device including a semiconductor structure

and means for reading out information,

first switching means connected in series with said charge
transfer device for receiving signals therefrom,

first sample-and-hold circuit receiving signals fi-om said first

switching means, and second and third sample-and-hold
circuits receiving signals from said charge transfer device,

an analog-to-digital converter receiving signals from said

first, second and third sample-and-hold circuits,

second switching means receiving signals from said analog-
to-digital converter, and

a digital-to-analog converter receiving signals from said

second switching means and feeding signals to said charge
transfer device.

4,428,071

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT HAVING NON-VOLATILE
PROGRAMMABLE SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORIES

Klaus Wilmsmeyer, DenzUngen, Fed. Rep. of Gemumy, assignor
to nr Industries Inc^ New York, N.Y.

FUed Nov. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,829
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Nov. 27,

1980,3044689

Int a.3 GllC 7/00
U.S. a. 365—226 25 Claims

tH"

1. In an integrated circuit including non-volatile program-
mable semiconductor memories in the form of storage transis-

tors having threshold voltages which can be altered by a mo-
mentarily applied writing pulse of a programming voltage
provided by an integrated programming logic circuit coupled
to a source of supply voltage which is lower than said pro-
gramming voltage, a supervisory circuit to detect at least a loss

of said supply voltage comprising:

a first threshold switch integrated into said integrated circuit

having its voltage supply terminal coupled to said pro-

gramming voltage and another terminal coupled to a
reference voltage source including at least one zener diode
integrated into said integrated circuit having a reverse

breakdown voltage available at an output point thereof;

and

logic circuitry coupled to the output of said first threshold

switch and to word lines of said integrated circuit to

connect said word lines to a substrate zone of said pro-

gramming logic when said supply voltage is lost.

4,428,072

SEISMIC WELL LOG DISPLAY METHOD AND
APPARATUS

Samuel E. Johns, Jr., Fort Wortii, Tex., assignor to Gearhart
Industries Incorporated, Ft Worth, Tex.

FUed Oct. 6, 1980, Ser. No. 194,238

Int. a.3 GOIV 1/34
U.S. a. 367—4i9 6 Claims

1. In a method of recording a display of recurrent seismic

signals produced from a sonde moved by an electrical cable

through a well bore, the steps comprising:

(a) transmitting said signals through said cable from said

sonde to the earth's surface;

(b) repeatedly receiving each of said signals as a changing
signal voltage;

(c) discriminating the polarity of slope of each said signal

voltage;

(d) producing an intermittent recording voltage during a

designated polarity of slope of said signal voltage as a
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function of time, wherein said recording voltage is dichot-

omously modulated along a Z axis;

(e) displacing a chart record through a distance which is a

function of the distance said sonde is moved through said

bore hole; and

4,428,073

UNDERWATER DEPTH TELEMETRY
Peter W. Verburgt, Perkasie, Pa., assignor to The United Sutes

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy,
Washington, D.C.

FUed Nov. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,028

Int. a.3 H04B 11/00
U.S. a. 367—134 13 Qaims

1. An acoustic system for telemetering the underwater depth

of a hydrographic package, comprising:

transducer means adapted to be mounted upon the hydro-

graphic package for producing an analog signal indicative

of the hydrostatic pressure exerted on the package and

related to the underwater depth thereof;

converter means electrically coupled to said transducer

means for converting the analog signal to an N-bit digital

word;

frequency synthesizer means electrically connected to said

converter means for generating a composite acoustic

signal digitally encoded in accordance with the N-bit

digital word;

transmitter means electrically coupled to said frequency

synthesizer means for acoustically projecting the compos-

ite signal underwater;

hydrophone means acoustically coupled to said transmitter

means for receiving the composite signal under water;

frequency detector means electrically coupled to said hydro-

phone means for digitally decoding the composite acous-

tic signal to reproduce the N-bit digital word as an indica-

tion of the underwater depth; and

display means electrically connected to said frequency de-

tector means for displaying the steady data state of the
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N-bit digital word as an indication of the underwater

depth of the package.

4,428,074

HIGH-SPEED SEARCH SYSTEM IN A ROTARY
RECORDING MEDIUM REPRODUONG APPARATUS
Ryozo Abe; Masaki Sakurai, both of Yokohama; Hiroyuki Sugi-

yama, Isehara; Yasuhiro Yusa, Fi^isawa, and Kei^i Yo-
shlhara, Chiba, aU of Japan, assignors to Victor Company of

Japan, Ltd., Yokohama, Japan
Filed Sep. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 301,307

Qaims priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 12, 1980, 55-126886

Int. a.' GllB 21/02
U.S. a. 369—32 4 Claims
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1. A high-speed search system for an apparatus having a

reproducing transducer, including a reproducing element for

reproducing recorded signals from a rotary recording medium,
and transferring means, including a motor, for transferring said

reproducing transducer along a radial direction of said rotary

recording medium, said rotary recording medium being re-

corded with an information signal and a chapter address signal

on a spiral track thereof, said information signal recorded on
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said rotary recording medium being divided into a plurality of
programs identified by program numbers on said rotary re-

cording medium, said chapter address signal indicating a posi-

tion on said rotary recording medium, said chapter address
including at least a synchronizing bit part, a program number
bit part, and a local address bit part, said program number bit

part indicating a program number of a program and assuming
the same value within the same program, said local address bit

part indicating a position within a program identified by said

program number bit part, said chapter address signal assuming
a value successively increasing or decreasing towards an inner

periphery from an outer periphery of said rotary recording
medium, said high-speed search system comprising:

designating means for designating a chapter address of a

desired program which is to be reproduced;
a memory for storing the chapter address designated by said

designating means;

address decoder means for decoding a chapter address from
a signal reproduced by said reproducing transducer;

a first comparator for comparing the designated chapter
address read out from said memory and the chapter ad-

dress decoded by said address decoder means, and for

producing an output signal indicative of whether the

present position of said reproducing element is towards
the inner or outer periphery of said rotary recording

medium with respect to the designated chapter address;

a second comparator for producing an output signal when a

difference between the designated chapter address and the

decoded chapter address is within a first range;

a third comparator for producing an output signal when the

difference between the designated chapter address and the

decoded chapter address is within a second range, said

second range being lower than said first range;

a fourth comparator for producing an output signal when
the difference between the designated chapter address and
the decoded chapter address is with in a third range, said

third range being lower than said second range;

first control means, responsive to the output signals of said

first and second comparators, for driving said motor to

move said reproducing transducer at a first high speed in

a direction determined by the output of said first compara-
tor;

second control means, responsive to the output signals of
said first and third comparators, for driving said motor to

move said reproducing transducer at a second high speed
in a direction determined by said first comparator, said

second high speed being lower than said first high speed;
kick pulse generating means for generating kick pulses ac-

cording to the difference between the designated chapter
address and the decoded chapter address;

kick means for receiving said kick pulses and responsively
kicking said reproducing element toward an adjacent
track; and

third control means, responsive to the output signals of said

first and fourth comparators, for substantially stopping
rotation of said motor and enabling said kick means to kick
said reproducing element to an adjacent track in a direc-

tion determined by the output of said first comparator,
each of said first, second, third, and fourth comparators
comparing only said program number bit parts and first

upper bit portions of said local address bit parts of said

designated and decoded chapter addresses while said

reproducing transducer is being transferred at said first

high speed, and comparing only said upper bit portions
and second upper bit portions of said local address bit

parts of said designated and decoded chapter addresses
while said reproducing transducer is being transferred at

said second high speed,

the transfer of said reproducing transducer and kicking of
said reproducing element being stopped when lower bit

portions of said local address bit parts of said chapter
addresses coincide.

4,428,075

METHODS OF PREFORMATTING AN OPTICAL DISK
Robert L. Hazel, and John E. Kanunemd, both of Thoniand
Oaks, Calif., assignors to Biuronghs Corporation, Detroit,

Mich.

FUed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 333,125

Int. a.3 GllB 7/00
U.S. a. 369—45 7 Qaims
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1. A method for precisely recording to predetermined pat-

tern in a track on an optical medium during a single pass of the
track, wherein said pattern contains portions having different

sizes and locations relative to a direction perpendicular to said
track, said method comprising:

providing a single optical radiation source capable of pro-
viding radiation at at least first and second different wave-
lengths;

deriving at least first and second writing beams having said

first and second wavelengths from said source;

combining and focusing said first and second writing beams
onto said medium so that the focused spots formed by said

beams on said medium are located along a line substan-
tially perpendicular to said track such that the spot of one
writing beam partially overlaps the spot of the other
writing beam;

relatively moving said medium and said writing beams so
that said focused spots move along said track; and

individually modulating said first and second writing beams
while said spots are moving along said track so that both
of said writing beams are simultaneously turned on during
a first time period and only one of said beams is turned on
during a second time period which is different from said

first time period.

4,428,076

METHOD OF AND SYSTEM FOR EVALUATING BIT
ERRORS IN TESTING A SIGNAL PATH

Eberhard Schuon, Eningen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Wandel ft Goltennann GmbH A Co., Eningen, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

FUed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,719
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 16,

1980, 3047239

Int. a.3 H04B 77/00, H04L 7/00
U.S. a. 371—5 12 Claims

HiKniF

-^r. -^°-L
-:'")

^X-^^.

1. A method of evaluating the bit-transmitting quality of a
test object, comprising the steps of:

January 24, 1984 ELECTRICAL IS81

(a) feeding an original bit pattern of limited length, consist-
ing of N bit cycles, to an input end of a test object;

(b) extracting a transmitted bit pattern from an output end of
the test object;

(c) comparing a reference sequence identical with the origi-

nal pattern bit by bit with the transmitted pattern and
generating an error pulse upon detecting a disparity in any
bit cycle;

(d) measuring a dependency interval of selected duration,

encompassing a number M < <N of bit cycles, upon the
occurrence of any error pulse;

(e) subtracting the number of error pulses occurring during
any dependency interval of step (d) from the total number
n of error pulses generated in step (c) to provide a count
no of mutually independent error pulses; and

(0 dividing the count n^, by the number N of bit cycles to

obtain a measure of said bit-transmitting quality.

4,428,077

LINE RECOGNITION METHOD
Shigeni Shimada, and Shigeni Kakumoto, both of Kodaira,

Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Aug. 27, 1980, Ser. No. 181,774

Qaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 3, 1979, 54-111761;
Sep. 5, 1979, 54-112876

Int. a.3 G06K 9/00
U.S. a. 382—9 19 Qaims

1
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1. An automatic line recognition method capable of reading
a dash or chain line comprising:

a first step of photoelectrically converting a pattern includ-
ing a line plan consisting of a plurality of lire segments
separated by gaps and forming one or more dash or chain
lines into a binary electrical signal and storing the signal in

a first memory;
a second step of tracking each line segment based on said

signal stored in the first memory and detecting at least the

coordinates of the end points of each of the line segments
of finite length, and forming tables, each for a respective

line segment, in a second memory;
a third step of setting a certain range around one end point

of a first line segment and searching the tables of other line

segments so as to detect an end point of a second line

segment among the end points of said other line segments
present in said range which is spaced from and has a

predetermined positional relationship with said first line

segment; and

a fourth step of connecting the first and the second line

segments across the gap between one end point of a first

line segment and an end point of said second line segment
by substituting the coordinates of said one end point with
those of the end point of the second line segment.

4,428,078

WIRELESS AUDIO PASSENGER ENTERTAINMENT
SYSTEM (WAPES)

Chyi J. Kuo, Bellerue, Wash., assignor to The Boeing Company,
Seattle, Wash.

Continuation of Ser. No. 24,133, Mar. 26, 1979, abandoned, and
Ser. No. 239,930, Mar. 3, 1981, abandoned. This appUcation

Aug. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 406,683

Int. Q.' H04B 5/00
U.S. Q. 455—3 2 Claims

« 4

1-'

Jr-
i.-

'A 'j

.••AJVV. '» » ri J

1. A passenger entertainment system for transmission by
simultaneous inductive coupling of receiver power and intelli-

gence information signals to a plurality of seat units disposed
on a fioor support, said system compnsing:

transmitter means for generating said receiver power and
intelligence information signals;

receiver means and power supply means for powering said

receiver associated with each of said plurality of seat units;

a transmission line comprising a pair of spaced apart conduc-
tors coupled to said transmitter means, said pair of spaced
apart conductors disposed substantially in the plane of said

fioor support;

a multiturn pick up loop disposed adjacent to said fioor

support, said multiturn pick up loop coupled to said re-

ceiver means and said power supply means; and,

wherein said receiver power signal has a frequency of
around 20 KH^, and said intelligence information signal

has a frequency of around 40 MH,.
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272,294 272,296
SPORT SHOE BUCKLE FOR SWIMMING MASK AND FOOT HNS

Sigenobu Watanabe, Kobe, Japan, aaiignor to Asics Corpora- Tatsuhiko Ikeda, No. 22-2, Sengokn i-cbomc, Bonkyo-ku,
tioB, Kobe, Japan Tokyo-to, Japan

FUed Mar. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 240,920 nied Jan. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 222,956
Term of patent 14 years Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Jul. 16, 1980, 55-28372

i, c r^ ,> , '"*• ^' ^^"^ Term of patent 14 years
U.S. a. D2—309 Into. D02—07

U.S. a. D2—405

^

i^
10

13

12
14

11

J

272,297

CONTACT LENS CASE
Vfichael D. Tbomas, and Francis E. Ryder, both of Arab, Ala.,

assignors to Ryder International Corporation, Arab, Ala.

Filed Nov. 17, 1980, Ser. No. 207,266

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D3—02
U.S. a. D3—34

272,295
COMBINED aCARETTE AND UGHTER HOLDER

Willie Uwis, 1019 W. 106th St, Lot Angeles, Calif. 90044
Filed Apr. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 3724r76

Term of patent 14 years

lat a. D02—07
U.S. a. D2—400

272,298

TAPE CASSETTE STORAGE AND CARRYING CASE
DaTid M. Straritz, 16 Park Art. (Ste. 14A), New York, N.Y.

10016

FUed Apr. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 258,009

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. m—02
VS. a. D3—35

î^acsL

1583
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272,299 272,302

AIRCRAFT CONSOLE COMBINED TABLE AND MULTIPLE SEAT UNIT
David L. Benson, 7474 Carmel La., Grand Ledge, Mich. 48837 Jerald L. Connelly, 2201 Hercules Dr., Colorado Springs, Colo.

FUed Feb. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 328,917 80906

Term of patent 14 years FUed Nov. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,352 ^

Int a. D12—16 Term of patent 14 years

U.S. a. D3—40 Int. Q. D6-05
I U.S. a. D6—45

i

272,300 272,303

COMBINED AIR PILLOW AND UTILITY BAG OUTDOOR ARMCHAIR
Leonard A. Dziurman, Jr., 14912 Newport Ave., Apt. E, Tustin, Didier Deconinck, Isere, France, assignor to Allibert S.A., Gre-

Calif. 92680 noble, France

FUed Feb. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 348,292 FUed Nov. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,455

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D3—01 Int. Q. D6—0/
U.S. a. D3—41 U.S. a. d6—70

272,301

BRUSH
Tatsunosuke Itoh, Kashiwa, Japan, assignor to Tokyo Brush Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Jan. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 341,695 ^•^- ^- D6—167

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D4—0/
U.S. a. D4—12

272,304

PEDESTAL HOUSING FOR CABLE TELEVISION
COMPONENTS

Michael A. Palermo, 1165 S. Beecham Rd., and James L. Ma-
son, 1169 S. Beecham Rd., both of WUliamstown, NJ. 08094

FUed Feb. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 234,486

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D6—04
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272,305 „^.u„
V. I^iy™ ^^^ ^^ TRELUS COMBINATION pORK OR sSm!iR ARTin FMattiPahl«.«UJo^ O^^C^^rj:^^^^^,^^^^

n.1-.. ^^Z^ .; \ I .
^°- ^^'^^ Products Corporation, New York, N.Y.Claims priority. wUcatkn. Sweden. Jan. 11. 1981. 81-1349 FUed Sep. 25. 1981. i. No! 305.597

i'ra"'rS..'iJ^ 'Tt^'a"S;7liJ-"UA a. D6-183
i;^. CI. D7-137

^^ '^'^'

I

27236
CABINET TOP

WiUiam M. Kennedy. Marion. Ind.. assignor to Hartson-
Kennedy Cabinet Top Co.. Inc., Marion, Ind.

FUed Aug. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 289,488
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D6—06
VS. a. D6—192
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272,308 272,310

TEA INFUSER CHAIN SAW WITH BRAKE
Walter ScUcMel, Lawrence, N.Y^ assignor to Gemco Ware Inc., Ernest R. Dynie, Brockville; Ian F. Norton, Toronto; Douglas G.

Freeport, N.Y. Orerbury, and Colin Orery, both of Bro^iille, aU of Canada,
Filed Mar. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 243,609 assignors to Black A Decker Inc, Newark, Del.

Tern of patent 14 years FUed Not. 19, 1980, Ser. No. 207,930

Int CL D07—O/ Term of patent 14 years

US. a. D7-400 Int. Q. D8—05
U.S. a. D8—65

272,309 '

HOUSING FOR AN APPARATUS FOR CLEANING
SOLDERING IRON TIPS

Ludwig Walser, Oberrohrdorf, Switzerland, assignor to Elvo

Elektronik AG, Niederrohrdorf, Switzerland

Filed Nov. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,810

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jun. 12, 1981,

DM/000 808

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. DS—05
U.S. a. D8—30

272,311

GRIPPER BAR
John T. Bell, St. Charles; Charles W. Ashby, Naperville, and

Alfred Hamilton, Batavia, all of III., assignors to Container

Corporation of America, Chicago, III.

FUed Mar. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 244,215

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. DS—05
U.S. a. D8—71

IJ
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EMMWiSTh. ItawS^^SS?" •^^'° V .
FASTENERS THERETOR

272,313

HINGE
Donald Jenkins, Louisiana, Mo., assignor to Astoria Fibra-Steel

Inc., Astoria, III.

Filed Dec. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 331,657
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D8—06
U.S. a. D8—329

\y

f]-. u>

272,314
COVER FOR CYCLIC SUPPORT IN HELICOPTERS OR

THE LIKE
Ronald A. Uibin, Westlake Village, and Stephen H. Crowe, Jr.,

Sylmar, both of Calif., assignors to Aeronautical Accessories,
Inc., Bristol, Tenn.

Filed Oct. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 316,562
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D8—09/ mi—07
U.S. a. D8—353

272,316
MULTIPLE CONTAINER CARRYING BAND OR THE

LIKE
Leonard C. Braun, Bartlett, III., assignor to IllinoU Tool Works

Inc., Chicago, III.

FUed Aug. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 295,196
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D9—99
U.S. a. D9—344
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272^17 272^20
MULTI-COMPARTMENTED PACKAGING CONTAINER BOTTLE

FOR ICE CREAM OR THE LIKE Vincent E. Fortiina, Garden Grove, Calif^ anignor to Coeden

CbriitiaB Paraeatier, 4, Aveaoe des Bonleaoz, 44260-SaTenay Technology, Inc^ Dallas, Tex.

MalTille, France FUed Sep. 18, 1980, Ser. No. 188,479

Filed Apr. 30, 1961, Ser. No. 260,096 Term of patent 14 yean
aaiou priority, application France, Dec. 18, 1980, 803913 Int O. D9—07

Term of patent 14 years U.S. Q. D9—389
Int a. D9—Oi

U.S. a. D9—345
f

uunTmniTim

272,318 '

CONTAINER FOR LIQUIDS OR THE LIKE
Wiilem Visser, Schiedam, Netherlands, assignor to B.V. Vere-

nigde Knuststof BedriJTen, Schiedam, Netherlands

FUed Aug. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 295,701

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D9—07
U.S. a. D9—370

272,321

BOTTLE
Edward J. Kretz, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Illinois, Inc.,

Toledo, Ohio

Filed Aug. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 293,715

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D9—07
U.S. a. D9—389

272,319 !

BOTTLE
Pierre Donrthe, Bordeaux, France, assignor to C.V.B.G., Bor-

deaux, France

FUed Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 246,247

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D9—07
U.S. a. D9—378

272,322

PACKING BOX
Kazumi Fiyimoto, Hino, and Yoko Takeda, Tokyo, both of

Japan, assignors to Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Mar. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 240,886

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 19, 1980, 554)38763

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D7—Oi
U.S. a. D9—432
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CONTAINER CLOSURE \.lZr

l.tS'S^r' g
a-" P^ort.,. .p,U«.«, ,«,,. M., r.«0. 357,,

U.S. a. D9-438
B/80[U]

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. Dll—07
U.S. a. Dll—34

'9

272,324

CLOSURE CAP OR THE LIKE
Orris E. Mumford, and John F. HoUingsworth, botii of Lancas-

ter, Ohio, assignors to Anchor Hocking Corporation, Lancas-
ter, Ohio

FUed Jul. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 279,769
Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D9—07
U.S. a. D9—452

o

272,325

CLOCK HOLDERS
Leung Y. Sae, Kowloon, Hong Kong, assignor to Hybrid Elec-

troaics Associates Ltd., Hong Kong, Hong Kong
FUed Not. 10, 1981, Sfer. No. 320,081 ^ , oi3i'?l _

Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, May 15, 1981. m.h-. n *.u ^^^^f'^^^
^^^

811000503 ^
' '

^•rio* Bulgan, AUiens. Greece, assignor to Zoldia Anstalt

Term of patent 14 years
^"'"*'

'^*Sl!!'?l? «
Inta.DlO-07 ^ FUed Feb. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 232,803

U.S. a. DIO—128 """ priority, application Italy, Aug. 13, 1980. 35958/80fU]
Term of patent 14 years

Int a. Dll-^7
U.S. a. Dll—75

V
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ni^TS 272,330

HANGING DECORATION IN THE FORM OF A HANGING ORNAMENT
MINIATURE FOOTBALL UNIFORM Brigitte Breyer-Lindner, Bahnhof^latz 5, 8045 I«inaning, Fed.

Brigitte Breyer, Bahnhofplatz 5, 8045 bnuuiing. Fed. Rep. of Rep. of Germany

Germany Hied Sep. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 301,005

DiTision of Ser. No. 964,017, Not. 27, 1978. This application Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 19,

Aug. 20, 1980, Ser. No. 180,057 1981, 11 AR 825/81

Term of patent 14 yean Term of patent 14 years

Int CL Dll—02 Int. Q. Dll—05
U.S. a. Dii—184 _ U.S. a. dii—133

272,329

FLORAL DISPLAY SUPPORT
Jack H. Qemmons, Jr., Greensboro, N.C., assignor to KCJ
MannfKturing Corp., Greensboro, N.C. 272,331

FUed Jnl. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 285,758 MOTOR VEHICLE
Term of patent 14 years jg^^ j Ritchie, Washington, Mich., assignor to Energy Devel-

Int. a. Dll—02 opment Associates, Inc., Madison Heights, Mich.
VS. a. Dll—147 FUed Dec. 8, 1980, Ser. No. 214,678

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D12—0«
U.S. a. D12—91
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^ 272,332 272,335

Jack J Ritchu wJ!^^^^^!^^^ ^ MOTORCYCLE ENCLOSURE

opment Associates, Inc., Madison Heights, Mich. FUed Anr 30 1981 Sm- Nn mo «i
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 214,678, Dec. 8, 1980. ThU tL of rtl;fT4 JL '^

application Jul. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 287,509 lat cT DI2-//
Term of patent 14 years U.S. a. D12—156

Int. a. D12—09
U.S. a. D12—91

272,333
HATCH-BACK COVER FOR THE BED OF A PICK-UP

TRUCK
O. Eugene Potterbaum, Elkhart; Jerry Weaver, Mishawaka, and

Steven D. Stutz, Elkhart, aU of Ind., auignors to Galaxie
Corporation, Bristol, Ind.

Filed Jul. 28, 1980, Ser. No. 173,094
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D12—76
U.S. a. D12—156

272,334
HATCH-BACK COVER FOR THE BED OF A PICK-UP

TRUCK
O. Eugene Potterbaum, EUdiart; Jerry Weaver, Mishawaka, and

Steven D. Stiitz, EUthart, aU of Ind., assignors to Galaxie
Corporation, Bristol, Ind.

FUed Jul. 28, 1980, Ser. No. 173,095
Term of patent 14 years

Int a. Dll—16
U.S. a. D12—156

272,336
SPLASH GUARD FOR AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLE

Robert E. Ughtie; James R. Lockwood, both of Wapakoncta;
Douglas F. Busch, and Michael B. Mosholder, botii of Colum-
bus, all of Ohio, assignors to Lancaster Colony Corporation,
Columbus, Ohio

Filed Jul. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 287J24
Term of patent 14 yean

Int a. D12— 16
U.S. a. D12— 185
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272^7
TACKLE BOX HOLDER

Artimr J. Mondak, 7142 Big Creek Pkwy^ and William J. Mon-
dak, 7335 Engle Rd^ both of Middlcbnrg Heights, OUo 44130

FUed Jul. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 288,057

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D12—;<$

UA a. D12—317

272,340

HOUSING FOR PRINTED aRCUFT BOARDS
James L. Korzik, Palm Harbor, Fbu, assignor to Paradyne

Corporation, Largo, Fla.

FUed May 11, 1981, Ser. No. 262,683

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D13—Oi, D14—02
U.S. a. D13—41

272,338

ELECTRICAL BOX COVER
Anatolio Bergoltz, 4969 Ossorio St., Buenos Aires, Argentina

FUed Apr. 12, 1979, Ser. No. 30,089

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D13—Oi
U.S. a. D13—35

. _
-

® 19

-

272341
TELEPHONE ANSWERING UNIT

Arthur T. Martinez, Long Beach, Calif., assignor to T.A.D.

Avanti, Inc., Compton, Calif.

Filed Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305,467

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Sep. 14,

1996, has been disclaimed.

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D14—Oi
U.S. a. D14—04

272,339 '

PENDANT CONTROL STATION
William D. Penland, Weaverrille, and Jackie C. Sullivan, Ashe-

ille, both of N.C., assignors to Square D Company, Palatine,

DL
FUed Aug. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 293,823

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D13—05
U.S. a. D13—38
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R«««L.S2I^Lr?!Hy'2^*'?'f'^ EXPANSIBLE C^^PACT TELEPHONE^^^ ^^'- '^'^ *° ^*^' ^'' ^""^- ^"»^ G MacKenxie, Mlddletown, NJ. asrigior to Intenui-
'

Filed Jan 7 1982 St m« vk-j mc *i^ Telephone and Telegraph CorporatkM, New York, N.Y.

Si «f -IL?;; '^ ™^*~ »' ^- No. 70,933. A.8. 29, 1979, Pat No^
vs. a. D14—11

^"^ " **•* * y«*"
Int a. D14—Oi

U.S. a. D14-53

272,345

ACOUSTIC COUPLER
Bayard F. Kessler, Tarzana, Calif., assignor to Notitlon, Inc

Chatsworth. Calif.

Filed Aug. 3. 1981. Ser. No. 289.329
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D14—Oi
U.S. a. D14—57

272,343

LOUDSPEAKER
Hideyuki Matsubara, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Pioneer Kabu- ~„ ^^
shUd Kaisha, Tokyo Janan 272,346

Hied Sep. 14, W81, Ser. No. 301,573
PUSHBUTTON DIAL FOR A TELEPHONE SET OR THE

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Mar. 13, 1981. 56-10423 joh- p K.r,Jro. Piw r Zm^ t.. ^ ,
Term of patent 14 years t Kaczkos, EUc Grove Village. III., assignor to GTE Auto-

Int a DI4-0/
"•***^ ^'*^* ^^ '"'•• Northlake, III.

U.S. a. D14—34 f""**" ^°^' >*• >'«>. Ser. No. 322.092
Term of patent 14 yean

Int a. D14—Oi
U.S. a. D14—66

aasfiLijaSQraro'i roi-j
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272^7
PUSHBUTTON DIAL FOR A TELEPHONE SET OR THE

LIKE
Joki E. KaaluM, Elk Gro?e Village, 111^ Mdgnor to GTE Auto-

matic Electric Labi loc^ NortUake, DL
Filed No?. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 322,093

Term of patent 14 years

lot a. D14—Oi
U.S. a. D14—

M

272,350

CONSOLE UNIT FOR DATA COMMUNICATION
Kazno Unno; Kengo SozoU; Hirotomo Ito, aod Takao Sckiga-

chi, all of Tokyo, Japan, aiiignors to Oki Electric Indnitry

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 245,889

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct 8, 1960, 55^1583
Term of patent 14 yean

Int a. D14—02
U.S. a. D14—101

^-^^

272,348

CASE FOR A KEYBOARD AND DISPLAY UNIT
Roman Y. Gonzales, AndoTer, Mass.; Jay M. Prager, Nashua,

N.H., and Charles M. Ault, Winchester, Mass., assignors to

Gould Inc., Rolling Meadows, 111.

FUed Jan. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 224,793

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D14—02
U.S. a. D14—100

272,349
'

COMPUTER
Richard J. Dickinson, Huntingdon, England, assignor to Sinclair

Research Limited, Cambridge, England

FOed Aug. 21, 1961, Ser. No. 295,020

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 22, 1981,

999098

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D14—02
U.S. a. D14—100

272,351

DATA TRANSMISSION TERMINAL
Michel Moraine, Boersch, France, assignor to La Telephonic

Industrielle et Commerciale, Strasbourg, France

FUed Jun. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 275,301

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 13, 1981, 810939

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D14—02
U.S. a. D14—106
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272352
ELECTRONIC PRINTER

Hamyukl Sekl, and Chiaki Koroiwa, both of Shiojiri, Japan,
Msignors to EpMM Corporation, Nagano and Kaboshiki Kai-
sha Snwa Sdkosha, Tokyo, both of, Japan

FUed Jul. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 282,995
Claims priority, appUcatioa Japan, Feb. 12, 1981, 56-5178

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D14—02
U.S. a. D14—111

272455
DATA TRANSMISSION MULTIPLEXER CONTROL

PANEL
Vasaat H. Acharya; Doi«las L. Maachcater, and Gilbert S.
Hunt aU of Santa Clara Couty, CaUf., asainon to Hakyoa.
Inc., San Jooe, Calif.

Filed Sep. 10, 1961, Ser. No. 301,016
Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D14-02. D13-0i
U.S. a. D14—115

1

''

—..——I—
I::-' - 1

- .. „^ ....,

'V~ri 1

272,353
VIDEO TERMINAL OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Richard R. DiUon, WeUesley, Mass., assignor to Honeywell
Information Systems Inc., Waltham, Mass.

FUed May 22, 1979, Ser. No. 41,444
Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D14—02
U.S. a. D14—113

272,354

CRT DISPLAY CABINET
Donald M. Genaro, Haworth, and Alvin R. TUley, Red Bank,

both of NJ., assignors to Teletype Corporation, Skokie, lU.
FUed No?. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 324,334

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D14—02
U.S. a. D14—113

272,356
MOUNTING BRACKET ASSEMBLY FOR AN

OUTBOARD MOTOR
Charles B. HaU, Inglcaide, U.; Myroa T. Steveas, KcMMha,

Wis., and Paul B. Specht WUmette, Ul., aasigaors to Out-
board Marine Corporatioa, Wankcgan, Dl.

FUed Sep. 3, 1981. Ser. No. 299,150
Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D15—99
U.S. a. D15—

4
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272^57
COMBINED OUTBOARD MOTOR AND MOUNTING

BRACKET ASSEMBLY THEREFOR
Oiarics B. Hall, Ingleside, Dl^ Myron T. StCTens, Kenosha,

Wis^ aad Panl B. Specht, Wilmette, HI., assignors to Out-

board Marine Corporation, Waukegan, 111. and Outboard

Marine Corporation, Wankegan, Dl.

FUed Sep. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 299,151

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. DIS—01. 01

U.S. a. D15—

4

272,359

MOUNTING BRACKET ASSEMBLY FOR AN
OUTBOARD MOTOR

Charles B. Hall, Ingleside, IlL; Myron T. Sterens, Kenosha,

Wis., and Paul B. Specht, Wilmctte, 111., assignors to Out-

board Marine Corporation, Wankegan, Dl.

FUed Sep. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 299,154

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D15—99

U.S. a. D15—

4

272,358

COMBINED OUTBOARD MOTOR AND MOUNTING
BRACKET ASSEMBLY THEREFOR

Charles B. Hall, Ingleside, 111.; Myron T. Stevens, Kenosha,

Wis., and Paul B. Specht, Wilmette, 111., assignors to Out-

board Marine Corporation, Wankegan, Dl.

FUed Sep. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 299,152

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D15—0/
U.S. a. D15-4

272,360

X-RAY-nLM-PROCESSOR
Norbert Schlagheck, Fuerstenfeldbnick, and Lutz Rabold,

Socking, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to AGFA-
Gevaert AG, Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec. 12, 1980, Ser. No. 216,605

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jnn. 12,

1980, G175804
Term of patent 14 years —

Int a. D16—(?i

U.S. a. D16—34
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272,361 272J63

^(^u^-^r--^"!^^^^ K-rMZ«".^^.^^^rto^;^
UeUenberg, Edingen, and Heinz Keiner, Solms, all of Fed. Co., Ltd., Tokyo, ii^^ "^ to lUe Sailor Pen

W?^,?^:i.:?Sr; '"^ "^'^ ^"^ ^"^"' ™-r ^"•i.^i
^»- ^''««

Filed Sep. 25. 1981, Ser. No. 305,707 "^^^5^1^^"
,^?l priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 10, U.S. Q. Dig— 16
1981, 5 MR 222

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D16—06
U,S. a. D16—132

272,362

BINOCULAR
Alfred Hengst, Lahnau; Heinrich Janke, Braunfels; Hans-Kurt

UeUenberg, Edingen, and Heinz Keiner, Solms, all of Fed.
Rep. of Germany, assignors to Ernst Leitz Wetzlar GmbH,
Wetzlar, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305,709
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 10,

1981, 5 MR 222

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D16—06
U.S. a. D16—133

272,364
COMBINED DECORATION STAMP AND CAP

Kazushige Matsumuro, Otsu, Japan, assignor to The Sailor Pen
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 335,539
Term of patent 14 years

int. a. D19—02
U.S. a. D18— 16
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272,365 272,367

LABELLING APPARATUS COIN ENTRY DEVICE
Wcncr Becker, Hinckhon; Hdwkh Voik, BeerfeMe»<;ui- William Bartlett, FloriMant, Mo^ MdcMr to Coin Acccpton,

ililMiffc. nd Heiaz Ustaer, NcckanteiBack, all of Fed. Rep. lac, St Louis, Mo.
of Genuny, avigBon to EMelte Peadaflcz Corporation, Filed Not. 16, 1981, Scr. No. 321,383

Ganka City, N.Y. Term of patent 14 yean
Filed Sep. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 307,309 Int CL D2&-07

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 18, 1981, VS. C[. D20—

9

111726

Term of patent 14 yean
lat CL D18—99

VJS. CL D18—19

- |-

272,366

ELECTRONIC TEACHING AID
Lawrence J. Greenberg, 43 WUpotte PI., New RocheUe, N.Y.

10804, and Gregory E. Hyman, 12 Chester PL, Bronxnlie,

N.Y. 10708

Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,218

Term of patent 14 years

lat a. D19—07
U.S. CL D19—60

272,368

LUGGAGE TAG OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Jacques Fontaine, Paris, France, assignor to Sodete a Respoa-

sabilite Umitee Dite: Translabel

Filed Mar. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 358,037

Term of patent 14 years

Int CL D20-99
U.S. a. D20-27

5

n

f i-
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*>ii3t9 272J71

Jac«e. F«S£^^iSrS^'*^^^^^ "-^^AGE TAG OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

^uT^^'S:::!^,^^'"^'^'^''^ J-cq-«Fo.tai.e,Pari.,Fra.casd,.ortoSodete.

^SSS^JJ^S?!, V ,«^ "^f Ultee Dite: TnmslabeL P«ea«i, Fra.ce
Filed Mar. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 358,280 fIW Mar. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 358J82

3

272370
LUGGAGE TAG OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Jacques Fontaine, Paris, Fhmce, assignor to Sodete a Respon-
sabilite Umitee Dite: Translabel, Puteaux, France

Filed Mar. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 358,281
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D20—99
U.S. a. D20-27

3

f

SIGN WITH CHANNELS FOR MOVEABLE CHARACTER
PLATES

Ralph Kutschmende, 395 Manhattan A?e., Brooklyn, N.Y.
11211

Filed Feb. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 232,912
Term of patent 14 yean

Int a. D2(K-0J
U.S. a. D20—42

t
ji

<

}

1038 O.G.—69
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27W73
CHESS GAME BOARD OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Ueka M. Kowal, 356 Aaboy A?e^ Woodbridge, NJ. 07095

Filed Jan. IS, 1982, Ser. No. 340,238

Tern of patoit 14 yean
iBt CL D21—0J

VS. CL D21—24

272,376

EXERCISE MACHINE
Un J. Cnnniiigtoii, 5 Paddock Ead, Gfoafille, Jeney, Channel

Islands, and Paul N. Rainey, 47 Fairfield Rd., Kingston apon
Thames, England

FUed Apr. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 254,538

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct 20, 1980,

80997154

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D21—02
U.S. a. D21—72

272,374

MODULAR CHESS SET PIECE
Robert R. Keegan, 1825 Snsan Dr., Fayetteville, Ark. 72701

Dirision of Ser. No. 628,475, Not. 5, 1975, Pat. No. 4,234,188.

This application Jol. 21, 1980, Ser. No. 170,949

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D21—07
U.S. a. D21—52

272,377

HOCKEY SKATE
Philip V. Chiarella, Westmoont, Canada, assignor to Game-

bridge Inc., St. Jerome, Canada
FUed Aug. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 291,940

Oainis priority, application Canada, Feb. 16, 1981, 1602812

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a.D21—02
U.S. a. D21—225

272,375

SAFETY PAD FOR USE WITH BARBELL OR SIMILAR 272,378

ARTICLE BILLIARD BALL RACK
Barney R. Foller, Sr., 15605 Singapore La., Houston, Tex. 77040 William D. Cayton, 25 Myrtle Blvd., Larchmont, N.Y. 10538

FUed Dec. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 330,990 FUed May 18, 1981, Ser. No. 264,603

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D21—02 Int Q. D21—02
U.S. a. D21—191 U.S. a. D21—232
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272,379
GOLF STANCE AND SWING PRACHCE DEVICE OR

THEUKE
Richard H. Cachola, Detroit Mich., assignor to Michael J.

Piperides, Warren, Mich., a pvt interest

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 280,824, Jul. 6, 1981. This
appUcation Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,956

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D21—0/
U.S. a. D21—234

272,381

CASSETTE FOR A SEWERLESS TOILET
William R. Bocchini, Wyckoff, and Brian WUcockKm, Long
Beach bland, both of NJ., aasignofs to Americaa Standard
Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Not. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320,272
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D23—02
U.S. a. D23—48

272,380

LIQUID SPRAYER
Tit-Wing Poon, 12F Lam Uk VUlage, Chaiwan, Hong Kong

FUed Aug. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 290,639 ^
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Apr. 27, 1981, 1979, 20AR250

811 000 155

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D23—0/ U.S. Q. D23—51
U.S. a. D23—18

272,382

BIDET
Hertha A. Bengtson, Molle, Sweden, assignor to American Stan-

dard Inc., New York, N.Y.
DiTisioa of Ser. No. 70,272, Aug. 27, 1979. This appUcation May

26, 1981, Ser. No. 267,208
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 22,

Term of patent 14 yean
Int a. D23—02
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272,383

GAS FIRED POULTRY BROODER WITH
CERAMIC-TYPE RADIANT

WilUan H. JokMoa, Harrifonbarg. Va^ MiigBor to Shenandoah

Maantectming Co^ Inc^ Harrisoabius, Va.

Filed Oct 14, 1981, Ser. No. 351,464

Tenn of patent 14 yean
Int CL D23—03

VS. a. D23—80

272,385

X-RAY APPARATUS FOR DENTAL WHOLE JAW
Kozo Nakano, Kyoto, and Kazao NiaUkawa, Yawata, both of

Japan, asdgnon to KabnaUU Kaiaha Morita SeiaakMho,
Kyoto, Japan

Filed Dec 5, 1980, Ser. No. 213,509

Claims priority, appUcatioa Japan, Jna. 18, 1980, 55-24343
Tenn of patent 14 yean

Int CL D24—0/
U.S. a. D24—02

272,386

RECTANGULAR GAMMA CAMERA HEAD WITH
COLLIMATOR

Edward A. Kroll, Chardon, and Allan J. Perwsek, Mentor, both

of Ohio, assignore to Technicare Corporation, Solon, Ohio
FUed May 4, 1981, Ser. No. 260,239

Term of patent 14 yean
Inta. D24--0;

U.S. a. D24—02

272,384

S70VE DOORS AND HINGES THEREFOR
Knrt W. F. Rnmens, 5005 Phinney Afe. N., Apt No. 202, Seat-

de. Wash. 98103

FUed Feb. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 229,051

Term of patent 14 yean
Int a. D23—05

U.S. a. D23—128

January 24, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 1603

272,387 272,388

v-Pi 17 u»^ Bw. •.•. . J'^fF? _.
SUPPORTING STAND FOR AN INTRAVENOUS

Earl E. Hoyt, Fkanidin Lakea, NJ., aasisnor to Allied Corpora- SOLUTION BAG FOR MEDICAL UQUIDS
tk», I^or^yojvwUp, Morris Coonty, NJ. Kenneth E. Wilkiaaon, Rood Lake, DL, aasiflnor to Abbott

FUed Sep. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 416,200 Laboratories. NorSchlcago, DL ^ ^^
''f?^'!S*l*/^ FUed Ang. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 290,453

U.SCiD24-ll
"-*• C>- '>24-0;. 02 Ten. of prtert 14 yean

uj>. u. U24—

«

j^ Q^ D24—OZ D6—00
U.S. a. D24—31



LIST OF PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 24th DAY OF JANUARY, 1984

NoTt—Arranged in accordance with the Tint significant character or word of the name
(in accordance with city and telephone directory practice)

A. P. Besson Limited: See—
Charlesworth, David V.; and Smith. [)erek F.. 4.427.958. CI

335-231.000.

A-Yan. Kuo. Method for manufacture of feather quilt. 4.426.945. CI
112-262.100.

Abbes, Claude; Rouaud, Christian; Piednoir. Robert; and De Villepoix,
Raymond, to Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique. Device for the
tight joining of two parts. 4,427.222. CI. 285-353.000.

Abbott Laboratories: See—
Tadanier, John S.; Hallas, Robert; Freiberg. Leslie A.; and Bacino.
David J., 4,427,662, CI. 424-180.000.

Abbott, Robert C: See—
Anbar, Michael; and Abbott, Robert C, 4,427,884. CI. 250-283.000.

Abe, Hideo: See—
Yuhara, Akitsuna; lida, Shinya; Abe, Hideo; Kishimoto, Kiyohani;
and Hazama. Katashi, 4,427,515, CI. 204-192.00E.

Abe, Mitsunobu: See—
Oguri, Yasuo; Awata. Mitsuru; Saito, Junji; Inoue, Soichi; Andio.

Tatsuo; and Abe, Mitsunobu, 4,427,611, CI. 264-86.000.
Abe, Nobuo; Sugawara, Hiroyuki; Kurosawa. Yukio; Wada, Akira; and

Iwashita, Kiyoji, to Hitachi, Ltd. Vacuum interrupter. 4,427,857, CI.
200.144.00B.

Abe, Ryozo; Sakurai, Masaki; Sugiyama, Hiroyuki; Yusa, Yasuhiro; and
Yoshihara, Kenji, to Victor Company of Japan, Ltd. High-speed
search system in a rotary recording medium reproducing apparatus
4,428,074,0.369-32.000.

Abe, Ryozo: See—
Sugiyama, Hiroyuki; Abe, Ryozo; Sakurai, Masaki; and Yoshihara,

Kenji, 4.428,003. CI. 358-342.000.

Abe, Toshiro: See—
Kimura, Akira; and Abe, Toshiro, 4,426,972, CI. 123-378.000.

Abercrombie, Boiling A.: See-
Blum, Jack R.; West, Robert C; and Abercrombie. Boiling A.

4,427,345, CI. 417-54.000.

Abrahams, Roy: See—
Brockas, Anthony; Abrahams, Roy; and Kelly, James D..
4,427,647,0.424-1.100.

Abys, Joseph A., to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated. Plati-
num and platinum alloy electroplating baths and processes. 4.427.502.
CI. 204-44.000.

Adachi, Kinichi: See—
Kotera, Takuro; Ohmukai, Yoshimi; Kawasaki. Yoshitaka; and
Adachi, Kinichi, 4,427,365. CI. 431-196.000.

Adachi, Rai R., to Erwel Inc. Bi-metallic steam trap. 4,427.149. CI.
236-59.000.

Adam, Milan: See—
Stol, Miroslav; Tolar, Miroslav; Adam. Milan; Cefelin. Pavel; and

Kalal, Jaroslav, 4,427.808, CI. 524-24.000.
Adams, James B., Jr., to Otis Engineering Corporation. Valve.

4,427,175, CI. 251-58.000.

Adams, Michael P.: See—
Lipp, Steven A.; and Adams, Michael P., 4,427,395, CI. 445-37.000.

Adamson, Hugh P., to University Patents. Inc. Radiometer apparatus
for air disturbance detection. 4.427,306. CI. 374-128.000.

Adeka Argus Chemical Co., Ltd.: See—
Aoki, Toshihiro; and lida, Yoshio, 4,427,816, CI. 524-357.000.

Adlercreutz, Herman; Suovaniemi. Osmo A.; Partanen. Paul; and Suni,
Jueea I., to Labsystems OY. Immunoassay for fecal human hemoglo-
bin. 4,427,769, CI. 435-7.000.

Adna Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Tnininger, Thomas, 4,427,170, CI. 248-51.000.

Advanced Diagnostic Research Corporation: See—
Finsterwald, P. Michael; and Kopel. LeRoy, 4,426.886, CI.

73-633.000.

Advanced Instrument Development, Inc.: See—
Chattin, Robert A., 4,427,946, CI. 328-7.000.

Aerotech, Incorporated: See—
Homok, Emery; and Killian, Gary L., 4,426,763, CI. 29-568.000.

Agence Nationale de Valorisation de la Recherche (ANVAR): See—
Le Francier, Pierre; Audibert, Francoise; Choay, Jean; Chedid,

Louis; and Lederer, Edgar, 4.427,659, CI. 424-177.000.
AGFA-Oevaert Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Frenken, Hans; Friedsam, Joaef; and Voas, Karl. 4,427,645, Q.
423-658.500.

Hourticolon, Roland; Roth, Gerhard; Frenken, Hans; SchafTer.
Helmut; and Koepke, Gunther, 4,426,757, CI. 29-121.800.

Lohmann, Joachim W.; Renner, Gunter; and Sauerteig, Wolfgang,
4,427,763, CI. 430-504.000.

Agrator, S.A.: See—
De Aberasturi, Doreoteo J., 4,427,076, CI. 172-548.000.

Aibe, Toshio; Tsutsumi, Yoshio; and Noguchi. KaUuya. to Takeda
Chemical Industries. Ltd. Gas deodonzation method. 4.427,630. C\
422-4.000.

Aikawa. Masaki: See—
Yagi. Norio; Chiba, Hisashi; Miuuda. Yutaka, Sakano. Yasuaki and
Aikawa. Masaki. 4.427,832, CI. 525-238.000.

Aizawa. Hitoshi; and Takarada. Masaaki. to Kawasaki Steel Corpora-
tion. Automatic control methods and devices for roUing hiJls
4.428.054. CI. 364-472.000.

Aizawa, Kaoru; Oishi, Yozo; and Kubozono, Tauuya, to Nitto Electric
Industrial Co , Ltd. Polarizing film 4.427.741, C\ 428-332.000

Ajinomoto Company Incorporated: See—
Tsuchida. Takayasu; Miwa, Kiyoshi; Nakamon, Shigeru; and
Momose. Hanio. 4.427,773. CI. 435-110.000.

Akagiri, Kenzo; Katakura, Masayuki, and Ookouchi, Motomi, to Sony
Corporation. Noise reduction circuit. 4,427,950. CI. 330-149.000

Akers. John B.; Littler. Jane A.; and Peters. David C. to Lever Broth-
ers Company. Process for the manufacture of soap 4.427.572. C\
252-369.000.

k
.

. .

Akimenko. Vladimir B.: See—
Petrov, Alcxei K ; Akimenko. Vladimir B., Zhuchin, Vladimir N

;

Tsipunov, Alexei G.; Smimova, Elena N.; Skomyakov, Jury N.
and Klimenko, Alexandr F., 4,427,626, C\. 419-28.000

Akimoto. Hidetoshi: See—
Arashi. Norio; Hishinuma, Yukio; Akimoto, Hidetoshi; Takahashi,

Sadao; Nakajima, Fumito; and Gomi, Kenichi, 4,427.642, CI
423-244.000.

Aktiebolaget Carl Munters: See—
Korsell. Lars E. R.. 4.427,607. CI. 261- 1 12.000.

Aktiebolaget SKF: See—
Norlander. Lars G.; Brask. Erik T ; and Moren. Rolf R , 4,427,307,

CI. 384-93.000.

Aktiengesellschaft Adolf Saurer: See—
Comploi. Georg; Heimgartner, Roland; Loacker, Artur; Huber,

Kurt; and Wallimann. Hans. 4,426,941, CI. 112-84 000
Oesterle. Gerhard; Jaeger. Rudolph; Auer, Willibald; and Unfned,
Hermann. 4.427.038, CI. 139-449.000

Albany International Corp. : See-
Johnson, Cary P., 4,427.734. CI. 428-234000
Rudt. Robert J.. 4.426.795. CI. 34-1 16.000

Albert. Cornelia; and Rauterberg, Ulf. to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
Method for sealing an electrical component, particularly a relay
4.427.612. CI. 264-154.000.

Alberts. Heinrich; Fischer. Winfried; and Leuschke, Christian, to Bayer
Aktiengesellschaft. Thermoplastic moulding compositions of co-graft
polymers. 4.427,809. CI. 524-37.000

Albrecht. Peter; Reymann. Wolfgang; and Vogel, Klaus, to Knipp
Corpoplast Maschinenbau GmbH. Apparatus for blow molding
plastic articles from a parison. 4.427,360. CI. 425-541.000.

Alcan Aluminum Corporation: See—
Gailey. J. Lynn. 4.426,822, CI. 52-669.000.

Allain. Ronald J.: 5m—
Fong. Dodd W.; and Allain. Ronald J., 4.427,821, CI. 524-555 000

Allaire. Roger A.; and Simonson, Edwin J , to Coming Glass Works
Method controlling thermal gradients in glass. 4.427,430, C\
65-41.000.

Allen. Robert H.. to University Patents, Inc Method for assaying
vitamin-containing compositions for vitamin analogues. 4.427.780, cf
436-505.000.

Alley, David W. Mechanical end face seal. 4,427,204, Q 277-85.000
Allgeier, Hans; and Gagneux. Andre, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation.

Triazolobenzodiazepine derivatives. 4.427.590. CI 260-245.500.
Allied Corporation: See—

Becher. James V.; and Spaulding, Tedford H.. 4.427.879, CI
250-215.000.

Degrassi. Alfieri; Sacks. William; Sibilia. John P.; Kotliar. Abra-
ham M.; and Mason, Charles D.. 4,427,825, CI 525-56.000

Mathe. Istvan; and Kasper. Alan H.. 4,427,251. Q 339-97.0OP.
Nash. Donald R.. 4.426.974. CI. 123-418 000

AUis-Chalmen Corporation: See—
Backlin. Robert R.. 4.427,202. CI. 277-68.000.

Belsanti, James F., 4,427,201, Q. 277-24.000.

Gafford, Alexander T.. 4.427,207. CI 280-43 230.

Hansen. Kenneth N.. 4.426.890. CI. 74-478.000.

Allison. David K.: See—
Marlatt, George R.; and Allison, David K.. 4.427.624, CI

376-352.000.

Almouli, Albert A. Aerosol dispenser container and actuator therefor.
4,427.134.0.222-153.000

Alsthom-AtIanti<^ue: See—
Auroont, Pierre; and Dupraz, Jean-Pierre, 4,427.900, O.

307-149.000.

PI I
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AJtrnan, Leonard C: See—
Schiffiauii. Elliott; and Altman, Leonard C, 4,427,660, Q.

424-177.000.

AltobeUis, Richard M.: See—
Applequist. Roy A.; Altobellis, Richard M.; Etagnell, Glade N.;

Hoppe, Robert F.; Jacques, James O.; and Johnson, Terry G.,
4,428,012, a. 360-106.000.

Amada Enmeering ft Service Co.: See—
Orita, Naoid; and Matsumoto, Toshiyuki, 4,427,873, CI. 219-

121.0LK.
Amada, Nobutaka; Nakagaki, Hanishige; and Inoue, Shigeki, to Hiu-

chi, Ltd. Protective device for power amplifier. 4,427,951, CI.

330-298.000.

Ambac Industries, Inc.: See—
Galis, Leon A.; and Czamik, Richard J., 4,426,970, CI. 123-364.000.

Ambrose, Richard J.: See—
Hergenrother, William L.; Matlock, Mark G.; and Ambrose, Rich-

ard J., 4,427,828, Q. S2S-66.000.

American District Telegraph Company: See—
Galvin, Aaron A., 4,427,888, Q. 250-331.000.

Sheahan, Robert F., 4,427,974, G. 34O-S39.000.

American Hoechst Corporation: See—
PUtzer, Stephan J., 4,427,500, O. 204-33.000.

Amersham International Limited: See—
Brockas, Anthony; Abrahams, Roy; and Kelly, James D.,

4,427,647.0.424-1.100.
Ammermann, ^xrhard: See—

Rentzea, Costin; Zeeh, Bemd; Ammermann, Eberhard; Ham-
precht, Gerhard; and Pommer, Emst-Heinrich, 4,427,688, CI.

424-270.000.

AMP Incorporated: 5w—
Bright, Edward J.; and Kandybowski, Steven J., 4,427,249, CI.

339-17.0CF.

Grabbe, Dimitry G., 4,426.769, Q. 29-588.000.

Moore, Jerry L.; and Taylor. Attalee S., 4,427,316, CI. 403-2.000.

Mueller, Arthur L.. 4,427.258. CI. 339-272.00R.

StiUic, Donakl G., 4,427,861, CI. 200-159.00B.

Wagner, Richard M., 4,427,498, CI. 204-26.000.

Ampex Corporation: See—
Fawkes, John S.. 4.428,008, CI. 360^1.000.

Analog Devices, Incorporated: See—
Brokaw, Adrian P.; and Maidique, Modesto A., 4,427,973, CI.

340-347.0AD.
Anantha, Narasipur G.; Bhatia, Harsaran S.; Gaur, Santosh P.; and

Walsh, James L.. to International Business Machines Corporation.
High density memory cell. 4,427,989, Q. 357-21.000.

Anbar. Michael; and Abbott, Robert C, to Research Foundation of
Sute University ofNew York, The. Method for detecting and quanti-

fying carbon isotopes. 4,427,884, Q. 250-283.000.

Anderson, Arthur E.: See—
Vaerewyck, Eugene G.; and Anderson, Arthur E., 4,428,017, CI.

361-31.000.

Anderson, Harry V., to Rosemount Inc. Feedthrough apparatus.

4,427,842, Q. 174-77.00R.

Anderson, Joseph R., to Werner Lehara, Inc. Dough ball rolling appa-
ratus. 4,427.357, CI. 425-333.000.

Anderson, Ronald L.: See—
Fields, Ellis K.; and Anderson, Ronald L., 4,427,565, a. 252-

S6.00D.
Anderson, Roy E., to General Electric Company. Phase-variable spiral

antenna and steerable arrays thereof. 4,427,984, Q. 343-764.000.

Andersson, Bengt V., to Andersson, Bengt Valfrid. Device for lifting

loads, especially heavy loads, in a stepwise manner by means of one
or several jacks. 4,427,181, Q. 254-108.000.

Andersson, Bengt Valfrid: See—
Andenaon, Bengt V., 4,427,181, Q. 254-108.000.

Andio, Tatsuo: See—
Oguri, Yasuo; Awata, Mitsuru; Saito, Junji; Inoue. Soichi; Andio,
Tauuo; and Abe, Mitsunobu. 4,427.611, CI. 264-86.000.

Ando, Shizuo: See—
Sato, Reisukr, and Ando, Shizuo, 4,428,010, CI. 360-73.000.

Andrd-Alexandru, Marcel; and Prohaska, Hans, to ITT Industries, Inc.

Window and door locking system for vehicles. 4,427,929, CI.

318-282.000.

Andrews, John L. Ice cream scoop assembly. 4,427,702, CI.

426-101.000.

Anaay, Norbert J.: See—
Klas, Kenneth H.; and Ansay, Norbert J., 4,426,831, Q. 56-295.000.

Anstey, Henry D.: See—
Soteropulos, Gust S.; and Anstey, Henry D., 4,426,926, CI.

100-88.000.

Anumin Pty. Ltd.: See—
Parker, Alan J.; and Muir, David M., 4,427,571, Q. 252-364.000.

Anzai, Masayasu: See

—

Tokunaga, Kazuyoshi; and Anzai, Masayasu, 4,427,755, CI.

430-91000.

Aoki, Kozo; and Seoka. Yoshio, to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd. Color
photographic sensitive materials. 4,427,767, Q. 430-552.000.

Aoki, Toshihiro; and lida, Yoshio, to Adeka Ar^ Chemical Co., Ltd.
j3-Diketone and hydrotalcite stabilizer compositions for halogen-con-
taining polymers and polymer compositions containing t& same.
4,427,816, a. 524-357.000.

Aoyama, Hirokazu: See—
Pttkui, Shoshin; Shinjo, Masayoshi; and Aoyama. Hirokazu.

4,427,803, a. 523-402.000.

Applequist, Roy A.; Altobellis, Richard M.; Bagnell, Glade N.; Hoppe,
Robert F.; Jacques, James O.; and Johnson, Terry G., to MiniScnbe

Corporation. Method and apparatus for storing and retrieving infor-

mation. 4,428,012, a. 360-106.000.

Applied Magnetics Corporation: See—
Martin. Richard T., 4,427,71 1, CI. 427-10.000.

Arai, Atsuaki: See—
Kiutani, Katuji; Sera, Hidefumi; Arai, Atsuaki; Ogawa, Masasi;

Ishigaki, Kunio; and Ogura, Hanio, 4,427,768, CI. 430-623.000.

Arai, Hiroshi: See—
Hirose, Hisashi; Arai, Hiroahi; liyama, Hiroshi; and Komiya,

Hirokazu, 4,426,788, Q. 33-395.000.

Arakawa, Hiroshi: See—
Yoshida, Kazunori; and Arakawa, Hiroshi, 4,427,036, CI.

139-435.000.
'

Araki, Kenji; Kurata, Masashi; Yamana, Hideo; Suda, Toyoharu;
Tayama, Katuhiko; and Watanabe, Masaji, to Nippon Kokan Kabu-
shiki Kaisha; and Nippon Mining Co., Ltd. Method of making mate-
rial for shadow masks. 4,427,460, CI. 148-12.00C.

Arakida, Yutaka: See—
Miura, Tsuyoshi; Arakida, Yutaka; Kondo, Yoshikazu; and Ide,

Tsuneyuki, 4,427,446, Q. 75-244.000.

Arashi, Norio; Hishinuma, Yukio; Akimoto, Hidetoshi; Takahashi,
Sadao; Nakajima, Fumito; and Gomi, Kenichi, to Babcock-Hitachi
Kabushiki Kaisha. Process for dry desulfurization of flue gas.

4,427,642, Q. 423-244.000.

Arco Industries Ltd.: See—
D'Andrade, Bruce M., 4,427,389, CI. 434-110.000.

Arguilez. Arcadio C. Dual fuel filter system. 4.427,545, Q. 210-333.100.
Argyle Management Company: See—

Pochter, Keith A., 4,426,812, CI. 52-22.000.

Ariniello, Robert M.; and Bray, Stuart W., to Storage Technology
Corporation. Combined rewind foot/tape cleaner. 4,426,750, CI.

15-308.000.

Annan S.p.A.: See—
Maiocco, Guiseppe, 4,427,967, Q. 340-52.00D.

Annco Inc.: See—
Lawson, John E., 4,427,072, CI. 166-345.000.

Armstrong World Industries, Inc.: See—
Corrigan, James L.; Howett, Deborah L.; and Schouten, Gerard
M. 4,427,118, CI. 211-45.000.

Aron, Mitchell; and Rover. Jr., Ralph R., to Bendix Corporation, The.
Color separator for a video display generator. 4,427,994, CI.

358-54.000.

Arrow Paper Products Co.: See—
Stark, Martin H.; Pisani, George V.; and Pauquette, James J.,

4,427,724, CI. 428-7.000.

Asada, Haruhiko: See—
Kanade, Takeo; and Asada. Haruhiko. 4,427,880, CI. 250-222.100.

Asahi Glass Company Ltd.: See—
Oda, Yoshio; Morimoto, Takeshi; and Suzuki, Kohji, 4,427,523, CI.

204-290.00R.
Asahi Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Iwashita. Hidemaro; Mieno. Fumiaki; Kiura, Yoshinori; and Haya-
shi, Kenichi, 4,427,637, CI. 422-198.000.

Asahi Kogaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Haraguchi, Keisuke, 4,427,277, CI. 354-402.000.

Ashimori Industry Co., Ltd.: See—
Kamuro, Takashi; Ohtsuga, Hisao; Kimura, Hiroshi; and
Nakamura, Takeshi, 4,427,480, CI. 156-287.000.

Ashland Oil, Inc.: See—
Busch, Lloyd E.; and Henderson, Gerald O., 4,427,539, CI.

208-127.000.

Atlantic Richfield Company: See—
Hutchison, David A., 4,427,563, CI. 252-S2.00R.

Lichtin, Norman N., 4,427,508, CI. 204-1S7.10R.

Lichtin, Norman N., 4,427,509, Q. 204-157. lOR.

Lichtin, Norman N.; and Vijayakumar, Kalambella M., 4,427,510,

CI. 204-1 57. lOR.

Meyer, Cliflbrd J.. 4,427,185, a. 266-220.000.

Otto, Dennis L., 4,427,242, Q. 308-187.200.

Plys, Albert G.; Dresser, Thorpe; Ohlswager, Stanley; and Peter-

man. Lee G.. 4.427,305, Q. 374-45.000.

Atomcl Corporation: See—
Bowers. Gerald M., 4,427.378, CI. 432-242.000.

Atsumi, Haruo; and Koizumi, Haniyuki, to Omron Tateiai Electronics

Co. Mechanical snap switch having a mechanism for separating fused

contacts. 4,427,856, CI. 200-76.000.

Aubard, Gilbert G.: See—
Torossian, Dieran R.; Aubard, Gilbert O.; Roux, Claude P.; and

Grouhel, Agnes G., 4,427,671, Q. 424-243.000.

Aucktor, Erich, to Lohr ft Bromkamp GmbH. Wheel support assembly

for a motor vehicle. 4,427,085, C\. 18O-70.00R.

Audi NSU Auto Union AG: See—
Weichenrieder, Albert; Krammel, Horst; and Rion, Claude,

4,427.215, a. 280-752.000.

Audi NSU Auto Union Aktiengesellachaft: See-
van Basshuysen, Richard; Schmidt, Dietrich; and Ruf, Mas,

4,427,150, a. 237-2.00A.
Audibert, Francoise: See—

Le Francier, Pierre; Audibert, Francoiar, Choay, Jean; Chedid,

Louis; and Lederer, Edgar, 4,427,659, C. 424-177.000.

Auer, Willibald: See—
Oesterle, Gerhard; Jaeger, Rudolph; Auer, Willibald; and Unfried,

Hermann, 4,427.038, Q. 139-449.000.

Augat Inc.: See—
Petersen, Richard W., 4,427,247, CI. 3.W-14.0OR.
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Augustin, Ulrich, to Daimler-Benz AG. Fuel injection pump for inter
nal combustion engines. 4,427,347, CI. 417-296.000.

Aumont, Pierre; and Dupraz, Jean-Pierre, to Alsthom-Atlantique
Supply circuit for electronic apparatus at a high electric potential
4,427,900, a. 307-149.000.

Ausonics Pty. Ltd.: See—
Bui, Tuan S.; and Sherlock, John A., 4,427,912, CI. 310-322.000

Austin, Paul R., to University of Delaware. Wound healing composi-
tions and formulations. 4,427,654. CI. 424-95.000.

Automation Industries, Inc.: See—
Kutnyak, Thomas A.; and Johnson, Donald L., 4.427,485, CI

156-429.000.

Avalon Industries, Inc.: See—
Berman, Morton, 4,427,391, CI. 434-408.000.

Avco Corporation: See—
Christie, Walter E., 4,426,778, CI. 30-90.100.
Klass, Larry S., 4,426,866, CI. 72-53.000.

Avery-Hardoll Limited: See—
Thomson, John A., 4,427,132, CI. 222-23.000.

Avny, Sam. Stake system for flatbed vehicles. 4.427.230. CI, 29643.000
Awata, Miuuru: See—

Oguri, Yasuo; Awata, MiUuru; Saito, Junji; Inoue, Soichi; Andio.
Tatsuo; and Abe, Mittunobu, 4.427.611. CI. 264-86.000.

Ayer, Donald E.; and Schlagel. Carl A., to Upjohn Company. The.
Reduced A ring-A^'i)-corticoids. 4,427,591. CI. 260-397.450.

Ayer, Raghavan: See—
Ramanarayahan, Trikur A.; Petkovic-Luton, Ruzica; and Ayer,
Raghavan, 4.427,447, CI. 75-252.000.

Ayres. Barry; O'Callaghan, Cynthia; Livermorc, David G. H.; and
Newall. Christopher E., to Glaxo Group Limited. Cephalosporin
antibiotics. 4,427,675, Q. 424-246.000.

B. D. Wait Company Limited: See-
Shepherd, Charles G., 4,426,990, CI. 126-9.00B.

B/K Patent Development Company, Inc.: See—
Schwab, Pierre P., 4,427,851, CI. 200-16.00D.

Baba, Fumio, to Fujitsu Limited. IC with built-in electrical quality
control flag. 4,428,068, CI. 365-200.000.

Babcock-Hitachi Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Arashi, Norio; Hishinuma, Yukio; Akimoto. Hidetoshi; Takahashi.

Sadao; Nakajima, Fumito; and Gomi, Kenichi, 4,427,642. CI.
423-244.000.

Bacino, David J.: See—
Tadanier, John S.; Hallas, Robert; Freiberg, Leslie A.; and Bacino.
David J., 4,427,662, CI. 424-180.000.

Backhouse, Alan J.; Thome, Stephen J.; and Hunt, Patrick A., to
Imperial Chemical Industries PLC. Production of polymer micropar-
ticles and coating compositions containing them. 4,427,820, CI.
524-504.000.

Backlin, Robert R., to Allis-Chalmers Corporation. Combination static
oil seal and rotary dust seal. 4,427,202, CI. 277-68.000.

Badge A. Minit Ltd.: See—
Kufrin, Fred, 4,426,781, CI. 30-310.000.

Badische Corporation: See—
Orton, Denis G., 4,427,414, CI. 8-480.000.

Baeger, Holm: See—

^']".*;.«?"^H"f
N'=''°'' Priedrich W.; and Baeger, Holm,

4,426,775, CI. 29-846.000.
Bagnell, Glade N.: See—

Applequist, Roy A.; Altobellu, Richard M.; Bagnell, Glade N.;

??FK'.i^°55'* ^' J"cq"e». J"n« O.; and Johnson, Terry G.,
4,4J8,012, CI. 360-106.000.

Bahnsen, Heiner; and Hosten, Daniel, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft.
Device for electroplating a portion ofa moving workpiece. 4,427.520,
CI. 2O4-224.00R.

Bailey, David F.: See—
Fennell, Robert D.; Weidler, Allen J.; and Bailey, David F..

4,427.980, CI. 340-825.520.
y. • •« r..

Bailey, Wayne. Hydraulic power plant. 4,426,846, CI. 60-398.000.
Baisden, Jerry. Attachment for a backhoe arm. 4,426,782, CI.

Baker International Corporation: See—
Bowyer. Michael L., 4,427,064, CI. 166-217.000.

Baker Oil Tools, Inc.; See—
Carmody, Michael A., 4,427,071, CI. 166-332.000.

Balbis, Manuel G.; and King, Colin V., to Firestone Tire ft Rubber
Company, The. Advanced profile radial tire having relatively hish
inflation pressure. 4,427,046, CI. 152-209.00R.

BALCAR: See—
Baliozian, Mardick, 4,428,029, G. 362-12.000.

Baliozian, Mardick, to BALCAR. Light gathering device for transmit-
ting light from a flash to an optical fiber bundle for photographing
small objects, and device incorporating same. 4,428,029, cr
362-12.000.

Baliozian, Mardick, to Tekno AG. Modular light-diffusing or reflectina
plastic pwiel. 4,428,030, CI. 362-18.000.

Ballato, Arthur: See—
lafrate, Gerald J.; and Ballato, Arthur, 4,427,913, CI. 310-334.000.

Bally Manufacturing Corporation: See-
Hooker. Donald E.; and Tojza, Roman A., 4,427,196, CI. 273-

143.00R.

Baloga, Michael R., to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company.
Preparation concentrated Ti02slurries from spent steam. 4,42f4SI.
a. 106-300.000.

Banno, Mitsuyuki: See

—

Suzuki, Shofuke; Ito, Teniyoahi: Sakakibara. Yukio; Yamada,
Takishi; Kubo, Fumiyoshi; Yoshimura, Kunimasa; Ugajin, Mit-

suyuki; Kaji. Kiyokane; and Banno, Mitsuyuki, 4.426,975. G
123-425.000

Banucci, Eugene G.; and Olander. Walter K . to General ElectrK
Company Oxidative coupling of phenolic monomers with manga-
nese complexes of phenyl benzoin oxime catalysu. 4,427.594. G
26O-429.00C.

Barber-Colman Company: See—
Fransaon. George E.; Johnson. Stuart J , and Haua. Edward W

4.427.324. CI. 409-12.000.

Barber. Monte D.: See-
Johnson. Ronald G.; and Barber. Monte D, 4,427.426. G

55-162.000.

Barham. Peter J
; and Holmes, Ptui A . to Imperial Chemical Industries

PLC. 3-Hydroxybutync acid polymers 4.427.614, CI 264-210 100
Barnes, David I.: See—

Robinson. Joseph G.; Barnes, David I ; and Carswell. AngeU M.,
4,427,578, CI. 502-177,000.

Bamett, Eugene R,: See-
Dean. James C; and Bamett, Eugene R , 4,426.816. CI 52-202 000

Barney, John H.. to Tosco Corporation. Apparatus for practicina heal
flux control technique, 4.427.493. G 202-100000

Bamhan, Ronald W.: See—
Wehmeyer, Donald T.; and Barahart, Ronald W.. 4.427,093, G

Io2- 141 .UUU.

Baron, Kenneth S.; and Wood. David W , to Hexcel Corporation Cold
water curable orthopedic cast, 4.427.002, CI 128-83 000

Barron. Ellis, Pianoharp action. 4,426,905, CI 84-258 000
Barth. Wayne E,. to Pfizer Inc, 6-AminomethylpenicillanK acid I 1-

dioxide denvatives as beu-laclamase inhibitors 4.427,678 CI
424-246.000,

Bartholic. David B.. to Engelhard Corporation Selective vaponzation
process and apparatus. 4.427.538, CI 208-127 000

BASF AktiengesellschaA: See-
Echte, Adolf; Gausepohl, Hermann; Hofmann, Hermann P and

Mittnacht, Hans. 4,427,826. CI. 525-53 000
Hoffmann, Benno, 4.426.818, CI 52-309,400,
Kempter. Fritz E,; and Schupp, Eberhard. 4,427,514. CI 204-

Rentzea, Costin; Zeeh, Bemd; Ammermann. Eberhard. Ham-
precht, Gerhard; and Pommer. Emst-Heinrich, 4,427,688. CI
424-270.000.

Tonne. Peter; Mueller, Elisabeth R.. and Goerth, Helmut
4.427.600. CI. 260.505,OOE,

von der Osten. Eckhart; Stewart. James F ; and Bennett, John M
4.427.440. CI, 71-94,000,

Battelle Memorial Institute: See—
Harmer. Alan L.. 4.427.293, CI, 356-133 000

Bauer, Wilhelm; Haberle, Fritz; and Riechers, Daniel, to Daimler-Benz
Aktiengesellschaft, Bumper for motor vehicles. 4.427,225. CI
293-132.000,

Bauerle. Rolf, to Ciba-Geigy A.G. Dye mixture, and lU use in transfer
printing. 4.427.413. CI, 8-471.000.

Bausch ft Lomb Incorporated: See-
Fogg. C. Davis. 4,427.271. CI, 351-154.000

Baxter Travenol Laboratories, Inc.: See—
Pauly. John A,; and Malinoski. John K , 4,427,866, CI 219-10 S5B

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft: See-
Alberts, Heinrich; Fischer, Winfned; and Leuschke. Christian

4.427.809, CI. 524-37.000.

Bnick. Dieter W.; Jeblick. Wemer; Konigshofen. HeinrKh; Rooa.
Ernst; and Ruetz. Lother. 4,427,817, CI, 524-367,000

Hammerschmidt, Erich; Behre, Horst; Blank, Heinz U, and Lind-
ner. Otto. 4.427.601. CI. 260-509 000,

Konig, Klaus; Becker, Gemot; and Seifert. Peter, 4.427.798. G.
521-173.000.

Kraatz, Udo; Stetter, Jorg; Buchel, Karl H ; Frohberger, Paul-
Ernst; and Brandes, Wilhelm, 4,427.672, CI 424-245.000,

Kramer. Wolfgang; Buchel. Karl H ; Brandes. Wilhelm; and Froh-
berger, Paul-Ernst, 4.427.673. CI 424-245,000,

Kuhle, Engelbert; Paulus, Wilfried; Klauke, Ench; and Genth,
Hermann. 4.427.698. CI, 424-321,000,

Lange. Peter M.; and Struver. Wemer. 4.427,794, CI 521-28,000
Mues, Volker; and Behrenz. Wolfaang. 4,427.666. CI, 424-200.000.
Reinehr. Ulrich; Dross, Joachim; Herbertz. Toni; Jungverdorben.

Hermann-Josef; and Burgharu, Hans K.. 4.427.613, G
264-206.000.

BBC Brown, Boveri and Company. Limited: See—
Cancio, Modesto-Manuel, 4.427.859, G, 200-I48.00B.
Fehr. Wemer; Ohiin. Claes; and Schabrun, Bnino. 4.427.858. G.

20O-146.OOR.

Maier. Franz, 4.428.023. CI, 361-100,000,
Stucki. Samuel. 4.427.504. CI. 204-101,000.

Beacom, Oliver J ; and Moger, Hugh A,, to JWI Ltd Anti-suiic dryer
fabric. 4,427.736. CI, 428-288.000.

Becher. James V.; and Spaulding, Tedford H , to Allied Corporalioa.
Optoelectronic connector assembly. 4,427,879, CI 250-2 15.000.

Beck, Martin H,; Krishnakumar, Suppayan M.; and Harry, leuan L., to
Continental Group, Inc., The. Method of utilizing reciprocatiag
clamp apparatus to thermoform plastic containers. 4,421476. (J
156-199.000?

Beck, Nicholas J., to Walker Crosweller ft Company Ltd. Ablutioaary
shower systems. 4,426,745, CI. 4-597.000.

Becker, Gemot: See—
Konig, Klaus; Becker, Gemot; and Seifert. Peter. 4,427,791. G.

521-173.000.
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Becker, Kuniben: See—
Weirich, Wtlter; Rosenberg, Harry; and Becker, Kunibert,

4,427.321. CI. 405-294.000.

Beckman Iiutnunents, Inc.: See—
Nielsen. Steven T., 4.427.406, CI. 494-16.000.

Peacock, Jon R.; and Schmidt, Robert L., 4,427,633, CI. 422-83.000

Sperry. Elmer A , III, 4.427,945. CI. 324-446.000.

Beebe. George W.; and Macioch, Michael T., to Minnesou Mining and
Manufacturing Company. Tannable imaging element. 4,427,757. CI
430-264.000.

Beecham Group Limited: See-
Buckle, Derek R.; and Smith. Harry. 4.427.686, CI. 424-269 000.

Cole, Martin; Howarth, Thomas T.; and Reading, Christopher.

4.427,690. CI. 424-272.000.

Zomaya. Iskander I.; and Davies. John S.. 4.427.689, CI
424-272.000.

Beecham Group P.L.C.: See—
Stemp, Geoffrey. 4,427.685. CI. 424-267,000.

Beegle. William. Dual wheel rim spacer band assembly. 4,427,237. CI.

301-13.0SM.
Beffa, Fabio, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. 1:2 Chromium and cobalt

complex dyes. 4,427,585, CI. 260-151 000.

Behre, Hont: See—
Hammenchmidt. Erich; Behre, Horst; Blank, Heinz U.; and Lind-

ner, Otto, 4,427,601, CI. 260-509.000.

Behrenz, Wolfgang: See—
Mues, Volker; and Behrenz, Wolfgang, 4.427.666, CI. 424-200.000.

BEI Electronics, Inc.: See—
Haville, George D.; and Johnson, Paul A., 4,427,972, CI. 340-

347.00P.

Beiersdorf Aktiengesellschaft: See—
|

Prahl, Jan, 4,426,742, CI. 3-36.000.

Bel. Roger P.; Regnier, Michel M.; and Hascoet, Martial E., to Metalli-

sations et Traitements Optiques M.T.O. Biopsy forceps. 4,427,014, CI.

128-751.000.

Belanger, Inc.: See—
Belanger, James A.; Wentworth, Robert J . Calvin, Douglas J ; and
Lapham, James M., 4,427,049, CI. 160-199000.

Belanger, James A.; Wentworth, Robert J.; Calvin, Douglas J.; and
Lapham. James M.. to Belanger, Inc. Power operated bi-fold stnp
curtain door assembly 4.427,049. CI. I6O-I99.000.

Belko, Robert P.: See—
Sprecker, Mark A.; Klemarczyk. Philip T.; and Belko, Robert P.,

4,427,708, CI. 426-538.000.

Bell, Frank H., to Thiokol Corporation. Contact fuze for mine muni-
tions. 4.426,932, CI. 102-221.000.

Bell, Frederic C, Sr.; Nicholson, George T.; Shade, Russell L., Jr.; and
Skinner, David R., to General Electric Company. HRSG SidewaJI
baffle. 4,427,058, CI. 165-160.000.

Bell Helicopter Textron Inc.: See—
Meuger, Robert W.; Neathery, William D.; Reyes, Peter A., Tis-

dale, Patrick R ; Covington, Cecil E.; and Broekhuizen, Willem.
4,427,340. CI. 416-141.000.

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated: See—
Abys. Joseph A.. 4.427,502. CI. 204-44.000.

Dutt, Bulusu v., 4,427,464, CI. 148-171.000.

Levinstein, Hyman J.; and Vratny, Frederick, 4,427,516, CI. 204-

192.00E.

Liron. Moshe, 4,428,044, CI 364-200.000.

Belmonte, James A.; and Hillman, Arthur E., to Coming Glass Works.
Masking apparatus for selectively charging honeycomb structures.

4,427,728, CI. 428-117.000.

Beloit Corporation: See—
Cronin. Dennis C. 4.427.492. CI. 162-358.000.

Belsanti. James F.. to Allis-Chalmers Corporation. Double seal having
vibration damping and lubncating means. 4.427,201, CI. 277-24.000.

Benander, Robert E.: See—
Holzl. Robert A.; Benander, Robert E.; and Davis, Robert D..

4.427.445. Q. 75-234.000.

Bendix Corporation. The: See—
Aron, Mitchell; and Rover, Jr . Ralph R., 4,427,994, CI. 358-54.000
Kyriakos, Constantinos S., 4.427.981, CI. 343-12.00A.
Michaels, Paul A.. 4,428.062, CI. 364-821.000.

Sisson, Albert E.; and Lewis, Donald J., 4,427,152, CI. 239-90000
Taplin, Lael B.; Walter, Richard P ; Kelso, Charles R; and Sisson,

Albert E.. 4,426,977, CI. 123-446.000.

Whiteside, Arliss E.; and Wolber, William G,, 4,427,971, CI 340-

347.0DA.
Benecke, Herman P.; and Sherwood, Bob E., to Vinoxen Company,

Inc., The. Sesamin as a psychotropic agent. 4,427,694, CI.

424-282.000.
,

Benefiel, Earl H.: See— '

Matthewson, Randall W.; Benefiel. Earl H.; and Brudi. Ronald A.,

4.427.117. CI. 211-13.000.

Bennett, John E.; and Harney. David E., to Diamond Shamrock Corpo-
ration. Bronze suppression in an alkali metal/sulfur ammonia battery.

4,427.747. Q. 429-50.000.

Bennett, John M.: See-
won der Osten. Eckhart; Stewart, James F.; and Bennett. John M .

4,427,440, CI. 71-94.000.

Benning, Jack G.. Jr.: See—
Mutby, Frederick L.; Loewcnstem, Kenneth M.; and Benning,
Jack G.. Jr., 4,428,026, CI. 361-280.000.

BentJey Engineering Co., Ltd., The: See—
Wells. Anthony J.; Smith, William C; and Seekings, Gerald A. G.,

4.426,855, CI. 66-12S.00R.

Benz, Claude L., to Colgate-Palmolive Company. Method for recondi-
tioning of poorly flowing or caked detergent powders. 4,427,567, CI.

252-116.000.

Bercaw, Raymond: See—
Drushel. Robert W.; and Bercaw. Raymond, 4,427,871, CI. 219-
69.00P

Bergen, Gary R., to Emhart Industnes, Inc. Latch bolt assembly with
selectively adjustable spindle backset. 4,427,224, CI. 292-169 230.

Bcrgkvist. Jorgen. to Stal-Laval Turbin AB. Fluidizable bed combus-
tion chamber 4.427,364, CI. 431-170.000.

Bergmann, Heinz. Apparatus for compacting trash in open containers.
4,426.925. CI. 100-65.000.

Bennger. Richard D : See—
Mola, Clark M.; Evans, Maurice L.; and Beringer, Richard D.,

4.426.747. CI 15-21.00D.
Berlin. Edwin P., Jr., to Grumman Aerospace Corporation. Multipro-

cessor with suggered proces.Ying. 4,428,048. CI. 364-200.000.
Herman. Max; Klimmek, William G.; and Konrad, Charles E.. to Gen-

eral Electric Company. Electric vehicle current regulator. 4.427,930,
CI. 318-301.000.

Berman. Morton, to Avalon Industries, Inc. Convertible drawing article
of furniture. 4,427,391, CI. 434-408.000.

Berthold, Fritz. Method for quench correction in liquid scintillation

counters. 4,427,887, CI. 250-328.000.

Best. Willie H. High turbulance heat transfer oven. 4,426,792, CI.
34-28.000.

Betensky, Ellis I.; and Hildebrandt, William J., to Stanley Works, The.
Optical sensing system for extensible Upe rules. 4,427,883, CI 250-
237.00G.

Bette, James R : See—
Bette, Joseph A.; Bette, William A.; and Bette, James R., 4,426,997,

CI. 126-445.000.

Bette. Joseph A.; Bette, William A.; and Bette, James R. Solar energy
panel. 4.426,997. CI. 126-445.000.

Bette, William A.: See—
Bette, Joseph A.; Bette, William A.; and Bette, James R., 4,426,997.

CI. 126-445.000.

Betz Laboratories, Inc.: See—
Snyder, William R.; and Feuerstein. Diane. 4,427.568, CI.

252-180.000.

Beveridge. Robert W.: See—
Nunn, Donald E.; and Beveridge, Robert W., 4,427,013, CI.

128-681.000.

Bezman. Richard D.: See—
Klaassen, Alan W.; and Bezman, Richard D., 4,427,536. CI.

208-113.000.

Bg Technic (Sari): See—
Guillermier, Bernard, 4,427,047, CI. 157-1.500.

Bhatia. Harsaran S.: See—
Anantha, Narasipur G.; Bhatia, Harsaran S.; Gaur, Santosh P.; and

Walsh, James L., 4,427,989, CI. 357-21.000.

Bhatti, Mohinder S.; and Marzocchi, Alfred, to Owens-Coming Fiber-

glas Corporation. Feeder for forming glass fibers and method for

making feeder. 4,427,428, CI. 65-1.000.

Bhula, Dilipkumar N., to Shell Oil Company. Arctic offshore platform.

4,427.320, CI. 405-211.000.

Bianchi. Nereo. to Necchi Societa per Azioni. Sewing machine having
a supplemental work supporting surface. 4,426,944, CI. 112-260.000.

Bianchi, Valerio: See—
Latsch, Reinhard; and Bianchi, Valerio, 4,426,987, CI. 123-571.000.

Bilodeau, Jacques; and Marier, Gaston. Self energizing power pack.

4.427,750, CI. 429-149.000.

BioChem Technology, Inc.: See—
Zabnskie, Dane W., 4,427,778, CI. 435-277.000.

Biorex Laboratories Limited: See—
Chan, Rosalind P. K.. 4,427,697, CI. 424-311.000.

Birkle, Siegfried; Stoger, Klaus; Gehring. Johann; and de Vries. Hans,
to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Electrically insulating protective

device. 4.427,522, CI. 204-279.000.

Birkle, Siegfried: See—
de Vries, Hans; Birkle, Siegfried; Stoeger, Klaus; and Gehring,

Johann, 4,427,518, CI. 204-201.000.

Bittner, Timothy, to loptex Inc. Intraocular lens with rotatable appen-
dage. 4,426,741, CI. 3-13.000.

Black, James F.; Grudkowski, Thomas W.; and DeMaria, Anthony J.,

to United Technologies Corporation. Ultra-thin microelectronic

pressure sensors. 4,426,768. CI. 29-583.000.

Blaha. Erich: See—
Lang, Walter; Blaha, Ench; Schmauder, Roland; and Muchel,

Franz, 4,427,269, CI. 350-500.000.

Blake, Charles A.; and Rodriguez-Sierra, Jorge F., to University of
Nebraska. The Board of Regents of the. Contraceptive. 4,427.669, CI.

424-238.000.

Blake, James E. T., to Garrett Corporation, The. Turbocharger shaft

bearing. 4,427,309, CI. 384-286.000.

Blakemore. John S.: See—
Carlson, F Paul; Blakemore, John S.; and Eror, Nicholas G.,

4,427,457, CI. 148-1.500.

Blanchard, Raymond A., Jr., to SCM Corporation. Power supply
sensing circuitry. 4,428,020, CI. 361-90.000.

Blank, Heinz U.: See—
Hammerschmidt, Erich; Behre. Horst; Blank, Heinz U.; and Lind-

ner, Otto, 4,427,601, CI. 260-509.000.

Blankenship. Robert M.: See—
Kowalslu. Alexander; Vogel. Martm; and Blankenship. Robert M..

4,427,836, CI. 525-301.000.
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BUnn. Jack R.; West, Robert C; and Abercrombie. Boiling A., to

M^Ss a 41M4c!oo'
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Blendu-Werke R. Schneider OmbH & Co.: See—
Orlowiki. Jan A.; and Butler, David V., 4,427,799, CI. 523-1 16.000.

Block, Seymour S.: See—
L^nnd, Ferdinand; and Block, Seymour S.. 4,427,584. CI. 260-

Blum, Arnold, to International Busineu Machine* Corporation. Shift
renter latch circuit meuu for check and test purpoaes and containedm LSI circuitry conforming to level lensitive scan detisn (LSSD)
rule* and techniques. 4,428,060. CI. 364-715.000.

Boart International Limited: See—
Tower. Timothy M., 4,427,062, CI. 166-113.000.

Bodmer, Albert: See—
Rakiuch, Peter; and Bodmer, Albert. 4.428.038. CI. 362-263.000.

Boeckh, Franz-Xaver: See—
Hoffmeister, Jurgen; and Boeckh. Franz-Xaver. 4.427.382. C\.

433-79.000.

Boehringer Mannheim GmbH: See—
Friebe, Walter-Gunar; Winter, Werner; Thiel. Max; RoeKh, An-

droniki; and Wilhelmi, Otto-Henning. 4.427.680, CI. 424-258.000
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company: See—

Brown, Stephen T., 4,427,169, CI. 244-219.000.
Boeing Conpany, The: 5^—

Brufielel. Robert G.. 4.428.016. CI. 361-18.000.

®'?^!it'-°**"P' ^: "»"• ^°*"^ ^; "d Pettenen, Egil R..
4,426,845, CL 60-347.000.

Carter, Charles R., 4,426,909, CI. 89-1.816.
Kuo. Chyi J.. 4,428,078, CI. 455-3.000.
McKinney, Maurice E.; and Rudolph, Peter K. C, 4,427,168, CI.

Robinson, Curtiss W.; and Raymond, Eugene T., 4.426,911, CI
91-35.000.

Bomhard, Helmut, to Dyckerhoff k Widmann Aktiengesellschaft
Double-walled tank for low-temperature liquids. 4,426,817, CI
S2-262.000.

Bonacorei, Robert W., to Proctor-Silex, Inc. Gravity switch. 4,427,876,
CI. 219-413.000.

Bonaventura, Celia: See—
Bonaventura. Joseph; and Bonaventura. Celia, 4,427,416, CI. 23-

293.00R.
Bonaventura, Joseph; and Bonaventura, Celia, to Duke University.
ProcesMS for extracting oxygen from fluids using injmobilized hemo-
globin. 4,427,416, CI. 23-293.00R.

Borg-Wamer Corporation: See— —
Lamarche, Paul E., 4,427.400, CI. 464-64.000.

Borgarello, Enrico; See—
Oraetzel, Michael; Kalyanasundaram, Kuppuswamy; Duonghong,
Dung; Neumann-SfMllart, Michael; and Borgarello, Enrico,
4,427,749,0.429.111.000.

Borgstedt, Hans U., to KemforBchungtzentrum Karlsruhe GmbH. Coal
hydrogenation in a liquid metallic medium. 4,427,527, CI. 2O8-8.00R.

BoMe, Thomu W., to Pitney Bowes Inc. Electrophotocopier line
scanning illuminator. 4,427,286, CI. 35S-3.00R.

Bott, John A. Article carrier for automotive vehicles. 4,427,141, CI.
224-326.000.

Bourns, Inc.: See—
Gratzinger, Paul O.; and Kucharski, Lawrence, Jr., 4,427,966. CI.

338-162.000.

Bouthon, Pierre; and Lecomte. Jacques, to Regie Nationale des Usines
Renault. Electromagnetically actuated ball-type injector. 4,427.156,
CI. 239-488.000,

Bouvot, Jean-Francois, to Valeo. Device for the control of the liquid
jupply of a heat exchanger. 4,427,057, CI. 165-103.000.

Bowcott, John E. L.: See—
England, Richard; Bowcott, John E. L,; Olds, John S.; and Jobling,

Alan, 4,427,583, CI. 260-123.700.
Bowden, Edgar A., to Mobil Oil Corporation. Constant current source.

4,427,935. Q. 323-280.000.

Bowennan, P, David; and Lucid, Michael F., to Kerr-McGee Chemical
Corporation. Sequential proceu for extraction and recovery of vana-
dium and uranium from wet proceu acids. 4,427,640, CI. 423-10.000

Bowers, Gerald M., to Atomel Corporation. Closure and seal construc-
tion for high-pressure oxidation furnace and the like. 4,427.378. CI.
432-242.000.

Bowyer, Michael L., to Baker International Corporation. Wire line
no-blow tool. 4,427,064, CI. 166-217.000.

Bozler, Gerhard: See—
Brickl, Rolf; Gruber, Peter; Schepky, Gottfried; and Bozler. Ger-

hard, 4,427,648, CI. 424-16.000.
Bradbum, Marvin D,: See-

Woods, Richard £.; and Bradbum, Marvin D.. 4,426.928. CI.
100-233.000.

Braid, Milton: See—
Horodysky, Andrew G.; and Braid. Milton. 4.427.562. CI, 252-

Sl.SOA.

Brain, David M.; and Frankpitt, Gerald M.. to Twose of Tiverton
Limited. ImplemenU for injecting substances below the surface of the
soU. 4,426,940, a. 111-7.000.

Brandes, Wilhelm: See—
KraaU, Udo; Stetter, Jorg; Buchel, Karl H.; Frohberger. Paul-
Emtt; and Brandes, Wilhelm. 4,427,672, CI. 424-245.000.

Kramer, Wolfgang; Buchel, Karl H.; Brandes. Wilhelm; and Froh-
berger, Paul-Ernst, 4,427,673, CI. 424-245.000.

Brandt. Susan M.: See—
Nongbri. Oovanon; Brandt. Susan M . and Chervenak. Michael C.

4.427.535. CI. 208-112.000.
Brasfield, Robert G.. to Boeing Company, The Overlowl protected

twitching regulator. 4,428,016, CI. 361-18.000
Brask, Erik T.: See—

Norlander, Lars G.; Brask, Enk T.; and Moren, Rolf R . 4,427.307,
CI. 384-93.000.

Brass, Jack: See—
Duran, Reginald F.; and Brass, Jack, 4,427,379, CI. 432-261 000

Bray, Stuart W.: See—
Ariniello, Robert M.; and Bray, Stuart W., 4,426,750. CI

15-308.000.

Brdr. Eskesen Aktieseltkab: See—
Eakesen. Peder C , 4,427,615, CI. 264-261.000.

Bremer, Noel J.: See—
Pedersen, S. Erik; Bremer, Noel J.; and Callahan, James L.

4,427,792, CI. 502-210.000 .
•ma l...

Bricid, Rolf; Gruber, Peter; Schepky. Gottfried; and Bozler, Gerhard,
to Dr. Karl Thomae OmbH. Dipyndamole-coniaining pharmaceuu-
cal form. 4,427,648, CI. 424-16.000.

»n«*uu

Brien, Rondald: See—
Wil||ooae, Kenneth; Brien, Rondald; Rose, Peter E.; and Hannah

Clifford G., 4,427,742, Q. 428-338.000.
Bncuc, Robert, to Kley-France. Linear hydraulic winch comprising a

pair of self-clamping jaws clamping alternately the axial cable

Briggs, Peter J.; and Carpenter, Steven, to Matbum (Holdings) Limited
Surgical drainage bags 4,427,425, CI 55159.000.

Bright, Edward J.; and Kandybowtki, Steven J., to AMP Incorporated
Low height ADS connector. 4,427,249, CI 339I7.0CF

Briner, Emil; Novak. Peter; and Gasser, Hermann, to Rieter Machine
Works Limited. Spinning preparatory machine. 4,426,836. CI
57-267.000.

Bristol-Myers Company: See—
Kaneko, Takushi; and Wong, Henry S. L., 4,427,587, CI 260-

239.30T.

Kaneko, Takushi; and Wong, Henry S. L., 4,427,588, CI 260-

British Gu Corporation: See-
Hammond, Paul S., 4,427,363, CI 431-66.000
Middleton, Andrew H., 4,427,310, CI. 384-415.000.

Brockas, Anthony; Abrahams, Roy; and Kelly, James D , to Amersham
International Limited. Method and reagent for making a radiophar-
maceutical composition based on pertechneute. 4,427.647, CI
424-1.100.

Brockway Engineering Limited: See—
Wooldridse, Lawson C, 4,427,106. CI. 198-842 000

Broekhuizen, Willem: See—
Metzger, Robert W.; Neathery. William D.; Reyes, Peter A ; Tis-

dale, Patrick R.; Covington, Cecil E ; and Broekhuizen, Willem.
4,427,340, CI. 416-141.000.

Brokaw, Adrian P.; and Maidique, Modesto A., to Analog Devices,
Incorporated. A-To-D converter of the succeuive-approximation
type. 4,427,973, CI. 34O-347,0AD

Bronkhorst High-Tech BV: See—
Jouwsma, Wiibren, 4,427,030, CI. 138-42.000

Brooks, George W.; Hart, John W ; and Pettersen, Egil R , to Boeing
Company, The. Noise reduction in pneumatically drive hydraulic
pump. 4,426,845, CI 60-347.000.

Brooks, William R.; and Heinzel, Irving C. Mechanical delivery system
for a catalyst or the like 4,427,039, CI. 141-20.000

Broussoux, Dominique; Facoetti, Hugues; and Micheron, Francois, to
Thomson-CSF. Process for producing piezoelectric polymer films.
4,427.609, CI. 264-22.000.

Brower. Boyd G.. to GTE ProducU Corporation. Subminiature array
with retaining reflector 4.427.368. CI 431-359.000

Brower. Boyd G.. to GTE ProducU Corporation Switch paste with
silver-coated metal beads. 4,427,369, C 431-359.000.

Brown, Herman O. Flexible sign with improved comer bracket
4,426,800, CI. 40-606.000.

Brown, Keith E.; and Buth, Jimmy D., to Kinetico, Inc. Deionization
method and apparatus. 4,427.549, CI. 210-662.000.

Brown, Michael J., to GAF Corporation. Compoaition for plant growth
regulation. 4,427,439, CI. 11-94.000.

Brown, Michael M.: See—
Hickman, Mark; and Brown, Michael M., 4,427,902, CI.

307-270.000.

Brown, Robert L.; and Tufts, Wesley M., to Control Fluidics, Inc
Filter system. 4,427,555, CI. 210-805.000.

Brown, Ronald L.: See—
Wolniak, Stanley C ; Kincaid, Herbert; Spencer, Elbert M ; and

Brown. Ronald L.. 4,427,852, CI 200-44.000.
Brown, Sam. Mortarlesi concrete block system having reinforcing bond
beam courses 4,426,815, CI. 52-100.000.

Brown, Stephen T., to Boeing Commercial Airplane Company Van-
able camber flap end seal. 4,427,169, CI. 244-219.000

Brown, Walter L. Denitrifice encapsulation. 4,427,1 16, CI. 206-530.000
Brownawcll, Darrell W.; Gutierrez, Antonio; Matthews, Patricu C;
and Walker, Thad O., to Exxon Research A Engineering Co. Addi-
tive composition for release of stuck drill pipe. 4,427,564, CI. 252-
8.5SR.

Brownlee, Sherwood S.: See—
Saunders, Carter A.; and Bro«ynlee. Sherwood S.. 4,426.791. CI.

40-361.000.
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Brack, Dieter W.; Jeblick, Werner; Konigshofen, Heinrich; Roos,
EhHt; and Rnetz, Lother, to Bayer Akdengesellschaft. Open-chain
aoelab or ketali as non-discoloring antiozonants for rubber.
4.427,817, a. 524-367.000.

Brudi Eauipment, Inc.: See—
Matthewaon, Randall W.; Benefiei, Earl H.; and Brudi, Ronald A.,

4.427.117, a. 211-13.000.

Brudi, Ronald A.: See—
Matthewion. Randall W.; Benefiei, Earl H.; and Brudi. Ronald A.,
4,427.117.0.211-13.000.

Brule, Gerard: See—
Maubois, Jean-Louis; Roger. Loic; Brule, Gerard; and Piot. Michel,

4,427,658, Q. 424-177.000.

Bnina, Charles; and Bruna, Lynn. Grain drill trailer. 4,427,211, CI.

28(MO2.00O.
Bruna, Lynn: See—

Bruna. Charles; and Bruna. Lynn. 4,427,21 1. Q. 280-402.000.
Brundage. Richard B.: 5ef—

Mitchell, Richard L.; Brundage. Richard B.; and Palmer, John A.,

4.427.042. a. 144-l.OOR.
Brunn, Louis W.; and Lopez, Jaime, to Gulf Research & Development
Company. Production of jet and diesel fuels from highly aromatic
oils. 4,427,534, C 208-89.000.

Bruns, Hartmut, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Circuit arrangement for

securing the supply voltage supply of an electronic load. 4,427,899,

a. 307-66.000.

Bryan, Ernest C: See—
Gillette, Frank C, Jr.; Bryan, Ernest C; and Nethaway, Douglas

H., 4,427.304. Q. 374-46.000.

Bucaro, Joseph A.: See—
Li«akos, Nicholas; and Bucaro, Joseph A., 4,427,263, CI.

350-96.330.

Buchanan, Vernon G., to Microsize, Inc. Computer controlled micro-
film camera system. 4.427.292, CI. 355-54.000.

Buchel. Karl H.: See—
Kraatz, Udo; Stetter, Jorg; Buchel, Karl H.; Frohberger, Paul-

Ernst; and Brandes, WUhelm, 4,427,672, CI. 424-245.000.

Kramer. Wolfgang; Buchel. Karl H.; Brandes, Wilhelm; and Froh-
berger. Paul^mst. 4.427,673, CI. 424-245.000.

Buchholz, Matthew: See—
Chen, Gilbert K.; Nyberg. Paul M.; and Buchholz. Matthew,

4.427.606. CI. 261-111.000.

Buchtel. Michael E.; and Honda, Ronald T., to Ford Aerospace &
Communications Corporation. Optical scanning apparatus incorpo-
rating counter-rotation of elements about a common axis by a com-
mon driving source. 4,427.878, CI. 25O-203.00R.

Buckle, Derek R.; and Smith. Harry, to Beecham Group Limited.
Pharmacologically active benzopyranotriazole compounds.
4.427.686. CI 424-269.000.

Budzynaki, Andrei Z.: See—
Olexa. Stephanie A.; Knight, Linda C; and Budzynski, Andrei Z.,

4,427,646.0.424-1.100.
Buhrmann, Gerardus P., to Estel Hoogovens B.V. Liquid-cooled lance

for blowing oxygen onto a steel bath. 4,427,186. CI. 266-225.000.
Bui, Tuan S.; and Sherlock, John A., to Ausonics Pty. Ltd. Ultrasound

transducer for enhancing signal reception in ultrasound equipment.
4.427.912. O. 310-322.000.

Bunting. Thomas G.; Centrone. Dominic A.; Sackler, Richard S.; and
Halpem. Alfred, to Euroceltique, S.A. Povidone irradiation.

4.427.631, O. 422-22.000.

Burdette. George W.; and Hall. Lewis, to United Sutes of America,
Navy. Low viscosity air breathing missile fuel. 4,427,467, CI.

149-109.400.

Burger, Hans A.; and Gehrig, Wilhelm. to Kaminbau Burger's Sohne.
Heating fireplace and heat exchanger for a heating fireplace.

4.426.S94. O. 126-121.000.

Buifer. Raymond. Process for the repeated fabrication of a structure.

4.426.759. O. 29-407.000. ,

Burghartz, Hans K.: See— >

Reinehr. Ulrich; Dross. Joachim; Herbertz, Toni; Jungverdorben.
Hermann-Joaef; and Burghartz, Hans K., 4,427,613, CI.

264-206.000.

Burkemper, Richard L.; and Tambrella, Manuel F., to Creative Date
Services, Inc. Shelf molding. 4.426.797, CI. 40-16.400.

Bumdy Corporation: See-
Collier, John C; and Lehman. David L., 4,426.772. CI. 29-742.000.

Burner Systems International, Inc.: See-
Long. Kelso M.; and Pharr. Leonard, 4.426^899, CI. 83-188.000.

Bumham. Gerald: See—
SetlifT, Jerry; Bumham. Gerald; Smith, Michael; and Hoffman,
Richard D.. 4.428.057. O. 364-521.000.

Burroughs Corporation: See—
Catiller, Robert D.; Harris. Craig W.; and Mathews. Ronald D..

4.428.043. O. 364-200.000.

Hazel, Robert L.; and Kammerud. John E., 4,428.069, CI.

365-215.000.

Hazel, Robert L.; and Kammerud. John E.. 4.428.075, CI.

369-45.000.

Buach, Lloyd E.; and Henderson. Gerald O.. to Ashland Oil, Inc.

Demetalliiing and decarbonizing heavy residual oil feeds. 4,427,539,

O. 208-127.000.

Bush, Rodney D.; and Robbins, Medford D.. to Procter & Gamble
Company. The. AgenU for preparing croas-Unked polymers and paint

and plaMK compositions containing those agents. 4,427,835, CI.

525-293.000.

Boaae, Oavvald: and Klesper. Hugo, to Passavant-Werke AG ft Co. KG.
Method for applying a secoiKlary filter layer or precoat layer in a

plate filter press, and plate filter press for performing the method.
4,427,554, CI. 210-777.000.

Buth. Jimmy D.: See-
Brown, Keith E.; and Buth. Jimmy D., 4.427,549. O. 210-662.000.

Butler, David V.: See—
Orlowski. Jan A.; and Butler. David V.. 4.427.799. 0. 523-1 16.000.

Buzzi, John L., Jr. Apparatus for mounting elements on a slate, cedar
shake or shingled roof. 4.426.813, O. 52-27.000.

C.R. Bard, Inc.: See—
Nunn. Donald E.; and Beveridge, Robert W., 4,427,013. CI.

128-681.000.

Caci, Inc. - Federal: See

—

Smith, David W.; and Gagnon. Francis M.. 4.426.754. O. 24-

17.0AP.

Cadee, Theodorus P. M.: See—
Hendriks, Emerie F. M.; and Cadee. Theodorus P. M.. 4,427.401,

CI. 474-201.000.

Cahill, Lysle D.: See—
Kuehnle, Manfred R.; and Cahill, Lysle D.. 4.427.999. CI.

358-300.000.

Kuehnle. Manfred R.; and Cahill. Lysle D.. 4.428.000, O.
358-300.000.

Cairns, James A.; Nelson, Robert L.; and Woodhead, James L., to
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority. Method of coating steel

substrates to reduce carbonaceous deposition thereon. 4.427.721. CI.
427-376.500.

Caldwell, Harlan D.; and Schacter, Julius. Isolation of principal outer
membrane protein and antigen of Chlamydia trachomatis. 4.427.782.
CI. 436-542.000.

Callahan. James L.: See—
Pedersen, S. Erik; Bremer, Noel J.; and Callahan, James L.,

4,427.792. CI. 502-210.000.

Calvin, Douglas J.: See—
Belanger, James A.; Wentworth, Robert J.; Calvin. Douglas J.; and
Upham, James M.. 4,427.049, O. 160-199.000.

Calvin, Melvin: See

—

Wohlgemuth, Roland; and Calvin. Melvin. 4.427,511, CI. 204-
157. lOR.

Cameron. Allan M., Jr.; and Middleton, Charles G.. to Camtron Sys-
tems, Inc. Automatic labeling system. 4,427,484. CI. 156-361.000.

Campbell, Willis R., to Sperry Corporation. Baling machine with air

spring means for maintaining apron tension. 4.426.833. 0. 56-341.000.

Camplair, George M.: See—
Hogan. James E.; and Camplair, George M.. 4.426.901. CI.

83-861.000.

Camtron Systems, Inc.: See—
Cameron. Allan M.. Jr.; and Middleton, Charles G., 4.427,484. O.

156-361.000.

Canada, Her Majesty the Queen in right of: See

—

Duchesne. Gonzague L.; and Perrault, Guy, 4,427,468, CI.

149-19.900.

Canada Wire and Cable Limited: See

—

Ito, Rokuzo, 4,426.835. O. 57-127.700.

Canadian Patents & Dev. Ltd.: See—
Retnakaran. Arthur. 4.427,700. CI. 424-324.000.

Cancio, Modesto-Manuel, to BBC Brown. Boveri and Company. Lim-
ited. High volUge power switeh. 4,427.859. O. 200-148.00B.

Canon Kabushiki Kaisha: See

—

Fujimura, Naoto; Tanaka, Takashi; Fujita, Takeshi; Matsumoto.
Masakazu; Takebayashi. Norie; Takasu, Yoshio; and Ishikawa,
Shozo. 4.427,753, CI. 430-58.000.

Fujino, Masahisa; Sunouchi, Akio; Suzuki. Nobuyuki; and Suzuki.
Ryuji, 4,427,282. CI. 354-271.100.

Ikemori. Keiji. 4.427,268. O. 350422.000.
Inoue, Shunzo; Nagasawa, Takeshi; Iwaya, Toshio; Kasuya,

Michio; and Murata, Shinji. 4,426,883. O. 73-159.000.

Iwashita, Tomonori; Mashimo. Yukio; Fukahori. Hidehiko; and
Watanabe, Yoshitaka, 4,427.280, O. 354-173.110.

Nagashima, Nao. 4.427.288. CI. 355-14.00R.
Nishiyama, Keizo, 4.427.295. CI. 356-371.000.

Suzuki, Takashi; lizuka, Kiyoshi; Ohtaka, Keyi; and Mizutani,

Hidemasa. 4.427.265. CI. 350-321.000.

Yamada, Akira. 4.427.281. O. 354-219.000.

Canron Corporation: See

—

Pearson, Eugene W.; and Pedersen, Arthur L.. 4,426,873. O.
72-389.000.

Cantada, Edilberto, to Singer Company. The. Adjustable cushioning
spring for a sewing machine. 4.426,943. O. 112-221.000.

Capital-Mercury Shirt Corp.: See—
E)epriest, Lloyd. 4.427.139. O. 223-2.000.

Caprio, Joseph R.: See

—

Smith, Philip L.; and Caprio, Joseph R.. 4.427,253. O. 339-98.000.

Caprio, Samuel J., to United States of America. Navy. Radar clutter

reduction by use of frequency-diverse, wideband pulse-compression
waveforms. 4,427.982. O. 343-17.2PC.

Caray. Andre: See

—

Chatelin. Jean-Pierre; and Caray. Andre, 4,427.103, 0. 192-89.00B.
Cardoza, Albert C; Dawley. Von M.; Diaz. Edgardo C; Edson, Mi-

chael E.; Nelson, Jerry J.; Peters. Robert D.; Wear. Dennis R.; and
Wier, Daniel H. Versatile lighting bar with dissimilar rotatable lij^ts.

4,428.037, CI. 362-250.000.

Carl Freudenberg. Firma: See

—

Holzer, Hehnut; and Ehrmann. Peter. 4.427.205. O. 277-134.000.

Carl Schmale KG: See—
Freermann, Johannes. 4,427.855. O. 20061.130.
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Carl-Zeiss-Stiftung: See—

Muller. Gerhard J.. 4.427.889, CI. 250-339.000.
Muller, Ortwin; and Vogel, Albrecht. 4.428.035. CI. 362-224.000.

^.^arte. Jean C: See '

Choquenet, Rerre; and Carle. Jean C, 4.427.546. O. 210-351.000
Carison. F. Paul; Blakemore. John S.; and Eror. Nicholas G.. to Oregon
Graduate Center. Method of making depthwise-oriented integrated
circuit capaciton. 4.427.457. CI. 148-1.500.

"wgr-wa

Carmody, Michael A., to Baker Oil Tools. Inc. Rapper type safety
valve for subterranean wells. 4.427.071. CI. 166.332!oob

Carollo. Jerome T.; and Waidelich, John A.. Jr.. to United Sutes of

m^mOOO*^^'
""**' """'''•°" "PP"*'"* 4.427.977. CI.

Carpenter. Steven: See—
Briggs. Peter J.; and Carpenter. Steven. 4.427.425. CI. 55- 1 59.000.

Carpenter, William A.; See—
Q^es, Robert E.; Compton. Douglas R.; Uwrence. Jack; and

Carpenter, William A.. 4.427.108, CI. 20M4.00R.
Carpools Environmental Protection Services Ltd • See—

Wilson, Gerald E.. 4.426,995, CI. 126-426.000.
Carrier Corporation: See-

Reedy. Wayne R., 4,426,850. CI. 62-125.000.
Tomiainen. Matti J.. 4.426,868. CI. 72-98.000.

Carswell. Angela M.: See—

^'^J??K'-,i'1^^^\Ji,*^' °"''** ' =
"«* Carswell. Angela M..

4.427.578, CI. 502-177.000.
Carter. Charles P. Automatic fence picket stock conveyor for fence

picket pomting machine. 4.427.330, CI. 414-1 13.000.
Carter, Charles R.. to Boeing Company. The. Noise, flash and smoke

So'?o^'" 'PP"*<"» "<* method for rocket launcher. 4,426.909. CI.
89-1.816.

Carter, Philip W.; and McLachlan. Kenneth. Method and apparatus for
the generation of differential distal movement of teeth. 4,427.380, CI.

Carulli. Vincent J.: See—
Gerber. Heinz J.; Mishli. Yuval; Carulli. Vinccrt J.; and Cohen

Joseph H.. 4.426.783, CI. 33-I.OOM.
Casio Computer Co.. Ltd.: See—

Hasegawa, Minoru, 4.427.299. CI. 368-29.000.
Ishibashi. Masanori. 4,426,904. CI. 84-1.260.

^Hl*?5; <£?• Sliding wall-unit furniture assembly. 4.427,244, CI
312-245.000.

J
, , ,

^
Castoe, John H. Seal puller. 4,426.758, O. 29-265.000.

^iVi^^^'i; H: Collapsible tent structure with elevated floor.
4.427,021. CI. 135-109.000.

Caterpillar Tractor Co.: See—

r^ .
.?°"» ' P'e" S.. Jr.; and Ejchler. Henry. 4.427.026, CI. 137-556.000,

Catiller. Robert D.; Harris. Craig W.; and Mathews. Ronald D., to
Burroughs Corporation. Date communications network. 4.428,043.
CI. 364-200.000.

^X^'*;"^^°; "^ ^'''' ^""'=°' »° °™PPO Lepetit S.p.A. Antibi-
otic A/16686 factor A2, the process for the preparation thereof and

ill?!?Ji^"'**'
antibiotic A/16686 factors A, and A3. 4,427,656. CI.

Cefelin, Pavel: See—
Stol. Miroslav; Tolar. Miroslav; Adam, Milan; Cefelin. Pavel; and

Kalal, Jaroslav, 4.427.808, CI. 524-24.000.
Celanese Corporation: See—

Zimmerman. Daniel; and Lu, Shau-Zou. 4.427,807, CI. 523-466 000
Cemen-Tech. Inc.: See—

Stastny, Joseph F.. 4.427.297. O. 366-19.000.
Central Glass Company Limited: See—

^?-!'-J'?o**^
^™= ""* Nakamura, Ryuichi. 4,427.641, CI.

423-18.000.

Centrone, Dominic A.: See-
Bunting, Thomas G.; Centrone, Dominic A.; Sackler. Richard S
and Halpem. Alfred, 4.427,631. CI. 422-22.000.

Ceskoslovenska akademie ved: See—
St^. Miroslav; Tolar. Miroslav; Adam, Milan; Cefelin. Pavel; and

Kalal, Jaroslav. 4.427.808, CI. 524-24.000.
Champion International Corporation: See—

Seher. George M.; and Gould, Richard, 4.427.148, CI. 229-43.000.
Chan, Rosalind P. K.. to Biorex Laboratories Limited. 1.2-Diphenyle-

thane derivatives. 4.427.697. CI. 424-31 1.000.
Clundler, Richard N., to Schlumberger Technology Corporation.

AAi?!^^e^^"^'^^ logging by measuring streaming potentials.
^1^* ff^f^^t CI. 324-353.000.

Chang. Clarence D.: See—
MuUe, Joseph N.; and Chang. Clarence D.. 4.427.786. CI.

502-61.000.

Muile, Joseph N.; and Chang. Clarence D., 4.427.787, CI.

Miale, Joseph N.; and Chang, Clarence D.. 4.427,788, CI
502-71.000.

Mijje, Joseph N.; and Chang. Clarence D., 4.427.789. CI.
3UZ* / 1 •lAXi.

Made. Joseph N.; and Chang, Clarence D., 4,427.790. CI.
502-7 1 .000.

Miale. Joseph N.; and Chang. Clarence D.. 4.427,791. CI.
502-203.000.

Chappell, Bennie. Digitally controlled drafting machine. 4,427,932, CI.
J 1 o~37^.WW.

PI 7

Chari. Venu; Duke. Jack R.; and Oersten. Shimon, to NCR Corpora-
tion, Dau processing system having a star coupler with contention
circuitry. 4.428.046. CI, 364-200,000.

Ourlo, Magalie M,, to Du Pont de Nemours E. I,, and Compuiy
ProceM for surface improvement of surprint proof with trananvenl-
ized paniculate material. 4.427,761, O 430-291,000

Charles Stark Draper Uboratory. Inc. The: See—
Schluntz. Roy A,; and Stemniski, John R . 4.426,889. O 74-5 OOR

Char esworth. David V
; and Smith. Derek F.. to A P Bcason Lunited

Telephone transducers 4.427,958. O. 335-231 000Oumey Andrew R,. Kercher. Paul W.; and Stone. Stanley A., to

M2T029. C*l*?^-'3!rS»
'**"'*' '°' chromoalography .y«em.

Clurpin. Jein; LaRat Bernard; Marcel. Raymond, and Plurien. Pierre,
to Commissariat a 1 Energie Atomique. Isotope separation apparatus
and process 4,427,424. CI. 55-158,000

PP«"«u«

Chatelin. Jean-Pierre; and Caray. Andre, to Valeo Diaphragm cluteh

M^fJSf"""*
P*"'^"'"'y for a motor vehicle 4.427,103. O 192-

Chattin. Robert A. to Advanced Instrument Development, inc Mobile

Chedid. Louis: See—
Le Francier. Pierre; Audibert, Francoise; Choay, Jean; Chedid

/-•. u ".' HT**
^^'^^ Edgar. 4.427.659. CI 424- 1 77 000

Cheetham. Jeffery J, Dental amalgam alloy 4.427.628. CI 420504 000
Chemische Werke Huls AG: See—

"^'i'JI^D
''"'' ""* '^""''' ^o'f8«ng H. E,, 4.427.593. O 260

Chen. Gilbert K,; Nyberg, Paul M.; and Buchholz. Matthew, to Koch
ii'.*'.".'f1311? ^'"P*")''

'nc Vapor-liquid contact grid 4,427.606 O
iOl-II 1.000,

Chen. Li F; Gong, Cheng S.; and Tsao, George T., to Purdue Research

r« "jfVJiSIi
^y^*'**! Pe»ets having a support core, 4,427.775. CI

4J5-161.000.

Chen, Shuenn-tzong; Sherwood, Mark J,; and Warchal. Mary E to
Miles Laboratones, Inc. High glucose-determining analytical ele-
ment, 4,427,770. CI 435-14.000

^*"?l4^^" ^ •
"^^ ^^'^' '^'"**"' ^- '° C^ Laboratories Incorpo-

r-iT* V, L 1"' monitoring apparatus. 4.428,021, O 361-94.000
Chen, Yok; Gonzalez. Roberto; and Summers, Geoffrey P,. to Umted
sutes of Amenca, Energy High-quantum efliciency. long-lived
luminescing refractory oxides. 4,427,570, Ci 252-301 40R

Cheney, Peter A.; Stares, John; and Vemon. Alan J . to Man Limited
Food product thickened or gelled with carrageenan and glucoman-
nan, 4,427,704, CI, 426-104,000,

»• ««
Chervenak, Michael C: See—

'^^"?il";,9°^'"°"' ^™™*'' Susan M
;
and Chervenak, Michael C ,

4.427.535, CI. 208-1 12.000,
Chevron Research Company: See—

Ho. Andrew W,, 4,427,667. CI 424-210 000

'^',';?f??'™*" ^' "** ?*"~"' '^•*^*'"«* D,, 4,427.536. CI

Chiba. Hisashi: See—
Yagi. Norio; Chiba, Hisashi; MiUuda. Yutaka; Sakano Yasuaki and
Aikawa, Masaki, 4,427,832, CI, 525-238 000

Chiba, Toshiyuki: See—

^^^b T''"°=
Takasugi. Hisashi; Tsuji. Kiyoshi; and Chiba,

Toshiyuki, 4.427.674, CI, 424-246,000,
Chienci. Osvaldo F.. to Holland Co. Method of making composite spui
welded coupler carrier assembly. 4.427,471, CI 156-73 500

^c'l''7fVW*"
L Brake lock for motorcycles and the like 4,426.861.

Chirash, William; and Wixon, Harold E., to Colgate-Palmolive Com-
pany. Fabric softening composition containing molecular sieve zeo-
lite. 4,427,410, CI. 8-137.000,

Chisvette. Dominick; Lattimore. James; and Patterson. Donald M . 10
Inmont Corporation, Continuous method of producmg aqueous
phthalocyanine pigment dispersions, 4.427,810, CI. 524-88 000

Chloe Chimie: See—
Guillaumont. Jacques. 4.427,521, CI, 204-275 000

Choay. Jean: See—
Le Francier, Pierre; Audibert. Francoise; Choay, Jean Chedid
Louis;andLederer. Edgar, 4,427,659, CI. 424-177,000

Cholet. Jacques, to Institut Francais du Petrole Supporting system for
apparatuses destined to be moved under water, 4,426,950, CI,

Choquenet. Pierre; and Carle. Jean C. to Societe L Choquenet (S A )
Filtration devices. 4.427,546. CI. 2 1035 1.000.

Choy. Andrew L.: See—
Lee. Noel; and Choy, Andrew L.. 4.427.252. CI. 339-89.00R.

Christie. Walter E.. to Avco Corporation. Device for strippins wire and
cable. 4.426.778. CI. 3O90. 100.

Chuzawa. Takaaki, to MaUushiu Electric Works. Ltd, Circuit oroiect-
ing sensor, 4,427.959, CI. 335-239.000

Ciba-Geigy AG.: See—
Bauerle, Rolf, 4.427.413. CI. 8-471.000.

Ciba-Geigy Corporatiou: See—
Allgeier. Hans; and Gagneux. Andre. 4,427.590, O 260245.500
Beffa. Fabio, 4,427.585. CI. 260 1 5 1 .000.
Hubele. Adolf. 4.427.696, CI. 424-309.000.
Lorenz. Joachim; and Grade, Reinhardt. 4,427.435. CI. 71-67 000
Puntener. Alois. 4.427.41 1. O. 8-404.000.
von der Crone. Jost; and Sieber, Werner. 4.427.752. CI. 430-37.000.
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Citento, Rudolfo D.; Riffkin, Charles; and LaVia, Anthony L.. to E. R.
Squibb ft Sena. Inc. Microporous adhesive upe. 4,427.737, CI.

428-315.700.

CiminieUo, Francisco J.: See— i

Di Giovanni, Bernard A.; and CiminieUo, Francisco J., 4,427.031,

CI. 138-97.000.

Di Giovanni, Bernard A.; and CiminieUo. Francisco J.. 4,427.032,
a. 138-98.000.

Di Giovanni, Bernard A.; and CiminieUo. Francisco J.. 4.427.112,
CI. 206-223.000.

Citizen Watch Company Limited: See—
Watanabe, Shinichi, 4,427,302, CI. 368-200.000.

Claas OHG: See—
Fredriksen. Nils; and Wecker, Heinrich, 4,427,090. CI. 180-327.000.

Weaielmann. Winfried, 4,426,826, CI. 56-13.300.

Clark, WUIiam E.: See—
Evans, Joseph H.; Hatman, Jeffrey J.; and Clark, William E.,

4,426,999, CI. 126-4SO.000.

Clements, Anthony H., to Lever Brothers Company. Washing composi-
tions containing organic peracid bleaches or their precursors and
iodide ion donors. 4,427,566, CI. 252-102.000.

Clements, Shannon K. Hydraulic valve control for aerial book devices.
4,427,121,0.212-231.000.

Clerc, Jean F.; and Robert, Jacques. Process for the control of an
optical characteristic of a material by signals of increasing time
periods. 4,427,979, CI. 340-805.000.

Cleusix, Willy, to Ebauches Electroniques S.A. Timepiece with an
activating mechanism. 4,427,301, CI. 368-72.000.

Qeveland, Patrick H. Manifold vacuum biochemical test method and
device. 4,427,415. CI. 436-57.000.

Cloarec, Rene: 5w—
Price. John G. W.; and Cloarec, Rene. 4.426.878. CI. 73-55.000.

Clopay Corporation: See—
Toppen, John D.. 4.427,050. CI. 160-315.000.

Qoutier. Paul A.; Oehme. Delbert R.; and Stebbings. Ronald P., to

Innovatum, Inc. Apparatus and method for locating and tracking

magnetic objects or sources. 4,427,943. CI. 324-326.000.

Coal Industry (Patents) Limited: See-
Lord, Peter M., 4.427.976, CI. 340-604.000.

Robinson, Joseph G.; Barnes. David I.; and Carswell, Angela M.,
4,427,578, CI. 502-177.000.

Coats, John H.: See—
Whaley, Howard A.; Snyder, William C; Greenfield. John C; and

Coats, John H., 4,427,776, CI. 435-169.000.

Coetzee, John C. Dispensing and metering devices for liquids.

4,427,041, a. 141-294.000.

Cohen, Joseph H.: See—
Gerber, Heinz J.; Mishh. Yuval; Canilli. Vincent J.; and Cohen,

Joseph H., 4,426.783, CI. 33- LOOM.
Cohen, Marshall J.: See—

Waldrop, James R.; and Cohen, Marshall J.. 4.427.840, CI.
136-255.000.

Coherent, Inc.: See—
Saunders, Richard J., 4,427.872. CI. 2I9-12I.0LH.

Cole, Martin; Howarth. Thomas T.; and Reading, Christopher, to

Beecham Group Limited. Esters of clavulanic acid. 4,427,690, CI
424-272.000.

Coleman, Donald J.; Jackson, Wilbur C; Lube, Robert R.; and Spohr,
Albert R., to Sunbeam Corporation. Electric dry shaver. 4.426.777,

a. 30-34.200.

Coles, Robert E.; Compton, Douglas R.; Lawrence. Jack; and Carpen-
ter, William A., to General Foods Limited. Stackable display unit.

4,427,108, CI. 206-44.00R.
,

Colgate-Palmolive Company: See— '

Benz. CUude L., 4,427.567, CI. 252-116.000.

Chinsh, William; and Wixon, Harold E.. 4,427.410. CI. 8-137.000
GafTar. Abdul, 4,427,652, CI. 424-52.000.

Kanmi, Hamzeh; Haulait, Claude; and Cooper, Terence, 4,427,408.
CI. 604-393.000. ,

Colista, Dominic: See— '

Layciak, Stephen G.; Johnston, Robert J.; and Colista, Dominic,
4,427.853. CI. 20O-5O.0OC.

CoUet-Cassart, Daniel: See—
Masson, Pierre L.; CoUet-Cassart, Daniel; and Magnusson, Carl G.,

4,427.781, CI. 436-509.000.

Collet, Peter J., to Nederlandse Centrale Organisatie Voor Toegepast-
Natuurwetenschappelijk Onderzoek. System for heat recovery for

combustion machine including compressor for combustion air.

4,426.842,0.60-39.511.
Collier, John C; and Lehman, David L., to Bumdy Corporation.

Apparatus for installing terminals on wires and insulation pods on
terminals. 4,426,772, O. 29-742.000.

Collins, Gilbert C; and SchifTrin, David J., to International Business
Machines Corporation. Metal diphthalocyanine electrochroinic dis-

plays and elecUolytes therefor. 4,427,267, O. 350-357.000.
Colt Industries Operating Corp.: See—

Tung, Wayne Y., 4,426,979, O. 123-478.000.
Combustion Engineering, Inc.: See—

Winahip. Ralph D., 4,426,939. O. 1 10-347.000.
Comer, Glen S.. Jr.; and Ejchler, Henry, to Caterpillar Tractor Co.

Limit control for an operating member. 4,427,026, CI. 137-556.000.
Commisiariat a I'Energie Atomique: See—

Abbes, Claude; Rouaud, Christian; Piednoir, Robert; and De Vil-

lepoix, Raymond, 4,427,222, O. 285-353.000.

Charpin, Jean; LaRat, Bernard; Marcel, Raymond; and Plurien,
Pierre. 4.427.424. O. 9S-IS8.00O.

Jamiac, Roger, 4.426.912. CI. 91-39.000.

Schnedeckcr. Guy. 4.426,762, CI. 29-527.400.

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization: See—
Priestley, Anthony J.. 4.427.550, O. 210-675.000.

Communications Technology Corporation: See—
Smith. Donald J., 4.427,248, CI. 339-14.00R.

Compagnie des Montres Longines: See—
Groothuis, Michel. 4.427.300, O. 368-37.000.

Comploi. Georg; Heimgartner. Roland; Loacker. Artur; Huber. Kurt;
and Waliimann, Hans, to Aktiengesellschaft Adolf Saurer. Embroi-
dery machine pattern mechanism. 4.426.941, CI. 112-84.000.

Comptoir Lyon-Alemand Louyot: See—
Guerlet. Jean-Paul; and Niney, Claude, 4.427.627. O. 420-496.000.

Compton. Douglas R.: See—
Coles. Robert E.; Compton, Douglas R.; Lawrence, Jack; and

Carpenter. William A.. 4.427.108, O. 206-44.00R.
Conerly, Robert C. Centering tool. 4,426,786, CI. 33-I8O.0OR.
Conger/Murray Systems, Inc.: See—

Murray, John A.. 4,427,610, O. 264-82.000.

Connell, James. Vehicle wheel trim. 4,427,238, O. 301-37.00P.
Conrad, Peter, to Fiber Industries, Inc. Apparatus for removing filled

packages from a filament winder and installing empty tubes on the
winder. 4,427,158, CI. 242-35.50A.

Constantinescu. Serban: See—
Constantinescu. Spiridon; and Constantinescu, Serban, 4,427,177,

CI. 251-230.000.

Constantinescu, Spiridon; and Constantinescu, Serban. Shower control.
4,427,177, CI. 251-230.000.

Container Corporation of America: .See

—

Tuitt, Milton J, 4,427,125, O. 215-231.000.
Container Products Corporation: See—

Teague, Lyndon M.. 4,426.927, CI. 100-219.000.
Continental Can Company. Inc.: See—

Pan. Peter N. Y.. 4,427,712, O. 427-13.000.
Continental Group, Inc., The: See-

Beck. Martin H.; Krishnakumar, Suppayan M.; and Harry, leuan
L.. 4.427,476. CI. 156-199.000.

Heyn. William M.. 4,427.128, O. 220-270.000.
Control Fluidics. Inc.: See—

Brown. Robert L.; and Tufts. Wesley M.. 4,427,555, O.
210-805.000.

Cook, Bruce M., to Westinghouse Electric Corp. Nuclear reactor
power supply. 4.427,620, CI. 376-216.000.

Cook, Evin L., to Mobil Oil Corporation. Oil recovery method.
4,427.066. CI. 166-261.000.

Cook. John W.: See—
Meilenner, Norbert J.; Sunderiand. Richard T.; and Cook, John W.,

4.426.837, CI. 57-293.000.

Cooper. Clinton V. Frame for tamper proofing a meter housing.
4,427,172. CI. 248-551.000.

Cooper. Terence: See—
Karami, Hamzeh; Haulait. Claude; and Cooper, Terence, 4,427,408,

CI. 604-393.000.

Copeland Corporation: See—
Elson, John P., 4,427,349, O. 417-363.000.

Copie. Femand; Esterberg, Warren E.; Fadness, Quentin K.; Stewart,
Howard A.; and Ringwelski, Robert J., to RayGo, Inc. Load han-
dhng apparatus. 4.427.334. CI. 414-710.000.

Coppa. Ivo. Process and system for drying products and materials, such
as wood. 4.426.791, CI. 34-27.000.

Coppelmans, Petrus M. C: See-
van Roermund, Arthur H. M.; and Coppelmans, Petrus M. C,

4,428.070. CI. 365-222.000.

Coppola. Vincent G.; and Lorenzo, John L., to Pitney Bowes Inc.

Interface circuit for a meter reading device. 4,427,969, CI. 340-

347.0AD.
Core Laboratories, Inc.: See—

Price, John G. W.; and Cloarec, Rene, 4,426,878, O. 73-55.000.

Cornelius, Walter; and Klomp, Edward D., to General Motors Corpo-
ration. Gas turbine combustor assembly. 4,426,841, CI. 60-39.230.

Cornell Research Foundation, Inc.: See—
Kinsella, John E.; and Srinivasan, Damodaran, 4,427.580. CI. 260-

1I2.00R.

Coming Glass Works: See—
Allaire, Roger A.; and Simonson, Edwin J., 4,427,430, O.

65^1.000.

Belmonte. James A.; and Hillman, Arthur E., 4,427,728, CI.

428-117.000.

Montierth. Max R.. 4,427,423, O. 55-97.000.

Ure. Dennis J.; Wilder, Arthur H.; and Wilson. Richmond W.,
4.426.996. CI. 126-443.000.

Corrigan. James L.; Howett, Deborah L.; and Schouten, Gerard M.. to

Armstrong World Industries, Inc. Carpet display stand. 4,427,1 18, 0.
211-45.000.

Coulter Systems Corporation: See—
Kuehnle, Manfred R.; and Cahill, Lysle D., 4,427,999. O.

358-300.000.

Kuehnle, Manfred R.; and Cahill. Lysle D.. 4,428,000. CI.

358-300.000.

Covi, Christian: See—
Poll, Martin; and Covi, Christian, 4,427,733, CI. 428-200.000.

Covington, Cecil E.: See—
Meuger, Robert W.; Neathery, William D.; Reyes. Peter A.; Tis-

dale, Patrick R.; Covington, Cecil E.; and Broekhuizen. WUlem.
4,427,340, CI. 416-141.000.
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Cox Charies W., to General Electric Company. Plastic based alasshalogen lamp. 4,427.255. O. 339-127.00C

*

Crawford, Micheal B., to Dresser Industries, Inc. Rotary rock bit withindependently true rolling cutters. 4.427.081, O. 175-376^0
Creative Dau Services, Inc.: See— ' ':> j'o.uuu.

^
4i*i6400

^^'^^"'^ ^
•

"'* Tambrella, Manuel F.. 4.426.797. CI

^
Ml!J^°Sfffer';niV

'° ^"^^ ^^^'^^"^ Inc. Temperature compen-

"^67 000
pressure indicating device. 4.426,952. CI

^
'-SSVj's ' CI%28'-^36 OTO

^''"""*' D*'"«="**°"«"y-r«=«>verable article

^PwE^'i^'"""" ^•' ^^'- '*" '^'^ ^°'"«- Gary E.. to US
44'27^24.'ci^S:!r98.ooS'''"'""

"•'""^ *"""'""« ^y^'^

Cromn. Dennis C, to Beloit Corporation. Extended nip shoe for a nipm papermakmg machine. 4,427,492, CI. 162-358.000
^

4°S8^,"cf73':i2.5x)'°
'''^^ '^'^"''°" ^'™" -easuremen.

^TnJn^^'^'ii' ?!!1P'°5''"'
^"" ^' '° Wisconsin Alumni Research

Foundation^ Method and apparatus for spray fractionation of parti-
cles m liquid suspension. 4,427,541, O. 209-210 000

Csepel Muvek Jarmu es Konfekcioipari Gepgyara See—

CTS Corporation: See—

n 1 ^'n'^''^^
'^°'^*' ^ • *'*26,774, O. 29-841.000.

99^545 So ^ ^^^^^ '^'" ^''*' "'*'*' '*"'"' *''*26.924. CI.

Cummins Engine Company, Inc.: See—
Patel, Harshad H., 4,426,965, O. 123-196.0AB

Curley, Paul E.; and Hirschmann. Ralph F.. to Merck ft Co. Inc

S^rn'oro
^ '«»»Pept'de somatosutin analogs. 4,427,661. d.

Currer, John T.: See—

Curtiss-Wright Corporation: See—

"Toob^'"'""
^' ""* G*""'°' Edward J., 4,426.958. CI. 122-

Czamik, Richard J.: See—

D. Swiovte'ft Q)*&S^''''
^^^"'^ ^

'

*'*26.970. O. 123-364.000.

DaildnL*JS'£o"ft^'ie-™''"'
'''"•'"• ^' *28-200.000.

Daimler-Benz A.G.: See—
Augustin. Ulrich, 4,427.347. O. 417-296.000

CrwTlSl'oOo"''*''''
^"^' ""^ •**«=*•««• Daniel. 4,427,225.

Dainippon Ink ft Chemicals, Inc.: See—

I5S07 So"'^"'''*
""^ "'""*'''• ^*"'"'^'''' '.'27,482. O.

Daiwa Seiko Inc.: See—
Sakumoto, Akinori, 4,427,161, CI. 242-84.20A.

Daley, Gregory C: See—
Walters, John P.; Petrovich. Radomir; Daley, Gregory C and

^^ . 1?5'?"' ^"*''' C.' 4,426,880. 0. 73-61.200
Daly, Charles F.: See—

^CStin^'^^^^'.K"'*!.
G''«'«'"; Ge™'d. to Fives-Cail Babcock

432^060)0
manufacture of cement. 4.427.377. CI.

°^!^i,d°^y ' • !.°
'|<°"?^»o. Company. N-Substituted xanthate

bcnzothiazoline and related denvatives. 4,427,436. CI. 71-88 000

''4^t?8l:cr4"4-r.aSo^""
'"'"'"" ''"' ^°y ">•" «=»>-«"

Danfoss A/S: See—
Rpmer, Bendt W., 4,427.346, CI. 417-292.000.

Daniels. Peter, to United Sutes of America, Navy. Subilizing apparatus
foranairlaunchedwei^n. 4.427,167, CI. 244-3 240

SSi""**" f ^; «r«'y ^'*'" '"*= Adjustment means for fiber
optic illuminator. 4.427.284, CI. 355-1.000.

Dart Industries, Inc.: See—

"t42755l 0.^i-2M"SS"'
^°^ ^^ ""* ^'^**' '^°'-'' °

Dau General Corporation: See—
Davidian, Gary. 4,428,045. CI. 364-200.000.

Dauproducts Corporation: See—
Jezbera. Val K., 4.426,930. CI. 101-93.140.

Davey. Keith S. A., to PA Management Consultants Limited. Thin

5tmcS;uT4T7??u'. cf ?2%7~oSr""''
°'°™'"' '" ""' °™"'' ^

'^::l^^4^A]^^"252:&" '^""-"'' '^'""^ =°"^"'°"'"«

Davidian. Gary, to DaU General Corporation. Apparatus for specify-

"yftem' ;SSSf. 'S^'^T^'^'^' *" ' ^'«''*' "^^ P'^^'i
Davies. John S.: See—

^24-272000"*'*' '' "*' ^"''"' '°*" ^' *''*27.<»89. CI

Davis, Robert D.: See—

"M27555rci.''7i-2^"SS"'
''°*"" ^' "^ ^'^*^ '^°^" ° •
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Dawley. Von M.: See—

*^M.r^i^ii'*,C P •

Pr^^'**;' Y°" ^ D^ Edgardo C; Edson.

L iff
E., Nelson. Jerry J. Peters. Robert D , Wear. Dennis Rand Wier, Daniel H.. 4.428,037, CI 362-250 000

oU.fn'l!^''
° '° '°!'"«>", M«'h«;y Public Limited Recovery of

75 ioOOR ''
*° *"** *''^" ^'°"' "''P 4.427.442. CI

Day. Pierce B
. to Eastman Kodak Company. Compact optical imanns

apparatus. 4.427,291. CI. 355-46 000
'^ 'maging

De Rotterdamsche Droogdok MIJ B V See—
Wolters. Henk R.; and Sillem. Paul. 4.427.078. CI 173-126 000

^20^000*^ '
""* ^^^"' ^"*"'' ^ Fastening means 4,426.816. CI

Dean Robert R.; Mauleon. Jean L ; and Newman, Robert J Method

n"utlSl«°L^nf.r"*
'"'' '""^'"'"« ••°'"«^ hydrocarbon withmild catalyst particles in a reactor zone 4,427,537, CI 208-120000

Cr"r5-8300o"'"^°"
Motorcycle for cleaning the ground. 4.426.748.

Decision Dau Computer Corporation: See—
Miller. Robert J., 4.427.243, CI 312-7 200

'^nd;ir:."4'2U: ci.rr6t5r
^^"'°" ""'^" ^- ^-

de Coiselet (de F.). Claude Vehicle fitted with an aux.lmry wheel for

roi' 000
*^ ^"* ""* °' """""^ •''^ ^'*"'='' ^7.08? cT

Decor Noel Corp.: See—

'*°425"f55 0TO°''* ^' "'*^ ^''*'' ^*^"^- •27.354. CI

Deere ft Company: See—

^iK'^ °'"* ^ ""* '^""'^' ""''^ ^- 2*«6, CI

'^.^^.'^"'''^k^'"^^'"'""-
S'"''*^ J"*"" P

•
•^o"'-'. Abraham M

^3 Jfh^"' ^*'"'r F'J°,
'^"'•^ Corporation Blend, of po^^eand ethylene vinyl alcohol copolymers. 4,427,825, CI 525^6 000

''w™*^'^-
'^''""' ^'«"°'- <=»•""'«"; and Nomiand Ger.^ to

U^!i'cIt"a.T? f'
Compagnie Industnelle des Telecommunica-

t ons CIT-Alcatel. Image pnnt head. 4,427.988. CI. 346-155 000
L/eianoe. Christian: See—

'%52T9S"ci.^fti5?S5S.°''
^'""'"^ ""' ^°™"'*^- °""^-

DeMarco. Joseph P. Terminal insulator 4.427,257, CI 339-184 OOR

^^^nJT\ ^' "'^ '"""^^ ^'""^^ A., to Zygo Corpo^L
Electro-optical measunng system. 4.427.296. CI 35^387 000DeMana. Anthony J.: See—

^t''4,S"6r C?"J-58lS;3'^°'"" ^^ ""* '^'^•"•- ^""'°">

Denis. Michel, to Stein Hcurtcy Societe Anonyme. Supports for prod-
ucts in a steel-making furnace. 4.427.187, CI 266-274 000

Denki Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Yagi Nono, Chiba. Hisashi; Mitsuda. Yutaka; Sakano. Yasuaki andAikawa, Masaki. 4,427,832, CI. 525-238.000.

"

Dennis. Charles H., Jr. Window washing kit. 4,427,140. CI 224-148 000

,^r.fi:4 A^*^'
'° CaP'«fi-Mcrcury Shin Corp Collar pressingmethod and apparatus. 4,427.139, CI. 223-2 000

DcSantis Raymond P
;
and Puffer. Herbert J , Jr , to PTX-Pentronix

Inc. Mounting structure for die. punch and core rod assembly forcompacting powder material. 4.427.352. CI. 425-78 000
DeSoto, Inc.: See—

^°«?7iL°;v^""'°"y •'•• ""* Kmsella. Mary A.. 4.427.804, CI
323-4O4.000.

Detroit-Armor Corporation: See—
Nikoden. Joseph, Jr., 4,426,935. CI 109-79 000

Deutsche Babcock Aniagen Aktiengcsellschaft See—
Mayr, Heribert, 4.427,319, CI. 405-196 000

4!42^^4Vc'^*5^3°58* 00^° ^^
^*'""^' '""'"" """^ '"''•" '"°**"''

De Villepoix, Raymond: See-
Abbes. Claude; Rouaud. Chnstian; Piednoir. Roben and De Vil-

lepoix. Raymond, 4.427.222, CI. 285-353 000.

cTi^-M^OOP '

*° '^"'""''°"- '"<= Encoding apparatus. 4.427.970,

de Vries, Hans, Birkle. Siegfried; Stoeger, Klaus; and Gehnng. Johann,

20^2oToC»
'"*"* Electroplating device 4.427.518, CI

de Vries, Hans: See—
Birkle, Siegfried; Sloger. Klaus; Gehnng. Johann; and de Vnes

Hans. 4.427.522, CI. 204-279.000.
'

Dhingra. Vijay K.. to Raychem Corporation. Pnnting on low surface
energypolymers. 4,427.877.0. 219-548.000

Diamond Shamrock Corporation: See—
Bennett. John E.; and Harney, David E.. 4,427.747. CI. 429-50000

Diaz. Edgardo C.: See—
^i?°^ f'u^li ?• °."^''y' ^°" ^' Diaz. Edgardo C; Edson.

!f .ff '
E; Nelson, Jen-y J.; Peters, Roben D ; Wear. Dennis R

and Wier. Daniel H.. 4,428.037. CI. 362-250000
'

Dickakian. Ghiai. to Exxon Research and Engineenng Co Aromatic

JS5w"cf 2f872.i)0'"""'
''""°" °' • •^ "•^"^ '«"°'"

Dickakian, Ghazi. to Exxon Research and Engineenng Co Process for
deasphaltenating cat cracker bottoms and for production of aniso-
tropic pitch. 4.427.531, CI. 208-40.000.

Dickinson Robert J; Wasko. John; and Pennell. William E.. to Umled

415 1 n'ooO*^
Energy. Bearing for liquid metal pump. 4,427,337.
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Dicknii Babigian, Trustee: See—
MwDould. Paul M.. 4.427.246, Q. 3I2-33O.0OR.

Di Oiovuini, Bemard A.; and CimiiiieUo, Francisco J. Method of
insttUing an interior by-pass liner. 4,427.031, Q. 138-97.000.

Di Giovanni, Bemard A.; and Ciminiello. Francisco J. Service line
interior by-pass. 4.427.032, a. 138-98.000.

Di Giovanni, Bemard A.; and Ciminiello, Francisco J. Service line
interior by-pos kit. 4,427.1 12, Q. 206-223.000.

Dilknburg. Helmut: See—
Doetsch. Werner; Dillenburg, Helmut; Fuchs, Paul-WUhelm; and
Home Helmut, 4,427.644. Q. 423-582.000.

DiUs, Raymond L.. to General Electric Company. Power divider for
microwave oven. 4.427.867. C\. 219-10.55F.

Dingle, John T.; Gordon, John L.; Jones. Geraint; Knight, Qive G.;
and Lowe. John S., to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited; and
National Research Development Corporation. Pharmaceutical com-
poations. 4,427,649, a. 424-38.000.

Dion, Exaior. Apparatus for use in arm wrestling or wrist pullins
contests. 4,427.194, a. 273-l.OGC.

Di Rosa, Gaetano, to FaU European Group S.p.A. Fluidized bed
furnace. 4,427,373. CI. 432-58.000.

Dittmann. Norbert: See—
Kahlert, Peter; Schone, Helmut; Johne, Hans; Jentzsch, Amdt;

HefRler. Victor; Kuhnert, Werner; Karl, Rainer; Dittmann,
Norbert; Fink, Heiner; and Preussger, Karl-Heinz, 4,427,193, CI.
271-277.000.

DMA Sytems Corporation: See—
Sutton, David A., 4.427.905. CI. 310-13.000.

Dnepropetrovsky Gomy Institut Imeni Artema: See—
Toropov. Gennady A.; Shamenko, Stepan P.; Tsvirko, Georgy L.;

Oleinichenko. Viktor G.; Khitun, Georgy A,; and Menyailenko.
Anatoly I., 4,426,870, Q. 72-118.000.

Do-All Jewelry Mgf. Co., Inc.: See—
Geldwerth, Simon; and Rubin, Mendek, 4,426,854, CI. 63-4.000.

Dr. Karl Thomae GmbH: See—
Brickl, Rolf; Gruber, Peter; Schepky, Gottfried; and Bozler, Ger-

hard, 4,427,648, Q. 424-16.000.

Docutel Corporation: See—
Kushmaul, Richard T.; and Webb, James E.. 4.427,192, CI.

271-11.000.

Doetsch, Wemer; Dillenburg, Helmut; Fuchs, Paul-Wilhelm; and
Honig, Helmut, to Peroxid-Chemie GmbH. Process for the prepara-
tion of bivalent metal peroxides. 4,427,644, CI. 423-582.000.

Dokmo, Richard C; Hepier, Ernest M.; and Holmstrand, Paul. Appara-
tus for wrapping conduit with sheet material. 4,426,834, CI. 57-10.000.

Dollenmayer, Wifliam L., to International Business Machines Corpora-
tion. Printwheel detent. 4,427,312, CI. 400-144.200.

Donn Incorporated: See—
Swensen, Eugene L.. 4,426,824, CI. 52-794.000.

Dooae, Paul R. Construction for three dimensional logical toy.
4,427,197, CI. 273-153.00S.

Dorey, Howard A.: See—
Skinner, Michael J.; WooUven. Jack; Metcalf, Eric; and Dorey,
Howard A., 4,428,061, CI. 364-728.000.

Dorrestijn, Antoon; Lemstra, Pieter J.; and Van Unen, Lambert H. T.,
to Stamicarbon B.V. Rigid polyvinyl chloride foam. 4,427,795, CI.
521-134.000.

»~7 /

Dotson, Billy J., to Mobil Oil Corporation. In-situ uranium leachine.
4,427,236, Q. 299-5.000.

Dow Chemical Company, The: See-
Eta, Robert J.. 4.427,695, CI. 424-288.000.
Uu, Philip Y., 4,427,517, CI. 204-197.000.
McEwen, Gerald K.; and Thomas, Lowell S., 4,427,813,

524-1 19.000.

Quick, Joe A.. Jr.. 4.427.548, CI. 210-617.000.
Tung. Lu H.; and Y-s. Lo. Grace. 4,427,837, CI. 525-314.000.
Wessling, Ritchie A.; and Pickelman, Dale M.. 4.427,819,

524-458.000.

Dow Coming Corporation: See—
Elias. Michael G.; and Freiberg. Alan L., 4,427,81 1, CI. 524-96.000.
Sweet, Randall P.. 4,427,801. CI. 523-212.000.

Dragerwerk Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Hahn. Rainer. 4,427.635, CI. 422-113.000.

Dreaier Industries, Inc.: See-
Crawford. Micheal B.. 4.427.081. CI. 175-376.000.
Stachowicz, Robert W.. 4,426.848, CI. 60-605.000.

Dresser, Thorpe: See—
Plys, Albert G.; Dresser, Thorpe; Ohiswager. Stanley; and Peter-
man, Lee G., 4,427.305, CI. 374-45.000.

Drexelbrook Controls, Inc.: See—
Maltby, Frederick L.; Loewenstem, Kenneth M.; and Bennine,
Jack G., Jr., 4.428,026, Q. 361-280.000.

Droas, Joachim: See—
Reinehr. Ulrich; Dross. Joachim; Hertxrtz, Toni; Jungverdorben,

Hermann-Josef; and Burghartz, Hans K., 4.427,613, CI.
264-206.000.

Dnishel, Robert W.; and Bercaw, Raymond, to Ex-Cell-O Corporation
Electric discharge machine current cutoff control. 4,427,871, CI.
219-69.00P.

Dubini, Uberto, to S.p.A. Valvole Aerosol Research Italiana -V.A.R.I.
Metering valve for dispensing pressurized liquids. 4.427,137, CI.
222-402.200.

DuBoaque, CUyton, Jr., to Thennatool Corp. Solar collector unit for
roof or wall mounting. 4,426,998, CI. 126-448.000.

Ducati Elettrotecnica S.p.A.: See—
Zanvettor. Sergio. 4,427,806. CI. 523-460.000.

CI.

CI.

Duchesne, Gonzague L.; and Perrault, Guy. to Canada. Her Majesty
the Queen in right of. Curable propellant binding systems with bond-
ing agent combination. 4.427.468, CI. 149-19.900.

Duke, Jack R.: See—
Chari. Venu; Duke. Jack R.; and Gersten. Shimon. 4.428,046, CI.

364-200.000.

Duke University: See—
Bonaventura, Joseph; and Bonaventura, Celia, 4,427.416, CI. 23-

293.00R.
Dunkl, Franz S.: See-

Ross, Sidney D.; and Dunkl, Franz S., 4,428.028. CI. 361-433.000.
Duonghong. Dung: See—

Graetzel, Michael; Kalyanasundaram. Kuppuswamy; Duonghong,
Dung; Neumann-Spallart, Michael; and Borgarello, Enrico,
4,427.749. CI. 429-111.000.

Dupin. Thierry, to Rhone-Poulenc Specialites Chimques. Catalyst for
oxidation of hydrogen sulfide and/or organosulfur compounds to
SO2 and process for preparing the catalyst. 4.427^576. CI.
502-218.000.

Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company: See—
Baloga, Michael R., 4,427,451, Q. 106-300.000.
Charles, Magalie M., 4,427,761, CI. 430-291.000.
Fahy, Edward J.; and Steichen, John C, 4,427,298. CI. 366-132.000.
Gorondy. Emery J., 4,427,412, Q. 8-471.000.

Gruetzmacher, Robert R.; and Munger, Stanley H., 4,427,759, CI.
430-273.000.

Haber, Stephen B., 4,427,693, Q. 424-275.000.
Quinn, John A., 4,427.758. Q. 430-271.000.
Yunan. Malak E., 4,426,933, CI. 102-275.300.

Dupraz, Jean-Pierre: See—
Aumont, Pierre; and Dupraz, Jean-Pierre, 4,427,900, CI.

307-149.000. -

Duran, Reginald F.; and Brass, Jack. Heat treatment fixture. 4,427,379,
CI. 432-261.000.

Dutt, Bulusu v., to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated. Liquid
phase epitaxy. 4.427,464, CI. 148-171.000.

Duvall, William S.; and English, WUliam K., to Xerox Corporation.
Data processing system with multiple display apparatus. 4,428,065.
CI. 364-900.000.

Duveau. Jean. Solids separation and liquid clarification system.
4,427,551,0.210-741.000.

Duvet, Claude; and lato, Michel, to Societe Nationale Elf Aquitaine
(Production). Pressure conduit connecting device. 4.427,218, CI.
285-184.000.

Dyar, Harrison G. Thermal insulating system particulaiiy adapted for
building construction. 4.426,819. CI. 52-407.000.

DyckerhofT & Widmann Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Bombard. Helmut. 4.426.817. CI. 52-262.000.

Dykema, Owen W., to Rockwell International Corporation. Combus-
tion method. 4,427,362, CI. 431-4.000.

E. M. D'Hooge N.V.: See—
Vanderheijden, Herman E. C, 4,426.794, CI. 34-109.000.

E. R. Squibb & Sons, Inc.: See—
Cilento, Rudolfo D.; Riffkin, Charles; and LaVia, Anthony L..

4,427,737. CI. 428-315.700.

Karanewsky, Donald S.; and Petrillo. Edward W.. Jr.. 4,427.665.
CI. 424-200.000.

Varma, Ravi K.; and Karanewsky, Donald S.. 4.427.592, CI.
260-397.450.

Eastern Company, The: See—
Wolniak, Stanley C; Kincaid, Herbert; Spencer, Elbert M.; and
Brown, Ronald L., 4,427,852, CI. 200-44.000.

Eastin, John A. Manufacturing and using nitrogen fertilizer solutions on
a farm. 4,427,434, CI. 71-54.000.

Eastman Kodak Company: See

—

Day. Pierce B.. 4.427,291. CI. 355-46.000.

Edwards, Ray, 4,427,833, CI. 525-240.000.
Gasper, John, 4,427.283, CI. 355-1.000.

Ebauches Electroniques S.A.: See

—

Cleusix, WUly. 4,427.301. CI. 368-72.000.

Ebeling, Franklin D. Loader for a vehicle body. 4,427.333. CI.
414-409.000.

Eberle, William J.: See—
Oxenreider, Terry; and Eberle, William J., 4,427,617, CI.

264-296.000.

Echte, Adolf; Gausepohl, Hermann; Hofmann, Hermann P.; and Mitt-
nacht, Hans, to BASF Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the continuous
preparation of rubber-modified polymers of vinylaromatics.
4,427,826, CI. 525-53.000.

Eckardt, Bemd: See—
Queiser, Horst; and Eckardt, Bemd, 4,427,893, CI. 250-506.100.

Eckardt, Rudolf; and Neuendorf, Hans-Cristoph. to Flachglass Aktien-
gesellschaA. Method of and apparatus for grinding the edges of glass
sheets. 4,426,811, CI. 51-lOl.OOR.

Eckert, Robert C, to International Paper Company. Delignification
and bleaching process for lignocellulosic pulp with peroxide in the
presence of metal additives. 4,427,490, CI. 162-78.000.

Economics Laboratory, Inc.: See—
Rowan, Henry A., 4.427.456, a. 134-25.100.

Economy Engineering Company: See

—

Wehmeyer, Donald T.; and Bamhart, Ronald W., 4,427.093. CI.
182-141.000.

Edelstein, Alan; and White. Allan M., to Micro Graphic Conceptt Inc.

Camera device for including separate information area on photo-
graphs. 4,427,279, CI. 354-107.000.
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Edson, Michael E.: See—
Cwdoza, -^bert C.; Dawley, Von M.; Diaz, Edgardo C; Edson,

!f^'
E; Ne son, Jerry J.; Peters, Robert D.; Wear. Dennis R

;

_^ "wJ Wier, Daniel H.. 4.428,037. CI. 362-250.000.
Edwards, Ray, to Eastman Kodak Company. Polyethylene extrusion
coatmg compositions. 4,427,833, CI. 525-240.000.

Ege, Sigmund, to International Standard Electric Corporation. Bending
stram relief with adjustable stiffness. 4,427,033, CI. 1 38- 103 000

Eggertsberger, Robert: See—
Niethhammer. Dieter; Eggertsberger, Robert; and Wilmers, Ger-

hard, 4.428.042, CI. 364-200.000.
Ehata, Shigeru: See—

Mizushima, Masashi; Ehata, Shigeru; Maruyama, Masanori; and
Fukushima, Masakazu, 4,427,917, CI. 313-389.000.

Eheim, Franz, to Robert Bosch GmbH. Overspeed safety means for fuel

•"Vr^iM"
Pun^P* of intemal combustion engines. 4.426.969. CI.

123-357.000.

Ehr. Robert J., to Dow Chemical Company. The. Compositions of
asymmetnc diphenyl organotins and use for control of plant diseases
4.427,695. CI. 424-288.000.

Ehrmann, Peter: See—

c i.^°'^'
"*'"""; •"<* Ehrmann. Peter, 4.427.205. CI. 277-134.000.

Eichler, Horst. Side propellers for the propulsion of fast boats and
aircraft. 4,427.341, CI. 416-142.000.

EisbTMher. Hans-Dieter; and Ruppert, Helmut, to Thyssen Industrie
Aktiengesellschaft. Device for coupling and uncoupling two parts

??^- ,5 ""^''tive to each other using a length-variable guide rod.
4,427.398. CI. 464-26.000.

» * » uu

Eisele. Hermann; Stumpp. Gerhard; Wessel. Wolf; Flaig, Ulrich and
Piwonka, Fridolin, to Robert Bosch GmbH. Correction device for a
fuel metering system in an intemal combustian engine. 4,426,980. CI
123-478.000. / ^

Eisschun, Charles D., to Micro-Plate, In
4,427,019, CI. 134-72.000.

Ejchler, Henry: See—
Comer, Glen S., Jr.; and Ejchler, Henry. 4,427,026, CI. 1 37-556.000.

Electric Power Research Institute, Inc.: See-
Flick, Carl; and Nathenson, Richard D.. 4,427,907, CI. 310-52 000

Electrolocation Limited: See-
Sole, Lloyd H., 4,427,942, CI. 324-326.000.

Eley, Edgar R., to Westinghouse Electric Corp. Oil-insulated switch
4.427.860. CI. 200-150.00G.

El-Hag. Nabil A., to General Foods Corporation. Method for heating
par-fried, batter-coated frozen foods. 4.427,706, CI. 426-243.000.

EIms, Michael G.; and Freiberg. Alan L., to Dow Coming Corporation.
Silicone elastomeric emulsion having improved shelf life. 4,427,811,
^l> J^4*yOtiAAJi

Elliott. Lloyd E.. Jr.; and Hudson, John L., to Texaco Inc. Fail-safe
circuit mechanism for generating a pulse indicating the precise mo-
ment of firing of a gas exhausting gun. 4,427,091. CI. 181-120.000.

Ellis. Ralph J.; Gurtler. Richard W.; and Sarma, Kalluri R., to Motor-
ola, Inc. Apparatus for semiconductor ribbon-to-ribbon conversion
4,427,638, Cf. 422-250.000.

Elson, John P.. to Copeland Corporation. Refrigeration compressor
suspension system. 4,427.349. CI. 417-363.000.

Emerson Electric Co.: See-
Mitchell, Richard L.; Bmndage, Richard B.; and Palmer. John A..

4,427,042, CI. 144-I.OOR.
Wang, David C; and Voepel, Harry W., 4,426,771. CI. 29-596.000.

Emhart Industries, Inc.: See—
Bergen, Gary R., 4,427,224, CI. 292-169.230.

Emi, Toshihiko: See—
Sumida, Norio; Oguchi, Yukio; Fujii, Tetsuya; Emi, Toshihiko;

Fujimura, Toshio; Ueda, AraU; and Orito. Kenichi, 4,427.444,
CI. 75-93.00R.

EMPAC AG: See—
Riederer, Hans G., 4,427.020, CI. 134-127.000.

Empress Cubana Importadora de Materias Primasy Productos: See-
Gonzalez, Miguel M.. 4.427.465, CI. 149-2.000.

Enders, George E.: See—
Shichman, Daniel; and Enders. George E., 4.427,473, CI

156-130.000.

Endo, Satora; and Yamauchi. Masaaki, to Hitachi, Ltd. Method for
forming electron gun electrodes. 4.427,397. CI. 445-49.000.

Eng, Sverre T. Method and apparatus for optical fiber communication
operating at gigabiu per second. 4,427,895, CI. 250-551.000.

Engel, Joseph C.; and Mercier, Bemard J., to Westinghouse Electric
Corp. Circuit intermpter with digital trip unit and automatic reset.
4,428,022. CI. 361-96.000.

Engelhard Corporation: See—
Bartholic. David B.. 4.427,538. CI. 208-127.000.
Kostansek. Edward C. 4.427,450. CI. I06-288.00B.

England. Richard; Bowcott. John E. L.; Olds. John S.; and Jobling,
Alan, to Lensfield ProducU Limited. Protein production. 4,427,583.
CI. 260-123.700.

English Clays Lovering Pochin ft Company Limited: See—
Jefts, David G., 4,427,452, CI. 106-308.00Q.

English Electric Valve Company Limited: See—
King, David R., 4,428.025, CI. 361-274.000.

English. WUliam K.: See—
Duvall, William S.; and English. William K., 4.428,065, CI

364-900.000.

Epson Corporation: See—
Fujiwara, Hitoshi; and Kodaira, Kozo. 4,427,314, CI. 400-338.200

Epstein, Eugene G., to Epstein Marketing Corp. Steaming apparatus
4,426,857, CI. 68-222.00a

*^*^

132-9.000

Epstein Marketing Corp.: See-
Epstein, Eugene G, 4,426,857, CI. 68-222.000.

Ernst Lciu Wetzlar GmbH: See-
Kraft, Winfried; Froboese. Walter; Reinheimer. Guenter; and

Wieber, Karl, 4.427,270, CI. 350-507,000.
Eronini, Iheanyichukwu E. Hair braider 4.427,017 CI
Eror, Nicholas G.: See-

Carlson, F. Paul; Blakemore, John S.; and Eror, Nicholas G
4,427.457, CI. 148-1.500.

Erwel Inc.: See—
Adachi. Rai R., 4,427,149. CI. 236-59.000.

Ekuc. Jwie W. Sealing assembly for routable shafts. 4,427,203, CI
Z il'o l.UUK.

Eskesen, Peder C . to Brdr. Eskesen Aktieselskab Method of making
injection moulded plastic objecu with imbedded decorative and/or
descriptive prints. 4,427.615, CI. 264-261.000.

Esko Poltto Oy: See—

e ^^^' Veikko; and Poltto, Esko K.. 4.427.212, CI. 280-51 1.OOO
Esmil BV: See—

Klaren, Dick G., 4,427.053, CI 165-1.000.
Estel Hoogovcns B.V.: See—

Buhrmann. Gerardus P., 4,427,186, CI 266-225 000
Estcrberg, Warren E.: See—

Copic, Fcmand; Estcrberg, Warren E.; Fadness. Quentin K
Stewart, Howard A.; and Rmgwelski, Roben J., 4.427.334, Cl'

Ethicon, Inc.: See—
Roshdy, Consunce E., 4.427,109. Cl. 206-63 300
Transuc, James A . 4,427,008, CI. 128-325.000

Ethyl Products Company: See—
Ostrowsky, Efrem M . 4,427,126, Cl. 215-307.000

Etnyrc, Robert E.; and Wylie. Wil|i«m H., to Wylie Manufacturing
Company. Apparatus for heating aggregate, recycled asphalt and the
like. 4,427,376, CI. 432-105.000.

Etude et Developpement en MeUllurgie: See—
Mcrrien, Pierre L., and Merncn. Pierre A., 4,427,443, CI. 75-

68.00R.
Euroceltique, S.A.: See-

Bunting. Thomas G.; Centrone. Dominic A.; Sackler, Richard S
and Halpem, Alfred, 4,427,631, Cl. 422-22.000.

Evans, Joseph H
; Hatman. JefTrcy J.; and Clark. William E , to Ramada

. Jl^'i^y
^"^"'*' '"'^ ^'" energy collector 4,426.999, CI

126-450.000.

Evans, Maurice L.: See—
Mola, Clark M

; Evans, Maurice L ; and Beringer, Richard D
4,426,747. CI. 15-2 1.OOD.

""o i^ ,

Everett/Charles Test Equipment. Inc : See—
Hines, Clyde K.; and Fcttig. Lyie, 4.427.250, CI 339-75.00M

Ex-Cell-O Corporation: See—
Drushcl. Robert W.; and Bercaw, Raymond. 4,427.871, Cl 219-
69.00P

Exner, Klaus: See—
Steinmetz, Alfred; Exner, Klaus; and Welters, Dieter. 4.426.865 Cl

72-44.000.

Exxon Production Research Co.: See—
Steiger, Ronald P.. 4,427.080. Cl. 175-325.000
Stone, Herbert L , 4.427,067, Cl 166-274.000

Exxon Research ft Engineering Co.: See—
Brownawell, Darrell W.; Gutierrez. Antonio; Matthews, Patncu
C; and Walker. Thad O. 4.427.564. CI. 252-8.55R

Dickakian, Ghazi, 4,427,530, Cl 208-22.000
Dickakian, Ghazi, 4,427,531, CI. 208-40 000
Koetsier. Wjcher T., 4,427,577, CI. 252-455.00Z.
Peifter, Dennis G.; Lundberg, Robert D ; and Walker, Thad O
4,427,812,0.524-115.000.

Ramanarayahan, Trikur A.; Petkovic-Luton, Ruzica; and Ayer.
Raghavan, 4,427,447, CI. 75-252.000.

Swan, George A., 4.427.533. CI. 208-65.000
Eyelet Specialty Co.. Inc.: See-

Marshall, Francis G.; and Klimeck, Edward F., 4.427.124 CI
215-216.000.

EZY Wrap Products Pty. Limited: See—
Macgrory, Wallace J.; and Fredenck, George C. 4.427.144. Cl

225-7.000.

F. M. Howell ft Company: See—
Howell, George L.; and Lambrix, Gregg F., 4.427.114 CI

206-328.000.

Fabrig, Paul, to Womako Maschinenkonsiruktionen GmbH Apparatus
for producing helical wire coils. 4,426,871. Cl. 72-141.000.

Facchini. Libero, to Farmatic S.r.l. Capsule orienting device, partKU-
larly for capsuIe-filling or proceuing machines. 4.427.131. Cl

Facet Enterprises. Inc.: See-
Crisp, Robert L.. Jr.. 4,426,952, Cl. 116-267.000.

Facoetti, Hugues: See—
Broussoux, Dominique; Facoetti, Hugues; and Micheron. Francois.

4.427.609, CI. 264-22.000.

Fadness. Quentin K.: See—
Copie. Femand; Estcrberg. W«rrcn E.; Fadness. Quentin K

Stewart, Howard A ; and Rmgwelski. Robert J , 4.427.334, CI
414-710.000.

Fahy. Edward J.; and Steichen. John C. to Du Pont de Nemoure. E. I

.

and Company. Method and system for accurately providing fluid
blends. 4.427.298. Cl. 366-132.000.

Faith. Donald L Target scoring system. 4.427.199. Cl 273-371 000.
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Fsllier, Charles N., Jr.: See—
Proud, JoKph M.; Smith, Robert K.; and Fallier. Charles N.. Jr.,

4,427.920, CI. 315-248.000.

Proud, Joseph M.; Smith, Robert K.; and Fallier, Charles N., Jr

.

4,427,925. CI. 315-248.000.

Farag. Samir F.: See—
Kleinecke, John D.; Farag, Samir F.; and Little, Thomas R.,

4,427,854. Q. 200-50.0AA.
Fannatic S.r.l.: See—

Facchini. Libero, 4.427.131, CI. 221-173.000.
Fanner. Robert M.; and Faucher. Brian R., to Litton Industrial Prod-

ucts, Inc. Radial infeed thread roll attachment. 4,426.869, CI
72-104.000.

Faasio, Felice, to Fiat Auto S.p.A. Monosuble switch device for con-
trolling the rear window washer/wiper of an automobile. 4,427,850,
a. 200-6.00R.

FaU European Group S.p.A.: See—
Di Rosa, Gaetano, 4,427.375. CI. 432-58.000.

Faucher. Brian R.: See—
Farmer. Robert M.; and Faucher. Brian R.. 4,426.869, CI.

72-104.000.

Faust, Wolfgang; Nickol, Friedrich W.; and Baeger, Holm, to VDO
Adolf Schindling AG. Method for the production of conductor
tracks applied to a support. 4,426.775, CI. 29-846.000.

Fawkes, John S., to Ampex Corporation. Electronic switching circuit

for use in magnetic head drives. 4,428.008, CI. 360-61.000.

Fehr. Werner; Ohiin. Claes; and Schabrun. Bruno, to BBC Brown.
Boveri A Company. Limited. Grounding switch. 4.427.858, CI. 200-

146.00R.

Feinerman. Alan D.; Grimes, Donald L.; and Messina, Kathy J., to
Polaroid Corporation. Microcomputer controlled photographic
exposure system and method. 4.427.276. CI. 354-412.000.

Felix, Raymond A., to Suuffer Chemical Company. Method for prepa-
ration of N-phosphonomethylglycine. 4,427.599. CI. 260-502.50F.

Felter. Mark R. Apparatus to be towed through the water. 4.427.394.
CI. 441-66.000.

Fennell, Robert D.; Weidler. Allen J.; and Bailey. David F.. to Motor-
ola, Inc. Encoder for transmitted message activation code. 4.427,980.
CI. 340-825.520.

Fennimore. Jack; Potter. William D.; and Kiamil, Sinan B.. to Smith &
Nephew Associated Companies Ltd. Bandages. 4.427.003, CI.
128-90.000.

Fettig, Lyle: 5m—
Mines, Clyde K.; and Fettig. Lyle. 4.427,250. CI. 339-75.00M.

Feuerstein, Diane: See—
Snyder, William R.; and Feuerstein, Diane, 4,427,568, CI.

252-180.000.

Fiat Auto S.p.A.: See—
Fassio. Felice, 4.427,850. CI. 20O-6.00R.
Recluta, Franco, 4.427,849, CI. 200-6.00R.

Fiber Industries, Inc.: See—
Conrad, Peter, 4,427,158, CI. 242-35.50A.

Fichot, Julie Y.; and Roesch, Alfred, to General Electric Company.
Thermal stress relieving bimetallic plate. 4.427.993. CI. 357-81.000.

Fields, Ellis K.; and Anderson. Ronald L., to Standard Oil Company
(Indiana). Class of rust inhibitors for fuels and oils. 4.427,565. CI.

252-56.00D.
Fields, Max H. Artillery training aid. 4,427.386, CI. 434-19.000.
Figone, Frank M., to Westinghouse Electric Corp. Quick release girth

band. 4.426,755, Q. 24-28.000.

Figura, Ilona W.: See—
Nudel, Ron; Janauer. Gilbert E.; Schrier, Eugene E.; and Figura,

Ilona W., 4,427,796, CI. 521-139.000. ,

Fink. Heiner: See— I

Kahlert, Peter; Schonc. Helmut; Johne. Hans; Jcntzsch. Amdt;
Hefnier. Victor; Kuhnert, Werner; Karl. Rainer; Dittmann.
Norbert; Fink, Heiner; and Preussger, Karl-Heinz, 4.427.193. CI.
271-277.000.

Finsterwald, P. Michael; and Kopel, LeRoy. to Advanced Diagnostic
Research Corporation. Ultrasonic scanner. 4.426.886. CI. 73-633.000.

Firestone Tire ft Rubber Company, The: See—
Balbis, Manuel G.; and King. Colin V., 4,427.046. CI. 152-209.00R.
Hergenrother, William L.; Matlock, Mark G.; and Ambrose, Rich-

ard J., 4,427.828, CI. 525-66.000.

Hogan, James E.; and Camplair, George M., 4,426.901, CI.
83-861.000.

Rumpf, Robert J., 4,427,164, CI. 242-107.40R.
Fischer, Friederich: See—

Oellers, Walter; and Fischer, Friederich, 4,426,753, CI. 19-83.000.

Fischer, Victor H., to Thermal Systems Limited. Reciprocating heat
engine. 4,426,847, CI. 60-514.000.

Fischer, Winfried: See—
Alberts, Heinrich; Fischer, Winfried; and Leuschke. Christian.

4,427,809. CI. 524-37.000.

FiUgibbon, Jeremiah J., to Kennecott Corporation. Sintered spherical
pellets containing clay as a major component useful for gas and oil

weU proppants. 4,427,068, CI. 166-280.000.

Fives-Gail Babcock: See—
Dambrine, Francis; and Ghestem, Gerard, 4,427,377, CI.

432-106.000.

FjeMsted, Thomas P., to Rockwell International Corporation. Select-
able field-of-view infrared lens. 4,427,259, CI. 350-1.300.

Fbchglan AktiengoellachaA: See—
Eckardt, Rudolf; and Neuendorf, Hans-Cristoph, 4.426.811. CI

5I.101.00R.

Flaig. Ulrich: See—
Eiselc. Hermann; Stumpp. Gerhard; Wessel, Wolf; Flaig. Ulrich;
and Piwonka. Fridolin, 4,426,980, CI. 123-478.000.

Flakt Aktiebolag: See-
Fulton, Robert, 4,426,917. CI. 98-38.00B.

Ranagan, Joseph E.; and Wilson. Edgar R.. to Rockwell International
Corporation. Advanced monopropellants. 4,427,466, CI. 149-92.000.

Reming, Robert J. Electric steam radiator space heating unit. 4.427,875.
CI. 219-341.00C

Rick. Carl; and Naincnson, Richard D.. to Electric Power Researc}i
Institute. Inc. Spiral pancake armature winding module for a dyna-
moelectric machine. 4.427.907. CI. 310-52.000.

Royd, Herbert R. Anti-thefl auto lock 4,426.859, CI. 70-18.000.
Rying K Equipment System. Inc.: See—

Kofahl, Willlin: M.. 4.427.348. CI. 417-342.000.
FMC Corporation: See—

Peterson. John G., 4,427.089. CI. 180-253.000.
Fogg. C. Davis, to Bausch & Lomb Incorporated. Gaskets for thin glass

lenses mounted in ophthalmic frames. 4.427.271. CI. 351-154.000.
Pong, Dodd W,; and Allain. Ronald J., to Nalco Chemical Company.
Hydrogenation of residual monomers in partially polymerized acryl-
amide copolymrrs in latex form. 4.427.821, CI. 524-555.000.

Ford Aerospace & Communications Corroration: See—
Buchtel. Michael H ; and Honda, Ronald T., 4,427,878. CI. 250-

203.00R.
Ford, Spencc K.: See- -

Wells. Edward S.; Ford. Spencer K.; Werner, Jack E.; and Lindsay.
Erin J.. 4,427.009. CI. 128-400.000.

Fore. Sharon R, to Phillips Petroleum Company. Removal of solids
from a cooling tower basin. 4,427.553. CI. 210-743.000.

Form &. Stake Lifts, Inc.: See—
Marik, Victor F.. 4.427.182, CI. 254-131.000.

Forney. Victor D.. to Frost, Eugene A. Apparatus for adjusting simul-
taneously fluid pressure in a plurality of pressure vessels. 4,427,022,
CI. 137-224.000.

Fosdick, George. Efficient wind turbine design for low velocity air

flow. 4,427.343. CI. 416-200.00A.
Foster. John R.: See—

Godec. Maksimilijan; Foster. John R.; Straub. Paul J.; and Mahler.
Allan K.. 4.427,223. CI. 292-92.000.

Foster, Leslie W., to Toro Company, The. Line metering apparatus.
4.426,780. CI. 30-276.000.

Fourcade. Pierre, to Thomson-CSF. DaU time compression device and
decompression device. 4,428,063, CI. 364-900.000.

Fowler. David P.. to Frito-Lay, Inc. Method and apparatus for generat-
ing high pH limewater. 4,427,643, Q. 423-580.000.

Fowler. Michael C; and Smith, David C, to United Technologies
Corporation. CO2 Coupling material. 4,426,843, CI. 60-203.100.

Franck. Heinz-Gerhard: See—
Stadelhofer. Jurgen; Franck. Heinz-Gerhard; and Kohler. Helmut,

4.427.526. CI. 208-8.0LE.
Frank. James P.. to General Electric Company. Method of assembling

a switch and terminal assembly and mounting it to a dynamoelectric
machine. 4,426.770. CI. 29-596.000.

Frankpitt. Gerald M.: See-
Brain. David M.; and Frankpitt. Gerald M., 4,426,940, Q.

111-7.000.

Fransson. George E.; Johnson. Stuart J.; and Haug, Edward W.. to
Barber-Colman Company. Method of shape generation by orbiting a
rotating hob. 4.427.324, CI. 409-12.000.

Frass. Werner: See

—

Mohr. Dieter; and Frass, Werner. 4.427,765, CI. 430-525.000.
Frederick. George C: See—

Macgrory. Wallace J.; and Frederick. George C. 4,427,144, CI.
225-7.000.

Fredenksen. J0rgen O. Mounting bracket for use in installing beam-like
channel members under horizontal surfaces, in particular ceilings.

4,427.171. CI. 248-68.00R.
Fredriksen. Nils; and Wecker. Heinrich, to Claas OHG. Agricultural
machine with displaceable cabin. 4,427,090. CI. 180-327.000.

Freermann. Johannes, to Carl Schmale KG. Pile-gap sensor, especially
for deep-pile carpet. 4,427,855, CI. 200-61.130.

Freiberg. Alan L.: See

—

Elias, Michael G.; and Freiberg, Alan L., 4,427,81 1, CI. 524-96.000.
Freiberg, Leslie A.: See—

Tadanier. John S.; Hallas. Robert; Freiberg, Leslie A.; and Bacino,
David J.. 4.427,662. CI. 424-180.000.

Frenken. Hans; Friedsam. Josef; and Voss, Karl, to AGFA-Gevaert
Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the preparation of solutions from
environmentally noxious substances. 4,427,645, CI. 423-658.500.

Frenken, Hans: .See

—

Hourticolon. Roland; Roth, Gerhard; Frenken, Hans; Schafler,
Helmut; and Koepke, Gunther, 4,426,757, CI. 29-121.800.

Frey, William L. Coupling. 4,426.892. CI. 74-785.000.

Friberg. Nelson, to Owens-Illinois, Inc. Registration control method for

a label cutoff apparatus. 4,426,898, CI. 83-37.000.

Frick, Charles E.; Skidmore. Archie F.; and Williams, Isaac E., to
Union Carbide Corporation. Automatic Upe filter. 4,427,543, CI.

210-143.000.

Friebe, Walter-Gunar; Winter, Werner; Thiel, Max; Roesch, Androniki;
and Wilhelms. Otto-Henning, to Boehringer Mannheim GmbH.
1.2-Dihydroquinolines connected via an oxydkyl group with a piper-

idine ring and having anti-allergic action. 4,427,680, CI. 424-258.000.
Fried. Krupp Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung: See-

Spies, Klaus, 4,427,463, CI. 148-129.000.
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Friedman. Robert H.. to Getty Oil Company. Sand consolidation meth
ods. 4.427.069, CI. 166-295.000.

Friedmann ft Maier Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Lehner, Gerhard; and Stipek. Theodor. 4.426,982. CI 123-501 000

Fnedmann. Oswald: See—
Maucher. Paul; Friedmann. Oswald; and Jackel. Johann. 4,426.915

CI. 92-29.000.

Maucher, Paul; and Friedmann, Oswald. 4.427,101. CI. 192-48 700
Fnedsam. Josef: See—

Frenken. Hans; Friedsam. Josef; and Voss. Karl, 4.427.645. CI
423-658.500.

Frit Industries, Inc.: See-
Moore, William P.. 4.427.719, CI. 427-205.000.

Frito-Lay. Inc.: See-
Fowler. David P.. 4.427.643, CI. 423-580.000.

Froboese, Walter: See-
Kraft, Winfried; Froboese, Walter; Reinheimer, Guenier; and

Wieber. Karl. 4.427.270. CI. 350-507.000.
Frohberger. Paul-Ernst: See—

Kraatz. Udo; Stetter. Jorg; Buchel. Karl H.; Frohberger. Paul-
Ernst; and Brandes, Wilhelm. 4.427,672. CI. 424-245.000.

Kramer. Wolfgang; Buchel. Karl H.; Brandes. Wilhelm; and Froh-
berger. Paul-Ernst. 4.427.673. CI. 424-245.000,

Frost, Eugene A.: See-
Forney, Victor D.. 4,427,022. CI. 137-224.000.

Fryer. Rodney I.; Trybulski. Eugene J.; and Walser. Armin, to HofT-
mann-La Roche Inc. Pyrimido(4,5-dJI2Jbcnzazepines. 4.427.589. CI.

Fuchs, Paul-Wilhelm: See—
Doetsch. Werner; Dillenburg. Helmut; Fuchs. Paul-Wilhelm; and

Honig. Helmut, 4,427.644. CI. 423-582.000.
Fuji Photo Film Co.. Ltd.: See—

Aoki. Kozo; and Seoka. Yoshio. 4.427.767. CI. 430-552.000.
Fujiyama. Masaaki; and Yamaguchi. Nobuuka. 4.427.738, CI

428-323.000.

KitaUni, Katuji; Sera. Hidefumi; Arai. AUuaki; Ogawa. Masasi-
Ishigaki. Kunio; and Ogura. Haruo. 4.427.768, CI. 430-623 000.

Oishi, Kengo; Moriwaki, Masayoshi; and Komiyama, Choji,
4,427,166,0.242-199.000.

Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd.: See—
lyoda, Teteuo; and Tamai, Masayoshi. 4,427,986, CI. 346-1.100.
Kikuchi. Yoshiki; and Ohmori. Takashi. 4.427,985, CI. 346-1 100
Kikuchi. Yoshiki. 4,427.987. CI. 346-74.400.
Takahashi, ToshikaUu, 4,427.909. CI. 310-74.000.

Fujii, Hideaki: See—
Ohgawara. Yoshiaki; and Fujii. Hideaki, 4,428,006. CI. 360-33.000

Fujii, Tetsuya: See—
Sumida, Norio; Oguchi, Yukio; Fujii, Tetsuya; Emi. Toshihiko;

Fujimura. Toshio; Ueda. Arata; and Orito, Kenichi. 4.427.444,
CI. 75-93.00R.

Fujimori, Noboru: See—
Tachibana, Noriki; Kobayashi. Morio; and Fujimori. Noboru,

4,427,764. CI. 430-523.000.
Fujimura. Naoto; Tanaka. Takashi; Fujita, Takeshi; Matsumoto,
Masakazu; Takebayashi, Norie; Takasu. Yoshio; and Ishikawa,
Shozo, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Electrophotographic photosensi-
tive member with disazo or trisazo compound. 4.427,753 CI
430-58.000.

^ 1
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VI.

Fujimura, Toshio: See—
Sumida, Norio; Oguchi. Yukio; Fujii. Tetsuya; Emi. Toshihiko

Fujimura, Toshio; Ueda, Arau; and Orito, Kenichi. 4.427,444
CI. 75-93.00R.

Fujino, Masahisa; Sunouchi, Akio; Suzuki. Nobuyuki; and Suzuki
Ryuji. to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Mode change over device for
camera.4,427,282. CI. 354-271.100.

Fujisawa. Nobuhiko; and MaUui. Yoshiki, to Ryobi Ltd. Numbering
device for use in offset printing machine. 4,426,929, CI. 101-76 000

Fujisawa Pharmaceutical Co.. Ltd.: See—
Miyazaki, Yoshio; Nakaguchi. Osamu; and Hashimoto, Masashi.

4,427,581, CI. 260- II 2.50R.
Takaya, Takao; Takasugi, Hisashi; Tsuji. Kiyoshi; and Chiba.

Toshiyuki. 4.427,674. CI. 424-246.000.
Takaya, Takao; Takasugi, Hisashi; Murata, Masayoshi; and Yoshi-

oka, Akiteru, 4,427,677. CI. 424-246.000.
Fujita, Takeshi: See—

Fujimura, Naoto; Tanaka, Takashi; Fujiu, Takeshi; Matsumoto.
Masakazu; Takebayashi, Norie; Takasu, Yoshio; and Ishikawa.
Shozo, 4,427,753, CI. 430-58.000.

Fujita, Teizo. to Izumi Denki Corporation. Small-sized relay and
method for fabricating the same. 4.427.863, CI. 200-306.000.

Fujitsu Limited: See—
Baba, Fumio, 4,428,068, CI. 365-200.000.
Yamamura, Shigeyuki; Kosemura, Kinjiro; Shima. Takao; and

Hidaka, Norio, 4.427.991, CI. 357-74.000.
Fujiwara, Hitoshi; and Kodaira, Kozo, to Epson Corporation; and

Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha. Speed controlled printer.
4,427,314, CI. 400-338.200.

Fujiwara, Toshitaka: See—
Nishimura, Masao; Nabeta, Teiichi; and Fujiwara. Toshitaka

4,426,852, CI. 62-179.000.

Fujiyama, Mamoru: See—
Komeda, MasakaUu; and Fujiyama, Mamoru, 4,427,123, CI. 215-

I3.00R.

Fujiyama, Masaaki; and Yamaguchi, Nobutaka, to Fuji Photo Film Co..
Ltd. Magnetic recording medium. 4,427,738, CI. 428-323.000.

Fukahori, Hidehiko: See—
Iwashiu. Tomonon; Muhimo, Yukio; Fukahon, Hidehiko; and
Waunabe, Yoshiuka, 4,427,280. CI. 354-173.110

Fukui. Shoshin; Shinjo. Masayoshi; and Aoyama. Hirokazu. to Daikin
Kogyo Co., Ltd. Mold release composition. 4.427,803, CI
523-402.000.

Fukuoka, Shigenori; Tsuttui. Sadahani; and Matsumaru. Toshio. to
Sumitomo Heavy Industries, Ltd Injection stretch-blow moldins
machine. 4.427.359. CI. 425-525.000

Fukushima. Masakazu: See—
Mizushima. Masashi; Ehau, Shigeru, Maniyama. Masanon and
Fukushima. Ma.sakazu. 4,427,917, CI 313-389.000

Fulton. Robert, to Raki Aktiebolag Method of and apparatus for
conditioning the atmosphere of a space. 4,426,917, CI. 98-38 OOB

Furst. Raymond B
,
to Rockwell International Corporation. Thrust

control vanes for waterjeu 4.427.338, CI. 415-210000
Furukawa. Hisao: See—

Kato. Yasushi; and Furukawa. Hiuo. 4,427,824. CI 524-858 000
Furukawa. Nobuhiro; Inoue, Kenji; and Murakami. Shuzo. to Sanyo

Electnc Co. Ltd. Alkaline battery 4.427,751. CI 429-206 000
Furukawa. Shunsuke: See—

Tanaka, Masato; and Furukawa, Shunsuke, 4.428.007. CI

GAF Corporation: See-
Brown. Michael J , 4,427,439, CI 11-94 000

Gaffar, Abdul, to Colgate-Palmolive Company. Antigingivitis composi-
tion. 4.427,652. CI. 424-52.000

Gafford, Alexander T. to Allis-Chalmers Corporation Hydraulic
^y**^*" providing equalized load on implement support wheels

Gagneux, Andre: See—
Allgeier. Hans; and Gagneux. Andre, 4,427,590, CI. 260-245 500

Gagnon, Francis M.; See-
Smith, David W.; and Gagnon. Francis M , 4,426.754, CI 24-

Gailey. J. Lynn, to Alcan Aluminum Corporation Vertical ceiling
assembly and stringer therefor 4,426.822. CI 52-669,000

Gaines, George L.. Jr.; Piacente, Palncia A ; Ward, William J III
Smith. Peter C

; Gallivan, Timothy J ; and Laska. Harry M , to
General Electric Company Method of producing fugitive binder-
containing nuclear fuel material 4,427,579, CI 252-639.000

Galeme. Andre. Mixed gas bell diving deep ocean aimulalor 4,427,385
CI. 434-29.000.

Galis, Leon A.; and Czarnik, Richard J, to Ambac Industries, Inc
Resilient drive for fuel injection pump governors 4.426.970, CI
123-364.000.

Gallivan, Timothy J.: See—
Gaines. George L.. Jr ; Piacente, Patricia A ; Ward, William J , III.

Smith, Peter C; Gallivan. Timothy J ; and Laska. Harrv M
4.427,579, CI. 252-639000.

Galvin, Aaron A., to American District Telegraph Company Infrared
imaging system. 4.427.888, CI. 250-331.000.

Gang-Nail Systems, Inc.: See-
Harris. Roderick E . 4,427,145, CI. 225-97.000

Garcia, Gilberto G See—
MacKay, Patrick W; and Garcia, Gilberto G. 4,427,135. CI

222-368.000.

MacKay, Patrick W; and Garcia, Gilberto G, 4,427,136, CI
222-368.000.

Garfinkle, Marvin. Method of roury refining and casting. 4.427,052, CI
16;-<i95.000.

Gamer. John N.; Roberge, Jean M.; and Meilenner, Norbert J., lo
Northern Telecom Limited. Apparatus for stranding wires 4,426.838,
CI. 57-293.000.

Gamer, John N
;
and Roberge, Jean M , to Northern Telecom Limited

Stranding wires. 4,426,839, CI. 57-293 000.
Garrett Corporation, The: See-

Blake. James E. T.. 4.427,309, CI 384-286.000
Kindlimann, Lynn E., 4.427.461. CI 148-16.600.

Garruto. Edward J.: See—
Hosek, William S.; and Garruio, Edward J., 4.426.958. CI 122-
400D

Gasper. John, to Eastman Kodak Company. Scratch suppressing illumi-
nation system for photographic printer 4.427.283. CI. 355-1.000

Gasser. Hermann: See—
Briner, Emil; Novak, Peter; and Gaaser. Hermann. 4.426.836, CI

57-267.000.

Gates. Frank M Collapsible display sign assembly 4.426.801, CI
40-606000.

Gatny, David A., to W-F Industnes, Inc Die set and billet for use
therein. 4.426.872. CI. 72-359.000.

Gaudino. Larry J.: See—
Wingert. Philip; Gaudino. Larry J.; and Kim. Han J . 4.427.625. CI

419-21.000.

Gauje, Georges M. C A., to Societc Nationale d'Etude et de Construc-
tion de Moteurs d'Aviation "S.N.EC.M.A " Vapor phase process
for the deposition of a protective metal coating on a metallic piece
4.427.720. CI. 427-237 000.

Gaur. Santosh P.: See—
Anantha. Narasipur G.; Bhatia, Harsaran S.; Gaur. Santoah P.- and

Walsh. James L.. 4.427.989. CI. 357-21.000.
Gauaepohl, Hermann: See—

Echte. Adolf; Gausepohl. Hermann; Hofmann. Hermann P. and
Mittnacht. Hans. 4.427.826. CI 525-53.000.
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Gauthier. Francis, to Thomson-CSF. Process for producing an object
with a chiralic structure obtained from a shapeable material source.
4.427.717. a. 427-163.000.

Gearhart Industries Incorporated: See—
Johns, Samuel E.. Jr., 4.428,072, CI. 367-69.000.

Gebhard, Georg: See—
Knecht, KJaus; Gebhard, Georg; and Rohr. Franz. 4.427,622, CI.

376-260.000.

Gebrauchs Gerate GmbH: See—
Wolfrum, Emil, 4,427,726, Q. 428-43.000.

OEFTTEC S A • S€€
Posso, Patrick. 4,428,013. Q. 360-133.000.

Gehrig. Wilhelm: See-
Burger. Hans A.; and Gehrig. Wilhelm. 4.426,994, CI. 126-121.000.

Gehring, Johann: See—
Birkle, Siegfried; Stoger, Klaus; Gehring, Johann; and de Vries.

Hans. 4,427,522, Q. 204-279.000.

de Vries, Hans; Birkle, Siegfried; Stoeger, Klaus; and Gehring,
Johann, 4,427.318, CI. 204-201.000.

Geldwerth. Simon; and Rubin. Mendek. to Do-All Jewelry Mgf. Co.,
Inc. SlipK>n connector for jewelry clasp and blank for clasp
4.4S6.854. a. 63-4.000.

General Battery Corporation: See—
Oxenreider. Terry; and Eberle, William J., 4.427,617, d.

264-296.000.

General Qutch Corp.: See-
Rude, Edward T.; Nisenson, Jules; and Wainc, Martin, 4,427,100,
a. 192-43.000.

General Dynamics: See

—

|

Speer, Spencer J., 4,426,910, CI. 89-1.816.

General Electric Ceramics, Inc.: See—
Hargis, Billy M., 4,426,773, CI. 29-832.000.

General Electric Company: See-
Anderson. Roy E., 4,427,984, CI. 343-764.000.

Banucci, Eugene G.; and Olander, Walter K., 4,427,594. CI. 260-
429.00C.

Bell. Frederic C. Sr.; Nicholson. George T.; Shade. Russell L., Jr.;

and Skinner. David R.. 4.427,058, CI. 165-160.000.
Berman, Max; Klimmek. William G.; and Konrad. Charles E..

4,427,930, CI. 318-301.000.

Cox, Charles W., 4,427,255, CI. 339-127.00C.
Dills. Raymond L., 4,427,867, CI. 219-10.55F.
Fichot. Julie Y.; and Roesch, Alfred, 4,427,993, CI. 357-81.000.
Frank, James P., 4,426,770, CI. 29-596.000.

Gaines. George L.. Jr.; Piacente, Patricia A.; Ward. William J., Ill;

Smith, Peter C; Gallivan, Timothy J.; and Laska, Harry M.,
4,427,579, CI. 252-639.000.

Giles, Harold F., Jr.; and Schlich. WUliam R., 4,427,830, CI.
525-180.000.

Hall. Robert N., 4,427.839, CI. 136-255.000.

Howard, Norman C; Miller. Kenneth R.; and Lussier, Matthew C.
4.427.623. CI. 376-263.000.

HoweU. Edward K.. 4.428.019. CI. 36M5.000.
Kelley, John R.; and Zurbrick, John R., 4,428,055, CI. 364-474.000.
Prochazka, Svante; and Klug, Frederic J., 4,427,785, CI.

501-128.000.

Richter, Eike; and Lenz. Henry G., 4,427,910, CI. 310-214.000.
Roberts, Victor D., 4.427.955. CI. 333-177.000.
Siwek. Erwin G., 4,427,716, CI. 427-99.000.
Tupper. Leland C, 4,427,934, CI. 318-723.000.

General Foods Corporation: See—
El-Hag, NabU A., 4,427,706, CI. 426-243.000.
Guhl. Thomas E.; Kenyon. Ralph E.; and Mozeke. Patricia A.,

4.427,709, a. 426-578.000.

General Foods Limited: See— I

Coles, Robert E.; Compton, Douglas R.; Lawrence, Jack; and
Carpenter, William A., 4,427,108, CI. 206-44.00R.

Genera] Motors Corporation: See—
ComeUus, Walter; and Klomp, Edward D., 4.426.841. CI

60-39.230.

Kondziola, Joseph D., 4,427,163, CI. 242-107.000.
Kuo, Hong-Hsiang, 4,426.936. CI. 1 10-245.000.

Trenne, Myron U.. 4.427.151. CI. 239-87.000.
Van Ee. Richard J.. 4.427,099, CI. 192-3.290.

General Research of Electronics, Inc.: See—
Imazeki. Kazuyoshi; and Tanaka. Toshiyuki. 4.427,904, CI.

307-463.000.

General Signal Corporation: See-
Greaves, James D.. 4,427.023. Q. 137-240.000.

Genth, Hermann: See—
Kuhle. Engelbert; Paulus, Wilfried; Klauke. Erich; and Genth,
Hermann, 4.427,698. CI. 424-321.000.

Georges, Adrien J. P.; and Gonchond. Jean-Pierre. Variable tempera-
ture stage device for electron microscope. 4,427,891. CI. 250-443.100.

Georgia-Pacific Corporation: See—
Zdybdu Walter T.. 4.427.449. Q. 106-277.000.

Gerber Garment Technology. Inc.: See—
Oerber, Heinz J.; Mishli. Yuval; CarulH. Vincent J.; and Cohen,

Joseph H.. 4.426.783. CI. 33- LOOM.
Gerber, Heinz J.; Mishli. Yuval; Carulli. Vincent J.; and Cohen. Joseph

H., to Gerber Garment Technology, Inc. Marking instrument actua-
tor for plotting apparatus or the like. 4,426,783, CI. 33-LOOM.

Gemet, Hermann. Aniseikonia eyeglass lens with progressive magnifi-
ortion. 4,427,272, Q. 351-173.000.

Gersten, Shimon: See

—

Chari, Venu; Duke, Jack R.; and Gersten. Shimon. 4.428.046. CI.
364-200.000.

Gessert, James M.. to Honeywell Inc. Real time fill circuit. 4,428,059.
CI. 364-577,000.

Getty Oil Company: See-
Friedman, Robert H., 4,427,069, CI. 166-295.000.

GewerkschaA Eisenhutte Westfalia: See

—

Weirich, Walter; Rosenberg, Harry; and Becker. Kunibert.
4.427,321, CI. 405-294.000.

Geyer, Robert P., to Standard Car Truck Company. Friction casting
bolster pocket wear plate having a plurality of sides. 4.426.934. CI.
105-197.0DB.

Ghestem, Gerard: See

—

Dambrine, Francis; and Ghestem. Gerard. 4,427,377, CI.
432-106.000.

Gibson, Frank, to Reed International P.L.C. Decorative wallcovering
in roll form. 4.427,731, CI. 428-159.000.

Gifford, Lawrence A.: See—
Malcolme-Lawes, David J.; and GifTord, Lawrence A., 4.427.892,

CI. 250-458.100.

Gilbert, Jack J. Apparatus for entraining gasoline in air for use in an
internal combustion engine. 4.426,984. Q. 123-522.000.

Giles. Harold F., Jr.; and Schlich. William R.. to General Electric
Company. Polyetherimide-polypropylene blends. 4,427.830. CI.
525-180.000.

Gille. Friedrich: See

—

Winter, Karl; Gille. Friedrich; and Lotz. Hans, 4,426.856, a.
66-212.000.

Gillett, James E.; and Wineman, Arthur L., to Westinghouse Electric
Corp. Jacking mechanism for upper internals structure of a liquid
metal nuclear reactor. 4,427,621, CI. 376-260.000.

Gillette, Frank C, Jr.; Bryan, Ernest C; and Nethaway, Douglas H.. to
United Technologies Corporation. Method for cryogenic proof
testing of routing parts. 4,427.304, CI. 374-46.000.

Gillette, Jeffrey L.; and Hillery, Donald W., to PPG Industries, Inc.
Container securing device. 4,426,863, CI. 70-164.000.

Gilovich, Paul A.; and Toreson. James S., to Microcomputer Systems
Corporation. Vented magnetic Upe read head. 4,428,011. CI.
360-102.000.

Gilvarg, Charles; and Kingsbury. William D.. to SmithKline Beckman
Corporation. Antimicrobial disulfide prodrugs. 4,427.582. CI. 260-
1I2.50R.

Giolitti, Nicolo, to Remington Ind. E. Com. de Sistemas para Escritorio
S. A. Ribbon cartridge for a typewriter. 4.427.313. CL 400-208.000.

Girard, Theodore A., to Glyco, Inc. Agglomerated halo-hydantoins.
4,427,692, CI. 424-273.00R.

Glaser, David; and Whelchel, Charles J. Flat-panel display and method
of manufacture. 4,427,479, CI. 156-286.000.

Glaverbel: See—
Servais, Albert; Toussaint, Francois; and Rogghe. Hugo. 4.427,488,

CI. 156-663.000.

Glaxo Group Limited: See

—

Ayres, Barry; O'Callaghan. Cynthia; Livermore. David G. H.; and
Newall. Christopher E., 4.427.675. CI. 424-246.000.

Glover, Richard E. Inline fuel filter device. 4.427,542. CI. 210-121.000.
Glyco, Inc.: See

—

Girard, Theodore A., 4,427,692. CI. 424.273.00R.
GNB Batteries Inc.: See—

Mehta, Jitesh R.; and Larson, Andrew H., 4,427,629, C\.
420-563.000.

Godec, Maksimilijan; Foster, John R.; Straub. Paul J.; and Mahler.
Allan K., to Von Duprin. Inc. Latching device. 4,427,223. CI.
292-92.000.

Goeke, George L.: See—
Miles, David L.; Karol. Frederick J.; and Goeke. George L.,

4,427,573. CI. 502-111.000.

Goerth, Helmut: See-
Tonne, Peter; Mueller, Elisabeth R.; and Goerth, Helmut,

4,427.600, CI. 260-505.00E.
Goldman, Arnold J. Direct and diffused solar radiation collector.

4,427,838, CI. 136-248.000.

Goldman, Melvin. Tooth reconstruction. 4,427,383, CI. 433-220.000.
Goldstein, Jack, to New York Blood Center. Inc. Enzymatic conver-

sion of red cells for transfusion. 4.427.777. CI. 435-240.000.
Golf-Eze: See—

Savard. Hassel J.. Jr.. 4.427,084, CI. 18O-19.00H.
Goltz, Kurt, to Pennwalt Corporation. Phosphate conversion coatings

for metals with reduced coating weights and crystal sizes. 4,427,459.
CI. I48-6.15R.

Gomi, Kenichi: See—
Arashi, Norio; Hishinuma. Yukio; Akimoto. Hidetoshi; Takahashi.

Sadao; Nakajima, Fumito; and Gomi. Kenichi, 4.427,642. CI.
423-244.000.

Gonchond. Jean- Pierre: See

—

Georges. Adrien J. P.; and Gonchond, Jean-Pierre, 4,427.891, CI.
250-443.100.

Gong. Cheng S.: See-
Chen. Li F.; Gong, Cheng S.; and Tsao. George T., 4,427,775. CI.

435-161.000.

Gonzalez, Miguel M., to Empress Cubana Importadora de Materias
Primasy Productos. Explosive mixture for blasting. 4,427.465. CI.
149-2.000.

Gonzalez. Roberto: See

—

Chen. Yok; Gonzalez, Roberto; and Summers. Geoffrey P.,

4.427,570. CI. 252-301.40R.
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P Navigation position plotter. 4.426.789. d.

Oordon, John L.: See-
Dingle, John T.; Oordon. John L.; Jones, Geraint; Knight. Clive

O.; and Lowe, John S.. 4,427.649. CI. 424-38.000
Oorondy, Emery J., to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company
MjBieac pnntug of duperK-dyeable textile material. 4,427.412, CI.

Gould, Richard: See—

^ SeitCT, George M.; and Gould. Richard, 4.427.148. CI. 229-43.000
Grabbe, Dimitry O.. to AMP Incorporated. Moisture getter for inte-

grated circuit packages. 4.426.769. CI. 29-588.000.
Grace Inc.: Sae—

Schaefer. Thomas J.. 4.427. 1 53. CI. 239- 1 1 7.000.
Grade, Reinhardt: See—

Loren^ Joichim; and Grade. Reinhardt, 4,427,435. CI. 71-67.000.
Oraetzel. Michael; Kalyanasundaram, Kuppuswamy; Duonghong.
Dung; Neummn-Spallart. Michael; and Borgarello. Enrico, to Graet-
zel, Michael. Product intended to be used as a photocatalyst, method
for the preparation of such product and utilization of such product
4,427,749, CI. 429- 1 1 1 .000.

Grant, Barbara D.; and Jones, Carol R., to International Business
Machmes Corporation. Process for making an encapculated circuit
board and producu made thereby. 4,427,478, CI. 156-275.500.

Gratzinger, Paul G.; and Kucharski. Uwrence. Jr.. to Bourns, Inc

Iv-JiHSISc '!S?",,?V^'"'
mechanism for worm gear potentiometer.

4,427,966, CI. 338-162.000.
Gray. Lorin S.. Ill; Mattor. John A.; Millard, Ben; and Ward, Franklin

V'.l'i^"J?^P*'' Company. Surface replication on a coated substrate.
4,427,732, CI. 428-172.000.

Great Lakes Carbon Corporation: See-
Hsu. Harry L.; Grindstaff, Lloyd I.; and Juel, Leslie H.. 4,427,540,

CI. 208-131.000.

Greaves, James D., to General Signal Corporation. Dry product valve.

Oreboistein. Hermann; and Speich. Jorge, to Oehler-Wyhlen-Uger-
technik AG. Equipment for lifting, transporting and setting down
elongate goods. 4,427,331. CI. 414-277.000.

Green, Lawrence E.; and Wareham. Richard R.. to Polaroid Corpora-
tion. Apparatus for mounting transparency film. 4,427.486. CI.
15^517.000.

Greenfield, John C: See—
Whaley. Howard A.; Snyder, William C; Greenfield, John C; and

Coats. John H.. 4,427,776. CI. 435-169.000.
Gregorian, Razmic S.; and Namboodri. Chettoor G., to United Mer-

chants and Manufactures, Inc. Method for preparation of fabrics.
4,427,409, CI. 8-107.000.

Gregory. Michael A.; and Traeger. Glenn N. Flexible standpipe and
subsurface pressure seal. 4,427.024. CI. 137-362.000.

Oreiner, Max; Laufer, Helmut; and Straubel, Max, to Robert Bosch
GmbH. Apparatus for detecting the fuel quantity delivered to the
combustion chambers of a diesel engine. 4.426.981. CI. 123-488.000.

Greiner, Max; Grimm, Gerold; and Knapp, Hdnrich. to Robert Bosch
GmbH. Control element. 4.426,988. CI. 123-585.000.

Orenfell, Julian P. Mercury holder for electric discharge lamps.
4,427,919, a. 313-546.000.

Griffin, James: See—
Schroeder, Kenneth; and Griffin. James. 4.428.056. CI. 364-518.000.

Gnmes, Donald L.: See—
Feinerman, Alan D.; Grimes, Donald L.; and Messina. Kathy J..

4,427.276. CI. 354-412.000.
Grimm, Oerold: See—

Greiner, Max; Grimm, Gerold; and Knapp. Heinrich, 4,426,988, CI.
123-585.000.

Grinde. James E., to Yamaha Hatsudoki Kabushiki Kaisha. Starting
arrangement for internal combustion engine. 4.426.961, CI. 123-

GrindstafT, Lloyd I.: See-
Hsu, Harry L.; Grindstaff. Lloyd I.; and Juel. Leslie H.. 4.427,540.

^1> 2Uo~1j1.UUU>

Groothuis, Michel, to Compagnie des Montres Longines. Timepiece
with a perpetual calendar mechanism. 4,427,300. CI. 368-37.000.

Grosse, Jurgen; and Pieper. Werner, to Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft.
Process for making phosphonic acid ester chlorides. 4,427.603. CI.
260-969.000.

Grouhel, Agnes G.: See—
Torosstan, Dieran R.; Aubard. Gilbert G.; Roux. Claude P.; and

Grouhel, Agnes G.. 4,427,671, CI. 424-243.000.
Gruber, Peter: See—

Brickl. Rolf; Gruber. Peter. Schepky. Gottfried; and Bozler. Ger-
hard, 4,427.648. CI. 424-16.000.

Grudkowski, Thomas W.: See-
Black, James F.; Grudkowski. Thomas W.; and DeMaria. Anthony

J.. 4,426.768, CI. 29-583.000.

Gruetzmacher, Robert R.; and Munger, Stanley H., to Du Pont de
Nemours, E. I., and Company. Process for preparing an overcoated
photopolymer printing plate. 4,427,759, a. 430-273.000.

Grumman Aerospace Corporation: See-
Berlin, Edwin P., Jr., 4,428,048, CI. 364-200.000.

Grundfos A/S: See-
Jensen, Niels D.; Nielsen, Kurt F.; and Komossa. Hoist, 4.427.421.

CI. 55-52.000.

Grunwald, Louis J.: See—
Sutz, Richard K.; and Grunwald, Louis J., 4,427,342, CI. 416-

170.00R.

Gruppo Lepetit S p A : See—
Cavalleri. Bruno; and Selva. Enrico. 4,427,656. Q. 424-118.000

GSE, Inc.: See—
Reinholm, James H.; and Marcinkiewtcz, Eugene J., 4,426,887, CI

73-862.230.

GTE Automatic Electric Lab*. Inc.: See—
Koppensteiner, James V., 4,427,254, CI 339108.00R.
Rinaldi, Gerald M., 4.427.948. CI. 328-138.000.

GTE Laboratories Incorporated: S«r—
Chen, Wen T.; and Oxley. Vincent C. 4.428.021. CI. 361-94 000
Proud, Joseph M.; Smith, Robert K.; and Fallier. Charles N Jr

4,427,920, CI. 315-248.000.
Proud. Joseph M.; and Johnson. Stephen G.. 4.427,921. CI.

Proud. Joieph M.; and Johnson. Stephen G., 4.427,922. CI

Proud, Joseph M.; vid Johnson, Stephen G., 4,427,923, CI

Proud, Joseph M.; Upatovich, Walter P.; and Johnson, Stephen
G., 4,427.924, CI. 315-248.000.

*^

Proud, Joseph M.; Smith, Robert K.; and Falher. Charles N . Jr
4,427.925, CI. 315-248.000.

« <^
.
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^,J^^' ^'"«' *' ; •"<' Oberhauser. Peter, 4.427.082, CI. 175-413 000GTE Producu Corporation: See—
Brower. Boyd G., 4.427,368, CI. 431-359.000.
Brower, Boyd G.. 4,427.369. CI. 431-359.000.
Proud, Joseph M.; and Johnson, Stephen G., 4,427,921. CI

Proud. Joseph M.; and Johnson. Stephen G., 4.427.922. CI
315-248.000.

Proud. Joseph M.; and Johnson, Stephen G. 4.427.923. CI
315-248.000.

Proud, Joseph M.; Upatovich. Walter P.; and Johnson. Stephen
G.. 4.427.924, CI. 315-248.000.

Reif, Robert H.; and Stites, Francis H.. 4.427.256, CI 339-143 OOC
Wmgert, Philip; Gaudmo, Larry J.; and Kim, Han J.. 4.427,625. CI

Guerlet, Jean-Paul; and Niney. Claude, to Comptoir Lyon-Alemand
Louyot. Copper alloy having high electrical conductivity and high
mechanical characteristics. 4.427.627, CI. 420-496.000.

Guhl, Thomas E.; Kenyon, Ralph E.; and Mozeke, Patricia A., to
Genera] Foods Corporation. Powdered cheesecake mix. 4.427.709.
CI. 426-578.000.

Guillaumont. Jacques, to Chloe Chimie. Cathode assembly for an
electrolytic cell. 4.427.521. CI. 204-275.000

Guillermier. Bernard, to Bg Technic (Sari). Machine for fitting spokes
into wheel hubs. 4.427,047, CI. 157-1.500.

Guimond, Roy A.; Daly, Charles F.; and Gulliksen. John E., to Koehler
Manufacturing Company. Safety lamp apparatus including means for
pre -nting a cidental breakage of a bulb member. 4.428,039, CI.

Gulf Research i. Development Company: See—
Brunn, Louis W.; and Lopez, Jaime, 4,427,534. CI 208-89.000

Gulliksen. John E.: See—
Guimond, Roy A.; Daly, Charles F.; and Gulliksen, John E..

4,428.039. CI. 362-287.000.

Gullo, James M., to SDS Biotech Corporation. Antiinflammatory
2'-pyridyl-r-oxide carbothiolate and carbodithioate compounds
4.427.683, CI. 424-263.000.

Gurtler, Richard W.: See-
Ellis, Ralph J.; Gurtler, Richard W.; and Sanna. Kallun R

4.427.638. CI. 422-250.000.
Gutierrez. Antonio: See—

Brownawell, Darrell W.; Gutierrez. Antonio; Matthews. Patricia
C; and Walker. Thad O.. 4.427.564. CI. 252-8.55R.

H. B. Fuller Company: See-
Hume, Robert M.. Ill, 4,427,744, CI. 428-462.000.

Haber, Stephen B., to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company
Antiinflammatory 4,5-diaryl-a,a-bis (polyhalomethyl)-2-thio-
phenemethanamines. 4,427,693, Q. 424-275.000

Haberle, Fritz: See-
Bauer. Wilhelm; Haberie, Fritz; and Riechers. Daniel, 4.427,225.

CI. 293-132.000.

Haggkvist. Bjom. Protective device for motorcycles. 4.427.214. CI
280-752.000.

Hahn. Rainer. to Dragerwerk Aktiengesellschaft. Chemical oxygen
generator. 4.427.635. CI. 422-1 13.000.

Hahn. Steven, to High Stoy Technological Corporation. Low leakage
filtered power supply. 4.428.018. CI. 361-42.000.

Hakura, Akira: See—
Toyoshima, Kumao; Hakura, Akira; Nakanishi. Toshihiro; and

Yoshizumi. Hajime, 4.427.657. CI. 424-177.000.
Hall. Arthur B.. to TP Laboratories. Inc. Combination light wire and
edgewise appliance. 4.427.381. CI. 433-14.000.

Hall. George D.. to Rockwell International Corporation. Portable
fastening tool with manual turn on and automatic shut off. 4.427 077
CI. 173-12.000.

Hall, Lewis: See—
Burdette. George W.; and Hall. Lewis, 4.427.467. Q. 149-109.400.

Hall. Robert N.. to General Electric Company. Faceted low afaaorp-
tance solar cell. 4.427.839. CI. 136-255.000.

Hallas. Robert: See—
Tadanier. John S.; Hallas, Robert; Freiberg, Leslie A.; and Bacino.
David J.. 4.427.662. CI. 424.180.000.
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Halliburton Company: See—
Kierbow, Gerald C; and Horinek, Herbert J., 4.427,133, CI.

222-77.000.

Skinner, Neal O.. 4,426,882, CI. 73-155.000.

Skinner. Neal G.. 4.427.063. CI. 166-134.000.

Halmai, Geza, to Villamosipari KuUto Intezet. Electrical machine with
compressed air cooling. 4.427.908, C\. 310-57.000.

Halpem, Alfred: See—
Bunting, Thomas G.; Centrone, Dominic A.; Sackler, Richard S.;

and Halpem, Alfred. 4.427.631, CI. 422-22.000.
HammerKhmidt. Erich; Behre. Horst; Blank. Heinz U.; and Lindner,

Otto, to Bayer AktiengesellschaA. Process for preparing l-amino-2-
na{riithol-4-sulphonic acid (amidol acid). 4,427,601, CI. 260-509.000.

Hammond, Paul S., to British Gas Corporation. Flame rectification

detectors. 4.427,363, CI. 431-66.000.

Hamprecht, Gerhard: See—
Rentzea. Costin; Zeeh, Bemd; Ammermann, Eberhard; Ham-

precht, Gerhard; and Pommer, Emst-Heinrich, 4,427,688. CI.
424-270.000.

Han, Tay-Hee. Water decomposition method and device using ioniza-
tion by collision. 4,427,512. CI. 204-164.000.

Hann, Michael M.: See-
White, Alan C; and Hann. Michael M.. 4.427,676, CI. 424-246.000

Hannah, QifTord G.: See—
Willgoose, Kenneth; Brien, Rondald; Rose, Peter E.; and Hannah,

Clifford G.. 4.427,742. CI. 428-338.000.

Hansen, Kenneth N.. to Allis-Chalmers Corporation. Clutch pedal
operating through a fore and aft shaft in a fire wall of a vehicle.

4.426,890. CI. 74478.000.
Hansaon. Bertil E. R.: See—

Riblet. Gordon P.; and Hansson, Bertil E. R., 4,427,936, CI. 324-

S8.00B.

Haraguchi, Keisuke, to Asahi Kogaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Struc-
ture for mounting cover for automatic focus detecting device.

4,427,277. CI. 354-402.000.

Harban. Donald C: See—
Walters. John P.; Petrovich, Radomir; Daley, Gregory C; and

Harban, Donald C, 4,426,880, CI. 73-61.200.

Haibert, Charles A.: See-
Welch, Willard M.; and Harberi, Charles A., 4,427,679, CI.

424-2S0.0G0.

Hardy. Terence: See—
Litchfield. Leon G.; and Hardy, Terence, 4,427,245, CI. 312-

33O.0OR.

Hareng, Michel; Hehlen, Robert; Le Berre, Serge; Leclerc, Pierre;

Marcenac, Philippe; and Perbet. Jean-Noel, to Thomson-CSP. Con-
trol device for a display screen and display screen controlled by this

device. 4.427.997. CI. 358-236.000.

Hargis. Billy M.. to General Electric Ceramics. Inc. Array of electronic
packaging substrates. 4,426,773, CI. 29-832.000.

Harmer, Alai' L., to Battelle Memorial Institute. Double optical probe
device for ^ e determination of the refractive index of a liquid re-

duced to 4 predetermined reference temperature. 4,427,293, CI.
356-133.000.

Harney, David E.: See-
Bennett, John E.; and Harney. David E., 4,427,747, CI. 429-50.000

Harris, Craig W.: See—
Catiller, Robert D.; Harris, Craig W.; and Mathews, Ronald D.,

4,428.043. CI. 364-200.000.

Harris, James M.. to National Semiconductor Corporation. Method of
forming expanded pad structure. 4,427,715, CI. 427-96.000.

Harris, Joanne L.: See—
Reckel, Rudolph P.; and Harris, Joanne L., 4,427,779, CI.

436-507.000.

Harris, Roderick E., to Gang-Nail Systems, Inc. Packing of nail plates.

4,427,145, a. 225-97.000.

Harry, leuan L.: See-
Beck, Martin H.; Krishnakumar, Suppayan M.; and Harry, leuan

L., 4.427.476. CI. 156-199.000.

Hart, John W.: Set—
Brooks, George W.; Hart. John W.; and Pettersen, Egil R.,

4,426,845, Cf 60-347.000.

Hart, Robert E., to Square D Company. Control circuitry for multi-
stage fans. 4,426,960, CI. 123-41.490.

Hartman, George J., to Ogle Petroleum Inc. of California. Method of
solution mining subsurface oriebodies to reduce restoration activities.

4,427,235, CI. 299-5.000.

Hartmann, Qaus: See—
Kohle, Ulrich; Paflhausen, Hans; and Hartmann, Claus, 4,427.739,
a. 428-323.000.

Hartnett, Timothy: See-
Heron, Patrick; Hartnett, Timothy; and Wright, Adam, 4,427,718,
a. 427-175.000.

Hascoet, Martial E.: See-
Bel, Roger P.; Regnier. Michel M.; and Hascoet. Martial E.,

4.427,014. CI. 128-751.000.

Haaegawa, Akira; and Tanikawa, Koichi. to Yoshida Kogyo K. K.
Method for forming protective surface film on aluminum shaped
articles. 4,427,458, Q. 148-6. 15R.

Haaegawa, Katsuji, to Meinan Machinery Works, Inc. Cord burying
appvatus for veneer lathe. 4.427.043, CI. 144-209.00R.

Hatesawa, Minoru, to Casio Computer Co., Ltd. Electronic device
with an alarm function. 4,427,299. CI. 368-29.000.

Haahigaki. Yaaunori: See—
Umeda, Tatsutoshi; and Hashigaki. Yasunori. 4.426,964, Q. 123-

I9S.00A.

Hashimoto, Masashi: See—
Miyazaki, Yoshio; Nakaguchi, Osamu; and Hashimoto, Masashi,

4,427,581, CI. 260-1 12.50R.

Hashimoto, Shunichi: See—
Nagano, Eiki; Hashimoto, Shunichi; Yoshida. Ryo; Matsumoto,

Hiroshi; and Kamoshita, KaUuzo, 4,427.438, CI. 71-92.000.

Haskell, John J. Apparatus for picking up laminar items. 4.427,227. CI.
294-50.900.

Hatakeyama, Kazuaki: See—
Hitomi. Tomoge; Konishi, Takehisa; Ogushi, Tetsutaro; and
Hatakeyama, Kazuaki. 4,427.499, CI. 204-27.000.

Hatman, Jeffrey J.: See—
Evans, Joseph H.; Hatman. Jeffrey J.; and Clark. William E.,

4,426.999, CI. 126-450.000.

Haug, Edward W.: See—
Fransson, George E.; Johnson, Stuart J.; and Haug, Edward W.,

4.427,324. CI. 409-12.000.

Haulait, Claude: See—
Karami. Hamzeh; Haulait, Claude; and Cooper, Terence, 4.427.408,

CI. 604-393.000.

Havashi, Masaki: See—
Tanouchi, Tadao; Kawamura, Masanori; and Havashi. Masaki.

4,427,682, CI. 424-263.000.

Haville, George D.; and Johnson, Paul A., to BEI Electronics, Inc.
Modular shaft encoder system for non-binary counts. 4,427,972, CI.
340-347.00P.

Hawley, Laird V.; and Logan, Eugene T., to Parham Industries, Inc.
Auger casing latching mechanism. 4.427.105. CI. 198-632.000.

Hayashi, Kenichi: See—
Iwashiu, Hidemaro; Mieno. Fumiaki; Kiura, Yoshinori; and Haya-

shi, Kenichi, 4,427,637, CI. 422-198.000.
Hayes, Cecil: See—

Phillips, M. K.; and Hayes, Cecil, 4.426.920, CI. 99-307.000.
Hayes. James C. Bow sight. 4.426,787. CI. 33-265.000.
Hayn, John W.; and McDonough. Kevin C, to Texas Instruments

Incorporated. Addressing a control ROM in a microcoded single-
chip microcomputer using the output signals of the control ROM.
4,428,047. CI. 364-200.000.

Hazama. Katashi: See—
Yuhara. Akitsuna; lida, Shinya; Abe. Hideo; Kishimoto. Kiyoharu;
and Hazama, Katashi, 4,427,515. CI. 2O4-192.0OE.

Hazel. Robert L.; and Kammerud, John E., to Burroughs Corporation.
Apparatus for preformatting an optical disk. 4.428,069. CI.
365-215.000.

Hazel, Robert L.; and Kammerud, John E., to Burroughs Corporation.
Methods of preformatting an optical disk. 4,428.075, CI. 369-45.000.

Headrick, Richard T. Surge dampening baflle for liquid storage tanks.

4,427,045, CI. 150-55.000.

Heavener, Michael G.. to Memtel Corporation. Heating and cooling
system using ground water. 4,427,055, CI. 165-29.000.

Hedlund, Lenas J.; and Puligandla, Viswanadham. to International
Business Machines Corporation. Corrosion inhibiting compositions
for metals. 4,427,448, CI. 106-14270.

Hefftler, Victor: See—
Kahlert, Peter; Schone, Helmut; Johne, Hans; Jentzsch. Amdt;

Hefftler, Victor; Kuhnert. Werner; Karl, Rainer; Dittmann,
Norbert; Fink. Heiner; and Preussger. Karl-Heinz, 4.427,193. CI.

271-277.000.

Hegemann. Karl-Rudolf; and Weissert. Helmut. Gas control system for

steel-making converters. 4.427.183, CI. 266-44.000.

Hehlen, Robert: See—
Hareng, Michel; Hehlen. Robert; Le Berre, Serge; Leclerc. Pierre;

Marcenac, Philippe; and Perbet, Jean-Noel, 4,427,997, CI.

358-236.000.

Heidelberger Dnickmaschinen Aktiengeseilschaft: See—
Vogt, Wilfried, 4,426,931, CI. 101-415.100.

Heilgeist, Michael, to Kemforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH.
Method for reducing the acid content of a nitric acid solution by
using electrolysis current. 4,427,503. CI. 204-101.000.

Heimgartner. Roland: See—
Comploi, Georg; Heimgartner. Roland; Loacker, Artur; Huber.

Kurt; and Wallimann. Hans, 4,426,941. CI. 1 12-84.000. •

Heine, Christian; and Wust, Reinhold, to Henkel KGaA. Method for

the production of food additives with improved taste. 4,427.707. CI.

426-312.000.

Heinlein. Hans. Pourer for bottle-like containers. 4,427,138, CI.

222-546.000.

Heinz. Theodore A., to Rockwell International Corporation. Method
for making unitary, hollow structures. 4,427,497. CI. 204-16.000.

Heinzel, Irving C: See—
Brooks. William R.; and Heinzel. Irving C, 4,427,039. CI.

141-20.000.

Helling. Danie W. Illuminated fishing lure. 4.426.803, CI. 43-17.600.

Hempy, Harry O.; Kirkpatrick, Charles R.; and Robinson, Francis L.,

to International Business Machines Corporation. Controlling buff-

ered peripheral subsystems. 4,428,064. CI. 364-900.000.

Henderson. Gerald O.: See—
Busch. Lloyd E.; and Henderson, Gerald O.. 4,427,539, CI.

208-127.000.

Hendriks, Emerie F. M.; and Cadee. Theodonis P. M., to Van Doome's
Transmissie B.V. Composite driving belt with transverse and inter-

mediate elements. 4.427,401, CI. 474-201.000.

Henkel KGaA: See-
Heine, Christian; and Wust, Reinhold. 4,427,707, CI. 426-312.000.
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Hepler. Ernest M.: See—
Dokmo. Richard C; Hepler, Ernest M.; and Holmstrand. Paul

4,426,834, CI. 57-10.000.

Herb, Armin, to Hiiti Aktiengeseilschaft. Anchor bolt including elon-
gated spreader wedge. 4,427,327, CI. 41 1-78.000.

Herbertz, Toni: See—
Reinehr, Ulrich; Dross, Joachim; Herbertz, Toni; Jungverdorben,

Hermann-Josef; and Burghartz, Hans K., 4.427,613. CI.
264-206.000.

Herdman, Charies W. Shoelace knot retainer. 4,426,756, CI. 24-1 19 000
Hergenrother, William L.; Matlock. Mark G.; and Ambrose, Richard J

.

to Firestone Tire & Rubber Company, The. Impact resistant poly-
meric compositions conUining polyamides, maleic anhydride adducts
of hydrogenated polymers and graft copolymers thereof 4,427,828,
CI. 525-66.000.

Hermann Hirsch Leder und Kunstoffwarenfabrik: .See-
Matthias, Jan H., 4,427,303, CI. 368-282.000.

Heron, Patrick; Hartnett, Timothy; and Wright, Adam. Wedge encaiv
sulation method. 4,427,718, CI. 427-175.000.

Hess, Stanley E. Panel clamp. 4,427,191, CI. 269-43.000
Hexcel Corporation: See-

Baron, Kenneth S.; and Wood, David W., 4,427,002, CI. 128-83.000.
Moulton, Richard J.; and Neuner, John D., 4,427,802, CI

523-222.000.

Heyn, William M., to Continental Group, Inc., The. Can and closure
therefor. 4,427,128, CI. 220-270.000.

Hickman, Mark; and Brown, Michael M., to Vee Arc Corporation.
Optimum transistor drive circuit with over load compensation
4,427,902, CI. 307-270.000.

*^

Hidaka, Norio: See—
Yamamura, Shigeyuki; Kosemura, Kinjiro; Shima, Takao; and

Hidaka. Norio, 4,427,991, CI. 357-74.000.
High Stoy Technological Corporation: See—

Hahn, Steven, 4,428,018, CI. 361-42.000.
Hildebrandt, William J.: See—

Betensky, Ellis I.; and Hildebrandt, William J , 4,427,883, CI. 250-
237.O0G.

Hill, Ashley, to James Mackie & Sons Ltd. Shuttleless looms. 4.427.037
CI. 139-449.000.

...
Hillery, Donald W.: See-

Gillette. Jeffrey L.; and Hillery, Donald W., 4.426.863, CI
70-164.000.

Hillman. Arthur E.: See—
Belmonte. James A.; and Hillman. Arthur E., 4,427,728, CI

428-117.000.

HiIti Aktiengeseilschaft: See-
Herb, Armin, 4,427,327, CI. 411-78.000.

Himsley, Alexander, to Himsley Engineering Limited. Ion exchanse
process. 4,427,639, CI. 423-7.000.

Himsley Engineering Limited: See—
Himsley, Alexander, 4,427,639, CI. 423-7.000.

Hines. Clyde K.; and Fcttig, Lyie, to Everett/Charles Test Equipment,
Inc. Printed circuit board test fixture with compliant platen.
4,427,250, CI. 339-75.00M.

Hintsch, Otto; and Julich, Werner, to Sulzer Brothers Limited. Clutch
arrangement for a heddle of a weaving machine. 4,427,035, CI.
139-76.000.

Hirai, Osamu: See—
Nishizawa, Hiroshi; Mukoyama, Yoshiyuki; and Hirai, Osamu,

4,427.822. CI. 524-726.000.
Hiraishi, Shunichi: See—

Yamada, Fumiyoshi; and Hiraishi, Shunichi. 4,427,482, CI.
156-307.300.

Hirama, Yutaka; Takahashi. Kenzoh; and Hori, Sadayuki, to Hitachi
Elevator Engineering and Service Co., Ltd. Electromagnetic inspect-
ing apparatus for magnetizable wire rope. 4,427,940, CI. 324-240.000.

Hirata. Atsumi, to Victor Company of Japan. Ltd. Special effects video
disc reproducing system for eliminating picture flicker. 4.428.002. CI.
358-342.000.

Hiratsuka, Ko: See-
Sasaki, Michiaki; Yamamoto, Kiyokazu; and Hiratsuka, Ko,

4.426.978. CI. 123-458.000.
Hirayama. Chikara: See-

Lin, China Y.; and Hirayama, Chikara. 4.427,525, CI. 204-427.000.
Hirayama, Takeshi: See—

Kuboki, Shigeo; Hirayama, Takeshi; and Nakamura, Hideo,
4.428,051, CI. 364-431.120.

Hirose, Hisashi; Arai, Hiroshi; liyama, Hiroshi; and Komiya. Hirokazu,
to ToyoU Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha; and Jeco Co., Ltd. Inclinome-
ters. 4426,788, CI. 33-395.000.

Hirschmann, Ralph F.: See—
Curiey, Paul E.; and Hirschmann, Ralph F., 4,427,661, CI.

424-177.000.

Hishinuma, Yukio: See—
Arashi, Norio; Hishinuma, Yukio; Akimoto. Hidetoshi; Takahashi,

Sadao; Nakajima, Fumito; and Gomi. Kenichi. 4,427.642, CI.
423-244.000.

Hitachi Cable. Ltd.: See—
Sunaoshi. MiUugu; Tokoro. Koichi; Natori. Takeshi; and Yuki.

Kojiro. 4,427.894. CI. 250-515.100.
Hitachi Chemical Co., Ltd.: See—

Nishizawa. Hiroshi; Mukoyama, Yoshiyuki; and Hirai. Osamu,
4,427.822. CI. 524-726.000.

Hitachi Elevator Engineering and Service Co.. Ltd.: See—
Hirama. Yutaka; Takahashi. Kenzoh; and Hcri. Sadayuki,

4427.940. CI. 324-240.000.

Hiuchi Koki Co., Ltd : See—
Tokunaga, Kazuyoshi; and Anzai. Maaayasu, 4427,755, O.

430-97.000.

Hitachi, Ltd.: See-
Abe, Nobuo; Sugawara, Hiroyuki; Kurosawa, Yukio; Wada, Akira;
and Iwashiu, Kiyoji, 4427,857, CI. 20a^i44.00B.

Amada, Nobutaka; Nakagaki, Hanishige; and Inoue. Shigeki,
4,427,951, CI. 330-298.000.

Endo, Satoru; and Yamauchi, Masaaki, 4,427,397, CI. 445-49.000.
Kosa, Yasunobu; and Shimizu, Shinji, 4,426,764, CI. 29-571.000.
Kuboki. Shigeo; Hirayama, Takeshi; and Nakamura, Hideo,

4,428,051, CI. 364-431.120.

Kuriyama, Shigeru; Nemoto, Kiyosi; and Horiuchi, Michimaaa,
4,427,y28, CI . 3 1 8- 1 39,000.

Mizushima, Masashi; Ehata, Shigeru; Maniyama. Masanori and
Fukushima, Masakazu. 4,427,917, CI. 313-389.000.

Onuki, Keiichi; Nakagawa, Tooru; and Inoue, Tadashi, 4.426.968
CI. 123-339.000.

Sakamoto, Takashi; Suto, Jinkichi; and Moriuchi, Hisahiro,
4,428,067, CI. 365-104.000.

Shimada. Shigeru; and Kakumoto, Shigeru, 4,428,077, Q.
382-9.000.

Tokun'g^ Kazuyoshi; and Anzai, Masayasu, 4427,755, a.

Yamashiro, Osamu; and Hongo, Toyohiko, 4,428,040 CI
363-62.000.

Yuhara, AkiUuna; lida, Shinya; Abe, Hideo; Kishimoto, Kiyoharu
and Hazama, Katashi. 4.427,515, CI 2O4-I9200E.

Hitomi, Tomoge; Konishi, Takehisa; Ogushi, TeUuUro. and
Haukeyama, Kazuaki, to Nippon Kinzoku Co.. Ltd Process for
surface treatment of stainless steel sheet. 4,427,499, CI. 204-27 000

Ho, Andrew W.. to Chevron Research Company 2.2-Bi»(haloalkenyl)-
1-substituted-l-dialkoxyphosphoroethylene fungicides. 4.427.667. CI.
424-210.000.

Hobson, Siephan C; and Stokes. Kerry E., to Image Industries. Inc
Tamper-resistant lug nut. 4427.326, CI. 41 1-5.000.

Hoechst Aktiengeseilschaft: See—
Grosse. Jurgen; and Pieper, Werner, 4427,603, CI. 260-969.000
Kleiner, Hans-Jerg, 4,427,602. CI 260-543 OOP.
Mohr, Dieter; and Frass, Werner, 4.427,765, CI. 430-525 000
Mohr, Dieter, 4427,766, CI. 430-525.000.

Hoechst-Roussel Pharmaceuticals Inc.: See—
Shutskc, Gregory M., 4427,691, CI. 424-272000.

Hoffman, Richard D.: See—
Setliff, Jerry; Bumham, Gerald; Smith, Michael; and Hoffman

Richard D., 4,428.057. CI 364-521.000
Hoffmann. Benno. to BASF Aktiengeseilschaft. Heat-insulatina panel

4,426,818, CI. 52-309.400.

Hoffmann, Erich: See—
Wysloteky, Ihor; and Hoffmann, Ench, 4,427,705, CI. 426-106000

Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.; See-
Fryer. Rodney I.; Trybulski. Eugene J.; and Walser. Annin.
4427,589, CI. 260-243.300.

Luthy, Christoph; and Wintemitz, Paul, 4.427,687, CI 424-270.000
Newman, Edward; Nishikawa, A. Hirotoshi; Spiegel, Herbert E.
and Symington, Julia, 4,427.783, CI. 436-542.000.

Hoffmeister, Jurgen; and Bocckh. Franz-Xaver. to Kaltenbach ft Voigt
GmbH & Co. Denul equipment stand. 4.427.382. CI. 433-79.000.

Hofmann. Hermann P.: See—
Echtc. Adolf; Gausepohl. Hermann; Hofmann. Hermann P. and

Mittnacht. Hans, 4,427,826, CI 525-53.000
Hofmann, Judson A.; and Snopko, Paul A., to Zenith Radio Corpora-

tion. Television/telephone system with annunciator and intercom
feature. 4,427,847, CI. I79-2.0TV.

Hofmann, Peter; and Mullcr. Wolfgang H. E., to Chemische Werkc
Huls AG. Process for the production of predominantly linear ali-

phatic carboxylic acid esters. 4.427.593, CI. 260-410.90R.
Hogan, James E.; and Camplair, George M., to Firestone Tire A Rub-

ber Company, The. Crush cutter. 4426,901, CI. 83-861.000.
Hohsai, Kohichiro: See—

Terada, Masaki; Yoshimura, Akihiro; Hohsai, Kohichiro; and
Minami, Junichi, 4,427,710, CI. 426-634.000.

Holland Co.: See—
Chierici, Osvaldo F., 4427,471, CI. 156-73.500.

Holmes, Paul A.: See—
Barham, Peter J.; and Holmes, Paul A.. 4.427.614. CI. 264-210.100

Holmstrand, Paul: See—
Dokmo, Richard C; Hepler, Ernest M.; and Holmstrand. Paul.

4.426,834. CI. 57-10.000.

Holstedt. Richard A.; and Jessup. Peter, to Union Oil Company of
California. Anti-oxidation and corrosion inhibitors for boron-contain-
ing lubricants. 4427.560. CI. 252-42.700.

Holzer. Helmut; and Ehrmann. Peter, to Carl Freudenberg, Firma.
Radial shaft sealing ring, 4,427.205, CI. 277-134.000.

Holzl, Robert A.; Benander, Robert E ; and Davis, Robert D., to Dart
Industries, Inc. Tungsten alloys containing A 15 structure and method
for making same. 4,427,445, CI. 75-234.000.

Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Inoue, Kazuo; and OUuka, Tsuneo, 4,427,087, CI. 180-219.000.
Ouni, Junji; Okubo, Akira; and Kushibiki, Takashi, 4,426,962. Q.

I23-I79.00H.

Tsuboi, Masaharu, 4,427,088, CI. 180-219.000.
Honda, Ronald T.: See—

Buchtel, Michael E.; and Honda. Ronald T., 4.427,878, O. 230-
203,OOR.
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Honeywell Inc.- See—
GesKTt. James M., 4.428.059, CI. 364-577.000.

Hongo, Toyohiko: See—
Yanushiro. Osamu; and Hongo. Toyohiko. 4.428.040. CI.

363-62.000.
,

Honig, Helmut: See— '

Doetich, Werner, Dillenburg. Helmut; Fnchs, Paul-Wilhelm; and
Honig, Helmut. 4.427,644, CI. 423-582.000.

Honkawa, Yoshinori. to Ryobi Ltd. Device for preventing irregular

supplying of printing sheets for printing machine. 4,428.041, CI.

364-183.000.

Hooker, Donald E.; and Tojza, Roman A., to Bally Manufacturing
Corporation. Rotatable reel indexing having shock absorbing capabil-

ity. 4.427,196, CI. 273-I43.0OR.

Hoover, Lonnie D.: See—
House, Roy F.; and Hoover, Lonnie D., 4.427,556. CI. 252-8.50A.

Hope. Dana R., to United States of America, Air Force. Yoke mover.
4.427,388, CI. 434-45.000.

Hoppe, Robert F.: See—
Applequist, Roy A.; Altobellis, Richard M.; Bagnell, Glade N.;

Hoppe, Robert F.; Jacques, James O.; and Johnson, Terry G..

4,428.012, CI. 360-106.000.

Hori, Sadayuki: See—
Hirama, Yutaka; Takahashi. Kenzoh; and Hori, Sadayuki,

4,427,940, a. 324-240.000.

Horinek, Herbert J.: See—
Kierbow, Gerald C; and Horinek. Herbert J.. 4,427,133, CI.

222-77.000.
I

Horita, Yukio. See— I

Somo, Hanifumi; Wakamiya, Masayuki; and Horita. Yukio.

4,427,462, CI. 148-31.550.

Horiuchi. Michimasa: See—
Kuriyama, Shigeru; Nemoto, Kiyosi; and Horiuchi, Michimasa,

4.427.928, CI. 318-139.000.

Homok, Emery; and Killian, Gary L., to Aerotech, Incorporated. Too!
changer. 4,426,763, CI. 29-568.000.

Horodysky, Andrew G.; and Braid, Milton, to Mobil Oil Corporation.

Friction reducers for lubricants and fuels. 4.427,562, CI. 252-5 1.50A.

Horrigan. Richard. Safety release pet collar. 4,426,957. CI. 1 19-106.000.

Horton. Derek; and Priebe, Waldemar. to United States of America.

Health and Human Services. 2'Halo derivatives of daunomycin,

desmethoxy daunomycin. adriamycin and carminomycin. 4,427,664,

CI. 424-180.000.

Horton Industries. Inc.: See—
Schilling, Hugh K.. 4.427,102. CI. 192-8S.00A.

Horvath, Stephen J.: See—
Loftus, Peter J.; and Horvath, Stephen J., 4,426,785. CI. 33-

147.0DL.

Hosek, William S.; and Garruto, Edward J., to Curtiss-Wright Corpora-
tion. Fluidized bed combustor and coal gun-tube assembly therefor.

4,426,958. CI. 122-4.00D.

Hoshi, Toshio, to Komori Printing Machinery Co.. Ltd. Signature

transfer device in a folder for a rotary printing press. 4.427,405, CI.

493-444.000.

Hosokawa, Minoru, to Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha. Driving

system for matrix liquid crystal display with nonlinear-switches.

4.427,266. CI. 350-333.000.

Hosomizu. Hiroshi: See—
Ishida. Tokuji; and Hosomizu. Hiroshi, 4,427,278, CI. 354-416.000.

Hosten, Daniel: See—
Bahnsen, Heiner; and Hosten. Daniel. 4,427.520. CI. 204-224.00R.

Hourticolon, Roland; Roth. Gerhard; Frenken, Hans; SchafTer, Helmut;

and Koepke. Gunther, to Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft. Web
guide roller for use at high speeds and process for producing the

same. 4.426,757, CI. 29-121.800.

House, Roy F.; and Hoover, Lonnie D., to NL Industries. Inc. Dispers-

ible hydrophilic polymer compositions. 4,427.556, CI. 252-8. SOA.
Howard, Norman C.; Miller, Kenneth R.; and Lussier, Matthew C, to

General Electric Company. Automatic fuel transfer apparatus and
method. 4,427,623, CI. 376-263.000.

Howarth, Thomas T.: See

—

Cole, Martin; Howarth, Thomas T.; and Reading, Christopher,

4.427,690, CI. 424-272.000.

Howell, Edward K., to General Electric Company. Ground fault

circuit interrupting device with improved integrated circuit power
supply. 4.428.019, Q. 361-45.000.

Howell, George L.; and Lambrix, Gregg F.. to F. M. Howell & Com-
pany. Protective packaging container for electrosUtic discharge
sensitive devices. 4,427,1 14, CI. 206-328.000.

Howett, Deborah L.: See—
Corrigan, James L.; Howett, Deborah L.; and Schouten, Gerard

M., 4,427,118, CI. 211-45.000.

Hoyme, ClifTord L. Valve for appliance combustion air inlet. 4,426,993,

a. 126-8S.00B.

Hsu, Harry L.; Grindstaff, Lloyd I.; and Juel, Leslie H., to Great Lakes
Carbon Corporation. Production of anode grade petroleum coke.

4,427,540, a. 208-131.000.

Hubele, Adolf, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Fungicidal acyl anilides.

4,427,696, CI. 424-309.000.

Huber, Kurt: See—
Comploi, Georg; Heimgartner, Roland; Loacker, Artur; Huber,

Kurt; and Wallimann, Hans, 4,426,941, CI. 112-84.000.

Hudson, John L.: See—
Elliott. Lloyd E.. Jr.; and Hudson, John L., 4.427,091, CI.

181-120.000.

Hudspeth. Thomas; and Keeling. Harmon H.. to Hughes Aircraft

Company. Microwave diplexer. 4,427,953, CI. 333-134.000.

Hufenus, Paul F. M. Tennis racket with variable balance and weight.

4,427.195, CI. 273-73.00J.

Hughes Aircraft Company: See—
Hudspeth. Thomas; and Keeling. Harmon H.. 4,427,953, CI.

333-134.000.

Lee. William W. Y.. 4.426.766. CI. 29-571.000.

Margerum, J. David; and Miller, Leroy J., 4,427,569, CI.

252-299.630.

Nesler, John J.. 4.428.015. CI. 361-18.000.

Hughes Tool Company: See—
Blann, Jack R.; West. Robert C; and Abercrombie, Boiling A.,

4,427,345, CI. 417-54.000.

Hume, Robert M.. III. to H. B. Fuller Company. Heat-activated pres-

sure sensitive adhesive for bonding label stock to plastic film, metal
foil and the like. 4,427,744, CI. 428-462.000.

Humphrey, John: See—
Migliori. Albert, 4,427,897, CI. 29044.000.

Humphries, Curtis L.; Schultz, Eddie F.; and Winkelman, Alan M., to

Mobil Oil Corporation. Method and apparatus for determining the
foaming characteristics of crude oil. 4,426,879, CI. 73-60.100.

Hundermark, David L.: See—
Reed. Samuel F.; and Hundermark, David L., 4,427,793, CI.

521-32.000.

Hunkeler, Robert: See—
Meier, Werner; and Hunkeler. Robert. 4.427.605, CI. 261-97.000.

Hunt, Patrick A.: See-
Backhouse, Alan J.; Thome, Stephen J.; and Hunt, Patrick A.,

4,427,820, CI. 524-504.000.

Huntoon, Francis E., to Teletype Corporation. Apparatus for adjusting
a facsimile document scanner. 4,427,998, CI. 358-294.000.

Huser, Ludwig: See—
Lieberherr, Jurg; Rebsamen, Ernst; Trachsel, Felix; and Huser,
Ludwig. 4,427.552. CI. 210-741.000.

Hutchison. David A., to Atlantic Richfield Company, Subilization of
hydrocracked oils with certain dihydroxy diphenyl oxidation stabiliz-

ers. 4.427,563, CI. 252-52.00R.
Huther. Werner; and Kruger. Wolfgang, to MTU Motoren-und Turbin-

en-Union. Precombustion chamber in the cylinder head of a diesel

engine. 4,426,966. CI. 123-286.000.

Hutson, Duane. Fishing float. 4,426,804, CI. 43-44.910.

Hyatt. Charles J., to PPG Industries. Inc. Method of and apparatus for

grit blast damage free score initiation. 4,427,142, CI. 225-2.000.

Hyatt, Charles J., to PPG Industries, Inc. Apparatus for and method of
initiating a damage-free score. 4,427,143, CI. 225-2.000.

Hydro-Plan Engineering Ltd.: See—
Mehoudar. Raphael, 4,427.174, CI. 251-16.000.

Hydrocarbon Research. Inc.: See—
Nongbri, Govanon; Brandt. Susan M.; and Chervenak, Michael C,

4,427,535, CI. 208-112.000.

Hylsa, S.A.: See—
MacKay, Patrick W.; and Garcia, Gilberto G., 4,427,135, CI.

222-368.000.

MacKay, Patrick W.; and Garcia, Gilberto G., 4,427,136, CI.

222-368.000.

lafrate, Gerald J.; and Ballato, Arthur, to United States of America,
Army. Acoustic diffractometer. 4,427,913, CI. 310-334.000.

lato, Michel: See-
Duvet, Claude; and lato, Michel, 4,427.218, CI. 285-184.000.

Ichimura, Takeo: See—
Nakamura. Hiroshi; and Ichimura, Takeo, 4,427,784, CI.

501-44.000.

ICI Americas Inc.: See—
Stockburger, George J., 4.427,557. CI. 252-8.700.

ICI Australia Limited: See—
Serban, Alexander; Watson, Keith G.; and Warner, Richard B.,

4,427.437. CI. 71-92.000.

Ida. Masatoshi: See—
Saitou. Shinichi; and Ida, Masatoshi, 4,428,009, CI. 360-65.000.

Ide, Tsuneyuki: See—
Miura, Tsuyoshi; Arakida, Yutaka; Kondo, Yoshikazu; and Ide,

Tsuneyuki, 4,427,446, CI. 75-244.000.

Iderosa, Richard A.: See—
Demarest, Frank C; and Iderosa, Richard A., 4,427,296, CI.

356-387.000.

Iguchi, Yoji: See—
Kakumoto, Hiromi; Ihara, Shinji; Iguchi, Yoji; and Miyata,

Makoto, 4,426,776, CI. 30-34.100.

Ihara, Shinji: See—
Kakumoto, Hiromi; Ihara, Shinji; Iguchi, Yoji; and Miyata,

Makoto, 4.426,776, CI. 30-34.100.

lida, Shinya: See—
Yuhara, Akitsuna; lida, Shinya; Abe, Hideo; Kishimoto, Kiyoharu;
and Hazama, Katashi, 4,427,515, CI. 204-192.00E.

lida, Yoshio: See—
Aoki, Toshihiro; and lida, Yoshio, 4,427,816, CI. 524-357.000.

lio. Kenji: See—
Yamada, Noboni; lio, Kenji; and Shiiba, Kazuyuki, 4,426,862, CI.

70-69.000.

liyama. Hiroshi: See—
Hirose. Hisashi; Arai, Hiroshi; liyama, Hiroshi; and Komiya,

Hirokazu. 4,426,788, CI. 33-395.000.

lizuka, Kiyoshi: See—
Suzuki, Takashi; lizuka, Kiyoshi; Ohtaka, Keiji; and Mizutani,

Hidemasa, 4,427,265, CI. 330-321.000.
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Ikeda Busian Co., Ltd.: See—

•L^^ w""**!?.'
?'"''"• *.'*27,233. CI. 297-391.000.

Ikeda, Masashi: See—

nJ^!*^ Kazuo; and Ikeda. Masashi, 4,428.066, CI. 365-96.000.

''Sio"ieii.T42uS"a. jISS.So'^'"
^"*""' "-«"•'-'-

^''?riIlT:i^?™.=-5*"°™'
Nobuo; and famaru, Shusaku. to Nitto Elec-

ta m1So^cA77.1S^'"'^'""
°'"^^ °'"^'"«' '^•'•°"

Image Industries, Inc.: See—

*'5™J['^
Akihiro; and Imaizumi, Tomio, 4,427,188, CI.

^"^J^^'^i^^^'J^ T*"*"* Toshiyuki, to General Research of

Sm63^ "*™^ generating circuit. 4.427,904. CI.

IMC Magnetics Corp.: See—

I ^."T^S?' ""^ °' M27,91 1. CI. 310-261.000.
imperial Chemical Industries Limited: See—

Dingle, John T.; Gordon. John L.; Jones, Geraint; Knight, dive
,'J^ ^^'' ^°^ S., 4,427,649. CI. 424-38.000.

Imperial Chemical Industries PLC: See—

,
K/S^nt!'Sw;;dt..%7!?7j^^^ ^' ^^^'^ •"

!&„?!'{'?.!= /^*L^'^""°'°'.?''°»'''' '° '^'""' Petrochemical
Industnes Ltd. Cured or uncured filled coating composition of poly-

Cl" 524-M3*000
** "'** "'" "*' utilization thereof 4.42t823.

Inagaki, Seiji: See—
Omiya, Shoji; Sunohara, Masaaki; Nakagawa, Tokihalu; Inagaki,

ieiji; Yamawaki. Junnosuke; Nakamura, Nobuyuki; and
Yanagisawa. Kaoru, 4.427,353. CI. 425-151.000.

Inamon, Mikio: See—

Indiana Wire Die Company, Inc.: See—
Keller. Ronald E., 4.426.954. CI, 118-125.000.

Industrial Uniu (Proprietary) Limited: See—
Walker. Hilton R.. 4.426.802, CI. 42-59.000.

Inmont Corporation: See—
*^

I'VA* «;P?ir'5'^J'i™'"°''' "'•""; "'1 Patterson. Donald M.,
4,427,810, CI. 524-88.000.

Innovatum. Inc.: See—

'^M?7:94%^i25&°'''*" ""' "'' ''*»''''"«'• "^--^"^ '''

Inoue-Japax Research Incorporated: See—
Inoue, Kiyoshi, 4.427.870, CI. 219-69.00W.

Inoue, Kazuo; and Oteuka. Tsuneo. to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki

Inoue, Kenji: See—

^YJ?!%^i ^P'!f!jjJ'5Li;i?"*' "^"J': "** Murakami. Shuzo.
4,427.751, CI. 429-206.000.

Inoue. Kiyoshi, to Inoue-Japax Research Incorporated. Method of and
apparatus for electroerosively machining a conductive workpiece
withaconunuouswireelectrode. 4,427,870. CI. 21 9-69.00W

Inoue. Shigeki: See—

Inoue. Shunzo; NagMawa, Takeshi; Iwaya. Toshio; Kasuya. Michio
and Murata, Shinji. to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Web roll amount
detecting apparatus. 4.426,883. CI. 73-139.000.

Inoue, Soichi: See—
Oguri, Yasuo; Awata. MiUuru; Saito, Junji; Inoue. Soichi; Andio.

I?';"°i ""* ^^' MiUunobu, 4.427.61 1. CI. 264-86.000.
Inoue, Tadashi: See—

°a'"i2'3039'o(»*'^'*''
^°°™' *"** '"°"'' '^'^'''' *'*26.968.

Institut de Recherches de la Siderurgie Francaise: See—
Michelet, Jacques. 4,427.031. CI. 164-448.000.

Institut Francais du Petrole: See—
Cholet, Jacques, 4,426,930, CI. 1 14-243.000.

Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique: See—

^*^^J?^}^'i'^\^^fSli ^'*== ^™'«' O'™"*: '"<' Pio'- Michel,
4.427,638. CI. 424-177.000.

Institut Vyiokikh Temperatur Akademii Nauk SSR: See—
VSJ^y*;^"* A.; and Urinson. Alexandr S.. 4,428.058. CI.
364-557.000.

International Business Machines Corporation: See—

^Iff",*?*
N«™«pur G.; Bhatia. Hartaran S.; Oaur. Santosh P.; and

Walsh. James L.. 4.427,989. CI. 337-2 1 .000.
Blum, Arnold, 4.428,060, CI. 364-713.000.
Co'Wn^ Gilbert C; and Schiflfrin. David J.. 4.427.267. CI.

Dollenmayer. William L.. 4.427,312. CI. 400-144.200.
Grant, Bariura D.; and Jones, Carol R.. 4.427,478. CI. 136-275.500.

"^?™1*,^"" ^'' •"*! Puligandia, Viswanadham. 4.427.448. CI.
10^14.270.

"?"PJ''.5to'.9v.'V'''l*'"=''' Charles R.; and Robinson. Francis
L., 4.428,064, CI. 364-900.000.

International Flavors A Fragrances Inc.: See—

4,427,708. CI. 426-338.000.
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International Institute of Cellular and Molecular Pathology See—

n?7:7?r?i^sSl!?^^ °^'^ "^ '"^"-°"' ^' ° •

International Paper Company: See—
Eckert, Robert C, 4,427,490, CI. 162-78 000.

International Standard Electric Corporation: See—
Ege, Sigmund, 4,427,033, CI. 138-103.000.
Oldham, Ronald C, 4,427.262. CI 350-96.230.

International Telephone A Telegraph Corporation: See—
Kruger. Bradford E.; and Parr. John C. 4.427,983. CI. 343-763 000

7a75a)
° "^""P*' deactivating assembly. 4,426,858. CI.

loptex Inc.: See—
Bittner. Timothy. 4,426,741. CI. 3-13.000

Ishibashi, Masanori, to Casio Computer Co., Ltd. Envelope control for
electronic musical instrument. 4,426,904. CI. 84-1 260

Ishida. Tokuji; and Hosomizu. Hiroshi, to Minolu Camera Kabushiki
Kaisha. Flash photography system and electronic flash device for usem the system. 4.427.278, CI 354-416,000.

« "r uie

Ishidoshiro, Hiroshi: See—

'^.i26.7lS'cSu9'5S*'
'"""""^ "' '•'"'°^''°' "•"»^'-

Ishigaki, Kunio: See—
Kiutani Katuji; Sera. Hidefumi; Arai. Auuaki; Ogawa. Masasi

I u
'»"'«»«'• Kunio; and Ogura. Haruo, 4.427.768. CI. 430-623 000

'

Ishiguro. Mamoru: See—

^JUS^lfJ^J^""""^ "^ Ishiguro. Mamoru. 4,428.001. CI
338-335.000.

Ishihara, Takeshi; Ishiwari. Michio; and Ishino. Shigeo. to NGK Insula-
tors Ltd. Rod insulator with elastic overcoau and conducting paths

liuwwc * '°'"' P°'^'°"» °^ adjacent overcoau. 4.427.843, CI. 174-

Ishii. Toshiaki: See—

^°!iV^'-,l^°'
''•"' T'o'hiaki; and Ohashi. Minoru. 4.427.772. CI

433-27.000.

IshikawA, Hidehiko: 5^--

"^'sSuo" M27';7;'?r;i^^:c^'''""'-
""^'"'""^ "^^ '^««""--

Ishikawa, Shozo: See—
Fujimura. Naoto; Tanaka. Takashi; Fujiu. Takeshi; Matsumoto.

5Sf^";J^^,".^i'„'!?°^''''^""- Y«hio; and Ishikawa.
Shozo. 4,427.753. CI. 430-58.000.

Ishino. Shigeo: See—

^*^J^"^:J.'!i^
Ishiwari. Michio; and Ishino. Shigeo. 4.427,843.

v-l. 174-140.00S.
Ishiwari, Michio: See—

'••ji^*- Takeshi; Ishiwari, Michio; and Ishino. Shigeo. 4.427.843.

Ishiyama. Kozo: See—
Sugio, Akitoshi; Masu. Masanobu; Okabe. Masao Sasaki Yukio
and Ishiyama. Kozo, 4.427,814. CI. 524-126.000

'

Isoda, Miuumasa. to Kubou Ltd. Fuel injection rate limiting device for
dieselengine. 4.426,971, CI. 123-367.000

Ito, Rokuzo, to Canada Wire and Cable Limited Reel holder and
^'"IP'"« •"angement for a sirander cradle assembly 4.426.835. CI

Ito. Teruyoshi: See-
Suzuki. Shosuke; Ito. Teruyoshi; Sakakibara. Yukio; Yamada
Takwhi; Kubo. Fumiyoshi; Yoshimura. Kunimasa; Ugajin, Mit-
suyuki; Kaji, Kiyokane; and Banno. Mitsuyuki. 4.426.975, CI

Itoh, Noburu: See—

w,^!''^'*'''' Toshiaki; and Itoh. Noburu. 4.427.762. CI. 430-436 000
ITT Industries. Inc.: See—

Andrei-Alexandni, Marcel; and Prohaska. Hans. 4,427,929, CI.
J lB-2o2>000.

Reinartz, Hans D.; and Schopper, Bemd. 4.427.239, CI 303-22 OOR
Stoka. Roerto; and Pickel, Hajo. 4,427.096. CI. 188-73 340
Wilmsmeyer. Klaus. 4.428.071. CI. 365-226.000

Iwasaki Engineering Co.. Ltd.: See—
Yamada. Noboru; lio. Kenji; and Shiiba. Kazuyuki. 4.426.862. CI

70-69.000.

Iwasaki. Hiromi: See—
Kimura. Toshio; Kataoka. Kunitoshi; Yamaji. Yoshiaki Iwasaki

Hiromi; and Yamashita. Shinichi. 4.427.869. CI. 219-93 000
Iwashita, Hidemaro; Mieno. Fumiaki; Kiura. Yoshinori; and Hayashi

Kenichi. to Asahi Kaaei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Apparatus for

^MU^^S'^^m'wS' "^^ °' ' """"" "='**• "^ ' "'^^
Iwashita, Kiyoji: See-

Abe. Nobuo; Sugawara. Hiroyuki; Kurouwa. Yukio; Wada. Akira
and Iwashita. Kiyoji. 4.427.857. CI. 200- 144.00B.

Iwashita. Tomonori; Mashimo. Yukio; Fukahori. Hidehiko and Wau-
nabe. Yoshitaka. to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Auxiliary power source
device for motor driven camera 4,427,280, CI. 334-173 1 10

Iwaya. Toshio: See—
Inoue. Shunzo; Nagaaawa. Takeshi; Iwaya. Toahio; Kasuya.

Michio; and Muraia. Shinji. 4.426.883. CI 73- 1 39 000
lyoda. Tettuo; and Tamai. Masayoshi. to Fuji Xerox Co.. Lid. Method
of charging jetted ink drops. 4.427.986. CI. 346-1.100.

Izumi Denki Corporation: See—
Fujita. Teizo. 4.427.863. CI. 200-306.000.

J. H. Fenner A Co. Ltd.: See-
Roberts, Michael J.; and Saul. Keith. 4.427.107. CI. 198-844 000
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Jacket, Johann: See—
Maucher, Paul; Friedmaiui, Oswald; and Jacket, Johann, 4,426,915,

a. 92-29.000.

Jackson, WUbur C: See—
Coleman, Donald J.; Jackson, Wilbur C; Lube, Robert R.; and

Spohr, Albert R., 4,426.777, CI. 30-34.200.

Jacobellis, Alfonse A., to VSI Corporation. Resistance welded accumu-
Utor device. 4,427,028, CI. 138-30.000.

Jacobien, Finn, to Kamyr AB. Mixing device and method. 4,427,489,
a. 162-57.000.

Jacques, James O.: See—
Applequist, Roy A.; Altobellis, Richard M.; Bagnell, Glade N.;

Hoppe, Robert P.; Jacques, James O.; and Johnson, Terry G.,
4,428.012, a. 360-106.000.

Jaeger, Rudolph: See—
Oesterle, Gerhard; Jaeger, Rudolph; Auer, Willibald; and Unfried,
Hermann. 4,427,038, CI. 139-449.000.

Jahn-Held, WUhelm: See—
Lindorfer, Walter; Schulz, Walther; Wagner, Fritz; and Jahn-Held,
Wilhelm, 4,427,528, CI. 208-1 1.OLE.

Jakobaen, Kjell M., to Platmanufaktur A.B. Container for liquids,

which are sensitive to light. 4,427,122, CI. 21S-1.00C.
James Mackie A. Sons Ltd.: See—

,

Hill, Ashley, 4,427.037, CI. 139-449.000. '

Janauer. Gilbert E.: See—
Nudel. Ron; Janauer, Gilbert E.; Schrier, Eugene E.; and Figura,

Ilona W.. 4.427,796, CI. 521-139.000.

Janick, Jules; and Wright, Daniel C. to Purdue Research Foundation.
Method of non-agricultural production of jojoba wax. 4,426.808, CI.

47-S8.000.

Janome Sewing Machine Co. Ltd.: See—
Takenoya, Hideaki; Inamori, Mikio; and Makabe, Hachiro,

4.426,946, CI. 112-266.100.

Japan Organo Co., Ltd.: See

—

Miyahara, Akimitsu; Kanazawa, Toshihiko; Takahashi, Kokaji;
Ushikubo, Hiroji; and Kawano, Kuniaki, 4,427,027, CI.

137-576.000.

Japan Steel Works, Ltd.: See—
Miura, Tsuyoshi; Arakida, Yutaka; Kondo. Yoshikazu; and Ide,

Tsuneyuki, 4,427.446, CI. 75-244.000.

Jamiac, Roger, to Commissariat A I'Energie Atomique. Apparatus for

the continuous adjustment of a jack piston stroke. 4,426,912, CI.

91-39.000.

Jarosz, John M.; and Panas, William R., to S & C Electric Company.
Brake and- operation indicator for a high-voltage switch. 4,427,963,
a. 337-6.000.

Jatczak, Chester F., to Timken Company. The. Composite bearing races
and process for producing the same. 4,427,241, CI. 308-207.00R.

Javitt, Norman B., to New York University. 26-Hydroxycholesterol
and derivatives and analogs thereof in regulation of cholesterol
accumulation in body tissue. 4.427,668, CI. 424-238.000.

Jeannin, Serge: See

—

Saby, Charles; Jeannin, Serge; and Pcrrier, Jean-Paul. 4,427,844, CI.

174-188.000.

Jeblick, Werner: See—
Bruck, Dieter W.; Jeblick, Werner; Konigshofen, Heinrich; Roos,

Ernst; and Ruetz, Lother, 4,427,817, CI. 524-367.000.

Jeco Co., Ltd.: See—
Hirose, Hisashi; Arai. Hiroshi; liyama, Hiroshi; and Komiya.

Hirokazu, 4.426,788, CI. 33-395.000.

Jeffs, David G.. to English Clays Lovering Pochin & Company Lim-
ited. Filled elastomer compositions. 4.427.452. CI. 106-308.00Q.

Jensen, Niels D.; Nielsen. Kurt F.; and Komossa. Horst. to Gnindfos
A/S. Device for separating gas out of liquids. 4.427.421. CI.

55-52.000.

Jentzsch, Amdt: See—
Kahlert, Peter; Schone. Helmut; Johne, Hans; Jentzsch, Amdt;

HefFtler, Victor; Kuhnert. Werner; Karl. Rainer; Dittmann,
Norbert; Fink, Heiner; and Preussger. Karl-Heinz. 4.427.193. CI.

271-277.000.

Jessup, Peter: See—
Holstedt, Richard A.; and Jessup. Peter. 4.427.560. CI. 252-42.700

Jezbera. Val K.. to DaUproducts Corporation. Compact band printer.

4.426.930, CI. 101-93.140.

Jidoaha Denki Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Sasaki, Michuki; Yamamoto. Kiyokazu; and Hiratsuka. Ko,

4.426.978, Q. 123-458.000.

Jobling. Alan: See-
England. Richard; Bowcott, John E. L.; Olds, John S.; and Jobling,

Alan, 4,427,583, CI. 260-123.700.

John Wyeth ft Brother Ltd.: See-
White, Alan C; and Hann, Michael M., 4,427,676, CI. 424-246.000.

Johne, Hans: See—
Kahlert, Peter; Schone, Helmut; Johne, Hans; Jentzsch, Amdt;

Hefftler, Victor; Kuhnert. Werner; Karl, Rainer; Dittmann,
Norbert: Fink, Heiner; and Preussger, Karl-Heinz, 4.427,193. CI.

271-277.000.

Johns. Samuel E.. Jr., to Gearhart Industries Incorporated. Seismic well
log display method and apparatus. 4,428,072. CI. 367-69.000.

lohiuon, Cary P.. to Albany International Corp. Wet press felt for

iwpermaking machines. 4.427.734, CI. 428-234.000.

Johnson, David W. Streamlining apparatus. 4.427.229. Q. 296-l.OOS.
Johnson, Donald L.: See—

Kutnyak, Thomas A.; and Johnson, Donald L., 4,427,485, CI.

156^29.000.

Johnson. Marvin M.; Nowack, Gerhard P.; and Kukes, Simon, to
Phillips Petroleum Company. Catalyst. 4.427.575. CI. 502-208.000.

Johnson Matthey Public Limited: See—
Day, Joseph G.. 4,427,442, CI. 75-lO.OOR.

Johnson, Paul A.: See—
Haville. George D.; and Johnson, Paul A., 4,427.972, CI. 340-

347.00P.

Johnson. Richard W. Grass and ditch mower. 4,426,829. CI. 56-15.500.

Johnson, Ronald G.; and Barber, Monte D. Ozonizer system. 4,427.426,
CI. 55-162.000.

Johnson, Stephen G.: See

—

Proud, Joseph M.; and Johnson, Stephen G.. 4.427,921. CI.

315-248.000.

Proud. Joseph M.; and Johnson, Stephen G., 4,427,922. CI.
315-248.000.

Proud, Joseph M.; and Johnson, Stephen G., 4,427,923, CI.
315-248.000.

Proud, Joseph M.; Lapatovich, Walter P.; and Johnson, Stephen
G., 4.427.924, CI. 315-248.000.

Johnson, Stuart J.: See

—

Fransson, George E.; Johnson. Stuart J.; and Haug. Edward W..
4.427.324. CI. 409-12.000.

Johnson. Terry G.: See

—

Applequist. Roy A.; Altobellis, Richard M.; Bagnell, Glade N.;

Hoppe, Roberi F.; Jacques. James O.; and Johnson, Terry G.,
4,428.012. CI. 360-106.000.

Johnson, Thomas J.; and Thomas, Garth L., to Kysor Industrial Corpo-
ration. Air actuated vehicle temperature control system. 4,427,056,
CI. 165-42.000.

Johnston, Robert J.: See

—

Layciak, Stephen G.; Johnston, Robert J.; and Colista. Dominic.
4,427,853, CI. 200-50.00C.

Jones, Carol R.: See-
Grant, Barbara D.; and Jones, Carol R., 4,427,478, CI. 156-275.500.

Jones, Geraint: See

—

Dingle, John T.; Gordon, John L.; Jones. Geraint; Knight. Clive
G.; and Lowe. John S.. 4.427,649, CI. 424-38.000.

Jones, Oscar F., Jr.: See-
Moore, Wayne T.; and Jones, Oscar F., Jr., 4,426.821. CI.

52-646.000.

Jouwsma. Wijbren. to Bronkhorst High-Tech BV. Laminar flow ele-

ment. 4.427.030. CI. 138-42.000.

Juel. Leslie H.: See-
Hsu, Harry L.; GrindsUff, Lloyd I.; and Juel, Leslie H., 4,427,540,

CI. 208-131.000.

Julich, Werner: See

—

Hintsch, Otto; and Julich, Werner, 4,427,035. CI. 139-76.000.

Jungverdorben, Hermann-Josef: See

—

Reinehr, Ulrich; Dross. Joachim; HerberU, Toni; Jungverdorben,
Hermann-Josef; and Burghartz, Hans K.. 4,427,613, CI.

264-206.000.

Jurges. Heinz-Henning. Mudguard. 4.427,208. CI. 280-1S3.00R.
JWI Ltd.: See—

Beacom. Oliver J.; and Moger, Hugh A., 4,427.736. CI. 428-288.000.
Kabushiki Kaisha Kawai Gakki Seisakusho: See—

Takauji, Kiyomi, 4,426,903, CI. 84-1.220.

Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha: See

—

Fujiwara, Hitoshi; and Kodaira, Kozo. 4.427.314. CI. 400-338.200.
Hosokawa. Minoru. 4,427.266. CI. 350-333.000.

Kabushiki Kaisha Tokai Rika Denki Seisakusho: See—
Morikawa. Minoru. 4,426.864, CI. 70-431.000.

Kabushiki Kaisha Toyoda Jidoshokki Seisakusho: See—
Yasui, Yoshiharu; Onoue. Keiji; Motobayashi. Kozo; and Yo-

shizawa. Toshio, 4.426.840. CI. 57-301.000.

Yoshida. Kazunori; and Arakawa. Hiroshi. 4,427,036, CI.
139-435.000.

Kabushiki Kaisha Toyota Chuo Kenkyusho: See—
Kogiso, Takeshi; and Ohkawa, Hiroshi, 4,427,418, CI. 55-287.000.

Kahlert, Peter; Schone, Helmut; Johne, Hans; Jentzsch, Amdt; Hefftler,

Victor; Kuhnert. Werner; Karl. Rainer; Dittmann. Norbert; Fink,
Heiner; and Preussger, Karl-Heinz. to Veb Kombinat Polygraph
"Werner Lamberz" Leipzig. Sheet gripping arrangement. 4.427,193.
CI. 271-277.000.

Kainuma, Hiroyuki; and Kimura, Tadayoshi, to Sawafuji Electric Co.,
Ltd. Vibrating compressor. 4,427.906, CI. 310-27.000.

Kaji, Kiyokane: See

—

Suzuki, Shosuke; Ito. Teruyoshi; Sakakibara, ,Yukie; Yamada,
Takashi; Kubo, Fumiyoshi; Yoshimura, Kuniniasa; Ugajin. Mit-
suyuki; Kaji, Kiyokane; and Banno, Mitsuyuki, 4,426,975. CI.

123-425.000.

Kakumoto, Hiromi; Ihara, Shinji; Iguchi. Yoji; and Miyata, Makoto. to

Matsushiu Electric Works. Ltd. Electric shaver. 4.426,776, CI.

30-34.100.

Kakumoto, Michio, to Otsuka Pharmaceutical Factory, Inc. Method
and apparatus for checking sealed containers for pinholes. 4,426,876,

CI. 73-49.300.

Kakumoto, Shigeru: See—
Shimada, Shigeru; and Kakumoto, Shigeru. 4.428,077. CI.

382-9.000.

Kalal, Jaroslav: See

—

Stol. Miroslav; Tolar, Miroslav; Adam. Milan; Cefelin. Pavel; and
Kalal. Jaroslav. 4.427.808, CI. 524-24.000.

Kalkowski, Dean J., to Mayflower Vapor Seal Corp. Floating deck
support apparatus. 4.427.127. CI. 220-218.000.
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Kalmuk. Hans-Peter: See—

'^cf42°"l9?00a*'"''
"""• "^ '^'""''' "•"''«»«'• '.'27.356.

Kalpaxis. Alexander: See—

''ISJu.boO™"'''
"** KalpaxU, Alexander. 4.428,050. CI.

Kaltenbach A Voigt GmbH ft Co.: See—

"43S79.S0.
*"• ""* ^°^^' '''"«-^^«'' 4.427.382, CI.

Kalyanasundaram, Kuppuswamy: See—
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0. Enrico.

V; • •—•/——-"•••Jii. ivuDDiuwamy; uu
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Kamata, Isao: See—

k.hS&m!!!!*!!''':'^'^"?!'*' '"°' '•28.027. ci. 361-333.000.

SJi?*' ^f^ ^ • '° ?P*'S*' ^^^'"» Uboratory. Inc. Mounting for

Kaminbau Burger's Sohne: See—
Burger, Hans A.; and Gehrig, Wilhelm. 4,426,994, CI. 126-121 000

Kammenid, John E.: See—

^'^i-lliOK ^' ""* '^»™ne™<l. John E.. 4,428.069. CI.

"369U5'a»"
^' ""* *^«n"nerud. John E., 4.428.075, CI.

Kamoshiu, Kauuzo: See—

^'lf!^L^"^i.
"•»''™o«0' Shunichi; Yoshida, Ryo; MaUumoto,

Hiroshi; and Kamoshita. KaUuzo, 4.427,438, CI. 71-92.000.

Takeshi, to Tokyo Gu Co. Ltd.; and Ashimori Industry Co.. LtdMethod and apparatus for providing the inner surface of a pipe linewith « tubular lining material. 4.427:480. CI. 156-287.000.
Kamyr AB: See—

Jacobsen. Finn. 4,427,489, CI. 162-57.000.
Kanade, Takeo; and Asada, Haruhiko, to Westinghouse Electric Corp

2M^m*]m
"' P™*™''y "e"""* "PPiratus. 4.427.880. CI.

Kmamori, Katsuo; Okawa, Hiroyuki; Mizuno, Takahide; Nakagawa.
Fumihito; and Nagai. Isamu, to MiUubishi Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki

d^?S' 4"4l7*'S a.'i7?';&"'
^""""^ ^" """^ •""•'""''°"

Kanazawa. Toshihiko: See—

^7,'i!^^L,^^I^^^' Kanazawa. Toshihiko; Takahashi. Kokaji

137-57?000
"*' Kawano, Kuniaki. 4.427.027, CI.

Kandybowski, Steven J.: See—

^in.\-^F^
'• *"** Kandybowski, Steven J., 4.427.249. CI.

Kanegafuchi Kasaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
V "r'^i. ,"*!••": "*^ Furukawa, Hisao, 4,427,824, CI. 524-858 000

^TnS* ^'^r'''= "1 ^°"«' "*"y S. L., to Bristoi-MyenTdomoSny.

S!?B.T427"8Vci."K"3(?^^
^^'^•'~°'' "«* ^^•

Kweko. Takushi; and Wong, Henry S. L., to Bristol-Myers Company.

Cl^«^239 30t'*™°"
°^°"°'°™'y"'>'C'n <o tomaymycin. 4.427.588.

Kanesaka. Hiroshi, to Kanesaka Technical Institute Ltd. Supercharged
internalconibustionengine. 4.426,985, CI. 123-564000.

Kanesaka Technical Institute Ltd.: See—
Kanesaka. Hiroshi, 4,426,985. CI. 123-564.000.

dT"' ,"'"«''• "•""!•: ^'•"<*e: "d Cooper. Terence, to Colgale-

SKSSoW '^•P°"*''« '""•y "<* method. 4.427,408? CI.

Karanewsicy. Donald S.; and Petrillo. Edward W.. Jr.. to E. R. Squibb
ft Sons, Inc. PhosphinylalkanoyI substituted imino acids and their usem hypotensive compositions. 4,427,665. CI. 424-200.000

Karanewsky, Donald S.: See—

^260.M?450
^' ""^ Karanewsk.". Donald S.. 4,427,592, CI.

Karl Mayer Textilmaschinenfabrik GmbH: See—

^S'^''.'™'^ °'"'' P"«lrich; and Lotz, Hans. 4.426.856. CI.
00-212.000.

Karl, Rainer: See—

'^'m.' ^^^/' Schone, Helmut; Johne, Hans; Jentzsch, Amdt;

S«IK' ^V°li
Kuhnert Werner; Karl, Rainer; Di.tmann,

271-277'o£"
Preussger, Karl-Heinz, 4,427.193. CI.

Karlsson, Kurt, to Svenska Rotor Maskiner Aktiebolag. RoUry regen-

ts '^^"' exchanger and method of operating same. 4.427.054; CI.
loS-l.UUJ.

Karol. Frederick J.: See—

Kasper. Alan H.: See—
Mathe, Istvan; and Kasper, Alan H.. 4.427.251, CI. 339-97.0OP.

Kasuya, Michio: See—
Inoue. Shunzo; Nagauwa, Takeshi; Iwaya. Toshio; Kasuya.

Michio; and Murata. Shinji. 4.426.883. CI. 73-159.000
Kaukura, Maaayuki: See—

Kataoka. Kunitoshi: See—
Kimura. Toshio; Kataoka. Kunitoshi; Yam^i. Yoahiaki Iwaaaki
"""o™; and Yamashita. Shinichi, 4.427.869, CI. 219-93.000

Kato. Masahiko; and Kikuchi. Teuuro. to Nippon Soken, Inc Seat bell
tensioning device. 4,427.216. CI 280-806.00^

•[Vu^l^*^ Funikawa. Hisao. to Kanegafuchi Kagaku Kogyo

mJSs'oOO
^°' diiperamg &entt. M27.824?a

"^^IJ^m;
•^""°: Shibaoka. Kazuo; Ohnishi. Shunji; and Miwa. Takao.

S8424M0 •
^'** Laminated puiel. 4,427 743. CI

Katz. George, to RCA Corporation. Method for improving the inspec-
tion of printed circuit boards. 4,427.496. CI 204-1 OOT

Katzer, Hans: See—

''cr42°-"l95 OOo""'*
"*"'' "*' *'''"'"''• "•"•''«'«'• 4.427,356.

Kavage, William T.: See—

'^Si'tor'^*^'"
^' "^ Kavage. William T. 4.426.955. CI. 119-

Kawamura. Masanori: See—

^"42t682'"S'224.V6TSS)"^
*"^°"- '^ *"'"''' "'^'-

Kawano. Kuniaki: See—

^'.'!*i"i.™: ^''i">'»«";
Kanazawa, Toshihiko; Takahashi. Kokaii

^7-576000
°"''' '"** Kawano. Kuniaki. 4.427.027. Cl!

Kawasaki Steel Corporation: See—

'^'36M72
000°'*"' "^ Takarada. Masaaki. 4,428.054. CI

^"Fu!!ll;u?.°"T<L?'"nl^"l^*°' ''"J"' '^''•"y*' ^nu. To.hihiko;

a 7V93 00? °' "*' "** °"'°' ^^*^^'' 4.427.444.

Kawasaki, Yoshitaka: See—

'^°a'!i'*'Jv""L°]"","'^' Yoshimi; Kawasaki, Yoshitaka; and
Adachi.Kinichi. 4,427,365.0 431-196 000

'™. "«'

Kaye. Stanton; and Schreier. Cunis. lo Kaye. Stanton Title edae

35MOOO0
''"*"^ produced collated copy 4.427.290. CI

''"X'lir. mT8T8:cT279:"6?2«'"" '" " """"""^ -"'^'"«

Kearney A Trecker Corporation: See—

''M2'7.3f5'ra.'469fi'So"*'"'
^'"" ' '"' *'""" ^'""' -"'

Keeling. Harmon H.: See—

"33*3^34 00?°""' ""* Keeling. Harmon H. 4.427.953. CI

Keeper Co.. Ltd.: See—
Sugiyama. Masahiro. 4.427,206. CI 277-153 000

Ji"; '^.'^'? ^ •
•°,^"<ly "'" Corporation Apparatus for applying a

c^rn"t2T7;2° cV"42"7T20°0l»'
'^°''"« ^" ' ^'~-^"""« -"'-"

•"devi'cf M2S.°CU ^^^^^^
^""-"''- ""^ ^"P"-'"* '-

Kelley. John R.; and Zurbrick. John R , to General Electric Company

Kelly. James D.: See—

^M^647^c!'°4Y4-m£"*'"*'
''°'- ""' •'"'^' '""" °-

Kelso. ChaHes R.: See—
Taplin. LmI B.. Walter. Richard P.; Kelso. Charles R ; and Sisson.

Albert E.. 4.426.977. CI. 123-446.000.
Kemptcr. Fntz E.; and Schupp, Eberhard, to BASF Aktiengesellschaft

Polyadduct/polycondensate which contains basic nitrogen groups.
anditsuse. 4.427.514. CI. 204- 181.OOC. * *^

Kennecoti Corporation: See—
Fitzgibbon. Jeremiah J.. 4.427,068. CI 166-280000

Kenyon, Ralph E.: See—

^fl^ji^^, ^A.^Vl^^ '^''P'' ^ •
'"'' Moieke, Patricia A,.

4.427.709. CI. 426-578.000.
Kercher. Paul W,: See—

''4T27r62?."^[T3.f3b.^"''"'
'''"' ^^ ^ ^•°"'- '^''y ^'

Kemforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH: See—
Borgstedt. Hans U.. 4.427.527. CI. 2O8-8.0OR
Heilgeist. Michael. 4.427.503, CI. 204-101.000.

Kerr-McGee Chemical Corporation: See—

^4*3'lOa»''
^'^'*'' ""^ ^"^'**' *^''^''"' ^' 4.427,640. CI

"^cTsT^I Mo'**
^ Tamper-proof fastener removal tool. 4.426.896.

Ketcham. Lyman, to Simmonds Precision Producu Inc Apparatus and

ri???.2^"^fl"ilIl*^™°P'"'"^ "*^'"« *^"houl the use of wires.n,m 1,010, 4,1. 2o4-286.000.
Keyes Fibre Company: See—

'^'^'l';.^^'''''
L- ""* ^•»"*' """^y R. 4.427.730. CI.

426-l3o.U00.
Khitun, Georgy A.: See—

"^o;;?!"^. Gcnnady A.; Shamenko. Stepan P.; Tsvirko. Georgy L.
Oleinichenko. Viktor G.; Khitun. Georgy A.; and Menyaifoiko
Anatoly I. 4.426,870. CI. 72118.000.

Khoe. Oiok D.; and Velzel. Christiaan H F.. to U.S. Philips Corpora-

4727.2'^;a 3'S!SS°"
•'""" '"^"'» "''^ '^ '^
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Kiimil, Sioan B.: See—
Fennimore, Jack; Potter, William D.; and Kiamil, Sinan B

4.427,003, CL 128-90.000.

Kiefer, Mercedes; and Spector, George. Electrical facial massage appa
ratus. 4,427,001. Q. 128-24.400.

Kielma, Ervin J.; Schabowski, Albin J.; and Currer, John T., to Kear
ney St Trecker Corporation. Multiple spindle toolhead. 4,427,323. CI
409-144.000.

Kierfoow. Gerald C; and Horinek, Herbert J., to Halliburton Company
Additive material metering system with weighing means. 4,427,133
a. 222-77.000.

Kihara, Kazuo; and Ikeda. Masashi, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabu
shiki Kaisha. Semiconductor reu) only memory. 4,428,066, CI
369-96.000.

Kikuchi, Tetsuro: See—
Kato, Masahiko; and Kikuchi, Tetsuro, 4,427,216, C\. 280-806.000.

Kikuchi, Yoshiki; and Ohmori, Takashi, to Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd. Ther-
morecording medium, means and process for producing and utilizing

same. 4,427,98S, CI. 346-1.100.

Kikuchi. Yoshiki. to Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd. Magnetic latent image form-
ing apparatus. 4.427,987, Q. 346-74.400.

Kikugawa. Shozo: See—
Okaniwa. Kenichiro; Koyama, Mikio; and Kikugawa, Shozo,

4,427,632, Q. 422-36.000.

Killian, Gary L.: See—
Homok, Emery; and Killian, Gary L., 4,426,763, CI. 29-368.000.

Kim, Han J.: See—
Wingert, Philip; Gaudino, Larry J.; and Kim, Han J., 4,427,623, CI.

419-21.000.

Kimel, Eugene. Folding ruler accessory. 4,426.790, CI. 33-438.000.

Kimura, Akira; and Abe. Toshiro. to Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. Vibration
suppression system for diesel engine. 4,426,972, CI. 123-378.000.

Kimura, Hiroshi: See—
Kamuro, Takashi; Ohtsuga, Hisao; Kimura, Hiroshi; and
Nakamura, Takeshi, 4,427,480, CI. 136-287.000.

Kimura, Ryuji: See—
Kusayanagi, Sampo; and Kimura, Ryuji, 4.427.361, CI. 232-43.000.

Kimura, Tadayoshi: See—
Kainuma, Hiroyuki; and Kimura, Tadayoshi, 4,427,906, CI.

310-27.000.

Kimura, Toshimitsu; and Ohmura, Yutaka, to Nissan Motor Co., Ltd.

Shock absorbing assembly. 4.427,189, CI. 267-139.000.

Kimura, Toshio; Kataoka, Kunitoshi; Yanuyi, Yoshiaki; Iwasaki,

Hiromi; and Yamashita, Shinichi, to Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd. Method
for manufacturing panel assemblies for automobiles. 4,427,869. CI.

219-93.000.

Kincaid, Herbert: See—
Wolniak. Stanley C; Kincaid. Herbert; Spencer, Elbert M.; and
Brown. Ronald L., 4,427,832, CI. 200-44.000.

Kindlimann. Lynn E.. to Garrett Corporation, The. Nitridation and
brazing of assemblies with titanium-containing iron based alloys.

4.427.461. CI. 148-16.600.

Kinetico. Inc.: See—
Brown, Keith E.; and Buth, Jimmy D.. 4.427,349, CI. 210-662.000.

King, Colin V.: See—
Balbis, Manuel G.; and King. Colin V.. 4,427,046, CI. 132-209.00R.

King. David R., to English Electric Valve Company Limited. Cooling
arrangements. 4,428,023. CI. 361-274.000.

Kingsbury. William D.: See—
GUvarg. Charles; and Kingsbury, William D., 4,427.382. CI. 260-

112.30R.

Kinsella, John E.; and Srinivasan. Damodaran. to Cornell Research
Foundation. Inc. Method for separation and recovery of proteins and
nucleic acids from nucleoproteins using water destnicturing salts.

4.427.380. CI. 260-1 12.00R.

Kinsella, Mary A.: See—
Tortorello. Anthony J.; and Kinsella. Mary A.. 4,427,804. Q.

323-404.000.

Kinzie. James E. Unopened-door indicator. 4,427,973, Q. 340-347.000.

Kirkpatrick, Charles R.: See—
Hempy, Harry O.; Kirkpatrick, Charles R.; and Robinson, Francis

L., 4,428,064, CI. 364-900.000.

Kishimoto, Kazuo: See—
Ohara, Osamu; and Kishimoto, Kazuo, 4,427,829, CI. 323-67.000.

Kishimoto, Kiyoharu: See—
Yuhara, Akitsunm lida, Shinya; Abe, Hideo; Kishimoto, Kiyoharu;
and Hazama, Katashi, 4,427,313, CI. 204-192.00E.

Kisaei Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.: See—
Tanouchi, Tadao; Kawamura, Masanori; and Havashi, Masaki,

4,427,682, CI. 424-263.000.

Kitatani, Katuji; Sera, Hidefumi; Arai, Atsuaki; Ogawa, Masasi;
Ishigaki, Kunio; and Ogura, Haruo, to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd.
Method of hardening gelatin. 4,427,768. CI. 430-623.000.

Kiura. Yoahinori: See—
Iwashita. Hidemaro; Mieno. Fumiaki; Kiura, Yoshinori; and Haya-

shi. Kenichi, 4,427,637, CI. 422-198.000.

Klaassen, Alan W.; and Bezman, Richard D., to Chevron Research
Company. Promoter for the oxidation of SO2 in an FCC process.

4.427,336. a. 208-113.000.

Klaren, Dick G.. to Esmil BV. Apparatus and method for the concen-
tration of a liauid by evaporation. 4.427,033, C\. 163-1.000.

Klat, Kenneth H.; and Anaay, Norbert J., to Simplicity Manufacturing,
Inc. Mower blade. 4,426,831, CI. 36-293.000.

Klasa, Larry S.. to Avco Corporation. Delivery system for ball peening
or forming apparatus. 4.426,866, Q. 72-33.000.

Klauke. Erich: See—
K^hle. Engelbert; Paulus, Wilfried; Klauke. Erich; and Oenth.

Iftnnann. 4,427.698. Q. 424-321.000.

Klein. Max. Prqparation of styrene-polymer and polyolefin micro-bits.

4,427,137, a. 241-15.000.

Kleinecke, John D.; Farag, Samir F.; and Little. Thomas R.. to Sie-

mens-Allis. Inc. Racking mechanism for motor control center.

4.427,834, a. 200-50.0AA.
Kleiner, Hans-Jcrg, to Hoechst Aktiengesellschait. Process for the

preparation of vinylphosphonic acid dichloride and 2-chloroetliane-

phosphonic acid dichloride. 4,427,602, Q. 260-343.00P.
Klemarczyk, Philip T.: See—

Sprecker, Mark A.; Klemarczyk, Philip T.; and Belko, Robert P.,

4,427,708, CI. 426-338.000.

Klesper, Hugo: See—
Busse, Oswald; and Klesper, Hugo. 4,427,534, CI. 210-777.000.

Kley-France: See—
Brieuc. Robert, 4,427,180, Q. 254-106.000.

Klimeck, Edward F.: See—
Marshall, Francis G.; and Klimeck, Edward F.. 4,427,124, CI.

213-216.000.

Klimenko, Alexandr F.: See—
Petrov, Alexei K.; Akimenko, Vladimir B.; Zhuchin, Vladimir N.;
Tsipunov, Alexei G.; Smimova, 0ena N.; Skomyakov, Jury N.;
and Klimenko, Alexandr F., 4,427,626, CI. 419-28.000.

Klimmek, William G.: See—
Berman, Max; Klinmiek, William G.; and Konrad, Charles £.,

4,427,930, CI. 318-301.000.

Kline Manufacturing Company, The: See—
Kline, William L., 4,426,914, CI. 91-487.000.

Kline, William L., to Kline Manufacturing Company, The. Axial piston
pump. 4.426,914. CI. 91-487.000.

Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz AG: See—
Paschedag, Theodor, 4.427.407. Q. 494-70.000.

Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz Aktiengeaellschaft: See—
Lichtner, Emil, 4,426,963. CI. 123-193.00H.

Klomp, Edward D.: See—
Cornelius, Walter; and Klomp, Edward D.. 4.426.841, C\.

60-39.230.

Klug, Frederic J.: See—
Prochazka, Svante; and Klug, Frederic J., 4,427,785. CI.

301-128.000.

Kluger, Edward W.. to Milliken Research Corporation. Amidodicya-
noalkanolamines and process for selective cyanoalkylation of amido-
dialkanolamines. 4,427,397. CI. 260463.400.

Knapp, Heinrich: See—
Grciner, Max; Grimm, Gerold; and Knapp. Heinrich, 4,426,988, CI.

123-383.000.

Knecht, Klaus; Gcbhard, Georg; and Rohr, Franz, to Kraftwerk Union
Aktiengesellschaft. Alignment tool for spacers of nuclear reactor fuel

assemblies. 4,427,622, CI. 376-260.000.

Knight, aivc G.: See-
Dingle, John T.; Gordon, John L.; Jones, Geraint; Knight, Clive

G.; and Lowe, John S., 4.427,649, Q. 424-38.000.

Knight, Linda C: See—
Olexa, Stephanie A.; Knight, Linda C; and Budzynski, Andrei Z.,

4,427,646, CI. 424-1.100.

Knutsen, Einar. Method for making elongate cast construction on the
sea. 4,426,949, Q. 114-47.000.

Kobayashi, Morio: See—
Tachibana, Noriki; Kobayashi, Morio; and Fujimori, Noboru,

4,427,764, CI. 430-323.000.

Kobe, Thomas R. Apparatus and method for mounting roofing tile.

4,426,823, CI. 32-748.000.

Koch Engineering Company, Inc.: See—
Chen, Gilbert K.; Nyberg, Paul M.; and Buchholz, Matthew,

4,427,606. CI. 261-111.000.

Kocsis, Oliver: See—
Olasz, Sandor; Szalay, Denes; Kovacs, Jozaef; and Kocsis, Oliver,

4,426,948, CI. 112-273.000.

Kodaira, Kozo: See—
Fujiwara, Hitoshi; and Kodaira, Kozo, 4,427,314, CI. 400-338.200.

Kodera, Yasuhiro: See—
Yamaguchi, Hiroyasu; and Kodera, Yasuhiro, 4.427.949, CI.

330-31.000.

Kodera, Yasuo; Ishii, Toshiaki; and Ohashi, Minoru, to Oriental Yeast
Co. Ltd. Apparatus having automatic calibration for determining
hydrogen peroxide concentration. 4,427,772, CI. 433-27.000.

Koehler Manufacturing Company: See—
Guimond, Roy A.; Daly, Charles F.; and Gulliksen, John E.,

4,428,039, CI. 362-287.000.

Koepke, Gunther: See—
Hourticolon, Roland; Roth, Gerhard; Frenken, Hans; SchafTer,

Helmut; and Koepke, Gunther. 4,426.737, CI. 29-121.800.

Koetsier, Wicher T., to Exxon Research St, Engineering Co. Composite
zeolite. 4.427,377, CI. 232-455.00Z.

Kofahl, William M.. to Flying K Equipment System. Inc. Duplex
hydraulic and air oil well pump. 4.427.348. CI. 417-342.000.

Kogiso, Takeshi; and Ohkawa. Hiroshi. to Kabushiki Kaisha Toyota
Chuo Kenkyusho. Device for collecting particulates in exhaust gases.

4.427,418, CI. 33-287.000.

Kohle, Ulrich; Paflhausen. Hans; and Hartmann, Claus, to Pelikan

Aktiengesellschaft. Multiuse pressure-type reproduction material.

4,427,739, CI. 428-323.000.
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Kohler, Helmut: See—

^^!^I"' ^'«": f^^' Heinz-Gerhard; and Kohler, Helmut,
4,427,526, C\. 208-8.0LE.

Koizumi, Haruyuki: See—
AUumi, Haruo; and Koizumi, Haruyuki, 4,427.856, CI. 200-76.000

i'.'V^^ilii'''*™' '° ^^^'^ '"<= P'"''c fMtener. 4,427,328, CI.
41 1-308.000.

Kolff. Willem J., to University of Utah. Vacuum molding technique for
manufacturing a ventricular assist device. 4.427.470, CI. 156-73.100

Kolve Sawcham Company: See—
Lemery. Douglas J.. 4.426.900, CI. 83-833.000.

^!I^/^*"^'"^ ""^ Fujiyama. Mamoru, to Zojirushi Vacuum

13 00R
Stainless steel thermos bottle. 4.427.123, CI. 215-

Komiya, Hirokazu: See—
Hirose, Hisashi; Arai. Hiroshi; liyama. Hiroshi; and Komiya.

Hirokazu. 4.426.788. CI. 33-395.000.
Komiyama, Choji: .S^—

"^AhA^^Sl 212-1^*51)0.'*'"''°"''= *"' ''°'"'^""'' ^""J'"

Komori Printing Machinery Co., Ltd.: See—
Hoshi, Toshio, 4,427,405, CI. 493-444.000.

Komossa, Horst: See—
Jensen. NielsD.; Nielsen, Kurt F.; and Komossa. Horst, 4,427.421,

Komuro, Keiji; and Ueda, Akio. to Nippon Zeon Co. Ltd. Rubber
materials having excellent grip on ice. 4.427,831. CI. 525-21 1.000.

Kondo, Yoshikazu: See—
Mjura, Tsuyoshi; Arakida, Yutaka; Kondo, Yoshikazu: and Idc
Tsuneyuki, 4,427,446, CI. 75-244.000.

Kondziola, Joseph D., to General Motors Corporation. Dual-siwol
retractor for seat belts. 4,427,163, CI. 242-107.000.

Konig, Klaus; Becker, Gemot; aiid Seifert, Peter, to Bayer Aktien-
gesellschaft. Solutions of oligo-urethane ethers in polyether polyols

?!?17^*oB ^1 '«*. ^^'if^^°^
'*"* production of pofyurethane foams.

4.427.798. CI. 321-173.000.
Konigshofen. Heinrich: See—

Briick. Dieter W.; Jeblick, Werner; Konigshofen, Heinrich; Roos,
Ernst; and Ruetz. Lother, 4.427.817, CI. 324-367.000.

Konishi. Takehisa: 5k—
Hitomi, Tomoge; Konishi, Takehisa; Ogushi, TetsuUro; and
Hatakeyama, Kazuaki, 4,427,499, CI. 204-27.000.

Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd.: See—
Okaniwa, Kenichiro; Koyama, Mikio; and Kikugawa, Shozo,

4,427,632, Q. 422-56.000.
Tachibana, Noriki; Kobayashi, Morio; and Fujimori, Noboru.

4,427,764, CI. 430-523.000.
Takahashi, Toshiaki; and Itoh, Noburu, 4,427,762, CI. 430-436 000

Konrad, Charles E.: See—
Berman, Max; Klimmek, William G.; and Konrad, Charies E

4.427,930, CI. 318-301.000.
Kooijmans, Petrus G.; Raudenbusch, Werner T.; Van Steenis, Adrianus

SI" ninJ^"!?*'
^°'f8*n8; ""<* Seelen-Kruijssen, Josephs M. E., to

Shell Oil Company. Thermosetting resinous binder compositions

i'l?''...E'S5f"^'°"
"nd use as coating materials. 4,427,805. CI

523-417.000.

Kopel, LeRoy: See—

^^'^^J^'^ ^ Michael; and Kopel, LeRoy, 4.426,886. CI.
73-633.000.

Koppensteiner. James V.. to GTE Automatic Electric Labs. Inc.
Pnnted winng card stiffener bracket. 4,427.254. CI. 339-I08.00R

Korex Company. The: See—
Porasik. Paul A., 4,427,417, CI. 23-3I3.00R.

Korsell. Lars E. R., to Aktiebolaget Carl Munters. Device in an evaoo-
rative cooler. 4.427;607. CI. 26 1 - 1 1 2.000.

Kosa. Yasunobu; and Shimizu, Shinji. to Hitachi. Ltd. Semiconductor
memory device with peripheral circuiu. 4,426.764, CI. 29-571 000

Kosemura, Kinjiro: See—
Yamamura, Shigeyuki; Kosemura, Kinjiro; Shima. Takao; and

Hidaka, Norio, 4,427,991, CI. 357-74.000.
Kosunsek, Edward C, to Engelhard Corporation. Chalking-resUtant

?Jlr«"2*n^'" '^''y P'Pnen' •"<> method of making. 4,427,450, Cl!
106-288.OOB.

Kotani, Genzaburou: See—
Sifu^. Simao; and Kotani. Genzaburou. 4.427.947, CI.

328*133.000.

^'^^ Takuro; Ohmukai, Yoshimi; Kawasaki. Yoshitaka; and Adachi
Kimchi. to MatsushiU Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd. Liquid fuel com-
bustion apparatus. 4,427.365. CI. 431-196.000.

Kotliar, Abraham M.: See—
Degrassi, Alfieri; Sacks, William; Sibilia, John P.; Kotiiar. Abra-
ham M.; and Mason, Charles D., 4,427,825, a. 525-56.000.

Kovacs, Jozsef: See—

°'M2MS,°£l.'fS^73'Sr
''°'"^ '°^'' "'^ •'^•^ °"^"'

Kowalski, Alexander; Vogel, Martin; and Blankenship, Robert M., to
Rohm and Haas Company. Sequential heteropolymer dispersion and
a partKulate nuterial obtainable therefrom, useful in coating compo-

w-fSiSm*
*"''*™°8 ""*''°' opacifying agent. 4,427,836. Cl.

Koyabu, Yukio, to Sumitomo Heavy Industries, Ltd. Method of treat-

432 s'mo
'°***™'* in •" iron reduction process. 4,427,370. Cl.

Koyabu. Yukio, to Sumitomo Heavy Industries, Ltd. Method of dis-
charging material from a rotary furnace. 4,427,373, Cl. 432-14.000.

Koyama, Mikio: See—
Okaniwa. Kenichiro; Koyama, Mikio; and Kikugawa, Shozo.

4.427,632, Cl. 422-56.000.

'^'i^T^^'*"'^^
' '^"=«»«'^ '<" wheeled floor jack. 4,427,178. Cl.

Kraatz. Udo; Stetter, Jorg; Buchel, Karl H.; Frohberger. Paul-Emsl
and Brandes, Wilhelm. to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Combating fungi

r5'^7i«"fSj!'""'*'
triazolylalkyi pyridyl ethers. 4.427.672, Cl

Kraft, Winfried; Froboese, Waller; Reinheimer. Guenier; and Wieber
^JjJ^jErMt Leiu Wetzlar GmbH Micro«x)pe frame. 4,427.270,

Kraftwerk Union Aktiengeaellschaft: See—

^"^^\'J^}5!^*-
Gc'^hard, Georg; and Rohr. Franz, 4,427.622. CI

370-260.000.

Queiser, Horsi; and Eckardi. Bemd. 4,427.893, Cl 250-506 100
Kramer. Wolfgwig; Buchel, Karl H.; Brandes. W.lheira, and Froh-

berger, Piul-Emst. to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft AzolylalkyI ketone
and alcohol fungicides. 4.427.673. Cl 424-245 000

Krammel, Horst: See—

Kratel, Gunter; Katzer. Hans; and Kaimuk. Hans-Peter, to Wacker
Chemie GmbH. Bondable insulating plate. 4.427.356. Cl. 428-193 000

Kress Corporation: See—
Medley, Jackson C, 4,427,097, CI. I88-2I8.00R

Krishnakumar, Suppayan M.: See—

^'4';iS.'4''76"cM5t''l'SrS5S''
'"'""''"' '^- '"'^ *^- '~*"

Kroll, Augustin, to Schwarzkopf Development Corporation Clampins
element for cutting tool. 4.427.322. Cl. 407-103 000

Kromm. Alvin D., Jr.; and Moser. Rabin, to Xerox Corporation Heat
pressure fuser apparatus. 4,426.953, Cl 1 18-60 000

Kruger, Bradford E
; and Parr, John C . to International Telephone A

4?2^'98?cft:^7«.°^.
"^'"^ "'""'" '°'"' '^^ «'"P'"

Kruger, Wolfgang: See—
Huther. Werner; and Kruger. Wolfgang, 4.426.966. Cl 123-286 000Krupp Corpoplast Maschinenbau GmbH: See—

'^'^i^i< L*!*,^^^"**""'
^olf**"*; "d Vogel, Klaus. 4,427,360.

^1. 4^j-j4i.UU0.
Krupp Wilputtc Corporation: See—

Naevestad, Roy, 4,427,494. Cl. 202-248 000.
Kubo, Fumiyoshi: See—

^"t"l'' w^''?"''^'
'*°- Teruyoshi; Sakakibara. Yukio; Yamada.

lakashi; Kubo, Fumiyoshi; Yoshimura. Kunimasa. Ugajin, Mit-

niili SS''
'^'*'°''*"*' *"** ^*""°' Musuyuki, 4.426.975, Cl

Kubo. Seitoku; Kuramochi, Koujiro; and Kyushima, Tauuo. to Toyou
Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha Radially outward return spnna for
transmission brake. 4,426,891. CI. 74-740.000.

Kubo, Seitoku; Kuramochi, Koujiro; and Kyushima. Tatsuo. to Toyou
Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha Torque transmission apparatus
including direct coupling clutch and fluid-type torque converter
4,427,098, CI. 192-3.280.

Kubo, Yoshimi, to Sony Corporation. Mode selecting device for a video
signal reproducing apparatus 4,428,005, Cl. 360-10.300

Kuboki, Shigeo; Hirayama, Takeshi; and Nakamura, Hideo, to Hitachi

4 428 05Ta"!}6^3M2o''''*"""*
^°' ""'"'*' combustion engme'

Kubou Ltd.: See—
Isoda. Mitsumasa. 4,426,971, Cl. 123-367 000
Nakano, Keiichi, 4.426,844, Cl. 60-295.000.
^"^^Tauutoshi; and Hashigaki, Yasunon. 4,426,964, Cl. 123-

Kuboyama, Nobuyoshi Heat generating apparatus and its process
utilizing air circulation and convection. 4.426.793, Cl. 34-15 000

Kubozono, TaUuya: See—
Aizawa, Kaoni; Oishi, Yozo; and Kubozono. TaUuya, 4.427.741,

Cl. 428-332.000.

Kucharski, Lawrence, Jr.: See—
Gratzinger, Paul G.; and Kucharski. Lawrence, Jr., 4,427,966, CI

338-162.000.

Kuehnle, Manfred R.; and Cahill, Lysle D., to Coulter Systems Corpo-
ration High speed imaging of electrophotographic film by fuie beam
scanning. 4,427,999. CI. 358-300 000.

Kuehnle, Manfred R.; and Cahill. Lysle D., to Coulter Systems Corpo-
ration. High speed imaging of electrophotographic film by fine beam
scanmng. 4,428,000, Cl. 358-300.000.

Kuhle, Engelbert; Paulus. Wilfried; Klauke. Erich; and Genth, Her-
mann, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Use of N,N-dimethyl-N-p-tolyl-
N -dichlorofluoromethylthio-sulphamide for combating funai which
damage wood. 4,427,698. Cl. 424-321.000.

Kuhn S.A.: See—
Neuerburg, Horst. 4.426.828. Cl. 56-13.600.

Kuhnert. Werner: See—
"^^'^ ^'^^' Schone. Helmut; Johne, Hans; Jentzach, An»dt;

Hefftler. Victor; Kuhnert, Werner; Karl, Ramer; Dittmann
Norbert; Fink, Heiner; and Preuuger, Karl-Heuiz. 4,427,193, Cl
27 1-277.000.

Kuket, Simon: See—
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Kunze, Wolfgang: See—
Kooijmans, Petrus C; Raudenbusch, Werner T.; Van Steenis,

Adrianus M. C; Kunze, Wolfgang; and Seelen-Kruijssen, Jose-

pha M. E.. 4,427,805. Q. S23-417.000.

Kuo, Chyi J., to Boeing Company, The. Wireless audio passenger

entertainment system (WAPES). 4,428.078, CI. 4S5-3.000.

Kuo, Hong-Hsiang. to General Moton Corporation. Method and appa-

ratus for disposal of thermoplastic waste in a fluidized bed reactor.

4.426,936. a. 1I0-24S.000.

Kupfer, Hans; and Rudolph. Paul, to Metallgesellschaft Aktiengesell-

ichaft. Reactor for gasifying solid fuels. 4,426,809, CI. 48-86.00R.

Kupler Corporation: See—
Smith. Philip L.; and Caprio, Joseph R., 4,427.233, CI. 339-98.000.

Kuramochi, Koujiro: See—
Kubo. Seitoku; Kuramochi. Koujiro; and Kyushima, Tatsuo,

4,426.891. a. 74-740.000.

Kubo, Seitoku; Kuramochi, Koujiro; and Kyushima, Tatsuo,

4,427,098. CI. 192-3.280.

Kurata, Maaashi: See—
Araki. Kenji; Kurata. Masashi; Yamana, Hideo; Suda, Toyohani;

Tayama, Katuhiko; and Watanabe, Masaji, 4,427,460, CI. 148-

12.00C.

Kuriu, Sadao: See—
Uchida, Koji; Yamada, Jun; Suzuki, Shigeyoshi; and Kuriu, Sadao,

4,427,754, CI. 430-60.000.

Kuriyama, Shigeru; Nemoto, Kiyosi; and Horiuchi, Michimasa, to

Hitachi, Ltd. Braking control apparatus for an electric motor oper-

ated vehicle. 4,427,928, CI. 318-139.000.

Kurosawa, Yukio: See—
Abe, Nobuo; Sugawara, Hiroyuki; Kurosawa, Yukio; Wada, Akira;

and Iwashita, Kiyoji. 4.427,857, CI. 200-144.00B.

Kuaayanagi, Sampo; and Kimura, Ryuji, to Nippon Mining Co., Ltd.

Sulfur compound containing lubricant composition for use in Flon

atmosphere. 4,427,561, CI. 252-45.000.
,

Kushibiki, Takashi: See— '

Otani, Junji; Okubo, Akira; and Kushibiki, Takashi, 4,426,962, CI.

123-179.00H.

Kushmaul. Richard T.; and Webb, James E., to [>ocutel Corporation.

Dispenser vacuum system. 4,427,192, CI. 271-11.000.

Kutnyak, Thomas A.; and Johnson, Donald L., to Automation Indus-

tries, Inc. Ultrasonically bonded helically fabricated tubing and
apparatus and method for making same. 4,427,485, CI. 156-429 000.

Kyriakos, Constantinos S., to Bendix Corporation, The. Tracking filter

for radio altimeter. 4,427,981, CI. 343-12.00A.

Kysor Industrial Corporation: See—
Johnson, Thomas J.; and Thomas, Garth L., 4,427,056, CI.

165-42.000.

Kyushima, Tatsuo: See—
Kubo, Seitoku; Kuramochi, Koujiro; and Kyushima, Tatsuo,

4.426,891. CI. 74-740.000.

Kubo, Seitoku; Kuramochi, Koujiro; and Kyushima, Tatsuo,

4.427.098, CI. 192-3.280.

L.B. (Plastics) Limited: See—
Litchfield, Leon G.; and Hardy, Terence, 4,427,245. CI. 312-

330.00R. I

L. ft C. Steinmuller GmbH: See— '

Leikert. Klaus; and Rennert, Klaus-Dieter, 4,426,938, CI.

110-347.000.

Labsystems OY: See—
Adlercreutz, Herman; Suovaniemi. Osmo A.; Partanen, Paul; and

Suni. Jueea I., 4,427.769, CI. 435-7.000.

Lack. Larry H. Ratchet wrench. 4,426,895, CI. 81-57.390.

Lagace. Yves. Dental Hoss holder. 4.427,018, CI. 132-91.000.

Lagakos, Nicholas; and Bucaro, Joseph A., to United States of America,
Navy. Pressure insensitive optical fiber. 4,427,263, CI. 350-96.330.

Ugally. Max G.: See-
Martin. Joe A.; and Ugally, Max G., 4,427,886, CI. 250-310.000.

Laipply, Thomas C. Integral alcohol preparation device and method.

4.427,111, CI. 206-210.000.

Laipply, Thomas C. One piece alcohol preparation device. 4,427, 1 1 5,

CI. 206-484.000.

Lake, Geoffrey G. Single vane rotodynamic impeller. 4,427,336, CI.

415-71.000.

Lamarche, Paul E., to Borg-Wamer Corporation. Series damper dy-

namic lag system. 4,427,400, CI. 464-64.000.

Lambert. Robert R. Proportioning air diffuser and system. 4,426,918,

CI. 98-40.00D.

Lambrix. Gregg F.: See—
Howell. George L.; and Lambrix. Gregg F., 4.427,114, CI.

206-328.000.

La Nave. Gaetano. Electronic phase sequence indicator for three-phase

electric systems. 4.427.939, CI. 324-86.000.

Land. Edwin H.. to Polaroid Corporation. Planar battery comprising a

terminal plate having gas venting orifice covered with a layer of gas

permeable material. 4,427,748, CI. 429-82.000.

Landwide Foods, Inc.: See—
Morley. Robert G.. 4.427,701, CI. 426-36.000.

Lang, Walter; Blaha. Erich; Schmauder, Roland; and Muchel, Franz, to

Cvl-Zeias-Stiftung. Method and apparatus for automatically com-
pensating for rotation of images in articulated optical systems.

4,427,269. CI. 350-500.000.

Lange, Peter M.; and Struver, Werner, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft.

Process for the preparation of bead polymers of uniform particle size

by polymerization of microencapsulated monomer. 4,427,794, CI.

321-28.000.

Langer Biomechanics Group, Inc., The: See—
Polchaninoff, Michael, 4,426,884, CI. 73-172.000.

Lapatovich, Walter P.: See-
Proud, Joseph M.; Lapatovich, Walter P.; and Johnson, Stephen

G.. 4,427,924, CI. 313-248.000.

Lapham, James M.: See—
Belanger, James A.; Wentworth, Robert J.; Calvin, Douglas J.; and
Upham, James M., 4,427,049, CI. 160-199.000.

LaRat, Bernard: See—
Charpin, Jean; LaRat, Bernard; Marcel. Raymond; and Plurien.

Pierre, 4,427.424. CI. 55-158.000.

Larsen, Robert H.; and Fiszczek, Harold R.. to Singer Company. The.
Sewing machine thread guide with protective guard. 4.427.165, CI.

242-157.000.

Larson, Andrew H.: See—
Mehta, Jitesh R.; and Larson, Andrew H., 4,427,629, CI.

420-563.000.

Larsson, Nils. Adjusuble shower head. 4,427.155. CI. 239-460.000

LaRue, Kenneth. Bingo game with special marker. 4,427.198, CI.

273-269.000.

Laska, Harry M.: See—
Gaines, George L., Jr.; Piacente, Patricia A.; Ward. William J., Ill;

Smith, Peter C; Gallivan, Timothy J.; and Laska, Harry M.,

4.427,579, CI. 252-639.000.

Latsch. Reinhard; and Bianchi. Valerio. to Robert Bosch GmbH.
Method and apparatus for controlling the composition of the combus-
tible mixture of an engine. 4,426.987. CI. 123-571.000.

Lattimore, James: See—
Chisvette, Dominick; Lattimore, James; and Patterson, Donald M.,

4,427,810. CI. 524-88.000.

Lau, Philip Y., to Dow Chemical Company. The. Underground backfill

for magnesium anodes. 4.427.517, CI. 204-197.000.

Laufer, Helmut: See—
Greiner, Max; Laufer, Helmut; and Straubel, Max, 4,426,981. CI.

123-488.000.

LaVia, Anthony L.: See—
Cilcnto, Rudolfo D.; Riffkin, Charles; and LaVia, Anthony L.,

4,427.737, CI. 428-315.700.

Lawrence, Jack: See—
Coles, Robert E.; Compton, Douglas R.; Lawrence, Jack; and

Carpenter, William A., 4,427,108, CI. 206-44.00R.

Lawson, John E., to Armco Inc. Method and apparatus for deep under-

water well drilling and completion. 4,427,072, CI. 166-345.000.

Layciak, Stephen G.; Johnston, Robert J.; and Colista, Dominic, to

Westinghouse Electric Corp. Convertible momentary/maintained
electric switch. 4,427,853. CI. 200-30.00C.

Lear Sicgler, Inc.: See—
Miller, Stewart F., 4,426,893, CI. 76-1.000.

Le Berre, Serge: See—
Harcng, Michel; Hehlen, Robert; Le Berre, Serge; Leclerc, Pierre;

Marcenac, Philippe; and Perbet, Jean-Noel. 4.427,997. CI.

358-236.000.

Leclerc, Pierre: See—
Hareng, Michel; Hehlen, Robert; Le Berre, Serge; Leclerc, Pierre;

Marcenac, Philippe; and Perbet, Jean-Noel. 4,427,997, CI.

358-236.000.

Lecomte, Jacques: See—
Bouthors. Pierre; and Lecomte, Jacques, 4.427,136. CI. 239-488.000.

Lederer. Edgar: See—
Le Francier. Pierre; Audibert, Francoise; Choay, Jean; Chedid,

Louis; and Lederer, Edgar. 4,427.659. CI. 424-177.000.

Lee, David L.. to SUufTer Chemical Company. Imidoyl thioureas as

used to control tobacco budworm. 4.427,699. CI. 424-322.000.

Lee, Noel; and Choy. Andrew L.. to Monster Cable Products, Inc.

Electrical connector. 4,427,252, CI. 339-89.00R.

Lee, William W. Y., to Hughes Aircraft Company. Method of fabricat-

ing high density high breakdown voltage CMOS devices. 4,426.766,

CI. 29-571.000.

Le Francier, Pierre; Audibert, Francoise; Choay, Jean; Chedid, Louis;

and Lederer, Edgar, to Agence Nationale de V^orisation de la

Recherche (ANVAR). Muramyl peptide substituted on a peptide

nitrogen and medicaments containing the same. 4,427,659, CI.

424-177.000.

LeGrand, Ferdinand; and Block, Seymour S., to University of Florida.

Conversion of cellulosic fibers to mono-sugars and lignin. 4,427,584,

CI. 260-124.00R.

Lehman, David L.: See—
Collier, John C; and Lehman, David L.. 4.426.772, CI. 29-742.000.

Lehner, Gerhard; and Stipek, Theodor, to Friedmann ft Maier Aktien-

gesellschaft. Process for controlling the beginning of delivery of a

fuel injection pump and device for performing said process.

4,426,982. CI. 123-501.000.

Leifeld ft Lemke Machinenfabrik ft Co. GmbH: See—
Schepper, Manfred, 4,427,455, CI. 134-22.180.

Leikert, Klaus; and Rennert, Klaus-Dieter, to L. ft C. Steinmuller

GmbH. Method of preparing ignition fuel pursuant to flow dynamics
from a primary fuel flow for a pulverized fuel pilot light. 4.426,938,

CI. 110-347.000.

Lemery, Douglas J., to Kolve Sawchain Company. Saw chain using an

improved side cutter tooth. 4,426,900, CI. 83-833.000.

Lemstra, Pieter J.: See—
Dorrestijn, Antoon; Lemstra, Pieter J.; and Van Unen. Lambert H.

T.. 4.427.795. CI. 521-134.000.

Lensfield Products Limited: See—
England, Richard; Bowcott, John E. L.; Olds, John S.; and Jobling,

Alan, 4,427,583, Q. 260-123.700.
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Lenz, Henry G.: See—

I,..w*'S[-i^^ !f^ ^"^ ° • *.*27,910, CI. 310-214.000.
Letcher, PhJip W. Light fittmgs. 4.428.036, CI. 362-257.000
Leuachke. Christian: See—

'^iAr,m^5iJ^^: ^^'"""^ "^ ^'-•^«- Chnstian.

^!!^r ^f"'°L'^ '*°'"°' ^° ^- «° Esko Poltto Oy. Arrange-

S^kS.'^^w '."'."P.liS* °' ' "*"" ^^l*" piloting >^hee'» «* •
ball hitch of a vehicle. 4.427.212. CI. 280-31 1 000

Lever Brothers Company: See—

^!j^,f?'l" ®^'"'"' '"e A.; and Peters. David C. 4.427.572.
^1. 232-369.000.

Clements. Anthony H.. 4.427.566. CI. 252-102.000.
David. John G.. 4.427.538. CI. 232-8.800.

Levinstem, Hyman J.; and Vratny, Frederick, to Bell Telephone Ubo-
ratones. Incorporated. Apparatus and method for plasma-assisted
etching of wafers. 4.427.3 16. CI. 204- 192.00E.

Lewis, Donald J.: See—
Sisson, Albert E.; and Lewis, Donald J., 4,427,152, CI. 239-90 000

Li. George S.. to Standard Oil Company. The. Semipermeable mem-

4.4274l'9''a^5-16000°''''"*"
containing pendent sulfone groups.

Liberman. Arnold J., to Zenith Radio Corporation. Low profile trans-
former bobbin. 4.427.962. CI. 336-192.000.

Lichtm. Norman N.. to Atlantic Richfield Company. Light driven
phptocatalytic process. 4.427,308, CI. 204-157.10R.

Lichtm, Norman N., to Atlantic Richfield Company. Light driven
photocatalytic process. 4,427,509, CI. 204-157. lOR.

Lichtm, Norman N.; and Vijayakumar, KalambelU M., to Atlantic
Richfield Company. Light driven photocatalytic process. 4,427,510,

Lichtner, Emil, to Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz Aktiengesellschaft
Light metal cylinder head for a valve-controlled internal combustion
engine. 4,426.963. CI. 123-193.00H.

Lieberherr, Jurg; Rebsamen. Ernst; Trachsel. Felix; and Huaer. Lud-
wig. to Sulzer-Escher Wyss Limited. Method of automatically con-

7m.7
* ' "'""""°"*'y operating pressure filter. 4.427,552, CI.

Lignes Telegraphiques et Telephoniques: See—
Prevot, Julien, 4,427,938, CI. 324-78.0OD.

Lin, Chester H., to SAC Electric Company. Contact assembly for a
high-volUge circuit interrupter. 4,427.862, CI. 200-252.000.

Lin, Ching Y.; and Hirayama. Chikara. to Westinghouse Electric Corp
Dual gas measunng solid electrolyte electrochemical cell apparatus.
4.427.323. gi. 204-427.000.

*^*^

Lin, Hung C; and Wang, Ching D. Method of measuring time constant
using a spectrum analyzer. 4,427,937. CI. 324-77.00B

Linder. Ernst: See—

^U'l« ]!^'^"5;.^'""' "«••""'; '^eg". Fr«n2; and Linder. Ernst.
4.426.986. CI. 123-57.000.

Lindner. Otto: See—
Hammerschmidt. Erich; Behre. Horst; Blank. Heinz U.; and Lind-

ner, Otto, 4.427.601. CI. 260-309.000.

^'^^uV' ^'"= ?^'"''^' W'lther; Wagner. Fritz; and Jahn-Held.

^ !l«o ..VTiPSf"
^°^ extracting crude oil from tar sands. 4.427,528.

Cl. 208-11.OLE.
Lindsay, Erin J.: See—

Wells, Edward S^ord, Spencer K.; Werner, Jack E.; and Lindsay.
Enn J.. 4.427.009. CI. 128-400.000.

Lipp. Steven A.; and Adams, Michael P.. to RCA Corporation. Method
for makmg a dipolar-deflecting and quadrupolar-focusing color-
selection structure for a CRT. 4,427.395, CI. 445-37.000.

Lipp, Steven A., to RCA Corporation. Focusing color-selection struc-
ture for a CRT. 4.427.918, CI. 313-402.000.

Liron, Moshe, to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated. Periph-
eral unit controller. 4,428,044, CI. 364-200.000.

Litchfield, Leon G.; and Hardy, Terence, to LB. (Plastics) Limited
Drawer panel with track insert. 4,427.245, CI. 3I2-33O.0OR.

Little, Thomas R.: See—

^f^^^.^^ ^' ^'^^' S*™' ^i »n<l LitUe. Thomas R..
4,427,854, CI. 200-30.0AA.

Littler, Jane A.: See—
Akers, John B.; Littler. Jane A.; and Peters. David C, 4,427,572,

CI. 252-369.000.

Littleton, Francis J. Thermal adjustment method and apparatus for
routmg machines. 4,426,897, CI. 83-37.000.

Litton Industrial Products, Inc.: See-
Farmer, Robert M.; and Faucher, Brian R., 4,426,869, CI

72-104.000.

Livermore, David G. H.: See—
Ayres, Barry; O'Callaghan, Cynthia; Livermore. David G. H.; and
NewaU. Christopher E.. 4.427,675. CI. 424-246.000.

Livet, Jean, to Sperry Vickers Lucifer S. A. Manually controUed fluid
valve. 4.427.176, Q. 231-68.000.

Loacker, Artur: See—
Comploi. Georg; Heimgartner. Roland; Loacker. Artur; Huber,

Kurt; and Wallimann, Hans. 4,426,941, CI. 112-84.000.
Loench, Joseph F.: See—

Neil. James W.; and Loerach. Joseph F.. 4,426.867, CI. 72-53.000.
Loewenstem. Kenneth M.: See—

Maltby, Frederick L.; Loewenstem. Kenneth M.; and Bennins.
Jack G.. Jr.. 4.428.026. Q. 361-280.000.

*

Loftus Furnace Company: See—
Unks, Howard N., 4.427,371. O. 432-11.000.

Loflus, Peter J.; and Horvath. Stephen J. Method and apparatus for
detecting abnormal thickness conditions such as folded and/or mia»-mg comers of moving sheeu. 4,426,785, CI 33147,OOL

Logan. Eugene T: See—

"'.oi'i';™''* ^' "^ ^«»"' ^"«"»« T. 4,427.105. CI
It8-Ci32.O0O.

Lohmann, Joachim W.; Renner. Gunter; and Sauerteig, Wolfgang, to
Agfa-Gevaert AktiengesellschaA. Photographic recording material

43a5(Ha»*^""°'
compound for a yellow mask. 4,427.763, CI.

Lohr ft Bromkamp GmbH: See—
Aucktor, Ench, 4,427,085, CI !8O-7O00R

^^"«^"o^"d ^ "^^"^^ '''* *"" cleaning tool 4.426,749. CI. 15-

Long, Kelso M
; and Pharr. Leonard, to Burner Systems International.

B^lBBrKT"""*
punching holes in tubing. 4,426.899. CI.

Lopez. Jaime: See—
Brunn. Louis W.; and Lopez. Jaime, 4,427.534, CI 208-89 000

4 427 976 CI ' SwoJol»
""'"^ (P«tenu) Limited Moisture sensor

Lorenz. Joachun; and Grade. Reinhardl, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation
Use of lodoacetamide and amines for the control of harmful organ-
isms, and agenu for such control. 4.427.435. CI 71-67 000

Lorenzo. John L.: See-
Coppola, Vincent G.; and Lorenzo, John L . 4.427.969, CI 340-

j^ '.UAL*.

Lotz, Hans: See—

^i'V;™'- °'"^' Fnedrich; and Lotz. Hans. 4.426.856, CI
(IO-2I2.000.

Love. William Combination of an outdoor swimming pool and adiust-
able roof structure. 4,426,744. CI 4-503 000

Lowe. John S.: See—
Dingle. John T; Gordon. John L.. Jones. Geraint. Knight. Clive

G.; and Lowe, John S.. 4.427.649, CI 424-38 000
Lu. Shau-Zou: See—

Zimmerman. Daniel; and Lu. Shau-Zou. 4.427,807. CI 523-466 000
Lube, Robert R.: See—

Coleman, Donald J ; Jackson. Wilbur C. Lube. Roben R and
Spohr. Albert R., 4,426.777. CI 30-34.200

Lucas Industries Limited: See—

^i'l^'c/^lS^ "• ""* Murray. Andrew E.. 4.426.983, CI.
123-XJ6.000.

Lucid. Michael F.: See—
Bowerman. P. David; and Lucid. Michael F. 4.427 640 CI

423-10.000.

Luk Lamellen und Kupplungsbau GmbH: See—
Maucher, Paul; Fnedmann, Oswald; and Jackel. Johann, 4,426 915

CI. 92-29.000.

Maucher, Paul; and Friedmann. Oswald. 4.427.101. CI 192-48 700
Lundberg. Robert D.: See—

Peirier. Dennis G.; Lundberg. Robert D.; and Walker. Thad O
4.427.812. CI. 524-115.000.

Lundstrom, Kurt I.: See—
Skotheim. Terje A.; and Lundstrom. Kurt I., 4,427.513, CI. 204-

lo I.UUK.

Lussier. Matthew C: See-
Howard. Norman C ; Miller. Kenneth R ; and Lussier. Matthew C

4,427.623, CI. 376-263.000.
Luthy. Christoph; and Wintemiiz. Paul, to HolTmann-U Roche Inc

Thiazoline carbamoyl-oximes. 4.427,687, d. 424-270.000.
M.A.N. Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Numberg Akliengesellichafl

Nielbock. Hans, 4.427,323. CI 408-42.000
MacDonald, Paul M., to Dickran Babigian. Trustee Drawer auide

system. 4,427.246. CI. 31 2-33O.0OR.
*

Macgrory. Wallace J ; and Frederick. George C, to EZY Wrap Prod-
ucts Pty. Limited. Plastics film dispenser. 4.427.144. CI 225-7 000

Macioch. Michael T: See—
Beebe. George W.; and Macioch, Michael T. 4.427.757. CI.

MacKay. Patrick W
. and Garcia, Gilberto G , lo Hylsa, S A Rotarv

valve. 4.427.135. CI. 222-368.000.
r »^ « ^oiary

MacKay. Patrick W.; and Garcia. Gilberto G.. to Hylsa. S.A Rotarv
valve. 4.427.136. CI. 222-368.000.

^^^
MacKay. Robert K. Self-leveling sleeve insert for concrete passages.

*»**
'i I ' *t v-i. *^T-jy.ijuu.

Mackereth. Thomas C; and Zebrowski, Tadeusz. to U S PhiUpa Cor-
poration. Film projection system. 4,427.273. CI. 352-183.000.

Maddock. Mitchell E. Herbicide applicator for uae on a vehicle
4.426.807. CI. 47-1.500.

'^4527.2^!*ci'*285-249000*'°*'
'"**"""" Compression coupling

Magnusson. Carl G.: See—
Maason. Pierre L.; Collet-Cassart. Daniel; and Masnuaaon. Carl G
4.427.781,0.436-509.000.

.v.-^'"..

Magoulick, David M., to National Distillers and Chemical Corporation
Liquid crystal pressure gauge. 4.426.881. CI. 73-146.800

Mahler. Allan K.: See—
Godec. Maksimilijan; Foster. John R.; Straub. Paul J.; and Mahler

Allan K.. 4.427.223. CI. 292-92.000.
Maidique. Modesto A.: See—

Brot«w. Adrian P.; and Maidique. Modesto A.. 4.427.973. CI.
3^1^j# f -UAL/.

Maier. Franz, to BBC Brown. Boveri ft Company Limited Electronic
protective circuit. 4.428.023. CI. 361-100.000.
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Maiocco, Guiaqjpe, to Arnun S.p.A. Electronic signaling device.

4,427.967, Q. 34O-52.00D.

Makabe, Hachiro: See—
Takenoya, Hideaki; Inamori, Mikio; and Makabe, Hachiro,

4,426.946,0. 112-266.100.

Malcolme-Lawes, David J.; and GifTord, Lawrence A., to National

Reaearch Deveik>pfnent Corporation. Detection and determination of

tpeciet by fluorescence measurements. 4,427,892, CI. 230458.100.

KUiaoski, John K.: See—
Pauly, John A.; and Malinoski, John K., 4,427,866, CI. 219-lO.SSB.

Malm, Richard K. Reversible chair-desk construction. 4,427,232, CI.

297-161.000.

Maltby, Frederick L.; Loewenstem, Kenneth M.; and Benning, Jack G.,

Jr., to Drexelbrook Controls, Inc. Two layer probe. 4,428,026, CI.

361-280.000.

Manea, Giuseppe, to Off. Mecc. F. lU Manea di Bortolino e Giuseppe

Manea ft C. s.n.c. Novel gluing machine. 4,427,487, Q. 156-546.000.

Manger, Nina. Educational book-like toy. 4,427,390, CI. 434-159.000.

Mann, Horace C, Jr.; and McGill, Kenneth E., to Tennessee Valley

Authority. Clarification of black ammonium polyphosphate liquid-

s—recycling of byproduct "tops". 4,427,432, CI. 71-34.000.

Manriquez, Ralph F., to Nanometrics, Incorporated. Integrated circuit

wafer transport mechanism. 4,427,332, Q. 414-331.000.

Manson. Harry G.. to IMC Magnetics Corp. Rotor for a stepper motor

having a sheet metal support for the magnet. 4,427,911, CI.

310-261.000.

Marathon ProducU Corporation: See-
Myers, Richard D.. 4,427,160, Q. 242-55. I9A.

Marcel, Raymond: See—
Charpin, Jean; LaRat, Bernard; Marcel, Raymond; and Plurien,

Pierre, 4.427,424, a. 55-158.000.

Marcenac, Philippe: See—
Hareng, Michel; Hehlen, Robert; Le Berre, Serge; Leclerc, Pierre;

Marcenac, Philippe, and Perbet, Jean-Noel. 4,427,997, CI.

358-236.000.

Marcinkiewicz, Eugene J.: See—
Reinholm, James H.; and Marcinkiewicz, Eugene J., 4,426,887, CI.

73-862.230.

Margerum, J. David; and Miller, Leroy J., to Hughes Aircraft Com-
pany. Short length ester Uquid crystal mixtures and process for

making same. 4,427,569, CI. 252-299.630.

Marier, Gaston: See—
Bilodeau, Jacques; and Marier, Gaston, 4.427,750, CI. 429-149.000.

Marik, Victor F., to Form ft Stake Lifts, Inc. Stake and form removal

device. 4,427,182, Q. 254-131.000.

Marlatt, George R.; and Allison, David K., to Westinghouse Electric

Corp. Composite nozzle design for reactor fuel assembly. 4,427,624,

a. 376-352.000.

Mars Limited: See

—

Cheney, Peter A.; Stares, John; and Vernon, Alan J., 4,427,704, CI.

426-104.000.

Marshall, Eric J. Sewing machines. 4,426,947, CI. 112-272.000.

Marshall. Francis G.; and Klimeck, Edward F., to Eyelet Specialty Co.,

inc. Child-resistant container. 4,427,124, CI. 215-216.000.

Martenaon. Donald S. Free standing stove. 4,426,992, CI. 126-77.000.

Martin, Joe A.; and Lagally. Max G., to Wisconsin Alumni Research

Foundation. Low voluge field emission electron gun. 4,427,886, CI.

250-310.000.

Martin. Michael K., to Shell Oil Company. Dispersant-VI improver

product. 4,427,834, CI. 525-280.000.

Martin, Richard T., to Applied Magnetics Corporation. A method for

sensing deposition of a thin film layer of a material. 4,427,71 1, CI.

427-IO.O0O.

Martinez, Alphonso L.: See-
Miller, WendeU R.; and Martinez, Alphonso L., 4.427.547, CI.

210411.000.
Maniyama, Masanori: See—

Mizuahima, Masashi; Ehata. Shigeru; Maruyama, Masanori; and

Fukushima, Masakazu. 4.427.917, CI. 313-389.000.

Man, Gunter H. Method and means for cooling injured paru or areas

of a human or animal body. 4.427,010, CI. 128-402.000.

Mi^zocchi, Alfred: See—
Bhatti. Mohinder S.; and Marzocchi, Alfred, 4,427,428, CI.

65-1.000.

Maaero, Kenneth J. Apparatus and method for upgrading low pressure

steam brines and the like. 4,427,495, Q. 203-11.000.

Mashimo, Yukio: See—
Iwaahita, Tomonori; Mashimo, Yukio; Fukahori, Hidehiko; and

Watanabe, Yoshitaka, 4,427,280, CI. 354-173.110.

Maaon, Cbariea D.: See—
Decraiai, Alfieri; Sacks, William; Sibilia, John P.; Kotliar, Abra-

ham M.; and Mason. Charles D., 4,427,825, CI. 525-56.000.

Mmc», Ronald F.; and Wood. Derek A., to Shell Internationale Re-

search Maatachappij B. V. Process for preparing cyclopropane car-

boxylic acid ester derivatives. 4.427.598. Cl. 26O465.00D.
Maaaachuaetts Institute of Technology: See—

Schrock. Richard R., 4.427.595. Q. 26O429.00R.

Maaaon, Pierre L.; CoUet-Caasart, Daniel; and Magnuason. Carl G., to

International Institute of CeUular and Molecular Pathology. Particle

asfhitination inunuBoaaaay with agglutinator for determining hap-

tens; PACL^. 4.427,781. a. 436-5W^.
Maau, Mnuiobu:Ser—

Sugio, Akitoahi; Masu, Masanobu; Okabe, Masao; Saaaki, Yukio;

and lahiyama. Kozo. 4.427.814. Q. 524-126.000.

Matbum (Hohtings) Limited: See—
Briggs, Peter J.; and Carpenter. Steven. 4.427.425, O. 55-159.000.

Mathe, Istvan; and Kasper, Alan H., to Allied Corporation. Electrical

connector having disphK^eable sidewall terminal element. 4,427,251,

CI. 339-97.00P.

Mathews, Ronald D.: See—
Catiller, Robert D.; Harris, Craig W.; and Mathews, Ronald D.,

4.428,043, a. 364-200.000.

Matlock, Mark G.: See—
Hergenrother, William L.; Matlock. Mark G.; and Ambrose. Rich-

ard J., 4,427,828, Q. 525-66.000.

Mato Maschinen- und Metallwarenfabrik Curt Matthaei GmbH ft Co.

KG: See—
Stolz, Hermann, 4,427,190, Cl. 269-32.000.

Matsui, Koichi: See

—

Mitani, Akio; MaUui, Koichi; and Sakata, HiroUugu, 4.426.853. Cl.

62-235.100.

Matsui, Yoshiki: See—
Fujisawa, Nobuhiko; and Matsui, Yoshiki, 4.426.929, Cl.

101-76.000.

Matsumaru, Toshio: See

—

Fukuoka, Shigenori; Tsutsui. Sadaharu; and Matsumaru. Toshio.

4,427.359. Cl. 425-525.000.

Matsumoto, Hiroshi; and Ogura, Tomoki, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki
Kabushiki Kaisha. Copying machine with an automatic document
feeder. 4,427,287. Cl. 355-14.0SH.

Matsumoto, Hiroshi: See

—

Nagano, Eiki; Hashimoto, Shunichi; Yoshida, Ryo; Matsumoto,

Hiroshi; and Kamoshita. Katsuzo, 4,427,438, Cl. 71-92.000.

Matsumoto, Masakazu: See

—

Fujimura, Naoto; Tanaka. Takashi; Fujita, Takeshi; Matsumoto,
Masakazu; Takebayaahi, Norie; Takasu, Yoshio; and Ishikawa.

Shozo, 4,427,753, Cl. 43058.000.

Matsumoto, Norichika: See—
Numata, Mitsuo; Yamaoka, Maaayoshi; Nishimura, TaUuo; and

Matsumoto, Norichika, 4,427,586, Cl. 26O239.00A.

Matsumoto, Toshiyuki: See—
Orita, Naoki; and Mattumoto, Toahiyuki, 4,427,873. Cl. 219-

I21.0LK.

Matsuo. Yoshio: See—
Oyama, Yoshiyuki; Matsuo, Yoshio; and Nishi. Hiroaki, 4.427,454,

Cl. 127-44.000.

Matsushiu Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd.: See—
Kotera, Takuro; Ohmukai. Yoshimi; Kawasaki, Yoshitaka; and

Adachi, Kinichi, 4,427,365, Q. 431-196.000.

Mino, Mineo, 4,428,004, Cl. 36010.200.

Omiya, Shoji; Sunohara, Masaaki; Nakagawa, Tokihalu; Inagaki,

Seiji; Yamawaki. Junnosuke; Nakamura. Nobuyuki; and

Yanagisawa, Kaoru, 4,427.353, Cl. 425-151.000.

Sano, Kiyoshi, 4,427,351. Cl. 418-63.000.

Senno, Harufumi; Wakamiya, Masayuki; and Horita, Yukio,

4,427,462, Cl. 148-31.550.

Matsushita Electric Works, Ltd.: See—
Chuzawa, Takaaki, 4,427,959, CI. 335-239.000.

Kakumoto, Hiromi; Ihara, Shinji; Iguchi. Yoji; and Miyata,

Makoto. 4.426,776, Cl. 3034.100.

Matsuura, Kazuo: See—
Misaki, Hideo; Muramatsu, Eiji; Ishikawa, Hidehiko; and Matsuura,

Kazuo. 4,427,771, Cl. 435-22.000.

Matthews, Hugh B., to Sperry Corporation. Gravity head reheat

method. 4,426,849, Cl. 60-641.400.

Matthews, Patricia C: See—
Brownawell, Darrell W.; Gutierrez, Antonio; Matthews, Patricia

C; and Walker, Thad O.. 4,427,564. Cl. 252-8.55R.

Matthewson, Randall W.; Benefiel. Earl H.; and Brudi, Ronald A., to

Brudi Equipment, Inc. Side-loading container chassis storage rack.

4,427.117. Cl. 211-13.000.

Matthias, Jan H., to Hermann Hirsch Leder und KunstofTwarenfabrik.

Electronic wristwatch. 4,427.303, Cl. 368-282.000.

MattUa, Earl H. Sheet pUe hoist device. 4,427.228. Cl. 294-83.00R.

Mattor, John A.: See-
Gray, Lorin S., Ill; Mattor, John A.; Millard, Ben; and Ward,

Franklin J., 4,427,732, Cl. 428-172.000.

Matumoto, Hiroki, to Ikeda Bussan Co., Ltd. Support means for sUys of

a car head rest. 4.427,233. Q. 297-391.000.

Maubois, Jean-Louis; Roger, Loic; Brule, Gerard; and Piot, Michel, to

Institut National de la Riecherche Agronomique. Total enzymatic

hydrolysate from whey proteins and process of obtaining the same.

4,427.658. Cl. 424-177.000.

Maucher. Paul; Friedmann. Oswald; and Jackel, Johann, to Luk Lamel-

len und Kupplungsbau GmbH. Fluid-operated servomotor for actua-

tion of clutches or the like. 4.426.915. Cl. 92-29.000.

Maucher. Paul; and Friedmann. Oswald, to Luk Lamellen und Kup-
plungslMiu GmbH. Friction clutch unit 4,427,101. Cl. 192-48.700.

Mauleon. Jean L.: See—
Dean. Robert R.; Mauleon. Jean L.; and Newman, Robert J.,

4.427.537. Cl. 208-120.000.

Maurer. Helmut: See

—

Muller. Klaus; Maurer. Helmut; Rieger, Franz; and Linder. Ernst,

4,426,986, Cl. 123-57.000.

May, Eric R., to Vickers Public Limited Company. Propulsion of ships.

4,427,393, Cl. 44067.000.

Mayer, Edward F.; and PfeufTer, Donald F., to Ricoh Company, Ltd.

Developer croaamixing method. 4.427,736, Q. 430121.000.

Mayflower Vapor Seal Corp.: See—
Kalkowski, Dean J., 4.427,127. C\. 22O2I8.000.
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havina .J^ 1 ? ^ Corporation Waste heat recovery systemhaving thermal sleeve support for heat p.pe. 4.426.959, Cl 122-13 000McDonnell Douglas Corporation: See-
• ^ -^t \J.i -UWX)

''"3"5t9^.'(!^"
^ '

'"" ^'»"""««'«"'e. John A
. Jr.. 4.427.274, Cl

McDonough, Kevin C: See—

"764-200.000^'
^"** McDonough. Kevm C, 4,428.047, Cl

"^Tu^^S- P^'^''^ ^' ""'^ Thomas. Lowell S., to Dow Chemical Co

McGarrigle, Richard G.: See—

^^"x^b-l^l"^'"^'
^""^ ^*'^G«^"«'«^- Ri'-hard G. 4.427,48.1. Cl

McGill, Kenneth E.: See—

"^7'l"3400o''"
^

'

''• ^"'^ '^'°*"' '^*'""*''*' ^ •
*-'»27.432. Cl

MCIBS. Inc.: See—
Vatterott. Oskar F, 4,427,355. Cl 425-156.000

Mclnerney Spring and Wire Company: See-
Sassak, Frank. 4,426,761, Cl. 29-447.000

McKinney, Maunce E.; arid Rudolph, Peter K. C, to Boeing Company

J«7,y6rC^r2T;ofe.""^
^'«^ '"*^^''^"'^'" ^"^ "^-eger^na^'

McKinstry, James E., to Nelson Manufacturing Company Watervolume indicator for an animal waterer. 4,426.956, Cl 19-72 000McLachlan, Kenneth: See— .
v.i. i if /z.iwu

^
4'33-5 OOo'"'''

^ ""'^ McLachlan, Kenneth, 4,427.380. Cl

McPherson. Allan B.: See—

'"4"i27.mcf ^04^129'^.'"'" '• ''• '"' ^^•''^'^-- ^"- » •

'^M2M?l'c?.^T3ll5'!xxf"«'"
"=''''' '" '^""^"'"- ^•'-"•-

Medical Research AsscK-iales, Ltd 1 See—
Nottke, James E., 4,427.006. Cl, 128-303 140

I8?-218Sr°"
^ '

'" '^'"' Corporation. Brake drum 4.427,097, Cl

Mehoudar, Raphael, to Hydro-Plan Engineering Ltd. Irrigation systemHushing valve. 4.427,174, Cl. 251-16000
'rngaiion system

Mehta. Jitesh R.; and Larson. Andrew H„ lo GNB Batteries Inc Pro-cess for metal-enrichment of lead bullion 4,427,629, Cl. 420-563 000Meier, Werner; and Hunkeler, Robert, to Sul«r Brothers Limited Tray

ilZn%A^^TS T6l-S;^SS"""«
"^""^ '- ' counter-:^urTen^

'^NoXrn T°/^" ^'i

S""'^"'*"''- Ri'^hard T
;
and Cm,k, John W

, ,o

Cl 57-293^0
Apparatus for stranding wire. 4,426,8.17.

Meilenner, Norbert J.: See—

''ZltJ.Tcih'^^^: ^^"" ^- ^""^ ^'^"-"-- Norber, J ,

Meinan Machinery Works, Inc.: See—
Hasegawa. Katsuji. 4.427,043. Cl. 144-209 OOR

Meinardus Elmond F.. to Riviana Fcxxis. Inc. Appara'us for removalof bran from rice and like cereal grains 4.426,921, Cl%9 519(7^Memtel Corporation: S^e—
..>-• fjifiwu.

Heavener, Michael G., 4,427,055. CI 165-29.000
Menyailenko. Anatoly I.: See—

Toropov. Gennady A,; Shamenko. Stepan P.; Tsvirko. Georgy I

Mercier. Bernard J.: See—

'^239-16^^0^ " ^"""^ '"'P*'"'""" """^ '''' assembly. 4.427.154. Cl

Merck & Co.. Inc.: See—

^424^i77''o00
^" ""'^ H'^'*'--hmann, Ralph F., 4,427.661, Cl

Mrozik, Helmut H., 4,427,663, Cl. 424-180 000
Stapley, Edward O.. 4.427.655. Cl. 424-1 M 000

Merrien, Pierre A.: Sec—

^Vl^^i,
^^"^^ ^- *•"'' Merrien. Pierre A., 4.427,443. Cl 75-

DO.OOR.

^V^'Z' r^"" ^ '

o"''
'^""'"' ^'""^ A • '" Etude et Developpemeni

en Melallurgie. PrcKess and apparatus for aulomaiing a vacuum
degasification cycle for metal alloys. 4.427,441 Cl 75-68 OOR

42T-''l4i'oOO
^' °'"*' '^'''P*''' «''*'*'• **"'^ mcthcKl. 4.427,729. Cl

Messina, Kalhy J.: See—

'^T4"7"276, cr"35''4:4?2'^r'
''""" ^ '

""'^ ^'^^^'"-- '^^"'^ ^ '

Melallgesellschafi Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Kupfer, Hans; and Rudolph, Paul, 4.426,809, Cl 48-86 OOR

"iTw .S,,^!."''
'*^""*^'"'- •*«'""; ""d Turna, Osman. 4.426.810. Cl

Metallisations et Traiiemenls Optiques M TO See—

PI 27

Melcalf, Enc See—
Skinner. M'chael J

, Woollven. Jack; Metc.lf. Enc. and DoreyHoward A . 4.428.061. Cl 364-728 000
^'

£1 ^.«. • t'"'''"*'"."'
*^*^'' ^ '"'^ Broekhuizen. W.llcm. to Bel

4":27T4!)"CM|"T4.'"(J)0'""
'""""' ^'""^'^^ "^"-P'" -^'

'^ms'fn?''^""^
^ !" ^""""y '^"•^'"'^''^ Company Method and appsra-us for gas«nis cleaning of aluminum. 4.427:i85. Cl 266-220000Miale Joseph N and Chang. Clarence D . to Mobil 0,| Corpor^.„„Activation of high silica zeolites 4,427.786. Cl 502-61

^'P*'""""
Miale Jc^ph N

;
and Chang. Clarence D . ,0 Mobil Oi CorporationActivation of zeolites 4.427,787, Cl 502-71 000

rporaiion

M.ale Joseph N
.
and Chang. Clarence D , to Mobil Oil CorporationActivation of zeolites 4,427,788, Cl 502-71 000

'-o'^P""""n

Miale J<neph N
;
and Chang. Clarence D . to Mobil Oil CorporationActivation of zeolites 4,427,789. Cl 502-71 000

'-"•Poraiion

Miale Joseph N
;
and Chang. Clarence D . to Mobil Oil CorporationActivation of zeolites 4.427.790, Cl 502-71 000

'-"^poraiion

M.ale. Joseph N
;
and Chang. Clarence D . to Mobil Oil CorporationActivation of inorganic oxides 4,427.791. Cl W-201 000Michaels Paul A

,
to Bend.x Corporation. The Surf.« a^usiic w.ve

zr^v.'crz.hr^-'^'-' '-' •--" "- --r^n^grb'

'^TSL/rTr- '" '""•'""' '^'" '*'^^»'"^h« dc la Siderurgie Franc.isc

JiSlio^"
^"' ^"""""""^ 'netal casting machines 4.427.051 C

Michcron. Francois See—

"MT7:^.^cr2MT2S)"""''
""*"" '"' '*'^""""- ^^'"^"-

Micro Graphic Concepts Inc See—

M.cm'plarinc''L-'
'^"''- ^""" "^

'

''''''' ^'' ^'*'"'"«>

Kisschun. Charles D , 4.427.019, Cl 1 14-72 (XX)
MicriK-omputer Systems Corporation See—

^"l60-l02()Oo"'
^' '"'^ '^"''''^'"' '""•^ ^' **".OII. Cl

Microsize, Inc See—
Buchanan. Vernon G

, 4,427,292 Cl 155-54 000
Microwave Development Labs See—

'^'58%b"''^""
**

'

""'^ "'•"^^'"' »«'•"' K R
. 4,427.916, Cl 124-

Middleton, Charles G See—

^Tsb-ib] 000'*" ^'^' ""'^ Middleton. Charles G
. 4.427.484, Cl

Midland-Ross Corporation See—
Decker, Maurice S, 4,427,220. Cl 285-263 000

Midyette. John, III See—
Mighori, Albert, 4,427,897, Cl 290-44 000

Mieno, Fumiaki See—
Iwashita. Hidemaro Mieno, Fumiaki, Kiura, Yoshinori. and Maya-

"-hi. Kenichi, 4,427,637, Cl 422- 198 (XX)
^

M.g ion, Albert. 10 Midyette, John, III, and Humphrey. John Fixed

KitOOO
'^^ '^"'""'" ""'"'"* '•"'^yna'"'^ Mall 4,427,897. Cl

Miles, David I.
,
Karol, Frederick J . and G.x-ke. George I , to L^nionCarbide Corporation Polymerization catalysi, pr^Kes'for preparingand use lor ethylene polymerization 4,427.S71 ci V)2-l 1 1 OtX)

Miles Lab<iratories, Inc See-
«
-"^imuuij

*"
M27^^Tcl 'iTfi4S)""'^'

"""'
' '"' ^'-^^•^•'- "^"y E..

Milex Pnxlucis, Incorporated See—
Milgrom, Hymen, 4,427,477. Cl 156-21 1 (XX)

Sn^i"^'"*'"; '" ^''" ''^"*^"^'^- Ino.rporaled Methcxl for makinga lipped vaginal contraceptive diaphragm 4,427,477, Cl 1^6-21 1 (XX)

Millard, Ben See—
Gray, I orin .S

, III, Mattor, John A . Millard, Ben, and W.rd
Franklin J., 4.427,732, Cl 428-172 (XX)

!i,4l'7j?9,'*a ^42"."?.i«r""''
°'"'*' "'"'^" ^"^ '^"'' ""''^' "**"'

''.I'';;' 4,427:ii'>4'iT";2lC2..)"
^"""'-' ""^ •^"'^'""-"' -^"-

Miller, Kenneth R See—

Miller, I.eroy J See—

^rsfwMtl ^"'"'*' """^ ^'"'''' '""y ' •^'569, Cl

Miller. Robert J to Decision Data Computer Corporation Displaystation tilt mechanism 4.427,243, Cl 112-7 200
i-"»piay

"^M^^mciSliSx)'""
'"«'"• '"^- "'«^ P"*^— -"•'-

Miller, Wendell R and Martinez, Alphonv, I. , |„ Quantum SystemsCorp<,ra K,n Backwash.ng-type filtering apparatus with fiUe'r fJJ
^M^V ^"^ "*^ ring-like segments 4,427,547, Cl 210-41 1 000
Milliken Research Corporation See-

"-•'
1
uuu

Kluger, F^ward W
. 4,427,597, Cl 260-465 400.
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Mills. Thomas G.: See—
Shahnary, Iradj; and Mills, Thomas G., 4.426.765, CI. 29-571 000

Millward, Gareth P.. to Wharfedale Limited. Moving coil loudspeak-

ers. 4.427.846, CI. 179-1 15. SVC.
Minami. Junichi: See—

Terada. Masaki; Yoshimura, Akihiro; Hohsai. Kohichiro; and

Minami, Junichi. 4,427,710, CI. 426-634.000

MiniScribe Corporation: See—
Applequist, Roy A.; Altobellis, Richard M ; Bagnell. Glade N

,

Hoppe. Robert F.; Jacques. James O.; and Johnson. Terry G .

4,428,012, CI. 360-106.000.

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company: See—
Beebe, George W.; and Macioch, Michael T, 4.427,757, CI

430-264.000.

Wells, Edward S.; Ford, Spencer K.; Werner, Jack E.. and Lindsay.

Erin J., 4,427,009, CI. 128-400.000.

Mino, Mineo, to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. Magnetic tape

system for optimally reproducing still and slow motion video pic-

tures. 4,428.004, CI. 360-10.200.

Minolta Camera Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ishida. Tokuji; and Hosomizu. Hiroshi. 4,427,278, CI 354-416 000

Misaki, Hideo; Muramatsu, Eiji; Ishikawa, Hidehiko; and Matsuura.

Kazuo, to Toyo Jozo Kabushiki Kaisha. Assay methcxJ for amylase

activity and method of producing maltose dehydrogenase for use

therein. 4.427.771, CI. 435-22 000

Mishli. Yuval: See—
Gerber, Heinz J , Mishli, Yuval; Carulli. Vincent J , and Cohen.

Joseph H., 4,426,783. CI. 33-1 COM
Mitani, Akio; Matsui. Koichi; and Sakata, Hirotsugu, to Tokyc

Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Air conditioning system

4,426,853, CI. 62-235.100

Mitchell, Richard L.; Brundage, Richard B.; and Palmer. John A .
lo

Emerson Electric Co Power tool. 4.427,042, CI 144-1 OOR
Mitsubishi Chemical Industries Limited: See—

Ofuchi, Kunihiko; Oda, Koichiro; and Nakao. Kenichiro.

4,427,670, CI. 424-241.000.

Oguri, Yasuo; Awata, Mitsuru; Saito, Junji; Inoue, Soichi; Andio.

Tatsuo; and Abe, Mitsunobu, 4,427,611, CI 264-86.000

Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Miyake, Yoshikazu; and Gotsuka, Kenichi, 4,427.898, CI. 307-9 000

Suzuki, Sunao; and Kotani, Gejizaburou, 4,427.947. CI

328-133 000
Tabata, Youichiro; Ueguri, Shigeo; Mizuno, Takaji; and Mizuno.

Masanori, 4,427,874, CI 219-130.510

Tomuro, Yasuta. 4,427,901, CI. 307-268.000

Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Company, Inc : See—
Sugio, Akitoshi; Masu. Masanobu; Okabe. Masao; Sasaki, Yukio,

and Ishiyama, Kozo. 4,427,814, CI. 524-126.000.

Mitsubishi Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kanamori, Katsuo; Okawa, Hiroyuki; Mizuno. Takahide;

Nakagawa, Fumihito; and Nagai, Isamu, 4,427,403, CI

474-153.000.

Mitsubishi Paper Mills, Ltd.: See—
Uchida, Koji; Yamada, Jun; Suzuki, Shigeyoshi; and Kuriu, Sadad,

4,427,754, CI. 430-60 000.

Mitsubishi Petrochemical Co., Ltd : See-
Yukawa, Hideaki; Nara, Terukazu; and Takayama. Yoshihiro,

4,427,774, CI. 435-115.000.

Mitsuboshi Belting Ltd.: See—
Kanamori, Katsuo; Okawa, Hiroyuki; Mizuno, Takahide;

Nakagawa, Fumihito; and Nagai. Isamu. 4.427.403. CI

474-153.000.
I

Mitsuda, Yutaka: See— '

Yagi, Norio; Chiba, Hisashi; Mitsuda, Yutaka; Sakano, Yasuaki; and

Aikawa, Masaki, 4,427,832, CI. 525-238.000.

Mitsui Petrochemical Industries Ltd.: See—
Inagaki, Hajime; and Wakumolo, ^iroshi, 4,427,823, CI

524-833.000.
j

Mittnacht, Hans: See—
Echle, Adolf; Gausepohl, Hermann; Hofmann, Hermann P ;

and

Mittnacht, Hans, 4.427,826, CI 525-53 000

Miura, Tsuyoshi; Arakida, Yutaka; Kondo, Yoshikazu, and Ide.

Tsuneyuki, to Japan Steel Works, Ltd.; and Toyo Kohan Co . Ltd

Corrosion-resistant and abrasive wear-resistant composite material

for centrjfugally cast linings. 4,427,446, CI. 75-244.000

Miwa, Kiyoshi: See—
Tsuchida, Takayasu; Miwa. Kiyoshi; Nakamori, Shigeru. and

Momose, Haruo, 4,427,773, CI. 435-1 10 000.

Miwa, Takao: See—
Katsuki. Kazuo; Shibaoka, Kazuo; Ohnishi, Shunji, and Miwa,
Takao, 4,427,743, CI. 428-424 600.

Miyagi, Hideo: See—
Nakano. Jiro; Miyagi, Hideo; and Ono, Hironobu, 4,426,973. CI

123-418.000

Miyahara. Akimitsu; Kanazawa, Toshihiko; Takahashi. Kokaji;

Ushikubo, Hiroji; and Kawano, Kuniaki, to Japan Organo Co., Ltd

Liquid storage lank. 4,427,027, CI. 137-576.000.

Miyake, Yoshikazu; and Ootsuka, Kenichi, to Mitsubishi Denki Kabu-

shiki Kaisha. Mobile power station apparatus. 4,427,898, CI

307-9.000.

Miyamoto, Ken: Sre—
Mochida. Haruo; and Miyamoto. Ken. 4,428,024, CI 361-172000

Miyata, Makolo: See—
Kakumoto, Hiromi; Ihara, Shinji; Iguchi, Yoji; and Miyata,

Makoto, 4,426,776. CI. 30-34.100.

Miyazaki. Ryuji, lo Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha. Training mode operation

in an electronic cash register. 4,428,049, CI. 364-405.000.

Miyazaki, Yoshio; Nakaguchi, Osamu; and Hashimoto, Masashi. to

Fujisawa Pharmaceutical Co , Ltd. Peptide, process for preparation

thereof and use thereof 4,427,581, CI. 260-1 12.50R.

Mizuno, Hisao; Takagi, Shunichi; Nakahara, Kichio; and Nagae,

Hiroyuki, to NGK Spark Plug Co., Ltd. Sparkplug with improved
antifouling performance. 4,427,914, CI. 313-130.000.

Mizuno, Masanon: See—
Tabata, Youichiro; Ueguri, Shigeo; Mizuno, Takaji; and Mizuno,

Masanon, 4,427,874, CI 219-130.510.

Mizuno. Takahide: See—
Kanamori, Katsuo; Okawa, Hiroyuki; Mizuno, Takahide;

Nakagawa, Fumihito; and Nagai. Isamu. 4.427,403, CI.

474-153.000.

Mizuno. Takaji: See—
TabatM. Youichiro; Ueguri, Shigeo; Mizuno, Takaji; and Mizuno,

Masanori, 4,427,874, CI. 219-130.510.

Mi/ushima, Masashi; Ehata, Shigeru; Maruyama, Ma.sanori; and Fuku-

shima, Masakazu, to Hitachi, Ltd. Television camera tube with elec-

trostatic focusing. 4,427,917, CI. 313-389.000.

Mizutani, Hidemasa: See—
Suzuki, Takashi; lizuka, Kiyoshi; Ohtaka, Keiji; and Mizutani,

Hidemasa, 4.427,265, CI. 350-321.000.

Mobil Oil Corporation: See—
Bowden. Edgar A., 4,427,935. CI. 323-280.000.

C(X5k. Evin L., 4,427.066, CI. 166-261.000.

Dotson, Billy J., 4,427,236, CI. 299-5.000.

Horodysky, Andrew G.; and Braid, Milton, 4,427,562, CI 252-

51.50A.

Humphries, Curtis L.; Schullz, Eddie F.; and Winkelman, Alan M..

4.426,879, CI. 73-60.100.

Miale. Joseph N; and Chang, Clarence D., 4.427,786, CI.

502-61 (X)0

Miale, Joseph N.; and Chang, Clarence D., 4,427,787, CI.

502-71.000.

Miale. Joseph N; and Chang, Clarence D., 4,427,788, CI

502-71.000.

Miale, Joseph N.; and Chang, Clarence D.. 4,427.789. CI.

502-71.000.

Miale, Joseph N.; and Chang, Clarence D., 4,427,790, CI

502-71.000.

Miale, Joseph N.; and Chang, Clarence D, 4.427,791, CI

502-203.000.

Varghese, Philip, 4,427,532, CI. 208-50.000.

Mochida, Haruo; and Miyamoto, Ken, lo Nissan Motor Company, Ltd.

Electronic door locking system for an automotive vehicle. 4,428,024,

CI 361-172.000.

Moger. Hugh A.: See—
Beacom, Oliver J.; and Moger, Hugh A., 4,427,736, CI. 428-288.000.

Mohr, Dieter; and Frass, Werner, to Hoechsl Aktiengesellschaft. Hy-

drophilic coating of salt-type phosphorus or sulfur polymer on alumi-

num support materials for offset printing plates and process for

manufacture and use with light sensitive layer thereon. 4,427,765, CI.

430-525000.

Mohr. Dieter, to Hoechsl Aktiengesellschaft. Hydrophilic coating of

salt type nitrogen polymer on aluminum support materials for offset

printing plates and process for manufacture and use with light sensi-

tive layer thereon. 4,427,766, CI. 430-525.000.

Mola, Clark M.; Evans, Maurice L.; and Beringer, Richard D. Wheel

rim buffer. 4,426,747, CI. 15-21.00D.

Molnar. Bela, to Protective Pla.stics Limited. Manufacture of wrinkle-

free flouroplastic laminated panels. 4,427,475, CI. 156-163.000.

Momose, Haruo: See—
Tsuchida, Takayasu; Miwa, Kiyoshi; Nakamori, Shigeru; and

Momose, Haruo, 4.427,773, CI. 435-110.000.

Monroe, Marvin E.; and Kavagc, William T., to Optek, Inc. Identifica-

tion and animal feeding apparatus. 4,426,955, CI. 119-5I.0OR.

Monsanto Company: See—
D'Amico. John J., 4,427,436, CI. 71-88.000.

Monster Cable Products, Inc.: See-
Lee, Noel; and Choy, Andrew L., 4,427,252, CI. 339-89.00R.

Montierth, Max R., to Corning Glass Works. High aspect ratio solid

particulate filtering apparatus and method of filtering. 4.427,423, CI.

55-97.000.

Moore, Charles L.; and Odom, Dennis J., to Olin Corporation. Mercury

cathode electrolytic cell having protective shield. 4,427,519, Cl

204-219.000.

Mot)re, Jerry L.; and Taylor. Attalee S., to AMP Incorporated. Stack-

ing device for printed circuit boards. 4,427,316, CI. 403-2.000.

Moore, Kenneth L. Scented candle. 4,427,366. CI. 431-291.000.

Moore. Richard J. Universal drift and retriever. 4,427,061, CI

166-113.000.

Moore, Thomas C. to United States of America. National Aeronautics

and Space Administration. Strain gage calibration. 4,426,874, Cl

73-IOOB.
Miwre, Wayne T ; and Jones, Oscar F.. Jr. Triangular faced polyhedrals

formed from end interconnected folded sheet trusses. 4,426,821, Cl

52-646.000.

Moore, William P., to Frit Industries, Inc. Method of dedusting metal

sulfate granules. 4.427.719. Cl. 427-205.000.

Moren. Rolf R.: See—
Norlander. Urs G.; Brask, Erik T.; and Moren, Rolf R.. 4,427,307,

Cl. 384-93.000.

Morgan, Ornn B. Clasp knife holder. 4.426.779, Cl. 30-138.000.

Mc.ri, Kei Illumination device. 4,428,031, Cl. 362-32.000.
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Morikawa, Mirioru, lo Kabushiki Kaisha Tokai Rika Denki Seisakusho
Cylinder lock. 4,426,864, Cl 70-431.000.

Morikub(5, Kunio: See—
Nagazawa, Kohtaro; Satoh, Tsulomu, Morikubo, Kunio Tanaka

Fujio; and Okuyama, Masaki, 4,427,760, Cl 410-287 000
Morimoio, Takeshi: See—

Oda, Yoshio; Morimoto, Takeshi, and Suzuki, Kohii 4 427 521 Cl
204-290.00R.

Morita, Norimasa. Bicycle frame 4,427,209, Cl: 280-281 (X)R
Moriuchi, Hisahiro: Sec-

Sakamoto, Takashi; Suto, Jinkichi; and Moriuchi, Hisahiro
4,428,067, Cl 365-104.000

Moriwaki, Ma.sayoshi: See—
Oishi, Kengo; Moriwaki, Masayoshi; and Komiyama, Choii

4,427,166, Cl. 242-199.000.

^4 427'
7'^"*^'^' G

• •» Landwide F<xxls, Inc Fro/en yogurt product

Moser, Rabin: See—
Kromm, Alvin D, Jr.; and Moser, Rabin, 4,426,953, Cl II 8-60 000

Moiobayashi, Kozo: See—
Yasui, Yoshiharu; Onouc, Kciji, Moiobayashi, Ko/o and Yo-

shizawa. Toshio, 4,426,840, Cl 57-301 000
Motorola, Inc : See—

Ellis, Ralph J.; Gurtler, Richard W
. and Sarma, Kalluri R

4,427,638, Cl 422-250.000.
Fennell, Robert D.; Weidler, Allen J ; and Bailey, David I

4,427,980, Cl. 340-825.520.
Ritchie, Kim; and Smith, James N , 4,427,992, Cl 357-78 0(M

Moullon, Richard J.; and Neuner, John D., to Hcxcel Corporuiion
HetercK-yclic multifunctional amine adducts and curable composi-
tions containing the same. 4,427.802, Cl 523-222 (K)0

Mozeke, Patricia A : See—
Guhl, Thomas E.; Kenyon, Ralph H ; and Mo/eke, Patricia A

4,427,709, Cl. 426-578.000
Mrozik, Helmut H., to Merck & Co , Inc 4' -Keto-and 4 "amino^
deoxy avermectin compounds and substituted ammo derivatives
thereof 4,427,663, Cl. 424-180.000.

MTU Motoren-und Turbincn-Union: See—
Huther, Werner; and Kruger, Wolfgang, 4,426,966, Cl 123-286 aX)

Muchel, Franz: See-
Lang, Waller; Blaha, Erich; Schmauder, Roland, and Muchel

Franz, 4,427,269, Cl. 350-500.000.
Muddle, John R., to Poldenvale Lid. Livestock weiahina apparatus

4,427,083, Cl. 177-1.32.000. * »
M

Mueller, Arthur L., to AMP Incorporated. Electrical connector
4,427,258, Cl. 339-272.00R.

Mueller, Elisabeth R.: See-
Tonne, Peter; Mueller, Elisabeth R, and G(K-rlh, Helmut

4,427,600, Cl. 26O-5O5.0OE.
Mues, Volker; and Behrenz, Wolfgang, to Bayer Aktiengesellschafl

3,5-Dihalogcno-l,2-methylenedioxybenzenearihropt)dicidesynerttiz-
ing agents. 4,427,666, Cl. 424-200.000.

Muir, David M.: See-
Parker, Alan J.; and Muir. David M., 4,427,571, Cl 252-.l64(KX)

Mukoyama, Yoshiyuki: See—
Nishizawa, Hiroshi; Mukoyama, Yoshiyuki; and Hirai, Osamu

4,427,822, Cl. 524-726.000.
Mulik, Edward J.: See—

Smith, Ray F.; and Mulik, Edward J , 4,427,481, Cl 1 56-306 6(X)
Muller. Gerhard J., lo Carl Zeiss Stiflung. Meth<xJ and apparatus for
molecular spectroscopy, parliculariy for the determination of prod-
ucts of metabolism. 4,427,889, Cl. 250-339 (XX)

Muller, Klaus; Maurer, Helmut; Rieger, Franz; and I.inder, Ernst, lo
Robert Bosch GmbH. Apparatus for controlling the exhaust gas
recirculation rate in an internal combustion engine 4,426,986 Cl
123-57.000.

*

Muller, Ortwin; and Vogel. Albrecht, to Cari-Zeiss-Stifiung Electronic
flashlight for ophthalmological examination instruments 4,428,015
Cl 362-224.000.

Muller. Wolfgang H. E.: See—
Hofmann, Peter; and Muller, Woifgantt M E . 4,427,591 Cl 260
410.90R

Multinorm, B V : See—
Oosterling, Pieter A.; and van Stavcren, Hendricus C , 4,426,827,

Cl. 56-13.600

Mumford, Eustace H.; and Perry, Jack I., to Owens-lllmois, Inc. Elec
tronic control of a glass forming machine 4,427,431, Cl 65- 163 (XX'

Munger, Stanley H.: See—
Gruetzmacher, Robert R ; and Munger, Stanley H , 4,427,759, Cl

430-273.000.

Munshi, Mayank V., lo RichardsonVicks, Inc Thixolropic composi-
tions easily convertible to pourable liquids 4,427,681, Cl
424-260.000.

Murakami, Shuzo: See—
Furukawa, Nobuhiro; Inouc, Kenji; and Murakami, Shu/o.

4,427,751, Cl. 429-206 (XX)

Muramatsu, Eiji: See—
Misaki, Hideo; Muramatsu, Eiji; Ishikawa, Hidehiko, and Matsuura

Kazuo, 4,427,771, Cl. 435-22.000.

Murata, Masayoshi: See—
Takaya, Takao; Takasugi, Hisashi; Murata, Masayoshi; and Yoshi-

oka, Akiteru, 4.427,677, Cl. 424-246000.
Murata, Shinji: See—

Inoue, Shunzo; Nagasawa, Takeshi; Iwaya, Toshio; Kasuya,
Michio; and Murata, Shinji, 4,426,883, Cl 73-159.000

Murray, Andrew E See—
Scilly. Alec H. and Murray. Andrew K, 4,426.981 Cl

1 23-506 UtX)

Murray, John A
, to Conger/Murray Systems, Inc Method and appara-

tus for curing concrete prcxlucts 4.427,610. Cl 264-82 000
Murray, Robert J . and Schofield. John, lo V S Philips Corporation

Acoustic wave bandpavs electrical fillers 4.427,956, Cl 111-194 000
Mutoh Industry Ltd See—

Nakaoki. louru. and Uno, Hiroshi, 4,427.882, Cl 250-231 OSE
Myers, Richard D . lo Marathon Products Corp«)ralion lujuali/er for

tape tension 4,427,160, Cl 242-55 I9A
Nabcta, Tciichi .See -

Nishimura, Masao, Nabeta, leiichi, and I uiiwara, loshitaka
4,426,852. Cl 62-l79 0(X)

Nacvcstad. Roy, lo Krupp Wilpullc Corporation Chuck dcxu for coke
oven pusher side diHU and heal radiation shield 4.427 494 Cl
202-248 (XX)

Nagae, Hiroyuki See—
Mi/uno, Hisao. Takagi, Shunichi. Nakahara, Kichio and Nauae

Hiroyuki. 4,427.914, Cl 111-1,10(XX)
Nagai, Isamu See—

Kanamori. Katsuo. Okawa. Hiroyuki. Mi/uno, Takahide
Nakagawa, Fumihito; and Nagai. Isamu. 4,427 401 Cl
474- 1 53 (XX)

.
.

VI

Nagano, Eiki. Hashimoto, Shunichi, Yoshida, Ryo, Malsumoio. Hiro-
shi, and Kamoshila, Katsu/o, in Sumitomo Chemical Compan>.
limited N(2 Iluoro-4-halo 5-suhsliluled phenyl) hvdanioins
4,427,438. Cl 7 1 -42 (XX)

Nagasav^a. lakcshi See—
Inoue, Shun/o, Nagasawa. lakeshi, Uaya, loshio. Kasuva,

Michio, and Murata. Shinji, 4,426,881, Cl 71 159 (XX)
Nagashima. Nao. lo Canon Kabushiki Kaisha Image forminu annara

lus 4,427.288, Cl 155-I4(X)R
Nagala. Koji. Salo. Shiro. and Ogivi, Akio. to Sumilomo I ighl Melal

Industries, Ltd Coaling comptisiiion for proiecling inner surface of
lubes in heat exchangers 4,427,014, Cl 1 18- 145 (XX)

Naga/awa, Kohlaro. Saloh, Tsulomu. Mnnkuho, Kunio, lanaka. Fu)in
and Okuyama. Masaki. to Somar Manufaclunng Co I id Pholohard
enable materials 4,427,760. Cl 410-287 (XX)

Nailo, Akihiko. lo Pioneer r.lectronic Corporation Fail-safe CAIN'
system center facility 4,427.995, Cl '5)*-86(X)()

Nakagaki, Harushigc See—
Amada, Nobulaka, Nakagaki, Harushige, and Inoue Shiueki

4,427,951, Cl 3.10-298 (XX)
'

Nakagawa, lumihito See—
Kanamori. Katsuo, Okawa. Hiro>uki Mi/uno, lakuhide,
Nakagawa, lumihilo. and Nagai, Isamu, 4.427 4<)< Cl
474- 1 53 (XX)

Nakagawa. Tokihalu See—
Omiya. Shoji. Sunohara, Masaaki, Nakagawa. Tokihalu. Inj^iaki.

Seiji. Yamawaki. Junriosuke, Nakamura, Ntihuyuki and
Yanagisawa. Kaoru, 4,427,353, Cl 425-151 (XX)

Nakagawa, Tix>ru See—
Onuki, Keiichi. Nakagaua, looru. and Inoue. Tadashi. 4,426 96X

Cl 121-339 (XX)

Nakaguchi, Osamu See—
Miya/aki, Yoshio, Nakaguchi, Osamu. and Hashimoto. Masashi

4.427,581, Cl 260- 1 12 5()R

Nakahara, Kichio See—
Mizuno, Hisao, Takagi. Shunichi, Nakahara. Kichio and Nagae

Hiroyuki, 4,427,914. Cl 1I3I.10(XX)
Nakajima, Fumilo See-

Arashi, Norio, Hishinuma, Yukio, Akimoio, Hideloshi lakahashi,
Sadao. Nakajima, I umilo, and Ciomi, Kenichi, 4,427,h42 Cl
423-244(XX)

Nakamori, Shigeru .See —
Tsuchida. lakayasu, Mma. Kiyoshi, Nakamori, Shigeru and
Momose. Haruo, 4,427,773. Cl 435- 1 10 (XX)

Nakamura, Hideo See—
Kuboki, Shigeo, Hirayama, Takeshi, and Nakamura, Hideo

4,428,051. Cl .164-431 120
Nakamura, Hiroshi. and Ichimura, lakeo, lo Nipp«in Kogaku K K
Fluophosphale optical glass 4,427,784. Cl .5()I44(KX)

Nakamura, Masayuki, and Tsuriya, Masaaki, lo Sumitomo Dure/ Com-
pany, ltd Phenolic resin for refractory uses 4,427, 8(X), Cl
523-145 (XX)

Nakamura, Nohuyuki See-
Omiya, Shoji, Sunohara, Masaaki, Nakagawa, lokihalu, Inagaki,

Seiji, Yamawaki, Junnosuke. Nakamura, Nobuyuki, and
Yanagisawa, Kaoru, 4,427,353, Cl 425-151 (XX)

Nakamura, Ryuichi .See—

Yoshikawa, Sei/i, and Nakamura, Ryuichi, 4,427,641 Cl
423-1 8 0(X)

Nakamura, lakashi, lo Sony Corporation Apparatus for controlling
electron beam of image pickup lube 4,427,927. Cl 315-383 000

Nakamura, lakeshi See— ^,

Kamuro. Takashi, Ohisuga, Hisao, Kimura, Hiroshi and
Nakamura, Takeshi, 4,427,480, Cl 156-287 (XX)

Nakanishi, loshihiro .See—
loymhima, Kumao, Hakura, Akira, Nakanishi, Toshihiro and
Yoshi/umi, Hajime, 4,427,657, Cl 424-l77 0(X)

Nakano, Jiro, Miyagi, Hideo, and Ono, Hironobu, to Toyota Jidosha
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha Mclh(xl of and apparatus for controlling
the Ignition liming of an internal combustion engine 4,426,971 cf
123-418 (XX)
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Nakano. Keiichi, to Kubota Ltd. Engine muffler of heat-exchanging

type. 4,426,844. CI. 60-295.000.

Nakao, Kenichiro: See—
Ofuchi. Kunihiko; Oda, Koichiro: and Nakao, Kenichiro.

4.427.670, CI. 424-241 000
Nakaoki, Touru; and Uno. Hiroshi. to Mutoh Industry Ltd Digital

measunng device. 4,427.882. CI. 250-23 LOSE.
Nakayama. Hiromichi. to Nifco. Inc. Rotor movement damping device

4.426.752, CI. 16-82.000. ,

Naico Chemical Company: See— '

Fong. Dodd W.; and Allain, Ronald J . 4.427.821. CI 524-555 000
Namboodn. Chettoor G.: See—

Gregorian, Razmic S.; and Namboodn, Chettoor G.. 4,427.40*). CI

8-107.000.

Nanometrics, Incorporated: See—
Manriquez. Ralph F.. 4,427.332. Ci 414-331.000

Nappholz. Tibor A.: See—
Spurrell. Roworth A. J.; Nappholz. Tibor A ; and Swift. Stephen

J. 4.427.01 1. CI. 128-419 OFG
Nara. Terukazu: See-

Yukawa. Hideaki; Nara. Terukazu; and Takayama. Ymhihiro.
4,427.774. CI. 435-115.000

Nardo. Pietro. Apparatus for densitometnc measurement of proteic

fractions separated by electrophoresis. 4,427,294. CI 356-344 000
Nash, Donald R., to Allied Corporation. Digital timing circuit for u

rotating machine. 4,426,974. CI 123-418.000.

Naihenson, Richard D.: See—
Flick. Carl; andJSathenson. Richard D . 4,427.907. CI 310-52 000

National Distillers and Chemical Corporation: 5ft'—
Magoulick. David M . 4,426.881, CI. 73-146 800.

National Research Development Corporation: See—
Dingle, John T.; Gordon. John L.; Jones. Geraint. Knight. Clivc
G ; and Lowe. John S.. 4.427.649. CI 424-38.000

Malcolme-Lawes. David J.; and Gifford, Lawrence A . 4.427,892.

CI. 250-458.100.

National Semiconductor Corporation: See—
Harris. James M.. 4.427.715. CI. 427-96.000

Naiori. Takeshi: See—
Sunaoshi. Mitsugu; Tokoro. Koichi; Natori. Takeshi: and Yuki.

Kojiro. 4.427.894, CI. 250-515.100.

NCR Corporation: See—
Chan, Venu; Duke, Jack R ; and Gersten. Shimon, 4.428.046. CI

364-200.000.

Neal. James W ; and Loersch. Joseph F., to United Technologies Cor-
poration. Method of peening airfoils and thin edged workpieces
4,426,867, CI. 72-53.000.

Neathery, William D.: See—
Metzger, Robert W.; Neathery, William D . Reyes. Peter A . Tis-

dale, Patrick R.; Covington. Cecil E.; and Broekhuizcn. Willem.
4,427,340, CI. 416-141 000.

Necchi Societa per Azioni: See—
Bianchi, Nereo. 4.426.944. CI 112-260.000.

Nederlandse Centrale Organisatie Voor Toegepasi-Natuurwetenschap-
pelijk Onderzoek: See—

Collet. Peter J . 4.426.842. CI. 60-39 51 1. |

Nei Canada Limited: See—
Winrow. Donald. 4.426.799. CI 40-449 000.

Nelson. Jerry J.: See—
Cardoza. Alben C ; Dawley. Von M.; Diaz. Edgardo C ; Edson.

Michael E.; Nelson. Jerry J.; Peters. Robert D ; Wear. Dennis R
.

and Wier. Daniel H.. 4.428.037. CI. 362-250000
Nelson Manufacturing Company: See—

McKinstry. James E., 4,426.956. CI. 1 19-72.000

Nelson. Robert L : See-
Cairns, James A ; Nelson, Robert L.; and Woodhead, James L .

4,427,721. CI. 427-376.500.
,

Nemoto, Kiyosi: See—
'

Kuriyama. Shigeru; Nemoto. Kiyosi; and Honuchi. Michimasa.
4.427.928, CI. 318-139.000.

Nesler, John J., to Hughes Aircraft Company Overcurreni limiitT

circuit for switching regulator power supplies 4.428.015. CI
361-18.000.

Nestenius, Nils O., to Styrteknik Olof Nestenius AB. Eye shank button
attaching apparatus. 4,426,942, CI 112-108.000

Nethaway, Douglas H.: See—
Gillette, Frank C , Jr.; Bryan, Ernest C ; and Nethaway. Douglas

H., 4,427.304. CI. 374-46 000
Neuendorf, Hans-Cnstoph: See—

Eckardt. Rudolf; and Neuendorf, Hans-Cnsioph. 4.426.811. CI
51-lOlOOR.

Neuerburg, Horst. to Kuhn S.A. Mower having an improved cutter bar

4.426.828. CI. 56-13.600.

Neumann, Charles G.. to Reynolds Products Inc Ice maker diagnostic
system. 4,426.851. CI. 62- 126.000.

Neumann-Spallart, Michael: See—
Graetzel. Michael; Kalyanasundaram. Kuppuswamy; Duonghong.

Dung; Neumann-Spallart. Michael; and Borgarello. Ennco.
4,427.749. CI. 429-111.000.

Neuner. John D.: See—
Moulton, Richard J.; and Neuner, John D., 4.427,802, CI.

523-222.000. -

New York Blood Center, Inc.: See— I

Goldstein, Jack. 4,427.777. CI. 435-240000
New York University: See—

Javitt, Norman B.. 4,427.668. CI 424-238.000.

Newall. Chnstopher E.: See—
Ayres. Barry; O'Callaghan. Cynthia; Livermore. David G. H.; and

Newall. Chnstopher E.. 4.427.675. CI. 424-246.000.
Newman, Edward; Nishikawa, A. Hirotoshi; Spiegel, Herbert E.; and

Symington. Julia, to HolTmann-La Roche Inc. Immunoassay of
thymosin a], 4.427.783. CI. 436-542.000.

Newman, Robert J.: See—
Dean. Robert R.; Mauleon. Jean L.; and Newman, Robert J ,

4,427.537. CI. 208-120000.

NGK Insulators Ltd.: See—
Ishihara. Takeshi; Ishiwari. Michio; and Ishino. Shigeo. 4.427,843,

CI 174-14O.00S.

NGK Spark Plug Co., Ltd.: 5t>i>—

Mizuno. Hisao; Takagi, Shunichi; Nakahara. Kichio; and Nagae.
Hiroyuki. 4.427.914. CI. 313-130000.

Nishio. Kanemitsu; Takagi. Shunichi; and Suzuki, Yasuhiko.
4.427.915. CI. 313-141 000.

Nguyen. Trung H . Randall. John J.. Jr.; and McPherson. Allan B.. to

Sprague Electric Company. AC Etching of aluminum capacitor foil.

4.427.506. CI 204-129.400.

Nicholsjin. George T.: See—
Bell. Frederic C . Sr.; Nicholson, George T ; Shade, Russell L , Jr.;

and Skinner, David R , 4,427,058, CI 165-160.000.

Nickol. Friednch W.: See—
Faust. Wolfgang; Nickol, Friednch W.; and Baegcr, Holm,

4.426.775. CI. 29-846.000.

Nicolodi, Gerald L Automatic saw swage. 4,426.894, CI. 76-54 (XX)

Niederer. Kurt W , to Terrell Machine Company. Method for filtenng
particulates from a fluid 4.427,422. CI. 55-96.000.

N'ielb<x.k. Hans, to MAN. Maschinenlabnk Augsburg-Nurnberg Ak-
tiengesellschaft Device for making two axially parallel bores.
4.427.323. CI 408-42,000.

Nielsen. Kurt F : See—
Jensen. Niels D ; Nielsen. Kurt F.; and Komossa. Horst. 4.427.421.

CI 55-52.000.

Nielsen. Steven T . to Beckman Instruments. Inc. Sectional shaped liner

for a centrifuge rotor. 4.427.406. CI. 494-16.000.
Nieihhammer, Dieter; Eggertsberger. Robert; and Wilmers. Gerhard.

to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Interface device for coupling a system
iif time-division multiplexed channels to a data concentrator.
4.428.042. CI. 364-200.000.

Nifco Inc See—
Kojima. Masaharu. 4,427.328. CI. 411-508.000.

Nakayama. Hiromichi, 4,426,752, CI. 16-82.000.

Nihon Plast Co . Ltd : See—
Nishizima, Kazuyoshi. 4,426.951, CI. 116-46.000.

Nikoden. Joseph. Jr . to Detroit-Armor Corporation. Case for securing
valuables 4.426,935. CI. 109-79.000.

Niney. Claude: See—
Guerlei. Jean-Paul; and Niney. Claude. 4.427.627. CI. 420-496.000.

Nippon Electric Co.. Ltd.: See—
Sugimoto. Masunon. 4.427.903. CI. 307-355.000.

Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Okumura. Takatoshi; and Yamaoka. Shigemitsu. 4,426.902, CI.

84-1 100

Takamura, Masayuki, 4,427,746, CI. 428-614.000.

Nippon Kinzoku Co., Ltd.: See—
Hiiomi, Tomoge; Konishi, Takehisa; Ogushi, Tetsularo; and

Hatakeyama. Kazuaki. 4.427.499. CI. 204-27.000.

Nippon Kogaku K.K.: See—
Nakamura. Hiroshi; and Ichimura. Takeo. 4.427,784, CI.

501-44.000.

Nippon Kokan Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Araki. Kenji; Kurata. Masashi; Yamana, Hideo; Suda. Toyoharu;
Tayama. Katuhiko; and Watanabe. Masaji. 4,427,460, CI. 148-

12.00C
Nishio. Hiroaki. 4,427,529, CI. 208-1 l.OOR.

Nippon Mining Co., Ltd.: See—
Araki. Kenji; Kurata, Masashi; Yamana, Hideo; Suda. Toyoharu;
Tayama. Katuhiko; and Watanabe. Masaji. 4.427.460. CI. 148-

1200C.
Kusayanagi. Sampo; and Kimura. Ryuji. 4.427.561. CI. 252-45.000.

Nippon Sheet Glass Co.. Ltd.: See—
Katsuki. Kazuo; Shibaoka. Kazuo; Ohnishi. Shunji; and Miwa.
Takao. 4.427.743. CI. 428-424.600.

Nippon Soken. Inc : See—
Kato. Masahiko; and Kikuchi, Tetsuro. 4.427.216. CI. 280-806.000.

Nippon Zeon Co. Ltd.: See—
Komuro. Keiji; and Ueda. Akio. 4.427.831. CI. 525-211.000.

Nippondenso Co.. Ltd.: See—
Nishimura. Masao; Nabeta. Teiichi; and Fujiwara, Toshitaka,

4.426.852. CI. 62-179.000.

Suzuki. Shosuke; Ito. Teruyoshi; Sakakibara, Yukio; Yamada.
Takashi; Kubo. Fumiyoshi; Yoshimura. Kunimasa; Ugajin. Mit-

suyuki; Kaji. Kiyokane; and Banno. Mitsuyuki. 4,426,975. CI.

123-425.000.

Nisenson. Jules: See—
Rude. Edward T.; Nisenson, Jules; and Waine, Martin, 4,427,100,

CI 192-43.000.

Nishi, Hiroaki: See—
Oyama, Yoshiyuki; Matsuo, Yoshio; and Nishi, Hiroaki, 4,427,454,

CI 127-44.000.

Nishikawa, A. Hirotoshi: See—
Newman, Edward; Nishikawa, A. Hirotoshi, Spiegel, Herbert E.;

and Symington, Julia, 4.427.783. CI. 436-542.000.
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Nishimura, TaUuo: See—
Ntirntu, Mitsuo; Yiin«okt. Mistyoshi; Nishimur.. T.isuo; and
MattumotcNonchika. 4,427,586. CI. 260-239 OOA

Nishio. Hiroaki. to Nippon Kokan Kabushiki Kaisha. Distilling shale oilfrom oil shale. 4,427.529. CI. 208-1 l.OOR.
*

Nishio. Kanemitsu; Takagi. Shunichi; and Suzuki, Yasuhiko, to NGK
.'h?rif'U27'J.5!'S. f.Tui'JSg

'"' •"' ''"^^ ^°^ ''^«'"^"""
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Nishizawa, Hiroshi; Mukoyama, Yoshiyuki; and Hirai. Osamu. to Hila-cm Chemical Co.. Ltd. Process for producing particulate polymer
having imide groups. 4.427.822. CI. 524-726.000.

Nishiawa, Jun-ichi, to Zaidan Hojin Handotai Kenkyu Shinkokai
5«emiconductor photo-electric converter with insulated gale over o-n
charge storage region. 4.427.990. CI. 357-22.000.

Nishizima. Kazuyoshi. to Nihon Plast Co., Hd. Turn signal cancellation
apparatiis for use with steering wheel and shaft assembly. 4.426.951.
\^i. I Io-4o.000.

Nissan Motor Co.. Ltd.; See—
Kimura. Akira; and Abe. Toshiro. 4,426,972. CI. 123-378 000

i'!l^'?',n Is?'"™""' '"'' Ohmura. Yutaka, 4,427.189, CI
207-139.000.

Mochida, Haruo; and Miyamoto. Ke.i, 4.428.024, CI 361-172 000

aaii.o«'^lHf''!=,,X^^'°' Kiyokazu; and Hiratsuka. Ko,
4.426.978. CI. 123-458.000.

Watanabe. Hiroo. 4.427.865. CI. 219-10.410.
Yagisawa, Kenzi, 4.427.367. d. 431-354.000.

Nissei Plastic Industrial Co.. Ltd.: See—
Omiya, Shoji; Sunohara, Masaaki; Nakagawa. Tokihalu; inagaki.

Seiji; Yamawaki, Junnosuke; Nakamura, Nobuyuki and
.

Yanagisawa, Kaoru. 4.427.353. CI. 425-151.000.
Nissin Shokuhin Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Terada, Masaki; Yoshimura, Akihiro; Hohsai, Kohichiro; and
Minami. Junichi. 4,427,710. CI. 426-634.000.

Nitteuu Mining Co., Ltd.: See—

^'i'!Vl^,^?°5i.'"'"!
Ot*"k"' Hiroyasu; and Yanagihara, Hiroyuki.

4,427.372. CI. 432-14.000.
Nitto Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd.: See—

Aizawa, Kaoru; Oishi, Yozo; and Kubozono, Tatsuya. 4,427,741,

Ikcyama, Norio; Sotoma, Nobuo; and Tamaru, Shusaku, 4,427.200,

Niwa, Susumu: See—

^|?^?V J^?**!!!^"' '^'*"' Susumu; and Ishidoshiro. Hiroshi,
4.426.746. CI. 8-149.300.

NL Industries. Inc.: See—

^^^°^^' ^°^ ^
'
'"'* Hoover, Lonnic D.. 4.427.556, CI. 252-8.50A

*r5;, .1, ;,.'° Shimano Industrial Company Limited. Fishing reel.
4.427.162. CI. 242-84.21R.

Noguchi. Katsuya: See—
'^'^' Ji?*''o; Tsutsumi, Yoshio; and Noguchi, Katsuya. 4.427,630

CI. 422-4.000.

Ntjngbri. Govanon; Brandt. Susan M.; and Chervenak. Michael C, to
Hydrocarbon Research. Inc. Selective operating conditions for high

?noV.'?'^ 'P**^**' petroleum feedstocks. 4.427,535, CI
208-1 12.000.

Nordeen. Erwin E., to Whirlpool Corporation. Vacuum cleaner nozzle
with double brush. 4,426.751. CI. 15-384.000

Nordstrom, Barbara A.: See—
Nordstrom, John E., 4.426.825. CI. 53-378.000.

Nordstrom, John E.. to Nordstrom. Barbara A., a part interest High
speed wrapping machine. 4.426.825. CI. 53-378.000.

Norlander, Urs G.; Brask. Erik T.; and Moren. Rolf R.. to Sandvik
Aktiebolag; and Aktiebolaget SKF. Rotary drill bit. 4.427,307. CI.
3o4-93.000.

Normand. Gerard: See—
de Kermadec, Alain; Delanoe. Christian; and Normand. Gerard.

4.427.988, CI. 346-155.000.
Northern Telecom Limited: See-

Garner, John N.; Roberge, Jean M.; and Meilenner. Norbert J

,

4,426.838. CL 57-293.000.

Gamer, John N.; and Roberge, Jean M., 4.426,839. CI. 57-293 000
Meilenner, Norbert J.; Sunderland, Richard T.; and Cook. John W

4,426.837. CI. 57-293.000.
Nottke. James E., to Medical Research Associates, Ltd. I. Electrosurai-

cal instruments. 4.427.006. CI. 128-303.140.
Novak, Peter. See—

Briner. Emil; Novak. Peter; and Gasser. Hermann. 4.426,836, CI
57-267.000.

Nowack. Gerhard P.: See-
Johnson, Marvin M.; Nowack. Gerhard P.; and Kukes. Simon

4,427,575. CI. 502-208.000.
NRM Corporation: See—

Shichman. Daniel; and Enders. George E., 4.427.473, CI.
1 56- 1 30.000.

Nudel. Ron; Janauer. Gilbert E.; Schrier. Eugene E.; and Figura. Ilona
W., to Research Foundation of the Sute University of New York.
Water insoluble disinfectant composition. 4.427.796. CI. 521-139.000

Numata, Mitsuo; Yamaoka, Masayoshi; Nishimura, Tatsuo; and Matsu-
moto, Norichika, to Takeda Chemical Industries, Ltd. 2-Oxoazetidine
derivatives and production thereof. 4,427.586. CI. 26O-239.00A.
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Nunn. Donald E
,
and Bevendge. Robert W . to C R Bard, Inc Appa-

^Vp"!..!",^""''*'"^
^°' '"e'sunng blood pressure 4,427,013. CI

128-681,000

Nussbaum, Theodore W : See—
Riedcsel, Roland G , Jr

. Nussbaum. Theodore W
. and Warren

Wayne F. 4,427,941. CI 324-323 «»
Nybcrg, Paul M : See—

''Mi7S6''?i lM-nro[fe'
""' "*• ^ '*"'^''""' ^"'^-'

Obenshain, David N., to Westvaco Corporation Method and apparatus
for making ozone 4.427,636, CI 422186 070

Oberhauser, Peter: See—
Sann. Vmod K

; and Oberhauser, Peter, 4,427,082, CI 175-413 OOOO Bnen-Goins Enginecnng, Inc See—
O'Bnen, Thomas B, 4,427.070, CI 166-317000

OBnen, Thomas B
,
to OBrien-Goins Engineenng. Inc Circulatina

and pressure equalizing sub 4,427,070 CI 166-117 000
O'Callaghan, Cynthia See—

Ayres, Barry, O'Callaghan, Cynthia, Livermore, David G H and

r-v^
N«**'«"-ChnslopherE. 4,427.675. CI 424-246 000

Oda, Goro, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha Toner recov-

355 "5'MO*'"*
"*" ''^"''"*'""'-" copying machine 4,427,289. CI

Oda, Koichiro: See—

°M57,670,"cf 42;-251'56o''""""^ '"' ^"""- •^""^'^-

Oda, Yoshio; Monmoto. Takeshi; and Suzuki, Kohji. to Asahi Glass

AAriill Cl"^204-2''!o^R^"'
electrolysis of alkal, metal chlonde

Odom, Dennis J : See—
Moore. Charles L. and Odom. Dennis J. 4.427.M<> ci

204-219 000
Oehlcr-Wyhlen-Lagertechnik AG See—

Grebenstein. Hermann, and Speich. Jorge. 4.427,331 CI
414-277.000

Oehme, Delbert R See—

^4,427:94';"ci^24°52t^'^''^" " '"' '"'''"''^'' '^'^"•"^ ^'

^v^"'a^"''*'''
'"'^ ^""^•he'". Fnederich. to Trutzschler GmbH A Co

10 BiTino""*"*
^^^ opening and cleaning cotton waste 4,426,753. CI

Oesterle, Gerhard. Jaeger, Rudolph. Auer, Willibald. and Unfried
Hermann, to Aktiengesellschaft Adolf Saurer Actuation device for
the drive gear of a weft thread carrier of a shuitlclcss loom 4.427 0^8
CI. 139-449.000.

Off. Mecc F III Manea di Bortolmo e Giuseppe Manca 4 C s n c
See—
Manea, Giuseppe. 4.427.487. CI 156-546 000

Ofuchi, Kunihiko; Oda, Koichiro; and Nakao, Kenichiro. to Mitsubishi
Chemical Industries Limited Skin preparation 4.427 670 CI
424-241.000

Ogawa, Masasi: See—
Kilalani. Katuji. Sera, Hidefumi. Arai. Atsuaki. Ogawa. Masasi

Ishigaki. Kunio; and Ogura. Haruo, 4,427.768. CI 430-62^000
Ogiso, Akio: See—

Nagata. Koji; Sato. Shiro. and Ogistr Akio. 4 427 014 CI
138-145.000 .

.

«^i

Ogle Petroleum Inc of California See—
Hanman. George J , 4,427,235. CI 299-5 000

Oguchi, Yukio: See—
Sumida, Nono. Oguchi, Yukio. Fuju. Tetsuya. Emi, Toshihiko

Fujimura, Toshio. Ueda, Arata. and Onto, Kcnichi 4 427 444
CI 75-93.00R

Ogura, Haruo: See—
Kitalani, Katuji, Sera. Hidefumi. Arai. Alsuaki. Ogawa. Masasi

Ishigaki, Kunio; and Ogura, Haruo, 4.427.768. CI 430-623 000
Ogura, Tomoki: See—

Matsumoto, Hiroshi; and Ogura, Tomoki. 4,427.287 CI 155-
14.0SH

Ogun, Ya.suo; Awata, Miisuru: Saito. Junji. Inoue. Soichi, Andio.
Tatsuo; and Abe, Mitsunobu. to Mitsubishi Chemical Industries Ltd
Process for prepanng calcium silicate shaped product 4,427 611 CI
264-86.000.

.
.

•.VI

Ogushi, Tetsutaro: See—
Hitomi, Tomoge; Konishi, Takehisa, Ogushi, Teisutaro and

Hatakeyama, Kazuaki, 4,427,499, CI 204-27 000
Ohara, Osamu; and Kishimoto. Kazuo. to Tcijin Chemicals. Ltd Poly

carbonate resin composition 4,427.829. CI 525-67 000
O'Hare. Louis R. Solar diaphragm pump 4.427.350. CI 417-379 000
Ohashi. Minoru: See—

Kodera. Yasuo; Ishii, Toshiaki; and Ohashi, Minoru. 4.427 772 CI
435-27.000.

Ohata. Takashi Storage device for processed foods. 4.426.923 CI
99-468.000. .

.

*J. ».i

Ohgawara, Yoshiaki; and Fujii. Hideaki. to Sony Corporation Tclevi
sion receiver for receiving sound multiplex signals 4.428,006. CI
360-33.000.

Ohkawa. Hiroshi: See—
Kogiso, Takeshi; and Ohkawa, Hiroshi, 4,427,418, CI 55-287 000

Ohlin. Claes: See—
Fehr. Werner; Ohlin. Claes; and Schabrun, Bruno, 4,427,858 CI

200-146.00R
Ohiswager, Stanley: See—

Plys. Albert G.; Dresser, Thorpe; Ohiswager, Stanley and Peter-
man, Lee G , 4,427.305, CI 374-45.000
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Ohmori, Takashi: See—
Kikuchi, Yoshiki; and Ohmori, Takashi. 4,427.985. CI. 346-1.100.

Ohmori. Yasuo: See—
Tanahashi, Toshio; Ohnaka, Hidemi; and Ohmon, Yasuo.

4.426,976, CI. 123-440.000.

Ohmukai, Yoshimi: See—
Kotera, Takuro; Ohmukai. Yoshimi; Kawasaki, Yoshitaka; and
Adachi, Kinichi. 4.427,363, CI. 431-196.000.

Ohmura. Yutaka: 5m—
Kimura, ToshimiUu; and Ohmura, Yutaka, 4,427,189, CI

267-139.000.

Ohnaka, Hidemi: See—
Tanahashi, Toshio; Ohnaka. Hidemi; and Ohmon, Yasuo.

4,426,976, CI. 123-440.000.

Ohnishi, Shunji: See—
Katsuki, Kazuo; Shibaoka, Kazuo; Ohnishi, Shunji; and Miwa.
Takao, 4,427.743, CI. 428-424.600.

Ohtaka, Keiji: See—
Suzuki, Takashi; lizuka, Kiyoshi; Ohtaka, Keiji; and Mizutani,

Hidenusa, 4,427.26S, CI. 350-32 1.000.

Ohtsuga. Hisao: See—
Kamuro, Takashi; OhUuga. Hisao; Kimura. Hiroshi; and
Nakamura, Takeshi, 4,427,480. CI. 156-287.000.

Ohyama. Satoshi; and Kamata, Isao, to Tokyo Shibaura Oenki Kabu-
shiki Kaisha. Gas-insulated substations. 4,428,027, CI. 361-333.000.

Oishi, Kengo; Moriwaki, Masayoshi; and Komiyama, Choji, to Fuji
Photo Film Co., Ltd. Magnetic upe cassette. 4,427.166, CI.
242-199.000.

Oishi, Yozo: See—
Aizawa, Kaoru; Oishi, Yozo; and Kubozono, Tatsuya, 4.427.741,

CI. 428-332.000.
j

Okabe. Masao: See— '

Sugio, Akitoshi; Masu, Masanobu; Okabe, Masao; Sasaki, Yukio
and Ishiyama, Kozo, 4,427,814, CI. 524-126.000.

Okaniwa, Kenichiro; Koyama, Mikio; and Kikugawa. Shozo. to Koni-
shiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd. Analytical element. 4,427,632. CI.
422-56.000.

Okawa, Hiroyuki: See—
Kanamori, Katsuo; Okawa. Hiroyuki; Mizuno, Takahide;
Nakagawa, Fumihito; and Nagai, Isamu, 4,427,403, CI.
474-153.000.

Okubo, Akira: See—
Ouni, Junji; Okubo, Akira; and Kushibiki, Takashi. 4,426,962, CI

123-179.0OH.

Okumura, Takatoshi; and Yamaoka, Shigemitsu. to Nippon Gakki Seize
Kabushiki Kaisha. Touch-responsive control apparatus for electronic
musical instruments. 4,426,902. CI. 84-1.100.

Okuyama. Masaki: See—
Naj^azawa, Kohuro; Satoh, Tsutomu; Morikubo, Kunio; Tanaka,

Fujio; and Okuyama, Masaki, 4,427,760, CI. 430-287.000.
Olander, Walter K.: See—

Banucci, Eugene G.; and Olander. Walter K., 4,427,594, CI. 260-
429.00C.

Olasz, Sandor; Szalay. Denes; Kovacs, Jozsef; and Kocsis, Oliver, to
Csepel Muvek Jarmu es Konfekcioipari Gepgyara. Yam detector for
shon seam sewing machines. 4,426.948, CI. 112-273.000.

Oldham. Ronald C. to International Standard Electric Corporation.
Armor wire splices. 4,427,262, CI. 350-96.230.

Olds, John S.: See-
England. Richard; Bowcott, John E. L ; Olds, John S.; and Joblina,

Alan, 4.427,583, CI. 260-123.700.
Oleinichenko. Viktor G.: See—

Toropov, Gennady A.; Shamenko. Slepan P ; Tsvirko, Georgy L
;

Oleinichenko, Viktor G.; Khitun, Georgy A.; and Menyailenko.
Anatoly I.. 4,426,870, CI. 72-1 18.000.

Olexa, Stephanie A.; Knight, Lmda C; and Budzynski, Andrei Z., to
Research Corporation. Use of radiolabeled peptide derived from
crosslinked fibrin to locate thrombi in vivo. 4,427,646, CI. 424-1.100

Olin Corporation: See-
Moore, Charles L.; and Odom, Dennis J., 4,427.519. CI.

204-219.000.

Olivier. Eric J. Wire line cutter apparatus. 4.427,059, CI. 166-54.600.
Olympus Optical Company Limited: See—

Saitou, Shinichi; and Ida, Masatoshi, 4,428,009, CI 360-65.000.
Ueda, Yasuhiro, 4,427,000, CI. 128-6.000.

Omiya. Shoji; Sunohara. Masaaki; Nakagawa, Tokihalu; Inagaki, Seiji;

Yamawaki, Junnosuke; Nakamura, Nobuyuki; and Yanagisawa,
Kaoru, to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.; Teichiku Co.,
Ltd.; and Nissei Plastic Industrial Co., Ltd. Upright injection-com-
pression pressing machine for the manufacture of information carrier
discs. 4,427.353. CI. 425-151.000. ,

Omron Tateisi Electronics Co.: See— >

Atsumi, Haruo; and Koizumi. Haruyuki, 4,427,856, CI. 200-76.000.
Sato, Ryuichi. 4.427.957. CI. 335-19.000.

Ona, Isao; Ozaki. Masaru; and Taki, Yoichiro, to Toray Silicone Com-
pany. Ltd. Fiber-treating compositions comprising two organofunc-
tional polysiloxanes. 4.427,815. CI. 524-315.000.

Ono. Hironobu: See—
Nakano. Jiro; Miyagi. Hideo; and Ono. Hironobu, 4.426,973, CI.

123-418.000.

Ono Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.: See—
Tanouchi. Tadao; Kawamura. Masanori; and Havashi. Masaki,

4,427,682, CI. 424-263.000.

Onoue, Keiji: See—
Yasui, Yoshihani; Onoue, Keiji; Motobayashi, Kozo; and Yo-

shizawa, Toshio, 4,426,840, CI. 57-301.000.

Onuki, Keiichi; Nakagawa, Tooru; and Inoue, Tadashi, to Hitachi, Ltd.
Carburetor with means for compensation of idling revolution.
4,426,968, CI. 123-339.000.

Ookouchi, Motomi: See—
Akagiri, Kenzo; Katakura, Masayuki; and Ookouchi, Motomi,

4,427,950, CI. 330- 149.000.

Oostcrling, Pieter A.; and van Staveren. Hendricus C, to Multinorm,
B.V Mowing implement. 4,426,827, CI. 56-13.600.

Ootsuka, Kenichi: See—
Miyake, Yoshikazu; and Ootsuka, Kenichi. 4,427,898, CI. 307-9.000.

Optek, Inc.: See—
Monroe, Marvin E.; and Kavage. William T., 4,426,955, CI. 119-

51.00R.

Optical Coating Laboratory. Inc.: See—
Kamerling. Marc A.. 4.427,264, CI. 3SO-276.00R.

Orcutt, John W., to Texas Instruments Incorporated. Rolling dia-
phragm vacuum motor. 4,426,913, CI. 91-376.00R.

Oregon Graduate Center: See—
Carlson, P. Paul; Blakemore, John S.; and Eror, Nicholas G.,

4,427,457, CI. 148-1.500.

Ores, Richard O. Treatment and prevention of infection with herpes
simplex and related viruses. 4,427,684, CI. 424-267.000.

Oriental Yeast Co. Ltd.: See—
Kodera. Yasuo; Ishii. Toshiaki; and Ohashi, Minoni, 4.427,772. CI.

435-27.000.

Orita. Naoki; and Matsumoto, Toshiyuki, to Amada Engineering &
Service Co. Method and apparatus for aligning axes of assisting gas
nozzles with laser beam axes in laser processing machines. 4,427,873,
CI. 219-121.0LK.

Orito, Kenichi: See—
Sumida, Norio; Oguchi, Yukio; Fujii, Tetsuya; Emi, Toshihiko;

Fujimura, Toshio; Ueda, Arata; and Orito, Kenichi, 4,427,444,
CI. 75-93.00R.

Orlowski. Jan A.; and Butler, David V., to Blendax-Werke R. Schnei-
der GmbH &. Co. Denul restoring material and a filler therefor.
4,427,799, CI. 523-116.000.

Oroskar, Anil R.: See-
Crosby. Edwin J.; and Oroskar. Anil R.. 4.427,541, CI. 209-210.000.

Orter, Ralph H. Combination ash-tray. 4,427,016, CI. 131-238.000.
Ortho Diagnostic Systems Inc.: See—

Reckel, Rudolph P.; and Harris. Joanne L., 4,427.779, CI.
436-507.000.

Orton, Denis G., to Badische Corporation. Method of making colored
short pile fabrics. 4,427,414, CI. 8-480.000.

Osaka, Susumu; and Toda. Minoru, to RCA Corporation. Shutter
construction. 4,427,048. CI. 160-107.000.

Oster, Stanley M. Electrical outlet switch. 4,427,864, CI. 200-330.000.
Ostrowsky, Efrem M., to Ethyl Products Company. Vented closure.

4.427,126, CI. 215-307.000.

Otani, Junji; Okubo, Akira; and Kushibiki, Takashi, to Honda Giken
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Structure for facilitating starting and
warming of internal combustion engines. 4,426,962, CI. 123-179.00H.

Otis Engineering Corporation: See—
Adams. James B.. Jr.. 4.427.175, CI. 251-58.000.

Otsuka, Hiroyasu: See—
Takesue, Morimasa; Otsuka, Hiroyasu; and Yanagihara, Hiroyuki,

4,427,372. CI. 432-14.000.

Otsuka Pharmaceutical Factory, Inc.: See—
Kakumoto, Michio, 4.426,876, CI. 73-49.300.

Otsuka. Tsuneo: See—
Inoue, Kazuo; and Otsuka, Tsuneo, 4,427,087. CI. 180-219.000.

Otiaviano, Gary W., to Ranpak Corp. Method and apparatus for mak-
ing an air cell cushioning product. 4,427.474. CI. 156-145.000.

Otto, Dennis L., to Atlantic Richfield Company. Unitized tapered roller

bearing. 4,427,242, CI. 308-187.200.

Otto, Robert W. Cymbal sizzler construction. 4.426.906. CI. 84-402.000.

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation: See—
Bhatti. Mohinder S.; and Marzocchi, Alfred, 4,427,428, CI.

65-1.000.

Owens-Illinois. Inc.: See—
Friberg. Nelson. 4.426.898, CI. 83-37.000.

Mumford, Eustace H.; and Perry, Jack I.. 4,427,431, CI. 65-163.000.

Oxenreider, Terry; and Eberle, William J., to General Battery Corpora-
tion. Method and apparatus for modifying the between the ribs

dimension of a universally molded battery. 4,427,617, CI. 264-296.000.

Oxiey, Vincent C: See-
Chen, Wen T.; and Oxicy. Vincent C, 4,428,021, CI. 361-94.000.

Oyama, Yoshiyuki; Matsuo, Yoshio; and Nishi, Hiroaki, to Riken Vita-

min Oil Co., Ltd. Method for treating sugar solution. 4,427,454, CI.

127-44.000.

Ozaki. Masaru: See—
Ona, Isao; Ozaki, Masaru; and Taki, Yoichiro. 4,427,815, CI.

524-315.000.

Ozeki, Jiro, to Slidex Corporation. Sheet for holding transparencies.

4,427,727. CI. 428-116.000.

PA Management Consultants Limited: .See

—

Davey, Keith S. A., 4,427,714. Q. 427-87.000.

Paffhausen, Hans: See—
Kohle, Ulrich; Paffiiausen. Hans; and Hartmann, Claus, 4,427,739,

CI. 428-323.000.

Palmer. John A.: See—
Mitchell. Richard L.; Brundage, Richard B.; and Palmer, John A.,

4,427,042, CI. 144-l.OOR.

Pan, Peter N. Y., to Continental Can Company, Inc. Electrodynamic
coating process. 4,427,712, CI. 427-13.000.
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Panas, William R.: See—

PapucK'Se^See-
'''""' '^"""" ""

'
**''•'''' ^' "'*«»

D
.''"'c/' Claude; and Papuchon. Michel, 4,427,260, CI. 35a96 140Parham Industries, Inc.: See—

"'19S32000'*' ^' ""'^ ^**"' ^"*"' ^- '•*", 105, CI

''7or"s'trtn^ni'a."lH'^"''i ^'V^ "^ ' '° ^numin Pty. Ltd. Composition

2T2-364OOO
" particulate matcnals 4.427.571. CI

''''.'i!'"-.^''D°"/ •
""'^ ^,'"'"'*' '^°'"'« •*

• '" Tennessee Valley Au-
Ihonty. Production of granular ammonium-polyphosphale with an
inline reactor and drum granulator. 4.427,433. CI 71-34 000

Parr, John C: See—
Kruger, Bradford E.; and Parr, John C, 4,427,983. CI. 34V763 000

rartanen, Paul: See— '^^

Adiercreutz, Herman; Suovaniemi, Osmo A., Partanen. Paul and
Sum, Jueea I., 4,427,769. CI. 435-7 000

.
. » u

Paschedag. Thcodor. to Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz AG. Ceninfugal
bowl separator. 4,427,407, CI. 494-70 000

"""gai

Passavant-Werke AG & Co. KG: See—

D .
?"^' 9*^'.'.'*' ""'^ '<^'"P«r. Hugo, 4,427,554, CI. 210-777.000

Patel, Harshad H., to Cummins Engine Company, Inc. Unitized oil
cooler and filter assembly. 4,426,965, CI. 123-196 OAB

Patent-Treuhand-Gesellschaft fur Elektrische Gluhlampen mbH See-
.Rakitsch, Peter; and Bodmer, Albert, 4,428.038, CI. 362-263 000

Pattern-Scan. Inc.: See—
Schroeder. Kenneth; and Griffin. James, 4,428,056, CI 364-5 1 8 000

Patterson, Donald M.: See—
C'l'svette. Dominick; Lattimore, James; and Patterson, Donald M..

Paulus, Wilfried: See—
Kuhle, Engelbert; Paulus. Wilfried; Klauke, Erich; and Genth
Hermann. 4.427.698, CI. 424-321.000.

Pauly, John A.; and Malinoski, John K., to Baxter Travenol Laborato-

A?-;-, oL^^7,o ^'«S' coupling for microwave heating apparatus.
'*,mi,ooo, CI. 2I9-10.55B.

Pauquette, James J.: See—

^'ylf;-,'*^?^''^!,," •
**'""'• George V.; and Pauquette, James J .

4,427,724. CI. 428-7.000.
Pawelski, Donald J. Carburetor. 4,427,604, CI. 261-23.00A
Payne. Reginald K.; and Trett. John. Monitoring and controllinc lift

positions. 4.427.095, CI. 187-29.00R.
^

Peacock. Jon R.; and Schmidt. Robert L., to Beckman Instruments, Inc

4 427'633"crS3 OCO^
metastable transfer emission spectroscopy.

Pearne and Lacy Machine Co., Inc.: See—
Milholen. Harold J., 4.427,329, CI. 414-68 000

Pearson. Eugene W.; and Pedersen, Arthur L., to Canron Corporation

4426873"cr72^89O0O*
""^^"^ '"'"' '"'*''"' ''"''" ""'^ '*"" ''*'*'

''T«7 74? Cl" mSuSx)"''
'^'"'*''"' compositions and methods.

Pedersen. Arthur L.: See—
P««rso"' Eugene W.; and Pedersen. Arthur L.. 4.426.873. CI

/^'J07.UUU,

Pedersen, S. Erik; Bremer, Noel J.; and Callahan, James L., to Standard
Oil Company, The. Iron-phosphorus mixed oxide catalysts and pro-
cess for their preparation. 4,427.792. CI. 502-210000

Pedley. Jeffrey B.: See-
van Aken. Andreas B.; van Diepen, Petrus B. J.; and Pedlev, Jeffrey

B.. 4,427,507, CI. 204-151.000.
Peiffer, Dennis G.; Lundberg, Robert D.; and Walker. Thad O to
Exxon Research and Engineering Co. Interfacial viscosification of
salt water systems utilizing sulfonated ionomers. 4,427,812, CI
524-1 15.000.

Pelikan Aktien^esellschaft: See—
Kohle, Ulnch; Pafftiausen, Hans; and Hartmann, Claus, 4 427 7^9

CI. 428-323.000.
««», ,,.,i,.,j-,,

Pellegrino, Frank; and Kalpaxis, Alexander. Tanning aid. 4,428,050, CI
364-414.000.

Pennell, William E.: See—

'^'f V-!!?^'!', ^'J'*" •' •
^^^O' John; and Pennell, William E

.

4.427.337. CI. 415-113.000.
Pennwalt Corporation: See—

Goltz. Kurt, 4,427,459, CI. 148-6. 1 5R.
Perbet. Jean-Noel: See—

Hareng. Michel; Hehlen. Robert; Le Berre. Serge; Leclerc, Pierre
Marcenac. Philippe; and Perbet, Jean-Noel, 4,427 997 CI
358-236.000.

Peroxid-Chemie GmbH: See—
Doetsch. Werner; Dillenburg, Helmut; Fuchs, Paul-Wilhelm and

Honig, Helmut. 4,427,644, CI. 423-582.000.
Perrault, Guy: See—

Duchesne, Gonzague L.; and Perrault, Guy, 4,427,468. CI
149-19.900.

Perrier. Jean-Paul: See—
Saby. Charles; Jeannin, Serge; and Perrier. Jean-Paul. 4.427,844 CI

174-188.000.

Perry. Frederick J., to Westland Aircraft. Ltd Helicopter rotor blade
4.427.344. CI. 416-223.00R.

^

Perry, Jack I.: See—
Mumford, EusUce H.; and Perry, Jack 1 , 4,427,431, CI 65-163 000

Peterman. Lee G.: See—
Plys. Albert G.; Dresser. Thorpe; Ohiswager. Stanley and Peter-
man. Lee G., 4,427.305, CI. 374-45.000.
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Peters, David C See—

'^Cr'252-369^0b0
""*'' "'""' ^' '"*' '''"*"*' °'^"^ ^ ''«27,572.

Peters, Douglas A Ug rest 4.427.234. CI 297-439 000
Peters. Robert D See—

*^
m'*T- l^c^ll ?• ^.'^'^y- ^''" ^ ^'"- E^8"do C

,
Edson,

Hxy,
£• Nelson. Jerry J

, Peters. Roben D.; Wear. Dennis R
and Wier. Daniel H. 4.428.037. CI 362-250000

MT7"i47: cr'mi^'SoS""'
'"' ""*"'•" '"'"* """^'^ ^'^''^'

''

m1^"61?CI^6S"S
^"""'"* '"*'"" ""* ""''^ "^ "'"« "

Peterson. John G
. to FMC Corporation Steerable drive axle With largecramp angle. 4.427.089, CI 180-253 000

*

Pctkovic- Luton. Ruzica: See—
Ramanarayahan Tnkur A

. Petkov.c-Luton, Ruzica; and Ayer.
Raghavan. 4.427,447. CI 75-252 000

Petnllo, Edward W . Jr See—

^^r'^^lZ^^^'L^"^'^ ^ ' '"'^ ''^'"""- ^^"^ ^ •
i'

•
•.427.665.

CI. 424-200.000
Petrov. Alexe. K

. Akimenko, Vladimir B ; Zhuchm. Vladimir N
Tsipunov. Alexei G; Smirnova. Elena N ; Skomyakov. Jury N and

,^r? P" ^f,\"!I^[
F^Method of making products from powders of

tool steels 4.427.626. CI 419-28 000
Peirovich, Radomir See—

Walters. John P
. Petrovich. Radomir. Daley, Gregory C and

Harban. Donald C . 4.426.880. CI 73-61 200
» ^

'"°

Pettersen. Egil R ; Sef—
Brooks, George W; Hart. John W. and Pettersen Esil R

4.426.845. CI 60- .M7 000
retiersen. tgil R.

Pfeuffer. Donald F : See—

'^43"i2foco"*
^ '"'^ Pf^^ff^T. Donald F. 4.427.756. CI

Pfizer Inc : See—
Barth. Wayne E.. 4.427.678. CI 424-246 000

^!!,^^*':,.S''*
^- *"** »»rben. Charles A , 4,427,679, CI

424-2 50.0(X).

Pham. Ut v.; See—
Stackhouse. Donald F

; and Pham. Ut V , 4.427.740. CI

Pharr. Leonard: See—
Long. Kelso M

;
and Pharr. Leonard. 4,426,899. CI 83-188 000

Phelps Dodge Industries. Inc See-
Miller, John W

, 4,427.374. CI 432-48 000
Phillips. M K

;
and Hayes. Cecil, to W M Still & Sons Limited Coffee

and tea making or brewing apparatus 4.426.920. CI 99-307 000
Phillips Petroleum Company See-

Fore. Sharon R . 4.427,553. CI 210-741 000

^'4T7"57^a'"o^208''SSS"''•
""'"^ ' '"' •^"''"- ^""^^"'

Wallers. John P; Petrovich. Radomir, Dale>. Gregory C and
Harban. Donald C. 4.426.880. CI 73-61 200

» » • "
Piacente. Patricia A : See—

Gaines, George L , Jr.; Piacente. Patricia A . Ward. Wilham J III

4.427'!579''ci 252-639 Sll)"'

^"^°'^^ ^^ """^ ^"'"- »'"y ^•

Pickel, Hajo: See—
Stoka, Roerto; and Pickel, Hajo. 4.427,096. CI 188-73 340

Pickelman, Dale M.: See—
Wessling, Ritchie A; and Pickelman. Dale M. 4,427,819. CI

524-458.000.

Piednoir, Robert; See-
Abbes, Claude; Rouaud, Christian, Piednoir. Robert and De Vil-

lepoix. Raymond. 4.427.222. CI 285-353 000
Pieper. Werner: See—

Grosse. Jurgen; and Pieper. Werner. 4,427.603. CI 260-969 000
P'^^^^"»^Edward K.. to Imperial Chemical Industries PLC Catalysts

'''4S27:73?'ci"428-^283SS'''"""'
""""* '•""'"^""" '-"'"PO*""

Pigott Enterprises: See-
Plough. Irving L

, Puryear. David B ; and Turner. Charles R
4.427,044. CI 144-356.000

Pioneer Electronic Corporation: See—
Nailo, Akihiko, 4,427,995, CI 358-86000
Sato, Reisuke, and Ando, Shizuo, 4,428,010. CI 360-73 000
Yoshida. Satoshi. 4.427.845. CI 381-94 000

Plot. Michel: See—
Maubois. Jean-Louis; Roger. Loic, Brule. Gerard, and Pioi, Michel

4,427,658, CI 424-177 000
Pisani, George V ; See-

Stark, Manin H ; Pisani, George V
, and Pauquette, James J

4,427.724, CI. 428-7 000.
Piszczek, Harold R. See—

Larsen, Robert H. and Piszczek. Harold R. 4,427,165 CI
242-157.000.

Pitney Bowes Inc.: See—
Bosse, Thomas W., 4,427,286, CI 355-3 OOR
Coppola, Vincent G.; and Lorenzo, John L . 4,427,969. CI 340-

Dannatt, Hugh S. L., 4,427,284, CI 355-1 000
Stalzer, Henry, 4.427,275, CI 354-4 000

Piwonka, Fndolin: See—
Eisele, Hermann; Stumpp, Gerhard; Wessel, Wolf, Flaig Ulnch
and Piwonka, Fridolin, 4,426.980. CI 123-478 000
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Platnunufiktur A.B.: See—
Jtkobsen. Kjell M., 4,427.122. CI. 21S-I.00C.

Platzer, Stephan J., to American Hoechst Corporation. Method for

producing an aluminum support useful for lithography. 4.427,500, CI.

204-33.000.

Plough. Irving L.; Puryear, David B.; and Turner, Charles R., to Pigott

Enterprises. Log centering device. 4,427,044, CI. 144-356.000

Plurien, Pierre: See—
Charpin, Jean; LaRat. Bernard; Marcel. Raymond; and Plunen,

Pierre. 4.427.424. CI. 55-158.000.

Plys, Albert C; Dresser. Thorpe; Ohlswager, Stanley; and Peterman,

Lee G., to Atlantic Richfield Company. Analyzer for distillable

materials. 4,427.305. CI. 374-45.000.

Pochter. Keith A., to Argyle Management Company. Interior covering

material for a greenhouse. 4,426.812, CI. 52-22.000.

Polaroid Corporation: See—
Feinerman, Alan D.; Grimes, Donald L.; and Messina. Kathy J..

4.427.276. CI. 354-412.000.

Green, Lawrence E.; and Wareham. Richard R.. 4.427.486, CI.

156-517.000.

Land. Edwin H., 4,427,748, CI. 429-82.000.

PolchaninofT, Michael, to Langer Biomechanics Group, Inc.. The.

Flexible force sensor. 4.426,884, CI. 73-172.000.

Poldenvale Ltd.: See-
Muddle, John R., 4.427.083. CI. 177-132.000.

Poll. Martin; and Covi, Christian, to D. Swarovski & Co. Small decora-

tive plates. 4,427,733, CI. 428-200.000.

Poltto, Esko K.: See—
Levaaho. Veikko; and Poltto. Esko K., 4,427,212, CI 280-51 1.000.

Pommer, Emst-Heinrich: See—
Rentzea, Costin; Zeeh, Bemd; Ammermann. Eberhard; Ham-

precht. Gerhard; and Pommer, Emst-Heinrich. 4,427.688, CI.

424-270.000.

Popov. Metodi: See—
White. Lawrence K.; and Popov, Metodi. 4,427,713, CI. 427-54.100.

Porasik, Paul A., to Korex Company, The. Process for preparing deter-

gent compositions containing hydrated inorganic salts. 4,427,417, CI.

23-3I3.00R.

Porter, John R., to Poner-Way Harvester Mfg. Co. Inc. Harvesting

machine shaker system. 4,426,832, CI. 56-327.0OR.

Porter-Way Harvester Mfg. Co. Inc.: See-
Porter, John R., 4,426.832, CI. 56-327.00R.

Posso, Patrick, to GEFITEC S.A. Device for gripping a magnetic disk

cartridge. 4,428,013, CI. 360-133.000.

Potter, William D.: See—
Fennimore, Jack; Potter, William D.; and Kiamil, Sinan B.,

4,427,003, CI. 128-90.000.

PPG Industries, Inc.: See-
Gillette. Jeffrey L.; and Hillery. Donald W., 4,426,863, CI

70-164.000.

Hyatt, Charles J., 4,427,142, CI. 225-2.000.

Hyatt, Charles J., 4,427,143, CI. 225-2.000.

Prahl. Jan. to Beiersdorf Aktiengesellschaft. Breast prosthesis.

4.426,742. CI. 3-36.000.

President and Fellows of Harvard College: See—
Springer. Timothy A.. 4.427,653, CI. 424-85.000.

Preussger, Karl-Heinz: See—
Kahlert. Peter; Schone, Helmut; Johne. Hans; Jentzsch, Arndt;

HefTtler. Victor; Kuhnert, Werner; Karl, Rainer; Dittmann,
Norbert; Fink, Heiner; and Preussger, Karl-Heinz, 4,427,193. CI.

271-277.000.

Prevot. Julien. to Lignes Telegraphiques et Telephoniques. Very-wide-
band samplers. 4.427.938. CI. 324-78.0OD.

Price. Franklin F. Leveling apparatus. 4,427,179, CI. 254-88.000.

Price, John G. W.; and Cloarec, Rene, to Core Laboratories, Inc.

Viscosimeter. 4,426,878, CI. 73-55.000.

Priebe, Waldemar: See—
Horton, Derek; and Priebe, Waldemar. 4,427.664. CI. 424-180.000.

Priestley. Anthony J., to Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial

Research Organization. Regeneration of adsorbents. 4,427,550, CI.

210-675.000.

Prince. Darryll G., to Prince Valve, Inc. Swing check valve. 4,427,025,

CI. 137-527.400.

Prince Valve, Inc.: See-
Prince, Darryll G., 4,427,025, CI. 137-527.400.

Prochazka, Svante; and Klug, Frederic J., to General Electric Com-
pany. Optically translucent ceramic. 4,427,785, CI. 501-128.000.

Procter A Gamble Company, The: See—
Bush, Rodney D.; and Robbins, Medford D., 4,427,835. CI

525-293.000.

Proctor-Silex. Inc.: See—
Bonacorsi. Robert W., 4.427.876. CI. 219-413.000.

Prohaska, Hans: See-
Andrei-Alexandru. Marcel; and Prohaska. Hans, 4,427,929, CI

318-282.000.

Protective Plastics Limited: See—
Molnar, Bela, 4,427,475, CI. 156-163.000.

Proud, Joseph M.; Smith, Robert K.; and Father, Charles N., Jr., to

GTE Laboratories Incorporated. Electromagnetic discharge appara-

tus. 4,427,920, CI. 315-248.000.

Proud, Joseph M.; and Johnson, Stephen G., to GTE Laboratories Inc ;

and GTE Products Corp. Electrodeless ultraviolet light source.

4,427,921, CI. 315-248.000.

Proud, Joseph M.; and Johnson, Stephen G., to GTE Laboratories Inc.;

and GTE Products Corp. Electrodeless light source. 4,427,922, CI.

315-248.000.

Proud, Joseph M.; and Johnson. Stephen G.. to GTE Laboratories Inc.;

and GTE Products Corp. Electrodeless fluorescent light source.

4.427.923. CI. 315-248.000.

Proud. Joseph M.; Lapatovich. Walter P.; and Johnson. Stephen G.. to

GTE Laboratories Inc.; and GTE Products Corp. Enhanced elec-

trodeless light source. 4.427.924. CI. 315-248.000.

Proud. Joseph M.; Smith. Robert K.; and Fallier. Charles N.. Jr.. to

GTE Laboratories Incorporated. Electromagnetic discharge appara-
tus. 4.427.925. CI. 315-24,8.000.

Prusinski. Richard C. Thermoplastic polymer concrete structure and
method. 4.427.818. CI. 524-442.000.

PTX-Pentronix, Inc.: See

—

DeSantis. Raymond P.; and Puffer. Herbert J.. Jr., 4,427.352, CI.

425-78.000.

Puech. Claude; and Papuchon. Michel, to Thomson-CSF. Non-linear
optical device with a composite waveguide and radiation source
using such a device. 4.427.260. CI. 350-96.140.

Puffer. Herbert J.. Jr.: See—
DeSantis. Raymond P.; and Puffer. Herbert J.. Jr.. 4.427.352. CI.

425-78.000.

Puligandla. Viswanadham: See

—

Hedlund. Lenas J.; and Puligandla. Viswanadham, 4,427,448, Ci:

106-14.270.

Fund, Marvin L.; and VanHoogstrate, John A., Jr., to McDonnell
Douglas Corporation. Wide angle projection system. 4,427,274, CI.

353-99.000.

Puntener, Alois, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Use of 1 :2 chromium or
cobalt complex dyes for dyeing leather or furs. 4,427,411, CI.

8-404.000.

Punton, Vaughan W.: See

—

Radvan, Bronislaw; Punton, Vaughan W.; and Trendall, Paul B.,

4,427,491, CI. 162-299.000.

Purdue Research Foundation: See—
Chen, Li F.; Gong, Cheng S.; and Tsao, George T.. 4,427,775, CI.

435-161.000.

Janick, Jules; and Wright, Daniel C, 4,426,808, CI. 47-58.000.

Puryear, David B.: See-
Plough, Irving L.; Puryear, David B.; and Turner, Charles R.,

4,427,044, CI. 144-356.000.

Q-dot Corporation: .See

—

McCurley, Jack, 4,426,959, CI. 122-33.000.

Quantum Systems Corporation: See—
Miller, Wendell R.; and Martinez, Alphonso L., 4,427,547, CI.

210-411.000.

Queen's University at Kingston: See—
Wevers, Henk, 4,427,210, CI. 280-289.0WC.

Queiser, Horst; and Eckardt, Bemd, to Kraftwerk Union Aktiengesell-

schaft. Apparatus and method for storing spent fuel assemblies.

4,427,893, CI. 250-506.100.

Quick, Joe A., Jr., to Dow Chemical Company, The. Filtering method
and apparatus. 4,427,548, CI. 210-617.000.

Quinn, John A., to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company. Single

exposure positive-working photopolymer element. 4,427,758, CI.

430-271.000.

R&D Chemical Company: See—
Smith, Ray F.; and Mulik. Edward J., 4,427,481, CI. 156-306.600.

Radvan, Bronislaw; Punton, Vaughan W.; and Trendall, Paul B., to

Wiggins Teape Group Limited, The. Apparatus for controlling the

deposition of a liquid on to a moving surface. 4,427,491, CI.

162-299.000.

Rahilly, W. Patrick, to United States of America, Air Force. Back
barrier heteroface AIGaAs solar cell. 4,427,841, CI. 136-255.000.

Raidel, John E., Jr. Vehicle suspension with rigid torque beam.

4,427,213, CI. 280-711.000.

Raisch, Arthur. Device for the removal of paper from binders.

4,427,315, CI. 4O2-80.0OR.

Rakitsch, Peter; and Bodmer, Albert, to Patent-Treuhand-Gesellschaft

fur Elektrische Gluhlampen mbH. Distributed light reflector.

4,428,038. CI. 362-263.000.

Ramada Energy Systems. Inc.: See—
Evans. Joseph H.; Hatman. Jeffrey J.; and Clark. William E.,

4,426.999, CI. 126-450.000.

Ramanarayahan, Trikur A.; Petkovic-Luton, Ruzica; and Ayer, Ragh-
avan, to Exxon Research and Engineering Co. Alumina-yttria mixed
oxides in dispersion strengthened high temperature alloy powders.

4,427,447, CI. 75-252.000.

Randall, John J., Jr.: See—
Nguyen, Trung H.; Randall, John J., Jr.; and McPherson, Allan B.,

4,427,506, CI. 204-129.400.

Ranpak Corp.: See—
Ottaviano, Gary W., 4,427,474, CI. 156-145.000.

Raudenbusch, Wemer T.: See—
Kooijmans, Petrus G.; Raudenbusch, Wemer T.; Van Steenis,

Adrianus M. C; Kunze, Wolfgang; and Seelen-Kruijssen, Jose-

pha M. E., 4,427,805, CI. 523-417.000.

Rauterberg, Ulf: See-
Albert, Comelia; and Rauterberg. Ulf, 4.427,612. CI. 264-154.000.

Raychcm Corporation: See—
Dhingra. Vijay K.. 4.427.877, CI. 219-548.000.

Raychem Limited: See—
Crofts, David. 4.427.725. CI. 428-36.000.

RayGo. Inc.: See—
Copie, Femand; Esterberg, Warren E.; Fadness, Quentin K.;

Stewart, Howard A.; and Ringwelski, Robert J., 4,427,334, CI.

414-710.000.
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Raymond, Eugene T.: See—

'^a'j'"«JI;w5^""'" ^- '"<* Raymond, Eugene T., 4,426,911. CI
tI-J5.0uO.

Raytheon Company: See—
Tol, John M., 4,428,053, CI. 364-457.000.

Razorback Oil Tools. Inc.: See—
Watson. James S.. 4.427.065. CI. 166-250.000.

RCA Corporation; See-
Crosby. Edward L.. Jr.. 4.426.875. CI. 73-12 000
Katz. George. 4.427.496, CI. 204- LOOT.
Lipp, Steven A.; and Adams, Michael P.. 4,427,395. CI 445-37 000
Lipp. Steven A. 4,427,918, CI. 313-402.000.
Oaka. Susumu; and Toda, Minoru, 4,427,048, CI. 160-107 000

R.^nTci^Z^^r^'see'-
'°'"^' '*""''• '''''''''' ^' *"'*'«'

Rebsamen, Ernst: See—
Lieberherr, Jurg; Rebsamen, Ernst; Trachsel, Felix; and Huser
Ludwig, 4,427,552, CI. 210-741.000.

Reckel. Rudolph P.; and Harris, Joanne L., to Ortho Diagnostic Sys-
tems Inc. Agglutination-inhibition test method for detecting immune
complexes. 4,427,779, CI. 436-507.000.

Recluta, Franco, to Fiat Auto S.p.A. Device for controlling the illumi-
nation of motor vehicle lights. 4,427,849, CI. 20O-6.00R

'^^5!li^
Ralph. Jr. Syringe for use in the withdrawal of artenal blotxl

4,427,015, CI. 128-765.000.
Reed Intemational P.L.C.: See-

Gibson, Frank, 4,427,731, CI. 428-159.000.
Reed Rock Bit Company: See-

Shay, William, Jr., 4,427,221, CI. 285-305.000.
Reed, Samuel F.; and Hundermark, David L., to Rohm and Haas
Company. Vinylbenzyl alcohol polymer beads and thermally cross-
linked derivatives thereof 4,427,793, CI. 521-32.000

Reedy, Wayne R., to Carrier Corporation. Heat pump control having
an electronic control module with a bypass system. 4,426,850, CI
62-125.000.

Regie Nationale des Usines Renault: See—
Bouthors, Pierre; and Lecomte, Jacques, 4,427, 1 56, CI. 239-488 000

Regnier, Michel M.: See-
Bel, Roger P.; Regnier, Michel M.; and Hascoet, Martial E

4,427,014, CI. 128-751.000.
Reid Bros., Inc.: See—

Reid, Edwin W., Jr., 4,427,104, CI. 198-306.000.
Reid, Edwin W., Jr., to Reid Bros., Inc. Radial stacker 4,427 104 CI

198-306.000. .
v,. V.1

"^'^'i^l^""" ^ Pumping method and apparatus. 4,427,420, CI

Reif, Robert H.; and Stites, Francis H., to GTE Products Corporation
High voltage cable/connector assembly. 4,427,256, CI 339-143 OOC

Reimert, Rainer: See-
Rudolph, Paul; Reimert, Rainer; and Turna, Osman, 4,426,810 CI

48-I97.00R.
Reinartz, Hans D.; and Schopper, Bernd, to ITT Industries, Inc Dual-

circuit pressure control valve. 4,427,239, CI. 303-22.00R.
Reinehr, Ulrich; Dross, Joachim; Herbertz. Toni; Jungverdorben,
Hermann-Josef; and Burghartz, Hans K., to Bayer Aktiengesell-
schaft. Continuous process for the production of filaments or fibers

Vi2i'"in^ /!I5.'^" '
*' *°'"^'' synthetic polymers. 4,427,613. CI

264-206.000.

Reinheimer, Guenter: See—
Kraft, Winfried; Froboese, Walter; Reinheimer, Guenter; and

Wieber, Karl, 4,427,270, CI. 350-507.000.
Reinholm, James H.; and Marcinkiewicz, Eugene J., to GSE, Inc.
Method of measuring previously applied torque to a fastener
4,426,887, CI. 73-862.230.

Reitter, Franz J. Two stage continuous hydrolysis of plant biomass to
sugars. 4,427,453, CI. 127-1.000.

Remington Ind. E. Com. de Sistemas para Escritorio S. A See—
Giolitti, Nicolo, 4,427,313, CI. 400-208.000.

Renner, Gunter: See—
Lohmann, Joachim W.; Renner, Gunter; and Sauerteis, Wolfaana

4,427,763, CI. 430-504.000.
" * '^'

Rennert, Klaus-Dieter: See—
Leikert, Klaus; and Rennert, Klaus-Dieter, 4,426,938. CI

1 10-347.000.

Rentzea, Costin; Zeeh, Bemd; Ammermann, Eberhard; Hamprechi
Gerhard; and Pommer, Emst-Heinrich, lo BASF Aktiengesellschaft
N-Substituted 2-methylnaphthylamides, their preparation, and their
use for controlling fungi. 4,427,688, CI. 424-270.000.

Research Corporation: See—

°'5^,'A'^P''!J1''
^'' •^"jht, Linda C; and Budzynski. Andrei Z.,

4,427,646. CI. 424-1. lOO.

SchifTman, Elliott; and Altman. Leonard C. 4.427 660 CI
424-177.000.

. * .'»o".

Research Foundation of Sute University of New York, The See—
Anbar. Michael; and Abbott, Robert C, 4,427,884, CI. 250-283 000
Sachs, Frederick; and McGarrigle, Richard G., 4,427,483, CI

156-345.000.

Research Foundation of the Sute University of New York: See—
Nudel, Ron; Janauer, Gilbert E.; Schrier, Eugene E.; and Figura,
llonaW.. 4.427,796. CI. 521-139.000.

*

Retnakaran, Arthur, to Canadian Patents A Dev. Ltd. Repellent for
black fly. 4,427,700, CI 424-324.000.

Reverberi, Leo. Water-proof garment horizontally foldable. 4,426,740,
CI. 2-84.000.

PI 35

'^Vif'i'i.
Thomas A Universal power compress 4.427,007. CI

128-325.000.

Reyes. Peter A See—
Metzger. Robert W

; Nealhcry. William D , Reyes. Peter A Tis-

?'J?;^!!,"^J^.
^- Covington. Cecil E.. and Broekhuizen. Willem.

4,427,340, CI 416-141000
Reymann. Wolfgang See—

^
Cl^25 541*000

''"'^"' ^""^^"*' '""^ ^°«''' •''""*• **27.360,

Reynolds Products Inc : See—
Neumann, Charles G. 4,426.85 1. CI 62-126 000

Rhone-Poulenc Specialites Chimques See—
Dupin, Thierry, 4.427,576, CI 502-218 000

4T26:9'59"ci"'9?2"89St"*''
**"**" ^ Automatic brewing apparatus

Riblet, Gordon P, and Hans.son. Beri.l F R . to Microwave Develop-

Ta^a R^"*^'^""" tocfTicient measurements 4,427.936. CI 324-
jo.OOd.

RichardsonVickv Inc See—
Munshi, Mayank V . 4.427,681. CI 424-260000

Richter. Eike. and Unz. Henry G . lo General Elecinc Company
Magnetic slot wedge with low average permcabiliiy and high me-
chanical strength 4.427,910. CI 310-214000

Ricoh Company, Ltd.: See—

'^43"l2fooo'^''
F- »nd PfeufTcr. Donald F, 4.427,756, CI

"*

MV^^" Cl' 43-Ji"w"
^^"'f^''''""" L'"^ ^'"'"P ^"^ ''^hing noai

Rieadco Corporation See—
Riead. John T , 4.426.805, CI 4.)-44 950

Riechers, Daniel See—

^'am'^UlOOQ^^^'^*''
^"" """^ R""'-h«?f^. Damel, 4.427,225,

'*'^""rl!^"',°
'" ^WPAC AG Apparatus for the overhead han-

dling of bottles and the like 4.427,020, CI I U-127 000
Riedesel, Roland G . Jr . Nussbaum. Theodore W

. and Warren Wayne

4!427%l"ci'""324-'32.VOOCl'^'*'"''
'^"'"'*"«'*''^ *«^" '"«««ng icxii

Rieger, Franz; See—

Rieter Machine Works Limticd Set —
^"iTil™' '^"''*''' ^'^"- *"*^ Gas'^T. Hermann, 4,426.8.^6, Cl

57-267.000
RinVin, Charles See—

Cilento. Rudolfo D , RifTVm, Charles, and LaVia Anihonv L
4,427.737, Cl 428-.^ 1 5 700

.

^ninon> l ,

Riihimaen Lasi Oy See—
Tiilikka. Antero, 4.427,429, Cl 65-33 000

Riken Vitamin Oil Co , Ltd See—
Oyama. Yoshiyuki, Maisuo. Yoshio. and Nishi. Hiroaki. 4.427,4M

Cl. 127-44.000.

Rinaldi, Gerald M
,
to GTF. Aulomai.c FJectrk- l.abs Inc Pulse IohbIc

monitor circuit 4.427.948, Cl .^28-1.18 000
Ringwelski, Robert J See—

Copie, Femand. Esterberg, Warren E Fadness. Quenim K
Stewart. Howard A , and Ring\*elski. Robert J , 4,427 IM c
414-710000

Rion. Claude: See—
Weichenneder, Albert; Krammel, Horst. and Rion, Claude

4.427,215, Cl 280-752 000
Ritchie, Kim. and Smiih, James N . to Mdiorola. Inc Method for

incorporating a desiccani in a semiconductor package 4 427 <W2 Cl
357-78.000. *. VI

Riviana Foods, Inc See—
Meinardus, Elmond F , 4,426,921. Cl W-JNOOO

Rc^bins. Gerald L
. and Vigue, Henry R , to Keyes Fibre Company

Tube packing sheet with spaced support surfaces 4,427 730 Cl
428-156 000

.
.

jvi. «.!

Robbins, Medford D See—
Bush, Rodney D. and Robbins. Medford D. 4.427.835. Cl

Roberge. Jean M. See-
Garner. John N Roberge. Jean M . and Meilenner, Norbert J

4,426.838, Cl 57-293 000
Gamer. John N

, and Roberge. Jean M . 4.426,839. Cl ^7-293 000
Robert Bosch GmbH See—

Eheim, Franz, 4,426.969. Cl 123-357 000
Eisele, Hermann. Slumpp, Gerhard, Wessel. Wolf Flaig Ulnch
and Piwonka, Fndolin, 4,426.980, Cl 123-478.000

Greiner. Max. Laufer. Helmut, and Straubel. Max. 4.426.981. Cl

Greiner. Max, Gnmm. Gerold; and Knapp, Heinrich. 4.426.988. Cl.

Latsch, Reinhard; and Bianchi. Valeno. 4,426.987. CI 123-571 000
Muller. Klaus, Maurer, Helmut, Rieger, Franz, and Linder. Emst.

Romes. Roman. 4.427.075. Cl 172-7.000
Roben. Jacques: See—

Clerc. Jean F., and Roben. Jacques. 4.427.979. Cl 340-805 000
Roberts. Harold S

;
and Weber. Zigfried. to Decor Noel Corp Tiniel

facetting apparatus. 4,427.354. Cl 425-155 000
Roberts. Michael J ; and Saul. Keith, to J. H. Fenner A Co Ltd Belting

4,427,107, Cl. 198-844.000
« «»c imi,

Roberts, Victor D., lo General Electnc Company. Capacitor structure
for integrated multi-stage filter. 4,427,955, Cl. 333-177.000.
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Robinson, Curtiss W.; and Raymond, Eugene T., to Boeing Company.
The. Roury digital electrohydraulic actuator 4,426,411, CI

91-35.000.

Robinson, Eugene A.; SetlifT, Jerry L.; Smith, Michael D.; and Volpi.

John P., to Texas Instruments Incorporated. Navigational aid autopi-

lot. 4.428,052, CI. 364-436.000.

Robinson, Francis L.: See—
Hempy, Harry O.; Kirkpalrick. Charles R.; and Robinson, Francis

L., 4,428,064, CI. 364-900.000.

Robinson, Joseph G.; Barnes, David I.; and Carswell, Angela M., to

Coal Industry (Patents) Limited. Amorphous silica-based catalyst and
process for its production. 4,427,578, CI. 502-177.000.

Robroy Industries: See—
Madej. Edward A., 4.427,219, CI. 285-249.000.

Roch, Ricardo. Magneto electrochemical reactor. 4,427,544, Ci
210-222.000.

Rock Tenn Company: See—
Wischusen, Henry, III, 4,427.147, CI. 229-33.000.

Rockwell International Corporation: See—
Dykema, Owen W., 4,427,362. CI. 431-4.000.

Fjeldsted, Thomas P., 4,427,259. CI. 350-1.300

Flanagan, Joseph E.; and Wilson, Edgar R., 4.427,466, CI
149-92.000.

Furst, Raymond B.. 4,427,338, CI. 415-210.000.

Hall, George D., 4,427,077. CI. 173-12.000.

Heinz, Theodore A., 4,427,497, CI. 204-16.000

Strathman, Lyie R., 4.427,926, CI. 315-368.000
Swain, David M., 4,427,723, CI. 427-53.100.

Rodnguez-Sierra, Jorge F.: See-
Blake, Charles A.; and Rodriguez-Sierra, Jorge F . 4.427.669. CI

424-238.000.

Roesch. Alfred: See—
Fichot. Julie Y.; and Roesch. Alfred, 4.427,993. CI 357-81 000.

Roesch, Androniki: See—
Friebe, Walter-Gunar; Winter. Werner; Thiel. Max; Roesch, An-

droniki; and Wilhelms, Otto-Henning, 4,427.680. CI 424-258 000
Roger, Loic: See—

Maubois, Jean-Louis; Roger, Loic; Brule. Gerard; and Piot. Michel,

4,427,658. CI. 424-177.000.

Rogers, Olbert W. Method of manufacture of artificial teeth. 4,427,501,

CI. 204-37.00R. i

Rogghe, Hugo: See—
Servais, Albert; Toussaint. Francois; and Rogghe. Hugo. 4.427.488.

CI. 156-663.000.

Rohm and Haas Company: See—
Kowalski, Alexander; Vogel, Martin; and Blankenship, Robert M ,

4,427,836. CI. 525-301.000.

Reed. Samuel F ; and Hundermark. David L.. 4.427.793, CI
521-32.000.

Rohr, Franz: See—
Knecht, Klaus; Gebhard, Georg; and Rohr, Franz, 4.427,622. CI

376-260.000.

Rolls-Royce Limited: See—
Willgoose. Kenneth; Brien, Rondald; Rose. Peter E.; and Hannah.

Clifford G.. 4,427,742, CI. 428-338.000.

Romer, Bendt W,, to Danfoss A/S. Motor-driven reciprocating piston

compressor, particularly for hermetically encapsulated small refriger-

ators. 4,427,346, CI. 417-292.000.

Romes. Roman, to Robert Bosch GmbH. Electrohydraulic control

device for use in agricultural machines. 4,427,075, CI. 172-7.000.

Roos, Ernst: See—
Bruck, Dieter W., Jeblick, Werner; Konigshofen. Heinrich; Roos.

Ernst; and Ruetz, Lother. 4.427,817. CI. 524-367.000.

Rose, Peter E.: See—
Willgoose, Kenneth; Brien. Rondald; Rose. Peter E.; and Hannah.

Clifford G.. 4.427,742, CI. 428-338.000.

Rosemount Inc.: See—
Anderson, Harry V , 4,427,842. CI. 174-77.00R.

Rosenberg, Harry: See—
Weirich, Walter; Rosenberg, Harry; and Becker. Kunibert.

4,427,321, CI. 405-294.000.

Roshdy, Constance E., to Ethicon, Inc. Centering folder retainer for

needled sutures. 4,427,109. CI. 206-63.300.

Ross, Gray E. D., to Solex (U.K.) Limited. Automatic cold starter

devices for spark ignition internal combustion engines. 4,427,608. CI.

261-39.00D.

Ross. Sidney D.; and DunkI, Franz S., to Sprague Electric Company
Electrolytic capacitor. 4,428,028, CI. 361-433.000.

Roth, Gerhard: See—
Hourticolon, Roland; Roth, Gerhard; Frenken, Hans; Schaffer,

Helmut; and Koepke, Gunther, 4,426,757, CI. 29-121.800.

Rouaud, Christian: See-
Abbes, Claude; Rouaud, Christian; Piednoir, Robert; and De Vil-

lepoix. Raymond, 4,427,222, CI. 285-353 000.

Roux, Claude P.: See—
Torossian, Dieran R.; Aubard, Gilbert G.; Roux, Claude P ; and

Grouhel. Agnes G., 4,427,671, CI. 424-243.000.

Rover, Jr., Ralph R.: See—
Aron, Mitchell; and Rover, Jr.. Ralph R., 4,427,994, CI 358-54.000.

Rowan, Henry A., to Economics Laboratory, Inc. Tote box content

washer and method of washing. 4,427,456, CI. 134-25.100.

Rubin, Mendek: See

—

Geldwerth, Simon; and Rubin, Mendek, 4,426,854, CI. 63-4.000.

Rude, Edward T.; Nisenson, Jules; and Waine, Martin, to General
Clutch Corp. Reversible tool handle. 4,427,100, CI. 192-43.000

Rudolph, Kathleen, executrix: See

—

Rudolph. Rome R.. deceased; and Rudolph, Kathleen, executrix,

4.427,399. CI. 464-38.000.

Rudolph, Paul; Reimert, Rainer; and Turna, Osman, to Metallgesell-

schaft Aktiengesellschafl. Process of gasifying solid fuels. 4,426,810,

CI 48-I9700R
Rudolph. Paul: See—

Kupfer. Hans; and Rudolph, Paul, 4,426,809, CI. 48-86.00R.
Rudolph, Peter K. C: See—

McKinney, Maurice E.; and Rudolph, Peter K. C, 4,427,168, CI.

244-214.000.

Rudolph, Rome R.. deceased; and by Rudolph. Kathleen, executrix.

Overload coupling or clutch. 4,427.399, CI. 464-38.000.

Rudt, Robert J., to Albany International Corp. Dryer felt fabric and
dryer belt. 4,426,795, CI. 34-116.000.

Ruegsegger, Donald R. Fusible link assembly. 4,427,964, CI.

337-231.000

Ruell, Hartwig. to Siemens Corporation. Sensor device for measuring a
physical parameter. 4.427,881. CI. 250-227.000.

Ruetz, Lother: See—
Bruck, Dieter W.; Jeblick, Werner; Konigshofen, Heinrich; Roos,

Ernst; and Ruetz, Lother, 4,427,817, CI. 524-367.000.

Ruf, Max: See—
van Basshuysen. Richard; Schmidt, Dietrich; and Ruf, Max,

4,427,150, CI. 237-2.00A.
Rumpf. Robert J., to Firestone Tire & Rubber Company, The. Cinch

lock for safety belt retractors. 4,427,164, CI. 242-I07.40R.
Ruppert, Helmut: See—

Eisbrecher. Hans-Dieter; and Ruppert. Helmut, 4,427,398, CI.

464-26.000.

Rutgerswerke Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Stadelhofer, Jurgen; Franck, Heinz-Gerhard; and Kohler, Helmut,

4.427.526. CI. 208-8.0LE.
Ryobi Ltd.: See—

Fujisawa. Nobuhiko; and Matsui. Yoshiki, 4,426,929, CI.

101-76.000.

Honkawa. Yoshinori. 4,428,041, CI. 364-183.000.

S & C Electric Company: See—
Jarosz, John M.; and Panas, William R., 4,427,963, CI. 337-6.000.

Lin. Chester H., 4,427,862, CI. 200-252.000.

S I P S Y : See—
Torossian, Dieran R.; Aubard, Gilbert G.; Roux, Claude P.; and

Grouhel, Agnes G., 4,427,671, CI. 424-243.000.

Saby. Charles; Jeannin. Serge; and Perrier, Jean-Paul, to Societe Ano-
nyme dite: CERAVER. Metal-capped electrical insulator and
method of making same. 4,427,844, CI. 174-188.000.

Sachs. Frederick; and McGarrigle, Richard G., to Research Founda-
tion of State University of New York, The. Microelectrode fabricting

apparatus. 4,427,483, CI. 156-345.000.

Sackler. Richard S.: See—
Bunting. Thomas G.; Centrone, Dominic A.; Sackler, Richard S.;

and Halpern, Alfred, 4,427,631, CI. 422-22.000.

Sacks, William: See—
Degrassi, Alfieri; Sacks, William; Stbilia, John P.; Kotliar, Abra-
ham M.; and Mason, Charles D., 4,427,825, CI. 525-56.000.

Saito, Junji: See—
Ogun. Yasuo; Awata. Mitsuru; Saito, Junji; Inoue, Soichi; Andio,

Tatsuo; and Abe, Mitsunobu, 4,427,611, CI. 264-86.000.

Saito. Takashi. to Victor Company of Japan, Ltd. Case for a rotary

recording medium. 4,428,014, CI. 360-133.000.

Saito. Toshio. Shut-off nozzle for injection moulding of thermoplastics.

4.427.361. CI. 425-549.000.

Saitou. Shinichi; and Ida, Masatoshi, to Olympus Optical Company
Limited Superminiature tape recorder. 4,428,(X)9, CI. 360-65.000.

Sakakibara, Yukio: See—
Suzuki. Shosuke; Ito. Teruyoshi; Sakakibara, Yukio; Yamada,

Takashi; Kubo, Fumiyoshi; Yoshimura, Kunimasa; Ugajin, Mit-

suyuki; Kaji, Kiyokane; and Banno, Mitsuyuki, 4,426,975, CI.

123-425.000.

Sakamoto, Takashi; Suto, Jinkichi; and Moriuchi, Htsahiro, to Hitachi,

Ltd. Precharge for split array ratioless ROM. 4,428,067, CI.

365-104.000.

Sakano, Yasuaki: See—
Yagi, Norio; Chiba, Hisashi; Mitsuda, Yutaka; Sakano, Yasuaki; and
Aikawa, Masaki, 4,427,832, CI. 525-238.000.

Sakata. Hirotsugu: See

—

Mitani, Akio; Matsui, Koichi; and Sakata, Hirotsugu, 4,426,853, CI.

62-235.100.

Sakumoto. Akinori, to Daiwa Seiko Inc. Bail arm turning device for

fishing spinning reel. 4,427,161, CI. 242-84.20A.

Sakurai, Masaki: See—
Abe, Ryozo; Sakurai, Masaki; Sugiyama, Hiroyuki; Yusa, Yasuhiro;

and Yoshihara, Kenji, 4,428,074, CI. 369-32.000.

Sugiyama, Hiroyuki; Abe, Ryozo; Sakurai, Masaki; and Yoshihara,

Kenji, 4,428.003, CI. 358-342.000.

Sandberg, John R. Hydrokinetic spindle assembly. 4.427,308, CI.

384-115.000.

Sando Iron Works Co., Ltd.: See—
Sando, Yoshikazu; Niwa, Susumu; and Ishidoshiro, Hiroshi,

4,426,746, CI. 8-149.300.

Sando, Yoshikazu; Niwa, Susumu; and Ishidoshiro, Hiroshi, to Sando
Iron Works Co., Ltd. Method and device for sealing a high pressure

steamer 4,426,746, CI. 8-149.300.

Sandvik Aktiebolag: See

—

Norlander, Lars G.; Brask, Erik T.; and Moren, Rolf R.. 4,427,307,

CI. 384-93,000.
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Stndy Hill Corporation: See—

Keller Martin B.. 4.427.722. CI. 427-420.000.
Sangamo Weiton Limited: See—

Sam-Seat, Incorporated: See—
Seabrooke. Allan B.. 4.426.743. CI. 4-25 1 .000.

»ano. Kiyothi. to Mauuihiu Electric Induitrial Co Ltd Rourv

Sanyo Electric Co.. Ltd.: See—

^™«775LSV2?3i6.So°"' ''"^*' ""' ^""^'-- S»'"--

Tsukihashi. Akira. 4.427.93 1 . CI. 3 1 8-3 1 7.000
Sargent Industries. Inc.: See—

Smith. Fred T. 4.427.231. CI. 296-183.000.
iann. Vmod K.; and Oberhauier. Peter, to GTE Uboratones IncMmmg dnil. 4.427.082. CI. 175-413.000.

««»™on«. inc

Sarma. Ralluri R.: See—

^M27%t8'cl.= 4?2"2t'(ioo''^'""'
"^ '"'^ '"^^ »"""" "^

'
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'*^*'?""°'°: Kiyokazu; and Hiratsuka. Ko. to Nissan

K.^lh.^T'"'''. *-""'•"*•.'"'* J'**"*" Denki Kogyo Kabushiki

Sasaki. Yukio: See—
Sugio. Akitoshi; Masu. Masanobu; Okabe. Masao; Sauki, YukioMd Ishiyama. Kozo. 4.427.814. CI. 524-126,000.

"• *"'"°'

"ft^i •-. .Uli' '? "^clnemey Spring and Wire Company. Pipe dampand method of clamping. 4.426.761. CI. 29-447.000
^

r?;?/"JJiS"
'"''..'^"''O' Shiwo. to Pioneer Electronic Corporation

d'icrr^^tolaS'Sfo-irr^'"^
""^"'-^ '*'- record'Srepro.
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Sato. Shiro: See—

'^nS'us'oOO'
^"°' ^*^"°' '""^ °*''°' ^'''°" *'*".034, CI

Satoh. Tsutomu: See—
Nagaiawa. Kohuro; Satoh. Tsutomu; Morikubo. Kunio; Tanaka,

Sauerte7woTfJa?&
"*"""• *"'"''«'- ^' *^°-"' «»

't4"^7"6/. a^So-VooS""'
''""'"^ '"' "•"""*•«• ^°'^»'"«-

Saul. Keith: See—
Roberta. Michael J.; and Saul, Keith, 4,427. 107. CI. 198-844 000Saunden. Carter A.; and Brownlee. Sherwood S, Transparency vow-

ing device. 4.426.798. CI. 40.361.000.
"wparency vicw-

.„"H*«:.Ki5'"f??
'•• '° Co*""?"' '"c Precision machining apparatusand method utilizing a laier. 4.427.872. CI. 219-121 OLH

Sauzay. Bertrand. Ski assembly with carrier. 4.427.217. CI. 280-814 000

^'cn'llSJoob""*"*'^
'' "^^ ^°' *''**'"* ''°°' '''°^" 4.427,119,

Sawafuji Electric Co., Ltd.: See—
•^^j*^™- "iroyuki; and Kimura. Tadayoshi. 4.427,906. CI.

Schabowski. Albin J.: See—

Schabrun. Bruno: See—

'''206.146'oOR
°''''"' ^''"' '"** Schabrun. Bruno. 4.427,858. CI

Schacter, Julius: See—

^'43SoOo"''" ^' '"'' ^^'^^"' '"''"*• 4,427.782, CI.

%'"/%:4l?.^?3"c'i: 5^9'i^^Si"
""" ^°'"'~""' '^'*'*"*"« ''-

Schafer. Georg; Schulz. Eberhard; and Schulz. Otto, to Thomas J
Lipton, Inc. Confectionery articles, and apparatus and processes for
producingthem. 4.427.703. CI. 426-101.000

"^"cs .or

Schaffer. Helmut: See—
Hourticolon, Roland; Roth. Gerhard; Frenken. Hans; Schaffer,

e 1.
"e™"';/nd Koepke. Gunther, 4,426.757, CI. 29-121 800

Schepky. Gottfried: See—

^"u^A ^°Ji^9lS'^'; KV"' Schepky. Gottfried; and Bozler, Ger-
hard, 4.427.648. CI. 424-16.000.

Schepper. Manfred, to Leifeld A Umke Machinenfabrik & Co. GmbH
Barrel cleamng method. 4.427,455. CI. 134-22. 180.

SchifTman. Elliott; and Altman. Leonard C. to Research Corporation
Fonnyl-methionyl chemolatic peptide antibiotic conjugates useful in
treating infections. 4.427.660. CI. 424- 1 77.000

Schiffrin. David J.: See—

^isO^isTOM^
C.; and Schiffrin, David J., 4.427,267. CI.

Schilling. Hugh K.. to Horton Industries. Inc Ruid engaged and sprina
returned fan clutch. 4.427. 102. CI. I92-85.00A

*

Schlagel. Carl A.: See—

c^i.i^l!"iJ^"*'l^=/'"*
Schlagel. Carl A.. 4.427.591. CI. 260-397.450

Schlich. William R.: See—

^525 iSmn
''' '^' *"** Schlich. William R.. 4,427.830. CI

Schlumberger Technology Corporation: See—
Chandler. Richard N.. 4.427.944. CI. 324-353.000.
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IStemniski, John R
, to Charles Stark DraperLaboratory, Inc., The Molded menial tensor 4.426,M9, CI^

Schmauder, Roland See—

Schmidt. Dietrich See—

"4.4?7'ri)"'cT23?-"SA'
"""""• °*'"^'' "^ '^"^- '^"-

Schmidt. Robert L : See—

^hn^a^^' !?" ^ "!? Schmidt. Robert L . 4,427.633, CI 422-13 000Schnedeckcr, Guy, to Commisaanal a PEnergie Alomique Method for

'^i::S'b;y?4TiV2,f?i(;5)^S)""''^''' '"^''^ "^ •--«

^I'lTlSboO^'"*"" ^ ''°'*''"* '"'• ^"^^^ 4.427,120. CI

Schofield. John: See—

c^i. ^"TJ?'' ^?^" ' '"'' Schofield. John, 4.427.956. CI 333-194 000

&hCne. HWmJt Sw-"""*""
'""'"* *'*^'" *'*2'W. CI 84-454000

^''u'J^l ''^'w •
^^°"«' Helfnu'. Johne. Hans; JentzKh Amdt

27"^"bS
'""• ""* P'*""'"- Karl-Heinz, 4,427. |9Tci:

Schopper. Bernd: See—

Schou!;:' Oer"r'd" M° i;!^*'"'''*^-
^""'- **"•"'• ^1 303-22 OOR

^°ra2}'i"frci "nribo^'"^''' ^ •
"^ ^•'-'-- °-"^

Schreier. Curtis: See—
Kaye, Stanton, and Schreier. Curtis. 4,427,290. CI 355-40 000Schner. Eugene E See—

''-^yjuu

''t;al"%^:r7V6.?i'1yi.^39^""'
Eugene E. .nd Figura.

^tTn'r.^'^'!'^
•*

•
'° Massachusetts Institute of Technology Cau-

2«)-429 OOR
°" "icuihesi. of «:etylene. 4.42^595 CI

^m.*!^'-
^""^'^' "d GnfTin. James, to Pattern-Scan. Inc Plotting

Schut°l2Si'nr *'"°'*' ^"'^'"' «» '

Schulz, Eberhard: See—

^42'?ib?aW*'
^*"'''' ^'*'''"*'- "^ Schulz, Otto, 4,427,703, CI

Schulz, Otto: See—

^42'Mb°S)*'
^''"''' ^'*'*"''*' "*^ Schulz, Otto, 4.427.703, CI

Schulz. Walther: See-

'-txr..%'.5!f.''S'Kr'oLr'""-
""'• "- "^""'

Schuon. Eberhard. to Wandel A Goltermann GmbH A Co Method of

CI 3'7*!5 «»' '""'""'"* *"• «"°" '" '"•'"« • "«"»' P«lh 4,428,076.

Schupp, Eberhard: See—

iTrSc''"*'
^ '"*^ Schupp. Eberhard. 4.427,514, CI 204-

Schwab. Pierre P to B/K Patent Development Company, Inc Ganged

lOO-PbOOo'
" integrated circuit applications 4.427,851. CI

Schwarzkopf Development Corporation See—
Kroll, Augustin, 4,427,322. CI 407- 105 000

Scientific Systems. Inc See—

''4'4T7!'62? crr38"3oS^"'"-
'"'"' ^ '

"'^ Stone. Stanley A.,

SCM Corporation: See—
Blanchard, Raymond A. Jr. 4,428,020, CI 361-90000

Scott Paper Company: See-
Gray. Lorin S III; Mattor. John A ; Millard. Ben, and Ward

cr^e
/""'''"'• *-*2'.732. CI 428-172 000

SDS Biotech Corporation: See—
Gullo. James M . 4.427.683. CI 424-263 000

''5e:^e''*^Ml6.'743'ci.'°4-2^r'oS"'
'""^"'"^ ^""" ^" '"*"•«

Seekings. Gerald A G : See—

^4,426!8"55'! cf iii-^MOTR^'"'"" ^ ""^ ^'""**" °"''*' ^ ° '

Seelen-Kruijssen, Josepha M E.: See—

"^SZIfjiS^P"!?- '^'S^^busch, Werner T; Van Steenu,

phr^{"'l.'!l.4^27,S)"5"c'iT2°'?^"feo'"'
^""•'^""j-'>- J-

Seifert, Peter: See—

'^«M7'3'oOo'
^^^"- °«"'°'; "d Seifert, Peter, 4.427.798, CI

Seilly. Alec H., and Murray. Andrew E. to Lucas Indutinet Limited
Liquid fuel pumping apparatus. 4.426.983. CI 123-506 000

Seller. George M.; and Gould. Richard, to Champion Inieniational
Corporation Hermetically sealed tray. 4,427.148, CI 229-43 000

un!.; M&,'cr36'2'!f875oO^'""°"'"
^'' ''«»" ''""' •"-"""«

Selva, Enrico: See—
Cavalleri, Bruno, and Selva, Ennco, 4.427.656, CI 424-118 000
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Senno, Hanifumi; Wakamiyi, Masayuki; and Horita, Yukio, to Matsu-
shiu Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd. Electric apparatus and its magnetic
core of (100)(011] silicon-iron sheet made by rapid quenching
method. 4,427,462. CI. I48-3I.SS0

Seoka, Yoshio: See—
Aoki, Kozo: and Seoka, Yoshio, 4.427,767, CI. 430-552.000.

Sera, Hidefumi: See—
Kitatani, Katuji; Sera, Hidefumi; Arai, Atsuaki; Ogawa, Masasi;

Ishigaki, Kunio; and Ogura, Hanio. 4,427,768. CI 430-623 000.

Seraphami Michael Stroetmann: See—
Stroetmann. Michael, 4,427,630, CI. 42446.000.

Stroetmann, Michael, 4,427,651, CI. 424-46.000.

Sertwn, Alexander; Watson. Keith G.; and Warner. Richard B., to ICI

Australia Limited. Use of 2-phenoxypyrimidines as herbicides.

4.427,437, Q. 71-92.000.

Sertich. Anthony T. Vibratory denul scaler 4,427,384. CI. 433-120.000.

Servais, Albert; Toussaint, Francois; and Rogghe, Hugo, to Glaverbel.

Method of modifying the light-reflecting properties of glass.

4,427,488, CI. 156-663.000.

Setliff, Jerry; Bumham, Gerald; Smith, Michael; and Hoffman, Richard

D., to Texas Instruments Incorporated. Electronic chart system.

4.428,057, CI. 364-521.000.

Setliff, Jerry L.: See—
Robinson, Eugene A.; Setliff, Jerry L.; Smith, Michael D.; and

Volpi, John P.. 4.428.052. CI. 364-436.000.

Shade. Russell L.. Jr.: See—
Bell. Frederic C. Sr.; Nicholson, George T.; Shade, Russell L., Jr.;

and Skinner. David R.. 4,427.058. CI. 165-160.000.

Shahriary, Iradj; and Mills, Thomas G., to TRW Inc. Process for

fabrication of ohmic contacts in compound semiconductor devices.

4,426,765. CI. 29-571.000.
,

Shamenko. Stepan P.: See—
Toropov, Gennady A.; Shamenko, Stepan P.; Tsvirko, Georgy L.;

Oleinichenko, Viktor G.; Khitun, Georgy A.; and Menyailenko,
Anatoly I., 4.426,870, CI. 72-1 18.000.

|

Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Miyazaki. Ryuji, 4.428,049, CI. 364-405.000.

Shartzer, Ewart E. Plastic lens insertion and removal device. 4,427,226,

CI. 294-1.OCA.
Shaw, Kenneth N., Jr. Apparatus and method for handling used dispos-

able diapers. 4,427.110. CI. 206-205.000.

Shay, William, Jr., to Reed Rock Bit Company. Drill bit nozzle reten-

tion and alignment system. 4,427,221, CI. 285-305.000.

Sheahan, Robert F., to American District Telegraph Company. Local

control apparatus for central station alarm system. 4,427.974, CI.

340-539.000.

Shell Internationale Research Maatschappij B. V.: See-
Mason, Ronald F.; and Wood, Derek A., 4,427.598, CI. 260-

465.00D.
Shell Oil Company: See—

Bhula, Dilipkumar N., 4,427.320. CI. 405-211.000.

Kooijmans, Petrus G.; Raudenbusch, Werner T.; Van Steenis,

Adrianus M. C; Kunze, Wolfgang; and Seelen-Kniijssen, Jose-

pha M. E., 4,427,805, CI. 523-417.000.

Martin, Michael K., 4,427,834, CI. 525-280.000.

van Aken, Andreas B.; van Diepen, Petrus B. J.; and Pedley, Jeffrey

B, 4.427.507. CI. 204-151.000.

Shepherd. Charles G., to B. D. Wait Company Limited. Camping stove.

4,426,990, CI. 126-9.00B.

Sherlock, John A.: See—
Bui, Tuan S.; and Sherlock, John A.. 4,427,912, CI. 310-322.000.

Sherwood. Bob E.: See—
Benecke, Herman P.; and Sherwood, Bob E., 4,427,694, CI.

424-282.000.

Sherwood, Mark J.: See—
Chen, Shuenn-tzong; Sherwood, Mark J.; and Warchal, Mary E.,

4.427,770. CI. 435-14.000. i

Shibaoka, Kazuo: See—
Katsuki, Kazuo; Shibaoka, Kazuo; Ohnishi, Shunji; and Miwa,
Takao, 4,427,743. CI. 428-424.600.

Shichman, Daniel; and Enders, George E., to NRM Corporation. Belt

folding machine and method. 4,427.473, CI. 156-130.000.

Shiiba. Kazuyuki: See—
Yamada, Noboru; lio, Kenji; and Shiiba, Kazuyuki, 4,426,862, CI.

70-69.000.

Shima, Takao: See—
Yamamura, Shigeyuki; Kosemura, Kinjiro; Shima, Takao; and

Hidaka, Norio, 4,427,991, CI. 357-74.000.

Shimada, Shigeru; and Kakumoto, Shigeru, to Hitachi, Ltd. Line recog-

nition method. 4,428.077. CI. 382-9.000.

Shimadzu Seisakusho Ltd.: See—
Takeda, Takehiro, 4,427.885, CI. 250-296.000.

Shimano Industrial Company Limited: See—
Noda, Hideo. 4,427,162, CI. 242-84.2 1 R. |

Shimizu, Shinji: See

—

Kosa, Yasunobu; and Shimizu, Shinji, 4.426.764. CI. 29-571.000.

Shimokura, Akihiro; and Imaizumi, Tomio, to Tokico Ltd. Extensible

strut for use in device such as a gas spring. 4,427,188, CI. 267-64.120.

Shinjo, Masayoshi: See—
Fukui. Shoshin; Shinjo, Masayoshi; and Aoyama, Hirokazu,

4,427,803, CI. 523-402.000.

Shroff, Arvind, to Thomson-CSF. Heating element for indirectly

heated cathode and method for the manufacture of such an element.

4.427.916, CI. 313-346.0OR.

Shutske. Gregory M., to Hoechst-Roussel Pharmaceuticals Inc. 1,2-

Benzisoxazoloxyethylamines and intermediates for the preparation

thereof 4,427,691, CI. 424-272.000.

Sibilia, John P.: See—
Degrassi, Alfieri; Sacks, William; Sibilia, John P.; Kotliar, Abra-
ham M.; and Mason, Charles D.. 4,427,825, CI. 525-56.000.

Sieber, Werner: See—
von der Crone, Jost; and Sieber, Werner, 4,427.732, CI. 430-37.000.

Siemens Aktiengeselhchaft: See—
Albert, Cornelia; and Rauterberg. Ulf, 4,427,612, CI. 264-154.000.

Bahnsen, Heiner; and Hosten, Daniel, 4,427,520, CI. 2O4-224.00R.
Birkle, Siegfried; Stoger, Klaus; Gehring; Johann; and de Vries,

Hans. 4,427,522, Q. 204-279.000.

Bruns, Hartmut, 4,427.899. CI. 307-66.000.

de Vries, Hans; Birkle, Siegfried; Stoeger, Klaus; and Gehring,
Johann, 4,427,518, CI. 204-201.000.

Niethhammer, Dieter; Eggertsberger, Robert; and Wilmers, Ger-
hard. 4.428.042. CI. 364-200.000.

Veith. Richard; and Stocker, Helmut, 4.427,954. CI. 333-153.000.

Siemens-Allis. Inc.: See—
Kleinecke. John D.; Farag, Samir F.; and Little, Thomas R.,

4.427.854. CI. 20O-3O.0AA.
Siemens Corporation: See—

Ruell. Hartwig. 4.427.881, Q. 230-227.000.

Siemens Medical Laboratories, Inc.: See—
Taumann, Leonhard, 4,427,890, CI. 250-385.000.

Sietmann, Vernon H.; Stockdale, Steven C; and Stockdale, Elmer G.
Heat exchanger furnace. 4,426,937, CI. 110-288.000.

Sillem, Paul: .See

—

Wolters, Henk R.; and Sillem. Paul, 4,427,078, CI. 173-126.000.

Simmonds Precision Products Inc.: See—
Ketcham. Lyman, 4,427,616, CI. 264-286.000.

Simonsen, Bent P. Resistor coolant device. 4,427,963, CI. 338-35.000.

Simonson, Edwin J.: .See

—

Allaire, Roger A.; and Simonson, Edwin J., 4,427,430, CI.

65-41.000.

Simplicity Manufacturing, Inc.: See—
Klas, Kenneth H.; and Ansay, Norbert J.. 4,426,831. CI. 56-295.000.

Singer Company, The: See—
Cantada, Edilberto. 4,426,943, CI. 112-221.000.

Larsen, Robert H.; and Piszczek, Harold R., 4,427,165, CI.

242-157.000.

Sisson. Albert E.; and Lewis, Donald J., to Bendix Corporation, The.
Pressure time controlled unit injector. 4,427,132, CI. 239-90.000.

Sisson, Albert E.: See—
Taplin, Lael B.; Walter, Richard P.; Kelso, Charles R.; and Sisson,

Albert E., 4,426,977, CI. 123-446.000.

Siwek, Erwin G., to General Electric Company. Method for predeter-

mining peel strength at copper/aluminum interface. 4,427,716, CI.

427-99.000.

Skidmo.'c, Archie F.: .See

—

Frick, Charles E.; Skidmore, Archie F.; and Williams, Isaac E.,

4,427,543, CI. 210-143.000.

Skinner, David P : See—
Bell, Frederic C. Sr.; Nicholson. George T.; Shade, Russell L., Jr.;

and Skinner, Da 'd R., 4,427,058, CI 165-160.000.

Skinner, Michael J.; Wooli 'en. Jack; Metcalf, Eric; and Dorey, How-
ard A., to Sangamo West n Limited. Method and apparatus for

receiving carrier-borne digite< signals intended to operate remotely-

operable switching devices. 4,428.061, CI. 364-728.000.

Skmner, Neal G., to Halliburton Company. Apparatus and method for

sensing downhole conditions. 4,426,882. CI. 73-155.000.

Skinner. Neal G., to Halliburton Company. Retrievable bridge plug.

4.427,063. CI. 166-134.000.

Skomyakov. Jury N.: See—
Pctrov. Alexei K.; Akimenko, Vladimir B.; Zhuchin, Vladimir N.;

Tsipunov, Alexei G.; Smimova, Elena N.; Skomyakov, Jury N.;

and Klimenko, Alexandr F., 4,427,626, CI. 419-28.000.

Skotheim, Terje A.; and Lundstrom, Kurt I. Method for coating a

planar surface of a semiconductor or insulator with a polymer film.

4,427,513, CI. 2O4-181.00R.

Slidex Corporation: See—
Ozeki. Jiro, 4,427,727, CI. 428-116.000.

Smimova, Elena N.: See—
Petrov, Alexei K.; Akimenko, Vladimir B.; Zhuchin, Vladimir N.;

Tsipunov, Alexei G.; Smimova, Elena N.; Skomyakov, Jury N.;

and Klimenko, Alexandr F., 4,427,626, CI. 419-28.000.

Smith, David C: See—
Fowler. Michael C; and Smith, David C, 4,426,843, CI.

60-203.100.

Smith, David W.; and Gagnon, Francis M., to Caci, Inc. - Federal.

Clamp for multiple electrical cables. 4,426,734, CI. 24-17.0AP.

Smith, Derek F.: See—
Charlesworth. David V.; and Smith, Derek F., 4,427,958, CI.

335-231.000.

Smith, Donald J., to Communications Technology Corporation. Spring

loaded shield bond connector. 4,427,248, CI. 339-14.00R.

Smith, Fred T., to Sargent Industries, Inc. Refuse compaction appara-

tus. 4,427,23 1 , CI. 296- 1 83.000.

Smith, Harry: See—
Buckle, Derek R.; and Smith, Harry, 4,427,686, CI. 424-269.000.

Smith, James N.: See—
Ritchie, Kim; and Smith, James N.. 4,427,992, CI. 357-78.000.

Smith, Michael: See—
Setliff, Jerry; Bumham, Gerald; Smith, Michael; and Hoffman,

Richard D., 4,428,057, CI. 364-521.000.
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Smith, Michael D.: See—
Robinaon, Eugene A.; Setliff, Jerry L.; Smith, Michael D.; and

Volpi, John P.. 4,428,032, CI. 364-436.000.

Smith & Nephew Associated Companies Ltd.: See—
Fennimore, Jack; Potter, William D.; and Kiamil, Sinan B..

4,427,003, CI. 128-90.000.

Smith, Peter C: See—
Gaines, George L., Jr.; Piacente, Patricia A.; Ward, William J.. Ill;

Smith, Peter C; Gallivan, Timothy J.; and Laska, Harry M.,
4.427,579, Q. 232-639.000.

Smith, Philip L.; and Caprio, Joseph R., to Kupler Corporation. Fully

insulated electrical clamp connector with inboard insulating ub and
slot. 4.427,233, CI. 339-98.000.

Smith. Ray F.; and Mulik, Edward J., to R ft D Chemical Company.
Magnetized hot melt adhesive and method of preparing same.

4,427.481. CI. 156-306.600.

Smith. Robert K.: See-
Proud. Joseph M.; Smith, Robert K.; and Fallier. Charles N.. Jr..

4.427,920, CI. 313-248.000.

Proud. Joseph M.; Smith. Robert K.; and Fallier, Charles N.. Jr.,

4,427,923. CI. 313-248.000.

Smith, Robert S.: See—
Rhoten. Kenneth D.. 4,426,919. CI. 99-289.00T.

Smith. Russell G.. to Xomox Corporation. Apparatus for sampling

material from a remote location. 4,426,888, CI. 73-863.830.

Smith. Stuart B., to Thermocell Development Ltd. Non-buming, non-

smoking thermoset foam composition. 4,427,797, CI. 521-166.000.

Smith, William C: See—
Wells, Anthony J.; Smith. William C; and Seekings, Gerald A. G..

4,426,833. CI. 66-123.00R.

SmithKline Beckman Corporation: See—
Gilvarg. Charles; and Kingsbury. William D., 4,427,582, CI 260-

112.30R.

SMS Schloemann-Siemag Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Steinmetz, Alfred; Exner, Klaus; and Welters, Dieter, 4,426,865, CI

72-44.000.

Snider, Charles R.: See—
Swanson, Alan W.; Snider, Charles R.; and Spooner, Frank H.,

4,426,767, CI. 29-571.000.

Snopko, Paul A.: See—
Hofmann. Judson A.; and Snopko, Paul A., 4,427,847, CI. 179-

2.0TV.
Snyder, William C: See—

Whaley, Howard A.; Snyder, William C; Greenfield, John C; and

Coats, John H., 4,427,776, CI. 433-169.000.

Snyder, William R.; and Feuerstein, Diane, to Betz Laboratories, Inc.

Composition for treating aqueous mediums. 4,427,568, CI.

232-180.000.

S.p.A. Valvole Aerosol Research Italiana -V.A.R.I.: See—
Dubini, Uberto, 4,427,137, CI. 222-402.200.

Societe Anonyme dite: CERAVER: See—
Saby, Charles; Jeannin, Serge; and Perrier, Jean-Paul, 4,427,844, CI.

174-188.000.

Societe Anonyme dite Compagnie Industrielle des Telecommunications
CIT-Alcatel: See—
de Kermadec, Alain; Delanoe, Christian; and Normand, Gerard.

4,427,988, CI. 346-155.000.

Societe L. Choquenet (S.A.): See—
Choquenet. Pierre; and Carle. Jean C, 4,427,546, CI. 210-351.000.

Societe Nationale d'Etude et de Construction de Moteurs d'Aviation

"S N E C M A " 'Sec

Gauje, Georgei M. C. A., 4,427,720, CI. 427-237.000.

Societe Nationale Elf Aquitaine (Pnjduction): See—
Duvet, Claude; and lato, Michel. 4.427,218, CI. 285-184.000.

Societe Suisse pour I'lndustrie Horlogere Management Services SA:
See—
Zumsteg, Alphonse, 4,427,952, CI. 331-176.000.

Sole, Lloyd H., to Electrolocation Limited. Concealed electrical con-

ductor detecting system. 4,427,942, CI. 324-326.000.

Solex (U.K.) Limited: See-
Ross, Gray E. D., 4,427,608, CI. 261-39.00D.

Somar Manufacturing Co. Ltd.: See—
Nagazawa, Kohtaro; Satoh, Tsutomu; Morikubo, Kunio; Tanaka,

Fujio; and Okuyama, Masaki, 4,427,760, CI. 430-287.000.

Sony Corporation: See—
Akagiri, Kenzo; Katakura. Masayuki; and Ookouchi, Motomi,

4,427,950, CI. 330-149.000.

Kubo, Yoshimi, 4,428.005. CI. 360-10.300.

Nakamura. Takashi, 4,427,927, CI. 315-383.000.

Ohgawara, Yoshiaki; and Fujii, Hideaki, 4,428,006, CI. 360-33 000

Tamura, Eiji, 4,427,996, CI. 358-228.000.

Tanaka, Masato; and Furukawa, Shunsuke, 4,428,007. CI.

360-44.000.

Yamamura, Kazumasa; and Ishiguro, Mamoru, 4,428,001, CI.

358-335.000.

Sorensen, Jens O. Inclined insulated runner multicavity injection mold-

ing. 4,427,618, CI. 264-328.900.

Soteropulos, Gust S.; and Anstey, Henry D., to Deere ft Company. Belt

for round baler. 4,426,926, CI. 100-88.000.

Sotoma, Nobuo: See

—

Ikeyama, Norio; Sotoma, Nobuo; and Tamaru, Shusaku, 4,427,200,

CI. 277-3.000.

Spademan, Richard G. Sport shoe with a dynamic fitting system.

4,426,796, CI. 36-119.000.

Spaulding, Tedford H.: See—
Becher. James V. and Spaulding. Tedford H. 4,427.879, CI
2SO-2I5000

Spector, George: See—
Kiefer. Mercedes, and Spector. George. 4.427.001. Q 128-24 400
Miller, George W , and Spector, George. 4.427.159. CI. 242- 3 5 300

Speer, Spencer J., to General Dynamics. Man-porubic foldabic

launcher rocket weapon system 4,426.910. CI 89-1 816
Speich. Jorge: See—

Grebenstein. Hermann; and Speich. Jorge. 4.427.331. CI
414-277 000.

Spencer, Elbert M.: See—
Wolniak. Stanley C; Kincaid. Herbert; Spencer, Elben M ; and
Brown. Ronald L.. 4,427.852. CI 200-44 000

Sperry Cororation: See—
Swanion, Alan W.; Snider. Charles R.. and Spooner. Frank H..

4.426.767. CI 29-571 000
Sperry Corporation: See—

Campbell. Willis R.. 4.426.833. CI 56-341 000
Matthews. Hugh B.. 4.426.849. CI 60-641 400

Sperry, Elmer A.. III. to Beckman Instruments. Inc Molded conductiv-
ity cell body. 4.427,945, CI 324-446 000

Sperry Vickers Lucifer S. A.; See—
Livet, Jean, 4,427,176, CI. 251-68.000

Spiegel. Herbert E.: See-
Newman. Edward; Nishikawa, A. Hirotothi. Spiegel, Herbert E..

and Symington, Julia, 4,427.783, CI 436-542 000
Spies. Klaus, to Fned. Krupp Gesellschafi mil bes(5hrankter HaAung
Method of and device for controlling and cooling of a continuous
rolled member, eg. a wire 4,427,463. CI 148-129.000

Spohr. Albert R.: See—
Coleman. Donald J , Jackson. Wilbur C , Lube, Robert R . and

Spohr. Albert R.. 4.426.777, CI 30-34 200
Spooner, Frank H.: See—

Swanson, Alan W.; Snider. Charles R., and Spooner, Frank H..

4.426.767, CI. 29-571 000
Sprague Electric Company: See—

Nguyen, Trung H , Randall, John J , Jr , and McPherson, Allan B.,

4.427.506. CI. 204-129.400

Ross. Sidney D.; and Dunkl. Franz S , 4.428,028. CI 361-433 000
Sprecker. Mark A.; Klemarczyk. Philip T . and Seiko. Robert P . to

International Flavors ft Fragrances Inc Use of cyclohexenyl-alpha-
alkyl acrolein derivatives in augmenting or enhancing the aroma or
taste of foodstuffs. 4,427,708, cT 426-538.000

Springer. Timothy A., to President and Fellows of Harvard College
Method of making monoclonal antibodies 4.427,653, CI 424-85 000

Spurrell. Roworth A. J.; Nappholz, Tibor A ; and Swift. Stephen J , to

Telectronics Pty. Ltd. Tachycardia control pacer with improved
detection of tachycardia termination. 4.427.01 1. CI I28-4I9.0PG.

Square D Company: See-
Hart. Robert E.. 4.426.960. CI 123-41 490

Srinivasan, Damodaran: See—
Kinsella, John E ; and Snnivasan, Damodaran, 4.427.580. CI 260-

II2.00R.

Srivatsa, Sanjay R.; and Zuemer. Edwin C , Jr Method and apparatus

for recovering oil from waste oil emulsion 4,426.877. CI 73-54.000

Stach, Leonard J.: See—
Wu. Frank; and Stach. Leonard J.. 4.427.441. CI. 71-96.000.

Stachowicz. Robert W.. to Dresser Industnes. Inc. Turbocharged
engine exhaust gas recirculation system 4.426.848. CI. 60-605.000

Stackhouse. Donald F.; and Pham. Ut V.. to Westinghouse Elecinc
Corp. High maximum service temperature low cure temperature

non-linear electrical grading coatings resisiani to V.P.I, resins con-

Uining highly reactive componenu. 4.427,740. CI. 428-324.000.

Stadelhofer. Jurgen; Franck. Heinz-Gerhard; and Kohler. Helmut, to

Rutgerswerke Aktiengesellschafi. Process for the production of

hydrogenated aromatic compounds and their use 4.427.526, CI

2O8-8.0LE.
Sul-Laval Turbin AB: See—

Bergkvist. Jorgen. 4.427.364. CI. 431-170.000.

Stalzer. Henry, to Pitney Bowes Inc Xerographic electronic printer

4.427.275. CI. 354-4.000.

Stamicarbon B.V.: See—
[>orrestijn. Antoon; Lemstra. Pieier J , and Van Unen. Lamben H
T. 4.427.795. CI 521-134,000

Standard Car Truck Company: See—
Geyer. Robert P.. 4.426.934. CI 105-197 ODB

Standard Oil Company, The: See-
Li. George S . 4.427,419. CI 55-16000
Pedersen. S Enk; Bremer, Noel J ; and Callahan. James L..

4.427.792. CI. 502-210 000.

Standard Oil Company (Indiana): See-
Fields. Ellis K.; and Anderson. Ronald L . 4,427.565. CI 252-

56.00D.
Sunge. Klaus K.. to Xerox Corporation Direct duplex pnnting on

pre-cut copy sheets 4.427.285. CI 355-3 OFU
Stanley Works, The: See—

Betensky. Ellis I ; and Hildebrandl. William J . 4.427.883. CI 250-

237.00G.

Stapley. Edward O.. to Merck A Co.. Inc. Antibiotics-875A and pro-

duction thereof 4.427.655. CI 424-115 000
Stares. John: See-

Cheney, Peter A.; Stares, John, and Vernon. Alan J , 4.427.704. CI
426-104.000.

Stark, Martin H.; Pisani. George V ; and Pauquette. James J., to Arrow
Paper Products Co. Novelty device 4,427.724. CI 428-7 000.
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Sustny, Joseph F., to Cemen-Tech, Inc. Concrete ingredient metenne
device. 4,427,297, CI. 366-19.000.

Suuffer Chemical Company: See—
Felix. Raymond A., 4,427,599, CI. 260-502.50F.
Lee, David L., 4,427,699, CI. 424-322.000.

Stebbings, Ronald F.: See—
Qoutier, Paul A.; Oehme, Delbert R.; and Stebbings, Ronald F

,

4,427.943, CI. 324-326.000.

Steichen, John C: See—
Fahy, Edward J.; and Steichen. Jolm C, 4,427,298, CI. 366-132.000

Steiger, Ronald P., to Exxon Production Research Co. Apparatus for
preventing difTerential sticking in wells. 4,427,080, CI. 175-325.000.

Stein Heurtey Societe Anonyme: See—
Denis, Michel, 4,427,187, CI. 266-274.000.

Steinhofer, Konrad, to Steyr-Daimier-Puch Aktiengesellschaft. Infi-

nitely variable cone disk-wrapping vee belt drive for driving a motor-
cycle. 4.427,402, CI. 474-13.000.

Steinmetz, Alfred; Exner, Klaus; and Welters, Dieter, to SMS Schlo-
emann-Siemag Aktiengesellschaft. Apparatus for lubncating tools on
metal extrusion presses. 4,426.865, CI. 72-44.000.

Steinwider, Rupert; and Weitzer, Paul, to Veitscher Magnesitwerke-
Actien-Gesellschailt. Taphole apparatus. 4.427.184, CI. 266-45.000.

Stemniski, John R.: See—
Schluntz. Roy A.; and Stemniski. John R., 4,426,889, CI. 74-5.00R.

Stemp, Geoffrey, to Beecham Group P.L.C. Cycloalkylamino deriva-
tives and their use in the treatment of peptic ulcers and the like

4,427,685, CI. 424-267.000.

Stephens, Peter H. Multi-medium three-dimensional drawing tool
4,426,784, CI. 33-I8.00R.

Stetter, Jorg: See—
Kraatz, Udo; Stetter, Jorg; Buchel, Karl H.; Frohberger, Paul-

Ernst; and Brandes. Wilhelm, 4,427,672, CI. 424-245.000.
Stevens, William J. Apparatus for recovering meuls from solution.

4.427,505, CI. 204-109.000.

Stevenson, David, to USV Pharmaceutical Corporation. Synthesis of
hormone fragments. 4,427,827, CI. 525-54. 1 10.

Stevenson, Robert L. Stove construction. 4,426,991, CI. 126-77.000.
Stewart, Howard A.: See—

Copie. Femand; Esterberg, Warren E.; Fadness, Quentin K.;
Stewart, Howard A.; and Ringwelski, Robert J.. 4.427.334. CI
414-710.000.

Stewart. James F.: See—
von der Osten. Eckhart; Stewart, James F.; and Bennett, John M ,

4,427,440, CI. 71-94.000.

Steyr-Daimler-Puch Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Steinhofer, Konrad. 4.427,402. CI. 474-13.000.

Stillie, Donald G.. to AMP Incorporated. Means for mounting mem-
brane switches to cathode ray tubes. 4,427,861, CI 200-I59.00B

Stilwell, Leo J. Sectional concrete screed machine. 4.427,358, CI
425-432.000.

Stipek. Theodor: See—
Lehner. Gerhard; and Stipek, Theodor. 4,426.982. CI. 123-501 000

Stites, Francis H.: See—
Reif. Robert H.; and Stites. Francis H., 4,427,256, CI. 339-143 OOC

Stockburger, George J., to ICI Americas Inc. Anionic textile treating
compositions. 4.427.557, CI. 252-8.700.

Stockdale, Elmer G.: See—
Sietmann. Vernon H.; Stockdale. Steven C; and Stockdale. Elmer

G.. 4.426.937, CI. 1 10-288.000.
Stockdale, Steven C: See—

Sietmann, Vernon H.; Stockdale, Steven C; and Stockdale, Elmer
G., 4,426,937, CI. 1 10-288.000.

,

Stocker, Helmut: See— I

Veith, Richard; and Stocker, Helmut, 4.427,954, CI. 333-153.000
Stoeger, Klaus: See—

de Vries, Hans; Birkle, Siegfried; Stoeger, Klaus; and Gehnng,
Johann, 4,427,5 1 8, CI. 204-201 .000

Sloger, Klaus: See—
BirkJe, Siegfried; Stoger, Klaus; Gehring, Johann; and de Vries

Hans. 4.427.522. CI. 204-279.000.
Stoka, Roerto; and Pickel. Hajo. to ITT Industries Inc. Device for
mounting a guiding bolt of a floating-caliper spot-type disc brake
4.427,096, CI. 188-73.340.

»~ /^~

Stokes, Kerry E.: See—
Hobson, Stephan C; and Stokes, Kerry E., 4,427,326. CI. 41 1-5 000

Stol, Miroslav; Tolar. Miroslav; Adam. Milan; Cefelin. Pavel; and
Kalal, Jaroslav, to Ceskoslovenska akademie ved. Composite poly-
meric material for biological and medical applications and the method
for iU preparation. 4,427,808, CI. 524-24.000.

Stolle Corporation, The: See—
Kaminski, Elton G., 4,427,318. CI. 403-408.000.

Stolz, Hermann, to Mato Maschinen- und Metallwarenfabnk Curt
Matthaei GmbH ft Co. KG. Apparatus for pressure attaching con-
veyor belt connectors. 4,427,190, CI. 269-32.000.

Stone, Herbert L., to Exxon Production Research Co. Water and
miscible fluid flooding method having good vertical conformance for
recovering oil. 4,427,067, CI. 166-274.000.

Stone, Stanley A.: See—
Chamey, Andrew R.; Kercher. Paul W.; and Stone. Sunlev A

4,427,029. a. 138-30.000.

Storage Technology Corporation: See—
Ariniello, Robert M.; and Bray, Stuart W., 4,426,750 CI

15-308.000.
. . ,

jv, v-i.

Strathman, Lyle R., to Rockwell International Corporation. Dynamic
convergence of random scan multi-beam cathode ray tubes
4.427.926. CI. 315-368.000.

^

Straub, Paul J.: See—
Godec, Maksimilijan; Foster, John R.; Straub, Paul J.; and Mahler

Allan K., 4.427,223, CI. 292-92.000.
Straubel, Max: See—

Greiner. Max; Laufer, Helmut; and Straubel, Max, 4,426,981, CI
123-488.000.

. . .
oi. v.1.

Stringer, Loren F.: See—
Wagener. Paul W.; and Stringer, Loren F., 4,427,933, CI

318-711.000.

Stroetmann. Michael, to Serapharm Michael Stroetmann. Enriched
plasma derivative for advancement of wound closure and healins
4.427.650, CI. 424-46.000.

^

Stroetmann, Michael, to Serapharm Michael Stroetmann. Enriched
plasma derivative for enhancement of wound closure and coverase
4.427.651, CI. 424-46.000.

*

Struver, Werner: See—
Lange, Peter M.; and Struver, Werner, 4,427,794, CI. 521-28 000

Stuckey, Ronald L., to CTS Corporation. Process for producing a
circuit module. 4,426,774, CI. 29-841.000.

Stucki, Samuel, to BBC Brown, Boveri ft Company, Limited. Process
for the continuous production of nitric oxide (NO). 4.427.504 CI
204-101.000.

Stuhmer. Adolf. Prefabricated gazebo. 4.426.814, CI. 52-82.000.
Stumpe, Thomas R.: See-

Parker, Byron R.; and Stumpe, Thomas R., 4,427,433, CI. 71-34 000
Stumpp, Gerhard: See—

Eiseic, Hermann; Stumpp. Gerhard; Wessel. Wolf; Flaig. Ulrich
and Piwonka. Fridolin. 4.426.980. CI. 123-478.000.

Styrteknik Olof Nestenius AB: See—
Nestenius. Nils O.. 4.426.942. CI. 112-108.000.

Suda. Toyoharu: See—
Araki. Kenji; Kurata. Masashi; Yamana. Hideo; Suda. Toyoharu;
Tayama. Katuhiko; and WaUnabe, Masaji. 4,427,460, CI. 148-
I2.00C.

Suddeutsche Kuhlerfabrik Julius Fr. Behr GmbH ft Co KG See—
Witzel, Karlheinz, 4,427,339, CI. 4 1 6- 1 3 1 .000.

Sugawara, Hiroyuki: See-
Abe, Nobuo; Sugawara, Hiroyuki; Kurosawa, Yukio; Wada, Akira
and Iwashita, Kiyoji, 4,427,857, CI. 200-I44.00B.

Sugimoto, Masunori, to Nippon Electric Co., Ltd. VolUge current
converter circuit. 4,427,903, CI. 307-355.000.

Sugio, Akitoshi; Masu, Masanobu; Okabe, Masao; Sasaki, Yukio; and
Ishiyama, Kozo, to Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Company, Inc. Poly-
phenylenc ether resin composition having improved heat subilitv
4.427,814, CI. 524-126.000.

Sugiyama, Hiroyuki; Abe, Ryozo; Sakurai, Masaki; and Yoshihara,
Kenji. to Victor Company of Japan. Ltd. Periodical signal detection
circuit in a reproducing apparatus. 4.428.003. CI. 358-342.000.

Sugiyama, Hiroyuki: See-
Abe. Ryozo; Sakurai, Masaki; Sugiyama, Hiroyuki; Yusa, Yasuhiro-
and Yoshihara, Kenji, 4,428,074, CI. 369-32.000.

Sugiyama, Masahiro. to Keeper Co.. Ltd. Oil seal assembly with un-
bonded backup ring. 4.427.206. CI. 277-153.000.

Sulzer Brothers Limited: See—
Hintsch, Otto; and Julich, Werner, 4,427,035, CI. 139-76.000.
Meier, Werner; and Hunkeler, Robert, 4,427,605, CI. 261-97.000.

Sulzer-Escher Wyss Limited: See—
Lieberherr, Jurg; Rebsamen, Ernst; Trachsel, Felix; and Huser,
Ludwig, 4,427,552, CI. 210-741.000.

Sumida, Norio; Oguchi, Yukio; Fujii, Tetsuya; Emi, Toshihiko;
Fujimura, Toshio; Ueda, AraU; and Orito, Kenichi. to Kawasaki
Steel Corporation. Method of refining molten metal with stirring by
repeated operation of suction and discharge. 4.427.444, CI. 75-93.0OR.

Sumida, Seizo: See—
Takemoto, Ichiki; Kamoshita, Katsuzo; Yoshida, Ryo; and Sumida.

Seizo, 4,427.596. CI. 26O-453.0RW.
Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited: See—

Nagano, Eiki; Hashimoto, Shunichi; Yoshida. Ryo; Matsumoto,
Hiroshi; and Kamoshita, Katsuzo, 4,427,438, CI. 71-92.000.

Takemoto, Ichiki; Kamoshita, KaUuzo; Yoshida, Ryo; and Sumida,
Seizo, 4,427,596, CI. 260-453.0RW.

Sumitomo Durez Company, Ltd.: See—
Nakamura, Masayuki; and Tsuriya, Masaaki, 4.427,800, CI.

523-145.000.

Sumitomo Heavy Industries, Ltd.: See—
Fukuoka, Shigenori; Tsutsui, Sadaharu; and Matsumaru, Toshio,

4,427,359, CI. 425-525.000.

Koyabu. Yukio. 4.427.370. CI. 432-5.000.

Koyabu. Yukio. 4.427.373. CI. 432-14.000.
Sumitomo Light Metal Industries. Ltd.: See—

Nagata, Koji; Sato. Shiro; and Ogiso. Akio, 4,427,034, CI.
138-145.000.

Summers, Geoffrey P.: See-
Chen, Yok; Gonzalez, Roberto; and Summers, Geoffrey P.,

4,427,570, CI. 252-301.40R.
Sunaoshi, Mitsugu; Tokoro, Koichi; Natori, Takeshi; and Yuki, Kojiro,

to Hitachi Cable, Ltd. Port section structure for mounting replace-
ments on a shielding box. 4,427,894, CI. 250-515.100.

Sunbeam Corporation: See—
Coleman, Donald J.; Jackson, Wilbur C; Lube, Robert R.; and

Spohr. Albert R., 4,426.777. CI. 30-34.200.

Sunderland, Richard T.: See—
Meilenner, Norbert J.; Sunderland, Richard T.; and Cook, John W.,

4,426,837, CI. 57-293.000.
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Suni, Jucea I.: See—
Adiercreutz, Herman; Suovaniemi, Osmo A.; ParUnen, Paul and

Suni, Jueea 1., 4,427,769. CI. 435-7 000.
Sunohara. Masaaki: See—

Oiniya. Shoji; Sunohara. Masaaki; Nakagawa. Tokihalu; Inagaki,
Seiji; Yamawaki. Junnosuke; Nakamura. Nobuyuki and
Yanagisawa. Kaoru. 4.427.353. CI. 425- 1 5 1 .000.

Sunouchi, Akio: See—
Fujino. Masahisa; Sunouchi. Akio; Suzuki. Nobuyuki and Suzuki

Ryuji. 4.427.282. CI. 354-271.100.
Suntory Ltd.: See—

Toyoshima. Kumao; Hakura. Akira; Nakanishi. Toshihiro; and
Yoshizumi. Hajime. 4,427.657. CI. 424-177.000

Suovaniemi. Osmo A.: See—
Adiercreutz. Herman; Suovaniemi. Osmo A.; Partanen, Paul and

Suni, Jueea I., 4,427,769, CI. 435-7.000.
Suto. Jinkichi: See-

Sakamoto. Takashi; Suto. Jinkichi; and Moriuchi. Hisahiro,
4.428.067. CI. 365-104.000.

Sutton. David A., to DMA Sytcms Corporation. Combined linear
motor and side mounted outboard carriage. 4.427.905. CI. 310-13 000

Sutton. Richard M.. to Sutton and Thayer, part interest to each Bow
string release. 4.426.989, CI. 124-35.00A.

Sutton and Thayer: See—
Sutton, Richard M.. 4.426.989. CI. 124-35.00A.

Sutz. Richard K.; and Grunwald. Louis J., to Wind Baron Corporation.
Straight line drive mechanism drivable by wind or other oower
source. 4.427.342. CI. 416-170.00R.

Suzuki, Kohji: See—
Oda. Yoshio; Morimoto. Takeshi; and Suzuki. Kohji. 4.427,523 CI

204-290.00R.
Suzuki, Masato, to Toko, Inc. Chip type high frequency coil device

4,427,961, CI. 336-83.000.

Suzuki, Nobuyuki: See—
Fujino, Masahisa; Sunouchi, Akio; Suzuki, Nobuyuki; and Suzuki

Ryuji, 4,427,282, CI. 354-271. 100.

Suzuki, Ryuji: See—
Fujino, Masahisa; Sunouchi, Akio; Suzuki, Nobuyuki; and Suzuki

Ryuji, 4,427,282, CI. 354-271.100.
Suzuki, Shigeyoshi: See—

Uchida, Koji; Yamada, Jun; Suzuki, Shigeyoshi; and Kuriu, Sadao,
4,427,754, CI. 430-60.000.

Suzuki. Shosuke; Ito, Teruyoshi; Sakakibara, Yukio; Yamada, Takashi
Kubo, Fumiyoshi; Yoshimura, Kunimasa; Ugajin, Mitsuyuki; Kaji,
Kiyokane; and Banno, Mitsuyuki, to Nippondenso Co., Ltd.; and
Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Ignition timing control
system for internal combustion engines. 4,426,975. CI. 123-425.000.

Suzuki, Sunao; and Kouni, Genzaburou, to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki
Kaisha. Phase discriminator circuit. 4,427,947, CI. 328-133.000

Suzuki, Takashi; lizuka, Kiyoshi; Ohtaka, Keiji; and Mizutani,
Hidemasa, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Diffusion plate. 4,427,265. CI
350-321.000.

Suzuki, Yasuhiko: See—
Nishio, Kanemitsu; Takagi, Shunichi; and Suzuki, Yasuhiko

4,427,915, CI. 313-141.000.
Svenska Rotor Maskiner Aktiebolag: See—

Karlsson, Kurt, 4,427,054, CI. 165-1.000.
Swain, David M., to Rockwell International Corporation. Method and

apparatus for laser-stimulated \acuum deposition and annealina
technique. 4.427.723. CI. 427-53.100.

Swan. George A., to Exxon Research and Engineering Co. Catalytic
reforming process. 4,427,533, CI. 208-65.000.

Swanson, Alan W.; Snider, Charles R.; and Spooner. Frank H., to
Sperry Cororation. Selective epitaxial etch planar processing for
gallium arsenide semiconductors. 4,426,767, CI. 29-571.000.

Swartz, Raymond K.; and Woellner. Horst L., to Western Electric Co.,
Inc. Methods of and apparatus for controlling plastic-to-conductor
adhesion of plastic-insulated, tinned conductors. 4.427,469. CI
156-50.000.

Sweet, Randall P., to Dow Corning Corporation. Extrudable silicone
elastomer compositions. 4,427,801, CI. 523-212.000,

Swensen, Eugene L., to Donn Incorporated. Floor panel and method of
making same. 4,426,824, CI. 52-794.000.

Swift, Stephen J.: See—
Spurrell, Roworth A. J.; Nappholz, Tibor A.; and Swift, Stephen

J., 4,427,011, CI. 128-4I9.0PG.
Swisher, James. Lock and key system of the plunger type. 4,426,860. CI

70-34.000.
o .'t-

Sykora. James H. Deep water hydrosUtic head control. 4,427,073, CI
166-364.000.

Symington, Julia: See-
Newman, Edward; Nishikawa, A. Hirotoshi; Spiegel, Herbert E
and Symington, Julia, 4,427,783, CI. 436-542.000.

Szalay, Denes: See—
Olasz, Sandor; Szalay, Denes; Kovacs, Jozsef; and Kocsis, Oliver.

4,426.948. CI. 112-273.000
Szigeti. Elemer. Pill dispenser incorporated ir finger ring. 4.427.130, CI

221-4.000.

Tabata. Youichiro; Ueguri. Shigeo; Mizuno. Takaji; and Mizuno.
Masanori, to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Pulse arc welding
machine. 4,427,874, CI. 219-130.510.

Tachibana, Noriki; Kobayashi, Morio; and Fujimori, Noboru, to Koni-
shiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd. Protective coating for silver halide
photographic light-sensitive material. 4,427,764, CI. 430-523.000.

Tackett, DeForrest. Lawn clipping vacuum collector. 4,426,830, CI.
56-202.000.

Tadanier, John S ; Halla.s, Robert, Freiberg, Leslie A , and Bacino,
David J

.
to Abbott Laboratones 3-Amino-3-demethoxyfonimicins.

pharmaceutical compositions thereof and method of use 4.427 662
CI. 424-180.000

Takagi. Shunichi: See—
Mizuno, Hisao; Takagi, Shunichi, Nakahara. Kichio and Nagae

Hiroyuki. 4.427,914, CI 313130000
Nishio, Kanemitsu; Takagi, Shunichi; and Suzuki. Yasuhiko

4.427,915, CI. 313-141000
Takahashi, Kenzoh; See—

Hirama. YuUka; Takahashi, Kenzoh, and Hori, Sadayuki
4,427.940, CI 324-240.000

Takahashi, Kokaji See—
Miyahara, Akimitsu; Kanazawa, Toshihiko; Takahashi. Kokaji
Ushikubo, Hiroji; and Kawano. Kuniaki. 4.427 027 CI
137-576.000

... v..

Takahashi, Sadao: See—
Arashi. Nono; Hishinuma, Yukio, Akimoto. Hidetoshi; Takahashi,

Sadao; Nakajima, Fumito. and Gomi, Kenichi, 4.427 642 CI
423-244000

Takaha-shi, Toshiaki; and Itoh. Noburu, to Konishiroku Photo Industry
Co., Ltd Method of forming an image with a photographic cuprous
halide material 4,427,762, CI 430-436 000

Takahashi. Toshikatsu, to Fuji Xerox Co , Ltd Placing sund driving
device having fiywheel efrcci m only one direction 4.427,909 CI
310-74.000.

Takamura. Masayuki, to Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha Ti-base
material for eyeglass-frames and a method for producing same
4.427,746, CI 428-614 000

Takara Co., Lid : See—
Tomita, Tohru, 4,427,387. CI 434-88 000

Takarada. Ma.saaki. See—
Aizawa, Hitoshi. and Takarada. Masaaki, 4 428 054 CI

364-472.000.

Takasu, Yoshio : See—
Fujimura. Naoto; Tanaka. Takashi. Fujita. Takeshi. Matsumoto

Masakazu, Takcbayashi, None, Takasu. Voshio, and Ishikawa
Shozo, 4,427.753, CI. 430-58 000

Takasugi, Hisashi See—
Takaya. Takao; Takasugi, Hisashi, Tsuji. Kiyoshi; and Chiba,

Toshiyuki, 4.427,674, CI 424-246 000
Takaya. Takao; Takasugi, Hisashi. Murata, Masayoshi. and Yoshi-

oka, Akiteru, 4.427.677, CI 424-246 000
Takauji, Kiyomi, to Kabushiki Kaisha Kawai Gakki Seisakusho Elec-

tronic musical instrument 4.426,903. CI 84-1220
Takaya, Takao; Takasugi. Hisashi, Tsuji. Kiyoshi, and Chiba. To

shiyuki. to Fujisawa Pharmaceutical Co . Ltd Cephem compounds
4,427,674, CI. 424-246.000.

Takaya, Takao; Takasugi, Hisashi, Murata, Masayoshi, and Yoshioka.
Akiteru, to Fujisawa Pharmaceulicai Co . Lid Cephem compounds
4,427,677. CI 424-246.000.

Takayama, Yoshihiro: See-
Yukawa. Hideaki; Nara, Terukazu, and Takavama. Yoshihiro,

4,427,774, CI. 435-115 000
Takebayashi. None: See—

Fujimura, Naoto, Tanaka, Takashi, Fujiia, Takeshi. Matsumoto,
Masakazu; Takebayashi, None; Takasu. Yoshio; and lshika\^a
Shozo, 4,427,753, CI 430-58 000

Takeda Chemical Industries. Ltd See—
Aibe, Toshio; Tsutsumi, Yoshio; and Noguchi. Katsuva, 4 427 6K)

CI. 422-4 000
Numata, Mitsuo; Yamaoka, Masayoshi. Nishimura. Tatsuo and
Matsumoto, Nonchika. 4,427.586. CI 260-23<» OOA

Takeda. Takehiro, to Shimadzu Seisakusho Ltd Double focussing mass
spectrometer 4.427,885. CI. 250-296 000

Takemoto, Ichiki; Kamoshita, Katsuzo. Yoshida, Ryo. and Sumida.
Seizo, to Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited N-(2-(Cyclopro-
pyl) ethoxy] phenylanilide denvalives, and their production and use
4.427,596, CI 260-453 ORW

Takenaka, Hideo. Track roller device 4.427.311. CI 384-418 000
Takenoya. Hideaki; Inamon, Mikio. and Makabe. Hachiro. to Janomc
Sewing Machine Co Ltd Stitch control methcxJ of electronic sewing
machine. 4,426,946, CI. 112-266 100

Takesue, Monmasa; Otsuka. Hiroyasu, and Yanagihara. Hiroyuki. to
Nittetsu Mining Co.. Ltd. Method and apparatus for continuously
burning particles in air stream in a venical furnace 4.427.372 CI
432-14.000.

Taki, Yoichiro: See—
Ona, Isao; Ozaki, Masaru. and Taki. Voichiro. 4.427.815, Ci

524-315.000

Tamai, Ma.sayoshi: See—
lyoda, Tetsuo, and Tamai, Masaymhi. 4.427,986. CI 346-1 100

Tamaru, Shusaku; See—
Ikeyama. Nono; Soloma, Nobuo, and Tamaru, Shusaku, 4.427 200

CI. 277-3.000.

Tambrella. Manuel F ; See—
Burkemper. Richard L , and Tambrella. Manuel F. 4.426.797 CI

40-16.400

Tamura, Eiji. to Sony Corporation Television cameras. 4,427.996 CI
358-228.000

Tanahashi, Toshio; Ohnaka. Hidemi. and Ohmon, Yasuo, to Toyota
Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha. Engine air/fuel ratio control system injeci-
ing bleed air into both fuel systems of double barreled carburetor
4,426.976, CI. 123-440.000.
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Taiuka, Fujio: See—
Nagazawa, Kohuro; Satoh. Tsulomu: Morikubo, Kunio; Tanaka.

Fujio; and Okuyama, Masaki. 4,427.760, CI. 430-287.000.

Tanaka, Masato; and Furukawa, Shunsuke, to Sony Coiporation
Method and apparatus for decoding digiul data. 4,428,007. CI.

360-44.000.

Tanaka, Takashi: See—
Fujimura, Naoto; Tanaka, Takashi; Fujita, Takeshi; Matsumolo.

Masakazu; Takebayashi, Norie; Takasu. Yoshio; and Ishikawa.

Shozo, 4.427,753. CI. 430-58.000.

Tanaka. Toshiyuki: See—
Imazeki. Kazuyoshi; and Tanaka, Toshiyuki. 4.427.904. CI

307-463.000.

Tanikawa, Koichi: See—
Hasegawa. Akira; and Tanikawa. Koichi. 4,427.458. CI. 148-6. 1 5R.

Tanouchi. Tadao; Kawamura, Masanori; and Havashi. Masaki. to Ono
Fhannaceutical Co., Ltd.; and Kissei Pharmaceutical Co.. Ltd. Pyri-

dine alkyl benzoic and thenoic acid compounds and their pharmaceu-
tical compositions. 4,427,682. CI. 424-263.000.

Taplin, Lael B.; Walter, Richard P.; Kelso, Charles R.; and Sisson.

Albert E., to Bendix Corporation, The. Dual solenoid distnbutor

pump system. 4.426.977. CI. 123-446.000.

Taumann, Leonhard. to Siemens Medical Laboratories. Inc. Dose
monitor chamber for electron or X-ray radiation. 4,427,890, CI.

250-385.000.

Tayama, Katuhiko: See—
Araki, Kenji; Kurata, Masashi; Yamana, Hideo; Suda. Toyoharu;
Tayama. Katuhiko; and Watanabe. Masaji. 4.427.460. CI. 148-

I2.00C.

Taylor. Attalee S.: See—
Moore. Jerry L.; and Taylor. Atulee S.. 4.427.316. CI. 403-2.000

Taylor. Murland L. Reverse flow pop-ofT air control. 4.427,040, CI.

141-67.000.

Teague. Lyndon M.. to Container Products Corporation Compressed
waste holddown. 4.426.927. CI. 100-219.000

TEC. Inc.: See—
Wyslotsky. Ihor; and Tischer. Robert E.. 4,427.129, CI

220-306.000.

Wyslotsky. Ihor; and Hoffmann. Erich. 4.427,705. CI. 426-106.000
Teichiku Co.. Ltd.: See—

Omiya. Shoji; Sunohara. Masaaki; Nakagawa. Tokihalu; Inagaki,

Seiji; Yamawaki. Junnosuke; Nakamura. Nobuyuki; and
Yanagisawa. Kaoru. 4.427.353, CI. 425-151.000.

Tcijin Chemicals, Ltd.: See—
Ohara, Osamu; and Kishimoto, Kazuo, 4,427,829, CI. 525-67.000.

Tekno AG: See—
Baliozian, Mardick, 4.428.030. CI. 362-18.000.

Telectronics Pty. Ltd.: See—
Spurrell, Roworth A. J.; Nappholz. Tibor A.; and Swift. Stephen

J.. 4.427,011. CI. I28-4I9.0PG.
Teletype Corporation: See—

Huntoon. Francis E.. 4.427.998. CI. 358-294.000.

Tener, William S. Apparatus and method for treating breast tumors
4.427,005. CI. 128-303 OOR.

Tennessee Valley Authority: See-
Mann, Horace C. Jr.; and McGill, Kenneth E.. 4.427,432. CI

71-34.000.

Parker, Byron R.; and Stumpe. Thomas R., 4,427.433, CI. 71-34 000.

Tentler, Lynn A. Tree sund. 4,427,092, CI. 182-134.000
Terada, Masaki; Yoshimura, Akihiro; Hohsai, Kohichiro; and Mmami.

Junichi. to Nissin Shokuhin Kabushiki Kaisha. Method of manufac-
turing an instant bean curd or tofu, and the toju made by such
method. 4.427.710. CI 426-634.000.

Taramachi, Hiroshi. Endless linear ball bearing. 4.427.240. CI 308-

6.00C.

Terbrack. Heinz; and Terbrack. Josef Panel for a composite surface and
a method of assembling same. 4.426.820, CI 52-594.000.

Terbrack, Josef: See—
Terbrack, Heinz; and Terbrack, Josef, 4,426.820, CI. 52-594 000

Terrell Machine Company: See—
Niederer. Kurt W., 4.427.422. CI. 55-96.000.

Texaco Inc.: See-
Elliott. Lloyd E.. Jr.; and Hudson. John L., 4,427,091, CI.

181-120.000.

Riedesel, Roland G., Jr.; Nussbaum. Theodore W.; and Warren,
Wayne F., 4,427,941. CI 324-323.000.

Whittle, Joanne R., 4,427,559, CI. 252-33.200.
Texas Instruments Incorporated: See—

Hayn. John W; and McDonough, Kevin C, 4,428.047, CI
364-200.000.

Orcutt. John W . 4.426,913. CI. 9I-376.00R
Robinson. Eugene A.; Setliff, Jerry L.; Smith, Michael D.; and

Volpi, John P., 4,428,052, CI 364-436.000,

Setliff, Jerry; Bumham, Gerald; Smith, Michael; and Hoffman,
Richard D., 4.428,057, CI. 364-521.000

Thermal Systems Limiteid: See-
Fischer, Victor H., 4,426,847, CI. 60-514.000.

Thermatool Corp.: See—
DuBosque. Clayton. Jr.. 4.426.998, CI. 126-448 000.

Thermocell Development Ltd.: See-
Smith. Stuart B.. 4.427.797. CI. 521-166.000.

Thiel. Max: See—
Friebe, Walter-Gunar; Winter. Werner; Thiel. Max; Roesch. An-

droniki; and Wilhelms. Oito-Henning, 4.427.680, CI. 424-258.000.
Thiokol Corporation: See-

Bell, Frank H.. 4.426.932. CI. 102-221.000.

Thomas, Garth L.: See—
Johnson, Thomas J.; and Thomas, Garth L., 4,427,056, CI.

165-42.000.

TTiomas, Gary E.: See

—

Crombeen, Jacobus E.; Visser, Jan; and Thomas, Gary E.,

4,427,524, CI. 204-298.000.

Thomas J. Lipton, Inc.: See—
Schafer, Georg; Schuiz, Eberhard; and Schulz. Otto, 4,427,703, CI.

426-101.000.

Thomas. Lowell S.: See—
McEwen. Gerald K.; and Thomas, Lowell S., 4,427,813, CI

524-119.000.

Thomson-CSF: See—
Broussoux, Dominique; Facoetti, Hugues; and Micheron, Francois,

4,427,609, CI. 264-22.000.

Fourcade, Pierre. 4.428,063, CI. 364-900.000.
Gauthier. Francis. 4,427,717, CI. 427-163.000.
Puech, Claude; and Papuchon, Michel, 4,427,260, CI. 350-96.140.
Shroff. Arvind, 4,427,916. CI. 3I3-346.00R.

Thomson-CSP: See—
Hareng, Michel; Hehlen, Robert; Le Berre, Serge; Leclerc, Pierre;

Marcenac, Philippe; and Perbet, Jean-Noel, 4,427,997, CI.
358-236.000.

Thomson, John A., to Avery-Hardoll Limited. Liquid storage and
measurement system 4,427,132, CI. 222-23.000.

Thome, Stephen J.: See—
Backhouse, Alan J.; Thome, Stephen J.; and Hunt, Patrick A.,

4,427,820, CI. 524-504.000.

Thyssen Industrie Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Eisbrecher, Hans-Dieter; and Ruppert, Helmut, 4,427,398, CI.

464-26.000.

Tiilikka, Antero. to Riihimaen Lasi Oy. Method for the opalization of
glass. 4,427,429, CI. 65-33.000.

Tildawn Electronics Ltd.: See—
Seller, Anthony J., 4,428,034, CI. 362-186.000.

Timken Company, TTie: See—
Jatczak, Chester F., 4,427,241. CI. 3O8-207.0OR.

Tischer, Robert E.: See—
Wyslotsky, Ihor; and Tischer, Robert E.. 4,427,129, CI.

220-306.000.

Tisdale, Patrick R.: See—
Metzger, Robert W.; Neathery. William D.; Reyes, Peter A.; Tis-

dale, Patrick R.; Covington, Cecil E.; and Broekhuizen, Willem,
4.427.340. CI. 416-141.000.

Toda. Minoru: See—
Osaka. Susumu; and Toda, Minoru, 4,427,048, CI. 160-107.000.

Tojza. Roman A.: See—
Hooker. Donald E.; and Tojza, Roman A.. 4,427.196. CI. 273-

143.00R.

Tokico Ltd.: See—
Shimokura. Akihiro; and Imaizumi, Tomio, 4,427,188, CI.

267-64.120.

Toko, Inc.: See—
Suzuki, Masato, 4,427.961. CI. 336-83.000.

Tokoro, Koichi: See—
Sunaoshi. Mitsugu; Tokoro, Koichi; Natori. Takeshi; and Yuki,

Kojiro. 4.427.894. CI. 250-515.100.

Tokunaga, Kazuyoshi; and Anzai. Masayasu, to HiUchi, Ltd.; and
Hitachi Koki Co.. Ltd. Method for transferring toner image in elec-

trophotography. 4.427.755. CI. 430-97.000.

Tokyo Gas Co. Ltd.: See—
Kamuro. Takashi; Ohtsuga, Hisao; Kimura, Hiroshi; and
Nakamura, Takeshi, 4,427,480, CI. 156-287.000.

Tokyo Sanyo Electric Co., Ltd.: See—
Tsukihashi, Akira. 4.427.931. CI. 318-317.000.

Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kihara. Kazuo; and Ikeda. Masashi, 4,428,066, CI. 365-96.000.

Matsumoto, Hiroshi; and Ogura, Tomoki, 4,427,287, CI. 355-

14.0SH.

Mitani, Akio; Matsui, Koichi; and Sakata, Hirotsugu, 4,426,853, Q.
62-235.100.

Oda. Goro. 4.427.289. CI. 355-15.000.

Ohyama. Satoshi; and KamaU, Isao, 4,428.027. CI. 361-333.000.
Yamaguc^i, Hiroyasu; and Kodera, Yasuhiro, 4,427,949, CI.

330-51.000.

Tol. John M.. to Raytheon Company. Adaptive compass and north
stabilization drive system. 4.428.053. CI. 364-457.000.

Tolar, Miroslav: See—
Stol, Miroslav; Tolar. Miroslav; Adam, Milan; Cefelin, Pavel; and

Kalal. Jaroslav. 4.427.808. CI. 524-24.000.

Tomita. Tohru. to Takara Co., Ltd. Drawing toy. 4,427,387, CI.

434-88.000.

Tomuro. Yasuta. to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Waveform
shaping circuit. 4.427,901. CI. 307-268.000.

Tonne. Peter; Mueller. Elisabeth R.; and Goerth, Helmut, to BASF
Aktiengesellschaft. Preparation of i-alkyl-2-chloro-S-nitrobenzene-4-

sulfonic acids. 4.427.600. CI. 26O-5O5.00E.

Toppen. John D., to Clopay Corporation. Window shade clutch assem-
bly. 4,427,050, CI. 160-315.000.

Toray Silicone Company. Ltd.: See—
Ona. Isao; Ozaki. Masaru; and Taki. Yoichiro, 4.427,815, CI.

524-315.000.

Toreson. James S.: See—
Gilovich. Paul A.; and Toreson, James S., 4,428,011, CI.

360-102.000
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Torniainen, Matti J., to Carrier Corporation. Apparatus and method for
forming fins on a tube surface. 4,426.868. CI. 72-98.000.

Toro Company, The: See-
Foster. Leslie W,. 4,426,780. CI. 30-276.000.

Toropov, Gennady A.; Shamenko. Stepan P.; Tsvirko. Georgy L .

Oleinichenko. Viktor G.; Khitun. Georgy A.; and Menyailenko,
Anatoly I., to Dnepropetrovsk y Gorny Institut Imeni Artema
Method and tool for making elastic thread having closed helical
cavity inside thread profile. 4.426.870. CI. 72-118.000.

Torossian. Dieran R.; Aubard. Gilberi G.; Roux. Claude P.; and
Grouhel, Agnes G., to S.I. PS. Y. Steroids esterified in position 17 and
thioesterified in position 21, a process for preparing them and their
use as medicaments. 4.427.671. CI. 424-243.000.

Tortorello, Anthony J.; and Kinsella, Mary A., to DeSolo. Inc. Primary
amine functional polymer compositions and coalings. 4,427,804. CI
523-404.000.

Tosco Corporation: See-
Barney, John H.. 4.427.493. CI. 202-100.000.

Toussaint, Francois: See—
Servais, Albert; Toussaint. Francois; and Rogghe. Hugo. 4.427.488.

CI. 156-663.000.

Tower, Timothy M.. to Boart International Limited. Positioning of
deflection wedges. 4,427.062, CI. 166-113.000.

Toyo Jozo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Misaki. Hideo; Muramatsu, Eiji; Ishikawa. Hidehiko; and Matsuura.

Kazuo. 4.427.771. CI. 435-22.000
Toyo Kogyo Co.. Ltd.: See—

Kimura, Toshio; Kataoka, Kunitoshi; Yamaji. Yoshiaki; Iwasaki.
Hiromi; and Yamashita, Shinichi. 4.427.869. CI. 219-93.000

Toyo Kohan Co.. Ltd.: See—
Miura, Tsuyoshi; Arakida. Yutaka; Kondo. Yoshikazu; and Ide.

Tsuneyuki. 4.427.446. CI. 75-244.000.

Toyoshima. Kumao; Hakura. Akira; Nakanishi, Toshihiro; and Yo-
shizumi, Hajime, to Suntory Ltd. Method for treatment of trans-

planted tumors in mice. 4,427.657. CI. 424-177.000.

Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Hirose. Hisashi; Aral. Hiroshi; liyama. Hiroshi; and Komiya.

Hirokazu. 4.426.788, CI. 33-395.000.

Tanahashi, Toshio; Ohnaka. Hidemi; and Ohmori. Yasuo.
4,426,976. CI. 123-440.000.

Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kubo. Seitoku; Kuramochi, Koujiro; and Kyushima. Tatsuo.

4.426.891. CI. 74-740.000.

Kubo, Seitoku; Kuramochi. Koujiro; and Kyushima. Tatsuo.
4,427.098, CI. 192-3.280.

Nakano, Jiro; Miyagi, Hideo; and Ono. Hironobu. 4.426,973. CI.

123-418.000.

Suzuki. Shosuke; Ito. Teruyoshi; Sakakibara. Yukio; Yamada,
Takashi; Kubo. Fumiyoshi; Yoshimura. Kunimasa; Ugajin, Mit-
suyuki; Kaji. Kiyokane; and Banno. Mitsuyuki. 4.426.975. CI.
123-425.000.

TP Laboratories, Inc.: See—
Hall. Arthur B.. 4.427.381. CI. 433-14.000.

Trachsel. Felix: See—
Lieberherr, Jurg; Rebsamen. Ernst; Trachsel. Felix; and Huser.
Ludwig, 4,427,552. CI. 210-741.000.

Traeger, Glenn N.: See-
Gregory, Michael A.; and Traeger. Glenn N.. 4,427.024. CI.

137-362.000.

Trager. Rosemary. Applique method. 4.427.472. CI. 156-93.000.

Transue. James A., to Ethicon. Inc. Multiple ligating clip applier with
rocking escapement. 4,427.008. CI. 128-325.000.

Trendall. Paul B.: See—
Radvan. Bronislaw; Punton. Vaughan W.; and Trendall. Paul B

,

4.427.491. CI. 162-299.000.

Trenne. Myron U.. to General Motors Corporation. Fuel injector

4.427.151. CI. 239-87.000.

Trett, John: See-
Payne. Reginald K.; and Trett. John. 4.427.095. CI 187-29 OOR

Truglio, William J., to Wright Laboratories. Inc. Apparatus for micro-
scopic examination of specimens. 4.427.634, CI. 422-99.000.

Truninger, Thomas, to Adna Aktiengesellschaft. Cable holder having
relatively rotatable parts. 4.427.170. CI. 248-51.000.

Trutzschler GmbH & Co. KG: See—
Oellers. Waller; and Fischer. Friederich. 4.426.753. CI. 1983.000

TRW Inc.: See—
Shahriary. Iradj; and Mills. Thomas G.. 4.426.765. CI. 29-571.000

Trybulski. Eugene J.: See-
Fryer. Rodney I.; Trybulski. Eugene J.; and Walscr, Armin.

4.427.589. CI. 260-243.300.

Tsakanikas. Peter J. Telephonic alphanumeric data transmission system
4.427.848. CI. I79-2.0DP.

Tsao, George T.: See-
Chen. Li F.; Gong. Cheng S.; and Tsao. George T., 4.427.775. CI

435-161.000.

Tsipunov. Alexei G.: See—
Petrov, Alexei K.; Akimenko. Vladimir B.; Zhuchin. Vladimir N

;

Tsipunov. Alexei G.; Smirnova. Elena N.; Skornyakov. Jury N
,

and Klimenko. Alexandr F.. 4,427,626, CI. 419-28.000.

Tsuboi. Masaharu. to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Power
unit apparatus for motorcycles. 4.427.088. CI. 180-219.000.

Tsuchida, Takayasu; Miwa. Kiyoshi; Nakamori. Shigeru; and Momose,
Haruo, to Ajinomoto Company Incorporated Method for pnxJucing
L-glutamic acid by fermentation. 4.427,773, CI. 435-110.000

Tsuji, Kiyoshi: See—
Takaya. Takao; Takasugi, Hisashi, Tsuji. Kiyoshi; and Chiba.

Toshiyuki. 4.427.674. CI 424-246000
Tsukihashi. Akira. to Sanyo Electnc Co , Ltd , and Tokyo Sanyo

Electric Co
, Ltd Speed control apparatus for direct current motor

4,427.931. CI. 318-317.000.

Tsunya, Ma.saaki: See—
Nakamura, Ma.sayuki; and Tsunya. Masaaki. 4.427,800. CI

523-145000.
Tsulsui. Sadaharu See—

Fukuoka. Shigenon; Tsutsui. Sadaharu. and Matsumaru, Toshio.
4,427,359, CI. 425-525 000

Tsulsumi, Yoshio: See—
Aibe, Toshio. Tsutsumi, Yoshio, and Noguchi, Kalsuya, 4,427,630,

CI 422-4 000
Tsvirko, Georgy L See—

Toropov, Gennady A.; Shamenko, Stepan P , Tsvirko, Georgy L
,

Oleinichenko, Viktor G , Khitun. Georgy A . and Menyailenko!
Anatoly 1 , 4.426.870, CI 72118 000

Tufts, Wesley M See-
Brown. Robert L, and Tufts. Wesley M, 4.427.555. CI
210-805000

Tuitt. Milton J
, to Container Corporation of America. Food depressor

type hd 4,427,125, CI. 215-231 000
Tung, Lu H.. and Y-s Lo, Grace, to Dow Chemical Company, The

Process for preparation of diene-siyrene-a-methylstyrene block
polymers and polymers therefrom 4,427.837. CI 525-314 000

Tung. Wayne Y , to Coll Industries Operating Corp Electrical circuit
means for manually adjustable apparatus and system for selectively
controlling the air-fuel ratio supplied lo a combustion engine
4.426.979. CI 123-478 000

Tupper. Leiand C. lo General Electric Company Current limiter for a
load commulaled inverter 4,427,934. CI 318-723 000.

Turna, Osman: See-
Rudolph, Paul; Reimeri, Rainer, and Turna, Osman, 4,426.810. CI

48-197 OOR
Turner, Charies R See-

Plough, Irving L , Puryear. David B . and Turner, Charles R .

4.427,044, CI 144-356000
Twose of Tiverton Limited See-

Brain. David M ; and Frankpitl, Gerald M . 4,426,940. CI
111-7.000

Uchida, Koji; Yamada, Jun; Suzuki, Shigeyoshi, and Kunu, Sadao, to
Mitsubishi Paper Mills, Lid Electrophotographic lithographic pnni-
ing plate. 4,427,754, CI 430-60 000

Ueda, Akio: See—
Komuro, Keiji; and Ueda. Akio, 4.427.831. CI 525-211 000

Ueda, A rata: See—
Sumida, Norio; Oguchi. Yukio, Fuju. Teisuya, Emi, Toshihiko.

Fujimura, Toshio, Ueda, Araia. and Onto. Kenichi. 4,427,444.
CI 75-93 OOR

Ueda, Yasuhiro, lo Olympus Optical Co . Ltd Endoscope having a

temperature sensitive memory alloy plate as the treatment insirumeni
driving device 4,427,000, CI 128-6 000

Ueguri, Shigeo: See—
Tabata, Youichiro; Ueguri, Shigeo; Mizuno. Takaji. and Mizuno.

Masanori, 4,427,874, CI 219-1.10 510
Ugajin. Mitsuyuki See-

Suzuki. Shosuke; Ilo. Teruyoshi, Sakakibara. Yukio. Yamada.
Takashi; Kubo. Fumiyoshi. Yoshimura, Kunimasa. Ugajin. Mit-
suyuki; Kaji, Kiyokane, and Banno. Mitsuyuki. 4.426.975. CI
123-425.000.

Ullmann. Martin Elastic tension member 4.426.908. CI 87-6000
Umeda, Tatsuioshi. and Hashigaki, Yasunon. lo Kubota, Ltd Runner-

type lubricating device for vertical engine 4,426,964, CI 123-

I95.00A
Unfried, Hermann: See—

Oesterle, Gerhard, Jaeger. Rudolph. Auer. Wilhbald, and Unfried.
Hermann, 4,427,038, CI 139-449 000

Unimaiion, Inc. See—
Devol, George C , 4,427,970, CI 340-347 OOP

Union Carbide Corporation: See

—

Frick, Charles F. , Skidmore, Archie F, and Williams, Isaac E.
4,427,543, CI 210-143 000

Miles, David L ; Karol, Frederick J . and GcKke. George L .

4,427,573, CI 502-111000
Union Oil Company of California See—

Holsledl, Richard A . and Jessup, Peter. 4,427.560, CI 252-42 700
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Auiht)rit> See—

Cairns, James A , Nels<in, Robert L , and Woodhead, James L .

4,427,721, CI 427-376 500
United Merchants and Manufactures, Inc Sec-

Gregorian, RaAmii S . and NambiHKlri. Chcttixir G , 4,427,409, CI
8-107 000

United Stales of America
Air Force See-

Hope. Dana R . 4.427,388, CI 4.U-45 000
Rahilly. W Pairick, 4.427,841, CI 136-255 000

Army. See—
lafralc, Gerald J., and Ballato, Arthur, 4,427,913, CI

3 1 0-3.14 (XX)

Energy See-
Chen, Yok, Gonzalez, Roberto, and Summers, Geoffrey P

,

4,427.570. CI 252-.WI 40R
Dickinstin, Robert J , Wa.sk(). John, and Pennell, William E ,

4,427.337, CI 415-113 000
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Waldrop, James R ; and Cohen, Marshall J.. 4,427.840, CI
136-255.000.

Health and Human Services: See—
Horton, Derek; and Priebe. Waldemar, 4,427.664. CI

424-180.000

National Aeronautics and Space Administration: See-
Moore. Thomas C , 4,426,874, CI 73-1 OOB.

Navy: See—
Burdette, George W; and Hall. Lewis. 4.427.467. CI

149-109.400

Caprio. Samuel J . 4,427,982, CI 343-17 2PC.
Caroiio, Jerome T ; and Waidelich, John A.. Jr., 4,427.977. Ci.

340-702.000

Daniels, Peter, 4,427.167, CI 244-3.240.

Lagakos. Nicholas: and Bucaro, Joseph A . 4,427.263, CI
350-96.330.

Verburgt. Peter W., 4.428.073, CI. 367-134.000.

U.S. Philips Corporation: See—
Crombeen, Jacobus E; Visser, Jan; and Thomas, Gary E.

4.427.524, CI. 204-298.000.

Khoe. Giok D.; and Velzel, Christiaan H P., 4,427,261. CI
350-96.200.

Mackereth, Thomas C; and Zebrowski, Tadeusz, 4,427,273. CI
352-183.000.

Murray, Robert J.; and Schofield. John. 4,427.956. CI. 333-194.000
van den Berg, Adrianus H. M., 4,427.396, CI 445-47 000.

van Roermund, Arthur H M.; and Coppelmans. Petrus M. C,
4,428.070, CI. 365-222.000.

United Technologies Corporation: See-
Black, James F : Grudkowski. Thomas W ; and DeMaria. Anthony

J., 4,426.768, CI. 29-583.000.

Fowler, Michael C. and Smith. David C, 4,426.843. CI
60-203.100.

Gillette. Frank C, Jr.; Bryan, Ernest C; and Nethaway, Douglas
H., 4,427,304, CI 374-46.000.

Neal, James W., and Loersch, Joseph F , 4.426.867, CI. 72-53.000
University of Delaware: See-

Austin, Paul R., 4,427,654. CI. 424-95.000.
|

University of Florida: See—
LeGrand. Ferdinand; and Block, Seymour S.. 4,427,584, CI. 260-

I24.00R.

University of Nebraska. The Board of Regents of the: See-
Blake, Charles A.; and Rodriguez-Sierra, Jorge F., 4,427,669, CI

424-238.000.

University of Utah: See—
Kolff, Willem J.. 4,427.470, CI. 156-73.100. I

University Patents. Inc : See—
Ada-nson, Hugh P., 4,427,306. CI. 374-128.000.

Allen. Robert H., 4.427,780. CI. 436-505.000.

Unks. Howard N.. to Loftus Furnace Company. Pusher furnace with
soak zone lifter. 4.427.371. CI. 432-1 1.000. i

Uno, Hiroshi: See— '

Nakaoki, Touru; and Uno, Hiroshi, 4,427,882, CI. 250-23 LOSE.
Upjohn Company, The: See—

Ayer, Donald E,; and Schlagel, Carl A., 4.427,591, CI. 260-397 450
Whaley, Howard A ; Snyder, William C; Greenfield, John C; and

Coats, John H . 4,427.776 CI. 435-169.000.
Ure. Dennis J.; Wilder, Arthur H ; and Wilson. Richmond W . to

Corning Glass Works. Solar collector apparatus. 4,426.996. CI
126-443.000.

Urinson, Alexandr S : See—
Vasilieva, Inna A.; and Urinson, Alexandr S., 4.428.058. CI

364-557.000.

Ushikubo, Hiroji: See—
Miyahara, Akimitsu. Kanazawa. Toshihiko; Takahashi. Kokaji;

Ushikubo. Hiroji; and Kawano. Kuniaki. 4,427.027. CI
137-576.000.

USV Pharmaceutical Corporation: See-
Stevenson. David, 4,427.827. CI 525-54.110.

Vaerewyck, Eugene G ; and Anderson. Arthur E.. to Westinghouse
Electric Corp Electric motor and transformer load sensing tech-
nique. 4,428,017, CI 361-31.000

I

Valeo: See— '

Bouvot, Jean-Francois. 4.427,057. CI 165-103 000
Chatelin, Jean-Pierre; and Caray, Andre. 4.427.103. CI 192-89 (XJB

Van Doorne's Transmissie B V See—
Hendriks, Emerie F M ; and Cadee, Theodorus P M , 4.427.4fJI.

CI 474-201 000
van Aken, Andreas B ; van Diepen. Petrus B J ; and Pedley. Jeffrey B .

to Shell Oil Company Process for the separation of glycol from an
electrolyte-containing aqueous solution 4.427.507. CI 204-151 000

van Basshuysen. Richard; Schmidt. Dietrich; and Ruf. Max. to Audi
NSU Auto Union Aktiengesellschaft. .Motor vehicle with a combus-
tion engine. 4,427.150, CI 237-2.OOA

van den Berg, Adrianus H M , to US Philips Corporation Method of
manufacturing a color selection electrode for a color display lube
4,427,396, CI. 445-47.000

Vanderheijden, Herman E C , to E M D'Hooge N V Apparatus for

handling laundry 4,426,794. CI 34-109 000
van Diepen Petrus B J See-

van Aken. Andreas B . van Diepen. Petrus B J , and Pedley. Jeffrey
B.. 4.427.507. CI. 204-151000.

Van Ee, Richard J . to General Motors Corporation Torque converter
clutch with a torque reversal release valve assembly 4.427,099. CI
192-3 290.

VanHoogstrate, John A . Jr.: See

—

Pund, Marvin L ; and VanHoogstrate, John A.. Jr., 4.427.274. CI.
353-99 000

van Roermund. Arthur H. M.; and Coppelmans. Petrus M. C, to U.S.
Philips Corporation Dynamic circulation memory. 4,428.070. CI.
365-222.000

van Staveren. Hendricus C: See—
Oosterling. Pieter A.; and van Staveren. Hendricus C, 4.426.827.

CI 56-13.600.

Van Steenis. Adrianus M. C: See—
Kooijmans, Petrus G.; Raudenbusch, Werner T.; Van Steenis.
Adnanus M. C; Kunze. Wolfgang; and Seelen-Kruijssen. Jose-
pha M E., 4,427.805. CI. 523-417.000.

Van Unen. Lambert H. T.; See—
Dorrestijn. Antoon; Lemstra, Pieter J.; and Van Unen. Lamben H
T . 4.427.795, CI. 521-134.000.

Varghese. Philip, to Mobil Oil Corporation. Coking of coal with petro-
leum residua. 4.427,532, CI. 208-50.000.

Varma, Ravi K.; and Karanewsky, Donald S.. to E. R. Squibb & Sons,
Inc. Androstene-17-dithiokctals. 4,427,592, CI. 260-397.450.

Vasilieva, Inna A.; and Urinson, Alexandr S., to Institut Vysokikh
Temperatur Akademii Nauk SSR. Method of determining tempera-
ture of gas and particles in magnetohydrodynamic generator.
4,428,058, CI. 364-557.000.

Vatterott, Oskar F., to MCIBS, Inc. Core puller assembly. 4,427,355.
CI. 425-156.000.

VDO Adolf Schindling AG: See-
Faust, Wolfgang; Nickol, Friedrich W.; and Baeger, Holm,

4,426,775, CI. 29-846.000.

Veb Kombinat Polygraph "Werner Lamberz" Leipzig: See—
Kahlert, Peter; Schone, Helmut; Johne, Hans; Jentzsch, Amdt;

Hefftler, Victor; Kuhnert. Werner; Karl. Rainer; Dittmann,
Norbert; Fink. Heiner; and Preussger, Karl-Heinz. 4.427,193. CI.
271-277.000.

Veco S.A : See—
DeVecchi, Francisco, 4.427.427, CI. 55-358.000.

Vee Arc Corporation: See

—

Hickman, Mark; and Brown, Michael M.. 4.427.902, CI.
307-270.000.

Veiih, Richard; and Stocker, Helmut, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft.
Pulse compression filter designed as a dispersive delay line. 4,427,954.
CI. 333-153.000.

Veitscher Magnesitwerke-Actien-Gesellschaft: See—
Steinwider, Rupert; and Weitzer, Paul. 4,427,184. CI. 266-45.000.

Velsicol Chemical Corporation: See

—

Wu. Frank; and Stach, Leonard J.. 4,427,441, CI. 71-96000.
Velzel. Christiaan H. F.: See—

Khoe, Giok D.; and Velzel, Christiaan H. F., 4,427,261, CI.
350-96.200.

Verburgt, Peter W., to United States of America, Navy. Underwater
depth telemetry, 4.428,073, CI. 367-134.000.

Vernon, Alan J.: See

—

Cheney. Peter A.; Stares, John; and Vernon, Alan J., 4,427,704, CI.
426-104.000.

Vickers Public Limited Company: See

—

May, Eric R.. 4,427,393, CI. 440-67.000.

Victor Company of Japan, Ltd.: See

—

Abe, Ryozo; Sakurai, Masaki; Sugiyama, Hiroyuki; Yusa, Yasuhiro;
and Yoshihara, Kenji, 4.428.074, CI. 369-32.000.

Hirata, Atsumi. 4,428.002, CI. 358-342.000.

Saito, Takashi, 4,428.014, CI. 360-133.000.

Sugiyama, Hiroyuki; Abe. Ryozo; Sakurai. Masaki; and Yoshihara,
Kenji, 4,428.003, CI. 358-342.000.

Vigue, Henry R.: See

—

Robbins, Gerald L.; and Vigue, Henry R., 4,427,730, CI.

428-156000.

Vijayakumar, Kalambella M.: See

—

Lichtin, Norman N.; and Vijayakumar, Kalambella M., 4,427,510,
CI 204-1 57. lOR.

Villamosipari Kutato Intezet: See—
Halmai, Geza, 4,427,908, CI. 310-57.000.

Villers, Joseph G , Sr. Gas well ball retriever. 4,427,060, CI. 166-85.000.

Vinoxen Company, Inc., The: See—
Benecke. Herman P; and Sherwood, Bob E, 4,427,694, CI.

424-282.000.

Viridan Inc.: See—
Miller. Kenneth G , 4,427,004, CI. 128-200.210.

Visco, John. Device for indicating the thickness of ice. 4,426,885, CI.

73-432.00R.

Visser, Jan: See—
Crombeen, Jacobus E.; Visser, Jan; and Thomas, Gary E.,

4,427,524, CI. 204-298.000,

Voepel, Harry W,: See

—

Wang, David C ; and Voepel, Harry W., 4,426,771, CI. 29-596.000.

Vogel. Albrecht: See—
Muller. Ortwin; and Vogel, Albrecht, 4,428,035, CI. 362-224.000.

Vogel, Klaus: See—
Albrecht. Peter; Reymann, Wolfgang: and Vogel, Klaus. 4,427,360.

CI 425-541.000,

Vogel. Martin: See

—

Kowalski, Alexander; Vogel, Martin; and Blankenship, Robert M.,
4.427.836. CI. 525-301.000.

Vogt, Wilfried, to Heidelbergcr Druckma.schinen Aktiengesellschaft.

Device for keeping the lower covering layer of a two-layer covering
on a printing-press cylinder. 4,426,931, CI. IOI-4I5.IOO.
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Volpi. John P.: See-
Robinson, Eugene A ; Setliff, Jerry 1. ; Smith, Michael D and

Volpi. John P.. 4,428,052, CI .364-436 000
Von Duprin, Inc.: See—

Godec. Maksimilijan; Foster, John R ; Straub, Paul J , and Mahler
Allan K., 4.427.223. CI 292-92.000

von der Crone. Jost; and Siebcr, Werner, to Ciba-Gcigy Corporation
Use of isoindoline pigments for photoclectrophorctit imaHintt
4.427.752, CI. 430-37.000. * *

^°S '^l^^'"*
^^^"^' Stewart. James F

, and Bennett. John M . to
BASF Aktiengesellschaft. Herbicides based on cyclohcxanc-1,1-
dione derivatives and 3,6-dichloro-2-picolinic acid dcrivaiives
4.427.440, CI. 71-94.000.

Voss, Karl: See—
Frenken. Hans; Friedsam. Josef, and Voss. Karl, 4,427 645 CI

423-658.500.

Vratny. Frederick: See-
Levinstein, Hyman J.; and Vratny. Frederick, 4.427,516, CI 204-

I92.00E.

VSI Corporation: See—
Jacobellis. Alfonse A.. 4,427.028. CI. 138-30.000.

W-F Industries, Inc.: See—
Gatny, David A., 4,426,872, CI. 72-359.000.

W. M. Still A Sons Limited: See—
Phillips, M. K.; and Hayes, Cecil. 4,426,920. CI 99-307 000

Wacker Chemie GmbH: See—
Kratel, Gunter; Katzer, Hans; and Kalmuk. Hans-Peter, 4,427,1^6

CI. 428-195.000.

Wada. Akira: See-
Abe, Nobuo; Sugawara. Hiroyuki: Kurosawa, Yukio; Wada, Akira
and Iwashita, Kiyoji, 4.427.857, CI 200-I44.00B.

Wadsworth, Gary J. Baiting sleeves for ice fishing. 4.426,719 ci
2-16,000. *

Wagencr, Paul W.; and Stringer, Loren F,, to Westinghouse Eleclric
Corp, Load commutated inverter gating control system and motor
drive with such control system. 4,427,933, CI. 318-71 1.000

Wagner, Fritz: See—
Lindorfer, Walter; Schulz. Walther; Wagner, Fritz, and Jahn-Held,
Wilhelm. 4.427.528, CI. 208- 1 1 OLE.

Wagner, Richard M., to AMP Incorporated Selective plating interior
surfaces of electrical terminals. 4,427,498, CI 204-26 (XX)

Waidelich, John A., Jr.: See—
Carollo, Jerome T.; and Waidelich, John A.. Jr., 4,427,977, CI

340-702.000.

Waine, Martin: See-
Rude, Edward T.; Nisenson. Jules; and Wame, Martin. 4,427,100

CI. 192-43.000.

Wakamiya, Masayuki: See—
Senno, Harufumi; Wakamiya, Masayuki; and Horita, Yukio.

4,427,462, CI. 148-31.550.

Wakumoto, Hiroshi: See—
Inagaki, Hajime; and Wakumoto. Hiroshi. 4,427,821 CI

524-833.000.

Waldron, Gerald E., to Westinghouse Electric Corp. System and
method for operating a steam turbine with capability for bumplessly
changing the system configuration on-line by means of system param-
eter changes. 4,427,896, CI. 290-40.00R

Waldrop. James R., and Cohen, Marshall J., to United Slates of Amer-
ica, Energy. Plastic Schottky barrier solar cells 4,427,840, CI
136-255.000.

Walker Crosweller & Company Ltd : See-
Beck, Nicholas J., 4,426,745, CI. 4-597.000

Walker, Hilton R . to Industrial Units (Proprietary) Limited Firearm
4,426,802, CI. 42-59.000.

Walker, Thad O.: See—
Brownawell, Darrell W.; Gutierrez, Antonio; Matthews, Patricia
C; and Walker, Thad , 4,427,564, CI 252-8 55R.

Peiffer, Dennis G.; Lundberg, Robert D.; and Walker, Thad ()
4,427.812, CI. 524-115.000.

Wallimann. Hans: See—
Comploi, Georg; Heimgartner, Roland; Loacker, Artur; Hubcr,

Kurt; and Wallimann. Hans, 4.426.941, CI. 112-84.000
Walser. Armin: See-

Fryer, Rodney 1.; Trybulski, Eugene J ; and Walser, Armin.
4,427,589. CI, 260-243,300.

Walsh, James L.: See—
Anantha, Narasipur G.; Bhatia, Harsaran S ; Gaur, Saniosh P and

Walsh, James L.. 4.427,989, CI 357-21 000
Walter. Bruno H. Intermittently rotatable down hole drillinu tot)l

4,427.079, CI. 175-106.000.

Walter, Richard P.: See—
Taplin, LacI B.; Walter, Richard P.; Kelso, Charles R ; and Sisson.

Albert E., 4,426,977. CI. 123-446000
Walters, John P.; Petrovich, Radomir; Daley, Gregory C ; and Harban,
Donald C, to Phillips Petroleum Company Methixl and apparatus
for fluid sampling and testing 4,426,880, CI 73-61 200

Wandel ft Goltermann GmbH ft Co : See—
Schuon, Eberhard, 4,428.076, CI. 371-5.000.

Wang, Ching D.: See-
Lin. Hung C; and Wang, Ching D., 4,427,937, CI 324-77 OOB

Wang, David C; and Voepel, Harry W,, to Emerson Electric Co
Method of fabricating a stalor for a multiple-pole dynamoelectric
machine. 4.426,771, CI. 29-596.000.

Wanner. John H. Musical instrument case 4.427,1 13, CI. 206-314 000

Warchal, Mary K See-
Chen, Shucnn-i/ong, Shcrwcxtd. Mark J . and Warchal Marv F

4.427.770. CI 415- 14 000
'"

Ward. Franklin J Ac-
Gray. I.orin S. Ill, Manor. John A. Millard. Ben and W.rd

Franklin J . 4.427.7.12. CI 428- 1 72 (XX)
Ward. William J . Ill .W-

(iaincs. George I . Jr , Piaccnie, Patricia A , Ward. William JIM
Smith. Peler C

, Gallivan. Timothy J . and l.aska. Marry M
4.427.579. CI 252-6.19 000

'

Wareham, Richard R Set —
Cirecn. Lawrence E, and Wareham. Richard R. 4.427.486 CI

1 56-5 1 7 (XX)

Warner. Richard H .Sec—
Serban. Alexander. Waiv.n. Keilh (i and Warner, Richard B

4,427.437. CI 71-92 (KX)

Warren. Wayne F .SVr—
Ricdescl. Roland G . Jr

, Nusshaum. Theodore W and Warren
Wayne F

, 4.427.941. CI .124-121 (XK)
Wasko. John Set —

Dickinson, Robert J . Wasko. John, and Pennell. William F.
4,427,337. CI 415-1 1 1 0(X)

Walanabc. HiriKi, to Nissan Motor Company, I imiicd Mclh(XJ of
heat-bonding interior material 4.4:7, 8h5. CI 2I9.|04I0

Walanabc, Masaji SV«"—
Araki. Kenji, Kurata Masashi Vamana, Mideo Suda. Tn><iharu
Tayama. Kaiuhiko, and Waianabe. Masaji. 4.427.460 CI I4h-
1 2 (X)C

Walanabc. Shinichi. to Cili/en Walch Company 1 imiled Timekeeping
signal source for an elcclromc timepiece 4.427,102. CI 16K-2(X) 000

W'alanabe. ^'oshiiaka S<'<

—

Iwashita. lomonon. Mashimo. Vukio Fukahori. Hidehiko and
Walanabc-, Voshiiaka. 4.427. 2W). CI 154-|7m()

Walson, James S , to Ra/orhack Oil Tools. Inc Cemeniing plug con
lamer and method of use thereof 4.427,065, CI I66-2V)00()

Walson. Keilh G Sic—
Serban. Alexander. Walson. Keiih (i and Warner Richard H

4.427.4.17. CI 71-92 000
Walls, Warren (i Method of covcnnji surfaces <*uh tensile shcci

materials 4.426.760. C'| 29.407 ()()()

W'ear, Dennis R Str—
Cardo/a. Albert C , Das^ley, Von M Dia/, I dgardo C Fds»in

Michael F Nelson. Jerry J Peters, Rohcri D W ear, Dennis R
and Wier. Daniel H , 4.42«.()17, C'| l62;V)()n()

Webb. James F .Sec

—

Kushmaul. Richard 1 and Webb, James I 4 42'' ly"" CI
271-11000

Weber, Zigfricd Si'v—
Roberts. Harold S . and Webi-r. /.lafned 4 42^ 1^4 CI

425- 1 55 (XX)

Wecker. Heinrich Sic—
Fredriksen. Nils, and Wecker, Heinrich, 4,4:7,()g(). ci l»jn-12"' ntX)

Wehmeyer. Donald T . and Barnhari. Ronald W , to Fcoromy Engi-
neering Company I iK-king device 4,4:7,091. CI IK:-I4l00f)

Weichenrieder. Albert, Krammel, Horsi and Rion, Claude, to Audi
NSU Auto Union AG Passive lower body resirami fo' auiomoiise
vehicles 4.427.215. CI 280-752 (XX)

Weidler. Allen J .S.c—
Fcnnell. Robert D Weidler, Allen J and Hail.-v. David F

4.427,980, CI 140-825 520
Weinch. Waller. Rosenberg, Harry, and Becker, Kuniberi, toCicv^erk-

schaft Fisenhulte W'esifalia Mineral mining installjlion 4 427 121
CI 405-294 000

'

Weisseri, Helmut Sic—
Hegemann. Karl-Rudolf, and Weisseri, Helmul, 4,427 181 CI

266-44 0(X)

Weit/er. Paul Si< —
Steinwider, Rupert, and W'eii r ' .nl, 4,427. 1X4. CI 266-45 000

Welch. Willard M . and Marbert. Charles A . to Pfi/er Inc Hexahydro-
trans- and lelrahydropyridoindole neuroleptic auents 4.427.679 CI
424-250000

Wells, Anthony J
. Smith, William C , and Seekmgs, Gerald A G , lo

Beniley Engineering Co . Lid , The Yarn feeder mechanisms
4.426.855, CI 66-I25 00R

Wells. Edward S. Ford. Spencer K Werner, Jack H and Lindsay,
Erin J

.
to MinncMiia Mining and Manufacturing Company Inte-

grated cardioplegia delivery system 4.427,009. CI 128-400 000
Welters, Dieter See—

Steinmel/. Alfred. Hxner. Klaus, and Welters. Dieter. 4.426.86^ CI
72-44 (XX)

Wenlworth. Robert J Stc—
Bclanger, James A . Went worth, Robert J . Calvin. Douglas J and
Lapham. James M , 4.427,049. CI I6(V|99 000

Werner, Jack E See—
Wells, Edward S

,
Ford. Spencer K . Werner. Jack E . and Lindsay

Erin J, 4,427,009, CI I28-400(XX)
Werner Lehara. Inc See-

Anderson, Joseph R . 4,427,357. CI 42^-111000
WesstI, Wolf 5«c-

Fisele, Hermann. Slumpp. Gerhard. Wessel, Wolf. Flaig, Ulnch
and Pmonka, Fridolin. 4,426,980. CI 121-478 000

Wesselmann. Wmfried, to Claas Ohg Self-propelled harvester for susar
cane 4,426,826, CI 56-13.100

W'essling. Ritchie A . and Pickelman. Dale M , lo D<iw Chemical
Company, The Anionic structured particle latexes 4.427,819 CI
524-458 000
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West. Robert C; See—
Blann. Jack R.; West. Robert C : and Abercrombie. Boiling A .

4,427.345,01. 417-54.000.

Western Electnc Co . Inc : See—
Swartz. Raymond K.; and Woellner, Horst L.. 4,427.469, CI

156-50.000

Westinghouse Electnc Corp.: See-
Cook. Bruce M . 4,427.620. CI. 376-216.000.

Eley. Edgar R.. 4.427.860. CI. 20O-15O.00G.
Engcl. Joseph C; and Mercier, Bernard J, 4,428,022. CI

361-96.000

Figone, Frank M.. 4.426,755, CI. 24-28 000
Gillett. James E.; and Wmeman, Arthur L. 4,427,621. CI

376-260.000.

Kanade, Takco; and Asada. Haruhiko. 4,427,880, CI. 250-222 100
Layciak, Stephen G.; Johnston. Robert J ; and Colista. Dommic,

4.427,853, CI. 200-50.00C.

Lin, Ching Y ; and Hirayama. Chikara, 4,427,525, CI 204-427 000
Marlatt, George R.: and Allison, David K. 4,427,624, CI

376-352.000

Stackhouse, Donald F: and Pham, Ut V, 4,427,740, CI
428-324.000.

Vaerewyck, Eugene G., and Anderson, Arthur E , 4,428,017. CI
361-31.000

Wagener, Paul W. and Stnnger, Loren F, 4,427.933, CI
318-711.000.

Waldron, Gerald E , 4,427,896, CI 29(MO00R
Wilhelm, John J., 4,427.317, CI 403-31.000

York. Theodore H., 4,427,968, CI. 340-3 10 OOR.
Westland Aircraft, Ltd.: See-

Perry, Frederick J , 4,427,344, CI. 416-223.0OR
^'estvaco Corporation: See—

Obenshain, David N., 4,427,636. CI 422-186.070
Wevers. Henk, to Queen's University at Kingston. Wheelchair and
occupant restraint system 4.427.210. CI 280-289.0WC.

Whaley. Howard A ; Snyder. William C ; Greenfield. John C. and
Coats. John H . to Upjohn Company. The. Composition of matter
and process. 4.427,776, CI 435-169 000

Wharfedale Limited: See—
Milliard, Gareth P. 4,427,846. CI 179-115 5VC

Whelchel. Charles J : See—
Glaser, David; and Whelchel, Charles J, 4,427,479. CI

156-286.000.

Whirlpool Corporation See—
Nordeen, Erwin E., 4,426,751, CI. 15-384.000.

White. Alan C ; and Hann, .Michael M , to John Wyeth & Brother Ltd
Thiomorpholine derivatives 4.427.676, CI 424-246 000.

White, Allan M : See—
Edelstein, Alan; and White, Allan M., 4,427,279, CI. 354-107 000

White, Lawrence K . and Popov, Metodi, to RCA Corporation Planar-
ization technique 4,427,713, CI 427-54 100.

Whiteside, Arliss E , and Wolber, William G., to Bendix Corporation.
The Method and apparatus for the conversion of digital words lo

analog signals. 4,427,971, CI. 340-347.0DA.
Whittle, Joanne R., to Texaco Inc Method of prepanng overbased

calcium sulfonates. 4,427,559, CI. 252-33.200.
Wieber, Karl: See-

Kraft, Winfned; Froboese, Walter, Remheimer, Guenter. and
Wieber, Karl, 4,427,270, CI 350-507.000.

Wier, Daniel H.: See—
Cardoza. Albert C . Dawley, Von .M.; Diaz, Edgardo C , Edson.

Michael E.; Nelson, Jerry J ; Peters, Robert D . Wear, Dennis R
and Wier, Daniel H , 4,428,037, CI 362-250.000

Wiggins Tcape Group Limited. The; See—
Radvan. Bronislaw; Punton. Vaughan W ; and Trendall. Paul B ,

4.427,491, CI 162-299 000
Wilder. Arthur H.; See—

Ure, Dennis J.; Wilder, Arthur H., and Wilson, Richmond W
,

4,426,996, CI. 126-443.000
Wilhelm. John J , to Westinghouse Electnc Corp Expandable camlock

4,42"'.317, CI. 403-31.000
Wilhelms, Otto-Hennmg; See—

Fnebe, Walter-Gunar; Winter, Werner; Thiel, Max; Roesch, An-
droniki; and Wilhelms, Otto-Hennmg, 4,427,680, CI 424-258.000

Willgoose. Kenneth; Bnen, Rondald; Rose, Peter E.; and Hannah.
Clifford G., to Rolls-Royce Limited Core or core part for use in the
lost wax casting process 4.427,742, CI 428-338.000

Williams. Isaac E.; See—
Fnck, Charles E ; Skidmore. Archie F ; and Williams, Isaac E ,

4,427,543, CI. 210-143.000
Williams. Marshall, to Williams, Marshall. Multiplexed liquid crystal

display having a gray scale image. 4,427,978. CI. 340-784 000
Wilmers, Gerhard: See—

Niethhammer, Dieter; Eggertsberger. Robert; and Wilmers. Ger-
hard. 4.428.042. CI. 364-200.000.

Wilmsmeyer. Klaus, to ITT Industries Inc Integrated circuit having
non-volatile programmable semiconductor memones 4,428,071, CI
365-226.000.

Wilson, Edgar R : See-
Flanagan, Joseph E.; and Wilson. Edgar R., 4.427,466, CI

149-92.000.

Wilson, Gerald E., to Carpools Environmenul Protection Services Ltd
Solar quilt. 4.426.995. CI. 126-426.000

Wilson. Richmond W.; See—
Ure, Dennis J; Wilder, Arthur H and Wilson, Richmond W,

4,426.996, CI 126-443 000

Wimberley, Lewis L. Variable displacement motor. 4,426,916, CI.
92-32000

Wind Baron Corporation: See—
Sulz, Richard K ; and Grunwald, Louis J., 4.427,342. CI. 416-

170.00R
Wineman, Arthur L.: See—

Gillett, James E.; and Wineman, Arthur L., 4,427,621, CI
376-260.000.

Wingert, Philip; Gaudino. Larry J.; and Kim, Han J., to GTE Products
Corporation. Silver cadmium oxide electrical contacts. 4.427,625. CI.
419-21.000.

Winkelblech, Dean R. Portable elevator device. 4,427.094, CI. 187-
9.00R

Winkelman, Alan M.: See-
Humphries, Curtis L.; Schultz. Eddie F.; and Winkelman, Alan M.,

4,426,879, CI. 73-60.100.

Winrow, Donald, to Nei Canada Limited. Vane operated display or
indicating device. 4,426,799, CI. 40-449.000.

Winship, Ralph D., to Combustion Engineering, Inc. Method of reduc-
ing NO, and SO, emission. 4,426,939. CI. 1 10-347.000.

Winter, Karl; Gille, Friedrich; and Lotz. Hans, to Karl Mayer Textil-
maschinenfabnk GmbH. Measuring arrangement for determining a
process vanable of a winding arrangement. 4,426.856, CI. 66-212.000.

Winter, Werner: See—
Fnebe, Walter-Gunar; Winter, Werner; Thiel, Max; Roesch, An-

droniki; and Wilhelms, Otto-Henning, 4,427,680, CI. 424-258.000.
Wintemitz, Paul: See—

Luihy, Christoph; and Wintemitz, Paul, 4,427,687, CI. 424-270.000.
Wischusen, Henry, III, to Rock Tenn Company. Erectable paperboard
conuiner with locking feature. 4,427,147, CI. 229-33.000.

Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation: See-
Crosby. Edwin J.; and Oroskar, Anil R., 4,427,541, CI. 209-210.000.
Martin, Joe A.; and Lagally, Max G., 4.427,886, CI. 250-310.000.

Witzel, Karlheinz, to Suddeutsche Kuhlerfabrik Julius Fr. Behr GmbH
& Co. KG Radial fanwheels. 4.427,339, CI. 416-131.000.

Wixon, Harold E.: See

—

Chirash, William; and Wixon, Harold E., 4,427,410, CI. 8-137.000.
Woellner, Horst L : See—

Swartz, Raymond K.; and Woellner, Horst L., 4.427,469, CI.
156-50.000.

Wohlgemuth, Roland; and Calvin, Melvin. Photo-induced electron
transfer method. 4,427,511, CI. 204-157.I0R.

Wolber, William G.: See—
Whiteside, Arliss E.; and Wolber, William G , 4,427,971, CI 340-

347.0DA.
Wolfrum, Emil, to Gebrauchs Gerate GmbH. Adhesive-coated roll

4,427.726. CI 428-43.000.

Wollin, Goesu Spraying apparatus. 4,427,074, CI. 169-46.00D.
Wolniak, Sunley C; Kincaid, Herbert; Spencer, Elbert M.; and Brown,

Ronald L., to Eastern Company, The. Anti-static switch lock and
method for assembly thereof 4,427,852, CI. 200-44.000.

Welters, Henk R.; and Sillem, Paul, to De Rotterdamsche Droogdok
MIJ B V Pile-dnving ram. 4,427,078, CI. 173-126.000.

Womako Ma.schinenkonstruktionen GmbH: See

—

Fabng, Paul, 4,426,871, CI. 72-141.000.

Wong, Henry S L.: See

—

Kaneko, Takushi; and Wong, Henry S. L., 4,427.587. CI. 260-
239 30T.

Kaneko, Takushi; and Wong, Henry S. L., 4,427,588, CI. 260-

239.30T.
Wood, David W.: See-

Baron, Kenneth S.; and Wood, David W., 4,427,002, CI. 128-83.000.

Wood, Derek A.: See—
Ma-son, Ronald F; and Wood, Derek A.. 4,427,598. CI. 260-

46500D
Woodhead, James L.: See

—

Cairns, James A.; Nelson, Robert L.; and Woodhead, James L.,

4,427,721, CI. 427-376.500

Woods, Richard E.; and Bradburn, Marvin D. Vehicle compactor.
4,426.928, CI 100-233.000

Woodworth, Lee M. Model landsailer. 4,426,806, CI. 46-248.000.

Wooldndge, Lawson C. to Brockway Engineering Limited. Means for

supporting idler rollers in conveyor systems. 4,427,106, CI.

198-842.000.

Woollven, Jack: See

—

Skinner, Michael J.; Woollven, Jack; Metcalf, Eric; and Dorey,
Howard A., 4,428,061, CI. 364-728.000.

Workman, James R. Quick release light fixture globe connector
4,428,032, CI. 362-96.000.

Wnght, Adam: See—
Heron. Patnck; Hartnetl, Timothy; and Wright, Adam. 4,427,718,

CI. 427-175.000.

Wnght, Daniel C : See—
Janick, Jules; and Wright, Daniel C. 4.426,808, CI. 47-58 000.

Wright Laboratories. Inc.: See—
Trugho. William J., 4.427,634, CI. 422-99 000.

Wu, Frank; and Stach, Leonard J., to Velsicol Chemical Corporation
Phthalimides of phenoxybenzoic acids. 4.427,441. CI. 71-96.000.

Wuerfel, Robert P Magnetic holder for small articles. 4,427,960, CI
335-285.000.

Wust, Reinhold: See-
Heine, Chnstian; and Wust, Reinhold, 4,427,707, CI. 426-312.000

Wylie Manufacturing Company: See

—

Etnyre, Robert E.; and Wylie, William H, 4,427,376, CI
432-105 000
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Wylie, William H.: See-
Etnyre. Robert E.; and Wylie. William H., 4.427,376, CI

432-105.000.

Wyjiotsky, Ihor; and Tischer, Robert E., to TEC, Inc Commeslible
package. 4.427.129. CI. 220-306.000.

Wyslouky, Ihor; and HofTmann, Erich, to TEC, Inc Commestible
package. 4.427,705. CI. 426-106.000.

Xerox Corporation: See—
Duvall. William S; and English. William K.. 4.428.065. CI

Kromm. Alvin D.. Jr.; and Moser. Rabin, 4,426.953, CI. 1 18-60 000
Stange. Klaus K.. 4,427,285, CI. 355-3.0FU.

Xomox Corporation: See-
Smith, Russell G.. 4.426.888, CI. 73-863.830.

Y-s. Lo, Grace: See—
Tung, Lu H.; and Y-s. Lo. Grace, 4,427,837, CI. 525-314.000.

Yagi. Norio; Chib*. Hisashi; Mitsuda, Yutaka; Sakano. Yasuaki and
Aikawa. Masaki. to Denki Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha Ther-
moplastic resin compositions. 4,427,832. CI. 525-238.000.

Yagisawa. Kenzi, to Nissan Motor Co , Ltd. Spray type combustion
device. 4,427,367, CI. 431-354 000.

^ /
/f-

Yamada, Akira, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Single lens reflex camera
4,427,281. CI. 354-219.000.

Yamada. Fumiyoshi; and Hiraishi. Shunichi, to Dainippon Ink & Chem-
icals, Inc. Method for producing prepreg rovings. 4,427,482, CI.

Yamada, Jun: See—
Uchida, Koji; Yamada, Jun; Suzuki, Shigeyoshi; and Kuriu, Sadao,

4,427,754, CI. 430-60.000.

Yamada. Noboru; lio. Kenji; and Shiiba. Kazuyuki, to Iwasaki Engi-
neering Co., Ltd. Electronic locking device. 4,426,862, CI. 70-69 000

Yamada, Takashi: See-
Suzuki, Shosuke; Ito, Teruyoshi; Sakakibara, Yukio; Yamada,

Takashi; Kubo, Fumiyoshi; Yoshimura, Kunimasa; Ugajin, Mit-
suyuki; Kaji, Kiyokane; and Banno, Mitsuyuki. 4,426,975 CI
123-425.000.

Yamada, Yasuo, to Yoshida Kogyo K. K. Apparatus for stacking a tape
of indefinite length in folded condition. 4,427,404, CI. 493-414.000

Yamaguchi, Hiroyasu; and Kodera, Yasuhiro, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki
Kabushiki Kaisha. Signal intercepting circuit. 4,427,949, CI
330-51.000.

Yamaguchi, Nobutaka: See-
Fujiyama, Masaaki; and Yamaguchi, Nobutaka, 4,427,738, CI

428-323.000.

Yamaha Hatsudoki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Grinde, James E., 4,426,961, CI. 123-179 OSE.

Yamaji. Yoshiaki: See—
Kimura, Toshio; KaUoka, Kuniioshi; Yamaji, Yoshiaki; Iwasaki,

Hiromi; and Yama.shita, Shinichi, 4,427,869, CI 219-93 000
Yamamoto, Kiyokazu: See

—

Sasaki, Michiaki; Yamamoto, Kiyokazu; and Hiratsuka, Ko
4.426,978, CI. 123-458.000.

Yamamoto, Soichi. Vertical frictionally abra.sive roll rice polishing
machine. 4,426,922. CI. 99-519.000.

Yamamura, Kazumasa; and Ishiguro, Mamoru, to Sony Corporation.
Editing control apparatus for video tape recorders. 4.428,001, CI
358-335.000.

Yamamura, Shigeyuki; Kosemura, Kinjiro; Shima, Takao; and Hidaka,
Norio, to Fujitsu Limited. High frequency semiconductor device
4,427,991, CI. 357-74.000.

Yamana, Hideo: See—
Araki, Kenji; Kurata, Ma.sashi; Yamana, Hideo; Suda, Toyoharu,
Tayama, Katuhiko; and Watanabe, Masaji, 4,427,460, CI 148-

12.00C.

Yamaoka, Masayoshi: See—
Numata, Mitsuo; Yamaoka, Masayoshi; Nishimura, Tatsuo; and
Matsumoto, Norichika. 4,427,586, CI 260-239 OOA.

Yamaoka, Shigemitsu: See—
Okumura, Takatoshi; and Yamaoka, Shigemitsu. 4,426,902, CI

84-1.100.

Yamashiro, Osamu; and Hongo, Toyohiko, to Hiuchi, Ltd. Low p<iwer
consumption electronic circuit. 4,428,040, CI 363-62.000

Yamashita, Shinichi: See—
Kimura, Toshio; Kataoka, Kunitoshi; Yamaji, Yoshiaki; Iwasaki,

Hiromi; and Yamashita, Shinichi, 4,427,869, CI 219-93.000
Yamauchi, Masaaki: See—

Endo, Satoru; and Yamauchi, Ma.saaki, 4,427,397, CI 445-49 000
Yamawaki, Junnosuke: See—

Omiya, Shoji; Sunohara, Masaaki; Nakagawa, Tokihalu; Inagaki,
Seiji; Yamawaki, Junnosuke; Nakamura, Nobuyuki; and
Yanagisawa, Kaoru. 4,427,353. CI. 425-151.000

Yanagihara, Hiroyuki: See—
Takesue, Morima.sa; Otsuka, Hiroyasu; and Yanagihara, Hiroyuki,

4,427,372, CI. 432-14.000.

Yanagisawa, Kaoru: See—
Omiya, Shoji; Sunohara. Masaaki; Nakagawa, Tokihalu; Inagaki,

Seiji; Yamawaki, Junnosuke; Nakamura, Nobuyuki, and
Yanagisawa, Kaoru. 4,427,353, CI 425- 1 5 1.000.

Yasui, Yoshiharu; Onoue. Kciji; Motobayashi, Kozo; and Yoshizawa,
Toshio, to Kabushiki Kaisha Toyoda Jidoshokki Seisakusho. Open-
end spinning machine. 4,426,840, CI. 57-301.000.

York, Theodore H., to Westinghouse Electric Corp Distnbution net-
work communication system with flexible mes.saRe routes 4,427,968.
CI. 34O-310.00R

Yoshida, Kazunon; and Arakawa, Hiroshi, to Kabushiki Kaisha Toyoda
Jidoshokki Seisakusho Weft guide device in a jet loom 4.427.036, CI

Yoshida Kogyo K K See-
Hasegawa, Akira; and Tanikawa, Kotchi, 4,427.458, CI 148-6 I5R
Seki, Fumio, 4,427,146, CI 2271 19 000
Yamada. Yasuo, 4,427,404, CI 493-414 000

Yoshida, Ryo: See-
Nagano. Eiki, Hashimoto. Shunichi, Yoshida, Ryo, MaUumoto

Hiroshi; and Kamoshita, Katsuzo, 4.427,438. CI 71-92 000
Takemoto, Ichiki. Kamoshita Katsuzo; Yoshida Ryo; and Sumida

Seizo, 4.427.596, CI 26(M53 ORW
Yoshida, Satoshi, to Pioneer Electronic Corporation Dynamic micro-
phone 4,427,845, CI 381-94 000

Yoshihara, Kenji: See-
Abe, Ryozo; Sakurai, Masaki; Sugiyama, Hiroyuki; Yusa Yasuhiro

and Yoshihara, Kenji, 4,428.074. CI 369-32 000
Sugiyama. Hiroyuki, Abe, Ryozo. Sakurai. Masaki. and Yoshihara

Kenji. 4,428,003, CI. 358-342.000.
Yoshikawa, Seizi; and Nakamura Ryuichi, to Central Glass Company

Limited. Method of recovering uranium from wet process phos-
phoric acid with enhanced content of uranium 4.427,641, CI

Yoshimura, Akihiro: See—
Terada, Masaki; Yoshimura, Akihiro, Hohsai, Kohichiro and

Minami, Junichi, 4,427,710, CI 426-634 000
Yoshimura, Kunimasa: See—

Suzuki, Shosuke; Ito, Teruyoshi; Sakakibara Yukio, Yamada
Takashi; Kubo, Fumiyoshi, Yoshimura, Kunimasa. Ugajin, Mit-
suyuki; Kaji, Kiyokane. and Banno, Mitsuyuki, 4,426,975. CI
123-425000

Yoshioka. Akileru See—
Takaya. Takao; TakasuBi. Hisashi. Murata. Masayoshi; and Yoshi-

oka. Akiteru. 4.427,677, CI 424-246 000
Yoshizawa, Toshio: See—

Yasui, Yoshiharu; Onoue. Keiji, Motobayashi, Kozo, and Yo-
shizawa, Toshio, 4,426,840, CI 57301 000

Yoshizumi. Hajime See—
Toyoshima Kumao; Hakura. Akira Nakanishi. Toshihiro and

Yoshizumi, Hajime, 4,427.657, CI 424-177 000
Yuhara Akilsuna, Iida Shinya Abe, Hideo; Kishimoio, Kiyoharu, and
Hazama. Katashi. to Hitachi. Ltd Surface acoustic wave device and
method for manufaciunng the same 4,427.515. CI 204-192 OOE

Yukawa Hideaki, Nara Terukazu. and Takayama Yoshihiro. to Mit-
subishi Petrochemical Co , Ltd PrtKess for producing L-threoninc

Yuki, Kojiro: See—
Sunaoshi. Mitsugu. Tokoro. Koichi; Nalon. Takeshi and Yuki

Kojiro, 4,427,894, CI 250-515 100
Yunan, Malak E , lo Du Pont de Nemours, E I , and Company Non-

electric blasting assembly 4.426.933. CI 102-275 300
Yusa. Yasuhiro See-

Abe. Ryozo. Sakurai. Masaki, Sugiyama. Hiroyuki, Yusa. Yasuhiro
and Yoshihara Kcnji. 4,428.074. CI .169-12 000

Zabnskie. Dane W . in BioChem Technology. Inc Enzymatic prepara-
tion of particulate cellulose for tablet making 4,427,778, CI
435-277000

Zaidan Hojin Handotai Kenkyu Shinkokai See—
Nishizawa Jun-ichi, 4,427,990, CI 357-22 000

Zanvettor, Sergio, to Ducali Elettrolecnica S p A Powder composition
for prepanng self-exlinguishing coatings 4,427,806, CI 523-460 000

Zdybak, Walter T , lo Georgia-Pacific Corporation Anionic bitumi-
nous emulsions 4,427,449, CI 106-277 000

Zebrowski, Tadcusz See—
Mackerelh, Thomas C. and Zebrowski. Tadeus/. 4,427,271 CI

352-183 000
Zeeh. Bernd See—

Renizea. Cosiin, Zcch, Bernd, Ammcrmann. Ebcrhard, Ham-
precht. Gerhard, and Pommcr. Ernsi-Heinrich, 4.427,688. CI
424-270 000

Zenith Radio Corporation See—
Hofmann, Judson A. and Snopko. Paul A. 4,427.847 CI 179-
20TV

Liberman. Arnold J , 4.427.962. CI 3.36-192 000
Zhuchm. Vladimir N See—

Peirov, Alexei K , Akimenko, Vladimir B , Zhuchm. Vladimir N
,

Tsipunov, Alcxei G , Smirnova. Elena N
, Skornyakov, Jury N

and Khmenko, Alexandr F. 4,427.626. CI 419-28 000
Zimmerman. Daniel; and Lu. ShauZou, to Celanese Corporation

Glass reinforced poly<()xymcthylene) composition having improved
property retention 4.427,807. CI 523-466 000

Zojirushi Vacuum Bottle Co , Ltd See—
Komeda. Masakalsu. and Fujiyama. Mamoru. 4.427.123 CI 215-

1 3 OOR
Zomaya, Iskander I . and Davies, John S , to Beccham Group Limited

Clavulanic acid 9-dcoxy-9.thiB denvatives Iheir preparation and use
4,427,689, CI 424-272 000

Zuerner, Edwin C , Jr See—
Snvatsa, Sanjay R. and Zuerner, Edwin C , Jr , 4,426,877, CI

73-54 0(X)

Zumsleg, Alphonse. lo SiKiete Suisse pour I'lndustne Horlogere Man-
agemeni Services SA Oscillator circuit with digiul temperature
compensation 4.427.952. CI 331-176 000

Zurbrick. John R See—
Kelley. John R

, and Zurbrick. John R . 4.428.055. CI 364-474 000
Zygo Corporation See—

Demaresi. Frank C. «nd Iderosa. Richard A, 4.427.296, CI
356-387 000
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(in accordance with city and telephone directory practice).

Aksamit, Frank J., to Pro Sharp Corporation. Saw chain sharpening

fixture. Re. 31,504, CI. 76-25.00A.

Barclay, Donafd J.; and Morgan, William M., to International Business

Machines Corporation. Electrodeposition of chromium. Re. 31.508.

CI. 204-43.00R.

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated: See—
Carbrey, Robert L., Re. 31,510, CI. 370-50.000.

Carbrey, Robert L., to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated.

Signal multiplexing circuit. Re. 31,510, CI. 370-50.000.

Federal Paper Board Company, Inc.: See-
Frost, Arthur W., Ill, Re. 31,507, CI. 162-190.000.

Frost, Arthur W., III. tc Federal Paper Board Company. Inc. Method
of treating papermaking white water. Re. 31,507, CI. 162-190.000.

Gulden, George, Jr.: See—
Hood, Walter J.; and Gulden, George. Jr.. Re. 31.505. CI.

242-55.000.

Hitachi, Ltd.: See—
Ogiue, Katumi; Kondo, Hiroyuki; Ishikawa, Takashi; Mori.

Takaaki; and Nitta, Takahisa, Re. 31.506, CI. 148-175.000.

Hood, Walter J.; and Gulden, George, Jr., to Kent Corporation. Coil

depletion sensor. Re. 31,505, CI. 242-55.000.

International Business Machines Corporation: See—
Barclay, Donald J.; and Morgan, William M., Re. 31,508, CI.

204-43.00R.

Ishikawa, Takashi: See—
Ogiue, Katumi; Kondo, Hiroyuki; Ishikawa, Takashi- Mori

Takaaki; and Nitta, Takahisa, Re. 31.506, CI. 148-175.000.
Kent Corporation: See-

Hood, Walter J.; and Gulden, George, Jr., Re. 31.505, CI
242-55.000.

e .
, j, v-i.

Kondo, Hiroyuki: See—
Ogiue, Katumi; Kondo. Hiroyuki; Ishikawa, Takashi' Mori

Takaaki; and Nitta, Takahisa, Re. 31,506, CI. 148-175.000
Morgan, William M.: See-

Barclay. Donald J.; and Morgan, William M.. Re. 31.508, CI.
204-43.00R.

Mori, Takaaki: See—
Ogiue, Katumi; Kondo. Hiroyuki; Ishikawa, Takashi; Mori,

Takaaki; and Nitta, Takahisa, Re. 31.506. CI. 148-175.000.
Neidell, Norman S. Echo location systems. Re. 31,509, CI. 343-9.00R.
Nitta, Takahisa: See—

Ogiue, Katumi; Kondo, Hiroyuki; Ishikawa, Takashi; Mori.
Takaaki; and Nitta. Takahisa. Re. 31.506. CI. 148-175.000.

Ogiue, Katumi; Kondo, Hiroyuki; Ishikawa, Takashi; Mori, Takaaki;
and Nitta, Takahisa, to Hitachi, Ltd. Method of manufacturing oxide
isolated semiconductor device utilizing selective etching technique.
Re. 31,506, CI. 148-175.000.

b s

Pro Sharp Corporation: See—
Aksamit, Frank J., Re. 31,504, CI. 76-25.00A.

Saito, Makoto, to Tomy Kogyo Co., Inc. Trackway and powered
vehicle with changeable covers. Re. 31.503. CI. 46-216.000.

Tomy Kogyo Co., Inc.: See—
Saito, Makoto, Re. 31,503, CI. 46-216.000.

LIST OF REEXAMINATION PATENTEES
i

TO WHOM

CERTIFICATES WERE ISSUED
I

Aberg, Gunnar A. K.: See—
AF Ekenstam, Bo T.; and Aberg, Gunnar A. K., Bl 4,302.465. Ci.

424-267.000.

AF Ekenstam, Bo T.; and Aberg, Gunnar A. K. Therapeutically active,

substituted piperidines and pyrrolidines therapeutic compositions
thereof and methods of use thereof Bl 4,302,465, 1-24-84, CI
424-267.000.

Litteral, Carl J., to Union Carbide Corporation. Disproportionation of
chlorosilane. Bl 4,113,845, 1-24-84, CI. 423-342.000.

Shell Oil Company: See-
Wood, Derek A., Bl 4,118,413, CI. 260-465.00D.

Union Carbide Corporation: See—
Litteral, CaH J.. Bl 4,113.845. CI. 423-342.000.

Wood. Derek A., to Shell Oil Company. Preparation of phenoxybenzyl
esters. Bl 4,118,413, 1-24-84, CI. 260-465.00D.

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
Abbott Laboratories: See—

Wilkinson, Kenneth E., 272,388, CI. D24-3I.0OO.
Acharya, Vasant H.; Manchester, Douglas L.; and Hunt, Gilbert S.. to

Halcyon, Inc. Data transmission multiplexer control panel. 272,355,
1-24-84, CI. DI4-1 15.000. ,

Aeronautical Accessories, Inc.: See— '

Leibin, Ronald A,; and Crowe. Stephen H.. Jr.. 272.314. CI D8-
353.000.

AGFA-Gevaert AG: See—
Schlagheck, Norbert; and Rabold, Lutz, 272,360, CI. D16-34 000

Allibert S.A.: See—
Deconinck, Didier. 272,303, CI. D6-70.000.

Allied Corporation: See—
Hoyt, Earl E., 272,387, CI. D24-8.000.

American Home Products Corporation: See—
Cassfni. Gleg L.. 272.307, CI. D7- 1 37.000.

American Standard Inc.: See—
Bengtson. Hertha A., 272,382, CI. D23-5 1.000.

Bocchini, William R,; and Wilcockson, Brian, 272.381, CI. D23-
48.000.
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Anchor Hocking Corporation: See—
Mumford, Orris E.; and Hollingsworth, John F.. 272.324. CI. D9-

452.000.

Anstalt. Zoldia: See—
Bulgan. Marina, 272,327, CI. Dl 1-75.000.

Ashby. Charles W.: See-
Bell. John T.; Ashby. Charles W.; and Hamilton, Alfred. 272.311.

CI. D8-7I.000.

Asics Corporation: See—
Watanabe, Sigenobu, 272,294. CI. D2-309.000.

Astoria Fibra-Steel. Inc.: See—
Jenkins. Donald, 272,313, CI. D8-329.000.

Atari, Inc.: See—
Cheng. Regan L., 272,342, CI. D 14-1 1.000.

Ault, Charles M.: See—
Gonzales, Roman Y.; Prager, Jay M.; and Ault, Charles M..

272,348. CI. D14-100.000.
Bainton. Donald J., to Continental Group, Inc., The. Container closure.

272.323, 1-24-84, CI. D9-438.000.
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^T24-84^C|''d20
9*^°'" '^''"P'*'"' '"'' ^"'" ^"'^y «^«^^'« 272,367.

Bauer. Greg A. Motorcycle enclosure. 272,335. 1-24-84. CI D12-
156.000.

Becker, Werner; Volk, Heinrich; and Kistner. Heinz, to Esselle Penda-
flex Corporation. Labelling apparatus. 272,365, 1-24-84, CI. D18-

Bell, John T.; Ashby, Charles W ; and Hamilton, Alfred, to Container
Corporation of America. Gripper bar 272,311, 1-24-84, CI. D8-

Bengtson, Hertha A., to American Standard Inc. Bidet 272 382
1-24-84, CI. D23-5 1.000.

Benson, David L. Aircraft console. 272,299. 1-24-84, CI. D3-40.000
Bergoltz, Anatolio. Electrical box cover. 272,338, 1-24-84, CI. D13-

Black & Decker Inc.: See—
Dynie, Ernest R.; Norton, Ian F.; Overbury, Douglas G and
Overy, Colin, 272,310, CI. D8-65.000

Bocchini, William R.; and Wilcockson. Brian, to American Standard
Inc. Cassette for a seweHess toilet. 272,381, 1-24-84, CI. D23-48 000

Braun, Leonard C, to Illinois Tool Works Inc Multiple container
carrying band or the like. 272,316, 1-24-84, CI. D9.344.000

Breyer, Brigitte. Hanging decoration in the form of a miniature football
uniform. 272,328, 1-24-84, CI. Dl 1-184.000.

Breyer-Lindner, Brigitte. Hanging ornament. 272.330. 1-24-84 CI
Dl 1-133.000.

Bulgari, Marina, to Zoldia Anstalt. Ring. 272,326, 1-24-84. CI. Dll-
34.000.

Bulgari, Marina, to Anstalt, Zoldia. Earring face. 272,327, 1-24-84. CI

Busch, Douglas F.: See—
Lightle, Robert E.; Lockwood, James R.; Busch, Douglas F and

Mosholder, Michael B., 272,336, CI. D12-185.000.
B.V. Verenigde Knuststof Bedrijven; See—

Visser, Willem, 272,318, CI. D9-37O000.
C V.B.G.: See—

Dourthe, Pierre, 272,319, CI. D9-378.000.
Cachola, Richard H., to Piperides, Michael J., a part interest. Golf

stance and swing practice device or rtie like. 272,379. 1-24-84 CI
D2 1-234.000.

Cassini, Oleg L., to American Home Products Corporation. Fork or
similar article. 272.307, 1-24-84, CI. D7- 137.000.

Cayton, William D. Billiard ball rack. 272,378, 1-24-84, CI D21-
232.000.

Cheng, Regan L.. to Atari, Inc. Cartridge for video game unit. 272.342
1-24-84, CI. D14-1 1.000.

Chiarella, Philip V., to Gamebridge Inc. Hockey skate. 272,377
1-24-84, CI. D2 1-225.000.

Clemmons, Jack H., Jr., to KCJ Manufacturing Corp. Floral display
support. 272,329, 1-24-84, CI. Dl 1-147.000.

Coin Acceptors. Inc.: See—
Bartlett. William, 272,367. CI. D20-9.000.

Connelly. Jerald L. Combined table and multiple seat unit. 272.302
1-24-84. CI. D6-45.000.

Container Corporation of America: See-
Bell. John T; Ashby. Charles W.; and Hamilton, Alfred, 272.31 1,

CI. D8-7I.000.
Continental Group, Inc., The: See—

Bainton, Donald J., 272,323, CI. D9-438.000.
Cosden Technology, Inc.: See

—

Fortuna, Vincent E., 272,320, CI. D9-389.0OO.
Crowe, Stephen H., Jr.: See—

Leibin, Ronald A.; and Crowe, Stephen H.. Jr., 272,314, CI D8-
353.000.

Cunnington, Ian J.; and Rainey, Paul N. Exercise machine 272.376
1-24-84, CI. D2 1 -72.000.

Deconinck. Didier, to Allibert S.A. Outdoor armchair. 272,303
1-24-84, CI. D6- 70.000.

Dickinson, Richard J., to Sinclair Research Limited. Computer
272,349, 1-24-84. CI. D 14- 100.000.

Dillon, Richard R., to Honeywell Information Systems Inc Video
terminal or similar article. 272,353, 1-24-84, CI. D14-1I3 000

Dourthe, Pierre, to CV.B.G. Bottle. 272,319, 1-24-84. CI. D9-378.000
Dynie, Ernest R.; Norton, Ian F.; Overbury, Douglas G.; and Overy,

Colin, to Black & Decker Inc. Chain saw with brake 272 310
1-24-84, CI. D8-65.000.

Dziurman, Leonard A., Jr. Combined air pillow and utility bae
272,300. 1-24-84, CI. D3-4 1.000.

Eldon Industries, Inc.: See-
Lawrence, William A., 272,312, CI. D8-7I.000.

Elvo Elektronik AG: See—
Walser, Ludwig, 272,309, CI. D8-30.000.

Energy Development Associates, Inc.: See-
Ritchie, Jack J., 272,331, CI. D12-9I.000.
Ritchie, Jack J., 272,332, CI. D12-91.000.

Epson Corporation: See

—

Seki, Haruyuki; and Kuroiwa, Chiaki, 272,352, CI. DI4-II1 000
Ernst Leitz Wetzlar GmbH: See—

Hengst, Alfred; Janke, Heinrich; Uellenberg, Hans-Kurt; and
Keiner, Heinz, 272,361, CI D16-132000

Hengst, Alfred; Janke, Heinrich; Uellenberg, Hans-Kurt; and
Kemer, Heinz, 272,362, CI. D16-133000

Esselte Pendafiex Corporation: See-
Becker. Werner; Volk. Heinrich; and Kisincr, Heinz, 272, 36^. CI
D 1 8- 1 9.000.

Fontaine. Jacques, to Societe a Responiabilite Limitee Dite Translabel
Luggage tag or similar article 272.368. 1-24-84. CI D20-27 000

Fontaine. Jacques, to Socieie a Responsabiliie Limilee Dite Translabel
Luggage tag or similar article 272.369. 1-24-84. CI D2O-27 000

Fontaine. Jacques, to Societe a Responsabilite Limitee Dite Translabcl
Luggage tag or similar article 272.370,1-24-84.0 D2O-27 00O

Fontaine. Jacques, to Societe a Responsabiliie Limitee Dite Translihel
Luggage tag or similar article 272.371, 1-24-84. CI D2O-28OO0

124 84 crn* ^' '° ^-'^^ Technology. Inc Bottle 272.320.

Fujimolo, Kazumi; and Takeda. Yoko. to Sony Corporation Packina
box. 272.322. 1-24-84. CI D9.432 000

''"JlV',?r?7.1 • ^' ^'^^'y P*** ^°' ">* *'"' '''''ell or similar article
272.375. 1-24-84. CI D21-I9I 000

Galaxie Corporation See—
Potlerbaum. O Eugene, Weaver. Jerry, and Stutz, Steven D

272.333, CI D 12- 1 56 000
Poiterbaum, O Eugene; Weaver. Jerry, and Stutz, Steven D

272.334. CI DI2-I56000
Gamebridge Inc See—

Chiarella. Philip V
, 272,377. CI D2I-225 000

Gemco Ware Inc See—
Schlessel. Waller. 272.308. CI D7-400 000

°^^2'-?'r?°'!'''^ ^ ""'^ ''"'"'y' '^'^'" •* •
'o Teletype CorporationCRT Display cabinet 272.354, 1-24-84, CI DI4-II3 000

Gonzales. Roman Y
; Prager. Jay M , and Aull. Charles M . to Gould

Inc Case for a keyboard and display unii 272.348, 1-24-84. CI D14-

Gould Inc : See—
Gonzales. Roman Y; Prager, Jay M: and Ault. Charles M.

272.348, CI DI4-100000

^'^V^^Jh La^fcnce J
;
and Hyman, Gregory E Electronic teaching

aid 272,366. 1-24-84, CI D 19-60 000
GTE Automatic Electric Labs Inc See—

Kaczkos. John E , 272.346. CI D14-66000
Kaczkos. John E . 272,347. CI D 1 4-66 000

Halcyon. Inc See—
Acharya, Vasant H ; Manchester. Douglas L ; and Hunt, Gilbert S ,

272.355, CI D14-1 15 000
Hall, Charles B

. Stevens. Myron T , and Spechi, Paul B . to Outboard
Marine Corporation Mounting bracket assembly for an outboard
motor 272,356. 1-24-84. CI Dl 5-4 000

Hall, Charles B
,
Stevens, Myron T ; and Specht, Paul B , to Outboard

Manne Corporation; and Outboard Manne Corporation Combined
outboard motor and mounting bracket assembly therefor 272 ^'<'l

1-24-84, CI D 15-4 000
Hall. Charles B , Stevens, Myron T ; and Spechi. Paul B . to Outboard
Marine Corporation Combined outboard motor and mounting
bracket assembly therefor 272.358. 1-24-84, CI D 15-4 000

Hall, Charles B
;
Stevens. Myron T . and Spechi. Paul B , to Outboard

Marine Corporation Mounting bracket assembly for an outboard
motor 272.359. 1-24-84, CI D15-4000

Hamilton, Alfred: See-
Bell, John T; Ashby. Charles W

. and Hamilton. Alfred. 272,311
CI D8-7I.OOO.

Hartson-Kennedy Cabinet Top Co . Inc See-
Kennedy. William M. 272.306. CI D6-192 000

Hengst, Alfred. Janke, Heinrich; Uellenberg. Hans-Kurt and Keiner
Heinz, to Ernst Leitz Wetzlar GmbH Binocular 272.361. 1-24-84 CI
DI6-I32 000

Hengst, Alfred, Janke, Heinrich, Uellenberg, Hans-Kurt, and Keiner
Heinz, to Ernst LeilzWelzlar GmbH Binocular 272.162 1-24-84 CI
D16-133 000

Hollingsworth, John F See—
Mumford, Orris E

; and Hollingsworth. John F . 272,124 CI D9-
452 000

•
V. t^

Honeywell Information Systems Inc See—
Dillon. Richard R . 272,353, CI DI4-113O00

Hoyt. Earl E, to Allied Corporation Laser 272.387, 1-24-84 CI
D24-8 000

Hunt, Gilbert S See—
Acharya, Vasant H ; Manchester. Douglas L . and Hunt. Gilbert S

272.355. CI D14-1I5 000
Hybnd Electronics Associates Ltd See—

Sze, Leung Y . 272.325. CI DlO-128000
Hyman, Gregory E See—

Greenberg, Lawrence J . and Hyman. Gregory E , 272.166 CI
019-60000

Ikeda. Tatsuhiko Buckle for swimming mask and fool fins 272.296
1-24-84. CI D2-4O5 000

Illinois Tool Works Inc See—
Braun. Leonard C , 272,316, CI D9-344 000

International Telephone and Telegraph Corptiralion See—
MacKenzie. William G . 272.344, CI D14-53 000

llo. Hirotomiv See—
Unno. Kazuo, Suzuki, Kengo, Ito, Hirotomo. and SekiBuchi
Takao, 272,.150,CI D14-101000

Itoh. Tatsunosuke. to Tokyo Brush Co. Ltd Brush 272 .101, 1-24-84
CI D4-I2 000

Janke, Heinrich Sec—
Hengst, Alfred, Janke. Heinrich. Uellenberg. Hans-Kurt and

Keiner, Heinz. 2 72..161. CI D 1 6- 1 32 000
Hcngsi, Alfred Janke, Heinrich. Uellenberg. Hans-Kurt and

Kcincr. Hein/. 272,362. CI D16-1 .1.1000

Jenkins. Donald, in Asioria FibraSleel. Inc Hinge 272.111 1-24-84
CI DK-329(XX)
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Johnson, William H.. to Shenandoah Manufacturing Co.. Inc. Gas Tired

poultry brooder with ceramic-type radiant. 272,383, 1-24-84, Ci

023-80.000.

Kabushiki Kaisha Moriu Seisakusho: See—
Nakano, Kozo; and Nishikawa, Kazuo, 272.385, CI. D24-02.000.

Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha: See—
Seki, Haniyuki; and Kuroiwa, Chiaki, 272.352, CI. D14-1 1 1.000.

Kaczkos, John E., to GTE Automatic Electric Labs Inc. Pushbutton

dial for a telephone set or the like. 272,346, 1-24-84, CI. D 1 4-66 000

Kaczkos, John E.. to GTE Automatic Electric Labs Inc. Pushbutton

dial for a telephone set or the like. 272,347. 1-24-84. CI. D 14-66.000

KCJ Manufacturing Corp.: See—
Clemmons, Jack H.. Jr., 272.329, CI. 011-147.000.

Keegan. Robert R. Modular chess set piece. 272,374, 1-24-84. CI. D2I-

52.000.

Keiner. Heinz: See—
Hengst, Alfred; Janke, Heinrich; Uellenberg. Hans-Kurt; and

Keiner, Heinz, 272.361. CI. 016-132.000.

Hengst. Alfred: Janke, Heinrich; Uellenberg. Hans-Kurt; and

Keiner. Heinz. 272,362, CI. 016-133.000.

Kennedy. William M., to Hartson-Kennedy Cabinet Top Co.. Inc

Cabinet top. 272,306, 1-24-84, CI. 06-192.000.

Kessler, Bayard F., to Novation. Inc. Acoustic coupler 272.345,

1-24-84. CI. 014-57.000.

Kistner. Heinz: See-
Becker. Werner; Volk. Heinrich; and Kistner, Hemz. 272.365. CI.

18- 1 9.000.

Korzik. James L.. to Paradyne Corporation. Housing for printed circuit

boards. 272.340. 1-24-84. Ci. 013-41.000.

Kowal, Lucien M. Chess game board or similar article. 272.373. 1-24-84,

CI. 021-24.000.

Kretz. Edward J., to Owens-Illinois, Inc. Bottle. 272,321, 1-24-84. CI.

09-389.000.

Kroll. Edward A.; and Perwsek, Allan J., to Technicare Corporation.

Rectangular gamma camera head with collimator. 272,386. 1-24-84,

CI. 024-02.000.
I

Kuroiwa, Chiaki: See—
Seki, Haruyuki; and Kuroiwa. Chiaki. 272,352. CI. D14-1I1.000

Kutschmende. Ralph. Sign with channels for moveable character

plates. 272.372. 1-24-84. CI. 020-42.000.

La Telephonie Industrielle et Commerciale: See-
Moraine. Michel. 272,351. CI. 014-106.000.

Lancaster Colony Corporation: See—
Lightle. Robert E.; Lockwood. James R.; Busch, Douglas F.; and

Mosholder. Michael B.. 272,336. CI. 012-185.000.

Lawrence, William A., to Eldon Industries, Inc. Soldering station

housing. 272.312. 1-24-84. CI. 08-71.000.

Leibin. Ronald A.; and Crowe. Stephen H.. Jr.. to Aeronautical Acces-

sories. Inc. Cover for cyclic support in helicopters or the like

272.314. 1-24-84. CI. 08-353.000.

Lewis. Willie. Combined cigarette and lighter holder. 272.295. 1-24-84,

CI. D2-400.000.

Lightle. Robert E.; Lockwood. James R.; Busch, Douglas F ; and

Mosholder. Michael B.. to Lancaster Colony Corporation. Spla.sh

guard for automotive vehicle. 272,336. 1-24-84. CI. D12-185 000

Lockwood. James R.; See—
Lightle. Robert E.; Lockwood. James R.; Busch, Douglas F ; and

Mosholder. Michael B.. 272.336. CI. 012-185.000.

MacKenzie. William G.. to International Telephone and Telegraph

Corporation. Expansible compact telephone. 272.344. 1-24-84, CI

D14-53.000.
I

Manchester, Douglas L.: See— '

Acharya. Vasant H.; Manchester, Douglas L ; and Hunt, Gilbert S ,

272.355. CI. 014-115.000.

Martinez, Arthur T., to TAD. Avanti. Inc. Telephone answering unit

272.341, 1-24-84, CI. 014-04.000

Mason, James L.: See-
Palermo. Michael A.; and Mason, James L, 272,304, CI D6-

167.000.

Matsubara. Hideyuki, to Pioneer Kabushiki Kaisha Loudspeaker

272.343. 1-24-84. CI. 014-34.000

Matsumuro. Kazushige. to Sailor Pen Co.. Ltd., The. Combined decora-

tion stamp and cap. 272.363, 1-24-84. CI D 18- 1 6 000

Matsumuro. Kazushige. to Sailor Pen Co.. Ltd.. The. Combined decora-

tion sump and cap. 272.364. 1-24-84. CI. 018-16.000.

Mondak, Anhur J.; and Mondak. William J Tackle box holder

272.337. 1-24-84. CI. 1 2-3 17.000.

Mondak. William J.: See—
Mondak, Arthur J.; and Mondak, William J., 272,337. CI D12-

317.000.

Moraine. Michel, to La Telephonie Industrielle et Commerciale Data

transmission terminal. 272.351. 1-24-84. CI. 014-106.000

Mosholder, Michael B.: See—
Lightle. Robert E.; Lockwood. James R.; Busch. Douglas F., and

Mosholder. Michael B.. 272.336. CI. 012-185 000

Mumford, Orris E.; and Hollingsworth, John F.. to Anchor Hocking
Corporation. Closure cap or the like. 272.324. 1-24-84. CI D9-

452.000.

Nakano. Kozo; and Nishikawa. Kazuo. to Kabushiki Kaisha Morita

Seisakusho. X-Ray apparatus for dental whole jaw 272.385, 1-24-84,

CI. 024-02.000.

Nishikawa, Kazuo: See—
Nakano, Kozo; and Nishikawa, Kazuo. 272,385, CI D24-02 000

Norton, Ian P.: See—
Dynie. Ernest R.; Norton, Ian F.; Overbury, Douglas G ; and

Overy, Colin, 272,310. CI. 08-65.000.

Novation. Inc.: See—
Kessler. Bayard F.. 272.345. CI. OI4-57.000.

Oki Electric Industry Co.. Ltd.: See—
Unno. Kazuo; Suzuki, Kengo; Ito, Hirotomo; and Sekiguchi,

Takao. 272.350. CI. OI4-I0I.000.

Outboard Manne Corporation: See-
Hall, Charles B.; Stevens. Myron T.; and Specht. Paul B.. 272.356,

CI D 1 5-4.000.

Hall, Charles B.; Stevens. Myron T.; and Specht. Paul B.. 272.357.

CI 15-4.000.

Hall. Charles B.; Stevens. Myron T.; and Specht. Paul B.. 272.357.

CI. Dl 5-4.000.

Hall. Charles B.; Stevens. Myron T.; and Specht. Paul B.. 272.358.

CI. D15-4.000.

Hall. Charles B.; Stevens. Myron T.; and Specht. Paul B.. 272.359.

CI. D 15-4.000.

Overbury. Douglas G.: See—
Dynie. Ernest R.; Norton. Ian F.; Overbury, Douglas G.; and
Overy, Colin, 272.310. CI. 08-65.000.

Overy. Colin: See—
Dynie. Ernest R.; Norton. Ian F.; Overbury. Douglas G.; and
Overy. Colin. 272.310. CI. 08-65.000.

Owens-Illinois. Inc.: See—
K'etz, Edward J.. 272.321. CI. 09-389.000.

Pahlanen. Matti. Flower stand and trellis combination. 272.305. 1-24-84.

CI. 06-183.000.

Palermo. Michael A.; and Mason. James L. Pedestal housing for cable

television components. 272.304. 1-24-84. CI. 06- 1 67.000.

Paradyne Corporation: See—
Korzik. James L., 272,340. CI. 013-41.000.

Parmentier. Christian. Multi-compartmented packaging container for

ice cream or the like. 272,317. 1-24-84. CI. 09-345.000.

Penland. William O.; and Sullivan. Jackie C. to Square D Company.
Pendant control station. 272.339. 1-24-84. CI. 013-38.000.

Perwsek. Allan J.: See—
Kroll, Edward A.; and Perwsek. Allan J.. 272.386. CI. 024-02.000.

Pioneer Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Matsubara. Hideyuki. 272.343. CI. 014-34.000.

Piperides. Michael J.: See—
Cachola. Richard H.. 272.379, CI. 02 1 -234.000.

Poon. Tit-Wing. Liquid sprayer. 272,380. 1-24-84. CI. 023-18.000.

Potterbaum, O. Eugene; Weaver. Jerry; and Stutz. Steven O.. to

Galaxie Corporation. Hatch-back cover for the bed of a pick-up

truck. 272,333. 1-24-84. CI. 012-156.000.

Potterbaum. O. Eugene; Weaver. Jerry; and Stutz. Steven O.. to

Galaxie Corporation. Hatch-back cover for the bed of a pick-up

truck 272.334. 1-24-84. CI. 012-156.000.

Prager, Jay M.: See—
Gonzales, Roman Y.; Prager. Jay M.; and Ault. Charles M..

272.348, CI. 014-100.000.

Rabold. Lutz: See—
Schlagheck. Norberi; and Rabold. Lutz. 272.360. CI. 016-34,000.

Ramey. Paul N.; See—
Cunnington. Ian J.; and Rainey. Paul N.. 272.376. CI. 021-72.000

Ritchie. Jack J., to Energy Development Associates, Inc. Motor vehi-

cle. 272.331. 1-24-84. CI. D12-9I.OOO.

Ritchie. Jack J., to Energy Development Associates, Inc. Motor vehi-

cle 272.332. 1-24-84. CI. 012-91.000.

Rumens, Kurt W F Stove doors and hinges therefor. 272.384. 1-24-84,

CI. 023-128.000

Ryder, Francis E.: See—
Thomas. Michael D.; and Ryder. Francis E.. 272.297. CI. 03-

34 000.

Ryder International Corporation: See-
Thomas, Michael D.; and Ryder. Francis E.. 272.297. CI. D3-

34.000

Sailor Pen Co . Ltd.. The: See—
Matsumuro. Kazushige. 272.363. CI. 018-16.000.

Matsumuro, Kazushige. 272.364. CI. 018-16.000.

Schlagheck, Norbert; and Rabold. Lutz. to AGFA-Gcvaeri AG. X-

Ray-film-processor. 272.360. 1-24-84. CI. 016-34,000.

Schlessel. Walter, to Gemco Ware Inc. Tea infuser. 272.308, 1-24-84. CI.

07-400.000

Seki. Haruyuki; and Kuroiwa, Chiaki. to Epson Corporation; and

Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha. Electronic printer. 272.352,

1-24-84, CI O14-III.000.

Sekiguchi, Takao; See—
Unno, Kazuo; Suzuki, Kengo; Ito. Hirotomo; and Sekiguchi.

Takao. 272.350. CI. DI4-10I.OOO.

Shenandoah Manufacturing Co.. Inc.: See-
Johnson. William H.. 272.383. CI. 023-80.000.

Sinclair Research Limited: See—
Dickinson. Richard J.. 272.349. CI. D14-100.000,

Societe a Responsabilile Limitee Oite: Translabel: See-
Fontaine. Jacques. 272,368. CI. 020-27.000.

Fontaine, Jacques. 272,369, CI. 020-27.000.

Fontaine, Jacques, 272,370, CI. 020-27.000.

Fontaine. Jacques. 272.371. CI. 020-28.000.

Sony Corporation: See—
Fujimoto. Kazumi; and Takeda. Yoko. 272.322. CI. 09-432.000.

Specht. Paul B.; See-
Hall. Charles B.; Stevens. Myron T.; and Specht, Paul B.. 272,356.

CI. 1 5-4.000.

Hall. Charles B.; Stevens, Myron T.; and Specht, Paul B., 272,357,

CI 015-4000.

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES PI 51

Hall. Charles B.; Stevens. Myron T ; and Specht. Paul B . 272.358,
CI. Ol 5-4.000.

Hall. Charles B.; Stevens. Myron T ; and Specht, Paul B 272 159
CI. O15-4.000

Square O Company: See—
Penland, William O.; and Sullivan. Jackie C. 272.339, CI DI3-

3o.OuO.

Stevens. Myron T.: See-
Hall. Charles B.; Stevens. Myron T , and Specht. Paul B 272 156

CI. 15-4.000

Hall. Charles B.; Stevens. Myron T ; and Specht. Paul B . 272 357
CI. 15-4.000.

Hall. Charles B.; Stevens, Myron T ; and Specht, Paul B . 272 358
CI. 15-4.000.

Hall, Charles B.; Stevens. Myron T.; and Specht, Paul B . 272 159
CI. Ol 5-4.000.

Stravitz. David M. Tape cas.settc storage and carrying case 272 298
1-24-84. CI. 03-35.000.

Stutz. Steven O.: See—
Potterbaum, O. Eugene; Weaver. Jerry; and Stutz. Steven D

272.333. CI. 012-156.000.
Potterbaum, O. Eugene; Weaver. Jerry; and Stutz. Steven O

272.334, CI. 012-156.000.
Sullivan, Jackie C: See—

Penland, William O.; and Sullivan, Jackie C. 272.339 CI DH-
38.000.

.
.

i>..

Suzuki. Kengo: See—
Unno. Kazuo; Suzuki. Kengo; Ito. Hirotomo; and Sekiauchi
Takao. 272.350. CI. 14-

1

01.000.
Sze. Leung Y.. to Hybrid Electronics Associates Ltd Clock holders

272,325. 1-24-84. CI. OIO-I28.000.
TAD. Avanti, Inc.: See-

Martinez. Arthur T.. 272.341. CI. DI4-04.000.
Takeda. Yoko: See—

Fujimoto, Kazumi; and Takeda. Yoko. 272.322. CI 09-432 000
Technicare Corporation: See—

Kroll. Edward A.; and Perwsek. Allan J.. 272.386. CI. D24-02 000

Teletype Corporation See—
Oenaro, Donald M

.
and Tilley, Alvin R ,272.354. CI DI4-II3 000

Thomas. Michael O. and Ryder. Francis F. , In Ryder Iniernalional
Corporation Contact lens case 272,297, 1-24-84 CI D3-34 000

Tillcy, Alvin R See—
Genaro, Donald M , and Tillcy, Alvin R , 272, .154, CI OI4- 113 fJOO

Tokyo Brush Co . Ltd See—
Itoh, Tatsunosuke, 272.301, CI O4-I2 000

Uellenberg. Hans- Kurt See—
Hengst. Alfred, Janke, Heinrich. Uellenberg. Hans-Kurt and

Keiner. Heinz, 272,361, CI OI6-I32 000
Hengst. Alfred. Janke, Heinrich, Uellenberg, Hans-Kuri and

Keiner, Hemz. 272.362, CI OI6-I33 000

"^"rlJ^"
?"""• ^"'"'"' Kengo, Ito, Hiroiomo, and Sekiguchi, Takao, to

I-,-,'
EJ^i-'nt Industry Co . Ltd Console unit for data communication

272.350, 1-24-84, CI O14-I0I 000
Valo, Vcikko L Combined hydraulic cylinder spring and fasteners

therefor 272,315, 1-24-84, CI D8-49S 000
Visser, Willem. lo B V Vcrenigde Knusistof Bcdrijven Container for

liquids or the like 272,318, 1-24-84, CI 09-370 000
Volk, Heinrich Sec-

Becker. Werner, Volk, Heinrich, and Kistner, Hem/, 272, .165. CI

Walser. Ludwig. lo Elvo KIckironik AG Housing for an anparaius for
cleaning soldering iron lips 272, .109. 1-24-84, cfl 08-10000

Walanabc, Sigcnobu, to Asics Ct)rporalion Sport shoe 272 294
1-24-84, CI 02-309 (XX)

Weaver, Jerry See—
Potterbaum, O Eugene, Weaver, Jerry, and Siul/, Sieven D

272,333, CI DI2-I56(XX)
Potterbaum, () Eugene, Weaver. Jerry, and Siui/. Steven D

272,3.14, CI DI2-I56 000
WilccK-kson, Brian See—

Bocchmi, William R, and WilccKkvm, Brian, 272,381, CI 023-
48 (XX)

Wilkinson, Kenneth F
,
to Abboii Laboratories Suppcniing stand for an

intravenous viiulion bag for medical liquids 272. .1«8, I -24-84, CI
024-3I (XX)

Zoldia Anstalt See—
Bulgan, Marina, 272.326, CI 011-34 (XX)

LIST OF PLANT PATENTEES
Collazo, Ezequiel. to Conard-Pyle Company. The. Miniature rose

plant-white chipper variety. 5.182, 1-24-84. CI. 8,000.

Conard-Pyle Company, The: See—
Collazo. Ezequiel. 5,182. CI. 8.000.

Meilland. Marie L.. 5,180. CI. 9.000.

Meilland, Mane L, lo Conard-Pyle Company. The Miniature rose
plant— Meifmaro variety 5,180, 1-24-84, CI 9 (XX)

Serpa, Frank J Liquidambar tree, Fremont 5,183, 1-24-84. CI 51 000
Sin, Angelo J , lo Sin Brothers Nursery, Inc Miniature carnation

5,181, 1-24-84, CI 700(X)
Sin Brothers Nursery, Inc Sec—

Sin. Angelo J, 5.181, CI 7()(XX)
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CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
ISSUED JANUARY 24, 1984

NOTE-First number, das.; second number, subclass; third number, patent number

6

84

13

J6

CLASS 2

4,426,739

4,426.740

a.ASS3
4,426.741

4,426.742

CLASS 4

4.426,743

4,426.744

4,426,745

251

503

597

CLASS!
107 4.427,409
137 4,427,410
M9.3 4,426,746
«> 4,427.411
71 4.427,412

4,427,413
480 4,427,414

CLASS II

94 4,427,439

CLASS IS

21 D 4,426,747
83 4,426,748
93 R 4,426.749

308
—

4,426.750
JM 4.426,751

CLASS 16

82 4,426,752

CLASS 19

83 4,426,753

CLASS

U

293 R 4,427,416
313 R 4,427,417

CLASS 24

17 AP 4,426,754
28 4,426,755

119 4,426,756

CLASS 29

1218 4,426,757
265 4,426,758
Vn 4.426.759

4.426.760
447 4,426,761
527,4 4,426.762
SM 4,426.763
571 4.426,764

4,426,765

4,426,766

4,426,767
S>3 4,426.768
588 4,426,769
596 4,426,770

4,426,771W 4,426,772
M2 4.426.773
841 4,426,774
846 4,426,775

CLASS 30

34.1 4,426,776
34.2 4,426,777
W.I 4,426,778
138 4.426,779
276 4,426,780
310 4,426,781
379.5 4,426,782

CLASS 33

1 M 4,426,783
18 R 4,426,784

147 L 4,426,785
I80R 4,426,786
265 4,426,787
395 4,426,788
431 4,426.789
458 4,426,790

CLASS 34

15 4,426,793
27 4,426,791
28 4.426,792

109 4,426,794
1 16 4,426,795

a.ASS36
"9 4,426,796

CLASS 40

1*4 4,426,797
361 4,426,798
449 4,426,799
606 4,426,800

4,426,801

a.ASS 42

59 4,426,802

CLA.SS 43

17 6 4,426,803
4491 4,426,804
4495 4,426,805

CLASS 46

216 Re 31.503
248 4,426,806

CLASS 47

15 4,426,807
58 4,426,808

CLASS 48

86 R 4,426,809
197 R 4,426,810

CLASS SI

101 R 4,426,811

CLASS S2

22

27

82

100

202

262
3094
407
594

646
669
748
794

378

16

18

52

96
97

158

159

162

287

358

4,426,812

4.426.813

4,426,814

4,426,815

4,426,816

4,426,817

4.426.818

4.426,819

4,426,820

4,426,821

4.426,822

4,426,823

4,426.824

CLASS S3

4,426,825

CLASS SS

4,427,419

4,427,420

4,427,421

4,427,422

4,427,423

4,427,424

4.427,425

4.427.426

4.427,418

4,427,427

26 4,426,851
179 4,426,852
235 1 4,426,853

CLASS 63

4 4,426,854

CLASS 6S

< 4,427,428
JJ 4,427,429
41 4.427,430
163 4.427,431

a.ASS 66

'25 R 4,426,855
212 4,426,856

a.ASS 68

222 4.426.857

CLASS 70

I 5 4,426,858
18 4.426.859
'4 4.426.860
39 4,426,861
69 4,426,862

164 4,426,863
431 4,426.864

181

833

861

4,426,899

4,426,900

4,426,901

CLASS 71

J4 4,427,432

4.427.433
54 4,427,434
67 4,427,435
88 4,427,436
92 4,427,437

4,427,438
94 4,427,440
96 4,427,441

n.ASS 84

I I 4.426,902
> 22 4,426,90]
I 26 4,426,904

258 4,426,905
402 4,426,906
454 4.426.907

CLASS r
6 4.426,908

CLASS 89

I 816 4,426,909

4.426.910

CLASS 91

35 4.426.911
'9 4.426.912

376 R 4.426,913
487 4.426,914

CLA.VS 118

6'J 4.426,951
12' 4,426,954

CLA.VS 119

51 R 4,426.955
72 4,426,95ft

106 4,426,957

V\J<SS 122

4 D 4,426 958
33 4,426.959

a.A.VS 123

CLASS 72

53

98

104

118

141

359

389

4.426.865

4.426,866

4,426,867

4,426,868

4,426,869

4,426,870

4,426,871

4,426,872

4,426,873

CLASS 73

CLASS S6

133 4,426,826
13 6 4,426,827

4,426,828
15 5 4,426,829

202 4,426,830
295 4,426,831
327 R 4,426,832
341 4,426.833

CLASS 57

10 4.426.834
127 7 4,426,835
267 4,426,836
293 4,426,837

4.426,838

4,426,839
301 4.426.840

CLASS 60

39 23 4.426.841
39 511 4,426.842

203 1 4.426.843
295 4.426,844
347 4,426,845
398 4,426,846
514 4,426,847
605 4.426.848
641 4 4.426.849

CLASS 62

125 4.426,850

I B
12

49 3

54

55

60 1

61 2

146 8

155

159

172

432 R
633

86223
86383

4,426,874

4,426,875

4,426,876

4,426,877

4,426,878

4,426,879

4,426,880

4,426,881

4,426,882

4,426.883

4.426.884

4,426,885

4.426,886

4.426,887

4.426,888

478

740
785

CLASS 74

5 R 4.426.889

4,426,890

4,426,891

4,4,26,892

CLASS 75

10 R 4,427.442
68 R 4,427,443
93 R 4,427,444

234 4,427,445
244 4,427.446
252 4,427.447

CLASS 76

I 4.426,893
25 A
54

Rf 31.504

4.426,894

CLASS 81

57 39 4,426,895
41 4,426,896

CLASS 83

37 4.426.897

4,426,89H

CLASS 92

29 «.426,9n
32 4.426.9lh

CLASS 98

38 B 4.426,917
4<JO 4.426.9 IK

CLA.SS 99

289 T 4.426.919
307 4,426.920
468 4.426.923
519 4,426.921

4.426.922
545 4.426.924

CLASS 100

65 4.426.925
88 4,426.926

219 4,426,927
233 4,426,928

CLASS 101

76 4.426.929
93 14 4,426,9K)

415 I 4,426,931

CLASS 102

221 4.426,932
275 3 4,426.933

CT.ASS lOS

197 DB 4,426.934

CLA.SS 106

14 27 4,427,448
277 4.427.449
288 B 4.427,450
300 4,427.451
308 Q 4.427,452

CLASS 109

79 4,426,935

CLASS 110

245 4,426.936
288 4,426.937
347 4,426,938

4.426,939

CLASS III

7 4,426.940

CLASS 112

84 4.426.941
108 4,426,942
221 4,426,94.1

260 4,426,944
262 I 4,426.945
266 I 4,426,946
272 4,426,947
273 4,426.94K

CLASS 114

47 4.426.949
245 4.426.950

(LASS 116

46 4.42b.'<5l

-67 4,4:6,4^:

41 49
57

179 H
1 79 SK
193 H
195 A
196 AB
286
315

339

357

364

367

37(t

418

425

440

446
458
478

488

501

506

522

564

571

585

4.426.960

4.426.986

4.426,962

4,426,961

4,426,963

4.426.964

4,426.965

4,426,966

4,426,967

4,426,968

4,426,969

4,426.970

4,426,971

4.426,972

4,426,973

4.426,974

4,426,975

4,426,976

4,426,977

4,426,971

4,426,979

4,426.980

4,426,981

4,426,912

4426983
4,426,984

4,426,915

4,426,987

4,426.988

CLASS 124

35 A 4.426,989

CLASS 126

9 B 4.426,990
77 4,426.991

4.426.992
85 B 4.426,991

121 4.426,994
426 4.426.995
443 4.426.996
445 4.426.997
448 4.426.998
450 4.426.999

CLASS I3S

109 4,427.021

CLASS 136

248 4.427,138
255 4,427,139

4,427,140

4427,841

a.A.SS 137

224 4,427.022
240 4.427,023
362 4.427,024
527 4 «4,427,025
'56 4.427026
'76 4.427.027

CLA.SS 138

30 4.427.028

4.42r029
42 4.427.030
97 4.427,031
98 4.427,032
103 4,427,03)
14^ 4,427,034

C1^.VS 139

76 4427,035
4" 4.427.036
449 4427.037

4.427.038

CIj^.VS 141

20 4.427,039
67 4.427,040

294 4.427.041

CLASS 144

1 R 4.427042
209 R 4.427 CM <

156 4427.{H4

CLASS 148

I ' 4.427.45-'

ftl'R 4,427,4511

4,427.459
12 C 4, 427,460
16 6 4.427.461
)l 55 4.427.462

129 4427.463
171 4.427.464
175 Rr3l506

CLASS 149

2 4.427.465
19 9 4.427.468
92 4,427.466

109 4 4,427 467
^.^in.^r^n

C LASS ISO
CLA.SS 127

5! 4,427.045
1 4,427,453

44 4.427.454 CLA.SS IS2

CLASS 128
209 N 4.427.046

6 4.427.000 CLASS IS6

24 4 4.427.001 50 4.427.469
83 4.427.002 73 1 4,427,470
90 4.427.003 73 5 4,427,471

200 21 4427.004 93 4.427,472
303 R 4.427.005 130 4,427.473
303 14 4.427.006 145 4.427.474
325 4.427.007 163 4.427.475

4.427.008 199 4.427.476
400 4,427.009 213 4,427.477
402 4,427.010 275 5 4.427.478
419 PG 4,427,011 286 4.427.479
654 4.427.012 287 4.427.480
681 4.427.013 3066 4.427,481
751 4.427.014 .V)7 \ 4,427.482
765 4.427.015 345 4,427,483

CLASS 131
361

429
4,427,484

4,427.485
23K 4,427.016 517 4,427.486

CLASS 132 1

546 4,427.48''

9 4.427.0)7
663 4.427.488

91 4,427,018 CLASS 157

n.ASS 134 1 5 4.427.047

22 IH 4427455 a.ASS 160
25 1 4.4:r456 lO" 44:^.048
''-

4,4:7.019 199 4,4:7.049
i;"" 4. 4:7.11:0 <l« 44:-,05<l

PI 5.^
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57

78

190
2<W

358

448
495

I

29

42
103

160

CLASS 162

4.427,489

4,427.490

Re 31.507

4.427.491

4,427,492

CLASS IM
4,427,051

4,427,052

CLASS 165

4,427,053

4,427,054

4,427,055

4,427.056

4,427,057

4,427.058

CLASS 166

54 6

85

113

134

217
250
261

274
280
295
317

332
345

364

46

4,427,059

4.427,060

4,427,061

4.427,062

4.427.063

4,427,064

4,427,065

4,427,066

4,427,067

4,427,068

4,427.069

4,427.070

4.427,071

4.427,072

4,427,073

CLASS 169

4,427.074

CLASS 172

7 4,427,075

548 4,427,076

CLASS 173

12 4,427,077

126 4.427,078

CLASS 174

77 R 4.427.842

140 S 4,427,843

188 4,427,844

CLASS 175

4,427,079

4,427.080

4,427,081

4,427,082

CLASS 177

4,427,083

106
325
376
413

132

CLASS 179

2 DP 4,427,848

2 TV 4,427,847

1I5.5VC 4,427,846

CLASS IM
19 H 4.427,084

70 R 4.427.085

119 4.427,086

219 4,427,087

4,427,088

253 4.427,089

327 4,427.090

CLASS 111

120 4,427,091

CLASS 1S2

4,427.092

4,427,093

134

141

CLASS ir7

9 R 4,427,094

29 R 4.427,095

CLASS IM
73.34 4.427.096

218 R 4.427,097

CLASS 192

3.28 4.427.098

3.29 4.427.099

43 4.427.100

48.7 4,427,101

85 A 4,427,102

89 B 4,427,103

CLASS I9«

306 4,427,104

632 4,427,105

842 4,427,106

844 4,427,107

CLASS 200

6 R 4,427,849

4,427,850

16 D 4,427,851

44 4.427,852

50 AA
50C
61 13

76

144 B
146 R
148 B
I50G
159 B
252

306

330

4,427,854

4,427,853

4,427,855

4.427,856

4,427,857

4,427,858

4,427,859

4,427.860

4.427.861

4,427,862

4.427,863

4,427,864

1

16

26
27

33

37

43
44

101

CLASS 202

100 4,427,493

248 4,427,494

CLASS 203

1

1

4.427,495

CLASS 204

4.427.496

4.427.497

4.427.498

4,427.499

4.427,500

4,427,501

Re.3 1,508

4,427,502

4,427,503

4,427.504

4.427.505

4.427.506

4.427.507

4.427.508

4.427.509

4.427.510

4,427,511

4,427,512

4,427,514

4,427,513

4.427.515

4.427.516

4,427.517

4.427.518

4.427,519

4,427,520

4,427,521

4,427,522

4,427,523

4,427,524

4,427,525

CLASS 206

4.427.108

4.427.109

4.427.110

4.427.111

4.427.112

4.427.113

4,427,114

4,427,115

4,427,116

109

129 4

151

157.1 1

164

181 C
181 R
192 E

197

201

219
224 R
275

279

290 R
298

427

44R
63.3

205

210
223

314

328
484
530

CLASS 20S

8 LE
gR

II LE
II R
22

40
50

65

89

112

113

120

127

131

210

4.427,526

4,427,527

4,427.528

4.427.529

4.427.530

4.427,531

4.427.532

4.427.533

4.427.534

4.427.535

4.427.536

4.427,537

4,427,538

4,427,539

4,427,540

CLASS 209

4,427,541

CLASS 210

121

143

222

333 1

351

411

617
662
675
741

743
777

805

13

45

94

186

4,427,542

4,427,543

4,427,544

4,427,545

4.427.546

4.427.547

4.427.548

4.427,549

4,427,550

4,427,551

4,427,552

4,427,553

4,427,554

4,427,555

CLASS 211

4,427,117

4,427,118

4,427,119

CLASS 212

4,427,120

231

1 C
I3R

216

231

307

4,427.121

CLASS 215

4.427.122

4.427.123

4.427.124

4.427.125

4,427,126

CLASS 219

1041
1055 B
10 55 F
60.2

69 P
69 W
93

121 LH
121 LK
130.51

341

413

548

4,427.865

4,427,866

4,427,867

4,427,868

4,427,871

4,427,870

4,427,869

4,427,872

4,427,873

4,427,874

4,427,875

4,427,876

4,427,877

218
270
306

CLASS 220

4.427,127

4.427,128

4,427,129

CLASS 221

4 4,427,130

173 4.427.131

CLASS 222

23 4.427.132

77 4.427.133

153 4.427,134

368 4.427,135

4.427.136

4022 4.427.137

546 4.427.138

CLASS 223

2 4.427.139

CLASS 224

4.427.140

4.427.141

148

326

CLASS 225

2 4.427,142

4,427,143

7 4,427,144

97 4,427.145

CLASS 227

119 4.427.146

CLASS 229

33

43

4.427.147

4.427.148

CLASS 236

59 4.427.149

CLASS 237

2 A 4.427.150

CLASS 239

87

90
117

161

460
488

4.427.151

4.427.152

4,427.153

4.427.154

4.427.155

4.427.156

CLASS 2*1

15 4.427.157

CLASS 242

35 5 A
55

55.19 A
553
84 2 A
84.21 R

107

107 4 R
157

199

4.427.158

Re31.505
4.427.160

4.427.159

4.427.161

4,427.162

4.427.163

4.427,164

4.427.165

4.427.166

CLASS 244

3.24 4.427.167

214 4.427.168

219 4.427.169

CLASS 248

51 4.427.170

68 R 4,427,171

55. 4,427,172

CLASS 249

4.427.17339

CLASS 250

203 R 4,427.878

231 SB
237 G
283
296
310

328

331

339

385

443 1

458.1

506 1

515 I

551

4,427,882

4,427,883

4,427,884

4,427,885

4.427,886

4.427.887

4.427,888

4,427,889

4,427.890

4,427,891

4,427,892

4,427,893

4,427,894

4,427,895

16

58

68

230

CLASS 251

4,427,174

4,427,175

4,427,176

4,427,177

CLASS 252

8.5 A
8 55 R
8.7

88
33.2

427
45

51 5 A
52 R
56 D

102

116

180

29963
301 4 R
364

369

455 Z
639

4,427,556

4,427,564

4,427,557

4,427,558

4,427,559

4.427.560

4.427.561

4.427.562

4.427.563

4.427.565

4.427.566

4.427.567

4.427.568

4,427,569

4,427,570

4,427,571

4.427,572

4.427.577

4.427.579

1

88

106

108

131

CLASS 254

4.427,178

4.427,179

4,427,180

4.427.181

4.427.182

CLASS 260

112 R
112.5 R

123.7

124 R
151

239 A
239 3 T

243.3

245 5

39745

410.9 R
429 C
429 R
453 RW
465 D

4654
502.5 F
505 E
509

543 P
969

4.427.580

4.427.581

4.427.582

4.427.583

4,427.584

4.427,585

4,427,586

4,427,587

4,427,588

4,427,589

4,427,590

4,427,591

4,427,592

4,427,593

4,427,594

4,427,595

4,427,596

4,427,598

81 44,118,413

4,427,597

4,427,599

4,427,600

4,427,601

4,427,602

4.427,603

215

222 1

227

4.427,879

4,427,880

4.427,881

CLASS 261

23 A 4,427,604

39 D 4,427,608

97 4,427,605

1 1

1

4,427,606

112 4,427,607

CLASS 264

22

82

86

154

206

210 1

261

286
296
3289
333

4,427,609

4,427,610

4.427,611

4.427,612

4,427.613

4.427.614

4.427.615

4.427.616

4,427,617

4,427,618

4,427,619

CLASS 266

44 4,427,183

45 4,427.184

220 4.427,185

225 4,427,186

274 4,427,187

CLASS 267

6412 4,427,188

CLASS 269

32 4,427.190

43 4,427,191

CLASS ri
11 4,427,192

277 4.427.193

CLASS r3
1 GC

73 J

143 R
153 S
269
371

4,427,194

4,427.J95
4.427,1%
4,427,197

4.427,198

4,427,199

3

24

68
81

85
134

153

CLASS 2T7

4,427.200

4.427.201

4.427,202

R 4.427,203

4,427.204

4.427,205

4,427,206

CLASS 2M
4323
153 R
281 R
289 WC
402
511

711

752

806
814

184

249
263
305
353

4,427,207

4,427,208

4,427,209

4.427.210

4,427,21

1

4.427,212

4,427,213

4.427,214

4,427,215

4,427,216

4,427,217

CLASS 285

4,427,218

4,427.219

4,427,220
4,427,221

4,427,222

CLASS 290

40 R 4,427,896

44 4,427,897

CLASS 292

92 4,427.223

16923

132

4,427,224

CLASS 293

4,427,225

CLASS 294

1 CA 4,427,226

50.9 4,427,227

83 R 4,427,228

CLASS 296

1 S 4,427,229

43

183

4,427,230

4,427,231

139 4.427.189

CLASS 297

161 4.427.232

391 4.427,233

439 4,427,234

CLASS 299

5 4,427,235

4.427,236

CLASS 301

13 SM 4.427,237

37 P 4,427,238

CLASS 303

22 R 4,427,239

CLASS 307

9 4,427,898

66 4,427,899

149 4.427,900

268 4,427,901

270 4,427,902

355 4,427,903

463 4,427.904

CLASS 308

6 C 4.427.240

187.2 4.427,242

207 R 4.427.241

CLASS 310

13 4.427,905

27 4,427,906

52 4,427,907

57 4,427,908

74 4,427,909

214 4,427,910

261 4,427,911

322 4,427,912

334 4,427,913

CLASS 312

7.2 4,427,243

245

330 R
4.427,244

4,427,245

4,427,246

CLASS 313

130 4,427,914

141 4,427,915

346 R 4.427.916

389 4.427,917

402 4,427,918

546 4,427,919

CLASS 315

248 4,427,920

4,427,921

4,427,922

4.427,923

4.427.924

4.427.925

368 4.427.926

383 4.427,927

CLASS 318

4.427.928

4.427.929

4.427.930

4,427,931

4.427.932

4.427.933

4.427.934

139

282

301

317

574

711

723

CLASS 323

280 4.427.935

CLASS 324

58 B
77 B
78 D
86

240
323

326

353
446

4,427.936

4.427.937

4.427.938

4.427.939

4,427,940

4,427,941

4,427,942

4.427.943

4.427.944

4,427.945

CLASS 328

7 4.427.946

133

138

4.427,947

4,427.948

CLASS 330

51 4.427.949

149 4.427,950

298 4,427,951

CLASS 331

176 4,427,952

CLASS 333

134 4,427,953

153 4,427.954

177 4.427.955

194 4.427.956

CLASS 335

19 4,427,957

231 4,427,958

239 4,427,959

285 4,427,960

CLASS 336

83 4,427.961

192 4.427.962

CLASS 337

6 4.427,963

231 4,427,964

CLASS 338

55 4,427,965

162 4,427.966

CLASS 339

14 R

17 CF
75 M
89 R
97 P
98
108 R
127 C
143 C
184 R
272 R

4,427,247

4,427,248

4,427,249

4,427,250

4,427.252

4,427,251

4,427,253

4,427,254

4,427,255

4,427,256

4,427,257

4,427,258

52 D
310 R
347 AD

347 DA
347 P

539
547

CLASS 340

4,427,967

4,427,968

4.427.969

4.427.973

4.427,971

4,427,970

4,427,972

4,427,974

4,427,975

60*
702

7M
aos
825.52

4,427,976

4,427,977

4.427,978

4,427,979

4,427,980

CLASS 343

9R
12 A
17 2 PC

763

764

Re 31,509

4,427,981

4,427,982

4,427,983

4,427,984

CLASS 346

II 4,427,985

4.427,986
W.4 4,427,987

IS) 4,427,988

CLASS 350

1.3

96.14

96.20

9623
96.33

276 R
321

333

357

422
500
507

4,427,259

4.427,260

4,427.261

4.427.262

4.427.263

4.427.264

4.427.265

4.427.266

4,427,267

4,427,268

4,427.269

4,427,270

154

173

183

99

4
107

173.11

219
271.1

402
412
416

CLASS 351

4,427,271

4,427,272

CLASS 352

4,427,273

CLASS 353

4,427,274

CLASS 354

4,427.275

4.427.279

4.427.280

4,427.281

4.427.282

4.427.277

4.427.276

4.427.278

CLASS 355

1

3FU
3 R

14 R
14 SH
15

40
46
54

4.427,283

4,427,284

4,427,285

4,427.286

4,427.288

4.427.287

4.427.289

4,427,290

4,427.291

4,427,292

133

344

371

387

21

22

74

78

81

54

86

228

236
294
300

335

342

CLASS 356

4,427,293

4,427,294

4,427,295

4,427,296

CLASS 357

4,427,989

4,427,990

4,427,991

4,427,992

4,427,993

CLASS 358

4,427,994

4,427,995

4,427,996

4,427,997

4.427.998

4,427.999

4.428.000

4,428,001

4,428,002

4,428,003

CLASS 360

102
103
33

44
61

65

73

102

106

133

18

4,428,004

4,428,005

4,428.006

4,428,007

4,428,008

4,428,009

4,428,010

4,428,01

1

4,428,012

4,428,013

4,428,014

CLASS 361

4,428,015
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31

42

45
90
94

96
100

172

274

280
333

433

12

18

32

96

183

186

224

250
257

263

287

4,428,016

4,428,017

4,428.018

4.428,019

4,428,020

4,428,021

4,428,022

4,421,023

4,428.024

4.428.025

4.428.026

4.428.027

4.428.028

CLASS 362

4.428,029

4.428.030

4.428.031

4.428.032

4.428.033

4.428.034

4.428,035

4.428.037

4.428,036

4,428,038

4,428,039

CLASS 363

62 4,428,040

CLASS 364

183

200

405
414
431 12

436
457
472
474
518

521

557

577

715

728

821

900

96
104

200

215

222

226

19

132

69

134

29
37

72

200
282

4,428,041

4,428,042

4.428,043

4,428,044

4,428,045

4,428,046

4,428,047

4,428,048

4,428,049

4,428,050

4,428,051

4,428,052

4,428,053

4,428,054

4,428,055

4,428,056

4,428,057

4,428,058

4,428,059

4,428,060

4,428,061

4,428,062

4,428,063

4,428,064

4,428,065

CLASS 365

4,428,066

4,428,067

4,428,068

4,428,069

4,428,070

4.428,071

CLASS 366

4,427,297

4,427,298

CLASS 367

4,428,072
' 4,428,073

CLASS 368

4,427.299

4.427.300

4,427.301

4,427,302

4,427,303

CLASS 369

32 4,428,074
45 4,428,075

CLASS 370

50 Re.31,510

CLASS 371

5 4,428,076

CLASS 374

45 4,427,305
46 4,427,304

128 4,427,306

CLASS 376

216 4,427,620
260 4,427,621

4,427,622
263 4,427,623

352 4,427,624

CLASS 381

94 4,427,845

a.ASS 382

9 4,428.077

CLASS 384

93 4,427.307
115 4.427.308
256 4.427.309
415 4.427,310
418 4,427,311

CLASS 400

1442 4,427,312
208 4,427.313
338 2 4.427.314

CLASS 402

80 R 4.427.315

CLASS 403

2 4.427.316
31 4.427.317

408 4.427.318

CLASS 405

196 4.427.319
211 4.427.320
294 4.427.321

CLASS 407

105 4.427.322

CLASS 408

42 4.427.323

CLASS 409

12 4.427.324
144 4.427.325

CLASS 411

5 4.427.326
78 4.427,327

508 4,427,328

CLASS 414

68 4,427,329

113 4,427,330
277 4,427,331

331 4,427.332

409 4.427.333

710 4.427.334

CLASS 415

71 4.427.336
113 4.427.337

210 4.427.338

CLASS 416

131 4.427.339
141 4.427.340

142 4.427.341

170R 4.427.342

200 A 4.427.343

223 R 4.427.344

54

292

296

342

363

379

CLASS 417

4.427.345

4.427.346

4.427.347

4.427.348

4.427.349

4.427.350

CLASS 418

63 4.427.351

CLASS 419

21 4.427.625

28 4.427.626

CLASS 420

496 4.427.627

504 4.427.628

563 4,427.629

CLASS 422

4 4.427,630

22 4.427,631

56 4.427,632

83 4.427.633
99 4.427.634
113 4.427.635
186.07 4.427.636
198 4.427.637

250 4.427.638

CLASS 423

4.427,639

4.427.640

4.427.641

4.427.642

4.113.845

4.427.643

4.427.644

4.427.645

II

7

10

IX

244

342

580
582

658 5

Bl

16

38

46

52

85

95
115

118

177

180

200

210
238

241

243

245

246

250

258

260
263

267

269
270

272

273 R
275

282

288

309

311

321

322

324

78

151

155

156

333

432
525

541

549

36

101

104

106

243

312

538

578

634

CIJ^SS424

4.427.646

4.427.647

4.427.648

4.427.649

4.427.650

4.427.651

4.427.652

4.427.653

4.427,654

4.427.655

4.427.656

4.427.657

4.427.658

4,427.659

4.427.660

4.427.661

4.427.662

4.427,663

4.427.664

4.427.665

4.427.666

4.427.667

4.427.668

4.427,669

4,427.670

4.427,671

4,427,672

4,427.673

4.427.674

4.427.675

4.427.676

4.427.677

4,427,678

4,427.679

4.427.680

4.427.681

4.427,682

4.427.683

4.427.684

4.427,685

Bl 84.302.465

4.427,686

4.427.687

4.427.688

4,427.689

4,427.690

4.427.691

4.427.692

4.427,693

4.427.694

4,427.695

4,427,696

4.427,697

4,427,698

4,427.699

4.427.700

CLASS 425

4.427.352

4.427.353

4.427.354

4.427.355

4.427.357

4.427.358

4.427.359

4.427.360

4.427.361

CLASS 426

4.427.701

4.427.702

4.427.703

4,427,704

4,427.705

4,427,706

4,427,707

4,427,708

4,427.709

4.427.710

a,Ass 4r
10

13

53 I

54 1

87

96
99

163

175

205

237

376 5

420

7

36

43

116

117

141

4.427.711

4.427.712

4.427.723

4.427.713

4.427.714

4.427.715

4.427.716

4.427.717

4.427.718

4.427.719

4.427.720

4.427.721

4.427.722

CI.ASS 428

4.427.724

4.427.725

4.427.726

4.427.727

4.427.728

4.427.729

156

159

172

195

200

234

283

288

3157
323

324

332

338

424 6

462

524

614

50

82

111

149

206

37

58

60
97

121

264

271

273

287

291

436

504

523

525

552

623

4

66

170

196

291

354

359

5

II

14

48

58

105

106

242

261

5

14

79

120

220

19

29

45

M8

no
159

408

7

14

22

27

no
115

161

169

240
277

57

505

507

509

542

4,427.7)0

4.427.711

4.427.712

4.427.356

4.427.733

4.427.734

4.427.735

4,427,736

4.427,737

4.427,738

4.427.739

4.427.740

4.427.741

4,427,742

4.427.743

4.427.744

4,427.745

4,427.746

CLASS 429

4.427.747

4.427.748

4.427.749

4.427,750

4.427,751

CLASS 430

4.427.752

4.427.753

4.427,754

4.427.755

4.427.756

4.427.757

4,427.758

4,427,759

4.427.760

4.427.761

4,427.762

4.427.76.1

4.427.764

4.427,765

4.427,766

4.427.767

4.427,768

CLASS 431

4,427.362

4.427.363

4.427. .164

4.427.165

4.427.366

4.427,367

4.427. .168

4.427. 36fl

CLASS 432

4.427,370

4.427.371

4.427.372

4.427,373

4.427.174

4.427.375

4.427.376

4.427,377

4.427,378

4.427.17<)

CI.ASS 433

4.427.380

4.427.381

4.427.382

4.427,384

4,427,383

CLASS 434

4.427..186

4.427,385

4.427.388

4.427.387

4.427.389

4.427.390

4.427,391

CI.A.SS 435

4,427.769

4,427,770

4.427,771

4,427.772

4.427.771

4,427,774

4,427.775

4.427,776

4,427,777

4.427,778

CI.ASS 436

4,427,415

4.427.780

4.427.779

4.427.781

4.427,782

4.427.783

a.ASS 440

JO 4,427)92
67 4,427)91

CLASS 441

4,427.194

ClJkSS 44$

66

37

47

49

26

38

M

13

153

201

414

16

70

128

61

71

III

154

177

203
208

210

218

28

32

134

139

166

171

116

145

212

222
402

404
417

460
466

24
17

8K

96

115

119

126

315

357

367

442

458
504

555

726

831

858

4.427,195

4,427,3%
4.427,)97

CLASS 455

4,428.078

CLASS 4*4

4,427,.)98

4,427,199

4,427,400

CLASS 474

4.427,402

4,427,403

4,427,401

CLASS 493

4,427,404

4,427,405

CLASS 494

4,427,406
4,42''.407

CLASS 501

4,427,784

4.427.785

CLASS 502

4,427,786
4.42"'.787

4,427,788

4.427,789

4.427.790

4.427,57)

4,427,574

4,427,578

4,427,791

4,427,575

4,427.792

4,427,576

CLASS 521

4,427,794
4,42'', 793
4,427, 79<

4,42''.796

4.427,79-'

4,427,798

CLASS 523

4.427,799

4,427,800

4,427.801

4.427,802

4,427,803

4,427,804

4,427,805

4.427.806

4,427,807

CI.ASS 524

4,427,808

4.427.809

4.427.810

4.427.811

4,427,812

4,427,813

4,427.814

4,427.815

4.427.816

4,427.817

4,427.818

4,427,819

4,427.820

4.427.821

4.427.822

4.427.823

4.427.824

CLASS 525

M 4,427.826
54 n 4,427.827
56 4,427.825
66 4,427,828
67 4,427.829
180 4.427.830
211 4.427.831
2.18 4.427.832
240 4.427.833
2H0 4.427.834
291 4.427.835
Wl 4.427.836
314 4.427.837

a.ASS 604

393 4.427.408



I

PI 56 CLASSIFICATION OF DESIGNS
D2- 309 272,294 65 272.310 Dll- 34 272.326 11 272.342 272 358 52

72

272.374400 272,295 71 272.311 75 272.327 34 272.343 272 359
405 272.296 272.312 133 272.330 53 272.344 D16— U 272 360

272.376

D3— 34 272.297 329 272.313 147 272.329 57 272 345 132 272.361

272.362

272.363
272 364

191 272.375

35 272.298 353 272.314 184 272.328 66 272.346 133
225 272.377

40 272.299 499 272.315 DI2- 91 272.331 272.347 D18— 16
232 272.378

41 272.300 D9- 344 272.316 272.332 100 272.348 234 272.379
D4— 12 272.301 345 272.317 156 272.333 272.349 19 272 365

D23- 18 272.380
D6— 45 272.302 370 272.318 272.334 101 272.350 D19— 60 272 366 48 272.381

70 272.303 378 272,319 272.335 106 272.351 D20— 9 272 367 51 272..382
167 272.304 389 272,320 185 272.336 111 272.352 27 272.368 80 272.383
183 272,305 272.321 317 272.337 113 272.353 272 369 128 272.384
192 272.306 432 272,322 D13- 35 272.338 272.354 272 370 D24- 8 272 387D7— 137 272,307 438 272,323 38 272.339 115 272.355 28 272 371 02 272 385

D8-
400

30

272,308

272.309
452

DIO— 128

272,324

272.325 DI4—
41

04
272.340

272.341

D15- 4 272.356

272.357 D21-
42

24
272.372

272.373 M
272.386
777 W«

CLASSIFICATION OF PLANTS
P- 8 5.182 9 5.180 51 5.183 70 5.181

r

GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX
OF RESIDENCE OF INVENTORS

(U.S. States, Territories and Armed Forces, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the Canal Zone)

Alabama
]

Alaska 2

American Samoa 3

Arizona 4
Arkansas 5

California 6
Canal Zone 7

Colorado g

Connecticut 9

Delaware 10

District of Columbia II

Florida 12

Georgia 13

Guam 14

Hawaii 15

Idaho 16

Illinois 17

Indiana ig

Iowa 19

Kansas 20

(First number in listing denotes location
as to inventor name, location, etc.)

Kentucky 2I

Louisiana 22
Maine 23
Maryland 24
Massachusetts 25
Michigan 26
Minnesota 27
Mississippi 28
Missouri 29
Montana 30
Nebraska 31

Nevada 32
New Hampshire 33
New Jersey 34
New Mexico 35
New York 36
North Carolina 37
North Dakota 38
Ohio 39

Oklahoma 40

Oregon 4]

Pennsylvania 42

Puerto Rico 43
Rhode Island 44
South Carolina 45

South Dakota 46
Tennessee 47
Texas 4^

Utah 49

Vermont 50

Virginia 51

Virgin Islands 52

Washington 53
West Virginia 54

Wisconsin 55

Wyoming 56
US Air Force 57

US Army 5^

US Navy 59

according to afx^ve key Refer to paleni numhc-r in bcxjy of iht- ()fr,c.al Gazelle to ohtain details

PATENTS
1 : 4.426.909 4,427.802 4.42 7..

W

4.427,432 4.427.872 4.427,3^2
2 4,426,749 4.427.873 4.427. n«
4 : 4.426,886 4.427.877 4.427,406

4,426,999 4.427.878 4.427.415
4,427,016 4.427,890 4.427,47«
4,427,638 4,427.905 4.427,497
4,427,992 4.427.932 4.427.542

6 4,426.741 4.427.953 4.427.699
4,426,765 4.427.965 4,427.721
4,426,823 4.427.966 4.427.840
4,426,861 4.427.972 4.427.868
4,426,873 4.427.975 4.427.978
4,426,896 4.427,983 4.428.017
4,426,905 4.428.008 4.428.041
4,426,910 4.428,011 4.428.065
4,426,918 4,428.012 08 : Re 31.510
4,426,967 4.428,015 4.427,.306
4,427,002 4,428,046 4.427.350
4,427,02

1

4,428,069 4.427.491
4,427,022 4.428.075 4.427.537
4,427,028 8 : 4,426,750 4.427.547
4,427,045 4.428,059 4.427.780
4,427,125 9

: 4,426,760 09 Re 31,504
4,427,197 4,426,768 4.426.783
4,427,224 4.426,867 4.426.843
4,427,248 4,426.957 4.426.860
4,427,264 4.426.997 4.427.100
4.427,290 4.426.998 4.427.124
4.427,309 4.427.227 4.427,128
4.427,338 4.427,253 4.427.284
4,427,362 4.427.275 4.427,286
4,427,379 4,427.678 4.427.296
4.427,426 4.427.679 4.427.969
4.427,445 4.427,681 4.427.'»70
4,427,461 4.428.019 10 4.427.298
4,427,466 01 4.427.433 4.427.557
4,427.467 04 4.426.807 4.427.654
4,427,495 4.427.342 4.427,691
4,427.511 4.428.064 II 4.427.017
4,427,536 05 4.427.139 12 4.426.743
4,427.545 06 ; 4.426,755 4.426.756
4,427,560 4,426.758 4.426.804
4,427.569 4.426,766 4.426.819
4.427,599 4,426,784 4.426.8.30
4,427.618 4.426,930 4.426.875
4.427.623 4,427.013 4,426.894
4,427,633 4.427,089 4,426.960
4,427.667 4,427,229 4.427,006
4.427,711 4,427.231 4,427,019
4,427,715 4,427,250 4.427.119
4,427.756 4,427,252 4.427.145
4,427,799 4,427.259 4,427.172

13

17

4.427. KM
4.42"'. 544

4.4:7.M<4
4.4:-.6|'J

4,4;'.85l
4,42'. 864
4,427,960

4,427,971

4.427,977

4.427. 480
4.427,'J81

4.42h,8(X)

4.4:h,89<»

4.477,147

4,427. |9<J

4.427.469

4,427,701

4.427.797

4.427,860

4,426,770

4,426,777

4,426.812

4.426.8.14

4,426,851

4,426,877

4.426.934

4,426.935

4,427.004

4,427,005

4,427,024

4.427.026

4,427.019

4,427,056

4,427,062

4.427.093

4.427.()q7

4,427.l:^
4.427,129

4,427,178

4,427, |9h

4.427,201

4,427.202

4,427.201

4.427,232

4.427.251

4.427,254

4,427,257

4,427,305

4,427,324

4,427,126

4,427,376

4,427.441

4.427,471

IK

19

20

21

44r 4"
1

4 42" 8^"
4.4:",4''J 2; 4 4:^.8:9
4.4;".4K4 4 4:h 89<
44;-. 49: 4 4:" ni<
4 4;' 5^5 44;- m9
442". 66: 4 4;-|)M
4,4:-. ^()< 4 4:-(K,>.

4.4:"i; 4 4;-(i--.
4.4:'. 804 44:- i:(i

4.4:'.8;i 44:- <i)

4, 4:'. 84" 21 4 426-69
4. 42". 852 4.4:- -1(1

4.4:'. 862 44:-. -1:
4.427.879 24 44:68:4
4. 42". 946 4 4:-.()<^

44:". 948 4 4:- :6'
4.4:".9h: 44:- 6>6
4.4:"',9hi 4.4;-660
4.4:-'.998 4 4:- 91-

4,4:8.(W4 44:- 9i>:

4.428.056 :< 44:6-6-
4.4:6.""| 4,4:6 806
4426.774 44:6 849
4.4:6.808 4 4:6 869
4.4:6.816 44:6.889
4.426,919 4 4:6.906
4,4:6.928 4 4:6 90-

4.4:6.9ft5 44:691 )

4. 4:".01: 4.4:6.9-0
4.4:m:i 4, 4:-.058
4,4:"'. 140 4,4:- 08:
4.4:'. 185 44:- 160
4.4:".:o" 4.4:- n
4.4:".:;i 44:- :46
4.4:". 1"4 44:- :4-
4.4:". )81 44:- :^6
4. 4:". 561 4.4;-. :-6
4.4:7.-70 4,4:- 181
4.4:7,-75

4. 4:-.486
;.4:-.9ii 4.4:-'. 506
4.4:7964 4.4:-. V)8
4.4:6.9:^ 4.4:-,V)9
4.4:6.91-' 4.4:-. 5 10
4.4:6.956 44:7 <<<

4.4:7.(X)7 4.4:- <9«
4.4:7. :97 4.4:7.651
4.4:7,194 4.4:7.748
4.4:7.9:6 44:7 8 VI
4,4:7,()4() 4.4:7.866
4.4:7.: II 4. 4:-. 8-'

4,4:7,«)h 4. 4:-. 888
4. 4:7. .11; 4,4:-,90:
4,4:7.519 4, 4:-. 9:0

PI .'^7



PI 58 GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX OF RESIDENCE OF INVENTORS
4.427.921 4.427.213 4.427,810 37 4.426.927 4,427,118 4.427.069
4.427.922 4.427.274 4,427,812 4,427,158 4,427.142 4,427.070
4.427,923 4.427.348 4,427.913 4,427,329 4.427.143 4,427,080
4.427.924 4.427.355 4.427.918 4,427,386 4.427.219 4,427.081
4.427.925 4.427,436 4.427,945 4,427,416 4.427,237 4.427.091
4,427,936 4.427.472 4.427.994 4,427,422 4,427,243 4.427.175
4,427,973 4.427,481 4.428.033 4.427.861 4.427.249 4.427,182
4.427.999 30 4.427.782 35 4.427.897 4.427.968 4.427,258 4,427,192
4.428.021 31 4.427.434 36 4.426.787 4.428,045 4,427,279 4.427.204
4,428,028 4.427.669 4.426.795 39 Re 31,505 4,427,316 4,427,221
4,428.039 32 4.426.796 4.426.832 4,426,782 4,427,317 4,427,236
4,428,053 4.427,113 4.426.846 4,426,822 4,427.337 4,427,308

26 4,426.761 33 4,426.778 4.426.850 4,426,881 4,427,368 4,427,320
4,426.779 4.427.476 4.426.854 4,426,888 4,427,369 4,427.333
4.426.789 4.428.000 4.426.858 4,426,898 4,427,371 4,427,.340
4.426.841

4.426.872

4.426.887

4.426.893

4.426.936

4.426.952

4.426.977

4.426.979

4.427.009

4.427.049

4.427.099

4.427.141
4 427 151

34 Re.31.507 4.426.859 4,426,901 4,427,399 4,427..345
4.426.813 4.426.868 4,426,914 4,427.412 4.427..366
4.426.857 4.426.884 4,426,954 4,427,459 4.427,517
4.426.885 4.426.897 4,426,955 4,427,496 4,427,553
4.426,933

4.426.943

4.426.953

4.426.984
4,426,974

4,427,023
4,427,498

4.427,525
4,427,556

4,427,559
4.426.958

4.427.008

4.427.084

4.426.996

4,427,001

4,427,031

4,427,050

4,427,060

4,427.111

4.427.532

4.427.534

4.427.535

4,427.643

4,427,702

4,427,740
4.427.109 4.427.032 4.427.115 4.427.568 4,427,833
4.427.110 4.427.074 4.427.191 4.427.610 4.427.8.34
4.427.127 4.427,112 4.427.220 4.427.617 4,427,854

4.427,152
4 427 163

4.427.157 4.427,114 4.427.226 4.427,620 4,427,935
4.427.165 4.427.159 4.427.241 4,427,621 4.427,941

4427 164
4.427.384 4.427.230 4.427.242 4,427,624 4,427,943

4 427 198
4.427.389 4.427.271 4.427.255 4,427.625 4,427,944

4 427 228
4.427.390 4,427.283 4.427.318 4.427.646 4,428,047

4.427.238
4.427.395 4.427. 28*! 4,427.349 4.427.661 4,428,052

4.427.352
4.427.410 4.427,291 4.427.388 4.427.692 4.428,057

4.427.357
4,427,439 4,427,343 4.427.419 4.427,695 4,428,072

4.427.358
4,427,447 4,427,385 4.427.428 4,427,759 49 4.426,814

4.427.400 4,427.450 4,427,391 4.427.473 4,427,778 4,426,932

4.427.417 4.427.456 4.427,423 4.427.474 4.427.793 4,427,292

4.427.427 4.427.464 4.427,430 4.427.549 4.427.825 4,427,470

4.427.431 4.427.494 4.427,483 4.427.664 4.427.836 51 4.426.754

4.427.548 4.427.500 4,427.513 4,427,683 4.427.853 4.426.798

4.427.591 4.427.502 4.427,579 4,427,694 4.427.876 4,426,874

4.427.724 4.427,516 4.427,580 4,427,747 4.427.880 4,427,116

4,427.776 4.427,531 4,427,587 4,427,792 4.427.896 4,427,167

4.427.801 4,427.538 4,427,588 4,427,828 4.427.907 4,427,414

4.427.811 4.427.562 4,427.594 4,427,835 4.428,017 4,427,719
4.427.813 4.427.564 4,427,634 4,427,841 4,428,022 4,427.745
4.427.818 4.427,567 4,427.668 4.428,055 4,428,026 4.427.848

4.427.819 4.427.573 4,427,706 4,113,845 4,428,073 4,427.930
4.427,837 4.427.582 4,427,716 40 4,426,880 44 4,427,194 53 : 4,426,801
4.427.871 4.427.589 4.427,722 4,426,882 45 4,426,792 4,426,845
4,428.032 4.427.592 4,427.728 4,427,025 4,427.409 4,426,911
4.428.062 4.427,616 4,427,734 4.427.063 4.427.485 4.427,044

27 : 4.426.751 4.427.631 4.427,761 4.427.071 4.427.530 4,427,117
4.426.773 4.427.652 4.427,777 4.427.105 4.427.597 4,427,168
4.426.780 4,427.655 4,427.785 4.427,133 4.427.729 4,427,169
4.426.961 4.427.663 4.42'. 796 4,427,330 46 4.426.747 4,427,179
4.426,989 4.427,665 4.427.827 4,427,420 47 4.426.866 4,427,.392
4.427.102 4,427.684 4.427.839 4.427,575 4.427.354 4,427.449
4.427.148 4.427.708 4.427,883 4,427.640 4.427.451 4.427,490
4.427.153 4.427.709 4,427.884 41 4.426.991 4.427.519 4,428,016
4,427.154 4.427.713 4,427,910 4.426.992 4.427.540 4,428,078
4.427.334 4.427.718 4.427,933 4.427,104 4.427.570 54 : 4,427.543
4.427.448 4.427,737 4,427,934 4,427,457 48 : Re.31.509 55 4.426.781
4.427.629 4.427.758 4,427,955 42 4,426,763 4.426.821 4.426.825
4.427.744 4.427,779 4,427,974 4.426,772 4.426.878 4.426.831
4.427.757 4.427.783 4,427,984 4,426.785 4.426,879 4.426.848
4.427.842 4.427.786 4.427.989 4,426,833 4,426,916 4.426.890

28 4.426.786 4.427.787 4.427.993 4,426,863 4,426,921 4,427,092
29 4.426,797 4.427.788 4.428.018 4,426,892 4,426.924 4,427.325

4.426,803 4.427.789 4.428.020 4,427.029 4.426.959 4.427.541
4,426.805 4.427.790 4.428.030 4.427,052 4,427.065 4,427,604
4.426.815 4.427,791 4.428.048 4,427,077 4,427,066 4,427,886
4.427.042 4,427,807 4.428.050 4.427,094 4.427,067 56 : 4.427,235

DESIGN PATENTS
01

05
06

272.297

272.374

272.295

272,300

272.355
08 272.302
09 272.323

12 272.340

272.357

272.358

272.359
272 388
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PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE NOTICES

Patent Cooperatioii Treaty Information

For information concerning the PCT member
countries see the notice appearing in the Official Gazette
at 1037 O.G. 12 on Dec. 13, 1983. For use of the Euro-
pean Patent Office as a Searching Authority for PCT
applications filed in the United States Receiving Office,
see the notice appearing in the Official Gazette at 1022
O.G. 52 on Sept. 28, 1982.

Domestic PCT fees were increased on Oct. 1, 1982 by
a rule change to 37 CFR 1.445 that was published at
1021 O.G. 11 on Aug. 10, 1982. The search fee for the
European Patent Office was changed as of Jan. 22, 1983
and was announced at 1025 O.G. 27 on Dec. 28, 1982
International PCT fees were changed by the PCT As-
sembly effective Jan. 1, 1984 and were announced at
1037 O.G. 12 on Dec. 13, 1983. The current schedule of
PCT fees is as follows:

Transmittal fee $ 125.00
Search fee

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office as
Searching Authority

• No corresponding prior U.S. national
application filed 500.00

• Corresponding prior U.S. national
application filed 250.00

European Patent Office as .

Searching Authority I

• All cases 670.00
International Fees

Basic Fees (first 30 pages) 295.00
Basic Supplemental Fee (for each
page over 30) 6.00

Designation fee (for each national
or regional office) 70.00

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF,
Nov. 14, 1983. Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks.

poth Ancker, et al., Owner of Record: Union Carbide
Corp., New York, N. Y.. Attorney or Agent: Eugene C.
Trautlein, et al., Ex. Gp.: 142

Board of Appeals Decisions Rendered
in the Month of Dec. 1983

Affirmed 135
Affirmed in Part 13
Reversed 47

Total '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
196

REISSUE APPUCATIONS FILED

Notice under 37 CFR 1.11(b). The reissue applications list-

ed below are open to inspection by the general public in the
indicated Examining Groups and copies may be obtained by
paying the fee therefor (37 CfTl 1.21(b)).

,.^?A*f??^ ^^ SN- 516.614, Filed July 22, 1983, CI.
340/384E, APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING A PLU-
RALITY OF AUDIO SOUND EFFECTS, Steven T.
Mayer, et al., Owner of Record: Atari. Inc.. Sunnyvale.
Calif.. Attorney or Agent: Michael L. Sherrard, Ex.
Gp.: 234

4^76,997, Re. S.N. 550,980, Filed Nov. 14. 1983, CI.
369/270. SPINDLE ASSEMBLY, Frederick S. Eggers,
Owner of Record: Pro Quip. Inc.. Santa Clara. Calif.
Attorney or Agent: Paul D. Flehr, et al., Ex. Gp.: 246

4,385,136, Re. S.N. 556,170, Filed Nov. 29, 1983, CI.
523/215, REINFORCEMENT PROMOTERS FOR
FILLED THERMOPLASTIC POLYMERS, Fred Hap-

1038 OG 288

REQUESTS FOR REEXAMINATION HLED

Notice under 37 CFR 1.11(c). The requests for re-

examination listed below are open to inspection by the general
public in the indicated Examining Groups. Copies of the re-

quests and related papers may be obtained by paying the fee
therefor esublished in the Rules (37 CFR 1.21(b)).

In the event correspondence to the patent owner is not re-

ceived, this notice will be considered to be constructive notice
to the patent owner and reexamination will proceed (37 CFR
1.248(aK5) and 1.525(b)).

No Publications This Issue

National Inventors Day

The Patent and Trademark Office, the National Coun-
cil of Patent Law Associations and the National Inven-
tors Hall of Fame Foundation, Inc. will sponsor Nation-
al Inventors Day in the Public Search Room on
Saturday, Feb. 11, 1984 from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. and
Sunday, Feb. 12, 1984 from 10:00 a.m. to 5KX) p.m. The
public is invited to view the exhibits on these days. In-
ventors will be inducted into the National Inventors
Hall of Fame on Sunday, Feb. 12, at 2:00 p.m.

In order to assemble exhibits it will be necessary to
close the Search Room on Friday, Feb. 10, 1984 at 5:00
p.m. The removal of all personal property from the
Search Room would be appreciated.

GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF,
Dec. 27, 1983. Commissioner of Patents,

and Trademarks.

Registration to Practice

The following list contains the names of persons ap-
plying for registration to practice before the United
States Patent and Trademark Office. Information
tending to affect the eligibility of said applicants on mor-
al, ethical or other grounds, should be furnished the
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks on or before
Mar. 9. 1984.

WILLIAM FELDMAN,
Jan. 5, 1984. Director, Office of

Enrollment and Discipline.

A
Amundson, Steven M., 254 Park Ave., South New

York, N.Y. 10010

B
Bahret, William F., 517 W. 93rd St., Indianapolis, Ind.
46260

Bamber, Jeffrey V., 8620 Beechmont Ave., Cincinnati,
Ohio 45230

Bamhard, Elizabeth M., 143-30 38th Ave., #4M, Flush-
ing, N.Y. 11354

Barschall, Anne E., 328 6th Ave., Brooklyn. N.Y. 11215
Beran, James T., 75-23 113th St., #2A, Forest Hills,
N.Y. 11375

Bevilacqua, Michael J., 144 Kenrick St., #36, Brighton.
Mass. 02135

Blasko, John P., 116 S. West St., Carlisle, Pa. 17013
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Bossong, Kenneth J., 115 Park Terr., Westmont, N.J.
08108

Cain, Larry G., Rural Rte. 4, Peoria, 111. 61615
Canter, Carol G., 701 Grantham Ct., Southampton, Pa.

18966

Cantor, Michael A., 689 Farmington Ave., #1, W.
Hartford, Conn. 06119

Carlson, David V., Texas Instruments, P.O. Box 225474
M.S. 219, Dallas, Tex. 75265

Carr, Gregory W., 3715 S. Versailles, Dallas, Tex. 75209
Cassil, Donald W.. 530 W. Aldine, #410, Chicago, 111.

60657
Channing, Stacey L., East 3L 1000 Paradise Rd.,

Swampscott, Mass. 01907
Cole. Christine, 956 Harding Rd., Elizabeth, N.J. 07208
Comuntzis, Chris, 19525 Olney Mill Rd., Olney, Md.

20832
Coppa, Francis T., 92 Charies St., #2, Boston, Mass.
02114

Copple, Kevin L., 5023 Ernst St., Omaha, Nebr. 68152
Croll, Mark W., 1946 N. Seminary, Chicago, 111. 60614

D
Dee, James D., 921 W. Macada Rd., Bethlehem, Pa.

19017

DeFreytas, C. Douglas, 1400 S. Catalina Ave., #202,
Redondo Beach, Calif. 90277

Dooher, Terrence E., 151 Buckingham Dr., #203, Santa
Clara. Calif. 95051

Dunn. George H. III. 963 Wavecrest. Houston, Tex.
77062

Dwork, Stuart D., 2028 Columbia Pike, #8, Arlington,
Va. 22204

*

E
Ettinger, Mitchell S., 4102 Quintana St., Hyattsville,
Md. 20782

Feinberg. Aaron M., 1777 E. 10th St.. Brooklyn, N.Y.
11223

Ferrell, Michael W., 212 Alpine PI., Tuckahoe, N.Y.
10707

Flaherty, 28 E. 10th St., #6A, New York, N.Y. 10003
Fuller. Roland A. III. 604 Holly La.. Kokomo, Ind.
46902

Furman, Diane E., 355-3 IG S. End Ave., New York,
N.Y. 10280

O
Gerken, Karen M., 8416 Flower Hill Terr.,

Gaithersburg, Md. 20879
Gillenwater. Bobby B., 1605 No. Stafford, St.. Arling-

ton, Va. 22207
Goldman, Philip M.. 3505-3 1st Ave., South Minneapolis,

Minn. 55406
Gollhofer, Richard A., 1010 Temple Ct., Sterling Park,

Va. 22170
Gotts, Uwrence J., 5597 Seminary Rd., #2102S, Falls

Church, Va. 22041
Grassier, Frank P.. 3658 S. Laredo St.. Unit C. Aurora,

Colo. 80013
Gray, Francine H., 9448 S.W. 54th Ave., Portland.

Oreg. 97219
Gresham, Lowell W.. 2330 W. Shaw Butte Dr., Phoe-

nix, Ariz. 95029
Grigel, George G., 1624 Mammoth Rd., #17, Hooksett,

N.H. 03106

H
Hecker, Leonard R.. 220 Walnut La., Ambler, Pa. 19002
Henricks, James A., 500 S. Los Robles, #119, Pasadena,

Calif. 91101
Hooper, Matthew R., 1030 N. Dearborn, #918, Chica-

go, 111. 60610
Hughey, Patrick W., 320 Harvard Ave., E. Seattle,
Wash. 98102

I

Ingham, Herbert S., 38 Milmohr Ct., Northport, NY.
11768

Isackson, Robert M., 50 W. 82 St., #4B, New York.
N.Y. 10024

J

Jacobson, William O., 4224 Karensue Ave., San Diego,
Calif. 92122

Jamieson, Robert S., 667 S. Hudson Ave., Pasadena,
Calif. 91106

Jarvis, Robert J., 20 Collegcview Dr., Loudonville,
N.Y. 12211

Jervis, Herbert H., 124 Brixton Rd., S., West Hemp-
stead, N.Y. 11552

Jimenez, Jose W., 1177 S. Oak Park Ave., Oak Park, 111,

60304
Jones, Willard II, 100 Delaware Ave., #233, Oakmont,

Pa. 15139

K
Keefe. Peter D., 20512 Ardmore Pk., St. Clair Shores,

Mich. 48081
Keogh, Raymond J., 19 Whitehall Dr.. Huntington,

N.Y. 11743

Ketchum, Jeffrey M., 9904 Edward Ave., Bethesda, Md.
20814

Kusner, Mark M., 445 Richmond Pk. West, #313B,
Richmond Hgts., Ohio 44143

L

Larsen, Walter L., P.O. Box 18302, Seattle, Wash. 98118
Levie, Hallie R., 131 Riverside Dr., New York, NY.

10024
Lewis, Leonard L., 7400 S. Chestnut Commons, Mentor,
Ohio 44060

Lundeen, Daniel N., 6458 Dryad, Houston, Tex. 77035
Lupuloff, Harry, 13109 Larchdale Rd., #8, Uurel, Md.

20708

M
MacLean, Kurt A., 1722 W. 244 St., Lomita, Calif.

90717
Majcher, Thomas H., 3556 Jasmine Ave., #2, Los

Angeles, Calif. 90034
Marshall, Paul L., 2123 D. North Monroe St., ArUng-

ton, Va. 22207
May, William R., 171-B Old Montgomery Hwy., Bir-

mingham, Ala. 35216
McLaughUn, George W., 4912 Mt. Elbrus Dr., San

Diego. Calif. 92117
McNichol, William J., Jr., 277 Park Ave.. New York,

N.Y. 10172
Miller, Jean M., 4582 MacArthur Blvd.. N.W., #201,

Washington, D.C. 20007
Miller, Russell B., 9644 Falmouth Ave., # 16, Playa Del

Rey, Calif. 90293
Mollon, Mark L., 2500 N. Van Dom, #320, Alexandria.
Va. 22302

Montgomery, John W., 1921 Knoll Crest, Arlington,
Tex. 76014

Morgan, Terry D., 117 Carroll. E. Peoria. III. 61611
Mortenson, Mark G.. 8119 Loving Forest Ct., Spring-

field, Va. 22153
Murphy. David B.. 467 S. Amaz Dr.. #207, Los

Angeles, Calif. 90017
Murphy, Paul J., 48 McKinley St., Everett, Mass. 01910
Murray, Leslie G., 2111 Orchard Ave., Moscow, Idaho

93943

N
Neff, Charles E., 13423 Dean, Detroit. Mich. 48212

O
Olson, Arthur D., 176 Ridgewood Rd.. W. Hartford,
Conn. 06107

Olson. Mark D., 6815 S.W. Capitol Hill Rd.. #2,
Portland, Oreg. 97219

Osofsky, John A., 300 Walton St., W. Hempstead, NY.
11552
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Overhauser, Paul, 210B Wrenn Dr., Gary, N.C. 27511

P
I

Payne, Thomas R., 3504 Sorrento, Louisville, Ky. 40222
Pe«;hey, Bruce S., 595 Elmwood Terr., Rochester, N.Y.

14620
Plache, David C, 323 Southwood Dr., Kenmore. N.Y

14223
Pronin, Irwin, 4 Crossbar Rd., Hastings-on-Hudson,

N.Y. 10706

R >

Raab, Richard, 198 Roselle St., Mineola, N.Y. 11501
Rauch, Susan H., 345 Eight Ave., New York, N.Y

10001

Redding, Bloor, Jr., 2277 Darla Ct., Loveland, Colo.
80537

Reiter. Stephen E., 4515 Limestone Rd., Bartlesville.
OUa. 74006

Riley, James H., 12019 Creekhurst Dr., Houston, Tex
77001

Rohssler, Alvin S., 1890 Bruckner Blvd., #12F, Bronx,
N.Y. 10473

Romanow, Joseph S., 67 Wade St., Newton, Mass.
02161

Rostoker, Michael D., 2A Blanchard St., Concord, NY
03301

Ryberg, John J., 5936 Belmont Ave., #9, Cincinnati,
Ohio 45224

S I

Schaffer, Robert, 144 E. 7th St., #A3, New York, NY.
10009

Scheller, James C, Jr., 1831 Holmby Ave., Los Angeles.
Calif. 90025

Schulman, Robert M., 3701 Conn. Ave., N.W., #923
Washington, D.C. 20008

Schuman, Mark D., 113 Church St., Kohler, Wis. 53044
Schwartz, Edward R., 74 School St., Wayland, Mass
01778

Seccombe, Stephen R., 17330 Raymer St., Northridge,

^^?}^LJ°^^ ^' *124 N. Kedvale, Apt. 2A, Chicago,
111. 60641

Sicgte, John R, 8186 Gould Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

Simon, James L., 683 Little Wekiva Rd., Altamonte
Spnngs, Fla. 32714 •

Smith, Marilyn D., 1247 Aikins Way, Boulder, Colo.
80303

SittitJ. Montgomery W., P.O. Box 3824, Lubbock, Tex.

Spotz, Barbara E., 126 Shellbank Dr., Williamsburg, Va
23185

*

T '

Taravella, Christopher A., 5525 Eastbourne Dr.. Sprine-
field, Va. 22151

*^ *

^^^' ^^^ ^ • 2200 N. Quantico S., Arlington, Va.
22205

*

Tocdt, Dell C. Ill, 1617 Fountain View, #21, Houston,
Tex. 77057

Tojly. Lori D., 19 Savage Rd., #C4, Denville, N.J.

^*V!?i«!i'
^°**" ^' '^-^ ^"8ht Ave., Campbell, Ohio

44405

^^£S?' ^**"' •'•' ^^^ Shippan Ave., Stamford, Conn.
06902

u
i

Umbel, Janice L., 1941 Outlook Dr., Verona, Pa. 15147

W
Wilder, Richard C, 49 Warren St., Concord, N.H
03301

Wine, Frederic K.. 4465 MacArthur Blvd.. N.W., #205
Washington, -D.C. 20007

Wise, Roger R., 131 S. East Ave., Oak Park, 111. 60302
Wood, John D., 6 Natureview Trail, Bethel, Conn.
06801

Young, Karen S., 4709 Commons Dr., #301,
Annandale. Va. 22003

Zebrak. Ira Lee, 89 Hicks St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201

Registers of Attoraeys and Agents

In the May 17, 1983 issue of the Official Gazette, there
was published a list of names and addresses of persons
whose names had been removed from the Registers of
Patent Attorneys and Agents pursuant to the provisions
of 37CFR§1.347.
The following persons, whose names appeared in that

list, have been reinstated on the active Register of At-
torneys or Register of Agents, in view of information
which they have furnished to the Office of Enrollment
and Discipline.

WILLIAM FELDMAN,
Jan. 5. 1984. Director. Office of

Enrollment and Discipline.

Bard, Edmund F., Ill, 4800 Three Allen Center, 333
Clay St., Houston, Tex. 77002

Barta, Kent, 801 Monroe, Jefferson City, Mo. 65101
Becker, Warren M., 274 N. Clark Ave., Los Altos,

Calif 94022

Brown, Joseph W., 698 E. 2320 North, Provo, Utah
84604

Brown, Marc E., Fleishman, Meyerhoff & Nichols, 1901
Ave. of the Stars, Suite 931, Los Angeles, Calif 90067

Cadenhead, Ben C, Exxon Chemical Co., P.O. Box
5200, Baytown, Tex. 77522

Carter, Charles M., Reading Co., 1 Northfield Plz.,
Suite 310, Northfield, 111. 60093

Carwell, Robert M., Carwell & Helmreich, Eleven
Greenway Pte., Summit Tower, Suite 2602, Houston,
Tex. 77046

Cennamo, Anthony D., 140 E. Town St., Suite 1530,
IBM BIdg. Columbus, Ohio 43215

Cislo, Donald M., Cislo, O'Reilly & Thomas, 2444
Wilshire Blvd., Suite 414, Santa Monica, Calif 90403

Coch, Nicholas L., Anderson Russell Kill & Olick, 666
Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017

Fleming, Robert F., Jr., 3909 Valley Dr., Midland,
Mich. 48640

Freedman, Philip D., 204 State St., Harrisburg, Pa.
17101

*

Gregory, William D.. Clarkson College, Dept. of Phys-
ics. Potsdam, N.Y. 13676

Kitchen, Harry E., P.O. Box 2417, Gaithersburg, Md.
20879

Lacomis, Bernard J., General Electric Co., 120 Eric
Blvd.. Schenectady, N.Y. 12305

Lahey, William E., Biebel, French & Nauman, 2500
Kettering Tower, Dayton, Ohio 45423

Langsman, Andrew S., Mandeville & Schweitzer, 230
Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10169

La Prade, John C, 2021 Jeff. Davis Hwy., Suite 207,
Arlington, Va. 22202

Laramie, James R., Robbins & Laramie, 1919 Pennsylva-
nia Ave.. Washington, D.C. 20006

Lauterbach, Richard T., 632 S. Tenth Ave., La Grange,
III. 60525

*

Lenzen, Glenn H., Jr., Cambridge Systems Group,
24275 Elise, Los Altos Hills, Calif 94022

Lett. Gerald L., Lalos, Leed, Keegan, Lett & Marsh,
1200 17th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036

Levinson, Joseph, Parmelee, Bollinger & Bramblett, 460
Summer St., Stamford, Conn. 06901

Levitin, Martin A., 100 Park Ave., Suite 2409, New
York. NY. 10017

Lewis, Ancel W., Jr., Fields, Lewis, Pittenger & Rost,
318 Colorado Club Bldg., 4155 E. Jewell Ave., Den-
ver, Colo. 80222
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Lewis, Fred O., U.S. Dept. of Energy, Federal Office
Bldg., P.O. Box E, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 37830

Lewis, Terrell P., Browdy & Neimark, Suite 300. 419
Seventh St.. N.W.. Washinpton. DC. 20004

Littlefield, Stephen A., Conoco, Inc., P.O. Box 1267.
Ponca City, Okla. 74603

Livingston, Callard, P.O. Box 591, Evanston, III. 60204
Lowe, Allan M., Lowe, Ing, Price A Becker, 2001 Jeff.

Davis Hwy., Suite 209, Ariington, Va. 22202
Lubitz, Stuart, Spcnsley Horn Jubas & Lubitz. 1880
Century Park E., Suite 500, Los Angeles, Calif. 90067

Luther, Radford W., Chandler Evans, Inc., Charter Oak
Blvd., W. Hartford, Conn. 06101

MacLaren, Terrence, Siemens Corporate Res. & Sup-
port, Inc., 767 Fifth Ave., New York, NY. 10153

Maitner, John J., Hoffmann-LaRoche. Inc. 340
Kingsland St.. Nutley. N.J. 07110

Malone, Charles A., Mobil Oil Corp., 3225 Gallows Rd..
Fairfax, Va. 22037

Maloney, Denis G., RFD #1, Box 22. Chester, N.H.
03036

Marett, Robert J., 99 Detering St., Suite 230, Houston,
Tex. 77489

Marion, Donald C, Singer Co.. Kearfott Div., 1150
McBride Ave.. Little Falls. N.J. 07424

Maser, Thomas O., National Security Agency, Attn.
R(PA), Ft. George G. Meade, Md. 20755

Maslow, Andrew D., Arthur, Dry & Kalish. 1230 Ave.
of Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020

Matas, Vytas R., McDermott, Inc., 4500 Rockside Rd.,
Suite 350, Cleveland, Ohio 44131

Matthews, Richard P., 8410 Terra Woods Dr.. Spring-
field. Va. 22153 ^ •*

May, Stephen R., Frito-Lay, Inc., Frito-Lay Tower.
P.O. Box 35034, Dallas, Tex. 75235

McCarthy, John H., Shell Development Co., P.O. Box
2463, Houston, Tex. 77001

McDonnell, John J., G. D. Searle & Co., Corporate Pat
Dept., 4711 Golf Rd., Skokie, 111. 60076

McKeever, James J., 20 Flower La.. Greenwich. Conn.
06830

McMurry. Michael B.. Sundstrand Corp.. 4751 Harrison
Ave.. Rockford, III. 61125

Meiklejohn, Paul T., Hopgood, Calimafde, Kalil.
Blaustein & Judlowe. 60 E. 42nd St., Suite 4000 Lin-
coln Bldg., New York, N.Y. 10165

Melnikoff, Jeffrey R.. 10311 Greentop Rd., Cockeys-
ville, Md. 21030

'

Michalek, Thomas G., Suite 5, 1079 Greentree Rd..
Pittsburgh. Pa. 15220

Miller, Reuben, Exxon Res. & Engineering Co., P.O
Box 390, Florham Park. N.J. 07932

Miller. William J.. Conoco. Inc.. 1000 S. Pine. P.O. Box
1267, Ponca City, Okla. 74603

Minkler, Cyrus G., Harness, Dickey & Pierce. 1500 N.
Woodward. Suite 300. Bloomfield Hills. Mich. 48013

Miskin. Howard C. Colvin, Miskin, Basseches &
Mandelbaum, 420 Lexington Ave., New York, NY.
10170

Montgomery, Willard G., Ethyl Corp., Pat. & Tdmk.
Div., 451 Florida Blvd., 9th Floor. Baton Rouge. La.
70801

*

Mosoff, Serle I., 22000 Halburton Rd., Beachwood.
Ohio 44122

Mrose. James E., Thomson & Mrose. 468 Park Dr.. Bos-
ton. Mass. 02215

Muckenthaler. George J.. N C R Corp., World Head-
quarters. Dayton. Ohio 45479

Mugford, David J.. Schering-Plough Corp., 2000 Gal-
loping Hill Rd.. Kenilworth. N.J. 07033

Murphy, Thomas P., Sr.. Perkin-Elmer Corp., Main
Ave.. Norwalk. Conn. 06856

Murrah. Macka L.. Univ. of Texas System, 201 W. 7th
St.. Austin. Tex.78701

Myers, Donald, Univ. of Missouri-Rolla, 301 Harris
Hall, Rolla, Mo. 65401

Nation, Floyd R., Arnold, White & Durkee, 1440 Texas

Comm Bank Bldg.. 700 Lavaca St.. Austin. Tex.
78701

Naylor. Henry E., Exxon Res. & Engineering Co.. P.O.
Box 390. Florham Park. N.J. 07932

Neely, Andrew S.. Luedeka & Neely. 1230 Park Nation-
al Bank Bldg., 505 Gay St.. Knoxvillc, Tenn. 37902

Nehrkom, William H., Heil Co., 3000 W. Montane St..

Milwaukee. Wis. 532 1

5

Nebesar. George C. 7659 Koch Dr.. Parma, Ohio 44134
Nienow, Harvey C. One Newport PI., Suite 400. New-

port Beach. Calif 92660
Nolan, Roger W., Jr.. 470 Merchandise Mart. Chicago.

III. 60137
•

Noll. William B.. Sr.. Bethlehem Steel Corp.. Homer
Res. Labs.. Law Dept.. Bethlehem. Pa. 18016

Norek. Joan I.. One N. La Salle St.. Chicago. III. 60602
Norvell. William C. Jr., Norvell & Associates, 6363
Woodway, Houston, Tex. 77057

Nydegger, Rick D., Fox, Edwards A Gardiner, P.O.
Box 3450, Salt Lake City, Utah 84110

O'Brien. John S.. Geriach A O'Brien. 29 S. U Salle St

,

Suite 635. Chicago. III. 60603
O'Connor. Edward F.. Delio A Libert. 121 Whitney

Ave,, New Haven, Conn. 06510
Ohm, Kenneth D.. General Mills, Inc.. 9200 Wayzata

Blvd., Minneapolis, Minn. 55435
Oldham, Robert L.. 1250 Weathervanc La., Akron.
Ohio 44313

Olson. A. Andrew, III. 1 100 Pine St . Unit F. Glenview.
III. 60025

Ousley. Bernard V., 140 W. Foothill Blvd.. Claremont.
Calif 91711

Petraske. Eric W., United Technologies Corp.. United
Technologies Bldg.. Hartford. Conn. 06101

Pitts. Robert W., Norvell A Associates, 6363 Woodway.
Houston. Tex. 77057

Pojunas, Leonard W., Jr., John Hopkins Univ. Applied
Physics Lab.. John Hopkins Rd.. Laurel. Md. 20707

Poliquin. Fcmand, Robic. Robic A Associates. 1514
Docteur Penficld. Montreal. Que., H3G 1X5. Canada

Pollis. Nicholas I.. Jr.. Kaser. Pollis A Kaser. P.O. Box
405. 354-56 S. Main St.. Williamstown. N.J. 08094

Quirk. Edward J.. Sciler A Quirk. 101 Convention Cen-
ter Dr., Suite 900. Las Vegas. Nev. 89109

Rich. Marianne R., 184-52 Radnor Rd., Jamaica. N.Y.
11432

Richards, Jonathan W., 5818 University, Apt. 127. Dal-
las. Tex. 75206

Ring. Thomas J.. Three Illinois Center-Suite 1210. 303
E. Wacker Dr., Chicago, III. 60601

Rockwood, Jerome B.. 1400 W. Florida Ave.. Apt. 64.
Hemet. Calif 92343

Pos. Arne. 1900 S. Eads St.. Apt. 1109. Arlmgton, Va.
22202

Ruegseggcr, Martin C, Advanced Mobile Phone
Services. Inc. 2030 Powers Ferry Rd.. Atlanta. Ga.
30067

Ryan. Charles W.. Clement & Ryan. 303 E. Wacker Dr..
Suite 1210. Chicago. III. 60047

Sanborn. Robert S.. Box 357. Vineyard Haven. Mass.
02568

Saulsbury. Laforest S.. 519 Congress St., Portland. Me.
04101

Savage. Laurence A.. P.O. Box 3707 M/S 9H-82. Seat-
tle. Wash. 98124

Schaefer. Kenneth R.. Exxon Enterprises. P.O. Box 390.
Florham Park. N.J. 07932

Schafrann. Jonathan B.. General Foods Corp.. 250
North St.. White Plains. NY. 10583

Schwartz. Charles H.. Roston A Schwartz. 5900
Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 1430. Los Angeles. Calif 90036

Seeger. Richard T.. 1067 Delaware Ave., Ft. Wayne,
Ind. 46805

Seiler, Jerry R.. Seiler A Quirk. 101 Convention Center
Dr.. Suite 900. Las Vegas. Nev. 89109

Shaffer. John N.. Jr.. Leonard. Kochn A Hurt. 1220
Colorado. Suite 200. Austin. Tex. 78701

Shapiro, Nelson H., Shapiro A Shapiro, 1000 Wilson
Blvd.. Suite 2415. Ariington. Va. 22209
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Slusky, Ronald D., Bell Uboratories, Rm. 3L-229
Holmdel, N.J. 07733

Stanley, Henry M., FMC Corp., 1185 Coleman Ave.,
Santo Clara, Calif. 95050

^^^o^f ^*'^" ^' Province Rd., Strafford, N.H.
03884

Troxell, Bruce H., Bacon & Thomas, 1755 Jeff. Davis
Hwy., Suite 300, Arlington, Va. 22202

Trygstad, Joan S., Merchant, Gould, Smith, Edell, Wel-

w^ * ^J]^^^' •^^ Midwest Plz. Bldg., Minneapolis,
Mmn. 55402

Turner. Roger C, 702 Shalimar Dr., Suite A, Costa
Mesa, Calif. 92627

Underhill. Albert L., Merchant, Gould, Smith, Edell.

S;-*'^^,^«^*""'^^' ^' Nicollet Mall, Minneapolis,
Mmn. 55402

WaU, Thomas J., Bruns & Jenney, 512 Hills Bldg., Syra-
cuse, N.Y. 13202

Watson, Harry J., Qualley, Larson & Jones, 1400 Pierce
St., Sioux City, Iowa 51105

Wedding, Donald K., 4533 Wedgewood Ct., Toledo

Ohio 43615
White, Stuart A., Curtis, Morris & Safford, 530 Fifth

Ave., New York, N.Y. 10036

^jJJ'fms, Chester A., Jr., R.D. 2, Box 472, Stockton,
IN.J. Uo539

Williamson, Arba G., Jr., 40 Swallow Hill Rd., Carne-
gie, Pa. 15106

Wills, Thomas R., UOP Process Division, 20 UOP Plz
Des Plaines, 111. 60016

Wilson, Thomas A., 1117 N. Luna Cir., Santo Fe, N
Mex. 87501

Woodbridge, Richard C, Mathews, Woodbridge,
Goebel, Laughlin & Reichard, 357 Nassau St
Princeton, N.J. 08540

Womoff, David S., 11 Twelve Oaks Trail, Ormond
Beach, Fla. 32074

Yakes, John C, 320 Palo Alto Ave., Suite A-1. Palo
Alto, Calif 94301

Young, Barry N., Kerkam, Stowell, Kondracki &
Clarke, Crystol Gateway One—Suite 411, 1235 Jeff.
Davis Hwy., Arlington, Va. 22202

January 31. 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 1038 OG 293

Notice of Public Briefing on Patent Maintenance Fee Payment
Procedure

The Patent and Trademark Office is in the process of designing
and implementing a system for receiving and recording maintenance
fees which are required for patents based on applications filed
on and after December 12, 1980. Provisions relating to
maintenance fees are found in both Public Laws 96-517 and 97-247.
A proposed rule change notice is also being prepared.

It is considered to be extremely desirable to have a close
coordination between the procedures and records maintained in the
Patent and Trademark Office and those maintained by organizations
and individuals responsible for paying maintenance fees including
service organizations.

Accordingly, the Patent and Trademark Office is presenting a
public briefing of its maintenance fee payment plans on
February 22, 1984 at 1:00 pm at the Crystal City Marriott Hotel,
1999 Jefferson Davis Highway (U.S. Rt. 1), Arlington, Virginia
22202.

Any questions concerning the briefing should be addressed to
R. Franklin Burnett at (703) 557-3054.

D&te
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
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SerTiceltem

Filing Receipts:

Patents

Patent -Trademark Copies:
Window Coupons
Mail Coupons
Letter Orders
Date of oldest unfilled order

Certified Copies:
Trademark Registrations

Applications-As-Filed
File-Wrapper/Contents
Walk-up Certification

Trademark Search Library:
Filing Drawings

Filing Reg. Certificates

Assignments:
Patents

Trademarks

Avg. Days from Issue Fee
Payment to Issue Date

Patent Official Gazette:
In Bookstore

Mailed

Patent Grants Mailed

Patent Copies Available

Trademark Official Gazette:
In Bookstore

Mailed

Trademark Regs. Mailed

OFFICIAL GAZETTE

Status of PTO Serrices

status of PTO services for December 1983

January 31, 1984

FY 1984
Performance Goal
(Calendar Days)

22

30
5

29
34

30
20
N/A

1

21

3

25

25 .

90-100

Issue Date

Issue Date

Issue Date

Issue Date

Issue Date

Issue Date

Issue Date

I

Actual

34

32

92% within 5 days
100% within 15 days
100% within 20 days
Nov. 14, 1983

12

100% within 15 days
100% within 7 days
99% within 1 day

15

4 _

20

14

91

On schedule

Avg. 1 day late

Avg. 1 day late

Avg. 1 1 days late

On Schedule

On Schedule

On Schedule

Comment

Problems were encoun-
tered in conversion to the
new computer system.

Problems being resolved.

Jan. 9, 1984.

THERESA A. BRELSFORD,
Assistant Commissioner

for Administration.

PATENT NOTICES

Certificates of Correction for the Week of Jan. 31, 1984

Re. 31,437 4,386,350 4,403,243 4,412,305
4,060,716 4,387,370 4,403,748 4,413,047
4,084,428 4,388,927 4,404,755 4,413,455
4,168,722 4,390,208 4,404,848 4,413,990
4,192,859 4,393,401 4,405,839 4,414,625
4,283,566 4,393,631 4,406,792 4,414,756
4,303,611 4,397.644 4,406,875 4,414,785
4,325,952 4,397,950 4,407,285 4,414,795
4,342,298 4,398,313 4,407,990 4,414,818
4,343,314 4,398,463 4,407,992 4,415,153
4,346,946 4,399,299 4,408,011 4,415,287
4,347,562 4,399,461 4,409,131 4,415,312
4,354,176 4,399,793 4,409,437 4,415,401
4,354,932 4,400,265 4,410,127 4,415,660
4,359,417 4,400,472 4,410,664 4,415,984
4,368,541 4,400,485 4,410,908 4,416,382
4,374,834 4,400,509 4,411,176 4,416,498
4,380,570 4,400,728 4,411,900 4,416,873
4,382,290 4,401,669 4,412,031 4,417,221

4,384,875 4,402,343 4,412,175

4,385,646 4,402,372 4,412,302

Diadaimen

3,918,259.—Cvn/ W. Habiger and Donald L Hopkins, Jo-

liet. 111. HORSEPOWER-LIMITING VALVE
AND LINKAGE THEREFOR Patent dated Nov
11, 1975. Disclaimer filed Dec. 5, 1983, by the as-

signee. Caterpillar Tractor Co..

Hereby enters this disclaimer to claims 1, 2, S, 6, 7

and 10 of said patent.

4,403,820.—Z>o«oW 51 Rich. Long Valley, N.J. CON-
NECTOR FOR TERMINATING UNDER-
CARPET SIGNAL TRANSMISSION CABLE. Pa-
tent dated Sept. 13, 1983. Disclaimer filed Nov. 30,

1983, by the assignee, Thomas d Betts Corp.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to claims 9 and 21 of
said patent.
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Reference Collections of U.S. Patents Available for Public Use in
Patent Depository Libraries

Th«= p.„„. coHccioS arc open ,o public use and iV^J^vT/edtrTTe^"
'"^'"'^' ~P'« "' general-

uined in natTnVc S f^
information con- to avert possible inconvenience,lained m patents. With one exception, as noted in the

^^^'^ Name of Library til ^J *. ufu,},
Telephone Contact

Alabama Auburn University Libraries oos^ ajA^frv^ c,, -,1

. .
Birmingham Public Library 205 wJIsSSArizona Temper Science Library. Arizona State University }602i 965-7140California Los Angeles Public Library ^ ?/,{ ^?2:;{J? p,, „,
Sacramento: California State Library ... [96) 322i572

^ , ^
Sunnyvale: Patent Information Clearinghouse* (Ar\g\ 71B ssonColorado Denver Public Ubrary [tX$i I??????

Delaware Newark: University of Delaware ...:.:.:: 302} 738 MWGeorgia Atlanta: Price Gilbert Memorial Library, Georgia Institute of
"

" '^^-^^^^

Idaho Moscow: University of Idaho Library ...::: fSJj 885I235llinois Chicago Public Library t?? 269 2865ndiana Indianapolis-Marion County Public Library . [3 7} 269 1706Louisiana Baton^Rouge: Troy H. Middleton Library, Louisiana State
^

Massachusetts Boston Public Library ".'.'.'.'.W iJ?i! «?li5S c » ,.,
Michigan Ann Arbor: Engineering Transportation Library: University of

'

' ^

Michigan .,,,. 704.740.
Detroit Public Library (\\v\ <^\ iSn

JJiriT"'^ I?'""e^P«''s Public Library & Information Center
'.'.'.'.'.

6 2 372-6570Missouri Kansas City: Linda Hall Library ? 6 363^600
St. Louis Public Library .... '

.:...::::.:::: j3Mj24ll2'SExt.390

Sew Ynr'r a l^^^'^r^^
University of New Mexico Library

".'.'.'.'.: WW. 505 J^^sJIlNew York Albany: New York State Library sVg 474 Jni
Buffalo and Erie County Public Library ;7i6i 856-7525 F.t 267

M ^K r^ , ^^^ ^°'^ P"^'''c Library (The Research Libraries) 2 2 930^0850Nonh Carolina Raleigh: D^R Hill Library, N.C. State Univers?ty^ ..:::::::: 99 ?3?:?28S"^'° Cincinnati & Hamilton County, Public Library of ... . [53 369-6936
Cleveland Public Library ^ o 6{ 623 2870
Columbus: Ohio State University Libraries f614i 422-6286

^. , .
Toledo/Lucas County Public Library r4I9( 255 7055 P«f 515

?en;^°r
Stillwater: Oklahoma State University Library ...W. Jis 62l"6546Pennsylvania Cambridge Springs: Alliance College Library^ .::::.:: 814 598:2W8
Philadelphia: Franklin Institute Library (215)448 132I**
Pittsburgh: Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh [412) 622-3138

Rhode island "^^^I^^^^^l^'"'' '^--^'-^ ^'^ ^^^^^
•

"

[«>|)
^ff^-^]f^

. ^^^
South Carolina Charleston: Medical University of South Carolina S 792 2372Tennessee Memphis & Shelby County Public Library and information

^ ^ ^
v.'Cnicr ^oni) 7*5^ fifi7A

' ;^"?/'" McKinney Engineering Library. University of Texas.'
.."."

(512) 47M610College Station: Sterimg C. Evans Library. Texas A & M
University .^i^. r... -,,,

Dallas Public Library [J^ 749!4176
u, . .

Houston: The Fondren Library. Rice University n\v\ 557'8ini P,t >^i-iWashington Seattle: Engineering Library. University of Washington 206 543^074^Wisconsin

'^^^I'^^^nsm"''
^ ^""'^^ Engineering Library. Un"ve?sity of '

'

"
^
^

MilJaukee Public Library .:::::::...:;;;:::::..;:::: (4?4) 2780043

•Collection organized by subjeci mailer

"Call only between ihe hours of 1000 am and 5 00 p m
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PATENT EXAMINING CORPS
RENE D. TEGTMEYER, AssisUnt Commissioner

WILLIAM FELDMAN, Deputy Assistant Commissioner

CONDITION OF PATENT APPLICATIONS AS OF April 2, 1983

PATENT EXAMINING GROUPS

Actual

Filing Date

of Oldest

New Case

Awaiting

Action

CHEMICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
GENERAL CHEMISTRY AND PETROLEUM CHEMISTRY. GROUP 110-D E TALBERT. Director 1-16-81

Inorganic Compounds; Inorganic Compositions; Organo-Metai and Organo-Meuiloid Chemistry; Metallurgy. Metal-
lurgical Apparatus; Metal Stock; Electro Chemistry; Batteries; Hydrocarbons; Mineral Oil Technology, Lubricating
Compositions; Gaseous Compositions; Fuel and Igniting Devices.

GENERAL ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. GROUP 120-C E VAN HORN. Director 11-20-81
Heterocyclic Amides; Alkaloids; Azo; Sulfur; Misc. Esters; Carbohydrates; Herbicides; Poisons; Medicines; Cosmetics;
Steroids; Oxo and Oxy; Quinones; Acids; Carboxylic Acid Esters; Acid Anhydndes; Acid Halides.

HIGH POLYMER CHEMISTRY, PLASTICS AND MOLDING, GROUP 140-J O THOMAS. JR . Director 31-82
Synthetic Resins; Rubber; Proteins; Macromolecular Carbohydrates; Mixed Synthetic Resin Compositions, Synthetic
Resins With Natural Polymers and Resins; Reclaiming; Pore-Forming; Compositions (Part) e.g., Coating; Molding;
Ink; Prosthdontics; Adhesive and Abrading Compositions; Molding. Shaping. Treating Process, and Apparatus
Therefor; Irradiation (Part); Bleaching; Dyeing; Leather, Fur and Textile Treating Compositions.

COATING. LAMINATING AND PHOTOGRAPHY. GROUP 160—S. N ZAHARNA. Director 3-09-82
Coating: Processes, Apparatus and Misc. Products; Laminating Methods and Apparatus; Slock Materials; Adhesive
Bonding; Special Chemical Manufactures: Special Utility Compositions; and Photography.

SPECIALIZED CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES AND CHEMICAL ENGINEERING. GROUP 170-
R. F. WHITE, Director 1-12-82

Fertilizers; Foods; Fermentation; Analytical Chemistry; Reactors; Sugar and Starch; Paper Making; Glass Manufac-
ture; Gas; Heating and Illuminating; Cleaning Processes; Liquid Punficatinn; Distillation; Preserving, Liquid. Gas.
and Solid Separation; Gas and Liquid Contact Apparatus; Refrigeration; Concentrative Evaporators; Mineral Oils
Apparatus; Misc. Physical Processes.

ELECTRICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS, PHYSICS AND RELATED ELEMENTS. GROUP 210-S W ENGLE. Director 5-22-81

Generation and Utilization; General Applications; Conversion and Distribution; Heating and Related Art Conductors.
Switches; Photography; Motion Pictures; Horology; Acoustics; Recorders; Weighing Scales

SPECIAL LAWS ADMINISTRATION. GROUP 220-KENNETH L CAGE. Director 3-30-81

Ordnance, Firearms and Ammunition; Lubrication; Illumination; Nuclear Reactors; Acoustics. Communications. Op-
tics; Radar; Directional Radio; Torpedoes; Seismic Exploring; Cathode Ray Tube Circuitry; Cryptography; Laser
Devices; Radioactive Materials; Powder Metallurgy, Rocket Fuels; Special, Fuel. Explosive and Thermic Composi-
tions; Thermal and Photoelectric Batteries.

INFORMATION TRANSMISSION, STORAGE, AND RETRIEVAL, GROUP 230—EARL LEVY. Director 1-05-81

Communications; Multiplexing Techniques; Television; Facsimile; Data Processing, Computation and Conversion.
Storage Devices and Related Arts.

RECEPTACLES, CLEANING, WINDING, AND MEASURING. GROUP 240-
G. M. FORLENZA, Director 5-12-81

Recepucles; Bearings; Joint Packing; Conduits; Switches; Presses; Plumbing Fixtures; Textile Spinning, Cleaning,
Food Treating; Agitating; Centrifugal Separating; Geometrical Instruments; Sound Recording, Image Projectors.
Web Feeding; Winding and Reeling; Cable Hoists; Measuring and Testing; Indicating; Fluent Material Handling;
Shaft; Impellers; Roury Fluid Motors.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT SYSTEMS AND DEVICES. GROUP 250-S S MATTHEWS. Director 8-25-80
Semi-Conductor and Space Discharge Systems and Devices; Electronic Component Circuits, Wave Transmission
Lines and Networks; Optics; Radiant Energy; Measuring.

DESIGN. GROUP 290-KENNETH L. CAGE. Director 1-30-81

Industrial Arts; Household, Personal and Fine Arts.

MECHANICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
HANDLING AND TRANSPORTING MEDIA, GROUP 310— B R GRAY. Director 518-81

Conveyors; Hoists; Elevators; Article Handling Implements; Store Service; Sheet Feeding; Dispensing, Fluid Sprin-
kling; Fire Extinguishers; Coin Handling; Check Controlled Apparatus, Classifying and Assorting Solids; Boats;
Ships; Aeronautics; Motor and Land Vehicles and Appurtenances; Brakes; Railways and Railway Equipment

MATERIAL SHAPING, ARTICLE MANUFACTURING, TOOLS, GROUP 320-STEPHEN G KUNIN, Director 7-27.81

Manufacturing Processes, Assembling, Combined Machines. Special Article Making; Metal Deforming; Sheet Metal
and Wire working; MeUl Fusion-Bonding, Metal Founding; Machine Tools for Shaping or Dividing; Work and
Tool Holders, Woodworking; Tools; Cutlery; Jacks; Fishing. Etc.; Butchering; and Books and Printed Matter

AMUSEMENT, HUSBANDRY, PERSONAL TREATMENT. INFORMATIOrT. GROUP 330-
R. E. AEOERTER, Director 8-27-82

Amusement and Exercising Devices; Projectors; Animal and Plant Husbandry; Plants; Harvesting; Earth Working and
Excavating; Tobacco; Artificial Body Members; Dentistry; Jewelry; Surgery. Toiletry, Printing, Typewriters, Infor-

mation Dissemination.

HEAT, POWER. AND FLUID ENGINEERING. GROUP 340— D. J STOCKING. Director II-I7-80
Power Plants; Combustion Engines; Fluid Motors; Reaction Motors; Pumps, Rotary Engines and Pumps, Heal Gener-
ation and Exchange; Refrigeration; Ventilation; Drying; Temperature and Humidity Regulation, Couplings, Gearing;
Fluid Handling and Control; Lubrication.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTIONS. TEXTILES. MINING AND GEARING. GROUP 350-
A. L. SMITH, Director 9.17-80

Building Structures; Racks; Cabinets; Closures; Supports; Furniture; Fasteners; Locks, Pipe Couplings, Joints, Miscel-
laneous Hardware; Textiles; Sewing Machines; Apparel; Footwear; Earth Engineering; Earth Drilling, Mining,
Wells; Roads; Bridges; Tool Driving; Gearing; Macnine Elements; Clutches

Expiration of patents: The patents within the range of numbers indicated below expire during April 1983, except those which may
have had their terms curtailed by disclaimer under the provisions of 35 U.S.C 253. Other patents, issued after the dates of the range
of numbers indicated below, may have expired before the full term of 17 years for the same reasons, or have lapsed under the provi-
sioni of 35 use. 151.

Patents Numbers 3.243,822 to 3,248.737. inclusive

Plant Patents Numbers 2.616 to 2.627 inclusive
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REISSUES

JANUARY 31, 1984

Mttter enclosed in heavy brackets [ J appears in ihe original patent but forms no part of this reiuue specification, matter pnnted in lUlics

indicates additions made by reissue.

Re. 31,S11

ROTARY CUTTERHEAD FOR AN EARTH BORING
MACHINE

Barry A. Spencer, Redmond, Wash., utignor to The Robbins

Company, Kent, Wash.

Original No. 4,193,637, dated Mar. 18, 1980, Ser. No. 931,384,

Aug. 7, 1978. Application for reinue Not. 5, 1981, Ser. No.

318,618

Int. a.' E21C 25/16

U.S. a. 299—56 23 Qainu

Re. 31,512

PSEUDOTRISSACCHARIDES, A PROCESS FOR THEIR
PRODUCTION AND THEIR USE AS MEDICAMENTS

Peter Stadler, Haan; Karl G. Metiger, Wuppertal; Eckart Vote,

Cologne; Uwc Petersen, Leverknsen; Hans^oackim 2Mler,

Velbert, aad Haas^oachim Kabbe, Le?erkiisca, all of Fed.

Rep. of Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktieafssellsckall,

Leverkttscn, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Original No. 4,235,888, dated Nov. 25, 1900, Ser. No. 52J71,

Jun. 28, 1979. Application for reissiic May 6, 1981. Ser. No.

260,853

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 22.

1978. 2832268

Int. a.' A61K 31/71. C07H 15/22

U.S. a. 424—180 9 Claims

13. A compound according to the formula

NHR)

NHR4

1. A main frame for a rotary cutterhead of an earth boring

machine, said main frame comprising:

an annular box beam by which the cutterhead is mounted

onto an earth boring machine, for rotation about an axis of

rotation;

a box-like hub structure comprising peripheral wall means

defining a center space;

a plurality of radial spoke beams having inner ends which

are integrally connected to the peripheral wall means of

the hub structure and outer ends which are integrally

connected to the annular box beam, each said radial spoke

beam comprising a pair of spaced apart side plate mem-
bers;

roller cutter mounts within said radial spoke beams compris-

ing wall members which extend transversely of the radial

spoke means and are integrally connected at their ends to

the spaced apart side plate members, to also function as

structural brace members for the radial spoke beams;

wherein the cutter mounts are adapted for installation and

removal of roller cutters from the rear side of the cutter-

head, and

wherein said main frame is configured to provide an interior

space for a workman which is large enough to provide

room for installation and removal of roller cutters from

behind the cutterhead.

wherein Ri, Rj, Rj, R4 and R« independently represent a

radical selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,

2,3,4-trihydroxypentyl-, 3,4,5-trihydroxypentyl-, 2,3,4,5-

tetrahydroxypentyl-, 2,4,5-trihydroxyhexyl-, 4,5,6-trihy-

droxyhexyl-, 2,3,4,5-tetrahydroxyhexyl-, 3,4,S,6-tetrahy-

droxyhexyl-, 2,4,5,6-tetrahydroxyhexyl-, 4,5-dihydroxy-

pent- 2-en-l-yl, 4,5-dihydroxy-hex-2-en-l-yl and 4,5,6-trihy-

droxy-hex-2-en-l-yl-, with the proviso that at least one of

the radicals Ri to R« being other than hydrogen.

Re. 31,513

BLANCHING, PASTEURIZING AND STERILIZING
PROCESS AND APPARATUS SUITABLE THEREFOR

Donald H. G. Glen, 83 Merivale St, Tnmut, New South Waka,

Australia

Original No. 4,255,459, dated Mar. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 11,365.

Feb. 12, 1979. Application for reissue Nov. 26, 1982, Ser. No.

444,380

Claims priority, application Switaerlaad, Feb. 10, 1978,

1483/78

Int. a.) AOIG 1/04

U.S. a. 426—521 4 Clalau

1. A continuous process for the rapid blanching and steriliza-

tion of foodstuffs in particulate form, such as portions of fruit,

vegetables, meat or fish, which comprises continuously mov-

ing said foodstuff particles in a first zone through an elongated

pressure chamber where |it isj the same are subjected under

pressure to hot steam or gas at a temperature and for a time

sufficient to rapidly heat the outer portion thereof [an] and to

supply thereto sufficient heat to heat the foodstuff particles
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when spread throughout the same to the sterilization tempera-
ture thereof, then moving the thus heated foodstuff particles in
a second zone through an elongated chamber where the pres-
sure drops and said particles are maintained under essentially
adiabatic conditions until the particles attain the sterilizing
temperature throughout for the time necessary to inactivate or
destroy the microorganisms and enzymes and thus sterilize the
food particles, then moving the thus sterilized particles of food-
stuff in a third zone through a cooling unit to effect cooling of
the product, and moving the cooled product through an en-
closed conveying system to a packing unit where it can be
packed asceptically, [all of the] movement of the foodstuff
particles being effected at least partly by gravity feed.

2. Apparatus for carrying out the continuous process of rapid
[heat] blanching and sterization of foodstuff particulates

which comprises an elongated gas or steam pressure chamber
through which the foodstuff first moves, an adjacent elongated
chamber connected to said pressure chamber and being under a
pressure lower than that o/said gas or steam pressure chamber
through which the foodstuff next moves and wherein the
pressure drops while the foodstuff is adiabatically [heatedG
equilibrated throughout to the sterilization temperature thereof, a
cooling unit connected to said adjacent elongated chamber
through which the adiabatically [heated] equilibrated and
sterilized foodstuff then passes and is there cooled, and an
elongated enclosed conveying system connected to said cool-
ing unit and to a packing unit for conveying the foodstuff to
the packing unit, [all oQ said chambers and units being con-
nected and angled to [give a] effect movement ofthe foodstuff
particles at least partly by gravity feed.

Re. 31^14
PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL CONTAINING A

STABILIZER
Gerhard JMger, Uverkusen; Anita yon Konig, Krefeld; Armin

Voigt, Cologne, and Karl H. Buchel, Burscheid, all of Fed.
Rep. of Germany, assignors to Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesell-
schaft, Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Original No. 4,256^30, dated Mar. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 961,217,
Nov. 16, 1978. Application for reissue Aug. 4, 1982, Ser. No.
405,069

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Nov. 22
1977, 2752046

Int. a.3 G03C 7/25. 7/30, 1/34
U.S. a. 430-372

, Claims
1. Light sensitive color photographic material having at least

one silver halide emulsion layer, of improved stability and
containing grains for formation of an image upon imagewise
exposure, and said material having associated with said silver
halide layer [a color developer and] color-/ormm^ com-
pounds and at least one stabilizing compound, wherein the
improvement comprises the stabilizing compound of the fol-
lowing general formula or a salt thereof:

RJ

R*—CSC—C—r2

I

in which
R' represents a substituted or unsubstituted alkyl, aryl, aral-

kyl, or heterocyclic group,
R2 represents a hydroxyl group, or a nitrogen-containing

heterocyclic group having 5 or 6 ring atoms.
R^ represents a substituted or unsubstituted aryl group
R'* represents hydrogen, a substituted or unsubstituted alkyl,

aryl or dialkylamino alkyl group, a morpholinomethyl
group or an N-pyrrolidinyl methyl group, provided that at
least one of the groups R' and R2 is a heterocyclic group.

8. In a process for the production of color photographic
images by imagewise exposure of color photographic material
which contains at least one silver halide emulsion layer, having
associated therewith [color] color-forming compounds and
development and stabilization of the silver halide against fog,
[the] the improvement according to which development is
carried out with a composition containing a developer and at
least one compound corresponding to the following formula or
a salt thereof:

R3

R*—C=C—C—R2

I

in which

R' represents a substituted or unsubstituted alkyl, aryl, aral-
kyl, or heterocyclic group,

R2 represents a hydroxyl group, or a nitrogen-containing
heterocyclic group having 5 or 6 ring atoms [.],

R^ represents a substituted or unsubstituted aryl group
R* represents hydrogen, a substituted or unsubstituted alkyl,

aryl or dialkylamino alkyl group, a morpholinomethyl
group or an N-pyrrolidinyl methyl group, provided that at
least one of the groups R' and R2 is a heterocyclic group.

PLANT PATENTS
- GRANTED JANUARY 31, 1984

Illustrations for plant patents are usually in color and therefore it is not practicable to reproduce the drawing

5,184

IMPATIENS PLANT
James C. Mikkelsen, Ashtabula, Ohio, assignor to Mikkelsens,

Inc., Ashtabula, Ohio
Filed Mar. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 354,072

Int. a.J AOIH 5/00

U.S. a. Ph.—68 1 aaim
1. A new and distinct cultivar of impatiens plant known by

the cultivar name Corona, as described and illustrated, and

particularly characterized by its large plant size and vigorous,

self-branching growth habit; dark pink to red-purple flower

color; excellent keeping qualities of flowers thereby making

cultivar excellent for indoor use; relatively large green leaves

with mid-rib veination, and by its adaptability to various envi-

ronments of use.

vate the profuse bouquet above the medium-size and symmetn-
cal foliage, and by its 10-12 weeks flowering time.

5,185

AFRICAN VIOLET PLANT
Arnold Fischer, Hanover, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to Pan

American Plant Company, Parrish, Fla.

Filed Jun. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,633

Int. a.3 AOIH 5/00

U.S. a. Pit.—69 1 Qaim
1. A new and distinct cultivar of African violet known by

the cultivar name Guenevere, as described and illustrated, and

particularly characterized by its profuse flowering, red-purple

flower color, erect and relatively long peduncles which ele-

5,186

MINIATURE CARNATION
Angelo J. Sin, San Francisco, Calif., assignor to Sin Brothers

Nursery, Inc., East Palo Alto, CaJif.

Filed Jul. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,561

Int. a.J AOIH 5/00

U.S. a. Pit.—70 1 Qaim
1. A new and distinct variety of miniature carnation plant,

substantially as herein shown and described.

5.187

ASPARAGUS PLANT
J. Howard Ellison, Milltown, N.J., assignor to Research Corpo-

ration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 226,922

Int. a. J AOIH 5/00

U.S. a. Pit.—89 1 Qaim
1. A new and distinct variety of asparagus plant, substan-

tially as herein shown and described, characterized particu-

larly as to novelty by the unique combination of characteris-

tics, rust resistance (to Puccina asparagt), good field tolerance

to root rot (Fusarium oxysporum) and crown rot {F. monili-

forme) together with its ability to produce edible spears and to

be combined with a male plant to produce a hybrid having

improved yield in addition to the foregoing.
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GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
4,428,079

PROTECnVE TRANSPARENT FACE AND NECK
SHIELD

Glenda D. McKee, 1610 Melrose Cir., Gvland, Tex. 75042
Filed Apr. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 485,883

Int. a.3 A42B 1/18: A61F 9/00
U.S. a. 2—174 12 Claims

1. A protective transparent face and neck shield comprising:

one transparent plastic piece having an enlarged central sec-

tion proportional to shield substantially a user's entire face

from the forehead hairline down, and two side extensions

positioned to wrap around neck sides below the ears and the

back of the neck; tie strip means attached to the top of said

transparent plastic piece including, a first tie strip atuched to

the top of said transparent plastic piece through a distance

transversely substantially the same as the transverse extent of
said enlarged central section with end extensions long enough
to be tied at the back of a user's neck; and a second tie strip

attached to the top of said transparent plastic piece through a

transverse extent shorter than the fastening extent of said first

tie strip with end extensions extended to be tied at the upper
back of a user's head.

4,428,080

SLACKS
Noboni Takamatsu, Kaizuka City, Japan, assignor to Chikuma

Apparel Co., Ltd., Japan

Filed Jul. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 282,745

Gaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 23, 1980, 55-

104899[U]

Int. a.3 A41D 1/06, 27/20; A41F 9/00
U.S. a. 2—227 2 Qaims

the slacks the pocket opening is covered by a belt passed

through the belt loops.

4,428,081

GOGGLE WITH A RENEWABLE PROTECTIVE
SURFACE

Robert E. Smith, c/o Smith Goggle, Box ii, Ketcbum, Id. 83340
Filed Jul. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 398479

Int. a.' A61F 9/02
U.S. a. 2—438 15 Claims

1. Apparatus for providing a renewable surface for protect-

ing the lens of a viewing device, comprising:

a supply magazine for holding a transparent film adapted to

protect a lens of a view device;

a Uke-up magazine for receiving and holding spent film;

means for mounting said magazines oppositely and in spaced

relation adjacent a lens to be protected;

advancing means for advancing film in said supply magazine
across a lens to said take-up magazine; and '

a manual actuator for said advancing means movable be-

tween two positions, said manual actuator being con-

structed and arranged so that, upon every single move-
ment of the actuator from one said position to the other,

the film will advance across a lens a distance at least

substantially equal to the spacing between said magazines.

4,428,082

BREAST PROSTHESIS WITH HLLING VALVE
Sadeque S. Naflcy, 9343 North Loop East, Houston, Tex. 77029
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 214,449, Dec. 8, 1980, Pat. No.

4,298,998. This application Nov. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 318,582

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Nov. 10,

1998, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.J A41C 3/10
U.S. O. 3—36 17 Claims

3-

1. Slacks comprising one or more pockets and a plurality of
belt loops attached to the slacks at the height of the waistband,

wherein the pocket opening of at least one pocket is arranged

in the waist band between two loops and an intermediate loop

which is positioned between said two loops being sewn to the

slacks only at the lower side whereby during the wearing of

1. A breast prosthesis comprising

an inner coherent core of biologically compatible, non-

absorbable material,

an outer container of a flexible absorbable material spaced

from said core, and

filling means on said outer container, of an absorbable mate-

rial, for introduction of an inert liquid to fill the space

between said outer container and said core.
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4,428,083

AUTOMATIC LAVATORY SEAT
Po L. Cknaag, No. 7, Lane 43, Mia Chu Rd^ Hsin Chn Qty.
Taiwan

Filed Apr. 6, 1581, Str. No. 251,577
lat a.' A47K 13/12. 13/04

UAa4-240 7cUdms

1. A lavatory apparatus comprising: a bracket; a lavatory
seat pivotally connected to said bracket for movement be-
tween a raised and a lowered position; biasing means mounted
on the bracket for urging said lavatory seat to said raised
position; a plunger connected to said bracket; a flexible hose
connected to the underside of said lavatory scat and positioned
to receive said plunger to form an essentially fluid tight seal
therewith when said seat is in said lowered position; and damp-
ing means connected in fluid communication with said hose for
slowly admitting air therein when a load is removed from said
lavatory seat. i

4,428,084

WATER CONTROL DEVICE FOR FLUSH TOILET
Chong-Long Joan, 1st F., No. 28, Knaag-Fn Rd., Chnngfao 235,
Taiwan

Filed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,512
Int a.3 E03D S/02

MS. a. 4—407 7 Claims

i^.

r f

"1 V

%-,
,.o^.^

holes therein and a small salient block, and able to be
tightly connected with said box, the round salient piece at

the rear tip of the catch piece fitting into one of said holes;
a handle attached to said main axle for rotating said main

axle by a user;

a connecting rod, coupled to said main axle with a pin passed
through said connecting rod and said coupling hole in said
main axle, arranged to move in response to rotation of said
main axle;

an actuating axle having a round salient piece at a front end
able to fit into the thru hole of said box, and a supporting
piece, at the right side of a front end thereof, and having
a catch slot at said front end, and a catch piece atithe left

side of its front end. and a round rod with a hole ak a rear
tip thereof; T

a lever in the form of a long strip having a round hdd in a
bent portion thereof for receiving a screw theretlfough
for attaching said lever to said round rod of said actbating
axle, and a large round hole at a front end of said lever,
and having two holes at a rear end thereof;

an actuating rod assembly including front and rear sections
and a connecting sleeve, the top of the front section being
formed as a catch hook for hooking into one of said holes
at the rear end of said lever, a lower end of said front
section having threads for screw attachment into said
connecting sleeve, the front and rear sections having
threads for screwing into said connecting sleeve, a lower
end of said rear section being formed into a hook;

a hydraulic control assembly including a hollow hydraulic
cylinder having a ring flange on an inner wall surface
thereof, a spring, a round salient piston having an oil seal
and having a central hole thru said round salient piece and
a steel ball fitted in said round hole, and on a side of said
piston, hole and an oil outlet, and a vertical oil inlet, and
a rubber lid at a top of said hydraulic cylinder said spring
for biasing said piston, said hydraulic assembly being
actuated to move said piston against the bias of said spring
by said connecting rod, attached thereto through said
central hole, for controlling the time of a flush as a func-
tion of the degree of rotation of said main axle, the return-
ing of the piston to its biased position causing the flush to
end.

1. A water control device for a flush tcMlet comprising:
a hollow box having a square base and a central thru hole

therein for receiving an axle seat having threads;
a round calibration pad attached to said axle seat and fixed

thereto with a nut, and a handle for being fitted over a
main axle extending out thru said axle seat, and a thru hole
located at the upper left of said square base;

a main axle having a notch stud at a front end thereof, re-
ceived in said box and extending out thru said central hole,
and having a small coupling hole and having a round
sliding cam at a right side thereof and also having a catch
flange and a catch piece at the left side thereof and a round
salient piece at a rear tip thereof;

a box bottom of rectangular thin piece having two round

4,428,085

SELF-CLEANING BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
Frances G. Batcaon, Rte. 5, Box i95, Newborg, Oreg. 97123

FUed Apr. 21, 1980, Ser. No. 142,558

Int a.) A47K 4/00
U.S. a. 4—662 14 Claims

1. A self-cleaning building construction comprising:
walls, ceiling and a floor defining an enclosure wherein said

floor slopes with respect to the horizontal toward a drain

and wherein surfaces of said walls, ceiling and floor are

substantially waterproof,

water distribution means located proximate the ceiling and
adapted to deliver a spray of water or mist to the interior

of said enclosure for cleaning said surfaces and exiting

along said sloping floor into said drain,

and baseboard means in said enclosure, said baseboard means
comprising an elongated structure including a feeder
chamber, means for providing water to said feeder cham-
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ber, and a forward dispensing chamber receiving water 4,428,087
from said feeder chamber and having a forward slot adja- THERAPEUTICAL AIR MATTRESS

Friedrich Horn, LndwigstraiM 7, 8950 Kanfbcwcn, Fed. Rep. of

f
Germany

-^ ^r—m- -'^ . Filed Oct. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 312,484
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct 23,

1980,3039956

Int a.' A47C 27/08
U.S. a. 5—449 5 Claims

1. A therapeutical air mattress comprising: a pair of substan-

tially recUngular oblong resilient walls connected with one
another to define a pair of inflauble side chambers; a head part

of said mattress in which said pair of side chambers are ar-

ranged with only a small interspace therebetween; a leg part; a
cent said floor for distributing water therethrough along body part of said mattress intermediate of and adjoining the
an edge of said floor and toward said drain. head part and the leg part; the side chamben being spaced

from one another in the body part by an oblong compartment
provided between the side chambers which comprises a large

interspace than the interspace in the head part; an oblong
resiliently deformable body arranged within said oblong com-
partment and having a greater deformation resistance than the

pair of side chambers, the deformable body being displaceably

arranged within the compartment in the longitudinal direction

of the mattress; and an opening extending through the walls

provided in the longitudinal direction of the mattress between
the side chambers in the head part of the mattress.

4,428,086

BED SUPPORT SIDE RAIL MEMBER
George M. Harris, 505 N. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, III. 60611

FUed Not. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,170

Int a.J A47C 19/00
VJS. a. 5—200 C 6 Claims

1. A side rail member for supporting bed means in spaced

relationship to a floor, comprising a pair of elongated side rail

sections of generally L-shaped cross section positioned in end
to end relationship, said rail sections having vertical leg por-

tions and horizontal leg portions, said vertical leg portions and
horizontal leg portions of each of said side rail sections having

outwardly offset portions at their adjacent ends, a generally

L-shaped connecting bracket having a vertical leg portion and
a horizontal leg portion received within said offset portions of

said side rail sections, said outward offset portions having a

depth which is substantially equal to the thickness of the verti-

cal and horizontal leg portions of said connecting bracket, and

fastening means for securing said connecting bracket to said

pair of side rail sections.

4,428,088

AUTOMATIC LIQUID LEVEL CONTROL FOR
AUTOMATIC WASHERS

Edward H. Getz, Pipestone Township, Berrien Coonty, and
Clarence R. Ott Jr^ Lake Township, Berrien Connty, both of

Mich., assignors to Whiripool Corporation, Benton Harbor,
Mich.

Filed Jan. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 272,677

Int a.' D06F 33/02. 39/08
U.S. a. 8—158 7 dalms

1. A method of automatically charging optimum amounts of
liquid in a liquid treatment machine comprising:

(1) placing materials to be treated in a container in the ma-
chine;

(2) filling the container to a predetermined minimum level;

(3) measuring the incremental volume of liquid required to

increase the liquid level in the container by a specifk

depth increment;

(4) comparing the measured incremental volume with a

predetermined incremental volume for that particolar

level in the container;

(5) continuing the introduction, measuring and comparison
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of the incremental liquid volume until the measured vol-

ume is greater than the predetermined volume; and

4,428,089

FOOTWEAR AND FORMING METHODS THEREFOR
StnJcy R. K. Dawbcr, The Spiaaey, 1 CopperfieM RiL, CheadJe
HaliM, Clahire, ud Ducaa J. Frifer, 52 Westgate, HaJe,
CWiUrc both of Eogiaad

CoMinatioa of Ser. No. 43^91, May 30, 1979, abandoned. This
tppUcatkM Mar. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 245,604

Claim priority, application United Kin«doai, May 31, 1978,
25887/78

Int CL' A43D 9/00; A43B 7/14
UA a 12-142 R 3 Claims

1. A method of forming an everyday article of footwear to

fit an individual user's foot, which method comprises employ-
ing as said article one in which said foot is readily engageablc,
engaging said foot in said article, filling the free space between
said foot and said article with fiuent material, removing said

foot from said article, removing said material from said article

and measuring the former to determine the volume of said free

space, covering said foot with a close-fitting first sock of im-
permeable release material, covering said foot and said first

sock with a close-fitting second sock of resilient textile mate-
rial, engaging the double sock covered foot in said article, and
forming a moulding in said free space by dispensing thereinto
a lelf-gassing expansible liquid which rapidly cures to a perme-
able open-cell foamed resilient solid, which is in a quantity
determined to produce said solid substantially to equal said free

qwce volume, which spontaneously bonds to said article, and
which impregnates said second sock to be reinforced thereby
but does not bond to said first sock.

4,428,090

PALLET SCRAPER
Michael E. Coggin, 1524 Soirth Price #101, Tenpe, Ariz. 85281;

Charles K. Everett, 1221 W. 6di Dr., Mesa, Ariz. 85201, and
Donald D. ScfaweUenbacfa, 4520 W. Bryce La., Glendale, Ariz.
85301

Filed Mar. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 353,901
Int CL^ B08B 1/02

U.S. a. 15-93 C 12 Claims

(6) terminating the introduction of liquid into said container

after said measured volume is greater than the predeter-

mined volume.

1. A device for cleaning pallets as the pallete are moved from
one location to another, said device including in combination:

a frame mounted in a fixed location relative to the path of
travel of pallets to be cleaned;

a pivot means;

blade holder means pivotally attached to said frame through
said pivot means for limited rotational movement relative

thereto;

a pallet scraper blade mounted in said blade holder means in

a scraping position near the surface of a pallet to be
cleaned; and

spring means for yieldably mounting said blade holder
means and said scraper blade to permit rotation thereby
about said pivot means against said spring means in re-

sponse to a first force perpendicular to the pallet surface
and in response to a second force in a plane parallel to the
pallet surface in the direction of niovement of a pallet past

said scraper blade, the axis of said pivot means being a
predetermined distance above and in front of the line of
contact of said pallet scraper blade in the normal direction

of movement of pallets past said device during the clean-

ing operation.

4,428,091

TOOTHBRUSH
Thomas B. Janasen, 153 Waverly PI., New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,168

Int a.} A46B li/Oi

10014

U.S. a. 15—167 A 17 Claims

1. In a tooth brushing device of the type including a handle
portion, and a brushing head mounted on said handle, the

improvement in said brushing head characterized by
(a) said head being in the form of a body of revolution and

including soft, resilient inner and outer fiange-forming

members and a soft, resilient impact cushion located be-

tween said flange-forming members,
(b) relatively non-resilient lens-like displacement wafers
between said impact cushion and flange-forming members
for effecting axially outward displacement of the flange-
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forming members upon radial compression of said impact
cushion, and

(c) aimular restraining means positioned ouuide of said

flange-forming members and engaging said members in

annular areas spaced from the axis of the brushing head,
(d) said displacement wafers and said annular restraining

means being so related that, upon outward axial displace-

ment of said wafers, central portions of said flange-form-

ing members are displaced outward relative to said annu-
lar restraining means, causing a closing movement of
portions of said flange-forming members radially outward
of said restraining means.

said two parts being secured to the second of the two yokes
and means on said first part rotaUbly engaging with mating

4,428,092

ELECTRICAL TERMINAL PIN CONDITIONING
APPARATUS

Dominic T. Lipari, Franklin, Ohio, assignor to Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, NJ.

FUed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,082

Int. Q\? B08B 1/00
U.S. a. 15—246

means on the second part for pivotally connecting the two
yokes together.

4,428,094
HINGE ELEMENTS FOR SPECTACLES COMPRISING A

FRICTION RING
Jean Emain, Saint Claude, France, assignor to Sji. Vvc Henry

10 Claims Chevassus, Morez, France

Filed Oct. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 313^17
Claims priority, application France, Oct. 28, 1980, 80 23029

lot Q\> G02C i/22
U.S. a. 16—228 18 Claims

1. Apparatus for conditioning the pins of a terminal pin array

of an electrical backplane comprising a block having an array

of apertures corresponding to said pin array, said block further

having a slot formed at substantially right angles to the axes of
said apertures, and an absorbent element fitted in said slot, said

absorbent element being saturated by a fluid and being pierce-

able by said pins of said pin array.

ih 9b J2

1. A hinge for use with spectacles comprising a female mor-
tise element having two arms defining opposite inner faces, a

male tenon element engaged between the opposed inner faces

of said two arms, and a third element constituted by a hinge pin

for connecting said female mortise element and male tenon
element, wherein one of the first two elements of the hinge is

formed with a cylindrical bore in which is disposed a remov-
able compressible friction ring made of semi-elastic plastics

material for accepting said hinge pin when said hinge pin is

positioned to connect said female mortise element and male
tenon elements, and for exeriing an axially directed braking
force acting on the two opposite inner faces of the arms of the

female moriise element, said fnction ring, in the stressed state,

presenting between iu two opposite faces, a height approxi-

mately equal to the thickness of the bore within which it is

disposed.

4,428,093 ,
SPACER FOR PIVOTALLY CONNECTING WIPER

BLADE PARTS
PUUippe Denis, Glabais, Belginn, assignor to Champion Spark

Ping Europe SJl^ Bincbe, Belgian

FUed Jan. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 337,964

Clains priority, appUcatioa France, Jan. 9, 1981, 81 00269
Int a? B60S 1/04

\}S. a. 15—25042 9 Claims

1. A connecting device for pivotally connecting two yokes

of a wiper blade, characterized in that said connecting device

is comprised of two separate parts, the first part of said two
parts being secured to the first of the two yokes, the second of

4,428,095

SAFETY DEVICE OF A HINGE
Jun Takahashi, Aikawamachi, Japan, assignor to N H K Spring

Co., Ltd., Yokohama, Japan
FUed Jul. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 287J03

Claims priority, appiicatioa Japan, Jul. 31, 1980, 55-105386

Int. a.' E05F 1/12

U.S. a. 16—297 1 Claim
1. A hinge device comprising;

a rotatably moveable rotation member supported by a core
bar;

a spiral spring with an inner and an outer end connected to

said rotation member;
a safety device, said safety device comprising

a first split groove on an outer end of said core bar;
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second split groove on an end of said core bar, opposite to
that of said first split groove;

said inner end of said spiral spring is located within said

second split groove;

a first groove having a detent, said first groove being pro-
vided in and located near a perforated hole in said roution
member,

a second groove being provided in and which opens to a
perforated hole in a fixed member;

said core bar passing through the perforated holes;

an L-s^iaped stopper member slidingly engaged in said first

spli^ groove of said core bar, said first groove of said

4,428,096

HOLD-OPEN MECHANISM FOR REFRIGERATED
DISPLAY CABINET HAVING COOPERATING SPRING

AND LOBED PLATE
MelTiB C. Katpw, La Grange Park, 111., assignor to Ardco, Inc.,

Cldci8o,IU.

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,145
Int. a.5 E05D 11/10

U.S.a 16-335 8 Claims

I

1. A door hold-open mechanism for a door hingedly
mounted to a door frame for swinging movement between
closed and opened positions, said mechanism comprising:

plate means affixed to said door and movable therewith and
having first and second shoulders, and

spring means mounted on said frame adapted to engage with
said plate means when said door is in said opened position
and adapted to disengage said plate means when said door
is moved from said opened position, whereby said door is

adapted to be releasably maintained in said opened posi-
tion,

said spring means comprising a spring including a first end
portion mounted on said frame, a second free end portion
adapted to releasably engage said first shoulder on said
plate means, and an intermediate portion spaced from said
second end portion and abutting said second shoulder on
said plate means when said door is moved from said
opened position toward said closed position to displace
said spring means and thereby urge said second end por-
tion out of engagement with said first shoulder on said
plate means.

4,428,097
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR STOPPING DRAW

FRAMES AND THE LIKE
Fletcher D. Adamson, Alexander Qty, Ala.^ asrignor to Rnssell

Corporation, Alexander City, Ala.

Filed Feb. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 470,771

Int. a.3 DOIC 31/00
VS. a. 19-OJ5 5 Claims

rotation member and said second groove of said fixed

member;
a tension coil spring attached to a first projection on said

stopRpr member and attached to said fixed member, said

coil spring having a weaker spring force than said spiral

spring; and

a second projection on said stopper member slidingly en-
gaged in said first groove of said rotation member,
whereby the tensioning force of the tension coil spring is

activated upon malfunction of the spiral spring in order to

pull said second projection on said stopper member into

said detent of said first groove of said rotation member,
preventing further roution of said roution member.

1. In apparatus for stopping a roll-type draw frame of the
kind in which a sliver when broken moves away from the path
of slivers drafted by the rolls of the machine,

(a) means to move broken slivers from all the rolls along a
common, converging path, whereby all broken slivers

from all the rolls pass by substantially the same location in

the apparatus,

(b) a sensor having a field of influence located immediately
adjacent the common converging path of said broken
slivers and effective to generate a signal in response to the
presence of said broken slivers in said field, and

(c) means to utilize such signal to stop the drafting action of
the frame.

4,428,098

BAG CLAMP
Terry Coker, 11737 WasUngtoo, Apt. 1403, Northglenn, Colo.

80234, and Stanley W. Coker, 8954 Lander St, Westminster,
Colo. 80030

FUed JdI. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 283,897

Int. a.3 B65D 77/10: A44B 21/00
U.S. a. 24—303 R 12 Claims

1. A closure device for bags and the like, comprising:

a first jaw element defined by a first outer telescoping mem-
ber having an open interior and a first inner telescoping

member axially movable therein;

a second jaw element defined by a second outer telescoping

member having an open interior and a second inner tele-

scoping member axially movable therein, said first and
second jaw elements pivotally connected to one another
and movable between an open position and a closed posi-
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tion abutting one another for clamping a bag therebe- 4,428,100
tween; FLIP TOP AUTOMATIC DEADETW

means secured to said first and second jaw elements for Kenneth P. Apperson, PInson, Ala., asrignor to Sqnare D Cob-
releasably clasping said first and second jaw elements in V^oy* Palatine, 111.

the closed position; Filed Apr. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 369,053

Int. a.' F16G 11/00
U.S. a. 24—115 R 14 Claims

means secured to each of said first and second jaw elements

for releasably retaining each said inner telescoping mem-
ber in one of a plurality of discrete axial positions with

respect to its respective outer telescoping member.

4,428,099

TENSIONING APPARATUS
Raymond Richmond, la. Barley Hill La., Garforth, Leeds, En-

gland LS25 IDX
Filed Noy. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,368

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct. 17, 1980,

8033520

Int C\? A44B 21/00
U.S. a. 24—68 CD 10 Qaims

1. A tensioning apparatus for tensioning a flexible member
anchored at one end comprising, in combination, a rotary

member arranged for roution about an axis parallel to the

intended plane of tension for the flexible member and at right

angles to the intended direction of tensioning, manually opera-

ble means for routing said roury member to wind said flexible

member onto said rotary member to tension said flexible mem-
ber, locking means for locking said rotary member with the

flexible member under tension, a slot of uniform length and
width dimensions through said roUry member extending and a

rigid element no longer than the length of the slot secured to

the flexible member to be tensioned and, wherein, the slot has

such width as to allow the free end of the flexible member to

be entered thereinto and drawn through the roury member
until the rigid element lies within said slot, and said rigid ele-

ment has such length, in the direction of its insertion into the

slot, and the slot has such depth, that the rigid element is

locked in the slot when the plane of the slot is routed through

more than 90* from the intended plane of tension for the flexi-

ble member and the said flexible member is in tension.

1. A gripping device for a conductor comprising a main
body having means for connecting said gripping device to a

support, said main body having lateral edges and an arcuate
elongated recess therein said recess having a upering cross-

section; a cover having an elongated arcuate recess, said recess

having a corresponding upering cross-section; releasable

means for releasably retaining said cover on said main body
with said recesses cooperating to define an elongated opening
through the length of said device and open at two ends of said

device, said opening having a Upering, circular cross-section,

such that one end cross-section has a diameter greater than the

other end cross-section, gripping means supported in said

opening having means for biasing said gripping means towards
the other end cross-section and means for releasably retaining

said gripping means in a first position adjacent the one end
cross-section.

4,428,101

FASTENING DEVICE
Dianne Harkary, 39 S. Ashby Dr., Livingston, NJ. 07039

Filed Oct. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 307,529

Int. a.J F16G 11/10
U.S. a. 24—117 17 Claims

1. A fastening device for a lace-up article comprising:

(a) a gripper having first and second patches of a first type of
fastener material, said patches being moveable with re-

spect to one another between a closed position in which
said patches confront one another and an open position in

which said patches are remote from one another; and
(b) a lace having two oppositely-directed faces, said lace

having four areas of a second type of fastener material

complementary to the fastener material of said first type,

two of said areas being disposed on each of said facet, the

two areas on each face being disposed adjacent opposite
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ends of the face so that two of said areas, including one on
each of said faces, are disposed adjacent each end of the
lace, the fastener material of said patches being engage-
able with the fastener material of said areas when said lace
is engaged with the article and said patches are in said
closed position with said areas of said lace disposed there-
between.

4,428,102

QUICK RELEASE DEVICE
Darid B. BrowncU, 6407 Dean Dr,, Woodridge, 111. 60517

Rled Apr. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 366,911

Int. a.5 B64D 17/32
U.S. a. 24—574 8 Claims

transversely to the insertion path to a blocked position in

which the bolt is interposed in the path of said tab and to an
open position in which the bolt does not block passage of the
tab in the insertion path, spring means urging the latching bolt
to the blocked position, a pushbutton mounted on the metallic
support movable against the force of a spring to move the
latching bolt from the blocked position into the open position

21 27 26

a detent element which is a piece of the pushbutton and mov-
able therewith, said detent element disposed outside the inser-
tion path and inside the transverse path of the latching bolt,
preventing transverse movement of the latching bolt, and said
detent element movable out of the transverse path of the latch-
ing bolt by movement of the pushbutton and, wherein the
detent element is disposed in the transverse path of the latching
bolt to detent the latching bolt in the open position.

1. A quick release device compnsing two members which
may be releasably engaged to transmit a tensile force, each of
the members having a load-connection end and an engagement
end. the engagement end of each of the members comprismg
two flat, flexible elongated branches, the branches of each
member originating in aligned, face-to-face relationship with
each of the branches terminating in a flat, rigid paddle, the
paddles of one member being foldable relative to the adjacent
portions of their branches toward one another through an arc
of substantially 180" to form inwardly-directed U-shaped pock-
ets to receive the paddles of the second member, the paddles of
the second member being foldable relative to the adjacent
portions of their branches away from one another through an
arc of substantially 180* to form outwardly-directed U-shaped
pockets to receive the paddles of said one member, and releas-
able latching means for holding the paddles securely in their
substantially 180° folded positions whereby the members are
capable of transmitting a tensile force therethrough so long as
the latching means is in place and the members will freely
disengage from one another when the latching means is re-
leased.

4,428,103

LOCK FOR A SAFETY BELT
Fmu Wier, Schwabiscii-Gmiind, Fed. Rep. of Germaiiy, as-

signor to REPA Feinstanzwerk GmbH, Alfdorf, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Feb. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 231,012
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 5,

1980, 3004169

Int. a.3 A44B 11/26
MS. a. 24-654 7 Qiums

1. Lock for a safety belt comprising a belt lock having a
metallic support with two spaced plates definmg an insertion
path, an insertion tab attached to a belt end for insertion in the
insertion path of the meullic support, a latching bolt movable

4,428,104

GROUND CLAMP
Donald J. Smith, Woodland Hills, Calif., assignor to Communi-

cations Technology Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Mar. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 356,426
Int. a.3 F16L 3/00

U.S. a. 24-279 4aaims

1. A ground clamp of a single unitary piece of metal for

making an electrical and mechanical connection between a
wire and a meul pipe with a pipe band as the sole fastener,

comprising a metal saddle having a central plate, opposed
down turned sides deHning a pipe engaging channel hav-
ing a Tirst longitudinal axis, and opposed up turned ends
with generally aligned openings for receiving a wire,

with the inner edges of said down turned sides having sharp
comers, and with the lower edges of said openings spaced
upward from said plate, and with said openings defming a
second axis substantially parallel with said first axis,

with at least one of said up turned ends including at least one
finger projecting toward the other of said ends defining a
band space between said plate and at least one finger for

receiving and retaining a pipe band
so that a single pipe band positioned about a pipe and a wire

with said saddle therebetween with the pipe at said pipe
engaging channel and the wire in said aligned openings,
urges the pipe and wire toward each other deforming the
wire between said aligned openings thereby grounding
said wire to said pipe.
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4,428,105

BEARING STAKING TOOL AND METHOD
Johnnie G. Abbott, Burleson, and Ralph V. Brown, Fort Worth,

both of Tex., assignors to General Dynamics Corporation,

Fort Worth, Tex.

Filed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,932

Int. a.J B21D 53/10
US. a. 29^149.5 B 4 Claims

bers and facing said swivel means, said spindle when located in

said second aperiure having an end portion extending through

said second aperture whereby it may be gripped by a drill

means and rotated for rotating said staking rollers, said method
comprising the steps of:

seating a backup member against said swivel means,

locating a bearing and a surrounding housing between said

roller staker and said backup member,

rotating said threaded rod in a direction to cause said slaking

rollers to engage the lip of the bearing and said backup

member to engage the other end of the housing,

operating the drill means to rotate said roller suker, and

continuing to rotate said threaded rod in said direction to

apply axial force to opposite ends of the bearing and the

housing by said roller staker and said swivel member
independent of the drill means to cause said staking rollers

to swage the lip of the bearing to the surrounding housing.

1. A bearing staking tool for staking a bearing to a housing,

comprising:

a C-shaped member comprising a main body portion having

first and second aligned end members spaced from each

other and extending generally transverse from said main

body portion,

first and second aligned apertures formed through said first

and second end members respectfully,

said first aperture being threaded and said second aperture

having a smooth inner surface,

a threaded rod extending through said first aperiure and

, having threads which mate with the threads formed in

said first aperture,

a swivel means secured to the end of said threaded rod

between said first and second end members,

a roller staker comprising staking rollers at one end and a

spindle at an opposite end,

said spindle being adapted to be located in said second aper-

ture with said staking rollers located between said first and

second end members and facing said swivel means,

said spindle when located in said second aperture having an

end portion extending through said second aperture

whereby it may be gripped by a drill means and rotated

for rotating said staking rollers, and

means for allowing said threaded rod to be rotated in one

direction to locate said swivel means from said staking

rollers sufficient to receive a bearing and its housing there

between and to be rotated in an opposite direction for

applying force by said swivel means and said staking

rollers to opposite ends of the bearing and housing

whereby the bearing may be staked to the housing by

gripping said end poriion of said spindle with a drill means
and rotating said spindle and said staking rollers while

axial force is applied by said swivel means and said staking

rollers to opposite ends of the bearing and housing inde-

pendent of the drill means.

4. A method of swaging an annular lip of a bearing to a

surrounding housing by employing a C-shaped member com-
prising a main body portion having first and second aligned

end members spaced from each other and extending generally

transverse from said main body portion, first and second

aligned apertures formed through said first and second mem-
bers respectfully, said first aperture being threaded and said

second aperture having a smooth inner surface, a threaded rod

extending through said first aperture and having threads which

mate with the threads formed in said first aperture, swivel

means secured to the end of said threaded rod between said

first and second end means, a roller staker comprising staing

rollers at one end and a spindle at an opposite end, said spindle

being adapted to be located in said second aperture with said

staking rollers located between said first and second end mem-

4,428,106

METHOD OF MAKING DOUBLE WALL TUBING
ASSEMBLY

Bonnie J. Campbell; Thomas G. Counts; James L. Cunningham,
and Karl J. Youtsey, all of Decatur, Ala., assignors to UOP
Inc., Des Plaincs, III.

Division of Ser. No. 930,942, Aug. 4, 1978, Pat. No. 4.343,360.

This application Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,919

Int. a.3 B21D 53/00

U.S. a. 29—157.3 A 3 Qaims

1. A methodof making a double wall heat exchange tube coil

with a between wall channel which can receive and carry

leakage flow resulting from a failure in either wall comprising

the steps of externally finning a first tube over at least a poriion

of its length to produce a plurality of closely spaced transverse

fins and simultaneously producing a turbulence inducing con-

figuration in its inner wall; externally finning a second tube

having a larger diameter than the first tube over at least a

poriion of its length; bending the tips of the fins on the first

tube so they are directed generally axially of the tube and are

spaced from the wall of the tube so as to define a generally

enclosed space having the tube wall at its base, the bent over

fin tip at its top and the radially extending walls of two adja-

cent fins at its sides; inserting the first tube within the second

tube so that a finned poriion of the second lube will closely

overlie a finned portion of the first tube; and forming the

composite assembly of tubes into a coil over at least a portion

of its length, thereby forcing the inner wall of the second tube

into tight mechanical engagement with the bent over fin tips of

the first tube.
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4,428,107

PROCESS FOR FILLING WITH A HARDENABLE
niXER GAPS WHERE CORROSIVE ATTACK CAN
OCCUR IN TUBE AND FIN HEAT EXCHANGERS

Kari Mack, Singen, Fed. Rep. of Gcraany, and Zdenek Maly,
Kreazliagea, Switzerland, aaiignon to Swiss Alomijiiaiii Ltd^
CUppis, Switzerland

DiTisioa of Ser. No. 115,088, Jan. 24, 1980, Pat No. 4,342,150.
This appUcation Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 363,893

ClaiaH priority, applicatioo Switzerland, Feb. 1, 1979,
1001/79

lat a.3 B21D 53/00: B21K 29/00: B23P 15/26: B05D 7/22
VS. a. 29-157J A 7 claims

said tubes to form a tubular shell having an open end along
the longitudinal axis thereof;

filling said tubular shell with discrete bodies of uranium and
lead;

positioning said tubular shell such that said closed end is

below said open end;

forming a heating zone around a portion of the length of said
shell adjacent said closed end, the temperature within said
zone being above the melting temperature of lead, thereby
to melt the lead within said heating zone;

moving said heating zone axially along said shell toward said
open end at a rate sufficient to maintain a substantially
continuous area of transition between the melted lead
within said moving heating zone and the cooling solidified
lead below said zone;

and connecting a threaded connector member to each end of
the shell.

1. A process for filling the ring-shaped gaps formed between
the tubes and fins of a tube and fin type heat exchanger with a
corrosion protective filler material comprising:

(a) stacking said fins such that the collars of said fins form a
first substantially cylindrical passage along a first axis;

(b) matingly positioning a first hollow cyhndrical body
having a second cylindrical passage substantially equal in

diameter to said first cylindrical passage along said first

axis on one side of said stacked fins so as to form an exten-
sion of said first cylindrical passage;

(c) sealingly locating a body having a variable volume cham-
ber within said second cylindrical passage in said first

hollow body;

(d) charging said variable volume chamber with said corro-
sion protective filler material;

(e) positioning a heat exchanger tube upstream of said body
having said variable volume chamber and proximate
thereto; and

(0 pushing said heat exchanger tube against said body and
into said first substantially cylindrical passage whereby
said variable volume chamber gradually contacts as said
body passes through said first cylindrical passage so as to
force said corrosion protective filler material from said
variable volume chamber and into said ring-shaped gaps.

4,428,108
METHOD OF FORMING ENCAPSULATED DEPLETED

URANIUM OIL HELD TUBULAR MEMBER
Elick H. Acree, Alrin, and Walter P. Peeples, Jr., Houston, both

of Tex^ assignors to Gulf Nuclear, Inc., Webster, Tex.
FUed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,580
Int a.3 B21D 39/00: B23P 19/04

UAa29-455R
2 Claims

4,428,109

LATHE
Friedrich Seeger, Wissmar, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Heyligenstaedt A Co. Werkzergmaschinenfabrik GmbH,
Giessen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jun. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 270,148
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 24.

1980, 3023539

Int. a.J B23Q 3/155
U.S. a. 29-568 6 Claims

I. Method of forming an encapsulated uranium oilfield tubu-
lar member, comprising the steps of:

assembling concentric spaced tubes and closing one end of

1 A lathe having a longitudinal slide, a longitudinal guide
for said slide, a cross guide carrying a faceplate on said slide, a
tool turret mounted on said faceplate, a tool magazine and an
automatic tool changer,

(a) said tool changer being arranged on said longitudinal

slide,

(b) said tool magazine having a plurality of ledges arranged
transverse to the longitudinal guide and a plurality of tool
storage holders arranged on said ledges at right angles to
said longitudinal guide and in adjacent rows along said

longitudinal guide, and
(c) said tool magazine being arranged parallel to the cross

guide, and the ledges being provided with latching means
adapted to be unlatched by said tool changer, said tool
changer having means for shifting the ledges from one
latched position to another.
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4,428,110

METHOD OF MAKING AN ARRAY OF SERIES
CONNECTED SOLAR CELLS ON A SINGLE SUBSTRATE
Jla K. Kim, Colombia, Md., assignor to RCA Corporation, New

York, N.Y.

FUed Sep. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 306,712

Int a.3 HOIL 31/18
MS. a. 29—572 6 Claims

selectively etching said contact layer to expose the emitter-

base layer and isolate emitter base regions, and

n~f_ l-mrnp:

>JLi »i"'.'Ci"u>r'u

1. In a method of forming an array of series connected solar

cells which includes;

(a) forming a series of conductive lower electrodes on an
insulating substrate;

(b) forming a semiconductor layer on the surface of said

conductive lower electrodes and said substrate; and
(c) applying a series of conductive upper electrodes over the

surface of said semiconductor layer;

the improvement comprising forming an electrical connec-
tion between the upper electrode of one cell and the lower
electrode for the next adjacent cell by spiking an inter-

electrode connection completely through the semicon-
ductor layer, said spiked inter-electrode connection result-

ing from the spiking of metal stripes applied over said

lower electrodes.

r-

Y

_: 1

^A^..

depositing metal on the exposed emitter layer, a portion of
said contact layer, and on said substrate to fabricate emit-

ter, base and collector contacts, respectively.

4,428,112

COIL INSERTER
Takatoshi Hattori, Nagoya, Japan, assignor to Mitsubishi Denki

Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
FUed Aug. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 297,194

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 29, 1980, 55-135640

Int a.5 H02K 15/06
VS. a. 29—734 8 Claims

4,428,111

MICROWAVE TRANSISTOR
Robert G. Swartz, Hlgiilands, NJ., assignor to BeU Telephone

Laboratories, Incorporated, Morray HiU, NJ.
FUed Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 327,790

Int a.J HOIL 21/203, 21/302
VS. a. 29—576 E 3 Claims

1. A process for fabricating a high speed bipolar transistor

comprising the steps of

growing collector, base and emitter layers on a semiconduc-
tor substrate using molecular beam epitaxy, the substrate

having a conductivity similar to the collector layer,

etching the grown layers to isolate regions of emitter and
base layers,

growing a contact layer over the etched surface with the

same conductivity as said base layer using molecular beam
epitaxy,

1. A coil inserter for an iron core having a plurality of slots

formed therein comprising:

a plurality of tooling devices for inserting a coil and s plural-

ity of wedges into each of said plurality of slou in said iron

core;

actuator means for driving said tooling devices and which is

detachably connected to said tooling devices;

a tool stocker having a shaft connected thereto for selec-
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tively movably receiving a first tooling device said tooling

devices depending upon the shape of said iron core; and
a toohng device supporter having one end supported by said

shaft connected to said tool stocker for moving a second
tooling device of said tooling devices to said tool stocker

and for removing said first tooling device from said tool

stocker so as to engage said tooling devices with said

actuator means.

4,428,113

APPARATUS FOR CONNECTING THE ENDS OF
STATOR WINDINGS TO THE STATOR SUPPLY

TERMINALS
Bruno Fischer, Dietikon, and Angelo Andretta, Urdorf, both of

Switzerland, assignors to Micafil AG, Zurich, Switzerland

Filed Jan. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 341,140
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jan. 29, 1981,

571/81

Int. a.' B23P 79/00
U.S. a. 29—736 6 Qaims

1. Apparatus for connecting the first and second ends of at

least one winding of a wound electrical stator to corresponding
first and second stator supply terminals, respectively, said

apparatus comprising:

stotor holding means having means for holding the first and
second winding ends of each winding;

insertion and clamping means for gripping the first and
second winding ends of each winding, displacing the first

and second winding ends into engagement with the corre-

sponding first and second supply terminals, respectively,

and clamping each of the first and second supply terminals

to secure the corresponding first and second winding
ends, respectively, thereto, said insertion and clamping
means comprising:

first and second tong gripping means for each winding for

gripping the corresponding first and second winding
ends, respectively, and fluid actuated piston means for

actuating each of said first and second tong gripping
means,

first and second positioning means pivotable with respect

to respective vertical axes for laterally displacing said

first and second tong gripping means, respectively, with
respect to said stator holding means; and

clamping tool means for each winding for clamping the

corresponding first and second supply terminals.

4,428,114

MODULAR HARNESS MAKING METHOD AND
APPARATUS

Vladimiro Teagno, Turin, Italy, assignor to AMP Incorporated,
Harrisburg, Pa.

FUed Oct 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,623
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct. 7, 1980,

8032283

Int a.3 HOIR ii/OO; B23P 2i/00; B21F i/OO
U.S. a. 29-857 15 aging

9? « 99 Sf 69 TO 68/6665 63

ar —v-i

1. A method of making a modular electrical harness compris-
ing a plurality of wires terminated at respective opposite ends
in respective terminals of rows of terminals in a pair of electri-

cal connector parts, which method comprises the steps of
feeding first and second connector parts of each pair aligned in

end-to-end relation to first and second spaced terminating
stations of an operating zone, terminating a leading end of a
wire extending from a wire supply in a preselected terminal of
the first connector part at the first terminating station, feeding
wire from the wire supply to form a trailing loop of preselected
length and indexing the trailing end of the wire to the second
terminating station into alignment with a preselected terminal
of the second connector part, terminating the trailing end of
the wire in the preselected terminal of the second connector
part and severing the trailing end so that the wire loop extends
between the terminals in a plane parallel to the terminal rows,
and feeding the first and second connector parts in end-to^nd
relation (along a path extending) through successive similar

operating zones at which the said steps are repeated so that all

the preselected terminals of the first connector part are pro-
gressively connected to preselected terminals of the second
connector parts by respective wire loops.

2. Apparatus for making a modular electrical harness com-
prising a plurality of wires terminated at respective opposite
ends in respective terminals of rows of terminals in first and
second electrical connector p>arts, which apparatus comprises a
series of operating zones; a connector feed path extending
through all of the operating zones; each operating zone com-
prising: first and second terminating stations spaced apart
along the feed path; a wire holding head movably mounted on
support means; means mounted on the support means to index
the wire holding head along the feed path between the first and
second terminating stations thereby to convey leading and
trailing ends of a wire extending from a wire supply succes-
sively into alignment with preselected terminals of the first and
second connector parts when located on the feed path at re-

spective terminating stations; means movably mounted in the
wire holding head to terminate the leading and trailing ends of
the wire respectively in the preselected terminals of of the first

and second connector parts; means mounted on the support
means to feed the wire from the supply through the wire
holding head to form a loop of preselected length extending
between the preselected terminajs; means movably mounted
on the wire holding head to sever the trailing end of the wire
at a location between the second connector part and the wire
holding head; and means movably mounted on the support
means to feed first and second connector parts in end-to-end
relation along the feed path through successive operating
zones into alignment with successive first and second terminat-
ing stations, respectively, so that all the preselected terminals
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of the first connector part are progressively connected to

preselected terminals of the second connector parts by respec-

tive wire loops.

4,428,115

CABLE PRECONNECTORIZATION METHOD
Bruce D. Campbell, Portola Valley, and James T. Triplett,

Livermore, both of Calif., assignors to Raychem Corporation,

Menio Park, Calif.

Filed Apr. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 258,078

Int. a.J H02G 1/14, 1/08; HOIR 4/24
U.S. a. 29—873 1 Qaim

of the cable with pulling means attached, is less than the

maximum inside diameter of the duct,

providing a second cable such as the first cable, which has

been similarly organized and preconnectorized;

removing the pulling means of each cable; folding back each
cable at the second and third quarter-banks; matching
corresponding quarter-banks such that all wire organizers

are paired; and

connecting each matched pair of wire organizers of each
cable by a crimp contact element.

4,428,116

SUPPORT FOR RELEASABLY RETAINING A BLADE
CARTRIDGE

Evan N. Chen, Fairfield, and Frank A. Ferraro, Tnimbull, both
of Conn., assignors to Warner-Lambert Company, Morris
Plains, N.J.

Continuation of Ser. No. 239,847, Mar. 2, 1981, abandoned. This

application Mar. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 478,423

Int. a.J B26B 21/06
U.S. a. 30—87 1 Qtini

C2 : 02

t=^=^
BZ : A2 =

1. A method for organizing and preconnecting a cable, the

organized, preconnected cable to be pulled through a standard

duct having a predetermined inside diameter, the steps of

organizing and preconnectorizing comprising:

providing a cable having an outside diameter less than the

inside diameter of the duct, the cable covered with a

sheath extending from the first end to the second end, the

cable having a core of wires, the wires being divided into

binder groups;

removing the sheath a predetermined distance from the first

end of the cable;

organizing the binder groups into four axially spaced apart,

serially connected quarter-banks as follows:

selecting the proper number of binder groups in the first

quarter-bank connectorization, such that after connec-

tion of the binder groups in the first quarter-bank to

wire organizers, the outside diameter of the first quar-

ter-bank does not exceed the outside diameter of the

cable;

connecting each binder group of the first quarter-bank to

a wire organizer, wherein the outside diameter of the

now connected first quarter-bank does not exceed the

outside diameter of the cable;

similarly, selecting the proper number of binder groups to

the remaining, second, third and fourth quarter-banks;

similarly, connecting the remaining, second, third and
fourth quarter-banks to wire organizers, wherein no

quarter-bank exceeds the outside diameter of the cable;

attaching a pulling means to the first end of the cable, the

pulling means connected to the sheath and wires at the

first end, such that the maximum overall outside diameter

1. A support assembly for releasably retaining a razor blade

cartridge comprising two relatively movable plastic elements

defining a slide and a cooperating support, said support being

formed with tracks for receiving and guiding projections de-

pending from the slide, each said projection terminating in a

claw operable to latch the slide permanently and slidably to the

support, said support defining further a yoke having a pair of

flexible arms each terminating in a stub shaft, said slide making
a driving connection with said arms operative to flex the arms
to open and closed positions, said slide being formed further

with a plurality of individual spring means, a first spring means
defining a leaf spring providing power urging the slide to its

normal position relative to the track and by virtue of the driv-

ing connection between the slide and the arms insuring that the

arms flex inwardly to said closed position in positive and auto-

matic fashion to retain a cartridge releasable within the yoke
and a second spring means defining a pair of L-shaped springs

for urging the cartridge toward a predetermined attitude and
flared fingers carried by said second spring means for homing
the assembly toward the cartridge, said support being formed
further with a rib straddled by a pair of spaced abutments

carried by the slide to limit the stroke of the slide.
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4,428,117

RECIPROCATING TYPE ELECTRIC SHAVER
Horli; Hirocoh Imai, and Tetnio HaBMshima, all of

,
Japao, aadgnon to Matsnahita Electric Works, Ltd.,

Oaaka, Japan

Filed Job. 15, 1982, Scr. No. 388,721
ClaiBH priority, appUcatioo Japan, Jon. 30, 1981, 56-97957

Int. aj B26B 19/02
VS.a 30-43,91 6 Claims

the external shape of the pipe, the edges of the holes forming a
fixed and a moving exterior shearing edge, and where one
shearing member is provided with a mandrel adapted for sup-
porting the bore of the pipe, said mandrel being divided into a
first and a second section, which in association with the respec-
tive shearing member are mutually movable along a plane of
contact coincident with the cutting plane, and which form a
fixed and a movable interior shearing element, there being a

1. A reciprocating type electric shaver comprising:
a casing,

a driving source housed in said casing for providing an
eccentric rotary force,

a driving element, I

coupling means coupling said driving source to said driving
element for reciprocating the latter,

said driving element including an inverted U-shaped main
driving part having a horizontal web portion and verti-

cal web portions, a connecting projection provided on
said horizontal web portion, and rocking leg parts ex-
tending respectively from lower ends of said vertical

web portions so as to lie parallel thereto, each rocking
leg part carrying a lateral projection intermediate lower
and upper ends of said rocking leg part, each projection
engaging an inner surface of the casing to enable said

upper ends of said rocking leg parts to reciprocate
oppositely to the direction in which the horizontal web
portion is reciprocated by said driving source,

said coupling means arranged to convert said eccentric
rotary force into reciprocal movement and transmit said

reciprocal movement to said horizontal web portion
through said connecting projection of said driving
element,

an inner blade assembly holding a plurality of inner cutter

blades and engaged to said connecting projection of said

driving element for being reciprocated with said horizon-
tal web portion, and

an outer blade having hair inlet perforations and movably
disposed at the top of said casing, said outer blade being
operably connected to said upper ends of said rocking leg
parts to be reciprocated oppositely to said inner blade
assembly while slidably engaging cutting edges of said

inner cutter blades.

crank mechanism included in a drive means for the moving
shearing member, characterized in that a single crankshaA is

included in the crank mechanism and is in engagement with the
moving shearing member at a mounting arrangement spaced
from a bearing arrangement, with the aid of which the fixed
and the moving shearing members are mutually mounted and
guided, there being incorporated in the bearing arrangement
an elongate hole with its longitudinal axis directed towards the
crankshaft and a bolt adapted to said hole.

4,428,119

DE-ENDING SHEARS
Willie L. Turner, No. 95190, Mecklenborg Correctional Center

P.O. Box 500, Boydton, Va. 23917
FUed Sep. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 305,604

Int. a.3 B26B 19/02
U.S. a. 30-212 2 Claims

Ar-

4,428,118

PIPE PARTING APPARATUS
H. Lasher. FjiOkiBge, Sweden, assignor to A.O.

UtektiuMtor AB, Stockholm, Sweden, a part interest

FIM Apr. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 368,292
Oalms priority, applicatioa Sweden, Apr. 22, 1981, 8102551

Int a.3 B23D 21/02
UA CL 30-92 4 claims

1. An apparatus for parting pipe, where a fixed and a moving
ahearing member bear against each other in a cutting plane for
the pipe, each member having a hole for the pipe, adjusted to

1. A hand operable hair cutting device comprising:
(a) an integral member having a handle portion joined to a

cutting blade portion, said cutting blade portion having a
plurality of cutting teeth along one side thereof and a first

elongated groove in a first surface thereof, said handle
portion having a finger grip, said elongated groove being
disposed at the end of said integral member opposite said

handle portion;

(b) a slidably moveable member mounted alongside said

cutting blade portion, said moveable member having (i) a
plurality of cutting teeth such that said teeth on said

moveable member and on said cutting blade portion coop-
erate and are adapted for cutting hair received between
said teeth, (ii) a second elongated groove in the surface of
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said moveable member which surface is opposite to and
facing said first surface such that said first and second
elongated grooves are in registry, and (iii) longitudinally

elongated slots extending through said moveable member;
(c) means for slidably mounting said moveable member to

said cutting blade portion, said mounting means including

a plurality of posts corresponding in number to the num-
ber of elongated slots in said moveable member, such that

a first end of each said post joins said cutting blade por-

tion, extends therefrom through a said elongated slot, and
the second end of each said post protrudes from a said

elongated slot and holds said moveable member against

said cutting blade portion while permitting the sliding of

said moveable member about said post through a length

equivalent to a said elongated slot;

(d) a spring longitudinally pocketed by said elongated

grooves when said moveable member and said integral

member are slidably mounted together, said pocketed

spring being disposed between said mounting means and

the end of said integral member opposite said handle

portion; and

(e) a moveable handle having the first end thereof pivotably

attached to said integral member where said cutting blade

portion and said handle portion join together and the

second end thereof forming a thumb grip, said moveable

handle being in engagement with said moveable blade

such that a hair clipping stroke is initiated by depressing

said moveable handle towards said integral member and a

reverse clipping stroke is effected upon the release of said

moveable handle such that said moveable blade is re-

versed by said spring.

4,428,120

HOLDER FOR SUPPORTING A ROTARY CUTTING
BLADE

Kiyoaki Kobayashi, and Taiichi Kumasaka, both of Katsuta,

Japan, assignors to Hitachi Koki Company, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Mar. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 357,223 ^
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 24, 1981, 56-o0107

Int. a.3 B27G 19/04

U.S. a. 30—390 13 Qaims

9. A circular saw comprising:

a body;

a saw blade having a central hole and a saw-toothed circum-

ferential edge;

a first protective cover member fixedly mounted on said

body and extending around and over said saw-toothed

circumferential edge of the saw blade;

a second protective cover member movably mounted on

said body and extending around and over said saw-

toothed circumferential edge of the saw blade;

a base mounted on said body and having an opening in

which said saw blade is rotatable;

a drive shaft rotatable about its own axis and having a larger-

diameter portion and a smaller-diameter portion which

are concentric with each other;

a first fiange fitted over said larger-diameter portion and

having an annular support extending around and spaced

radially from said smaller-diameter portion, said annular

support and said smaller-diameter portion having distal

ends lying axially fiush with each other;

first means for corotatably fixing said first fiange to said

larger-diameter portion;

a second fiange having an annular projection insertable

between said annular support and said smaller-diameter

portion for sandwiching the saw blade between said first

and second fianges with said annular support fitted in the

central hole in the saw blade;

second means for corotatably fixing said second flange to

said smaller-diameter portion; and

a fastener for securing said second fiange axially to said

smaller-diameter portion.

4,428,121

TEST INDICATOR
Kunio Yamazaki, Batbo, Japan, aaaignor to Mitutoyo Mfg. Co^

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 335,126

Gaims priority, application Japan, Jaa. 8, 1981, 56-1084fU]
Int. a.5 GOIB 3/22

U.S. a. 33—172 B 6 Claims

1. A test indicator wherein a rotational displacement value

of a measuring element is enlarged by a sector gear rotatably

supported on a main body of said test indicator and transmitted

to an indicating device, wherein the improvement comprises:

a spring-engaging portion provided on said sector gear;

a pair of springs each resiliently engaging said spring-engag-

ing portion of said sector gear, said springs being different

in resilient force from each other and being positioned so

as to urge said sector gear for rotation in opposite direc-

tions respectively; and

spring-load fine adjustment means positionally adjustably

supported on said main body in abutting relation with the

one of said springs having the strongest resilient force, in

the urging direction of said spring having the strongest

resilient force and at the side thereof so as to resist the

resilient force of said spring having the strongest resilient

force.

1038 O.G.—73
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4,428,122

ROTARY TARGET V-BLOCK
Charlton W. Mann, Yorktown, Va^ assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Administrator of tlie

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington,
D.C.

Continnation of Ser. No. 30,964, Apr. 17, 1979, abandoned. This
appUcation Feb. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 352,831

Int. a.J GOIB 11/30; GOIC 15/00
U.S. a. 33—293

3i/r

6 Claims

1. An alignment device comprising:

an elongated member to be aligned having a surface thereon;
holder means adapted to be placed at any position along said

elongated member to be aligned;

said holder means being a V-bJock having a hole there-

through at the apex thereof the top of said hole containing
a recessed lip;

means for determining and establishing a reference plane;

target means supported by said V-block movable with re-

spect thereto enabling siting from any angle;

said target means being a scale carried by a rotatable plug;
said rotatable plug positioned by the recessed lip within the

hole of said V-block such that said plug may rotate while
within said hole; and

means for siting said target means supported by said holder
means at various positions along said elongated member to

determine the variations of the elongated member to be
aligned from said reference plane.

4,428,123

INSTRUMENT MOUNTING
Rand H. Hulsing, II, and John A. Morrow, both of Redmond,

Waah., aasignors to Sundstrand Data Control, Inc., Redmond,
Wash.

FOed Jan. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 343,561
Int. a.3 E21B 47/022

MS. CI. 33—313 17 Oaims
I

1. In a sensitive instrument for use in an environment where
the instrument is subject to mechanical shock, the instrument
having a cylindrical instrument package and a cylindrical outer

housing, an improved mounting for the instrument package
inside the housing, comprising:

first and second plugs at opposite ends of the housing and
cooperatively capturing the ends of the package to con-
fine longitudinal shifting of the package relative to the
housing;

a conical recess in each of said first and second plugs, said
recesses opening, each toward the other, receiving the
ends of the instrument package and maintaining the instru-
ment package substantially centered in the housing; and

resilient cushion members between each plug and the adja-
cent end of the instrument package which absorb longitu-
dinal and radial shock.

4,428,124

HAIRCUTTING ANGLE INDICATOR
Hiromi Asakura, 7-39, 2-chome, Matsushima-cho, Takamatsu-

shi, Kagawa, Japan

Filed Dec. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 333,617
Int. a.' B26B 13/22

U.S. a. 33—334 7 Claims

1. A hair-cutting angle and distance indicator for use with
scissors while cutting hair on a person's head, comprising:

an elongated bar having a first end for engaging the head and
a second end opposite said first end;

an angle gauge including a circular dial having angular
indicia marked thereon in a plane parallel to the length of
said bar, and a needle freely rotatably mounted to said dial

for rotation about an axis perpendicular to said plane
along said indicia such that said needle is drawn by gravity
into a generally vertical orientation, said gauge being
mounted to said second end of said bar; and

means for mounting the scissors to said bar so as to be mov-
able therealong between said first and second ends such
that the scissors are usable to cut hair at a desired distance
from the head, said needle hanging vertically downward
so as to indicate the angle of cutting by the scissors with
respect to the vertical.

6. A hair cutting indicator for attachment to a scissors hav-
ing cutting edges which pivot about a pivot axis and mate
along a cutting direction, comprising:

a longitudinally extending member having a first end and
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and a second end, and having first angular indicia thereon
formed about the longitudinal axis thereof indicative of
the angle of the cutting direction about the pivot axis;

an angle gauge for indicating the angle of the cutting direc-

tion with respect to the vertical, including a circular dial

having second angular indicia thereon in a plane and a

needle freely rotatably mounted for rotation about an axis

of rotation perpendicular to said plane along said second
indicia so as to be drawn by gravity into a generally verti-

cal orientation, said gauge being mounted to said first end
of said member such that said axis of rotation is perpendic-
ular to said longitudinal axis, and

means for mounting said member to the handle of the scis-

sors.

4,428,125

INCLINATION INDICATING APPARATUS
Ivan R. West, Jr., 102 Rothmoor Dr., Gilbert, Iowa 50105

Filed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,913

Int. a.J GOIC 9/06

U.S. a. 33—366 3 Qaims
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1. Inclination indicating apparatus for use with a drill assem-
bly mounted on a boom structure for drilling holes in a conven-
tional mining operation, comprising:

inclination detector means for determining whether the angle
of inclination of the hole being drilled is within predeter-
mined parimeters, including a first and second gravity acti-

vated switching device, each of said switching devices elec-

trically connected to a source of electrical energy and hav-
ing a controlled switching axis about which the switching
devices move resulting in a switching action and providing
a controlled output in response thereto, the first switching
device being alligned at a predetermined angle relative the

longitudinal drilling axis of the boom and the second switch-
ing device being alligned relative the first switching device
and switching at a second predetermined angle;

read out means coupled to the inclination detector means for

producing a read out indication to a drill operator in re-

sponse to the output received from the inclination detector
means.

4,428,126

APPARATUS FOR CONTINUOUSLY MONITORING THE
SHAFT ALIGNMENT BETWEEN TWO ROTATING

MACHINES
Burke D. Banks, West Columbia, Tex., assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

FUed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,436

Int. a.3 GOIB 7/31

U.S. a. 33—412 1 Claim
1. An apparatus for monitoring the parallel alignment of

rotating shafts of two machines which are coupled through
their shafts, comprising

an anchor member removably fixedly attached to each ma-
chine at an offset but parallel aligned position;

a bar of sufficient length to span the disUnce between the

two anchor members;

a holder for said bar attached in a pivotal manner to each of
said anchor members;

two adjustable slide members mounted on the bar having
slidably adjustable hangers depending therefrom; and

a pair of electrical probes secured in said hangers.

4,428,127

DRYING APPARATUS FOR DYEING BOBBINS IN THE
TEXTILE INDUSTRY

Hans-Christian Grassmann, Baiersdorf, Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignor to Siemens AktiengesellschafI, Munich, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 422,964
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct 23,

1981, 3142172

Int. a.^ F26B 13/10: D06B 15/00
U.S. a. 34—1 6 Claims

K-y^ " |^'®(£)o: ^. '\;- --g

'ti I-

1. In drying apparatus for dyeing bobbins of the kind used in

the textile industry and which are dyed in a process in which
a plurality of bobbins are simultaneously slipped onto a perfo-

rated tube, through which the liquid dyeing agent is forced
into and through the thread or yam wound on the bobbin core
for dyeing, said apparatus including:

(a) a mechanical predrying device for the bobbins; and
(b) a high frequency oven into which hot air can also be

blown, the improvement comprising:

(c) the predrying station including means for blowing com-
pressed air into the tube with bobbins slipped thereon;

(d) an intermediate drying station following thereafter for

drying off the surfaces of the dyeing bobbins slipped onto
the tube;

(e) a final drying station following thereafter including the

high frequency oven for the capacitive final drying of the

bobbins on the tube; and

(0 a transporting device for the automatic transport of the

dyeing bobbins slipped onto the tube through the individ-

ual stations and including, at least in the region of the

high-frequency oven, means for rotating the tube with the

bobbins about its longitudinal axis.

4,428,128

JET TUBE DRYER RETAINER SYSTEM
Fred Coulaon, Eagle Point, aad Jerry M. Smith, Portland, both

of Oreg., aasignors to The Coe MaanAKtiiriag Company,
PainesTille, Ohio

Filed Feb. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 345,621

Int. a.) F26B 13/04

U.S. a. 34—155 4 ri«i—
1. A retainer system for installing a grid of readily removable

replacement jet tubes in a jet tube sheet dryer, said dryer
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having a dryer frame with multiple lateral dryer decks which
include opposed pairs of sheet conveyor rollers extending
transversely across the dryer for conveying sheets to be dried
between said opposed pairs of rollers, and a plurality of pairs of
longitudinally^xtending replacement jet tubes, extending
transverse to the sheet, each having a generally rectangular
cross section, the vertical walls of which gradually taper longi-
tudinally from an open, air-delivery end of the tube to a gener-
ally closed end which defmes a small orifice therein so as to
maintain generally uniform pressure throughout the length of
the tube in an airstream flowing therethrough, each said re-
placement tube having a plurality of holes in the longitudinal-
ly-extending side thereof which is parallel to and closest to the
corresponding side of the other tube of the pair so that each
tube directs a plurality of airstreams toward the other tube of
the pair at said sheets which are conveyed between said pair of
jet tubes by said rollers, said retainer system comprising.

I

resilient outsole edging portion integral with said heel, said
outsole edging portion capable of being stretched and

5,6 5820

fitted about the circumferences of outsoles of a plurality of
sizes

4,428,130
INNER BOOT STRUCTURE PARTICULARLY FOR SKI

BOOTS
Riccardo Perotto, Volpago Del Montello, Italy, assignor to

Nordica S.p.A., Montebelluna, Italy

nied May 14, 1982, Ser. No. 378,446
Qainu priority, application Italy, May 19, 1981, 21814/81[U1

Int. a.3 A43B 5/04, 3/10
U.S. a. 36-117

4CtalBis

(a) tube seat means, laterally fixed intermediate the dryer
decks and having a flat upper surface for supporting the
replacement jet tubes thereon;

(b) a plurality of vertical strengthening members fixedly
attached to the dryer frame and said tube seat means and
located at the air-delivery end of the dryer;

(c) retainer plate array means detachably connected to the
air-delivery end of the dryer for retaining the replacement
jet tubes in the dryer frame and for preventing free pas-
sage of forced air into the^ryer except through the holes
of the jet tubes, said retainer plate array means being
readily detachable for removal -and reinstallation of the
replacement jet tubes; and

(d) replacement jet tube mounting means for detachably
mounting the generally closed end of the respective tubes
in a position which is fixed laterally and vertically with
respect to the rollers while allowing longitudinal expan-
sion movement of said closed end of the respective tubes.

1. An inner boot structure particularly for ski boots, com-
prising a body for enclosing a skier's foot region, a leg portion
extending from said body, a cutout formed in said leg portion
and extending longitudinally, a pair of flaps adjacent said
cutout and arranged to overlap each other, and closure means
for said inner boot located along said flaps.

4,428,129

MOLDED SHOE SOLE CONSTRUCnON
P«ul Jones, Jr., Falmontli, Me., assignor to Kayser-Rotta Corpo-

nrtlon. New Yori^ N.Y.

Filed Jnn. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,671
Int a.3 A43B 13/28. 15/00

VS. a. 36-245 22 Claims
13. A trim piece for use in manufacturing a unit sole assem-

bly, comprising:

a heel; and

4,428,131

EXCAVAnNG TOOTH
Frederick C. Hahn, AJoha, Oreg., assignor to Esco Corporation,

Portland, Oreg.

FUed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 372,171
Int. a.3 E02F 9/28

U.S. a. 37-142 R 8 claims
8. A tooth assembly for earth working equipment compris-

ing

a relatively elongated adapter having top, bottom and side
surfaces and means at the rear end thereof for attachment
to said equipment and nose means at the forward end for
receiving a point attachable on said adapter by movement
along a longitudinal axis, said nose means terminating in
spaced apart top and bottom stabilizing surfaces arranged
on opposite sides of said axis, said adapter also having side
slots for supporting a wear cap on said top surface to
protect said adapter against wear from earth passing
thereover,

a generally U-shaped wear cap removably mounted on said
adapter covering at least a portion of said top surface and
having inwardly extending side rails engaging said adapter
slots, said wear cap having an internal recess forming a
perimetric flange adjacent the forward end thereof,

a relatively elongated point removably mounted on said nose
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means having a bit at the forward end thereof and the
complement to said nose means at the rear end thereof,
said complement to said nose means terminating in a pair
of spaced apart stabilizing surfaces arranged on opposite
•ides of said axis, said point having forwarding convergent

top and bottom walls and generally vertically extending
sidewalls, said point adjacent the rear end thereof having
an external recess mating with said wear cap recess

whereby recesses cooperate with said subilizing surfaces
and reacting to beam forces on said point, and

lock means releasably securing said point to said adapter.

4,428,132

TRENCHING PLOW WITH PLOW CARRUGE ON
CURVED SUPPORTING TRACK

Alan R. Reece, Wylam, Englud, assignor to The British Petro-
leum Company pj.c., London, England

Filed Sep. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 416,077
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Sep. 11, 1981,

8127567

Int. a.3 E02F 5/18; F16L 1/04
VS. a. 37—193 9 Claims

4,428,133

HEAT EXCHANGER FOR FLATWORK IRONER'S
Edaard Kamben, CUeafo, IIL, MsiiMir to New
Maddaery Co, Inc., Cklcaao, DL

FUed Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 422J95
Int a.i D06F 65/02

VS. a. 38—44 4

1. A heat exchanger for a commercial laundry flatwork
finisher having a rouuble finishing roller comprising,
(a) an ironing member having a chest surface with a configur-

aion proportional to the diameter of the finishing roller,

(b) a fluid cavity formed on the back side of said chest surface
of said ironing member adapted to be filled with a heat
transfer liquid,

(c) means for heating the liquid within said fluid cavity,

(d) temperature sensing means within the liquid in said cavity
for indicating temperature thereof,

(e) an expansion tank in communication with said fluid cavity,

and

(0 means providing open communication between said expan-
sion tank and said fluid cavity.

4,428,134

CLOSURE TAB
Orlan M. Arnold, Norwalk, Conn., and Billy P. Noyca, 104 E.
Rock Rd., Norwalk, Conn. 06851, aaaignors to Billy P. Noyaa,
Greenwich, Conn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 139,912, Apr. 14, 1980, abandoned.
This appUcation Oct 21, 1982, Ser. No. 435,658

Int a.3 A44C 3/00
VS. a. 40—2 R 13 Claims

Ktf a

1. A trenching plough and a carriage therefor for making a
trench for a previously laid cable or pipeline, the plough hav-
ing a cutter and means located forward with respect to the
cutter for following the previously laid cable or pipeline, the

plough being connected to the carriage so that the front of the

plough is supported by the carriage, the plough having a tow-
ing member by means of which it is drawn by the carriage,

there being pivotal movement about a vertical axis between the

towing member and the body of the plough and between the

towing member and the carriage, the front of the body of the

plough running in a latterally extending curved track sup-

ported by the towing member so that the front of the plough
can move in an arc within the limits set by the track.

1. A closure tab which is readily coded by printing means
and used for securing and closing the bag neck of a flexible bag
containing merchandise comprising:

a composite comprising a substantially rigid substrate, said

substantially rigid substrate being characterized by suffi-

cient rigidity so as to allow same to readily secure to and
close the bag neck of a flexible bag, a thin layer of adhe-
sive applied to one side of said substantially rigid substrate
and bonded thereto, said thin layer of adhesive being
adapted to receive a print sensitive medium, a print sensi-

tive medium applied to said thin layer of adhesive on said

one side of said substantially rigid substrate and bonded
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thereto so as to form said composite, said print sensitive

medium being readily coded by said printing means while
bonded to said substantially rigid substrate forming said

composite wherein an edge portion of the composite is

provided with means for receiving the bag neck of a

flexible bag containing merchandise for securing and
closing said flexible bag.

4,428,135

PICTURE FRAME ASSEMBLIES
DaTid D. Sobel, 15415 N. 22nd St., Phoenix, Ariz. 85022

Filed Jan. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 456,707

Int. a.3 G09F 1/12
U.S. a. 40—155 22 Qaims

1. A frame assembly comprising a plurality of border mem-
bers arranged end to end to form a frame, each border member
having a front, side and rear wall including a channel defined
at least in part by said rear wall, said rear wall having a slot

extending substantially the length thereof and opening into said

channel, a plurality of comer brackets securing a different pair

of adjacent border members together, and at least one hanger
bracket for attaching the frame to a wall or the like, each of
said comer brackets and hanger brackets comprising a Hat base
member having a pair of spaced ribs extending parallel to each
other outwardly from one surface, each of said ribs having a
flange at the end thereof, the flange of one rib extending in a
direction opposite to that of the other rib, said ribs being flexi-

ble relative to said base members so as to be insertable within
said slot having said flanges engage the inner surface of said

rear wall.

I

4,428,136

ADJUSTABLE MULTI-BAY DISPLAY
Robert P. Franklin, Lake Hopatcong, N.J., assignor to Trans-
World Manufacturing Corporation, East Rutherford, N.J.

FUed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,488
Int. a.3 G09F 7/00: A47B 57/00. 47/00

U.S. a. 40-605 12 aaims
1. An adjustable display unit comprising:
a principal display wall;

a principal header for said principal display wall protruding
therefrom and extending longitudinally thereof, said prin-

cipal header adapted to provide a support for placards or
other information bearing devices, said principal display
header extending substantially the entire length of said

principal display wall;

a plurality of pairs of panels, each panel of said pair of panels
being hingedly connected to the other panel in said pair;

means for mounting each said pair of panels to said principal

display wall at any of a number of possible locations along

said principal display wall so as to create individual dis-

play bays of desired sizes, with each of said pair of panels

forming a triangle with a respective portion of said princi-

pal display wall; and

a plurality of subsidiary headers each attached to a respec-

tive one of said panels, each of said subsidiary headers

extending from the front of its respective panel to said

principal header, each of said subsidiary headers being

curved to give the appearance of merging into said princi-

pal display header, each of said subsidiary headers being
movable, with the panel to which it is attached, with
respect to said principal header so that each said subsid-

iary header appears to merge with that portion of said

principal header which it is located adjacent to and said

adjustable display unit gives the appearance of a single

continuous display unit.

4,428,137

CARTRIDGE MAGAZINE
James H. Johnson, 818 S. Willow Ave., Tampa, Fla. 33606

Filed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 311,089

Int. a.3 F41C 25/02
U.S. CI. 42-50 14 aaims

1. A magazine, comprising in combination:

a housing including left and right side walls;

said left and right side walls being configured to define a stor-

age zone for storing a plurality of cartridges in a three col-

umn array, a compression zone for compressing the three

column array into a two column array, and a feed zone for

storing the two column array in a two-position feeding

arrangement;

a follower positioned beneath the plurality of cartridges;

means for urging said follower against the plurality of car-

tridges; and

said follower including left and right side platforms and a

raised central platform for engagement with the left, right

and central columns of cartridges, respectively, of the three

column array enabling said follower to exert pressure up-
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wardly against the cartridges and to be centrally located by
means of the three column array.

4,428,138

DOUBLE-ACnON TRIGGER MECHANISM WITH
TRIGGER-BLOCKING MAGAZINE SAFETY FOR

HREARMS
Louis W. Seecamp, 487 Wolcott La., Orange, Conn. 06477

Filed Apr. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 369,604

Int. a.J F41C 17/02
U.S. a. 42—70 A 7 aaims

members to provide upon engagement with said members
and rotation of said spool an audible signal,

said first pin being movable to a retracted position to prevent

engagement of said pin with said members thereby to

prevent an audible signal,

a control member for said first pin which comprises a handle
secured to said pin for moving said first pin to a retracted

position,

a second pin secured to said handle for engagement in a

portion of said bracket to permit engagement of said first

pin with said members to provide an audible signal, and
said handle being rotatable after said second pin is retracted

to prevent engagement of said first pin with said members

4,428,140

GUIDE DEVICE FOR nSHING LINES
Shigeru Yamamoto, Higashikurumc, Japan, assignor to Daiwa

Seiko Inc., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Feb. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 233,133

aaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 7, 1980, 55-29722[U]
Int. a.J AOIK 87/04

U.S. a. 43—24 13 Claims

1. In a double-action trigger mechanism for semi-automatic
firearms having a trigger and a hammer both pivotally

mounted on a frame in spaced relation to each other, a trigger-

blocking member pivoted to said frame for movement out of a

blocking position when a cartridge-magazine is inserted into

place, and a draw-bar pivotally connected to said trigger and
extending into operative relation with said hammer for cocking
said hammer when said trigger is pulled moving said draw-bar
in one direction,

a spring pivotally mounted on a pivot pin for said trigger-

blocking member and having one end urging said trigger-

blocking member toward its blocking position,

the other end of said spring being fixed to said draw-bar and
urging it in a direction both into operative relationship

with said hammer and generally in a direction for return-

ing said trigger when it is released.

4,428,139

TROLLING APPARATUS
Walter J. Henze, Norristown, and William Purcell, Philadel-

phia, both of Pa., assignors to Penn Fishing Tackle Mfg. Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Jul. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 284,704

Int. a.3 AOIK 89/015
U.S. a. 43—20 1 aaim

1. In trolling apparatus for fishing, which includes a base, a

spool for carrying a supply of line rotatably mounted on said

base, a boom secured at one end to said base, which boom has

a pulley at its free end over which the line extends, the im-

provement which comprises,

audible signal means comprising a bracket mounted on said

base contiguous to one side face of the spool,

said side face having in a circular arrangment thereon a

plurality of members,

said bracket having a first pin resiliently urged toward said

6. A stamped one-piece flat metal blank for producmg a Ime
guide device comprising a guide ring portion, a base portion at

one side of said ring portion, a pair of leg portions extending in

opposite directions from said base portion, one of said leg

portions extending into said guide ring portion and the other of
said leg portions extending outwardly of said ring portion, said

leg portions being aligned with each other, and the tip portions

of said leg portions being adaptable to be used as means to fit

said device onto a fishing rod after said blank is bent into said

device.

4,428,141

LINE GUIDE FOR nSHING RODS
Oscar Kovalovsky, 11154 Debby St., North Hollywood, Calif.

91606

Filed Feb. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 347,718

Int. a.J AOIK 87/04
U.S. a. 43—24 10 aaims

_u zi- A-

1. A fishing line guide comprising:

a yoke having spaced apart sideplates connected at one end
by a bridge;

a spool roller having a reduced central or mid-section;

a pair of end caps separated by said spool roller and said end
caps coupled together by a fixed shaft;

bearing means movably mounting said spool roller on said

shaft;

said spool roller includes recesses provided at its opposite

ends for seating said bearing means so that the ends of said

spxx>l roller and said bearing means are co-extensive; and
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a pair of mounting members pivotally carried in spaced apart ha]f thereat and impart pliability to said stop when ther-
relationship on opposite ends of said yoke so that said mowelded to the fishing line
yoke can flex with respect to said mounting members.

A AM lAi i
4,428,144

OimilcrFB nwiisir n tp
nSHING DEVICE

Willi., n «i.2i^.^ v!^ ?^Z. ^ ^ uv u
""•^'* •'• I>»c"»«>». Mitchell, S. Dak., Msignor to Junes L.

Newport Beach, both of Calif., assignors to Axelson Fishing part interest to each
Tackle Mfit^.tacIrTtaj<^ FUed May 7, 1982, Ser. No. 3754>58

,';VfL^'«^,^^'^" !»»• CI.' AOIK 95/00
Int a.3 AOIK 97/00 u.s. Q. 43-44.96

U.S. a. 43-43.12

XV.

I

12 Claims
SOQaims

1. A releasabie roller clip comprising
a clip body,

means on the body for securing it to a support,
a releasabie arm pivoted to said body for motion between a

first position in which a portion of said arm adjacent said
body is spaced from the body to define a line receiving
cavity closed at opposite ends of said arm, and a second
position in which one end of said arm is away from said
body,

a roller joumaled to said arm and having a surface in said
cavity spaced from said body, whereby the force exerted
by a tensioned line extending over said roller through said
cavity tends to pivot said arm and roller away from said

body,

means for retaining said arm in said first position, said arm
being generally U-shaped, having first and second legs
interconnected by a bight, a shaft extending between said
legs, said roller being joumaled on said shaft, one of said
legs extending past said cavity and being pivoted to said
body about an axis perpendicular to said shaft.

4,428,143

STOPS FOR LINES
WiUy KeUer, Imbisbiihlstr. 12, CH-8049 Zurich, Switzerland

FUed Mar. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 246,041
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 28, 1980,

2457/80

Int a.3 AOIK 97/00
UA a. 43-44.9 9aaims

1. A stop for a synthetic monofilament fishing line, said stop
having a pair of elongated body halves of synthetic thermo-
plastic material hinged together for closing over and about a
fishing line of synthetic monofilament plastic material, at least

one ofsaid halves having a longitudinal recess for receiving the
fishing line and elevations thereon for abutting a surface of the
other of said halves upon hinging together of said halves, said
elevations functioning as flux material on thermowelding of
said halves together and to the synthetic fishing line, and a
plurality of longitudinally spaced radial grooves in an outer
periphery of each body half to reduce the wall thickness of said

1. An underwater bottom-engaging sinker holder and lure
support device comprising:

first and second wire trailing legs, each trailing leg having a
forward end and a free trailing end;

connecting means for connecting the forward ends of the
trailing legs to each other, so that the trailing legs have a
first generally parallel position in which the trailing legs
are adapted to receive a bored sinker mounted over the
free trailing ends and slid to a position adjacent the con-
necting means, and a second positidn in which the trailing

legs are spread, by separating the free trailing ends, to
hold the sinker in its position and to form a generally
V-shaped support base;

an upstanding section with at least one upstanding wire leg
having a lower end fixedly held in the first connecting
means, so that the upstanding leg is maintained in a posi-

tion off the bottom above the plane of the bottom-engag-
ing support base; and

attachment loop means in the upstanding leg for attaching a
fishing line and lure leader, located above and forward of
the trailing ends of the trailing legs.

4,428,145

SHRIMP BAIT CONTAINER
Robert Wheeler, 823A E. Gulf BI?d., Indian Rocks Beach, Fla.

33535

Filed Aug. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,317
Int. a.3 AOIK 97/04. 63/02; B65D 21/08

U.S. a. 43—55 9 Qaims

4. A shrimp bait container, including a plurality of stacked
trays, each said tray, which stores shrimp bait in a water me-
dium, comprising:
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a substantially frusto-pyramidal shaped housing having four

sides and a bottom composed of a relatively thick, ther-

mally insulating material, said sides extending upwardly

and outwardly from said bottom and inclined so that the

outer surfaces thereof for an upper one of said plurality of

trays will mate with the inner surfaces thereof for an

adjacent lower one of said plurality of trays, forming an

enclosed volume for storing said water medium, said

bottom having a perforation therethrough;

an adjustable water-depth controlling pipe slideably

mounted in substantial vertical orientation in said perfora-

tion in said bottom of said housing, with an upper entrance

having a height above said bottom of said housing which

can be selectively adjusted and through which said water

within said enclosed volume may overflow, defining the

depth of said water;

whereby said shrimp bait can be preserved alive in a ther-

mally insulated environment having an adjustable depth

for said water medium which can be conveniently re-

freshed by cascading through said plurality of stacked

trays.

4,428,146

nSH BAIT DISPENSER
Wilbert L. Walker, R.D. #4, Box 267, Somerset, Pa. 15501

Filed Aug. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 405,298

Int. a.3 AOIK 97/04

U.S. a. 43—55 4 Qaims

4,428,147

DOMINO TOPPLING TOY
Takashi Yoshida, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Kabnshiki Kaiaha

Takemi, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 367,058

Int. a.3 A63H 33/00
U.S. a. 46—1 R SCIains

I

o
— ra

w \,\^'
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1. A domino toppling toy comprising:

a housing defining an internal space therein;

an actuation lever having a first outer portion extending

from said housing and a first inner portion extending into

said interna! space, and being pivotally mounted on said

housing so that when a first domino train acts on said first

outer portion said actuation lever pivots to raise said first

inner portion; and

a plu- ity of domino toppling levers, each lever having a

second outer portion extending from said housing and a

second inner portion extending into said internal space,

and being pivotally mounted on said housing so that when
said first inner portion is raised said second inner portion

is also raised allowing said each lever to pivot, whereby a

plurality of the other domino trains are urged to topple by
respective said second outer portions.

4,428,148

INERTIA FLYWHEEL DRIVE MECHANISM FOR A TOY
VEHICLE

Carl M. Stem, East Aurora; William M. Maker, Churcbrille,

and Michael T. Ventre, Blasdell, all of N.Y., assignors to The
Quaker Oats Company, Chicago, III.

Filed Feb. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 346,163

Int. a.' A63H 33/30. 29/20

U.S. O. 46-^40 12 Claims

1. A container for holding and dispensing individual units of

fish bait, comprising: a container having an entry opening for

receiving fish bait units into a holding area, said holding area

being connected to a transfer area in a manner that will cause

fish bait units to pass from said holding area into said transfer

area in an aligned manner, said transfer area being sized so as

to accommodate fish bait units in a single row and being gener-

ally perpendicularly connected to an elongated fish bait unit

dispensing area, said fish bait unit dispensing area being posi-

tioned and sized so as to receive and hold one fish bait unit at

a time from said transfer area in an area proximate to said

transfer area, said dispensing area having an elongated poriion

extending away from said proximate area and sized to contain

one fish bait unit, a slot extending along an elongated axis of

said dispensing area, and an exit opening for removal of said

fish bait unit whereby a fish hook may be inserted through said

slot at a location proximate to said transfer area to engage a

waiting fish bait unit and then said hook passed along said slot

until said exit opening is in alignment so as to be able to remove

said engaged fish bait unit and hook from the dispenser open-

ing.

1. A toy vehicle comprising:

a ground engaging drive wheel selectively rotatable in oppo-

site directions for driving the vehicle in forward and

reverse directions;

winch means comprising a drum selectively rotatable in

opposite directions for winding or unwinding a cord;

an inertia flywheel for driving said drive wheel and said

winch means;

a main drive gear coupled to said flywheel;

means coupled to said main drive gear and flywheel for

rotating said main drive gear and flywheel in only one
direction;

first transmission means pivotal on a shafl for coupling said

rotating main drive gear to said drive wheel for driving

the vehicle in one of said forward and reverse directions;

and
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second transmission means pivotal on said shaft for coupling 4,428 |5|
said rotating main drive gear to said winch means for PLANT WATERING AND lu'lMIDIF-YING APPARATUSwmdmg or unwinding the cord. Gary D. Solomon. 23 Harrow Iji.. I^vlttown, N.V. 1 17M

Filed Dec. 2, 1980, Scr. No. 212,203

AA^atAa I Int. a.' AOIG 27/W
4,428,149 U S a 47 81

TOY BALLOON CLOSURE DEVICE •
•

oi
,5 q^j^^

Paul L. Brown, 982 Lakeview Way, Redwood City, Calif. 94062
Filed Jun. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,335

Int. a.3 A63H 3/06
U.S. a. 46-90

, 5 aaims

I

I. A toy balloon closure device comprising a tubular body
having a longitudinal extending slot therein, an interior divider
separating said tubular body into a pair of compartments; said
divider having a central hole therein, one of said compartments
receiving the twisted stem of an inflated toy balloon under
tension through said slot, and the other of said pair of compart-
ments receiving the lips of the inflated toy balloon under ten-
sion against the hole of said divider whereby to seal the inflated
balloon and to hold the same in a horizontal, vertical or angu-
lar position.

ing

1. Apparatus for watering and humidifying plants compris-

a tray for holding water,

support means within said tray,

a mat on said support means at least a part of which is

adapted to dip into the tray to communicate with the
water therein.

said mat formed by a composite of a lower layer of a fabric
of a pile-type material to conduct water by a wicking
action and an upper layer of a harder finish than the lower
layer to conduct water but at a lesser rate than said lower
layer and to protect the lower layer.

4,428,150 I

ELECTRODE ARRANGEMENT FOR ELECTRIC WEED
KILLING APPARATUS

AJIois F. Geiersbach, Milwaukee, and Thomas P. Gilmore, Wau-
watosa, both of Wis., assignors to Allis-Chalmers Corporation,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Continuation of Ser. No. 315,137, Oct. 26, 1981, abandoned.
This application Jun. 29, 1983, Ser. No. 508,995

Int. aj AOIM 21/00
U.S. a. 47-1.3 7 a»ims

4,428,152
SWINGING DOORS FOR SHELTERS AND TO
SHELTERS EQUIPPED WITH SUCH DOORS

Leon Gubri, Neuilly-sur-Seine, France, assignor to Establisse-
ments L. Gubri, Deschanel, France

Filed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,843
Claims priority, application France, Oct. 14, 1980, 80 21973

Int. a.3 E06B 11/00
U.S. a. 49-131 9 Qaims

/^,ms-v;:>; ...... . ..> Intt

1. Apparatus for destroying weeds growing in and around
crop rows comprising

a vehicle,

a source of high voltage electricity mounted on said vehicle,
means on said vehicle for connecting said high voltage

source to ground,

a plurality of weed contacting electrodes carried on said
vehicle and insulated therefrom, and

means including a plurality of isolating electrical reactance
elements each of which is in series with one of said weed
contacting electrodes for connecting said high voltage
source to said electrodes so that each said isolating reac-
tance element limits the current flowing through the elec-
trode in series therewith when said electrode contacts a
weed and prevents high voltage drop across the equiva-
lent impedance of said high voltage source so the voltage
on the outer electrodes remains sufficiently high to de-
stroy weeds contacted by them.

1 A swinging door for an underground aircraft shelter,

characterized in the said door comprises a thick panel mounted
for swinging about a lower horizontal axis and associated with
external operating jacks whose axes are inclined with respect
to the horizontal while being mounted so as to be pivotable
slightly about lower fixed pins parallel to said horizontal axis,

said jacks, in their retracted position, being retracted into
closed pits and arranged so as to bear in the manner of trun-
nions having axes parallel to said horizontal axis againf com-
plementary bearing surfaces provided on the external face of
the panel.
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4,428,153

RECESSED ASTRAGAL FOR DOUBLE DOOR
John C. Klinger, Decatur, and Grayle S. Nesbit, Stone Moun-

tain, both of Ga., assignors to AtlanU Richfield Company, Los
Angeles, Calif.

Filed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,667

Int. a.3 E05C 7/04

U.S. Q. 49—366 4 Oaims

^ «•> m '^ «.
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1. An astragal assembly for the meeting edges of the doors in

a double swinging door installation, wherein two doors are

hung on hinges in a frame and the meeting vertical edge por-

tions of the doors each include an inner wall, an outer wall and

a vertical channel formed between said inner and outer walls

and extending along the door edge and facing the opposite

door, the improvement therein comprising:

an elongated leaf pivotably mounted in the channel of each

door and extending substantially the full height of its door,

each said leaf being pivotable between a first position

where the leaf protrudes out of its channel toward engage-

ment with the leaf of the other door and a second position

in which the leaf is substantially retracted into its channel;

biasing means mounted on each door for urging the leaf of

each door toward its retracted position;

door stop means for mounting in the door frame of the doors

at the meeting edge portions of the doors when the doors

are in their closed positions for urging the leaves of the

doors toward their protruding positions;

a support step on each door and extending in a plane substan-

tially parallel to its outer wall and located adjacent its

outer wall in the meeting vertical edge portion of the

door;

an elongated hinge base mounted in abutment with the sup-

port step of each door and extending substantially the full

height of the door; a series of hinge bosses formed on said

hinge base; and

said leaves each including a series of hinge bosses for align-

ment between the hinge bosses of a hinge base in each

door and hinge pins extending through the hinge bosses of

the hinge bases and their respective leaves.

position with said upper portion being adjacent said upper

surface of said housing,

(b) a lock assembly within said lock assembly housing opera-

tively connected to a lower portion of said locking member,
(c) an elongated, horizontal latch assembly housing earned by

a lower portion of said sash intermediate said vertical axis

and said one of said side frame members,
(d) an elongated, horizontal connector arm pivotally con-

nected at one end to a lower portion of said latch assembly

housing with its other end engaging said locking member to

permit pivotal movement of said sash relative to said sash

opening selectively to a closed position and to a limited open
position.

17
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(e) stop means carried by said IcKk assembly housing and
engaging said lock assembly to positively retain said other

end of said connector arm in engagement with said locking

member while said sash is in said closed position and in said

limited open position,

(0 a release element having a portion thereof adapted to en-

gage said lock assembly and move said locking member
toward its unlocked position to permit said other end of said

connector arm to engage and disengage said locking mem-
ber so that said sash is adapted for free pivotal movement
beyond said limited open position while said locking mem-
ber is disengaged, and

(g) resilient means within said lock assembly housing urging

said locking member toward its locked position.

4,428,155

RELEASABLE HINGE DEVICE FOR REMOVABLE
PANELS

Gerald A. Kwan, Pasadena; John Lehne, Hacienda Heights, and

Ronald E. Wooten, Sunnymead, all of Calif., assignors to Le
Van Specialty Co., Inc., City of Industry, Calif.

Filed Jan. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 339429
Int. OJ E05C 21/02

U.S. a. 49—465 12 Claims

4,428,154

WINDOW SAFETY LOCK
David M. Rinehart, Selma, Ala., assignor to DISCO Aluminum

Products Company, Inc., Selma, Ala.

Filed Jun. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,577

Int. a.J E05D 15/00
U.S. a. 49—390 14 Qaims

1. A safety lock for a window unit having a sash mounted for

pivotal movement about a centrally disposed vertical axis

within a sash opening defined by horizontal upper and lower

frame members and spaced apart vertical side frame members,

(a) an elongated, horizontal lock assembly housing mounted on

the lower frame member intermediate said vertical axis and

one of said side frame members with an elongated, vertically

extending locking member mounted for vertical movement
relative to said housing selectively to an unlocked position

with an upper portion of said locking member being spaced

from the upper surface of said housing and to a locked

M so ^«

1. In combination, a quick-release-hinge device adapted to

be releasably coupled between a fixed frame structure of a

sunroof for vehicles and the movable closure panel therefor,

wherein said frame structure includes a peripheral sealing

member, said combination comprising:

a fixed frame structure defining an opening and including a

peripheral channel disposed therein;

a movable closure panel hingedly attached to said frame struc-

ture;

a releasable hinge member secured to the underside of said

panel, said hinge member having a hinge body and an ex-
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frame structure and adapted to releasably receive said flexi-

ble tongue member therein; and
means slidably mounted to said hinge body to lockingly engage

said tongue within said coupling means.

U.S. a. 49—501

I

4 428 156
REINFORCED WINDOW ASSEMBLY

Douglas N. Malm, and James D. Hall, both of South Bend, Ind.,
assignors to Mastic Corporation, Soath Bend, Ind

Filed Oct. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 307,897
Int. a.3 E06B 3/00 core member extends substantially from one edge of the door

7 Qaims *° ^^^ opposite edge of the door.

4,428,158
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GRINDING

IRREGULAR SURFACES
James J. Fatula, Sr., Ellwood Qty, Pa., assignor to Ryman

Engineering Company, Ellwood City, Pa.
Filed Jun. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 276,792

Int. a.3 B24B 7/02
U.S.a.51-33R

8 0^^

I

1. In combination, a sash assembly and a glazing panel, said
sash assembly including sash members forming frame means
for holding said glazing panel about its periphery, the improve-
ment wherein at least one sash member has a base and spaced
side walls extending from said base to define an open channel
to the base, said side walls having opposed inner faces, retain-
ers extending into said channel from said side wall inner faces,
a rigid support member fitted between said side wall inner
faces within said channel and interlocking with said retainers
to provide rigidity to said spaced side walls, said glazing panel
bemg positioned between said side walls and supported by said
one sash member in a spaced relationship from said rigid sup-
port member.

4,428,157
DOOR ESPEaALLY FOR MOTOR VEHICLES

Ernst Eagdsberger, Glonn; Ralf-Thilo Schuli, Putzbrunn, and
Frwu Dnchcnberg, Bddham, ail of Fed. Rep. of Germany
mignors to Mcsserschmitt-Boellcow-Blohm GmbH, Munich
Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaoy

FUed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 334,640
OaiiBs priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Jan. 24

1981, 3102329
^' '

iBt a.3 B60J 5/04
UA a. 49-502

7 ctai^
1. A door especially for a motor vehicle, comprising an

mterior door means, and a central shearing stress and torsion
load resistant core member of hard foam material having a
larger surface area relative to said interior door means, two
shells encasing said central core member, at least one impact
energy absorbing element embedded in said central core mem-

1. A portable grinder for grinding an elongated workpiece
having an irregular cross section which comprises a base
adapted to be secured on or adjacent the workpiece. a longitu-
dinal track on said base adjacent the rear thereof, a pair of
longitudinally spaced apart stops mounted on said base adja-
cent said track; a carriage mounted on said base for longitudi-
nal movement thereon, rotatable rolls on said carriage adjacent
its rear supported on said track, a rotatable follower roll

mounted on the front end of said carriage and adapted to
contact the top surface of said workpiece. the axes of all of said
rolls being transverse to the longitudinal track, said carriage
including spaced apart transverse side walls, a guide track
holder slidably mounted on the outside of each side wall in
opposed relationship for movement toward and away from
said longitudinal track, a guide mounted in each holder, each
guide including top and bottom horizontal rear sections and
top and bottom front sections extending upwardly and for-
ward Iy at an angle from the means connecting said track hold-
ers, means for moving said track holders, a horizontal guide on
the inside of each side wall in opposed relationship with the
associated rear sections; means for moving said carriage along
said longitudinal track including a reversible motor, a control
for said reversible motor including a pair of longitudinally
spaced apart switches mounted on the rear of said carriage and
having a part adapted to contact the associated stop, means
operated by each switch when actuated by contact with its

associated stop to reverse rotation of said reversible motor
whereby said carriage reciprocates between the limits set by
said stops; a trolley mounted on said carriage for transverse
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movement with respect to said base, said trolley including a

pair of forward rolls and a pair of rearward rolls with the

forward rolls being received in said first named guide tracks

and the rearward rolls in said horizontal guides, a shaft

mounted on said trolley adjacent its rear with its axis extending

parallel to the longitudinal track, a grinder motor pivotally

mounted on said shaft, a grinding wheel driven by said grinder

motor and extending forwardly a substantial distance beyond
said follower roll, and means for reciprocating said trolley in

said guide tracks.

4,428,159

PORTABLE, DIRECT DRIVE ABRASIVE SAW
John D. Sigetich, 2127 Gladiator, Fenton, Mo. 63026, and Karl

B. Schweickhardt, 23 W. Meadow, St. Louis, Mo. 63011

Filed Jul. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 287,931

Int. a.} B24B 7/02

U.S. a. 51—92 R 7 Qaims

4,428,160

CENTERLESS VALVE GRINDING
Bemardus A. Willemscn, Sebright, and Ray G. Pamham, Oril-

lia, both of Canada, assignors to Ingeaious Devices Limited,

Orillia, Canada

Filed Oct. 22, 1979, Ser. No. 87,417

Int. a.3 B24B 15/00
U.S. Q. 51—129 7 Claims

1. A portable, direct drive abrasive saw for cutting ceramic

tile, bricks, masonry blocks, metal, refractory material, or

other similar work comprising a base pan constituting a cool-

ant reservoir, a frame secured to said pan. said frame including

a pair of generally parallel, spaced rails extending horizontally

of the pan when said saw is in its normal operating position, a

saw support, a unitary, direct drive abrasive saw mounted on
said saw support in a cutting position, said saw including an

electric motor haing an axis of rotation, a rotary abrasive saw
blade with the rotary axis of said saw blade being coaxial with

the rotary axis of said motor, means for directly interconnect-

ing said motor to said blade for rotatably driving said blade, a

table reciprocably mounted on said rails supporting said work
to be cut and being movable in a generally horizontal direction

toward and away from said saw blade from a retracted position

in which said table and the work thereon is clear of said saw
blade and a cutting position in which said saw blade cuts

through said work as the latter is moved past said saw blade,

and a coolant pump for circulating coolant from within said

base pan to said saw blade as the latter cuts through the work,
said saw support including at least one horizontal frame mem-
ber extending transversely of said rails above the level thereof

at one end of said frame, said at least one horizontal frame

member being rigidly secured relative to said frame, and means
cantilevered from said at least horizontal frame member and
extending from one end of the frame back toward the other

end thereof in a direction generally parallel to said rails for

mounting said unitary direct drive abrasive saw, said direct

drive saw including said motor and said abrasive saw blade

being pivotably mounted on the free end of said cantilevered

support means for rotation about a second axis generally paral-

lel to and eccentrically offset from the rotary axis of said saw
blade thereby to selectively permit the raising and lowering of

said saw blade relative to said table, and means for locking said

saw at a desired height.

1. A valve grinding apparatus, comprismg:

a grinding wheel having an axis and means for driving the

grinding wheel,

two base rollers in side-by-side relation with parallel axes,

drive means for positively driving the base rollers in the

same direction so that the surface speeds of the base rollers

are the same,

a control roller centered above the base rollers, with the axis

of the control roller in a plane parallel to the plane con-

taining the axes of the base rollers,

control means (a) for selectively raising and lowering the

control roller with respect to the base rollers, and (b) for

selectively varying the angle of the control roller axis in

said parallel plane, such that the control roller can be

angled to both sides of a central position in which the axis

of the control roller is parallel with the axes of the base

roller,

support means spaced from the base rollers for supporting

the region of a valve stem adjacent the valve to be ground,

while a region of the valve stem more remote from the

valve contacts the base rollers, the support means being

generally between the grinding wheel and the base rollers,

whereby the valve «tem extends parallel to the base roller

axes, said support means including means defining a V-

shaped groove of which the fianks are sutionary and have

the same curvature as the respective base rollers, said

suppori means further including a hold-down member
supported above the apex of the groove for vertical move-
ment, and means for urging the hold-down member down-
wardly against a valve stem supported in the groove,

and stop means for establishing the maximum permitted

valve stem movement in the direction from the support

means toward the base rollers, said direction being the

rearward direction.
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4,428,161

ANNULAR TROUGH-SHAPED VIBRATING SCOURING
CONTAINER

C«rl K. Walttaer, Wuppertal; Hubert P. Hageluken, Diisseldorf,
and Karl Temme, Wuppertal, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to Carl Kurt Walther GmbH A Co. KG, Wuppertal,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Nov. 14, 1980, Ser. No. 206,926
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Nov. 17.

1979,

Int. a.3 B24B 31/06
U.S. a. 51-163.2 13 Claims

1. In an annular trough-shaped vibrating abrasive container
for abrasive finishing of workpieces in the container, the abra-
sive container being resihently mounted on a machine frame,
the container comprising upwardly directed lateral walls de-
fining a container channel, the container therebetween, with an
ascending bottom section and a descending bottom section of
the channel which ascends and descends respectively in the
peripheral direction of the container channel in a downstream
direction in which the contents of the container are conveyed,
the contents moving along the ascending bottom section in a
spiral path, the improvement wherein
the descending bottom section extends over an angle of sub-

stantially 180° of the container channel, and
said lateral walls of the container channel in the area of a
lowermost portion of the bottom sections of the container
channel defining a lowermost beginning of said container
channel, extend upwardly higher than an uppermost portion
of the bottom sections of the container channel defining an
uppermost apex of the bottom sections of said container
channel.

4,428,162

GRINDING MACHINE AND CONTROL FOR
REMOVING BURRS OR FINS FROM WORKPIECES

SUCH AS CASTINGS
Wolfgang Feldt, Grundau, and Walter Bautz, Darmstadt, both of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to M.A.N.-Roland Druck-
maschinen Aktiengesellschaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 172,090, Jul. 25, 1980,

abandoned. This application Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 351,226
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul, 26.

1979, 2930309

Int. a.3 B24B 49/16
U.S. a. 51-165.77 20 Qaims

C
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from a rough casting on which the fin extends in a plane sub-
stantially at right angles to the surface of the casting, the com-
bination comprising a grinding wheel having a rotary drive for
rotating it at a reference speed, means including a carriage for
mounting the grinding wheel for bodily relative movement in

feed and return directions, means including a jig for mounting
the castmg in front of the grinding wheel, feed driving means
for drivmg the carriage in the feed direction at a reference feed
rate so that the grinding wheel grinds away the fin as it pro-
ceeds toward the surface of the casting, means for constantly
measuring the load imposed upon the rotary drive and for
producing an output signal which is a function of the load and
which sharply increases in magnitude as the surface of the
casting is encountered at the base of the fin, feed shut-off means
for shutting off the feeding movement of the carriage, means
responsive to the magnitude of the output signal for triggering
the feed shut-off means to the shut-off condition upon sudden
increase of the output signal indicating that the engaged por-
tion of the fin has been removed and that the surface of the
casting is being encountered, the shut-ofT means inhibiting the
feeding movement of the carriage in the feed direction for a
time greater than the response time of the feed driving means
and means for imparting relative traversing movement to the
casting.

4,428,163

SHAPING MACHINE
Gerard Deschatrettes, Guecellard, and Rene Tirel, Pont de

Gennes, both of France, assignors to Glaenzer Spicer, Poissy,
France

Filed Sep. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 300,980
Claims priority, application France, Sep. 29, 1980, 80 20807

Int. C1.3 B25B 5/00
U.S. a. 51-237 M 8 Qaims

H3 _ 2-r

In a grinding assembly for grinding off the molding fin

1. A shaping machine comprising:

a rotary spindle adapted to be rotated about an axis of rota-

tion thereof by a motor;

a workpiece carrying plate extending perpendicular
means for maintaining a workpiece to be shaped in a position

coaxial with said plate;

connection means for connecting said plate to said spindle,

such that rotation of said spindle causes rotation of said

plate and the workpiece to be shaped;

a cam mounted about the periphery of said plate and rotat-

able therewith, said cam having a shape proportional to a
shape to be imparted to the workpiece by a shaping tool;

means for biasing radially said cam and said plate during
rotation thereof; and

said connection means comprising a plurality of radially

resiliently yieldable struts extending parallel to said rota-

tion axis and spaced about said rotation axis, each said

strut having opposite end portions rigidly fixed without
relative axial displacement to said spindle and to said

plate, said plurality of struts thereby forming means for

fixing the axial distance between said spindle and said

plate, for transmitting rotation of said spindle to said plate,

and for enabling radial displacement of said plate with
respect to said rotation axis of said spindle.
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4,428,164

APPARATUS FOR THE CONTINUOUS POLISHING AND
THE UNIFORM COOLING OF THE FACE OF A

ROLLING MILL WORK ROLL MOUNTED IN ITS STAND
Pierre G. Dantinne, Seraing, Belgium, assignor to Cockerill

Sambre, Belgium

Filed Dec. 17, 1980, Ser. No. 217,384

Qaims priority, application Belgium, Dec. 27, 1979, 198771

Int. Q.' B24B 5/00
U.S. Q. 51—252 1 Qaim

n
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1. In an apparatus for the continuous polishing and uniform

cooling of the face of a rolling mill work roll mounted in its

stand, the improvement of at least one abrasive rubbing ele-

ment, the rubbing element being mounted on a retractable

support extending parallel to the axis of rotation of a lower roll

and with the rubbing element extending over the entire length

of the roll face, and which is adapted to be applied against the

face of the roll as it rotates, the abrasive rubbing element being

comprised of a plurality of abrasive sheets which are super-

posed and clamped against one another in their housing on the

support, the support and the abrasive rubbing element being

associated with the lower roll and being mounted on two
lateral rockers, the rockers being pivoted about two coaxial

lateral pivots fixed relative to an outlet table, pneumatic cylin-

ders having rods pivotably connected to the support for con-

trolling displacement of the rods and providing the pressure

applied to the rubbing element against said roll, the bodies of

said pneumatic cylinders having two coaxial lateral journals

and being pivoted relative to the outlet table on said journals,

the pneumatic cylinders providing means for exerting a prede-

termined pressure to the abrasive rubbing element for enabling

cooling water to be entrained along the face of the roll during

rotation to form a longitudinal cushion of water making the

temperature of the face substantially uniform over its length,

while the abrasive rubbing element also operates to smooth the

roll face and removes oxide incrustrations therefrom, wherein

the support for the abrasive rubbing element is in the form of

an angle member, said rubbing element being situated in pro-

longation of one of the flanges of said angle member, wherein

the support comprises a second abrasive rubbing element

formed of said plurality of sheets extending over the entire

length of the face of the roll, characterized by the support of

the second abrasive rubbing element being associated with an

upper roll, the support being pivotal about coaxial lateral

pivots which are fixed relatively to the upper portion of the

stand frame, pneumatic cylinders also providing the pressure

applying said rubbing element agamst said upper roll, said

pneumatic cylinders for cooperating with the upper roll being

connected by their rods to the support, the cylinders having

their bodies mounted on coaxial lateral pivots, and wherein the

pivots allowing articulation of the support of the second abra-

sive rubbing element and the pneumatic cylinders are mounted

on a common plate, the plate being held fast to the frame.

4,428,165

FLIP-FLOP GRINDING METHOD
Anil R. Dbolakia, East Windsor, N.J., assignor to RCA Corpo-

ration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 292,284

Int. Q.J B24B 1/00
U.S. Q. 51—283 R 5 Qaims

I. A method for preparing a capacitive electronic disc play-

back stylus from a dielectric element ha\ ing a cone shaped lip

comprising a dielectric material wherein the method comprises
the steps of

(a) a lapping an electrcxJe surface in the tip;

(b) contacting a first region of the tip wherein a first fiat is

lapped with an abrasive lapping surface by a holding

device capable of being rotated ab<iui an axis extending

through the tip region,

(c) rotating the element to a second region wherein a second
flat is lapped by rotating said holding device by a fiipping

lever guided in a pre-determined arc;

(d) applying a predetermined biasing force to said flipping

lever by means of a Hexible fork assembly drivingly con-

nected to said flipping lever;

(e) contacting the second region of the tip wherein the sec-

ond flat is lapped with the abrasive lapping surface;

(0 repeating steps (bHe) until the two flats have been lapped

to substantially the same dimensions; and

(g) lapping the region at the tip end to form a disc engaging
structure of the desired shape;

wherein the duration for step (b) and step (e) are substan-

tially equal, wherein the duration of step (c) is small com-
pared to the durations of steps (b) and (e).

4,428,166

ROOF CURB AND LINEAR CURB FORM HAVING
INNER AND OUTER SUPPORTING W ALI.S

George L. Burghart, 2993 Curtiss, Des Plaines, III. 60018
Filed Aug. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 293,373

Int. CI.' E04B 7/18; E04D 13/03

U.S. Q. 52—19 13 Claims

Jr.?

1. A double wall roof curb linear form fabricated from a

continuous strip of metal of substantially uniform thickness

comprising:

a. a top member extending the length of the linear form and
having an inner edge and an outer edge,

b. an inner portion comprising an inner wall at said inner
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edge bent downwardly transverse to said top member and
a bottom member bent inwardly from the bottom of said
inner wall parallel to said top member and spaced from
said top member, and

c. an outer portion at said outer edge having a first part bent
downwardly transverse to said top member, a second part
bent laterally outwardly and downwardly from said first

part and a third part bent outwardly parallel to said top
member, said third part and said bottom member lying in

substantially the same plane in spaced relation to one
another,

d. said top member and inner and outer portions forming a
hollow configuration shaped to accommodate an insulant
therein.

ded therein, said at least one of said mementos, aesthetic
decorations and other items being viewable from a posi-
tion external to said container means;

threshold means securing said viewing means within said
container means, the threshold means including structural
means overlying a rim portion of the container means and
overlapping a peripheral portion of an upper surface of
the viewing means; and

fastener elements inserted into the threshold means from
above, the fastener elements extending through the
threshold means into the container means thereby secur-
ing the viewing means within the container means;

r/ '
n

4,428,167

VENTILATING MEANS
Atan Reay, Christchurch, New Zealand, assignor to The Fletcher

Industries Limited, Auckland, New Zealand
Filed Jul. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 284,000

Int. a.3 E04B 1/346
U.S. a. 52-72 8 Qaims

24
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the threshold means being substantially flush with the
ground level and protecting the upper surface of the
viewing means from lawn mowing operations and the like,

the support means serving to permit an expansion and
contraction of said viewing means within said container
means, thereby to prevent damage thereto during external
environmental temperature changes, and further serving
to insulate said viewing means from said external tempera-
ture changes, thereby to substantially reduce said expan-
sion and contraction of said viewing means.

1. A ventilating device comprising: at least one ventilating
section; an elongated housing extending in a direction away
from said section; a support arm slidably engaged within said
elongated housing; means for engaging one end of said support
arm with said section; an actuating arm connected to said
support arm; means for linking said actuating arm to said elon-
gated housing; and a flange on the actuating arm adjacent the
end of said housing remote from said section; the arrangement
being such that a predetermined movement applied to said
actuating arm causes the support arm to slide outwardly of the
elongate housing to move the ventilating section into a venti-
lating position; and the actuating arm it its position of rest,
wherein the support arm is withdrawn within the elongate
housing and the ventilating section is in a substantially non-
ventilating position is held in such position by the flange en-
gaging with said remote end of said elongate housing.

4 428 168

PERMANENT FLORAL DECORATION
Rex F. Tomer, P.O. Box 75, Ewing, III. 62836

Filed Dec. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 326,382
Int. a.3 E04H 13/00

U.S. a. 52-104 12aaims
1. A permanent substantially transparent marker installed in

the ground and having embedded mementos, aesthetic decora-
tions and other items, as desired, for use as a grave marker or
the like, said marker comprising:

container means;

support means within said container means, said support
means being of a resilient and insulating construction;

viewing means of a substantially solid and transparent con-
struction, said viewing means being within said container
means and being substantially supported by said support
means, said viewing means having at least one of said
mementos, aesthetic decorations and other items embed-

4,428,169

VAULTED DOME SKYLIGHT
Nicholas G. Tsakiris, South Berwick, Me., assignor to Wasco

Products, Inc., Sanford, Me.
Filed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,048

Int. a.3 E04B 7/18
U.S. CI. 52-200 6 Qaims

1. A vaulted dome skylight for covering an opening defined
by a support curb and comprising:

a single piece sill extending about all sides of the support
curb,

means securing the single piece sill to the support curb,
an inner dome means having opposite end flanges,

an outer dome means having opposite end flanges,

a retaining means for securing the domes over the sill includ-
ing an end retainer one at each end of the sill having one
leg secured to the sill and a second horizontally disposed
leg contacting and overlying the dome end flange,

said sill having a horizontally disposed base secured to the
curb frame and inner and outer angularly disposed chan-
nel members for respectively receiving said inner and
outer domes along the sides thereof.
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said inner and outer dome means each comprising a plurality
of dome sections with only the end ones thereof having
said end flange,

at least one intermediate support rib for supporting adjacent
dome sections and extending substantially normal to the
sill sides,

a cap band secured over and to said support rib.

a first gasket means disposed at said support rib and between
said dome means,

a support member and means securing the support member
to the sill to maintain the support member in a position to
hold the intermediate support rib in place,

and a second gasket, one disposed at each end of the sill,

arranged intermediate the outer channel member of the
sill and the underside of the inner dome end flange.

1. In combination, a frame structure and fastening device for

sunroofs to be mounted in an opening formed in a vehicle roof,

wherein the combination comprises:

a substantially rectangular frame structure defining an access
opening, said frame structure being formed having a verti-

cal jamb wall, a peripherally disposed support-flange
member integrally formed at the upper end of said jamb
wall to engage said vehicle roof;

a first channel member coextensively formed in said frame
structure adapted to receive a sealing member therein, and
positioned inwardly of said access opening thereof; and

a second channel member formed contiguously with said
first channel member;

said first channel member being defined by the upper portion
of said jamb wall having an inwardly extending edge
member and a laterally extending intermediate wall mem-
ber, and means formed in said edge member and said

intermediate wall member to secure said sealing member
in said first channel member;

said second channel member being defined by the lower
portion of said jamb wall having an inwardly extending
bottom wall;

a cantilevered clamping bar adapted to be secured to said

frame structure;

wherein said clamping bar comprises:

a vertical wall defining a truss member,
a lower horizontal wall member integrally formed with

said vertical wall, to establish the substantially "L"-
shaped, cross-sectional configuration of said clamping
bar,

pivot means formed on said clamping bar for pivotal

engagement with said frame structure,

said pivot means comprising a pivotal strut member
formed longitudinally along one edge of said clamping
bar, and positioned to pivotally engage said frame struc-

ture, and

means on said clamping bar for fastening said clamping

bar to said frame structure to cause said clamping bar to

pivot to a clamping position against said vehicle roof,

whereby said vehicle roof is fixedly secured between
said support flange and said clamping bar,

said means for fastening said clamping bar to said frame
structure comprising a secunng track formed in said

lower horizontal wall of said clamping-bar member.

4,428,171

THERMAL STOREFRONT SYSTEM
Lawrence S. Harbin, Riverdale, Ga., assignor to Atlantic Rich-

field Company, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Mar. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 357,407

Int. C\? E04B 1/62
U.S. a. 52-398 17 Qaims

4,428,170

COMBINATION FRAME STRUCTURE AND FASTENING
DEVICE FOR VEHICLE SUNROOFS

Ronald E. Wooten, Sunnymead, and Gerald A. Kwan, Pasadena,
both of Calif., assignors to Le Van Specialty Co., Inc., City of
Industry, Calif.

Filed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,392

Int. a.3 E06B 1/04
U.S. a. .S2-217 12 Qaims

1. A window structure for a commercial building or the like

wherein a plurality of rectangular glass panels are supported in

a common plane by a plurality of spaced mullions and a plural-

ity of horizontal supports connected between said mullions, the

improvement therein of each of said horizontal supports in-

cluding a recess extending along its length, at least one supp<.irt

clip including a support tongue and a setting block shelf includ-

ing an upper surface extending approximately in a horizontal

plane from said horizontal support,

said support tongue including a base p<irtu>n extending out-

wardly from said setting block shelf at a level lower than

said setting block shelf, and a flange p«.)rtion extending
angularly upwardly from said base portion to the level nf

said setting block shelf and received in said recess, and
said glass panels being supp<irted at their losver edges m

abutment with said mullions and horizontal supports by
the setting block shelf of some of said suppim clips.

4,428,172

FASTENING DEVICE FOR SCREEN OR WALL PANELS
Olof Larsson, Ungsjoviigen, Sweden, assignor to R. O. L. Inred-

ningar AB, Stockholm, Sweden
Filed May 29, 1981, Ser. No. 268,521

Oaims priority, application Sweden, Jun. 5, 1980, 8004222
Int. a.J E04B 2/82

U.S. a. 52-489 4 Claims
1. Fastening device for mounting panel means to vertical

support rails having inner and outer sufaces with openings
therethrough which openings are defined by upper and lower
walls comprising a generally U-shaped plate means having a

central rib portion and a pair of generally parallel shank means
which extend outwardly from opposite ends of said central nb
portions, first and second hook means extending from the

upper and lower portions of each of said shank means so as to

be in spaced relationship to said central rib portion so that said

hook means are selectively engaged through the opening in the

support rails to the support rail, each of said first hook means
having a projection along the length thereof which extends
towards and is in spaced relationship to said central rib portion
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whereby the said fastening device is mounted to the vertical

support rail with said projections engaging the upper walls
defining an opening in the vertical support rail with said first

»

(70,72) each being defined on said first and second side
plates (30,32) and with said first and second support mem-
bers (26,28), respectively, said third load input location
(74) being defined on said outwardly extending portions
(78,80) of said first and second side plates (30,32).

4,428,174

CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM
ayde C. Grady, II, 25 Pelham Rd., #188, Greenville, S.C. 29615

Filed Apr. 4, 1979, Ser. No. 27,028
Int. a.^ E04C 3/10

U.S. a. 52-741 aoaims

and second hook means engaging inner surface thereof said

central rib means will be disposed in fixed spaced relationship

with the outer surface of the vertical support rail

4,428,173 '

LOAD CARRYING STRUCTURE AND METHOD OF
MANUFACTURE THEREFOR

Harvey A. Knell, Yorkville, III., assignor to Caterpillar Tractor
Co., Peoria, III.

PCT No. PCr/US80/00398, § 371 Date Apr. 9, 1980, § 102(e)

Date Apr. 9, 1980, PCT Pub. No. WO81/02884, PCT Pub.
Date Oct. 15, 1981

PCT Filed Apr. 9, 1980, Ser. No. 245,236

Int. a.3 E04C 3/30
U.S. a. 52-731 22 Qaims

v;'

,t &> .9 rj)

1. A load carrying structure (10), comprising:
top and bottom plates (22,24) each having first and second
edge portions (50,52;54,56) and first and second end por-
tions (38,46.40,48);

first and second side plates (30,32) connected to said first and
second edge portions (50,54;52,56), respectively, of both
of said top and bottom plates (22,24) and each extending
outwardly from and adjacent said first end portions
(38,40) of said top and bottom plates (22,24), said out-
wardly extending portions (78,80) of said first and second
side plates (30,32) being spaced one from the other;

first and second support members (26,28) each havmg first

and second side portions (58,60;62,64) and first and second
end portions (34,36;42,44), said first support member (26)
being connected at its first and second end portions (34,36)
to said first end portions (50,52) of said top and bottom
plates, respectively, and at its first and second side por-
tions (58,60) to said first and second side plates (30,32),
respectively, said second support member (28) being con-
nected at its first and second end portions (42,44) to said
second end portions (46,48) of said top and bottom plates

(22,24), respectively, and at its first and second side por-
tions (62,64) to said first and second side plates (30,32)
respectively; and

at least first, second and third preselected load input loca-
tions (70,72,74), said first and second load input locations

1. A method for the formation of arrays of modular units
such that in the construction of an assembled array of more
than one modular unit contact between any two of the modular
units placed in abutment in the formation of the array is re-

stricted to the contact of three load distributing surfaces co-
molded on the first modular unit of the aforesaid two modular
units with three load distributing surfaces comolded on the
second of the aforesaid two modular units, wherein each mod-
ular unit of the aforesaid two modular units is connected to the
other modular unit of the aforesaid two modular units by
means of bolts or other connectors, where said bolts or other
connectors pass through parallel apertures in each of the afore-

said two modular units, wherein said apertures are arranged
into more than one group of at least two apertures to a group
such that all aforesaid apertures in a first group of the aforesaid
groups lie in a plane which is parallel to the plane formed by
any second group of apertures, Wherein at least one aperture,
designated as the first aperture, in each group of apertures is

provided with a fastening means such as an internally threaded
nut which is attached to either of the aforesaid two modular
units such that a bolt or other means of connection may be
passed through the aforesaid first aperture and fastened to the
aforesaid fastening means.

4,428,175

ENERGY FREE LOADER
Gordon W. Haab, Richmond, Va., assignor to G. W. Haab Co.,

Inc., Richmond, Va.

Filed Jun. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 388,895

Int. a.3 B65B 5/10. 21/16. 43/62
U.S. a. 53—55 1 Qaim

1. In a case loader for containers comprising in combination:
(a) a container loading station for attachment to the end of a

conveyor, said container loading station holding a case
load of containers in a single column;

(b) a case loading station above a case conveyor for trans-

porting cases to and away from the case loading station;

(c) said case loading station located beneath and to one side

of the container loading station;

(d) a plurality of container slides between the bottom of the
container loading station and the case loading station;

(e) said container slides each beginning at the position of
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different containers and each ending at different container
positions at the case loading station;

(0 a first stop means to hold the column of containers in

position when the case load of containers has been con-
veyed to the container loading station;

(g) an inclinded bar leading from beneath the case conveyor
to above the case loading station to tilt the cases as they
approach the case loading station;

(h) means to hold the case in a titled position at the case
loading station;

(i) a second stop means to hold the container in the case
loading station until it has been loaded with containers;

the improvement comprising:

0) a pivoted container support in the bottom of the container
loading position, said support holding said containers
when in the horizontal support position and allowing said

containers to fall by gravity when in the released p<isition;

(k) a counterweight biasing said container support into the

support position, said counterweight being overcome by
the weight of a case load of containers;

(I) said container support, when in the support position.

resting upon a movable support plate, which in the first

position holds said container support in the support posi-

cross piece substantially parallel to each other, each said clip

being adapted to close and seal a package by having said legs

folded over towards each other and over the opening of the

package between the clip's cross piece and the folded over
legs, said machine including a clipping station having means to

accept said clips when they are in a predetermined orientation

and to clip said packages closed thereat, said clips being ar-

ranged in a fiat coil wherein the clips are joined to each other
by tape means at their respective cross pieces so that their legs

extend radially outwardly of the coil center, rotatable reel

means on said machine for carrying said coil of clips, means to

turn the line of clips unreeling from said reel from their coiled
orientation to said predetermined orientation required at said

clipping station, the improvement which comprises:
(a) enclosed track means having a cross-sectional area of a size

and shape to snugly receive, hold, and guide said line of
clips, said track means being defined by a "L"' shaped chan-
nel having upright wall means and a bottom wall connecting
said upright wall means, an opening at the top between said

upright wall means and a lid member hinged to said channel
at one longitudinal end thereof to cover said top opening ol

:jir-

%
\
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\. ,,
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tion and in the second position allows said container sup-

port to pivot to said released position;

(m) a lever arm to which the support plate is attached, allow-
ing said support plate to pivot from the first position to the
second position;

(n) a counterweight biasing said lever arm to said first posi-

tion;

(o) a mechanical container sensor in said case loading sta-

tion, said mechanical container sensor being activated by
the leading container when slid into its position by the
other containers in the container loading station;

(p) said mechanical container sensor biasing said lever arm
into the second position overcoming the counterweight;

(q) a latch connected to said lever arm preventing said lever

arm from moving from the first position to the second
position;

(r) a mechanical case sensor which is tripped when a case
reaches the case loading station;

(s) said mechanical case sensor withdrawing said latch when
the case is in position;

whereby, when both the containers and case are in position,

the lever arm moves, the container support pivots, and the

containers fall into the case.

4,428,176

REEL CLIP FEED SYSTEM
William E. Burrell, Inman, S.C, assignor to W. R. Grace A Co.,

Cryovac Div., Duncan, S.C.

Filed Aug. 12. 1981, Ser. No. 292,086

Int. C\? B6SB 51/05
U.S. a. 53—138 A 3 Claims

1. In a packaging machine of the type wherein the package
is clipped closed using "U" shaped clips each having a cross

piece portion and a pair of legs extending from the ends of the

said channel, said line of clips progressing through said

channel with their cross piece at the bottom thereof on said

bottom wall;

(b) spring loaded rachet finger means extending through an

opening in said upright wall means and into driving contact

with said line of clips,

(c) means to move said rachet finger means to and from along

the line of motion of said clips through said track, said rachet

finger means being mounted on said moving means so that

said finger means drives said line of clips towards said clip-

ping station and di>es not move said line of clips when said

moving means moves said finger means a\vay from said

clipping station; and,

(d) spring means mounted on said lid member abtivc said track

means and pointing towards said clipping station, whereby
said line of clips moves easily towards said clipping station

by sliding along said spring means and are restrained by
contact with said spring means against motion away from
said clipping station, and,

(e) said spring means extending downwardly from said lid in

the closed position of said lid between the legs of said clips

to contact the top surfaces of said clip cross pieces.
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4,428,177

CTGARETTE PACKAGING APPARATUS WITH RADIAL
TRANSFER

Heinz H. Focke, and Kurt Liedtke, both of Verden, Fed. Rep. of
Germany, assignors to Focke A Co., Verden, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

FUed Nov. 25, 1980, Ser. No. 210,186
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec, 7,

1979, 2949252

Int. a.J B65B 11/28
U.S. a. 53-170

, 7 Oaims

paper blanks (22) into the pockets of the third revolver,
and

(k) second radially reciprocable ejector means (63) disposed
at the second transfer station for individually pushing foil

wrapped packs from pockets of the second revolver into
tangentially facing paper blank lined pockets of the third
revolver while said revolvers are stationary, whereby the
radial travel of the cigarette groups and packs at the first

and second transfer stations, respectively, is minimized to
thereby enable more rapid transfer.

4,428,178

ENERGY FREE LOADER
Joseph H. Burtoft, 3522 Albrecht Ave., Akron, Ohio 44312

Filed Jun. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 384,956
Int. a.3 B65B 5/10. 21/10, 43/62

U.S. a. 53-475 2 Oaims

I

1. An apparatus for packaging rod-shaped objects such as

cigarettes into quadratic packs having relatively wide front
and rear faces and a relatively narrow width on side and end
faces, comprising:

(a) first, second and third intermittently driven, rotary re-

volvers (32, 33, 34) having parallel axes,

(b) said revolvers being sequentially arranged in tangential

interface to define first and second transfer stations (45,

62) between the first and second and between the second
and third revolvers,

(c) a plurality of circumferentially spaced, threesided pock-
ets (37, 38, 39) defined in the outer periphery of each
revolver, each pocket being dimensioned to closely ac-
commodate a group (23) of cigarettes arranged in pack
form with the cigarette axes parallel to the revolver axes
and with the depth of each pocket substantially corre-
sponding to the narrow width of a side face of a pack,

(d) supply magazine means (35) for individually feeding
groups of unwrapped cigarettes into the pockets of the
first revolver,

(e) means (52) adjacent the second revolver upstream from
the first transfer station for individually inserting inner
metallic foil blanks (21) mto the pockets of the second
revolver,

(0 first radially reciprocable ejector means (46) disposed at

the first transfer station for individually pushing un-
wrapped cigarette groups from pockets of the first re-

volver into tangentially facing foil blank lined pockets of
the second revolver while said revolvers are stationary,

(g) a pair of coplanar plates (93) axially movable relative to
each other and disposed at the first transfer station on
opposing sides of said first revolver for contacting and
supporting only a free, relatively wide outer face of an
unwrapped cigarette group disosed in a pocket of the first

revolver at said transfer station, said plates being radially

spaced from and movable in unison with the ejector means
to mainuin contact with and thereby retain the un-
wrapped cigarette group intact during transfer, said plates
lying parallel to said cigarette group face and not engag-
ing the axial ends of the cigarettes in the group during
transfer,

(h) means for axially and radially moving said supporting
plates at said first transfer station,

(i) means dispcied adjacent the outer periphery of the sec-
ond revolver and between the first and second transfer
stations for folding the foil blanks around the cigarette
groups,

(j) means adjacent the third revolver upstream from the
second transfer station for individually inserting outer

2. The method of loading a plurality of containers into a case
at a packing station which comprises:

(a) loading the packing station with a single column of con-
tainers from a container conveyor;

(b) sensing when the case load of containers is in the packing
station;

(c) placing a plurality of cases in an inclined case loading
position at the packing station, beneath and beside said
column of containers;

(d) sensing when the cases are in the inclined case loading
position;

j

(e) when the two sensors detect a case load of containers and
the cases, dropping the containers;

(0 guiding each container along an inclined chute from its

first position to its position in the case
whereby containers are loaded into cases by a loader without
the use of powered components.

4,428,179

CHICKEN WEIGHING APPARATUS
C. Wane Jordan, and John W. Walker, both of Macon, Mo.,

assignors to Banquet Foods Corporation, Macon, Mo.
Filed Not. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 325,828
Int. a.3 GOIG 19/04; B65B 57/00

U.S. a. 53—502 10 aaims
1. A device for filling a package with a predetermined

weight of irregularly shaped, different sized items comprising:
computation means;

first weighing means for passing to said computation means
information relating to the weight of a first quantity of
items in said package, said weight of said first quantity of
items being less than said predetermined weight;

a guide funnel having an upper rim and a lower opening;
a plurality of holding means, each adapted to support one

additional item for subsequent passage to said package
upon receipt of a control signal, said holding means dis-

posed around the upper rim of the guide funnel such that
each of the holding means is symmetrically placed with
respect to the lower opening;
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second weighing means for passing to said computation
means information relating to the weight of the additional
items adapted for passage to said package from each of
said holding means;

said computation means passing a control signal only to a

selected subset of said holding means whose items, when
combined with said first quantity of items in said package,
most neariy equals said predetermined weight, thereby
causing the items of the selected subset of the holding
means to travel through the funnel and out the lower
opening.

4,428,180
LAWN MOWER AND CONTROLS THEREFOR

John A. Carlson, Conroe, Tex., assignor to Capro, Inc., Houston.
Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 230,607, Feb. 2, 1981, which is

a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 157,374, Jun. 9, 1980, Pat. No.
4,309,862. This application May 19, 1982, Ser. No. 379,764

Int. a.3 AOID 69/10
U.S. CI. 56-11.3 ,7 Claims

4,428,181

MOWING DEVICE
Hendrikus C. van Staveren, Nieuw-Vennep, and NicoJaas Prins,

Roeiofarendsveen, both of Netherlands, assignors to Mul-
tinorm, B. V., Nieuw-Vennep, Netherlands

Filed Jun. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 389.036
Qaims priority, application Netherlands, Jul. 1, 1981

8103166

Int. a.^ AOID 35/264
U.S. a. 56-13.6 27 ci»inu

15. A mowing device comprising, in combination:
a frame adapted to be attached to a powered vehicle;
an elongate girder carried in cantilever fashion by said frame
and extending therefrom in a direction transverse to the
direction in which the mowing device travels in use;

an elongate cutter bar disposed below said girder and means
pivotally suspending the outer end of said culler bar from
the outer end of said girder for limiied vertical rocking
movement relative thereto whereby said cutter bar may
closely follow over the ground surface,

a series of rotatable cutter means disposed in spaced relation
along the length of said cutter bar for cutting a swaih of
crop having a width commensurate with the length of said
cutter bar, and

transmission means for simultaneously driving said cutter
means, said transmission means including an input shaft
journalled on said frame and a drive tram between said
input shaft and said cutter means, said drive train includ-
ing a final drive portion within said cutter bar. an input
portion extending overhead along said girder from said
input shaft, and a vertical portion at the outer end of said
girder connecting said input portion to said final drive
portion.

;i6 iJC

1. A lawn mower control system comprising
a housing,

fastening means for mounting the housing on a lawn mower
handle,

a control lever pivotally mounted within the housing and
extending therefrom,

a cam pivotally mounted in the housing with said control
lever and having a resilient finger,

said control lever and said cam having interengaging shoul-
ders so that movement of said control lever in one direc-
tion rotates said cam,

means on said cam for attaching a control line thereto so that

roution of said cam moves the control line, and
a deadman lever pivotolly mounted in said housing and

having a shoulder,

the shoulder on said deadman lever engaging the resilient

finger on said cam to reuin said cam in operating position
as long as said deadman lever is held in operating position.

4,428,182
GRAIN HANDLING ARRANGEMENT FOR AN

ARTICULATED COMBINE
James R. Allen, Bettendorf, Iowa; LaVerne Anderson, Jr.. New

Windsor, and Daniel L. Leemans, Moline, both of III., assign-
ors to Deere St Company, Moline, III.

Filed Apr. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 371,047
Int. a.3 AOIF 12/46; AOID 41/00

U.S. a. 56—14.6 30 Gaims

1. An articulated harvester comprising:

a front bogie including a body supported above the ground
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on laterally spaced wheels disposed so as to permit tipping

of the bogie relative to the ground about a transverse axis

and including means for gathering a crop from the field

and at least partially processing it and delivering a first

portion of crop material to an outlet of the front bogie;

a rear bogie including a body supported above the ground
on laterally spaced wheels disposed so as to permit tipping

of the bogie relative to the ground about a transverse axis

and including a crop material receiving means;

means for connecting the bogies in tandem so as to control

relative tipping between them and including at least one
hinge member defining at least one pivot center and per-

mitting relative pivoting between the bogies about upright

and fore-and-aft axes both passing through the pivot cen-

ter;

means for receiving crop material from the outlet of the

front bogie and transferring it to the receiving means of

the rear bogie and including a conveyor portion coexten-

sive with a hinge member of the connecting means; and
power means carried by the harvester and operable to pivot

the bogies one relative to the other about the upright axis

for steering the harvester.

each of said clamping means including a support member
rigidly attached to and extending above said top surface,

means for engaging said engagement end of said retaining

member associated therewith, and a body member pivota-

bly attached to said support member at one end and said

engaging means at the opposite end so that said body
member can be pivotable to allow said engagement means
to engage said engagement end associated therewith and
thereafter to be pivotable to an engaged position thereby

effecting a bias force of said retaining member upon said

cutting device to securely hold it in place upon said plat-

form, and wherein

said platform supporting means further includes first means
for longitudinally and telescopically adjusting said front

edge and said front pair of wheels rotatably mounted
adjacent thereto between a retracted position and an ex-

tended position thereby effecting a longitudinal variance

in the distance between said front and rear pairs of wheels.

4,428,183 >

CARRIAGE FOR A GRASS TRIMMING DEMCE
Joseph M. Lowry, 308 Sweetbriar Dr., and Ernest E. Griffin,

12306 Ridgefield Pkwy., both of Richmond, Va. 23233
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 119,176, Feb. 6, 1980, Pat. No.

4,287,709. This application Aug. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 296,003

Int. aJ AOID 35/12, 67/00
U.S. a. 56—17.2 11 Claims

1. A carriage for a trimming device of the type having a

motor, a housing for the motor, a cutting element in the form
of a length of cable connected to said motor so as to be rotat-

able about an axis at high speed for cutting vegetation, said

carriage comprising:

a platform having top and bottom surfaces defining an aper-

ture for receiving and supporting a motor driven trimming
device, a front edge, a rear edge, and opposite side edges
extending between said front and rear edges, and means
for supporiing said platform for movement over ground
including a front pair of wheels rotatably mounted adja-

cent said front edge and a rear pair of wheels rotatably

mounted adjacent said rear edge thereby defining a prede-
termined longitudinal distance between said front and rear

pairs of wheels whereby said bottom surface is supported
above said ground a predetermined distance so as to define

a space in which said cutting element rotates;

releasable retaining means mounted on said top surface of
said platform for securely holding said cutting device in

said aperture with said cutting element disposed to extend
below said bottom surface and said ground, said retaining

means including a retaining member having first and sec-

ond engaging ends, said retaining member adapted to be
transversely positioned above and across a portion of said

housing so as to be in contact therewith when said trim-

ming device is operatively positioned upon said platform,

and first and second clamping means for respective clamp-
ing engagement with said first and second engaging ends.

4.428,184

SAFETY MOUNTING FOR LAWN MOWER BLADE
Stephen J. Hoff, Richmond, Ind., assignor to HofTco, Inc., Rich-

mond, Ind.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 158,700, Jun. 12, 1980, Pat. No.
4,326,368, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 114,956,

Jan. 24, 1980, Pat. No. 4,316,355. This application Apr. 1, 1982,

Ser. No. 364,422

Int. a.3 AOID 55/18
U.S. CI. 56—295 3 Claims

I. A safety mounting for a rotary lawn mower blade, com-
prising

a blade carrier mounted for rotation on the axis of a depend-

ing drive shaft and a plurality of eccentrically positioned

blade bolts for securing a blade to the carrier,

a blade having bolt holes for the reception of said blade bolts

and having a central opening on the axis of the carrier,

a blade retainer fixed on the drive shaft and extending

through said central blade opening in rotatable relation

with the blade,

and an enlarged head on the retainer, below the blade, and

operative to obstruct axial separation of the blade from the

retainer in the event the bolts fail to hold the blade on the

carrier during operation of the mower, said enlarged head

comprising two opposite projections having a combined

length greater than the width of the central blade opening

and said opening having a size and shape relative to the

shank of the blade retainer to permit the blade to be

moved radially of the retainer to clear one projection, the

blade being then tiltable to be disengaged from that pro-

jection and then movable in the opposite direction to clear

the second projection.
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4,428,185

MOWER
Alain Toillie, Strasbourg, and Guy Rostoucher, Otterstahl, both

of France, assignors to Kuhn S.A., Saveme, France
Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,270

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 18, 1980, 80 27393
Int. a.J AOID 35/264

U.S. a. 56-295 4 a.|„s

1. In a mower comprising in combination a plurality of
rotatable cutter supports,

transmission means housed in a casing extending below said
cutter supports, for driving said cutter supports in rota-
tion,

at least one of said supports being in driving connection with
a shaft, extending through said one support,

said one support comprising a hub and a plurality of detach-
able segments defining a conveying surface for the cut
produce, each segment being rigidly secured to said hub.

each segment including a substantially horizontal conveying
surface and a substantially vertical conveying surface for
the cut produce,

said substantially vertical conveying surfaces of the seg-
ments of said support forming a cylinder.

said operating stations being disposed at substantially

equal angular intervals around a circular course,
said means comprising

a number of conveyors equal to the number of said operating
stations, and,

means for supporting said conveyors rotary displacement
about a vertical axis through the centre of said circular
course,

the conveyors being arranged simultaneously to present the
depending chain portions to the respective operating
stations and having each a receiving end for supporting
the depending chain portion and a discharge end the
distance of which to said vertical axis is less than the one
of the receiving end,

the apparatus furthermore comprising
a second set of conveyors the number of which is equal to

the number of said first-mentioned conveyors, and,
stationary means for supporting said second set of conveyors

in positions in which the distance of the receiving end of
each of the conveyors from said vertical axis is smaller
than the distances of the discharge ends of said first con-
veyors from said vertical axis; the discharge end of each of
said second conveyors being located at the upper end of a
chain withdrawal path or space outside the radial limits of
the annular space required for the angular displacements
of said first conveyors and the chain portions supported
by them.

4,428,186

CHAIN MAKING APPARATUS
Thomas Hedren, Askersund; Albert Eriksson, Laxi; Sylve An-

tonasson, Hallsberg, and Rolf Larsson, Laxi, all of Sweden,
assignors to ESAB Aktiebolag, Sweden

Filed Apr. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 371,252
Oaims priority, application Sweden, Apr. 28, 1981, 8102673

Int. a.3 B21L 7/00
U.S.a.59-16 9na,„s

4,428,187

JOINING SHACKLE OR LINK
Peter Bruce. Court View. 12 Mount Havalock. Douglas, Isle of
Man

per No. PCT/GB80/00131. § 371 Date May 1. I98I. § 102(e)
Date Apr. 23, 1981. PCT Pub. No. WO81/00607, PCT Pub
Date Mar. 5. 1981

PCT Filed Aug. 26. 1980. Ser. No. 261.154
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Auk. 31. 1979

7930258

Int. a.J F16G 13/06
U.S.a.59-85 Uaaim.

|||

r^ III

1. Apparatus for the simultaneous manufacture of several
chains, comprising

means for successively presenting end portions of lengths of
chain previously formed to each of not less than three and
not more than five operating stations for performing a
sequence of operations including bending a piece of bar
stock into a C-shaped lug engaging the lowest link of said

depending portion, closing said C-shaped lug to form a
link, and flash welding and trimming the joint of said link,

1. A chain joining link comprising a link-shaped assemblage
providing opposed U-portions for retaining adjoining chain
sections, the assemblage including a plurality of asscmblable
parts to enable the link to be fitted to the adjoining chain
sections, at least one of said parts being provided with flange
means while another of said parts is provided with recess
means to receive said flange means during assembly of the link,

t-ie operative width of the recess means being less than the
corresponding width of the flange means both measured when
the link is in the unassembled sute so that when the link is

assembled with the flange means located in the recess means,
the flange means maintain the recess means in an expanded
condition whereby the flange means is subjected to a substan-
tial preload in compression while the part containing the recess
means is subjected to a substantial preload in tension.
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4,428,188

BISTABLE FUEL VALVE
Qemcnt J. Tnransky, Touwanda, and Gerard J. LeBlanc,

North Tonawanda, both of N.Y., assignors to Textron Inc.,

Proridence, R.I.

DiTision of Ser. No. 966,888, Dec. 6, 1978, Pat. No. 4,343,329.
This application Feb. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 350,259

Int. a.3 P02K 9/02
VS. O. 60—225 4 Qaims

BI-PROPELLANT

I

4,428,189

CASE DEFLECTION CONTROL IN AIRCRAFT GAS
TURBINE ENGINES

Paul B. Greenberg, Manchcsten C. Heinz Lenkeit, Sooth
Windsor, and Willard J. Seibert, Manchester, all of Conn.,
assignors to United Technologies Corporation, Hartford,
Conn.

Filed Apr. 2, 1980, Ser. No. 136,608

Int. a.3 P02C 7/20
L.S. a. 60—226.1 4aalnis

1. A magnetically actuated bisuble thruster valve assembly
comprising, in combination:

a permanent magnet assembly including a pair of spaced
apart, plate-like permanent magnets disposed in similarly

poled positions, first and second pole plates sandwiching
said permanent magnets therebetween and forming there-

with a generally enclosed space, and said pole plates hav-

ing mutually spaced oppxssite end portions whereby to

define air gaps therebetween;

an armature disposed within said space and having opposite
end portions respectively received in said gaps;

flexure means within said space and connected substantially

centrally to said armature for allowing said armature to

rock between a first position in which one end thereof

engages one pole plate while the other end engages the

other pole plate to establish a fiux field in one direction

through the armature and a second position in which said

one end thereof engages said one pole plate, said fiexure

means normally urging said armature to a neutral position

between said first and second positions thereof and said

permanent magnets having sufficient strength to retain

said armature in either of its first and second positions,

once attained;

a pair of coils disposed in said space in surrounding relation

to said armature for opposing, when sequentially ener-

gized, the respective flux field established in said armature
by said permanent magnets whereby to allow said arma-
ture to be released from its first position and snap toward
its second position and vice versa;

pulsing means for periodically and transiently energizing
said coils to oppose said fiux fields for times sufficient to

allow said armature to move from one position to the
other;

a valve block mounted below said pole plates and defining a

valve chamber, means for delivering propellant under
pressure into said chamber, and a pair of oppositely di-

rected propellant outlets communicating with said cham-
ber;

a valve member connected to said armature and projecting

downwardly from said space into said chamber, said valve
member having two valves thereon for respectively clos-

ing off said propellant outlets when said armature is in its

first and second positions;

oppositely directed thruster means connected to said respec-
tive propellant outlets; and

means for varying said pulsing means to control the net

thrust produced by said thrusters.

1. An aircraft gas turbine engine of the type having an engine
case and including forward mounting means and rearward
mounting means for attaching the engine case to the aircraft,

wherein the improvement comprises:

means external to the engine case and pivotable about the
forward mounting means for transferring loads applied
about the forward mounting means to a location on the
engine case downstream of the second mounting means.

4. An aircraft gas turbine engine of the turbofan type having
a fan section and a core section wherein the core section is

circumscribed by an engine case having at the forward end
thereof a first mounting means and at the rearward end thereof
a second mounting means for attaching the engine case to the
aircraft, and having a cowl structure attached at one end to the
engine case downstream from the fan section, and pivotable
about the forward mounting means wherein the cowl is at-

tached at the other end thereof to the engine case at a location
downstream of the second mounting means so as to be capable
of resisting case deflection downstream of the second mount-
ing means in response to moments generated by thrust loads
about the first mounting means.

4,428,190

POWER PLANT UTILIZING MULTI-STAGE TURBINES
Lucien Y. Bronicki, Rehovot, Israel, assignor to Ormat Tur-

bines, Ltd., Yavne, Israel

Filed Aug. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 291,084

Int. a.3 POIK 3/00. 23/02
U.S. a. 60—655 3 Qaims
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1. An integrated power plant comprising:

(a) a steam boiler operable to deliver a rated amount of
high-pressure steam at rated temperature and pressure to a
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steam turbine having a high-pressure stage and at least one
low-pressure stage driven by low-grade steam exhausted
from the high-pressure stage;

(b) a main generator driven by the steam turbine for furnish-
ing the electricity to a variable load;

(c) a heat store conuining water for storing low-grade heat;
(d) actuatable means for selectively diverting said low-grade

steam into the water of the heat store for heating the same;
(e) a feed pump for removing water from the heat store and

inputting it into the boiler, sufficient water being removed
from the heat store to maintain the steam output of the
boiler at its rated value; and

(0 a waste heat converter responsive to low-grade heat in

the heat store for furnishing electricity to the variable
load.

1. Combustion apparatus comprising a duct for containing a
flow of air and including an air-fuel mixing device comprising
an assembly of transversely spaced longeron members which
extend along the duct and are inclined to the general direction
of flow through the duct and to the walls of the duct so that a
major portion of the flow through the duct will pass through
the spaces between thelongeron members, longeron member
having longitudinal edges adapted in operation to shed contin-
uous vortices, and a baffle extending across the upstream end
of the longeron members and forming behind it a sheltered
pilot combustion zone and means adapted to generate pilot

vortices of combustible mixture in the pilot zone, to cause each
pilot vortex to divide, and to direct the divided portion of each
pilot vortex to pass downstream along adjacent parts respec-
tively of adjacent longeron members.

4,428,192

TURBOCHARGED INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
Haas Dinger, Friedrichshafen, and Helmut Klotz, Tettnang,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to MTU Friedrich-
shafen GmbH, Friedrichshafen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Contlniiation of Ser. No. 92,028, Nov. 7, 1979, abandoned. This
appUcation Apr. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 368,642

Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Not. 16,

1978, 2849723

Int. C1.3 F02B 37/00
VJS. a. 60-606 21 Claims

1. An intemal combustion engine, comprising
several cylinder means having input and output line means,
means for supercharging comprising at least one supercharg-

ing aggregate, each supercharging aggregate comprising
an exhaust gas turbine means and a compressor means,

means for causing at partial load of the engine some cylinder

means to operate as an engine and other cylinder means to

operate in the meantime as a compressor for supplying

compressed gas,

further means for supercharging comprising a further super-

charging aggregate characterized in that the compressed
gas is fed to a turbine means thereof, wherein

4,428,191

FUEL COMBUSTION IN DUCTED FLOW
Christopher D. Lane, and Rodney A. Rowe, both of Bristol,

England, assignors to Rolls Royce Limited, London, England
Filed Oct. 1, 1964, Ser. No. 400,956

Int a.3 F02C 7/00
U.S. a. 60-737 7 Qaims

the exhaust gas from the turbine means of the further super-
charging aggregate is fed to the exhaust gas from the
cylinder means opcratmg as an engine and thence mto an
exhaust gas turbine means of said means for supercharg-
ing.

4,428,193

INERT GAS FUEL, FUEL PREPARATION APPARATUS
AND SYSTEM FOR EXTRACTING USEFUL WORK

FROM THE FUEL
Joseph Papp, SanU Ana, Calif., assignor to Papp International

Incorporated, Lincoln, Nebr.

Filed Sep. 4, 1980, Ser. No. 184,405

Int. a.' FOIK 25/08
U.S. a. 60-509 71 Claims

TA_n:|

1. An engine having a closed chamber for a working fluid,

comprising:

a head having a generally concave depression therein, the

head defining one end of the chamber;
a piston having a generally semitoroidal depression in its

upper surface, the piston being axially movable with re-

spect to the head from a first position to a second position

and back, the piston defining the other end of the cham-
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ber, the volume of the chamber being determined by the

position of the piston relative to the head; and
means, including a plurality of electrodes extending into the

chamber, for ionizing the working fluid, said working
fluid consisting essentially of an inert gas mixture of he-

lium, neon, xenon, krypton and argon, said argon consti-

tuting approximately 17% of the mixture by volume.

I

4 428 195

ROTARY VACUUM PUMP
Ernst Under, Miihlacken Helmut Rembold, Stuttgart, and

Walter Teegen, Waiblingen, aU of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Apr. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 256,465
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 22,

1980, 3015409

Int. a.3 F04C 29/08; F02B 67/00
U.S. a. 60-397 6 Qaims

;-

4,428,194

COMPRESSOR BLEED AIR CONTROL APPARATUS
AND METHODS

Richard F. Stokes, Phoenix; James D. Timm, Tempe; Stephen R.

LaCroix, Scottsdale, and Milton R. Adams, Tempe, all of

Ariz., assignors to The Garrett Corporation, Los Angeles,

Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 235,794, Feb. 19, 1981, Pat. No. 4,380,893.

This application Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,674

Int. a.^ F04D 27/02
U.S. a. 60—39.02 4 Gaims

?7-
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1. A method of controlling a surge bleed valve, positioned in

a surge outlet passage of a compressed air supply duct inter-

connected between the outlet of a compressor and the inlet of
pneumatically-powered apparatus having a variable supply air

demand, to assure a predetermined, essentially constant mini-

mum flow rate through the supply duct despite fluctuations in

the supply air demand of the pneumatically-powered appara-
tus, the compressor having adjustable inlet guide vanes, said

method comprising the steps of:

(a) producing a first control signal having a magnitude pro-

portionally related to the magnitude of deviation, from a

desired flow rate, of the actual flow rate through the

supply duct;

(b) producing a second control signal whose magnitude is

the integral, as a function of time, of said magnitude of
flow rate deviation,

said control signal producing steps (a) and fb) being per-

formed by generating an error signal having a magni-
tude representing said magnitude of flow rate deviation,

providing a proportional controller, providing an inte-

gral controller, and transmitting said error signal to

each of said controllers,

said generating of said error signal including the steps of
sensing within the supply duct the value of the parame-
ter (P^Pj)/P,, P, being the total pressure within the
supply duct and Pj being the static pressure therein, and
transmitting a signal indicative of the sensed value of
said parameter to an inlet of a comparator having an
adjusuble set point; and

(c) adjusting said set point in response to variations in the

position of the inlet guide vanes.

1. A rotary pump for producing vacuum having a housing
provided with a bore, a rotor arranged to rotate eccentrically
within said bore, at least one vane provided on said rotor, an
inlet and an outlet communicating with said rotor and sepa-
rated by said at least one vane, and means applying a counter-
force on said at least one vane for switching off pump vacuum,
characterized in that said rotor includes at least one slot dis-

posed on either side of a center point of said rotor, in which
said at least one vane is mounted, a shaft secured to each said

at least one vane and extending into said at least one slot, said

shaft including first and second stops thereon, said means for

applying a counter force relative to said at least one vane
mounted in said at least one slot for sliding movement between
said first and second stops relative to said shaft, said means
comprises a counter-weight, said counter-weight being ar-

ranged to assume a first position at idle rpm and a second
position at higher rpm, each said at least one vane having an

end engaging said bore in said first position, of said counter-

weight, said counter-weight acting to disengage the end of
each said at least one vane from engaging said bore when in

said second position of said counter-weight, whereby at higher
rpm said pump ceases producing vacuum.

6. The combination, in a vacuum-servo braking system for a

gasoline engine in a motor vehicle, of a vacuum-brake force

amplifier, an intake tube, a first line provided with a check
valve connected between said amplifier and said intake tube of
said engine, a rotary pump, a second line provided with a

check valve connected between said amplifier and said rotary

pump, a third line connected between said rotary pump and a

crankcase of said engine, and a fourth line connecting an oil

pan of said engine with said rotary pump, said rotary pump
comprising a housing provided with a bore, a rotor arranged to

rotate eccentrically within said housing, two vanes provided

on said rotor within separate slots on said rotor, an inlet and an
outlet communicating with said rotor and separated by said

vanes, a counter-weight mounted within said slot and movable
relative to each vane, said counter-weight being arranged to

assume a first position in said idling rpm range and a second
position at an arbitrarily set higher rpm, each of said vanes

having an end engaging said bore in said first position of said

counter-weight, said counter-weight acting to disengage the

ends of said vanes from said bore in said second position of said

counter-weight, whereby at said higher rpm said pump ceases

producing said supplementary vacuum.
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4,428,196

AIRCRAFT SPLIT HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
Wllfired E. Boehringer, Fullerton, Calif., assignor to McDonnell

Douglas Corporation, Long Beach, Calif.

Filed Oct. 14, 1980, Ser. No. 196,665

Int. a.3 F15B 11/16
U.S. a. 60—403 10 Qaims

said pistons being hollow with side entrances therein

through which the crankshaft extends;

substantially direct interconnection means between said

power piston and said crankshaft in a form other than thai

of a conventional and elongate connecting rod;

and sutic sealing means surrounding said crankshaft and

4. A split hydraulic system comprising:

a main reservoir;

first and second hydraulic pumps having suction ports and
pressure ports;

a first valve means having two positions and four ports, said

first position connecting ports 1 and 2 and ports 3 and 4
and said second position connecting ports 1 and 4 while
ports 2 and 3 are shut off with said suction port of said first

hydraulic pump connected to said first port and said suc-

tion port of said second hydraulic pump connected to a

suction line between said second port of said first valve

means and said main reservoir;

a secondary reservoir connected by a return line to said

fourth port of said first valve means and said third port of

said first valve means connected to said main reservoir;

a second valve means connected between the pressure out-

put line from said first hydraulic pump and the pressure

output line from said second hydraulic pump; and
means to actuate said first and second valve means.

4,428,197

STIRLING MECHANICAL ARRANGEMENTS
ESPECIALLY FOR DOUBLE-ACTING PISTONS

Jon L. Liijequist, 801 S. Elmhurst Ave., Mount Prospect, III.

60056

PCT No. PCT/US81/00924, § 371 Date Nov. 16, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Nov. 16, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO82/00688, PCT Pub.
Date Mar. 4, 1982

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 178,711, Aug. 18, 1980,
abandoned. This PCT application Jul. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 322,361

Int. a.3 P02G 1/04
U.S. a. 60—525 6 Qaims

1. In a multiple cylinder Stirling engine that includes an
engine block defining a first and second cylinder, said first

cylinder including a first double-acting piston that acts at least

in one direction as a power piston, said second cylinder includ-

ing a second piston that acts at least in one direction as a dis-

placer, a crankshaft passageway extending perpendicularly to

the movement of the pistons and located generally centrally of

the engine block, and a crankshaft disposed in said crankshaft

passageway and rotatably mounted in said block, said crank-

shaft extending from inside said crankshaft passageway to the

environment external of said block through a dynamic seal

interposed between the block and the crankshaft, the improve-

ment comprising:

flexibly connected to the pistons to form a separate crank-
shaft enclosure as part of the crankshaft passageway, said

static sealing means being statically connected to the
block so that those portions of the crankshaft passageway
not included within the crankshaft enclosure are isolated

from the environment external of said block by way o^
static rather than dynamic sealing means.

4,428,198

HYDRAULIC MOTION CONVERSION DEVICE FOR
ENGINES

S. R. Sutter, 1950 Highland, Lebanon, Mo. 65536
Filed Sep. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 302,735

Int. Q.5 F02B 71/04

U.S. Q. 60—595 10 Qaims

1. A motion conversion device for an engine having a piston

reciprocating in a cylinder to provide compression and power
strokes, said device comprising:

a housing;

a hollow rotor mounted for rotation in said housing and
adapted to hold hydraulic fiuid, said rotor having a pe-

riphery sealed to said housing and divided into first and
second annular surfaces extending generally side by side

around said penphery;
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an open portion of said first annular surface providing fluid

communication between the inside and outside of said

rotor to direct fluid out of said rotor and into said cylin-

der;

a plurality of vanes on said second annular surface for re-

ceiving fluid from the cylinder to effect rotation of said

rotor; and
means for sealing said vanes from the cylinder and providing
communication between said opwn portion and the cylin-

der during the compression stroke and for sealing said

open portion from the cylinder and providing communi-
cation between the cylinder and vanes during the power
stroke, whereby fluid is forced from the rotor into the

cylinder and against the piston during the compression
stroke of the piston and is expelled from the piston against

said vanes during the power stroke to effect driving rota-

tion of said rotor.

4,428,199

TURBOCHARGER CONTROL SYSTEM
M. Samiici Moore, and Charles F. Paluka, both of Northridge,

Calif., assignors to Semco Instnunents, Inc., No. Hollywood,
CaUf.

Continuation of Ser. No. 15,956, Feb. 28, 1979, Pat. No.
4,292,806. This application Aug. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 289,472

Int. a.3 F02B 37/00
U.S. a. 60—600

j 9aaim8

I

1. A control system for a diesel engine having a turbo-
charger with a turbine section operated by the exhaust gases
from said engine, and a compressor section powered by said

turbine section for supplying air to the inlet manifold of said

engine, and including means for variably controlling the flow
of gases passing through both the turbine and the compressor
sections of said turbocharger, and means for independently
adjusting the variable controlling means for said compressor
and said turbine sections, comprising:

first and second actuators each controlled by electronic

circuit means respectively, for shifting the variable con-
trolling means for the gases passing through said compres-
sor and said turbine sections, respectively;

means for sensing various operating parameters of the engine
including means for sensing the speed of said engine and
for supplying electrical signals representing said speed to

both of said electronic circuit means, means for sensing
the inlet manifold pressure of said engine and for supply-
ing electrical signals representing said pressure to both of
said electronic circuit means, and means for sensing the
temperature of the exhaust gases from said engine and for

supplying electrical signals representing said temperature
to said electronic circuit means;

electronic circuit means for determining the theoretical

optimum or desired inlet manifold pressure from the speed

of the engine and the temperature;

electronic circuit means for controlling said first compressor
actuator in accordance with a substantially linear function

of the sensed speed of the engine, and with an incremental

additional actuation in accordance with the sensed inlet

manifold pressure;

electronic circuit means for controlling said second turbine

actuator in accordance with the theoretical optimum or
desired engine input manifold pressure modified by an
error signal obtained by comparing the sensed actual

manifold pressure with the desired manifold pressure,

whereby said turbine and compressor are operated just

below "stall" or "cavitation" conditions; and
means included in said electronic circuit means for changing

the control signal applied to said turbine actuator and
maintaining desired different optimum operating condi-
tions substantially continuously at successively different

engine speeds as the speed of said engine varies.

4,428,200

GEOTHERMAL PLANT FLUID REINJECTION SYSTEM
Barkman C. McCabe, Los Angeles; Edward ZiUac, Hollywood,

and John L. Featherstone, El Centro, all of Calif., assignors to

Magma Power Company, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Aug. 13, 1980, Ser. No. 177,633

Int. a.3 P03G 7/04
U.S. Q. 60—641.5 59 Claims

1. The method of extending the operational life of a reinjec-

tion well in a geothermal energy system which has a geother-

mal brine flow path comprising a production well providing a

stream of high temperature, high dissolved silica content geo-
thermal brine, heat extraction means and a reinjection well,

which comprises:

establishing a zone of particulate material in said flow path

between said heat extraction means and said reinjection

well,

passing said geothermal brine stream through said zone in

contact with said particulate material to seed the precipi-

tation of dissolved silica from said brine onto said particles

so as to reduce the amount of dissolved silica available for

precipitation in said reinjection well, and
minimizing the occurrence of other chemical reactions in

said zone which would be injurious to said reinjection

well by excluding atmospheric oxygen from said zone.

4,428,201

POWER GENERATION WITH FRACnONATOR
OVERHEAD VAPOR STREAM

Don B. Carson, Mt Prospect, III., assignor to UOP Inc., Des
Plaines, 111.

FUed Jul. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 394,375

Int. a.3 FDIK n/00
U.S. a. 60—648 12 Claims

1. A method of vaporizing a liquid stream which comprises

the steps of:
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(a) heating a first liquid stream by indirect heat exchange
against a hereinafter characterized warm fiuid stream;

(b) dividing the first liquid stream into a second liquid stream
and a third liquid stream;

(c) vaporizing substantially all of the second liquid stream by
indirect heat exchange against the overhead vapor stream

and thereby recovering useful mechanical power and also

producing a turbine effluent stream; and,

(c) passing the turbine efTluent stream into the fractionation

column to thereby reboil the fractionation column

r%S-r
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4,428,203
POWER GENERATION USING FRACTIONATION

COLUMN REBOILER SYSTEMS
Don B. Carson, Mt. Prospect, III., assignor to UOP Inc., Dcs

Plaines, III.

Filed Jul. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 394,373

Int a.J FOIK 17/OO
U.S. a. 60-648 12 Claims
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ofa fractionation column, with the overhead vapor stream
thereby being converted into the previously referred to
warm fiuid stream; and,

(d) vaporizing substantially all of the third liquid stream by
indirect heat exchange against a heat source other than the
overhead vapor stream of the fractionation column.
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1. A process for generating useful mechanical power which
comprises the steps of:

(a) passing at least a portion of a liquid stream removed from
a lower porton of a fractionation column through a re-

boiler means operated at a significantly higher pressure
than the fractionation column and thereby forming a
reboiler effluent stream;

(b) depressurizing the reboiler effluent stream in a turbine

4,428,202

ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION BY
FRACTIONATION COLUMN REBOILER

Don B. Carson, Mt Prospect, III., assignor to UOP Inc., Des
Plaines, lU.

FUed Jul. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 394,374
Int a.3 POIK n/00

U.S.a 60-648 12 Claims
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1. A process for vaporizing a working fiuid which comprises
the steps of:

(a) heating a liquid-phase stream of the working fluid in a

first indirect heat exchange means wherein less than five

mole percent of the working fluid is vaponzed by heat
exchange against the net bottoms stream of a fractionation

column;

(b) vaporizing at least a portion of the working fluid stream
in a second indirect heat exchange means by heal ex-

change against a high temperature first process stream
comprising the net bottoms stream of the fractionation

column and an additional amount of the total bottoms
stream of the fractionation column and thereby forming a

low temperature second process stream.

4,428,204

METHOD FOR FORMING A TEMPORARY PLUG IN A
FLUID CONDUIT

Beryle D. Brister, P.O. Box 9272, Amarillo, Tex. 79105
Filed Dec. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 328,029

Int. a.^ F25D 25/00
U.S. a. 62-62 18 Qalms

1. A method for forming a substantially fiuid fiow stopping
plug in a conduit such as a fiuid transmission pipeline compns-
ing the steps of:

providing a fitting attachable to the extenor sidcwall of said

pipeline at a predetermined location on said pipeline, said

fitting being adapted to support a Upping machine for

Upping a hole in said sidewall and an insertion apparatus
for inserting a fiexible bag into said pipeline through said

hole;

providing said tapping machine and said insertion apparatus;
insulling said fitting on said pipeline;

installing said tapping machine and tapping a hole through
said sidewall;
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removing said tapping machine and installing said insertion

apparatus on said fitting;

inserting said bag into the interior of said pipehne and de-

ploying said bag at a predetermined location spaced from
said hole;

filling said bag with liquid until said bag is expanded to

substantially fill the cross-sectional flow area of said pipe-

line at said predetermined location;

freezing said liquid in said bag to expand said bag into forc-

ible substantially flow stopping engagement with the

interior of said sidewall of said pipeline;

cutting said pipeline between said bag and said hole and
removing a section of pipeline containing said hole after

said plug is formed; and

installing means comprising a new section of pipeline while

said plug is disposed in said predetermined location.

4,428,205 I

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
DEHUMIDinCATION SYSTEMS

Earl S. Doderer, San Antonio, Tex., assignor to Trinity Univer-

sity, San Antonio, Tex.

Filed Apr. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 257,549

Int. a.^F2SD 17/06

U.S. a. 62—93 4 aaims
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1. A method for efficiently producing dry air, comprising
the steps of

flowing incoming air from an enclosure through the inbound
portion of an air-to-air heat exchanger where it is pre-

cooled by outgoing air flowing though the outbound
portion of said heat exchanger into the enclosure;

flowing the air that has been precooled from the inbound
portion to a cooling means for reducing the dew point

temperature where it is further cooled and dehumidified
to provide cold dry air to the outgoing portion;

flowing the cold dry air from the cooling means through
said outbound portion of said air-to-air heat exchanger to

recover cooling provided by the cooling means and to

provide said precooling of the incoming air;

flowing the dry outgoing air out of the outbound section of
the air-to-air heat exchanger into the enclosure; and

varying the amount of cooling recovered from the cold dry
air flowing through the outbound portion of the heat

exchanger to vary the temperature and humidity of the air

exiting the outbound portion.

4,428,206

MEANS FOR DETECTING THE ACCUMULATION OF
FROST IN A LOW TEMPERATURE REFRIGERATION

SYSTEM
Frank Massa, Cohasset, Mass., assignor to The Stoneleigh

Trust, Cohasset, Mass., Fred M. Dellorfano, Jr. and Donald
P. Massa, Trustees

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 183,231, Sep. 2, 1980, Pat. No.
4,348,869. This application Jan. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 337,458

Int. a.' F25D 21/02, 21/06
U.S. CI. 62—140 5 aaims
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1. Means for detecting the accumulation of a layer of frost of
a specified thickness on a subfreezing surface of a refrigerating

system, said detection means includes a housing structure, an
electromechanical transducer element contained within said

housing, said transducer element characterized in that its elec-

trical characteristic is subject to change when said transducer

element is acted upon by a mechanical force, a mechanical
force transmission member, compliant mounting means at-

tached to said housing structure and adapted for holding said

force transmission member in a fixed unobstructed operable

position relative to said housing structure, said mounted force

transmission member characterized in that it includes an ex-

posed unobstructed surface area portion located external to

said housing structure and a non-exposed surface area portion

located internal to said housing structure in close proximity to

said transducer element contained within said housing, adjust-

able remote controlled positioning means attached to said

housing structure, said adjustable positioning means character-

ized in that it holds said exposed unobstructed surface area

portion of said force transmission member at a fixed distance

from said subfreezing surface which is greater than said speci-

fied thickness layer of frost which is to be detected, a command
signal power source, means for periodically connecting said

command signal power source to said adjustable remote con-

trolled positioning means thus causing said fixed distance from

said subfreezing surface to be periodically reduced to a value

corresponding to the specified frost layer thickness which is to

be detected, whereby when a frost layer of specified thickness

has formed on said subfreezing surface said force transmission

member will impact directly against said frost layer and the

force generated at impact upon the execution of said command
signal is transmitted to said transducer element thereby causing

a change in the electrical characteristic of said transducer

element, detection circuit means connected to said transducer

element, said detection circuit means characterized in that said

change in electrical characteristic of said transducer element is

recognized by said detector, the recognition of said change in

electrical characteristic indicates that the frost layer thickness

has accumulated to said specified thickness.

4,428,207

DEHUMIDIFIER
William B. Hall, Lakeworth, Fit., assignor to Martin Industries,

Inc., Florence, Ala.

FUed Oct 9, 1981, Ser. No. 307,430

Int. aJ F25D 17/04; G05D 22/00
U.S. a. 62—176.1 1 Claim

1. A dehumidifier comprising:
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a cabinet having an upper, vertical entrance opening and a
lower, exit opening;

a refrigerant compressor positioned in a generally lower
region of said cabinet;

a refrigerant condenser comprising a heat exchanger
mounted in a region of said cabinet above said compressor
and extending across said cabinet and oriented to intercept

air flow from said entrance to said exit;

a refrigerant evaporator positioned above said condenser in

said cabinet having a tilted plane of configuration

a condensate pan supported by said cabinet and having a

drain, said pan having an upper opening surrounding a

lower tilted side of said evaporator, whereby moisture
forming on said evaporator flows downward along said

evaporator to said pan;

refrigerant connections interconnecting said compressor,
condenser and evaporator comprising a compressed fluid

line from said compressor to said condenser, a high-to-low
pressure coupler between said condenser and evaporator,
and a return line from said evaporator to said compressor;

an electrically powered fan positioned below said condenser
in said cabinet and oriented and powered to rotate in a

direction, to draw air downward from said entrance,

through said evaporator and condenser, and forcing the
air outward through said lower exit;

humidity sensing means including switching means for turn-

ing said fan, motor and compressor "on" responsive to a

selected level of environmental humidity;

a condensate container removably supporied on said cabinet
and having an opening aligned with said drain to receive

condensate from said pan;

a normally "ofP' switch mounted on said cabinet and adja-

cent to said container when said container is supported on
said cabinet;

a float and lever coupled to said float, said lever being pivot-

ally supported by said container and having an arm opera-
bly coupled to said switch when said container is sup-

ported on said cabinet and operating said switch to an
"on" state when said container is in less than a selected

liquid full state; and

said switch being coupled in circuit between said humidity
sensing means and said motor of said fan and said com-
pressor, and thereby enabling the application of power
only when said container is in place on said cabinet and
said container is in less than a selected liquid full state.

4,428,208

OIL CONTROL SYSTEM AND REGULATOR
Richard J. Krause, Addison, III., assignor to AC4R Compo-

nents, Inc., Melrose Park, III.

Filed Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 341.280
Int. a.' F25B 31/00; F16K Jl/18; FOIM Jl/12

U.S. a. 62-192 10 a,i™
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I. A liquid level regulator for regulating the oil level in a
crankcase sump, comprising:

a closed chamber for containing the liquid,

inlet means including a cylinder for admitting liquid to said

chamber,

discharge means for discharging liquid from said chamber to

the sump,

piston means slidably movable m said cylinder and contained
substantially entirely within said chamber and having a
passage therein through which the liquid entering the
chamber from said inlet means passes,

valve means in said inlet means for receiving the liquid from
said piston means,

float means in said chamber connected to said valve means
for opening and closing said valve means in response to

the level of liquid in said chamber, said float means being
mounted to said piston means for movement with said

piston means to adjust the elevation of said float means
when said piston means is slidably moved, and

adjustment means for adjusting the elevation of said float

means to adjust the level of liquid in said chamber, said

adjustment means including rotatable means accessible

from the exterior of said chamber for rotation thereof and
coupling means coupling said rotatable means to said

pistion means m said closed chamber such that rotation of
said rotatable means slidably moves said piston in said

cylinder and said float means in elevation while liquid is

being admitted through said inlet means.

4,428,209

CARDING DRUM FOR HIGH PILE QRCULAR
KNITTING MACHINES

Kozo Taniguchi, Hyogo, Japan, assignor to Precision Fukuhara
Works, Ltd., Kobe, Japan

Filed Jan. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 339,644
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 30, 1981, 56-

45169[U]

Int. a.J D04B 9/14
U.S. a. 66-9 B I Qalm

1. Improvement in a sliver feeding device to feed sliver to

the circle of latch needles of a circular knitting machine, the

device being of the type having a comber and a dofl^er drum
which act upon the sliver to transfer the sliver from the
comber to the doffer drum and then to transfer the sliver from
the doffer drum to the needles, the drums being of the type
which are covered with spirally wound wrappings of card
wire cloth, and the improvement in such device wherein the
wrappings on the comber drum are composed of at least three
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individual card wire cloths arranged to form a multiple spiral

thereof and wherein the wrappings on the doffer drum are

comprised of a single individual card wire cloth arranged to

form a single spiral thereof

4,428,210

FLESHING MACHINE
Stephen N. Kniashaar, Litchfield, Minn., assignor to Mills Fur

Farm Supply, Inc., Litchfield, Minn.

FUed Jon. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 384,788

iBt a? CUB 1/02

5 Claims

1. In a fleshing machine for removing unwanted tissue from
an animal pelt and having a longitudinal mandrel for holding a

pelt and fleshing means including a tissue-removing head
moveable longitudinally and transversely with respect to the
mandrel to remove tissue from the pelt, and a handle for mov-
ing the head with respect to the mandrel:

the improvement comprising dual linking means mechani-
cally and hydraulically linking the handle to the tissue-

removing head for hydraulically moving the head longitu-

dinally of the mandrel in response to longitudinal compo-
nents of movement of the handle with respect to the
mandrel and for mechanically moving the head generally
transversely of the mandrel in response to components of
handle movement generally transverse of the longitudinal
direction of the mandrel.

4,428,211

LOCKING DEVICE
Robert Hermann, Box 218, Strongbnrst, 111. 61480

FUed May 12, 1981, Ser. No. 262,815

Int. a.3 E05B 67/36
U.S. a. 70—34

I
10 Claims

1. A locking device comprising:

(a) a lock cylinder containing a lock plug that is rotatable by

rotation of a key inserted in said lock cylinder, a threaded

rod being connected to the lock plug so as to be rotatable

therewith;

(b) a relatively massive cylindrical lock housing having a

bore extending axially therethrough, a first portion of said

bore extending from a First end of said housing being

configured for receiving said lock cylinder and a second
portion of said bore extending from an opposite end of

said housing having an internal diameter that is slightly

larger than the external diameter of the threaded rod, said

lock cylinder being disposed in said first portion of the
housing bore with said threaded rod extending axially

from said housing through said second portion of the bore;

(c) fastening means in said lock housing for securing said

locking cylinder against rotational and axial movements
relative to said lock housing;

(d) a relatively massive cylindrical sleeve member having a
blind bore therein and screw thread means in a portion of
said blind bore for threadingly engaging said threaded
rod; and

(e) means on said lock housing and sleeve member for pre-

venting said threaded rod and screw thread means from
being threadingly engaged and disengaged by relative

roution between said lock housing and sleeve member.

4,428,212

CYLINDER LOCK RETRACTOR AND CHASSIS
ASSEMBLY

Walter E. Best, and William R. Foahee, both of Indianapolis,

Ind., assignors to Best Lock Corporation, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Oct. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 309,564
Int. a.3 E05B 9/10. 17/04, 17/08; E05C 1/12

U.S. a. 70—224 20 riairas

1. A cylinder lock chassis, comprising

a self-contained retractor assembly including a retractor

frame, a retractor, and guide means guiding the retractor

for rectilinear retractive movement in the frame, said

guide means including means for confining the retractor

to such retraction movement and for holding the retractor

in self-contained relation with the frame,

inside and outside face assemblies, each having an end plate,

.

the two plates being separably clamped against the sides of

the retractor assembly and interlocked therewith so as to

be held in coaxial relation with each other and the retrac-

tor assembly,

at least one of said face assemblies including a roll-back

which in the assembled chassis is operative to actuate the

retractor through its retractive movement.

4,428^13

DUPLEX PEENING AND SMOOTHING PROCESS
James W. Neal, Columbia; Joseph W. Sullivan, Glaatonbury,

and Joseph F. Loench, Bolton, all of Conn., aasigDon to

United Technologies Corporation, Hartford, Conn.

Filed Sep. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 300,723

Int CL' C21D 7/06: POID 5/14
U.S. a. 72—53 9 ClaiM

1. The method of surface treating a workpiece to provide

residual compressive stresses and smooth surfaces finish,

which comprises
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(a) impacting a first portion of the workpiece with a first

stream of shot, the shot having a mean diameter of less
than about 1 mm, to provide the said first portion of the
workpiece with a first set of residual stresses and a first

surface finish;

(b) impacting a second portion of the workpiece with a

4.428,215

PLATE BENDING METHOD
Kenneth M. Hume, 8 Lister St., East Kew, Victoria, Australia

Filed Sep. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 303,515
Oaims priority, application Australia, Sep. 19. 1980, PE5658

Int. a.' B21D 5/12
U.S. a. 72—133 2 Claims

second stream of shot, the shot having a substantially

uniform diameter in the range 1-2.5 mm and a substan-
tially uniform mass and velocity, to provide a second set

of residual stresses and a second surface finish smoother
than about 30 AA, said finish being smoother than the first

surface finish, said second impacted portion overlapping
at least in part the first impacted portion.

4,428,214
FLOW DRILLING PROCESS AND TOOL THEREFOR

Glenn D. Head, Jr., Des Moines; William C. Le Master,
Ankeny; Louis P. Bredesky, Jr., and David C. Winter, both of
Des Moines, all of Iowa, assignors to Deere A Company,
Moline, III.

Filed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,679
Int. a.5 B21D 28/36

U.S. a. 72-69 47 Qaims

1. A forming tool for simultaneously forming a hole and a
bushing in a metal workpiece of preselected thickness, said tool

comprising an elongate member having a central axis, a first

end portion adapted to be mounted in a drive and rotated about
the central axis as the tool and the workpiece are moved axially

with respect to each other, an opposite end portion having a
cylindrically-shaped barrel portion terminating in a free blunt
end, said end being substantially solid and generally cone-
shaped with an apex located on the central axis for centering
the tool, said end portion adapted to be rotated in frictional

contact with the workpiece while pressed axially against the
workpiece to soften the metal adjacent the blunt end and form
a slug, a circular forming portion located between the ends and
offset axially from the blunt end at least a distance equal to the
thickness of the metal, said forming portion tapering radially

outwardly from the barrel portion toward the first end portion
and adapted to be routed about the axis in frictional contact
with the workpiece subsequent to the formation of the slug to

fluidize the metal adjacent said forming portion and form a
bushing having a maximum inner diameter substantially equal
to the maximum diameter of the forming portion contacting
the metal.

1 A method of rolling plate to form a cylindrical article
which comprises gripping a leading edge of a length of plate
with a mandrel gripper so that the plate is tangential to the
mandrel from the said edge; rotating the mandrel while engag-
ing the remainder of the plate against the mandrel by pressure
means to move the plate to curve a forward part of the plate
about the mandrel into a semi-cylindrical shape; subsequently
further advancing the plate until the rearward part of the plate
and its trailing edge pass beyond contact with the mandrel; and
then gripping the said trailing edge with the mandrel gripper
and turning the mandrel again to curve the rearward part of
the plate about the mandrel into a semi-cylindrical shape so
that said forward and rearward parts together complete the
formation of a cylinder; the improvement compnsing the steps
of: forming a recess in the leading and trailing edge portions of
the plate before curving the plate; selecting a plate thickness
greater than said recessed edge portions by an amount equal to
the depth of said recesses; serially gripping said recessed lead-
ing and trailing edge portions with said mandrel gripper so that
the unrecessed plate thickness is subsuntially the same as the
maximum radial dimension of the mandrel gripper to thereby
form a cylinder of small diameter for a given plate thickness
having a smaller diameter to plate thickness ratio.

4.428.216

TUBE BENDER
Thomas A. Fling, 137 Northcreek Cir.. Walnut Creek. Calif.

94598

Filed Jun. 14. 1982, Ser. No. 387,979
Int. a.^ B21D 7/04

U.S. a. 72-156 5 Gaims
1. A manually operable tube bender apparatus comprising;
(a) a frame member establishing

(i) a stationary handle,

(ii) a shoe portion,

(iii) and a supported center pin;

(b) a link member including a link pin supported on said

center pin, said link pin being spaced from said center pin
on said link member;

(c) a ratchet gear rotatably supported on said center pin and
having a gripper member fixed thereto;

(d) a movable handle rotatably supported on said link pin in

cooperating alignment with said stationary handle;
(e) a hub pin on said movable handle, said hub pin being

spaced from said link pin support of said movable handle
the same spacing as said space between said link pin and
said center pin on said link member;

(0 a form member rotatably supported on said hub pin;

(g) a pawl member supported on said link pin and including
a portion adapted to cooperate with said ratchet gear;

(h) said link member and said moveable handle being mov-
able to cause said hub pin to be axially aligned with said

1038 O.G —74
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center pin and to cause said portion of said pawl to coop-
erate with said ratchet gear;

(i) whereby movement of said movable handle toward said

stationary handle causes movement of said gripper with

. respect to said shoe portion and said form member.

4,428^17
SIDE GUIDES FOR ROLLING STEEL RODS

Tadaaki Yanazawa; Teruaki Tanaka, Aoyama; Kazuo; Akio
Noda, and Takashi Morita, all of Kurashikj, Japan, assignors

to Kawasaki Steel Corporation, Kobe, Japan
Filed May 13, 1982, Ser. No. 377,707

Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 30, 1981, 56-101487

Int. a.5 B21B 39/16
U.S. a. 72—250 5 Oaims

1. Side guides for rolling steel rods comprising front and rear

rolling guide frames abuttingly combined with each other in a

gap between a pair of grooveless rolling rolls having cylindri-

cal surface barrels to embrace said pair of rolls on front and
rear sides thereof so as to form defmed rolling zones which are

side by side in an axial direction of said rolls and divided by
said rolling guide frames, said front and rear rolling guide
frames being adjustable in the axial direction of said rolls, and
the outermost rolling guide frames being provided on outsides

of their abutting ends with connecting means.

4,428,218

METHOD OF MANUFACTURE AND ASSEMBLY OF
EXTRUDED ALUMINUM SALT FOR ROLLER SHUTTER
Joseph M. LaRocca, 190 Edgewater Dr., Coral Gables, Fla.

33133

Filed Nov. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 324,543

Int. a.J B21C 23/14
U.S. a. 72—256 5 Qaims

1. A method of manufacturing an extruded aluminum slat for

a roller shutter, the slat having a first member extending from
a first edge and formed, in cross section, with a stem portion

and a head portion, the head portion having greater transverse

outer dimension then the stem portion, and front and rear

members extending in spaced apart relation from the opposite

edge, the rear member having a turned hook-like edge and
forming in conjunction with the front member an undercut slot

having an opening adapted to loosely receive a stem portion of
a first member of another slat but too narrow to permit passage
of the head portion of such first member, wherein the method
comprises:

extruding aluminum through a die conforming to the desired

final cross-sectional shape of the slat except that the open-
ing of the die corresponding to the front member is angled
away from the opening of the die corresponding to the

rear member, so that said front member is extruded in

spread apart relation to said rear member, thereby permit-

ting the part of the die corresponding to the opening of the

undercut slot to be strong enough to withstand the alumi-

num extruding pressure, and
bending said front member toward said rear member after

the extruding step to obtain the desired final opening
dimension therebetween, the cross-sectional shape of said

front member having a reduced thickness where the front

portion joins said opposite edge, said reduced thickness

serving as a hinge to facilitate said bending step.

4,428,219

Patent Not Issued For This Number

4,428,220

METHOD AND TOOL FOR THE COLD FORGING OF
INTERNALLY PROHLED TUBES

Ivan Oskar Rammesten, Eskllstuna, Sweden, assignor to Foren*

ade Fabriksverken, Eskllstuna, Sweden
Filed Jan. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 341,660

Claims priority, application Sweden, Feb. 3, 1981, 8100771

Int. a.^ B21B 17/02

U.S. a. 72—370 5 Claims

1. Apparatus for cold forging a tubular blank to form the
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same into a tubular article having a predetermined internal

configuration, said apparatus comprising opposite forging
hammers driven for repeated radially inward impacting against

a blank that is supported between them and is constrained to

rotation and axial motion in one direction relative to the ham-
mers so that the hammers progress relatively along the blank
from one to the other of its end portions, said apparatus being
characterized by:

A. a mandrel coaxially receivable in the blank and having a
form defining portion with a length substantially equal to
that of the article to be formed and with an external con-
figuration that is the mating counterpart of said interna!

configuration;

B. gripping means engageable with said one end portion of
the blank and with the corresponding end portion of said

cn:

mandrel to confine those end portions against axial dis-

placement relative to one another, said gripping means
being arranged to provide for axial movement of the blank
and the mandrel relative to the forging hammers;

C. clamping means for engaging said other end portion of
the blank and applying to it a yielding axial biasing force
whereby its said one end is maintained in engagement with
the gripping means and its said other end is permitted to

move axially away from the gripping means as the blank is

elongated by the action of the hammers; and
D. mandrel confining means coaxially adjacent to said

clamping means and engageable with the end portion of
the mandrel that is remote from the gripping means to

confine the mandrel against axial displacement relative to

the gripping means.

a pair of spaced elongated horizontal slide bars reciprocally

mounted above said lower die shoe assembly and arranged
along and outwardly of said dies;

opposed pairs of workpiece gnpper fingers pivoully and
yieldably mounted at their one ends upon said slides re-

spectively and at their other ends in registry with each
station and adapted for engaging registry with the respec-
tive sequentially formed workpieces at each work station;

e *'
' !

^

a slide bar translator mounted upon said sub-plate and se-

cured to said slide bars for intermittently reciprocating
said slide bars and fingers between adjacent stations, for

sequentially transferring said workpieces through all sta-

tions;

spring means on said slide bars operatively engaging and
biasing said pairs of fingers into workpiece engaging posi-

tion, whereby on forward movement of said slide bars, the
respective workpieces are simultaneously transferred

from one sution to the adjacent sUtion and retained;

said fingers disengaging from said workpieces on retraction

of said slide bars;

said spring means including a block on each slide bar;

a guide pin at one end adjustably positioned through said

block;

the other end of said pin being pivotally connected to a

gripper finger;

and a spring on said pin interposed between said block and
finger.

4,428,221

TRANSFER APPARATUS FOR STRAIGHT SIDE PRESS
Roland G. Owens, 10850 Hall Rd., Box 145, Hamburg, Mich.
48139

Filed Jan. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 341,595

Int. a.3 B21J 11/00
U.S. a. 72-405 3 Qaims

1. In a straight side press having sub-plate, a bed for mount-
ing a die, a reciprocal slide, a power drive for reciprocating
said slide, and an apparatus for feeding a stock strip longitudi-

nally onto said die;

the improvement comprising a die set assembly including a

lower die shoe assembly secured to said bed along its

length;

a plurality of longitudinally spaced sequential dies secured
upon said die shoe assembly defining a plurality of die

stations;

reciprocal upper die shoe connected to said slide overlying

and guidably positioned upon said lower die shoe assem-
bly ijiounting a plurality of longitudinally spaced corre-

sponding sequential punches for operative registry with
said dies respectively;

4,428,222

COLD FORGING MANDREL WITH THREADS
Ivan O. Ramnesten, Eskllstuna, Sweden, assignor to Fdrenade

Fabriksverken, Eskllstuna, Sweden
nied Jan. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 341,664

Claims priority, application Sweden, Feb. 3, 1981, 81/00773
Int. a.J B21J 13/02

U.S. a. 72-479 8 Claims
1. A mandrel insertable into a tubular forging blank for

cooperation with forging hammers which repeatedly radially

impact against the interior of the blank, all around it and along
its length, to cold form the blank into a subsuntially tubular

product that has an internal thread extending axially from one
of its ends, said mandrel having an external thread which
defines said internal thread and which extends along the man-
drel from an end portion thereof that is adjacent to said end of
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the blank when the hammers are acting thereon, said mandrel 4,428^24
being characterized by: APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR TESTING OF A

A. said mandrel being slightly conical along the length of ROTARY MOVEMENT-ELECTRICAL SIGNAL
said external thread, with taper from its said end portion to TRANSDUCER SYSTEM

Perry Farazi, Chicago, and Howard L. Frank, Skokje, both of

I _,

lU-^ assignors to Sun Electric Corporation, Crystal Lake, III.

_ _ -^ .,
Continuation of Ser. No. 23,462, Mar. 23, 1979, abandoned. This

,
^ 1 * ^ i—i -., ' application Jul. 14, 1980, Ser. No. 168,781

•' ^
I

'. Int. a.3 GOIP 27/00
- - -„^ , :, U.S. a. 73—

2

SGaims— / «

faciliute loosening the mandrel from the tubular product
for screwing it out of said end thereof; and

B. said external thread having a width between its flanks

which decreases progressively along it in the direction

away from said end portion of the mandrel.

4,428,223

APPARATUS FOR PERIODICALLY TESTING THE
OPERATION OF SAFETY VALVES

Ottario Trevisan, Mestre, Italy, assignor to Furmanite Interna-
tional Limited, England

Continuation of Ser. No. 128,054, Mar. 7, 1980, abandoned. This
application Apr. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 366,270

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, May 16, 1978,
85525 A/78; Italy, Not. 9, 1979, 27184 A/79; Oct. 20, 1979,
7936509

Int. a.5 GOIM 79/00
U.S. a. 73-4 R 7 Qaims

I

I

3. Apparatus for periodically testing the operation of safety
valves in pressurized apparatus during normal operation of said

pressurized apparatus, comprising a load-bearing structure
fixedly arranged with respect to the pressurized apparatus at

the position of a said safety valve, means for gripping said
safety valve, a thrust-generating assembly intercoupling said

gripping means and said load-bearing structure and serving to
apply thrust which moves said gripping means in a direction
relative to said load-bearing structure to open said safety valve,
means controlling said thrust-generating assembly firstly to
control opening of said safety valve and thereafter gradually
reducing thrust to control closing of said safety valve, and a
stqjlessly-operable dynamometer device associated with said
thrust-generating assembly to measure valve-state change-over
points at unseating and re-seating of said safety valve beng
tested.
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1. A method for testing a rotary movement-electrical signal
transducer system of the type generating a series of signals
during operation thereof, comprising the steps of:

receiving said signals;

measuring the time of each of said signals to establish the
periods therefor;

comparing said periods to determine a maximum period and
a minimum period thereof;

determining an average period for said periods;

comparing said average period to said minimum period and
said maximum period to provide a first evaluation interval

and a second evaluation interval, respectively;

generating a reference interval;

comparing said reference interval to said first evaluation
interval and said second evaluation interval; and

generating a postive test signal whenever said first evalua-

tion interval and said second evaluation interval are less

than said reference interval.

4,428,225

DEVICE FOR MEASURING THE IMBALANCE OF AN
OBJECT

Shunichi Kato, Yokohama, and Tetsuo Aikawa, Chiba, both of
Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibanra Denki Kabushiki Kaisha,
Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Feb. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 352,237
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 10, 1981, 56-

51816[U]

Int. a.3 GOIM 1/14
VJS. a. 73—65 1 Claim

1. A device for measuring the imbalance of a disc-like object
which has a circular through-hole in the center thereof com-
prising:

at least three load sensors each arranged at the same distance

from the center of the circular through-hole formed in

said object and with the same angular interval between
any two of said load sensors, and having cantilevers for

supporting the object at their upper ends, said load sensors

being arranged in such a way that the upper ends of said

cantilevers support the object at a plurality ofcorrespond-
ing measuring points selected on a measuring circle which
is concentric with the center of said through-hole, and
that said cantilevers extend so as to be tangential to the

measuring circle when viewed in the vertical direction at

each of said measuring points and directed perpendicular
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to the line of sight when viewed from the center of said
through-hole;

a positioning means for positioning the object relative to the
load sensors, said positioning means including a taper rod
arranged so as to be mc .'able up and down and having a

tapered portion fitted into the circular through-hole, and a

support rod arranged so as to be movable up and down
outside the taper rod; and

a calculator means to which outputs are supplied from said

load sensors to calculate the imbalance of said object.

4,428,226

REAL TIME PRESSURE SIGNAL SYSTEM FOR A
ROTARY ENGINE

William J. Rice, Elyria, Ohio, auignor to The United States of
America as represented by the Administrator of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, D.C.

Filed Feb. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 350,473

Int. a.J GOIM 75/00
VS. a. 73-115 n Qaims

1. Apparatus for producing a continuous pressure waveform
suiuble for input to an IMEP meter to indicate the IMEP of a
rotary engine having a rotor with three or more faces disposed
for rotation in a housing and comprising:

a plurality of pressure to voltage transducers positioned in

the engine housing in communication with the interior

thereof, said transducers being positioned relative to the
rotor such that there are predetermined periods of overiap
between each transducer and the transducer preceding it;

a plurality of averager and corrector (AAC) circuits each of
which measures the instantaneous difference in pressure
between one of said transducers and the preceding one
during an overlap period of those transducers and pro-
duces an output signal which is offest by the average of
said difference;

timing circuit means for producing pulses which correspond
to predetermined positions of the rotor;

multiplexer means for receiving the output signals of said

ACCs and having control inputs for receiving control
address signals from said timing means whereby said AAC
circuit output signals are selectively passed by said multi-

plexer to an output terminal; and
means responsive to said timing means for producing control

signals for said (AAC) circuits whereby the instantaneous

pressure difference between any two transducers is sam-
pled only during an overlap period of those two transduc-
ers.

4,428,227
INTAKE PIPE PRESSURE INDICATING SYSTEM FOR
AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE OF A VEHICLE
Tetsuo Yamagata, Tokyo; Morio Sato, Yokohama; Tetauo Ogi-

shima, Shiki, and Yoji Matsuyama, Higashiyaauito, all of
Japan, assignors to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 19, 1982, Ser. No. 379,750
Oaims priority, application Japui, May 19, 1981, 56-76289

Int. a.3 GOIM 15/00
U.S. a. 73-115 13 a»ims

^

w ry ^
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1. In an internal combustion engine of a vehicle including an
intake pipe provided with a supercharger and a throttle valve
disposed downstream of said supercharger, an intake pipe
pressure indicating system, comprising:

a first sensor which detects an internal pressure of said inuke
pipe downstream of said supercharger and upstream of
said throttle valve and provides a first signal according
thereto;

a second sensor which detects an internal pressure of said

intake pipe downstream of said throttle valve and pro-
vides a second signal according thereto;

a comparator operatively connected with said first and
second sensors and providing a logic signal on the basis of
a comparison between at least either of said firsi and
second signals and a predetermined reference value;

a selection circuit operatively connected with said compara-
tor and selecting either said first or said second signal on
the basis of said logic signal and providing an indication

signal according thereto; and

a single indicator operatively connected with said selection

circuit and adapted to receive said indication signal and
effect an indication according to said indication signal.

4,428,228

TESTING ARRANGEMENTS FOR MULTI-TESTING
INJECTION NOZZLES

Werner Banzhaf, Sindelflngea; Klaus Brenner, and Ewald Eblen,
both of Stuttgart, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, aatignort to

Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Sep. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 304,046

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Nof . 8,

1980, 3042236; Jul. 16, 1981, 3128072
Int. a.J GOIM 79/Oa J/08. 15/00

U.S. a. 73—119 A 12 Claims
1. A testing arrangement for testing injection nozzles in a

nozzle holder combination, as to throughfiow, opening pres-

sure, buzzing condition, tightness of the nozzle holder combi-
nation, and if necessary seat tightness and needle play of a

nozzle, the testing arrangement comprising receiving means
arranged to receive a nozzle holder combination; control
means connected to said nozzle holder combination and ar-

ranged so that a hydraulic pressure medium at constant tem-
perature flows therethrough and comprising testing means
including a first testing circuit provided with a first pump for
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the hydraulic pressure medium and arranged for testing as to
the throughflow, and a second circuit provided with a second
pump for the hydraulic pressure medium and arranged for
testing as to the opening pressure, buzzing condition, and

identifying the crank angle at which the injector poppet
opened.
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4,428^29
'

MEANS FOR ESTABLISHING TIMING IN DIESEL
ENGINES USING MICROWAVE INFORMATION

Robert M. Storwick, Rochester, Mich., assipwr to General
Motors CorporatJon, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Jiin. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,821

Int a.3 GOIM 15/00
VJS. a. 73-119 A 6 Qaims
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1. A method of determining the crankshaft angle at which a
poppet type fuel injector of a diesel engine opens to inject fuel
into the combustion chamber of the engine relative to the top
dead center position of the piston of the engine, the steps of
comprising, while the engine is running supplying a micro-
wave signal to the combustion chamber thereof and detecting
the reflected waveform, the frequency of the microwave signal
being such that the amplitude of the detected reflected wave-
form is a function of engine crank angle, has portions that are
substantially symmetrical about top dead center over crank-
shaft angles located outboard of top dead center and has an
asymmetric portion due to injector poppet opening movement
located between the symmetrical portions, sampling the ampli-
tude of the reflected waveform by two data windows that are
spaced sufflciently as to exclude the asymmetric portion of the
waveform when the windows are centered about top dead
center, shifting the windows until the data sampled by the
windows is substantially symmetrical thereby identifying a
crankshaft position corresponding to top dead center, placing
the windows in a position in which they are centered about top
dead center to detect predetermined portions of the waveform
which may include asymmetrical data, and then varying the
space between the windows until the windows detect a transi-
tion from asymmetric to asymmetric data or vice versa thereby

4,428,230

FLOW GAUGE IONIZER
Anthony Q. Testone, Lee, Mass., assignor to SUtic, Inc., Skip-

pack, Pa.

Filed Apr. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 258,307
Int. a? GOIF 1/22. 15/00

U.S. a. 73-198 8 Claims

tightness of nozzle holder combination, said control means
further including a hydraulic switching means connected to
the first and second testing circuits and to said nozzle holder
combination so as to control all testing operations during a
single testing cycle.

1. In combination,

(a) a gas volume flow gauge comprising:

(i) a body,

(ii) gas passage means in said body comprising a bore
providing a substantially vertical passage,

(iii) means for indicating the gas volume flow rate includ-
ing a float in said substantially vertical passage,

(iv) means for varying the gas volume flow rate, and
(b) means for ionizing gas passing from said gauge compris-

ing ionizing point means in said gas passage means, means
for supplying alternating current to said ionizing point
means comprising a conductor adapted to be connected to
a source of alternating current, a second bore in said body,
said conductor being in said second bore, means carried
by said body for coupling said point means to said conduc-
tor, conductive means carried by said body in adjacent
spaced relationship to said ionizing point means, and
means for connecting said conductive means to ground.

4,428,231

VISCOUS LINK DRIVE FOR FLUID FLOWMETER
Kirk B. Peloza, Glen Ellyn, 111., assignor to Eaton Corporation,

Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Nov. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 325,782

Int. a.J GOIF 5/00
U.S. a. 73—202 27 Claims

y

1. A fluid flowmeter comprising:

means defining a passage for the flow of a fluid there-

through;

flow restriction means within said passage and operative to

establish a fluid pressure differential thereacross as a func-

tion of said fluid flow;

means defining a closed recirculation path disposed adjacent
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said passage and in fluid communication therewith

through an inlet port upstream of said restriction means
and an outlet port downstream of said restriction means;

and

sensing means operative to monitor fluid flowing in said

recirculation path and to generate a fluid condition signal

as a function thereof.

said third inverter in voltage polarity opposite to that of

said variable condenser.

4,428,232

CAPACITANCE LIQUID LEVEL DETECTOR
Hiroaki Tanaka, and Shigeyuki Akita, both of Okazaki, Japan,

assignors to Nippon Soken, Inc., Nishio, Japan
Filed Nov. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320,567

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 20, 1980, 55-

167133[U]

Int. a.' GOIF 2i/26; H05K I/IS

U.S. a. 73—304 C 4 Oaims

1. An electric liquid level detector for detecting a level of

liquid within a container, comprising:

a pair of helically coiled electrodes extending vertically in

said container and being fixed at their one ends to an upper

portion of said container and at their other ends to a

bottom of said container, said electrodes being positioned

such that they are at least partially submerged by any

liquid stored within said container and such that the

amount of submersion is a function of liquid level within

the container; and

an oscillator circuit of the resistance capacity type including

a variable condenser which is formed at least in part by

said electrodes, said oscillator circuit being arranged to

oscillate at a frequency that is a function of capacitance

between said electrodes so as to indicate the level of the

stored liquid,

said oscillator circuit comprising;

a first inverter connected to an electric DC power source;

a second inverter connected to said electric DC power
source and having an input terminal connected to an

output terminal of said first inverter;

a resistor connected in series with said first inverter to

form a closed circuit, said variable condenser being

connected at one end thereof with an output terminal of

said second inverter and at the other end thereof with

the output terminal of said first inverter through said

resistor such that said first and second inverters are

inverted opposite to each other with a time period

defined by a resistance value of said resistor and an

electro-static capacitance of said variable condenser;

a third inverter connected to said electric DC power
source and connected at its input terminal to the output

terminal of said second inverter; and

a second condenser connected at one end thereof with an

output terminal of said third inverter and at the other

end thereof with the output terminal of said second

inverter through said variable condenser such that said

second condenser is biased by an inverter function of

4,428,233

GAUGE FOR MEASURING DEPTH OF FLOWING FLUID
Lewis G. Lynn, 65 Hillhurst U., Rochester, N.Y. 14617

Filed Nov. 7, 1979, Ser. No. 91,941

Int. a.' GOIF 2i/0S
U.S. a. 73—315 10 Qaims
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1. A portable gauge for measuring the depth of fluid flowing

in an open conduit of known configuration, or past a flume or

weir in a generally horizontally disposed conduit, composing
a hand-held, portable support disposed to be inserted manu-

ally into a conduit with its lower end releasably resting on
the bottom surface of said conduit,

a transparent, tubular well open at each end and having a

float movable in its bore.

means for adjustably mounting said well on said support for

vertical adjustment thereon relative to said lower end of

said support, said well disposed to be held vertically by
said support with its lower, open end positioned a prede-

termined distance above the bottom of said conduit to

permit fluid from the conduit to enter the well and elevate

said float,

a graduated scale on said well indicating the height of the

float above said lower end of the well, when the float is

floating on the fluid which enters, the lower end of said

well, and calibrated to provide a direct reading of the

depth of the fluid flowing in said conduit, and

clamping means extending into said well and operable, when
said float is floating in said well releasably to clamp said

float against further movement in the well, whereby after

the support is withdrawn from the conduit the clamped
float may be read against the scale on said well.

4,428,234

PHASE DETECTION LASER ACCELEROMETER
QifTord G. Walker, 915 Weatbcrly Rd., Huntsvillc, Ala. 35803

Filed Mar. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 362,014

Int. a.J GOIP 15/06

U.S. a. 73—517 R 6 Clains

1. A phase detection laser accelerometer comprising: a laser

for generating a beam of coherent light, polarizing means
disposed in the path of said beam of light for providing a

polarized light beam output, first and second photodetectors,

optical waveguide means made of a material having a refrac-

tive index that changes in response to stress for passing coher-

ent light therethrough and for splitting and directing said

polarized light beam into a plurality of beams, a proof mass

disposed on said waveguide means for selectively stressmg
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portions of the waveguide means in response to acceleration
acting on the proof mass, first and second of said beams being
directed through said waveguide means as inputs to said first

and second photo-detectors respectively, third and fourth of
said beams being directed through said waveguide means to
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4,428,236

METHOD OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION TESTING OF
STEEL VESSELS OR PIPELINES, ESPECULLY TOR

NUCLEAR REACTOR INSTALLATIONS
Enrin Votava, Pforzheim; Giinter Stipsits, Neunkirchen, and

Richard Sommer, Bamberg, all of Fed, Rep. of Germany,
assignors to Kraftwerk Union Aktiengescllschaft, Miilheim,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305,512
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 30.

1980,3036951

Int. a.3 GOIN 29/04
U.S. a. 73-587 g a^^

I

said first and second photodetectors respectively, said first and
third beams being coincident and said second and fourth beams
being coincident at said detectors, and signal processing means
adapted to receive inputs from said photodetectors for provid-
ing a difference signal output in response to acceleration forces
on said proof mass.

r
d1

4,428,235

NON-DESTRUCnVE INSPECHON BY FREQUENCY
SPECTRUM RESOLUTION

Sakae Sugiyama, Ibaraki, Japan, assignor to Hitachi, Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan

FUed Jun. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 274,428
Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 20, 1980, 55-84215;

Aug. 20, 1980, 55-115120

Int. a.^ GOIN 29/04
U.S. a. 73—579
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1. Method of acoustic-emission testing of a steel component
such as a vessel or pipeline especially of primary circulatory
loops of nuclear reactor installations wherein the component,
on one hand is subjected to a pressure medium, such as water,
and, on the other hand, to ultrasonic pulses emitted during
deformation development resulting from growth of cracks
therein or from leaks and transmitted through the component,
which comprises detecting and amplifying the ultrasonic
pulses with equipment, respectively, formed of test probes,
which are disposed so as to determine respective sources of
acoustic emission due to differences in transmission time of the
ultrasonic pulses through the component, and of electronic
amplifiers operatively associated with the test probes, and then
feeding a resultant amplified defect signal from the equipment
to a display, the equipment being tuned to reception of a fre-

quency band of acoustic-emission spectrum which is above a
limiting frequency fo defined by the relationship:

5.9 ^
fed

MHz mm
S6.0,

1. In a method of inspecting non-destructively a specimen
for examining the presence or absence of a defect in said speci-
men, in which an ultrasonic wave is emitted from a probe and
a reflected wave from said specimen is received by said probe
whose output signal is processed to determine the presence or
absence of said defect, said processing comprising:

deriving a frequency spectrum signal representative of the
freuency spectrum of said output signal;

deriving at least two separate characteristic parameter sig-

nals of the frequency spectrum from said frequency spec-
trum signal, said characteristic parameters including a
maximum spectrum density and a standard deviation of
frequency spacing between maxima in the frequency spec-
trum of said frequency spectrum signal;

comparing said characteristic parameter signals with refer-

ence signals representative of predetermined correspond-
ing characteristic parameters of maximum spectrum den-
sity and a standard deviation of frequency spacing be-
tween maxima in the frequency spectrum for both a defect
and a boundary in a similar reference material; and

discriminating between a defect and a boundary based upon
said step of comparing.

wherein d is the wall thickness of the component being tested.

4,428,237

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MEASURING
ULTRASONIC RETURN SIGNALS

Andrew E. Zegen Barton S. Abrams, both of Wyndmoor, Joseph
L. Rose, Chiirch?ille; Michael J. Afioll, Jr., Havertown, all of
Pa., and Gurrinder P. Singh, San Antonio, Tex., assignors to
Electric Power Research Institute, Inc., Palo Alto, Calif.

FUed Not. 13, 1980, Ser. No. 206,626

Int. a.3 GOIN 29/04
U.S. a. 73—592 16 Claims

1. In a system for analyzing output signals from an ultrasonic
test instrument representing ultrasonic return signals charac-
terizing a structure being examined,

partial power circuit means for measuring the partial amount
of signal power in at least a first preselected band of the
frequency spectrum of said return signal and producing a
corresponding first partial power band signal;

waveform circuit means for measuring at least one prese-
lected feature of the waveform of said return signal and
producing a corresponding waveform feature signal;

combining circuit means for performing a preselected algo-
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rithmic combination of said first partial power band signal

and said waveform feature signal to produce a test statistic

signal; and

decision circuit means for registering a decision on a prese-

lected characteristic of said structure based on the value of
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4,428,238

VIBRATING TEST SCREENING APPARATUS
Robert Tauscher, Hacienda Heights, Calif., assignor to Team

Corporation, South El Monte, Calif.

Filed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,735

Int. C\? B06B 3/00
U.S. a. 73-663 2 Oaims

\i • "

1. Apparatus for subjecting a test specimen to vibrational

forces, comprising:

a base;

first and second preselected masses;

means for mounting the first and second masses for recipro-

cal movement relative to the base;

means for atuching a test specimen to the first mass for

movement therewith;

means for actuating the first and second masses reciprocally;

the mounting means comprising first and second rods ex-

tending substantially parallel to the direction of reciprocal

movement to elastically couple the actuating means to the
first and second ma.s.ses, respectively;

means for threadmg the first and second masses onto the first

and second rods, respectively; and
means for locking the masses at preselected locations on the

rods, the locking means including a pair of collars

threaded onto the respective rods and means for urging
the first and second masses axirlly relative to the collars

4,428.239
DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE MEASURING APPARATUS
James S. Johnston, Bognor Regis, England, assignor to Rose-
mount Engineering Company Limited, England

Filed Oct. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 314.851
Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct. 27, 1980.

8034483

Int. a.' GOIL 9/00
U.S. CI. 73-705 ,8 Qwms

J/JJJS /c

said test statistic signal; and algorithmic combination
being preselected on the basis of experimental data dem-
onstrating a substantial degree of discrimination in said

test statistic signal value for said preselected characteristic

of said structure.

V/ JS yy
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1. Apparatus for measuring differential pressure comprising
a transducer having a body and a diaphragm mounted in the
body to be displaced relative to the bcxly by a difTerential

pressure to be measured applied across the diaphragm so that

the displacement is indicative of the pressure difference, and
means for measuring the displacement of the diaphragm,
wherein at least a surface region of the diaphragm is refiective

and the means for measuring comprises a partially refiecting

surface fixed relative to the body adjacent said surface region
of the diaphragm to form therewith an interferometer arrange-

ment, means for directing light towards said region of the

diaphragm through the partially refiecting surface to illumi-

nate the interferometer arrangement to produce interference

between tljg light refiected by the diaphragm and the light

reflected by the partially reflective surface during a measure-
ment period, the illuminating light having a multiplicity of
predetermined frequencies during the measurement period
comprising a band of frequencies, detector means arranged to

be responsive to said interfering reflected light to provide an
output indication of the amplitude variation with frequency of
the interfering reflected light within said band of frequencies

4,428.240

METHOD FOR DETERMINING MAGNITUDE OF LOAD
IN AN ELONGATED BOLT HAVING AN ELASTICALLY

DEFORMABLE HEAD
Knut C. Schoeps, Tyresb, Sweden, assignor to Atlas Copco AB,

Nacka, Sweden
Division of Ser. No. 93,911, Nor. 13, 1979. This application Jun.

14, 1982, Ser. No. 388.139

Qaims priority, application Sweden, Nov. 13, 1978, 7811678
Int. a.' F16B il/02

U.S. a. 73—761 2 Qaims
1. Method for determining the actual load magnitude m an

elongated bolt having a head which is elastically deformable in

a known relation to the bolt load magnitude, the head having
a transverse weakening slot extending substantially in the

direction of the longitudinal axis of the bolt; a circular cylmdn-
cal depression substantially coaxial with said longitudinal axis

and extending from the top of the head to a depth smaller than
the depth of said slot; a pair of diametncally opposed measure
points disposed along a straight line extending perpendicular to
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the lengthwise direction of said slots and on opposite sides of
said slot; and a pair of diametrically opposed reference points

(62,63) located on said peripheral wall of said cylindrical de-

pression (56) and disposed along a straight line (61) extending
substantially parallel to said slot (55) such that the relative

distance between the reference points (62,63) remains substan-

tially unaffected by the axial load transmitted by the bolt;

comprising the steps of:

(a) measuring a first diameter of said depression between said

<S5-™i

so~Y,^^-r

reference points in a direction substantially parallel to said

slot;

(b) measuring a second diameter of said depression between
said measure points in a direction substantially perpendic-

ular to said slot while said bolt is under load; and

(c) determining the load responsive bolt head formation by
calculating the difference between said measured first

diameter and said measured second diameter, said load

responsive bolt head deformation being a predetermined

function of said calculated difference.

4,428,241
'

ELECTRODE WIRING HARNESS FOR MAGNETIC
FLOWMETER

James W. Davis, New Britain, and Michael E. Dalbey, Warring-
ton, both of Pa., assignors to Fischer k Porter Company,
Warminster, Pa.

Filed Nov. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 318,924

Int. a.^ GOIF ]/60
U.S. a. 73—861.12 10 Qaims

1. An electrode harness for an electromagnetic flowmeter
provided with a lined, non-magnetic spool which defines a

flow conduit for the fluid to be metered, a pair of electrodes

mounted on said spool at diametrically-opposed positions

along an axis normal to the axis of symmetry of an electromag-
netic assembly which establishes a pulsating magnetic field in

the conduit whereby the fluid intercepting this field induces a

signal in the electrodes which is conducted by the harness to an
external converter; said harness comprising a printed circuit

having a conductive pattern thereon providing wiring from the

electrodes to the converter in a configuration causing voltages

induced in the wiring by the magnetic field to cancel out,

whereby the signal fed to the converter is free of spurious

components.

4,428,242

FLOWMETER USING TWISTING TORQUE
John R. Holstrom, Montgomery, III., assignor to AMSTED

Industries Incorporated, Chicago, 111.

Filed Mar. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 357,261

Int. a.J GOIF l/2i
U.S. a. 73—861.75 1 Qaim

r^^NOCATWr 12

1. A now rate measuring device comprising:

a cylindrical conduit adapted for fluid flow therethrough
along longitudinal axis thereof,

a torque detecting member of a disc shape,

a rod shaped attachment means fixedly attached to and
passing through the center of said torque detecting means,

said attachment means having one end fixedly attached to

said conduit so as to support said torque detecting member
in a predetermined acute angle to said longitudinal axis of
said conduit,

strain gauge type torque measuring means affixed to said

attachment means and display means operatively con-
nected to said torque measuring means,

said torque detecting member adapted to transmit directly to

said attachment means the force of a fluid flowing through
said conduit in the form of a torque,

said torque measuring means utilizing said torque to transmit
a signal to said display means whereby said signal will be
converted to a visual display in units of rate of flow of
fluid through said conduit.

4,428,243

FLOWMETERS
Lionel I. A. Taylor, Copythome House, Copythome, Southamp-

ton, England

Filed Nov. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 321,312

Int. a.J GOIF 7/70
U.S. a. 73—861.77 8 Oalms

LQiMHlS^J
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1. A flowmeter comprising a bladed rotor element mounted
in a bore formed in a body so that fluid flowing through the

bore causes the elen^ent to rotate at a speed representative of
the rate of flow of the fluid, a source of electromagnetic radia-

tion, means for directing radiation from the source into the

bore and towards the rotor element so that a radially outer face

of at least one rotor blade moves across the path of the radia-
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tion during each rotation of the rotor element, a detector of

electromagnetic radiation, and means for directing radiation

reflected by the said face of each blade to the detector, the

means for directing radiation from the source and the means
for directing reflected radiation comprising at least one elon-

gated guide member having a refractive index greater than the

refractive index of the medium in which the member is dis-

posed, each guide member being formed integrally with at

least a portion of the said body.

extent that it is broken when the vacuum sampling container is

immersed in a molten metal, said container being quartz.

4,428,244

APPARATUS FOR MEASURING INTERNAL STRESS OF
STRIP DURING ROLLING PROCESS

Yukiyasu Takeda, Nagoya, Japan, assignor to Sumitomo Light

Metal Industries, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,606

Int. a.3 GOIL 5/04

U.S. a. 73—862.07 7 Qaims

1. An apparatus for measuring the internal stress generated

in a strip in the width direction thereof in the course of rolling

process thereof, comprising:

a plurality of separate, ring-shaped stress detection mecha-

nisms arranged coaxially with each other and side-by-side

with small gaps therebetween, said stress detection mech-
anisms being adapted to contact the surface of the strip

passing thereon under tension, each of said stress detection

mechanisms having a stress detection means therein for

detecting the internal stress during passage of the strip

over said stress detection mechanism; and

a gas ejection mechanism for ejecting gases through said

gaps between said ring-shaped stress detection mecha-
nisms in order to prevent rolling oil from penetrating into

said gaps.

4,428,245

APPARATUS FOR SAMPLING MOLTEN METAL
H^jime Nakamura, Kure; Junichi Iwamura; Yoshio NakiOii">«

both of Hiroshima, and Masi^ji Hasegawa, Kure, all of Japan,

assignors to Nisshin Steel Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362,461

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 31, 1981, 56-

45869[U]; Jun. 24, 1981, 56-93387[U]; Jun. 24, 1981, 56-97959

Int. a.3 GOIN 7/72

U.S. a. 73—864.52 12 Qaims

1. A vacuum sampling container which comprises a small

diameter cylindrical section and a large diameter cylindrical

section coaxially connected in mutual communication and

evacuated and sealed, the free end of said small diameter cylin-

drical section being provided with a portion thinned to the

4,428,246

INRNITELY VARIABLE TRACTION ROLLER
TRANSMISSION

Paul L. Horton, Austin, Tex., and Okoshi Hideo, Fujiaawa,

Japan, assignors to Excelermatic Inc., Austin, Tex. and Nip-

pon Seiko Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Dec. 31. 1981, Ser. No. 336,281

Int. a.J F16H 15/40, 15/08

U.S. a, 74—200 7 Claims

Mlr-^:'vii^m^--^'

1. An infinitely variable traction roller transmission compris-

ing: coaxial input and output shafts, a tone disc supported by

each of said shafts for rotation therewith, said tone discs being

disposed opposite, and in spaced relationship from, each other

so as to form a toroidal cavity therebetween; at least two
motion transmitting traction rollers disposed in radial symme-
try in said toroidal cavity between, and in engagement with,

said toric discs so as to be capable of transmitting motion from

one to the other of said toric discs; a pivotal support structure

for each of said traction rollers: a support block rotatably

supporting said traction roller at one side thereof and having at

its opposite side a bearing surface supported on a cooperating

bearing surface formed on said pivotal traction roller support

structure with cam means provided at the interface of said

cooperating bearing surfaces for supporting each support

block and associated traction roller on its pivotal support

structure laterally movably essentially in the direction of the

pivot axis of said support structure, said cam means being

adapted to convert lateral movement of said support blocks

relative to said support structure into movement of said sup-

pori block and traction roller toward said tone discs such that

said traction roller is also moved into firmer engagement with

said toric discs with a force corresponding to a torque trans-

mitted by the traction roller between the tone discs.

4,428,247

TRANSMISSION
Robert A. Young, Benton, Ark., assignor to Eaton Corporation,

Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Jul. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 288,858

Int. a.5 F16H 3/08: F16D 2J/02

U.S. a. 74—331 15 Qaims
1. A change gear transmission clutch structure compnsmg:
a rotatable shaft;

a first gear coaxially surrounding said shaft and rotatable

relative thereto;

a second gear coaxially surrounding said shaft and rotatable

relative thereto, said second gear having central opening

therethrough, said second gear axially spaced from said

first gear in a first axial direction;

a third gear coaxially surrounding said shaft and rotatable

relative thereto, said third gear having central opening

therethrough, said third gear axially spaced from said
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second gear in said first axiai direction whereby said sec-
ond gear is axially interposed said first and third gears;

a fourth gear coaxially surrounding said shaft and rotatable
relative thereto, said fourth gear axially spaced from said
third gear in said first axial direction whereby said third

gear is axially interposed said second and fourth gears;
said first, second, third and fourth gears each carrying clutch

teeth fixed thereto; and
means for selectively clutching said gears one at a time to

said shaft, said clutching means comprising:
a first tube clutch splined to said shaft for rotation therewith

and axial movement relative thereto, said first tube clutch
comprising an elongated first tube portion surrounding
said shaft and received through the central opening in said

second gear, a first bi-directional clutch tooth portion
normally axially interposed the clutch teeth of said first

and second gears and a first shift fork receiving portion
axially interposed said second and third gear for engage-
ment by a first shift fork, said first bi-directional clutch
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portion engageable with said first gear clutch upon axial

movement of said first tube clutch in the second axial

direction and engageable with the second gear clutch
teeth upon axial movement of said first tube clutch in said

first axial direction, and
a second tube clutch splined to said shaft for rotation there-

with and axial movement relative thereto, said second
tube clutch comprising an elongated second tube portion
surrounding said shaft and received through the central
opening in said third gear, a second bi-directional clutch
tooth portion normally axially interposed the clutch teeth
of said third and fourth gears and a second shift fork
receiving portion axially interposed said first shift fork
receiving portion of said first tube clutch and said third
gear for engagemei* by a second shift fork, said second
bi-directional clutcH portion engageable with said third

gear clutch teeth upon axial movement of said second tube
clutch in the second axial direction and engageable with
said fourth gear clutch teeth upon axial movement of said

second tube clutch in the first axial direction.

4,428,248

SHimNG ACTUATOR
Robert H. Broucksou, Danville; George Martin, Lancaster, and

Richard J. Oster, Danville, all of Ky., assignors to Eaton
Corporation, Geveland, Ohio

Filed Apr. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 255,581
Int. aj F16D 21/02; B60K 20/10: F16H 25/16

U.S. a. 74-335 20 Oaims
1. A shift actuator for selectively shifting a shift member to

a selected one of a least two axially separated positions, said
actuator comprising:

a housing;

means for engaging said shift member axially slidable in said
housing, said means for engaging said shift member effec-
tive to engage said shift member and move said shift

member axially therewith;

reaction means axially slidable in said housing, said reaction
means axially movable relative to said means for engaging
said shift member;

a resilient biasing means retained in said housing between

said means for engaging said shift member and said reac-

tion means;

a rotational member rotatably mounted in said housing, said

rotational member having at least one unique rotational

position relative to said housing for engaging said reaction

means and positively moving said reaction means to an
axial position effective to cause said biasing means to urge

said means for engaging said shift member to move said

shift member to each of said axially separated positions;

and

means mountable to said housing for selectively rotating said

rotational member to a selected one of said unique rota-

tional positions, said means for selectively rotating said

rotational member comprising an unidirectional rotational

motor.

4,428,249

GEAR TORQUE SENSOR APPARATUS
Keith L. Henk, Brooklyn Park, Minn., assignor to Pako Corpo*

ration, Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Dec. 4, 1981,' Ser. No. 327,520
Int. aj F16H 1/02, 57/00; F16D 11/00. 23/00

U.S. a. 74—412 TA 15 Qaims

^ri-xrr-rrtr, rrr-r . f , r^-rr r r ,, , ,-

1. In a drive system of a processor of photosensitive material,

the improvement comprising:

a shaft;

stop means positioned on the shaft;

a gear having helical teeth and slidably axially positioned on
the shaft and fixedly attached to the shaft in an angular

direction;

first bias means for biasing the gear in a first axial direction

toward the stop means with a first biasing force;

means for actuating an alarm when a sufficient amount of
torque resisting rotation of the gear develops to overcome
the first biasing force, and the gear slidably moves a first

predetermined distance in a second opposite axial direc-

tion;

second bias means for biasing the gear in the first axial direc-
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tion and in combination with the first bias means provid-
ing a second biasing force greater than the first biasing

force; and

means for permitting the gear to rotate freely in the angular
direction when the torque exceeds the second biasing

force and the gear has moved a second predetermined
distance in the second axial dirt-ction.

4,428,250

ELECTRIC DRIVE, PARTICULARLY FOR A WINDOW
LIFnNG MECHANISM IN A MOTOR VEHICLE

Herbert Becker, Coburg; Manfred Siinkel, Sonnefeld; Volker
Grams, Coburg, and Gerhard Schelhom, Untersiemau, all of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Metallwerk Max Brose
GmbH A Co., Coburg, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec. 23, 1980, Ser. No. 220,009
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 27,

1979, 2952408

Int. a.3 B66D 1/12
U.S. a. 74—425 10 Oaims

1. Device for driving a rope-like power transmission mem-
ber for a window-lifting mechanism, such as in a motor vehi-

cle, comprising a casing, a worm rotatably supported within

said casing, an electric motor arranged to drive said worm, a

worm gear located within said casing and in engagement with
said worm, a rope drum disposed within said casing and having
a rope wrapped on said drum, a coupling part positioned

within said casing for interconnecting said drum and said

worm gear, said casing having an opening for moving said rope
out of said casing, wherein the improvement comprises a seal-

ing plate located between said worm gear and said coupling
part and dividing the interior of said housing into a first partial

space containing said worm and worm gear and a second
partial space containing said drum and coupling part, said

sealing pUte is disposed in form-locking engagement with said

worm gear, said sealing plate has an annular area thereon
facing toward said drum and said annular area on said sealing

plate is in contact with an annular area on the inner surface of

said casing, and said sealing plate includes at least one sealing

lip disposed in contact with said worm gear.

4,428,251

AUTOMATIC ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM FOR A
CABLE DRIVE

Daniel F. Last, Romeo, Mich., assignor to General Motors
Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

FUed Apr. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 368,428

Int. a.3 F16C 1/10

U.S. a. 74—501.5 R 2 Qaims
1. In a system including a driving member coupled to a

driven member through a flexible cable having a wire con-

nected between the members and a surrounding sheath which
is secured so that the wire is movable within the shrath to

move the driven member toward a limit position of its t.avel as

the driving member is moved toward a limit position of its

travel, apparatus for calibrating the system upon initial move-
ment of the driving member to its limit position so that thereaf-

ter the driven member is calibrated to reach its limit position as

the driving member reaches its limit position, the apparatus
comprising:

holding means including a guide member engaging one end of
said sheath for slidably restraining the same along the axis of
said cable so that as the driving member is initially moved
toward its limit position, said holding means restrains the

one end of the sheath permitting movement of the wire
relative to the sheath to move the driven member to its limit

position, after which further movement of the driving mem-

ber toward its limit position overcomes such restraint so that

said wire and sheath move together relative to said guide
member until the driving member reaches its limit position,

said holding means further including a locking member
actuable to secure the one end of the sheath to said guide
member; and

a calibration member connected to said driving member for

movement therewith and effective when said driving mem-
ber is initially moved to its limit position to actuate said

locking member to secure the sheath near the one end
thereby defining a final position of the one end of the sheath

so that in subsequent operation of the system, the dnven
member reaches its limit position as the driving member
reaches its limit position.

4,428,252

ACTUATOR DEVICE FOR OPENING A SLIDING DOOR
Giuseppe Manini, Via Malavasi, 26, Casalecchio Di Reno (Prov-

ince of Bologna), Italy

Filed May 4, 1981, Ser. No. 260,136

Oaims priority, application Italy, Nov. 19, 1979, 4995/79(Ll
Int. a.i E05F 15/10

U.S. a. 74—625 2 Gaims

1. An actuator device for opening a sliding door comprising

a casing, a driven shaft rotatably carried in said casing, a pinion

gear keyed on said driven shaft and in mesh engagement with

a rack rigid with the sliding door, a drive shaft rotatably sup-

ported in said casing, an electnc motor having a rotor mounted
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on said drive shaft to rotate with respect thereto and arranged
between a pair of plates, one of said plate being ngid with said
drive shaft and the other of said plates being rotatably coupled
to but axially movable with respect to said driveshaft, an ad-
justable spring adapted to cause said rotor to be clamped be-
tween said plates with a preset force, a worm screw rigid with
said drive shaft and in mesh engagement with an helical gear
wheel mounted on said driven shaft, wherein according to the
improvement said driven shaft has a diametrically throughout
slot wherethrough a pin is inserted the opposite ends whereof
project out of said slot and engage in a diametrical groove on
the hub of the helical gear wheel, said pin being caused to bear
against said hub by a spring bearing on said pin with the inter-

position of a cap, and wherein within the casing and coaxially
with said driven shaft, there is formed a tubular portion thread-
ably accommodating a cylinder provided with a ring nut and
having a cavity for accommodating a lock therein, said lock
including a radially movable bit operative, with said cylinder
in a partly threaded out position, to engage with an opening in

said tubular portion, in the end of said driven shaft adjacent
said tubular portion there being formed an axial bore open on
one side to said slot and on the other side to said tubular por-
tion and wherethrough a stem is slidingly movable and effec-

tive to cause, with said cylinder in a threaded in position, said

pin to disengage from said hub groove, j

4,428,253

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION WITH OVERDRIVE
DEVICE

Masayuki Kodama, Hachioji, and Toshio Takano, Hamurama-
chi, both of Japan, assignors to Fuji Jukogyo Kabushiki Kai-
sha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 297,887
Gaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 9, 1980, 55-125438

Int. a.' F16H 47/08
U.S. a. 74—688 14 Qaims

operatively disconnecting said output shaft of said turbine
from said final reduction gear device via said automatic
transmission apparatus and said planetary gear device.

4,428^54
PLANETARY TRANSMISSION

Bernd-Robert Hohn, Kosching, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor
to Audi NSU Auto Union AG, Ingolstadt, Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many

Filed Sep. 29, 1980, Ser. No. 192,039
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 29,

1979, 2939623

Int. G.3 F16H 57/10
U.S. G, 74—765 iQ Qaims

1. An automatic transmission comprising
a torque converter comprising a converter cover and an

impeller connected to a crankshaft of an internal combus-
tion engine and a turbine driven by said impeller through
oil,

an automatic transmission apparatus comprising a planetary
gear device and fluid operated brake and clutch devices
operatively connected to an output shaft of said turbine,

an oil pump drive shaft operatively connected to said con-
verter cover and axially extending through said automatic
transmission apparatus,

means comprising an oil pump driven by said oil pump drive
shaft for producing pressure oil to be applied to the fluid

operated brake and clutch devices,

a final reduction gear device connected to an output shaft of
said automatic transmission apparatus,

an overdrive device comprising an overdrive clutch and
overdrive gears, said overdrive clutch being connected
between said oil pump drive shaft and said overdrive
gears,

an intermediate shaft connected between an output shaft of
said overdrive gears and said final reduction gear device,
and

valve means for applying the pressure oil to said overdrive
clutch for engagement thereof for overdriving and sub-
stantially simultaneously via one of said clutch devices for

1. A transmission comprising: an input shaft and an output
shaft rotatable about a common axis; first, second and third
planetary gear sets each having a sun gear, a ring gear coaxial
with and rotatable about the sun gear and planetary gear means
including planetary gears engaging the sun gear and the ring
gear and a planetary carrier supporting said planetary gears; a
rigid rotatable first coupling connecting the ring gears of said
first and third planetary gear set; a rigid rotatable second
coupling connecting the planetary carrier of said first plane-
tary gear set with the planetary carrier of said second planetary
gear set; a third coupling connecting the planetary carrier of
said third planetary gear set with or said ring gear of said

second planetary gear set; a brake means for each coupling; a
first clutch means for selectively connecting the sun gear of
said second planetary gear set with said input shaft; a second
clutch means for selectively connecting said sun gear of said

second planetary gear set with said output shaft; the sun gear of
said first planetary gear set being rigidly connected with said

input shaft and the sun gear of said third planetary gear set

being rigidly connected with said output shaft.

4,428,255

LOCK PIN ASSEMBLY
Robert L. Fischer, New Lenox, HI., assignor to Caterpillar

Tractor Co., Peoria, III.

per No. PCr/US81/00328, § 371 Date Mar. 16, 1981, § 102(e)
Date Mar. 16, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO82/03194, PCT Pub.
Date Sep. 30, 1982

per Filed Mar. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 277,750

Int. G.3 B23Q 17/00; E02F 3/14
U.S. G. 74—813 L 7 Gaims

1. In an indexable apparatus (10) having a first member (34)
having a pin receiving portion (94) and a second member (36)
having a locking assembly (42) including a lock pin (48), said

members (34,36) being supported for relative rotation, and
means (44) for moving said locking assembly (42) into engage-
ment with said receiving portion (94), the improvement com-
prising:

means (50) for securing said lock pin (48) to said moving
means (44) and providing controlled radial and axial mo-
tion of said lock pin (48) relative to said moving means
(44), said lock pin (48) having a through bore (60) having
a diameter D, said means (50) including a spacer (52) and
a threaded fastener (54) extending through said bore (60)
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with said fastener (54) engaging said moving means (44),

said spacer (52) having a diameter d which is less than the

against the wall of a recessed sector portion of the groove

prior to the index table finishing rotation to one of the

predetermined angular positions, and the index table com-
pletes rotation to the predetermined angular position

powered solely by its inertia.

st> u.

diameter D of said bore (60), said spacer (52) and said bore

(60) defining a controlled annulus (74).

4,428,256

GENEVA GEAR APPARATUS FOR DRIVING AN INDEX
TABLE

Jinsei Ida, Sayama; Yoshio Hagimoto, Niiza, and Tsutomu

FHJita, Kawagoe, all of Japan, assignors to Honda Giken

Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 279,218

Gaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 3, 1980, 55-90004

Int. G.3 B23Q 3/157

U.S. G. 74—820 4 Gaims

1. An apparatus for driving an index table comprising:

a first shaft;

an index table rotatably mounted on the first shaft, the table

having grooves therein forming a Geneva gear, the

grooves having force bearing walls comprising straight

portions and sector portions; and
means for driving the table in rotation including a drive

motor, a second shaft driven by the motor an axis, a crank

mounted on the second shaft, and a Geneva pin mounted
on the crank having an axis and a circumferential surface,

the pin being engaged in the grooves in the table to effect

stepwise rotation of the table to equispaced, predeter-

mined angular posisions; wherein

the second shaft and the grooves are spaced from each other

such that the distance from the axis of the second shaft to

the nearest portion of the circumferential surface of the

pin is less than the distance from the axis of the second

shaft to the straight portions of the force bearing walls of

the grooves and wherein the sector portions of the force

bearing walls of the grooves are recessed such that the

distance from the axis of the second shaft to the nearest

portion of the circumferential surface of the pin is equal to

the distance from the axis of the second shaft to the sector

portions of the force bearing walls of the grooves,

so that the circumferential surface of the pin transfers from

bearing against the wall of a straight portion to bearing

4,428.257

MOTOR VEHICLE CONTROL FOR AN INFINITELY
VARIABLE TRANSMISSION

Michael Meyerle. Meckenbeuren, and Friedrich Ehriinger,

Friedrichshafen, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to

Zahnradfabrik Friedrichshafen AG, Frjedrichshafen, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
Filed Aug. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 181,U81

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 24,

1979, 2934270

Int. CI.' B60K 41/12. 41/26

U.S. CI. 74—866 10 Gaims
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1. An automatic control system for an infinitely variable

transmission driven by an internal combustion engine of a

motor vehicle having an accelerator pedal for controlling an

accelerator having a throttle valve of said engine, said system

comprising;

means for generating an accelerator travel signal represent-

ing the displacement of said accelerator;

a servo-adjusti:ig device connected between said accelerator

pedal and said transmission for controlling the ratio selec-

tion thereof, said servo-adjusting device including:

a servo-valve provided with an adjustment regulating line

acting on said valve in one direction and means responsive

to engine speed for acting on said valve in another direc-

tion,

a servomotor in fiuid connection with said valve and con-

nected to said transmission for changing the ratio thereof

in response to operation of said valve, and

means mechanically coupling said valve with said servomo-

tor for readjusting the position of said valve in response to

the displacement of said servomotor;

a throttle valve control line operatively connecting said

accelerator pedal with said accelerator for the delivery of

said signal thereto; and

an engine-characteristic store stonng an optimum fuel con-

sumption curve which is a function of said engine con-

nected in one of said lines for modifying a signal transmit-

ted therethrough in accordance with said optimum con-

sumption curve.
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4,428,258

TRANSMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM WITH MODinED
BACK PRESSURE ACCUMULATOR

Scitoku Kobo, Toyota; KoiOiro Kurafflochi, Okazald, and Tatsuo
Kynstaina, Toyota, all of Japan, assignors to Toyota Jidosha
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Toyota, Japan

Filed Not. 25, 1980, Ser. No. 210,223
Qainis priority, application Japan, Mar. 27, 1980, 55-39536
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jul. 26,

2000, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 B60K 41/24
U.S. a. 74—867

6 7 8

oQDD

1 Gaim

1. For an automatic transmission for an engine powered
vehicle, comprising:

a gear transmission mechanism and a plurality of fluid pres-
sure actuated friction engaging mechanisms, a plurality of
speed stages being provided by said gear transmission
mechanism according to selective actuation of said fric-

tion engaging mechanisms;
a fluid pressure control system comprising:
(a) a line fluid pressure control valve which produces a line

fluid pressure which increases from a predetermined base
pressure by an amount approximately proportional to the
degree of a throttle opening representative of engine load;

(b) a throttle fluid pressure control valve which produces a
throttle fluid pressure which is approximately propor-
tional to the degree of said throttle opening;

(c) a shift valve which receives supply of said line fluid
pressure and which selectively supplies it according to the
operational conditions of the vehicle;

(d) a fluid pressure passage which receives said selective
supply of fluid pressure from said shift valve and which
conducts it to one of said friction engaging mechanisms;

(e) an accumulator comprising an accumulator chamber and
a back pressure chamber, the accumulator chamber being
connected so as to accumulate fluid from an intermediate
point on said passage; and

(0 a means for controlling fluid pressure, comprising:
a first fluid pressure modulation valve which comprises a

first bore;

a first valve element slidably mounted within said first bore;
a first input port opening in said first bore;
a first output port, opening in said first bore, communication

of which with said first input port is established when said
first valve element is positioned beyond a first point in a
first direction within said first bore, and communication of
which to said first input bore is interrupted when said first

valve element is positioned beyond said first point in the
direction opposite to said first direction within said first

bore;

a first compression coil spring biasing said first valve ele-
ment in said first direction; and

a first biasing chamber, supply of fluid pressure to which
biases said first valve element in the direction opposite to
said first direction; said throttle fluid pressure being sup-
plied to said first input port, and a throttle modulator fluid
pressure being taken out from said first output port and
also being fed therefrom to said first biasing chamber; and

a second fluid pressure modulation valve which comprises
a second bore;

a second valve element slidably mounted within said second
bore;

a second input port opening in said second bore;
a second output port, opening in said second bore, communi-

cation of which with said second input port is established
when said second valve element is positioned beyond a
second point in a second direction within said second
bore, and communication of which to said second input
port is interrupted when said second valve element is

positioned beyond said second point in the direction oppo-
site to said second direction within said second bore;

a second compression coil spring biasing said second valve
element in said second direction;

a second biasing chamber, supply offluid pressure to which
biases said second valve element in the direction opposite
to said second direction; and

a third biasing chamber, supply of fluid pressure to which
biases said second valve element in said second direction;
said line fluid pressure being supplied to said second input
port, said throttle modulator fluid pressure being supplied
to said third biasing chamber, and an output fluid pressure
of said fluid pressure control means being taken out from
said second output port and also being fed therefrom to
said second biasing chamber;

wherein structural parameters of said first and second fluid
pressure modulation valves are so determined that, in a
first range the degree of throttle opening between zero
opening and a relatively small intermediate opening said
output fluid pressure is lower than said line fluid pressure
and increases more rapidly than said line fluid pressure as
said throttle opening increases so as to become the same as
said line fluid pressure when the throttle opening reaches
the upper limit of said first range of throttle opening, in a
second range the degree of throttle opening between a
relatively large intermediate opening and full opening,
said output fluid pressure is lower than said line fluid
pressure and is substantially constant regardless of said
throttle opening so as to be the same level as the line fluid
pressure at the lower limit of said throttle opening in said
second range, and in a third range the degree of throttle
opening between said first range and said second range
said output fluid pressure is the same as said fluid line
pressure.

4 428,259
FAIL SAFE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION LOCK UP

CLUTCH CONTROL SYSTEM
Seitoku Kubo, Toyota; Koi^iro Kununochi, Okazakl, and Tatsuo

Kyushima, Toyota, all of Japan, assignors to Toyota Jidosha
Kabushild Kaisha, Toyota, Japan

Filed Jul. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 287,864
Int. a.3 B60K 41/16

U.S. a. 74-867 2 Oaims
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1. In an automatic transmission for an engine driven vehicle
comprising:
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(a) a gear transmission mechanism comprising a plurality of
hydraulic fluid pressure activated friction engaging mech-
anisms, including a first friction engaging mechanism
which, when engaged, provides a highest speed stage, and
a second friction engaging mechanism which, when en-

gaged, provides a next to highest speed stage, provided
that the other friction engaging mechanisms are engaged
or disengaged according to a particular predetermined
pattern of combination ofengagement and disengagement;
and

(b) a torque converter with a lock up clutch, comprising a

first and second hydraulic fluid channel communicated
with an interior of said torque converter, said lock up
clutch being selectively engaged or disengaged according
to whether hydraulic fluid pressure is supplied to said first

hydraulic fluid channel and is released from said second
hydraulic fluid channel or it is supplied to said second
hydraulic fluid channel and is released from said first

hydraulic fluid channel;

a transmission control system comprising:

(c) a source of hydraulic fluid pressure;

(d) a line hydraulic fluid pressure control valve which pro-

duces a line hydraulic fluid pressure from said source;

(e) a governor hydraulic fluid pressure control valve which
produces a governor hydraulic fluid pressure from said

line hydraulic fluid pressure, said governor hydraulic fluid

pressure being representative of vehicle speed and increas-

ing with increase of vehicle speed;

(0 a converter hydraulic fluid pressure control valve which
produces a converter hydraulic fluid pressure from said

source;

(g) a speed shift valve which switches over a supply of said

line hydraulic fluid pressure alternatively to provide a
brake hydraulic fluid pressure when said gear transmission

is to provide said highest speed stage or to provide a
clutch hydraulic fluid pressure when said gear transmis-

sion is to provide said next to highest speed stage;

(h) a lock up clutch control valve comprising a housing
formed with a bore, a valve spool member and a piston

member coaxially fitted within said bore so as to abut
against one another by their ends, and a spring which
biases said valve spool member towards said piston, a first

chamber being defined at one end of said piston member
towards said piston, a first chamber being defined at one
end of said piston member remote from said valve spool
member, to which said piston member exposes a first

effective pressure receiving surface, a second chamber
being defined around meeting ends of said valve spool

member and said piston member, to which said valve
spool member exposes a second effective pressure receiv-

ing surface; and

a third chamber being defined at another end of said valve
spool member remote from said piston member, to which
said valve spool member exposes a third effective pressure

receiving surface, said third effective pressure receiving

surface being so small as compared with first and second
effective pressure receiving surfaces that said valve spool
member is shifted toward said third chamber when either

said first or second chamber is supplied with said line

hydraulic fluid pressure while said third chamber is sup-

. plied with said line hydraulic fluid pressure, said lock up
clutch control valve being switched over so as to supply
said converter hydraulic fluid pressure to said first hy-

draulic fluid channel while releasing said second hydrau-
lic fluid channel when said valve spool member is shifted

toward said third chamber, and to supply said converter
hydraulic fluid pressure to said second hydraulic fluid

channel while releasing said first hydraulic fluid channel

when said valve spool member is shifted toward said

second chamber; and

(i) a lock up clutch control hydraulic fluid circuit, including

a least one switch-over valve which is actuated by said

governor hydraulic fluid pressure and conducts said brake

hydraulic fluid pressure and said clutch hydraulic fluid

pressure separately to one and the other of said first and

second chambers of said lock up clutch control valve

when said governor hydraulic fluid pressure is higher than

a predetermined value, while constantly supplying said

line hydraulic fluid pressure to said third chamber of said

lock up clutch control valve.

4,428,260

METHOD OF FORMING A CUTTING EDGE
Richard R. Eby, Ephrata, Pa., aaaignor to Sperry Corporation,
New Holland, Pa.

Filed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,464
Int. a.' B21K 19/00. 11/00

U.S. a. 76—104 R 5 Claims
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1. A method of forming a long wearing shear edge on a

shearbar comprising the steps of:

machining a groove in a shearbar of a first material having a

hardness h|, said bar having an elongated axis and having
a substantially rectangular cross section including an

upper and lower surface and a pair of side surfaces, said

groove being formed in the direction of said axis in said

upp>er surface adjacent to and spaced from one of said side

surfaces at a thickness t, said groove having a common
arcuate surface with said bar;

using a plasma arc welding process, filling said groove with

a second material having a hardness h2, where h2>hi;
milling off said one side surface adjacent said groove until

said thickness t diminishes and exposes said groove; and
grinding said milled side for forming a sharp comer with

said upper surface.

4,428,261

SCREW FEED APPARATUS FOR USE WITH A POWER
SCREWDRIVING TOOL

Yukihiro Takatsu; Shoichi Yamaraoto, and Masani Kamioka, all

of Shiga, Japan, assignors to Niaco Inc., Shiga, Japan
Filed Feb. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 351,463

Oaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 23, 1981, 56-

24867[U]; Sep. 14, 1981, 56-1 3697 1[U]

Int. a.' B25B 2i/02
U.S. a. 81—434 5 Claims

1. A screw feed apparatus for use with a power screwdriving
tool, comprising

an internally threaded adapter detachable by threads to an

externally threaded shank portion of said tool,

an elongated driver member detachable at one end to a

chuck formed with said shank portion,

a casing relatively slidably mounted on said adapter,

at least one spring disposed within said casing, for urging

said adapter axially outwardly,

a pair of brackets mounted to a forward end of said casing
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and provided with guide means for guiding a flexible

magazine belt in a direction transverse to a longitudinal

axis of said tool,

said magazine belt carrying a series of self-drilling screws
which are aligned in line and spaced at a regular pitch,

a pair of feed sprocket wheels disposed within said brackets,

for feeding said magazine belt intermittently by said regu-

lar pitch,

a nose piece mounted to a forward end of at least one of said

brackets, for providing a predetermined distance of screw
receiving space between said forward end of the brackets

and a workpiece into which the self-drilling screws are

driven,
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a ratchet wheel supported by one of said brackets so as to

co-rotate with said pair of feed sprocket wheels,

a slide member supported on said casing so as to be axially

slidable back and forth rectilinearly,

said slide member being so arranged as to move toward said

ratchet wheel in response to forward movement of said

adapter and move away from said ratchet wheel in re-

sponse to rearward movement of said adapter, and
a claw means operatively supported by said slide member so

as to force the ratchet wheel to rotate intermittently by
said regular pitch as said slide member moves away from
said ratchet wheel.

4,428,262

ADJUSTABLE LONG LIFE STRIPPER
Charles D. Vlahek, 4807 W. Main St., BeUeviUe, 111. 62223

Filed Jul. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 396,803

Int. a.5 B26D 7/06
U.S. a. 83-139 1 oaim

1. An adjustable long life stripper, comprising, in combina-
tion, a hollow, cylindrical main body having an end wall on
one end thereof and an opening on an opposite and thereof, and
a cup-shaped adjustably mounted on said opposite end, a cen-
tral opening through said cap for receiving a punch there-
through, a pair of bayonet slots on opposite sides of said cap, a
pair of outwardly protruding pins on opposite sides of said
main body for engagement in said bayonet slots, and each said
bayonet slot comprising an axially extending portion and a
circumferentially extending portion which is angularly in-

clined, said angularly inclined portion including a row of
notches along its length for seating said pins selectively.

4,428,263

FOOD LOAF SLiaNG MACHINE
Scott A. Lindee, New Lenox, and Glenn A. Sandberg, Lockport,

both of III., assignors to Formax, Inc., Mokena, III.

Filed Oct. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 309,699

Int. a.3 B26D 1/18. 3/22
U.S. a. 83—354 2iaaims

1. In a high volume food loaf slicing machine of the kind
comprising:

a loaf support, supporting a food loaf for movement along a
downwardly inclined path;

loaf feed conveyor means, positioned at the lower end of the
food loaf path, for continuously advancing a food loaf
along that path and into a slicing station;

and a rotory knife, supported for orbital movement into and
out of the slicing station in a direction transverse to the
food loaf path, for cyclically cutting individual slices from
the loaf as the loaf enters the slicing station;

the improvement comprising:

variable speed main drive motor means;
knife orbit drive connection means, connecting the main

drive motor means to the knife to drive the knife through
its orbital movement at a slicing rate determined by the
speed of the main drive motor means;

conveyor drive connection means, connecting the main
drive motor means to the loaf feed conveyor means to
drive the conveyor means at a loaf feed rate determined in

part by the speed of the main drive motor means;
variable speed knife rotation motor means, connected to the

knife to drive the knife through its rotary motion at a
cutting rate determined by the speed of the knife rotation
motor means and independent of the speed of the main
drive motor means;

a collar encompassing the loaf at the entrance to the slicing

station, the collar being of transverse split construction,
including flrst and second collar members, one collar

member being movable toward and away from the other
in a direction transverse to the food loaf path;

collar closure means, connected to the one collar member,
for biasing the movable collar member toward the other
collar member to maintain both collar members in prede-
termined limited pressure engagement with the lowermost
end of the feed loaf but permitting continuous movement
of the loaf through the collar;

a loaf size sensor, connected to the one collar member, for

sensing movements of the one collar member indicative of
variations in cross-sectional area of the loaf;

and control means, connected to the loaf size sensor, for

actuating the conveyor drive connection means to vary
the loaf feed conveyor speed to compensate for changes in

loaf cross-sectional area.
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4,428,264

APPARATUS FOR FORMING AN ELEMENT-FREE GAP
IN A CONTINUOUS SLIDE FASTENER CHAIN

Hideo Shimai, Namerikawa, Japan, assignor to Yoahlda Kogyo
K. K., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,845
Qaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 12, 1981, 56-19977

Int. a.3 B26D 1/25. 7/02
VJS. a. 83—465 10 Clainu

blades respectively, so that movement of said first arbor m
a second axial direction opposite to said first axial direc-

tion increases the engagement force between the male and
female blades;

(h) a stationary, cup-shaped member secured to said frame
adjacent to said one end of said first arbor, the floor of said

cup-shaped member having a threaded opening coaxial

with said first arbor;

(i) a movable member threadedly received in said opening;

1. An apparatus for forming a space section devoid of cou-
pling elements in a continuous slide fastener chain having a

pair of rows of interengaged coupling elements, the apparatus
comprising:

(a) a stationary die having an elongated vertical slot opening

,
to the top surface of said die for underlying the interen-

gaged coupling elements;

(b) a reciprocable punch blade movable toward and away
from said die and having cutting edges along opposite
sides, said cutting edges being projectable into said elon-

gated slot for cutting the interengaged coupling element
along a length corresponding to the length of the space
section to be formed, and

(c) means responsive to the position of said punch blade for

locating the slide fastener chain in the desired position

relative to said punch blade,

(d) said punch blade being relieved at opposite ends along
said cutting edges so as to form a pair of wing portions

disposed one on each side of said punch blade, said elon-

gated slot in said die having at its opposite ends a pair of
lateral branches disposed one on each side of said elon-

gated slot in opposite relation to said sides of said punch
blade on which said wing portions are disposed, respec-

tively.

4,428,265

TAPE SLITTER AXIAL LOADING SYSTEM
James C. Bolton, Ojai, Calif., assignor to Industrial Tools Inc.,

Ojai, Calif.

Filed Oct 22, 1981, Ser. No. 313,760
Int. a.3 B23D 19/04; B26D 1/24

U.S. a. 83—502 5 Oaims
4. A tape slitter including, in combination:

(a) a frame;

(b) a first arbor;

(c) bearing means supporting said first arbor at each end in

said frame for rotational movement relative to sad frame,

said bearing means and first arbor being axially movable in

said frame;

(d) a plurality of male blades in the form of discs carried on
said first arbor in axially spaced positions;

(e) a second arbor;

(0 bearing means holding said second arbor at each end in

said frame against axial movement while providing proper
bearing for rotation;

(g) a plurality of female blades carried by said second arbor

and having portions facing in a first axial direction

towards one end of said first arbor for engaging said male

(j) resilient means received in said cup-shaped member posi-

tioned between said movable member and said bearing
means supporting said first arbor at said one end; and

(k) a manually adjustable torque applying means to rotate

said movable member until a given torque is exerted on
said torque applying means corresponding to a given axial

force, after which said movable member can no longer be
rotated by said torque applying means

whereby a desired given force of said male blades against said

female blades can be automatically set by said torque applying
means without the need of special force indicating gauges.

4,428,266

MITER SAW HAVING A SWIVEL HANDLE
Burton G. Keddie, Elm GroTe, Wis., assignor to Hempe Manu-

facturing Co., New Berlin, Wis.

Filed Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 340,159

Int. aj B27B 21/00; B27G 5/02
U.S. CI. 83—767 9 Qaims
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8. Mitering apparatus comprising:

a table for supporting the material to be cut,

an arm mounted under the table for swinging in a horizontal

plane about a vertical axis,

a pair of spaced apart post members projecting vertically

upwardly from the arm,

guide means slidable on the respective post members, said

guide means each having means defining a slot through

which a saw blade travels for cutting material on the table,

a linear bearing element pivotally attached to each guide
means at an end thereof remote from the slots, each bear-

ing element having a bore whose axis is generally horizon-

tally directed and are aligned with each other,

a frame structure comprising an elongated cylindrical mem-
ber slidable axially through the aligned bores of said linear

bearing elements, for performing a sawing operation, and
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upright link members, respectively, connected intermedi-
ate their ends to opposite ends of said cylindrical member,

a saw blade spanning between one pair of corresponding
ends of said link members and passing through said slots,

means for urging the other corresponding ends of said links
members towards each other to thereby spread said one
pair of ends for holding said blade in tension,

a longitudinally extending shaft fixed in a selected one of
said handle or a link member and joumaled for rotation in

the other of said handle or link member for permitting said
handle to swivel continuously about the longitudinal axis
of said shaft lying substantially in the plane of the blade to
thereby prevent any twisting force that may be applied to
said handle by the user's arm and hand following their
natural line of action from being transmitted to the blade
while at the same time compelling force applied trans-
versely to said shaft axis to induce cutting to be transmit-
ted through said shaft only in the plane of the blade.

4,428^7 '

DIGITAL SEMICONDUCTOR aRCUIT FOR AN
ELECTRONIC ORGAN

Helmut Rosier; Otto MiiUbaner, both of Munich; Josef Dempf,
Kloster-Lechfeld, and Klaus-Dieter Bigall, Vaterstetten, all of
Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Siemens Aktiengesell-
•cliaft, Berlin and Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Jun. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 277,892
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 1,

1980, 3024931

Int. a.J GIOH 1/00
U.S. a 84-1.01 6 Qaims

each of the memories being followed by a respective decoder;
a tone address counter provided with counting pulses from the
shift pulses of the shift register for addressing the respective
pair of memories associated with the individual audiofre-
quency signal outputs in such a manner that a first one of the
memories and a following first decoder are associated with
evaluation of the tone name, and a second one of the memories,
as well as a following second decoder, is associated with evalu-
ation of the octave of the tone information associated with the
respective audiofrequency signal based upon the action of the
switching system, and deriving from the keyboard of the or-
gan; each of the outputs of the respective first decoder associ-
ated with the individual audiofrequency signals being tied
together with a respective one of the provided audiofrequency
signal inputs and each of these audiofrequency signal inputs
with one of the provided outputs of the first decoder via a
respective AND gate belonging to a first group ofAND gates,
and the outputs of the first group of AND gates being tied
together via a common first OR gate, and a frequency divider
and a second group ofAND gates being controlled by the first

OR gate, the second input of the individual AND gates of said
second group thereof being addressed by the individual out-
puts of the second decoder, the improvement therein compris-
ing a number t of divider stages in the frequency divider at
least equal to a number q of the octaves provided in the key-
board of the organ, and a number u of the AND gates provided
in the second group of AND gates being greater than the
number q of the octaves provided in the keyboard of the organ;
all of the AND gates of the second group having a third signal'

input; and, at least one setting input connectible by an individ-
ual playing the organ via a switch to the logical level "1," for
addressing said third signal inputs of these AND gates.

4,428^68
SELF-CONTAINED GUITAR AMPLinCATION SYSTEM
Joseph E. Ingoglia, 5564 Whitby Rd., Baltimore, Md. 21206
Continuation of Ser. No. 69,248, Aug. 23, 1979, abandoned,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 952,922, Oct. 19,
1978, abandoned. This application Mar. 16, 1982, Ser. No.

358,742

Int. a.J GIOD 1/08; GlOG 7/00; GIOH i/1%
U.S. a. 84--L16 10 Qaims

1. In a digital semiconductor circuit for an electronic organ
having a plurality of control inputs addressed via a keyboard
and corresponding in number to the number of keys of the
organ keyboard, and a plurality of audiofrequency signal in-
puts addressed with periodic electrical oscillations by an oscil-
lator system, each control input being associated with a respec-
tive key of the keyboard and each audiofrequency signal input
being permanently assigned with a respective tone frequency
of the highest octave of the organ; the control signals serving
to address the control inputs by the keys of the keyboard
corresponding to the logical levels "1" and **0"; the individual
control inputs being associated with a respective cell of a
clock-controlled shift register which is operated as a parallel-
to-series converter, and the signal output of the shift register as
well as clock pulses applied for the operation thereof being
provided for controlling a switching system having as inputs a
totality of the audiofrequency signal inputs and also having a
totality of audiofrequency signal outputs, the audiofrequency
signal outputs respectively controlling an amplitude controller
and being less in number than the number of the control inputs;
two memories, respectively, being associated with each of the
audiofrequency signal outputs of the switching system and

1. In an electrical guitar, said electrical guitar having a body
means and strings as parts thereof, said body means having a
top portion thereof, said top portion being located immediately
under said strings, a self-contained guitar amplification system,
comprising:

a first sound pick-up means, said first sound pick-up means
being suitably and securely affixed to the exterior surface
of said top portion of said body means of said electrical

guitar, said first sound pick-up means being disc-like in

configuration and magnetic, said magnetic disc-like first

sound pick-up means having a magnetic quality, said first

sound pick-up means being capable of picking up sound
vibrations from said exterior surface of said body means
when said guitar is played;

a second sound pick-up means, said second sound pick-up
means having a first side and a second side, said first side

being placed upon said first sound pick-up means, said
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second sound pick-up means being disc-like in configura-
tion and magnetic, said magnetic disc-like second sound
pick-up means having a magnetic quality, said magnetic
quality of said first and second sound pick-up means caus-
ing said disc-like first and second pick-up means to be
magnetically attracted to each other and to be magneti-
cally affixed securely to each other, said second sound
pick-up means being capable of picking up receiving, and
transmitting said sound vibrations receivoi from said first

sound pick-up means by contact therewith, said second
sound pick-up means having a tube-like means projecting
from said second side thereof;

a transmission tube means, said transmission tube means
being removably affixed to said tube-like means on said

second sound pick-up means, said transmission tube means
receiving and transmitting therethrough said sound vibra-

tions received from said second sound pick-up means;
a pair of listening means, said listening means being remov-

ably affixed to said transmission tube means, said listening

means being of a configuration to cover the ears of a
quitarist, said listening means receiving said sound vibra-

tions from said transmission tube means and transmitting

said sound vibrations to the ears of said guitarist.

4,428,269

CHORD TEACHING SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR AN
ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

Angelo A. Bione, Elmhurst, and Donald R. Sauvey, Palatine,

both of III., assignors to The Marmon Group, Inc., Chicago,
III.

Filed Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 340,584
Int a.3 GlOG 1/02, 3/04; GIOH 1/38. 1/40

U.S. a. 84—1.01 51 Gaims
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1. A chord teaching system for use in an electronic musical
instrument having a keyboard providing a keyboard output
signal on at least one of a plurality of keyboard output lines and
a tone generator receiving said keyboard output signal on at

least one of said plurality of keyboard output lines and produc-
ing a musical output and for enabling a instrument player to

choose a chord to be learned, indicating the key corresponding
to at least the root note of the chosen chord and sounding the
chosen chord, said chord teaching system being capable of
operating in at least two different teaching modes and compris-
ing:

a microprocessor unit programmed for operating in at least

two different modes corresponding to the two different

teaching modes of said system and having a plurality of
input lines, a plurality of output lines and a memory con-
taining information signals representing musical chord
type patterns normalized to an alphabetic note;

mode means actuatable by an instrument player to select the

mode of operation of said microprocessor and having a
mode output signal line connected to at least one of said

plurality of input lines of said microprocessor, said mode
means producing a mode output signal on said mode
output line to control the mode of operation of said micro-
processor;

chord type means actuatable by an instrument player to

select the type of said chord chosen and having a chord

type output line connected to at least one of said plurality

of input lines of said microprocessor, said chord type
means producing a chord type signal on said chord type

output line;

select key means actuatable by an instrument player and
forming a portion of said keyboard and having key output
lines connected to at least one of said plurality of input

lines of said microprocessor, said select key means pro-

ducing a key output signal representing the alphabetic

note of said chosen chord;

said microprocessor unit responsive to said chord type signal

for selecting information signals representing one of said

normalized chord type patterns stored in said memory and
responsive to said key output signal for shifting said mfor-
mation signals representing said normalized chord type
patterns into the key of said chosen chord and placing said

shifted normalized chord type pattern information signals

on at least one of said output lines of said microprocessor;
and,

a visual display means having a plurality of input lines con-
nected to at least one of said plurality of output lines of
said microprocessor and responsive to said shifted normal-
ized chord type pattern information signals for indicating

to the instrument player at least one of said select keys
corresponding to the root note of said chosen chord.

4,428,270

ELECTRONIC VIBRATO OR CELESTE
Anthony C. Ippolito, De Kalb, 111., assignor to The Wurlitzer
Company, De Kalb, III.

Filed Not. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,733

Int. a.3 GIOH 1/043
U.S. a. 84—1J4 23 Claims
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18. Electronic circuit means for creating a vibrato or celeste

effect in an electronic musical instrument having electric oscil-

lations corresponding to musical tones comprising means for

producing a plurality of fiat topped triangular waves having
reverse slopes of equal duration, the fiat top of each wave
being of substantial duration relative to a half cycle of that

wave, a like plurality of electronic delay means capable of
modulation and to which said electric oscillations are fed, and
means connecting said wave producing means to said delay
means to modulate the delay.

4,428^1
METHOD AND MEANS FOR ATTACHING REED TO

WIND INSTRUMENTS
Thomas W. Winalow, and John G. Winslow, III, both of 1106

Shasta Dr., Madison, WU. 53704
Continuation-itt-part of Ser. No. 212,073, Dm. 1, 1980,

abandoned. This appllcatioa Jnl. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 287,231

Int. a.} GIOD 9/02
U.S. a. 84—383 R i] Claims

1. A ligature for a single reed musical wind instrument com-
prising in combination

a band for encircling the mouthpiece body of a wind instru-

ment wherein said band is provided with means for tighten-

ing and loosening clamping pressure exerted thereby,

a plurality of orifices oriented substantially perpendicular
axially to surface tangency with said band,
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at least one post detachably interchangable and selectively

disposed among said orifices extending through one said

orifice for contacting and securing a reed on a wind instru-

ment mouthpiece body wherein said post embodies an ex-
tremity configured as a contact point and comprises a mate-

4,428^73
AUTOMATIC CHORDER FOR STRINGED

INSTRUMENTS
Emile H. Favron, 116 Mountain St., Sudbury, Ontario, Canada
P3B 2R2

Filed Jan. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 340,871
Qaims priority, application Canada, Jan. 27, 1981, 369433

Int. a.3 GIOD 3/08
U.S. a. 84-317 26 Qaims

rial of selectively chosen resiliently yieldable properties
configured and disposed for resiliently transmitting clamp-
ing force exerted by said band solely to said contact point

independent of any other post, thereby to resiliently secure a

reed on a mouthpiece body.
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4,428,272

DRUM HOOP
Robert Andre, Des Plaines, and Alfred J. LeMert, Mount Pros-

pect, both of III., assignors to Ludwig Industries, Inc., Chi-
cago, 111.

Continuation of Ser. No. 89,512, Oct. 30, 1979, abandoned. This
application Not. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 324,003

Int. a.' GIOD J3/02
U.S. a. 84-413 8 Qaims

1. Apparatus to facilitate playing of a stringed musical instru-
ment such as a guitar, banjo, or the like including a head, a
neck having frets spaced longitudinally therealong and a plu-
rality of strings spaced laterally thereacross, adjacent strings
being spaced an equal distance from each other and being
tuned to have a difference in pitch of four half-tones, said
apparatus comprising:

(a) frame means mountable on said neck;
(b) a plurality of levers pivotally mounted to said frame
means and, when mounted on the neck of said stringed
musical instrument, extending transversely over the neck
and strings of the musical instrument; each of said levers
having a plurality of string contacting means, each string
contacting means being engageable with at least one of the
strings; said levers being independently moveable between
an upper position in which the string contacting means are
out of engagement with the strings and a lower position in
which the string conUcting means engage selected strings
corresponding to the fingering of a selected chord;

(c) means for releasably securing to the frame one of the
levers in the lower position; and

(d) means for biasing the levers out of engagement with said
strings;

said frame means including sliding means for lateral shifting of
the levers between different lateral positions, two consecutive
lateral positions having a distance equal to the distance be-
tween two adjacent strings.

I. A counter hoop for a musical drum, said drum comprising
a flexible and tensionable drum head including a peripheral

edge,

a locking ring secured to the peripheral edge of the drum
head,

a shell having at least one surface with which said drum head
contacts and against which it is held tightly when the
drum is assembled,

adjustable head tensioning means for varying the tension of
the drum head by drawing it over said shell conuct sur-
face, said hoop comprising

a main body portion, including an inner channel, and
an outer channel formed by a pair of extensions extending
from the main body portion,

said outer channel comprising a smooth outer surface sub-
stantially free of protuberances extending therefrom,

one of said extensions together with a surface of said counter
hoop and the drum shell being in substantial flat surface
contact with three sides of said head channel to prevent
rotation of the same when tension is applied to said ten-

sioning means.

4,428,274

VACUUM BOOSTER DEVICE
Hiroo Takeuchi, Asashina; Nobuaki Hachlro, and Yoshihisa

Miyazaki, both of Ueda, all of Japan, assignors to Nissin
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Nagano, Japan

FUed Jun. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 275,772
Qaims priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 10, 1980, 55-125743

Int. a.3 F15B 9/10
U.S. Q. 91-369 A 7 Oaim

1. A vacuum booster device comprising a booster shell, a
booster piston axially slidably positioned in said booster shell,

a piston diaphragm having inner and outer peripheral edges
secured to the rear surface of said booster piston and the inner
peripheral surface of said booster shell, a front side first work-
ing chamber and a rear side second working chamber defined
in said booster shell by said booster piston and said piston
diaphragm, said first working chamber communicating with a
vacuum supply source, said second working chamber selec-

tively communicating with said first working chamber or the
external atmosphere through a control valve, an input rod
located opposite to said booster piston for movement toward
and away from said booster piston, said input rod being con-
nected to said control valve to produce a pressure difference
between said working chambers for causing said booster piston
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to follow the forward movement of said input rod, tie rods
extending through said booster piston and said piston dia-

phragm for connecting the front and rear walls of said booster
shell, said piston diaphragm having a plurality of through holes
for passage of said tie rods, sealing means positioned between
said tie rods and booster piston for permitting the free move-
ment of said booster piston, said sealing means including a first

annular bead integrally formed around the inner peripheral

edge of said piston diaphragm, a plurality of second annular
beads integrally formed around the peripheral edges of each of
said through holes, and a plurality of paired straight beads
formed on one side of said piston diaphragm and extending
between said first bead and said second beads along common
tangential lines with respect to said first bead and said second
beads.

4,428,275

DEVICE FOR CONNECTING A PLUNGER AT ITS
CRANK END TO A CONNECTING ROD

Adalbert Huperz, Hockenheim, and Wolfgang Maasberg,
Hiinxe-Krudenburg, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors

to Woma-Apparatebau W. Maasberg A Co. GmbH, Fed. Rep.
of Germany

Filed May 4, 1981, Ser. No. 260,218
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 9,

1980, 3017773

Int. Q.J F16J 1/14: F16C 9/00
U.S. Q. 92-188 4 Qaims
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1. In a device for connecting a plunger having high surface

hardness and made of ceramic material, to a connecting rod,

the crosshead having a coupling element with a flange, and a
coupling nut mounted to the flange, the improvement wherein
the coupling element (4) includes a centering bore (7) and a

shoulder engaged with the coupling nut (6), and further com-
prising a thnist plate (9) mounted to the coupling element, said

thrust plate having a first side with a centering stud (8) ex-

tended into said centering bore and an annular shoulder sur-

rounding said centering stud seated against the flange (5), said

thrust plate having a centering recess (10) on a second side

opposite said first side for receivingly centering an end (11) of

the plunger (1). a collar (13) threadably engaged to the cou-

pling nut (6) and having a cylindrical recess therein through

which the plunger extends, said collar engaged over said thrust

plate at an end of said thrust plate on said second side thereof

and clamping means connected to the plunger and disposed in

said cylindrical recess for clamping the plunger to said collar.

4,428,276

O-RING SEAL FOR PISTON OF DOUBLE-ACTING
FLUID PRESSURE CYLINDER

Stanley M. Loveless, Oshtemo Township, Kalamazoo County,
Mich., assignor to Humphrey Products Company, Kalamazoo,
Mich.

Filed Oct. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 313,039

Int. Q.J F16J 9/00
U.S. Q. 92-249 9 Claims
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1. A double-acting pneumatic cylinder, compnsing:
a housing having a substantially cylindrical chamber therein;

a piston of circular cross section supported coaxially in said

housing chamber for movement axially thereof, said pis-

ton having an annular circumferential groove in a radially

outer surface thereof, said groove being defined between
a pair of opposed, spaced, substantially axially facing

annular surfaces;

said piston also having an annular rib extending radially

outwardly from the bottom of said groove in axially

spaced relationship between said annular surfaces, the

radially outward extension of said rib from the bottom of
said groove being a small fraction of the radial depth of
the groove;

means defining two passageways in said housing which
communicate with said chamber on opposite sides of said

piston for conducting pressurized air to said chamber; and
an elastomeric O-ring encircling said piston within said

annular groove, said O-ring having an outside diameter

slightly greater than the inside diameter of said housing

chamber and a first annular band of engagement with said

housing chamber, said O-ring having an inside diameter

slightly less than the outside diameter of said annular rib

and a second annular band of engagement with said rib,

the axial width of said annular rib being substantially less

than the cross-sectional diameter of said O-ring, and said

O-ring being transversely movable within said groove in

respose to low air pressure selectively supplied to said

chamber through said passageways by rocking on said rib

and simultaneously sliding along the wall of said housing

chamber between a first position having a third annular

band of engagement with one said annular surface of said

piston and a second position having said third annular

band of engagertient with the other said annular surface of
said piston.

4,428,277

OSaLLAHNG REED AND METHOD
Ronald D. StoufTer, Silver Spring, Md., assignor to Bowles

Fluidics Corporation, Silver Spring, Md.
Division of Ser. No. 119,699, Feb. 8, 1980, Pat. No. 4^36,909.

This applicatiofl Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 302,285

Int. Q.) B60H 1/24
U.S. Q. 98—2 2 Clalns

2. A method of silencing the oscillations of an air operated

resilient reed spring having the downstream end thereof teth-
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ercd and the upstream end free to oscillate back and forth in a
stream of air, which comprises.
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4,428^8
EMERGENCY VENTILATION CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR ANIMAL CONnNEMENT HOUSE
James A. Sutton, Jr., 816 Henkel Rd., Sutesville, N.C. 28677

FUed Aug. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 296,570
Int. a.3 F24F 13/08

U.S. a. 98-33 R 3 Qaims

2. An emergency ventilation apparatus responsive to electric
power failure for opening covers normally covering ventila-
tion openings in a confinement house of the type used for
raising poultry and livestock, said covers adapted for being
adjustably positioned between a raised position covering said
ventilation openings and a lowered position with said ventila-
tion openings uncovered, said confinement house having elec-
tric power supply means and power ventilation means opera-
bly connected to said electric supply means, said apparatus
comprising:

(a) a magnet energized by said electric power supply means
and de-energized upon failure of said electric power supply
means; .

(b) a winch, winch crank and cable operably connected to said
covers and adapted for raising said covers from a lowered
position to a raised position;

(c) a strand releasably interconnecting said magnet and said
winch crank;

(d) an elongate member pivotally mounted intermediate said
winch crank and said magnet in an overcenter position
impinging upon said strand thereby providing a mechanical
dvanuge to said magnet, said elongate member having a
portion thereof comprised of a magnetically attractable

material for being magnetically engaged to said magnet and
including means for releasably carrying the end of said
strand remote from the end carried by said winch crank and
being positioned intermediate said winch crank and said
magnet in such position that upon de-energization of said
magnet, said elongate member pivots, thereby releasing said
strand and permitting said winch to lower said covers.

forming a series of transverse corrugations spaced along the
body of said reed to prevent twist bending of the body of
said resilient reed.

|

4,428^79
VENTILATION REGISTER

Julius Maus, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to
Gretsch-Unitas GmbH, Fed. Rep. of Germaoy

Filed Sep. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 300,908
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 15.

1980,3034765

Int a? E06B 7/082
U.S. a. 98—98 20 Oalms

1. A ventilation register comprising:

a first body member having at least one opening therein;

a first shutter member slidably mounted to said first body
member and having at least one opening therethrough
selectively alignable and disalignable with said at least one
first body member opening for selectively opening and
closing said first body member opening;

a second body member having at least one opening there-

through;

a second shutter member slidably mounted to said second
body member and having at least one opening there-

through selectively alignable and disalignable with said at

least one second body member opening for selectively

opening and closing said second body member opening;
drive means connected to said first and second shutter mem-

bers for displacing said first and second shutter members
substantially simultaneously in the same direction;

at least two insulation connector members connected be-

tween said first and second body members adjacent oppo-
site longitudinal edges of said first and second body mem-
bers for holding said first and second body members to-

gether and defining a space therebetween;

each of said insulation connector members having a portion
made of insulating material bearing against a respective

shutter for holding each respective shutter against its

respective body member to which it is movably mounted.
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4,428,280

COOKING APPARATUS
Ronald H. Williams, 52A Graenlaad Rd.; Masoa T. Elliott, 3/77

Sylvia Rd., both of Ancklami, New Zealaad, ami Leomuil S.
Mois, Brisbaae, Anttralia, assigaora to Ronald Harry WU-
liams; Mason Thomas Elliott, both of Auckland, New Zealand
and Alexander Peter Mirmikidis, Perth, Australia

Filed Nov. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,562
Claims priority, appUcation New Zealand, Not. 21, 1980.

195614; Dec. 22, 1980, 195909

Int. a.J A47J 37/12
UA a. 99-356 12 Claims

|^ 127

1. Apparatus for cooking foodstuffs comprising:
a gravity hopper for storing and discharging raw or precooked

foodstuffs;

metering means positioned lower than said hopper for meter-
ing a predetermined quantity of the foodstuffs received from
the hopper;

conveyor means operatively connected between said hopper
and said metering means comprising a generally down-
wardly sloping walled ramp, for conveying said foodstuffs

under force of gravity from said hopper to said metering
means;

vibrator means operatively associated with said conveyor
means, for assisting the downward movement of the food-
stuffs;

a vat for holding a cooking medium, positioned lower than said

metering means; and

a cooking container displaceably positioned between said me-
tering means and said vat, which is continuously cyclically
displaceable between a first position in which said container
receives foodstuffs from said metering means, a second
position in which the foodstuffs move under force of gravity
to a cooking part of said container and said cooking part is

placed within said vat, and a third position in which the
cooking part is removed from the vat and the foodstuffs
move under force of gravity to a delivery part of said cook-
ing container and are discharged.

portion falls into a heat source underneath said grill, said

grooves being of a downward slope and direction to effect the

r

4,428,281

COOKING GRILL
R. J. MiUer, 1101 W. Breen Ave., Klngsford, Mich. 49801

Filed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,643

Int. a.J A47J 37/00
U.S. a. 99-445 7 Claims

1. A cooking grill comprising a flat level cooking surface
having a multiplicity of uniformly distributed openings there-

through and a multiplicity of grooves inlaid therein, said open-
ings and grooves being juxUposed so as to effect the flowing of
a major portion of liquids eminating from food being cooked
on said cooking surface into said grooves and a minor portion
of said liquids into said openings through which said minor
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disposition of said major portions of said liquids to a location
distant from said heat source.

4,428.282

CYLINDRICAL BALER WITH SELF-CLEANING DRIVE
ROLLER

Henry D. Anstey, Ottumwa, Iowa, assignor to Deere A Com-
pany, MoUne, III.

nied May 28, 1982, Ser. No. 382,882
Int. a.3 B30B 5/06

U.S. a. 100-88 6 Claims

1. In a baler for forming a cylindrical bale off the ground
comprising:

a pair of spaced sidewalls;

a guide roller extending between said sidewalls; and
a plurality of longitudinally extending, side-by-side belu

transversely spaced between said sidewalls, defining a

bale-forming chamber, and including a span looped below
said roller, said span normally engaging the periphery of
the bale during formation and drivable in a direction to

move said span from the bale to said roller; the improve-
ment wherein said roller comprises:

means for supporting the longitudinal edges of each of said

plurality of belts out of contact with said roller to form a
gap between the edges and the roller.
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4,428,283

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SILK SCREEN
PRINTING ON CONICAL OR CYLINDRICAL

CONTAINERS
Rome R. Rudolph, 4113 Lee Rd., Gibsonia, Pa. 15044; Carl

Strutz, and Frank C. Strutz, both R.D. 2, Camp Trees Rd.,

Mars, Pa. 16046

FUed Jun. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 270,869

Int. a.3 B41F n/22. 17/28. 17/00
U.S. a. 101—35

I
22 Oaims

1. In a method of decorating a surface of a workpiece, the

steps comprising:

supporting the workpiece against rotation about a support
axis spaced from said surface,

moving a frame in an orbital path about said surface,

positioning a squeegee at one side of a decorating screen to

establish line contact between the opposite side of the
screen and said surface,

swinging the decorating screen from said frame while mov-
ing in said orbital path about a pivot axis forming substan-
tially a right angle with said line of contact to roll the
decorating screen along said surface, and concurrently
therewith,

forcing a printing medium through the screen onto said

surface at said line of contact by supporting the squeegee
from said frame to move along the orbital path thereof
about said surface.

4 428,284
BAND AND HAMMER DOT MATRIX PRINTER

WiUiam D. Thome, Wake Forest, N.C., assignor to Internationai
Business Machines Corp., Armonk, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 334,950, Dec. 28, 1981, abandoned.
This application Aug. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 522,246

Int. a.J B41J 3/12. 1/20
U.S. a. 101-93.04 2 Qaims

surface of said paper at least along said desired printing
line;

a dot font element carrier adjacent to the side of said paper
opposite to said platen and generally parallel thereto, said
carrier extending parallel to said printing line;

a plurality of dot font elements connected to said carrier on
a surface thereof facing said paper, all of said dot font
elements being colinearly spaced apart from each other by
at least a first width measured along parallel to said print-
ing line and formed into a single line extending along said
printing line;

a driving means engaging said font element carrier for mov-
ing said carrier at a predetermined velocity in a direction
parallel to said platen and to said printing line to cause said
carrier and said dot font elements to travel along said
printing line;

at least one stationary impact hammer means adjacent to said
dot font element carrier and so positioned that said dot
font element carrier passes between said impact hammer
means and said platen, said hammer having an impact face
of a second width measured along said printing line which
is at least an integral number of widths of dot printer
elements, said second width being less than said first width
of spacing between said adjacent font elements on said
carrier;

hammer actuating means connected to said hammer means
for actuating said hammer means to impact a portion of
the surface of said carrier opposite to the surface of said
carrier on which said dot font elements are connected,
said impact driving at least a portion of said carrier and
said dot font elements thereon toward said recording
paper;

timing means connected to said hammer actuating means for
timing said actuation to impact said carrier when said font
elements thereon are adjacent to portions of said printing
line where printed dots are desired; and

means for shifting said paper in a direction orthogonal to
said printing line and in the plane of said printing line to
position a new portion of said paper on said platen along
said printing line so that selected dots are printed in suc-
cessive lines on said paper with a selectable spacing be-
tween successive lines in order to form a required dot
matrix.

'X

4428,285
OSOLLATORY BAND AND HAMMER DOT MATRIX

PRINTER
Norman F. Cole, Raleigh, and William D. Thome, Wake Forest,

both of N.C., assignors to Intemational Business Machines
Corp., Armonk, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 167,181, Jul. 9, 1980, abandoned. This
appUcation May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,557

Int a.J B41J 3/12, 1/20
U.S. a. 101—93.04 1 Qaim

I ij

. .
1. A dot matrix printing apparatus for printing dots along a

1. A dot matnx pnntmg apparatus for printing dots on a desired printing line on a recording paper, comprising:
recordmg paper along a desired printing line, comprising: a platen, said platen extending at least along the desired

a platen and a recordmg paper, said platen supporting one printing line;
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a movable dot font element carrier adjacent to said platen
and generally parallel thereto, said carrier traversing the
desired printing line;

a plurality of dot font elements in a plurality of sizes con-
nected to said carrier on a surface thereof facing said

platen, said dot font elements being spaced apart from
each other by at least a first width, said first width being
measured along the desired printing line;

a reversible driving means engaging said dot font element
carrier for moving said carrier at a predetermined velocity
in either direction parallel to said platen to cause said

carrier and said dot font elements to traverse the desired
printing line in either direction;

at least one impact hammer adjacent to said dot font element
carrier and so positioned that said dot font element carrier

passes between said impact hammer and said platen, said

impact hammer having an impact face width measured
along the desired printing line which is at least an integral

number of widths of characters in any desired matrix
printing format, said impact face width being less than said

first width of spacing between said adjacent dot font

elements on said carrier;

hammer actuator means connected to said impact hammer
for actuating said impact hammer to impact said dot font

element carrier each said impact driving at least a portion
of said carrier and a said dot font element thereon toward
said platen;

timing means connected to said hammer actuating means for

timing said impact to occur when a said font element of
the desired size is adjacent to a portion of the desired
printing line where a printed dot is desired;

means for shifting said paper in a direction generally orthog-
onal to the desired printing line;

a series of machine-sensible, regularly spaced timing and
font size indicating indicia on said font element carrier;

and

a sensor for said indicia, said sensor being mounted in a fixed

position adjacent to said dot font element carrier for sens-

ing said indicia and developing timing signals for use in

actuating said hammers.

4,428,286

BAND POSITIONING APPARATUS
James DeJager, and Leonard Ward, both of Melbourne, Fia.,

assignors to Storage Technology Corporation, Louisville,

Colo.

Continuation of Ser. No. 149,970, May 15, 1980, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 731,655, Oct. 12, 1976,
abandoned. This application Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 341,574

Int. a.3 B41J 1/60
U.S. a. 101-111 20 Qaims

line being parallel to and defined by the preferred position

of an edge of the endless loop printing band;

a second sensor for generating at an output thereof a second
signal responsive to the edge of the endless loop printing

band drifting to the other side of said reference line;

computer means having a first input coupled to said output
of said first sensor and a second input coupled to said

output of said second sensor, said computer means for

generating at an output thereof correction signals respon-
sive to receiving and comparing said first and second
signals; and

step motor means coupled to said pulley for moving said

pulley and the endless loop printing band toward said

reference line responsive to receiving said correction
signals coupled to an input of said step motor means from
said computer means.

1. A band positioning apparatus for positioning a high speed
endless loop printing band of the type used on impact band
printers, along an axis perpendicular to the direction of feed,

said apparatus comprising in combination:

at least one pulley having a high speed endless loop printing

band riding thereon;

a first sensor for generating at an output thereof a first signal

responsive to an edge of the endless loop printing band
drifting to one side of a reference line, with said reference

4,428,287

METHOD FOR PRODUCTION OF IMPRESSIONS OF
ACCURATE REGISTER ON PRINTING PRESSES

Harry M. Greiner, Offenbach am Main, Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignor to M.A.N.-Roland Dnickmaschinen Aktiengeaell-
schaft. Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 417,566
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 16,

1981, 3136705

Int. a.J B41F 13/24: B41J 33/00
U.S. a. 101-170 9 Oaims

1. A method for the production of high-quality multi-col-

ored printed sheets, the printed sheets being pnnted in a pnnt-
ing press having means for adjusting the density of ink applied
to the sheets and means for adjusting plate cylinder register,

the method comprising the steps of:

printing an ink density check strip on the sheets charactenz-
ing the density of ink applied to the sheets,

printing at least one alignment mark on the sheets character-

izing the positional accuracy of the application of ink by
the printing press, the alignment mark being printed at the

same time that the ink density check strip is printed,

thereafter scanning the alignment mark and the ink density

strip at the same time, determining therefrom respective

register alignment measured values and ink density mea-
sured values at the same time, and determining control

values for register and ink density adjustment at the same
time from the register alignment and ink density measured
values.
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4,428,288
ADJUSTABLE DRIVE SYSTEM FOR MATCHING

SURFACE SPEEDS OF A TRANSFER ROLL AND PLATE
ROLL AND METHOD THEREOF

JuDca R. Harper, Charlotte, and Charles L. O'Klatner, Denver,
both of N.C^ aadgnon to Harper Corporation of America,
Charlotte, N.C.

Filed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,721
Int. a.i B41F 13/12

UA a 101-248 6 aaims

gear clamp bolt; wherein an opening is provided between said
master cylinder and said master cylinder drive gear; wherein
said printing press has an installed control handle means for
selectively loosening and tightening said at least one master
cylinder drive gear clamp bolt to permit selective relative
rotation between said master cylinder and said master cylinder
drive gear; and wherein said device comprises:

shoe means, wherein said shoe means defines a master cylin-
der drive gear slot which is adapted to accept a corre-
sponding part of said master cylinder drive gear to permit
said corresponding part of said master cylinder drive gear
to be selectively firmly engaged by said master cylinder
drive gear slot when said device is installed on said master
cylinder drive gear;

locking means comprising a locking clamp means and lock-
ing clamp drive means, wherein said locking clamp drive
means extends between and is adapted to interconnect said
shoe means and said locking clamp means when said
device is installed on said master cylinder drive gear; and
wherein said locking clamp means and said shoe means are
adapted to be selectively driven by said locking clamp
drive means to selectively tightly sandwich and release
said master cylinder drive gear between said locking
clamp means and said shoe means, to selectively release-

1. A device for applying ink in flexographic printing com-
prising:

a plate roll of a fixed diameter rotatably mounted to said
frame means;

an ink transfer roll rotatably mounted to said frame means
and contacting along an area of contact said plate roll, said
transfer roll having an outside surface holding ink thereon
transferable to said plate roll upon joint rotation thereof,
said surface being of a material to allow reformation to
delete any damaged wear reducing the outside diameter of
said transfer roll to a measurable diameter;

first drive means associated with said plate roll and operable
to drivingly rotate said plate roll over a range from a low
speed to a high speed;

counting means connected to said plate roll operable to
continuously measure rotational speed of said plate roll
over said range and to produce a counting signal propor-
tional thereto;

control means connected to said counting means receiving
said counting signal and operable to allow manual adjust-
ment thereof producing an adjusted signal proportional to
said counting signal over said range; and,

second drive means engaged with said transfer roll and said
control means to receive and adjusted signal and drivingly
rotate said transfer roll as a function of said adjusted signal
and proportional to the rotation of said plate roll as the
diameter of said plate roll is to the diameter of said transfer
roll and allowing the tangential surface speed of said
transfer roll to continuously match along said area of
contact the tangential surface speed of said plate roll over
said range.

4.428,289
PREQSION VERTICAL REGISTRATION ADJUSTMENT

DEVICE FOR A PRINTING PRESS
Gary R. Fair, 3613 Princetown Ct, IjM»y, Wash. 98503

ContiBiiatioB-iB-pwt of Ser. No. 256,091, Apr. 21, 1981,
abudoMd. This appUcation Apr. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 366,725

iBt a? B41F 13/14
MS. a. 101-248 5 a,^

I. A precision vertical registration adjustment device for a
printing press of the type having a master cylinder driven by a
circular master cylinder drive gear; wherein said master cylin-
der dnve gear is releasably secured to the periphery of one end
of said master cylinder with at least one master cylinder drive

ably secure said device to said master cylinder drive gear
when said device is installed on said master cylinder drive
gear; and

vertical registration adjustment means carried by said shoe
means, wherein said vertical registration adjustment
means comprise a pair of adjustment screws carried by
said shoe means; wherein said adjustment screws are
spaced apart from each other and are adapted to bear
against the same side of said opening between said master
cylinder and said master cylinder drive gear to selectively
rotate said master cylinder and said master cylinder drive
gear with respect to each other when said adjustment
screws are selectively actuated to extend one of said ad-
justment screws while the other of said adjustment screws
is retracted, when said device is installed on said master
cylinder drive gear;

wherein when said device is installed on said master cylinder
gear, a portion of at least one of said shoe means and said
locking clamp means is adapted to pass through said open-
ing between said master cylinder and said master cylinder
drive gear; and wherein when said device is installed on
said master cylinder gear, said locking clamp drive means
is sized and located to be adapted to permit said installed

control handle means on said printing press to be used to
drive said locking clamp drive means.
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4,428,290

DEVICE FOR AXIALLY REQPROCATING AN
INKING-UNTT ROLLER OF A ROTARY PRINTING

MACHINE
Rttdi Junghans, Wilhelmsfeld, and Hermann Beisel, Walldorf,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, asaignors to Heidelberger
Dmckmaachinen Aktiengeacllschaft, Heidelberg, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Jun. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 272,196
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 14,

1980, 8015906[U]

Int. a.J B41F 31/14; B41L 27/16
U.S. a. 101—348 4 Qaims

,1. .
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1. Device for axially reciprocating an inking-unit roller of a

rotary printing machine having a fixed shaft and a frictionally

driven roller shell mounted for rotation about the fixed shaft

comprising a pair of rings formed with opposing circular roller

tracks disposed within the inking-unit roller and respectively

secured to the shaft and the roller shell, one of said rings being
skewed in axial direction with respect to the other of said rings,

and a ball rollably received in both of the roller tracks and
actuatable for effecting a step-down in speed of the axial recip-

rocatory motion of the inking-unit roller, said pair of rings

being a radially inner ring secured to the shaft and a radially

outer ring, and including an elastic bearing ring having a spher-

ical bearing surface circumferentially surrounding and engag-
ing said radially outer ring, said radially outer ring being en-

gaged through the intermediary of said elastic bearing ring
with the roller shell and mounted axially skewed relative to

said radially inner ring, and further including respective spacer
rings disposed at both sides of said bearing ring and engaging
the roller shell for guiding said bearing ring.

4,428,291

INKING UNIT FOR A PRINTING PRESS
Joachim Dorow, Neuhofen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Albert-Frankenthal AG, Frankenthal, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,784

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 2,

1981, 3117341

Int. a.3 B41F 31/06. 31/26
U.S. a. 101-350 20 Oaims

cylinder, said inking unit using a high viscosity ink and com-
prising:

(a) a fountain roller;

(b) a form roller for inking said printing plate running against
and at the same surface speed as said plate cylinder and
having a diameter equal to the working diameter of said

plate cylinder;

(c) an ink drum roller for forwarding ink from said fountain
roller to said form roller having a different diameter than
said form roller, wherein said ink drum roller is turned at

the same surface speed as said form roller and at a differ-

ent surface speed than said fountain roller, said ink drum
roller having a screen pattern of ink takeup pockets sepa-
rated by lands on an outer surface thereof, said pattern
being a little finer than the printing image screen on said
printing plate; and

(d) a stripping means for clearing ink from said lands of said
screen pattern on the outer surface of said ink drum roller

4,428,292
HIGH TEMPERATURE EXPLODING BRIDGE WIRE
DETONATOR AND EXPLOSIVE COMPOSITION

Robert A. Riggs, Grand Prairie, Tex., assignor to Halliburton
Company, Duncan, Okla.

Filed Not. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 439,477
Int. a.' C06B 33/10: F42C 19/12

U.S. a. 102-202.7 20 Claims
I. An explosive composition capable of initiation by an

exploding bridge wire comprising:

from about 25 percent to about 50 percent by weight of
hexanitrostilbene;

from about 40 percent to about 70 percent by weight of a
perhalogenate oxidizing agent;

from about 1.5 percent to about 6 percent by weight of a
sensitizing metal, and

from about 0.0006 percent to about 20 percent by weight of
copper ions provided by a suitable copper compound
source.

II. An electrical detonator comprising:

an electrically insulated conuiner;

an explodable bridge wire positioned within said container
and connected to a pair of electrically conductive wires
which penetrate said container to provide a means of
introducing an electrical charge into said bridge wire, and

an explosive composition contained within said container
comprising from about 25 percent to about 50 percent by
weight of hexanitrostilbene, from about 40 percent to

about 70 percent by weight of a perhalogenate oxidizing

agent from about 1.5 percent to about 6 percent by weight
of a sensitizing metal, and from about 0.0006 percent to

about 20 percent by weight of copper ions.

1. In an inking unit for a printing press designed for printing

from a hard printing plate as a printing image carrier having a

printing image screen thereon and mounted on a printing plate

4,428,293

GUN-LAUNCHED VARIABLE THRUST RAMJET
PROJECTILE

Leo Botwln, Weitport, and John A. Simpson, Sontbport, both of
Conn., assignors to United Technologies Corporation, Hart-
ford, Conn.

Filed Dec. 19, 1980, Ser. No. 217,970

Int a.' F42B 15/10
VS. a. 102—381 6 Claims

1. A variable thrust ramjet weathercock stable projectile

suitable for launching from a gun, comprising:

a casing having an air inlet which operates as a supersonic

diffuser to increase the pressure of air entering said inlet;

a duct means leading from said inlet to a combustion cham-
ber in which a fuel is burned, a nozzle means positioned in

said casing near the rear end of said combustion chamber
through which hot gases are exhausted providing thrust to

said ramjet;

bleed means positioned in said casing, and opening into said

duct, said bleed means being adjusuble between a closed
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position in which no air is bled from said duct and an
opened position in which air is bled from said duct;

control means connected to said bleed means for moving
said bleed means between its opened and closed positions,

said control means including means for measuring any
error in an initial ideal muzzle velocity imparted to said

projectile during launching and for measuring any subse-

quent velocity deviation from a preselected velocity pro-
file of a ballistic vacuum trajectory; and

whereby said projectile is maintained in a thrust-drag bal-

ance such that it follows a predetermined vacuum ballistic

trajectory.

4,428,294

HNLESS GUN-HRED PRACTICE ROUND
Edmund W. Falkowski, Montague, and Michael J. Kolasa,

Garfield, both of N.J., assignors to The United States of

America as represented by the Secretary of the Army, Wash-
ington, D.C.

Filed Aug. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 408,316

Int. a.3 F42B 13/20
U.S. a. 102—444 5 Qalms

1. A Tmless gun-fired practice round which comprises:
a cartridge case;

a single base propellant operatively disposed in said car-
tridge case;

a centrally disposed perforated igniter for igniting said pro-
pellant;

primer means axially positioned in said cartridge case for
activating said igniter;

a cylindrically shaped warhead operatively staked in said

cartridge case which includes;

a cylindrically shaped hollow after body having an inter-

nally threaded open end and a closed end, an annular
slip band groove, and an annular cartridge wall groove
therein;

an obturator slip band operatively disposed in said slip

band groove;

a spike nose member threadedly attached to said open end
of said after body, said spike nose member having a

difference in density over said after body equal to or

greater than 2.5 to 1 and a configuration designed to

maintain the warhead center of gravity forward of the

warhead aerodynamic center of pressure by a longitudi-

nal distance equal to greater than 0.5 calibers; and
a cup shaped wear liner operatively disposed intermediate

the inner wall of said cartridge and said single base
propellant and intermediate the rear end of said after

body and said single-base propellant.

4,428^5
HIGH DENSITY SHOT

Venkataramany S. Urs, Godfrey, III., assignor to Olin Corpora-
tion, Stamford, Conn.

Filed May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374,363
Int. a.3 B22F 3/00

U.S. a. 102-448 6 Gaims
1. High density shot which consists essentially of an unsin-

tered cold-compacted mixture of at least two metal powders, a
first one of such powders being more dense than lead and a
second one of such powders being flowable under compaction
to serve as a binder.

4,428,296

RAILROAD TRACK RELAYING TRAIN
Fredy Scheuchzer, Lausanne, and Fritz Buhler, Ecublens, both

of Switzerland, assignors to Les Fils d'Auguste Scheuchzer
S.A., Lausanne, Switzerland

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 30,818, Apr. 17, 1979, Pat. No.
4,307,667. This application Aug. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 289,902
Qaims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 19, 1978,

4178/78

Int. a.3 EOIB 27/11. 29/05
U.S. a. 104—2 8 Oaims
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1. A train for relaying railroad track in a relaying zone
comprising:

(a) cars for transporting ties and fixing means,

(b) a sequence of working cars comprising at least a car for

removing old rails and ties or track panels, a ballast exca-
vating car, and track relaying car, each of said working
cars carrying working instrumentalities and having at

both ends bogies adapted to run on rails;

(c) a coupling frame between each two consecutive working
cars and connected by universal joints with adjacent ends
of said cars, said coupling frames carrying no working
instrumentalities,

(d) at least one track-laying or caterpillar truck supporting

each of said coupling frames and adapted to move on the

ballast or cleared track bed, means for raising and lower-
ing said coupling frame relative to the respective track

and means for driving and steering said trucks, said ends of
said working cars being supported by said coupling frame
in its raised position to unload said bogie trucks adjacent

to said ends and to carry them in a lifted position above
said ballast or cleared track bed,

(e) controllable hydraulic bumpers or buffers on opposite

ends of said coupling frames for keeping the coupling
frames in predetermined longitudinal relation to said

working cars between which said coupling frames are

disposed, and

(0 guide members provided at the end of a working car

adjacent a coupling frame and bearing on the adjacent end
of the respective coupling frame for keeping the chassis of
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said car in the proper transverse parallel position in rela-
tion to the coupling frame.

4,428,297

RAILWAY TRACK TAMPING MACHINE
Jorg Ganz, Etoy, Switzerland, assignor to Sig Societe Indus-

trielle Suisse, Schaffhauaen, Switzerland

Filed Feb. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 352,755
Qaims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 5, 1981.

1465/81

Int. a.3 EOIB 27/16
U.S. a. 104-12 2 Qaims

downstream end, said frame supporting fint. second and third

aligned drive tubes between tracks which are adapted to sup-
port a driverless vehicle, the ends of said second tube being at

all times spaced from the adjacent ends of the first and third
tubes, a first motor coupled to the first drive tube for rotating
the same about its longitudinal axis at a first speed, a second
motor coupled to the third dnve tube for rotating the same
about its longitudinal axis at a second speed which is different
from said first speed, control means along the second drive
tube for slowing down a vehicle as the vehicle moves along the
second drive tube, and clutch means for selectively enabling
only the first motor to drive said first and second tubes at the
same speed and then enable only the second motor to drive
said second and third tubes at the second speed with a smooth
transition between the first and second speeds.

1. A railway track tamping machine whose rolling chassis

(1) is equipped with at least two tamping units (2, 3) for com-
pacting the ballast on opposite sides of two lines of rail, each
having at least two oscillating, pivoting tools (25) in the form
of articulated levers arranged on a tool holder (26) mounted
for vertical movement in a gantry (22) which can be inclined in

a plane transverse to the track to permit the tamping of track
switches and in which the said gantry is also movable in a
longitudinal direction of the track with respect to the chassis in

order to permit tamping along each oblique tie of the said
switches without having to displace the said rolling chassis in

said direction, characterized by the fact that the tamping units

(2, 3) are mounted on a single vertical frame (6) mounted for
pivoting around a central vertical axis (X) on two spaced
brackets (7, 8) fastened to the chassis (1); by the fact that said
frame has at least one linear fixed slidcway (16) perpendicular
to its axis of pivot on which there is mounted, for each tamping
unit, a slide (18) moved by a drive member (19) and on which
the gantry (22) of said Umping unit is mounted for pivoting in

a plane parallel to said frame; by the fact that the pivoting of
said gantry in the slide and the translation of the latter on the
slideway are coordinated by a coordinating rod (32) connect-
ing an element of the gantry which is remote from its articula-

tion to a fixed element in the transverse direction of the track;

and by the fact that the lower portion of the said gantry has a
retention element (34) engaged in a second slideway (23) re-

mote from the slide and fastened to the frame.

4,428.299
ARRANGEMENT FOR TRANSFERRING CARRIERS AT

POWER LINE DISCONTINUOUS PORTION OF
POWER-AND-FKEE TROLLEY CONVEYOR

Takao Wakabayaahi. Shinsenri-Minaraimacht, Japan, assignor
to Nakanishi Metal Works Co. Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Nov. 12, 1981. Ser. No. 320.692
Qaims priority, application Japan. May 2. 1979. 54-59040(U)

Int. Q.J B61B 10/02
U.S. Q. 104-172 S 1 Qalm
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4,428,298

VEHICLE SPEED CONTROL TRANSITION MODULE
Stanley K. Gutekunst, Nazareth, and John M. Sipos, Easton,

both of Pa., assignors to SI Handling Systems, Inc., Easton,
Pa.

Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,352

Int. Q.' B61B 13/12
U.S. Q. 104—166 9 Qaims

'^.

t.-M

t
1. Apparatus for controlling the speed of a driverless vehicle

comprising a stationary frame having an upstream end and a

1. In a power-and-free trolley conveyor compnsing first and
second power lines (3). (4) arranged discontinuously as spaced
apart from each other by a specified distance and each having
a drive chain (6), first and second free lines (1). (2) arranged
below the power lines (3). (4) respectively and connected to

each other by a free line connecting portion (2a), carriers (10)
suspended from the free lines (1). (2) and each having a front
free trolley (11) and a rear free trolley (12). the front free

trolley (11) being provided with a tilting dog (13). the rear free

trolley (12) having a cam (15) attached to its upper end and
projecting rearward for accumulating following carriers, the
cam (15) being formed at its rear end with a slope (ISo) inclined
forwardly upward, and a plurality of pusher dogs (7) pivotably
provided on the drive chain (6) of each of the power lines (3).

(4) and arranged at a specified spacing, each of the pusher dogs
(7) being provided at its rear end with a hooked engaging
portion (8) and a side projection (9) extending from the engag-
ing portion in at least one sidewise direction, an arrangement
for transferring the carriers at the power line discontinuous
portion comprising an endless free chain (16) disposed at least

at one side of the terminal end of the second power line (4) for

restraining the pusher dog (7), the endless free chain (16) hav-
ing a lower side straight portion (16a) positioned slightly above
and in parallel to the path of movement of the side projection

(9) on the pusher dog (7), the length of the lower side straight

portion (16fl) of the endless free chain (16), the length of the
carrier (10) between the front and rear trolleys (11), (12) and
the length of the free line connecting portion (2a ) being prede-
termined as related to one another, so that when one pusher
dog (7) in engagement with the tilting dog (13) on the front
free trolley (11) of a carrier (10) on the second free line (2) to
pull along the carrier is disengaged from the tilting dog at a
location beyond the terminal end of the endless free chain (16).

the cam (15) on the rear free trolley (12) of the same carrier

(10) is positioned at the surting end of the endless free chain
(16), permitting the following pusher dog (7) to come into
striking contact with the rear end slope (15a) of the cam (15)
and the side projection (9) of the following pusher dog (7^ to
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bear against the lower side straight portion (16o) of the endless
free chain (16) from therebelow, to cause the propelhng force
of the following pusher dog (7) to move together the following
pusher dog (7), the cam (15) on the carrier (10) and the pusher
dog bearing portion of the endless free chain (16), the follow-
ing pusher dog (7) being thereafter disengageable from the cam
(15) on the carrier (10) when the front free trolley (11) of the
carrier (10) has moved past the free line connecting portion (2a

) onto the first free line (1).

4,428,300

VEHICLE PREOSION STOP ASSEMBLY
Barry L. Ziegenfns, Saylorsburg, and Russell Scheel, Easton,

both of Pa^ assignors to SI Handling Systems, Inc., Easton,
Pa.

Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,353

lot a.3 B61K 7/00: B61B J3/12
VS. a, 104—250 14 Qaims

X)pg

1. A vehicle precision stop assembly comprising a frame
supporting a drive tube between spaced tracks, motor means
coupled to said tube for rotating said tube about its longitudinal
axis, first means for elevating the vehicle front end so that
support wheels thereon are spaced from said tracks, second
means for elevating a vehicle rear end so that support wheels
thereon are spaced from said tracks, said first and second
elevating means being differently spaced from said tracks so
that each only contacts its associated end of a vehicle, latch
means for selectively latching a portion of a vehicle in a prede-
termined fore-aft position while the vehicle is in said elevated
position, and means for causing a vehicle to stop while in

contact with said first and second elevating means.

4,428,301 I

RADIAL AXLE RAILWAY TRUCK
Keith L. Jackson, Granite City, 111., assignor to Lukens General

Indnstrics, Inc., Coatesrille, Pc.

Filed Aug. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 289,471
Int. a.3 B61F 5/30. 5/38; B61H 5/00, 13/26

U.S. a. 105-168 30 Qaims
22. In a railway truck having a wheeled axle, truck framing

resiliently supported from said axle, said axle being steerable
between a tangent-track position parallel to the transverse axis
of the truck frame and a curved track position angulated with
respect to the longitudinal axis of the truck frame, brake disc
structure centered on said axle, brake shoes mounted directly
below said axle for gripping engagement with said disc struc-
ture, brake operating mechanism comprising longitudinally
extending levers operatively connected to said shoes at sub-
Mantially the same level as said shoes, a transversely extending

acting braking torque reaction from said shoes into said truck
frame whereby to oppose inertial longitudinal movement of
said truck frame relative to the axle during brake applications
and thereby to maintain substantially the normal longitudinal

relationship of said axle and said truck framing under braking
conditions.

29. In a railway truck having a pair of longitudinally spaced
wheel and axle assemblies each comprising an axle and a pair of
wheels mounted thereon, bearing structures including journal
bearings supported on the end portions of said wheel and axle
assemblies at each side of the truck, a longitudinally extending
side frame at each side of the truck supported at its ends on said
bearing structures and having end portions extending above
said bearing structures, a transverse member resiliently sup-

ported on and connecting said side frames, said journal bearing
structure having fore and aft surfaces, each said side frame
having opposing horizontal surfaces equally spaced vertically
from the respective journal bearing horizontal surfaces, said
horizontal elastomeric pad devices interposed between the
opposed journal bearing structure and side frame surfaces, at

least one of said horizontal pad devices associated with each
journal bearing structure being elongated in plan with their

long dimensions extending transversely of the truck to oppose
transverse tilting of the respective side frames, said horizontal
pad devices nearest the ends of said side frames being elon-
gated in plan with their long dimensions extending trans-

versely of the truck and said horizontal pad devices remote
from the ends of said side frames being elongated in plan with
their long dimensions extending longitudinally of the truck.

4 428J02
EMERGENCY SPRING SYSTEM FOR A RAILWAY CAR
James M. Herring, Jr., Merion Station, Pa., assignor to The
Budd Company, Troy, Mich.

Filed Feb. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 347,495
Int. a? B61F 5/06

U.S. a. 105—197 R 3 Claims
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to support said rail car when said air spring fails compris-
ing:

(a) a first spring having a relatively linear spring rate;

(b) a pair of angulariy disposed mechanical springs each
having one end pivotally connected to a common member
with their opposite ends being pivotally connected to said
bolster having a relatively sinusoidal spring resistance to
an increasing load produced by said rail car body; and

(c) said spring and said pair of angularly disposed mechani-
cal springs being connected in parallel with respect to
each other to produce a combined spring resistance in-

cluding a low spring rate operating range for a range of
different loads produced by said rail car body without
high vertical car body deflection.

whereby said inner tabs engage said outer tabs to limit the
forward extension of said front panel with respect to said

4,428,303

PEDESTAL WEAR PLATE
Carl E. Tack, Elmhurst, III., assignor to TransDyne, Inc., Chi-

cago, 111.

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,090

Int. a.' B61F 5/26, 15/00
U.S. a. 105-225 4 citAmt

-Aff

intermediate panel and of said intermediate panel with
respect to said rear panel.

4,428,305

TABLE TOP
Edward J. Creske, P.O. Box 1520, Wausau, WU. 54401

Filed Apr. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 251,545
Int. a.' A47B 3/00

U.S. a. 108-150
, Qain

1. In a wear plate of the type having a base and a pair of
resilient lips extending from the base and being resiliently

clamped over the downwardly facing surface in the pedestal
opening of the side frame of a railway truck in order to protect
the entire surface, said surface being otherwise subject to wear
at longitudinally spaced areas beyond both sides of a central
portion thereof, the improvement comprising a pair of individ-
ual wear plates spaced longitudinally and engaged over and
protecting respective of said spaced areas of said downwardly
facing surface on ;ither side of said central portion thereof,
each of said wear .Mates having a base wall and a pair of lips

joined to and extending upward from opposite sides of said
base wall, said lips being resiliently engageable in clamped
relation with opposite sides of said pedestal above the down-
wardly facing surface thereof, and means for holding said wear
plates in said longitudinally spaced relation.

4,428,304

ADJUSTABLE SHELF UNIT
Rohert Moser, Eureka, 111., assignor to Parsons Manufacturing,

Incorporated, Roanoke, 111.

FUed Jun. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 273,682

Int. a? A47B 1/00
UJS. a. 108—65 14 Claims

1. A shelf unit comprising:

two laterally spaced forwardly extending support members;
a rear panel extending between and supported at its ends on

said support members;
at least one intermediate panel and a front panel, said inter-

mediate panel being slidable over said rear panel and said

front panel being slidable over said ii

1. A lightweight table top capable of holding dishes, glasses
and the like thereon comprising a generally planar surface, an
opening disposed centrally thereof, and at least one circularly
disposed array of locking elements provided therewith for
securing the same to an open top receptacle with the centrally
disposed opening being aligned with said open top;

said locking elements being formed in said planar surface by
cutting the same on three sides thereof whereby each can be
forced downwardly into engagement with the support, with
each locking element being configured to conform to the
shape of a surface on said receptacle for securing the same
thereto; and

said planar surface having an upwardly tapering cone section
positioned within the interior thereof with said section hav-
ing a depending annularly vertically disposed collar forming
said central opening, whereby waste can be easily conducted
into said receptacle by pushing the same up the cone surface
into said central opening into said reccpucle.

4,428,306

PALLET
William L. Dresen, Baraboo, WU.; William F. Price, Taylor

Ridge, III., and Harlan W. Breexcr, Portage, Wis., assignora
to Peada Corporation, Portage, Wis.

Filed Oct. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 310,052

Int. a.) B65D 19/32

U.S. a. 108—S3J 17 CltiM
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bear against the lower side straight portion (16a) of the endless

free chain (16) from therebelow, to cause the propelling force

of the following pusher dog (7) to move together the following

pusher dog (7). the cam (15) on the carrier (10) and the pusher

dog bearing pxjrtion of the endless free chain (16), the follow-

ing pusher dog (7) being thereafter disengageable from the cam

(15) on the carrier (10) when the front free trolley (11) of the

carrier (10) has moved past the free line connecting portion (2a

) onto the first free line (1).

4,428,300

VEHICLE PREaSION STOP ASSEMBLY
Barry L. Ziegenfus, Saylorsburg, and Russell Scheel, Easton,

both of Pa., assignors to SI Handling Systems, Inc., Easton,

Pa.

Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,353

Int. a.3 B61K 7/00; B61B J3/12

U.S. a. 104—250 14 Qaims

30_^g

1. A vehicle precision stop assembly comprising a frame

supporting a drive tube between spaced tracks, motor means

coupled to said tube for rotating said tube about its longitudinal

axis, first means for elevating the vehicle front end so that

support wheels thereon are spaced from said tracks, second

means for elevating a vehicle rear end so that support wheels

thereon are spaced from said tracks, said first and second

elevating means being differently spaced from said tracks so

that each only contacts its associated end of a vehicle, latch

means for selectively latching a portion of a vehicle in a prede-

termined fore-aft position while the vehicle is in said elevated

position, and means for causing a vehicle to stop while in

contact with said first and second elevating means.

acting brakmg torque reaction from said shoes into said truck

frame whereby to oppose inertial longitudinal movement of

said truck frame relative to the axle during brake applications

and thereby to maintain substantially the normal longitudinal

relationship of said axle and said truck framing under braking

conditions.

29 In a railway truck having a pair of longitudinally spaced

wheel and axle assemblies each comprising an axle and a pair of

wheels mounted thereon, bearing structures including journal

bearings supported on the end portions of said wheel and axle

assemblies at each side of the truck, a longitudinally extending

side frame at each side of the truck supported at its ends on said

beanng structures and having end portions extending above

said beanng structures, a transverse member resiliently sup-

27 i 19 (729 »'
'"'ei^KXxr'.'''" J.:?m^''"^ " » " ^

i> ';
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ported on and connecting said side frames, said journal bearing

structure having fore and aft surfaces, each said side frame

having opposing horizontal surfaces equally spaced vertically

from the respective journal bearing horizontal surfaces, said

horizontal elastomeric pad devices interposed between the

opposed journal bearing structure and side frame surfaces, at

least one of said horizontal pad devices associated with each

journal bearing structure being elongated in plan with their

long dimensions extending transversely of the truck to oppose

transverse tilting of the respective side frames, said horizontal

pad devices nearest the ends of said side frames being elon-

gated in plan with their long dimensions extending trans-

versely of the truck and said horizontal pad devices remote

from the ends of said side frames being elongated in plan with

their long dimensions extending longitudinally of the truck.

4,428,301

RADIAL AXLE RAILWAY TRUCK
Keith L. Jackson, Granite City, HI., assignor to Lukens General

Industries, Inc., Coatesville, Pa.

FUed Aug. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 289,471

Int. a.3 B61F 5/30, 5/38; B61H 5/00. 13/26

U.S. a. 105—168 30 Gaims
22. In a railway truck having a wheeled axle, truck framing

resiliently supported from said axle, said axle being steerable

between a tangent-track position parallel to the transverse axis

of the truck frame and a curved track position angulated with

respect to the longitudinal axis of the truck frame, brake disc

structure centered on said axle, brake shoes mounted directly

below said axle for gripping engagement with said disc struc-

ture, brake operating mechanism comprising longitudinally

extending levers operative!y connected to said shoes at sub-

stantially the same level as said shoes, a transversely extending

structure supported on said axle, a common fulcrum support

element for said levers supported from said transversely ex-

tending structure and fixed against transverse and angular

movements with respect to said axle, and a single longitudi-

nally extending link centered transversely of the truck and

pivotally connected at its respective ends to said fulcrum sup-

I)ort element and to said truck frame for taking longitudinally

4,428,302

EMERGENCY SPRING SYSTEM FOR A RAILWAY CAR
James M. Herring, Jr., Merion Station, Pa., assignor to The

Budd Company, Troy, Mich.

FUed Feb. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 347,495

Int. a.3 B61F 5/06

U.S. a. 105—197 R 3 Gaims

1. In crtmbination with an air spring for supporting a rail car

on a bolster of a truck,

an emergency spring system dis]X>sed within said air spring

January 31, 1984 GENERAL AND MECHANICAL 1687

to support said rail car when said air spring fails compris-

ing:

(a) a first spring having a relatively linear spring rate;

(b) a pair of angularly disposed mechanical springs each

having one end pivotally connected to a common member
with their opposite ends being pivotally connected to said

bolster having a relatively sinusoidal spring resistance to

an increasing load produced by said rail car body; and

(c) said spring and said pair of angularly disposed mechani-

cal springs being connected in parallel with respect to

each other to produce a combined spring resistance in-

cluding a low spring rate operating range for a range of

different loads produced by said rail car body without

high vertical car body deflection.

whereby said inner tabs engage said outer tabs to limit the

forward extension of said front panel with respect to said

4,428,303

PEDESTAL WEAR PLATE
Carl E. Tack, Elmhurst, III., assignor to TransDyne, Inc., Chi

cago, III.

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,090

Int. G.3 B61F 5/26. 15/00

U.S. G. 105—225

intermediate panel and of said intermediate panel with

respect to said rear panel.

4,428,305

TABLE TOP
Edward J. Creske, P.O. Box 1520, Wausau, Wis. 54401

4 Gaims Filed Apr. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 251,545

Int. G.3 A47B 3/00

U.S. G. 108—150 1 Gaim

-/<?

1. In a wear plate of the type having a base and a pair of

resilient lips extending from the base and being resiliently

clamped over the downwardly facing surface in the pedestal

opening of the side frame of a railway truck in order to protect

the entire surface, said surface being otherwise subject to wear

at longitudinally spaced areas beyond both sides of a central

portion thereof, the improvement comprising a pair of individ-

ual wear plates spaced longitudinally and engaged over and

protecting respective of said spaced areas of said downwardly
facing surface on either side of said central portion thereof,

each of said wear plates having a base wall and a pair of lips

joined to and extending upward from opposite sides of said

base wall, said lips being resiliently engageable in clamped

relation with opposite sides of said pedestal above the down-

wardly facing surface thereof, and means for holding said wear

plates in said longitudinally spaced relation.

4,428,304

ADJUSTABLE SHELF UNIT
Robert Moser, Eureka, 111., assignor to Parsons Manufacturing,

Incorporated, Roanoke, 111.

FUed Jun. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 273,682

Int a.3 A47B 7/00

U.S. G. 108—65 14 Claims

1. A shelf unit comprising:

two laterally spaced forwardly extending support members;

a rear f>anel extending between and supported at its ends on

said support members;

at least one intermediate panel and a front panel, said inter-

mediate panel being slidable over said rear panel and said

front fMuiel being slidable over said intermediate panel;

downwardly extending flanges on the ends of each of said

panels;

tabs on the rear inner surface of said flanges of said interme-

diate and front panels;

tabs on the front outer surface of said flanges of said interme-

diate and rear panels;

1. A lightweight table top capable of holding dishes, glasses

and the like thereon comprising a generally planar surface, an

opening disposed centrally thereof, and at least one circularly

disposed array of locking elements provided therewith for

securing the same to an open top receptacle with the centrally

disposed opening being aligned with said open top;

said locking elements being formed in said planar surface by

cutting the same on three sides thereof whereby each can be

forced downwardly into engagement with the support, with

each locking element being configured to conform to the

shape of a surface on said receptacle for secunng the same

thereto; and

said planar surface having an upwardly tapering cone section

positioned within the interior thereof with said section hav-

ing a depending annularly vertically disposed collar forming

said central opening, whereby waste can be easily conducted

into said receptacle by pushing the same up the cone surface

into said central opening into said receptacle.

4,428,306

PALLET
WUIiam L. Dreaen, Baraboo, Wis.; WUliam F. Price, Taylor

Ridge, lU., and Harlan W. Breezer, Portage, Wis., assignors

to Penda Corporation, Portage, Wis.

FUed Oct. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 310,052

Int. G.3 B65D 19/32

U.S. G. 108—53J 17 Claims

9. A pallet (10) comprising:

a substantially planar load-bearing member (12) formed from

an upper sheet of material (13) and a lower sheet of material

(15) located generally in fixed parallel relationship to each

other; and

a plurality of feet (32) depending from the load-bearing mem-
ber (12), the feet (32) being formed as a downwardly de-

1038 O.G.—75
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pending portion of each of the two sheets of material (13, 15)

forming an upwardly opening pocket (36) on the interior

to U IC 1>

a u
I

thereof, each of the feet (32) including integral solid wall

portions (40) formed of deformed portions of both of the

sheets of material (13, 15) fused together.

4,428,307 '

SAFETY CASH BOX
Tulio Vasquez, Carrera 15 No. 39-27, Bogoti, Coiombiano

Filed Oct. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 317,145

Int. Q\} E05G 1/04; A47B ii/OO

U.S. a. 109—45 4 aaims

1. A safety cash box having a housing body including respec-

tive upright sidewalls and respective spaced apart top and

bottom walls, back wall and front opening, and a slidable

drawer which in the course of its normal operation is movable

back and forth toward retracted and extended positions length-

wise within said housing body, said safety cash box compris-

ing:
I

slide drawer structure including,

a rear drawer section and a front drawer section with said

rear and front drawer sections having respective bot-

tom walls and respective upright side walls, said rear

and front drawer sections being rigidly joined together

by transverse fastening means connecting said respec-

tive upright sidewalls of said two drawer sections,

wherein said front section is forwardly shiftable respec-

tive to said rear section when the breaking down point

of said transverse fastening means is exceeded by a force

applied to said drawer front section, said slide drawer

structure being provided with a thrust bearing member
for receiving thereon a backwardly exerted thrust;

motive means including a drawband supporting a thrust

applying member thereon,

with said motive means being operably coupled through

an idler pulley braking means to a trigger device for

triggering said motive means, and with said motive

means being further operably coupled through said

thrust applying member to a locking arrangement for

irreversibly locking said slide drawer when the drawer

is drawn backward by the action of said thrust applying

member against said thrust bearing member,

said locking arrangement including respective cooperating

rack bars and respective ratchet means,

with said rack bars being fixedly joined longitudinally to

the underside of the said slide drawer bottom, and said

ratchet means being supported on a pivot shaft which is

provided with an abutment lug by means of which said

pivoting shaft is normally coupled to said thrust apply-

ing member of said motive means, said pivot shaft being

normally urged by coil spring means which normally

act to bring said ratchet means into engagement with

said respective rack bars when said thrust applying

member ceases to rest on said abutment lug, and
jamming means operable in response to said forward shifting

of said drawer front section respective to said drawer rear

section when said tranverse fastening means are made to

break down, said jamming means including,

one double wedge block fixedly attached to each of said

slide-drawer upright sidewalls and outwardly protrud-

ing therefrom, said wedge blocks having slanted sur-

faces with one of the protruding slanting surfaces of said

double wedge blocks facing upward and the other

slanting surface directed downward,
one set of bolts securely installed on the inner face of each

said housing body upright sidewalls, with each of said

sets of bolts being comprised of respective upward and
downward vertically shiftable locking bolts which are

axially extendable when said slanting surfaces are

brought into wedge-and-bolt sliding contact when said

protruding blocks are forwardly shifted as a result of

breakage caused in said transverse fastening means,

pairs of vertically distanced apart parallel top and bot-

tom rack bars firmly positioned lengthwise inside said

body housing with one pair of said parallel top and

bottom rack bars being located in the same vertical

plane containing each set of said shiftable bolts,

whereby said upwardly and downwardly shiftable

bolts are axially extended to make them go into en-

gagement respectively with said top and said bottom

rack bars of each pair of rack bars when said double-

wedge block slanting surfaces slide to come into

wedge-and-bolt sliding contact with said respective

axially extendable bolts, thereby causing said slide

drawer to become wedged into said housing body

when the said transverse fastening means are stressed

beyond their breaking down point.

4,428,308

LINEAR DOWN-DRAFT BIOMASS GASinER
Jerry L. Birchfield, Decatur, and Albert P. Sheppard, Jr.,

Tucker, both of Ga., assignors to Georgia Tech Research

Institute, Atlanta, Ga.

FUed Nov. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 326,046

Int. a.3 F23L 75/00; ClOB 49/02

U.S. a. 110—229 7 Claims

1. An apparatus for producing combustable gases from car-

bonaceous biomass comprising:

a reaction vessel having substantially vertical walls and an

enclosed top and bottom;

biomass feeding means for feeding moisture controlled bio-

mass into the top of said vessel;

susp)ension means located between the top and bottom of

said vessel having a first and second portion respectively

extending from a pair of opposite walls of said vessel;

a long and narrow rectangular grate located below said

suspension means and between said pair of opposite walls

wherein the length of said grate is substantially equal to

the distance between the other pair of opposite walls of

said vessel;

combustion air introduction means located substantially

adjacent and above said fuel suspension means for intro-

ducing preheated air into the portion of the biomass lo-

cated near the opening formed by the distance between

said first and second portions of said suspension means
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along the entire length of said vessel determined by said

other pair of opposite walls;

producer gas removal means located between said suspen-

sion means and said grate for removing gas produced by

the combustion of said combustion air and said moisture

controlled biomass;

first heat removing means for removing a first portion of

heat from said producer gas supplied from said gas re-

moval means for supplying heating air to said combustion

air introduction means; and

second heat removing means for removing a second portion

of heat from said producer gas removed by said gas re-

moval means for supplying heat to control the moisture

content of said biomass.

4,428,309

PULVERIZ£IX:OAL AND LIQUID-FUEL
DUAL-PURPOSE BURNER

Shien-Fanh Chang, 55, Chung Cheng Rd., Hsin Yin Chen, Tai-

nan Hsien, Taiwan

Continuation of Ser. No. 310,400, Oct. 9, 1981, abandoned. This

application Jun. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 501,547

Int. a.3 F23C I/IO; F23Q 9/QO

U.S. a. 110—262 4 Qaims

191 V

pipe and including a port disposed on an upper side of a

rear end thereof for the reception of pulverized coal,

a fiame spout detachably secured to the front end of said

main body and tapering-down in diameter toward its

discharge end, said flame support including a peripheral

wall having a plurality of holes therein spaced rearwardly

from the discharge end of said fiame spout,

an air inlet pipe joined to said front member in encompassing

relationship to said primary-air and secondary-air inlets

for introducing air into said outer and intermediate pipes,

said air inlet pipe being inclined toward said rear member
so as to be disposed at an inclined angle relative to the axis

of said front member, said air inlet pipe being divided into

one primary air duct and one secondary air duct by a

partition wall, both air ducts having an air regulating

valve assembled therein,

a supporting sleeve connected to a rear end of said rear

member by removable fasteners,

bearings mounted in front and rear ends of said supporting'

sleeve,

a driven shaft mounted within said bearings so as to be

aligned with said inner pipe, said shaft including a helical

screw at a front end thereof to define a screw conveyor

for conveying pulverized coal forwardly from said port, a

front end of said screw thread terminating immediately

adjacent said rear end of said inner pipe and said primary-

air inlet and

means for rotating said shaft.

4,428,310

PHOSPHATED ALUMINA AS SLAG MODIHER
George T. Kekish, Napenille, and Diep V. Xieu, Aurora, both of

III., assignors to Nalco Chemical Company, Oak Brook, III.

Filed Jul. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 401,740

Int. a.5 F23B 7/04

U.S. a. 110—342 25 Qaims

1. A process for increasing the fusion temperature of slag

resulting from the combustion of a solid fuel, said slag having

a silica content in excess of about 60 weight percent on a total

100 weight percent slag basis comprising admixing with a

material selected from the group consisting of said slag and

precursers of said slag at least one composition from the class

consisting of phosphated aluminas.

4,428,311

PATTERN SELECTING DEVICE FOR SEWING
MACHINES

Yasuro Sano, Hachioji, Japan, assignor to Janome Sewing Ma-

chine Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 332,352

Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 24, 1980, 55-

184822[U1

Int. Q.' D05B i/02

U.S. Q. 112—158 A 4 Claims

1. A pulverized-coal and liquid-fuel burner comprising:

a main body including:

a front member comprising an outer pipe, an intermediate

pipe, and an inner pipe, said pipes being coaxially and

telescopingly arranged, said outer pipe including a

secondary-air inlet in a lower side thereof, and said

intermediate pipe including a primary-air inlet located

adjacent said secondary-air inlet and adjacent a rear end

of said inner pipe, said outer, intermediate, and inner

pipes including holes at their rear ends, which holes are

aligned,

a threaded liquid-fuel inlet pipe extending through said

holes and projecting beyond said outer pipe, said liquid-

fuel inlet pipe securing said inner pipe within said inter-

mediate pipe,

a discharge nozzle attached to a front end of said inner

pipe, and

a rear member formed integrally with said intermediate

1. A pattern selecting device for a sewing machine having a

housing, a rotatable main shaft and a swingable and recipro-

cally movable needle bar, comprising at least one pattern le-
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lecting cam operated by a rotatable pattern selecting dial; a

cam shaft operatively connected to the main shaft; a first cam
group on said cam shaft and having a number of cams for

swinging the needle bar and adapted to be rotated at a prede-

termined speed reduction with respect to the speed of the main

shaft; an operating shaft extending parallel to said cam shaft; a

second cam group on said operating shaft and having a number
of cams for swinging the needle bar and adapted to be rotated

at further reduced speed with respect to said flrst cam group,

said pattern selecting cam and said dial being mounted on said

operating shaft; and an amplitude transmission lever opera-

tively connected to the needle bar and having a first follower

engageable with said first cam group, said amplitude transmis-

sion lever being provided with a first member having a second

follower engageable with said pattern selecting cam, and a

second member having a third follower engageable with said

second cam group, said second follower being controlled by
said pattern selecting cam so that said first follower engages

one of the cams of said first cam group when said third fol-

lower disengages from one of the cams of said second cam
group and said third follower engages with one of the cams of

said second group when said first follower disengages from

one of the cams of said first cam group.

4,428,312

LOOP POSITIONING ARRANGEMENT FOR DOUBLE
POINTED LOOPER SEWING MACHINE

Stanley J. Ketterer, Jamesburg, NJ., assignor to The Singer

Company, Stamford, Conn.

FUcd Jon. 22, 1983, Ser. No. 506,757

Int a.} D05B 1/06

U.S. a. 112—199
I 6 Claims

1. In a sewing machine, a frame, a thread carrying needle

arranged for reciprocating motion in the frame, a looper hav-

ing two loop seizing points, a cam which has the looper affixed

thereon and is mounted for pivotal movement in the machine,

actuating means for effecting said motion thereby alternately

disposing each of the said two looper points for seizing a loop

of thread extending to one side of the needle, at least one raised

surface on said cam engageable with the thread on the opposite

side of the needle for moving the loop into position for looper

point seizure.

4,428,313

ELECTROMECHANICAL ACTUATOR FOR A SEWING
MACHINE

MicUtaka Takignchi; Nobayuki Naganoma, and Fi^io Horie, all

of Nagoya, Japan, assignors to Brother Kogyo Kabushiki
UmiA*^ Nagoya, Japan

FUcd Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342,111

Claiau priority, application Japan, Jan. 30, 1981, 56-13690

Int a? D05B 69/10. 3/02

U.S. a. 112—220 6 Claims

1. In a sewing machine having a plurality of regulating

mechanisms operative to influence the formation of successive

stitches, an electromechanical actuator for positionally con-

trolling the regulating mechanisms comprising;

(a) a magnetic frame including two inner walls which define

a single air gap therebetween.

(b) permanent magnet means supported on at least one of

said two walls to produce at least one set of two uniform

magnetic fields within said air gap, said two magnetic

fields being opposite to each other in direction,

^^\.

(c) a plurality of planar armatures pivotally mounted on said

frame and respectively connected with said plurality of

regulating mechanisms, each of said plurality of planar

armatures carrying a planar exciting winding, said excit-

ing winding being placed in said two magnetic fields to

impart reversible movement to each of said plurality of

planar armatures.

4,428,314

NEEDLE GUIDE
Ronnie C. Renaud, Liberty, S.C., assignor to Unifcrsal Sewing

Supply Inc., St. Louis, Mo.
FUed Jul. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 281,002

Int a? D05B 55/06

U.S. a. 112—227 1 Claim

1. A sewing machine which includes a needle guide and a

reciprocating looper which in cooperation with a reciprocat-

ing needle forms stitches in a fabric being sewn on the sewing

machine wherein said needle guide comprises:

a horizontally extending elongated member;

a downwardly depending guide surface carried adjacent one

end of said elongated member;

an elongated slot provided in said elongated member;
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spaced vertically inclined inner and outer surfaces joined at

a lower end to define a "U" shaped member;

a horizontal leg integral with an upper end of said inner

surface;

a vertically extending positioning post carried on an end of

said horizontal leg;

a bolt means for adjustably connecting said horizontal leg to

said elongated member with said positioning post extend-

ing into said slot provided in said elongated member and

said downwardly depending guide surface extending in

between said inner and outer surfaces so that the spacing

between said depending guide and said outer leg can be

adjusted to accommodate needles of different sizes.

4,428,316

FEED SYSTEM FOR A SEWING MACHINE
John Patricia, Elizabeth, and Jan Szostak, Liacroft, both of

N.J., assignors to The Singer Company, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Jul. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 398,023

Int a.' D05B 3/04. 27/02

U.S. a. 112—323 2 Claims

4,428,315

AUTOMATIC SLEEVE MAKING
John H. Keeton, P.O. Box 296, CampbellsTille, Ky. 42718

Filed Jan. 31, 1984, Ser. No. 319,671

Int. C\? D05B 97/00. 21/00. 35/00. 27/00

MS. a. 112—262J 22 Qaims

riot
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1. A feed system for a sewing machine having a frame, a

horizontal arm shaft journalled in said frame, a vertical arm

shaft extending downwardly from adjacent said horizontal arm

shaft, means rotatably connecting said horizonul arm shaft to

said vertical arm shaft, said feed system comprising a cam fixed

to said horizonul arm shaft, a sheet metal feed fork having

parallel bent over portions at one end thereof embracing said

cam and in driving engagement therewith, a feed rock shaft

supported in said frame and having an arm connected to the

other end of said feed fork, feed regulating means carried by

said frame and connected to said feed fork for converting

motion induced by said feed cam to oscillations of said rock

shaft, said rock shaft being formed with a pair of upright rock

arms on the other end thereof, a horizontally disposed U-

shaped sheet meul feed dog carrier having each end thereof

connected to one of said upright rock arms, said feed dog

carrier having a horizontal shelf extending from the base of the

U between the ends thereof, said shelf supporting thereon a

feed dog, means for attaching said feed dog to said shelf, a stud

affixed to said base of said feed dog carrier beneath said shelf,

a sheet metal lift lever pivoully supported on a horizonul axis

in said frame substantially parallel to said rock shaft, said lift

lever having a slotted end for engagement with said stud ex-

tending from said feed dog carrier, said lift lever having the

other end thereof supporting a cam follower adjacent said

vertical cam shaft, and a lift cam removably affixed to said

vertical cam shaft and in engagement with said cam follower

on said lift lever.

1. A method of automatically forming a shirt sleeve from a

sleeve blank, comprising the steps of sequentially:

(a) conveying the blank in a first direction so that a first edge

thereof moves substantially parallel to said first direction;

(b) automatically forming a hem along said first edge;

(c) automatically picking up the hemmed sleeve blank and

folding it about an axis substantially transverse to said first

edge;

(d) conveying the folded, hemmed blank in a second direc-

tion substantially transverse to said first direction, so that

a second edge thereof is generally parallel to said second

direction; and

(e) automatically stitching along said second edge to stitch

overlapped portions of the folded blank together to form

a shirt sleeve.

7. A method as recited in claim 1 wherein steps (a) and (b)

are practiced so that said first direction is horizontal, and so

that said hem is facing upwardly.

4,428,317

REINFORCED OPENING
Emerson T. Oliver, 239 Ocean Ave., Marblebead, Mass. 01945;

Brian P. Doyle, 6 Whitticr PI., Boston, Mass. 02114, and

Philip R. Marriner, 182 Cedar St, Wellesley HUls, Maas.

02181

FUed Aug. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 295,534

Int. C\? B63H 9/08; A43C 5/00

U.S. a. 114—114 9 Claims

1. A reinforced opening in sheet material comprising a rigid

ring of multi-sided cross section wherein the intersection of the

sides define edges spaced about the cross section, said ring

being positioned about the opening at one side of the sheet

material with a width of the sheet material bounding the open-

ing folded from the one side through and outwardly of the ring

at the other side, said ring enfolded by said width of sheet

material at the edge of the opening constituting a bead bound-

ing the opening and a liner element positioned within the
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opening bounded by the bead with portions folded symmetri- vessel; and at least one cable for unfolding the chamber later-
cally outwardly over the surfaces at opposite sides of the bead ally in the water, said cable being slidably connected to at least

\

into clinching engagement with the opposite surfaces of the

sheet outwardly of the bead and clinching the folded sheet in

engagement with the edges of the ring.

4,428^18
VENTILATION ARRANGEMENT FOR A CARGO SHIP . . r .u u u ^ ^ .,

H«» M. Huchzermeier. Bremen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, as- Z T', ft.' ^^ '"'' ^'""'^^' '°""''''^ '° '^'

signor to Bremer Vulkan Schilfbau and MaschinenfabHck,
"^^er extremity of the chamber.

Bremen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Jan. 6, 1978, Ser. No. 913,011 4,428,320

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 10, REFLECTIVE* PAVING MARKER
1977, 2726076

U.S. a. 114—211
Int. aj B63J 2/00

David W. Opit, Belleville, 111., and Fred G. Peil, St. Louis, Mo.,
assignors to Lukens General Industries, Inc., St. Louis, Mo.

22 Qaims Filed Jun. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 271,416

Int. a.3 EOIF 9/06
U.S. a. 116—63 R 10 Qaims

n ^8 ^ 3!
^^

18. A marine cargo pallet comprising a hollow base of stan-

dardized substantially rectangular plan configuration and di-

mension, an air inlet opening laterally into the base interior at

one end thereof, the structure of the pallet defining the air inlet

opening being substantially flush with the adjacent end of the

base so as not to project significantly laterally therefrom, the

base having a top load-bearing surface, and air flow outlet

opening means at least through the base top surface from the

interior of the base, the base being closed save for the opening
and the opening means to serve as a plenum for flow of air

therethrough from the ojsening to the opening means.

4,428,319

SOCK SKIMMER DEPLOYMENT
Dean L. Hennlng, NeedWlle; Lewis M. Oark, III, Houston, and
John M. Ward, Katy, all of Tex., assignors ta Shell Oil Com-
pany, Houston, Tex.

FUed Apr. 23, 1979, Ser. No. 32,043

Int. a.3 B63B 27/00, 27/14: BOID 42/00
U.S. a. 114—253 9 Oaims

1. Apparatus for removing oil from the surface of a body of
water comprising, an at least partially flexible, elongated
chamber having an open, at least partially submerged front for

receiving the water and oil thereinto during relative movement
between the chamber and the body of water; at least one inclin-

able ramp for launching and retrieving the chamber with a

1. A light weight reflective marker having a substantially

prismatic form and having a reflective surface on at least one
side, the side having an angle of inclination ofbetween about 5°

to 15° to the vertical so that incident light impinges on the

reflective surface at substantially 90°, the reflective surface

being a piece of reflectorized tape secured to the side of the

marker by an adhesive, the reflectorized tape having a polycar-

bonate outer surface which resists accumulation of adhesive
dirt over the reflectorized tape, wherein a substantial portion
of the reflective marker is available and effective to reflect

back incident light and remains effective in use.

4,428,321

THERMALLY.ACnVATED TIME-TEMPERATURE
INDICATOR

Robert P. Arens, North St. Paul, Minn., assignor to Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing Co., St. Paul, Minn.

Filed Nov. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,372

Int. Q\? GOIN 32/02; GOIK 7/02
U.S. a. 116—217 9 Qaims

1. An article for irreversibly displaying visual evidence of
exposure within a predetermined temperature range for at least

a predetermined length of time, comprising in combination:

a. an opaque open cell microporous diffusely light-reflective

layer having first and second surfaces and being formed of
components which will not melt at the upper end of said

predetermined temperature range,

b. a colored stratum firmly joined to the first surface of said

microporous layer, and
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c. overlying, but not appreciably penetrating, at least a por-

tion of the second surface of said microporous layer, a

substantially transparent coating of a composition com-
prising a solid solution of

(1) an amorphous rubbery polymer having a glass transi-

tion temperature below the lower end of said predeter-

mined temperature range, dissolved in

OPAQUE
MICROPOHOUS

LOCALLY
TRf>NSPAR[NTIZCD

POSTION>POUS / POPTION \ 7-,

Vm»IW^;a»fW^>k^
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^ . . I ! .'' t I

cofijiNC or
TRflNSPARMT
SOLID

SOLUTION

JOLOPiD
STRATUM

(2) a crystallizable solvent for said rubbery polymer, said

solvent having a melting point below the lower end of

said predetermined temperature range,

the solvent:polymer ratio being selected to control viscosity

and assure wicking penetration of the entire depth of said

microporous layer by said composition at the expiration of said

predetermined length of time in said temperature range to

thereby make the colored stratum visible.

4,428,322

INDICATOR MECHANISM IN A PUSHBUTTON TUNER
Takao Chaki; Nobuaki Watanabe, and Takao Kanai, all of

Saitama, Japan, assignors to Qarion Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jul. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 279,471

Qaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 3, 1980, 55-92849[U];

Jul. 7, 1980, 55-94537[U]; Jul. 9, 1980, 55.95596[U]

Int. Q.3 GOID 7i/22. H03J 7/02

U.S. Q. 116—261 10 Qaims

resiliently joined at the outer ends of said confronting

plates so as to captively hold said planar member against

said plate member with said bore of said planar member
pivotally surrounding said first protrusion;

a smaller second protrusion disposed on one of said second

confronting plate and said first protrusion, the other of

said second confronting plate and said first protrusion

having a second bore therein configured to closely receive

said second protrusion.

4,428,323

CHAMBER BLOCK HAVING A SAMPLE DAM AND A
SUPERNATANT REENTRY BARRIER THEREIN

John R. Wells, Culver City, Calif., assignor to E. I. Du Pont de

Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Nov. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 443,859

Int. Q.3 B05C 7i/02. B04B 77/00

U.S. Q. 118—52 4 Qaims

1. In an indicator mechanism in a pushbutton tuner, said

mechanism including an arm member pivotally mounted at a

base end portion thereof to a stationary element in said tuner

and provided with an indicating pointer at the opposite end

thereof; a generally planar member pivotally connected to said

arm member and having a first bore passing between the major

faces thereof; a plate member extending from a casing of the

pushbutton tuner; bearing means for pivotally mounting said

planar member to said plate member; operating means con-

nected between a pushbutton of the pushbutton tuner and said

planar member for causing pivotal movement of the planar

member and thereby displacing said arm member as said oper-

ating means is moved, the improvement wherein said bearing

means comprises:

a generally cylindrical projecting first protrusion formed

outwardly extending from a first face of said plate member
and projecting into and receiving said first bore formed in

said planar member so as to pivotally support said planar

member; and

a holding member having an open rectangular configuration

formed by a first and a second generally parallel spaced

confronting plates having inner and outer ends, and inte-

rior face of said first confronting plate bearing against a

second face of said plate member and on interior face of

said second confronting plate extending over said first

face of said plate member, said confronting plates being

1. In a chamber block adapted for removable insertion into a

centrifuge rotor, the block being of the type having an inlet

channel into which a sample is introduced and an outlet chan-

nel through which the sample moves in response to a centrifu-

gal force field toward a deposition surface, wherein the im-

provement comprises:

a dam formed within the block and cooperating with the

structure of the block to defme a well on the interior

thereof to receive the sample and to prevent the sample

from flowing through the block in the absence of a centrif-

ugal force field.
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4,428324
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PREVENTING

PIGLETS FROM SUFFOCATING UNDER THE DAM IN A
BROODING PEN

Enio Salminen, 21890 Haveri, Finland

PCr No. PCr/FI81/00075, § 371 Date May 25, 1982, § 102(e)

Date May 25, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO82/01300, PCT Pub.

Date Apr. 29, 1982

per FUed Oct. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 385,657

Claims priority, appUcation Finland, Oct. 10, 1980, 803228
Int. aj AOIK 1/02

VS. a. 119—20 12 Oaims

4,428,326

INFIRMED PET AMBULATOR
Carol A. Duborick, and Marion R. Drake, both of P.O. Box

1897, New Port Rickey, Fla. 33568

FUed Apr. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 364,438

Int a.3 A61D 3/00
U.S. a. 119—102 6 Claims
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3. A method of preventing the young of a parent animal

from being harmed under the parent animal comprising:

detecting when the parent animal rises; and

establishing a flow of air in a flow direction under the parent

animal when it has risen.

4,428,325

FEEDING BOWL AND LINER THEREFOR
Charlotte M. Koch, 28796 Roberts Rd., Sbedd, Oreg. 97377

FUed May 28, 1982, Ser. No. 383,035

Int. a.3 AOIK 5/01
\}&. a. 119—61 7 Qaims

I

1. An improved pet feeder comprising:

(a) a durable bowl-shaped holding receptacle of monolithic

construction having an upwardly concave open interior

contoured to have a long axis of symmetry and a short axis

of symmetry, said axes being in perpendicularly bisecting

juxtaposition, an upper rim, a circumferential exterior

sidewall having a plurality of substantially vertically ori-

ented elongated recesses in symmetrically opposed dispo-

sition about said long axis, and horizontally oriented elon-

gated recesses in paired opposition about said long axis,

and a substantially flat exterior base,

and

(b) a resilient liner of uniformly thin construction contoured

to secure close-fitting contact with the interior of said

receptacle and extend over said rim and downwardly in

contact with said exterior sidewall, and having indented

portions adapted to engage said horizontally oriented

recesses.

1. An apparatus for partially or completely supporting a
domesticated quadruped suffering from infirmities which im-
pede or disable it from normal locomotion, comprising,

a frame assembly,

said frame assembly having a plurality of upstanding leg

members disposed in longitudinally and transversely

spaced relation to one another to defme a generally rect-

angular configuration when seen in plan view,

each of said leg members supported by a caster means
mounted at the respective lowermost ends thereof for

rotatable engagement with a support surface,

a plurality of longitudinally disposed brace members for

rigidly interconnecting longitudinally spaced ones of said

leg members,

a plurality of transversely spaced brace members for rigidly

interconnecting transversely spaced ones of said brace

members,

means supported by said frame for supporting said quadru-
ped so that all or part of the weight of said quadruped can
be transferred from the legs of the quadruped to the legs of
said frame assembly,

means for adjusting the length of said leg members, said

longitudinally disposed brace members and said trans-

versely disposed brace members so that said frame assem-

bly can be adjusted to accommodate pets of differing

heights, lengths, and widths,

said leg members, and said longitudinally and transversely

disposed brace members being of tubular construction,

each of said members comprising first and second bifur-

cated, axially aligned, telescoping portions,

and dichotomous locking means being provided so that the

length of each member can be changed when said locking

means is disengaged and fixed when said locking means is

engaged.

4,428,327

INSECnaDE EAR TAG
Lester M. Steckel, Box 235, Taylor, Nebr. 68879

FUed Aug. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 408,472

Int. a.5 AOIK 13/00, 29/00
U.S. a. 119—156 1 Claim

1. An ear tag for an animal, comprising,

a flat portion having opposite sides,

means extending from said flat portion for attachment to the

animal's ear,

and an insecticide impregnated flat member detachably

secured to said flat portion at least one side thereof

said flat portion having a shoulder integral therewith which
extends outwardly therefrom around the periphery of said

insecticide impregnated flat member,
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said flat portion having a plurality of spaced-apart pegs

extending therefrom within the area defined by said shoul-

der, said insecticide impregnated flat member having a

plurality of openings formed therein which detachably

receive said pegs.

4,428,328

STEAM BOILER HEAT RECOVERY APPARATUS
Richard L. Ratliff, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Don Lee Sup-

ply, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Nov. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 322,472

Int. a.3 F22B 37/48; F28G 13/00

U.S. a, 122—396 2 Qaims

n

1. A steam boiler blowdown heat recovery apparatus which

comprises:

blowdown water conduit means for conveying blowdown

water from a boiler to a heat exchanger, said blowdown

water conduit means including an inlet connectable to the

boiler and an outlet connectable to the heat exchanger;

fresh water conduit means for conveying fresh water from a

water supply to a heat exchanger, said fresh water conduit

means including an inlet connectable to the water supply

and an outlet connectable to the heat exchanger;

blowdown water control means for controlling the dis-

charge of blowdown water through the blowdown water

conduit means from the boiler to the heat exchanger;

fresh water control means for controlling the flow of fresh

water through the fresh water conduit means from the

water supply to the heat exchanger;

a heat exchanger including a flrst flow path for the blow-

down water and a second flow path for the fresh water,

the flrst flow path having an inlet connected with the

outlet of said blowdown water conduit means, the second

flow path having an inlet connected with the outlet of said

fresh water conduit means and an outlet connectable with

the boiler;

blowdown water flow measurement means for measuring

the instantaneous volumetric flow of blowdown water

from said boiler through said blowdown water conduit

means and through said heat eschanger;

fresh water flow measurement means for measuring the

instantaneous volumetric flow of fresh water from said

water supply through said fresh water conduit means and

through said heat exchanger;

flow meter display means for displaying the instantaneous

volumetric flow of blowdown water and of fresh water as

measured by said blowdown water flow measurement

means and said fresh water flow measurement means,

respectively;

energy measurement means for measuring the amount of

energy transferred in said heat exchanger from the blow-

down water to the fresh water; and

energy meter display means for displaying the amount of

energy transferred from the blowdown water to the fresh

water as measured by said energy measurement means.

4,428,329

STEAM GENERATOR SUPPORT STRUCTURE
Karl Rees, Ruti, Switzerland, assignor to Sulzer Brothers Ltd.,

Winterthur, Switzerland

Filed Aug. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 408,927

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Sep. 9, 1981,

5812/81

Int. a.3 F22B 37/24

U.S. CI. 122—510 11 Claims

V K

20 I

1. In combination,

a steam generator having a pair of vertical flues and a trans-

verse flue connecting said vertical flues together at upper

ends thereof, each said vertical flue having a plurality of

tubes secured together in seal-tight relation to form tube

banks with a first vertical flue enclosing a combustion cham-

ber;

a support structure for supporting said steam generator; and

a bearing system mounted on said support structure below said

transverse flue and supporting at least one vertical flue

thereon in a region immediately below said transverse flue.

4,428,330

PISTON FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
Yoshiaki Shimizu, Figisawa, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kai-

sha Komatsu Seisakusho, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Sep. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 415,819

Int. a.3 FOIP 3/10

U.S. a. 123—4U5 2 Claims

1. An oil cooled piston cast in one piece from cast iron for an

internal combustion engine, comprising:

a head portion having a transverse top end crown wall, a

combustion chamber defining wall and a side wall formed

with ring-receiving grooves;

a hollow open ended skirt portion depending from said head

portion;
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a pair of transversely spaced bushing-like pin bearing bosses
located inside of said skirt portion in symmetrical relation

to a plane passing through the longitudinal axis of the

piston;

a pair of spaced longitudinal webs depending from said top
end wall in parallel symmetrical relation to the piston axis

and being connected to the top)s of said pin bearing bosses
for supporting same; and

a substantially annular cooling oil chamber provided in said

head portion in coaxial relation thereto and adjacent to

said top end wall and to at least first ring-receiving

groove, said chamber being bounded by said top end wail,

said side wall and said combustion chamber defining wall

whereas upper portion of each longitudinal web forms a

bottom wall of said cooling oil chamber, said bottom wall
being generally inclined uniformly inwards from top to

bottom and having formed therein a plurality of casting
holes one of which serves for an oil inlet port and the
other for oil outlet ports.

4,428,331

V-TYPE ENGINE INTAKE WITH VIBRATION ISOLATED
MANIFOLD

Daniel M. Zang, Canton, and John W. Huber, Plymouth, both of
Mich., assignors to General Motors Corporation, Detroit,

Mich.

Filed Sep. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 299,620

Int. a.3 F02B 75/18
U.S. a. 123-52 MV 3 Oaims

^ <M /p

1. In combination in a V-type engine having a pair of angu-
larly disposed cylinder banks extending from a common crank-
case and defining an intermediate valley,

intake manifold means secured to and connecting with both
said cylinder banks to carry charging air from a common
supply and diverging outward to cylinders in said cylinder
banks, and

isolation mounting means between and solely connecting
said manifold means and said cylinder banks to limit the
transmission of noise creating vibrations between the
cylinder banks and to the manifold means, said isolation

mounting means including resilient vibration isolating

gaskets between and engaging each of said cylinder banks
and said manifold means to seal joints and prevent direct
contact therebetween, and isolated controlled compres-
sion securing means acting between said manifold means

and said cylinder banks for retaining said manifold means
on said cylinder banks with predetermined partial com-
pression of said gaskets while preventing non-resilient

solid contact between the manifold means and the cylin-

der banks through said securing means.

4,428,332

TRANSDUCER FOR IGNITION TIMING
Hartmut Brammer, Vaihingen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Oct. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 311,290

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Not. 3,
1980, 3041314

Int. a.^ F02P 5/04
U.S. a. 123-146.5 A 3 Qaims

^6 >'

O;; 7

10
"—

' s i ': I

a:.
1/ >! -9

1. A pulse generator for engine ignition timing comprising:
a magnetic circuit having as components therein a magnet

(15), and elements (16,17) of magnetically conducting
material, an air gap being provided between two of said

components;

means for causing a magnetically conducting body (18) to

pass repeatedly through said air gap in a closed path when
the engine of which the ignition is to be timed is running;

a sensor (13) responsive to changes in magnetic flux

mounted on an element of said magnetic circuit for pro-

ducing an electrical signal in response to a sudden change
of flux, and

means for shifting at least one of said components of said

magnetic circuit out of its normally fixed p)Osition relative

to the remainder of said components, and shifting it back
so as to reduce the flux provided to said sensor by said

magnet, in response to changes in an operation parameter
of said engine, for advancing the ignition timing when
shifting said at least one component out, and likewise for

retarding the ignition timing when said at least one com-
ponent of said magnetic circuit is shifted back to increase

the flux provided by said magnet to said sensor.

4,428,333

ELECTRONIC IGNITION DEVICE FOR COMBUSTION
ENGINES

Werner Erhard, Cadolzburg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Helga Miiller-Dutschke, Cadolzburg, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Jul. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 394,197

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 31,

1981, 3152015

Int. a.3 F02P 7/00, 1/08
U.S. a. 123—149 C 7 Qaims

1. In an electronic ignition device for combustion engines
wherein an ignition coil is coupled to the combustion engine by
a magnet wheel, the primary circuit of the coil is interrupted at

the desired ignition instant by a circuit transistor switch,
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wherein the transistor switch is switched on by means con-

nected between its base and collector and is blocked by a

control component at the desired ignition instant, the improve-

ment comprising an auxiliary circuit comprised of an auxiliary

coil magnetically coupled to the ignition coil, a capacitor

connected to be charged by the auxiliary coil by way of a

diode, the control path of the control component being con-

nected in parallel with the auxiliary circuit.

4,428,334

ENGINE WITH VARIABLE FLOW CONTROLLED
CELLULAR INTAKE PORT

Edward D. Klomp, Mount Oemens, Mich., assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Nov. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,188

Int. CI.' F02M 35/10

U.S. a. 123—188 M 4 Qaims

7=1-^.t^

1. In an internal combustion engine having at least one cylin-

der with a closed end,

an intake port through the cylinder closed end and extending

from an entrance portion in an exterior wall of the engine

to a valve seat adjacent an interior wall of the cylinder,

cellular passage defining transversely intersecting walls

extending longitudinally of the intake port from its en-

trance portion to adjacent said valve seat to direct inlet

gas flow in a plurality of separate generally parallel cellu-

lar flow paths having transverse dimensions substantially

less than those of the port and extending through prede-

termined portions along substantially the total length of

the port, and

adjustable valve means at the port entrance portion and

movable to selectively open a desired number and group-

ing of said cellular flow paths whereby the amount and

location of gas flow delivery to the cylinder is adjustably

controlled.

bends and extending at one end through said cylinder

closed end to an annular valve seat, the other end of said

passage being closed by an end wall,

a poppet valve having a head scalable on the valve seat to

close the passage against communication with the cylinder

and a stem extending into the passage from the head and

through one of said passage walls for reciprocably sup-

porting the valve head for movement into open and closed

positions,

a plurality of inlet nozzles extending through the walls of

said passage and comprising the sole means for conducting

primary inlet fluid into said passage, said nozzles being

directed generally tangentially of the interior of the tubu-

lar passage defining wall and offset at a predetermined

lead angle toward the cylinder end of the passage with

4428,335

ENGINE INTAKE PORT WITH ANNULAR NOZZLE
DIRECTED SWIRL

Roy S. Cataldo, Birmingham, Mich., assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Dec. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 332,170

Int. CL' F02F 1/42

U.S. a. 123-188 M 3 Qalms

1. A flow directing inlet port for an internal combustion

engine having a cylinder closed at one end, said port compris-

ing

a tubular wall defining an open passage devoid of sharp

a /v

respect to planes normal to the passage axis so as to direct

fluid flow into the passage in a helical flow pattern within

the passage having a spiral lead angle substantially deter-

mined by the lead angle of the nozzles, all of said nozzles

being offset longitudinally of the passage and so located as

to direct flow into substantially the same helical path

within the passage to define, supplement and reinforce a

single lead pattern of helical flow in the passage having a

predetermined primary flow path leading to discharge

into the cylinder with a predetermined primary flow

direction determined by the primary flow path in the

passage, and

fluid supply means connecting with the nozzles to supply

primary inlet fluid thereto for delivery to the inlet port

and thereby to the cylinder.

4,428,336

INLET VALVE ASSEMBLY FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINES

Anthony O. Dye, Girton, and David Littlechild, Oakington, both

of England, assignors to Epicam Limited, London, England

Continuation of Ser, No. 854,384, Not. 23, 1977, abandoned,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 685,671, May 12,

1976, abandoned. This application Feb. 26, 1979, Ser. No. 15,238

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, May 28, 1975,

23332/75
Int. Q.' FOIL 3/06

U.S. Q. 123—188 VA 41 Qalmt

1. An inlet valve assembly including a valve having a valve

head, a valve stem and a valve seat for an internal combustion

engine having at least one cylinder, comprising:

gas distribution means connected to said valve head for

creating gas turbulence in the form of small eddies in said

cylinder which decays to form a pattern of isotropic tur-

bulence such that at the time of combustion, said small

eddies are sufficiently small as to reduce cycle to cycle

variation and which comprises at least one ring of sepa-

rate, circumferentially spaced walls defining between

them passages which serve, when the valve is open, to

divide gas passing between the valve head and said seat

into a plurality of circumferentially spaced jeU, each of

said jets having a radial component of motion, said pas-
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sages having a length at least twice their width, a cross-

sectional area of outlet ports of the passages being not
more than a cross-sectional area of intervening wall ends
and said cross-sectional area of said outlet ports of said

5b

passages being 50% to 25% of a total area between said

valve and said seat in an open position wherein said walls
are joined together at a base portion thereof and are open
ended at a portion opposite said base portion.

4,428^37
VARIABLE CYLINDER OPERATION OF INTERNAL

COMBUSTION ENGINE
William D. Parsons, 5408 Manrison Dr., Cross Lanes, W. Va.
25313

FUed Jul. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 285,372

Int. a.3 F02D 17/02
MS. a. 123—198 F 7 Qaims

supplying an air and fuel mixture to separate sets of said cylin-

ders, said method including totally blocking alternate intake

passages of said engine downstream from the associated carbu-
retor responsive to sequential periods of operation of said

engine.

1. In combination with a combustion engine of the type
including an intake manifold defining a pair of air and fuel

passages extending therethrough for supplying a fuel and air

charge to separate sets of cylinders of a multicylinder engine
and wherein the manifold includes a mounting face through
which the inlet ends of said passages open for registry with the
outlet end portions of corresponding air and fuel passages
extending through a carburetor secured over said mounting
face; an insert plate mounted between said mounting face and
said carburetor, said insert plate having a pair of openings
formed therethrough registered with said inlet ends and outlet
end portions, valve means shiftably supported from said plate
for movement between one of three positions, including a first

position totally closing only one of said openings in the plate
and with the second plate opening unobstructed to the flow of
fluids therethrough, a second position totally closing only the
other of said plate openings and with said one plate opening
unobstructed to the flow of fluids therethrough and a third

out-of-the-way position switch each of said pair of plate open-
ings unobstructed to the flow of fluids therethrough.

6. The method of increasing the life and fuel economy of a
carburetor equipped combustion engine of the multicylinder
type and including a pair of air and fuel intake passages for

4,428,338

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
Othmar Skatsche; Gerhard Feichtinger, Helmut Melde>Tuczai,

and Bruno Schukoff, all of Graz, Austria, assignors to Hans
List, Graz, Austria

Filed Apr. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 372,549
Claims priority, application Austria, May 13, 1981, 2145/81;

Jun. 29, 1981, 2893/81

Int. a.3 F02B 77/00
U.S. a. 123-198 E 10 Qaims

^ '"i »

,

1. An internal combustion engine having a crankcase and an
engine unit support, said engine unit support comprising such
sound-generating parts as cylinders, cylinder head, pistons,

piston rods, crankshaft bearings, crankshaft, and being at-

tached to said crankcase by means of several sound-insulating

and force-transmitting elements insulating said crankcase
against structure-borne sound, said elements being of substan-

tially hollow-cylindrical shape and located outside of the oil-

wetted area in said crankcase with their axes being parallel to

the axis of said crankshaft, wherein a bracket with at least two
arms is mounted at least at the output end of said engine unit

support, said bracket being attached to the bearing seat of said

crankshaft, and provided with at least one of said sound-
insulating elements at each end of said arms, and wherein said

sound-insulating elements are positioned symmetrically to said

crankshaft axis.

4,428,339

ROTARY ENGINE
Shmuel Fromer, 10 Reiness St., Kiryat-Shmuel, Haifa, Israel

Filed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,515

Int. C1.J P02B 53/00
U.S. a. 123—245 15 Galms

1. A rotary power/work engine, comprising

a circular housing defining an annular space therein,

two block-like pistons disposed within said housing and
having respective first sides,

said pistons being arranged for orbital movement in opposite

directions within said space and so as to sequentially and
at each of two opposite locations in said housing come
into and separate out of a face-to-face engaging state in

which said first sides face each other,

at least one of said pistons having a concavity at said first

side thereof so that a sealed chamber is defined between
said pistons when the same are in said face-to-face engag-
ing state thereof,

means for effecting at each of said locations a first rotational

movement of said pistons as a unit about an axis of the unit

by 180° in one sense while said pistons are in said face-to-

face engaging state,

means for eflecting a second rotational movement of each of
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said pistons individually by 180' in a sense opposite to said

one sense upon separation of said pistons after completion

of said first rotational movement,

power/work transmitting means located externally of said

housing, and

means for coupling each piston to said power/work trans-

mitting means.

4 428 340

DIRECT INJECnON DIESEL ENGINE WITH A
MECHANICALLY CONTROLLED INJECTOR

Jean Nikly, Caluire, France, assignor to Automobiles M. Ber-

liet, Lyons, France

Continuation of Ser. No. 952,337, Oct. 18, 1978, abandoned.

This application Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 362,775

Qaims priority, application France, Oct. 18, 1977, 77 32000

Int. a.J F02B 23/06

U.S, a. 123—276 1 Claims

1. A diesel engine of the type having a cylinder block with

a top surface, a bottom surface opposite said top surface, and at

least one cylinder bore extending from said top surface to said

bottom surface, said at least one cylinder bore having a first

predetermined diameter and a central axis; a piston mounted in

said at least one cylinder bore for reciprocating from a first

predetermined bottom position; a cylinder head mounted to

said top surface of said cylinder block, said cylinder head

further having an inlet valve, an exhaust valve mounted adja-

cent said inlet valve and means for communicating said inlet

and exhaust valves with said at least one cylinder bore; a

source of fuel; air intake source means; mechanical fuel injec-

tion means mounted in said cylinder head adjacent to said at

least one cylinder bore and said fuel source for injecting fuel

into said at least one cylinder bore; a camshaft member

mounted in said cylinder block; means for roUUbly driving

said camshaft such that said camshaft rotates in turned relation-

ship with the reciprocation of said piston from a first predeter-

mined top position to a second predetermined bottom position,

wherein the improvement comprises:

a combustion cavity recessed a predetermined depth into

said piston, said combustion cavity having an outer diame-

ter and a central axis located a predetermined eccentric

distance from the central axis of said at least one cylinder

bore; said predetermined depth of said recess being from

0.20 to O.SO times the outer diameter of said combustion

cavity; said predetermined eccentric distance being equal

to or less than one tenth of said first predetermined diame-

ter of said at least one cylinder bore;

an intake port surrounding said inlet valve for receiving said

air source means;

a spiral contoured inlet passage located in said intake port ^

such that said air mtake source means entering said intake

port is swirled tangentially into said combustion cavity

when said inlet valve opens to communicate with said at

least one cylinder bore; and

said mechanical fuel injection means further comprising

injection means connected to said camshaft for injectmg

pressurized and metered fuel into said at least one cylinder

bore in response to the direct mechanical actuation of said

camshaft such that the correct amount of pressurized fuel

is supplied into said at least one cylinder bore in relation to

the rotation of the engine free of the use of an injection

advance device responsive to engine speed, said injection

means further comprising a fuel nozzle having a central

axis and a tip extending into said combustion cavity, said

tip being located a predetermined distance from the cen-

tral axis of said at least one cylinder bore; said fuel nozzle

further being inclined at a predetermined angle with re-

spect to the central axis of said combustion cavity, said

central axis of said fuel nozzle being a third predetermined

distance from said central axis of said at least one cylinder

bore when measured along a plane coinciding with said

first predetermined top position of said piston, whereby

when said inlet valve is opened, air from said air inuke

source means is swirled ungentially into said combustion

cavity to mix with fuel injected into said combustion

cavity by said mechanical fuel injection means to form a

homogeneous combustible mixture so that said mixture

reduces fuel consumption in a diesel engine.

4,428,341

ELECTRONIC REGULATING DEVICE FOR RPM
REGULATION IN AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION

ENGINE HAVING SELF-IGNTION
Albin Hassler, Schwieberdlngen, and Fridolin Piwonka, Tamm,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Robert Botch

GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 274,926, Jun. 18, 1981, abandoned.

This application Apr. 11, 1983, Ser. No. 484,022

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 21,

1980, 3023350
Int. Q.' P02D 1/04

U.S. Q. 123—350 n Claims

m<m

:

1. An rpm regulating device in an electronic system for an

internal combustion engine having an engine rpm sensor which

generates an actual rpm signal, an engine idle rpm transducer

which generates an idle rpm set point signal, and an accelerator

pedal position sensor which generates a running rpm set point

signal, and a selection and comparison means connected to

receive said actual rpm signal, said idle rpm set point signal,

and said running rpm set point signal to control engine opera-
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tion via a fuel injection member in response thereto, said means
including,

a comparison means connected to receive and compare
instantaneous values of said running rpm set point signal,

said idle rpm set point signal and said actual rpm signal,

and to generate an rpm difference signal in dependence
thereon, and

a PI regulator means connected to said comparison means
for receiving said rpm difference signal, in order to gener-

ate a fuel quantity demand signal to said engine for con-

trolling said fuel injection member.

1

^ _

f

-

- IGNITION — iGNlfON
PMASt Phase $.^il?^

1. The method of operating an internal combustion engine at

optimum output torque under varying operating conditions,

said engine having an adjustable input engine variable the

setting of which controls the output torque, the method com-
prising:

oscillating the setting of the input engine variable on each
side of a variable reference setting by varying the setting

of the input variable by a successively changing fraction

of the amplitude of the oscillation so that the oscillation

assumes an incremental and decremental staircase value

on each side of said variable reference setting;

sensing an output variable representative of said output
torque during at least three successive phases of the oscil-

lation;

detecting whether the sensed output variable establishes one
of first and second sequential relationships of a plurality of

possible sequential relationships indicating that said vari-

able reference setting is on one of first and second sides of
an optimum position; and

adjusting said variable reference setting toward said opti-

mum pwsition in response to one of said detected first and
second sequential relationships.

4,428,343

TIP-IN KNOCK ELIMINATING SPARK TIMING
CONTROL

John F. Schweikert, Sterling Heights; Da^id S. Grossman, Roch-
ester, and Edward E. Durham, Utica, all of Mich., assignors to

General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Not. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 323,821

Int. a.3 F02P 5/04 ,

U.S. a. 123—425
'

2 Qaims
1. A spark timing control system for a spark ignited, multi-

cylinder internal combustion engine subject to knock-induced
vibrations and having means effective to normally generate
spark events with a predetermined spark timing in relation to

crankshaft rotational position, the engine further having an air

inlet passage characterized by an inlet air pressure, an abrupt

increase in which anticipates a knocking event of limited dura-

tion, the system comprising, in combination:

means responsive to a predetermined rate of change of an

engine parameter indicating increasing inlet air pressure

associated with a sudden throttle opening event to gener-

ate a knock anticipating signal; and

4,428,342

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR OPERATING AN
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE AT OPTIMUM

TORQUE
Atsushi Suzuki; Norio Omori; Masakazu Ninomiya; Susumu
Akiyama, all of Kariya, and Yitji Hirabayashi, Aichi, all of

Japan, assignors to Nippondenso Co., Ltd., Kariya, Japan
Filed Oct. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 314,022

Gaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 22, 1980, 55-148523

Int. a.3 F02P 5/08

U.S. a. 123—419
I

7 Qaims
means responsive to said signal to temporarily retard spark

timing from said predetermined spark timing by a prede-

termined crank angle and for a predetermined limited time

period of fixed duration, the period ending substantially

between 175 and 300 milliseconds after the beginning of
said sudden throttle opening event, whereby operator

perception of such retarded spark timing in engine perfor-

mance is substantially nonexistent.

4,428,344

ENGINE KNOCK ANTIOPATION
Louis R. Focht, Fannington Hills, Mich., assignor to Ford
Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Jan. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 338,461

Int. a.3 F02P 5/04
U.S. a. 123—425 2 Qaims
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1. A knock control system for providing a signal suitable for

controlling ignition of a vehicle mounted internal combustion
engine so as to eliminate knock includes:

a knock sensor means for generating a signal indicating the

occurrence of a knock vibration;

an engine operating parameter sensing means for detecting

the occurrence of an engine operating parameter related

to the occurrence of knock;

said engine operating parameter sensing means including:

a throttle angle position sensor means;

an envelope detection circuit coupled to receive a signal

from said knock sensor;

a low pass filter coupled to receive a signal from said enve-

lope detection circuit;

a high pass filter coupled to said throttle angle position

sensor means for processing an output signal from said

throttle angle position sensor means;

a summer coupled to receive signals from both said high pass
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filter and said low pass filter for processing said signals for

knock control;

a proportional retard ignition module for receiving said

knock control signal to retard the spark timing thereby

avoiding knock; and wherein

said knock sensor is an acceleration sensor and said throttle

angle position sensor is a resistive slider type sensor.

4,428,346

CONTROL APPARATUS FOR ELECTRICALLY
CONTROLLED INJECTION PUMP OF DIESEL ENGINE
Yoshikazu Hoshi, Ibaraki, Japan, assignor to Hitachi, Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 336,099

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 9, 1981, 56-1095

Int. a.^ F02M 39/00

U.S. a. 123—450 8 Claims

4 428 345

FUEL METERING SYSTEM FOR AN INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Richard Bertsch, Asperg; Dieter Giinther, Murr; Michael Hor-

belt, Schwieberdingen; Bemd Kraus, Gerlingen; Jiirgen Pen-

schuck, Miiglingen; Qaus Ruppmann, Schwieberdingen, and

Hans Schnurle, Walheim, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, fusign-

ors to Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,948

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 20,

1981, 3119969; May 13, 1982, 3214059

Int. a.' F02M 7/00, 51/00

U.S. a. 123—440 15 Claims

1 I

?IGNA> FROM EXHAJ5T
5AS SENSOR

b)

c)

d) J"

1. In a fuel metering system for an internal combustion

engine having an apparatus for regulating the composition of a

fuel-air mixture reaching the combustion chambers of the

engine, wherein the apparatus includes

a sensor, which is disposed m a fiow of exhaust gas from the

engine, for generating a control voltage in accordance

with the air-fuel ratio of the fuel-air mixture,

a threshold switch, having an input connected to receive the

control voltage generated by the sensor and having an

output, for generating an output signal which switches

from a first level to a second level whenever the sensor

control voltage exceeds a predetermined threshold volt-

age,

an integrator, having an input connected to receive the

threshold switch output signal and having an output, for

integrating in alternating directions depending upon the

threshold switch output signal,

an electronic control unit, connected to receive the integra-

tor output signal, for controlling the composition of the

fuel-air mixture in accordance with the integrator output

signal, and

first delay means, connected between the output of the

threshold switch and the input of the integrator for delay-

ing the switchover of the integrator from one integrating

direction to the other integrating direction for a first,

predetermined, delay period,

the improvement which comprises:

delay control means for rendering the first delay means

inoperative for a predetermined control period after each

first delay period.

1, A control apparatus for an electrically controlled injec-

tion pump of a Diesel engine provided with auxiliary means

put into operation in emergency, comprising:

an electrically controlled injection pump provided with an

injection timing control solenoid valve and an injection

quantity control solenoid valve which are opened in a

manner so that the pump operates to supply a desired

quantity of fuel to the engine in an optimal injection tim-

ing:

a timing signal generator circuit for producing a timing

signal synchronized to rotation of said engine;

a main controller circuit for producing an injection timing

control signal and an injection quantity control signal for

controlling the opening durations of both said solenoid

valves in accordance with said timing signal and a first

predetermined parameter representative of the operating

state of said engine;

a first pulse signal generator circuit for producing a first

pulse signal of a fixed pulse width in response to said

timing signal;

a second pulse signal generating circuit for producing a

second pulse signal in response to said timing signal, said

second pulse signal having a pulse width which is varied

in dependence on a second parameter representative of a

desired operating state of said engine; and

change-over switch means which can be changed over be-

tween a first state and a second state, wherein in said first

state of said change-over switch, said control signals pro-

duced from said main controller circuit are each supplied

to a respective one of said solenoid valves, while in said

second state of said change-over switch, said first pulse

signal produced by said first pulse generator circuit and

said second pulse signal produced by said second pulse

generating circuit are supplied to said injection timing

control solenoid valve as an injection timing control signal

and an injection quantity control signal, respectively.

4 428 347

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Jorg AbthofT, Fliiderhausen; Hans-Dieter Schuster, Schomdorf;

Hans-Joachim Langer, Remseck, and Christoph Noller, Waib-

lingen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Daimler-

Benz Aktiengesellschaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Feb. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 236,508

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 20,

1980,3006369
Int. Q.' F02M 39/00

U.S. Q. 123—453 Claims

1. An internal combustion engine comprising a throttle valve

means for controlling a rate of How of air supplied to the
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engine, means for injecting fuel in dependence upon a volume
of air supplied to the engine, a timing valve means for provid-
ing a time relief of injection pressure of the fuel injection

means, means for controlling the timing valve means, an igni-

tion starter means for starting the engine, and an operating

switch means adapted to automatically close after a termina-

tion of a starting operation of the engine, characterized in that

means are provided for connecting the ignition starter means
with the timing valve means for fully opening the timing valve

means during an operation of the ignition starter means for a

starting operation of the engine, and in that the controlling

means includes an adjustable timing means coupled to the

operating switch means for maintaining the timing valve means
in the fully open position for a predetermined time span follow-

ing a starting-up of the engine for enabling an after-start opera-
tion, in that

the controlling means further includes an exhaust gas sensor
means disposed in an exhaust system of the engine, and a

control device disposed between the sensor means and the

timing valve means, in that

an idler contact means is coupled with the throttle valve
means and is adapted to be closed during a closing of the

throttle valve means, and in that

the controlling means further includes an additional timing
means arranged in the control device for maintaining the

timing valve means in a fully open position for a predeter-

mined time period after an opening of the idler contact
means so as to enable an acceleration enrichment of the

fuel supplied to the engine.

ordered bits of the digital signal starting with the most
significant bit, the second preset number being less than
the first preset number;

(0 a second register connected to the analogue to digital

convertor for storing the remaining bits of the digital

signal; and

(g) a control unit connected to the multiplexer for control-
ling the selection of the first and second analogue signals,

the control unit being also connected to the first and
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second registers for reading out only the second preset
number of bits of the digital signal stored in the first regis-

ter when the control unit is effective to select the second
analogue signal and reading out the first preset number of
bits of the digital signal stored in the first and second
registers when the control unit is effective to select the
first analogue signal, the control unit operative in response
to the digital signals corresponding to the first and second
engine operating conditions for controlling said engine.

4,428,349

IGNITION AND FUEL CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Thomas K. Snow, 1499 Lancaster Ave., Reynoldsburg, Ohio
43068

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 39,784, May 17, 1979,
abandoned. This application May 27, 1981, Ser. No. 268,093

Int. a.3 F02B 3/00
U.S. a. 123—493 23 Qaims

4,428348
'

DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AN INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Sadao Taluue; Akito Yamamoto; Katsunori Oshiage, and Akio
HoMka, all of Yokosnka, Japan, assignors to Nissan Motor
Company, Limited, Yokohama, Japan

FUed Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 328,026
Claiau priority, application Japan, Dec. 10, 1980, 55-173160

Int. a.3 F02B 1/06
VS. CL 123—480 15 Qaims

1. A digital control system for an internal combustion en-

gine, comprising:

(a) a first sensor for detecting a first engine operating condi-

tion and generating a first analogue signal indicative

thereof;

(b) a second sensor for detecting a second engine operating
condition and generating a second analogue signal indica-

tive thereof, the second analogue signal having a dynamic
range less than that of the first analogue signal;

(c) a multiplexer connected to the first and second sensors

for selecting either first or second analogue signals;

(d) an analogue to digital convertor connected to the multi-

plexer for transforming the selected analogue signal into a

corresponding digital signal with a first preset number of
bits;

(e) a first register connected to the analogue to digital con-
vertor for storing a second present number of sequentially

1. An ignition and fuel control system for internal combus-
tion engines having a combustion chamber for a fuel-air mix-
ture and an ignitor device for the combustion chamber selec-

tively operable to effect ignition of a fuel-air mixture intro-

duced therein, said system comprising

A. ignition circuit means for effecting operation of an ignitor

device of a combustion chamber, including

(1) electrical ignition pulse generating means having an
output connectable in electrical power transmitting

relationship with an ignitor device, and
(2) switching circuit means connected in electric power
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controlling relationship to said ignition pulse generating

means and provided with an electrical power input

connectable to a suitable source of electrical power,
said switching circuit means selectively operable in

response to concurrent receipt of a firing control clock
signal at a first signal input and a clock signal at a sec-

ond signal input to enable transfer of electrical power to

said ignition pulse generating means for generation of

an ignition pulse,

B. air-fuel dispensing means including

(1) an air-fuel dispensing device having air fiow control-

ling means and fuel flow controlling means and having
selectively operable actuation means operatively cou-
pled with at least said fuel flow controlling means and
operably responsive to a control signal, and

(2) an air-fuel control circuit having

a. an input for receiving a clock signal provided thereto,

and

b. circuit means operably responsive to a clock signal

received at said input to provide a control signal

functionally related to said received clock signal at an

output thereof, said output connected in electric

circuit relationship with said actuation means for said

air-fuel dispensing device,

C. timing detector circuit means including

(1) sensing means adapted for disposition in operatively

coupled relationship to an engine for sensing the func-

tional operation thereof and to generate a timing signal

related to such functional operation, and

(2) firing control circuit means connected with said sens-

ing means and responsive to a timing signal generated

thereby for generating a firing control clock signal, said

firing control circuit means connected with the switch-

ing circuit means of said ignition circuit means to pro-

vide the firing control clock signal thereto, and
D. clock and command control circuit means including

(1) an accelerator input control selectively operable to

generate an electrical command signal,

(2) an acceleration clock circuit operable to generate a

clock signal of a predetermined rate, and

(3) command control circuit means interconnected with
said timing detector circuit, acceleration input control

and acceleration clock circuit to receive each respective

signal thereof and having respective outputs intercon-

nected with the switching circuit means of said ignition

circuit means and with said air-fuel control circuit, said

command control circuit means responsive to said com-
mand signal to provide a clock signal at each of its

outputs in accordance with the instant operating mode
of the engine, said command control circuit means
including a clock control circuit, a deceleration clock

circuit operable to generate a deceleration clock signal

in response to the command signal generated by said

accelerator input control and to the signal generated by
said timing detector circuit means and a mode check
point circuit, said mode check point circuit responsive

to a generated command signal to determine existence

of a steady state operation or acceleration or decelera-

tion relative to an immediately preceding operating

condition and to provide a respective output signal to

said clock control circuit, said clock control circuit

operative in response to a deceleration mode signal to

provide said deceleration clock signal to said air-fuel

control circuit.

4,428,350

HOLLOW CHARGE ENDOTHERMIC MOTOR
Tiziano Cavani, Via Bellaria, 335, Modena, Italy

FUed Jan. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 341,159

Claims priority, application Italy, Feb. 11, 1981, 19642 A/81
Int. O? P02M 27/04

U.S. a. 123—536 9 Qaims
1. An alternating endethermic engine, comprising a case; a

cylindrical chamber in said case; a piston slidable in said cham-

ber and having an end: a portion of said chamber above said

piston forming a substantially cylindrical combustion chamber;
means for injecting air-fuel mixture into said combustion cham-
ber; means for providing ignition in said combustion chamber
situated opposite to said end of the piston and operative to

produce an explosive mixture in said combustion chamber, said

piston being provided with a projection axially outwardly
extended from its end towards said ignition means; first means
for charging said projection with electric charges; and second
means in said injecting means for charging fuel-air mixture
passing therethrough with electric charges, said projection and
the mixture passing through the injecting means being charged

with electric charges of the same sign whereby drops of fuel

are produced in said combustion chamber to constitute an

explosive charge of mixture of air and fuel, said drops due to

repulsion between electric charges of said projection and the

charged fuel particles being collected at a predetermined dis-

tance from said projection so as to form a cavity about said

projection and of a shape substantially correspondmg to that of

said projection but of the size larger than that of said projection

so that due to the known per se "Munroe effect" of hollow

charges an explosive wave is caused which is concentrated into

a substantially cylindncally-shaped jet aligned with said piston

and increasing the effect of the explosion.

4,428,351

FUEL PROCESSOR APPARATUS
Leland L. Davis, Saline, Mich., assignor to Davcc, Inc., Ann

Arbor, Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 188,875, Sep. 19. 1980, Pat. No.

4,368,716. This application Jul. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 287,149

Int. Q.3 F02M 31/00
U.S. Q. 123—557 12 Qaims

1. A unitary processing and filtering unit, particularly for

diesel fuel and of>erative to separate out water-impur ies from

the fuel, comprising a housing including a lower portion defin-

ing a combined heating and sediment chamber having a fuel
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inlet, a concentric annular shaped filtering means carried by an

upper portion of said housing and having a fuel outlet, and

means defining a passage for conducting fluid from said cham-

ber to the filtering means, characterized by heating means in

said lower portion operative to heat the incoming fuel by

direct contact therewith in said chamber, said heating means

including a heated portion in close proximity to said passage.

and said heating means extends through a substantial part of

the lower portion.

4,428^53

RPM BIAS REGULATOR VALVE
Daniel C. Stahly, Elmhurst, and Andrew A. Kenny, Roselle, both

of III., assignors to Eaton Corporation, Geveland, Ohio

Filed Oct. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 315,739

Int. a? P02M 25/06

U.S. a. 123—568 35 Claims

4,428,352

PROCESS FOR OPERATING AN
INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINE WITH A

SUPERCHARGER WHICH CAN BE CUT OUT, AND A
DEVICE FOR CARRYING OUT THE PROCESS

Andreas Mayer, Niederrohrdorf, and Martin Schwarz, Moriken,

both of Switzerland, assignors to BBC Brown, Boveri & Co.,

Ltd., Baden, Switzerland

Filed Dec. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 329,994

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Dec. 22, 1980,

9453/80

Int. a.' F02B 33/00: F02M 25/06

U.S. a. 123—559 2 Qaims

1. A process for operating an internal-combustion engine

with a supercharger which can be cut out, comprising:

closing a supercharger delivery line of the supercharger

which line opens into an intake pipe by a shut-off member

during idling and under low partial load operation of the

engine, and, while the supercharger is cut out, sucking

intake air in from the atmosphere and mixing a part of ihe

exhaust gases delivered in an exhaust gas return line with

the stream of intake air, and supplying the mixture of

intake air and exhaust gases to the internal-combustion

engine through the intake pipe; and

interrupting the flow of both the exhaust gases and the intake

air from the atmosphere with the shut-off member during

upper partial load and full load operation of the engine

and compressing air from the atmosphere with the super-

charger and supplying the compressed air to the internal-

combustion engine through the intake pipe.

2. In a device for operating an internal-combustion engine

with a supercharger which can be cut out, wherein the super-

charger is connected to an intake line of the engine through an

exit mouth of a supercharger delivery line, the improvement

comprising:

an exhaust-gas return line having an exit mouth opening into

the intake line at generally the same cross section of the

intake line as the exit mouth of the supercharger delivery

line; and

a shut-off member having first and second positions, means

for moving said shut-off member to the first position

during idling and partial load operation of the engine to

close the mouth of the supercharger delivery line and to

the second position during upper partial load and full load

operation of the engine to simultaneously close both the

intake line upstream of the supercharger delivery line and

the exit mouth of the exhaust-gas return line.

1. A vehicular signal modulation system for producing a

modulated output signal which varies as a function of at least

a first condition and a second condition, the system compris-

ing;

a first transducer for monitoring the first condition and

producing a first fluid signal which varies with the first

condition;

a second transducer for monitoring the second condition and

producing a second fluid signal which varies with the

second condition; and,

a modulator valve for modulating one of the first and second

fluid signals with the other to produce a modulated output

signal which varies with the first and second conditions,

the modulator valve including means for converting the

second fluid signal to a biasing force and a pressure re-

sponsive means operatively connected with the convert-

ing means and the first transducer to produce the modu-

lated output signal.

2. The system as set forth in claim 1 wherein the first trans-

ducer is a throttle position monitor and the first fluid signal

varies with throttle position.

7. The system as set forth in claim 2 wherein the second

transducer monitors engine speed and the second fluid signal

varies with engine speed.

8. The system as set forth in claim 7 wherein the modulator

valve is operatively connected With an exhaust gas recircula-

tion valve for controlling exhaust gas recirculation as a func-

tion of the throttle position and the engine speed.

4,428,354

DIESEL ENGINE FUEL LIMITING SYSTEM
Arthur R. Sundeen, Lansing, and Edward R. Romblom, Dewitt,

both of Mich., assignors to General Motors Corp., Detroit,

Mich.

Filed Jun. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,787

Int. a.3 F02M 25/06

U.S. a. 123—568 4 Qaims
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1. A fuel control system for a diesel engine having an inuke
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space into which recirculated exhaust gases are mixed with air

and drawn into a combustion space, the amount of recirculated

exhaust gases in the uptake space being reduced, after a delay

including the time required to purge the excess exhaust gases

from the intake space, in response to an increase in an of>erator

commanded fuel amount per engine cycle to prevent a reduc-

tion in the air/fuel ratio in the combustion space to a value

below an exhaust smoke limit, the fuel control system compris-

ing:

fuel supply means responsive to an operator commanded fuel

amount per engine cycle effective to adjust the amount of

fuel injected into the combustion space in accord with the

commanded amount; and

means effective to limit the change in the amount of fuel in-

jected into the combustion space by the fuel supply means in

resf>onse to an operator commanded increase in the fuel

quantity per engine cycle to a predetermined maximum rate,

the maximum rate having a value effective to impose a delay

in the increase in the fuel amount per engine cycle during

rapid increases in the operator commanded fuel amount per

cycle that substantially matches the delay in the resulting

decrease in the amount of recirculated exhaust gases in the

intake space to prevent the air/fuel ratio in the combustion

space from decreasing to a value below the exhaust smoke
limit during the delay in the reduction of the amount of

recirculated exhaust gases in the intake space.

the detecting means for improving combustive property of the

engine.

4,428,355

EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION CONTROL FOR
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Katsuhiko Yokooku, Hiroshima, Japan, assignor to Toyo Kogyo
Co., Ltd., Hiroshima, Japan

Filed Jun. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,767

Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 22, 1981, 56-97128;

Jun. 22, 1981, 56-97129

Int. C1.3 F02M 25/06

U.S. a. 123—571 8 Qaims

41 40

1. An internal combustion engine including combustion

chamber means, intake passage means leading to said combus-

tion chamber means for providing a supply of intake gas

thereto, exhaust passage means communicating with said com-
bustion chamber means for passing exhaust gas from the com-

bustion chamber means, exhaust gas recirculating passage

means extending between said exhaust and intake passage

means for recirculating a part of exhaust gas in the exhaust

passage means to the intake passage means, exhaust gas recir-

culation control valve means for controlling amount of exhaust

gas passing through the recirculation control passage means,

valve control means for controlling said valve means in accor-

dance with at least one engine operating condition to thereby

control the amount of recirculated exhaust gas, abnormality

detecting means for detecting that the valve means is errone-

ously held in an open position to produce an output signal,

corrective means adapted to receive said output signal from

4,428,356

DEVICE FOR CONTROLLING AT LEAST ONE
THROTTLE DIAMETER IN A CONTROL LINE

Ulrich Kemmner, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Sep. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 421,177

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 14,

1982, 3218210

Int. a.J F02M 23/04
U.S. a. 123—585 7 Qaims

1. A device for the control of at least one throttle diameter

in a control line, especially in a line carrying fuel for an internal

combustion engine, having at least one circle segment-like

control section in a control bore intersecting the control line,

the control section being pivotable around an axle and control-

ling to a larger or lesser degree the throttle diameter formed by
the intersection of the control line and control bore, wherein

the control bore (36) comprises a circularly arched sealing

surface (40) surrounding the throttle diameter (39), the circle

segment-like control section (37) and the arched sealing sur-

face (40) both having a radius extending eccentrically to the

axle (21), whereby the radial distance(s) between the circum

ference of the control section (37) and the circumference of the

sealing surface (40) is a finite distance when the control section

(37) is in a position opening the throttle diameter (39), and

approaches zero when the control section (37) is in a position

closing the throttle diameter (39).

7. A method for controlling the flow of a fluid through a

throttle diameter surrounded by a circularly arched sealing

surface in a control line for carrying fuel in an internal combus-
tion engine having a control section in a control bore intersect-

ing the control line and controlling to a larger or lesser degree

the throttle diameter formed by the intersection of the control

line and the control bore, comprising the step of, passing the

control section over the sealing surface through an arc that

converges with the arc defining the sealing surface, whereby
the distance between the surface of the control section and the

sealing surface approaches zero when the control section is in

a position closing the throttle diameter.

4,428,357

SELFVENTILATED RANGE AND METHOD OF
INSTALLING

Thomas R. Field. Noblesville, Ind., assignor to Jenn-Air Corpo-

ration, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,552

Int. a.' F24C 15/20

U.S. a. 126—299 R 5 Qaims
1. A self-ventilated range comprising:

a blower means adapted to be secured to a floor and having

an inlet and an outlet which is adapted to be connected to

an atmospheric exhaust;

a bracket means associated with said blower n)eans for selec-

tively securing said blower means to said floor in one of a

first mode with said blower means outlet directed for
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discharge through-the-wall and a second mode with said

outlet directed for discharge through-the-floor to said

atmospheric exhaust;

a cabinet means having a top surface and defming a ventila-

tion cavity which is open at the back and bottom whereby

said cabinet means is adapted to be set in place over said

blower means when said blower means is secured to a

floor so that said blower means is located in said ventila-

tion cavity;

an oven means located in said cabinet means;

at least one cooking unit adapted to be located in said top

surface of said cabinet means;

a proximity ventilation inlet grill located in said top surface

of said cabinet means adjacent said cooking unit;

a plenum means located in said cabinet means and extending

essentially the full height of said cabinet means and pro-

viding a fluid path from said inlet grill to a plenum outlet

which leads to said ventilation cavity;

access door means forming the front of said ventilation

cavity and being adapted to open to provide access to said

ventilation cavity;

fluid connecting means for connecting said inlet of said

blower means to said plenum outlet when said cabinet

means is set in place over said blower means and said

access door means is open to establish a proximity ventila-

tion flow path which serially includes said inlet grill, said

plenum means, said fluid connecting means and said

blower means for discharge to said atmospheric exhaust.

4,428,358 '

SOLAR SKYLIGHT
James C. Adamson, Osprey La., Rumson, N.J. 07760

Filed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 335,062

Int. a.' F24J 3/02

U.S. a. 126—417 8 Oaims

northern face, a southern face and a downward face, said

housing means also including a long central axis substan-

tially parallel to the planes of said three faces;

a three position shutter means for reflecting sun from said

northern face to said downward face during a winter day

and for reflecting the summer sun back through said

southern face during a summer day and for blocking off

said downward face during the winter night, said shutter

means including at least two faces;

pivot means attached to said housing for carrying said shut-

ter means in such a manner that said shutter means can

rotate about a single axis parallel to the long central axis of

said housing means; and,

counterweight means attached to said shutter means,

wherein said counterweight means and said shutter means

are substantially balanced so that said shutter means can

rotate about said single axis parallel to the long central axis

of said housing means in a substantially effortless manner.

4,428,359

DETACHABLE INSERT FOR SOLAR ABSORBER
Louis Scarselletta, Lockport, N.Y., assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Feb. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 345,930

Int. C\? F24J 3/02; D03C 13/00; F16F 1/34

U.S. a. 126—418 1 Oaim

1. A skylight apparatus comprising:

a housing means having at least three faces including a

1. An insert device adapted for use with a solar absorber

having longitudinal passages interconnecting a pair of flow-

through headers when the solar absorber is mounted with the

headers vertical and the longitudinal passages horizontal and

one of the headers has an unused leg at its lower end that

extends a substantial distance below the lowermost longitudi-

nal passage, said insert device adapted for insertion in the

unused leg and comprising a plug body having an inner end

portion adapted to form a plug in the unused leg and an outer

end adapted to engage and stop the plug body against the end

of the unused leg, seal means mounted on and extending about

said inner plug end portion for providing sealing between the

latter and the interior of the unused leg and an elongated

middle portion interconnecting said inner end portion and said

outer end, said plug body having a length measured from said

inner plug end portion along said middle portion to said stop

corresponding to the length of the unused leg measured from

its end to the lowermost horizontal longitudinal passage so that

said inner plug end portion and seal means are located to plug

off and seal the unused leg just below the lowermost horizontal

longitudinal passage whereby fluid stagnation is prevented

from occurring in the unused leg, said plug body further in-

cluding weepage passage means extending from said inner plug

end portion and along said middle portion and past said outer

end for providing detection of leakage past said seal means, and

securing means for securing said plug body in its stopped

location in the unused leg.
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4,428,360

ROOnNG SYSTEM FOR SOLAR HEAT COLLECTION
AND METHOD FOR FABRICATION THEREOF

Howard S. Coheu, 2001 Lincoln St., Berkeley, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 801,511, May 31, 1977, abandoned. This

application Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,779

Int. a.J F24J 3/02
U.S. a. 126—432 4 Gaims
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4,42832
SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM

William J. Larkin, 12698 Morgan La., Garden Grove, Calif.

92684

Filed Jan. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 224,141

Int. a.3 F24J 3/02
U.S. a. 126-434 6 Oaims

»»*i»a.i.iAf^J

1. A method for forming a roofing system for collecting and
utilizing solar heat, using a plurality of water-proof shingle

members secured to a roof deck; comprising the steps of form-

ing a generally rectangular web of a water-proof, pliable mate-

rial, securing a first fluid coupling member extending through

a first portion of said web, securing a second fluid coupling

member extending through a second portion of said web,
folding said web at a fold line to dispose said first and second

portions in overlying, adjacent relationship, forming a seam
joining said first and second portions to define with said fold

line a sealed chamber; arranging said shingle members in over-

lapping shingle matrix fashion, engaging said first and second

coupling members of overlapping adjacent shingle members to

connect said chambers in a fluid conducting fashion, and circu-

lating a heat absorbing fluid through said connected chambers.

4,428,361

SOLAR HEATING SHINGLE ROOF STRUCTURE
George T. Straza, 1071 Industrial PI., El C^jon, Calif. 92020

Filed Jun. 11, 1976, Ser. No. 694,959

Int. C\? F24J 3/02
U.S. CT. 126—432 16 Qaims

1. A solar heating shingle roof structure, comprising,

a plurality of laterally extending longitudinally overlapping

rows of interconnected, fluid conducting shingles having

means for attachment to a roof structure,

each shingle comprising a hollow body of substantially

rectangular, thin, flat configuration, having an upper

surface, a lower surface, a front longitudinal edge and a

rear longitudinal edge,

each shingle having at least one fluid inlet adjacent the rear

edge for communicating with the outlet of an overlapping

shingle and at least one fluid outlet adjacent the front edge

thereof for communicating with the inlet of an overlapped

shingle,

and means for interconnecting the inlets and outlets of adja-

cent overlapping shingles.

1. An anti-reverse-siphon solar collector system comprismg:
(a) a hot water storage tank;

(b) a flat plate collector communicating at the top witii an

upper portion of said tank and being disposed at substan-

tially the same heights as said tank;

(c) a cold water supply line having a delivery end connected

to the bottom of said collector and a source end communi-
cating with a water source;

(d) said supply line including an upright loop with substan-

tial vertical components including ascending and descend-

ing standpipe portions wherein in normal solar operation

the ascending portion is upstream from, and ushers water

into, said descending portion; and

(e) said descending standpipe portion having its highest

point on the order of a foot higher than the lop of said

collector and being thermally insulated from said tank and
said collector, and said ascending portion descending

from its juncture with said descending portion down into

said tank from the top extending into communication with

a lower portion thereof, causing a temperature differential

in said standpipe portions such that said ascending portion

is maintained warmer than said descending portion caus-

ing an anti-backflow pressure head to develop to counter

creeping backflow in said system due to cooling of said

collector.

4,428,363

ENVIRONMENTAL HEATING SYSTEM
Raymond W. Komula, 332 Park St., Jamestown, N.Y. 14701

Filed Dec. 19, 1977, Ser. No. 861,701

Int. a.' F24J 3/02

U.S. a. 126—439 8 Qainu

1. A solar energy collection system, comprising:

a heat collecting element mounted in a generally horizontal

plane between a transparent cover and a reflective base to



floor so that said blower means is located m said ventila-

tion cavity:

an oven means located in said cahinet means;

at least one v-rKikiPk: unit adapted to be :>KJted in said !>^p

>>urfai.e <)l said cahinet means.

a prnx!mit\ ventilation inlet grill icxatcd in said top surface

of said cabinet means adjacent said cof)kine unit.

said downward face during the winter night, said shutter

means including at least two faces:

pivot means attached to said housing for carrying said shut-

ter means m such a manner that said shutter means can
rotate about a single axis parallel to the long central axis of

said housing means: and,

counterweight means attached to said shutter means,
\v. herein said counterweight means and said shutter means

are substantially balanced so that said shutter means can

rotate about said single axis parallel to the long central axis

of said housing means m a substantially effortless manner.

-^

'^^^^

a plenum means located in said cabinet means and extending

essentialh the full height of said cabinet means and pro-

viding a fluid path from said inict gr'll to a plenum outlet

v^hich leads :: said ventilation cavity:

access d^.'or means forming the front of said ventilation

cav nv and being adapted to open to provide access to said

ventilation cavity.

fluid connecting means for connecting said inlet of said

blower means to said plenum outlet uhen said cabinet

means is set in place over said biov^er means and said

access door means is open to establish a proximity ventila-

tion flow patii which serially includes said inlet grill, said

plenum means, said iTuid cf)nneciing means and said

blower means for discharge to said atmr.sphenc exhaust.

4,428.359

DFrrACHABIE INSERT FOR SOLAR ABSORBER
Louis Scarselletta. IxKrkport, N.Y.. assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Feb. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 345,930

Int. CI.' F24J 3/02: D03C 13/00; F16F 1/34
L.S. CI. 126-418 1 Gaim

4,428,358

SOLAR SKYLIGHT
James C. Adamson, Osprey I^., Rumson. N,J. 07760

Filed Dec. 28, 1981. Ser. No. 335.062

Int. n. F24J 3.02
L.S. CI. 126—417

\

1. A skylight apparatus comprising:

a housing means having at least three faces including a

1 .An insert device adapted for use with a solar absorber

having longitudinal passages interconnecting a pair of flow-

through headers when the solar absorber is mounted with the

headers vertical and the longitudinal passages horizontal and

one of the headers has an unused leg at its lower end that

extends a substantial distance below the lowermost longitudi-

nal passage, said insert device adapted for insertion in the

unused leg and comprising a plug body having an inner end

8 Claims P"''""" adapted to form a plug in the unused leg and an outer

end adapted to engage and slop the plug body against the end

of the unused leg. seal means mounted on and extending about

said inner plug end por'ion for providing sealing between the

latter and the interior of the unused leg and an elongated

middle p<-rtion interconnecting said inner end portion and said

outer end, said plug body having a length measured from said

inner plug end portion along said middle portion to said stop

corresponding to the length of the unused leg measured from
Its end to the lowermost horizontal longitudinal pas.sage so that

said inner plug end portion and seal means are located to plug

off and seal the unused leg just below the lowermost horizontal

longitudinal passage whereby fluid stagnation is prevented

from (Kcurring in the unused leg, said plug body further in-

cluding weepage passage means extending from said inner plug

end portion and along said middle portion and past said outer

end for providing detection of leakage past said seal means, and
securing means for securing said plug body in its stopped

location in the unused leg.

U.S. a. 126—432
\}\X\}UUU]

4 Gajms

U.S. a. 126-434
wi^^twrn^

6 Claims

16 M
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17 22
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1. A method for forming a roofing svstjm for c^Ilrciing and
utilizing solar heat, using a plurality of waterproof shingle
members secured to a roof deck: comprising the steps of form-
ing a generally rectangular web of a waterproof, phable mate-
rial, securing a first Ouid coupling member extending through
a first portion of said web. securing a second fluid coupling
member extending through a second portion of said web
folding said web at a fold line to dispose said firs and second
portions in over'ving ;uljacePt relationship, forming a seam
joining said first and second pr.rtions to define with said fold
me a sealed chamber: arranging said shingle members m over-
lapping shingle matrix fashion, engaging said first and second
coupling members oi overlapping adjacent shingle members to
connect said chambers in a fiuid conducting fashion, and circu-
lating a heat absorbing fiuid through :,aid connected chambers

4.428,361
SOLAR HEATING SHINGLE ROOF STRLCTLRE

George T. Straza, 1071 Industrial PI., El Cajon. Calif. 92020
Filed Jun. 11, 1976, Ser. No. 694,959

Int. a.' F24J 3/02
L.S. CI. 126—432 ,. ,,, .

16 Claims

1 An anti-reverse-siphon solar collector system comprising
(a) a hot water steerage lank.

(b) a fiat plate collector communicating at the top witi, an
upper portion of said tank and being disposed at substan-
tially the same heights as said tank:

(c) a cold water supply line hav mg a delivery end connected
lo the bott.^m of said collector and a source end communi-
cating with a water source:

(d) said supply line including an upright loop with substan-
tial vertical components including ascending and descend-
ing standpipe portions wherein in normal solar operation
the ascending portion is upstream Uom, and ushers vvatcr
into, said descending portion, and

(e) said descending standpipe portion having iis highest
point on the order of a fooi higher than the top o\ said
collector and being thermalK insulated from said lank and
said collector, and said ascending portion descending
from Its juncture with said descending portion down into
said tank from the top extending into communication with
a lower portion thereof, causing a temperature difTereniial
in said standpipe portions such that said ascending p<iriion
IS maintained warmer than said descending portion caus-
ing an anti-backllow pressure head to develop lo counlei
creeping backfiow in said system due lo cooling oi said
collector.

1 A solar heating shingle roof structure, comprising
a plurality of laterally extending longitudinally overlapping
rows of interconnected, fluid conducting shingles having
means for attachment to a roof structure,

each shingle comprising a hollow body 'of substantially
rectangular, thin, fiat configuration, having an upper
surface, a lower surface, a front longitudinal edge and a
rear longitudinal edge,

each shingle having at least one fiuid inlet adjacent the rear
edge for communicating with the outlet of an overlapping
shingle and at least one fluid outlet adjacent the front edge
thereof for communicating with the inlet of an overlapped
shingle,

and means for interconnecting the inlets and outlets of adja-
cent overlapping shingles.

4,428,363

ENVIRONMENTAL HEATING SYSTEM
Raymond V\. Komula, 332 Park St., Jamestown, N.Y. 14701

Filed Dec. 19, 1977, Ser. No. 861,701
Int. n.' F24J 3, 02

L..S. n. 126—439
I, f^8 (laims

' /

" -16

1. A solar energy colleclion system, comprising:
a heat collecting elemenl mounted in a generally horizontal

plane between a transparent cover and a refiivlivc base to

/
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collect maximum radiated solar energ\ passing through about the corpus spongiosum and urethra, plural inflatable

said transparent and reflected by said refleciue base;

said transparent coser compnsing a plurality of flat transpar-

ent panels joined at the edges thereof and at the top form-

ing a multi-sided pyramid extending upwardly from said

heat collecting element: and wherein said reflective base

comprises a plurality of flat mirror-surfaced panels joined

together at the edges thereof to form an inserted psramid

to reflect radiant energy to said heat collecting element

chambers located at spaced locations along said portion and

^i''^^

4,428,364

SELF-SEALING INJECTION BUTTON AND METHOD
OF MAKING SAME

Anthony J. Bartoio, Midland, Mich., assignor to Don Corning ^^^-^r

.

Corporation, Midland, Mich.

Continuation of Ser. No. 28,946, Apr. 11, 1979, abandoned. This means tor intlatine said chambers with a fluid to constnct said
application Jul. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 399,071 urethra

Int. C\: A61B 19/00
L.S. a. 128—1 R 9 Claims

/

1. A self-sealing injection button adapted to be pierced by a

hypodermic needle, said injection button comprising a unitary

body of cured silicone rubber swollen with a swelling agent

which is nonvolatile under atmospheric conditions, and a

restraining means for preventing the swollen silicone rubber

from occupying the volume it would ordinarily occupy in the

absence of the restraining means to provide and maintain com-
pressive forces within the silicone rubber for sealing punctures.

said restraining means compnsing multiple parallel layers of

fabnc oriented in more than one weave direction, said layers

being impregnated with and in intimate contact with the sili-

cone rubber.

4,428,366

ELECTROMAGNETIC APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
THE REDUCTION OF SERL'M GLUCOSE LEVELS

Eugene Findl, AmityviJIe, and Peter O. Milch, Coram, both of

N.V., assignors to Alfred B. Kurtz, Wynnewood, Fa. and
Robert J. Kurtz, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 6, 1981. Ser. No. 261,257

Int. CU A61B 17/52
U.S. CI. 128—15 8 C. 'ims

-3- -—
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4,428,365

ANTMNCONTINE.NT PROSTHESES
Said I. Hakky, Sardoon, Bataween A^ 15/14/1, Baghdad, Iraq

Filed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,719

Int. a.3 A61B 19/00
U.S. a. 128—1 R 16 Qaims

1. A prosthesis for controlling urinary incontinence compns-
ing support means including a portion in the form of at least

c.ie turn of a spiral, said portion including a wall of generally

non-stretchable construction and arranged for disposition

1. A method of alleviating hyperglycemia in a living animal

afflicted with same, the method compnsing:

placing at least a portion of the animal in the field of an

electromagnet: and

subjecting at least the portion of the animal to a pulsating

magnetic field generated by said electromagnet by provid-

ing said electromagnet with an intermittent electric power
supply having the following characteristics:

a pulse train of pulses having a pulse repetition rate of about

1 S hertz plus or minus O.S hertz, a pulse width of about 3S0

microseconds and a pulse amplitude of about 60 millivolts

to cause a decrease in the serum glucose level of the ani-

mal.
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,„»« 4,428,367
VIBRATORY ELECTRIC MOTOR AND APPLIANCF

EMBODYING SAME
Gregory S. Wahl, and Raymond H. Babel, both of Sterling III

assignors to Wahl Qipper Corporation. Sterling, III

Filed Oct. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 433,456

,,^ _ Int. a.' A61H 2i/02
US. a. 128-24.2

^aaims

1. In a vibratory electric motor and an appliance embodyincsame wherein the appliance has a pair of shallow pan members

[hereof the'n"'"'^ 'T'^l' ^' "'''''' ""^ P^'P^^^^' P"^"""'^thereof, the pan members having spaced and aligned generally
parallel portions within the penpheral portions and wherein
the vibratory electnc motor has a core-coil assembly with

InlZi r "."' '"? ' S'""'""y ^-'^^^P^d armature having
spaced egs and a resilient web connecting corresponding endsof the legs, a first armature leg being connected to a core
portion opposite the pole faces and the second armature le*;

rhi;! f""';?
^^' ' ^'.P ^'""^ '^^ P°'^ f^^"' 'he combination

thereof with a means for mounting the vibratory electnc motornrmly within the pan members, said mounting means compns-

a pair of spaced apertures in the generally parallel portions
Of the pan members, the apertures in one pan member
being generally opposite the apertures in the other pan
member; '

the second armature leg being sized in width to exceed the
width dimension of the core-coil assembly, the sides of
said second armature leg which define the armature width
t)eing disposed adjacent the generally parallel portions of
the pan members and the apertures therein, and

a pair of projections on each said side of the second armature
leg adapted to enter adjacent apertures and thus mount the
motor firmly within the pan members

whereby mounting parts and assembly time are minimized
and the second armature leg serves to strengthen the pan
members. '

detachably connected to said delivery tube, a rotary valve
a.ssembly connected In said hose in fluid communication there-
with, a plurality of branch hoses connected with said valve
a.ssembly, drive means including a spnng motor operative
independently of said electnc motor for dnvmg said rotary
valve assembly, control means rotatable to a maximum of one
revolution to initiate said spnng motor and being movable to a
selected position to determine the penod of time <,f rotation of
said rotary valve assembly, said valve assembly being continu-
ously rotatable dunng said selected period of time to deliver
nu.d sequentially ,o said plurality of branch hoses simulta-
neously with the movement of air by said pump, a plurality ofcups connected to said plurality of branch hoses, respectively
and barid means attachable to the body of a person and having
notched ponions for detachably receiving and holding said
cups in selected spaced relationship relative to each o.her and
for locating said cups in a plurality of spaced locations on thebody to sequentially apply stimulation to such locations for the
rredetermined period of time

4.428.369
CORRECTIVE AND PROTECTIVE KNEE BRACE

13601; Rolf A. Faste, Syracuse, and Arthur C. Peckham Jr

WatrtoZvY."'
''^•' ""''^°" "" ^^""^ ^- ''-''•'»'"•

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 124.474. Feb. 25 1980
abandoned. This application Jul. 20. 1981. Ser. No 284 674

Int. CI.' A61F.^W
U.S. CI. 128—80 C en,5 Claims

4,428,368

MASSAGE DEVICE
Masakatsu Torii, 40-9, Kamiya 2K:bome, Kita-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 29, 1980, Ser. No. 192,101
Int. a.3 A61H 7/00

^•^- "• ^^-38
7 aaims

1. A massage device comprising: a housing, an electric mo-
tor, a reduction gear and a crank all connected in series for
rotation m unison, a pump connected to the crank and operable
to move air, a delivery tube for conveying air moved by saidpump to the extenor of the housing, a hose having one end

1. A corrective and protective brace for a human joint the
brace encircling the joint when worn and compnsing a pair of
upper and a pair of lower pressure pads for respoctivelv engag-
ing the wearer's limbs above and below the joint, means con-
necling the upper and lower pads together for relative move-
menl therebetween, the connecting means including coacling
roller and inclined plane means arranged to permit both rota-
tional and translational movement betweei. the upper and
h)wer pads, the connecting means funher including a pair of
ncxible cables each of which engages the roller means, one end
ol each cable being operably connected to an upper pressure
pad and the other end of each cable bc-ing operably connected
to a lower pressure pad, and toggle means connected to the pad
connecting means and operable to cause the uppc-r and lower
pads to exen pressure on the wearer's limbs above and below
the joint, the toggle means including a pair of coacling toggle
arms (hat together extend approximately halfway around (he
joint.
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4,428,370

INSERTION UNIT FOR A VAGINAL DIAPHRAGM
Patricia G. Keely, 15500 Chispa Rd., Atascadero, Calif. 93422

Filed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,514

Int. a.' A61F 5/46

L'.S. a. 128—127 5 Oaims

J- ^ -
--.r .U

1. An insertion unit for a vaginal diaphragm having a stiff

resilient nm therearound, said diaphragm having a forward

portion, a rearward portion and side portions when folded

lengthwise, said insertion unit comprising;

a hollow tubular member having a forward end and a rear-

ward end;

a plurality of substantially triangular flexible segments inte-

gral at their respective bases with the forward end of said

tubular member and having their respective apexes con-

verging forwardly to a point and having adjacent sides in

substantially touching contact to close the forward end of

said tubular member and, upon being flexed outwardly, to

define an opening having a diameter substantially equal to

the internal diameter of said tubular member.

a movable piston member slidably mounted within said

tubular member for holding said diaphragm in a length-

wise folded position and to expel said diaphragm from the

forward end of said tubular member through said seg-

ments.

fa) said piston member including a forward pnrtion. a

rearward portion, and a center portion for connecting

said forward and said rearward portions, said forward

portion of said piston member having means for engag-

ing the forward ponion of the nm of the lengthwise

folded diaphragm,

(h) the rearward portion of said piston member slidingly

engaging the interior surface of said tubular member
and defining a curved seat for engaging and supporting

the rear portion of the nm of the diaphragm said curved

seat extending longitudinally and circumferentialh

along said piston from a point where the rearward

portion engages the interior surface of said tubular

member to a point on the opposite side of said piston

within said center portion, said means for engaging the

forward portion of said rim being aligned with said seat

such that when said folded diaphragm is mounted on
said piston, the side portions of said diaphragm overlaps

said piston with the forward portion held by said engag-

ing means and the rearward portion supported by said

seat; and

a handle mounted on the rearward portion of said piston

member and extending beyond said tubular member for

moving said piston member through said flexible segments

to expel the diaphragm

4,428,371 I

INTRAUTERINE CONTRACEPTIVE LOADING DEVICE
AND METHOD

Melvin L. Krzeminski, Palatine, III., assi(pior to G. D. .Searle A
Co., Skokie, III.

Filed No?. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 321,995

Int. a.' A61F 5/46

U.S. a. 128—130 8 Claims

1. An intrauterine contraceptive loading apparatus, compris-

ing:

an intrautenne contraceptive device having a longitudinal

stem section and a flexible arm depending from one end of

the stem section, and an enlarged head at said one end of

the stem section,

a generall> tubular inserter barrel, and

a loading instrument comprising an elongated column hav-

ing first and second ends and a longitudinal axis, said

column comprising a tubular section that defines an aper-

ture extending axially therethrough from said first end,

said column having a closed end section at the second end
thereof, said aperture being dimensionally adapted to

receive said intrautenne contraceptive device and said

inserter barrel,

said closed end section of said column having a chamber
therein that communicates with said aperture, said cham-
ber having a greater cross-sectional dimension than said

aperture, the interface of said tubular section and said

aperture defining a shoulder surrounding said aperture,

said head of said intrauterine contraceptive device being
movable between a position in engagement with said

shoulder and another position without engaging said

shoulder.

24

20 22

said closed end section having a rear wall that comprises

stop means to limit insertion of said intrauterine contra-

ceptive device and barrel into said instrument, whereby
the longitudinal stem section of the intrauterine device is

partially received inside the barrel of the inserter with the

fiexible arm outside said barrel and then displaced into the

tubular section of the loading instrument until the head is

received in the chamber, said head being engageable with

the shoulder to retain said device in said instrument, said

barrel being withdrawn until the barrel is past the end of

said arm, said barrel being displaced back into said tubular

section with both said stem and said arm within said barrel

until said barrel is proximate said head, said device being

removable from the instrument by said barrel moving said

head out of engagement with said shoulder so that said

barrel can be withdrawn together with said device.

4,428,372

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING
BREATHING GAS

Gerhard Beysel, and Rudiger von Saldem, both of Wolfrat-

shausen. Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Linde Aktien-

geseliscbaft, Wiesbaden, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Jul. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 289,009

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 31,

1980, 3029080

Int. a.' A62B 7/(XJ: BOID 53/04

U.S. C1. 128—202.26 20 Gainis

n ,J 8

1. In a process for providing breathing gas for occupants of

pressurized cabins in aircraft wherein said breathing gas is

January 31, 1984 GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
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normally provided by passing air through adsorbers in aircraft
lor mcreasmg the oxygen concentration of the air, the im-
provement comprising:

withdrawing a portion of the oxygen-enriched breathmg gas
from said adsorbers and storing said portion of oxygen
enriched breathmg gas as an emergency supply of breath-mg gas for consumption only in the event of an interrup-
tion of the normal breathing gas supply.

4,428^73
DISPOSABLE DENTAL TRAY

Paul Seid, New Qty. and Herbert Wolf, Pomona, both of N.Y
Mignora to Suitu Dental Producta Limited. Englewood, N.J

Filed Feb. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 345,539
Int. a.J A61M 35/00

U.S. a. 604-77
5 cidm.

L In a disposable dental tray for topical application of dental
medications to the teeth including a unitary member formed of
a flexible foam material defining a pair of U-shaped tray por-
tions connected to each other by hinge means and configured
to fit over the upper and lower teeth of the mouth respectively
when the tray portions are folded around the hinge means, and
a tab extending outwardly from each of said tray portions, the
improvement comprising:

said ubs include respective tab sections which are pre-
formed so as to be situated such that when the tray por-
tions are folded, the respective tab sections will contigu-
ously mutually confront each other in the absence of any
external forces being applied thereto and be squeezable
against each other without the consequent application of
any substantial forces on said tray portions which would
distort the same, said tabs thereby constituting tray por-
tion positioning tabs.

4,428,374
UMBILICAL CORD CLAMPING ASSEMBLY

Robert M. Auburn, 2683 Surfiider Are., Ventura, ailf. 93003
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 973,006, Dec. 20, 1978,

abandoned, which U a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 777,358,
Mar. 14, 1977, abandoned. Thla appllcaHon Jul. 11, 1980, Ser

No. 168,656
Int. a.3 A61B 17/J2. 17/32

U.S. a. 128—318
3 cM^

1. In combination with a first clamp having a first set of arms
connect«l together in a generally V-shaped arrangement and a
second clamp having a second set of arms connected togetherma general V-shaped arrangement, both said sets of arms
being movable between an open position and a closed position
with said arms about an umbilical cord and in said closed
position there being a fastening assembly attached to the free
end of said arms to tightly lock together said arms in said
closed position, an umbilical cord clamping tool to simulta-
neously lock together said first and second clamps, said umbili-
cal cord clamping tool comprising:

a pair of cutting members pivotally connected together in a
scissor-like manner, each of said cutting members includ-
ing a cutting blade, said cutting blades being adapted to
cooperate together to faciliute cutting of an umbilical
cord;

the outermost end of one of said cutting members being
fixedly attached to a first transverse member with the

outermost end of the other of said cutting members being
fixedly attached to a second transverse member

a first subsuntially V-shaped spring member terminating in a
pair of first ends, one of said first ends being pivoully
attached to said first transverse member, the other said
first end being pivotally attached to said second transverse
member, a second substantially V-shaped spring member
terminating in a pair of second ends, one of said second
ends being pivotally attached to said first transverse mem-
ber, the other said second end being pivoully atUched to
said second transverse member, said first V-shaped spring
member being located on one side of said pair of cutting
members with the other said V-shaped spring member
being located on the other side of said cutting members
said first and second V-shaped spring members exert a
continuous bias on said pair of cutting members to locate

such in an open position to receive said first and second
clamps in their said open position;

said first clamp to be cradled within said first V-shaped
spring member with said second clamp to be cradled
within said second V-shaped spnng member, both said
first V-shaped spnng member and said second V-shaped
member being capable of bowing outwardly dunng the
scissors movement of said cutting members to a closed
position resulting in locking together of said first clamp
and said second clamp and locate such in their said closed
position, said bowing outwardly to accommodate the
inherent enlargement of said first and second clamps about
the umbilical cord; and

means for seating and laterally restraining both said first
clamp and said second clamp within its respective said
V-shaped spring member

4,428,375
SURGICAL BAG FOR SPLENORRHAPHY

Barry R. Ellman, 254 Stratton Rd., Rutland, Vt. 05701
Filed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 348,976

Int. a.M6IB f7/J2
U.S. a. 128—334 R SGainu

n »

I. A surgical bag for enclosing an organ during surgical
repair, comprising a generally tubular fiexible bag having one
end closed and the opposite end open, said bag having an open
net construction and being made of mesh type material con-
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structed of patient tolerable or absorbable threads and sized to

allow the organ to be placed within the bag through its open
end, and pluraJ drawstnngs of patient tolerable or absorbable
materia] strung through the net adjacent and spaced at differ-

ent disunces from the bag open end and capable when pulled
to conform the bag tightly around the organ in such manner as

to close any fractures therein.

4,428^76
"

PLASTIC SURGICAL STAPLE
Robert W. Mericle, Bridgewater, N J., assignor to Ethicon Inc..

SoDCTTille, NJ.
Cootinuatioa of Ser. No. 146,943, May 2, 1980, abandoned. This

application Jun. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,567

Int. a.5 A61B 17/oa. 17/04
L\S. a. 128-335

I
25 Qaims

'' K

4,428,377 '

METHOD FOR THE ELECTRICAL STIMLLATION OF
THE ALCITORY NERVE AND MULTICHANNEL

HEARING PROSTHESIS FOR CARRYING OUT THE
METHOD

Manfred Zollnen Christian HofTmann, both of Munich, and
Eberfaard Zwicker, Iclung, all of Fed. Rep. of Gennany, as-

signors to Siemens Alttiengesellschaft, Berlin & Munich, Fed.

Rep. of Gennany
Filed Mar. 3, 1981. Ser. No. 240.129

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 6.

1980, 3008677

Int. a.^ A61N l/3(,

MS. a. 128—419 R
I

4 Claims

r

r,

—
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21 :_^^ ?-
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1. A hearing prosthesis for the electric stimulation of the

auditory nerve, compnsing
(a) an implantable receiver means having multiple electrrxje

output means for the supply of electric stimulation to the

auditory nerve and having receiving coil means for receiv-

ing transmitted stimulation signals,

(b) wireless transcutaneous signal transmission means for trans-

mitting stimulation signals to the receiving coil means via an
inductive coupling with the receiving coil means of said

implantable receiver means for effecting the electric stimula-

tion of the auditory nerve via the multiple electrode output
means of the implanuble receiver means,

(c) a signal processing installation including means for receiv-

ing an acoustic signal and having a plurality of low fre-

quency output channels for supplying respective frequency
bands of the acoustic signal,

(d) said signal processing insullation having high frequency
generator means for controlling the sampling of the respec-
tive output channels,

it) said signal processing installation having pulse amplitude
modulated transmission means controlled by said high fre-

quency generator means and coupled with said low fre-

quency output channels and with said wireless transcuune-
ous signal transmission means for sequentially sampling the
output channels and transmitting signal samples to the wire-
less transcutaneous signal transmission means from the re-

spective output channels in pulse amplitude modulated fash-

ion and with a pulse envelope of alternating polanty, and
(0 said implantable receiver means having demultiplexer
means coupled with said receiving coil means and with said

multiple electrode output means for supplying electric stim-
ulation signals in accordance with respective received signal

samples to the respective electrode output means in se-

quence.

1. A self-locking surgical staple comprising a center beam.
said center beam having opp)osing side walls, tvto staple legs

extending from each end of said center beam, said staple legs

being joined to said center beam by hinge means adapted to

permit said staple legs to rotate relative to said center beam,
said staple legs terminating in tissue-piercing segments which
assume substantialK end-to-end alignment when said staple
legs are rotated relative to said center beam, and cam means
cooperativel> disposed on said side walls of said center beam.
said cam means being for locking legs adapted to lock said

staple legs in position with said twsue-piercmg segments in

substantially end-to-end alignment when said staple le^s are so
routed.

4,428,378

RATE ADAPTIVE PACER
Kenneth M. Anderson, Bloomington, and Dennis A. Brumwell,
New Brighton, both of Minn., assignors to Medtronic, Inc.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Nov. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 322,815

Int. CI. A61N l/i6
U..S. CI. 128—419 PG 8 Claims

'*/'*, iiTUL'i. JWn
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1 An implantable pacer for the therapeutic stimulation of a

patient's heart including a rate variable stimulating system for
pacing the heart coupled to a rate determining system for
setting the stimulating rate in response to a rate signal depend-
ent on a measured physiologic variable of the patient wherein
the improved rate determining system comprises:

a force transducing sensor producing a raw signal,

a signal processing means coupled to said force transducing
sensor for extracting a rate signal corresponding to the
frequency of the highest amplitude component of the
bandpassed spectra of said raw signal for generating said

rate signal

4,428^79
PA.SSIVE ULTRASOUND NEEDLE PROBE LOCATOR

C. Wayne Robbins, Lawrenceviile, and William S. .N. Trimmer,
Belle Mead, both of NJ., assignors to Technicare Corpora-
tion, Solon, Ohio

Filed Jan. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 337,872

Int. a.3 A61B U)/(X)

U„S. CI. 128—660 3 Claims

1 In an ultrasound needle tip locator system employing an
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imaging transducer external to the body, hollow needle means
for inseriion into the body, and conduit means carried within
said needle means for detecting sonic energy at the needle
means tip and for conveying sonic energy through the needle
means and outside the body, and means for acoustic insulation

of said conduit means from the inner surface of said needle

.*// 502

means, the improvement wherein said means for insulation

comprises a packing of microspheres in the void between said

conduit means and the inner surface of said needle means.

4,428380
METHOD AND IMPROVED APPARATUS FOR

ANALYZING ACTIVITY
Shi'Yin Wong, Saota .Monica; Michael J. Little, Tarzana; J.

David .Margerum, Woodland Hills; Thomas A. Nussmeier,
Thousand Oaks; Theodore Calderone, Thousand Oaks, and
Harry A. Dellamano, Thousand Oaks, all of Calif., assignors

to Hughes Aircraft Company, El Segundo, Calif.

Filed Sep. 11, 1980, Ser. No. 186,041

Int. a.' A61B 5/02
U.S. a. 128—715 16 Qaims

—'~^ ^^
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4,428,381

MONITORING DEVICE
Dennis G. Hepp, Coon Rapids, Minn., aasignor to Medtronic,

Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Mar. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 243,225

Int. a. J A61B 7/00

U.S. a. 128—715 7 Claims
1. Apparatus for transtelephonic monitonng of acoustic

clicks of a prosthetic heart valve compnsing:
a sensor means for sensing said acoustic clicks at a first rate

and for converting said sensed acoustic clicks to an input

signal;

means responsively coupled to said sensor means for con-
verting said input signal to a digital signal,

means responsively coupled to said converting means for

storing said digital signal;

means responsively coupled to said storing means for trans-

mitting said digital signal transtclephonically at a different

second rate, and

means responsively coupled to said transmitting means for

receiving said digital signal transtelephonically

.; r

4,428,382

METHOD FOR IDENTIFYING THE PRESENCE OF
ABNORMAL TISSUE

E. Peter T. Walsall, and James R. Vincent, both of Cardiff by
the Sea, Calif., assignors to GST Laboratories, Inc., I^ Jolla,

Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 183,966, Sep. 3, 1980. This

application Jan. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 343,389

Int. CI.' A61B 5/00
U.S. CI. 128-736 20 Qaims

-J

7

- A>-

1. A method for producing a visual representation of the

activity of a heart comprising the steps of:

(a) generating a first analog electrical signal and a second
analog electrical signal, said first signal representing the

electrocardiogram (ECGj of the heart and said second
signal representing the heart sounds;

(b> deriving an annoution signal from said first signal, said

annoution signal representing the lfx.ation of the QRS
complex of said ECG;

(c) rectifying said second signal;

fd) combining said annotation signal with said rectified

second signal to produce an annotated recitifcd heart

sound signal;

(e) utilizing said annotated rectified signal to produce a

symmetrical annotated rectified signal; and

(0 displaying at least said symmetrical annotated rectified

signal so that the heart's audio characteristics may be

observed.

I An objective quantitative method for identifying tissue

suspected of being abnormal in at least a first portion of the

btxly of a living organism, the method comprising the steps of

(<^provid ng means for storing data,

(b; measuring the static temperature of at least one area of a

second portion of said body by thermally responsive mea-
surement means and storing ihe same in said slorrigc

means, said second portion body temperature being re-

sponsive to general temperature changes in \aid body and
serving as a first reference temperature,

(c) dividing said first body portion into a plurality of imagi-

nary radial sectors extending from a central sector;

(d) measuring the static temperatures of said first btxiy por-

tion at least once at a plurality of points within each of said

sectors to provide a plurality of temperatures for each
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sector relative to said first reference temperature thereby

producing a static scan over each sector of said first body
portion, said measurement being taken with said measure-

ment means;

(e) determining a first average static temperature for each

sector from the plurality of sector temperatures;

(0 storing the plurality of average sutic sector temperatures

and the sectors of said first body portion to which they

relate in said storage means;

(g) storing an average static temperature for said first body
portion determined from said plurality of average static

sector temperatures in said storage means;

(h) correlating said first average static sector temperatures to

a corresponding set of expected static sector temperatures

pre-stored in said storage means, wherein said expected

static sector temperatures are prior temperature measure-

ments made of said first body portion and adjusted for

physiological changes;

(i) administering a stress to said body;

0) remeasuring the temperature of at least one area of said

second body portion after said stress, said remeasured

temperature serving as a second reference temperature;

(k) remeasuring the temperatures of said first body portion at

least once at a plurality of points within each of said sec-

tors to provide a plurality of temperatures for each sector

during said stress relative to said second reference temper-

ature, said remeasurement being taken with thereby pro-

ducing a stress scan over each sector of said first body
portion, said measurement means;

(I) determining a second average temperature for each sector

from the plurality of temperatures measured dunng the

stress scan;

(m) storing the plurality of second average sector tempera-

tures from said stress scan and the sectors of said first body
portion to which they relate in said storage means;

(n) storing an average temperature for said first body portion

determined from said plurality of second average sector

temperatures measured during said stress scan and stored

in said storage means;

(o) correlating said plurality of second average sector tem-

peratures from said stress scan to a corresponding set of

said expected static sector temperatures pre-stored in said

storage means, wherein said expected static sector temper-

atures are prior temperature measurements made of said

first body portion adjusted for physiological changes;

(p) providing means for selectively displaying objective

data;

(q) selectively providing as output on said display means said

first average static sector temperatures and said first refer-

ence temperature and said second average sector tempera-

tures and said second reference temperature to provide a

temperature topological profile of said first body portion;

(r) determining from said temperature topological profile the

probability that any of said sectors in said first body por-

tion contains abnormal tissue.

4,428,383

MANIFOLD FOR MONITORING HEMODYNAMIC
PRESSURE

William A. DeVroom, Glendora, Calif., assignor to American
Hospital Supply Corporation, Evanston, 111.

FUed Oct 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,016

Int. a.' A61B 5/02

VS. CI. 128—748 16 Claims

1. A manifold assembly for monitoring hemodynamic pres-

sures comprising:

a base;

first and second fiush valves mounted on the base;

a first T-connector in fluid flow communication with the

first flush valve;

a second T-connector in fluid flow communication with the

second flush valve;

a three port stopcock mounted on the base and having one of
its ports in fluid flow communication with the first T-con-

nector and one of its ports in fluid flow commimication
with the second T-connector.

4,428,384

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR COLLECTING URINE
Russell G. Raitto, Fitzwilliam, N.H., assignor to Concord Labo-

ratories, Inc., Keene, N.H.
Continuation of Ser. No. 70,743, Aug. 29, 1979, abandoned. This

appUcation Mar. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 354,707

Int. a.3 BOIL 3/00
U.S. a. 128—760 14 Claims

11. A specimen collecting device comprising a container

having an open end for the collection of a specimen, an annular

intermediate member removably secured to the open end of

the container, a cap protector removably secured to said annu-

lar member to close the opening of the annular member and
thereby the container, and a cap removably secured to said cap

protector so that the internal surfaces of the cap are protected

from contamination both when said cap protector is removed
from said intermediate member and when it is secured thereto,

said open end of said container being formed by a rim, said

intermediate member being channular in cross-sectional shape

to form an annular channel in which said rim of said container

is removably received and secured, said cap protector having

a portion which extends over said opening of said intermediate

member to close said opening and then into a depending pe-

ripheral annular rim, said portion of said cap protector over

said opening having a central recess extending downwardly to

form with said rim of said cap protector an annular channel in

which is removably received and secured said channular

shaped intermediate member, said recess having an enlarged

upper portion forming a pocket for removably receiving said

cap, said cap having a top portion and a peripheral rim depend-

ing from said top portion, said rim of said cap being removably

received and secured in the enlarged upper portion of said

recess so that the inner surfaces of said cap form with the

surfaces of said recess a closed chamber, said cap being of a size

to fit over the opening and rim of said container after removal

of said cap protector from said intermediate member and said
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intermediate member from said container and after said cap is

removed from said pocket in said cap protector.

4,428,385
DEVICE FOR MEASURING MALE POTENCY

Alvaro Morales, Kingtton, Canada, assignor to Queen's Univer-
sity of Kingston, Kiogrton, Canada

FUed Apr. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 364,485
Claims priority, appUcation Canada, Oct. 30, 1981, 389093

Int. a.5 A61B 5/10
U.S. a. 128-774 8 Qaims

-•¥
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of the contacu of said power source, said timer including
an actuator responsive to activation thereof to temporarily
interrupt electrical communication between said first

connection and said second connection for a predeter-
mined time period; and

(0 an indicator operable between an on mode and an off
mode and defining an A connection and a B connection
thereon, said indicator responsive to electrical signal being
passed between said A connection and said B connection
to be in the on mode and provide indication of a danger-
ous condition, said A connection being in electrical com-
munication with respect to said second connection and
said B connection being in electrical communication with
respect to said second terminal of said power source.

1. A device for monitoring penile expansion comprising:
an elongated thin walled tubular member having first and

second ends and made from a soft and flexible but inelastic
material, and including hole means in the wall adjacent
said first end thereof;

a soft and flexible but inelastic tail member extending longi-
tudinally from said first end of said tubular member and
terminating with a draw pull means;

said tail member being insertable axially into said tubular
member at said second end with said draw pull means
projecting outwardly through said hole means thereby
arranging a substantial portion of said tail within said
tubular member for sliding movement relative thereto so
as to provide a closed loop which is freely radially expan-
sible in response to erectile activity of a flaccid penis about
which said loop is tightly drawn.

I4x IfE

28/^26
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24 30

32 44

1. A safety ashtray device comprising:
(a) a housing;

(b) a switch mounted in the upper surface of said housing,
such switch being movable from an opened contacts posi-
tion to a closed contacts position and vice versa;

(c) an ashtray connected with respect to said switch and
being responsive to downward pressure being exerted
thereon to urge said switch to the opened contacts posi-
tion;

(d) a power source mounted within said housing means and
including a first terminal and a second terminal, said first

terminal being electrically connected to one side of the
contacts of said switch;

(e) a timer mounted within said housing and including a first

connection and a second connection normally in electrical

communication with respect to one another, said first

connection being electricaily connected to the other side

4,428,387
USE OF METHYL SUBSTITUTED PINYL

OXOPENTENES, FOR AUGMENTING, ENHANONG OF
MODIFYING THE AROMA OR TASTE OF SMOKING
TOBACCO AND SMOKING TOBACCO ARTICLES

Br^a D. Mookberjee, Holmdel; Robert W. Trenkle, Bricktown;
Robin K. Wolff, Point Pleasant; Richard M. Boden, Mon-
mouUi Beach, and Takao Yoriiida, W. Long Branch, aU of
NJ., assignors to International Flavors A Fraaraoces lac
New York, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362,237
Int. a.3 A24B 3/J2

U.S. a. 131-276 5 Claims

4,428,386

SAFETY ASHTRAY
Joseph R. AUoway, 11 Great Woods Dr., Trenton, N.J. 08618,

assignor to Joseph R. AUoway and Dominick A. Vizzoni, botii
of Trenton, N.J.

FUed Aug. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 411,143
Int a.3 A24F 79/00

U.S. a. 131-231 7 Claims 'I

IL

1. A process for augmenting or enhancing the aroma or taste

of a consumable material selected from the group consisting of
smoking tobaccos and smoking tobacco articles comprising the
step of adding to said consumable material, an aroma or taste

augmenting, enhancing or modifying quantity of at least one
compound defined according to the structure:

wherein Z represents methylidene defined according to the
structure:
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4c^ ^ 4"l
ethylidene defined according to the structure:

or ethylenyl defined according to the structure:

4cV^^

wherein one of the dashed lines represents a carbon-carbon

single bond and the other of the dashed hnes represents no
bond; wherein n is or 1, and m is or 1 with the sum of n - m
being equal to 1;

wherein X represents carbinol having the structure:

4c=c^
(II) when one of R3 or R4 is methyl, then either the dashed

line at the 7-5 position or the dashed line at the 7-4 position

is a carbon-carbon single bond; and Z represents methyli-

dene defined according to the structure:

4"l o, -["4-

(ill) when R3 is methyl, then n is 1 and m is and R4 is

hydrogen; and

(iv) when R4 is methyl, then R3 is hydrogen, n is and m is

1.

'n
or ketone having the structure:

4,428,388

ADJUSTABLE COSMETIC WAND
Gino H. Cassai, 924 E. 96th St, BrooUyn, N.Y. 11236, and
Henry J. Cassai, 95-15 107 St, Ozone Park, N.Y. 11416

Filed No?. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 318,895

Int a.3 A45D 40/26
L.S. a. 132—88.7 10 Claims

wherein Ri, R2, R3 and R4 represent hydrogen or methyl;

wherein one of the lines:

represents a carbon-carbon single bond and the other of the

lines:

represents a carbon-carbon single bond or a carbon-carbon

double bond; wherein one of the lines:

/-K/-H/-../-h/*/
I

represents a carbon-carbon single bond and the other of the

lines:

/^/^/*/*/-r/

represents a carbon-carbon single bond or a carbon-carbon

double bond; with the provisos that:

(i) when R3 and R4 are each hydrogen, the dashed line at the

7-5 position is a carbon-carbon single bond; n +0 and m is

1; Z represents ethylidene having the structure:

I

1. An adjustable cosmetic wand for use with a cosmetic

container, the cosmetic wand comprising:

a container top having an outer shell;

a hollow shaft attached to the outer shell and extending

interiorly and exteriorly thereof;

a rod reciprocal within the hollow shaft;

a flexible spring filament attached at one end to the recipro-

cal rod;

a cosmetic applicator brush attached to the opposite end of

said flexible spring filament; and
means on said container top for reciprocating said rod within

the shaft whereby the fiexible spring filament and applica-

tor brush are extended out of and retracted into the shaft

and container top.

_r" "j_ _r" "n

or ethylenyl having the structure:

4,428,389

DENTAL FLOSS DISPENSER ADAPTED TO THE CAP OF
THE COMMON TOOTHPASTE

Sergio Sanchez Cordero, Amores #28*PB Col. del ValJe, Mexico
12 D.F. Mexico Qty, Mexico

Filed Oct. 17, 1980, Ser. No. 198,123

Int Q\? A61C 15/00

U.S. a. 132—92 A 1 Claim
1. In combination with a toothpaste tube having a closure

cap thereon, a dental fioss dispenser comprising;

a main body having a cylindrical outer wall and an opening
at the top thereof,

a cap for said opening secured to said body by a snap fit, said

cap having a protrusion at the top thereof for aiding the

removal of said cap from the main body,
a socket having an outer conical wall extending within said
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main body and dimensioned to receive the closure cap of
the toothpaste tube, said socket extending up from a bot-
tom end plane of said main body,

a spool of dental fioss mounted for rotation on the outer wall

Q

^
(^

eluding generally parallel legs, channel shaped members
into which the legs of the first and second bands can be
inserted, the channel shaped members and the legs includ-
ing openings through which bolted fasteners can be in-
serted and tightened, thereby attaching the tube rigidly to
the crutch without modification of either the tube or the
crutch;

(d) a flexible casing disposed about the tube and the crutch,
the casing being releasably secured in place about the tube
and the crutch by means of an interlocking hook and loop
fastener, the casing also including the plurality of recepta-
cles for receiving objects such as checkbooks, address
books, pencils, and the like, the receptacles being attached
to the outer portion of the casing; and

(e) a rope and a net having a drawstnng being disposed
within the tube, the net and the rope being atuchable to
the tube so that large, bulky objects can be earned.

of said socket, an end of the dental fioss being threaded
thru a small opening in the cylindrical wall of the main
body for dispensing the fioss,

a cutting member mounted on the body for cutting said fioss
at a desired length.

4 428 391
CIRCUIT FOR PNEUMATIC CONTROLLERS

Horst Bader, Filderstadt, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to
Eckardt AG, Stuttgart Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed May 21, 1981, Ser. No. 265,704
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 21

1980,3019360
'

Int. CX? G05D 16/00
U.S. a. 137-84

, Claims

"^tJ^^D-
4,428,390

CARRYING DEVICE FOR CRUTCHES
Joseph L. Baird, 336 Park Ave., Kent, Ohio 44240

FUed Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,588
Int a.3 A61H 3/02

U.S. a. 135-66
, ci^„

•^-^ Bt
W <Z^ Wl

1. A device for attachment to crutches to enable the user of
the crutches to carry large objects, bulky objects, and other
difficult-to-carry objects, the device comprising:

(a) an elongate aluminum tube, the tube having a circular
cross-section, the tube being about 12 inches long and 1.25
inches in diameter;

(b) end closures for the tube, at least one of the closures
being removable and in the form of a rubber stopper, the
rubber stopper also carrying a post to which a key ring is

secured, the key ring enabling keys to be carried within
the tube;

(c) connecting means for attaching the tube to the crutch,
the connecting means enabling the tube to be rigidly
secured a pre-determined distance from the crutch and
generally parallel with an elongate main crutch support,
the connecting means including a first band encircling the
tube, the first band including generally parallel legs, a
second band encircling the crutch, the second band in-

1. A circuit for pneumatic controllers, the circuit comprising
a measured-value input line means, a desired-value input line
means, at least one differential amplifier means having input
pressure chambers adapted to be exposed to pressures in the
respective measured-value and desired-value input line means,
a line means being provided for connecting the input line
means to each other, an adjustable throttle means being ar-
ranged in the connecting line means, at least three pair of
throttle resistor means being provided, one throttle resistor
means of each pair of the throttle resistor means being ar-
ranged in the measured-value input line means, and the second
throttle means of each pair of throttle resistor means being
arranged in the desired-value input line means, each throttle
resistor means of each pair of throttle resistor means having an
identical resistance value, the connecting line means being
arranged between the first pair of throttle resistor means and
the second pair of throttle resistor means and the differential
amplifier means being arranged between the second pair of
throttle resistor means and the third pair of throttle resistor
means.

4,428,392

BREATHING VALVE
Leon Jones, Huntington Beach, and Orland W. Wilcox, Pasa-

dena, both of CaJif., assignors to Protection, Inc., Pomona.
Calif.

Filed Dec. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 334,263
Int. a.J A62B 9/02: F16K 7//«

U.S. a. 137-102 IS cu,^
1. A breathing valve for the selective entry of a gas to be

breathed, and exit of exhaled gas, said valve compnsing:
a body having an axis, an internal cavity, a penpheral wall

having an annular inner surface facing into said cavity.
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and an outer surface facing outside of said cavity, said wall

having an exit port extending between said surfaces, said

exit port where it intersects said surface being surrounded
by portions of said surfaces, said inner surface having said

axis as its center of curvature, said body having an inlet

port and a connector f>ort entering said cavity, said inlet

port being adapted to be connected to a using device;

a piston movably mounted in said cavity, centered on said

axis, said piston having a first and a second side, said first

side communicating with said inlet port, and said second
side being communicable with said connector port, a

passage extending between said sides, a seat encircling

said passage on said second side, and an inlet flapper valve

having a movable portion adapted to overlay and close

said passage at said second side by bearing against said

seat, and to be moved away from said seat to open the

same;

a central axial shaft extending into said cavity, a central

spindle on said piston which is slidably fitted on said shaft,

said flapper valve being mounted on said spindle;

^S^ iZ,

vent when fluid pressure within said output port is less

than fluid pressure within said source port, said path of

-~TJf

a:
/^

fluid communication being larger than said flow restrict-

ing passageway.

4,428,394

BAFFLE MECHANISM AND INSERT UNIT FOR
DOWNSPOUT

Jack C. Wright, deceased, late of Bloomfield, NJ. G)y Charlotte

M. Wright, executrix), assignor to Charlotte M. Wright,
executrix, Bloomfield, N.J.

Filed Jun. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 268,857

Int. Q\? G05D 9/02

U.S. a. 137—122 13 Claims

a peripheral rolling diaphragm having an inner and an outer

concentric edge, and a flexible imperforate web between
them, said inner edge being connected to said piston, and
said outer edge being connected to said body adjacent to

said exit port, whereby axial movement of said piston in

one direction tends to lay part of said web against said

inner surface and cover and close said exit port, and in an

opposite direction to move away from said exit port and
open the same, one side of said diaphragm being exposed

to pressure from said inlet port, and the other side being

exposed to pressure from said connector port and when
and where it is adjacent to said exit port, there is is ex-

posed to pressure in said exit port;

an outlet check valve mounted to said body adjacent to said

outer surface and adapted to be moved against said outer

surface to close said exit port and away from it to open the

same; and

bias means biasing said piston in the direction tending to

cause said rolling diaphragm to close said exhaust port.

4,428,393 >

QUICK VENT RESPONSE VALVE
Patrick J. Anderson, Batam, and Andrew A. Kenny, Roselle,

both of 111., assignors to Eaton Corporation, Oeveland, Ohio
FUed Feb. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 349,741

Int a.3 F16K 17/02

U.S. a. 137—117 14 Claims

1. A quick response valve comprising:

means deflning a source port adapted for fluid communica-
tion with a fluid pressure source;

means defining an output port adapted for fluid communica-
tion with a controlled pneumatic device;

means deflning an atomspheric vent;

means deflning a flow restricting passageway fluidly inter-

connecting said source and output ports; and
valve means operative to isolate said vent from said output

port when fluid pressure within said output port exceeds

fluid pressure within said source port and to establish a

path of fluid communication between said output port and

1. A downspout baffle mechanism for downspouts of a gen-

erally rectangular cross section, said mechanism comprising a

baffle member mounted on a pivot axis which traverses, at the

center line, the long dimension of said rectangular cross section

and is aligned with a flanged side opening in the downspout,

said baffle being a plate member having offset parallel flanges

keyed to said pivot axis, the lower end of said plate member
being curved away from the pivot axis to enter said side open-

ing in all positions of movement of the baffle member, edge
portions of the plate member being contoured to closely en-

gage inner downspout surfaces when angularly traversing the

downspout while permitting the plate member to substantially

close the side opening when a baffle member is pivoted to

provide juxtapositioned aligiunent of the plate member with

the downspout wall containing such opening, said pivot axis

having a radially extended integral member externally of the

downspout rotatably engaging a radially extended portion of a

second external member mounted on a pivot axis below and

parallel to the first pivot axis, said second external member
having offset means engaging a vertically movable float,

whereby upward movement of the float is translated to pivotal

movement of the baffle from said downspout traversing posi-

tion to that of juxtapositioned alignment with the downspout
wall.
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4 428,395
LOCK APPARATUS FOR STORAGE TANKS

Sergio M. Bravo, 1823 N. Hill Dr., South Pasadena, Calif. 91030
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 129,509, Mar. 11, 1980, Pat.
No. 4,345,617. This application Jan. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 229,225
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Aug. 24,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 F16K i5/06
U.S. a 137-385 12aaims
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1. A lock apparatus for attachment to a pipe, defining a pipe
passageway, communicating with a storage tank for prevent-
ing passage of a foreign object or substance into the storage
tank through the pipe passageway, the lock apparatus compris-
ing:

a housing having a housing passageway therethrough for

attachment to the pipe with the housing passageway in

coaxial alignment with the pipe passageway, the housing
having a transverse orifice therethrough;

a valve assembly pivotally mounted in the housing for selec-

tively obstructing the housing passageway comprising:
a shaft pivotally mounted in the housing in transverse

relationship to the housing passageway with one end of
the shaft extending through the transverse orifice of the
housing,

closure means fixed to the shaft in the housing passageway
for being pivoted by the shaft, the closure means having
a circumferential edge spaced from the housing, and

seal means attached to extend from the circumferential
edge of the closure means for contacting and sealing the
space between the housing and the circumferential edge
of the closure means when the valve assembly is pivoted
to obstruct the housing passageway;

a latch member pivotolly attached to the one end of the
shaft;

a lock flange fixed to the housing externally of the housing
passageway and adjacent the transverse orifice for selec-

tively engaging the latch member and interconnecting the
latch member to the lock flange; and

a tamper prevention flange fixed to the external surface of
the housing in linear alignment with the transverse orifice

and the lock flange.

4,428,396

ADJUSTABLE VALVE ASSEMBLY
Gerald E. Wall, Culpeper, Va., assignor to City Tank Corpora-

tion, Culpeper, Va.

Continuation of Ser. No. 926,519, Jul. 19, 1978, abandoned. This
appUcation Jan. 27, 1983, Ser. No. 461,597

Int. a.' F16K 17/18
U.S. a. 137—493.9 ,- 22 Qaims

1. A valve assembly for providing fluid flow at varying rate

in accordance with the input pressure of fluid to the valve
assembly comprising:

a body having a fluid passageway therethrough including
first and second ports,

engageable first and second valve elements movably dis-

posed in said fluid passageway between said ports,

a first biasing means disposed in said body for yieldably

biasing said flrst valve element into engagement with said

second valve element,

a second biasing means disposed on said body for yieldably
biasing said second valve element into engagement with
said first valve element,

an abutment means disposed on said body engageable by said

first and second valve elements for restricting the move-
ment of each said valve elements toward the other under
the influence of said biasing means,

said first valve element having a main fluid passageway
therethrough intercommunicating said first port and said

second valve element when said valve elements are dis-

posed in engagement,
said second valve element having a primary fluid passage-
way therethrough intercommunicating said main fluid

passageway of said first valve element and said second
port when said valve elements arc disposed in engage-
ment,

said second valve element having at least one secondary
fluid passageway intercommunicating said first valve
element and said second port whereby fluid flow at rela-

] a ]i
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lively high rates of flow occurs through said primary fluid

passageway and said secondary fluid passageway and said
main fluid passageway when the input pressure is above a
predetermined value with flow being restricted at a lower
rate to the primary fluid passageway and the main fluid

passageway when the input pressure is below a predeter-
mined value,

an externally operable adjustment means for selectively
varying the force with which said first and second biasing
means, respectively, urge said first and second valve ele-

ments into engagement,

said adjustment means including a threaded connector
mounted for axial reciprocation in said body, one of said
biasing means having an end engageable with one of said
valve elements whereby movement of said threaded con-
nector effects variation of the force exerted by said one of
said biasing means on said one of said valve elements.

a first retaining means disposed within said body for retain-

ing said one of said biasing means, and
said threaded connector being drivingly engageable with

said first retaining means.

4,428,397

FLUID FLOW CONTROL DEVICE
Dan Bron, 36 Palmach Str., Haifa, Israel

Continuation of Ser. No. 842,168, Oct. 14, 1977, abandoned.
This application Aug. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 408,161

Qaims priority, application Israel, Oct. 27, 1976, 50771
Int. a.' G05D 7/01

U.S. a. 137-504 4 citXm^
1. A fluid flow-rate control device comprising:

a housing having two interlocking parts;

an elastic stretchable membrane clamped along its periphery,
inside the housing, between the two interlocking parts, said
membrane dividing the interior of said housing into a first

chamber and a second chamber;
an inlet port of said housing leading from a fluid source and
communicating solely with said first chamber; and

an outlet port of said housing communicating with said second
chamber;

wherein said first and second chambers are in fluid communi-
cation via at least one passageway extending in part beyond
the periphery of the membrane and along an inner surface of
at least one of the parts of the housing and leading from said

10.18 O.G.—76
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first chamber to said second chamber, said passageway
communicating solely with the first and second chambers
and including at least one portion comprising a spirally

extending channel in which fiow is relatively restricted, the
dimensions of the passageway remain unchanged during
operation, and said membrane is fixedly held and positioned
between said chambers so that when said membrane is ex-

4,428,398

PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE
Aklo Mito, Yokohama, and Keataro Tanaka, Tokyo, both of

Japan, aisigaon to Tokyo Keiki Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,811

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 23, 1981, 56-42104

Int. a.J F16K 17/06

U.S. a. 137—530 9 Qaims
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1. In a pressure control valve including a valve, a spring for

pressing the valve, and a power input means for compressing
the spring, the improvement which comprises a backup force-

generating mechanism for producing and directing a backup
force counter to the direction in which the reaction force due
to the compression of said spring is exerted on said input
means, so as to impart said backup force to said input means
said backup force-generating mechanism comprising a cam for

backup force generation connected to said power input means
to turn in proportion to the amount of input displacement of
said input means, and a cam presser means for producing a

cam-turning force that varies with the turning of said cam.

4,42839 '

POWER STEERING APPARATUS
Naomke Maanda; Yoahio Tobiiawa, and Tadaaki Fi^ii, all of

HigasUnuitiayama, Japan, aasignors to Jidosha Klki Co.,

Ltd^ Tokyo, Japan

FUcd Jul. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 284,144
CbdnH priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 17, 1980, 55-128701;

Mar. 13, 19S1, 56-36042

lat a.3 F15B 9/00
MS. a. 137—625J2 14 Claims

1. A power steering apparatus including an input shaft

adapted to be connected to a steering wheel, an output shaft

disposed in coaxial relationship with the input shaft and

adapted to be connected to a steerable road wheel, and a con-

trol valve including a pair of control valve elements connected

for integral rotation with the input shaft and the output shaft,

respectively, for controlling the supply to or discharge from a

power cylinder of a hydraulic fluid in accordance with a rela-

tive angular displacement between the pair of control valve

elements, wherein the improvement comprises: a substantially

C-shaped spring in the form of a cylinder having a longitudinal

split therein defining a gap, the radial thickness of said spring

posed to a fluid pressure differential, it is stretched and a
portion thereof is moved, solely by virtue of its elasticity,

between positions closer to said outlet port to cause said

portion of said membrane to restrict the rate of flow through
said outlet port, and positions farther away from said outlet

port to cause said portion of said membrane to increase the

rate of fluid flow through said outlet port,

whereby the flow of fluid through said outlet port is controlled

at a constant rate by said membrane, despite variations in the

fluid pressure at, at least, one of the ports.

increasing gradually from said gap to a point diametrically

opposite said gap, mating portions formed on said input shaft

and said output shaft, respectively, for integral rotation there-

with, said mating portions being engageable with said substan-

tially C-shaped spring so that the end faces of said gap are

disposed on opposite sides of said mating portions, whereby
the resilience of said spring maintains said mating portions in

given positions.

4,428,400

ELECTRICALLY AND HYDRAULICALLY ACTUATED
FLOW-DISTRIBUTING VALVE UNIT

Paolo Tantardini, Milan, Italy, assignor to ATOS Oleodinamica
S.p.A., Milan, Italy

Continuation of Ser. No. 122,802, Feb. 20, 1980, abandoned.

This appUcation Feb. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 345,723

Qaims priority, appUcation Italy, Feb. 28, 1979, 20935/79[U];

Apr. 12, 1979, 21343/79[U]

Int a.3 F15B 13/043
U.S. a. 137—625.61 6 Oaims
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1. An electrically and hydraulically actuated flow-distribut-

ing valve unit comprising an electrical-hydraulic actuator

comprised of a body having an interior provided with a cylin-

drical seating which is adapted to receive a sliding piston

which partitions the seating into two hydraulically separated

chambers individually connected to intake and outlet ducts for

a pressurized fluid, said intake ducts having fixed throttled

passageways, said outlet ducts exhibiting throttled passage-

ways of variable width, the degree of throttling being adjust-

able by virtue of electrically and magnetically actuated valve

cores which restrict the flow and originate controlled pressure

drops, said piston being extended at both ends into two stems,

a flow-distributing valve integraUy connected to said actuator,

said valve having a slider gliding therein and connected to
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either stem of said actuator, said valve having ports adapted to
be connected to fluid utilization, fluid discharge, fluid intake
and pressure compensator ducts, said flow-distributing valve
being composed by a valve body in the interior of which there
IS fonned a cylindrical seat having said slider gliding therein,
said cylindrical seat having formed therethrough flow-pas-
sageways for a pressurized fluid, the interior of said slider
having at least an axial channel-shaped hollow space which
communicates with a first bore radially passing through the
slider and which, in alternate sequence consistently with the
position of the slider, is either opened towards the port adapted
for connection to the utilization ducts, or is opened towards
the port adapted for connection to the fluid discharge ducts, or
remains in the shuttered position against said cylindrical seat, a
first set of bores spaced apart from said first bore and passing
radially through the slider which are longitudinally arranged
serially and which, in alternate sequence consistently with the
position of the slider, are either opened towards the port
adapted for connection to the fluid intake ducts, or towards the
port adapted for connection to the fluid utilization ducts, or
which remain in the position in which they are shuttered by
said cylindrical seat, said set of bores having diameters which
gradually increase in size in a direction toward said first bore,
the area of the cross-sectional surface of said first bore being
generally double the sum of the areas of the cross-sectional
surfaces of said set of bores, at least another bore spaced apart
from the previously named bores, the said another bore passing
radially through the slider and which, in alternate sequence
consistently with the slider position is either opened toward
the port adapted for connection to the pressure compensator
ducts or remains in the position in which it is shuttered by said
cylindrical seat, nonreturn valve means being provided in said
space for cutting ofl'the fluid which comes from the port of the
fluid intake duct, and latching means at the slider ends for
latching to at least one of said two stems.

4,428,402
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CLOSING ONE END

OF SHIRRED SYNTHETIC CASING STICK AND
SHIRRED SYNTHETIC CASING STICKS CLOSED

SeUi Kubo, Tokyo, and Keagi IshlbasU, Taai, both of Japan,
aasignors to Kubo Sckkei, Ltd., Japan

Filed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,730
Qaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 25, 1980, 55-149942

Int. a.3 A22C 13/00
U.S. a. 138—118.1 4 Qaims
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1. A shirred synthetic casing stick closed at one end. said
stick consisting of a shirred synthetic casing portion and an end
portion of said casing extended to form an end casing portion,
said end casing portion being twisted at a point to form a
twisted closure of the same material forming said casing por-
tion, an inner end casing section on one side of said closure, and
an outer end casing section on the other side of said closure,
said outer end casing section being turned inside out and cover-
ing said twisted closure and at least a part of said inner end
casing section, wherein the twist is located at a disunce 1-2
times the diameter of the stick from the end of said end casing
portion, wherein the inner end casing section extends within
the interior of the stick inwardly along the inner wall of the
stick and then outwardly within the spacing defined by the
inwardly extending portion of the inner end casing section, and
wherein the outer end casing section covers at least a part of
the outwardly extending portion of the inner end casing sec-
tion.

4,428,401
FAILURE SENSING HYDRAULIC ACCUMULATOR AND

SYSTEM
Hugh H. Chun, Hacienda Heights, CaUf., assignor to VSI Cor-

poration, Pasadena, Calif.

FUed Aug. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 407,564
Int. a.J F16L 55/02

U.S.a 138-30 5CW^

4,428,403

CONDUIT HAVING SPIRALLY WOUND
MONOnLAMENT MATERIAL

Kyu H. Lee, King of Prussia, and Christopher H. Porter, New-
town Square, both of Pa., aasignors to Extracorporeal Medical
Specialties, Inc., King of Prasaia, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 218,340, Dec. 19, 1980, abandoned.
This appUcation Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 385,178

Int. a.J F16L 11/12
U.S. a. 138-130 4 cuims
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1. An accumulator device comprising a pressure vessel
having an oil port at one end and a gas charging port at the
other end, fitting means at said oil port for coupling said oil

port to a hydraulic line, a bladder member disposed within said
vessel and dividing the same into a gas chamber and an oil

chamber in communication respectively with said gas and oil

ports, and a capacitive probe sensor member extending
through said gas port into said gas chamber said sensing means
being responsive to the presence of liquids and to proximity of
said bladder member.

1. Conduit useful, for example, in a heat exchange device or
in a device for the treatment of blood, said conduit consisting
essentially of hollow tubing and at least two continuous lengths
of monofilament material, said hollow tubing consisting essen-
tially of a flexible polymeric nuterial and having substantially
constant inside and outside diameters and a continuous lumen
extending the length thereof, one of said lengths of monofila-
ment material being wrapped in a generally spiral configura-
tion around the outer surface of said tubing in a first direction,
another of said lengths of monofilament material being
wrapped in a generally spiral configuration around the outer
surface of said tubing in a direction opposite said first direction
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to thereby provide crossover points at which said two lengths

of monofilament material are frictionally engaged, said conduit

being formed into a coil in which the degree of contact be-

tween adjacent sections of said tubing is minimized and in

which there are spaces for the flow of a fluid over the outer

surfaces of said tubing.

4,428,404 '

PICK-nNDING MECHANISM WITH CREEPING SPEED
Walter Kleiner, Hirzel-Zurich, Switzerland, assignor to Staeubli

Ltd., Horgen-Zurich, Switzerland

Filed Oct. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 313,128

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Oct. 20, 1980,

7825/80

Int. a.3 D03D 51/08
VS. a. 139—1 E 9 Qaims

«3

1. In a method of operating a pick-finding mechanism which
is oj)eratively coupled to a motor and to a weaving machine
having a dobby and which includes first coupling means for

selectively operatively coupling said weaving machine and
said dobby and second coupling means for selectively opera-

tively coupling said motor and said dobby, including the step

of respectively engaging and disengaging said first and second
coupling means so that said weaving machine is operatively

coupled to and drives said dobby and the step of respectively

engaging and disengaging said second and first coupling means
so that said motor is operatively coupled to and drives said

dobby, the improvement comprising the step of simultaneously
engaging said first coupling means and said second coupling
means so that said motor is operatively coupled to and drives

both said weaving machine and said dobby.
2. A pick-finding mechanism for a weaving machine having

a dobby, comprising a shaft supported for rotation about a first

axis, a first element fixedly secured to said shaft and opera-
tively coupled to said dobby, a second element supported on
said shaft at a location spaced from said first element for rota-

tion about said first axis independently of said shaft, said sec-

ond element being fixed against axial movement with respect

to said shaft and being operatively coupled to said weaving
machine, a third element axially slidably supported on said

shaft between said first and second elements and fixed against

roution relative to said shaft, said third element being axially

movable with respect to said shaft between first and second
positions, a fourth element supported on said third element for

roution relative to said third element and said shaft about said

first axis, said fourth element being movable relative to said

shaft between third and fourth positions, a motor which is

operatively coupled to said fourth element and effects rotation

first and fourth elements when said fourth element is in said

third position, and second coupling means for operatively

coupling said second and third elements when said third ele-

ment is in said second position, said first and second coupling
means respectively being disengaged when said fourth and
third elements are respectively in said fourth and first posi-

tions, and retaining means for maintaining said third and fourth

elements in fifth and sixth positions, respectively, in which said

first and second coupling means are both operatively engaged.

4,428,405

ELECTRONIC CONTROL DEVICE ON A GRIPPER
SHUTTLE WEAVING MACHINE

Walter Scbiimperli, Wetzikon, Switzerland, assignor to Loepfe
Brothers Limited, Zurich, Switzerland

Filed Dec. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 327,559
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Dec. 13, 1980,

9190/80

Int. a.3 D03D 51/40
V.S. a. 139—341 6 Qaims
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1. An inductive projectile sensor on a gripper shuttle weav-
ing machine comprising a lathe beam and thereto attached

projectile guide teeth made of magnetizable material, for pro-

ducing a control signal indicative of the projectile passage,

wherein the projectile sensor comprises:

an induction coil located at a top surface of the lathe beam
and surrounding at least one of the guide teeth; and

means for magnetizing at least said one guide tooth.

4,428,406

METHOD OF SHAPING COIL ENDS OF AN ELECTRIC
APPLIANCE

Tokuhito Hamane, Hirakata; Toshio Kinoshita, Katano, and
Masafumi Kihira, Hyogo, all of Japan, assignors to Matsu-
shita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Feb. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 237,406

Int. a.3 B21F 7/00
U.S. a. 140—105 5 Qaims

» 5a >

1. A method of shaping coil ends of at least one coil of an

electric appliance, comprising the steps of shaping the coil ends

into respective different shapes to distinguish the coil end

portions from each other.

4,428,407

TREE-PROCESSING APPARATUS
Claude Bourbeau, 855 - 27th St., St. Georges-Ouest, Canada

FUed Not. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 322,363

Int. a.3 AOIG 23/02; B27C 9/00
U.S. CI. 144—2 Z 4 Claims

1. A tree-processing unit adapted for installation on a con-

ventional motorized equipment having a main base and a boom
support extending upwardly from said main base, said boom
support pivotally mounted on said main base about a horizon-

tal axis, comprising:

(a) a tubular member detachably secured to said boom support;
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(b) an elongated boom extending through both ends of said

tubular member;
(c) means for hingedly mounting said tubular member at the

top of said boom support, so as to permit pivotal of said

boom support about its horizontal axis to a position substan-
tially parallel to said boom and so reduce the height of the
boom above ground to a minimum to permit transportation

4,428,409

LOG SPLITTER WITH A TAPERED WOOD
PENETRATING MEMBER ON THE RAMHEAD

Francis J. Roetzler, Box 121, Rtc. 1, Buffalo. Minn. 55313
Filed May 28, 1981, Ser. No. 267,798

Int. a? B27L 7/00
U.S. a. 144-193 A 4 Qaims

n

of the motorized equipment on a trailer under bridges and
other overhead obstacles;

(d) guide means located within the tubular member for sup-

porting and guiding the boom through the tubular member;
and

(e) hydraulically-operated means mounted on said tubular

member and on the front end of the boom for gripping and
delimbing a felled tree.

4,428,408

DOVETAILING JIG
Kenneth M. Grisley, 238 Bouchie St., Quesnel, British Colum-

bia, Canada (V2J, 1L8)

Filed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,496

Int. Q.3 B27F 1/14
U.S. Q. 144—144.5 R 14 Qaims

iMMM^
12. A dovetailing jig for supporting and guiding a power

tool fitted with a depending cutter bit, said jig comprising a

base frame having end brackets connected by a longitudinal

frame member, said end brackets each having a vertical leg and
a horizontal leg, a support extending between the horizontal

legs, a plurality of guide fingers arranged in pairs along the

support to extend transversely thereof, said pairs of guide
fingers each having opposite ends projecting beyond side

edges of the support and being shaped to provide guiding
surfaces corresponding to complementary joint members,
securing means for fastening each guide finger to the support
whereby the transverse spacing between each pair of guide
fingers and the transverse spacing between adjacent pairs of
guide fingers are both selectively variable, and clamping means
for securing a workpiece to the base frame in either a first or a

second position, said first position disposing a workpiece paral-

lel to the guide fingers and with an end edge thereof adjacent

the guiding surfaces along one side edge of the support, said

second position disposing a workpiece perpendicular to the

guide fingers and with an end edge thereof adjacent the guid-

ing surfaces along an opposite side edge of the support, said

guide fingers underlying the power tool as the depending
cutter bit is moved between the guiding surfaces to cut joint

members in a workpiece in the first position and complemen-
tary joint members in a workpiece in the second position.

1. In a wood splitter having a frame, a wood splittmg mem-
ber fixed relative to the frame, and a movable ramhead adapted
to move wood to be split against the wood splitting member at

a controlled rate, the improvement comprising:
a pusher plate forming a portion of the ramhead;
a generally conical member on said pusher plate facmg

toward the splitting member and having outer surface
portions tapering from a generally narrow penetrating end
facing the splitting member to a base of smaller size than
the pusher plate mounted on said pusher plate, the upered
outer surface portion insuring that the penetrating end of
the member will engage an end surface of a piece of wood
as the wood also engages the splitting member;

a hydraulic motor for moving the pusher plate in the direc-
tion of the splitting member;

a control valve having a manually postitionable control for

controlling the flow of hydraulic fiuid from a source
under pressure to the hydraulic motor, the outer surface
portion of the generally conical member havmg the sur-

face of a right cylindrical cone with a base and a height
and truncated at the penetrating end, the penetrating end
having a diameter substantially between \59c and 35% of
the diameter of the base, the height of the generally coni-

cal member from the base to the penetrating end being in

the approximate range of 40% to 60% of the base, and said

generally conical surface having an angle of taper which is

approximately between 80" and 100" so that the conical

member will penetrate the wood at a controlled rate as the

force input on the ramhead increases under the control of
the manually positionable control, thereby establishing a

minimum time element before the end surface of a piece of
wood being split bottoms on the ram pusher plate as the
maximum splitting effect is accomplished.

4,428,410

METHOD FOR COMPRESSING WOODEN ELEMENTS
Anders Strandberg, Eskilstuna, Sweden, assignor to AB Nils

Darje, Ljusdal, Sweden
per No. PCT/SE81/00289, § 371 Date Jun. 28, 1982, § 102(e)

Date Jun. 28, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO82/01504, PCT Pub.
Date May 13, 1982

PCT Filed Oct. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 394,928
Qaims priority, application Sweden, Mar. 24, 1981, 8101862

Int. Q.^ B27M 1/02
U.S. Q. 144—361 4 Qaims

1. The method of compressing at least one fiat wooden
element having knots therein compnsing the steps of

inserting an elastic material layer between a pair of spaced-

apart press plates which arc moveable with respect to

each other, said elastic material layer being softer than
said wooden element;

interposing said wooden element between said elastic mate-
rial layer and one of said press plates;

displacing said pair of press plates toward each to a predeter-

mined spacing thereby compressing the entire surface of
said wooden element and elastic material layer, the thick-

ness of said elastic material layer m the compressed sutc
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being at least one-half the thickness of the compressed said stressed compression element to increase the load-capabU
wooden element, portions of the knots in said wooden
element being forced out of said element and into said

elastic material layer without breaking to shivers by the
pressure exerted thereon; and i

ity thereof in the run-flat condition of said tire.

4,428,411

RUN-FLAT TIRE AND METHOD OF MAKING SAME
Edwird G. Markow, OakdaJe, and M. Alan Kopsco, Wantagh,

both of N.Y., assignors to Grumnum Aerospace Corporation,
Bethpage, N.Y.

FUed Aug. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,583
Int. a.i B60C 17/04

VS. a. 152-330 RF n Qaims
I

1. A run-flat pneumatic radial tire having a casing with a
tread portion in the crown thereof, sidwalls extending from
said crown on either side to annular bead portions on the inner
periphery on each side of said tire, said beads being adapted to
mount said tire on the rim of a wheel, tensioned annular belt
means in said tire crown radially inwardly of said tread por-
tion, a resilient annular compression element of high strength
material comprising a helical coil, the coils of which are adja-
cent one another in a stressed condition, bonded, as an added
stoge in the course of building the tire or as a retrofit operation
on an existing radial tire, inside said casing on the inside surface
of the crown thereof radially inwardly of said tread portion,
said sidewalls having therein a multiplicity of closely spaced
substantially radial spoke-like reinforcing elements cooperat-
ing with said compression element, said radial elements having
freedom of shear with respect to one another and being con-
nected to said beads and extending therefrom to at least the
crown region of said tire, and wherein inflation means inflated
inside said helical compression element prior to the bonding
thereof to a pressure approximately twice the normal operating
pressure of said tire has been used to prestress said helical

compression element to cause the coils thereof to have relative

movement with respect to one another whereby the circumfer-
ences of said compression element and said inside surface of
said tire crown are expanded to greater than their normal
diameter at normal operating pressure so that a prestress is

transmitted to said belt means, said prestress being locked in

when said compression element is bonded, wherein said ten-
sioned annular belt means act as a supplemental structure with

4,428,412

PORTABLE INSTANT SHADE
Andras I. Toro, 7234 Plank St, El Cerrito, Qdlf. 94530

FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 439,572
Int. a.3 E04F 10/06

U.S. a. 106—23 R 1 ciiiin,

removing the portions of said knots projecting from the

surface of said wooden element and received in said pad
during said displacing step. i

1. A portable shade device for use in vehicles and the like for
selective shading purposes, comprising:

(a) a casing having a cap at each end,
(b) elongated roller means within the casing carrying a

flexible shade capable of being retracted into a rolled up
position on the roller means and extended to provide
shade,

(c) attaching means arranged on the roller means for mount-
ing the roller means on an interior surface of the vehicle,

(d) one leg having a channel therein depending from each
cap, one leg being longer than the other leg,

(e) an arm pivotally connected to each leg having a groove
therein, one arm being longer than the other arm, the arms
being adopted for pivotal movement between a fixed
position folded near the casing to provide a compact
portable configuration for the retracted shade and a sec-
ond position extending downward from the legs with the
grooves in the arms providing a track to receive the shade
and support it in its extended position

(0 the outer end of the long arm fitting into the channel of
the other leg in the folded position.

4,428,413
HIGH ACCURACY INJECTOR FOR DIE CASTING

MACHINES AFFORDING AUTOMATIC MELT LEVEL
COMPENSATION

William M. Lester, 4389 White Cedar U., Delray Beach, FTa.
33445

Filed Oct. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 311,928
Int. a.J B22D 17/04. 17/30

U.S. a. 164-155 5 Claims

1. In a mold charge injector for delivering of a measured
charge of molten material into a mold chamber by controlled
movement of a displacement plunger into a melting pot con-
taining the molten material, the improvement for keeping
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molten material in the melting pot at a precisely determined
datum level as successive charges are delivered from the pot,
comprising in combination, a displacement plunger operational
in the melting pot to displace molten material for a plurality of
measured charges during supply of a successive series of
charges from the pot by movement thereinto and to produce
changes of the level of molten materials in the pot as it moves
thereinto, first charge delivery movement means for inserting

the displacement plunger a controlled distance into the melting
pot to measure out a charge of material and inject it into the
mold chamber, and second automatic vernier datum level

control supplemental movement means comprising a screw
adjustment mechanism for adjustably relatively changing the
displacement position of said plunger into the molten material
in said melting pot and an automatic control circuit making
adjustments thereto in increments over a plurality of iiyection

strokes of said first movement means as successive charges are
removed from the melting pot to displace the level of the
molten material just enough to provide a substantially constant
starting datum level of molten materials for the plunger to
begin a following injection stroke in response to the first move-
ment means.

working tools for chipping off used facing arranged on said

rotatable plates;

a system for supplying a working agent for removing used
facing having:

a valve source accommodated on said frame and connected
to a working agent source;

receiving branch pipes mounted one each on each of said

traverses and cooperating alternately with said valve
during the reciprocation of said traverses;

conduiu realized one each in each of said traverses and
communicating with said receiving branch pipes;

headers mounted on said rotaUble plates communicating
with said conduits; and

nozzles mounted on and in communication with said headers
whereby said headers supply and distribute working agent
to said nozzles.

4,428,414

APPARATUS FOR CLEANING FACED METAL MOULDS
OF USED FAONG

Anatoly D. Teplinsky, ulitsa Generala Petrova, 27, korpus 1, kv.

73; Alexandr F. Jurchenko, ulitsa Paustovskogo, 7, kv. 68, and
Grigory A. Yarovinsky, Treugolny pereulok, 13, kv. 14, all of
Odessa, U.S.S.R.

Filed Dec. 28, 1977, Ser. No. 865,220

Int. a.3 B22D 29/00
U.S. a. 164-158 4 Qainis

4,428,415
STRAND GUIDE ARRANGEMENT TO BE USED IN A
CONTINUOUS CASTING PLANT HAVING THE FORM

OF AN ARC
Werner Scbeurecker, Linx; Erich Felbermayer, Wels, and Alfred

NagI, Steyr, all of Austria, assignors to Voest-Alpine Aktien-
gesellschaft, Linz, Austria

Filed Oct. 3, 1980, Ser. No. 193,755
Qaims priority, application Austria, Oct. 22, 1979, 6874/79

Int. a.J B22D 11/12
U.S. a. 164-448

1 aaln

1. An apparatus for cleaning faced metal moulds of used
facing comprising:

a frame; '

stationary bearings mounted in said frame;

a barrel joumalled in said bearings for rotation about a

horizontal axis;

first drive means for imparting said barrel rotation about a
horizontal axis, mounted on said frame and geared to said

barrel;

through orifices in said barrel;

bars passing freely through said orifices in said barrel and
provided with two ends;

traverses rigidly fixed on each end of said bars;

second drive means reciprocating said bars together with
said traverses with respect to said barrel;

rotatable plates mounted on said traverses and alternately

coacting with separate parts of meul mould being
cleaned;

third drive means geared to said routable plates routing
them horizontally;

1. In a strand guide arrangement to be used in a continuous
casting plant having the form of an arc, in particular a steel slab

continuous casting plant of the type including at least one,

arcuate, horizontally displaceable supporting and guiding
structure, the improvement comprising,

at least one intermediate trestle for mounting said at least one
arcuate, horizontally displaceable supponing and guiding
structure, said at least one intermediate trestle being dis-

placeable in the plane of the arc,

at least one supporting trestle for supporting said at least one
intermediate trestle, said at least one supporting trestle

being displaceable transversely to the plane of the arc, and
a stationarily arranged pressure medium cylinder connect-

abie to said supporting trestle for displacing said support-

ing and guiding structure at a right angle to the plane of
the arc,

said pressure medium cylinder having a stroke that is shorter

than the total displacement path of said supporting trestle,

said pressure medium cylinder including a piston rod
having an extension, said supporting trestle being connect-
able to said extension at different disunces from said

pressure medium cylinder.
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4,428,416

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A MULTI-LAYER
AMORPHOUS ALLOY

Seqji Shinianukj, ud Koichiro Inomata, both of Kawasaki,
Japao, asaignors to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha,
Kanagawa, Japan

per No. PCr/JP80/00080, § 371 Date Dec. 8, 1980, § 102(e)
Date Dec. 8, 1980, PCT Pub. No. WO80/02242, PCT Pub.
Date Oct. 30, 1980

Continuatjon of Ser. No. 220,032, Dec. 8, 1980, abandoned. This
PCT application Apr. 21, 1980, Ser. No. 505,121

Qaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 20, 1979, 54-52100
Int. a.3 B22D 11/06

U.S. a. 164—461 4 Qaims

direction in said plane for moving said spray head radially
with respect to said core assembly; and

D. secure quickly operable fasteners securing said quickly
detachable means to said inner wall when it is desired to
operate said core cleaner and quickly detachable when it

is desired to operate said heat exchanger without said core

1. A method for manufacturing a multi-layer amorphous
alloy having two layers of amorphous alloy, comprising the
steps of

ejecting a molten first metal on one of a pair of rollers rotat-

ing at a high speed or on a metal belt driven by the roller,

and rotating the ejected metal with the rollers for rapid
cooling;

forming two metaf layers on the rotating roller or belt by
ejecting a molten second metal different from said first

metal on said first metal for rapid cooling; and
adhering said metal layers to one another under pressure and

rolling between said pair of rollers;

wherein the temperature of said first metal, when said mol-
ten second metal is ejected on said first metal, is higher
than the crystallizing temperature of said first metal and
lower than the solidifying temperature of said first metal

cleaner whereby said core cleaner is not exposed to nor-
mal operations of said heat exchanger;

whereby rotation of said core assembly to said first drive
means and simultaneous radial travel of said spray head ef-
fected by said second drive means causes said spray head to
dispense said cleaning fluid to each passage in said core assem-
bly

Ranon J.

53005

4,428,417

HEAT EXCHANGER CLEANER
Chesner, 2580 Buena Vista Dr Brookfield, Wis.

4 428 418
HEAT EXCHANGER ¥W ELEMENT WITH FOLDED

OVER SIDE EDGES
Marvin D. Beasley; Wayne G. BIystone, and Gerald W. Urn-
mon, all of Mount Vernon, III., assignors to Chromalloy Amer-
ican Corporation, St. Louis, Mo.

Filed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,727

Int. C\? F28F 1/32
U.S. a. 165-76 9aalm8

Filed Dec. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 328,872
Int. a.3 F28D 19/00; F28G 9/00

U.S. a. 165—

5

11 Qaims
1. A core cleaner for temporary installation in a heat ex-

changer of the type having a generally cylindrical housing
with inner and outer walls and an access opening in the inner
wall, a core assembly of axially disposed heat exchange pas-
sages, said core assembly having first and second axial ends and
being mounted within said housing, and first drive means for
rotating said core assembly within said housing about their
common axis, said core cleaner comprising:

A. a spray head for directing a jet of cleaning fluid through
said core assembly;

B. an arm having a first end, pivot means for said first end,
means detachably securing said pivot means to said inner
wall, said arm having a second end for supporting said

spray head, said arm being supported on said pivot means
for swinging said spray head in a radial plane adjacent and
generally parallel to one end of said core assembly;

C. second drive means having detachable securing means
securing it to said inner wall, said drive means having a

flexible member and means detachably connecting said

flexible member to said arm to swing said arm in one

1 A heat exchanger core assembly adaptable for allowing
the passage of air therethrough comprising a plurality of
spaced apart substantially parallel fin elements having a plural-
ity of apertures extending therethrough, a plurality of substan-
tially parallel tubular members adaptable for receiving and
carrying a fluid member therethrough extending through the
apertures in said fin elements defining an array of longitudi-
nally and laterally disposed rows of tubular members, each pair
of said fin elements defining a passageway therebetween for
allowing air to flow therethrough, said fin elements having
first and second opposed side portions extending in a direction
substantially parallel to the direction of air flow through said
core assembly, each of said fin elements including a folded
over side edge extending along each of said first and second
opposed side portions, said folded over side edges being adapt-
able for overiapping the folded over side edges of an adjacent
fin element when said fin elements are positioned in close
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abutting relationship with each other, said overlapping side
edges being adhesively joined by an adhesive selected from the
group consisting of an epoxy resin, a polycarbonate, a nylon
and a polyester and forming a substantially air tight continuous
core side on each opposite side of said plurality of fin elements
for substantially preventing the leakage of air through the core
sides.

4 428 419
TUBE-AND-nN HEAT EXCHANGER

Evgeny V. Dubrovsky, ultisa Chaikovskogo, 18, kv. 203, Mos-
cow; Leonid A. Averkiev, ulitsa Gagarina, 40a, kv. 137, Oren-
burg; Viktor P. Dunaev, ulitsa I Vladimirskaya, 26, korpus 2,

kv. 31, Moscow; Anatoly I. Kuzin, ulitsa FloUkaya, 17, kor-
pus 1, kv. 106, Moscow; NaUlya I. Martynova, ulitsa Kom-
somolskaya, 15, kv. 38, IJubertsy Moskovskoi oblasti; Uv A.
Folts, ulitsa Timiryazeva, 14, kv. 1; Arthur P. Shmelev, ulitsa

Sukhareva, 36, kv. 61, both of Orenburg; Sergei S. Vronsky,
ulitsa Chicherina, 26, kv. 27, and Evgeny V. Vasiliev, ulitsa 60
let Oktyabrya, 20, kv. 28, both of Orenburg, all of U.S.S.R.

PCT No. PCT/SU81/00001, § 371 Date Sep. 21, 1981, § 102(e)
Date Sep. 21, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/02197, PCT Pub.
Date Aug. 6, 1981

PCT Filed Jan. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 305,631
Claims priority, application U.S.S.R., Jan. 28, 1980, 2876816

Int. a.J F28D 1/00
U.S. a. 165-151 6 Claims

edge margins extending generally axially with respect to the
tube stretching out from said line of seam for collecting heal

and transferring it to the tube, each axial fin comprising at least
one less thickness of said strip than the lube wall

4,428 42

1

WIRKI.INK WINCH MOUNTING SVSTKM
K. Kdward Rankin, Fort Worth. Tex., assignor to H-G Testing
Company. \ entura. Calif.

Filed Sep. 14, 1981. Ser. No. 301.772
Int. CI.' K2 IB l^/(M). Jj/oi

U.S. (1. 166-77 7 n„„^

0^0

1. A tube-and fin heat exchanger comprising tubes for the
flow of a heat carrier at some temperature, which tubes arc
installed in broached holes provided in fins spaced apart and
positioned so that adjacent fins and walls of adjacent tubes
form a multiplicity of ducts for the flow of a heat carrier at a
different temperature, each of the fins having projections,
depressions and rectilinear portions, said projections and de-
pressions of one fin being located respectively opposite projec-
tions and depressions on the adjacent fins and forming in said
ducts symmetrical divergent-convergent portions for setting
up turbulence in the wall-neighbouring layer of the heat carrier
flowing therethrough, said rectilinear portions being disposed
between the convergent-divergent duct portions and opposite
each other on the adjacent fins so as to reduce interaction
between a vortex formed in one divergent-convergent portion
with a vortex formed in the next adjacent divergent-conver-
gent portion.

4,428,420

HEAT ABSORBING ELEMENT AND METHOD OF
MANUFACTURE

Stephen W. Blakely, Apt. A, 503 Beacon, Alton, III. 62002
Filed Jul. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 283,989

Int. a.5 F28F 1/14
U.S. a. 165-183 8 Gaims

1. A heat absorbing element formed from a single metal strip

of substantially uniform thickness, said strip having longitudi-

nal edge margins at opposite sides of the strip, said element
comprising a tube having a wall comprising at least a double
thickness of said strip seamed along a line extending longitudi-

nally of the tube to seal the tube for flow therethrough of heat
transfer fluid, and a pair of fins formed by said longitudinal

1 In an apparatus for runnintj wireline tools in well conduit
with a power driven drum, the improvcmcni comprising

a tubular member having mounting means for securing to
the top of the well conduit and having a passage extending
therethrough for the passage of wireline,

a sheave mounted adjacent the top of the tubular member for
guiding wireline into the passage,

frame means for mounting the drum on a side of the tubular
member with its axis perpendicular to the axis of the well
conduit and below the sheave for reeving the wireline
from the drum through the sheave; and

a cylindrical lift sub secured to the frame means and having
a collar means for engagement by a set of elevators to lift

the well conduit with drilling rig blocks by using the
tubular member, frame means and lift sub as a link be-
tween the blocks and the well conduit.

4,428,422

DEVICE PROVIDED WITH RCTRACTABLE ARMS FOR
THE ANCHORING OF AN INSTRUMENT IN A CAVITY
Jean Laurent, Orgeval, France, aaiignor to Institut Francais du

Petrole, Rueil-Malmaison, France

Filed Mar. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 356,614
Claims priority, application France, Mar. 9, 1981, 81 04811

Int. CI.' E21B 2J/00
U.S. a. 166-212 ,2 Qalm.

1. A retractable anchoring device adapted for rigidly posi-
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tioning on an intermittent basis an instrument lowered into a

cavity in the earth and connected to a surface installation by
means of a cable, the device comprising:

(a) at least one pivotable anchoring arm adapted for being

applied against the wall of said cavity and for being re-

tracted therefrom;

(b) jack means associated with said at least one pivotable

anchoring arm for causing said at least one pivotable

anchoring arm to be applied against the wall of said cav-

ity, said jack means comprising movable jack rod means
connected to said at least one pivotable anchoring arm for

causing movement thereof;

(c) an actuation system arranged inside said instrument asso-

ciated with said jack means for actuation thereof, said

actuation system comprising a piston assembly displace-

ably arranged in a first cylinder containing a liquid

^-^il^s&fj^

H n li li It a X r ji n i i k i »

therein, drive means for displacing said piston assembly to

actuate said jack means, and limit means for limiting the

forces applied to said at least one pivotable anchoring arm;

and

(d) static pressure applying means for applying to said piston

assembly the static pressure prevailing in said cavity, said

static pressure applying means including a chamber of

variable volume for containing a liquid whose pressure is

maintained substantially equal to the static pressure pre-

vailing in said cavity, and further comprising a second

cylinder in communication with said first cylinder

through an opening with a rod rigidly secured to said

piston assembly and being slidably mounted within said

opening, and said second cylinder being further connected
to and in communication with said chamber of variable

volume by means of a connecting line.

portion having a helically wound outer wire portion welded or
otherwise affixed to a plurality of longitudinally extending rod
portions, said outer wire portion being wound so as to deflne
relatively narrow width slot portions of a first desired pitch for

at least the major portion of its length and relatively wider
width slot portions of a second desired pitch for a plurality of

revolutions at at least one end thereof; and a generally cylindri-

cal end fitting member having a plurality of internal threads
formed at one end thereof which are adapted to be threadedly
placed in complementary engagement with the outer wire
portion which defines said wider width slot portions of said

well screen portion.

4,428,434
METHOD OF IMPROVING Olt/WATER PRODUCTION

RATIO
Jamea P. Lacy, Midltnd, and Edmond L. Bailey, Andrews, both

of Tex., assignors to Waterehek, Inc., Midland, Tex.
Filed Jun. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 387,326

Int. a.3 E21B 33/138. 47/06
U.S. a. 166—253 18 Qainu

^ *CiD
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4,428,423

WELL SCREEN END niTING ASSEMBLY AND
METHOD OF MAKING SAME

Raymond A. Kochler, Aaoita, and Bernard M. Hanson, Excel-

sior, both of Minn., assignors to UOP Inc., Des Plaines, III.

Filed May 6, 1982, Ser. No. 375,782

Int. a.3 E21B 43/08
U.S. a. 166—231 7 Qaims

1. An improved well screen and end fitting assembly having
enhanced tensile strength comprising a cylindrical well screen

1. In a cased wellbore having perforations formed adjacent

to a hydrocarbon producing formstion thereof, wherein the

formation produces excessive water through the perforations,

the method of reducing the water production comprising the

steps of

(1) fiowing a first treatment fluid which includes a dilute salt

solution comprised of NaCl and CaCl along an isolated

flow path down into the borehole, through the perfora-

tions, and out into the formation;
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(2) flowing an inert spacer fluid behind the first treatment
fluid;

(3) flowing a second treatment fluid comprised of a solution
of sodium silicate along said isolated flow path and out
into the formation;

(4) flowing an inert flushing fluid behind the silicate;

(5) repeating steps (1-4) while monitoring the surface pres-
sure until the surface pressure begins to rise;

(6) flowing inert flushing into the borehole to flush the salt

solution and the silicate solution from the borehole, out
into the formation;

(7) flowing dilute HCI acid downhole into the formation
after carrying out step (6), and then repeating the step of
flowing an inert flushing fluid down the isolated flow path
to displace the acid from the borehole;

(8) shutting in the wellbore until the silicate reacts with the
acid and salt water to form a barrier in the form of a

precipitant which prevents water flowing therethrough,
and thereafter producing the wellbore.

4. A method of treating a hydrocarbon producing formation
located downhole in a borehole, wherein the formation makes
excessive water along with the hydrocarbons, comprising the
steps of

(1) flowing salt water along an isolated flow path, downhole
and out into the formation; said salt water being selected
from the group comprising NaCI and CaCU; and, thereaf-

ter;

(2) flowing a spacer fluid behind the salt water of step (I),

said spacer fluid being inert respective to the salt water of
step (1) and the soluble silicate of step (3); and, thereafter;

(3) flowing a soluble alkali silicate solution behind said
spacer fluid and along said isolated flow path, and out into

the formation; and thereafter displacing the silicate solu-
tion from the borehole by flowing another said spacer
fluid behind the silicate solution; and,

(4) flowing dilute HCI downhole into the formation after

carrying out step (3);

(5) shutting in the wellbore until the silicate reacts with the
acid and salt water to form a barrier in the form of a
precipitant which prevents water flowing therethrough,
and thereafter producing the wellbore.

a rigid supporting surface having a multiplicity of chan-
nels communicating with a penpheral channel;

(4) removing the filtrate from the peripheral channel; and
(5) circulating into said well the filtrate discharged from said

vessel.

4,428,426

METHOD OF PLAQNG AND CONSOLIDATING A MASS
OF PARTICULATE MATERIAL AND COMPOSITION

FOR USE IN CARRYING OUT SAID METHOD
David R. Davits, RUswyk, Netherlands; Edwin A. Richardson,

Houston, Tex., and Adrianus M. P. M. Hagelaars, RDsw^k,
Netherlands, assignors to Shell Oil Company, Houston, Tex.

Filed Nov. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 322,483
Oaims priority, application United Kingdom, May 22, 1981,

8115811

U.S. a. 166—276
Int. a.' E21B 43/04

6aaims

<J

4,428,425
SINGLE PASS nLTRATION OF OIL OR GAS WELL

COMPLETION FLUIDS
John A. Young, and Richard E. Munson, both of Baton Rouge,

La., assignors to Baker Oil Tools, Inc., Orange, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 300,654, Sep. 9, 1981, abandoned,
which U a continuaHon of Ser. No. 189,676, Sep. 22, 1980,
abandoned. This applioition Feb. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 467,160

Int. a.J E21B 43/40: BOID 25/12
U.S. a. 166-267 5 Qaims

5. A method for treating and removing at least about 99% of
contaminate particulate matter of a size in excess of about one
micron from fluid circulated into, through and out of a subter-
ranean well, comprising the steps of

(1) esublishing a fluid flow path into, through and out of said

well;

(2) circulating fluid in said flow path;

(3) introducing said circulated fluid under pressure into and
through a vessel having a vertical planar expanse of filter

cloth pre-treated with a filter aid, said filter cloth abutting

1. A process for emplacing and consolidating a mass of
particles within a selected subterranean location comprising:
coating the particles with a polymerizable polyepoxidc which

is substantially free of any hardener or curing agent and is

solid at the surface temperature near the well but becomes
soft at the temperature of the selected subterranean IcKalion

and, at that temperature, is reactive to yield a substantially

cured solid epoxy resin when contacted by an aqueous liquid

containing a substantially homogeneously distributed effec-

tive amount of a polyamino compound which is a curing
agent for curing epoxy resin-forming components,

suspending the coated particles in an aqueous liquid and pump-
ing the suspension into the well so that a mass of ihc particle*

is deposited within the selected subterranean location; and
contacting the particles in that mass with an aqueous liquid

which contains a substantially homogeneously distributed

effective amount of a polyamino compound which is a cur-

ing agent for epoxy resin-forming components, so that the

softened coatings on the particles are converted to a substan-

tially cured solid epoxy resin.

4,428,427

CONSOLIDATABLE GRAVEL PACK METHOD
Robert H. Friedman, Houston, Tex., assignor to Getty Oil Com-

pany, Houston, Tex.

Filed Dec. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 328,740

Int. a.} E21B 43/04
U.S. a. 166-278

1 ctaia,

1 A method for gravel packing a washed-out cavity adja-
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cent a borehole penetrating a subterranean formation compris-
ing the steps of:

introducing into said borehole gravel particles suspended in

a viscous fluid carrier, said gravel particles having a sur-

face coating comprising a mixture of a polymerizable
furfuryl novolak phenolic resin and catalyst;

allowing said gravel particles to fill the washed cavities; and
thereafter

polymerizing the resin thereby bonding together the adja-

cent gravel particles to form a permeable, consolidated
structure.

from said mjection well to reduce the permeability of said
zone.

12. A method of treating a subterranean oil bearing forma-
tion penetrated by at least one injection well, and having at
least one highly conductive zone therein, comprising injecting
an aqueous solution containing gel-forming water-soluble basic
lignins into said zone to reduce the permeability of said zone,
and mjecting an acidic gas into said zone to contact with said
solution.

4,428,428

TOOL AND METHOD FOR GRAVEL PACKING A WELL
Kenneth E. SmyrI, Marrero, La., and Bobby G. Redd, Hobbs, N.
Mex., assignors to Dresser Industries, Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Filed Dec. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 333.511

Int. a.^ E21B 43/04. 34/08
U.S. a. 166—278 8 Claims

4 428 430
CHEMICAL METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

PERFORATING DRILL COLLARS
Jamie B. Terrell, I, and Jamie B. Terrell, II, both of Fort Worth,

Tex., assignors to Gearhart Industries, Inc., Forth Worth.
Tex.

Filed Jan. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 225,513
Int. a.^ E21B 43/11. 43/19

U.S. CI. 166-298 ,2 Qaims

1. In a tool for use in gravel packing an annulus in a well
casing between the casing and a liner with upper and lower
sand screen sections therein separated by an annular seal acting
between the inside of the liner and the outside of a wash pipe
which is telescoped into the liner for returning liquid from a
gravel slurry pumped into the annulus and filtered at least

initially through the lower sand screen before entering the
wash pipe for return to the head of the well, wherem the
improvement in said tool comprises, a port formed through the
wash pipe above the seal, a differential area piston sleeve
telescoped onto said wash pipe and being movable from a first

position closing said port and toward a second position open-
ing said port in response to a differential pressure of a prese-
lected magnitude existing between the inside and outside of
said wash pipe, and means for urging said sleeve into its closing
position when said pressures inside and outside wash pipe
approach equality.

4,428,429
METHOD FOR SWEEP IMPROVEMENT UTILIZING

GEL-FORMING LIGNINS
Betty J. Felber, Tulsa, and Charles A. Christopher, Broken

Arrow, both of Okla., assignors to Standard Oil Company,
Chicago, III.

Filed May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 267,123
Int. a.i E21B 33/138. 43/22

U.S. a. 166-294 18 Qaims
1. A method of treatmg a subterranean oil bearing formation

penetrated by at least one injection well, and having at least

one highly conductive zone therein, comprising injecting into
said zone an aqueous solution containing gel-forming water-
soluble basic lignins, such that as said aqueous solution moves
through said zone the pH of said aqueous solution is reduced
causing said aqueous solution to gel over a subsuntial distance

- V •

1. A method for increasing fluid flow circulation past the
earth formations traversed by a well being drilled, the steps

comprising:

(a) lowering a pressurable chemical reactant fluid jet stream
type perforating means suspended from an electrical wire-
line through the drill pipe and drill collar of subsurface
drilling apparatus and into a position within said drill collar

where the fluid jetting orifice of said perforating apparatus is

vertically positioned near the drill bit of said drilling appara-
tus;

(b) generating an actuating pressure within said perforating

means;

(c) fixing said perforating means against vertical movement
within said drill collar responsive to said actuating pressure;

(d) laterally moving the outlet of said jetting orifice against the

inner sidewall of said drill collar in response to said actuating

pressure to position said orifice for optimum reactive contact
of chemical reactant flowing through said orifice against the
face of said sidewall;

(e) perforating a flow port through the sidewall of said drill

collar by forcing a chemical reactant out of said jetting

orifice at high velocity in response to said actuating pressure
into reactive contact with said drill collar sidewall; and

(0 circulating fiuid through said flow port in addition to any
fiuid circulating through said drill bit.

7. Apparatus for perforating a hole through the thick metal
wall of a conduit such as a flow port through the sidewall well
drilling collar, said apparatus being provided as an elongated,

generally tubular chemical reactant perforating tool adapted
for connection to an electrical wireline, the combination com-
prising:

(a) an electrically actuated fluid pressure generator;
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(b) slip means adapted to fix said tool against axial movement
within said conduit in response to pressure applied from said

generator;

(c) a liquid jet orifice means defined out of the side of said tool

and adapted to direct a liquid jet stream in a single direction:

(d) a quantity of liquid chemical reactant contained within said

tool and adapted to be moved forcefully out from said jet

orifice in response to pressure applied from said generator;

and

(e) lateral displacement means adapted to move said tool to

address said jet orifice and said liquid jet stream directly

toward the inside wall of^id conduit in response to pressure

applied from said generator.

4,428,431

PERFORABLE SCREEN DEVICE FOR SUBTERRANEAN
WELLS AND METHOD OF PRODUCING MULTI-LOBE

ZONES
Darren J. Landry, New Orleans, and James E. Porter, Lafay-

ette, both of La., assignors to Baker International Corpora-

tion, Orange, Calif.

Filed May 14, 1981, Ser. No. 263,801

Int. a. J E21B 43/114 43/08
U.S. a. 166—298 14 Oaims

1. A method of completing and producing a subterranean

well having a plurality of production lobes within at least one
productive zone around the bore of said well, comprising:

(1) introducing into said well a gravel packing assembly car-

ried on a tubular conduit;

(2) gravel packing said productive zone and each of said lobes

with said assembly by introducing through said gravel pack-

ing assembly and within said tubular conduit a gravel pack-

ing carrier fluid having particulate matter therein and circu-

lating said fiuid within the bore of said well within said

production zone to deposit the particulate matter within the

interior of said well bore immediate each of said lobes;

(3) positioning across each lobe a screen device carried on said

tubular conduit, comprising: an elongated outer housing

having a plurality of flow passageways extending there-

through; an inner perforable cylindrical mandrel having

upper and lower ends, at least one of said ends being secur-

able with a conduit member of said tubular conduit, said

inner mandrel longitudinally extending through the interior

of said housing; a central passageway in said mandrel com-
municable with said tubular conduit for transmission of fiuid;

and means for securing said mandrel against movement
relative to said housing, said screen device prior to perfora-

tion of said mandrel preventing fiuid flow between said flow

passageways and the central passageway of said mandrel,

said screen device subsequent to perforation of said mandrel

permitting transmission of fluid between said flow passage-

ways, said central passageway and said tubular conduit.

(4) introducing within said tubular conduit a jel-aclion perfora-

tion gun, said gun being carried through said conduit on an

auxiliary conduit;

(5) positioning said gun within the interior of one of said screen

devices;

(6) activating said gun to perforate said mandrel whereby
production fluid within the lobe adjacent to the screen de-

vice with the mandrel perforated by said jet-action may be

transmitted through the flow passageways and the central

passageway of said perforated screen device and through
said tubular conduit, the flow of said prcxiuced fluid thereby

not being substantially co-mingled with production fluid

within all other lobes within said well

4.428,432

METHOD FOR STIMULATIN(; SILICEOUS
SUBTERRANEAN FORMATIONS

Avtar S. Pabley, Littleton, Colo., assignor to Smith Interna-

tional, Incorporated, Newport Beach, Calif.

Filed Apr. 16. 1980, Ser. No. 140,737

Int. a.' E21B 43/27
U.S. a. 166-302 15 Oaims

1. A process for the acidizing or acid-fracturing of a siliceous

subterranean formation containing hydrocarbons comprising
injecting into the subterranean formation a crosslinkcd acid

polymer comprising:

a polysaccharide selected from the group consisting of car-

boxymethyl hydroxypropy! guar and carboxymethyl hy-

droxyethyl cellulose wherein the piilysaccharidc is em-
ployed in an amount sufficient to gel the acid in the pres-

ence of a crosslinking agent;

an acid mixture comprising from about 1 to abtiut 15 weight

percent of hydrcKhloric acid and from ab<iut 2 to about

6 weight percent of hydrofluoric acid; and

a crosslinking agent which is a water soluble polyvalent

metal salt wherein the metal is selected from the group
consisting of zirconium and hafnium, wherein the cross-

linking agent is present m an amount of between about 120

and abiiut 1680 pounds per 1.000 gallons of acid

4,428.433

TELESCOPIC JOINT UPPER TUBE RETAINER
METHOD

Bruce J. Watkins, Palos Verdes Estates, Calif., assignor to

Hughes Tool Company, Houston, Tex.

Filed Sep. 28, 1981. Ser. No. 306,443

Int. a.^ E21B n/01
U.S. CI. 166—339 3 Claims

1. A method of assembling the upper tube of a telescope-

joint to a suspension member attached to a floating vessel over
a subsea well wherein the telescopic joint comprises part of a

riser connection between the vessel and well, the method
comprising the steps of:

fitting a split internally threaded locking nut about an upper
externally threaded portion of said upper tube.
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landing a solid support ring about said split nut by raising anticipatine electronic m«.n« i« «h-«.-^ . u u «^ solid n„g upwardly abou, sa,d ,pl„ „„, by pun,„,J ..eTTaU'STlo^wTo: S^f',^ ,'hVhth''no!l' u"":
sensing the preselected temperature, rate ofchange oftempera-
ture or radiant heat reading.

4,428,435
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT WITH HITCH

CONTROL
Kejin L. Hubbard, Orion, and Robert R. Roth, Rock Island,

both of III., assignors to Deere A Company, Moline, III.

Filed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376^58
Int. a.3 AOIB 63/22

U.S. a. 172-328
, Claim

rr^ • ^

solid ring upwardly against said suspension member with
said split nut therebetween. i

4,428,434

AUTOMATIC HRE PROTECnON SYSTEM
Jonathon L. Gelaude, 15708 Mayail St., Granada Hills, Calif.
91344

Filed Jan. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 275,264
Int. a.' A62C 35/00

U.S. a. 169-13
,

6 Qaims

4 X V * . * . A;, ^-^

K 29

56

r^^-

6. An automatic fire protection system for a structure com-
prising: sprinkler means on said structure, a water supply for
said spinkler means, pump means for pumping water from said
water supply to said sprinkler means, power means to operate
said pump means, automatic temperature sensors affixed to said
structure, anticipating electronic means adapted to initiate the
power means in response to any of the following occurrences:
a predetermined temperature being sensed by the automatic
temperature sensors, a predetermined rapid rise in temperature
wherein the rate of change of temperature initiates the power
means, or a radiant heat reading, wherein the anticipating
electronic means comprises a differentiating amplifier whose
output is proportional not only to the level of input so that a
rapid rise of temperature causes the output of the differentiat-
mg amplifier to swing to a level equivalent to one higher than
the actual temperature which will initiate the power means if

the preselected level is reached, a timer function which turns
on a high flow rate of water for a preselected time and auto-
matically reduces the flow rate of water, and in which the

I. A ground-working implement having a fore-and-aft frame
includmg front and rear ends, wheel means disposed below the
frame rearwardly of the front end, cranked axle means joumal-
mg the wheel means and including an arm rockable on the
frame, power means connected between the frame and cranked
axle means arm for raising and lowering the frame between
raised and lowered modes, a hitch member connected to the
front end of the frame on a transverse axis and extending
forwardly for connection to and support on a draft vehicle for
vertical movement relative to the vehicle, and linkage means
operatively connected between the hitch member and the
cranked axle means for controlling relative movement between
the frame and hitch member about the aforesaid axis, charac-
terized in that the linkage includes a lever arm having upper
and lower terminal ends and pivoted on a transverse axis at its
lower terminal end to the front end of the frame, stop means
cooperative between the frame and lever to limit forward
movement of the lever in the raised mode of the frame, a
compression link connected between the upper end of the lever
arm and the arm of the cranked axle means and a second com-
pression link connected between the hitch member and a por-
tion of the lever arm above its pivot to the frame, the connec-
tion of the first link to the arm of the cranked axle means being
so constructed as to enable only relative pivoting between said
link and arm about a transverse axis, the connection of the first
link to the lever arm including a one-way lost-motion device
having an abutment effective to engage the lever arm only
during the raised mode of the frame so as to lock out relative
movement between the frame and cranked axle means and also
between the frame and hitch member about the aforesaid trans-
verse axes.

4,428,436
SEED TRENCH DIGGER WITH INDEXING STRUCTURE
Russell D. Johnson, 2308 W. 14th Ave., Spokane, Wash. 99204

FUed Feb. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 467,771
Int a.3 AOIB J/02

U.S. a. 172-372 4 Claims
1. A tool for forming a seed trench at a spaced distance from

an indexing indicia of some lineal extent comprising, in combi-
nation:

an elongate, rigid body having a substantially planar bottom
and at least two opposed vertical sides;

an elongate handle extending angularly from the medial part
of a first one of said vertical sides of said body with an
obtuse included angle therebetween;

at least one indexing member providing an elongate body
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slidably extensible horizontally outwardly from at least

one of said vertical sides of the tool body in a direction

generally parallel to that side with means to aid in manual
manipulation thereof, means to follow some indexing

iildicia and means of releasably positioning the indexing

element relative the body; and

a spade member, carried on the second veriical tool body
side including a bracket mechanically communicating
with the body and vertically adjustably supporting an

elongate spade shank carrying a truncated triangular

spade in its lowermost portion and means for vertically

adjustably positioning said spade below the bottom of said

tool body.

4,428,437

MOUNT ASSEMBLY INCLUDING STRUCTURE TO
EFFECT SUBSTANTIALLY CONSTANT BIASING FORCE
Richard W. Steinberg, Mankato, Minn., assignor to Hiniker

Company, Mankato, Minn.

Filed Mar. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 241,498

Int. a.3 AOIB 21/04. 61/04

U.S. a. 172—547 54 Oaims

1. A mount assembly for connecting a movable member to a

support comprising: a first member, means for attaching the

first member to the support, a second member for supporting

the movable member, means pivotally connecting the first and

second members allowing the second member to move about

an axis between a first position and a second position, and

biasing means mounted on the first and second members to bias

the second member to the first position, said biasing means
including split ring spring means having a first end mounted on

the first member and a second end mounted on the second

member, said second end moving relative to said axis on move-
ment of the second member to vary the split ring spring means
torque arm relative to the axis so as to maintain a substantially

constant biasing force on the second member during move-
ment thereof between the first and second positions, said first

member having arcuate outwardly directed ribs and said sec-

ond member having arcuate outwardly directed ribs, said

means pivotally connecting the first and second members
including a cylindrical member, said arcuate ribs of the first

and second members surrounding opposite portions of the

cylindrical member, cap means surrounding said ribs and en-

gageable with opposite ends of the cylindrical member, and

means holding the cap means in engagement with the cylindri-

cal member.

4,428,438

PERCUSSIVE DRILL WITH SAFETY INTERLOCK FOR
REVERSING CEAR

Peter Holzer, Solothum, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Scintilla AG, Solothum, Switzerland

Filed Jul. 3, 1980, Ser. No. 165.801

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 10,

1979, 2932470

Int. a.' B23B 45/16; B25D 17/10

U.S. a. 173—48 23 Qainu

II— ir.

!I— • III

1. A motor-driven combination rotary tool having a casing,

a motor therein, a working spindle mounted thereon carrying

a bit-holding chuck, manually sellable drive-reversing means

for causing said spindle to be driven by said motor either m
normal right-hand rotation or in the opposite left-hand rota-

tion, and equipped or designed to power optionally usable

means for operating detachable auxiliary tools which are com-

patible only with right-hand rotation of said spindle and also

comprising the improvement which consists in that:

a mechanical interlock device is provided which is mechani-

cally coupled with said drive reversing means indepen-

dently of the application of rotary force to said spindle for

blocking and thereby rendering inoperative said option-

ally usable auxiliary tool operating means when said drive-

reversing means are set for left-hand rotation of said spin-

dle and for blocking, and thereby preventing left-hand

rotation of said spindle, so long as said optionally usable

auxiliary tool operating means are mechanically coupled

to said spindle.

4.428,439

ADJUSTABLE, PORTABLE, HAND-HELD IMPACFOR
Jack Moreno, Bethel, Conn., assignor to Blackstone Industries,

Inc., Bethel, Conn.

Filed Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 340,190

Int. a.' B23B 45/16

U.S. a. 173— 118 11 Oaims
1. A hand-holdable impacting tool for receiving externally

generated torque and generating reciprocating axial hammer-

ing motion at the tool tip, said tool comprising:

A. an outer housing,

B. an elongated spindle mounted within the housing for

rotational movement, responsive to the externally gener-

ated torque delivered to said housing,

C. a cam follower ngidly mounted to the spindle and extend-

ing therefrom substantially perpendicularly to the central

axis of the spindle;

D. a cam member comprising a helical coil spnng

a. mounted in the housing for axial sliding movement

relative thereto, with biassing means producing a force

acting upon the cam member to produce movement in a

first axial direction,

b. having a central axis substantially concentnc with the

central axis of the spindle,
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c. having a cam surface formed from one end coil of the
coil spring, and comprising
1. a substantially smooth, continuous, ramped sloping
surface extending to the terminating end of the coil
spring, and

2. a substantialy flat surface forming the termmatmg end
of the coil spring, providing an abrupt transition from
the high point of the ramped, sloping surface to the
low point thereof, and

d. having the cam surface in sliding frictional engagement
with the cam follower with movement of the cam fol-
lower on the cam surface causing said cam member to
move in the opposed, second axial direction; and

Idly mounted relation to said explosive shaped charge
such that upon detonation of said explosive shaped charge
a portion of the energy of the explosion is absorbed by said
explosive charge shield as it is deformed in order to reduce
the impact effects of the shaped charge's explosive forces
on the perforating gun body;

said explosive charge shield has an aperture therethrough at
the portion therof adjacent the detonating end portion of
said explosive shaped charge case with a portion of said
case detonating end portion extending through said aper-
ture;

E. an anvil tip

a. mounted in and extending from the housing and axially
movable relative thereto, and

b. operatively connected to be impelled by the axial move-
ment of the cam member in at least one of its directions

whereby the rotational movement of the cam follower on the
biassed coil spring cam member causes the cam member to
move axially forwardly and rearwardly in a continuous, recip-
rocating manner which is cooperatively associated with the
movement of the anvil tip to produce the desired reciprocating
hammering effect.

said well perforating apparatus includes a detonating cord
positioned over the end of said detonating end portion and
passed between the edge of said aperture and said detonat-
ing end portion of said case; and

said mount means has a recess around said case discharge
end portion spaced from said abutment and inwardly
extending flange on each opposing end portion of said
shield wherein said flanges are each cooperatively en-
gaged in locking relation in opposed side portions of said
recess and each flange contacts the side of said carrier on
which said detonation end portion resides to secure said
case to said carrier.

4 428 440 I

PERFORATING APPARATUS ENERGY ABSORBER AND
EXPLOSIVE CHARGE HOLDER

William A. McPhee, Houston, Tex., assignor to Dresser Indus-
tnes. Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Filed Aug. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 292,969
Int. a.3 E21B 43/17

U.S. CI. 175-4.6
5 c,ai„,

r in a well perforating apparatus adapted for producing
perforations in a well bore an apparatus having an elongated
tubular perforating gun body within which is contained an
explosive shaped charge with an external case mounted in a
earner such that the detonation end portion of the explosive
shaped charge is located on one side of the carrier and the
forward discharge end portion thereof is on the opposite side
with said discharge end portion being larger in diameter than
said detonation end portion and connected by an annular radial
abutment that rests against said carrier for firing along a se-
lected perforating axis transverse to said elongated tubular
member and having a detonating cord positioned at the detona-
tion end portion of the explosive shaped charge, an improve-
ment comprising:

an explosive charge shield positioned in substantially sur-
rounding relation to the major portion of the detonating
end portion of said explosive charge with mount means
secunng said explosive charge shield in substantially rig-

4 428 441
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR REDUCING THE

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE STICKING TENDENCY OF
A DRILL STRING

Thomas B. Dellinger, Duncanville, Tex., assignor to Mobil Oil
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 26,844, Apr. 4, 1979, Pat. No.
4,246,975. This application Jan. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 223,464

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jan. 27,
1998, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 E21B 7/08, 17/02
U.S. a. 175-61 6aaims

1 A method of drilling a deviated wellbore into the earth's
crust by a rotary drilling technique wherein a drill string is

used to advance a drill bit into the earth's crust and a drilling
fluid is circulated down the drill string and returned from the
wellbore in the annulus formed about the drill string, compris-
ing:

(a) drilling a vertical first portion of said wellbore into the
earth's crust from a surface location to a kick-off point at

about the lower end of said first portion by rotating and
advancing a drill string and drill bit into said earth's crust;

(b) initiating a deviated second portion of said wellbore at

said kick-off point;
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(c) withdrawing said drill string and drill bit from said verti-
cal first poriion of said wellbore;

(d) running into said vertical first portion of said wellbore a
specialized drill string for drilling said deviated second
portion of said wellbore, said specialized drill string being
comprised of elements having non-circular cross-sectional
shapes, said drill string having a drill bit at the lower end
thereof; and

opened end of said channel communicates with the inte-

rior of said chamber, a second end of said channel commu-
nicates with bearing surfaces formed between said at least

one cutter and its respective journal, at least one conduit
tube forming first and secopd opened ends, a first end of
said conduit tube is positioned in said first opened end of
said channel, the second opened end of said conduit tube
protrudes into the interior of said chamber to receive said

compressed fiuid directed into said chamber through said

pin end of said body, and

lubrication means within said chamber, said lubrication

means directs lubricant through said opened end of said

conduit tube into said fiuid passage channel, said lubricant

being entrained with said compressed fiuid as said fiuid

passes into said beanng surfaces to cool and lubricate said

bearing surfaces.

4 428 443
SHOCK ABSORBING TOOL FOR CONNECTION TO A

DRILL COLUMN
Stephen E. Oliphant, Arvada, Colo., assignor to SUbility Dril-

ling Systems, Inc., Denver, Colo.

Filed Sep. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 304,112
Int. a,' E21B \7/07

U.S. CI. 175-321 6 Qaims

(e) rotating said specialized drill string to drill said deviated
second portion of said wellbore, whereby the reciprocat-
ing action of said non-circular elements tends to stir earth
cuttings and to permit said drilling fiuid to contact and
move earth cuttings to thereby mitigate differential stick-

ing of said specialized drill string in said wellbore.

V

\%"\"

4,428,442

ROCK BIT LUBRICATION SYSTEM
Stephen C. Steinke, Miami, Ariz., assignor to Smith Interna-

tional, Inc., Newport Beach, Calif.

Filed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,965

Int. a.5 E21B 10/22
U.S. CI. 175-228 4 Claims

x-
r

U-
r^

•6 i,

i IJ^

l^A lkJ>

I. A rotary rock bit for dry rock drilling comprising:
a bit body forming a first opened pin end, said body further

forming a chamber thereby, said chamber is in communi-
cation with said opened pin end of said body for receiving
compressed fiuid directed into said pin end of said body,

at least one roller cutter cone rotatably carried by a journal
extending from a second portion of said bit body,

at least one fiuid passage channel formed in said body, a first

1. A shock absorbing tool adapted for use in a drillstnng

including a dnll bit, comprising:

a cylindrical, resilient member having an outer surface and a

plurality of open sections formed therein, said open sec-

tions being spaced from each other about the periphery of
said cylindrical member, said cylindncal member having a

first slot formed therein and interconnecting a first pair of
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open sections, the width of said Tirst slot at said outer
surface of said member in the absence of a compressive
force applied to said member being at least about 0.03 of
an inch, said resiliency of said member being of a kind
wherein said first slot closes upon application of a prede-
termined compressive force applied to the tool while
portions of said first pair of open sections remain open
upon application of the predetermined compressive force,

said resiliency of said cylindrical member being of a kind
wherein said first slot resumes its initial open sute upon
removal of the predetermined compressive force, said

cylindrical, resilient member being formed of a material

and being of a configuration wherein said member sub-
stantially operates below its elastic limit, said member
acting to reduce both torsional and axial dynamic loading
through the closing of said first slot.

4,428,444

VARIABLE DAMPING SUBASSEMBLY FOR WEIGH
CELL

Vernon Whittaker, King of Pnusia, and Richard Kayros, Bris-

tol, both of Pa., anignors to American Manufacturing Com-
pany, Inc., King of Pmaiia, Pa.

FUed Feb. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 348,492

Int. a.5 GOIG 23/08
VS. a. 177-187 20 aaims

47 I**

1. A variable dash-dot assembly comprising:
(a) a dash-pot cup adapted to be filled with a damping mate-

rial,

(b) a perforated member disposed for movement within and
along the axis of said cup,

(c) an adjustable member having a substantially planar por-
tion adjustably coupled to said perforated member for
movement in said cup in unison with said perforated mem-
ber, said adjusuble member being constructed and ar-

ranged to be routed so as to be adjustably spaced from
said perforated member, and

(d) means coupled to said (c) member for moving the latter

to selected spacings from said perforated member.

4,428,445

TRACKED VEHICLE DRIVE ASSEMBLY
Fnaz X. Zaonberger, AugriNirg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to Zahnraderfabrik Renk A.G., Augsburg, Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many

FUed Jul. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 283,629
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 16,

1980, 3034816

Int. a.) B62D 11/16
VS. CL 180-6.44 lo claims

1. A drive assembly for a tracked vehicle having gearing
means for propulsion of the vehicle and a steering unit for
steering the vehicle, the drive assembly comprising a multiple
shaft gas turbine engine, the engine including a working wheel
output shaft and a compressor shaft, power input means for
operatively interconnecting the gearing means to the engine
working wheel output shaft and power input means for perma-
nently interconnecting the steering unit to the compressor

shaft and means for selectively drivingly interconnecting the
steering unit and the output shaft, the steering unit being
driven solely by the compressor shaft during normal engine
operation, the steering unit and output shaft interconnecting

mTTTT^

means being selectively engageable for continued steerability

when the engine fails and the gearing means drives the output
shaft through vehicle inertia whereby the steering unit will be
driven for continued vehicle control.

4428 446
MOTOR VEHICLE EQUIPPED WITH ENGINE NOISE

EMISSION PREVENTING DEVICE
Akira Kimura, Kawasaki; Masao Ishihama, and Yoahikazu
Hayakawa, both of Yokosuka, all of Japan, assignors to Nis-
san Motor Co., Ltd., Yokohama, Japan
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 28,938, Apr. 11, 1979,

abandoned. This application Sep. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 300,061
Int. a.3 B60K 11/04

V.S. a. 180-54 A 15 Claims

3-««»

1. A motor vehicle, comprising:

a vehicle body including lower opposite side wall sections;

a power unit elastically supported by the vehicle body and
including an internal combustion engine;

a radiator fluidly connected to said engine;

a transmission mechanically connected to said engine;

said radiator positioned between said lower opposite wall

sections so as to be generally vertical;

a sound insulating cover located below said power unit and
extending away from said radiator in the vehicle forward
direction by a length not less than the distance (b') /v,
where (b') is the disUnce between said lower opposite side

wall sections of said vehicle body in the direction of the

width of said radiator, said sound insulating cover further

extending away from said radiator in the vehicle rearward
direction at least to the rearward end of said transmission,

said radiator positioned rearwardly from the front of said

vehicle by at least the length (L); and
means for securely connecting said sound insulating cover

with said vehicle body
said vehicle body, sound insulating cover and connecting
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means constituting a noise insulating duct, generally longi-

tudinal within which said radiator, said power unit and
said transmission are longitudinally positioned in series so
as to reduce engine noise emitted outside of the vehicle.

4,428,447

VEHICLE FRONT END STRUCTURE
Donald E. Malen, Uthnip Village, Mich., assignor to General
Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Apr. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 368,901

Int. a.3 B62D 25/08
VS. a. 180-68 R 2 Oaims

1. A vehicle front end structure comprising, in combination,
a radiator support including a rectangularly shaped portion
defining a generally rectangularly shaped air access opening,
an inverted generally V-shaped brace including a pair of diver-
gent legs and an apical portion located across said opening,
each leg of said brace being secured to a respective lower
comer of said rectangulariy shaped portion and the apical

portion of the brace being secured to the upper side of said

rectangularly shaped portion, means on the apical portion of
the brace providing an opening therethrough and a striker

portion for a hood latch member adjacent the opening, said

brace being formed of a pair of sheet metol members, each
providing one of the legs thereof, with the opening being
provided by one of the members and the striker portion by the
other of the members.

4428 448
FLUID-CUSHION SUPPORTED APPARATUS

Edward G. Tattersall, and Anthony J. English, both of South-
ampton, England, assignors to Vosper Hovermarine Limited,
England

Filed Feb. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 352,303
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Mar. 13, 1981,

8107935

Int. a.J B60V 1/16
VS.a 180-128 11 aaims

1. A fluid-cushion supported apparatus provided with an
inflauble flexible skirt system, the system comprising: a row of
filamentary support members disposed in laterally spaced
relationship, with end portions attached to the apparatus; and,

flexible sheet materials supported by and depending from the

support members so as to form interconnected loops each of
which hangs downwardly between the filamentary support

members, the loops also being curved longitudinally between
the end portions of the filamentary support members.

4,428,449
COMPARATOR FOR THE CONTROL aRCUIT OF AN

AUTOMATIC STEERING INSTALLATION
Armin Lang, Schwabisch Gmund, Fed. Rep. of Germany, as-

signor to Zahnradfabrik Fricdrichshafen, AG., Friedrich-
shafen. Fed. Rep. of Germany

per No. PCr/DE80/00057, § 371 Date Mar. 27, 1981, § 102(e)
Date Mar. 27, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO80/02540, PCT Pub.
Date Nov. 27. 1980

PCT Filed May 16. 1980, Ser. No. 247,298
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 16.

1979,2919712

int. a.) B62D 5/06
U.S. a. 180-131 10 Claims

1. A comparator for an automatic steering system wherein
said system comprises feelers for scanning guide lines such as
rows of plants and said comparator comprises pressure cham-
ber means having a member movable by a difference in pres-
sure in said chamber means to operate valve means for actua-
tion of motor means for steering a vehicle wheel;

said difference in pressure being responsive to operation of
said feelers by guide lines and said comparator including
mechanical actuating means whereby movement of said

member is also responsive to change in wheel direction

operating said valve means for wheel centering;

the improvement which comprises.

said chamber means comprising a pair of chambers (28a,

2Sb) said movable member (26, 26) being operatively
related to the chambers for exposure to the pressures
therein and being responsive thereto for movement in-

cluding a respective means (50a, 50b. 52a. 52b) for feeding
pressure fluid through said chambers comprising respec-
tive inlets (52a, 52b) and outlets 50o. 50b),

said valve means comprising valves (34a, 36a, 3Ab. 36b)
disposed to normally pass said flow through a respective

pressure chamber;

pressure control means for said pressure chambers wherein
each chamber outlet has a variable throttle valve (32a,

32b) connected for fiow from a respective chamber and
operable by a respective feeler (So. 5b) to throttle flow for

increasing pressure in a respective chamber creating a
pressure difference between chamben and thereby effect-

ing movement of said movable member to operate said

valves for actuation of said motor means effecting vehicle
wheel steering; said mechanical actuating means being
resiliently coupled to said movable member whereby a
change in direction of a vehicle wheel mechanically
moves said movable member to operate said valves pro-
ducing centering of said wheel by said motor means with-
out operation of said feelers.
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4,428,450

RACK AND PINION STEERING GEAR
Craig A. Stenstroai, Sagiiuw; Alan D. Holzhausen, Franken-

muth, and Thomas R. Stepp, Jr^ Saginaw, all ofMicii., assign-

on to General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

FUed Sep. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 418,449

InL a.5 B62D 5/06

VS. CI. 180—148
I

4 Qaims

4,428,452

FOUR-WHEEL-DRIVE SYSTEM FOR VEHICLE
Akihiko Muraoka, Yokohama, and Kunihiko Suzuki, Figisawa,

both of Japan, assignors to Nissan Motor Company, Limited,
Yokohama, Japan

Filed Mar 31, 1981, Ser. No. 249,419
Gaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 25, 1980, 55-55732

Int. a.' B6OK5/04. 17/34
U.S. a. 180—249 8 Qaims

ff '

I

1. A rack and pinion steering gear for steering the dirigible

wheels of a vehicle comprising a rotatable pinion gear provid-

ing a steering gear input, an elongated rack having rack teeth

in meshing engagement with the teeth of said pinion gear and

linearly movable in response to rotation of said pinion gear, a

housing having wall means defining an internal passage way
slidably receiving said rack, said wall means of said housing

being formed with an elongated opening therein providing a

track, said track having stop shoulders at opposite ends

thereof, a rack beanng guide slidably mounted in said track,

fastener means attaching said rack bearing guide to said rack,

and tie rod means secured to said fastener means operative)

y

connecting said rack beanng guide to the dirigible wheels of

said vehicle and providing an output for said rack and pinion

steenng gear, said rack bearing guide having yieldable cush-

ions at opposite ends thereof for the cushioned engagement
with said stop shoulders of said track to limit the travel of said

rack and the turning of the dirigible wheels attached to said tie

rod means, and spring finger runner means attached to the

opposite sides of said rack bearing guide for engaging a portion

of said track to provide for the lash-free sliding fit of the rack

beanng guide in said track.

4,428,451

COOLING SYSTEM FOR A MOTORCYCLE
Yusaku Yamaoka, Iwata, Japan, assignor to Yamaha Hatsudoki

Kabushiki Kaisha, Iwata, Japan

Filed Feb. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 351,447

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 25, 1981, 56-26351

Int. a.3 B60K 11/04. 13/04. 15/02
L.S. a. 180—229 18 Qaims

1/

iS

J

''Jt

1. In a motorcycle having a frame assembly comprising a

down tube, an engine supported by said frame assembly, a heat

exchanger for cooling a liquid of the engine, and an exhaust

pipe, the improvement comprising said heat exchanger being

positioned on one side of said down tube, and including an

exhaust expanison chamber positioned in part contiguous to

the other side of said down tube, said exhaust pipe having a

first portion extending downwardly from said engine toward
the ground and a second portion extending upwardly from said

first portion toward said exhaust expansion chamber and com-
municating with said exhaust expansion chamber.

-•>Av.V --" ^

r '.7, •*

1. A four-wheel-drive system for a vehicle having at least

two pairs of road wheels consisting of a pair of front road
wheels and a pair of rear road wheels, comprising

a power unit having an output shaft rotatable about an axis

in a lateral direction of the vehicle;

a power transmission gear unit including transmission input

and output shafts each having an axis of rotation substan-

tially parallel with the axis of rotation of the output shaft

of said power unit, and gears mounted on said transmis-

sion input and output shafts and arranged to be capable of

selectively producing a plurality of ratios between the

speeds of rotation of the transmission input and output

shafts;

a speed reduction gear with which the transmission output

shaft IS held in driving engagement for driving the reduc-

tion gear to rotate about an axis of rotation thereof;

a first final reduction gear unit including a differential gear

casing and gears arranged to split an input driving power
into two output components to be transmitted to one of

said two pairs of road wheels;

a second final reduction gear unit including gears arranged
to split an input driving power into two output compo-
nents to be transmitted to the other of said two pairs of

road wheels; and

a planetary gear assembly including an externally toothed

sun gear rotatable about an axis of rotation thereof, an

internally toothed ring gear coaxially encircling said sun

gear and rotatable about the axis of rotation of the sun

gear, at least two planet pinions each held in mesh with

the sun gear and the ring gear and rotatable about an axis

of rotation substantially parallel with the axis of rotation

of the sun gear, and a pinion carrier interconnecting the

planet pinions together so that the planet pinions are re-

volvable together around the axis of rotation of the sun

gear, wherein said speed reduction gear is held in driving

engagement with said pinion carrier, one of the sun gear

and the nng gear being in driving engagement with one of

said first and second final reduction gear units and the

other of the sun and ring gears being in driving engage-

ment with the other of the first and second final reduction

gear unit,

wherein said speed reduction gear has its axi; of rotation

substantially in parallel with the input and output shafts of

said transmission gear unit; wherein the sun gear, the ring
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gear and the pinion carrier of said planetary gear assembly
have their common axis of rotation substantially in line

with the axis of rotation of said speed reduction gear; and
wherein the differential gear casing of said first final re-

duction gear unit has its common axis of rotation substan-
tially in line with the axis of rotation of said speed reduc-
tion gear.

4,428,453

EXHAUST SILENCES FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINES

Yat C. Yuen, 70 Lee Garden Rd., Rat L, 17th R., Hong Kong,
Hong Kong, and Kin S. Yuen, 54 Ross Hall Bldg. South,
Piscataway, N.J. 08854

Filed Apr. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 370,058
Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Apr. 28, 1981,

8113034

Int. Q.J FOIN 1/0%
U.S. Q. 181-231 15 Qaims

11:

4?

V
•^3

and thickness of said layer being such as to enable it to be
carried on the body portion without causing the body portion
to sag or warp and to provide in cooperation with the acousti-

cal material of the body portion sufficient sound absorption
capabilities to the panel to meet the predetermined acoustical

demands of substantially any room in which the panel is in-

stalled, and distinctly defined edge portions integrally joined to

the margins of the panel, said edge portions extending laterally

outwardly along the margins of the panel and being defined by
the side margins of the body portion and said layer of acousti-

cal matenal, said side margins, having a preselected density
and thickness such that when the edge portions are positioned
on the honzontal panel supporting surface of a rail, or the like,

of a gnd system they will by themselves have sufficient struc-

tural strength to support the panel as a unit on a gnd system
without sagging or warping of the panel.

52> 6

4,428,455

EMERGENCY DESCENT DEVICE
Armand Dale, 3100 Carling Ave., Suite 1121. Nepean, Ontario,
Canada K2B 6J6

Filed Apr. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 370,613
Qaims priority, application Canada, May 6, 1981, 376970

Int. Q.' A62B 1/10
U.S. Q. 182-7 ,8 Qaims

1. A silencer for the exhaust of an internal combustion en-
gine, comprising:

a cylindrical chamber through which the exhaust gases are
directed,

at least one perforated baffle plate within the chamber and in

scraping contact with the chamber inside surface,

means for moving the at least one baffle plate longitudinally of
the chamber to scrape deposited material from the inside

surface thereof, and
a plugged aperture communicating with the chamber which

can be selectively unplugged to allow the deposited material
scraped from the inside chamber surface to be expelled
therethrough.

4,428,454

ACOUSTICAL PANEL CONSTRUCHON
Raymond W. Capaul, Rte #3, Wildwood Dr. Box 643, Aurora,

III. 60504, and Barry D. Capaul, 6010 Oakwood, Apt. 4D,
Lisle, III. 60532

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 305,286, Sep. 24, 1981. This
application Sep. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 414,298

Int. Q.J E04B 1/H2
U.S. Q. 181-290 13 Qaims

'Ml .• ' S :y»

-,r'. ' y.
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1. An acoustical panel construction adapted to be edge
supported as a unit on a grid system, comprising: a preformed
body portion which defines the exposed surface area of the
panel, said body portion being formed of an acoustical material
having a preselected density and thickness and having a facing
material on the outer surface thereof for enhancing the rigidity,

dimensional stability and structural strength of the body por-
tion, a layer of an acoustical material having a preselected
density and thickness carried on the body portion, the density

1 An emergency descent device comprised of a pair of
friction members having cooperatively shaped adjacent con-
voluted surfaces, means for adjusting the space between the

surfaces, first cable guide means extending from one member
to the other on one side thereof for retaining a cable between
the convolutions of said surface, and second cable guide means
fixed to one member and and extending from said one member
to the other on the other side thereof when the surfaces are a

first predetermined distance apart in which the convolutions
are substantially enfolded, and extending from said one mem-
ber toward, but not as far as the other when the convolutions
are a second predetermined distance apart in which the convo-
lutions are not substantially enfolded, whereby said cable can
be slipped between said surfaces and between the first and
second cable guide means when the surfaces arc said second
distance apart, and be retained therebetween when the surfaces
are adjusted to said first distance apart, said first cable guide
means being in the form of a pair of dowel shaped members
fixed adjacent mutually opposite ends on said one side of one
friction member and directed toward the other fnction mem-
ber, and slideably passing through holes in the other friction

member, whereby the lateral positions of the friction members
are fixed relative to each other as the friction members arc
adjusted in distance therebetween, and further including means
attached to the fnction members for suspending a body.
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4,428,456

LOOKOUT CONVERTIBLE TO A COMPACT DOLLY
Eari C. RoMc 327 Grec^ Mocatiiie, Iowa 52761

Filed Feb. 4, 1983, Scr. No. 464,034
I«. CLJ E04G 1/24; AOIM 31/02

U.S. CL 182—20 4 Gaims

1. A lookout convertible to a compact dolly compnsing;
a tower having a plurality of similarly shaped gradually
upered elongated sections joined end to end, each of said

sections having first, second and third sides as an equilat-

eral triangle in cross section, the width of each of said

sides of each of said sections gradually decreasing from
bottom to top such that each of said sections individually

and said tower of said sections while joined are gradually
tapered inward from bottom to top,

a plurality of couplers, said couplers connecting said sections
together end to end and being easily loosened to separate
said sections, said separated sections being easily nested
longitudinally one within the other, the overall length of
said sections while nested being little more than the length
of any one of said sections,

a wheel assembly secured to one of said sides of the one of
said sections to be at the bottom of said tower, and said

wheel assembly positioned to permit said sections while
nested to be wheeled as a dolly,

a top platform secured across said top of said tower, an
extending platform assembly having an extending plat-

form frame and an extending platform attached thereto,
said extending platform frame being supported by said
tower at a suitable level for said extending platform to

function as a fooirest while said top platform functions as
a seat,

a first cross member secured across said first side of said

tower at the level of said extending platform assembly,
second and third cross members secured across respective
ones of said second and third sides adjacent said first side
of said lower at a level somewhat above the level of said

first cross member, one end of said extending platform
frame being shaped to slide like a drawer over said first

cross member into said tower and the difTerence in level

between said first cross member and the level of said

second and third cross members bemg sufficient to permit
said one end of said extending platform frame to slide

under and in contact with said second and third cross
members while said extending platform frame is substan-
tially horizontal and slid inward over said first cross mem-
ber,

a retaining bar secured over said one end of said extending
platform frame and having ends thereof extending closely
over said second and said third cross members respec-
tively to prevent any vertical movement of said one of
Mid extending platform assembly while inserted into said
tower.

4,428,457
WINDOW BRACKET SUPPORT AND SCAFFOLDING

FOR BUILDING EXTERIOR
John T. Fikken, 805 Roiita R(L, Padfka, Calif. 94044

Filed Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 423,011
lot a.} E04G 3/06

U.S. a. 182-55 4 ciainw

./ » I I
1 1 .

'
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1. A window bracket support for a scaffold supported from
a building window sill and the adjacent building wall compris-
ing:

a first vertical member positioned against the exterior of said
wall and extending on both sides of said sill;

a second parallel vertical member adjacent the interior of
said wall extending beneath said sill;

means for clamping said vertical members to said wall;
a first horizonul member positioned at the lower end of said

first vertical member at right angles thereto and welded
thereto and projecting beyond the exterior wall of said
building;

a second horizontal member positioned upon said sill at right
angles to said vertical members and welded thereto;

a third horizontal member positioned at the upper end of said
first vertical member and welded thereto;

a first knee brace welded to said first horizontal member and
the lower section of said first vertical member;

a second knee brace welded to said second horizontal mem-
ber and the upper section of said first vertical member;

a short vertical member welded to the outer end of said first

horizontal member;
a pair of short parallel vertical members welded to the outer
end of said second horizontal member defining a slot

therebetween and disposed to hold one end of a first

railing therein, perpendicular to said second horizonul
member;

a pair of short parallel vertical members welded to the outer
end of said third horizontal member defining a slot there-

between and disposed to hold one end of a railing therein
perpendicular to said third horizontal member;

said first horizontal member being disposed to hold one end
of a horizontal support platform.

4,428,458

FOLDABLE LADDER
Josepli Fiore, New RodwUe, N.Y., uaA Loaia S. Hoffouu, Mot-

ristown, NwJ., aadgaon to Tarbo lac^ MorriitowB, NJ.
Filed May 28, 1981, Ser. No. 267,863

lat a.3 E06C 1/28
VS. a. 182—116 10 ClaiaM

1. A foldable ladder of the type having laterally spaced-
apart. substantially vertically oriented front side rails joined by
a plurality of steps, and substantially vertically oriented rear

support means, said side rails and rear support means being
movable away from each other into an open position, when
said ladder is to be used, and being movable toward each other
into a closed position, when said ladder is to be stored, each of
said steps being hinged for permitting lateral collapsing of said

ladder by movement of said laterally spaced-apart side rails

toward each other, said side rails and rear support means
including hinge means intermediate vertical ends thereof for
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permitting vertical collapsing of the ladder by the folding of
the side rails and rear support means about said intermediate
hinge means, characterized in that a sectional upper platform is

joined to upper ends of the side rails and rear support means
and is hinged intermediate its lateral ends for permitting lateral

collapsing of said upper platform by movement of said laterally

spaced-apart side rails toward each other, said upper platform
including openings on opposite sides of the intermediate
hinged connection, said openings being positioned to be in

lateral alignment when the upper platform is laterally col-

lapsed to thereby provide a carrying handle.

4,428,459

TREE STAND
Paul L. Peck, Food do Lac, WU., aasignor to Total Shooting

Syttsms, loc.. North Food do Lac, Wis.

Filed Not. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 439,763
lot a.J A47C 9/10: A45F 3/26; AOIM 31/02

U.S. a. 182—187 14 ciainu

1. A tree stand having a platform provided with a notch
therein adapted to receive a tree trunk,

a flexible metal band adapted to embrace the tree trunk,

support means on each side of the platform for adjusubly
engaging the band and fixing the band at an angle relative to

the platform whereby the band engages the tree in back of
and above the platform, said support means being connected
to the platform by pivot means allowing the support means
to move sideways relative to the platform.

an intermediate member,
first connection means for pivotally connecting the lift car to

the intermediate member, comprising a single elongate
member fixedly connected at one end portion to said

intermediate member and pivotally connectable at the
other end portion to the underside of the lift car in the
region of the fioor of the lift car,

second connection means for pivoully connecting the inter-

mediate member to the lift support member.

L_"" ^

r
wherein, when the unit is installed, the intermediate member

is located outside a zone defined between honzonul
planes respectively passing through the connection points
of the first and second connection means to the lift car and
the support member respectively, the relative dimensions
of the first and second connection means and the position-
ing of the points of connection of said connection means to

the lift car and the lift car support member being chosen so
that the lift car supported with said apparatus has a rela-

tively low natural frequency of oscillation in the honzon-
ul direction compared with the value of 2 Hz.

4,428,461

DISC BRAKE CALIPER ASSEMBLY
Edward H. Warwick, Eaglewood, Oliio, aaaignor to

Moton Corporation, Detroit, Micli.

Filed Mar. 1, 1982, Scr. No. 353.530

Int. a.' F16D 55/224
U.S. a. 788—72.4

GcDcral

1 Qain

4,428,460

LIFT CAR SUSPENSION
Marco F. Lolastra, Miraada, Aaitralia, aaiiioor to Elcratora

Pty. Liodted, Waterloo, Aoftralia

piled Oct 15, 1980, Scr. No. 197,257

Claias priority, applkatkNi Aortralia, Oct 15, 1979, PE0923
fat a.) B66B 9/00

MS. CL 187—1 R 23 Claiatt

1. An apparatus for supporting a lift car relative to a lift

support member, the apparatus comprising a plurality of
suspension units with each unit comprising:

1 In a disc brake assembly having a roUUble disc to be
braked and a slidable caliper assembly actuauble to brake the
disc, the improvement comprising:

a caliper housing formed to provide first and second legs

positioned on opposed fnction braking surface sides of
said disc and a bridge section extending peripherally

across said disc and joining said legs, said first leg having
an internally threaded aperture positioned on an axis par-

allel to the axis of rotation of said disc;

a hydraulic cylinder having a recess formed therein defining
a hydraulic pressure chamber, an externally threaded
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open end threaded into said internally threaded aperture

to secure said cylinder to said caliper housing, and caliper

mounting arms on said cylinder extending outwardly and

radially and providing slidable mounting means for slid-

ably mounting and guiding said slidable caliper assembly

in directions parallel to the axis of rotation of said disc;

first brake friction material forming brake lining secured

directly onto said second leg for braking engagement with

one friction braking surface side of said disc;

and second brake friction material forming a piston slidabjy

mounted in said caliper recess and reciprocably movable
therein and responsive to hydraulic brake actuating pres-

sure in said hydraulic pressure chamber to engage the

other friction braking surface side of said disc when the

brake assembly is actuated.

4,428,462

LOW DISPLACEMENT DISC BRAKE CALIPER
ASSEMBLIES

Edward H. Warwick, Englewood, and DonaJd L. Parker, Mid-
dletown, both of Ohio, assignors to General Motors Corpora-
tion, Detroit, Mich.

FUed Mar. I, 1982, Ser. No. 353,561

Int a.3 F16D 55/18
L\S. a. 188—72.4 4 Claims

1. A disc brake caliper assembly having a brake shoe assem-

bly adapted to move to engage and disengage a disc to be
braked, and a fluid pressure actuator for the brake shoe assem-

bly incorporating reduced displacement and high retraction,

said actuator comprising:

a compound piston assembly including a first piston having

a first predetermined area exposed to actuating fluid pres-

sure, and a second piston having a second predetermined
area exposed to actuating fiuid pressure, said second pre-

determined area being larger than said first predetermined

area;

and latching means permitting initial actuating movement of

said first piston to move the brake shoe assembly into

friction braking engagement with the disc in response to

initial actuating fluid pressure acting on said first piston

and then latching said first piston to said second piston so

that further increase in actuating fiuid pressure acts on
both of said pistons in a unitary manner to increase the

friction braking engagement of the brake shoe assembly
with the disc.

4,428,463

RETAINING SPRING FOR THE BRAKE SHOE OF A
SPOT TYPE DISC BRAKE

Jochen Burgdorf, Offenbach; Hans^Henning Luepertz, Darm-
stadt, and Roberto Stoka, Nanheim, all of Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many, assignors to ITT Industries Inc„ New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 135,019, Mar. 28, 1980, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 970,896, Dec. 19, 1978,
abandoned. This application Jul. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 289,014
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 23,

1978, 2802739

Int. a.3 F16D 65/00
L.S. a. 188—73J8 2 Qaims

1. A retaining spring for a brake shoe of a spot-type disc

brake comprising:

a backing plate for said brake shoe including an outer central

portion and two outer side portions each secured to a

different side of said central portion, said central portion

and said two side portions being parallel to one surface of
a brake disc;

a pair of spaced parallel guide elements disposed parallel to

a rotational axis of said brake disc to guide said brake shoe

toward and away from said one surface of said brake disc,

each of said pair of guide elements slidably engaging a

different hole through said central portion inwardly

spaced from an uninterrupted planar outer edge of said

central portion contained in a first plane perpendicular to

said one surface of said brake disc;

a first member parallel to and resiliently engaging through-

out its entire length a first surface of said central portion

and both of said two end portions parallel to said one
surface of said brake disc and resiliently engaging both of

said pair of guide elements at said first surface with a

predetermined preload;

a second member parallel to and resiliently engaging

throughout its entire length a second surface of one of said

two side portions and an adjoining portion of said central

portion parallel to said first surface and resiliently engag-

ing an associated one of said pair of guide elements at said

second surface with said predetermined preload;

a third member parallel to and resiliently engaging through-

out its entire length said second surface of the other of said

two side portions and an adjoining portion of said central

portion and resiliently engaging the other of said pair of

guide elements at said second surface with said predeter-

mined preload, their second and third members being

spaced from each other and being additionally preloaded

toward said first member; and

a pair of fourth planar members each contained in a second

plane parallel to and below said firit plane extending

substantially parallel to said axis, one of said pair of fourth

members interconnecting adjacent ends of said first and

second members and resiliently engaging an outer edge of

said one of said two side portions and the other of said pair

of fourth members interconnecting adjacent ends of said

first and third members and resiliently engaging an outer

edge of said other of said two side portions.
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4,428,464

HYDRAULIC DAMPER
leak! Miura, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Tokico Ltd.,
Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305,844
Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 26, 1980. 55-

136981[U]

Int. a.3 F16F 9/34
VS. a. 188—315

ribs being so constructed and arranged that said housing mem-
ber is connectible to a further such housmg member in such a
manner that said interconnected housing members are disposed
at substantially the same height, one of said ribs of said housing

1 Oaim

VIE)

1 In a hydraulic damper including generally vertically
disposed coaxial inner and outer tubes, a piston working in said
inner tube and partitioning the interior thereof into first and
second liquid chambers, a piston rod secured to said piston and
extending through said first liquid chamber to the outside of
the damper through upper ends of said inner and outer tubes,
a rod guide supporting the upper ends of said inner and outer
tubes and slidably guiding said piston rod, a base cap support-
ing the lower ends of said inner and outer tubes, a reservoir
chamber defined between said inner and outer tubes and con-
taining therein liquid and gas, and a bottom valve mechanism
mounted on said lower end of said inner tube for controlling
liquid now between said second liquid chamber and said reser-
voir chamber, the improvement wherein said bottom valve
mechanism comprises:

a valve seat mounted on said lower end of said inner tube;
a valve body having an orifice passage;

a spring biasing said valve body toward said valve seat; and
a valve guide guiding the movement of said valve body
toward and away from said valve seat, said valve guide
comprising a generally inverted U-shaped member having
a lower end fitted on said valve seat, said U-shaped mem-
ber including an axially extending imperforate skirt, a
plurality of axially extending and circumferentially spaced
indentations formed in the outer circumference to said
skirt, said indenutions forming on the inner circumference
of said skirt a plurality of axially extending and circumfer-
entially spaced guide surfaces in guiding contact with the
outer circumferential surface of said valve body, said
indentations further defining circumferentially therebe-
tween a plurality of axially extending and circumferen-
tially spaced liquid passages between said inner circumfer-
ence of said skirt and said outer circumferential surface of
said valve body, and said U-shaped member further in-

cluding an upper base portion having therethrough a
plurality of openings opening generally into respective
said liquid passages.

member being provided with means defining a groove m its

underside and the other one of said ribs being provided with
means defining a head at its upper side, the cross-section of said
head corresponding to that of said groove

4 428 466
CONTROL CURRENT TRANSMITTER IN FORM OF

CONTACTOR MEANS WHICH YIELDINGLY ENGAGE A
CONTROL CURRENT TRACK FOR A CHASSIS IN

TRANSPORT SYSTEMS
Werner Mayer, Seelbach, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Translift AG, Knens-Luzem, Switzerland and Translift Ge-
sellschaft fur Hebe- und Forderanlagen mbH, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed May 14, 1981, Ser. No. 263,541
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 14.

1980, 3018428

Int. Q.' B60L 5/J6
U.S. Q. 191-58 6 Qaims

4,428,465

CONDUCTOR STRIP HOUSING FOR A CONDUCTOR
RAIL

Hughes E. Waldnwier, 30, Rue d'Ottmarsheim, 68170 Rixheim,
France

Filed May 15, 1981, Ser. No. 263,858
Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 20, 1980,

3941/80

Int. aj B60M J/34
UA a. 191-23 A 6 Qaims

1. An elongate housing member of electrically insulating

material defining a downwardly open interior space for recep-
tion of a conductor strip so as to form with said strip an electric

current conductor rail, said housing member being provided at

each of two opposite sides thereof with a respective external

connecting rib extending longitudinally of said member, said

1. In a control current transmitter of the type havmg contac-
tor means which yieldingly engage a segmented control cur-
rent track for a trolley in a conveyor system, the improvement
comprising

an elongated housing including two half shells joined to-

gether and defining an intenor chamber therebetween,
and

a single rocker pivotably and resiliently mounted in said

chamber, and wherein said contactor means includes two
contact members having separate control current lines

pivotably mounted on said rocker and positioned one
behind the other as viewed in the dnving direction of the
trolley, spaced apart from each other in an insulated man-
ner, and adapted to make contact with said control cur-
rent track, respectively, said rocker urging said conuct
members to move outwardly so that said contact members
make good contact when operationally engaging said

control current track.
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4,428,467

FRICTION CLUTCH CONTROL DEVICE
Tikeo Hiramatsn, Kyoto, Jipan, aadgnor to Mitrabiahi Jidotha

Kogyo Kabgfhiki Kaistaa, Tokyo, Ja|Mn
FUed Not. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 320,036

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Mar. 31, 1981, 56-46402

iBt a.J B60K 41/2%; F16H i/74
U.S. CL 192—3J1 12 Claims

l-^'.

^^S^Sj^ a

1. A friction clutch control device located between an en-

gine side drive shaft and a speed changer side input shaft for

which power transmission is effected through a fluid coupling

of a fluid coupling type automatic speed changer for a vehicle,

comprising:

a friction clutch;

a hydraulic operating device for operating said friction

clutch into and out of engagement, said hydraulic operat-

ing device being coupled in parallel with said fluid cou-

pling so as to provide a separate path for power transmis-

sion;

drive condition detecting means for detecting drive condi-

tions of an engine of said vehicle;

speed difference detecting means for detecting a first differ-

ence (S) between speeds of said drive shaft and said input

shaft;

speed difference setting means for setting a second speed

difference (So) between said drive shaft and said input

shaft according to a signal provided by said drive condi-

tion detecting means;

hydraulic pressure controlling means for controlling a hy-

draulic pressure supplied to said hydraulic operating de-

vice so that said first speed difference (S) detected by said

speed difference detecting means approaches said second

speed difference (So) set by said speed difference setting

means; and

a fail-safe circuit which, when said first speed difference (S)

is maintained at an abnormally large level for a predeter-

mined period of time, stops said hydraulic pressure con-

trolling means, to release said friction clutch.

4,428,468

CLUTCH-CLUTCH BRAKE STEERING MECHANISM
FOR TRACTORS

Probir K. Cbatteijca, Mooat Prospect, lU^ aaiignor to Dreiier

Industries, Inc^ Dallas, Tex.

per No. PCTAJS81/00644, § 371 Date Jan. 22, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Jan. 22, 1981, PCT Pnb. No. WO83/00034, PCT Pnb.
Date Jan. 6, 1983

Continoatioo-in-part of Ser. No. 176,815, Aug. 11, 1980, which is

a coBtinoation of Ser. No. 951,690, Oct 16, 1978, abandoned.
This PCT appUcation Jun. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 287,539

Int a.} B60K 41/24
U.S. a. 192—13 R 2 Claims

1. In a transmission mechanism,

a drive and braldng train having two fluid operated friction

engaging steering devices whereof one is a spring-applied

brake device (90B-2) and the other is a fluid engaged drive

device (96C-2) disposed so as to be hydraulically paired

with the brake device;

a selector valve (44-2) for supplying the output from a sup-

ply source of operating fluid under pressure having a

restricted inlet-outlet port (200-2) common to the brake
device and to said drive device hydraulically paired there-

with and normally operable in a first position (LO) to

connect said operating fluid pressure supply source to the

common inlet-outlet port, both when the spring applied

brake device is unfilled for spring applied braking and
when the spring applied brake device is full, exerting full

pressure brake release;

plural springs comprising one plurality of springs of one
strength operative in the brake device (90B-2) for brake
application and operatively overcome by the force of the

operating fluid pressure for braking pressure neutraliza-

tion and, thereupon, for filling the brake device and caus-

ing the springs to yield for full pressure brake release;

another plurality of the springs of one strength operative in

the drive device (96C-2) of drive disengagement and
operatively overcome by the force of the operating fluid

pressure for filling the drive device and causing the

springs of the latter to yield for initiating drive engage-
ment;

there being stronger springs in the spring applied brake
device (90B-2) than in the fluid engaged drive device

(96C-2) paired therewith so that filling of the latter (96C-

2) and initiation of its engagement always precedes filling

of the brake device through their common inlet-outlet

port, thus inherently affbrding a cushioned drive engage-
ment once initiated, due to the delay time required for

fluid to flow through such common inlet-outlet port;

said selector valve (44-2) having a second position (HI)
independently of the drive device affording filling flow to

the spring applied brake device for exerting therein full

pressure brake release; and
means (226-2, 350) effective when the selector valve is posi-

tioned directly from the second position to the first posi-

tion (HI to LO) to, first, delay while emptying at least
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partly through said common port substantia] portions of
the fill volume of the fluid from the brake device simulta-
neously into the drive device and to drain and second,
following the delay, cooperating with the selector valve
to afford fluid flow of the fluid pressure supply into the
common inlet-outlet port to supply the devices.

4 428 469
SYNCHRONIZER SPRING PIN

Timothy J. Morscheck, Kalamazoo, Mich.; Robert R. Byar,
Medina, Ohio, and Theodore J. Desks, Warren, Mich., assign-
ors to Eaton Corporation, QcTeland, Ohio

FUed Jul. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 288,724
Int a.3 F16D 11/00. 13/00; F16H 3/38

U.S.a 192-53 E lOaalms

JM

^' /^' ^A

1. A spring comprising:

a unitary sheet metal spring pin having first and second
C-shaped end rings and at least two spring leafs extending
therebetween, said leafs bowed radially outward from
each other in barrel stave fashion and pinched radially
inward toward each other at a position between said ends
to define a detent groove; and

means to prevent radial flexing of said C-shaped ends.

4,428,470

ELECTROMAGNETIC CLUTCH
George T. Bennett Kettering, and J. D. Livesay, Tipp City, both

of Ohio, assignors to General Motors Corporation, Detroit
Mich.

Filed Jul. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 284,384
Int a. J F16D 27/00

U.S. a. 192-84 C aOaims

element on said shaft and a coil housing cooperating with said
rotor for containing said coil and forming a magnetic flux path,.,
the improvement in said rotor, coil and coil housing for com-^
pacting the electromagnetic clutch and precisely controlling
and maximizing air gap areas thereof, said rotor and said coil
housing comprising opposed annular members surrounding
said bearing support and defined by radially inner and outer
walls which telescope in air gap defining relationship with
each other and additionally form an axially elongated cavity
therebetween extending between the inner diameter of said
pulley and the inner wall of said rotor, said coil defined as a
cylinder contiguous with the radially outer wall of said coil
housing but spaced from the radially inner wall thereof and
axially longer than both the inner and outer wall of said coil
housing to project therefrom into said cavity unsupported at
said pulley so that the inner diameter of said pulley can be
reduced to compact the clutch by approaching the outer diam-
eter of said coil, the inner wall of said rotor being axially longer
than said bearing to project from its mounting on said bearing
at substantially the outer diameter thereof into the space
formed between said coil and the inner wall of said coil hous-
ing to precisely control the air gaps between both said inner
and outer walls where they telescope with each other and to
form a radial air gap of maximum area with the inner wall of
said coil housing by reason of the diameter of said inner rotor
wall being substantially the same as the outer diameter of said
bearing.

4,428,471
CLUTCH OPERATOR WITH A HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR
Donald L. Parker, Middletown, and Edward H. Warwick, Engle-

wood, both of Ohio, assignors to General Motors Corporation,
Detroit Mich.

Filed Mar. 26. 1982, Ser. No. 362,403
Int. a.' F16D 25/m, 13/44

U.S. a. 192-85 C I cwa,

^-h^.

1. In an electromagnetic clutch for use in a confined com-
partment on a device having a rotauble shaft surrounded by a
bearing support, a bearing surrounding and supported by said
bearing support in a fixed location, a rotor including a pulley
routably mounted on said bearing and located thereby and
provided with a clutch element of magnetic material, a cooper-
ating clutch element of magnetic material operably connected
to said shaft, electromagnetic means including a coil associated
with the clutch element on said rotor for attracting the clutch

1. A clutch operating structure for a selectively operable
friction clutch which is rotatably mounted wholly within a
clutch housing, said structure comprising; a cavity formed in

the clutch housing; a cylinder and pivot support housing sup-
ported in said cavity and including a hydraulic cylinder por-
tion and a lever support portion; means securing said cylinder
and pivot support housing to said clutch housing and being
positioned for providing a pivot surface; a clutch operating
lever having one end pivotally disposed on said pivot surface
and the other end operatively connected with said friction

clutch; piston means slidably disposed in said cylinder portion;
spring means disposed in said cylinder portion for mainUining
said piston means in abutting relation with said clutch operat-
ing lever intermediate the ends thereof; and fluid passage
means in communication with said cylinder portion for con-
ducting pressurized fluid thereto for actuating said piston
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means to cause pivoting of said clutch operating lever for

selectively operating said friction clutch.

4,428,472

SLIDING SLEEVE FOR CXUTCH THROW-OLT
Annjji Olacbewski, Sctaweiafart; Maafred Brandenstein, Eus-
MBheim, and Lothar Walter, Scbweinfurt, all of Fed. Rep. of

Gemumy, atsignon to SKF Kugellagerfabriken GmbH,
Schwciiifurt, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Feb. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 233.452

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 22,

1980, 8004785[U]

Int. a.' F16D 23/14
U.S. a. 192—98 6 Oaims

I

1. In a sliding sleeve for a clutch release including a hub
element with a cylindrical surface, a pressure plate connected
to said hub element, said pressure plate having abutting sur-

faces for a self-centering clutch thrust-bearing and for an actu-

ating lever of the clutch; the improvement wherein said hub
element has a plurality of radially extending protrusions spaced
about its circumference, said pressure plate surrounding the

cylindrical surface of said hub element, the side of said pressure

plate facing said actuating lever abutting a shoulder of said hub
element, the side of said pressure plate facing said clutch

thrust-bearing axially abutting said protrusions, said protru-

sions having abutting surfaces positioned to circumferentially

engage a bearing ring of said bearing.

4,428,473

FEEDING SYSTEM FOR BULK MATERIALS
Ulricb Scbalktaiiuser, Norderstedt, Fed. Rep. of Germany, as-

signor to Claudius Peters AG, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Oct. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 314,454

Claiflu priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Oct. 25,

1980,3040343

Int. a.3 B65G 47/18. 47/51
U.S. a. 198—367

I
1 Qaim

I

1. A discharge system for removing particulate material

from a bulk particulate material containing silo comprising:

A bulk material conveyer means receiving said bulk particu-

late nuterial from the bottom of said silo;

a bucket conveyer means adjacent said silo receiving said

bulk particulate material from said bulk material con-
veyer;

a packing means;

a relief chamber in said silo adapted and constructed to

contain a portion of said particulate material serving to

separate the bulk material conveyer from the silo and
being in communication with said main storage chamber
of the bulk material coveyor and with the silo interior; and

a switch means receiving said bulk material from said bucket
conveyer means and normally delivering said bulk mate-
rial to said packing means but being automatically opera-

ble when said packing means has a pre-determined quan-
tity of said particulate material to divert said particulate

material to said relief chamber from where said particulate

matenal is again discharged to said bulk material con-
veyer.

4,428,474

APPARATUS FOR THE ALIGNMENT OF BOTTLES OR
THE LIKE, PARTICULARLY LABELING MACHINES

George Gau, Obertraubling, and Erwin Pesold, RegensUuf, both
of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Krones Aktiengesell-

schaft Hermann Kronseder Maschinenfabrik, Worth, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

Filed Jun. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 272,797
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 14,

1980, 3022343

Int. a.3 B65G 47/24
U.S. a. 198—394 1 Qaim

1. Apparatus for routing bottles so that randomly oriented

reference markers on the respective bottles assume preferred

and similar angular orientations, said apparatus comprising:

a radially extending unit for being driven rotationally about
an axis, said unit having a plurality of circumferentially

spaced apart bottle receivers presenting recesses, respec-

tively, in a direction radially away from said axis,

a plurality of pairs of cooperating movable elements com-
prising a pair of levers mounted for pivoting on said unit

towards and away from each other on opposite sides of

each receiver, the pivot axes thereof being located be-

tween the rotational axis of said unit and a bottle receiver

associated therewith, said levers in a pair diverging in the

radial direction to dispose the radially remote end portions

thereof on one and the other sides of a receiver,

roll means on each of said levers and a closed loop belt

running on said roll means, said roll means being arranged

such that a portion of said belt will be on one side of a

bottle that has entered the receiver and another portion of
the belt will be on the other side for gripping a bottle, said

roll means including a pair of radially spaced apart rolls on
each lever and one of said radially spaced apart rolls being

radially inward from the circle deflned by the middle axis

of said bottles and the other being radially outward there-

from such that said portions of the belt which grip a bottle
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extend between said radially spaced rolls for cunng com-
plementarily with the periphery of a bottle,

slidable members on said unit, springs for pressing said mem-
bers, respectively, radially inwardly and an idler roll on
each member pressing against a belt under the influence of
said springs at a place intermediate said belt portions thai
engage the two sides of a bottle,

spring means for urging said diverging levers on each pair
toward each other,

means coupling said levers in a pair to move jointly with
each other, a guide roller coupled to said means for cou-
pling the levers, a stationary cam engaged by said guide
roller such that when said guide roller is on one portion of
said cam said levers are held at maximum divergence in

opposition to said spring means for receiving a bottle that
enters a receiver means when said routable unit is in one
angular position and when said guide roller advances
routionally to another portion of said cam said levers
swing toward each other under the influence of said
spring means to cause said belt portions to grip and carry
the bottle to a predetermined angular position

a plurality of motor means supported from said radially

extending rotatable unit and means for coupling said

motor means, respectively, in driving relation with a belt,

said motor means when energized causing said belt to
translate and to rotate the gripped bottle, while said unit is

rotating to said predetermined angular position at which
said grip is released by said guide roller again engaging
said one portion of the cam.

a scanning device for markers, said device effecting energi-
zation of said motor means and rotation of a gripped bottle
until its marker has assumed said preferred orientation and
then effecting deenergization to lock the bottle against
rotation up to the time the bottle is released.

4,428,476

VIBRATORY APPARATUS
Richard B. Kraus, and Albert Musschoot, both of Baniagton,

III., assignors to General Kiaematics Corporation, Burington,

Continuation of Ser. No. 175,883, Aug. 6, 1980, abuidoned,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 53,855, Jul. 2, 1979,
abandoned. This application Jul. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 401,736

Int. a.' B65G 27/08
U.S. a. 198-764 9 cw^

4,428,475
HEAVY MATERIAL CONVEYOR BELT WEAR

PROTECTION
William T. Barrett, Waukesha, Wis., assignor to Wehr Corpora-

tion, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Dec. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 326,566
Int. a.3 B65G 15/58

U.S. a. 198-699 7 Qaims

1. A vibratory conveyor comprising an elongated material-
carrying member, a base, a plurality of legs for pivotally sup-
porting the material-carrying member on the base for generally
horizontal reciprocating movement, first spnng means for
isolating the material-carrying member from the base, an ex-
citer member, second spring means for isolating the exciter
member from the base, said exciter member being elongated in
the direction of the elongation of the matenal -carrying mem-
ber, a plurality of arms suspending the exciter member from
the material-carrying member for generally horironul recipro-
cating movement, said first isolation spring means being posi-
tioned to be compressed by the material -carrying member
alternately at the end of each reciprocal movement of said
material-carrying member and said second isolation spring
means being positioned to be compressed by the exciter mem-
ber alternately at the end of each reciprocal movement of said
exciter member, a plurality of force transmitting springs ex-
tending upwardly from the exciter member to the material-car-
rying member along an axis substantially perpendicular to the
legs, vibration generating means mounted on the material<ar-
rying member for imparting vibratory movement to said
material-carrying member and to said exciter member, and
means for driving said vibration generating means.

^36

4,428,477

RESEALABLE PACKAGE FOR PREMOISTENED
TOWELLETTES

Angelo R. Cristofolo, North Brunswick, N.J., assignor to John-
son A Johnson Baby Products Company, New Brunswick.
NJ.

Filed Jan. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 338,462

Int. a.' B65D 33/16
U.S. a. 206—210 4 Qalms

I. A wear protected belt comprising, in combination.
an elongated, generally flexible belt, having a face and a

longitudinal axis.

a plurality of plates atUched to and substantially covering a
longitudinal portion of said belt, with each of said plates
extending across the face of said belt at an angle to the
longitudinal axis of said belt, said plates comprising:

a first plate portion which projects laterally from the face of
said belt.

a second plate portion attached to and projecting from said

first plate portion generally parallel to but spaced from
and over-lapping a portion of said belt, and

a resilient shock absorbing bar means disposed between said

second plate portion and said belt so that articles impact-
ing on said second plate portion cause said second portion
to engage said bar means and said bar means absorbs said

impact.

1. A resealable package for premoisiened towellettes com-
prising a sheet of flexible moisture-impermeable material, said
sheet being folded about the towellettes forming an inverted
T-shaped package with the towellettes contained within the
base of the inverted T-shaped package and having two end
fiaps forming the stem of the "T". said folded sheet being
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permanently sealed along its side edges and permanently sealed

along the edges of the end flaps, said end flaps being folded flat

onto the base of the "T' in the non-dispensing position and one
of the end flaps of the sheet material in the stem of the "T'
being provided with a region of weakening, spaced from the

juncture of the base and stem of the "T', such that the stem
may be unfolded to reform the package into the form of an
inverted *T" in the dispensing position and an opening may be
made in the package at the region of weakening, and the towel-

lettes dispensed therethrough.

4,428,478

SELF-LIMITING PUMP
Ailu C. Hoffiiuui, 2891 Runsey Dr^ Riverside, Calif. 92506

Piled Jul. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 396,011

IbL a.3 B65D 83/00
VJS. a. 206—315.9

,
11 Claims

5. A pressurization cap for a game ball container comprising:
(a) an externally threaded collar adapted for positioning

around the container to bear against the bottom of the top
ring thereof;

(b) an internally threaded cap adapted to be threaded onto said

collar, said cap having a sealing gasket disposed about the
inner periphery thereof;

(c) a cylinder carried by said cap having a one-way outlet

valve communicating through said cap;

(d) a piston disposed within said cylinder for recriprocating,

pumping, motion, said piston having a hollow pxartion in

communication with the pump's cylinder, said hollow por-
tion having a vent opening;

(e) a piston member disposed within said hollow portion, said

piston member being moveable by the pressure being devel-

oped by the piston during its compression stroke between a

first position blocking said vent opening and a second posi-

tion exposing said vent opening; and

(0 bias means for biasing said piston member towards said first

position and for preventing said second position from being
reached until a desired pressure is attained in said cylinder

whereby the pressure output of said pump is limited to said

desired pressure.

4,428,479

ACCESSORY FOR TAPE-CASSETTE STORAGE BOX
Hideo Shiriko, HacUoji, and Sboichi Saito, Tokyo, both of

Japan, aMignon to Olympna Optical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Dec. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 328,704

Claim priority, application Japan, Dec. 9, 1980, 55-

176298[U]

Int OJ B65D 85/672
VS. O. 206—387 16 Claims

1. An accessory for a tape-cassette storage box including a

box body for storing a micro-cassette, a cover member at-

tached to the box body and freely swingable between a first

position in which the cover member cooperates with the box
body to house the micro-cassette in the box body and a second
position in which the cover member allows the micro-cassette

to be housed in and taken out of the box body, a first outer
surface formed on the box body, a second outer surface formed

on the box body and parallel to the first outer surface, a first

engaging means arranged on the first outer surface, and a

second engaging means arranged on the second outer surface,

said accessory comprising:

an accessory body having a space in which articles are held;

an outer surface portion on which at least one of said first

and second engaging means is arranged; and
a movable member attached to the accessory body and

freely swingable between a first position in which the

movable member cooperates with the accessory body to

house said articles in the accessory body and a second
position in which the movable member allows said articles

to be housed in and taken out of the accessory body;
said outer surface position being of rectangular shape and

said first and second outer surfaces being also of rectangu-
lar shape respectively;

said first engaging means including a first engaging claw
arranged at a first comer on said first outer surface or said

outer surface portion, a second engaging claw arranged at

a second comer on said first outer surface or said outer
surface portion which is spaced from the first engaging
claw in a direction substantially perpendicular to the
direction in which the first engaging claw is engaged and
having the same engaging direction and length as those of
the first engaging claw, a third engaging claw arranged at

a third comer on said first outer surface or said outer
surface portion which is spaced from the first engaging
claw in the direction in which the first engaging claw is

engaged and having the same engaging direction and
length as those of the first engaging claw, and a fourth

engaging claw arranged at a fourth comer on said first

outer surface or said outer surface portion which is spaced
from the third engaging claw in a direction substantially

perpendicular to the direction in which the third engaging
claw is engaged and also spaced from the second engaging
claw in the direction in which the second engaging claw
IS engaged and having the same engaging direction and
length as those of the first engaging claw;

said second engaging means including a first engaged claw
arranged at a first comer on said second outer surface or

said outer surface portion, a second engaged claw ar-

ranged at such a second comer on said second outer

surface which is spaced from the first engaged claw in a

direction substantially perpendicular to the direction in

which the first engaged claw is engaged and having the

same engaging direction and length as those of first en-

gaged claw, a third engaged claw arranged at a third

comer on said second outer surface or said outer surface

portion which is spaced from the first engaged claw in the

direction in which the first engaged claw is engaged and
having the same engaging direction and length as those of
the first engaged claw, and a fourth engaged claw ar-

ranged at a fourih comer on said second outer surface

which is spaced from the third engaged claw in a direction

substantially perpendicular to the direction in which the

third engaged claw is engaged and also spaced from the

second engaged claw in the direction in which the second
engaged claw is engaged and having the same engaging
direction and length as those of the first engaged claw;

and

when the first engaging means on said tape-cassette storage
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box or accessory is engaged with the second engaging
means on said accessory or said Upe-cassette storage box,
the first-to-fourth engaging claws of said first engaging
means are engaged with the first-to-fourth engaged claws
of said second engaging means.

4 428 480
CONTAINER FOR TAPE CASSETTES

Peter Ackeret, Schubelwia 4, CH-8700 Kusnacht, Switzerland
Filed Apr. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 367,074

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 9.
1981, 3114298; Apr. 9, 1981, 3114333

Int. a.J B65D 85/672
U.S. a. 206-387 20 Qaims

1. A container for use in the storage of a magnetic tape
cassette comprising:

a housing;

an open topped drawer, said drawer being slidably received
in said housing and cooperating therewith to define a tape
cassette receiving recess;

ejection spring means positioned within said housing and
cooperating with a wall of said housing and said drawer to
bias said drawer in the open direction, said spring means
comprising a coiled torsion spring having a leg projecting
from at least one end thereof, said torsion spring being
positioned such that when a cassette is accommodated in
the container with the tape-head opposing face of the
cassette adjacent a front wall of said drawer the spring lies

on the side of the cassette which faces away from the
bottom of said drawer whereby the spring is disposed in
the space left in the container on either side of the portion
of increased thickness adjacent the tape-head opposing
face of a standard magnetic upe cassette, and

releasable latch means, said latch means being manually
operated, said latch means reuining said drawer in the
inserted position in said housing against the bias of said
ejection spring means when said latch means is in the
engaged condition.

4 428 481
UNIVERSAL STORAGE CONTAINER FOR VIDEO

CASSETTES
Robert A. Baiili, Waldwick, NJ., assignor to Plastic Reel Cor-

poration of America, Ehnwood Park, NJ.
Filed Feb. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 462,981

Int. a.J B65D 85/67
U.S. a 206-387 13 Claims

outer cover and a pair of reels mounted therein, the reels of the
first size video cassette being spaced further apart than the
reels of the second size video cassette, each said reel including
a central mounting hole and said outer cover including a pair
of apertures providing access to the mounting holes in said
reels, the access apertures being larger than their respective
mounting holes, said reels in each cassette being movable a
limited distance toward and away from each other but being
biased to retum to a central alignment with respect to the
respective access apertures, such that when the reels of the first
size video cassette are moved closest to each other, the dis-
tance between the innermost extremities of the mounting holes
therein defines a first distance, and such that when the reels of
the second size video cassette are moved farthest from each
other, the distance between the outermost extremities of the
mounting holes defines a second disunce, said second distance
being greater than said first distance, said container compris-
ing:

a generally rectangular enclosure having opposed top and
bottom walls, opposed front and rear walls, and opposed
side walls, said top and bottom walls being hingedly con-
nected to said rear wall; and

a pair of mounting posts disposed on and projecting from
said bottom wall for engagement with the central mount-
ing holes of the reels in said first and second size cassettes,
said mounting posts being dimensioned and spaced from
one another such that the distance between the innermost
extremities of said mounting posts is not less than said first

distance, and such that the distance between the outer-
most extremities of said mounting posts is not greater than
said second distance, whereby when said reels of said first

size cassette are biased toward each other, said first size
cassette may be placed in said container with the mount-
ing posts thereof extending into the respective mounting
holes with the biasing force of said reels of said first size
cassette away from each other retaining said first size
cassette in said container, and whereby when said reels of
said second size cassette are moved away from each other
said second size cassette may be placed in said container
with the mounting posts thereof extending into the respec-
tive mounting holes in said second size cassette with the
biasing force of said reels of said second size cassette
toward each other retaining said second size cassette in

said container.

4 428 482
STORAGE CASE FOR A CASSETTE

Kimio Ogawa, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Victor Company of
Japan, Limited, Yokohama, Japan

Filed Aug. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 409,896
Qaims priority, application Japan, Aug. 21, 1981, 56-

122946[U]; Aug.. 21. 1981. 56-122947[U]; Aug. 21, 1981, 56-
122948[U]; Aug. 21, 1981. 56.122949[U]; Aug. 21, 1981.
56-130140

Int. Q.' B65D 85/672
U.S. Q. 206-387 n cMnu

.... . ,
'A storage case for a cassette having a container including

1. A umversa^ storage contamer for securely retaining either a front lid and a pair of juxtaposed supply and takeup reels
a first or second size video cassette, each of which includes an housed in the container and having teeth defined on a flange of
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the takeup reel and partly exposed through a recess in the

container, the supply reel having a hole for receiving a supply

reel disc of a recorder-reproducer, said storage case compris-

ing:

a base including a bottom having front and rear edges, a rear

wall extending from said rear edge of the bottom, and a

pair of spaced side walls extending from said rear wall

toward said front edge of the bottom, said base having at

least one stopper for engaging the teeth on the takeup reel

flange to prevent the takeup reel from rotating when the

cassette is placed in the storage case;

a sole projection mounted on said bottom for being inserted

into the hole in the cassette supply reel to position the

supply reel when the latter is placed in the storage case

with the front lid facing said rear wall; and

a cover including a top having front and rear edges, a front

wall extending from said front edge of the top, and a pair

of spaced wide walls extending from said front wall

toward -said rear edge of the top, said side walls of said

cover being pivotably mounted on said side walls of said

base to allow said cover to be angularly movable between
open and closed positions with respect to said base.

4,428,483

DISC ACCOMMODATING CASE
Osaou Nirita, ud Takushi Hayashi, both of Yokohama, Japan,

assignors to Victor Company of Japan, Ltd., Yokohama,
Japan

Filed Jiin. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 276,667

Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 27, 1980, 55-90304[U]

Int. a.' B65D 7i/00
U.S. a. 206—459

I

3 Qaims

1. A disc accommodating case comprising:

an opaque jacket having an opening portion at one end
thereof, for accommodating a disc having information

signals, said disc being received within an internal space

formed between a pair of jacket halves of said jacket; and
a lid member for closing the opening portion of the jacket

accommodating said disc,

said disc having a portion on one surface side thereof where
a ring shaped display line is marked concentrically with

the disc, a corresponding portion on the other surface side

of the disc having no such display hne,

said jacket having a display window on one of the jacket

halves at a position opposing a part of the display line on
said disc when the disc is accommodated with the case

with said one surface side of the disc opposing said one of

the jacket halves, for enabling only the part of said display

line to be seen through said display window from outside

said jacket regardless of the rotational position of the disc

with respect to the jacket, whereby the surface side of the

disc opposing the window is identiHed dependent on
whether the part of the display line is visible through said

window.

4,428,484

PORTABLE WINE BOTTLE CARRIER
Rosemary C. Rattay, and M. Joan Rattay, both of 4942 N.

Sedgewick, Lyndhurst, Ohio 44124
Filed Jan. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 340,836

Int. a.^ B65D 5/48. 25/06
U.S. a. 206-548 22 Qaims

1. A portable wine bottle carrier comprising a tote bag
having a non-rigid bottom and sides and an open top, and
divider means dividing the interior of the bag into a pair of
vertical compartments suitable for receipt of wine bottles,

respectively, said divider means including ^ flexible padded
tongue held at its lower end to the bottom of said bag, whereby
bottles carried in the bag in said compartments are maintained
in spaced, cushioned relationship.

4,428,485

TEAR-OPEN CLOSURE FOR A DOUBLE BAG
Alwin Egli, Beringen, Switzerland, assignor to SIG Schweizeris-

che Industrie-Gesellschaft, Neuhausen am Rtaeinfall, Switzer-
land

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 44,207, May 30, 1979. This

application Aug. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 294,002
Oaims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 16, 1979,

2520/79

Int. a.3 B43M 7/00; B65D 3/26
U.S. a. 206—604 8 Qaims

1. A dual bag comprising in combination:

(a) an inner liner and an outer wrap;

4,428,486

SELF-BALANONG BELT CADDY
Wesley A. Collins, 18417 S. Van Ness Ave., Torrance, Calif.

90504

Filed Mar. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 361,291

Int. a.3 A47F 5/08
U.S. a. 211—119 5 Claims

1. A self-balancing belt caddy comprising:

a V-shaped frame having two traveler arms extending

obliquely, upwardly and symmetrically from a medially

vertical axis passing through the vertex of the frame and
through the center of gravity of the caddy when said

caddy is suspended;

means extending upwardly from said vertex and along said

axis to suspend said frame from a fixed support;

a plurality of hooks having eyelets slidingly engaged on said
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traveler arms, said hooks being free to gravitate toward
said vertex to balance said caddy when supporting a load;
and

J—t-

dual set above and one dual set below the bottom floor of
the tray at a location away from the dihedral comer of the
tray to provide a space as thick as the wing portion of the
support leg whereby the edge of the lower wing portion
extending dihedrally from the comer comes into engage-
ment with the inner wall of the tray upon which the legs
are supported and the upper wing portions fit next to the
wall of the flange at the top of the leg and below the
bottom support of the tray at the top of said leg;

a reversed beveled edge at the bottom of each wing portion
to adapt the fitting of each wing portion to the curved
edge of said rib; and

locking means included in said trays and support legs com-
prising wedge shape cams and recesses to lock the wings
next to the inner wall of each tray when the trays and
support legs are assembled.

wherein each of said traveler arms includes two parallel bars
having their tips spanned by end segments so that said bars
and segments define a continuous loop and said hooks are
captured on said loop in sliding relation along said traveler
arms.

4 428 487
DUAL SIDE WALL LOCKING ATTACHMENT FOR

TRAYS TO VERTICAL LEGS IN SECTIONAL DISPLAY
RACK

James Hepp, 27-50 First St., Long Island City, N.Y. 11102
Filed Apr. IS, 1982, Ser. No. 368,704

Int. a.3 A47F 3/14
U.S. a 211-126 6 Qaims

4,428 488
DEVICE FOR SUPPORTING SPONGE COLLECHON

BAGS
James D. McAvinn, Palatine, and Felipe S. Li, Lake Zurich,

both of III., assignors to The Kendall Company, Boston, Mass.
Filed Aug. 24, 1981, Ser. No, 295,337

Int. a.5 A47F 5/01
U.S. a 211-181 2 Qaims
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1. A sectional display rack comprising:
a plurality of horizontal regular polygonal trays, each tray
formed of plastic material with a planar bottom support-
ing surface which is located intermediate the flanged side
walls of the regular polygon;

a support leg of dihedral cross section fitted into each corner
of each tray, each support leg formed of plastic having a
body portion and a winged portion which extends from
the comer of said body portion at the top and bottom, said
wing portion being covered by the flange of the tray so
that the height of the lower wing portion of the support-
ing leg is approximately equal to the flange projecting
above the bottom wall of the tray and height of the upper
wing portion is approximately equal to the height of the
flange projecting downwardly below the bottom wall of
the tray;

dual rib projections having a curved edge extending substan-

tially perpendicular to the bottom floor of the tray, one

1. A device for supporting sponge collection bags from a
pole, comprising:

a basket having opposed front and back sides, a pair of
opposed ends connecting said sides, a bottom, an open top.
with said sides, ends and bottom defining a cavity to
receive a box of sponge collection bags through the open
top, said basket having a pair of spaced hooks depending
from said front side and being directed away from the
front side, and a pair of spaced hooks depending from said

back side and being directed away from the back side,

with said hooks being adapted to be received in spaced
apertures of the sponge collection bags, said hooks having
an inner portion connected to the basket and an outer end
portion being spaced from said inner portion;

means for supporting the basket on the pole and
a sponge collection bag received on said front hooks.

4,428,489

ROTARY RAILROAD CAR F COUPLER
Richard M. Hanula, Lyndhurst, Ohio, assignor to Midland-Row

Corporation, Qeveland, Ohio
Filed Not. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 322,217

Int. Q.3 B61G 9/00
U.S. Q. 213—62 A iQ Qains

1. A rotary railroad coupler assembly mounted within an
AAR standard carsill housing secured to the underside of a
railroad car and wherein said housing has predetermined
height and width dimensional limitations, said assembly com-
prising:

(a) a yoke received in said carsill housing in spaced relation
from the underside thereof and including a front end

I0.1H OG—77
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having a generally cylindncaJ opening extending there-

through, said yoke having a pair of opposed top and bot-
tom straps extending from said yoke front end with a top
ridged portion extending outwardly of said top strap

longitudinally thereof from adjacent said yoke front end,
said top ridged portion allowing said opening to be in-

creased in diameter while maintaining predetermined
minimum wall thickness dimensions m the area of said

yoke surrounding said opening, the increase in diameter of
said opening thereby allowing said coupler assembly to

accommodate a larger, sturdier car coupler shank; and.

4,428,490

DRINKING VESSEL HTTH INTEGRAL STRAW
Rickard D. HoUoway, 2 Chcprtow Villj», London, W.li, En-

glaod

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 426365
ClauM priority, applicatioa United Kiagdom, Oct. 15, 1981,

8131111

laL CL3 A47G 19/22
U.S. CL 215—1 A 27 Claims

1. A one-piece dnnking vessel adapted for use as a martmi
glass at cocktail parties and comprising:

a reservoir for holding liquid, said reservoir having a base
region and an upper rim region; and

a continuous integral tube one open end of which is perma-
nently and integrally secured in liquid flow communica-
lion with the base region of said reservoir while iu other

open end is disposed above and spaced from said rim
region, whereby through said other open end liquid in the
reservoir can be sucked in the manner of a drinking straw;

a portion of the tube being shaped to extend downwardly
from said base region so as to provide a stable support base
of the vessel; and

the reservoir being substantially and distinctly larger in

capacity than the total capacity of the tube, whereby:
the reservoir portion closely simulates a conventional
dnnking glass of the martini-glass type, and

the downwardly extending portion of the tube simulates
the delicate stem and base of such a conventional drink-
ing glass of the manini-glass type; but

the above-disposed open end of the tube simulates a con-
ventional drinking straw.

I

03) a pair of twin parallel wearplates disposed longitudinally

of said yoke top strap between said yoke and the underside
of said carsill housing disposed closest to the railroad car,

said wearplates being spaced apan a sufficient distance to

receive the top ndged portion of said yoke therebetween
while engaging areas of said yoke adjacent thereto, said

wearplates engaging said yoke within the predetermined
height dimension of said carsill housing while allowing the
diameter of the generally cylindrical opening in said yoke
to be maximized and maintaining at least the predeter-
mined minimum thickness of said yoke at the area sur-

rounding said opening.

4,428,491

FREIGHT CONTAINER, IN PARTICULAR FOR AIR
TRANSPORT

Gerhard Nfittelmann, OelmijigeB, and Klans P. Brodbeck, Sin-
gen, both of Fed. Rep. of Germaay, assignors to Swiss Alumlo-
inm Ltd., Chippis, Switzerlaod

Filed Jan. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 272,718
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 28,

1980, 3024410

Int. a.3 B65D 88/14
U.S. a. 220— 1

J

14 Claims

1 In a freight conuiner in particular for air transport com-
pnsing a supponing frame having a base frame, a pair of sub-

stantially parallel polygonal frames mounted on said base
frame so as to define the long sides of the container, each of
said polygonal frames comprising a pair of vertical opposed
comer posts connected together by a roof section and a pair of
vertical struts positioned between said base frame and said roof
section such that the distance (a) between the vertical struts is

equal to twice the distance (b) between a comer post and the

closest vertical strut of said polygonal frame, a flat section

connecting the respective roof sections of said pair of polygo-
nal frames approximately midway between said comer posts

and clamping means fixed to said flat section wherein the

venical struu of containers identical to said freight container
when stacked are aligned and the clamping means on the flat

sections of the lower of the identical containers secures the

upper of the identical containers in place.

4,428,492

GANGABLE HOUSING
Robert W. JorgeMca, Niks, MkL, aasigBor to Har?cy HnbbcU

Incorporated, Orange, CouL
Filed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,769

Int a? H02G 3/10
UJS. CL 220—3.94 16 ClaiM

1. A housing structure, comprising

a first central body comprising a generally L-shaped mem-
ber having a back wall extending perpendicularly between
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parallel end wall portions, each of said end wall portions
having male coupling means along one side edge thereof
and female coupling means along the other side edge
thereof, said female coupling means on said end wall
portions opening in opposite directions from each other,
said back wall including a generally planar member hav-
ing side edges extending between said end wall portions,
said male and female coupling means on said end wall
portions extending laterally to an extent equal to or less
than said planar member side edges; and

if* [V-4S0

1. A multiple-compartment closely stackable wa.steba.sket
for separating trash in bags having, in combination, a gener-
ally rectangular container consisting of a single piece of
molded plastic, said container having trapezoidal end walls and
longer trapezoidal side walls, said conUiner being interiorly

transversely compartmented by open-ended inverted V-
shaped separator walls into three subsUntially similar substan-
tially trapezoidal-walled compartments of recUngular hori-

zontal cross-section for receiving conventional shopping bags,
the separator walls extending transversely between the side

walls of the container along the length of the compartments
and extending upwardly from the lowermost extremity of the
container substantially three-quarters of the height of the con-
tainer such that the end compartments are provided with

transverse end walls of greater height than the intermediate
compartment transverse end walls formed by said separator
walls, the end walls of each compartment diverging upwardly
with subsUntially the same angle of divergence as the end
walls of the other compartments, and the side walls of each
compartment diverging upwardly with substantially the same
angle of divergence as the side walls of the other compart-
ments, the angle subtended by the V-shaped separator walls
being of the order of 20-25 degrees, the compartments having
bottom walls constituting the lowermost extremity of the
container, the upper edge of the separator walls and the edges
between the compartment bottom walls and the compartment
side and end walls being arcuately curved, and the container
being open at the top and having an upper recUngular edge
peripherally bounded by a lip. the wall thickness of the con-
tainer being of the order of one-eighth inch.

first and second identical generally planar side wall units,

each of said side wall uniu having a subsUntially recUn-
gular wall portion and having male coupling means along
one edge thereof and female coupling means along an
opposite edge thereof, each of said coupling means on
each of said side wall units facing perpendicular to the
plane of the side wall portions and in the same direction;

the disunce between said end wall portions being selected
such that either of said side wall units can be coupled to
either side of said first central body to form a housing.

4,428,493
MULTIPLE SECTION WASTEBASKET AND THE LIKE
Snellen McDonough, 16 Meserre St., Durham, N.H. 03824
Continuation of Ser. No. 666,892, Mar. 15, 1976, abandoned.

This application Jan. 25, 1978, Ser. No. 872,031
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Mar. 16,

1990, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 B65D 21/02. 1/24
U.S. a. 220-20

, Qalm

4 428 494
EASILY-OPENABLE HEAT SEAL LID

Kazumi Hirota, Tokyo; Yotaro TsuUumi, Yokohama; ScoJi Itoh,
Ayase; Tadahiko Katsura, Yokohama; Kikuo Matsuoka, Yo-
kohama; Ichiro Hori, Yokohama, and Toshihiko Hayashi,
Yokohama, all of Japan, assignors to Toyo Seikan Kaisha,
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 434,726
Gaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 19, 1981, 56-165833

Int. a.J B65D 17/34
U.S. a. 220-270

5 Qaims

1. An easily-openable heat seal lid for sealing a vessel proper
by forming a heat-sealed portion between the lid and the vessel
proper, which comprises a laminate comprising at least an
inner face member composed of a thermoplastic resin and a

metal foil, wherein scores defining a portion to be opened arc
formed on the side inner than the portion to be heat -sealed so
that the scores extend to the midway of the thickness direction
of the metal foil, an opening ub is formed on the portion of the
lid to be opened through a bonding fulcrum portion composed
of a thermoplastic resin hot adhesive so that the push-tearing
top end of the opening tab is kKated on the scores, and the peel
strength between the opening tab and the lid in said bonding
portion IS at least 0.4 Kg/5 mm

4,428,495

SELF-LOCKING DEVICE
Robert A. Williams, 2721 White Settlement, Fort Worth, Tei.
76107

Filed Jan. 21, 1983, Ser. No. 459,800

Int. a.J B65D 41/04
U.S. a. 22(^-288 14 Qaims

1. A self-locking device, comprising:

an end means,

an annular wall means extending from one side of said end
means,

interior threads formed around the inside of said annular
wall means whereby said device may be screwed to the

exterior threads of a member,
at least one slot formed through said annular wall means

defining a wall portion of said annular wall means with
said slot located between said wall portion and said end
means,
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a ponion of said interior threads being formed on the inside

of said wall portion.

4ff 39 «r

4,428,497

DISPENSER FOR MOIST TOWELETTES
Robert P. Jolins, Greenwich, Conii^- WUlian E. Dwaa, York-
town Heights, N.Y^ uad Albert F. TBltar, PlainfleM, Ind.,
assignors to Nice-Pak Products, lac^ Moaat Vemoa, N.Y.

FUed May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374,613
InL a.J B65D 43/14. 51/04

U.S. a. 220-339 7 ctaims

I

said wall portion being deformed into said slot a small
amount such that said wall portion extends into said slot a

small amount, and

a gap formed through said wall portion.

4,428,496

VALVE ASSEMBLY
Saate P. Sarduo, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

FDcd Aag. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,400
Int CL' B65D 43/14. 51/04

US. CL 220-300 2 Claims

1. A moisture impervious dispenser for housing a supply of
towelettes comprising:

an open-mouthed container having an outer enclosing wall
defining an interior chamber for housing the supply of
towelettes, and an outwardly extending peripheral flange
integral with said enclosing wall including front, rear, and
side sections defining a generally planar top end surface;

a lid for closing the open-mouth of said container including
a rear portion overlying said rear flange section of the
conumer, an integral front access portion overlying the
interior chamber of the container, and a generally trans-

verse hinge positioned in proximate and overlying relation
to said rear flange section of the container to permit piv-
otal movement of said front access portion, and unob-
structed access to the interior towelette chamber; and

means for securing said rear lid portion to said rear flange
section including a plurality of transversely spaced aper-
tures extending through said rear flange section, and a
plurality of corresponding spaced projections depending
from said rear lid portion, said depending projections
being frictionally receivable within said spaced apertures
to secure said rear lid portion in locking engagement with
said rear flange section.

1. A valve assembly having a cover releasably locked to a
hollow body, said body having a cylindrical outside wall and
an annular end wall defining an opening into said body, said

outside wall having a plurality of peripherally spaced lugs
projecting radially therefrom, said cover including a lid engag-
ing said body for closing said opening, a plurality of webs
projecting radially from said lid, each of said webs extending
axially along said body adjacent one of said lugs to prevent
roution of said cover in one direction upon said body, each of
said webs having a foot extending peripherally about said body
and engaging behind one of said lugs to prevent withdrawal of
said cover axially from said body, and a finger cantilevered
from each of said webs, each of said fingers extending penph-
erally about said body and engaging one of said lugs to prevent
counter roution of said cover in the other direction upon said

body, whereby said cover may be removed from said body
only by simultaneously lifting each of said fingers to permit
counter roution of said cover upon said body with said fingers
sliding over said lugs and said feet sliding out from behind said
lugs followed by withdrawal of said cover axially from said

body.

4,428,498

COFFEE CUP TRAVEL LID
Richard P. Obey, 5 Warden St^ Apt 16, Sangns, Maaa. 01906

FUed Jan. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,794
Int. a.3 B65D 41/26. 47/32. 43/03

L.S. a. 220-367 4 Claims

1. A lid for a disposable coffee cup, useful in place for drink-
ing coffee while the user is moving as while riding in a vehicle,

said lid having a continuous rim adapted to grip the upper rim
of a disposable coffee cup and a top closing surface,

said top closing surface including a vent formation between
said continuous rim and the center point of said surface,
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and including a liquid port on the opposite side of said

center point of said surface,

said liquid port being adapted to allow liquid to be dispensed
from said cup with said lid in place,

said vent formation being disposed sufficiently away from
said center point in the direction opposite of said liquid

port to prevent spillage therethrough during dispensing of
coffee from said liquid port,

said vent formation being defined by a side wall projecting
outwardly from said top closing surface and by a top wall
having a vent hole therein, the top surface of said top wall
being spaced below the top surface of said rim,

said lid with said liquid port and vent formation being con-
figured and adapted to be compactly sucked with other
lids of identical form for shipment and dispensing,

the improvement wherein

said liquid port is an expansible coffee sipping port element
shaped and positioned to be received by the mouth,

said expansible port element being sized and shaped to pro-

vide a conduit means from within said cup to said mouth
to enable gradual flow of coffee therethrough without
spillage upon tipping of the coffee cup to which it is

attached,

said lid, in the condition supplied to the server of coffee,

having said expansible sipping port element in vertically

collapsed configuration with the upper end thereof dis-

posed below the upper edge of said continuous rim, and
said sipping port element in said collapsed position provid-

ing clearance sufficient to enable said lid to be compactly
sucked with other lids of identical form for shipment and
dispensing, the top surface of said sipping port element in

said collapsed position being in the same plane as the top
surface of said top wall of said vent formation,

said expansible sipping port element being constructed to

respond to an outward pulling action to extend above said

rim to a position exposed for conUct with the mouth,
enabling coffee to be sipped therefrom upon tipping of
said cup.

4,428,499

SIFT PROOF LINER FOR OUTER CONTAINER
James F. Nauheimer, Chicago, III., assignor to ConUiner Corpo-

ration of America, Chicago, III.

Filed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,678

Int. a.) B65D 90/04
U.S. a. 220—470 1 Qaira

1. A one-piece blank of foldable sheet material, such as

paperboard, which is cut and scored to form a collapsible,

sift-proof, leak-proof liner for an outer shipping container, said

blank comprising:

(a) a first side wall complete panel located generally cen-

trally of said blank, a bottom closure flap joined to an end
edge of said side wall complete panel;

(b) a pair of second side wall panel first sections foldably

joined at their inboard side edges to opposite side edges of
said first side wall complete panel;

(c) a pair of second side wall panel second sections foldably

joined at their inboard side edges to adjacent outboard

side edges of respective second side wall panel first sec-

tions;

(d) a pair of first side wall inner and outer partial panels
foldably joined at their inboard side edges to adjacent
outboard side edges of respective second side wall panel
second section;

(e) bottom closure flaps foldably joined to corresponding
end edges of each of said first side wall partial panels on
the same side of said blank as said bottom closure flaps of
said side wall complete panel;

(0 pairs of first bellows elements foldably joined to corre-
sponding end edges of each of said second side wall panel
first and second sections;

(g) the first bellows elements of each pair which are joined
to adjacent second side wall panel sections also being
foldably joined to each other;

(h) a first pair of second bellows elements foldably joined to

opposite side edges of the bottom closure flap of said first

said side wall complete panel and to the first bellows
elements of said second side wall first sections along diag-

onal fold lines, said first pair of second bellows elements
each being separated along the outboard side edge
thereof; from said first bellows elements of said second
side wall first sections by slots;

(i) a second pair of second bellows elements foldably joined
to side edges of the bottom closure flaps of said first side

wall partial panels and to the first bellows elements of said

second side wall second sections along diagonal fold lines,

said second pair of second bellows elements each being
separated along the inboard side edge thereto from said

first bellows elements of said second side wall second
sections by slots;

0) a glue flap foldably joined to a common edge of said first

side wall complete panel bottom closure flap and both
adjacent second bellows elements and extending out-
wardly from the remainder of the blank beyond all of the

bottom closure flaps and bellows elements.

4,428,500

AUTOMATICALLY ERECTABLE LIQUID-TIGHT TRAY
Karl A. Kohler, Rosclle, III., assignor to Container Corporation

of America, Chicago, III.

Filed Mar. 8, 1982. Ser. No. 355,772

Int. a.' B65D 3/00, 5/56. 77/06

U.S. a. 220—462 3 Qaims

1. In a collapsible, automatically erecUble, liquid-tight tray,

the combination of;

(a) an outer shell formed from a unitary blank of foldable

paperboard and including a pair of opposed side wall

panels foldably joined to each other at corresponding side

edges to form, when in the erected position, a tubular

structure open at the top;

(b) an inner shell disposed within said outer shell and includ-

ing a pair of side wall panels, one of which is foldably

joined at one side edge to an adjacent of one of said outer
shell side wall panels;

(c) said inner shell side wall panels having lower portions

interconnected by a bellows member which includes a

pair of gusset elements foldably joined to each other and
to respective side walls to form a collapsible bottom wall;
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(d) a liquid-tight b«g interposed between and secured to

respective inner shell side wall panels to form a liner for

said inner shell;

(e) means securing said inner and outer shell side wall panels

in a fixed relationship;

(0 said bellows member bemg disposed above the lower
edges of at least certain of said side wall panels to permit
the tray to rest on said lower edges when said tray is m the

erected position.

4,428^1
PAPER SHEET DISPENSER

Kyoiclu Osako, Tokyo, Japan, aasignor to Laurel Bank Machine
Co^ LtiL, Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 28, 1981, Ser. No. 267,804
Claims priority, ap|4icatkM Japan, May 30, 1980, 55-72545

Int aj B65H 39/04J
L\S. a. 221—13

, 2 Claims

3
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1. A paper sheet dispensing apparatus wherein a plurality of
different types of paper sheeu are stored in separate groups for

dispensing in response to a dispensing instruction, said appara-
tus comprising:

fa) means for determing the number of sheets of each type to

be dispensed in response to a dispensing instruction;

fb) means for adding the number of sheets of each type to

provide the total number of sheets to be dispensed in

response to said dispeiuing instruction;

fc> a memory for stonng an upper limit number of paper
sheets which can be dispensed in a single dispensing oper-
ation;

fd) a comparator for comparing said total number of sheets
with said upper limit number and for providing an output
signal; and

it) dispensing means responsive to said comparator output
signal when said total number exceeds said upper limit

number for dispensing sheets of at least one given type
during only a single dispensing operation so that succes-
sive dispensing operations in response to a given dispens-
ing instruction do not include sheets of the same type

recess to receive at least one tablet from said fir^t cavity, a
control knob rotatably associated with said dispensing wheel, a
portion of said control knob extending exteriorly from said
enclosure, a chute opening into the bottom of said second
cavity and extending to a discharge opening formed in one of

V

'A

p'

t/

4,428,502 *

LOCKABLE POCKET-SIZE TABLET DISPENSING
DEVICE

DoogiM F. Veltri, 551 Waihingtoa St, Carbtadt, NJ. 07072
Filed Mar. 25, 1980, Ser. No. 133,880

Int CL' B23Q 7/12
MS. CL 221-152 n ciaima

1. A device comprising an enclosure formed by lateral wall
means and having a top for covering said enclosure, a first

cavity for storing a plurality of tablets in said enclosure, a
second cavity adjacent to and below said first cavity and con-
taining therein a dispensing wheel provided with at least one

said lateral wall means, and a pivouble locking means being
selective engageable with said control knob to enable said
control knob to be rotated only when said locking means is out
of engagement with said control knob and to prevent rotation
of said control knob only when said pivotable locking means is

m engagement with said control knob.

4,428,503

VENDING MACHINT FOR INSURING THE
DISPENSING OF NEWSPAPERS AND THE LIKE ONE AT

A TIME
Dennis R. Martin, Saginaw, Mich^ assignor to Denmar Engi-

neering k Control Systems, Inc^ Saginaw, Mich.
Rled Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 327,754

Int. a.3 B65G 59/02
L.S. a. 221-232 5 Claims

\^^
'?^it^^^^53

»^
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I
5 In an improved machine for vending newspapers and the

like singly and including:

a a closed cabinet with upper, lower and side walls, and
having an oblong dispensing opening in a side wall portion
adjaent the upper end thereof;

b a newspaper supporting elevator tray mounted for verti-

cal travel in the cabinet to raise a newspaper stack pro-

gressively to dispose the topmost newspaper of a stack

opposite the dispensing opening;

c. means connected to counterbalance the weight of the

stack and urge the elevator tray to topmost position;

d. a dispenser assembly mounted within the cabinet at the

upper end thereof and including a pusher frame mounted
for reaprocatory sliding travel in a substantially horizon-

tal plane toward and away from said dispensing opening;
e. actuator means connected with said pusher frame for

effecting movement thereof;

f an ejecting finger assembly earned by the pusher frame at

the rear end thereof remote from the dispensing opening.

/
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and including a shoe for engaging the top surface of a
newspaper to be dispensed from the stack, and a depen-
dent finger rearward thereof and at a spaced distance
therebelow for engaging the rear edge of the newspaper
and moving it forwardly when the pusher frame is moved
forwardly;

g. and means pivotally mounting the finger assembly on the
pusher frame in a manner to permit a limited vertical
travel thereon such that the finger can drop to a level
opposite the rear edge of the next newspaper to be dis-
pensed on the retract stroke of the pusher frame, said
dispenser assembly including a frame with rear to front
extending guide members on which the pusher frame is

mounted for forward and retracting travel; the frame
being mounted for upward movement to clear the upper
end of the cabinet for the reception of a stack of newspa-
pers; and horizonul surfaces on said frame serving as
locator stops above the tray to limit upward travel of the
newspaper stack and stack supporting tray.

characterized by respective particle-size distributions and fur-

ther having sensors detecting the presence of material at the
respective stations and valves controlling the fiow of matenal
from the respective stations to at least one controlled product
outlet and at least one by-product outlet comprising:

process control means responsive to signals from said sen-
sors to open and/or close selected ones of said valves at

times causing material having a selected respective parti-
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4 428 504
DUAL-FUNCTION CARGO DISCHARGE APPARATUS

Noel L. Bassett Grand Island, N.Y., and Henry R. King, Stur-
geon Bay, Wis., assignors to American Steamship Company,
Buffalo, N.Y. and R. A. Steam, Inc., Sturgeon Bay, Wis.

FUed Dec. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 326,669
Int Q\? B65G 65/02

U.S. a. 222-55 27 Qaims

*-- •—• -- ^ fc - • ' • -•
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cle-size distribution to fiow from said classifier into each
controlled product outlet; and

said process control means including means for monitonng
selected plant operation parameters and for changing the
absolute and relative open times of said valves in response
to changing conditions during plant operation to maintain
high Howrate of material into the at least one controlled
material outlet relative to the fiowrate into the at least one
by-product outlet.

V "J „ V"
_i7
V"

1. Discharge apparatus for discharge of lump material as
well as pulverulent material from a hopper having a discharge
outlet, said discharge apparatus comprising: a carriage
mounted adjacent to the hopper outlet and movable between
first and second positions, first gate means associated with said
carriage and movable independently thereof for handling lump
material, second gate means mounted on said carriage and
movable for handling pulverulent material, said first gate
means being movable for cooperation with the hopper outlet to
control the discharge of lump material therefrom when said
carriage is sUtionary in the first position thereof, said second
gate means being movable for cooperation with the hopper
outlet to control the discharge of pulverulent material there-
from when said carriage is stationary in the second position
thereof, and drive means coupled to said carriage for cfTecting
movement thereof between the first and second positions
thereof.

4 428 506
PERSONAL PROTECTION DEVICE

Edward L. Withey, 950 Andante Rd., SanU Barbara, Calif
93105

Filed No». 30, 1981, Ser. No. 325,984
Int. a. J B67B 7/24

U.S. a. 222-80 2 Qaims

4,428,505

SAND CLASSinCATION PLANT WITH PROCESS
CONTROL SYSTEM

Paul G. Casey, Hinesburg, and Robert F. Dawson, South Bur-
lington, both of Vt., iMigBors to Hinesbnrg Sand and Gravel
Company, Hincabnrg, Vt.

FUed May 21, 1982, Ser. No. 380,911

Int. a.' B67D 5/OH
MS. a. 222—64 12 Claims

1. A system for controlling a plant having a material classi-

fier fed with source material at least from a primary source and
having several sutions each receiving material constituents

1 A personal protection device adapted to be carried incon-

spicuously on the body comprising;

(a) a body member of generally flal shape having inner and
outer surfaces and having a cavity formed in the outer

surface and having pas.sages leading from said cavity (o at

least one surface;

(b) a frangible and Hexible capsule disposed in (he caviiy and
containing a repellant fluid;

(c) a knife pivoted to the body member and having a rest

position away from said cavity, and having an arc of

movement across said cavity;

(d) pull cord means connected to the knife for manually
moving said knife through its arc of movement;

(e) and a cap connected to said body member and covenng
said cavity, said cap and capsule having a size to hold the

capsule stationary in the cavity so that it can be slashed

when the knife is manually operated.
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4,428,507

COLLAPSIBLE CONTAINER WITH ACCORDION
PLEATED SIDEWALLS, AIR VENT AND SWIVEL VALVE

OUTLET
Vincent R. Sneidcr, 3422 Hnlkrest Dr^ Atlanta, Ga. 30319

Continnation-ui*part of Ser. No. 265,150, May 19, 1981,
abandoned. This application Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,554

Int. CL' B65D 35/08. 35/48
U.S. a 222—105 16 Claims

I

1. A collapsible container adapted to store and dispense fluid

from the interior thereof, said container having means for

controlling the fluid flow therefrom, said container including:

(a) a container of fluid impervious material and having ac-

cordion pleated side portions and having a downwardly
extending boss or shoulder portion which is substantially

the diameter of the inner extent of the accordion pleated
side portions, said container adapted to provide a storage
and discharge means and while in an empty condition the

container may be manipulated to bnng the sides into a

pleated and stacked array providing a minimun stacked
height;

(b) a top surface member integral with and forming an upper
end closure of the container, said top surface member
including an inlet opening for admitting fluid and a handle
integrally attached to the top surface and adapted for

folding flat toward and to the top surface and when swung
to an erected condition providing manipulative and lifting

means for the container;

(c) a latch carried by the top surface of the container and
adapted to releasably engage and retain said handle in a
folded condition;

(d) a valve and cover for said inlet opening, said valve
adapted for admitting atmosphere into the filled container
during withdrawal of fluid from the container and to be
closed to the passage therethrough of fluid dunng other
periods including agiution;

(e> a bottom surface member integral with and forming a

lower end closure of said conuiner, this bottom surface
member having an outlet passageway formed and pro-
vided therein;

(0 a selective mounuble swivel valve attachable to said

outlet passageway, this swivel valve having two selec-

tively movable interrelated portions with said portions in

a localized contiguous relationship to each other, and
when said swivel valve is mounted on the outlet passage-
way and the movable portion is in an attitude substantially

in coincidence with the axis of the outlet passageway the

swivel valve is open to fluid flow and when the movable
portion of said valve is manipulated to an attitude subsun-
tially normal to the axis of said outlet passageway said

swivel valve is closed to fluid flow;

(g) an external portion formed on the body of said swivel
valve, this portion extending outwardly from said body
and adapted for grasping by the hand of the user, and

(h) means for attaching a selected length of resilient tubing
to an extending end of the swivel portion of said valve and
when said valve is moved to a shut-off condition the
tubing and swivel valve are in an attitude for coiling said

tubing into a minimum of extending space.

4,428,508

ATHLETES WATER BOTTLE
Panl T. Gardikas, 7241 Son Breeze Dr., Hmitington Beach,

Calif. 92647, and Daniel W. Bailey, 2020 Teils Atb., Long
Beach, Calif. 90815

nied Jol. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 280,323
Int a.' B67B 5/03: B67D 5/32

U.S. a. 222-153 3 Claims

1. A sanitary athletes drinking water bottle that includes:
a an elongate container for holding said drinking water and

defined by a resilient polymerized resin, said container
including a bottom, a cylindrical sidewall, a top, and a
wide mouthed neck projecting upwardly from said top,

said neck having coarse first threads defined on the exte-

nor surface thereof and said neck and top at their junction
defining a circular body shoulder;

b a combined closure and drinking water dispensing assem-
bly that includes a first cylindrical sidewall that has first

and second circumferential edges and coarse second
threads on the interior thereof, said second coarse threads
on the interior of said first cylindrical sidewall threadedly
and bindingly engaging said first coarse threads when
routed relative thereto in a first direction, a transverse
web that merges into said first circumferential edge, an
elongate water dispensing tube supported in a centered
position by said web and having a first portion that ex-

tends downwardly in said container to terminate adjacent
said bottom, and a second portion that extends upwardly
a subsuntial position above said top, a visual insignia

defined on the upper surface of said web, and transverse
slot defining means that extend upwardly from said web
and to one side of said tube;

c a guard that includes a second cylindrical sidewall that

routably engages said first sidewall, said second sidewall
having first and second circumferential edges, a circular

lip that projects inwardly from said second circumferen-
tial edge of said second sidewall under said second cir-

cumferential edf" of said first sidewall and slightly above
said body shr jr to act as a stop to prevent forceful

removal of c guard from said combined closure and
drinking w iur assembly by an athlete, a transverse top
that merge into said first circumferential edge of said

second cylii. Irical sidewall, said top having a centered
opening therein through which said water dispensing tube
extends upwardly, a transverse opening in said second
sidewall that may be axially aligned with said slot defining

means and a recess on the interior of said second sidewall,

and an aperiure in said top which when said insignia is

visable therethrough visually indicates said opening, re-

cess and slot defining means are axially aligned; and
d. a rigid elongate member that may be removably inserted

through said transverse opening, slot defining means to

engage said recess to twist said combined closure and
drinking water assembly in said first direction to force said

first and second coarse threads into frictional wedging
engagement, with said elongate member then being re-

moved, and an athlete thereafter only able to dispense
water from said tube as a jet into his mouth by laterally
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squeezing said cylindrical sidewall, as rotation of said
guard will have no effect in loosening said combined
closure and drinking assembly to permit same to be re-
moved from said neck to permit the athlete to drink there-
from.

4 428 509
DISPENSING DEVICE FORCONTINUOUS AEROSOL

Kenneth R. Emerson, and Diane Haworth, both of Racine
County, Wis., assignors to S. C. Johnson A Sons, Inc., Racine,
Wis.

Filed Apr. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 364,565
Int. a.J B65D 83/14

U.S. a. 222-153 7 Qaims

1. A dispensing device adapted for continuous dispensing
from an aerosol container of the type having a stem protruding
from one end thereof, comprising:

a skirt having a lower edge adapted for attachment to such a
container in positions surrounding the stem;

an actuator button hinged to the skirt and extending across the
stem, said button defining a stem-engaging socket and a
discharge orifice in fluid communication therewith;

said skirt extending upwardly from along a major circumferen-
tial portion of its lower edge to provide a recess for the
button and defining a gap for finger access to the button; and

a removable tab substantially covering the gap, said tab con-
nected by connector means to the skirt and to the button, at

least said connector means to said button being frangible.

4,428,510

ACnVATING DEVICE FOR A PRESSURIZED CAN
Ney M. Iglesias, 1070 Fanny St., Elizabeth, N.J. 07201

Filed Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305,529
Int. a.3 B65D 83/14

U.S. a. 222-180 3 Qaims

1. A dispensing device for a pressurized container having a
valve for expelling the contents thereof, said dispensing device
having a housing means for holding said container in operating
position, and pneumatic means for activating said valve for a

predetermined period of time, wherein said pneumatic means
comprises:

a. a body portion having an interior cavity containing air;

b. a plunger means arranged for movement relative to said
interior cavity for displacing a predetermined quantity of
said air; and

c. orifice means for metering said displacing of said predeter-
mined quantity of air thereby controlling the rate of said
movement of said plunger means, wherein said pneumatic
means includes an actuating member arranged for move-
ment in a first direction into operational engagement with
said valve for actuation thereof, and in a second direction
out of said operational engagement with said valve, and
wherein said plunger means includes a cam surface carried
therewith and arranged to effect said movement of said
actuating member in said first direction when said plunger
porton partakes of said sliding motion in said predeter-
mined direction.

4,428,511
FLUID HANDLING APPARATUS HAVING A FLUID

METERING VOLUME THEREIN
Gary W. Howell, Newark, Del., assignor to E. I. Du Pont dc
Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Aug. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 296,850
Int. a.) B65D 88/54

U.S. a. 222-309 9 QiUms

I, II II

7. A fiuid handling device comprising:

a stator having a planar surface, at least two fluid passages
terminating at the planar surface, and an arm having a slot

therein;

a seal member having a slot therein, the seal being rotatably
disposed with respect to the surface of the stator;

means connected to the seal for rotating the same with
respect to the planar surface to alternatively isolate the
passages from each other or to permit communication
between the passages through the slot in the seal member,

the rotating means having a pin thereon, the rotating meant
being movable in a first direction wherein the pin is en-
gaged within the slotted arm to secure the routing means
to the sUlor and movable in a second direction wherein
the pin is disengaged from the slotted arm to permit re-

moval of the rotating means from the stator.
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4,428,512

SPRAY NOZZLE ACTUATOR
Fmik J. Nosek, 28 W. 715 Mount St., WarrenTille, 111. 60555

Filed JuJ. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 398,675

Int. a.' B65D 83/06
U.S. a. 222-402.15 i6 Qaims

lower ends alternately engageable by a respective pivot to
mount the support member to the floor member for piv-

otal movement between an upper generally horizontal
position and a pivoted lower position wherein the support
member and tire are located angularly to the horizontal,

the engagement of the pivots with the upper ends of the slots

spacing the support member in a first position a sufficient

distance from the floor member to house a maximum
thickness spare wheel, and the engagement of the pivots
with the lower ends of the slots spacing the support mem-
ber in a second position a lesser distance from the floor
member sufficient to house a lesser thickness spare wheel,

and cooperating means between the vehicle and the other
end of the support member for locating such other end
relative to the one end to maintain the support member
generally horizontal in each upper position thereof.

1. An actuator for use with an aerosol container having a
first end defining a first annular wall, an opposite second end
having a tilt-actuatable valved spray nozzle and a second annu-
lar wall concentrically about said nozzle, said actuator com-
prising:

a depressor bar; I

a first hook at one end of the bar configured to hook about
the container first annular wall; and

a second hook at the opposite end of the bar including a
spring finger projecting from the bar and having a distal

retainer configured to be captured between the container
spray nozzle and the second annular wall, and a connect-
ing portion connected to said other end of the bar, said
spring finger having a length preselected to cause the
depressor bar to extend from the first annular wall away
from the container to provide a clearance space therebe-
tween such that urging of the depressor bar pivotally
about said first annular wall toward the container to re-

duce said clearance space urges the retainer laterally

against the valved spring nozzle to cause tilted actuation
thereof.

4,428,514

INFANT CARRIER
Jennifer L. Elf, 1103 A St., Ellensburg, Wash. 98926

Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,124
Int. a.3 A47D 13/02; A47C 3J/00

U.S. a, 224—151 10 Qaims

4,428,513

SPARE WHEEL CARRIER
John A. DeliQastro, Romeo, Mich., assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

FUed Nov. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 444,694
Int. a.3 B62D 43/04

U.S. a. 224—42.21 2 Oaims

c ^Mt^
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1. A spare wheel carrier for stowing spare wheels of differ-
ent thickness generally horizontally under a vehicle compris-
ing, in combination,

a support member receiving the spare wheel,
spaced pivots depending from the vehicle and defining an

axis of rotation adjacent one end of the support member,
spaced bracket means on the support member adjacent the
one end thereof, each including a slot having upper and

1. A convertible seat and cradle carrier for an infant having
a sheet body including a back panel, a bib panel and a seat
panel connecting the back panel and the bib panel, first two
disengageable connection means carried by opposte sides of
the body, respectively, adjacent to the junction of the back
panel and the seat panel and two supporting straps each having
one end secured permanently to the body and a free end, the
improvement comprising the back panel, the bib panel and the
seat panel being disposable in coplanar relationship to form the
body as a flat sheet, spanning strap means carried by said

supporting straps and connectible with the edge portion of the
bib panel remote from the seat panel to form the sheet body as
a return bent pouch with the free ends of the supporting straps
secured, respectively, to the first two disengageable connec-
tion means to carry the weight of the pouch and an infant

therein, and second two disengageable connecting means car-
ried by a portion of the bib panel remote from the seat panel
and connectible, respectively, to the free ends of the two sup-
porting straps to form and support the sheet body as a sling for

carrying an infant in reclining position wherein said spanning
strap means are in a nonuse position.

2. A carrier for an infant and mountable on an intended user
comprising a length of flexible material having a back end
portion, a bib end portion and a central portion therebetween,
two elongated flexible first straps extending from one end
portion of said length, first attachment means carried by the
other end portion of said length, second attachment means
carried by said central portion of said length, said first straps
having free end portions connectible alternatively to either of
said first and second attachment means such that said two first

straps, in combination with said length, form closed shoulder
loops for mounting the carrier on the intended user, and two
elongated flexible second straps connectible to said length so as
to extend generally across the opposite ends of said length to
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form, in combination with said length, closed loops defining a
cavity for receiving the infant.

4,428^15
KNIFE SCABBARD WITH INTEGRAL BLADE

SHARPENER
Paul C. Mayer, Rothschild, Wis., assignor to Oy Fiskars AB,

Helsinki, Finland

Filed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,654
Int. a? B26B 29/02

U.S. a. 224-232 7 Oalms

member movable between an extended position and a
collapsed position, said supportmg member and said frame
means are subsuntially in side-by-side relationship when
said supporting member is m its collapsed position, said
first end portion and said second end portion at opposite
end portions of said frame means.

1. In combination:

a knife scabbard having a pair of spaced apart walls enclos-
ing an elongated recess for receiving and protecting the
blade of a knife carried by said scabbard;

and knife blade sharpening means on said scabbard and
comprising:

a blade-receiving sharpening slot in said scabbard defined by
a pair of registering holes in said scabbard walls, said slot

having an axis transverse to the longitudinal axis of said
scabbard;

and blade sharpening abrasive means on said scabbard near
said sharpening slot for sliding engagement with the edge
of a knife blade being moved in said sharpening slot to
effect sharpening thereof.

4,428,516

COLLAPSABLE BICYCLE CARRIER
Richard A. Allen, Lewis St., Lincoln, Mass. 01773

Filed Jan. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 341,303

Int. a.} B60R 9/W
U.S. a. 224—314 12 Qaims

1. A folding carrier mountable on an automobile or the like,

said carrier comprising:

(a) frame means;

(b) a carrying member pivotally mounted to said frame
means at a first end portion thereof, said carrying member
constrained for limited rotational movement by said frame
means between an extended position and a collapsed posi-

tion, said carrying member and said frame means are
substantially in side-by-side relationship when said carry-

ing member is in its collapsed position; and
(c) a supporting member pivotally mounted to said frame
means at a second end portion thereof, said supporting

4,428,517

VEHltLE LUGGAGE RACK
John A, Bott, 931 LalLeshore Dr., Grossc Pointe Shores. Mich.
48236

Continuation of Ser. No. 204,478, No?. 6, 1980, Pat. No.
4,342,411, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 13,524, Feb. 21,

1979, abandoned. This application Jul. 26, 1982, Ser. No.
401,745

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Aug. 3, 1999,
has been disclaimed.

Int. a.) B60R 90/04
U.S. a. 224-326 23 Claims

4*

12. A stanchion assembly for an automotive vehicle luggage
carrier, comprising

a lower stanchion part adapted to be fixedly secured to a

mounting surface on the associated vehicle by first fasten-

ing means comprised of at least one fastening element
extending through a generally vertically-arranged open-
ing in said lower stanchion part,

a pad disposed between said lower stanchion part and said

mounting surface,

also comprising an upper stanchion part adapted to be
mounted upon said lower sunchion part and having at

least one exterior surface disposed in substantially the
same plane as at least one of the exterior surfaces of said

lower stanchion part, and thereby conceal said fastening

element, and

second fastening means for detachably securing said upper
stanchion part of said stanchion assembly to the associated
lower stanchion part, including flange means interacting

between said upper stanchion part and said lower stan-

chion part and disposed adjacent the periphery of the top
portion of said lower stanchion part and engageable with
the lower portion of said upper stanchion part, said flange
means being totally concealed when said upper stanchion
part is disposed in engagement with said lower stanchion
part.

4,428,518

GLASS BREAKING TOOL
Donald Abel, Morton, III., assignor to Morton Glass Works,
Morton, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 201,719, Oct. 29, 1980,
abandoned. This application Oct. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 312,181

Int. a.3 C03B 33/04. 33/12
U.S. a. 225—103 22 Claims

1. A tool for fracturing glass along a score line comprising a

base having a surface which is convexly curved in all direc-
tions from a central axis, the surface forming a fulcrum element
wherein said fulcrum element makes point contact with the
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glass opposite the score line, and a pressure block with a con- 4,428,520
cavely curved planar lower surface having a generally similar FEED MECHANISM TOR A POWER TOOL
radius of curvature as the fulcrum element, wherein the pres- Curtis J. Eccardt, St. Charles County, Mo., assignor to Emerson

Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Mar. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 356,653

Int. a.' B65H 17/26
U.S. a. 226-141 22 Qaims

i7 J 5«(,

sure block contacts the glass on opposite sides of the score line

such that a force exerted on the pressure block toward the
fulcrum element causes the glass to fracture at the score line.

4 428 519
DEVICE FOR TENSIONING A DATA CARRIER WHICH

IS MOVED BY FEED TRACTORS
Helmut Reichl, Fuerstenfeidbnick; Richard Hartl, Germering,
and Christoph Newinger, Munich, all of Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many, assignors to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin &
Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Jul. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 396,020
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 14.

1981, 3127777

Int. a.3 B65H 17/38; G03B 1/30
UA a 226-75 6 ci^„.

1. A feed mechanism, comprising:
a bed;

a first vise supported by said bed;

a second vise supported by said bed and movable thereon
between at least first and second positions;

means associated with said second vise for accommodating
non-planar work pieces;

means associated with said first vise for adjusting at least one of
the pair of jaws forming said vise to enable the jaws of said
vise to be set square;

means for adjusting the length of travel for said second vise
including a first coarse adjustment and a second fine adjust-
ment; and

control means for operating said feed including a control mani-
fold having a plurality of control devices mounted to it, and
a plurality of input and output ports positioned on said mani-
fold and adapted to control operation of said feed through
said manifold.

4,428,521

MULTI POSITION SHEET GUIDE
Lesley S. Rich, 1109 Prospect St., Somerset, Mass. 02726, and

Richard Skurka, Fall River, Mass., assignors to Lesley S.
Rich, Somerset, Mass.

Filed Feb. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 352,594
Int. a.3 B65H 23/32: G03fi 1/50; B65H 27/00

U.S. a. 226-199 12 Qaims

1. In a device for transporting a sheet data carrier having
first and second feed tractors, said dau carrier being trans-
ported through a curved zone disposed between said first and
second feed tractors, the improvement of a means for uni-
formly tensioning said data carrier in said curved zone com-
prising:

guide rails disposed parallel to the direction of transport of
said data carrier on which at least one of said feed tractors
is displaceably mounted;

a bearing element connected to said feed tractor which is

mounted on said guide rails; and
a cam mounted on a rotatable shaft and abutting said bearing

element such that said feed tractor which is mounted on
said guide rails is displaced in a direction parallel to the
direction of transport of said daU carrier upon rotation of
said cam and shaft thereby adjusting the tension of said
data carrier in said curved zone.

\i tf

V
1. A device for positioning an edge perforated sheet in an

exit and/or feed path with respect to a printer or the like for

guiding said sheet while exiting and/or entering said printer,

said device comprising a base including and upwardly gener-
ally vertically extending main support, bracket means con-
nected to said main support, said bracket means in turn sup-
porting separate first and second sheet guides for independent
height and rotational movement, said first and second gener-
ally vertically spaced upper and lower guides each including a
pair of laterally extending, generally parallel sheet support
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elements, said second guide further including sheet edge guide nal and an appropriate solder, placing a solder layer betweensupport means positioned forward v of said second nuide sun- .i, w j c r\ ' V"^"'e> " »"'acr laycr oeiween

port elements and in turn adapted'to s'^rtTpar^ffsr^^^ ''' '°"' ''"'^"'^" °' ''^ ^"""^'^^ '"'"^"*'* ''"^^ ^"""8 '^^

edge guides in laterally spaced and adjustable positions at the
lateral edges of said sheet path.

4,428,522

STEP DRIVER
Robert C. Buttner, Syracuse, N.Y., assignor to Concrete Pipe A

Products Corp., East Syracuse, N.V.
Filed Dec. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 335,737

Int. a.3 B27F 7/02
U.S. a. 227-8 12 Qaims

1. Apparatus for driving steps into a precast riser section that
is supported in an upright position within a jacket that includes

a stationary support column for movably supporting a car-
riage for movement back and forth over a vertical path of
travel between a raised home position and a fully extended
lowermost position,

means for positioning a precast riser in an upright position

adjacent to the stationary column whereby the column is

located on the outside of the riser,

an elongated bracket suspended from the carriage that is

arranged to pass downwardly into the riser as the carriage
is lowered from the home position toward the lowermost
position,

a slide means mounted in the distal end of the bracket for
moving a bifurcated member into the riser wall, and

control means for sequentially indexing the carriage to posi-

tion the slide means at predetermined step locations and
reciprocating the slide means to drive the bifurcated mem-
ber into the wall at each step location.

4,428,523

METALLIC SOLDER COMPOSITE BONDING
Elias Snitzer, West Hartford, and James F. Bacon, Manchester,

both of Conn., assignors to United Technologies Corporation,
Hartford, Conn.

Division of Ser. No. 215,283, Dec. 12, 1980, Pat. No. 4,350,744.
ThU application Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,823
Int. a.3 B23K 31/02: C03C 27/04; B32B 17/06

U.S. a. 228—121 7 Qaims
1. A process of bonding a plurality of thermally stable high

strength graphite fiber reinforced glass matrix composite mate-
rials together comprising applying to all of the bond surfaces of
the composite materials to be bonded comprising multiaxially

oriented or discontinuous graphite fiber reinforced glass matrix
composite materials containing about 40% to about' 70% by
volume graphite fibers, at least one thin layer of an oxidativeiy

stable metal which is strongly adherent to the composite mate-

composite materials to melt the solder and form the bond, the
melting temperature of the metal and solder bemg higher than
the use temperature of the bonded composite

4,428,524

METHOD OF FORMING APPARATUS FOR FORMING
GLASS HBERS

Mohinder S. Bhatti, Newark, and James M. Higginbotham, Sr..

Reynoldsburg, both of Ohio, assignors to Owens-Coming
Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo, Ohio
Continuation of Ser. No. 255,984, Apr. 20, 1981, Pat. No.
4,342,578. This application May 14, 1982, Ser. No. 378,150

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Aug. 3, 1999,

has been disclaimed.

Int. Q.J C03B 37/025: B23K 1/00
U.S. Q. 228-170 5 Claims

1. A method of making a feeder for supplying streams of
molten glass to be attenuated into filaments composing:

assembling a plurality of layers of material wherein one of
said layers is a refractory metal and another of said layers

is a precious metal, said plurality of layers having a plural-

ity of apertures extending therethrough;

inserting elements in said apertures to form a loose assembly,

isostatically pressing said loose assembly;

heating the isostatically pressed assembly to intimately bond
the plurality of layers and the elements to form a unitary

laminate; and

forming an onfice in said elements to permit the molten glass

to issue therefrom as said streams, said precious metal

layer and said elements preventing the oxidation of said

refractory metal layer at elevated temperatures.

4,428.525

EASY ACCESS SANDWICH CARTON
Ame H. Brauner, Peekskill, N.Y., assignor to Intematiooal

Paper Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 406,748

Int. a.' B65D 5/36, 5/24
U.S. Q. 229—41 R i Q,iai

1. A folding carton consisting of

(A) a lower portion having a substantially "V" shaped cross

section comprising a bottom wall, a rear wall hingedly
attached thereto, and two lower side walls hingedly at-
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tached to said bottom and rear walls; each of said side
walls comprising an inner lower flap hingedly attached to
said bottom wall and an outer lower flap hingedly at-

tached to said rear wall, said outer lower flap being di-

vided into substantially equal glue and non-glue panels by
a fold line extending upwardly from the intersection of
said outer lower flap and said bottom and rear walls, said

glue panel being the panel relatively more remote from
the line of attachment of said outer lower flap to said rear

wall and said outer lower flap being secured to said inner
lower flap only at said glue panel; said inner lower flap

bearing a tab adapted to be coojseratively engaged in a slit

sited about at the fold line connecting said rear wall and
said outer lower flap; and

(B) an upper portion having a substantially "V" shaped cross
section, comprising a top wall hingedly attached to the
rear wall of said lower portion, a front wall hingedly

each of said first and second sheet portions having an inside

surface in mutually facing relation;

first adhesive means, on the inside surface of one of said first

and second sheet portions, adhesively securing together
the first and second sheet portions adjacent the second
side of each;

discontinuous score lines on said first sheet portion defining

fiap means raisable from the remainder of said first sheet
portion to expose to view a part of the inside surface of the
second sheet portion;

the inside surface of said flap means having a marginal part
adjacent said score lines;

and second adhesive means on at least part of said marginal
part for adhesively securing said flap means to the inside

surface of said second sheet portion.

attached to said top wall and two upper side wall portions
hingedly attached to said front and top wall, each of said
upper side wall portions comprising an inner upper flap

hingedly attached to said front wall and an outer upper
flap hingedly attached to said top wall, said outer upper
flap being divided into substantially equal glue and non-
glue panels by a fold line extending downwardly from the
intersection of said outer upper flap and said top and front
walls, said glue panel being the panel relatively more
remote from the line of attachment of said outer upper flap

to said top wall and said outer upper flap being secured to
said inner upper flap only at said glue panel; said lower
side walls extending partially inside said upper side walls
in the erected and closed carton; said bottom wall having
a flap hingedly extending therefrom on the front edge
thereof, said flap having a "U" shaped slit therein adapted
to form a reverse tab cooperatively engageable in a corre-
sponding slot in said front wall.

4,428,527

THERMOSTATIC VALVE ASSEMBLY
Franklin A. Daigler, Lockport, N.Y., assignor to General Mo-

tors Corporation, Detroit, Micli.

Filed Sep. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 416,142

Int. a.3 FOIP 7/02
U.S. a. 236-34.5 3 Qaims
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4,428,526

REPLY CARD ARRANGEMENT WITH
CONnDENTIALFTY FLAP

James E. Riley, Deerfield, 111., assignor to The Wessel Company,
Inc., Elk Grove Village, lU.

FUed Feb. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 351,923
Int. a.J B42D 15/08

U.S. a. 229-92.8 6 Oaims
1. A reply card arrangement comprising:
a first sheet portion having a pair of spaced-apart sides;

a second sheet portion having a pair of spaced-apart sides;

said first sheet portion being in superimposed relation to said
second sheet portion and joined thereto at a fold line along
a mutual first side of each sheet portion;

at least one other sheet portion;

means deuchably joining said other sheet portion to said
second sheet portion at a tearable connection along a
second side of said second sheet portion;

2S 2t »

3. In a thermostatic valve assembly for a fluid system requir-

ing venting as well as temperature controlled flow wherein the
assembly comprises a mounting flange, a frame having the

characteristic that it can be formed from flat sheet stock so as

to attach with a pair of integral arms to the frame and together
therewith support a spring biased thermally actuated flow
valve, and a ball vent valve element that opens to vent one side

of the flange to the other through a hole therein and closes

same in response to pressure differential: the ball vent valve
element comprising an improved retainer comprising a first

extension integral with and extending from one arm of the

frame and a second extension integral with and extending from
said first extension, both said extensions being configured so as

to be formed together with the frame from flat sheet stock with
said first extension thereafter formable to extend circularly

partially about the hole and leave a first gap at the end of said

first extension and said second extension then formable after

insertion of the ball vent valve element within said first formed
extension to extend partially over an otherwise open end of the
latter and leave gaps along opposite edges of second extension

whereby said extensions cooperate as part of the frame and
with the flange to retain the ball vent valve element in seating

relationshp with the vent hole and without substantially re-

stricting venting therethrough when the vent hole is opened
thereby by the provision of said gaps.
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4,428,528
ENVIRONMENTAL THERMOSTAT ASSEMBLY

Joel E. Renault, Saint-Gregoire, France, assignor to Delta Dore
S.A., Combourg, France

Filed Not. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 439,111
Gaims priority, application European Pat. Off., Nov. 12

1981, 81401787.7

Int. a.3 F23N 5/20: G05D 2i/O0
U.S. a. 236-46 R 9 ci„.

flow sensor means for controllmg the amount of air mov-
ing through the return duct means;

one of the first or second air flow control means comprising
minimum/maximum control means having a single adjust-
ment for controlling either the mmimum flow rate or the

"-ri ^
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1. An environment thermostat assembly with a daily pro-
gramming device, comprising a thermostat, a digital clock
with a seven segment display device, a programming selecting
circuit with two temperature reference values, a reference
value switching device, and a control circuit for controlling
the switching circuit, said control circuit being monitored by
the digital output signal of the digital clock and by the program
selecting circuit, wherein the control circuit comprises a digi-
tal/decimal converter for converting the hour unit digital data
into a one out of ten code signal, the ten outputs of the con-
verter (N/D) being connected to the vertical wires of a cross-
pomt matrix having three pair of output wires, the output pairs
being respectively assigned to the hours of which the tenth
figure is 2, 1 and 0, said outhas also a number of inputs con-
nected to the active outputs of the clock when the hour tenth
figures is 1 or 2, respectively, some cross-points of the matrix
being selectively connected in accordance with the different
predetermined programs, electronic contacts being mounted
on the output wires of the matrix and controlled by the pro-
gram selecting circuit, the output of the logical circuit being
connected to a reference value adjusting potentiometer, the
voltage transmitted to said potentiometer through the output
of the logical circuit varying between two values in accor-
dance with the logical levels of the outputs of the logical
circuit.

maximum flow rate in both duct means simultaneously;
and

adjust means connected to the minimum/maximum control
means for adjusting the amount of air being supplied to the
controlled space.

4 428 530
METHOD AND GUN FOR IN SITU FORMATION OF

FOAM IN PACKAGES
Paul R. Cbabria, 3 N. 735 Locust, West Chicago, III. 60185

Filed Dec. 12, 1977, Ser. No. 859,553
Int. a.^ B05B li/00

U.S. CI. 239-8
, ci^„

'' ';> T-'-'**"

4,428,529

FLOW SYNCHRONIZATION
Louis J. Bentsen, Arlington Heights, III., assignor to Honeywell

Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
Filed Jul. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 401,507

Int. a.3 F24F li/lO
U.S. a. 236-49 ,6 Qaims

1. A system for controllmg the static pressure within a con-
trolled space, the controlled space having supply duct means
for providing air to the space and return duct means for ex-
hausting air from the controlled space, the system comprising:

first air flow sensor means mounted in the supply duct means
for sensing the amount of air moving through the supply
duct means;

first air flow control means connected to the first air flow
sensor means for controlling the amount of air moving
through the supply duct means;

second air flow sensor means mounted in the return duct
means for sensing the amount of air moving through the
return duct means;

second air flow control means connected to the second air

^.^..;-
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1. The method of delivering potentially reactive foam-form-
ing liquid components into a package contamer and forming
plastic foam in situ within said container which comprises the
steps of supplying said liquid components to respective sepa-
rate channels of a gun having flow control valves for the
respective channels, directing the streams of liquid flowing
through the respective channels to converge as discrete liquid
streams at a point in space exteriorly and forwardly of said gun
to mix and initiate reaction of said components at said point
whereafter the reacting mixture continues to flow in a stream
into said container, supplying a stream of gas to the gun for
eventual mixing with the foam-forming liquid components, the
flow of said stream of gas being continuous during both open
and closed positions of the valves within said gun, and manipu-
lating the gun to close the valves to stop the flow of compo-
nent liquids and thereafter supplying additional inert gas in

streams to the respective liquid flow channels downstream of
said valves to purge said channels of liquid.
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4,428,531
METHOD OF PRODUCING A FUEL INJECTOR

Birrie J. Martin, Shenfield, England, assignor to Eaton Corpo-
ration, Cleveland, Ohio

FUed Aug. 19, 1980, Ser. No. 179,425
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Sep. 11, 1979,

Int. a.3B05B 17/06
U.S. a 239-102 4 Claims

when initially activated causing said spray or sprinkler unit and
said housing to pivot together about said pivot mounting, with
further actuation of said means for moving causing said spray
or sprinkler unit to pivot with respect to said housing.

4,428,533
WINDSHIELD WIPER SHAFT BUSHING ASSEMBLY

WITH WASHER JET
Erwin Pietryk, Cologne; Peter Fischer, Langenfeld, and Axel
Rauthmann, Pulheim, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors
to Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 333,191
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 27.

1981, 3102573

Int. a.3 B05B 15/06
L.S. a. 239-284 R

, ciai™

1. The method of producing an ultrasonic nozzle comprising
the steps of:

(a) providing a nozzle body having an inner passageway
terminating in a valved orifice at one end thereof and
securing to the other end means operable for generating
ultrasonic vibrations;

(b) disposing a valve housing within said passageway and
positioning said housing over said orifice valve and spac-
ing said hcusing from said orifice;

(c) disposing an elongated member in said housing and se-
curing said housing to said member at one end thereof
and,

(d) securing the opposite end of said elongated member to
said body at a location remote from said valved orifice.

4,428,532

SPRAY APPARATUS
Gary Holden-Parker, "Louvain", QuaTey Road,, Redlynch,

Wiltshire, England

Filed Dec. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 328,614
Int. a.3 B05B 15/10

U.S. a. 239-204 „a^„.

I. A wiper shaft bushing assembly with a washer jet for
motor vehicle screens in which the wiper shaft is guided in a
wiper bushing and is surrounded by an elastic plastic sleeve in
which a washer jet is located, wherein the improvement com-
prises:

a one-piece plastic sleeve that eccentrically surrounds the
wiper bushing and the elongated wiper shaft and which has
formed in its wall located farthest from the wiper shaft a
liquid channel which is connected on its inner end to a
lateral tube connection and on its outer end to a ball socket
for receiving a spherical directable nozzle body and which
has formed at its outer end an annular sealing lip for sealing
off the wiper shaft guided therein.

1. Spray apparatus comprising a spray or sprinkler unit
provided with a pivot mounting, means for moving the spray
or sprinkler unit about said pivot mounting, a housing sur-
rounding said unit and in which the unit is received, and means
for pivotally moving the spray or sprinkler unit with respect to
the housing, said means for moving the spray or sprinkler unit

4 428 534
METHOD OF IMPROVING THE UTILIZATION OF THE
HEAT ENERGY PRODUCED IN A WOOD GRINDING

PROCESS
An A. M. Maijala, Tampere, and Matti I. Aario, Pirkkala, both

of Finland, assignors to Oy Tampella AB, Tampere, Finland
Filed Not. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,642

Claims priority, appUcation Finland, Nov. 18, 1980, 803599
Int. a.3 B02C U/06, 23/24

U.S. a. 241-18 6 Claims
1. A method of improving the utilization of the heat energy

produced in a wood grinding process of the type in which
wood is ground by means of a rotating grinding member in a
grinding space under superatmospheric pressure while warm
shower water is sprayed into the grinding space, and the
groundwood pulp is fed from the grinding space into steam
separator means wherein the heat energy contained in the
groundwood pulp is released in the form of steam, which
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method is characterized by the fact the groundwood pulp
discharged from the pressurized grinding space is allowed to
expand from its inlet pressure to atmospheric pressure in at
least two steam separators by releasing steam from the pulp
suspension in each steam separator by lowering the pressure

P--^J

<r- r-V~

therein, and that the temperature and pressure of the sream
released from each steam separator is adjusted to correspond
to steam utilization needs, the groundwood pulp being allowed
to expand in the steam separators to such an extent that ihe
pulp suspension temperature is decreased in the last steam
separator to about 100° C.

4,428,535
APPARATUS TO COOL PARTICULATE MATTER FOR

GRINDING
Jim M. Venetucci, Forest Park, III., assignor to Liquid Carbonic

Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed Jul. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 280,882
Int. C\? B02C 13/286

U.S. a. 241-35 21 aaims

mitter auger shaft to rotate the same, said second vanable
speed drive means being operable to rotate said intromil-
ter auger means in either rotational direction,

a first surface of said intromitter auger blade being config-
ured to move particles within said chamber in a down-
stream direction when said intromitter auger shaft is ro-
tated in a first direction and a second surface of said intro-
mitter auger blade being configured to move particles
within said chamber in an upstream direction when said
intromitter auger shaft is rotated in a second direction, and

control means is connected to said first variable speed drive
means for operating said first dnve means during certain
times at a desired feed rate and for operating said first

drive means during other times to prevent feeding of
particulate material when additional residence time of
particulate material within said mixing chamber is re-
quired, and is also connected to said second variable speed
drive means for operating said second drive means inde-
pendently of said first drive means, providing for indepen-
dcnl adjustment of the speed and direction of rotation of
said feed auger means and said intromitter auger means

4 428 536
PULVERIZING AND CLASSIFYING MILL

Jeffrey C. Rodgers, Hoylandswaine. England, assignor to British
Rema Manufacturing Co., Limited, England

Filed Oct. 25, 1980, Ser. No. 202.355
aaims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct. 30, 1979.

7937566

Int. CI.' B02C IS/284. 13/286. 23/12
U.S. a. 241-52

6 Claims

1. Apparatus for mixing and cooling particulate material
comprising

an elongated mixing chamber having particulate material
inlet means, cryogenic liquid inlet means connected to a
supply of cryogenic liquid and disposed downstream of
said particulate material inlet means to spray cryogenic
liquid on the particulate material, and particulate material
outlet means at the downstream end of said chamber
through which cooled particulate material is delivered,

feed auger means having a shaft and a blade supported
thereby, said feed auger means being disposed in said
chamber and rotatable about an axis to move cooled par-
ticulate material through said chamber and through said
outlet means,

intromitter auger means coaxial with said feed auger means
having a shaft rotatable independently of the rotation of
said feed auger shaft and a blade supported by said intro-
mitter auger shaft and disposed around said feed auger
blade,

first variable speed drive means connected to said feed auger
shaft to rotate the same,

second variable speed drive means connected to said intro-

1. A classifier mill comprising a casing, healers disposed
within said casing mounted about a periphery of a rotary
pulverizer disc within a chamber of the casing, with first and
second series of beaters on respective sides of the periphery of
the disc, and with an independently rotary classifier coaxial
with the pulverizer disc and disposed radially inwards in rela-
tion to the second series of beaters on an adjacent side of the
disc, an entry for material to be pulverized being provided inio
the chamber at a position intermediate the axis of the pulver-
izer disc and the first series of beaters on the side remote from
the classifier, and an exit for the removal of fines being pro-
vided coaxially with the classifier and remote from the pulver-
izer, an annular wall disposed within the chamber extending
radially outwards from clear of the pcnphcry of the classifier

to a position intermediate the periphery of the second scries of
beaters of the pulvenzer and the casing, and a cylindncal wall
extending from the annular wall axially within the casing past
the peripheries of both series of beaters, the cylindrical wall
being provided with a senes of circumfcrcntially spaced
screening means disposed radially outwards with respect to
only the first series of beaters and communicating with a flow
passage within the casing partially defined by the annular and
cylindrical walls, the fiow passage extending radially inward
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to the classifier and being isolated from the second series of
beaters, the classifier being operative to direct only selective

components of a material pulverized by the first series of beat-

ers to the second series of beaters. {

4,428,537

APPARATUS FOR THE REMOVAL, LOADING,
CONVEYING, PREPARATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF

ANIMAL FOOD
Hans Ton der Heide, Ibbenbiirener Str. 17, 4533 Laggenbeck,

Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Sep. I, 1981, Ser. No. 298,278

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 9,

1980,3033824

Int. a.3 B02C 21/02
U.S. a. 241—101 B 8 Qaims

I

1. A self-propelled apparatus for preparation and distribu-

tion of a composite animal food comprising;

a vehicle chassis having a frame,

self-propulsion means mounted on the vehicle chassis for

propelling and driving the chassis,

steering means on the vehicle chassis for steering the same as

it is being driven by the propulsion means,
a comminuting and removing means at the rear end of the

chassis for removal and comminution of silage from a

stack adjacent the rear end of the chassis,

a loading means receiving the comminuted and removed
silage from the comminuting and removing means and for

loading the same onto the vehicle chassis,

means for mounting the removing and comminuting means
for vertical movement to different vertical positions rela-

tive to the silage stack,

a food product compartment on the chassis for holding a
food product to be combined with the silage to form a
composite animal food,

means on the vehicle chassis for milling and metering and
disintegrating the silage,

means for conveying and discharging the food product from
the food product compartment for combining with the
silage to form the composite animal food,

and conveying and discharging means receiving the com-
posite animal food and for conveying and discharging the
same from the vehicle chassis.

annular, wherein the grinding strips each have a radially out-
ward and a radially inward end,

between adjacent grinding strips of the plurality, a respec-
tive intermediate strip being positioned; the intermediate
strips being initially preformed, of weldable material and
being of sufficient strength to rigidify the pack of grinding
and intermediate strips;

at the rear side of the disc, the grinding strips and the inter-

mediate strips are substantially planar;

4,428,538 '

GRINDING DISC FOR DISC REHNERS
Joan Valdivia, Heidentaeim, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

J. M. Voith GmbH, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Jul. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 279,523

Int. a.3 B02C 7/12
U.S. a. 241-298 21 Qaims

1. A grinding disc for a disc refiner, the disc having a front
grinding face and an opposite rear side; the disc being com-
prised of at least one pack, including a plurality of initially

sq)arate, weldable material, grinding strips, and the grinding
strips extending across the front face of the disc; the disc is

measured from the rear side toward the front grinding face
of the disc, the intermediate strips being shorter in height
toward the front face of the disc than are the grinding
strips;

an outward and an inward supporting ring for limiting the
radially outward and radially inward ends, respectively,

of the grinding strips; the grinding and intermediate strips

both being welded to both supporting rings.

4,428,539

APPARATUS TO ASSIST DOITING OF A YARN WINDUP
Joshua Benin, Newark; Kenneth L. MulhoMand, Wilmington,

both of Del., and John F. Reichenberg, Salisbury, Md., assign-
ors to E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington,
Del.

Continuation of Ser. No. 277,141, Jun. 25, 1981, abandoned.
This application Apr. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 485,751

Int. a.3 B65H 54/06. 67/04
U.S. a. 242—18 A 2 Oaims

1. In a yarn winding apparatus that includes a frame, a drive

roll for winding yam on a bobbin by driven engagement with
the bobbin, a plurality of articulated swing arms each carrying

a bobbin chuck for rotatably mounting a yam bobbin, said arms
in turn being mounted to said frame for movement between an

operative position where the yam bobbin rests on the drive roll

to wind yam on the bobbin and an inoperative position where
the wound bobbin moves away from the drive roll to a doffing

position, the improvement comprising: a drive wheel pivotally

mounted to said frame and located at said doffing position to

engage said bobbin chuck and rotate the wound bobbin at a

predetermined speed; a shock absorber connected between
said drive wheel and said frame for maintaining said drive

wheel at said doffing position for engagement with said bobbin
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chuck as said bobbin chuck is moved to said doffing position,
whereby said drive wheel is yieldably mounted to said frame
and said yieldable mounting prevents bouncing off of the bob-
bin chuck and drive wheel; and means selectively operable to
rotate and stop said drive wheel.

4,428,540
APPARATUS FOR MAINTAINING THE RELATIVE
POSITION BETWEEN WIRE BEING FED ONTO A

BOBBIN AND WIRE WOUND ABOUT THE BOBBIN FOR
FORMING A COIL OF WIRE

Kenneth H. Calcagno, 1161 Westbrook Rd., West Milford, N.J.
07480, and WiUiam F. Calcagno, Jr., 22 Russell Rd., Ring-
wood, N.J. 07456

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 104,785, Dec. 18, 1979,
abandoned. This application Apr. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 370,359

Int. a.' B65H 54/04, 54/28
U.S. a. 242-25 R 14 Qaims

1. An apparatus for maintaining a relative position between
wire being fed onto a bobbin and wire wound about the bobbin
for forming a coil, comprising wire supply means; guide means
for guiding the wire onto the bobbin; a sensing arm being
movably responsive to shifting of the wire upon winding of
said wire onto the bobbin; displacing means for shifting said
guide means dependent upon the movement of said sensing
arm and therefore the position of the wire wound about the
bobbin, whereby as the relative position of the wire being fed
onto the bobbin and the wire wound about the bobbin changes,
the sensing arm is shifted thereby actuating said displacing
means and causing movement of said guide means, thereby
reestablishing the relative position between the wire being fed
onto the bobbin and the wire wound about the bobbin; said
displacing means comprising in combination a hydraulically
balanced hydro-mechanical servo-valve, a shaft connecting
said valve to said sensing arm, and a hydraulic cylinder con-
taining a piston, said cylinder being in operational communica-
tion with said servo-valve, guide means and sensing arm,
whereby as said sensing arm shifts in response to said shifting
wire, an error from null is generated in the hydraulically bal-
anced hydro-mechanical servo-valve, causing said hydraulic
cylinder to move in a direction so as to re-establish null and
displacing said guide means to a new position, thereby re-estab-

lishing the relative position of the wire being fed onto the
bobbin and the wire wound about the bobbin.

internal shoulder of a tubular bobbin to support the bob-
bin;

drive means on said spindle for intcr-engaging with a corre-
sponding drive means on the bobbin interior to transmit a

rotary drive force from said spindle to the bobbin; and

-^-t-'
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4 428 541
BOBBIN AND A BOBBINSUPPORT STRUCTURE FOR A

ROVING FRAME
Peter Novak, Tigerwilen, Switzerland, assignor to Rieter Ma-

chine Works, Limited, Winterthur, Switzerland

Continuation of Ser. No. 191,125, Sep. 26, 1980, abandoned. This
application Aug. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 405,563

Int. a.J B65H 54/54
U.S. a. 242—46J 20 Qaims

1. A bobbin support structure for a roving frame comprising
a spindle;

bobbin engaging means on said spindle for engaging an

means on said spindle and rotatable therewith for clamping
a roving tail against an outwardly facing surface of a
lower end of a received bobbin.

4 428 542
WIRE-DRIVING DEVICE FOR WINDOW REGULATOR
Tetuo Kobayashi, Ikeda, and Syoichi Hirai, Nishinomlya, both

of Japan, assignors to Nippon Cable System, Inc.. Hyogo,
Japan

Filed Jan. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 341,141
Oaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 27. 1981, 56-118243:

Aug. 8, 1981, 56-124439

Int. a.' B66F 11/00: E05F 11/48
U.S. a. 242-54 R 10 a»km%

la .'a 6d 6 '' V 3 Jb

1. A wire-driving device for a window regulator compris-
ing:

a casing;

a first shaft routably supported in said casing, said first shaft

having a first pulley and a first gear mounted thereon;
a second shaft rotatably supported in said casing in parallel

with said first shaft, said second shaft having a second gear
and said second pulley mounted thereon; one of said sec-

ond gear and said second pulley being fixedly mounted on
said second shaft and the other being rotatably mounted
and axially moveable on said second shaft, wherein said

first gear and said second gear are meshed with each
other, and wherein facing side surfaces of said second gear
and second pulley each include a ratchet means for engag-
ing each other when said second gear routes in one direc-
tion relative to said second pulley and for not engaging
each other when said second gear routes in the opposite
direction relative to said second pulley, and

a wire having one end secured to each of said first and
second pulleys and being wound around each pulley, such
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that said wire is unwound from said second pulley when
said second pulley is rotated in a direction such that said
ratchet means are not engaged.

4,428,543

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR REPLACING A
HNISHED ROLL WITH AN EMPTY ROLL CORE IN A

DOUBLE-DRUM WINDER
Friedrich Kuhn, Heidenheim, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

J. M. Voith GmbH, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Oct. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 312,303

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 25,
1980, 3040398

Int. a.J B65H 17/12
U.S. a. 242-66 15 Qaims

near the drag end, the groove having sides and an under-
cut with a diameter "D" and a width dimension between
the sides of "B",

(b) clevis secured to the side of the slide and projecting

outwardly therefrom having two lugs, each lug having a

hole slightly larger than "A", each lug having an inner

surface and a space between the inner surfaces being
slightly greater than "B",

(c) the shaft slip fit into each hole with the undercut diame-
ter positioned in the space and the groove sides substan-

tially aligned with the inner surfaces,

(d) a retainer clip having a resilient base and first and second
inwardly directed resilient bifurcated legs integral with
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1. Apparatus for replacing a finished web roll with an empty
core and a roll support in a drum-type web winder, wherein

the web winder comprises a winding station including drum
means on which the web is wound on a roll support sup-
ported on a core; an extraction station removed from the
winding station and including extraction means for ex-
tracting a core from a wound roll then at the extraction
station; transfer means for transferring a wound roll from
the winding station to the extraction station;

the apparatus for replacing comprises a support; a lever
movably carried on the support; the lever having a free
end with a gripper for grippmg a core; lever moving
means for moving the lever with respect to the support,
the roll support at the drum means and the transfer means;
the lever moving means moving the lever to move the
gripper between the extraction station, where the gripper
receives an empty core and roll support, and the winding
station, where the gripper delivers the core and roll sup-
port to the web winder; the lever moving means raising
the gripper to raise a core and a roll support supported on
the core to pass over a finished roll which may be present
at one of the winding station and the transfer means as the
gripper moves that core and a supported roll support to
the winding station and the support lever moving means
and gripper being shaped so that the finished roll would be
able to extend up to the upraised core and roll support.

4,428,544

RETAINER FOR OSOLLATOR SYSTEM
Richard R. Councilman, Collinsrille, Okla., assignor to Bruns-

wick Corporation, Skolde, III.

Filed Oct. 15, 1979, Ser. No. 84,719
Int. a.3 AOIK 89/01

U.S. a. 242-84.21 R 9 Qaims
2. In a spinning reel having a housing with a front spool end

and a back spool assembly end, a center shaft mounted in the
housing with a drag end projecting into the housing, means
within the housing for imparting reciprocating motion to the
shaft including a reciprocating oscillator slide, an improved
means for securing the shaft to the slide comprising:

(a) the shaft having a diameter "A" and an undercut grooe

the base, an included angle between the first leg and the
base being less than 90° and an included angle between the
second leg and the base being less than 90% the base and
legs forming a partially triangular shaped cross-sectional

configuration, external clip surfaces common to the base
and legs defining a clip width slightly less than the dimen-
sion "B", each leg having an open end with the ends being
spaced apart a distance "F" which is less than the diameter
"D", the clip mounted on the undercut diameter and
located in the space between the lugs, the base and legs

extending beyond the diameter "A" whereby the sides of
the grooves bear against the external clip surfaces which
in turn bear against the inner walls preventing relative

sliding movement between the shaft and the slide.

4 428 545
SAFETY BELT SYSTEM HAVING RETRACTOR

EQUIPPED WITH MANUAL LOCKING MECHANISM
Katsumi Naitoh, Fiyisawa, Japan, assignor to NSK-Wamer

K.K., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 252,070
Oaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 16, 1980, 55-049814

Int. a.J A62B 35/02; B65H 75/48
U.S. a. 242—107.4 A 6 Qaims

43

1. A webbing retractor arrangement including a manual
locking mechanism comprising:

retractor means biased in the webbing-retracting direction;

locking means which can be placed in engaging and non-
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engaging positions for permitting said retractor means to
be prevented from rotating in the webbing-withdrawal
direction and to rotate in the webbing withdrawal direc-
tion;

mechanically operable operating means for manually operat-
ing said locking means so as to bring it to either one of said
positions, said operating means including a wire by which
said locking means is brought to either one of said posi-
tions;

means for hmiting the amount of movement of said wire to
a given value or less;

said means for limiting the amount of movement comprising
an arm to which one end of said wire is attached, a manu-
ally operable lever which is integrated with a cam engage-
able with said arm, said cam having an arc portion and a
chord portion, said arm being normally engaged with the
chord of the cam and, when operated, being engaged with
the arc portion of the cam, whereby said wire is not fur-
ther moved even when said lever is thereafter rotated; and

buffer means interposed between said locking means and
said operating means.

taining a pair of tape reels each of which is rotatably supported
with a bottom axis thereof engaged with said bottom section
and a top axis thereof engaged with a spring plate member, said
spring plate member having a base portion fixed onto said lop

4,428,546

ADJUSTABLE SPOOL ASSEMBLY
Allen T. Weideman, North Hollywood, Calif., assignor to
Thomas A Betts Corporation, Raritan, N.J.

Filed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,717
Int. a.' B65H 75/14

U.S. a. 242-118.5 26 Claims
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1. An adjustable spool assembly, comprising:
a drum portion defining a central axis and including a plural-

ity of axially extending members circumferentially spaced
about said axis, plural of such members having engage-
ment elements projecting therefrom transversely to such
axis; and

a pair of end fianges spaced from each other along said axis
by said drum portion, each of said flanges including a
plurality of openings disposed circumferentially com-
monly with said members about said axis and interposed
therebetween for receiving said members therein, said
openings being sized such that a surface portion of said
end flange adjacent such openings engages said engage-
ment elements, such end flange surface portions compris-
ing a cantilevered resilient portion.

4,428,547

MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE CARTRIDGE
Shinichi Gotoh, Kyoto, Japan, assignor to Hiuchi Maxell, Lim-

ited, Osaka, Japan

Filed Mar. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 357,082
Qaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 11, 1981, 56-

32704fU]; Jan. 16, 1982, 57-4255[U]

Int. Q.' G03B 1/04: GllB 15/32
U.S. Q. 242-199 6 Qaims

1. A magnetic recording tape cartridge comprising a top
section and a bottom section, each of the sections having a
front wall, a rear wall and side walls, said sections being assem-
bled together to define a tape chamber therebetween for con-
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section and a pair of leg portions extending from said base
portion to each of the top axis of said tape reels,

wherein the improvement comprising a partition wall means
for separating at least said base portion of said spring plate
member from said tape chamber

4,428 548
MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPK CARTRIDGE

Shinichi Gotoh, Kyoto, Japan, assignor to Hitachi Maxell, Ltd.,
Osaka, Japan

Filed Jul. 28, 1981. Ser. No. 287.801
Qaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 28. 1980, 55-

105610[U]

Int. Q.' G03B 1/04: GllB 15/1

3
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3. A magnetic recording tape cartridge comprising
(a) a bottom section and a top section assembled together by

a plurality of tapping screws so as to provide a cartridge
case having a front wall, top plate, bottom plate and a tape
chamber with a plurality of openings formed in said from
wall,

(b) a pair of tape reels juxtaposed in said tape chamber for
receiving a magnetic recording tape to be wound around
said tape reels, each of the tape reels rotatably mounted
relative to a drive shaft insertion hole defined in said

bottom plate of said bottom section of said cartridge case,

(c) a column-like boss member projected from the central
portion of one of said plates of said top section or bottom
section, said boss member having a screw insertion hole
for threadedly receiving one of said lapping screws, and

(d) a partition wall member projected from one of said plates
in a space between said column-like boss member and the
peripheral edges of said pair of reels to provide a chamber
for enclosing scraps produced from said column-like boss
member during insertion of said tapping screw into the
hole of said column-like boss member so as to prevent the
scraps from damaging said magnetic recording upe
wound around said tape reels, said partition wall member
being provided with at least one auxiliary rib projected
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from one of said plates with one end connected with the
column-Hke boss member. l

4,428,549

ARRANGEMENTS FOR MOUNTING A PROBE ON AN
AIRCRAFT

David P. Halliday; John F. Riley, and Barry Sharrock, all of

Preston, England, assignors to British Aerospace Public Lim-
ited Company, London, England

Filed Oct. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 314,416

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct. 24, 1980,

8034415

Int. a.3 BMD 47/00; B64C 39/12
U.S. a. 244—1 R 7 aaims

4,428,550

VIBRATION-INSULATING STABILITY IMPROVING
TORQUE FORCE DEVICE

Hugh G. Evans, W. 214 6th Ave.; Stephen Speer, S. 358 Couer
d'Alene, Apt. #6, and James S. Christy, E. 10918 26th, all of
Spokane, Wash. 99204

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 282,057, Jul. 10, 1981,

abandoned. This application Oct. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 313,470
Int. a.3B64C n/04

U.S. a. 244—93 18 Qaims
I

1. In a conventional aircraft comprising wing surfaces
mounted on a fuselage, a tail having a separate vertical rudder
and horizontal stabilizer surfaces, with elevators pivotally

mounted on the trailing edges of the horizontal stabilizers; and
a control system for manually pivoting the elevators, the con-

trol system comprising a manually controlled, laterally extend-

ing, rotating control member and direct motion-transmitting

means comprising relatively rigid, vibration-carrying mem-
bers, between the rotating member and the elevators, designed
to pivotally move the elevators in response to rotation of the

rotating control member, the improvement which comprises a

constant mass torque member fixedly connected to the rotating

member such that the torque member is at a substantially

constant radial distance from the axis of rotation of the rotating

member, the center of gravity of the torque member being at

least about two inches radially distant from the axis of the

rotating control member, along a radial line defining the effec-

tive torque arm, and a resilient vibration insulating connecting
joint between the torque member and the rotating member
being located relatively radially inwardly towards the axis of
the rotating member from the center of gravity of the torque
member, whereby the fundamental natural frequency of the
torque member and the rotating member is less than the funda-
mental natural frequency of the horizonul subilizer and
greater than the pitch stability oscillation frequency.

1. An aircraft having a fuselage portion, a main wing por-

tion, an aerodynamic control surface projecting transversely

from the fuselage at a location generally forwardly of the main
wing portion and a probe carried adjacent the outboard end of
the aerodynamic control surface in a predetermined, fixed

orientation, with respect to said fuselage, said aerodynamic
control surface being carried by bearing means associated with
the fuselage poriion for tilting movement about a generally
spanwise pivotal axis with respect to said fuselage, said probe
being carried by a fixed elongate support means anchored to

the fuselage and extending through said aerodynamic control

member and said bearing means generally along said pivotal

axis.

4,428,551

TOW PLATE FOR AERIAL CARGO DELIVERY
Bryon L. Woram, Stevensville, Canada, and James M. Hall,

Mary Esther, Fla., assignors to Metric Systems Corporation,
Fort Walton Beach, Fla.

Filed Feb. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 345,679

Int. Q\? B64D 1/02, 17/38
U.S. a. 244-137 R n aaims

1. A tow plate assembly especially for use in an aerial cargo
delivery system wherein a load is extracted from a moving
aircraft by at least one extraction parachute, comprising a tow
plate base, an extraction clevis member adapted to be con-

nected to a load extraction parachute, means for mounting the

extraction clevis to the tow plate base for guided longitudinal

movement, first releasable means for retaining the extraction

clevis to the tow plate base in a retention position, said first

releasable means including a ball locking mechanism, a drogue
jettison clevis member adapted to be connected to a drogue
parachute, means mounting the drogue jettison clevis for arcu-

ate movement about a pivot means on the extraction clevis,

second releasable means for retaining the drogue jettison clevis

to the extraction clevis in a retention position, means located

remotely from said clevis members for selectively and indepen-

dently operating said first and second releasable means, said

second releasable means comprising a locking finger on said

drogue jettison clevis, locking shaft means slidably retained on
the extraction clevis and engageable with said locking finger

for releasably retaining the drogue jettison clevis to the extrac-

tion clevis, anti-friction bearing means arranged between said

locking shaft and the extraction clevis for reducing the sliding

friction therebetween, said second releasable means furiher

comprising a pair of elongated slots arranged in said extraction
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clevis for slidably receiving said locking shaft, release bar
means bearing upon said locking shaft for holding said shaft in
position engaging the locking finger of the drogue jettison
clevis, a shear wire for locking the release bar means in posi-
tion and release lever means connected to said remote operat-
ing means and engageable with said locking shaft for sliding
the same along said slots to thereby sever the shear wire and
disengage the locking finger of the drogue jettison clevis.

4,428,552

RAILROAD SWITCH MACHINE
Earl E. Frank, Tallman, N.Y., and Ring S. Yee, Paramus, N.J.,

assignors to Abex Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed May 4, 1981, Ser. No. 260,110

Int. a? B61L 7/04. 5/04: F15B 11/10
U.S. a 246-393 5 Oaims

(b) a strut which ngidly connects the ends of said inclined
portions to space said ends a fixed distance apart, and

(c) means for adjusting the efTective length of said strut, thus
varying the inclination of said portions by fiexing said por-
tions and thereby adjusting the seat frame vertically relative
to the support frame.

' r
r, r

A

T~T

(d) said portions being connected also by a linkage which
transmits bending deflection of each portion to the other
portion to cause them to bend oppositely to one another m
unison.

t'l

,

5. A high-speed railroad switch machine for throwing
switch points between first and second limit positions, compris-
ing:

a uni-directional electric motor;
a hydraulic pump driven by the motor;
a hydraulic cylinder including a piston operatively con-

nected to the switch points;

a four-way, two-position hydraulic control valve adapted to
supply hydraulic fiuid to the cylinder such that the piston
is alternately driven in extending and retracting directions
by fiuid from the pump;

electrical control circuitry for governing operation of the
motor; and

means for positioning the hydraulic control valve so as to
cause the cylinder to throw the switch points to a desired
limit position, said means repositioning the hydraulic
control valve after an extension and retraction such that
the hydraulic control valve supplies fiuid for an extension
sequence immediately upon a subsequent start-up of the
pump.

4 428 554
FREESTANDING SUPPORT FOR A LAMP OR THE LIKE
Cedric Hartman, P.O. Box 3842, Omaha, Nebr. 68103

Filed Mar. 10, 1981. Ser. No. 242,331

Int. a.' F16M 13/00
U.S. CI. 248-415 ,4 a.i„.

^

4,428,553

ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM
Joseph Pallant, Wolverhampton, England, assignor to H. R.

Turner (Willenhall) Limited, West Midlands, England
Continuation of Ser. No. 186,969, Sep. 15, 1980, abandoned. This

application Dec. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 446,568
Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Sep. 29, 1979,

7933843; Jan. 31, 1980, 8003341

Int. a.3 F16M 11/00
U.S. a. 248-157 2 Claims

1. A vertically adjusuble seat structure comprising a rigid
seat frame, a rigid support frame, and means for mounting the
seat frame on the support frame which prevents the seat from
bouncing up and down and which provides vertical adjustment
of the seat frame relative to the support frame, said means
including

(a) a resiliently fiexible element having two end portions which
are oppositely inclined relative to one another, said element
being fixed to one of said frames, and the ends of said in-

clined portions being supportingly connected to the other of
said frames.

12. A support for an article, comprising:

a. free-standing base including an annulus (10) having a

central vertical axis and adapted for support on an under-
lying surface and a disk (12) rotatable within the annulus
about said axis;

b. a column (2) fixedly mounted in a vertical position on the
disk and having a vertical axis spaced from the vertical

axis of the disk;

c. an arm (3*.3c) extending from the column above the base
to a locality spaced from the axis of the annulus on the
opposite side thereof from the axis of the column;

d. an article (5,6) supported on the arm at said locality, the
torque about the center of the base due to the mass of the
article and the arm being balanced by the torque about
said center due to the mass of the column, so that the
article and support are stable against tilting in any direc-
tion.
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4,428,555

EASEL-TYPE MOUNT
Douglas C. Atkjns, Middleboro, Mass., assignor to Winthrop-

Atkins Co., Inc., Middleboro, Mass.

Filed Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,666

Int. a.3 A47B 97/04

U.S. a. 248—459 12 Qaims

1. An easel comprising coextensive rectangular front and

back panels of two-ply construction bound along at least two
parallel edges, said panels being foldable transversely further

from one end than the other to form a support and headboard

along one edge thereof and leg and brace members cut out of

the panels elastically interengageable to hold the support and

headboard at an obtuse angle relative to each other, character-

ized in that said leg comprising both plies of the back pane! and

the back ply of the front panel such that the front ply of the

front panel is imperforate and said brace comprises both plies

of the back panel.
|

4,428,556

UNIVERSAL CONCRETE SCREED SYSTEM
Albert Parsons, and H. Norris Havens, both of Columbia, S.C.,

assignors to Consolidated Systems, Inc., Columbia, S.C.

Filed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,608

Int. QV B29C 7/00

U.S. a. 249—3 3 Claims

ft
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1. A screed stake for selectively supporting one of four

elongated screeds, each differing in their vertical dimension,

for forming a joint between immediately adjacent concrete
slabs comprising:

a vertically extending stake generally pointed on the lower
end and having a reinforcing channel along the longitudi-

nal axis thereof from the lower end thereof to a point

adjacent but short of the upper end thereof to leave a

generally planar upper end,

said stake having three sets oflwo ear-like members at each
of three different distances from the upper end thereof,

each of said ear-like members extending laterally from and
then upwardly alongside said stake and being adapted to

receive the lower end of one of said four screeds of differ-

ent vertical dimensions,

one of each of said set of ear-like members being located on
opposite lateral sides of said reinforcing channel and both

of each of said set of ear-like members extending up-

wardly alongside said stake on the same side thereof as

said reinforcing channel

whereby all four of said vertical dimensions of screed may
be supported by said three sets of members in a vertical

space insufficient to reasonably accommodate four sets of

members, three of said four vertical dimensions of screed

being supported by said upper end and said three sets of

members respectively, and the fourth of said four vertical

dimensions of screed being sup]X)rted by the uppermost
one of said sets of members and by contact with the stake

between said upper end and said reinforcing channel.

4,428,557

SINGLE LINE DEEP DEPTH SAFETY VALVE
John H. Yonker, and Ernest P. Fisher, Jr., both of CarroUton,

Tex., assignors to Otis Engineering Corporation, Dallas, Tex.
Continuation of Ser. No. 75,239, Sep. 13, 1979, abandoned. This

application Jan. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 343,849

Int. €\? F16K il/122: E21B 3i/00
L'.S. a. 251—62 4 Qaims

1. A subsurface safety valve comprising,

an elongate rigid tubular housing, at least two spaced annu-

lar seals on the exterior of and adjacent one end of said

housing,

a port in the housing between said seals for receiving control

pressure fluid,

a valve seat and cooperable valve member controlling flow

through said housing,

a tubular actuator in the housing controlling movement of

said valve member between said open and closed posi-

tions,

an annular piston disposed on said actuator,

said piston having outer diameter sections of different diam-

eter,

spaced sliding seal means between said housing and a respec-

tive one of said different diameter sections of said piston to

provide a pressure responsive member,

said sliding seal means in open and closed positions of said

valve member positioned approximately within the area

deflned by said spaced annular seals,

and spring means positioned within the housing and spaced

longitudinally from the area between said pair of annular

seals.
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the interior and exterior portions of the housing containing force when pressed m the axial direction, that said resilient

nu^ nr,?.f."ir' ^T^ '° '*" "*"" P'"'"'' ""*^' '"^'"^^^ '' ^°"^'^ *" °"*= ^y ^'«h "'d spool from the samenuid pressure through said port acting on said piston to
y^ ^

actuate said valve.

4,428,558

PROPORTIONAL SOLENOID
Takaharu Odogaki, Okazaki; Hisasi Kawai; Takeshi Matsui,

both of Toyohashi; Kyo Hattori, Susono, and Kazuhiro Saku-
rai, Gotenba, all of Japan, assignors to Nippon Soken, Inc.,
Nishio and Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kauha, Toyota,
both of, Japan

Filed Feb. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 234,264
Qaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 15, 1980, 55-17976

Int. a.' F16K 31/08: H02K 33/02
U.S. a. 251-65 6 Qaims
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material so as to be correctly coaxial with each other, and that
said coil bobbin is fixed to said spool coaxially with the latter

24 - ^, T ^-^

1. A proportional solenoid valve apparatus comprising.
a housing having an inlet and an outlet,

a rotary hollow shaft rotatably held by said housing,
a rotary valve disposed in said housing and fixed to said rotary

hollow shaft,

a stationary coil element for generating a magnetic field in

response to a current supplied thereto,

a rotary magnet fixed to one end of said rotary hollow shaft
and being responsive to said magnetic field for creating a
routing force in proportion to the strength of said magnetic
field within a rotation angle of 180 degrees, and

spring means made of a torsion bar for controlling the rotation
of said rotary magnetic by a restoring force, said torsion bar
extending through said rotary hollow shaft and one end of
said torsion bar being fixed to said one end of said torsion bar
being fixed to said one end of said rotary hollow shaft and
the other end of said torsion bar being fixedly secured to said
housing,

a rotation angle of said rotary hollow shaft being established by
the balance of the rotating force of said rotary magnet and
the restoring force of said spring means.

4 428 560
OUTLET COUPLING MEMBER FOR A PROPELLANT

STORAGE CONSTRUCTION AND METHOD OF
MAKING THE SAME

Joseph J. Erdelsky, Jeannette, Pa., assignor to Robertshaw
Controls Company, Richmond, Va.

Filed Dec. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 326,529
Int. a.' F16L 37/28

U.S. a. 251-149.1 8 Claims

1(1/1
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4,428,559

DIRECT DRIVE TYPE SERVO VALVE
Ken Ichiryu, Mito; Hanio Watanabe, Hitachi; Ichiro
Nakamura, Katsuta, and YoshimichJ Akaaaka, Hitachi, all of
Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 28, 1981, Ser. No. 267,914
Oaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 4, 1980, 55-74345

Int. a.' F15B 13/044: F16K 31/04
U.S. a. 251-129 12 Qaims

1. A direct drive type servo valve in which a spool in a
sleeve is directly driven by the operation of a coil bobbin
which constitutes a portion of the movable part of a force
motor, while the force of the force motor is balanced by the
reactional force generated by a resilient member to stabilize the
position of said spool to control the flow of working fluid,

characterized in that, said resilient member is constituted by a
metallic cylindrical member having holes formed in the outer
peripheral surface thereof, said holes being arranged to permit
said metallic cylindrical member to generate an axial reactional

1. In the combination of a propellant storage construction
and an outlet coupling member detachably interconnected to
an outlet means of said construction for dispensing propellant
from said construction, said outlet means comprising a locking
surface means and an outlet passage in said construction and
having a valve unit therein that requires a plunger thereof to be
axially moved inwardly in said unit to open said unit so that

propellant can be dispensed through said outlet passage to said
outlet coupling member when said outlet coupling member is

disposed in said outlet passage and engages and holds said

plunger in its inward position while having interlocking means
thereof interlocked with said locking surface means, the im-
provement wherein said outlet passage has a substantially

cylindrical section and a frusto-conical mouth-like section
intermediate said cylindrical section and said locking surface
means, said outlet coupling member having a substantially flat

end surface means spanning said outlet passage and engaging
said plunger, said end surface means having opening means
therein disposed outboard of said plunger for receiving said

propellant that passes through said open valve unit, said outlet
coupling member having a subsUntially cylindrical body por-
tion provided with opposed ends and an annular groove inter-

mediate said opposed ends thereof, one of said opposed ends of
said body portion defining said end surface means, said body
portion carrying an annular sealing ring in said annular groove,
said sealing ring sealing with said outlet passage outboard of
said valve unit.
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4,428,561

BALL VALVE HAVING IMPROVED SEAL MEANS
William E. Thompson, R.R. 1, Box 89, Middletown, Ind. 47356

Filed Not. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,579

Int a.J F16K 35/00

VS. a. 251—174 10 Caims

V y

ter.:i—

there is provided elongated reinforcing means extending trans-

versely of said rib members and disposed at least at one side of

said grid, said reinforcing means being formed integrally with
said rib members and interconnecting said rib members at least

at or adjacent the upper portions thereof

1. A ball valve operable between a full-open position and a

closed position for regulating fluid flow, said ball valve com-
prising:

a valve body having a flow passageway extending there-

through and arranged to defrne a first inner surface and a

second inner surface;

a ball plug member disposed within said flow passageway
between said first and second inner surfaces and having a

flow hole therethrough, said flow hole terminating in

open ends adjacent the exterior surface of said ball plug;

a pair of oppositely positioned ball seats, each seat having a

first end cooperatively disposed in sealing contact against

the outer surface of said ball plug with a corresponding
circular line of contact and a second end slidably received

within a corresponding one of said inner surfaces and
defining a comer intersection, each of said circular lines of

contact encompassing the open ends of said flow hole; and
a pair of spring seal assemblies disposed within said valve

body and positioned around said flow passageway, one
spring seal assembly on each side of said ball plug, each of
said spring seal assemblies including an annular seal por-

tion having two outer faces and an interior corner with
one face disposed contiguous to its corresponding ball seat

and the other face disposed contiguous to the correspond-
ing inner surface of the corresponding corner intersection

and positioning means disposed against said interior cor-

ner and adapted to impart two lines of contacting force to

said annular seal portion, one of said lines of force being

directed toward said corresponding inner surface and the

other line of force being directed toward said correspond-
ing ball seat.

4,428,562 '

STOCK GRID
Frederick J. Carter, M.S. 1436, Cumners Rd., Toowoomba,

Qucenslaiid, Australia

Filed Aug. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 405,258

Claims priority, application Australia, Aug. 7, 1981, PF0114
Int. a.3 AOIK 3/00

VJS. a. 256—17 19 Claims
1. A monolithic stock grid including a substantially planar

base portion and a plurality of parallel rib members upsunding
therefrom, each said rib member defining with an adjacent said

rib member open-ended trough means extending across said

base portion and wherein said base portion is adapted to be
supported in use in a substantially horizontal attitude such that

the upper portions of said rib members are disposed in a sub-

stantially horizontal plane, the number of said rib members
being such, and said rib members being so sized and spaced
from one another as to provide a support area for vehicles but
to prevent or deter stock passage thereacross and wherein

4,428,563

APPARATUS FOR SPOT ANNEALING TUBING
James L. Cunningham, and John M. Tatum, both of Decatur,

Ala., assignors to UOP Inc., Des Plaines, 111.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 357,781, May 6, 1982,
abandoned. This application Jan. 26, 1983, Ser. No. 460,971

Int. a.3 C21D 9/573
U.S. a. 266—113 18 Gaims

1. An apparatus for selectively annealing a portion of a

length of metallic tubing or the like while the tubing is moving
comprising a base including ways; a carriage mounted for

reciprocatory movement on the ways; an elongated annealing

chamber mounted on the carriage; a pair of spaced clamps
mounted in the upstream end of the annealing chamber, said

clamps being spaced from each other by a distance which is at

least as large as the axial length of a tube portion to be an-

nealed; means to periodically actuate said spaced clamps to

engage at least one discrete portion of a tube passing through

said chamber and to cause said carriage and annealing chamber
to be moved by the movem^t of said tube; means situated in

said elongated annealino/chamber for heating and annealing

said at least one discrete portion of tube while it is engaged by
said clamps; meansno release said clamps; and means to return

said carriage to the upstream end of the ways.

4,428,564

METALLURGICAL VESSEL
Hashed N. Nagati, Mara, Pa., assignor to Pennsylvania Engi-

neering Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Jan. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 342,895

Int. a.J C21C 5/50
U.S. a. 266—246 5 Claims

1. A metallurgical vessel having bottom tuyeres for deliver-

ing fluids beneath the level of molten metal within the vessel
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and trunnion pins for tilting the vessel about a generally hori-
zontal axis,

at least one of said trunnion pins having a hollow bore.
body means disposed within said bore,
a first plurality of passages formed generally axially of said
body means and a second plurality of passages formed in
said body means and extending laterally of said first pas-
sages, each passage of said second plurality intersecting a
different one of the axial passages of said first plurality.

an adapter assembly for coupling a pipe to each passage of
said second plurality of passages so that each of said pas-
sages can be coupled to an individual tuyere.

said adapter assembly including a plurality of adapter mem-
bers, each adapter member having a head portion seal-
ingly engaging said body means in communication with a
different one of the passages of said second plurality of
passages,

retainer means for securing each of said adapters in commu-
nication with its respective second passage,

and means for coupling a pipe to each of said adapters.

4,428,565

ARRANGEMENT FOR RESILIENT ABSORPTION OF
FORCES

Christian Stiefel, Aachen; Josef Friedrichs, Krefeld-Verberg;
Gino Marsella, Neuss, and Horat Kahle, Krefeld, all of Fed.
Rep. of Germany, assignore to Ringfeder GmbH, Krefeld, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

Filed May 22, 1981, Ser. No. 266,356
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 24.

1980,3020026

Int. G.' F16F 3/06
U.S. G. 267-9 A 24 Gaims

ta Kd fto lou ln^ %] 9 9n

1. An arrangement for resiliently absorbing forces in various
operational conditions, particularly for buffers, comprising an
elongated housing having an axis; a resilient element located in
said housing and formed as a friction spring having a plurality
of inner conical rings with a predetermined inner diameter and
a plurality of outer conical rings cooperating with one another
with with interposition of a lubricant, said inner and outer rings
bounding an inner chamber; and an additional body of the
lubricant accommodated in said inner chamber bounded by
said inner and outer rings and including such a quantity of the
lubricant which is sufficient for continuously replenishing the

lubricant between said inner conical rings and said outer coni-
cal ring during operation of the arrangement in various opera-
tional conditions; and means for distributing the lubricant
during impact delivered upon the arrangement and mcluding
an insert element arranged in said inner chamber inside said
body of the lubncant. said insert of said distributing means
being formed as a bar member of elastically deformable mate-
rial and having an outer surface with a diameter which is

smaller than the inner diameter of said inner conical rings so
that said inner chamber is formed and said body of the lubri-
cant is accommodated between said inner conical nngs and the
outer surface of said bar member

4.428,566
TWO-TUBE HYDROPNEUMATIC SHOCK ABSORBER

Johannes J. de Baan, and Adolf Adrian, botii of Ennepetal, Fed.
Rep. of Germany, assignors to August Bilstein GmbH A Co
KG, Ennepetal, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed No*. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 323,890
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, No*. 26.

1980, 3044460
J.

•

*«.

Int. G.' F16F 9/36: B60G 15/00
U.S. G. 267-64.15
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1. A hydropneumatic shock absorber comprising.
an outer tube centered on an upright axis;

an inner tube coaxially spaced inside said outer tube and
forming therewith an outer gas/liquid chamber;

a piston rod inside said inner tube, generally coaxial with
said tubes, and forming with said inner tube and inner
liquid chamber:

a piston carried on said rod and radially outwardly engaging
said inner tube, whereby axial displacement of said piston
and rod relative to said tubes in one direction pressurizes
said inner chamber;

a foot valve between said inner and outer chambers and
permitting limited liquid flow therebetween;

a body of liquid filling said inner chamber and partially

filling said outer chamber;
an annular plug fixed at the upper axial ends of said lubes and

generally axially upwardly closing said inner and outer
chambers;

a guide bushing in said plug and surrounding said piston rod;
an annular outer seal in said plug surrounding said piston rod
above said bushing and forming with said bushing and
plug an annular compartment surrounding said rod. said

plug being formed with an inner passage having one end
opening into said compartment and another end opening
into said inner chamber and with an outer passage having
one end opening into said compartment and another end
opening into said outer chamber;

a porous body in said inner passage;
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a check valve in said outer passage permitting flow only
from said compartment into said outer chamber; and

an annular inner seal in said plug and surrounding said piston

rod immediately below said bushing.

absorber, and wherein said piston has at least one radial

orifice positioned above said lip and which is adapted to
permit fluidic communication between said first chamber
and said third chamber via said second flap valve orifice.

COMBINED SHOOJ^AB^R^^^ AND SUSPENSION FORCE-ABsSSbWC DETVICE

Je«. P. FoonuUe., TooTo^FriS; assignor to Foumales "td^ L!l'o''r:'^o ShL'^..'I'*%''' '^r'^^^^^^

Filed Dec. 30, 1980, Ser. No. 221,273
^"*^

nf n^V,«;^?;"*'^
Clajms priority, application Fnmce, Jan. 4, 1980, 80 00345 n c n 7*7 xdti ^, ^ .

Int. aj F16F 9/348. 9/36
'^' ^^' ^^^-^^ 21 Claims

U.S. a. 267—64.26 14 Qaims

1. A combination shock absorber and suspension device for

a vehicle comprising:

(a) a first, exterior tube having a closed lower end and an
open upper end;

(b) a second, interior tube having a closed upper end and an
open lower end and being telescopically positioned within
the upper end of said exterior tube;

(c) a first piston being rigidly connected to the lower end of
said interior tube, said interior and exterior tubes being
axially spaced apart from one another and thereby form-
ing a first, annular chamber for retaining pressurized fluid,

said first chamber comprising the space between said

tubes and having a lower end bounded by said piston, a
second chamber for retaining said pressurized fluid being
located within said exterior tube below said piston, a third

chamber for retaining said pressurized fluid being located
within said interior tube and adjacent to said lower end of
said interior tube, and above said piston, said piston com-
prising a central axial bore providing a permanent fluidic

connection between said second and said third chambers,
said piston further comprising at least one first flap valve
orifice for conducting fluid from said second chamber to
said third chamber during compression of said shock
absorber and at least one second flap valve orifice for

conducting fluid from said third chamber to said second
chamber during extension of said shock absorber, wherein
fluid is adapted to be retained within said chambers and to

be communicated between said chambers during relative

displacement of said interior tube and said exterior tube,

and wherein fluid is adapted to reside between said piston

and said exterior tube;

(d) a closing ring attached to the upper end of said exterior

tube, said interior tube and said piston being slidabiy re-

tained within an opening in said ring, said ring being
adapted to guide longitudinal movement of said piston and
said interior tube and said piston thereby being movable
within said exterior tube so as to change the relative size of
said second and third chambers, said piston and said inner
surface of said exterior tube being spaced apart from one
another in non-abutting relationship and said ring and said

interior tube defining the upper end of said first chamber;
and

(e) a flexible lip adapted to contact said exterior tube and
which is adapted to permit fluid to be conducted along the
periphery of said piston and from said second chamber
into said first chamber during compression of said shock

1. A force-absorbing member formed of a resilient, deform-
able, low modulus material having at one end thereof a re-

straining flange on at least two opposite sides thereof, and
restraining means engaging said flange for restraining said

flange while permitting resilient deformation of said force-

absorbing member to one side of its axis, and said restraining

flange being of a size sufficient and of a material having tensile

strength sufficient to prevent both the movement of said flange
through said restraining means and rupture of said flange dur-
ing said resilient deformation of said force-absorbing member,
said restraining means being in the form of a fixed member
engaging said flange with said flange being solidly positioned

against a high modulus material.

4 428 569
ENGINE MOUNTi'ng'fOR AUTOMOBILE

Hirofiuni Takei, Yokosuka, Japan, assignor to Nissan Motor
Co., Ltd., Yokohama, Japan

Filed Jun. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 278,400
Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 22, 1980, 55-100170

Int. a.J F16M 1/00. 13/00
U.S, a. 267—140.1 6 Claims

1. An engine mounting for suspending an engine relative to

a vehicle structure, comprising:

a first armature for connection to the engine and a second

armature for connection to the vehicle structure;

an elastic bellows interposed between said first and second
armatures and defining therewith a closed enclosure;

an inertia mass mounted on said bellows to be movable with a

part of said bellows and resiliently held between said first

and second armatures to vibrate independently of said first

and second armatures;
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said closed enclosure being filled with pressurized gas;
a partition wall disposed within said closed enclosure and

fixedly attached to said inertia mass for unitary motion there-
with, said partition wall dividing the interior of said closed
enclosure into a first chamber and a second chamber and
defimng passage means for allowing flow communication
between said first chamber and said second chamber; and

effective area varying means for varying the effective area of
said passage means in response to a difference between
pressure in said first chamber and that in said second cham-
ber, said effective area varying means decreasing the effec-
tive area of said passage means during oscillation of said
bellows with amplitudes larger than a predetermined ampli-
tude and for increasing the effective area of said passage
means during oscillation of said bellows with amplitudes
smaller than said predetermined amplitude.

4,428,570

TOOL-LOADABLE BIASING SPRING
William R. Foshec, Indianapolis, and Kevin L. Carey, Pendleton,

both of Ind., assignors to Best Lock Corporation, Indianap-
olis, Ind.

Filed Dec. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 326,483
Int. a.J F16F 1/18: E05B 3/04

U.S. a. 267-164 16aalms

through the plane of the plate, and having retaining fin-

gers bent outward from said leg offsets to engage behind
the plate,

the plate and spring being so shaped that, with the spnng m
loading condition, the same translatory movement which
passes the bight offset through the plate opening will
carry the leg offsets and outward bent retaining fingers of
the spring through the plane of the plate to assembly
relation with the plate, where they will be movable into
interiocked relation with side borders of the plate,

the spring, on relea.se from its loading condition, being oper-
ative to move its legs outward from each other to carry
said cam nose portions into camming engagement with
said diverging surfaces of the tubular member and thereby
to cam the spring forward in its plane so as to carry the
bight offset into thrust-transmitting relation with the plate
and interlock the retaining fingers with side borders of the
plate.

1. Spring-biased mechanism for securing a knob or the like
with respect to a knob sleeve adapted to be assembled by
translatory movement of a biasing spring, comprising

a tubular member,
a plate mounted for movement transversely of the tubular
member and adapted to be biased in a forward direction of
such movement,

said plate having border portions adjacent an opening in the
plate, exposed axially within the tubular member, and
including a forward thrust-receiving border,

a generally U-shaped spring having a bight engaged in

thrust-transmitting relation with said forward border and
side legs extending unrestrained chordally across the
tubular member and having cam nose portions engaged in
camming relation with forwardly diverging inner surfaces
at the opposite side of the tubular member, the legs when
in operative position being stressed to exert camming
force laterally against such diverging surfaces and thereby
to produce forward biasing force at the bight of the
spring,

wherein the improvement comprises the following addi-
tional features and relationships:

said plate border portions including side and rearward bor-
ders,

said spring being resiliently bendable to a loading condition
wherein it is movable by translatory movement normal to
its plane into assembly relation with the plate,

said spring bight including an offset and the plate and spring
being so shaped that by translatory movement of the
spring in loading condition such bight offset will pass
through the plate opening to a position extending through
the plane of the plate and from which it is then movable
into interlocked relation with the plate by forward move-
ment of the spring parallel to the plate,

said spring legs having inward reverse bends forming said
cam nose portions for engagement with said diverging
surfaces, having leg ofTseU inward of such bends to extend

4,428,571

LIMB POSITIONING DEVICE
Edward D. Sugarman, 6726 Gleason PI., Fsyettevill^N.Y.

13066

Filed May 15, 1981, Ser. No. 264.081
Int. a.J A61G 13/00

U.S. a. 269-328
j Claims

" ^\

\
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1 A leg positioning device for use with an operating (able

having a fitting for the attachment of accessories, a central
support member, a rod fixed to the support member and ex-
tending outwardly therefrom for engagement with the fit-

ting, a first, generally L-shaped limb engaging member the
horizontal leg of which is pivotally connected to the support
member for pivotal movement relative thereto, the vertical leg
of the limb engaging member operating as a fulcrum that is

engageable with the leg on one side or the other of the knee, an
extension member in the form of an elongated rod movably
connected at one end to the support member, the rod being
connected to the support member by a ball joint to permit
angular adjustment of the rod with respect to the support
member, means on the support member to releasably hold the
extension member rod in the position of desired adjustment,
and a second limb engaging member adjusubly mounted on
the extension member rod, the second limb engaging member
being movable into any one of a plurality of predetermined
positions along the rod and being adapted to engage the lower
extremity of the leg in the area of the ankle.
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4,428,572

COMBINED SHEET INVERTER AND SORTER
Aflthony E. Burke, Radlett, United Kingdom, assignor to Xerox

GNrporation, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 301,996

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Sep. 25, 1980,

8030937

Int. a.3 B65H 29/i2, 31/24, 29/54
US. a. 271—297 8 Qaims

1. In a combined sheet inverter and sorter comprising a
plurality of sheet-receiving bins, conveyor means opposite the
bins for advancing sheets in one direction past the bin open-
ings, and a deflector associated with each bin for guiding a

sheet into the bin, the improvement including means for

mounting each deflector to permit a sheet to travel past the bin
opening in said one direction but to guide a sheet travelling in

the opposite direction into the bin, said conveyor means in-

cluding means adapted to reverse the direction of sheet move-
ment for feeding sheets into the bins, and control means associ-

ated with said conveyor means for controlling the operation of
the conveyor means so that each sheet is reversed when its trail

edge is located between a pair of adjacent deflectors whereby
the sheets may be guided into selected bins in accordance with
a predetermined sequence.

4,428,573

MAIL HANDLING APPARATUS
Philibert E. Deniaon, III, Stamford, and George Branecicy,

Bethel, both of Conn., assignors to Pitney Bowes Inc., Stam-
ford, Conn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 67,851, Aug. 20, 1979, abandoned. This

application Jun. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 272,955

Int. a.3 B65H 29/58
U.S. a. 271—305 6 Qaims

1. Apparatus for handling mailpieces, comprising:
a. a feed deck including an upright wall;

b. means for successively feeding mailpieces downstream on
said feed deck, said feeding means including means for
drivingly engaging the lower major surface of respective
mailpieces, said mailpiece feeding means including direc-

tional feed roller means, said feed roller means including a
flexible shaft, said feed roller means including a metal
roller attached to one end of said shaft for roution with
respect thereto, the other end of said shaft flxedly

mounted for nonnally disposing said shaft at an angle with
respect to a horizontal plane and disposing said roller at an
angle with respect to said engaging means for urging said

roller into engagement with the upper major surfaces of
respective mailpieces engaged by said engaging means
such that said feed roller cooperates with said mailpiece

engaging means for urging engaged mailpieces toward
said upright wall for edge registration thereagainst of
respective mailpieces on said feed deck;

means for selectively gating mailpieces from said deck;
and

means for stacking gated mailpieces on edge at a receiving

station.

4,428,574

PAPER DELIVERY APPARATUS FOR USE IN ROTARY
PRINTING PRESSES

Yoshitaka Kataoka, Toride, Japan, assignor to Komori Printing
Machinery Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 307,853
Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 29, 1980, 55-168444

Int. a.i B65H 29/40
U.S, a. 271-307 2 Qaims

1—40

1. For use in a printing press of the type wherein a printed

paper web is subdivided by a cutter into sheets of a predeter-

mined uniform length and the sheets are accumulated in a pile

on a vertically adjustable elevator, the improvement compris-
ing:

endless guide belts overlying said elevator and having their

lower runs running in a sheet delivery direction;

means for receiving said sheets from said cutter and for

conveying the same in said sheet delivery direction for

discharge beneath the lower runs of said guide belts;

means for directing a flow of air upwardly towards the

lower runs of said guide belts to urge said sheets into

conuct therewith, whereupon said sheets continue to be
conveyed by the lower runs of said guide belts in said

sheet delivery direction;

a vertical aligner at one side of said elevator, said aligner

being positioned to be encountered by the leading edges of
the sheets being conveyed by the lower runs of said guide

belts and to thereby stop furiher movement of said sheets

in said sheet delivery direction, the thus stopped sheets

being thereafter free to drop towards said elevator;

a flrst brush roller having bristles arranged to contact the

leading edges of the sheets being conveyed by the lower

runs of said guide belts, said first brush roller being driven

in a direction causing its bristles to eliminate upward curl

of the leading edges; and
a second freely rotatable bnish roller having bristles ar-

ranged to contact and to eliminate and downward curl of

the leading edges of sheets accumulating on said elevator.
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4,428,575

OPTICAL ILLUSION CHAMBER
James S. Kerr, 1117 WUtshire, San Antonio. Tex. 78209

FUed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,795
Int. a.^ A63J 5/00

UAa.272-8R „ Claims

conduit means for hydraulically connectmg the pump and
the motor so that the shaft is rotationally motivated by the
pump, and means connecting the shaft and the column for
rotating the arm about the column when the shaft ts moti-
vated by the pump.

4,428,577

EXERaSER
Wilfred W. Weingardt, Cedar Crest, N. Mex., assignor to Mi-

chael Croom and Harold Weingardt, both of Albuquerque, N
Mex., part interest to each

Filed Jul. 25, 1979, Ser. No. 60,810
Int. a.5 A63B 21/32

U.S. a. 272-135
3 ^^^

t^
^

1. An optical illusion device consisting of two regulariy
constructed end sections having a predetermined size differen-
tial, each of said end sections having its own level floor being
on a horizontal plane at right angles to the plumb and sized to
accomodate a person thereon, said end sections being con-
nected by a distorted center section, a peephole located for-
ward of said two regularly constructed end sections, a viewing
of said optical illusion device from said peephole producing a
false perspective that said two regularly constructed end sec-
tions appear to be of equal size.

f
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4,428,576

SUSPENDED CYCLE RIDING DEVICE
James L. Fteher, Jr., 4510 N. Hughes, Fresno, Calif. 93705

Filed Nov. 30, 1981, Ser. No, 325,830
Int. a.' A63G 1/12. 1/28

U.S. a. 272-33 R ^ c,^^

Kt.'

A

1. An exercise device comprising an elongated spring blade
having first and second ends, first and second handle means
respectively connected to said first and second ends of said
elongated spring blade and protective cushion means enclosing
said elongated spring blade for protecting the user againsi
accidental injury thereby, wherein said elongated spring blade
IS a rectangular relatively thin metal blade, said first and sec-
ond handle means each comprises a plurality of individual
tubular hand grip members mounted on first and second sup-
port rods attached to each end of the elongated spnng blade
and extending parallel to and fixedly positioned with respect to
each other and progressively spaced away from one end of said
blade to which their respective first and second support rods
are connected, said protective cushion means comprises a foam
rubber pad encased in a protective fabric cover and further
including a cushion cap member mounted on the outer end of
each of said rod members.

1. A suspended cycle riding device comprising
A. a column fixed in an upright disposition and having an

upper poriion;

B. an arm extended substantially horizontally from the upper
portion and mounted thereon for rotation about the col-
umn;

C. a cycle frame pendantly supported on the arm for rotation
with the arm about the column;

D. support means mounted on the frame for supporting an
operator for movement therewith;

E. pedal means mounted on the frame for pedaling by an
operator at the support means; and

F. drive means for routionaliy driving the arm about the
column with the frame moving in a circular orbit there-
about, the drive means including a hydraulic pump
mounted on the frame in driven relation to the pedal
means, a hydraulic motor mounted on the arm for rotation
therewith and having a routional output shaft, hydraulic

4,428,578

EXERCISING DEVICE
Thomas L. Kirkpatrick, 3509 Quincy Ave., Simi Valley. Calif
93063

Filed Jun. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 273,582
Int. a.J A63B 21/04

U.S. a. 272-136 6 Claims

1. In combination, an exercising device to attachable to a
door comprising:
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an attaching bracket assembly for removably securing said

exercising device to a door;

a connecting means for connecting the exercise device to said

bracket assembly;

an elongated stretchable cord having an outer end and a inner

end, said outer end attached to said connecting means, said

connecting means being removably connected to said at-

taching bracket assembly;

a graspable handle assembly attached to said inner end of said

elongated stretchable cord, manual movement of said handle

assembly is capable of causing stretching of said stretchable

cord;

said stretchable cord being mounted within an enclosing tube

that extends substantially from said inner end to said outer

end, with said stretchable tube in its at-rest position the said

enclosing tube substantially totally encasing said stretchable

cord, the portion of said enclosing tube located at said inner

end being attached to said graspable handle assembly with

another p>ortion of said enclosing tube located near said

outer end being free;

said graspable handle assembly including a rigid elongated

apex section from which extends substantially perpendicular

a pair of spaced-apart handle rods, said enclosing tube bemg
connected to said apex section; and

said apex section including a cushiony pad, said cushiony pad

being in contact with portions of the body of the user during

an exercise program.

4,428,579

DICE AGITATION AND CASTING APPARATUS
Albert J. Miller, Campbell, Calif., assignor to Atlas Electronics

Ifltematioiial, Inc., Los Gatos, Calif.

Filed Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,435

Int. a.3 A63F 9/04
U.S. a. 273—145 CA 5 Claims

1. A device for agitating, casting, and displaying dice, in-

cluding a base housing, a pair of arms extending upwardly
from opposed sides of said base housing, a dice housing rotat-

ably supported by said arms, said dice housing comprising a

closed chamber, a window in said dice housing for viewing

dice within said dice housing, said window being hingeably

secured to said dice housing to permit access to said closed

chamber, means for illuminating the interior of said dice hous-

ing, said arms including a pair of cylindrical bosses extending

inwardly therefrom, said bosses engaging generally cylindrical

holes in said dice housing in supporting and rotatable fashion,

one of said pair of bosses including an electrical lamp assembly

fixedly secured therein and disposed to illuminate the interior

of said dice housing, a battery disposed in said base housing,

and a pushbutton switch connected to said battery and said

lamp.

4,428,580

VARIABLE DICE GAME DEVICE
Anthony Pasquine, 1750 Lucretia Dr., Girard, Ohio 44420

Filed Sep. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 416,886

Int. a.3 A63F 9/04
U.S. a. 273—145 C 6 Claims

13'

1. A variable dice game device comprising a substantially

rectangular closed hollow transparent housing defined by top

and bottom portions, oppositely disposed sides and oppositely

disposed ends spacing said top and bottom portions and a

plurality of transverse intersecting partitions arranged in

equally spaced relation to one another and said ends and form-

ing four elongated cross sectionally square hollow compart-
ments, a light impervious panel affixed to said top portion in

registry with one of said hollow compartments and a game
piece comprising a ten-sided die freely positioned in each of

said four hollow compartments, indicia on each of the ten-sides

of each of said dies whereby three of said dies may be viewed
through the top portion of said device and four of said dies may
be viewed through the bottom portion of said device.

4,428,581

TRI-DIMENSIONAL PUZZLE
Gabriel Nagomy, 21 rue du Marechal Vaillant, 130 Nogent-sur-

Marne, France

Filed Jun. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 274,169

Claims priority, application France, Jun. 19, 1980, 80 13578;

Nov. 19, 1980, 80 24515

Int. a.3 A63F 9/08

U.S. a. 273—153 S 6 Claims

1. A tridimensional puzzle comprising n identical parallelel-

pipedic elements; and

a transparent parallelepipedic box whose sides are multiples

of those of one element and whose volume is roughly

equal to that of n-f- 1 elements, the volume of one element

being left vacant in the box thus allowing the displacement

of at least some of the elements and the value of the multi-

ples being such that at least two of the n elements do not

come into contact with any edge of the box, only the

elements located along the edges of the box being free to

be moved, the other elements together forming a perma-

nent structure which is deformable because of the loose

assembly between its elements, this assembly being ob-

tained by means of a junction with clearance between the

control element(s) and the adjacent ones.
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4,428J(82

APPARATUS FOR EDUCATIONAL GAMES
WUIiam Smith, 15040 Sprague Rd., Qeveland, Ohio 44130

Filed Sep. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 304,861
Int. a.' A63F 1/04

U.S. a. 273-296 70^^

F-
-"11

,«!!
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J.

1. Playing apparatus comprising a set of playing pieces, each
said piece being generally fiat and having a top and a bottom
side, said top side bearing thereupon a letter indicium or indicia
corresponding to one letter of an entire alphabet, but bearing
no number, and said bottom side bearing thereupon a number
indicium or indicia corresponding to one number from a fixed
preselected set of numbers, but bearing no letter, and in which
for each selection of one letter of said entire alphabet and one
number from said set of numbers, there is one and only one
playing piece in said set having said letter on its top side and
said number on its bottom side, the number of pieces in said set
of playing pieces therefore being equal to the number of letters
in said entire alphabet multiplied by the number of numbers in
said fixed preselected set of numbers, said number of numbers
in said set being in excess of one.

4 428 583
AIRBORNE TARGET FOR GENERATING AN EXHAUST
PLUME SIMULATING THAT OF A JET POWERED

AIRCRAFT
Hugh B. Feagle, Leeds, Ala., auignor to Hayes International

Corporation, Birmingham, Ala.

Filed No? . 19, 1982, Ser. No. 413,056
Int. a.' F41J 9/OS. 9/10

U.S. a. 273-348.1 g Qaims

most end of said combustion chamber for increasing the
expansion of a stream of air flowing therethrough and for
reducing the velocity thereof,

(c) fuel injection means carried by said body in position to
inject hydrocarbon fuel at a predetermmed rate under
pressure into said stream of air to provide a predetermined
fuel-air mixture,

(d) at least one igniter carried by said body for igniting said
fuel-air mixture, and

(e) a flame holder carried by said body rearwardly of said
igniter in position for the ignited fuel-air mixture to attach
thereto and provide sustained burning after the igniter is

spent and produce an exhaust plume of a predetermmed
length which simulates the same spectral distribution of
infrared energy as that produced from a jet engine burning
the same fuel.

4 428 584
PISTON ROD SEAL FOR A STIRLING ENGINE

Wilbur Shapiro, Schenectady. N.Y., assignor to Mechanical
Technology Incorporated, Latham, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 2. 1982, Ser. No. 354,018
Int. a.' F16J 15/56

U.S. a. 277-3
7 Claims

37 11

1. For use in association with a piston rod in sealing a piston
in a cylinder, a piston rod sealer comprising:

a sealing means having two opposite sides, a first side of
which is exposed to a first pressurized fiuid and a second
side of which is exposed to a second pressurized fiuid, said

sealing means being adapted to have a piston rod passing
therethrough;

a pressurized means adapted to supply the second pressur-
ized fiuid to the second side of said sealing means; and

a differential regulating valve means coupled to each side of
said sealing means and capable of removing high pressure
dilTerentials therebetween during operation of the piston
so as to inhibit leakage past the sealing means.

1. An airborne target for generating an exhaust plume simu-
lating that of a jet powered aircraft, comprising:

(a) an elongated target body carrying a longitudinally ex-
tending combustion chamber and having an air receiving
inlet facing in the direction of travel of said body and in

communication with the forwardmost end of said combus-
tion chamber, with there being an outlet at the rearmost
end of said combustion chamber for exhausting said
plume,

(b) means between said air receiving inlet and said forward-

1038 O G—78

4,428,585

PERMEABLE MEMBRANE SEAL ASSEMBLY
Richard H. Dugge, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to ACF Industries,

Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 369,044
Int. a.' B61D 7/22; F16J 15/06

MS. a. 277-12 17 cuj^
1. A permeable membrane seal comprising: a body portion

made of elastomeric material; said body portion including an
elongated slot to receive a permeable membrane; said mem-
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brane held in place with stitches of threads which extend

through the body portion and permeable membrane; whereby
said stitched threads substantially prevent a flow path of fluid-

I

4,428,586

COMBINAnON WEAR SLEEVE AND EXCLUDER LIP
ADAPTED FOR EASY INSTALLATION

Richard A. Roncro, Schaiunburg, 111., auignor to Chicago Raw-
hide Manufacturiag Cofflpuy, Elgin, 111.

Filed Apr. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 481,983

Int. a.3 F16J 15/32. 15/34

UJS. a. 277—25 9 Oaims

-20

1. An oil seal assembly comprising a seal unit having a seal

mounting flange portion, a radial flange portion, and a primary

seal lip body bonded to a part of said radial flange, said seal lip

body having oil and air side frusto-conical surfaces meeting to

define a primary seal band, said radial flange also including an

exterior surface portion adapted to engage and cooperate with

an excluder lip to form an end face seal for protecting said

primary seal lip against contamination, and an excluder unit

comprising an annular casing with an axial flange having radi-

ally inner and outer surfaces and a radial flange portion, an

elastomeric casing positioning sleeve having its outer diameter

bonded to aid radially inwardly directed portion of said ex-

cluder component axial flange and its inner diameter adapted

to be received in a snug but removable sealing engagement
over an associated shaft, said excluder casing having its radi-

ally outwardly directed surface adapted to engage said seal

band on said primary sealing lip body in snug sealing engage-

ment, said excluder further including an excluder lip extending

generally radially outwardly of said excluder casing and axi-

ally toward said exterior surface portion of said radial flange of

said sealing unit, so as to engage said exterior surface in said

face sealing engagement, with said excluder lip being adapted
to contact said exterior surface with a first force in a static

condition, and to deflect axially partially away from said exte-

rior surface under an applied centrifugal force so as to reduce
said first force on said exterior surface to a force of reduced
value.

4,428,587

SEAL RING WITH CHANNEL FOR RADIALLY
ACCELERATING MEDIUM TO BE SEALED

Hans Forch, Birkenau, Fed. Rep. of Gcmiaay, asaignor to Fimu
Carl Freudenberg, WeiBtacim, Fed. Rep. of Gemiany

Filed May 10, 1983, Ser. No. 493^1
Int. a.' F16J 15/42. 15/32

U.S. a. 277—25 20 Claims

is-^

izing media from the permeable material vertically and said

elastomeric body portion prevents a flow of fluidizing media

laterally through said body portion.

I. In a seal ring having an inner ring for sealing to a shaft and
rotation therewith, a porous compact ring portion of the inner

ring, an outer ring for non-routing, sealed connection to a

housing in which the shaft is to be sealed, and a radial shaft seal

ring extending from the inner ring for rotation therewith to a

lip which sealing engages the outer ring below a nominal speed
of rotation and centrifugally separates therefrom at higher

rotational speeds, the improvement comprising:

means in the inner ring forming at least one generally radial

channel axially inward of the compact and axially closed

therebeyond and extending to an open, radially-outer

discharge end thereof for radially accelerating medium to

be sealed which penetrates the compact to the channel
upon rotation of the inner ring; and

an annular impingement surface means on the outer ring

spaced a small distance from the discharge end of the

channel at an obtuse angle Lo the channel and extending

therefrom generally axially about the compact ring for

directing the radially accelerated medium from the chan-

nel therealong.

4,428,588

RADIAL BELLEVILLE SEAL WITH ENCAPSULATED
RESILIENT CORE MEMBER

Erwin S. Oeike, Cypress, Calif., assignor to Smith International,

Inc., Newport Eleach, Calif.

Filed Sep. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 415,081

Int. a? F16J 15/34
U.S. a. 277—83 17 Claims

1. In a machine having a first member rotatably mounted
with respect to a second member defining therebetween an
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annular seal gland groove, an annular resilient seal packing
nng rotatable in said seal gland groove, said annular seal pack-
ing nng in a relaxed condition having a cross-sectional form of
a parallelogram displaced radially with a total radial cross-sec-
tional dimension greater than a radial cross-sectional dimen-
sion of said seal gland groove, said annular seal packing ring
having in cross section two extreme diagonally opposite cor-
ners biased against said axially extending annular surfaces
formed between said first and second members, said packing
ring forming a couple, said packing ring having a resilient core
member encapsulated within said ring, said packing ring being
elastically deformable in cross section when confined within
said seal gland groove from said parallelogram form toward a
substantially rectangular form of reduced radial cross-sectional
dimension.

action permitting movement of said side sections toward
and away from each other in the vicinity of said base
surface;

4 428 589
DUAL OPERATINg'mODE SEAL ASSEMBLY

Harold L. Reinsma, Dunlap, III., assignor to Capterpillar Trac-
tor Co., Peoria, III.

Filed Apr. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 481,602
Int. a.J F16J 15/24

U.S. a 277-101 imaim.

and a second relatively flexible, integral sealing body having
interlock formations matingly engaging the interkKk
formations of said first body to permanently mechanically
interlock said bodies and a sealing portion disposed on the
opposite side of said first body from said base surface

^*'

1. A radial seal assembly (10) adapted for sealing a movable
member (16), comprising:

an inner seal ring (50) positionable about said member (16);
said seal ring (50) being of a tough, abrasion resistant mate-

rial having a predetermined static coefllcient of friction
with said member (16);

an elastomeric load ring (52) secured about said seal rina
(50);

*

means (54) for maintaining the load ring (52) in a radially
compressed condition;

said compressed condition of said load ring (52) in conjunc-
tion with said predetermined static coefficient of friction,
providing a frictional force between said seal ring (50) and
said member (16) sufficient to maintain said seal ring (50)
in a sutic sealing mode relative to said member (16) dur-
ing either movementt of said member (16);

said elastomeric load ring (52) having a shear force devel-
oped in response to extended travel movements of said
member; and.

said shear force being sufficient for overcoming said fric-
tional force at a predetermined slip point.

4.428,591

PLASTIC PIPE PROVIDED WITH A GROOVE
Roelof H. Marissen, Bcrgentbcim, and Joannes H. Beune. Har-

denberg, both of Netherlands, assignors to WaWn B.V., Neth-
erlands

DlWslon of Ser. No. 108,050, Dec. 28, 1979, Pat. No. 4,338,716.
This application May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 379,001

Gaims priority, application Netherlands, Jan. 9. 1979
7900173

Int. a.J F16J 15/10
U.S. a. 277-207 A 3 a^„„

1. A plastic pipe comprising an inner wall and an outer wall,
having longitudinal partitions in between them and being inte-
gral with said inner wall and said outer wall, bounding longitu-
dinally extending channels and a helically extending internal
groove, made by pressing channel walls onto each other at
least at a disunce from the pipe end and maintaining the chan-
nels beside the internal groove.

4 428 590
ANTI-EXTRUSION SEALING DEVICE WITH

HINGE-LIKE BRIDGE SECnON
Aaron J. Plppert, Houston, and H. T. Miser, Missouri City, both

of Tex., assignors to Utex Industries, Inc., Houston, Tex.
Filed No?. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 322,727

Int. a.) F16J 15/18
UA a. 277-188 A 15 cw^

1. A sealing device comprising:

a first relatively rigid, integral anti-extrusion body having
female interlock formations thereon and a base surface,
said base surface having a central groove therein, said first

body further comprising a pair of side sections disposed on
opposite sides of said groove and a bridge section connect-
ing said side sections across the bottom of said groove,
said bridge section being adapted to provide a hinge-like

4,428,592
MESH REINFORCED ELASTOMERIC ELEMENT FOR

OIL WELL COMPONENTS
Charles D. Shaffer, 1119 N. Raymond A»e., Fullcrion, Calif.

92631

Filed Jun. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 385.563
Int. a.J F16J 15/22: E21B 33/06

U.S. a. 277-230 g cudms

2. In a sealing means for well apparatus, the combination of
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a body means of elastomeric materia] having a resilient

yieldable sealing face for engagement with a cylindrical

surface of a well pipe to be sealed under conditions of

longitudinal and rotational relative movement there be-

tween;

and pre-shaped reinforcing means carried by, imbedded

with, and bonded to said elastomeric body member at the

side of said body which is in proximity to said sealing face,

said reinforcing means including

a wire mesh lamina having wire lamina elements extending

laterally and longitudinally across said elastomeric body
means behind said sealing face for supporting said sealing

face to resist unwanted flow of elastomeric material longi-

tudinally of said axis of said well pipe and to resist un-

wanted flow of said material rotationally with respect to

said axis, and to provide a wear resistant composite sealing

face.

4,428,593

GASKET ASSEMBLY HAVING IMPROVED SEALING
CHARACTERISTICS AND METHOD OF MAKING SAME
Robert S. Pearlstein, Mount Prospect, 111., assignor to Felt

Products Mfg. Co., Skokie, 111.

CoBtiBuation-ia-part of Ser. No. 282,262, Jul. 10, 1981. This

•ppUcation Sep. 15, 1981, Scr. No. 302,692

Int a.3 F16J 15/06. 15/JO

liJS. a. 277—235 B 15 Claims

I

1. A gasket assembly for disposition between a pair of sur-

faces to be sealed and to be compressed therebetween compris-

ing:

a pair of gasketing layers laminated to each other, one of said

layers being of a compressible material and the other bemg
metallic,

a sealing pattern of a substantially incompressible material

disposed between said layers and enveloped between said

layers,

at least one opening in said gasket assembly about which said

sealing pattern is disposed,

whereby in use said incompressible sealing pattern is pro-

tected from direct contact with said surfaces to be sealed

and enhances the sealing characteristics of said gasket

assembly.

4,428,594

WHEEL ASSEMBLIES FOR USE WITH WHEELCHAIRS
Jeffrey P. MlBoebraker, Weitiake Village, Calif., assignor to

Quadra Whcelchain, Inc., Westlake Village, Calif.

Coatiaaatioo-iii-part of Scr. No. 206,346, Nov. 13, 1980, Pat.

No. 4,351,540. This application May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,008

Int a.3 A61G 5/04
UJS. a. 280-242 WC 45 Claims

16. An apparatus for selectively positioning the front wheels
of a wheelchair having a frame means to selectively alter the

angle of attack of the wheelchair relative to a ground plane and
to selectively alter the steering characteristics of the wheel-
chair, said apparatus comprising:

(a) a separate mounting member for securement to each of

the opposite sides of the frame means of the wheelchair,

(b) receiving means associated with each of the mounting
members for receiving a wheel post in any of a plurality of
angular positions relative to the ground or other support-

ing surface.

(c) a separate wheel supporting post adapted for connection

to said receiving means,

(d) a separate yoke carried by each of said posts and being

rouuble about a generally vertical axis relative to the

associated wheel post housing, and each of said yokes
having a pair of spaced apart plates with a pair of aligned

apertures in said spaced apart plates, and

(e) a separate wheel and axle for each said yoke and each
axle capable of being disfKjsed in the aligned apertures,

and where the angle of the wheel post relative to the

frame means can be adjusted to affect steering and riding

characteristics.

30. A wheel assembly for use with wheelchairs, said wheel
assembly comprising:

(a) a wheel post housing,

(b) mounting means for mounting the wheel post housing to

a frame of a wheelchair,

(c) a yoke operatively coupled to said wheel post housing for

rotation about a generally vertical axis,

(d) a wheel and axle arrangement carried by said yoke,

(e) a locking device operatively mounted on said assembly

and having a locking pin capable of being engagable with

a notch associated with said yoke and preventing rotation

of said yoke when said locking pin is in said notch,

(0 an engagable portion on said locking pin for engagement
by a user to manually move said pin to the position where
it is engagable with said notch,

(g) a locking element associated with said pin to hold same in

a locked position, and
(h) release means operatively associated with said locking

element and being manually operable to prevent said

locking element from holding the pin in the locking posi-

tion.

4,428,595

nFTH WHEEL HITCH
Samuel A. Martin, Holland, and Fredrick J. Bakker, West

Olive, both of Mich., assignors to Holland Hitch Company,
Holland, Mich.

FUed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,038

Int a.} B62D 53/10

VS. a. 280—435 14 Claims

1. In a fifth wheel hitch having a support plate with an upper

bearing surface and kingpin slot therethrough, and a pair of

pivotal Iy mounted jaws which are closed to define a socket in

which a kingpin is retained in a locked position, and are opened

to release said kingpin in an unlocked position; said socket

having a generally vertically oriented central axis, and forward

and rearward halves which define therebetween a fore-to-aft

dimension and a side-to-side dimension; means for adjusting

the angular position of said jaws in the closed, locked position

for varying the side-to-side dimension of said socket to com-
pensate for side wear in said hitch, the improvement compris-

ing:
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a sutionary bearing connected with said hitch, and having
an arcuate plan shape which mates with said kingpin and
forms at least a portion of the forward half of said socket;
said bearing being fixed during hitch loading with respect
to the central axis of said socket, whereby pivoul adjust-

limiting pivotation of portions of the trailer tongue,
wherein the socket is formed, away from the base plate

4,428,597
HEEL HOLDER FOR A SAFETY SKI BINDING

Heinz Wittmaaa, and Vladimir Konwitza, both of Vienna, Aus-
tria, assignors to TMC Corporation, Baar, Switzerland

Filed Not. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 318,243
Claims priority, application Austria, Not. 7, 1980, 5473/80

Int. a.J A63C 9/OS
U.S. a. 280-626 , Claim.

) •"iJliUli * It u ,

ment of said jaws varies the fore-to-aft dimension of said
socket to compensate for end wear in said hitch; said
stationary bearing extending upwardly through said king-
pin slot to an elevation slightly below the upper bearing
surface of said support plate for improved wear resistance.

4,428,596

TRAILER SAFETY HTTCH
Tommy G. Bell, 2715 N. Emerson, and Uoyd Bell, P.O. Box

552, Suburban TraUer Park, both of Enid, Okla. 73701
Filed Mar. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 357,427

Int. aj B60D 1/12
UAa.28(^-507 7a^„,

1. A safety hitch for securing a trailer tongue, having a ball
receiving socket formed in the under side thereof, to a towing
vehicle, comprising:

a circular hitch member having a relatively small diameter
shank member surmounted by a larger diameter ball mem-
ber, the shank member adapted for mounting on the tow-
ing vehicle; and

a safety connector, comprising:

a base plate having an elongated slot formed there-
through, portions of the slot near a first end thereof
dimensioned to pass the ball member therethrough and
portions of the slot near an opposed second end thereof
dimensioned to pass the shank member therethrough
but of insufficient dimensions to pass the ball member
therethrough;

means for pinning the trailer tongue to the base plate in an
overlaying relation to the base plate for pivotation of
portions of the trailer tongue wherein the socket is

moved toward and away from the base plate and for

concurrently positioning the socket above portions of
the slot near the second thereof; and

means, adapted to engage the trailer tongue at such times
that the trailer tongue is pinned to the base plate, for

1. In a heel holder for a safety ski binding, in particular for
a safety ski binding for both cross-country skiing and downhill
skiing, said heel holder having a bearing block fixed relative to
the ski and a housing which carries a sole holder thereon, said
housing being supported for pivotal movement upwardly at
the ski b<wt engaging part thereof about an axis provided on
the bearing block and extending transversely with respect to
the longitudinal axis of the ski and against the force of a spnng
arranged in a spring chamber which is constructed in said
housing, one end of said spring being supported on a housing-
fixed part and the other end being supported on an adjustable
abutment which is held on the beanng block, a two-arm release
lever which is hingedly connected to the bearing block,
wherein a control bolt which is held on the housing is guided
along at least one control cam surface arranged on two side-
walls of the beanng block, the improvement comprising
wherein each control cam surface is constructed on the inner
side of the sidewall of the bearing block, wherein the pivot axis
of the housing is arranged at the upper region of the beanng
block, and wherein said pivot axis is offset rearwardly relative
to the control bolt.

4,428,598

BABY CARRIAGE
Kenzou Kaasai, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Kassai Kabushikikai-

sha, Osaka, Japan

Filed Jul. IS. 1982. Ser. No. 398,667
Qaims priority, application Japan. Jul. 27. 1981, 56-118727:

Feb. 9, 1982, 57-20051

Int. a.^ B62B 7/06
U.S. a. 280-644 10 Claims

1. A baby carriage comprising:
a pair of forwardly and downwardly extending front legs

(10) each in the form of a single. subsUntially straight bar,
a pair of rearwardly and downwardly extending rear legs

(14) pivoully connected at their upper ends (15) to said
front legs (10),

a pair of support angle bars (20) pivotally connected at their
lower ends (21) to the middle regions of said rear legs (14),

a pair of pusher rods (2) pivoully connected at their lower
ends to the upper ends (22) of said support angle bars (20),

a slidable and pivoul connecting member (5) for slidably and
pivoully connecting the upper end of each said front leg
(10) to the associated pusher rod (2). and

a pair of transverse connecting rods (24) for operatively
connecting said front Itegs (10) and said support angle ban
(20) together,
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one of said front legs (10), one of said rear legs (14), one of

said pusher rods (2) and one of said transverse connecting

rods (24) constituting one lateral surface forming struc-

ture, the other front leg (10), rear leg (14), pusher rod (2)

4,428,599

FRONT AND REAR ENERGY ABSORBING
STRUCTURES FOR A FOUR PASSENGER VEHICLE

Herbert A. Jahnle, Havertown, Pa., assignor to The Budd Com-
pany, Troy, Mich.

nied Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,731

Int. a.3 B62D 21/00
MS. a. 280-784 3 Oaims

1. A four passenger automobile comprising:

(a) a main platform including front and rear passenger com-
partments, a fire wall, and a bulkhead disposed between
said front and rear floor areas;

(b) an open frame secured to said platform to receive panels

thereon;

(c) a pair of front side rails extending from said firewall;

(d) a front bumper secured to said front side frames;

(e) said front side rails having front indentations therein in

the areas in close proximity to said bumpers;

(f) a pair of rear side rails extending from said bulkhead;

(g) a rear bumper secured to said rear side rails;

(h) said rear side rails having rear indenutions therein in the

areas in close proximity to said bulkhead;

(i) wheel well structures secured to said rear side rails be-

tween said bulkhead and said rear bumper with said rear

indentations being disposed between said wheel well
structures and said bulkhead;

0) said pair of front side rails including front wheel well
structures disposed between said front indentations and
side flrewall;

(k) said front and rear side rails extending substantially hori-

zontally in straight linfts from the front and rear of the

automobile to cause orderly collapses of said side rails as

energy is absorbed during front or rear impacts; and
(1) said open frame including a pair of rear belt line elements

spaced over said rear rails in parallel relationship there-

with with said rear belt line elements each including in-

dentations therein in substantial vertical alignments with
indentations in said rear rails.

and transverse connecting rod (24) constituting the other
lateral ciiWa^A fnr^vianc* e*mir*tiivA «af«*t« <-»y-knMAx^*iMM ^^A^ /Alateral surface forming structure, with connecting rods (4,

11, 18, 26) horizontally extending between said one lateral

surface forming structure and said other lateral surface

forming structure.
4,428,600

TENSION RELEASE DEVICE WITH REDUCED DOOR
CLOSING RESISTANCE

Gerald A. Doty, Crown Point, Ind., assignor to Gateway Indus-
tries, Inc., Chicago, 111.

Filed Jul. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 395,356

Int. a.3 A62B 35/02
U.S. a. 280—802 13 Claims

1. A safety belt retractor for a vehicle having a door com-
prising:

a rotatable reel having a belt wound thereabout for protrac-

tion and retraction from the reel;

spring means biasing the reel to retract and to rewind the

belt into the reel;

tension relieving means movable from an inoperative posi-

tion to an operative position for relieving the belt tension

being exerted on the protracted belt by said return spring;

actuating means for actuating the tension relieving means to

cause the belt to automatically rewind, the actuating

means being held by a vehicle door in a non-actuating

position until the door is opened, and
biasing means biasing the actuating means to actuate the

tension relieving means from the operative to the inopera-

tive position to cause automatic rewind of the belt onto

the reel;

said biasing means exerting a force on the vehicle door
which diminishes as the door moves to its closed position.
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4,428,601

Y^ONNECTION FOR FLEXIBLE CONDUIT
Robert Rice, P.O. Box 454, San Martin, Calif. 95046, and Ro-

bert Ferreira, 2885 Hay Uft Way, Morgan Hill, Calif. 95037
Filed Feb. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 232,863

Int. a.J F16L 41/00
U.S. a. 285-197 4 Qaims

part of a nipple, the internal diameters of the nipples and the
tube length being substantially equal, characterized in that said
nipples have a rough external surface, that said fibers grip said
rough external surface of the nipples in order to secure the tube
length thereto, and that said inner tube element presents over
its whole length a constant section, the external diameter of
which is substantially equal to the external diameter of the
nipples.

4,428,603
FLANGE UNION WITH IMPROVED METAL-TO-METAL

SEALS
Irwin H. Davlin, 714 S. Court St., Opelousat, La. 70570

Filed Dec. 9, 1980, Ser. No. 214,861
Int. Q\} F16L 2i/00, 25/00. 13/14. 55/00

U.S. a. 285-368 29 Claiau

1. An apparatus for connecting a branch conduit in flow
communication with a main conduit that has an aperiure
therein, backing means positionable against the inner surface of
said main conduit in the marginal area around the aperture
therein, an apertured saddle positionable against the outer
surface of the main conduit with the aperture in the saddle
registering with the aperture in the main conduit, the main
conduit being disposed between said backing means and said
saddle without any portion of said backing means interpene-
trating into said saddle, means for securing the branch conduit
to said saddle, and means for securing said saddle and said
backing means to said main conduit with the main conduit
disposed between said backing means and said saddle and with
the branch conduit in flow communication with the interior of
the main conduit through the aperture in the main conduit, said
means for securing the branch conduit to said saddle including
a plurality of tabs formed to extend longitudinally of the con-
duit on the end of the branch conduit that is to be connected to
said saddle, each tab being adapted to be inserted through the
aperture in said saddle and bent back against the inner concave
surface of the saddle, said securing means for securing said
branch conduit to said saddle further including fastening means
for securing each tab to said saddle.

4,428,602
INNER TUBE ELEMENT FOR A DOUBLE TUBE
CORING APPARATUS AND PROCESS FOR THE
MANUFACTURE OF THIS TUBE ELEMENT

Honore J. Lambot, Wauthier-Braine, Belgium; Maria J. H.
niervoet, Zwolle, and Pieter Kramer, Hardenberg, both of
Netherlands, assignors to Societe Anonyme Diamant Boart,
Zwolle, Netherlands

Filed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 335,031
Qaims priority, application Belgium, Dec. 30, 1980, 203359

Int. a.3 F16L 47/00. 55/00. 25/00
U.S. a. 285-239 6 Qaims

y?"v^'/^je3pgw^

1. An inner tube element for a double tube coring apparatus
for mining or petroleum drilling, said apparatus comprising an
outer tube surrounding an inner tube including inner tube
elements coupled to one another by steel nipples, wherein each
inner tube element consists of a tube length made of synthetic
resin reinforced with fibers and overlaps, at each of its ends, a

1. A flange union comprising first and second cooperating
flange members having inner and outer ends and alignable
annular bores extending longitudinally therethrough which
serve as a passageway for fluid, the said first fiange member
having an annular groove formed in its terminal inner end
surface, the said groove having abottom annular surface with
inner and outer edges extending around the terminal inner end
of the bore in the first flange member and being spaced out-
ward therefrom a substantial distance, an annular protrusion
extending axially beyond said terminal inner surface and hav-
ing an annular first sealing surface thereon of decreasing diam-
eter, the said annular protrusion commencing at said inner
edge of the bottom annular surface of the said groove and
sloping toward the terminal inner end surface of the first fiangc
member and terminating substantially at the internal diameter
of the bore thereof, an annular bevel extending around the bore
in the first Hange member and being spaced therefrom, the said
bevel commencing at said outer edge of the bottom annular
surface of the said groove and sloping toward the terminal
inner end surface of the first fiange member and away from the
internal diameter of the bore thereof, the said bevel terminating
at the said terminal inner end surface of the first flange member
and having an annular second sealing surface thereon, the
terminal inner end surface of the second fiangc member having
an annular shoulder which surrounds the said bore therein, the
annular inner edge of the said shoulder terminating in an annu-
lar third sealing surface which cooperates with the said first

sealing surface, the annular outer edge of the said shoulder
terminating in an annular angular fourth sealing surface which
cooperates with the said second sealing surface, the said first

and second flange members being positioned whereby their

respective bores are in communication and the terminal inner
end surfaces thereof are opposite each other and whereby the
said first and third sealing surfaces and the said second and
fourth sealing surfaces are arranged in an opposed relationship,
and means carried by the said first and second flange members
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for applying inwardly directed force to the said first and third

opposed sealing surfaces and the said second and fourth op-

posed sealing surfaces to thereby urge the same into effective

first and second sealing relationships respectively and thereby

form first and second annular seals respectively around the said

terminal inner ends of each of the said bores and provide a fluid

tight passageway for fluid through the flange union.

42

1. A pipe joint restrained against axial separation comprising:

a cylindrical socket having only continuous annular internal

and external contours;

a cylindrical spigot extending into said cylindrical socket

and including a spigot ring fixed to that part of the cylin-

drical spigot which is within the cylindrical socket;

a gasket sealing the joint between the cylindrical socket and
the cylindrical spigot;

a ring assembly having a first part positioned within said

socket and a second part positioned outside of said socket,

said first part including a bearing ring having two ends at

a split, and said bearing ring being positioned between the

socket and said spigot ring fixed to the said cylindrical

spigot, said bearing ring uniquely defining a plane, two
transverse pieces for connecting said first part to said

second part, each said transverse piece being attached to

one of the two ends of said bearing ring and extending
away from the plane defined by said bearing ring to a

position outside of said socket, said second part including

a ring adjustor, said ring adjustor being located outside of
said socket and adapted to adjustably constrain the bear-

ing ring by allowing adjustment of the diameter of the

bearing ring, said ring adjustor including a lug on each of
said two transverse pieces,

a threaded rod extending between the two lugs,

a first spreader nut on said threaded rod, said first spreader
nut operable to expand the diameter of said bearing ring,

and

a first closure nut on said threaded rod, said first closure nut
operable to contract the diameter of said bearing ring; and
wherein said cylindrical socket includes a radially in-

wardly projecting lip portion adjacent its end, and
wherein said bearing ring is rectangular in cross-section

and has side surfaces bearing between cooperating sur-

faces of the spigot ring and said inwardly projecting lip

portion of said cylindrical socket and wherein the applica-

tion of axial forces tending to separate said cylindrical

socket from said cylindrical spigot causes the bearing ring

to route and wedge itself securely between the inwardly
projecting lip portion and the spigot ring.

4,428,605

LATCHING DROP LOCK FOR SLIDING CLOSURE
MEMBER

James S. Follows, Surrey, Canada, aasignbr to Vanguard Plas-
tics Ltd., Surrey, Canada

Filed Apr. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 364,493

Int. a.3 E05C I/IO
U.S. a. 292—152 6 Qaims

4,428,604

RESTRAINED PIPE JOINT AND ASSOOATED
SNAP-RING

Randall C. Conner, Birmingham, Ala., assignor to American
Cast Iron Pipe Company, Birmingham, Ala.

Filed Mar. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 242,925

Int. a.J F16L 21m
UA a. 285—321 15 Qaims

1. A latching drop lock for a slidable closure member
mounted for sliding movement in a fixed frame structure, said
drop lock comprising:

lock body means slidably mounuble on said closure member
for sliding movement in a direction transverse to the direc-
tion of sliding movement of said closure member, said lock
body means including a lock bolt member extending there-
from in a direction generally parallel to the direction of
sliding movement of said lock body means; and

an elongated latch element pivotably attached to and received
in said lock body means for rotation about a pivot axis ori-

ented to extend transversely with respect to the direction of
travel of said lock body means, said latch element having
first and second ends, said first end including a detent for

engaging fixed structure of the closure member so as to latch

said drop lock in a locked position wherein said lock bolt
member protrudes into a cooperable receiving aperture
formed in said fixed frame structure to thereby secure said

closure member against sliding movement, said second end
of said latch element being manually actuatable to pivot said

latch element about its pivot axis and thereby release said

latch element from locking engagement with said closure
member, and bias spring means coupled to said latch element
for urging said first end away from said closure member
about said pivot axis so as to maintain said latch element in

locking engagement with the said latch element in said

locked position.

4,428,606

LATCHSET AND STRIKE ASSEMBLY FOR DOORS
Charles L. Proffer, P.O. Box 206, Gnlf^ort, Miss. 39501

Filed Jul. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 280,840

Int. a? E05C 1/02
U.S. a. 292—181 5 Claims

128

too

5. A lock for latching a door, comprising in combination: a
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casmg, a latch bolt shiftably supported from the casing for
movement between projected and retracted positions relative
to said casing, force means operatively connected between said
casing and the latch bolt yieldingly biasing the latter toward
the retracted position, a strike for mounting stationarily rela-
tive to a frame member toward and away from a closed posi-
tion adjacent said strike said casing may be moved when door
mounted, a bolt operator shiftably supported from said casing
for shifting between first and second positions relative to said
casing, said bolt operator and bolt including coacting portions
operative to positively shift said bolt toward said projected
position responsive to movement of said operator to said first

position and to allow retraction of said bolt toward said re-
tracted position responsive to movement of said operator to
said second position, said strike and bolt operator including
coacting portions operative to shift said operator toward said
first position responsive to final movement of said casing
toward said closed position, releasable gate means shiftably
supported from said casing for movement between applied and
release positions, and means operatively connected between
said gate means and casing for releasably shifting said gate
means to said applied position responsive to movement of said
bolt to said projected postion, said gate means when in said
applied position being operative to prevent movement of said
bolt from said projected position toward said retracted posi-
tion, said bolt operator including first and second relatively
shiftable components and coacting portions establishing a
one-way connection between said first and second compo-
nents, said first component being engageable with said strike
and said second component being engaged with said bolt,

means yieldingly biasing said first component to the ready
position assumed when said bolt is in said retracted position,
said first component and gate means including means operative
to shift said gate means from said applied position to said
release position responsive to movement of said first compo-
nent to said ready position.

sembly and into contact with said first latch member and
thereby to cause said first latch member to be moved to
said disengaged position;

permanent magnetic means for applying an attractive mag-
netic force between said armature subassembly and said
pole subassembly sufficient to overcome said bias force
when said magnetic armature subassembly is in said first

position in contact with said magnetic pole subassembly
and said magnetic circuit is thereby completed; and

electromagnetic means associated with said magnetic circuit
and responsive to the application of an electrical voltage
for reducing said magnetic attraction between said arma-
ture subassembly and said pole subassembly to the point
where said biasing means will cause said armature subas-
sembly to move into contact with said first latch member
whereupc^n it will cause said first latch member to move to
Its said disengaged position wherein it will be disengaged
from said second latch member

4,428.608

TOGGLE FASTENERS
Robert S. Cooke, and Howard R. S. Cooke, both of 366 SUtion

Rd.. Dorridge, Solihull, West Midlands, England
Filed Aug. 3. 1981, Ser. No. 289,316

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom. Aua. 26. 1980
8027625

K
.

ou.

Int. Q.' E05C 5/00. 19/14
U.S. Q. 292-247

3 c,.im,

r-Ua

4,428,607

LATCHING ASSEMBLY
Harold H. Levine, Northridge, Calif., assignor to Lockheed

Corporation, Burbank, Calif.

Filed Dec. 24, 1980, Ser. No. 220,088
Int. Q.3 E05B 47/00

U.S. Q. 292-201 16 Qaims

is 2^
je

fo 3.:

60

i'j _ 14 ?4 12' le ic

1. A latching assembly comprising:

a first latch member movable from an engaged position to a
disengaged position;

a second latch member adapted to be mechanically engage-
able with said first latching member when said first latch
member is in said engaged position;

a magnetic pole subassembly;

a magnetic armature subassembly, said magnetic armature
subassembly being moveable relative to said magnetic
pole subassembly and relative to said latch member from
a first position wherein said armature subassembly com-
pletes a magnetic circuit across said magnetic pole subas-

sembly to a second position wherein said magnetic arma-
ture subassembly is in contact with said first latch mem-
ber;

biasing means for providing a bias force to said magnetic
armature subassembly tending to cause said armature
subassembly to move away from said magnetic pole subas-

1. A toggle fastener comprising first and second parts m
which the first is a keeper having a cavity, and the second part
has a bolt slidable therein having a nose adapted to be received
in said cavity, and also having hinged thereto a lever on which
IS pivoted a hasp, wherein the improvement comprises (a) an
opening in the keeper through which the nose of the bolt is

adapted to protrude, (b) a cam surface on the nose of the btilt

which is inclined to the axis of the bolt and (c) a cam surface on
the keeper which is adjacent to said opening and which is

opptised to and is inclined oppositely to the cam surface on the
nose of the bolt, (d) said hasp being engageable with both of
said cam surfaces in order to cam the keeper and the bolt in

opposite directions to prevent rattling

4,428,609

LATCH FOR FLEXIBLY JOINING TRAILING EDGE
ACCKS DOORS ON AN AIRCRAFT ENGINE SUPPORT

PYLON
Theodore C. Baehr, Bcllevue, Wash., assignor to The Boeing
Company, Seattle, Wash.

Filed Sep. 15, 1980. Ser. No. 187,385

int. Q.' E05C 5/04
U.S. Q. 292-251 1 Qaim

1. A self-aligning latch assembly comprising:
a first pair of angle mounting brackets for pivotally support-

ing a pin support casting for housing a clamping pin. said

pin support member having a pair of trunnions at one end
thereof and a Hared portion at the other end thereof for

contacting a funnel-shaped member to provide self-align-

ment of said latch assembly;

a second pair of angle mounting brackets for pivotally sup-
porting a funnel-shaped casting having a locking recepta-
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cle at the closed end of said funnel-shaped member for

engagement of said clamping pin; and

4,428,611

ROTATING AND FOLDING REAR SEAT BACK
MECHANISM

Paul Widmer, Warren, Mich^ assignor to General Motors Cor-
poration, Detroit, Mich.

FUed Jul. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 394,630

Int a.i B60N 1/W
U.S. a. 296—66 SCIaims

I

centering springs coupled to said first and second pairs of

angle mounting brackets for providing the self-aligning

latching function.

I

4,428,610

METHOD AND COLLAPSABLE FRAME FOR
COLLECnNG AND DISPOSING OF ANIMAL

EXCREMENT
Robert W. GufTey, 266 Fairmont Ave., San Carlos, Calif. 94070

Filed Jul. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 401,629

Int. a.3 AOIK 29/00
U.S. a. 294—1 B

I
2 Qaims

i *
'- /

/

^ \.

1. A pocket-sized collapsable frame comprising:

a T shaped handle dimensioned to fit within a clothing

pocket wherein the central leg of the T forms a grasping

means for grasping the frame during use, and the cross bar

portion of the T shaped handle being at least as long as the

central leg;

a rectangular wire hoop having two side portions and a cross

member portion joining the two side portions, each of said

two side portions being rotatably affixed to opposite ends

of the cross bar portion of the T shaped handle;

said rectangular wire hoop being stowable with the plane

defined by its two side portions and its cross member
portion in generally the same plan defined by the T shaped

handle with the cross member portion thereof adjacent

the free end of the central leg of the T shaped handle; and

said rectangular hoop being deployable with the cross mem-
ber portion being forward of, below, and substantially

parallel to the maximum axis of the cross bar of the T
shaped handle when the handle is held parallel to the

ground for receiving a fiexible container within the open-

ing formed by the rectangular hoop and the cross bar

portion of the T shaped handle.

I. In combination with a vehicle having body supp)ort struc-

ture,

a seat assembly supported by said body support structure

and including a generally horizontal seat cushion unit and
a back rest unit which is adapted to be moved from a

generally upright position to a generally horizontal posi-

tion located rearwardly of the seat cushion unit to provide

a cargo platform,

said back rest unit comprising a pair of laterally spaced hinge

arms pivotally supported for movement about a generally

horizontal axis between an upright position and a gener-

ally horizontal position located rearwardly of the seat

cushion unit,

a back rest rotatably supported intermediate its ends by said

hinge arms for movement about a generally horizontal

axis between a first position in which its cushion side is

adjacent the seat cushion unit and a second position in

which its backside is adjacent the seat cushion unit, and

means for holding said seat back unit in its upright position,

allowing said back rest to be rotated from its first position

toward its second position and allowing said back rest and

hinge arms to be pivoted from an upright position toward

said generally horizontal position, the improvement being

that

said last mentioned means comprises a latch mechanism
having a three position lever means which is operable

when in its first position to hold the hinge arms in their

upright position and the back rest unit in its first position,

which is operable when moved to its second position to

release the back rest for manual movement from its first

position to its second position while retaining said hinge

arms in their upright position, and which is operable when
in its third position to allow the hinge arms and back rest

to be moved in unison from an upright position to said

generally horizontal position rearwardly of the seat cush-

ion unit whereby said backside of said seat back rest pro-

vides a cargo platform.
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4,428,612
SWIVEL MOUNT FOR A VEHICLE SUN-VISOR

Lothar Vlertel, Saarlouis, Fed. Rep. of Germany, and Alan
Wrintmore, Creutzwald, France, assignors to G«br. Happich
GmbH, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jan. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 343,393
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 4,

1981, 3103738

Int. a.3 B60J 3/02
U.S. a. 296-97 K 13 Qaims

4,428,613

PARKING BRAKE CABLE OF AUTOMOBILE
Yoshihisa Nomura, Toyota, Japan, assignor to Toyota Jidosha
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, ToyoU, Japan

Filed Jun. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 277.007
Qaims priority, application Japan, Aug. 8, 1980, 55-

111665[U]

Int. Q.' B62D 27/00
U.S. Q. 296-208 4 Q^m,

1. A swivel mount for the sun visor of an automotive vehi-

cle, comprising:

a mount housing for being clamped to a mounting shaft for

the sun visor on the vehicle; the housing comprising a first

part for engaging the mounting shaft and a second part

extending away from the first part and away from the

mounting shaft to an edge of the mount housing remote
from the mounting shaft;

a cutout defined in the housing at a place along the shaft; the

cutout extending from the first part of the housing toward
the remote edge of the housing; the cutout being for re-

ceiving a detent spring;

a cutout web defined in the second part of the mount hous-
ing and extending across the cutout, and being positioned

to divide the cutout into an upper cutout, which has an
open edge at the first part of the mount housing and a

lower cutout to the other side of the cutout web and
extending toward the remote edge of the mount housing;

an end stop spaced from the cutout web in the cutout and
located nearer to the remote edge of the housing than the

cutout web; the cutout web having a first outwardly
facing side at one side of the mount housing and a second
outwardly facing side at the opposite side of the mount
housing;

a detent spring positioned at the cutout; the spring having a

spring web which is wrapped around the mounting shaft

for radially clamping to the mounting shaft; the spring

including two arms, which extend away from the spring

web in generally the same direction, whereby the spring is

generally U-shaped;

one spring arm extending from the spring web around the

mounting shaft past the first outwardly facing side of the

cutout web at one side of the mount housing and past a

first outwardly facing side of the end stop at the one side

of the mount housing;

the other arm of the spring extending from the spring web
past the outwardly facing second side of the cutout web at

the opposite side of the mount housing, across the lower
cutout and also alongside and in contact with the first

outwardly facing side of the end stop.

4 In a parking brake system of an automotive vehicle having
first and second parking brake cables each connected at one
end thereof to an equalizer which in turn is connected to a

parking brake lever, and the other end of each of said cables
extends rearwardly through a fltxjr tunnel and curves laterally

at the outlet of said floor tunnel so as to be connected to re-

spective rear wheel brakes,

a first substantially horizontally extending cable guiding pipe

for supporting and guiding said first cable,

a second substantially horizontally extending cable guiding
pipe for supporting and guiding said second cable, said

second pipe being below said first pipe,

said first pipe being arcuate over approximately 90* and
extends from one forward end which extends substantially

parallel to the vehicle axis, and then curves inwardly in a

direction toward said second pipe so as to cross over said

second pipe and terminates at its rear end which extends in

a direction transverse to the vehicle axis; and
said second pipe being arcuate over approximately 90" and

extends from one forward end which extends substantially

parallel to the vehicle axis, and then curves inwardly in a

direction toward said first pipe so as to cross below said

first pipe and terminates at its rear end which extends in a

direction transverse to the vehicle axis.

4,428,614

VEHICLE ROOF WITH A ROOF OPKNING CLOSABLK
BY A COVKR

Wolfgang Vogel, Stockdorf-Gauting; Alfons Lutz, Kmmering:
Richard Igel, Gcrmering, and August Hirschberger, Munich,
all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, auignors to Webasto-Werk W.
Baier GmbH and Co., Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jul. 18, 1980, Ser. No. 170,184

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 18,

1979, 2928994

Int. Q.J B60J 7/OH

U.S. Q. 296-224 u Qaims
1. Vehicle roof with a nwf opening and removable cover for

closing said opening, said cover being attachable to a rcxif

frame in the vicinity of its forward edge by means of a releas-

able swivel connection about an axis running at nght angles to

a lengthwise axis of the vehicle rotif, and said cover having its

re;ir edge pivotable out of the roof plane upward and outward,
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by meam of a tilting device disposed between the roof frame
and the cover and releasable from the cover, charactenzed b>

I

Ai-

A'
f •

^

^^'^.
^,^

—
«.

y;

the proMsion of a safety device for releasing the tilting device
from the cover only when the cover is closed

of said chair that at least in part define the seat portion of
said chair.

a rearward cross bar member spaced rearwardly of the

forward cross bar member, and transversely disposed in

interconnecting relation between said transversely spaced
portions of said chair,

a second coupling means disposed adjacent said rearward
crossbar member, rearwardly thereof,

said second coupling means comprising a first and second
sleeve member, both of said sleeve members telescopically

receiving a respective end of said auxiliary leg members.
and said second coupling members aligned so that when said

auTiliarv leg members are releasably atUched thereto, said

auxiliary leg members extend laterally relative to said

chair, from the lowermost surface thereof thereby stabi-

lizing the chair when it is in its upright configuration on
the edge of a bed. being used as a seat.

4.428,615

CHAIR FOR IMMOBILE PATIENTS
Ckaries G. Hyusoo, 1995 Deborah Are. \W., Largo, Fla. 33540

FUed D«c 3. 1981, Ser. No. 326,660

IbL a.-- .A47C li/(XJ: A47K 11/(j6

L\S. a. 297—118 4 Qaims

4,428,616
DESK ASSEMBLY FOR A WHEELCHAIR OR THE LIKE
Rex Hajnilton, 944 S. Court St^ Visaiia, CaJif, 93277
Continuation of Ser. No. 86,689, Oct. 22, 1979. This application

No?. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 318,002

Int. a.- A47B Hi/02
L.S. a. 297-145 8 Qaims
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I A chair for immobile or substantiall> immobile patients, of
the type having an elongate. venicalK disposed back ponion.
a honzontally disposed seat portion formed integralh there-

with, a vertically disposed leg rest pf^nion formed integralK
therewith, a honzonuily disposed frx;t rest p<-jrtion formed
integrally therewith, and a pair of upstanding forward leg

members opcratively connected to said foot rest portion,
wherein the improvement compnses

a pajr of upsunding, detachably mounted auxiliary leg mem-
bers disposed rearwardly of said forward leg members.
said chair being used as a seat when disposed in an upright
position on the edge of a bed and being used as a wheel
chair when said auxiliary legs have been attached thereto,

a first coupling means compnsing upstanding first and sec-

ond sleeve members disposed rearwardly of said forward
leg members, each sleeve member adapted to telescopi-

cally receive an assocuted one of said auxiliary leg mem-
bers,

a pair of vertically spaced, routably mounted roller mem-
bers disposed rearwardly of the back portion of said chair,

a continuous belt member disposed in interconnecting rela-

tion around said roller members so that said chair, when in

lU reclining position can be moved relative to a bed sur-

face, by engagement of said roller members and said belt

member on the bed surface,

a forward cross bar member transversely disposed m inter-

connecting relation between transversely spaced portions

1 A desk assembly for mounting to a wheelchair or the like

having a seat and an armrest structure extending along a first

side thereof said desk assembly including desk top means,
mounting means formed to mount said desk top means to said

wheelchair proximate a second side thereof and pivot means
coupling said desk top means to the remainder of said desk
assembly and formed for movement of said desk top means to

and from a deployed fx>sition extending across and above said

seat and a stored position proximate said second side of said

wheelchair, wherein the improvement in said desk assembly is

compnsed of

said desk top means is provided by two desk top members
each formed to extend across and above said seat in said

deployed position, and hinge means coupling said desk top

members together for pivotal movement to a folded posi-

tion about a honzonul axis extending across said scat

when said desk surface means is in said deployed position;

said pivot means being secured to a forwardmost of said desk

top members and being formed for movement of said desk

top means after folding to said folded position by pivoting

about two mutually perpendicular axes to a stored posi-

tion in which the folded desk top means is positioned to

extend along said second side of said wheelchair to sub-

stantially the same extent as said armrest structure extends

along said first side of said wheelchair; and
said desk top means being formed to fold to an overall size

and configuration in said stored position substantially the

same as the size and configuration of said armrest struc-

ture
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4,428,617

BOAT SEAT nSHING ACCESSORY-ARM REST
SUPPORT ASSEMBLY

Jack O. LawM», R.D. #4, Ephrata, Pa. 17522

Filed Sep. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 300,382

Int a.' A47C 7/62

MS. a. 297—188

4,428.618

MINING MACHINE CONTROL SIGNAL PROCESSING
SYSTEM

Graham J. Fecitt, Bury, England, aaaignor to Coal Industry
(PatenU) Limited, London, England

Filed Sep. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 306,715
36 QaiBU Oaims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct. 28, 1980,

8034685

Int, Q\} E21C JJ/0«. 27/24
U.S. a. 299-1 10 aaimi

n
»< M f»
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1. A boat seat fishing accessory support assembly for a

fishing boat having a boat seat provided with a boat deck-

mounted pedestal upward swivelly supporting a scat connect-

ing spider centrally intermediate thereof in turn receivably

upward communicating disconnectably through a plurality of

geometrically configured spider lobe openings individually a

respectively corresponding plurality of bolts insertably

through a respectively corresponding plurality of geometri-

cally configured openings in a first upward disposed planar

seat bottom of said boat seat to a second upward disposed

planar seat cushion of said boat seat said seat cushion provided

recessivcly within the underside planar surface thereof with a

respectively corresponding plurality of geometrically config-

ured threaded sockets individually adapted to receive by
threadably inserted and compressively drawn communication
therewithin said plurality of bolts, in combination with an

attachment plate having a spaced set of downwardly disposed

elongated tubular members integral thereto two opposing sides

thereof and spatially adapted to communicably receive down-
wardly disposed therebetween said first upward disposed pla-

nar seat bottom when oriented such that said tubular members
respectively parallelly align one said opposing side thereof

with a forward edge of said boat seat and the other said oppos-

ing side thereof with a rearward edge of said boat seat and
further adapted by means of a plurality of geometncally con-

figured openings therein provided to insertably communicate
individually therethrough said respectively corresponding

plurality of bolls for threadably engaged and compressively

drawn communication with said second upward disposed

planar seat cashion recessively underside said planar surface

disposed respectively corresponding plurality of geometrically

configured threaded sockets such that said attachment plate is

compressively secured in interposed disposition between said

first upward disposed planar seat bottom and said second

upw%rd disponed planar seat cushion of said boat seat, a set of

elongated leg U-shaped tubular members adapted for insert-

ably disposed er.tensibly adjusted supporuble retention within

said spac4rd set of downwardly disposed elongated tubular

members .n bilateral disposition relative to said forward edge
and said rearward edge of said boat seat, retention means to

lockably engage said set of elongated leg U-shaped tubular

members at an extensively adjusted disposition respectively

end inward along the elongated leg portions thereof within

said elongated tubular members, and clamp means adapted to

detachably affix in upward supportable disposition (o said set

of elongated leg U-shaped tubular members either bilateral side

of said boat seat a right bilaterally connected container and a

left bilaterally connected container.

1. A signal processing system for a mining machine having a
cutler for excavating rock or mineral from a working face to

form a cut boundary profile, steering means for controlling the
cutting horizon of the cutter, and a scnstir for sensing a prese-

lected parameter associated with the cutting horizon of the

cutter and for deriving a sensor signal dependent upon the

sensed cut btiundary profile, the system comprising a process-

ing means for receiving and processing the sensor signal to

derive an operational signal indicative of the cutting horizon of
the cutter, calibration means having manually activated input

means for feeding in a calibration signal representative of a
known existing condition of the cutting horizon of the cutter,

and comparator means for comparing the derived operational

signal with the calibration signal to determine any error in the

derived operational signal and for instructing the processing
means to apply a suitable correction to the derived operational
signal should any error be determined

4,428,619

ROTARY CUTTER HEADS FOR MINING MACHINFS
Brian A. Eaglet, and Jonathan S. Kelly, both of Burton-on-

Trent, England, auignon to Coal Induitry (PatenU) Limited,

I^ondon, England

Filed Oct. 14, 1980, Ser. No. 196,742

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Nov. 16, 1979,

7939749

Int. CI.' V.l\{: ii/22
U.S. a. 299—81 R dalnu
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1. A rotary culler head for a mining machine having a dnve
component for drivabic engagement by the culler head, com-
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pnsing a hub assembly adapted to be dnvably engageable with
the drive component, a cylindrical barrel component secured
around the hub assembly and definmg a radially outer surface.
at least one cut material loading vane mounted on said radially
outer surface defined by the barrel component, a plurality of
cutter tool holders mounted around the loadmg vane, and air

flowing inducmg means, which m use, when the cutter head is

mounted on the mining machine tend to induce an air flow
outside the barrel component and m a general direction away
from the mining machine, the air flow inducing means com-
pnsing a number of air flow inducing sprays, each spray being
arranged such that, in use. a ponion of the spray is directed
towards said radially outer surface of the barrel component
and further air flow inducing means mounted within the barrel
component and tending to induce a second air flow within the
barrel component and in a general direction toward the mining
machine, deflection means in said second air flow path for
directing said second air flow radially outwardly so as to
induce an air flow around the cutter head

4,428,620

VEHICLE BRAKE CONTROL SYSTE.M
Edward H. Warwick, Englewood, and Donald L. Parker, Mid-

dJetowiL, both of Ohio, assignors to General .Motors Corpora-
tion, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362,405

Int. a. B60T 13/74
L\S. a. 303-3 2 Claims

U

Circuit vanably controlling the brake pressure supply
from said first control means to said second set of wheel
brakes;

a first transducer responsive to actuation of said brake pedal
to generate a braking efTort demand signal for said second
set of wheel brakes;

a second transducer responsive to brake actuating pressure
being actually delivered to said second set of wheel brakes
through said second brake pressurizing circuit to generate
a signal reflecting actual braking effort at said second set

of wheel brakes;

and a control unit receiving said signals and acting to open
said first control means upon receipt of said braking efTort
demand signal and to variably control said second control
means to permit braking pressure acting on said second set
of wheel brakes to generate actual braking effort thereat
corresponding to braking effort demanded thereof by
actuation of said brake pedal.

4,428,621
COMBINED PARKING AND SERVICE BRAKE SYSTE.M
Hiroyuki Taki, Konutsu; Hidenori Mizugnchi, Kanazawa, and

Hiroshi Ota, Komatsu, all of Japan, assignors to Kabushiki
Kaisha Konutsu Seisakusho, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 335,766
Int. a.3 B60T 11/18

L.S. a. 303-13 9 Claims

fc- «• r

« »

1. A vehicle brake control system for a vehicle having first

and second sets of wheel brakes, a brake pedal actuatable b>
the vehicle operator within predetermined force and travel
ranges corresponding to braking force demand, a master cylin-
der connected with and operable by said brake pedal to gener-
ate brake actuating pressure in a first brake pressurizing circuit
in which said first set of wheel brakes is connected for pressure
operation by pressure from said master cylinder, said vehicle
brake control system compnsing:

a second brake pressunzing circuit in which said second set

of wheel brakes is connected for pressure operation;
means generating and maintaining and stonng a braking

pressure supply for said second brake pressunzing circuit
withm a range of pressure sufficient and desirable for
maximum braking operation of said second set of wheel
brakes;

selectively opened and closed first control means to selec-
tively communicate and prevent communication of the
braking pressure supply from said generating and main-
Uining and stonng means to said second brake pressunz-
ing circuit;

second control means in said second brake pressunzing

r1
J
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1 A combined parking and service brake system capable of
positively holding a stopped vehicle in a stationary position,
comprising:

fa) first and second sources of fluid under pressure;
(b) fiuid-actuated parking brake means;
(c) a parking control valve for controlling fluid communica-

tion between the first pressurized fluid source and the
parking brake means, the parking brake means being ap-
plied and released by the parking control valve;

(d; fiuid-actuated service brake means;
(e> service brake control valve means for applying and re-

leasing the service brake means by controlling fluid com-
munication thereof with the second pressurized fluid

source; and

(0 source selector means for normally allowing communica-
tion between the service brake control valve means and
the service brake means, the source selector means being
responsive to the actuation of the parking control valve
for placing the first pressurized fluid source in communi-
cation with the service brake means upon application of
the parking brake means;

(g) whereby both the parking brake means and the service

brake means are applied upon actuation of the parking
control valve.
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4,428,622 4,428,623
RAILWAY VEHICLE BRAKE SYSTEM WITH FOUR-WAY BRAKE FORCE AMPLIRER FOR A MULTIPLE

VALVE aRCUIT BRAKE SYSTEM
Robert G. Beacon, Sparta, NJ., assignor to EIlcon-National, Hannes Bertling, Vaihingen, and Heinz Leiber, Leimen, botb of

Inc., Totowa, NJ. Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Robert Bosch GmbH,
FUed Aug. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 296,140 Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Int. a.J B60T 17/04 Filed Jun. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 276,127UA a. 303—84 R 13 Qaims Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 27,

1980, 3024184

Int. a.' B60T 13/14
U.S.a. 303—114 5 Qaims^ :r X
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1. In a brake system for a railroad vehicle having a brake

cylinder, a fluid operable control valve for controlling the fiuid

supplied to said cylinder, said Valve having a controlling fiuid

input opening, and a brake pipe having two sections, a manu-
ally operable valve connected to said opening in said control

valve and to said sections of said brake pipe for alternatively

connecting, for fluid flow therebetween, said sections and said

opening, one of said sections and said opening, the other of said

sections and said opening and said sections only, said manually
operable valve comprising:

a housing having three openings extending from the interior

of said housing to the exterior thereof, two of said open-

ings being co-axial and the third of said openings having

its axis extending perpendicularly to the axis of said two
openings;

means connecting each of said two openings respectively to

a section of said brake pipe;

means connecting said third opening to said opening in said

control valve;

a valve operating member rotaubly mounted in said hous-

ing, said member having a central portion having a first

channel extending therethrough, said member being rotat-

able into a position in which said first channel is aligned

with said two openings and into other positions in which
said first channel has one end at said third opening and

said central portion also having a second channel therein

extending from the exterior of said central portion to said

first channel, said member being rotatable into positions in

which said second channel has one end at one of said three

openings in said housing, said member also having a pair

of operating shafts integral with said central portion and

respectively extending in opposite directions from said

central portion and outwardly of said housing; and
sealing means in each of said three openings for providing a

fiuid seal between said housing and said central portion of

said valve operating member, each of said sealing means
comprising a hollow cylinder mounted in the correspond-

ing opening with the axis thereof aligned with the open-

ing, said hollow cylinder having a portion thereof forming

at least one wall of an annular channel between said cylin-

der and the wall of the corresponding opening and said

channel opening toward said central portion of said valve

operating member, a scaling ring slidably mounted in said

channel and engaging said central portion and a resilient,

compressed ring mounted in said channel between said

sealing ring and said hollow cylinder and acting between

said hollow cylinder and said sealing ring to urge the latter

against said central portion of said valve operating mem-
ber and thereby provide a seal around the end of the

channel in said central portion adjacent to the hollow

cylinder.

?^
\T7£:-0^::

1. A brake force amplifier for a multiple-circuit brake system
for motor vehicles, including a mam cylinder, a multiple-cir-

cuit brake valve actuatable by fiuid pressure from said mam
cylinder, said valve further arranged to effect an amplification

m brake circuits which is proportional to the mam cylinder

pressure, a pressurizing system substantially compnsing a

pump and a reservoir for supplying fiuid under pressure to said

main cylinder, a switching valve provided in parallel to the

multiple-circuit brake valve, said switching valve being actual-

able by the main cylinder pressure and arranged to maintain

said multiple-circuit brake valve ineffective if the pressurizing

system has no pressure available for said system, a travel simu-

lator subjected to fiuid pressure in at least one pressure line

leading from said mam cylinder to said multiple-circuit brake
valve and said travel simulator is provided with a travel limit-

ing spring valve.

4,428,624

ANTISKID BRAKING SYSTEMS FOR VKHICI.KS
Glyn P. R. Farr, Warwickshire, England, assignor to I.ucas

Industries Limited, Birmingham, England

Filed Jan. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 337,757

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jan. 14, 1981,

8101108; May 12, 1981, 8114404

Int. a.' Wfifl H/()2

U.S. a. 303— 116 14 Qaims

1. I

\

-M-D..

I. An antiskid braking system for a vehicle braking system

comprising a wheel, an hydraulic brake for braking said wheel,

a supply of brake-applying fiuid for supplying fiuid under
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pressure to said brake to apply said brake, means to sense the
presence of skid conditions at said wheel during braking and
thereupon to produce a skid signal, a dump valve operative to
cause fluid to be displaced from said brake in response to a skid
signal from said means so as to relieve the pressure of fluid

supplied to said brake, a flow-control regulator valve arranged
to regulate flow of fluid to said brake so as to re-apply said
brake pressure at a controlled rate, a valve spring for biassing
said flow-control valve, an expander piston for regulating the
biassing effect of said valve spnng and responsive to fluid
exhausted by said dump valve in response to a skid signal, fluid

exhausted by said dump valve being adapted to displace said
expander piston in a direction to increase said biassing effect to
said valve spring whereby to increase the rate of flow of fluid

through said regulator valve, and a power source operative to
cause fluid displaced from said brake to be returned to said
supply of brake-applying fluid on the upstream side of said
flow-control regulator valve.

4,428,625
DRIVE TRACK LINK INCXLDING SEPARABLE WEAR

AND BASE COMPONENTS
WUliam p. Wohl/ord, Bettendorf, Iowa, assignor to Deere &
Company, Moluie, III.

Filed Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,668
Int. aj B62D 55/24. 55/26

US. a. 305-12 ,9 aaims

an elongate tubular body having a flowway therethrough
and threads on each end for making up in a drill string,

said body having a plurality of circumferentially arranged
elongate slots extending generally longitudinally of the
body and closed on at least one end,

each slot having at least two alternate undercut and two
non-undercut sections in the side walls of said slot with
one undercut section adjacent the closed end of said slot,

at least one unitary wall engaging member mounted in said
slot and having alternate latch sections on its opposite
sides conforming to and confronting said undercut sec-
tions to prevent movement of said wall engaging member
radially of said body,

said wall engaging member having a reduced width release

section alternating with said alternate latch sections and
having a width dimension less than the width of said slot
at an undercut section permitting the wall engaging mem-
ber to move radially of the slot when the reduced width
section is aligned with an undercut section,

a retainer block, and
means releasably securing the reUiner block to the body at
one of said non-undercut slot sections to position the wall
engaging member between a closed end of a slot and the
retainer block with the undercut slot section and the latch
section of the wall engaging member confronting each
other to retain the wall engaging member in the slot,

said releasable means permitting movement of the block
longitudinally of the body while preventing radial move-
ment of the block relative to the body.

i

1. A track link, adapted for use in a track section of a drive
track for a track laying vehicle, comprising: a wear component
having right- and left-hand transversely spaced, longitudinally
extending wear member portions; a base component having
right- and left-hand transversely spaced, longitudinally extend-
ing base plate portions respectively located beneath the right-
and left-hand wear member portions and extending trans-
versely therebeyond; fastener means releasably securing said
wear and base components together; and at least a part of a
transverse sprocket-engaging portion forming an integral pan
of and joining respective first ends of one of the right- and
left-hand base plate portions and the right- and left-hand wear
member portions.

4,428,626 I

STABILIZER
Harlan E. Blau, Odessa, Tex., and Jimmy D. Elmore, Ardmore,

Okla., assignors to GH Texas Reamer, Inc., Odessa, Tex
Filed Oct. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 434,060

Int. a.' £21B 17/10
VS. a. 308-4 A ,2 Claims

1. An apparatus comprising,

4,428,627

REaRCULATING-BALL LINEAR BEARING
Hiroshi Teramachi, 2-34-8, Higashi-Tamagawa, Setagaya-Ku,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed .Mar. 2, 1983, Ser. No. 471,267
Qaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 6, 1982, 57-35432

Int. a.J F16C 29/04
L..S. a. 308-6 C 11 Claims

38 J4 38 M 34- J8
Y 20
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1 A recirculating-ball linear bearing capable of withstanding
the load acting thereon in four orthogonal directions, compris-
ing:

fa) a beanng body of substantially inverted-U-shaped cross
section having two pairs of channels of arcuate cross
section formed longitudinally on inner surfaces thereof;

(b) a pair of bearing races rigidly mounted to the inner
surfaces of the bearing body in opposed relation to each
other, each bearing race having a pair of channels of
arcuate cross section formed longitudinally thereon in

opposed relation to one pair of channels on the bearing
body, the pair of channels on each bearing race and the
corresponding pair of channels on the bearing body defin-
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ing in combination a pair of return passageways of sub-
stantially circular cross section, each bearing race also
having a pair of raceways of arcuate cross section formed
longitudinally thereon in opoosed relation to a like pair of
raceways on the other bearing race;

(c) a pair of end covers secured to the opposite ends of the
bearing body and the bearing races, each end cover hav-
ing formed therein hairpin grooves each intercommuni-
cating one raceway on one bearing race and the adjacent
one of the return passageways defined between the bear-
ing body and the bearing races;

(d) groups of recirculating antifriction balls capable of roll-

ing along the respective raceways and through the respec-
tive return passageways separately communicated there-
with via the hairpin grooves in the end covers; and

(e) cage means for rollably holding the antifriction balls on
the raceways on the bearing races.

4,428,628

HIGH SPEED, DURABLE ROLLER BEARING
Paul F. Brown, Bolton, Conn., assignor to United Technologies

Corporation, Hartford, Conn.

Filed Oct. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 315,325

Int. a.' F16C 19/00, 33/66. 33/58. 33/48
U.S. a. 308—187 3 Qaims
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1. A high speed roller bearing including an outer race, an
inner race consisting of two pieces having adjacent faces, a

row of rollers mounted between the outer race and each inner
race piece, said rollers having a length-to-diameter (L/D) ratio

of less than 0.866 and having parallel rotational axes, the adja-

cent faces of each inner race piece having a recess defining
together a circumferential groove and the opposite face of
each inner case piece having a flange to guide and retain said

rollers, a retainer cage located between the rows of rollers and
guided by said cicumferential groove, and means in said inner
race pieces for supplying cooling and lubricating oil to said

rollers and said cage.

to provide a snap-coupling with an annular groove (21) formed
in the said seating (14) in order to prevent the said member (6)

from being displaced axially relative to the outer race (2) and
provide a seal between the said cavity and the outer ambient;

charactenzed in that the said outer edge (12) of the said mem-
ber (6) comprises a first annular lip (19) arranged to be ac-

comodated in the said annular groove (21) and having an outer
diameter substantially equal to that of the said annular groove
(21) in order to fit into it, and a second lip (20) arranged to rest

with a pre-established pressure in the said seating (14) and
having an outer diameter larger than that of the said seating in

order to be deformed by this latter.

4,428,630

SEALED BEARING AND SELF-VENTING SEAL
THEREFOR

Russell F. Folger, North Canton, and Henry J. Wasik, Massil-
Ion, both of Ohio, assignors to The Timken Company, Canton,
Ohio

Filed Jul. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 394,867

Int. a.J F16C 33/76; F16J 15/32
U.S. a. 308—187.2 23 Qaims

4,428,629

PROTECTION AND SEAL MEMBER FOR ROLLING
BEARINGS

Franco Colanzi, and Angelo Vignotto, both of Turin, luly,
assignors to RIV-SKF OfRcine di Villar Perosa S.p.A., Turin,
Italy

Filed Not. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325,193

Claims priority, application Italy, Dec. 2, 1980, 68837 A/80
Int. C\? F16C 33/78. 33/80

\3S. Q. 308—187J 8 Claims
1. A protection member (6) for a rolling bearing (1), ar-

ranged to be interposed between the outer race (2) and the

inner race (3) of the bearing in order to isolate relative to the

outer ambient the cavity formed between the said races, the

outer race being provided with an annular seating (14) ar-

ranged to accomodate therein the peripherally outer portion

(12) of the said member (6), characterized in being configured
like a ring and made of a resilient and deformable material, the

inner edge (13) of the said member (6) being arranged to coop-
erate with the outer surface (15) of the said inner race (3) in

order to provide a seal between the said cavity and and the

outer ambient, and the outer edge (12) of the said member (6)

being provided with at least two annular lips (19.20) arranged

1. A seal for isolating a region within a hollow member in

which an interior member is disposed such that relative rota-

tion between the two members is possible, said seal comprising:

a generally rigid seal case configured to be secured to the

hollow member, the case having an inner wall that is presented

toward the isolated region and an annular outer wall that is

presented away from the isolated region, the two walls being

fixed in position with respect to each other and further being

spaced apart to create an annular chamber between the walls,

with the chamber being in communication with the isolated

region; a first elastomeric seal lip of annular configuration

mounted on the case and being adapted to contact the intenor

member, so as to form a barrier along the interior member
notwithstanding relative rotation between the two members;
and a second elastomeric seal lip of annular configuration

mounted on one of the seal case walls and extended to the

other of the seal case walls which it normally contacts along a

generally circular area that is generally concentric with re-

spect to the first seal lip so as to close the chamber between the

two walls, the second seal lip being capable of flexing away
from the other seal case wall in response to an increase in

pressure within the chamber and the region isolated by the seal
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so as to prevent excessive pressure from developing within the
isolated region.

4,428,631

COMPUTER KEY-PUNCH WORK-STATION HAVING
ADJUSTABLE COPY SUPPORT-SHELF

Rajmoiid Cope, and Michael King, botb of Birmingham, Ala.,
aMignors to Health Science Products, Inc., Birmingham, Ala.

FUed Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 327,794
Int a.3 A47B 21/00. 63/00

U.S. a. 312—194

second coaxial cable and having signal and ground conucts;
and trace means upon said substrate coupled to said first con-
nector means and said second connector means for intercon-
necting said first and second coaxial cables and matching the
characteristic impedances thereof, said trace means including a
signal trace connecting said signal conUcts of said first and

I

11 Claims

second connector means and disposed on one side of said
substrate, a first ground trace disposed on the side of said
substrate opposite said one side and in trace-aligned registry
with said signal trace, and a second ground trace electrically
connected to said first ground trace and connecting said
ground contacts of said first and second connector means.

4,428,633

DUAL-IN-LINE SOCKET ASSEMBLY
Robert G. Londergan, Camp Hill, and Richard L. Marks, Me-

chanicsburg, both of Pa., assignors to AMP Incorporated,
Harrisburg, Pa.

Filed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,298
Int. a.3 H05K ///*

U.S. a. 339-17 CF 7 Claims

1. A computer key-punch work-station structure comprising
in combination: a keyboard work shelf, two spaced-apart side
panels mounted bilaterally on each of opposite edges of the
keyboard work shelf, a copy support shelf, and a copy support
shelf-mounting means for mounting said copy support shelf on
and between said two spaced-apart side panels and elevated
above said keyboard work shelf, said copy support shelf being
mounted with its forward and rearward portions spaced-above
said keyboard work shelf a predetermined distance sufficient
for providing a storage space on a rearward portion of the
keyboard work shelf below the copy support shelf, and a
forward edge of the copy support shelf being spaced rear-
wardly of a forward edge of the keyboard work shelf a prede-
termined distance sufficient for resting a computer keyboard
on a forward portion of the keyboard work shelf at a location
not substantially beneath the copy support shelf, and height
adjustment means for intermittent adjustment of a rearward
portion of the copy support shelf at different heights, and a
video display-screen support shelf, and video display-screen
support shelf-mounting means for mounting said video display-
screen support shelf in juxtaposition to and rearwardly of said
copy support shelf and said keyboard work shelf, and video-
shelf adjustment means for intermittent adjustment of the
video display-screen support shelf at different heights, said
copy support shelf being forwardly inclined.

4,428,632 >

COAXIAL CABLE TRANSITION CONNECTOR
Dooald S. Rich, Flanders, NJ., assignor to Thomas A Betts

Corporation, Raritan, NJ.
FUed Aug. 10, 1979, Ser. No. 65,638

Int. a.3 HOIR 9/09. 17/12
MS. a. 339-17 C 7 Claims

1. A transition connector for joining two different coaxial
cables, each having a signal conductor and a ground conductor
comprising: a substrate; at least one first connector means
mounted upon said substrate for receipt of a first coaxial cable
and having signal and ground contacts; at least one second
connector means mounted upon said substrate for receipt of a

1 A dual-in-line socket assembly comprising a housing
moulded in one piece from insulating material with rows of
aligned contact-receiving cavities and electrical contacts re-

ceived in respective cavities, the contacts having receptacle
portions opening to a first, plug receiving, face of the housing
and ub portions projecting from a second, opposite, face of the
housing, the improvement comprising first and second termi-
nals each stamped and formed in one piece from sheet meul
and comprising a component lead contacting portion and a tab
portion, the terminals being anchored in the housing in spaced
apart relation with the Ub portions of the terminals extending
closely adjacent tab portions of respective predetermined
contacts to provide composite plugs whereby each terminal
tab portion can be plugged into a common aperture in a printed
circuit board.

4,428,634

CAP SHOES FOR CABLE CONNECTOR
Charles W. Waas, Huntington Beach, Calif., assignor to Commu-

nications Technology Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Apr. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 255,328

Int. a.3 HOIR 13/635
U.S. a. 339—42 8 Claims

1. In a cap shoe for making electrical connections between a
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plurality of conductors in a first cable and a corresponding
plurality of conductors in a connector module of an elongate
strip connector which includes an index strip, the connector
module, and a cap, the cap having access holes leading to the
respective conductors in the connector module, the connector
module including means for terminating the ends of conduc-
tors of a second cable, the combination of:

a cap shoe body of a size and shape to accommodate the

connector and having an elongate central section with
first and second arms projecting from opposite ends of
said central section forming a first U-shaped receptacle for

the connector, said cap shoe body having front and rear

molded shell sections joined together at their ends,

said body shell sections including means defining first and
second arm grooves between said sections at each end
thereof, with said first and second arms slidably insertable

into said first and second arm grooves, respectively;

connector means for holding each of said arms in the corre-

sponding groove, whereby sets of arms of different con-
figurations can be installed and removed as desired;

releasable means for securing said cap shoe body to the

connector;

a plurality of spring loaded contact pin units carried in a line

along said central section of said cap shoe body between

;::^

M tU ,u

di^IiEkiiict:;

said front and rear sections, and having pins insertable

through the respective access holes in the cap into electri-

cal contact with the respective conductors in the connec-
tor module, each of said pin units including means for

terminating the end of a conductor of the first cable, with
said cap shoe body including means for receiving the first

cable;

a second U-shaped slide member in the form of a unitary

molding and mounted on said cap shoe body with the

arms of said slide member embracing said body and slid-

able relative thereto between extended and retracted

positions in a direction parallel to the axes of said contact

pins, and including an integral elongate spacer between
the arms of said slide member with openings in a line

through which said contact pins extend; and
compression spring means positioned within said cap shoe
body and engaging said body and slide member urging

said slide member away from said body for ejecting the

connector from said body;

whereby said extending contact pins enter the access holes in

the cap into electrical contact with the respective conduc-
tors in the connector module upon retraction of said slide

member by sliding said cap shoe body onto the connector
and compressing said spring means.

an elongated housing of ngid insulative matenal defining an
elongated daughter board receiving cavity therein;

a plurality of resilient electncal terminals mounted m said

housing in parallel spaced relationship in at least one row
along at least one side of said cavity;

an elongated cam mounted in the base of said cavity for

longitudinal movement therealong; and
at least one cam follower mounted in said cavity lying be-

tween said cam and a respective row of terminals,

4,428,635

ONE PIECE ZIF CONNECTOR
Wilbur A. Hamsbcr, Jr., Carlisle, and Robert N. Weber, Hum-

melstown, both of Pa., assignors to AMP Incorporated, Har-
risburg, Pa.

FUed Feb. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 351,713

Int. a.} HOIR 13/62

U.S. a. 339—74 R 10 Claims

7. A zero insertion force electrical connector for connecting

a daughter circuit board to a mother circuit board while pro-

viding low mating force with contact wiping action, said con-

nector comprising:

i^t-1

r 4?

whereby upon first actuation of said cam from an initial

position drives said cam follower outwardly to spread said

terminals to receive said daughter circuit board therebe-

tween, return of said cam to said initial position returns the

termnals under their own spring action to come into an
engaged position with said daughter circuit board, and
second actuation of said cam from said initial position

drives said cam follower upward parallel to the surfaces of

said daughter board to provide a wiping action of said

terminals across the surface of said daughter board.

4,428,636

MULTI-CONTACT CONNECTORS FOR CLOSELY
SPACED CONDUCTORS

Lit-Yam Kam, Camp Hill, and Billy E. Olsson, New Cumber-
land, both of Pa., assignors to AMP Incorporated, Harris-

burg, Pa.

Filed Nov. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 318,534

Int. a.J HOIR 13/39

U.S. a. 339—97 P 5 Claims

• *8 ,„
*"

''^ ' SB 4,-
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1. A multi-contact electrical connector receptacle of the

type comprising a one piece insulating housing having a mating

face, a rearward face, first and second oppositely directed

sidewalls and oppositely directed endwalls extending between
the faces, a hood extending forwardly beyond and surround-

ing, the mating face, the hood having a free edge which is

spaced from the mating face, a plurality contact receiving

cavities in the housing, the cavities being in side-by-side rela-

tionship in a row which extends between the housing endwalls,

a recepucle terminal in each of the cavities, the hood being

dimensioned to receive a connector plug having plug terminals

therein which are mated with the receptacle terminals when
the plug is inserted into the hood, the connector receptacle

being characterized in that:

the receptacle terminals are fiat stamped terminals having a
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thickness which is equal to the thickness of the stock meul
from which the terminaJs were stamped,

the cavities extend inwardly from the first sidewaJI towards
the second sidewall. the cavities being spaced from the

matmg face and being spaced from the rearward face

each of the cavities has an associated mdividual recess and
an associated individual opening in the hood, the recesses

extending in the one sidewall from their associated cavi-

ties to, and intersecting, the mating face, the openings
extending from their associated recesses towards the free

edge of the hood,

each of the terminals has a body portion which is contained
in one of the cavities and a cantilever spring arm which
extends through the associated recess and into the associ-

ated opening, each cantilever spnng arm having a free end
which is spaced from the mating face and which is nor-

mally disposed within the hood whereby the free ends of
the cantilever spring arms will engage, and esublish elec-

trical contact with, contact portions of plug terminals

when a complemenury plug connector is inserted into the

hood.

4,428,637

CONTSECTOR STRUCTURE FOR FLAT CABLE
Sidney V. Worth, Flourtown, Fa., assignor to Continental-Wirt

Electronics Corp., Warminster, Pa.

Filed Oct 16, 1978, Ser. No. 951,629
Int. a.5 HOIR 13/36

U.S. a. 339-99 R ig Qaims
I

1 A cable connector for flat cable; said cable connector
compnsing an insulation base of generally rectangular configu-
ration and having contact piercing members extending from
one surface thereof and respective contact noses extending
from an opposite surface thereof, a plain cover means for

covering said contact piercing member and the cable con-
nected thereto; said plain cover means comprising a flat cover
section having extending relatively flexible end sections; each
of said end sections having repective first latch means; the

opposing side surfaces of said base each having first and second
vertically spaced cooperating cam projection means each
operable to receive said first latch means and to fix said plain

cover means over said base at a first and second respective
height above the top surface of said base; said first latch means
and first cam projection being easily disconnected whereby
said plain cover means can be loosely connected to said base by
latching of said first latch means and said first cam projection
means, and is more closely secured to said cover means where
said first latch means engages said second cam projection

means;

a strain relief cover, said strain relief cover having a Hat
section and two end sections defining a U shape, said two
end sections having second latch means thereon; said plain

cover means having third cam projection means extending
from the outer surfaces of its said flexible end sections;

said second latch means being engageable with said third

cam projection means to hold said strain relief cover onto
said plain cover means.

4,428,638
STRAIN RELIEF COMPONENT FOR ELECTRICAL

CONNECTOR
William S. Greenwood, Nutley, NJ., assignor to Thomas A

Betts Corporation, Raritan, NJ.
FUed Sep. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 300,463

InL a.3 HOIR 13/58
U.S. a. 339-107 11 Claims

1 For use with an electrical connector of the type receptive
of fiat cable having a plurality of conductors, said connector
including

an elongated insulator body having a plurality of conductor
receptive channels and a plurality of electrical contacts
earned one each in the respective ones of said channels for

electncally connecting an associated one of the cable
conductors therewith, a cable strain relief component
fittable to said connector and comprising

a pair of cover parts each having an elongated panel segment
and embodying means for fixedly securing said panel
segments to said insulator body at opposite sides of such
body, said securing means holding said cover parts panel
segments in disposition overlaying said channels and
spaced therefrom;

resilient members carried on each of the respective cover
parts and when said panel segments are fixedly secured to

said insulator body extending into resiliently yieldable
engagement with said cable on opposite side faces thereof
at a location remote from said contacts and thereby apply-
ing at such remote location oppositely directed strain-

relieving bias forces to the cable, and resilient members
being substantially elongatedly coextensive with said

panel segments and extending laterally relatively of said

panel segments from a location of adjacency therewith in

courses of convergence with and having termini at the
opposite faces of said cable at said remote location;

cover part side skirts carried at opposite ends of the panel
segments, the skirts of one part being alignable with those
of the other part to define cover side walls othogonal to

said panel segments, said side skirts of each cover part

being fixed to the opposite ends of its panel segment and
further extend alongside the respective opposite ends of
the associated resilient member but spaced a distance
therefrom; and

complemenury engageable latch means carried on the cover
parts for latching such parts together to define a unitary

enclosure structure.

4,428,639

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
Frank M. Hillis, Franklin, N.Y., assignor to The Bendix Corpo-

ration, Southfield, Mich.

Filed Apr. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 365^47
Int. a. J HOIR 13/658

U..S. a. 339—143 R 6 Claims
5. An electrical connector mating portion having a contact-

ing element and an annular electrically conducting shell encir-

cling said element and insulatively spaced therefrom, a contin-

uous annular groove (50) disposed about said shell, a shielding

ring (60) having a continuous band (62) coextensive with said

groove and convexly curved spring fingers (64) extending
forwardiy therefrom, and means for mounting said shielding
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ring relative to said connector mating portion, said mounting
means being solderless and characterized by;

an annular compression ring (40) having inner and outer

-y

circumferential faces (42, 44) and adapted to plastically

deform when forced radially inward into said groove; and
means (54) coextensive with said groove (50) for deforming

the annular compression ring to form a compression fit.

4 428 640
PROTECTIVE MEANS FOR MULTIPLE PIN

CONNECTORS
Robert B. Pittman, Rl»er Edge, N.J., assignor to Industrial

Electronic Hardware, New York, N.Y.
Filed Dec. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 334,134

Int. a.' HOIR 13/516
U.S. a. 339-176 M 6 Oaims

4. In combination, an electrical connector of the type having
a body with first and second adjacent sides, the first side being
adapted to be mounted proximate the surface of a circuit board
by a mounting device extending from the board through an
opening in the body and into a recess in the body aligned with
the opening, the recess being adapted to receive mounting
device engaging means therein, the connector body having a

first set of pins extending from said first side and a second set

of pins extending from the second side, the first set of pins

being connectable to the circuits on the board, and the second
set of pins being adapted to extend in a given direction substan-

tially parallel to the board, and pin protection means separate

from the connector body and atUchable with the connector
body, as a unit, to the board, the protection means comprising
a mounting part and a protective part, said mounting part

having means for engaging the mounting device affixed thereto

and extending outwardly thereof, said connector body being

adapted to be positioned between the board and said mounting
part with the engaging means at least partially received in the

recess in the connector body, said protective part extending

beyond the edge of the connector body in a direction generally

parallel to said given direction.

4,428,641

CABLE COUPLER/WIRING ADAPTOR
Charles T. Flachbarth, Parkersburg, and Richard D. Bcnscoter,

Vienna, both of W. Va., assignors to Butler Manufacturing
Company, Kansas City, Mo.

Filed Dec. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 327,945
Int. a.J HOIR 13/514

U.S. a. 339-205 2 Claims

K '^

1. A coupler to join a pair of plug-in connectors in a wiring
system comprising:

a pair of identical housing sections abutting one another, the
sections forming: (a) a hollow interior; (b) two oppositely
disposed cavities; (c) an internal opening between each
cavity and the interior of the housing; (d) an external
opening between each cavity and the exterior; and (e) a
pair of external fianges respectively around said external
openings;

a receptacle and wiring assembly disposed in said intenor.
the assembly having a pair of receptacle means and con-
ductors connected to and extending between the recepU-
cle means, the receptacle means having portions respec-
tively disposed in said cavities in position for receiving
plug-in connectors;

each said housing section being characterized by:

a flat, rectangular shaped plate section having an exterior
surface and an interior surface;

an annular offset section in the center of the plate section
and extending outwardly from the exterior surface
thereof;

a pair of side walls respectively extending along two
opposite edges of the plate section and outwardly from
said interior surface, the respective walls of the two
housing sections abutting one another to form the sides
of the coupler and closing off said intenor;

a pair of end walls extending between said side walls and
respectively disposed along the other two opposite
edges of said plate section;

each end wall extending outwardly from its opposite side
walls and also extending outwardly from the extenor
surface of the plate section, said end wall extensions
forming part of said external flange;

each end wall extending outwardly from the interior
surface of the plate section, last said end wall extensions
forming part of said external openings and providing
suppori for a plug-in connector;

a pair of interior walls extending between said side walls
and disposed inwardly of said end walls, the interior
walls extending outwardly from said intenor surface to
respectively form part of said internal openings and
engaging and providing support means for said recepU-
cle means;
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a pair of steps respectively disposed adjacent said interior
walls in the spaces between the said end walls and said
interior walls and extending outwardly from said inte-
rior surface, said steps cooperating with said end walls
to provide additional support for a plug-in connector;

a plurality of risers respectively disposed adjacent said
interior walls and extending upwardly from said inte-
rior surface respectively engaging and supporting said
receptacle means; and

rivet means connecting the housing sections together.

4,428,642 <

BODY-CARRY ELECTRICAL CONTACT STRIPS
Gary W. Scbwindt, Wuhington, Coiin^ and Walter W, Wurster,
West CoTina, Calif., assignors to Litton Systems, Inc., Water-
town, Conn.

FUed Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338^68
Int a.J HOIR 4/14

U.S. a. 339-276 SF i Qaim

incidence 0, onto said compensation grating, said grating
diffracting said beam at a diffraction angle of Bd,

said incidence angle ep^ejr^AS', and the ratio of X, to spac-
ing d having a value between 1 and 1.618,

means for rotating said spinner so that the spinner grating
rotates through some rotation angle and diffracts a portion
of the incident light at diffraction angle Oj, and

optical means to focus said diffracted beams as a linear scan
line on an image plane.

1. A strip of body-carry electrical contacts formed by a
progressive die from Hat strip stock, the strip comprising,

a series of identical electrical contacts, aligned in an evenly
spaced row,

each contact including

a free-standing upper portion,

a body portion comprising a central circuit board mating
section, and

a free-standing lower portion,

a plurality of conuct carrier segments located one each
between adjacent contacts proximate said body portions
for maintaining said contacts integrally joined in said
evenly spaced row, and

said contact carrier segments being displaced relative to the
plane of the contact strip such that the displacement
causes the interface between each carrier segment and
each electrical contact to be paritally severed, whereby
said contact strip will withstand normal manufacturing
processes and wherein said displaced carrier segments
may be removed from said contact strip without a metal
cutting operation. i

4,428,643
OPTICAL SCANNING SYSTEM WITH WAVELENGTH

SHIFT CORRECnON
Dafid B. Kay, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Xerox Corporation,

Stamfofd, Conn.

FUed Apr. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 252,508
Int a? G02B 27/17; G03H 1/04

UA a. 350-3.71 7 cuums
1. An optical scanning system including
a spinner having formed thereon at least one plane linear

diffraction grating having a constant grating period d,
a sutionary wavelength compensation diffraction grating

having properties identical to said grating formed on said
spinner surface, said stationary grating placed in a plane
parallel and in optical alignment with said spinner grating,

a collimated reconstruction light source of wavelength \,
which provides a beam of light directed at an angle of

4,428,644

ALIGNMENT OF OPTICAL COMPONENTS
Alastair M. Glass, Rumson; Ivan P. Kaminow, Tinton Falls, and

Donald H. Olson, Colts Neck, all of N.J., assignors to Bell
Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Diyision of Ser. No. 108,950, Dec. 31, 1979, Pat. No. 4^34,774.
This application Sep. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 304,204

Int a.J G02B 5/172
U.S. a. 350-96.14 4 claims

1. An apparatus comprising:

(1) a pyroelectric material having a wavepath which guides
electromagnetic radiation, (2) electrodes in intimate
contact with said pyroelectric material and in proximity to
said wavepath, each of said electrodes having a sheet
resistance less than KP ohm/D, a thickness ranging from
about 200 Angstroms to about 2000 Angstroms, and a
width ranging from about 10 ^m to about 1000 /im, and
(3) a means for increasing the absorption of said electro-

magnetic radiation incident on said wavepath relative to
the electromagnetic radiation absorbed in the absence of
said means for increasing absorption, whereby a portion of
any modulated electromagnetic radiation incident on said

wavepath is az/sorbed by said pyroelectric material, the
absorption of said portion inducing an electrical current in

said electrodes.
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4,428,645

CABLE ACCUMULATOR
Kenneth N. Korbelak, Jackson, and Joseph B. Masterson, Car-

teret both of NJ., assignors to GK Technologies, Incorpo-
rated, Greenwich, Conn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 229,192, Jan. 28, 1981. This
application Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,600

Int. a? G02B 7/26
U.S. a. 350-96.20 17 Qaims

than said first crystalline matenal, and a partition layer

formed at the interface between the outer and inner sec-

tions and including the first crystalline matenal in a radi-

4. In a splice case for accommodating splices from individual
optical fibers of one multichannel fiber-optical cable end to
corresponding optical fibers of another multichannel fiber-

optic cable end, wherein said case comprises a frame including
two end-wall members of like peripheral contour, and two
elongate parallel tie rods rigidly connecting said end-wall
members in longitudinally spaced relation, the rod connections
being at corresponding peripherally spaced locations on said
end-wall members, said end-wall members each having an
entry port for through-passage of a different one of the cable
ends, and an elongate peripheral-wall closure adapted for

removable closure of the included frame volume defined by
and between said end-wall members, the improvement com-
prising an elongate rectangular housing supported by said
frame and within said volume, said housing comprising a bot-
tom wall of substantially the longitudinal and transverse extent
of said volume, side and end walls upstanding from said bottom
wall, a cable-locating core fixed to and upstanding from the
bottom wall and of elongate oval configuration and spaced
from said side and end walls to define an annular storage vol-
ume for coiled accumulation of excess length of one of said
cables near the splice region thereof, one of said walls having
a port for through-passage of one cable from one end-wall port
to coiled accumulation within said annular volume, said core
defining with said bottom wall a generally oval storage volume
for coiled accumulation of excess length of the other of said

cables near the splice region thereof, said bottom wall having
a port for through-passage of the other cable from the other
end-wall port to coiled accumulation within said generally
oval volume, a removable closure for said housing and span-
ning both said annular and generally oval volumes, and splice-

supporting means carried by said closure.

4,428,646

OPTICAL nSERS HAVING CRYSTALLINE MATERIAL
AND METHOD OF MAKING SAME

Paul E. Lighty, Lafayette, NJ., assignor to International Stan-
dard Electric Corporation, New York, N.Y.

FUed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,348
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Feb. 11, 1981,

8104271

Int a? G02B 5/172; C03B 37/025; C03C 3/30
US. a. 350-96^1 12 Claims

1. An optical fiber preform comprising:

a core having a radial gradient of composition and a refrac-

tive index that increases radially inwardly including an
outer section of a first two-element compound crystalline

material having a predetermined melting point, an inner

section of a second two-element crystalline material hav-
ing a higher refractive index and a lower melting point

ally inwardly diminishing amount and the second crystal-

line material in a radially inwardly increasing amount; and
a cladding layer surrounding said core and having a melting

point higher than said first crystalline matenal.

4,428,647

MULTI-BEAM OPTICAL SYSTEM USING LENS ARRAY
Robert A. Sprague, Saratoga, and Donald R. Scifrcs, Los Altos,

both of Calif., assignors to Xerox Corporation, Stamford,
Conn.

Filed Not. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 439,255
Int. a.^ GOIJ 1/08; G03H 1/22

U.S. a. 350-167 6 Qaiffls

f^

JiS

1. An optical system comprising a laser array operable to

emit from an emitting surface a plurality of output light beams
of a set spacing and divergence angle, an objective focusing
lens located at a substantial distance from said emitting surface

for focusing said output beams at a surface with a spcing sub-

stantially different than said set spacing, and lens means located
in the optical path between said emitting surface and said

objective lens for changing the divergence angle of each of
said output light beams independently of the beam spacing as

seen by said objective lens, whereby a large portion of each of
said output light beams is collected by said objective lens.

4,428,648

TRANSPARENCY VIEWING DEVICE
Richard H. Wiley, 983 Lake Front Rd., Lake Oswego, Oreg.
97034

FUed Nov. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 324,856

Int. a.J G02B 27/02
U.S. a. 350—238 8 QainM

1. A transparency viewing device for supporting a transpar-

ent color slide at eye level, said device comprising in combina-
tion,

a stand having fioor engaging feet and a vertically adjustable

member, a horizontal arm carried by said member,
a platform adjusUbly mounted on said arm,

a housing on said platform, said housing adapted to receive

a transparency, said housing including a lens through
which the transparency may be viewed, a light diffuser

within said housing,

a reflector mounted on said platform and offset from said

housing to enable the directing of light rays onto said

diffuser, and
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mounting means carried by said platform and offset from
said housing and mountmg said reflector thereon m a

, V

J
universal manner to facilitate the direction of light rays
from various directions onto said difTuser.

4,428,649

POWTR MIRROR CONTROL SWITCH
J^oJ^ertT- Main, Arlington Heights, and Maurice E. Kennedy,

Crystal Lake, botfa of Dl^ assignors to Cherry Electrical
Prodncts Corporation, Wankegaa, U.

FUed Jan. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 277,897
Int. a.3 HOIH 9/00, 19/00; B60R 1/06

US. a 350-289 ,6 Qai^

I

9. Apparatus for adjusting the viewing position of a first and
a second mirror, comprising.

a first motor and means responsive to the motor for tilting

said first mirror up and down;
a second motor and means responsive to the motor for rotat-

ing the first mirror to the right and left;

a third motor and means responsive to the motor for tilting

said second mirror up and down;
a fourth motor and means responsive to the motor for rotat-

ing the second mirror to the right and left;

a printed circuit board having a plurality of conducting areas
formed thereon and including means for receiving power
and circuit ground and for distributing signals for control-
ling the movement of said motors;

mirror select means for defining conductive connections on
said printed circuit board to select either said first mirror
or said second mirror for movement; and

position control means for controlling the movement of the
mirror selected by said mirror select means, the position
control means including:

a first electrically conducting terminal plate having a plural-
ity of conducting, outwardly extending terminal fingers

^llll TilPmiiJ^^^nnecting the plate and terminal fingers to
an energizing voltage;

a second electrically conducting terminal plate having a
plurality of conducting, outwardly extending terminal

fingers and means for connecting the plate and terminal
fingers to ground;

means for supporting said first and second terminal plates in

insulated, stacked relation above said printed circuit
board, so that the terminal fingers of one plate do not
overlap the terminal fingers of the other plate; and

control key means for selectively pressing terminal fingers
into conductive contact with underlying conducting areas
of said printed circuit board to define signals for control-
hng the operation of said motors.

15. A remote control switch, comprising:
a pnnted circuit board having a plurality of conducting areas

formed thereon and including means for receiving power
and ground and for distributing output signals;

a plurality of electrically conducting terminal plates, each
plate having a plurality of electrically conducting, out-
wardly extending terminal fingers;

means for supporting the terminal plates in insulated, sucked
relation above said printed circuit board, so that the termi-
nal fingers of each plate do not overlap the terminal fin-
gers of the other plates; and

control key means for selectively pressing terminal fingers
into conductive contact with underiying conductive areas
of said printed circuit board, to generate said output sig-
nals.

4 428 650
LINE FOCUS APERTURE FOR OPTICAL BEAMS

Dennis N. Mansell, Alhuquerque, N. Mex., assignor to United
Technologies Corporation, Hartford, Conn.

Filed Oct. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 312,603
Int. a.3 G02B 5/00

U.S. a. 350-319
, ciain,

—=^^?; ^:n :y^

1. An apparatus for restricting the amount of radiation in a
line focus of an optical beam comprising:

first and second cylindrical members, each having a polished
outer surface and being disposed an equal separation dis-

tance on either side of and parallel to an aperture axis,

whereby an aperture distance is defined as the shortest
distance between said outer surfaces;

means for rotating said first and second cylindrical members
about first and second rotation axes parallel to said aper-
ture axis, respectively;

means for varying said aperture distance by changing said
separation distance; and

means for circulating coolant fluid through said first and
second cylindrical members.

4,428,651

CLICK-STOP FOCUSING OF BINOCULARS
Wilfred Calcutt, Doncaster, England, asrignor to Swift Instru-

ments, Inc., Boston, Mass.
FUed Dec. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 331,480

Int a.3 G02B 7/06
U.S. a. 350-556 1 Claim

1. In binoculars including focusing means comprising an
adjusuble, routable focusing knob operatively associated with
focus adjustment means, whereby roution of said knob adjusts
said focus adjustment means in a manner related to the distance
between a viewer employing said binoculars and an object to
be viewed, the improvement comprising first click-stop means
operatively associated with said rotatable focusing knob, said
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click-stop means being effective to abruptly increase the force
required to rotate said knob at a focus setting for a first prede-
termined distance between said object to be viewed and said
viewer and wherein said focus adjustment means includes an
outer eyepiece barrel and said click-stop means comprises a

chronism with a timing at which an effective image scan-
ning signal, the change with time of which is to be de-
tected by said change detecting circuit, is generated from
said image scanning means.

spring and a ball associated with said spring, said ball and
spring being disposed within said rotatable focusing knob, said
ball having a first diameter, said click-stop means further com-
prising a countersunk cylindrical recess in said outer eyepiece
barrel, the cross-sectional diameter of said cylindrical recess
being smaller than said first diameter.

4,428,652

FOCUS DETECTING SYSTEM
Shiqji Sakai; Nobuhiko Shinoda; Takao Kinoshita; Kazuya

Hosoe, and Takashi Kawabata, all of Kawasaki, Japan, assign-
ors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct 21, 1981, Ser. No. 313,578
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct 23, 1980, 55-149078

Int a.3 G03B 7/OS
U.S. a. 354-407 7 Gaims
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1. A focus detecting system for detecting a focusing state of
an imaging optical system on an object, comprising:

(A) image scanning means for scanning an object image
formed by said imaging optical system to generate a time-
serial scanning signal representing a radiation distribution
of the image;

(B) processing means for processing the time-serial scanning
signal from said image scanning means to generate an
output signal representing an image formation state of the
image, said processing means including a change detecting
circuit for detecting a change with time of the time-serial

scanning signal, said change detecting circuit having a
high-pass filter circuit;

(C) an amplifying circuit for initial-setting said change de-
tecting circuit, and having input and output ends con-
nected to said change detecting circuit in said processing
means, an output impedance of said amplifying circuit

being controlled externally; and
(D) impedance controlling means for controlling the output
impmlance of said amplifying circuit in association with a
timing at which the time-serial scanning signal is output
from said image scanning means, wherein said impedance
controllling means changes the output impedance of said

amplifying circuit from low to high substantially in syn-

4,428,653
MIRROR REFLEX CAMERA WITH AN ELECTRONIC

RANGE FINDER
Klaus-Dieter Schaefer, Braunfels, Fed. Rep. of Germany, as-

signor to Ernst Leitz Wetzlar GmbH, Wetzlar, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

FUed Mar. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 358,194
Oaims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany. Apr. 3.

1981,3113507

Int a.J G03B i/\)0

U.S. a. 354-403 6a^^

P

1. A mirror refiex camera compnsing:
(a) a picture taking objective having a horizonul optical axis

and an object image projected by said picture Uking
objective;

(b) an electronic range finder comprising a plurality of lens

elements (lOa-lOn) mounted in front of an array of photo-
electric detectors (9);

(c) a viewer system located along said optical axis compns-
ing in series a focusing screen having a plane, a field lens,

a pentaprism and an eyepiece, said optical axis being offset

in parallel from its original path by two reflections in said

pentaprism and exiting said eyepiece;

(d) mirror means comprising a fully specular concave mirror
Od) provided at the lower edge of the exit surface of said

pentaprism (7) and having a focal plane;

(e) means (11) defining a measuring spot in said plane for

optically deflecting a first portion (12) apd a second por-
tion (8) of said object image; in the vicinity of said eye-
piece (6) and in the vicinity of said concave mirror {Id),

first and second mutually vertically offset and over-lap-

ping pupil images (AP',AP") are generated by said first

and second portions, said first pupil image (AP) being
central with respect to said eyepiece (6) and generated by
said second portion, while said second pupil image (AP")
is generated by said first portion; and

(0 said mirror means projecting said second pupil image
(AP") onto said plurality of lens elemenu located in said

focal plane of said mirror means.
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4,428,654

METHOD A>a> APPARATUS FOR SIMULTANEOUSLY
EVALUATING DIFFERENT SPECTRAL FREQUENQES

FROM DIFFERENT SCENE ZONES
Milton S. Dietz, Lexington, Mass., assignor to Polaroid Corpo-

ration, Cambridge, Mass.

FUed Apr. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 255,694
Int. a.3 G03B 7/08. 15/03

U.S. a. 354-»13 18 aaims

tween electrical control of the shutter apparatus and me-
chanical control of the shutter.

16. A method of exposing an image recordable medium to a
scene comprising the steps of:

evaluating a first set of spectral frequencies during an evalu-
ation period generally exclusive of visible spectral fre-

quencies and generally inclusive of infrared from a first

predetermined portion of the scene for a duration which is

substantially throughout the evaluation penod;
generally simultaneously evaluating at least a different sec-

ond set of spectral frequencies during the evaluation per-
iod generally inclusive of visible frequencies and generally
exclusive of infrared frequencies from a second predeter-
mined portion of the scene for said duration; and

transmitting radiation from said scene to said image record-
able medium in an amount in accordance with both said

evaluating steps taken during the evaluation period.

4,428,655

MODE SELECTOR DEVICE FOR A CAMERA
Nobuyuld Suzuki, Kawasald, and Masami Shimizu, Tolcyo, both

of Japan, assignors to Canon Kabushild Kaisha, Toltyo, Japan
Filed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 301,535

Qaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 16, 1980, 55-128238;
Sep. 16, 1980, 55-128239

Int. a.3 G03B 7/08
VS. a. 354-456 ,6 Claims
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1. A mode switching device for a camera comprising:
a shutter apparatus controllable electrically and mechani-

cally:

a shutter time setting member manually settable to at least

one shutter time value position for electrical shutter oper-
ation;

a signal producing source for producing an electrical signal;
the electrical signal level value of the signal producing

source being set in accordance with the setting of the
shutter time setting member;

a changeover circuit responsive to the electrical signal value
and coupled to the shutter apparatus for changing be-

4,428,656

360* VIEW CAMERA
John R. Gebhart, Enfield, Conn., and Francis X. Ledoux,

Springfield, Mass., assignors to United Technologies Corpora-
tion, Hartford, Conn.

Filed Aug. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 411,941

Int. aj G03B 37/00
U.S. a. 354-80 2 Gaims

1. A camera for photographing the interior of a cylindrical
or conical shaped surface of a specimen including a fixture for
supporting said specimen in fixed relationship on one end of
said fixture, a lens rotatably mounted on the other end of said
fixture, a film magazine for supporting a film, said magazine
including a fixed hollow cylindrical member fixedly supported
therein for receiving a flat film wrapped therearound, a first

mirror mounted in said magazine at a 45* angle relative to the
axis of rotation of said first mirror, another cylindrical member
in rotating relationship to said fixed cylinder and rotatable with
said lens, a second mirror parallely mounted relative to said
first mirror and positioned to transmit the image of said inner
surface of said specimen and means for imparting rotary mo-
tion in synchronous relationship to said first mirror, said sec-
ond mirror and said lens for exposing said film to said image
through a slit opening formed in said other cylindrical mem-
ber.

4,428,657

MOTORIZED DRIVING DEVICE FOR CAMERA
Nobuo Tezuka, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Canon Kabushiki

Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jul. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 398,823
Gaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 27, 1981, 56-117271

Int G.3 G03B 1/00
U.S. G. 354-173.1 5 Claims

1. A motorized driving device for selectively driving a
winding mechanism and a rewinding mechanism of a camera
having selectable winding and rewinding modes of operation,
including:

(a) an electric motor:

(b) switching means movable between a first position

wherein current is supplied to said motor, and a second
position wherein the current supply to said motor is

stopped;

(c) transmitting means for operatively connecting said motor
to said winding mechanism when the switching mode is
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selected, and for operatively connecting said motor to said
rewinding mechanism when the rewinding mode is se-
lected;

(d) holding means for holding said switching means in the
first position in response to operation of the rewinding
mechanism; and

(e) release means for moving said switching means to the
second position, said release means being arranged to
cooperate with the winding mechanism to release said
holding means from holding said switching means.

5. A motorized driving device for selectively driving a
winding mechanism and a rewinding mechanism of a camera
having selectable winding and rewinding modes of operation,
including:

(a) an electric motor;
(b) switching means movable between a first position

wherein current is supplied to said motor, and a second
position wherein the current supply to said motor is

stopped;

(c) transmitting means for operatively connecting said motor
to said winding mechanism when the winding mode is

selected, and for operatively connecting said motor to said
rewinding mechanism when the rewinding mode is se-

lected; and
(d) changeover means for moving said switching means to

the first position in response to operation of the rewinding
mechanism and for moving said switching means to the
second position after a delay of at least a predetermined
time after operation of the winding mechanism.

a unit from the container as an entity once it has been assem-
bled.

4,428,658

COMBINED nLM CASSETTE UNLOADING AND RLM
PROCESSING DEVICE

Michael H. Moore, Ilford, and George F. A. M. Turner, both of
Ingatestone, England, assignors to Clba-Geigy AG, Basel,
Switzerland

Filed Nov. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 438,812
Gaims priority, application United Kingdom, Nov. 4, 1981,

8133194

Int. G.3 G03D 13/06
U.S. G. 354-310 5 Qaims

1. A combined film cassette unloading and film processing
device which comprises a light-tight closable container com-
prising, in its interior, means for holding a film cassette to
enable a piece of film of determined length to be withdrawn
therefrom, together with a film cutting means; a lid member of
a processing tank of the film-holding spiral type being rotat-

ably but detachably mounted in a light-tight manner in one side

of the container; a spiral being attached to the inner side of the
said lid member and so located in the container that the film

from a cassette can be wound thereon; and a tank-completing
base member located on the opposite side of the container
which base member together with the lid and the spiral form a
processing tank of the spiral film holding type, the base mem-
ber being so held in a light-tight manner that, when the film

from the cassette has been wound onto the spiral and when the
end of said film piece has been cut off from the cassette, the
base member can be fitted on to said lid member whilst both
are still connected to the container in a light-tight manner,
whereupon the completed processing tank can be removed as

4,428,659

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR REMOVING
SOLUBLE PORTIONS OF A COATING

Lawrence E, Howard, Eacondido, Calif., aasignor to Napp Sys-
terns (USA), Inc., San Marcos, Calif.

Filed Jun. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 269,561

Int. G.' G03D 3/12
U.S. G. 354-317 37 aMim

1. In a process for developing a graphic arts article in which
the article is exposed, developed, dried, and hardened, the
improvement comprising:

immersing said article in a developing solution while repeat-
edly applying point pressure thereto in a direction gener-
ally perpendicular to the coating surface to assist in the
removal of soluble portions of said coating

4,428.660

ROLLER TYPE HXING UNIT FOR A COPYING
MACHINE

Sii^i Matsumoto, Kanagawa, Japan, assignor to FiOi Xerox Co.,
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jul. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 399.586
Gaims priority, application Japan. Jul. 20, 1981, 56-112241

Int. G.J G03G 15/00
U.S. G. 355—3 FU n Claims
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1. A roller type fixing unit for a copying machine having an
opening and closing frame part used for opening and closing a

copying machine body, comprising:

a pair of rollers for thermally fixing a thermoplastic toner

image on a sheet passing between said pair of rollers;

means for pressing said pair of rollers against one another
and for separating said pair of rollers from one another;

linkage mechanism means connected to said opening and
closing frame part and said pressing and separating means
for transmitting movement of said opening and closing

frame part to said pressing and separating means so thai a

closing operation of said opening and closing frame part

presses said pair of rollers against one another and an
opening operation of said opening and closing part sepa-

rates said pair of rollers from one another, said linkage

mechanism means having a mechanical advantage so that

a force required to close said opening and closmg frame
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part is multiplied to press said pair of rollers against one
another.

4,428,661

MAGNEnC BRUSH TYPE DEVELOPING DEVICE
KeUi Masnda; Shiooba Fqjiwara, aad Kenichi Matsumoto, ail of

Hachloji, Japaa, asiignon to Koniahiroku Photo Industry
Co^ Ltd^ Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 348,259
Claima priority, application Japan, Mar. 9, 1981, 56-32503

Int. a.^ G03G 15/08
MS. a. 355-3 DD i n Oaims

a receiver member to produce a multicolor reproduction, the
improvement comprising:

means for simultaneously producing two different ones of
said latent image charge patterns on discrete areas of said

image-receiving members respectively;

means or producing a third latent image charge pattern,
different from said aforementioned latent image charge
patterns, on a discrete area of one of said image-receiving
members adjacent to one of said aforementioned discrete
areas; and

means for transferring developed images to a receiver mem-
ber in superimposed register, with a substantial portion of
the transfer of the developed images of said simulta-
neously produced latent image charge patterns occuring
simultaneously.

1. In a magnetic brush developing device for developing an
electrostatic latent image formed on a charge retaining mem-
ber, which includes a housing for conuining developer, a
developing sleeve arranged rotatobly in said housing, a plural-
ity of magnets interior of said developing sleeve and a doctor
blade for regulating a thickness of a developer layer formed on
a circumferential surface of said developing sleeve by a mag-
netic flux of said magnets,

|

the improvement comprising:

a magnetic material fixed on an internal surface of said hous-
ing and downstream of said doctor blade as viewed from
the direction of the rotation of said developing sleeve,

said magnetic material extending in the direction of the
width of said developing sleeve, and being spaced from
said circumferential surface of said developing sleeve, and
said magnetic material being positioned opposite to at

least one of said magnets arranged in said developing
sleeve.

4,428,663

ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC COPYING MACHINE
Hideo Ito; Yutaka Irie, both of Toyokawa, and Minoru
Nakamura, Toyohaahi, all of Japan, aasignon to Minolta
Camera Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

Filed Jul. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 398,923
Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 20, 1981, 56-114026

InL a.3 G03G 15/00
U.S. a. 355-14 R 12 Claims

4,428,662

COLOR REPRODUCnON APPARATUS
Pierce B. Day, Pittsford, N.Y., assignor to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N.Y.

FUed Aug, 3, 1981, Ser. No. 289,673
Int. a.3 G03G 15/01. 13/01

U.S. a. 355-4 10 Claims

1. An electrophotographic copying machine of the type in
which a reciprocating means reciprocates for exposing a pho-
toconductive member successively to an image of an original
and the image formed on the photoconductive member is

transferred to a sheet of paper fed by paper feeding means, the
machine comprising:

means for controlling said reciprocating means in a specified
mode of possible multi-copying modes so as to move said
reciprocating means continously without stopping in such
a manner that a supplementary reciprocating movement,
involving no exposure, is caused to intervene between the
strokes of reciprocating movement that experience an
exposure of the photoconductive member.

J ,

1. In apparatus having means for developing latent image
charge panems on image-receiving members with pigmented
marking particles to form transferable images respectively
corresponding to related color images of multicolor input
information, wherein said developed images are transferred to

4428 664
METHOD AND DEVICE FOR CLEANING

PHOTOSENSITIVE SCREEN IN AN IMAGE FORMING
APPARATUS

Tadashi Sato, KokubuAJi, and Ke^i Taaaka, Kawasaki, both of
Japan, assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japaa
Division of Ser. No. 947,198, Sep. 29, 1978, which is a

continuation of Ser. No. 549,437, Feb. 12, 1975, abandoned. This
appUcation Oct 31, 1980, Ser. No. 204,010

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 25, 1974, 49-22149;
Jul. 27, 1974, 49-86379

Int a.J G03G 15/00
U.S. a. 355—14 R 3 Claims

1. Image forming apparatus comprising:

a retention-type photosensitive screen having a a multitude
of tiny openings formed therethrough;

means, including a corona charger for applying corona
charge to one side of said screen, for forming a primary
latent image on said screen;

means for applying a modulating ion current to the opposite
side of said screen to form a secondary latent image on an
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insulative surface, said modulating means being operative
a plurality of times for each operation of said primary
image forming means to thereby form a plurality of sec-
ondary images from a single primary latent image;

means for detecting the operation of said primary image
forming means and producing a detection output; and

means for periodically cleaning said photosensitive screen,

said cleaning means being responsive to the detection
output from said detecting means to initiate a cleaning
operation by said cleaning n^pans, whereby between se-

quential cleaning operations a plurality of secondary im-
ages are formed.

4,428,665

APPARATUS, PROCESS FOR REMOVAL OF TONER
PARTICLES

Dan A. Hays, Falrport, N.Y., assignor to Xerox Corporation,
Stamford, Conn.

Filed Not. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 318,884
Int. a.3 G03G 21/00

U.S. a. 355—15 10 Qaims

arc, wherein there results a cleaning zone encompassed by and
situated between the cleaning roll and the deflected flexible

imaging member, which member consists essentially of a sub-
strate, a photogenerating layer, and an amine transport layer,

(3) actuating the cleanmg roll causmg the insulating earner
particles to contact he insulating residual toner particles con-
tained on the deflected moving flexible imaging member (4)
removing the residual toner particles from the deflected flexi-

ble imaging member as a result of said contact, (5) depositing
the removed toner particles on the cleaning roll, (6) transport-
ing the removed toner particles on the cleaning roll, (7) remov-
ing the insulating carrier particles, (8) removing the insulating
toner particles, (9) and subsequently redirecting the removed
insulating carrier particles to the cleaning roll, wherem the
flexible imaging memberis deflected in an arc of from about 5
degrees to about SO degrees.

4428 666
DOCUMENT DESKEWING SYSTEM

Russell L. Phelps, Penfleld; Denis J. Stemralc, Willlaaison, and
Timothy M. Minerd, Pittsford, all of N.Y., assignors to Xerox
Corporation, Stanford, Conn.

Filed Aug. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404,255
Int. a.' G03G 15/00

U.S. a. 355-14 SH 9 Qaims

1. In a document sheet feeding and registration apparatus for

deskewing a document sheet relative to a desired copymg
position on a copier platen while feeding the document sheet
onto the platen into said copying position, the improvement
comprising;

means for obtaining an electrical signal corresponding to the
actual velocity of the document sheet being fed onto the
platen,

automatic document sheet deskewing means for deskewing
the document sheet on the platen as it is being fed into said

copying position; and
means for actuating said automatic document sheet deskew-

ing means at a precise actuating time occurring slightly

before the document sheet reaches the copying position,

said actuating time of said document sheet deskewing means
being controlled by said electrical signal corresponding to

the actual velocity of the document sheet.

1. A process for simultaneously removing, and transporting

insulating toner particles from a flexible imaging member
which coniprises (1) providing a cleaning roll containing on a

portion of its surface insulating carrier particles, which clean-

ing roll contains therein magnets, and magnetic strips, (2)

providing a moving flexible imaging member deflected in an

4,428,667

DOCUMENT DESKEWING SYSTEM
Russell L. Phelps, Penfleld; Jeffrey L. Sissoa, Macedon, aad

Karl E. Liechty, Pittsford, all of N.Y., assignors to Xerox
Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

FUed Aug. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404,254

Int. a.J G03G 15/00
U.S. a. 355—3 SH IS ClaiOM

1. In a document sheet feeding and registration apparatus for

deskewing and registering a document sheet relative to a copy-
ing position on a copier platen by feeding it against a sheet
aligning document registration means, the improvement com-
prising:

first document sheet feeding means for initially feeding a
document sheet towards the registration means compris-
ing transversely extending high friction sheet engaging
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and feeding means for resisting skewing of the document
sheet as it is being fed thereby;

second document sheet feeding means adjacent said registra-

tion means comprising a single roller for engaging the
leading edge area of the document sheet intermediately

thereof, said second document sheet feeding means pro-

viding low rotational resistance to deskewing of the docu-
ment sheet while feeding the document sheet into align-

ment with said registration means.
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and disengagement means for removing said first document
sheet feeding means from said high-friction engagement
with the document sheet after the leading edge of the
document sheet is under the influence of said second
document sheet feeding means but before the document
sheet engages said registration means so that control of the
document sheet is only by said second document sheet
feeding means during the feeding of the document against
the document registration means and its deskewing
thereby.

4,428,668

RANGE INDICATING DEVICE
Gordon Redington, 1759 N. Jackson St., St. Paul, Minn. 55117

FUed Sep. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 305,118
Int. a.3 GOIC 3/24

U.S. a. 356-17 4 Claims
1. An optical device to indicate a measured distance to a

sighted object, having in combination
a unitary device, of which all parts thereof have no relative
movement, comprising

a housing having an elongated angular form in plan having a
pair of spaced top and bottom walls having therebetween a
pair of spaced side walls in an opposed relation,

one of said side walls having an angled portion conforming to
the perimeter of the top and bottom walls thereabove and
therebelow, a mirror carried by said angled wall portion
facing in the direction of a sighted object,

said side walls having a pair of corresponding end wall por-
tions spaced apart to permit said mirror to have a line of
sight to sighted object and to bear the image of said object,

indicia on said mirror comprising distance measurement mark-
ers.

said side walls having their corresponding other end portions
spaced apart to form a window,

a mirror aligned with said window positioned to reflect the
image of a sighted object and the measurement markers from
said first mentioned mirror,

the other of said side walls carrying said second mentioned
mirror upon a portion thereof to be seen through said win-
dow,

wherein views of the sighted object are sighted partially by
direct line of sight by the operator and partially by reflection
upon said second mentioned mirror of the image of the
sighted object upon said first mentioned mirror and by coin-
cidence of said views upon a reflected measurement marker
upon said second mentioned mirror by pivoting said housing
upon a vertical axis to ascertain the distance of the sighted
object.

4,428,669

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR MEASURING THE
DEFORMABILITY OF LIVING CELLS, NOTABLY OF

RED BLOOD CORPUSLES
Marcel Bessis, Paris, France, assignor to Institut Nationale de la

Sante et de la Recberche Medicate, Paris, France
FUed Jun. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 269,252

Claims priority, application France, Jun. 6, 1980, 80 12592
Int. a.3 GOIN 33/4S

U.S. a. 356-39 15 Claims

1. A method for measuring the deformation capacity of
living cells such as red blood corpuscles, suspended in a liquid

through which a parallel beam of light is passed to observe the
diffraction pattern reproduced by the cells in order to measure
the characteristic dimensions of the diffraction rings, said
method comprising the steps of: passing the suspension con-
tained in the liquid into a tubular channel with a fixed wall and
having a constant cross section, in a direction substantially

perpendicular to said beam; adapting said suspension into the
form of a flow which is laminar or close to the laminar state, in

a location in said channel where at least a part of said flow is
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submitted to substantial shearing forces to effect cell deforma-
tion; and passing said beam through said suspension in said
channel.

4,428,670

nNGERPRINT SENSING DEVICE FOR DERIVING AN
ELECTRIC SIGNAL

Hartwig Ruell, Mount Laurel; Edward J. Devinney, Jr.,

Delanco, and Ming-Yee Chiu, Voorhees, all of N.J., assignors
to Siemens Corporation, Iselin, N.J.

Continuation of Ser. No. 176,701, Aug. 11, 1980, abandoned.
Tbis application Nov. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,401

Int. a.3 G06K 9/00; GOIN 21/17
U.S. a. 356-71 17 Qaims

1. A fingerprint sensor for deriving an electric output signal

according to the ridges and valleys of a finger under investiga-

tion, said sensor comprising, in combination:

(a) an elastic, pressure-sensitive contact surface formed by a

transparent elastic material for receiving a contact pres-
- sure by said finger, thereby changing the structure of said

surface in accordance with the fingerprint pattern of
ridges and valleys of said finger, whereby the regions of
the contact surface associated with the fingerprint valleys

are not in contact with the finger and form small concave
focusing mirrors, having their focal points along a focus-

ing plane which is parallel to, and at the focal distance of
said focusing mirrors away from, said contact surface;

(b) a light source for passing substantially parallel light

through said transparent elastic material to said contact
surface, whereby in the presence of said finger said re-

gions of the contact surface associated with the valleys

which form said focusing mirrors reflect the light imping-
ing on these regions and focus this light at said focusing
plane, thus forming a focused light pattern at said plane in

accordance with the fingerprint pattern of said finger;

(c) photodetector means having a light sensitive area for

measuring the distribution of light impinging on said area;

(d) optical means focused on said plane for transmitting said

focused light pattern to said light sensitive area of said

photodetector means; and
(e) output means associated with said photodetector means

for deriving said electric output signal in response to the
pattern of light falling on said light sensitive area.

4,428,671

OPTICAL DEVICE FOR VERTICALLY POSITIONING A
SEXTANT

Tbomas D. Davies, Potomac, Md., assignor to Davis Instru-

ments Corporation, San Leandro, Calif.

FUed Jul. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 283,583

Int. a.3 GOIC I/IO
UJS. a. 356—144 14 Qaims

1. A device for vertically positioning a sextant to minimize
tilt error in the measurement of a celestial body's altitude

relative to the horizon comprising:

optical means fixed to the sextant and positioned in the line

of sight of the sextant's horizon mirror and eyepiece, for

producing in a portion of the sextant's viewing area a

secondary horizon which will align with the direct hori-

zon only when the sextant is vertical,

said optical means including a prism which will diveri light

rays a predetermined angle in a plane perpendicular to its

optical axis,

said prism being positioned between the index mirror of the
sextant and the horizon mirror of the sextant and between
the horizon mirror and eyepiece so that any portion of a

celestial body image that is reflected from the index mir-

ror and falls within the prism will pass through and be
diverted twice by the prism to ensure that the user of the

sextant will not place a celestial body image on a false

horizon line diverted through the prism, and
means for adjusting the position of the optical means relative

to the sextant to thereby calibrate the device.

4,428,672

VARIABLE THRESHOLD WORKPIECE EXAMINATION
Martin E. Allard, Brixham, and Joseph A. Wilcox, Havant, both

of England, assignors to Brent Chemicals International Lim-
ited, Buckinghamshire, England

Filed Oct. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 311,739
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct. 17, 1980,

8033661

Int. a.' GOIN 21/88
U.S. a. 356—237 fg Claims
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1. A method of examining a workpiecc that has been treated

so that the flaws in it are revealed by concentrations of indica-

tor on its surface to examine it for the presence of flaws, includ-

ing:

scanning the surface of said workpiece and providing an
output signal representative of the luminance of regions of
said surface of said workpiece;

storing said output signals representative of said luminance
of regions of said workpiece in a memory;

forming a first average signal representative of average
luminance of a number of said regions to one side of one
region;

forming a second average signal represenUtive of average
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luminance of a number of regions to the other side of said
one region;

comparing said first and second average signals to determine
which of said first and second average signals indicates the
greater concentration of said indicator;

selecting whichever of said first and second average signals
indicates said greater concentration of said indicator and
using this to derive a threshold value;

comparing said derived threshold value with said output
signal representative of said luminance of the said one
region; and,

indicating that a flaw is present in said workpiece when said
output signal representative of said luminance of said one
region indicates a greater concentration of indicator than
does said derived threshold value.

alterations in intensity between said digital signals from two
adjacent image spots the improvement wherein

(1) only alterations in intensity which exceed a definite
threshold level are recorded as the start of a point of fault
and the end of a point of fault;

(2) for each of said points of fault one or more characteristic
quantities are determined;

(3) said characteristic quantities are divided up into different
classes corresponding with their magnitudes;

SIGHT CONTOUR

4,428,673

LIGHT DIFFUSION DEVICE
H^jime Yoshida, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to H^ime Industries

Ltd., Japan

Filed May 18, 1981, Ser. No. 264,282
Qaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 26, 1980, 55-87105

Int. a.3 GOIN 21/00
U.S. a. 356-240 13 Qaims

(4) the frequency distribution of the occurrence of said
characteristic quantities in the different classes is estab-
lished by adding; and

(5) said frequency distribution established is correlated with
predetermined frequency distributions in order to decide
about the quality of said object.

2. A method as in claim 1, wherein said definite threshold
level is set on the basis of that brightness of the image of said
object and is determined by integration of the brightness along
a vertical line of image spots.

1. A light diffusion device for interposition between a light
source and a transparent object comprising:

at least one light transmitting plate;

first and second rough surfaces on said at least one light

transmitting plate;

light from said light source passing progressively through
said first rough surface and then through said second
rough surface toward said object;

said first rough surface being effective for producing a first

degree of light diffusion;

said second rough surface being effective for producing a
second degree of light diffusion; and

a roughness of said second rough surface being substantially
finer than a roughness of said first rough surface whereby
said second degree of light diffusion is substantially
greater than said first degree of light diffusion and rough
surfaces on said object are thereby prevented from inter-
fering with an inspection of said object.

4,428,675

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR
DOUBLE-EXPOSURE HOLOGRAPHIC

INTERFEROMETRY
William K. Witherow, Huntsville, Ala., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Administrator of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington.
D.C.

Filed Jun. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 274,708
Int. a.3 GOIB 9/025

U.S. a. 356-347 4 cudms
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4,428,674

METHOD AND INSPECnON APPARATUS FOR
INSPECTING AN OBJECT, IN PARTICULAR A BOTTLE
Hayo Giebel, Llndemoosweg 25, Traubing, Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many D4131, and Heinz Gutschale, Bnmnerstrasse 9,
Miinchen, Fed. Rep. of Germany D-8000

FUed Jul. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 286,350
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul, 30.

1980, 3028942

Int a.' GOIN 21/90
UA a. 356-240 13 Qaims

1. In a method of inspecting an object, in particular a bottle.
which is irradiated by a radiation that is received and con-
verted into an electrical videosignal which is converted into a
digital signal, points of fault in said object being recognised by

1. In apparatus for double-exposure holographic interferom-
etry having a laser responsive to an applied firing signal for

producing a pulsed output beam, an optical system for splitting

the output beam into a reference beam and a scene beam, and
an initiator circuit for generating and applying a firing signal to
the laser, the improvement comprising:

(a) a second laser responsive to an applied firing signal for

producing a pulsed output beam which is substantially

parallel to the beam produced by said first laser and which
is split by said optical system into reference and scene
beams that substantially coincide with the reference and
scene beams produced by said optical system; and

(b) a timer/firing device responsive to the firing of the first
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laser for generating and supplying a firing signal to the
second laser a predetermined period later.

4,428,676
OPTICAL SYSTEM FOR OBLIQUE VIEWING

Jean C. A. Chastang, Mahopac, and Robert F. Koemer, Wap-
pingers Falls, both of N.Y., assignors to International Busi-
ness Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 314,320
Int. a.^ G03B 21/00

U.S. a. 356-354 j Qaims

of the bottom facing and opening into the elevated open end of
the drum; and a movable section of rigid shape located exter-
nally of the drum and having opposite ends that are open, the
movable section being capable of moving from an extended
position to a storage position with respect to the fixed section,
the movable section when in its extended position having one
of its ends at the open top of the fixed section and formmg an
upwardly directed continuation of the fixed section to m effect
extend the height of the hopper, the movable section when m
its storage position being located such that the open top of the
fixed section is generally unobstructed and constitutes the
highest portion of the hopper.

4,428,677
HOPPER FOR MIXER UNTT OF A CONCRETE

TRANSPORT VEHICLE
Paul W. Schreiter, Jr., St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Concrete

Transport Mixer Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Apr. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 365,007

Int C1.3 B28C 5/20. 5/42
VS. a. 366-41 14 Qai^

« -«

1. In combination with a mixer unit for a concrete transport
vehicle, said mixer unit including a frame, a drum iftounted on
the frame for rotation relative to the frame, the drum having
one of its ends elevated above the other of its ends with the
elevated end being open for introducing concrete mix into and
discharging it from the drum, and a discharge chute mounted
on the frame and extending away from the open end of the
drum; an improved hopper for directing concrete mix into the
elevated open end of the drum, said hopper comprising: a fixed

section of rigid shape mounted on the frame in a fixed position
with respect thereto and being open at its top and at its bottom,
with the open top being located externally of the drum and
being presented directly upwardly and with the open portion

1038 O.G.—79

4,428,678

CONCRETE VIBRATOR
John S. Lyle, 671 Cody St., Den?er, Colo. 80215

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 431,593
Int. a.' BOIF U/OO

U.S. a. 366—124 4aaima

1. An optical system for the oblique viewing of a substrate
comprising

means for reflecting an image of the surface of the substrate
at a first angle of ©2 with the perpendicular to the sub-
strate,

a diffraction grating,

directing means for projecting said reflected image on said
grating at a second angle of ^3 with the perpendicular to
said grating to provide a diffracted beam normal to said
grating, said grating having a period a= X/sin where X is

the wavelength of the diffracted beam, said directing
means providing a magnification of one,

lens means for projecting said diffracted beam, and
means for detecting said projected diffracted beam wherein

a high resolution distortion-free image of said substrate is

obtained.

1. A vibrator, comprising:

a housing having an end portion;

a rotor contained in said housing;

inlet means operatively associated with said housing for sup-
plying pressurized fluid to said rotor so that said rotor ro-

tates in said housing to produce vibrations; and
means operatively connected to said end portion of said hous-

ing for preventing the separation of said end portion from
said housing, said means for preventing separation including
a plate positioned adjacent to said end portion of said hous-
ing, and a shaft joined to said plate and connected to said
housing end portion, said plate being deuched from said

inlet means, said end portion being held to said housing using
said plate when said end portion becomes worn and tends to

separate from said housing.

4,428,679

PROCESS FOR MIXING AND COOLING ELECTRODE
MATERIAL

Werner K. Fischer, Venthone, Switzerland; Felii KeUer, BricUe,
Netherlands, and Max HMnni, Schaffliansen, Switzerland,
assignors to Swiss Aluminium Ltd., Chippis, Switzerland

FUed Mar. 31, 1960, Ser. No. 135,870
Claims priority, appUcation Switzcrhud, Apr. 5, 1979,

3194/79

Int CL3 BOIF 15/02. 15/04. 15/06
U.S. a. 366—141 16 ClaiM

1. Process for preparing a material selected from the group
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consisting of (1) a dry material, and (2) a mixture of dry mate-
rial and electrode binding agent which is used for the produc-
tion of electrodes, in particular in the manufacture of elec-

trodes for production of aluminum characterized by mixing,
degassing and change of temperature, including the steps

which comprises: providing a material selected from the group

°^^ h H til

4,428,681

DATE DISPLAY DEVICE
Toshio Kashio, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Casio Computer Co.

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 13, 1979, Ser. No. 103,222
Oaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 25, 1978, 53-160364

Int. a.3 G04B 19/22, 19/24
U.S. a. 368—21 9 Oaims
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consisting of (I) said dry material, and (2) said dry material and
electrode binding agent; treating said material by turbulent

stirring or fluidizing, degassing and homogenizing, and simul-

taneously thermally treating in a system which is, at least in

part, dust and gas-tight, and thereby obtaining a homogenized
and degassed mixture.

1. A date display device comprising:

a specific date memory means for storing date data of spe-
cific days including the holidays of a plurality of different
local districts;

district select means for selecting a specific district from
among said plurality of different local districts;

date data reading means coupled to said district select means
for reading from said specific date memory means the date
data of the specific days of the local district which is

selected by said district select means; and
date display means coupled to said date data reading means

for displaying the date data of the specific days which is

read out by the action of said date data reading means.

ddi5i«in
4,428,682

4,«^o,o0U CLOCK MECHANISMMETHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MIXING LIQUID AND Munroe A. Winter, 333 Crescent Dr., Lake Bluff, lU. 60044

n o
PASTE-LIKE SUBSTANCES Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,419

(loran Persson, Vastra, and Lars Johnson, Gothenburg, both of int. d? G04B 19/04
Sweden, assignors to Goran Persson Maskin AB, Gothenburg, U.S. Q. 368—238 14 Qaims
Sweden

Filed Jan. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 342,764
Claims priority, application Sweden, Jan. 30, 1981, 8100670

Int. a.3 BOIF 7/22
U.S. a. 366-296 6 Ukims

7 S

I

1. A method for mixing liquid and paste-like substances, for

example while preparing food in pots, comprising, immersing
two coaxially vertically spaced mixers in the substance to be
mixed, routing the two mixers in opposite directions with
respect to each other, raising and lowering the mixers simulta-

neously in the vertical direction through the substance while
rotating, mechanically lifting a portion of the substance layer
by layer by portions of each mixer and simultaneously mechan-
ically pressing downwardly another portion of the substance
layer by layer by other portions of each mixer thereby produc-
ing upward and downward circulatory motion of the sub-

stance.

1. A clock mechanism comprising:

a fixed ring defining an inner annular surface and an outer

annular surface;

an hours disc disposed to roll against one of said surfaces;

means for causing said hours disc to traverse the full annular

extent of the engaged fixed ring, surface once every
twelve hours;

a minutes disc disposed to roll against the other of said

surfaces; and
means for causing said minutes disc to transverse the full

annular extent of said engaged other of said surfaces once
every hour, whereby the disposition of said hours disc

relative to said fixed ring may indicate hour time and the
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disposition of said minutes disc relative to said fixed ring
may indicated minutes time.

4,428,683

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION CONSTRUCHON FOR
ELECTRONIC TIMEPIECE

Motoyuki Saito, and Hideo Hatanaka, both of Tokyo, Japan,
assignors to Citizen Watch Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 159,446, Jun. 13, 1980, Pat. No. 4,403,315.
This application Jul. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 396,441

Qaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 23, 1979, 54-92621

Int. a? G04C 21/16
U.S. a. 368-250 4 Oaims

passage (6) defined between said inner tank (5) and said

inner wall (1');

(c) a sample cell (9) for holdmg a gas sample, said sample cell

(9) being within said inner tank (5), a gas temperature
measuring instrument (10) disposed to measure the tem-
perature of said sample gas within said sample cell;

(d) an inert reference gas source (12), a piping system (13)
connecting said inert gas source to said inner unk (5)
including an inert gas outlet (23) within said inner tank (5).

a heating path (17) with a first valve (14) and a cooling
path (21) with a second valve (18), said paths (17, 21)
extending between said inert gas source (12) and said

outlet (23), heating means (15, 16) adjacent and opera-

2̂2

[£]^

1. An electronic timepiece assembly comprising a switch
upper plate having a contact pattern formed on the lower
surface thereof, said contact pattern including a plurality of
spaced terminals, a connector having a plurality of spaced
electrical conductors engaging said terminals at the upper ends
of said conductors and adapted to engage a module at the

lower ends of said conductors, said switch upper plate contact
pattern further including a plurality of spaced terminal por-
tions, a switch lower base having a plurality of spaced electri-

cally conductive elements on the upper surface thereof, each of
said conductive elements being disposed in alignment with a

corresponding pair of said terminal portions on said switch
upper plate, and a plurality of projections operable from the
outside so as to be resiliently deformed and bring a selected
pair of said spaced terminal portions and a corresponding one
of said conductive elements into engagement to complete a
selected circuit, said electronic timepiece assembly further

including a case within which said switch upper plate and said

switch lower plate are disposed, a button box mounted in said

timepiece case and including a lower button box case and an
upper cover having said sound-emitting slits therein, an oscilla-

tion plate disposed between said upper cover and said lower
button box case, said upper cover also including a button-
receiving opening therein disposed laterally of said slits, a

movable button received in said opening, said oscillation plate

including a first alarm sound-emitting portion extending below
said slits and a second portion extending below said button,

said second portion including a projection engageable by said

button.

4,428,684

APPARATUS FOR MEASURING MELTING POINT AND
BOILING POINT OF GAS

Yasuo Kuraoka, Sapporo, Japan, assignor to Hoxan Corpora-
tion, Sapporo, Japan

Filed Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 337,078
Gaims priority, application Japan, Jan. 30, 1981, 56-12607

Int. a.J GOIN 25/04. 25/08
U.S. a. 374—25 1 Qalm

1. An apparatus for measuring the melting point and the

boiling point of a gas, comprising in combination:

(a) a heat insulating outer tank (1) with an inner wall (!');

(b) an inner tank (5) within said outer tank (1), a heat medium

lively coupled to said heating path (17) to heat inert gas
flowing along said heating path (17) from said inert gas
source (12) and said outlet (23). and cooUng means (19, 20)
for cooling inert gas flowing along said cooling path (21);

and,

(e) gas pressure regulating means (25) coupled to said sample
ceil (9) including a pressure sensor (28), a pressure con-
troller (29), and, a pressure regulating tank (27);

whereby, the inert gas is flowed and regulated through both
the heating and cooling paths (17, 21), and the pressure is

regulated by said pressure regulating means (25). so that

the melting point and the boiling point can be measured
and ascertained.

4,428,685

TEMPERATURE TALKING INDICATING DEVICE
Jerome H. Lemelson, 85 Rector St., Metuchen, N.J. 08840, and

Christrian Grund, 2035 Burr Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10461
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 68,609, Aug. 22, 1979,

abandoned, and Ser. No. 81,365, Oct. 1, 1979. This application

Oct. 2, 1980, Ser. No. 193,284

Int. C[? GOIK 7/00: GIOL 1/10
U.S. a. 374-163 14 Qaimi

1. A patient temperature measuring device comprising:

a support including a housing,

a temperature sensing electrically operated transducer,

a micro-electronic circuit means supported within said hous-
ing and connected to said transducer for receiving signals

generated when said transducer senses temperature of
material adjacent said transducer and operable to process
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said signals and generate output signals indicative of the
temperature sensed,

first temperature indicating means connected to receive
signals from said electrical circuit means for displaying
indications of the temperature sensed by said transducer,
said first temperature indicating means including latch
means for retaining a an indication of temperature sensed
by said temperature sensing transducer, and readable
display means for displaying said temperature sensed,

second temperature indicating means connected to said

electrical circuit means, and said first temperature indicat-
ing means, said second temperature indicating means
including synthetic speech signal generating electronic
circuit means and means for converting synthetic speech
signals generated thereby to speech sounds indicative of
the temperature displayed by said first temperature indi-

cating means,

means for repeatedly reproducing speech signals indicative
of temperature to permit a person taking the temperature
to have the verbal indication thereof repeated in the event
that the first sound-verbal indication is not properly heard,
and

normally open switch means for controlling said second
temperature indicating means to generate synthetic speech
signals indicative of the temperature sensed by said trans-

ducing means and sound operated means for closing said

normally open switch to cause said synthetic speech signal
generating means to generate speech signals indicative of
the temperature sensed by said transducing means.

4,428,686

THERMOCOUPLE PYROMETRIC APPARATUS
Jean A. Brax, Chalon sur Saone, France, assignor to Saint-

Goltain Emballage, France

FUed Oct. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 309,257
aaims priority, application France, Oct. 14, 1980, 80 21903

Int. a.3 GOIK 7/02; HOIL 35/02
U.S. a. 374—179 9 Qaims

channel, each said thermocouple means connected to said

temperature indicating means, means for supporting said tip on
said unit so that said apparatus extends into said channel and
the molten material within said channel, and a brace, said brace
comprising a tubular body surrounding said rod and mounted
by said support means to extend between said tip and other
metal parts of said apparatus thereby to both mechanically and
thermally insulate said tip and metal parts.

1. Pyrometric apparatus for measuring the temperature of a
molten material within a refractory unit, said apparatus com-
prising a tip formed of a material selected from the group
consisting of platinum and an alloy of platinum both chemi-
cally and mechanically resistant to action of the molten mate-
rial and the atmosphere above the molten material within a
channel of said unit, said tip being closed at one end and having
Ml opening at the other end, a rod received in said tip substan-
tially to the depth of said closed end, a temperature indicating
means supported at the other end of said rod, at least one
thermocouple means disposed in said rod at a position to re-

spond to the temperature of the molten material within said

4,428,687

FLOATING SEAL FOR EARTH BORING BIT
Anton F. Zahradnilc, Corticana, Tex., assignor to Hughct Tool
Company, Houston, Tex.

Continuation of Ser. No. 262,239, May 11, 1981, abwidoncd.
This application May 27, 1983, Ser. No. 497,217

Int. a.3 F16C 33/72: F16J 15/34
U.S. a. 384-94 6 Qaims

6. In an earth boring bit of the type having a cutter rotatably
mounted with bearings on a depending shaft, an improved seal

means for sealing the bearings, comprising in combination:
an annular groove formed in the shaft with a rectangular

transverse cross-section and inner and outer side walls;

a split supporting ring located in the groove, the supporting
ring being expansible and having a minimum inner diame-
ter that is larger than the inner diameter of the groove, the
supporting ring having a cross-sectional width slightly

less than the cross-sectional width of the groove;
a backup ring of elastomeric material located in the groove

in contact with the outer side wall, the inner circumfer-

ence of the backup ring being in contact with the support
ring and its outer circumference in contact with the cutter;

and

an elastomeric ring of circular cross-section pressed radially

outward against the cutter by the supporting ring for

slidingly sealing with the cutter and also pressed between
the backup ring and the inner side wall of the groove, to

provide sealing of the sides of the elastomeric ring.

4,428,688

RETAINER AND BEARING ASSEMBLY
John C. McGregor, Jr., Spriagfleld, Ohio, aaiignor to Peataflex,

Inc., Springfield, Ohio
FUed Apr. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 256,358

iBt C\? F16C 23/04
U.S. Q. 384—208 16 Claim

1. A retainer for a bearing having a spherical outer surface

comprising:
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a substantially planar suppori member having an opening 4,428,690
*''*'*'": THERMAL RECORDING PRINT HEAD

a first pair of diametncally opposed rigid lip members ex- Tsunemasa MIta, Ebina, Japan, assignor to Fi^JI Xerox Co., Ltd.,
tending into said opening and curving outwardly from one Tokyo, Japan
face of said planar member, and Filed May 21, 1982, Ser. No. 380,600

a second pair of diametrically opposed rigid lip members Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 24, 1981, 56-115396
extending into said opening and curving outwardly from Int. CI.' GOID 15/10
the face of said planar member opposite said first pair of IJ-S. Q. 400—120 5 Claims
lip members,
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said retainer being further characterized in that the length
and angle of inclination of said lip members relative to said

support member are such that a bearing having an outer
spherical surface can be inserted into said opening with its

central axis parallel of said planar member and rotated

such that its central axis is normal to said planar member
whereupon said lip members fixedly engage said bearing
such that relative axial movement between said bearing
and said planar member is prevented.

4,428,689

BEARING
Bruce R. Choate, Saugas, Calif., assignor to Sargent Industries,

Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Apr. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 256,083

Int. a.3 F16C 33/04
UA a. 384—296 7 Oaims

1. In combination,

a movable member made from a relatively hard material,

a bearing liner disposed on a first particular surface of the

movable member in a thin layer and provided with rela-

tively incompressible characteristics and with characteris-

tics of resisting wear and fatigue, and
a stationary member made from a relatively harder material

than the movable member and disposed in frictional rela-

tionship with the bearing liner,

means disposed on the opposite side of the stationary mem-
ber from the movable member for retaining the atationary

member against the movable member and for inhibiting

any lateral wobble between the stationary and movable
members,

the retaining means being formed from a pair of sleeves

abutting each other at an intermediate position and abut-

ting the movable and stationary members at their extremi-

ties.

1. In a thermal recording print head for use in a thermal
recording system having means for controlling the heating of
said print head, said print head arranged in a recording medium
feeding path defining a main scanning direction and an auxil-

iary scanning direction for printing, comprismg:
a heat generating resistor unit having a plurality of heat gener-

ating elements arranged adjacent to each other and forming
a line, and

a plurality of such lines of said heat generating elements ar-

rayed orthogonal with the auxiliary scanning direction of
said heat with the elements of one line aligned with the
elements of a second line, wherein printing of two lines

orthogonal with said auxiliary scanning direction occurs for

each advance of said recording medium in said auxiliary

scanning direction.

4,428,691

DOT MATRIX PRINTER HEAD
Osamu Suzuki, and KeUi Nakamura, both of Tokyo, Japan,

assignors to Nippon Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Sep. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 298,410

Qaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 11, 1980. 55-126248

Int. Q.J B41J 3/12
U.S. Q. 400—124 1 Oain
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1. A print head for a dot matrix pnnter comprismg:
a cup-shaped cylindrical casing means (1) having a fiat circu-

lar bottom wall (16) and a cylindrical side wall (la) made
of magnetically permeable material;

a disc-shaped permanent magnet (2) having a diameter
smaller than an inner diameter of said bottom wall, said

magnet being axially magnetized and mounted coaxially

on said bottom wall and being surrounded by said side

wall;

a disc-shaped plate (3) having a diameter substantially equal
to said permanent magnet and forming an annular gap
between itself and said cylindrical side wall, said plate

being made of magnetically permeable material and allow-
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ing a leakage of a portion of a^gnetic flux from said
magnet through said air gap into slid side wall;

a plurality of electromagnetic elements (5) mounted perpen-
dicularly on the surface of said plate, said electromagnetic
elements being circumferentially spaced from one another
and each being made of a post of magnetically permeable
material;

a coil (4) wound on each of said electromagnetic elements;
and

a plurality of hammers (7, 8, 8a. 9. 10) equal in number to
said electromagnetic elements, said hammers having a disc
(8) fixed to an open end of said cylindrical side wall and
formed of a resilient magnetically permeable material and
a plurality of tongues (8a) extending inwardly from said
disc so that each of said tongues overlies each electromag-
netic element to form one of said hammers and a magnetic
flux path between said magnet and its associated electro-
magnetic element, said tongues being attracted on the tips

of said respective posts under the influence of said mag-
netic flux so long as said coils remain unenergized, said
hammers further having a plurality of print wires (10)
respectively secured onto tips of said tongues.

surface area normal to the direction of movement of said
print mechanism along said print lines, said longitudinal

dimension of said impact surface area extending over a
plurality of said columns, said lateral dimension of said

impact surface area being approximately equal to the
lateral dimension of one of said rows and said print firing

signals means being operable to print a character having
no overlapping imprints from said impact surface areas of
said print element, whereby the number of print firing

signals required to be applied to said print mechanism in

order to effect formation of said individual characters
during printing operations is less than that required with
print elements having impact members of uniform cross-
sectional impact surface area.

4,428,692

HIGH SPEED IMPACT MATRIX PRINTER
Jack W. Cannon, Boca Raton, Fla., assignor to International

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.
Continuation of Ser. No. 164,257, Jun. 30, 1980, abandoned.

This application Apr. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 370,792
Int. a.3 B41J 3/12

U.S. a. 400-124
I 9 Qaims

4,428,693
SERIAL DOT PRINTER FOR OFFICE MACHINES

Michele Bovio, Brosso; Lino Sella, Banchette; Pierangelo Ber-
ruti. Chiyasso; Walter Gillone, Ivrea, and Luciano Ceresa,
Albiano, all of Italy, assignors to Ing. C. Olivetti & C, S.p.A.,
Ivrea, Italy

Division of Ser. No. 245,528, Mar. 19, 1981, abandoned. This
application Dec. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 328,257

Qaims priority, application Italy, Mar. 20, 1980, 67417 A/80:
Feb. 2, 1981, 67134 A/81

Int. C\? B41J 3/02. 25/30; GOID 15/18
U.S. a. 400-126 8 Qaims

(J-

1. An arrangement for printing characters in a matrix
printer, comprising:

means for relatively moving a print mechanism along suc-
cessive print lines of a document to be printed, said print
lines comprising characters arranged in accordance with a
matrix character format having a predetermined number
of possible firing times therein, said matrix character for-
mat having a predetermined number of rows and columns,
none of said rows overlap another row and none of said
columns overlap another column;

storage means for storing character configuration informa-
tion of individual characters to be printed in said succes-
sive print lines;

means for providing print firing signals to said print mecha-
nism, said print firing signals being derived from the char-
acter configuration information stored in said storage
means, and said print firing means being operable in timed
relation with relative movement of said print mechanism
along said successive print lines to supply firing signals as
required; and

at least one print element in said print mechanism, said print
element comprising an elongated impact member, said
impact member having an impact surface with an elon-
gated cross-sectional area, said impact surface having its

longitudinal dimension extending in the same direction as
the direction of relative movement of said print mecha-
nism along said successive print lines and said longitudinal
dimension exceeding the lateral dimension of said impact

1. A serial dot printer for printing dots in a series of printing
positions on a printing support along a printing line, compris-
ing a carriage movable relative to said printing support and
having a rectilinear guide perpendicular to the direction of
carriage movement, at least one printing head selectively actu-
atable and mounted on said carriage, a driving member rotat-
able about a shaft perpendicular to said direction and to said
guide for moving said carriage, said driving member including
an eccentric element fixed thereon and engaged with said

guide for moving said carriage with simple harmonic motion
along the entire length of said printing line.

4 428 694
ROTARY PRINTING DEVICE WITH IDENTIFYING

MEANS AND METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR IN SITU
IDENTinCATION

Robert A. Ragen, Hayward, Calif., assignor to Xerox Corpora-
tion, Stamford, Conn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 233,538, Feb. 11, 1981, abandoned.
This appUcation Dec. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 446,114

Int. a.3 B41J 1/30
U.S. a. 400—144.2 22 Qaims

1. A rotary printing device for an impact printer; said printer

including a rotatable drive shaft for supporting said printing
device for rotation about its axis and interposer means for

relative movement into and out of interfering relationship with
said printing device; said printing device including a central
hub, mounting means on said hub for securing said printing
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device to said drive shaft, and a plurality of spokes, extending
outwardly from said central hub, terminating in character
pads, said printing device being characterized by comprising

first and second blocking means, extending axially out-
wardly from said hub, for contacting said interposer
means when said interposer means is positioned in inter-

fering relationship with said printing device, said blocking
means subtending an identification angle therebetween,
about the axis of said printing device, said identification

angle being selected to uniquely identify the characteris-

tics of said printing device and to distinguish said printing

device from others having different characteristics.

4,428,695

CARTRIDGE WITH SELF ADJUSTING PRESSURE
ROLLER AND END OF RIBBON DETECTION MEANS
John W. Jamieson, Alamo, Calif., assignor to Qume Corpora-

tion, San Jose, Calif.

Filed May 12, 1982, Ser. No. 377,423

Int. a.3 B41J 35/36
U.S. a, 400-249 1 oaim

tive end surface of said ribbon to said mirror and then to

said first light sensor;

said transport means mcluding means for transportmg said

inked ribbon along a path which intercepts either said

second light beam emitted by said second light source
extending into said housing through a first of said open-
ings and refiects said second light beam to said second
sensor or intercepts said first light beam emitted by said

first light source extending into said housing through a

second of said openings after said first light beam has been
refiected by said mirror and reflects said first light beam
back to said mirror;

whereby said ribbon cartridge may be utilized in printing
devices having light sources and sensors mounted at cither
one of two positions thereon.

4,428,696
CONDUIT CONNECTORS FOR LIGHTING SYSTEMS

Edison A. Price, New York, N.Y., assignor to Edison Price,
Incorporated, New York, N.Y,

Filed Feb. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 345,349
Int. a.' F16B 7/08. 9/00

U.S. a. 403-168 ,2 a«ms

{

^@ M

1. A ribbon cartridge for use in printing devices of the type
having mounted thereon either a first light source for emitting
a first light beam and an associated first light sensor for detect-
ing an end of ribbon condition, or a second light source for

emitting a second light beam and an associated second light

sensor for detecting an end of ribbon condition, said ribbon
cartridge comprising:

a housing;

an inked ribbon having a reflective end surface;

transport means including first and second spools within said

housing for transporting said ribbon in a vertical orienta-

tion;

first and second openings in the bottom of said housing and
positioned so that said first or said second light source and
said first or said second sensor may extend through one of
said openings into said housing as the ribbon cartridge is

mounted in a printing device; and,

a mirror positioned within said housing in a position to

intercept said first light beam from said first light source
extending into said housing through one of said openings
and reflect said first light beam onto said ribbon, said

reflected light beam being again reflected from the reflec-

1. In a lighting systems having at least two lighting fixtures

each including end plates and at least one ngid conduit connec-
tor therebetween, the improvement wherein:

each end plate has an opening forming at least one alignable
key hole therein having a substantially circular spiral

circumference; and a tube having a substantially circular

open spiral surface longitudinally slidably received in

each key hole in one given angular orientation, and to

providing a friction-tight fit in the key hole in response to

rotation of the tube around its longitudinal axis in one
direction from said one given angular onentation.

4.428,697

DEVICE ADAPTED FOR CLAMPING TO A ROTATABLE
SHAFT

Frederick F. Ruland, Weston, Mass., assignor to Ruland Manu-
facturing Company, Inc., Watertown, Mass.

Filed Jun. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 271,568

Int. a.^ F16D 10/6
U.S. a. 403—344 1 Claim

1. A device adapted for clamping to a rotatable shaft having
radius R. comprising:

A. an elongated member having two end portions and an
intermediate portion between said end portions, said elon-

gated member being C-shaped about a central axis and
having an outer surface and an inner surface, and said

intermediate portion including a flexure-defining and
balancing (FD/B) hole, interrupting and extending radi-

ally outward from said inner surface, thereby esublishing
a flexure region in said intermediate portion, said FD/B
hole including a cylindrical portion having a hole axis

parallel to said central axis and
B. a screw means for selectively biasing said end portions
toward each other whereby the radius of said inner sur-

face about said central axis equals R,
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\'
wherein said cylindrical portion of the FD/B hole has a prede- ported by the conveying member movably in vertical direction
Jermmed radius and has its hole axis angularly offset about said is pushed into the soil layer on the bottom of the water body to^tra^ axis with respect to a center line passing through said desired depth, whereby the push tube carries along a prefabri-
cjpitral axis and midway between said end portions, and cated drain, provided with an anchor at its lower end, whereaf-

ter the push tube is pulled up, while the prefabricated drain
remains in its place in the soil layer with the aid of the anchor,
wherein the improvement comprises that the push tube is

pulled up to be above the lower end of the conveying member,
that another anchor is affixed to the prefabricated drain by the
aid of a fixing means located on the lower end of the conveying
member.

2*J

wherein said cylindrical hole has its hole axis radially offset

with respect to the mean radius of said device when the radius
of said inner surface equals R, whereby said device is substan-
tially balanced about said central axis.

4,428,700
METHOD FOR DISPOSING OF WASTE MATERIALS

William L. Lennemaim, Cheyy Cluac, Md., aMignor to E. R.
Johnson Associates, Inc., Refton, Va.

Filed Aug. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 289,784
Int. a.^ B09B 1/00

U.S. a. 405-128 19 Claims

4,428,698

GEOTEXTILE FOR PAVEMENT OVERLAYS
Jerry C. Mnrphy, Rte. 8, Pinedell, Mom-oe, N.C. 28110; Ronald

E. Sandera, P.O. Box 3624, Rock HUl, S.C. 29730, and War-
ren S. Harnon, 6610 Ironkettle Rd., Matthews, N.C. 28105

FUed Aug. 21, 1980, Ser. No. 179,578

lot a.3 EOlC /;//<?

U.S. a. 404-17 nOaims
1. An improved resurfaced road comprising (a) a crack-filled

old pavement; (b) an asphalt concrete layer above said old
pavement; (c) a geotextile between said old pavement and said
asphalt layer, for preventing reflective cracking wherein the
improvement comprises:

said geotextile comprises a core-bulked yam interwoven
with tape fabric firmly embedded between and contacting
said old pavement and said asphalt concrete layer,

wherein said core-bulked yam comprises two sets of fila-

ments, said first set being straight to give dimensional
subility and forms a core around and through which said

second set of filaments is enungled in coils or loops.

4 428 699

PROCEDURE AND MEANS FOR PROVIDING A
VERTICAL DRAIN IN THE BOTTOM OF A WATER

BODY
Mauno O. Jutaola, Lounaisvaylii 2, 00200 Helsinki 20, Finland

Filed Dec. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 447,931
Claims priority, application Finland, Dec. 17, 1981, 814072

Int. a.3 E02D i/10: E21B 19/00
U.S. a. 405-50 8 aaims

1 3 5 '3 -3

1. Improvement in a procedure for making a vertical drain in

the bottom of a water body such as a sea or lake from a raft on
the surface of the water body, wherein a conveying member,
carried on the raft movably in vertical direction, is brought to
be close to the bottom of the water body, a push tube sup-

1. A method for the confinement and isolation of toxic waste
material which comprises depositing said waste material in an
excavation and encasing the waste material with a molten
composition poured into said excavation and comprising the
reaction product of sulfur and about 2 to 40 weight percent
based on the sulfur of a modifier or modifiers selected from the
group consisting of dicyclopentadiene, dipentene, vinyltoluene
and oligomers of cyclopentadiene and allowing said molten
composition to harden to form a solid mass having incorpo-
rated therein said waste material.

4,428,701

NON-CLOGGING EAVES TROUGH
Gifford R. Duffy, 2051 - 211tb Ave. N.E., Redmond, Wash.

98052

FUed Sep. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 303,829
Int. a.3 E02B 9/04; E04D 13/00

U.S. a. 405—119 9 Claims

1. A non-clogging eaves trough comprising an elongated
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sheet formed with a flange attachable to a building, a continu-
ous smoothly curved portion extending from the flange out-

wardly and downwardly and then downwardly and inwardly
with respect to the vertical, a generally upwardly open trough
section carried by and below the curved portion, the curved
portion having an outermost reach extending outwardly of and
overhanging the outermost extent of the trough section, and a

generally vertical screen extending between the trough section
and the smoothly curved portion and making a sharp angle
with the latter portion, the screen engaging the smoothly
curved portion below the outermost reach of the latter.

4,428,702

SLIDING TENSION LEG TOWER WITH PILE BASE
Barry J. Abbott, Concord, and William H. Silcox, San Fran-

cisco, both of Calif., assignors to Chevron Research Company,
San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Jun. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 275,541
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Dec. 27,

2000, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 E02B 17/00
U.S. a. 405—202 7 Oaims

ij Ij Lf L

.^iiyHin

1. An offshore drilling and producing structure, which com-
prises:

a rigid platform including equipment associated therewith;

a plurality of open-ended sleeves affixed to the platform and
extending downwardly therefrom for a substantial dis-

tance below a water surface, in a substantially vertical

orientation;

an equal plurality of axial piles secured by articulated joints

to a pile base on the sea floor, which axial piles extend

upwardly into said open-ended sleeves to at least a posi-

tion near the surface of the water;

buoyant means affixed to said sleeves below the water sur-

face for providing an upward buoyant force in excess of

the weight of said platform including equipment associ-

ated therewith and said sleeves; and

means for counterbalancing the excess buoyant force from
the plurality of axial piles, said means permitting simulta-

neous vertical movement of each of said sleeves with

respect to each of said piles to permit a desired degree of

compliancy of rotation about the sea floor.

4,428,703

POWDER FED SHEARED DISPERSAL PARTICLE
GENERATOR

E. Leon Morrisette, Newport News, and Dennis M, Bushnell,
Hayes, both of Va., assignors to The United States of America
as represented by the Administrator of the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration, Washington, D.C.

Filed Aug. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 297,488
Int. a.' B65G 5i/02: GOIM 9/O0

U.S. a. 406-155 10 Qalms

1. An apparatus to supply a cloud of uniform, submicron-
sized particles to a high pressure environment, compnsing:

feeding system means for stonng and supplying the desired
particles;

conduit means for accepting said particles from said feeding

system means, said conduit means having microslits on its

periphery for separating and injecting said particles;

settling chamber means for receiving the injection of said

particles from said conduit means; and
carrying fluid means for transporting said particles wherein

said carrying fluid means is supplied at a pressure suffi-

cient to cause said microslits to operate at choked flow.

4,428,704

MICRO-ADJUSTING CARTRIDGE FOR CUTTING TOOL
Shivdas Kaiokhe, Clinton, Canada, assignor to Ex-Cell-O Corpo-

ration, Troy, Mich.

Continuation of Ser. No. 172,731, Jul. 28, 1980, abandoned. This

application Mar. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 408,306

Int. a.J B23B 29/00
U.S. a. 408—156 2 Qalms
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1. A boring tool with an adjusuble cutting diameter, com-
prising a boring bar having a long axis and an outwardly fac-

ing, open recess extending along the long axis and a tool car-

tridge mounted in said recess, said cartridge having a bight

portion with means for mounting the cartridge in said recess, a

pair of legs extending from said bight portion in spaced apart,

substantially parallel relation with each other and the long axis

in said recess with an inner leg abutted against the boring bar
and an outer leg carrying cutting means for cutting engage-
ment with a workpiece and being resiliently movable relative

to said inner leg, said legs each having transverse threaded
bore means in axial alignment, with the threaded bore means of
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one leg having different pitch threads from the threaded bore
means of the other leg, said cartridge further comprising trans-
verse screw means threadably received in the threaded bore
means connecting said legs and having an inner end termmal-
ing in said inner leg short of said boring bar so as to be out of
contact therewith with the screw means having different pitch
threads adjacent opposite ends corresponding with those of the
respective threaded bore means such that rotation of said
screw means moves said outer leg and cutting means thereon
relative to said inner leg to adjust cutting diameter without said
screw means having to engage the boring bar for such adjust-
ment.

4,428,705
SPREADING DOWEL FOR SECURING AN INSERT IN A

PANEL WITH THE AID OF THE DOWEL
Manfred Geihgrd, Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Messerschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm Gesellschaft mit beschraenk-
ter Haftung, Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Nov. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,141
Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Nov 1

1

1980, 3042432
^. .

Int. CV F16B /J/04
U.S. CI. 411-82

_ 6 Claims

U

frame adapted for nK)vement across the field; a bale pickup
means mounted on said frame for individually engaging bales
of crop material on the ground and elevating said bales onto
the bale wagon; a load bed pivotally mounted on said frame for
accumulating a plurality of said bales, said load bed being
pivotable relative to said main frame to raise the forward end
thereof and effect an unloading of the accumulated bales; cross
conveyor means mounted on said frame for conveying bales
elevated onto said load bed by said pickup means, said cross
conveyor means being at least partially operable over said load
bed pusher advance means mounted on said frame adjacent
said load bed to position bales on said load bed, said cross
conveyor means and said pusher advance means alternately
operating to arrange and position bales deposited onto said
load bed by said bale pickup means in a preselected manner; a
hydraulic system including a first hydraulic cylinder for opera-
tively driving said bale pickup means; a second hydraulic
cylinder for operatively driving said cross conveyor means, a
third hydraulic cylinder for operatively driving said pusher
advance means, a fourth hydraulic cylinder for pivoting said
load bed relative to said mobile frame, a plurality of control
valves for controlling the flow of hydraulic fluid to said hy-
draulic cylinders and conduit means interconnecting the hy-
draulic cylinders and control valves for transporting the fiow
of hydraulic fiuid therebetween; and power means for opera-
tively powering said hydraulic system, the improvement com-
prising:

an interlock selector valve connected to said hydraulic sys-
tem in operative communication with said second and

1. In a device for securing fastener means having a central
longitudinal axis in a hole of a sandwich type panel having two
parallel outer surfaces, wherein the device includes a first

component having spreadable elements and a second compo-
nent having an inner threading, said second component spread-
ing the spreadable elements of said first component when the
second component is pressed into the first component, the
improvement wherein said first component comprises a lower
portion (12) to be inserted first into the hole of a sandwich type
panel and an upper portion (13) comprising a plurality of said
spreadable elements separated by slots, hinging means (13<')
fiexibly hinging said spreadable elements to said lower portion
so that said spreadable elements extend somewhat radially
outwardly relative to said central longitudinal axis prior to
insertion into said hole, said hinging means being sufficiently
yielding so that the spreadable elements are moved radially
inwardly during msertion into said hole, said second compo-
nent (14) comprising an insert with an internal threading hav-
ing an upper fiange (14A) and a lower fiange (14t) extending
substantially in parallel to said upper fiange, said lower fiange
of said insert contacting said spreadable elements for spreading
the spreadable elements radially outwardly inside said hole
when said second component is pressed into said hole with the
lower fiange of the second component pressing said spreadable
elements radially outwardly inside the panel until an outer
surface of said upper flange of the second component extends
substantially level with the adjacent outer panel surface.

4 428 706
INTERLOCK SELECTOR CONTROL VALVE FOR

ROUND BALE WAGON
L, Dennis ButJer, Kingsburg, and Alan R. Askov, Fresno, both of

Calif., assignors to Sperry Corporation, New Holland, Pa.
Filed Jun. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 276,571

Int. a.J AOID 87/J2; F15C 3/02
U.S a 414-24.5 eaaims

1. In a bale wagon for picking up bales of crop material from
the field, accumulating a plurality of bales and transporting the
accumulated bales to a preselected storage location to be un-
loaded from the bale wagon, said bale wagon having a mobile

5^
third hydraulic cylinders, said interlock selector valve
having a spool therein movably positionable between a
cross conveyor mode and a pusher mode, hydraulic fluid
being directed to said second hydraulic cylinder when
said spool is in said cross conveyor mode and to said third
hydraulic cylinder when said spool is in said pusher mode,
said interlock selector valve having a flow path through
said spool when in said pusher mode for directing hydrau-
lic fluid to said fourth hydraulic cylinder only under
conditions where said cross conveyor means and said bale
pickup means are in a position that would not interfere
with the pivoting of said load bed to raise the forward end
thereof relative to said frame;

a first control valve in operative communication with said
interlock selector valve and with said fourth hydraulic
cylinder to control the flow of hydraulic fluid thereto for
operation thereof to pivot said load bed relative to said
frame; and

a second control valve in operative communication with
said first hydraulic cylinder to control the flow of hydrau-
lic fluid thereto for operation of said bale pickup means to
elevate said bales onto said load bed, said second control
valve having a spool selectively movable in three posi-
tions, including a neutral position in which hydraulic fluid
is not directed to said first hydraulic cylinder, said first

and second control valves being in operative communica-
tion such that hydraulic fluid must pass through said
second control valve before entering said first control
valve.
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4,428,707

ROUND BALE FEEDER
Richard A, Cockle, c/o George Spector, 3615 Woolworth Bldg.,

233 Broadway, and George Spector, c/o Richard A. Cockle.
3615 Woolworth Bldg., 233 Broadway, both of New York.
N.Y. 10007

Filed Nov. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323.661

Int. CI.' B65H 51/Ofi. 49/24
U.S. CI. 414-24.6 2 Claims

n—

^

(b) a discrete energy reflective bin high target mounted on
the other of said carriage and said vehicle;

(c) a discrete energy reflective bin low target mounted on
said other of said carriage and said vehicle,

(d) a discrete energy reflective bin safe target mounted on
said other of said carriage and said vehicle;

(e) said carriage having a laterally extendable fork,

(0 said energy sensing means being adapted to receive en-

ergy from said energy source means reflected by said

targets.

(g) control means operahly connected to said energy sensing

means lor causing said carnage to move to one of said bin

high and said bin low positions and for stopping said

carnage in one of said bin high and said bin low positions

al said predeli rmineil storage bin upon said energy sens-

ing means being actuated by energ\ reflected from a

respective one of said bin high and said bin lou largets,

(h) said control means prevenliiig vertical movement ot said

carriage with said fork thereof laterally extended except

w hen said energy sensing means receives energy from said

energy source rellecled from said bin safe target

1. A round bale feeder for unrolling hay bales when being

discharged from a hay transporting vehicle, comprising in

combination a frame, a mechanism in each end of said frame

including a plurality of rollers affixed on rotatably driven

shafts, parallel to each other and spaced apart at rising eleva-

tions from center to the endmost of the rollers to ftirm a de-

pression upon which said hay bales are rested while being

unrolled, each of said rollers having means to spread said bales

laterally while being unrolled wherein a gear on each said shaft

is engaged by an endless belt driven by power from a motor in

combination with other endless belts interconnecting at the

gears of adjacent rollers, said means on the rollers to spread

said bales laterally comprise a plurality of cleats which taper

from a greater center height to a smaller height at each of the

roller's ends, said cleats extending along the periphery of the

roller surface and being parallel to the axis of the roller.

4,428,708

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR FINE POSITIONING A
VEHICLE AT A STORAGE BIN IN AN AUTOMATIC

STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
Harold S. Burt, Kansas City, Kans., assignor to Midwest Con-

veyor Co., Inc., Kansas City, Kans.

Filed Dec. 31, 1980, Ser. No. 221,792

Int. Cl.^ B65G J/OO
U.S. a. 414-275 9 Claims
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1. A system for positioning a carriage movably mounted on

a vehicle at a predetermined storage bin in one of a bin high

position and a bin low position, which comprises:

(a) energy source means and energy sensing means mounted
on one of said carriage and said vehicle;

4,428,709

DE-PACKAGING APPARATUS
Alan R. Peters, Stratford, Conn., assignor to Automation Inter-

national Corp., Norwalk, Conn.

Filed Nov. 28, 1980, Ser. No. 211,034

Int. CI.' B65B 6V/0U

U.S. CI. 414-412 13 Claims

1 Apparatus for removing the conlenis from a packaging

container comprising

blanking means for blanking the outline of an egress hole in

one of the walls of said container,

and removal means for removing the contents of said con-

tainer by impinging upon the exterior of the wall of said

container that is opposite the wall in which said egress

hole outline has been blanked, and for causing the wall so

impinged upon to buckle inward and to push the contents

from said container through said egress hole

4,428,710

MANIPULATOR WITH A SWIVEL JIB
Hans T. Grisebach, Kampstrasse 7, 4750 Unna; Rudolf Bctdng,

Vogelherd 3, 5800 Hagen; Volker Betzing, Vogelherd 3, 5800
Hagen; Ulrich Betzing, Vogelherd 3, 5800 Hagen, and Klaus

Betzing, Vogelherd 3, 5800 Hagen, all of Fed. Rep. of Ger-

many
Continuation of Ser. No. 943,489, Sep. 18, 1978, abandoned. This

application Nov. 24, 1980, Ser. No. 209,482

Int. a.i B25J n/OO: F16H 25/20
U.S. C1. 414—590 9 Qaims

1 A manipulator comprising a jib adjustable about a vertical

axis, an extensible elongate support unit carried on the jib, the

suppori unit extending vertically downwards relative to the

jib, and a load holding unit carried by the lower end of the

support unit, the suppori unit including a housing, a guide, a
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screw-threaded spindle, means for selectively driving the spin-
dle in rotation, a non-rotatable ball sleeve associated with the
spindle, a support plunger operatively connected with the ball

sleeve whereby the plunger is adjustable vertically in response
to roution of the spindle, a bearing element detachably
mounted on the plunger at its lower end, said bearing element
having at least one mounting face, a spacing element secured to

4,428,712
CAPTIVE WATER CURRENT POWER SYSTEM

Hans F. Wuenscher, late of HunUville, Ala., and Hertha A.
Wuenscher, Administratrix, 2004 Dogwood La., Huntsrille
Ala. 35810

'

Filed Nov. 12, 1980, Ser. No. 206,185
Int. a.^ POID 25/28

^•S- CI. 415-7
8 c,^„,

^^^^^--^.^

said mounting face, the load holding unit connected to the
spacing element, said spacing element being adapted to permit
swivelling movement of the load holding unit relative to the
bearing element and to clamp the same in position, wherein
said support unit is secured against angular movement relative
to the jib and the housing thereof is adjustable in the vertical
sense relative to said jib.

MH

4,428,711

UTILIZATION OF WIND ENERGY
John D. Archer, CoopersdaJ, Komatiepoort District, TransraaJ,

South Africa, assignor to John David Archer, Coopersdal,
South Africa

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 174,619, Aug. 1, 1980,
abandoned. This application Nor. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,386
Claims priority, application South Africa, Aug. 7, 1979,

Int. a.' F03D 1/04
VJS. a. 415-2 A 23 Qaims

''^^^^'i^^-fl

1. A captive water current energy conversion power system,
comprising: at least one power unit, each comprising a buoyant
body structure, a plurality of hydrofoil wings extending down-
wardly into said water current and being pivotally mounted on
said body structure to permit readjustment of their angle of
attack, said hydrofoil wings capturing said water currents, and
producing aerodynamic lift forces to propel said body struc-
ture and water current at a higher relative speed, at least one
second set of hydrofoil wing system rotatably mounted on said
body structure at a position rearwardly of said plurality of
wings and being exposed to said higher speed current, power
generating machinery mounted on said body structure and
being attached to said second set of wing system where by the
energy held by the current is converted to revolving motion of
said power generating machinery, mooring means attached to
said body structure and an anchor structure to effect said
captive path of said body structure through said water current,
and control means for effecting the angle of attack adjustment
of said plurality of hydrofoil wings.

c^

1. A wmd energy device comprising a first airfoil having a
major axis, a leading edge, a trailing edge, and a tip, the first
airibil bemg supported above a suri^ace and being adapted,
when traversed by a prevailing wind, to generate a vortex at its
tip, means to vary the orientation of the airfoil relative to the
prevailing wind, and a roury device located in the path of the
vortex and adapted to be driven by the wind in the vortex,
including a second airfoil having a major axis generally trans-
verse to the major axis of the first airfoil and arrranged so that
its downwash effect augments the energy of the vortex.

4,428,713

TURBINE
John F. Coplin, and Edward S. Hadaway, both of Duffield,

England, assignors to Rolls-Royce Limited, London, England
Continuation of Ser. No. 210,259, Ko?. 25, 1980, abandoned.

This application Feb. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 465,457
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Dec. 6, 1979.

7942156

Int. a.J POID 25/12. 25/16
U.S. a. 415-48 ,7 a^j^

1 A turbine suitable for a gas turbine engine comprising:
a casing;

a support member enclosed within said casing and capable of
a change in tension during operation of the turbine, said
support member having a hub portion and a generally
circular periphery, and said support member being sym-
metrically disposed about the axis of said turbine with the
axis of said hub portion being coaxial with said turbine
axis;

an annular array of radially extending stator aerofoil vanes
capable of a change in tension during operation of the
turbine, each of said stator aerofoil vanes being attached
to both said casing and the periphery of said support
member; and

tension maintenance means directly connected to at least one
of said support member and said stator aerofoil vanes, said
tension maintenance means comprises tensioning means
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for varying the tension in said support member and said
stator aerofoil vanes, tension monitoring means for moni-
toring the degree of tension in each of said support mem-
ber and said stator aerofoil vanes, and control means
operatively associated with said tensioning means and

responsive to said tension monitoring means, said control
means being arranged to control said tension varying
means in such a manner as to maintain said support mem-
ber and said stator aerofoil vanes in a substantially con-
stant state of tension during operation of the turbine.

4,428,714

PRE-SWIRL INLET GUIDE VANES FOR COMPRESSOR
Rolf J. Mowill, Oslo, Norway, assignor to A/S Kongsberg

Vapenfabrikk, Kongsberg, Norway
Filed Aug. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 293,869

Int. a.' FOID 17/16
U.S. a. 415-161 20 Claims

1. In rotary apparatus for compressing a compressible Huid
of the kind having a plurality of compressor blades mounted on
a rotating hub positioned in a compressor housing, a preferred
fluid flow path extending through the housing, the housing
having a duct portion extending upstream of the compressor
blades relative to the fiuid flow path and determining, in part,

the fluid fiow path, the improvement comprising:

means for controllably varying the fiuid mass fiow rate

through the compressor including:

(a) a first set of guide vanes in the duct for imparting an

initial degree of swirl to the fiuid entering the duct
relative to the axis and direction of rotation of the com-
pressor hub; and

(b) a second set of guide vanes positioned in the duct
upstream of the compressor blades, the vanes of the said

second set being moveable about their axes, said second
vane set being positioned a distance downstream of said

first vane set along the preferred fiuid fiow path
wherein at least about one first vane chord length sepa-

rates the trailing edges of said first vane set from the
leading edges of said second, moveable vane set, to

permit substantial decay of the turbulence imparted to

the fiowing fiuid by said first vane set prior to said

swirling fiuid reaching said second, moveable vane set,

said second, moveable vane set for changing the degree
of swirl in the fiuid to a final degree of swirl incident

upon the compressor blades corresponding to a desired
compressor fiuid mass flow rate.

4,428.715

MULTI-STAGE CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR
Jesse O. Wiggins, Peoria, III., assignor to Caterpillar Tractor

Co., Peoria, 111.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 91,679, Jul. 2. 1979, abandoned.
This application Nov. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 324,718

Int. n.' POID l/()6

U.S. CI. 415-199.2 8 a,!,..

8. A centrifugal compressor (11) comprising:

an annular stator (13),

an impeller (12) positioned for rotation in said stator (13) and
being radially spaced therefrom by an annular air fiow

path (14) which has an air inlet end (16) and an air outlet

end (17) of larger diameter and which has a curved por-

tion (20) of progressively increasing outward curvature
which extends from said air inlet end (16) to said air outlel

end (17),

a series of compressor blade rows (29) kK-ated in said curved
portion (20) of said fiow path (14) and being conncLted to

said impeller (12) and a series of difTuser blade rows (32)

l(K-aled in said curved portion of said fiow path and being

connecied to said stator (13), said diffuser blade rows (32)

being alternated with said compressor blade rows (29)

along said fiow path (14), each of said compressor blade

rows (29) in conjunction with an adjacent one of said

diffuser blade rows (32) constituting one of a series of
compression-din"usion stages (30) in said curved portion of
said fiow path (14), and

each of said blade rows (29,32) of all of said compression-dif-

fusion stages (30) having blade means (28,31) for provid-

ing a calculated design point diffusion factor below about
0.55 and a de Haller number greater than about 70, and
(32) having a mean radius which increases in the range of
from about 1% to about 15% between the inlet side (350
and the outlet side (35o) thereof
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4,428,716
VARIABLE PITCH PROPELLER HUB WITH FLUID

MOTOR ACTUATING MEANS
Ralph P. Maloof, 4527 Park Monaco, Calabasa, Calif. 91302

Continuation of Ser. No. 805,283, Jun. 10, 1977, Pat, No.
4,202,655. This application Apr. 28, 1980, Ser. No. 144,390

Int. a.^ F04D 29/36
U.S. a. 416-157 R ,3 claims

-mS^^^
" L3

4,428,717
COMPOSITE CENTRIFUGAL IMPELLER FOR SLURRY

PUMPS
Fritz C. Catterfeld, Canoga Park, Calif., assignor to Rockwell

International Corporation, El Segundo, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 88,886, Oct. 29, 1979,
abandoned. This application Sep. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 303,739

Int. a.' F04D 29/28
U.S. a. 416-186 R llQaims

1. A composite impeller suitable for use in pumps handling
hot, highly abrasive slurries and having a drive shaft, said
impeller comprising:

a disk shaped backplate comprising an axial forwardly ex-
tending hub section and an axial opening extending
through said hub for securing said backplate to said drive
shaft, said backplate being constructed from material
comparable in thermal expansion to said drive shaft;

a cover plate having a forwardly extending flange concen-

tric to said hub, said cover plate being constructed from
material comparable in thermal expansion to said drive
shaft,

a radially segmented insert forming the working surfaces of
said impeller sandwiched between said backplate and said
cover plate, said segmented insert being constructed from
high temperature and wear resistant material and having
forwardly extending sections extending between and en-
tirely covering said hub and said flange for matably engag-
ing said hub and said flange and for protecting said hub
and said flange from abrasive wear;

1. A feathering pitch control propeller hub for coupled
engagement with an axial drive flange with a port supplying
fluid under operating pressure, and including; an integral hub
housing securable to the drive flange and having a static seal
communicating fluid from the port and into a cylinder on the

^^is of rotation and forward of the drive flange, a piston sealed
with and operable axially within the cylinder, at least two
radially disposed blade journals opening from a chest portion
of the hub housing forward of the cylinder and piston, propel-
ler blade stems entering said chest portion through bearings
thrust radially outwardly against seats in the journal openings
respectively, a dimensionally stable center bearing member
disposed between opposed inner ends of the propeller blade
stems, a lever-nut afTixed to the inner end of each stem and
positioned to thrust outwardly agamst the bearings, a link
extending rearwardly from each nut and connected to the
piston for pitch control, a shim disposed between at least one of
said lever-nuts and a bearing to maintain a pre-load against said
bearings, and spring means biasing the piston rearwardly
against said fluid in the cylinder to rotate the stems toward a
blade feathering position, said fluid under operating pressure
actuating the piston to rotate the stems toward a blade pitch
position.

bonding material joining said insert to said backplate and
said cover plate, said bonding material being constructed
from brazing alloy which at the operating temperature of
said pumps allows said insert to float between said back-
plate and said cover plate to accomodate the differences in

thermal expansion between said backplate, said cover
plate and said radially segmented insert, yet retains sufll-

cient tensile strength to transmit driving torque to said
radially segmented insert.

4,428,718
VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT COMPRESSOR CONTROL

VALVE ARRANGEMENT
Timothy J. Skinner, Spring Valley, Ohio, assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.
Filed Feb. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 352,225

Int. a,3 F04B 1/26
U.S. a. 417-222 6aaims

v!^ C , • .»-

I

r; '

!

" V

1. In a variable displacement compressor having compres-
sion chambers each with a suction valve for admitting fluid

thereto from a suction cavity and a discharge valve for deliver-
ing the fluid to a discharge cavity wherein pressure is estab-
lished and controlled in the compressor's crankcase relative to
suction pressure to vary the displacement of the compression
chambers by a passage between the discharge cavity and the
crankcase and also a passage between the crankcase and the
suction cavity: the improvement comprising displacement
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control valve means directly and separately communicating
with and responsive to both the suction pressure and discharge
pressure and operable on said passages so as to control the
crankcase pressure relative to the suction pressure in a manner
to increase the compressor displacement and thereby the dis-

charge flow rate with increa.sing suction and discharge pres-

sures.

4,428,719

BRUSHLESS MOTOR FAN
Toshio Hayashibara; Kunihiro Noto, both of Katsuta, and Vo-

shinori Fukasaku, Hitachi, all of Japan, assignors to Hitachi,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 6, 1981, Ser. No. 260,275

Claims priority, application Japan, May 14, 198U, 5S-62K36

Int. a.' F04B 35/04
U.S. CI. 417—354 8 Claims

.£V?»'. y.'
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1. In a brushless motor fan unit of centrifugal type, compris-
ing: a scroll casing having an inlet port, a scroll spucc and a

compartment located on a side of said scroll space opposite
said inlet port; a brushless motor accommodated in compart-
ment and including a rotor, a stator concentric with said rotor

and a shaft concentric with said rotor and having a front and a

rear end; a centrifugal fan supported in said scroll space by said

shaft and driven by said rotor, said centrifugal fan having a

rear end part onto which a conical hub is concentrically at-

tached, having an apex directing toward said inlet port; and a

power unit for energizing said brushless motor, wherein ihc

improvement comprises front means, positioned at said inlet

port, for supporting said front end of said shaft and rear means,
positioned in said compartment, for supporting said rear end of
said shaft, said rotor being directly attached to a side of said

rear end part that is opposite the side to which said conical hub
is attached, concentrically therewith, and said stator being
attached to said scroll casing with said compartment.

4,428,720

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING POLYPROPYLENE
SHEET

Donald L. Van Erden, Wildwood; Russell J. Gould, Mount
Prospect, and Yukio A. Matsunaga, Chicago, all of 111., assign-

ors to Signode Corporation, Gienview, III.

Division of Ser. No. 138,491, Apr. 22, 1980, abandoned. This

application Jan. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 343,501

Int. CV B29D 7/02

U.S. CI. 425—66 8 Claims

linearly crystalizable polypropylene material, said apparatus

comprising:

(a) extrusion means for extruding a sheet of said material at

a first temperature at which said material is rendered

flowable,

(h) casting means including plural driven, heat transfer cast-

ing rolls tor conveying said sheet in a forward direction

and for forming said sheet, said casting means including

means for maintaining said casting rolls at a temperature
below said first temperature whereby said sheet is ctxiled

to a second icmperature below said first temperature;

(c) cooling means including a cooling bath for cooling said

sheet to a third temperature below said second tempera-
ture.

(dl hcati-d compn-ssion means including heated and driven

lomiircssion rolls for maintaining said sheet at a fourth

temperature, for compressing said sheet, and for causing
flow of said material in said sheet in the forward direction

so as to reduce the cross-sectional thickness of said sheet,

(e) tensioning means for placing said sheet under tension in

the forward direction in conjunction with said compres-
sion rolls so as to cause orientation of the macroniolecular
chains in said material iif said sheet as said sheet exits said

compression rolls, said tensioning means including

( 1

)

one or more chill rolls that are cixiled so as to cool said

sheet lo a fifth temperature below said fi>urth tempera-
ture;

(2) one or more surface treatment rolls that are healed for

reheating a surface of said sheet to a sixth temperature
above said fifth temperature and between about .^?U

degrees K. and about 52S degrees F for a time period

sufficient to cause surface fusion to a depth between
about 1 mil and about }> mils but for a time periixl

insufficient to cause fusion in the entire thickness of said

sheet; and

[}) one or more stress relievinj! rolls heated to a seventh

temperature below said sixth temperature so as to cause

said sheet to reach a uniform temperature throughout its

cross section for effecting stabilization of said sheet,

whereby the rolls of said tensioning means not only place

said sheet under tension in conjunction with said compres-
sion rolls for effecting said orientation of the macromolec-
ular chains, but also simultaneously effect said cooling of

said sheet, said surface fusion of said sheet, and said stabili-

zation of said sheet

4,428.721

DOUGH MOLDING MACHINE
Helmut Konig, Usprungweg 70-72, A-8045 Graz, Austria

Filed Oct. 4, 1982, Ser. Nu. 432,624

Claims priority, application Austria, Oct. 2, 1981, 4237/81

Int. n.' B29C 3/02. 3/06: A2IC 9/0f\

U.S. CI. 425—136 12 aaims

k ^ J wA« 7
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M.U-:
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I A dough molding or forming machine, having a drive

means (or at least one upwardly and downwardly movable
molding or loiming t<H)l acting on a dough ptirtion resting on
a supptirt. a normal expelling area on this support into which
the dough portion is expelled during normal operation of said

molding or forming IikiI, comprising at least one sensor means
1. Apparatus for producing an abrasion resistant sheet from associated with a portion of said support which is located
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outside of said normal expelling area of the dough portion, said
sensor means bemg able to sense dough expelled in an exces-
sive amount by the downward movement of said forming or
molding tool, and a signal means associated with said sensor
means for creating a signal indicating said excessive amount of
dough.

4,428,722

PIPE BELLING APPARATUS
Bruce A. Abbott, Rte. 2, Box 29, Henderson, Ky. 42420, and
John M. Cohen, 6500 Newbargh Rd., ETanaville, Ind. 47715

Filed Jan. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 275,989
Int. a.J B29C 17/00: B29D 23/00

U.S. a 425-150 iiaaims

I

web at a stationary downstream output location, a stretching
apparatus comprising:

a reciprocal support frame between said locations and dis-

placeable in an upstream direction toward said upstream
loction and a downstream direction toward said down-
stream location;

stretch means carried on said frame and including web-
engaging elements displaceable relative to said frame in
said downstream direction for stretching said web and
holding said web in stretched condition;

storage means between said frame and said upstream loca-
tion for supporting at least the upstream end of a loop of
said web therebetween;

drive means connected to said stretch means for continu-
ously advancing the portion of said web engaged by said
stretch means in said downstream direction relative to said
frame at a web-travel rate; and

displacement means connected to said frame to move same
when moving in said upstream direction substantially at
said web-travel rate, whereby said web stops moving at
said downstream location during such upstream move-
ment of said frame.

I

1. In a pipe belling apparatus including mandrel means oper-
able to enter an end of a pipe so as to form a belled socket at the
pipe end, the improvement comprising in combination:
means operative to effect relative closing movement be-
tween said mandrel means and said pipe end;

first means disposed to be engaged by said mandrel means
and moved therewith toward said pipe end;

said first means including sensing means operative lo pro-
vide a signal in response to sensing said pipe end when said
mandrel has entered a predetermined distance into said
pipe end; and

means responsive to said signal to discontinue said closing
movement.

4,428,724
MICROGROOVED PROCESSING ROLL AND METHOD
FOR HEAT TREATING SHEET HLM USING SAME

Stanley B. Uvy, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. Du Pont de
Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Sep. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 306,734
Int. a.5 B29C 25/00; B29D 7/20

U.S. a. 425-446
22 Qaims

K-L
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4,428,723
APPARATUS FOR STRETCHING A CONTINUOUSLY
ADVANCING SYNTHETIC-RESIN WEB AND FEEDING
SAME STEPWISE TO A THERMOFORMING MACHINE
Alfons W. Thiel, deceased, late of Mainz, Fed. Rep. of Germany,
and by Erika Thiel, heiress, Uferstrasse 15, D-6500 Mainz,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Feb. 18, 1982, Ser, No. 349,994
Int. a.5 B29C 17/02

UA a 425-324.1 25 Q^ms

' It

I

1. In combination with an input machine that continuously
delivers a stretchable web to an upstream input location and
with an output machine that operates stepwise to treat said

1 An improved apparatus for heat transfer between a pro-
cessing roll and sheets of organic thermoplastic crystallizable
or crystalline polymeric film comprising a rotatably mounted
processing roll, means for maintaining said roll at a tempera-
ture different from that of said film and means for contacting
said film with said roll, the improvement which comprises 70
to 1 50 circumferential grooves per centimeter in the surface of
the roll, the top width of said grooves on the surface of the roll
being 0.04 to 0.13 millimeter and the depth of said grooves
being at least 0.02 millimeter such that the ratio of depth to
width is greater than 0.25.

16. A process for heat transfer between a processing roll and
sheets of organic thermoplastic crystallizable or crystalline
polymeric film comprising:

(i) providing a processing roll having 70 to 150 circumferential
grooves per centimeter in the surface of the roll, the top
width of said grooves on the surface of the roll being 0.04 to
0.13 millimeters and the depth of said grooves being at least
0.02 millimeters such that the ratio of depth to width is

greater than 0.25;

(ii) maintaining the roll at a temperature different from that of
said film

(in) bringing the film to processing temperature by contacting
of the film with the roll.
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4,428,725
MOULD FOR MAKING ARTICLES OF EXPANDED

PLASTICS MATERIAL AND MACHINE ADAPTED TO
RECEIVE SUCH A MOULD

Pierre Babiol, ViUefranchc sur Saone, France, assignor to So-
ciete Nouyelle de Bouchons Plastiques, S.N.B.P., Anse,
France

Division of Ser. No. 315,074, Oct. 26, 1981. This application Sep.
14, 1982, Ser. No. 417.923

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 23, 1980, 80 27828
Int. a.3 B29F J/03

U.S. CI. 425-556 5 Qaims

from the inlet port for uniformly mixing the fuel and air,

an equalizing portion arranged downstream from the
difTuser portion for equalizing the pressure of the air-fuel

mixture, and a primary Hame forming portion having a
plurality of slit-like primary fiame holes in communication
with the equalizing portion,

a primary combustion chamber provided, immediately
above the primary fiame holes, with a single secondary
fiame hole having a larger opening area than the total

opening area of the primary fiame holes.

IS ,I£a

1. Moulding apparatus for making cylindrical stoppers for
bottles, the apparatus comprising:

a mould having a cylindrical moulding cavity;

guide means attached to the mould at one end;
a closure plate transversely slidable in said guide means

across said one end of the mould cavity, the plate having
a plastic injection perforation therethrough aligning with
the cavity in a first position of the plate in the guide means,
and having a stopper ejection hole therethrough aligning
with the cavity in a second position of the plate in the
guide means;

a piston having one end entering and closing the other end of
the cavity, and the piston being reciprocable longitudi-
nally of the cavity to eject a moulded stopper when the
plate is in said second position, said one end of the piston
abutting the stopper being moulded and having a convex
inner surface surrounded by an annular depression spaced
from the periphery of the piston and shaped to provide a
fillet rounding the end of the stopper as it approaches the
mould cavity; and

the closure plate having a portion surrounding the perfora-
tion and abutting the stopper being moulded when the
plate is in the first position, the portion being convex in the
vicinity of the perforation and having an annular depres-
sion outsided the convex portion, and the annular depres-
sion curving toward the cavity to provide a fillet rounding
the end of the stopper as it approaches the mould cavity.

4,428,726

BURNER APPARATUS
Nobuyuki Kimpara, Tenri; Hideki Kaneko, Ikoma, and Yo-

shifumi Moriya, Nara, all of Japan, assignors to Matsushita
Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 264,652
Qaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 6, 1980, 55-74810:

May 29, 1980, 55-72298

Int. a.3 F23N 5/00
U.S. a. 431-78 1 Qgim

I. A burner apparatus for use as a main burner for heating
purpose comprising:

a main burner body comprising an inlet port disposed in

opposed relation to a fuel injector for introducing fuel

along with air, a difTuser portion arranged downstream

10

-TLJ
5 6 I

12

a fiame rod projecting into a primary fiame or fiames formed
in the chamber through the primary fiame forming por-
tion,

the primary combustion chamber being provided with at

iea.st one auxiliary ventilation port adjacent the fiame rod
for supplying auxiliary air to a primary fiame or fiames
formed adjacent the fiame rixJ, and

a control circuit comprising a detecting ptirtion for detect-
ing the ion current through the rod and a control portion
for controlling combustion in cooperating relation to the
detecting portion.

4,428.727

BURNER FOR SOLID FUEI^
Herbert Deussner, Bergisch Gladbacb; Horst Herchenbach.

Hennef/Sieg Heisterschoss; Hubert Ramesohl, Bergisch
Gladbach, and Wolfgang Breidenstein, Bergisch Gladbach, ail

of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Klbckner-Humboidt-
Deutz AG, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jul. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 284,986
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 21.

1980, 3027587

Int. a.' F23D l/OO
U.S. a. 431-182 2 Qaims

^3 J3 \
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1. A burner for introducing a suspension of solid fuel parti-

cles into a combustion chamber which comprises:

a centrally disposed conduit,

an intermediate pipe surrounding said centrally disposed
conduit and concentric therewith.

a plurality of swiri generating inserts disposed at the forward
end of said burner between the inner wall of said interme-
diate pipe and the outer wall of said centrally disposed
conduit, the spaces between said inserts providing a plu-

rality of discharge openings between the outer wall of said

centrally disposed conduit and the inside wall of said

intermediate pipe,
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a tubular conduit concentric with both said centrally dis-

posed conduit and said intermediate pipe and surrounding
the same,

a ring disposed at the forward end of said tubular conduit
having an annular gap therein, and

an outer tube concentric with said centrally disposed con-
duit, said intermediate pipe and said tubular conduit, said

outer tube having a plurality of spaced discharge openings
thereabout circumscribing said ring,

said intermediate pipe being displaceable longitudinally

along the axis of said outer tube to vary the discharge
through said annular gap.

4,428,729
DISCHARGE TYPE IGNITOR FOR OIL STOVE

Kenichi Takino, Yao, and KeiOi Murakami, Takaishi, both of
Japan, assignors to Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

Filed Mar. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 247,559
Int. C\J F23Q 7/08

U.S. a. 431-262 6 Claims

4,428,728

BURNERS FOR SOAKING PIT FURNACES
John Maksim, Jr., 8165 Cornwall Ave., Etiwanda, Calif. 91739
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 293,387, Aug. 17. 1981, which is

a continuation of Ser. No. 146,469, May 5, 1980, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 850,235, Nov. 10, 1977.
abandoned. This application Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 360,802

Int. a.^ F23C 7/00
U.S. a. 431-187 17 Oaims

i=y

1. A soaking pit for steel mills and the like, comprising.
a soaking pit furnace having an enclosed area above the floor

of the furance;

a burner in the enclosed area of the furnace, the burner
having a generally ring-shaped exterior housing, and a

tubular inner ring inside the exterior housing and spaced
from the housing for forming a hollow annular chamber
between the exterior housing and the inner ring, the hous-
ing having an upper exterior wall spaced closely apart
from an adjacent upper end of the inner ring, forming a
narrow annular burner opening above the chamber;

the burner further including an air supply pipe extending
through a hollow interior space inside the inner ring of the
burner, the air supply pipe having an upper end spaced
below the narrow annular burner opening, the air supply
pipe being spaced from the surrounding inner ring of the
burner and positioned so that air flowing through the air

supply pipe is directed toward and past the burner open-
ing and into the furnace;

gas supply means for supplying gaseous fuel to the chamber
of the burner ring for causing the fuel to flow through the
narrow burner opening and into the furnace above the
upper end of the burner;

means for supplying air, in the substantial absence of fuel, to
the air supply pipe at a greater pressure than the pressure
of gaseous fuel passing through the burner opening, so
that the air flowing through the air supply pipe passes
upwardly past the burner opening and into the furnace,
the pressure of the air in the air supply pipe creating a
low-pressure region in the hollow interior space inside the
inner ring of the burner for drawing standing air from the
hollow interior space inside the inner ring and standing air

surrounding the burner toward the ga.sseous fuel flowing
through the burner opening, so that the air mixes with the
fuel flowing through the burner opening to form a com-
bustible fuel/air mixture which, when ignited, produces a
blue flame adjacent the upper end of the burner.

\ \

1. An ignitor assembly for a liquid fuel stove having a hous-
ing including a shell burner in communication with liquid fuel

disposed within said housing and a wick operatively positioned
to be ignited for igniting the shell burner, said ignitor assembly
comprising:

an Ignitor plug operatively positioned to be in alignment
with an exposed portion of said wick, said ignitor plus
being secured to said housing to be fixed in a predeter-
mined position;

voltage source means for supplying power being operatively

connected to said ignitor plug for supplying power to

create discharge sparks directed towards said wick;
adjustment means for imparting movement to said wick to

establish alignment of said wick and said ignitor plug;

actuating means for selectively supplying power to said

Ignitor plug for igniting said ignitor plug to discharge
sparks toward said wick for initially vaporizing liquid fuel

and subsequently igniting the wick and the shell burner
without imparting movement to said ignitor plug relative

to said housing;

said adjustment means including a knob and a shaft rotatably

mounted relative to said housing for raising and lowering
said wick;

said actuating means being a switch operatively connected
to said shaft for selectively being actuated and deactuated
as said knob is manually rotated;

a switch housing;

a slide slot being biased to a first position within said switch
housing; and

a cam being operatively connected to said slide slot to im-
part movement to said slide slot to displace said slide slot

from said first position to actuate said switch;

said cam and said knob being operatively connected to-

gether to rotate in unison, said cam imparting movement
to said slide slot to selectively actuate and deactuate said

switch.
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4 428 730
INSULATION FOR A FURNACE MEMBER

Clyde A. Holmes, Turtle Creek Borough, and Macy W. Vance,
Export Borough, both of Pa., assignors to United States Steel
Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 266,686, May 20, 1981,
abandoned. This application Jul. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 401,458

Int. a.' F27D 1/16. 3/02: D03D 49/26
U.S. a. 432-3 ,0 aaims

6. A method of making exterior insulation for an internally

cooled elongated furnace member, said method comprising:
forming a generally C-shaped metal spring-clip for making

intimate contact along substantially all of the inner surface
thereof with said member so as to be cooled thereby and
remain installed thereon by spring action,

providing a plurality of spaced projections extending out-
wardly from said spring-clip,

applying an intermediate layer to the outer surface of said

spring-clip, said intermediate layer being selected from the
group consisting of organic lubricant, inorganic lubricant
and refractory fiber material, and then

forming circumferentially segmented refractory tiles on said

clip covering said projections and curing said refractory,
said intermediate layer serving to reduce friction and pre-

vent cohesion of said tiles to the clip.

4,428,731

SMELTING FURNACE
Robert H. Maes, Hoye; Andre L. Delvaux, Berchem, and Pierre

J. Lenoir, Edegem, all of Belgium, assignors to Metallurgie
Hoboken-Overpelt, Brussels, Belgium

Filed Mar. 31, 1982, Ser. No. 363,814
Int. CI.' F27D 1/00: C21B 7/04

U.S. CI. 432-247 9 Claims

casing so that said metallic casing will follow contractions
of the s<ile,

(d) a hollow butt strap abutting the exterior side of each
expansion joint, and

(e) means for introducing cooling Huid through each hollow
butt strap so as to c(X)l each expansion joint

4,428,732

EDUCATIONAL AND AMUSEMENT APPARATUS
David A, G. Meyer, 714 E. Washington St., Appieton, Wis.

54911

Filed Dec. 30, 1981. Ser. No. 335,609
int. a.' G09B 1/40: A63F 9/W

U.S. a. 434-160 4 aaims

! I /
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1 An educational and amusement device, comprising a
plurality of individual elements each of which defines a charac-
ter from an alphabet system or a numerical system, each of said
elements being divided into a plurality of separate parts defined
by a first separating set ()f a plurality of substantially parallel

dividing lines angularly oriented with respect to a centered
cartesian cix)rdinate system of said element, a plurality of said
elements including a second separating set of lines, said second
separating set of lines being angularl> oriented lines extending
substantially perpendicular to said first plurality of angularly
oriented lines, wherein each of said plurality of individual

elements includes only said first and second separating sets to

define said parts.

4,428,733

INFORMATION GATHERING SYSTEM
Victor Kumar-Misir, 33 Burnview Crescent, Scarborough. On-

tario. Canada MIH 1B4
Filed Jul. 13. 1981. Ser, No. 282.701

Int. CI.>G09B l/OU
U.S. c:i. 434-363 28 Claims

._L-.

^' !<.

1. A smelting furnace comprising in combination
(a) a sole made of refractory material,

(b) a metallic casing surrounding said sole, said metallic

casing including a plurality of expansion joints,

(c) elastic return means external of said metallic casing,

which return means presses inwardly against said metallic

I. An information gathering system comprising:
a plurality of question sheets each bearing a different set of

questions, said question sheets being supcnmposcd one on
top of another and arranged sti that one edge of each
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underlying question sheet is positioned inwardly a prede-
termined distance from 'the corresponding edge of the
overlying sheet;

means for holding said question sheets in said superimposed
position;

a separate answer sheet on which answers to all the ques-
tions on all said question sheets can be indicated at prede-
termined marked locations, interpretive information re-

garding each possible answer being provided on the an-
swer sheet adjacent the predetermined location for the
answer; and

means for releasably positioning and holding said answer
sheet in a correct underlying position relative to said

question sheets so that the questions are aligned with the

locations on said answer sheet for the answers to said

questions. i

line through a front vertex and the centre of the opposite side

of the body being substantially the same vertical plane as the

longitudinal axis of the hull, said body includes:

(a) a top surface which conforms to the bottom surface of
the hull on which the body is mounted;

(b) a pair of substantially planar sides and an outwardly
sloping rear, said sides diverging rearwardly from said

4,428,734

PLANING-HULL TYPE BOATS AND POWER DRIVES
THEREIN

Roy S. Ludlow, 1890 Millbrook Rd., Salt Lake City, L'tah 84106
Filed Apr. 27, 1978, Ser. No. 900,577

Int. a.J B63H 23/08
U.S. a. 440-75

,
3 Claims

front vertex to a wide rear portion in the area of the
propeller assembly and converging toward said rear of the
body;

(c) said body being wedge-shaped when viewed from said

side;

(d) said wide rear portion being arcuately shaped;
whereby in use the body deflects ice rearwardly and out-
wardly away from the propeller assembly.

1. A planing-hull type boat including, in combination
a planing-type hull having a transom;
an engine mounted in said hull adjacent to said transom, with

a output shaft of said engine extending forwardly of said

engine and away from said transom and with the engine
being positioned essentially on a longitudinal axis through
the said hull;

a propeller drive shaft positioned between the engine and
each sidewall of the hull, each said drive shaft extending
through a rear portion of the hull and each drive shaft

extending in the hull to a location forwardly of the output
shaft of said engine;

a propeller on the end of each drive shaft extending through
the rear portion of the hull; and

means interconnecting the output shaft and the other ends of
each of the propeller drive shafts whereby rotation of the
output shaft will cause opposite rotations of the propellers
on the ends of the propeller shafts, said means including a

differential on the longitudinal axis through the hull and
connected through an automative transmission positioned
forwardly of the engine and coupled to the engine and to

the output shaft of the engine, and right angle drives
between output shafts of the differential and the propeller
drive shaft.

4.428,736

METHODS OF MANUFACTURING A COLOR DISPLAY
TUBE HAVING A MAGNETIC GUADRUPOLE

POST-FOCUSING MASK
Jan Verweel, and Hinne ZJjIstra, both of Eindhoven, Nether-

lands, assignors to U.S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Apr. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 250,496

Oaims priority, application Netherlands, Apr. 21, 1980,
8002303

Int. C\? HOIJ 29/07. 9/00
U.S. CI. 445-47 8 Qaims
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4,428,735 '

PROPELLER MOUNT FOR ICEBREAKER
Joe GruzlinK Bengt Johansson; Amo Keinonen; Colin Revill,

and VIodek Laskow, all of Calgary, Canada, assignors to

Arctic Pilot Project Inc., Calgary, Canada
Filed Jan. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 342,708

Int. a.' B63H 21/24
U.S. a. 440-76 2 Qaims

1. A propeller mount for a ship propeller assembly compris-
ing an elongated body for mounting on the hull of a ship proxi-
mate the stem thereof, said body when viewed from below
being substantially triangular and, when mounted on a hull, a

1 A methcxi of manufacturing a color display tube having a

magnetic quadrupole post-focusing mask formed by a plate of
magnetizable material having rows of apertures provided
through oppositely facing sides of the plate, which plate is

magnetized so that, cyclically, a north pole, a south pole, a
north pole and a south pole are formed along the circumfer-
ence of each aperture, characterized in that the magnetizing
step includes providing two mutually substantially perpendicu-
larly onented sets of parallel conductors, one set on each side

of the plate, each set being provided such that two conductors
extend along the material between two rows of apertures, and
the magnetizing step also includes causing a current in each set

to flow in mutually opposite directions through the two con-
ductors.
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4,428,737
FRICTION COUPLING AND COUPLING SLEEVE

Werner Schwenzfeier, and Franz Kawa, both of Lcoben, Austria,
aMignon to Vocst-Alpine Aktiengesellschaft, LInz, Austria

Filed Aug. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 294.705
Gaims priority, application Austria. Sep. 10, 1980, 4540/80

Int. a.' F16D 7/02. 25/04
U.S. a. 464-28

3 c,„„,

1. In a friction coupling comprising a shaft, a hub surround-
ing the shaft, a coupling sleeve disposed between the shaft and
the hub, the coupling sleeve having an elastic hollow wall
defining an internal cavity and comprising radially inner and
outer peripheral wall portions respectively facing the shaft and
the hub, and means for supplying fluid under pressure into the
cavity to force the peripheral wall portions against the shaft
and the hub under a pressure sufficient for transmitting a
torque between the shaft and the hub by the coupling sleeve.

the coupling sleeve consisting of a flexible tube composed of
an assembly of a plurality of joined 1-section strips, each
strip having two transverse web portions and an intercon-
necting vertical web portion, the transverse web portitins
of adjacent strips being joined to form the peripheral wall
portions of the coupling sleeve and the vertical wall por-
tions constituting load-carrying partitions in the internal
cavity for transmitting peripheral forces between the shaft
and the hub, the partitions separating the internal cavity
into separate annular chamber and defining passages
therein to connect the annular chambers, and two profiled
end sections joined to the assembly at respective ends
thereof.

4,428,738
RESILIENTLY COMPLIANT ROTARY COUPLING

Robert J. Uubier, Fort Wayne, Ind., assignor to Xolox Corpora-
tion, Fort Wayne. Ind.

Filed Oct. 2. 1981, Ser. No. 307,784
Int. a.' F16D 3/78

U.S. a. 464-93 5 a^„.

yielding for torque values higher than said predetermined
maximum, whereby imposition of torques above said predeter-
mined maximum results in substantially direct drive beiwcen
said elements and those below said value results in a rcsilienlly
flexible drive therebetween, said coupling member having
diametral slots which intersect intermediate the ends thereof lo
thereby define an opening about said given axis and being
circumferentially distortable, circumferenlially adjacent ones
of said slots thereby defining regions of solid material therebe-
tween, said first and second torque connections being circum-
ferentially spaced in opposite sides of said diametral slots,

respectively, each said torque connection being in the form of
a slidmg pivotal connection between a region of said member
and said elements whereby as said coupling member circumfcr
entially distorts ii pivots at each connection in the respective
region with respect to an element, each said first torque con-
nection being between said coupling member and one of said
elements and each said second torque connection being be-
tween said coupling member and the other of said elements,
each pivotal connection having a pivot axis which is spaced
radially outwardly from, hut is parallel to. said given axis, and
said slots bc-ing of a length which provides at the opposite ends
thereof Hexible wall sections in said coupling member which
permit variation m width of each slot as said coupling member
circumferentially distorts, circumferential distortion of said
coupling member comprising pivotal movement of said regions
and correlative nexing movement of the wall sections said
member being distortable when subjected to torque with the
walls of said slots being movable toward and away from each
other, respectively, the walls of one slot being engageable in

response to torque above said predetermined maximum

4.428,739

ROLLER CHAIN
Keizo Shimano, Sakai. Japan, assignor to Shimano Industrial
Company Limited, Osaka, Japan

Filed Jul. 30, 1981, Ser. Nu. 288,516
Qaims priority, application Japan, Aug. 8, 1980. 55-

I12887(U)

Int. CI.' FI6H 13/02: B60S 1/62
U.S. Q. 474-231 7 c„j™.

I. A rotary coupling device comprising driving and driven
elements routable about a given common axis, a coupling
member of solid elastomeric material rotatable about said axis
and between said elements for imparting rotary motion there-
between, said member having first and second torque connec-
tions with said elements, respectively, said coupling member
having two different torque characteristics, the first being
resilient in a range of torques varying from zero up to a prede-
termined maximum, and said second being relatively non-

1. A roller chain comprising: a number of pairs of »)uter link
plates, a number of pairs of inner link plates, pins connecting
said outer and inner link plates, bushes fitted onto said pins, and
rollers supptuted rotatably on said bushes, respectively, each
of said bushes including an elastic member extending length-
wise thereof so that a total axial length of each of said bushes
including that of said ela.stic member controls the spacing
between pairs of said inner link plates opposite to each other,
said elastic member being ela.stically deformable to change said
spacing, said inner link plates at the outer surfaces thereof
being opposed to and in close proximity to the inner surfaces of
said outer link plates respectively.
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4,428,740

INRNITELY VARIABLE RATIO TRANSMISSION
APPARATUS

George E. Moore, 7440 N. Park Dr., Indianapolis, Ind. 46240
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 69,787, Aug. 27, 1979, Pat. No.
4,303,404. This application Nov. 30, 1981. Ser. No. 326,045

Int. a.3 F16G 5/16
U.S. a. 474-242 9 Qaims

<m/'-

I. A variable ratio transmission apparatus for converting an
input torque at a first RPM to an output torque at a second
RPM. said variable ratio transmission apparatus comprising:

a frame housing including an input shaft and an output shaft;

a pair of driving discs disposed on said input shaft;

a pair of dnven discs disposed on said output shaft; and
a continuous length of chain extending around and between

each pair of discs, said length of chain comprising:
(a) a plurality of pins arranged in a row and having a uniform

pin center-to-pin center spacing between adjacent pins;

(b) a plurality of link plates pinned together by said plurality

of pins, the ends of said pins extending beyond the sides of
said link plates; and

(c) a plurality of U-shaped drive members, each having a

center opening extending from a front edge to a rear edge
of the corresponding drive member and a pin groove
extending from said front edge to said rear edge of the
corresponding drive member, said link plates being dis-

posed within said center openings and said grooves re-

ceiving the ends of said pins said plurality of U-shaped
drive members each having a front edge to rear edge
width dimension along a line coincident with the trans-

verse centerline of its corresponding pin that is substan-
tially equal to said pin center-to-pin center spacing.

4,428,741

METHOD FOR FORMING A SEAM RELEASE STRIP
COMPOSITE CONTAINER

Teddy M. Westphal, Glencoe, Mo., assignor to Boise Cascade
Corporation, Boise, Id.

Division of Ser. No. 271,027, Jun. 4, 1981, Pat. No. 4,376,506.
This application Nov. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 443,700

Int. a.3 B65D 3/14
VJS. a. 493-103 3 aaims

/

1. A method for forming a composite container for fluent

material in the liquid or semi-frozen state comprising the steps

of:

(a) providing a spirally wound, vertically arranged cylindri-

cal body member including concentrically arranged fi-

brous body wall and fluid impervious inner liner layers;

(b) Haring the upper end portion of said body member radi-

ally outwardly approximately 15 to 30 degrees relative to

the vertical to form a terminating fiared portion having a

length of approximately one-sixteenth of an inch;

.
(c) arranging a seam release strip circumferentially about at

least the fiared portion of said body member;
(d) providing an end closure member for closing the upper
end of said body member, said closure member compris-
ing:

( 1

)

a circular central panel portion;

(2) an annular chuck wall portion extending upwardly
from said central panel portion; and

(3) an annular connecting fiange portion extending radi-

ally outwardly from the upper end of said chuck wall
portion;

(c) applying an annular bead of sealing material adjacent the
junction between said fiange and chuck wall portions of
said end closure member;

(0 positioning said end closure member relative to the upper
end of said body member to place said central panel por-
tion within and extending transversely across the upper
end of said body member and to place said chuck wall
portion adjacent the outwardly fiared portion of said body
member, said connecting fiange and chuck wall portions
cooperating with the inner surfaces of said body member
fiared portion and the adjacent portion of said body mem-
ber, respectively, to define an annular space, whereby said

annular bead of sealing material i:, contained in at least the
upper portion of said annular space: and

(g) crimping said connecting fiange portion inwardly into

connecting engagement with said body member and said

seam release strip without causing substantial deformation
of said body member, thereby causing said mass of sealing

material to seal the annular space between the end closure

member and the body member, whereby upon pulling of
the seam release strip, the end closure member is released

for removal from said body member.

4,428,742

FOLDING MECHANISM FOR USE ON A CARTONING
MACHINE

Philip A. Deal, Winston-Salem, N.C., assignor to R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N.C.

Filed Aug. 3, 1979, Ser. No. 63,620 =.
Int. CI.' B31B J/52. 1/64

U.S. a. 493-142 5 Claims

rt n

1. An apparatus for use in a cartoning machine for folding

and securing the end fiaps of a blank to form a carton compns-
ing:

(a) pivoting rocker arm positioned adjacent to the path of
said carton movement;

(b) a fold blade pivotedly attached to one end of said rocker
arm, said fold blade engaging and disengaging the carton
fiap and moving said fiap against the side of the carton.
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said fold blade continuously describing an acute angle
with the plane of said fiap;

(c) means for manipulating said rocker arm so that said fold
blade engages and disengages said fiap dunng a folding
cycle; *

(d) yieldable means associated with said fold blade to apply
a selected pressure to said fiap; and

(e) means for varying the pressure exerted by said fold blade
against the carton fiap.

cal agent and the nucleic acid of the nucleated cells
thereby altering the said nucleic acid and inhibiting the

i:*CAJL *N' v-^
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4 428 743

FLOW-THROUGH CHAMBER
Wolfgang Heck, Hechingen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to
Gambro Dialysatoren KG, Fed. Rep, of Germany

Filed Jan. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 343,897
Qaims priority, application Sweden, Feb. 16, 1981, 8101025

Int. a.' A61M 5/00
^•S- C>- «>4-4

6 Claims
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metabolic pnxesses of said nucleated cells, and returning
the irradiated hlotxi to said subject

4,428.745
FLOW CONTROL MECHANISM FOR A

PLASMAPHERESIS ASSEMBLY OR THF I IKE
Ronald A. Williams, Mundelein. III., assignor to Baxter Trave-

nol Laboratories, Inc., Deerfleld, III.

Filed Jun. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,464
Int. a.' A61M 5/00

^•^- ^''- «>^ 28 aalm.

1. A fiow-through chamber for handling sensitive liquids
such as blood, comprising a housing including an inlet, an oulet
and fiow directing means for directing the fiow of said liquid
from said inlet to said outlet, said fiow directing means com-
prising an indentation of one-piece construction formed by a
portion of the wall of said housing, said flow directing means
being formed in a manner so as to be positioned in the flow of
said liquid between said inlet and said outlet to deflect the flow
of said liquid from said inlet towards said outlet in a gradual
manner so as to protect said liquid within said chamber.

4 428 744
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR EXTERNALLY TREATING

THE BLOOD
Richard L. Edelson, Roseland, N.J., assignor to Frederic A

Bourke, Jr.; Eleanor F. Bourke; Richard L. Edelson and The
Edelson Trust, all of East Norwalk, Conn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 102,553, Dec. 11, 1979, Pat. No.
4,321,919, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 272 981
Jun. 12, 1981, Pat. No. 4,398,906. This application Jun. 16, 1981

Ser. No. 274,319
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Aug. 30,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. C\i A61M 1/03
U.S. CI. 604-6

,2 Claims
1. A method for reducing the functioning population of

nucleated cells in the blood supply of a human subject, com-
prising the steps of:

withdrawing blood from said subject, and irradiating said
withdrawn blood with UV radiation in the presence of an
effective amount of a dissolved photoactive chemical
agent having an afTinity for the nucleic acid of the nucle-
ated blood cells and capable when activated by said UV
radiation of forming photo-adducts with DNA, to thereby
effect chemical bonding between said photoactive chemi-

39i tPil,

1 A fiow control assembly for ficxiblc fluid conduits com-
prising

first means including a fluid manifold defining a fluid path-
way and including means for attaching two or mt)re flexi-
ble fluid conduits to said manifold for establishing fiow
communications between the attached conduits, and

second means releasably attachable to said fluid manifold
and operative, when so attached, for selectively crimping
at least one of the conduits attached to said fluid maniftild
to thereby bk^k said flow communication through said
fluid manifold.

4,428,746

GLAUCOMA TREATMENT DEVICE
Antonio Mendez, P.O. Box 925, Calexico, Calif. 92231

Filed Jul. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 288.150
Int. a.' A61M 5/00

^f;^.«»^« 14 aaims
12. Glaucoma treatment device for surgical implant in an

eye, said device comprising:

a. at least two small l(X)p means on one plane providing a
discharge channel from an anterior chamber of said eye,
and,

b. at least one large loop means connecting between said two
small kxip means and two member means connected to
outer ends of said small loop means providing channels for
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surfacing within sclera of said eye whereby said discharge

channel means and said channel surface member means

containing said tampon and a substance to be applied to the

tampon prior to use comprising:

a continuous deep drawn film comprising a first chamber

containing said tampon and a second chamber for provid-

ing a depot for said substance;

said chambers being spaced apart to preclude contact be-

tween said tampon and said substance prior to use;

a single cover film overlying said continuous deep drawn

film and preventing access to both of said chambers until

said cover film is removed.

provide for discharge of aqueous humor from an anterior

chamber of said eye. i

4,428,748

COMBINED ULTRASONIC EMULSIHER AND
MECHANICAL CUTTER FOR SURGERY

Gholain A. Peynuu, 1855 W. Taylor, Chicago, 111. 60612; Notilal

Raichand, 2701 W. 35Ui St, Oak Brook, lU. 60522, and Ed-

ward J. Murray, 9223 W. 119Ui St, Palos Park, 111. 60494

Filed Apr. 9, 1980, Ser. No. 138,711

Int. a.' A61B 77/20

U.S. a. 604—22 15 QaiiM

I

4,428,747

TAMPON BLISTER PACK
Axel Friese, Weststrassc 68, D-5600 Wappertal, Fed. Rep. of

Germaoy, and Stefan Simon, Herzfelderstrasse 9, A-23S1

Wiener Neudorf, Austria

PCT No. PCT/DE81/00027, § 371 Date Sep. 21, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Sep. 21, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/02251, PCT Pub.

Date Aug. 20, 1981

PCT Filed Feb. 4. 1981, Ser. No. 305.636

Galffls priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 5,

1980, 3004164

Int a.^ A61F li/20

L.S. a. 604—12 5 Qaims

1 In combination, a tampon and a tampon blister pack for

1. An ophthalmic medical cutting instrument comprising a

handpiece, an outer tube means, an inner tube means coaxially

mounted in said outer tube means, a remote connected ultra-

sonic generator, an ultrasonic motor connected to said ultra-

sonic generator means and mounted in said handpiece produc-

ing signals in a frequency range above 20,000 cycles per second

in and through the handpiece for driving said outer tube means

for vibratory fragmentation of eye tissue, a separate drive

means connected to said inner tube means and mounted in said

handpiece for reciprocably driving said inner tube means for

shearing eye tissue, and said outer tube having a side opening

so that said inner tube can shear eye tissue and said ultrasonic

motor means and said separate drive means can be simulta-

neously or individually operated.

CHEMICAL
4,428,749

FABRIC WASHING PROCESS AND DETERGENT
.
COMPOSITION FOR USE THEREIN

Ronald M. Morria, Wirral, England, assignor to Urer Brothers
Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 338,945
Qaims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Jan. 14. 1981

8101120

Int a.3 CI ID 3/06. 11/00, 17/06
UA a. 8-137 J ci^^

1. A process for washing fabrics comprising the steps of:

(i) contacting the fabrics with a wash liquor containing a
synthetic detergent active compound and an alkalimeul
or ammonium orthophosphate; and

(ii) subsequently dissolving into the wash liquor an alkali-
metal or ammonium pyrophosphate, said wash liquor
having a pH between about 8 and about 12 and said wash
liquor containing subsUntially no alkalimetal or ammo-
nium polymerphosphate,

the fabrics being in contact with said wash liquor containing
said orthophosphate till at least half the calcium hardness has
precipitated as a macroscopic calcium orthophosphate precipi-
tate before contacting the fabrics with pyrophosphate.

provide foam control properties a foam control agent of the
formula:

O
II

R—C—O-

H
I

(CH2)fc—C—O-

I

H

where m and n are both independently selected from integers
of from to about 30 with the proviso that the sum of m -t- n
must equal at least 1; a and b arc independently selected from
integers of from 1 to about 7; R is an aliphatic group containing
from 1 to about 40 carbon atoms; Rj is an alky! group having
from I to about 16 carbon atoms, an alkoxy group having 1 to
about 7 carbon atoms or an alkoxyalkyl group having from
about 3 to about 8 carbon atoms; and Z is hydrogen, halogen,
phosphate, or phosphite.

4,428,750
PROCESS FOR THE LOCALIZED LIGHTENING, WHITE
DISCHARGING OR COLORED DISCHARGING OF
DYEINGS ON TEXTILE SHEET-LIKE STRUCTURES

USING DYE DISSOLVING AGENT
Walter Birke; Hans-Ulrich von der Eltz; Franz Schon, all of

Frankfurt am Main, and Erich Fecss, Hofheim am Taunus, all

of Fed, Rep. of Germany, aasignors to Hoechst Aktiengesell-
schaft, Frankfurt am Main, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Continuation of Ser. No. 327,584, Dec. 4, 1981, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 154,526, May 29, 1980,
abandoned. This application Feb. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 467,956
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 1,

1979, 2922373; Jul. 14, 1979, 2928601
Int a.' D06P 5/15

UA a. 8-461 10 Qaims
1. A process for localized white discharging or colored

discharging of dyeing on a textile sheet-like article of fibrous
structure, which article has been treated by dyeing it to com-
pletion with a non-reactive disperse dyestuff, vat dyestuff, or
leuco-ester of a vat dyestufT, or impregnating it therewith and
drying it without fixing of the dyestuff, which comprises

applying to the dyestuff-treated textile sheet-like article in a
predetermined pattern a printing paste which, in addition
to one or more thickeners, other customary assistants and
water, contains an assistant selected from the group con-
sisting of oxethylated fatty acids, oxethylated fatty alco-
hols and oxethylated alkylphenols and which is a solvent
for said dyestufT at elevated temperature but does not
destroy the dyestuff by reduction and does not attack the
fiber of said textile sheet-like article at thermosol condi-
tions, and

subjecting the dyestuff-treated textile sheet-like article, to
which the printing paste has been applied, to dry heat at a
temperature of from 180* to 220* C.

4,428,751
WET PROCESSING OF TEXTILE MATERIALS AND

FOAM CONTROL COMPOSITION
Ralph H. Via, Taylors, S.C, assignor to Milliken Research

Corporation, Spartanburg, S.C.

FUed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 362,700

Int Q.J C09B 67/00
MS. Q. 8—477 12 Claims

I. A process for the wet processing of textile materials,
which comprises applying to the textile material an aqueous,
textile-treating liquor containing a textile-treating component
in an amount sufficient to provide a desired effect on the textile

material, and further containing in an amount sufficient to

4,428,752

HIGH BULK OLERN BLENDED YARN
Bertrand Goldenstein, 30 Cricket La., Great Neck, N.Y. 11024

Filed Jul. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 400,967
Int. Q.3 D02G 3/04: D06P 3/79. 3/85. 3/852

U.S.Q. 8-529
,2 Qaims

1 A blended yarn comprising selected percentages by
weight of naturally occuring staple fibers and synthetic staple
fibers, both said staple fibers separately having a low bulk, said
synthetic staple fibers having a lower specific gravity than said
naturally occuring staple fibers, said naturally occuring staple
fibers having a high moisture absorption property and said
synthetic staple fibers having a low moisture absorption prop-
erty, said synthetic staple fibers being shrunk and providing
bulk to said yarn, said synthetic staple fibers being mainly
disposed at said yarn's core, said synthetic staple fibers provid-
ing a wicking action to transmit moisture from one side of said
yarn to an opposite side of said yarn, said synthetic staple fibers

being olefin, whereby said blended yarn includes all the com-
fort features of cotton enhanced by said wicking action of said
olefin and the bulking of said yarn, and a fabric formed from
said blended yarn can be ironed in a conventional manner.

4,428,753

CONTINUOUS EXTRACnVE BLENDING PROCESS
Susan A. Bezman, Point Richmond, Calif., assignor to Chevron

Research Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Jun. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 277,440
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Aug. 16,

2000, has been disclaimed.

Int Q.J ClOL 1/18
U.S. Q. 44-56 7 Qaims

1. A continuous process for blending isopropanol from an
aqueous solution into a gasoline blending hydrocarbon stream
comprising:

(a) mixing at atmospheric pressure and ambient temperature
a first stream consisting essentially of an aqueous isopropa-
nol solution having an isopropanol content of at least

about 50% with a second stream consisting essentially of
a gasoline blending hydrocarbon stream;

(b) passing the resulting mixture through water coalescer
means to rapidly separate the mixture into two phases; and

(c) recovcnng an organic phase which consists essentially of
isopropanol and the gasoline blending hydrocarbon
stream.

S39
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4 428 754
N, N-BIS (HYDROXYALKYDALKYL AMIDES AS PHASE

SEPARATION INHIBITORS IN LIQUID
HYDROCARBON AND ETHANOL MIXTURES

Harry A. Smith, Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow Chemical
Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,134

Int. a.3 ClOL 1/22
U.S. a. 4*-56 15 Qaims

1. A method for preventing a mixture of hydrous ethanol

and a liquid hydrocarbon fuel from separating into two phases
comprising adding to the solution an effective amount of a

phase separation inhibitor wherein the inhibitor is a N.N-bis(-

hydroxyalkyI)alkyl amide represented by the formula:

4,428,756
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR RLTERING ATOMIC
OR MOLECULAR CONTAMINANTS FROM A GAS

Nicolaos Iniotakis, Jiilich, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to
Kernforschungsanlage Jiilich Gesellschaft mit bescbrankter
Haftung, Jiilich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 857,885, Dec. 6, 1977, abandoned. This
application Jul. 11, 1979, Ser. No. 56,784

Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 7,
1976, 2655296; Dec. 7, 1976, 2655310

Int. a.' BOID 5i/22. 53/02
U.S. a. 55-158 ,2 Qaims

II

R—C—N(ROH)2

wherein R is a C10.20 alky! group and R' is a C1.5 akyl

group.
lene

4,428,755

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF SILICONE
CARBIDE COMPOSITE

John M. Ohno, Plymouth, Mich., assignor to General Electric
Company

Continuation of Ser. No. 167,019, Jul. 9, 1980, abandoned. This
application Oct. 20, 1981, Ser. No, 313,241

Int. a.3 C04B 31/J6: C09C 1/68
U.S. a. 51-307 7 Claims
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1. A process for preparing a bonded composite comprising:
(a) blending diamond crystals and carbon black to permit an
even coating of said diamond crystal surfaces;

(b) forming a first dispersion of said blended diamond crys-
tals and carbon black in paraffin;

(c) forming a second dispersion of carbon fiber, carbon black
and filler in paraffin;

(d) compacting one of said dispersions to produce a physi-

cally stable intermediate compact;
(e) recompacting said intermediate compact with the re-

maining dispersion to produce a binary compact;
(f) subjecting said binary compact to a vacuum for a period

of time at a temperature sufficient to vaporize essentially

all of said paraffin;

(g) infiltrating said binary compact with liquid silicon; and
(h) sintering the binary compact containing infiltrated silicon

under conditions sufficient to produce a yS-silicon carbide
binder uniting said composite.

5. A filter for cleaning atomic or molecular particles of a
contaminating substance out of a flowing gas by adsorption
followed by absorption, without constraining the gas to fiow
through tortuous pores in bodies or layer of filter material,
which filter is provided with a gastight casing surrounding a
cavity, means for causing the gas to be cleaned to flow there-
through, and a filter material therein having a selective hold-
ing-back effect on the particles but not on said gas by mutual
interaction, said filter material occupying some but not all of
the space in said cavity so that the gas may flow, through
passages together having a hydraulic diameter deff, for contact
with the filter material over a length I in the flow direction if

the gas. in which filter, the improvement is provided consisting
in that, in order to obtain a predetermined holding-back capa-
bility of the filter and thereby attaining a predetermined value
of the filter escape coefficient 8 (I,t):

(a) said length 1 and said hydraulic diameter dp/^have values
such that the product of the second Stanton number and
the quotient obtained by dividing said length by said
effective free diameter

(^^0
is sufficiently large to enable said value of filter escape
coefficient to be attained;

(b) the filter material is a material having for the particular
gas containing said contaminating substance, for a prede-
termined rate of flow of said gas and for the predeter-
mined service life t of the filter.

(i) the adsorptive sticking probability a for said particles of
said contaminating substance at the surface of said mate-
rial which is sufficiently large to enable said value of filter

escape coefficient to be attained;

(ii) a desorption constant 6 sufficiently small to enable said

value of filter escape coefficient to be attained;

(iii) a penetration coefficient (1-/3), and thereby a probabil-
ity that said particles do not remain on the surface of said

material but enter into the interior thereof is sufficiently

small to enable said value of filter escape coefficient to be
attained;

(iv) a saturation content value 4>«, and a diffusion constant
D of said contaminating substance so great that the value
(|>oc and the product of (i) the quotient obtained by divid-

ing said penetration coefficient (1 -/?) by the square root
of said diffusion constant D, (ii) the quotient obtained by
dividing the concentration Nc of said particles in said gas,
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in cm- by said saturation content value (lii) the square root
of said service life t and (iv) a value a*, in cm/sec, equal
to 3.63- 10-^ times the product of said sticking probability a
and the temperature (T) of the surface of the filter material
in °K., divided by the mass number (A) of the particles, is

less than unity, and
(c) said filter material is provided in said cavity in the form

of at least one substantially rigid piece of solid material
mounted in said cavity.

4,428,757
SONIC ENERGY FLUID DEGASSING UNIT

Mark N. Hall, P.O. Box 162, College Place, Wash. 99324
Filed Sep. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 304,459

Int. a.3 BOID 51/08
U.S. a. 55-277 ,8 claims

1. A sonic energy fluid degassing unit, comprising
a. a conduit through which fluid containing entrained gases

flows;

b. a sonic energy transducer assembly having at least two
spaced apart sonic energy generators each having a differ-

ent frequency, said different frequency decreasing from
one said sonic energy generator to the next in the direction
of said fluid flow, connected to the conduit for applying
sonic vibration to the passing fluid stream in the conduit to
induce growth of gas bubbles of entrained gases therein;
at least one venturi located in said conduit including
means for introducing foreign matter into said entrained
gas fluid; and

d. gas bubble removal means for removing the gas bubbles
from the fluid stream.

c.

4,428,758 _
SOLID PARTICULATE RLTERS

Max R. Montierth, Elmira, N.Y., assignor to Corning Glass
Works, Corning, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 350,996

Int. CV BOID 39/20
U.S. a. 55—523 8 Claims

«o %

1. A honeycomb filter body for removing solid particulates
from fluids passed through the body comprising:

a matrix of thin, interconnected walls defining an inlet end
face and an outlet end face on opposing outer surfaces of
the body and a multiplicity of cells extending through the

body between the inlet and outlet end faces in a substan-
tially longitudinal and mutual parallel fashion, the thin
walls having interconnected open porosity of a volume
and size sufficient to enable the fluid to flow at least across
the narrow dimensions of the thin walls and to prevent ai

least a significant portion of the solid particulates in the
fluid from passing either completely across or through the
thin walls;

a first set of cells, each being open at one end face and closed
at the remaining end face,

a second set of cells, each being open at said remaining end
face and closed at said one end face.

each of the first and second sets of cells being further divided
into a plurality of subsets of mutually adjoining cells of
each respective set of the cells; and

at least one subset of mutually adjoining buffer cells, each
buffer cell being closed at the two end faces

, the at least

one subset of buffer cells being pt^sitioned between and
adjoining a subset of the first set of cells and a subset of the
second set of cells

4 428 759
DISTILLATIVE SEPARATION EMPLOYING BOTTOM

ADDITIVES
James M. Ryan. Weston, and John V. O Brien. Shrewsbury,

both of Mass.. assignors to Koch Process Systems. Inc.. West-
boro, Mass.

Filed Jan. 14, 1983. Ser. No. 458.047
Int. CI.' F25J i (14

U.S. CI. 62-17 30 Claims
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1. In a method for the distillative separation, in a disiillati\c

column containing vapor-liquid contact devices, of a hvdro-
carbon-containing feed stream, which mcth(xJ comprises

(a) introducing the feed stream into a distillative column
operating under defined conditions of pressure, tempora-
tue and feed comptwition;

(b) withdrawing an overhead prcxluct stream enriched in at

least one component to be removed from the feed stream.
(c) condensing at least a portion of the overhead product

stream in a condenser and recycling a portion of the con-
densed overhead stream to the top portion o( the said

distillative column.

(d) recovering a bottom product stream with defined specifi-

cations enriched with at least one defined component of
the feed stream for which recovery is sought; and

(e) reboiling at least a portion of the withdrawn bottom
product stream and recycling a portion of the bottom
stream to the bottom portion of the column, the improve-
ment which comprises

intrcxlucing from about I to H) mols per l(X) mols of feed
stream of a recycled liquid bottom prtxJuct stream com-
prising Ci-C(,alkanes into an overhead condenser zone of
the distillation column, the liquid bottom product stream
introduced into the condenser zone concurrently and
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admixed with the overhead product stream in the con-

denser zone, the overhead product stream not being sub-

ject to substantia] contamination by the recycled bottom
product stream in the condenser zone, and the amount of
the recycled bottom product stream sufficient, to provide

adjusting of the operating condition of the distillation

zone to effect a saving in the distillation column operating

energy by:

(a) increasing the temperature of the condenser zone of

the distillation column by about 10° F. or more; or

(b) decreasing the temperature of the bottom of the distil-

lation column by about 5* F. or more; or

(c) reducing the distillation column operating pressure by
about 20 psi or more. i ,

4,428,760

OXYHYDROGEN FLAME TORCH FOR OPTICAL HBER
DRAWING

Shin M. Oh, Roanoke, Va^ assignor to International Telephone
and Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 361,659

Int.a.'C03Bi7/02J
U.S. a. 65—2 9 Qaims

////,///////
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7. A method of making an optical fiber from a preform,
comprising the steps of

conducting oxygen and hydrogen in separate annular flow
paths respectively coaxially surrounding one another and
an internal passage along the latter to a heating zone
which receives a portion of the preform from which the

optical fiber is to be drawn, and

intimately mixing and combusting the oxygen and hydrogen
with one another in the heating zone in the form of an

annular flame to heat said portion of the preform, and
means for drawing the optical fiber from said portion of the

preform substantially centrally of said annular fiame and
through said internal passage.

4,428,761 '

LITHOGRAPHIC METHOD OF MAKING OPTICAL
nBERS

Richard E. Howard, Holndel; WiUiam Pleibel, Matawan, and
Roger H. Stolen, Riunson, all of NJ., assignors to Bell Tele-

phone Lahoratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, NJ.
FUed Dec. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 333,433

Int a. J C03B 37/025. 37/075; C03C 15/00
MS. a. 65—3.12 8 Qaims

1. A method of making a birefringent, polarization-preserv-

ing optica] fiber comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a quartz substrate tube,

(b) depositing at least one glass layer, including a cladding

layer, on the interior surface of said tube by a vapor depo-
sition process,

(c) depositing at least one photoresist masking layer on said

cladding layer,

(d) patterning said photoresist layer so as to form openings
therein which are arranged circumferentially and which
expose underlying portions of said cladding layer,

(e) removing said exposed portions of said cladding layer,

(0 removing said photoresist layer, thereby leaving on said

interior surface a circumferentially patterned cladding
layer which induces unsymmetric stress and birefringence
in said fiber upon subsequent collapse and drawing,

(g) depositing at least one glass core layer on the inside of
said tube and over said patterned cladding layer,

(h) radially collapsing said tube by a heating process to form
an optical fiber preform, and

(i) drawing an optical fiber from said preform.

5. A method of making a meul-embedded optical fiber

comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a quartz substrate tube,

(b) depositing at least one first glass layer, including a clad-

ding layer, on the interior surface of said tube by a vapor
deposition process,

(c) depositing at least one metal layer on said first layer,

(d) depositing at least one photoresist masking layer on said

metal layer,

(e) patterning said photoresist layer so as to form openings
therein which expose underlying portions of said metal
layer,

(0 removing said exposed portions of said metal layer,

(g) removing said photoresist layer,

(h) depositing at least one second glass layer, including a

core layer, on the inside of said tube and over said metal

layer,

(i) radially collapsing said tube by a heating process to form
an optical fiber preform, and

0) drawing an optical fiber from said preform.

4,428,762

VAPOR-PHASE AXUL DEPOSITION SYSTEM
Matthew J. Andrejco, North Hanover Township, Burlington

County, and Eugene Potkay, Hamilton Township, Mercer
County, both ofNJ., assignors to Western Electric Company,
Inc., New York, N.Y.

FUed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,629

Int. a? C03B 19/06. 37/025. 37/07
U.S. a. 65—3.12 11 Claims

9. A method of fabricating a substantially cylindrical light-

guide soot boule in a vapor-phase axial deposition system,

comprising:

projecting a stream of soot, formed in a flame, in a first

plane, towards a deposition portion of a forming cylindri-

cal soot boule, the axes of the boule and the soot stream

being in a first plane; and
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confining the first plane between first and second planar
surfaces, the disunce between said planar surfaces being

4,428,764
METHOD OF MAKING FUSIBLE SPACER FOR

DISPLAY PANEL
Elias Snitzcr, West Hartford, and Rohcrt E. Wisnieff, WcMon,

both of Conn., assignors to United Technologies Corporation,
Hartford, Conn.

Division of Ser. No. 105,849, Dec. 20, 1979, ah«idoBcd ThU
application Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 334,492

InL a.' CD3B 37/025
U.S. a. 65-31

, cw„

sufficiently close so as to substantially eliminate fiame
flicker and wander during the formation of the soot boule.

4,428,763
TRANSFER MOLDING METHOD OF PRODUONG
HBER REINFORCED GLASS MATRIX COMPOSITE

ARTICLES
G«orge K. Layden, Wethersfleld, Conn., assignor to United

Technologies Corporation, Hartford, Conn.
Filed May 25, 1982, Ser. No. 381.801

Int. a.3 C03C 27/00: B32B 5/02
\3S. a. 65-4.21 2 Qaims

1. A method for forming a fusible spacer used to hold the
two sidewalls of a plasma panel, comprismg:

forming an elongated core from a glass matenal having a
relatively high softening point;

forming a first cladding from a matenal which has a soften-
ing point in the range of 350* C. to 500* C;

positioning a second cladding on the first cladding, the
second cladding being of the same material as said core;

heating the fusible spacer beyond the softening point of said
core material;

drawing the fusible spacer until the diameter of the core is

sized to match the desired spacing between the sidewalls
of the panel; and

etching the second cladding from the first cladding.

4,428,765

THIOSULFENAMIDE DERIVATIVES OF
N-PHOSPHONOMETHYLGLYONE TRIESTERS AS

HERBIODES
James A. Sikorski, Lafayette, Ind., and Tonunie G. Curtis,

University Qty, Mo., assignors to Monsanto Company, St.
Louis, Mo.

Filed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 309,322
Int. a.J AOIN 57/30; C07F 9/40

U.S. a. 71-87 33 Claims
1. A method of controlling undesired plants which com-

prises applying to said plants or plant growth medium a herbi-
cidally effective amount of a compound of the formula

O
N

SSRi O

1. A method of making fiber reinforced glass matrix compos-
ite articles comprising aligning high temperature stable graph-
ite, silicon carbide, or alumina fibers in a mold cavity circum-
ferentially, axially, or both circumferentially and axially to
provide composite strength in the particular direction of align-
ment, heating a billet of borosilicate, aluminosilicate, lithium
aluminosilicate or high silica content glass matrix material to a
temperature above about 1,000* C, transferring the glass ma-

J trix material into the mold cavity at a pressure of about 10 psi

to about 100 psi to surround the bond the fibers with substan-
tially no disturbance of the fiber orienution, cooling the thus
impregnated fibers to a temperature below the strain point of
the glass, and removing the fiber-matrix composite from the
mold thus forming a composite article having composite
strength in the particular direction of alignment.

(RO)2-P-CH2-N-CH2-COR2

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of phenyl,
naphthyl or biphenylyl; or phenyl, naphthyl or biphenylyl
substituted with from 1 to 3 substituents independently se-
lected from the group consisting of lower alkyl, lower alkoxy,
lower alkylthio, alkoxycarbonyl, methylenedioxy, trifiuoro-
methyl. cyano. nitro and halogen; R

i
is alkyl, cycloalkyi, ara-

lower alkyl or phenyl or naphthyl or phenyl or naphthyl sub-
stituted with from I to 3 substituents independently selected
from the group consisting of lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, halo-
gen, and trifiuoromethyl and nitro and Rj is lower alkyl or
aralower alkyl.

23. A compound of the formula

SSRi

(RO)2-P-CH2-N-CH2-COR2
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wherein R is selected from the group consisting of phenyl.

naphthyl or biphcnylyl; or phenyl, naphthyl or biphenylyl
substituted with from 1 to 3 substituents independently se-

lected from the group consisting of lower alkyl, lower alkoxy,

lower aJkylthio, alkoxycarbonyl. methylenedioxy, tnfluoro-

methyl. cyano, nitro and halogen; Ri is alkyl, cycloalkyl, ara-

lower alkyl or phenyl or naphthyl or phenyl or naphthyl sub-

stituted with from 1 to 3 substituents independently selected

from the group consisting of lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, halo-

gen, and trifluoromethyl and nitro and Rj is lower alkyl or

aralower alkyl.

4,428,766

2H-l,2,4,6-THIATRIAZINE-l,l-DIOXIDES AND THEIR
USE FOR CONTROLLING L'NDESIRABLE PLANT

GROWTH
Gerhard Hamprecht, Winbeim; Adolf Parg, Bad Duerkbeim, and
Bruno Wuerzer, Onerstadt, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to BASF Aktiengesellschaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Aug. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 410,875

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 28,

1981, 3134145

Int. a.3 AOIN 43/72
U.S. a. 71—91 10 Qaims

1. A 2H-l,2.4,6-thiatriazine- 1,1 -dioxide of the formula

tuted m the phenyl ring by halogen or by alkyl, alkoxy, haloal-

kyl. haloalkoxy or haloalkylmercapto of 1 to 4 carbon atoms,

R' is hydrogen, a saturated or unsaturated straight-chain or

branched aliphatic radical of not more than 10 carbon atoms,

or a saturated straight-chain or branched aliphatic radical of
not more than 10 carbon atoms which is substituted by halogen
or by alkoxy of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, or is cycloalkyl of 3 to 7

carbon atoms, and Y is oxygen, sulfur, —SO— or —SO2—

,

10. A process for combating the growth of unwanted plants,

wherein the plants and/or their location are treated with a
herbicidally effective amount of a 2H-l,2,4,6-thiatria2ine-l,l-

dioxide of the formula 1 as claimed in claim 1.

4,428,767

SYNERGISTIC HERBIODAL COMPOSITIONS
Gerald H. Thiele, Sunnyvale, Calif., assignor to Stauffer Chemi-

cal Company, Westport, Conn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 86,972, Oct. 22, 1979,

abandoned. This application Feb. II, 1980, Ser. No. 120,240
Int. a.5 AOIN 4i/i6. 33/02

U.S. a. 11-95 6aaims
1. A synergistic herbicidal composition consisting essentially

of a mixture of

(a) an effective amount of a pyrrolidone of the formula

R2

1

Y

N N—r3

R' s

«)

CI—CH C

where Rj is hydrogen, a saturated or unsaturated straight-

chain or branched aliphatic radical of not more than 10 carbon
atoms, a saturated straight-chain or branched aliphatic radical

of not more than 10 carbon atoms which is substituted by
halogen, alkoxy or alkylmercapto of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, an

alkyl or dialkylamino radical where alkyl is of I to 6 carbon
atoms, cycloalkyl of 3 to 7 carbon atoms, phenyl which is

unsubstituted or substituted by halogen, alkyl or alkoxy of I to

4 carbon atoms, or benzyl which is unsubstituted or substituted

by halogen, R2 is a saturated or unsaturated straight-chain or

branched aliphatic radical of not more than 10 carbon atoms, a

saturated or unsaturated straight-chain or branched aliphatic

radical of not more than 10 carbon atoms which is substituted

by halogen, alkoxy or alkylmercapto of 1 to 4 carbon atoms or

alkanoyl of 2 to 8 carbon atoms, cycloalkyl of 3 to 7 carbon
atoms, alkoxycarbonylalkyl or alkylmercaptocarbonylalkyl

where each alkyl is of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, phenyl which is

unsubstituted or substituted by halogen, an alkyl. haloalkyl.

alkoxy, haloalkoxy, alkylmercapto, haloalkylmercapto, alkyl-

sulfinyl, haloalkylsulfinyl, alkylsulfonyl or haloalkylsulfonyl

radical of I to 4 carbon atoms, nitro, cyano, azido, carboxyl,

thiocyanato, hydroxyiminomethyl, formyl, an alkoxycarbonyl
or alkylmercaptocarbonyl radical of 2 to 5 carbon atoms, an

N-alkylcarbamyl, N,N-dialkylcarbamyl, N-alkylcar-

bamylamino or N,N-dialkylcarbamylamino radical where
alkyl is of I to 4 carbon atoms, 4-alkyl- 1 ,2,4-oxadiazolidine-3,5-

dion-2-yl, an alkanoylamino, alkoxycarbonylamino or alkyl-

mercaptocarbonylamino radical of 2 to 5 carbon atoms, an
N-alkylsulfamyl, N,N-dialkylsulfamyl, N-alkylsulfainylamino

or N.N-dialkylsulfamylamino radical where alkyl is of I to 4

carbon atoms, alkoxysulfonyl of I to 4 carbon atoms, alkox-

ycarbonylaminosulfonyl of 2 to 5 carbon atoms or an alkox-

ycarbonylalkoxy, alkylmercaptocarbonylalkoxy, alkoxycar-

bonylalkylmercapto or alkylmercaptocarbonylalkylmercapto
radical where each alkyl is of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, or R^ is

benzyl which is unsubstituted or substituted by halogen, nitro

or an alkyl, haloalkyl, alkoxy, haloalkoxy or haloalkylmer-
capto radical of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, or phenoxyalkyl where
alkyl is of 2 to 4 carbon atoms, which is unsubstituted or substi-

CICH2—CH—CH2

\
N
/

CF3

and

(b) an effective amount of a cyclohexenedione of the formula

OH

CH3

o^SxT ^o
CH3''^CH3

in which R* is r-(2-hydroxyethylimino)ethyl, at a weight
ratio of (a) to (b) of from about 0.1:1 to about 5:1.

4,428,768

PROCESS FOR THE RECOVERY OF PLATINUM GROUP
METALS FRO.M REFRACTORY CERAMIC SUBSTRATES
Joseph G. Day, Holmer Green, England, assignor to Johnson
Matthey & Co., Limited, London, England

Filed Dec. 8, 1980, Ser. No. 214,267

Oaims priority, application United Kingdom, Dec. 31, 1979,

7944656

Int. a.3 C22B 11/02

U.S. a. 75—10 R 17 Qaims
1. A process for the recovery of platinum group metals

present in a used auto emission control catalyst comprising a

refractory ceramic substrate having the platinum group metal

deposited on or contained in the refractory ceramic substrate,

the said substrate containing an aluminum-silicate and/or alu-

mina, said process comprising preparing, in divided form, a

charge containing the refractory ceramic substrate bearing the

said metals, one or more fluxes, and a collector material or

collector material precursor, for the metal or metals to be

recovered, feeding said charge into a high intensity plasma arc

furnace and heating the charge to a temperature in the range
1500°- 1 750* C. by means of the high intensity plasma arc of

said furnace to produce a molten metallic phase containing a

substantial proporiion of the said metal or metals formerly
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deposited on or contained in the substrate, and a molten slag
phase containing flux, ceramic residues and the remainder of
the said metals, separating the two phases, and separating the
platinum group metals from the metallic phase, the collector
material comprising iron powder or filings, iron sponge or cast
iron shavings.

4,428,769
PROCESS FOR INJECTING A REDUCING AGENT

INCLUDING ASH-BEARING BITUMINOUS COAL INTO
THE HEARTH OF A BLAST FURNACE

Raymond Limpach, Huncherange, Luxembourg, and Dietrich
Boecker, Briihl, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Rheinis-
che Braunkohlenwerke AG., Cologne, Fed. Rep. of Germany
and Arbed S.A., Luxembourg, Luxembourg

Filed Sep. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 299,005
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 28.

1981,3034679

Int. a.' C21B 5/04
U.S. a. 75-30 ,0 Oaims

1. A process for injecting a first fine-grain carbon carrier

selected from a group consisting essentially of ash-bearing hard
and bituminous coal having predominantly acid constituents in

said ash, as a reducing agent for iron oxide, into the hearth of
a blast furnace, comprising using a mixture of said first fine-

grain carbon carrier and at least one other solid fine-grain

ash-bearing carbon carrier selected from a group consisting
essentially of brown coal, brown coal coke, peat, peat coke,
sawdust and mixtures thereof having a basic ash content,
wherein the composition of the mixture of said first and other
fine-grain carbon carriers is so selected that the degree of
basicity of the resulting overall ash of the mixture is substan-
tially the same as the degree of basicity of the blast furnace
slag.

4,428,770

METHODS OF MANUFACTURING METAL FROM A
MELT, DETERMINATION OF SULFUR AND CARBON

THEREIN, SENSORS THEREFOR AND SOLID
ELECTROLYTE COMPOSITIONS FOR SAID SENSORS
Wayne L. Worrell, Narberth, and Qing-Guo Liu, Philadelphia,

both of Pa., asjsignors to University Patents, Inc., Norwalk,
Conn.

Filed Feb. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 351,473
Int. a.3 GOIN 27/58; C04B 35/48. 35/51

U.S. a. 75—45 66 Qaims

contacting said melt with the solid solution of claims 12 3 4
5. 6 or 7.

'
'

13. A process for the detection of sulfur m a Huid compos-
ing:

contacting said fluid with an electrolyte comprising a solid
solution of:

from about 75 mole percent to about 98 mole pcrctnt of
zirconium dioxide;

from about 1 mole percent to about 20 mole percent calcium
oxide;

from ab<^ut I mole percent to about 20 mole percent calcium
sulfide;

providing a reference electrode in contact with said electro-
lyte; and

detecting electncal potential between said electrolyte and said
electrode

29. A process for the detection of carbon in a fiuid compris-
ing:

contacting said fiuid with an electrolyte comprising a solid
solution of:

from about 75 mole percent to about 98 mole percent of
zirconium dioxide;

from about 1 mole percent to about 20 mole percent calcium
oxide;

from about 1 mole percent to about 20 mole percent calcium
carbide;

providing a reference electrode in contact with said electro-
lyte; and

detecting electrical potential between said electrolyte and said
electrode.

45. Apparatus for the measurement of sulfur in a fiuid com-
prising:

an electrolyte comprising:

from about 75 to about 98 mole percent -' an oxide of a
metal selected from the group consisting of zirconium,
thorium, and hafnium;

from about I to about 20 mole percent of an oxide of an
element of either of groups llA or 1118 of the periodic
table of the elements; and

from about 1 to about 20 mole percent of the sulfide of an
element of either of groups llA or 1118 of the periodic
table of the elements.

7. A solid solution of:

the oxide of either zirconium, thorium, or hafnium;
the oxide of an element of either of groups llA or 1118 of the

periodic Uble of the elements; and
either the sulfide or the carbide of said element of either of

groups IIA or IIIB.

12. A method of manufacturing melt from a melt comprising

4.428,771

PROCESS FOR THE SEPARATION OF METALS FROM A
GASEOUS MIXTURE FORMED DURING REDUCTION
Rudolf Nowak, and Gerhard Holland, both of Frankfurt am

Main, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Halomet AG, Basel,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 724,516, Sep. 20, 1976, abandoned. ThU
application Feb. 27, 1978, Ser. No. 881,517

Int. Q.' C22B 5/16
U.S. Q. 75-89 18 Claims

1. A process for separating a metal vapor from a gaseous
mixture formed during the reduction of a metal compound
comprising the steps of (I) contacting the said gaseous mixture
with a solid or liquid absorbent metal or metal salt which is

capable of absorbing said metal vapor to be separated but not
the accompanying gases, the contacting of said absorbent with
said gaseous mixture being accompanied under vigorous turbu-
lence by admixing the absorbent into the reduction reaction
mixture in which the gaseous mixture is formed; (2) establish-

ing and maintaining thermodynamic conditions of said absor-
bent metal or metal salt and said gaseous mixture whereby said
metal vapor is absorbed directly by said absorbent metal or
metal salt from the gaseous state as a solution of said metal and
said absorbent and the non-absorbed gaseous components
remain as residual gas, said thermodynamic conditions being
selected and maintained so that the metal vapor is not reformed
into the original compound; (3) separating the solution consist-
ing of the said meUl to be separated off and the absorbent from
said remaining residual gas.
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4,428,772

METHOD FOR REDUCING METAL ORE
Carlos Doaungnez-Alicdo, Garza Garcia; Hector Lopez-Ramos,

Monterrey; Alejandro De^yres, and Jnan A. Viilarreal-

Treiino, both of San Nicolas de ios Garza, all of Mexico,

assignors to Hylsa, S^., Monterrey, Mexico
FUcd Dec. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 326,571

Int. a.' C21B 13/02

UJS. a. 75—91 12 Claims

I

1. A method for reducing particulate metal ore to sponge
metal in a vertical shaft, moving bed reactor having a reduc-

tion zone in which a hot reducing gas largely composed of

carbon monoxide and hydrogen is caused to flow through a

portion of said bed to reduce the metal ore thereof to sponge
metal, which comprises:

feeding a first steam of reducing gas to the reduction zone of

the reactor, said reducing gas havmg a temperature in the

range of 700* to 1000° C. and a maximum combined water

and carbon dioxide content of 16% by volume:

removing at least a portion of said first stream from the

reactor as a second gas stream;

removing water and carbon dioxide from said second gas

stream to form a third gas stream;

feeding said third gas stream to a heater unit;

heating said third gas stream to a temperature in the range of
700° to llOO'C;

reforming a stream of hydrocarbon-conuining gas and
water in a reforming unit to form a make-up reducing gas

wherein the stream fed to the reforming unit has a water
to carbon molar ratio of at least 1.8;

combining said heated third gas stream with the make-up
reducing gas at a flow ratio of 1.5:1 to 3.0:1 to form a

fourth gas stream; and

recycling said fourth gas stream to the reactor as said first

stream. i

4,428,773

PROCESS FOR TREATING SPENT FLUIDS TO
RECOVER COPPER AND COPPER OXIDE

Kenneth J. Krotz, Dnpage, 111., assignor to Western Electric

Compuy, Inc New York, N.Y.

FUed Dec. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 454,803

Int a.J COIG 3/02; C22B 15/12

MS, a. 75—117 15 Claims
1. A process for recovering copper and copper oxide from a

combination of spent ammoniacal etchant, electroless and
copper ammonium persulfate bath solutions used in the manu-
facture of printed wiring boards and for producing an ammo-
nia free decant solution comprising the steps of

placing the combination and formaldehyde in the ratio of

approximately one gallon of formaldehyde per fourteen

gallons of the combination in a cooking vessel having its

inner surface coated with titanium;

stirring and bubbling air through the contents of the vessel;

adjusting the pH of the mixture to be within the range of 12.0

to 14.0; and

heating the adjusted mixture to a temperature of 200'-210'

F. (93.3*-98.9* C.) while bubbling air through the mixture

X

-r

' Cas^ tf'M TL/^g re?

until copper and copper oxide precipitates are formed in

the heated mixture such that the mixture is ammonia free.

4,428,774

CORROSION INHIBITING PAINT COMPOSITIONS
Cyril F. Drake, Harlow; Alan Maries, London, and Paul F.

Bateson, Duxford, all of England, assignors to ITT Industries,

Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Jun. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 384,299
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jun. 2, 1981,

8116816; Jun. 2, 1981, 8116817

Int. a.5 C09D 5/0%
U.S. a. 106—14.39 13 Claims

•ot',-.

1. In a paint composition adapted to inhibit corrosion of a

metal surface to which it is applied, the composition including

a glass material dispersed in a resin carrier, said glass material

comprising phosphorus pentoxide as the glass forming oxide

and at least one glass modifying oxide selected from the group
consisting of oxides of a metal of Group II A and Group II B
of the periodic table, the composition of the glass being such

that when the glass is contacted with water, phosphate ions

and the metal ions of the glass modifying oxide leach into

solution;

the improvement comprising, as said glass material, a glass

having a solution pH greater than 3.2 and selected from at

least one of the three groups of glasses having the follow-

ing molar compositions:

Group I ZnO 49.8 to 50.4

CaOlS.Oto 18.5

P2O5 31.4 to 31.7.

Group II ZnO 31.8 to 32.3

CaO 29.0 to 29.8
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and Group III

-continued

P2O5 38.2 to 38.7

ZnO 23.9 to 26.3

CaO 33.6 to 35.0

P2O5 40.0 to 41.3.

bined weight of the silicon compound and the cellulosic
polymer.

4,428,775

REINFORCED CEMENT SHEET PRODUCT
CONTAINING NO ASBESTOS FOR FABRICATING ON

HATSCHEK MACHINE
Robert M. Johnson, and Elmer M. Melling, both of Kenmore,

N.Y., assignors to National Gypsum Company, Dallas, Tex
Filed Feb. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 233,663

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Dec. 14,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. aj C04B 7/35
U.S. a. 106-90 67 a^^

1. A fiber-cement product comprising Portland cement in an
amount of between about 40% and 80% by weight, fibers in an
amount of between about 1% and 15% by weight, clay in an
amount of between about 2% and 15% by weight, and poly-
(ethylene oxide) in a sufficient amount to coact with said clay
in an aqueous slurry containing said Portland cement, fibers
and clay to retain fines in a mat formed from said slurry.

4,428,776
CELLULOSIC SEMIPERMEABLE MEMBRANES

CONTAINING SILICON COMPOUNDS
George S. LI, Macedonia, Ohio, assignor to The Standard Oil
Company, Qeveland, Ohio

Filed Jun. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 391,216
Int. a.3 C08J 9/24.- C08G 77/56; C08L 1/12

U.S. a. 106-122 lOQaims
1. A semipermeable membrane useful for separating a gase-

ous mixture of carbon dioxide and methane into enriched
fractions of each, the membrane prepared from at least one
cellulosic polymer and at least one silicon compound of the
formulae

4,428,777
PROCESS FOR CLEANING TRANSPORT ROLLS OF

nLM DEVELOPING APPARATUS
Mathias Muller, Oberstenfeld, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor

to Durr-Dental GmbH A Co. KG, Bietigheim, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Mar. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 357,579
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 14,

lyolf 3109935

Int. a.3 B06B 8/00
U.S. a. 134-6

8 ci^^
1. A process of cleaning the film transport rolls of develop-

ing apparatus having a transport system comprising a plurality
of pairs of rolls for transporting the film from an inlet, through
successive aqueous baths and a drying section and out of a
discharge, some of said rolls being above and others below the
liquid level in said baths, which process comprises passing
alone through said transport system of said apparatus a rectan-
gular sheet of fieece material having fibers predominantly
onented parallel to one another and to the longitudinal edges
of said sheet, said fibers being substantially free of swelling by
action of said baths, and interstices between said fibers absorb-
ing liquid of said baths, said sheet being transported lengthwise
by said rolls from said inlet to an out of said discharge,
whereby any soluble impurities on said rolls above said liquid
level are dissolved and earned away by said material and any
insoluble impurities on rolls above or below said liquid level
are pressed into said interstices and carried away by said mate-
rial.

R4-,-Si-eOR)„

R3—Si—O—Si—R3

R—ho—Si-4—OR

R

TIT
R
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(11)

(III)

(IV)

4,428,778
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING METALLIC CHROMIUM

PLATES AND SHEETS
Yoshlmlchi Masuda; Ryuzo Watanabe, both of Sendai; Shinichi

Imura, Tokuyama, and Kazutaka Sakiyama, Hofu, all of
Japan, assignors to Toyo Soda Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Shin-
nanyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 422,173
Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 28, 1981, 56-152116

Int. a.i B22F 3/16
U.S. a. 148-11.5 P 4aidms

1. A process for producing metallic chromium sheets from
metallic chromium powders, comprising:

(1) a step of rolling metallic chromium powders;
(2) a step of sintering rolled sheets thus obtained in a temper-

ature range of from 900* to 1400* C;
(3) a step of re-rolling the sintered sheets with a reduction

ranging from 5 to 50%; and
(4) a step of annealing the re-rolled sheets.

-Si-f-OR)3

where

each R is independently a hydrogen radical, a halide radical,

or an aliphatic, cycloaliphatic or aromatic radical or an
inerily-substituted derivative of any one of them, with the
provisoes that where R is directly bonded to oxygen, R is

not a halide radical and in formula I when n is zero, at least

one R is a radical other than hydrogen;
n is an integer of 0-4;

p is an integer of at least 1;

q is an integer of 1-3; and
the silicon compound comprises between about 5 and about

50 weight percent of the membrane, based on the com-

1038 O.G.—80

4,428,779

HIGH-STRENGTH, HIGH-CONDUCnvITY COPPER
ALLOYS

John T. Plewes, Chatham, and Robert W. Tomb, Ringoes, both
of N.J., assignors to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorpo-
rated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed Jun. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 393,691
Int. aJ C22F 1/08; C22C 9/06

U.S. a. 148-12.7 C 7 Claim,
1. MeUllic body consisting essentially of a copper-nickel-

antimony alloy, said alloy comprising nickel in an amount
which is here designated as n and which is in the range of from
0.

1
to 30 weight percent of said alloy, antimony in an amount

which is less than or equal to I.I times Ni content, which is

greater than or equal to 0. 1 weight percent, which is less than
or equal to 6 weight percent of said alloy when n is 6 weight
percent, which is less than or equal to 4.5 weight percent of
said alloy when n is 30 weight percent, and which is less than
or equal to an amount which is obtained by linear interpolation
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or extrapolation based on 6 weight percent antimony at 6

weight percent nickel and 4.5 weight percent antimony at 30

weight percent nickel, said metallic body having a two-phase

or multiphase structure, and said alloy having a tensile strength

which is greater than or equal to 80,000 psi.

4,428,780 '

SOLUTIONS FOR USE IN BONDING PLATES OF
STORAGE BATTERIES TO CON'N'ECTING SYSTEMS

Theodore L. Shedroff, Morton Grove, 111^ assignor to Lake
Chemical Co^ Chicago, Di.

Filed Feb. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 464,747

Int a.3 B23K 35/34

VS. CL 148—23
I

10 Claims

1. A flux having particular application in forming a soldered

bond between the lugs of the plates of a lead storage battery

and the connecting straps of said plates, said flux consisting

essentially of a substantially clear solution in the form of an

aqueous solution of a salt formed by a substantially water-

insoluble polycarboxylic acid and a water-soluble alkanola-

mine. i

4,428,781

WELDED STEEL CHAIN
Lan A. Norttrom, Hagfors, Sweden, aasignor to Uddebolms

Akticbolag, Hagfon, Sweden
FUcd Sep. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 423,270

Claim priority, application Sweden, Not. 24, 1981, 8106975

Int a.3 C22C 29/00

U.S. a. 148—36
,

17 Claims

JC-
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1. Welded chain made from a steel having good weldability

and hardenability, a yield point of at least 600 MPa, a rupture

limit of at least 900 MPa at room temperature and an impact

toughness of at least 40 Joule at -20* C, said steel having the

following chemical composition as % by weight:

C: 0.03-O.07

Si: 0.01-1

Mn: max 2.5

Cr 1.8-3

Ni: 1.5-3

Mo: max 0.5

Nb. V.Ti total O.O-0. 10

wherein the total of Mn-t-Cr is from about 3 to about 5

remainder essentially only iron and impurities in normal

amounts;

the welded chain having been subjected to heat treatment

comprising normalizing at a temperature between 800*

and 1000* C, cooling to room temperature, and thereafter

duplex annealing at a temperature between about 680* and
790* C.

4,428,782

PRODUCTION OF ALUMINIUM ALLOY STRIP
David J. Walker, South Wirral, and Kenneth Amor, Higher

Bebington, both of England, assignors to The Electricity

Council, London, Great Britain

Filed Jol. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 401,155

Int aJ C21D 1/54, 11/00
U.S. a. 148—129 14 Claims

1. A method of producing aluminium alloy strip in which
hardening of the material is effected by heat treatment to

dissolve pre-existing precipitates in the metal matrix so as to

give a uniform solid solution followed by quenching in a

quenching bath and subsequent ageing, wherein the electrical

conductance of the strip after quenching is measured using a

conductivity probe scanned across the width of the strip or an

array of probes across the width of the strip and wherein the

degree of heating across the width of the strip is controlled in

accordance with the measured conductance so as to tend to

obtain uniform electrical conductance across the width of the

strip.

4,428,783

PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF VERTICAL P-N
JUNCTIONS IN THE PULLING OF SILICON FROM A

SILICON MELT
Cord Gesaert Burghausen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Heliotronic Forschongs-Und Eatwicklnngsgesellschaft Fur
Solarzelien-Gmndstofre mbli Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330^31
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 29,

1980, 3049376

Int a.5 HOIL 21/206

U.S. a. 148—172 7 Claims

1. In a process for the manufacture of p-n junctions in the

pulling of silicon ribbons, polygons or tubes from a silicon

melt, the improvement comprising;

adding to the silicon melt both dopants that act as acceptors

and dopants that act as donors, of which the effective

distribution coefTicients k^^jf^v^) and >LD*ffyh) at a high

crystal growht rate va and the effective distribution coeffi-

cients ^.Atffyh) and k/>^VA) at a low crystal growth rate

V;, satisfy the condition

> 3 or < 0.3

wherein, generally, v^ is a crystal growth rate higher than

the mean pulling speed and v^ is a crystal growth rate

lower than the mean pulling speed;

pulling silicon from the melt at a mean pulling speed of from

6 to 120 mm/min.; and
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periodically varying the crystal growth rate during the component consisting essentially of a polyd.ene polyol having
pulling operation between a low rate v„ and a high rate v* a hydroxyl group number from more than about 2. 1 to less than

about 4.0 and a number average molecular weight of about
1,000-5,000, said polydiene polyol being produced by radical

polymerization of a diene compound and (c) a diisocyanate.

4,428,786

PROCESS FOR PREPARING A HIGH POWER
EXPLOSIVE, HIGH POWER EXPLOSIVE PRODUCED
THEREBY, AND METHOD FOR SHAPING A HIGH

POWER EXPLOSIVE
Paul Ami, Hiinibach, Switicrland, assignor to Schwcizerischc

Eidgenossenschaft, Vertreten durch die Eidg. Munitionsfabrik
Thun der Gnippe ftir Riistungsdienste, Thun, Switacrlaad

Filed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,916
Qaims priority, application Switzerland, May 25, 1981,

3403/81; Mar. 9, 1982, 1423/82

Int a.' C06B 45/02, 21/00
U.S. a. 149-21 55 Qaims

42. Plastic bound high power explosive containing at least 90
percent by weight of a powerful explosive compound selected
from the group consisting of cyclotetramethylenetetranitra-
mine and cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine and a maximum of 10
percent by weight of a stabilizing and binding agent substan-
tially comprising in the range of about 20 to about 50 percent
by weight of a poly-O-alkyI acrylate having an alkyl group
with at least 3 carbon atoms and in the range of about 5 to
about 15 percent poly ethylene by weight of said poly-O-alkyI
acrylate, the polyethylene having an average particle size in

the range of about 0.1 to about 0.3 ^m;
comprising further poly tetrafluoroethylene as a lubricant in

the range of about 2 to about 7 percent by weight;
comprising in the range of about 20 to about 65 percent by

weight of an alkaline earth compound of low water solubil-

ity as a filler; and

comprising in the range of about 8 to about 20 percent by
weight of paraffin.

so that the toul length of each p- and n-conductive zone
in the crystallized silicon is from 5 to 2000 jtm.

4428 784
BLASTING COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING SODIUM

NITRATE
Harrey A. Jessop, Lehi, and Albert G. Funk, Salt Lake City,

both of Utah, assignors to IRECO Chemicals, Salt Lake Qty,
Utah

FUed Mar. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 472,721

Int. a.} C06B 45/00
U.S.ai49-2 8 Claims

I. A water-in-oil emulsion blasting agent comprising a water
immiscible liquid organic fuel as a continuous phase; an emulsi-
fied aqueous inorganic oxidizer salt solution as a discontinuous
phase; paniculate inorganic oxidizer salt; an emulsifier; and
optionally a density reducing agent; wherein the inorganic
oxidizer salt comprises sodium nitrate primarily in particulate
form in an amount of from about 40% to about 70% by weight.

4,428,787

WRAPPING OF CABLE CORE UNITS
All Pan, Storrington, and John R. Ellwood, Napaaec, both of
Canada, assignors to Northern Telecom Limited, Montreal,
Canada

Filed Apr. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 369,341

Int a.' HOIB 13/26
U.S. a. 156—54 IS Claims

'f '/ K

4,428,785

^ BINDER FOR A POLYDIENE COMPOSITE
PROPELLANT

Shigem Suzuki, Sayama; Daizo Fukuaa, Sakado, and Kensho
Shlrota, Sayama, all of Japan, assignors to Nissan Motor Co.,
Ltd., Yokohama, Japan

Filed Oct. 20, 1910, Ser. No. 198,550
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 24, 1979, 54-137305

Int. a.) O06B 45/10
MS. a. 149—19.4 20 Claims

1. A polydiene composite propellant having a binder ob-
tained by reacting (a) polydiene glycol having a hydroxyl
group number of about 1.8-2.1 and a number average molecu-
lar weight of about 1.000-3000, wherein said polydiene glycol
is obtained by polymerizing butadiene in an organic solvent by
using a dilithium compound as a caUlyst and treating the
resulting polymer with a substance selected from the group
consisting of ethylene oxide, propylene oxide, an aldehyde or
a ketone to hydroxylate both terminal groups, with (b) a polyol

13. A method of wrapping a meUl strip material lengthwise
along two side-by-side core uniu of a cable core, the units

devoid ofjackeu and comprising a plurality of pairs of twisted
conductors stranded together, in which a central region of the
strip material is located between the core units and side por-
tions of the strip material are provided to extend laterally of
the central region, one at least partly around each of the core
units, said method comprising:

(a) passing the two core uniu, one down each of two tubes
which are relatively disposed with outlet ends closely

adjacent and facing in the same direction;

(b) moving the strip material in the same general direction as

the core units with said central region located between the

tubes and the side portions projecting laterally from be-

tween the tubes;
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(c) turning the side portions around the tubes, one around
each tube, by urging the side portions inwardly towards
the tubes while displacing longitudinal edges of the stnp
material angularly around the tubes;

(d) passing the core units side-by-side downstream from the

outleu of the tubes while passing the strip material down-
stream from around the tube outlets with the central

region of the strip material disposed between the core
units and the side portions wrapped around but not in

intimate contact with the core units; and
(e) suddenly closing the side portions against and into inti-

mate contact with the core units.

4,428,788

FILM-TAPE-CLOSURE DEVICE SLOT CAST
INTEGRATED INTERLOCKING STRUCTURE AND

EXTRUSION METHOD
Ewald A. Kamp, Chicago, lU., assignor to Union Carbide Corpo-

ration, Danbury, Conn.

Filed May 14, 1982, Ser. No. 378,321

Int. a.J B29D 7/02; B32B 1/04. 1/10
MS. a. 156—66 15 Claims

y^j^.-

1. A method of producing an integrated interlocking closure
product comprising extruding a sheet of film onto a rotating
casting roll at a rate to provide a high draw-down ratio, ex-
truding a closure tape at a medium draw-down ratio to join
said film, extruding a closure device at a small draw-down
ratio to join said closure tape, and cooling said film, closure
tape, and closure device on said casting roll.

9. Apparatus for producing an integrated film, closure tape,

and closure device structure comprising means for extruding a

sheet of film onto a rotating casting roll; means for extruding a
closure Upe to join said film on said casting roll; means for

extruding a closure device to join said tape; and means for

extracting the integrated structure after cooling.

4 428 789
PROCESS FOR nRMLY BONDING A THERMOPLASTIC

COVERING SHEET ON A HARD ARTICLE
Matsushita Masaaki, and Terado Tetsuo, both of Ichihara,

Japan, aasignors to UBE Industries, Ltd., Yamaguchi, Japan
FUcd Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 350,611

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 5, 1981, 56-30579
Int. a.J B32B 31/20

MS. a. 156—85 11 Claims
1. A process for firmly bonding a thermoplastic covering

sheet to a hard article, comprising:

covering a portion of the peripheral surface of a hard article

with a heat-shrinkable thermoplastic covering sheet hav-
ing an adhesive layer; and

heating said covering sheet around said hard article at a high
temperature sufficient for causing said covering sheet to

shrink, whereby said covering sheet becomes fastened on
the peripheral surface portion of said hard article,

which process is characterized in that the covering sheet on
said hard article is wrapped with a pressing band compris-

ing a hollow belt which is flexible; and during or after said

heating procedure, a fluid within the hollow space in said

hollow belt is pressurized, whereby said covering sheet is

pressed against said hard article.

4,428,790

PLEATED HEAT-RECOVERABLE TAPE
Stephen H. Diaz, Los Altos, Calif., assignor to Raychem Corpo-

ration, Menlo Park, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 158,765, Jun. 12, 1980,

abandoned. This application Jun. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 272,445

Int. a.3 B29C 27/00; B32B 31/04
U.S. a. 156—86 17 Gaims

1. A method of covering a a transition in an elongate sub-

strate which does not have an accessible free end, the transition

being between a first section of the substrate having a first size

and a second section of the substrate having a second size

which is substantially larger than the first size, which method
comprises:

(a) wrapping around the transition a heat-shrinkable cross-

linked polymeric tape which has a plurality of heat-shrink-

able generally transverse pleats therein, the tape being

wrapped around the transition in a plurality of successive

wraps forming a spiral which progresses down the axis of

the substrate, with successive wraps being in overlapping

relation with each other;

(b) securing the free end of the last of the successive wraps
of said tape; and

(c) heating said Upe above its shrinkage temperature to

cause it to shrink and the pleats to recover and form a

continuous covering over the transition.

4,428,791

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING
COMPOSITE BUILDING PANELS, AND PANELS

PRODUCED THEREBY
Fritz Reinke, Erbach, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to Fritz

Reinke Engineering, Erbach, Fed. Rep. of Germany
FUed Not. 10, 1980, Ser. No. 205,127

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, No?. 13,

1979, 2945752

Int. a.} B32B 5/00
U.S. a. 156—161 45 Claims

1. A process for the production of composite panels wherein

a plurality of bar members are disposed on the periphery of a
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rotauble drum, parallel to each other and at small spacings
from each other, rotation of the drum causing a slow advance
movement of the bar member assembly, wherein, downstream
of the location at which the said bar members are applied to the
drum, a plurality of thread means which are disposed parallel
to each other and which are oriented in the peripheral direc-
tion of the drum are wound around the outside of the bar
members on the drum, the thread means being wound in a
stressed condition whereby the bar members on the drum are
pressed against the peripheral surface thereof by a prestressing
force, wherein the bar members are joined by means of a

!!V '

hardenable plastic bonding agent which is applied in fluid form
to fibres and a thin layer of suitable material which are dis-

posed around the drum, wherein said bonding agent on the
drum is caused to harden, thereby to form a first strip struc-

ture, wherein said first strip structure is disposed in a parallel

condition with respect to a second strip structure produced in

substantially a similar manner, with an adhesive joining agent
between the two strip structures, and wherein the two strip

structures with said joining agent are passed between pressing
means for pressing the two strip structures together and against
the joining agent thereby to form an elongate panel structure.

4,428,792
METHOD OF FORMING A STRUCTURAL COLUMN

Yukio Kurita, Neyagawashi, and Satoshi Nakagawa, Hirakata-
shi, both of Japan, assignors to MatsushiU Electric Works,
Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 164,324, Jun. 30, 1980, Pat. No. 4,387,546.
This application Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,726

Qaiffis priority, application Japan, Jan. 29, 1980, 55-009146
Int. a.J B32B 31/18. 31/20

U.S. a. 156-196 llQaims

L'i° 9« /«

//6

ginal shoulders, and inner angle-shaped components hav-
ing formed marginal shoulders;

bonding a pair of inner angle-shaped components together
along their formed margmal shoulders to form a hollow
inner member having a closed cross section and no ex-
posed edges;

placing a pair of outer angle shaped components over the
a.ssembled inner member; and

bonding the outer angle shaped components together and to
the outer surface of the inner member to form a uniury,
hollow structural column.

/'6

1. A method of forming a structural column comprising the

steps of:

coating very thin layers of wood veneers with an adhesive;

placing a plurality of veneer layers on top of each other to

form a stack of veneer layers;

forming the stack of veneer layers into a triangularly shaped
wave pattern laminate having alternating crest and valley

portions interconnected by diagonal legs, each leg having
an offset bend located at an elevation below the longitudi-

nal mid point of the leg,

cutting the formed veneer along a horizontal line extending
through the offset bend portion of each diagonal leg to

form outer angle-shaped components having formed mar-

4,428,793

PREPARATION METHOD FOR A MICROSCOPIC
SPEOMEN AND A DEVICE THEREFOR

Satoshi Sato, Tokyo; Hiroshi Takahashi, Kodaira, and Tsutonu
Nakamura, Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Meiaci Electric
Co., Ltd., Japan

Filed Aug. 18, 1982. Ser. No. 409.129
Oaimt priority, application Japan, Aug. 25, 1981, 56-

125307[U]; Sep. 3, 1981. 56-138849; Mar, 18. 1982, 57.38387(U]
Int. a.J B65C 9/Ofi: B65H 3/46

U.S. a. 156-285 |3ci^„.

I. A mcthcxi f(ir preparing a microscopic specimen by lifting

up coverslips of a sheet shape made of comparatively rigid

material from a pile thereof, one by one. comprising
attractingly holding an uppermost coverslip of the pile on
one holding spot on its upper surface and elaslically push-
ing the same on another spot on one end portion of its

upper surface spaced apart from the holding spot in a

longitudinal direction of the uppermost coverslip;

lifting up the holding spot of the uppermost cover slip and
lifting up the pushing spot of the uppermost coverslip with
a delay time from said lifting up of said holding spot so as

to lift and bend the uppermost cover slip while it is held in

an inclined state and within its elastic limit,

pushing an end of the uppermost cover slip at an opposite
end thereof to said pushing spv)i durinjs the lifting of the

uppermost coverslip for bending the center portion of the

uppermost coverslip within its elastic limit, thereby caus-

ing any other coverslip adhering to the uppermost cover-
slip to be peeled off and dropped; and

gradually eliminaling the bending afforded to the uppcrmtwt
coverslip while it is held

4. A method {or preparing a microscopic specimen accord-
ing to claim I, further comprising:

dropping a liquid mountant on a slide near a test material
carried by the slide;

elaslically pushing one end in the longitudinal direction, of a

coverslip which is comparatively rigid and is in a sheet

shape, and attractively holding said coverslip in a slanted

position with respect lo a plane of the slide

positioning the coverslip and the slide so that they face each
other in such a manner that an end part of the coverslip
closer to the side thereof corresponds to a spot on the slide

at which the mountant has been dropped, and the cover-
slip plane corresponds to a spot on the slide at which the
test material is attached, respectively;

causing the coverslip and the slide to approach each other
while maintaining the slanted holding position of the
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coverslip to have an end part of the coversUp touch the

spot on the slide at which the mountant has been dropped;
pressing the end part of the coversHp elastically onto the

slide to bend the coverslip within its elastic limit;

gradually eliminating the bend of the coverslip and adhering
the coverslip closely to the slide with the mountant placed
therebetween; and

releasing the holding of the coverslip.

4,428,794

APPARATUS FOR SEALING ENVELOPES
Robert A. Hayikar, Palatine, and Robert A. Stock, Crystal

Lake, both of 111., assignors to Xerox Corporation, Stamford,

Cooa.

FUcd Aug. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 405,008

lat. a.} B65B 11/48
UJS. a. 156—442.1 5 Claims

5. An apparatus for closing and sealing the adhesive bearing
flap portion of envelopes comprising in combination:

(a) an input transport for bringing envelopes to be sealed

forward flap first along a predetermined path;

(b) at least one flap deflector for depressing the flap of said

envelope out of the path of movement of said envelopes;
(c) at least one flap diverter downstream of said deflector for

intercepting said depressed envelope flap and causing said

flap to project downwardly;
(d) means to moisten said flap to actuate said adhesive and to

assist in closing said flap, said moistening means being
disposed adjacent to and upstream of said diverter so that

said downwardly projecting flap is proximate to said

moistening means and being capable of rotating opposite
to the feed direction of said envelope; and

(e) output transport means downstream of said moistening
means for receiving said envelopes;

(0 said diverter being disposed below said envelope path so
that as said envelope flap is turned downwardly by said

diverter the inherent stiffness of said envelope causes said

envelope proper to continue to move along said path and
f>ast said diverter to said output transport means causing
said flap to be tucked under said envelope and drawn into

contact with said moistening means whereby said adhe-
sive is activated, said output transport means having seal-

ing means for pinching said envelope and flap together to
close said flap and seal said envelope.

4,428,795 I

PROCESS FOR POLISHING INDIUM PHOSPHIDE
SURFACES

Franx KShl; Airton Schncgg, both of Barghanaen, Fed. Rep. of
Gcmany, and Karl Lener, Handenberg, Austria, assignors to

Wacker-Chcmitroiiic GcscUschaft for Eleetrooik-Gnuidstofre
mbH, Burghaoflai, Fed. Rep. of Germany

FUed Jon. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 504,577
ClaiBs priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jnn. 18,

1982,3222790

Int a.J HOIL 21/306, B4IC 1/22; C03C 15/00. 25/06
VS. CL 156—636 5 Claims

1. A process for polishing indium phosphide surfaces com-
prising the steps of:

mechanically polishing an indium phosphide surface; and
during the mechanical polishing operation, applying to the

surface being polished an oxidizing component that yields

free chlorine in an aqueous acidic medium and a compo-
nent that yields free carbon dioxide.

4,428,796

ADHESION BOND-BREAKING OF UFT-OFF REGIONS
ON SEMICONDUCTOR STRUCTURES

AlTin Milgram, Sunnyrale, Calif., assignor to Fairchild Camera
and Instrument Corporation, Mountain View, Calif.

Fded Aug. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404,108
Int C1.3 B44C 1/22: C03C 15/00. 25/06

U.S. a. 156—637 7 Claims

^^^^^^^^

1. A process for removing polyimide regions adhered to
semiconductor structures comprising:

heating the structure and the polyimide regions to between
450* and 490* C;

immersing the structure in a solution of one of methylene
chloride and ethylene diamene/hydrazine; and

ultrasonerating the solution and the semiconductor struc-

ture.

4,428,797

EXTENDED NIP SHOE FOR A NIP IN A PAPERMAKING
MACHINE

Dennis C. Cronin, Rockton, 111., assignor to Beloit Corporation,
Beloit, Wis.

Filed May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 267,397
Int a.3 D21F 3/06. 3/08

U.S. a. 162—358 22 Claims

t

1. An extended nip shoe for a nip in a papermaking machine
utilizing a compliant transport system to advance a web of
paper and an apparatus for advancing the extended nip shoe to

compress the compliant transport system along a portion of a

roll, the extended nip shoe comprising:

means for lubricating the compliant transport system enter-

ing the nip:

a surface complementary in shape to the roll with which the

extended nip shoe forms a nip and against which the

extended nip shoe compresses the compliant transport

system;

an inrunning nip surface extended approximately l.S* from a

line substantially tangent to a load arc formed by the

extended nip shoe against the roll to provide a throat for

maintaining a film of lubricant between the compliant
transport system and the extended nip shoe during the
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application of a compressive force to the compliant trans-

port system;

an outrunning nip surface extended approximately 1.5' from
a line substantially Ungent to a load arc formed by the
extended nip shoe against the roll to controllably distrib-

ute the gradual release of the compressive force on the
compliant transport system exiting the nip; and

means for controllably distributing the release of the com-
pressive force on side edge portions of the compliant
transport system.

4,428,798

EXTRACTION AND/OR EXTRACTIVE DISTILLATION
OF LOW MOLECULAR WEIGHT ALCOHOLS FROM

AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS
David ZudkeTitch, Denville; Stephen E. Bclsky, Morris Plains,

and Preston D. Krautheim, Blairstown, all of NJ., assignors
to Allied Corporation, Morris Township, Morris County, NJ.

FUed Jul. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 401,793
Int a.J BOID 3/40; C07C 29/84, 29/86

U.S. a. 203—18 16 Claims

(b) feeding a portion of a vapor mixture, derived from step
(e) hereinbelow, to said still;

(c) withdrawing an alcohol-rich vapor as the overhead from
said still;

(d) withdrawing an alcohol-poor distillery slop as the bot-
tom stream from said still;

(e) passing said slop from said still to a multiple effect evapo-
rator to concentrate said slop by evaporating a water and
alcohol vapor mixture therefrom;

(0 passing said vapor from said overhead of said still to one
of the effects of said evaporator into indirect heat ex-
change contact with said slop to condense a portion of
said vapor and form a condensate;

(g) passing said condensate from said one effect of said
evaporator to a condensate stripper and withdrawing an
alchol-rich stream as the overhead from said stnpper and
an alcohol-poor stream as the bottom stream from said
stripper;

(h) feeding a portion of said vapor mixture derived from step
(e) hereinabove to said stripper;

(i) passing the uncondensed vapor from said one effect of
said evaporator to a rectifier to supply substantially all the
sensible heat of said vapor to said rectifier and withdraw-
ing concentrated alcohol as the overhead from said recti-

fier and an alcohol-conuining mixture as the bottom
stream from said rectifier;

(j) passing said alcohol-containing mixture from said rectifier

to said stripper for admixture with said condensate from
said one effect of said evaporator; and

(k) withdrawing said concentrated slop from the last effect

of said evaporator.

12. A system comprising elements designed, dimensioned

1 A process for the concentration of an alcohol which
comprises:

(a) distilling a feed mixture comprising water and an alcohol
with at least one extractive solvent comprising a substi-

tuted or unsubstituted phenol having at least 6 carbon
atoms and a boiling point between about 180* C. and about
350* C. to produce a first overhead vapor stream consist-

ing essentially of water and a first bottoms liquid stream
consisting essentially of said alcohol and said extractive

solvent; and

(b) distilling said liquid bottoms stream to produce a second
overhead vapor stream consisting essentially of said alco-

hol and a second bottoms liquid stream consisting essen-

tially of said extractive solvent; wherein said alcohol
comprises a low molecular weight alcohol having 2 to 4
carbon atoms.

4428 799
PRODUCTION OF CONCENTRATED ALCOHOL AND

DISTILLERY SLOP
Ferris C. Standiford, Greenbank, Wash., assignor to Resources

Conserration Co., Seattie, Wash.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 331,205, Dec. 16, 1981, Pat No.
4,381,220, which is a division of Ser. No. 206,170, Not. 12, 1980,
Pat No. 4,328,074. This application Not. 16, 1982, Ser. No.

442,178

The portion (^ the term of this patent subsequent to May 4, 1999,

has been disclaimed.

Int a.' BOID 1/28. 3/16
U.S. a. 203—19 22 Claims

1. A process for producing concentrated alcohol and distill-

ery slop from fermented beer with a reduced amount of energy
comprising:

(a) feeding said beer to a beer still;

and arranged for producing concentrated alcohol and distillery

slop from fermented beer with a reduced amount of energy
including:

(a) a beer still;

(b) means for feeding said beer to said still;

(c) means for feeding a portion of a vapor mixture, with-
drawn from evaporating means (0 hereinbelow, to said

still;

(d) means for withdrawing an alcohol-nch vapor as the

overhead from said still;

(e) means for withdrawing an alcohol-poor distillery slop as

the bottom stream from said still;

(0 multiple effect evaporator means for concentrating said

slop by evaporating a water and alcohol vapor mixture
therefrom;

(g) means for passing said slop from said still to said evapora-
tor means;

(h) means for passing said vapor from said overhead of said

still to one of the effects of said evaporator means into

indirect heat exchange contact with said slop to condense
a portion of said vapor and form a condensate;

(i) condensate stripper means for separating said condensate
into an alcohol-rich overhead stream and an alcohol-poor
bottom stream;

0) means for passing said condensate from said one effect of
said evaporator means to said condensate stripper means;

(k) means for feeding a portion of said vapor mixture with-
drawn from said evaporator means to said stripper means;

(1) rectifier means for separating uncondensed vapor from
said evaporator means into a concentrated alcohol over-
head stream and an alcohol-containing mixture as a bot-

tom stream;
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(m) means for passing the uncondensed vapor from said one
effect of said evaporator means to said rectifier means;

(n) means for passing said alcohol-containing mixture from
said rectifier means to said stripper means for admixture
with said condensate from said one effect of said evapora-
tor means; and

(o) means for withdrawing said concentrated slop from the

last effect of said evaporator means.

4,428,800

MEASUREMENT OF GASEOUS FLUORIDE
CONCENTRATION USING AN INTERNAL REFERENCE

SOLUTION
Gary P. Tarcy, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Aluminum Company

of America, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Sep. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 418,286

Int. a.3 GOIN 27/46
U.S. a. 204-1 T 11 Qaims

1." In a method for determining fluoride concentration in a

fluoride-containing gas, said method including the steps of
(a) mixing a sample of the gas with water in a gas scrubber,

thereby dissolving fluoride ion and forming a fluonde-
conuining solution,

(b) collecting said fluonde-containing solution,

(c) determining the concentration of fluoride ion m said

fluoride-containing solution in a potentiometnc apparatus
by measuring the electric potential developed between a

first electrode contacting said fluoride-containing solution

and a second electrode contacting said fluoride-containing

solution, said first electrode having an element sensitive to

the fluonde ion concentration and insensitive to chloride
ion concentration, and said second electrode having an
element sensitive to the concentration of an ion selected
from the group consisting of chloride, bromide and iodide
ions,

the improvement wherein, for the purpose of reducing error
caused by evaporation of water and without introducing
error resulting from loss of mist from the gas scrubber,
said method further comprises the steps of

(d) dissolving a known quantity of a water-soluble chlonde,
bromide or iodide salt in a known volume of water,
thereby to form an aqueous internal reference solution,

(e) mixing said sample of the gas with the internal reference
solution of step (d) in step (a), and

(0 mainuining the pH of said fluonde-containing solution
below 8 during step (c). i

4,428,801

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR PROVIDING SHAPED
ELECTROFORMED PARTS USING SHRINKABLE TUBE

MEMBERS
William P. Dugan, Pomona, Calif., assignor to General Dynam-

ics, Pomona Division, Pomona, Calif.

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,648

Int. a.3 C25D 1/02. I/IO
U.S. a. 204-9 16 Qaims

part when a shrinkable member is shrunk onto the man-
drel;

applying heat to said member whereby said member shrinks
into a tensioned contour established by the mandrel shape;

depositing a metallic layer on said member to form a part;

removing the mandrel from within the member;
applying heat to said member to develop further shrinkage

of the member away from the deposited layer; and
removing the shrunken member from said part.

4 428 802
PALLADILTM-NICKEL ALLOY ELECTROPLATING AND

SOLUTIONS THEREFOR
Masao Kanai, Suwa, and Hirotomo Koshiro, Ichihara, both of

Japan, assignors to Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha and
Nisshin Kasei Kabushiki Kaisha, both of Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 303,663
Qaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 19, 1980, 55-130362

Int. Ci> C25D 3/56
U.S. a. 204-^ N 17 Qaims

7 In a process for electrolytic plating of a palladium-nickel
alloy including forming an aqueous ammonia plating solution
including about 5 to 30 g/1 of palladium ions and 5 to 30g/] of
nickel ions, the improvement which comprises replenishing the
palladium ions in the plating solution by adding crystalline

tetraammmepalladous chloride directly to the plating solution.

1. The method of electroforming a metal part comprising the
steps of:

providing a mandrel of a particular size and shape which
will develop a desired size and contour for forming the

4,428,803

BATHS AND PROCESSES FOR ELECTRODEPOSITING
ALLOYS OF COLBALT, TIN AND/OR ZINC

Wim M. J. C. Verbeme, GT 's-Hertogenbosch, and Adriana G.
M. Eggels, Tilburg, both of Netherlands, assignors to OMI
International Corporation, Warren, Mich.

Filed Feb. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 348,374

Int. a.5 C25D i/56. 3/60
U.S. a. 204—43 Z 6 Qaims

1. A bath composition for electroplating a bright alloy de-
posit of cobalt and tin or cobalt and zinc on a substrate, com-
prising cobalt ions, at least one of tin ions and zinc ions, a

hydroxy carboxylic acid complexing agent for the metal ions in

the bath selected from gluconate and glucoheptonate, and a
brightening amount of a compound having the formula:

R<

N—R2

wherein:

R' represents an alklyl group having I to Y carbon atoms or an
alklyl group having from 1 to Y carbon atoms at least one of

which is substituted by a hydroxyl group; and
R2 and R3 or both represent a hydrogen atom or an alkyl group
of 1 to Y carbon atoms or an alkyl group of 1 to Y carbon
atoms at least one of which is substituted by a hydroxyl
group or an amino group and R^ and R' may be the same or

different and may be the same as or different to R', Y being

an integer from 2 to 6, the bath being substantially free of
ammonia or ammonium ions.
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4 428 804
HIGH SPEED BRIGHTSILVER ELECTROPLATING

BATH AND PROCESS
Yvonne Rymwid, Little Falls, and Kenneth Baker, Bridgewater,

both of N.J., assignors to OMI International Corporation,
Warren, Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 205,803, Nov. 10, 1980,
abandoned. This application Oct. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 437,057

Int. a.^ C25D 3/46
U.S. a. 204-46 R 15 Oaims

1. An aqueous, stable electroplating bath suitable for high
speed production of mirror bright silver deposits at high cur-
rent densities of up to about 5,000 ASF. said aqueous bath
being substantially free of free cyanide, organic phosphonate
and nitrate ions, and comprising the following components:

a. an alkali metal, ammonium or amine silver cyanide;

b. a component selected from the group consisting of citric

acid, boric acid, alkali metal salts of citric or boric acid,

ammonium salts of citric or boric acid, and mixtures
thereof; and

c. a bath soluble selenium compound in which the selenium
has a valence of 4.

4 428 806
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING BROMINATED

i.3Dioxolen-2.onf:s
Fumio Sakamoto, Osaka; Shoji Ikeda, Ibaraki; Goro
Tsukamoto, Toyanaka, and Isamu Utsumi, Kyoto, all of Ja-
pan, assignors to Kanebo Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 426,158
Qaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 30, 1981. 56-172719

Int. a.' BOIJ /9//2
U.S. a. 204-158 HA 9 Qaims

1. A process for producing a brominated l,3-dioxolen-2-one
of the following general formula (I)

C-R, (I)

wherein R) represents a hydrogen atom, a methyl group, or an
aryl group, and R2 represents a hydrogen atom, or Ri and R:
may be bonded together to form —(CH:)^— in which n repre-
sents an integer of 3 to 5, which comprises reacting a com-
pound of the following formula (II)

CH2— C: =C-R| (11)

4,428,805

ELECTRODES FOR OXYGEN MANUFACTURE
Donald L. Caldwell, and Mark J. Hazelrigg, Jr., both of Lake

Jackson, Tex., assignors to The Dow Chemical Co., Midland,
Mich.

Filed Aug. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 215,352
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jan. 8, 2000,

has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 C25B 1/02. 11/06
U.S. Q. 204-129 18 Qaims

1. An electrically-conductive composite for use as an anode
for oxygen manufacture comprising an electrically-conductive

substrate, an interface coating on said substrate, and a poly-

metal cobalt spinel outer coating,

said interface coating comprising a layer of at least one metal

oxide of the group consisting of lead oxide, tin oxide,

antimony oxide, aluminum oxide, and indium oxide,

said polymetal cobalt spinel comprising at least one substi-

tuted cobalt oxide spinel conforming substantially to the

empirical formula

where M is at least one metal of the Groups IB, IIA, and IIB,

wherein Z is at least one metal of Group lA,

where x is greater than or equal to zero, but not greater than

1,

where y is greater than or equal to zero, but not greater than

0.5.

where (x-(-2y) is greater than zero, but not greater than !,

and where the amounts of M, Z, and Co are sufficient to

subsuntially satisfy the valence requirements of oxygen in

the spinel structure.

18. A method for oxygen-generation by electrolyzing an

oxygen-containing electrolyte in an electrolysis cell containing

an ion permeable divider between cathode means and anode
means,

characterized as having for the anode means at least one
composite of claim 1.

R2 O o
\ /
C
II

o

wherein R- and R2 are as defined, with bromine under radical

generating conditions

4,428,807

COMPOSITION CONTAINING POLYMERIZABLE
ENTITIES HAVING OXIRANE GROUPS AND
TERMINAL OLEHNIC UNSATURATION IN

COMBINATION WITH FREE-RADICAL AND CATIONIC
PHOTOPOLYMERIZATIONS MEANS

George A. Lee, Wayland, Mass., and Richard A. Hickner, Lake
Jackson, Tex., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company,
Midland, Mich.

Filed Jun. 30, 1978, Ser. No. 921,011

Int. CI.' C08F 2/50. 4/32
U.S. Q. 204-159.14 7 Qaims

1. A photocurable resin composition comprising (A) a par-

tially esterified epoxyester of a terminally unsaturated mono-
carboxylic acid and a polyepoxide, (B) a curing system consist-

ing essentially of (1) a free radical photoinitiator and (2) a

radiation sensitive aromatic onium salt of an element of Group
Va or Vila, said onium salt capable of inducing the cure of (A)
by releasing a Lewis acid catalyst when expi>sed to radiant

energy.

4,428,808

METHOD FOR OBTAINING ORIENTED GOLD AND
PIEZOELECTRIC RLMS

Robert W. Weinert, Monroeville, and Donald H. Watt, Turtle
Creek, both of Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Apr. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 249,805

Int. Q.' C23C 15/00
U.S. Q. 204-192 C 38 Qaims

I. A method for depositing a layer of gold having a pre-

ferred crystalline orientation on the surface of a material which
normally produces a layer of gold having no preferred crystal-

line orientation comprising the steps of
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sputtering a layer of glass over said surface of said material,

and

depositing a layer of gold over said layer of glass.

4,428,809 '

METHOD A.ND APPARATUS FOR FORMING
ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE TRANSPARENT OXIDE
Klaus J. Heinbach, Hattersheim; Wolf-Dieter Miinz, Sombom;

Rolf Adam, Hanau am Main, and Heinz Wenzl, Abstadt, all of

Fed. Rep. of Gcnnany, assignors to Leybold Heraeus GmbH,
Cologne, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362,432

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 27,

1961, 3112104

Int. a.J C23C 15/00
VS. a. 204-192 P 5 Qaims

1. A method of producing electrically-conductive, transpar-

ent oxide coatings on a water-containing substrate by magnet-
ic-field reinforced cathodic atomization thereonto of a targer

hot-pressed from powdered oxide ceramic material selected

from the group consisting of indium oxide/tin oxide mixtures,

cadmium oxide/tin oxide mixtures and tin oxide, comprising:

(a) atomizing the target with a direct-current voltage of
between 150 and 600 volts,

(b) adjusting the power density of the target atomization to

from 3 to 15 watt/cm^ of the target surface.

(c) providing the target with a degree of pressing providing
at least 75% of the density of solid material the same as the

target powder, and

(d) providing an atomization atmosphere at a pressure of
from lxlO-3to5xlO-2 mbars, by the controlled intro-

duction of argon, hydrogen and oxygen in a composition
which comprises from 2 to 20% of oxygen, 40 to 70% of
hydrogen and the rest argon.

4,428,810

METHOD.AND APPARATUS FOR DEPOSITING
CONDUCnNG OXIDE ON A SUBSTRATE

James B. Webb; Di^y F. Williams, and Margaret A. Buchanan,
all of Ottawa, Canada, assignors to Canadian Patents and
DcTclopment Limited, OtUwa, Canada

Filed May 12, 1982, Ser. No. 377,324

Int. a.J C23C 15/00
U.S. a. 204-192 P 20 Claims

1. A method for forming on a substrate a conductive oxide
film comprising:

(a) feeding into a magnetron sputtering apparatus a gaseous
composition containing a reactive gas of hydrogen and an
inert gas,

(b) magnetron sputtering a Urget consisting essentially of
high purity oxide in said gaseous composition, and

(c) maintaining said substrate at a temperature whereby the
conductivity of the oxide is caused to change to a value
greater than 50 ohm - 'cm - '

.

I

4,428,811

RAPID RATE REACTIVE SPUTTERING OF A GROUP
IVB METAL

William D. Sproul, Palatine, and James R. Tomashek, Wood
Dale, both of Dl., assignors to Borg-Wamer Corporation,
Chicago, 111.

FUed Apr. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 481,953

Int a.5 C23C 15/00
U.S. a. 204-192 R 16 Qaims

1. A process for the effective, rapid rate reactive deposition
of a metallic compound in a chamber, using a metal from group
IVb of the periodic Uble, including the steps of:

evacuating the chamber and then filling the chamber with an
inert gas,

providing a target of the meul to be deposited in the cham-
ber.

positioning a substrate to be coated in the chamber below the
target,

admitting into the chamber a second gas adapted to react
with the metal of the target,

applying electrical power to the target to ionize the inert gas
and bombard the target with the gas ions to initiate sput-
tering,

controlling the level of electrical power supplied to the
target to be substantially constant,

sensing the composition of the gases in the chamber and
providing a control signal related to the amount of said
second gas in the chamber, and

regulating the admission of said second gas to the chamber in

accordance with said control signal.

4,428,812
RAPID RATE REACTIVE SPUTTERING OF METALLIC

COMPOUNDS
William D. Sproul, Palatine, Dl., assignor to Borg-Wamer Cor-

poration, Chicago, 111.

Filed Apr. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 481,954
Int. a.3 C23C 15/00

U.S. a. 204-192 R 9 Gaims
1. A process for the effective, rapid rate reactive deposition

of a metallic compound from metals in group IVb of the peri-
odic table in a chamber, including the steps of evacuating the
chamber and filling with an inert gas, positioning a substrate to
be coated in the chamber below a target of the metal to be
deposited, admitting into the chamber a second gas adapted to
react with the metal of the target, applying a potential to the
target to ionize the inert gas and bombard the target with the
gas ions to initiate sputtering, and rapidly pulsing the addition
of the reactive gas to the chamber.

4,428,813

CLADDING CATHODES OF ELECTROLYTIC CELL
WITH DIAPHRAGM OR MEMBRANE

Colin Stanier, Northwich, England, assignor to Imperial Chemi-
cal Industries PLC, London, England

Filed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,421
Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Mar. 10, 1981,

8107413

Int. a.3 C25B 9/00. 13/02; B29H 5/26; B29C 27/04
U.S. a. 204—253 12 Qaims

1. A method of cladding a separator to a cathode box of the
pocket type for use in an electrolytic cell, the cathode box
comprising side walls, a top and bottom, and a plurality of
pockets substantially parallel to each other and formed by
foraminate walls positioned between the top and bottom, in the
method a separator in the form of a sleeve is positioned in each
pocket of the cathode box with the ends of the sleeves project-

ing beyond the ends of the pockets, characterised in that those
parts of the sleeves projecting beyond the ends of adjacent
pockets in a first direction are heat sealed to each other or to

additional heat scalable material, those parts of the sleeves
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projecting beyond the ends of adjacent pockets in the opposite
direction are heat sealed to each other or to additional heat

scalable material, and in that the heat sealing is effected by
means of radio frequency heating.

12. An electrolytic cell comprising a cathode box having a

plurality of pockets therein substantially parallel to each other
and formed by foraminate walls, a plurality of anodes substan-

tially parallel to each other and positioned in the pockets of the

cathode box, characterised in that the cathode box is clad with
a separator by a method as claimed in claim 1.

4,428,814

ELECTROPLATING APPARATUS WTTH CONSTANT
VELOCTTY AGTTATION

Tsu-Fang Chen, Dresher, Pa., assignor to Sperry Corporation,

New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 411,400

Int. Q.3 C25B 15/02; C25C 7/06

U.S. Q. 204—273 7 Qaims

at least one opening with a supporting force opposite and

proportional to a retaining force acting on said article,

both the supporting force and the retaining force being

substantially proportional to the magnitude^of a vacuum
within said cavity and acting on said article in response to

the vacuum.

2. A vacuum-type holder according to claim 1, wherein said

means for moving into contact and for supporting said article

comprises;

a resiliently flexible wall enclosing said cavity oppositely

across from said at least one opening communicating
between said vacuum cavity and said seat, and

at least one contact element mounted to said flexible wall

and extending from said fiexible wall through said cavity

1. Electroplating apparatus with constant velocity agitation

comprising:

a reservoir;

at least one anode in said reservoir;

at least one cathode in said reservoir;

first means for agitating a fluid in said reservoir, said means
including an endless first belt having a plurality of paddles
on a first surface thereof, said first belt operably connected
for movement at a constant velocity in a first direction and
having a second surface adjacent said anode;

second means for agitating a fluid in said reservoir, said

means including an endless second belt having a plurality

of paddles on a first surface thereof opposite said first belt

paddles, said second belt operably connected for move-
ment at a constant velocity in a second direction, opposite

said first direction, and having a second surface adjacent

said cathode; and

said reservoir including a sidewall having a plurality of

baffles connected thereto.

4,428,815

VACUUM-TYPE ARTICLE HOLDER AND METHODS OF
SUPPORTIVELY RETAINING ARTICLES

Walter W. Powell, Peculiar, and Gary A. Sdfert, Lee's Summit,
both of Mo., assignors to Western Electric Co., Inc., New
York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 489,448

Int. a.J C25B 9/02; A45D 42/14; B60G 11/32

U.S. Q. 204—297 W 18 Qaims
1. A vacuum-type holder for at least one article, which

comprises:

a housing including walls defining at least one vacuum cav-

ity;

at least one seat formed on an external surface of said hous-

ing, said seat being adapted to receive one such article;

at least one opening in said housing communicating between
said vacuum cavity and said seat;

means for coupling the cavity to a vacuum source for gener-

ating a vacuum within said cavity; and

means, movably mounted within said cavity, for moving into

contact with and for supporting said article through said

and toward said at least one opening and said seal, such

that in response to placing an article on the seat and gener-

ating a vacuum within said cavity, said flexible wall be-

comes flexed toward said cavity and said seat, and said at

least one contact element is urged into contact with an

adjacent surface of said article to support such article with

a force opposing the urging force acting on the article in

response to the vacuum.
7. A vacuum-type holder according to claim 2, wherein at

least one contact element is a plurality of contact elements

extending toward said seat.

8. A vacuum-type holder according to claim 7, further in-

cluding means for coupling at least one of said plurality of

contact elements to an electrolytic treating circuit.

4,428,816

FOCUSING MAGNETRON SPUTTERING APPARATUS
Walter H. Qass, Yonkers; Robert G. Hieronymi, SloaUburg,

both of N.Y., and Steven D. Hurwitt, Park Rldgc, NJ., as-

signors to Materials Research Corporation, Orangeburg, N.Y.

Filed May 25, 1983, Ser. No. 497,798

Int. Q.^ C23C 15/00

U.S. Q. 204—298 19 Qaims
1. A cathode assembly for use in a magnetron sputtering

apparatus, the assembly being adapted to be mounted in an

evacuable chamber opposite a substrate plane and including an

elongated annular sputtering target which has a sputtering

surface composed of a material to be deposited on a substrate

disposed at the substrate plane and a contact surface opposite

the sputtering surface, a target support, means for clamping the

sputtering target with said conuct face m thermal and electri-

cal contact with the target support, and a magnet arrangement

positioned near the sputtering target for providing a closed-

loop tunnel-shaped magnetic field enclosing the sputtering

surface of the sputtering target, wherein

the sputtering target comprises first and second elongated

side portions and first and second end portions each of said

side and end portions having an inner peripheral edge and
an outer peripheral edge and said portions being arranged

as a rectangular frame, the sputtering surfaces of the side
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portions and the end portions being generally flat and
respectively inclined toward each other, and the contact
surfaces of the side and end portions being approximately
flat and parallel to the respective sputtering surfaces of
said portions; and

the means for clamping the sputtering target in contact with
the target support comprises

means forming an annular pole piece of magnetically perme-
able metal;

means forming an elongated inner pole piece of magnetically
permeable metal,

said elongated inner pole piece having a portion adjacent to
each end of the inner pole piece extending in front of the
inner edge of the sputtering surface of the adjacent end
target portion such that the diagonal air gap distance
between each end portion of the inner pole piece and the
adjacent corners of the outer pole piece is approximately
equal to the transverse air gap distance between the inner
pole piece and the outer pole piece intermediate the ends
of the inner pole piece.

bles sensor electrode connection layer seals said combusti-
bles sensor first electrode onto said porous member, and a
catalytic second electrode disposed on said solid electro-
lyte opposite said first electrode; said solid electrolyte and
both said electrode connecting layers effectively seal said
porous mechanical support member substantially isolating
said first zone from said second zone;

whereby both said first electrode of said oxygen sensor cell
and said first electrode of said combustibles sensor cell are
in communications with the reference gas through said
porous support while said non-catalytic second electrode
of said oxygen sensor cell and said other catalytic second
electrode of said combustibles sensor cell are in communi-
cation with the gas to be measured.

4,428,817

SENSOR CELL STRUCTURE FOR
OXYGEN-COMBUSTIBLES GAS MIXTURE SENSOR

Arnold O. Isenberg, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Westingbouse
Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Aug. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 407,675
Int. a.3 COIN 27/58

U.S. a. 204-412 eaaims

1. A cell structure for an oxygen-combustible gas sensor
comprising;

a sensor housing;

a porous mechanical support member of electrically non-
conductive material mounted in said housing and dividing
said housing into a first zone in communication with a gas
to be measured and a second zone in communication with
an oxygen containing gas;

an oxygen sensor cell including a first electrode disposed on
said porous member; an electrode connection layer in

electrical contact with and providing a terminal for said
first electrode, said electrode connection layer consisting
of an electrically conductive material which does not
allow gaseous diffusion therethrough; a thin film layer of
solid electrolyte, a portion thereof contacting said elec-
trode connection layer and overlapping said first elec-
trode such that said solid electrolyte in combination with
said electrode connection layer seals said first electrode
onto said porous member, and a non-catalytic second
electrode disposed on said solid electrolyte opposite said
first electrode; and

a combustibles sensor cell including a first electrode dis-
posed on said porous member, an electrical connection
layer in electrical conuct with and providing a terminal
for said first electrode, said electrode connection layer
consisting of an electrically conductive material which
does not allow gaseous diffusion therethrough, a further
portion of said thin film of solid electrolyte conUcting said
combustibles sensor electrode connection layer and over-
lapping said combustibles sensor first electrode such that
said solid electrolyte in combination with said combusti-

4 428 818
LIQUEFACTION OF COAL

Frank J. Derbyshire, State College, Pa., and Darrell D. White-
hurst, Titusville, N.J., assignors to Mobil Oil Corporation.
New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 447,594
Int. Cl.i ClOG I/OO. 1/06

U.S. a 208-8 LE 5ci,i^
1. In a process for solvent refining of a low rank coal of high

oxygen content by mixing a comminuted coal charge with a
hydrogen donor recycle solvent derived in the process main-
taming the resultant mixture at reaction temperature in the
presence of elemental hydrogen for a period of time sufficient
to dissolve and react components of the coal, removing nor-
mally gaseous and solid materials from the effiuent of said
reaction, separating a liquid fraction boiling above about 400*
F., recycling said liquid fraction to provide said hydrogen
donor recycle solvent and recovering a liquid fuel product
from the remainder of said effluent, the improvement for pro-
viding a hydrogen donor recycle solvent of greater benefit to
the process which comprises separately subjecting said low
rank coal and a coal of higher rank and lower oxygen content
to test dissolution and reaction in admixture with a hydrogen
donor solvent under hydrogen pressure at reaction tempera-
ture, analyzing the liquid products to determine the weight
percent yield of phenols boiling above about 400* F., each of
said reactions based on dry weight of the respective coals,
calculating a blend ratio of the said coals which will yield less

than 1 5 weight percent of phenols boiling above about 400' F.
based on dry coal, adding to said low rank coal an amount of
said coal of higher rank corresponding to said calculated blend
ratio to provide a blended coal and supplying said blend coal to
the process as said comminuted coal charge.

4 428 819
HYDROISOMERIZATION OF CATALYTICALLY

DEWAXED LUBRICATING OILS
Paul Shu, Princeton Junction, NJ., and Tsoung-Yuan Yan,

Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Mobil Oil Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Jul. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 400,831
Int. a.J ClOG 47/00

U.S. a. 208-46 6 Claims
1. A process for improving the overnight cloud point of a

catalytically dewaxed lubricating oil stock containing petrola-
tum wax which is relatively insoluble comprising contacting
said oil with a catalyst having both an acidic function and a

hydrogenation-dehydrogenation function in the presence of
hydrogen at hydroisomerization conditions to produce a prod-
uct containing branched chain isoparaffins which are more
soluble at low temperatures, and wherein the conversion of
said oil to lower boiling components is less than about 10
weight percent.
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4,428,820
COAL LIQUEFACTION PROCESS WITH CONTROLLED

RECYCLE OF ETHYL ACETATE-INSOLUBLES
Christopher W. Kuehler, Larkspur, and Samil Beret, Danville,

both of Calif., assignors to Chevron Research Company, San
Francisco, Calif.

Filed Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,521

Int. a.J ClOG 1/06
U.S. a. 208-10 18 aaims

1. A process for increasing the conversion of coal to ethyl
acetate-soluble products in a coal liquefaction process which
comprises:

(a) heating a slurry comprising a first solvent and particulate
coal in a dissolution zone to produce a first effluent slurry
comprising ethyl acetate-soluble component and ethyl
acetate-insolubles;

(b) contacting at least a portion of said first effluent slurry
with hydrogen in a reaction zone in the presence of an
externally-supplied hydrogenation catalyst under hydro-
genation conditions to produce a second effluent slurry

comprising ethyl acetate-soluble liquid components and
ethyl acetate-insolubles which comprise organic compo-
nents and inorganic components;

(c) contacting at least a portion of said second effluent with
a second solvent containing at least 2 weight percent
aromatic components to preferentially precipitate inor-

ganic ethyl acetate-insoluble components, and recovering
a solids-lean fraction containing ethyl acetate-msolubles
enriched in organic components; and

(d) recycling at least a portion of said solids-lean fraction to

said dissolution zone.

4,428,821

OIL SHALE EXTRACTION PROCESS
Zeinab H. Baset, Seabrook, Tex., assignor to Exxon Research &

Engineering Company, Florham Park, N.J.

Filed Nov. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 438,996

Int. a.J ClOG 1/04
U.S. a. 208-11 LE 18 aaims

1. In a process for extracting organic material from oil shale
solids wherein said oil shale is contacted with a liquid organic
solvent, the improvement which comprises treating said oil

shale solids at a temperature between about 500° P. and about
800* F. with a basic gas having the formula

R2—N— R|

R3

wherein Ri, R2 and Rj are selected from the group consisting
of hydrogen atoms, and aliphatic radicals having from one to

about three carbon atoms prior to or simultaneously with
contacting said solids with said solvent, and wherein said oil

shale solids are treated with said basic gas at a pressure below
the critical pressure of said gas.

4,428,822

FLUID CATALYTIC CRACKING
Henry B. Jones, Houston, Tex., assignor to Texaco Inc., White

Plains, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 371,863
Int. C\? ClOG 51/00. 11/18; BOIJ 37/14

U.S. a. 208—76 6 Qaims
1. In a continuous fluidized catalytic cracking process com-

prising cracking a naphtha or gas oil feedstock in a riser trans-

port reaction zone and separating hydrocarbon vapor reaction

products from coke-contaminated spent catalyst in a reaction-

separation zone comprising a Huidized bed of spent catalyst,

stripping said spent catalyst in a stripping zone, and regenerat-

ing stripped spent catalyst in a regeneration zone wherein
coke-contaminated spent catalyst is regenerated at a tempera-
ture in the range of from about 1250* F. to about 1500° P. by
contact with an oxygen-containing regeneration gas in an

amount in excess of the amount theoretically required for
complete combustion of coke on said spent catalyst to fully

oxidized reaction products elTecting substantially complete
removal of coke from said catalyst and production of a Hue gas
comprising nitrogen and carbon dioxide substantially free from
carbon monoxide and wherein the coke produced by cracking
said feedstock is insufficient for providing heat required 10
maintain said temperature in said regeneration zone and a high
carbiin content residual hydrocarb<in liquid product from said
catalytic cracking process is introduced into said reaction-
separation zone into intimate contact with said fluidized bed of
coke-contaminated spent catalyst separated from said hydro-
carbon vapors efTecting cracking of said residual hydrocarbon
to hydrocarbon vapors and an additional amount of coke de-
posit on said spent catalyst, the improvement which comprises
supplying a sufficient additional quantity of oxygen-containing
regeneration gas to said regeneration zone to consume said
additional coke deposit and maintaining an excess of oxygen
over that required for complete combustion of said coke in-

cluding said additional amount of coke on said catalyst and
from one to ten mole percent oxygen and from about to about
500 parts per million by volume carbon monoxide in said flue
gas, increasing the amounts of said residual hydrocarbon and
additional regeneration air when the temperature in said regen-
eration zone decreases and decreasing the said amounts when
the temperature in said regeneration zone increases.

4,428,823

INTEGRATED THERMAL CRACKING AND
VISBREAKING PROCESS

Norman F. Messier, Wheeling; Frank Stolfa. Park Ridge, and
William H. Munro, Lincolnshire, all of III., assignors to UOP
Inc.. Des Plaines, III.

Filed Jan. 3. 1983, Ser. No. 455,355
Int. a.' ClOG 51/06. 65/18

U.S. a. 208-78 6 Galms

r ^ r-

of:

1. A petroleum refining prtKess which comprises the steps

(a) passing a first feed stream comprising a gas oil and a

hereinafter characterized first process stream through a

thermal cracking zone, and passing a resultant thermal
cracking zone effluent stream into a first separation zone;

(b) passing a second feed stream comprising a reduced crude
through a visbreaking heater, and pa.ssing a resultant

visbreaker heater effluent stream into a second separation

zone;

(c) passing a first vapor stream removed from an upper
portion of the first separation zone and a second vapor
stream removed from an upper pt>rtion of the second
separation zone into a lower portion of a product fraction-

ation column:

(d) passing a first liquid stream removed from the bottom of
the first separation zone into a vacuum fiash zone, with a
third vapor stream being withdrawn from the top of the
vacuum fiash zone and being passed into a vacuum frac-

tionation column at an intermediate ptiint;
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(e) passing a second liquid stream removed from the bottom
of the second separation zone into a lower portion of the

vacuum fractionation column;

(0 passing a first portion of a liquid phase lower sidecut

stream removed from the vacuum column into the vac-
uum flash zone and combining a second portion of the

lower sidecut stream with at least a portion of the net

bottoms stream of the product fractionation column to

produce said first process stream;

(g) passing at least a portion of a liquid phase upper sidecut

stream removed from the vacuum column into the prod-
uct fractionation column; and,

(h) recovering a sidecut gas oil product stream and an over-

head product stream from the product fractionation zone.

4,428,826
DEWAXING AND UPGRADING OF RAW SHALE OILS
Dennis E. Walsh, Richboro, Pa., assignor to Mobil Oil Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 409,395
Int. a.3 ClOG 11/05. 47/16

U.S. a. 208-120 „ Claims
1 A process for dewaxing a shale oil and converting the

shale oil charge fraction to liquid products of lower boiling
range which comprises contacting said charge fraction with a
crystalline zeolite characterized by a silica/alumina ratio
greater than 12, a constraint index between about 1 and about
1 2 and an acid activity measured by the alpha scale less than 10,

said contacting being conducted at about 450' to about 540* C.
and a pressure not greater than about 100 psig.

4,428,824

PROCESS FOR VISBREAKING RESID
DEASPHALTENES

Byung C. Choi; Beiyamin Gross, both of Cherry Hill, and Mad-
hava Malladi, W. Deptford, all of N.J., assignors to Mobil Oil
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,778
Int. a.' ClOG 55/04

U.S. a. 208-86 9 oaims
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1. An improved process for producing a fuel oil from a resid

feed, said process consisting essentially of:

(1) deasphalting said resid feed in the presence of a solvent to

produce a deasphalted oil and an asphaltene fraction;

(2) visbreaking said deasphalted oil;

(3) reblending said asphaltene fraction into said deasphalted
oil subsequent to said visbreaking; and

(4) further blending the product of step (3) with viscosity

cutter stock oil.

4,428,827

FCC SULFUR OXIDE ACCEPTOR
Simon H. Hobbs, Oak Park; Edward S. Rogers, Glen Ellyn, and

George J. Antos, Bartlett, all of III., assignors to UOP Inc.,
Des Plaines, 111.

Filed Jan. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 460,433
Int. a.3 ClOG 25/09

U.S. a. 208-120 7 Claims
1. A process for fluidized catalytic cracking of a sulfur con-

taining hydrocarbon feedstock comprising the cycling of fluid-

ized cracking caulyst between a cracking zone, in which said
catalyst is contacted at an elevated temperature with said
hydrocarbon feedstock and wherein said sulfur containing
coke is deposited on said catalyst, and a regeneration zone, in

which carbon and sulfur are oxidized and removed from said
catalyst to form a flue gas containing sulfur oxides, said cata-
lyst having physically admixed therewith a sulfur acceptor
comprising a particulate solid other than said catalyst which
contains magnesium, sodium, and aluminum, the precursor of
said acceptor comprising a mixture of precipitates comprising
compounds of magnesium, and aluminum, which contain com-
pounds of sodium, said precipita^tes having been simultaneously
precipitated at a pH of about 8.0 or above from a common
solution comprising magnesium, aluminum and sodium in

which said precipitates have highly limited solubility, which
acceptor reacts with said sulfur oxides to form spent sulfur

containing acceptor, said spent acceptor being freed from said

sulfur and renewed by contacting said acceptor with a reduc-
ing gas comprising hydrogen or a hydrocarbon gas at reducing
conditions, whereby said sulfur becomes dissociated from said

acceptor.

4,428,825

CATALYTIC HYDRODEWAXING PROCESS WITH
ADDED AMMONIA IN THE PRODUCHON OF

LUBRICATING OILS
John W. Ward, Yorba Linda, and Timothy L. Carlson, Placen-

tia, both of Calif., assignors to Union Oil Company of Califor-
nia, Los Angeles, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 267,247, May 26, 1981, which is

a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 172,868, Jul. 28, 1980,
abandoned. This appUcation Mar. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 357,133

Int a,3 ClOG 47/16, 65/12
U.S. a. 208-109 38 cUums

1. In the refining of lubricating oils, the improvement com-
prising catalytically hydrodewaxing a waxy hydrocarbon
feedstock in the presence of a catalyst containing a crystalline
dewaxing component and in the further presence of ammonia
or ammonia precursors added in an amount above that native
to the feedstock.

/

4,428,828

UPGRADING HYDROCARBONACEOUS OILS WITH AN
I

AQUEOUS LIQUID
Phillip R. Bole, Pleasant Hill, Calif., assignor to Chevron Re-

search Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 222,231, Jan. 2, 1981,
abandoned. This application Noy. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 324,217

Int. a.3 ClOG 19/02. 21/08
U.S. a. 208—208 R 14 Claims

1. A process for upgrading a hydrocarbonaceous oil which
comprises:

contacting said oil with added free oxygen in an amount not

more than about 30 weight percent of said oil, in the

presence of an aqueous liquid at a temperature between
about 175' C, and 300" C, and at a pressure sufficient to

maintain said aqueous liquid at least partially in the liquid

phase.
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4,428,829

PROCESS FOR SIMULTANEOUS SEPARATION OF
AROMATICS FROM HEAVY AND LIGHT

HYDROCARBON STREAMS
Walter C. G. Kocters, The Hague, Netherlands, assignor to Shell

Oil Company, Houston, Tex.

Filed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 301,493

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Oct. 16, 1980,

8033462

Int. a.' ClOG 21/02. 21/22
U.S. a. 208—314 8 Gaims
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1. A process for the simultaneous separation of aromatics

and non-aromatics from a heavy hydrocarbon stream and a

light hydrocarbon stream which comprises:

(a) extracting aromatics in a first extractor from the heavy

hydrocarbon stream with the aid of a selective solvent

which has a higher boiling point than that of said light

hydrocarbon stream,

(b) removing selective solvent from the raffinate obtained

from said first extractor, to yield heavy non-aromatics,

(c) extracting aromatics from the light hydrocarbon stream

in a second extractor with the aid of the extract phase

obtained from the first extractor,

(d) removing selective solvent from the raffinate obtained

from said second extractor to yield heavy aromatics and

light non-aromatics,

(e) subjecting the extract phase from the second extractor to

extractive distillation,

(0 separating the bottom fraction of the extractive distilla-

tion by distillation into light aromatics and selective sol-

vent, and

(g) recycling the selective solvent obtained in step (0 at least

partially to the first extractor.

downwardly from a rim to a base; and a floor extendmg

from said base inwardly and upwardly at a relatively low

gradient to inhibit the inward movement of heavier values

collecting at the base of said penpheral wall;

b. a frustum of a vertical hollow cone having a base mounted
centrally on said floor, and a wall converging upwardly at

a moderately steep angle intermediate the slope of said

penpheral wall and the slope of said floor to inhibit the

advance of intermediate size particles of precious metal

beyond the base of said frustrum;

c. a ring mounted on the upper end of said frustum wall, said

ring including a vertical outer perimeter wall terminating

at the top in an overflow lip, said vertical penmeter wall

allowing gravity to inhibit further upward movement of

fines without preventing the tailings from overflowing

said lip;

d. a hollow, right circular cylinder mounted on the inner

margin of said ring and depending therefrom to define a

channel for the discharge of waste material over-Howing

said lip of said ring;

e. a nozzle mounted tangentially on and extending through

said peripheral wall so as to establish a vortex flow pattern

for the water, precious metal particles and tailings wiihm
said bowl; and,

f a plurality of support legs mounted on said bowl so as to

support said bowl on a receptacle

4,428,831

DISCHARGE ARRANGEMENT FOR REMOVING GREEN
PELLETS OUT OF A PELLETIZING ARRANGEMENT

Rainer Dreier, Weyer, Austria, assignor to Voest-Alpine Aktien-

gesellschaft, Linz, Austria

Filed Nov. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 325.568

Gaims priority, application Austria. Dec. 15, 1980, 6082/80

Int. G.' B07B 1/00

U.S. G. 209—253 10 Gaims

4,428,830

PREaOUS METALS RECOVERY UNIT
Anton Hepfher, 761 Sutter St., Yuba City, Calif. 95991, and

Dorothy A. Malicki, Yuba Oty, Calif., assignors to Anton

Hepfner, Yuba Oty, Calif.

Filed Mar. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 361,227

Int. a.3 B03B 5/58

VS. a. 209—211 3 Gaims

v^ V

1. A precious metals recovery unit for processing a mixture

of water and pre-screened ore concentrate including gangue

and precious metals to remove the tailings and retain the fines

and heavier values comprising:

a. a circular bowl including a steep peripheral wall extending

1. In a discharge arrangement for removing green pellets out

of a pelletizing disk or drum, including a discharge chute and

a conveying means arranged below said discharge chute, the

improvement comprising a green-pellet conveying means, a

reconveying means, and a flap arranged between said dis-

charge chute and said green-pellet conveying means, said flap

being pivotable between a first position in which said flap

elongates said discharge chute toward said green-pellet con-

veying means and a second position in which said flap is di-

rected transverse to said discharge chute towards said recon-

veying means to reconvey defective pellets.
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4 428 832
SCREENING APPARATUS

Michael P. Armstrong, Etwall; Rodney W. OBrian, and Stanley
Gilliver, both of Burton-on-Trent, all of England, assignors to
Coal Industry (Patents) Limited, London, England

Filed Nov. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 322,875
Claims priority, application Lnited Kingdom, Dec, 5, 1980.

us. a. 209—350
Int. a.3 B07B J/OS

5 Gaims

least one drainage section fonned in said housing;
screen means in said drainage section of said housing past
which said flakes move and through which only solvent
will pass for separating solvent from said flakes;

means producing a pressure differential across said screen
means for assisting in the separation of solvent from said
flakes and passage through said screen means;

means for collecting said solvent after it has passed through
said screen means;

means for conveying said flakes through said housing from
said solvent extraction apparatus to said desolventizer-
toaster apparatus; and

means monitoring the level of flakes in said solvent extrac-
tion apparatus available to enter said inlet opening of said
housing and for adjusting the rate of movement of said
conveying means in order to maintain said level of flakes
within predetermined limits.

1. A sizing screen for particulate material comprising.
a generally circular upper deck having a central plate and a

plurality of first radially straight spoke members extend-
ing radially outwardly from the periphery of said plate
and circumferentially spaced around said periphery, said
first spoke members comprising metal rods secured to
extend from the periphery of said central plate by means
of at least one block of plastics material secured to one
side of said plate;

means for delivering material to said upper deck and means
for moving said material radially outwardly on said plate
toward said spoke members;

a lower deck mounted co-axially below said upper deck and
spaced vertically therefrom a distance so that material
passing through said upper deck will be separately
screened by the lower deck, said lower deck having a
central plate and a plurality of second radially straight
spoke members spaced circumferentially closer together
than said first spoke members and in vertical alignment
therewith;

means for rotating both said decks with the lower deck
rotating a higher speed than the upper deck;

collection means for collecting treated material discharging
over the periphery of the screening decks and material
passing through the lower screening deck.

4 428 834
FLUID HLTER WITH INTEGRAL VISCOUS DAMPER

Kendall R. McBroom, Dakota County, and Dhanendra C. Shah,
Ramsey County, both of Minn., assignors to Donaldson Com-
pany, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Oct. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 312,383
Int. a.^ BOID 27/10. 35/14

U.S. a. 210-131 22 Qaims

4 428 833
SPENT FLAKE DRAINER-CONVEYOR

William M. Barger, Piqua, Ohio, assignor to The French Oil
Mill Machinery Co., Piqua, Ohio

Filed Jul. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 395,752
Int. a.3 BOID 23/20

U.S. a. 210-113 7 Claims

^--\

1. In a fiuid filter of the type including a housing, a cover
secured to the housing, a filter element guided within the
housing for movement between normal and bypass positions,
and means for biasing the filter element toward the normal
position, the improvement comprising:

step-like restriction means formed in a predetermined loca-
tion on said housing adjacent the bypass position of said
filter element for defining with an end of said filter ele-
ment and the fiuid within the filter a viscous damper to
damp oscillation of said filter element between the normal
and bypass positions, said step-like restriction being of
substantially uniform inside diameter and defining a prede-
termined annulus with said filter element.

1. A spent flake drainer-conveyor for transferring spent
fiakes from a solvent extraction apparatus to a desolventizer-
toaster apparatus, comprising:

a closed, vapor-tight housing having an inlet opening de-
fined therein connected to said solvent extraction appara-
tus for receiving spent Hakes therefrom, an outlet opening
defined therein connected to said desolventizer-toaster
apparatus for introducing spent fiakes thereinto, and at

4,428,835

STRAINER
Akira Nagashima, Kawasaki, Japan, assignor to Kioritz Corpo-

ration, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jul. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 394,396
Qaims priority, application Japdn, Jul. 8, 1981, 56-100657[U]

Int. a.3 BOID 35/28
U.S. a. 210-172 1 Qaim

1. A strainer comprising an outlet tube adapted to be con-
nected to a flexible liquid sucking tube of a liquid sucking
device; a perforated spherical shell integral with said outlet
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a non-magnetic cylindrical fiuid conduction tube within
which the fiuid to be treated fiows;

an external inlet and outlet attachment means to support and
connect said fiuid conduction tube to an external fiuid
supply source;

an elongated hollow non-magnetic concentrator core tube
positioned within said fiuid conduction tube and spaced
therefrom to form an annular chamber therebetween for
axial fiuid passage;

a ferrous sofi magnetic concentrator core tightly contained
within said concentrator core tube and extending through-
out its axial length;

cal shell; and a ball-like weight disposed and supported by ribs
in said cavity of said spherical shell.

4 428 836
HYDRAULIC DISCHARGE SYSTEM

Frank Evans, Sale, England, assignor to British Nuclear Fuels
Limited, Warrington, England

Filed Jul. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 399,226
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Aug. 13, 1981,

Int. a.^ BOID 23/16
U.S. a. 210-189

4 Cairns

L
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Tnrmt^mtrrrr

J

1. An hydraulic system for the discharge of material from a
process vessel in which a bed of granular material is supported
on the upper surface of a screen within the vessel during nor-
mal process operation, comprising first and second fiuid fiow
ducts communicating with the interior of the vessel at opposite
sides of the screen for passing liquid through the bed during
normal process operation, a granular material discharge con-
duit extending from an inlet end adjacent and above the upper
surface of the screen supporting the bed of material to the
exterior of the vessel, with an open gap between the inlet end
of the discharge conduit and the upper surface of the screen,
and fiuid jet means disposed adjacent the screen to selectively
direct jets of fluid on to the bed of the material independently
of liquid flow though said ducts, whereby in operation, first, a
fluid IS introduced into the vessel through at least one of the
flow ducts independently of the jet means to eflect discharge
of a major portion of the bed through the discharge conduit
and, second, jets of fluid from the jet means efl"ect discharge of
the remaining portion of the bed through the discharge con-
duit.

a plurality of spaced apart magnetic members of alternating
polarity, each consisting of a fiat nng magnet positioned
between a pair of side magnetic collector disks, whereby
magnetic fiux lines are communicated axially between the
faces of said magnet and said disks and radially between
said disks and said concentrator core;

a ferrous soft magnetic concentrator can closely spaced
coaxially around said magnetic members whereby mag-
netic flux lines are communicated axially between the
faces of said magnet and said disks and radially between
said disks and said concentrator can, and

a plurality of adjustably sized non-magnetic flux separators
whereby the spacing between said magnetic members may
be tailored to increase treatment efilciency at a specified
flow rate.

4 428 837
FLUID TREATMENT DEVICE

Klaus J. Kronenberg, Qaremont, Calif., assignor to Trig Inter-
national, Inc., Cardimby-the-Sea, Calif.

Filed Oct. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 312,612
Int. a? B03C 1/12

U.S. a. 210-222
J Claims

1. A magnetic fluid treatment device to maximize the reduc-

4 428 838
TUBULAR nLTER STRUCTURE

John L. Creps, Rudolph; Timothy J. Hainen, and Stephen N.
McEwen, both of Bowling Green, all of Ohio, assignors to
Henry Filters, Inc., Bowling Green, Ohio

Filed Dec. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 449,512
Int. a.J BOID 29/32

U.S. a. 210-323.2 ,2 c[^^
1. A filter comprising a container for liquid to be filtered and

a frame submersible in said liquid in said container, said frame
comprising:

(A) a suction chamber having an apertured wall plate,
(B) a parallel apertured plate, the apertures in said plates

being axially aligned,

(C) a removable cover plate adjustably and parallelly at-
tached to said parallel plate,

(D) means to suppon said parallel plate at a fixed distance
parallel to said wall plate, and

(E) a plurality of filter tubes extending between saia aligned
apertures in said wall plate and said parallel plate, each
said filter tube comprising:

(1) perforated rigid tube having opposite open ends.
(2) bushings insertable in the ends of said tube, each hav-

ing a rounded outer flange extending over and abutting
the ends of said tube.
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(3) a tubular fabric sock open at both ends surrounding
and longer than said tube so that its ends are tucked
around the rounded flanges and into the open ends of
said bushings,

(4) a ferrule having a central tubular aperture and a cir-

cumferential flange intermediate its ends, one end of
said ferrule snugly fitting into the bushing at one end of
said tube to hold the tucked-in end of said sock therein,

and the other end of said ferrule fitting into an aperture
in said wall plate.

(5) a seal between said circumferential flange and the edge
of the aperture in said wall plate to seal said filter tube
to said suction chamber,

(6) a plug fitting into the bushing at the other end of said

tube to hold the other tucked-in end of said sock
therein, and having a recess at its outer end, the outer
wall of said recess being supported in an aperture in said

parallel plate, and

(7) a compression spring seated in said recess and pressed
by said cover plate to urge said seal into sealing engage-
ment with said wall plate.

4,428,839

SEPARATOR FOR OIL, GAS AND WATER
Etm E. DavJcs, Near Newbury, and Jlri R. Nebrensky, East

Molesey, both of England, assignors to The British Petroleum
Company Umited, London, England

Filed Aug. 6, 1980, Ser. No. 175,405

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Aug. 9, 1979,
7927806

Int. a.3 BOID 21/26
U.S. a. 21»-512J 6 Qaims

1. A cyclone separator suitable for separating a crude oil

feed containing gas and water into (i) gas, (ii) an oil rich liquid

and (iii) a water rich liquid, said cyclone separator comprising
a vessel having:

(a) an inlet for the crude oil feed disposed so that the feed
introduced under a pressure gradient is caused to form a
downwardly flowing vortex of liquid from which the gas

separates, said inlet being controllably variable to provide
a turndown capability (b) an upper outlet for the gas
comprising a pipe extending downwardly into the vessel

from the top thereof to a level below the inlet, the diame-
ter of the outlet pipe being from 0.4 to 0.8 that of the vessel

in the region of the inlet, (c) a downwardly extending

hollow truncated cone whose apex angle is less than 20%
located below the inlet and disposed so that its internal

surface provides a surface for the downwardly flowing

vortex of liquid, the vessel having an enlarged lower
portion, the walls of the vessel being spaced apart from
the truncated cone to define therebetween a disengaging

chamber, (d) an outlet for the discharge of gas from the
disengaging chamber, (e) a baffle disposed transversely

with respect to the truncated cone and located between
the lower end thereof and sized so as to provide a gap
between its edges and the walls of the vessel, the vessel

being sized so as to allow the downwardly flowing liquid

to separate into an oil rich liquid layer and a water rich

liquid layer, (0 a first lower outlet for the oil rich liquid

and located so as to withdraw liquid from below the lower
end of the cone, (g) a second lower outlet for the water
rich liquid layer and located below the first lower outlet to

withdraw liquid from near the base of the vessel, and (h)

a deflector located within the vessel at above and below
the oil-water interface as to promote the upward move-
ment of the oil and downward movement of the water.

4,428,840

ANIONIC AND CATIONIC REMOVAL OF COPPER
FROM CYANIDE-CONTAINING WASTEWATER

Terrance I. Mudder, Piedmont, S. Dak., and Roy G. Neville,

Redwood City, Calif., assignors to Homestake Mining Com-
pany, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Jun. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 389,126

Int. a.5 C02F 1/62
U.S. a. 210—717 11 Qaims

1. A method for removing residua] copper from cyanide-
containing wastewater wherein the copper exists at least in

part as cuprocyanide and cupricyanide anions, said method
comprising:

adding ferric cation to the water in an amount equal to at

least five times the stoichiometric amount required to

form the ferric salts of the cuprocyanide and cupricyanide

anions while maintaining the pH of the wastewater below
about S; and

after waiting at least one minute to allow sufficient time for

said ferric cuprocyanide and ferric cupricyanide salts to

form, adding a soluble precipitant which reacts to precipi-

tate substantially all of the remaining excess ferric cation

as well as the free cupric cation, whereby the ferric cupro-

cyanide and cupricyanide are removed by co-precipita-

tion.

4,428,841

OFFSHORE POLLUTION PREVENTION
Uncas B. Favret, Jr., Covington, La., assignor to Engineering

Specialties, Inc., Covington, La.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 228,729, Jan. 27, 1981. This

application Feb. 25, 1981, Swv No. 237,976

Int. a? BOID 21/24
U.S. a. 210—747 26 Qaims

1. A surge settler for removing solid particles of about 50
microns or more and free oil droplets of about 50 microns or
more from a fluid, comprising:

a surge settler vessel having a first partition defining an
entrance chamber and a second partition defining an exit

chamber said first and second partitions together defining

an intermediate chamber;

inlet means for supplying said fluid to the entrance chamber;
first passageway means for conducting said fluid from the

entrance chamber to said intermediate chamber;
means for treating said fluid within the intermediate cham-

ber including a plurality of corrugated plates each ar-

ranged generally parallel to one another and generally
equally spaced from adjacent corrugated plates oriented

at an angle of about 60* with respect to the horizontal,
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each of said corrugated plates being generally planar
having first and second generally linear side edges and
first and second saw toothed end edges, the first side
edges of said plurality of corrugated plates defining a first

side of said means for treating said fluid with the second
side edges of said plurality of corrugated edges defining a
second side of said means for treating said fluid, said
plurality of corrugated plates being generally rectangular;

means for withdrawing oil above said means for treating,
said oil being released from said fluid while passing
through said means for treating;

means for withdrawing gas above said means for treating,
said gas being released from said fluid while passing
through said means for treating;

(e) pumping the resultant mixture to an elevated pressure
and forming a stream therefrom and passmg said stream
through a nozzle and forming such stream into a first

portion adjacent to said nozzle which i$ homogeneous and
narrow and a second portion distant from said nozzle
which is formed of separate discrete droplets, said stream
being located above the top of one of said walls and

(0 evaporating a substantial portion of said liquor passed
from said nozzle into said atmosphere and

(g) applying the remaining portion of said stream to a top
portion of one of said walls,

(h) distributing the droplets of said stream on said wall and
into interparticle spaces along the length of one of said pit

wall and passing liquor in said droplets downward from
the top of said wall into said pit wall without changing the
particle size distribution of the particles in the top portion
of said wall,

(i) discontinuing said application of said stream portion to
said one of said walls and then applying a stream of said
liquor to the top of another of said pit walls

means for withdrawing solid particles beneath said means
for treating, said solid particles being released from said
fluid while passing through said means for treating;

second passageway means for conducting said fluid from
the second side of said means for treating to the exit

chamber;

said first passageway means including first guide means for
supplying said fluid generally evenly about said first side,

said second passageway means including second guide
means for withdrawing said fluid generally evenly about
said second side, said first and second guide means each
being comprised of a plurality of parallel guide plates
generally equally spaced with respect to one another;

outlet means for withdrawing said fluid from the exit

chamber.

4428 842
WELL RESERVE PIT LIQUOR TREATMENT PROCESS
Sherre D. House, and Gary E. House, both of Rte. 2 Grass

Valley Acres #13, Woodward, Okla. 73801
Filed Aug. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 293,698

Int. a.3 BOID 17/02
U.S. a. 210-747 9 Qaims

1. A process of dispensing water containing well liquor
discharge comprising the steps of

(a) passing said well discharge liquor into a receptacle open
at its top to the atmosphere, said receptacle containing
said liquor between vertically and horizontally extending
porous pit walls, said pit walls composed of earth parti-
cles, the particle distribution thereof being substantially
the same at the top and the bottom of said walls, said walls
extending above the ground adjacent thereto and said pit

bottom extending below the level of said ground,
(b) separating said liquor into a lower water phase compris-

ing principally water and a upper oily phase,
(c) withdrawing said water phase from said recepUcle from

a level in said liquor below the level of said upper oily
phase,

(d) adding a biodegradable surface active agent to said liquor
to reduce the surface tension thereof and forming an
resultant mixture,

4 428 843
WELL WORKING COMPOSITIONS, METHOD OF
DECREASING THE SEEPAGE LOSS FROM SUCH
COMPOSITIONS, AND ADDITIVE THEREFOR

Jack C. Cowan, Lafayette, U.; Tommy Thrash, Littlcfleld, Tex.,
and Jerry R. Raybom, New Orleans, La., auignors to Venture
Chemicals, Inc., Lafayette, La.

Filed Jun. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 269,494
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Oct. 26,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. Q.J C09K 7/02. 7/06
U.S. Q. 252-8.5 C 13 ctainu

1. An oil base well-working fluid comprising a major pro-
portion of oil and a minor proportion but sufficient to substan-
tially lower the seepage loss of a hydrophobic, organophilic,
water wettable fibrous matenal compnsing cotton which has
been treated to be hydrophobic and organophilic, said fibrous

material having a particle size such that at least 90% by weight
thereof present in a water suspension will pass through a 100
mesh screen.

5. A water base well-working fluid comprising a major
proportion of water and a minor proportion but sufficient to

substantially lower the seepage loss of a hydrophobic, organo-
philic, water wettable fibrous matenal comprising cotton
which has been treated to be hydrophobic and organophilic.
said fibrous material having a particle size such that at least

90% by weight thereof present in a water suspension will pass
through a 100 mesh screen.

4,428,844

COMPACTED LOST CIRCULATION MATERIAL
Anthony P. Wagener, Park Forest, III., assignor to The Sherwin-

Williams Company, Qevelaad, Ohio
Filed Jun. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 278,793

Int. Q.J O09K 7/02
U.S. Q. 252-8.5 LC 15 cUda,

1. In a bore hole drilling method wherein an aqueous drilling
fluid is employed which includes a lost circulation material for
arresting fluid loss in porous earth strau. the improvement
which comprises said lost circulation material comprising a
compressed, water dispersible pellet of ground paper, about 5
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to 25% by weight water, and at least about 0.1% by weight of R3 denotes C5-C22 alkyl, C5-C22 alkenyl or a group of the
a water soluble, non-foaming anionic or nonionic surfactant formula 2, either X denotes methyl and Y denotes hydrogen or
and wherein said pellet has a bulk density of at least 20 pounds X denotes hydrogen and Y denotes methyl, n denotes numbers
per cubic foot. from 2 to 8, and m denotes numbers from 1 to 8, it being neces-

sary that the total of n and m does not exceed 10.

4 428 845 ~

VISCOSinER AND FLUID LOSS CONTROL SYSTEM
Jacob Block, Rockrille, Md^ assignor to W. R. Grace & Co.,
New York, N.Y.

FUed Dec. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 326,876

Int. a.i C09K 7/02
U.S. a. 252—8.5 A n aaims

1. A composition capable of imparting to aqueous systems a
combination of pseudoplasticity and fluid loss control compris-
ing a mixture of:

(a) a hydroxy containing aluminum component formed by
mixing in an aqueous medium and under a high degree of
agitation a water-soluble basic agent selected from the
group consisting of an alkali metal aluminate, alkali metal
hydroxide, ammonium hydroxide and mixtures thereof
with a water-soluble acidic agent selected from an inor-

ganic acid, aluminum chloride, aluminum sulfate, alumi-
num nitrate, their hydrates and mixtures thereof; at least

one of said basic and acidic agents being an aluminum
containing compound: said acidic and basic agents being
reacted in a ratio such that the resultant product is capable
of imparting to an aqueous medium a pH of from at least

about 8 to about 10.3 in combination with
(b) a reaction product formed in an aqueous acidic medium

having a pH of less than about 2.5 between a polyvinyl
alcohol having a weight average molecular weight of at

least 20,000 with from 0.01 to 0. 1 percent of stoichiometry
of a polyaldehyde of the general formula

4,428,847

ANODE STUD COATINGS FOR ELECTROLYTIC CELLS
Larry G. Boxall, and Dennis C. Nagle, both of Baltimore, Md.,

assignors to Martin Marietta Corporation, Bethesda, Md.
Division of Ser. No. 225,066, Jan. 14, 1981, Pat. No. 4,354,918.

This application Aug. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 406,753
Int. a.3 C25B 11/04. 11/12

U.S. a. 502—101 6 Qaims
1. A method for the corrosion protection of steel anode

studs, which method comprises providing said anode studs
with a protective layer of a material selected from the group
consisting of titanium diboride, zirconium diboride, titanium

carbide, zirconium carbide, and mixtures thereof, prior to

application of a carbonaceous anode material to said stud.

f
"

(R)i-f-C-H

wherein R is an organic radical capable of forming at least two
covalent bonds with carbonyl groups, x is an integer of or 1

and y is an integer of at least 2; wherein the amount of compo-
nent (a) to component (b) is in a weight ratio capable of di-

rectly forming an aqueous system having from about 0.5 to 10

weight percent of component (a) and from about 0.3 to 5

weight percent of component (b) based on the weight of the
water in the system. i

4 428 846
DRESSING AGENTS FOR SYNTHETIC HBERS AND

THEIR USE
Rolf Kleber, Neu-Isenburg, and Dieter Plabst, Altotting, both of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Hoechst Aktiengeseil-
schaft. Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jul. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 283,721
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 24.

1980, 3028016

Int. a.3 D06M 13/38. 13/46
U.S. a. 252-8.8 6 Qaims

1. A preparation composition for synthetic fibers which
conuins 1 to 50 percent by weight of an amide oxide of the
formula 1

R'
(1)

R2—

N

R3

in which R| denotes C5-C22 alkyl or methyl or C5-C22 alkenyl,
R2 denotes a group of the formula 2

4 428 848
MOLYBDENUM DERIVATIVES AND LUBRICANTS

CONTAINING SAME
Stephen A. Levine; Raymond C. Schlicht, both of Fishkill; Harry

Chafetz, Poughkeepsie, all of N.Y., and James R. Whiteman,
Port Arthur, Tex., assignors to Texaco Inc., White Plains,

N.Y.

Filed Nov. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,780

Int. Q.3 ClOM 1/48
U.S. Q. 252-32.7 HC n Qaims

1. An oxidation inhibiting mixture for lubricants consisting

of the combination of the product obtained by reacting at

between 100 and 350 degrees C, a phosphosulfurized polyi-

soalkylene or alpha olefin adduct and an aqueous solution of a
hexavalent molybdenum salt treated with 0.5 to 3 times the

stoichiometric amount of acid required to neutralize said salt,

said composition having the formula:

R-PS4Mo^Oj,]z

wherein R is an alkenyl radical having a molecular weight
ranging from 56 to 5100; w is 1 to 3; x is 1 or 2; y is 1 to 3 and
z is 0.05 to 2; with a zinc dialkyldithiophosphate in which the
two components are present in weight ratios of 1:10 to 10:1,

respectively.

-(CH2CHO)„-{CH2CHO)^-H

X Y

(2)

4,428,849

LUBRICATING OIL WITH IMPROVED DIESEL
DISPERSANCY

Max J. Wisotsky, Highland Park, N.J., assignor to Exxon
Research & Engineering Co., Florham Park, NJ.

Division of Ser. No. 181,150, Aug. 25, 1980, Pat. No. 4,338,305.

This application Apr. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 369,928

Int. Q.5 ClOM 1/40, 1/32
U.S. Q. 252—33.4 2 Qaims

1. A lubricating oil composition exhibiting improved disper-

sancy in a diesel engine comprising a hydrocartx)n lubricating

oil and an acid-treated, oil-soluble polyisobutenyl succinimide

dispersant formed by reacting a polyisobutenyl succinic acid or
anhydride with a polyalkylene amine, the polyisobutenyl hav-

ing a number average molecular weight of 700 to 5,000, said

dispersant being acid treated by heating a 40 to 60 wt% solu-

tion of the dispersant in mineral oil and adding thereto 0. 1 to

0.5 mole of an organic acid with stirring for 15 minutes to 3

hours until the acid reacts in the system the organic acid hav-

ing a pK of — 10 to -t-5 and containing a C9-C70 hydrocarbyl
group, said organic acid a hydrocarbyl substituted maleic acid

or a hydrocarbyl substituted sulfuric acid.
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4428 850
LOW FOAMING RAILWAY DIESEL ENGINE

LUBRICATING OIL COMPOSITIONS
Bei^amin H. Zoletki, Beacon, and Frank J. GaeUni, Pough-

keepsie, both of N.Y., assignors to Texaco Inc., White Plains,

Filed Jan. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 343,672
Int. Q.J ClOM 1/54

U.S. Q. 252-42.7 jg ci„„,
1. In a railway diesel engine lubricant composition compris-

ing a major amount of a mineral lubricating oil and, in an
amount which tends to increase foaming, a metal detergent
additive selected from the group consisting of overbased sulfu-
rized calcium alkylphenolates and overbased alkaline earth
metal sulfonates and which composition has a silicon content
of less than about 10 paris per million by weight, the improve-
ment comprising the composition containing in an amount to
reduce foaming of an estolide of a hydroxy fatty acid having 10
to 24 carbon atoms.

7. In a railway diesel engine lubricant composition compris-
ing a major amount of a mineral lubricating oil; in an amount
which tends to increase foaming, a metal detergent additive
selected from the group consisting of overbased sulfurized
calcium alkylphenolates and overbased alkaline earth metal
sulfonates; and at least one additive selected from the group
consisting of a supplementary dispersant, a pour depressor and
a silver friction modifier, and which composition has a silicon
content of less than about 10 parts per million by weight, the
improvement comprising the composition containing in an
amount to reduce foaming of an estolide of a hydroxy fatty
acid having 10 to 24 carbon atoms.

14. In a railway diesel engine lubricant concentrate composi-
tion comprising a minor amount of a mineral lubricating oil; in

an amount which tends to increase foaming, a metal detergent
additive selected from the group consisting of overbased sulfu-
rized calcium alkylphenolates and overbased alkaline earih
metal sulfonates; and at least one additive selected from the
group consisting of a supplementary dispersant, a pour depres-
sor and a silver friction modifier, and which composition has a
silicon content of less than about 10 parts per million by
weight, the improvement comprising the composition contain-
ing in an amount to reduce foaming of an estolide of a hydroxy
fatty acid having 10 to 24 carbon atoms.

4,428,852
CONTINUOUS SYNTHESIS OF CHROMIUM DIOXIDE
Robert A. Covington, Jr.; Cecil L. Ung, both of Wilmington,
and David W. WillUton, New«rk, all of Del., aaaignors to E. I.

Du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.
Filed Jan. 18. 1982, Ser. No. 340,302

Int. Q.3 COIG 37/027
U.S. Q. 252-62.56 g q^^
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1. A continuous chromium dioxide synthesis process which
consists essentially of the steps of feeding through an extruder
screw, while preheating, to just below the temperature at
which incipient reaction occurs a viscous paste mixture com-
prising CrO} Cr203 and H2O at elevated pressure to a reaction
zone in the form of a twin-screw reactor, advancing the paste
mixture in a starved (nonfiooded) mode through the reactor, at
elevated temperatures and pressures, the residence time being
sufficient for the paste mixture to react to form Cr02. continu-
ously venting byproduct oxygen and steam, thereafter inject-
ing water at high pressures into the reaction product to form a
viscous Cr02—H2O slurry, and discharging the slurry from
the reactor into a separate pressure letdown zone, wherein the
slurry is cooled and depressurized to atmospheric pressure.

4,428,851
VOLATILE OIL COMPOSITIONS FOR METAL

WORKING
Iwao Hisamoto, Suita; Chiaki Maeda, Kyoto, and Yukio Omure,

Takatouki, all of Japan, assignors to Daikin Kogyo Co., Ltd.,
Osaka, Japan

Filed Dec. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 326,186
Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 5, 1980, 55-172214

Int. Q.J ClOM 1/30
U.S. Q. 252-58 9 cuims

1. A volatile oil composition for use in metal working which
does not remain on the surface of metal product after comple-
tion of mechanical treatment, comprising:

(i) a base oil having a boiling point up to 250* C. and selected
from the group consisting of saturated or unsaturated
aliphatic hydrocarbons, aromatic hydrocarbons, naph-
thene hydrocarbons and alkyl ethers of alkylene glycol,
and

(ii) at least one liquid halogenated hydrocarbon having a
boiling point of 35' to 125* C.

4,428,853
PROCESS FOR THE HEATING AND/OR THERMAL
CONDITIONING OF A BUILDING BY MEANS OF A

HEAT PUMP OPERATED WITH A SPEQnC MIXTURE
OF WORKING FLUIDS

Qaude Ramet, Paris, and Alexandre Rojey. Garcbet, both of
France, assignors to Institut Francais du Petrolc, Rucil-Mal-
maison, France

Filed May 25, 1982. Ser. No. 381.903
Qaims priority, application France. Oct. 19. 1981. 81 19734

Int. Q.J C09K 5/04
U.S. Q. 252-67 7 q^^

1. In a cyclic process for heat conditioning a building by
means of a compression heat pump operated with a working
fiuid. the process comprising the repeated successive steps of
(a) compressing a gas phase of a working fluid, (b) cooling the
compressed gas phase of the working fluid obtained in step (a),

in contact with a cooling fiuid at a temperature from about 20*

to 75* C, to form a condensed liquid phase of the working
fiuid, (c) expanding the liquid phase of the working fiuid ob-
tained in step (b) and vaporizing at least a portion of the ex-
panded liquid phase of step (c) in contact with a heating fiuid
at a temperature from about - 15* to -t-40* C. 10 reconstitute
the gas phase of step (a), the improvement comprising using as
the working fiuid a composition of: (a) 95-80% by mole of

(i) R22 being monochlorodifiuoromethane, or
(ii) R502 being by weight 48.8% chlorodifiuoromethane and
51.2% chloropentafiuoroethane; and (b) 5-20% by mole
of

(i) R23 being trifiuoromethane, or

(ii) R503 being by weight 40.1% trifiuoromethane and
59.9% chlorotrifiuoromethane.
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4,428,854

ABSORPTION REFRIGERANT COMPOSITIONS FOR
USE IN ABSORPTION REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS

Naonori Ei^Jo, Saita, and Hideki Aomi, Osaka, both of Japan,
aasignort to Daikin Kogyo Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Coatinuation of Scr. No. 209,251, Nov. 21, 1980, abandoned.
This application Not. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 441,773

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 30, 1979, 54-156093
Int. a.3 C09K 5/04

VJS. a. 252—69 2 Qaims
1. An absorption refrigerant composition comprising 1,1.1,2-

tetrafluoroethane and at least one organic solvent selected

from the group consisting of tetraethylene glycol dimethyl
ether, dimethylformamide, methyl ethyl ketone, methyl tetra-

hydrofurfuryl ether, ethyl tetrahydrofurfuryl ether and butyl

tetrahydrofurfuryl ether, said 1,1,1,2-tetranuoroethane being

present in an amount of at least 40 wt.% based on the weight
of the composition.

4,428,855

OIL-IN-WATER EMULSION FLUIDS
Derek A. Law, Pitman, and Joosup Shim, Wenonah, both of
NJ., assignors to Mobil Oil Corporation, New York, N.Y.

FUed Aug. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 411,150

Int. a.5 ClOM 3/26
U.S. a. 252—77 11 Qaims

1. A composition comprising an emulsifiable high water
content fluid consisting essentially of said fluid and a co-emul-
sifier comprising a water soluble alkanol amine or amines
having the general formulas:

Ri.

R2

\
/
N—R3—OH or R2—C—R3—OH

NH2

where Ri and R2 may be the same or different C| to C4 alkyl

groups and R3 is a Ci to C4 alkylene group, mixtures thereof

and mixtures of said alkanol amine and a heterocyclic amine
having the general formula:

V
R.-C-

4,428,857

AQUEOUS EMBRITTLING SOLUTION
Beiyamin J. Taylor, Crawcrook, and Robert M. Lacy, Cramling-

ton, both of England, assignors to Avery International Corp.,
Pasadena, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 947,811, Oct. 2, 1978, Pat. No. 4,264,662.
This application Apr. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 250,196

Oaims priority, application United Kingdom, Jun. 10, 1977,
41584/77

Int. a.J C09K 3/00
U.S. a. 252—193 7 Qaims

1. An aqueous solution for providing embrittled zones on a
removable flbrous paper backing of an adhesive laminate com-
prising a facestock, an adhesive layer on the facestock, and a

fibrous paper backing in contact with the adhesive layer,

which solution comprises:

a. from about 1 to about 15 weight percent of a volatile acid

embrittling agent capable of embrittling zones of the paper
backing when the solution is applied to the backing and is

dried by heating; and
b. an organic, brittle film-forming polymer capable of pene-

trating the paper backing and remaining in the embrittled

zones of the paper backing after the solution is dried by
heating to retard transfer of residual acid embrittling agent
from the embrittled zones.

7. An aqueous solution for providing embrittled zones on a

removable fibrous paper backing of an adhesive laminate com-
prising a facestock, and an adhesive layer on the facestock, the
fibrous paper backing being in contact with the adhesive layer,

which solution comprises from about 1 to about 15 weight
percent of an acid selected from the group consisting of acetic

acid, sulfuric acid and hydrogen chloride, from about 0.5 to

about 3 weight percent of an organic thickener, from about 0.4

to about 1 weight percent of wetting agent, from about 0.5 to

about 2 weight percent of anti-foam agent, and from about 1 to

about 10 weight percent of organic, brittle film-forming poly-

mer introduced as an emulsion, and the polymer is selected

from the group consisting of polyvinyl chloride, polyvinyl

alcohol, polyvinyl acetate, polystyrene acrylate, and thermo-
plastic and self-cross-linking acrylic polymers; the solution

being such that when applied to zones of the backing and dried

by heating, embrittled zones are formed on the backing and the

polymer penetrates the backing and retards the transfer of
residual hydrochloric acid from the embrittled zones.

CH2

ON—N^

where Ri, R2 and R3 thereof are the same or different Ci to C4
alkyl groups.

I

4,428,856

NON-EVAPORABLE GETTER
Maya F. Boyarina, ulitsa Trefoleva, 15, kv. 92; Vladimir G.
Vildgmbc Svetla novsky prospekt, 44, korpus 2, kv. 144, and
Jury S. SergecT, prospekt Morisa Toreza, 30, kv. 24, all of

Leniagrad, U.S.S.R.

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 428,919

iBt a.J HOIJ 7/18; HOIK 1/56
VS. CL 252—181.1 2 Claims

1. A non-evaporable getter containing titanium, a refractory

metal selected from Groups V and VI of the Periodic System
with a melting temperature of no less than 2500* C. and tita-

nium hydride, the ratio of the components taken in percent by
weight being as follows:

titanium: 50 to 98

refractory metal: 1.5 to 30

titanium hydride: 0.5 to 20.

4 428 858

COMPOSITION BASED ON LIQUID CRYSTAL FOR
ELECTRO-OPTICAL DEVICE

Jacques Cognard, Chezard; Trung H. Phan, Neuchatel, and
Jurgen Markert, Ettingen, all of Switzerland, assignors to

Ebauches S.A., Neuchatel, Switzerland

FUed Sep. 11, 1980, Ser. No. 186,138

Claiffls priority, appUcation Switzerland, Oct. 2, 1979,

8863/79

Int. a.3 C09K 3/34; G02F 1/13
U.S. a. 252—299.1 7 Claims

1. A composition based on liquid crystal and designed for

use in an electro-optical device, that contains as pleochroic dye
an anthraquinone compound selected from the group consist-

ing of

C9H19.

NH2
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-continued
NH2

4,428,859

STABILIZER OF ORGANIC DYE LASERS
Tad H. Koch, and Robert J. von Trebra, both of Boulder, Colo.,

assignors to University Patents, Inc., Norwalk, Conn.
Filed Nov. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 441,324

Int. a.3 C09K 11/06
U.S. a. 252-301.17 10 Qaims

1. A composition of matter for use in a dye laser comprising
an organic laser dye which degrade via free radical reaction
and/or by reaction with singlet oxygen, and a singlet oxygen
quencher.

4428 860
POLYETHER THICKENERS*FOR AQUEOUS SYSTEMS

CONTAINING ADDITIVES FOR INCREASED
THICKENING EITICTENCY

Edward J. Panek, Trenton, and Pauls Davia, Gibraltar, both of
Mich., asaignors to BASF Wyandotte Corporation, Wyan-
dotte, Mich.

Contiauation>in-part of Ser. No. 86,839, Oct. 22, 1979, Pat. No.
4,312,775. This appUcation Apr. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 257,638
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jan. 26,

1999, haa been disclaimed.

Int a.3 BOlJ 13/00
VJS. a. 252—315.1 21 Qaims

1. A polyether-based thickener for aqueous systems compris-
ing in admixture:

A. a polyether having a molecular weight of about 1000 to

about 75,000 which is prepared by reacting (1) ethylene
oxide or (2) ethylene oxide and at least one lower alkylene

oxide having 3 to 4 carbon atoms, with at least one active
hydrogen-containing polyhydric alcohol initiator and at

least one glycidyl ether having a carbon chain length of
about 12 to about 18 aliphatic carbon atoms and wherein
said glycidyl ether is present in the amount of about 1 to
about 20 percent by weight based upon the total weight of
said polyether

and about 10 to about 35 percent by weight based upon the
total weight of said polyether-based thickener of:

B. a mixture of about 20 to about 50 percent of a water-solu-
ble amine and about 80 to about 50 percent of an ethoxyl-
ated phosphate ester, or an ethoxylated phosphate ester,

wherein said phosphate ester is selected from the group con-
sisting of

? ?
RO-(EO),-P-OX and RO-(EO),-P-(EO),-OR

OX OX

and mixtures thereof, wherein EG is ethylene oxide; R is se-

lected from the group consisting of linear or branched chain
alkyl or alkenyl groups having about 6 to 30 carbon atoms, and
a' yl or alkylaryl groups wherein said arylalkyl groups have
about 6 to 30 carbon atoms; X is selected from the group
consisting of the residue of hydrogen, ammonia, an amine, an
alkali or alkaline earth metal and mixtures thereof; and n is a
number from 1 to 50.

19. A composition comprising water and an effective thick-
ening amount of the polyether-based thickener of claim 1.

4,428,861

MOLYBDENUM IV COMPOUNDS, PROCESS FOR
PREPARATION THEREOF AND LUBRICANT

COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING SAME
Robert F. Bridger, Hopewell, N.J., assignor to Mobil Oil Corpo-

ration, New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 115,456, Jan. 25, 1980,
abandoned. This application Oct. 23, 1981, Scr. No. 314,290

Int. a.' ClOM 1/48
U.S. a. 252—32.7 E 23 Claims

1. A process for preparing bis(0,0-dialkylphosphorodithi-
oato)oxomolybdenum(IV) compounds comprising reacting
with H2S a molybdcnum(V) dithiophosphate or molyb-
denum(VI) dithiophosphate having the following respective
general formulae:

and

((R0)2PS2]4M0203

[(RO)2PS2)2Mo02

where R is a hydrocarbyl group having from 1 to 36 carbon
atoms selected from alkyl, cycloalkyi, aryl or aralkyi and
where the reaction is carried out in the presence ofchloroform

8. A lubricant composition comprising a major amount of an
oil of lubricating viscosity or a grease formulated therefrom
and a minor amount sufficient to provide antiwear and friction

reducing properties thereto of a compound prepared as de-
scribed in claim 1.

14. A compound prepared by reacting with H2S in the pres-

ence of chloroform a molybdenum(V) dithiophosphate or
molybdenum(VI) dithiophosphate having the following re-

spective general formulae:

and

[(R0>2PS2j4M0203

I(ROhPS2]2Mo02
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where R is a hydrocarbyl group having from 1 to 36 carbon

atoms selected from alkyl, cycloalkyl, aryl or aralkyi and
where the reaction is carried out in the presence of chloroform.

4,428,862

CATALYST FOR SIMULTANEOUS HYDROTREATING
AND HYDRODEWAXING OF HYDROCARBONS

John W. Ward, Yorba Linda, and Timothy L. Carlson, Placen-

tia, both of Calif., assignors to Union Oil Company of Califor-

nia, Los Angeles, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 172,868, Jul. 28, 1980,

abandoned. This application May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 267,247

Int. a.3 BOIJ 29/28. 29/34
U.S. a. 502—77 54 Qaims

I. A catalyst composition comprising a Group VIB metal

component and a Group Vlll metal component on a support

comprising an admixture of a porous refractory oxide and a

silica polymorph consisting essentially of crystalline silica.

3. A catalyst composition useful for promoting the simulta-

neous dewaxing and denitrogenation of hydrocarbons by reac-

tion with hydrogen, which catalyst comprises a Group VIB
metal component and a Group VIII metal component on a

support comprising an intimate admixture of a porous refrac-

tory oxide and a silica polymorph consisting essentially of a

crystalline silica molecular sieve.

II. A catalyst composition as defined in claim 1 or 3 wherein
said silica polymorph has an X-ray diffraction pattern similar

to ZSM-5.
I

4,428,863

ALUMINA COMPOSITIONS OF IMPROVED STRENGTH
USEFUL AS CATALYST SUPPORTS

William E. Fry, Angleton, Tex., assignor to The Dow Chemical
Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Jul. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 395,560

Int. a.J BOIJ 21/04. 23/54
VS. a. 502—8 13 Qiiinis

1. A high purity alumina low surface area catalyst support
having improved crush strength and abrasion resistance com-
prising alumina and barium aluminate or barium silicate,

wherein said barium aluminate or silicate is uniformly distrib-

uted as a binder and is present in an amount sufficient to pro-

vide from about 0.1% to about 1.0% by weight barium in the

finished support.

4,428,864

COATING OF SUBSTRATES
James A. Cairns, Wantage; Edward S. Lane, Didcot; Thomas C,

Prentice, Didcot; David L. Segal, Didcot, and David C. Sam-
mon, Newbury, all of England, assignors to United Kingdom
Atomic Energy Authority, London, England

FUed Aug. 13, 1982, Ser. No. 408,037
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Mar. 3, 1982,

8206271; Aug. 20, 1982, 8125514

Int. a.J BOIJ 29/06
U.S. a. 502—151 9 Qaims

1. In a method of providing a substrate with a refractory

oxide coating comprising contacting the substrate with a dis-

persion of a solid particulate phase in a liquid phase, subse-

quently followed by firing to produce the coating, the disper-

sion comprising at least a first and a second refractory oxide
component, the improvement wherein the first refractory

oxide component is present as the oxide or a hydrated form
thereof and is obtained from a liquid or solid precursor therefor

purifiable by distillation or recrystallization and constitutes

part at least of the solid phase, and the second refractory oxide
component is a liquid silica precursor purifiable by distillation

and constituting part at least of the liquid phase.

4,428,865
CATALYST COMPOSITION FOR USE IN PRODUCOON

OF HIGH LUBRICATING OIL STOCK
Stephen M. Oleck, Moorestown, and Robert C. Wilson, Jr.,

Woodbury, both of NJ., assignors to Mobil Oil Corporation,
New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 224,777, Jan. 13, 1981, Pat. No. 4,372,839.
This application Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 426,531

Int. a.3 BOIJ 29/28
U.S. a. 502-77 3 Qaims
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1. A catalyst composition comprising a mixture of (1) at least

one member selectep from the group consisting of ZSM-5 and
ZSM-11; (2) at least one member selected from the group
consisting of ZSM-23 and ZSM-35; (3) an inorganic oxide, and
(4) at least one hydrogenation component selected from the
group consisting of nickel, cobalt, molybdenum and tungsten.

4,428,866

COMPOSITION FOR REDUONG FLY ASH
RESISTIVITY

Richard L. Every, Lake Zurich; Franklin D. Lewandowski,
Grayslake, and Jerome F. Lech, CrystsI Lake, all of III.,

assignors to Dearborn Chemical Company, Lake Zurich, III.

Division of Ser. No. 25,327, Mar. 30, 1979, Pat. No. 4,352,747.

This application Aug. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 409,686

Int. a.3 GOIB 7/00
U.S. a. 252—500 2 Qaims

1. Composition of matter for reducing fiy ash resistivity

consisting essentially of equal parts by weight of tri-n-propyla-

mine and sulfamic acid in aqueous solution.

4,428,867

ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE STRUCTURAL
ADHESIVE

Michael G. Billias, Decatur, and Michael E. Borders, Marietta,

both of Ga., assignors to Lockheed Corporation, Burbank,
Calif.

Filed Nov. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,020

Int. a.3 HOIB 1/02
U.S. a. 252—512 7 Claims

1. An adhesive for bonding two conductive members to

withstand structural loads on the order of SOOO pounds per

square inch without failure while conducting electrical cur-

rents on the order of 200,000 amps in a controlled path com-
prising a structural adhesive binder of thixotropic paste having

a viscosity in the range of from 6,000 to 12,000 poise in which
discrete aluminum particles are thoroughly mixed throughout
in a concentration maintained within the range of approxi-

mately 9 to 13 percent by weight, the size of each said particle
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being in the range of approximately 0.004 to 0.008 inch in
cross-section and adapted to conuct the faying surfaces of said

•
"

• nnii«3

a non-confined fragrance oil subsunce selected from the group
consisting of non-confined hydrophobic fragrance oils and
aqueous emulsions of fragrance oils; (b) from about 2 up to
about 10 parts by weight of an entrapped fragrance oil capable
of being released hydrolytically or by means of application of
mechanical pressure, said fragrance oil being physically en-
trapped in a particulate material selected from the group con-
sisting of gelatin, dextrin, gum acacia, urea formaldehyde
polymers, modified food starch and synthetic polymers capa-
ble of being dissolved or decomposed hydrolytically, said solid
material havmg a particle size of from about 3 microns up to
about 400 microns, said physically entrapped fragrance oil

being organoleptically compatible with said non-confined

conductive members at all times when assembled to provide a
permanently conductive adhesive.

4,428,868

5-METHYL-2-(2'-OXO-3'-BUTYL)PHENOL AND
PERFUME COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING SAME

Katsuhiro Takahashi, and Toshio Yoshida, both of Yokohama,
Japan, assignors to Takasago Perfumery Co., Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Feb. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 349,908
Gaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 20, 1981, 56-23872

Int. Q\? A61K 7/46: C07C 49/21
U.S. a. 252—522 R 3 Qaims

1. 5-methyl-2-(2'-oxo-3'-butyl)phenol represented by the
formula

(I)
hydrophobic fragrance oil or fragrance oil emulsion; and (c)

from about 0.1 up to about 10 parts by weight of a suspendmg
agent selected from the group consising of hydroxypropyl
cellulose having a molecular weight of from about 50,000 up to

about 800.000; xanthan gum, ethyl cellulose, silica, suspensions
of finely divided clay in water, suspensions of an aqueous
fiuid-absorbing composition comprising water in soluble alkali

salts of aqueous alkali saponified, gelatinized-starch-polya-

crylonitrile graft polymers which contain gelatinized starch
2. A perfume composition comprising an effective amount of (GS) and saponified polyacrylonitnle (HPAN) in molar ratios

5-methyl-2-(2'-oxo-3'-butyl)phenol represented by the formula of from about 1 : 1 .5 to ab<iut I 9 GSHPAN. whereby after the

cologne is intimately admixed with ethanol and water a fra-

grance IS released a( high fragrance intensity substantially

(1) evenly and uniformly over an extended period of time.

4,428,869

COLOGNE CONSISTING OF MICROCAPSULE
SUSPENSION

Marina A. Munteanu, New York; Christine Cseko, Purchase,
both of N.Y.; Edward S. Oltarzewski, Mercerville, N.J.; Je-

rome I. Lindauer, Hillsdale, N.J., and Donald A. Wi-
thycombe, Lincroft, NJ., assignors to International Flavors A
Fragrances Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 294,731

Int. a.3 A61K 7/46: CUB 9/00
U.S. a. 252—522 A 15 Qaims

1. A cologne comprising particles of a composition consist-

ing essentially of (a) from about 1 up to 10 parts by weight of

4,428,870

PERFUME COMPOSITION CONTAINING
PHENYLETHYNYL CARBINOLS

Robert G. Eilerman, Merrick, N.Y.; Brian J. Willis, Ramsey,
and John M. Yurecko, Jr., Bayonne, both of N.J., assignors to
Fritzsche Dodge A Olcott Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 337,251

Int. a.' A61K 7/46; CUB 9/00
U.S. a. 252—522 R 6 Oaims

1. A perfume composition comprising: a. one or more
phenylethynyl carbinols having the structure:

CSC OH

wherein R| and R2 is the same or different lower alkyl in an
amount sufficient to impart fragrance thereto.
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4,428,871

STRIPPING COMPOSITIONS AND METHODS OF
STRIPPING RESISTS

Irl E. Ward; Lisa G. Hallquist, and Thomas J. Hurley, all of
Eaiton, Pa., anignors to J. T. Baker Chemical Company,
PhilUpsburg, NJ.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 304,789, Sep. 23, 1981,

abandoned. This application Aug. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 408,052
Int. a.J CUD 7/50. 7/32

MS. a. 252—542 20 Qaims
1. A stripping composition comprising from about 55 to

about 80 weight percent of a 2-pyrrolidinone compound of the

formula

n.
N
I

R

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,
alkyl of 1 to 3 carbon atoms and hydroxyalkyl of 1 to 3 carbon
atoms, from about 20 to about 45 weight percent of diethylene

glycol monoalkylether of the formula HOCH2C-
H2—O—CH2CH2—O—R' wherein Rl is alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon
atoms, and from about 5 to about 25 weight percent polyethyl-

ene glycol.

4,428,872

COMPOSITION TO INHIBIT STAINING OF
PORCELAIN SURFACES BY MANGANESE

Robert H. Callicott, West Chester, Ohio, assignor to The
Procter A Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio
Continuation of Ser. No. 234,535, Feb. 17, 1981, Pat. No.

4,374,572, which is a continuation of Ser. No, 28,613, Apr. 9,

1979, abandoned. This application Mar. 22, 1982, Ser. No.
360,269

Int. a.^ CUD i/i 7, 17/00
U.S. a. 252—550 1 Qaim

1. A composition adapted to deliver ingredients which in-

hibit manganese soiling in the toilet bowl comprising:

A. about 5% of a material adapted to inhibit manganese
staining, consisting essentially of copolymers of alternat-

ing ethylene and maleic acid anhydride having a molecu-
lar weight between about 20,000 and 100,000 atomic mass
units;

B. about 50% of a water-soluble surfactant consisting essen-

tially of a surfactant selected from the group consisting of
the hypochlorite-stable alkyl sulfates and paraffin sulfo-

nates; and

C. about 45% of optional ingredients selected from the

.
group consisting of dyes, perfumes, isobornyl acetate,

sodium chloride, sodium bromide and mixtures thereof;

wherein said composition is essentially free of manganese (II)

oxidating material and phosphate esters.

4,428,873

ELECTROOPTICAL ELEMENT
Naohiro Murayama; Tenio Sakagami, and Masuhiro Shoji, all of

Iwaki, Japan, assignors to Kureha Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki
Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 297,016
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 30, 1980, 55-120196;

Sep. 22, 1980, 55-131827

Int. a.' G02F 1/07. 1/03
V£. a. 252-583 5 Qaims

I. An electrooptical element exhibiting the Kerr effect

which comprises a transparent solid member formed of a resin

composition and at least a pair of electrodes on its surfaces, said

resin composition comprising a low molecular weight polar

substance having a Kerr type electrooptical effect and an
organic polymer substance selected from the group consisting

38 I 3 39

of polymethacrylates, polystyrene, polysulfone, polyvinyl-
chloride, polycarbonate, BS resin, ABS resin and MBS resin.

4,428,874

TRIPEPTIDE DERIVATIVES
Lars G. Svendsen, Reinach, Switzerland, assignor to Pentap-
harm A.G., Basel, Switzerland

Filed Mar. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 247,621
Int. a.3 C07C 103/52; C12Q 1/36

U.S. a. 260—112.5 R 6 Claims
1 Tripeptide derivatives of the general formula

H-D-X—Y-Z—

R

I

wherein

(a)

X represents a cyclohexylglycyl, cyclohexylalanyl or
cyclohexyltyrosyl group, and

Y represents an alanyl, a-aminobutyryl, valyl, norvalyl,
leucyl, norleucyl, isoleucyl, prolyl or pipecolinoyi
group, or

(b)

Y represents a phenylalanyl, phenylglycyl or tyrosyl
group, and

X represents a cyclohexylglycyl, cyclohexylalanyl, cy-
clohexyltyrosyl, phenylalanyl or phenylglycyl group,

and wherein

Z represents an arginyl or lysyl group, and
R represents a chromogenic group which can be split off by
enzymatic hydrolysis and which is capable of forming a
colored or fluorescent compound, and salts thereof with
acids.

4,428,875

COMPOUNDS OF
DICHLORODIETHYLAMINOPHENYLALANINE WITH

ANTI-TUMOR ACTIVITY
Augusto De Barbieri, Milan, Italy, assignor to Proter S.p.A.,

Opera, Italy

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 173,621, Jul. 30, 1980, Pat. No.
4,314,999, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 929,237,
Jul. 31, 1978, Pat. No. 4,216,208. This application Oct. 15, 1981,

Ser. No. 311,646
Oaims priority, application Italy, Nov. 28, 1980, 26305 A/80

Int. a.J C07C 103/52; A61K 37/02
U.S. a. 260—112.5 R 6 Claims

1. Tripeptide formed from the aminoacids dichlorodie-

thylaminophenylalanine, para-fluorophenylalanine and methi-
onine bonded together by CO-NH-peptide links.

4,428,876

PROCESS FOR ISOLATING SAPONINS AND
FLAVONOIDS FROM LEGUMINOUS PLANTS

Junichi Iwamura, Kashiwara, Japan, asiigDor to Tokiwa Kaapo
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd^ Japan

FUed Jan. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 505,566

Oaims priority, appUcation Japan, Aug. 19, 1982, 57-144298
Int. a.3 A23J 1/14; C07G 3/00; C08B 37/00

U.S. a. 260—123.5 8 Claims
1. A process for isolating saponins and flavonoids from
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leguminous plant which comprises extracting a part or the
whole of the said plant with an aqueous alkaline solution,

separating the extract from insoluble matters comprising fi-

brous materials, applying the extract on non-polar or slightly

polar adsorbent resin to adsorb the saponins and flavonoids on
the said resin, and treating the resin with a polar solvent to

elute the saponins and the flavonoids adsorbed on the said

resin.

4. The process according to claim 1, wherein the said extract

separated from insoluble matters is acidified and precipitates

formed are collected to recover proteins.

4,428,878

PYRROLO[3,4-dM2]BENZAZEPINES
Rodney I. Fryer, North Caldwell; Eugene J. Trybulski, Panip-

pany, and Armin Walser, West Caldwell, all of N.J., assignors

to Hoffmann-La Roche Inc., Nutley, N.J.

DiTision of Ser. No. 286,124, Jul. 23, 1981, Pat. No. 4,354,973,
which is a continuation-in-pari of Ser. No. 175,555, Aug. 5, 1980,
abandoned. This application Aug. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 404,664

Int. a.' C07D 487/04
U.S. a. 260-245.7 3 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

4,428,877

aS-10-BROMO-E-HOMOEBURNANES
Csaba Szintay; L^)oi Szabd; Gyorgy Kalaus; Li^oi Dancsi;

Tibor Keve; Egon Kirpiti, and Liszl6 Szpomy, all of Buda-
pest, Hungary, assignors to Richter Gedeon Vegyeszeti Gyar
Rt., Budapest, Hungary

Dirision of Ser. No. 56,395, Jul. 10, 1979, Pat. No. 4,315,011.

This appUcation Feb. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 234,577
Qaims priority, appUcation Hungary, Jul. 12, 1978, RI 672;

Jul. 12, 1978, RI 673; Jul. 12, 1978, RI 674; Jul. 12, 1978, RI 675
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Feb. 9, 1999,

has been disclaimed.

Int. Q.3 C07D 459/00. 471/22
U.S. Q. 260—244.4 6 Qaims

1. A compound of the formula (XV)

wherein R^ is Ci to Ce alkyl, or a pharmaceutical! y acceptable

acid addition salt thereof.

3. A compound of the formula (XVI)

wherein Ri" and R3" are selected from the group consistmg of
hydrogen, lower alkyl, C3 to C7 alkenyl and C3 to C7 alkynyl;

R2 is hydrogen, lower alkyl, C3 to C7 alkenyl, C3 to C7 alkynyl.

COO lower alkyl. —Ci to C6 lower alkyl —C— R21 and hy-
droxy C2 to C7 alkyl; R21 is hydroxy, lower alkoxy, amino or
amino which is mono- or di-substiluted by lower alkyl; Rj is

hydrogen or halogen and R(, is halogen.

4,428,879

PYRROLO[3,4,-D][2]BENZAZEPINES
Rodney I. Fryer, North Caldwell; Eugene J. Trybulski, Parsip-

pany, and Armin Walser, West C^fdwcll, all of N.J., assignors

to Hoffmann-La Roche Inc., Nutley, N.J.

Division of Ser. No. 286,124, Jul. 23, 1981, Pat. No. 4,354,973,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 175,555, Aug. 5, 1980,

abandoned. This application Aug. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 404,787

Int. Q.J C07D 487/04
U.S. Q. 260—245.7 3 Qaims

1. The compound of the formula

wherein R2 is Ci to Ce alkyl, or a pharmaceutically acceptable

acid addition salt thereof

5. A compound of the formula (XVII)

xe

o
^ R2

wherein Ri" and R3" are selected from the group consisting of

hydrogen, lower alkyl, C3 to C7 alkenyl and C3 to C7 alkynyl;

R2" is hydrogen, lower alkyl, C3 to C7 alkenyl, C3 to C7 alky-

nyl, the group

—C—O— lower alkyl.

il

O

wherein R2 is C) to C6 alkyl, or a pharmaceutically accepuble the group -C7 to C6 lower alkyl-Cy-R2i. or hydroxy C2to
acid addition salt thereof C7alkyl; R9S is lower alkyl; Rj is hydrogen or halogen; R^ is
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halogen; R21 is hydroxy, lower alkoxy, amino or amino which
is mono- or di-substituted by lower alkyl"and X© is the anion
of an organic or mineral acid.

4 428 880
AZEPINO(4,5-d]INDOLE DERIVATIVES AND

PREPARATION THEREOF
Martin E. Kuchne, Burlington, Vt., assignor to S.A. Omnichem,

Lourain-ia-NeuTe, Belgium
DiTision of Ser. No. 260,415, May 4, 1981, Pat. No. 4,362,739.

This application Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 426,659
Int. a.5 C07D 487/04

U.S. a. 260-245.7 7 Qaims
1. A compound of the formula
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NH-(CH2),-NH-(CH2)m-OH

wherein n is an integer from 2 to 4, inclusive, and m is an
integer from 2 to 4, inclusive; the leuco bases and tautomers
thereof; and the pharmacologically acceptable acid-addition
salts thereof.

CO2R4

wherein I

R4 represents a lower alkyl group;

Rj represents hydrogen, lower alkyl, or benzyl;

Ra represents hydrogen, nitro, lower alkoxy, halo
or hydroxy;

or an addition salt of said compound.

4,428,881

CONTROL OF UNWANTED VEGETATION WITH
N-CARBAMYLINDOLINES

Loren W. Hedrich, Overland Park, and Ralph P. Neighbors,
Olathe, both of Kans., assignors to Gulf Oil Corporation,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Dec. 23, 1977, Ser. No. 864,042
Int. C1.5 C07D 27/38

U.S. a 548-491 saaims
1. A selective herbicidal compound having the structural

formula

4428 883
NOVEL METHOD OF ADMINISTERING ySBLOCKERS
AND NOVEL DOSAGE FORMS CONTAININGSAME

Anwar A. Hussain, Lexington, Ky., assignor to The University
of Kentucky Research Foundation, Lexington, Ky.

Filed Mar. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 241,413
Int. a.3 A61K 27/00. 31/15, 31/40. 31/47. 31/135. 31/165.
31/435. 31/475. 47/00; C07C 143/90; CUD 1/28; C09F 5/00
U.S. a. 424-248.51 61 Oaims

1. A method for eliciting a systemic therapeutic /3-adrener-
gic blocking response in a warm-blooded animal, which com-
prises nasally administering to said animal a systemically thera-
peutically effective /3-adrenergic blocking amount of di-

chloroisoproterenol, pronethalol, sotalol, oxprenolol, pindolol,
metoprolol, nadoxolol, practolol, butoxamine, alprenolol,
metalol, nifenalol, acebutolol, atenolol, bunolol, carteolol,
labetalol, pamatolol, timolol, tiprenolol, xipranolol or bu-
pranolol, or a nontoxic pharmaceutically acceptable salt

thereof.

r2 0=C—

N

/
CH3

4428 884
NOVEL a-SUBSTITUTED CARBOXYLAMIDOAMINE

AND PROCESS FOR PRODUONG THE SAME
Yutaka Yasuda, Wakayama; Kiyoshi Tsuchihashi, Kainan, and

Toshiro Nishimura, Wakayama, all of Japan, assignors to Kao
Soap Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,224
Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 10, 1980, 55-157837

Int. Cl.^ C09F 5/00. 7/00; CllC 3/00
U.S. CI. 260—404.5 g a.img

1 An a-substituted carboxylamidoamine having the formula

/
R2 (I)

in which R, R2, r3 and X are hydrogen and R' is N.N-dime-
thylsulfamyl.

4 428 882

l-(AMINOALKYLAMINO)^5,8DIHYDROXY-4-SUB-
STITUTED-ANTHRAQUINONES

Keith C. Murdock, Pearl River, N.Y., assignor to American
Cyanaaiid Company, Stamford, Conn.
CoatiBuation-ia-part of Ser. No. 258,986, Apr. 24, 1981,

abudoDcd, which is a division of Ser. No. 43,271, May 29, 1979,
Pat. No. 4,275,009. This application Feb. 24, 1982, Ser. No.

351,804

Int. a.J C07C 97/26
UA a. 260-379 3a«ims

1. A compound selected from the group consisting of those
of the formula:

R|—CH—CON Ri
I \ /
C2H4CC)OM C2H4N

\
R4

wherein R| is alkyl having 6 to 20 carbon atoms or alkenyl
having 6 to 20 carbon atoms, R2 is H or C2H4OH, R3 and R4
are H, C2H4COOM or C2H4OH, with the provisos that (1)
when R2 is C2H4OH, Rj and R4 are H or C2H4COOM, and (2)
when R2 is H, one of Rj and R4 is C2H4OH, and M is H, alkali

metal, ammonium or organic ammonium.

4 428 885
ESTERIFICATIOn'REACTION PRODUCTS

Yuzo Higaki, Machida, and Osamu Yamada, Yokohama, both of
Japan, assignors to The Nisshin Oil Mills, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 294,567
Qaims priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 1, 1980, 55-119872

Int. a.3 CllC 3/02
U.S. a. 260-410.9 N 1 Claim

1. A composition which comprises a mixture of the esteriH-
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cation reaction product between an intermolecular oligo-

esteriHcation carboxylic acid of 12-hydroxy stearic acid and-
/or ricinoleic acid represented by the formula,

OH
I

OCO—R2—CH— R|
I

(OCOR2-CH-R,),

HOOC—R2—CH— R|

wherein radical

R|—CH—R2—

stands for the alkyl group of 12-hydroxy stearic acid or ricino-

leic acid wherein Ri is —(CH2)5CH3 and R2 is —(CH2)i()or
—(CH2)7CH=CHCH2— and n is or an4nteger of 1 or more
and sterol and an esteriHcation product of 12-hydroxy stearic

acid and/or ricinoleic acid with sterol, the latter being in-

cluded up to SO weight %.

4,428,886

NOVEL INTERMEDIATES FOR THE PREPARATION OF
a-HYDROXYCARBONYL COMPOUNDS

Ulrich Huber, Zurich, and Hans-Jakob Wild, Meilen, both of

Switzerland, assignors to Givaudan Corporation, Qifton, N.J.

Division of Ser. No. 114,938, Jan. 24, 1980, Pat. No. 4,318,855.

This application Jul. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 288,555

Qaims priority, application Switzerland, Feb. 2, 1979,

1024/79; Dec. 14, 1979, 11104/79

Int. a.3 C07C 121/46

U.S. a. 260—464 8 Qaims
1. A compound having the general formula:

wherein:

R represents methyl or ethyl;

R' represents hydrogen, methyl or ethyl; and

A is hydrogen, methyl or ethyl.

4,428,887

METHOD OF PRODUQNG MONO-SUBSTITUTED
TERMINAL DIESTERS

Jacob S. Tou, and Alfk-ed A. Schleppnik, both of St. Louis, Mo.,

assignors to Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Mo.
FUed Jul. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 398,060

Int. Q.J C07C 120/00. 67/34

U.S. Q. 260—465 D 4 Qaims
1. A method for the preparation of mono-substituted termi-

nal diesters of malonic acid having the structure

H CO2R
I I

Rl—C—CH

X CO2R1

comprising reacting the corresponding substituted 1,2-diesters

of the structure

CO2R

Rj—C—CHj

X CO2R1

with alkali metal hydride in the presence of organic solvent

medium, wherein:

alkali metal = Na, K, Li;

X = CN, CO2R. CO2R1;
R and Ri=Cm alkyl;

R2 = C|.6 alkyl. alkenyl. alkynyl; benzyl and Cm alkyl substi-

tuted benzyl.

4,428,888

METHOD FOR PREPARATION OF
N-PHOSPHONOMETHYLGLYCINE

Jeffrey D. Robbins, Berkeley, Calif., assignor to Suuffer Chemi-
cal Company, Westport, Conn.

Filed Aug. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 408,322

Int. Q.i C07F 9/38
U.S. Q. 260-502.5 F 6 Qaims

1. A method for the preparation of N-phosphonomethylgly-
cine which comprises the steps of

(1) reacting l,3.5-tris(alkoxy- or aryloxy-substituted car-

bonylmethyl) hexahydro-s-triazine, with a substituted

phosphorus compound having the formula PXYZ
wherein X is a halogen, Y and Z are independently se-

lected from the group consisting of halogen, alkoxy hav-
ing from 1 to 10 carbon atoms, and aryloxy, in the pres-

ence of a relatively strong protic acid and a low molecular
weight carboxylic acid,

(2) heating said reactants to a temperature ranging from
about 10* to about 25* C for a sufficient period of time to

cause the formation of an N-phosphonomethylglycine
ester, and

(3) hydrolyzing said N-phosphonomethylglycinc ester to

N-phosphonomethylglycine.

4,428,889

P-ALKOXYPHENYLTHIONOPHOSPHINESULnDE
DIMERS

Bernard R. Belleau, Quebec, Canada, and Carlo Fraochini, Bari,

Italy, assignors to Bristol-Myers Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 14, 1981, Str. No. 263,793

Int. Q.' C07F 9/40; C07C 103/52

U.S. Q. 260—927 R 10 Qaims
1. A p-alkoxyphenylthionophosphine sulfide dimer of the

formula

R'O

S S S

11/ \ll
P P

n

OR'

in which each R ' is the same and is a straight or branched chain

alkyl group containing from four to six carbon atoms.

4,428,890

CYLINDRICAL EVAPORATIVE COOLER APPARATUS
Robert L. Harrell, Phoenix, Ariz., aaaigBor to Hi-Lo Maaiifac-

taring, Inc., Avondalc, Ariz.

FUed May 18, 1982, Ser. No. 379,314

Int. Q.} BOIF 3/04
U.S. Q. 261—29 13 Qalas

1. Evaporative cooler apparatus, comprising, in combina-
tion:

base means, including means for containing a quantity of

water;

pad frame means disposed on the base means, including
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an outer pad frame extending continuously for substan-
tially three hundred sixty degrees, and

an inner pad frame spaced apart from the outer pad frame
and extending continuously for substantially three hun-
dred sixty degrees;

pad means disposed between the outer pad frame and the
inner pad frame and extending continuously for substan-
tially three hundred sixty degrees;

top means disposed on the pad frame means, including
a top element,

a trough in the top element extending substantially three

hundred sixty degrees and disposed above the pad
means for receiving a flow of water,

a step extending circumferentially about the trough, and
a cap deflning a top cover for the cooler apparatus and

disposed on the circumferentially extending step;

means for providing a flow of water from the base means to
the trough for saturating the pads;

blower means secured to the base means for providing a
flow of air through the pad means; and

means for securing the top means to the blower means for
securing the top means, the pad means, the blower means,
and the base means together.

4,428,891

THROTTLE VALVE DRIVING MECHANISM
TakMhi Ishida, Ohi, aod Noboni Tominari, Tokyo, both of
Japu, aasignora to Mikuni Kogyo Kabiuhiki Kaisha, Tokyo,
Japan

FUed May 14, 1982, Ser. No. 378,087
Claims priority, application Japan, May 25, 1981, 56-78052

Int. a.3 F16K 31/52
US. O. 261-65 2 Qaims

C 4^

i

a throttle lever provided at one end thereof with a roller and
connected to said valve shaft at its other end, the axis of said
actuator shaft being substantially disposed along a straight line
between said throttle valve shaft and said roller at the time
when the throttle valve is fully closed and a certain distance
away from the center of said roller toward the center of said
valve shaft, and a rotatable lever attached to said actuator shaft
having a groove within which said roller slides freely with
small clearances.

4,428,892

HUMIDIFIER DEVICE
Martin BerUner, 68-37 Yellowstone Blvd., Forest Hills, N.Y

11375

Filed Aug. 2, 1982, Scr. No. 404,603
Int. a.^ BOIF 3/04

U.S. a. 261-99 jcujj^

1 In a humidifier device, the improvement comprising in
combination:

a relatively nat cylindrical housing having apertures along
its peripheral wall and having a central, concentric de-
pressed portion on its bottom wall;

an absorbent ring mounted on said bottom wall and spaced
above said depressed portion and covering said apertures,
said ring being adapted to hold water or other evaporau-
ble fluid;

a retaining ring secured to said housing and abutting the top
wall of said absorbent ring for maintaining said absorbent
ring in position;

an adjustable control ring rotably secured around said hous-
ing for regulating evaporation of said fluid through said
housing apertures; and

a housing cover secured to said housing and spaced above
said retaining ring and having a fluid filler opening and a
stopper therefor.

2

J

1. A throttle valve driving mechanism comprising a throttle
valve having a shaft for angularly positioning the valve in an
intake bore, an actuator having an actuator shaft and disposed
near said valve shaft for determining the angular position of
said throttle valve, and an oscillating slide block mechanism
disposed between said actuator shaft and said valve shaft, said
mechanism being adapted to ensure a higher resolution of the
opening of the throttle valve in a range of roution of said
actuator corresponding to a range of small opening angles of
the throttle valve, and to give a higher speed to the action of
the throttle valve in a range of roution of said actuator corre-
sponding to a range of medium or larger opening angles of the
throttle valve, said oscillating slide block mechanism including

4,428,893

PIPE SUPPORT
Paul W. Cummings, Jr., Worcester, and David J. Mailhot, Rut-

land, both of Mass., assignors to Norton Co., Worcester,
Mass.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 421,207, Sep. 22, 1982,
abandoned. This appUcation Feb. 24, 1983, Scr. No. 469,329

Int. a.3 BOIF 3/04
U.S. a. 261-122 4 Claims

1. Saddle support means to be attached to the floor of a
liquid treatment system for carrying a plurality of gas distribut-
ing pipes together with their gas diffusers used in said liquid
treatment system, each of said saddle means comprising a
flexible inverted V shaped support means having corrosion
resistant legs, a corrosion resistant sling support at the intersec-
tion of the legs of the V for securely engaging the pipe to the
support, a corrosion resistant clamp means for securing the
pipe to the sling of the support means, the free ends of the legs
of said V support each having an integral foot means including
plural spaced mounting holes for engaging the floor of said
liquid treatment system, and corrosion resistant means engag-
ing said foot means for permanently engaging the respective
feet of said legs in adjusted position on said floor whereby a
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plurality of said saddle support means may be fitted to each of comprises forming a first slurry composed of inorganic parti
the pipes and adjustably secured to the floor so that all of the

difTusers on said plurality of pipes in said liquid treatment

system can be adjusted to a desired horizontal plane.

4,428,894

METHOD OF PRODUCTION OF METALLIC
GRANULES, PRODUCTS OBTAINED AND A DEVICE
FOR THE APPLICATION OF THE SAID METHOD

Gerard Bienvenu, Annemasse, France, assignor to Eitramet,

Annemasse, France

per No. PCr/FR80/00187, § 371 Date Aug. 21, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Aug. 21, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/01811, PCT Pub.

Date Jul. 9, 1981

PCT Filed Dec. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 296,270

Oaims priority, application France, Dec. 21, 1979, 79 32115

Int. a.3 B22F 9/08

U.S. a. 264—

9

12 Claims

1. A method of production of metallic granules in which the

granules are formed by solidification from molten metal, com-
prising passing the molten metal in a divided state through a

purification bath, collecting said molten metal into a mass,

separating, said molten metal from said bath by settling, form-
ing a jet of molten metal by withdrawal from said mass, passing

said molten metal through a vibrating orifice in order to divide

the jet into individual drops and solidfying said drops by cool-

ing so as to form granules.

4,428,895

COMPOSITE INORGANIC STRUCTURES AND PROCESS
OF PRODUaNG SAME

Earl Blasch, Albany, N.Y., and Robert Smitb-Jobannsen, Incline

Village, Nev., assignors to Blasch Precision Ceramics, Inc.,

Schenectady, N.Y.

Continuation of Scr. No. 260,732, May 5, 1981, which U a

continuation of Ser. No. 17,154, Mar. 2, 1979, abandoned. This

application Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 423,736

Int. a.) OMB 35/02

VS. a. 264—28 16 Claims

1. A process for making a composite inorganic article which

cles and a freeze-sensitive colloidal ceramic sol, forming at

least a second slurry composed of diflTerent inorganic particles

having a different mass thermal coefllcient of expansion than

the inorganic particles contained in the first slurry and a freeze-

sensitive colloidal ceramic sol which can be the same as or

different from the colloidal sol used in said first slurry, bringmg
the slurries into physical contact with each other in a layered

fashion without substantial intermixing thereof, simultaneously

freezing the layered slurries in a cooling media while in contact

with each other to form a unified structure that is character-

ized by an interfacial bond of sufTicienl strength to withsund
temperatures of at least about 3000* F. and having high thermal
shock resistance and wherein the difference between the two
mass thermal coefllcients of expansion, although sufTicient to

cause disruption of the interfacial bond resulting from conven-
tional processes for producing composite inorganic articles,

does not cause disruption of the interfacial bond at tempera-
tures of at least about 3000* F.

4,428,896

METHOD OF PRODUCING AN EXTRUDATE OF
CONTROLLED SIZE AND SHAPE FROM A ROLLER DIE
James F. Stevenson, Hudson, Ohio, assignor to The General Tire

A Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio
Filed Aug. 30, 1982. Ser. No. 412,633

Int. CiJ B29F 3/02
U.S. a. 264—40.1 6 Oaims

1. A method of producing an extrudate from an extruder

having means to vary output, a roller die having a plate die and
a rotating roller, and a take away device which comprises the

steps of:

operating the extruder at an initial output rate, rotating the

roller at an initial speed, and operating the take-away

device at an initial speed to produce an extrudate having

initial dimensions of size and shape,

measuring said initial dimensions of the extrudate,

comparing said measured initial dimension values of the

extrudate with the desired dimension values of size and
shape for the extrudate and

controlling the size dimension of the extrudate by increasing

or decreasing the linear weight of the extrudate by means
of an increase or decrease in the extruder output rate of

the extrudate relative to the take-away speed of the ex-

trudate and controlling the shape of the extrudate by

increasing or decreasing the extrudate thickness while the

extrudate width is held substantially constant by decreas-

ing or increasing the roller die speed.

4,428,897

PROCESS FOR PREPARING PARTICLE BOARD
Steven B. Lowenkron; Richard A. Prather, both of Houston, and
Howard R. Steele, Baytown, all of Tex., assignors to The
Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Filed Dec. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 452,777

Int. a.) B28B 7/04

U.S. a. 264—109 9 Claims

1. In a process for the preparation of particle board wherein

particles of material capable of being compacted are contacted

with a polyisocyanate binder and the treated particles are
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subsequently molded into boards by the application of heat and
pressure utilizing metal caul plates or platens, the improvement
which comprises employing, as the metallic surfaces which
come into conuct with said particle board during said applica-
tion of heat and pressure, a metal selected from the group
consisting of magnesium and zinc.

4,428,898

U-SHAPED PLASTERBOARD
Yres Buck, Qermont en BeauvaisU, and Adrien Delcoigne,

Chantilly, both of France, assignors to Isorer Saint-Gobain,
Neuilly, France

Division of Ser. No. 118,099, Feb. 4, 1980, Pat. No. 4,361,995.
This application Jan. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 336,904

Claims priority, application France, Feb. 5, 1979, 79 02922
Int. a.3 DOID 5/20

US. a. 264-167
I

8 Qaims

') " (" "h ^ '*i "i n,

material by injecting moulding, said pipe fitting comprising a
socket including means for receiving a sealing ring, character-
ized by, prior to the injection moulding process, placing a
sealing ring in slightly pinched condition with reduced outer
diameter at the level of the means to be formed on the socket
for receiving the sealing ring, and holding it in this position
during the injecting moulding process, the sealing ring being
isolated from the moulding cavity during the injection mould-
ing process; and after sufficient, but incomplete cooling of the
moulded socket, temporarily and partially deforming the
means for receiving the sealing ring, and releasing the sealing
ring to permit the same to spring into the partially deformed
ring receiving means, which thereafter reassume their original
shape, thereby gripping the sealing ring.

27 jo' J,/ ji „'

1. Process of manufacture of construction elements in the
form of a plate including expanded reinforcements distributed
throughout the greater part of its thickness, characterized in

that along lines parallel to the faces of the plto form fold lines
or hinges separating said plate into a plurality of articulated
panels, comprising the steps of:

forming a plate by casting a liquid mixture of plaster and of
water and by introducing expanded requirements therein
throughout the thickness of the plate in the form of curled
entangled fibers;

concentrating portions of the reinforcements by compress-
ing to a reduced thickness said reinforcements to form
fold lines separating said plate into a plurality of articu-
lated panels;

evolving the setting of the plaster; and
maintaining the reinforcement in position along these fold

lines during the evolution of the setting of the plaster until
the plaster hardens sufficiently to reUin the reinforcement
in said position.

4 428 900
METHOD OF FORMINGA PIPE OF ORIENTED
THERMOPLASTICS POLYMERIC MATERIAL

Jack L. Riley, Sutton Coldfleld; Michael C. Lock, Streetly, and
Jeremy R. Goddin, Coventry, all of England, assignors to
Yorkshire Imperial Plastics Limited, Yorkshire, England

Continuation of Ser. No. 42,228, May 4, 1979, abandoned, which
is a continuation of Ser. No. 835,897, Sep. 23, 1977, abandoned.

This application Jun. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 268,769
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Sep. 23. 1976.

76/39505

Int. OJ B29C 17/07
U.S. a. 264-526 g Claims

«? « ,11 18. 19 „

n

4,428,899

METHOD OF MAKING SOCKETED PIPE-nTTINGS OF
SYNTHETIC PLASTICS MATERIAL BY INJECTION

MOULDING, APPARATUS FOR CARRYING OUT SAID
METHOD

Dirk van Manen, De Bente 10, 7751 GM Dalen, Netherlands
Filed Jun. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 390,045

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Jun. 22, 1981.
8103011

Int. a.J B29C 1/14. 27/00; B29D 23/02; B29F 1/00
U.S. a. 264-249 ,3 Qaims

<. ?

=^^"=*=^J^,

=L=y;

1. A method of making a pipe fitting of synthetic plastics

1 A method of forming a tubular blank of thermoplastic
polymeric material into a pipe which comprises a tubular
section connected to an integral coaxial tubular socket, the
internal diameter of said socket being greater than the internal

diameter of said tubular section, and the thermoplastic poly-
meric material constituting both said socket and said tubular
section being oriented, using a female mould having a first

portion defining the required external configuration of said

socket, an axially adjacent second portion defining the re-

quired external configuration of said tubular section, and a
third portion defining a transition between said first and second
portions,

said method comprising:

forming the tubular blank such that it comprises a first longi-

tudinal poriion having a greater wall thickness than a
second longitudinal portion thereof, said first longitudinal

portion having a smaller external diameter than the exter-

nal diameter of said socket, and said second longitudinal

portion having a smaller external diameter than the exter-

nal diameter of said tubular section;

positioning the first longitudinal portion of said blank within
the first portion of said mould with the second longitudi-

nal portion of said blank being positioned within the sec-

ond portion of said mould;
heating the entire tubular blank, whilst so positioned within

said mould, substantially uniformly to a temperature at

which deformation of the thermoplastic polymeric mate-
rial of the tubular blank will cause orientation of the poly-
mer molecules, said heating being conducted by contact-
ing the blank with liquid at a suitable temperature, includ-

ing circulating the heating liquid between the blank and
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the mould and circulating the heating liquid through the 4 428 902
bore of the blank; ^OAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

app ymg fiuid pressure to the bore of the heated tubular Kenneth M. Murray, 1425 N. Nash St., Ariington, Va. 22209
blank to expand the tubular blank radially outwards Filed May 13, 1981, Ser. No. 263,049
agamst the mould whilst orientating the polymer mole- Int. Q.' G21K 4/00; G21C I7/0O
cules, the first longitudinal portion of the tubular blank U.S. O. 376—156 9 QaiBu
being radially expanded into engagement with the first

portion of the mould to form said socket, and the second
longitudinal portion of the tubular blank being radially

expanded into engagement with the second portion of the
mould to form said tubular section;

cooling the expanded tubular blank, whilst the expanded
tubular blank remains still pressed against said mould by
the fluid pressure, to a temperature at which the expanded
tubular blank will not revert to the original shape of said

tubular blank when the fluid pressure is removed;
then removing the fiuid pressure from the bore of the ctwied
expanded tubular blank; and

then removing the expanded tubular blank from the mould.

rHr

-

l?6 •<»»»»»'voga^«—

4,428,901

PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION OF ION CLUSTER
ACCELERATION BY MEANS OF POTENTIAL WELL

Willard H. Bennett, 1609 Glengarry Dr., Gary, N.C. 27511
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 149,163, May 14, 1980, Pat.
No. 4,363,779, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

871,868, Jan. 24, 1978. This application Dec. 24, 1980, Ser. No.
219,619

Int. C\? G21B 1/00; G21G 4/02
U.S. a. 376-105 18 Qaims

9 92 93 94 95, 96 ^ 99
90

ing:

1. The method of concentrating a beam on a target compris-

directing a high-energy pulsed beam comprising bursts of
electrons, in a first direction, toward the target,

pinching said beam for a first portion of its length which
portion is spaced from the target, said beam having a
self-magnetic field, said pinching being efTected by the
self-magnetic field of the beam,

further pinching the beam, over a second portion of its

length which second portion extends from the first por-
tion to the target, by limiting the size of the self-magnetic
field around the beam to a smaller cross-section than the
cross-section of the first-named field while increasing the
ion concentration in the beam so that the small-size cross-

section of the self-magnetic field plus the increased ion

concentration will cause the beam to be pinched to a
smaller cross-section than resulted from the first pinching
step,

forming a cluster of ions in the beam, the concentration of
ions in such cluster being increased during said further

pinching step, and
impacting a target with said cluster of ions to produce a

shower of particles,

said step of forming a cluster of ions comprising providing
the electron beam with ions so that electrons will be de-

flected inwardly as they move along the beam to form a

potential well in which ions are concentrated to form a

cluster that will approach the velocity of the electron

beam.

1. An on Imc coal analysis coal analysis system for continu-
ously analyzing a moving quantity of coal which comprises;

an electron accelerating means for providing an electron
beam not greater than \9 Mev;

an electron beam converting means positioned so as to con-
vert the electron beam from the electron accelerating
means into an x-ray beam for the purpose of irradiating a
portion of said moving quantity of coal;

at least one x-ray beam monitoring means positioned so as to

monitor the x-ray beam from the electron beam convert-
ing means subsequent to passage of said x-ray beam
through said portion of said moving coal;

a radioactive detection means downstream of said x-ray
monitor a predetermined distance for providing signals

characteristic of the detected radioactivity;

an analyzer means to sort the signals from the radioactivity

detection means according to their amplitude

4 428 903
FUEL ROD nSSION GAS CRIMPING ARRANGEMENT

AND METHOD
James E. Kasik; Frank D. Qurnell, and David K. Dennison, all

of San Jose, Calif., assignors to General Electric Company,
San Jose, Calif.

Filed Apr. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 253,090

Int. Cl.^ G21C 19/20
U.S. a 376-261 II Claims

.'^- -

1. Apparatus for sealingly crimping a malleable sleeve over

1038 O.G.—81
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a hole in a nuclear fuel rod while said rod is submerged below
the water level in a nuclear reactor service pool, comprising:

a pair of jaws including a fixed and a movable jaw which
together define at lca5t a pair of mutually spaced circum-
ferential jaw ridges;

means for selectively positioning said pair ofjaws below said

water level adjacent a wall of said pool;

means for maneuvering said sleeve and said fuel rod into

position between said pair of jaws such that said hole is

located between said jaw ridges and said sleeve surrounds
said fuel rod and covers said hole;

a source of hydraulic pressure; and
means for applying said hydraulic pressure to urge said

movable jaw against said fixed jaw, said pair of mutually
spaced jaw ridges being effective to impress a correspond-
ing pair of mutually spaced, circumferential depressions
on the outer surface of said malleable sleeve and to raise

corresponding mutually spaced, circumferential sealing

ridges on the inner surface of said malleable sleeve in gas

tight contact with said fuel rod on opposite sides of said

hole;

whereby the leakage of fission gas from said fuel rod
through said hole is contained.

4,428,904

BLOW-OFF DEVICE FOR LIMITING EXCESS
PRESSURE IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS,
ESPEOALLY OF THE BOILING WATER

REACTOR-TYPE
Roland Kiihnel, Dietzenbach, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Kraftwerk Union Aktiengesellschaft, Mulheim an der Ruhr,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 926,140, Jul. 19, 1978, abandoned. This
application Oct. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 316,843

Int. a.3 G21C 9/00
U.S. a. 376-283 2 Qaims

1 i

1. In a blow-off device for limiting excess pressure in nuclear
power p:ants, at least one condensation tube having an upper
inlet end and disposed so that a lower outlet end thereof is

immersed in a volume of cooling water in a condensation
chamber having a gas cushion located in a space above the
volume of cooling water, and the upper inlet end of the con-
densation tube extending out of the volume of cooling water
and being connectible to a source of condensing steam or a
steam-air mixture, a perforated tube received coaxially within
the condensation tube for smoothing the condensation and
defining therewith an annular gap, said annular gap forming a
ring chamber closed at said lower outlet end of the condensa-
tion tube, and said perforated tube being closed at the end
thereof disposed within said condensation tube and facing
toward said upper inlet end thereof, said perforated tube com-
prising wall portions forming storage chambers distributed
over the length of said tube outlet end, said wall portions
having edges over which the cooling water flows, said storage
chambers being formed by said ring chamber, and said edges
defining respective holes formed in said perforated tube

whereby a spraying action multiplying the heat-transfer sur-
face between the cooling water and a flow of the steam is

releasable at said overflow edges when cooling water received
in said storage chambers is altematingly depleted and replen-
ished due to pressure and water-level fluctuation within the
condensation tube induced by the condensation.

4 428 905
SYSTEM FOR THE PRODUCTION OF KETENE AND

METHYLENE FROM LIMESTONE UTILIZING A SOLID
ELECTROLYTE ELECTROLYSIS CELL

D. Colin Phillips, MonroeWlle; Werner S. Emmerich, Churchill
Borough; Arnold O. Isenberg, Forest Hills, and Michael G.
Down, Plum Borough, all of Pa., assignors to Westinghouse
Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed May 22, 1981, Ser. No. 266,672
Int. a.3 G21C 15/00

U.S. a. 376-323 ,6 Qaims

-
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6. A process of converting inorganic carbonate mineral
material to organic high carbon chain hydrocarbon material,
utilizing nuclear reactor energy, comprising the steps of:

(1) thermally decomposing inorganic carbon containing
carbonate mineral material at a temperature over about
700° C, to produce a product mixture comprising CaO
and CO2,

(2) feeding the CO2 produced in step (1) as a fuel in a high
temperature electrolysis cell comprising an anode, a cath-

ode, and a solid electrolyte therebetween capable of al-

lowing migration of 0= ions therethrough from the cath-

ode to the anode, where CO2 at the cathode is converted
into CO and 0=,

(3) catalytically decomposing the CO produced in step (2) at

a temperature over about 450* C, to produce carbon
particles,

(4) reacting the carbon particles produced in step (3) from
CO2, with the CaO produced in step (1) at a temperature
over about 1,600° C, to produce CaC2 and CO, and then

(5) water hydrolyzing the CaC2 produced in step (4) to

produce C2H2 and heat energy which is removed, and
then

(6) reacting the C2H2 produced in step (5) with excess steam,
at between about 250° C. and about 475* C, in the pres-

ence of a catalyst effective to provide gases which upon
condensation yield CH3COCH3, and then

(7) high temperature pyrolyzing the CH3COCH3 produced
in step (6), at between about 600* C. and about 800* C, to

produce ketene and methane,

(8) decomposing the ketene from step (7) to produce methy-
lene, and

(9) reacting the methylene produced in step (8) with meth-
ane produced in step (7), to provide a product which is

reacted with additional methylene in a manner effective to

cause methylene insertion chain reactions and provide
hydrocarbon materials containing at least three carbon
atoms; where all the reactants except water and steam are

derived from the carbonate starting material, and the heat
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energy required for the electrolysis in step (2) and the
pyrolyzing in step (7) is supplied, at least m part, by a
nuclear reactor.

4 428 906
PRESSURE TRANSMTTTING MEDIUM AND METHOD
FOR UTILIZING SAME TO DENSIFY MATERIAL

Walter J. Rozmus, Traverse Qty, Mich., assignor to Kelsey-
Hayes Company, Romulus, Mich.

Filed Apr. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 372,563

Int. a.J B22F i/}4
U.S. a. 419—48 24 Qaims

passages, air pervious carrier means containing at least a first

reagent, said carrier means bcmg arranged such that the air to
be tested is to be passed through said carrier means in order to
expose said first reagent to the air, which first reagent is influ-

enced by the components to be detected, a second reagent
present within said housing such that when said first carrier
means is contacted with said second reagent a color reaction
may be brought about depending on whether the first reagent
has been influenced or not, the improvement comprising: a
housing which forms, in the operative condition, an integral
unit, an air- and liquid-tight container having an easily ruptur-
able wall arranged within the housing and in close proximity to

~^^«?

\:\- ,,-1 v.-ti-'j

>i ^^ SJ

1. A method for consolidating material (10) of metallic and
nonmetallic compositions and combinations thereof to form a
densified compact (10) of a predetermined density wherein a
quantity of such material (10) which is less dense than the
predetermined density is subjected to a pressure-transmitting
medium (18) to which external pressure is applied to the me-
dium to cause a predetermined densification of the less dense
material by hydrostatic pressure applied by the medium in

response to the medium being substantially fully dense and
incompressible and capable of fluidic flow at least just prior to

the predetermined densification, characterized by utilizing a

pressure transmitting medium (18) of a rigid interconnected
skeleton structure (26) which is collapsible in response to a
predetermined force and a fluidizing material (28) capable of
fluidity and supported by and retained within the skeleton
structure (26), and applying pressure to collapse the skeleton
structure (26) to produce a composite (18) of structure frag-

ments (26) dispersed in the fluidizing material (28) with the
composite (18') being substantially fully dense and incompres-
sible and rendered fluidic through the fluidized material (28) at

the predetermined densification of the compact (10').

16. A pressure-transmitting medium (18) of the type for

encapsulating a quantity of material (10) which is less dense
than a predetermined density by applying pressure thereto to
form a densified compact (10') of the predetermined density,
said pressure-transmitting medium (18) characterized by a rigid

interconnected skeleton structure (26) which is collapsible in

response to a predetermined force, and fluidizing means (28)
capable of fluidity and supported by and retained within said

skeleton structure (26) for forming a composite (18) of skele-

ton structure fragments (26') dispersed in said fluidizing means
(28') in response to the collapse of said skeleton structure (26)
at said predetermined force and for rendering said composite
(18') substantially fully dense and incompressible and capable
of fluidic flow at the predetermined density of said compact
(10).

4.428,907

DETECTOR FOR DETECnNG AIR COMPONENTS
Berend HeUenga, Sleen; Hubertus E. Hilbrink, Apeldoom, and

Henri F. Kla(J, Enscbede, all of Netherlands, assignors to

Nederlandse Centrale Orgaaizatie voor Toegepast Natuur-

wetenachappelUk Onderzoek, "The Hague, Netherlands

Filed Feb. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 237,492

Int. a.J COIN il/06. 31/22
U.S. a. 422—61 24 Qaims

1. In a detector for detecting the presence of given compo-
nents in air, comprising a housing provided with preformed air

said carrier means for the first reagent, said container bcmg
filled with non-contaminated liquid, an inwardly yieldable wall
portion situated near said container and adapted to be con-
tacted with said container, said container, said yieldable wall
and said carrier being each of generally planar configuration
and spaced parallel arrangement with respect to one another,
and a plurality of piercing pins cooperating with said yieldable
wall portion so that, when pushing inwards said wall portion,
the container wall is ruptured by said pins so as to moisten said

reagent carrier means with the liquid from said container, said

liquid bringing said second reagent into contact with said first

reagent.

4,428,908

RADIONUCLIDE QUALITY CONTROL TEST KIT
Sheldon J. Ashley, and Meredith A. Ashley, both of 147-15 84tb

Rd., Jamaica, N.Y. 11435

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 159,825, Jun. 16, 1980,
abandoned. This application Mar. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 361,748

Int. Q.' COIN 23/00. 31/08
U.S. Q. 422-61 6 Qalnu

JBumir t

1. A radionuclide quality control test kit for determining the

radiochemical purity of radiopharmaceutical compounds, said

test kit comprising

a disposable chromatography chamber;
a cap for closing said chromatography chamber to provide a

saturated solvent atmosphere, said cap being removably
affixed to said chamber;

a premeasured amount of solvent solution in the chamber,
said solvent solution being dyed in accordance with a

color code;

a disposable test stnp having spaced opposite first and sec-

ond ends, said first end being immersible in the solvent solution
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in said chamber upon being spotted by an insoluble radiophar-

maceutical to be tested in a single solvent system to enable said

solvent solution to ascend said strip to said second end whereat
soluble radiochemical impurities of the radipharmaceutical

migrating to said second end are radiologically countable to

permit computation of such impurities, said test strip havmg a

length between said first and second ends, a first line marked
thereon in parallel relation with said first and second end
equidistantly from said ends and a second line marked thereon
in parallel relation with said first and second ends at approxi-

mately 1/5 the length of said strip from said first end whereat
said test strip is spottable at said second line and said strip is

cuttable along said first line to divide it into two strips of equal
length for testing for impurities;

a vial having a removable cap for storing said strip; and
a color-indicating desiccant component sealed in said vial

with said strip.

extractant comprising an extractant having a high affinity for

tetravalent uranium dissolved in a substantially water-immisci-
ble organic diluent, said organic extractant containing tetrava-
lent uranium, comprising stripping said organic extracUnt with
a stripping solution comprising an aqueous solution of an alkali

metal or ammonium oxalate to strip tetravalent uranium from
said organic extractant into said stripping solution, and separat-
ing said organic extractant from said stripping solution con-
taining stripped tetravalent uranium.

4,428,909

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION SENSOR
TomoUro Yashiki, Nara; Fumio Hosomi, Hirakata; Yasuo

Wakahata, Katano; Atsushi NIshino, Neyagawa; KiyoUka
Wasa, Nara, and Masazumi Katase, Katano, all of Japan,
assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka,
Japan

per No. PCT/JP80/00323, § 371 Date Aug. 19, 1981, § 102(e)
Date Aug. 19, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/01880, PCT Pub.
Date JnJ. 9, 1981

PCT Filed Dec. 24, 1980, Ser. No. 296,267
Gaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 26, 1979, 54-171073

Int. a.3 COIN 3/16
VJS. a. 422-95 12 Qalms

I y^

^

1. A temperature sensing device, comprising:
a hollow, tubular element having an open end for gases
which forms an aperture, having a composition compris-
ing electrolytic manganese dioxide (•y-Mn02), a com-
pound oxide of zinc, manganese and iron (Zn-Mn-FeO;t).
and alumina cement (mAUOj.nCaO); and

a temperature sensor disposed within said tubular element.

4 428 911
METHOD OF PREaPITATING URANIUM PEROXIDE
Thomas J. Hardwick, O'Hara Township, Allegheny County, Pa.,

assignor to Gulf Research A Development Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 423,658
Int. a.3 COIG 43/01; C22B 60/02

U.S. a. 423-16 15 Qaims
10. A continuous process for the precipitation of uranium

values from an aqueous basic solution containing the uranium
as the uranyl tricarbonate ion, U02(C03)3==, which com-
prises the steps:

(a) adding sulfuric acid to the said aqueous basic solution to

produce an acidic pH suitable to convert the uranyl tricar-

bonate complex to the uranyl ion, U02 =
, and carbon diox-

ide;

(b) introducing sufficient hydrogen peroxide to the acidified

solution to precipitate the uranium as uranium peroxide
(UO4.XH2O). and

(c) introducing a sufficient additional quantity of the aqueous
basic solution to maintain a pH of between about 3.0 and
about 4.5 in the solution while the uranium peroxide is pre-

cipitating.

4,428,910

PROCESS FOR STRIPPING URANIUM FROM AN
ALKYL PYROPHOSPHORIC ACID

Ralph E. Worthlngton, Winter Haven, and Alex Magdics, Lake-
land, both of Fla., assignors to Prodeco.Inc, Mulberry, Fla.

Filed May 27, 1981, Ser. No. 267,473

Int. a.5 COIG 43/00
U.S. a. 423-10 23 Qaims
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1. A process for stripping uranium from a pregnant organic

4,428,912

REGENERATION OF CHLORIDIZING AGENT FROM
CHLORINATION RESIDUE

James E. Reynolds, Golden, and Alan R. Williams, Denver, both
of Colo., assignors to Public Service Company of New Mex-
ico, Albuquerque, N. Mcx.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 50,549, Jun. 20, 1979, Pat. No.
4,288,414, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 873,400,
Jan. 30, 1978, Pat. No. 4,159,310. This appUcation Jul. 27, 1981,

Ser. No. 287,219

Int. a.3 COIF 7/22
U.S. a. 423—132 11 Claims

1. In a process for the chlorination of a feed material selected

from the group consisting of clay associated with coal and
bauxite comprising leaching said feed material with a chlori-

nating agent to chlorinate said aluminum and to produce a

residue containing a chloride selected from the group consist-

ing of alkali and alkaline earth metal chloride, the improve-
ment comprising adding sulfuric acid to the residue under
conditions to cause the conversion of at least a portion of the

alkali or alkaline earth metal chlorides to their environmentally

inert sulfate forms and to form a dilute hydrochloric acid and
further comprising at least one step of (a) using said dilute

hydrochloric acid as a pre-chloridizing agent prior to said

chlorination of (b) using said dilute hydrochloric acid as a

binder for pelletizing said feed material prior to said chlorina-

tion.
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4,428,913

PERFLUOROAMMONIUM SALT OF
HEPTAFLUOROXENON ANION

Karl O. Christe, Calabasaa, and William W. Wilson, Simi Val-
ley, both of Calif., assignors to United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jun. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 391,786
Int. a.' COIB 23/00

^•SC»-*23-2« IGaim
1. NF4XeF7.

4,428.914
PROCESS FOR MAKING SODIUM PERCARBONATE

GRANULES
Jean Brichard, Vilvoorde, and Jean-Oaudc Colery, Brussels,

both of Belgium, aasignors to Interox, Brussels, Belgium
Continuation of Ser. No. 863,700, Dec. 23, 1977. This application

Jun. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 384,101
Int. a.^ COIB 15/W

U.S. a. 423-265
_ 11 Galms

alkyl groups having 1 to 4 carbon atoms to form and to
precipitate a metal chelate complex containing at least a
portion of said aluminum values present in said solution;
and
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(b) separating said precipitated metal chelate complex from
said phosphate solution.

1. In a process for the production of sodium percarbonate
granules in a fluidized bed comprising the steps of:

(a) impregnating sodium percarbonate seeds with an aqueous
solution of hydrogen peroxide and an aqueous solution of
sodium carbonate, and simultaneously

(b) evaporating water from the impregnating seeds in a
fluidized bed dryer in the presence of at least one con-
densed phosphate, the improvement comprising providing
sodium hexametaphosphate as said condensed phosphate
and dissolving said condensed phosphate in at least one of
said solutions.

4428 915
PROCESS FOR RECOVERING PHOSPHATE VALUES
FROM PRECIPITATES FORMED DURING THE
NEUTRALIZATION OF IMPURE WET PROCESS

PHOSPHORIC ACID
Gregory W. Grynkewich, West Haven, Conn., assignor to Olin

Corporation, New Haven, Conn.
Filed Oct. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 436,225

Int. CI.5 COIB 25/30
U.S. a. 423-312 llGalms

9. The process for removing aluminum values from a phos-
phate-containing solution, which comprises:

(a) treating a phosphate solution containing soluble alumi-
num values with a sufficient amount of a chelant selected
from the group consisting of di(lower alkyl) bcta-dike-
tones of the formula:

O

C C
/ \ / \

R CH R'

4,428,916

METHOD OF MAKING a-SIIJCON NITRIDE POWDER
Katsutoshi Komeya, Yokohama: Hiroshl Inouc, Kawaguchi;

Shigeru Matake, and Hiroshl Endo, both of Yokohama, all of
Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Electric Company Llm-
Ited, Kawasaki, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 878,452, Feb. 16, 1978. abandoned.
This application Sep. 26, 1979, Ser. No. 79,231

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 18, 1977, 52-16037
Int. a.' COIB 21/068

U.S. a. 423-344 ,5 Qalm.
1. A method of manufacturing a-silicon nitride which com-

prises the steps of

(a) prcmixjng I wi. part silica powder, 4-4 wt parts carbon
powder and 0.005-1.0 wt. part of at least one powder
component selected from the group consisting of silicon

nitride, silicon carbide and silicon oxynitride; and
(b) heating said mixture at from 1350* C. to 1550' C m a

non-oxidizing atmosphere containing at least one of nitro-

gen or ammonia, for a time sumcicnt to efTect the forma-
tion of a-silicun nitride.

wherein R and R' are individually selected from lower

4,428,917

PURIFICATION OF SILICON
Edward J. Lahoda, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Wcstinghousc

Electric Corp., PitUburgh, Pa.

Filed May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,092

Int. a.J COIB 33/02
U.S. a. 423-350 10 Claims

I. In a process for purification of silicon, the specific im-
provement comprising the steps of:

(a) formation of silicon tetrahalide;
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(b) reacting said silicon tetrahalide with a lower alcohol thus

forming a silicon alkoxide;

(c) separating the silicon alkoxide in a puriried form; and

rKTan
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(d) chemically reducing the silicon alkoxide to recover a

purified silicon.

gas stream, and within the enclosure, to the base of the

reaction zone,

removing out of the enclosure the other fraction, and
recovering separately the concentrated aqueous solution of

alkali metal hypochlorite and the crystals of alkali metal

from the removed fraction, the recovered crystals from
the removed fraction being the primary source of recov-

ered crystals.

4,428,919

METHOD FOR SEPARATING PARTICULATE CALCIUM
HYPOCHLORITE AND SODIUM CHLORIDE

David A. Stermole, Bedford Heights; Oifford E. Loehr, Norton,
and Duk S. Chun, Uniontown, all of Ohio, assignors to PPG
Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374,130
Int. a.3 COIB U/06

U.S. a. 423-474 15 Qaims

4,428,918

PROCESS AND PLANT FOR THE PREPARATION OF
CONCENTRATED AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF ALKALI

METAL HYPOCHLORITE
Jean Verlaeten, Brussels, and Jacques Brahm, Grimbergen, both

of Belgium, assignors to Solvay A Cie., Brussels, Belgium

FUed Dec. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 326,273

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 22, 1980, 80 27409

Int. a.3 COIB n/04
U.S. a. 423—473 12 Qaims

"\

11. In a process for the preparation of concentrated aqueous
solutions of alkali metal hypochlorite according to which an
aqueous solution of alkali metal hypochlorite is added with an
aqueous solution of alkali metal hydroxide, the resultant liquid

is treated with a gas containing chlorine and a suspension of
crystals of alkali metal cloride in an aqueous solution of alkali

metal hypochlorite is recovered, the improvement comprising:
continuously and simultaneously feeding both the aqueous

solution of alkali metal hypochlorite and the aqueous
solution of alkali metal hydroxide into a tubular reaction

chamber having an open upper part and located in an
enclosure,

continuously introducing the gas into the lower part of the

reaction chamber as an upwardly directed gas stream in

order to crystallise alkali metal chloride by reaction of
chlorine of the gas with alkali metal hydroxide of the

aqueous solution of alkali metal hydroxide and to subject

both aqueous solutions and the suspension resulting from
said reaction to upwards displacement by gasosiphon up
to the upper part of the reaction chamber,

continuously recovering the suspension by drawing-off out
of the upper part of the reaction chamber and separating it

into at least two fractions,

recycling one of the fractions, outside the upwardly directed

/' 1

— BLt»CM I mt^
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1. In the process of producing calcium hypochlorite wherein
an aqueous slurry of calcium hypochlorite particles and larger

separable sodium chloride crystals is produced and wherein
the particles of calcium hypochlorite and crystals of sodium
chloride are separated, the improvement which comprises:

(a) introducing aqueous slurry containing such calcium

hypochlorite particles and larger sodium chloride crystals

into a staged upward flow elutriator-classifier at about the

midpoint of such classifier, said aqueous slurry being

introduced into said classifier in a manner such that an

initial preferential directional flow of said slurry is

avoided, the uppermost stage of said classifier having a

larger diameter than the lowermost stage and the upward
fiuid velocity in the lowermost stage being higher than the

upward fluid velocity in the uppermost stage,

(b) introducing elutriating fluid comprising an aqueous solu-

tion substantially saturated with calcium hypochlorite and

sodium chloride into the lowermost stage of said classifier,

(c) removing a first slurry in which the solid phase is pre-

dominantly calcium hypochlorite particles from the up-

permost stage of said classifier,

(d) separating said first slurry into a wet cake of calcium

hypochlorite solids and bleach mother liquor,

(e) removing from the lowermost stage of said classifier a

second slurry in which the solid phase is predominantly

sodium chloride crystals,

(0 separating said second slurry into a wet cake of sodium

chloride solids and salt mother liquor,

(g) washing said wet cake of sodium chloride solids with an

aqueous wash liquor unsaturated in calcium hypochlorite,

thereby to dissolve substantially all of the calcium hypo-

chlorite solids present in said wet cake, and
(h) separating washed sodium chloride solids from the re-

sulting calcium hypochlorite-enriched wash liquor.
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4,428,920

PROCESS OF PRODUCING POTASSIUM
TETRAFXUORO ALUMINATE

Heinrich Willenberg, Garbsen; Karl-Heinz Hellberg, and Heinz
Zschiesche, both of Hanover, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to Kali-Chemie Aktiengesellschaft, Hanover, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

Filed Apr. IS, 1982, Ser. No. 368,840
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 25,

1981,3116469

Int. a.J COIF 7/54. 7/04
U.S. a. 423—465 |4 Qaims

1. A process for producing potassium tetrafluoro alummate
having a melting point not exceeding about 575° C, compris-
ing the steps of:

reacting an aqueous solution of fluoro aluminum acid with
an amount of an aqueous solution of a potassium com-
pound which is less than the stoichiometrically required
amount calculated with respect to the total charge of
reactants to produce a suspension of potassium tetrafluoro

aluminate; and

separating the potassium tetrafluoro aluminate from the

resulting suspension.

4,428,921

PROCESS FOR.RECOVERY OF SULFUR FROM
S02-C0NTAINING GAS

Yasuhiko Seike, Odawara, Japan, assignor to Sumitomo Heavy
Industries, Ltd, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,382
Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 5, 1980, 55-155313

Int. Q.^ COIB 77/04
U.S. Q. 423—569 2 Qaims

1. In a process for recovery of sulphur from an S02-conlain-
ing gas which comprises the steps of:

(a) introducing an S02-containing gas mixed with additional

oxygen into an SO2 reduction reactor filled with solid

carbonaceous materials so as to reduce a portion of the

SO2 and form H2S, vaporous sulphur and COS, and sepa-

rating said vaporous sulphur therefrom by condensation
to form a first gaseous mixture and to thereby recover
elemental sulphur;

(b) introducing said first gaseous mixture into a Glaus reactor
to further produce a vaporous sulphur by Claus reaction;

and

(c) introducing the effluent gas from the Claus reactor to a

condenser for separating vaporous sulphur therefrom by
condensation to form a second gaseous mixture and to

thereby further recover elemental sulphur, and discharg-
ing the second gaseous mixture to the outside of the sys-

tem; the improvement comprising measuring the concen-
tration of SO2, H2S and COS contained in said second
gaseous mixture; computing the (H2S-|-COS)/S02 molar
ratio on the basis of said measured concentrations; and
controlling the amount of oxygen supplied to the SO2-
containing gas of step (a) in accordance with the com-
puted molar ratio to maintain the (H2S + COS)/S02 molar
ratio of said first gaseous mixture at a level of about 2.

hydrogen gas as bubbles in a continuous liquid phase of work-
ing solution wherein the improvement comprises dispersing
the hydrogen gas m the working solution with a static mixer
prior to contacting the hydrogcnation catalyst.

4,428.923

CONTINUOUS PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE ACCORDING TO THE

ANTHRAQUINONE PROCESS
Wolfgang Kunkel, KIcinostbeim; Jorg Kemnade, Kelkheim-

Fischbach, and Dietrich Schneider, Buchschlag, all of Fed.
Rep. of Germany, assignors to Degussa Aktiengcacllschaft,
Frankfurt, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Nov. 9. 1982, Ser. No. 440^47
Int. Q.' COIB 15/02

U.S. Q. 423—588 7 Qaimi

.i!
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4,428,922

PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING HYDROGEN
PEROXIDE

Quentin G. Hopkins, Charleston, W. Va., assignor to FMC
Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed May 14, 1982, Ser. No. 378,146

Int. a.5 COIB 15/02
U.S. Q. 423—588 i atim

1. An improved process for producing hydrogen peroxide

by the alternate reduction and oxidation of an alkylated anthra-

quinone as the working material dissolved in a solvent to

constitute a liquid working solution which is reduced with

hydrogen gas while flowing through a hydrogcnation catalyst

supported as a fixed bed at a sufficient rate to entrain the

W' Ijji

I
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1. In a process for the production of hydrogen peroxide by
the anthraqumone prcKcss including a step of the catalyst

hydrogcnation with hydrogen or a hydrogen containing gas
using a working solution having palladium black suspended
therein and employing a meandering tube system as the reac-

tion space at a temperature up to 100' C and a pressure up lo

15 bar, the improvement comprising carrying out the hydrogc-
nation in a loop reactor made of tubes of the same nominal
width and which are arranged vertically or honzontally and
are connected by tube elbows of the same nominal width at a

flow velocity in the tubes of at least 3 m/sec.

4,428,924

PREPARATION FOR DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY
Arthur R. Millington, Blackburn, England, auignor to Linton

Medical Services Limited, Blackburn, England
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 874.154, Feb. 1, 1978, Pat. No.
4,215,103. This application Apr. 14, 1980. Ser. No. 139,980
Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 2, 1977,

4319/77

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jul. 29,

1997. has been disclaimed.

Int. Q.' A61K 49/04
U.S. Q. 424—4 7 Qaims

1. A method of prixlucing a preparation for diagnostic radi-

ology, the preparation, when taken into the body of a user,

releasing a gas that expands within the body of a user, compns-
ing:

placing a mixture containing a radio opaque substance and a

earner in a pressure vessel, the radio opaque substance

being present in a quantity sufllcient for diagnostic radiol-

ogy;

adding a non-toxic gas to the pressure vessel;

agitating the mixture for a penod of lime sufficient to pro-

duce a substantially uniform suspension of radio opaque
substance in the carrier and to obtain a predetermined
level of dissolved gas within the mixture, the level being
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sufficient to cause release of the gas within the body of a
user;

controlling the temperature and pressure within the vessel so
that the temperature is below ambient and the pressure is

elevated; and
withdrawing the preparation from the vessel for administra-

tion to a patient in such a way that the concentration of
dissolved gas does not fall below a level at which gas is

released within the patient when the preparation is in-

gested.
I

said fill material therein, an insoluble chewable residue being
formed from said insoluble component upon chewing of said
capsule, the size of said residue substantially retaining its size
and chewing consistency during chewing, the relative propor-
tions of said soluble component and said insoluble masticatory
substance component being such that the size and chewing
characteristics of said chewable residue are attained.

4,428,925

SUSTAINED RELEASE GLYCEROL TRINITRATE
Alec D. Keith, Miami, Fla., assignor to Key Pharmaceuticals,

Inc., Miami, Fla.

Continuation of Ser. No. 332,127, Dec. 18, 1981, abandoned.
This application Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425,282

Int. a.3 A61K 9/22, 9/24. 9/32
U.S. a. 424-19 5 Oaims

1. A dosage form for oral administration of glycerol trini-

trate to a patient which comprises a core containing glycerol
trinitrate and a coating of about 5-10% by weight of an ex-
pandable, above about 90% hydrolyzed polyvinyl alcohol
molecular weight of about 75,000 to about 150.000, lattice
containing from about 1% up to 10% of polyethylene glycol
having a molecular weight of about 400 to about 4000, said
coating permeable to water but not glycerol trinitrate, said
dosage form when contacted with the aqueous medium of the
patient's gastro-intestinal tract taking up water in said core by
passage of water through said lattice and the resultant increase
in osmotic pressure in the core expanding the lattice and mak-
ing it permeable to glycerol trinitrate, said lattice retaining its

structural integrity.

4,428,928
DENTIFRICE PREPARATIONS COMPRISING

CALONED KAOLIN ABRASIVES
Joseph C. MuWer, Howe, and Mark S. Putt, Fort Wayne, both

of Ind., assignors to Indiana University Foundation, Bloo-
mington, Ind.

Filed Jun. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 393,046
Int. a.5 A61K 7/16. 7/18

U.S. a. 424-49
1 Claim

1. In a method for reducing the incidence of dental abrasion
caused by regular application to the teeth of a dentifrice prepa-
ration comprising as a cleaning and polishing agent calcined
kaolin, the improvement consisting of employing therewith at
least about 6% talc by weight of the mixture as a modifier.

4,428,926 I

SUSTAINED RELEASE PROPRANOLOL SYSTEM
Alec D. Keith, Miami, Fla., assignor to Key Pharmaceuticals,

Inc., Miami, Fla.

Continuation of Ser. No. 332,129, Dec. 18, 1981, abandoned.
This application Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425,280

Int. a.3 A61K 9/22. 9/24. 9/32
U.S. a 424-19 sa^ms

\. A dosage form for oral administration of propranolol to a
patient which comprises a core containing propranolol and a
coating of about 5-10% by weight of an expandable above
about 90% hydrolyzed polyvinyl alcohol, molecular weight of
about 75,000 to about 150,000, lattice containing from about
1% up to 10% of polyethylene glycol having a molecular
weight of about 400 to about 4000, said coating permeable to
water but not propranolol, said dosage form when contacted
with the aqueous medium of the patient's gastro-intestinal tract
taking up water in said core by passage of water through said
lattice and the resultant increase in osmotic pressure in the core
expanding the lattice and making it permeable to propranolol,
said lattice retaining its structural integrity.

4 428 929
NEW ORAL CLEANSING MEDIUM FOR WEARERS OF

PARTIAL AND FULL DENTURES
William E. Wicheta, P.O. Box 5280, Austin, Tex. 78763, and

Alvin L. Boyd, P.O. Box 5280, Austin, Tex. 78749
Filed Mar. 4, 1983, Ser. No. 457,066

Int. a.3 A61K 7/16. 7/22
U.S. a. 424—»9 , Claim

1. A new and improved chemical formula prepared from and
of the following ingredients, listed in descending quantitative
analytical order of

Water 84.152%
Methyl salicylate 6.27%
Methyl cellulose 3.6%
Triethanolamine 2.89%
Sodium lauryl Sulfate 2.4%
Food Color (Green - a combination of .45%
FD&C Yellow #5 and

FD&CBlue#l
Saccharin .19%
Methyl parabens .048%

100.000%

4,428,927
MASTICATORY SOFT ELASTIC GELATIN CAPSULES
AND METHOD FOR THE MANUFACTURE THEREOF
William R. Ebert; Foo S. Hom, and Warren W. Kindt, all of
Qearwater, Fla., assignors to R. P. Scherer Corporation.
Troy, Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 262,406, May 11, 1981,
abandoned. This application May 7, 1982, Ser. No. 376,115

Int. a.3 A23G 3/30: A61K 9/68. 9/48
UA a. 424-37 7 Qaims

1. A chewable, non-toxic, filled, one piece, soft elastic gela-
tm capsule comprising, in combination, a shell formed from a
formulation of a soluble component of gelatin, water, and a
plastjcizer selected from the group consisting of glycerin and
sorbital, and of an insoluble component of a masticatory sub-
stance, and a fill material contained within said shell, said shell
formulation being capable of being formed into said shell with

that can be produced as a transparent gel, or as a translucent
gel, and that is intended to be used primarily as a cleansing
preparation in paste form of a gel consistency for application to
all inner oral cavity surfaces and tissues of the hard and soft

palates, the gums and the tongue of persons who wear partial

or full dentures and dental prostheses, said formula is to be
used when the dentures have been removed from the mouth,
for maximum application and benefits directly to mouth tis-

sues, particularly those areas covered or obscured by the den-
tures, the said formula, having no harsh chemicals or abrasives
in its component parts which are intended to remove dental
plaque, tartar and stains, and is instead a gentle, stimulating
formula prepared especially to benefit sensitive mouth tissues

by thorough foaming and cleansing and removal of irritating

food particles, denture adhesive residue, sloughed-off dead
cells and tissues and most halitosis-causing bacteria, and
thereby helping to climate the so-called "denture breath," and
the said formula has the further benefits of providing a breath-
freshener, and of introducing an immediate feeling of freshness

and a pleasant, tingling, zesty taste in the mouth, that will

linger after mouth tissues are cleansed, and is designed and
formulated to be a complete oral cavity cleanser, especially of
the soft tissue, to be used instead of commercial denture and
dental cleansers for improved oral hygiene practices by den-
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ture and dental appliance wearers, and its gentle formulation
even if applied directly to healthy natural teeth and all oral
tissue surfaces, will do no harm, but will cleanse and freshen
the mouth parts, and formula is designed for mass market
availability and sale directly to public without special prescrip-
tion.

-continued

4 428 930
COMPOSITIONS AND METHOD FOR REDUCTNG

ELUTION OF THERAPEUTIC AGENTS FROM TEETH
Robert W. H. Chang, Shoreview, Minn., assignor to Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Division of Ser. No. 303,206, Sep. 18, 1981, Pat. No. 436,146,
which is a division of Ser. No. 176,680, Aug. 11, 1980, Pat. No.
4,304,766, which is a division of Ser. No. 26,402, Apr. 2, 1979,
Pat. No. 4,243,658, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.'
865,681, Dec. 29, 1977, abandoned. This applicaHon Sep. 27,

1982, Ser. No. 424,578
Int. a.3 A61K 7/18

U.S. a. 424-52 2 Qaims
2. A method of substantially reducing elution of a therapeu-

tic agent previously applied to teeth which comprises the steps
of

applying said therapeutic agent to teeth, and
applying a dentifrice composition to said treated teeth,

wherein said dentifrice composition comprises (1) at least
one ingredient selected from the group consisting of thera-
peutic agents, polishing agents, surfactants, flavoring
agents, sweetening agents, thickening agents and humec-
tants and (2) at least 0.05% by weight of a cationic. poly-
meric, water-dispersible, membrane-forming material
which, when applied to the surface of the teeth in an oral
environment, forms a substantially continuous hydropho-
bic barrier thereon which substantially reduces the elution
of said previously applied therapeutic agent from said
teeth, and which is selected from the group polydimeryl
polyamine, polyethylene imine. 1,5-dimethyldiazaun-
decamethylene polymethobromine hexadimethrine bro-
mide, poly(N,N-dimethyl-3,5-dimethylenepipendinum
chloride), and simple proteins which, upon cleavage by
enzyme or acid, yield only amino acids.

OH OH

wherem R is the ADP-ribosylating toxin radical cxotoxin-A
from P aeruginosa heat labile enterotoxin from E. coli. cholera
enterotoxin from K cholerae. or diphtheria exotoxin from C
aiphlheriac.

4 A composition comprising an antitoxin effective amount
of the toxoid of claim 1. antiseria raised against said toxoid
gammaglobulin or other antibody-coniaining fractions of said
antisera. and a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier

4 428 932
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS

Brain G. Overell, North Holmwood, England, assignor to Bce-
cham Group Limited, England

Filed Apr. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 373.290
Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Apr. 29. 1981,

ol 13209

Int. a.' A61K 39/36
U.S. a. 424-91

8 Claim,
I. A pharmaceutical composition comprising a desensitizing

efTective amount of a non-mfeciive allergen and an adjuvant
effective amount of €10-22 alkyl ester of tyrosine or a pharma-
ceutically acceptable salt thereof.

4,428 931
BACTERIAL TOXOIDS AND GRAM-NEGATIVE

IMMUNE GLOBULIN THEREFROM
Richard L. Tolman, Warren; Stephen Marburg, Metuchen, both

of N.J., and Lynn T. Callahan, III, North Wales, Pa., assign-
ors to Merck A Co., Inc., Rahway, N.J.

Filed Mar. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 358,133
Int. a.3 A61K 39/05. 39/108: C07C 103/52

U.S. a. 424-87
5 ci^^

1. Toxoids which are

4 428 933
COMPOSITION FOR TREATING ACNE. METHOD OF

MANUFACTURING SAID COMPOSITION, AND
METHOD OF TREATING SKIN

John R. King, 8414 Greenham Dr., San Antonio, Tex. 78239
Filed Aug. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 404,545
Int. a.' A61K 31/075. 31/315 37/00

U.S. a. 424-93
,4 ciajnu

1. A composition for treating acne comprising, between
about 75% wt and 95% wt of pulverized oats, between about
3.5% wt and 5.5% wt of sulfur, between about 0.001% wt and
0.015% wt of zinc gluconate, between about 0.5% wt and
2.5% wt of mustard seed, between about 2.0% wt and 4.0% wt
of boric acid, between about 0.001% wt and 0.009% wt of
yeast, between about 0,05% wt and 0.15% wt of a peroxide
compound, between about 0.05% wt and 1 5% wt of alcohol,
between about 1.5% wt and 3.5% wt of an additional fiuid, and
between about 0.05% wt and 0.15% wt of egg yolks.

NH2

H

I
yi-

or

4 428 934
METHOD FOR OXYGENATING BLOOD

Donald A. Raible, Santa Ana, Calif., assignor to BenUey Ubora-
tories. Inc., Irvine, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 823,149, Aug. 9, 1977, Pat. No. 4,282,180.
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 689,971. May 26

1976, Pat. No. 4,268,476, which U a continuation-in-part of Ser.
No. 584,464, Jun. 6, 1975, abandoned. This appUcation Jul, 29

1981, Ser. No. 288,118

Int. a.J A61K 35/14
U.S. a. 424-101 20 Claims

1. A method of oxygenating blood comprising the steps of:
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injecting oxygen-rich gas into liquid blood to form a blood-

gas mixture having bubbles therein;

.-- —
' 5

causing said mixture to follow a generally downward path

from the point of mixing until oxygenation has been sub-

stantially completed; and

defoaming said mixture to remove bubbles therefrom.

4,428,935

PENiaLLAMC ACID DIOXIDE PRODRLG
Robert F. Myers, East Lyme, Conn., assignor to Pfizer Inc.,

New York, N.Y.

Filed .May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,104

Int. a.' C07D 499/00, 499/32: A61K 31/425
U.S. a. 424—114

1. A compound of the formula

O
H /

13 Oaims

CH3

CH3

O'
N I

xe

COOCH—Q®

R

wherein:

R IS hydrogen;

Q is chosen so that the compound hydrolyzes in vivo to

4.4-dioxopenicillanic and is selected from the group con-
sisting of

N(Ri) (R2) (R3) wherein R], R2and R3 are each alkyl having
1-4 carbon atoms, hydroxyalkyl having 1-4 carbon atoms,

alkoxycarbonylalkyl wherein the alkyl has 1-4 carbon
atoms and the alkoxy has 1-4 carbon atoms or aminocar-
bonylalkyl wherein the alkyl has 1-4 carbon atoms,

N-alkyl-morpholyl wherein the alkyl has 1-4 carbon atoms,

N-alkyl-piperidyl wherein the alkyl has 1-4 carbon atoms
or N-alkyl-pyrrolidyl wherein the alkyl has 1-4 carbon
atom, and those groups substituted at a ring pnasition with

alkyl having 1-4 carbon atoms, aminocarbonyl, hydroxy!

or alkoxycarbonyl wherein the alkoxy has 1-4 carbon
atoms.

bicyclo [2.2.2]l-,4-diazaoctany! and those substituted with

alkyl having 1-4 carbon atoms, aminocarbonyl, hydroxyl

or alkoxycarbonyl wherein the alkoxy has 1-4 carbon
atoms,

pyridyl. alkylpyridyl wherein the alkyl has 1-4 carbon
atoms, dialkylpyridyl wherein each alkyl has 1-4 carbon
atoms, trialkylpyridyl wherein each alkyl has 1-4 carbon
atoms, halopyridyl, cyanopyridyl, nitropyridyl, aminocar-

bonylpyridyl, N-alkylaminocarbonylpyridyl wherein the

alkyl has 1-4 carbon atoms, N.N-dialkylaminocarbonyl-

pyridyl wherein each alkyl has 1-4 carbon atoms, alkox-

ycarbonylpyridyl wherein the alkoxy contains 1-4 carbon
atoms, or N,N-dialkylaminopyridyl wherein each alkyl

has 1 -4 carbon atoms, and

quinolyl or N-alkylimidazolyl wherein the alkyl has 1-4

carbon atoms; and

X" is a pharmaceutically-acceptable anion.

4,428,936

ANTIBACTERIAL COMPOSITION FOR MEDICAL USE
Isamu Saikawa; Takashi Yasuda; Masani Tai; Yutaka Taka-

shita, all of Toyama; Hiroshi Sakai, Takaoka; Michiko Mae,
Toyama; Masahiro Takahata, Kosugimachi, and Susumu Mit-

suhashi, Musashino, all of Japan, assignors to Toyama Chemi-
cal Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 22,102, Feb. 20, 1979, abandoned. This

application Sep. 16, 1980, Ser. No. 187,755

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 24, 1978, 53-33043

Int. a.3 A61K 35/00
U.S. a. 424—114 1 Oaim

1. An antibacterial composition for medical use comprising

as active ingredients (A) a cephalosporin represented by the

formula:

O O
W //

r\
C2H5—N N—CONH—CH—CONH-

O'

m

CH2R'
COOH

wherein R' is 5-(l -methyl- l,2,3,4-tetrazolyl)thio and R' repre-

sents a hydrogen atom or a hydroxy group or a phar-

maceuticallyacceptable salt thereof and (B) a /3-lactamase-

inhibiting compound having a /3-lactam ring selected from the

group consisting of Methicillin and pharmaceutically accept-

able salts thereof, and the ratio of ingredient (B) to ingredient

(A) is from 0.1:1 to 2.0:1.
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4,428,937

ANTIBACTERIAL AGENTS
Thomas T. Howarth, Ewhurst, England, assignor to Beecham
Group Limited, England

DiTislon of Ser. No. 87,030, Oct. 22, 1979, Pat. No. 4,297,345.
which is a division of Ser. No. 857,112, Dec. 5, 1977, Pat. No.
4,232,005, which is a division of Ser. No. 669,697, Mar. 23, 1976.
Pat. No. 4,098,897. This application Dec. 15, 1980. Ser. No

216,075
Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Apr. 14, 1975,

15209/75; Sep. 27, 1975, 39663/75

Int. a.' A61K 35/00
U.S. a. 424-114 20 Oaims

1. A pharmaceutical composition useful for treating bacterial

infections in humans and animals which comprises a synergisti-

cally effective amount of a pharmaceutically acceptable ester
of a compound of the formula VIII:

(VIM)

=CH.CH3

CO2R

wherein R is methyl, ethyl, propyl, butyl, pentyl. hexyl, heptyi,

octyl. nonyl, decyl. undecyl. dodecyl, vinyl, allyl, butenyl,
cyclopropyl cyclobutyl, cyclopentyl, cyclohexyl, cycloheptyl,
cyclohexenyl, cyclohexadienyl. methylcyclopentyl. methylcy-
clohexyl. cyclopentylmethyl. cyclohexylmethyl. benzyl, benz-
hydryl. phenylethyl. naphthyl methyl, naphthyl, phenyl, pro-
pynyl, tolyl. 2-chloroethyl, 2,2,2-trichloroethyl, 2,2,2-trinuro-

ethyl, acetylmethyl. benzoylmethyl. 2-methoxyethyl. p-

chlorobenzyl, p-methoxybenzyl, p-nitrobenzyl. p-bromoben-
zyl. m-chlorobenzyl. 6-methoxynaphthyl-2-methyl, p-

chlorophenyl. p-methoxyphenyl or /3-2'-pyridylethyl and an
antibacterially effective amount of a penicillin, in combination
with a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier.

4 428 938
PEPTIDES AFFECTING THE IMMUNE REGULATION

AND A PROCESS FOR THEIR PREPARATION
L^os Kisfaludy; Olga Nyeki nee Kuprina; Istvan Schon; Laszio

Denes; Julia Ember; Gyorgy H^Jos; Laszio Szpomy, and Bela
Szende, all of Budapest, Hungary, assignors to Richter
Gedeon Vegyeszeti Gyar Rt., Budapest, Hungary

Filed Jun. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 387,655
Claims priority, application Hungary, Jun. 12, 1981, 1755/81

Int. a. J A61K 37/00: C07C 103/52
U.S. a. 424-177 3 aaim,

1. Peptides affecting the immune regulation selected from
the following group:

Arg-Lys-Asp

Arg-Lys-Asp-Val

Arg-Lys-Asn-Val

Arg-Lys-Asu-Val

Arg-Lys-Ala-Val

Arg-Lys-Asp-Ala

Arg-Lys-Asp-Ile

Arg-Lys-Glu-Val

Arg-Ala-Asp-Val

Arg-Asp-Lys-Val

Ala-Lys-Asp-Val

Lys-Arg-Asp-Val

Glp-Arg-Lys-Asp

GIp-Arg-Lys-Asp-Val

Glp-Arg-Lys-Asp-Val-Tyr

and salts, amides, lower alkyl esters and protected derivatives

thereof.

4.428.939

collagen inhibiting compositions and
processf:s for manufacturing and u.sing

SAME
Darwin J. Prockop, 38 Turner Ct.. Princeton, N.J. 08540

Filed Oct. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 311,920
Inf. a.' A61K 37/00. C07C 103/52

U.S. a. 424-177 4 Qaims
1 A competition for the control of the cellular synthesis of

collagen fibers in animals, which comprises a proline analog in

polymeric form selected from ihc group, consisting of L-azeli-

dine-2-carboxyiic acid; cis-4-hydroxy-L-proIine, 3.4-dehydro-
l.-proiine; cis-4-hydroxy-L-prolme; cis-4-chloro-L-proline.
laevo and cis i«)mers of compounds of the general structural
formula

H-

N ax)H
I

H

wherein R is OH, CI. F. NH2. CHi, 0C(0)CH3. OC-
(0)CH2CH3, SH. SCHi, OCH3, ONO2. OSO3H, H2PO4. or
COOH; L-pipecolic acid; 1,2.3,6-tetrahydro-L-picolinic acid
1 ,2.3.4-tetrahydro-L-picolinic acid. 1 .4.5,6-tetrahydro-L-pico-
linic acid; 1,2,5,6-tetrahydro-L-picolinic acid; 1,2-dihydro-L-
picolinic acid; laevo isomers of the compound of the general
structural formula

c
X

N COOH
I

H

k
N
I

H

COOH

'N

I

H

1.
CCXJH

where X is N, S or O; or mixture thereof and a pharmaceuti-
cally acceptable carrier therefor

4,428,940

ANTI-HYPERTENSIVE COMPOUNDS AND
COMPOSITIONS

Roger E. Markwell, Great Dunmow, England, assignor to Bee-
cham Group p.l.c, England

Filed Mar. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 356,445
Oaims priority, application United Kingdom, Mar. 12, 1981,

8107837

Int. O.' A61K 37/00: AOIN 43/78
U.S. O. 424-177 13 Qalma

1. A compound of formula (I),
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(I)

(CH:),—CH—>fH—CH-CO—

N

I

CO2R1

i
CO2R3

or a pharmaceuticaJly acceptable salt thereof, wherein:
m is to 3;

n is 1 to 5;

Rl is hydrogen or C)^ alkyi;

R2 is hydrogen. Cm alkyl. —(CH2VNH2 wherein

p is 1 to 4. or —NHCOR5 wherein R5 is

Ci-«aJkyl;

Rj is hydrogen or Ci^ alkyl I

R4 IS Cm alkyl. Cm alkoxy, halogen or CF3;
and X is CH2 or S.

I

4,428 941

NTCLEOTIDIC SEQUENCE CODING THE SURFACE
ANTIGEN OF THE HEPATITIS B VIRUS, VECTOR
CONTAINING SAID NUCLEOTIDIC SEQUENCE,

PROCESS ALLOWING THE OBTENTION THEREOF
AND ANTIGEN OBTAINED THEREBY

Francis Gabliert, Saint-Gratien; Pierre Tiollais, Paris, and Pat-
rick Chamay, Bouiogne-Billancourt, all of France, assignors
to Institut Pasteur and Institut National de la Sante et de la

Recherche Medicale, both of Paris, France
PCT No. PCT/FR80/00133, § 371 Date Apr. 30, 1981, § 102(e)
Date Apr. 29, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/00577, PCT Pub.
Date Mar. 5, 1981

PCT Filed Aug. 29, 1980, Ser. No. 261,199
Claims priority, application France, Aug, 3, 1979, 79 21811;

Apr. 22, 1980, 80 09039

Int. a.' C07C J03/52; A61K 37/02
U.S. a. 424-177 ,0 Qaims

1. A peptide which comprises the sequence: Alanine-Gluta-
mme-Glycine-Threonine-Serine, wherein the alanine end is

N-terminal and the serine end is C-terminal.

4 428 943

(N-PHOSPHONACETYL-L-ASPARTATO)
(l,2-DIAMINOCYCLOHEXANE)PLATINUM(II) OR

ALKALI METAL SALT
Sandra J. Meischen; Glen R. Gale, both of Charleston, S.C., and
Marion B. Naff, Bethesda, Md., assignors to The United
States of America as represented by the Department of Health
and Human Serrices, Washington, D.C.

Division of Ser. No. 155,531, Jun. 9, 1980, Pat. No. 4,284,579,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 58,287, Jul. 17, 1979,
abandoned. This application Jul. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 283,376

Int. a.^ A61K 31/66. 31/28
U.S. a. 424-211 3a,i„s

1 A method of treating LI210 leukemia in mice which
compnses administering intraperitoneally 5-60 mgAg of body
weight using (N-phosphonacetyl-L-asparutoX1.2-diaminocy-
clohexane)platinum(II) or alkali metal salt thereof.

4 428 SM4

TRIFLUOROMETHOXYPHENYL-{di)
THIOPHOSPHORIC AOD ESTERS AND THEIR USE IN

PEST CONTROL
Walter Seufert, Ludwigshafen; Karl Kiehs, Lampertheim; Gerd

Husslein, Bad Ehirkheim; Juergen Varwig, Heidelberg; Ger-
hard Hamprecht, Weinheim, and Heinrich Adolphi, Limbur-
gerbof, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to BASF Ak-
tiengesellschaft. Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 329,122
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 16.

1980, 3047242

Int. a.^ AOIN 57/14; C07F 9/16
U.S. a. 424-217 7 Qaims

1. A trinuoromethoxyphenyl-(di)thiophosphoric acid ester
of the formula

r3 (I)

R'O X

^'-:^
0CF3

4,428,942

ANALOGS OF SOMATOSTATIN
Jean E. F. Ririen WyUe W. Vale, Jr., both of La Jolla, and

.Marrin R. Brown, Del Mar, all of Calif., assignors to The Salk
Institute for Biological Studies, San Diego, Calif.

Filed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 378,748
Int. a.3 A61K 37/00: C07C 103/52

U.S. a 424-177 19 Qaims
1. A method for the treatment of mammals to increase elec-

trolyte absorption in the gut compnsing administering an effec-
tive amount of a somatosutin analog having the formula:

R-Rl-R2-Cys-R4-R5.R6-Phc-Trp-Lys-Rio-Rii-Ri2-Ri3-Cys-OH

wherein: R is hydrogen; Ri is Ala or des Rj; R2 is Gly or des
R2; R4 IS Lys or D-Lys or des R4, R5 is Asn or des R j; K(, is Phe
or D-Phe or Ala; Rio is Thr or Ala or des Rio; Ri 1 is Ala, Arg,
Trp. Val, He, Ser, Thr. Glu, His, /3-Nal, Lys Pro or des Rn;
R|2 is Thr or Ala or des R12; and Rn is Ser or D-Ser or des
R 1 3; provided that not more than two of R 10, R 1 1 , R

1
2 and R n

arc deleted and provided that if R4 is deleted, either R 12 or R 1

3

is also deleted; or a nontoxic addition salt thereof.

where R' is alkyl of 1 to 3 carbon atoms, R2 is alkyi of 1 to 5

carbon atoms or alkoxyalkyl of 2 to 6 carbon atoms, R^ R*and
R5 independently of one another are each hydrogen or halo-

gen, and X is oxygen or sulfur.

7. A process for combating pests, wherein an effective

amount of a trinuoromethoxyphenyl-(di)thiophosphoric acid
ester of the formula I as defined in claim 1 is allowed to act on
the pests and/or their habitat.

4,428,945

O-ALKYL S-{TERTIARY ALKYL)
ALKYLPHOSPHONOTHIOATE INSECTIODES AND

NEMATOODES
.Mohamed A. Fahmy, Princeton, NJ., assignor to Rhone-

Poulenc Agrochimie, Lyons, France
Continuation of Ser. No. 209,093, Nov. 21, 1980, abandoned.

This application Mar. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 359,356
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to May 19,

1998, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.5 AOIN 57/20; C07F 9/40
U.S. Q. 424—222 40 Claims

1. A method for controlling insects and nematodes which
comprises applying thereto or to their habiut a pesticidal

amount of a compound of the formula
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O O— R|
11/

R—

P

\
S— R2

in which

R is an alkyl of 1 to 8 carbon atoms, haloalkyi of 1 to 8

carbon atoms, alkenyl of 2 to 8 carbon atoms, haloalkenyl
of 2 to 8 carbon atoms, alkynyl of 2 to 8 carbon atoms, or
haloalkynyl of 2 to 8 carbon atoms;

Rl is an alkyl of 1 to 8 carbon atoms; and
R2 is a tertiary alkyl of 4 to 8 carbon atoms.
15. A compound of the formula

O O— R|
11/

R—

P

\
S— R2

in which

R is an alkyl of I to 8 carbon atoms, haloalkyi of I 10 8

carbon atoms, alkenyl of 2 to 8 carbon atoms, haloalkenyl
of 2 to 8 carbon atoms, alkynyl of 2 to 8 carbon atoms, or
haloalkynyl of 2 to 8 carbon atoms;

Rl is an alkyl of 1 to 8 carbon atoms; and
R2 is tertiary alkyl of 4 to 8 carbon atoms.

4 428 946
METHOD OF PREVENTING MILK FEVER IN DAIRY

CATTLE
Hector F. DeLuca; Heinrich K. Schnoes, both of Madison, and

Neal A. Jorgensen, Middleton, all of Wis., assignors to Wis-
consin Alumni Research Foundation, Madison, Wis.

Filed Jul. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 401,996
Int. Q.' AOIN 45/00

U.S. a. 424-236 ,5 claims
1. The method for treatment and prophylaxsis for milk fcvtr

disease in dairy cattle which comprises administering to said
cattle prior to parturition a vitamin D derivative, which is

characterized by the presence of a hydroxyl group at at least

one of the C-1 and C-25 positions and a halogen substituent at

the C-24 position in the molecule, in an amount sufficieni to

induce said treatment and prophylaxsis.

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of

" J~\-C-(CM2),—
^

^R,

(1)

4 428 947
ESTERS OF 17 a-ETHYNYL 19-NOR-TESTOSTERONE

. AND 17 a-ETHYNYL.18
HOMO-19-NOR-TESTOSTERONE AND

PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING
THE SAME

Sydney Archer, Troy, N.Y.; Pierre Crabbe, Columbia, .Mo.;
Egon Diczfalusy, Stockholm, Sweden; Carl DJerassi, Stan-
ford, Calif., and Josef Fried, Chicago, III., assignors to World
Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland

Filed Apr. 7, 1981, .Ser. No. 251,914
Int. Q.J A61K 31/56

U.S. a. 424-243 21 Qalms
1. A steroid ester selected from the group consisting of
(a) an ester of D-17a-ethynyl-l9-nortestostcrone having the

formula

o

wherein R] is lower alkyi and n is 1-6, and
(2) acyl derived from an alicyclic carb<ixylic acid wherein

the alicyclic moiety has 3-8 carbon atoms in the ring,
said ring being substituted by alkyl having 1-8 carhon
atoms;

(b) the corresponding oxime of the esier defined in (a);

(c) an ester of levo-norgeslrel having the formula

OR 2

CSH

wherein R2 is selected from the group consisting of (1)

-C-(CM2),-/ ^K|
^ () '

wherein R| is lower alkyl and n is 1 t. and (11) acyi de-
rived from an alicyciic Larb-jxylic acid wherein the alicyc-
iic moiety has 3 ft carbon atoms m the ring.

(d) the corresponding (uime of ihe ester defined in (t ), and
(e) Ihe oxime of an ester of levcvnorgeslrci having the for-

mula in (c) wherein R2 is acyi derived from an aliphatic

carboxylic acid containing 4 or 5 carbt)n atoms
18 A pharmaceutical compoMlion for suppressing fertility

comprising a ferliJiiy suppres,Mng amount of a steroid esier in

combination with a pharmaceulically acceptable carrier, said

steroid ester being selected from the group consisting of
(a) an esier of D-l7-a-cthynyl-l«)-nortestosicrone having the

formula

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of
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(1)

wherein Rj is lower alkyl and n is 1-6. and

(2) acyl derived from an alicyclic carboxylic acid wherein
the alicyclic moiety has 3-8 carbon atoms in the ring,

said ring being substituted by alkyl having 1-8 carbon
atoms;

(b) the corresponding oxime of the ester defined in (a);

(c) an ester of levo-norgestrel having the formula

OR:

hydrogen;

(C1-C3) alkyl optionally substituted with up to three

halogens or (C1-C3) alkoxy;

(C2-C4) alkenyl;

(C2-C4) alkynyl;

(C1-C4) alkoxy;

(C1-C4) alkylthio;

R" is hydrogen. (Ci-Cg) alkyl. phenyl, benzyl, p-toluenesul-

fonyl or methylsulfonyl;

p is zero or an integer from one to three; and
R5 is (C1-C3) alkyl;

R* and R' are independently

hydrogen;

(C1-C3) alkyl;

(C2-C4) alkenyl;

(C2-C4) alkynyl; or

phenyl optionally substituted with up to two substituents

selected from the group consisting of halogen, nitro,

trihalomethyl, (C1-C4) alkoxy, and (C1-C4) alkyl; or
R* and R^ can be taken together to form a (Cs-Cg) cycloal-

kyl group;

R* is hydrogen or (C1-C3) alkyl;

is the group

wherein R2 is selected from the group consisting of

(0

wherein Ri is lower alkyl and n is 1-6, and
(ii) acyl derived from an alicyclic carboxylic acid wherein

the alicyclic moiety has 3-6 carbon atoms in the ring;

(d) the corresponding oxime of the ester defined in (c); and
(e) the oxime of an ester of levo-norgestrel having the for-

mula in (c) wherein R2 is acyl derived from an aliphatic

carboxylic acid containing 4 or 5 carbon atoms.

—Y—C—

wherein

V is O, S or NH and Z is O or S;

W is phenyl optionally substituted with up to four halogen
substituents or optionally substituted with up to two sub-
stituents independently selected from the group consisting

of halogen, nitro, trihalomethyl, (C1-C4) alkyl, (C1-C4)
alkoxy, (C1-C4) alkylthio, (C1-C4) alkylsulfinyl, (C1-C4)
alkylsulfonyl, di (C1-C2) alkylammo, (C1-C4) alkylcarbo-

nyl and phenylcarbonyl;

n is zero or an integer from one to five;

m is zero or the integer one; and the stabile agronomically
acceptable acid addition salts, alkyl halide salts, alkali

metal and alkaline earth salts, metal salt complexes, enan-
tiomorphs and racemic mixtures thereof.

8. A compound of the formula

4,428,948

NOVEL HETEROCYCXIC COMPOUNDS
George A. Miller, Maple Glen, and Lendon N. Pridgen, Lans-

dale, both of Pa., assignors to Rohm and Haas Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

FUed Feb. 3, 1977, Ser. No. 765,146
Int. a.3 AOIN 43/4S. 43/72; C07D 233/22. 245/02

VS. a. 424-244 14 Qaims
1. A compound of the formula

R6
I

A-(CH2),-(C);„-Q-N-W

R^ R«

wherein

A is a group of the formula

R^^^R>

(CH2)p N

R2^R>

(CH2V N-R5

R^-k J- or R3-i J-
A* 1* rV N T

I

R"
I

R"

wherein

R'. R2, R3 and R* are independently

R3

R^^R>

(CH2)p N

r4
^

R6
I

(CH2)„-(C);„-YH or

R7

R2^R'
(CH:)- N-r5 R6

R3

R* ^ H

(CH2)„-(C);„-YH

R7

wherein

R', R2, r3 and R* are independently

hydrogen;

(C1-C3) alkyl optionally substituted with up to three

halogens or (C1-C3) alkoxy;

(C2-C4) alkenyl;

(C2-C4) alkynyl;

(C1-C4) alkoxy;

(C1-C4) alkylthio;

X is S when Y is O; and
X is NR^or S when Y is S, wherein R«is hydrogen, (Ci-C-

8)alkyl, phenyl, benzyl, p-toluenesulfonyl or methylsul-

fonyl;

Y is O or S;

p is zero to three;
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R' is (C1-C3) alkyl;

R* and R' are independently

hydrogen;

(C1-C3) alkyl;

(C2-C4) alkenyl;

phenyl optionally substituted with up to two subMiiuents
selected from the group consisting of halogen, nitro,

trihalomethyl, (C1-C4) alkoxy. and (C1-C4) alkyl, or
R*" and R^ can be taken together to form a (Cs-Cg) cycloal-

kyl group;

n is zero to five; and
m is zero or one.

4,428,949

COMBATING FUNGI WITH FLUORINATKD
1-AZOLYLBUTANE DERIVATIVES

Wolfgang Kriimer, Wuppertal; Karl H. Biichel, Burscheid; Jbrg
Stetter, Wuppertal; Paul-Ernst Frohberger, Leverkusen, and
Wilhelm Brandes, Leichlingen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Fed. Rep.
of Germany

Filed Aug. 25. 1981, Ser. No. 295,982
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 6,

1980, 3033592

Int. a.^ AOIN 43/50. 43/64; C07D 233/60. 249/08
U.S. a. 424-245 10 Claims

1. A 4-nuoro-l-azolyl-l-phenoxy-butan-2-one- or -ol of the
formula

CH2F
I

O—CH—B—C—CHi
I I

\? CH2F

in which
Az is an imidazol-1-yl or 1,2,4-triazol-l-yl radical,

B is a keto or CH(OH) group, and
Y is a methoxy or trifluoromethyl radical,

or an addition product thereof with a physiologically accept-
able acid or a metal salt.

8. A fungicidal composition comprising a fungicidally effec-

tive amount of a compound or addition product according to

claim 1 in admixture with a diluent.

4 428 950

(HETARYLPHENOXYHPHENYLPIPERAZINYD-
PROPANOLS, THEIR PREPARATION AND DRUGS

CONTAINING THESE COMPOUNDS
Albrecht Franke, Wachenheim; Gerd Steiner, Kirchheim; Peter

C. Thieme, Wachenheim; Dieter Lenke, Ludwigshafen; Josef
Gries, Wachenheim, and Hans-Juergen Teschendorf, Lud-
wigshafen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to BASF
Aktiengesellschaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jan. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 339,508
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 19,

1981, 3101456

Int. a.' C07D 403/00; A61K 31/495
U.S. a. 424—250 7 Oaims

1. A compound of the general formula I

I

R^ IS hydrogen, halogen, alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atom* or alkoxy
where alkyl is of I to 3 carbon atoms, the phenyl ring can be
monosubstiluted or disubstitutcd by R^ and the heterocyclic
structure Met. is tnazol-1-yl. imidazol-l-yl, pyrazol-3-yl or
iv)xazol-3-yl, and its physiologically tolerated addition salts

with acids

4,428,951

LONG ACTING PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITION
Takehisa Hata, Muko; Kcnichi Nishimura, Takatsuki, and Mit-
sum Yaaumura, Nishinomiya, all of Japan, aasigaort to

Fujisawa Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan
Filed Apr. 22. 1982, Ser. No. 370,668 ^
Int. a.' A6IK 9/22. 9/52 31/495

U.S. CI. 424-250 4 Oaim.
1 A long-acting pharmaceutical composition in tablet form

for the oral administration of Tiaramide, which comprises a

pharmaceutically cfTective amount of Tiaramidc or pharma-
ccutically acceptable salt thereof as an active ingredient dis-

solved in a water-insoluble solid vehicle selected from the
group consisting of carnabua wax. hydrogenaled oil and a

paralTin.

4 428 952
SUBSTITUTED PYRROLO[2.1-b}QUINAZOLINES AND
PYRIDO(2,l.blOUINAZOLlNES USEFUL FOR THE
TREATMENT OF OR THE PREVENTION OF

GASTROINTESTINAL ULCERS
Gianfederico Doria, Milan; Carlo Passarotti, Galiarate, and

Giullana Arcari, Milan, all of luly, assignors to Farmitalla
Carlo Erba S.p.A., Milan, Italy

Filed Jun. 10, 1982. Ser. No. 387,181
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jun. 30, 1981,

8120126

Int. CI.' A6IK 31/505: CX)7D 471/04
U.S. a. 424-251 14 Claims

I. A compound of general formula (I)

(I)

where R' is hydrogen, amino or alkyl of I to 4 carbon atoms,

wherein

n IS 1 or 2;

R is hydrogen, and Ri is a carbtny group or a group
—COGRe, wherein Rb represents a C\-Cb alkyl group
which may be unsubstituted or substituted by Ci-C4dialkyl-
amino group; R2 represents a hydrogen atom or a C1-C4
alkyl group; each of Rj, R4 and R< independently represents

a hydrogen or a halogen atom, a hydroxy group, formyloxy.

a C2-Cg alkanoyloxy group, a —CF3 group, a C1-C4 alkyl

group, a C1-C4 alkoxy group or a C\-Ca alkenyloxy group
or adjacent groups represented by two of Rv R4 and Rj,

taken together, form a C1-C3 alkylenedioxy group; and the

pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof

13. A pharmaceutical composition suitable for the treatment

of or the prevention of the formation of gastrointestinal ulcers,

composing a therapeutically efTective amount of a compound
of formula (I) as claimed in claim 1, or a pharmaceutically

acceptable salt thereof, in asstKiation with a suitable earner or

diluent.

14. A method for the treatment of or prevention of the

formation of gastrointestinal ulcers in a patient in need of such

treatment, said method comprising administenng to said pa-
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tient a therapeutically efTective amount of a compound of the
formula (I) as claimed in claim 1, or a pharmaceutically accept-
able salt thereof.

OCOCH2S(CH:)„— R2

O
II

CH3

CH3

in which

R| is ethyl or vinyl,

m is p or 1 , and

R2is*

OH

N- •N

-^ J-
N
I

Z

in which

Z is hydrogen, lower alkylsulphonyl. amino, formyl,

Ri R3 X

-N
. -S(CH2),~N , -C-NHR6

R4 R4

IV

—Ni
\

R3

I

4,428,953

PLEUROMUTILIN DERIVATIVES, THEIR
PRODUCTION AND USE

Heini Berner, Vienna; Friederike Tumowsky, Maria Enzers-
dorf; Gcorg Laber, Vienna, and Johannes Hildebrandt, Oeyn-
hausen, all of Austria, assignors to Sandoz, Ltd., Basel, Swit-
zerland

Continuation of Ser. No. 198,292, Oct. 20, 1980. abandoned,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 111.446, Jan. II,

1980, abandoned. This application Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No.
356,043

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jan. 12, 1979,
309/79; Aug. 8, 1979, 7274/79

Int. a.J AOIN 43/64: C07D 249/12. 249/14. 401/04
U.S. a. 424-263 18 Qaims

1. A compound of the formula 1

R4

where R3 and R4are as defined above, or a chemotherapeuti-
cally acceptable acid addition or quaternary ammonium
salt thereof

17. A method of treating microbial infections comprising
administering to a subject in need of such treatment, a chemo-
therapeutically effective amount of a compound of claim 1.

IVa IVb

in which

either R3 and R4are the same or different and each is hydro-
gen, lower hydroxyalkyl, lower dihydroxyalkyl, unsubsti-

tuted or lower alkoxysulphonyl substituted lower alkan-

oyl, lower alkyl sulphonyl or lower alkyl.

or R3 and R4 together with the nitrogen atom form a pipera-

zinyl radical, which may be substituted on the second
nitrogen atom by lower alkyl. lower hydroxyalkyl or
lower dihydroxyalkyl.

n is 2 to S.
I

X is oxygen or sulphur, and

R6 is lower alkyl or lower alkoxycarbonyl, and
Y is hydrogen, amino, trifluoromethyl, lower alkyl, pyridyl

or

4 428 954
METHOD FOR TREATMENT OF CEREBROVASCULAR

DISORDERS
John F. Cavaila, Isleworth, and Michael G. Wyllie, Maidenhead,

both of England, assignors to John Wyeth and Brother Lim-
ited, Maidenhead, England

Continuation of Ser. No. 250,963, Apr. 1, 1981, abandoned. This
application May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,477

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Nov. 1, 1980,
803203

Int. a.3 A61U 31/44
U.S. a. 424-263 2 Qaims

1. A method for the treatment of cerebrovascular disorders
characterised by poor oxygenation in an animal afflicted with
such a disorder which comprises administering to said animal a
therapeutically effective amount of 3-[2-(4-benzamido-l-
piperidyl)ethyl]indole or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt

thereof

4 428 955
BENZOPYRAN COMPOUNDS, PHARMACEUTICAL

COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING THEM AND METHODS
OF USE

Walter-Gunar Friebe, Darmstadt; Wolfgang Kampe, Hedde-
sheim; Egon Rbesch, Mannheim, and Otto-Henning Wilhelms,
Weinheim-Rittenweier, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors
to Boehringer Mannheim GmbH, Mannheim, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Apr. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 372,415
aaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 2,

1981, 3117389

Int. CI.3 A61K 31/445: C07D 405/12, 405/14
U.S. CI. 424-267 17 Qaims

1. Benzopyranyl ether compound of the formula

H3C

wherein

A is alkylene or 2 to 4 carbons; and
R is hydrogen or acyl selected from the group consisting of

substituted or unsubstituted alkanoyl radicals containing
up to 5 carbon atoms, wherein the substituents are
selected from fluorine, chlorine, bromine, phenyl or
naphthyl;

substituted or unsubstituted lower alkenoyl radicals con-
taining 3 to 6 carbon atoms, wherein the substituents are
selected from substituted or unsubstituted phenyl
wherein the substituents are selected from hydroxyl,
halogen, alkyl conUining up to 6 carbon atoms and
alkoxy containing up to 6 carbon atoms

unsubstituted or substituted benzoyl, or naphthoyl wherein
the substituents are fluorine, chlorine, bromine, hydroxyl,
lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, lower alkoxycarbonyl, lower

I
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alkanoyloxy, carboxyl. nitro, amino, lower al

kanoylamino. nitrile, trifiuoromethyi, carbamoyl, lower
alkylthio. lower alkylsulphinyl, lower alkylsulphonyl.
lower alkanoyl. benzoyl, hydroxy lower alkyl or lower
alkoxy lower alkyl;

furancarbonyl, thiophenecarbonyi. pyridmecarbonyi. let-

rahydrofuran-carbonyl. tetrahydrothiophcne-carbonyl or

C3-C7 cycloalkylcarbonyl; or

benzene-sulphonyl or methane sulphonyl,

and salts thereof with pharmacologically acceptable acids.

11. Pharmaceutical composition for the treatment of allergic

diseases comprising a pharmaceutical acceptable carrier and. in

an amount effective to treat allergic diseases, at least one ben-
zopyranyl ether compound as claimed in claim 1.

4,428,956

4-HYDROXY.5-SUBSTITUTED-3.(2H)-ISOTHIAZO-
LONE-l,l-DIOXIDE DERIVATIVES USEFUL IN

TREATING URINARY TRACT CALCIUM OXALATE
LITHIASIS

Edward J. Cragoe, Jr., Lansdale; Clarence S. Rooney,
Worcester, both of Pa., and Haydn W. R. Williams, Dollard
des Ormeaux, Canada, assignors to Merck & Co., Inc. and
Merck Sharp & Dohme (LA.) Corp., both of Rahway, N.J.

Filed Dec. 29, 1980, Ser. No. 221,173

Int. CI.' C07D 275/02: A61K 31/44
U.S. a. 424-270 13 Qaims

1. A compound of the formula:

(I)

=o

where

X and Y are independently selected from the group consist-

ing of hydrogen, halogen, and Ci-b alkyl; provided that

positions 2 and 6 of the substituted phenyl moiety may not

be substituted; and n is or 1;

or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof

4 428 957

6.isothiocyano-5-meth6xy-2-tert..butylbenz-
thiazole and a method of controlling

ruminant liver flukes therewith
Joseph C. Boray, Neutral Bay, Australia; Jean J. Galiay, Blu-

menrain, and Gedeon Sarasin, Basel, both of Switzerland,

assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 59,087, Jul. 19, 1979,

abandoned. This application May 4, 1981, Ser. No. 260,651
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jul. 27, 1978,

8082/78

Int. a.3 A61K 31/425: C07D 277/64
U.S. a. 424—270 6 Qaims

1. A compound of the formula 1

(I)
SCN

CH3O

and pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof

5. A method for the control of liver flukes comprising ad-

ministering to ruminants infested therewith an anthelminth-

ically effective amount of the compound of the formula I

according to claim 1.

4,428,958

THERAPEUTIC COMPOUNDS CONTAINING
/i- 1.ACTAMS

Roger J. Ponsford, Horsham, England, assignor to Beecham
Group Limited, England

Filed Jan. 24, 1977. Ser. No. 761,712
Claims priority, application I'nited Kingdom. Jan. 31, 1976.

03892/76; May 8, 1976, 19002/76

Int. n.'C07D^9/;/7W
U.S. a. 424-272 100 Qaims

I A com|xiund of the formula (II):

V o

O'

CH:—X-R
(II)

CO2A

wherein X is S. SO or SO2. R is an inert hydrocarbon of up to

20 carbon atoms unsubstituted or substituted b\ halogen. b> a

member selected from the group consisting ofORi, OCOR'
COR'. CO2RI, NHR". NR1R2. NHCOR', NR^CO'
NHCO2RI and NR2C02R' wherein R' is hydrogen or a hy-

dnxrarbon of up to 8 carbon atoms and R- is alkyl of 1 to .^

carbon atoms, or by halogen and a member of said group
which will not lead to rapid degradation of the compound of
the formula (II). or R is a heteroaromatic ring of 5 or 6 ring

members unsubstituted or substituted by alkyl of up to 3 carbon
atoms or by alkyl of up to 3 carbon atoms substituted b>
CONH2 or COiH and A is a group such that CO:A represents

a carboxylic acid group or a non-toxic salt or non-toxic ester

thereof

4,428,959

4-ALKYLSUBSTITUTED-3-HYDROXY-3-PYRROLINE-
2,5-DIONE INHIBITORS OF GLYCOLIC ACID OXIDASE
Edward J. Cragoe, Jr.. Lansdale, and Clarence S. Roone).

Worcester, both of Pa., assignors to Merck & Co.. Inc., Rah-
way, N.J.

Filed Apr. 4. 1980. Ser. No. 137.345

Int. CI.' A61K 31/40: C07D 2U''.'456

U.S. a. 424-274 8 Qaims
1. A compound of the formula:

OH

O'

o

H

wherein R is a straight or branched chain alkyl group having
from 6 to 16 carbon atoms or pharmaceutically acceptable salts

thereof.

7 A method of treating persons afflicted with calcium oxa-

late kidney or bladder stones or preventing the formation of

calcium oxalate kidney or bladder stones which comprises

administering to such a patient an cfTeciive amount of a com-
pound of claim I

4,428,960

3-AMINO-6-SUB.STITUTED
THIO-l-AZABICYCLO<3.2.0)HEPT-6-EN-2-ONE-7-CAR-

BOXYLIC AHDS
James V. Heck, Fanwood, N.J., assignor to Merck A Co., Inc.,

Rahway, N.J.

Filed Apr. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 369,954

Int. Q.' C07D 205/12: A61K 31/395
U.S. Q. 424—274 4 Qaims

1. A compound of the formula:
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independently selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,
substituted and unsubstituted: alkyl, alkenyl, and alkynyl, hav-

ing from 1-10 carbon atoms; cycloalkyl, cycloalkylalkyi, and
alkylcycloalkyl, having 3-6 carbon atoms in the cycloalkyl

nng and 1-6 carbon atoms in the alkyl moieties; phenyl;

phenylalkyl. phenylalkenyl, and phenylalkynyl wherein the

aliphatic portion has 1-6 carbon atoms; heteroaryl, heteroaral-

and the pharmaceutical Iy acceptable salts and esters thereof, ''>''• heterocyclyl and heterocyclylalkyi, wherein the heteri)-

wherein R is NHR', R' is hydrogen, or acyl; wherem acyl is a atom or atoms are selected from 1-4 O, S, N and wherein the
radical of the formula: alkyl moieties associated with said heterocyclic moieties have

1 -6 carbon atoms; wherem the substituent or substituents rela-

tive to the above-named radical R^ are selected from the group
consistmg of:

—C—

R

wherein X is O or S and R" represents hydrogen; amino;
alkylamino or dialkylamino wherein the alkyl radical com-
prises 1 to 6 carbon atoms; substituted or unsubstituted;

straight or branched chain alkyl wherein the alkyl radical

comprises 1 to 6 carbon atoms; alkylthio comprising 1 to 6
carbon atoms; phenylthio comprising 6 to 10 carbon atoms
hydroxy; alkoxy comprising 1 to 6 carbon atoms; phenyjoxy
alkenyl, or alkynyl groups comprising 2 to 6 carbon atoms.
phenyl; benzyl; cycloalkyl comprising 3 to 6 carbon atoms; or
a heteroaryl or heteroaralkyi group (mono- and bicyclic)

wherein the alkyl moiety comprises 1 to 3 carbon atoms and
the heterocyclic ring comprises 4-10 atoms consisting of 1-6

carbon atoms and 1-4 heteroatoms and the heteroatoms are
selected from O, N and S; such above-listed groups can be
unsubstituted or can be substituted by radicals such as OH, SH,
SR° (R° is lower alkyl or phenyl), alkyl or alkoxy groups
having 1 to 6 carbon atoms, chloro. bromo, fluoro. lodo. cy-
ano, carboxy. sulfamino. carbamoyl, sulfonyl, azido, amino,
alkylamino including quaternary ammonium wherein the alkyl

group comprises 1 to 6 carbon atoms, trifluoromethyl. carbox-
yalkyl, carbamoylalkyl, N-carbamoylalkyl. wherein the alkyl

moiety of the foregoing four radicals comprises 1 to 6 carbon
atoms, amidino, guanidino, N-substituted guanidino. guanidino
lower alkyl; or the acyl group is a radical of the formula:

-C(CH2),ZR

wherein X is O or S and n is 0-4, Z represents oxygen, sulfur,

carbonyl or nitrogen and R" is defined as above; or the acyl
group is a radical of the formula:

X
II

—C—CHR
I

R"

wherein R" is defined as above and R "
is a radical selected

from the group consisting of ammo, hydroxy, azido. carbam-
oyl, guanidino, amidino, acyloxy, CI, F, Br, I, sulfamino, te-

trazolyl, sulfo, carboxy, carbalkoxy, and phosphono or if X is

oxygen, the acyl group may also be a radical of the formula:

O

—CCHR^R*

wherein R^ represents hydrogen, chloro, fluoro, bromo, lodo,

amino, guanidino, phosphono, hydroxy, tetrazolyl, carboxy,
sulfo, or sulfamino and R^ represents phenyl, substituted

phenyl, a mono- or bicyclic heterocyclyl, substituted heterocy-
cle, heterocyclic thio, or substituted heterocyclic thio contain-
ing one or more oxygen, sulfur or nitrogen atoms in the ring,

phenylthio, phenyloxy, lower alkyl of 1-6 carbon atoms, or
cyano, wherein the substituents on the moieties R^ and R*. can
be halo, carboxymethyl, guanidino, guanidinomethyl, carbox-
amidomethyl, aminoethyl, nitro, methoxy or methyl; and R* is

— X° halo (chloro. bromo. fluoro)

—OH hydroxy

—or' alkoxy, phenyloxy

O
II—OCNR'r2 carbamoyloxy

O
II

—CNR' R^ carbamoyl

— NR'r2 amino

R2

—N—R'—C=NR' amidino

NR'r2

—N—R'—C=NR' guanidino

— S02NR'R2sulfamoyl

O

—NHCNR'r2 ureido

O

NR'CR^amido

—CO2H carboxy

—OSO3R' sulphate

—NO2 nitro

—MCBlN(R')3 ammonium (R' groups independently chosen)

R»

—C^NOR^ oximino

—COiR' carboxylate

O

—CR'acyl

O

—OCR' acyloxy

— SH mercapto

O
II

,— SR' alkyl and phenyl sulfinyl

O
II

,— SR' alkyl and phenyl sulfonyl

II

O
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—CN cyano
-continued

-Nj azido

-SR' alkyl- and phenylthio

O

-P(OR')2 phosphono

(0)„

I

I

' ^S-CR*=C(R')-NH

(I)

CO2R'

—SOR' sulfo and

N
o

O
," ,—NR'SR^sulfonamido

wherein, relative to the above listed substituents on R*, R'', and
R*, the groups R' and R^ are independently selected from:

hydrogen, alkyl, alkenyl, and alkynyl, having from 1-10 car-

bon atoms; cycloalkyl, cycloalkylalkyi, and alkylcycloalkyl.

having 3-6 carbon atoms in the cycloalkyl ring and 1-6 carbon

atoms in the alkyl moieties; phenyl; phenylalkyl, phenylalke-

nyl, and phenylalkynyl wherein the aliphatic portion has 1-6

carbon atoms; heteroalkyi, heteroaralkyi. heterocyclyl and
heterocyclylalkyi and wherein the heteroatom or atoms in the

above-named heterocyclic moieties are selected from the

group consisting of 1-4 oxygen, nitrogen or sulphur atoms and
wherein the alkyl moieties associated with said heterocyclic

moieties have 1-6 carbon atoms; additionally R"* substituents

are selected from the group consisting of

—N=C—NR'r2 amidino

r8_n—C=NR' amidino

R' R2

wherein R' is a group such that COjR' is a carboxylic acid

group, a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof or a pharma-
ceutically acceptable ester thereof; R^ is hydrogen or a group
of formula (c):

-CR''R'r« (c)

wherein R*" is hydrogen, hydroxy, —OSO3H or a pharmaceuti-
cally acceptable salt thereof, —OCOR* or —OCOjR" wherein
R° is a hydrocarbon of 1 to 8 carbon atoms unsubstituted or

substituted with halogen, alkoxy of 1 >o 6 carbon atoms or

nitro; R' is hydrogen or alkyl of 1-3 carbon atoms; and R** is

hydrogen or alkyl of 1-3 carbon atoms, n is zero or 1. R* and
R'are independently hydrogen or alkyl of 1 to 3 carbon atoms:
X is alkylene of 1 to 6 carbon atoms unsubstituted or substi-

tuted by hydroxy or a carboxylic acid group or a pharmaceuti-
cally acceptable salt thereof or a pharmaceutically acceptable

ester thereof; Y is amino, or substituted ammo, wherein the

substituent is acyl. alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms or a group
-^(R'4)NR'5Rl<' wherein R'-' and R'* arc independently
hydrogen or alkyl of I to 6 carbon atoms or a group —NR *R*
wherein R-^ and R^are independently hydrogen or alkyl of 1

to 6 carbon atoms and R'* is hydrogen, alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon
atoms.

—N—C=NR'r2 amidinium

R' R2

—N=C—NR'r2 guanidino

'
I ,NR'r2

—N—C=NR' guanidino

I I

R' NR'r2

—N—C=NR'r2 guanidinium.

I I

R' NR'r2

4,428.962

INDOLES IN TREATMENT OF PEPTIC LLCERS
James A. Bristol, Ann Arbor, Mich., and Chester Puchaiski,

Dover, N.J.. assignors to Schering Corporation. Kenilworth,
N.Y.

Filed Oct. 30. 1981, Ser. No. 316.462

Int. C!.' C07D 209/42. 209/OH: A61K 31 '40

U.S. a. 424-274 33 Oaims
1. A compound represented by formula:

4,428,961

/3-LACTAM CONTAINING COMPOUNDS, THEIR
PREPARATION AND USE

Robert Souttagate, Warnham; Terence C. Smale, Epsom Downs,
and Roger J. Ponsford, Horsham, all of England, assignors to

Beecham Group Limited, England

Filed Jan. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 227,765

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jan. 25, 1980,

8002565

Int. a.J A61K 31/40; D09D 487/04

U.S. a. 424—274 66 Qaims
1. A compound of the formula (I)

and pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof, wherein

R'l represents hydrogen or methyl;

R'2 represents methyl and R'l represents methyl, cyanomethyl.
or amino;

X' represents hydrogen; and Y' represents phenylmethoxy.
2-phenylethyl or 3-phenyl-l-propenyl.
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4,428,963

NOVEL THIOPHE.NE DERIVATIV ES
Pasquale N. Confalone, West Caldwell: Giacomo Pirzolato, Glen

Ridge; Milan R. Uskokovic, Upper Montclair, all of N.J.. and
Marianne Rouge, Basel, Switzerland, assignors to Hoffmann-
La Roche Inc., Nutley, N.J.

Division of Ser. No. 318,779, Nov. 6, 1981, abandoned, which is

a division of Scr. No. 111,637, Jan. 14, 1980, Pat. No. 4,317.915,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 889,459, Mar. 23,

1978, abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

820,521, Aug. 1, 1977, abandoned, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 716,853, Aug. 23, 1976,

abandoned. This application Mar. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 474,072

Int. CI.' A61K 31/38
U.S. a. 424-275 lO Claims

1. A process for reducing blood lipid levels in warm blooded
animals which comprises administering an amount of a com-
pound of the formula:

R3

wherein R is lower aikyl; R2 is hydrogen, hydroxy, lower
alkoxy. or amino; R3 and R4 individually are lower alkyl, aryl.

aralkyl or hydrogen; or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt

thereof, in an amount effective for reducing blood lipid levels.

4,428,964

SULFINTL- AND SULFONYLACETANILIDES AND
THEIR USE AS MICROBICIDES

Adolf Hubele, Magden; Peter Riebli, Basel, both of Switzerland;

Wolfgang Eckhardt, Lorrach, Fed. Rep. of Germany, and
Walter Kunz, Manchester, England, assignors to Ciba-Geigy
Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

Filed Aug, 28, 1980. Ser. No. 182,197

OaJms priority, application Switzerland, Aug. 29, 1979,

7831/79

Int. a.3 AOIN 41/10: C07C 147/13. 147/14
U.S. a. 424—309 17 Qaims

1. A compound of the formula I

(I)

comprises applying to the locus of said fungi a fungicidally

effective amount of a compound according to claim 1.

C-CH2S(0)„R6

O

wherein Ri is Ci-Cs-alkyl, Ci-Cvalkoxy or halogen; R2 is

Ci-C3-alkyl, Cj-Cj-alkoxy or halogen; R3 is hydrogen.
Ci-C3-alkyl or halogen; R4 is hydrogen or methyl, R5 is

Ci-Cj-alkyl. R^ is C|-C4-alkyl, and n is 1 or 2.

10. A method for combating phytopathogenic fungi which

4,428,965

TOLERIZING AND DESENSITIZING COMPOUNDS,
COMPOSITIONS AND METHODS OF TREATMENT

AGAINST DERMATOLOGICAL CONDITIONS CAUSED
BY ALLERGENS FROM PLANTS AND TREES OF THE
ANACARDIACEAE AND GINKGOACEAE FAMILIES

Mahmoud Elsohly; Edna S. Watson, and Coy W. Waller, all of
Oxford, Miss., assignors to The University of Mississippi,

University, Miss.

Filed May 31, 1979, Ser. No. 44,351

Int. a.' A61K 31/22: C07C 69/00
U.S. a. 424-311 68 Oaims

1. Compounds effective for tolerizing and desensitizing

agamst contact dermatitis caused by allergens contained in

plants of the Anacardiaceae and Ginkgoaceae families com-
prising urushiol catechols and cell membrane residues con-
jugaged in vitro of the formula

R2

wherein Ri is an alkyl radical having II to 19 carbon atoms, or
an unsaturated congener thereof; or mixtures thereof; and R2 is

a cell membrane residue.

44. The method of tolerizing and desensitizing mammals to

allergens contained in plants of the Anacardiaceae and Gink-
goaceae families which consists essentially of administering to

said mammal a composition consisting essentially of a com-
pound or mixture of compounds having the formula:

OH

R2

wherein R] is an aikyl radical having 1 1 to 19 carbon atoms and
the unsaturated congeners thereof and mixtures thereof; and
R2 is selected from the group consisting of an acyl ester func-

tionmg group hydrolyzable in vivo esterifying the catecholic

hydroxy group and cell membrane residues in admixture with
a non-toxic pharmaceutically acceptable carrier, said com-
pound or mixture of compounds being in a therapeutically

effective concentration.
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4 428 966

USE OF SUBSTITUTED CYCLOHEXYL CARBOALKOXY
KETONE IN AUGMENTING OR ENHANCING THE

AROMA OR TASTE OF FOODSTUFF'S
John B. Hall, Rumson, and Mark A. Sprecker, Sea Bright, both

of N.J., assignors to International Ravors A Fragrances Inc.,

New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 375,767, May 6, 1982. This application Mar.
10, 1983, Ser. No. 474,161

Int. a.' A23L 1/235

U.S. a. 426—3 2 Oaims
1. A process for augmenting or enhancing the raspberry

aroma or taste of a consumable material selected from the

group consisting of foodstuffs and chewing gums comprismg
the step of adding to a foodstuff or chewing gum from 0.5 parts

per million up to about 100 parts per million based on the total

weight of consumable material of at least one compound dc-

flned according to the structure:

4,428,968

PREPARATION OF SAUERKRAUT UTILIZING
HYDROLVZED PROTEIN

Jau Y. Hsu; Elaine R. Wedral. both of Brookfield, Conn., and
William J. Klinker, Blue Island, III., auignors to Societe

D' Assistance Technique Pour Produits Nestle S.A., Lausanne,

Switzerland

Filed Oct. 18. 1982, Ser. No. 435.074

Int. CI." A23L 1/21H

U.S. a. 426-49 3 Qaims
1. A process for the production of flavored vjlid sauerkraut

and sauerkraut juice which compnses fermentmg cabbage m
the presence of salt in an amount of from 1 O^^r to 4 591 b>

weight based on the weight of the cabbage and a powdered
hydrolysed protein in an amount of from \'7< to lO'/r by weight
based on the weight of the cabbage wherein the total amount
of salt present m the priKCss is from \ iWr to 4 5'7«- by weight

based on the weight of the cabbage

O^

II

O

wherein R represents C1-C3 lower alkyl.

4,428,967

PROCESSES FOR PRODUCTION OF WAXY BARLEY
PRODUCTS

Kenneth J. Goering, and Robert F. Eslick, both of Bozeman,
Mont., assignors to Reaearrh and Development Institute, Inc.,

at Montana State University, Bozeman, Mont.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 47,855, Jun. 12, 1979, Pat. No.

4,311,714. This application Oct. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 313,242

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jan. 19,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.' A23L 1/09: A23J 1/12

II.S. n. 426—28 37 Claims

1. A process for the production of a maltose syrup from

starch-containing material obtained from waxy barley by con-

version of components in the starch to form maltose, the steps

of the process comprising:

(a) forming a 25-40 weight percent mixture of a waxy barley

starch-containing material in water,;

(b) adding to said mixture a sufficient amount of an enzyme
which contains at least an amylase to effect at least partial

hydrolysis of the starch-containing material and form

maltose and produce a resulting mixture containing these

components;

(c) heating the resulting mixture to a temperature in the

range of about 60*-76* C. for a sufllcient period for the

starch to dissolve so that starch granules do not remain in

the resulting solution;

(d) cooling the resulting solution, adding an additional por-

tion of an enzyme which contains at least an amylase and

continuing contact for a sufllcient time to effect additional

starch conversion and form maltose and produce a result-

ing mixture of these components;

(e) heating the resulting mixture at a temperature of about

SO* C. to 70* C. to substantially complete starch conver-

sion; and

(0 separating and recovering the solids comprising proteins

and liquids comprising a maltose syrup.

4,428,969

PROCESS FOR THE EXTRACTION OF DATE FRUITS
Hans Miiller, Erienbach; Rudolf Gayler, Ziirich. and Nikolas

Rapsomanikis, Miinnedorf, all of Switzerland, assignors to

Chemap AG, Maennedorf, Switzerland

Filed Dec. 11, 1978, Ser. No. 970,125

Gaims priority, application Switzerland, Jan. 3. 1978, 24/78

Int. CI.' A23K 1/14

U.S. a. 426—53 8 Oaimi
1 Method of processing dates for cxtratting sweetening

ingredient therefrom which comprises adding water to the

dates to be prcKessed, comminuting and homogenizing the

date-water mixture, admixing the resultant date-water

homogenizate with a cellulose containing material, filter aid

subjecting the resultant admixture to filtration and recovering

the extracted sweetening ingredient as filtrate

4,428,970

MULTI-COLORED FREEZE-DRIED COFFTE AND A
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING THE SAME

Raymond J. Laudano, Armonk, N.Y., assignor to General Foods

Corporation, White Plains, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 363,717

Int. a.' A23F 5/32

U.S. O. 426—385 5 Haims
1. A process for prcxiucing a freeze-dried coffee with a

multi-colored appearance resembling that of rtiasi and ground

coffee which comprises:

(a) freezing a layer of aqueous cofl'ee extract by a means
which produces a dark-colored freeze-dried coffee;

(b) adding a thin layer of liquid water to the surface of the

frozen coffee extract layer whereby the upper portion of

said layer is melted;

(c) rapidly freezing solid the liquid added to the coffee

extract layer and that portion of the layer that wait melted.

(d) g''inding the frozen coffee material of step (t);

(e) freeze drying the ground frozen cofTee material of step

(d).

4,428,971

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF A
COMPOSITION FOR FROZEN OR DEEP-FROZEN

souFn.£s
Bernard Havette, Bretlea, and Christian Hebert, Bcauvais, both

of France, assignors to Societe d'Assistance Technique pour

Produiu Nestle S.A., Lausanne, Switzerland

Filed Jul. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 397,980

Qainu priority, application France, Jul. 29, 1981, 81 14751

Int. a.' A23C 19/09. 19/093. 9/00. 9/06

U.S. a. 426-565 6 Gaims
1. A process for preparing frozen soufd^ from a composition

comprising a panada base, a flavounng base, egg yolk and a

protein base which comprises:
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(a) preparing a panada base by mixing flour with a fat, the

amount of fat present being from 0.6 to 1 time the weight
of the flour, and heating the mixture while stirnng for 3 to

10 mmutes at 80° to 100* C, adding seasonings and spices,

water and dairy cream to provide a total of 1 to 2 times the

weight of the flour, said panada base representing from 10

to 509c by weight of the composition;

(b) preparing a flavouring base composing vegetables,

cheese, fish, fruit and/or sugar, said flavouring base repre-

senting from 25 to 559c by weight of the composition;
(c) preparing a protein base by mixing egg white and lactic

protein, the amount of lactic protein present being from
0.3 to 3 times the weight of the egg white, said protein

base representing from 25 to 559'f by weight of the com-
position;

(d) combining the panada base, the flavouring base and the

protein base with egg yolk while avoiding whipping and
the incorporation of air into the resulting composition,
said egg yolk representing from 3 to 12'^f by weight of the

composition;

(e) incorporating carbon dioxide in the composition at a

temperature below 30° C in a proponion of 5 to 2% b>

weight of the composition; and then

(0 subjecting the resulting composition to freezing condi-
tions to produce the frozen souffle

4.428,972

STARCH THICKENER CHARACTERIZED BY
IMPROVED LOW-TEMPERATLRE STABILITY

Otto B. Wurzburg, Whitehouse Station, N\J„ and Virgil L.

Fergason, Decatur, 111., assignors to National Starch and
Chemical Corporation, Bridgewater, NJ.

Filed Oct. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 314,311

Int. a.5 A23L }/195
L.S. a. 426-578 u Ctaims

1 A process for prepanng a thickened foodstuff comprising
combining at least a foodstuff and a sol comprising water and
an effective amount of a waxy starch from a plant of a wxsu2
genotype, and translocations, inversions, mutants and vanants
thereof, and cooking said combination as necessary to provide
a thickened foodstuff, wherein said thickened foodstuff exhib-
its low-temperature stability and wherein said foodstuff pre-
pared with said sol is capable of withstanding at lease one
freeze-thaw cycle more than a foodstuff prepared with a native
waxy starch from the respective plant which is not of a wxsu2
genotype.

means of one or several injection nozzles, located at the lower
end of the container of the suspension or solution in an upward
direction with a nozzle spray angle of between 30* and 60* at

a predetermined mass/time ratio into the core stream of high
volume concentration and the complete, uniform deposition of
the suspension on the surface of the material, and simultaneous
drying of the treated material during the ascent in the core
lone and its descent within the peripheral, reduced air stream
pressure, sliding along the vessel wall into the funnel-shaped
lower container segment towards the fluidizing fountain and
the repeated cycling of this processing step until the predeter-

mined coating quantity has been applied and the drying of the

V -r

N V

surface coated material to a prescnbed moisture content,

w herein said steep funnel-like, upwards enlarged container has

either a circular or polygonal configuration whose upper por-

tion constitutes a body of increasing diameter wherein the

diameter ratio of the upper part, measured from the bottom to

the top IS in a ratio of 1; 1.5 to 14.5 and said shorter less steep

funnel-like lower segment opens into said upper portion and
has sides which form an angle relative to the perpendicular of
20' to 50% said conuiner equipped at the upper and lower end
with screen closures consisting of exchangeable screens of

maximum free area with a mesh size smaller than the smallest

particle of the material to be coated.

4,428,973

METHOD FOR THE HOMOGENEOUS CO.MPLETE
ENCAPSULATION OF INDIVIDUAL GRAINS OF

POURABLE .MATERIAL AND APPARATUS FOR ITS
PRODUCTION

Ernst L. Homer, Jiirgen C. KnoUe, both of Eschwege, and Hans
Grimm, Meinhard, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to

Sot- imd Emtetechnik GmbH, Eschwege, Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many

Filed Nov. 17, 1980, Ser. No. 207,651

Int. a.3 B32B 7/02
VS. CI. 427—3 14 Claims

1. Method for the uniform, fully enclosing surface coating of
individual particles of pourable materials having nearly uni-

form particle size with either a smooth, rough or scabrous
serrated surface, in a fluidizing fountain with heated air under
use of an inorganic and or organic coating material in the form
of a suspension or solution, characterized in that a predeter-
mined quantity of the material to be coated within a steep
funnel-like upwards enlarged conuiner, having a shorter less

steep funnel-like lower segment located at the bottom of said

upwards enlarged container by means of injection of a heated
air stream at controlled velocity in ascending vertical direction
is forming a fluidized founuin of limited height and diameter
incident to the middle axis, thereby forming a core zone; injec-

tion from below and in the same direction as the heated air by

4,428,974

PROCESS FOR PRODUaNG MAGNETIC RECORDING
MATERIAL

Tsutomu Okita; Kyoichi Nanio, both of Fujinomiya, and Akira
Ushimaru, Odawara, all of Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo
Film Co., Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Dec. 7, 1982, Ser. No. 447,597
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 7, 1981, 56-195575

Int. a.3 B05D 3/06
U.S. a. 427—44 10 Chums

1. A process for producing a magnetic recording material

comprising the steps of:

coating on a support a composition containing a compound
having an unsaturated bond polymerizable by irradiation

with electron beams, an organic solvent capable of dis-

solving said compound, and a ferromagnetic powder;
irradiating the coated composition with electron beams in an

atmosphere containing oxygen at a concentration of at

least 10,000 ppm;

subjecting the surface of the resulting composition to a

smoothening treatment utilizing a specular surface; and
irradiating the smoothened surface with electron beams in an

atmosphere containing oxygen at a concentration of 3,000

ppm or less.
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4,428,975
PROCESS FOR IMPROVING NITRIDE DEPOSITION ON

A SEMICONDUCTOR WAFER
Jonathan C. Dahm, and John G. Franka, both of Austin, Tex.,

auignors to Motorola, Inc., Schaumburg, III.

Filed Jan. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 461,715

Int a.3 HOIL 21/318
U.S. a. 427-94 4 Gaims
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1. A method for using a tube having an inside surface which
is coated with polysilicon, comprising:

heating said tube;

placing a semiconductor wafer in said tube; and
introducing ammonia and dichlorosilane into said tube to

deposit nitride on said wafer.

4,428,976

GEOMETRIC BALANCE ADJUSTMENT OF THIN FILM
STRAIN GAGE SENSORS

Walter H. Elsele, Malibu, Calif.; Helmut H. A. Krueger, Elgin,

111.; Robert E. L^os, Crystal Uke, III., and Donald J, Kone-
val, Arlington Heighto, III., assignors to Gould Inc., foiling

Meadows, 111.

Division of Ser. No. 93,835, Nov. 13, 1979, Pat. No. 4,331,035.

This application Apr. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 364,550

Int. a.5 GOIB 7/20: GOIL 1/22
U.S. a. 427—96 9 Oaims

c

6. The method of forming a balanced thin film Wheatsionc
bridge strain gage (11,21) on a member (12) having a first

portion subjected to tensional stress (13), a second portion
subjected to compressional stress (14) and a third portion (22)
not subjected to stress, and an insulative surface (15) on said

first, second and third portions, said method comprising the

steps of:

depositing a thin film resistive layer (16,21) on said insulative

surface;

forming the resistive layer into (a) a Wheatstone bridge
sensing resistor means (16) deposited on said first and
second portions for providing a variable resistance as an
incident of inflection of said member, and (b) an adjusting

resistor means (21) deposited on said third portion and
comprising a resistance (30,31) connected in series with at

least one leg of said sensing resistor means, said adjusting

resistor means being formed coplanarly adjacent said

sensing resistor means; and
providing an electrical connection (23) to said adjusting

resistor means to select any one of a plurality of different

adjusting resistance values to be connected in series with
said sensing resistor means (16) to effect accurate balance
thereof.

4,428,977
AMMONIUM SALT OF PARITALLY IMIDIZED
POLYAMIDE ACID FOR AQUEOUS COATING

COMPOSITION
Marvin A. Peterson, Fort Wayne. Ind.. assignor to General

Electric Company, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Continuation of Ser. No. 467615, May 6. 1974, Pat. No.
4,073,788. which is a continuation of Ser. No. 822,899, .May 8,

1969, abandoned. This application Sep. 24, 1976, Ser. No.
726,247

Int. a.' B05D 3/05: C08J 3/OA: C08G 73/10. 73,14
U.S. CI. 427-120 35 Qalmf

1 ;

*. HC

1 A water soluble composition comprising an ammonium
salt of a polyimide precursor obtained by the steps of

(a) forming an anhydrous mixture of 1,2,3,4 cyclopenlanc-
telracarbtuylic dianhydride rcactani and a diamine rcac-
tani m a water miscihle organic solvent wherein the rcac-
tants are in the molar ratio of about two-to-one

(b) reacting said rcactants at a temperature below thai at

which imidi7ation cKcurs to form an amide acid intermedi-
ate having two free carboxy! groups each oriho to an
amide group;

(c) heating said intermediate at a temperature of about W C
or ab<5ve and removing water of condensation for a period
of time sufficient to partially imidi/e said amide acid inter-

mediate to an imidization level greater than a negligible
amount up to but not more than 5fe'r to provide the de-
sired viscosity of the final ptilyamide acid polymer solu-

tion; and

(d) further reacting said partially imidi/ed amide acid inter-

mediate with a reactant of the character of the original

reactant initially present in the lesser amount at a tempera-
ture below that at which imidization occurs, with said

additional reactant being in a molar amount equal to the

molar amount of said lesser initial reactant, the total

amounts of 1.2.3.4 cyclopcntane-telracarboxylic dianhy-
dride reactant and diamine rcactani being sufncienl to

produce a polyimide precursor solution having a M>lids

content of between abt)ut li^r and about 70'^r by weight,
and

(e) reacting said polyimide precursor solution with a volatile

ammonium base to render said precursor water soluble,

and diluting said solution with water

4 428 978
CONCENTRATED MICROCAPSULE SUSPENSIONS FOR

REACTION COPYING PAPERS
Gert Jabs, Odenthal; Giinther Baatz, Buxheim; Manfred Bock;
Manfred Dahm, both of Uverkuscn; Artur Haus, Overath,
and Christian Wegner, Cologne, all of Fed. Rep. of (Germany,
assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Uverkusen, Fed. Rep.
of Germany

Filed May 20, 1981, Ser. No. 265,537

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 28,

1980, 3020148

Int. G.' BOIJ 13/02: B4IM 3/12: C09D 11/02
U.S. CI. 427-150 3 Gaims

1. In the process of prixlucing an aqueous suspension con-
taining from 35 to 60% by weight of microcapsules by interfa-

cial polyaddition of polyistK'yanale and a hydrogen active

compound, the improvement wherein (a) an iMvyanurate-
mcxlified aliphatic polyistK-yanate is used as the pt)lyiMKyanate
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and (b) the suspension is adjusted to a pH value of ^ 7 after the
polyaddition reaction.

2. The process of claim 1 wherein the microcapsules contain
dye precursors.

3 A method for producing a completely or partly coated
copying system by the rotogravure or flexograph processes
employing a pnnting mk wherein the microcapsule suspension
produced by the process of claim 2 is a constituent of the
pnnting ink.

varied monotonously along the travellmg path in the path
section or each of the path sections.

4,428,979

METHOD FOR FORMING AN INHOMOGENEOLS
OPTICAL LAYER

Kazuo Nakamura, Tokyo; Hirotsagu Mizorogi, Ebina, and
Aklhiko Isao, Sakura, all of Japan, assignors to Llvac
Seimaka Kaboshikj Kaisha, Kanagawa, Japan

DiTision of Ser. No. 373,144, Apr. 29, 1982. This application

May 3, 1983, Ser. No. 491,791
Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 31. 1981. 56-119149

Int. a.' G02B 1/10: B05D 5/rj6

L.S. a. 427-162 4 Claims

4,428^1
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING FRICTION

LOCKING THREADED FASTENERS
Richard B. Wallace, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., assignor to The
Oakland Corporation, Troy, Mich.

Filed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376.764
Int. a.3 B05D 1/02

L.S. a. 427-195 7ciainw
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1. A method for forming an inhomogeneous optical layer on
a surface of a substrate, in which, while the substrate is moved
along a travelling path having a path section or a number of
path sections, an evaporation substance evaporated from its

source means is deposited on said surface with the deposition
rate being vaned monotonously along the travelling path in the
path section or each of the path sections and the deposited
evaporation substance is exposed to reaction gas which is able
to react on the evaporation substance.

4 428 980
METHOD FOR FORMING AN INHOMOGENEOLS

OPTICAL LAYER
Kazuo Nakamura, Tokyo; Hirotsugu Mizorogi, Ebina, and

Akihiko Isao, Sakura, all of Japan, assignors to Llvac
Seimaku Kabushiki Kaisha, Kanagawa, Japan

DiTision of Ser. No. 373,145, Apr. 29, 1982. This application

May 3, 1983, Ser. No. 491,792
Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 31, 1981, 56-119150

Int. a.= G02B 1/10: B05D l/i4. 5/06
U.S. a. 427-162

,
2 Claims

1 The method of treating headed, externally threaded fas-

teners to provide deposits of thermoplastic friction material
extending completely around the fasteners in annular friction
zones intermediate the ends of the threaded portions, located
pnmanl> in the thread grooves thereof, in which the deposits
extend from the bottoms of the thread grooves subsUntially to
the crests of the adjacent threads, which comprises advancing
a series of fasteners horizontally suspended by the heads of the
fasteners between laterally spaced flexible belu with the
threaded shanks of the fasteners extending vertically below the
belts, advancing the fasteners through a heating zone in which
the threaded shanks are heated to above the fusion temperature
of the thermoplastic material, advancing the fasteners between
a pair of rotating wheels having yieldable peripheries and
occupying the plane of the heads of the fasteners to impart a
spin to the fasteners as they traverse a particle application
zone, and directing a stream of thermoplastic particles against
the sides of the shanks of the fasteners as they traverse the
application zone, and relating the rate of advance of the fasten-
ers through the application zone and the rate of spin to the
dimension of the application zone in the direction of advance
of the fasteners so as to cause the deposit of particles to extend
completely around the fasteners to form annular friction zones.

4,428,982

THREAD LOCK
Richard B. Wallace, Bloomfield Hills, .Mich., assignor to The
Oakland Corporation, Troy, .Mich.

Filed May 17, 1982, Ser. No. 379,110
Int. CI. 3 B05D l/i6

L.S. a. 427-202 m cuims
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1. A method for forming an inhomogeneous optical laver on
a surface of a substrate in which, while the substrate is moved 1 The method of mass producing self lockmg threaded
along a travelling path having a path section or a number of fasteners having material deposited in thread grooves thereof
path sections, two different evaporation subsunces evaporated to be activated by engagement with a mating threaded mem-trom their respective source means is deposited on said surface ber, which comprises
with the deposition rate of each of these substances being continuously advancing a series of threaded fasteners.
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depositing in thread grooves of the fasteners as they con-
tinue to advance a fluid locking material capable of activa-
tion by engagement with mating threaded members to
oppose disengagement between mated fasteners and mem-
bers,

applying over the entire exposed surface of the fluid locking
material in thread grooves of the fasteners a continuous
thin coating of a fluid film-forming material as the fasten-
ers continue to advance,

and applying a quick-acting film-activating material
throughout the exposed surface of the film-forming mate-
rial as the fasteners continue to advance to convert the
fluid film-forming material to a thin continuous non-tacky
protective film over the still fiuid deposits of locking
material in the thread grooves of the fasteners.

4 428 983
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF

MICROCAPSULES
Ulrich Nehen, Leverkusen; Manfred H^jek, Cologne; Norbert
Weimann, and Manfred Dahm, both of Leverkusen, all of Fed.
Rep. of Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft,
Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,923
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 16.

1980, 3039117

Int. a.J BOIJ 13/02: B05D 7/00
U.S. a. 427-213.34 6 Qaims

1. A process for encapsulating products in a polymer by
interfacial polymerization, in which a stabilized dispersion of
droplets of a first liquid which is to be encapsulated or a stabi-

lized dispersion of solid particles which are to be encapsulated
is formed in a continuous phase of a second liquid, and wherein
one of the two capsule wall-forming reaction components is

present in free form and contains at least two isocyanate
groups while the other of the two capsule wall-forming reac-
tion components is present in reversibly blocked form and
contains at least two reversibly blocked functional groups
which are deblocked by water and contain at least two NH
groups or one NH-group and one OH-group, both reaction
components are present in the first or second liquid without
reacting with one another and the reaction component which
is present in reversibly blocked form is deblocked by means of
water present in the second or first liquid and then reacts with
the reaction component present in free form to form a poly-
meric capsule wall, the droplets of the first liquid or the solid

particles being encapsulated in small capsules consisting of
polymeric material.

4,428,984

METHOD OF PREVENTING DUSTS
HIrozumi Shimizu, Yokohama; Noboru Kiso, Osaka, and Taizo

Igirashi, Amagasaki, ail of Japan, assignors to Nippon Oil
od Fats Co., Japan

Continiuition of Ser. No. 202,875, Oct. 31, 1980, abandoned.
This application Jun. II, 1982, Ser. No. 387,367

Claima priority, application Japan, Nov. 7, 1979, 54-143200
Int. a.' C09K 3/22

U.S. a. 427-220 ,3 Qalm.
I. A method of preventing dust comprising spreading an

aqueous solution consisting essentially of water and 0.01 - 10%
by weight of each of a nonionic surface active agent and a
polyhydric alcohol on the substances which develop dust, said
nonionic surface active agent being selected from polyoxycth-
ylene alkyl ether, polyoxyethylcne alkylphenyl ether and poly-
oxyethylene fatty acid ester, and said polyhydnc alcohol being
selected from ethylene glycol, glycerine, sorbitol and polyeth-
ylene glycol.

4,428,985
METHOD FOR INSIDE COATING DOUBLE CURVED

SHELL
Luciano F. Bertolazzi, Wheaton, III., assignor to Chicago Bridge
A Iron Company, Oak Brook, III.

Division of Ser. No. 345.040, Feb. 2, 1982. Pat. No. 4,377,128.
This application Jan. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 458,184

Int. a.J B05D 7/22. 1/02
U.S. a. 427-230 7 Qaims

»*»-

1. A methcxl of applying a coating to the inside surface of a
double-curved shell which is circular in horizontal section,
comprising:

positioning apparatus in the shell having a work platform for
coating equipment; a first extendable and retractable leg in

compression joined at its upper end to the platform and
joined at ils lower end through a horizontal axis pivol to
first means rotatable about a vertical axis, through the
center of the shell, on a lower fixed ba.sc; and a second
extendable and retractable leg in tension joined at its

lower end to the platform and joined at its upper end
through a horizontal axis pivot to means rotatable about a
vertical axis, through the center of the shell, on an upper
fixed base spaced upwardly from the lower fixed base
whereby the lower end of the first leg and the upper end
of the second leg can rotate about the same vertical axis,

extending or retracting the first and second legs to position
the work platform adjacent the shell surface;

rotating the apparatus about its vertical axis while applying
a coating from the work platform to the shell surface as a
horizontal band extending circumferentially around the
shell surface;

extending or retracting the first and second legs lo position
the work platform adjacent an area of the shell surface
which has not been coated;

rotating the apparatus ab<iut its vertical axis while applying
a coating from the work platform lo the shell surface as a
second horizontal band extending circumferentially
around the shell surface; and

repeating the described applicalion t)f coating bands until a
substantial portion of the shell surface is coaled.

4 428 986
MI-THOD OF PREPARING A BERYLLIA SUBSTRATE
FOR SUBSEQUENT AUTOCATALYTIC DEPOSITION OF

A METALLIZED V\\M DIRECTLY THEREON
Steven R. Schachamcyer, Whitcflsh Bay, Wis., assignor to Eaton

Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio
Filed Nov. 18. 1982. .Ser. No. 442,556

Int. a.* WSa 3/04
U.S. CI. 427-309 u Claims

I. A melhcxl of preparing a bcryllia substrate for a subse-
quent aulcKatalytic dcptwilion of a metallized film directly
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thereon comprising chemically etching the substrate to
roughen the surfaces thereof,

said chemical etching comprising the steps of exposing said

substrate to a solution in which beryllia is soluble for

establishing a uniform surface profile for the substrate.

then rinsing the substrate with a neutral solution, and then
exposing the substrate to a solution in which other constit-

uents of the substrate are soluble to remove said other
constituents from the grain boundaries of the beryllia at

the surface of the substrate.

4,428,987

PROCESS FOR IMPROVING COPPEREPOXY
ADHESION

James P. Bell, and Jae M. Park, both of Storrs, Conn., assignors

to Shell Oil Company, Houston, Tex.

Filed Apr. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 372,588

Int. a.J B05D 3/14
U.S. a. 427-327 9 Oaims

1. A process for improving the adhesion of epoxy resins to a

copper substrate which compnses (1) subjecting the substrate

to cathodic polarization of from about 1 to about 15 volts for

from about one second to about 15 minutes in an electrolytic

bath and then immersing the polarized substrate in a 001 to

0.1 molar solution of at least one compound of the general
formula:

wherein

A is a —N= or —S—

,

B is a —N= or —C=,
Y is a —N= or NHr=,
D IS H, —SH, —SR,

-S-C-(CH2)m-SH,

or R wherein R is an alkyl or aryl radical, and m is an integer

from to 10. and X is H, —NH2,

O

—C—OH. —CH2—OH, —CH2—O—CH2—CH—CH2,

said collars being constructed of light transmitting mate-
nal and each mounted to encircle the circumference of
said post in positions interposed between said slat-like

members for supporting said slat-like members in non-con-
tacting relation; and

means mounted within said post for illuminating the entire

length of said post and transmitting light from the post to

the slat-like member and collars assembled on the post.

4,428,989

ANTI-FOULING AND ANTI-SLIMING GEL COAT
David W. Marshall, North Reading, Mass., assignor to Ken-

necott Corporation, Stamford, Conn.
Continuation of Ser. No. 187,318, Sep. 15, 1980, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 46,904, Jun. 8, 1979,

abandoned, which is a division of Ser. No. 886,951, Mar. 15,

1978, Pat. No. 4,197,233. This application Jun. 21, 1982, Ser.

No. 390,663

Int. a.3 B32B 5/16
U.S. a. 428-35 58 Qaims

/ \
—O—CH2—CH—CH2,

or —OH for from about 1 second to about one hour.

4,428,988

ILLUMINATED ORNAMENTAL STRUCTURE OF
INTERPOSED TRANSMISSIVE SLATS AND COLLARS
Peter J. Adinamis, 7035 N. Tripp Ave., Lincolnwood, III. 60646

Filed Jun. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 269,399

Int. a.3 F21V 7/04

U.S. a. 428—8 8 Qaims
1. An ornamental illuminated artificial Christmas tree which

comprises:

a conical hollow cylindrical post constructed of light trans-

mitting material;

a plurality of slat-like members, each having a hole there-

through, each of the members being constructed of light

transmitting material and mounted with the post extend-
ing through the holes, each of said members being self-

supporting;

a plurality of circular collars mounted on said post, each of

1 A marine structure having an anti-sliming and anti-fouling

surface thereon, said anti-sliming and anti-fouling surface com-
prising a cured resin iormed from an epoxy resin coreacted
with an epoxidized polyol and a curing agent, said cured resin

containing copper flake, said copper flake being treated to

remove impurities and oxides and being present in sufficient

quantities so the copper fiake comprises 50% or more of the
weight of the surface.

4,428,990

TRAFFIC ACCESSORY
Christopher H. Edwards, Pretoria, South Africa, assignor to

Trafftrans (Proprietary) Limited, Pretoria, South Africa

Filed May 11, 1982, Ser. No. 377,096
Oaims priority, application South Africa, May 14, 1981,

81/3224

Int. a.3 B32B 7/06

U.S. a. 428—41 3 Qaims
1. A traffic accessory in the form of an inductive loop for a

traffic control or traffic monitoring device and temporarily

and repeatedly attachable to a road surface, which comprises a
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loop in the form of a flattened strip to permit vehicles to drive
over it and which has a pair of major surfaces, one of which is

provided with a plurality of adhesive zones for use as the lower
surface of the accessory for attachment to the road surface, the
strip having an electrical lead extending lengthwise along it in
the form of one or more coils, at least some of the zones being

out the need for any further connecting means at said

major surfaces or on the abutting sides of the individual
blocks to hold the body together for handling.

^32
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provided with individually removable release sheets, whereby
they are rendered non-adhesive, the release sheets being di-

vided into a plurality of groups by being marked distinguish-
ably and the sheets of each group being substantially evenly
distributed amongst the sheets of the other group or groups,
the groups each having substantially the same number of sheets

4 428 991

PLATE-SHAPED INSULATION MEMBER AND A
METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING SUCH A MEMBER
Jorgen Kamstnip-Larsen, Allerod, Denmark, assignor to Super-

fos Glasuld A/S, Vedbaek, Denmark
Filed Mar. 9, 1979, Ser. No. 19,145

Oaims priority, application Denmark, Mar. 15, 1978,
1172/78; Sep. 13, 1978, 4032/78

Int. a.3 B32B 3/10. 31/00. 5/12. 3/28
U.S. a. 428-44 ,2 Qaims

1. An insulation member shaped as a body having planar first

and second major surfaces generally parallel to each other, the
body comprising a plurality of rectangular blocks, each block
having a plurality of generally mutually parallel relatively
short lengths of mineral wool, said blocks being in contiguous
abutting relationship along their long edges without any adhe-
sive binder between adjacent blocks, said mineral wool fiber

planes extending between said first and second major surfaces
and substantially perpendicular to those major surfaces;

said major surfaces being open to expose the mineral wtx^l in

said blocks without any covering over either major sur-

face; said body having a plurality of closed spaces therein

and being free of any adhesive binder mixed throughout
the mass of fibers;

a plurality of generally parallel grooves of narrow width and
shallow depth relative to the thickness of said body
formed on at least one major surface and extending trans-

verse to the longitudinal direction of the mineral wool
strips;

reinforcing means in said grooves comprising elongate flexi-

ble strips or string-like connecting means secured therein

by an adhesive bond for joining together said blocks wilh-

4,428,992

METHOD OF SPLIONG REINFORCEMENT RBER
Sidney W. Street, Hacienda Heights, Calif., assignor to Hitco,

Irvine, Calif.

Filed Nov. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 320,512
Int. a.^ B65H 19/18. 69/02, 69/06

U.S. a. 428-114 23 Oaims

22-
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1. A method of splicing a reinforcement fiber for reinforcing
a composite with a matrix resin compnsing the steps of

applying to the ends of two of said fibers a solution of linear
polyimide having a glass transition temperature of at least

200° C dissolved in a fast evaporating solvent having a
boiling point below 150' P.; said polyimide being insoluble
in the solvent utilized to dissolve said matnx resin, having
high heat resistance and being compatible with said matrix
resin;

placing the coated ends in contact;

drying the solution to remove said fast evaporating solvent
in less than one minute to form a continuous splice of said
polyimide joining said ends.

18. A fiber-reinforced resin matrix article comprising fila-

mentary reinforcement fiber containing a splice formed by
coating overlapped ends of the fiber with a linear, aromatic
polyimide having a glass transition temperature of at least 200°
C. said polyimide being dried from solution in a fast evaporat-
ing solvent having a boiling point less than 100* F . being
insoluble in solvents for the matrix resin, having a high heat
resistance and being compatible with said matrix resm

4.428,993

STRUCTURAL LAMINATE WITH EXPANDED WOOD
CORE

Henri A. Kohn, Northvale, N.J., and Hugo Spahn, Wappingers
Falls, N.Y., assignors to Baltek Corporation, Northvale, N.J.

Filed May 11, 1982, Ser. No. 377,037

Int. CI.' B32B 3/12
U.S. O. 428-117 7 Oaims

1. A structural sandwich constituted by a core of expanded
wood whose faces have skins laminated thereto, said core
comprising an array of wood stnps die cut from a block of end
gram balsa wood and having a penodic wave formation, the
upper and lower edges of the stnps being bonded to the skins

whereby the subsuntially parallel fibers of the balsa wood are
normal to the skins to resist compressive forces, the wavy
strips in the array being out of phase with each other and being
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4,428,994

ANTI-GRAFFin FAONG OF WALLS OR SIMILAR
SURFACES

Patrick R, Rawlins, Oxford, England, assignor to Hubdean
Limited, Oxford, England

Filed Jul. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 283,605
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jul. 19. 1980

8023700

Int. CL^ B32B 3/00: B05D 5/00
US. a. 428-164 21 Qaims

21. A surface facing having a coloured and textured exposed
surface on which graffiti cannot be easily applied, and if suc-
cessfully applied, from which it can be readily obliterated, said
surface facing being formed by

(a) applying to the surface to be faced a first layer of a
priming and sealing coating composition which contains
an aggregate matenal and a bonding agent, said first layer
adhering to the surface to be faced and providing an
exposed adhesive surface to which a second layer of coat-
ing material will readily adhere,

(b) applying to the exposed surface of said first layer a sec-
ond layer of a further coating composition which contains
an aqueous mixture of a plaster material, a binding agent,
a filler for hardening the further coating composition and
a water-soluble colouring dye, said second layer provid-
ing an exposed surface which, prior to hardening, can be
textured,

(c) texturing the exposed surface of said second layer so as to
provide a relief thereon,

(d) allowing said second layer to harden such that the tex-

tured, exposed surface thereon will become resistant to

indentation and cutting, and
(e) applying over the textured, exposed surface of said hard-
ened second layer a finishing layer of a cellulose-based
coating, said finishing layer containing colouring matter
and having a colour which is substantially the same as the
colour of said further coating composition

4,428,996

DIAPHRAGM FOR SPEAKER
Yasusbi Miyoshi, Bisai, and Yasuhiro Ishii, Gufii, both of Japan,

assignors to Sanyo Electric Co. Ltd., Moriguchi, Japan
Division of Ser. No. 190,416, Sep. 24, 1980, Pat. No. 4,308,094,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 32,730, Apr. 24, 1979,
abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 873,614,
Jan. 30, 1978, abandoned. This application Jun. 24, 1981, Ser.

No. 275,813
Gaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 2, 1977, 52-11913;

Feb. 2, 1977, 52-11914; Sep. 16, 1977, 52-112329
Int. a.3 B32B 27/J4

U.S. a. 428-198 8 Qaims

1. A speaker diaphragm comprising: a base formed of fibers
of pulp and of carbon fibers, said carbon fibers comprising at

least 50% by weight of the base, and
a layer of electroless plated meul on said base which binds

the fibers together at their intersections.

4,428,997

PROTECTIVE COATINGS FOR DOCUMENTS
Joseph Shulman, Hyde Park, Mass., assignor to Polaroid Corpo-

ration, Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Dec. 26, 1979, Ser. No. 107,415
Int. a.3 B32B 3/J8. 27/28: B41M 3/14

U.S. a. 428-202 4 c\t\na

4 42g 995
GLASS CLOTH AND PREPREG CONTAINING SAME

Haniki Yokono, Yuki, and Tsugihiko Hiratsuka, Shimodate,
both of Japan, assignors to Hitachi Chemical Company, Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427.582
Claims priority, application Japan, Sep. 30, 1981, 56-

146282[U]; Sep. 30, 1981, 56-146283[U]; Sep. 30, 1981, 56-

146284[U]

Int. a.' B32B 3/02
U.S. a. 428-193 5 Claims

20 21 20

22
»

1. A protective coating assembly for an information bearing
document comprising a polyester carrier sheet peelably
bonded to an arrangement of two noncohcsive layers of a
polyethylene-acrylic acid resin adhesive sandwiching an ar-

rangement of a tightly printed pattern of a nacreous pigment
composition.

1. A prepreg which comprises a glass cloth impregnated
with a thermosetting resin varnish followed by heating and
drying to form a B-stage thermosetting resin varnish impreg-
nant therein, said glass cloth comprising warp yams each
consisting of a number of^lass monofilaments and weft yarns
each consisting of a number of glass monofilaments, said warp
yams being interwoven with said weft yams and the weft
yams being cut at the ends of the glass cloth; both cut ends of
the weft yams having fixed portions of the glass monofilaments

4,428,998
LAMINATED SHIELD FOR MISSILE STRUCTURES AND

SUBSTRUCTURES
Elden L. Hawkinson, Canoga Park, Calif., assignor to Rockwell

International Corporation, El Segundo, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 106,412, Dec. 21, 1979, abandoned. This
application Oct. 20, 1980, Ser. No. 198,330

Int. a.3 B32B 5/26. 5/32. 5/16
U.S. a. 428—240 4Claimi

1. An impact protected missile structure comprising:
a structural wall of a missile having a longitudinal axis;

a protective composite laminate comprising multiple layers
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bonded to each other at the interface between them the
laminate having an outer fabric layer with at least one first
ply of aramid fiber woven fabric having at least about

;,80% to 90% of the fibers extending generally parallel to
the longitudinal axis of the missile wall structure a fabric
sub-layer having at least one second ply of aramid fiber
woven fabnc, the fibers woven in a more uniform pattern
than the outer fabric layer; a layer of finely divided hoi-

base fabric and a microporous layer formed on at least one face
of said base fabric, charactenzed by having a water entry
pressure not lower than 700 mmHzO/cm^ and a moisture-
vapor transmission not lower than 2500 g/m2.24 hrs.. said
microporous layer being formed by wet coagulation using a
polar organic coating solution containing (a) from about 8 to
about 25 percent by weight of polyurethane elastomer, fb)
from about 0.

1
to about 10 percent by weight of a water repel-

lent agent, (c) from about 0.2 to about 3 percent by weight of
polyisocyanate and (d) from about 1 to about 8 percent by
weight of a nonionic surfactant.

22

low microspheres coating a surf"ace of the second fabric
layer; and a synthetic resinous material containing an
elastomeric component binding the outer fabric layer, the
fabric sub-layer and the layer of microspheres together in
a rubbery matrix; and

means bonding the laminate to the exterior of the missile
wall structure so the outer fabric layer is on the side of the
fabric sub-layer opposite the missile wall structure.

4428 999
REFRACTORY COATTDAND VAPOR BARRIER

COATED FLAME RESISTANT INSULATING FABRIC
COMPOSITION

Stephen George, and Thomas H. George, both of Qlnton, N.J.,
aasignora to Textured Products, Hartsdale, N.Y.

Contlnuatlon-ln-part of Ser. No. 294,771, Aug. 20, 1981 Pat
No. 4,358,500. This application Jan. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 338,850
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Nov. 9, 1999,

haa been disclaimed.

Int. a.J B32B 7/00; B05D 3/02
U.S. CI 428-246

,5 c,^„,
1. A heat resistant, Hexiblc refractory insulating composition

comprising:

(a) a base fabric;

(b) a refractory coating comprising refractory materials, said
refractory coating formed on one side of said fabric, said
refractory materials being capable of fusing with the base
fabric at elevated temperatures; and

(c) a vapor barrier coating formed on the other side of said
fabric wherein said vapor barrier coating is urethane resin,
acrjrhc resin, epoxy resin, silicone resin, polyimide resin,
polyamideimide resin, or polyester resin.

4.429,000

MOISTURE.PERMEABLE WATERPROOF COATED
FABRIC AND METHOD OF MAKING THE SAME

Yaauahi Naka, Hirakata, and Kiyoihi Kawakami, Kyoto, both of
Japan, aaiignon to Toray Induitries, Inc., Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 102,410, Dec. 11, 1979, abandoned.
This application Jul. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 286,615

Int a.' B32B 27/40
U.S. a 428-265

,2 Qaims

4,429,001
SHEET PRODUCT CONTAINING SORBEVT

PARTICULATE MATERIAL
Bwjara E. Kolpin, River FalU, Wis., and David C. Browniee,
White Bear Uke. Minn., assignors to Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed Mar. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 354,806
Int. a.' D04G 1/56. 1/72

U.S. a. 428-283
35 claim.

1. A sorbent sheet product composing a coherent web of
entangled melt blown fibers and an array of solid high-sorb-
ency liquid-sorbent polymeric particles uniformly dispersed
and physically held within the web, said particles swelling
upon sorption of liquid and the web expanding as the particles
swell with sorbed liquid.

4,429,002
BULKY NON-WOVEN FABRIC OF POLYBUTYLENE
TEREPHTHALATE CONTINUOUS RLAMENTS

Shunsuke Fukada, KusaUu; Kiyoshi Aihara, Otsu, and Hideo
Ibaragi, Omihachiman, all of Japan, assignors to Toray Indus-
tries, Inc., Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 271,221, Jun. 8, 1981, abandoned. This
application Jan. 24, 1983, Ser. No. 460,617

Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 13, 1980, 55-78921
Int. a.' B32B 27/34: D04H 1/04

U.S. a. 428-287
jl Qaim.

a: 4"

,^^15^

1. A moisture-permeable water-proof fabric comprising a

1. A continuous filament non-woven fabric having an appar-
ent density less than 0.7 g/cc under a load of 0.5 g/cm^.

(a) 50 to 98% by weight of randomly disposed conlin\iou8
filaments of a polybutylcne terephthalate polymer, said
continuous filaments of polybutylcne terephthalate poly-
mer having a three-dimensional crimp of unfixed shape
and a crimp extensibility greater than about 5%; and

(b) 2 to 50% by weight of bonding component filaments of
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a polybutylene terephthalate co-polymer comprising
about 30 to 80 mol% polybutylene terephthalate units and
having a melting point at least 30° C. lower than the

respective melting point of said continuous filaments:

wherein said crimp is oriented in the direction of the
thickness of said fabric and the continuous filaments are

laminated and bonded by means of said bonding compo-
nent filaments.

I

4,429,003

PROTECTIVE COATING FOR POROUS REFRACTORIES
John I. Fredriksson, Holden; John D. Morrow, Worcester, and

Giulio A. Rossi, Shrewsbury, all of Mass., assignors to Norton
Co., Worcester, Mass.

FUed Oct. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 308,697

Int. a.3 F23Q 7/10
U.S. a. 428-317.9 lo Qaims

10. A sintered silicon carbide resistance igniter, said igniter

having a body with open and interconnected pores having
entrances to said pores exposed on the surface thereof includ-

ing a silicon oxide layer that covers the surface of the body and
extends at least into the entrances to said pores which silicon

oxide was produced in situ upon the selective oxidation of fine

particles of silicon carbide positioned on the surface of th%
igniter and impregnated deeply into the pores in the igniter

body, which silicon carbide particles having been deposited on
the surface and within the pores while in a liquid suspension,

and said silica layer blocking the pores within said body against

oxidation of a portion of said sintered silicon carbide whereby
to produce a self healing igniter should any of the surface

coating be displaced.

I

4,429,004

LIGHT-REFLECnNG BODY
Franz Breitenfellner, 6140 Bensheim, Fed. Rep. of Germany,

assignor to Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

FUed Jun. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 273,800
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jun. 26, 1980,

4913/80

Int, a.3 B32B 5/16, 15/08; F21V 7/22: G02B 5/08
U.S. a. 428—324 4 Qaims

1. A light-reflecting body having a wall and a reflecting

metal layer on at least one surface of the wall either directly or

on top of the lacquer layer, said wall consisting of

(a) 90-70% by weight of poly(l,4-butylene terephthalate) or

a copolyester based on 1,4-butylene terephthalate, and
(b) 10-30% by weight of a finely divided filler which is

kaolin or mica, and wherein the filler has a particle size of
not more than 30 microns.

4,429,005

ADHESIVE FOR SOLAR CONTROL nLM
Howard J. Penn, Cook County, III., assignor to Morton Thiokol,

Inc., Chicago, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 292,225, Aug. 12, 1981. This
application Jun. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,488

Int. a.3 C09J 7/02
U.S. a. 428-350 2 Qaims

1. A solar film for adherence to glass for solar control, said

solar film having a coating on one side thereof of a water-
activatable adhesive comprising the reacted product of (A)
gamma-isocyanatopropyltriethoxy silane and (B) a thermoplas-
tic polyester formed by reacting (i) a dibasic acid selected from
the group consisting of terephthalic acid, isophthalic acid, and
hexahydrophthalic acid and mixtures thereof, with (ii) a poly-
methylene glycol of the formula HO(CH2)xOH where x is an
integer from 2 to 10, neopentyl glycol and glycerin, and mix-
tures thereof, and (iii) an aliphatic dibasic acid selected from
the group consisting of those having the formula
HOOC(CH2)nCOOH where n is an integer from 1 to 8, and
mixtures of such acids, in which substantially no free isocya-
nate (NCO) remains in the adhesive.

4,429,006

RLAMENT-LIKE nBERS AND BUNDLES THEREOF,
AND NOVEL PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR

PRODUCTION THEREOF
Susumu Norota; Tsutomu Kiriyama; Tadashi Imoto, and To-

shinori Azumi, all of Iwakuni, Japan, assignors to Teljin

Limited, Tokyo, Japan
Division of Ser. No. 133,288, Mar. 24, 1980, Pat. No. 4,355,075.

This application Jul. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 394,892
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 27, 1979, 54-35008;

Mar. 27, 1979, 54-35009; Jul. 16, 1979, 54-89315; Sep. 4, 1979,
54-112370

Int. aj D02G 3/00
U.S. a. 428—373 6 Qaims

1. A bundle of numerous melt-spun filaments, said bundle of

filaments being composed of at least one thermoplastic syn-

thetic polymer and being characterized in that

(1) each of said filaments constituting said bundle has

(a) a non-circular cross-section varying irregularly in both

the size and shape of the cross-section at irregular inter-

vals along its longitudinal direction, and

(b) a coefficient of intrafilament cross-sectional area varia-

tion [CV(F)] of 0.08-0.7, and

(2) said bundle of filaments has an intrabundle filament cross-

sectional area variation coefficient [CV(B)] of 0.1-1.5.
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4,429,007

ELECTRICAL WIRE INSULATION AND
ELECTHOMAGNETIC COIL

George J. Rich, Penn Hills, and Tapan K. Gupta, Monroeville,
both of Pa., assignors to The United States of America as
represented by the United States Department of Energy,
Washington, D.C.

Filed Oct. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 313,4«
Int. a.3 C03C 3/10; HOIB 3/08. 7/00

U.S. a. 428-389 9 Oaims
1. An insulated electrical conductor comprising, in combina-

tion, a metallic conductor and an insulating coating applied to
the metallic conductor, the coating having been derived by
applying to the conductor a liquid slurry comprising:

(A) 15-55 solids weight percent a glass powder having a
composition of:

40-60 wt.% Si02;

6-13 wt.% Na20;
2-6 wt.% AI2O3;

3-10 wt.% Cad;
15-25 wt.% BaO; and
2-10 wt.% Y2O3;

(B) 15-65 solids weight percent an inorganic filler selected
from the group consisting of alumina, magnesia, zirconia
or silica;

(C) 30-50 solids weight percent of an organic binder; and
(D) sufficient organic solvent to dissolve the organic binder;

and by exposing said coated conductor to heat whereby said
solvent and said organic binder are evaporated and further
heating said conductor causing said coating to adhere to said
conductor.

9. A process for the preparation of a conductor as described
by claim 1, 2 or 3 which process is substantially:

(A) maintaining the slurry coated conductor at room tem-
perature for 6 hours to dry out water and to allow the
potting compound to dry;

(B) heating the conductor at 2* C. per minute or less to 100°

C. to vaporize all residual moisture;

(C) maintaining said conductor at 100* C. for 16 hours;
(D) heating said conductor at 2° C. per minute or less to 125°

C;
(E) maintaining said conductor at 125° C. for 8 hours;
(F) heating said conductor at 2° C. per minute or less to a

temperature between 370° to 375° C. to reduce the organic
binder to the monomer state and to vaporize the mono-
mer;

(G) maintaining said conductor at 370° to 375° C. for 16 to 20
hours;

(H) heating said conductor at 2° C. per minute or less to 450°

C;
(I) maintaining said conductor at 450° C. for 4 hours to

eliminate any carbonaceous material present;
(J) heating said conductor to 750° C. to 790° C. at 2° C. per

hour or less;

(K) maintaining said conductor at 750° C. to 790° C. for 8 to

10 hours to vitrify the glass;

(L) cooling said conductor to 450° C;
(M) maintaining said conductor at 450° C. for 16 hours; and
(N) cooling said conductor to room temperature.

reactive groups integrally connected lo the lipid bilayer
and extending outward with respcci to the outer surface.

4 429 009
PROCF.SS FOR SURFACE CONVERSION OF VITREOUS

SILICA TO CRISTOBALITE
Ricardo C. Pastor, Manhattan Beach; Luisa E. Gorre, Oxnard;

Antonio C. Pastor, Santa Monica, and Remedios K. Chew,
Canoga Park, all of Calif., assignors to Hughes Aircraft Com-
pany, El Segundo, Calif.

Filed Oct. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 315,597
Int. a.J B32B 17/00

U.S. a. 428-410 7 auimM

1. A process for forming a uniform, adherent, poiycrystallinc
layer of cristobalite on the surface of a vitreous silica substrate
comprising the steps of:

(a) providing said substrate of vitreous silica, and
(b) exposing said surface of said substrate to a gas phase

reactive atmosphere comprising atomic iodine at a prede-
termined elevated temperature for a predetermined period
of time to thereby enable said atomic iodine to react with
and remove water and water-derived impurities from the
surface layer of said vitreous silica and to subsequently
convert said surface layer of said vitreous silica to crystal-

line /3-cristobalite having a melting point in excess of
1800° C.

6. An article of manufacture comprising a body of vitreous
silica having a uniform, adherent layer of poiycrystallinc cris-

tobalite of predetermined thickness formed on the surface of
said body of said vitreous silica, characterized in thai said

cristobalite has a melting point in excess of 1800° C

4,429,008

THIOL REACTIVE LIPOSOMES
Frank J. Martin, San Francisco; Demetrios P. Papahadjopoulos,

Lafayette, and Wayne L. Hubbell, Orinda, all of Calif., as-

signors to The Regents of the University of California, Berke-
ley, Calif.

Filed Dec. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 329,211

Int. a.' BOIJ 13/02; B32B 9/02
U.S. a. 428-402.2 10 Qaims

1. A composition, useful for conjugation with ligands bear-
ing thiol groups, comprising:

liposomes, each liposome having a lipid bilayer defining an
outer surface for the liposome, and a plurality of thiol

4,429.010

HIGH DENSITY MAGNETIC RECORDING MEDIUM
Fujio Shibata, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to TDK Electronics Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 361,244
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 27. 1981, 56-62556

Int. a.^ GllB 5/68
U.S. a. 428-425.9 3 Claims

1. A magnetic recording medium comprising a coating of
ferromagnetic particles and a binder on a non-magnetic sub-
strate; wherein said binder consists of a copolymer and a poly-
urethane elastomer, wherein said copolymer consists of
80-89% of vinyl chloride. 5-10% of vinyl acetate and 6-10%
of vinyl alcohol, by weight.
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4,429,011

COMPOSITE CONDUCTIVE STRUCTURES AND
METHOD OF MAKING SAME

Manjin J. Kim, and Tat-Sing P. Chow, both of Schenectady,
N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N.Y.

Filed Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 362,682
Int. CIJ B05D 5/12: HOIL 21/306

U.S. a. 428—450 24 Qaims

I

4,429,013

EDGE GUARD
Robert Adell, Sunnyvale, Tex., assignor to U.S. Product Devel-
opment Company, Sunnyvale, Tex.

Filed May 27, 1983, Ser. No. 498,739
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Apr. 12,

2000, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 B60R 13/04
U.S. a. 428-122 15 Qaims

/<?

'i^ t^OLYBDENUM NITRIDE

M0UY8PENUM

SlUCON PlOtiPe

-S/i/COV

17. In combination,

a substrate,

a patterened conductive layer of molybdenum overlying
said substrate, said conductor being formed by sputtering

molybdenum on said substrate,

a layer of molybdenum nitride overlying the exposed sur-

faces of said conductor, said layer of molybdenum nitride

being formed by heating said conductor in an atmosphere
including ammonia at a temp)erature in the range from
about 400° C. to 850° C. for a time to cause said atmo-
sphere to react with said conductor to form said layer of
molybdenum nitride.

I

I

4,429,012

LAMINATED WOOD PRODUCTS
Peter Danko, 917 King St., Alexandria, Va. 22314

Filed Jul. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 284,683
Int. a.3 B32B 3/12, 3/26, 23/10

U.S. a. 428—12 20 Oaims

1. In an edge guard of the type comprising a metal strip
formed into a generally U-shaped transverse cross section
havmg inner and outer legs and beads at the distal ends of the
legs via which the edge guard is self-retained on the edge of an
object when installed thereon, the improvement wherein the
U-shaped cross section has a generally semi-circular contoured
base and includes an inward offset joining one end of the base
with the corresponding bead on one leg so that such bead is

disposed in inwardly offset relation to the corresponding end
of the generally semi-circularly contoured base, and wherein
the cross section has the other leg comprising a straight seg-
ment extending straight from the other end of the generally
semi-circularly contoured base to the corresponding bead.

4,429,014

LAMINATED WIPER
William G. Isner, Media, Pa., and John C. Smoyer, Wilmington,

Del., assignors to Scott Paper Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Filed Jul. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 399,144

Int. a.3 B32B 3/28
U.S. a. 428-152 27 Gaims

1. A layered sheet-like product comprising:

(a) two sheets of wood;
(b) a pliable material between said sheets, said pliable mate-

rial having a form such that said two sheets may be ad-
hered, one to the other, with said pliable material therebe-
tween;

(c) means for adhering said sheets together with said pliable

material therebetween;

(d) said wood sheets being compressed around said pliable

material to form a unitary product; and
(e) grooves on at least one side of said product at predeter-

mined locations to facilitate bending said product along
said grooves, each of the grooves penetrating only
through the sheet on one side of the pliable material.

1. A multi-layered wiper comprising:

(a) a strong surface region of fibers having a predominate
length of less than one-fourth inch and having bonding
material disposed therein in a fine spaced apart pattern.

the areas in the strong surface region where the bonding
material is disposed being finely creped;

(b) an inner core region of fibers having a predominate
length of less than one-fourth inch and generally having
less fiber concentration than the surface region;

(c) a second strong region of fibers having a predominate
length of less than one-fourth inch and having a greater
fiber concentration than in the inner core region and
having bonding material disposed therein in a fine spaced
apart pattern to bond the fibers in the second strong re-

gion together into a strong network, the bonding material
in the second strong region being substantially uncon-
nected to the bonding material in the strong surface region
and many of the fibers in the inner core region adjacent to
the first strong surface region and the second strong re-

gion being tied into fibers in the first strong surface region
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or second strong region by either papermaking bonds or
bonding material; and

(d) a strengthening layer comprising a web of fibrous mate-
rial having a minimum wet tensile strength of about 16
ounces per inch measured in any direction, and being
substantially free of apertures larger than 0.02 square
inches, said strengthening layer being bonded to the exte-

rior surface of the second strong region.

the quotient obtained by dividing the density of said magnetic
film (g/cm^) by the density of a smgle crystal having the same

fill
4,429,015

MULTI-PLY LAMINAE AND IDENTinCATION CARD
Nicholas Sheptak, Appleton, Wis., assignor to American Can
Company, Greenwich, Conn.

Division of Ser. No. 139,656, Apr. 14, 1980, Pat. No. 4,343,851.
This application Apr. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 364,395

Int. a.3 B23B 7/02, 27/16
U.S. a. 428-201 14 Qaims

7^

composition as that of said magnetic film (g/cm^) is between
0.75 and 0.95.

1. An identification card consisting essentially of a core layer

comprising an information bearing substrate having bonded to

at least the top surface thereof a multi-ply lamination compris-
ing (a) an outer protective layer of a thermoplastic material,

capable of providing clarity, chemical and high temperature
resistance and rigidity to the laminar structure; (b) at least one
layer of a uniaxially oriented polymer material having a with-

grain to cross-grain tensile strength ratio greater than about 4
to I and a maximum elongation in both with-grain and cross-

grain directions of less than 150% selected from the group
consisting of high density polyethylene, polypropylene, poly-

acrylonitrile, acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene terpolymer and
polyvinylchloride; (c) at least one heat sealant or bonding
material effective to bond said uniaxially oriented polymer film

layer to said outer protective layer; and (d) at least one sealant

or bonding material effective to bond said uniaxially oriented
film layer to said core layer comprising an information-bearing

substrate, said oriented film layer being heat set after uniaxial

orientation whereby said uniaxially oriented polymer film

layer provides a tell-tale indication of tampering and results in

defibrillation upon attempted delamination of the card struc-

ture.

4,429,017

MAGNETIC RECORDING MEDIUM
Hiroshi Ogawa, and Yasuo Tamai, both of Odawara, Japan,

assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd., Minami-ashigara,
Japan

Filed Dec. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 447,364
Oaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 7, 1981, 56-196677

Int. a.' GllB 5/70: B32B 27/30
U.S. a. 428-463 8 Gaims

1. A magnetic recording medium comprising a non-magnetic
support base having thereon a magnetic recording layer havmg
a ferromagnetic powder dispersed in a binder, the binder bcmg
comprised of a copolymer of vmyl chloride/vinylidene chlon-
de/vinyl alcohol in a ratio of 20 to 89 wt% of vinyl chloride:

10 to 60 wt% of vinylidene chloride: 1 to 20 wt% of vinyl
alcohol.

4,429,018

HOSE COUPLING FERRULE AND PROCESS
Robert E. Stuemky, Elizabeth, Colo., assignor to The Gates
Rubber Company, Denver, Colo.

Filed Jun. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 271,293

Int. G.J B22F 5/00
U.S. G. 428-546 H Gaims

4,429,016

MAGNETIC RECORDING MEDIUM WTTH VACUUM
DEPOSITED MAGNETIC LAYER

RyiUi Sugita, Hirakata, Japan, assignor to Matsushita Electric

Industrial Co., Ltd., Japan

FUed Mar. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 240,368
Gaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 7, 1980, 55-29622;

Mar. 10, 1980, 55-30615; Oct. 16, 1980, 55-145166; Nov. 11,

1980, 55-159290

Int. G.J GllB 5/66
U.S. G. 428—692 3 Gaims

1. A magnetic recording medium comprising a magnetic
layer containing Co and Cr as the main components thereof,

formed on a substrate by vacuum deposition, the magnetic
layer having an axis of easy magnetization perpendicular to the

surface of the medium, wherein said magnetic layer contains

Cr in an amount of 13 to 28% by weight based on the toul of

Co and Cr and has a saturation magnetization larger than that

of the bulk having the same composition as the average compo-
sition thereof and wherein a packing coefficient x, defined by

1. A method for making a ferrule having a crushable sleeve-

type body that is reducible in diameter and with a fitting end.
hose end, and sidewall defining inner and outer surfaces, com-
prising the steps of:

placing a quantity of metal powder in a punch type mold
cavity;

pressing the powder and forming the sleeve-type body;
compressing the sleeve-type body and forming a green.

ferrule briquette; and
sintering the ferrule briquette to a density that is at least

about 80 percent of the powdered meul's theoretical 100
percent compacted powder density to define a finished

ferrule that when crushed and deformed without resinter-

ing as by swaging or crimping, and reduced in diameter by
at least about 20 percent, has a density that is at least about
86.3 percent of the powdered metal's theoretical 100 per-

cent compacted powder density but is less than the pow-
dered metal's wrought density.

1038 O.G.—82
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6. A crimpable hose ferrule comprising:

a sleeve-type body that is reducible in diameter and formed
of sintered powdered metal characterized by having a

density that is at least about 80 percent of the powdered
metal's theoretical compacted density before the body is

reduced in diameter and a density that is at least about 86.3

percent of the powdered metal's theoretical 100 percent

compacted powder density but is less than the powdered
wrought density, when the body is deformed and reduced
in diameter by at least about 20 percent as by crimping or

swaging without resintering.

12. In a hose assembly of the type with a ferrule and male
„tem attached to an end portion of a hose by crushing and
deforming the ferrule and reducing its diameter by at least

about 20 percent as by swaging or crimping, the improvement
comprising:

the ferrule having a sleeve-type body formed of sintered

powdered metal having a density that is at least about 80
percent of the powdered metal's theoretical 100 percent

compacted density before the ferrule is crushed and re-

duced in diameter, and a density of at least about 86.3

percent of the powdered meul's theoretical 100 percent

compacted density but is less than the powdered metal's

wrought density after the ferrule is crushed, reduced in

diameter, and attached to the hose without resintering.

14. A method for increasing the density of a ferrule to a level

suitable for use in attaching the ferrule and a male stem to an
end portion of a hose comprising:

forming a ferrule with a sleeve-type body of sintered pow-
dered metal having a density that is at least about 80

percent of the powdered metal's theoretical 100 percent
compacted powder density; and

crushing and deforming the ferrule and reducing its diameter

by at least about 20 percent as by crimping or swaging
while simultaneously increasing the density of the body to

at least about 86.3 percent of the powdered metal's theo-

retical 100 percent compacted powder density, but less

than the powdered metal's wrought density, without
resintering.

4,429,019

HEAT-RESISTANT MACHINE COMPONENT
Nilf G. Schrewelius, deceased, late of Halistahammar, Sweden

(by Maud Schrewelius, legal representative), assignor to Bult-

en-Kanthal AB, Halistahammar, Sweden
Filed Jan. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 226,992

Claims priority, application Sweden, Jan. 3, 1980, 8000750
Int. a.J B32B 15/02

U.S. a. 428—550 12 Qaims

1. A heat resistant machine component for use in a hot-gas

atmosphere under dynamic mechanical strain which comprises
a core body of heat resistant material and a composite surface

layer sprayed thereon wherein said surface layer has a porosity

of up to 8% by volume and comprises a Fe-Cr-Al alloy compo-
nent consisting essentially of 1-12% Al, 10-30% Cr, small

quantities of at least dne element selected from the group of Si,

Mn, Co, Y, Hf, or mixtures thereof, and the balance being
substantially Fe; and a minor quantity of an oxide component
containing AI2O3; wherein the pores and the oxide component
form elongated, narrow regions which partly surround or

cover said alloy component and wherein the narrow regions

are wave-like and extend in a main direction substantially

parallel to the surface of the surface layer and wherein the

thickness of said narrow regions is up to 2 fim.

4,429,020

METAL-POLYMER COMPOSITE AND METHOD OF
MAKING SAID COMPOSITE

Daniel Luch, 6 Fairriew Ave., Warwick, N.Y. 10990
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 152,344, May 22, 1980,
abandoned. This application Jul. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 279,255

Int. a.3 C25D 5/10. 5/56
U.S. a. 428—625 n Qaims

1. In a process of preparing a silvery hued article for use

where long term durability against thermal shock and thermal
cycling is required, the improvement comprising providing a

body of solid material having a directly electroplateable poly-

mer at an exterior surface, electrodepositing metal consisting

of essentially pure nickel durably adherent onto the plateable

polymer, and subsequently depositing a durable tin-based alloy

composed essentially of tin and metal from the group nickel,

cobalt and mixtures thereof joined to the electrode;)Osited

metal adhering to the directly electroplateable polymer at the

body with durability characterized by capability for satisfacto-

rily surviving, without blistering or cracking deterioration, the

HSTS and TC thermally accelerated evaluation programs.

6. A metal-polymer composite article for use where long

term durability against thermal shock and thermal cycling is

required comprising: a body component containing a directly

electroplateable polymeric material; an exterior stratum of a

durable tin-based alloy composed essentially of tin and metal

from the group nickel, cobalt and mixtures thereof; and an
electrodeposited interior metal stratum consisting ofessentially

pure nickel disposed between and durably joined to the body
and the exterior stratum and adhering to directly electroplatea-

ble polymeric material in the body, said article being charac-

terized by having the aforesaid body and strata joined together

with durable adherency sufficient for satisfactorily surviving,

without blistering or cracking deterioration, the HSTS and TC
thermally accelerated evaluation programs.

4,429,021

CHROMIUM-PLATED STEEL STRIP HAVING
EXCELLENT WELDABILITY AND RESISTANCE TO

CORROSION
Mitsuo Higashi; Jyun-ichi Morita; Kenzi Koyama, all of Chita,

and Mitsuo Yoshida, Tokai, all of Japan, assignors to Nippon
Steel Corporation, Japan

FUed Dec. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 328,699

Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 29, 1980, 55-187719

Int. Q.3 B32B 15/04. 15/18

U.S. Q. 428—629 5 Oaim
1. A chromium-plated steel strip having excellent weldabil-

ity and resistance to corrosion, comprising:

a steel strip substrate;

an amorphous metal base layer consisting essentially of Ni-P

or Ni-B formed on said substrate in an amount of 3 to SCO

mg per m^ of said substrate;
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with P or B in an amount of 1-21 mg/m^ of said substrate;
an electroplated tin intermediate layer formed on said base

layer in an aqueous bath in an amount of 2.8 g or less per
m^ of said substrate, and;

10 20

•MEATPNG TIME IMIN )

30

a surface layer coated on said intermediate layer, said surface
layer containing 5 to 150 mg of meuUic chromium and 3

to 30 mg of hydrated chromium oxide per m^ of said

substrate.

4,429,022

COMPOSITE MATERIAL HAVING IMPROVED BOND
STRENGTH

John F. Breedis, Trumbull, and Julius C. Fister, Hamden, both
of Conn., assignors to Olfn CorporationrNew Haven, Conn.

Filed Jun. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,999
Int. Q.3 B32B 15/20

VS. a. 428-675 n Qgimj
1. A composite material having improved bond strength and

a substantially smooth external surface, said composite mate-
rial comprising:

a core comprising a deoxidized copper base alloy consisting
essentially of at least 95% copper and from about 0.05%
to about 0.5% zirconium;

a cladding comprising a dissimilar copper alloy; and
a strong metollurgical bond between said core and cladding,

said bond being formed by rolling together said core and
cladding in a single pass with a reduction of about 50% to

75% and by heating said bonded core and cladding at a
temperature in the range of about 200* C. to about 750* C.
for a time period of about 5 minutes to 24 hours to increase
the strength of said bond.

9. A composite having improved bond strength, said com-
posite comprising:

a core comprising a deoxidized copper base alloy consisting

essentially of at least 95% copper and from about 0.05%
to about 0.5% zirconium; and

a dissimilar copper alloy cladding the composite having a
bond strength of at least about 200 pounds per } inch
width to being substantially unpeelable.

R| H Rj Rs
\ I I /
N—C—C—

N

R} H R4 R«

wherein Ri is selected from the group consisting of alkyl and
alkenyl groups containing from 4 to 22 carbon atoms, aryl
groups containing from 4 to 10 carbon atoms, alkyl and alkenyl
groups containing from 4 to 10 carbon atoms, alkyl and alkenyl
groups containing from 4 to 22 carbon atoms substituted with
one or more aryl groups containing from 4 to 10 carbon atoms
and aryl groups containing from 4 to 10 carbon atoms substi-
tuted with one or more alkyl or alkenyl groups containing
from 1 to 22 carbon atoms; R2 is selected from the group
consisting of hydrogen, _(CH2CH20),H. wherein n is an
mteger from 1 to 10. alkyl and alkenyl groups containing from
1 to 22 carbon atoms, aryl groups containing from 4 to 10
carbon atoms, alkyl and alkenyl groups containing from 1 to 22
carbon atoms substituted with one or more aryl groups con-
taining from 4 to 10 carbon atoms and aryl groups containing
from 4 to 10 carbon atoms substituted with one or more alkyl
or alkenyl groups containing from 1 to 22 carbon atoms; R3 and
R4 are independently selected from the group consisting of
hydrogen, -CH3, and -CH2CH3; and Rsand Re are indepen-
dently selected from the group consistmg of hydrogen, —CH3.—CH2CH3, and —(CH2CH20)„H wherein n is an integer
from 1 to 10.

4,429,024
METHOD OF MAKING ANTISTATIC MAGNETIC
RECORDING TAPES AND RECORDING TAPES

Susumu Ueno; Hirokazu Nomura, both of Ibaraki, and Kiyoahi
Imada, Omiya, all of Japan, aasignors to Shin-Etau Chemical
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 406,058
Qaims priority, application Japan, Aug. 14, 1981, 56-127467

Int. Q.^ B05D 3/06
U.S. Q. 428-694 7 Qaims

1. An antistatic magnetic recording tape which comprises a
film base made of a synthetic plastic resin, a layer of a plasma-
polymerized gaseous compound provided on at least one sur-
face of the film base and a magnetic layer provided on at least

one surface of the film base.

4,429,025

BATTERY RETAINING DEVICE
Mark Stow, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Masco Corporation

of Indiana, Taylor, Mich.

FUed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,531

Int. Q.5 HOIM 2/10
U.S. Q. 429—97 16 Qaims

4,429,023

MAGNETIC RECORDING MEDIUM
Dieter Frank, NapenlUe, and Uncoln D. Metcalfe, Lagrange,

both of III., aasignors to Akaona Incorporated, Asheiille, N.C.
Division of Ser. No. 228,524, Jan. 26, 1981, Pat No. 4,334,887,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 118,270, Feb. 5, 1980,
budoned. This appUcation Feb. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 346,308

Int a.J HOIF 10/02
VJS. a. 428-694 3 OMbu

1. A magnetic recording medium comprising a non-magnetic
carrier and a magnetizable coating provided on said carrier,

said magnetizable coating comprising a binder and magnetic
pigments finely dispersed therein by means of a dispersing

agent, said dispersing agent being a compound of the formula:

/A
t^^T^U^f"'^*

•*wv/

1. A battery retaining device for removable mechanical
interconnection of a battery having a longitudinal axis with a
housing of an electrical apparatus requiring said battery for

operation, said retaining device comprising:

a bracket adapted to be attached to the housing;
a pair of stanchions fixedly interconnected with said bracket.
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each stanchion extending outwardly from said bracket

generally parallel to each other and terminating in free

ends,

a battery retention channel formed between said stanchions

approximating the cross-sectional shape of a portion of

said battery and adapted to receive said battery wherein
with its longitudinal axis lying between said stanchions;

a clamp support element pivotally fastened to said bracket

near one of said stanchions such that said element is piv-

oted about an axis parallel to said longitudinal axis

towards and away from the other of said stanchions;

clamp engaging means near said free end of said other stan-

chion;

a clamp interconnected with said clamp support element

such that, when said element is pivoted fully towards said

other stanchion, said clamp is near said clamp engaging

means and

elastic spring means between clamp and said clamp support

element whereby said clamp may be removably intercon-

nected with said clamp engaging means by temporary
elastic deflection of said spring means and whereby said

spring means biases said other stanchion towards said

battery.

4,429,026

LAMINAR MULTICELL LITHIUM BATTERIES
Alan H. Bnider, Burlington, Mass., assignor to Polaroid Corpo-

ration, Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Jan. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 341,196

Int. a.3 HOIM 6/46
U.S. a. 429—152 7 Claims

'^"

•.:\'.\v///Z
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1. A laminar multicell lithium battery, comprising, in combi-
nation, a plurality of stacked contiguous laminar cells; each cell

comprising a lithium anode, a cathode comprising a slurry

dispersion of active cathode particles in an organic solution of
a lithium salt containing a passivating solvent, and an electro-

lyte permeable separator between said anode and said cathode;

each adjacent pair of cells being electronically connected in

series and electrochemically isolated only by a laminar inter-

cell connector; each of said laminar intercell connectors con-
sisting essentially of a first layer of conductive plastic having
one side in contact with the cathode of a first of said adjacent

pair of cells and a second side opposite said first side, an elec-

tronically conducting barrier layer of material impermeable to

said passivating solvent adhered on one side to said second side

of said first layer of conductive plastic and having a second
side, said barrier layer being in registry with said cathode and
being at least coextensive with the area of said cathode in

contact with said first layer to substantially prevent passage of
said passivating solvent, and a second layer of conductive
plastic adhered to said second side of said barrier layer on one
side and having an opposite side in contact with the anode of
the other of said adjacent pair of cells.

4,429,027

PHOTOIMAGING PROCESS
Vaughan C. Chambers, Jr., Wilmington, Del., and Joseph E.

Gerray, Red Bank, N.J., assignors to E. I. Du Pont de Ne-
mours & Co., Wilmington, Del.

Filed May 21, 1981, Ser. No. 266,057

Int. a.3 G03C lJ/12
U.S. a. 430—5 5 Qaims

^»

^ti

1. A process for photoimaging a photosensitive layer com-
prising the steps:

(a) forming in situ an actinic radiation-opaque image on a

transparent cover sheet which is on the photosensitive

layer;

(b) exposing the image-bearing layer to actinic radiation by
which the layer is photoimaged;

(c) removing the cover sheet; and
(d) developing or fixing the photoimage.

4,429,028

COLOR PICTURE TUBE HAVING IMPROVED SLIT
TYPE SHADOW MASK AND METHOD OF MAKING

SAME
Henry W. Kuzminski, Ephrata, Pa., assignor to RCA Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jun. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 390,870

Int. a.J G03C 5/00
U.S. a. 430—5 4 Claims

1. In a method of fabricating a slit-type shadow mask for a

color picture tube, wherein the method includes coating both

sides of a metal sheet with a photosensitive material, photoex-

posing the photosensitive material on both sides of the metal

sheet through two aligned photographic masters having aper-

ture patterns thereon, said aperture patterns including major

and minor axes, developing the photosensitive material and
etching apertures in said metal sheet, the improvement com-
prising the aperture pattern on a first of said photographic

plates including trapezoidal-shaped elements at locations away
from the vicinity of the pattern minor axis, with the longer

bases of the trapezoidal-shaped elements facing away from the

minor axis.
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4,429,029
ORGANIC ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING

MEDIUM
Gerhard HofTmann, Otterstadt; Fritz Graser, and Reinhold J.

Uyrer, both of Ludwigshafen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany.
assignors to BASF Aktiengesellschaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Mar. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 358,581
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 20.

1981, 3110960

Int. a.^ G03G 5/06
U.S. a. 430-57 5 ci,j„,

1. An electrophotographic recording medium which con-
sists essential of

(a) an electrically conductive base,

(b) a first layer containing a charge carrier-producing dye of
the formula (I) or (II)

R'—

N

(I)

N— R'

(chlorine)/,

(II)

HjCft C6H,

^e

QH, CftHs

wherein Xe represents an anion; the dye has an absorption
spectrum which changes when a binderless coating of the dye
is treated with solvent vapors, and the composition containing
the dye-dye complex has an absorption spectrum which is

similar to the changed absorption spectrum of the dye when
treated with solvent vapors.

4,429,031
COLOR DIFFUSION TRANSFER PHOTOGRAPHIC

ELEMENT
Motohiko TsuboU; Masakazu Morigakl; Tsutomu Hamaoka,
and Nobutaka Ohki, all of Minami-ashigara, Japan, aaiignors
to Fuji Photo Film Co.. Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Oct. 3, 1980, Ser. No. 193,495
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 3, 1979, 54-127567

Int. a.' G03C 5/54
U.S. CI. 430-218 8 oaim.

1. A color diffusion transfer photographic element compris-
ing (a) a photosensitive component containing at least one
photosensitive silver halide emulsion layer combined with a
DRR compound, (b) a dye image receiving component and (c)
an alkaline processing composition component, wherein the
improvement comprises at least one of said components (a),
(b). and (c) containing a compound represented by the formula

(chlorinc)m
(t)

OH

where R' is hydrogen, alkyl. aralkyi, aryl or alkylaryl. and
Z, where relevant, is a fused aromatic system, and

(c) a second layer which is substantially transparent to ac-
tinic light and is compsed of insulating organic materials
containing at least one compound which is charge carrier-

transporting when exposed to light, wherein the chlorine
substitution n or m, based on the aromatic skeleton of the

therein R represents a substituted or unsubstituied alkyl group
formula (I) or (II), is from 45 to 75% of the maximum ^'"^'"8 from 1 to 18 carbon atoms

possible. .

4,429,032

SURFACE-TREATED VINYL CHLORIDE POLYMER
MATERIAL INCLUDING AN ADHERING

HYDROPHILIC LAYER
Herman L. Matthe, ZoerscI; Lucicn J. Van Gowun, Kontich,
and LudoTicus M. Mertcns, Halle, all of Belgium, auignors to
Agfa-Gcvaert N.V., Mortsel, Belgium

Filed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,641
aainu priority, application United Kingdom, May 18, 1981,

8115170

Int. a. J G03C 5/54 1/48. 1/78. 1/96
U.S. a. 430-231 II Qaims

1. A material comprising a vinyl chloride polymer layer free
of hydrophilic monomeric units and an adhenng hydrophilic
layer, wherein the adhesivity of the surface of the vinyl chlo-
ride polymer layer to said adhering layer has been improved by
a treatment with a corona discharge of the uncoated vinyl
chloride polymer layer surface, characterized m that said
adhering layer comprises a mixture of a hydrophilic colloid
binder and dispersed colloidal silica in a weight ratio of from
5/1 to 1/2. and also that said treatment of the uncoated vinyl
chloride polymer layer surface with said corona discharge is

sufficient to impart a degree of wettability determined by a

4,429,030

PHOTOCONDUCriVE COMPOSITIONS
Jerome H. Perlstein; George A. Reynolds; James A. VanAllan,

and Suzanne P. Qark, all of Rochester, N.Y., assignors to
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 874,971, Feb. 3, 1978,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 855,141,
No?. 28, 1977, abandoned. This application Oct. 20, 1982, Ser

No. 435,524

Int. Q.' G03G 5/06. 5/14
U.S. Q. 430-75 13 Qaims

1. A photoconductive composition having both high speed
and high resolution, wherein the composition comprises a film

forming electrically insulating polymer and a dye in the form
of a dye-dye complex, having a structure according to the
formula
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wetting test which comprises applying to the treated uncoated
vinyl chloride polymer surface a test liquid of a mixture of
formamide and ethylene glycol monomethyl ether in a ratio of
at least 90.7:9.3 v/v at a temperature of 20* C. over an area
thereof at least 3 cm X 3 cm, and said applied test liquid mixture
retracts into droplets in a retraction time of at least two sec-

onds.

11. Material according to claim 1, characterized in that the
adhering hydrophilic layer contains said mixture of hydro-
philic colloid and silica in a ratio by weight of at least 80%
with respect to the toul weight of said layer.

4,429,033

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF COLOR PRINTS
BY THE DYE-DIFFUSION TRANSFER PROCESS

Immo Boie, Langenfeld; Manfred Peters, Leverkusen, and
Thomas Kaluschke, Leichlingen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed May 13, 1982, Ser. No. 377,623
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 19,

1981, 3119929

Int. a.J G03C 7/00, 1/40. 1/10. 5/54
U.S. a. 430—237 5 Qaims

1. A process for the production in the dye diffusion process
of a color print visible through a transparent layer support, in

which a color photographic recording material comprising
a transparent layer support,

a photosensitive element comprising at least one photosensi-
tive silver halide emulsion layer and a non-diffusing color-

providing compound associated therewith,

a light-reflecting opaque layer and
a mordant layer,

is exposed imagewise and developed wherein the improve-
ment comprises a novel combination of improvements of
said dye diffusion process of

(1) the transparent layer support, the photosensitive ele-

ment, the light-reflecting opaque layer and the mordant
layer being formed in that order in an inseparable layer

assembly;

(2) the non-diffusing color-providing compound being
first, capable of forming under the conditions of photo-

graphic development or any subsequent treatment a

non-diffusing image dye and second, capable of releas-

ing in consequence of development and in imagewise
distribution a diffusible anionic compound, thereby
losing its ability to form an image dye;

(3) the recording material being subjected to imagewise
exposure through said transparent layer support;

(4) the exposed recording material being treated with an
alkaline developer solution or paste to form each of the
following in the photosensitive element:

a silver image;

a positive retained image consisting of an imagewise
distribution of the non-diffusing color-providing
compound or of an image dye formed therefrom
under the development conditions and, complemen-
tarily thereto an imagewise distribution of the diffus-

ible anionic compound released from the non-diffus-

ing color-providing compound, the latter being trans-

ferred by diffusion, under the conditions of photo-
graphic development, to the mordant layer and fixed

thereon;

(5) said silver image and the undeveloped silver halide are
removed by bleaching and fixing; and

(6) when said positive retained image forming non-diffus-

ing color-providing compound after development,
bleaching and fixing does not have the color of the
required positive dye image the recording material is

additionally subjected to another treatment to convert
the non-diffusing color-providing compound present in

imagewise distribution in the photosensitive element
into an image dye.

4,429,034

DRY nLM RESISTS
John J. Keane, Ballston Lake, and Richard F. Zopf, Burnt Hills,

both of N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company, Sche-
nectady, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 190,029, Sep. 23, 1980, Pat. No. 4,341,859.
This application Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,678

Int. a.' G03C 1/68
U.S. a. 430—271 6 Qalms

1. A water-dispersible flexible apparently dry but tacky
photoresist film comprising a homogeneous mixture of:

(i) colloidal droplets of a solution in a solvent comprising
acetone, methyl chloride, methylformate or propylene
carbonate of a polyaryliodonium or sulfonium salt of a

complex halogenide latent catalyst dispersed in a continu-

ous aqueous phase containing,

(ii) a water-soluble normally solid polyvinyl alcohol as film-

forming component, and
(iii) an effective amount of a water-soluble thermosetting

polymethylol compound to cross-link said polyvinyl alco-

hol to water-insoluble state at elevated temperature there-

for,

the amount of said latent catalyst being sufficient to catalyze

the cross-linking action of said polymethylol compound when
said emulsion is dried and irradiated with ultraviolet light and
heated simultaneously with or subsequent to said irradiation.

4,429,035

BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS
Eiichi Kato; Nobutaka Ohki, and Junkichi Ogawa, all of

Kanagawa, Japan, assignors to Fi^i Photo Film Co., Ltd.,

Kanagawa, Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 368,927, Apr. 16, 1982, abandoned.

This application Jun. 20, 1983, Ser. No. 504,855
Qaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 17, 1981, 56-58069

Int. a.J G03C 7/16
U.S. a. 430—402 18 Qaims

1. A process for forming black and white images which
comprises color developing with an aromatic primary amine a

black and white photographic material comprising a support

having formed thereon a silver halide photographic emulsion
layer containing a black image-forming coupler represented by
general formula (I) or (II):

m

(II)

R

wherein R represents

-C-Yi or -SO2-Y1.
H
O

wherein Yi represents an aliphatic group, an aryl group, an

aralkyi group, or a heterocyclic group, said group preventing

said coupler from diffusing from the emulsion layer containing

it and X| and X2 each represents a hydrogen atom or a cou-

pling-ofT group capable of being released upon oxidative cou-

pling reaction with a developing agent.
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4,429,036
METHOD OF FORMING A PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGE

Shlgeo Hirano, and Yoshihiro Takagi, both of Minarai-ashigara,
Japan, awignors to Fi^i Photo Film Co., Ltd., Kanagawa,
Japan

Division of Ser. No. 345,501, Feb. 3, 1982. ThU application Mar.
31, 1983, Ser. No. 480,650

Qaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 3, 1981, 56-14564;
Feb. 3, 1981, 56-14565; Feb. 3, 1981, 56-14567

Int. Q.J G03C 5/24; G03F 7/06
U.S.Q. 430-405 18 Qaims

1. A method of forming a photographic image which com-
prises development processing with an alkaline aqueous activa-
tor solution an imagewised exposed silver halide photographic
light-sensitive material comprising a support having thereon at
least one surface latent image type silver halide emulsion layer,
and conuining in at least one layer selected from a silver halide
emulsion layer and another hydrophilic colloid layer (1) a
hydroquinone series developing agent and (2) an acylhydra-
zine compound represented by formula (1):

r'nhnhcor2

holding a substantially uniformly distributed supply of s
low viscosity proceuing liquid, a leader section, and a
ground section, said enclosure section including a portion
of a sheet folded back on itself to define opposite facing
enclosure wall sections which are releasably sealed to-

gether along three open edge portions thereof to form an
enclosure about said liquid holding means, said leader
section being coupled to one of said wall sections and said
ground section being coupled to the other of uid wall
sections so that, in response to the application of a force to
said leader section and then to following portions of said
film unit, said ground section mechanically grounds a
portion of said enclosure section and thereby provides a
reaction force which cooperates with said applied force to
effect the unsealing of said enclosure section in conjunc-
tion with its movement to an extended position overlying
said film component outer surface to locate said liquid
holding means in liquid yielding contact with said given
area to effect wetting thereof

(I)

wherein R' represents an unsubstituted or substituted aryl
group or alkyl group; and R2 represents a hydrogen atom, or
an unsubstituted or substituted aryl group or alkyl group,

wherein the aqueous activator solution or a prebath thereof
contains at least one compound represented by formula
(II):

N-(-Q'-N-)r-wJ

W2

(ID

wherein each of W', W2. W' and Wl" can represent a
hydrogen atom, an unsubstituted or substituted alkyl
group, alkenyl group, or alkynyl group, an acyl group, or
a sulfonyl group, and W and W2. or W^ and W" >, can be
bonded to each other to form a ring; Q' represents—CH2CH2- or -CH2CH2CH2-; and n represents an
integer of 1 to 4.

4,429,038
PROCESS FOR CONCENTRATING YELLOW SILVER

SOLS
Franx Moll, and Ingeborg Httll, both of Uverkuscn, Fad. Rep. of
Germany, aasignors to Agfa Gcvaert Akticntcacllachaft,
Leverkusen-Bayerwcrk, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jul. 26. 1982. Ser. No. 401,653
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gtrmaay, Jul. 31,

Int. Q.J G03C 1/84. 1/05
U.S.Q. 430-510 4ci^^

1. A process for the production of a yellow silver sol pre-
pared by reducing a water-soluble silver salt and precipitating
the sol preparation and in the presence of a binder fiocculating,
washing and redispersing the preparation,

wherein the improvement comprises in the presence of
calcium-free gelatin flocculating and redispersing the sol.

and adding to said sol preparation a water-soluble chlonde
selected from the group consisting of ammonium and
alkali metal chlorides.

4,429,037

SELF-PROCESSING FILM UNIT WITH LIQUID
APPLICATOR

Lawrence M. Douglas, South Ewton, Mass., auignor to Polar-
oid Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Nov. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 445,417
Int. Q.J G03C 5/54. 1/48 1/40; G03D 9/00

U.S. Q. 430-499 24 Qaims

1. A self-processing film unit comprising:
a sheet-like film component including one or more photosen-

sitive layers and having an outer surface with a given area
thereof that is configured to be wetted with a low viscos-
ity processing liquid, following exposure of said one or
more photosensitive layers, to initiate processing of said
film component; and

a liquid applicator secured to said film component, said
applicator including an initially folded and releasably
sealed enclosure section having therein means yieldably

4,429,039

PHOTOGRAPHIC ELEMENT
Takeji Ochiai, Fi^imiya, Japan, assignor to Fi^i Photo Film Co.,

Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 671,928. Mar. 30, 1976, abandoned.

This application May 17. 1982. Ser. No. 378,710
Qaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 31. 1975. 50-39528

Int. Q.J G03C 1/74. 1/80. 1/30
U.S. Q. 430-534 9 Qalms

I A silver halide photographic light-sensitive material com-
prising a support having thereon a subbing layer and at least

one light-sensitive silver halide emulsion layer over said sub-
bing layer, wherein said subbing layer consists essentially of

(1) at least one copolymer of about 10 to about 90% by
weight of at least one diolefin monomer and about 90 to
about 10% by weight of at least one vinyl monomer, and

(2) at least one dichloro-s-triazine derivative represented by
the following general formula

N NT
a

wherein A represents a metal atom.

m
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4,429,040

METHOD AND REAGENT FOR THE DETECTION OF
nSRIN MONOMER

Udo Becker, Munich, and Peter Roeschlau, Seeshaupt, both of

Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Boehringer Mannheim
GmbH, Mannheim-Waldbof, Del.X

FUed Apr. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 256,212

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 8,

1980, 3017707

Int. a.3 GOIN 33/54; C12Q J/56
VJS. CI. 435—7 8 Oaims

1. Method for the determination of fibrin monomer in a

biological fluid sample comprising incubating said fluid sample
with a reagent consisting essentially of hydrophobic latex

under conditions suitable for agglutination, and determining

the resulting agglutination as a measure of fibrin monomer
content in the sample.

I

4,429,041

PROCESS OF PRODUONG
9.HYDROXY-3-OXO-4,17(20)-PREGNADIENE-20-CAR.

BOXYLIC ACTD
Merle G. Wovcha; John C. Knight, and Alfred B. Garcia, all of

Kalamazoo, Mich., assignors to The Upjohn Company, Kala-

mazoo, Mich.

Filed May 11, 1981, Ser. No. 262,018

Int. a.3 C12N 1/20

U.S. a. 435—58 5 Oaims
1. A one-stage fermentation process for preparing a com-

pound of the formula

I

CH3^ ^COOH

which comprises cultivating Mycobacterium fortuitum NRRL
B-12433 in an aqueous nutrient medium under aerobic condi-

tions in the presence of a steroid with a C-17 side chain and
recovering the desired product.

5. A biologically pure culture of mutant Mycobacterium

fortuitum NRRL B-12433.

I

4,429,042

STRAIN OF STREPTOMYCES FOR PRODUCING
ANTIPARASITIC COMPOUNDS

George Albers-Schonberg, Princeton; Hyman Wallick, Spring-

field; Robert E. Ormond, Edison; Thomas W. Miller, Car-
teret, and Richard W. Burg, Murray Hill, all of N.J., assign-

ors to Merck A Co., Inc., Rahway, N.J.

DiTision of Ser. No. 940,682, Sep. 8, 1978, Pat. No. 4,310,519,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 874,607, Feb. 2, 1978,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 772,601,
Mar. 2, 1977, abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser.

No. 678,328, Apr. 19, 1976, abandoned. This application Dec. 30,

1981, Ser. No. 335,899

Int. C\? C12P 17/18. 17/02; C12R 1/465; C12N 1/20 -

U.S. a. 435—119 10 Oaims
1. A biologically pure culture of the microorganism Strepto-

myces avermitilis ATCC 31267 (NRRL 8165), said culture

being capable of producing the substance C-076 having the

formula:

CH3

CH3

CH3

R3

wherein R is:

CH3 CH3

CH30 CH30

II

and wherein the broken line indicates a single or a double
bond;

Ri is hydroxy and is present only when said broken line

indicates a single bond;

R2 is isopropyl or sec-butyl; and

R3 is methoxy or hydroxy;

in a recoverable quantity upon fermentation in an aqueous
nutrient medium containing an assimilable source of carbon,

nitrogen and inorganic salts.

2. A biologically pure culture of the microorganism Strepto-

myces avermitilies ATCC 31272, said culture being capable of
producing the substance C-076 having the structural formula:

I

CH3

wherein R is:

CH3 II

CH3O CH3O
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and wherein the broken line indicates a single or a double
bond;

Rl is hydroxy and is present only when said broken line

indicates a single bond;

R2 is isopropyl or sec-butyl; and
R3 is methoxy or hydroxy;

in a recoverable quantity upon fermentation in an aqueous
nutrient medium containing an assimilable source of carbon,
nitrogen and inorganic salts.

4 429 043
ANAEROBIC DIGESTION OF ORGANIC WASTE FOR

BIOGAS PRODUCTION
Robert Paton, Ponce, P.R., assignor to Biorganic Energy Inc.,

Hato Rey, P.R.

Filed Jan. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 337,250

Int. O.J C12P 5/02
U.S. O. 435-167 16 Oaims

1. An anaerobic bacterial process for converting manure
containing organic waste material into methane and fertilizer,

the combination of steps consisting essentially of:

passing a low solids aqueous suspension of manure contain-
ing organic wastes having a solids content of less than
about 4% by weight into the first of at least four anaerobic
zones, the first and second anaerobic zones being located
in one tank and the third and fourth anaerobic zones being
located in a second tank, the second zone having a liquid

space about one half the liquid space of the first zone, said

zones being arranged for liquid communication in series

such that addition of liquid to the first zone causes;

liquid flow from the lower portion of the first anaerobic
zone to the lower portion of the second anaerobic zone;

liquid flow from the upper portion of the second anaero-
bic zone to the upper portion of the third anaerobic
zone;

liquid flow from the lower portion of the third anaerobic
zone to the lower portion of the fourth -anaerobic zone;

liquid flow out of the upper portion of the last anaerobic
zone;

said serial liquid communication being the only liquid com-
munication between zones, there being no passing of the
settled solids from the second anaerobic zone to the third

anaerobic zone,

maintaining quiescent conditions in each of said anaerobic
zones whereby a three layer stratification of the mixture
occurs,

maintaining ambient temperature of up to about 40° C. in

each of said zones; and

collecting methane from the top of said zones and periodi-

cally removing fertilizer solids from said zones.

4,429,045

RABIES VIRUS ADAPTED FOR GROWTH IN SWINE
TESTICLE CELL CULTURE

Edmund P. Bass, and Richard L. Sharpee, both of Lincoln,
Nebr., assignors to Norden Laboratories, Inc., Lincoln, Nebr.

Division of Ser. No. 174,306, Jul. 30, 1980, Pat. No. 4,347,239.
This application May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,908

Int. O.' C12N 7/00. 7/08
U.S. O. 435-235 2 Oaims

1. HCP-SAD strain of rabies virus, adapted for growth in

swine testicle cell culture by at least one passage in said cell

culture.

4,429,046

LARGE SCALE CULTIVATION OF BORDETELLA
PERTUSSIS CELLS FOR VACCINE PRODUCTION

Wenlii Lin, New City, N.Y., and John W. Imbaratto, Hamburg,
N.J„ assignors to American Cyanamid Company, Stamford,
Conn.

Filed Jul. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 401,999
Int. O.' C12N 1/20: A61K 39/02

U.S. O. 435-253 7 Oaims
1. A process for producing Pertussis Vaccine of high po-

tency and low toxicity which comprises
(a) producing seed cultures of Bordetella pertussis from a

biphasic growth in blood agar;

(b) inoculating a biphasic growth system comprising a liquid

medium over charcoal agar with said seed system;

(c) inoculating said charcoal biphasic seed into a liquid

medium containing an anion exchange resin;

(d) inoculating a deep fermentation tank with liquid medium
culture containing an anion exchange resin.

(e) incubating the broth at a temperature of 32°-38' C ;

(0 killing the Bordetella pertussis and separating the killed

bacteria from the broth

4,429,047

METHOD FOR DETERMINING OXYGEN CONTENT IN
SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIAL

Lubomir L. Jastrzebski, Plainsboro, N.J., and Jacek Lagowski,
Woburn, Mass., assignors to RCA Corporation, New York,
N.Y.

Filed Aug. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 297.176

Int. CI.' GOIN 21/35

U.S.C1. 436-4 11 Oaims
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4 429 044
PREPARATION OF AN ALKALINE PROTEASE FROM

FLAVOBACTERIUM ARBORESCENS
George Boguslawski, and Ernest W. Boyer, both of Elkhart,

Ind., assignors to Miles Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Intf.

Filed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425,713

Int. O.J C12N 9/52; C12R 1/20
U.S. O. 435—220 g Oaims

1. A method for the production of microbial alkaline prote-

ase which comprises cultivating an organism from the species

Flawbacterium arborescens in an aqueous nutrient medium
containing appropriate nutrients for a time sufficient to pro-

duce a recoverable quantity of enzyme.

I. A method for determining all of the oxygen present in a
body of essentially monocrystalline semiconductor material
capable of containing interstitial oxygen identifiable by a well-
defined absorption band, comprising the steps of

(a) heating the body to a first temperature to initiate the
conversion of all of the oxygen present in said body to

interstitial form and maintaining said first temperature for

a time period sufficient to convert said oxygen to intersti-

tial form;

(b) cooling the heated body both to a second temperature
and at a rate of cooling sufficient to maintain all of said

oxygen in said interstitial form;

(c) cooling said body still further to a third temperature
corresponding to room temperature; and
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(d) thereafter measuring at said third temperature the inten-

sity of the absorption band related to the interstitial oxy-
gen of said material of said body to provide an intensity

signal representing all of the oxygen contained in said

body;

(e) said measuring step comprising the step of exposing said

material to a beam of infra-red (IR) energy and measuring
the intensity of said absorption band after said exposure
step to determine the absorption coefficient (a) related to
said interstitial oxygen;

(0 said cooling rate and second temperature being deter-
mined by repeating steps (a) through (d) to determine the
minimum cooling rate as indicated by no change in the
measurement of interstitial oxygen;

(g) said first temperature and time period being determined
by repeating each of steps (a) through (d) until the mea-
surement of interstitial oxygen remains constant.

4,429,048

ALIPHATIC AMINE-CONTAINING KARL FISCHER
TITRATION AGENT AND METHOD FOR USING IT

Eugen Schoiz, Garbsen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Riedel-de Haen Ag., Seelze, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Division of S«r. No. 210,857, No?. 26, 1980, Fat. No. 4,378,972.

This application Aug. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 412,214
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar, 5,

1980, 3008421; Oct. 20, 1980, 3039511

Int. aJ GOIN 33/18
U.S. a. 436-42 14 Claims

1. A titration agent consisting essentially of an amine, sulfur
dioxide and iodine, wherein the amine is an acyclic primary
amine havmg from 2 to 6 carbon atoms and the molar ratio of
amine to sulfur dioxide is from 0.5:1 to 1.3:1.

4,429,049

METHOD FOR THE ANALYSIS OF ORGANIC
POLLUTANTS

Calvin Rogers; Russell A. Parker, both of Durham, N.C., and
Terry L. Loucks, Red Bank, N.J., assignors to Mead Corpora-
tion, Dayton, Ohio

Filed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 350,689
Int. a.5 GOIN I/OO; BOID 11/04

U.S. a. 436-178 17 Qaims
1. A process for the analysis of organic pollutants contained

in an aqueous sample comprising the steps of:

(a) placing a predetermined amount of an aqueous sample
containing one or more extractable organic pollutants in a
column to thereby form a volume of sample;

(b) adjusting the pH of the liquid sample to either an acid,

basic, or neutral condition depending upon the organic
pollutants to be extracted;

(c) injecting an extraction solvent under pressure into said

sample in a single pass to produce a plurality of substan-
tially uniform droplets, said solvent being substantially

immiscible with said sample and having a specific gravity
greater than said sample, said pollutants being preferen-
tially soluble in said solvent over said sample, the amont of
solvent used being in proportion to the amount of said

sample contained in the column,

(d) contacting said solvent droplets and said sample for a

time sufficient for mass transfer of said pollutants from
said sample to said solvent to occur by allowing said

solvent droplets to settle through the volume of sample in

the column and collect at the bottom thereof,

(e) collecting and removing the resulting extract solution
containing one or more of said pollutants,

(0 analyzing at least a portion of the collected pollutant-con-
taining extract solution.

4 429 050
COMPETITIVE IMMUNOCHEMICAL MEASUREMENT

OF PLURAL TRACE COMPONENTS INVOLVING
SPECTRAL SENSmZING DYE LABELS

Yukio Yasuda; Nobuhito Masuda; Yi^i Mihara; Masaki Oka-
zaki, all of Minami-ashigara, and Nobuo Hiratsuka, Tokyo,
all of Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Sep. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 298,811
Qaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 2, 1980, 55-120593

Int. a.3 GOIN 33/54. 33/58, 33/52, 33/74
U.S. CI. 436-538 6 Qaims

1. A method for the simultaneous immunochemical assays of
trace components in a sample comprising:

(a) competitively reacting

at least two different and differently labeled antigens or at

least two different and differently labeled antibodies,

the labels being spectral sensitizing dyes differing from
one another in their absorption spectra and at least two
antigens or at least two antibodies in the sample being
assayed, respectively, for limited binding sites on corre-

sponding antibodies or corresponding antigens, respec-

tively;

(b) contacting either the reaction products resulting from (a)

or the unreacted reactants also of (a) with silver halide;

(c) exposing the silver halide resulting from (b) to light

having the wavelengths corresponding to the absorption

spectra of the spectral sensitizing dyes;

(d) developing the exposed silver halide reslting from (c);

(e) measuring the optical densities resulting from (d); and

(0 determining the amounts of the at least two antigens or
the at least two antibodies in the sample by correlations

with the optical densities measured in (e).

4,429,051

CERAMIC MATERIALS BY SOL-GEL ROUTE
Roger W. Davidge, Wantage, and James L. Woodhead, Didcot,

both of England, assignors to United Kingdom Atomic Energy
Authority, London, England

Filed Mar. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 356,511

Qaims priority, application United Kingdom, Mar. 11, 1981,

8107701

Int. Q.3 C04B i5/02
U.S. Q. 501—12 5 Claims

1. A method of preparing a sintered ceramic material in

which a refractory material is present in a metastable, high
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temperature enantiotropic form in a ceramic matrix, the meta-
stable form having a higher density than its room temperature
enantiotropic form, which method comprises the steps of:

(i) preparing a homogeneous mixture of noncolloidal partic-

ulate ceramic matrix material, a sol comprising colloidal
particles of a precursor for the refractory material dis-

persed in a liquid medium, and a precursor convertible
during step (iii) below to a stabiliser for the metastable
form of the refractory material;

(ii) spray drying the homogeneous mixture to produce a

powder comprising particles of the ceramic matrix mate-
rial bonded together by a gel of the refractory material;

and

(iii) sintering the powder to give the ceramic material.

4,429,052

MAGNETIC HEXAGONAL FERRITE LAYER ON A
NONMAGNETIC HEXAGONAL MIXED CRYSTAL

SUBSTRATE
Dieter W. Mateika, Ellerbek, and Emst-Gimter Bartels,

Pinneberg, both of Fed. Rep. ofGermany, assignors to U.S.
Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 219,030, Dec. 22, 1980, Pat, No. 4,355,072.
This application Jul. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 395,160

Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Feb. 12,

1980, 3005195; Feb. 12, 1980, 3005219
Int. CV C04B 35/46, 35/48; COIF 11/02; COIG 15/00

U.S. Q. 501—135 5 Qaims

cation exchangmg a Y-type zeolite with rare earth-conlainmg
cations, calcining the resultant rare earth-exchanged zeolite in

the presence of water vapor at a partial pressure of at least 2

p.s.i.a., ion-exchanging the calcined product with ammonium
ions, subsequently admixing with a refractory oxide compo-
nent, calcining the resulting admixture so as to convert at least

some of the ammonium ions to hydrogen ions, impregnating
the calcined admixture with a solution containing Group VIII
metal cations under conditions such that at least some Group
VIII metal cations are exchanged into the zeolite contained m
the calcined admixture, and again calcining.

4,429.054

HYDROCARBON SOLVENT SOLUTIONS OF
COMPLEXES OF ISOPROPYLLITHIUM AND

ETHYLLITHIUM
Robert C. Morrison, Gastonia, N.C., assignor to Lithium Corpo-

ration of America, Bessemer City, N.C.

Filed Jul. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 3%,815
Int. Q.' BOIJ 31/12

U.S. Q. 502-157 26 Qaims
17. A composition comprising a clear solution m a liquid

hydrocarbon solvent of a complex of isopropyllithium and
ethyllithium in which the ratio, on a mole basis, of the iso-

propyllithium to the ethyllithium is in the range of about I ** to
about 9:1.

4,429.055

OXIDATION CATALYST
Velliyur Nott M. Rao, Wilmington. Del., assignor to E, I. Du

Pont de Nemours & Company, Wilmington. Del.

Filed Jul. 6. 1982. Ser. No. 395.783

Int. CI.' BOIJ 21/02
U.S. Q. 502—202 i Oaim

1. A catalyst comprising a boron phosphate support contain-

ing from 5 to 20 percent by weight, as based on boron phos-
phate, of silver.

1. A crystalline material consisting essentially of a hexagonal
alkaline-earth gallate mixed crystal with a formula

where A is one or more elements selected from the group
consisting of barium and strontium, B is one or more elements
selected from the group consisting of magnesium, manganese,
zinc, iron, copper, nickel, cobalt, and chromium, C is one or
more elements selected from the group consisting of zirco-

nium, hafnium, titanium, and tin, and

0.1^xgi.2and0^y§0.8.

4,429,053

RARE EARTH-CONTAINING Y ZEOLITE
COMPOSITIONS

John W. Ward, Yorba Linda, Calif., assignor to Union Oil
Company of California, Calif.

Filed Dec. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 327,611
Int. a? BOIJ 29/12. 37/10

U.S. Q. 502—65 42 Qaims
1. A zeolite produced by a method comprising cation-

exchanging a crystalline aluminosilicate zeolite of the Y type
with rare earth-conUining cations, calcining the resultant rare

earth-exchanged zeolite in the presence of water vapor at a

partial pressure of at least about 0.2 p.s.i.a., ion-exchanging the

calcined product with ammonium ions, and subsequently ion-

exchanging with Group VIII metal cations.

23. A hydrocracking catalyst comprising a zeolite contain-

ing a rare earth metal. Group VIll metal, and hydrogen ions,

said catalyst being prepared by a method including the steps of

4.429,056

MANUFACTURE OF OXYGENATED COMPOUNDS
David W. Smith, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to National Distill-

ers and Chemical Corporation. New York. N.Y.
Continuation of Ser. No. 142,287. Apr. 21. 1980. abandoned.

This application Nov. 19. 1981. Ser. No. 323,002

Int. Q.' C07C 27/06. 31/08
U.S. Q. 518-700 20 Qaims

1. A process for forming acetaldehyde in a first stage reac-

tion and then reducing said aldehyde to form cthanol in a

second stage reaction which comprises reacting carbon mon-
oxide and hydrogen at a temperature of from about 150° to

about 300° C. and superatmospheric pressure m the presence of
a liquid catalyst system consisting essentially of a a ruthenium
carbonyl halide complex or a combination of ruthenium car-

bonyl complex and a separate source of halide selected from
the group consisting of an alkali metal chloride, an alkali metal
bromide, hydrogen chloride, and hydrogen bromide, and a

solvent in which said catalyst components are dissolved at least

during said first reaction stage.

4,429,057

PROCESS FOR RECOVERING VOLATILE PRECIOUS
METALS

Bernard D. Dombek, and George L. O'Connor, both of Charles-
ton, W. Va., assignors to Union Carbide Corporation. Dan-
bury, Conn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 191,246, Sep. 26, 1980. This application

Aug. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 412,033

Int. Q.' C07C 27/06
U.S. Q. 518—710 3 Qaims

1. In a homogenous catalytic process for the production of
methanol, ethylene glycol and ethanol wherein a cyclic gase-
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ous or vaporized reactant stream comprising carbon monoxide
and hydrogen is continuously introduced in a liquid phase
mixture comprising (a) a volatile ruthenium catalyst and (b)

methanol and/or ethanol, at least a portion of the volatile

ruthenium catalyst being continuously removed from the liq-

uid phase mixture by a gaseous and/or vaporized effluent

stream, and such a gaseous and/or vaponzed stream is an
integral component of a cyclic stream of the process and/or a
vent stream which is discharged from the process, the im-
provement for recovering the volatilized ruthenium catalyst

and returning it to the liquid phase mixture which comprises
passing one or both of said cyclic or vent gaseous or vaporized
reactant streams through a liquid body of alcohol selected
from the group consisting of methanol, ethanol and mixtures
thereof at a temperature sufficiently low to effect the removal
of at least a portion of the volatile ruthenium catalyst contained
in said cyclic or vent gaseous or vaporized reactant stream, and
thereafter periodically or continuously introducing to the
liquid phase mixture at least a portion of said liquid body
containing the recovered volatilized ruthenium catalyst.

4 429 060
LIGHTWEIGHT HIGH PERFORMANCE FOAMS OF
THERMOTROPIC LIQUID CRYSTAL POLYMERS
COMPRISING RECURRING 6-OXY.2-NAPHTHOYL

MOIETIES
Yoshiaki Ide, N. Plainfield, N,J., assignor to Celanese Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 282,888, Jul. 13, 1981, abandoned. This
application Nov. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 441,807

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jan. 31,
2000, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 C08J 9m, 9/10
U.S. CI. 521-182 24aaims

1 A polymer foam which exhibits good thermal stability,

flame and solvent resistance and desirable mechanical proper-
ties such as high strength comprising a rigid foamed wholly
aromatic polyester which exhibits anisotropic properties in the
melt phase and consists of monomers having chain extending
linkages that are either coaxial or parallel and which comprises
not less than about 10 mole percent of recurring units of the
moiety:

4,429,058

EXPANDABLE POLYMERIC STYRENE PARTICLES
Richard A. Schwarz, Big Spring, Tex., assignor to Cosden Tech-

nology, Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Filed Apr. 8, 1983, Ser. No. 483,406

Int. Q\? C08J 9/22
U.S. CI. 521-57 3 Claims

1. In a process for producing an expandable polymeric siy-

rene particle wherein a polymeric styrene particle is impreg-
nated with a blowing agent and the resultant expandable poly-
meric styrene particle recovered, the improvement which
comprises impregnating the polymeric styrene particle with
from about 0.025% to about 1.0% of pentaerythritol tetrastea-

rate during impregnation of said polymer with said blowing
agent, recovering said polymeric styrene particle and over-
coating said particle with from about 0.04% to about 0.4% of
glyceryl monostearate, all percentages being based on the
weight of said polymeric styrene.

and wherein at least some of the hydrogen atoms present upon
the rings optionally may be replaced by substitution selected
from the group consisting of an alkyl group of I to 4 carbon
atoms, an alkoxy group of I to 4 carbon atoms, halogen,
phenyl, substituted phenyl and mixtures thereof

4,429,059

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING FOAMABLE POLYOLEFIN
PARTICLES

Shunichi Ozutsumi, and Osamu Yamamoto, both of Nara, Ja-
pan, assignors to Sekisui Kaseihin Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha,
Nara, Japan

Filed May 16, 1983, Ser. No. 495,108
Claims priority, application Japan, May 14, 1982, 57-82168

Int. a.J C08J 9/lH
U.S. CI. 521-60 5 Claims

1. A process for producing foamable resin particles which
comprises adding a mixture of 3 to 15 parts by weight of a
blowing agent and 0.5 to 5 parts by weight of a blowing aid to

100 parts by weight of polyolefin particles in a fluid state, the
particles comprising a resin prepared by polymerizing 20 to 70
wt. % of polyolefin resin and 80 to 30 wt. % of vinyl aromatic
monomer in an aqueous medium so that the vinyl aromatic
resin is chemically bonded to the polyolefin resin, and the
blowing aid is miscible with the resin particles and has a boiling
point of about 80° C. to about 150° C, wherein the adding is

conducted under substantially anhydrous conditions so that the
blowing agent is present in the particles in a gas phase and not
a liquid phase.

4,429,061

HEAT TREATED HIGH PERFORMANCE FOAMS OF
THERMOTROPIC LIQUID CRYSTAL POLYMERS

Yoshiaki Ide, North Plainfield, N.J., assignor to Celanese Cor-
poration, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 282,828, Jul. 13, 1981, abandoned. This
application Nov. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 441,655

Int. a.' C08J 9/08, 9/10
U.S. a. 521-182 38 Oaims

1. A thermotropic liquid crystal polymer foam which exhib-
its good thermal stability, flame and solvent resistance and
desirable mechanical properties such as high strength compris-
ing a rigid foamed wholly aromatic polyester which exhibits

anisotropic properties in the melt phase and consists of mono-
mers having chain extending linkages that are either coaxial or
parallel and which comprises not less than about 10 mole
percent of recurring units which include a naphthalene moiety
and which has been subjected to a heat treatment at a tempera-
ture below the melting temperature of the polymer and for a
time sufficient to increase the melting temperature of the poly-
mer at least 10 centigrade degrees.
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4,429,062

PHARMACEUTICALLY ACCEPTABLE SILICON
RUBBER AND THERAPEUTICAL SET AND THE USE

THEREOF FOR SURGICAL EMBOLIZATION
Emil Pasztor, 4 Rakoczi-u, Budapest, Hungary (1072); Laszio

Lazar, 4, Rozsabegy-u, Budapest, Hungary (1024); Jozsef
Nagy, 46/b, Torobalinti-u, Budapest, Hungary (1122), and
KaUlin Pallosy nee Becker, 31, Vinceller-u„ Budapest, Hun-
gary (1113)

Filed Feb. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 235,084
Claims priority, application Hungary, Feb. 18, 1980, 369/80

Int. C\? A61K 6/08
U.S. a. 523—118 6 Oaims

1. A silicon rubber mixture for surgical embolization com-
prising

(a) a linear, low viscosity polysiloxane selected from the

group consisting of dialkyi, alkylaryl, alkenylalkyl. and
diaryl polysiloxanes having reactive functional groups
selected from the group containing of hydroxy, acyloxy,

alkoxy and amino;

(b) a cyclic dialkyi polysiloxane having the formula [R2S1-

0]4, wherein R is alkyl; and
a pharmaceutically acceptable iodo-containing organosilicium

or X-ray contrast material non-metallic organic X-ray contrast

material.

4,429,063

ANAEROBICALLY CURABLE SEALANT AND
ADHESIVE COMPOSITION

Karl Reich, Carlsberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to W. R.

Grace A Co., New York, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 418,497

Int. Cl.^ C08K 5/43; C09K 3/10
U.S. CI. 523-176 8 Claims

1. An anaerobically curable sealant and adhesive composi-
tion comprising a polymerizable acrylate ester monomer se-

lected from the group consisting of mono acrylate, diacrylate.

triacrylate, monomethacrylate, dimethacrylate and trimeihac-

rylate ester, a redox system as accelerator, and a sulfamide

compound of the general formula

O O

Rl_C—NH—SO?—NH—C— R'

in which the groups R' which may be identical or different art-

each a radical selected from the group consisting of linear or

branched alkyl with I to 18 carbon atoms, cycloalkyl with 3 to

8 carbon atoms, phenylmethyl, trifluoro- or trichloromelhyl or

hydrocarbyloxy —0R2, r2 being selected from the group
consisting of linear or branched alkyl with I to 18 carbt>n

atoms, cycloalkyl with 3 to 8 carbon atoms, phenyl, di- or

triphenylmethyl, phenylalkyi with 1 to 4 carbon atoms in the

alkyl group, or alkylphenyl with 1 to 4 carbon atoms in the

alkyl radical or radicals.

4,429,064

MICA-REINFORCED POLYOLEFIN COMPOSITIONS
COMPRISING A MALEAMMIC SILANE MODIFIER

Roberto Marzola; Enea Garagnani, both of Ferrara, and Ales-

sandro Moro, Occhiobello, all of Italy, assignors to Montedi-
son S.p.A., Milan, Italy

Filed Jun. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 393,422

Oaims priority, application luly, Jul. 3, 1981, 22732 A/81
Int. O.' C08J 5/12: C08K 3/34, 5/20: C08L 23/02

U.S. 0. 523—213 2 Oaims
1. Polyolefinic compositions comprising from 30% to 90%

by weight of an olefmic homopolymer or copolymer and from
70% to 10% by weight of mica pretreated by the addition on
its surface of from 0.01% to 7% by weight, referred to the

weight of the mixture of polymer and mica, of at least one

compound having the general formula

O R|

II I

CH—C— N— X(Y)^

wherein

z is an integer equal to or 1;

X. when z is 1 is a radical of formula

R
I

-(CHts

or an aromatic, cycloaliphalic or hctercKVclic divalent

radical, while when 7 is 0. X is an aliphatic, aromatic or

hetercK-yclic radical containing a functional, amimc, or
epoxy, mercaptan. ester, vinyl or halogen group;

R| is hydrogen; and

Y is a silane group of formula

- Si(Z),,

in which

Z IS an alkoxyl hydroly/ablc group conlaining from 1 li> b

carbon atoms; and

n is an integer from 1 to y. extremes included

4,429,065

CONTROLLED DENSITY HYDRAULIC FLUIDS
Alan B. Gancy, 265 Robineau Rd., Syracuse, N.Y. 13207

Filed Aug. 10. 1981. Ser. No. 291.243

Int. C1.'C08J 3/02
U.S. 0. 523-223 28 Claims

1 A low density liquid suspension comprising

a. a suspending liquid, and

b. a multiplicity of hollow. ga>-containing pitlymer particles

having a density subsianlially lower than the density of

said suspending liquid, said particles having smooth i>ulcr

surfaces weltable by said suspending liquid.

4,429,066

ADDITIVE FOR COATING COMPOSITIONS
CONTAINING N-PROPYL AMINE SALT OF SULFONIC

ACID
Thomas C. Gilmer, Media, Pa., assignor to K. I. Du Pont de

Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Sep. 30. 1982, Ser. No. 430,842

Int. O.'C08K 3/36. 3/OH

U.S. O. 524-158 19 Claims

I. An additive for coating compositions consisting essen-

tially of about

a. 50-87.5% by weight, based on the weight of the rhcologv

control additive, of colloidal hydrophilic silica having a

particle si/c of ab<iul 2-1000 millimicrons and has a

surface area of about 50-1200 square meters per gram,

b 0.5-5.0% by weight, based on the weight of the rheology

control additive, of a polymeric bridging agent selected

from the group consisting of noniomc fluorcxrarbon poly-

mer having ethylene oxide linkages and a weight average

molecular weight of about 5,000-50,000 and containing

about 2-25% by weight, based on the weight of the fluo-

riKarbon polymer, of fluorine, a polyvinyl pyrrolidone

having a weight average molecular weight of about

3,000-500,000, or a polyethylene glycol having a weight

average molecular weight of about 800-4(X),0(X),

c. 10-30% by weight, based on the weight of the rheology

control additive, of an aromatic sulfonic acid and

d. 2-15% by weight, based on the weight of the rheology

control additive, of n-propyl amine.
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4,429,067

POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE MOLDING
COMPOSITIONS

Sumn«r A. Barenberg, Hockessin, Dei,, assignor to E. I. Du Pont
de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Oct. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 437,752
Int. a.' C08L 67/00: C08K 5/10

U.S. a. 524-299 u Qaims
\. A polyethylene terephthalate dry blend consisting essen-

tially of

(a) 20-90% by weight of components (a), (b) and (c) of at

least one polyethylene terephthalate having an inherent
viscosity of at least 0.4 dl/g. as measured by ASTM D-
2857.

(b) l-lOfTf by weight of components (a), (b) and (c) of at

least one sodium or potassium salt of a hydrocarbon car-

boxylic acid of 9-25 carbon atoms or at least one sodium
or potassium salt of an ionic hydrocarbon copolymer of an
a-olefin of 2-5 carbon atoms and an a./3-ethylenicaliy

unsaturated carboxylic acid of 3-5 carbtm atoms in which
the carboxyl groups have been at least partially neutral-

ized with Na * or K * cations, provided the amount pres-

ent is sufTicient to provide a H///Hc ratio of less than 25
to the blend,

(c) 0.1-10% by weight of components (a), (b) and (c) of at

least one benzoate oligomer of the formula

Ior o o n

^[^C-O—HR-O-C-R'-C-O-
o

-R-O-C—/~^

wherein —R— is selected from the class consisting of

R' CH?
I I

—CH—C—CH2—
CHi

wherein —R" is H— or alkyl of 1-3 carbon atoms or

CH2-CH2 I

-CH2-CH CH-CH2-
\ /
CH2-CH2

—R'— is selected from the class consisting of alkylene of
2-6 carb<in atoms, arylene or alicyclic alkylene of 6-8
carbon atoms, and X is a cardinal number of between 1 ad
5, provided that the amount present is sufficient to lower
the TpK of a blend of (a) and (b) by at least about 4° C

4,429,068

RUBBER MATERIAL
Akitaro Nakataira, Takarazuka, Japan, assignor to Holiyu Rub-

ber Co., Ltd., Ikeda, Japan

Filed Nov. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 323,047
Oaims priority, application Japan, Nov. 20, 1980, 55-164192;

May 20, 1981, 56-77077

Int. C\? C08K 5/41: C08L 7/00. 9/06. 21/02
U.S. a. 524-302 14 Claims

1. A rubber material which is a cured rubber of a rubber
comprising (A) 100 parts by weight of a rubber component, (B)
100 to 2,000 parts by weight of a factice, and (C) 200 to 2,000
parts by weight of a softening agent, the cured rubber having
a hardness of from a maximum of 30° as measured with an
A-type rubber hardness tester to a minimum of 1

5° as measured
with an F-type rubber hardness tester, an impact resilience of
not less than 50% and a tensile strength of 0.1 to 100 kg/cm^.

4,429,069

FLAME RETARDANT POLYURETHANE
COMPOSITION

David O. Williams, Hoffman States, III., assignor to Saytech,
Inc., Sayreville, N.J.

Division of Ser. No. 367,283, Apr. 12, 1982. This application
Jun. 15, 1983, Ser. No. 504,630

Int. a.J B32B 5/20: O08G 18/14
U.S. CI. 524-469 4 QaJms

1. A piilymer composition containing a polyurethane and a
flame retardant a flame retardant amount of tribromocumene.

4,429,070
TWO PHASE ALLOY POLYMER FROM COREACTED
BLENDS OF AN AaO CONTAINING EMULSION

COPOLYMER AND A CHLOROHYDROXY AMMONIUM
LIPOSALT EMULSION COPOLYMER

Mary L. Gioeni, Ambler, and Richard F. Merritt, Ft. Washing-
ton, both of Pa., assignors to Rohm and Haas Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Nov. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320,283
Int. a.' C08L 37/00

U.S. CI. 524-517 „ Oaims
1 Composition comprising an emulsion useful for coating

compositions, binders for non-wovens, and adhesives compris-
ing a blend of:

A, an emulsion acid copolymer, and
B an emulsion halohydroxypropyl ammonium liposalt co-
polymer of a liposalt monomer of the formula

R-N®—CH2CH(OH)CH2X

R'

or

CH,
I

R—N®—CH2—CHCH2
I, \ /

I

ye

II

ye

wherein

R is an ethylenically unsaturated group;

R' is a linear C1-C4 alkyl or hydroxyalkyi group;
X is chlorine, bromine, or iodine; and
Y© is a surfactant anion containing at least 6 carbon atoms

or, where said anion contains an aralkyl group, at least 8

carbon atoms,

and at least one other ethylenically unsaturated monomer
except acid or anhydride, at least one of A or B being film

forming at application temperature, (A) and (B) not being
mutually soluble or compatible.

4,429,071

VINYL CHLORIDE PLASTISOL COMPOSITIONS
Shojiro Itoh; Masayuki Murashige, and Toshio Igarashi, all of

Niihama, Japan, assignors to Sumitomo Chemical Company,
Limited, Osaka, Japan

Filed Jun. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 270,065
Oaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 12, 1980, 55-79649

Int. a.^ C08L 27/00
U.S. a. 524-569 7 Claims

1. A vinyl chloride plastisol composition comprising 100
parts by weight of a vinyl chloride paste resin and 35 to 180
parts by weight of a plasticizer, said vinyl chloride paste resin

having an average particle size of 0.5 to 10 microns, and being
composed of 5 to 80% by weight of tetrahydrofuran-insoluble
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micro-gel fraction and 20 to 95% by weight of tclrahydrofu-
ran-soluble fraction.

4,429,072

PREPARATION OF AQUEOUS THERMOSFHTING
ELECTRICAL INSULATING VARNISHES, AND USE OF

THE VARNISHES
Udo Reiter, Mutterstadt, and Helmut Lehmann, Reinbek, both

of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to BASF Aktiengesell-

schaft. Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Sep. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 419,494

Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 19,

1981, 3137385

Int. O.J B32B 15/00: C09D 3/64. 5/25: HOIB 3/42
U.S. O. 524—591 13 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of aqueous thermosetting

electrical insulating varnishes based on polyesler-imidcs,

which are obtained by condensing aromatic tricarboxylic acid

monoanhydrides, diamines, diols and triols containing an iso-

cyanurate ring, with or without aromatic dicarboxylic acids or

their esterifiable derivatives, wherein

(A) an aromatic tricarboxylic acid monoanhydride,
(B) an aromatic diamine,

(C) a triol containing an isocyanurate ring,

(D) an aliphatic diol and

(E) a cyclic trimerization product of a diistKyanate, whose
free isocyanate groups are blocked, with or without

(F) an aromatic dicarboxylic acid or its esterifiable deriva-

tives

are co-condensed at from 120° to 240° C, the precondensatc

thus obtained is reacted—with or without addition of from 1 to

10% by weight, based on polyester-imide precondensatc, of a

polar organic solvent boiling above 100° C. under atmospheric

pressure—with ammonia or an organic amine at from 50° to

200° C, the product is then diluted with fully demincralizcd

water and, if appropriate, a water-soluble curing catalyst is

added.

4,429,073

POLYETHERIMIDE COMPOSITIONS AND PROCESSES
FOR PRODUCTION

Denis R. Pauze, Scotia, and Raymond B. Hughes, Schenectady,

both of N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company, Sche-

necUdy, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 190,030, Sep. 23, 1980, abandoned. This

application Jul. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 394,095

Int. CI.' C08G 73/10: C08L 79/08

U.S. CI. 524—600 6 Claims

1. A process for preparing a water soluble coatable resin

material comprising preparing a solution of polyetherimido

polymer in a solvent therefor and mixing said solubilized poly-

mer at ambient temperature with sufficient water to obtain the

desired final viscosity in the presence of from about 15% to

about 35% amine by weight of the polyetheramide solid resin

material.

4,429,074

PAPER COATING COMPOSITION AND ITS
PRODUCTION

Saburo Mishiba; Kiyonari Ohta; Kazumasa Figieda, all of

Niihama; Kojiro Matsumoto, Takarazuka, and Akira Uchida,

Nara, all of Japan, assignors to Sumitomo Naugatuck Co.,

Ltd., Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 108,078, Nov. 19, 1981, abandoned.

This applicaUon Nov. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 324,906

Oaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 28, 1978, 53-162988

Int. 0.5 C08F 2/24. 236/06: C08K 3/34

U.S. O. 524—819 6 Oaims
1. A coating composition for paper comprising a mineral

pigment and a polymer latex prepared by emulsion polymeri-

zation of a monomeric mixture comprising 1,3-butadiene, an

ethylenically unsaturated carboxylic acid monomer selected

from the group consisting of acrylic acid, methacrylic acid,

fumuric acid, malcic acid and ilaconic acid, and at least one

monixilefinic monomer selected from the group consisting of

an alkenyl aromatic compound, an alkyl ester of an unsaturated

carboxylic acid, a hydroxyalkyi group containing unsaturated

compound and a vinyl cyanide comp<iund in a weight propor-

tion of 24 5 50:0 5-5:45-75 in the presence of a chain transfer

agent, characterized in that the chain transfer agent is, in com-
bination, carbon tetrachloride and an alkylmercaptan selected

from the group c<insisiinp of n-(Kiylmercaptan, n-decylmer-

captan, n-dodecylmercaplan. l-di>decylmercaptan, t-hex-

adecylmercaplan, ntetradecylniercaplan. and l-letradecylmer-

captan wherein the carbon lelrachloride and the alkylmercap-

tan are respectively used m amounts of from 5 to 10 parts by

weight and of from 05 to 1 pari h\ weighl to 1(K) parts by

weight of the monomer mixture

4.429.075

CROSSLINKKI) I'RKAKOKMAI.DKHVDK POI.VMKR
MATRIX COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING CYCLIC

IMKRMKDIATK STRltTlRKS
John K. Carlson, .Statcsboro. (ia., assignor to Chem-Nuciear

Systems. Inc.. Columbia, S.C.

lilcd May 17. 1982. Ser. No. 378,871

Int. CI.'COSI. 61/24
U.S, CI. 524-35 21 Oaims

I A process lor producing a cross-linked urea-formaldehyde
polymer matrix composition which comprises forming a fluid

mixture of

(a) a urea-formaldehyde resin,

(b) a liquid urea-formaldehyde concentrate,

(c) p<)wdercd or prilled urea, and

(d) water;

agitating the mixture until complete dissolutu)n of the solid

urea has occurred and the mixture is subsianiially free of form-

aldehyde odor;

adding sufficicnl catalyst to the mixture li> produce a con-

trolled set to form a cross-linked urea-formaldehyde poly-

mer matrix

4.429,076

THERMOPLASTIC POLYMER COMPOSITION
Akira Saito, Fujisawa; Akio Yamorl, Kawasaki, and Hideo

Morita, Yokohama, all of Japan, assignors to Asahi Kasei

Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Osaka. Japan

Filed Jun. 6. 1980. Ser. No. 157.167

Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 13. 1979. 54-73492;

Feb. 16. 1980, 55-17210; Feb. 16. 1980. 55-17212; Feb. 16. 1980,

55-17213; Feb. 16, 1980. 55-17214; Feb. 16, 1980. 55-17215; Feb.

22, 1980, 55-20568; Feb. 22, 1980. 55-20582

Int. CV VOfH. 29/04

U.S. CI. 525—57 49 Claims

1. A thermoplastic polymer composition ci>mprising

(a) I to 99 parts by weight of a compt>nent A consisting

essentially of at least one member selected from the group

consisting of modified blixk copolymers and the lonically

crosslinked pnxJucts of at least one said modified bUxrk

copolymer with at least one univalent, bivalent, or triva-

lent metal ion, said mtxJified bUvk ci>polymer comprising

a block copolymer of at least one aromatic vinyl com-

pound and at least one conjugated diene compound onto

which at least one molecular unit containing at least one

dicarboxylic acid group or the derivative thereof is

grafted; and

(b) 99 to I parts by weight of a compt»nent B consisting

essentially of at least one thermoplastic polymer contain-

ing at least one polar group and selected from the group

consisting of polyamides, polyurethanes, vinylalcohol

polymers, polyacrylates, polymethacrylates, chlorinated

hydrcKarbon polymers, and lonomers.
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4,429,077
PROCESS FOR CURING STOVING LACQUERS

Friedricli Karrer, Zofingen; Godwin Berner, Rheinfelden, and
Jean Rody, Riehen, all of Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-
Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 328,885
Gaims priority, application Switzerland, Dec. 19. 1980

9408/80

Int. a.3 BOIJ 31/02; C08L 33/00. 61/06. 61/28
U.S. a. 525-143 ,0 aaims

1. A process for curing acid curable sieving lacquers by
warming in the presence of a curing catalyst, wherein the
curing catalyst used is either (a) an acid addition salt of a basic
polyalkyipiperidine derivative which contains a group of the
formula I

4 429 080
SYNTHETIC COPOLYMER SURGICAL ARTICLES AND

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING THE SAME
Donald J. Casey, Ridgefield, and Mark S. Roby, Stamford, both

of Conn., assignors to American Cyanamid Company, Stam-
ford, Conn.

Filed Jul. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 394,347
Int. a.3 C08G 63/76; C08L 67/00

U.S. a. 525-415 lOQaims
1 A surgical article manufactured from a fiber having a

bending modulus of less than 500.000 psi, said fiber manufac-
tured from a triblock copolymer comprising a proportion of
units having the formula:

RCH:

—N

RCH2

CHi R

CH,

o o
II II

[0-CH2-C-0-CH2-C]

(I)

as the end blocks, said formula (I) as an end block having a
hydrogen atom attached to the terminal oxygen atom, and the
formula (I) randomly combined with a proportion of units
having the formula:

in which R is hydrogen or methyl, and an inorganic or organic
acid, or (b) the inner salt of a sulfonic acid which contains a
group of the formula I. ,

O
II

[0-(CH2)3-0-C]

(II)

4,429,078 I

ANISOTROPIC MELTFORMING POLYMER
COMPOSITION CONTAINING PTFE

Frederic N. Cogswell, Welwyn Garden City, and Martin S.
Swerdlow, New Barnet, both of England, assignors to Imperial
Chemical Industries PLC, London, England

Filed Oct. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 316,914
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Nov. 7. 1980

8035800

Int. CI.' C08L 67/02. 27/18
U.S. CI. 525-165

8 claims
1 A composition formed from a blend of a polymer of

PTFE and a polymer capable of exhibiting an anisotropic melt
characterised in that the composition contains between 0.05
and 5.0^f by weight of PTFE.

as the middle block wherein the middle block comprises 70-95
percent, by weight, of units of formula II and the total copoly-
mer comprises 30-40 percent, by weight, of units of formula II.

2 A method for the manufacture of a surgical article manu-
factured from a synthetic absorbable copolymer formed by
copolymerizing glycolide with 1.3-dioxan-2-one wherein a
combination of the monomers is substantially completely poly-
merized before the addition of the other monomer, the im-
provement comprising substantially completely polymerizing
the combination in the presence of a difunctional initiator at
about 180° C; increasing the temperature up to about the
melting point of polyglycolide; and adding glycolide to form a
triblock copolymer comprising a proportion of units having
the formula;

O O
II II+0—CH2—C—O—CH2—c^-

(I)

4,429,079

ETHYLENE/ALPHAOLEHN COPOLYMER
COMPOSITION

Ynzo Shibata, Nishinomiya, and Seikoh Naganuma, Ohtake,
both of Japan, assignors to Mitsui Petrochemical Industries,
Ltd., Japan

PCT No. PCr/JP81/00173, § 371 Date Mar. 11, 1982, § 102(e)
Date Mar. 11, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO82/00470, PCT Pub
Date Feb. 18, 1982

PCT Filed Aug. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 359,714
Gaims priority, application Japan, Aug, 7, 1980, 55-107788

Int. a.3 C08L 23/08
U.S. G. 525-240

7 claims
1. An ethylene/alpha-olefin copolymer composition charac-

terized by comprising a mixture of 95 to 40% by weight of (A)
a random copolymer of ethylene and an alpha-olefin having 5
to 10 carbon atoms having a melt index of 0. 1 to 20 g/IO mm
a density of 0.910 to 0.940 g/cm^ a crystallinity by X-rays of
40 to 70%. a melting point of 1 15° to 130* C. and an ethylene
content of 94 to 99.5 mole%, and 5 to 60% by weight of (B) a
random copolymer of ethylene and an alpha-olefin havmg 3 to
10 carbon atoms having a melt index of 0.1 to 50 g/10 min a
density of 0.870 to 0.900 g/cm^ a crystallinity by X-rays of 5
to 40%, a melting point of 40° to 100° C. and an ethylene
content of 85 to 95 mole%.

as the end blocks, and the formula (I) randomly combined with
a proportion of units having the formula:

O
II

i-O—(CH2)3—O—Ci-

as the middle block.

(ID

4,429,081
METHOD FOR THE PREPARATION OF POLYETHER

ESTER AMIDES
Salih Mumcu, Marl, and Hans J. Panoch, Haltem, both of Fed.

Rep. of Germany, assignors to Chemische Werke Hiils AG,
Marl, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Division of Ser. No. 169,111, Jul. 10, 1980, Pat. No. 4,345,052.
This application Jun. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 392,688

Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 9.
1979,2932234

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Aug. 17,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. G.3 C08L 77/00. 77/06, 77/12
U.S. G. 525—420 10 Claims

1 A method for preparing polyether ester amides, compris-
ing:
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(A) preparing a mixture of polyamides and polyethers se-

lected from the group consisting of

(a) polyamides having carboxyl end groups and poly-

ethers having hydroxyl end groups and amino end
groups;

(b) polyamides having carboxyl end groups and poly-

ethers having hydroxyl end groups;

(c) polyamides having carboxyl end groups and poly-

ethers having ammo end groups; and

(d) polyamides having amino end groups and polyethers

having carboxyl end groups;

(B) treating the mixture of (A) as a hot melt at a temperature

between about 200° to 300° C. and under a water vapor
pressure of about 5 to 25 bars with mechanical agitation

for a period sufficient to hydrolyze the polyamide;

(C) removing the water from (B) by decompression; and
(D) carrying out a polycondensation of said treated, water-

free mixture.

4,429,083

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
POLYESTERPOLYCARBONATE

Takashi Nakagawa, and Norio Ogata, both of Sodegaura, Japan,
assignors to Idemitsu Kosan Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 417,875
Gaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 5, 1981, 56-157589;

Oct. 5, 1981, 56-157590

Int. G.J C08G 63/64
U.S. G. 525-439 9 Gaims

1. A process for producing polyesterpolycarbonate which
comprises reacting an aqueous alkaline solution of dihydnc
phenol and an organic solvent solution of acid chloride, the

molar ratio of the dihydnc phenol to the acid chloride being
from 1:0.5 to !:0'75, at a temperature of from 5° to 40° C for

0.05 to 60 minutes to prepare a polyester oligomer containing
terminal hydroxyl group, mixing a chloroformate group-con-
taining polycarbonate oligomer with said polyester oligomer,
and polycondensing the polyester oligomer and the polycar-
bonate oligomer at a temperature of from 0° to 40° C for 15 to

180 minutes.

4,429,082

FILM-FORMING RESINS CONTAINING ALKOXY
SILANE GROUPS

Kyu-Wang Lee, Danville, Calif.; John R. Peffer; Robert Pic-

cirilli, both of Pittsburgh, Pa., and Wen-Hsuan Chang, Gib-

sonia. Pa., assignors to PPG Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed May 10, 1982, Ser. No. 376,329

Int. CI.' C08F 283/04
U.S. CI. 525-426 44 Claims

1. An essentially anhydrous ungelled reaction product char-

acterized in having a non-vinyl addition backbone being essen-

tially acrylyl-free, having a silicon content of up to about 12

percent, and derived from the reaction of (a) a condensation

product having at least 2 amine reactive acrylyl residues per

molecule and (b) an amino silane of formula

H—N—

X

I

X

where each X is independently a (1) hydrogen, (2) alkyl. aryl,

or cycloalkyl group having from 1 to 10 carbon atoms, or (3)

4 429 084
METHOD FOR FORMING A GROUT COMPOSITION

Daniel M. Piccirilli, and David M. Piccirilli, both of 3480 Com-
merce Rd., Orchard Lake, Mich. 48033

Filed May 9, 1983, Ser. No. 492,931

Int. G.' C08F 2/10
U.S. G. 526-88 7 Gaims

1. A methcxl for forming a grout composition from multiple

components comprising the steps of:

placing a pre-determined quantity of a first component in a

water soluble container;

mixing a pre-determined number of the water soluable con-
tainers containing the first component with water in a first

mixing tank;

mixing a pre-determined quantity of a first catalyst with the

water and the first component in the first mixing tank,

mixing a pre-determined quantity of a second catalyst with
water in a second mixing tank; and

combining the solutions within the first and second mixing
tanks to cause a polymerization-cross linking reaction of

the first component such that the first components solid-

ify.

/'R \
I

SiO

I

R

where each R' is independently an alkylene group having from

2 to 10 carbon atoms, m is from to 2, each R" is indepen-

dently a hydrogen, alkyl, aryl, cycloalkyl, alkoxy, or aryloxy

group having from 1 to 8 carbon atoms, n is from 1 to 5 and R
"

is an alkyl group having from I to 8 carbon atoms, with the

proviso at least one X is a radical containing silicon.

2. The reaction product of claim 1 wherein the condensation

product is selected from the group consisting of a hydrocar-

bonpolyol polyacrylate, saturated polyesterpolyol polyacryl-

ate, alkydpolyol polyacrylate, urethanepolyol polyacrylate,

polyurethanepolyol polyacrylate, amidepolyol polyacrylate,

polyamidepolyol polyacrylate, etherpolyol polyacrylate,

polyetherpolyol polyacrylate, and mixtures thereof

4,429,085

MICROENCAPSULATED AQUEOUS
POLYMERIZATION CATALYST

James N. Henderson, Hudson; Ken W. Donbar; John J. Bar-
bour, both of Akron, and Anthony J. Bell, Stow, all of Ohio,
assignors to The Goodyear Tire A Rubber Company, Akron,
Ohio

Filed Sep. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 419,261

Int. CI.'C08F^/26
U.S. G. 526-92 34 Gaims

1. A process for producing polybutadiene composed essen-
tially of syndiotactic 1.2-polybutadiene in an aqueous medium
comprising polymerizing 1,3-butadiene in said aqueous me-
dium in the presence of (1) a catalyst composition which con-
tains (a) at least one cobalt compound selected from the group
consisting of (1) /3-diketone complexes of cobalt, (ii) /3-keto
acid ester complexes of cobalt, (111) cobalt salts of organic
carboxylic acids having 6 to 15 carbon atoms, and (iv) com-
plexes of halogenated cobalt compounds of the formula CoX„,
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wherein X represents a halogen atom and n represents 2 or 3,

with an organic compound selected from the group consisting

of tertiary amine alcohols, tertiary phosphines, ketones and
N,N-dialkylamides, and (b) at least one organoaluminum com-
pound of the formula AIR3 wherein R represents a hydrocar-
bon radical of 1 to 6 carbon atoms, wherein said catalyst com-
position is microencapsulated in a polyene product; and (2)

carbon disuinde.

4,429,086

Patent Not Issued For This Number

(5) washing and drying the solid catalyst component thus

formed and contacting same with a transition metal halide

ion exchange source selected from titanium tetrachloride,

vanadium oxychloride (VOCb), and zirconium tetrachlo-

ride in a weight ratio of transition metal halide to said solid

catalyst component ranging from about 7:1 to about 1:4,

(6) separating the solid catalyst component formed in (5) and
washing same, and,

(7) combining the washed and dried solid catalyst compo-
nent separated in (6) with a cocatalyst component com-
prising an organoaluminum compound.

4 429 087

POLYMERIZATION CATALYST AND PROCESS
Charles E. Capahew, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Okla.
Division of Ser. No. 175,219, Aug. 4, 1980, Pat. No. 4,328,121.

This application Mar. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 357,120
Int. a.J C08F 4/02. 10/00

U.S. a. 526-119 12 Qaims
1. A polymerization process comprising contacting at least

one aliphatic mono-olefln under polymerization conditions in

the presence of a catalyst which is formed by

(1) mixing together a first catalyst component comprising a

metal hydrocarbyloxide compound having the formula
M(OR)2) where M is a metal selected from Group IIA and
Group lie of the Mendeleev Periodic Table and R is the

same or different and is a hydrocarbyl group having from
1 to 20 carbon atoms and a transition metal hydrocar-
byloxide compound in which the transition metal is se-

lected from the group consisting of Group IVB and
Group VB transition metals of the Mendeleev Periodic

Table and wherein the hydrocarbyl group is as defined

above in a molar ratio of transition metal compound to

metal compound ranging from about 2:1 to about 1:2,

(2) heating the first catalyst component solution formed in

(1),

(3) cooling the first catalyst component solution to a temper-
ature below about 25* C. and optionally filtering the first

catalyst component solution to remove any undissolved

materia] from the cooled first catalyst component solu-

tion,

(4) adding a precipitating agent comprising a second catalyst

component in a molar ratio of transition metal compound
to the precipitating agent within a range of about 2 1 to

about 1:3 to the cooled first caUlyst component solution

which is at a temperature ranging from about - 50° C. to

about 25* C. under conditions so as to avoid a significant

temperature rise in the solution and to produce a solid

catalyst in the form of a slurry with the solvent, said

second catalyst component comprising an organoalumi-
num halide represented by the formulas

R AJ X2

R2 Al X. and

R3 AI2 X3

wherein each R in the above formulas is as defined before and
each R can be the same or different, and X is a halogen atom.

4,429,088

ADHESIVE COMPOSITION
Andrew G. Bachmann, Burlington Rd., Harwinton, Conn. 06791
Division of Ser. No. 156,475, Jun. 4, 1980, Pat. No. 4,348,503.

This application Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,466

Int. a.5 C08F 4/06. 2/00; C08L 75/12
U.S. CI. 526—135 2 Qaims

1. In an adhesive composition containing an acrylic ester

capable of free-radical polymerization to produce, upon poly-

merization thereof, an adhesive solid, the improvement com-
prising: a latent catalyst system including, in amounts based
upon the weight of the monomer, about 1 to 10 parts per

hundred of an aromatic perester free-radical precursor, about

0.5 to 10 parts per hundred of an organic acid capable of cyclic
tautomerism, and up to about 500 parts per million of a soluble

compound of a transition metal cure accelerator, said composi-
tion being free-from any organic hydroperoxide catalyst, being
stable against polymerization regardless of the presence or

absence of oxygen, and being readily cured by reaction with an
amine/aldehyde adduct curing agent.

4,429,089

POLYMERIZING AND COPOLYMERIZING
DIOLEnNES, AND MEANS THEREFOR

Ugo Pedretti, Milan; Gabriele Lugli, San Donato Milanese;

Sergio Poggio, Milan, and Alessandro Mazzei, San Donato
Milanese, all of Italy, assignors to Anic, S.p.A., Palermo, Italy

Continuation of Ser. No. 129,640, Mar. 12, 1980, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 928,552, Jul. 27, 1978,

abandoned. This application Jul. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 283,615

Claims priority, application Italy, Aug. 1, 1977, 26377 A/77
Int. C\? C08F 4/72. 36/04

U.S. a. 526—153 14 Qaims
11. Catalyst system for polymerizing or copolymerizing

butadiene or isoprene composed of:

(A) an aluminum trialkyl having the formula

AIR3

wherein R is an alkyl radical containing from 1 to 20
carbon atoms,

(B) an aluminum halide or alkyl aluminum halide having the

formula

wherein R is an alkyl radical containing from 1 to 20
carbon atoms, X is chlorine or bromine and a is an integer

from 1 to 3, and
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(C) Neodymium alcoholate having the formula.

Nd(OR)3

wherein R is an alkyl radical containing from 1 to 20
carbon atoms.

-continued

X
4 429 090

CATALYST CONTAINING OLIGOMERIC OXOLANYL
ALKANE MODIHERS AND PROCESS FOR THE

PRODUCTION OF POLYMERS HAVING INCREASED
1,2-MICROSTRUCrURE

James E. Hall, Akron, Ohio, assignor to The Firestone Tire A
Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio

Filed Mar. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 473,472

Int. a.J C08F 4/48
U.S. a. 526-177 „ Qaims

1. A catalyst system comprising:

(a) at least one anionic initiator based on lithium,

(b) at least one compound selected from the group consisting

of a dialkyi magnesium compound and a trialkyl alumi-
num compound, and

(c) at least one oxolanyl compound selected from the group
consisting of:

'v

^

V
1

Ri
1

Ri

"r, R4
"'J

•^1

y

(n)

wherein Ri and R2 independently are hydrogen or an alkyl
group and the total number of carbon atoms in —CR1R2—
ranges between one and nine inclusive; y is an integer of 1 to 5
inclusive, y' is an integer of 3 to 5 inclusive, R3', R3, R4and R$
independently are —H or —C,H2n+ 1 wherem n= 1 to 6.

R3

R4
i

'R5

V
c-

o

Ri

R4' *R5

(i)

•R3

O

J- •"5

V
c-

o

Ri

R4' 'Rs
-iy

V
•c -

I

Ri

(ii)

4,429,092
ROOM TEMPERATURE POLYMERIZATION OF
ACRYLATE MONOMERS WITH PEROXYESTERS

Gary P. Sterling, San Rafael, Calif., assignor to U.S. Peroxygen
Company, Richmond, Calif.

Filed Dec. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 446,904
Int. a.3 C08F 4/10. 4/16

U.S. a. 526-192 20 Claims
1 A composition useful for preparing polymeric articles at

ambient temperature and pressure compnsmg:
(a) a polymerizable component selected from monomenc
and polymeric aliphatic acrylics subsuntially free of eth-
ylene monomer having a Brookfield viscosity of about
0.1-400 poise and about 5-60% by weight of solids,

(b) copper and tin polymerization promoters providing in

the composition about 0.05-4 ppm of Cu + ^ and about
10-330 ppm of Sn + 2;

(c) about 5 X 10 6 to 1 X 10 * mole/gm of the composition
of a primary mercaptan chain transfer agent, and

(d) sufficient peroxyestcr initiator to provide about
0.02-0.3% by weight of active oxygen in the composition

wherein Rj and R2 independently are hydrogen or an
alkyl group and the total number of carbon atoms in

—CR1R2— ranges between one and nine inclusive; y is an
integer of I to 5 inclusive, y' is an integer of 3 to 5 inclu-

sive, R3', R3, R4 and R5 independently are —H or
—CflH2n+ 1 wherein n= I to 6.

4 429 091

OLIGOMERIC OXOLANYL ALKANES AS MODIHERS
FOR POLYMERIZATION OF DIENES USING

LITHIUM-BASED INITIATORS
James E. Hall, Akron, Ohio, assignor to The Firestone Tire A
Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio

Filed Mar. 9, 1983, Ser. No. 473,473

Int. a.J C08F 4/48
U.S. a. 526-181 10 Qaims

1. A catalyst system comprising:

(a) at least one anionic initiator based on lithium, and
(b) at least one oxolanyl compound selected from the group

consisting of:

4,429,093

CYCLIC PERFLUOROALIPHATICDISULFONIMIDF^
AS POLYMERIZATION CATALYSTS

Robert J. Koshar, Mahtomedi, Minn., assignor to Minncsou
Mining and Manufacturing Co., St. Paul, Minn.

DivUion of Ser. No. 229,870, Jan. 30, 1981, Pat. No. 4,387,222.
This application Mar. 7, 1983, Ser. No. 472,956

Int. a.^ C08F 4/00; C07C 143/44
U.S. CI. 526-205 5 Oaimi

1. Curable compositions, compnsmg cationically-sensitive

monomers and a catalytically efTective amount of acidic cyclic

perfiuoroaliphaticdisulfonimides or their salts comprising com-
pounds of the formula:

SO2
/ \

R/ N
\ /
SO2

M

R3

R4

O

'R5

•c-
I

Ri

o

R4' Rs

(i)

R3

wherein R/is perfluoroalkylene having 2 to 4 catenary carbon
atoms or perfluorocycloalkylene having 4 to 7 nng atoms. R/
optionally being substituted by one or more straight chain,

branched, or cyclic perfluoroalkyi groups of 1 to 12 carbon
atoms, with R/having a total of up to 14 carbon atoms; M is a

cation with a valence equal to n; and n is an integer with a
value of 1 to 5.

2. Curable compositions according to claim 1, wherein said

cationically-sensitive monomer is selected from the group
consisting of 1,2-, 1,3-, and 1,4-cyclic ethers, vinyl ethers,

N-vinyl compounds, ethylenically unsaturated hydrocarbons,
cyclic formals, and cyclic organosiloxanes.
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4 429 094
OPTICALLY TRANSPARENT RADIATION SHIELDING

MATERIAL
Arthur A. Massucco, Natick, Mass., assignor to Arthur D.

Little, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Apr. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 251,504
Int. a.3 C08F 120/18. 4/06: E04B 1/12

U.S. a. 526-240 17 Qaims
1. An optically transparent organometallic homopolymer

prepared from a polyvalent metal salt-containing monomer of
^^^""^

R' A3 A* Rl

A'—

N

N— r2—N—C—N—R2—N N—a'
\ / II \ /
c o c

A »o o

the formula

R O O
I II II

CH2=C—C—O—M—O—C— Rl

wherein M is a polyvalent metal, R is C1-C12 alkyl, R| is Ci to

Ci2alkyl, phenyl or naphthyl unsubstituted or substituted with

Ci to Ce alkyl, C| to Cealkoxy, amino. Ci to C4alkylammo, di

C| to C4 alkylamino, nitro or halo or heterocyclic aryl, the

heteroatom selected from the group nitrogen, oxygen and
sulfur.

6. An optically transparent organometallic polymer pre-

pared from a polyvalent salt-containing monomer of the for-

mula

R O O
I II II

CH2=C—C—O—M—O—C— Rl

I

where M is a polyvalent metal, R is Ci to Ci2alkyl, Ri isCi to

C12 alkyl, phenyl or naphthyl, unsubstituted or substituted

with Ci to C6 alkyl. Ci to Ct alkoxy, amino, Ci to C4 alkyl-

amino, di C] to C4 alkylamino, di Ci to C4 alkylamino, nitro or
halo or heterocyclic aryl, the heteroactom selected from the

group nitrogen, oxygen and sulfur; and at least one polyfunc-
tional monomer selected from the group

I

R O O R2
I II II I

CH2=C-C-0(-A-0]„-C-C=CH2

where R2 is hydrogen or methyl, A is alkylene of 2 to 4 carbon
atoms and n is integer of 2 to 60 inclusive and

I

R O
I II

(CH2=C-C-0)^B

where R2 is as previously defined. B is a saturated or unsatu-

rated hydrocarbon residue of 4-24 carbon atoms and m is an
integer of 2 to 4 inclusive.

4,429,095

POLYMERIZABLE COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING
DERIVATIVES OF MONO.(ALKYLENE UREIDO ALKYL)
UREAS AND BIS-(ALKYLENE UREIDO ALKYL) UREAS
Joseph M. Sandri, Arnold; John W. Calentine, Pasadena; Sey-
mour M. Under, and Yves J. Billioux, both of Baltimore, all

of Md., assignors to Alcolac Inc., Baltimore, Md.
Division of Ser. No. 1(3,488, Jun. 27, 1980, Pat. No. 4,340,743,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 157,238, Jun. 6, 1980,
Pat No. 4,319,032. This application Feb. 25, 1982, Ser. No.

352,206

Int. a.3 C08F 26/06
MS. a. 526-263 13 Qaims

1. A composition suitable for use in forming aqueous emul-
sion polymers comprising a polymerizable mixture of at least

one unsaturated monomer polymerizable to form a latex poly-
mer for paint and at least one compound having the formula:

A' and A' are each independently H, Q*H, or

—Q<>—q2—q3_o—Y—C=CH;

hi
A^ and A* are each independently H, Q'H, or

_qI_q2_q3_o_Y-C=CH

hi'

provided that at least one of A', A\ A* and A' is a group
having the moiety

—q2_q3_o-Y-C=CH;

hh
R' is alkylene having 2 to 3 carbon atoms;

R2 is alkylene having 2 to about 10 carbon atoms;
R3 is H or CH3;
R* is H or CH3 and may be the same as or different from R^
Q' is (R5—Q)^ where m is zero or an integer from 1 to about

100. and R' is a linear or branched alkylene, alkoxyalky-
lene, cycloalkylene, cycloalkoxyalkylene, arylalkylene, or
aryloxyalkylene residue having 2 to about 20 carbon
atoms;

Q2is

CH—CH2 or CH2—CH—CH2.

CH2OA2 OA^

where A^ is H,

(CH2-CH—0),H
or
(CH—CH2-0),H

CH2-0^O-Y-C=CH CH2-0^O-Y-Cs=CH

R^ R< h R<

where t is zero or an integer from I to 10;

Q3 is (O—R6)„ where n is zero or an integer from 1 to about

100 and may be the same as or different from m, and R^ is

a linear or branched alkylene, alkoxyalkylene, cycloalkyl-

ene. cycloalkoxyalkylene, arylalkylene or aryloxyalkylene

residue having 2 to about 20 carbon atoms, and may be the

same as or different from R';

Q** is (R^—O);. where r is zero or an integer from I to about

100 and may be the same as or different from m and n and
R' is a linear or branched alkylene, alkoxyalkylene, cyclo-

alkylene, cycloalkoxyalkylene, arylalkylene, or arylox-

yalkylene residue having 2 to about 20 carbon atoms, and
may be the same as or different from R' and R*; and

Y is CH2 or

—C—

.

II

O
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4 429 096
QUATERNARY AMINE CARBAMATE OR UREA

COMPOUNDS BASED ON
ISOPROPENYL-a,a-DIMETHYLBENZYLISOCYANATE
Frederic C. Schaefer, Darien, Conn., assignor to American Cy-
anamid Company, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Jun. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 500,068
Int. a.J C08F 212/14. 220/56

U.S. a. 526-287 g Oaims
1. A meta- or para-compound of the formula;

O R,
II I

NHC— A-fCH2->B—N®Rj(X
I

R3

wherein:

X^ is an anion selected from the group consisting of
R4OSO3©. Cie. BrGand 16;

A is —O— or

H
I—N—

;

wherein:

n is 2 or 3;

R|, R2and R3 which may be the same or different, are lower
alkyl; and R4 is lower alkyl or allyl.

8. A copolymer of the compound of claim 1 and acrylamide.

4,429,097
ALKYL POLY(OXYALKYLENE) ESTERS OF ACRYLATE
OLIGOMERS AND COPOLYMERS THEREOF FOR

THICKENING PURPOSES
Ching-Jen Chang, Chalfont, and Travis E. Stevens, Ambler, both

of Pa., assignors to Rohm and Haas Company, Philadelphia,
Pa.

Filed Sep. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 418,854
Int. a.' C08L J 1/06; C08F 18/11

U.S. CI. 526-317 27 Oaims
1. A compound having the formula

4,429,098

MODIHED CRUDE TOLUENE DIISOCYANATE TO
OBTAIN PQLYURETHANE WITH AN IMPROVEMENT

IN HIGH RESILIENCY
Jean Bertrand. Umorlaye, and Michel Gaillard, Cbantilly, both

of France, auignors to ProduiU Cbimiqucs Uginc Kuhlmann,
Courbevoie, France

Filed Aug. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 412,730
Qaims priority, application France, Sep. 25, 1981, 81 18075

Int. a.' C08G 18/10
U.S. a. 528-59 lOQaims

1. The method of making a modified crude toluene dnsocya-
nate comprising first reactmg a crude toluene diisocyanate
with a polyol in an amount such that the isocyanate concentra-
tion of the crude toluene diisocyanate is lowered at most up to
about 2 —NCO groups per kilogram of crude toluene diisocya-
nate and then subjecting such reaction product to a tempera-
ture and for a time sufficient that the isocyanate concentration
of such reaction product is lowered no more than about 0.4
—NCO groups per kilogram of reaction product

10. A modified crude toluene diiscxyanate m the form of a
prepolymer having an isocyanate concentration between about
6.6 to 10.6 —NCO groups per kilogram and being the reaction
product obtained by first reacting a crude toluene diisocyanate
having an iscx.yanate concentration of about ^ to 1 1 NCO
grouups per kilogram selected from ( 1) a mixture of at least one
pure toluene diistKyanate and high molecular weight products
resulting from the phosgenation of at least one toluene diamine
or at least one toluene diamine hydrochloride, or (2) crude
toluene diisocyanate obtained directly from phosgenation of at
least one toluene diamine or at least one toluene diamine hy-
drochloride, with a polyol having a functionality of about 2 to
8 hydroxy! groups and an equivalent molecular weight of
about 30 to 1.000. said crude toluene diisocyanate and said
polyol being present in an amount such that the isocyanate
concentration of said crude toluene diisocyanate is lowered at

most up to about 2 —NCO groups per kilogram of crude
toluene diisocyanate. and then subjecting such reaction prod-
uct to aging at a temperature of from about 50* to 1

10* C. for
a period of from about some hours to several days such that the
isocyanate concentration of such reaction product is lowered
no more than about 0.4 —NCO groups per kilogram of reac-
tion prcxiuct.

H2C=C
\

C{0)-0-(CHR'CH20)^R

'

'(CH2CH)j,CH2CH2C(0)-0-(CHR'CH20)^^

C(0)—0-(CHR'CH20),r2

4 429 099
PHENOL TERMINATED POLYMERS AND EPOXIES

THEREFROM
Joseph P. Kennedy, and Suhas Guhaniyogi, both of Akron, Ohio.

assignors to The University of Akron, Akron. Ohio
Filed Nov. 22, 1982. Ser. No. 443.346

Int. CI.' C08G 59/24. 59/32: C08F 8/08
U.S. CI. 528-98 ,0 Qalms

1. A telechelic prep<iiymcr, comprising

wherein

R', R2, and R^ independently, are selected from the group
consisting of hydrogen and alkyl, alkylaryl and polycyclic
alkyl groups having I to 30 carbon atoms;

m, n, and p, independently, are zero or a number having an
average value of up to 60 or more, provided that at least

one of m, n, or p is at least 2 and provided that the R', R^.
or R3 group, when m, n, or p, respectively, is at least 2. is

one of said alkyl, alkylaryl and polycyclic alkyl groups
having at least 8 carbon atoms;

X is zero or an integer from I to 5;

R' is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen and
C1-C2 alkyl; and

the expressions (CHR'CH20);„, (CHR'CH20)„ and
(CHR'CH20)p, mean that the groups (CHR'CH20)m.
(CHR'CH20)„, and (CHR'CHzO)^ respectively, embrace
oxyethylene, oxypropylene, and oxybulylene groups ar-

ranged in any order.

Of
CH,

C—

Y

CHi

where n is 2 or 3 and Y is

CHi

HO-r^>-C-CH:
R| \ / CHj

CH,
\—C— CHi-

CH,

wherein Ri and R2 may be the same or different and are se-

lected from the group consisting of — H. —OH, and —CH3
and X is a positive integer.
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^ 4,429,100

POLYESTER OF 6-HYDROXY-^NAPHTHOIC AOD,
PARA-HYDROXYBENZOIC ACID,

2,6-DIOXYANTHRAQUINONE, AND AROMATIC
DIAOD

Larry F. Charboniicao, Chatham, and Gordon W. Calundann,
North Plainfleld, hoth of NJ., assignors to Celanese Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feh. 7, 1983, Scr. No. 464,271

Int. a.3 C08G 63/60
UJS. a. 528—128 18 Qaims

1. A melt processable wholly aromatic polyester capable of

forming an anisotropic melt phase at a temperature below
approximately 260* C. consisting essentially of the recurring

moieties I, II, III, and IV which may include substitution of at

least some of the hydrogen atoms present upon an aromatic

ring wherein:

lis

His

III is

O—

and

IV is

O O
II II

—C—Ar—C—

where Ar' is a divalent radical comprising at least one
aromatic ring,

with said optional substitution if present being selected from
the group consisting of an alkyl group of 1 to 4 carbon atoms,
an alkoxy group of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, halogen, phenyl, and
mixtures of the foregoing, and wherein said polyester com-
prises approximately 20 to 45 mole percent of moiety I. ap-

proximately 20 to 45 mole percent of moiety II, approximately

7.5 to 25 mole percent of moiety III, and approximately 7.5 to

25 mole percent of moiety IV.

4,429,101

Patent Not issued For This Number

4,429,102

NOVEL SULFUR<X)NTAINING POLYETHERIMIDES
Thomas L. Evans, and Martha M. Grade, both of SchenecUdy,

N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N.Y.

Filed Jan. 10, 1983, Ser. No. 457,090

Int. a.3 C08G 73/W
U.S. a. 528—172 10 Oaims

1. A polyetherimide consisting essentially of chemically
combined units having the formulas

O O O O
II II N N
c c c c

/ \ / \ , / \ / \-N R' N—r2— and —

N

R' N—R2— ,

c c c c
II N

° (I)
o O

(II)
o

wherein:

R' is

O—R*—

O

(HI)

R2 is an aromatic hydrocarbon radical containing about 6-20

carbon atoms or a halogenated derivative thereof, an

alkylene or cycloalkylene radical containing about 2-20

carbon atoms, or a bis-alkylenepoly(dialkylsiloxane) radi-

cal;

R^is

:a-Cr-
(IV)

and

R* is a divalent radical derived from benzene or a substituted

benzene, diphenyl or a substituted diphenyl, or an unsub-

stituted or substituted diphenylalkane.

4,429,103

METHOD FOR PREPARATION OF AROMATIC
POLYESTER-POLYCARBONATE

Katsuhisa Kohyama, Kitakyushu; Katsuyuki Sakata, Nakama,
and Shiqji Ono, Kitakyushu, all of Japan, assignors to Mit-

subishi Chemical Industries, Limited, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Mar. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 360,000

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 21, 1981, 56-60225

Int. a.J C08G 63/64
U.S. a. 528—176 _ 8 Claims

1. In a method for preparing an aromatic polyesterpolycar-

bonate containing dihydroxy-diaryl compound residues, ter-

ephthalic acid and/or isophthalic acid residues and carbonate

groups in a molar ratio of 1:0.25-0.75:0.75-0.25 by the interfa-

cial polymerization method, the improvement comprising:

mixing and reacting an aqueous alkaline solution of a dihy-

droxy-diaryl compound, an organic solvent solution of

terephthaloyl chloride and/or isophthaloyl chloride and

phosgene thereby obtaining a polyesterpolycarbonate

oligomer containing —OCOCl, —COCI and —OH end

groups, the molar ratio of said —OH groups to the sum of

said —OCOCl and —COCI groups being not greater than

1 and the molar ratio of said —COCI groups to said —O-

COCl groups being no more than 2.5; and

polycondensing said oligomer in a solution of a caustic

alkali, said oligomer containing substantially no dihy-

droxy-diaryl compound.
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4,429,104

PREPRATION of SHAPED ARTICLES OF
INTRACTABLE POLYMERS

Ronald G. Feasey, Kncbworth, England, aaaignor to Imperial
Chemical Industries PLC, London, England

Continuation of Ser. No. 58,541, Jul. 17, 1977, abandoned. This
application Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362,106

Oaims priority, application United Kingdom, Jul. 31, 1978
31771/78

Int. a.5 C08G 63/46. 63/06
U.S. a. 528—206

s q^„,
1. A process for preparing a shaped article of a normally

mtractable polymer comprising forming a shaped article of a
melt processable copolymer comprising:

(1) the recurring units which make up the intractable poly-
mer and

(2) labile in-chain polymer recurring units, heating the co-
polymer article under conditions such that the labile units
are removed from the copolymer and the remaining units
combine to form an intractable polymer wherein the in-
tegrity of the shaped article is maintained.

20* to 80' C, wherein X moles of alkali or alkaline earth hy-
droxide, and y moles of morpholinium bromide are used per
100 moles of said phenol, wherein 1 < x < 25, 0. 1 < y < 20 and
y<x.

4,429,105
PROCESS FOR PREPARING A POLYESTER OF
HYDROXY NAPHTHOIC ACID AND HYDROXY

BENZOIC ACID
Larry F. Charhonneau, Chatham, N.J., assignor to Celanese

Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Feh. 22, 1983, Ser. No. 468,240

Int. a.3 C08G 63/08. 63/10
U.S. a. 528-207 15aaims

1. A process for preparing an aromatic polyester comprising
reacting at least one hydroxy naphthoic acid and at least one
hydroxy benzoic acid with an esterification agent under reac-
tion conditions sufficient to esterify the hydroxy moieties of
the hydroxy benzoic acid and hydroxy naphthoic acid, and
polymerizing the esterified monomers without separation
thereof prior to polymerization, with both the esterification
and polymerization being conducted in the presence of from
about 5 to about 50 ppm of iron.

4,429,106
METHOD OF PRODUCING POLYPHENYLENE OXIDES
USING MORPHOLINIUM BROMIDE AS ACTIVATOR

Klaus Burzin, Marl; Martin Bartmann, Recklinghausen; Hanns-
Jorg Bax, Marl, and Wilfried Ribbing, Dorsten. all of Fed.
Rep. of Germany, assignors to Chemische Werke Huels AG,
Marl, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed May 23, 1983, Ser. No. 497,237
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Jul. 2.

1982,3224692

Int. a.J C08G 65/44
U.S. a. 528-216 „ cMnu

1. A method of producing a high molecular-weight poly-
phenylene oxide, having a relative viscosity change in relation
to the concentration greater than 50 ml/g, measured in a 0.5%
solution in chloroform at 25* C, comprising the oxidative
coupling of a diortho-substituted phenol having the formula:

4,429,107

CONTINUOUS PREPARATION OF
POLYCAPROLACTAM WHEREIN CONSTANT

COMPOSITION IS MAINTAINED
Hugo Strehler, Fraakenthal; Weraer Hoerauf; Gucnter Valen-

tin, both of Ludwigshafen, and Friedrich Urbuck, SchifTer-
sudt, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, aasignors to BASF Akticn-
gesellschaft. Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Aug. 24, 1982, Scr. No. 410,880
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gcrmaay. Sen 2

1981,3134716
'

Int. a.J C08G 69/16
U.S. a. 528-318

2 Claims
1. An improved process for the continuous polymerization

of c-caprolacum which comprises:

polymerizing partially an €-caprolacUm composition at a
nylon-forming temperature, in a mechanical mixing zone
m a vertical tubular reactor through which the caprolac-
tam composition flows downwardly, said composition
comprising <-caprolactam, a water-containing agent, and
acetic acid or propionic acid as chain regulator;

polymerizing further said composition in additional heal
exchange zones in said reactor until polymerization is

completed and thereupon discharging polycaprolactam
from the reactor as a melt;

removing from the tubular reactor a vapor mixture of water,
caprolactam, and acetic acid or propionic acid which has
formed in the gas space at the top of the tubular reactor;

feeding the vapor mixture of caprolactam, water, and acetic
acid or propionic acid to the middle of a fractionating
column;

removing water from the top of said column;
maintaining the temperature at the bottom of said column at

125* C. to 145- C; and
recycling the mixture obuined at the bottom of the column

to the top of the tubular reactor, said mixture comprising
caprolactam, acetic acid or propionic acid, and a small
amount of water;

whereby the polymerizing caprolactam composition and
polycaprolactam melt maintain a constant composition.

4,429,108

POLYfN,N -(ALKYL OR
ARYL)-BIS<4,4-PHTHALIMIDO)-l,3.4.0XADIAZOLE.2,5.

DIYLS]
James R. Stephens, Naperville, 111., aaaignor to Standard Oil
Company (Indiana), Chicago, III.

Filed Sep. 27. 1982. Ser. No. 424.606
Int. a.J C08G 73/08. 73/10

U.S. a. 528-322 35 Qaims
1. A fiber forming polyimido oxadiazole comprising the

recurring structure:

wherein R is an n-alkyi radical with 1 to 6 carbon atoms or an
aryl radical, in the presence of an oxidizing agent, an organic
solvent, a copper-amine catalyst, which comprises a copper
salt and an amine, and an activator, which comprises mor-
pholinium bromide and a 20 to 60% solution or suspension of
an alkali or alkaline earth hydroxide, in a temperature range of
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wherein R is a divalent aliphatic hydrocarbon radical.

CCMC >ii % sQLin

4,429,109

POLYAMIDES WITH HIGH GLASS TRANSITION
TEMPERATURES PREPARED FROM

N,N'-TEREPHTHALOYLDI-BETA-ALANINE AND A
DIAMINE

Benedict S. Curatolo, Maple Heights, and Gerald P. Coffey,

Lyndhurst, both of Ohio, assignors to Standard Oil Company,
Geveland, Ohio

Filed Sep. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 418,334
Int. a.^ C08G 69/08, 69/26. 69/36

U.S. a. 528—331 7 Claims

1. A water insoluble polyamide containing zero to about 50

mole % nylon-3 units in at least a partially alternating struc-

ture, exhibiting glass transition temperatures greater than 1
30°

C. and derived by condensation polymerization of a nylon salt

of the formula:

4
O HO OH
II I II II I

0-C-(CH2)2-N-C-Ar-C-N-((^H2)2-

I

(VIII)

o
"I

II -+ .
—C--ONH3—R—NH3H—

I

where R is any aliphatic, aromatic or alicyclic divalent radical.

I

4,429,110

TRANSPARENT POLYAMIDE FROM BRANCHED
CHAIN ARYLALKYL DIAMINE

Josef Pfeifer, Therwil, Switzerland, assignor to Ciba-Geigy
Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

Filed Jun. 10, 1982, Ser. No. 387,119

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jun. 19, 1981,

8119012

Int. a.3 C08G 69/26 "

JJS. a. 528—348 8 Qaims
1. A transparent polyamide having a reduced specific viscos-

ity of at least 0.3 dl/g, measured on a 0.5% solution in m-cresol

at 25* C, and having recurring structural elements of formula
I or II

R3 R

R4 R2

— -»^-\^^C-C„H2n,-SH-C-f^J^

o^
II

c

(I)

or

/ R3 R

HN

R4 R2

O ON
_yK^ I II II—<_^P^C-C;„H2;„-NH-C-Z-C- -

(11)

wherein

—CmH2m— is a straight or branched chain alkylene where
m is an integer of from 4 to 16,

Ri is C1.3 alkyl,

R2 is C1.6 alkyl,

R3 and R4 independently of each other are hydrogen or C1.3

alkyl, and

Z is 50 to 100 mole percent 1,3-phenylene, 1,4-phenylene, or
mixture thereof, and to 50 mole percent —(CH2)n—
wherein n is an integer of from 4 to 10, and whereby the

carbonyl groups in the structural elements of formula 1 are

linked to the benzene ring in the 1,3-position, 1,4-position

or in mixture thereof.

4,429,111

LAYERED ORGANOPHOSPHORUS INORGANIC
POLYMERS CONTAINING MIXED FUNCTIONAL

GROUPS
Martin B. Dines, Santa Ana, and Peter M. DiGiacomo, Mission

Viejo, both of Calif., assignors to Occidental Research Corpo-
ration, Irrine, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 60,250, Jul. 24, 1979, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 945,971, Sep. 26, 1978, Pat. No.
4,232,146. This application May 29, 1981, Ser. No. 268,408

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Nov. 4, 1997,

has been disclaimed.

Int. a.5 C08G 79/04. 79/00

U.S. a. 528—395 33 Qaims
1. A process for the production of phosphorus-containing

organo-substituted inorganic polymers containing multi-com-

ponent derivatized groups, which comprises reacting

(a) at least one species of tetravalent metal ion in a liquid

medium with at least two members selected from phos-

phoric acid, phosphonic acid and organophosphorus acids

of the formula:

[(H0)20P]„R and [(H0)20P0]„R

wherein n is 1 or 2 and R is an organo group covalently cou-

pled to phosphorus and wherein when n is 2, R contains at least

two carbon atoms and is directly or indirectly coupled to the

phosphorus atoms through different carbon atoms whereby
the two phosphorus atoms are separated by at least two carbon

atoms, and

(b) causing precipitation from the liquid medium of a solid

inorganic polymer in which the molar ratio of phosphorus

to tetravalent metal is about 2 to 1 and in which the or-

gano group is covalently bonded to phosphorus and phos-

phorus is linked to the tetravalent metal through oxygen.
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4,429,112
PROCESS OF DELAYING CURE OF CURABLE RESIN
COMPOSITION CONTAINING CYANATE ESTER
COMPOUND WFTH BENZENE SULFONIC ACID

COMPOUND
Morio Gaku, Showamachi; Syunichi Nagai; Hidenori Kimpara,

both of Tokyo, and Satoshi Ayano, Kanagawa, all of Japan,
assignors to Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Co., Inc., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,975
Claims priority, application Japan, Jun. 2, 1981, 56-84830;

Jun. 5, 1981, 56-86370; Jun. 5, 1981, 56-86371

Int. a.' C08G 85/00
U.S. a. 528-422 7 Qaims

1. A method for delaying curing rate of a curable resin

composition comprising:

(a) at least one cyanate ester compound selected from the

group consisting of

(1) a polyfunctional aromatic cyanate ester monomer
having the formula

R-OCN);„

wherein m is 2 to 5 and R is an aromatic organic group,
the cyanate groups being bonded to an aromatic ring of
said aromatic organic group,

(2) a homoprepolymer of one or more cyanate esters of

(1).

(3) a coprepolymer of (1) and an amine, characterized in

that

at least one alkyl substituted or non-substituted benzene sul-

fonic acid represented by the formula

(1)

S03H.(H20)„

wherein R is alkyl having 1-3 carbon atoms, 1 is or integer of
1-3 and n is or integer of 1-4 in an amount of 0.0001-5% by
weight on the basis of total weight of the composition is added
to said composition.

4,429,113

FRACTIONATION OF POLYMERS
Stephen H. Wu, and Oarence C. Dannelly, both of Kingsport,

Tenn., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 45,580, Jun. 4, 1979, abandoned. This
application Jan. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 229,032

Int. a.3 C08F 6/00. 6/04
U.S. a. 528—486 3 Qaims

1. The process of obtaining a high molecular weight fraction

from a polymer which comprises the steps of
(a) forming a solution of the polar polymer in a solvent

which is also a solvent for a selected coacervating sub-

stance,

(b) mixing with said solution a coacervating polymer having
at least two proton donating or proton receiving groups
which are opposite the polarity of said polar polymer in an
amount sufTicient to crosslink molecules of said polar

polymer of a molecular weight above a selected range at

the solution temperature, said coacervating substance

being a polyfunctional acid or base having the formula

(X|)m-Q-(X2)<,

wherein Xi and X2 represent proton-donating or proton-

receiving groups, Q is an organic moiety, and m and n are

the multiplicity of the acidic or basic group, thereby form-

ing coacervated high molecular weight polymer solids,

and

(c) separating the high molecular weight solids from the

solution.

4,429,114

METHOD FOR TREATING EMULSIHED LATEX
Teruhiko Sugimori, and Hideaki Habara, both of Ohtake, Ja-

pan, assignors to Mitsubishi Rayon Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed May 14, 1982, Ser. No, 378,331

aaims priority, application Japan, May 15. 1981, 56-73115

Int. a.5 O08F 6/22
U.S. a. 528-486 14 Qaims

1 A method for producing a particulate of a high bulk
specific gravity containing substantially no finely powdered
material nor a coarse powdered matenal from an emulsified
latex, which comprises:

discharging an emulsified latex having a Reynolds number of
300 or less containing particles of 1 ^m or less in diameter
from fine tubes which satisfy the relationship L/D^0 065
Re, wherein L is the length of the fine tubes, D is the
equivalent diameter of the fine tubes and Re is the Rey-
nolds number into a coagulation solution to coagulate the
latex; and

washing and drying the coagulated latex

4,429,115

3-0-OLEANDROSYL-5-0-DESOSAMINYL
ERYTHRONOLIDE COMPOUNDS

Leonardo M. Cappelietti, Fayetteville, N.Y.; Roberto Spagnoli,
and Luciano Toscano, both of Milan, Italy, assignors to Pier-
rel S.p.A., Naples, Italy

Filed Jan. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 338,117
Claims priority, application Italy, Jan. 9, 1981, 19081 A/81

Int. a.J A61K J//7/, C07H 17/08: C12P 19/62
U.S. a. 536-7.2 4 Qaims

1. 3-0-oleandrosyl-5-0-desosaminyI-(8S)-8-hydroxyery-

thronolide B, having the formula

MeCH2^'' O

OMe

4,429,116

ALKYLATED OLEANDOMYQN CONTAINING
COMPOUNDS

Arthur A. Nagel, Gales Ferry, Conn., assignor to Pfizer Inc.,

New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 453,255

Int. a.JC07H 17/08
U.S. a. 536—7J 21 Clains

1. A compound selected from the group consisting of an
oleandomycin derivative of the formulae:
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N(CH3)2 (I)

mercapto, Ci-Cvalkylthio, halogen, nitro, amino, C1-C4-
alkylamino or C|-Q-alkylcarbonylamino,

which comprises heating a compound of the formula

(II)

and
R3O—H2C

N(CH3)2 (11)

OH

in which

R2 denotes a hydrogen atom or an acyl radical and
R3 denotes a radical of an aliphatic or aromatic sulphonic

acid,

with an amine of the formula

Ri—NH2 (HI)

in which

R] has the abovementioned meaning,
in an aqueous medium in an autoclave, isolating the reaction
product of the formula

Rr ^R4

and a pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salt thereof
wherein

Rl is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen and
alkanoyl having two to three carbon atoms;

R2 is trimethylsilyl;

R3 is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,
methyl, allyl and methoxy; and

R4 is selected from the group consisting of methoxy and
allyl;

with the proviso that when R4 is allyl, R3 is methoxy.

(V)

Rl—NH2—H2C

in which Ri and R3 have the meaning indicated above, in

crystalline form and reacting the reaction product in a basic

medium to give the free amine of formula (I).

4,429,117
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF KNOWN AND

NEW
6.AMINO^DESOXY.2>0-ISOPROPYLIDENE-a-L-

SORBOFURANOSE DERIVATIVES, AND
INTERMEDIATE PRODUCTS OF THE PROCESS

Wolfgang Koebemick, and Hans-Rolf Furtwangler, both of
Wuppertal, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktien-
gesellschaft, Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Aug. 25, 1980, Ser. No. 180,778
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 7,

1979, 2936240

Int. a.3C07H 17/04
U.S. a. 53^-17.2 5 oaims

1. A process for the production of a 6-amino-6-desoxy-2,3-0-

isopropyidine-a-L-sorbofuranose derivative of the formula

4,429,118

METHYL
3.AZIDO-4-C-CYANO-2,3,4,6-TETRADEOXY-a-D-

ARABINO-HEXOPYRANOSIDE AND PROCESSES FOR
ITS PREPARATION

Philippe L. Durette, New Providence, N.J., assignor to Merck A
Co., Inc., Rabway, N.J.

Division of Ser. No. 248,178, Mar. 30, 1981, Pat. No. 4,348,325.
This application May 3, 1982, Ser. No. 374,574

Int. a.3 C07H 15/04
U.S. a. 536-17.2 2 Claims

1. The compound having the structure:

CH3

J— o

NC\L_ /OCH3

R|NH—H2C

which is methyl 3-azido-4-C-cyano-2,3,4,6-tetradeoxy-o-D-

arabino-hexopyranoside.

(I)

OH

in which

Rl denotes a hydrogen atom or a Ci-Cig-alkyl, C2-Cio-alke-
nyl, C2-Cio-alkinyl or C2-Cio-alkadienyl radical said

C|-Ci8-alkyl radical being optionally substituted by hy-
droxyl, Ci-Q-alkoxy, Cj-C7-alkanoyloxy, benzoyloxy,

4,429,119

5.DEOXY-3-0-ARYLMETHYL OR suBsrrruTED
ARYLMETHYL-l,

2-0-ALKYLIDENE-ALPHA-D-XYLOFURANOSE
HERBiaDE DERIVATIVES

William Loh, Petalnma, Calif., iMigBor to Cherroa Research
Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Aug. 18, 1962, Ser. No. 409,236

Int. a. J C07H 17/04: AGIN 43/08
U.S. a. 536—181 15 Claims

1. A compound having the formula:
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\ 0CH2R' y

in the range of from ambient to 70* C and a pressure m the

(,)
range of from 20 to 1000 psig to reum said polysacchandes
while permitting said monosaccharides or disacchandes to
permeate through said ultrafiltration membrane.

/ O O
V \/

C

R2 r3

wherein

R is lower alkyl having 1 through 4 carbon atoms or alkenyl
having 2 through 4 carbon atoms;

R' is 2-trinuoromethylphenyl, aryl having 6 through 10
carbon atoms or substituted aryl having I through 4 sub-
stituents independently selected from the group of lower
alkyl having 1 through 4 carbon atoms, lower alkoxy
having 1 through 4 carbon atoms, and halo, with the
proviso that when R' is substituted aryl having more than
two halo substituents or is 2,3- or 2,4Kiihalophenyl, then R
is alkyl; and

R2 and R3 are independently hydrogen or lower alkyl with
the proviso that when R is methyl, butyl, vinyl, 2-allyI or
but-1-enyl, and R2 and R^ are each methyl, then R' is not
phenyl.

4,429,120

ETHYLHYDROXYALKYLMETHYLCELLULOSE
ETHERS

Mary K. Dehnke, Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow Chemi-
cal Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Dec. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 454,133
Int. a.J C08B 11/08. 11/193

U.S. a. 536-91 ,2 Qaims
1. An organo-soluble ethyl C2-« hydroxyalkylmethylcel-

lulose.

4,429,121

CLARinED TAMARIND KERNEL POWDER
Paul A. Sandford, Del Mar, Calif., assignor to Merck A Co.,

Inc., Rahway, N.J.

Continuation of Ser. No. 151,495, May 19, 1980, abandoned.
This application Dec. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 330,627

Int. a.5 A61K 35/78; C08B 37/00
U.S. a. 536—123 10 Qaims

1. A process for preparing clarified tamarind kernel powder
which comprises preparing an aqueous slurry of TKP and a
strong alkali, mixing said slurry, then optionally neutralizing
said slurry, and isolating said clarified tamarind kernel powder.

4.429.123

PREPARATION OF
6-KETO-7.0XO-PGFia-DERIVATIVES

Istvan Tomoskozi, Budapest; Istvan Szckely, Duaakcszi; Karoly
Kanai, Budapest; Peter Gyori. Budapest, and Gabor Kovact,
Budapest, all of Hungary, assignors to Chinoin Gyogyszer es
Vegyeszeti Termekek Gyara R.T., Budapest, Hungary

Filed Apr. 13. 1982, Ser. No. 368,016
Oaims priority, application Hungary, Apr. 14. 1981. 968

Int. a.' O07D 307/935
U.S. a. 542-426

5 q^^
1. A process for the preparation of a compound of Formula

OR' (I)

A—COORi

wherein

A is a straight or branched chain alkylcnc group having 1-5

carbon atoms;

B is ethylene, Z or E vinylcne, or ethynylene;
R' IS hydrogen, an alkyl group havmg 1-5 carbon atoms or

a pharmaceutically acceptable cation;

R2 is hydrogen, an alkanoyl group having 1-5 carbon atoms
or aroyi;

R^ is hydrogen or methyl;

R* is a straight or branched cham alkyl group havmg 1-8

carbon atoms or an optionally monosubstituted arylox-
ymethyl group; and

R' is hydrogen which comprises oxidizing a compound of
the Formula III. IV or V

4,429,122

SEPARATION OF SACCHARIDES
Joseph J. Zupancic, Bensenville, III., assignor to UOP Inc.. Des

Plaines, III.

Filed Apr. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 369,995
Int. C\? C07H 1/06

U.S. a. 536-124 15 Qaims
1. A process for the continuous separation of a mono- or

disaccharide from polysaccharides by passing a mixture of
monosaccharide, disaccharide and polysaccharides over an
ultra-filtration membrane consisting essentially of a polyure-
thane or a polyamine composited and cross-linked to a support
selected from the group consisting of a polysulfone, polyester,
polycarbonate and polyolefin support, wherein said cross-link-
ing is provided by a cross-linking agent selected from the
group consisting of a dibasic acid chloride, a tribasic acid
chloride, an acid anhydride, an aliphatic diisocyanate, an ali-

phatic thioisocyanate, an aliphatic chloroformate, an aliphatic
sulfonyl chloride, an aromatic diisocyanate, an aromatic thi-

oisocyanate, an aromatic chloroformate and an aromatic sulfo-
nyl chloride, said separation being performed at a temperature

(HI)

(IV)
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-continued
(IV)

4,429,126

SODIUM SALT OF
4-OXO-l(M2,3-DIMETHYLPENTANAMIDO)-4H-

PYRIMIDO{U-cJQUINOZOLINE-a-CARBOXYLIC ACTD
Ikuo Ueda, Toyonaka; Masayuki Kato, Minoo, and Masanobu

Nagano, Ikeda, all of Japan, assignors to Fijjisawa Pharma-
ceutical Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Continuation-in-part of S«r. No. 210,340, Not. 25, 1980, Pat.
No. 4,377,580. This application Jun. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 384,998
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Mar. 22,

2000, has been disclaimed,

int. a.3 C07D 487/04. 471/14. 239/80; A61K 31/505
or a mixture thereof wherein R^ is hydrogen or an alkyl or ^•^- ^- 544—250 1 Claim

alkanoyl group having 1-5 carbon atoms with selenium dioxide ' Sodium 4-oxo-10-(2,3-dimethylpentanamido)-4H-

to yield the compound of the formula (I). pyrimido[l,2-C]quinazoline-3-carboxylate.

I

4,429,124

METHOD FOR PREPARATION OF
N-PHOSPHONOMETHYLGLVaNE

Raymond A. Felix, Richmond, Calif., assignor to Stauffer Chem-
ical Company, Westport, Conn.

Filed Aug. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 410,802

Int. a.3 C07D 251/04
VJS. a. 544—214 2 Qaims

1. A compound of the formula

RlO O N NO ORi
Ml /, ,\ 11/
PCH: l^ J CH2P

- D o*^^ NO ORi\^„R2O
I 11/ OR2
CH2—

P

\
OR2

wherein R\ is Ci-Ce alkyl and R2 is Ci-Ce alkyl.

I

4,429,125

PHOSPHORUS ESTERS OF 5-PYRIMIDINOLS
Walter Reiftchncider, Walnut Creek, Calif., assignor to The
Dow Chemical Co., Midland, Mich.

FUed Jul. 28, 1978, Ser. No. 928,665

Int. a.3 C07F 9/65; AOIN 57/16
US. a. 544—243 2 Oaims

1. The compound 0,0-dimethyl-0-(2-iso-propylpyrimidin(-

5)yl)-thionophosphoric acid ester of the formula

N ^
iso-C3H7—

^

V-O—

N ^

S

II

P(OCH3)2.

I

4,429,127

QUINOLINE CARBOXYLIC AOD DERIVATIVE
Tsutomu Irikura, Tokyo; Hiroshi Koga, Oomiya, and Akira Ito,

Kuki, all of Japan, assignors to Kyorin Pharmaceutical Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 17, 1982, Ser. No. 349,660
Oaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 6, 1981, 56-32274

Int. a.3 C07D 401/04; A61K 31/495
U.S. a. 544-363 1 Qaim

1. A compound having the following formula

O
n

F-t^«^*^^"N^'^'^jpCOOH

H2N-^^CH2-N N^^^Sj^^ N

\ / C2H5

and a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof

4,429,128

CARBAPENAMS AND CARBAPEN-2-EMS AND
PROCESS THEREFOR

Robert L. Rosati, Stonington, Conn., assignor to Pflzer Inc.,

New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 232,156, Feb. 9, 1981, Pat. No. 4,348,264,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 149,604, May 14,

1980, abandoned. This application Feb. 11, 1982, Ser. No.

347,853

Int. a.3 C07D 487/04
U.S. a. 544—373 29 Gaims

1. A compound of the formulae

(I)

(11)

2. The compound 0,0-diethyl-0-(2-phenylpyrimidin(5)yl)-

thionophosphoric acid ester of the formula

(yy- P(OC2Hj)2.

COOR^

wherein

R' is hydrogen;

phenoxyacetamido;

D-2-(4-ethyl-2,3-dioxopiperazine- 1 •carboxamido)-2-

phenylacetamido;

D-2-amino-2-phenylacetamido;

D-2-benzyloxycarbonylamino-2-phenylacetamido;

2-carboxy-2-phenylacetamido, or the benzhydryl, benzyl

or 2-naphthylmethyl ester thereof;
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S-methyl-3-phenyIisoxazole-4-carboxamido; or

rJq—c—

.

R6 ^R'2

wherein R' is hydrogen, acetyl, benzyloxycarbonyloxy
or p-nitrobenzyloxycarbonyl, R^is hydrogen or (Ci-C-
5)alkyl and R'2 is hydrogen or methyl;

R2 is hydrogen or methoxy;

with the proviso that when R2 is methoxy, R' is 2-phenox-
yacetamido;

A and B, when taken together, are oxygen;
A and B, when taken separately, are respectively, hydrogen
and hydroxy or acetoxy;

R' is hydrogen, or a conventional carboxy protecting group
which is selectively removable by hydrogenolysis, selec-

tively removable by mild zinc reduction or selectively

hydrolyzable under physiological conditions; and
R* is methyl, acetoxymethyl, methanesulfonyloxy, OR or
SR, wherein R is (C|-C3)alkyl, 2-benzyloxycar-

bonylaminoethyl, 2-(p.nitrobenzyloxycar-

bonylamino)ethyl, 2-acetamidoethyl, 2-aminoethyl or
2-amidinoethy];

with the proviso that when R* is other than methyl, the

compound is of the formula (II);

the pharmaceutically-acceptable cationic salts when the com-
pound has a carboxylic acid function; or the pharmaceutically-
acceptable acid addition salts when the compound has an
amino or amidino function.

4,429,130

PYRID-2 -YL-2-TRIFLUOROMFrHYL
QUINOL-4-YLMETHANES

Eckhard Hickmann, Daanitadt-SchaHcmheim, and Heina-
Guenter Oeser, Dirmstein, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany.
assignors to BASF Aktiengesellschaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305^58
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct 11.

1980, 30385047

Int. a.J C07D 401/06
U.S. a. 546-167 3 Claims

1. A compound of the formula 1

where R' is hydrogen or chlonne, R^ is trifluoromethyl or
chlorine, R^ is 2-pyndyl, R* is cyano and R' is hydrogen.

4,429,129

la.ETHYL.li3-(2'-ALKOXY
CARBONYL-2'.HYDROXYIMINOETHYL).10.METHOXY
l,2,3,4,6,7,12,12/3-OCrAHYDROINDOLO(2,3a)QUINOLI-

ZINES
Csaba Szantay; L^os Szabo; GySrgy Kalaus; Tibor Keve; Li^ot

Dancsi, all of Budapest; Janos Galambos, Erd; Ferenc Vezeke-
nyi, and Tibor Acs, both of Budapest, all of Hungary, assign-
ors to Richter Gedeon Vegyeszeti Gyar Rt, Budapest, Hun-
gary

FUed Aug. 20, 1982, Ser. No. 410,052
Qaims priority, appUcation Hungary, Aug. 23, 1982, 2436/81

Int. a.' C07D 459/00
U.S. a. 546-70 4 Claims

1. A compound of the formula VIII

4,429.131

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
3,5-DIALKYLPYRIDINES

James I. Grayson. Visp, Switzerland, assignor to Lonza Ltd..

Gampel. Switzerland

Filed Jul. 7. 1982, Ser. No. 396.102
Qaims priority, application Switzerland, Jul. 9, 1981. 4504/81

Int. Q.J C07D 213/09
U.S. Q. 546—251 20 Claims

1. Process for the production of a 3.5-dialkylpyndinc com-
prising reacting, in mixture form, (a) an aldehyde having the
formula R—CH2—CHO. wherein R is a straight-chained or
branched alkyl radical having 1 to 6 carbon atoms, and/or an
aldehyde acetal of said aldehyde with (b) formaldehyde and/or
hexamethylene tetramine and/or a formaldehyde aceul and/or
a polymer of formaldehyde in liquid or aqueous phase at a

temperature of 180* to 280* C. in a closed vessel in the presence
of ammonia and/or ammonium ions and in the presence of
anions of a inorganic acid and/or an organic acid, both of
which 20* C. have an acid dissociation constant of 10* to
10-12.

R<OOC-C-CH2'
II

n
I

OH

wherein

A is halogen or a group R'O- in which
Ri is C| to C6 alkyl, and R^ and R^ are each independently

C| to C6 alkyl, or a pharmaceutically acceptable acid

addition salt thereof

4,429.132

PRODUCTION OF 3-TRICHLOROMETHYL- AND
3-TRIFLUOROMETHYL-PYRIDINES

Graham Whittaker. Frodsham, England, assignor to Imperial
Chemical Industries PLC, London, England

Filed Apr. 27, 1982. Ser. No. 372,372
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom. May 13. 1981,

8114624; Jul. 7. 1981. 8120992; Sep. 3. 1981. 8126746
Int. Q.J O07D 213/61. 213/26

U.S. Q. 546—346 9 n.i—
1. A process for the production of a 3-trichloromethylpyri-

dine, characterised in that a 3-methylpyridine ii reacted with
chlorine in the vapour phase at a temperature in the range from
200' C. to 350* C. in the presence of a metal oxide or metal
halide halogenation catalyst.
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4,429,133

2'-BENZOTHIAZOLYL-AND
2'-BENZOXAZOLYL-2.BENZIMroAZOLES

Peter S. Littlcwood, Menstoa, Eagtand, usignor to Sandoz Ltd.,

Bnel, Switicriud

Filed Jul. 28, 1977, Ser. No. 819,937
Claims priority, appUcatioB United Kingdom, Aug. 4, 1976,

32457/76; Feb. 25, 1977, 7982/77

Int a.' O07D 413/04, 417/04
UA a. 548—159 29 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

where R2' is Ci^kyl; chlorine; or Ci-*alkoxy, unsubsti-

tuted or mono-substituted by phenyl or alkoxy(CM)car-
bonyl,

one of R3' and R4' is hydrogen and the other is hydrogen, or

methyl,

R5 is Ci.4alkyl, unsubstituted or mono-substituted by hy-

droxy, cyano, phenyl, C2^alkenyl, carboxy, Ci-^alkox-

ycarbonyl or —CONR6R7; or unsubstituted phenyl,

R6and R7, independently, are hydrogen or Ci^lkyl,
R9 is Ci.4a]kyl, unsubstituted or mono-substituted by alkox-

y(Ci.2)carbonyl, phenyl or —CONR6R7.
X is O or S

and A© is a non-chromophonc anion.

CasNH

in which R, Rj and R2 are as deflned above, with an alkali

metal hydroxide or alkaline earth metal hydroxide in a
substantially anhydrous solvent or diluent medium stable

to alkalis, said substantially anhydrous medium containing
less than about 2.5% by weight of water, and the cyclizing
the alkali metal or alkaline earth metal salt of the ortho-
mercapto-N-phenyl urea compound so formed by reaction
with an acid at a temperature of from 40* to 100* C.

4,429,135

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCnON OF
U,4-TRIAZOLIDINE-3>DIONES MONOSUBSTITUTED

IN THE 4-posrnoN
Henning Gicsccke, Cologne; Rndolf Merten, LeTerknsen, and
Ludwig Rottmaier, Odenthal, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to Bayer AktiengcseUschaft, Leverknsen, Fed. Rep.
of Germany

FUed Jun. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 278,654
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 21,

1980, 3027612

Int a.' C07D 249/12
U.S. a. 548—264 4 Claims

1. A process for the production of a l,2,4-triazolidine-3,5-

dione of the formula

4,429,134

PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF
2(3H)-BENZOTHIAZOLONES SUBSTITUTED IN

3.posrnoN
Theodor Papenfnhs, Frankfort am Main, Fed. Rep. of Germany,

aadgnor to Hoechst Aktiengesellscbaft, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed May 18, 1981, Ser. No. 264,228

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 16,

1980, 3018668

Int. a.3 C07D 277/68. 277/84. 497/02
MS. a. 548-165 4 Claims

1. A process for the manufacture of a 2-bcnzothiazoIone
compound of formula

C=sO

in which

R] and R2 are identical or different and each is hydrogen,
alkyl. or halogen, and R is unsubstituted alkyl having from
1 to S carbon atoms,

which comprises reacting, at a temperature within the range

C—
/ 5

R'-N<
\ 3

C—

NH

NH

wherein R' is a monofunctional linear or branched aliphatic

Cj-C3o radical, a monofunctional cycloaliphatic C5-C21 radi-

cal, a monofunctional aliphatic-aromatic Ct-Cj? radical, a
monofunctional aromatic C6-C21 radical, one of said radicals

substituted by alkoxy carbonyl having from 1 to 4 carbon
atoms in the alkoxy group, CN, NO2, alkylmercapto having
from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, dialkylamino having from 1 to 6
carbon atoms in each alkyl moiety or halogen, or one of said

aromatic radicals substituted by alkyl having from 1 to 4 car-

bon atoms, said process comprising reacting 0.9 to 1.1 moles of
hydrazodicarbonamide or l,2,4-triazo]idine-3,S-dione with one
mole of a primary amine of the formula

R'NHz

wherein R' is as aforesaid, at a temperature of from 150* to
280* C. and under a pressure of from SO mbars to S bars in the

presence of N-methyl pyrrolidone or sulfolan as solvent, said

reaction being accompanied by the ehmination of ammonia.

4,429,136

MANUFACTURE OF MALEIC ANHYDRIDE
Chelliah Daniel, Colnmbos, OUo, assignor to Ashland Oil, Inc.,

Ashland, Ky.

Filed No?. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 443,254

Int CL' C07D 307/60
of 80'-200* C, a 2-imino-benzothiazoline compound of U.S. CI. 549—258 4 ri««—
formula 1. The process for production of maleic anhydride compris-
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mg the oxidation of n-buune, n-butenes, 1.3.butadiene or mix-
tures thereof with molecular oxygen in the vapor phase at a
temperature in the range of from about 360* C. to 500' C in the
presence of a catalyst having the empirical formula CujP^Mn-
cMo<<)j, wherein a is 0.001 to 1,0, b is 0.01 to 2.0, c is 0.001 to
2.0, d is 1.0 to 20.0, and x is a number which satisfies the un-
shared positive valences of the other elements in the formula.

4,429,137

PREPARATION OF MALEIC ANHYDRIDE
Patricia R. Blum, Macedonia; Ernest C. Milberger, Solon; Noel

J. Bremer, Stow, and Dennis E. Dria, Shaker Heights, all of
Ohio, assignors to The Standard Oil Company, Qeveland,
Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 220,629, Dec. 29, 1980, Pat No. 4,361,501.
This application Jun. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 388,857

Int CI.' C07D 307/60
U.S. a. 549-259 12 Qaim.

1. A process for the production of maleic anhydride by the
oxidation of n-butane. n-butene, 1,3-butadiene or a mixture
thereof with molecular oxygen or oxygen-containing gas in the
vapor phase at a reaction temperature of 250' C.-600' C. in the
presence of a catalyst containing the mixed oxides of vanadium
and phosphorus, wherein said catalyst is prepared by

(a) introducing a pentavalent vanadium-containing com-
pound into a liqud medium, capable of reducing the va-
lence state of said vanadium;

(b) effecting reduction of at least a portion of said vanadium
to a valence state of about -»- 4;

(c) adding a mixed phosphorus component comprising
45-90% by weight orthophosphoric acid and 10-50% by
weight pyrophosphoric acid to said medium prior to or
subsequent to effecting said reduction to form a catalyst
precursor;

(d) recovering the catalyst precursor; ,
(e) drying the catalyst precursor;

(0 calcining the catalyst precursor.

4,429,139
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF ROSE OXIDE

Charles Fehr, Versoii, Swltierland, assignor to Firmenich SA,
Geneva, Switzerland

Filed Oct. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 435,314
Gainu priority, application Switzerland, Not. 4, 1981.

Int a.' C07D 309/04
U.S. a. 549—356 4 cuu^

1. A process for the preparation of rose oxide which com-
prises the following reaction steps:

a. an epoxydation of citronello! to give 3,7-dimethyl-6,7-
epoxy-1-octanoi;

b. a treatment of the obtained mixture with thiophenol to
give 3,7-dimethyl-6-phenylthio-

1 .7-octanediol;
c an oxidation of the obuined product to give the corre-

sponding sulfoxide:

d. a thermal treatment of 3,7-dlmethyl-6-phenylsulflnyl-l,7-
oclanediol thus obtained at a temperature of between
about 300* and 400' C. and

e. a treatment of the reaction mixture thus formed with an
acidic cyclizing agent.

4,429 138
PROCESS FOR THE SYNTHESIS OF

5-METHOXY.PSORALEN
Jean^acques Goupil, 30 Avenue du President Wilson, 94230

Cachan, France

Continuation of Ser. No. 953,118, Oct. 20, 1978, abandoned.
This application Oct. 9, 1980, Ser. No. 195,414

Gaims priority, application France, Oct. 21, 1977, 77 31719:
Dec. 9, 1977, 77 37144

Int a.5 C07D 311/78
U.S. a. 549-282 n Qidms

1. A process of synthesizing 5-methoxy psoralene compris-
ing methylating phloroglucinol with methanol to obuin the
monomethyl ether of phloroglucinol; cyclizing the phloroglu-
cinol monomethyl ether by first reacting with chloracetonitrile
in the presence of gaseous HCI and zinc chloride then heating
with postassium aceUte to obUin 6-hydroxy-4-methoxy-3-
coumaranone; reducing the 6-hydroxy-4-methoxy-3-courmara-
none by direct reduction in the presence of a hydrazine hy-
drate caulyst to obuin 6-hydroxy-4-methoxy coumaran; cyliz-

ing the 6-hydroxy-4-methoxy-coumaran by reacting with acry-
lonitrile in the presence of HCI and zinc chloride to obuin
3.4,4',5'-tetra-hydro-5-methoxy psoralene and dehy-
drogenerating the 3,4,4,5' tetrahydro-5-methoxy psoralen to
obtain 5-methoxy psoralene.

4,429,140
PROCESS FOR PREPARING DIBENZYLIDENE
SORBITOLS AND DIBENZYLIDENE XYLITOLS

Koichi Mural, Nagaokakyo; Toshiakl Kobayashi, Kyoto, and
Kango Fi^itani, UJi, all of Japan, assignors to New Japu
Chemical Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan

PCT No. PCr/JP81/00105, § 371 Date Dec. 29. 1981, § 102(e)
Date Dec. 29, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/03331. PCT Pub
Date Nov. 26. 1981

PCT Filed May 1. 1981. Ser. No. 336476
Int a.' C07D 407/00

U.S. a. 549-370 6 Claims
1. A process for preparing a I,3:2.4-dibenzylidene sorbitol or

l,3:2,4-dibenzylidene xylitol compnsing reacting sorbitol or
xylitol with a substituted or unsubstituted benzaldehyde or
alkyl acctal derivative thereof m the presence of an acid cata-
lyst, a hydrophobic organic solvent, and a water-soluble or-
ganic polar solvent,

said hydrophobic solvent being selected from the group con-
sisting of cyclohexane, a cyclohcxane substituted with lower
alkyl, a chain saturated hydrocarbon having 6 10 16 carbon
atoms, a carbon tetrahalide, an aromatic hydrocarbon. 1
hydrocarbon halide, an ether, a nitro compound, an ester, a
ketone and decalin.

said water-soluble organic polar solvent being selected from
the group consisting of an alcohol, a glycol ether. N.N-dime-
thylformamide. N.N-dimethylaceumide. N-methylpyrroli-
done, sulfolane. dimethylsulfolane. dioxane. cyclohexanone
and diglyme.

said hydrophobic organic solvent being used in an amount
sufiicient to permit the resulting 1.3:2.4-dibcnzylidene sorbi-
tol or l.3;2.4-dibenzylidene xylitol to separate out as crystals
and sufTicient to maintain the reaction system in the form of
a gel to solid phase, and

said reaction being conducted with forced agiution.

4,429,141

PHYSIOLOGICALLY ACnVE COMPOUNDS AND
THEIR ISOLATION

Laszio L. Darko, Redding, Conn.; Koji Nakanishi, New York,
N.Y., and Masachi Nakagawa, Osaka, Japan, Msiprars to
Richter Gcdeon Vcgycszcti Gyar R.T., Budapest Hnnvu^

Filed Mar. IS, 1982, Ser. No. 357,805
Int a.J conn 311/78

U.S. a. 549—382 7 n.i—
1. A substantially pure crystalline compound having a melt-

ing point of 1 67*- 168' C. and the following structure:



1942

H3C
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(11)

(I)

3. A mixture of compounds having the structure

fll)

which method comprises the steps of
(a) preparing a crude aqueous alcoholic extract from the
comminuted root of the cabeca de negra tree;

(b) concentrating the crude extract to an oily residue;
(c) treating said oily residue with aqueous methanol and

thereafter extracting with hexane;
(d) extracting the aqueous layer resulting from step (c) with

ether;

(e) subjecting the ether layer resulting from step (d) to high
pressure liquid chromatography employing an eluting
solution comprising methanol;

(0 separating a first fraction and a second fraction; and
(g) recovering from said second fraction compound (II).

which comprises a 3:1 mixture of epimers at C-3'.

4. A method of manufactunng substantially pure crystalline
compound having a melting point of 167'-168° C. of the struc-
ture:

HO

4,429,142

XANTHENE COMPOUNDS
Richard L. Coumoyer, Waltham, and James W. Foley, Andover,

both of Mass., assignors to Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge!
Mass.

DiTision of Ser. No. 169,834, Jul. 17, 1980, Pat. No. 4,304,834,
which is a continuation-in-|Mrt of Ser. No. 106,901, Dec. 26,
1979, abandoned. This application Jul. 10, 1981, Ser. No

281,981

Int. a.3 C07D 311/82
L.S. a. 549-394

9 q^^
1 A compound of the formulae

(I)

(IJ

and

which method comprises the steps of
(a) preparing a crude aqueous alcoholic extract from the
comminuted root of the cabeca de negra tree;

(b) concentrating the crude extract to an oily residue;
(c) treating said oily residue with aqueous methanol and

thereafter extracting with hexane;
(d) extracting the aqueous layer resulting from step (c) with

ether;

(e) subjecting the ether layer resulting from step (d) to high
pressure liquid chromatography employing an eluting
solution comprising methanol;

(0 separating a first fraction and a second fraction; and
(g) recovering from said first fraction compound (I).

6. A method of manufacturing a compound of the structure

(SOjH),

wherein each R' the same or different is alkyl; each R2 the
same or different is an electron-withdrawing group having a
positive Sigma value (cr-) greater than 0.6 selected from nitro,

cyano, —SO2CH3,

-so.-Q.-so.-/~y
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-COOCH3. -S02N(CH2Fh)2. _S02N(CH3)2. -CHO
-GOGH. -COOC2H5 and -CONH2; X is

-S02-N-CCX:H3or -S02-N-C02(CH2)2Y

wherein R3 is alkyl; Y is an electron-withdrawing group se-
lected from nitro, cyano, —SO2CH3,

-so.-^,-so,H/~ycH3.

-COOCH3, -S02N(CH2Ph)2. -S02N(CH3)2. -CHO.
-COOH, -COOC2H5 and -CONH2; n is or 1; and A is an
anion.

Y2C-O R;,

o
II / \

Y3C-O Y|

wherein Y|. Y2 and Y3. independently, are F or CI, and R/ris
perfiuoroalkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms

25. A process for preparing a dioxolane of claim 2 compns-
mg reacting a Huorinated keto ester of the formula

R^0C02R

with at lea.st one member of the group consisting of 2-chloroc-
thanol, 2-bromoethanol, and ethylene oxide

4,429,143

CYCLIC MONOMERS DERIVED FROM
TRIFLUOROPYRUVATE ESTERS

Burton C. Anderson; David C. England, and Paul R. Resnick, all

of Wilmington, Del., assignors to E. I. Du Pont de Nemours A
Co., Wilmington, Del.

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,390
Int. a.5C07Diy 7/00

U.S. a 549-450 27a.im«
1. A dioxolane of the formula:

X2X3C-O Kf
\ /
C

/ \
X4X5C-O Xi

4,429,144
PREPARATION OF ROSE OXIDE PREDOMINANTLY

CONTAINING THE Z ISOMER
Werner HofTman. Neuhofen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, auignor to
BASF Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigshafen, Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many

Filed Dec. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 448,345
aaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec 18

1981, 3150234

Int. a.J C07D 309/04
U.S. a. 549—356

, q^„
1. A process for the preparation of a mixture of Z- andV.

E-2-[2-methylprop-
! -en- 1 -yl]-4-methyltetrahydropyran iso-\

mers of the formulae Z-1 and E-1

(Z-l) (E-l)
wherein:

Xi is selected from the group consisting of CI, F, COF. COCI,
CO2CCI3, CO2R and CO2M; containing not less than 85% of Z-l and not more than 1 5% ofR IS selected from the group consisting of H and alkyl of I to EI, wherein 2-[2-methylprop-l-en-l-yl)-4-methylcnctetrahv-
4 carbon atoms; dropyran of the formula 11

Rfis perfiuoroalkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms; _M is selected from the group consisting of alkali metal ion and
ammonium; < H

X2, X3, X4and X5, independently, are selected from the group
consisting of H, CI and F; with the proviso that when

X2, X3, X4 and X5 are each H, X| is CO2R or CO2M.
2. A dioxolane according to claim 1:

H2C-0 R^
\ /
C

/ \
H2C—

O

CO2R.

is hydrogenated over a platinum dioxide or platinum/charcoal
catalyst in the presence of a strongly acidic cation exchanger

19. A dioxolane of the formula:

X2X3C—

O

XiXjC—

O

\
IC=CF2

wherein

X2, X3, X4and Xj, independently, are CI or F, provided that at

least two are F.

22. A dioxole of the formula:

10.^8 O G —83

4,429,145

PREPARATION OF TRIMETHYLSILYL CYANIDE
Manfred T. Reetz, Marburg, and loannia Chatziioaifldis, Buehl-

ertal, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, aaaignors to Bayer Ak-
tiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Sep. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 417,961
aaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Oct. 3

1981, 3139456

Int. a.J C07F 7/10
U.S. a. 556-415 8 claims

I. In the preparation of trimethylsilyl cyanide. (CH3)3Si-CN.
by reacting trimethylsilyl chloride and and alkali meUl cyanide
in the presence of N-melhylpyrrolidone, the improvement
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which comprises effecting the reaction with an approximately
equimolar amount of alkali metal cyanide and trimethylsilyl

chloride in the substantial absence of water and in the presence
of caulytic, sub-stoichiometric amounts of both an alkali metal
iodide and N-methylpyrrolidone, at a temperature of about 15°

to 25* C. I

"^-^
O
II

CXR(X')„-R,

NO2

wherein I

R is a saturated or unsaturated, straight chain or branched
aliphatic hydrocarbon radical of from 1 to 18 carbon
atoms wherein one or more of the —CH2— groups can be
replaced with —O— , —S— , —S—S— , —SO—, —SO2—
or —NR2— and said hydrocarbon radical is optionally

substituted with halogen, trihalomethyl, cyano, aryl, hy-
droxy, alkoxy, nitro or cycloalkyl having 3 to 6 carbon
atoms;

R| is

/—C—R3 when n = I or —OSOj—

N

when n is

\

Rjis

Rs

-C-(0)„R6. -(CH2)^-C-(OR7);,(0)„R6or

o o

—R70

R2 is hydrogen or a saturated or unsaturated straight or
branched chain aliphatic radical having from 1 to 8 carbon
atoms, optionally substituted with halogen, hydroxy, alk-

oxy, cyano or nitro;

R4 and R5 arc independently a saturated or unsaturated,

straight or branched chain aliphatic radical having 1 to 8

carbon atoms optionally substituted with halogen, trihalo-

methyl, alkoxy or cyano; hydrogen or phenyl optionally

substituted with halogen, alkyl, alkoxy, trihalomethyl,

nitro or cyano;

R6 is a saturated or unsaturated straight chain or branched
aliphatic radical containing from 1 to 8 carbon atoms,
optionally substituted with halogen, trihalomethyl, cyano,
hydroxy, nitro, acetoxy, alkoxy, thioalkoxy or aryl; an
aryl radical optionally substituted with halogen, trihalo-

methyl, hydroxy, cyano, nitro, alkyl or alkoxy; a cyclic
3-6 membered ring alkylene or 5-6 membered ring alke-

nylene or benzyl optionally substituted with halogen,
trihalomethyl, alkyl, hydroxy, alkoxy or cyano;

R7 is an alkylene diradical having from 1 to 6 carbon atoms;

X and X' are each independently —O— , —S— or —NR2—
L, M and N are each independently hydrogen, hydroxy,

halogen, trihalomethyl, nitro, cyano, alkyl or alkoxy hav-
ing from 1 to 4 carbon atoms and

4 429 146

SUBSTITUTED DIPHENYL ETHER HERBiaDES AND
PROCESS FOR USE

Kou-Chang Liu, Wayne, NJ., assignor to GAF Corporation.
New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 368,558

Int. a.J C07C 79/46
U.S. a. 560—21 21 aaims

1. A herbicidal compound having the formula

N
/

I

\

R4

Rs

m has a value of from 1 to 6 and
n in each instance has a value of from to 1

.

4,429,147

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF DIESTERS OF
SATURATED CARBOXYLIC AODS

Giovanni Agnes; Guglielmo Rucci, and Qaudio Santini, all of
Novara, Italy, assignors to Montedison S.p.A., Milan, Italy

FUed Jul. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 396,670
Qaims priority, application Italy, Jul. 14, 1981, 22918 A/81

Int. a.3 C07C 67/i8
U.S. a. 560—81 11 Qaims

1. A process for the preparation of alkyl diesters of saturated

dicarboxylic acids, which comprises reacting an unsaturated
olefinic compound having formula (II):

RiCH=CHR2 ai)

in which R) and R2, either equal to or different from each
other, are selected from the group consisting of hydrogen
atoms, alkyl groups having up to 6 carbon atoms, and an aryl-

alkylaryl-and arylalkyl groups having up to 8 carbon atoms,
with a copper (II) compound having the formula; Cu(OR)X in

which R represents a group selected from the group consisting

of alkyl radical having from 1 to 8 carbon atoms and alkox-

yethyl radicals —CH2—CH2—OR' wherein R' represents an
alkyl radical having up to 6 carbon atoms, and wherein X
represents chlorine or bromine, and with carbon monoxide in

the presence of at least a catalyst selected from the group
consisting of palladium salts, zerovalent palladium compounds
and metal palladium, at a temperature comprised between
about 20° C. and 200* C.

4 429 148

15-DEOXY-16-HYDROXY.16-SUBSTITUTED
PROSTANOIC AODS AND CONGENERS

Middleton B. Floyd, Jr., Suffem, N.Y.; Martin J. Weiss, On*
dell, NJ.; Charles V. Gnidzinskas, Gamerrille, N.Y., and
Sow-Mei Lai Chen, Park Ridge, NJ., assignors to American
Cyanamid Company, Stamford, Conn.

Division of Ser. No. 79,126, Sep. 26, 1979, Pat. No. 4,328,358.

This application Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305,901

Int. a.3 C07C 177/00
U.S. a. 560—118 2 Qaims

1. An optically active compound of the formula:

Ci3—Ci4—CH2—X—R2

or racemic mixture of that formula and the mirror image
thereof wherein Ri is selected from the group consisting of
hydrogen and alkyl having from 1 to 12 carbon atoms; R2 is

selected from the group consisting of alkyl having from 3 to 7

carbon atoms; X is a divalent moiety selected from the group
consisting of those of the formulae:
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—c— and

HO R5

—C—
/ \

Rs OH

wherein R5 is selected from the group consisting of vinyl and
cyclopropyl; Z is a divalent moiety selected from the group
consisting of those of the formulae:

CIS

-(CH2)6-. -CH2-CH=CH-(CH2),- and -(CH2),,OCH2

wherein n is an integer from 3 to 5 inclusive; the moiety —d-
3—Ci4— is trans-vinylene or ethylene; and the pharmacologi-
cally accepuble cationic salu thereof when Ri is hydrogen.

2. An optically active compound of the formula:

Z—C—O— Ri

C13-C14-CH2-X-R2

or a racemic mixture of that formula and the mirror image
thereof wherein R) is selected from the group consisting of
hydrogen and alkyl having from 1 to 12 carbon atoms; R2 is

selected from the group consisting of alkyl having from 3 to 7

carbon atoms; X is a divalent moiety selected from the group
consisting of those of the formulae:

—C— and

HO Rs Rs

—C—

OH

wherein R5 is selected from the group consisting of vinyl and
cyclopropyl; Z is a divalent moiety selected from the group
consisting of those of the formulae:

—<CH2)6-, -CH2-CH=CH—(CH2)„- and
-{CH2)„OCH2

wherein n is an integer from 3 to 5 inclusive; the moiety —Ci.
3—Cm— is trans-vinylene or ethylene; and the pharmacologi-
cally acceptable cationic salts thereof when Ri is hydrogen.

(F3CKX)C=CH«„A •C02

C6H5

wherein X is a halogen atom.

4,429,150

MANUFACTURE OF ETHYLIDENE DIACETATE
Eit Drent, Amsterdam, Netherlands, assignor to Shell Oil Com-

pany, Houston, Tex.

Filed Jul. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 280,422
Oaims priority, application United Kingdom, Sep. 15, 1980.

8029687

Int. a.3 C07C 67/i6, 67/37. 69/16
U.S. a. 560-232

, Claim
1. A method for the manufacture of ethylidene diaceute by

reacting methyl acetate and/or dimethyl ether with carbon
monoxide and hydrogen in the presence of a caulyst compns-
ing a Group VIII meul compound and a halogen-containing
compound wherein the reaction is carried out at an elevated
pressure of at least 5 bars and a temperature ranging from
about 50' C. to about 200* C. in the presence of a sulphur-con-
taining polar solvent which solvent compnses sulpholane.

4,429,151

PRINS REACTION PRODUCTS OF DIISOAMYLENE,
DERIVATIVES THEREOF, ORGANOLEPTIC USES

THEREOF AND PROCESSES FOR PREPARING SAME
Richard M. Boden, Monmouth Beach, N.J., assignor to Interna-

tional Flavors A Fragrances Inc., New York, N.Y.
DivUion of Ser. No. 267,850, May 28, 1981, Pat. No. 4,359,412.

Thte appUcation Jun. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 391,583
Int. a.J C07C 69/025. 33/025

U.S. a. 560—261 9 Claims
1. The compound having the structure:

4,429,149

4.PHENYL.2-INDANYL ESTERS OF
lR,aS-3^2-HALO-3,3,3-TRIFLUOROPROPENYL)-2,2-
DIMETHYLCYCLOPROPANECARBOXYLIC AOD

John F. Engel, Washington Crossing, Pa., assignor to FMC
Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.

Continuation-in-pvt of Ser. No. 221,656, Dec. 31, 1980, Pat. No.
4,333,950, which is a continiution-in-part of Ser. No. 42,372,

May 24, 1979, Pat. No. 4,263,319, which is a
continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 927,196, Jul. 24, 1978,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 870,973,
Jan. 20, 1978, abandoned. This appUcation Apr. 20, 1982, Ser.

No. 370,217
Tbc portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Apr. 21,

199S, has been disclaimed.

Int a.J C07C 69/743
VS. a. 560—124 10 Claims

1. A 4-phenyl-2-indanyl lR,cis-3-(2-halo-3.3,3-trinuoro-l-

propenyl)-2,2-dimethylcyclopropanecarboxylate of the for-

mula

wherein R represents hydrogen or C2-C4 acyl; and wherein
one of the dashed lines represents a carbon-carbon double
bond and each of the other of the dashed lines represent car-

bon-carbon single bonds.

4,429,152

3-SUBSTITUTED 2,4.6-TRIHALOGENATED
BENZAMIDES AS SWEETENING AGENTS

Heinz Gries, and Wolfgang MUtzel, botii of Berlin, Fed. Rep. of
Germany, aasignors to Scbcring, Aktientcwilachaft, Bcriin
and Bcrgkamen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 333,364
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Gcnnaay, Dec. 22,

1980, 3048918; Nov. 12, 1981, 3145395
Int. a.J C07C 101/30

VJS. a. 562—442 ig ciaiM
1. A 3-substituted 2,4,6-trihalogenated benzamide having the

formula I
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CONH:
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represents alkyl of up to six carbon atoms, alkenyl of up to six

fj)
carbon atoms, or benzyl; m has a value of zero or one, and n is

an integer of from one to four provided that m is zero when n
is four, X is oxygen and R^ is methyl.

wherem
(A) Hal is a chlorine or bromine atom; and
Z is a carboxyl group or the group

X Y
I I

-Op-(CH2);r-Ot-(CH2).w—(CH)A—CH-COOH
I

wherein P and L are each independently or 1. with the
proviso that L is when either P or K is 0;

K is 0. 2. 3 or 4;

M 15 0, 1. 2 or 3;

N isOor 1:
'

X is a hydrogen atom,

Y is a hydrogen atom or a lower alkyl group of 1-4 carbon
atoms, or when either M or N is other than 0, a hydroxy
group, a Ci.6 alkoxy group or a Ci^ acyloxy group, or
when N is 1 and M is other than 0, X and Y together form
an additional carbon-carbon bond;

or wherein

(B) Hal is an iodine atom; and Z is a carboxyl group or the
group

f r—Op—(CH2)/r—O/.—(CH2)A/—(CH).v—CH—COOH

wherein (1) P and L are each O,

K is 0, 2, 3 or 4;

M isO, 1, 2 or 3;

N isOor 1;

X is a hydrogen atom;

Y is a hydrogen atom, a lower alkyl group of 1-4 carbon
atoms, a hydroxy group, a Cj.a alkoxy group or a C1.4
acyloxy group, or when N is 1, X and Y together form an
additional carbon bond;

or (2) Pand L are each 1;

K is 2, 3 or 4;

M isO, 1, 2 or 3;

N isOor 1;

X is a hydrogen atom; and
Y is a hydrogen atom or a lower alkyl group of 1-4 carbon

atoms;

or a salt thereof with an inorganic base.

4,429,153

HALOGENATED ESTERS
Nazin PiuOa, Crowttaorne, England, assignor to Imperial Chem-

ical Industries PLC, London, England
Division of Ser. No. 211,943, Dec. 1, 1980. ThU application Jan.

15, 1982, Ser. No. 339,733
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Dec. 21, 1979,

7944151; Not. 20, 1980, 8037257

Int. a.5 C07C 63/04. 33/46
VJS. a. 562-493 5 claims

1. A compound of formula:

4,429,154

FLUORINATED AZOMETHINE COMPOUNDS
Bemd Baasner, LeTcrkusen; Erich Klaake, Odenthal; Hermann
Hagemann, Cologne, and Engelbert Kiihle, Bergisch-Glad-
bach, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktien-
gesellschaft, LcTerkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 254,718, Apr. 16, 1981. This application

May 24, 1982, Ser. No. 381,132
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 10,

1980, 3018020

Int. a.' C07C 119/08
U.S. a. 564—278 7 Qalms

1 Huorinated azomethine compound of the formula

F—C—CH2—N=C
/

a)

R2

wherein

X' is hydrogen, fluorine or chlorine;

X^ is hydrogen, fluorine or chlorine;

R' IS hydrogen methyl, ethyl, n-propyl or n-butyl and
R2 is hydrogen, methyl or ethyl.

4,429,155

PREPARATION OF AROMATIC AMINES
Norbert Goetz, Worms; Peter Jacobs, Gruenstadt; Leopold

Hupfer, Friedelsheim; Herbert Toussaint, Frankenthal, and
Wolfgang Reiss, Ludwigshafen, all of Fed. Rep. of Germany,
assignors to BASF Aktiengesellachaft, Ludwigshafen, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 326,419
Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 4,

1980, 3045719

Int. a.3 C07C 85/00. 85/06. 85/24
U.S. a. 564-402 6 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of cycloaliphatic or aro-

matic amines (I, la)

::^:
Rs

or

NH2

:w
H0CH2^V^"

{X)mR3

wherein X represents oxygen, sulphur or sulphonyl; and R^

Rj

wherein each R| to Rs may be hydrogen or a substituent se-

lected from the group consisting of alkyl, cycloalkyi, aryl,

arylalkyl and alkylaryl, said substituent either containing or

being free of oxygen and/or nitrogen atoms, wherein each R|
to R5 may be linked to its neighboring R by a molecular bridge

which comprises: reacting either a corresponding aromatic

hydroxy compound (phenol) with ammonia and hydrogen or a
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corresponding cycloaliphatic amine which is obtained as an
intermediate or obuined independently, with or without am-
monia and/or hydrogen at an elevated temperature in the
presence of a supported palladium catalyst which contains a

basic substance and/or an element from group lb, 2b or 7b of
the periodic table, iron, cobalt or nickel.

4,429,156

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
M-HALOGEN-SUBSTITUTED ANILINES

Karlfried Wedemeyer, Cologne; Ferdinand Hagedom, Leverku-
sen, and Werner Evertz, Monheim, all of Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Oct. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 313,905
Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Not. 8,

1980, 3042242

Int. a.3 C07C 85/24
U.S. a. 564-412 25 Qaims

1. A process for the preparation of an m-ha!ogen-substituted

aniline which comprises contacting an aniline of the formula

wherein

Xi and X2 are identical or different and represent chlorine,

bromine, iodine, hydrogen or an optionally substituted

alkyl, aryl, aralkyl, alkoxy or aralkoxy radical with the

proviso that at least one of Xi and X2 is chlorine, bromine
or iodine;

Ri, Rz and R3 are identical or different and represent chlo-

,
rine, bromine, iodine, hydrogen or an optionally substi-

tuted alkyl, aryl, aralkyl, alkoxy or aryloxy radical, at least

one of the radicals R], R2 or Rj representing chlorine,

bromine or iodine with hydrogen in an acid medium in the

presence of a nobel metal,

the process being carried out in the presence of hydrogen
iodide or a compound which under the process conditions
yields hydrogen iodide and in the presence of an optionally

substituted phenol.

4,429,157

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF PRIMARY
MONO- AND DIAMINES FROM OXO COMPOUNDS

Josef Disteldorf, Am Sengenhoff 2a; Werner HUbel, Bimen-
bruchstrasse 34, both of 4690 Heme 1, and Lothar Broschin-
ski, Liienbrink 18, 4760 Werl, all of Fed. Rep. of G<ermany

Filed Jun. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 272,386 /

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germanvs Jun. 12,

1980, 3021955 (
Int. a.' C07C 85/08 V

U.S. a. 564-446 >€;iaims
1. A process for preparing primary amines comprising:

(1) reacting an 0x0 compound with ammonia in the presence

of an imine-forming catalyst at a temperature of 10' to

120* C. and a pressure of I to 300 bar, whereby a Scniff

base is formed; and

(2) reducing said Schiff base by reaction with ammonia atid

hydrogen in the presence of a hydrogenation catalyst,

wherein said imine-forming catalyst is an ion exchangi

loaded with ammonium ions.

4,429,158

POLYAMINE COMPOUNDS AND THEIR USE AS
CURING AGENTS FOR EPOXY RESINS

Raymond H. Good, Barrington, 111., and Paul McBride, Augh-
ton, England, assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Roches-
ter, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 301,919
Oaims priority, application United Kingdom, Jun. 16, 1981.

8118448

Int. 0.3 C07C 87/36. 87/38
U.S. O. 564-455 7 Oaims

1 A compound having the structure

RHNCH2h2-
R' OH r2
I I I

CH2NCH2CHCH2NCH2-^CH2NHR^

wherein R, R', R2 and R^ arc each independently selected
from hydrogen and straight or branched chain alkyl groups of
I to 10 carbons, and such groups substituted with 1-3 of the
same or different groups selected from alkoxy of 1-10 carbons,
phenyl, cyclohexyl and hydroxyl

4,429 159
CATALYST SEPARATION IN PRODUCTION OF

AMINES
Charles E. Cutchens, Pensacola, Fla., and Lynn H. Lanier,

Decatur, Ala., assignors to Monsanto Company, St. Louis,
Mo.

Filed Mar. 18, 1983, Ser. No. 476,741

Int. O.' C07C 87/14. 87/16
U.S. O. 564-492 6 Oaims

1. In a process for the production of an amine from a nitrile

where the nitrile is hydrogenated. using hydrogen produced
from methane and containing carbon dioxide, under pressure m
the presence of a Raney Nickel catalyst continuously in a

reactor thereby to produce the amine which is discharged into

the stream from which is recovered by separation in a vessel a

crude amine stream from the upper layer and a catalyst slurry

stream from the lower layer, the improvement comprising
maintaining an essentially constant carbonate concentration at

such a level during separation as to minimize the amount of
fines in the upper layer, improve settling characteristics of the

catalyst in the vessel and reduce consequent catalyst carryover
into the crude amine stream.

4,429,160

POLYOXAALKYL AMINOALCOHOLS
Louis Linguenheld, Ruelishcim, and Gerard Soula, Mcyzicu,

both of France, assignors to Rhone-Poulenc Industries, Paris,

France

Filed Aug. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 296,214
Oaims priority, application France, Aug. 27, 1980, 80 18561

Int. O.' C07C 93/04
U.S. O. 564—505 23 Oaims

1. A polyoxaalkyl aminoalcohol having the structural for-

mula:

N
/

i

\

CHR1CHR2—0•^CHRl—CHR2—O^H

[(CHR3-CHR4-0)wR5)2

wherein R|, R2. R3 and R4, which may be identical or difTer-

ent, are each a hydrogen atom or an alkyl radical having from
1 to 4 carbon atoms; Rj is an alkyl radical of I or 2 carbon
atoms; n is an integer ranging from I to 9; and m is an integer

ranging from 1 to 10.
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4,429,161

PROCESS FOR PREPARING ORGANIC TERTIARY
POLYPHOSPHINE MONOOXIDES

Aathoay G. AbatJogioa, Charleston, and Loois A. Kapicak,
Cro« Laae^ both of W. V«^ Mngnon to Union Carbide
CorporattoB, Daobory, Coon.

FUcd Aug. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 293,145
Int. aj C07F 9/53

VS. a. 568-14 11 Claims
1. A process for producing an organic tertiary polyphos-

phine monooxide which compnses reacting an organic tertiary

polyphosphine compound having the general formula

and R3 additionally may, together with the carbon atoms
to which they are attached, form a fused benzo ring;

Rj is hydrogen or alkyl of I to 6 carbon atoms which is

unsubstituted or substituted by hydroxy, alkoxy of 1 to 7

carbon atoms or phenyl;

X is 0. 1 or 2; and

the alkali meul, alkaline earth meul, ammonium or amine
phenate salt wherein the amine cation thereof is of the
formula

Ri.

R2

\
1

/

(Y— PR5I

-Y—P

I

(PR7R8)fl

R3

R7
I

R«-N-Rg

R9

(la)

rV— PR6-)J— R4

wherein each R|. R2. R3. R4, Rj, R6, R7 and Rg represent an
identical or different, substituted or unsubstituted monovalent
hydrocarbon radical containing from 1 to 30 carbon atoms,
wherein each Y represents an identical or different organic
bridging group conuining from 1 to 30 carbon atoms selected
from the group consisting of hydrocarbon radicals, oxygen
conuining hydrocarbon radicals, nitrogen conuinmg hydro-
carbon radicals and sulfur containing hydrocarbon radicals.
wherein a, b and d each represent a value of zero or 1, and
wherein c represents an integer of from 1 to 3; with an organic
monofunctional alkylating agent containing from 1 to 30 car-
bon atoms selected from the group consisting of monovaier*
hydrocarbon halides and monovalent hydrocarbon sulfates, in

the presence of an inert organic solvent for said organic ter-

tiary polyphosphine compound to form an insoluble mono-
phosphonium salt of said organic tertiary polyphosphine com-
pound; hydrolyzing said salt compound with an aqueous alka-
line solution to form an organic tertiary polyphosphine mo-
nooxide product wherein the oxygenated phosphorous atom of
said monooxide product corresponds to the alkylated phospho-
rus atom of said monophosphonium salt, and recovering the
monooxide product so produced.

where R6, R7 and Rg are independently hydrogen, alkyl of
1 to 5 carbon atoms, hydroxyalkyi of 2 to 5 carbon atoms,
ethyleneoxyethanol or polyethyleneoxyethanol having 2
to 20 ethyleneoxy units; and

R9 is hydrogen, alkyl of 1 to 23 carbon atoms, hydroxyalkyi
of 2 to 5 carbon atoms, phenyl, benzyl, cyclohexyl,
ethyleneoxyethanol or polyethylenoxyethanol having 2 to
20 ethyleneoxy units.

4,429,163

PREPARATION OF P-HYDROXYBENZALDEHYDE
DERIVATIVES

Kanji Nishizawa, Takatsuld; Kaznhiko Haniada, and Tadatoshi
Aratani, both of Ibaraki, all of Japan, assignors to Sumitomo
Chemical Company, Limited, Osaka, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 99,714, Dec. 3, 1979, abandoned. This
application Aug. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 289,991

Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 13, 1978, 53-155974
Int. a.J C07C 45/36

U.S. a. 568-432 9 Oaims
1. A process for the production of a 4-hydroxybenzaldehyde

derivative of the formula:

4,429,162

PERFLUOROALKYL PHENOLS AND NAPHTHOLS
Thomas W. Cooke, Mabopac, and Robert A, Falk, New City,

both of N.Y., assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley.
N.Y.

Filed Feb. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 344,681
Int. a.3 C07C 149/36. 149/42

#
(I)

CHO

9 Gaims

(h

U.S. a. 568—50
1. A compound of the formula

R/-R1— S(Ojj, Rj R4

R/-R|-S<0), \, ^
R2'^'A=J^R3

wherein

each of R/is independently straight or branched cham per-
fluoroalkyl of 2 to 18 carbon atoms or perfluoroalkoxy-
perfluoroalkyl of 4 to 18 carbon atoms;

each R| is independently straight or branched chain alkylene
of 1 to 12 carbon atoms, alkylenethioalkylene of 2 to 12
carbon atoms, alkyleneoxalkylene of 2 to 12 carbon atoms,
or alkyleneiminoalkylene of 2 to 12 carbon atoms where
the imino nitrogen atom contain as a third substituent
hydrogen or alkyl of I to 6 carbon atoms;

each R2, R3 and R4 is independently hydrogen, chloro,
bromo, alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms, hydroxyalkyi of 1 to

6 carbon atoms or alkoxy of 1 to 6 carbon atoms, and R2

wherein each of R|, R2, R3 and R4 is selected from the group
consisting of hydrogen atoms, halogen atoms, C1-C4 alkyl and
C1-C4 alkoxy,

said process comprising the reaction of a p-cresol derivative of
the formula:

R, K. (11)

CH3

Rj

wherein each of R], R2, R3 and R4 is as defmed above, with
a molecular oxygen or a molecular oxygen-containing gas in

an alcohol solvent, in the presence of a base selected from
the group consisting of metal hydroxides, metal alkoxides

and metal amides, and a catalyst selected from the group
consisting of cobalt halides, organic acid salts of cobalt,

inorganic acid salts of cobalt, cobalt oxides, cobalt hydrox-
ides, cobalt chelates and metallic cobalt, wherein the molar
ratio of the base to the p-cresoI derivative is in the range of
1.0-10.0 and wherein the molar ratio of the cobalt com-
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pound to the p-cresol derivative is in the range of
0.0005-0.05.

4,429,164

CYCLOHEXADIENE DERIVATIVES AND PROCESS FOR
PREPARING THE SAME

Shigcni Torii; Hideo Tanaka, both of Okayama; MiUuo Akada,
Tokttshima; Tsunehiko Masatomi, Tokushlma, and Yasuo
Shimlzu, Tokushima, all of Japan, assignors to OUuka
Kagaku Yakuhin Kabushini Kaisha, Japan

per No. PCr/JP81/00300, § 371 Date Jun. 22, 1982, § 102(e)
Date Jun. 22, 1982, PCT Pub. No, WO82/01547, PCT Pub.
Date May 13, 1982

PCT Filed Oct. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 394,912
Gaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 25, 1981, 56-27474;

Feb. 25, 1981, 57-27475

Int. G.' C07C 49/603
U.S. G. 568-377 i Gaim

1. Cyclohexadiene derivatives represented by the formula (I)

4,429,166

METHOD OF PREPARING BICYCLO(3.1.1)HEPT-2-ONE
Kyriacos C. Nicolaou, Havertown, Pa.; Ronald L. Magolda,

Vincland, NJ., and Darid A. Garcmoo, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignors to Research Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Division of Ser. No, 194,399, Oct. 6, 1980, Pat. No. 4417,935,
which is a divUion of Ser. No, 87,678, Oct. 24, 1979, Pat. No.
4460306. This application Aug. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 289,965

Int. G.J Oa7C 45/45
U.S. G. 568—352 2 Claims

1. A method of preparmg bicycio hepl-2-one of formula (I)

o-°
which comprises:

cyclizing a ketone of formula (2)

R'o X OR'

X J
(wherein —X— represents

—C— or —C—

O R'O 0R2

—Y— represents

—C— or —C—
II / \ ,
CH2 CH3 0R2

and R' and R^ represent a lower alkyl group.)

wherein V is a leaving group capable of being internally dis-

placed by a base-generated a-carbanion on said ketone of
formula (2), with 2.0-2.5 equivalents of dimsyl potassium in

dilute solution of dimethyl sulfoxide at l5*-25* C
2. Tlie method of claim 1 wherein Y is a tosyl group.

4,429,165

HYDROFORMYLATION PROCESS
Richard W. Wegman, Crou Lanes, W. Va., assignor to Union

Carbide Corporation, Danbury, Conn.
Filed Jun. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 391,679

Int. G.3 C07C 45/49
U.S. G. 568—487 29 Gaims

1. In a catalytic reaction process for selectively producing
aceuldehyde and dimethylaceul by the reaction of methanol,
hydrogen and carbon monoxide at a pressure of from 750 psig

to 10,000 psig, a temperature of from 100* C. to 250' C. and a

CO:H2 mole ratio of 0.1:1 to 10:1 and wherein the catalyst

consists essentially of cobalt and halide atoms, the improve-
ment consisting of carrying out the reaction in contact with a

promoting mixture consisting essentially of (i) a trivalent nitro-

gen compound of the general formula NR3or R"CONR2" and
(ii) a trivalent phosphorus compound of the general formula
PRsor R2PCnH2/|PR2, wherein R is an alkyl group having 1 to

20 carbon atoms, or an aryl group having 6 to 10 ring carbon
atoms, or a cycloalkyi group having 5 to 8 ring carbon atoms;

R" is hydrogen, or an alkyl group having 1 to 20 carbon atoms,

or an aryl group having 6 to 10 ring carbon atoms, or a cycloal-

kyi group having 5 to 8 ring carbon atoms and n is an integer

having a value of from 2 to 8; wherein Total ER3 is the sum of
trivalent nitrogen compound and trivalent phosphorus com-
pound and Total ERsrhalide mmole ratio is from 0.1 to 2.8:1

and wherein the amount of trivalent nitrogen compound in

Total ER3 is from 5 mole % to 50 mole %.

4,429,167

3-ALKOXY-4-SUBSTITUTED-PHENOXY-2,3.
UNSATURATED ACTDS, ESTERS AND DERIVATIVES

Shy-Fuh Lee, Sunnyvale, Calif., assignor to Zoecon Corporation,
Palo Alto, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 299,413, Sep. 4, 1981, which is

a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 270,938, Jun. 5, 1981,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 196,795,

Oct. 14, 1980, abandoned. ThU application Jan. 22, 1982, Ser.

No. 341,736

Int. G.' C07C 43/295. 69/734 69/736
U.S. G. 568—636 6 Gaims

1. A compound of the formula

,Jyw-/~^o-L-l
Ri 0R2

I

C«CH—CHj-OR*

wherein, W is oxygen, R' is hydrogen or lower alkyl, R^ is

lower alkyl, R* is hydrogen or acyl, and each of X and Y is

independently selected from hydrogen, bromo, chloro, fluoro,

lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, lower alkoxycarbonyl, nitro, cyano,

trifluoromethyl, chlorodiduoromelhyl, fluoromethyl, chloro-

methyl and difluoromethoxy.
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4,429,168

PROCESS FOR SEPARATING CHLORINATED
PHENOLS

Gerd Leston, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Koppers Company,
Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Apr. 26, 1982, S«r. No. 372,060

Int a.J C07C 37/68
U.S. a. 568-755 24 Claims

1. A process for resolving a mixture of two or more phe-
phenolics at least one of which is a chlorinated phenolic, com-
prising the step of:

treating a mixture of two or more closely-boiling phenolics
at least one of which is a chlorinated phenolic with a metal
halide salt selected from the group consisting of calcium
bromide, calcium chloride, lithium bromide, magnesium
chloride and magnesium bromide, at a temperature of
from about 0* C. to about 150* C, so as to form preferen-

tially a complex comprised of the selected metal halide

salt and one of the phenolics,

whereby the preferentially-formed metal halide salt-phenolic

complex may be isolated and thereafter decomposed to a prod-
uct comprising a predominantly greater amount of one pheno-
lic over other phenolics present, as compared to the relative

amounts of phenolics present in the original mixture of pheno-
lics.

nent and to form hydrolysis products of the neutral oil

component; and then

(b) separating the non-volatile tar base salts and the hydroly-
sis producu from the tar acid mixture by distillation.

4,429,169

PROCESS FOR SEPARATING ISOPROPYLATED
M-CRESOLS

Gcrd Leston, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Koppers Company,
Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Apr. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 372,055

Int. a.'C07Ci7/(W
U.S. a. 568—756 6 Qaims

1. A process for resolving a mixture of two or more iso-

propylated m-cresols, one of which is m-thymol, comprising
the step of:

treating a mixture of two or more closely-boiling iso-

propylated m-cresols, one of which is m-thymol, said

mixture having a temperature in a range from about 0° C.
to about 150* C, with a metal halide salt selected from the

group consisting of calcium bromide, calcium chloride,

lithium bromide, magnesium chloride and magnesium
bromide, so as to form preferentially a complex comprised
of the selected metal halide salt and m-thymol,

whereby the preferentially-formed metal halide salt m-thymol
complex may be isolated and thereafter decomposed to a prod-
uct comprising a predominantly greater amount of m-thymoI
over other isopropylated m-cresols present, as compared to the
relative amount of m-thymol present in the original mixture of
isopropylated m-cresols.

4,429,171

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURE OF
ORTHOMETHYLATED PHENOL COMPOUNDS

Toldo Sakurai, Yokohama; Kyosuke Komiya, Kawasaki; Yo-
shihiko Mori, Kawasaki; Yoshiharu Kitahama, Kawasaki, and
Isamu Iwami, Zushi, all of Japan, assignors to Asahi-Dow
Limited, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Not. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 320,003
Qaims priority, application Japan, Nov. 28, 1980, 55-166725;

Dec. 1, 1980, 55-167964; Jan. 23, 1981, 56-8112

Int. a.3 C07C 37/16
U.S. a. 568—804 20 Claims

1. A method for the manufacture of orthomethylated phenol
compounds which comprises reacting phenol compounds
having at least one hydrogen atom at the ortho position with
methanol at a temperature of 250° C. to 500' C. and a space
velocity of 0.05 to 10 in LHSV in the presence of a catalyst

comprising:

A. iron oxide,

B. indium oxide, and
C. at least one member selected from the group consisting of
chromium oxide and silicon oxide.

4,429,170

PROCESS FOR REMOVING TAR BASES FROM LURGI
TAR AOD STREAM

Robert L. Lovell, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Koppers Company,
Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

FUed Jul. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 398,068

Int. Q\? C07C 37/74, 37/68
U.S. a. 568-761 3 Qaims

1. A process for purifying a tar acid mixture that is obtained
as by-product of coal gasification by the Lurgi process and that

contains tar base and neutral oil components as contaminants,
comprising:

- (a) treating the ur acid mixture with an amount of dilute

aqueous sulfuric acid solution having a range from about
10 to about 25 concentration by weight percent of H2SO4
in an amount of at least about fifty percent stoichiometric
excess of the amount of tar base component initially pres-

ent in the tar acid mixture, at a temperature in a range
from about 80* C. to about 120* C, for sufficient time to
form non-volatile tar base salts from the ur base compo-

4,429,172

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF MODIHED
PITCHES AND LOW BOILING AROMATICS AND

OLEHNS AND USE OF SAID PITCHES
Robert ZellerhofT, Dinslaken; Maximilian Zander, and Franz

Kiyetanczyk, both of Castrop-Rauxel, all of Fed. Rep. of
Germany, assignors to Riitgerswerke Aktiengesellschaft,

Frankfurt am Main, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Sep. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 305,001

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 7,

1980, 3037829

Int. a.3 C07C 7/00, 4/00: ClOB 57/04
U.S. a. 585—241 4 Claims

1 A process for the production of modified pitches and low
boiling aromatics and olefins by thermal treatment of polyole-

fin plastic wastes in the presence of high boiling aromatics,

consisting essentially of thermally treating 10-80 parts by
weight of comminuted wastes of polyolefins at temperature
above the decomposition point of said polyolefins and at a

pressure between 1 and 30 bar with 20-90 parts by weight of an
aromatic hydrocarbon mixtures boiling above 300' C. selected

from the group consisting of filtered anthracene oil and bitumi-

nous coal tar pitch, under an atmosphere of an inert gas,

whereby olefins, benzene homologues as well as a reaction

pitch are obuined after distillative separation.

4,429,173

PRODUCTION OF HIGH-OCTANE, UNLEADED MOTOR
FUEL BY ALKYLATION OF ISOBUTANE WITH

ISOAMYLENES OBTAINED BY DEHYDROGENATION
OF ISOPENTANE

Thomas Hutson, Jr., and Paul D. Hann, both of Bartlesrille,

Okla., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesrille,

Okla.

Filed Mfer. 9, 1982, Ser. No. 356,592

Int. a.3 C07C 3/54
U.S. a. 585—331 12 Claims

1. A process for production of high-octane alkylate compris-

ing:

(a) introducing an isoparafTm selected from the group con-

sisting of isobutanc, isopentane, and mixtures thereof, with

olefins consisting essentially of amylenes and an HP cata-

lyst into an alkylation reaction zone;
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(b) reacting the materials so introduced into said alkylation
reaction zone to form an efHuent comprising an alkylate;

(c) separating said effluent into an HF catalyst phase and a
hydrocarbon phase;

(d) passing said hydrocarbon phase into a first fractionation
zone;

(e) withdrawing said alkylate from said first fractionation
zone as a liquid;

(f) withdrawing a first stream comprising isopentane and a
second stream comprising isobutane when present from
separate leads or trays of said first fractionation zone,

atmosphere and then by calcination in a hydrogen or Ci-Cio
nonaromatic hydrocarbon-containing atmosphere pnor to
vinylcyclohexene conversion, and wherein the said caulyst
subsequently is reactivated by application of the said calcina-
tion procedure to provide a regenerated catalyst which exhib-
its substantially the same reactivity and selectivity as the ongi-
nal catalyst in the process.

4 429 176
ACTIVE ZEOLITE CATALYSTS OF IMPROVED

STABILITY
Arthur W. Chester, and Yung F. Chu. both of Cherry Hill. N.J.,

assignors to Mobil Oil Corporation, New York. N.Y.
Filed Feb. 8. 1982, Ser. No. 346,440

Int. a.' C07C 1/00. 1/20. 1/22. 5/30
U.S. a. 585-481 15 cUims

(g) recycling at least a portion of said first stream to a dehy-
drogenation zone in which said portion of said first stream
and an isopentane containing feedstream are at least par-
tially dehydrogenated to form the amylenes to be alkyl-
ated in said alkylation reaction zone;

(h) recycling said second stream comprising isobutane when
present to a feed conduit to form at least a portion of the
isobutane reacted in said alkylation reaction zone; and

(i) recovering said alkylate as the product of the process.

4,429,174
PROCESS FOR DEHYDROCOUPLING TOLUENE USING

A MODIHED FAUJASITE ZEOLITE CATALYST
COMPOSITION

Harry H. Teng, Waldwick, and I-Der Huang, Upper Saddle
River, both of N.J., assignors to Exxon Research A Engineer-
ing Co., Florham Park, N,J.

Filed Aug. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 405,803
Int. CI.' C07C 3/62. 3/00

U.S. CI. 585-426 6 Claims
1. A process for dehydrocoupling a hydrocarbon selected

from the group consisting of toluene, toluene derivative, and
mixtures thereof which comprises contacting said hydrocar-
bon with at least one oxygen containing gas, in the vapor phase
at a temperature of from about 300° to about 750° C. in the
presence of a catalyst composition comprising a crystalline
aluminosilicate zeolite of the faujasite structure having an
Si02:Al203 mole ratio of from about 2 to about 8, having
cesium cations, and at least one promoter selected from the
group consisting of B, P, and mixtures thereof present therc-in.

4,429,175

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
ETHYLBENZENE

John L. Cihonski, Odessa, Tex., assignor to El Paso Products
Company, Odessa, Tex.

Filed Oct. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 437,029
Int. a.^ C07C 5/41

U.S. a. 585-433 7 cXums
1. A process for the conversion of vinylcyclohexene to

ethylbenzene and hydrogen which comprises contacting the
vinylcyclohexene with between about 1-15 mole percent of
molecular oxygen per mole of vinylcyclohexene, at a tempera-
ture in the range between about 190°-26O° C. in the presence of
a catalyst comprising palladium supptirted on a non-acidic
zeolite carrier substrate; wherein the said catalyst has been
pretreated by calcination in a molecular oxygen-containing

1. In an acid-calalyzed reaction using a catalyst comprising
a zeolite having a silica/alumina ratio greater than 12 and a

constraint index of 1 to 12. the improvement which comprises
steaming said zeolite in its fresh state under controlled condi-
tions of temperature, time and steam partial pressure so as to
initially increa.se the a-activity of said catalyst and produce a

steamed catalyst having a peak a-activity, and subsequently
reduce the a-activity from said peak a-activity to an a-activity
substantially the same as the a-activity of said fresh catalyst

and no more than 25<7r below the initial a-activity of said fresh
catalyst, said steamed catalyst having enhanced stabilit> over
said fresh catalyst.

4,429,177

METHOD OF OLIGOMERIZING l-OLERNS AND
REGENERATING A HETEROGENEOUS CATALYST

Neal E. Morganson, McCandless Township. Allegheny County,
and Paul G. Bercik, Penn Township. Westmoreland County,
both of Pa., assignors to Gulf Research A Development Com-
pany. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 333,305, Dec. 22, 1981. Pal. No. 4,365,105.
This application Aug. 4. 1982. Ser. No. 405.231

Int. a.' C07C 2/02: BOIJ 27/32
U.S. a. 585-525 12 Oaims

I. The process for oligomerizing a 1 -olefin having from
three to about 18 carbon atoms and mixtures thereof using a

deactivated catalyst comprising boron irifluoride adst)rbed on
a solid adsorbent, said catalyst having been deactivated by a
prior oligomerization prtx-edure carried out m the absence of
elemental oxygen, which process compnscs contacting said

I -olefin in a reactor with said deactivated catalyst in the pres-

ence of free boron trifiuoride and between about 25 ppm and
about one weight percent elemental oxygen based on the 1 -ole-

fin at a temperature between about - 50' and about 150* C,
whereby said catalyst is regenerated and said 1 -olefin is oli-

gomerizcd.
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2. The process for oligomerizing a 1 -olefin having from
three to about 18 carbon atoms and mixtures thereof in accor-

dance with claim 1 in which a stream of the I -olefin is intro-

duced into the reactor and is contacted with the catalyst, and
a product stream is removed from the reactor

3. The process for oligomerizing a 1 -olefin having from

three to about 18 carbon atoms and mixtures thereof in accor-

dance with claim 2 in which the solid adsorbent has a particle

size between about 3 and about 400 mesh (about 0.075 and

about 6.7 mm).

ELECTRICAL

4,429,178

SOLAR TRACKING APPARATUS UTILIZING
PHOTOVOLTAIC FLAT PANELS AND METHOD

Daniel L. Prideaux, San Jose, and Robert M. Spencer, Cuper-
tino, both of Calif., assignors to Acurex Solar Corporation,
Mountain View, Calif.

Filed Jul. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 282,916

Int. a.3 HOIL 31/04
U.S. a. 136—246 5 Qaims

1. A system for converting solar energy directly to electrical

energy, said system comprising: a plurality of photovoltaic or
like type flat panels, each of which includes a solar collecting

front side and means for generating electricity directly from
the sun's rays as the latter impinges on said front side; an ar-

rangement supporting said panels for movement about a single

axis only with the sun between sunrise and sunset, said support-
ing arrangement including first means supporting all of said

panels for simultaneous rotation about said single axis such that

the solar collecting front sides of said panels are maintained in

end-to-end relationship with one another in direct contact with
the sun's rays and within a common plane parallel to said axis

of rotation and face in the same direction during rotation of the

panels and second means cooperating with said first means for

simultaneously rotating said panels about said axis in tracking

relationship with the sun, said second means including means
responsive to the position of the sun between sunrise and sunset

for continuously maintaining said panel front sides at an acute
angle with respect to the sun's rays and said first means includ-

ing supporting mechanisms disposed between adjacent ends of
at least some of said panels for supporting said panels for said

rotation about said axis, the adjacent ends of said panels being
spaced from one another only an amount sufficient to accom-
modate an associated one of said supporting mechanisms
whereby to minimize the linear distance between panels; and
electrical wire means connected with said panels for carrying
the electrical energy generated thereby to a central collecting

station.

4,429,179

WOVEN WIRE FANOUT
William R. Chynoweth, Littleton, Colo., assignor to Honeywell

Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed May 14, 1982, Ser. No. 378,034

Int. a.3 HOIB 7/08

U.S. a. 174—117 M 10 Qaims

and, as measured transverse to the length, havmg a first

density in number of wires per unit distance;

thread means interwoven with said wires to form a first mat
of spaced parallel wires having the first density, said

thread means interwoven with a first group of said wires

to form a second mat of spaced parallel wires of a density

less than the first density, said thread means interwoven
with a second group of said wires to form a third mat of

spaced parallel wires of a density less than the first den-

sity, the third mat positioned atop the second mat subse-

quent to the thread means being interwoven with the first

and second groups of said wires but being separable from
the second mat for use of the e\cctu<iS\ wires.

4,429,1

APPARATUS FOR SIMULTAI^KDUS GENERATION OF
KEY AT TWO LOCATIONS

Willard C. Unkenholz, Silver Sprini^ Md., assignor to The
United States of America as repr

National Security Agency, Ft.

Filed May 19, 1980, Se^

Int. a.' H04L 9/00.

U.S. a. 178—22.17

iited by the Director of the

Be G. Meade, Md.
No. 153,984

104K 1/00

8 Qaims

1. An apparatus, comprising:

a pair of terminals located remote from each other, each
terminal having a key generator which produces an inde-

pendent but synchronized binary output.

a circuit connecting said terminals;

switching means at each terminal controlled by that termi-

nal's key generator for opening said circuit only when the

output of both key generators arc identical, and closing

said circuit only when the output of both key generators

are not identical; and

means at each terminal for sensing whether said circuit is

opened or closed.

4,429,181

AUDIO SYSTEM
Tommyca Freadman, Bney-Brak, Israel, assignor to Darid Do-

han, Israel, a part interest

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,531

Int. a.3 H03H n/34
U.S. O. 381—99 9 Qaims
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1. A woven assembly comprising:

a plurality of spaced parallel electrical wires having a length

1. An audio system having a preamplifier, equalization unit,

electronic cross-over, a set of speakers and a set of power
amplifiers for driving the set of speakers, and wherein said

preamplifier, said equalization unit and set cross-over are con-

1953
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nected for passage of an audio signal to said set of power
amplifiers, said system further comprising a set of electronic

resonance control correction (ERCC) circuits connecting
between said cross-over and respective ones of said power
amplifiers for modifying said audio signal prior to amplifica-

tion by said power amplifiers, and wherein

said electronic cross-over delivers an input audio signal of a

desired frequency range to each of said ERCC circuits;

and wherein each of said ERCC circuits comprises
a plurality of resonators responsive to signals at frequencies

at different portions of the input audio signal spectrum:
a nonlinear amplifier for amplifying said input audio signal to

generate a control signal; and

decay means operatively connected between said nonlmear
amplifier and said plurality of resonators for coupling said

control signal to each of said resonators, said decay means
decaying said control signal at differing rates for each of
said resonators.

4,429,182

DATA-RELATED APPARATUS WITH A
SPEECH-SYNTHESIZER OUTPLT DEVICE

Sigeaki Masuzawa, Nara, and Akira Tanimoto, Kashihara, both
of Japan, assignors to Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

Continnation of S«r. No. 61^7, Jul. 27, 1979, abandoned. This
application Jul. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 288,333

Oaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 28, 1978, 53-93037
Int. a.J GIOL 1/00

U.S. a. 381-51
I

5 Qaims
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4 429 183
ORCUrr ARRANGEMENT FOR DETECTING AND

INTERPRETING INTERFERENCES WFTH AUTOMATIC
MACHINES AND PARTICULARLY COIN TELEPHONES
Ferenc Nemecsek, Sindelfingen, and Elmar Wilke, Vaihingen,

both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to International
Standard Electric Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310^49
Int. a.3H04M 17/02

U.S. a. 179-6.3 R 6aai„s

1. A circuit arrangement for use with automatically operat-
ing equipment including a facility having an input and an
output and operative for detecting and interpreting internal
faults of the equipment, and other electronic circuitry con-
nected to the output of the facility and operative for control-
ling the operation of the equipment under the control of the
facility, wherein the operation of the equipment could be
influenced by electromagnetic radiation resulting from dis-

charges of static interference voltages originating externally of
the equipment, comprising:

means for receiving the electromagnetic radiation and for
converting the same into an electric signal; and

means for generating a control signal in response to said

electric signal and for supplying the same to the input of
the facility for use by the latter for blocking the operation
of the equipment.

4,429,184

MITIGATION OF FAULTS IN A TELEPHONE
EXCHANGE

Per I. Holm, Alta; Karl F. L. Nyberg, Tyreso, and Ulf A. Soder-
mark, Huddinge, all of Sweden, assignors to Telefonaktiebola-
get L M Ericsson, Stockholm, Sweden

Filed Oct. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 316,271
Qaims priority, application Sweden, Nov. 6, 1980, 8007825

Int. a.3 G06F 11/00; H04Q 1/22
U.S. a. 179-18 EE I Claim

1. A data related apparatus including a key input device for
introducing data and function information into said data re-

lated apparatus, a processor for processing said data m accor-
dance with said function information to produce a processed
result, and a speech synthesizer output device for developing a
first type of audible sound indicative of said data entered via
said key input device, a second type of audible sound indicative
of said function information entered via said key input device,
a third type of audible sound indicative of said processed re-

sult, and a fourth type of audible sound disposed in time se-

quence subsequently to the first and second types of audible
sounds and prior to said third type of audible sound for distin-

guishing between the introduced data and function information
and the processed result, said speech synthesizer output device
comprising:

means for developing a fifth type of audible sound inter-

posed in time sequence between said fourth type of audi-
ble sound and said third type of audible sound for further
distinguishing between the introduced data and function
information and the processed result by audibly indicating
that the development of said third type of audible sound
indicative of said processed result is forthcoming.

fULL WAVE

BECTTEB,

1 In a telephone exchange which includes a stored program
controlled central processing unit and a stabilized AC/DC
converter for generating an operating voltage, a method of
processing faults resulting from transient suspensions in the

operating voltage comprising sensing for a suspension in the

operating voltage, in response to such suspension interrupting

the execution of the program being performed by the stored

program controlled central processing unit, measuring the

duration of the suspension; if the duration is less than a given
time initiating a first control sequence and if the duration is

greater than said given time, initiating a second control se-

quence by the central processing unit.
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4,429,185

VOLTAGE DETECTOR CIRCUIT
James M. Adrian, Naperrille, and Victor H. Mitnick, Lisle, both

of III., assignors to Bell Telephone Uboratories, Incorpo-
rated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,551
Int. a.' H03K 17/16: H04B i/46: H04M i/22

U.S. a. 179-18 FA 20 Oaims
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1. A circuit for detecting the presence between two termi-
nals of a DC voltage above a predetermined reference level

regardless of the presence between said terminals of an AC
voltage of a substantially fixed period, said circuit comprising
comparator means for sensing instantaneous voltage be-

tween said two terminals and generating an up signal

when said instantaneous voltage exceeds said predeter-
mined reference level, and

means responsive to said up signal for generating a voltage
present signal when, over a time interval substantially

equal to the product of a positive integer and said period,
said comparator means has generated said up signal during
more than one-half of said time interval.

4 429 186

FLOATING BATTERY FEED ORCUIT FOR
TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBER LINE INTERFACE

Todd H. Gartner, Elmhurst, III., assignor to GTE Automatic
Electric Inc., Northlake, III.

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 429,743
Int. a.' H04M 79/00

U.S. a. 179-77 6 aalms
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the duration of said power pulse upon sensing a negative
peak voltage below a predetermined level.

4,429,187

AUDIO DISTRIBUTING SYSTEM
James S. Butcher, Glendale Heighu, III., assignor to GTE Auto-

matic Electric Labs Inc., Northlake, III.

Filed Dec. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 334,189
Int. a.J H04M 1/21. 1/20

U.S. a. 179-81 R 4 ci^^
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1. An audio system including an audio program source, a
plurality of key telephone stations each having a predeter-
mined characteristic impedance, and means for distnbuting
audio signals from said program source to said stations over a
plurality of lines, each line associated with and connecting said
distributing means to one of said stations, said distributing
means comprising:

isolation means transferring signals received from said pro-
gram source to said stations over said lines but inhibiting
signals generated by any one of said stations from being
transferred back to said program source or any other of
said stations;

coupling means disposed between said program source and
said isolation means, coupling audio signals from said
audio source to said isolation means; and

said isolation means including a plurality of series circuits,

each including a pair of equal value resistors and an associ-
ated one of said stations connected therebetween via said
associated line, each of said pairs of resistors conducting
signals to said station ass(Kialed therewith from said cou-
pling means while maintaining immunity from noise longi-
tudinally induced in said associated line.

1. A circuit operated in synchronism with an external pulse
source for supplying and monitoring direct current in a trans-

former isolated line comprising:

a transformer having an input winding and an output wind-
ing: ^

a capacitor connected across said output winding;
a rectifier connected between said output winding and said

capacitor with said line connected across said capacitor
for receiving an operating potential;

a pulse width voltage coverter operated in response to said

pulse source to output a power pulse through said input

winding; and

a first negative peak voltage detector connected to said input

winding operated to condition said converter to increase

4,429,188

TEI.KPHONE CALL SCRFENKR
Thomas E. Allen, 91 N. Mar VisU Ave. #5, Pauidena. Calif.

91106

. Filed Jun. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 273,618

Int. a.' H04M 1/66
U.S. a. 179-84 C 21 Oaim.

I Apparatus for screening lelphone calls over a telephone
line to a receiving telephone from an outside telephone havng
a dial with selectable digits, comprising
means for detecting an incoming telephone call on the tele-

phone line;

means responsive to an output from the delecting means for
producing a sequence of false calling tones over the tele-

phone line simulaling the peruxlic audible calling lone of
a conventional telephone;

means for receiving a first input generated by activating at

least a selected one of the digits on the dial of the outside
telephone only during a selected single silence gap in the
false calling tone sequence;

means for prcxlucing a second input representative of a
secret cixle,

means for comparing the second input with the received first
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input for producing an output when the first input
matches the second input; and
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4 429 190
CONTINUOUS STRIP ELECTRET TRANSDUCER

ARRAY
Christopher D. G. Stockbridge, Rumson, N.J., assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N J
Filed Noy. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,668

Int. a.3 H04R 19/00
U.S. a 179-111 E

7 Claims

,*.•-<* T-V i^rr*M

transducer means activated by the output from the compar-
ing means for indicatmg the presence of a telephone call
on the telephone line from a caller using the secret coae.

4 429 ig9
ELECTRET TRANSDUCER WITH A SELECTIVELY

METALIZED BACKPLATE
Datid A. Berkley, New York, N.Y.; Ilene J. Busch-Vishniac,
Highland Park, N.J.; Robert L. Wallace, Jr., Warren, N.J

,

and James E. West, Plainfield, N.J„ assignors to Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed Nov. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,667
Int. a.3 H04R 19/00

U.S. a 179-111 E ,4cai„s

1. An acoustic transducer for producing a directional re-
sponse pattern comprising:

a backplate;

an electret foil superimposed directly on said backplate, the
surface of said backplate being coated with a metal elec-
trode, said metal electrode comprising a plurality of dis-
crete areas interconnected by a plurality of thin strips, said
discrete areas being located symmetrically on opposite
sides of the center of said metal electrode, the distance
between any of said discrete areas and said metal electrode
center being given by the application of the recursive
formulae.

Di = D,-AD,

AA = - 2A:^/(27rSin J) Sin (2wDi Sin J),

where,

R = response of said array,

K = AR/R. desired fractional change in response,
AR = desired change in response,
J wangle between arriving incident sound and the normal to

said array,

D, = initial distance of the i"* element from the center of said
array, and

D/ = final distance of the i"* element from the center of said
array.

4,429,191
ELECTRET TRANSDUCER WITH VARIABLY CHARGED

ELECTRET FOIL
Ilene J. Busch-Vishniac, Highland Park; Robert L. Wallace, Jr.,

Warren, and James E. West, Plainfield, all of N.J., assignors
to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill,
N.J.

Filed Nov. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,669
Int. a.3 H04R 79/00

U.S. a. 179-111 E II aaims

9. A directional acoustic transducer comprising:
an insulated circuit board having a metallic coating on one

side thereof;

an electrostatically charged electret foil having a first metal-
lic layer and a second electret polymer layer superim-
posed on said insulated circuit board; and

a metal element adapted to support said insulated circuit
board;

the width of said metallic coating being selectively varied to
produce a transducer directional response having a main-
lobe and a plurality of sidelobes, each sidelobe being at
least a predetermined level below said mainlobe.

10. A directional acoustic transducer comprising:
an electret foil of predetermined length and width; and
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a metallized backplate for supporting said electret foil;

the electrostatic charge on said electret foil being selectively
varied along the foil length symmetrically about its cen-
terpoint to produce a transducer directional response
pattern having a mainlobe surrounding said transducer
with an axis of revolution along the length of said foil and
a plurality of sidelobes in other directions, each sidelobe
being at least a predetermined level below said mainlobe;

the electrostatic charge on said foil being uniform along the
width of the foil at any pomt along its length.

4,429,192
ELECTRET TRANSDUCER WITH VARIABLE ELECTRET

FOIL THICKNESS
Ilene J. Busch-Vishniac, Highland Park; Robert L. Wallace, Jr.,

Warren, and James E. West, Plainfield, all of N.J., assignors
to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill.
N.J.

Filed Nov. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,6%
Int. CI.' H04R 19/00

U.S. CI. 179-111 E 10 Claims
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9. A directional acoustic transducer comprising: a backplate,

one surface of said backplate being coated with a metal layer;

a first electret foil having a metal layer surface, said metal layer

surface of said first electret foil being substantially flat and said

metal layer surface being fastened to said backplate so that the
metal layer of said first electret foil is facing the metal layer

coating of said backplate; and a second foil comprising a poly-
mer layer and a metal layer, said second foil being suspended a

distance from said first electret foil; the thickness of said first

electret foil being selectively varied along the foil length sym-
metrically about its centerpoint to produce a transducer direc-

tional response pattern having a mainlobe and a plurality of
sidelobes, each sidelobe being at least a predetermined level

below said mainlobe.

and a plurality of sidelobes substantially at a predeter-
mined level below said mainlobe; and said single foil being
constantly charged by a direct current bias

4 429 193

ELECTRET TRANSDUCER WITH VARIABLE
EFFECTIVE AIR GAP

Ilene J. Busch-Vishniac, Highland Park; Robert L. Wallace, Jr..

Warren, and James E. West, Plainfield, all of N.J., assignors
to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill.

N.J.

Filed Nov. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,697
Int. CV H04R 19/00

U.S. CI. 179-111 E llQalms

4,429,194

EARPHONE
YoshoyukI Kamon, and Yoshihiro Yokoyama, both of Yoko-

hama, Japan, assignors to Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Jun. 3, 1981. Ser. No. 269,869

Oaims priority, application Japan. Jun. 6, 1980, 55-79090fU]
Int. a.' H04R l/W

U.S. a. 179-182 R 5 Qaimi

1 An earphone comprising a housing formed so as to be
received in a recess of the concha, a magnetic circuit received
m said housing, a diaphragm magnetically coupled to said

magnetic circuit and with a diameter substantially equal tc said

housing and a flange formed around said housing for engaging
lugs of the concha when said housing is received in the concha
and wherein a protector having a plurality of openings is

mounted on said fiange to protect said diaphragm

4.429.195

TIMING MECHANISM
Kenneth E. Deane. Beech Grove, and Robert S. Coulter, Plain-

field, both of Ind., assignors to Emhart Industries. Inc., Indi-
anapolis. Ind.

Filed Apr. 30. 1982, Ser. No. 373.519
Int. a.' HOIH 7/00

U.S. a. 200-38 A 6 Qaimi

11. A directional acoustic transducer comprising:

a metalized backplate having a plurality of air spaces therein:

a single foil; and

a structure for supporting said backplate and said single foil;

the effective air gap in said transducer being varied by vary-
ing the air spaces in said backplate along the length

thereof symmetrically about the backplate center to pro-

duce a directional response pattern comprising a mainlobe

1. A timing mechanism comprising:

(a) shaft means,

(b) a cam carried on said shaft means and coupling means
coupling same to said shaft means for rotation therewith.

(c) spring means axially biasing said cam,
(d) a cam follower engaging said cam to be sequentially

actuated in accordance with an axial displacement of said
cam,

(e) a switch means responsive to said cam follower compris-
ing a pair of movable electrical contact blades each of said
blades including an electrical contact, and

(0 a dampening means disposed between and engaging one
of said pair of movable electrical conuct blades and a
fixed member of said timing mechanism
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4 429 196
REVERSING SWITCH FOR MOTOR VEHICLE

TRANSMISSION
WUly Bcig, and Giinter Schwarz, both of Friedrichshafen, Fed.

Rep. of Germany, assignors to Zahnradfabrik Friedrichshafen
AG, Friedrichshafen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Oct. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 307,946
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Oct. 4,

1980, 3037578; Jul. 21, 1981, 3128752

Int. a.5 HOIH 9/00
VS. a. 200-61.54 8 Qaims

1. A direction-selection switch for an electrohydraulic trans-

mission comprising: .

a housing;

a uniurily molded one-piece switching lever having a body
received in said housing and formed with:

at least one pair of cams on opposite sides of said body,
an arm extending from said housing and actuatable to

swing said lever,

means on said body joumaling said lever on said housing,
and

a guide adapted to receive an indexing member for releas-

ably positioning said lever in a plurality of selected
positions; and

respective switches in said housing connectable with said

transmission and actuatable by said cams selectively in

said positions, said journaling means including a pair of
pins molded on said body and defining a pivot axis for said

lever, said housing being formed by a pair of half shells

joining at a parting plane and each having a bore receiving
one of said pins, said housing being formed with a slot in

an arcuate wall along said plane through which said arm
extends, and

a shutter in the form of a sheet strip carried by said arm
within said housing, sliding on said arcuate wall and seal-

ing said slot in a dust-tight manner in all positions of said

arm, said indexing member being a single ball aligned with
said arm, said guide being formed as a bore receiving a

compression spring and a disk biasing said ball against a
further wall of said housing opposite said arcuate wall and
formed with recesses in which said ball can be received.

4,429,197

VACUUM POWER INTERRUPTING DEVICE
Shinzo Sakuma, Yokohama; Hifumi Yanagisawa, Sagamihara;
Kazuo Tokuhata, Kanagawa, and Hiroshi Miyagawa, Yoko-
hama, all of Japan, assignors to Kabushiki Kaisha Meidensha
and Kabushiki Kaisha Gemvac, both of Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 12, 1980, Ser. No. 215,855
Oaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 15, 1979, 54-163851

Int. a.3 HOIH 33/66
U.S. a. 200-144 B 6 Qaims
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1. A vacuum power interrupting device comprising an inter-

rupting unit, including a vacuum vessel therein, said unit
adapted to be mounted to a stationary structure, and an integral
actuating unit arranged in alignment with the interrupting unit
to actuate the interrupting operation of the interrupting unit so
that a movable contact contacts a stationary contact or is

spaced therefrom, wherein a vacuum interrupter includes a
stationary contact rod aligned with a movable contact rod,
each rod having an electrical contact provided on an end
thereof extending within the vacuum vessel, and a supporting
block formed of synthetic insulating resin material in Which
substantially the entire peripheral surface of the vacuum inter-

rupter is embedded,
the improvement wherein said vacuum vessel comprises:
(a) a bell-shaped metal casing having an open end defined by

a radially extending end portion, and
(b) a single insulating circular end plate, said metal casing

being fitted over said end plate with the radially extending
end portion of the casing hermetically brazed to an outer
peripheral edge of one side of said end plate.

4,429,198

POWER SWITCHGEAR
Teijiro Mori; Shigeru Masuda, both of Amagasaki; Hiroyuki
Okado, Nagoya; Masahiro Kakizoe, Nagoya, and Yigi Sako,
Nagoya, all of Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi Denki Kabu-
shiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 20, 1982, Ser. No. 380,314
Oaims priority, application Japan, May 20, 1981, 56-77409;

May 20, 1981, 56-77410; May 20, 1981, 56-77411; May 20, 1981,
56-77412

Int. a.3 HOIH 9/30
U.S. a. 200-144 R 9 Qaims

1. In a power switchgear equipped with a fixed contact-
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maker having a stationary contact, a moving contact arranged
opposite to said stationary contact joined to a moving contact-
maker, an arc runner and a commutating electrode arranged so
as to face, when said contacts are closed, a side of said moving
contact-maker opposite that to which said moving contact is

joined, said moving contact, said arc runner and said commu-
tating electrode being arranged such that the shortest distance
between said commutating electrode and said arc runner is

smaller than the shortest distance between said opposiie side of
said moving contact-maker and said arc runner when said

contacts are moved apart, the improvement comprising:
at least a portion of said commutating electrode being posi-

tioned between a surface of the stationary contact and said

opposite side of the moving contact-maker when a distance
between said stationary contact and said moving contact is

maximized, and having a hollow portion and a planar por-
tion connected to said hollow portion and a dcion grid
facing said planar portion.

4,429,199

THREE-POLE CABLE CONNECTING UNIT FOR A
THREE-POLE METAL-ENCAPSULATED,

HIGH-VOLTAGE SWITCHING INSTALLATION
Christian Pircher, and Jlirgen Schoeps, both of Berlin, Fed. Rep.

of Germany, assignors to Siemens AG, Beriin and Munich,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jun. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 391,143
Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 2,

1981, 3126745

Int. 0.3 HOIH 33/54: H02B 1/04
U.S. O. 200—148 R 9 Oaims

1. A three-pole cable connecting unit for a three-pole metal
encapsulated, compressed gas-insulated high voltage switching
installation, comprising:

a housing having side and end walls and forming an encapsu-
lation;

a three-pole isolating switch having three fixed and three

movable contacts, all generally arranged in a switch plane,

contact pins angled relative to one another respectively

for selectively connecting pairs of fixed and movable
contacts; and drive mechanisms for actuating the pins;

three cable connecting elements introduced into the hous-
ing at an end wall thereof and respectively going to the

fixed contacts of the switch, the elements being generally

arranged in a plane which is parallel to a diametrical plane

of the housing and perpendicular to the switch plane;

a first three-phase conductor branch leading out of a wall of
the housing at a first connecting plane; and

a first set of three connecting conductors respectively lead-

ing from one of the fixed contact and moving contact of

each contact pair to the first conductor branch, the first

set of conductors fanning out so that at the first connect-

ing plane, they lie relative to one another at the tips of a

first equilateral triangle.

4,429,200

LOW COST, HIGH PERFORMANCE SWITCH
ASSEMBLY

Robert L. Glenn, Arab, and Jackson H. Smith, Union Gro»e,
both of Ala., assignors to Eaton Corporation, Oeveland, Ohio

Filed Sep. 30. 1982, Ser. No. 430,649

Int. O.' HOIH 9/02
U.S. O. 200-153 T 12 Oaims

1. An electrical switch assembl> comprising in combination
a pair of self-contained switch units having dcpressiblc oper-

ators;

a base member comprising an elongated upstanding rib

disposed intermediate said switch units and means for

positioning said switch units to said rib on laterally oppo-
site sides thereof with said operators extending upwardly,
and

actuator means formed integrally with said rih and extending
laterally thereof in opposite directions to overlie said

switch unit operators said actuator means being elasticalh

deflectable along the lateral dimension for depressing said

switch operators

4,429.201

ELECTRICAL SWITCH HAVING A RECIPROCATING
WIPING ACTUATOR

Leo P. Dekkers. Scituate, and James R. Spencer, >^oburn, both
of Mass., assignors to Midland-Ross Corporation, Oeveland,
Ohio

Filed Feb. 12. 1982, Ser. No. 348,659

Int. O.' HOIH I/GO
U.S. CI. 200-159 A 13 Oaims

K
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1. A miniature switch, comprising: a housing including a

cavity defined by a peripheral wall and a bottom wall con-
nected with the peripheral wall, said peripheral wall providing
opposed side surfaces within said cavity, the cavity being open
at one end and being closed by said bottom wall of said housing
at a longitudinally opposed end, said cavity being surrounded
by said peripheral wall of said housing extending between said

ends of said cavity, the bottom wall being perforated by
mounting holes;

a pair of elongate electrical leads mounted in and passing

22

M
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through the mounting holes and extending generally longi-

tudinally from said bottom wall and toward said open end of
said housing cavity, both of said leads having electrical

contacts thereon, a first one of said leads being flexible

between open and closed positions of said contacts; and
an actuator movably mounted for longitudinal reciprocation

relative to said bottom wall through said open end and along
said housing cavity for flexing said first one of said contacts
between said open and closed positions, said actuator includ-

ing a wiper wall and a pair of side walls connected by said

wiper wall, said wiper wall being movable between and
across said contacts for opening and wiping said contacts
upon movement of said actuator, said side walls being
spaced-apart to permit sliding movement of said side walls

against said opposed side surfaces during said reciprocation
of said actuator.

4,429,202

SWITCH ACTUATOR MECHANISM
David C, Tedd, Folkestone, and Kenneth Gatland, Walmer, both

of England, assignors to Thorn EMI Instruments Limited,
Dover, England

Filed Jul. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 398,352
Claims priority, application United Kingdom, Jul. 16, 1981,

8121934

Int. a.i HOIH 9/20
U.S. a. 200—324 4 Oaims

1. A switch actuator mechanism including a casing part
having outwardly and inwardly facing surfaces, said part being
formed with a slot, the said inwardly facing surface supporting
first and second rack members extending respectively along
opposing sides of said slot, said rack members being formed
with respective cam surfaces disposed to face each other across
said slot, a slider member formed with a part protruding out-
wardly through said slot for manual operation, said inwardly
facing surface also supporting means to retain said slider mem-
ber within said casing part while permitting said slider member
to be moveable along said slot, and an actuator member se-

cured to said slider and arranged to move therewith, the actua-
tor member including first and second cam-follower members
arranged to co-operate respectively with the first and second
rack members to define a series of stable and unstable locations
and cause said slider member to be moveable in steps along said

slot, said first and second cam-follower members being resil-

iently urged into contact with the cam surfaces of their respec-
tive rack members so that the stepped movement of the slider

member is controlled by the co-operation of the cam-followers
with the cam surfaces of the rack members, and wherein a

separate switch means is provided and positioned to be opera-
ble when said actuator member is moved beyond an extreme
stoble location, each of the rack members being formed, be-
yond the recess therein corresponding to said extreme stable

location, with an inwardly sloping ramp arranged to force the
respective cam-follower members inwardly against the resil-

ient urge so that, the switch means having been actuated, the
slider can be released and is automatically returned to said
extreme stable location by the resilience applied to the cam-fol-
lowers.

4.429^3
ELECTROMAGNETIC MICROWAVE DIELECTRIC

HEATED STEAM FLASH PLUG
James L. Ramer, Rte. 1, Box 382, Whitestown, Ind. 46075

Filed Dec. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 219,038

Int. a.3 H05B 6/80, 6/54
U.S. a. 219—10.55 A 8 Qaims

1. A steam flash plug comprising:

a. a non-electrically conductive tubular body having an open
discharge end;

b. means for injecting water into said tubular body;
c. means for heating said tubular body with electromagentic
microwave energy whereby said injected water is con-
verted into steam when injected into said tubular body;
and

d. a housing defining an expansion chamber having a mov-
able element therein said expansion chamber having an
open end coincident with said tubular body open dis-

charge end whereby said expansion chamber physically
expands in volume in response to forces which are gener-
ated by the steam and applied to said movable element.

4,429,204

BUSHING MOUNTED STIRRER SHAFT
Howard R. McGuire, Nevada, and Carl R. Offutt, Marion, both

of Ohio, assignors to Whiripool Corporation, Benton Harbor,
Mich.

Filed Jan. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 275,327

Int. C1.3 H05B 6/74
U.S. a. 219—10.55 F 13 Qaims

1. In a microwave oven having a painted cabinet defining a
cavity for receiving food to be coOked therein and having a

wall portion provided with a through opening forming a non-
circular cross section, means for providing microwave energy
to said cavity, a stirrer within said cavity for distributing said

energy as it is provided to said cavity, and drive means exteri-

orly of said cavity for driving said stirrer, said drive means
including a drive motor having an output drive shaft project-

ing through said opening in said wall portion and being con-

nected to said stirrer, improved mounting means for mounting
said motor to said wall portion and sealing said opening against

leakage of microwave energy from said cavity outwardly
therethrough, said mounting means comprising:
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a bushing formed of electrically conductive material and defin-
mg a through passage providing a bearing surface for said
shaft, and having a stem portion complementary to and
fitted in said opening for nonrotative association with the
cavity wall portion, said bushing further having a second
threaded outer surface disposed within said cavity, and a
head portion overlying an edge of said wall portion defining
said through opening exteriorly of said cavity;

means fixedly securing the bushing to the drive means; and
retaining means within said cavity and threaded to said

threaded outer surface of said bushing for forcibly clamping
said edge of the wall portion between said bushing head
portion and said retaining means for positively securing the
bushing directly to the wall portion in electrically connected
association for retaining said bushing and drive means car-
ried thereby to said cavity wall portion.

rank i in said winding and 8 is the cfTectivc depth of cur-
rent penetration radially of said winding; and with the
ratio w,/w| being selected between 12 and I 45. where
W| IS the width of the conductor in the first layer, and w,
is the width of the conductor of rank i,

thereby to minimize resistance and eddy current losses in
said at least two windings;

with the conductors of two adjacent layers being connected
at a common and adjacent end.

4,429,205

INDUCTION HEATING APPARATUS
Karmen D. Cox, Lafayette, Ind., assignor to Roper Corporation

Kankakee, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 116,300, Jan. 28, 1980, abandoned. This
application Feb. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 348,349

Int. a.' H05B 6/06, 6/12
U.S. CI. 219-10.77 30 Qaims

1. An induction heating apparatus having an inverter circuit
including an induction heating coil coupled to a DC power
supply for energizing the heating coil, the inverter circuit
including a gate controlled rectifier for conducting current
pulses of a first polarity through the heating coil, an oppositely
poled diode coupled in parallel with the gate controlled recti-
fier for conducting current pulses of opposite polarity through
the heating coil, a resistive-capacitive impedance connected in
series with the diode which develops a voltage during conduc-
tion of the diode that is maintained for a time after conduction
of the diode, means coupling said voltage to the gate of the
gate controlled rectifier to provide gate reverse biasing for the
rectifier during conduction of the diode and for said time after
conduction.

4,429,207
METHOD FOR WELDING RAILROAD RAILS AND

MEANS THEREFOR
Jack H. Devletian, Portland; William E. Wood; Robert B. Tur-

pin, both of Hillsboro, and Milton R. Scholl, Aloha, all of
Oreg., assignors to Southern Pacific Transportation Com-
pany. San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Dec. 30. 1981, Ser. No. 335.812
Int. a.' B23K 25/00

U.S. CI. 219-73.1 „ Cairns

u,
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4 429 206
MINIMUM LOSS MULTILAYER ELECTRICAL

WINDING FOR INDUCTION HEATING
Richard E. Kothmann, Churchill, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Mar. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 358,558
Int. Cl.J H05B 5/18

U.S. a. 219-10.79 '

7ciai„,

-ki • I57t

?• M?S

3»3- 5<3S

1. A multilayer electrical winding disposed about an axis.
comprising:

at least two layers respectively including a first plurality of
ampere turns in one of said layers and a second plurality of
ampere turns in another of said layers;

the ampere turns ofeach plurality being formed with a single
conductor having radially of said axis a common thickness
and longitudinally of said axis a common width;

the common thicknesses and widths of said pluralities being
selected to form respective monotone progressions in

opposite directions as defined from the outside of said
winding toward the inside thereof;

with the common thicknesses thereof being such that for the
first layer b,/6 has a value selected between 1.5 and 1.65;

that for the second layer b,/S has a value selected between
0.65 and 0.8, where b/is the layer thickness for the layer of

1 For use in welding ends of spaced-apart railroad rails by
an electroslag welding process wherein mold-forming means
are used to form a mold cavity, said mold-forming means
including a pair of oppositeiy-positionable shoes which are
contoured to be tightly clampaWe to the sides of said rails and
further contoured lo form sides of said weld cavity uhich
includes the space between the ends of said spaced apart rails.

a bottom member for forming the bottom of said well cavity,
comprising:

a metal block defining a recess at the top thereof
heat insulating means in said recess; and
a metallic insert lying on said heat insulating means and

extending across the width of said cavity with said rails

lying on said insert, said insert having a recess which
forms the bottom of said weld cavity, the region immedi-
ately above said insert being free of obstruction to the
insertion of a welding electrode so its tip can subsianiialK
touch said insert to form an arc between said electrode
and said insert

4 An electroslag welding process of the type u herein
spaced apart metal parts are welded together by a metal \veld.
formed in weld cavity, into which filler metal is continuously
provided, and wherein a slag bath is present and as a result of
electrical power, applied between said filler metal which is in

contact with said slag bath and the weld mold, the slag bath is

maintained at a high temperature so that the filler metal, m
contact therewith, melts and fiows downwardly in said cavity,
and as it cools it hardens to form said weld the steps compns-
ing:

positioning in said weld cavity a guide tube structure,
through which at least one metal electrode is continuously
feedable into said cavity;

providing a bottom block forming the bottom part of said
mold, said bottom block including a trough-shaped metal-
lic insert extending across the width of the cavity and
which is substantially heat insulated from the bottom
block; and

applying electrical power between said electrode and said
metal insert and establishing an arc between them, and
continuously feeding said electrode into said cavity,
whereby said insert and portions of the bottom structure
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melt to form a layer of molten metal at the cavity bottom
of substantially uniform temperature.

4.429,208

ELECTRODES FOR USE IN THE EXTRUSION-FUSION
WELDING OF LEAD PARTS THROUGH AN APERTURE

IN A BATTERY CASE
Williun J. Eberle, Reading, Pa., assignor to General Battery

Corporation, Reading, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 934,046, Aug. 15, 1978, abandoned,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 790,881, Apr. 26,

1977, Pat. No. 4,166,210. This application Sep. 14, 1981, Ser.

No. 301,950

Int. a.' B23K n/30
U.S. a. 219-78.16 19 Qaims

[IZ
i

1. In an apparatus having electrodes for extruding, in re-

sponse to a force applied along a predetermined axis, and
fusing, in response to an applied electrical current, lead parts
through an aperture in a battery case to form a connection
therethrough, an improved electrode comprising a centrally
disposed extrusion portion; and means for limiting the degree
of contact between the lead parts within said aperture prior to
the application of said electrical current, operatively associated
with said extrusion portion and forming part of said electrode

4,429,209

RESISTANCE WELDING PIN
Milton Hinden, Massapequa, N.Y., assignor to Duro Dyne

Corporation, Farmingdaie, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 19, 1981. Ser. No. 312,527

Int. CI.' B23K 9/20
U.S. CI. 219-98 2 Qaims

head to the junction of said shank and tip, includes a solid core
portion surrounded by integral, axially spaced, radially out-

wardly extending fin portions, the outer diameter of said fin

portions being from one third to three fifths greater than the
outer diameter of said core, and the fin portion furthest from
said head is located substantially at the junction of said shank
and tip.

4,429,210

HEATING DEVICE
Shigeru Sudo, Tokyo, and Masaaki Yada, Kawasaki, both of

Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha,
Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,829
Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 26, 1980, 55-185837

Int. a.3 B23K 27/00
U.S. a. 219-121 LW lOaaims

1. A heating device for heating with a laser beam a predeter-
mined range in the axial direction of an object to be heated
having an axis, comprising:

a laser oscillator which emits a laser beam,
an optical guide member which guides the laser beam from

said laser oscillator to the object to be heated,

support means for supporting said optical guide member to

pivotally oscillate said optical guide member about an axis

substantially perpendicular to the axis of the object to be
heated, and

drive means for oscillating said optical guide member be-

tween a maximum titled position in a first rotational direc-

tion and a maximum tilted position in a second rotational

direction opposite said first direction and for stopping said

optical guide member at both maximum tilted positions for

a predetermined period such that the laser beam which is

incident on said optical guide member is reciprocally

scanned in the axial direction of the predetermined range
of the object to be heated by the oscillation of said optical

guide member wherein said drive means further comprises
means for oscillating said optical guide member between
the maximum tilted position in said first direction and the

maximum tilted position in the second direction and for

stopping said optical guide member at both maximum
tilted positions for a predetermined period, the stopping

period at both maximum tilted positions being equal to or

longer than a period of pivotal movement.

1. A metallic welding pin for the attachment of insulative
batts to a metallic substrate by resistance welding comprising,
in combination, an axially directed shank portion having a
sharpened tip at one end and an integral head at the other end,
a washer member of greater external diameter than said head
mounted over said shank and disposed at the junction of said
head and shank, said pin being characterized in that said shank
portion, along substantially the entire length thereof from said

4,429^11
LASER PIPE WELDING SYSTEM FOR

NONSTATIONARY PIPE
Jeffrey P. Carstens, South Glastonbury; Paul R. Blaszuk, Leba-

non, and John S. Foley, Manchester, all of Conn., assignors to

United Technologies Corporation, Hartford, Conn.
Filed Aug. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 403,985

Int. a.3 B23K 27/00
U.S. a. 219—121 LC 4 Cainu

1. A laser pipe welding system for welding pipe comprising:
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at least one laser for generating a collimated optical beam
along a first beam axis;

means for transporting said collimated optical beam to a
focus head;

focus head means for focusing said collimated optical beam
to a focal spot for welding said pipe;

driving means mounted on said pipe for rotating said focus
head azimuthally about said pipe; and

seam tracking means for controlling said focus head to prop-
erly follow the correct welding path during said rotation
of said focus head;

characterized in that:

said means for transporting said optical beam comprises a
first turning mirror rotatably mounted along said first

beam axis and oriented to deflect said beam along a second
beam axis, said first mirror being mounted in first mount-
ing means to rotate about said first beam axis;

ing the outer covering for a source of electric energy placed in
the closed end portion of the casing which electnc energy
source comprises zinc foil liner in contact with the inner sur-
face of said casing over at least half the length of the casing,
conventional alkaline battery composition within said foil and
in electrical contact therewith and an electrode within said
composition extending upwardly therethrough to the upper
surface of said composition, a cap of non-conductivc material
sealing the upper surface with a recess in a portion of the top
of said cap, a first contact element extending from said elec-
trode upwardly through said cap and a second contact element
extending from said foil liner upwardly through said cap and
diametrally spaced from said first contact; and ignition assem-
bly sealmgly positioned in spaced relationship with said electri-
cal energy source cap and below said open end of said casing,
said assembly having two contact elements depending there-
from, one of said contact elements making electrical contact
with said second contact element of said energy source, the
other of said contacts being spaced from said first contact
element of said energy source, the assembly further having a
recess on a portion of its underside; and switching means posi-
tioned between said energy source cap and ihc underside of
said Ignition assembly in the respective recesses of said cap and
said underside and adapted to be selectively placed in electrical
contact with said energy source first contact and said assembly
other contact simultaneously

a second turning mirror, rotatably mounted along said sec-
ond beam axis and oriented to defied said beam along a
third beam axis, said second turning mirror being mounted
in second mounting means to rotate about said second
beam axis, which second mounting means is mounted to
rotate about said first beam axis;

a third turning mirror, disposed along said third beam axis,
for defiecting said beam along a fourth beam axis and
being rotatably mounted in third mounting means to ro-
tate about said fourth beam axis;

a fourth turning mirror disposed along said fourth beam axis
for defiecting said beam along a fifth beam axis extending
mto said focus head means, said fourth turning mirror
being mounted in fourth mounting means to rotate about
said fifth axis, and said third mounting means being
mounted to rotate about said fifth axis, whereby said beam
is transported from said laser to said focus head means
during motion of said focus head about said pipe.

4,429,212

DISPOSABLE ELECTRIC LIGHTER
Sam D. Mock, Jr., Rte. 1 Box 697, Smith's Station, Ala. 36877,
and Curtis D. Mock, 119 Swimming Pen Dr., Doctor's Inlet
Fla. 32020

Filed Apr. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 249,921
Int. a.^ F23Q 7/16

U.S. a. 219-268 4 a.lms

4,429,213

ELECTRICALLY HEATED FLUID CONDUIT
Julian C. Mathieu, Waynesville, N.C., assignor to Dayco Corpo-

ration, Dayton, Ohio
Continuation of Ser. No. 953,282, Oct. 20. 1978, abandoned.

This application Feb. 21, 1980, Ser. No. 123,237
Int. C\? H05B 3/40: F24H 1/14. F16L 11/12

U.S. CI. 219-301
2 Claims

0( -tUI'.

.i^.

I. A disposable electric lighter comprising a casing of non-
conductive thermoplastic material having one end closed and
the opposite end open, the casing being monolithic and provid-

1. An electrically heated fiuid-carrying conduit construction
comprising a pipe adapted to contain said fiuid. an electrical
heater for heating said pipe disposed around said pipe and
extending along the length thereof, and a thermal insulating
material disposed around said heater, wherein said pipe con-
sists of an electrically insulating synthetic plastic material,
wherein said heater comprises a seamless sleeve of syntheiic
polymeric material having electrically conductive particles
disposed substantially homogeneously therethrough, an elec-
trical cable assembly having an electrical connector for con-
nection to a power source and a pair of leads extending there-
from, a pair of electrically conductive bands fixed against said
sleeve in spaced relation along a predetermined length thereof
defining the length of said heater along said pipe, means for
connecting one of said pair of leads to one of said pair of bands
and means for connecting the other of said pair of leads to the
other of said pair of bands, and wherein said insulating material
consists of a seamless jacket of foamed synthetic plastic mate-
rial having randomly disposed air ptxkets therethrough,
wherein the outer portion of said jacket is in a more compacted
condition than the inner portion of said jacket so that the air
pockets immediately adjacent the outer periphery of said
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jacket are of a size smaller than the air pockets immediately
adjacent said heater, whereby said jacket has a higher density
on the outside surface thereof for greater wear and impact
resistance and good thermal insulating properties adjacent said

pipe.

4,429,214

ELECTRICAL HEATING PANEL
Robert J. Brindley, Tonawanda; Salvatore R. Taravella, Buffalo,

and Robert M. Dean, North Tonawanda, all of N.Y., assignors

to National Gypsum Company, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Sep. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 424,115

Int. a.3 HOSB 3/18. 3/28
U.S. a. 219—345 8 Oaims

1. In an electrical radiant heating panel comprising a sheet of

gypsum wallboard having a serpentine recess provided in and
extending along one face thereof, an electrical resistance heat-

ing wire positioned in and extending lengthwise of said recess,

non-heating lead wires for connection to a source of electrical

current having a portion within said recess each connected to

an opposite end of said heating wire and extending from said

recess, filler material filling said recesses over said wire, and a

paper sheet covering said wallboard face and said filling, the

improvement wherein said serpentine recess comprises a plu-

rality of elongate parallel longitudinal portions and connecting
short lateral portions with a substantial portion of the connect-
ing short lateral portions at least one end arranged in a stag-

gered, non-aligned form, whereby the wallboard is made
highly resistant to inadvertent cracking when lifted by the

board ends.

4,429,215

PLANAR HEAT GENERATOR
Yoshio Sakai, Ueda, and Takeshi Yamada, Saku, both of Japan,

assignors to Totoku Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Mar. 24, 1982, Ser. No. 361,376

Oaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 27, 1981, 56-

«3546[U]

Int. a.3 HOSB 3/34
U.S. a. 219—528 4 Oaims

1. A planar heat generator comprising an electric linear heat

generator provided with an insulating cover, a pair of insulat-

ing intermediate layers provided on opposite sides of said heat

generator and heat sealed to each other via said heat generator,

and a pair of outer insulating sheets provided on the outer sides

of said respective intermediate layer and heat sealed to each

other via said intermediate layers, said linear heat generator

having terminals extending outside of said outer insulating

sheets, said intermediate layers and outer insulating sheets

being made of the same material, said insulating cover of said

linear heat generator being made of a material having a slightly

higher thermal deformation temperature than said intermediate

layers and outer insulating sheets and flattened in a state cover-

ing said heat generator through plastic deformation caused by
application of pressure and heat at the time of the heat seal.

4,429,216

CONDUCTIVE ELEMENT
Alan Brigham, Sunnyvale, Calif., assignor to Raychem Corpora-

tion, Menio Park, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 102,621, Dec. 11, 1979,

abandoned. This application Jan. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 224,453

Int. O.J H05B 3/16, 3/34
U.S. O. 219—528 35 Oaims

>-

1. An electrically conductive element which comprises

(a) a support which is a flexible continuous film of polymeric

material; and

(b) randomly distributed fibers having first portions which

protrude from the support and which have solid particu-

late electrically conductive material deposited thereon

and adherent thereto, thus forming an electrically conduc-

tive layer, and second portions which are embedded in the

support and are substantially free of electrically conduc-

tive material adherent thereto.

23. A process for the preparation of an electrically conduc-

tive element which comprises

(a) depositing a liquid composition comprising an aqueous

dispersion of electrically conductive particles onto the

protruding fibers of a substrate which comprises a support

and randomly distributed fibers having first portions

which protrude from the support and second portions

which are embedded in the support, the support and the

portions of the fibers embedded therein being substantially

impervious to the liquid composition; and

(b) drying the aqueous dispersion.
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4,429,217
VERIFYING INSERTION SYSTEM AND APPARATUS

James E. Hill, Prospect Heighto; Baesley I. Dahlstrom, Des
Plaines, and Robert D. Fisher, Melrose Park, all of III., as-
signors to Dynetics Engineering Corp., Wheeling, III.

DIrislon of Ser. No. 832,001, Sep. 9, 1977, Pat. No. 4,194,685,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 768,446, Feb 14

1^^1l'f'' ' '"*••'*'" °'^'' ^°- *"'"2, Sep. 19, 1975. Pat.
No. 4,034,210. This application Jun. 15, 1979, Ser. No. 48.767
Oaims priority, application Canada, Sep. 17, 1976. 261445-

United Kingdom, Sep. 20, 1976, 38812/76
Int. O.J G06K 5/00, 7/08; B65B 11/48: B65H 39/00

U.S. O. 235-380
2, claim,

1. Apparatus for automatic verification and retentive en-
gagement of a substantially ordered sequence of credit cards
bearing cardholder or account information into association
with a substantially ordered sequence of carriers bearing corre-
sponding cardholder or account information, comprising:

(a) means for reading said information on said carriers,
(b) means for reading at least some of said information on the

credit cards,

(c) means for comparing the information read from each of
said carriers with that read from each of said cards to
determine if there is a matching relationship, and

(d) means responsive to said comparing means for retain-
ingly engaging each card after it is read into association
with the carrier having a matching relationship.

4.429,218

SCANNING BEAM DETECTOR
Dale C. Thomas, Ontario, N.Y., assignor to Xerox Corporation.

Stamford, Conn.

Filed May II, 1981, Ser. No. 262,154
Int. O.J HOIV 40/14

U.S. O. 250-214 R ,2 Qaim.

voltage when the receiving surface is irradiated by said
beam;

(b) an operational amplifier having an inverting and a non-
mverting input terminal and being configured as a voltage
follower, the amplifier having the assembly output volt-
age coupled to its non-inverting input terminal with a
feedback voltage coupled to the inverting input terminal,
so that the amplifier output has unity gam and is in phase
with said assembly output voltage;

(c) a RC filter for averaging the amplifier output,
(d) a diode being positioned between the amplifier and the
RC filler to enable the capacitor in said filler lo store the
averaged amplifier output as a reference signal, said signal
represenling the average total power of ibc delected
beam;

(e) a comparator having an inverling and a non-invcrling
input terminal and an output terminal, the assembly output
voltage being coupled lo the comparator inverting termi-
nal; and

(0 a network circuit having voltage dividing resistors en-
abling 50 percent of the reference signal Mored on said
capacitor in ihc RC filter to be supplied lo ihe comparator
non-mverting lermmal, so thai the assembly oulpul volt-
age IS compared wiih 50 percent of the reference signal
and, when the assembly output voltage decreases lo the
level of 50 percent of the reference signal, ihc comparator
provides the indicator signal at iis output terminal ihai is

representative of the center position of the power distribu-
tion within said scanning beam

4.429.219
APPARATUS FOR DLTERMINING AND INDICATING

THE POSITION OF A MOVABLE MEMBER
Billy G. Yochum. and G. James Keller, both of Qulncy. III.,

assignors to Harris Corporation. Melbourne, Fla.

Filed Apr. 10. 1981. Ser. No. 252.840
Int. O.' GOID 5/34

U.S. CI. 250-229 „ c.,„,

. ^ •; , , r • ••

-4,

1. Apparatus for detecting a scanning beam of radiant en-
ergy from a radiant energy source at a predetermined position
along a scan path and for providing an indicator signal useful
for the establishment of a start of scan position on a recording
medium, said apparatus comprising;

(a) a photodiode assembly having a photodiode with a re-

ceiving surface and positioned at said predetermined posi-
tion for detecting said beam and providing an output

or '<» ^

— - - _ H Of.

w » y Qccro

1. Apparatus for determining the position of a movable
member comprising:

first detector means defining a plurality of subslaniially
parallel light paths arranged over a distance of D units and
providing a first output indicative of which of said light
paths are blocked;

first shutter means having alternate lighi obscuring and
nonlight-obscuring regions, each D units in length, said
first shutter means being movable through said light paths
so as to afTecl said oulpul of said first means and adapted
to be coupled for movement with said movable member
such thai Ihe position of said shutter is dependent upon the
position of said movable member, and

second means for determining which of said lighl-obscuring
or nonlight-obscuring regions are interposed in said light
paths and are thus affecling said first output and for pro-
viding a second output in accordance therewith, whereby
said first and second outputs together represent the posi-
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tion of said shutter means and thus of said movable mem-
ber.

I

4,429,220

LIGHT BEAM SCANNING DEVICE WITH CURVED
GRID PATTERN

Masaru Noguchi, Asaka, Japan, assignor to Fuji Photo Film Co.,

Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan

Filed May 1. 1981, Ser. No. 259,623

Oaims priority, application Japan, May 14, 1980, 55-63529

Int. Cl.^ HOIJ 3/14

U.S. a. 250—236 7 Claims

t -5 6 7

E^-^af
8

1. A light beam scanning device comprising: light beam
providing means; light beam scanning means for reflecting a

first portion of light incident thereon in a scanning plane; a grid

pattern curved along a circle having a center comciding with

a deflection point from said scanning means, said grid pattern

having transparent portions and opaque portions arranged

alternately thereon; a second portion of said light incident on

said scanning means being directed to said grid pattern, said

transparent and opaque portions being arranged in the direc-

tion of deflection of said second portion of light incident on

said grid pattern; and detector means for producing an output

signal in response to light passing through said grid pattern.

I

4,429,221

METHOD FOR DETERMINING FLUID SATURATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF SUBSURFACE FORMATIONS
Linus S. Allen, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Mobil Oil Corporation,

New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 295,917

Int. a.3 GOIV ,5/00

U.S. CI. 250—256 5 Claims

1. A method for normalizing the apparent water saturation

condition of a subsurface formation determined from thermal

neutron capture logs obtained during a log-inject-log operation

in a borehole traversing the subsurface formation comprising

the steps of:

(a) measuring the macroscopic absorption cross sections of

hydrocarbon in the formations surrounding said borehole,

(b) determining the apparent macroscopic absorption cross

section of a rock matrix in the formation surrounding the

borehole from said apparent water saturation and said

measured macroscopic absorption cross section of the

hydrocarbon,

(c) measuring the real macroscopic absorption cross section

of the rock matrix,

(d) determining a normalization factor relating to said appar-

ent and measured macroscopic absorption cross sections

for said rock matrix, and

(e) applying said normalization factor to said apparent water

saturation to correct for neutron diffusion and borehole

effects on said thermal neutron capture logs.

4,429^22

TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
Akira Yonezawa, Fussa, Japan, assignor to International Preci-

sion Incorporated, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 309,777

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 7, 1980, 55>139392

Int. a.J HOIJ 37/26

U.S. CI. 250—311 2 Qaims

;><3<:
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1. A transmission electron microscope, comprising an objec-

tive lens and a condenser lens which are so arranged that

excitation of said condenser lens can be varied in association

with variation in excitation of said objective lens, wherein a

cross-over point which is produced by the condenser lens of

the last stage in the non-excited state of said objective lens is

caused to coincide with a preselected position on the optical

axis of said microscope, which position is determined in accor-

dance with magnitude of excitation of said objective lens,

whereby the position of a convergence point of the electron

beam formed downstream of a specimen to be observed is

maintained substantially constant independently from varia-

tions in excitation of said objective lens.

4,429,223

INFRARED INTRUSION DETECTOR
Peter Wiigli, Uetikon, Switzerland, assignor to Cerberus AG,

Miinnedorf, Switzerland

Filed Sep. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 305,032

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Oct. 24, 1980,

7926/80

Int. a.3 GOIJ 1/00

U.S. a. 250—342 14 Qaims

1. An infrared intrusion detector comprising:

optical focusing means for focusing infrared radiation ema-

nating from a number of separate receiving regions;

a sensor arrangement for receiving the infrared radiation

received from said number of separate receiving regions in

order to enable evaluation of the received radiation in the

presence of a predetermined change thereof for purposes

of giving an alarm signal;
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said focusing means containing a focusing surface;

said sensor arrangement comprising a subsuntially length-
wise extending radiation collecting element arranged at

least approximately at the focusing surface of the focusing
means;

said lengthwise extending radiation collecting element hav-
ing surface means structured so as to be inwardly reflec-

tive;

said lengthwise extending radiation collecting element hav-
ing a lengthwise extending side and an end;

said lengthwise extending side containing a plurality of
radiation inlet openings; and

an infrared sensor element provided for said end of said

radiation collecting element.

4,429,225

INFRARED THICKNESS MEASURING DEVICE
Takabumi Fumoto, Yokotuka, and Mutsuo Sawaguchi,

Sagamihara, both of Japan, assignors to Fuji Electric Co.,
Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan

Filed May 29, 1981, Ser. No. 268,231
Oaims priority, application Japan, May 30, 1980, 55-71504;

Dec. 17, 1980, 55-177184

Int. a.' GOIJ 1/00
U.S. a. 250-353 4 claims

4,429,224

OPTICAL ARRANGEMENT FOR AN INFRARED
INTRUSION DETECTOR

Peter Wigli, Uetikon; Alois Zetting, Herrliberg, and Gustav
Pfister, Uerikon, all of Switzerland, assignors to Cerberus
AG, Miinnedorf, Switzerland

Filed Oct. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 310,917
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Oct. 24, 1980,

7925/80

Int. C1.3 GOIJ 7/00
U.S. a 250-342 17 Qaims

1. An optical arrangement for an infrared intrusion detector
comprising:

at least one sensor element;

a plurality of optical focussing means for focussing infrared

radiation received from a plurality of separate receiving
regions upon said at least one sensor element;

a first common focussing means;

said plurality of optical focussing means comprising a num-
ber of further focussing means;

said first common focussing means directing the radiation

incident from all of the receiving regions upon said num-
ber of further focussing means;

each of said further focussing means being operatively corre-

lated for each sensor element to one of the receiving

regions;

the number of further focussing means corresponding to the

number of receiving regions per sensor element; and
said further focussing means being constructed and arranged

such that the radiation arriving from each receiving re-

gion is focussed by the first common focussing means and
then by the operatively correlated further focussing means
upon the sensor element.

1 A device for measuring the thickness of a thin film or the
like comprising:

a source of infrared rays positioned on one side of said film.
a disk with at least two apertures rotatably mounted between

said infrared source and said film;

band-pass filters disposed over said apertures m said disk for
filtering said infrared rays;

a concave, hemispherical reflector with a refieclor surface
facing said film and having a hole therein and positioned
between said infrared source and said film whereby said

infrared rays pass through said hole;

a convex reflector positioned between said film and said

concave reflector and having a convex reflecting surface
facing said concave reflector; and

a light collecting guide with means for sensing said infrared
rays, said light collecting guide having a conical reflecting
surface and being positioned on the opposite side of said

film from said infrared source, said infrared sensing means
being positioned at the apex of said conical refiecting

surface.

4,429.226

METHOD OF AND MEANS FOR IMPROVING THE
RESOLUTION OF A GAMMA CAMERA

Dan Inbar, Haifa, Israel, assignor to Elscint, Inc., Boston, Mass.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 149,335, May 13, 1980. This

application May 12, 1982, Ser. No. 377,367
Int. Q.' GOIT 1/20

U.S. CI. 250-363 S 28 Qaims

18

\

COMPUTATION

cmcuiTur

LIGHT EVENTS IN CRYSTAL AT >., , y

POWT SOOOCE OF GAMMA RATS

1. In a gamma camera having a scintillation crystal respon-
sive to radiation stimuli for producing light events at locations
where the stimuli interact with the crysul. an array of photo-
multipliers responsive to a light event for producing individual
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outputs, circuitry responsive to said outputs for identifying the
elemental area of the crysul within which an event occurs, and
a matrix whose elements are in one-to-one correspondence
with elemental areas of the crystal, the contents of each ele-

ment in the matrix being incremented when identified by the
circuitry and representing the number of events that have
occurred within a predetermined period of time within an
elemental area of the crystal corresponding to the location of
the element in the matrix whereby the contents of the matrix
represents the density distribution of light events in the crystal.

the improvement comprising:

weighting the contents of the elements in the matrix such
that the weighted contents of the matrix more closely

approaches the actual density distribution of light events
as compared to the unweighted contents of the matrix.

ultraviolet photons generated by said gas scintillation

proportional counter to electrons using a detection gas

PUSiriER AND
F«-l. SYSTEM
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GAS SCINTILLATION
PROPOBTIOtlAL COUNTER
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4,429,227

SOLID STATE DETECTOR FOR CI COMPRISING
IMPROVEMENTS IN COLLIMATOR PLATES

Frtnk A. DiBianca, Chapel Hill, N.C.; Dennis H. Pritzkow,
New Berlin, and Thomas E. Peterson, Greendale, both of Wis.,
assignors to General Electric Company, Waukesha, Wis.

Filed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 335,183

Int. a.' A61B 6/00; GOIT 1/20
U.S. a. 250-367 8 Qaims

comprising at least in part tetrakis(dimethylamino) ethyl-

ene.

4,429,229

VARIABLE STRENGTH FOCUSING OF PERMANENT
MAGNET QUADRUPOLES WHILE ELIMINATING X-V

COUPLING
Robert L. Gluckstern, Hyattsville, Md., assignor to New En-

gland Nuclear Corporation, Boston, Mass.
Filed Aug. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 296,550

Int. a.3 G21K 1/0%: HOIF 7/00; HOIJ 3/24
U.S. a. 250—396 ML IQ Qaims

1. In a scintillation detector for a X-ray scanner, the im-
provement comprising a scintillator, a collimator plate having
a narrow pocket formed in at least one face thereof, the pocket
being dimensioned to receive the scintillator and having a
protective wall shielding the longitudinal corner of the scintil-

lator to prevent X-radiation from impinging on said corner or
bypassing said scintillator.

4. In a scintillation detector for a X-ray scanner, the im-
provement comprising a collimator plate carrying a scintillator

on each face thereof, a photosensor having a base support and
a first and second active surface carried on said base support,

the active surfaces being spaced by about the thickness of the

collimator plate and having a rectangular shape about the same
as the scintillator face, the collimator plate having a pair of
opposed legs, and the base support having a pair of opposed
slots dimensioned to receive said legs for supporting each of
said active surfaces in accurate registration with the associated

scintillator.

4,429,228

HIGH EFRCTENCY PHOTOIONIZATION DETECTOR
DiTid F. Anderson, 3055 Trinity, Los Alamos, N. Mex. 87544

Filed May 12, 1981, Ser. No. 262,833

Int. C\? GOIT I/IS
U.S. a. 250-374 9 Oaims

8. A device for detecting x-rays comprising:

gas scintillation proportional counter means for generating
ultraviolet photons in response to said x-rays;

photoionization detector means disposed proximate to said

gas scintillation proportional counter for converting said

1. A variable strength permanent magnet quadrupole dou-
blet comprising two quadrupoles, spaced a distance 1 apart,

each quadrupole comprising two disks, each disk consisting of
a plurality of segments of an oriented, anisotropic permanent
magnet material arranged in a ring so that there is a substan-
tially continuous ring of permanent magnet material, each
segment having a predetermined easy axis orientation within a
plane perpendicular to the axis of said disk; one quadrupole
being rotated 90° with respect to the other quadrupole; means
for rotating the two inner disks of the two quadrupoles an
angle -/J; and means for rotating the two outer disks of the
two quadrupoles an angle a wherein o and /3 are determined at

any particular position by the following relationships:

tan 1^ = 'e

/-I- IIq
Unx

X = a + fi, and

l^= thickness of the disk

thereby varying the strength of the quadrupole doublet while
eliminating coupling in the transverse directions.
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4,429,230
FLUORESCENCE POLARIZATION ANALYZER

Tadashi Honkawa, Mito; Fi^iya Takahata, Katsuta; Koichi
Yagai, Mito; Yoshio Maeda, and Tetuya Shinden, both of
Katsuta, all of Japan, anignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 333,413
Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 26, 1980, 55-183836

Int. a.J GOIN 21/64
U.S. a. 250-461.2 5 Qidms

of the second wavelength being emitted from the semicon-
ductor body in response to mcidence thereon of the first

wavelength when the electrical switch is in the OFF
condition, but not emitted when the switch is m the ON
condition.
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4,429,232
APPARATUS FOR GENERATING ELECTRICTTY
WITHIN A PNEUMATIC WHEEL ASSEMBLY

Stephen E. Thomas, 4015 Heron PI.. Fremont, Calif. 94536. and
Mark S. Thomas, 3770 Rora Vista #403, Suita Qara, Calif
95051

Filed May 24. 1982. Ser. No. 381,191
Int. a.' F21L 13/00: B60C 23/06

U.S. a. 290-1 R ,0 Claim,

1. A fluorescence polarization analyzer comprising:
means for irradiating a polarized exciting light to a sample;
means for detecting a component of a predetermined polar-

ization direction of fluorescence emitted from said sample;
first processing means for determining an approximate linear

line based on data in a selected time period detected by
said detection means and calculating a data at a predeter-
mined future time based on said approximate line; and

second processing means for determining an approximate
curve based on said data in said selected time period de-
tected by said detecting means and calculating a data at
said predetermined future time based on said approximate
curve.

4,429,231
OPTICAL SYSTEM FOR INTERROGATION OF THE

STATUS OF A SWITCH
Bernard C. De Loach, Jr., New Providence; Richard C. Miller,
Summit, and Bertram Schwartz, Westfield, all of N.J., assign-
ors to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray
Hill, N.J.

Filed Nov. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 324,802
Int. a.3 G02B 27/00

U.S. a. 250-551 8 a,i„.

1. An apparatus for generating electricity within a pneu-
matic wheel assembly including a wheel having a relieved
circumferential surface, and a tire mounted on said wheel, said
apparatus comprising: a circular track attached to said relieved
circumferential surface; a carriage coupled to said track; a
generator supported by said carnage; and clutch means cou-
pling said generator to said track.

4,429,233
SYNCHRONIZING CIRCUIT FOR USE IN PARALLELED

HIGH FREQUENCY POWER SUPPLIES
Neil A. Kammiller, Lakewood, Ohio, assignor to Reliance Elec-

tric Company, Geveland, Ohio
Filed Sep. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 425,328

Int. a.' H02J 3/08
U.S. a. 307-87 9 ci.i„,
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1. A system for interrogating the ON-OFF condition of an
electrical switch comprising:

(a) a semiconductor body containing a PN junction;
(b) electrically conductive connection means adapted for

connecting the electrical switch across the PN junction;
(c) a source of optical radiation of a first wavelength opti-

cally coupled to the semiconductor body; and
(d) photoelectric means, optically coupled to the semicon-

ductor body, for discriminating and detecting radiation of
a second wavelength, a substantial amount of the radiation

^-z?

1. A circuit for use in a power supply of the type which
includes an oscillator means having a predetermined time-out
for generating a high frequency signal which is used by said
power supply to derive one or more signals to dnve the one or
more power switching devices included in said supply said
circuit allowing said supply and at least one other supply of
said type which includes said circuit to be operated in synchro-
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nism when connected in parallel across a load, said circuit

comprising:

(a) transformer means having a first winding connected in

parallel with another first winding of said transformer

means in said circuit included in said at least one other
paralleled supply and having a second winding across

which a synchronizing signal appears; and
(b) conduction means responsive to said synchronizing sig-

nal for connecting said synchronizing signal to said oscil-

lator means and responsive to said high frequency signal

for connecting said high frequency signal to said second
winding said oscillator means generating said high fre-

quency signal in response to said synchronizing signal

when said synchronizing signal occurs in time before said

predetermined time-out said synchronizing signal being
received on said first winding and said oscillator means
generating said high frequency signal when said predeter-

mined time-out occurs before said first winding receives a

synchronizing signal the conduction of said conduction
means allowing said high frequency signal to be con-
nected to said second winding to thereby become said

synchronizing signal.

4,429,234

THRESHOLD SWITCH
Klaus Streit, Tubingen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to Ro-

bert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Oct. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 316,755

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 2,

1980,3045366

Int. a.^ H03K 5/153
U.S. a. 307—350 18 Qaims

f 1*111.1
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1. Threshold switching circuit to provide an output signal

(A1-A2) when an input signal (E1-E2) exceeds a predeter-

mined threshold level comprising
a difference amplifier including two lateral pnp transistors

(Tl, T2) connected in a differential circuit,

the emitters- of said lateral transistors being galvanically

interconnected,

the two pnp lateral transistors (Tl, T2) having, each, two
partial collectors (a, b);

a current source (Ij,), connected to the emitters of the two
lateral transistors;

an output circuit including two current mirror circuits (T3,

T4; T5, T6);

each having their respective mputs connected to one (a) of
the partial collectors of a respective lateral transistor and
its output cross-connected with the other (b) partial col-

lector of the other one of the pnp lateral transistors;

an output coupling circuit additionally connected to the

outputs of the current mirror circuits;

wherein the two partial collectors (a, b) of said lateral tran-

sistors (Tl, T2) are of unequal dimension to provide for

unequal conduction characteristics of the respective tran-

sistors for rendering the output of said transistors asym-
metrical with respect to each other,

the non-equality defining the response threshold level, the

unequal conduction characteristics of said transistors

resulting in unequal conduction of said transistors in de-

pendence on the level of the input signal with respect to

the threshold level, and hence generation of an output
signal represenutive of the level of the input signal with
respect to said threshold level.

4,429,235

INPUT STAGE FOR AN IGNITION CONTROL CTRCUIT
Willy Minner, Schwaigem, Fed. Rep. of Germany, aisignor to

Telefunken Electronic GmbH, Heilbronn, Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many

Filed Aug. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 296,583
Oaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 11,

1980, 3034176

Int. a.5 H03K 5/01. 5/153
U.S. a. 307—356 6 Claims

1. An input stage for an ignition control circuit for generat-

ing a cyclic output signal in response to a cyclic control signal

composed of a train of pulses supplied to said input stage, the

output signal serving for switching on and off the current to

the primary winding of an ignition coil, said input stage com-
prising:

an inverter connected to receive the control signal for pro-

ducing an inverter output signal which is an inverted

version of the control signal;

a first current multiplier for producing first and second
charging currents;

a second current multiplier for producing first and second
discharging currents;

said first and second current multipliers being connected to

said inverter to be controlled by the inverter output signal

in a manner such that the charging currents are produced
in alternation with the discharging currents at the repeti-

tion rate of the cyclic control signal;

means defining a charging resistance having a selected value

and a discharging resistance having a selected value con-

nected to said first and second current multipliers for

causing the amplitude of the first charging current to be
determined by the value of the charging resistance and the

amplitude of the first discharging current to be deter-

mined by the value of the discharging resistance;

a first capacitor connected to said first and second current

multipliers to be charged by the first and second charging

currents and discharged by the first and second discharg-

ing currents;

a first current mirror circuit connected to said first current

multiplier for producing a third charging current derived

from, and in time coincidence with, the second charging

current;

a second current mirror circuit connected to said second

current multiplier for producing a third discharging cur-

rent derived from, and in time coincidence with, the sec-

ond discharging current;

a second capacitor connected to said first and second mirror

circuits to be charged by the third charging current simul-

taneously with the charging of said first capacitor and to

be discharged by the third discharging current simulta-

neously with the discharging of said first capacitor;

means connected to receive the control signal for periodi-
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cally producing a reference voluge at the repetition rate
of the control signal;

a comparator having inputs connected to receive the voltage
across said second capacitor and the reference voltage.
and having an output providing the cyclic output signal as
a function of the relation between the voltages at its said
inputs; and

means connected between said comparator output and said
second capacitor for effecting discharging of said second
capacitor under control of the output signal.

4,429,237
HIGH VOLTAGE ON CHIP FET DRIVER

Hayden C. Cranford, Jr., Apex; Charles R. Hofrman, Raleigh,
and Geoffrey B. Stephens, Gary, all of N.C., assignors to
International Business Machines Corp., Annonk, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 245,802
Int. a.'G03K 17/10. 17/687

U.S. a. 307-450 ,4 q^^

/J.

4,429,236
APPARATUS FOR GENERATING PULSES UPON

DECREASES IN SUPPLY VOLTAGE
Werner Nitachke, Ditzingen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Jul. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 288,406

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Sep. 24.
1980,3035896

Int. a.3 H03K 5/153; GOIR 19/165
U.S. a. 307-362 9 Qaims

a,

MiCROPBOCESSOfi

1. An FET inverter comprising
a pair of series connected FET's, each with drain, source and

gate terminals, an input terminal connected to a gate
terminal of one of said FET's and an output terminal
connected to a node common to dram of said one FET
and source of said other FET,

said one FET having a shield surrounding its dram and
overlying a portion of a channel between source and dram
comprising a depletion channel,

said other FET having shields surrounding both source and
drain, said source shield connected in common to said
output terminal and said drain shield of said one FET. said
drain shield of said other FET coupled to a potential
substantially equal to a potential coupled to said other
FET drain terminal.

1. Apparatus for generating a pulse in response to excessive
changes in the output of an electrical power supply having two
terminals forming a line terminal (1) and a reference terminal,
comprising

a differential amplifier means (6) having a first ( + ) and
second (-) input and an output from which the pulse is

derived;

feedback circuit means (10) connected from said output of
the differential amplifier means (6) to said first input of
said amplifier means;

voltage divider means (7, 8) connected across the terminals
of said power suply and having a voltage divider tap
connected to said first input of said differential amplifier
means (6);

a capacitor (2) connected to one terminal of said power
supply and to said second input of said amplifier means;

a resistor (3) connected jointly to said capacitor and also to
the second input of said amplifier means, and further to the
other terminal of said power supply to permit charging of
the capacitor (2) therethrough upon application of supply
voltage to said terminals; and

a diode junction (4) having a forward voltage drop con-
nected in parallel with said resistor (3),

the voltage divider means (7,8) applying a volUge to said
first input of said differential amplifier means which bal-

ances the voluge applied to said second input of the dif-

ferential amplifier means under charged conditions of the
capacitor (2),

drop of voltage of the power suply by an amount in excess of
the forward voltage drop across the diode junction per-
mitting discharge of the capacitor (2) through the diode
junction (4) causing unbalance of the volUges at the first

and second inputs of the differential amplifier means and
switch-over of said differential amplifier means and gener-
ation of said pulse.

4,429,238

STRUCTURED LOGIC ARRAY
Marc L. Harrison, Morganville, NJ., assignor to Bell Telephone

Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.
Filed Aug. 14. 1981, Ser. No. 292,840

Int. a.' H03K 19/173. 19/177; G06F 9/00
U.S. a. 307-465 7 Qaims
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1. A programmed logic array for processing binary input
signals to produce binary output signals comprising:

a first logic array having a plurality of input lines for receiv-
ing said binary input signals;

a second logic array having a plurality of output lines on
which said binary output signals emanate;

a first plurality of wordlines, including CONDITION DE-
TECTION wordlines, which emanate from said first

array;

a second plurality of wordlines, including THEN wordlines
and an ELSE wordline, which enter into said second
array; and

combinatorial logic for receiving binary signals emanating
from said first array on said first plurality of wordlines
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before said binary signals emanating from said first array

enter said second array on said second plurality of word-
lines, and for delivering to the ELSE wordline a signal of

predetermined first binary level only if the signals on all

the CONDITION DETECTION wordlines are of a

predetermined second binary level so that said pro-

grammed logic array implements a CASE statement.

layer of magnetically permeable material providing a path for

magnetic flux between said rotor magnets; and stator coil

4,429,239 I

COMBINED PHASE DETECTOR AND LOW PASS
FILTER

Michael J. Gay, Coppct, Switzerland, auignor to Motorola,
Inc., Schaumburg, III.

Filed Mar. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 357,948

Int. a.J H03H 11/00: H03K 5/159. 5/00
U.S. a. 307—520 18 Oaims
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1. A combined phase detector and low pass filter compris-

ing:

charge storage means (10) responsive to an input signal and
to a first control signal, said first control signal having a

first frequency;

first gating means (12) coupled to the charge storage means
output signals for gating or blocking such signals in re-

sponse to a second control signal;

second gating means (14) coupled to the charge storage

means output signals for gating or blocking such signals in

response to a third control signal, said second and third

control signals being 1 80 degrees out of phase with respect

to each other; and

integrating means (16) having first and second input termi-

nals coupled to each of said first and second gating means
said terminals being responsive to the charge storage

means output signals when such signals are gated by the

first and second gating means, said integrating means
integrating the signals applied to its input terminals and
generating an output signal (VO), the magnitude of said

output signal being indicative of the phase difference

between the input signal and the first control signal.

4,429,240

STATOR YOKE FOR ELECTRICAL APPARATUS
Yoahio Kishi, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Sony Corporation,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 19, 1978, Ser. No. 943,747

Claima priority, application Japan, Sep. 21, 1977, 52-112572;

Dec. 22, 1977, 52-171962

Int. a.3 H02K 15/12
UJS. a. 310-45 2 Oaims

1. In a DC brushless motor; a rotor carrying rotor magnets;
a sutor yoke comprising a layer of insulating material of a

predetermined thickness, a layer of magnetically permeable
material, and means bonding said layers to each other in super-

posed relation; wherein said layer of insulating material in-

cludes a cloth-like material and a cured adhesive filling inter-

stices of said cloth-like material to form an insulator having a

desired thickness and constituting said means bonding said

layers to each other; means mounting said stator yoke and said

rotor for rotation relative to each other with said layer of
insulating material facing toward said rotor magnets and said

means bonded to said stator yoke on said layer of insulating

material and being interposed in said path of the magnetic flux.

4,429,241

RADIO NOISE SUPPRESSION DEVICE FOR A
COMMUTATOR MOTOR

Takezi Ohara, Fuchi, and Yasuhisa Kodama, Hiroshima, both of
Japan, assignors to Ryobi Ltd., Hiroshima, Japan

Filed May 30, 1979, Ser. No. 43,960
Gaims priority, application Japan, May 31, 1978, 53-

74902[U]

Int. a.J H02K 5/24
U.S. a. 310—51 4 Qainu

1. In a commutator motor having radio noise preventing

capacitors, a common ground terminal of which is connected
to a stator core of said commutator motor, said stator core

being capacitively coupled to the armature of said motor, an
improvement characterized in that:

a pair of non-magnetic metal pieces are provided to bridge

between edge portions of stator poles of said commutator
motor in opposing relation, so that said non-magnetic

metal pieces surround an armature of said commutator
motor with said stator poles, to thereby increase the ca-

pacitive coupling between said stator core and said arma-

ture.

4,429,242

ARRANGEMENT OF ACTUAL VALUE INDICATOR
Hans-Dieter Layh, Zachersweg 17, 71721 Gemmrigheim, Fed.

Rep. of Germany
Filed Jun. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 384,169

Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 6,

1981, 3122655

Int. a.3 H02K 11/00
U.S. a. 310—71 15 Claims

1. An arrangement of an actual value indicator for variable-

speed drives, particularly for use in connection with an electri-

cal motor having a motor housing and a driving shaft, compris-

ing a hermetically closed adapter housing for accommodating
an actual value indicator, said adapter housing being connect-

able to said motor housing around said driving shaft, a radially
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directed tubular connecting piece formed on said adapter
housmg for receiving connecting cables leading from said

actual value indicator, and a terminal box arranged on the fret-

end of said connecting piece for interconnecting said cables

4,429,244

STATOR OF GENERATOR
Pavel Z. Nikitin; Tibor M. Nemeni; U» A. ZolotOT; Gennady A

Bezchastnov; Alexandr I. Nikoisky; Andrei M. Sharashkin.
and Albert V. TJurin, all of Moscow, U.S.S.R.. assignors to
Vsesojuzny Procktnoizyskatelsky I Nauchno-Issledovatelsky
Instltut "Gidroproekt", Moscow, U,S.S,R.

PCT No. PCr/SU8d/00172, § 371 Date Jul. 16, 1981, § 102(e)
Date Jul. 16, 1981. PCT Pub. No. WO81/01775. PCT Pub
Date Jun. 25, 1981

per Filed Sep. 29, 1980. Ser. No. 285.106
Claims priority, application U.S.S.R., Dec. 6, 1979, 2843451

Int. a,' H02K 1/12
U.S. CI. 310-254

8 claims

4,429,243

COMPARTMENTIZED LEAD WIRE TERMINAI
HOUSING FOR ELECTRIC MOTOR

William D. Crow, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Emerson Electric
Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Jul. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 400,747
Int. CI.' H02K 11/00

U.S. a. 310-71
9 ci„„.

1. In a dynamoelectric machine comprising a stator and a
rotor, said stator having a winding therein, a shell surrounding
said winding, at least one terminal connected to said winding
for the electrical connection of a selected electrical lead to said
winding, an opening in said shell, wherein the improvement of
this invention comprises: a terminal housing installable in said
opening in said shell, said housing comprising a receptacle and
a cover, said receptacle being received within said opening and
having at least one compartment therewithin, said compart-
ment having a base wall with a slot therein for receiving a
respective said terminal, said receptacle having a pair of fin-
gers, one at opposite sides thereof, attached lo the upper por-
tion of said receptacle and spaced from its respective adjacent
sidewall of the receptacle, said fingers having retaining means
engageable with said shell when said receptacle is installed
within said opening thereby to prevent removal of said recep-
tacle from said opening, said fingers being Hexibly movable
between a retaining position in which said retaining means is

engageable with said shell and a retracted position in which
said receptacle may be readily inserted within said opening,
said cover having a base, a lid hingedly attached to said base,
said lid being movable between an open position in which
access may be had to said compartments within said receptacle
and a closed position in which said lid overlies said compart-
ments within said receptacle, said receptacle having a pair of
apertures therein, one aperture adjacent each of said fingers,
said cover base having a pair of lugs carried thereby insertable
into said apertures after said receptacle has been inserted into
said opening thereby to maintain said fingers in their retaining
positions and for positioning said cover on said receptacle.

I. A stator of a generator, comprising a housing accommo-
dating a slotted magnetic core of laminated steel, a dielectric
oil-separating cylinder arranged next to the internal surface of
said magnetic core, and a winding composed of high-voltage
elements divided by spacers, arranged in the slots and secured
by wedges, characterized m that the winding is made of two
half-windings 7. 8 placed in series and separated by an oil-
scparatmg spacer 12. the high-voltage elements 6 of one of the
half-wmdmgs. arranged in the stator slots, being accommo-
dated m insulation sleeves 14 having hollow projections 15 on
the internal surfaces thereof with a thermosetting compound
placed between said hollow projections, the part of each insu-
lation sleeve 14. which extends beyond the stator slot, having
a cylindrical portion 22 and a cone-shaped cable-type termina-
tion 23 of a predetermined size, reinforced with current-carry-
ing layers 24, said cylindrical portion being integral with said
cable-type termination

4,429.245

EXTERNAL ROTOR PRODUCTION FOR
SYNCHRONOUS HYSTERESIS MOTOR

Siegfried MUller, St. Gcorgcn. and Giinter Wrobel. Villiagen,
both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Papst Motoren
GmbH A Co., KG, St. Gcorgen. Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Nov. 16, 1981. Ser. No. 321,632
Qalms priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Nov. 19

1980. 3043558

Int. a.'H02K J//6, 1/22
U.S. a. 310-261 20 Claims

1 External rotor electric motor comprising a stator provid-
ing a rotating electromagnetic field; a deep-drawn roution
symmetrical rotor pol of steel having a jacket part being a
hysteresis ring and surrounding the stator coaxially and having
a bottom part which is provided with a center hole, where the
steel of the rotor pot includes the following minor components:

0.95 lo 1.1 weight percent carbon.

0.15 to 0.35 weight percent silicon,

0.25 to 0.4 weight percent manganese,
1.35 to 1.65 weight percent chromium;
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an end shield die cast into the bottom hole of the rotor pot;

and
metal wafer having a first all metal surface and an opposed

second surface having a piezoelectric ceramic bonded thereto,

said supporting and contacting means being of the type com-

prising a housing having an annular surface therein, said annu-

lar surface contacting said first surface of said transducer, said

supporting and contacting means further comprising first and

second electrical contacts in contact with said second surface

a shaft set into the end shield for supporting the rotary

motion of the rotor pot.

4,429,246
'

GROUP-ARRANGED TYPE SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE
TRANSDUCER

H^jime Miy^jima, Sakado, Japan, assignor to Toko, Inc., To-

kyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 330,839

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 18, 1980, 55-179173

Int. a.' H03H 9/02: HOIL 41/00

U.S. a. 310—313 B 3 Oaims
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thereof, said supporting and contacting means being character-

ized in that said contacts are essentially point contacts and said

transducer is supported by being clamped between said annular

surface and said two electrical contacts, said electrical contacts

providing the sole support for said second surface of said

transducer, said housing being profiled to closely receive said

transducer so that the annular surface is concentric relative to

the outer edge of the transducer.

4,429,248

MOUNTING APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
PIEZOELECTRIC TUNING FORK

Shih Chuang, Irvine, Calif., assignor to Statek Corporation,

Irvine, Calif.

Filed May 27, 1981, Ser. No. 267,815

Int. a.3 HOIL 41/08

U.S. a. 310—370 4 Claims

1. A group-arranged type surface acoustic wave transducer

including plural groups of two interdigital electrodes having

an equal number of electrode finger pairs, connected 90° out of

phase with each other, and disposed in such a manner that the

center-to-ccnter distance therebetween is equal to an odd

number of quarter wavelengths, wherein:

the center-to-center distance between the interdigital elec-

trodes in part of said plural groups is made to be equal to

an integer number of wavelengths plus a quarter wave-

length, and the center-to-center distance between the

interdigital electrodes in the remaining groups is made to

be equal to an integer number of wavelengths plus three

quarter wavelengths.

4,429,247

PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCER SUPPORTING AND
CONTACTING MEANS

Steven Feldman, Seminole, Fla., assignor to AMP Incorporated,

Harrisburg, Pa.

Filed Jan. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 343,680

Int. a.3 HOIL 41/08

U.S. a. 310—322 18 Oaims
1. Supporting and contacting means for a piezoelectric audio

transducer, said transducer being in the form of a circular

1. A microresonator, comprising:

a pedestal having a forward edge and at least one support

surface;

a flexural mode tuning fork having a stem with a forward

means portion and a rearward portion, said forward means

portion having a length d for suppressing overtone com-

ponents when said tuning fork is operated at its fundamen-

tal frequency, a pair of tines extending forward from said

forward means portion of said stem, a slot between said

tines and a crotch at the base of^d slot where said tines

join said forward means portion of said stem, said rear-

ward portion of said stem being positioned on said support
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said forward edge of Mid M«tal .IS„°"„Sr»,d °" *"'"" '"' "" "°"" ""^'"f '^ """»" """ »" »«'
crotch.

4,429,249

SEALED BEAM LAMP AND METHOD OF
MANUFACTURE

David O. Tyler, Anderaon, and George M. Gasparovic, Pendle-
ton, both of Ind., assignora to General Motors Corporation.
Detroit, Mich.

Continuation of Ser. No. 128,674, Mar. 10, 1980, abandoned.
This application Mar. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 362,759
Int. a.J HOIJ 5/16. 61/40: HOIK 1/26. 1/30

U.S. a. 313-113 5 Claims
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moemissivc material layer, and is made of a material which
does not react chemically with carbon or boron.

**]

1. A sealed beam lamp consisting of at least two lamp termi-
nals each of which has a blade portion provided with an inner
end and an outer end, a lens, light bulb and reflector, said lens
being positioned on and sealed to the front of a flange formed
on the open front end of said reflector to form a sealed enve-
lope containing the light source, said light bulb being sup-
ported by and having lead wires which are electrically con-
nected to said inner ends of said blade portions of said terminals
and positioned within said envelope and constituting a light
source assembly, said terminals extending through terminal
openings formed at the rear of said reflector so as to locate said
outer ends exteriorly of said envelope for interconnection with
a power source, means formed on at least one of said terminals
for preventing said light source assembly from falling into said
envelope, said terminal openings being large enough to allow
adjustment of said light source assembly with respect to said
reflector in the X-Y-Z axes to obtain optimum location of said
light source assembly with respect to said reflector, said light
source assembly being secured in said reflector by adhesive
made of an insulating material contained in a recessed portion
surrounding each of said terminals, said sealed beam lamp
further including aiming pads on said lens face to enable the
establishment of an aiming plane, and means provided on the
outer surface of said reflector to enable seating of said sealed
beam lamp in a vehicle in an oriented position, the aim of said
sealed beam lamp being achieved at the same time said light
source assembly is positioned with respect to said reflector.

4(429,250
DIRECT HEATING CATHODE FOR HIGH FREQUENCY

THERMIONIC TUBE
Guy Qerc, and Arvind Shroff, both of Paris, France, assignors to
Thonuon-CSF, Paris, France

Continuation of Ser. No. 105,506, Dec. 20, 1979, abandoned.
This application Sep. 18, 1981. Ser. No. 303,464

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 27, 1978, 78 36487
Int. a.J HOIJ 1/16

U.S. G. 313—336 9 ciaiim
1. A direct heating cathode for a radio frequency electron

tube, comprising a hollow cylinder pyrolytic graphite sup-
ports; a lanthanum hexaboride-based thermoemissive material
layer; and an intermediate layer separating said support and
said thermoemissive material, said intermediate layer compris-
ing a diboride of a metal selected from the group tiUnium,

4,429,251
LINE CATHODE SUPPORT STRUCTURE Ft)R A FLAT

PANEL DISPLAY DEVICE
Robert A. Gange, Belle Mead, N.J., assignor to RCA Corpora-

tion, Princeton, N.J.

Filed Mar. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 355,253
Int. a.' HOIJ 29/50. 29/70

U.S. a 313-411 g Claims

1 In a flat panel display device having an envelope includmg
a baseplate, a front plate, sidewalis and a plurality of internal
support walls dividing said envelope into a plurality of chan-
nels, each of said channels including a plurality of guide
meshes arranged in a spaced parallel relationship to form a
space between said meshes, said display device also having a
line cathode arranged perpendicular to said channels for emit-
ting electrons for propagation in said spaces, an improved
cathode support structure for supporting said cathode equidis-
tant from and in alignment with said spaces for all of said
channels comprising:

a substantially U-shaped support including a closed end and
two arms transversely dimensioned to span said space
whereby said U-shaped support fite transversely across
said space and said arms are spring biased against said
meshes, said U-shaped support having high thermal con-
ductivity and being electrically insulatively, said U-
shaped support including an indention arranged in the
closed end for supporting said cathode in alignment with
said space and being longitudinally dimensioned to sup-
port said cathode a predetermined disunce from said
space;

said arms including retaining means for reuining said sup-
port between said guide meshes, and said guide meshes
including additional retaining means arranged at a se-

lected position from the input of said guide meshes for
mating with said retaining means whereby said notch is

positioned said predetermined disUnce from said space.

1038 OG —84
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4,429^2
COLOR PICTURE TUBE HAVING AN EXPANDED
FOCUS LENS TYPE INLINE ELECTRON GUN WTTH

IMPROVED STATIC CONVERGENCE
Leoa J. Vicland, Princeton, and Roger C. Alig, Princeton Junc-

tion, both of NJ., anignon to RCA Corporation, New Yorit,

N.Y.

Filed Feb. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 348,023

Int. a.3 HOIJ 29/51. 29/46

U.S. a. 313—414 3 Claims
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said back plate, and said pant leg is flared outwardly, at said

extremity, into engagement with said mounting collar.

4,429,254

DEFLECTION YOKE INTEGRATED WTTHIN A
CATHODE RAY TUBE

Kern K. N. Chang, Princeton, NJ., aaaignor to RCA Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 327,632

Int. a.J HOIJ 23/16. 29/96
U.S. a. 315—3 10 Claims

?0 )0 14 I]

1. In a color picture tube having an inline electron gun for

generating and directing a plurality of electron beams along

coplanar paths toward a screen of said tube, said gun including

a main focus lens for focusing said electron beams, the main

focus lens being formed by two spaced electrodes, each elec-

trode including a portion having a plurality of apertures

therein equal to the number of electron beams, each electrode

also including a peripheral rim, the peripheral rims of the two
electrodes facing each other, the apertured portion of each

electrode being within a recess set back from the rim, the

improvement comprising

the depths of the apertures in said electrodes being equal to

the thickness of material of said electrodes.

4,429,253

THYRATRONS
Timothy P. Donaldson, Great Totliam; Christopher V. Neale,

Peverel, and Hugh Menown, Writtie, all of England, assignors

to English Electric Valve Company Limited, Chelmsford,

England

Filed May 8, 1981, Ser. No. 261,809

Claims priority, application United Kingdom, May 10, 1980,

8015571; Not. 14, 1980, 8036631

Int. a.J HOIJ 17/04

U.S. CI, 313—573 8 Qaims

1. A glass enveloped thyratron having an anode carried by
an anode pin extending through a glass neck in the thyratron

envelope and forming a tubular pant leg, said anode being

surrounded by a screening box having a back plate with a

tubular portion extending away from said anode into the inte-

rior of said pant leg to surround said anode pin, said tubular

portion being exposed to said anode pin without the intermedi-

ary of glass material, and wherein a mounting collar secured to

the rear of said back plate is provided to surround and engage
with the outer surface of the extremity of said pant leg adjacent

1. A deflection yoke disposed within the glass envelope of a
cathode ray tube for deflecting an electron beam produced by
said cathode ray tube, comprising:

a plurality of magnetically permeable elongated members
incorporating flux directing means disposed in the vicinity

of said electron beam;

electron beam deflction coils wound on said elongated mem-
bers adapted to be energized for producing electromag-

netic fields in the vicinity of said coils and in the vicinity

of said flux directing means for deflecting said electron

beam; and

shielding means interacting with said electromagnetic fields

for shielding said electron beam from said electromagnetic

fields outside the region occupied by said flux directing

means.

4,429,255

KLYSTRON
Vitaly I. Pasmannik, ulitsa Ostro?ityanoTa, 45, korpns 1, k?.

569; LJudmila A. Mironenko, prospekt Vemadskogo, 67, kr.

45, and Sergei N. Nazarov, ulitsa Dnepropetrovskaya, 23,

korpus 3, kv. 47, all of Moscow, U.S.S.R.

per No. PCr/SU79/00121, § 371 Date Jun. 1, 1981, § 102(e)

Date Jun. 1, 1981, PCT Pub. No. WO81/01628, PCT Pub.

Date Jun. 11, 1981

PCT Filed Not. 28, 1979, Ser. No. 270,515

Int. a.' HOIJ 25/10
U.S. a. 315—5.39 2 Claims

1. A klystron comprising cavities with face walls in which
drift tubes are accommodated in a coaxial relation to the bodies

of the cavities characterized in that there are annular slots (9)

in the face walls (7) and in the drift tubes (8), said annular slots

accommodating plates (10) rigidly attached thereto, the height
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of the plates (10) being less than half the height of the body (6)
of the cavity (5), the length of the plates (10) being the half-dif-
ference between the inner diameter of the cavity (6) and the
inner diameter of the drift tube (8), and the length of the inner
circumference of the body (6) being more than ten times the
total thickness of the plates (10).

4,429,256
SELECnVE SHIITING AC PLASMA PANEL

Peter D. T. Ngo, Colts Neck, NJ., aadgnor to BeU Telephone
Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray HiU, NJ.

FUed Sep. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 307,169
Int. a.i H05B 41/14

U.S. a. 315-169.4 I6aaims

in said deflection winding during a trace interval of a
deflection cycle;

a deflection retrace capacitance for forming a deflection
retrace resonant circuit with said deflection winding to
produce a retrace pulse voluge during a retrace interval
of said deflection cycle;

a source of supply energy;

a supply inductance coupled to said source;
a second capacitance coupled to said supply inductance and

to said switching means for forming a second resonant
circuit with said supply inductance within said retrace
interval to generate a pulse voltage;

a load circuit energized by said pulse volUge;
an impedance interposed during said retrace interval in a

current path between said deflection retrace and second
resonant circuits to isolate said deflection retrace resonant
circuit from modulation of said retrace pulse voluge by
loading variations on the pulse voluge generated by said
second resonant circuit; and

a source of modulation current coupled to said impedance
for producing modulation of said scanning current as said
modulation current vanes.

4,429,258
ELECTRON BEAM ALIGNMENT IN TUBE/COIL

ASSEMBLIES
Sidney L. Bendell, Riverton, NJ., assignor to RCA Corporation,
New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 253,013
Int. a.5 HOIJ 29/56

U.S. a 315-382 ,a^„

1. Circuitry for use in an ac plasma panel display system, said
circuitry,comprising

first means for inhibiting charge cloud transportation at
selected ON sites within said panel while still allowing
said transportation between other of said sites, said first

means including means for prematurely activating said
charge cloud at said selected ON sites.

4,429,257
VARIABLE HORIZONTAL DEFLECnON CIRCUTT

CAPABLE OF PROVIDING EAST-WEST PINCUSHION
CORRECTION

Peter E. Haferi, AdliswU, Switzerland, auignor to RCA Corpo-
ration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 428,238
Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Apr. 23, 1982,

Int a.' HOIJ 29/56
VJS. a. 315—371 16aaims
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1. A power supply and modulated deflection circuit, com-
prising:

a deflection winding;

switching means coupled to said deflection winding and
operated at a deflection rate to generate scanning current

1. An improved portable television camera arrangement
adapted to be powered from a battery, comprising:

a camera tube including an electron gun assembly for emit-
ting a beam of electrons directed along a path towards a
photosensitive target, said beam as it leaves said electron
gun assembly being unfocussed and directed at an arbi-
trary angle relative to a path orthogonal to the plane of
said Urget, thereby causing image distortion;

a focus coil arranged about said path and having its axis
coaxial with that of said camera tube and energized by a
substantially constant focus current for causing said beam
of electrons to be focused at said target;

and a beam alignment winding assembly arranged about said
path and energized for magnetically influencing the path
taken by said beam for causing said path to orthogonally
intersect the plane of said target;

wherein the improvement lies in that said beam alignment
winding assembly has a single magnetic axis which is

physically oriented radially and electrically coupled with
said focus coil in such a manner that said substantially
constant focus current flows through said beam alignment
winding assembly for energization thereof thereby elimi-
nating the need for a separate beam alignment winding
current source and also eliminating the need for a second
magnetic axis associated with said beam alignment wind-
ing assembly.
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4,429^9
HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION CIRCUIT WITH A

START-UP POWER SUPPLY
DaTid W. Lnz, Indianapolis, Ind^ assignor to RCA Corporation,
New York, N.Y.

Continnation of Scr. No. 186,789, Sep. 12, 1980. This application

Jan. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 276,305
Int a.J HOIJ 29/70, 29/76

U.S. a. 315-408 12 Claims

having a winding coupled to said transformer secondary
winding for regulating said supply voltage,

said transformer secondary winding and said saturable reac-

tor winding each comprising two winding sections, each

I

1. An oscillator-derived power supply with start-up cir-

cuitry, comprising:

a supply terminal;
'

an oscillator being energized by the voltage developed at

said supply terminal for producing an oscillator output
signal;

a start-up voltage supply to energize said oscillator into

commencing operation, said start-up voltage supply com-
prising:

a capacitor, I

a source of DC input voltage available prior to com-
mencement of oscillator operation,

means for charging said capacitor from said DC input

voltage source, and

switching means interposed between said capacitor and
said supply terminal for applying said capacitor voltage
to said oscillator after said capacitor has charged to a
first threshold level, to commence oscillator operation;

means responsive to said oscillator output signal for devel-

oping a steady-state voltage; and
means for applying said steady-state voltage to said supply

terminal via said switching means to maintain oscillator

energization during steady-state operation.

4,429,260

TELEVISION RECEIVER POWER SUPPLY
FERRORESONANT LOAD ORCUIT PROVIDED WITH A

REDUNDANT OPERATING CAPABILITY
Wnlter Trnskalo, TitasriUc, NJ., assignor to RCA Corporation,
New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct 8, 1981, Ser. No. 309,642

Int. a.3 HOIJ 29/70
MS. a 315-411 12 Qaims

1. A self-regulating power supply for a television display
system, comprising:

a source of input voltage; I

a transformer including primary and secondary windings,
said primary winding being coupled to said source for

developing an alternating polarity supply voltage across
said secondary winding;

means including a high voltage rectifier arrangement re-

sponsive to the alternating polarity voltage developed
across said secondary winding for developing an ultor
accelerating potential for a picture tube of said television

display system; and
a self-regulating load circuit including a saturable reactor

-C;f^-,

f
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4.32

winding section having a terminal coupled to a common
reference point so as to avoid an excessive increase in said

supply voltage when a portion of said self-regulating load
circuit becomes disconnected from said transformer sec-

ondary winding.

4,429,261

APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING THE TENSION OF A
CASSETTE TAPE

Hirotoshi Ohno, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Victor Company
of Japan, Limited, Yokohama, Japan

Filed Dec. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 327,673
Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 6, 1980, 55-172498;

Jan. 19, 1981, 56-6175

Int. a.3 B65H 59/38
U.S. a. 318—6 10 Qaims

1. Apparatus for controlling the tension of tape in a tape

recorder cassette, comprising:

(a) first means for producing an output signal indicative of
the vibration in and tension of the tape in the vicinity of
the record/reproduce magnetic head of said tape re-

corder, said first means having a sensor head positioned

near said magnetic head to enable the sensor head to

respond to vibration in as well as tension of the tape;

(b) second means responsive to the output signal from said

first means for producing a control signal by detecting a

high frequency component of said output signal indicative

of tape vibration;

(c) third means for damping vibrations of said tape in the

vicinity of said first means in accordance with said control

signal, said third means having a member which is con-
tactable with said tape, said member being movable in

accordance with said detected high frequency compo-
nent.
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4,429,262
THREE PHASE MOTOR OSOLLATORY SERVO

CONTROL
Michael R, Utenick, Englewood, Colo., assignor to Technicare

Corporation, Solon, Ohio
Filed Sep. 12, 1980, Ser. No. 186,928

Int. a.3 H02K 29/00. 29/02
U.S. a. 318-254 4 cwm.
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1. Apparatus for maintaining a subsuntially constant speed
oscillatory motion of an element comprising:
(a) a brushless DC torque motor for moving said element

including amplifier drive means for selectively providing
motive power to respective windings of said motor;

(b) encoder means for developing a signal representative of the
actual position of said element;

(c) first feedback control loop means including
(i) a source of positional reference signals representative of

constant speed oscillatory motion;
(ii) comparator means for evaluating the difference between

said actual position signal and said positional reference
signal, and

(iii) means, responsive to said comparator means for provid-
ing speed correctional signals to said amplifier drive
means; and

(d) second feedback control loop means including
(i) digital memory means, for maintaining a stored represen-

Ution of the speed-torque-position characteristic of said
motor,

(ii) said memory means including means responsive to said
actual position signal for providing torque and phase
correctional signals to said drive amplifier means;

(e) whereby said amplifier drive means operates to reduce said
evaluated difference at relatively peak motor torque for said
actual position.

4,429,263
LOW MAGNETIC LEAKAGE FLUX BRUSHLESS PULSE

CONTROLLED D-C MOTOR
Rolf MUUer, St. Georgen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to
Papst-Motoren KG, St. Georgen, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 60,879, Jul. 26, 1979,

abandoned. This appUcation Dec. 23, 1980, Ser. No. 220,181
Claims priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Aug. 11,

Int. a.3 H02K 29/02
UA CI. 318-254 29 q^^

I. Brushless d-c cylindrical air gap motor system having
a permanent magnet rotor (13, 14) having at least four poles
a sutor (22);

'

two-filament winding means (40, 41) on said stator;
a plurality of core elements (21) for said winding means and

having part-circumferentially extending stator pole shoes
(23) leaving gaps (24) between the ends of adjacent pole
shoes,

means including a controllable current source (48, 49, 47, 54)
for supplying said winding means with only two current
pulses for each revolution of 360*-electrical of the rotor,

a galvano-magnetic sensor (16) located close to two of said
stator core elements, responsive to the magnetic field from

the rotor and providing output information represenutive
of the position of the rotor, and connected to control said
controllable current source to energize

a filament of the respective winding means,
wherein

each filament (40, 41) of the winding means (45; 74. 75; 78.
79) associated with respective sutor poles is s^ wound on
the sutor core elements and so energized that

each North pole carrying an energized sUtor winding means

J^^u

corresponds to a South pole carrying an energized sutor
winding means and forms a pole pair therewith,

each pole of such a North pole-South pole pair produces a
substantially equal absolute value of magnetic fiux at the
air gap, and each pole of such a North pole-South pole
pair is substantially equidistant with respect to said gal-
vano-magnetic sensor (16), to obtain substantial cancella-
tion and elimination of undesired leakage fiuxes from the
energized sutor poles acting on the galvano-magnetic
sensor.

4,429,264
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR THE AUTOMATIC
CONTROL OF ELECTRICALLY OPERATED GATES

Moscow K. Richmond, 2819 Butler Are., Lot Angeles, Calif.
90066

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 126.717, Mar. 3, 1980. This
application May 22, 1981, Ser. No. 266,182

Int. a. J H02P 3/00
U.S. a. 318-166 39 cw^

1. A system for the automatic control of an electrically
operated gate, comprising:

drive means operatively coupled to the gate for moving 11

between the open and closed positions;

means for determining the amount of movement of the gate
as it moves between the open and closed positions;

storage means for storing the initial amount of movement of
the gate as it moves between the full open and the full

closed positions;

comparison means for comparing the subsequent amount of
movement of the gate to the stored initial amount of
movement; and

control means for controlling the drive means in response to
the comparison means.
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4,429,265
MOTOR DRIVEN WINDOW WINDING MECHANISMS
Dominic P. E. Barnard, Witney, England, assignor to Smitlis

Indnatrics Public Limited Company, London, England
FUed Dec. 15, 1980, Ser. No. 216,707

Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Dec. 14, 1979,
7943141; Jul. 24, 1980, 8024347

Int. a.3 G05B 5/00
VS. a. 318-475 32 Qaims

I

points with yieldable entrainment of said sensor by said

extremity enabling limited movements of said tip relative

to said robot arm in response to deviations of said paths
from said intervening lines between adjacent skeletal

points; and

^J-<}'

I

1. A motor driven winding mechanism for driving a raising
and lowering mechanism of a structural element such as a
window or the like, said raising and lowering mechanism being
mounted in a vehicle panel or the like and having an operating
shaft mounted on said panel, rotation of said shaft being effec-
tive to move said structural element, said winding mechanism
comprising:

a motor;

a reduction gear unit adapted to be mounted on and sup-
ported by said operating shaft, said gear unit comprising a
casing, an input gear supported by said casing and ar-

ranged to be driven by said motor and an output gear
supported by said casing and arranged to be operatively
coupled to said operating shaft for rotating said operating
shaft; and

means for sensing the reactive torque produced in said re-

duction gear unit as a function of rotation of said casing
and said input gear about said operating shaft as said
winding mechanism encounters resistance to movement of
said structural element in at least one direction and for
preventing further movement of said structural element in

said at least one direction when said reactive torque in said
reduction gear unit exceeds a predetermined value.

(e) transferring the contents of said first memory, during the
tracing of the pattern in step (d) to a second memory while
modifying, on the basis of the deviations represented by
the relative movements of said tip, the instructions accom-
panying said data to esublish a definite program for the
guidance of a tool replacing said sensor on said extremity.

4,429,267

DIGITAL POSITIONING SYSTEMS HAVING HIGH
ACCURACY

John R. Veale, Manhattan Beach, Calif., assignor to Manhattan
Engineering Company, Inc., Manhattan Beach, Calif.

Filed Jun. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 275,926
Int. a.3 G05B JJ/I8

U.S. a. 318-594 18 Claims

4,429,266

METHOD OF CONTROLLING AN INDUSTRIAL ROBOT
Hans R. Tradt, Friedberg, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to
Kuka Schweissanlagen A Roboter GmbH, Augsburg, Fed.
Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 329,510
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Dec. 11.

1960,3046634

Int. a. J G05B 19/42
U.S. a. 318-568 5 Qaims

1. A method of programming an industrial robot for machin-
ing a workpiece with the aid of a tool carried on a ftee extrem-
ity of a mobile robot arm, comprising th steps of:

(a) providing a pattern with a surface conforming to the
desired shape of the workpiece;

(b) fitting the extremity of the robot arm with a sensor in the
position of the machining tool;

(c) loading a first memory with data giving the locations of
a multiplicity of closely juxtaposed but discrete skeletal
points on the surface of said pattern and with instructions
for the guidance of said extremity along intervening lines
of uniform character roughly paralleling the paths linking
said points on the pattern surface;

(d) tracing said pattern with a tip of said sensor under the
control of the contents of said first memory by succes-
sively displacing said extremity across all said skeletal
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1. A digital positioning system for precisely controlling the

position of a dynamically moveable member, comprising:

position sensor means for sensing an incremental position of
the member, and for providing first and second sensor

signals in the form of first and second periodic trigonomet-

ric functions, respectively, each representative of the

incremental position of the member within a fixed interval

of distance, and providing a third sensor signal representa-

tive of a reference position of the member;
means responsive to the three sensor signals for providing a

coarse position signal including means for counting the

number of cycles of the first sensor signal;

means responsive to the first and second sensor signals for

providing a fine position signal including means for com-
bining the first and second sensor signals to form a third

trigonometric function, and means for converting the

third trigonometric function to an angle representative of
the incremental position of the member within the fixed

interval of distance;
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means for combming the coarse and fine digital position
signals to form a composite position signal representing
the absolute position of the member; and

means for providing a corrective signal to correct the posi-
tion of the member based on the composite digital position
signal.

4,429,268
SPEED CONTROL FOR STEP MOTORS

Torao Y^Jima, and Yoshifumi Gomi, both of Shiojiri, Japan,
auignors to Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Scikosha « Epson Corpo-
ration, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 244,936
Gaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 19, 1980, 55-34930

Int. a.J H02K 29/02
U.S. a. 318-696 28 Gaima

circuitry for receiving said analog error signal and in

response thereto generating a digital instruction which
corresponds to a particular incremental correction volt-
age required to adjust said voltage of said AC line to said
desired voltage level;

a segmented transformer having multiple taps configured
thereon, one winding of said segmented transformer being
electrically connected to said regulated portion of said
AC line;

an array of solid state switches, each of said switches being

uii«(Cuitr(o«CL«ii»ur

1. A speed control for step motors comprising detector
means for producing timing signals representative of the incre-
mental advance of the step motor; motor driving means for
actuating the step motor in response to the actuation of said
motor driving means for advancing said step motor; and speed
control circuit means periodically actuating said motor driving
means at least in part in response to said timing signals during
acceleration of said step motor, said speed control circuit
means including memory means for storing the time interval
between respective actuations of said motor driving means
during acceleration of said step motor, said speed control
circuit means being adapted to actuate said motor driving
means during deceleration of said step motor at intervals
which are a function of the stored acceleration intervals in said
memory means applied in reverse order.

4,429,269
FEED FORWARD AC VOLTAGE REGULATOR

EMPLOYING STEP-UP, STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMER
AND ANALOG AND DIGITAL CONTROL CIRCUITRY

Johnny F. Brown, Santa Clara, Calif., aasignor to Varian Assocl-
atea. Inc., Palo Alto, Calif.

Filed Apr. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 367,646
Int. G.3 G05F 5/00

U.S. G. 323-301 12 Qalms
1. A feed forward electronic regulator for regulating voltage

on an AC line, comprising:

a step-tip, step-down transformer having one winding placed
in said AC line inbetween the unregulated and regulated
portions of said line;

analog circuitry electrically connected to said unregulated
portion of said AC line, said analog circuitry including
circuit means for generating an internal reference voltage
representing the desired voltage level for said AC line,

said analog circuitry further including circuit means for
comparing the voltage level sensed in said unregulated
portion of said AC line with said internal reference volt-
age and for generating an error signal which represents
the discrepancy between said internal reference voltage
and said voltage sensed in said unregulated portion of said
AC line;

digital control circuitry electrically connected to said analog
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connected between a particular one of said taps on said
segmented transformer and said digital control circuitry,
said switches being selectively actuated by said digital
instruction to make available a particular incremental
correction voltage from said segmented transformer; and

polarity control circuitry electrically connected between
said array of solid state switches and the other winding of
said step-up. step-down transformer to receive said partic-
ular incremental correction voltage from said array and
apply it to said other winding with the requisite polarity to
obtain regulation.

4.429,270
SWITCHED CURRENT SOURCE FOR SOURONG
CURRENT TO AND SINKING CURRENT FROM AN

OUTPUT NODE
Robert B. Davies. and Ira Miller, both of Tempc, Aria., aaslgn-

ors to Motorola, Inc., Schaumburg, III.

Filed Feb. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 352.905
Int. G.*G05F i/Of

U.S. G. 323-317 5 Qaims
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1. A switched current source for sourcing current to and
sinking current from an output node connectable to a utiliza-

tion circuit, comprising:

first current source means for producing a first current;
a gated current source for producing a second current when

said gated current source is switched on. said second
current being greater than said first current;

diode means having an anode coupled at a junction point
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between said first current source means and said gated

current source and having a cathode coupled to said node,
said diode means for supplying said first current to said

output node when said gated current source is ofT; and
a first transistor having a collector connectable to a source of

supply voluge, an emitter coupled to said junction, and a

base coupled to said cathode and to said output node, said

first transistor sinking a third current from said output
node when said gated current source is on.

4,429^1 I

DIGITAL CAPACITANCE MEASURING TEST SET AND
TEST CTRCUrr INCORPORATED THEREIN

Edward R. Doubek, Naperrille, and Marlon Z. Kasprzyk, West-
chester, both of 111., assignors to Western Electric Company,
Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed May 4, 1981, Ser. No. 260,443

Int. a.J GOIR 11/52. 27/26
VS. a. 324—60 CD 18 Qaims
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1. A capacitance measuring test set comprising:

first means responsive to a first train of pulses when applied

thereto for generating a second train of narrow width
output trigger pulses;

second means responsive to each of said trigger pulses, and
to the capacitance of a capacitor when coupled thereto

and charged relative to ground, for generating a third

train of output pulses, the width of each of which pulses is

directly proportional to the value of capacitance of a

capacitor being measured at that instant in time;

third means, responsive to each successive pulse of said third

train, and to a coincident number of pulses of a fourth train

of constant frequency pulses when applied thereto, for

producing a fifth, time-dependent train of constant fre-

quency pulses, the number of pulses in each of said fifth

trains being dependent on the duration of the associated

variable width pulse in said third train of pulses and,
hence, also being proportional to the capacitance at that

instant in time of a given capacitor when under measure-
ment while coupled to said second means;

fourth means for counting the number of pulses appearing in

each fifth train of pulses, and for transforming that number
into a digitized readout correlated with a time-coincident

value of capacitance then exhibited by a capacitor while
under measurement;

fifth high speed switch means adapted to shunt a capacitor
when connected to said second means, and being respon-
sive to a given RESTORE pulse whenever applied
thereto for effecting the shorting of each capacitor to

ground, after having been previously charged to a prede-

termined voltage, at the completion of an associated ca-

pacitance measuring period;

sixth means for sensing for the completion of each capaci-

tance measurement period, and for controlling the start of
the next measurement period, and

multi-pulse train generating means for supplying said first

and fourth pulse trains and said RESTORE pulses.

4,429,272

APPARATUS FOR INDICATING DIELECTRIC
CONSTANT

Michael R. Bungay, Sudbury, England, assignor to Lucas Indus-
tries Limited, Birmingham, England

Filed Not. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 318,433
Oaims priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 18, 1981,

8105149

Int. a.^ GOIR 27/26
U.S. a. 324-61 R 9 Qaims
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1. Apparatus for providing an indication of a change in the

dielectric constant of a fiuid comprising a pair of electrodes, at

least one of which in use is surrounded by said fluid, an oscilla-

tor operable to charge and discharge capacitors formed by said

electrodes, said oscillator including a pair of exclusive OR
circuits, a first pair of resistors connecting the output of one of
said exclusive OR circuits to said capacitors respectively, a

second pair of resistors connecting the capacitors respectively

to one input of the other exclusive OR circuit, the output of
said other exclusive OR circuit being connected in use to one
input of said one exclusive OR circuit, the other inputs of the

exclusive OR circuits being connected to opposite polarity

supply lines respectively, the frequency of oscillation of said

oscillator being dependent upon the rate of change of voltage

across either one of said capacitors during a cycle, and means
responsive to the difference in the voltages developed across

said capacitors, said means providing an indication of a change
in the dielectric constant of the fluid.

4,429^3
OIL-WATER MONITOR

Roy P. Mazzagatti, BeUaire, Tex., assignor to Texaco Inc.,

White Plains, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 245,863

Int. d? GOIR 27/04. 27/26
U.S. a. 324—61 R 7 Claims

1. An oil-water monitor which monitors a production stream

comprising

cell means for having the production stream pass through it

in such a manner that the dielectric properties of the

production stream may be monitored, regardless of

whether the production stream is in a water-in-oil condi-

tion, an oil-in-water condition or a combination of the two
conditions, and
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means connected to said cell means for providing an indica- terminal to the opposite side of said source of elect nca!
tion of the water content of the production stream in power
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accordance with the dielectric properties of the produc-
tion stream.

4,429,274

WIRE LOCATOR DEVICE HAVING A DIODE MATRIX
BOARD WITH LIGHT PAIR INDICATORS

Thomas R. Hamblen, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Hamblen
Gage Corp., Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Jun. 19, 1980, Ser. No. 160,979

Int. a.' GOIR 79/00, 31/02
U.S. a. 324—66 13 Qaims
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1. A portable wire locator device for sequential identifica-

tion of conductors within a detached, multi-conductor cable,

said wire locator device comprising;

a matrix board having a plurality of wire-receiving terminals

arranged into rows and columns;

a first, linear series of lights arranged adjacent one edge of
said matrix board and in line with said wire-receiving

terminals;

a second, linear series of lights arranged adjacent another
edge of said matrix board and in line with said wire-receiv-

ing terminals, said first and second linear series being

substantially perpendicular to each other, said first and
second linear series being connected in light pairs wherein
one light of each pair is from said first linear series of
lights, and wherein the other light of each pair is from the

second linear series of lights, a common connection of
each light pair being operatively and electrically con-

nected to a different one of said plurality of wire-receiving
terminals; and

a direct-current source of electrical power, one side of
which is coupled to each light in said first and second
linear series, a particular light pair being illuminated by
electrical coupling of the corresponding wire-receiving

4.429,275

HANDLING AND TEST APPARATUS FOR RADIAL
LEAD ELECTRONIC DEVICES

Nicholas J. Cedrone, 10 Hawtbome Rd., Wellesley Hills, Mass.
02181

Filed Jul. 30. 1980, Ser. No. 173,445

Int. a.i GOIR 31/00; B07C 5/344
U.S. a. 324—158 F 34 Oaims

I In an apparatus for automatically handling and testing
radial lead electronic devices, said apparatus including a hous-
ing, a drive shaft mounted on said housing for rotational mo-
tion, and at least one contactor assembly including a set of
contacts adapted to establish elecincal connection with the
leads of said devices when they are held stationary at a test

station with their leads extending generally in a first direction,

the improvement comprising, a probe assembly supported on
said housing that includes

a platform that mounts said contactor assembly,

means powered by said rotating drive shaft for driving said

platform in a closed loop cycle of motion, said cycle of
motion including components of motion in said first direc-

tion and in a second direction perpendicular to said first

direction, a portion of said cycle of motion placing said

contacts m an engaging relationship with said leads and
drawing said contacts along said leads in a wiping move-
ment, and

means for replaceably connecting said drive shaft to said

drive means,

said probe assembly comprising an integral, self-contained

unit.

4,429,276

MAGNETORF^ISTIVE DISPLACEMENT SENSOR AND
SIGNAL REPROCESSING ORCUITS THEREFOR

Akihisa Narimatsu, Naka, and Hiroyuki Ohkubo, Chiba, both of
Japan, assignors to Sony Corporation. Tokyo. Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 88,811. Oct. 29, 1979, abandoned. This
application Apr. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 368,504

aaima priority, application Japan. Oct. 27, 1978, 53-132810
Int. a.' GOIB 7/14: HOIL 43/00

U.S. a. 324-207 15 Qaims
1. A magnetoresitive displacement sensor for use with at

least one elongated magnetic grating having a wavelength,
comprising:

a first magnetoresistive sensor operative to produce a first

output signal in response to displacement thereof with re-

spect to said at least one magnetic grating;

a second magnetoresistive sensor operative to produce a sec-

ond output signal in response to the displacement thereof
with respect to said at least one magnetic grating;

each of said first and second magnetoresistive sensors having
parallel stripes of magnetoresistive material disposed in

serpentine configuration with two adjacent stripes spaced
apart from each other by a predetermined integral multiple
of one-half said wavelength;
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said first and second magnetoresistive sensors being fixed

relative to each other and having a relative spacing therebe-
tween substantially equal to a predetermined fraction of said

wavelength;

a bias magnetic field applied to said first and second mag-
netoresistive sensors; and

the combination of said bias magnetic field and said relative

spacing between said sensors being effective to produce a

relative phase difference between said first and second out-

put signals of substantially less than 180 degrees.

4,429,277

NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE APPARATUS
UTILIZING MULTIPLE MAGNETIC HELDS

Hiroshi Sugiinoto, Ootawara, Japan, assignor to Tokyo
Shibaura Denlu Kabushiki Kaisha, Japan

Filed May 20, 1981, Ser. No. 265,643
Gaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 13, 1980, 55-79788

Int. a.^ GOIR 33/08
U.S. a. 324-309 9 Qaims
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1. A nuclear magnetic resonance apparatus for registering
the nuclear magnetic resonance condition of atomic nuclei
distributed in a body, the apparatus comprising.

first magnetic field generating means for generating a homo-
geneous static magnetic field said generating means in-

cluding magnetic means for focusing the homogeneous
static magnetic field into a thin beam shape for application
to a selected portion of the body, said magnetic focusing
means including a pair of electromagnets and a DC.
stabilized power supply for driving a pair of electromag-
nets;

second magnetic field generating means for simultaneously
generating a gradient magnetic field of smaller intensity
than that of the beam-shaped static magnetic field and of
such distribution as to gradually increase or decrease in

the direction of^id beam-shaped static magnetic field;

an oscillator for generating electromagnetic waves having a
frequency corresponding to the nuclear magnetic reso-
nance condition of the atomic nuclei to be measured;

a coil wound around the body to be examined, at least a
portion of said coil lying in said magnetic fields, impress-
ing said electromagnetic waves upon said body and de-
tecting the nuclear magnetic resonance in said body;

drive means for moving said body in a direction perpendicu-
lar to the beam-shaped magnetic field;

a receiver for receiving and processing the nuclear magnetic
resonance signal detected by said coil;

a recorder for recording the nuclear magnetic resonance
signal processed by said receiver in synchronism with the
operation of said drive means for identifying the recorded
resonance signal with the position of said body; and

a display unit for reading the records as to a desired region
of the body out of said recorder and for selectively or
simultaneously displaying the distribution and relaxation
time of the relevant atomic nuclei in said body.

4,429,278

MULTI-FUNCnON TIME DELAY RELAY
Hans-Wolfgang Steinlein, Hersbruck, Fed. Rep. of Germany,

assignor to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Munich, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Sep. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 299,637
Oaims priority, application Fed, Rep. of Germany, Sep. 15.

1980, 3034734

Int. a.J H03K 17/28. 17/296
U.S. CI. 328-129.1 4 claims
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1. A multi-function time delay relay, the selected function of
which can be changed from the outside, comprising:

(a) an electronic programmable timer having surt, stop and
reset inputs;

(b) a logic network with two inputs and having outputs
coupled to said inputs of said timer; and

(c) means for coupling one side of the line voltage individu-

ally, separately and/or jointly to said two inputs at any
point in time to select different modes of operation of the

programmable timer.

4,429,279

VARIABLE BANDWIDTH HLTER
Keith H. Wycoff, 1205 N. Tyler St., Lexington, Nebr. 68850,
and William H. Dittmer, Mesa, Ariz., assignors to Keitb H.
Wycoff, Lexington, Nebr.

Division of Ser. No. 165,212, Jul. 1, 1980, which is a
continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 84,460, Oct. 12, 1979,

abandoned. This application Jun. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,115
Int. a.} H04B 1/10

U,S. a. 328—139 7 Claims
1. A signal detector for a signal receiver having means for

supplying AC signals, said detector comprising a frequency
sensor having an output and first and second inputs, said first

input being coupled to the AC signal supplying means, said

frequency sensor being operative to produce an output signal

on said output in response to an AC signal having a frequency
within a variable bandwidth, and a source of initializing volt-

ages independent of the AC signal supplying means and cou-
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pled to said second input, said frequency sensor being respon-
sive to the initializing voltages to cause the bandwidth to be
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relatively wide upon application of each initializing voltage
and to decrease thereafter.

4,429,280

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR DEMODULATION OF
A MODULATED CURL-FREE MAGNETIC VECTOR

POTENTIAL HELD
Raymond C. Gelinas, Concord, Mass., assignor to Honeywell

Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Oct. 20, 1980, Ser. No. 198,325

Int. a.^ H03D 1/00
U.S. a. 329—200 6 Qaims
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1. Apparatus for demodulating a modulated curl-free mag-
netic vector potential field comprising:
means for detecting said curl-free magnetic vector potential

field, said detecting means having an observable property
determined by a magnitude of said curl-free magnetic
vector potential field; and

means coupled to said detecting means for determining
variations in magnitude of said field from said observable
property.

4,429,281

INTEGRATOR FOR A SWITCHED CAPAOTOR-HLTER
Akihiko Ito, Kawasaki; Kazuhiro Kobayashi, Tokyo; Hisami

Tanaka, Yokohama, and Norio Ueno, Kawasaki, all of Japan,
assignors to Fi^itsu Limited, Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Dec. 5, 1980, Ser. No. 213,399
Qaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 5, 1979, 54-

168361[U]

Int. a.' H03F 7/00
U.S. a. 330—9 6 Claims

switched capacitor-filter, an output of the mth mtegrator
is an output of saio switched capacitor-filtcr and the out-

put of the m-Ith integrator is operatively connected to the

input of the mth integrator, each of said m integratori.

including:

a switched capacitance, including:

a switching element, having a first switchable terminal

operatively connectable as the input of the mth integra-

tor, having a second switchable terminal and having a

non-switchable terminal, which is periodically switched
between the switchable terminals, and

a capacitor, operatively connected to the non-switchable
terminal of said switching element, which is charged by
the input voltage and discharged through the second
switchable terminal of said switching element;

an operational amplifier having a first input operatively

connected to the second switchable terminal of said

switching element of said switched capacitance for receiv-
ing the charge discharged from said switched capacitance,
having a second input operatively connected to a refer-

ence potential and having an output which is the output of
the mth integrator;

an integrating capacitor operatively connected between
the output and the first input of said operational ampli-
fier; and

a reference switching element, operatively connected
between the first input of said operational amplifier and
the reference potential, so that the polential at the first

input of said operational amplifier is made equal to the

reference potential when said reference switching ele-

ment is closed;

a feedback integrating capacitor operatively connected be-

tween the input of the operational amplifier of the first

integrator and the output of the mth integrator, and
an output switching element operatively connected between

the output of the mth integrator and the reference poten-

tial.

4,429,282

OFFSET-NULLED SAMPLEAND-HOLD AMPLIHER
Veikko R. Saari, Spring Lake Heighu, N.J., assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed Feb. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 346,643

Int. a.' H03F l/OO
U.S. a. 330—9 4 Gaims
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I. A switched capacitor-filter, comprising:

m integrators, where m is an integer greater than or equal to

2, where an input of the first integrator is an input of said

1. An amplifier circuit including an operational amplifier

having an inverting input port, a non-inverting input port and
an output port, said circuit compnsing a switched capacitor

offset voltage compensation network to compensate for the

voltage offset of said operational amplifier, said network being
CHARACTERIZED BY:

an offset voltage storage capacitor, one side of which is

connected at said non-inverting input port,

means for connecting the other side of said offset voltage

storage capacitor to a reference voltage in response to a

first electrical pulse train and to said inverting input port

in response to a second electrical pulse train, non-overlap-

ping said first pulse train;

J
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a signal hold capacitor connected at a first, output side to

said output port;

means for connecting the other, input side of said signal hold
capacitor to said reference potential in response to said

first pulse train and to said inverting input port in response
to said second pulse train;

means for connecting said non-inverting input port to said

reference potential in response to said second pulse train

and disconnecting said non-inverting input port from said

reference potential in the absence of the pulses of said

second pulse train; and

means for providing a signal input to said inverting input

port.
I

4.429,283

DIFFERENTIAL CURRENT AMPLIHER
Harold A. Wittlinger, Pennington, N.J., assignor to RCA Corpo-

ration, New York, N.Y.

FUed Not. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 320,434

Int. a.3 H03F 3/45
U.S. a. 330—257 10 Qaims
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1. A current amplifier comprising;

a current bias source;

a differential input circuit having a common terminal, first and
second differential input terminals and first and second dif-

ferential current output terminals, wherein output signal at

said second output terminal is in phase with signal applied to

said first differential input terminal;

means connecting the current bias source to said common
terminal;

a first current mirror amplifier having an input terminal and an
output terminal;

a second current mirror amplifier having an input terminal, a
first output terminal exhibiting a current gain equivalent to
said first current mirror amplifier and a second current
output terminal having a current gain A;

respective means for connecting the input terminals of the first

and second current mirror amplifiers to the first and second
differential current output terminals respectively; and

respective means for connecting the output and first output
terminals of the first and second current mirror amplifiers
directly to the second and first differential input terminals
respectively.

electrodes, the principal conduction paths being con-
trolled by potential applied between the respective con-
trol and first electrode;

respective means for connecting the second electrodes of
said first and second transistor to the means for applying
supply potential and for connecting the respective control
electrodes to the first and second input terminals respec-
tively;

third and fourth transistors of a conductivity type comple-
mentary to said first type each having respective first and
second electrodes and a principal conduction path there-

between, respective control electrodes, and potential

applied between the control and first electrodes control-
ling the respective principal conduction paths;

means for connecting the control electrodes of the third and
fourth transistors to said bias current source;

9 'P
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4,429,284

OPERATIONAL AMPLIHER
Carl F. Wtaeatley, Jr., Drums, Pa., assignor to RCA Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed Not. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 324,059

Int a.3 H03F i/45
MS. a. 330-261 5 Oaims

1. A differential amplifier comprising: I

means for applying supply potential;

first and second input terminals and an output terminal;

a bias current source;

first and second transistors of a first conductivity type, each
having respective first and second electrodes and a princi-

pal conduction path therebetween, and respective control

--^7^ 54 55 53
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load means connected to the second electrodes of the third

and fourth transistors and means for connecting the sec-

ond electrode of the fourth transistor to said output termi-

nal;

first and second matched resistive means for respectively

connecting the first electrodes of the first and third transis-

tors, and for connecting the first electrodes of the second
and fourth transistors;

third and fourth matched resistive means serially connected,
without intervening elements, between the first electrodes

of the first and second transistors;

and

a single potential offset means connected between the inter-

connection of said third and fourth resistive means and the

control electrodes of said third and fourth transistors.

4,429,285

FREQUENCY-CONTROLLED VARIABLE-GAIN
AMPLIFIERS

John L. Bradshaw, Hatboro, Pa., assignor to RCA Corporation,

New York, N.Y.

Filed Jul. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 288,686

Int. a.J H03G i/10; H03F 1/34
U.S. a. 330—279 12 Claims

1. The combination comprising:

a frequency controlled variable gain amplifier having an
input terminal to which an input signal may be applied, an
output terminal at which an output signal is produced, and
a gain control means, said amplifier being of the type

whose voltage gain is a function of the frequency of a

sampling signal applied to said gain control means; and
means, coupled between said output terminal and said gain

control means, responsive to the amplitude of said output

signal for producing a variable frequency gain control
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signal whose frequency is a function of said amplitude of 4,429,287
said output signal and for applying said gain control signal COAXIALLY COUPLED TUNABLE OSCILLATOR USING

A RIDGE WAVEGUIDE
Ralston S. Robertson, Jr., Reseda, and Robert L. Eisenhart,

Woodland Hills, both of Calif., assignors to Hughes Aircraft

Company, El Segundo, Calif.

Filed Jun. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 272,808

Int. a.' H03B 7/14

U.S. a. 331-107 DP 8 Gaims
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to said control means for controlling the gain of said

amplifier.

4,429,286

DIVIDER/COMBINER AMPLIFIER
Lawrence J. Nichols, Burlington, and George H. MacMaster,

Lexington, both of Mass., assignors to Raytheon Company,
Lexington, Mass.

Division of Ser. No. 310,011, Oct. 13, 1981. This application

Apr. 19, 1982, Ser. No. 369,942

Int. a.' H03F 3/60
U.S. a. 330—286 11 Qaims

1 A broadband microwave structure for efTiciently coupling
power from a solid-state power source to a load, mcludmg m
combination:

(a) a waveguide having top and bottom walls and tuning
means at opposite ends thereof;

(b) a coaxial output line, having an outer conductor con-
nected to the top waveguide wall and an inner conductor
connected to the bottom waveguide wall, for coupling
power to a load;

(c) an impedance-matching step integrally joined with said

inner conductor of the coaxial output line and disposed
between the top and bottom waveguide walls;

(d) the top and bottom waveguide walls having aligned

openings therein adjacent one of the tuning means; and
(e) a frequency selective elongated oscillator module
mounted in the aligned openings and electromagnctically

coupled to the waveguide for coupling microwave power
to the coaxial output line.

10

1. A microwave amplifier comprising:

a first waveguide means;

an amplifying means connected to said first waveguide
means to form a waveguide amplifier having an input and
an output;

a plurality of said waveguide amplifiers having their inputs

and outputs connected in parallel;

means adjacent said first waveguide providing a second

waveguide between each pair of adjacent first waveguides
of said waveguide amplifiers which prevents the operating

mode ofeach of said waveguide amplifiers from propagat-

ing through said second waveguide means;

a microwave absorber terminating each second waveguide;

said absorber absorbing the microwave energy transmitted

through said second waveguide from said first waveguide
means; and

a portion of said first waveguide means including said ampli-

fying means removably connected to the remainder of said

first waveguide portion.

4.429.288

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR MODULATION OF A
CURL-FREE MAGNETIC VECTOR POTENTIAL HELD
Raymond C. Gelinas, Concord, Mass., assignor to Honeywell

Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Oct. 20, 1980, Ser. No. 198480
Int. a.' H03C 1/00

U.S. a. 332—51 R 6 Claims
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1. Apparatus for generating a modulated curl-free magneto-
vector potential field A comprising:

a configuration of at least one conducting clement adapted
to generate a magnetic vector potential field surrounding
said conducting element configuration when current is

applied to said conducting element configuration, a sub-

stantial portion of said vector field having a curl-free

magnetic vector potential A (defined by CURL A=0)
component;

a current source coupled to said conducting element config-

uration for applying current thereto; and
modulating means for controlling current from said current

source.
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HYBBin l^TPD substantially parallel walls, the distance between said sub-

D-k— 1 u- • , j^ . i .

.

stantially parallel walls ofsaidridaesbeine at least twice the

burg, 111.
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FUed Juii. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 383,418
'

lat. a.' HOIP 1/203. 7/08. 5/00 4,429,291
U.S. a. 333-204 Saaims ROTARY PRE-SETTING HNE TUNING DEVICE FOR A

^ TURRET TYPE TELEVISION TUNER
Kaoni Teiyin, Ueno, Japan, assignor to NEC Kansai, Ltd., Otsu
Japan

'

Filed Dec. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 329,022
Clajms priority, application Japan, Dec. 15, 1980, 55-

Int. a.3 H03J 5/26
U.S. a. 334-51

7 ci^^

1. An improved hybrid filter arrangement, comprising in
combination:

a plurality of removably mountable resonator modules in-

cluding an insulating board with a ground plane on one
side thereof and a resonant conductor on the other side;

a mounting substrate having an insulating board with a
ground plane on one side and a plurality of conductors on
the other side, said substrate further including means for
releasably mounting said plurality of resonator modules in

a manner to effect interconnection and coupling therebe-
tween;

said coupling being accomplished by pairs of conductors on
said substrate in proximity to one another along a length
thereof at one end and being in electrical contact with a
resonant conductor of a respective resonator module at
the other end when said modules are mounted on said
substrate;

said pairs of conductor being trimmable to alter the fre-
quency response of said hybrid filter after the assembly
thereof.

4 429 290
FLEXI-BEND CORRUGATED WAVEGUIDE

Joseph M. Devan, San Diego, Calif., assignor to The United
Sutes of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy.
Washington, D.C.

Filed Oct. 29, 1979, Ser. No. 89,058
Int. a.3 HOIP 3/13. 3/14

U.S. a. 333-241 „ ci^„^

1. A television tuner of the turret type comprising a selector
shaft carrying a rotatable turret in a chassis, said turret includ-
mg a plurality of tuning coil units corresponding to different
television channels, each tuning coil unit having an adjustment
element, and memory fine tuning means for adjusting any one
of said adjustment elements when said rotatable turret is in a
predetermined position, said fine tuning means comprising, fine
tuning driving means mounted concentrically around said
selector shaft, said fine tuning driving means including a fine
tuning shaft, slide gear means and cam surface means for rotat-
ably connecting said slide gear means to said fine tuning shaft,
slip clutch means rotatably connected to said slide gear means,
said slip clutch means including a plastic collar member loosely
mounted around said selector shaft and a metallic sheet mem-
ber inserted in a gap formed between said collar member and
said selector shaft; spring means located on said chassis for
normally biasing said slide gear means in a direction away from
said chassis; and idler means supported in said spring means for
transmitting rotary movement from said fine tuning driving
means to said adjustment element and for responding to a
continuous rotation of said fine tuning shaft which rotates said
slide gear means whereby a rotary pre-setting memory fine
tuning is provided.

1. In a circular waveguide for propagating electromagnetic
energy, in the TEoi mode, the improvement comprising:
a pipe having corrugated walls, said corrugated walls compris-

ing a plurality of adjacent internal ridges and valleys, having

4,429,292
RETAINING PLATE FOR USE IN A MAGNET SYSTEM

OF A RELAY
Helmut Schedele, Diessen, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin A Munich, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Apr. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 368,452
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, May 20.

1981, 3120117

Int. a? HOIH 45/00
U.S. a. 335-202 9 Claims

1. A magnet system for an electromagnetic relay comprising:
an electromagnetic coil having a central axis;

a relay base body having side walls with longitudinal
grooves therein;

an angled yoke having a yoke leg parallel to said coil axis
and having a plurality of pairs of lugs carried on said yoke
leg received in said longitudinal grooves of said relay base
body for positioning and mounting said yoke; and

a retaining plate comprised of resilient metal, said retaining
plate disposed between said yoke leg and said coil, said
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retaining plate having a central portion supported against

said yoke leg and having a pair of bent lateral flanges

engaged in said longitudinal grooves of said relay base

body.

4,429,293

PINCUSHION RASTER CORRECTOR DISTORTION
WITH IMPROVED PERFORMANCE

Kenneth W. McGlashan, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to RCA
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 13, 1983, Ser. No. 494,468

Int. a.5 HOIF 7/00

U.S. a. 335—211 7 Gaims

1. A television display system comprising:

a kinescope incorporating a neck, an electron gun assembly
for producing an electron beam located within said neck,

a display screen, and a funnel located intermediate said

neck and said display screen;

a defiection yoke mounted on said neck of said kinescope
and incorporating horizontal and vertical deflection coils

adapted for coupling to a source of deflection signals for

forming deflection fields within said deflection yoke for

deflecting an electron beam to form a raster on said dis-

play screen and forming stray fields external to said de-

flection yoke; and
a field shaping apparatus comprising:

magnetically permeable flux gathering members disposed

on opposite sides of said deflection yoke and located

within the region of said stray fields for providing a low
reluctance path for the flux of said stray fields;

magnetically permeable flux directing members extending

along and adjacent to the surface of said funnel of said
-^ kinescope for forming an electromagnetic field within

the interior of said kinescope between respective ones

of said flux directing members for influencing the mo-
tion of said electron beam; and

magnetically permeable flux channeling members coupled

between said flux gathering members and said flux

directing members for providing a low reluctance path

from said flux gathering members to said flux directing

members, each of said flux channeling members incor-

porating a first portion extending generally along (he

longitudinal axis of said kinescope and a transverse

portion extending generally perpendicular with respect

to said longitudinal axis of said kinescope, said trans-

verse portion extending inwardly toward said kine-

scope and terminating adjacent to said funnel of said

kinescope so as to intensify said field formed within the

interior of said kinescope between said respective ones

of said flux directing members.

4,429,294

COIL FORM FOR ELECTRIC WINDINGS
Harald MefTert, Dusseldorf, and Rolf Pieper, Wuppertal-Rons-

dorf, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Firraa W.
MefTert KG., Erkrath-Unterfeldhaus, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 246,195
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Mar. 21.

1980, 3010823; Mar. 19, 1981, 8108092(1
]

Int. G.' HOIH fi5/02

U.S. G. 336-198 13 Gaims

1. A coil form for a transformer having air-ctwled electric

windings, said coil form comprising

a first set of profiled bars having a selectively variable length

and substantially constant cross-section for simultaneously

supporting an iron core and at least a first, inner coil

winding;

a second set of profiled bars having a selectively variable

length and a substantially constant cross-section for sup-

porting a second coil winding spaced from the first wind-

ing;

means for removably holding said first and second sets oi

supporting bars in a spaced, substantially parallel relation-

ship whereby an air gap is formed between the first and

second coil windings, said holding means delimiting said

first and second supporting means at their faces, said

holding means comprising a pair of spaced, framelike

members and means for removably holding said first and

second sets of bars therebetween, and

means for selectively varying the vertical and lateral dimen-

sions of said pair of spaced framelike members

4,429,205

VARIABLE IMPEDANCE CURHENT LIMITING DEVICE
Jiing-Liang Wu, Murrysville, Pa., auignor to Electric Power

Research Institute, Inc.. Palo Alto. Calif.

Filed Nov. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 321.237

Int. G.' HOIH 87/00
U.S. G. 337— 119 17 Gaims

1. A variable impedance current limiting device, compnsing
a housing defining a chamber therein;

a pair of spaced electrical terminals respectively located at

opposite ends of said housing and disposed in communica-
tion with said chamber;

an electrically conductive fusible metal disposed in said
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chamber to provide an electrically conductive path be-
tween said terminals;

an insulating member disposed in said chamber between the
opposite ends of said housing defining a flow passageway
that provides communication between said terminals
across said chamber, said flow passageway extending
substontially through the center of said insulating member

sectional configuration defined by a cross member and a pair of
substantially parallel spaced apart legs extending outwardly
from said cross member, one of said legs having a movable
switch blade integral therewith at one of said opposed ends of
said lead means and extending outwardly therefrom for its

respective switch means, the other of said legs carrying a fixed
contact means for the other switch means at the other of said
opposed ends of said lead means whereby said switch blade
and said fixed contact means are disposed in offset planes by
said legs of said one-piece lead means.

and the diameter of said fiow passageway being approxi-
mately equal to the length of said flow passageway
wherein with the occurrence of an overload current,
vaporization of said fusible metal initially occurs in said
flow passageway; and

expansion means for buffering the pressure rise in said cham-
ber when said fusible metal is vaporized.

4,429,297

VARUBLE RESISTOR
Yoshiyuld Nakatsu, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Murata Manu-

facturing Co., Ltd., Japan

Filed Jun. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 278,362
Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 3, 1980, 55-91575

Int. a.3 HOIC 10/32
U.S. a. 338-162 16aaims
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4 429 296
THERMOSTAT CONSTOUCTION HAVING A

ONE-PIECE V-SHAPED LEAD AND METHOD OF
MAKING THE SAME

Paul M. Rowley, Bexley, Ohio, assignor to Robertshaw Controls
Company, Richmond, Va.

Division of Ser. No. 250,576, Apr. 3, 1981, Pat. No. 4,365,228.
This application Jun. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 388,128

Int. a.3 HOIH 37/02
U.S. a. 337-338 lo Oaims
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1. A variable resistor for use in electrical and electronic
equipment which comprises a substrate and a pair of fixed side
terminal members integrally molded in said substrate, each of
said fixed side terminal members including a forward end
portion that is exposed at a surface of said substrate, a resistant
layer formed on the surface of said substrate and including
opposite end portions that meet said exposed forward end
portions of said fixed side terminals and at interfaces therebe-
tween are in electrical contact therewith, a variable side termi-
nal member provided on said substrate, a slider movably dis-

posed on said substrate and electrically connected to said
variable side terminal member for sliding movement over said
resistant layer so as to adjust resistance of said variable resistor,

each of said fixed side terminal members having a solder coat-
ing material thereon at predetermined portions thereof, each of
said fixed side terminals being void of said solder coating
material at the interface between its said exposed forward end
portion and said resistant layer.

49A

4,429,298

METHODS OF TRIMMING RLM RESISTORS
David J. Oberholzer, Bethlehem, Pa., assignor to Western Elec-

tric Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
Filed Feb. 22, 1982, Ser. No. 350,658

Int. a.3 HOIC 70/00
U.S. a. 338—195 8 Qaims
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1. In a control device having a housing carrying a pair of
thermostatically operated electrical switch means therem in

spaced apart side-by-side relation and being electrically inter-
connected together in series by a one-piece lead means carried
internally in said housing and having opposed ends and an
intermediate portion while being secured to said housing inter-
mediate said ends thereof whereby said ends are disposed in
cantilever fashion with said ends respectively forming part of
said switch means, the improvement wherein said intermediate
portion of said lead means has a substantially U-shaped cross- 1. A method of trimming a film resistor having a rectangular
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resistive layer bounded laterally by spaced reference edges
extending generally in the direction of an intended current
flow through said resistor, the method comprising,

progressively cutting into the resistive layer, thereby form-
ing at least one plunge cut commencing at one of said
spaced reference edges and extending toward the other;

monitoring the resistance, and any change therein, of said
resistor while forming said at least one plunge cut;

terminating said cutting to form said at least one plunge cut
at a first predetermined distance from said one reference
edge, unless a first predetermined Urget resistance value is

detected by said monitoring step prior to said at least one
plunge cut progressing to said first predetermined dis-
tance, and in the event of said monitoring step detecting
said first predetermined target resisunce, terminating said
progressively cutting into said resistive layer with said at
least one plunge cut; thereafter

progressively cutting the resistive layer with a trim cut
originating at said at least one plunge cut which is most
recently formed and proceeding in a direction parallel to
s^id spaced reference edges and at a second predetermined
distance from said one of said spaced reference edges, said
second predetermined distance being less than the dis-
tance to which said most recently formed of said at least
one plunge cut extends into said resistive layer; and

terminating progressively cutting the resistive layer with
said trim cut upon said resistor reaching a second prede-
termined target resistance.

upon receipt of a preselected address signal, said system
further including a central processing unit having

means for selectively polling each of said transceiven by
transmitting over the neutral and ground of said AC
power line an address signal which is representative of the
transceiver being polled.

receiver means for detecting return signals transmitted over
the neutral and ground of said AC power line; and

means for processing said return signals

4,429,299

TWO-WAY AC POWER LINE COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEM

Jules M. Kabat, and James H. Beggs, both of Las Vegas, Nev.,
assignors to Robertshaw Controls Company, Richmond, Va.

'

Continuation of Ser. No. 992, Jan. 5, 1979, abandoned. This
application Jan. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 228,608

Int. a.3 H04B 3/54
U.S. a. 340-310 R 35 Qaims
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1. A two way data transmission communication system for
effecting two way transmission of dau on an AC power line
which has interferring noise thereon and which is located
within a building or building complex comprising:

a plurality of transceivers each of which is located in a
different room or area of said building or building com-
plex and connected to said AC power line for transmitting
data between the transceivers each of said transceivers
having a transmit mode and a receive mode during the
operation thereof, each of said transceivers further hav-
ing:

(1) a receiver means for detecting address signals transmit-
ted over the neutral and ground of the AC power line

associated with said building or building complex;
(2) means for accumulating data from various external

sources;

(3) transmitter means for transmitting a return signal over
the neutral and ground of said AC power line, said
return signal being representative of the data accumu-
lated by said transceiver;

(4) means for initiating transmission of said return signal

4,42930
HIGH SPEED SHIFT REGISTER ORCUIT

Masao Yamasawa, Kawasaki, and Tetsuo Soejima, Mnsashino.
both of Japan, assignors to Fujitsu Limited, Kawasaki, Japan

ConHnuation of Ser. No. 52,259, Jun. 26, 1979. This application
Apr. 15. 1982, Ser. No. 368,829

Qaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 26, 1978, 55-76380
Int. a.' H03K 13/256

U.S. a. 340-347 DD 7 a»ini»
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1. A shift register circuit for receiving a start command
signal and for converting the format of N bit data, where,
comprising:

a shift register having a capacity of at least N->- 1 bits and
having a rear end at the first bit position, for performing
shift operations on a serial data stream of continuous N bit

data which is applied to the N-i- 1th bit position of said
shift register;

first means, opcratively connected to said shift register, for
setting said shift register to a predetermined condition by
generating a start signal, in dependence upon the start

command signal, representing a surt time for a converting
operation of the shift register circuit, said predetermined
condition being that the content of a Kth (K^N) bit

position from said rear end of said shift register is a logical
sute and the individual contents from the rear end bit

position to the K - Ith bit position of said shift register arc
a second logical state;

second means, operatively connected to said shift register,

for detecting whether or not said shift register has earned
out said shift operations depending upon the contents of
said shift register, and for providing an output signal;

a gate circuit, operatively connected to said shift register, for

controlling the application of a shift pulse to said shif^

register, said gate circuit being operated so as to be opened
in dependence upon said start signal and closed m depen-
dence upon said output signal from said second means

t

4,429,301

MEANS FOR DECODING A SWITCH ARRAY
J. A. Crumley, Enola, and John P. Weaver, Lancaster, both of

Pa., assignors to AMP Incorporated, Hanisburg, Pa.
Filed Oct. 26. 1981, Ser. No. 314,600

Int. a.' G06F 3/02
U.S. a. 340-365 S g Claims

1. Apparatus for decoding a switch array compnses:
a first linear conductor having a first plurality N, of individ-

ual resistors in series thereon, each resistor having the
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same constant value R, said conductor having a first end
and a second end,

a like first plurality Sx of first parallel crossbar conductors
connected to said first linear conductor, each said crossbar
conductor being connected adjacent to one of said resis-

tors toward said second end,
a second linear conductor having a second plurality N^, of

individual resistors in series thereon, each resistor having
the same constant value R as those on said first linear
conductor, said conductor having a first end and a second
end,

a like second plurality of second parallel crossbar conduc-
tors connected to said second linear conductor, each said

crossbar conductor being connected adjacent to one of
said resistors toward said second end,

switchable connections between each of said first parallel

crossbar conductors and each of said second parallel

crossbar conductors, whereby, any of said first crossbar
conductors is switchably connectable to any of said sec-
ond crossbar conductors.

signals being an initial output signal and each successive

output signal which occurs at an interval from the previ-

ous selected output signal which is at least as great as the

period of said sweep frequency; and
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means for comparing the frequency of pulses produced by
said circuit means with said sweep frequency and produc-
ing an alarm signal when said pulse frequency and said

sweep frequency are substantially equal.

a source of constant current I at said first end of said first

linear conductor,

ground means at said first end of said second linear conduc-
tor,

means for indicating the potential Ei at the first end of said U.S. CI. 340—701
first linear conductor adjacent said current source toward
said second end,

means for indicating the potential E2 at the second end of
said second linear conductor, whereby, upon closing a
switchable connection, a constant current I will pass
through a portion of said first linear conductor, through
said switchable connection, and through a portion of said

second linear conductor to ground, whereby the number
Njt, Nj,of resistors on said first and second linear conduc-
tors respectively through which current passes may be
determined according to the formulas Nx={E\-E2)/IR
and Ny=E2/IR, whereby the location of said closed
switchable connection may be determined.

4,429,303

COLOR PLASMA DISPLAY DEVICE
Mohamed O. Aboelfotoh, Poughkeepsie, N.Y., assignor to Inter-

national Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.
Filed Dec. 22, 1980, Ser. No. 219,156

Int a.3 G09G 3/28

8 Oaims

4,429,302

ELECTROWC SECURITY SYSTEM WITH NOISE
REJECnON

Jan Vandebult, Topsfield, Mass., assignor to I. D. Engineering,
loc, Ipswich, Mass.

FUed Oct 8, 1981, Ser. No. 309,715

Int a.} G08B 13/24
US. a. 340-572 10 Qaims

1. An electronic security system comprising:
transmitter means for producing an electromagnetic field at

a frequency repetitively swept through a predetermined
range at a predetermined sweep frequency;

a resonant tag circuit having a resonant frequency within the
sweep range;

receiver means for producing an output signal in response to
a Ug signal produced by said Ug circuit each time the field

produced by said transmitter means passes through said
resonant frequency;

circuit means for producing a pulse in response to selected
output signals of said receiver means, said selected output

1. A multicolor plasma display device comprising in combi-
nation,

a pair of plate glass substrates,

a conductor array formed on each of said substrates, said

conductor arrays comprising a plurality of parallel con-

ductors,

said substrates being sealed with said conductor arrays in

orthogonal relationship, the intersections of said conduc-
tors designating the discharge sites of said device,

a dielectric coating over each of said conductor arrays, at

least one of said dielectric coatings being composed of a

layer of electroluminescent phosphor,

and means responsive to the selective application of signals

to said conductor arrays, said means comprising a layer of
n-type semiconductor material selectively interposed

between said conductors and said electroluminescent

phosphor, for lowering the threshold voltage for electro-

luminescence of said plasma display device, thereby pro-

viding discharge and color light emission at selected dis-

charge sites.
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4,429404
DISPLAY DRIVING DEVICE

Masuori FiUita, Tokyo, Japu, .Mignor to Seikosha Co., Ltd
Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 72,333, Sep. 5, 1979, abandoned. This
appUcation Apr. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 256,045

aairas priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 6, 1978, 53-110166
Int. a.3 G09G 3/18

i;.S. a. 340-765 3c^„,

4,429,305
LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY SYSTEM

Minoni Hosokawa; Koichi Oguchi. and Satoni Yazawa, all of
Suwa, Japan, assignors to Kabushiki, Kaisha Sawa Seikosha.
Tokyo, Japan

^^
Filed May 29, 1980, Ser. No. 154,354

Qaims priority, application Japan, May 30, 1979. 54-67233
Int a.' G09G 3/36

U.S. a. 340-784
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1. A display and driving circuit, comprising:
a plurality of first electrodes disposed in a regular array

adjacent one another;

a plurality of second electrodes disposed in a regular array
adjacent one another, said plurality of second electrodes
disposed over said plurality of first electrodes with the
second electrodes crossing the first electrodes;

an electroptical medium disposed between said plurality of
first electrodes and said plurality of second electrodes and
havmg optical properties responsive to electrical poten-
tials, wherein a region of said electroptical medium where
a first electrode and a second electrode cross defines a
picture element for displaying visual information accord-
ing to electrical signals applied to the crossing first and
second electrodes, and said plurality of first electrodes and
said plurality of second electrodes crossing said plurality
of first electrodes defining an array of picture elements

selection circuit means for selecting successive groups of
first electrodes comprising at least a pair of first electrodes
and for simultaneously applying different respective volt-
age signals to the first electrodes comprising the succes-
sively selected groups of first electrodes;

signal supply means responsive to control signals for simul-
taneously applying respective selected electrical signals to
said second electrodes under control of said control sig-
nals for energizing selected picture elements defined by
the selected group of said first electrodes and said second
electrodes according to the selected electrical signals
applied to said second electrodes; and

data signal generating means for generating dau signals in
parallel bit format, equal in number to the number of first
electrodes comprising the successively selected groups of
first electrodes and corresponding to a pattern to be visu-
ally displayed and for applying the bits of successive ones
of said dau signals to said signal supply means as succes-
sive control signals for enabling picture elements defined
by said selected group of first electrodes and said second
electrodes to visually display the pattern represented by
said data signals.
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1. A liquid crystal display circuit compnsing:
a plurality of liquid crystal picture elements being arrangedm a fixed pattern, each picture element being connected to

a transistor formed on a substrate;
a plurality of common source lines on said substrate the

source of each said transistor being connected to one
source line, a plurality of said transistor sources being
connected to every source line, said source line having a
low resisunce;

a plurality of common gate lines, the gate of each said tran-
sistor being connected to one gate line, a plurality of said
transistor gates being connected to every gate line;

switching means having input and output terminals associ-
ated with said source lines for sampling image signals, the
output terminal of each said switching means being con-
nected directly to an associated source line, image signals
sampled by said switching means being held or stored by
the capacitance of said source lines with said substrate, the
low resisunce of said source line providing a short time
constant for charging said capacitance

4,429,306
ADDRESSING SYSTEM FOR A MULTIPLE LANGUAGE

CHARACTER GENERATOR
George C. Macauley, Concord; WilllaiB F. Nemecek, Charlotte
and Robert W. Roefer, botii of Charlotte, all of N.C., assignors'
to International Business Machines Corporation, Armonk,

Filed Sep. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 300.880
Int a.J G09G 1/00

U.S. a. 340-790
J ctaj^
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1. A method of retrieving picture elemenu from a character
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generating memory for display of a symbol comprising the

steps of:

providing a first plurality of bits of a display character code as

part of an address to an address input of said memory;
providing at least one compare bit:

comparing another bit of said display character code with said

compare bit and;

substituting a plurality of bits for said another bit of said dis-

play character code as another part of said address to said

address input of said memory, responsive to the result of said

comparison in order to select a symbol which is special to a

particular language;

whereby a selected portion of said memory may be accessed

alternatively to another selected portion of said memory.

4,429,308

ELECTRODE OR POLE PIECE ARRAY FOR CREATING
PRESCRIBED ELECTRIC OR MAGNETIC HELDS

Arthur T. Shankle, Raleigh, N.C., assignor to Charies J. Cain,
Greenville, N.C.

Filed Sep. 30, 1976, Ser. No. 728,119
Int. a.J G08C 19/10, WOO. 19/06

U.S. CI. 340-870.37 g Qaims

4,42937
CAPACmVE TRANSDUCER WITH CONTINUOUS

SINUSOIDAL OUTPUT
Stephen M. Fortescue, Canoga Park, Calif., assignor to Data-

products Corporation, Woodland Hills, Calif.

FUed Jan. 29, 1982, S«r. No. 343,726

Int. a.3 G08C 19/10
VJS. a. 340—870J7 10 Claims

I
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1. A rotary capacitive transducer, comprising:

a stationary disc including a first conductive annular input

area near the center of the disc, a second conductive
annular input area near the edge of the disc and first and
second conductive output areas extending radially be-

tween the input areas;
|

a movable disc which is adjacent to, concentric with and
rotatable with respect to the stationary disc, said movable
disc including first and second conductive annular cou-
pling areas, wherein the first coupling area overlaps the

first input area and extends radially outward so as to

overlap the output areas, the second coupling area over-
laps the second input area and extends radially inward so
as to overlap the output areas, wherein the coupling areas

are separated by an annular gap which is shaped so that

the area of overlap between each coupling area and each
output area various sinusoidally as the movable disc ro-

tates, and wherein the output areas are spaced apart a

distance corresponding to one half period of the gap;
input means for providing first and second complementary

input carrier signals to the first and second input areas,

respectively, whereby the input signals will be capaci-
tively coupled to the output areas to provide first and
second output signals;

differential means for differentially combining the first and
second output signals; and

demodulator means for demodulating the output of the

differential means to thereby provide a sinusoidal trans-

ducer output.

1. An improved electrode arrangement comprising a circu-
lar array of discrete, arcuately shaped, spaced electrodes lying

substantially in a plane and interleaved with each other in such
a manner that any given radius from the center of the array will

intersect a plurality of said electrodes, said electrodes further

connected to a polyphase voltage for producing an electric

field in space adjacent to the plane of the array in which the
resultant vector representing the maximum field strength ro-

tates, a radially extending, symmetrical plate member posi-

tioned in said electric field and revolving in a given reference
plane parallel to the plane of said array, said electric field

producing a resultant signal on said plate member which varies

substantially sinusoidally with time, and the phase of said

resultant signal with respect to any one of the drives of the

polyphase voltage being a substantially linear function of the

angular position of said plate member when said electrodes are

connected to said polyphase voltage.

4,429,309

TRACKING nLTER SYSTEM FOR USE WITH A FM/CW
RADAR

Ronald W. Kipp, Croydon, Pa., assignor to RCA Corporation,
New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 258,434

Int. a.3 GOIS 13/32
U.S. a. 343—7 PL 6 Gaims

2. A range measuring system comprising in combination:

means producing a continuous wave radio frequency (RF)
signal which is modulated in accordance with a pre-

selected parameter;

means for transmitting said RF signal toward a target, the

range of which is to be measured, and for receiving a

return reflected signal therefrom;

means for subtractively mixing said transmitted signal and
return signal to produce a beat frequency signal which
contains a frequency A corresponding to said range and a

different undesired frequency X;

means responsive to said frequencies A and X for producing
a control signal corresponding to a frequency intermedi-

ate A and X; and
a tracking filter responsive to said control signal and to said
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beat frequency signals for passing only frequencies above
or below said intermediate frequency and responsive to
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said beat frequency signal for passing frequency A and
rejecting frequency X.

4,429,310
RANDOM BINARY WAVEFORM ENCODED RANGING

APPARATUS
John W. Zscbeile, Jr., Farmington, and Steven L. Bennett, Salt
Lake City, both of Utah, assignors to Sperry Corporation.
New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 22, 1981, Ser. No. 256,448
Int. a.3 GOIS 13/08

U.S. a. 343-13 R 7 a^i^s

means, input-output data means and read-wnte control
means,

a write address counter coupled to said fixed frequency
clock and said memory for generatmg a predctcrmmed
sequence of addresses in said memory,

said random sequence generator being coupled to said mem-
ory for supplying said bits of information to the addresses
generated by said write address counter,

code locked loop means for producing a variable frequency
signal output,

said code locked loop means being coupled to said receivmg
means and to said memory means for companng the bits of
information being read out of memory with the bits of
information being received to produce said variable fre-

quency signal output,

read address counter means coupled to said vanable fre-
quency signal output and to said memory for producmg
the same predetermined sequence of addresses as said
write address counter at a time which occurs after said
write address counter sequence,

range computing logic.

start epoch means coupled to said range computing logic
and to said write address counter for producing a signal
for starting said range computing logic when a predeter-
mined epoch address is present,

stop logic means coupled to said range computing logic and
to said read address counter for producing a signal for
stopping said range computing logic when the same pre-
determined epoch address is present at a subsequent time,
and

said read-write control means including means for alter-
nately reading and writing bits of information from and to
said memory at the addresses designated by the read ad-
dress counter and the write address counter

4,429,311

DUAL BEAM RADAR JAMMING SYSTEM
James R. Barewald, Mountain View, Calif., assignor to Itek

Corporation, Sunnyvale, Calif.

Filed Nov. 6, 1970, Ser. No. 88,997
Int. a.' GOIS 7/38

U.S. a. 343-18 E 8 claims

1. A ranging apparatus employing an encoded waveform
signal comprising:

a binary fixed frequency clock,

a random sequence generator driven by said clock for pro-
ducing random bits of information in serial form,

a local oscillator for producing a carrier wave signal,

a mixer coupled to said local oscillator and said random bits

of information for producing a random bit modulated
signal,

transmitter means coupled to said random bit modulated
signal,

receiving means adapted to receive reflected and returned
delayed attenuated signals representative of said random
bit modulated signals,

random access memory means of the type having address
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1. A dual beam radar jamming system, comprising:
radar receiver means responsive to input radar signals hav-

ing freqencies within a first frequency band including a
first sub-band and a second sub-band and operative to
develop a broad band signal commensurate therewith;

directional filter means responsive to said broad band signal
and operative to separate first radar signals having fre-

quencies within said first sub-band and second radar sig-

nals having frequencies within said second sub-band;
control means for developing a first control signal and a
second control signal;

first repeater means responsive to said first control signal
and operative to amplitude modulate said firat radar sig-
nals to develop first jamming signals; and

second repeater means responsive to said second control
signal and operative to amplitude modulate said second
signals to develop second jamming signals.
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4,429312 waveguide, coupling slots in the common wall between the
INDEPENDENT LANDING MONITORING SYSTEM layers, the second layer comprising two adjacent radiating

John P. CUsbolm, P.O. Box 2122, Olympic Valley, Calif. 95730 * ^
moi-iing

FUed Jul. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 286,312

lot a.3 GOIS 1/16

VJS. a. 343—410 11 Claims

1. A guidance system for airborne vehicles on a final ap-

proach landing path, comprising

(a) ground-based means having transmitter means operative

to deliver pulse sequences, each sequence comprising

multiple guidance pulse signals having predetermined

time spacings, and the sequences occurring at spaced time

intervals;

(b) said ground-based means having antenna means includ-

ing plural directional radiating means directed to radiate

signals upwardly along and adjacent to the fmal approach

landing path, the radiating means being arranged in pairs

operative to radiate paired guidance signals with respect

to the landing path;

(c) said ground-based means having pulse signal timing and

switching means coupled to trigger the transmitter means
and to connect it to the antenna means, the timing and
switching means being operative to couple a different

directional radiating means to the transmitter means to

radiate each successive guidance pulse signal in a se-

quence of pulse signals, thereby to identify the directional

radiating means in accordance with the time f>osition in

the sequence of the guidance pulse signal which it radi-

ates;

(d) airborne means having receiver means operative to re-

ceive and detect the radiated pulse signals in the sequence;

(e) said airborne means having indicator means having

means for indicating the degree of deviation of the vehicle

from the landing path; and

(0 said airborne means having pulse processor means re-

sponsive to the received pulse signals and to their time

positions in the sequence and operative to pair the re-

ceived pulse signals and to compare the intensities of the

pulse signals from each pair of directional radiating means
and to deliver to the indicator means output signals repre-

senting the relative intensities of the respective paired

pulse signals to control said means for indicating deviation

from the landing path.
|

4,429,313

WAVEGUIDE SLOT ANTENNA
Harvey P. Mnhs, Jr., 10331 Shirley Ave., Northridge, Calif.

91326, and Charles K. Watson, 653 • 33rd St., Manhatten
Beach, Calif. 90266

FUed Not. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 324,590

Int. a.3 HOIQ 13/18
US. a. 343—771 6 Claims

1. A two layer waveguide coupling mechanism having a

common wall between the layers and a radiating aperture, the

first layer comprising an input waveguide, a feed waveguide
whose structure does not extend past the boundary of the

radiating aperture, a short circuit at either end of the feed

waveguide cavities, a short circuit at either end of each cavity,

and radiating slots in the radiating aperture.

4,429,314

MAGNETOSTATIC ELECTRICAL DEVICES
Eugene A. Albright, 1742 W. Rose, Phoenix, Ariz. 85015

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 739,429, Nov. 8, 1976,
abandoned. This application May 8, 1978, Ser. No. 903,700

Int. a.3 HOIQ 7/08
U.S. a. 343—788 8 Qaims

1. An antenna including in combination;

an elongated electrical conductor embedded in permanently

magnetized magnetically hard dielectric material.

4,429,315

MULTI-NOZZLE INK JET PRINTER
Masayoshi Tamai, and Tetsuo lyoda, both of Ebina, Japan,

assignors to FiOi Xerox Co., Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Mar. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 361,026

Oaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 24, 1981, 56-41693;

Oct. 4, 1981, 56-162766

Int. a.J GOID 15/18
U.S. a. 346-75 6 Qaims

1. An analog deflection type ink jet printer, comprising;

a printer head having a plurality of printing nozzles, said

nozzles being horizontally aligned and spaced from one

another by a predetermined distance, said distance being

equal to an integer multiple of a distance between adjacent

bits of a character to be printed, said nozzles operating
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simuluneously whereby a plurality of printed bits are
simulUneously produced to print said character.

4,429,316
ORinCE BAND INK JET PRINTER WITH INK
CONHNED BY A COUNTERPRESSURE OF AIR

Stephen F. Skala, 3839 S. Wenonah, Berwyn, III. 60402
Filed Mar. 1, 1982, Ser. No. 353,640

Int. a.3 GOID 15/18. 9/00
U.S. a 346-75 „ci.i„„

. 52

1. Apparatus for confining a liquid within a gap, said liquid
being under a pressure subsuntially different from atmo-
spheric, comprising:

means for constraining a first surface which is movable with
respect to a second surface to maintain a gap therebe-
tween,

a source of a liquid under pressure communicating with the
gap.

a source of a gas and means for regulating the gas at substan-
tially the pressure of the liquid, and

an enclosure sufficiently proximate to the movable first
surface so that the gas surrounding the gap is maintained
at the regulated pressure whereby the pressure differential
across the gap is substantially null and the liquid is sub-
stantially confined withm the gap.

4,429,317

INK EJECTION HEAD
MIchio Umezawa, Kawasaki; Otarau Nanise, Hatano; Tatsuya

Furukawa; Tamio Ohori, both of Yokohama; Isokazu
Funikawa, Sagamihara, and Sadao Kakeno, Yokohama, all of
Japan, assignors to Ricoh Company, Ltd., Japan

Filed May 18, 1982, Ser. No. 379,307
Qaims priority, application Japan, May 19, 1981, 56-74128:

May 23, 1981, 56-77379

Int. Q.3 GOID 15/18
U.S. Q. 346-75

3 cim.

m said nozzle holding member, said nozzle holding member
being threadably connected to a forward end portion of said
liquid chamber structure, wherein the improvement resides in
that said nozzle holding member compnses:

a positioning forward end portion having a predetermined
outer diameter allowing the positioning forward end por-
tion to be snugly fitted at its outer penpheral surface in a
positioning member; and

a rearward portion having an outer diameter greater than
the outer diameter of said positioning forward end por-
tion;

and said liquid chamber structure comprises
a groove formed in a forward end surface of the liquid
chamber at which the nozzle holding member is brought
into contact at its inner wall surface for receiving therein
a sealing member

4,429,318
THERMAL TRANSFER PRINTER

Yoshihiro Kobata, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Canon Kabushiki
Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 366,069
Qaims priority, application Japan, Apr. 10, 1981, 56-54567-

Apr. 10, 1981, 56-54568; Apr. 10. 1981, 56-54569
Int. Q.' GOID 15/10: B41J 29/16

U.S. Q. 346-76 PH
g claim.
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1. A thermal transfer printer, comprising:
a thermal head having heating elements;
means for inputting a correction instruction;

means for supplying power to said heating elements and for
driving said heating elements; and

controlling means for controlling power supplied to said
heating elements by said driving means to increase an
amount of heat generated by said heating elements when
the correction instruction for one character is supplied to
said controlling means by said correction instruction in-
putting means.

1. An ink ejection head comprising a liquid chamber struc-
ture, a nozzle holding member and an ink ejection nozzle held

4,429,319
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR REGISTERING A
HME-DEPENDENT QUANTITY TO BE MEASURED

Olof B. G. Ldfteaa, BaavMgen 21B, and Carl O. Ltfftaaa.
HtfgbergaTMgcn 18, both of Udingd, Sweden

per No. PCr/SE80/00178, i 371 DaU Feb. 3, 1982, { 102(c)
Date Feb. 3, 1982, PCT Pub. No. WO82/00055, PCT Pub
Date Jan. 7, 1982

per Filed Jun. 26, 1980, Ser. No. 354,085
Claims priority, application Sweden, Dec. 17, 1978, 7813329

Int. Q.) GOID 9/42
U.S. Q. 346-108 g ciai^

6. Apparatus for registering a time-dependent quantity to be
measured, present in the form of an electric signal, said appara-
tus comprising conversion means for converting the electric
signal to an emission How which is specifically allotted a mea-
surement value registration, including means for controlling
the conversion in response to the measured quantity value so
that conversion and registration in conjunction therewith take
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place when the measured quantity value is within a predeter-

mined interval; an element for detecting and iptergratingly

registering the emission in question; and emission control

means for causing the emission flow generated by said conver-

sion means to be incident on said detecting and registering

element for affecting said element, such that it is given an

integrated measurement value registration corresponding to a

time function of the measured quantity value, the apparatus

wherein when said main container is in its connected state

it is disposed under said supporting means.

6 9

5

:J^ t
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being characterized in that said conversion and emission con-

trol means provide the incidence of said emission flow on a

zone of said element, said zone consisting of a number of parts

in the form of a bar; and filter means arranged selectively to

dampen the emission flow portions associated with the respec-

tive parts of the zone acted on by the emission for causing the

emission flow to be incident with different intensities on re-

spective parts of the emission-affected zone of said element for

giving a readable partial registration for the part in question.

4,429320
INK JET RECORDING APPARATUS

Yoshihumi Hattori, Kawasaki; Koji Terasawa, Fuchu, and Yukio
Kasugayama, Yokohama, all of Japan, assignors to Canon
Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Sep. 17, 1980, Ser. No. 188,053

aalms priority, application Japan, Sep. 21, 1979, 54-120692;

Sep. 21, 1979, 54-120693

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jul. 27,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Int. a.3 GOID 15/16
U.S. a. 346—140 R 7 Claims

1. An ink jet recording apparatus comprising:

a printer unit including a recording head for jetting a record-

ing liquid in response to an electrical signal, a subsidiary

container for supplying the recording liquid to said re-

cording head and a reciprocally movable carriage carry-

ing thereon said recording head and said subsidiary con-
tainer;

supporting means for supporting said printer unit in said

recording apparatus;

a flexible supply line having one end connected to said

subsidiary container and having the other end connected
to a tank connection part fixed to said recording appara-
tus, said supply line being swingably movable with respect

to the reciprocal movement of said carriage to produce a

pressure which acts to supply recording liquid to said

subsidiary container; and
a flat shaped main container for holding recording liquid is

removably connected to the tank connection part.

4,429^21
LIQUID JET RECORDING DEVICE

Shigeyuki Matsumoto, Kawasaki, Japan, assignor to Canon
Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 311,894
Qaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 23, 1980, 55-149076;

Oct. 23, 1980, 55-149077

Int. a,' GOID 15/16
U.S. a. 346-140 R 12 Oaims
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1. A liquid jet recording device, comprising:

means for defining a plurality of heat actuating chambers
each communicating with an associate ejecting orifice for

ejecting a liquid in the form of droplets;

a plurality of electrothermal transducers each provided for a

separate one of said heat actuating chambers to transfer

heat to the liquid filling the associated heat actuating

chamber; and

a driving circuit portion including a plurality of function

elements for separating signals to drive independently

each of said plurality of electrothermal transducers, and
for driving said plurality of electrothermal transducers,

said plurality of electrothermal transducers and said plu-

rality of function elements being structurally formed in a

surface of a substrate.

4,429,322

METHOD OF FABRICATING A GLASS NOZZLE ARRAY
FOR AN INK JET PRINTING APPARATUS

John L. Dressier, Spring Valley; Biswa N. Ganguly, Beaver-

creek, both of Ohio, and Bertram VanBreemen, Indianapolis,

Ind., assignors to Mead Corporation, Dayton, Ohio
Filed Feb. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 349,135

Int. a.' GOID 15/18
U.S. a. 346—140 R 8 Qaims

*2-l 34
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1. A method of fabricating a glass nozzle array for use in an

ink jet printing apparatus comprising the steps of, supporting a

plurality of solid core composite glass fibers in spaced parallel

arrangement, encapsulating the major longitudinal portions of

said plurality of fibers in an encapsulating material selected

from the group consisting of epoxy resin and solder glass to

form a block of said encapsulating material having said fibers in

parallel spaced relationship therein, cutting said block orthog-

onal to the longitudinal axes of said fibers at a predetermined

thickness to form at least one nozzle array, and etching said
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solid core from said fibers to form the orifices m said at least
one nozzle array.

4,429,323
METHOD OF ELECTRICALLY CONTACTING

RECORDING MEDIUM
Shttichi Ohtiuka, Asaka, Japan, aasignor to Fuji Photo Film Co..

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 301,596
Clainu priority, application Japan, Sep. 25, 1980, 55-133322

Int. a.J GOID 15/06
VS. a. 346-153.1

, ci^„

from said epitaxial layer to said main region and forming
a pn junction therebetween,

a sub-region of said second conductivity type surrounding
said mam region and said second region and extending at
least below edges of said window, said sub-region extend-
ing substantially further below said surface than said pn
junction, and said sub-region mainUining said pn junction
for Zener effect far from said edges, and

a metal conductor provided over said cpiUxial layer.

4,429,325

PHOTOSENSOR
Yukio Takasaki, Hachioji; Tadaaki Hirai, Kogaaci; Hideaki

Yaraamoto, Hachioji; Todiihiaa Tsukada, Sckimachi, and
Yoshlaki Mori, Hannramachi, all of Japan, aaaignors to
Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 14, 1980, Ser. No. 206,780
Caims priority, application Japan, No». 14, 1979, 54/146579

Int. a.' HOIL 27/N
U.S. a. 357-31

,2 cui«

1. A method of electrically contacting a recording medium
comprising pressing an electrode onto a recording medium
consisting of a support layer having an electrically insulative
surface, an electrically conductive layer consisting of a binder
having electrically conductive layer particles dispersed
therein, said electrically conductive layer being provided on
said insulative surface of said support layer, and a recording
layer consisting of a photoconductive substance or a dielectric
substance provided on said electrically conductive layer, the
force of pressing being such said electrode pierces said record-
ing layer and establishes electrical contact between said elec-
trode and said electrically conductive layer.

4,429J24
ZENER DIODE AND METHOD OF MAKING THE SAME
Aubin U. Wilkens, Nljmegen, Netherlands, assignor to U.S

Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Jul. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 284,436

Clainu priority, application Netiierlands, Aug. 18, 1980,
8004651

Int. a.' HOIL 29/90. 29/34
U.S. a. 357-13 9 ctai„.

1 In a photosensor having at least a metal electrode, at least
one means of effecting photoelectric conversion which com-
prises a layer of photoelectric material and which overlies the
metal electrode, and a transparent or partly transparent con-
ductive layer which overlies the means for efTecting photoelec-
tric conversion; said photosensor being charactenzed by com-
prising means for recombining electrons and holes in the form
of a recombination layer of inorganic material arranged be-
tween said meul electrode and the photoelectric matenai
layer; said inorganic material comprising at least one member
selected from the group consisting of Sb2S3. AsjSc), AsjSj.
Sb2Se3, As2Te3, ZnSb. GaP, PbjSj. AlSb. B12S3 and GaSe.

12 11 8 7

1. A Zener diode comprising a semiconductor body provid-
ing a first semiconductor region of a first conductivity type
adjoining a surface of said body,

a protective insulating layer on said surface having a win-
dow for exposing a poriion of said surface,

wherein said first semiconductor region includes a main
region below and spaced apart from said surface and being
within said window, said main region having an impurity
concentration density of the first type,

an epitaxial layer of a second conductivity type provided on
and above said surface;

a second region of said second conductivity type extending

4,429,326
PL MEMORY WITH NONVOLATILE STORAGE

Tomoyuki Watanabc, Kodaira; Kei^i Kaneko, Hachioji; Tohni
Nakamura, Houya; Yutaka Okada, Kokubuqji; Takahiro
Okabe, Hinodcmachi; Minoni Nagata, Kodaira; Yokichi Itob.
Hachioji, and Tom Toyabe, KokubuiUi, all of Japan, aaaignors
to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed No». 21, 1979, Ser. No. 96,388
Qaims priority, appUcation Japan, No». 29. 1978, 53-146486;

Not. 29, 1978, 53-146487; Feb. 19, 1979, 54-l9086[U]
Int. a.' GllC 11/40: H03K 19/091. HOIL 27/04. 29/78

U.S. a. 357-43 ,7 cuia^
I. A nonvolatile semiconductor memory composing:
a first I^L (integrated injection logic device) which consists

of a first NPN transistor and a first PNP transistor dis-
posed in a surface region of a semiconductor substrate, a
second l^L which consists of a second NPN transistor and
a second PNP transistor disposed in a surface region of the
identical semiconductor substrate, a first collector of said
first NPN transistor and a base of said second NPN tran-
sistor being connected, a first collector of said second
NPN transistor and a base of said first NPN transistor
being connected, respective second collectors of said first

and second NPN transistors being used as output termi-
nals, and

a first fioating gate which is disposed on a base region of said
first PNP transistor through an insulating film.
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a second floating gate which is disposed on a base region of
said second PNP transistor through an insulating film,

a third floating gate which is disposed through an insulating
film on a surface region of said semiconductor substrate
between the base region of of said first NPN transistor and
a control region disposed in opposition to this base region,

and
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second luminance-representative signal represents the differ-

ence between first and second lines of video and said first

luminance-representative signal represents the sum of said first

and second lines.

4,429^28
THREE-DIMENSIONAL DISPLAY METHODS USING

VERTICALLY ALIGNED POINTS OF ORIGIN
Edwin R. Jones, Jr^ LeConte Cathey, both of C:oluaibia, ind A.

Porter McUurin, Chapin, all of S.C., assignors to CJM Asso-
ciates, Chapin, S.C.

FUed Jul. 16, 1981, Scr. No. 283,902
Int. a.3 H04M 9/56

U.S. a. 358-88 20 Claims
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a fourth floating gate which is disposed through an insulat-

ing film on a surface region of said semiconductor sub-

strate between the base region of said second NPN transis-

tor and a control region disposed in opposition to this base
region, and

means for injecting charges into said floating gates.

4,429,327

COMPATIBLE TELEVISION SYSTEM WITH
INCREASED VERTICAL RESOLUTION

Charles B. Oakley, Princeton, and Robert A. Dischert, Burling-

ton, both of N.J., assignors to RCA Corporation, New York,
N.Y.

Filed Jul. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 288,753

Int. a.3 H04N 9/00
U.S. a. 358—12 31 Qaims
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2. A receiver for high-resolution compatible color television

signals, comprising: receiving means for receiving the high-
resolution compatible color television signals; first separation
means coupled to said receiving means for separating lumi-
nance and mixed luminance-chrominance-representative por-
tions of said signal; second separation means coupled to said
first separating means for separating from said mixed portion of
said signal a second luminance-representative signal; and dis-

play means coupled to said first and second separation means
for producing a high-resolution display in response to said first

and second luminance-representative signals, wherein said

1. A method for producing a three-dimensional illusion of a
subject comprising the step of sequentially displaying on a
viewing surface images of the subject as viewed alternately

first from one point of origin and then, time displaced, from
another point of origin at a rate within a range of 4 to 30
changes between said points of origin per second, said points of
origin being vertically displaced from one another.

4,429,329

REMOTE VISUAL INSPECTION SYSTEM
Donald D. Qemens, Thousand Oaks; Elmer M. Larson, Jr.,

Woodland Hills; William T. Morgan, Chatsworth; Oliver P.
Steele, III, Canoga Park, and Fred R. Wright, Simi, aU of
Calif., assignors to Electric Power Research Institute, Inc.,

Palo Alto, Calif.

Filed Not. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,529

Int. a.3 H04N 7/18
U.S. a. 358—100 8 Claims

1. A system for the remote visual inspection of a structure

including an upwardly extending primary vessel surrounded
externally by an upwardly extending guard vessel, said vessels

being spaced apart and defining an annulus therebetween, said

system comprising;

guide means located about an upper periphery of one of said

vessels;

a pair of motor-driven, diametrically opposed trolleys located

on said guide means;

means for driving said trolleys during operation of the system
and maintaining said trolleys in. diametrically opposed posi-

tions;

an elongated flexible track member extending downwardly
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through said annulus from one of said trolleys and back up
the annulus to the other of said trolleys, said track member
having one end attached to one of said trolleys and another
end attached to the other of said trolleys, said track member
further including an elongated engagement means extending
from one of said ends to the other of said ends;

at least one carriage located on said track member, said car-
nage including a drive motor and means for connecting said
drive motor to said engagement means for driving said
carriage up and down said track member;

a camera located on said carriage and directed towards a
portion of at least one of said vessels;

means for illuminating the portion of the vessel at which the
camera is directed;

means for providing power to the drive motor and camera and
for transmitting signals from the camera; and

display means for receiving signals transmitted from the cam-
era to permit viewing of the portion of the vessel at which
the camera is directed.

4,429,331
VIDEO aPHER PROCESSING SYSTEM

Ryokichi Kanai, Toda, Japan, assignor to Qarioo Co., Ltd
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jul. 27, 1981. Ser. No. 287,313
Gaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 29, 1980, 55-103144

Int. a.J H04N 7/16.- H04K J/04
U.S. a. 358-124 4 CiUm.
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4 429 330
INFRARED MATRIx'uSING TRANSFER GATES

Richard A. Chapman, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Texas Instni-
ments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Apr. 18, 1980, Ser. No. 141,498
Int. a.3 H04N 5/33. 3/15

U.S. a. 358-113 lOQaims

1. An infrared imaging system comprising
(a) a lens system for focusing infrared energy emanating
from a scene;

(b) a random access imager including a horizontal scan
generator, a plurality of detector elements for receiving
infrared energy and storing the charges representative of
the impinging infrared energy, said detector elements
arranged in rows and column, each row of detector ele-
ments connected to the horizontal scan generator for
sequential operation and an output collector means con-
nected to the columns of detector elements for selectively
collecting the charges of the detector elements; said detec-
tor elements and output collector means comprising a
substrate of semiconductor material of one type conduc-
tivity, a first level of electrodes and a first insulating layer
sandwiched between the substrate and first level elec-
trodes, said first level of electrodes for defining the detec-
tor areas and output collector means, a second layer of
insulating material covering the first layer of insulator
material and first level of electrodes, a second level of
electrodes formed on the second insulator layer for the
detector elements, a third insulator layer formed over the
second insulator layer and second level electrodes, and
third levels of electrodes formed on the third insulator
layer, said third level of electrodes forming transfer gates
selectively interconnecting the output collector to col-
umns of detector elements, circuit means connected to the
output collector means for determining the quantity of
charge representative of the infrared energy impinging on
the detector elements; and

(c) a signal processing means for processing the electrical
energy represenutive of the infrared energy emanating
from a scene into video signals.

1. In a video cipher processing system for acceptmg video
signals supplied to the input thereof and for providing a ci-
phered video signal at the output thereof, said cipher process-
ing system including inverting means for controllably selec-
tively inverting said video input signals provided to said pro-
cessing systems responsively to control signals applied to said
inverting means, said inverting means providing said controlla-
biy selectively inverted video signals to the output of said
processing systems, and tone detecting means for producing
signals responsive to changes in the average tone of said video
input signals provided to said processing system, said signals
produced by said tone detecting means being used to selec-
tively actuate said inverting means to an inverting or a non-
inverting condition, the improvement comprising:

extracting means for selecting at random some of said signals
produced by said tone detecting means; and

control means responsive to said random selected signals for
actuating said inverting means responsively thereto

4,429,332

TELEVISION COMPRESSED AUDIO
Roberi W. Pargee, Jr., San Gemente, Calif., assignor to EECO

Incorporated, Santa Ana, Calif.

Filed May 18, 1981, Ser. No. 264,741
Int. G.J H04N 5/783. 5/92

U.S.a. 358-143
18 Gaims
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1. The method of communicating audio frequency informa-
tion having an upper and a lower limit that includes the process
steps of;

(a) sampling and digitizing a time sequence of said audio
frequency information over the time pcnod of a plurality
of video frames,

(b) storing said digitized sequence thereof for compression
into the time period of a whole video frame.

(c) recalling the entire digitized sequence from storage at
video line scanning frequency, at a rate very many times
faster than the audio frequency,

(d) converting the recalled digitized sequence to analog
form,
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(e) entering that analog information upon the video horizon-
tal lines of one video frame,

(0 transmitting that video frame at video frequencies,

(g) converting the transmitted frame of video frequency
audio information from analog to digital form,

(h) storing that converted frame of audio information in

addressed digital form, and
(i) uninterruptedly reading out and converting that audio

information from digital to analog form at the original
audio frequency rate^

4,429,334
METHOD FOR RECORDING AND REPRODUONG A

DIGITAL COLOR VIDEO SIGNAL
'

Yoshitaka Hashimoto, Chofu; Norihisa Shirota, Atsugi, and
Kaichi Yamamoto, Zama, all of Japan, assignors to Sony
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Oct. 7, 1980, Ser, No. 194,830
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Oct. 12, 1979, 54-132170;

Oct. 16, 1979, 54-133313

Int a.3 H04N 5/91
U.S. a. 358-310 12 Claims
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4,429,333

DOCUMENT SCANNING SYSTEM
James W. Daris, Richardson; Dale R. DuVall, KeUer, and Barry

C. Kockler, LewisriUe, all of Tex., assignors to The Mead
Corporation, Dayton, Ohio

FUed Mar. 8, 1982, Ser. No. 355,826
Int. a.3 H04N J/10

VS. a. 358—293 10 Claims

1. A method of recording a color video signal in a plurality
of parallel tracks extending obliquely on a magnetic tape, said
method comprising the steps of:

sampling said color video signal at a frequency which is four
times the color sub-carrier frequency of the color video
signal;

converting the sampled color video signal into digitized
form;

alternately separating consecutive ones of the digitized sam-
ples into a first odd block and a second even block; and

recording respective groupings of successive digitized sam-
ples from said first odd block in alternate ones of said
plurality of parallel tracks and respective groupings of
successive digitized samples from said second even block
in the remaining alternate ones of said plurality of parallel
tracks.

1. E>ocument scanning apparatus comprising:
document illumination means including a lamp and a reflec-

tor,

an array of photosensors for sensing light generated by said
illumination means and reflected from a document to be
scanned,

a platen for supporting and exposing bulky original docu-
ments held stationary thereupon,

a first exposing station for exposing the front sides of moving
sheet-type original documents transported therepast, said
first exposing station being located in a common plane
with said platen but displaced therefrom,

a second exposing station for exposing the reverse sides of
moving sheet-type original documents transported there-
past, said second exposing sution being displaced from
both of said platen and said first exposing station but being
located within the common plane thereof,

carriage means for moving said document illumination
means and said array of photosensors in a direction paral-
lel to said common plane, said movement moving said
document illumination means and said array of photosen-
sors at a uniform scanning speed past said platen and to
fixed positions adjacent said first and second exposing
stations,

first transport means for transporting original sheet-type
documents at a uniform speed past said first exposing
station, and

second transport means for receiving original sheet-type
documents from said first transport means, presenting the
reverse sides of said documents to said second exposing
sution, and transporting said documents at uniform speed
past said second exposing station,

4,429335
ROTARY RECORDING MEDIUM REPRODUONG
APPARATUS CAPABLE OF PERFORMING SPEOAL

REPRODUCnON
Hiroyuki Sugiyama, behara; Masaki Sakurai, Yokohama;
Ryuzo Abe, Yokohama; Yasuhiro Yusa, Figisawa, and Kei^i
Yoshihara, Chiba, all of Japan, assignors to Victor Company
of Japan, Ltd., Yokohama, Japan

Filed Jul. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 286,667
Qaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 28, 1980, 55-103271

lot. a.5 H04N 5/76
U.S. a. 358-342 5 claims

1. A reproducing apparatus for performing a special repro-
duction of recorded information signals picked up from a
roUry recording medium on which the information signals are
recorded in spiral track turns or in concentric tracks by use of
a reproducing stylus, said rotary recording medium having a
reference signal recorded for each track turn at positions
which are aligned along a radial direction thereof and at least
one vertical synchronizing signal for each track turn, said
reproducing stylus being forcibly moved to change the repro-
ducing track responsive to a generation of an external control
signal, said reproducing apparatus comprising:
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detector means for generating a rotation detection signal
having a frequency which is proportional to a rotational
speed of said rotary recording medium;

special reproduction synchronizing signal generator means
for generating a special reproduction synchronizing sig-
nal, said special reproduction synchronizing signal genera-
tor means comprising a voluge controlled oscillator hav-
ing an output oscillation frequency controlled by an out-
put signal frequency of said detector means, and means for
frequency-dividing the output of said voltage controlled
oscillator under control of the reference signal and for
generating the special reproduction synchronizing signal
in synchronism with the reference signal, said generated
special reproduction synchronizing signal being a pulse
series having a specific positional relationship with respect
to the recorded position of the reference signal for one
track turn of the rotary recording medium and having a
frequency which is higher than the frequency of the verti-
cal synchronizing signal;

external control signal generator means for generating an
external control signal responsive to a signal obtained by
variably controlling the frequency of said special repro-
duction synchronizing signal; and

manual switch means for varying the frequency of said
special reproduction synchronizing signal via said external
control signal generator means responsive to an output
code signal respectively corresponding to positions of said
manual switch means when released, said manual switch
means being positioned at a predetermined neutral posi-
tion to produce said external control signal once every
one rotation of said rotary recording medium to repeti-
tively reproduce the same track, said manual switch
means varying the frequency of said external control
signal to vary at predetermined steps a speed of picture
motion produced by the reproduced information signal
corresponding to positions of said manual switch means
other than said predetermined neutral position.

4429336
DISC DRIVE DYNAMIC SEAL

Normand A. Benibe, North Andoven P«»el Otavsky, Southboro;
Sigmund Hinlein, Sudbury, and Thomas Wiseley, Acton, all of
Mass., assignors to Data General Corporation, Westboro,
Mass.

Filed Sep. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 306,105
Int. a.' GllB 23/04, 25/04

U.S.a 360-97 4ci^^

bearing means for rotatably connecting said base and said
rotation means;

means for inhibiting migration within said enclosed volume
of contaminants from said bearing means to the vicmity of
said at least one disc; and

means for applying suction to said aperture, whereby re-

moval of contaminants from said enclosed volume is en-
hanced.

4,429,337
MAGNETIC HEAD UNIT HAVING THERMALLY

DISSIPATING COVER PLATE
Johannes de Wilde, Eindboren, Netherlands, assignor to U.S.

Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y,
Filed Oct. 27, 1980, Ser. No. 200,820

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Not 28 1979
7908611

Int. a.3 GllB J/20
U.S. a. 360-123 Waaims

2. A magnetic head unit, comprising:
a housing;

a non-electrically conductive common substrate provided in

said housing;

a plurality of magnetic transducing elements arranged in a
row on said substrate, each of said transducing elements
comprising a transmission element and at least one dis-

crete magnetic layer cooperating with said transmission
element to define a transducing element, and

a cover plate of non-magnetic matenal, said transducing
elements being disposed between said substrate and said
cover plate;

characterized in that said cover plate is formed of a semicon-
ductor material and is arranged in a good thermally<on-
ducting relationship with said transducing elements and
with said housing.

1. Memory apparatus comprising:

a base having an aperture formed therein;

a housing mounted on said base such that an enclosed vol-
ume is defined;

means for providing clean air into said enclosed volume, said
air providing means including blower means;

at least one magnetic disc internal to said enclosed volume;
hub means internal to said enclosed volume for holding said

at least one magnetic disc;

roution means routably mounted through said base for
spinning said hub means;

4,429,338
EARTH CONTACT MONITORING DEVICE FOR A
POLYPHASE THREE-PHASE RLTER ORCUIT

Michael Becker, Uttenreuth; Alfons Fendt, Eriangen; Dusaa
PoTh, Nuremberg; Klaus Renz, FUrth; Gerhard Schuch, Er-
iangen, and Hermann Waldmann, Wciber, all of Fed. Rep. of
Germany, assignors to Siemens Aktiengcaeilachaft, Munich,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 164,571, Jun. 30, 1980. abuidoned.
This appUcation Jul. 6, 1982, Ser. No. 395,187

Gainu priority, appUcation Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jul. 11.
1979, 2928024

Int. a.J H02H 3/16
\iS. a. 361—42 5 ctotas

1. A monitoring system for determining earth contact for at
least one phase of a polyphase transmission network, the moni-
toring system further comprising:

a plurality of filter means for connecting respectively associ-
ated ones of the phases in the polyphase transmission
network to a neutral node which is connected to earth via
a direct connection,

means for producing a first signal responsive to current
flowing through said direct connection between said
neutral node and earth,

means for producing a second signal indicative of the ampli-
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tude of the fundamental frequency component of said first

signal,

means for producing a direct current voltage signal respon-

sive to the amplitude of said second signal, and
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4,429,339

AC TRANSISTOR SWITCH WITH OVERCURRENT
PROTECTION

Jamci R. Jaeschke, Waukesha, and Walter L. Rutchik, Wauwa-
ton, both of Wis., assignors to Eaton Corporation, Geveland,
Ohio

FUcd Jun. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 390,722

Int. a.3 H02H 3/08
VS. a. 361—93 27 Claims

Vf o—

14. An AC transistor switch with overcurrent protection

comprising:

a pair ofFETs (field effect transistors) connected in anti-ser-

ies between a pair of main terminals, said FETs having an
ON state responsive to gate drive to enable conduction
between said main terminals, said FETs having an OFF
state in the absence of said gate drive to bloclc current

flow between said main terminals, each said FET having
an inherent diode in anti-parallel therewith; and

comparator means for sensing current flow through said

inherent diodes and responsive to given threshold over-

load current to remove gate drive and turn off said FETs.

4,429,340

BARGRAPH DISPLAYS FOR STATIC TRIP CIRCUIT
BREAKERS

Edward K. Howell, Simsbory, Cobb., asdgBor to GcBcral Elec-

tric Co., New York, N.Y.
ContinnatioB of Ser. No. 247,433, Mar. 25, 1981, abttidoBed.

This appUcatioB Jan. 17, 1983, Ser. No. 458,686

iBt a.3 H02H 3/093
VS. CL 361—96 3 Claiau
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comparison means for producing a fault indicator signal

when the amplitude of said direct current voltage signal

exceeds a predetermined level.

J^

1. A static trip circuit breaker accessory including, in combi-
nation:

a display continuously displaying phase current magnitude
relative to a pre-selected adjustable pickup current level

whereby a static trip unit initiates a circuit breaker trip

function upon the expiration of an appropriate delay inter-

val in response to phase current magnitudes exceeding the
pre-selected pickup current level,

a continuous display driver electrically activating said dis-

play under the control of said trip unit;

an indicator activated by said trip unit for indicating that the
phase current magnitude exceeds the pre-selected pickup
level;

an additional display continuously displaying the elapsed
time of the delay interval relative to the delay interval

duration; and
an additional driver electrically activating said additional

display under the control of said trip unit.

4429,341
LIGHTNING PROTECTION FOR EXTERNAL SURFACE

COMPOSITE MATERUL OF AN AIRCRAFT
Charles H. King, Kent, Wash., assignor to The Boeing Company,

Seattle, Wash.

FUed May 6, 1981, Ser. No. 260,871

Int a.3 H02H 3/22
U.S. a. 361—117 1 Claim
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1. A lightning diverter structure for an aircraft external

surface portion of composite material comprising in combina-
tion therewith:

a layer of dielectric material having a lower surface adapted

to be applied to the aircraft external surface portion of
composite material, said layer of dielectric material hav-

ing an upper surface comprising a major surface area

opposite said lower surface;

a binder on said upper surface containing a conductive metal

power of finely divided metallic particles deposited in said

binder and uniformly extending over said upper surface;
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an aircraft structural component comprising a meul support
member for supporting said aircraft external surface por-
tion of composite material and providing reference poten-
tial; and

said layer of dielectric material having a thickness of be-
tween 0.01 inches and 0.1 inches, said thickness of said
layer of dielectric material being greater with increasing
distance of said dielectric layer from said metal support
member providing said reference potential.

4,429,342
IMPACT PRINTING DEVICE WITH AN IMPROVED

PRINT HAMMER
Ulrich Heider, Munich, Fed. Rep. of Gcmiany, assignor to
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin A Munich, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

Filed Apr. 14, 1982, Ser. No. 368,455
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Apr. 24.

1981, 3116402; Dec. 8, 1981, 3148503
Int. a.3 B41J 9/00; HOIH 47/00

U.S. a. 361-152 15 a,i„.

of the fingers of said interdigitated electrodes to place the
surface of the coating far enough from the surface of the

fingers so that the infiuence of contaminants on the coat-
ing surface is negligible.

4,429,344
CONDUCTIVE FOILS FOR SOLID DIELECTRIC

CAPACITOR
Boyce D. Whitman, Six Mile, and Robert F. Bates, Liberty, both

of S.C, assignors to Sangamo Weston, Inc., Norcroas, Ga
Filed May 14, 1982, Ser. No. 378,320

Int. a.' HOIG 1/OJ. 13/00. 4/08
VS. a. 361-303

,5 ciMiwM

1. A plunger-type magnet system for actuating a print ham-
mer in a printing device comprising:

a stationary yoke consisting of material of high magnetic
permeability and having a central axial recess therein with
an interior rim having a sharply-defined annular edge;

an armature which is said print hammer disposed in said
central recess of said yoke for axial movement therein and
having a drive portion comprised of material of high
magnetic permeability;

an exciution coil wound around said armature for generat-
ing a magnetic field for axially moving said armature
toward said interior rim during a printing stroke; and

a circuit means for selectively supplying current to said
excitation coil,

said armature having a plurality of sharply-defined annu-
lar edges on said drive portion formed by an annular
channel in said drive portion for cooperating with said
interior rim as said drive portion axially moves through
said interior rim for causing lines of force of said mag-
netic field to converge at said edges thereby increasing
the kinetic energy of said armature.

6. In a capacitor having at least one solid dielectric layer, a
conductive layer formed on either side of said dielectric acting
as plates for said capacitor, and foil-type electrodes associated
with each of said capacitor plates, the improvement compns-
ing:

a conductive particulate material applied between each said
foil electrode and each said capacitor plate, whereby
electrical contact is improved therebetween.

4,429,343

HUMIDITY SENSING ELEMENT
Paul J. Freud, Furiong, Pa., assignor to Leeds A Northnip
Company, North Wales, Pa.

Filed Dec. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 326,794
Int. a.J HOIG 5/20

U.S. a. 361-286 4a^„,
1. A fast, precise capacitance humidity sensing element

comprising:

a planar non-conducting substrate;

two separate closely spaced interdigitated thin metal film
electrodes deposited on said substrate with fingers having
a certain period; and a thin water absorbing coating cover-
ing said interdigiuted electrodes, said coating being of
thickness subsUntially equal to or greater than the period

4,429,345
ELECTRICAL DEVICES IMPREGNATED WITH

SILICONE FLUIDS
Gary A. Vincent, Midland, Mich., assignor to Dow Coming

Corporation, Midland, Mich.
Filed Not. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 322,355
Int. a.' HOIG 4/22. 4/04; HOSK 5/06

U.S. a. 361-315 31 ciainu
1. An electrical device impregnated with a dielectric fiuid

that is subsUntially free from water which is a reaction product
of a cyclic siloxane having the general formula (Ayv^iO),
wherein,

A' is selected from the group consisting of substituted and
unsubstituted unsaturated hydrocarbon radicals,

A is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, substi-

tuted saturated hydrocarbon radicals, and unsubstituted
saturated hydrocarbon radicals,

y has a value of to 2.

z has a value of to 2. with y-t-z, the degree of substitution,

having an average value of 2, and q has a value of 3 to 1 2 and
a silane,

said silane having the general formula R^R'^ SiCOX)*^.^
wherein,

R is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, substi-

tuted saturated hydrocarbon radicals, and unsubstituted
saturated hydrocarbon radicals,
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R' is selected from the group consisting of substituted and

unsubstituted unsaturated hydrocarbon radicals,

X is selected from the group consisting of alkyl, alkenyl, alky-

nyl, aryl, and acyl radicals,

a has a value of to 3,
'

b has a value of to 3, with a+ b having a value of to 3,

said dielectric fluid having an unsaturation level of greater than

ten percent by weight and a viscosity of less than one hundred
centistokes at 25* C.

I

lA' 7a

1. A ceramic capacitor comprising;

(a) a dielectric plate (1) having a flrst thin plate (lA), a

second thick plate (IB) and a third thin plate (lA) lami-

nated with one another in that sequence, each of said First

and third thin plates (lA, lA') being too thin to support

the capacitor itself, and the second thick plate (IB) being

thick enough to support the capacitor, the material of all

the plate (lA, IB and lA') being the same as one another,

(b) a first outer electrode (2) attached on the major portion

of the outer surface of said first thin plate (lA),

(e) a second inner electrode (7) extending between said thin

plate (lA) and said thick plate (IB) so that the first and the

second electrodes sandwich the thin plate (lA) to provide

a first capacitance,

(d) a third inner electrode (7a) extending between said thick

plate (IB) and said third thin plate (lA'),

(e) a fourth outer electrode (2a) attached on the major por-

tion of the outer surface of said third thin plate (lA) so

that the third and the fourth electrodes sandwich the thin

plate (lA') to provide a second capacitance,

(0 a first through hole conductor (8) penetrating the thick

plate (IB) and the thin plate (lA') in the thickness direc-

tion of the dielectric plate and connecting electrically the

inner electrode (7) and the outer electrode (2a),

(g) a second through hole conductor (8a) penetrating the

thick plate (IB) and the thin plate (lA) in the thickness

direction of the dielectric plate and connecting electri-

cally the inner electrode (7a) and the outer electrode (2),

(h) said inner electrodes (7, 7a) having windows for pene-

trating the through hole conductors (8, 8a) without con-

tacting to the through hole conductors, and
(i) a pair of lead lines (4, 5) soldered to the outer electrodes

(2,2a), respectively.

4,429,347

EASILY REMOVABLE SUPPORT ASSEMBLY FOR A
HIGH VOLTAGE DC POWER SUPPLY

James P. Seitz, Burlington, NJ., assignor to NWL Transform-
ers, Bordentown, N.J.

Filed May 11, 1981, Ser. No. 262,134

Int. a.3 H05K 7/20
U.S. a. 361—379 13 Claims

4,429,346

CERAMIC CAPACITOR
Atsushi Sato, and Hiroshi Tsuyuki, both of Nikaho, Japan,

assignors to TDK Electronics, Tokyo, Japan
Division of Ser. No. 171,669, Jul. 24, 1980, Pat. No. 4,356,530.

This application Mar. 4, 1982, Ser. No. 354,647

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 15, 1979, 54-163316;

Jan. 25, 1980, 55-8048

Int. a.' HOIG 4/10

U.S. a. 361—321 3 Qaims

I

1. A high voltage DC power supply having a transformer

and other electrical components housed within a tank contain-

ing fluid having at least one cover and one sidewall with the

transformer rigidly secured to the tank comprising

(a) a compact easily removable support assembly supported
independently of said cover and said transformer and
carrying at least a major portion of said other electrical

components, said support assembly including an "L"
shaped insulated support frame, and

(b) support structure means removably securing and sus-

pending at least one leg of the "L" of said support assem-

bly solely from said side wall so as to extend the support

assembly interiorly within said tank independent and free

of attachment to other portions of the tank and power
supply whereby the support assembly by itself is remov-
able while leaving the transformer and fluid in place in

said tank.

4 429J48
PRINTED CIRCUIT MOUNTING APPARATUS
ESPEOALLY FOR USE IN LUMINAIRES

John R. Dean, Memphis, Tenn., assignor to International Tele-

phone and Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Jan. 18, 1982, Ser. No. 340,512

Int. a.} H05K I/IS
U.S. a. 361—399 4 Qaims

JO I

1. Apparatus for demountably fastening a printed circuit

board to the surface ofan electrically conductive interior metal

wall of an outdoor luminaire in which said board contains a

control circuit comprising discrete electrical components on
one face thereof and electrically conductive circuits intercon-

necting the components on the opposite face thereof, said

apparatus including a first and a second complementary mating

hook and pile fastening strip of electrically insulating material
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such as nylon, at least one of said strips having a face of suffi-
cient area to cover and electrically insulate the conductive
circuits on the board, means affixing the first of said strips to
the opposite face of the board to position the mating face of the
strip away from the board, means affixing the second strip to
the surface with the mating face of the second strip positioned
away from the surface whereby to interpose a layer of electri-
cally insulating material between the board and said surface
when the mating faces of the strips are mated together.

4,429J49
COIL CONNECTOR

Qyde L. ZMhry, San Marcos, Calif., assignor to Burroughs
Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Continuatfon of Ser. No. 192,305, Sep. 30, 1980, abandoned. This
application Jul. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 397,312

Int. a.3 H05K 1/14
U.S. a 361-414 9 Qaims

i.C

§•-'

1. Improved attachment-interconnect means for use with
bubble memory means comprising an E-shaped or U-shaped
bubble substrate for mounting one or more bubble memory
devices, together with associated printed circuit conductors
and electrical coil means including a plurality of coil leads, this
interconnect means comprising:

at least two interal orthogonal interconnect-strip means,
with one thereof being attached rigidifyingly across two
or more cantilevered arms of the bubble substrate; and

a plurality of printed circuit connector segments, one at-

tached to each said coil lead, these segments being dis-
posed along two or more of said interconnect-strip means.

4,429J50
UNDERWATER ILLUMINATION DEVICE

Gaylord N. Guthrie, 2812 Rose, Pasadena, Tex. 77503
FUed Sep. 15, 1982, Ser. No. 418,230

Int. Q.J B25B 2i/U
U.S. Q. 362-120 13 claim.

and outboard surfaces, said buoyant body being connected
to said handle inboard of said illumination means and at a
non-perpendicular angle with respect to said handle.

4,429,351
ELECTRIC LAMP WTTH A SINGLE DEVICE FOR
FOCUS-CONTROL AND SWTTCH-CONTROL

Paul Petri, St. Vincent de Mercuzc, and Pierre Petri, Crolles,
both of France, assignors to Establissements Petzcl, France

Filed Sep. 30, 1982, Ser. No. 428,659
Qaimi priority, applicaHon France, Sep, 28, 1981, 81 18367

Int. Q.' F21L 7/00
U.S. Q. 362-187

7 q^^

1. Subsurface lighting apparatus comprising:
illumination means;

an elongate handle attached to and extending from said

illumination means, said handle comprising means for

selectively adjusting the length of said handle; and
floution means comprising a buoyant body having inboard

1. An electric lighting lamp comprising:
a first casing subassembly comprising a routably adjusuble

nut collar, a parabolic reflector joined to said rotatably
adjusuble nut collar and a transparent screen contained in
said nut collar, said reflector defining a cylindrical open-
ing arranged in the central portion thereof surrounded by
an annular flange to allow passage of an electrical bulb
therethrough upon rotation of said nut collar, the inside
surface of said collar being threaded to form a nut;

a second casing subassembly including a cylindrical con-
tainer with an external thread on one end comprising a
fixed tubular sleeve member having notches therein se-

cured to said container for holding said electncal bulb,
said second casing cooperating with said first casing sub-
assembly so as to cause an axial translation displacement
when said nut collar is rotated relative to said container,
said first and second subassemblies being moved toward
and away from one another during said displacement;

switch means for connecting said bulb to an electric current
source comprising a semi-stationary contact bridge ex-
tending transversely within an orifice of said sleeve mem-
ber, and having a face cooperating in the closed position
of said switch means with a connecting terminal for said
bulb;

elastic means for urging said semi-stationary contact bndge
against said connecting terminal when the reflector of said
first casing subassembly is moved between first and sec-
ond axially translated positions of said displacement, de-
fining a predetermined course for adjusting the light focus
of said lighting lamp;

and control means cooperating with said contact bndge
which is automatically separated from said connecting
terminal against the action of said elastic means, thereby
opening the switch during further translation of said re-

flector toward an end position disposed outside said first

and second positions of the adjustable light focus course.

4,429,352

FLASHUGHT
James P. GrifBn, 1216 Ash St., St. Charles, lU. 60174

FUed Mar. 28, 1983, Ser. No. 479,853
Int. Q.J F21L 7/00

U.S. Q. 362—189 7 Claims
1. A disposable light source comprising:
a first and a second battery means to provide a source of

electrical power,

1038 O.G.—«5
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a resilient member positioned between said first and second
battery means,

a conductive strap positioned about said battery means and
said resilient member to press said battery means against
said resilient member and create stresses therebetween
sufficient to insure electrical continuity between said strap

and an uninsulated outer casing of said second battery
means with insulation means positioned between said strap

and said first battery means.

imaging relation so that reflected light scans the original

surface while overlapping the area irradiated by said first

mirror;

whereby the illumination distribution on the original surface in

the scanning direction is formed into a distribution compen-
sating for irregularity of quantity of light of the optical

system.

a conductive plate means joining a negative terminal of said

first battery means to a positive terminal of said second
battery means to connect said first and second battery

means in series, and
a bulb means to provide a source of light, said bulb means

having a first lead wire connected to a positive terminal of
said first battery means and a second free lead wire located
proximate said strap for selective engagement therewith,

wherein engagement of said bulb free lead wire with said

strap connects said first and second battery means to said

bulb means to energize said bulb means and produce light.

4,429,353

SCANNING ILLUMINATING DEVICE
Mitsuhjro Tokuhara, Chigasaki; Yu Yamada, Tokyo; Yukio
Takemura, Kawasaki; Takeshi Knwayama, Yokohama, and
Sasama Seto, Odawara, all of Japan, assignors to Canon
Kabosiiiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Jul. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 280,095
Claims priority, application Japan, Jul. 11, 1980, 55-94777

Int a.3 G03B 27/54
MS. a. 362—232 4 Qaims

1. A scanning illuminating device in an image forming appa-
ratus of the slit exposure scanning type, comprising:
a first fixed light source positioned in the vicinity of one end

portion of an original surface;

a first imaging element movable in a predetermined direction
with respect to said first light source while imaging said first

light source upon the original surface in a slit-like form;
a first mirror movable with said first imaging element to cor-

rect the length of the light path so as to maintain an imaging
relation so that reflected light scans the original surface;

a second fixed light source positioned in the vicinity of the
other end portion of the original surface;

a second imaging element movable in a predetermined direc-
tion with respect to said second light source while imaging
said second light source upon the original surface in a slit-

like form; and
a second mirror movable with said second imaging element to

correct the length of the light path so as to maintain an

4,429,354

LIGHTING nXTURE LOUVER
Willard R. Gamett, Tupelo, Miss., assignor to Emerson Electric

Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Sep. 29, 1982, Ser. No. 427,657

Int. a.3 F21V 7/00
U.S. a. 362-342 5 Oaims

20 30 14

1. In a lighting fixture louver assembly in which a plurality

of louvers, generally V-shaped in end elevation with side walls

forming a narrow lower poriion joined by a closed bottom, are
connected to side or end rails, the improvement comprising an
extension of a lower poriion of said side walls and bottom at an
end of said louvers projecting beyond a contiguous upper
portion of said end, and cut wings integral with said lower
portion, said rails having in a side wall slots extending up-

wardly from immediately adjacent the bottom edge of said

wall and of a size to receive said extension, said extension

projecting therethrough, said wings being spread laterally

along lines substantially parallel to the long axis of said louver
behind and a cut surface of each of said wings engaging the

back surface of said side wall, said closed bottom of said louver

projecting uninterruptedly through said side wall of said rail.

4,429,355

LUMINAIRE RAISING AND LOWERING SYSTEM
John S. Garchinsky, Aldan, Pa., assignor to Union Metal Manu>

facturing Company, Canton, Ohio
Division of Ser. No. 943,726, Sep. 18, 1978, Pat No. 4,228,488,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 723,099, Sep. 14, 1976,

abandoned. This application Oct 8, 1980, Ser. No. 195,020

Int a.J F21V 21/36
U.S. a. 362—403 14 Claims

1. In a system for raising and lowering luminaires or the like

to and from the top of a pole in which a luminaire carrier is

suspended by cable means from a suppori means toward the

top of said pole, the combination comprising:

(a) a plurality of upwardly-extending rod-like movable arms
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borne by said carrier and having their upper terminal
portions angled relative to their lower portions, and

4,429,356

TRANSISTOR INVERTER DEVICE
Kcnichi Inui, Yokohama; Hisao Kobayashi, Fi^isawa, and Tadao

Funabashi, Atsugi, all of Japan, assignors to Toshiba Electric
Equipment Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 334,816
Gaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 26, 1980, 55-186081

Int a.3 H02H 7/122
U.S. a. 363—56 ( Qaims
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4,429,357
METHOD FOR PLAONG INTO OPERATION A SERIES

CONNECTED GROUP OF STATIC POWER
CONVERTERS OF A HIGH VOLTAGE

DIRECT-CURRENT TRANSMISSION INSTALLATION
Michael Hiusler, Hirschberg, and Karl-Werner KaaBgicHer,
Viembeim, botii of Fed. Rep. of Geraumy, aarignors to BBC
Brown, BoTeri A Company Limited, Baden, Switzerland

Filed Jun. I, 1981, Ser. No. 269,371
Gaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany. Jon 25

1980,3023698

Int. a.i H02J 3/36; H02H 7/00
U.S. a. 363-68 4 ciMinu

(b) a corresponding plurality of means associated with said

support means for engaging said arms respectively when
said carrier has been raised to a position adjacent said top.

1 '<^^^r^' •»
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1. In a method of placmg into operation one power con-
verter group operating in a rectifying mode of a number of
power convener groups which with respect to a direct-current
are connected in series and with respect to an alternating-cur-
rent are connected in parallel of a high voltage direct-current
power transmission insullation, wherein a bypass switch is

connected in parallel with each power convener group, the
improvement which comprises the steps of:

setting control pulses of one power converter group of the
power converter groups which is to be placed into opera-
tion at a range of approximately 100 to 115 electncai
degrees;

thereafter delivering an opening command to the bypass
switch of such one power converter group in order to
open said bypass switch;

said control pulses, after accomplishing opening of said
bypass switch, being shifted according to a predctermina-
ble linear ramp function in a rectifying range; and

thereafter setting the control pulses to be load-current de-
pendent.

1. A transistor inverter device including a transistor inverter
circuit having an output transformer, and a circuit for detect-
ing the output abnormality of said transistor inverter circuit to
control the operation of said transistor inverter circuit,

wherein said transistor inverter device includes a base driving
circuit for supplying a driving output obtained by rectifying a
part of high frequency output of said transistor inverter circuit

to a base of at least <Mie switching transistor; a control circuit

having means for detecting the output abnormal state of said

transistor inverter circuit and separating means for bringing
the driving circuit inoperative with respect to the transistor

inverter circuit at the time the abnormal state is detected; and
an auxiliary power source charged by output of said driving
circuit to supply operating volUge to the control circuit.

4,429,358

FLYBACK TRANSFORMER
Toshimi Miyagi, Nagaokakyo, Japan, assignor to Murata Manu-

facturing Co., Ltd., Japan

FUed Jan. 28, 1982, Ser. No. 343,395
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Feb. 12, 1981, 56-19759

Int a.3 HOIF n/10; H02M 7/06
MS. a. 363—68 6 Claims

1. A flyback transformer comprising:
a core;

a primary winding wound through a primary wmding bob-
bin onto said core;

a secondary winding wound on a secondary winding bobbin
and magnetically coupled to said primary winding; and

a diode connected to said secondary winding, said diode
having opposite lead wires each being bent into a U- or
V-like shape;

said transformer being provided at a peripheral surface of
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said secondary winding bobbin with at least a pair of
supports for said diode, said supports being provided with
jig insertion grooves extending at an angle other than 90°

to the axis of said secondary winding bobbin and defining

inner surface portions of said supports;

a lead wire insertion groove being formed in at least one said

inner surface portion ofeach said support and extending in

I

4,429,360

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR INTERRUPTING AND
RESTARTING SEQUENTIAL LIST-PROCESSING

OPERATIONS
Roy L. Hofnman, Pine Island; WUllam G. Kempke, Rochciten
John W. McCullongh, Rochesten Frank G. Soltis, Rochcater,
and Richard T. Turner, Rochester, all of Minn^ assignors to
International Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 953,982, Oct. 23, 1978, abandoned.
This application Oct. 29, 1980, Ser. No. 201,880

Int. a.3 G06F 9/06
U.S. a. 364—200 9 Claims

INSTRUCTION

the projecting direction of said support, each said lead

wire insertion groove having a width slightly smaller than

a diameter of said diode lead wires;

the U- or V-like shape portions of said lead wires being

inserted into respective said lead wire insertion grooves so

that at least one of said lead wires is connected to termi-

nals of said secondary winding.

I

4 429 359
INVERTER ORCUrr WITH SYMMETRY CONTROL

Thomas E. Anderson, South Euclid, Ohio, assignor to General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

FUed Dec. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 334,291

Int. a.' H02M 7/537
U.S. a. 363—132 6 Qaims

WHS i»
1
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1. An inverter circuit comprising switching means for apply-
ing a symmetrica] waveform alternating voltage to a load, said

circuit being subject to inadvertent premature switching,

wherein the improvement comprises a control circuit means
connected to said load for deriving an alternating control
voltage therefrom and connected to said switching means for

controlling said switching means to switch and reverse polar-

ity of said load voluge to limit the amplitude of said load
voltage to a predetermined maximum voltage and to maintain
time symmetry of said load voltage, so as to maintain said

alternating load voluge waveform symmetrical upon occur-
rence of said inadvertent premature switching.

1. A process executed in a multitasking digital computer
system for interrupting and restarting a sequential list-process-

ing operation, the list-processing operation being performed
under a task identified by a descriptor and including the steps
of accessing in a sequential order a plurality of elements lo-

cated in a storage of said digital computer system, each ele-

ment including an address field which encodes the address of
the next element to be accessed, the plurality of elements in the
order specified by the address fields defining a chain of ele-

ments, the beginning of the chain being defined by a header
which includes an address field which encodes the address of
the first element of the chain; the process cmprising:

(a) testing for an interrupt signal indicating that the sequential
list procession operation is to be interrupted prior to access-

ing an element of said plurality of elements;

(b) setting a busy-bit bit position in the header of the chain if

said testing indicates the presence of an interrupt signal;

(c) storing the address of the last element accessed after said

busy bit has been set;

(d) storing the descriptor identifying the task under which the

list-processing operation is being performed in an interrupt-

ed-operation field of the chain header;

(e) handling the interrupt;

(0 testing the state of the busy bit in the header of the chain
before allowing access to said elements by a list processing

operation to be performed under an active task after the
handling of the interrupt;

(g) comparing the descriptor of said active task to the descrip-

tor stored in the interrupted-operation field of the header of
the chain;

(h) resetting the busy bit to allow access to said elements for

restarting the list-processing operation under the active task

at the element located at the address stored in the interrupt-

address field of the header if the descriptor of the active task

compares with the descriptor stored in the interrupted-oper-

ation field; and
(i) signaling an exception to the active task if the descriptor of

the active task does not compare with the descriptor stored
in the interrupted operation field.
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4,429,361
SEQUENCER MEANS FOR MICROPROGRAMMED

CONTROL UNIT
Tiriaao Macdanti, Pregnaoa Milanese, and Vittorio Zanchi,

Milan, both of Italy, assignors to Honeywell Information
Systems Inc., Waltham, Mass.

FUed Jun. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 271,167
Claims priority, appUcation Italy, Jun. 11, 1980, 22732 A/80

Int. a.3 G06F 9/22
U.S. a 364-200 3 Qaims

plexing means, said first output node in common with said
first loop;

an input channel for interruption addresses connected to said
second node; and

a second set of gates enabled by an interruption signal and
controlling said input channel.

4,429,362
DATA BUFFER OPERATING IN RESPONSE TO

COMPUTER HALT SIGNAL
John J. Costimtini, Sommerrille, N.J., assignor to The Bcndix

Corporation, Teterboro, N.J.

Filed Jun. 18, 1981. Ser. No. 275,005
Int. a.^ G06F i/04

U.S. a. 364-200 10 Qaims
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1. In the microprogrammed control unit of a data processing
system comprising an addressable control memory, a timing
unit for timing the ope* ation of said control unit during subse-
quent machine cycles, a decoder receiving at its inputs, at each
machine cycle, a microinstruction read out from said control
memory, said decoder supplying microcommand outputs for
controlling said control unit, sequencer means for addressing
said control memory comprising:

a first loop for address circulation comprising multiplexing
means, a first output node downstream said multiplexing
means for outputting addresses from said loop, an incre-

menter having inputs connected to said output node and
outputs, said incrementer being controlled to increment
by one unit or to transfer unchanged an address received
on its inputs; a first register having its input connected to

the outputs of said incrementer, and outputs connected to

a first input set of said multiplexing means, an address
saving register stack having inputs coupled to the output
of said first register and outputs coupled to a second input

set of said multiplexing means;

a second loop for address circulation comprising a first set of
gates controlled by an interruption signal and having their

inputs connected to said first output node, a second output
node connected to the outputs of said first set of gates for

outputting addresses from said second node to said control
memory, a second register having inputs connected to said

second node and outputs, a summing network having a

first input set connected to the outputs of said second
register and a second input set connected to outputs of
said control memory, said summing network having out-

puts connected to a third input set of said multiplexing

means, said second loop comprising further said muki-

1. A buffer for exchanging data between a device and a
computer, the former having means for providing a plurality of
device signals, the fatter having a plurality of lines including a
halt line, said halt line being operable to transmit a halt signal
when said computer has halted, said buffer comprising:

a plurality of transmitting means, including a halt transmit-
ter, each separately connected to predetermined respec-
tive ones of said plurality of lines, each of said plurality of
transmitting means being operable to transmit its signal to
said device, said halt transmitter being connected to said

halt line for transmitting said halt signal to said device; and
a plurality of receiving means connected between said de-

vice and given respective ones of said plurality of lines for

coupling to them said device signals from said device, said

given respective ones of said lines and said predetermined
respective ones of said lines having at least one common
member, each one of a predetermined set from said plural-
ity of receiving means having a control means for control-
ling said predetermined set, said control means having a
receive terminal commonly connected to said hah line for

enabling operation of said predetermined set in response
to said halt signal, the presence and absence of said halt

signal on said halt line being effective to enable and dis-

able, respectively, said predetermined set from said plural-

ity of receiving means.

4,429,363

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DATA
MOVEMENTS FROM A BACKING STORE TO A

CACHING BUFFER STORE
Alan H. Duke; Michael H. Hartung, and Frederick J.

Marschner, all of Pima County, Ariz., assignors to Interna-
tional Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 311,362
Int. a.' G06F 13/00, 3/06

U.S. a. 364—200 13 QHnu
1. The machine-implemented method of operating a data

storage hierarchy having a backing store and a caching buffer
store with means to store data in said buffer store based upon
addressable data storage areas of said backing store, both of
said stores having a plurality of addressable data storage areas;

including the steps of
monitoring a plurality of series of requests for accessing

said storage hierarchy received from a user connected
to the storage hierarchy and setting a sutus bit for

indicating whether or not predetermined writing opera-
tions occurred within said series of requests, respec-
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tively, each said series of requests having a plurality of
access requests for accessing the data storage hierarchy
a respective plurality of data storage areas; and

during any of said series of requests which include writing
data to said storage hierarchy during any one of said
requests in such any series of requests, storing such
written dau in said backing store;

determining completion of said any series of requests;
upon said determination of said completion of said any

series of requests, determining whether or not the con-
tents of that addressable storage area of said buffer store
storing a supposed replication of data from said backing
store addressable area accessed by the last access re-

quest in said any series of requests actually is storing an
exact replication of data stored in said backing store
addressable storage area addressed in said last access
request; and

when said determinations indicate a predetermined data
contents comparison result of equality, promoting of
said buffer store predetermined data from only a prede-
termined one of said plurality of data storage areas of
said backing store accessed during said any series of
requests irrespective of the data storage function re-

quested during said last access request in said any series
of requests, and for comparison results other than said
equality comparison results, promoting no data from
said backing store to said buffer store.

4,429,364
SEWING MACHINE-PATTERN DATA PROCESSOR

Hisaichi Maruyama, and Yasiyi Matsumoto, both of Amagasaki,
Japan, aasignors to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, To-
kyo, Japan

Continuation of S«r. No. 183,635, Sep. 3, 1^, abandoned. This
appUcation Jun. 1, 1983, Ser. No. 498,689

Gains priority, application Japan, Sep. 3, 1979, 54-112535
Int. a.3 G06F 15/46; D05B 79/00

U.S.a 364-400 6 Qairas
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nate positions, a manually operable stylus for selecting
selected of said co-ordinate positions corresponding to a
sewing pattern and means for forming sewing machine
pattern data based on the selected co-ordinate positions;

an arithmetic and logic unit which receives the sewing ma-
chine pattern data input from the co-ordinate input device
and converts the data to command data for a predeter-
mined sewing machine unit control operation;

a memory for memorizing the command data converted by
the arithmetic and logic unit;

a write-in device which reads out the data of the memory
and writes the daU in a non-volatile recording medium;

a pattern output device which outputs a command data
memorized in the memory and includes a CRT display for
displaying the sewing machine pattern.

4429 365
SPARK TIMING CONTROL SYSTEM

James E. Luckman, Anderson; John L. Kastura, Kokomo, and
Thomas L. Voreis, WindfaU, all of Ind., assignors to General
Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Aug. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,614
Int. a.3 G05B 15/00; Ft)2P 5/00

US. a. 364—W1.08 6aaims
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1. A spark timing control system for an uneven firing engine
having alternate long and short firing cycles in which succes-
sive piston top dead center positions are separated by relatively
long and relatively short angular intervals of crankshaft rota-
tion respectively,

said system comprising crankshaft position transducer means
for producing a reference signal having a first characteris-
tic which occurs at regular crankshaft angle positions and
a second characteristic identifying whether the first char-
acteristic occurred during said long or short firing cycle,

computer means for periodically developing a spark ad-
vance number referenced to the occurrence of said first

characteristic and applicable to one of said firing cycles,
means responsive to said first characteristic of said reference

signal for generating an interrupt, said computer means, in

response to said interrupt, determining if said interrupt
occurred in said one of said cycles based on said second
characteristic of said reference signal and following such
determination, modifying said spark advance number if

said interrupt occurred in the other of said cycles to com-
pensate for the difference in the displacement of succes-
sive piston top dead center positions from the crankshaft
angle position where said first characteristic occurs, and

engine controller means responsive to said reference signal

for generating a spark timing output signal based on said

spark advance number.

j-cmoispur

1. A sewing machine-pattern daU processor for producing
pattern daU adaptable for controlling operation of an auto-
matic sewing machine, comprising:

a co-ordinate input device separate from said sewing ma-
chine, comprising an input plane defining plural co-ordi-

4,429,366

MICROPROCESSOR-BASED LOAD MANAGEMENT
TERMINAL WITH RESET

Jerry M. Kennon, Raleigh, N.C^ aasignor to Wcstingkouac
Electric Corp., Pittsburgii, Pa.

FUed Apr. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 252,683
Int. a.> GOIR 21/00; G06F 11/00

U.S. a. 364—482 n Claims
9. A microprocessor based load management terminal hav-

ing a reset circuit, said load management terminal being a
component in a power distribution system for delivering elec-
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trical power and carrying information, said load management
terminal comprising:

a power line coupling unit connecting said load management
terminal to the power distribution system;

a signal receiver and conditioning unit having an input con-
nected to said power line coupling unit and producing a
command signal in response to said power line coupling
unit;

memory means containing preprogrammed data and instruc-
tions;

a microprocessor connected to said signal receiver and
coupling unit and to said memory means, said micro-
processor performing load management functions in re-

sponse to said command signal and producing a digital

diagnostic output signal operable to a first state in re-

sponse to one of said instructions and operable to a second
state in response to another of said instructions, said mi-

croprocessor comprising a reset terminal operative when
actuated to cause said microprocessor to enter a reset

condition to execute an initialization sequence;
a first timer connected to said microprocessor and respon-

sive to said first state of said diagnostic output signal, said

first timer producing a first reset signal when the time
during which said diagnostic output signal is in said first

stote exceeds a first predetermined time period, said first

reset signal actuating said reset terminal; and
a second timer connected to said microprocessor and re-

sponsive to said second state of said diagnostic signal, said

second timer producing a second reset signal when the
time during which said diagnostic output signal is in said

second state exceeds a second predetermined time period,

said second reset signal actuating said reset terminal such
that said first and second timers comprising the reset

circuit.

4,429,367

SPEECH SYNTHESIZER APPARATUS
Hidenori Ikeda, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nippon Electric Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sep. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 298,409

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Sep. 1, 1980, 55-120841

Int. a.3 GIOL 1/00
VJS. a. 364—513 5 Qaims

1. A speech synthesizer apparatus comprising a first memory
device (Mo) having a first memory area and a second memory
area, said first memory area including a plurality of memory
blocks which have different quantities of memory locations

and store a plurality of different speech information and said

second memory area storing a plurality of name codes desig-

nating the respective memory blocks in said first memory area,

a second memory device (Mj) having a first memory area with
a plurality ofmemory blocks which have different quantities of
memory locations and store a plurality of different speech
information and a second memory area storing a plurality of

name codes designating the respective memory blocks of said

first memory area of said second memory device, and a synthe-
sizing unit (21) having a memory means (22) having memory
areas for storing the name codes in said first and second mem-
ory devices, means (48, 49. 50) for reading said name codes out
of said first memory device and out of said second memory
device and writing the read name codes into said memory
means, means (IN) for receiving an input dau, means (44) for
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converting the received input dau into address dau designat-
ing at least one of the name codes stored in said memory means
to read the designated name code out of said memory means,
means (51, 53) for producing sequential addresses for accessmg
speech information of at least one memory block in said first

memory device and/or said second memory device designated
by said at least one name code read out of said memory means,
and means (42) for synthesizing a speech signal by using the
accessed speech information.

4,429.368

MICROPROGRAM-TESTING APPARATUS
Hniimt Kuril, Wako, Japan, assignor to Tokyo Shibaura Denki

Kabushiki Kaisha, Kanagawa, Japan
PCT No. PCr/JP79/00265, § 371 Date Aug. 13. 1980, § 102(c)

Date Aug. 13, 1980, PCT Pub. No. WO80/01323. PCT Pub.
Date Jun. 26, 1980

PCT Filed Oct. 19. 1979, Ser. No. 201,486
Cairns priority, application Japan, Dec. 18, 1978, 53-156199

Int. a.3 G06F 9/22. U/OO
U.S. a. 364—580 n QiUbu

1. An apparatus for testing a microprogram used with a

microprogram type electronic computer, which comprises:

a memory (23) formed of a first section in which a plurality

of microinstructions for controlling the operation of the

electronic computer are stored and a second section in

which there are stored at least one of dau for the detec-

tion of an error in the microinstructions and daU for

controlling the halt of the execution of said microinstruc-

tions;

an error detector (28), which, when daU for the detection of
an error is written in the second section, detecu an error

in the microinstructions stored in the first section of said

memory (23) according to said error detection daU;
a trace control circuit (29), which, when daU for controlling

the halt of the execution of a microprogram is stored in the

second section of said memory (23), halu the execution of
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*"'»'« fi"' ^'^^i"" of «'d said exponent computation means and further operable duringmemorv l23i iiC:cnrHino tn eairl Ha*!i. .l «._... '^ ••••••ememory (23) according to said data;

a function switching control circuit (30) for deciding the
selective use of said memory (23) and a microprogram
memory used with a microprogram, and also the selective
use of said error detector (28) and trace control circuit

(29); and
a read control circuit (43) for reading the contents of said
memory (23).

4,429,369 '

ELECTROOPTICAL PRINTER
Albert L. Staoly, 2285 W. Broidway, Anaheim, Calif. 92804, and

Gilbert P. Hyatt, P.O. Box 4584, Anaheim, Calif. 92803
Continaation of Ser. No. 754,647, Dec. 27, 1976, Pat. No.
4,236,223. Thia application Not. 17, 1980, Ser. No. 207,160
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Nov. 25,

1997, has been disclaimed.

Int a.3 G06F 3/12: G06K 15/12
UAa 364-710 16 Claims
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exponent computation means for detecting in which of said
ranges the value of said one operand lies.

1. A printer system for printing digital information, said
printer system comprising:

command means for generating electrical command signals
related to digital information to be printed;

an illumination source for generating illumination;
illumination controlling means for generating controlled

illumination by controlling transmission of the illumina-
tion from said illumination source in response to the com-
mand signals;

means for projecting the controlled transmitted illumination
from said illumination controlling means onto an illumina-
tion sensitive medium; and

means for printing digital information by exposing an illumi-
nation sensitive medium in response to the controlled
illumination from said illumination controlling means.

4,429,370 I

ARITHMETIC UNIT FOR USE IN A DATA PROCESSING
SYSTEM FOR COMPUTING EXPONENT RESULTS AND

DETECTING OVERFLOW AND UNDERFLOW
CONDITIONS THEREOF

Jonathan S. Blau, Natick, and Josh Rosen, Westboro, both of
Mass., anignors to Data General Corporation, Westboro,
Mass.

Filed Apr. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 256,923
Int. a.3 G06F 7/48

UA a 364-748 7 Qaims
1. In a data processing system, arithmetic computation

means which includes exponent computation means operating
on a pair of exponent operands for providing a final arithmetic
exponent result which is subject to the occurrence of overflow
or underflow conditions, one of said operands having a value
which is capable of lying in a middle range in which case no
overflow or underflow condition exists, in upper or lower
ranges in which cases an overflow or underflow condition
exists, or in crossover ranges in which cases the existence of an
overflow or an underflow condition depends on the value of
the other of said exponent operands, said arithmetic computa-
tion means further including means operable independently of

4,429,371

RELATIVE HORSEPOWER INDICATOR
Morton E. Brown, San Antonio, Tex., assignor to Southern Gas

Association, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Mar. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 246,289
Int. a.3 G06G 7/19. 7/64

U.S. a. 364-803 ( Claims

1. A device for measuring relative changes in analog horse-
power in an electrical model of a reciprocating compressor
wherein the electrical model has a substantially sinusoidal
driving voluge for modelling the position of the compressor
piston and wherein the compressor pressure is modelled by an
electrical pressure voltoge, wherein the measuring device
comprises:

means for measuring the driving voltage in the electrical

model;

a phase shifter having a shifted output voltage, wherein the
shifted output represents the driving voltage shifted 90*;

product means for obtaining the product of the pressure
voltage in the electrical model and the shifted output
voltage;

means for integrating the output from said product means;
and

means for indicating the integrated signal level as a propor-
tion of a preselected signal level.
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4,429,372

METHOD FOR INTEGRATING STRUCTURED DATA
AND STRING DATA ON A TEXT PROCESSING SYSTEM
Richard E. Berry, Georgetown, and John H. Wilson, Austin,

both of Tex., assignors to International Business Machines
Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Jun. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 273,569

Int. a.J G06F 3/153. 3/12
U.S. a. 364-900 7 Oaims
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1. In an interactive text processing system including a pro-
cessor, keyboard, display, printer, main memory and auxiliary

storage device, an improved method for integrating and pro-
cessing structured data and text data in the same record com-
prising the steps of:

(a) displaying from said main memory a menu of predeter-

mined data type codes including structured data field type
codes and text data field type codes, selectable by an
operator through said keyboard for defining the data

fields in a record;

(b) establishing in said main memory a structured data field

of fixed length in said record for each structured data field

type code selected by said operator through said key-
board;

(c) establishing in main memory an auxiliary storage device
address pointer code for each text data field type code
selected by said operator through said keyboard;

(d) concatenating said structured data field type codes and
said text data field type codes in said main memory in the

order selected to form a data record format;

(e) processing input structured data under control of said

structured data field type codes to form structured data
fields for said data records;

(0 processing input text data under control of said text data
field type codes by generating auxiliary storage device
addresses for said text data and storing said text data

including embedded format control codes at the generated
addresses; and

(g) concatenating said structured data fields and said auxil-

iary storage device addresses into data records and storing

said data records in said auxiliary storage device.

microprocessor to the spectrophotometer; an arithmetic pro-
cessor circuit connected to the microprocessor and controlled
thereby for calibrating the results of the assays made by the

spectrophotometer and for converting the results into report-

able units; a keyboard connected to the microprocessor circuit

for enabling an operator to enter signals into the microproces-
sor representing the code number corresponding to a selected
assay; an alphanumeric display panel mnnrcted to the micro-

processor and responsive to signals from the microprocessor
for displaying the name of the assay selected by the keyboard;
a disc memory drive system connected to the microprocessor
for storing information representing the particular assays to be
performed by the spectrophotometer and for introducing sig-

nals to the microprocessor representing the sequence of opera-
tions of the particular a.ssay selected by the keyboard to cause
the microprocessor to introduce corresponding control signals

to the spectrophotometer through said interface circuit; a

printer circuit connected to the micrporocessor circuit and
responsive to signals therefrom for printing out various set-

tings of the spectrophotometer corresponding to the sequence
of operations to be performed thereby in accordance with the

particular test selected by the keyboard to be established for

the selected assay, and further responsive to signals from the

microprocessor representing calculations by said arithmetic

processor circuit for printing out data relating to absorbance
readings by the spectrophotometer in laboratory reportable

units.

4,429,374

MEMORY ARRAY ADDRESSING
Nobuyoshi Tanimura, Musashino, Japan, assignor to Hitachi,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jun. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 270,654

Gaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 4, 1980, 55-74247

Int. a.JGlIC «/00
U.S. a. 365—230 9 Qainu

4,429,373

DATA ANALYZING SYSTEM FOR CLINICAL
SPECTROPHOTOMETER

Taylor C. Hetcher, 1534 Sunny Crest Dr., Fullerton, Calif.

92635, and Neal P. Flora, 10870 Holmes Ave., Mira Loma,
Calif. 91752

Filed Sep. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 301,739

Int. a.^ GOIN 33/16
U.S. a. 364—900 4 Claims

1. A data analyzing system for controlling the operation of a
clinical spectrophotometer to enable the spectrophotometer to

conduct a plurality of different assays and for directing the

sequence of operations of the spectrophotometer for any par-

ticular assay, and for analyzing analog output data signals

received from the spectrophotometer representing the results

of such assays, said data analyzing system including: a micro-

processor circuit; an interface circuit connected to the micro-

processor circuit and to the spectrophotometer for intercon-

necting the data analyzing system to the spectrophotometer to

introduce the output signals from the spectrophotometer to

said microprocessor and to introduce control signals from the

MfT;
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1. A semiconductor memory circuit device comprising:
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a memory cell array comprising a plurality of memory cells 4,429^76
arranged in rows and columns; VIDEO DISC STYLUS DEFLECTOR SYSTEM

flrst means for receiving input row address signals, each of Tomoki Saeki, Yokahama, Japan, assignor to RCA Corporation,

which comprises a predetermined number of bits, said first

receiving means providing an output of row address sig-

nals;

a row decoder circuit which receives said row address sig-

nals from said first receiving means and provides output

decoded signals for selecting a row from said memory cell

array, said row decoder circuit being comprised of a

plurality of NAND circuits;

a word driver circuit connected between the output of said

row decoder circuit and said memory array;

second means for receiving input column address signals,

each of which comprises a predetermined number of bits,

said second receiving means providing an output of col-

umn address signals; and

a column decoder circuit which receives said column ad-

dress signals from said second receiving means and pro-

vides output decoded signals for selecting a column of said

memory array, said column decoder circuit being com-
prised of a plurality of NOR circuits.

4,429,375 I

CONSECUTIVE ADDRESSING OF A SEMICONDUCTOR
MEMORY

Satoru Kobayashi, and Shigeki Matsue, both of Tokyo, Japan,
assignors to Nippon Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jul. 23, 1981, Ser. No. 286,398

Qaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 23, 1980, 55-100850

Int. a.^ GllC 7/00, 8/00
U.S. a. 365—240 11 Qaims

* i I'm I

1. A semiconductor memory device comprising a memory
array including a plurality of memory cells arranged in rows
and columns, first means for receiving a row strobe signal,

second means for incorporating row address information in

response to said row strobe signal, third means for receiving a

column strobe signal, fourth means for incorporating column
address information in response to said column strobe signal,

fifth means for selecting a row of said memory cell array in

response to the incorporated row address information, and
sixth means for selecting at least one column of said memory
cell array, said sixth means including shift register means hav-

ing a plurality of shift stages, each of output termmals of said

shift stages being used to select the corresponding column
when it is energized, decode means for setting a state of said

shift register means in response to the incorporated column

New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 258,394

Int. a.3 GllB 7/00, 9/00, 17/00
U.S. a. 369—43 10 Qaims

1. In a video disc playback system including a base for rotat-

ably supporting a disc record and a carriage system for sup-

porting and translating a signal pickup stylus radially across
the disc in consonance with the desired speed of signal recover,
an improved stylus deflector apparatus comprising:

a stylus arm having the signal pickup stylus secured to a first

end thereof and having a second end;

a compliant coupler for securing the second end of the stylus

arm to the carriage to permit pivotal motion of the stylus

arm and engagement of the signal pickup stylus with the
disc record;

a first electromechanical transducer connected proximate
the second end of the stylus arm for producing controlled

translations of the pickup stylus in a direction radially

across the disc record;

a mechanical bias means connected between the carriage and
the stylus arm proximate the first end thereof for provid-
ing a positive disc-stylus pressure;

a permanent magnet secured to the stylus arm having its

interpolar axis transverse to the stylus arm and substan-

tially parallel to the record surface during normal play-

back;

first and second electromagnetic coils coaxially aligned and
secured to the carriage so that the permanent magnet is

disposed therebetween with its interpolar axis parallel

with the axis of the coils, and said permanent magnet
being offset from the coil axes in a direction substantially

normal to said disc record, in the normal playback posi-

tion;

means for energizing the first and second coils with a sub-

stantially constant current component to create a mag-
netic field therebetween imparting a force on the perma-
nent magnet in a direction normal to the disc record, said

force tending to counteract bias variations produced by
said mechanical bias means during disc playback and
thereby tending to maintain said disc-stylus pressure con-
stant.

4,429,377

ROTARY RECORDING MEDIUM REPRODUaNG
APPARATUS HAVING A JACKET OPENING

ENLARGING DEVICE
Takashi Saito, Ayase, Japan, assignor to Victor Company of

Japan, Ltd., Yokohama, Japan

Filed Jun. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 384,690

Qaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 12, 1981, 56-90321

Int. Q.3 GllB 23/04. 19/00
address information, means for generating a shift signal each u s q 359 77 2 a OainM
time said column strobe signal is activated during a period

"j.' An apparatus for reproducing a rotary recording medium
when said row strobe signal is activated, and eighth means for accommodated within a case, said case comprising a jacket
supplying said shift register means with said shift signal to having a space for accommodating the rotary recording me-
thereby change the column address location as selected by said dium therein and an opening through which said rotary re-
shift register means. cording medium can enter and leave said jacket, and a lid
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member inserted through said opening of the jacket for cover-
ing and closing the opening, said reproducing apparatus com-
prising:

an inserting opening through which the case is inserted;

clamping means disposed in at an innermost part of the

reproducing apparatus, for clamping the rotary recording
medium when the case is inserted into the reproducing
apparatus and then the jacket is pulled out of the repro-

ducing apparatus to leave the rotary recording medium
within the reproducing apparatus;

a turntable for rotating the rotary recording medium thus
left within the reproducing apparatus;

a jacket opening enlarging device provided in the vicinity of
said inserting opening, and movable between a position in

the vicinity of said inserting opening and said innermost
part of the reproducing apparatus by passing over said

turntable, for enlarging said jacket opening upwards and
downwards so as to mutually separate an upper plate and
a lower plate of said jacket inserted into the reproducing
apparatus through said inserting opening upwards and
downwards; and

a jacket opening enlargement limiting mechanism provided

to oppose parts in the vicinity of the right and left ends of

said jacket inserted into the reproducing apparatus

through said inserting opening, for receiving said upper
and lower plates mutually separated upwards and down-
wards by said jacket opening enlarging device and limit-

ing the displacement in the upward and downward direc-

tions,

said jacket opening being enlarged in a state where the

enlargement is limited at the parts in the vicinity of the

right and left ends thereof.

4,429,378

OPTICAL PICKUP DEVICE FOR USE IN A VIDEO
AND/OR AUDIO DISC PLAYER

Katsuhani Sato, Tokorozawa, Japan, assignor to Universal

Pioneer Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 249,338

Qaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 31, 1980, 55-42948

Int. a.3 GllB 7/00

U.S. Q. 369—110 9 Qaims

20^"
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1. An optical pickup device for producing an electric signal

representative of information recorded in the form of a light

modulating pattern formed on a recording medium, which
comprises: a light source (10) for emitting a plane-polarized

light beam having a single polarizing plane; an object lens (22)

positioned in the vicinity of said recording medium so as to

focus a light beam applied thereto onto said recording medium
in the form of a spot; a photo-electric transducer (24) for pro-

ducing said electric signal in response to a light beam applied

thereto; a quarter wave plate (18) positioned in the light path

passing through said object lens (22) and said photo-electric

transducer (24); and a single beam splitting prism (26,34) hav-

ing a polarizing plane placed between said quarter wave plate

(18) and said transducer (24) on said light path for directing

said light beam supplied from said light source toward said

quarter wave plate (18) and for allowing the light beam passed

through said quarter wave plate (18) to pass therethrough

toward said transducer (24) therein, said light source emitting

said light beam toward said prism in a direction parallel to or

along an optical axis passing through said object lens and said

quarter wave plate, and said beam splitting prism having

therein an inwardly refiective side surface (28) being inclined

from said optical axis at an angle of 45* and inwardly reflective

against an incident light thereto without respect to the polar-

ization of said incident light.

4,429,379

DEVICE FOR CONTROLLING TONE ARM CARRYING
MOVING COIL TYPE PICKUP

Katsuhiko Oguri, Fiyisawa, and Kazuhiro Sato, Sagamihara,
both of Japan, assignors to Victor Company of Japan, Lim-
ited, Yokohama, Japan

Filed Oct. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 309,806

Qaims priority, application Japan, Oct. 9, 1980, 55-

144547[U]

Int. Q.' GllB 3/W: H04R 9/16
U.S. Q. 369—220 8 Qaims

B.X. "*
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1. A device for controlling a tone arm carrying a moving
coil type pickup, comprising:

(a) a moving coil assembly having left and right channel

moving coils arranged to move in a magnetic field in

accordance with the displacement of a cantilever having a

stylus which traces the surface of a phonograph record,

each of said moving coils being made of a magnetoresis-

tance material;

(b) a tone arm vertically and horizontally rotatably mounted
on a stationary member, said tone arm carrying said mov-
ing coil assembly;

(c) a tone arm control mechanism for controlling the vertical

and/or horizontal attitude of said tone arm;

(d) first means for detecting a variation in the electncal

resistance of said left channel moving coil passing through

the magnetic field;

(e) second means for detecting a variation in the electncal

resistance of said right channel moving coil passing

through the magnetic field;

(0 third means responsive to the detected variations in elec-

trical resistances from said first and second means for

generating a vertical component output signal indicative

of a vertical displacement of said moving coil assembly

and/or a horizontal component output signal indicative of

a horizontal displacement of said moving coil assembly;

and

(g) fourth means responsive to said vertical component
output signal and/or horizontal component output signal

for generating a vertical control signal and/or a horizontal

control signal which are/is applied to said tone arm con-

trol mechanism for controlling the vertical and/or hori-

zontal attitude(s) of said tone arm so that each of said left
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and right channel moving coils is positioned at an opti-
mum operating point with respect to said magnetic field.

4,429,380
BRAKING DEVICE FOR A PICKUP ARM OF A DISK

PLAYER OR THE LIKE
Kazoo Urata, Hamakita, Japan, assignor to Nippon Gaidd Seizo

KabnshiJu Kalsha, Japan
FUed Sep. 24, 1981, Ser. No. 305,363

Claios priority, application Japan, Dec. 29. 1980 55-
I87937[U]

'

Int. a.3 GllB 17/06
MS. a. 369-230

g claims

ber disposed in supported relation thereupon rotates at a
substantially uniform rate of speed conjointly therewith,

a second motor means for imparting linear motion, along a
predetermmed path, to said turntable member.

said path coincident with an axis of symmetry of Uid turnta-
ble member,

a pivotally mounted tone arm member,
a stylus member carried by said tone arm member so that the

free end of said stylus member operatively engages the
spiral grooves formed in said record member,

said tone arm disposed in spaced parallel relation to a first
imaginary line tangent to the outer peripheral boundary of
said turntable member,

said stylus further disposed in registration with a second
imaginary line perpendicular to said first imaginary line,

^^....

V> 3

1. A braking device for a pickup arm of a disc player of the
type including a frame, a turntable rotatably mounted on the
frame, and a pickup arm disposed on the frame for vertical and
honzontal movements relative to the turntable, comprising:

honzontally moving means for controllably moving the
pickup arm for the horizontal movement, having

a coil support disc

a coil supported on said support disc, and
a magnet, said coil supported on said support disc and
said magnet co-operating for effecting the horizontal move-
ment of the pickup arm;

cueing control means for controllably moving the pickup
arm for the vertical movement between an upper limit
position and a lower limit position where the pickup arm
IS in a playing mode, having

a cueing lever pivotally mounted on the frame,
drive means for rotating said cueing lever,
first cam means, rotatably mounted on the frame and
rotated by said cueing lever, and
an arm lifter following said first cam means for vertical
movement to move the pickup arm for the vertical move-
ment; and

braking means being actuated and applying a braking action
to the honzontal movement of the pickup arm when the
pickup arm is in a non-playing mode, having

a brake lever pivotally mounted on the frame, and
a braking force applying member defined in said horizon-

tally moving means;
said brake lever being actuated by said first cam means of the

cueing control means to abut against the braking force
applying member for exerting the braking force.

4,429,381

. ...

.STRAIGHT LINE TRACKING TURNTABLE
RolUe W. Paulson, 6119 9th Ate. South, Gulfport, Ra. 33707

Continuatfon-in-part of Ser. No. 185,200, Sep. 8, 1980,
MMdoiied. This appUcation Dec. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 329,679

Int. a.3 GllB i/(JOUA a. 369—266 . n..
1 A J ^ .
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1. A sound reproducing device, comprising,
a honzontally disposed, routably mounted turntable mem-

ber,

a first motor means for routing said turntable member at a
substantially unifonn rate of speed so that a record mem-

said second imaginary line coincident with the predeter-
mined path along which said turntable member travels.

a sensing means for detecting angular displacement of said
tone arm member,

said sensing means adapted to provide a signal to said second
motor means to increase or decrease the rate of turntable
linear motion along said path by an amount sufficient to
prevent said tone arm member from undergoing angular
rotation relative to its pivotal mount attendant operation
of the device.

said second motor means including a constant speed motor
that drives said turntable member at a predetermined
speed that is slightly greater than the speed that would be
required to maintain the initial position of the stylus dur-
ing the time said record member is rotating conjointly
with said turntable.

4 429 382
MICROPROCESSOR MULTIPLEXER METHOD AND

APPARATUS FOR BISYNCHRONOUS DATA
Larry Greenstein, Miami, and Michael B. Marshall, Ft. Lauder-

dale, both of Fla., assignors to Racal Data Communications
Inc., Miami, Fla.

Filed Aug. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 408,181
Int. a.3 H04J 3/16

U.S. a. 370-80
,5 ciai„„
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7. Data multiplexer apparatus for statistically multiplexing
synchronous and asynchronous data onto a data link compris-
ing:
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means including a first central processor means and supplied
with a plurality of asynchronous data channels for con-
trolling application of said asynchronous data onto said
link;

means including a second central processor means and sup-
plied with a plurality of synchronous data channels;

said first and second processor means interacting such that

asynchronous and synchronous data are statistically multi-
plexed together when the synchronous channels do not
require full transmission capacity of the dau link and such
that statistically multiplexed synchronous dau for one or
more of said synchronous dau channels occupies 100% of
the transmission capacity of said dau link when required.

4,429,383

METHOD FOR SEIZING TIME SLOTS OF A
TIME-DIVISION MULTIPLEX SYSTEM WITH

DYNAMIC MULTIPLEXERS
Herbert Finck, Wolfratshausen, and Konrad Reisinger, Zomed-

ing, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to Siemens
Aktiengesellschaft, Beriin A Munich, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Jan. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 225,736
Qaims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jan. 16,

1980, 3001417

Int. a.3 H04J i/l6
U.S. a. 370-84 10 Claims

signalled to the multiplexer of the remote sution which in

turn occasions the corresponding allocation;

e. independently of the identification of a group of free time
slots, seized groups of time slots are sought in reversed
sequence to the fixed sequence (R);

f as soon as a seized group of time slots is found, in the fixed
sequence (R), a new group of free time slots of the same
order as the seized group is sought which, relative to the
fixed sequence (R), must lie in front of the seized group
found;

g. when the new groups of free time slots has been found, the
address allocated to the seized group is allocated to said
free group of time slots and this allocation is signalled to
the multiplexer of the remote station which in turn occa-
sions the same allocation;

h. as soon as the new group of time slots is seized, the previ-
ously seized group of time slots is released

4,429,384

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM HAVING AN
INFORMATION BUS AND CIRCUITS THEREFOR

Cecil H. Kaplinsky, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignor to U.S.
Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 254,673
Qaims priority, application Netherlands, Apr. 23, 1980.

8002345

Int. a.' H04J 6/00
U.S. a. 370-85 9 Gaimt
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1. A method for seizing time slots in a time-division multi-
plex system with dynamic multiplexers which allows transmis-
sion of data channels between two sUtions in both directions,

wherein the time slot number through (-l-f-2'"n) can be
allocated in sequence to 2*" time slots of the time-division
multiplex frame, and wherein groups of the order i of 2' time
slots per time-division multiplex frame can be seized with data
in different channels having differing bit rates, and the time slot

numbers of said groups differ by multiples of n, where m and
n are positive whole numbers and i is equal to or equal to a
positive, whole number, comprising the steps of:

a. before the seizure of time slots, the order i of the required
group of time slots is determined as a function of the

existing bit rate of the data to be transmitted;

b. for identifying free time slots, the time slot groups of the

order i within a first time slot group of the order m are

checked in a fixed sequence (R) until a free time slot group
of the order i is found;

c. when no free time slot group of the order i has been found
in the search for free time slot groups within the order m,
the search is carried out within further time slot groups of
the order m;

d. an address is allocated to each time slot of a free group of
time slots which has been found and said allocation is

1. A communicaton system for the transmission of digital

information through a single channel information bus between
two or more out of a number of asynchronously operating
apparatus coupled to the information bus, each apparatus in-

cluding at least a digital data processing portion having a clock
generator for the generation of a periodic clock signal, and a
control unit, said data processing portion being coupled to the
information bus by means of the control unit, said control unit

having a transmission switch that can be switched by the con-
trol unit between an •OFF"-state and an •*ON"-state to trans-

mit digital signals to the information bus, an output of said

transmission switch forming the output of the control unit

being connected to the information bus, such that the two or
more transmission switches of the two or more operating
apparatus together with the information bus form an AND-cir-
cuit, which ANDs the signals transmitted to the information
bus by these apparatus, the information bus being in the "ON"
state only if all connected transmission switch outputs are in

the "ON" state, and being in the "OFF" state if at least one of
said outputs is in the "OFF" state, whereby the digital signals

are represented as electrical pulses transmitted to the informa-
tion bus by bringing the output of a transmission switch in the
"OFF" state during at least a portion of an information bit

period, which period has the length of an integral number of
periods of the periodic clock signal, charactenzed in that:

when an apparatus transmits information over the informa-
tion bus, its transmission switch is controlled such that for
the transmission of a pulse signifying a zero information
bit, the transmission switch is in the "OFF" state during a
portion of the information bit period greater than half that

period and equal to an integral number of periods of the
periodic clock signal, and for the transmission of a pulse
signifying a one information bit during a portion of the
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information bit period at least a factor of 2. 1 shorter than
the duration of a pulse signifying a zero information bit.

4,429,385
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DIGITAL SERIAL

SCA>fNING WITH HIERARCHICAL AND RELATIONAL
ACCESS

Richard J. Cichelli, Allentown, and Michael O. Thompson,
Bethlehem, both of Pa., assignors to American Newspaper
Publishers Association, Washington, D.C.

FUed Dec. 31, 1981, Ser. No. 336,224
Int. a.' H04J i/00; H04N 7/08

U.S. a. 370-92 ,6 aaims

subsequent information blocks in continuous storage loca-
tions;

(b) buffer addressing means associated with said alignment
buffer for selecting write addresses and read addresses;

(c) address generating means connected to said buffer ad-
dressing means for generating consecutive write addresses
for said alignment buffer under control of said first clock
and for generating consecutive read addresses under con-
trol of said second clock;

(d) means for monitoring an offset between a current read
address and the respective write address with respect to a
predetermined minimal guard distance and for initiating a

P11V aaMt%9

<> unit

•• -' i

1. An information retrieval method from broadcast informa-
tion which supports both hierarchical and relational access to
said broadcast information by one or more receiving units,

comprising the steps of:

A. defining items of information having plural characteristic
elements within frames and collecting said frames,
wherein each frame further comprises a fixed-length digi-
tally encoded header portion and a variable-length digi-
tally encoded screen information portion, wherein said
header portion comprises a path descriptor and an attri-

bute descriptor for each frame; and
B. forming a serial data base of said frames; and
C. broadcasting said serial data base in a sequential and

repetitive fashion to a plurality of receiving units; and
D. defining those frames desired at a receiving unit by there

generating a desired pattern selector and a desired mask
selector, each comprised of separate fields of digitally
encoded information elements and then scanning the
header portion of each frame as it is being serially received
at said receiving unit, and

E. selecting frames by comparing, in an elementwise fashion,
for a match of the path and attribute descriptor portions of
each frame header with the previously generated, desired
pattern selector according to the conditions imposed by
the corresponding elements of the previously generated,
desired mask selector; and

F. grabbing selected frames and generating a graphical or
alphanumeric video display of the screen information for
the said frame.

*• * * - -
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shp operation whenever said offset falls short of the guard
distance, wherein said slip operation constitutes a read
address jump from a storage location of one alignment
buffer section to the corresponding storage location of the
other alignment buffer section and this address jump is

achieved by complementing the read address bit identify-
ing a respective one of the alignment buffer sections; and

(e) means for solving access conflicts to said alignment
buffer in case of simultaneous requests for read and write
operations by granting the type of information requested
first without completely suppressing a subsequent request
for the other type of operation.

4,429,386 '

BUFFER ARRANGEMENT OF A PCM EXCHANGE
SYSTEM

Maynard Graden, Reston, Va., assignor to Siemens Corporation,
Iselin, NJ.

Filed Jan. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 222,700
Int. a.J H04J 3/06

U.S. a. 370-100 4 Claims
1. A buffer arrangement of a pulse code multiplex exchange

system for compensating both short and long term phase drift
of information between a transmitting and a receiving data
path, each data path being plesiochronously controlled by a
first clock and a second clock, respectively, for transmitting of
information blocks each composed of at least one pulse frame
being, in turn, divided into a plurality of code words each
representing a sample of a corresponding channel, said buffer
arrangement comprising in combination:

(a) an alignment buffer connected between the first and the
second data path and being composed of two sections,
each having a capacity for storing alternately one of two

4 429 387
SPECIAL CHARACTER SEQUENCE DETECTION

CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT
Stanley X. Kaminski, Conshohocken, Pa., assignor to Siemens

Corporation, Iselin, N.J.

Filed Feb. 5, 1982, Ser. No. 346,228
Int. a.5 HOW i/l2: H04Q 11/04

U.S. a. 370-110.1 15 aaims
1 A special character sequence detection circuit arrange-

ment for use with a central exchange of a time multiplex digital
telecommunications system, said central exchange having line
terminators each adapted to be connected to a respective data
terminal and central data transfer control means including
central timer means for generating central timing pulses, stor-
age means for storing cross-connect control information, se-
lecting means for generating address signals in the form of line
terminator numbers each activating a respective line termina-
tor to send a data character, and data interface means for
establishing temporary data links between line termmalors,
wherein an established set of data characters includes special
characters which, when sent out repetitively by the same line

terminator during subsequent scan cycles and a predetermined
number of times are recognized and evaluated for triggering a
corresponding control process, said special character sequence
detection circuit arrangement comprising:
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(a) a random access memory having address inputs, data
inputs, data outputs and memory locations each associated
with a respective one of the line terminators, said address
inputs connected to receive the currently generated line

terminator number and said memory locations containing
both a previous character code specifying the previously

transmitted data character and a previous count designat-

ing the number of times the specified data character was
previously sent;

(b) a first read-only memory having address inputs con-
nected to receive a currently transmitted data character,

having memory locations programmed to assign an indi-

vidual character code to each special character and a

common non-special character code to non-special char-
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acters, respectively, and having data outputs furnishing

this current character code;

(c) a second read-only memory connected to receive at

address inputs the current character code from the first

read-only memory, and both the previous character code
and the previous count number from the random access

memory, having memory locations programmed to derive

from the received address information output signals

representing in combination the current character code
and an incremented count number both furnished at data

outputs to be stored in the random access memory at the

currently selected memory location and programmed to

generate in dependence upon a maximum count a detec-

tion control signal representing the status of a detected

special character sequence.

4,429,388

FIELD PROGRAMMABLE DEVICE WITH INTERNAL
DYNAMIC TEST CIRCUIT

Toshitaka Fukushima, Yokohama; Kazumi Koyama, Tsukui, and
Kouji Ueno, Kawasaki, all of Japan, assignors to FuJiUu
Limited, Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Dec. 8, 1980, Ser. No. 214,210

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 18, 1979, 54-164333

Int. a.^ G06F 11/22
U.S. a. 371-21 40 aaims

1. A field programmable device comprising:

a memory cell array including memory cells;

a plurality of bit Imes operalively connected to correspond-

ing ones of said memory cells;

a plurality of word lines operatively connected to corre-

sponding ones of said memory cells, and formed at angles

with and intersecting said bit lines; and

test rows respectively, operatively connected to one plural-

ity of said plurality of word lines and said plurality of hit

lines, each of said test rows comprising memory cells

having a specified write-in ratio, one of said test rows
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having a write-in ratio different from said write-in ratio of
each of the remainder of said test rows,

4 429 389
TEST PATTERN ADDRESS GENERATOR

Robert I). Catiller, Garden Grove, Calif., assignor to Burroughs
Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed May 26, 1981, Ser. No. 267,041

Int. CI.'G06F 11/22
U.S.n. 371-21 II aaims
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10. A test pattern generator system for generating a series of
addresses for testing access time reliability of data bits residing

in a ROM memory having row and column drivers, said pat-

tern generator system comprising:

(a) address generating means for generating a series of ad-

dresses wherein said first, third, and subsequently gener-

ated odd-sequences of addresses are incremented by
"one", and said second, fourth, and subsequently gener-

ated even-sequences of addresses are the complement of

the address just preceding, said sequence of address being

conveyed to an address register means and functioning to

exercise all the row-column combinations of said ROM
memory undergoing test during a series of variable-time

test cycles;

(b) said address register means for temp<irarily storing each
address generated by said address generating means and
for subsequently transferring each of said generated ad-

dresses to said ROM memory at the frequency rate of a

first master clock;

(c) address clocking means, connected to said address regis-

ter means, for triggering the transfer of said stored address
in said address register means, to said ROM memory
under lest, said address clocking means triggering said

address register means at the frequency rate of said first

master clock;

(d) said first master clock for initiating a controlled delay
circuit means to periodically activate said address clock-

ing means and also to trigger a fiip-fiop means which
activates said address generating means at one half the

frequency of said first master clcKk means;

(e) a second clock which includes said flip-fiop means trig-
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gered by said first master clock means for activating said
address generating means at one-half the frequency rate of
said first master clock;

(f) said controlled-delay circuit means functioning to execute
a test cycle during each master clock time-period,
whereby said address clocking means initiates the apphca-
tion of an address, from said address register means, to
said ROM memory under test.

4,429,390

DIGITAL SIGNAL TRANSMITTING SYSTEM
Takenori Sonoda; Nobuhiko Watanabe, and Masato Tanaka, alJ

of Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Sony Corporation, Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Aug. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 290,848
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 14, 1980, 55-112014

Int. a.3 G06F 11/10
U.S. a. 371-40 nnaims

I

such that each of said peripheral circuits receives data words
from a unique one of said channels on said first central time-
multiplexed line;

wherein each of said plurality of peripheral circuits comprises
peripheral parity checking means connected to said connec-
tion means for generating parity invert signals when the
parity bit of a data word routed to said peripheral circuit by
said connection means is found to be inverted, peripheral
data transmitting means for transmitting to said connection
means data words comprising a data portion and a parity bit
derived from that data portion, and peripheral parity invert-
mg means connected to the peripheral parity checking
means and the peripheral data transmitting means of that
peripheral circuit and responsive to said parity invert signals
for inverting the parity bit of the next data word transmitted
to said connection means by the peripheral data transmitting

I. Apparatus for encoding a digital signal for protection
against burst errors, wherein said digital signal occurs as N
sequences of dau words, comprising input means for receiving
said N sequences; encoder means for generating an error cor-
recting word sequence, in each of a plurality n of stages, from
said N sequences of data words in a previous stage; delay
means for delaying respective words of said N sequences by
respective different delay times of (D-d,) words from an
output of said n stages, in each of said n stages, where i is an
index identifying an associated one of said n stages and takes on
a value i=0 to n - 1, and with said N sequences and the n error
correcting word sequences at the output of said n stages being
delayed with respective total delay times that differ from one
another by an integral multiple of a number D of data words
and distributing means forming blocks of the N data word
sequences and n error correcting word sequences and distrib-
uting such blocks cyclically among a plurality M of transmit-
ting paths; wherein the values of M, N, n, D, and d, are all
positive integers which satisfy the conditions that
the least common multiple of any two values of (D-d,) is

greater than (N + n- 1)D; and
for any value of (D-dj), (D-d,) and M are relatively prime.

4,429,391
FAULT AND ERROR DETECHON ARRANGEMENT

Robert C. Lee, Glen Ellyn, III., assignor to Bell Telephone Labo-
ratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

FUed May 4, 1981, Ser. No. 259,980
Int. a.3 G06F 11/10

MS a 371-49 ,e a^^
1. A fault and error detection arrangement comprising:

central dau transmitting means for transmitting data words
comprising a data portion and a parity bit derived from that
dau portion in predetermined channels on a first central
time-multiplexed line;

|

a plurality of peripheral circuits; and '

connection means for routing daU words from said first central
time-multiplexed line to said plurality of peripheral circuits
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means of that peripheral circuit after the generation of one of
said parity invert signal;

wherein said connection means further comprises means con-
nected to the peripheral data transmitting means of each of
said plurality of peripheral circuits for routing data words,
transmitted to said connection means by the peripheral data
transmitting means of each of said plurality of peripheral
circuits, to a unique one of a plurality of channels on a sec-
ond central time-multiplexed line; ^nd

wherein said fault and error detection arrangement further
comprises central parity checking means, connected to said
connection means by said second central time-multiplexed
line and responsive to data words on said second central
time-multiplexed line, for generating an inverted parity
received signal when the parity bit of a given data word on
said second central time-multiplexed line is determined to be
inverted.

4,429 392
LASER OUTPUT COIVTROLLING DEVICE

Kenichi Yoshida; Kimizo Ono; Katsuyoshi Sunago; Shinya
Takenaka, and Tohru Iwai, all of Osaka, Japan, assignors to
Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,776
Int. a.3 HOIS 3/10

U.S. a. 372-9 6 aaims
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1 In a gas laser of the type including pressure control means
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for controlling a laser gas pressure in response to a pressure
control signal and current control means for controlling a laser
discharge current in response to a current control signal, the
improvement comprising:

selection means for selecting a plurality of desired laser
output levels including

output control means for simultaneously varying both said
pressure control and current control signals in accordance
with operation of said selection means.

4,429,393
DOUBLE PHASE-CONJUGATE RING RESONATOR

Concetto R. Giuliano, Malibu, Calif., assignor to Hughes Air-
craft Company, El Segundo, Calif.

Filed Jun. 12, 1981, Ser. No. 273.121
Int. a.' HOIS 3/10

U.S. a. 372-21 6 Claims

ment adjacent to opposite ends, respectively, of said crys-
tal and defining therebetween the laser cavity.

Ihm optically reflective thermally conductive layers engag-
ing the exterior surfaces, respectively, of said lamp and
said crystal adjacent to said housing, and
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1. A double phase-conjugate ring resonator comprising:
a plurality of optical energy reflecting elements disposed

along a closed optical path;

a nonlinear medium disposed along said optical path, said
medium being capable of undergoing stimulated Bnliouin
scattering;

a gain medium disposed along said optical path for provid-
ing, when excited, amplified laser light at a first predeter-
mined frequency along said optical path which impinges
upon opposite ends of said nonlinear medium, such that
doppler wavelength shifts, which occur when the laser
light impinges upon one end of said nonlinear medium due
to the motion of the acoustic waves which give rise to said
stimulated Brillouin scattering process are cancelled when
the reflected laser light impinges upon the opposite end of
said nonlinear medium;

excitation means for exciting said gain medium to provide
said amplified laser light;

a laser light source disposed so as to apply laser light to one
end of said nonlinear medium, said light having sufficient
power to induce said stimulated Brillouin scattering in
said nonlinear medium; and

output means disposed along said optical path for coupling
light at said predetermined frequency out of said path to
provide an output beam from said resonator.

4,429,394
CONDUCTION COOLED SOLID STATE LASER

Steve Guch, Jr., Saratoga, Calif., assignor to GTE Products
Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Nov. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,838
Int. a.J HOIS 3/04

U.S. a. 372-34 9 a,lms
I. A conductively cooled laser assembly comprising
a housing constituting a heat sink having an elongated pump

cavity and comprising first and second sections
a pump lamp in said cavity within said first section,
a laser crystal in said cavity within said second section,
a totally reflective element and a partially transmissive ele-

Ihcrmaiiy conductive mali-na! separate from said layer and
said housing packed between and in engagement with
each of said layers and said housing whereby heat from
said lamp and said crystal is transmitted through said
layers and said material lo said housing

4,429,395

SEMICONDUCTOR LASER
Gregory H. Olsen. t:a8t Windsor. N.J., and Thomas J. Zame-

rowskl, Yardlcy. Pa., assignors to RCA Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Jun. 1. 1981, Ser. No. 268,915
Int. a.' H01Si//9

U.S. a. 372-45 9 ci,i„.

1. A semiconductor laser comprising
a semiconductor body having two end faces, at least one of
which is partially transmissive of light, and including a
substrate having opposed major surfaces and a rounded
ridge extending outwards in a major surface thereof and
extending between the two end faces,

an active layer overlying the substrate and increasing in

thickness in the lateral direction from the portion thereof
which overlies the peak of the ridge toward the base of the
ridge;

a confinement layer overiying the active layer;

a first electrically conducting layer overlying a portion of
the confinement layer over the ridge; and

a second electrically conducting layer overlying a portion of
the second major surface of the substrate;

wherein the substrate is of one conductivity type and the
confinement layer is of the opposite conductivity type and
wherein the index of refraction of the active layer is

greater than that of the substrate and that of the confine-
ment layer.
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4,429^96
SEMICONDUCTOR LASER HAVING A DOPED

SURFACE ZONE
Peter J. de Waard, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignor to U.S.

Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Jun. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 272,438

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Jun. 27, 1980,
8003728

Int. a.3 HOIS i/19
U.S. a. 372—45

12 9

1. A semiconductor laser having a semiconductor body
comprising a resonator and a first passive semiconductor layer
of a first coductivity type, an active semiconductor layer on
said first layer, a second passive semiconductor layer of the
second opposite conductivity type on the active layer, a strip-

shaped semiconductor contact layer of the second conductiv-
ity type on the second passive layer, and contact means for

applying a voltage in the forward direction between the
contact layer and the first passive layer to generate coherent
electromagnetic radiation in a strip-shaped part of the active
layer underlying the contact layer within said resonator, the
passive layers having a smaller refractive index for the gener-
ated radiation than the active layer, a doped surface zone of the
second conductivity type which extends over at least part of
the thickness of the contact layer and extends in the second
passive layer adjacent the contact layer, said surface zone
having a higher doping concentration than that of the second
passive layer, the doped surface zone extending adjacent the
contact layer over only a part of the thickness of the second
passive layer, the distance between the surface zone and the
active layer being such that the effective refractive index for
said generated electromagnetic radiation in the layer structure
at the center of the contact layer is larger by an amount equal
to at least 0.0005 and at most 0.005 than the effective refractive
index in the layer structure adjacent the contact layer at the
area of the doped surface zone.

12 Oaims

4,429,397

BURIED HETEROSTRUCTURE LASER DIODE
Mitsunori Sugimoto, and Hidenori Nomura, both of Tokyo,

Japan, assignors to Nippon Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Jun. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 277,508

Oaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 26, 1980, 55-87042;
Jun. 26, 1980, 55-87047; Jun. 26, 1980, 55-87049; Jun. 26, 1980,
55-87050

InL QV HOIS i/19
U.S. a. 372—46

1. A buried heterostructure laser diode comprising a semi-
conductor crystal having a pair of principal surfaces and a pair
of reflective end surfaces constituting an optical resonator, and
a pair of electrodes, said semiconductor crystal including a
base semiconductor region having a mesa portion and having a
first conductivity type, said mesa portion being elongated
between said pair of reflective end surfaces in a stripe geome-
try, said semiconductor crystal further including a first semi-
conductor layer provided on a top surface of said mesa portion
and having a band gap smaller than that of said base region and
extending between said pair of. reflective end surfaces in a
stripe geometry, a second semiconductor layer having a sec-
ond conductivity type and a band gap larger than that of said
first layer and having a first region covering a top surface of

said first layer, a second region covering a side surface of each
of said first layer and said mesa portion, and a third region

covering the other side surfaces of said first layer and said mesa
portion, a pair of third semiconductor layers provided respec-
tively on said second and third regions of said second layer and

9 Oaims \

\

having said first conductivity type -and a band gap larger than
that of said first layer, and a fourth semiconductor layer com-
monly provided on the top surfaces of said second layer and
said third layers and having said second conductivity type and
a band gap larger than that of said first layer, said electrodes
being provided on said principal surfaces.

4,429,398

TWIN WAVEGUIDE LASER
Peter P. Chcnausky, Avon, Conn.; Robert J. Mongeon, East
Longmeadow, Mass.; Erroll H. Drinkwater, Portland, and
Lanny M. Laughman, Bolton, both of Conn., assignors to

United Technologies Corporation, Hartford, Conn.
Filed Feb. 12, 1982, Ser. No. 348,565

Int. 0.3 HOIS i/03
U.S. O. 372-64 3 Oaims
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1. A waveguide laser system comprising:

a ceramic member having a plurality of passages containing
a gain medium fashioned therein;

first and second electrodes disposed on op|X)site sides of said

plurality of waveguide passages in said ceramic member
for supplying power to said gain medium;

means for resonating optical radiation in said gain medium;
means for supplying radio-frequency power to said first and

second electrodes so that each of said first and second
electrodes supplies electromagnetic radiation to all of said

plurality of passages.

4,429,399

GAS LASER TUBE
Takashi Kaneko, and Tokihiko Shidara, both of Yokohama,

Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha,
Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Mar. 3, 1981, Ser. No. 240,237

Int. 0.3 HOIS i/03
U.S. O. 372—65 3 Oaims

1. A gas laser tube comprising:

a cylindrical envelope;

a pair of end tubes each mounted at one end to respective

end walls of said envelope and extending outwardly there-

from along an axis and having reflective members at the
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other end thereof, said pair of end tubes being of smaller
diameter than that of said envelope;

a capillary tube;

a capillary tube holding member comprising a tube which
has a diameter larger than that of said end tube and whose
one end part is connected to the inner surface of one of
said end walls of said envelope and the other end part is

connected to said capillary tube adjacent one end of said
envelope together with said one end wall and said capil-
lary tube said holding member extending inwardly from

the position of said surface region moving with the evapora-
tion of said material;

''

said one end wall to provide a space within said envelope
together with said one end wall;

a cathode comprising a metal cylinder arranged in the vicin-
ity of the inner surface of said envelope;

a cathode terminal connected to said cathode and mounted
to extend through said end wall to which is mounted said
capillary tube; and

an anode terminal protruding from said space to communi-
cate with the interior of said capillary tube through said
end wall and being substantially parallel to said cathode
terminal.

means remote from said surface region and responsive to the
energy emitted from said surface region for delecting the
position of said surface region

4,429,400

LASERS
Alan S. Kaye, WanUge, England, assignor to United Kingdom
Atomic Energy Authority, London, England

Filed Oct. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 312,133
Oaims priority, application United Kingdom, Nov. 12. 1980.

8036332

Int. O.^ HOIS i/m
U.S. O. 372-95 9 claims

4,429,402
DEVICES FOR USK IN A Gi'aSSMELTING FURNACK

Harold J. Carley, Corning. N.Y.. assignor to Corning Glass
Works, Corning, N.V.

Filed Nov. 4. 1981, Ser. No. 317,995
Int. CI.'C03B3/W7

U.S. O. 373—37 34 Claims

^i|]|;
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1. Laser apparatus comprising means forming a laser, said
laser having an unstable optical cavity including an output
mirror having an off-axis hole therein through which laser
radiation can pass to maintain lasing action in an active me-
dium situated in the laser optical cavity, wherein the output
mirror is so shaped and positioned as to present an elliptical

profile to laser radiation incident upon it, the major axis of the
ellipse extending in the direction of offset of the hole in the
output mirror.

4 429 401

MOLTEN-METAL LIQUID LEVEL SENSOR
Kenneth Avicola, Kingwood, Tex., assignor to Jersey Nuclear-
Avco Isotopes, Inc., Bellevue, Wash.

Filed Dec. 4, 1981, Ser. No. 327,633
Int. O.^ HOIJ i7/i05

U.S. O. 373-12 ,3 Oaims
1. Apparatus for measuring the level of a molten metal pool

in an electron beam evaporator comprising:

means for evaporating a material from a localized surface
region having evaporating energy applied thereto, to

produce evaporation of the material therefrom and emis-
sion of energy therefrom;

1 A mcthcMJ of protecting or shielding from oxygen an
oxidizable device within the glass melting furnace, said furnace
containing a supply of molten glass having an upper free sur-

face, and the device being at an elevated temperature above an
oxidizing tenycrature thereof, comprising the steps of

dipping the device into the molten glass to a selected immer-
sion level along a selected length thereof susceptible to

temperatures in excess of the oxidation temperature:
maintaining the device at the immersion level a sufficient

time in order to allow the molten glass to adhere to the
device to form a coaling having upper and lower margins
and a selected length;

withdrawing the device and Ihe adhered molten glass coat-
ing from the bath at least to a selected operating level

above the immersion level such that the device is shielded
from oxidizing agents along the selected length;

maintaining an upper margin of the coatings above the upper
free surface of the glass; and

maintaiing the device in an uncooled condition
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4,429,403

HEATING ELEME>JT INSULATING AND SUPPORT
SYSTEM

John H. Hooper, Oakville, Canada, assignor to Vac-Aero Inter

national Inc., Ontario, Canada
Filed Sep. 23, 1982, Ser. No. 422,029

Oajnis priority, application Canada, Sep. 30, 1981, 387011
Int. a.J F27D 11/02; H05B 3/02

U.S. a. 373—128

transmission upon the detection of both said first and

second indications.

4,429,405

METHOD OF TRANSMITTING INFORMATION
BETWEEN STATIONS ATTACHED TO A
UNIDIRECTIONAL TRANSMISSION RING

8 Claims Werner Bux, Richterwil, and Hans R. Mueller, Langnau, both of

Switzerland, assignors to International Business Machines
Corp., Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 326,246

Claims priority, application European Pat. Off., Dec. 8, 1980,

80107706

Int. a.' H04J 6/00
U.S. CI. 375-89 5 Gaims

1 An improved support means for a resistance heating ele-

ment of a vacuum furnace, said support means comprising a

•ipport liner, a heatmg element support assembly and a rod

member interconnectmg the support hner and the element

support assembly;

said element support assembly being mounted on the inner

end of said rod and including a pair of insulators concen-

trically located on said rod and defining between them an

insulated groove freely supporting said heating element

thereon;

means locating retaining the element support assembly on
the inner end of said rod;

a retaining rod interconnecting adjacent rod members and
spacing the support liner from the element support assem-

bly,

means secured to the support liner and releasably engaging
the outer end of said rod member; and

means located in the groove of the insulators and secured to

the heating element to strengthen said element at the

support assembly

4,429,404

FSK DATA OPERATFD SWITCH
Don L. Mai, Garland, Tex., assignor to Rockwell International

Corporation, El Segundo, Calif.

Filed Mar. 18, 1982. Ser. No. 359,381

Int. a.' H04L 27/14
U.S. CI. 375—76
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4. A switch operated by data other than amplitude modu-
lated data, for controlling the transmission of said data, com-
prising:

means for detecting the frequency domain characteristics of

said data so a>> to produce a first indication of the presence

of said data,

means for detecting the time domain characteristics of said

data so as to produce a second indication of the presence
of said data;

a switch for controlling the transmission of said data; and
summing means responsive to said first indication and said

second indication for controlling said switch to enable

±1
Pi. iicau m ^ i^iii'Ml-J X
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I. Method of exchanging asynchronous data packets as well

as synchronous data blocks in frames between stations attached

to a unidirectional transmission ring, in which system a circu-

lating frame header including first, second and third control

bits is used for regulating access to the ring, which includes for

each said station the steps of

recognizing a circulating frame header, testing a first control

bit (TK) in said header, and setting said first control bit to

a first binary value (1) if the station has an asynchronous

data packet to be transmitted, and transmitting said data

packet if said first control bit had a second binary value

(0), and releasing a new frame header including a first

control bit having said given first binary value;

in each said station testing a second control bit (PI) in said

frame header, and preventing issuance of a new frame

header after transmission of said data packet if said second

control bit had a first binary value (1); and in a particular

circuit-switch monitor station:

issuing a timing signal at periodic intervals,

setting said second control bit to said first binary value in

the next frame header received after each said periodic

timing signal; and

issuing a frame header in which a third control bit (CS) is

set to a first binary value (1) after receiving a frame end

delimiter, characterized by the following additional

steps in each said station:

testing said third control bit (CS) in each frame header,

preventing conversion of said first control bit (TK) and
transmission of data if said station has only an asynchro-

nous data packet to be transmitted and said third control

bit (CS) had said first binary value (I),

setting said first control bit (TK) to said first binary value ( I

)

if said station has a synchronous data block to be transmit-

ted and said third control bit (CS) had said first binary

value (1), and

transmitting said synchronous data block if said first control

bit (TK) had said second binary value (0), and releasing a

new frame header including a first control bit (TK) having

said secondary binary value (0) and a third control bit

(CS) having said first binary value (I).
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4 429 406
ARRANGEMENT FOR CHECKING THE
SYNCHRONIZATION OF A RECEIVER

John M. Hale, RedHill. England, assignor to U.S. Philips
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 27, 1982, Ser. No. 372,346

811328T
'*"°"^' """"""" ^"****' Kingdom, Apr. 29, 1981.

Int. C\? H04L 7/06
U.S. a. 375-113
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first light IS received before the receipt of the second light and
a count-down signal when the first light is received after the
receipt of the second light, a counter section for receiving the
signal from said addition-subtraction discriminating section to
count the number of coins passing through said first and sec-
ond photosensors, and an abnormality detection section con-
nected in parallel with said addition-subtraction discriminating
sec-tion to receive the output signals from said first and second
light receiving sections and to produce an alarm signal in
response to a predetermined difference in number of pulses
between the output signals from said first light receiving sec-
tion and the output signals from said second light receiving
section, said abnormality detection section including a NAND
gate for receiving said output signals from said first and second
light receiving sections, a NOR gate for receiving said output
signals from said first and second light receiving sections, an
c:)R gate for receiving the output from said NOR gate and a
reset signal from a reset operator section, a counter for receix -

ing the output signal from said NAND gate and the output
signal trom said OR gate, and a set-reset fiip-fiop for receiving
the output signal from said counter and res<M signal to generate
an alarm signal when a second output signal indicating cvcur-
rence of any abnormal condition is fed thereto bv said counter

PWA-J **;N ••••NO C».ji'

1. An arrangement for checking the synchronization of a
receiver for data signals having a powcr-versus-frequency
spectrum comprising two sidebands located one on each side
of a symbol frequency, the received data signal being synchro-
nously sampled in each symbol interval at first and second
instants which are ha!f-a-symbol interval apart characterised m
that the arrangement comprises means for detecting the mini-mum value of the sampled signal at each of the two instants and
means for generating a check signal whose value is dependent
on whether the mmimum ievelsover a number of cycles of the
input data of the signal sampled at the first instant, is greater
than that of the signal sampled at the second instant

4,429 408
DEVICE FOR PREVENTING FAULTY COUNTING
OPERATIONS IN A PAPER SHEET COUNTER

Eikoh Hibari, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Uurel Bank Machine
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jul. 6. 1981, Ser. No. 280,482
Oaims priority, application Japan, Jul. 8, 1980, 55-95927(1

]

Int. C\: B65H h'l2
U.S. a. 377—8 , f^.5 Claims

4 429 407
COUNTING CIRCUIT FOR COIN COUNTING DEVICE
Katusuke Funiya, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Uurel Bank Ma-

chine Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Jun. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 277,604

aaims priority, application Japan, Jun. 27, 1980, 55-87579
Int. a.J G07D i/16
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2. A counting circuit arrangement for ixoin counting de-
vice, comprising a light generating section having a light emit-
ting element, first and second light receiving sections respec-
tively having first and second photosensors arranged closely
adjacent to each other for receiving light from said light emit-
ting element when they are not covered by any passing coins
and for generating detection signals when they are covered by
any of the passing coins, an addition-subtraction discriminating
section for receiving output signals from said first and second
light receiving sections to generate a count-up signal when the

1. In a paper sheet counting apparatus comprising a holder
for moving between a paper sheet depositing position and a
paper sheet counting position, a rotating cylinder provided
with a plurality of suction heads for sucking and turning over
paper sheets one by one from said holder when the holder is

moved to said paper sheet counting position, and counting
means for counting the number of paper sheets sucked by said
suction heads, the improvement comprising a dev ice for pre-
venting a faulty counting opc-ration of the paper sheet, said
device comprises a start sensor for detecting paper sheets
loaded into said holder and for producing a first detection
signal in response thereto, a paper sheet sens<ir for detecting
the presence of said paper sheet in both said depositing position
and said counting position and for producing a second detec-
tion signal in response thereto, and a control circuit for in
structing the movement of the holder and counting operation
lo start, said control circuit receiving the detection signals
from said start sensor and said paper sheet sensor and generat-
ing, upon reception of said detection signals, sequential instruc-
tion signals for starting one cycle of counting operation and for
inhibiting subsequent instruction signals while the paper sheet
sensor continues to detect the paper sheets.
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4,429,409 passing an X-ray beam having as a predominant component
PORTABLE APPARATUS FOR ANALYZING METALS BY wavelengths in the range 0.6 to 0.8 Angstrom units through

X-RAY FLUORESCENCE
Peter F. Berry; Wendell D. Miller, and John L. Nethery, Jr., all

of Austin, Tex., assignors to Ramsey Engineering Company,
St. Paul, Minn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 216,229, Dec. 15, 1980. This application

Oct. 21, 1982, Ser. No. 435,854

Int. C[J COIN 23/20

VS. a. 378—45 10 Qaims

lJ

1. In an apparatus for analyzing a sample of material by the

X-ray fluorescence method having means responsive to X-ray

radiation from the sample for generating a plurality of groups

of sample signals each group representing the spectral lines and

energy intensity in a predetermined one of a plurality of energy

regions of a different element, an electronic unit comprising:

first means for storing the groups of sample signals; second

means for storing a plurality of groups of known signals, the

known signals of each group representing the spectral lines and

energy intensities in the plurality of predetermined energy

regions of a different known material; means connected to said

first and second means for storing for comparing the sample

signals stored in said first means with the known signals in the

corresponding energy regions stored in said second means and

for generating an identification signal representing the identity

of the sample of material when the sample signals stored in the

first means correspond to said known signals of one of said

groups stored in said second means; and means connected to

said means for comparing and responsive to said identification

signal for generating an indication of the identity of the sample

of material.

4,429,410

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR ASSESSING THE
CONCENTRATION OF MINERAL MATTER IN

COAL-DERIVED LIQUIDS
Aathony W. Jury, Beckford, and Geoffrey J. Pitt, Cheltenham,

both of England, assignors to Coal Industry (Patents) Limited,

London, England

FUed Jan. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 229,470

Claiou priority, application United Kingdom, Feb. 15, 1980,

805239

Int. OJ COIN 23/06

VJS. a. 378—53 10 Claims

1. A method for the assessment of mineral matter in the

range to 2% by weight in coal-derived liquids comprising

said liquid and detectirig the intensity of the transmitted radia-

tion.

4,429,411

INSTRUMENT AND METHOD FOR FOCUSING X-RAYS,
GAMMA RAYS AND NEUTRONS

Robert K. Smither, Hinsdale, 111., assignor to The United States

of America as represented by the United States Department of

Energy, Washington, D.C.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 255,974, Apr. 20, 1981,

abandoned. This application Mar. 25, 1982, Ser. No. 362,172

Int. a.3 GOIN 23/20
U.S. a. 378—84 23 Gaims

1. A crystal diffraction instrument comprising means for

diffracting a beam having an energy of above about S KeV,
mcluding a crystalline structure with a surface having a face

for receiving the beam and atomic planar spacing along the

face for diffracting the beam, the spacing changing progres-

sively along a direction parallel to said face to provide Bragg

angles of progressively changing values to increase the usable

area of said face for diffraction and to provide a focusing of

said beam.

4,429,412

X-RAY HLM MARKER
Larry L. Pierce, and June Pierce, both of 4120 Vansant Rd.,

DouglasTille, Ga. 30135

Filed Aug. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,780

Int. a.3 G03B 41/16
U.S. a. 378—165 7 Gaims

I. An x-ray film marker comprising a film support means
including a frame defining an x-ray permeable path, said film

support means comprising a film cassette including a rectangu-

lar x-ray opaque border frame, a flat x-ray permeable support

plate mounted in said border frame, an x-ray opaque door
pivotably mounted to said border frame and normally posi-

tioned in parallel relationship with respect to said support plate

whereby x-ray film is held between said door and said support

plate in the x-ray permeable path, and indicia support means
movably mounted to a comer of said border frame, at least two
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mdicia earned by said indicia support means and spaced from
one another, said indicia bemg opaque to x-rays, with the
mdicia support means movable to position one indicia in the
x-ray path m front of the x-ray film and the other indicia m

overlying relationship with the border frame whereby when
unexposed film is placed in the film support means and is

exposed to x-rays and later is developed, the film will have the
image of one of the indicia imposed thereon.

4,429,413

HNGERPRINT SENSOR
David G. Edwards, Mount Laurel, N.J., assignor to Siemens

Corporation, Iselin, N.J.

Filed Jul. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 288,288
Int. G.^ G06K 9/28

U.S. G. 382-4 ,9 claims

each of said sample pattern data having a plurality of bii
rows;

a dictionary memory which stores a plurality of reference
pattern data comprising pieces of data each representing
one of a plurality of reference patterns, respectively, each
of said reference pattern data having a plurality of bit
rows;

a plurality of pattern similanty computation circuits, each
including a memory section and a computation section
and being connected to said sample pattern generating
circuit and said dictionary memory; and
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1. a fingerprint sensor for transforming the topological
pattern of a finger under investigation into an electric output
signal, comprising

(a) a contact body having a contact surface for receiving a
contact pressure exercised by means of a finger and in-
cluding a transducer element for transducing said topolog-
ical pattern into a corresponding information pattern;

(b) an array of sensing cells disposed adjacent said trans-
ducer element, each cell including a first transistor having
a gain, within an amplification range, dependent up<in the
most adjacent portion of said information pattern;

(c) means for setting the operating point of each of said first

transistors within its amplification range; and
(d) means for deriving said electrical output signal in depen-
dence upon the current passing through said first transis-
tors.

4,429,414
PATTERN RECOGNITION SYSTEM OPERATING BY

THE MULTIPLE SIMILARITY METHOD
Teruyoshi Asakawa, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Tokyo

Shibaura Denki Kabustaiki Kaisha, Kawasaki, Japan
Filed Mar. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 242,567

Gaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 13, 1980, 55-31861
Int. G.' G06K 9/62

U.S. G. 382-30 7 Q^ms
1. A pattern recognition system comprising:
a sample pattern generating circuit for sequentially generat-

ing, one by one, a plurality of sample pattern data corre-
sponding to a plurality of sample patterns, respectively,

means for transferring the sample pattern data to ihc rcspcc-
tive memory sections of said pallcrn similanly compula-
tion circuits to store the sample pattern data in tht- rcsptv-
tivf memory sections and for transferring the rcti-rctKc
pattern data to said computation sections one puvc at a
time;

said computation sections of said pattern similarity compula-
tion circuits simultaneously calculating the degrees of
similarity of pattern data in said memory sections, with
respect to said one piece of the reference pattern data

4,429,415
SIGNAI -SKEKING TUNING .SV.SIFM WITH SKiNAI
LOSS PROTECTION FOR A TKI KV ISION RKUVKR

Danny Chin, Plainsboro; John G. N. Henderson, Princeton, and
Robert J. Mature. Bricktown, ail of N.J.. assignors to RCA
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed No*. 30. 1981. Ser. No. 326.171
Int. CI.' H04B 1/26. H03J 7/J2. 7,2H I

U.S. CI. 455-164
,0 Claim.

10. A signal-seeking tuning system for scanning at least one
radio frequency (RF) signal band which includes a plurality of
channels m which RF signals may be present, lor selecting
present ones of said RF signals, which tuning system com-
prises:

tuning means, responsive to a tuning signal for selecting and
heterodyning a present one of said RF signals to prinluce
an IF signal having a nominal frequency.

signal prtK-essing means receiving said 11 signals, and in-
cluding means for applying a control signal to said tuning
means to fine tune said IF signal to said nominal fre-
quency.

a source of clock signals;

means for selectively developing a scan signal.

digital counter means for generating a binary word having
minimum and maximum values, said binary word chang-
ing in value in a predetermined sense in response to said
cliKk signal and said scan signal being applied to said
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counter means, said binary word changing cyclically

between said minimum and said maximum values;

converting means coupled to said counter means for devel-

oping said tuning signal responsive to said binary word;
detecting means responsive to said signal processing means
and coupled to said counter means for stopping said

counter means from changing the value of said binary

word when said IF signal has a predetermined condition;

correction means coupled between said detectmg means and
said counter means for thereafter decrementing the value

of said binary word when said control signal exceeds a

I
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predetermined range of values in a first direction and for

incrementing the value of said binary word when said

control signal exceeds said range in an opposite direction,

said first and opposite directions being such that the tun-

ing signal is adjusted for tuning said IF signal to said

nominal frequency; and

inhibiting means to which said detecting means is coupled

for inhibiting said correction means from changing said

binary word whenever said selected present RF signal is

lost at a time subsequent to said predetermined condition

having been detected by said detecting means.

4,429,416

MULTISTAGE CASCADE/CASCODE LIMITING IF

AMPLIHER AND METER CIRCUIT
Ronald W. Page, Sunnyvale, Calif., assignor to National Semi-

conductor Corporation, Santa Gara, Calif.

Filed Mar. 26, 1982, Ser. No. 362,363

Int. a.' H04B 1/26: H03F i/45

U.S. a. 455—211 5 Claims
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stages, each stage including a source of tail current and a

pair of load resistors;

means for coupling an input signal to one of input terminals

of the first one of said plurality of differential amplifier

stages to provide said input;

a differential output buffer stage having an input directly

coupled to the last one of said plurality of differential

amplifier stages and an output that will provide said differ-

ential signal output;

directly coupled negative feedback means connected be-

tween said output of said output buffer and the input of

said first one of said plurality of differential amplifiers, said

negative feedback acting to stabilize the operating biases

on all of said plurality of differential amplifiers;

cascode connected differential amplifying means coupled to

the early stages of said plurality of differential amplifier

stages by way of said load resistors so that a majority

thereof are so coupled, said cascode connected differential

amplifying means having a differential common output

and a plurality of differential inputs individually directly

coupled to selected ones of said differential amplifier load

resistors;

a differential peak detector having an input directly coupled
to said common output of said cascode connected differ-

ential amplifier means and a single-ended output that

develops a direct current voltage level related to the peak
signal level at said input; and

a differential meter amplifier having a pair of differential

inputs and a current output, wherein one of said inputs is

directly coupled to said output of said differential peak

detector and the other input is returned to a source of

reference potential whereby said current output rises in

proportion to the log of said signal level.

4,429,417

INTEGRATED ANTENNA, AMPLIHER AND
CONVERTER FOR MICROWAVE FREQUENOES

George M. Yool, 2060 S. Val Vista, Apache Junction, Ariz.

85220

Filed Jul. 7, 1980, Set. No. 166,595

Int. Q\? H04B 1/22

U.S. a. 455—291 7 Oaims
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1. An integrated signal amplifier and signal level indicating

circuit suitable for use in an FM radio receiver as a limiting IF
amplifier and meter driver wherein the signal level indication

is independent of the amplifier limiting function, said circuit

having a signal input, a differential signal output and a signal

level related current output and comprising:

a plurality of directly coupled cascaded differential amplifier

1. A microwave amplifier and frequency down converter

system, comprising:

an antenna;

first means coupled proximate said antenna for directing mi-

crowave energy to said antenna; and

an integrated amplification and converter circuit means con-

nected to said antenna for converting said microwave en-

ergy to RF energy, said first means comprises:

a resonant cavity; and

a refiector for concentrating said microwave energy at the

mouth of said resonant cavity,

said antenna is mounted within said resonant cavity at a point

of maximum voltage,

said integrated circuit means is on a printed circuit board

which is mechanically coupled proximate said resonant

cavity, said antenna extending through said resonant cavity

January 31, 1984 ELECTRICAL 2031

for electrical coupling to said printed circuit board, said
circuit means comprises:

a first amplifier having an output tuned to the frequency of an
input signal received by said antenna;

a high frequency oscillator; and
second means coupled to said first amplifier and said oscillator

for mixing outputs thereof to produce a first signal having a
frequency substantially equal to the difference in frequency
between said outputs, the output of said first amplifier is

tuned to the frequency of the input signal by a first eighth-
wave open-ended strip line on said printed circuit board.

4,429,418

FREQUENCY AGILE SATELLITE RECEIVER
Robert L. Hooper, Oeala, Fla., assignor to Microdyne Corpora-

tion, Oeala, Fla.

Filed Jul. 11, 1980, Ser. No. 168,667
Int. a.3 H04B 1/26

U.S. a. 455-314 10 Oaims
1. A frequency agile receiver having a tunable voltage con-

trolled oscillator operating in a range permitting use of con-
ventional printed circuit boards and standard active and pas-
sive components mounted thereon, comprising
means for multiplying the frequency of the output signal
from said oscillator to produce a frequency multiplied
output signal,

a first mixer

means for applying said frequency multiplied output signal
and an information modulated received signal to said first

mixer,

the frequency of said frequency multiplied output signal
being less than the frequency of said received signal to
produce first signals of the sum and difference frequencies

of said received signals and said frequency multiplied
output signal,

said first mixer being a dual diode subharmonic mixer
whereby said frequency multiplied output signal is further
multiplied in said first mixer by a factor of two,

a second mixer,

means for applying said frequency multiplied output signal
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and said first difference signal to said second mixer to
produce second signals at the sum and difference frequen-
cies of said frequency multiplied output signal and said
first difference signal.

said frequency multiplied output signal having a frequency
less than said first difference signal, and

means for selecting said difference signal to said second
signals.
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^^'^ 272^92

Int. CI. D2—02 I) S a D8—1^
U.S.aD2-227

iJ.». M. uu-354

272,393

272,390 CHAIR
CLEATED SHOE SOLE "*"* ^- ''"•f' '^"•n. »t«'y. Mslgnor to Olivetti Synthesis.

Roberto Muller-Feigelstock, Scarsdale, N.Y., assignor to Pony ^'^'^-^ ^"""' ^^^
International, Inc., Secaucus, N.J. f''«' Oct. 1, 1980, Ser. No. 192,679

Filed Nov. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,201
CXaims priority, application Italy. Apr. 2. 1980, 53089/80(U]

Term of patent 14 years Itrm of patent 14 years

Int. a. m—04
U.S. a. D2—320 U.S. a. D6—«7

Int. a. D6—0/

272,391

LUGGAGE CASE
Michael Davis, New Castle, Pa., and Oleg Cassini, New York,

N.Y., assignors to Airway Industries, Inc., Ellwood City, Pa.
Filed Feb. 3, 1982, Ser. No. 345,023

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D3—<?/

U.S. a. D3—71

272,394

CHAIR
Hector M. Coronado, 2209 Via Cerritos, Palos Verdes Estates

Calif. 90274

Filed May 11, 1981, Ser. No. 262,531
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D6—0/
U.S. a. D6—73

2033
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272^ 272,398

».-^ _. o
HOSPITAL BED CHEST OF DRAWERS

RKfctrd Sowler. and JoMph L. Rnsw, both of New York, NY., Haywood L. West, High Point, N.C., aasignor to BurlingtonMBgMm to Thonet Industries, Inc^ York, P*. Industries, Inc., Greensboro, N.C.
Coatinnation of Ser. No. 102,590, Dec. 12, 1979. This appUcation Filed Dec. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 331,320

Jul. 2, 1982, Ser. No. 394,664 Term of patent 14 years
Term of patent 14 years Int. Q. IM6—04

Int a. D6—01 VS. a. D6—165
VJS. a. D6—83

272,396

SHOWER RACK
Rick A. Nestor, 3052 Qairemont Dr. #D, San Diego, Calif.

92117

FUed Sep. 19, 1980, Ser. No. 183,199

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D23—02: D6—06. 07
VJS. a. D6—86

272,397

DRESSER
Haywood L. West, High Point, N.C, assignor to Burlington

Industries, Inc., Greensboro, N.C.

FUed Dec. 16, 1981, Ser. No. 331,319

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D06—04
U.S. a. D6->164

272,399

DISPLAY UNIT
Fred W. Kates, New York, N.Y., assignor to Revlon, Inc., New

York, N.Y.

FUed Jan. 7, 1981, Ser. No. 223,182
The portion of the term of this patent sabscqoent to Aug. 31,

1999, has been disclaimed.

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D06—04
VS. CI. D6—186
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272,400
272 402

nimt KMUHfUis GbM, Fed. Ren. ofGnuiy KtM G M»t.i. wl-.. «^ J^1_

U.S. a. D6—188
'^*™ **' I**"* ' y"«

Int a. D6—05
U.S. a. D6—199

272401
^^2'*^

DI<iPIAvVHirfE> .
CLOTHES HANGER

ration, Dayton, Ohio ,^. v!IL

Filed Dec 2 1981 S*r N« w« ait ^ ™** ^^ >*' *'*»• ^'- ^o. 311,310

^'J^]^UyJn' Claims priority. appUcation Finland, Apr. 23. 1981, 304/81

IntaD6-oJ "!„? n '*iSL!!iJ*"
"•«• «• °^'" U.S. a D6-247 '"'

""• ""^
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272,404 272,406

CASSEROLE FORK
Nkhoitt P. Aogelakos, Staten bland, N.Y., assignor to Lancas- Fred S. Steiner, 154 Combs A?e., Woodraere, N.Y. 11598

ter Colony Corporation, New York, N.Y. FUed May 21, 1981, Ser. No. 265,815
Filed Aug. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 296,682 Term of patent 14 years

Term of patent 14 years Int. Q. D07—0¥, 03
Int. a. D07—o; U.S. a. dt—io6

U.S. a. D7—17

[

272,405

ROUND TURNER
Fred S. Steiner, 154 Combs ATe., Woodmere, N.Y. 11598

Filed May 21, 1981, Ser. No. 265,830

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D07—04
U.S. a. D7—102

r

272,407

CONVECTION OVEN
Rex Notbohm, Boone Coanty, Mo., assignor to Toastmaster

Inc., Columbia, Mo.
Filed Nov. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,493

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D7—02 ,

U.S. a. D7—350

JANUARY 3
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272,408 _, ^
MICROWAVE OVEN 272,411

Masamichi Yamamura. Osaka: Miehio T.n.ir. -j x u » PORTABLE DOOR LOCK
Harada, both of ^^TS'j^^^J^^.omJ^^ *"""" '^

''"?S If
'^"»- '^-•' S" '^«^. Calif. 94577

Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., KarmiTInZ "'*"
"i"'

^\'^'' ^er. No. 239,362

Filed Aug. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 294,089 in/nZ!^'r"^Qaims priority, application Japan, Feb. 20, 1981, 56^720 U.S Q D8-331
^"^

Term of patent 14 years
Int. a. D7—02

U.S. a. D7—351

272.409 272,412

MICROWAV^ OVEN r^
BICYCLE LOCK HOLDER

Mjsamichi Yamamura, Osaka; Miehio Tanaka, and Toshio ^if WM,'^"'''
'"' "' '^"""**'" ^''^ "' '''""^'»"'

S^J?* I^**
°' ^"^ " "' ''P*"' Mignors to Matsushiu Filed F*h 17 loai <u k: «. ,,-

Electric Industrial Co. Ltd., Kadoma, Japan
»*"«> Feb. 17. 1981. Ser. No. 235.125

Filed Aug. 19, 1981. Ser. No. 294,090 In^T, liS *ni!^aaims priority, application Japan, Sep. 20, 1981, 56-6723 U.S. a. D8-343 ^"^
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D7—02
U.S. a. D7—351

, 272,410

SCISSORS

^v.S'^'S"JT** ^''' ^^"' ChlacTou La., Chiao-Tou
Villiage, Fu.Hsing Hsiang, Chan-Hua County, Taiwan

Filed Dec. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 335,354
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D8—Oi
U.S. a. Dj^55

272,413

REVERSIBLE LOCK GUARD
Thomas F. Henneuy, Bristol, Conn., assignor to Lori Corpora-

tion, Southington, Conn.
Filed Not. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 318,731

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D8—07
U.S. a. D8—343 _

--.',
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272,414 272,417

HANGER BRACKET FOR USE WITH A PERFORATED BOTTLE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
PANEL CamUIe Ziccardi, 1831 W. Eddy St^ Chicago, lU. 60657

RidMrd D. Barnes, Rockford, III., assignor to Southern Impe- Filed May 4, 1981, Scr. No. 259,990

rial. Inc., Tupelo, Miss. Term of patent 14 years

FUed Jun. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 277,200 Int. G. 09—07
Term of patent 14 years U.S. Q. D9—354
Int a. D%—08: D6—06

VS. a. D8—363
miiii iiiiii M ^^ " a

272,415

PAINTER'S POT HOOK
Gerald L. Case, Rte. 1, Boi 91, Brighton, Mo. 65617

Filed Jun. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 277,081

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D6—08
VS. a. D8—373

I!

^ b

272,418

CAN
Robert J. Gniodis, Oak Uwn; William T. Franz, Palos Park,

and Edward J. Hayes, Elmhurst, all of 111., assignors to The
Continental Group, Inc., Stamford, Conn.

FUed Jun. 5, 1981, Ser. No. 271,052

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D9—Oi
U.S. a. D9—370

i
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272,416

CASTOR
Stafford T. Screen, Stourbridge, England, assignor to British

Castors Limited, West Bromwich, England

FUed Dec. 15, 1980, Ser. No. 217,517

Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Jun. 14, 1980,

995,305

Term of patent 14 years

Int O. D6—06; D8—0.9. 09
VS. a. D8—375

272,419

DISPENSING CONTAINER OR THE LIKE
Hanns Persch, Bodenheim, Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignor to

Firms Kuenunerling GmbH, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Filed Jul. 1, 1981, Ser. No. 279,577

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D9—OJ
U.S. a. D9—413
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272,420 vf^^,-.
STORAGE CONTAINER FOR NOVELTY TOMS OR TOE AIRCRAFT I^mO DISPIAY
Stub, R. Sblud, HW.1.1.. N.V„ «l,«r ,<, L^ I„„„, "t."'

*''**^ ^"*^ "* *•"' " T««*<>^^ S.^
Ltd., New York, N.Y. «.. . .

Filed May 15 1981 <S*r m« JAxaoA ^ ™*' ''"'• ^*' *"'' S«r- No. 288,682

272,421
COMBINED SURGICAL RULER AND PEN OR THE LIKE
Dan Sandel, 8111 Amigo Aye., Northridge, Calif. 91324

Filed Jan. 29, 1981, Ser. No. 229,556
The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jun. 8, 1996,

has been disclaimed.

Term of patent 14 years
Int. a. Did—04; D24—99

U.S. a. DIO—71

272,424

MOTORCYCLE EMBLEM OR THE UKE
r.r>vr™«. « 272,422 Alwln J. Stahel, St. Paul, Mian., assignor to Drag Spedaltiet,CONTROL PANEL FOR MUSICAL CAR HORNS OR THE Inc., MInneapoUs, Minn.

!»«««««.

LIKE Filed May 26, 1982, Ser. No. 382,081
Sayre Swarztrauber, 301 E. 79th St., New York, N.Y. 10021, and Term of patent 14 years
Marc H. Segan, 154 W. 70th St, New York, N.Y. 10023 Int. Q. Dll—03

FUed May 19, 1981, Ser. No. 265,251 ^S. CI. Dl 1—107
Term of patent 14 years ^

Int a. Dl3-0i V_ ^^.^-^^ ^r
.^v C^

U.S. a. DlO—106

trn 7r -rmmtmn^t]|]in^^'^^^ff>yp
^^^^
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272,425 272,427

NOVELTY CHRISTMAS DECORATION DOVE SCULPTURE
Fraaklia Carroll, Gaelph, Cauda, aadgaor to Carroll Conpany, Gay Moyet, St bmier Biilen Ics Barraux, France, asdgnor to

Gwlph, Cauda Moyet Perria, Poatckarra, France

Filed Mar. 30, 1962, Ser. No. 363,535 FUed May 10, 1962, Ser. No. 376,601

Terai of patent 14 yean Claims priority, application France, Not. 9, 1981, 813,847

Int. CL Dll—02. 05 Tern of patent 14 years

VS. CL Dll—125 Int CL Dll—02
U.S. a. Dll—162

272,428

SADDLE BAG COOLER
Michael O. Kelley, De Soto, Tex., assignor to Country Blues,

Incorporated, Ehiocaoville, Tex.

FUed Aug. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 291,169

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D12—77

U.S. a. D12—158

272,426

TABLE ORNAMENT
Doreen N. Roberts, Gwyaedd, Wales, assignor to Pendelfin

Stndios Limited, LaacMUre, England

FUed Not. 19, 1981, Ser. No. 322^35
Claiflu priority, application United Kingdom, Oct. 2, 1981,

1002814

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. Dll—02
U.S. a. Dll—158

272,429

TRIM PIECE FOR AN AUTOMOBILE HOOD
Ulric W. Trombley, R.lt #1, CUsngo Oty, Minn. 55013, and

Richard J. Noiel, 354 Edith Dr., West St Paul, Minn. 55118

Filed Apr. 27, 1981, Ser. No. 257,776

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D12—76

U.S. a. D12—190
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272,433

CONTROL PANEL
Beth A. Trabucchi, New York, N.Y.; Hugh D. Dyer, Norton, and

Frank R. Keeler, Needham, both of Mass., assignors to Ameri-
can District Telegraph Company, New York, N.Y.

FUed Not. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 321,108
Term of patent 14 yean

Int a. Dli—03
U.S. a. D13—35

272,431

VEHICLE WHEEL
Raymond J. Hedlund, Concord, Calif., assignor to Kelsey-Hayes

Co., Romulus, Mich.

FUed Sep. 25, 1981, Ser. No. 305,569
Term of patent 14 yean

Int a. Dll—76
U.S. a. D12—211

272,434

CONTROL PANEL
H. Patrick Thornton, Acton; Hugh D. Dyer, Norton, and Fmnk

R. Keeler, Needham, aU of Mass., asaignon to American
District Telegraph Compuy, New York, N.Y.

FUed Not. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 321,122
Term of patent 14 yean

Int CI. D13—(7J

U.S. a. D13—35
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272,435

CONTROL PANEL
H. Patrick ThoratOB, Actoa, M«s^ Beth A. TrabocchL, New

York, N.Y^ Hngb D. Dyer, Nortoo, and Frank R. Keeler,

Needham, both of Mass^ aasigDors to American District Tele-

graph Company, New York, N.Y.

FUed Not. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 321,124

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D13—Oi
U.S. a. D13—35

272,437

TELEPHONIC EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTION PANEL
STAND

Robert H. Knickerbocker, Chcsire, and Karl-Heinz Pohl, Wood-
bury, both of Conn., aarignors to The Siemon Company, Wa-
tertown. Conn.

FUed May 28, 1981, Ser. No. 268,013

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D14—Oi
U.S. a. D14—52

[fir 5111

M-tdpuJi

272,436

CONTROL PANEL
Beth A. Trabocchi, New York, N.Y.; Hugh D. Dyer, Norton, and
Frank it. Keeler, Needham, both of Maas., assignors to Ameri-
can District Telegraph Company, New York, N.Y.

FUed Not. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 321,125

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D13—03
VS. a. D13—35

272,438

COMBINED TELEPHONE HANDSET AND BASE
STATION THEREFOR

John C. Coons, and Jean M. Beirise, both of Cincinnati, Ohio,

assignors to Masco Corporation of Indiana, Taylor, Mich.
Filed May 1, 1981, Ser. No. 259,604

Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D14—Oi
U.S. a. D14—53
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272,440
CLIP ON DEVICE FOR LOCKING TOUCH TONE

TELEPHONES
Woodrow T. Morrow, Mesa, Ariz., assignor to Woodmar Com-

pany, Dewey, Ariz.

Filed Jan. 11, 1981, Ser. No. 272,492
Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D14—03
U.S. a. D14—59

^ t
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TELEPHONE INSTRUMENT BODY
Peter B. Carr, Harpenden, England, assignor to Internationa]

Standard Electric Corporation, New York, N.Y.
FUed Mar. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 239,733

/

Claims priority, appUcation United Kingdom, Aug. 28, 1980,

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D14—Oi
U.S. a. D14—60

272,443
FAMILY PAGER TRANSMITTER DEVICE OR SIMILAR

ARTICLE
Ka W. Wong, Ngau Tau Kok, China, and Albert K. H.*Au.
Wanchai, Hong Kong, assignors to Mattel, Inc., Hawthorne,
Calif.

Filed Dec. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 335,965
Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D14—Oi
U.S. a. D14—95
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272,444

WORD PROCESSOR
YotUhin Ohic, Onka, Japam anignor to Sharp Corporation,
Onka, Japaa

Filed Aug. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 294,423
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Feb. 24, 1981, 56-7573

Tern of patent 14 years

Int. a. D14—02
VS. a. 014—106

272,447
CONTAINER FOR OCTANE BOOSTER FLUID FOR

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
Mike J. Ashmore, Broken Arrow, Okla^ assignor to Atlas In«

restment Co^ Oklahoma aty, Okla.
Filed JnL 28, 1981, Ser. No. 287,573

Term oi patent 14 years
Int. a. D15—99

U.S. a. D15—

5

272,445 '

MAIN UNIT OF ELECTRONIC COMPUTER
Yoshihisa Ohie, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Sharp Corporation,

Osaka, Japan

FUed Aug. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 294,426
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 24, 1981, 56-7576

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D14—02
U.S. a. D14—106

272 446
DIGITAL TRANSFER SWITCH WITH DIAGNOSTIC

DISPLAY
Michael J. DeUecave, 3754 St Johns Ter., Cincinnati, Ohio

45236, and Jack L. Klosterman, Sr., 1575 Claretta Dr., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio 45231

FUed Jun. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 271,816
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D13—Oi, D14—02
U.S. a. D14—107

272 448

X-RAY-nLM-PROCESSOR
Norberi Schlagheck, Fuerstenfeldbmck, and Lutz Rabold,

Socking, botii of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to AGFA-
GcTaert AG, Lcverkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec. 12, 1980, Ser. No. 216,606
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 12,

1980, 5MR587-G175805
Term of patent 14 years

Int a. D16-0i
U.S. a. D16—34
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272,449

X-RAY-nUVf-PROCESSOR
Norbert Schlagheck, Fuerstenfeldbmck, and Lutz Rabold,

sacking, both of Fed. Rep. of Germany, assignors to AGFA-
Getaert AG, Leferkusen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Filed Dec. 12, 1980, Ser. No. 216,607
Claims priority, application Fed. Rep. of Germany, Jun. 12

1980, 5MR587-G175806 '

Term of patent 14 years
Int. a. DI&—03

VJS. a. D16—34

272,452

SPECTACLES
JoMph Kanoui, Genera, Switzerland, assignor to Interdica S.A.,

Villars-sur-Glane, Switzerland

Filed Not. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 318,796
Qaims priority, appUcation Switzerland, May 8, 1981, 71414

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D16—Od
U.S. a. D16—117

272,450

EYEGLASSES
Edward M. Stiieber, 5400 Highland Crest Dr., Austin, Tex.

FUed Jul. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 282,386
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D16—06
U.S. a. D16—102

272,453

LABELER
Tokio Wada, Nagareyamashi, Japan, assignor to KabushUd

Kaisha Shinsei Industries, Tokyo, Japan
FUed Not. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 319,873

Qaims priority, application Japaa, May 30, 1981, 56-23094
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D18—99
U.S. a. D18—19

272,451

SPECTACLES
Joseph Kanoui, Genera, Switzerland, assignor to Interdica S.A

.

VUlars-sur-Glane, Switzerland

FUed Not. 6, 1981, Ser. No. 318,794
Qaims priority, application Hague, May 8, 1981, 71414

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D16—06
U.S. a. D16—117

272,454
TOY STACKABLE BOLT AND NUT ASSEMBLY

Mark D. Boudreaux, Qnclnnati, Ohio, auignor to CPG Prod-
ucU Corp., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Sep. 18, 1981, Ser. No. 303,446
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D21—OA D8—0*
U.S. a. D21—59
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272,455

WIRE PUZZLE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
W. Eakin, Box 210, Re% Pi. 15356

Fn«d Jan. 22, 1981, Ser. No, 275,675
Term of patent 14 yean

lot a. D21—01
VS. a. D21—106

272,458

MOVEABLE TOY BIRD
Irwin Fleminger, 565 First St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11215

FUed Not. 20, 1981, Ser. No. 323,461
Term of patent 14 yean

Int a. D21—01
U.S. a. D21—160

272,456 I

TOY RAKE
W. Porter Clanton, East Aurora, N.Y., assignor to The Quaker
Oats Company, Chicago, lU.

FUed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,451

Term of patent 14 yean
Int. a. D21—0/

U.S. a. D21—120

272,459

LAWN GOLF MALLET
Robert C. Jones, 8427 Grand Are., Duluth, Minn. 55808

Filed Jan. 11, 1982, Ser. No. 338,307
Term of patent 14 yean

Int. a. D21—07
U.S. a. D21—210

272,457 I

TOY WATERING BUCKET
W. Porter Clanton, East Aurora, N.Y., assignor to The Quaker
Oats Company, Chicago, 111.

Filed Dec. 21, 1981, Ser. No. 332,453
Term of patent 14 yean

Int. a. D21—o;
U.S. a. D21—120

Ŵ--.W
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272,460 „,^,PUTTER HEAD WITH BOWED SHAi=T nSHINGYuRF
IZ'^i Wl^"'^"^''

*'' ^-'^ "'"' "-•' ^"^ «- ^•^•"' "-• Owen." ro" Ky":,^or to Nationwide Lure

Filed 0« M imi «.. M» imm Minuhtturing Co.. Inc., Beater Dun, Ky.

Uii.a.MI-217
U.S.a,D22-27

'"• °- """"^

272,464
TOP FOR A LAVATORY OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

272,461
Henry M. Stairs, Jr., Neshanlc. N.J., assignor to American

GOLFER'S TOOL ^ Standard Inc., New York, N.Y.

Patrick C. Bums, Qifton Hill, Australia, assignor to P. C Burns
^°"«"''««°n-j"-l»rt <>' Ser. No. Des. 182,272, Aug. 28. 1980,

Pty. Limited, Qifton Hill, Australia
abandoned. This application Noy. 17, 1981, Ser. No. 322,102

Filed Dec. 28, 1981, Ser. No. 334,523 ^*"" °' P***"* ** ye*"
Qaims priority, application Australia, Jun. 30, 1981, 84,505 , , e rn r.,, <. '"^" ^' ^^^—^^

Term of patent 14 yean ^'^- " R23-58
Int. a. D2I—07

U.S. a. D21—234 r ^

272 462
TELESCOPING nSHING POLE

Lloyd J. URoue, 726 S. 12th St., Yakima, Wash. 98901
Filed Apr. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 252,396

Term of patent 14 yean
Int. a. D22—05

U.S. a. D22—23

272,465

FALSE TOOTH
Ehrenfried G. B. Wolf, 828 Lincoln Creek Rd.. Centralis, Wash

98531

Filed Jan. 26, 1981, Ser. No. 228,380
Term of patent 14 yean

Int. a. D24—OJ
U.S. a. D24—33

vtWvy
-»/
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272,466 272 469
MULTI-PROJECTION MULTIHOLE ROLLER FOR CLEANROOM
MASSAGING AND CHIROPRACTIC THERAPY Maurice L. Burleson, La Palma, Calif., assignor to Burleson

Tenio Masuda, Itsukaichi, Japan, assignor to France Bed Co., Airology Corporation, Orange, Calif.
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan FUed Not. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 317,259

FUed Oct. 14, 1981, Ser. No. 311,325 Term of patent 14 years
Term of patent 14 years Int. Q. D25—<?i

Int. a. D28—Oi U.S. a. D25—

1

U.S. a. D24—36

272,467

CERVICAL TRACTION UNIT
Frank J. Nightingale, 3791 32nd St., San Diego, Calif. 92104

Filed Jun. 8, 1981, Ser. No. 271,597

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D24—04
U.S. a. D24—64

272,470

AIR SUPPORTED STRUCTURE
Michael A. Thompson, 23459 Wilson, Dearborn, Mich. 48124

Filed Dec. 30, 1981, Ser. No. 336,029

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D2S—03
U.S. a. 025—18

272,468

PROSTHETIC VALVE KEY 272,471
Timothy D. Bulgarelli, Pasadena, and John L. Stonecipher, MOLDING

Sierra Madre, both of Calif., assignors to United States Manu- Michael D. Fisher, Mooreland, LhL, assignor to American Stan-
facturing Company, Pasadena, Calif. dard Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Jun. 15, 1981, Ser. No. 273,761 Filed Jun. 2, 1981, Ser. No. 269,175
Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D24-99 Int. Q. D25-0/
U.S. a. D24-99 U.S. Q. D25-74
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272,472 „, ...

MOLDING ^'*,*/"»

""IZJ^ SrN^w vTrkT^'
'"''•' -"^-' " "'"•^-"

^r-
'^^ ^^^oiJ^^^'^^y^^^o Vnieroy * Bock

Filed Jun 2 IMI i. M ,«.,,,
Ke"«"«»che Werke KG, Mettlach, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Tnt a ms!!/;*^
"'*'"' """^^y- '»•'""«»" ^^ «*P- «' Germany. Jul. 12.

U.S.a.D25-74
'"*-"'^^'-^^

1980, 7 AR 153/80

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D25—0/
U.S. a. D25—80

272,473

PILE SHOE
272 475

Erik Larsson, Oxelosund, Sweden, assignor to Aktiebolaget LUMINAIRE
GustaTsbeigGurtaysberfc Sweden xheodor G. Yahraus, Crawfordsrille, Ind.. assignor ,o National

Filed Oct 21, 1981, Ser. No. 313,683 Service Industries, Atlanta, Ga.aaims pnonty, application Sweden, Apr. 29, 1981, 81-1055 Filed Jul. 20, 1981. Ser. No 284 619

U.S. a. D25—77 U.S. a. D26—24
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272,476 272,478
FLASHLIGHT OR SIMILAR ARTICLE LAMP nXTURE

Don R. McCoskey, Trappe, Md.; Morris G. Grossman, Wyck- Frederick L. Stohl, R.R. 2, Box 54, Califon, NJ. 07830
off, NJ.; Richard M. Joffe, NuUey, N.J., and Michael P. Division of Ser. No. 112,790, Jan. 16, 1980, Pat. No. Des.
Ballone, New Providence, N.J., assignors to Black & Decker 264,255. This application Jan. 29, 1982, Ser No 370 571
Inc., Newark, Del. Term of patent 14 years

Filed Jul. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 282,025 Int. Q. D26—05
Term of patent 14 years U.S. a. D26—101

Int. a. D26—02
U.S. a. D26—46

272,479

TWEEZERS OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Harry Van Roeyen, and Paul E. Wagner, both of Skokie, 111.,

assignors to Barnard Daleiden and David Daleiden, both of
Chicago, III.

Filed Jun. 16, 1982, Ser. No. 388,911
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D28—05
U.S. a. D28—55

272,477

TRUE GIMBALED MINER'S LAMP
Richard A. Schuler, Streetroad, Ticonderoga, N.Y. 12883

Filed Mar. 9, 1981, Ser. No. 242,068
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D26—05
U.S. a. D26—87

272,480

COMPACT
LeRoy Washington, Jr., 143 Ironwood Cir., Sierra Vista, Ariz.
85635

Filed Jul. 13, 1981, Ser. No. 283,073

Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D28—Oi
U.S. a. D28—78

January 31, 1984 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 2051

272,481 272 482
COMBINED MOBILE STORAGE CART AND RACK AIR CARGO LOADING VEHICLE

rltoSSn ^^^^ Walnutwood Way, Rancho Cordova, Wouter Verschoor, Elizabeth South, Australia, assignor to Static
calif. 95670

,^ ^^^ ^ ^, __ General Engineering Co. Pty. Ltd., Elizabeth South, Australia
Filed Jun. 10, 1981, Ser. No. 272,299 Filed Nov. 15, 1979, Ser. No. 94,862

Term of patent 14 years Term of patent 14 years

USC1D34_2A
I"*- CI. D12-02

Int. Q. D12-05
U.S. a. D34—24 JJ.S. CI. D34—34

272,483

SAFETY MAIL BOX
William E. Franklin, 429 W. 54th St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90037

Filed May 14, 1982, Ser. No. 378,145
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D31—00
U.S. a. D99—33

-^

f'
\

/
/



LIST OF PATENTEES
TO WHOM

/

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 3 1ST DAY OF JANUARY. 1984

Note —Arranged in accordance with the first significant character or word of the name
(in accordance with city and telephone directory practice)

A.O. Arkitektkontor AB: See—
Lagher. Gunnar H., 4.428.118, CI. 3O.92.000.

A/S Kongsberg Vapenfabrikk: See—
Mowill. Rolf J, 4,428.714, CI. 415-161.000.

Aario. Matti I.: See—
Maijala, Ari A. M.; and Aario. Matti I.. 4,428.534. CI. 241-18.000

AB Nils Darje: See—
Strandberg, Anders. 4.428.410. CI. 144-361.000.

Abatjoglou. Anthony O.; and Kapicak. Louis A., to Union Carbide
Corporation. Process for preparing organic tertiary polyphosphine
monooxides. 4.429,161, CI. 568-14.000.

Abbott, Barry J.; and Silcox. William H.. to Chevron Research Com-
pany. Sliding tension leg tower with pile base. 4,428,702, CI
405-202.000.

Abbott, Bruce A.; and Cohen, John M. Pipe belling apparatus
4.428,722. CI. 425-150.000.

Abbott, Johnnie G.; and Brown, Ralph V., to General Dynamics Cor-
poration. Bearing staking tool and method. 4,428,105, CI. 29-149.50B

Abe, Ryuzo: See—
Sugiyama, Hiroyuki; Sakurai, Masaki; Abe, Ryuzo; Yusa. Yasuhiro;
and Yoshihara, Kenji, 4.429.335. CI. 358-342.000.

Abel. Donald, to Morton Glass Works. Glass breaking tool. 4,428,518,
CI. 225-103.000.

Abex Corporation: See-
Frank. Earl E.; and Yee. Bing S.. 4.428.552, CI. 246-393.000.

Aboelfotoh. Mohamed O.. to International Business Machines Corpora-
tion. Color plasma display device. 4.429.303, CI. 340-701.000.

Abrams. Burton S.: See—
Zeger. Andrew E.; Abrams. Burton S.; Rose, Joseph L.; Avioli,

Michael J., Jr.; and Singh, Gurvinder P., 4,428.237, CI
73-592.000.

AbthofT, Jorg; Schuster, Hans-Dieter; Langer, Hans-Joachim; and
Noller, Christoph, to Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft. Internal
combustion engine. 4,428,347, CI. 123-453.000.

AC&R Components, Inc.: See— -
Krause, Richard J., 4,428.208, CI. 62-192.000.

ACF Industries, Incorporated: See—
Dugge, Richard H.. 4,428.585, CI. 277-12.000.

Ackeret, Peter. Container for Upe cassettes. 4,428,480, CI. 206-387.000
Acree. Elick H.; and Peeples. Walter P.. Jr., to Gulf Nuclear, Inc
Method of forming encapsulated depleted uranium oil field tubular
member. 4.428,108. CI. 29-455.00R.

Acs. Tibor: See—
SzanUy. Csaba; Szabo, Ujos; Kalaus, Oyorgy; Keve, Tibor;

Dancsi, Lajos; Galambos, Janos; Vezekenyi, Ferenc; and Acs,
Tibor, 4,429,129, CI. 546-70.000.

Acurex Solar Corporation: See—
Prideaux, Daniel L.; and Spencer, Robert M., 4,429,178, CI

136-246.000.

Adam, Rolf: See—
Heimbach, Klaus J.; Munz, Wolf-Dieter; Adam, Rolf; and Wenzl,

Heinz, 4.428.809, CI. 204-192.00P.
Adams, Milton R.: See-

Stokes, Richard F.; Timm, James D.; LaCroix, Stephen R.; and
Adams, Milton R., 4,428,194, CI. 60-39.020. v

Adamson, Fletcher D.. to Russell Corporation. Process and apparatus
for stopping draw frames and the like. 4.428.097, CI. 19-0.250.

Adamson. James C. Solar skylight. 4,428,358, CI. 126-417.000.
Adell. Robert, to U.S. Product Development Company. Edge guard

4.429,013, CI. 428-122.000.
k / . •

Adinamis, Peter J. Illuminated ornamental structure of interposed
transmissive slau and collars. 4,428,988, CI. 428-8.000.

Adolphi, Heinrich: See—
Seufert, Walter; Kiehs, Karl; Husslein, Gerd; Varwig, Juergen;
Hamprecht, Gerhard; and Adolphi, Heinrich, 4,428,944, CI.
424-217.000.

Adrian, Adolf: See—
de Baan, Johannes J.; and Adrian, Adolf, 4,428,566, CI. 267-64. 150.

Adrian, James M.; and Mitnick, Victor H., to Bell Telephone Laborato-
ries, Incorporated. VolUge detector circuit. 4,429,185, CI. 179-
18.0FA.

Agfa-Gevaert AktiengesellschaH: See—
Boie, Immo; Peters, Manfred; and Kaluachke, Thomas, 4,429,033.

CI. 430-237.000.

Moll. Franz; and Holl, Ingeborg. 4.429.038, CI. 430-510.000.
Agfa-Gevaert N.V.: See—

Matthe, Herman L.; Van Gossum, Lucien J.; and Mertens, Ludovi-
cus M., 4,429,032, CI. 430-231.000.

Agnes, Giovanni; Rucci, Guglielmo; and Santini, Claudio, to Montedi-
son S.p.A. Process for the preparation of diesters of uturated carbox-
ylic acids. 4.429.147. CI. 560-81.000.

Mitsuo, Masatomi
CI 568-377 000.

Robert E.
A Co , Inc

compounds

CI

Aihara, Kiyoshi: See—
Fukada, Shunsukc; Aihara, Kiyoshi; and Ibaragi. Hideo, 4,429,002.

CI. 428-287.000

Aikawa, Tetsuo: See—
Kato, Shunichi; and Aikawa, Tetsuo, 4,428,225, CI 73-65 000

Akada, Mitsuo: See—
Toni, Shigeru; Tanaka, Hideo; Akada,

Tsunehiko; and Shimizu. Yasuo, 4,429.164.
Akasaka, Yoshimichi: See—

Ichiryu, Ken; WaUnabe, Haruo; Nakamura. Ichiro, and Akasaka.
Yoshimichi. 4,428,559. CI 251-129 000

Akita, Shigeyuki: See—
Tanaka. Hiroaki; and Akita, Shigeyuki. 4.428,232, CI 73-304 OOC

Akiyama. Susumu: See-
Suzuki, Auushi; Omori, Nono. Ninomiya, Masakazu. Akiyama.
Susumu; and Hirabayashi, Yuji, 4.428.342. CI 123-419.000

Akzona Incorporated: See-
Frank, Dieter; and Metcalfe, Lincoln D, 4,429,023, CI

428-694 000
Albers-Schonberg. George; Wallick, Hyman, Ormond,

Miller, Thomas W
; and Burg, Richard W , to Merck

Strain of Streptomyces for producing antiparasitic
4,429,042, CI. 435-119.000.

Albert-Frankenthal AG: See—
Dorow, Joachim. 4.428.291. CI 101-350000

Albright, Eugene A Magnetosutic electrical devices 4,429.314.
343-788.000

Alcolac Inc.: See—
Sandri. Joseph M.; Calentine. John W , Linder, Seymour M and

Billioux, Yves J., 4,429,095, CI. 526-263 000
Alig, Roger C: See—

Vieland, Leon J.; and Alig, Roger C , 4,429,252, CI 313-414000
Allard, Martin E.; and Wilcox. Joseph A., to Breni Chemicals Interna-

tional Limited Variable threshold workpiece examination 4.428.672,
CI. 356-237.000.

Alien, James R.; Anderson, LaVeme. Jr ; and Leemans. Daniel L . to
Deere A Company. Grain handling arrangement for an articulated
combine. 4.428,182, CI. 56-14.600.

Allen, Linus S.. to Mobil Oil Corporation Method for determining fluid

saturation characteristics of subsurface formations. 4,429.221, CI
250-256.000.

Allen, Richard A. Collapsable bicycle earner 4,428,516, CI
224-314.000.

Allen, Thomas E Telephone call screener 4.429.188. CI 179-84 OOC
Allied Corporation: See—

Zudkevitch. David; Belsky. Stephen E , and Krautheim. Preston
D. 4,428,798. CI. 203-18 000.

Allis-Chalmers Corporation: See—
Geiersbach, Allois F.; and Gilmore. Thomas P. 4,428,150, CI

47-1.300.

Alloway, Joseph R., to Alloway, Joseph R., and Vizzoni, Dominick A
Safety ashtray. 4,428,386, CI. 131-231.000

Aluminum Company of America: See—
Tarcy, Gary P., 4,428,800. CI 204-1 OOT

American Can Company: See—
Sheptak, Nicholas, 4,429,015, CI. 428-201.000

American Cast Iron Pipe Company: See-
Conner, Randall C, 4,428,604, CI 285-321 000

American Cyanamid Company: See-
Casey. Donald J.; and Roby, Mark S., 4.429.080. CI 525-415 000
Floyd, Middleton B., Jr.; Weiss, Martin J.; Grudzinskas, Charles

v.; and Lai Chen, Sow-Mei. 4,429.148, CI 560-118 000
Lin, Wenlii; and Imbaratto, John W , 4.429,046. Ci 435-253 000
Murdock, Keith C, 4,428,882, CI. 260-379 000
Schaefer, Frederic C . 4,429,096, CI 526-287 OOa

American Hospital Supply Corporation: See—
DeVroom, William A., 4.428,383, CI 128-748 000

American Manufacturing Company, Inc ; See—
Whituker, Vernon; and Kayros, Richard, 4,428,444, CI

177-187.000.

American Newspaper Publishers Association See—
Cichelli, Richard J ; and Thompson. Michael O., 4,429,385, CI

370-92.000.

American Steamship Company: See—
Bassett, Noel L , and King. Henry R . 4,428,504, CI 222-55 000

Amor, Kenneth: See-
Walker, David J.; and Amor. Kenneth, 4.428.782, CI 148-129000

AMP Incorporated: See-
Crumley. J. A , and Weaver, John P , 4,429.301, CI 340-365 OOS
Feldman. Steven, 4.429,247, CI 310-322 000
Hamsher, Wilbur A . Jr . and Weber. Robert N . 4.428.635, CI

339-74.0OR

PI I
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Kam. Lit-Yam; and Olsson, Billy E.. 4.428,636. CI. 339-97 OOP
Lundergan, Robert G.; and Marks. Richard L., 4.428,633, CI.

jJV- 1 7,0CF.
Teagno. Vladimiro. 4,428.114. CI. 29-857.000.

AMSTED Industries Incorporated: See—
Holstrom, John R., 4,428,242. CI. 73-861.750.

Anderson, Burton C; England. David C; and Resnick, Paul R., to Du
Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company. Cyclic monomers derived
from tntluoropynivate esters. 4,429,143, CI. 549-450 000

''M2T2"28.?r.11).3'74.(5Sf'
'"""""^^ photoionization detector.

Anderson, Kenneth M.; and Brumwoll. Dennis A., to Medtronic. Inc
Rate adaptive pacer. 4.428.378. CI. 128-419.0PG

Anderson, LaVerne. Jr.: See—

'^4*428^2"a '56."u ST'
^^'""' '''

'

""** •-««"«"*. Daniel L..

Anderson. Patrick J.; and Kenny. Andrew A., to Eaton Corporation
Quick vent response valve. 4.428,393. CI. 137-1 17.000

Anderson. Thomas E.. to General Electric Company. Inverter circuit
with symmetry control. 4.429.359, CI. 363-132.000

""^^""i^^^in'^ISly^
'' '° "-"""'^ '"''"•"«• '"^ °"""

Andrejco. Matthew J.; and Potkay, Eugene, to Western Electric Com-
K"/'.,«

Vapor-phase axiaJ deposition system. 4.428.762. CI
63-3. 1 20.

Andretta, Angelo: See—
Fischer. Bruno; and Andretta. Angelo. 4.428.113, CI. 29-736.000

Amc, S.p.A.: See—
Pedretti. ^go; Lugli. Gabriele; Poggio, Sergio; and Mazzei, Ales-

sandro, 4,429,089. CI. 526-153.000.
Anstey, Henry D., to Deere & Company. Cylindrical baler with self-

cleaning dnve roller. 4.428,282, CI. 100-88.000
Antonasson, Sylve: See—

Hedren, Thomas; Eriksson. Albert; Antonasson, Sylve and Lar-
sson. Rolf. 4.428.186. CI. 59-16.000.

Antos. George J.: See—

%.f2rCI.^8-^ToS)."""' 'I
"' ^'"'»' ^~^«' '•

Aomi. Hideki: See— I

Enjo. Naonori; and Aomi. Hideki. 4.428.854. CI. 252-69 000

^'dKd.M2"8riVci.l4?iro^R°
"^""""^ ""'' '"P -'--'^

Aratani. Tadatoshi: See—

Arbed S.A.: See—

^'75^000'^^°"**' '"** Boecker. Dietrich. 4.428,769. CI.

Arcari, Giuliana: See—

°°4558.9'g"?fT2S5rSS'""'' ^'°= ^' ^''""- °'"'---

''Mr8:7n'!c?4i?-2l;oA"'
'°'" °'"' ^"""''°" °^-*"'^ -"«y

Archer. John David: See— I

Archer. John D.. 4.428.711. d. 415-2.00A.

F^' &^;^S^A S^'Tl
Diczfalusy, Egon; Djerassi, Carl; and

Fried. Josef, to World Health Organisation. Esters of 17 a-ethynyl

l^rfThr*°"*?"',
""* '^ a-ethynyl-lS homo-19-nor-testosteronc

SJ-24?Wo""
'^O'nposH'ons containing the same. 4.428,947, CI.

Arctic Pilot Project Inc.: See—

*^^J'?*' L°*= •'^il^iTI' ?*"«*= Keinonen. Amo; Revill. Colin;

* ^ ?*' ^•'ow- VIodek, 4.428.735. CI. 440-76.000.
Ardco, Inc.: See—

Ka^. Melvin C. 4.428.096. CI. 16-335.000.
Arens, Robert P.. to Minnesou Mining and Manufacturing Co Ther-
T^i^^^iS""* time-temperature indicator. 4.428,321 CI

"^TlJllra '^*"'')d
'

**
• ??"'^' '^°<*"«y ^ ;

*"<> Gilliver. Stanley, to

m350 Oro
(P«ente) Limited. Screening apparatus. 4.428.832; CI.

^'^'a^^'^
'° Schweizerische Eidgenossenschaft. Vertreten durch die&dg. Munitionsfabnk Thun der Gruppe fur Rustungsdienste. Pro-

^!Zfl^^^^ "
i"*'' f°*5'

explosive, high power explosive

4.428J86. CI t49:2T'a»
" *'"''*"* " '''**' ^^" "plosive.

'^mSih'ci'VToor"^"'
^'"^ ^' '° ^°^"' ^'"^ ^ ^^''^^'^ '*•'

Arthur D. Little. Inc.: See—
Massucco. Arthur A.. 4.429.094, CI. 526-240.0QO.

Asahi-Dow Limited: 5«—
Sakurai Tokio; Komiya, Kyosuke; Mori, Yoshihiko; Kitahama.

Yoshiharu; and Iwami. Isamu. 4.429.171, CI. 568-804.000
Asahi Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

^5?5-57 000'
^'"°"' ^^°'' "** '^°"**' "'*'«'• *.*29,076, CI.

^"^^ Teruyoshi, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha.

mS. 45?9^4rcS2VogS"'"' '' ''" """''"" "'""""'^

A!t!^"'5'J^'.'°.'"'
""^cutting angle indicator. 4,428,124, CI. 33-334.000

Asniand Uil. inc.: See—
paniel. Chelliah. 4.429.136. CI. 549-258.000

AsMey. Meredith A.: See—

'^422-'61 000'**°" ^' *"** '^'*'''^' *^*^''*"'' A- '.«8.908. CI

Ashley, Sheldon J
:
and Ashley, Meredith A. Radionuclide quality

control test kit. 4,428.908, CI. 422-61.000
H—'-'y

Askov, Alan R.: See—

A.u^""^'''
^-Dennis; and Askov, Alan R.. 4.428.706. CI. 414-24 500

Atlanu Richfield Company: See

A.i '^.•'T\r°'l!I 9- ""* '^"^"' *^"y'« S.. 4.428.153. CI. 49-366.000.
Atlantic Richfield Company: See—

w.uw.

Harbin, Lawrence S., 4,428,171. CI. 52-398.000
Atlas Copco AB: See—

Schoeps, Knut C, 4.428.240. CI. 73-761.000.
Atlas Electronics International. Inc.: Se*—

Miller. Albert J., 4,428,579, CI. 273-145.0CA
ATOS Oleodinamica S.p.A.: See—

Tantardini, Paolo, 4.428.400. CI. 137-625.610

'^"l^nis'ow"
^ Umbilical cord clamping assembly. 4,428.374. CI.

Audi NSU Auto Union AG: See—
Hohn. Bemd-Robert. 4.428,254, CI. 74-765.000.

August Bilstein GmbH ft Co. KG: See—
de Baan, Johannes J.; and Adrian. Adolf. 4.428,566. CI. 267-64 1 50Automation International Corp.: See-
Peters, Alan R.. 4.428.709, CI. 414-412.000.

Automobiles M. Berliet: See—
Nikly, Jean, 4,428,340, CI. 123-276.000.

Averkiev, Leonid A.: See—
Dubrovsky, Evgeny V.; Averkiev, Leonid A.; Dunaev, Viktor P.

Kuzin, Anatomy I.; Martynova. Natalya I.; Folts, Uv A.; Shme-

i%'28CffJ, a'^V6^.5LS^.'*'«"
'= ""» ''"'"'^- ^^^"'y ^-

Avery International Corp.: See—

^Y52'i93^°"'" ^' '"'' ^^' ^°^'^ ^' '•^28,857, CI.

Avicola. Kenneth, to Jersey Nuclear-Avco Isotopes. Inc. Molten-metal
liquid level sensor. 4,429.401. CI. 373-12.000

Avioli. Michael J.. Jr.: See—
Zeger Andrew E.; Abrams. Burton S.; Rose, Joseph L.; Avioli,

73-592 000
'

'
"^ ^'"**'' °"'^"**" **•• '.'28,237, CI.

Axelson Fishing Tackle Mfg. Co. Inc.: See—
^^^'*^•, ^yi"'"" ^' *"** Eschbach. Robert C, 4.428,142, CI.

43-43.120.

Ayano, Satoshi: See—
Gaku. Mono; Nagai, Syunichi; Kimpara. Hidenori; and Ayano,

Satoshi, 4,429,112, CI. 528-422.000.
Azumi, Toshinori: See—

Norota. Susumu; Kiriyama, Tsutomu; Imoto. Tadashi; and Azumi,
Toshinon, 4.429,006, CI. 428-373.000.

Ba^iner Bemd; Klauke, Erich; Hagemann, Hermann; and Kuhle,
Engelbert to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Fluorinated azomethine
compounds. 4,429,154, CI. 564-278.000.

Baatz. Gunther: See—
JalK. Gert; Baatz. Gunther; Bock, Manfred; Dahm. Manfred; Haus,

Artur; and Wegner, Christian, 4,428,978, CI. 427-150.000.
Babel, Raymond H.: See—

^f^ji' -,?,'^°''y ^' '^'* ^'*'' R«ymond H.. 4,428.367, CI.
128-24.200.

Babiol, Pierre, to Societe Nouvelle de Bouchons Plastiques, S.N.B P
Mould for making articles of expanded plastics material and machine
adapted to receive such a mould. 4,428,725, CI. 425-556.000

BachmannjAndrew G. Adhesive composition. 4,429,088, CI.
520-135.000.

Bacon, James F.: See—
Snitzer, Elias; and Bacon, James F., 4,428,523, CI. 228-121.000.

4 428."°"ci.'?37^0a)
^^ ^'"'"' ^°' pneumatic controllers.

Baehr, Theodore C. to Boeing Company. The. Latch for flexibly

4?428"609!"c"*292?25ToW
**°°" °"" """"^ *"**^* '""'"'* P^'""

Bailey. Daniel W.: See—

^S^WOOo"' ^' ""^ ^'*^' ^""'' ^•' '•'28.508, Cl.

Bailey. Edmond L.: See—
Lacy, James P.; and Bailey, Edmond L., 4,428,424. Cl. 166-253.000.

,^'^i^P'' ^ Carrying device for crutches. 4,428,390, Cl.
135-66.000.

Baker International Corporation: See—

^^QB^"" '' """ ^°^"' '""" E. M28,431. Cl.

Baker, Kenneth: See—
Rymwid, Yvonne; and Baker, Kenneth, 4,428,804, Cl. 204-46.00R

Baker Oil Tools, Inc.: See-
Young, John A.; and Munson, Richard E., 4,428,425. Cl.

166-267.000.

Bakker. Fredrick J.: See—
Martin. Samuel A.; and Bakker, Fredrick J., 4,428,595. Cl.

280-435.000.

Baltek Corporation: See—
Kohn, Henri A.; and Spahn, Hugo, 4.428,993, Cl. 428-1 17.000.

Banks, Burke D., to Dow Chemical Company. The. Apparatus for
continuously monitoring the shaft alignment between two rotating
machines. 4.428.126, Cl. 33-412.000.

'^

Banquet Foods Corporation: See— i
Jordan, C. Wane; and Walker, John W., 4,428,179, Cl. 53-502.000
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Banzhaf. Werner; Brenner, Klaus; and Eblen, Ewald. to Robert Bosch

^Ss"^ "''"im'oOA'""''
'°^ '"""''"ting injection nozzles

Barbour. John J.: See-
Henderson. James N.; Donbar. Ken W.; Barbour. John J.; and Bell
Anthony J.. 4,429,085, CI. 526-92.000.

P^T&i^"'""*' \ i°P"
''°"' ''^ Nemours, E. I., and Company

r?J^,*^^* terephthalate molding compositions. 4.429,067 Cl
524-299.000.

'VyT:^!4T3M.•c^'i?lS:Sg'"''°" °"" '^^'^ radar jammmg

^'n^f^'.^'"'"" ^' '° ^^"<='' O" Mill Machinery Co.. The. Spent
flake drainer-conveyor. 4,428,833, Cl. 210-1 13.000

Barnard, Dominic P. E., to Smiths Industries Public Limited Company

318275 a»^'"
^'"**°^ winding mechanisms. 4,429,265, Cl

Barrett, William T., to Wehr Corporation. Heavy material conveyor
belt wear protection. 4,428.475. Cl. 198-699 000

Bartels. Gunter: See—
Matcika, Dieter; and Bartels. Gunter. 4,429,052, Cl. 501-135.000

Bartmann, Martin: See—
^

«f'.'i'
'^''"'' B«rtmann, Martin; Bax. Hanns-Jorg; and Ribbing

Wilfned. 4,429,106, Cl. 528-216.000.
Bartolo. Anthony J., to Dow Coming Corporation. Self-sealing injec-

tion button and method of making same. 4,428,364, CI 128-1 OOR
Baaet. Zeinab H.. to Exxon Research ft Engineering Company. Oil

shale extraction process. 4,428.82 1 , Cl. 208- 1 1 OLE.
BASF Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Franke. Albrecht; Steiner, Gerd; Thieme, Peter C; Lenke, Dieter

tJI^'.JS^^' '"** Teschendorf, Hans-Juergen, 4,428,950, Cl'
424-250.000.

Goetz, Norbert; Jacobs, Peter; Hupfer, Leopold; Toussaint, Her-
bert; and Reiss, Wolfgang, 4,429.155, Cl. 564-402.000.

J^^lf^al'J^^^"'^'
'*"*• '^'^°'^' '"'* Wuerzer, Bruno, 4,428,766.

CI. 71-91.000.

Hickmann. Eckhard; and Oeser. Heinz-Guenter, 4,429.130. Cl
546-167.000.

Hoffman. Werner, 4,429,144, Cl. 549-356.000.

"MToM,?rmi7S5r"
""''' '"' '^''"' ''^*"''°"' ''

Reiter, Udo; and Lehmann, Helmut, 4,429,072. Cl. 524-591 000
Seufert, Walter; Kiehs, Karl; Husslein, Gerd; Varwig, Juergen

.,1"?JS^ Gerhard; and Adolphi, Heinrich. 4.428,944. Cl.
424-217.000.

Strchler. Hugo; Hoerauf. Werner; Valentin. Guenter; and Urbanek
Fnedrich. 4.429.107. Cl. 528-318.000.

BASF Wyandotte Corporation: See—
Panek, Edward J.; and Davis, Pauls. 4,428.860, Cl. 252-315 100

Basih. Robert A., to Plastic Reel Corporation of America. Universal
storage container for video cassettes. 4,428,481. Cl. 206-387 000

Bass. Edniund P.; and Sharpee. Richard L.. to Norden Laboratories.

4?429 045" r435-M5'000
^°' *'°'*"*' '" *'*''"^ '"'''"'^ "" ''"""'^

Bassett, Noel L.; and King, Henry R., to American Steamship Com-

tr'i4"8^?4, a'Ss'S^.^"*'-'""''""
'="«° '**"•'"«' 'PP'"-

Bates, Robert F.: See—

^li'ri^^ J2?y*^' °' "<* ^'"' Robe" F. 4.429.344. Cl.
J6 1-303.000.

^"i^^'nE^'"*^" ^ Self-cleaning building construction. 4.428.085. Cl.
4-062.000.

Bateson. Paul F.: See—

°?,JL''.9?li!
^'' M*""' '^'•": »"<! Bateson. Paul F., 4.428.774, CI

106-14.390.

Bautz. Walter: See—
Feldt, Wolfgang; and Bautz, Walter. 4.428,162. Cl. 51-165.770

oax. Hanns-Jorg: See—
^""'"•.•^j""*' Bartmann. Martin; Bax. Hanns-Jorg; and Ribbing.

Wilfried. 4,429.106. Cl. 528-216.000.
Baxter Travenol Laboratories. Inc.: See—

Williams. Ronald A.. 4,428,745, Cl. 604-6.000
Bayer Aktiengesellschaft: See—

BaasnerBemd; Klauke. Erich; Hagemann. Hermann; and Kuhle.
Engelbert. 4.429.154, Cl. 564-278.000.

°4%'!l35"ci."548.26400o"'
'^"''°''' ""* f^o"™""- ^udwig.

JalM. Gert; Baatz. Gunther; Bock. Manfred; Dahm, Manfred; Haus,
Artur; and Wegner, Christian, 4.428.978. Cl. 427-150.000.

.,^y^'^!b,^°"*'"8;
and Furtwangler. Hans-Rolf. 4.429.1 17. Cl

536-17.200.

Kramer Wolfgang; Buchel. Karl H.; Stetter. Jorg; Frohberger.
Paul-Ernst; and Brandes. Wilhelm. 4.428,949, Cl. 424-245 000

Nehen, Ulrich; Hajek, Manfred; Weimann, Norbert; and Dahm
Manfred, 4,428,983, Cl. 427-213.340.

Reetz. Manfred T.; and Chatziiosifidis. loannis. 4.429.145. Cl
556-415.000.

Wedemeyer, Karlfried; Hagedom, Ferdinand; and Evertz. Werner
4.429,156, Cl. 564-412.000.

BBC Brown. Boveri ft Company Limited; See—
Hausler. Michael; and Kanngiesser. Karl-Werner. 4.429.357. Cl.

363-68.000.

Mayer, Andreas; and Schwarz, Martin. 4.428.352. Cl. 123-559 000
Beacon. Robert G., to Ellcon-National. Inc. Railway vehicle brake
system with four-way valve. 4,428.622. Cl. 303-84 OOR

Beasley. Marvin D
; BIyitone, Wayne G . and Lemmon. Gerald W . to

Chromalloy American Corporation Heal exchanger fin element with
folded over side edges 4,428,418. Cl 165-76 000

Becker. Herbert; Sunkel, Manfred; Grams, Volker; and Schelhom.
Gerhard, to Meullwerk Max Brosc GmbH ft Co Electnc dnve.
particularly for a window lifting mechanism in a motor vehicle
4,428.250. Cl. 74-425 000.

Becker, Michael; Fendt, Alfoni; Povh. Dusan; Renz. Klaus; Schuch.
Gerhard; and Waldmann, Hermann, to Siemens AktiengesellKhaft
Earth contact monitoring device for a polyphase three-Dhate filter
circuit. 4.429.338, CI 361-42.000.

B«!cker, Udo; and Roeschlau, Peter, to Boehringer Mannheim GmbH
Method and reagent for the detection of fibnn monomer 4,429,040,

Beecham Group Limited: See—
Howarth, Thomas T.. 4.428.937. Cl. 424-1 14.000
Overell, Brain G., 4,428,932, Cl 424-91.000.
Ponsford. Roger J,. 4,428.958, Cl 424-272.000.
Southgate, Robert; Smale, Terence C ; and Ponsford, Roger J

,

4.428,961. Cl 424-274.000.
Beecham Group p.l.c: See—

Markwell. Roger E.. 4.428.940, Cl 424-177.000
Beggs. James H.: See—

D '^f.'^.V
•'"''• ^ •

'"** ^*»»' '*'"" " • .29.299. Cl 340-3 lO.OOR
Beig Willy; and Schwarz, Gunter, to Zahnradfabnk Fnednchshafen

vSiti t!in"'"*
**'"^'' ^°' '"O'O'^ vehicle (ransmiuion 4,429,196. Cl

ZiX^o 1 . 540.

Beisel, Hermann: See—
Junghans. Rudi; and Beiiel. Hermann, 4.428.290. Cl 101-348 000

Bell, Anthony J.: See-
Henderson. James N

; Donbar, Ken W
; Barbour, John J ; and Bell.

Anthony J.. 4.429,085. CI 526-92 000.
Bell, James P.; and Park, Jae M . to Shell Oil Company. Process for
improving copper-epoxy adhesion. 4,428.987. Cl. 427.327.000.

Bell. Lloyd: See—

n .,??"•
''"°'"'"y G

•
and Bell, Lloyd. 4,428,596. Cl 280-507 000

Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated: See-
Adrian. James M

; and Mitnick. Victor H. 4.429.185. Cl 179-
18.0FA.

Berkley. David A
; Busch-Vishniac. Ilene J.; Wallace. Robert L

Jr.; and West. James E.. 4.429.189, Cl 179-1 11.OOE.
Busch-Vishniac. Ilene J ; Wallace. Robert L , Jr ; and West. James
E. 4.429.191. Cl. 179-1 1 1.OOE

Busch-Vishniac. Ilene J.; Wallace. Robert L.. Jr , and West. James
E. 4.429,192, Cl. 179-1 ll.OOE.

«»
,
.»«nes

Busch-Vishniac. Ilene J ; Wallace, Robert L . Jr ; and West. James
E., 4.429. 1 93, CI. 1 79- 1 1 1 OOE.

De Loach, Bernard C . Jr ; Miller, Richard C ; and Schwartz
Bertram, 4,429.231, Cl 250-551.000

Glass, Alastair M; Kaminow, Ivan P; and Olson, Donald H
4.428.644, Cl. 350-96.140.

Harrison. Marc L.. 4,429,238, Cl. 307-465 000.
Howard, Richard E.; Pleibel, William; and Stolen, Roger H

4,428,761, Cl. 65-3.120
*

Lee, Robert C, 4,429,391, Cl. 371-49.000.
Lipari, Dominic T, 4,428,092. Cl 15-246.000
Ngo, Peter D. T., 4,429.256. Cl. 315-169 400.
Plewes, John T.; and Tomb, Robert W,, 4.428.779. Cl. 148-12 70C
Saari, Veikko R., 4,429,282, Cl. 330-9.000.
Stockbridge, Christopher D. G., 4,429.190, Cl. 179-1 11,OOE
Swartz, Robert G., 4,428,111, Cl. 29-576.00E

Bell, Tommy G.; and Bell, Lloyd Trailer wfety hitch. 4,428.596. Q.
«oU-5U7.UCX}.

Belleau. Bernard R.; and Franchini. Carlo, to Bnstol-Myers Company
p-Alkoxyphenylthionophosphine sulfide dimers. 4,428.889. Cl 260^

Beloit Corporation: See—
Cronin, Dennis C. 4.428,797. Cl. 162-358.000

Belsky. Stephen E.: See—
Zudkevitch, David; Belsky, Stephen E.; and Krautheim. Preston
D. 4.428.798. Cl. 203-18.000.

Bendell. Sidney L
. to RCA Corporation. Electron beam alignment in

tube/coil assemblies. 4.429.258. Cl. 315-382.000.
Bendix Corporation, The: See—

Costantini, John J.. 4.429.362. Cl. 364-200.000
Hillis, Frank M.. 4.428.639. Cl. 339-I43.00R

Benin. Joshua; Mulholland. Kenneth L.; and Reichenberg. John F . to
Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company. Apparatus to assist doffing
of a yam windup. 4,428,539. CI. 242- 1 8.00A.

Bennett, George T.; and Livesay, J D., to General Motors Corpora-
tion. Electromagnetic clutch. 4.428,470, Cl. 192-84.00C

Bennett, Steven L : See—
Zscheile, John W, Jr ; and Bennett, Steven L, 4,429,310, Cl

Bennett, Willard H. Production and utilization of ion cluster accelera-
tion by means of potential well. 4,428,901, Cl. 376-105 000

Benscoter, Richard D. : See—
Flachbarth, Charles T ; and Benscoter, Richard D . 4,428.641 Cl

339-205.000.

Bentley Laboratories. Inc.: See—
Raible. Donald A.. 4.428.934. Cl. 424-101.000.

^"J»en- Lou"» J
.
«o Honeywell Inc. Flow synchronization. 4.428.529.

Bercik, Paul G : See—
Morganson, Neal E.; and Bercik. Paul G., 4.429.177, Cl.
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Beret, Sunil: See—
Kuehler, Christopher W.; and Beret, Samil, 4,428,820, CI.

208-10.000.

Berkley, Divid A.; Busch-Vishniac, Ilene J.; WaJlace, Robert L., Jr.;

and West, James E., to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated.
Electret transducer with a selectively metalized backplate. 4,429,189,
a. 179-1 ll.OOE.

BerUner, Martin. Humidifier device. 4,428,892, CI. 261-99.000.

Bemer, Godwin: See—
Karrer, Friedrich; Bemer, Godwin; and Rody, Jean. 4,429,077, CI.

S2S- 143.000.

Bemer, Heinz; Turaowsky, Friederike; Laber, Georg; and Hildebrandt,
Johumes, to Sandoz, Ltd. Pleuromutilin derivatives, their production
and use. 4,428,953, Q. 424-263.000.

Bermti, Pierangelo: See—
Bovio, Michele; Sella, Lino; Bermti, Pierangelo; Gillone, Walter;
and Ceresa, Luciano, 4,428,693. CI. 400-126.000.

Berry, Peter F.; Miller, Wendell D.; and Nethery, John L.. Jr., to
Runsey Engineering Company. Portable apparatus for analyzing
metals by X-ray fluorescence. 4,429,409, CI. 378-45.000.

Berry, Richard E.; and Wilson, John H., to International Business
Machines Corporation. Method for integrating stmctured data and
string dau on a text processing system. 4,429.372. CI. 364-900.000.

Bertling, Hannes; and Leiber. Heinz, to Robert Bosch GmbH. Brake
force amplifier for a multiple circuit brake system. 4,428,623. CI.
303-114.000.

Bertolazzi, Luciano F., to Chicago Bridge & Iron Company. Method
for inside coating double curved shell. 4,428,985. CI. 427-230.000.

Bertrand, Jean; and Gaillard, Michel, to Produits Chimiques Ugine
Kuhlmann. Modified cmde toluene diisocyanate to obtain polyure-
thane with an improvement in high resiliency. 4.429.098. CI.
528-59.000.

Bertsch, Richard; Gunther, Dieter; Horbelt, Michael; Kraus. Bemd;
Penschuck, Jurgen; Ruppmann, Claus; and Schnurle, Hans, to Robert
Bosch GmbH. Fuel metering system for an internal combustion
engine. 4.428,345, CI. 123-440.000.

Bembe, Normand A.; Ouvsky, Pavel; Hinlein, Sigmund; and Wiseley,
Thomas, to Dau General Corporation. Disc drive dynamic seal.

4.429,336, CI. 360-97.000.

Beasis, Marcel, to Institut Nationale de la Sante et de la Recherche
Medicale. Method and device for measuring the deformability of
living cells, noUbly of red blood corpusles. 4,428,669, CI. 356-39.000.

Best Lock Corporation: See-
Bat, Walter E.; and Foshee, William R.. 4,428,212, CI. 70-224.000.
Foshee, William R.; and Carey. Kevin L.. 4.428.570. CI.

267-164.000.

Best, Walter E.; and Foshee. William R.. to Best Lock Corporation.
Cylinder lock reuactor and chassis assembly. 4,428,212. CI.
70-224.000.

Betzing, Klaus: See—
Grisebach, Hans T.; Betzing, Rudolf; Betzing, Volker; Betzing.

Ulrich; and Betzing, Klaus, 4,428,710. CI. 414-590.000.
Betzing, Rudolf: See—

Grisebach, Hans T.; Betzing, Rudolf; Betzing. Volker; Betzing.
Ulrich; and Betzing, Klaus, 4,428,710, CI. 414-590.000.

Betzing, Ulrich: See—
Grisebach, Hans T.; Betzing, Rudolf; Betzing, Volker; Betzing.

Ulrich; and Betzing, Klaus, 4,428,710, CI. 414-590.000.
Betzing, Volker: See—

Grisebach, Hans T.; Betzing, Rudolf; Betzing. Volker; Betzing,
Ulrich; and Betzing, Klaus, 4,428,710, CI. 414-590.000.

Beune, Joannes H.: See—
Marissen, Roelof H.; and Beune. Joannes H., 4.428,591. CI. 277-

207.00A.
Beysel, Gerhard; and von Saldem, Rudiger, to Linde Aktiengesell-

schaft. Process and apparatus for providing breathing gas. 4.428,372,
a. 128-202.260.

Bezchastnov, Gennady A.: See—
Nikitin. Pavel Z.; Nemeni. Tibor M.; Zolotov, Lev A.; Bezchast-

nov. Gennady A.; Nikolsky. Alexandr I.; Sharashkin. Andrei M.;
and Tjurin. Albert V., 4,429.244, CI. 310-254.000.

Bezman, Susan A., to Chevron Research Company. Continuous extrac-
tive blending process. 4.428.753. CI. 44-56.000.

Bhatti, Mohinder S.; and Higginbotham, James M., Sr., to Owens-Com-
ing Fiberglas Corporation. Method of forming apparatus for forming
glass fibers. 4,428,524. CI. 228-170.000.

Bich, George J.; and Gupta, Tapan K., to United Sutes of America,
Energy. Electrical wire insulation and electromagnetic coil.

4,429,007. CI. 428-389.000.

Bienvenu, Gerard, to Extramet. Method of production of meullic
granules, products obtained and a device for the application of the
said method. 4,428,894, CI. 264-9.000.

Bigall. Klaus-Dieter: See—
Rosier. Helmut; Muhlbauer, Otto; Dempf, Josef; and Bigall. Klaus-

Dieter, 4,428,267. CI. 84-1.010.

Biilias, Michael G.; and Borders, Michael E., to Lockheed Corporation.
Electrically conductive stmctural adhesive. 4.428.867. CI.
252-512.000.

Billioux. Yves J.: See—
Sandri. Joseph M.; Calentine. John W.; Linder, Seymour M.; and

Billioux, Yves J., 4.429.095. CI. 526-263.000.
Bione, Angelo A.; and Sauvey, Donald R., to Marmon Group, Inc.,
The. Chord teaching system and method for an electronic musical
instmment. 4.428,269, CI. 84-1.010.

Biorganic Energy Inc.: See—
Paton, Robert, 4.429.043. CI. 435-167.000.

Birchfield. Jerry L.; and Sheppard. Albert P., Jr., to Georgia Tech
Research Institute. Linear down-draft biomass gasifier. 4,428,308, CI.

1 10-229.000.

Birke, Walter; von der Eltz, Hans-UIrich; Schon. Franz; and Feess,
Erich, to Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the localized light-

ening, white discharging or colored discharging of dyeings on textile

sheet-like stractures using dye dissolving agent. 4,428.750. CI.
8-461.000.

Blackstone Industries, Inc.: See-
Moreno, Jack, 4,428,439. CI. 1 73- 11 8.000._

Blakely. Stephen W. Heat absorbing element and method of manufac-
. ture. 4,428.420. CI. 165-183.000.

Blasch. Earl; and Smith-Johannsen, Robert, to Blasch Precision Ceram-
ics. Inc. Composite inorganic stmctures and process of producing
same. 4,428.895, CI. 264-28.000.

Blasch Precision Ceramics, Inc.: See—
Blasch, Earl; and Smith-Johannsen, Robert, 4,428,895, CI.

264-28.000.

Blaszuk, Paul R.: See—
Carstens. Jeffrey P.; Blaszuk, Paul R.; and Foley, John S.,

4.429.211, CI. 219-121.0LC.
Blau. Harlan E.; and Elmore, Jimmy D., to GH Texas Reamer, Inc.

Stabilizer. 4,428,626, CI. 308-4.00A.
Blau, Jonathan S.; and Rosen, Josh, to DaU General Corporation.

Arithmetic unit for use in a data processing system for computing
exponent results and detecting overflow and underflow conditions
thereof. 4,429,370, CI. 364-748.000.

Block, Jacob, to W. R. Grace & Co. Viscosifier and fluid loss control
system. 4,428,845, CI. 252-8.50A.

Blum, Patricia R.; Milberger, Emest C; Bremer, Noel J.; and Dria,
Dennis E., to Standard Oil Company, The. Preparation of maleic
anhydride. 4.429,137, CI. 549-259.000.

Blystone, Wayne G.: See—
Beasley, Marvin D.; Blystone, Wayne G.; and Lemmon, Gerald W.,

4,428.418. CI. 165-76.000.

Bock, Manfred: See-
Jabs. Gert; Baatz, Gunther; Bock, Manfred; Dahm, Manfred; Haus,

Artur; and Wegner, Christian, 4,428,978, CI. 427-150.000.
Boden, Richard M., to Intemational Flavors ft Fragrances Inc. Prins

reaction products of diisoamylene, derivatives thereof, organoleptic
uses thereof and processes for preparing same. 4,429,151, CI.
560-261.000.

Boden, Richard M.: See—
Mookherjee. Braja D.; Trenkle, Robert W.; Wolfl", Robin K.;

Boden. Richard M.; and Yoshida, Takao, 4.428,387. CI.
131-276.000.

Boecker, Dietrich: See—
Limpach, Raymond; and Boecker, Dietrich, 4,428,769, CI.

75-30.000.

Boehringer Mannheim GmbH: See-
Becker, Udo; and Roeschlau, Peter, 4,429,040, CI. 435-7.000.

Friebe, Walter-Gunar; Kampe, Wolfgang; Roesch, Egon; and
Wilhelms, Otto-Henning, 4,428,955, CI. 424-267.000.

Boehringer, Wilfred E., to McDonnell Douglas Corporation. Aircraft
split hydraulic system. 4,428,196, CI. 60403.000.

Boeing Company, The: See—
Baehr. Theodore C. 4,428,609, CI. 292-251.000.

King. Charies H., 4,429,341, CI. 361-117.000.
Boguslawski. George; and Boyer, Emest W., to Miles Laboratories,

Inc. Preparation of an alkaline protease from flavobacterium arbores-
cens. 4,429.044, CI. 435-220.000.

Boie, Immo; Peters, Manfred; and Kaluschke. Thomas, to Agfa-Geva-
crt Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the production of color prints by
the dye-diffusion transfer process. 4,429,033, CI. 430-237.000.

Boise Cascade Corporation: See—
Westphal, Teddy M., 4,428,741, CI. 493-103.000.

Bolton, James C, to Industrial Tools Inc. Tape slitter axial loading
system. 4,428,265. CI. 83-502.000.

Boray, Joseph C; Gallay. Jean J.; and Sarasin, Gedeon, to Ciba-Geigy
Corporation. 6-lsothiocyano-5-methoxy-2-tert.-butylbenzthiazole
and a method of controlling mminant liver flukes therewith.
4,428.957, CI. 424-270.000.

Borders. Michael E.: See—
Biilias, Michael G.; and Borders, Michael E., 4,428,867, CI.

252-512.000.

Borg-Warner Corporation: See—
Sproul, William D.; and Tomashek, James R., 4,428,811. CI. 204-

192.00R.

Sproul. William D.. 4,428,812. CI. 204-192.00R.
Bose, Phillip R.. to Chevron Research Company. Upgrading hydrocar-
bonaceous oils with an aqueous liquid. 4,428.828. CI. 208-208.00R.

Bott. John A. Vehicle luggage rack. 4,428,517, CI. 224-326.000.
Botwin, Leo; and Simpson, John A., to United Technologies Corpora-

tion. Gun-launched variable thrust ramjet projectile. 4,428,293. CI.

102-381.000.

Bourbeau, Claude. Tree-processing apparatus. 4,428,407, CI. 144-2.00Z.
Bourke, Eleanor F.: See—

Edelson, Richard L., 4,428,744, CI. 604-6.000.

Bourke, Frederic A., Jr.: See—
Edelson, Richard L.. 4.428.744. CI. 604-6.000.

Bovio. Michele; Sella. Lino; Bermti, Pierangelo; Gillone, Walter; and
Ceresa, Luciano, to Ing. C. Olivetti ft C. S.p.A. Serial dot printer for

office machines. 4.428.693. CI. 400-126.000.

Bowles Fluidics Corporation: See—
Stoufl-er, Ronald D., 4,428,277, CI. 98-2.000.
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^.?nl'' ^2,^'."^ '^'«''' '^""" ^' 'o '^•"i" MarietU Corpora

502-101 OOo"
coatings for electrolytic cells. 4,428,847i CI

Boyarina, Maya F.; Vildgmbe, Vladimir G.; and Sergeev, Jury S
Non-evaporable getter. 4.428,856, CI. 252-181 100

Boyd, Alvin L.: See—

Boy^'Emat^"'Se-
""* ^^**' '^''''" ^ '

*'*"''2'' ^' «4-49.000

^«?-220 Wb
°~'*'' "** ^^"' ^"'"' ^' *'*29,044. CI.

Bradshaw, John L., to RCA Corporation. Frequency-controlled varia-
ble-gain ampliflers. 4,429,285, CI. 330-279.(»0.

Brahm, Jacques: See—

B„J^"''*!?''
"'**"• "1 Brahm. Jacques. 4,428.918. CI. 423-473.000.

Brandenstein, Manfred: See—

°M2M72: CM9"i-9?SSS""'''"'
"*"''"'= ""* ^''•"' ^•''"-

Brandes, Wilhelm: See-
Kramer Wolfgang; Buchel. Karl H.; Stetter, Jorg; Frohberger,

Paul-Emst; and Brandes, Wilhelm. 4.428.949. CI. 424-245 000
ifranecky, George: See—

^'^305 oS'**'*
^' '"' ""* ^^""^^y- OeoTge, 4.428,573. CI

Brauner, Ame H., to Intemational Paper Company. Easy access sand-wich carton. 4,428,525, CI. 229-41.00R.
^^ ' "

'37-38^0OT
^ ^^^ «PP«r«tus for storage tanks. 4,428,395. CI

X^J'iA2,m:S^lm^''' Them,o«>uple pyrometnc

Bredesky, Louis P., Jr.: See—
Head. Glenn D. Jr.; Le Master, William C; Bredesky, Louis P., Jr

o „^'"? ^"'^'' '^'^** C- *'*28.214, CI. 72-69.000.
Breedis, John F.; and Fister. Julius C, to Olin Corporation. Composite

material having improved bond strength. 4,429,022. CI. 428-675X100.
oreezer, Harlan W.: See—

^aIT^ i)i^'")?r,]b=.fe
^'"'"" ^' •"'* Breezer, Harlan W..

4,428,306, CI. 108-53.300.
Breidenstein, Wolfgang: See—

°^T' Herbert; Herchenbach. Horst; Ramesohl, Hubert; and
Brf'denstein, Wolfgang. 4,428,727. CI. 431-182.000.

^'^'!:i^:00i:^:A%Mi'^^''
'^^™'*°" Light-reflecting

Bremer, Noel J.: See-
Blum, P."<nciaR; Milberger, Emest C; Bremer. Noel J.; and Dria.
Dennis E.. 4,429.137, CI. 549-259.000.

Bremer Vulkan Schiflbau and Maschinenfabrick: See—
Huchzenneier, Hans M., 4.428,318, CI. 1 14-21 1.000.

Brenner, Klaus: See—

°^-n9 Sa™"'
^'*"""' '^'""' *"** ^'''"'' E^*'<*' *.428,228, CI

Brent Chemicals Intemational Limited- See—

'^'352237^C)S'"
^' ""'' ^''"'*' ^°^^^ ^- *'«8.672, CI.

Brichard, Jean; and Colery, Jean-Claude, to Interox. Process for makingsodium percar^nate granules. 4,428,914, CI. 423-265.000.

"~J.!.H. ^V° ^°^^ ^' Corporation. Molybdenum IV com-

SL^/^.^S2T8rr2;532~/or ''''^' ^'^^'^^^

^"45Sr216^cT'219'-52?'(Sf'"
'^^"'•°" ^"'•"'='*- »'—

Bnndley, Robert J.; Taravella. Salvatore R.; and Dean. Robert M to

2 19-'345 oS?^"'"
^'"P'"y Electrical heating panel. 4.429.214, CI.

'?oTduir428So4''S*'?2.S'oS™'"« " '^""^^"^ P'"« '" ' ""'«^

Bristol James A.; and Puchalski. Chester, to Schering CorporationIndol« m trratment of peptic ulcers. 4.428.962. CI. 424-274^.
Bnstol-Myers Company: See—

^M^OOR*™"**
^' ""^ P'"*"chini. Carlo. 4.428,889, CI. 260-

British Aerospace Public Limited Company: See—

a**244-?0OR
^

'

'*'''^' ^°*'" ^' *"** ^^'"°^^- B*rry. 4,428,549.

British Nuclear Fuels Limited: See—
Evans, Frank, 4,428,836. CI. 210-189.000.

Bntish Petroleum Company Limited, The: See—

r«»j^'d*?' f""^ ^' *"** Nebrensky, Jiri R., 4,428.839. CI. 210-512.300.
Bntish Petroleum Company p.l.c. The: See—

Rewe, Alan R., 4,428,132. CI. 37-193.000.
Bntish Rema Manufacturing Co., Limited- See—

Rodgers, Jefl^rey C, 4,428,536. CI. 241-52.000.
Brodbeck, Klaus P.: See—

^i5^T^* °*'''"<*: *"<* Brodbeck, Klaus P., 4,428.491, CI.

Bron, Dan. Fluid flow control device. 4,428,397, CI. 137-504 000
Bronicki, Lucien Y., to Onnat Turbines. Ltd. Power plant utilizing

multi-sugeturbines. 4.428.190. CI. 60-655.000.
uimzing

Broschinski, Lothar: See—

''t«°l7,tr5645&.^'™"= ""' °'°"''"»'''' ^''»^-

Brother Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
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Broucksou, Robert H
; Martin. George; and Oster, Richard J . to Eaton

Corporation. Shifting actuator. 4.428.248. CI 74-335 000
Brown. Johnny F

. to Varian Associates. Inc Feed forward AC voluge
regulator employing step-up, step-down transfonner and analog and
digiUl control circuitry. 4,429,269. CI. 323-301 000

Brown, Marvin R.: See—

"'MJi.JSra «iT,"i^'"''
* " "" »"'"" "•"• "•

Brown. Morton E.. to Southern Gas Association. Relative horsepower
indicator. 4.429.371. CI. 364-803 000

Brown Paul F., to United Technologies Corporation High speed
durablerollerbearing. 4.428.628. CI 308-187 000

Brown, Paul L. Toy balloon closure device 4,428.149, CI. 46-90000
Brown, Ralph V.: See-

Abbott. Johnnie G; and Brown. Ralph V, 4.428,105. C\ 29-
149.50B.

. . .

»j^

Brownell, David B Quick release device 4.428.102. CI 24-574 000
Brownlee, David C: See—

Kolpin. Barbara E.; and Brownlee, David C, 4.429,001, a.

Bmce, Peter. Joining shackle or link 4,428,187, CI 59-85 000
Bolder, Alan H to Polaroid Corporation Lammar multicell lithium

battenes. 4,429.026. CI 429-152 000.
Bmmwell, Dennis A.: See—

'^"iit'?Jn«^""*' ^ ;
"<! Bmmwell, Dennis A . 4.428.378. CI

i28-4I9.0PG.
Bmnswick Corporation: See—

Councilman. Richard R.. 4.428.544, CI 242-84 21

R

Buchanan, Margaret A.: See—

Buchel. Kari H : See-
Kramer Wolfgang; Buchel. Karl H; Stetter. Jorg; Frohberger.

Paul-Emst; and Brandes, Wilhelm, 4,428,949. CI 424-245 000
Buck. Yves; and Delcoigne, Adrien. to Isover Saint-Gobain. U-Shaoed

plasterboard. 4.428,898, CI 264-167.000.
'^

Budd Company. The: See-
Herring. James M., Jr , 4.428.302. CI. 105-197 OOR
Jahnle, Herbert A.. 4,428.599. CI. 280-784 000

Buhler, Fritz: See—
Scheuchzer. Fredy; and Buhler. Fritz, 4.428.296. CI. 104-2 000

Bulten-Kanthal AB: See—
Schrewelius. Nils G.. deceased, 4,429.019, CI 428-550 000

Bungay. Michael R.. to Lucas Industnes Limited Apparatus for indi-
cating dielectric constant. 4.429.272, CI. 324-61 OOR

Burg. Richard W.: See—
Albers-Schonberg, George; Wallick, Hyman, Oraiond, Robert E.

Miller, Thomas W.; and Burg, Richard W., 4,429,042, CI.
435-119.000.

B"/8$orf. Jochen; Luepertz, Hans-Henning; and Stoka, Roberto, to
ITT Industnes Inc Retaining spring for the brake shoe of a spot lyoe
disc brake. 4.428,463. CI. 188-73.380.

^
Burghart, George L Roof curtj and linear curb forai having inner and

outer supporting walls. 4.428.166. CI. 52-19.000.
Burke. Anthony E.. to Xerox Corporation. Combined sheet inverter
and sorter. 4,428,572, CI. 271-297.000.

Burrell. William E.. to W. R. Grace ft Co.. Cryovac Div. Reel cho feed
system. 4,428,176. CI. 53-138.00A.

"^

Burroughs Corporation: See—
Catiller. Robert D.. 4.429.389. CI. 371-21 000
Zachry. Clyde L.. 4.429,349. CI. 361-414.000.

Burt. Harold S., to Midwest Conveyor Co., Inc. Apparatus and method
for fine positioning a vehicle at a storage bin in an automatic storase
and retrieval system. 4,428,708, CI. 414-275.000.

Burtofl. Joseph H. Energy free loader 4,428,178, CI. 53-475.000
Burzin. Klaus; Bartmann, Martin; Bax, Hanns-Jorg; and Ribbing Wil-

fned. to Chemische Werkc Huels AG. Method of producing poly-
phenylene oxides using morpholinium bromide as activator
4.429.106, CI. 528-216.000.

^Tni^'^*'"'*'^'
""" ^ •

^'^^^'' Rot»en L., Jr.; and West. James E.. to
Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated. Electret transducer with
vanably charged electret foil 4,429,191. CI. 179-111 OOE

^"I^II't"*'"''*^'
"*"* ' •

^''ce- Robert L
,
Jr

;
and West, James E., to

Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated. Electret transducer with
variable electret foil thickness 4,429,192, CI 179-1 1 1 OOE

Busch-Vishniac. Ilene J.; Wallace. Robert L.. Jr.; and West, James E . to
Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated Electret transducer with
variable effective air gap. 4.429.193. CI. 179-1 1 1 OOE

Busch-Vishniac, Ilene J.: See-
Berkley, David A.; Busch-Vishniac, Ilene J.; Wallace. Robert L

Jr.; and West. James E., 4.429.189, CI. 179-1 ll.OOE.
Bushnell, Dennis M.: See—

^^^*fl'/' ^ ^^"' '"*^ Bushnell. Dennis M.. 4.428.703. CI.
406-155.000.

Butcher. James S., to GTE Automatic Electric Ubs Inc Audio distrib-
uting system. 4,429,187. CI. 179-81.OOR.

Butler. L Dennis; and Askov. Alan R.. to Sperry Corporation. Inter-,

^K^l^^°^ control valve for round bale wagon. 4.428,706 CI
414-24.500. \

Btitler Manufacturing Company: See—

"?^!l^*'' Charles T
;
and Benscoter. Richard D.. 4,428.641. CI ^

339-205.000.
~

^"4.428'5?2°cr2i7-8°oS'"*'''*^
^^ * Producu Corp. Step driver.
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Bux, Werner; and Mueller. Hans R., to International Business Machines
Corp. Method of transmitting information between stations attached
to a unidirectional transmission ring. 4,429,405, CI. 375-89.000.

Byar, Robert R.: Set—
Morscheck, Timothy J.; Byar, Robert R.; and Deska, Theodore J.,

4,428,469, CI. 192-53.0OE.

Cain, Charles J.: See—
Shankle, Arthur T., 4,429.308, CI. 340-870.370.

Cairns, James A.; Lane, Edward S.; Prentice, Thomas C; Segal, David
L.; and Sammon, David C, to United Kingdom Atomic Energy
Authority. Coating of substrates. 4,428,864, CI. 502-151.000.

Calcagno, Kenneth H.; and Calcagno, WilUam F., Jr. Apparatus for
maintaining the relative position between wire being fed onto a
bobbin and wire wound about the bobbin for forming a coil of wire.
4,428,540, CI. 242-25.00R.

Calcagno, William F., Jr.: See—
Calcagno, Kenneth H.; and Calcagno, William F., Jr., 4,428,540, CI.

242-2S.00R.

CaJcutt, Wilfred, to Swift Instruments, Inc. Click-stop focusing of
binoculars. 4,428,651, CI. 350-556.000.

Calderone, Theodore: See—
Wong, Shi-Yin; Little, Michael J.; Margerum, J. David; Nussmeier,
Thomas A.; Calderone, Theodore; and £>ellamano, Harry A.,
4,428,380, CI. 128-715.000.

Caldwell, Donald L.; and Hazelrigg, Mark J., Jr.. to Dow Chemical
Co., The. Electrodes for oxygen manufacture. 4,428,805, CI.
204-129.000.

Calentine, John W.: See—
Sandri, Joseph M.; Calentine, John W.; Linder, Seymour M.; and

Billioux, Yves J., 4,429,095, CI. 526-263.000.

Callahan, Lynn T., Ill: See—
Tolnian, Richard L.; Marburg, Stephen; and Callahan, Lynn T., Ill,

4,428.931, CI. 424-87.000.

Callicott, Robert H., to Procter & Gamble Company, The. Composition
to inhibit staining of porcelain surfaces by manganese. 4,428,872, CI.
252-550.000.

Calundann, Gordon W.: See—
Charbonneau, Larry F.; and Calundann, Gordon W., 4,429,100, CI.

528-128.000.

Campbell, Bonnie J.; Counts. Thomas G.; Cunningham, James L.; and
Youtsey, Karl J., to UOP Inc. Method of making double wall tubing
assembly. 4,428,106, CI. 29-157.30A.

Campbell, Bruce D.; and Triplett. James T., to Raychem Corporation.
Cable preconnectorization method. 4.428.115. CI. 29-873.000.

Canadian Patents and Development Limited: See—
Webb. James B.; Williams, Digby F.; and Buchanan. Margaret A..

4.428.810. CI. 204-192.00P.
Cannon, Jack W., to International Business Machines Corporation.
High speed impact matrix printer. 4,428,692. CI. 400-124.000.

Canon Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Hattori, Yoshihumi; Terasawa, Koji; and Kasugayama, Yukio,

4,429,320, CI. 346-I40.00R.
Kobata, Yoshihiro, 4.429.318, CI. 346-76.0PH.
MaUumoto, Shigeyuki. 4.429.321. CI. 346-140.00R.
Sakai. Shinji; Shinoda, Nobuhiko; Kinoshita. Takao; Hosoe. Ka-

zuya; and Kawabata, Takashi, 4.428,652. CI. 354-407.000.
Sato. Tadashi; and Tanaka, Keiji, 4,428.664, CI. 355-14.00R.
Suzuki, Nobuyuki; and Shimizu, Masami, 4,428,655, CI.

354-456.000.

Tezuka, Nobuo, 4,428,657. CI. 354-173.100.
Tokuhara, Mitsuhiro; Yamada, Yu; Takemura. Yukio; Kuwayama,

Takeshi; and Seto. Susumu. 4,429.353, CI. 362-232.000.
Capaul, Barry D.: See—

Capaul, Raymond W.; and Capaul, Barry D., 4,428.454. CI
181-290.000.

Capaul, Raymond W.; and Capaul, Barry D. Acoustical panel construc-
tion. 4,428.454, CI. 181-290.000.

Cappelletti, Leonardo M.; Spagnoli, Roberto; and Toscano, Luciano, to
Pierrel S.p.A. 3-0-01eandrosyl-5-0-desosaniinyl erythronolide com-
pounds. 4,429. 1 15, CI. 536-7.200. ,

Capro, Inc.: See— I

Carlson, John A., 4,428,180, CI. 56-1 1.300.

Capshew, Charles E., to Phillips Petroleum Company. Polymerization
catalyst and process. 4,429,087, CI. 526-1 19.000.

Capterpillar Tractor Co.: See—
Reinsma, Harold L., 4,428,589, CI. 277-101.000.

Carey, Kevin L.: See—
Foshee, William R.; and Carey, Kevin L., 4,428,570, CI.

267-164.000.

Carl Freudenberg, Firma: See—
Forch, Hans, 4.428.587. CI. 277-25.000.

Carl Kurt Walther GmbH & Co. KG: See—
Walther. Carl K.; Hageluken. Hubert P.; and Temme. Karl.

4.428,161. CI. 51-163.200.

Carley. Harold J., to Coming Glass Works. Devices for use in a glass-
melting furnace. 4,429,402, CI. 373-37.000.

Carlson, John A., to Capro, Inc. Lawn mower and controls therefor.
4,428,180, CI. 56-11.300.

Carlson, John E., to Chem-Nuclear Systems, Inc. Cross-linked urea-for-
maldehyde polymer matrix compositions containing cyclic intermedi-
ate structures. 4,429.075. CI. 524-35.000.

Carlson, Timothy L.: See-
Ward, John W.; and Carlson, Timothy L., 4,428,825, CI.

208-109.000.

Ward, John W.; and Carlson. Timothy L.. 4.428.862. CI.
502-77.000.

Carson. Don B., to UOP Inc. Power generation with fractionator

overhead vapor stream. 4,428,201, CI. 60-648.000.
Carson, Don B., to UOP Inc. Electrical power generation by fraction-

ation column reboiler. 4,428,202, CI. 60-648.000.
Carson, Don B., to UOP Inc. Power generation using fractionation
column reboiler systems. 4,428,203, CI. 60-648.000.

Carstens. Jeffrey P.; Biaszuk, Paul R.; and Foley, John S., to United
Technologies Corporation. Laser pipe welding system for nonstation-
ary pipe. 4,429,211, CI. 219-12I.0LC.

Carter, Frederick J. Stock grid. 4,428,562, CI. 256-17.000.
Casey, Donald J.; and Roby, Mark S., to American Cyanamid Com-

pany. Synthetic copolymer surgical articles and method of manufac-
turing the same. 4,429,080, CI. 525-415.000.

Casey, Paul G.; and Dawson. Robert F.. to Hinesburg Sand and Gravel
Company. Sand classiflcation plant with process control system.
4.428.505. CI. 222-64.000.

Casio Computer Co. Ltd.: See—
Kashio. Toshio. 4,428.681, CI. 368-21.000.

Cassai, Gino H.; and Cassai, Henry J. Adjustable cosmetic wand.
4.428,388, CI. 132-88.700.

Cassai, Henry J.: See—
Cassai, Gino H.; and Cassai, Henry J., 4,428,388, CI. 132-88.700.

Cataldo, Roy S., to General Motors Corporation. Engine intake port
with annular nozzle directed swirl. 4,428,335. CI. 123-I88.00M.

Caterpillar Tractor Co.: See—
Fischer. Robert L.. 4.428,255, CI. 74-813.00L.
Knell, Harvey A., 4,428,173. CI. 52-731.000.
Wiggins. Jesse O.. 4.428.715, CI. 415-199.200.

Cathey, LeConte: See-
Jones, Edwin R., Jr.; Cathey, LeConte; and McLaurin, A. Porter,

4,429.328. CI. 358-88.000.

Catiller. Robert D.. to Burroughs Corporation. Test pattern address
generator. 4.429.389. CI. 371-21.000.

Catterfcld. Fritz C. to Rockwell International Corporation. Composite
centrifugal impeller for slurry pumps. 4.428,717, CI. 416-186.00R.

Cavalla. John F.; and Wyllie. Michael G., to John Wyeth and Brother
Limited. Method for treatment of cerebrovascular disorders.

4,428.954. CI. 424-263.000.

Cavani, Tiziano. Hollow charge endothermic motor. 4.428,350, CI.

123-536.000.

Cedrone, Nicholas J. Handling and test apparatus for radial lead elec-
tronic devices. 4,429,275, CI. 324-I58.00F.

Celanese Corporation: See—
Charbonneau, Larry F.; and Calundann, Gordon W., 4,429,100, CI.

528-128 000
Charbonneau, Larry F., 4,429,105, CI. 528-207.000.
Ide, Yoshiaki 4.429,060. CI. 521-182.000.

Ide. Yoshiaki, 4.429,061. CI. 521-182.000.

Cerberus AG: See—
Wagli. Peter. 4.429.223. CI. 25O-342.000.
Wagli. Peter; Zetting. Alois; and Pfister. Gustov. 4,429,224, CI.

250-342.000.

Ceresa, Luciano: See—
Bovio, Michele; Sella, Lino; Berruti, Pierangelo; Gillone, Walter;
and Ceresa, Luciano, 4,428,693, CI. 400-126.000.

Chabria, Paul R. Method and gun for in situ formation of foam in

packages. 4,428,530, CI. 239-8.000.

Chafetz, Harry: See—
Levine, Stephen A.; Schlicht, Raymond C; Chafetz, Harry; and
Whiteman, James R., 4,428,848. CI. 252-32.7HC.

Chaki, Takao; Watanabe. Nobuaki; and Kanai, Takao, to Clarion Co.,
Ltd. Indicator mechanism in a pushbutton tuner. 4,428,322, CI.
116-261.000.

Chambers, Vaughan C, Jr.; and Gervay, Joseph E., to Du Pont de
Nemours. E. I., and Company. Photoimaging process. 4,429,027, CI.
430-5.000.

Champion Spark Plug Europe S.A.: See—
Denis. Phillippe. 4.428.093, CI. 15-250.420.

Chang, Ching-Jen; and Stevens, Travis E., to Rohm and Haas Com-
pany. Alkyl poly(oxyalkylene) esters of acrylate oligomers and co-
polymers thereof for thickening purposes. 4,429,097, CI. 526-317.000.

Chang. Kern K. N.. to RCA Corporation. Deflection yoke integrated
within a cathode ray tube. 4,429,254, CI. 315-3.000.

Chang, Robert W. H., to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Com-
pany. Compositions and method for reducing elution of therapeutic
agents from teeth. 4,428,930, CI. 424-52.000.

Chang. Shien-Fanh. Pulverized-coal and liquid-fuel dual-purpose
burner. 4,428,309. CI. 110-262.000.

Chang, Wen-Hsuan: See—
Lee, Kyu-Wang; Peffer, John R.; Piccirilli, Robert; and Chang,
Wen-Hsuan, 4,429,082, CI. 525-426.000.

Chapman, Richard A., to Texas Instruments Incorporated. Infrared
matrix using transfer gates. 4,429,330, CI. 358-113.000.

Charbonneau, Larry F.; and Calundann, Gordon W., to Celanese Cor-
poration. Polyester of 6-hydroxy-2-naphthoic acid, para-hydroxyben-
zoic acid, 2,6-dioxyanthraquinone, and aromatic diacid. 4,429,100, CI.

528-128.000.

Charbonneau, Larry F., to Celanese Corporation. Process for preparing
a polyester of hydroxy naphthoic acid and hydroxy benzoic acid.

4.429,105, CI. 528-207.000.

Chamay, Patrick: See—
Galibert, Francis; Tiollais, Pierre; and Chamay, Patrick, 4,428,941,

CI. 424-177.000.

Chastang, Jean C. A.; and Koemer, Robert F., to International Business
Machines Corporation. Optical system for oblique viewing.
4,428,676. CI. 356-354.000.
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Chatterjea. Probir K.. to Dresser Industries. Inc. Clutch-clutch brake
steering mechamsm for tractors. 4.428.468. CI. 192-13 OOR

Chatziiosiridis, loannis: See—
^^^'^'^fnd T.; and Chatziiosifidis. loannis, 4.429,145, CI.

556-415.000.

Chem-Nuclear Systems, Inc.: See-
Carlson. John E.. 4,429.075, CI. 524-35.000.

Chemap AG: See—

'^U'i'i'i oli'",5i Rf^}"x^^^°^^' *"<' Rapsomanikis, Nikolas,
4,4z8,yov, CI. 426-53.000.

Chemische Werke Huels AG: See—
®".^?',",' '^'""*= Bartmann, Martin; Bax. Hanns-Jorg; and Ribbina

Wilfned. 4.429.106. CI. 528-216.000.
Chemische Werke Huls AG: See—

Mumcu. Salih; and Panoch. Hans J.. 4.429.081. CI. 525-420.000
Chen. Evan N.; and Ferraro. Frank A., to Wamer-Lambert Company

w^^^ releasably retaining a blade cartridge. 4.428.116, CI

Chen, Tsu-Fang, to Sperry Corporation. Electroplating apparatus with
constant velocity agiution. 4,428,814, CI. 204-273.000.

Chenausky, Peter P.; Mongeon, Robert J.; Drinkwater, ErroII H.; and
Laughman, Lanny M., to United Technologies Corporation. Twin
waveguide laser. 4,429,398, CI. 372-64.000.

Cherry Electrical Producu Corporation: See-
Main, Robert T.; and Kennedy, Maurice E., 4,428,649. CI

350-289.000.

Chesner. Ramon J. Heat exchanger cleaner. 4.428.417. CI. 165-5.000
Chester. Arthur W.; and Chu. Yung F.. to Mobil Oil Corporation

Active zeolite catalysts of improved stability. 4.429.176, CI.
585-481.000.

Chevron Research Company: See-
Abbott. Barry J.; and Silcox. William H.. 4.428.702, CI

405-202.000.

Bezman, Susan A., 4,428,753, CI. 44-56.000
Bose, Phillip R.. 4.428.828, CI. 208-208.00R.

'^ino'^n
^*'™*oP''er W.; and Beret, Samil, 4,428,820. CI

208-10.000.

Loh, William, 4,429.119, CI. 536-181.000.
Chew, Remedios K.: See-

Pastor, Ricardo C; Gorre, Luisa E.; Pastor, Antonio C; and Chew
Remedios K., 4.429,009, CI. 428-410.000.

Chicago Bridge ft Iron Company: See—
Bertolazzi, Luciano F., 4.428,985, CI. 427-230.000.

Chicago Rawhide Manufacturing Company: See—
Romerp, Richard A., 4,428,586, CI. 277-25.000.

Chikuma Apparel Co.. Ltd.: See—
TakamaUu, Noboru. 4,428.080. CI. 2-227.000.

Chin. Danny; Henderson. John G. N.; and Maturo. Robert J., to RCA
Corporation. Signal-seeking tuning system with signal loss protection
for a television receiver. 4,429,415, CI. 455-164.000.

Chinom Gyogyszer es Vegyeszeti Termekek Gyara R.T See—
Tomoskozi. Istvan; Szekely. Istvan; Kanai. Karoly; Gyori, Peter
»nd Kovacs, Gabor, 4,429,123, CI. 542^26.000.

ChKholm, JohnP. Independent landing monitoring system. 4,429,312.
CI. 343-410.000.

Chiu, Ming-Yee: See—

'^"/l';«"/,n'^j.f J?5Xi"'J5y'
Edward J., Jr.; and Chiu, Ming-Yee.

4.428,670. CI. 356-71.000.

^
m.2960cio^

^' '° ^"*""* Industries. Inc. Bearing. 4,428.689. CI.

Choi. Byung C; Gross, Benjamin; and Malladi, Madhava, to Mobil Oil

^'S?B™ii?|[L"°**" ^°^ visbreaking resid deasphaltenes. 4,428.824,U. 2(18-86.000.

Chow, Tat-Sin^ P.: See—

^L .'^J'"' Maiyin J.; and Chow, Tat-Sing P., 4,429,01 1, CI. 428-450.000.
Chnste, Karl O.; and Wilson, William W., to United Sutes of America,

51^913 a"42T-S2a)o"'"
"" °^ heptafluoroxenon anion.

Christopher, Charles A.: See—

^*I^';o?5i^ ^•' *"** Christopher, Charles A.. 4,428,429, CI.
1 00-294.000.

Christy, James S.: See—

^^';11",?i'^' ^P**""' Stephen; and Christy, James S.. 4.428.550.
CI. 244-93.000.

Chromalloy American Corporation: See—
^JiJ^."^"^'" ^' Blystone, Wayne G.; and Lemmon, Gerald W..

4,428,418, CI. 165-76.000.
Chu, Yung F.: See—

Chester, Arthur W.; and Chu, Yung F., 4,429,176, CI. 585-481.000.
Chuang, Po L. Automatic lavatory seat. 4,428,083, CI. 4-24O.000.
Chuang, Shih, to Statek Corporation. Mounting apparatus and method

for piezoelectric tuning fork. 4,429,248, CI. 310-370.000
Chun, Duk S.: See—

Stermole, David A.; Loehr, Clifford E.; and Chun, Duk S
4,428,919, CI. 423-474.000.

Chun, Hugh H., to VSI Corporation. Failure sensing hydraulic accumu-
lator and system. 4,428,401, CI. 138-30.000.

Chynoweth, William R., to Honeywell Inc. Woven wire fanout
4,429,179, CI. 174-1 17.00M.

Ciba-Geigy AG: See—

^«r';.'i?i£!l."' ^' *"** Turner, George F. A. M., 4,428,658, CI.
354-310.000.

Ciba-Geigy Corporation: See—
Boray, Joseph C; Gallay, Jean J.; and Sarasin, Gedeon. 4.428.957.

CI. 424-270.000.

Breitenfellner. Franz. 4.429,004, CI. 428-324.000.

Cooke. Thomas W
; and Falk. Robert A . 4,429.162. CI 568-50.000

Hubele. Adolf; Riebli, Peter; Eckhardt, Wolfgang; and Kunz.
Walter. 4,428.964, CI. 424-309.000.

Karrer. Fnedrich; Bemer, Godwin; and Rody, Jean, 4,429,077, Q.

Pfeifer. Josef, 4.429.1 10. CI 528-348.000
Cichelli. Richard J.; and Thompson, Michael O.. to American Newspa-

per Publishers Association. Method and apparatus for digiul serial
scanning with hierarchical and relational acceu 4 429 385 CI
370-92000.

^^ ••.'•^'.Joa. «-i.

Cihonski. John L.. to El Paso Producu Company. Process for the
production of ethylbenzene. 4,429,175. CI. 585-433.000

Citizen Watch Co.. Ltd.: See—
Saito, Motoyuki; and HaUnaka, Hideo. 4,428,683, CI 368-250000

City Tank Corporation: See-
Wall, Gerald E.. 4,428,396. CI. 137-493.900.

CJM Associates: See-
Jones. Edwin R.. Jr.; Cathey. LeConte; and McUurin. A. Porter.

4.429.328. CI. 358-88.000.
Claremon, David A.: See—

Nicolaou, Kyriacos C; Magolda, Ronald L.; and Claremon. David
A., 4,429.166. CI. 568-352.000.

Clarion Co.. Ltd.: See—
Chaki, Takao; Watanabe, Nobuaki; and Kanai, Takao, 4.428 322

CI. 116-261.000.

Kanai, Ryokichi. 4.429.331. CI. 358-124.000.
Clark. Lewis M.. Ill: See—

Henning, Dean L.; Clark, Lewis M . Ill; and Ward, John M ,

4,428,319. CI. 114-253.000.
Clark. Suzanne P.: See—

Perlstem Jerome H.; Reynolds. George A.; VanAUan. James A.;
and Clark, Suzanne P., 4,429,030, CI. 430-75.000

Class, Walter H.; Hieronymi, Robert G.; and Hurwitl, Steven D . to
Matenals Research Corporation Focusing magnetron sputtering
apparatus. 4,428.816. CI. 204-298.000.

f »

Claudius Peters AG: See—
SchaJkhauser. Ulrich. 4.428.473. CI. 198-367.000.

Clemens, Donald D.; Larson, Elmer M., Jr.; Morgan, William T
Steele, Oliver P.. Ill; and Wright. Fred R.. to Electric Power Re-
search Institute. Inc. Remote visual inspection system. 4.429.329. CI
358-100.000.

Clerc. Guy; and Shroff. Arvind. to Thomson-CSF. Direct heating
cathode for high frequency thermionic tube. 4.429.250. CI
313-336.000.

Coal Industry (Patents) Limited: See-
Armstrong, Michael P.; O'Brian, Rodney W ; and Gilliver, Stanlev

4.428.832. CI. 209-350.000.
^

Eagles. Brian A.; and Kelly. Jonathan S.. 4.428.619. CI. 299-81 000
Fecitt. Graham J., 4,428,618, CI. 299-1 000.
Jury, Anthony W.; and Pitt, Geoffrey J., 4.429.410. CI. 378-53.000

Cockerill Sambre: See—
Dantinne. Pierre G , 4.428.164, CI 51-252.000.

Cockle. Richard A; and Spector. George Round bale feeder
4.428.707. CI. 414-24.600.

Coe Manufacturing Company. The: See—
Coulson. Fred; and Smith. Jerry M.. 4.428.128. CI 34-155 000

Coffey. Gerald P.: See—
Curatolo, Benedict S.; and Coffey. Gerald P . 4.429 109 CI

528-331.000.

Coggin. Michael E.; Everett. Charles K.; and Schwellenbach, Donald
D. Pallet scraper. 4.428.090, CI. 15-93.00C

Cognard, Jacques; Phan, Trung H.; and Markert, Jurgen. to Ebauches
S.A. Composition based on liquid crystal for electro-optical device
4,428,858, CI. 252-299.100.

Cogswell, Frederic N ; and Swerdlow, Martin S . to Imperial Chemical
Industries PLC. Anisotropic melt-forming polymer composition
containing PTFE. 4.429,078. CI 525-165.000

Cohen. Howard S. Roofing system for solar heat collection and method
for fabncation thereof 4.428.360. CI 126-432.000.

Cohen. John M.: See-
Abbott, Bruce A.; and Cohen. John M.. 4,428,722. CI. 425-150 000

Coker, Stanley W : See—
Coker. Terry; and Coker, Stanley W , 4,428.098. CI. 24-30.S0R

Coker, Terry; and Coker, Stanley W. Bag clamp 4,428,098. CI 24-
30.50R.

Colanzi. Franco; and Vignotto. Angelo. to RIV-SKF Officine di Villar
Perosa S.p.A. Protection and seal member for rolling bearings
4.428.629. CI. 308-187.200.

'^

Cole. Norman F
;
and Thome. William D., to International Business

Machines Corp. Oscillatory band and hammer dot matrix printer
4,428.285. CI. 101-93.040.

Colery, Jean-Claude: See—
Brichard, Jean; and Colery. Jean-Claude, 4,428,914, CI.

423-265.000.

Collins. Wesley A. Self-balancing bell caddy. 4,428,486, CI
211-1 19.000.

Communications Technology Corporation: See-
Smith, Donald J., 4,428,104, CI. 24-279 000.
Waas. Charles W.. 4,428.634. CI. 339-42.000.

Concord Laboratories. Inc.: See—
Raitto, Russell G.. 4.428.384. CI. 128-760.000.

Concrete Pipe ft Producu Corp.: See—
Buttner, Robert C. 4.428.522. CI. 227-8.000.

Concrete Transport Mixer Co.: See—
Schreiter. Paul W.. Jr.. 4.428,677. CI. 366-41 000
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Confalone, Puquale N.; Pizzolato, Giacotno; Uskokovic, Milan R.; and
Rouge, Marianne, to HofTmann-La Roche Inc. Novel thiophene
derivatives. 4.428,963, CI. 424-275.000.

Conner, Randall C, to American Cast Iron Pipe Company. Restrained
pipe joint and associated snap-ring. 4,428,604, CI. 285-321.000.

Consolidated Systems, Inc.: See-
Parsons, Albert; and Havens, H. Norris, 4,428,556, CI. 249-3.000.

Container Corporation of America: 5ee—
Kohler, Karl A.. 4,428,500, CI. 220-462.000.
Nauheimer, James F., 4,428,499, CI. 220-470.000.

Continental-Wirt Electronics Corp.: See-
Worth. Sidney V., 4,428,637. CI. 339.99.00R.

Cooke, Howard R. S.: See—
Cooke, Robert S.; and Cooke, Howard R. S., 4,428,608, CI.

292-247.000.

Cooke. Robert S.; and Cooke, Howard R. S. Toggle fasteners
4,428.608. CI. 292-247.000.

Cooke, Thomas W.; and Falk, Robert A., to Ciba-Geigy Corporation.
Perfluoroalkyl phenols and naphthols. 4,429,162, CI. 568-50.000.

Cane, Raymond; and King, Michael, to Health Science Products, Inc.
Computer key-punch work-sution having adjustable copy support-
shelf 4,428.63 1 . CI. 3 1 2- 1 94.000.

Coplin, John F.; and Hadaway, Edward S., to Rolls-Royce Limited.
Turbine. 4.428,713, a. 415-48.000.

Coming Glass Works: See—
Carley. Harold J.. 4,429.402, CI. 373-37.000.
Montierth. Max R., 4.428.758. CI. 55-523.000.

Coiden Technology. Inc.: See—
Schwarz. Richard A., 4,429.058, CI. 521-57.000.

Coatantini, John J., to Bendix Corporation, The. Dau buffer operating
in response to computer halt signal. 4,429,362, CI. 364-200.000.

Coulson, Fred; and Smith. Jerry M., to Coe Manufacturing Company,
The. Jet tube dryer retainer system. 4.428.128. CI. 34-155.000.

Coulter. Robert S.: See—
Deane. Kenneth E.; and Coulter, Robert S., 4,429,195, CI. 200-

38.00A.
Councilman, Richard R., to Brunswick Corporation. Retainer for

oacillator system. 4.428.544. CI. 242-84.21R.
Counts, Thomas G.: See-

Campbell, Bonnie J.; Counts, Thomas G.; Cunningham, James L.;
and Youtsey, Karl J.. 4,428.106, CI. 29-157.30A.

Coumoyer. Richard L.; and Foley, James W., to Polaroid Corporation.
Xanthene compounds. 4.429,142, CI. 549-394.000.

Covington. Robert A.. Jr.; Long. Cecil L.; and Williston, David W , to
Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company. Continuous synthesis of
chromium dioxide. 4.428.852, CI. 252-62.560.

Cowan, Jack C; Thrash, Tommy; and Raybom, Jerry R., to Venture
Chemicals, Inc. Well working compositions, method of decreasing
the seepage loss from such compositions, and additive therefor.
4.428.843. CI. 252-8.50C.

Cox. Karmen D.. to Roper Corporation. Induction heatine apparatus.
4,429,205, CI. 219-10.770.

*^

Crabbe, Pierre: S^e—
Archer, Sydney; Crabbe. Pierre; Diczfalusy. Egon; Djcrassi. Carl
and Fried. Josef, 4,428,947, CI. 424-243.000.

Cragoe, Edward J., Jr.; Rooney, Clarence S.; and WUliams, Haydn W.
R.. to Merck ft Co.. Inc.; and Merck Sharp k Dohme (I.A.) Corp.
4-Hydroxy-S-substituted-3-(2H>isothiazolone-

1 , 1 -dioxide derivatives
useful in treating urinary tract calcium oxalate lithiasis. 4.428,956, CI.
424-270.000.

Cragoe, Edward J.. Jr.; and Rooney, Clarence S.. to Merck & Co., Inc.
4-Alkyl8ubstituted-3-hydroxy-3-pyrroline-2.S-dione inhibitors of
glycolic acid oxidase. 4.428.959, CI. 424-274.000.

Cranford. Hayden C, Jr.; Hoffman, Charles R.; and Stephens. Geoffrey
B., to international Business Machines Corp. High volUge on chip
FET driver. 4.429.237. CI. 307-450.000. '' •

» ^

Crepa. John L.; Hainen, Timothy J.; and McEwen, Stephen N.. to
Henry Filters. Inc. Tubular filter structure. 4,428.838. CI.
210-323.200.

Cretke. Edward J. Table top. 4.428.305, CI. 108-150.000.
Criatofolo. Angelo R.. to Johnson & Johnson Baby Products Company.

Reaealable package for premoistened towellettes. 4,428,477, CI.
206-210.000.

Cronin. Dennis C. to Beloit Corporation. Extended nip shoe for a nip
m a papermaking machine. 4.428,797. CI. 162-358.000.

Croom. Michael: See—
Wein|ardt. WUfred W., 4.428.577. CI. 272-135.000.

Crow, William D., to Emerson Electric Co. Compartmentized lead
wire terminal housing for electric motor. 4,429.243, CI. 310-71.000.

Crumley, J. A.; and Weaver. John P.. to AMP Incorporated. Means for
decoding a switch array. 4,429,301, CI. 340-365.00S.

Cseko. Christine: See—
Munteanu. Marina A.; Cseko, Christine; Oltarzewski, Edward S.;

Lindauer, Jerome I.; and Withycombe, Donald A.. 4.428.869, CI.
252-522.0OA.

Cumming^ Paul W.. Jr.; and Mailhot. David J., to Norton Co. Pipe
support. 4.428.893. CI. 261-122.000.

Cunnmgham. James L.; and Tatum. John M.. to UOP Inc. Apparatus
for spot annealing tubing. 4,428,563. CI. 266-113.000.

Cunningham. James L.: See-
Campbell. Bonnie J.; Counu. Thomas G.; Cunningham. James L.
and Youtsey. Karl J.. 4,428.106. CI. 29-157.30A.

Curatolo. Benedict S.; and Coffey. Gerald P.. to Standard Oil Com-
pany. Polyamides with high glass transition temperatures prepared
from N.N'-terephthaloyldi-beU-alanine and a diamine. 4,429,109, CI.
528-331.000.

Curtis, Tommie G.: See

—

Sikorski, James A.; and Curtis, Tommie O., 4.428.765. CI.
71-87.000.

Cutchens. Charles E.; and Lanier. Lynn H.. to Monsanto Company.
Catalyst separation in production of amines. 4,429,159, CI.
564-492.000.

Dahlstrom, Baesley I.: See-
Hill, James E.; Dahlstrom, Baesley I.; and Fisher, Robert D.,

4.429.217. CI. 235-380.000.
Dahm, Jonathan C; and Franka. John G.. to Motorola, Inc. Process for
improving nitride deposition on a semiconductor wafer. 4,428.975.
CI. 427-94.000.

Dahm, Manfred: See-
Jabs, Gert; Baatz, Gunther; Bock. Manfred; Dahm. Manfred; Haus.

Artur; and Wegner, Christian. 4.428.978. CI. 427-150.000.
Nehen, Ulrich; Hajek, Manfred; Weimann. Norbert; and Dahm,

Manfred. 4.428.983. CI. 427-213.340.
Daigler, Franklin A., to General Motors Corporation. ThermosUtic

valve assembly. 4.428,527, CI. 236-34.500.
Daikin Kogyo Co.. Ltd.: See—

Enjo. Naonori; and Aomi. Hideki, 4,428,854. CI. 252-69.000.
Hisamoto, Iwao; Maeda, Chiaki; and Omure, Yukio. 4,428,851, CI.

252-58.000.

Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Abthoff. Jorg; Schuster, Hans-Dieter; Langer, Hans-Joachim; and

Noller. Christoph. 4,428,347, CI. 123-453.000.
Daiwa Seiko Inc.: See—

Yamamoto, Shigeru. 4,428.140, CI. 43-24.000.
Dalbey, Michael E.: See-

Davis. James W.; and Dalbey. Michael E.. 4.428,241. CI.
73-861.120.

Dale, Armand. Emergency descent device. 4,428.455, CI. 182-7.000.
Dancsi. Lajos: See

—

Szanuy. Csaba; Szabo. Lajos; Kalaus, Gyorgy; Dancsi. Lajos;
Keve, Tibor; Karpati, Egon; and Szpomy, Laszio, 4,428,877, CI.
260-244.400.

Szantay, Csaba; Szabo. Lajos; Kalaus, Gyorgy; Keve, Tibor;
Dancsi. Lajos; Galambos, Janos; Vezekenyi. Ferenc; and Acs,
Tibor. 4.429.129, CI. 546-70.000.

Daniel, Chelliah. to Ashland Oil, Inc. Manufacture of maleic anhydride.
4,429.136. CI. 549-258.000.

Danko. Peter. Laminated wood products. 4,429,012, CI. 428-12.000.
Dannelly, Clarence C: See—

Wu. Stephen H.; and Dannelly, Clarence C, 4,429,113, Q.
528-486.000.

Dantinne, Pierre G., to Cockerill Sambre. Apparatus for the continuous
polishing and the uniform cooling of the face of a rolling mill work
roll mounted in its stand. 4,428,164, CI. 51-252.000.

Darko, Laszio L.; Nakanishi, Koji; and Nakagawa, Maaachi, to Richter
Gedeon Vegyeszeti Gyar R.T. Physiologically active compounds
and their isolation. 4,429,141, CI. 549-382.000.

Dau General Corporation: See—
Berube, Normand A.; OUvsky, Pavel; Hinlein, Sigmund; and

Wiseley. Thomas. 4,429.336, Cl. 360-97.000.
Blau, Jonathan S.; and Rosen. Josh. 4.429.370. Cl. 364-748.000.

Dataproducts Corporation: See

—

Fortcscue. Stephen M.. 4,429,307, Cl. 340-870.370.
Davco, Inc.: See

—

Davis, Uland L., 4,428,351, Cl. 123-557.000.

Davidge. Roger W.; and Woodhead, James L., to United Kingdom
Atomic Energy Authority. Ceramic materials by sol-gel route.
4.429.051, Cl. 501-12.000.

Davies, David R.; Richardson, Edwin A.; and Hagelaars, Adrianus M.
P. M., to Shell Oil Company. Method of placing and consolidating a
mass of particulate material and composition for use in carrying out
said method. 4.428.426. Cl. 166-276.000.

Davies, Evan E.; and Nebrensky. Jiri R.. to British Petroleum Company
Limited. The. Separator for oil, gas and water. 4,428,839, Cl.
210-512.300.

Davies. Robert B.; and Miller, Ira, to Motorola, Inc. Switohed current
source for sourcing current to and sinking current from an output
node. 4.429,270. Cl. 323-317.000.

Davies. Thomas D., to Davis Instrumentt Corporation. Optical device
for vertically positioning a aeXtMat. 4,428.671, Cl. 336-144.000.

Davis Instruments Corporation: See—
Davies. Thomas D., 4.428.671. Cl. 356-144.000.

Davis. James W.; and Dalbey. Michael E., to Fischer ft Porter Com-
pany. Electrode wiring harness for magnetic flowmeter. 4.428,241,
Cl. 73-861.120.

Davis, James W.; DuVall, Dale R.; and Kockler, Barry C, to Mead
Corporation. The. Document scanning system. 4,429,333, Cl.
358-293.000.

Davis, Leland L., to Davco, Inc. Fuel processor apparatus. 4,428,351,
Cl. 123-557.000.

Davis. Pauls: See—
Panek. Edward J.; and Davis, Pauls, 4,428,860, Cl. 252-315.100.

Davlin, Irwin H. Flange union with improved metal-to-metal seals.

4.428.603, Cl. 285-368.000.
Dawber. Stanley R. K.; and Eraser, Duncan J. Footwear and forming
methods therefor. 4.428.089. Cl. 12-142.00R.

Dawson, Robert F.: See-
Casey, Paul G.; and Dawson, Robert F., 4,428,505, a. 222-64.000.

Day, John T.: See—
McNatt, Robert B.; and Day, John T., 4.428,568, CI. 267-140.000.
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Day. Joseph G.. to Johnson Matthey ft Co.. Limited. Process for the
recovery of platmum group meuls from refractory ceramic sub-
strates. 4,428.768. Cl. 75-lO.OOR.

Day. Pierce B.. to Eastman Kodak Company. Color reproduction
apparatus. 4.428.662. Cl. 355-4.000.

Dayco Corporation: See—
Mathieu. Julien C. 4,429.213. Cl. 219-301.000.

Deal, Phihp A., to R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company. Folding mecha-
nism for use on a cartoning machine. 4,428.742. Cl. 493-142.000

Dwm. John R.. to International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation

iV?oT.o"'5!'","°l'"''"8 "PP"*'" especially for use in luminaires.
4.429,348. Cl. 361-399.000.

Dean, Robert M.: See—

^'i"«S^'.^°'^ ^' Taravella, Salvatore R.; and Dean. Robert M .

4.429.214. Cl. 219-345.000.
Deane, Kenneth E.; and Coulter, Robert S., to Emhart Industries, Inc.
Timmg mechanism. 4.429,195, Cl. 200-38.00A.

Dearborn Chemical Company: See—
Every. Richard L.; Lewandowski. Franklin D.; and Lech, Jerome

F.. 4,428,866, Cl. 252-500.000.

***r?"*^',i°^"'' ^ •
*"** Adrian, Adolf, to August Bilstein GmbH ft

Si ii ;
» wo-t"be hydropneumatic shock absortxr. 4,428,566, Cl.

267-64. 1 50.

De Barbieri. Augusto. to Proter S.p.A. Compounds of dichlorodic-
thylammophenylalanine with anti-tumor activity. 4.428,875 Cl
260-M2.50R.

Deere ft Company: See-
Allen. James R.; Anderson. LaVeme. Jr.; and Leemans. Daniel L

.

4.428,182, Cl. 56-14.600.

Anstey. Henry D.. 4.428.282, Cl. 100-88.000.
Head. Glenn D., Jr.; Le Master, William C; Bredesky, Louis P., Jr.
and Winter, David C, 4.428.214. Cl. 72-69.000.

Hubbard. Kevin L.; and Roth. Robert R., 4.428.435. Cl.
172-328.000.

Wohlford. William P., 4.428.625. Cl. 305-12.000.
Degussa Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Kunkel. Wolfgang; Kemnade. Jorg; and Schneider, Dietrich,
4,428,923. Cl. 423-588.000.

De-Gyves, Alejandro: See—
Dominguez-Ahedo, Carlos; Lopez-Ramos. Hector; De-Gyves,

Alejandro; and Villarreal-Trevino. Juan A.. 4.428.772. Cl.
75-91.000.

Dehnke, Mary K.. to Dow Chemical Company. The. Ethylhydroxyalk-
ylmethylcellulose ethers. 4.429.120. Cl. 536-91.000.

DeJager. James; and Ward. Leonard, to Storage Technology Corpora-
'|on B«n«l positioning apparatus. 4.428.286. Cl. 101-111.000.

DeUten, Leo P.; and Spencer, James R., to Midland-Ross Corporation.

^r^'rCl 1 .l^'*^*"
*"^'"* 'eciprocating wiping actuator. 4.429,201.

C<1. 20O-159.00A.
Delcoigne, Adrien: See—

Buck, Yves; and Delcoigne, Adrien. 4,428,898, Cl. 264-167.000.
Dellamano, Harry A.: See-

Wong, Shi-Yin; Little. Michael J.; Margerum. J. David; Nussmeier,

J!???'ff«'^^
Calderone, Theodore; and Dellamano, Harry A..

4.428,380. Cl. 128-715.000.
Dellinger. Thomas B., to Mobil Oil Corporation. Method and apparatus

for reducmg the differential pressure sticking tendency of a drill
stnng. 4.428.441, Cl. 175-61.000.

Delmutro, John A., to General Motors Corporation. Spare wheel
earner. 4.428,513. Cl. 224-42.210.

^ ^n'-^"^*^ ^•' ''^ ^"'''' R'ch«rd C; and Schwartz. Bertram,
to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated. Optical system for
mterrogation of the sutus of a switch. 4.429.231, Cl. 250-551 000

DelU Dore S.A.: See-
Renault. Joel E.. 4.428.528. Cl. 236-46.00R.

.w"** ^«='" P
:
Schnoes. Heinrich K.; and Jorgensen. Neal A., to

Wisconsm Alumni Research Foundation. Method of preventing milk
fever m dairy cattle. 4.428,946. Cl. 424-236.000.

Delvaux, Andre L.: See—

'^TAiz^Ta'iii^S
''"'" "" ""* '""°''' ^"' '•

Dempf, Josef: See—
Rosier, Helmut; Muhlbauer, Otto; Dempf. Josef; and Bigall, Klaus-

Dieter, 4,428,267. Cl. 84-1.010.
Denes. Laszio: See—

Kisfaludy. Ujos; Nyeki nee Kuprina. Olga; Schon. Istvan; Denes.
Laszio; Ember, Julia; Hajos. Gyorgy; Szporay. Laszio; and
Szende. Bela. 4.428.938. Cl. 424-177.000.

Denis. Phillippe, to Champion Spark Plug Europe S.A. Spacer for
pivotally connecting wiper blade paru. 4,428,093, Cl. 15-250.420.

Denison. Philibert E, III; and Branecky, George, to Pitney Bowes Inc.
Mail handling apparatus. 4.428.573, Cl. 271-305.000.

Denmar Engineenng ft Control Systems. Inc.: See-
Martin. Dennis R.. 4.428.503. Cl. 221-232.000.

Dennison. David K.; See—
Kasik, James E.; Qumell, Frank D.; and Dennison, David K .

4,428.903. Cl. 376-261.000.
Derbyshire. Frank J.; and Whitehurst, Darrell D., to Mobil Oil Corpo-

ration. Liquefaction of coal. 4.428,818. Cl. 208-8.0LE.
Deschatrettes. Gerard; and Tirel. Rene, to Spicer, Glaenzer. Shapins

machine. 4.428.163. Cl. 51-237.00M.
Deska. Theodore J.: See—

Morscheck. Timothy J.; Byar. Robert R.; and Deska, Theodore J..
4.428.469. Cl. 192-53.00E.

Deussner, Herbert, Herchenbach, Horst; Ramesohl, Hubert; and Brei-
dcnstein, Wolfgang, to Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz AG. Burner for
solid fuels. 4,428,727. Cl. 431-182.000.

Devan, Joseph M., to United Sutes of Amenca. Navy. Flexi-bend
corrugated waveguide. 4.429,290, Cl. 333-241.000.

Dcvinney, Edward J., Jr.: See—
Ruell, Hartwig; Devinney. Edward J., Jr.; and Chiu, Ming-Yee,

4,428,670. Cl. 356-7 1.000.

Devletian, Jack H.; Wood. William E.; Turpin. Robert B.; and Scholl,
Milton R.. to Southern Pacific Transporution Company. Method for
welding railroad rails and means therefor 4.429,207. Cl. 219-73.100.

DeVroom, William A., to American Hospital Supply Corporation.
Manifold for monitoring hemodynamic pressure. 4,428.383, Cl.

de Waard, Peter J., to U.S. Philips Corporation. Semiconductor laser
having a doped surface zone. 4,429,396, Cl. 372-45.000.

de Wilde. Johannes, to U.S. Philips Corporation Magnetic head unit
having thermally dissipating cover plate. 4,429.337. Q 360-123.000

Dholakia. Anil R.. to RCA Corporation Rip-rtop grinding method
4.428.165. Cl. 51-283.00R.

k k » •

Diaz. Stephen H., to Raychem Corporation Pleated heat-recoverable
Upe. 4.428,790. Cl. 156-86.000.

DiBianca, Frank A.; Pritzkow, Dennis H.; and Peterson, Thomas E.. to
General Electnc Company. Solid sute detector for CT compnsing
improvcmenu in collimator plates. 4.429,227, Cl 250-367.000

Dickinson, Robert J., to Wagner, James L.; and Padmos, Denms R.,
part interest to each. Fishing device 4,428.144, Cl 43-44 960

Diczfalusy. Egon: See-
Archer, Sydney; Crabbe, Pierre; Diczfalusy, Egon; Dieraui, Carl
and Fried, Josef, 4.428.947. Cl 424-243.000.

Dietz, Milton S.. to Polaroid Corporation. Method and apparatus for
simultaneously evaluating different spectral frequencies from differ-
ent scene zones. 4,428,654, Cl. 354-413.000.

DiGiacomo, Peter M.: See-
Dines, Martin B.; and DiGiacomo, Peter M., 4,429,111, Cl.

528-395.000.

Dines, Martin B
;
and DiGiacomo, Peter M.. to Occidental Research

Corporation Layered organophosphorus inorganic polymers con-
taining mixed functional groups. 4.429.111. Cl 528-395.000

Dinger, Hans; and Klotz, Helmut, to MTU Friednchshafen GmbH
Turbocharged internal combustion engine. 4,428,192, Cl 60406000

Dischert, Robert A.: See-
Oakley. Charles B.; and Dischert. Robert A., 4.429.327. Cl.

358-12.000.

DISCO Aluminum Products Company, Inc.: See—
Rinehart, David M., 4,428.154, Cl. 49-390.000

Disteldorf. Josef; Hubel. Werner; and Broschinski, Lothar. Process for
the preparation of primary mono- and diamines from oxo compounds.
4.429,157. Cl. 564-446.000.

Dittmer, William H.: See—
Wycoff, Keith H.; and Dittmer, William H.. 4.429.279. Cl.

328-139.000.

Djeraui. Carl: See-
Archer. Sydney; Crabbe, Pierre; Diczfalusy, Egon; Djerassi, Carl
and Fried, Josef. 4.428,947. CI 424-243.000.

Doderer. Earl S.. to Trinity University. Apparatus and method for
dehumidification systems. 4.428.205. Cl 62-93.000.

Dohan. David: See—
Freadman. Tommyca. 4.429.181. Cl. 381-99.000.

Dombek. Bernard D.; and O'Connor, George L , to Union Car^de
Corporation. Proceu for recovering volatile precious metali
4.429.057. Cl. 518-710.000.

Dominguez-Ahedo, Carlos; Lopez-Ramos. Hector; De-Gyves. Alejan-
dro; and Villarreal-Trevino. Juan A., to Hylsa. S.A Method for
reducing metal ore. 4,428,772, Cl. 75-91.000.

Don Lee Supply, Inc.: See—
Ratliff, Richard L.. 4,428,328, Cl 122-396.000.

Donaldson Company, Inc.: See—
McBroom, Kendall R.; and Shah, Dhanendra C , 4,428.834. Cl

210-131.000.

Donaldson. Timothy P.; Neale. Christopher V ; and Menown, Hugh, to
English Electric Valve Company Limited. Thyratrons. 4,429.253. Cl
313-573.000.

Donbar. Ken W : See-
Henderson. James N.; Donbar. Ken W ; Barbour, John J.; and Bell,
Anthony J., 4,429,085, Cl. 526-92.000

Doria, Gianfederico; Passarotti. Carlo; and Arcan. Oiuliana. to Farmi-
Ulia Carlo Erba S.p.A. Substituted pyrrolo[2. 1 -bjquinazolines and
pyrido[2.l-b]<juinazolines useful for the treatment or or the preven-
tion of gastrointestinal ulcers. 4.428,952, CI 424-251.000.

Dorow. Joachim, to Albert-Frankenlhal AG Inking unit for a printina
press. 4,428,291, Cl 101-350.000. y •

Doty, Gerald A., to Gateway Industries, Inc. Tension release device
with reduced door closing resistance. 4.428.600, Cl 280-802 000

Doubek, Edward R ; and Kasprzyk, Marlon Z.. to Western Electnc
Company, Inc. Digital capacitance measuring test set and test circuit
incorporated therein. 4,429,271. Cl. 324-60.0CD.

Douglas. Lawrence M.. to Polaroid Corporation. Self-procewing film
unit with liquid applicator. 4.429.037. Cl. 43(M99.000.

Dow Chemical Company. The: See-
Banks. Burke D.. 4.428,126. Cl. 33-412.000.
Caldwell, Donald L.; and Hazelrigg, Mark J.. Jr.. 4.428.805. Cl

Dehnke, Mary K.. 4,429,120. Cl 536-91.000.
Fry. William E., 4.428,863, Cl 502-8.000.
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L«e, George A.; and Hickner, Richard A., 4.428.807, CI
204-159.140.

Reifschneider, Walter, 4.429.125, CI. 544-243.000.
Smith. Harry A., 4,428.754, CI. 44-56.000.

Dow Coming Corporation: See—
Bartolo. Anthony J.. 4,428,364. CI. 128-l.OOR.
Vincent, Gary A., 4,429,345. CI. 361-315.000.

Down, Michael G.: See-
Phillips, D. Colin; Emmerich, Werner S.; Isenberg, Arnold O.; and
Down, Michael G.. 4.428,905, CI. 376-323.000.

Doyle, Brian P.: See-
Oliver, Emerson T.; Doyle, Brian P.; and Marrincr, Philip R.,

4,428.317.0.114-114.000.
Drachenberg, Franz: See—

Engelsberger, Ernst; Schulz, Ralf-Thilo; and Drachenberg. Franz.
4.428,157. CI. 49-502.000.

Drake, Cyril F.; Maries, Alan; and Bateson, Paul F.. to ITT Industries.
Inc. Corrosion inhibiting paint compositions. 4.428,774, CI
106-14.390.

Drake, Marion R.: See—
Dubovick, Carol A.; and Drake, Marion R., 4,428,326. CI.

119-102.000.

Dreier, Rainer, to Voest-Alpine Aktiengesellschaft. Discharge arrange-
ment for removing green pellets out of a pelletizing arraneement
4.428.831. CI. 209-253.000.

t~ b »

Drent, Eit, to Shell Oil Company. Manufacture of ethylidene diaceute
4,429,150. CI. 560-232.000.

Dresen. William L.; Price. William F.; and Breezer, Harlan W.. to
Penda Corporation. Pallet. 4.428,306. CI. 108-53.300.

Dresser Industries, Inc.: See—
Chatterjea. Probir K.. 4.428.468. CI. 192-13.00R.
McPhee. WUliam A.. 4,428,440. CI. 175-4.600.
Smyrl. Kenneth E.; and Redd. Bobby G.. 4,428.428, CI

166-278.000.

Dressier, John L.; Ganguly. Biswa N.; and VanBreemen, Bertram, to
Mead Corporation. Method of fabricating a glass nozzle array for an
ink jet printing apparatus. 4.429.322. CI. 346-140.00R.

Dria, Dennis E.: See-
Blum, Patricia R.; Milberger. Ernest C; Bremer, Noel J.; and Dria.
Dennis E.. 4.429.137, CI. 549-259.000.

Drinkwater, Erroll H.: See—
Chenausky, Peter P.; Mongeon, Robert J.; Drinkwater, Erroll H.
and Laughman. Lanny M., 4.429,398, CI. 372-64.000.

Dubovick. Carol A.; and Drake, Marion R. Infirmed pet ambulator
4.428.326. CI. 119-102.000.

Dubrovsky, Evgeny V.; Averkicv, Leonid A.; Dunaev, Viktor P.
Kuan. Anatofy I.; Martynova, Natalya I.; Folts. Uv A.; Shmclev.'
Arthur P.; Vronsky, Sergei S.; and Vasiliev. Evgeny V. Tube-and-fm
heat exchanger. 4.428,4 1 9. CI. 1 65- 1 5 1 .000.

^4m'| !?«»"* ^ Non-clogging eaves trough. 4,428,701, CI.

Dugan. WUliam P.. to General Dynamics. Pomona Division. Method
and device for providing shaped electroformed parts using shrinkable
tube members. 4.428.801. CI. 204-9.000.

Dugge. Richard H.. to ACF Industries, Incorporated. Permeable mem-
brane seal assembly. 4,428.585. CI. 277-12.000.

Duke. Alan H.; Hartung, Michael H.; and Marschner. Frederick J., to
International Business Machines Corporation. Method and apparatus
for managing dau movements from a backing store to a caching
buffer store. 4,429.363, CI. 364-200.000.

Dunaev. Viktor P.: See—
Dubrovsky. Evgeny V.; Averkiev, Leonid A.; Dunaev, Viktor P.
Kuzm. Anatoly I.; Martynova, Natalya I.; Folts. Lev A.; Shme-
tev. Arthur P.; Vronsky. Sergei S.; and Vasiliev. Evgeny V..
4.428,419. CI. 165-151.000.

Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company: See-
Anderson. Burton C; England. David C; and Resnick, Paul R

4,429.143. CI. 549-450.000.
Barenberg. Sumner A.. 4.429.067. CI. 524-299.000.
Benin, Joshua; Mulholland, Kenneth L.; and Reichenberg. John F.,

4.428.539. CI. 242-18.00A.

^'^'*2Ly""'8'^ C- '
;
"<! Gervay. Joseph E.. 4.429.027, CI.

43O-5.00O.

Covington, Robert A.. Jr.; Long, Cecil L.; and WiUiston. David
W., 4,428.852. CI. 252-62.560.

OUmer, Thomas C. 4.429.066, CI. 524-158.000.
Howell. Gary W.. 4.428.51 1. CI. 222-309.000.
Levy, Stanley B.. 4,428.724. CI. 425-446.000.
Rao. Velliyur Nott M.. 4.429,055. CI. 502-202.000.
Wells, John R.. 4.428,323. CI. 118-52.000.

Durette, PhUippe L.. to Merck ft Co., Inc. Methyl 3-azido-4-C-cyano-
2.3.4,6-tetradeoxy-a-D-arabino-hexopyranoside and processes for its
preparation. 4.429,118, CI. 536-17.200. i

Durham, Edward E.: See— I

Schweikert. John F.; Grossman. David S.; and Durham. Edward
E.. 4.428.343. CI. 123-425.000.

Duro Dyne Corporation: See—
Hinden. Milton. 4.429.209. CI. 219-98.000.

Durr-Dental GmbH ft Co. KG: See—
Muller. Mathias. 4.428.777. CI. 134-6.000.

DuVall. Dale R.: See—

^.\'^„{'i?" ^- DuVall, Dale R.; and Kockler, Barry C.
4.429.333. CI. 358-293.000.

Dwan. William E.: See—

't'r28.J9ta.520-?3^'Si0.^"""" ^= '"' ^""- ^"^" '^^

Dye, Anthony C; and Littlechild. David, to Epicam Limited. Inlet
valve assembly for internal combustion engines. 4,428,336. CI. 123-
I88.0VA.

Dynetics Engineering Corp.: See-
Hill, James E.; Dahlstrom. Baesley I.; and Fisher. Robert D..

4,429,217, CI. 235-380.000.
E. R. Johnson Associates, Inc.: See—

Lenncmann, William L., 4.428,700. CI. 405-128.000.
Eagles, Brian A.; and Kelly, Jonathan S., to Coal Industry (Patents)

Limited. RoUry cutter heads for mining machines. 4,428,619, CI.
299-81.000.

Eastman Kodak Company: See-
Day, Pierce B., 4,428,662, CI. 355-4.000.
Good, Raymond H.; and McBride, Paul. 4.429.158, CI. 564-455.000.
Perlstein. Jerome H.; Reynolds. George A.; VanAllan. James A.;
and Clark, Suzanne P., 4.429,030. CL 430-75.000.

Wu. Stephen H.; and Dannelly. Clarence C. 4,429.113. CI.
528-486.000.

Eaton Corporation: See

—

Anderson. Patrick J.; and Kenny. Andrew A., 4.428.393. CI.
137-117.000.

Broucksou. Robert H.; Martin, George; and Oster, Richard J..

4.428.248. CI. 74-335.000.
Glenn, Robert L.; and Smith, Jackson H.. 4,429.200. CI. 200-

I53.00T.

Jaeschke. James R.; and Rutchik. Walter L., 4.429,339, CI.
361-93.000.

Martin, Barrie J.. 4.428,531. CI. 239-102.000.
Morscheck. Timothy J.; Byar. Robert R.; and Deska. Theodore J..

4,428.469. CI. 192-53.00E.
Peloza, Kirk B.. 4,428,231. CI. 73-202.000.
Schachameyer, Steven R.. 4.428,986. CI. 427-309.000.
Stohly, Daniel C; and Kenny, Andrew A., 4,428.353, CI.

123-568.000.

Young, Robert A., 4,428.247. CI. 74-331.000.
Ebauches S.A.: See

—

Cognard, Jacques; Phan. Trung H.; and Markert, Jurgen. 4,428.858.
CI. 252-299.100.

Eberie, William J., to General Battery Corporation. Electrodes for use
in the extrusion-fusion welding of lead parts through an aperture in a
battery case. 4,429.208. CI. 219-78.160.

Ebert, William R.; Hom, Foo S.; and Kindt, Warren W.. to R. P.
Scherer Corporation. Masticatory soft elastic gelatin capsules and
method for the manufacture thereof. 4.428.927. CI. 424-37.000.

Eblen, Ewald: See—
Banzhaf, Werner; Brenner. Klaus; and Eblen. Ewald. 4.428,228. CI.

73-119.00A.
Eby, Richard R., to Sperry Corporation. Method of forming a cutting

edge. 4,428,260, CI. 76-104.00R.
Eccardt, Curtis J., to Emerson Electric Co. Feed mechanism for a
power tool. 4,428,520, CI. 226-141.000.

Eckardt AG: See—
Bader. Horst. 4.428,391. CI. 137-84.000.

Eckhardt. Wolfgang: See—
Hubele. Adolf; Riebli. Peter; Eckhardt. Wolfgang; and Kunz,

Walter, 4,428.964. CI. 424-309.000.
Edclson, Richard L., to Bourke. Frederic A.. Jr.; Bourke, Eleanor F.;

Edelson. Richard L.; and Edelson Trust. The. Method and system for
externally treating the blood. 4,428.744. CI. 604-6.000.

Edelson Trust, The: See

—

Edelson, Richard L., 4.428,744. CI. 604-6.000.
Edison Price. Incorporated: See

—

Price, Edison A., 4,428.696, CI. 403-168.000.
Edwards, Christopher H., to Trafftrans (Proprietary) Limited. Traffic

accessory. 4,428,990. CI. 428-41.000.
Edwards, David G.. to Siemens Corporation. Fingerprint sensor.

4.429.413, CI. 382-4.000.

EECO Incorfwrated: See

—

Pargee, Robert W., Jr., 4.429,332. CI. 358-143.000.
Eggels, Adriana G. M.: See—

Verbeme, Wim M. J. C; and Eggels. Adriana G. M., 4.428,803. CI.
2O4-43.0OZ.

Egli, Alwin. to SIG Schweizerische Industrie-Gesellschaft. Tear-open
closure for a double bag. 4.428,485, CI. 206-604.000.

Ehrlinger, Friedrich: See

—

Meyerle, Michael; and Ehrlinger, Friedrich. 4,428.257, CI.
74-866.000.

Eilerman, Robert G.; Willis, Brian J.; and Yurecko. John M., Jr., to
Fritzsche Dodge & Olcott Inc. Perfume composition containing
phenylethynyl carbinols. 4,428,870, CI. 252-522.00R.

Eisele, Walter H.; Krueger, Helmut H. A.; Lajos. Robert E.; and Kone-
val, Donald J., to Gould Inc. Geometric balance adjustment of thin
film strain gage sensors. 4,428.976. CI. 427-96.000.

Eisenhart, Robert L.: See—
Robertson, Ralston S.. Jr.; and Eisenhart, Robert L., 4.429,287, CI.

331-107.0DP.
El Paso Products Company: See—

Cihonski, John L., 4,429,175, CI. 585-433.000.
Electric Power Research Institute. Inc.: See-

Clemens, Donald D.; Larson, Elmer M., Jr.; Morgan, William T.;
Steele, Oliver P., Ill; and Wright. Fred R., 4,429,329, CI.
358-100.000.

Wu, Jiing-Liang. 4.429.295. CI. 337-119.000.
2^ger, Andrew E.; Abrams. Burton S.; Rose. Joseph L.; Avioli,

Michael J., Jr.; and Singh. Gurvinder P.. 4.428.237. CI.
73-592.000.
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Electricity Council. The: See—

Elev«;!!;'fcy^Umii^'&e-"'°''
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Luinstra, Marco F.. 4,428,460, CI. 187.I.OOR.
Elf, Jennifer L Infant carrier. 4,428,514. CI. 224-151.000.
Ellcon-National, Inc.: See—

Eiiio?"S2o?°T''5e?-:*'*"'"^' ^' ^^•»*~'^
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Elliott, Mason Thomas: See—

''JSS58a cr99!3i6S!i°"'
'"'"" "^ = "' '^°»- ^""'' s •

^"moOr"^
^ Surgical bag for splenorrhaphy. 4,428.375, CI. 128-

Ellwood, John R.: See—
Pan. Ali; and Ellwood. John R.. 4,428,787, CI. 156-54.000

Elmore. Jimmy D.: See—

ElscSit'*In"*&?-f '

""* ^''"°'"«' ''""ny D., 4.428,626, CI. 3O8-4.00A.

_,
{n*>". Dan, 4,429,226, CI. 25O-363.00S.

Elsohly, Mahmoud; Watson, Edna S.; and Waller, Coy W., to Univer-
sity of Mississippi, The. Tolerizing and desensitizing compounds.

^TJ^ !^V*"**.!"**°**',°^''^""*"' •8""« dennatologicalcondi-
tions caused by allergens from planu and trees of the Anacardiaceae
and Ginkgoaceae families. 4,428.965, CI. 424-31 1 000

^^
Emain, Jean, to S.A. Vve Henry Chebassus. Hinge elemenU for specta-

cles compnsing a friction nng. 4,428,094, CI. 16-228.000
Ember, Julia: See—

Kisfaludy, Lajos; Nyeki nee Kuprina, Olga; Schon, Istvan; Denes,
Laszlo; Ember, Julia; Hajos, Gyorgy; Szpomy, Laszio and

^ Szende, Bela. 4,428.938, CI 424-177.a»
^ ^ '

Emerson Electric Co.: See-
Crow, William D.. 4.429,243, CI. 310-71.000.
Eccardt. Curtis J., 4.428,520. CI. 226-141.000.
Gamett, Willard R., 4.429.354. CI. 362-342.000

Emerson. Kenneth R.; and Haworth. Diane, to S. C. Johnson ft Sons,

222 153 Om"""*
" ^°^ continuous aerosol. 4,428.509, CI.

Emhart Industries. Inc.: See

—

Deuie, Kenneth E.; and Coulter, Robert S., 4.429,195, CI. 200-
38.00A.

Emmerich, Werner S.: See—

"VlH""' °w^''"! |,""nerich, Werner S.; Isenberg, Arnold O.; andDown. Michael G.. 4.428.905, CI. 376-323.000
« ^ •

'"a

Endo. Hiroshi: See—

''HT.rhi.%?,'i:in23-?i°ffi
'*"*'"• '"'^^""^ "'^ ^"'^°-

^%\iifP-> r-| '^ fl^C Corporation. 4-Phenyl-2-indanyl esters of
IR,cis-3-(2-halo.3,3,3-tnnuoropropenyl)-2,2-dimethylcyclo-
propanecarboxylic acid. 4,429,149, CI. 560-124 000

Engelsberger. Ernst; Schulz. Ralf-Thilo; and Drachenberg. Franz, to

5:^ris^.'![:r4?-'5t^^ ^' "»-""' ^-

—

Engineering Specialties, Inc.: See—

eJZ^^^^'^^.^s^'Z
'''''•'''' ^' '^^'"'-^

''MX"43^Cr549^.^50%"''
°'^'' ^^ '"' '^""''^''- P"' '^

'

English, Anthony J.: See—

^'fsoSl'cJoO
'*'"** °' ""* ^"*'"''' ^""'°"y J- <.*28.448. CI

English Electric Valve Company Limited: See—

Eiijo, Naonon; and Aomi, Hideki. to Daikin Kogyo Co.. Ltd Absorp-

;y;e;fS54Tl'^2'°69^" "" '" "^^•'°" «^"«"«'-
Epicam Limited: See—

^^88 0VA°"^
°' "*' ^'"'echild. David. 4.428,336. CI. 123-

^
mJmiJl'/?^'*'''' ' • '° Ro^'ert'haw Controls Company. Outlet coupling

Erhard. Werner, to Muller-Dutschke, Helga. Electronic ignition device
for combustion engines. 4,428.333, CI. f23-I49.00C.

Enksson, Albert: See—
Hedren. Thomas; Eriksson, Albert; Antonasson, Sylve; and Ur-

sson. Rolf, 4,428.186, CI. 59-16.000.
«=. «iu i-«r

Ernst Leitz Wetzlar GmbH: See—

ccA^'!ff'""i.*f'"";^**"' '•«8.653. CI. 354-403.000.ESAB Aktiebolag: See—
Hedren. Thomas; Eriksson. Albert; Antonasson. Sylve; and Ur-

sson. Rolf, 4.428.186. CI. 59-16.000.
Eschbach. Robert C: See—

^^43% S"'""
^' ""* Eschbach. Robert C, 4,428,142. CI.

Eaco Corporation: See—

= . ^'^^'•f^^S^^^ C.. 4.428.131, CI. 37.I42.00R.
Eslick, Robert F.: See—

°^!?%Ji*"""*' J: "nd E*lick. Robert F.. 4,428,967, CI
426-28.000.

Esublissements L. Gubri: See—
Gubri, Leon. 4,428.152, CI. 49-131.000.

Esublissemenu Petzel: See—
Petzl. Paul; and Petzl. Pierre. 4.429.351. CI. 362-187 000
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Ethicon Inc.: See—
Mericle. Robert W,. 4.428.376, CI 128-335 000

Evans, Frank, to British Nuclear Fuels Limited Hydraulic discharge
system. 4.428.836, CI. 210-189 000

Evans. Hugh G
;
Speer, Stephen; and Chnsiy. James S Vibration-

"""'""« subility improving torque force device 4,428.550. CI

Evans. Thomas L
;
and Grade, Marsha M , to General Electnc Com-

P?"y i^^e' tulfur-conuining polyelhenmides 4,429.102. CI
3xo- 1 7Z.UUU.

Everett. Charles K See—

^,?*'"',.1i'^'"*'
E

•
Everett. Charles K . and Schwellenbach.

Donald D . 4.428.090, CI. I5-93.00C
Evertz. Werner: See—

Wedemeycr, Karlfried; Hagedom. Ferdinand; and Evertz. Werner
4,429,156. CI. 564-412.000.

Every. Richard L.; Lewandowski. Franklin D . and Lech. Jerome F . toUearbom Chemical Company Composition for reducing fly ash
resistivity 4.428.866. CI 252-500.000 • '

—

'

Ex-Cell -O Corporation: See—
Kalokhe, Shivdas. 4,428.704. CI 408-156 000

Excelermatic Inc. See—
Honon. Paul L.; and Hideo. Okoshi, 4.428.246. CI 74-200 000

Extracorporeal Medical Specialties. Inc : See—

^r38-?30a»
' ""** ^°'^"' Christopher H. 4,428.403. CI

Extramet: See—
Bienvenu, Gerard, 4,428,894. CI 264-9.000.

Exxon Research ft Engineering Company See—
Baset, Zeinab H . 4,428.821, CI 208-11 OLE
Teng, Harry H.; and Huang. I-Der. 4.429.174. CI 585-426.000.
Wisotsky, Max J , 4.428.849. CI. 252-33 400.

Fahmy. Mohamed A
. to RhonePoulenc Agrochimie O-Alkyl S-(ieni-

4!428'945 CI 424^227o0o"°'*''°*'"
insecticides and nematocides

Fair. Gary R Precision vertical registration adjustmeni device for a
pnnting press. 4,428.289. CI. 101-248 000

Fairchild Camera and Instrumenl Corporation See—
Milgram. Alvin, 4,428.796. CI 156-637.000

Falk. Robert A.: See—
Cooke, pomas W.; and Falk. Robert A . 4.429,162. CI 568-50000

Falkowski. Edmund W,; and Kolasa. Michael J., to United Sutes of^^^*jArmy. Finless gun-fired practice round 4,428,294. CI

Farazi. Perry and Frank. Howard L , to Sun Electnc Corporation
Apparatus and method for testing of a rotary movemenl-electncal
signal transducer system. 4.428.224. CI 73-2 000

Farmiulia Carlo Erba S p A See—

Farr. Glyn P. R
.
to Lucas Induslnes Limited Anti-skid braking sys-

tems for vehicles. 4.428.624, CI 303-116 000
Paste, Rolf A: See—

''^'i'l^'
^^^^^ C.; Paste. Rolf A

; and Peckham. Arthur C . Jr

,

4,428.369. CI 128-8O00C
Patula. James J

, Sr
. to Ryman Engineenng Company. Method and

apparatus for gnnding irregular surfaces 4.428,158. CI 51-33 OOR
Favret. Uncas B.. Jr.. to Engineenng Specialties. Inc Offshore pollu-

tion prevention. 4.428.841, CI 210-747 000

'''4'428'27^'c'r 84I3POO0'"""'
''^°'^^' ^°' """'"^ mstruments

Fcagle, Hugh B.. to Hayes International Corporation. Airborne target
for generating an exhaust plume simulating that of a jet powered
aircraft. 4,428.583, CI. 273-348.100.

.i i~ cw
Fcasey. Ronald G.. to Impenal Chemical Industnes PLC Prepration of
shaped articles of intracuble polymers. 4.429.104. CI 528-206 000

Featherstone. John L.: See—

"^MSicS'cr^M^I^S!)"'
^''"'' """ '^"•»-'°-- ^ohn L

.

Fecitt. Graham J
. to Coal Industry (Patents) Limited Mining machine

control signal processing system 4.428.618. CI 299-1 000
Feess. Erich: See—

Birkc. Walter; von der Eltz. Hans-Ulnch; Schon, Franz and Feess
Erich. 4.428,750. CI 8-461.000.

Fehr. Charles, to Finnenich SA Process for the preparation of rose
oxide 4.429.139. CI 549-356.000.

i"n of rose

Feichtinger. Gerhard: See—
Skatsche. Olhmar; Feichtinger. Gerhard; Melde-Tuczai. Helmut
and SchukofT. Bruno. 4.428.338. CI. 123-198.00E

Felber, Betty J
;
and Christopher. Charles A , 10 Standard Oil Com-

m78 4M a lSl^294'oSo''"'''°''^'"'''*
"*'"'""* ««'-'^°""'"« ''«"'"»

Felbermayer. Erich: See—

^i'!",^!'f''^,^.T'"'-
Fe'be™«yer. Ench; and Nagl. Alfred.

4.428,415. CI 164-448.000.
Feldman, Steven, to AMP Incorporated Piezoelectric transducer

supporting and conucting means 4,429,247. CI 310-322 000
Feldt. Wolfgang; and Bautz. Walter, to M.A.N -Roland Dnickmas-
chinen Aktienaesellschaft Grinding machine and control for remov-
'.".*, ^IfTJ^"' "* ^'^°'" workpieces such as castings 4.428.162. CI
3I-IO5.770.

Felix, Raymond A., to Suuffer Chemical Company. Method for prepa-
ration of N-phosphonomethylglycine 4,429,124, CI. 544-214 000

Felt Products Mfg. Co.: See—
Pearlstein, Robert S , 4.428,593, CI. 277-235.00B
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Fendt, Alfons: See-
Becker, Michael; Fendt, Alfons; Povh, Duaan; Renz, Rlaus;
Schuch, Gerhard; and Waldmann, Hermann, 4,429,338, CI
361-42.000.

Fergaion, Virgjl L.: See—
Wuraburg. Otto B.; and Fergason. Virgil L., 4,428,972. CI

Ferraro. Frank A.: See— '

Chen. Evan N.; and Ferraro, Frank A., 4,428,116, CI. 30-87.000.
Ferreira, Robert: See-

Rice, Robert; and Ferreira, Robert, 4,428,601, CI. 285-197.000.
Field, Thomas R., to Jenn-Air Corporation. Self-ventilated range and
method of installing. 4,428,357, Q. 126-299.00R.

Fikkers, John T. Window bracket support and scaffolding for buildinK
exterior. 4,428,457, CI. 182-55.000.

Finck. Herbert; and Reisinger, Konrad, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft.
Method for seizing time slots of a time-division multiplex system with
dynamic multiplexers. 4,429,383, CI. 370-84.000.

Find!, Eugene; and Milch, Peter O., to Kurtz, Alfred B.; and Kurtz,
Robert J. Electromagnetic apparatus and method for the reduction of
serum glucose levels. 4,428,366, CI. 128-15.000.

Fiore, Joaeph; and Hoffman, Louis S., to Turbo Inc. Foldablc ladder.
4,428,458, CI. 182-116.000.

Firestone Tire ft Rubber Company, The: See-
Hall, James E., 4,429,090, CI. 526-177.000.
Hall, James E., 4,429,091, CI. 526-181.000.

Finnenich SA: See—
Fehr, Charles, 4,429,139, CI. 549-356.000.

Fischer, Bruno; and Andretta, Angelo, to Micafil AG. Apparatus for
connecting the ends of sUtor windings to the sUtor supply terminals.
4,428,113, CI. 29-736.000.

Fischer, Peter: See—
Pietryk, Erwin; Fischer, Peter; and Rauthmann, Axel, 4,428,533,

CI. 239-284.00R.
Fischer ft Porter Company: See-

Davis. James W.; and Dalbey, Michael E., 4,428.241, CI.
73-861.120.

Fischer, Robert L., to Caterpillar Tractor Co. Lxxk pin assembly.
4,428,255, CI. 74-81 3.00L.

Fischer, Werner K.; Keller, Felix; and Hanni, Max, to Swiss Aluminium
Ltd. Process for mixing and cooling electrode material. 4,428,679, CI.
366-141.000.

Fisher, Ernest P., Jr.: See—
Yonker, John H.; and Fisher, Ernest P., Jr., 4,428,557, CI.

251-62.000.

Fisher, James L., Jr. Suspended cycle riding device. 4,428,576. CI.
272-33.00R. .

Fisher, Robert D.: See— '

Hill, James E.; Dahlstrom, Baesley 1.; and Fisher, Robert D..
4,429,217, CI. 235-380.000.

Fister, Julius C: See—
Breedis, John F.; and Fister, Julius C, 4,429,022, CI. 428-675.000.

Flachbarth, Charles T.; and Benscoter, Richard D., to Butler Manufac-
turing Company. Cable coupler/wiring adaptor. 4,428,641, CI.

Fletcher Industries Limited, The: See—
Reay, Alan, 4,428,167, CI. 52-72.000.

Fletcher, Taylor C; and Flora, Neal P. Dau analyzing system for
cimical spectrophotometer. 4,429,373, CI. 364-900.000.

Fliervoet, Maria J. H.: See—
Lambot, Honore J.; Fliervoet, Maria J. H.; and Kramer, Pieter,

4,428,602, CI. 285-239.000.
Fling, Thomas A. Tube bender. 4,428,216, CI. 72-156.000.
Flora, Neal P.: See-

Fletcher, Taylor C; and Flora, Neal P., 4,429,373, CI. 364-900.000.
Floyd. Middleton B., Jr.; Weiss, Martin J.; Gnidzinskas, Charles V.; and

Lai Chen, Sow-Mei, to American Cyanamid Company. l5-Dcoxy-l6-
hydroxy-16-substituted prostanoic acids and congeners. 4,429,148, CI
560-118.000.

FMC Corporation: See—
Engel, John F., 4,429,149, CI. 560-124.000.
Hopkins, Quentin G., 4,428,922, CI. 423-588.000.

Focht, Louis R., to Ford Motor Company. Engine knock anticipation.
4,428,344, CI. 123-425.000.

i

Focke ft Co.: See— '

Focke, Heinz H.; and Liedtke, Kurt, 4,428,177. CI. 53-170.000.
Focke. Heinz H.; and Liedtke. Kurt, to Focke ft Co. Cigarette packag-

ing apparatus with radial transfer. 4,428,177, CI. 53-170.000.
Foley, James W.: See—

Coumoyer, Richard L.; and Foley, James W., 4,429,142, CI.
549-394.000.

Foley, John S.: See—
Carstens. Jeffrey P.; Blaszuk, Paul R.; and Foley, John S.,

4,429,211, CI. 2 19- 121.OLC.
Folger, Russell F.; and Wasik, Henry J., to Timken Company, The.

Sealed bearing and self-venting seal therefor. 4,428,630, CI.
308-187.200.

Follows. James S.. to Vanguard Plastics Ltd. Latching drop lock for
shdmg closure member. 4,428,605, CI. 292-152.000.

FolU, Lev A.: See—
Dubrovsky, Evgeny V.; Averkiev, Leonid A.; Dunaev, Viktor P.;
Kuzm, Anatoly I.; Martynova, Naulya I.; Folts, Lev A.; Shme-
lev, Arthur P.; Vronsky, Sergei S.; and Vasiliev, Evgeny V.,
4.428.419,0.165-151.000.

By.
Forch, Hans, to Carl Freudenberg. Firma. Seal ring with channel for

radially accelcratmg medium to be sealed. 4,428,587, CI. 277-25.000.

Ford Motor Company: See—
Focht, Louis R., 4,428,344, CI. 123-425.000.

Pietryk, Erwin; Fischer, Peter; and Rauthmann, Axel, 4,428,533,
CI. 239-284.00R.

Forenade Fabriksverken: See

—

Oskar, Ramnesten I., 4,428,220, CI. 72-370.000.
Ramnesten, Ivan O., 4,428,222, CI. 72-479.000.

Formax, Inc.: See

—

Lindee, Scott A.; and Sandberg, Glenn A., 4,428,263, CI.
83-354.000.

Fortescue, Stephen M., to DaUproducts Corporation. Capacitive trans-
ducer with continuous sinusoidal output. 4,429,307, CI. 340-870.370.

Foshee, William R.; and Carey, Kevin L., to Best Lock Corporation.
Tool-loadable biasing spring. 4,428,570, CI. 267-164.000.

Foshee, William R.: See-
Best, Walter E.; and Foshee. William R., 4,428,212, CI. 70-224.000.

Foumales France: See

—

Foumales, Jean P., 4,428,567, CI. 267-64.260.
Foumales, Jean P., to Foumales France. Combined shock absorbent
and suspension for vehicle. 4,428,567, CI. 267-64.260.

Franchini, Carlo: See—
Belleau, Bernard R.; and Franchini, Carlo, 4,428,889, CI. 260-

927.00R.
Frank, Dieter; and Metcalfe, Lincoln D., to Akzona Incorporated.

Magnetic recording medium. 4,429,023, CI. 428-694.000.
Frank, Earl E.; and Yee, Bing S., to Abex Corporation. Railroad switch

machine. 4,428,552, CI. 246-393.000.
Frank, Howard L.: Sife

—

Farazi, Perry; and Frank, Howard L., 4.428,224, CI. 73-2.000.
Franka, John G.: See

—

Dahm, Jonathan C; and Franka, John G., 4,428,975, CI. 427-94.000.
Franke, Albrecht; Steiner, Gerd; Thieme, Peter C; Lenke, Dieter;

Gries, Josef; and Teschendorf, Hans-Juergen, to BASF Aktiengesell-
schaft. (HetarylphenoxyHphenylpiperazinylVpropanols. their prepa-
ration and drugs containing these compounds. 4,428,950. CI.
424-250.000.

Franklin. Robert P.. to Trans-World Manufacturing Corporation.
AdjusUble multi-bay display. 4.428,136, CI. 4O-6OS.O00.

Fraser, Duncan J.: See

—

Dawber, Stanley R. K.; and Fraser, Duncan J., 4,428,089, CI.
12-142.00R.

Freadman, Tommyca, to Dohan, David, a part interest. Audio system.
4,429,181, CI. 381-99.000.

Fredriksson, John I.; Morrow, John D.; and Rossi, Giulio A., to Norton
Co. Protective coating for porous refractories. 4,429,003, CI.
428-317,900.

French Oil Mill Machinery Co., The: See—
Barger, William M., 4,428,833, CI. 210-113.000.

Freud, Paul J., to Leeds ft Northmp Company. Humidity sensing
element. 4,429,343, CI. 361-286.000.

Friebe, Walter-Gunar; Kampe, Wolfgang; Roesch, Egon; and Wil-
hclms, Otto-Henning, to Boehringer Mannheim GmbH. Benzopyran
compounds, pharmaceutical compositions containing them and meth-
ods of use. 4,428,955, CI. 424-267.000.

Fried, Josef: See—
Archer, Sydney; Crabbe, Pierre; Diczfalusy, Egon; Djerassi, Carl;

and Fried, Josef, 4,428,947, CI. 424-243.000.
Friedman, Robert H., to Getty Oil Company. Consolidatable gravel
pack method. 4,428,427, CI. 166-278.000.

Friedrichs, Josef: See

—

Stiefel, Christian; Friedrichs, Josef; Marsella, Gino; and Kahle,
Horst, 4,428,565, CI. 267.9.0OA.

Friese, Axel; and Simon, Stefan. Tampon blister pack. 4,428,747, CI.
604-12.000.

Fritz Reinke Engineering: See

—

Reinke, Fritz, 4,428,791, CI. 156-161.000.

Fritzsche Dodge ft Olcott Inc.: See—
Eilerman, Robert G.; Willis, Brian J.; and Yurecko, John M.. Jr.,

4,428,870, CI. 252-522.00R.
Frohbergcr, Paul-Emst: See

—

Kramer, Wolfgang; Buchel, Karl H.; Stetter, Jorg; Frohberger,
Paul-Emst; and Brandes, WUhelm, 4,428,949, CI. 424-245.000.

Fromer, Shmuel. Rotary engine. 4,428,339, CI. 123-245.000.
Fry, William E., to Dow Chemical Company, The. Alumina composi-

tions of improved strength useful as catalyst supports. 4,428,863. CI.
502-8.000.

Fryer, Rodney I.; Trybulski, Euaene J.; and Walser, Armin, to Hoff-
mann-La Roche Inc. Pyrrolor3,4-d][2]benzazepines. 4,428,878, CI.
260-245.700.

Fryer, Rodney I.; Trybulski, Eugene J.; and Walser, Armin, to Hoff-
mann-La Roche Inc. Pyrrolo[3,4,-d][2]benzazepines. 4,428,879, CI.
260-245.700.

Fuji Electric Co., Ltd.: See—
Fumoto, Takabumi; and Sawaguchi, Mutsuo, 4,429,225, CI.

250-353.000.

Fuji Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kodama, Masayuki; and Takano, Toshio, 4,428,253, CI. 74-688.000.

Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd.: See—
Hirano, Shigeo; and Takagi, Yoshihiro, 4,429,036, CI. 430-405.000.
Kato, Eiichi; Ohki, Nobutaka; and Ogawa. Junkichi, 4,429,035, CI.

430-402.000.

Noguchi, Masaru, 4,429,220, CI. 250-236.000.
Ochiai. Takeji, 4,429.039, CI. 430-534.000.
Ogawa. Hiroshi; and Tamai. Yasuo, 4,429,017, CI. 428-463.000.
Ohtsuka, Shuichi, 4,429.323. CI. 346-153.100.
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^CmI'SJoOo'^*™"'
'^^°'*^**'= *"** Ushimaru, Akira, 4,428,974,

^ «^^jy*?'°'V''°' Moriaaki, Masakazu; Hamaoka, Tsutomu; and
Ohki, Nobutaka, 4,429,03^ CI. 430-2 1 8.000.

''"?^.X"'"°> ^*"»«1*. Nobuhito; Mihara, Yuji; Okazaki, Masaki
c .. ,^"«* Hirauuka, Nobuo, 4,429,050. CI. 436-538.000.
Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd.: See—

Matsumoto, Sinji, 4,428,660, CI. 355-3.0FU.
Mita, Tsunemasa. 4,428,690, CI. 400-120.000.

B l*^' ^•"yo'!;"; «nd lyoda, Teuuo, 4,429,315, CI. 346-75.000.
Fujieda, Kazumasa: See—

MUhiba, Saburo; Ohta, Kiyonari; Fujieda, Kazumasa; MaUumoto,
c •• J^ J*''?'. "S**

Uchida, Akira, 4,429,074, CI. 524-819.000.
Fuju, Tadaaki: See—

^f?i'"^,^/« ^!j«=
Tobisawa. Yoshio; and Fujii, Tadaaki, 4,428,399,

Fujisawa Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.: See—

"4428^'?r'cT'42i!SoOo'
'^'"''^'*'' ""• Ywumura. Mitsuru.

^ M4-25000o"°'
^"•y"'"= ""** Nagano, Masanobu, 4.429,126. CI.

''t?29,30?crl4(i765%°'*''
^' ^**^ ^"''''^ '*"^*"* **'^*"

Fujita, Tsutomu: See—

'**T!LM?mnI?'*™°'°'
^°**"°: *"*^ ''"J"'*' Tsutomu, 4,428,256. CI.

Fujitani, Kango: See—

'^a,i5o,aS4?-'^^c^5ffi.''
'"''*'*= ""' ''"J'*"'- •^"'«°'

Fujiteu Limited: See—
"^

mISS, a°37!^oo5°''""*'
"""""^ "' "'"°' •'°"J''

Ito, Akihiko; Kobayashi, Kazuhiro; Tanaka, Hisami; and Ueno.
Nono, 4,429,281, CI. 330-9.000.

^^!?!^^5: ^*"o: *nd Soejima, Tetsuo, 4,429,300, CI. 340-
347.0DD.

Fujiwara, Shinobu: See—

^^I?!^,,'^*'j'' PuJ'wara, Shinobu; and Matsumoto, Kenichi,
4,428,661, CI. 355-3.0DD.

Fukada, Shunsuke; Aihara, Kiyoshi; and Ibaragi, Hideo, to Toray
Industnes, Inc. Bulky non-woven fabric of polybutylene terephthal-
ate contmuous fllamenU. 4,429,002, CI. 428-287.000.

Fukasaku, Yoshinori: See—

"V428'7?9''cT°*'''°'
^°^°' '^""''''™' "** FulMsaku, Yoshinori,

Fukuma, Daizo: See—

^"al49*'l'9 4ai
^"''"'"' °'"°' *"** Shirota, Kensho, 4,428,785,

Fukushinu, Toshitaka; Koyama, Kazumi; and Ueno, Kouji, to Fujitsu
Limited. Field programmable device with intemal dynamic test
circuit. 4,429,388, CI. 37 1 -2 1 .000.

Fumoto. Takabumi; and Sawaguchi, Mutsuo, to Fuji Electric Co., Ltd
Infrared thickness measuring device. 4,429,225, CI. 250-353 000

Funabashi, Tadao: See—

'"Jlii '^!?'S^'iJ^°'"y"'''' "'"°; »"<' Funabashi, Tadao. 4.429.356,
CI. 363-56.000.

Funk, Albert G.: See—
Jessop. Harvey A.; and Funk. Albert G.. 4.428,784, CI. 149-2.000

Furmanite International Limited: See—
Trevisan, OtUvio, 4,428,223, CI. 73-4.00R.

Furtwangler, Hans-Rolf: See—
"^ «^^S!b.^°"**"*' "•** Furtwangler. Hans-Rolf, 4,429,1 17, CI.

336-17.200.

Furukawa, Isokazu: See—
Umezawa, Michio; Naruse, Osamu; Furukawa, Tatsuya; Ohori

LT^'^™""^*- '»•"«"; *nd Kakeno, Sadao, 4,429,317, CI.
346-75.000.

Furukawa, Tateuya: See—
Umezawa, Michio; Naruse, Osamu; Furukawa, Tatsuya; Ohori

L^^'^™'"**' 'so^^u; »nd Kakeno, Sadao, 4,429,317, CI.
340-75.000.

Furuya, Katusuke, to Uurel Bank Machine Co., Ltd. Counting circuit
for com counting device. 4,429,407. CI. 377-7 000

G. D. Searle ft Co.: See—
Krzeminski. Melvin L., 4.428.371. CI. 128-130.000.

G. W. Haab Co.. Inc.: See—
Haab. Gordon W.. 4,428,175. CI. 53-55.000

Gaetani. Frank J.: See—

^,'n'^U ?*"J""'" "•• '"** Gaetani. Frank J., 4,428,850, CI.
252-42.700.

GAF Corporation: See—
Liu, Kou-Chang, 4,429,146, CI. 560-21.000.

Gaillard, Michel: See—
Bertrand, Jean; and Gaillard, Michel, 4,429,098, CI. 528-59 000

Gaku. Mono; Nagai, Syunichi; Kimpara, Hidenori; and Ayano, Satoshi.
to Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Co., Inc. Process of delaying cure of
curable resin composition containing cyanate ester compound with
benzene sulfonic acid compound. 4,429,112, CI. 528-422.000.

Galambos, Janos: See—
Szanuy, Csaba; Szabo. Lajos; Kalaus, Gyorgy; Keve, Tibor

Dancsi, Lajos; Galambos, Janos; Vezekenyi, Ferenc; and Acs!
Tibor, 4,429,129, CI. 546-70.000.

Gale, Glen R.: See—

^5i?*^!l5!?',^.'."^ ^ : °"'^' °'" ^' ""d N«"". Marion B., 4.428,943.
CI. 424-211.000.

Gilbert, Francis; Tiollais, Pierre; and Chamay. Patrick, to Institut
Pasteur; and Institut National de la Sante et de la Recherche Medi-

cale. Nucleotidic sequence coding the surface antigen of the hepatitis
B virus, vector conUinmg said nucleotidic sequence, proceu allow-
ing the obtcntion thereof and antigen obuined thereby 4.428.941. CI
424-177.000. 7 . .

.«-

Gallay. Jean J.: See—
Boray. Joseph C; Gallay. Jean J ; and Sarasin. Gedeon. 4.428,957.

CI. 424-270.000.

Gambro Dialysatoren KG: See-
Heck. Wolfgang. 4,428.743, CI. 604-4.000

Gancy, Alan B. Controlled density hydraulic fluids 4.429,065. CI

Gange. Robert A., to RCA Corporation. Line cathode support struc-
ture for a nat panel display device. 4.429.251. CI. 313-411.000

Ganguly. Biswa N.: See-
Dressier, John L.; Ganguly. Biswa N ; and VanBreemen, Bertram.

4,429,322. CI. 346-140.00R
Ganz, Jorg. to Sig Societe Industnelle Suisse Railway track tampina

machine. 4.428,297. CI. 104-12 000
Garagnani, Enea: See—

Marzola, Roberto; Garagnani, Enea; and Moro, Alessandro.
4,429,064, CI. 523-213.000.

Garchinsky, John S , to Union Metal Manufacturing Company. Lumi-
naire raising and lowering system. 4,429.355, CI. 362-403 000

Garcia, Alfred B.: See—
Wovcha. Merle G ; Knight. John C; and Garcu. Alfred B.,

4.429.041, CI 435-58.000.

°*/^!.'i,Hu/!V' ^ ""^ ^"'^y- Daniel W Athletes water bottle
4,428.508, CI. 222-153.000.

°'."}f„'',^'""''* ^- *° Emerson Electric Co. Lighting fixture louver
4.429,354. CI. 362-342 000.

Garrett Corporation. The: See-
Stokes, Richard F.; Timm, James D ; LaCroix. Stephen R.; and
Adams. Milton R.. 4,428,194. CI 60-39.020

G'rtner, Todd H.. to GTE Automatic Electric Inc Floating battery
feed circuit for telephone subscnber line interface. 4,429.186 CI
179-77.000.

Gasparovic. George M.: See-
Tyler, David O.; and Gasparovic. George M.. 4.429,249, CI

Gates Rubber Company, The: See—
Stuemky, Robert E.. 4,429,018. CI. 428-546 000.

Gateway Industnes, Inc.: See-
Doty, Gerald A , 4,428,600, CI 280-802.000.

Gatland, Kenneth: See—
Tedd, David C; and Gatland. Kenneth. 4.429,202, CI. 200-324.000

Gau. George; and Pesold. Erwin. to Krones Aktiengesellschaft Her-
mann Kronseder Maschinenfabrik. Apparatus for the alignment of
bottles or the like, particularly labeling machines. 4.428.474. CI
198-394 000.

Gay. Michael J., to Motorola. Inc. Combined phase detector and low
pass filter. 4.429,239, CI 307-520.000

Gayler. Rudolf: See—
MuIIer. Hans; Gayler. Rudolf; and Rapsomanikis. Nikolas,

4,428,969, CI. 426-53.000.
Gearhart Industries, Inc.: See-

Terrell, Jamie B., I; and Terrell, Jamie B . II, 4,428,430, CI
166-298.000.

Gebhart, John R.; and Ledoux, Francis X . to United Technologies
Corporation. 360* View camera. 4.428.656. CI. 354-80.000.

Gebr. Happich GmbH: See—
Viertel, Lothar; and Wrintmore. Alan. 4.428.612. CI. 296-97.00K.

Geiersbach. Allois F.; and Gilmorc, Thomas P . to Allis-Chalmers
Corporation. Electrode arrangement for electnc weed killing appara-
tus. 4.428,150. CI. 47-1.300.

*^

Gelaude. Jonathon L. Automatic fire protection system 4,428,434, CI.

Gelhard. Manfred, to Messerschmilt-Boelkow-Blohm Gesellschaft mit
beschraenktcr Haflung. Spreading dowel for securing an insert in a
panel with the aid of the dowel. 4.428.705. CI. 411-82.000.

Gelinas, Raymond C, to Honeywell Inc. Apparatus and method for
demodulation of a modulated curl-free magnetic vector potential
field. 4,429,280. CI. 329-200.000.

Gelinas, Raymond C. to Honeywell Inc Apparatus and method for
modulation of a cuH-free magnetic vector potential field 4.429.288.
CI. 332-5 l.OOR.

...
General Battery Corporation: See—

Eberie. William ).. 4.429.208. CI. 219-78 160.

General Dynamics Corporation: See-
Abbott. Johnnie G.; and Brown, Ralph V.. 4.428.105. CI 29-

I49.50B.

General Dynamics. Pomona Division: See—
Dugan. William P., 4.428.801. CI. 204-9.000.

General Electric Company: See-
Anderson. Thomas E . 4.429.359, CI. 363-132.000.
DiBianca, Frank A ; Pritzkow. Dennis H ; and Peterson, Thomas

E., 4,429,227, CI. 250-367.000.
Evans, Thomas L.; and Grade, Marsha M., 4,429,102, CI.

Howell, Edward K.. 4,429,340. CI 361-96.000.
Kasik. James E.; Qumell. Frank D.; and Dennison. David K.

4.428.903. CI. 376-261.000.
Keane. John J; and Zopf. Richard F . 4,429.034. CI. 430-271 000
Kim, Manjin J.; and Chow, Tat-Sing P . 4,429.01 1. CI. 428-450 000
Ohno. John M.. 4.428,755, CI. 51-307.000.
Pauze, Denis R.; and Hughes, Raymond B., 4,429,073, CI.

524-600.000.
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Peterson, Marvin A.. 4.428,977, CI 427-120.000.
General Foods Corporation: See—

Laudano, Raymond J., 4,428,970, CI. 426-385.000.
General Kinematics Corporation: See—

Kraus, Richard B.; and Musschoot, Albert, 4,428,476, CI.
198-764.000.

General Motors Corporation: See-
Bennett, George T.; and Livesay, J. D., 4,428,470, CI. 192-84.00C.
Cataldo, Roy S., 4,428,335, CI. 123-188.00M.
Daigler, Franklin A., 4,428,527, CI. 236-34.500.
Delmastro, John A., 4,428,513, CI. 224-42.210.
Klomp, Edward D., 4,428,334, CI. 123-188.00M.
Last, Daniel F.. 4,428,251, CI. 74-501.50R.
Luckman, James E.; Kastura, John L.; and Voreis, Thomas L.,

4,429,365, CI. 364-431.080.

Malen, Donald E., 4.428.447. CI. 180-68.00R.
Parker. Donald L.; and Warwick. Edward H.. 4.428,471, CI. 192-

85.00C.

Sardano. Sante P.. 4.428.496. CI. 220-300.000.
Scarselletta, Louis, 4,428,359, CI. 126-418.000.

Schweikert, John F.; Grossman, David S.; and Durham, Edward
E., 4,428,343, CI. 123-425.000.

Skinner, Timothy J., 4.428,718, CI. 417-222.000
Stenstrom. Craig A.; Holzhausen. Alan D.; and Stepp, Thomas R.,

Jr., 4,428.450. CI. 180-148.000.

Storwick, Robert M., 4,428,229, CI. 73-119.00A.
Sundeen. Arthur R.; and Romblom, Edward R., 4.428,354, CI

123-568.000.

Tyler. David O.; and Gasparovic. George M.. 4.429,249, CI.
313-113.000.

Warwick, Edward H., 4,428,461, CI. 788-72.400.
Warwick, Edward H.; and Parker, Donald L., 4,428,462, CI

188-72.400.

Warwick, Edward H.; and Parker, Donald L, 4,428,620, CI
303-3.000.

Widmer, Paul, 4.428.61 1, CI. 296-66.000.
Zang, Daniel M.; and Huber. John W., 4.428.331. CI. I23-52.0MV.

General Tire A Rubber Company, The: See-
Stevenson. James F.. 4.428,896, CI. 264-40. 100.

George, Stephen; and George. Thomas H., to Textured Products.
Refractory coated and vapor barrier coated flame resistant insulating
fabric composition. 4,428,999, CI. 428-246.000.

George, Thomas H.: See-
George, Stephen; and George, Thomas H., 4,428,999, CI

428-246.000.

Georgia Tech Research Institute: See—
BirchHeld, Jerry L.; and Sheppard, Albert P., Jr., 4,428,308, CI.

Gervay, Joseph E.: See-
Chambers. Vaughan C, Jr.; and Gervay, Joseph E., 4,429,027, CI.

43O-5.000.

Gessert, Cord, to Heliotronic Forschungs-Und Entwicklungsgesell-
schaft Fur SolarzclIen-GrundstofTe mbH. Process for the manufac-
ture of vertical P-N junctions in the pulling of silicon from a silicon
melt. 4,428,783, CI. 148-172.000.

Getty Oil Company: See-
Friedman, Robert H., 4,428.427. CI. 166-278.000

Getz. Edward H.; and Ott, Clarence R., Jr., to Whirlpool Corporation.
Automatic liquid level control for automatic washers. 4,428,088, CI
8-158.000.

GH Texas Reamer, Inc.: See—
Blau, Harlan E.; and Elmore, Jimmy D., 4,428,626, CI 308-4.00A

Giebel, Hayo; and Gutschalc, Heinz. Method and inspection apparatus
for inspecting an object, in particular a bottle. 4,428,674, CI
356-240.000.

Giesecke, Henning; Merten, Rudolf; and Rottmaier, Ludwig, to Bayer
Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the production of I,2,4-tria2oIidine-
3,5-diones monosubstituted in the 4-position. 4,429 1 35 CI
548-264.000.

Gilliver, Stanley: See-
Armstrong. Michael P.; G'Brian. Rodney W.; and Gilliver, Sunlev.

4,428,832, CI. 209-350.000

Gillone, Walter: See—
Bovio, Michele; Sella. Lino; Berruti. Pierangelo; Gillone, Walter;
and Ceresa. Luciano, <428,693, CI. 400-126.000

Gilmer, Thomas C, to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company.
Additive for coating compositions conuining n-propyl amine salt of
sulfonic acid. 4.429.066, CI. 524-158.000.

Gilmore, Thomas P.: See—
Geiersbach, Allois F; and Gilmore, Thomas P., 4,428,150, CI

47-1.300.

Gioeni, Mary L.; and Merritt. Richard F., to Rohm and Haas Company.
Two phase alloy polymer from coreacted blends of an acid contain-
ing emulsion copolymer and a chlorohydroxy ammonium liposalt
emulsion copolymer. 4,429,070, CI. 524-517.000.

Giuliano, Concetto R., to Hughes Aircraft Company. Double phase-
conjugate ring resonator. 4,429,393, CI. 372-21.000.

Givaudan Corporation: See—

^„ ""•*'• Ulrich; and Wild, Hans-Jakob. 4,428.886, CI. 260-464.000.GK Technologies. Incorporated: See—
Korbelak, Kenneth N.; and Masterson, Joseph B., 4.428.645 CI

350-96.200.

Glass. Alastair M.; Kaminow, Ivan P.; and Olson, Donald H.. to Bell
Telephone Laboratones, Incorporated. Alignment of optical comoo-
nents. 4.428,644. CI. 350-96.140.

b y ^^

Glenn, Robert L.; and Smith, Jackson H., to Eaton Corporation. Low
cost, high performance switch assembly. 4,429.200, CI. 200-153.00T.

Gluckstem, Robert L., to New England Nuclear Corporation. Variable
strength focusing of permanent magnet quadrupoles while eliminat-
mg x-y coupling. 4,429,229, CI. 250-396.0ML.

Goddin, Jeremy R.: See—
Riley, Jack L.; Lock. Michael C; and Goddin, Jeremy R.,

4,428,900. CI. 264-526.000.
Goering. Kenneth J.; and Eslick. Robert F., to Research and Develop-
ment Institute. Inc.. at Montana Sute University. Processes for
production of waxy barley products. 4,428.967, CI. 426-28.000.

Goetz. Norbert; Jacobs, Peter; Hupfer, Leopold; Toussaint, Herbert;
and Reiss, Wolfgang, to BASF AktiengesellschaA. Preparation of
aromatic amines. 4,429,155, CI. 564-402.000.

Goldenstein, Bertrand. High bulk olefin blended yam. 4,428,752. CI.
8-529.000.

Gomi. Yoshifumi: See

—

Yajima, Torao; and Gomi, Yoshifumi. 4.429,268, CI. 318-696.000.
Good, Raymond H.; and McBride, Paul, to Eastman Kodak Company.

Polyamine compounds and their use as curing agents for epoxy resins.
4,429,158,0.564-455.000.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, The: See-
Henderson, James N.; Donbar, Ken W.; Barbour, John J.; and Bell,
Anthony J., 4,429,085, CI. 526-92.000.

Goran Persson Maskin AB: See—
Persson, Goran; and Johnson, Lars, 4,428,680, CI. 366-296.000.

Gorre, Luisa E.: See

—

Pastor, Ricardo C; Gorre, Luisa E.; Pastor, Antonio C; and Chew,
Remedios K., 4,429.009. CI. 428-410.000.

Gotoh. Shinichi. to Hitachi Maxell, Limited. Magnetic recording tape
cartridge. 4,428,547, CI. 242-199.000.

Gotoh, Shinichi, to Hitachi Maxell, Ltd. Magnetic recording Upe
cartridge. 4,428,548, CI. 242-199.000.

Gould Inc.: See

—

Eisele, Walter H.; Krueger, Helmut H. A.; Lajos, Robert E.; and
Koneval, Donald J., 4,428,976, CI. 427-96.000.

Gould, Russell J.: See-
Van Erden, Donald L.; Gould, Russell J.; and Matsunaga, Yukio

A., 4,428,720, CI. 425-66.000.

Goupil, Jean-Jacques. Process for the synthesis of 5-methoxy-psoralen.
4,429,138, CI. 549-282.000.

Grade, Marsha M.: See—
Evans, Thomas L.; and Grade, Marsha M., 4,429,102, CI.

528-172.000.

Graden, Maynard, to Siemens Corporation. Buffer arrangement of a
PCM exchange system. 4,429,386. CI. 370-100.000.

Grady. Clyde C. II. Construction system. 4,428,174, CI. 52-741.000.
Grams, Volker: See

—

Becker. Herbert; Sunkel, Manfred; Grams, Volker; and Schelhom,
Gerhard, 4,428,250, CI. 74-425.000.

Graser. Fritz: See-
Hoffmann, Gerhard; Graser. Fritz; and Leyrer. Reinhold J.,

4.429,029, CI. 430-57.000.

Grassmann, Hans-Christian, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Drying
apparatus for dyeing bobbins in the textile industry. 4,428,127, CI.
34-1,000.

Grayson, James I., to Lonza Ltd. Process for the production of 3,5-

dialkylpyridines. 4,429,131, CI. 546-251.000.
Greenberg, Paul B.; Lenkeit, C. Heinz; and Seibert, Willard J., to

United Technologies Corporation. Case deflection control in aircraft
gas turbine engines. 4,428,189, CI. 60-226.100.

Greenstein, Larry; and Marshall, Michael B., to Racal DaU Communi-
cations Inc. Microprocessor multiplexer method and apparatus for
bisynchronous data. 4,429,382, CI. 370-80.000.

Greenwood, William S., to Thomas & Betts Corporation. Strain relief
component for electrical connector. 4,428,638, CI. 339-107.000.

Greiner. Harry M., to M.A.N.-Roland Druckmaschinen Aktiengesell-
schaft. Method for production of impressions of accurate register on
printing presses. 4,428,287, CI. 101-170.000.

Gretsch-Unitas GmbH: See

—

Maus, Julius, 4,428.279. CI. 98-98.000.
Gries. Heinz; and Mutzel. Wolfgang, to Schering, Aktiengesellschaft.

3-Substituted 2,4,6-trihalogenated benzamides as sweetening agents.
4,429,152, CI. 562-442.000.

Gries, Josef See

—

Franke, Albrecht; Steiner, Gerd; Thieme, Peter C; Lenke, Dieter;
Gries, Josef; and Teschendorf, Hans-Juergen, 4,428,950, CI.
424-250.000.

Griffin, Ernest E.: See

—

Lowry, Joseph M.; and Griffin, Ernest E., 4,428,183, CI. 56-17.200.
Griffin, James P. Flashlight. 4,429,352, CI. 362-189.000.
Grimm, Hans: See

—

Horner, Ernst L.; Knolle, Jurgen C; and Grimm. Hans. 4,428.973,
CI. 427-3.000.

Grisebach. Hans T.; Betzing, Rudolf; Betzing, Volker; Betzing, Ulrich;
and Betzing, Klaus. Manipulator with a swivel jib. 4,428,710, CI.
414-590.000.

Grisley, Kenneth M. Doveuiling jig. 4,428,408, CI. I44-I44.50R.
Gross, Benjamin: See

—

Choi, Byung C; Gross, Benjamin; and Malladi, Madhava,
4.428,824, CI. 208-86.000.

Grossman, David S.: See

—

Schweikert, John F.; Grossman, David S.; and Durham, Edward
£., 4.428,343, CI. 123-425.000.
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Gnidzinskas, Charles V.: See-
Floyd, Middleton B., Jr.; Weiss, Martin J.; Grudzinskas, Charles

v.; and Lai Chen, Sow-Mei, 4,429,148, CI. 560-1 18.000.
Grumman Aerospace Corporation: See—

Markow, Edward G.; and Kopsco, M. Alan, 4,428.411. CI. 152-
330.0RF.

Grund, Christrian: See—
Lemelson, Jerome H.; and Grund, Christrian. 4,428.685, CI

374-163.000.

Gnizling, Joe; Johansson, Bengt; Keinonen, Amo; Revill, Colin; and
Laskow, Vlodek, to Arctic Pilot Project Inc. Propeller mount for
icebreaker. 4.428.735, CI. 440-76.000.

Grynkewich, Gregory W., to Olin Corporation. Process for recovering
phosphate values from precipiutes formed during the neutralization
of impure wet process phosphoric acid. 4,428,915, CI. 423-312.000.

GST Laboretories, Inc.: See—
Walsall. E. Peter T.; and Vincent, James R., 4,428,382, CI

128-736.000.

GTE Automatic Electric Inc.: See-
Gartner. Todd H., 4.429.186, CI. 179-77.000.

GTE Automatic Electric Labs Inc.: See-
Butcher, James S.. 4,429,187, CI. 179-81.00R.

OTE ProducU Corporation: See—
Guch, Steve, Jr., 4,429,394. CI. 372-34.000.

Gubri, Leon, to EsUblissemenU L. Gubri. Swinging doors for shelters
and to shelters equipped with such doors. 4,428,152, CI. 49-131 000.

Guch, Steve, Jr., to GTE Products Corporation. Conduction cooled
solid sute laser. 4,429,394, CI. 372-34.000.

Gufiey, Robert W. Method and collapsable frame for collecting and
disposing of animal excrement. 4,428,610, CI. 294-l.OOB.

Guhaniyogi, Suhas: See-
Kennedy, Joseph P.; and Guhaniyogi, Suhas, 4,429,099, CI

528-98.000.

Gulf Nuclear, Inc.: See—
Acree, Elick H.; and Peeples. Walter P., Jr., 4.428,108, CI. 29-

455.00R.
Gulf Oil Corporation: See—

Hedrich. Loren W.; and Neighbors, Ralph P., 4,428,881, a.
548-491.000.

Gulf Research & Development Company: See—
Hardwick, Thomas J., 4,428,91 1, CI. 423-16.000.
Morganson, Neal E.; and Bercik, Paul G., 4,429.177, CI.

585-525.000.

Gunther, Dieter: See—
Bertsch, Richard; Gunther, Dieter; Horbelt. Michael; Kraus.
Bemd; Penschuck, Jurgen; Ruppmann, Claus; and Schnurle,
Hans, 4,428,345, CI. 123-440.000.

Gupta, Tapan K.: See—
Bich, George J.; and Gupta. Tapan K., 4.429,007, CI. 428-389.000.

Gutekunst, Stanley K.; and Sipos, John M., to SI Handling Systems,
Inc. Vehicle speed control transition module. 4,428,298, CI.
104-166.000.

Guthrie, Gaylord N. Underwater illumination device. 4,429,350, CI
362-120.000.

Gutichale, Heinz: See—
Giebel, Hayo; and Gutschale, Heinz, 4,428.674, CI. 356-240.000.

Gyori, Peter: See—
Tompskozi, Istvan; Szekely, Istvan; Kanai, Karoly; Gyori, Peter
and Kovacs, Gabor, 4,429,123, CI. 542-426.000.

H-G Testing Company: See—
Rankin, E. Edward, 4,428,421, CI. 166-77.000.

H. R. Turner (Willenhall) Limited: See—
Pallant. Joseph, 4.428,553, CI. 248-157.000.

Haab, Gordon W., to G. W. Haab Co., Inc. Energy free loader.

Habara, Hideaki: See—
Sugimori. Teruhiko; and Habara. Hideaki, 4,429,114, CI.

528-486.000.

Hachiro, Nobuaki: See—
Takeuchi, Hiroo; Hachiro, Nobuaki; and Miyazaki, Yoshihisa,

4,428,274, CI. 91-369.00A.
Hadaway, Edward S.: See—

Coplin, John F.; and Hadaway, Edward S., 4,428,713, CI.
415-48.000.

Haferl, Peter E., to RCA Corporation. Variable horizontal deflection
circuit capable of providing east-west pincushion correction.
4,429,257, CI. 315-371.000.

Hagedom, Ferdinand: See—
Wedemeyer, Karlfried; Hagedom, Ferdinand; and Evertz, Werner,

4,429.156, CI. 564-412.000.
Hagelaars, Adrianus M. P. M.: See—

Davies, David R.; Richardson, Edwin A.; and Hagelaars, Adrianus
M. P. M., 4,428,426, CI. 166-276.000.

Hageluken, Hubert P.: See—
Walther, Carl K.; Hageluken, Hubert P.; and Temme, Karl,

4,428,161, CI. 51-163.200.
Hagemann, Hermann: See—

Baasner, Bemd; Klauke, Erich; Hagemann, Hermann; and Kuhle.
Engelbert, 4,429.154. CI. 564-278.000.

Hagimoto, Yoshio: See-
Ida, Jinsei; Hagimoto, Yoshio; and Fujiu, Tsutomu, 4,428,256, CI.

74-820.000.

Hahn, Frederick C, to Eaco Corporation. Excavating tooth. 4,428,131,
CI. 37-142.00R.

Hainen, Timothy J.: See—
Creps, John L.; Hainen, Timothy J.; and McEwen, Stephen N..

4,428.838, CI. 210-323.200.

Hajek, Manfred; See—
Nehen, Ulrich; Hajek. Manfred: Weimapn, Norbert; and Dahm,

Manfred. 4.428.983. CI. 427-213 340.

Hajime Industries Ltd.: See—
Yoshida, Hajime, 4.428,673. CI 356-240000

Hajos, Gyorgy: See—
Kisfaludy. Lajos; Nyeki nee Kupnna, Olga; Schon, Istvan; Denes,

Laszio; Ember, Julia; Hajos, Gyorgy; Szpomy. Laazlo and
Szende, Beta. 4.428.938, CI. 424-177.000

Hakky, Said I Anti-incontinent prostheses 4,428.365, CI 128-1 OOR
Hale. John M., to US Philips Corporation. Arrangement for checkmg

the synchronization of a receiver. 4.429,406. CI. 375-113.000
Hall, James D.: See-

Malm, Douglas N.; and Hall, James D.. 4.428,156, CI. 49-501 000
Hall, James E., to Firestone Tire A Rubber Company, The Catalyst

containing oligomeric oxolanyl alkane modifiers and process for the
production of polymers having increased I.2-microstructure
4.429.090. CI. 526-177.000.

Hall. James E., to Firestone Tire A Rubber Company. The. Oligomenc
oxolanyl alkanes as modifiers for polymerization of dienes using
lithium-based mitiators. 4,429.091. CI. 526-181.000.

Hall. James M.: See—
Woram. Bryon L.; and Hall. James M.. 4.428,551. CI 244-137 OOR

Hall. John B.; and Sprecker. Mark A., to International Flavors A
Fragrances Inc. Use of substituted cyclohexyl carboalkoxy ketone in
augmenting or enhancing the aroma or taste of foodstuffs 4.428,966
CI. 426-3 000.

Hall. Mark N. Sonic energy fluid degassing unit. 4,428,757, CI
55-277.000.

Hall, William B., to Martin Industries. Inc Dehumidifier. 4.428.207. CI
62-176.100.

Halliburton Company: See—
Riggs, Robert A., 4,428.292. CI 102-202 700.

Halliday, David P.. Riley, John F ; and Sharrock. Barry, to Bntish
Aerospace Public Limited Company Arrangemenu for mounting a
probe on an aircraft. 4,428.549, CI. 244- 1.OOR.

Hallquist. Lisa G.: See-
Ward. Irl E.; Hallquist. Lisa G.; and Hurley. Thomas J.. 4.428.871.

CI. 252-542.000.

Halomet AG: See—
Nowak. Rudolf; and Holland. Gerhard. 4,428.771. CI 75-89 000

Hamada, Kazuhiko: See—
Nishizawa, Kanji; Hamada, Kazuhiko; and Aratani, Tadatoshi,

4,429.163. CI. 568-432.000.

Hamane. Tokuhito; Kinoshita, Toshio; and Kihira, Masafumi, to MaUu-
shiu Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd. Method of shaping coil ends of an
electric appliance. 4.428.406, CI 140-105 000

Hamaoka, Tsutomu: See—
Tsubota, Molohiko; Morigaki, Masakazu, Hamaoka, Tsutomu; and

Ohki, Nobutaka, 4.429.031. CI 430-218000
Hamashima, Teuuo: See—

Horii, Sadashige; Imai. Hirozoh; and Hamashima, TeUuo.
4.428,117, CI 30-43.910.

Hamblen Gage Corp. : See—
Hamblen, Thomas R., 4,429,274, CI 324-66000

Hamblen, Thomas R.. to Hamblen Gage Corp Wire locator device
having a diode matrix board with light pair indicators. 4,429,274. CI
324-66.000.

Hamilton. Rex. Desk assembly for a wheelchair or the like 4.428.616,
CI. 297-145.000.

Hamprecht. Gerhard; Parg. Adolf; and Wuerzer, Bruno, to BASF
Aktiengesellschaft. 2N-1,2.4,6,Thialriazine- 1,

1 -dioxides and their use
for controlling undesirable plant growth. 4,428,766. CI. 71-91.000

Hamprecht. Gerhard: See—
Seufert, Walter; Kichs. Karl; Husslein, Gerd; Varwig, Juergen,

Hamprecht, Gerhard; and Adolphi, Heinrich, 4,428,944, CI
424-217.000.

Hamsher. Wilbur A., Jr.; and Weber. Roben N.. to AMP Incorporated.
One piece zif connector 4.428,635. CI 339-74 OOR.

Hann. Paul D.: See—
Hutson. Thomas, Jr ; and Hann, Paul D . 4.429,173. CI. 585-331.000

Hanni. Max: See-
Fischer. Werner K.; Keller. Felix; and Hanni. Max. 4.428,679. CI

366-141.000.

Hanson. Bernard M.: See—
Koehler. Raymond A ; and Hanson, Bernard M., 4.428.423, CI.

166-231.000.

Hanula. Richard M., to Midland-Ross Corporation. Rotary railroad car
F coupler 4,428.489. CI 213-62.0OA

Harbin. Lawrence S.. to Atlantic Richfield Company. Thermal store-
front system. 4,428,171. CI. 52-398.000.

Hardwick, Thomas J , to Gulf Research A Development Company
Method of prccipiuting uranium peroxide. 4,428.911. CI. 423-16.000

Harkavy. Dianne. Fastening device. 4.428,101. CI 24-117.000.
Harmon. Warren S.: See-

Murphy, Jerry C; Sanders. Ronald E ; and Harmon. Warren S

.

4.428.698. CI. 404-17.000.

Harper Corporation of America: See-
Harper. James R.; and O'Klatner. Charles L., 4,428,288, CI

101-248.000.

Harper, James R.; and O'Klatner, Charles L., to Harper Corporation of
America. Adjusuble drive system for matching surface speeds of a
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transfer roll and plate roll and method thereof. 4,428,288. CI
101-248.000.

Harrell, Robert L., to Hi-Lo Manufacturing, Inc. Cylindrical cvapora
tive cooler apparatus. 4.428.890, CI. 261-29.000.

Harris Corporation: See—
Yochum, BUly G.; and Keller, G. James. 4.429,219, CI. 250-229.000

Harm, George M. Bed support side rail member. 4,428,086, CI 5
200.00C.

Harrison. Marc L.. to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated
Structured logic array. 4,429,238, CI. 307-465.000.

Hartl, Richard: See—
Reichl, Helmut; Hartl, Richard; and Newinger, Christoph

4.428.519. CI. 226-75.000.
^

Hartman, Cedric. Free-standing support for a lamp or the like
4.428.554. CI. 248-415.000.

^ *^*^ ^

Hartung, Michael H.: See-
Duke. Alan H.; Hartung. Michael H.; and Marschner. Frederick J..

4,429.363. CI. 364-200.000.
,

Harvey Hubbell Incorporated: See— '

Jorgenaen. Robert W.. 4.428.492. CI 220-3.940.
Hasegawa, Maaaji: See—

Naltamura, Hajime; Iwamura. Junichi; Nakajima. Yoshio; and
Hasegawa, Masaji. 4.428.245, CI. 73-864.520.

Hashimoto, Yoshitaka; Shirota, Norihisa; and Yamamoto, Kaichi. to
Sony Corporation. Method for recording and reproducing a digital
color video signal. 4.429.334. CI. 358-310.000.

Hassler. Albin; and Piwonka, Fridolin, to Robert Bosch GmbH. Elec-
tronic regulating device for rpm regulation in an internal combustion
engine having self-ignition. 4,428,341. CI. 123-350.000.

Hata, Takehisa; Nishimura, Kenichi; and Yasumura, Mitsuru, to
Fujisawa Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. Long acting pharmaceutical
composition. 4,428,951, CI. 424-250.000.

Hatanaka, Hideo: See—
Saito, Motoyuki; and Hatanaka. Hideo, 4.428.683, CI. 368-250.000

Hattori. Kyo: See—
Odogaki, Takahani; Kawai, Hisasi; Matsui, Takeshi; Hattori, Kyo
and Sakurai. Kazuhiro, 4.428.558. CI. 251-65.000.

Hattori. Takatoshi. to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Coil inserter
4.428,112. CI. 29-734.000.

HMtori. Yoshihumi; Terasawa. Koji; and Kasugayama. Yukio. to Canon
Kabushiki Kaisha. Ink jet recording apparatus. 4.429,320. CI. 346-

Haus. Artur: See-
Jabs, Gert; Baatz. Gunther; Bock. Manfred; Dahm, Manfred; Haus,

Artur; and Wegner, Christian. 4.428,978. CI. 427-150.000.
Hausler, Michael; and Kanngiesser, Karl-Werner, to BBC Brown.

Boyeri ft Company Limited. Method for placing into operation a
series connected group of sutic power converters of a high voltage
direct-current transmission installation. 4,429,337, CI. 363-68 000

Havens. H. Norris: See-
Parsons, Albert; and Havens. H. Norris. 4,428,556, CI. 249-3.000.

Havette. Bernard; and Hebert. Christian, to Societe d"Assistance Tech-
nique pour Produits Nestle S.A. Process for the preparation of a
composition for frozen or deep-frozen souffles. 4.428,971 CI
426-565.000.

Hawkinson. Elden L.. to Rockwell International Corporation. Lami-
nated shield for missile structures and substructures. 4.428.998 CI
428-240.000.

Haworth, Diane: See-
Emerson. Kenneth R.; and Haworth, Diane, 4.428.509. CI

222-153.000.
I

Hayakawa, Yoahikazu: See— '

Kimura, Akira; Ishihama, Masao; and Hayakawa, Yoshikazu
4.428.446, CI. 18O.54.00A.

Hayaahi, Takushi: See—
Narita, Osamu; and Hayashi, Takushi, 4.428.483. CI. 206-459 000

Hayashi, Tothihiko: See—
Hirota. Kazumi; Tsutsumi, Yotaro; Itoh, Senji; KaUura, Tadahiko
Mauuoka. Kikuo; Hori. Ichiro; and Hayashi. Toshihiko,
4.428.494. CI. 220-270.000.

Hayaahibara, Toshio; Noto. Kunihiro; and Fukasaku. Yoshinori. to
Hitachi, Ltd. Brushless motor fan. 4,428.719. CI. 417-354.000

Hayes International Corporation: See—
Feagle. Hugh B., 4.428.583, CI. 273-348.100.

Hays, Dan A., to Xerox Corporation. Apparatus, process for removal of
toner particles. 4.428.665. CI. 355-15.000.

Hayskar. Robert A.; and Stock. Robert A., to Xerox Corporation.
Apparatus for sealing envelopes. 4.428.794. CI. 156-442.100.

Hazelrigg. Mark J.. Jr.: See—
Caldwell, Donald L.; and Hazelrigg, Mark J.. Jr., 4,428,805. CI

204-129.000.

Httd. Glenn D.. Jr.; Le Master. William C; Bredesky. Louis P.. Jr.; and
Winter, David C, to Deere ft Company. Flow drilling process and
tool therefor. 4.428.214. CI. 72-69.000.

Health Science Products. Inc.: See—

„ ^Cope. Raymond; and King. Michael. 4.428.631. CI. 312-194.000.
Hebert. Chrutian: See—

*HX? «. J^™"**' ""* Hebert. Christian. 4,428,971. CI
426-565.000.

Heck, James V.. to Merck ft Co.. Inc. 3-Amino-6-substituted thio-1-
™^yclo(3.2.0)hept.6<n-2-one-7.carboxylic acids. 4.428.960, CI.

"ter 4428^3*'
*° °'"'"'° Dialysatoren KG. Flow-through cham-

Hedrcn. Thomas; Eriksson, Albert; Antonasson, Sylve; and Larsson,
Rolf, to ESAB Aktiebolag. Chain making apparatus. 4.428.186. CI.
59-16.000.

Hedrich, Loren W.; and Neighbors, Ralph P., to Gulf Oil Corporation.
Control of unwanted vegeution with N-carbamylindolines.
4,428,881, CI. 548-491.000.

Heidelberger Druckmaschinen Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Junghans, Rudi; and Beisel. Hermann. 4.428,290, CI. 101-348.000.

Heider. Ulrich. to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Impact printing device
With an improved print hammer. 4,429.342, CI. 361-152.000.

Heijenga, Berend; Hilbrink. Hubertus E.; and Klaij. Henri F.. to Neder-
landse Centralc Organizatie voor Toegepast Natuurwetenschappelijk
Onderzoek. Detector for detecting air componenu. 4,428.907, CI.
422-61.000.

Heimbach. Klaus J.; Munz. Wolf-Dieter; Adam. Rolf; and Wenzl.
Hcinz. to Leybold Heraeus GmbH. Method and apparatus for form-
ing electrically conductive transparent oxide. 4.428,809, CI. 204-

Heliotronic Forschungs-Und Entwicklungsgeaellschaft Fur Solarzel-
len-Grundstoffe mbH: See—
Gessert, Cord. 4.428.783. CI. 148-172.000.

Hellberg. Karl-Heinz: See—
Willenberg. Heinrich; Hellberg. Karl-Heinz; and Zschieache.

Heinz. 4.428.920. CI. 423-465.000.
Hempe Manufacturing Co.: See—

Kcddie. Burton G.. 4.428,266, CI. 83-767.000.
Henderson. James N.; Donbar, Ken W.; Barbour. John J.; and Bell,
Anthony J., to Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Company. The. Microen-
capsulated aqueous polymerization catalyst. 4.429,085. CI
526-92.000.

Henderson. John G. N.: See-
Chin. Danny; Henderson, John G. N.; and Maturo, Robert J..

4.429.415. CI. 455-164.000.
Henk. Keith L., to Pako Corporation. Gear torque sensor aoDaratus

4,428,249, CI. 74-41 2.0TA.
*^*^

Henning, Dean L.; Clark, Uwis M.. Ill; and Ward. John M.. to Shell
Oil Company. Sock skimmer deployment. 4,428,319, CI. 1 14-253.000.

Henry Filters. Inc.: See—
Creps. John L.; Hainen, Timothy J.; and McEwen, Stephen N.,

4.428.838. CI. 210-323.200.
Henze, Walter J.; and Purcell. William, to Penn Fishing Tackle Mfg.

Co. Trolling apparatus. 4,428,139. CI. 43-20.000.
Hepfner, Anton; and Malicki, Dorothy A., to Hepfner, Anton. Precious
meuls recovery unit. 4,428,830. CI. 209-211.000.

Hepp, Dennis G.. to Medtronic, Inc. Monitoring device. 4,428,381, CI.
128-715.000.

Hepp. James. Dual side wall locking attachment for trays to vertical
legs in sectional display rack. 4,428,487. CI. 211-126.000.

Herchenbach. Horst: See—
Deussner. Herbert; Herchenbach, Horst; Ramesohl, Hubert; and

Breidenstein, Wolfgang, 4,428,727. CI. 431-182.000.
Hermann, Robert. Locking device. 4.428,211. CI. 70-34.000.
Herring. James M., Jr., to Budd Company, The. Emergency spring

system for a railway car. 4,428,302. CI. 10S-197.00R.
Hessler, Norman F.; Stolfa, Frank; and Munro, William H., to UOP Inc.

Integrated thermal cracking and visbreaking process. 4,428,823, CI.
208-78.000.

Heyligenstaedt ft Co. Werkzergmaschinenfabrik GmbH: See—
Sceger, Friedrich, 4.428,109, CI. 29-568.000.

Hi-Lo Manufacturing. Inc.: See—
Harrell. Robert L., 4,428,890. CI. 261-29.000.

Hibari. Eikoh. to Laurel Bank Machine Co., Ltd. Device for preventing
faulty counting operations in a paper sheet counter. 4,429,408, CI
377-8.000.

Hickmann. Eckhard; and Oeser, Heinz-Guenter, to BASF Aktiengesell-
schaft. Pynd-2'-yl-2-trinuoromethyl quinol-4-ylmethanes. 4,429,130.

Hickner. Richard A.: See-
Lee. George A.; and Hickner. Richard A.. 4,428,807, Q.

204-159.140.

Hideo, Okoshi: See—
Horton. Paul L.; and Hideo. Okoshi, 4,428,246, CI. 74-200.000.

Hieronymi. Robert G.: See-
Class, Walter H.; Hieronymi, Robert G.; and Hurwitt, Steven D.,

4,428,816, CI. 204-298.000.
Higaki. Yuzo; and Yamada. Osamu, to Nisshin Oil Mills, Ltd., The.

Estenflcation reaction producU. 4,428,885, CI. 260-410.90N.
Higashi, Miteuo; MoriU, Jyun-ichi; Koyama, Kenzi; and Yoshida,

Mitsuo, to Nippon Steel Corporation. Chromium-plated steel strip
having excellent weldability and resistance to corrosion. 4,429,021,
CI. 428-629.000.

Higginbotham, James M., Sr.: See—
Bhatti. Mohinder S.; and Higginbotham, James M., Sr., 4,428,524,

CI. 228-170.000.

Higgins. Robert J.. Jr.; and Turner, Harvey N., Jr., to Motorola, Inc.
Hybrid filter. 4.429.289. CI. 333-204.000.

Hilbrink, Hubertus E.: See—
Heijenga, Berend; Hilbrink, Hubertus £.; and Klaij, Henri P.,

4,428,907, CI. 422-61.000.

Hildebrandt, Johannes: See—
Bemer, Heinz; Tumowsky, Friederike; Laber, Oeorg; and Hilde-

brandt, Johannes. 4,428,953, CI. 424-263.000.
Hill, James E.; Dahlstrom, Baesley I.; and Fisher, Robert D., to Dynet-

ics Engineering Corp. Verifying insertion system and apparatus.
4.429.217. CI. 235-380.000.
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Hinesburg Sand and Gravel Company: See—

HiniSr&m'p2,° isSi^'*""'
"""^ ''• *•*"•'"'• ^' "2-" «»

„. .Steinberg. Richard W.. 4.428.437. CI. 172-547.000.
Hinletn. Sigmund: See—

Benjbe. Nonnand A.; OUvsky. Pavel; Hinlein, Sigmund; and
^

Wiseley. Thomas. 4,429.336, CI. 360-97.000.
Hirabayashi, Yuji: See-

Suzuki. Atsushi; Omori. Norio; Ninomiya. Masakazu Akiyama.
Susiiinu; and Hirabayashi. Yuji. 4.428.342. CI. 123-419.000

Hirai, Syoichi: See—
Kobayashi. Tetuo; and Hirai. Syoichi. 4.428.542. CI. 242-54.00R

Hirai, Tadaaki: See—
^^!5"^' ^"'"°: "''*'• Tadaaki; Yamamoto. Hideaki; Tsukada.

Toshihisa; and Mori. Yoshiaki. 4,429,325, CI. 357-31.000
Hmmattu, Takeo. to Miuubishi Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha
Fncuon clutch control device. 4,428,467. CI. 192-3.310

Hirano, Shigeo; and Takagi. Yoriiihiro. to Fuji Photo Film Co.. Ltd
Method of forming a photographic image. 4.429.036. CI. 430405.000

Hiratsuka. Nobuo: See—
Yasuda. Yukio; Masuda. Nobuhito; Mihara, Yuji; Okazaki. Masaki
and Hiratsuka, Nobuo, 4,429,050, CI. 436-538.000.

Hiratsuka, Tsugihiko: See—
YolS?"?'

, Jjjf™'";
"d Hiratsuka, Tsugihiko, 4,428.995. CI.

Hirota, Kazumi; Tsutsumi. Youro; Itoh. Senji; Katsura. Tadahiko;
Matsuoka, Kikuo; Hori, Ichiro; and Hayashi. Toshihiko. to Toyo

m27oSo^
Ltd. Easily-openable heat seal lid. 4.428.494, CI.

Hirschberger. August: See—
Vogel. Wolfgang; Luu. Alfons; Igel, Richard; and Hirschberger,

August. 4.428.614. Q. 296-224.000.
Hisamoto. Iwao; Maeda. Chiaki; and Omure. Yukio. to Daikin Kogyo
'i^'.o'^W^ "* °'' ««npo»'»'0'" for metal working. 4.428,851. CI.
232-38.000.

Hitachi Chemical Company, Ltd.: See—

^^«"?oi JUS™*"'
"** HiraUuka. Tsugihiko. 4.428.995, CI.

Hitachi Koki Company: See—

'^°Jjy"»''i.
Kiyoaki; and Kumasaka, Taiichi, 4,428,120. CI.

Hitachi. Ltd.: See—

"*^4'25;?t5MtSi5?.o£'.
'"'™'*™^ "' ''"'^"' ^°''''"°"-

"
v^kT** %*''i. '^'i**"'*' »'"J*y«; Yaaai. Koichi; Maeda,
Yoshio; uid Shinden, Tetuya, 4,429,230. Cr250-461.200.

Hoshi. Yoshikazu, 4,428,346, CI. 123-450.000.
Ichiryu, Ken; Watanabe, Hanio; Nakamura, Ichiro; and Akasaka

Yoshimichi, 4,428,559. CI. 251-129.000
Sugiyama, Sakae, 4.428,235, CI. 73-579.000.

^™i'. Yukio; Hirai. Tadaaki; Yamamoto. Hideaki; Tsukada.
Toshihisa; and Mori. Yoshiaki, 4,429.325. CI. 357-31.000

Tanimura. Nobuyoshi. 4.429.374, CI. 365-230.000.

v'^l'*' J?1!°y!i!"i ^^^°' »^enj': Nakamura, Tohru; Okada.

„. Toyabe, Tom, 4.429,326, CI. 357-43.000.
Hitachi Maxell. Limited: See—

Gotoh. Shinichi. 4,428.547. CI. 242-199.000.
Gotoh. Shinichi. 4.428.548. CI. 242-199.000.

Hitco: See—

^M u^"^' S'**"'y ^- <*28,992, CI. 428-114.000.

^'k^^ S = ^°9^"' ^*"** S
!

"«* '^"»°«' George J., to UOP
Inc. FCC Sulfur oxide acceptor. 4.428.827, CI. 208-120.000.

Hoechst Akbengesellschaft: See—
Birke. Walter; von der Eltz. Hans-Ulrich; Schon. Franz; and Feess.
Ench, 4,428,750, CI. 8-461.000.

Kleber, Rol^and Plabst, Dieter, 4,428.846. CI. 252-8.800.
Papenfuhs. Theodor. 4.429. 1 34. CI. 548- 1 65.000.

Hoerauf. Werner: See—

'VriSric"h!%2i»?r5?:5:i%T;^ °"'"^'= "«' ^''»""'-

"bL!.t4^%^'M. C1.Tm5.o5S.
'•'"' '"°"'"'"« '°' """ """^

Hoflco. Inc.: See—
Hoff. Stephen J., 4.428,184, CI. 56-295.000.

Honman. Allan C. Self-limiting pump. 4,428.478. CI. 206-315.900.
Hoffman. Charles R.: See—

Criuiford. Hayden C, Jr.; Hoffman, Charles R.; and Stephens.
Geoffrey B.. 4.429.237. CI, 307-450.000.

»«pnens.

Hoffman. Louis S.: See—

u JT'O™' ^o^ph; «nd Hoffman. Louis S., 4.428.458. CI. 182.116.000
Hoffman. Roy L

; Kempke. William G.; McCullough, John W.; Soltis,
Frank O.; and Turner, Richard T., to International Busineu Ma-
chines Corporation. Process and apparatus for interrupting and

SSwoO&X)'^"™''*'
•"••Proceuing operations. 4,429.360, CI

Hoffman. Werner, to BASF Aktiengesellschaft. Preparation of rose
°»"*e pr^ominantly containing the Z isomer. 4.429,144. CI.

Hoffmann, Christian: See—
ZoHner. Manfred; Hoffmann. Christian; and Zwicker. Eberhard,

Hoffmann. Gerhard; Graser. Fritz; and Leyrer. Reinhold J . to BASF
M^il5!lf?*"'*^*^ Organic electrophotographic recording medium.
4.429.029, CI. 430-57.000

Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.: See—
Confalone. Pasquale N.; Pizzolato, Giacomo; Uskokovic. Milan R ;

and Rouge, Marianne. 4,428.963. CI. 424-275 000
''7*/;-^«"5y '• Trybulski, Eugene J. and Walser. Armin.

4.428.878, CI. 260-245.700.

^^Vio^S^'^ }' Trybulski. Eugene J; and Walser. Armin.
4.428.879. CI. 260-245.700.

Hohn. Bemd-Robert. to Audi NSU Auto Union AG Planetary trans-
mission. 4.428.254. CI. 74-765.000.

Hohyu Rubber Co.. Ltd.: See—
Nakahira. Akitaro. 4.429.068. CI. 524-302 000

Holden-Parker. Gary. Spray apparatus. 4.428.532. CI. 239-204 000
Holl. Ingeborg: See-

Moll. Franz; and Holl. Ingeborg, 4.429.038, CI 430-510000
Holland. Gerhard: See—

Nowak. Rudolf; and Holland. Gerhard, 4,428,771. CI 75-89 000
Holland Hitch Company: See—

M«rtin. Samuel A.; and Bakker, Fredrick J.. 4.428.595. CI
*o0^3 5.000.

"ol'oway. Richard D. Drinking vessel with integral straw 4.428.490.

Holm. Per I.; Nyberg. Karl F L.; and Sodermark. Ulf A., to Telefonak-

!l'a^ iS' 0,^1?""*°" ^"'8*"0" of faulu in a telephone exchange
^»**'ilo4i C*i, i79-I8.0EE.

Holmes. Clyde A.; and Vance. Macy W., to United Sutes Steel Corpo-
ration. Insulation for a furnace member 4,428,730. CI 432-3 000

Holstrom, John R., to AMSTED Industnes Incorporated. Flowmeter
using twisting torque. 4,428,242, CI 73-861 750

Holzer. Peter, to Scintilla AG. Percuuive drill with safety interlock for
reversing gear. 4,428,438. CI. 173-48.000.

Holzhausen. Alan D.: See—
Stenstrom, Craig A ; Holzhausen. Alan D.; and Stepp, Thomas R

Jr.. 4.428.450. CI. 180-148.000.
Hom. Foo S.: See—

Ebert. William R.; Hom, Foo S.; and Kindt, Warren W . 4,428,927
CI. 424-37.000.

Homestake Mining Company: See—
Mudder. Terrance I.; and Neville. Roy G, 4.428.840. CI

Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See-
Ida. Jinsei; Hagimoto, Yoshio, and Fujita, Tsutomu. 4.428.256 CI

74-820.000.

Yamagata. Tetsuo; Sato. Morio; Ogishima. TeUuo; and Mauu-
yama. Yoji. 4.428.227. CI. 73-115.000.

Honeywell Inc.: See—
Bentsen. Louis J.. 4.428.529, CI. 236-49.000
Chynoweth. William R.. 4.429.179, CI. 174-1 17 OOM
Gelinas. Raymond C. 4.429.280. CI. 329-200000
Gelinas. Raymond C. 4.429.288, CI. 332-5 l.OOR.

Honeywell Information Systems Inc.: See—
Maccianti. Tiziano; and Zanchi. Vittorio. 4.429.361, CI

364-200.000.

Honkawa. Tadashi; Takahau. Fujiya; Yagai, Koichi; Maeda. Yoshio
and Shinden. Tetuya. to Hitachi. Ltd Fluorescence polarization
analyzer. 4.429.230. CI. 250-461.200

Hooper. John H.. to Vac-Aero International Inc. Heating element
insulating and support system 4.429,403. CI. 373-128 000.

Hooper. Robert L., to Microdyne Corporation. Frequency aaile Mtel-
lite receiver. 4,429,418, CI. 455-314.000.

Hopkins, Quentin G., to FMC Corporation Process for manufactunna
hydrogen peroxide. 4,428,922, CI 423-588.000

Horbelt, Michael: See—
Bertsch, Richard; Gunther, Dieter; Horbelt, Michael; Kraus.
Bemd; Penschuck. Jurgen; Ruppmann, Claus; and Schnurle.
Hans. 4.428.345, CI. 123-440.000.

Hori. Ichiro: See—
Hirou. Kazumi; Tsutsumi. Yotaro; Itoh. Senji; Katsura. Tadahiko;
Mauuoka. Kikuo; Hon. Ichiro; and Hayashi, Toshihiko,
4.428.494. CI. 220-270.000.

Horie. Fujio: See—
Takiguchi. Michitaka; Naganuma. Nobuyuki; and Hone, Fujio

4.428.313. CI. 112-220.000.
''

Horii. Sadashige; Imai. Hirozoh; and Hamashima. Tetsuo. to MaUushiU
Ejectnc Works. Ltd Reciprocating type electnc shaver 4.428,117.

Horn. Friedrich. Therapeutical air maltrew 4,428.087. CI 5-449 000
Horner. Ernst L.; Knolle, Jurgen C ; and Gnmm. Hans, to Saai- und
Emtetechnik GmbH. Method for the homogeneous complete encap-
sulation of individual grams of pourable material and apparatus for its
production. 4,428,973, CI 427-3 000

Horton. Paul L.; and Hideo, Okoshi. to Excelennatic Inc ; and Nippon
Seiko Kabushiki Kaisha Infinitely variable traction roller transmis-
sion. 4.428.246. CI. 74-200.000.

Hosaka, Akio: See—
Takase. Sadao; Yamamoto. Akito; Oshiage. Katsunori; and Hoaaka

Akio. 4.428,348, CI. 123-480000
Hoshi. Yoshikazu. to Hitachi. Ltd Control apparatus for electrically

controlled injection pump of diesel engine. 4,428.346, CI. 1 23-430 000
Hosoe. Kazuya: See—

Sakai. Shinji; Shinoda. Nobuhiko; KinoshiU. Takao; Hoaoe. Ka-
zuya; and Kawabata. Takuhi. 4.428.652. CI. 354-407.000.
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Hoaokawa. Minoru; Oguchi, Koichi; and Yizawa, Satoru. to Kabushiki,
Kaisha Suwa SeJkosha. Liquid crystal display system. 4,429,305. CI
340-784.000.

Hosomi, Fumio: See—
Yashiki, Tomohiro; Hosomi, Fumio; Wakahata, Yasuo; Nishino,

Atsushi; Wasa, Kiyotaka; and Katase, Masazumi. 4,428.909. CI.
422-95.000.

House, Gary E.: See—
House, Sherre D.; and House, Gary E.. 4,428,842, CI. 210-747.000.

House, Sherre D.; and House, Gary E. Well reserve pit liquor treatment
process. 4,428,842, CI. 210-747.000.

Howard, Lawrence E., to Napp Systems (USA), Inc. Apparatus and
method for removing soluble portions of a coating. 4,428,659, CI.

Howard, Richard E.; Pleibel, William; and Stolen. Roger H., to Bell
Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated. Lithographic method of
making optical fiben. 4,428,761, CI. 65-3.120

Howarth, Thomas T., to Beecham Group Limited. Antibacterial aeents
4,428.937, CI. 424-114.000.

Howell, Edward K., to General Electric Co. Bargraph displays for
sutic trip circuit breakers. 4,429,340. CI. 361-96.000.

Howell, Gary W., to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company. Fluid
handling apparatus having a fluid metering volume therein. 4,428 511
CI. 222-309.000.

Houn Corporation: See—
Kuraoka, Yasuo, 4,428,684, CI. 374-25.000.

Hsu, Jau Y.; Wedral, Elaine R.; and Klinker, William J., to Societe
D'Assistance Technique Four Produits Nestle S.A. Preparation of
sauerkraut utilizing hydrolyzed protein. 4,428,968, CI. 426-49 000

Huang. I-Der: See—
Teng. Harry H.; and Huang, I-Der, 4,429,174. CI. 585-426.000.

Hubbard. Kcvm L.; and Roth, Robert R., to Deere A Company. Agri-
cultural implement with hitch control. 4,428,435, CI. 172-328 000

Hubbell, Wayne L.: See—
Martin, Frank J.; Papahadjopoulos, Demetrios P ; and Hubbell,
Wayne L., 4,429,008, CI. 428-402.200.

Hubdean Limited: See—
Rawlins, Patrick R., 4,428,994, CI. 428-164.000

Hubel. Werner: See—
Disteldorf, Josef; Hubel. Werner; and Broschinski. Lothar.

4.429.157. CI. 564-446.000.
Hubele, Adolf; Riebli, Peter; Eckhardt, Wolfgang; and Kunz, Walter, to
Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Sulfmyl- and sulfonylacetanilidcs and their
use as microbicides. 4,428,964, CI. 424-309.000

Huber, John W.: See—

u u5".?; °f"''' ^ •
"** ""'^'' '°''" ^ M28,331, CI. 123-52.0MV.

Huber, Ulnch; and Wild, Hans-Jakob, to Givaudan Corporation. Novel

i"ii71i«"i!?
^°^ **"* preparation of a-hydroxycarbonyl compounds.

4,428,886, CI. 260-464.000.
Huch2«nneier, Hans M.. to Bremer Vulkan SchifTbau and Maschinen-

11^1^1 1

/)(^""'*"°" "'"gcment for a cargo ship. 4.428,318. CI.

Hughes Aircraft Company: See—
Giuliano. Concetto R.. 4.429.393, CI. 372-21.000.
Pastor, Ricardo C; Gorre, Luisa E.; Pastor, Antonio C; and Chew
Remedios K., 4,429,009. CI. 428-410.000.

^'^fP^' '^"on S., Jr.; and Eisenhart, Robert L., 4,429,287, CI
33I-I07.0DP.

Wong, Shi-Yin; Little, Michael J.; Margerum. J. David; Nussmeier,
Thomas A.; Calderone, Theodore; and Dellamano, Harry A
4,428,380, CI. 128-715.000.

Hughes, Raymond B.: See—

'*'^ff',c/^^ ^' ""* Hughes, Raymond B., 4.429,073, CI
324-600aXX).

Hughes Tool Company: See—
Watkins. Bruce J.. 4,428,433, CI. 166-339.000
Zahradnik, Anton F., 4,428,687, CI. 384-94000.

Hulling, Rand H., II; and Morrow, John A., to Sundstrand Data Con
trol. Inc. Instrument mounting. 4,428,123, CI. 33-313.000.

Hume, Kenneth M. Plate bending method. 4,428,215, CI. 72-133 000
Humphrey Products Company: See-

Loveless, Stanley M., 4,428,276, CI. 92-249.000.
Huperz, Adalbert; and Maasberg, Wolfgang, to Woma-Apparatebau W
Maasberg & Co. GmbH. Device for connecting a plunger at its crank
end to a connecting rod. 4,428,275, CI. 92-188.000.

Hupfer, Leopold: See—
Goetz, Norbert; Jacobs, Peter; Hupfer, Leopold; Toussamt Her-

bert; and Reiss, Wolfgang, 4,429,155, CI. 564-402.000
Hurley. Thomas J.: See—

^"d. Ir» E.; Hallquist, Lisa G.; and Hurley, Thomas J.. 4.428.871.
CI. 252-542.000.

Hurwitt, Steven D.: See— I

^'!^',^'''" " :
Hieronymi. Robert G.; and Hurwitt. Steven D.,

4,428,816, CI. 204-298.000.

"^"'ki'^''V ^- '° '^"'^ersity of Kentucky Research Foundation,
IDe. Novel method of admmistering /J-blockers and novel dosage
forms containing same. 4,428,883, CI. 424-248 510

Husslein, Gerd: See—
Seufert. Walter; Kiehs, Karl; Husslein, Gerd; Varwig, Juergen

V^?J^^ Gerhard; and Adolphi, Heinrich, 4,428.944, Cl"
424-217.000.

Hutson, pomas. Jr.; and Hann, Paul D., to Phillips Petroleum Com-
pany. Production of high-octane, unleaded motor fuel by alkylation
or isobutane with isoamylenes obuined by dehydrogenation of iso-
pentane. 4,429,173, Cl. 585-331.000.

'
-^ »

""

Hyatt, Gilbert P.: See—
Stanly. Albert L.; and Hyatt. Gilbert P., 4,429,369, Cl. 364-710.000.

Hylsa. S.A.: See—
Dominguez-Ahedo, Carlos; Lopez-Ramos, Hector; De-Gyves,

Alejandro; and Villarreal-Trevino, Juan A., 4,428.772, Cl.
75-91.000.

Hynson, Charles G. Chair for immobile patienU. 4,428,615. Cl
297-118.000.

I D. Engineering, Inc.: See—
Vandebult. Jan, 4,429,302, Cl. 340-572.000.

Ibaragi, Hideo: See—
Fukada, Shunsuke; Aihara. Kiyoshi; and Ibaragi, Hideo. 4,429,002,

Cl. 428-287.000.

Ichiryu, Ken; Watanabe, Haruo; Nakamura, Ichiro; and Akasaka,
Yoshimichi, to Hitachi, Ltd. Direct drive type servo valve. 4.428 559
Cl. 251-129.000.

Ida. Jinsei; Hagimoto. Yoshio; and Fujita, Tsutomu, to Honda Oiken
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Geneva gear apparatus for driving an index
Uble. 4.428.256. Cl. 74-820.000.

g-nmaen

Idc, Yoshiaki. to Celanese Corporation. Lightweight high performance
foams of thcrmotropic liquid crystal polymers comprising recurrins
6oxy-2-naphthoyl moieties. 4,429,060, Cl. 521-182.000.

Ide, Yoshiaki, to Celanese Corporation. Heat treated high performance
foams of thcrmotropic liquid crystal polymers. 4,429,061, Cl.
j2l-l 52.000.

Idemitsu Kosan Company Limited: See—
Nakagawa, Takashi; and Ogata. Norio, 4,429,083, Cl. 525-439,000.

Igarashi, Taizo: See—
Shimizu, Hirozumi; Kiso, Noboru; and Igaruhi, Taizo, 4,428,984.

Cl. 427-220.000.

Igarashi, Toshio: See—
Itoh, Shojiro; Murashige, Masayuki; and Igarashi, Toshio.

4,429,071, Cl. 524-569.(X».
Igel, Richard: See—

Vogel, Wolfgang; Lutz, Alfons; Igel, Richard; and Hirschberger,
August, 4,428,614, Cl. 296-224.000.

Iglesias, Ney M. Activating device for a pressurized can. 4,428,510. Cl.
222-180.000.

Ikeda. Hidenori, to Nippon Electric Co.. Ltd. Speech synthesizer
apparatus. 4,429.367, Cl. 364-513.000.

Ikeda, Shoji: See-
Sakamoto. Fumio; Ikeda, Shoji; Tsukamoto, Goro: and Uttumi.

Isamu, 4,428,806, Cl. 204-158.0HA.
Imada, Kiyoshi: See—

Ueno, Susumu; Nomura, Hirokazu; and Imada, Kiyoshi, 4,429,024.
Cl. 428-694.000. j • . . ,

Imai. Hirozoh: See—
Horii. Sadashige; Imai, Hirozoh; and Hamashima, TeUuo.

4,428,117, Cl. 30-43.910
Imbaratto, John W.: See-

Lin, Wenlii; and Imbaratto, John W., 4,429,046, Cl. 435-253.000.
Imoto, Tadashi: See—

Norou, Susumu; Kiriyama, Tsutomu; Imoto, Tadashi: and Azumi,
Toshinori, 4,429,006, Cl. 428-373.000.

Imperial Chemical Industries PLC: See-
Cogswell, Frederic N; and Swerdlow, Martin S., 4,429,078, CI.

525-165.000.

Feasey, Ronald G., 4,429,104, Cl. 528-206.000.
Punja, Nazim, 4,429,153, Cl. 562-493.000.
Sunier, Colin, 4,428,813, Cl. 204-253.000.
Whittaker, Graham, 4,429,132, Cl. 546-346.000.

Imura, Shinichi: See

—

Masuda, Yoshimichi; Watanabe, Ryuzo; Imura, Shinichi; and
Sakiyama, Kazutaka, 4,428,778, Cl. 148-11. SOP.

Inbar, Dan, to Elscint, Inc. Method of and means for improving the
resolution of a gamma camera. 4,429,226, Cl. 250-363.00S.

Indiana University Foundation: See—
Muhler, Joseph C; and Putt, Mark S., 4,428,928, Cl. 424-49.000.

Industrial Electronic Hardware:'See—
Pittman, Robert B., 4,428,640. Cl. 339-176.00M.

Industrial Tools Inc.: See

—

Bolton. James C. 4,428,265, Cl. 83-502.000.
Ing. C. Olivetti & C, S.p.A.: See—

Bovio, Michele; Sella, Lino; Berruti, Pierangelo; Gillone, Walter:
and Ceresa, Luciano, 4,428,693, Cl. 400-126.000.

Ingenious Devices Limited: See—
Willemsen, Bemardus A.; and Pamham, Ray G., 4,428,160, CI.

51-129.000.

Ingoglia, Joseph E. Self-contained guiUr amplification system.
4,428.268, Cl. 84-1.160.

» k y

Iniotakis, Nicolaos. to Kemforschungsaniage Julich Gesellschaft mit
beschrankter Haftung. Method and apparatus for filtering atomic or
molecular contaminants from a gas. 4,428,756, Cl. 55-158.000.

InomaU, Koichiro: See—
Shimanuki, Senji; and Inomata. Koichiro, 4,428,416, Cl.

164-461.000.

Inoue. Hiroshi: See

—

Komeya, Katsutoshi; Inoue, Hiroshi; Matake, Shigeru; and Endo,
Hiroshi, 4,428,916, Cl. 423-344.000.

Institut Francais du Petrole: See-
Laurent, Jean, 4.428,422, Cl. 166-212.000.
Ramet, Claude; and Rojey, Alexandre, 4,428,853, Cl. 252-67.000.

Institut National de la Sante et de la Recherche Medicale: See—
Galibert, Francis; Tiollais, Pierre; and Chamay, Patrick, 4,428.941.

Cl. 424-177.000.
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Institut Nalionale de la Sante el de la Recherche Medicale: See-
Bessis. Marcel. 4.428.669. Cl. 356-39 000

Instiiui Pasteur: See—

"cM24.'l77"oa)^'""'*''''
'''""'' ""'^ ^''"^""y' '''•'"'•''• '.42S.V41,

.

International Business Machines Corptiralion: See-
Aboelfotoh, Mohamed O, 4.429.303, Cl. 340-701 000
Berry Richard E

;
and Wilson. John H., 4,429,372. Ci. 364-900 000Bux. Werner; and Mueller, Hans R., 4.429.405, Cl 175-89 OtX)

Cannon. Jack W
, 4,428.692. Cl. 400-124 000

*^*3TS(jSr ^ ^''' """^ '^°''""' '*"'^" ^- '•'28.076, Cl

^"101-93040"" ^' ""'' ^^°'"' ^'"""" ^- '•*".2«5. Cl

Cranford. H«yden C. Jr.; Hoffman, Charles R , and S.ephens.
Geoffrey B., 4,429,237, C! 307-450.U00

4^'i^^6rci"S-2«C^'''^' "^ '*"' '"'''''"" ^-'^"'^" ^ •

Horrman. Roy L.. Kempkc. William U ; McCuHough. John W
li!^ '^;«rJl*^" °' ""'^ '^"^"'^^- Hichard T,.' 4.429,3«), Cl
.'o4-2(X).(XX).

Thorne, William D., 4,428,284. Cl 101-91040
International Flavors & Fragrances Inc.: Sec—

Boden, Richard M.. 4.429,151. Cl 560-261 000.
Hall John B; and Spreckcr. Mark A . 4.428,966, Cl 426-1000
Mookherjee, Braja D

; Trenklc, Robtri W . WollT. Robin K
111 I,"

^'^'"*'''^ ^' ""'^ Yoshida. lakao, 4,428,387, Cl'
1 3 1 -276.000.

Munteanu, Marina A., Cseko, Chnsime, Ollarzewski, Edward S
1.'? A"-fJ^''""""' ' •

"""^ Wiihycdmbe, Donald A., 4,428,869. Cl'
i5t-522.00A.

International Paper Company Sef~
BrauncT, Arnt H . 4,428,52.^, Cl 229-41 OOR

International Precision Incorporated See—
Yonezawa, Akira, 4,429,222. Cl 250-31 1 000

International Standard Electric Corporation: S<>e-
Lighty, Paul E., 4.428,646, Cl 350-96 310
Nemecsek, Ferenc; and Wiike, Elmar. 4,429,18.1, Cl 179.M()K

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation; See-
Dean. John R., 4.429,348, Cl. 361-199 0(X)
Oh, Shin M., 4,428,760, Cl. 65-2.0(X)

liilerox: See—

^"a-!\"-,^'^ J^^"' ""'^ Cakry, Jean-Claude, 4,428.914. Cl

Inui Kenichi; Kobayashi. Hisao; and Funabashi, ladao. k, Toshiba

r:42T356.cnT.5MX«^"^""''"" '""^'^'"^ '"^"'" ^--•"

'TS;^'JS,^b;crri'^,^"'"'^^"^' ''' ^'--"'^ ^'^-"

IRECO Chemicals: See-
Jessop. Harvey A

; and Funk, Albert G , 4,428.784, Cl 149-2 000
irie. Yutaka: See—

''"i<l^','i^^J"'''
'^"•"''"' ""'^ Nakamura, Minoru, 4,428.663, Cl

J33-14.00K.

<f?,h"^Jr'''
^"'""''"*^ ^'"''^"y'''^^ "'^^'d d<;nvativf 4.429.127 Cl

344-363,000.

Isao, Akihiko: See—

''t4T8"9"9,ClT7.|«'^''*''
"'"'"«"• '"'' '^""' ^^""^'''

''tT8Sb,cr;2'7.i6''2''o;;^'''''
"'"""«"^ -"'^ '""• ^'"''"'-

Isenberg Arnold O.. to Westinghouse Electnc Corp Senstir cell struc-

204-4l2''oOO^*''""'''""
"'^'" ***" ""*'"" '*"'''' '.'»2«.«17. Cl

Isenberg. Arnold O.: See—
Phillips, D Col.n, Emmerich, Werner S , Isenberg, Arnold () , and

, ,.^ P."^"-
Michael G , 4,428,905, Cl. 376-323 000

Ishibashi, Kengi; See—

I I. ^"t"',^'^y''
"""^ '"hihashi, Kengi, 4,428,402, Cl. 138-1 18 100

Kihl^xl ;.f"'^
Tominari, Noboru. to M.kum Kogyo Kabushiki

Kaisha. Ihrottle valve driving mechanism. 4,428.891, Cl 261-65 000
Isnihama, Masao: See—

''S:44t'c^JS4Z
''""'• ""' "'''''^'' ^"^"'^""'

Ishii, Yasuhiro: See—
Miyoshi, Yasushi; and Ishii, Yasuhiro, 4.428,996. Cl 428-198 000

Isner, William O.; and Smoyer. John C, to Scott Paper Company
Laminated wiper. 4.429,014, Cl 428-152 000

Isover Saini-Gohain: See—
Buck. Yves; and Delcoigne, Adricn, 4,428,898, Cl. 264-167 000

Ilek Corporation: Set-—
Harewald, James R . 4,429,31 1, ci 343-18 OOF

Ito, Akihiko; Kobayashi, Kazuhiro; Tanaka, Hisami; and Ueno, Norio

4:'429,28rCl
3^^00(1"'*'*"'"' '""' " '^^'"'^^'^ capttclor-filier

lit), Akira: See—
Irikura Tsutomu; Koga, Hiroshi; and Ito, Akira, 4,429,127 Cl

544-363 000.
lu, Hideo, Irie, Yutaka; and Nakamura, Minoru, to Minolta Camera

r^i i« . I ,w,o " ^-''^^•'"'Phoiographic copying machine 4,428.663.
«^l Jjj-I4.(XJK.

Itoh, Senji See—
Hiroia, Ka/umi, Tsutsumi, Votaro. Itoh, Scnji. Kalsura. Tadahiko

Malsuoka, Kikuo, Hon. khiro. and Hayashi, Toshihiko.'
4.428.494, Cl 220-270000

Itoh Shojiro, Murashige, Masayuki. and Igarashi, Toshio, to Sumitomo
Chemical Company, Limiied Vinyl chloride plaMist)l compositions
4,429.071. Cl 524-569 000

l(i)h, Vokichi See—
Watanabe. lomoyuki, Kaneko, Kenpr Nakamura. Tohru, Okada.

Yutaka, Okabe, Takahiro. Nagala. Minoru, Itoh. Yokichi and
loyabe, loru, 4.429.326, Cl 357-43 000

ITT Industries Inc See—
Burgdorf. JcKhen, l.ueperiz, HansHenning. and Sloka, Roberto

4,428,461, Cl 188-73 .180

Hrakc. Cyril F
. Maries, Alan, and Baleson, Paul K , 4.428,774. Cl.

106- 14 390

Iwai, Tohru See-
V()shida, Kenichi, Ono. Kimi/o, Sunago. Kaisuyoshi. Takenaka,

Shinya, and Iwai, Tohru. 4,429,1<»;, Cl 17;. 4 (no
Iwami, Isamu See—

Sakurai, Tokio, Komiya. Kyosuke, Mori, Voshihiko, Kilahama
Yoshiharu, and Iwami, Isamu. 4,429.171, Cl <68-8040(X)

Iwamura, Juinchi. lo Tokma Kanpo Phurniaciulicai Co
. I id PriKess

. I,u''^li'"'"'f
•^rH'nins and llavonoids from IcKuminous pUniN

4,428,876, C I 260-12.1 500
Iwamura, Junichi i.r--

Nakainura, Haiimc, Iwamura, Junichi. Nakajima, Voshio and
Masegawa, Masaji, 4,428,245, Cl 7.1-864 520

lyiKla, letsuo .SVi —
lamai, Masaydshi, and Ivoda, Iclsuo, 4.42'»..1I^. Cl 146-7S(XX)

J M Voiih CJmhll i.c-
Kuhn, Iru-drich. 4.428,541, Cl 242-66(XX)
Valdiviii, Juan, 4,428,5.18. Cl ;41-2'JH(XX)

J I Hiiker C htmical Company See-
Ward. Irl F

,
Hallquist, I isa Ci and Hurley, I h.unas J , 4 428 871

Cl 252-542 (XX)
.1.

Jabs, Cieri, Baal/, (iunlher, HiKk. Manfred, Hahm, Manln-d Haus
Arlur and Wcgner, Chrisi.an, 1.. Hayer Akiiengcsellsihi.d CunLcn-
iraled micr(\apsule suspensions for reaction onviim papt-rs
4,428,978, Cl 427. 1 50 (XX) ' '^ "^

'^

Jucks4)n. Keith I
. to I ukens Cieneral Imluslru-s, Im Radial .ulc rail

way truck 4,428.101. Cl I()5-16M(XXI

Jacobs, IVlfr .SV,'

(i<K-l/. Norbert, Jacobs, Peter, Mupfci, Leopold loussaini Her
hen, and Reiss, Wolfgang, 4,424. 1 ^^. Cl 564.402 (KX)

Jacschke. James R
,
and Rulchik, Walter I . to F:at<)n Corp,>ration AC

Iransisior switch with nven urrcnt proitvlion 4 42'' Ug fl
.161-43 (XX)

... VI

,

Juhnle. Herbert A, to Hudd Company. The I roni and iiar energy
absorbing structures for .1 four passenuir ^ehiili- 4 428^44 Cl
280-784 (XX)

.
. .

vi

Jainieson, John W
,
to (^ume Corporation fartridgf with selfailjuMinK

pressure roller and end ol ritibtm ilfti\tioii means 4 428 0''^ Cl
4(X)-24') (XX)

Janome Sewing Machine Co I til .S,r-
Saiio. Yasuro, 4,428,111, Cl 112 lfi8(X)A

Janssen. Thomas H r(K)thhrush 4,428,041, Cl l5 1h7(XIA
Jasir/ebski, 1 ubomir I

,
and lagowski, Ja.ek. to RCA C<wp..rali..n

Method for delerminmn oxygen content in semicondutinr material
4,424,047, Cl 436-4 (XX)

Jenn-Air Corporation See-
Field, Thomas R , 4,428,157, Cl 126-244 (X)R

Jersey Nuclear-Avco Isotopes, Inc .V»r-
Avicola, Kenneth, 4,424.401, Cl 171 l2tXX)

Jessop, Harvey A
,
and I unk, Albert Ci , to IRI.CO Cht-mkaK DlaMin^;

compositions containing sodium nitrate 4,428.784. Cl 144-2 (XX)

Jidosha Kiki Co . ltd See
Masuda. Naosuke. lohisawa, Yoshio, and I uiii, ladaaki 4 4''h «44

Cl 137-625 220
Johansson, Bengi See—

Ciru/ling. Joe, Johansson, Bengt, Krinoncn, Arno, Rev ill, C'()lin
and I.askow, Vlodek, 4,428,735, Cl 44<)-760(X).

John Wyeth and Brother Limited .See—
Cavalla, John F

, and Wylhc, Michael G , 4.428 954 Cl
424-261 (XX)

Johnson, James H Cartridge maga/me 4.428,117. Cl 42-50 (XX)
Johnson & Johnv)n Baby Products Company .See—

Crislofolo. Angelo R , 4,428,477, Cl 206-2 10 OCX)
Johnson, Lars See—

Persson, Goran, and Johns<m, Lars, 4,428,680. Cl 166-246 000

Johnst)n Matthey A Co
, Limited .See— —

Day, Joseph C)
, 4,428,768. Cl 7.^10(X)R

Johnson, Robert M
. and Melling. LImer M . to National Gypsum

Company Reinforced cement sheet product containing no asbestos
(or rabricating on haischek machine 4,428,775, Cl 106-90 000

^'M2M3rCT"72"l7f(xJ)
""'^ '^'**" ^"^ '"'^"'"« '"""'"'^

Johnston, James S
, to Rosemouni Engineering Company Limited

IJillerenlial pressure measuring apparatus 4,428.214 Cl 71-705 (XX)
Jones l:d win R

,
Jr Calhey, I.eCnnte, and Mcl.aurin, A Porter, toCJM Associates Lhree-dimensional display methods using vertically

aligned points of origin 4.424,328, Cl 358-88 (XX)

10-18 OCi m
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Jones, Henry B , to Texaco Inc Fluid catalytic cracking 4.428,822, CI
208-76.000.

Jones, Leon; and Wilcox, Orland W . to Protection, Inc Breathing
valve. 4,428,392, CI. 137-102.000

Jones, Paul. Jr., to Kayser-Roth Corporation. Molded shoe sole con-
struction. 4,428,129, CI. 36-245.000

Jordan, C Wane; and Walker, John W . to Banquet Foods Corporation
Chicken weighing apparatus. 4,428.179, CI 53-502 000

Jorgensen. Neal A.: See—
DeLuca, Hector F ; Schnoes, Heinnch K.; and Jorgensen, Neal A ,

4,428,946, CI 424-236.000.

Jorgensen, Robert W , to Harvey Hubbell Incorporated Gangable
housing. 4,428,492, CI 220-3 940

Joun, Chong-Long Water control device for flush toilet. 4,428,084. CI
4-407.000.

Juhola, Mauno O. Procedure and means for providing a vertical drain
in the bottom of a water body 4,428,699, CI 405-50.000

Julius, Robert P.; Dwan, William E , and Tullar, Albert F., to Nice-Pak
Products, Inc. Dispenser for moist towelettes. 4.428.497. CI
220-339.800.

Junghans. Rudi; and Beisel. Hermann, to Heidelberger Druckmas-
chinen Aktiengesellschaft Device for axially reciprocating an inking-
unit roller of a rotary printing machine 4,428,290, CI 101-348.000

Jurchenko, Alexandr F. See—
Teplinsky. Anatoly D.; Jurchenko, Alexandr F . and Yarovinsky.

Grigory A , 4.428.414, CI 164-158000
Jury. Anthony W.; and Pitt. Geoffrey J . to Coal Industry (Patents)

Limited. Apparatus and method for assessing the concentration of
mineral matter in coal-derived liquids 4,429,410. CI. 378-53 000.

Kabat. Jules M
, and Beggs, James H , to R'^bcrtshaw Controls Com-

pany Two-way AC power line communications system. 4,429,299.
CI. 340-3 10 OOR

I

Kabushiki Kaisha Gemvac: See—
Sakuma. Shinzo, Yanagisawa. Hifumi; Tokuhata, Kazuo and
Miyagawa, Hiroshi, 4,429,197, CI 200-144 OOB.

Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho: See—
Shimizu, Yoshiaki, 4,428.330, CI 123-41.350.
Taki, Hiroyuki; Mizuguchi. Hidenon; and Ota, Hiroshi, 4,428,621.

CI. 303-13.000.

Kabushiki Kaisha Meidensha: See—
Sakuma, Shinzo; Yanagisawa. Hifumi; Tokuhata. Kazuo and
Miyagawa, Hiroshi, 4.429,197. CI. 200-I44.00B

Kabushiki. Kaisha Suwa Seikosha: See—
Hosokawa. Minoru. Oguchi, Koichi, and Yazawa, Satoru

4.429.305. CI 340-784.000.

Kanai. Masao; and Koshiro, Hirotomo, 4,428.802, CI 204-43 OON
Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha & Epson Corporation See—

Yajima. Torao; and Gomi. Yoshifumi. 4.429,268, CI 318-696 000
Kabushiki Kaisha Takemi: See—

Yoshida. Takashi, 4.428.147. CI. 46-1 OOR
Kahle, Horst: See—

Stiefel, Christian; Friedrichs. Josef. Marsella. Gino; and Kahic
Horst, 4,428.565, CI. 2679 OCA

Kajetanczyk. Franz: See—
Zellerhoff, Robert. Zander. Maximilian; and Kajc-tanc/vk, Fran/

4.429.172. CI 585-241 000
Kakeno. Sadao: See—

I'mezawa, Michio; Naruse. Osamu; Furukawa. Tatsuya; Ohori.
Tamio, Furukawa, Isokazu; and Kakeno, Sadao. 4.429.317 CI
346-75000.

Kakizoe. Masahiro See—
Mori, Teijiro; Masuda, Shigeru, Okado. Hiroyuki; Kakizoe.

Masahiro; and Sako, Yuji, 4.429,198, CI 2(X)-144 00R
Kalaus, Gyorgy: See—

Szantay. Csaba. Szabo, Lajos; Kalaus. Gyorgy; Dancsi. Lajos;
Keve. Tibor. Karpati, Egon. and Szporny. Laszio, 4.428,877. CI
260-244.400.

Szantay. Csaba; Szabo. Lajos, Kalaus. Gyorgy; Keve, Tibor;
Dancsi. Lajos; Galambos. Janos; Vezekenyi. Ferenc, and Acs,
Tibor. 4.429.129. CI. 546-70.000.

Kali-Chemie Aktiengesellschaft: See— I

Willenberg, Heinnch; Hellberg. Karl-Heinz; and Zschiesche.
Heinz, 4,428,920, CI 423-465.000.

Kalokhe, Shivdas, to Ex-Cell-O Corporation. Micro-adjusting cartridge
for cutting tool. 4.428.704. CI 408-156.000.

Kaluschke. Thomas: See—
Boie. Immo; Peters, Manfred, and Kaluschke. Thomas, 4,429.011.

CI. 430-237.000.

Kam, Lit-Yam, and Olsson. Billy E.. to AMP Incorporated. Multi-con-
Uct connectors for closely spaced conductors. 4,428,636, CI 339-
97.00P.

Kamberg, Eduard, to New Super Laundry Machinery Co. Inc Heat
exchanger for flatwork ironer's 4,428,133, CI. 38-44 000

Kaminow, Ivan P.. See—
Glass. Alastair M ; Kaminow, Ivan P.; and Olson. Donald H

4,428,644. CI 350-96.140.
Kaminski. Sunley X.. to Siemens Corporation. Special character se-
quence detection circuit arrangement. 4,429,387. CI 370-1 10. 100

Kamioka, Masaru: See—
Takatsu, Yukihiro; Yamamoto, Shoichi; and Kamioka. Masaru,

4,428,261, CI. 81-434000
Kammiller, Neil A , to Reliance Electric Company Synchronizing

circuit for use in paralleled high frequency power supplies. 4.429.233,
^1. jKj /•o7,UUU.

Kamon Yoshoyuki. and Yokoyama. Yoshihiro, to Sony Corporation
Earphone. 4.429.194, CI. I79-182.00R

Kamp. Ewald A , to Union Carbide Corporation. Film-tape-closure
device slot cast integrated interlocking structure and extrusion
method 4,428.788, CI. 156-66.000.

Kampe, Wolfgang: See—
Fnebe, Walter-Gunar; Kampe, Wolfgang; Roesch, Egon; and

Wilhelms, Otto-Henning, 4.428,955, CI. 424-267.000.
Kamstrup-Larsen, Jorgen, to Superfos Glasuld A/S. Plate-shaped

insulation member and a method for manufacturing such a member.
4.428,991. CI. 428-44.000.

Kanai, Karoly: See—
Tomoskozi. Istvan; Szekely. Istvan; Kanai, Karoly; Gyori. Peter;

and Kovacs, Gabor, 4.429.123. CI. 542-426.000.
Kanai, Masao; and Koshiro. Hirotomo, to Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa

Seikosha; and Nisshin Kasei Kabushiki Kaisha. Palladium-nickel
alloy electroplating and solutions therefor. 4,428.802. CI. 204-43.00N.

Kanai, Ryokichi, to Clarion Co., Ltd. Video cipher processing system.
4.429,331, CI. 358-124.000.

Kanai. Takao: See—
Chaki, Takao; WaUnabe. Nobuaki; and Kanai, Takao. 4,428.322.

CI. 116-261.000.

Kanebo Ltd.: See-
Sakamoto, Fumio; Ikeda, Shoji; Tsukamoto. Goro; and Utsumi,

Isamu, 4,428,806, CI. 204-I58.0HA.
Kaneko, Hideki: See—

Kimpara, Nobuyuki; Kaneko, Hideki; and Moriva, Yoshifumi,
4.428,726, CI. 431-78.000.

Kaneko, Kenji: See—
Watanabe, Tomoyuki; Kaneko, Kenji; Nakamura. Tohru; Okada,

Yutaka; Okabe, Takahiro; Nagata, Minoru; Itoh, Yokichi; and
Toyabe. Toru, 4,429,326, CI. 357-43.000.

Kaneko, Takashi; and Shidara, Tokihiko, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki
Kabushiki Kaisha. Gas laser tube. 4,429,399, CI. 372-65.000.

Kjnngiesser, Karl-Werner: See—
Hausler, Michael; and Kanngiesser, Karl-Werner, 4,429,357, CI.

363-68.000.

Kao Soap Co . Ltd.: See—
Yasuda. Yutaka; Tsuchihashi, Kiyoshi; and Nishimura, Toshiro,

4.428.884. CI. 260-404.500.

Kapicak, Louis A.: See—
Abatjoglou, Anthony G.; and Kapicak, Louis A., 4,429,161, CI.

568-14 000.

Kaplinsky, Cecil H.. to U.S. Philips Corporation. Communication
system having an information bus and circuits therefor 4,429,384, CI.
370-85 000.

Karpati, Egon: See—
Szantay, Csaba; Szabo, Lajos; Kalaus. Gyorgy; Dancsi, Lajos;
Keve. Tibor; Karpati, Egon; and Szporny, Laszio, 4,428,877, CI.
260-244.400,

Karrer. Friedrich; Berner, Godwin; and Rody, Jean, to Ciba-Geigy
Corporation. Process for curing stoving lacquers. 4,429,077, CI.
525-143000.

Kashio, Toshio. to Casio Computer Co. Ltd. Date display device.
4,428,681, CI. 368-21.000

Kasik. James E.; Qurnell, Frank D.; and Dennison, David K., to Gen-
eral Electnc Company. Fuel rod fission gas crimping arrangement
and method 4,428,903. CI. 376-261.000.

Kaspar, Melvin C. to Ardco, Inc. Hold-open mechanism for refriger-
ated display cabinet having cooperating spring and lobed plate.

4,428,096. CI. 16-335.000.

Kasprzyk. Marlon Z See—
Doubek. Edward R.. and Kasprzyk, Marlon Z.. 4,429,271, CI.

324-60.0CD.
Kassai Kabushikikaisha: See—

Kassai, Kenzou, 4,428.598. CI 280-644.000.
Kassai. Kenzou, to Kassai Kabushikikaisha. Baby carriage. 4,428,598,

CI. 280-644.(XX).

Kastura. John L : See—
Luckman. James E.; Kastura, John L ; and Voreis, Thomas L.,

4.429,365, CI. 364-431.080.

Kasugayama, Yukio: See—
Hatton, Yoshihumi; Terasawa, Koji; and Kasugayama, Yukio,

4.429.320, CI. 346-14O.00R.
Kataoka. Yoshitaka. to Komori Printing Machinery Co.. Ltd. Paper

delivery apparatus for use in rotary printing presses 4.428,574, CI.
271-307.000.

Katase, Masazumi: See—
Yashiki, Tomohiro; Hosomi, Fumio; Wakahata, Yasuo; Nishino,

Aisushi; Wasa, Kiyotaka; and Katase, Masazumi, 4,428,909, CI.
422-95.000

Kato, Eiichi; Ohki. Nobutaka; and Ogawa, Junkichi, to Fuji Photo Film
Co

, Ltd Black and white photographic materials. 4,429,035, CI
430-402 000.

Kato, Masayuki: See—
Ueda, Ikuo; Kato, Masayuki; and Nagano, Masanobu, 4,429,126, CI

544-250.000.

Kato, Shunichi; and Aikawa, Tetsuo, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabu-
shiki Kaisha. Device for measuring the imbalance of an object.

4.428,225, CI. 73-65.000.

Katsura, Tadahiko: See—
Hirota, Kazumi; Tsutsumi, Yotaro; Itoh, Senji; Katsura, Tadahiko;

Matsuoka, Kikuo; Hon, Ichiro; and Hayashi, Toshihiko,
4,428,494. CI. 220-270.000.

Kawa, Franz: See—
Schwenzfeier, Werner; and Kawa, Franz, 4,428,737, CI. 464-28.000
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Kawabata, Takashi: See—
Sakai, Shinji, Shinoda, Nobuhiko, Kinoshita, Takao; Hosoe. Ka

zuya; and Kawabata. Takashi, 4.428.652, CI. 354-407 000Kawai, Hisasi: See—
Odogaki. Takaharu; Kawai. Hisa.si; Matsui. Takeshi. Hatton. Kyoand Sakurai. Kazuhiro. 4.428.558, CI 251-65 000

Kawakami, Kiyoshi: See—

Kay. David B, to Xerox Corporation. Optical scanning system withwavelength shift correction 4.428.643. CI 350- 17 10

y429'^iSo. Cl.'37^"95'Sa^'"*'^°'"
'^"""*" ^""«y Authonty Lasers

Kayros. Richard: See—

^l'77'*l'8"'000^""°"'
""'^ ^''^'°^' ^"'*'"'^- '•'»28-'^. CI

Kayser-Roth Corporation: See—
Jones. R»ul, Jr.. 4.428,129. CI 36-245.000

Keane, JohnM.; and Zopf. Richard F.. to General Electnc CompanyDry film resists 4.429.034. CI 430-271 000
Keddie. Burton G.. to Hempe Manufactunng Co. Miter saw havine a

swivel handle. 4,428.266, CI. 83-767.000.
*

'^?28- 127*0^" ^ Insertion unit for a vaginal diaphragm. 4,428.370, CI

Keeton. John H. Automatic sleeve making 4,428.315, CI 1 12-262 300
Keinonen, Amo: See—

Gruzling. Joe; Johansson. Bengt; Keinonen. Arno; Revill. Colin;
and Laskow, Vlodek, 4.428.735, CI. 440-76000

Keith, Alec D to Key Pharmaceuticals. Inc Sustained release glycerol
trinitrate. 4.428,925, CI 424-19 000.

g'y<-croi

Keith Alec D. to Key Phannaceuticals. Inc Sustained relea.se propran-
olol system. 4,428,926, CI. 424-19.000

Kekish, George 1; and Xieu, Diep V,. to Nalco Chemical Company
Phosphated alumina as slag modifier. 4.428.310. CI 110-342 000

Keller, Felix: See—

^'^"l^^)^" *^' ^''^^"- P*=''*; »"<! "«""'• Max, 4.428,679 CI
366-141.000.

Keller, G. James: See—

K.\Z°^^T' ^c'."^ °r' "l*^
'^''""' " '»'"^- *-«9.219. CI 250-229 000

Keller, Willy. Stops for lines. 4.428.143. CI 43-44 900
Kelly. Jonathan S.: See—

Eagles, Brian A.; and Kelly. Jonathan S.. 4.428.619, CI 299-81 (KX)
Kelsey-Hayes Company: See—

Rozmus, Walter J., 4.428,906, CI. 419-48 000
Kemmner, Ulrich. to Robert Bosch GmbH. Device for controlling at

12^585 OX)
"" •^'ameter in a control line. 4,428.356. CI.

Kemnade, Jorg: See—

Kempke, William G.: See—
HofTman, Roy L.; Kempke, William G.; McCullough. John W
S-'loOOOo" '

'""^ '^""'"' ^'"^"'^ T' 4.429.360. Cl'

Kendall Company, The: See—
McAvinn. James D.; and Li, Felipe S., 4,428,488, CI. 21 1-181 000Kennecott Corporation; See—

*iiioiuuu

Marshall, David W.. 4,428,989, Cl. 428-35 000

Th"e'^Phi^^''.''
^' ""'^ G"haniyog,, Suhas. to University of Akron.

Cl 528 98 OOO*"""'""
^^^"""^ ""'^ «PO»'« therefrom 4.429.099.

Kennedy, Maurice E.: See—

'^35O-289°00o'
^' ""'^ '^''"""•y' '^''""" ^- 4.428.649. Cl

"^b^" £7 ^' '° ^"""ghouse Electnc Corp. Microprocessor-

364382 000
""'""«'""^"' terminal with reset. 4.429,366, Cl

Kenny, Andrew A.: See—

^'mTno^^"''^
^

'

"""^ "^"""y* '^"'^''=* ^- '•'28,393. Cl

^l2&6foOO^' ^' '""^ "^""^^ '^""^''^* ^' ^'28-^53. Cl

Keraforschungsaniage Julich Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung:

Iniotakis. Nicolaos, 4.428,756, Cl. 55- 1 58.000.
Kerr, James S. Optical illusion chamber 4,428,575 Cl 272-8 OOR
Ketterer, Stanley J., to Singer Company, The. Loop positioning ar-

1120^*000
'' '^'"'"* '°°'^' **'*''"* ""'Chine 4.428.312 Cl

Keve, Tibor; See—

^"tP^tl' -ft^^^"^- y'°'' '^*'""*- Gyorgy; Oancsi. Lajos.

2^244 1^^' ^"^'"'' ^«°"' '"'^ Szporny. Laszio. 4.428.877. Cl

Szantay, Csaba; Szabo, Lajos; Kalaus. Gyorgy Keve Tibor

Key Pharmaceuticals. Inc.: See-
Keith, Alec D.. 4,428,925, Cl. 424-19 000
Keith, Alec D., 4,428.926. Cl. 424-19.000

Kiehs. Karl: See—
Seufert, Walter, Kiehs. Karl; Husslein. Gerd; Varwig. Juergen

424Tl7oOO
"^"'^' ""** Adolphi. Heinrich. 4.428.944, Cl!

Kihira, Masafumi Sec—

",'"/,".^ J"''"^"*''
•'•"''"hita. Toshio. and Kihira, Masafumi.

4.428,406, Cl 140-105 000
Kim, Jin K

,
to RCA Corporation Mcihod of making an array of series

connected s<ilar cells on a single substrate 4,428,110 Cl 29.S7'>00()
Kim. Manjin J

,
and Chi>w, Tat-Sing P , to General Electric Company

^!^!^„'^,'",''^J-'°",''"^'"''
structures and method of making same

4.429,011. Cl 428-450 0(XJ

Kimpara. Hidenon .S>«'—

Gaku. Mono, Nagai. Syunichi Kimpara, Hidenon. and Ayano
Satoshi, 4.429.112, Cl 528-422 000

Kimpara. Nobuyuki; Kaneko, Hideki; and Monya. Yoshifumi, to Mm-
in 7B

,7]^^'"^" '"'^"''"'«' Co
,
Ltd Burner apparatus 4,428,726. Cl

^.' I - /o (I(XJ

Kimura, Akira, Ishihama, Masao; and Hayakawa, Voshika/u to Nissan
Motor Co

,
Ltd Motor vehicle equipped with engine noise emission

preventing device 4,428,446. Cl 180-54()OA
Kindt, Warren W See—

Eben, William R Horn, F(xi S , and Kindt, Warren W 4 428 927
Cl 424-37 (XW

King Charles H, to Boeing Company. The Lightning proie.tii.n for

^!, ll^.ww "'•'^ composite material of an aircraft 4.42^.141 Cl
.'ft I - 1 1 7 (XX)

King. Henry R See—
Bis,sett. Noel L

,
and King. Henry R , 4,428,504. Cl 2::-«i< 000

King John R Comptisition for treating acne, method of manufactunng

424-93 '(xT"""""'
""'^ "'«^'h^>d "f treating skin 4,428.9.11, Cl

King, Michael See—
Cope. Raymond, and King, Michael, 4.4:x.h31, Cl U2I'J4 000

Kinoshita. I akao See—
Sakai. Shinii, Shinoda, Nohuhiko. Kinoshiia. Takaii Hovk- Ka

/uya. and Kawabata, lakashi. 4.4:K.fiS;, Cl 1^4-407 (XX)
Kinoshita. loshio i.v—

"TS4o^:n';i;)-,!^';;;!""'
'"^''" ^"^ ^'^-- ^-f"-'

Kiontz Corporation See—
Nagashima, Akira, 4,428,815, Cl 210-172 (XXI

Kipp Ronald W to Re a Corporation 1 racking filler system for use
with a FM/CW radar 4.429.309.0 .143-7 OPI

Kinyama. Tsutomu .See—
Norota. Susumu, Kinyama. Tsutomu, Imolo, Tadashi and A/umi
Toshinon, 4,42<J.0O6, Cl 428-373 0(X)

Kirkpainck, Jhomas L Exercising device 4,428, ^7« C'l 27-'ll6(xX)
Kisfaludy, Lajos. Nyeki nee Kupnna. Olga. Schon, Istvan, Denes,

Las/lo, Ember, Julia. Hajos, Gyorgy. S/porny. Laszio, and Szende,
Hela. to Richter C.edeon Vegyeszcti Oyar Rt Peptides affecting the

^rnf ()Oo"
"" ""'^ " process for their preparation 4.428.938, Cl

"^ts 4.'42t'2V)! a'?l(M5Txi?'""
""'" '"'' ^"' ''^'"^"' "fP"'"

Kis<i. Nohoru See—
Shimizu. Hirozumi. Kivi, NoNiru. and Igarashi, Taizo, 4,428 984

Cl 427-220000
Kitahama, Yoshiharu See—

Sakurai Tokio. Komiya, Kyosuke; Mon, Yoshihiko Kitahama
Yoshiharu; and Iwami, Isamu. 4,429,171, Cl 568-804 (XX)

Klaij, Henn F See—

"
4%T9b7'*CI "422"

I «X)'^'
""*^''"'

' '"'* '''"'• """ '" •

Klauke, Erich: See—
Baasner Bernd. Klauke, Erich, Hagemann. Hermann, and Kuhle

F.ngelbert, 4.429.154. Cl 564-278 0(X)
Kleber. Rolf, and Plabst. Dieter, to Hoechsl AktiengeselKhaft Dress-

ing agents for synthetic fibers and their use 4.428.84ft Cl 212-8 800
Kleiner, Walter to Slaeubli Ltd Pick-finding mechanism with creeping
speed 4.428,404. Cl 139-1 OOE

Klinger. John C
,
and Nesbit. Grayle S , to Atlanta Richfield Company

Recessed astragal for double door 4.428.151, Cl 44- 16ft (XX)
Klinker, William J See-

Hsu. Jau Y
.
Wedral. Elaine R and Klinker, Willmm J 4 428 9ftj(

Cl 426-49 000
Kl(x.kner-Humbt)ldt-Deutz AG See—

Deussner. Herbert, Herchenbach, Horst, Rames^.hl, Huhen and
Breidenstein, Wolfgang. 4.428,727, Cl 41 1- 182 000

Klomp Edward D, to Cieneral Motors Corporation Engine with
variable flow controlled ceHular intake p«)n 4 428 114 Cl 121
188,OOM

Klotz. Helmut See—
Dinger. Hans, and Klotz, Helmut. 4,428,192, Cl 60-606 000

Knell, Harvey A . to Caterpillar Tractor Co Load carrying structure
and method of manufacture therefor 4.428.171 Cl 52-731000

Knight. John C See—
Wovcha, Merle G; Knight, John C, and C}arcia. Alfred B

4.429.041. Cl 435-58 000
Knolle, Jurgen C See—

Horner, Ernst L
; Knolle, Jurgen C . and CJnmm, Hans 4 428 971

Cl 427-3 000
Kobata. Yoshihiro. to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha Thennal transfer
pnnter 4.429.318, Cl .146-760PH

>r.nsier

Kobayashi. Hisao See—
Inui, Kenichi; Kobayashi. Hisao; and Funabashi, Tadao 4 429 356

Cl .363-56 000
Kobayashi, Kazuhiro See—

Ito. Akihiko; Kobayashi. Kazuhiro, Tanaka. Hisami. and Ueno
Nono, 4.429.281, Cl 330-9 000
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Kobayishi, Kiyoaki; and Kumasaka, Taiichi, to Hitachi Koki Company.
Holder for supporting a roury cutting blade. 4,428,120, CI
30-390.000.

Kobayashi, Satoru; and Matsue. Shigeki, to Nippon Electric Co.. Ltd.
Consecutive addressing of a semiconductor memory. 4.429.375, CI
365-240.000.

Kobayashi, Tetuo; and Hirai, Syoichi, to Nippon Cable System, Inc
Wire-driving device for window regulator. 4,428,542. CI. 242-54.00R

Kobayashi. Toshiaki: See—
Murai, Koichi; Kobayashi, Toshiaki; and Fujiuni. Kango,

4,429.140. CI. 549-370.000.

Koch, Charlotte M. Feeding bowl and liner therefor. 4.428.325. CI
119-61.000.

Koch Process Systems. Inc.: See—
. Ryan. James M.; and O'Brien. John V.. 4,428.759, CI. 62-17.000.

Koch, Tad H.; and von Trebra, Robert J., to University Patents, Inc.

Subilizer of organic dye lasers. 4,428,859. CI. 252-301.170.

Kockler. Barry C: See—
Davis, James W.; DuVall, Dale R.; and Kockler. Barry C.

4.429,333. CI. 358-293.000.

Kodama, Masayuki; and Takano. Toshio, to Fuji Jukogyo Kabushiki
Kaisha. Automatic transmission with overdrive device. 4,428,253, CI
74-688.000.

Kodama, Yasuhisa: See—
Ohara, Takezi; and Kodama, Yasuhisa, 4,429.241, CI. 310-51.000.

Koebemick, Wolfgang; and Furtwangler, Hans-Rolf, to Bayer Aktien-
gesellschaf^. Process for the production of known and new 6-amino-
6-desoxy-2,3-0-isopropylidene-a-L-sorbofuranose derivatives, and
intermediate products of the process. 4.429.117, CI. 536-17 200.

Kochler, Raymond A.; and Hanson, Bernard M., to UOP Inc. Well
screen end fitting assembly and method of making same 4.428,423,
CI. 166-231.000

Koemer, Robert F.: See—
ChasUng, Jean C. A.; and Koemer, Robert P. 4,428.676. CI

356-354.000.

Koga, Hiroshi: See—
Irikura, Tsutomu; Koga. Hiroshi; and Ito. Akira, 4,429.127, CI

544-363.000.

Kohl, Franz; Schnegg, Anton; and Lener, Karl, to Wacker-Chemi-
tronic Gesellschaft fur Electronik-Grundstoffe mbH. Process for
polishing indium phosphide surfaces. 4,428,795, CI. 156-636.000.

Kohler, Karl A., to Container Corporation of America. Automatically
erecuble liquid-tight tray. 4,428,500, CI. 220-462.000.

Kohn. Henri A.; and Spahn, Hugo, to Baltek Corporation. Structural
laminate with expanded wood core. 4,428,993, CI. 428-1 17.000.

Kohyama, Katsahisa; SakaU. Katsuyuki; and Ono, Shmji, to Mitsubishi
Chemical Industries, Limited. Method for preparation of aromatic
polyester-polycarbonate. 4,429,103, CI. 528-176.000.

Kolasa, Michael J.: See—
Falkowski, Edmund W.; and Kolasa, Michael J , 4,428,294, CI

102-444.000.

Kolpin, Barbara E.; and Brownlee, David C, to Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Company Sheet product conuining sorbent particu-
late matenal. 4,429,001, CI. 428-283.000.

Komeya, Katsutoshi; Inoue, Hiroshi; Matake, Shigeru; and Endo.
Hiroshi, to Tokyo Shibaura Electric Company Limited. Method of
making a-silicon nitnde powder. 4,428,916, CI. 423-344.000.

Komiya, Kyosuke: See—
Sakurai, Tokio; Komiya, Kyosuke; Mon, Yoshihiko; Kitahama.

Yoshiharu; and Iwami, Isamu, 4,429,171, CI. 568-804.000
Komori Printing Machinery Co., Ltd.. See—

Kataoka, Yoshiuka, 4,428.574, CI. 271-307.000
Komula, Raymond W. Environmental heating system. 4,428,363, CI

126-439.000.

Koneval, Donald J.: See—
Eisele, Walter H.; Krueger, Helmut H. A.; Lajos, Robert E.; and

Koneval, Donald J., 4,428,976, CI. 427-96.000.
Konig, Helmut. Dough molding machine 4,428,721, CI. 425-136.000
Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd.: See—

Masuda, Keiji; Fujiwara, Shinobu; and Matsumoto, Kenichi,
4,428,661, CI. 355-3.0DD.

Konwitza, Vladimir: See—
Wittmann, Heinz; and Konwitza, Vladimir. 4,428,597, CI

280-626.000.

Koppers Company, Inc.: See—
Leston, Gerd, 4,429,168, CI. 568-755.000
Leston, Gerd, 4.429,169, CI. 568-756.000.
Lovell, Robert L., 4,429,170, CI. 568-761.000.

Kopsco, M. Alan; See—
Markow, Edward G.; and Kopsco, M. Alan, 4,428,411, CI, 152-

330.0RF.
Korbelak, Kenneth N.; and Masterson, Joseph B., to GK Technologies,

Incorporated. Cable accumulator. 4,428,645, CI. 350-96.200.
Koshar, Robert J., to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co Cyclic

perfluoroaliphaticdisulfonimides as polymerization caulvsts.
4,429,093, CI. 526-205.000.

Koshiro, Hirotomo: See—
Kanai, Masao; and Koshiro, Hirotomo, 4,428,802, CI. 204-43.00N

Kosters, Walter C. G., to Shell Oil Company. Process for simultaneous
separation of aromatics from heavy and light hydrocarbon streams.
4.428,829, CI. 208-314.000.

Kothmann, Richard E., to Westinghouse Electnc Corp. Minimum loss
multilayer electrical winding for induction heating. 4.429.206, CI
219-10.790

Kovacs, Gabor: See

—

Tomoskozi, Istvan; Szekely, Istvan; Kanai, Karoly; Gyori, Peter;

and Kovacs. Gabor, 4,429,123, CI. 542-426.000.
Kovalovsky, Oscar. Line guide for fishing rods. 4,428,141, CI.

43-24.000.

Koyama, Kazumi: See

—

Fukushima, Toshiuka; Koyama, Kazumi; and Ueno, Kouji,
4,429,388, CI. 371-21.000.

Koyama, Kenzi: See—
Higashi, Mitsuo; Morita, Jyun-ichi; Koyama, Kenzi; and Yoshida,

Mitsuo, 4.429,021, CI. 428-629.000.
Kraftwerk Union Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Kuhnel. Roland. 4.428,904, CI. 376-283.000.
Vouva, Erwin; Stipsits, Gunter; and Sommer, Richard, 4,428,236,

CI. 73-587.000.

Kramer, Pieter: See

—

Lambot, Honore J.; Fliervoet, Maria J. H.; and Kramer. Pieter,

4,428,602. CI. 285-239.000.

Kramer. Wolfgang; Buchel. Karl H.; Stetter, Jorg; Frohberger, Paul-
Ernst; and Brandes, Wilhelm, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft Combat-
ing fungi with fluorinated 1-azolylbutane derivatives. 4,428,949, CI.
424-245.000.

Kraus, Bemd: See

—

Bertsch, Richard; Gunther, Dieter; Horbelt, Michael; Kraus,
Bemd; Penschuck, Jurgen; Ruppmann, Claus; and Schnurle,
Hans, 4.428,345, CI. 123-440.000.

Kraus, Richard B.; and Musschoot, Albert, to General Kinematics
Corporation. Vibratory apparatus. 4,428,476, CI. 198-764.000.

Krause, Richard J., to AC&R Components, Inc. Oil control system and
regulator. 4,428,208, CI. 62-192.000.

Kraushaar, Stephen N., to Mills Fur Farm Supply, Inc. Fleshing ma-
chine. 4,428,210, CI. 69-46.000.

Krautheim, Preston D.: See

—

Zudkevitch. David; Belsky, Stephen E.; and Krautheim, Preston
D, 4,428,798, CI. 203-18.000.

Kronenberg, Klaus J., to Trig International, Inc. Fluid treatment de-
vice. 4,428,837, CI. 210-222.000.

Krones Aktiengesellschaft Hermann Kronseder Maschinenfabrik: See—
Gau, George; and Pesold, Erwin, 4,428,474, CI. 198-394.000.

Krotz, Kenneth J., to Western Electric Company, Inc. Process for
treating spent fluids to recover copper and copper oxide. 4,428,773,
CI. 75-117.000.

Krueger, Helmut H. A.: See—
Eisele, Walter H.; Krueger, Helmut H. A.; Lajos, Robert E.; and

Koneval, Donald J., 4,428,976, CI. 427-96.000.

Krzeminski, Melvin L., to G. D. Searle & Co. Intrauterine contracep-
tive loading device and method. 4,428,371. CI. 128-130.000.

Kubo, Seiji; and Ishibashi, Kengi, to Kubo Sekkei, Ltd. Method and
apparatus for closing one end of shirred synthetic casing stick and
shirred synthetic casing sticks closed. 4,428,402, CI. 138-118.100.

Kubo, Seitoku; Kuramochi, Koujiro; and Kyushima, Tatsuo, to Toyota
Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Transmission control system with
modifled back pressure accumulator. 4,428,258, CI. 74-867.000.

Kubo, Seitoku; Kuramochi, Koujiro; and Kyushima, Tatsuo, to Toyota
Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha. Fail safe automatic transmission lock up
clutch control system. 4,428,259, CI. 74-867.000.

Kubo Sekkei, Ltd.: See—
Kubo, Seiji; and Ishibashi, Kengi, 4,428,402. CI. 138-118.100.

Kuehler, Christopher W.; and Beret. Samil, to Chevron Research
Company. Coal liquefaction process with controlled recycle of ethyl
aceute-insolubles. 4.428,820, CI. 208-10.000.

Kuehne. Martin E., to S.A. Omnichem. Azepino[4,5-d]indole deriva-
tives and preparation thereof. 4.428.880, CI. 260-245.700.

Kuhle. Engelbert: See

—

Baasner. Bemd; Klauke, Erich; Hagemann, Hermann; and Kuhle,
Engelbert, 4,429,154, CI. 564-278.000.

Kuhn, Friedrich, to J. M. Voith GmbH. Apparatus and method for

replacing a finished roll with an empty roll core in a double-drum
winder. 4.428,543, CI. 242-66.000.

Kuhn S.A.: See

—

Toillie. Alain; and Rostoucher, Guy, 4,428,185, CI. 56-295.000.

Kuhnel, Roland, to Kraftwerk Union Aktiengesellschaft. Blow-off
device for limiting excess pressure in nuclear power plants, especially
of the boiling water reactor-type. 4,428,904, CI. 376-283.000.

Kuka Schweissanlagen & Roboter GmbH: See—
Tradt, Hans R., 4,429,266, CI. 318-568.000.

Kumar-Misir, Victor. Information gathering system. 4,428,733, CI.

434-363.000.

Kumasaka, Taiichi: See

—

Kobayashi, Kiyoaki; and Kumasaka, Taiichi, 4,428,120, CI.

30-390.000.

Kunkel, Wolfgang; Kemnade, Jorg; and Schneider, Dietrich, to
Degussa Aktiengesellschaft. Continuous process for the production
of hydrogen peroxide according to the anthraquinone process.

4.428.923, CI. 423-588.000.

Kunz. Walter: See—
Hubele. Adolf; Riebli, Peter; Eckhardt, Wolfgang; and Kunz,

Walter, 4,428,964. CI. 424-309.000.

Kuramochi, Koujiro: See

—

Kubo. Seitoku; Kuramochi. Koujiro; and Kyushima, Tatsuo,
4.428.258, CI. 74-867.000.

Kubo. Seitoku; Kuramochi, Koujiro; and Kyushima, Tatsuo,
4.428.259, CI. 74-867.000.

Kuraoka, Yasuo, to Hoxan Corporation. Apparatus for measuring
melting point and boiling point of gas. 4,428,684, CI. 374-25.000.
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Kureha Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

S773,?r2«°58lSfe'''"''
"""""^ ^"' ^^°J'- ^-"^-•

"^
a^L".'-'?^'

'° '^°^^° Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha Micropro-
gram-testing apparatus. 4,429.368, CI. 364-580 000

i','!f' L"''.ui?"'^i^''!.'"8*'^^'
^'"°**"- '° Matsushita Electric Works.

i<r,o^^*^ °' """"'"S a structural column. 4.428.792, CI
1 jO-IVo.OuO.

Kurtz, Alfred B.: See—
Findl. Eugene; and Milch, Peter O , 4.428,366, CI 128-15 000

Kurtz, Robert J.: See

—

Findl, Eugene; and Milch. Peter O., 4.428.366. CI 128-15 000
Kuwayama. Takeshi: See—

Tokuhara. Mitsuhiro; Yamada. Yu; Takemura, Yukio; Kuwayama
Takeshi; and Seto, Susumu. 4,429,353. CI. 362-232 000

Kuzin, Anatoly I.: See—
Dubrovsky, Evgeny V.; Averkiev. Leonid A.; Dunaev Viktor P

Kuzin. Anatoly I.; Martynova, Natalya I.; Folts. Lev A Shme-

Kuzminski Henry W., to RCA Corporation. Color picture tube having

r429°02tci''430^.C»o"'*°''
'""''' *"'* """'^"^ °^ '""''"« "•""

Kwan, Gerald A.; Lehne, John; and Wooten. Ronald E. to Le Van

4K55 a '49^65'oOO^'''*'
'"'"**' '^'^'" ''"' '^'""^"'''^ P*"^'"

Kwan. Gerald A.: See—
^9?'^"' Ro"»'d E.; and Kwan. Ger|ld A. 4.428.170. CI

Kyorin Pharmaceutical Co.. Ltd.: See—
Irikura. Tsutomu; Koga, Hiroshi; and Ito, Akira, 4 42<) 127 CI

544-363.000.
'

Kyushima, Tatsuo: See—

"^"i*?-;.. ?!o°!5,"'
'^""mochi, Koujiro; and Kyushima, Tatsuo.

4.428,258, CI. 74-867.000.
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Laber, Georg: See—
Bemer. Heinz; Tumowsky. Friederike; Laber. Georg; and Hilde-

brandt, Johannes. 4.428.953. CI. 424-263.000
LaCroix, Stephen R.: See-

Stokes, Richard F^ Timm, James D ; LaCroix. Stephen R.. and
Adams. Milton R., 4.428,194, CI. 60-39 020

Lacy, James P.; and Bailey, Edmond L , to Waterchek, Inc. Method of
improving oil/water production ratio. 4.428.424, CI. 166-253 000

Lacy, Robert M.: See—

^Y5ri93^Mo""'" '' ""'^ ^*'''^' ^°^^ ^' ^•'"•857. CI

Lagher. Gunnar H., to A.O. Arkitektkontor AB. a part interest Pioe
parting apparatus. 4.428,118, CI. 30-92 000

Lagowski. Jacek: See—
Jastrzebsld, Lubomir L.; and Lagowski. Jacek. 4.429.047. CI

436-4.000.

'''sSn.%Sl7,'cr4T305S&"
^'"'"'^ ^°^ ''"""""°" ^'

Lai Chen, Sow-Mei: See-
Floyd, Middlelon B. Jr.; Weiss, Martin J.; Grudzinskas, Charles

X •,*"° -*' ^''^"' Sow-Mei, 4,429,148, CI. 560-1 18.000
Lajos, Robert E.; See—

Eisele, Walter H.; Krueger, Helmut H. A ; Lajos, Robert E ; and
Koneval, Donald J, 4,428,976. CI. 427-96 000

Lake Chemical Co.: See—
Shedroff, Theodore L.. 4,428.780, CI. 148-23 000

Lambot Honore J.; Fhervoet, Maria J H.; and Kramer, Pieter, to
societe Anonyme Diamant Boart. Inner tube element for a double
tube co/'ng apparatus and process for the manufacture of this tube
element. 4,428.602, CI. 285-239.000

Landry. Darrell J.; and Porter, James E , to Baker International Corpo-
ration. Perforable screen device for subterranean wells and method of
producing muIti-lobe zones. 4,428,431. CI 166-298 000

Lane, Chrtstopher D.; and Rowe, Rodney A., to Rolls Royce Limited
huel combustion in ducted flow. 4,428,191, CI 60-737 000

Lane, Edward S.: See-
Cairns, James A.; Lane, Edward S.; Prentice, Thomas C; Segal,
Uavid L; and Sammon, David C, 4.428,864. CI 502-151000

Lang, Armin, to Zahnradfabrik Friedrichshafen, AG. Comparator for
•'J^<^°'J'^circuit of an automatic steering installation. 4,428,449, CI

Langer, Hans-Joachim: See—
Abthoff, Jorg; Schuster Hans-Dieter; Langer, Hans-Joachim; and

Noller, Chnstoph, 4,428,347, CI. 123-453.000.
Lanier, Lynn H.: See—

Cutchens, Charles E.; and Lanier, Lynn H, 4,429 159 CI
564-492.000.

Larkin, William J. Solar heating system. 4,428,362, CI. 126-434.000
LaRocca, Joseph M. Method of manufacture and assembly of extruded
aluminum salt for roller shutter. 4,428,218, CI 72-256 000

Larson, Elmer M., Jr.: See-
Clemens, Donald D.; Larson, Elmer M., Jr., Morgan, William T

358 lOoSo'"
"' ""'^ ^"**"' ^'*''' •*• '•'".329, CI

Larsson Olof, to R. O L. Inredningar AB. Fastening device for screen
or wall panels 4,428.172, CI. 52-489 000

^ '-'= '"' ^"'''"

Larsson, Rolf: See—
Hedren.Thornas; Eriksson, Albert; Antonasson, Sylve; and Lar-

sson, Rolf. 4,428,186, CI. 59-16.000.

Laskow, Vlodek: See—
Gruzling, Joe; Johansson, Bengt, Keinonen. Amo. Revill, Colin
and Laskow. Vlodek. 4.428,735, CI 440-76 000

Last, Daniel F
, to General Motors Corporation Automatic adjustment

mechanism for a cable dnvc. 4,428,251, CI 74-501 50R
Laudano, Raymond J., to General Foods Corporation Multi-colored

freeze-dned coffee and a process for producing the same. 4,428.970
CI 426-385 000

Laughman, Lanny M : See—
Chenausky. Peter P ; Mongeon, Robert J . Dnnkwater, Erroll H
and Laughman. Lanny M . 4.429,398, CI 372-64 000

Laurel Bank Machine Co.. Ltd.; See—
Furuya. Kaiusuke. 4.429,407, CI. 377-7 000
Hiban, Eikoh, 4.429,408, CI 377-8.000.
Osako, Kyoichi. 4.428.501. CI 22 1- 13.000

Laurent. Jean, to Institut Francais du Petrole Device provided with
retractable arms for the anchonng of an instrument in a cavity
4,428.422. CI 166-212.000.

'

Law. Derek A
,
and Shim, Joosup, to Mobil Oil Corporation Oil-in-

water emulsion Huids. 4,428,855. CI 252-77 000

^mT8".6I7!'c° 2??'l*8ra]5*^'"*
^"""^'^"^ '"' '"PP"'^ "^"""y

Laydcn, George K , to United Technologies Corporation Transfer
molding method of producing fiber reinforced glass matnx composite
articles 4,428,763. CI 65-4 210

Layh. Hans-Dieter Arrangement of actual value indicator 4,429,242,

Lazar, Laszio: See—
Pa-sztor. Emil; Lazar, Laszio Nagy, Jozsef and Pallosy nee Becker

Katalin, 4.429.062, CI 523- 1 18.000
Le Van Specialty Co , Inc : See—

Kwan, Gerald A . Lehne, John, and Wooten, Ronald E . 4.428 155
CI 49-465 000

Wooten. Ronald E ; and Kwan. Gerald A . 4.428 170 CI
52-217 000 . * .• V.

LeBlanc. Gerard J See—
Turansky, Clement J, and LeBlanc, Gerard J. 4.428 188 CI
60-225000

Lech. Jerome F See—
Every. Richard L

; Lewandowski, Franklin D , and Lech. Jerome
F

. 4.428.866. CI 252-500.000
Ledoux. Francis X See—

Gebhart. John R
; and Ledoux. Francis X . 4,428.656, CI

Lee, George A
,
and Hickner, Richard A . to Dow Chemical Company.

The Composition containing polymerizable entities having oxirane
groups and terminal olefinic unsaturation m combination with free-
radical and cationic photopolymenzations means 4,428,807, CI

Lee, Kyu H
;
and Porter, Chnstopher H . to Extracorporeal Medical

Specialties. Inc Conduit having spirally wound monofilament mate-
nal 4,428.403. CI 138-1.^0 000

Lee. Kyu-Wang; Peffer. John R . Piccinlli, Robert, and Chang. Wen-
Hsuan, to PPG Industries, Inc Film-forming resins containing alkoxy
silane groups 4.429,082, CI 525-426 000

Lee. Robert C
.
to Bell Telephone Laboratones. Incorporated. Fault

and error detection arrangement 4.429,391. CI. 371-49000
Lee, Shy-Fuh, to Zoecon Corporation 3-Alkoxy-4-$ubstituted-

phenoxy-2,3-unsaturated acids, esters and denvatives 4,429 167 CI
568-636 000

... 1^1

Leeds A Northrup Company See-
Freud, Paul J . 4,429,.U3. CI 361-286.000.

Leemans, Daniel L. See-
Allen, James R.; Anderson. LaVcme. Jr . and Leemans. Daniel L

4,428.182. CI 56-14 600.
Lehmann, Helmut: See—

Reiter, Udo, and Lehmann, Helmut, 4,429.072, CI 524-59I 000
Lehne, John: See—

Kwan. Gerald A ; Lehne. John; and Wooten. Ronald E., 4.428,155
CI 49-465 000.

Leiber, Heinz: See—
Bertling. Hannes; and Leiber. Heinz. 4,428,623. CI 303-114 000

Le Master, William C. See-
Head, Glenn D . Jr , Le Master, William C . Bredesky. Louis P , Jr
and Winter, David C , 4.428.214. CI 72-69.000

Lemelson. Jerome H ; and Grund. Chnstnan Temperature talking
indicating device. 4,428.685. CI. 374-163.000.

LeMert. Alfred J : See-
Andre, Robert; and LeMert, Alfred J.. 4,428,272, CI 84-413 000

Lemmon, Gerald W.: See—
Beasley, Marvin D ; BIystone, Wayne G ; and Lemmon, Gerald W

4,428,418, CI 165-76.000
Lener, Karl: See-

Kohl, Franz; Schnegg, Anton, and Lener. Karl. 4.428.795. CI.
156-636 000

Lenke. Dieter: See—
Franke, Albrecht, Sterner, Gerd; Thieme, Peter C , Lenke. Dieter.

Gries. Josef; and Teschendorf. Hans-Juergen, 4.428.950. CI
424-250.000.

Lenkeit. C. Heinz: See—
Greenberg, Paul B

, Unkeit. C Heinz; and Seibert. Willard J
4,428.189,0 60-226.100

Lennemann. William L , to E. R. Johnson Associates. Inc. Method for
disposing of waste materials. 4.428.700. CI. 405-128 000.
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Lenoir, Pierre J.: See-
Maes, Robert H.; Delvaux, Andre L.; and Lenoir, Pierre J
4.428,731.0.432-247.000.

Lcs Fils d'Auguste Scheuchzer S.A.: See—
Scheuchzer. Fredy; and Buhler. Fritz. 4,428.296. CI 104-2 000

Lester, William M. High accuracy injector for die casting machines
affording automatic melt level compensation 4.428,413 CI
164-155000. • ^

Leston, Gerd, to Koppers Company, Inc Process for separating chlori-
nated phenols. 4.429,168, CI. 568-755.000

Leston, Gerd, to Koppers Company, Inc Process for separating iso-
propylated m-cresols. 4,429,169, CI. 568-756 000

Lever Brothers Company: See-
Morris, Ronald M . 4,428,749, CI 8-137 000.

Levinc, Harold H , to Lockheed Corporation. Latchine assembly
4.428,607,0 292-201.000.

Levinc. Stephen A.; Schlicht. Raymond C; Chafetz, Harry; and White-
man. James R , to Texaco Inc Molybdenum derivatives and lubri-
cants conuining same 4,428,848. CI 252-32.7HC.

Levy. Sunley B.. to Du Pont de Nemours. E I , and Company Micro-
grooved processing roll and method for heat treating sheet film using
same. 4.428.724, CI 425-446.000

Lewandowski. Franklin D.: See—
Every. Richard L.; Lewandowski, Franklin D ; and Lech. Jerome

F., 4.428,866, O. 252-500.000.
Leybold Heraeus GmbH: See—

Heimbach, Klaus J ; Munz, Wolf-Dieter, Adam, Rolf; and Wenzl
Hemz, 4,428,809, CI 204-192 OOP.

Leyrer, Reinhold J.: See-
Hoffmann, Gerhard; Graser, Fritz; and Leyrer, Reinhold J

4,429,029, CI. 430-57 000.

Li. Felipe S.: See—
. McAvmn. James D.; and Li, Felipe S , 4,428.488, CI 211181 (XXI

Li. George S . to Standard Oil Company, The Cellulosic semiperme-
able membranes containing silicon compounds. 4,428 776 CI
106-122.000.

Liechty, Karl E.: See—
Phelps, Russell L., Sisvin, Jeffrey L; and Liechty. Karl E

4.428.667, CI 355-3,OSH
Liedtke, Kurt: See—

Focke. Heinz H., and Liedtke, Kurt, 4,428,177, CI. 53-170 000
Lighty, Paul E

,
to International Standard Electric Corporation Opti-

cal fibers having crystalline material and method of making same
4,428,646, O. 350-96 310

*

Liljequist, Jon L. Stirling mechanical arrangements especially for
double-acting pistons. 4,428,197, CI. 60-525 000

Limpach, Raymond; and Boecker, Dietnch. to Rheinische Braunkoh-
lenwerke AG

; and Arbed S.A Process for injecting a reducing agent
including ash-bearing bituminous coal into the hearth of a blast
furnace. 4,428,769, CI. 75-30.000.

Lin. Wenlii; and Imbaratto. John W . to Amencan Cyanamid Company
Large scale cultivation of Bordetella pertussis cells for vaccine pro-
duction. 4.429.046. O. 435-253.000

Lindauer. Jerome I.: See—
Munteanu. Manna A ; Cseko. Chnstine. Oltarzewski. Edward S .

Lindauer. Jerome I.; and Withycombe. Donald A . 4.428 869 CI
252-522.00A.

Lmde Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Beysel, Gerhard, and von Saldern. Rudiger, 4,428 372 CI

128-202260
Lindee, Scott A

; and Sandberg. Glenn A., to Formax, Inc Food loaf
slicing machine 4.428.263. CI 83-354 000.

Linder. Ernst; Rembold. Helmut, and Teegen, Walter, to Robert Bosch
GmbH. Rotary vacuum pump 4.428.195, CI. 60-397 000

Linder, Seymour M See—
Sandn, Joseph M ; Calentine, John W

, Linder, Seymour M and
Billioux, Yves J., 4,429,095, CI 526-263.000.

Linguenheld, Louis, and Soula, Gerard, to Rhone-Poulenc Industries
Polyoxaalkyl aminoalcohols. 4,429,160, CI 564-505 000

Linton Medical Services Limited See—
Millington. Arthur R., 4,428,924, CI 424-4 000

Lipari. Dominic T. to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated
Electrical terminal pin conditioning apparatus 4,428 092 CI
15-246.000.

Liquid Carbonic Corporation: See—
Vcnetucci, Jim M . 4,428.535. CI 241-35 000

List. Hans: See—
Skatsche, Othmar; Feichtinger, Gerhard; Melde-Tuczai, Helmut
and Schukoff, Bruno, 4,428,338, CI 123-198 OOE

Lithium Corporation of .America See—
Morrison, Robert C , 4,429,054, CI 502-157 000

Little. Michael J See-
Wong, Shi-Yin; Little, .Michael J , Margerum, J David, Nussmeier,
Thomas A

. Calderone, Thecxlore; and Dellamano, Harrv A
4,428,380, CI 128-715.000

Littlechild, David: See-
Dye, Anthony O.; and Littlechild. David. 4.428,336, CI 123-

1 88.OVA.
Littlewood, Peter S

. to Sandoz Ltd 2 -Ben/othiazolyl-and 2 -benzox-
azolyl-2-ben/imidazoles 4,429,133, CI 548-l'i9 000

Litton Systems, Inc Sei—
Schwindt, Gary W

; and Wurster. Waller W . 4,428,642, CI 1^9-
276 OSF

Liu, Kou-Chang, to GAF Corporation Substituted dmhenvl ether
herbicides and process for use 4.429,146. CI 560-21 000

Liu, Qing-Guo See-
Worrell, Wayne L.; and Liu. Qing-Guo. 4.428.770. O. 75-45 000

Livesay. J. D.: See—
Bennett. George T.; and Livesay, J. D.. 4.428.470. CI 192-84 OOC

Lock. Michael C : See—
Riley. Jack L; Lock. Michael C; and Goddin, Jeremy R

.

4.428,900. CI 264-526 000.
Lockheed Corporation: See—

Billias. Michael G.; and Borders. Michael E. 4.428.867. CI
252-512.000.

Levine. Harold H.. 4.428.607. CI. 292-201.000.
Loehr. Clifford E.: See—

Stermole. David A.; Loehr. Clifford E; and Chun. Duk S
4.428,919, CI. 423-474.000.

Loepfe Brothers Limited: See—
Schumperli, Walter. 4,428.405, CI. 139-341,000

Loersch. Joseph F.: See—
Neal. James W.; Sullivan. Joseph W.; and Loersch. Joseph F.,

4.428,213.0.72-53.000.
Lofman. Carl C: See—

Lofman. Olof B. G.; and Lofman. Carl O, 4,429,319, CI
346-108000.

Lofman, Olof B. G.; and Lofman. Carl O. Method and apparatus for
registering a time-dependent quantity to be measured. 4,429.319. CI
346-108.000.

Loh, William, to Chevron Research Company. 5-Deoxy-3-0-aryl-
methyl or substituted arylmethyl-l, 2-0-alkylidene-alpha-D-
xylofuranose herbicide derivatives. 4.429.119. CI 536-181.000.

Long. Cecil L.: See—
Covington. Robert A.. Jr.; Long, Cecil L.; and Willislon, DavidW

, 4,428.852, CI. 252-62.560
Lonza Ltd.: See—

Grayson, James I.. 4.429,131. CI. 546-251.000.
Lopez-Ramos. Hector: See—

Dominguez-Ahedo, Carlos; Lopez-Ramos, Hector; De-Gyves.
Alejandro; and Villarreal-Trevino. Juan A.. 4,428.772 CI
75-91.000.

Loubier, Robert J , to Xolox Corporation. Resiliently compliant rotary
coupling. 4,428,738, CI. 464-93.000.

Loucks, Terry L.: See—
Rogers. Calvm; Parker. Russell A.; and Loucks. Terry L

.

4.429,049, CI. 436-178.000.

Loveless, Stanley M., to Humphrey Products Company. O-Ring seal
for piston of double-acting fluid pressure cylinder. 4.428.276, O.
92-249.000

Lovell. Robert L . to Koppers Company, Inc. Process for removing tar
bases from Lurgi tar acid stream. 4.429,170, O. 568-761.000.

Lowenkron, Steven B.; Prather, Richard A.; and Steele, Howard R., to
Upjohn Company, The. Process for preparing particle board.
4,428,897, CI. 264-109.000.

Lowry, Joseph M
;
and Griffin, Ernest E. Carriage for a grass trimming

device. 4,428,183, CI. 56-17.200.

Lucas Industries Limited: See—
Bungay, Michael R., 4,429,272. O. 324-61.00R.
Farr, Glyn P R., 4,428,624, Cl. 303-116.000.

Luch, Daniel. Metal-polymer composite and method of making said
composite. 4,429,020, CI. 428-625.000.

Luckman. James E.; Kastura, John L.; and Voreis, Thomas L., to
General Motors Corporation. Spark timing control system. 4,429,365,
CI 364-431.080.

Ludlow, Roy S Planing-hull type boats and power drives therein.

4,428,734. Cl 440-75.000.

Ludwig Industries. Inc.: See—
Andre. Robert; and LeMert, Alfred J.. 4,428.272. CI. 84-413.000.

Luepertz. Hans-Henning: See—
Burgdorf. Jochen; Luepertz, Hans-Henning; and Stoka, Roberto,

4,428,463, Cl. 188-73.380.

Lugli, Gabriele: See—
Pedretti, Ugo; Lugli, Gabriele; Poggio, Sergio; and Mazzei, Ales-

sandro, 4,429.089, Cl. 526-153.000.

Luinstra, Marco F , to Elevators Pty. Limited. Lift car suspension.
4,428,460,0. 187-l.OOR.

Lukens General Industries, Inc.: See—
Jackson, Keith L.. 4.428,301. Cl. 105-168.000.

Oplt, David W.; and Peil, Fred G., 4.428,320. Cl. 1I6-63.00R.
Lundergan. Robert G ; and Marks. Richard L., to AMP Incorporated

Dual-in-line socket assembly. 4,428,633, Cl. 339-17.0CF.
Lutz, Alfons: See—

Vogel, Wolfgang; Lutz, Alfons; Igel, Richard; and Hirschberger,
August. 4,428,614, Cl. 296-224.000.

Luz, David W , to RCA Corporation. Horizontal deflection circuit with
a start-up power supply. 4,429,259, Cl. 315-408.000.

Lyie, John S Concrete vibrator. 4,428.678. Cl. 366-124000.
Lynn. Lewis G. Gauge for measuring depth of flowing fluid 4.428.233,
Cl 73-315.000.

M AN -Roland Druckmaschinen Aktiengesellschaft: S«e

—

Feldt. Wolfgang; and Bautz, Walter, 4,428,162. Cl 51-165 770
Greiner, Harry M.. 4,428.287, Cl. 101-170.000

Maasberg, Wolfgang: See—
Huperz, Adalbert; and Maasberg, Wolfgang, 4,428.275. Cl

92-188.000.

Macauley, George C, Nemecek. William F.; and Roefer, Robert W , to
International Business Machines Corporation. Addressing system for

a multiple language character generator. 4,429,306, Cl 340-790.000
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^SvTms l^c'Tn
""'' ^"''"'

V'""""-
'° "°"«^»-ell Information

4 42^1 CI.!S-2&'"""'
^"^ 'H'croprogrammed control unit

'^mi'''
'^"'- »"1 '^''y- ^"«»'- '° Swiss Aluminium Ltd Process for

m uhe"»ll
«/'',^'^^"«'"«= """ 8«f« where corrosive attack c^n^cum tube and fin heat exchangers. 4,428,107. Cl. 29-157 30A

MacMastcr, George H.: See—
i:" jua

^33^286^"'"" ^ ""^ ^'''M>^^"- George H.. 4.429.286. Cl

Mae. Michiko: See—
S%''r'a. Isamu; Yasuda. Takashi; Tai. Masaru; Takashita. YutakaSak^, H.roshi; Mae Michiko; Tak.hata. Masah.ro; and M.tsuha^

shi, Susumu, 4,428,936, Cl. 424-1 14.000
Maeda. Chiaki: See—

"2"2'-58°6oo''°"
'^'"^''' ^^'**"" ""'^ ^""'' '^"'""' '•28.851. Cl

Maeda. Yoshio: See—
Honkawa. Tadashi. Takahata. Fujiya, Yagai. Koichi. Maeda.

Yoshio; and Shmden. Tetuya, 4.429,230. Cl 250-461 200

J^^H^V.Hn^^^To^''^'^ h ^"'^ '-^"^"^' P'"'*^ J
• "^ Metallur-

Ma di Al
Smelting furnace. 4,428,731, Cl 432-247 000

^S'^io^OOo'
'^"'''^ ^' ""'^ ^<"8dics, Alex. 4.428.910, Cl

Magma Power Company: See—

""S'titS^crS-MS"'
^""'^ ^"' Featherstone. John L .

Magolda, Ronald L.: See—

'''r.'"4°4"29''rrcr ^805^- '""^"^ ^^ '"' ^'"^'"^"' ^^"^

Maher, William M.: See—

'm28?48'o^46''J!'S[J0
""'"""" "^

^
^"' "'^"'^^^ ^"^^''^' ^'

'':;'ed''s:,fch.'i4^?i;^^'i:i"?7V7rc;s
^"'""""" ^^"^ ^^-^ "^^

Maijala. An A^M.; and Aano. Matti I , to Oy Tampella AB Method of
irnproving the utilization of the heat energy produced in a wo.h1
grinding process. 4.428,534, Cl. 241-18 OOO

Mailhot, David J.: See—
CuiTimings^aul W. Jr.; and Mailhot, David J, 4.428,89? Cl

^61-122.000.
Main Robert T; and Kennedy, Maunce E , to Cherry Electncal Pr.>d-

35a28900o" " '"'"°' '"°"'™' '*'•'"'' *-*-<^-(>^'^- Cl

'^43f-T87^a»
'' ^"'""' ^""^ '"*'""*' ^" ^"'""*^« *».428.728. Cl

''SuctS,^2t4i7,°CMS-6Tr '^"^"•"'"
""'"'l' ^-"' -'

Malicki, Dorothy A.: See—

"
209-2n (»o'""'

""'^ ^'''''''"' '^'""'^ ^- *''*28.830, Cl

Malladi, Madhava: See—

"liri'Kaj:,^''^ -;Sf,Tff'
•"" -" "-"— -".'

Maly, Zdenek: See—
Mack. Karl; and Maly. Zdenek, 4,428,107, Cl 29-1S7 30AManhattan Engineering Company, Inc.: SVe-
Veale, John R , 4,429,267, Cl 318-594 000

4";28;2?2: oT4.62t(S'°^
''''"'

'''' "^"'"*^
- ^"'""^ '

^and w1'"ah^ •
'°,^""''*

^i!'""
"f America, National Aeronautics

33 293 (m
'^'^'"'""''"""" "^"'"y 'a^8«^' V-block 4,428,122. Cl

'^aH^rlnr^f"""
'^

'

I'L^'"'"'^
Technologies Corporation Line ftKusapenure for optical beams. 4,428,650, Cl 3^0-319000

Marburg, Stephen: See—

Margerum. J. David: See-
Wong. Shi-Yin; Linle, Michael J ; Margerum, J David. Nussmeier

4 JSo:'ci.?28-VIs"^^"*"""^
""' '"''''"''"''' """> A •

Maries. Alan: See—

^?A^??J!ll ^- ^'^"'^' Alan; and Bateson, Paul F , 4,428,774 Cl
106-14.390

Manssen. Roelof H., and Beune. Joannes H , to Wavin B V Plastic pipeprovided with a groove 4,428,591, ci 277-207 OOA
Markert, Jurgcn: See—

'^"crisi^mm
''*'''" ^'""^ " ' ""'^ ^"''"'' '"'»''" "•^28,858,

Markow, Edward G^ and Kopsco. M Alan, to Grumman Aerospace

l52-33o'oRF
* '"" ""'^ """*'"** ^'^ ""»'""« '^"""^ '».428.41

1. Cl

Marks, Richard L See—

^""9^7'OCF*"'^" " '
""'* '^"'"'' '^"^''"' ^ 4,428,633, Cl

'^!^'"'h"' ^a'^"
^ • '" Bcecham Group pic Ant.-hypertensive con,

pounds and compositions 4,428.940, Cl 424-177 000
Marmon Group, Inc , The: See—

Bione. Angelo A.; and Sauvey. Donald R , 4,428.269. Cl 84 1 010

Marnner. Philip R See—

*^'i^^^o F.I?"**'" ^ ^^y'*^- ^''^" f ^nd Mamner. Philip R.
4.428,317. Cl 114-114 000

Marschner. Frederick J See—

^'i^^A'*" " • "»"""«• Michael H
.
and Marschner. Fredenck J

4.429,363. Cl 364-200 000
Marsella, Gino See—

Sticfel. Chnstian, Friedrichs. Jt>sef. Marsella. Gino, and Kahle
Horst, 4.428.565, Cl 267-9 OOA

Marshall, David W
. lo Kennecolt Corp^>ration Anti-fouling and anti-

sliming gel coal 4,428,989, Cl 4:S-35 000
Marshall, Michael B See—

Greenstein, Larry, and Marshall. Mkhael B 4429 18"' CI
370-80 000

. - ..o>. ».i

Martin, Barrie J
, to Eaton Corp^iration Method of pr»)ducintt a fuel

injector 4.4:8,531. Cl 239-102 000
«-

ng a luei

Martin Dennis R, to Denmar Engineering & Control Systems. Inc
V ending machine fur insuring the dispensing of newspapers and the
like one al a time 4.428,503, Cl 221-232000

Martin. Frank J
. Papahadjop»iuIos. Demetnos P and Hubbelt. WavneL

,
to Lniversity of California. The Regents of the Thiol r.actise

hptisomes 4,429,(X)8. Cl 428-402 21XJ
Manin. George See—

''T4?8'248,o1r.3"o(!3''"'"'
^"''''^" *"^ """' «'^^-'^ ^

Martin Industries. Inc See—
Hall, William B . 4,428,207, CI 62-176 100

Martin Manetta Corporation See—
Boxall, Larry G

,
and Nagle, Dennis C , 4.428,847, Cl V)2- 101 000

Martin, bamuel A .and Bakker, Frednck J . to Holland Hitch Com-
pany F-itth wheel hitch 4,428. ^9'i Cl 280-4" (XX)

Martynova, Natalya I See—
Dubrovsky, Evgeny V Aserkiev. Leonid A Dunaev, Viktor F

Kuzin. Anatoly I
. Martynova. Nalalva I , Folts, Lev A Shme

,y;w/,n"'
'' Vronsky. Sergei S

. and Vasiliev. Lvgcnv \
4.428.419. Cl 165-151 OtX)

'

Maruyama Hisaichi, and Malsumot(.. Yasuji, to Mitsubishi Denk.

r^i i"^ .-ir^ * Sewing machine-pattern data priKesst)r 4.429,^64
*. I .'o4-4(X) 000

Marzola, Roberto. Garagnani. Hnea. and Moro. Alessandro. lo Mon
icdison S.p A ,Mica-reinforced p.-.lyolefin comp.isilions cmnrisinK amaleammic silane modifier 4.429,064. Cl ^2'-2n(XX)

Masaaki. Matsushita, and lelsuo. lerado. lo L'BI; Industries, lidfrocess for nrmly bonding a Ihcrmoplaslic covering sheet on a hard
article 4.428.78Q. CI 156-85 (XX)

«^i i n . naru

Masalomi. Tsunehiko See~-
Torii, Shigeru. Tanaka. Hideo. Akada. Mitsuo, Ma.satomi

Isunehiko, and Shimi/u. Vasuo. 4.429.164. Cl ^68•^77 (XX)
Masco Corporation of Indiana S.v -

Stow. Mark, 4,429.025. Cl 429-97 0(X)
Mas.sa, Frank lo Stoneleigh Trust. The. I red M IVIIorfancv Jr and
Donald P Massa, Trustees Means fur detecting the acvumulaiion of
irost in a low temperature refrigeration system 4,428 206 Cl
62-140(XX)

Mavsucco, Arihur A
, to Arthur D I ittle, Inc Optically transparent

radiation shielding malenal 4.429.()«)4. Cl 52h-240(XX)
Maslerson, Joseph B .See—

Korbelak, Kenneth N. and Ma.sters«>n. Joseph B, 4,428,645, Cl

Maslic Corporation .See

Malm. Douglas N
,
and Mall, James I), 4 42K 1^6 Cl 4Q.Mil imi)

Masuda, Keiji. Fujiwara, Shinobu. and Matsumoi.^ Keni.hi. to Koni-
shiroku Photo Itidusiry Co, I id Magneii. brush ivpe develop,,,.
device 4,428,^6I, Cl 355-301)1)

Masuda Naosuke Tobisawa. Voshio, and Fujii, ladaaki. lo Jidosha
MkiCo.l.td Povyer steering apparatus 4.428. "*9, cl 117-62^ '''0

Masuda, Nohuhito See
Yasuda. Yukio, Masuda. Nobuhilo. Mihara. Vuji. Okaiaki Masaki
and Hiratsuka, Nohuo, 4.429.050. Cl 436-5 18 1XX)

Masuda. Shigeru See—
Mori, Teijiro. Masuda. .Shigeru Okado. Hiroyuki, Kaki/.n-

Masahiro, and Sako. Yuji. 4.429. H<h, Cl :iR) 144'(X)R
Masuda, Yoshimichi. Watanabe, Kyu/o, Imura, Shinkhi. and Sakiyama

Kazutaka, to Toyo Soda Manufacturing Co, I id Provrss for pro-
ducing metallic (.hromium plates and sheets 4.428.778. Cl 148-

Masu/awa, Sigeaki, and Tanimolo, Akira. to Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha

M29,182,'ci T8MluV)'""'
" ^f^''-^^'^vnlhes,zer output device

Maiake, Shigeru See—
Koineya, Katsutoshi, Inoue, Hiroshi, Maiake. Shigeru and Fndo

Hiroshi, 4.428.916. Cl 423.144 (XX)
' "

'^^""'

'

Mateika. Dieter, and Harlels, (iunier, to IS Philips Corporation
Magnetic hexagonal ferriie layer on a nonmagnetic hexagonal mixed
crystal substrate 4,429.052, Cl 501 1 35 (XX)

" f- "^

Materials Research Corporation .See -

'm28''8';6"cI'2("T9'^7xS''
""^" '• '"' ""^^"•' =^'^^^" ^'

''c;i/4:^,Vi,'ci^^3on;;.[;'''"
"-^

"^ ^^--^^ ""•"

Malsue, Shigeki .Se«-

Kobayashi, Satoru, and Maisue. Shigeki, 4.429 175 Cl «6^-24<)(»)0
Matsui. Takeshi SVe-

Odogaki, Takaharu, Kawai, Misas,. Malsui, Takeshi, Hatlori Kyoand Sakurai. Ka/uhiro. 4,428.558. Cl 251-65 (XX)
'
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Matsumoto, Kenichi: Set—
Masuda, Keiji; Fujiwara. Shinobu; and Matsumoto, Kenichi,

4.428.661. CI. 355-3.0DD. ,

Matsumoto. Kojiro: See— '

Mishiba, Saburo; Ohta. Kiyonari; Fujieda, Kazumasa; Matsumoto,
Kojiro; and Uchida, Akira, 4.429.074. CI. 524-819.000.

MaUumoto, Shigeyuki. to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Liquid jet record-
ing device. 4,429.321. Ci. 346-140.00R.

Matsumoto. Sinji, to Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd. Roller type fixmg unit for a
copying machine. 4,428,660. CI. 355-3.0FU.

Matsumoto, Yasuji: See—
Maniyama. Hisaichi; and Matsumoto, Yasuji. 4,429,364, CI.

364-400.000.

Matsunaga, Yukio A.: See-
Van Erden, Donald L.; Gould. Russell J.; and Matsunaga, Yukio

A., 4,428.720. CI. 425-66.000.

Matsuoka, Kikuo: See—
Hirota, Kazumi; Tsutsumi, Yotaro; Itoh, Senji; Katsura, Tadahiko;

Matsuoka, Kikuo; Hori, Ichiro; and Hayashi, Toshihiko,

4,428,494, CI. ^20-270.000.

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.: See—
Hamane, Tokuhito; Kinoshita, Toshio; and Kihira, Masafumi.

4,428.406. CI. 140-105.000.

Kimpara, Nobuyuki; Kaneko, Hideki; and Moriya, Yoshifumi.
4,428.726, CI. 431-78.000.

Sugita, Ryuji, 4,429,016, CI. 428-692.000.

Yashiki, Tomohiro; Hosomi, Fumio; Wakahata. Yasuo; Nishino.

Ateushi; Wasa, Kiyotaka; and Katase, Masazumi, 4,428,909, CI.

422-95.000.

Matsushiu Electric Works, Ltd.: See—
Horii, Sadashige; Imai, Hirozoh; and Hamashima, Tetsuo.

4,428,117, CI. 30-43.910.

Kurita, Yukio; and Nakagawa, Satoshi, 4,428,792, CI. 156-196.000

Matsuyama, Yoji: See—
Yamagata, Tetsuo; Sato, Mono; Ogishima, Tetsuo; and Matsu-

yama, Yoji, 4,428,227, CI. 73-115.000.

Matthe, Herman L.; Van Gossum, Lucien J.; and Mertens, Ludovicus
M., to Agfa-Gevaert N.V. Surface-treated vinyl chlonde polymer
material including an adhering hydrophilic layer. 4,429,032, CI
430-231.000.

Maturo, Robert J.: See-
Chin, Danny; Henderson, John G. N.; and Maturo, Robert J.,

4,429,415. CI. 455-164.000.

Maus, Julius, to Gretsch-Unitas GmbH. Ventilation register. 4.428,279.
CI. 98-98.000.

Mayer, Andreas; and Schwarz. Martin, to BBC Brown, Boveri & Co ,

Ltd. Process for operating an internal-combustion engine with a
supercharger which can be cut out, and a device for carrying out the
process. 4,428,352, CI. 123-559.000.

Mayer. Paul C, to Oy Fiskars AB. Knife scabbard with integral blade
sharpener. 4.428.515. CI. 224-232.000.

Mayer, Werner, to Translift AG; and Translift Gesellschaft fur Hebe-
und Forderanlagen mbH. Control current transmitter in form of
contactor means which yieldingly engage a control current track for

a chassis in transport systems. 4,428,466, CI. 191-58.000
Mazzagatti. Roy P.. to Texaco Inc. Oil-water monitor. 4.429,273, CI.

324-6 l.OOR.

Mazzei, Alessandro: See—
Pedretti, Ugo; Lugli, Gabriele; Poggio, Sergio; and Mazzei, Ales-

sandro, 4,429,089, CI. 526-153.000.

McAvinn, James D.; and Li. Felipe S., to Kendall Company. The.
Device for supporting sponge collection bags. 4,428,488, CI
211-181.000.

McBride, Paul: See-
Good, Raymond H., and McBride, Paul, 4,429.158, CI. 564-455.000.

McBroom, Kendall R.; and Shah, Dhanendra C , to Donaldson Com-
pany, Inc. Fluid filter with integral viscous damper 4,428,834, CI.
210-131.000.

McCabe. Barkman C; Zajac. Edward; and Featherstone, John L , to
Magma Power Company. Geothermal plant fluid rcinjection system.
4.428,200. CI. 60-641.500.

McCullough, John W.: See— I

Hoffman, Roy L.; Kempke. William G.; McCullough, John W.;
Soltis. Frank G.; and Turner, Richard T., 4.429,360. CI
364-200.000.

McDonnell Douglas Corporation: See—
Boehringer. Wilfred E., 4,428,196, CI. 60-403.000.

McDonough, Suellen. Multiple section wastebasket and the like

4.428.493. CI. 220-20.000.

McEwen, Stephen N.: See—
Creps, John L.; Hainen. Timothy J.; and McEwen, Stephen N..

4.428,838. CI. 210-323.200.

McGlashan, Kenneth W., to RCA Corporation. Pincushion raster
corrector distortion with improved performance. 4,429.293 CI
335-211.000.

McGregor, John C, Jr., to Pentaflex, Inc. Retainer and bearing assem-
bly. 4.428.688, CI. 384-208.000.

McGuire, Howard R.; and Offutt, Carl R., to Whirlpool Corporation
Bushing mounted stirrer shaft. 4,429,204, CI. 219-10.55F.

McKee, Glenda D. Protective transparent face and neck shield.
4,428,079. CI. 2-174.000.

McLaurin. A. Porter: See

—

Jones, Edwin R., Jr.; Cathey, LeConte; and McLaurin, A. Porter,

4,429,328, CI. 358-88.000.

McNatt, Robert B.; and Day. John T., to Rubber Millers, Inc. Force-
absorbing device. 4,428.568, CI. 267-140.000.

McPhee, William A., to Dresser Industries, Inc. Perforating apparatus
energy absorber and explosive charge holder. 4,428,440, CI.

175-4.600.

Mead Corporation, The: See

—

Davis. James W.; DuVall, Dale R.; and Kockler, Barry C.
4.429.333. CI. 358-293.000.

Dressier, John L.; Ganguly, Biswa N.; and VanBreemen, Bertram,
4,429,322, CI. 346-140.00R.

Rogers, Calvin; Parker, Russell A.; and Loucks, Terry L.,

4,429.049. CI. 436-178.000.

Mechanical Technology Incorporated: See—
Shapiro, Wilbur, 4,428,584, CI. 277-3.000.

Medtronic, Inc.: See

—

Anderson, Kenneth M.; and Brumwell. Dennis A.. 4.428.378, CI.
128-419 OPG.

Hepp, Dennis G.. 4,428.381, CI. 128-715.000.

Meffert, Harald; and Pieper, Rolf, to W. Meffert KG., Firma. Coil form
for electric windings. 4,429,294. CI. 336-198.000.

Meischen. Sandra J.; Gale. Glen R.; and Naff. Marion B.. to United
States of America, Health and Human Services. (N-Phosphonacetyl-
L-aspartato) (l,2-diaminocyclohexane)platinum(II) or alkali metal
salt. 4,428,943, CI. 424-211.000.

Meisei Electric Co , Ltd.: See-
Sato, Satoshi: Takahashi, Hiroshi; and Nakamura. Tsutomu.

4.428.793, CI. 156-285.000.

Melde-Tuczai, Helmut: See—
Skatsche, Othmar; Feichiinger, Gerhard; Melde-Tuczai. Helmut;

and Schukoff, Bruno, 4,428,338, CI. 123-I98.0OE.
Melling, Elmer M.: See—

Johnson, Robert M.; and Melling, Elmer M., 4,428,775, CI.
106-90 000.

Mendez, Antonio. Glaucoma treatment device. 4,428,746, CI. 604-8.000.

Menown, Hugh: See-
Donaldson, Timothy P.; Neale. Christopher V.; and Menown,
Hugh. 4.429,253. CI. 313-573.000.

Merck & Co.. Inc.: See—
Albers-Schonberg, George; Wallick. Hyman; Ormond, Robert E.;

Miller. Thomas W.; and Burg. Richard W.. 4,429.042. CI.

435-119.000.

Cragoe, Edward J.. Jr.; Rooney. Clarence S.; and Williams. Haydn
W R., 4,428,956, C. 424-270.000.

Cragoe, Edward J., Jr.; and Rooney. Clarence S.. 4,428.959. CI.
424-274.000.

Durette, Philippe L., 4,429.118, CI. 536-17.200.

Heck, James V.. 4.428.960. CI. 424-274.000.

Sandford, Paul A., 4,429.121. CI. 536-123.000.
Tolman, Richard L.; Marburg, Stephen; and Callahan, Lynn T., Ill,

4,428,931, CI. 424-87.000.

Merck Sharp & Dohme (I.A.) Corp.: See

—

Cragoe. Edward J.. Jr.; Rooney. Clarence S.; and Williams. Haydn
W. R.. 4,428.956. CI. 424-270.000.

Mericle, Robert W.. to Ethicon Inc. Plastic surgical sUple. 4.428,376,
CI 128-335.000.

Merritt, Richard F.: See—
Gioeni, Mary L.; and Merritt, Richard F., 4,429,070. CI.

524-517.000.

Merten, Rudolf: See—
Giesecke, Henning; Merten, Rudolf; and Rottmaier, Ludwig,

4,429,135, CI. 548-264.000.

Mertens, Ludovicus M.: See

—

Matthe. Herman L.; Van Gossum. Lucien J.; and Mertens. Ludovi-
cus M., 4,429,032, CI. 430-231.000.

Messerschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm Gesellschaft mit beschraenkter Haft'
ung: See—
Gelhard. Manfred. 4.428.705, CI. 411-82.000.

Messerschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm GmbH: See

—

Engelsberger. Ernst; Schulz. Ralf-Thilo; and Drachenberg. Franz.
4,428,157, a. 49-502.000.

Metallurgie Hoboken-Overpelt: See

—

Maes, Robert H.; Delvaux. Andre L.; and Lenoir. Pierre J..

4,428,731. CI. 432-247.000.

Metallwerk Max Brose GmbH A Co.: See-
Becker, Herbert; Sunkel. Manfred; Grams, Volker; and Schelhom,
Gerhard, 4.428.250. CI. 74-425.000

Metcalfe, Lincoln D.: See

—

Frank, Dieter; and Metcalfe, Lincoln D., 4.429,023, CI.

428-694.000.

Metric Systems Corporation: See

—

Woram. Bryon L.; and Hall. James M.. 4.428.551. CI. 244-137.00R.
Meyer. David A. G. Educational and amusement apparatus. 4.428,732.

CI. 434-160.000.

Meyerle, Michael; and Ehrlinger. Friedrich. to Zahnradfabrik Frie-

drichshafen AG. Motor vehicle control for an infinitely variable
transmission. 4.428.257. CI. 74-866.000.

Micafil AG: See-
Fischer, Bruno; and AndretU, Angelo. 4.428.113. CI. 29-736.000.

Microdyne Corporation: See

—

Hooper. Robert L.. 4.429,418. CI. 455-314.000.
Midland-Ross Corporation: See

—

Dekkers. Leo P.; and Spencer, James R., 4,429,201, CI. 200-

159.00A.
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HanuU. Richard M.. 4.428,489, CI. 213-62.00A.
Midwest Conveyor Co., Inc.: See—
^.^B""- H*rold S., 4,428,708, CI. 414-275.000.
Mihan, Yuji: See—

^'*"?^.X"'"°: Masuda, Nobuhito; Mihara, Yuji; Okazaki, Masaki

w . ^ Hirittuka, Nobuo, 4,429,050, CI. 436-538.000.
Mikuni Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Ishida, Tikishi; and Tominari, Noboni, 4,428,891, CI. 261-65 000
Milberger, Ernest C: See—

°'?I!Il'*"^*''*.^,=J^'"*'«"'
^"'"' C

;
Bremer, Noel J.; and Dria,

»,.. . "2*""" ^- ^-^Z'.JS'. CI. 549-259.000.
Milch, Peter O.: See—

Findl, Eugene; and Milch. Peter O., 4,428,366, CI. 1 28- 1 5.000.
Miles Laboratones, Inc.: See—

^A'?',*,^J!^
°~'»*= •"•* ^y"- Ernest W.. 4.429,044. CI

433-220.000.

Milgram, Alvin, to Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation

i^^2tj^!'S^i^7'^" "«'°" °" -miconductor struc

MUler, Albert J., to Atlu Electronics International, Inc. Dice agiution
and casting apparatiu. 4,428,579, CI. 273-145.0CA.

Miller, George A.; and Pridgen, Lendon N., to Rohm and Haas Com-
„P?"y Novel heterocyclic compounds. 4,428,948, CI. 424-244.000.
Miller, Ira: See—

^•n^'-*^ 5f'*'* ^' "<* '^'""' ''»• M29,270, CI. 323-317.000.
Miller. R. J. Cooking grill. 4,428,281, CI. 99-445.000.
Miller, Richard C: See—

De Loach, Bernard C, Jr.; Miller, Richard C; and Schwartz,
Bertram, 4.429,231. CI. 250-551.000.

Miller. Thomas W.: See—
Albers-Schonberg. George; Wallick. Hyman; Ormond. Robert E.

433 119
000°"*" ^''' "** ^"^** ^'^^'^ ^' *'*29.042. CI.

MUler, Wendell D.: See—

Milliken Research Corporation: See—
Via, Ralph H., 4,428.751, CI. 8-477.000.

MiUington. Arthur R.. to Linton Medical Services Limited. Preparation
for diagnosuc radiology. 4.428,924, CI. 424-4.000.

Mills Fur Farm Supply, Inc.; See—
Krauahaar. Stephen N.. 4.428.210. CI. 69-46.000.

Minerd. Timothy M.: See—

"!f&S!?^'! ^i'.^.f'JI^J,''
^"" ^' "** '^'««»- Timothy M..

4.428.666. CI. 3SS-I4.0SH.
Minnebraker. Jeffrey P.. to Quadra Wheelchairs. Inc. Wheel assemblies

for use with wheelchairs. 4.428,594. CI. 280-242.0WC
Minner, Willy, to Telefunken Electronic GmbH. Input suse for an

Ignition control circuit. 4.429.235, CI. 307-356.000.
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co.: See—

Arens, Robert P., 4,428,321, CI. 116-217.000.
Chang, Robert W. H., 4.428.930. CI. 424-52.000

^•PiI"-Jbi^!IJI^'
^' *"** Brownlee. David C, 4.429.001, CI.

Koshar, Robert J.. 4.429.093. CI. 526-205.000.
Mmolu Camera Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

*'°«?11^J"'' ^"""^i "«* Nakamura, Minoru, 4,428,663. CI.

Mirmikidis, Alexander Peter: See—

Mironenko. Ljudmila A.: See—
Pasmannik. Vitaly I.; Mironenko. Ljudmila A.; and Nazarov

Sergei N.. 4,429.255. CI. 315-5.390.
Miser, H. T.: See—

w J![PP«"' Awon J.; and Miser. H. T.. 4.428.590. CI. 277-I88.0OA.
Mishiba. Saburo; Ohta. Kiyonari; Fujieda. Kazumasa; Matsumoto,

Kojiro; and Uchida, Akira, to Sumitomo Naugatuck Co., Ltd Paper
.,P°*'il?* «>"PO«t>on and iu production. 4,429,074, CI. 524-819 000

Mitnick, Victor H.: See—

'^'l^c*'""" ^' *"** Mitnick, Victor H., 4.429.185, CI. 179-
I8.0FA.

Mito, Akio; and Tanaka. Kentaro, to Tokyo Keiki Co.. Ltd. Pressure
control valve. 4.428.398. CI. 137-530000

rrc«ure

Miuubishi Chemical Industries. Limited: See—

Miuubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Hattori. Takatoshi. 4.428.112. CI. 29-734.000.

iKSTAnn"*'*'*'''''
"** Matsumoto. Yasuji. 4.429.364. CI.

Mori. Teijiro; Muuda, Shigeni; Okado, Hiroyuki; Kakizoe.
Masahiro; and Sako, Yuji. 4.429.198. CI. 200.144.00R.

Miuubishi Oas Chemical Co., Inc.: See—
Gaku, Mono; Nagai, Syunichi; Kimpara. Hidenori; and Ayano.

Satoshi. 4,429, 1 1 2, CI. 528-422.000.
Miuubishi Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Hiramatsu, Takeo, 4.428,467, CI. 192-3.310
Mitsubishi Rayon Co., Ltd.: See—

Sugimori, Teruhiko; and Habara, Hideaki, 4,429,114. CI.
528-486.000.

Mittuhashi, Susumu: See—
Saikawa. Isamu; Yasuda, Takashi; Tai. Maaani; Takashita. Yutaka

Sakai, Hiroshi; Mae. Michiko; Takahau, Masahiro, and Miuuha-
shi. Susumu, 4,428,936, CI 424-114 000

MiUui Petrochemical Industries, Ltd : See—
Shibata, Yuzo; and Naganuma, Seikoh, 4,429,079, CI 525-240 000

Mittelmann, Gerhard; and Brodbeck, Klaus P . to Swiu Aluminium
Ltd. Freight container, in particular for air transport. 4.428.491, CI
**i^ I j\Aj.

Mitutoyo Mfg Co . Ltd : See—
Yamazaki, Kunio. 4.428,121. CI 33-172 008

^'.«*\.!fjii; *° '^°'''"' ^"* Hydraulic damper 4,428.464, CI
188-315.000.

Miyagawa. Hiroshi: See—
Sakuma, Shinzo, Yanagiuwa. Hifumi; Tokuhata, Kazuo and
Miyagawa, Hiroshi. 4.429,197. CI. 20O-I44O0B

Miyagi. Toshimi. to Murau Manufacturing Co . Ltd Rvback trans-
former. 4.429.358. CI. 363-68 000

Miyajima. Hajime, to Toko. Inc. Group-arranged type surface acoustic
wave transducer 4.429.246. Q. 310-313 008

Miyazaki. Yoshihisa: 5^—
Takeuchi. Hiroo; Hachiro. Nobuaki; and Miyazaki, Yoshihisa.

4,428.274. CI 9I.369.00A
Miyoshi, Yasushi; and Ishii. Yuuhiro, to Sanyo Electnc Co Ltd
Diaphragm for speaker. 4.428.996, CI 428-198 000

Mizorogi. HiroUugu: See—
Nakamura, Kazuo; Mizorogi. HiroUugu, and Isao, Akihiko

4.428.979. CI. 427-162.000.
Nakamura. Kazuo; Mizorogi, HiroUugu, and Isao, Akihiko

4.428.980. CI. 427-162.000
Mizuguchi, Hidenori: See—

^^' S!i7i"JtL^""'"*=*"'
"'denon. and Ota. Hiroshi, 4,428,621.

Cl. 303-13.000.

Mobil Oil Corporation: See-
Allen. Linus S.. 4.429.221, CI 250-256.000
Bndger. Robert F , 4,428.861, CI 252-32 70E.
Chester, Arthur W.; and Chu. Yung F., 4.429,176, CI 585-481 000
Choi, Byung C; Gross. Benjamin; and Malladi. Madhava.

4.428.824. CI. 208-86 000
"nwinava.

Dellinger. Thomas B., 4.428.441, CI 175-61.000
Derbyshire, Frank J.; and Whitehurst. Darrell D. 4.428.818. CI

208-8.0LE.
Law. Derek A.; and Shim. Joosup. 4.428.855. CI 252-77 000
Oleck. Stephen M ; and Wilson. Robert C . Jr . 4.428.865. CI

502-77.000

Shu. Paul; and Yan, Tsoung-Yuan, 4.428,819, CI 208-46 000
Walsh, Dennis E , 4,428,826, CI 208-I2O000

Mock, Curtis D.: See-
Mock. Sam D.. Jr.; and Mock. Curtu D , 4.429.212. CI 2 19-268 000

^Tii^^in C\ 219
""* ^°^^' ^""" ° ^»P«**»'e electnc lighter

Moll. Franz; and Holl. Ingeborg, to Agfa Gevaen Aktiengesellschaft
Process for concentrating yellow silver sols. 4,429 038 CI
430-510000

Mongeon, Roben J.: See—
Chenausky, Peter P

; Mongeon. Robert J ; Dnnkwater, Erroll H
and Laughman, Lanny M., 4,429,398, CI 372-64.000

Monsanto Company: See—
Cutchens. Charles E; and Lanier. Lynn H. 4.429.159 CI

564-492.000.

Sikorski. James A ; and Curtis. Tommie G. 4,428,765. CI

Tou. Jacob S.; and Schleppnik. Alfred A , 4,428.887. CI 260-

Montedison S.p.A.: See-
Agnes. Giovanni; Rucci. Guglielmo, and Santmi, Claudio

4.429,147. CI. 560-81.000.

Marzola, Robeno; Garagnani. Enea; and Moro. Alessandro
4.429.064. CI. 523-213.000.

Montierth. Max R.. to Coming Glass Works. Solid particulate filters
4.428.758. CI. 55-523.000.

Mookherjee. Braja D., Trenkle. Robert W., Wolff. Robin K ; Boden,
Richard M.; and Yoshida, Takao, to International Flavors A Fra-
grances Inc. Use of methyl substituted pinyl oxopentenes. for aug-
menting, enhancing of modifying the aroma or taste of smoking
tobacco and smoking tobacco articles. 4.428.387, CI. 131-276.000

Moore. George E. Infinitely vanable ratio transmission apparatus
4.428.740. CI. 474-242.000

Ki-'-iu.

Moore. M. Samuel; and Paluka. Charles F., to Semco Instrumenu, Inc
Turbocharger control system. 4,428.199. CI. 60-600.000

Moore. Michael H.; and Turner, George F A M.. to Ciba-Getgy AG
4^428*65? C?' 354^00)

""'°***'"' ""^ "''" P'''*^^"'* ***'^

Morales. Alvaro. to Queen's University of Kingston Device for mea-
sunng male potency 4.428.385. CI 128-774 000

Moreno. Jack, to Blackstone Industries. Inc Adjusuble. poruble
hand-held impactor 4.428.439. CI 173-118 000

Morgan, William T.: See-
Clemens, Donald D.; Larson. Elmer M , Jr ; Morgan. William T

flfl'^^S),""
•*• "'• "** ^"»*"- Pf'*' R- *.*29.329. Cl!

338- 100.000.

Morganson, Neal E.; and Bercik. Paul G . to Gulf Research A Develop-
ment Company. Method of oligomerizing 1 -olefins and regeneratina
a heterogeneous caulyst 4.429,177, CI 585-525 000

1038 O.G —88
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^•*>"'»' Shigeru; Okado. Hiroyuki; Kakizoe, Masahiro

•nd Sako, Yuji, to Miteubishi Denki Kabiuhiki Kaisha. Power switch-
gear. 4,429,198. CI. 200-144.(X)R.

Mori, Yoshiaki: See—
Takasaki, Yukio; Hirai, Tadaaki; Yamamoto. Hideaki; Tsukada

Toshihisa; and Mori, Yoshiaki, 4,429,325, CI. 357-31.000.
Mon, Yoshihiko: See—

Sakurai, Tokio; Komiya, Kyosuke; Mori, Yoshihiko; Kitahama.
Yoshiharu; and Iwami, Isamu, 4,429,171, CI. 568-804.000.

Mongaki, Masakazu: See—
Tsubota, Motohiko; Morigaki, Masakazu; Hamaoka, Tsutomu and

Onki, Nobutaka, 4,429,031, CI. 430-218.000.
Morita, Hideo: See—

Saito, Akira; Yamori, Akio; and Merita, Hideo, 4,429,076, CI.

Morita, Jyiin-ichi: See—
Higashi, Mitsuo; Morita, Jyun-ichi; Koyama, Kenzi; and Yoshida.

Mitsuo. 4,429,021, CI. 428-629.000.
Morita, Takashi: See—

Yanazawa, Tadaaki; Tanaka, Teruaki; Noda, Akio; and Morita,
Takashi, 4,428,217, CI. 72-250.000.

Moriya, Yoshifumi: See—
Kimpara. Nobuyuki; Kaneko, Hideki; and Moriya, Yoshifumi,

4,428,726, CI. 431-78.000.
Moro, Alessandro: See—

Marzola. Roberto; Garagnani, Enea; and Moro, Alessandro,
4,429,064, CI. 523-213.000.

Morris, Ronald M., to Lever Brothers Company. Fabric washing
process and detergent composition for use therein. 4,428,749, CI
8-137.000.

Morrisette, E. Leon; and Bushnell, Dennis M., to United States of
America, National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Powder
fed sheared dispersal particle generator 4,428,703, CI. 406-155.000.

Morrison, Robert C, to Lithium Corporation of America. Hydrocar-
bon solvent solutions of complexes of isopropyllithium and ethvlli-
thium. 4,429,054, CI. 502-157.000.

Morrow, John A.: See—
Hidsing, Rand H., II; and Morrow. John A.. 4,428,123, CI.

Morrow, John D.: 5^— I

Fredriksson, John I.; Morrow. John D.; and Rossi, Giulio A
4,429,003, CI. 428-317.900.

Morscheck, Timothy J.; Byar, Robert R.; and Deska, Theodore J., to
Mton Corporation. Synchronizer spring pin. 4,428,469, CI. 192-

Morton Glass Works: See-
Abel, Donald, 4,428,518, CI. 225-103.000.

Morton Thiokol, Inc.: See—
Penn, Howard J., 4,429,005, CI. 428-350.000.

Moaer, Robert, to Parsons Manufacturing, Incorporated. Adjustable
shelf unit. 4,428,304, CI. 108-65.000.

Moss. Leonard S.: See—
Williams. Ronald H.; Elliott, Mason T.; and Moss, Leonard S

.

4,428,280, CI. 99-356.000.
Motorola, Inc.: See—

Dahm, Jonathan C; and Franka, John G., 4,428,975, CI. 427-94.000.
Davia, Robert B.; and Miller. Ira, 4,429,270, CI. 323-317.000.
Gay, Michael J., 4,429,239, CI. 307-520.000.
Higgins. Robert J., Jr.; and Turner, Harvey N., Jr., 4,429,289, CI.

Mowill, Rolf J., to A/S Kongsberg Vapenfabrikk. Pre-swirl inlet guide
vanes for compressor. 4,428,714, CI. 415-161.000.

MTU Friedrichshafen GmbH: See—
Dinger, Hans; and Klotz, Helmut. 4.428,192, CI. 60-606.000

Mudder, Terrance I.; and Neville, Roy G., to Homestake Mining Com-
pany. Anionic and cationic removal of copper from cyanide-contain-
ing wastewater. 4,428,840, CI. 210-717.000.

Mueller, Hans R.: See—

w A"*' ^e™"; *nd Mueller, Hans R., 4.429,405, CI. 375-89.000.
Muhlbauer, Otto: See—

R{»ler, Helmut; Muhlbauer. Otto; Dempf, Josef; and Bigall, Klaus-
Dieter, 4,428,267, CI. 84-1.010.

Muhler, Jneph C; and Putt, Mark S., to Indiana University Founda-
??1'. 5J?"ir** preparations comprising calcined kaolin abrasives.
4,428,928, C\. 424-49.000.

^i^I^^l^illl^'^ Watson, Charles K. Waveguide slot antenna.
4,429,313, CI. 343-771.000.

Mulholland, Kenneth L.: See—
Benin, Joshua; Mulholland, Kenneth L.; and Reichcnberg, John F..

4,428,539, CI. 242-18.00A.
Muller-Dutschke, Helga: See—

Erhard. Werner, 4,428,333, CI. I23-149.00C.
Muller, Hans; Gayler, Rudolf; and Rapsomanikis, Nikolas, to Chemap
vS.JI2^ "" "" extraction of date fruiu. 4.428,969. CI
426-53.000.

Muller. Mathias. to Durr-Dental GmbH & Co. KG. Process for clean-

'i"i5^i^'~"
'"°"' °'" ''''" <leveloping apparatus. 4.428.777. CI.

Muller. Rolf, to Papst-Motoren KG. Low magnetic leakage flux brush-
less pulse controlled D-C motor. 4.429,263. CI. 318-254.000.

MiUler. Siegfned; and Wrobel. Gunter, to Papst Motoren GmbH & Co

.

JkS'9 245'cf 3*10.26
1^000"*^"°" ^°^ synchronous hysteresis motor.

Multinorm. B. V.: See—

^J-c^.f^"''
"endrikus C; and Prins. Nicolaas. 4.428.181, CI.

3o- 1 3.600.

Mumcu, Salih; and Panoch, Hans J., to Chemische Werke Huls AG.
Method for the preparation of polyether ester amides. 4,429.081, CI.
525-420.000.

Munro. William H.: See—
Hessler. Norman F.; Stolfa. Frank; and Munro. William H.,

4.428.823, CI. 208-78.000.

Munson, Richard E.: See—
Young, John A.; and Munson, Richard E., 4,428.425, CI.

166-267.000.

Munteanu, Marina A.; Cseko, Christine; Oltarzewski, Edward S.; Lin-
dauer, Jerome I.; and Withycombe, Donald A., to International
Flavors & Fragrances Inc. Cologne consisting of microcapsule sus-
pension. 4,428,869, CI. 252.522.00A.

Munz, Wolf-Dieter: See—
Heimbach, Klaus J.; Munz, Wolf-Dieter; Adam, Rolf; and Wenzl,

Heinz, 4,428,809, CI. 204-192.00P.
Murai, Koichi; Kobayashi, Toshiaki; and Fujitani, Kango, to New
Japan Chemical Co., Ltd. Process for preparing dibenzylidene sorbi-
tols and dibenzylidene xylitols. 4,429,140, CI. 549-370.000.

Murakami, Kenji: See—
Takino, Kenichi; and Murakami, Kenji, 4,428,729, CI. 431-262.000.

Muraoka, Akihiko; and Suzuki, Kunihiko, to Nissan Motor Company,
Limited. Four-wheel-drive system for vehicle. 4,428,452, CI.

Murashige, Masayuki: See—
Itoh, Shojiro; Murashige, Masayuki; and Igarashi, Toshio.

4,429,071, CI. 524-569.000.
Murata Manufacturing Co., Ltd.: See—

Miyagi. Toshimi. 4.429.358, CI. 363-68.000.
Nakatsu, Yoshiyuki. 4.429.297. CI. 338-162.000.

Murayama, Naohiro; Sakagami, Teruo; and Shoji, Masuhiro, to Kureha
Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Electrooptical element. 4,428,873,
CI. 252-583.000.

Murdock, Keith C, to American Cyanamid Company. l-(Aminoalk-
yIamino)-5,8-dihydroxy-4-substituted-anthraquinones. 4,428,882, CI.
260-379.000.

Murphy, Jerry C; Sanders. Ronald E.; and Harmon. Warren S. Geotex-
tile for pavement overlays. 4.428,698, CI. 404-17.000.

Murray, Edward J.: See—
Peyman, Gholam A.; Raichand, Notilal; and Murray, Edward J..

4,428,748, CI. 604-22.000.
Murray, Kenneth M. Coal analysis system. 4,428,902, CI. 376-156.000.
Musschoot, Albert: See—

Kraus, Richard B.; and Musschoot, Albert, 4,428,476, CI.
198-764.000.

Mutzel, Wolfgang: See—
Gries, Heinz; and Mutzel, Wolfgang. 4,429,152. CI. 562-442.000.

Myers. Robert F.. to Pfizer Inc. Penicillanic acid dioxide prodrus.
4.428.935. CI. 424-114.000.

N H K Spring Co.. Ltd.: See—
Takahashi, Jun. 4.428.095, CI. 16-297.000.

Naff, Marion B.: See—
Meischen, Sandra J.; Gale. Glen R.; and Naff, Marion B., 4,428,943,

CI. 424-211.000.

Naficy, Sadeque S. Breast prosthesis with filling valve. 4,428,082, CI.
3-36.000.

Nagai, Syunichi: See

—

Gaku, Morio; Nagai, Syunichi; Kimpara. Hidenori; and Ayano,
Satoshi, 4,429,112, CI. 528-422.000.

Nagano, Masanobu: See—
Ueda, Ikuo; Kato, Masayuki; and Nagano, Masanobu, 4,429,126, Q.

544-250.000.

Naganuma, Nobuyuki: See—
Takiguchi, Michitaka; Naganuma, Nobuyuki; and Horie, Fujio,

4,428,313, CI. 112-220.000.

Naganuma, Seikoh: See—
Shibata, Yuzo; and Naganuma, Seikoh, 4,429,079, CI. 525-240.000.

Nagashima. Akira. to Kioritz Corporation. Strainer. 4,428,835, CI.
21Q-172.000.

Nagata, Minoru: See—
Watanabe, Tomoyuki; Kaneko, Kenji; Nakamura, Tohru; Okada,

Yutaka; Okabe, Takahiro; Nagata, Minoru; Itoh. Yokichi; and
Toyabe. Toru. 4.429.326. CI. 357^3.000.

Nagati. Rashed N.. to Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation. Metal-
lurgical vessel. 4.428.564. CI. 266-246.000.

Nagel. Arthur A., to Pfizer Inc. Alkylated oleandomycin containing
compounds. 4.429,1 16, CI. 536-7.200.

Nagl. Alfred: See—
Scheurecker. Werner; Felbermayer. Erich; and Nagl. Alfred,

4.428.415. CI. 164-448.000.
Nagle. Dennis C.: See—

Boxall. Larry G.; and Nagle. Dennis C. 4,428,847, CI. 502-101.000.
Nagomy, Gabriel. Tri-dimensional puzzle. 4,428,581, CI. 273-153.00S.
Nagy. Jozsef: See—

Pasztor. Emil; Lazar. Laszio; Nagy. Jozsef; and Pallosy nee Becker,
Katalin, 4,429,062, CI. 523-118.000.

Naitoh, Katsumi, 'to NSK-Wamer K.K. Safety belt system having
retractor equipped with manual locking mechanism. 4,428,545, CI.
242-107.40A.

Naka, Yasushi; and Kawakami, Kiyoshi, to Toray Industries, Inc.
Moisture-permeable waterproof coated fabric and method of making
the same. 4,429,000, CI. 428-265.000.

Nakagawa, Masachi: See—
Darko, Laszio L.; Nakanishi, Koji; and Nakagawa, Masachi,

4.429,141, CI. 549-382.000.
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Nakagawa, Satoshi: See—
Kurita, Yukio; and Nakagawa, Satoshi, 4.428.792. CI. 156-196.000

Nakagawa, Takashi; and Ogata. Norio. to Idemitsu Kosan Company

i!Sm2 a^JSdoO
'"°**"'=**°" °^ polyesterpolycarbonate

''tS;S68i'S'^;;-JS2.SS'"
''"''"^ '^- "-'' '^"'"*' •""'""

Nakajima. Yoshio: See—
Nakamura. Hajime; Iwamura. Junichi; Nakajima. Yoshio; and

Hasegawa, Masaji. 4.428,245. CI. 73-864.520.
Ndtamura. Hajime; Iwamura, Junichi; Nakajima. Yoshio; and
Hasegawa, Masaji, to Nisshin Steel Company Limited. Apparatus for
sampling molten metal. 4,428,245, CI. 73-864.520.

Nakamura, Ichiro: See—
Ichiryu, Ken; Watanabe, Haruo; Nakamura, Ichiro; and Akasaka

Yoshimichi, 4,428,559, CI. 251-129.000.
Ndcamura, Kazuo; Mizorogi, Hirotsugu; and Isao, Akihiko. to Ulvac
Seimaku Kabushiki Kaisha. Method for forming an inhomogeneous
opticallayer. 4.428.979. CI. 427-162.000.

Ndiamura. Kazuo; Mizorogi. Hirotaugu; and Isao, Akihiko. to Ulvac
Seimaku Kabushiki Kaisha. Method for forming an inhomogeneous
optical layer. 4.428.980. CI. 427-162.000.

Nakamura. Keiji: See—
Suzuki. Osamu; and Nakamura. Keiji. 4.428.691. CI. 400-124.000

Nakamura, Minoru: See—
Ito, Hideo; Irie, Yutaka; and Nakamura, Minoru, 4,428,663. CI.

355-14.00R.
Nakamura, Tohru: See—

Watanabe, Tomoyuki; Kaneko, Kenji; Nakamura. Tohru; Okada.
Yutaka; Okabe. Takahiro; Nagata, Minora; Itoh. Yokichi; and
Toyabe. Tora. 4.429.326. CI. 357-43.000.

Nakamura, Tsutomu: See-
Sato, Satoshi;- Takahashi, Hiroshi; and Nakamura, Tsutomu.

4,428,793, CI. 156-285.000.
Nakanishi, Koji: See—

Darko, Laszio L.; Nakanishi. Koji; and Nakagawa. Masachi.
4.429.141, CI. 549-382.000.

Nakanishi Metal Works Co. Ltd.: See—
Wakabayashi, Takao, 4,428,299, CI. I04-I72.00S.

Nakateu, Yoshiyuki, to Murata Manufacturing Co., Ltd. Variable resis-
tor. 4,429,297, CI. 338-162.000.

Naico Chemical Company: See—
Kekish, George T.; and Xieu, Diep V., 4,428,310, CI. 1 10-342.000

Napp Systems (USA), Inc.: See-
Howard. Lawrence E.. 4.428.659. CI. 354-317.000.

Nwimatsu. Akihisa; and Ohkubo. Hiroyuki. to Sony Corporation.
Magnetoresistive displacement sensor and signal reprocessing circuits
therefor. 4.429.276. CI. 324-207.000.

" * *

Narita, Osamu; and Hayashi. Takushi. to Victor Company of Japan,
Ltd. Disc accommodating case. 4.428.483, CI. 206-459 000

Nanio, Kyoichi: See—
Okjta, Tsutomu; Nanio, Kyoichi; and Ushimaru. Akira, 4,428,974,

Naruae, Osamu: See—
Umezawa, Michio; Naruse, Osamu; Furakawa, Tatsuya; Ohori

T^^^Ji!™'^^'' '»•'""; and Kakeno, Sadao, 4.429,317, CI
346-75.000.

National Distillers and Chemical Corporation: See-
Smith, David W., 4,429,056, CI. 518-700.000.

National Gypsum Company: See—

®"i"i'i«y^.^°5^" ' •
Taravella, Salvatore R.; and Dean, Robert M ,

4,429,214. CI. 219-345.000.

'"i'JIfSinS?'*" ^' ""* Melling. Elmer M.. 4.428,775, CI.
106-90.000.

National Semiconductor Corporation: See—
Page, Ronald W., 4,429,416, CI. 455-2 1 1 .000.

National Starch and Chemical Corporation: See—
Wurzburg, Otto B.; and Fergason, Virgil L., 4.428,972. CI.

Nauheimer. James F.. to Container Corporation of America. Sift proof
liner for outer container. 4.428.499. CI. 220-470.000.

Nazarov. Sergei N.: See—
Pasmannik. Vitaly I.; Mironenko. Ljudmila A.; and Nazarov.

Sergei N.. 4.429,255, CI. 315-5.390.

^^' {""" ^'' SuUivan, Joseph W.; and Loersch. Joseph F., to United

T^» .°'°8'*' Corporation. Duplex peening and smoothing process.
4,428,213, CI. 72-53.000.

Neale, Christopher V.: See-
Donaldson, Timothy P.; Neale, Christopher V.; and Menown.
Hugh, 4,429,253, CI. 313-573.000.

Nebrensky, Jiri R.: See—

^.^Pi^'"- ^^'" ^' """^ Nebrensky, Jiri R., 4,428,839, CI. 210-512.300.
NEC Kansai, Ltd.: See—

Tenjin, Kaoru, 4,429,291, CI. 334-51.000.
Nederlandse Centrale Organizatie voor Toegepast Natuurwetenschap-

pelijk Onderzoek: See—
Heijenga, Berend; Hilbrink, Hubertus E.; and Klaij, Henri F

4,428,907, CI. 422-61.000.
Nehen, Ulrich; Hajek, Manfred; Weimann, Norbert; and Dahm, Man-

fred, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the production of
microcapsules. 4,428,983, CI. 427-213.340.

Neighbors, Ralph P.: See—
Hedrich, Loren W.; and Neighbors, Ralph P., 4,428,881, CI

548-491.000.

Nemecek. William F : See—
Macauley, George C, Nemecek. William F . and Roefer. RobertW

. 4,429.306. CI. 340-790000
Nemecsek, Ferenc; and Wilke. Elmar. to International Standard Elec-

tnc Corporation Circuit arrangement for detecting and interpreting
interferences with automatic machines and particularly com tele-
phones. 4,429,183. CI 179-6 30R

Nemeni. Tibor M : See—
Nikitin, Pavel Z, Nemeni, Tibor M ; Zolotov, Lev A Bezchast-

nov. Gennady A
; Nikolsky. Alexandr 1 ; Sharashkin. Andrei M

and Tjunn, Albert V.. 4,429,244. CI 310-254.000
Nesbit. Grayle S.: See—

Klinger, John C
; and Nesbit. Grayle S. 4.428.153. CI 49-366 000

Nethery, John L.. Jr.: See-
Berry, Peter F , Miller. Wendell D ; and Nethery, John L , Jr

4.429.409. CI. 378-45.000.

Neville, Roy G.: See—
Mudder, Terrance I.; and Neville. Roy G, 4.428,840. CI

210-717.000.

New England Nuclear Corporation: See—
Gluckstem, Robert L . 4.429.229, CI 25O.3960ML

New Japan Chemical Co.. Ltd.: See—
Murai, Koichi; Kobayashi. Toshiaki. and Fuiitani. Kanco.

4.429.140. CI 549-370.000.
New Super Laundry Machinery Co. Inc : See—

Kamberg. Eduard. 4.428.133. CI 38-44 000
Newinger. Christoph: See—

Reichl. Helmut; Hartl. Richard, and Newinger. Chnstoph.
4.428.519. CI. 226-75.000.

Ngo. Peter D T., to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated Selec-
tive shifting ac plasma panel. 4.429.256. CI 315-169 400

Nice-Pak Producu. Inc.: See—
Julius. Robert P, Dwan. William E, and Tullar. Albert F

4.428.497, CI 220-339 000
Nichols. Lawrence J

; and MacMaster. George H . to Raytheon Com-
pany Divider/combiner amplifier 4.429.286, CI 330-286 000

Nicolaou. Kynacos C ; Magolda, Ronald L , and Claremon. David A ,

to Research Corporation. Method of prepanna bicycIo(3 I Dhepi-
2-one. 4.429.166. CI 568-352.000

Nikitin. Pavel Z.; Nemeni. Tibor M , Zolotov. Lev A ; Bezchastnov
Gennady A

; Nikolsky. Alexandr I , Sharashkin. Andrei M , and
Tjunn. Albert V

. to Vsesojuzny Proektnoizyskatelsky I Nauchno-
Issledovatelsky Institut "Gidroproekf Stator of generator
4.429.244. CI 310-254.000.

8 or

Nikly. Jean, to Automobiles M Berliet Direct injection diesel engine
with a mechanically controlled injector 4.428.340. CI 123-276 000

Nikolsky. Alexandr I.: See—
Nikitin. Pavel Z.; Nemeni. Tibor M.; Zolotov. Lev A ; Bezchast-

nov. Gennady A ; Nikolsky. Alexandr I.. Sharashkin. Andrei M
and Tjurin. Albert V.. 4.429,244. CI. 310-254000

Ninomiya, Masakazu: See-
Suzuki, Auushi; Omori. Norio; Ninomiya, Masakazu; Akiyama.
Susumu; and Hirabayashi. Yuji, 4.428.342. CI 123-419000

Nippon Cable System. Inc.: See—
Kobayashi. Tetuo; and Hirai. Syoichi. 4.428.542. CI 242-5400R

Nippon Electric Co.. Ltd.: See—
Ikeda. Hidenori. 4.429.367, CI 364-513 000
Kobayashi. Satoru; and Matsue, Shigeki, 4,429.375. CI 365-240 000
Sugimoto. Mitsunori, and Nomura, Hidenon, 4.429.397. CI

372-46.000.

Suzuki. Osamu; and Nakamura, Keiji, 4.428.691. C\ 400-124 000
Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha See—

Urata. Kazuo. 4.429.380. CI. 369-230 000.
Nippon Oil and Fats Co.: See—

Shimizu. Hirozumi; Kiso. Nobora; and Igarashi. Taizo. 4.428 984
CI. 427-220.000.

Nippon Seiko Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Horton. Paul L.; and Hideo. Okoshi. 4.428.246, CI 74-200.000

Nippon Soken. Inc.: See—
Odogaki. Takahara; Kawai. Hisasi; Matsui. Takeshi; Hatton. Kyo
and Sakurai. Kazuhiro. 4.428,558. CI 251-65 000.

Tanaka. Hiroaki; and Akita. Shigeyuki, 4.428.232. CI 73-304 OOC
Nippon Steel Corporation: See—

Higashi. Mitsuo; Morita. Jyun-ichi; Koyama. Kenzi, and Yothida,
Miuuo, 4.429.021. CI. 428-629.000.

Nippondenso Co.. Ltd.: See-
Suzuki. Atsushi; Omori, Nono; Ninomiya. Masakazu; Akiyama.
Susumu; and Hirabayashi. Yuji. 4,428.342. CI 123-419.000.

Nisco Inc.: See—
Takatsu. Yukihiro; Yamamoto. Shoichi; and Kamioka. Masara

4,428,261, CI. 81-434.000.

Nishimura, Kenichi: See—
Hata. Takehisa; Nishimura. Kenichi; and Yasumura. Mittura

4.428.951. CI. 424-250.000.
Nishimura. Toshiro: See—

Yasuda, Yutaka; Tsuchihashi. Kiyoshi; and Nishimura. Toshiro
4.428.884. CI. 260-404.500

Nishino. Atsushi: See—
Yashiki, Tomohiro; Hosomi, Fumio; Wakahata. Yasuo; Niahino.

Atsushi; Wasa. Kiyotaka; and Kataae. Masazumi. 4.428.909. CI
422-95.000.

Nishizawa, Kanji; Hamada, Kazuhiko, and Aratani. Tadatothi. to
Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited. Preparabon of p-hydrox-
ybenzaldehyde derivatives 4.429,163. CI. 568-432.000
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NisMti Motor Co., Ltd.: See—
^^^.^^^^ Ishihtnu, Maaao, and Hayakawa, Yoshikazu.

4,428,446. O. 180.54.(X)A.
Murjok^ Akihiko; and Suzuki, Kunihiko. 4,428.452, CI.

Suzuki, Shigeru; Fukuma. Daizo; and Shirota. Kensho. 4,428.785,
a. 149-19.400.

Takaje, Sadao; Yamamoto. Akito; Oshiage. Katsunori; and Hosaka,
AkK). 4.428,348, CI. 123-480.000.

Takei. Hirofiimi, 4.428.569. CI. 267-140.100.

Nisahin Kaiei Kabushiki ICaisha: See—
„. J^'^.'il*."*':

"^ Koshiro, Hirotomo. 4.428,802, CI. 204^3.00N.
Nnahm Oil Mills, Ltd., The: See—

v.. }^'^' ^"~= ""* Yamada. Osamu. 4.428.885. CI. 26(M10.90N
Noahin Steel Compuy Limited: See—

Nakamura, Hajime; Iwamura. Junichi; Nakajima, Yoshio; and
Hasegawa, Masaji, 4.428.245. CI. 73-864.520.

Niasin Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Takeuchi. Hiroo; Hachiro. Nobuaki; and Miyazaki, Yoshihisa

4,428,274. CI. 9 1.369.00A.
Nitschke. Werner, to Robert Bosch GmbH. Apparatus for generating

pulses upon decreases in supply volUge. 4.429.236, CI. 307-362.000
Noda, Akio: See—

Yanazawa, Tadaaki; Tanaka. Teruaki; Noda, Akio; and Morita,
Takashi, 4,428,217. CI. 72-250.000.

Noguchi. Masaru, to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd. Light beam scanning
device with curved grid pattern. 4,429,220, CI. 250-236.000

Noller, Christoph: See—
AbthofT, Jorg; Schuster. Hans-Dieter; Langer, Hans-Joachim and

NoUer. Christoph. 4.428.347, CI. 123-453.000.

Nomura, Hidenori: See—
Sugimoto. Mitsunori; and Nomura, Hidenori, 4,429,397, CI

372-46.000.

Nomura, Hirokazu: See—
Ueno, Susumu; Nomura, Hirokazu; and Imada, Kiyoshi, 4,429,024,

CI. 428-694.000.

Nomura, Yoshihisa, to ToyoU Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Park-
mg brake cable of automobile. 4,428,613, CI. 296-208.000.

Norden Laboratories, Inc.: See—
B«. Edmund P.; and Sharpee, Richard L., 4,429,045, CI.

439-235.000.

Nordica S.p.A.: See—
Perotto, Riccardo, 4,428,130, CI. 36-117.000.

Norota, Susumu; Kiriyama, Tsutomu; Imoto, Tadashi; and Azumi,
TMhmorv to Teijm Limited. Filament-like Hbers and bundles thereof,

fJr.illS M-.PiSS*"
*"** "PPtratus for production thereof 4,429,006,

Cl. 428-373.000.

'^4"28781^14ft.3600?**'*'°''°*
'^''^*'*'*8- ^''**«* **«' <=*""'

Northern Telecom Limited: See—
Pan, Ali; and Ellwood, John R., 4,428,787, CI. 156-54.000.

Norton Co.: See—
Ciramings, Paul W., Jr.; and Mailhot, David J., 4,428,893, Cl.

261-122.000.

^^!}}^!S^' '°*" ^' Morrow, John D.; and Rossi, Giulio A.,
4,429.003. Cl. 428-317.900.

Noaek, Frank J. Spray nozzle actuator. 4.428.512. CI. 222-402.150.
Noto, Kunihiro: See—

"VS^5??'J^°*'''°' ^°^' Kunihiro; and Fukasaku. Yoshinori,
4.428,719, CI. 417-354.000.

Novak, Peter, to Rieter Machine Works. Limited. Bobbin and a bobbin
support structure for a roving frame. 4.428.541, CI. 242-46.200.

Nowak, Rudolf; and Holland, Gerhard, to Halomet AG. Process for the

J^^f^l?* 21 °l?^ 52" " 8«««>'» mixture formed during reduction.
4,428,771, CI. 75-89.000.

Noyes, Billy P.: See—

K,cir^S°'**' ^"^ H- •"*" '^oy- ^'"y P- M28,1H CI. 4O-2.0OR.
NSK-Wamer K.K.: See—

Naitoh, Katsumi, 4,428,545, CI. 242-107.40A.
Nussmeier, Thomas A.: See—

Wong, Shi-Yin; Little, Michael J.; Margerum, J. David; Nussmeier

Ji??Sft^iiS^??P.''SjJ*'~**°''; ""* Dellamano, Harry A.,
4.428,380, Cl. 128-715.000.

NWL Transformers: See— I

« ^Seitz, James P.. 4.429,347, CI. 361-379.000.
Nyberg, Karl F. L.: See—

Nyeki nee Kuprina, Olga: See—

^^!!^J!' ^J2LW "^ '^"P""*' °'8»i Schon. Istvan; Denes.

Oakland Corporation, The: See-
Wallace, Richard B., 4,428,981, Q. 427-195.000.

rv.... ""JS** f^^<i B., 4,428,982, CI. 427-202.000.

^S[;-S'f.i®"™* ^^^"^' ^?**" A., to RCA Corporation.

mS^5V%.'«^1iooo'''^ ^"^ '"'"^ '''''^ ^"°'"''°"

Oberholzer, David J., to Western Electric Co., Inc. Methods of trim-imng Him resistors. 4,429,298, Cl. 338-195 000
"'""°°' °' '"">

OB&iJ'RSdJe'' W^'^"''
*""'' ''** *'*28,498, CI. 220-367.000.

^'M2Mi%^'.r5b°oS""'
"^""'^^ =

""* °'"'^''- ^^'^y-

O'Brien, John V.: See-
Ryan, James M.; and O'Brien, John V., 4,428,759. Cl. 62-17.000.

Occidental Research Corporation: See-
Dines, Martin B.; and DiGiacomo, Peter M., 4,429,111, Q.

528-395.000.

Ochiai, Takeji, to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd. Photographic element.
4,429,039, CI. 430-534.000.

O'Connor, George L.: See—
Dombck, Bernard D.; and O'Connor, George L., 4,429,057. Cl.

518-710.000.
e

. . . .

Odogaki. Takahani; Kawai. Hisasi; Matsui. Takeshi; Hattori. Kyo; and
Sakurai. Kazuhiro, to Nippon Soken. Inc.; and ToyoU Jidosha
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Proportional solenoid. 4.428.558. Cl.
251-65.000.

Oelke. Erwin S., to Smith International. Inc. Radial belleville seal with
encapsulated resilient core member. 4.428.588. Q. 277-83.000

Oeser, Heinz-Guenter: See—
Hickmann, Eckhard; and Oeser, Heinz-Guenter, 4,429,130, Cl.

546-167.000.

Offutt, Carl R.: See—
McGuire, Howard R.; and Offutt, Carl R., 4,429.204, Cl. 219-

10.55F.

Ogata, Norio: See—
Nakagawa, Takashi; and Ogata, Norio, 4.429,083, Cl. 525-439 000

Ogawa. Hiroshi; and Tamai, Yasuo. to Fuji Photo Film Co.. Ltd.
Magnetic recording medium. 4.429.017. Cl. 428-463.000.

Ogawa. Junkichi: See—
Kato, Eiichi; Ohki. Nobutaka; and Ogawa, Junkichi, 4,429.035, Cl.

430-402.000.

Ogawa, Kimio. to Victor Company of Japan, Limited. Storage case for
a cassette. 4.428.482. Cl. 206-387.000.

Ogishima, Tetsuo: See—
Yamagata. Tetsuo; Sato. Morio; Ogishima, TeUuo; and Matsu-

yama, Yoji. 4.428.227, CI. 73-115.000.
Oguchi, Koichi: See—

Hosokawa, Minoru; Oguchi, Koichi; and Yazawa. Satoru.
4,429,305, CI. 340.784.a».

Oguri, Katsuhiko; and Sato, Kazuhiro, to Victor Company of Japan,
Limited. Device for controlling tone arm carrying moving coil tvoe
pickup. 4,429.379. a. 369-220.000.

» yP=

Oh, Shin M., to International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation.
Oxyhydrogen flame torch for optical fiber drawing. 4,428,760, Cl.
65-2.000.

Ohara, Takezi; and Kodama, Yasuhisa, to Ryobi Ltd. Radio noise
suppression device for a commuutor motor. 4,429,241, Cl.

Ohki, Nobutaka: See—
Kato, Eiichi; Ohki, Nobutaka; and Ogawa, Junkichi, 4,429,035, Q.

430-402.000.

Tsubota, Motohiko; Morigaki, Masakazu; Hamaoka, Tsutomu: and
Ohki. Nobutaka, 4,429,03 1 , Q. 430-2 1 8.000.

Ohkubo, Hiroyuki: See

—

Narimatsu. Akihisa; and Ohkubo, Hiroyuki, 4,429,276, a.

Ohno. Hirotoshi. to Victor Company of Japan. Limited. Apparatus for
controlling the tension of a cassette Upe. 4.429,261, CI. 5l 8-6.000.

Ohno. John M.. to General Electric Company. Process for the produc-
tion of silicone carbide composite. 4,428,755, CI. 51-307.000.

Ohori. Tamio: See—
Umezawa, Michio; Naruse, Osamu; Furukawa, Tatsuya; Ohori,
Tamio; Furukawa, Isokazu; and Kakeno, Sadao, 4,429,317, Cl.
34^75.000.

Ohta, Kiyonari: See

—

Mishiba, Saburo; Ohta, Kiyonari; Fujieda, Kazumasa; MaUumoto,
Kojiro; and Uchida, Akira, 4.429,074, Cl. 524-819.000.

Ohtsuka. Shuichi. to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd. Method of electrically
contacting recording medium. 4,429,323, Cl. 346-153.100.

Okabe, Takahiro: See—
Watanabe, Tomoyuki; Kaneko, Kenji; Nakamura, Tohru; Okada,

Yutaka; Okabe, Takahiro; Nagata, Minoru; Itoh, Yokichi; and
Toyabe, Tom, 4,429,326, Cl. 357-43.000.

Okada, Yutaka: See—
Watanabe, Tomoyuki; Kaneko, Kenji; Nakamura, Tohru; Okada,

Yutaka; Okabe, Takahiro; Nagata. Minoru; Itoh, Yokichi; and
Toyabe, Tom, 4.429.326. Cl. 357-43.000.

Okado. Hiroyuki: See

—

Mori. Teijiro; Masuda. Shigem; Okado, Hiroyuki; Kakizoe,
Masahiro; and Sako. Yuji. 4.429.198, Q. 200-144.00R.

Okazaki, Masaki: See—
Yasuda. Yukio; Masuda. Nobuhito; Mihara, Yuji; Okazaki, Masaki-
and Hiratsuka, Nobuo. 4,429,050, Cl. 436-538.000.

Okita, Tsutomu; Namo. Kyoichi; and Ushimaru, Akira, to Fuji Photo
Film Co.. Ltd. Process for producing magnetic recording material.
4.428,974. Cl. 427-44.000.

O'Klatner. Charies L.: See-
Harper, James R.; and O'Klatner, Charles L.. 4.428.288. Cl.

101-248.000.

Olcck. Stephen M.; and Wilson. Robert C, Jr.. to Mobil Oil Corpora-
tion. Catalyst composition for use in production of high lubricating
oil stock. 4.428.865. CI. 502-77.000.

Olin Corporation: See—
Breedis. John F.; and Fister. Julius C. 4,429,022. Q. 428-675.000.
Grynkewich, Gregory W., 4,428,915. Cl. 423-312.000.
Urs. Venkataramaraj S.. 4.428.295. Cl. 102-448.000.

Ohphant, Stephen E., to Stability Drilling Systems. Inc. Shock absorb-
ing tool for connection to a drill column. 4.428,443. CI. 175-321.000.
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^'f^S^^^" "C'.M^ ^"^ P
= "«* Marriner. Philip R. Rein--/orced opemng. 4,428,3 1 7, Cl. 1 14- 1 14.000.

oW't^ • J^™i;:
B.f»ndenstein, Manfred; and Walter, Lothar. to

M28.j7Tci*m*SSS.°'"''"
^"***"« ""^' ^°' *='"''='' •»'™

"-°"°

°
w£,'-5°T' "V

""' ?«"«">wski,'-niomas J., to RCA Corporation.
Semiconductor laser. 4,429,395, CI. 372-45.000

Olson, Donald H.: See—

°M28:SJ,'^;.556.5^T4?°"'
'^'" ""' ""* ^•»"' ^"•'^ "•

Olsson, Billy E.: See—

Oltar^'si^BirirS.: sSl"'
^'"' ^

'

*•''"•"'• ^' "'"'^ °°''

MuntMnu, Marina A.; Cseko, Christine; Oltarzewski, Edward S

252-5*2!robA"""* '
"** ^'^•'y«'™'«' Don*!'' A., 4,428,869, Cl."

Olympus Optical Co., Ltd.: See—

r^%jf^?^°' ?*'<*«>; "nd Saito. Shoichi, 4,428,479. Cl. 206-387.000OMI International Corporation: See->-
Rymwid, Yvonne; and Baker, Kenneth, 4,428,804, Cl. 204-46.00R

2'Sm3'ooZ™
^''' ""^ ^**''*' '^**""" ° ^' *''*28.803, CI.

Omori, Norio: See—
Suzuki, AUushi; Omori, Norio; Ninomiya, Masakazu; Akiyama,
SMumu; and Hirabayashi, Yuji, 4,428,342, CI. 123-419.000

Omure, Yukio: See

—

"'S??L%I^*°= ^"^ ^^'^< ""1 O™"", Yukio, 4,428,851, Cl.
^92-58.000.

Ono. Kimizo: See—
YMhida. Kenichi; Ono, Kimizo; Sunago, Katsuyoshi; Takenaka
Shmya; and Iwai, Tohm, 4,429,392, Cl. 372-9.000.

Ono, Shinji: See—

''%Tl03,S''5'?8T76.S3r'*'
'"'^"""''^ "•' °"°- ^»""J*-

Opit, David W.; and Peil, Fred G., to Lukens General Industries, Inc
Reflecuve pavmg marker. 4,428,320, Cl. I I6-63.00R

Ormat Turbines. Ltd.: See—
Bronicki. Lucien Y.. 4.428.190. CI. 60-655.000.

Ormond. Robert E.: See—
Albers-Schonberg. George; Wallick, Hyraan; Onnond. Robert E

435-n'9 00o"'^
'"'* °"''*' ^^^^^'^ ^' *-*29.042. Cl

Osako. Kyoichi. to Laurel Bank Machine Co.. Ltd. Paoer sheet dis-
penser. 4,428,501, CI. 221-13.000.

^
Oshiage, KaUunori: See—

''iS:%i;!J8"r?Su1SSb^'^«"'
'^"""°"^ ''' "°"^-

^Ih^'rS^'^^ 'f
'°

^°'fP^^
Fabriksverken. Method and tool for

Oster WchSd'jl* 5[^*;|l*™*"y
P™'''«* '"'^s 4,428,220, Cl. 72-370.000.

^'"ia.kll3"5:oJ3"^'"'
°~'«'^ -"^ '^^^' ^^^^^ ^'

Ota, Hiroshi: See—

^ci' 303°?300o'^'^''*'"^'"'
"''**"°"= ""* °^ "i™*"' *.'*28,62I.

Ouvsky, Pavel: See—
Bembe, N«3rmand A.; Ouvsky, Pavel; Hinlein, Sigmund; and

Wiseley, Thomas, 4,429,336, Cl. 360-97.000.
Otis Engineering Corporation: See—

^^"Ill^boTO "' ""* *"'*"'• ^"'"^ **• •''• '•^28,557, CI

Otsuka Kagaicu Yakuhin Kabushini Kaisha: See—

T.LSf™'^!?'"^ i*'**~=
^^''^ '^''»"°; Masatomi.

rw. ^, "*'"S°=
and Shimizu, Yasuo, 4,429,164, Cl. 568-377.000

utt, Clarence R., Jr.: See

—

°8-^l'58^'^
"• "** ^'' ^'""''=« ^' Jf

•
.'28,088, Q.

'^iU"8!532°CUr25!51.So°"''
"-"^'^ Phannaceutical compo-

Owens-Coming Fiberglas Corporation: See—

a 22^8-° TO 000^'
*"** "Wn^tham, James M., Sr., 4,428,524.

^r725o50a?"
^^""^" 'PParatus for straight side press. 4,428,221,

Oy Fiskars AB: See—

^ '^•y"j. P«"' C., 4,428.515, CI. 224-232.000.
Oy Tampella AB: See—

Maijalj, Ari A. M.; and Aario, Matti I., 4,428,534. CI. 241-18 000

i?S' ? l?"^t'= "2?
Yamamoto, Osamu, to Sekisui Kaseihin Kogyo

c^St42io%. S^oS^ ""^"^'"^ '°'™"' P°'^°'»'"'" P'«'-

^'^}^',^y^ S-, to Smith International, Incorporated. Method for
stimulating siliceous subten-anean formations. 4,428,432. Cl

Padmos, Dennis R.: See-
Dickinson, Robert J., 4,428,144, CI. 43-44.960

Page. Ronald W to National Semiconductor Corporation. Multistage

cTitiiVlwt
™""* ^^ amplifier and meter circuit 4.429.416.

Pako Corporation: See—
Henk. Keith L.. 4.428.249, Cl. 74-4I2.0TA.

Pallant. Joseph, to H R. Turner (Willenhall) Limited. Adjustment
mechanum. 4,428,553, Q. 248-157.000.

jusimcni

Pallosy nee Becker, Katalin: See—

^Ka*SinM;!i2^: cT&Uti^^"''' ""^ ''"'^'^ "" ^'"^

Paluka, Charles F : See-
Moore, M Samuel; and Paluka. Charies F, 4.428.199, CI

60-600.000.

Pan, Ali; and Ellwood, John R , to Northern Telecom Limited Wrap-
ping of cable core units 4,428.787. Cl 156-54 000

Panek, Edward J.; and Davis. Pauls, to BASF Wyandotte Corporation
Polyether thickeners for aqueous systems containing additives for
increased thickening efficiency 4.428.860. Cl 252-315 100

Panoch, Hans J.: See—
Mumcu, Salih; and Panoch. Hans J, 4,429,081. Cl 525-420000

Papahadjopoulos, Demetrios P : See—
Martin, Frank J.; Papahadjopoulos, Demetnos P; and Hubbell,
Wayne L., 4,429,008, Cl. 428-402.200.

Papenfuhs, Theodor. to Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft Process for the

r!?o f^"I^,
°f 2(3H)^nzothiazolones substituted in 3-position

*,**",Ij4, ^^I. 345*165.000.
Papp International Incorporated See—

Papp, Joseph, 4,428,193. Cl. 60-509.000.
Papp, Joseph, to Papp International Incorporated Inert gas fuel fuel

fucM Vm"!^?'^""*
*"'' '^""" ^°^ extracting useful work from the

Papst Motoren GmbH A Co., KG: See—
Muller, Siegfried; and Wrobel, Gunter. 4,429.245, Cl 310-261 000

Papst-Motoren KG: See—
Muller, Rolf, 4,429,263, Cl 318-254.000

Parg, Adolf: See-

" a''7r9l'(»o'^*'"'*'
'*"*' '^**°'^' "'^ ^"^^"^' Bnino. 4.428,766.

Park, Jae M.: See—
Bell, James P.; and Park. Jac M . 4.428.987, Cl 427-327 000

Parker, Donald L,; and Warwick. Edward H . to General Motors

rfT^i'Q^.'lv? "^ "P*"'"^ *"'' hydraulic actuator 4,428,471.

Parker, Donald L : See—

^'i'ftT^^'A^'^"'^ " •
""* ^"^"- ^"""d L. 4,428,462, Cl.

1 00-72.400.

^5^'ck^Edward H.; and Parker. Donald L.. 4.428.620. CI

Parker. Russell A.: See—
Rogep. Calvin; Parker. Russell A; and Loucks. Ten^r L

4.429,049, Cl 436-178 000 ^
'

Pamham, Ray G.: See—
^-!*"1^!1:„^"'"*^"* A

;
and Pamham, Ray G., 4,428,160 Cl

51-129.000. .
w", V.I

Parsons, Albert; and Havens. H Noms. to Consolidated Systems. Inc
Universal concrete screed system 4.428.556. Cl 249-3 000

Parsons Manufacturing, Incorporated: See—
Moser, Robert, 4,428,304, Cl. 108-65 000

Parsons, William D. Vanable cylinder operation of intemal combustion
engine. 4,428,337, Cl. I23-I98.0OF.

Pasmannik, Vitaly I.; Mironenko, Ljudmila A ; and Nazarov, Sergei N
Klystron. 4,429,255, Cl. 3 1 5-5.390.

*

''*f^I?'J2!L
'^"'^°"y Variable dice game device 4,428,580, Cl 273-

145.OOC.
Passarotti, Carlo: See—

^!428,?52."a 424^25 roro"""''
^"'°' "^ ^''^' °'"''"*

Pastor, AntonioC: See-
Pastor, Ricardo C ; Gorrc, Luisa E ; Pastor. Antonio C and Chew
Remedios K., 4.429,009, Cl 428-410.000

Pastor. Ricardo C; Gorre, Luisa E ; Pastor. Antonio C and Chew
Remedios K

,
to Hughes Aircraft Company Process for surface

^?r^.*.'?'°"
°'" v'treous silica to cnstobalite. 4,429,009, Cl

428-410.000.

Pasztor Emil; Lazar, Laszio; Nagy. Jouef; and Pallosy nee Becker.
Katalm Pharmaceutically accepuble silicon mbber and therapeutical

T>\ MB rivf
"^ thereof for surgical embolization 4.429.062. CI

Paton. Robert, to Biorganic Energy Inc Anaerobic digestion of organic
waste for biogas production 4.429,043, Cl 435-167.000.

Patricia, John; and Szostak, Jan. to Singer Company. The. Feed system
for a sewing machme 4,428,316, Cl. 1 12-323.000

PauiMn, Rollic W. Straight line tracking tumuble. 4,429,381, Cl
369-266.000.

Pauze, Denis R
; and Hughes, Raymond B , to General Electric Com-

M29 073 a 5"r6O0a»'"'^''°"*
"** processes for production

Pearlstein. Robert S , to Fell Producu Mfg Co Gasket assembly

4 428 59" cr2*7'7*235'oOB''*'''*'*^""'"
""^ ™***'°^ of making same.

''*fh ^?^',I;;a'°
^°^ Shooting Systems, Inc Tree stand. 4,428,459, Cl

I o2" loT.OOO.

'"'S"'?!!'' ^^^^l ^ •
^''^'' ^°^^ ^- *"*^ Peckham. Arthur C, Jr., to

rri??'?nVlC?"'^
^ Corrective and protective knee brace. 4,428,369.

Peckham, Arthur C, Jr.: See—

''t42r369'; ci.";2Us^
/^"'^^^ "^ '•'^''*»"' ^""^ ^ • ^^

Pedretti, Ugo; Lugli Gabriele; Poggio, Sergio; and Mazzei, Alessandro,
to Anic. S.p.A Polymerizing and copolymerizing diolefines, and
means therefor 4,429,089, Cl 526-153 000

Peeples, Walter P . Jr : See—

'^45?aS''^''
"

'

""* *"«*?'"• ^•'»e' P. Jr. 4,428,108, Cl 29-
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Peffer. John R.: Set-
Lee, Kyu-Wing; Peffer. John R.; Piccirilli, Robert; and Chang,
Wen-HsuMi, 4.429.082. Q. 525-426.000.

Petl, Fred G.: See—
Oplt, David W.; and Peil. Fred G., 4.428.320, Q. 116-63 00R.

PeJoza, Kirk B.. to Eaton Corporation. Viscous link drive for fluid
flowmeter. 4.428,231, Q. 73-202.000.

Peoda Corporation: See—
Dresen. William L.; Price, William F.; and Breezer. Harlan W

4.428.306, a. 108-53.300.

Peon Fishing Tackle Mfg. Co : See—
Henze. Walter J.; and Purcell, William, 4.428,139. CI 43-20.000.

Penn, Howard J., to Morton Thiokol. Inc. Adhoive for solar control
film. 4,429.005. Q. 428-350.000.

Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation: See—
Nagati. Rashed N.. 4,428.564. Q. 266-246.000

Penscfauck. Jurgen: See—
Bertsch, Richard; Gunther. Dieter; Horbelt, Michael: Kraus.

Benid; Penschuck, Jurgen; Ruppmann. Claus; and Schnurle.
Hans. 4.428.345. Q. 123-440.000.

Pentaflex, Inc.: See—
McGregor. John C, Jr . 4.428.688. Q. 384-208 000

Penupharm A.G.: See—
Svendsen. Lars G.. 4,428.874. CI. 260-1 12.50R.

Perbtein. Jerome H.; Reynolds, George A.; VanAllan, James A ; and
Clark, Suzanne P.. to Eastman Kodak Company Photoconductive
compositions. 4.429.030, C\. 430-75.000

Perotto. Riccardo. to Nordica S.p.A. Inner boot structure particularly
for ski boots. 4,428, 1 30. CI 36- 1 1 7.000.

Persson, Goran; and Johnson, Lars, to Goran Persson Maskin AB.
Method and apparatus for mixing liquid and paste-like substances
4,428,680, a 366-296.000

Pesold, Erwin: See—
Gau. George; and Pesold, Erwin, 4,428.474, CI 198-394.000

Peters, Alan R., to Automation International Corp. De-packagmg
apparatus. 4.428.709, CI. 414-412 000

Peters, Manfred: See—
Boie, Immo; Peters, Manfred; and Kaluschke. Thomas, 4,429,033
a. 430-237.000.

Peterson, Marvin A., to General Electric Company Composition,
process of coating, and substrate. 4,428,977, CI 427-120.000.

Peterson, Thomas E. : See—
DiBianca, Frank A.; Pritzkow, Dennis H ; and Peterson, Thomas

E.. 4.429.227, CI. 250-367.000.

Peul, Paul; and Peul, Pierre, to Establissements Petzel. Electnc lamp
with a single device for focus-control and switch-control. 4,429.351,
a. 362-187.000.

Peul. Pierre: See—
Peul. Paul; and Petzl. Pierre, 4.429,351, CI 362-187 000.

Peyman, Gholam A.; Raichand, Notilal; and Murray, Edward J Com-
bined ultrasomc emulsifier and mechanical cutter for surgery
4.428.748, Q 604-22.000.

Pfeifer. Josef, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Transparent polyamide from
branched cham arylalkyi diamine. 4,429.110, CI 528-348 000

Pfister, Gusuv: See—
Wagli, Peter; Zettmg. Alois; and Pfister. GusUv, 4,429,224. CI

250-342.000.
|

Pfizer Inc.: See-
Myers. Robert F.. 4.428.935, CI. 424-1 14.000.

Nagel, Arthur A., 4.429,116. Q 536-7.200.
Rosati, Robert L., 4.429,128. CI. 544-373.000.

Phan, Trung H.: See—
Cognard, Jacques; Phan. Trung H.; and Markcrt. Jurgen, 4,428,858.

CI. 252-299.100.

Phelps. Russell L.; Stemmie, Denis J ; and Mmcrd, Timothy M , to
Xerox Corporation. Document deskewme system. 4,428,666. CI
355-I40SH

Phelps. Russell L.; Sisson, Jeffrey L , and Liechty. Karl E., to Xerox
Corporation. Document deskewing system. 4,428,667, CI 355-3 OSH

Phillips, D Colin. Emmench, Werner S.; Iscnberg, Arnold O ; and
Down. Michael G.. to Westinghouse Electnc Corp System for the
production of ketene and methylene from limestone utilizing a solid
electrolyte electrolysis cell. 4.428.905, CI. 376-323.000

Phillips Petroleum Company. See—
Capshew. Charles E., 4.429.087, CI 526-119 000
Hutson. Thomas. Jr.; and Hann, Paul D , 4.429, 1 73. CI 585-33 1 000

Piccinlli. Daniel M.; and Piccinlli, David M Method for forming a
grout composition. 4,429,084, CI 526-88 000

Piccinlli, David M : See—
Piccinlli. Daniel M.; and Piccinlli. David M.. 4.429 084 CI

526-88.000.

Piccirilli. Robert: See-
Lee, Kyu-Wang; Peffer, John R ; Piccinlli, Robert; and Chang
Wen-Hsuan, 4,429,082. CI, 525-426.000

Pieper. Rolf: See—
Meffert. Harald; and Pieper. Rolf. 4,429.294, CI. 336-198 000

Pierce. June: See—
Pierce. Larry L.; and Pierce, June. 4.429.412, CI. 378-165 000

V^',lf^^' "'^ '^"'^' '""^ ^•'^y '"''"' n^rkcr 4,429,412, CI
378-165.000.

Pierrel S p A See—
Cappelletti. Leonardo M.; Spagnoli. Roberto; and Toscano

Luciano. 4,429.1 15. CI. 536-7 200

Pietryk, Erwin; Fischer. Peter; and Rauthmann. Axel, to Ford Motor
Company. Windshield wiper shaf^ bushing assembly with washer jet.

4.428.533, Q. 239-284.00R.
Pippert, Aaron J.; and Miser, H. T., to Utex Industries, Inc. Anti-extru-

sion sealing device with hinge-like bridge section. 4,428.590, CI.
277-188.00A.

Pircher. Christian; and Schoeps, Jurgen, to Siemens AG. Three-pole
cable connecting unit for a three-pole metal-encapsulated, high-volt-
age switching installation. 4,429,199, CI. 200-148.00R.

Pitney Bowes Inc.: See—
Denison, Philibert E., Ill; and Branecky, George. 4,428,573, Q.

271-305.000.

Piti. Geoffrey J.: See-
Jury. Anthony W.; and Pitt, Geoffrey J.. 4,429,410. CI. 378-53.000.

Pittman. Robert B., to Industrial Electronic Hardware. Protective
means for multiple pin connectors. 4.428,640, CI. 339-176.00M.

Piwonka. Fridolin: See—
Hassler, Albin; and Piwonka. FridoUn. 4.428.341, CI. 123-350.000.

Pizzolato, Giacomo: See—
Confalone, Pasquale N.; Pizzolato, Giacomo; Uskokovic, Milan R.;

and Rouge, Marianne. 4,428.963, CI. 424-275.000.
Plabst, Dieter: See—

Kleber, Rolf; and Plabst. Dieter. 4.428,846, CI. 2S2-8.800.
Plastic Reel Corporation of America: See—

Basili, Robert A., 4,428,481. Q. 206-387.000.
Pleibel. William: See-

Howard. Richard E.; Pleibel, William; and Stolen, Roger H..
4,428.761.0.65-3.120.

Plewes. John T.; and Tomb. Robert W., to Bell Telephone Laborato-
ries. Incorporated. High-strength, high-conductivity copper alloys.
4,428.779, CI. 148-12.70C.

Poggio. Sergio: See—
Pedretti. Ugo; Lugli, Gabriele; Poggio. Sergio; and Mazzei, Ales-

sandro. 4,429,089, CI. 526-153.000.
Polaroid Corporation; See—

Bnider. Alan H.. 4,429.026. CI. 429-152.000.
Coumoyer. Richard L.; and Foley. James W., 4.429,142, CI.

549-394.000.

Dietz, Milton S.. 4.428.654, CI. 354-413.000.
Douglas. Lawrence M.. 4,429.037. CI. 430-499.000.
Shulman. Joseph. 4,428,997, C\. 428-202.000.

Ponsford. Roger J., to Beecham Group Limited. Therapeutic com-
pounds containing /3-lactams. 4,428.958. CI. 424-272.000.

Ponsford. Roger J.: See—
Southgate. Robert; Smale. Terence C; and Ponsford, Roger J.,

4.428.961. CI. 424-274.000.

Porter, Christopher H.: See-
Lee, Kyu H.; and Porter. Christopher H.. 4.428,403, CI.

138-130.000.

Poner, James E.: See—
Landry, Darrell J.; and Porter, James E., 4,428,431, CI.

166-298.000.

Poikay, Eugene: See—
Andrejco. Matthew J.; and Potkay, Eugene, 4,428.762, CI. 65-3.120.

Povh, Dusan: See—
Becker, Michael; Fendt, Alfons; Povh, Dusan; Renz, Klaus;
Schuch. Gerhard; and Waldmann. Hermann. 4,429,338. CI.
361-42.000

Powell, Walter W
; and Seifert. Gary A., to Western Electric Co . Inc.

Vacuum-type article holder and methods of supportively retaining
articles. 4.428,815, CI. 2O4-297.0OW.

PPG Industnes, Inc.: See-
Lee, Kyu-Wang; Peffer. John R.; Piccirilli, Robert; and Chang,
Wen-Hsuan. 4.429,082. CI. 525-426.000.

Stermole, David A.; Loehr. Clifford E.; and Chun, Duk S.,

4.428.919, CI. 423-474.000.

Prather, Richard A.: See—
Lowenkron, Steven B.; Prather, Richard A.; and Steele. Howard

R.. 4.428,897. CI 264-109.000.

Precision Fukuhara Works, Ltd.: See—
Taniguchi, Kozo. 4,428.209. CI. 66-9.00B.

Prentice. Thomas C. See—
Cairns. James A.; Lane. Edward S.; Prentice. Thomas C ; Segal.

David L.; and Sammon. David C. 4,428.864, CI. 502-151.000.
Pnce, Edison A , to Edison Price. Incorporated. Conduit connectors

for lighting systems. 4.428.696, C\. 403-168.000.
Pnce, William F.: See—

Dresen. William L.; Price. William F.; and Breezer. Harlan W..
4.428.306. CI. 108-53.300.

Pndeaux, Daniel L.; and Spencer. Robert M.. to Acurex Solar Corpora-
tion. Solar tracking apparatus utilizing photovoltaic flat panels and
method 4,429,178. CI. 136-246.000.

Pndgen, Lendon N.: Set—
Miller, George A.; and Pridgen. Lendon N.. 4,428,948, CI.

424-244.000.

Pnns. Nicolaas: See—
van Suveren. Hendnkus C; and Prins, Nicolaas, 4,428,181, CI

56-13600
Pntzkow. Dennis H.: See—

DiBianca. Frank A.; Pritzkow, Dennis H.; and Peterson. Thomas
E.. 4.429.227. CI. 250-367.000.

Prockop, Darwin J. Collagen inhibiting compositions and processes for
manufactunng and using same. 4.428.939. CI. 424-177.000.

Procter t Gamble Company. The: See—
Callicott, Robert H.. 4.428,872. CI. 252-SSO.OOO.
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Prodeco.Inc: See—

^4?3*"l0000'
^'^^^ ^' *"** '^8<1'"' A'e«. 4.428.910. CI

ProdDits Chimiques Ugine Kuhlmann: See—

D. i^^H^',^^' "** O""*"-*!. Michel, 4,429.098, CI. 528-59.000.

?-i ^o, ?ff^^ Utchset and strike assembly for doon. 4,428.606.
v>l. «72-18I.OOO.

Protection, Inc.: See—
Jones, Leon; and Wilcox. Orland W.. 4.428,392. CI. 137-102 000

Proter S.p.A.: See—

o. u.^'o^*^''"' Augusto, 4,428,875, CI. 260-1 12.50R.
Public Service Company of New Mexico: See—

^^/^^!^-^J3^ ^'' "^ WUIiams, Alan R., 4,428,912, CI
423-132.000.

Puchalski, Chester: See—

^^itmmo' ^" ""* P"c*>^»'"- Chester, 4,428,962, CI

Punja, Nazim, to Imperial Chemical Industries PLC. Halogenated
esters. 4.429.153, CI. 562-493.000.

»=««»

Purcell, William: See-
Henze, Walter J.; and Purcell. William. 4.428.139, CI. 43-20.000

Putt, Mark S.: See—
Muhler. Joseph C; and Putt. Mark S.. 4.428.928. CI. 424-49.000.

Quadra Wheelchairs, Inc.: See—
Minnebraker, Jeffrey P., 4,428,594, CI. 280-242.0WC

Quaker Oatt Company, The: See—

^'!'7;-S"' ^ • ^'^"< William M.; and Ventre, Michael T..
4,428,148, CI. 46-40.000.

Queen's University of Kingston: See-
Morales, Alvaro, 4.428.385. CI. 128-774.000.

Qume Corporation: See—
Jamieson. John W.. 4,428,695. CI. 400-249.000.

Qumell. Frank D.: See—

^^^iJj!^^ ^ • Q"™*". Frank D.; and Dennison. David K..
4,428,903, CI. 376-261.000.

R. A. Steam. Inc.: See—
Basiett, Noel L.; and King. Henry R.. 4,428,504. CI. 222-55.000.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company: See—
Deal, Philip A.. 4.428.742, CI. 493-142.000.

R. O. L. Inredningar AB: See—
Larsson, Olof, 4,428,172, CI. 52-489.000.

R. P. Scherer Corporation: See—
Ebert. William R.; Hom, Foo S.; and Kindt. Warren W.. 4.428.927

CI. 424-37.000.

Racal Dau Communications Inc.: Set—
Grwnstein, Urry; and Marshall. Michael B.. 4.429.382. CI

Ragen, Robert A., to Xerox Corporation. Rotary printing device with

4S 694*a *400-7S T(M*"^
""* "PP«ratus for in situ identification

Raible, Donald A., to Bentley Laboratories. Inc Method for oxygenat-
ing blood. 4,428.934. CI. 424-101.000.

Raichand, Notilal: Set—
^^y'Oj^'OhoUm A.; Raichand, Notilal; and Murray, Edward J

4,428,748. CI. 604-22.000.
Raitto, Russell G.. to Concord Uboratories. Inc. Method and apparatus

for collecting urine. 4.428,384, CI. 128-760.000.

il"*!'
'.""" ^ Electromagnetic microwave dielectric heated steam

flash plug. 4,429.203. CI. 2I9-I0,55A.
Ramesohl, Hubert: See—

Deussner, Herbert; Herchenbach, Horst; Ramesohl, Hubert and
Breidcnstein, Wolfgang, 4,428,727. CI 431-182.000

Ramet. Claude; and Rojey, Alexandre, to Institut Francais du Petrole
Process for the heating and/or thermal conditioning of a building by
«*^"* P.f^*".*" P"'"P operated with a specific mixture of working
fluids. 4.428.853. CI. 252-67.000.

*

Ramnesten. Ivan O.. to Forenade Fabriksverken. Cold forging mandrel
with threads. 4.428.222. CI. 72-479.000.

Ramsey Engineering Company: See—

'*M'29.'4S,"ci.=3Sy(X;^"''"'
""' ""' '^^"'"^- ^°''" ^ ^-

Rankin. E. Edward, to H-G Testing Company. Wireline winch mount-mg system. 4.428,421. CI. 166-77.000.
Rao. Velliyur Nott M.. to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company
Oxidation catalyst. 4.429.055. CI. 502-202.000

Rapsomanikis. Nikolas: See—

^!j'lVi„ll^! G'y'"^' Rudolf; and Rapsomanikis, Nikolas,
4.428.969. CI 426-53.000.

Ratliff. Richard L . to Don Lee Supply. Inc Steam boiler heat recovery
apparatus. 4.428,328. CI. 122-396.000.

RatUy, M. Joan: See—

^^ilt^'.^^Z!^"^"^ ^ •"'^ '*•">'• ^ •'o'"- 4.428.484. CI
206-348.000.

^'}^h Ro'^'n^'y C
;
«nd Rattay. M Joan. Portable wine bottle earner

4.428,484, CI. 206-548.000.
Rauthmann. Axel: Set—

Pietryk. Erwin; Fischer, Peter; and Rauthmann. Axel. 4,428.533.
CI 239-284.00R.

Rawlins. Patrick R., to Hubdean Limited Anti-graffili facing of walls
or similar surfaces. 4.428.994. CI. 428-164.000.

Raybom. Jerry R.: See-
Cowan. Jack C; Thrash. Tommy; and Rayborn. Jerry R

4.428.843. CI. 252-8.50C
7

.
y

,

Raychem Corporation: Set—
Brigham, Alan. 4,429.216. CI. 219-528 000.

and Tnplett. James T. ^.428.113, d.Campbell, Bruce D
29-873.000.

Diaz, Stephen H.. 4.428.790. CI 156-86.000.
Raytheon Company: See-

Nichols. Lawrence J.; and MacMaster. George H.. 4.429.286, CI
330-286.000.

RCA Corporation: See—
Bendell. Sidney L.. 4.429.258, CI 315-382 000
Bradshaw, John L., 4.429.285. CI. 330-279.000.
Chang, Kern K. N.. 4.429.254, CI. 315-3.000.
Chin. Danny; Henderson, John G N.; and Maturo. Robert J

4.429.415. CI 455-164.000.

Dholakia. Anil R.. 4.428.165. CI. 51-283.00R
Gange. Robert A.. 4.429.251. CI. 313-411.000
Haferl. Peter E . 4.429.257. CI 315-371 000
Jastrzebski. Lubomir L ; and Lagowski. Jacek, 4,429,047. CI

436-4.000.

Kim. Jin K., 4.428.110. CI. 29-572.000
Kipp. Ronald W.. 4.429.309. CI 343-7 OPL
Kuzminski. Henry W . 4,429,028, CI 430-5.000.
Luz, David W

, 4,429.259, CI 315-408.000
McGlashan, Kenneth W, 4.429.293. Q 335-211 000
Oakley. Charles B.; and Dischert. Robert A. 4.429.327 CI

358-12.000.

Olsen. Gregory H ; and Zamerowski, Thomas J.. 4.429.395 CI
372-45.000.

Saeki. Tomoki. 4.429,376. CI 369-43.000.
Truskalo. Walter, 4.429.260. CI 315-411.000.
Vieland. Leon J., and Alig. Roger C . 4.429,252. CI. 313-414.000
Wheatley, Carl F . Jr., 4.429.284. CI 330-261.000.
Wittlmger. Harold A.. 4.429,283, CI 330-257.000

Reay, Alan, to Retcher Industries Limited. The Ventilating means
4,428,167. CI. 52-72.000.

Redd. Bobby G: See—
Smyrl. Kenneth E; and Redd. Bobby G, 4.428,428, CI

166-278.000.

Redington, Gordon. Range indicating device 4,428.668, CI. 356-17.000
Reece, Alan R , to Bntish Petroleum Company p.l c , The Trenching
plow with plow carriage on curved supporting track. 4,428.132. CI

Rees. Karl, to Sulzer Brothers Ltd. Steam generator support structure
4,428,329. CI 122-510.000.

Reetz. Manfred T.; and Chatziiosifidis. loannis. to Bayer Aktiengesell-
schaft. Preparation of trimethylsilyl cyanide. 4,429,145 CI
556-415.000.

.
. ,

«~i

Reich. Karl, to W R Grace ft Co Anaerobically curable sealant and
adhesive composition. 4,429,063, CI 523-176 000

Reichenberg, John F : See-
Benin. Joshua; Mulholland, Kenneth L ; and Reichenberg. John F

4.428,539, CI 2421800A
Reichl. Helmut. HartI, Richard; and Newinger, Chnstoph, to Siemens

Aktiengesellschaft Device for tensioning a dau carrier which is

moved by feed tractors 4.428.519, CI 226-75 000
Rcifschncider, Walter, to Dow Chemical Co , The Phosphorus esters

of 5-pynmidinols. 4,429.125. CI. 544-243 000
Reinke. Fritz, to Fntz Reinke Engineering Process and apparatus for
producing composite building panels, and panels produced thereby
4.428.791. CI 156-161.000.

Reinsma. Harold L., to Capterpillar Tractor Co Dual operating mode
seal assembly 4,428,589. CI 277-101.000

Reisinger. Konrad: Set—
Finck. Herbert; and Reisinger, Konrad. 4.429,383. CI. 370-84 000

Reiss. Wolfsang: See—
Goetz, Norbert; Jacobs, Peter; Hupfer. Leopold; Toussaint. Her-

bert; and Reiu. Wolfgang. 4.429.155. CI. 564-402.000
Reiter, Udo; and Lehmann, Helmut, to BASF Aktiengesellschaft

Preparation of aqueous thermosetting electncal insulating varnishes,
and use of the varnishes 4,429,072. CI 524-591 000

Reliance Electnc Company: Set-
Kammiller, Neil A.. 4.429.233, CI 307-87 000.

Rembold, Helmut: See—
Linder, Ernst: Rembold. Helmut, and Teegen. Walter, 4.428.195
CI 60-3971000

Renaud, Ronnie C . to Universal Sewing Supply Inc. Needle guide
4.428.314, CI 112-227 000.

Renault. Joel E.. to DelU Dore S.A Environmenul thermosui assem-
bly. 4.428.528, CI 236-4600R

Renz. Klaus See-
Becker, Michael; Fendl. Alfons; Povh. Dusan. Renz. Klaus
Schuch. Gerhard; and Waldmann. Hermann. 4.429.338, Cl!

REPA Feinstanzwerk GmbH: See—
Wjer. Franz. 4.428,103. CI. 24-654 000

Research Corporation: See—
Nicolaou. Kynacos C ; Magolda. Ronald L ; and Claremon, David
A. 4.429.166. CI 568-352 000

Research and Drvelbpment Institute. Inc.. at Montana Sute University
Set—
Goenng. Kctneth J., and Eslick, Robert F.. 4.428.967, CI
426-28000

Resnick, Paul R See-
Anderson. Burton C ; England. David C ; and Resnick. Paul R

4.429,143. CI 549-450000
Resources Conservation Co.. See—

Standiford. Fern* C , 4.428,799, CI 203- 19 000
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Revill, Colin: See—
Gnizling, Joe; Johansson. Bcngt; Keinonen, Amo; Revill. Colin;
nd Uskow, Vlodek, 4,428.735, CI. 440-76.000.

Reynolds, George A.. See—
Perlstein, Jerome H.; Reynolds. George A.; VanAllan. James A
and Clark. Suzanne P., 4.429,030. CI. 430-75.000.

Reynolds, James E.; and Williams. Alan R., to Public Service Company
of New Mexico. Regeneration of chloridizing agent from chlonna-
tion residue. 4.428,912, CI. 423-132.000.

Rheinische Braunkohlenwerke AG.: See—
Limpach, Raymond; and Boecker, Dietrich, 4,428.769. CI.

75-30.000.

Rhone-Poulenc Agrochimie: See—
Fahmy, Mohamed A.. 4,428,945, CI. 424-222.000.

Rhone-Poulenc Industries: See—
Linguenheld, Louis; and Soula. Gerard, 4,429,160. O. 564-505.000

Ribbing, Wilfried: See—
Burzin, KJaus; Bartmann, Martin; Bax, Hanns-Jorg; and Ribbing

Wilfried, 4,429,106, CI. 528-216.000.
Rice, Robert; and Ferreira, Robert. Y-Connection for flexible conduit

4.428.601, CI. 285-197.000.

Rice, William J., to United Sutes of America. National Aeronautics and
Space Administration. Real time pressure signal system for a rourv
engine. 4,428,226, CI. 73-115.000.

Rich, Donald S., to Thomas & Belts Corporation. Coaxial cable transi-
tion connector. 4.428,632, CI. 339-17.00C.

Rich, Lesley S.; and Skurka, Richard, to Rich, Lesley S. Multi position
sheet guide. 4,428,521, CI. 226-199.000.

Richardson, Edwin A.: See—
Davies, David R.; Richardson, Edwin A.; and Hagelaars, Adrianus
M. P. M., 4,428,426, CI. 166-276.000.

Richmond, Moscow K. System and method for the automatic control of
electncaJly operated gates. 4,429,264. CI. 318-466.000.

Richmond, Raymond. Tensioning apparatus. 4,428,099, CI. 24-68 OCD
Richter Gedeon Vegyeszeti Gyar R.T.: See—

Darko, Laszio L.; Nakanishi, Koji; and Nakagawa. Masachi
4.429.141, CI. 549-382.000.

Richter Gedeon Vegyeszeti Gyar Rt.: See—
Kisfaludy, Lajos; Nyeki nee Kuprina, Olga; Schon, Istvan; Denes,

Laszio; Ember, Julia; Hajos. Gyorgy; Szpomy, Laszio; and
Szende,Bela. 4,428,938, CI. 424-177.0)0.

Szanuy, Csaba; Szabo, Lajos; Kalaus, Gyorgy; Dancsi, Lajos;
Keve, Tibor; Karpati. Egon; and Szpomy, Laszio, 4,428,877, CI.

SzanUy, Csaba; Szabo, Lajos; Kalaus, Gyorgy; Keve, Tibor;
Dancsi, Lajos; Galambos, Janos; Vezekenyi, Ferenc; and Acs!
Tibor. 4.429.129. CI. 546-70000.

Ricoh Company. Ltd.: See—
Urnezawa, Michio; Naruse. Osamu; Furukawa, Tatsuya; Ohori.

Tjimio; Furukawa. Isokazu; and Kakeno. Sadao. 4.429.317, CI.

Riebli, Peter: See— I

Hubele, Adolf; Riebli. Peter; Eckhardt. Wolfgang; and Kunz.
Walter. 4.428.964. a. 424-309.000.

Riedel-de Haen Ag.: See—
Scholz, Eugen, 4,429.048. CI. 436-42.000.

Rieter Machine Works. Limited: See-
Novak. Peter. 4,428,541, CI. 242-46.200.

Riggs, Robert A., to Halliburton Company. High temperature explod

'i% in??^^"^'
detonator and explosive composition. 4,428,292, CI

102-202.700.

Riley. Jack L; Lock, Michael C; and Goddin, Jeremy R., to Yorkshire
Imperial Plastics Limited. Method of forming a pipe of oriented
thermoplastics polymeric material. 4,428,900, CI. 264-526.000

Riley, Jama E., to Wessel Company, Inc., The. Reply card arrange-
ment with confidentiality flap. 4,428,526. CI. 229-92 800

Riley, John F.: See—
"

ri"*?Ii ?!^D
**

•
'^'''^' •'°*'" ^' ""• Sharrock. Barry, 4.428,549.

Rinehart. David M.. to DISCO Aluminum Products Company, Inc
Window safety lock. 4,428,154, CI. 49-390.000.

Ringfeder GmbH: See—
Stiefel. Christian; Friedrichs, Josef; Marsella, Gino; and Kahle

Horst. 4,428.565, CI. 267-9.00A.
RIV-SKF OfTicine di Villar Perosa S.p.A.: See—

Colanzi. Franco; and Vignotto. Angelo. 4,428,629, CI. 308-187 200
Rivier, Jean E. F ; Vale, Wylie W., Jr.; and Brown, Marvin R.. to Salk

l^SS W2 a f24?°77'o00^*"**'"'
"""^ Analogs of somatostatin.

Robbins, C. Wayne; and Trimmer, William S. N . to Technicarc Corpo-

^VJ°JLS!?"'' "'""ound needle probe locator. 4,428,379. CI
128-660.000.

Robbins, Jeffrey D., to Suuffer Chemical Company Method for prepa-
ration of N-phosphonomethylglycine 4,428,888. CI. 260-502 50F

Robert Bosch GmbH: See—

^^^a ^'"*"' ^'"'""' Klaus; and Eblen, Ewald. 4,428,228, CI
73-1 I9.00A.

Bertling, Hannes; and Leiber, Heinz, 4,428,623, CI. 303-114 000

S?*^ J
Richard; Gunther, Dieter; Horbelt, Michael; Kraus

u •,.^«fA'"i! ^"'K*": Ruppmann, Claus; and Schnurle,
Hans, 4,428,345, CI. 123-440.000.

Brammer, Hartmut, 4,428,332, CI. 123-146.50A.
Hassler, Albin; and Piwonka, Fridolin, 4,428,341, CI. 123-350 000
Kemmner, Ulrich, 4,428,356, CI. 123-585.000.

?M'^^n1"' "^embold, Helmut; and Teegen, Walter. 4.428.195.
CI. 60-397.000.

Nitschke. Werner, 4,429,236, CI. 307-362.000.
Streit, Klaus. 4.429.234, CI. 307-350.000.

Robertshaw Controls Company: See—
Erdelsky. Joseph J.. 4,428,560, CI. 251-149.100.
Kabat, Jules M.; and Beggs, James H., 4,429,299, CI. 340-3 lO.OOR.
Rowley, Paul M., 4.429,296, CI. 337-338.000.

Robertson. Ralston S.. Jr.; and Eisenhart, Robert L., to Hughes AircraA
Company. Coaxially coupled tunable oscillator using a ridse wave-
guide. 4.429.287. CI. 331-I07.0DP.

Roby. Mark S.: See-
Casey. Donald J.; and Roby. Mark S., 4.429,080, CI. 525-415.000.

Rockwell International Corporation: See—
Catterfeld. Fritz C, 4,428,717, CI. 4I6-186.00R.
Hawkinson, Elden L., 4,428,998, CI. 428-240.000.
Mai, Don L., 4,429,404, Q. 375-76.000.

Rodgers, Jeffrey C, to British Rema Manufacturing Co., Limited.
Pulvenzing and classifying mill. 4,428,536. CI. 241-52.000.

Rody, Jean: See—
Karrer. Friedrich; Bemer, Godwin; and Rody, Jean, 4,429,077, CI.

525-143.000.

Roefer. Robert W.: See—
Macaulcy. George C; Nemecek. William F.; and Roefer, Robert

W., 4,429,306, CI. 340-790.000.
Roesch, Egon: See—

Friebe, Walter-Gunar; Kampe, Wolfgang; Roesch. Egon; and
Wilhelms. Otto-Henning, 4,428,955, CI. 424-267.000.

Roeschlau, Peter: See-
Becker, Udo; and Roeschlau, Peter, 4,429,040, CI. 435-7.000.

Roetzler, Francis J. Log splitter with a Upered wood penetrating
member on the ramhead. 4,428,409. CI. 144-193.00A.

Rogers. Calvin; Parker, Russell A.; and Loucks, Terry L., to Mead
Corporation. Method for the analysis oforganic pollutanU. 4,429.049.
CI. 436-178.000. • »~ ...

Rogers. Edward S.: See—
Hobbs. Simon H.; Rogera, Edward S.; and Antos, George J..

4.428.827. CI. 208-120.000.
Rohde, Earl C Lookout convertible to a compact dolly. 4,428,456. CI.

182-20.000.

Rohm and Haas Company: .See

—

Chang, Ching.Jen; and Stevens, Travis E., 4,429.097, CI.
526-317.000.

Gioeni. Mary L.; and Merritt, Richard F., 4,429,070, Q.
524-517.000.

Miller, George A.; and Pridgen, Lendon N., 4,428,948, CI.
424-244.000.

Rojey, Alexandre: See—
Ramet, Claude; and Rojey. Alexandre, 4,428.853, CI. 252-67.000.

Rolls-Royce Limited: See—
Coplin, John F.; and Hadaway, Edward S., 4,428,713, CI.

415-48.000.

Lane. Christopher D.; and Rowe, Rodney A., 4,428,191, CI.
60-737.000.

Romblom, Edward R.: See—
Sundeen, Arthur R.; and Romblom, Edward R., 4,428,354, CI.

123-568.000.

Romero, Richard A., to Chicago Rawhide Manufacturing Company.
Combination wear sleeve and excluder lip adapted for easy installa-
tion. 4,428,586, CI. 277-25.000.

Rooney, Clarence S.: See—
Cragoe, Edward J., Jr.; Rooney. Clarence S.; and Williams, Haydn
W. R., 4,428.956, CI. 424-270.000.

Cragoe. Edward J., Jr.; and Rooney, Clarence S., 4,428,959, CI.
424-274.000.

Roper Corporation: See-
Cox. Karmen D.. 4,429,205, CI. 219-10770.

Rosati, Robert L., to Pfizer Inc. Carbapenams and carbapen-2-em8 and
process therefor. 4,429,128, CI. 544-373.000.

Rose, Joseph L.: See

—

Zeger, Andrew E.; Abrams, Burton S.; Rose, Joseph L.; Avioli,
Michael J., Jr.; and Singh, Gurvinder P., 4,428,237, CI.
73-592.000.

Rosemount Engineering Company Limited: See-
Johnston, James S., 4,428,239, CI. 73-705.000.

Rosen, Josh: See

—

Blau, Jonathan S.; and Rosen, Josh, 4,429,370, CI. 364-748.000.
Rosier, Helmut; Muhlbauer, Otto; Dempf, Josef; and Bigall, Klaus-

Dieter, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaff. Digital semiconductor circuit
for an electronic organ. 4,428,267, CI. 84-1.010.

Rossi. Giulio A.: See—
Fredriksson, John I.; Morrow, John D.; and Rossi, Oiulio A.,

4,429.003. CI. 428-317.900.
Rostoucher. Guy: See

—

Toillie. Alain; and Rostoucher, Guy, 4,428,185, CI. 56-295.000.
Roth, Robert R.: See—

Hubbard, Kevin L.; and Roth, Robert R., 4,428,435, CI.
172-328.000.

Rottmaier, Ludwig: See

—

Giesecke, Henning; Merten, Rudolf; and Rottmaier, Ludwig,
4,429, 1 35, CI, 548-264.000.

Rouge. Marianne: See

—

Confalone. Pasquale N.; Pizzolato, Giacomo; Uskokovic, Milan R.;
and Rouge. Marianne. 4,428,963, CI. 424-275.000.

Rowe, Rodney A.: See

—

Lane, Christopher D.; and Rowe, Rodney A., 4,428,191, CI.
60-737.000.
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Rowley, Paul M.. to Robertshaw Controls Company Iliermostat
construction having a one-piece V-shaped lead and method of making
the same. 4,429,296. CI. 337-338.000.

*

Rozmus. Walter J to Kelsey-Hayes Company. Pressure transmitting

CI -JIImVoOO
""'«'"« "me to densify material. 4.428,906,

Rubber Millers, Inc.: See—
McNatt, Robert B.; and Day, John T., 4,428.568, CI. 267-140.000.

Rucci, Guglielmo: See—

Rudolph, Rome R.; Strutz, Carl; and Struiz. Frank C. Method and

f^,283* CI 'ioMs'oSo''""''"*
°" ''°"'*^*' °' '^y''"'^""' containers

Ruell, Hartwig; Devinney, Edward J., Jr.; and Chiu, Ming-Yee. to
Siemens Corporation. Fingerprint sensing device for deriving an
electnc signal. 4,428,670, CI. 356-71.000.

*

Ruland, Frederick F., to Ruland Manufacturing Company, Inc. Device
adapted for clamping to a rouuble shaft. 4,428,697, CI. 403-344.000

Ruland Manufacturing Company, Inc.: See—
Ruland, Frederick F., 4,428,697, CI. 403-344.000.

Ruppmann, Claus: See—
^^^- Richard; Gunther, Dieter; Horbelt, Michael; Kraus,

? '^ «?*?j'."*i: ^!1'»*"' Ruppmann, Claus; and Schnurle.
Hans. 4,428,345, CI. 123-440.000.

Russell Corporation: See—
Adamson, Retcher D., 4,428,097, CI. 19-0.250.

Rutchik, Walter L.: See—

^^.*'«?'~if"** ^' """^ Rutchik. Walter L.. 4.429.339, CI
361-93.00p.

Rutgerswerke Aktiengesellschaft: See—
'^4

429°/72'cf*«
^"'^"' W^'milian; and KajeUnczyk, Franz.

Ryan. James M.; and O'Brien, John V., to Koch Process Systems, Inc.

S'VI, JS!^'
separation employing bottom additives. 4,428,759, CI.

o2- 17.000.

Ryman Engineering Company: See—
Fatula, James J., Sr. 4,428,158, CI. 51-33.00R.

Rymwid, Yvonne; and Baker, Kenneth, to OMI International Corpora-

4 428 80? CI*'2S46 0?R
*''^*' electroplating bath and process

Ryobi Ltd.: See—

c ^°!"u'' ^^M' "<• Kodama, Yasuhisa. 4.429.241. CI. 3IO-51.00O.
S. C. Johnson & Sons, Inc.: See—

^•T*"?"' Kenneth R.; and Haworth. Diane. 4.428.509, CI

Saari, Veikko R., to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated. Offset-
nulled sample-and-hold amplifier. 4,429,282, CI. 330-§.000

Saat- und Emtetechnik GmbH: See—

"cT^^roaf"'
'^"°"'' '"'**^" ^ *"** *^""""' ""•• <.<28.*'73,

'tii. M'29l'Ccf3M2'^"^^ ''''~ '^^^ "^'"' """"^'^^ *'*

^"fi'T"'J""u' w""**A T**^*'';
''' '^""u; TakashiU, Yutaka;

Sakai, Hiroshi; Mae, Michiko; Takahau, Masahiro; and Mitsuhuhi,
Susumu, to Toyama Chemical Co., Ltd. Antibacterial composition
for medical use. 4,428,936, CI. 424-1 14.000

Saint-Gobain Emballage: See—
Brax, Jean A., 4,428,686, CI 374-179.000.

J°'i.'^ u?' X'T"' ^^°' ""• Moriu, Hideo, to Asahi Kasei Kogyo

CI 5"25-'57 OOo'
»ne"nop>««ic polymer composition. 4,429,076,

Saito, Motoyuki; and HaUnaka. Hideo, to Citizen Watch Co., Ltd

MmTb'! cr3"6r2».W°"""''°" '°' "~'^°"'*= '™*P'«='

Saito, Shoichi: See—
.

Shirako, Hideo; and Saito, Shoichi, 4,428,479, CI. 206-387.000
Saito, Takashi, to Victor Company of Japan, Ltd. Roury recording

3'e^«"'4,4?9?77"cf iTllSo'"''"'' ' ^"'''' °'""'"« '"'"«'"»

Sakagami, Teruo: See—

'^U'JI.'Tt*! ^.'°,«°;o-?)^»""''
"'""O- '"«* Shoji, Masuhiro.

4,428,873, CI. 252-583.000.
Sakai, Hiroshi: See—

^'L'T'*'J""!!' Y""**'-
Tikashi; Tai, Masani; TakashiU. Yutaka;

Sakw, Hiroshi; Mae, Michiko; TakahaU, Masahiro; and Mitsuha-
shi. Susumu, 4,428,936, CI. 424-1 14.000.

Sakai, Shinji; Shinoda, Nobuhiko; Kinoshiu, Takao; Hosoe, Kazuya
and Kawabau. Takashi, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Focus detecting
system. 4,428,652, CI. 354-407.000.

^'™'' Yoshio; and Yamada, Takeshi, to Totoku Electnc Co., Ltd
Planar heat generator. 4,429,215, CI. 219-528.000.

Sakamoto, Fumio; Ikeda, Shoii; Tsukamoto, Goro; and Utsumi. Isamu
to Kanebo Ltd. Proceu for producing brominated 1,3-dioxolen-
2-ones. 4,428,806, CI. 204-1 58.0HA.

SakaU, Katsuyuki: See—

''M'2Tr63,cr5"'8T76.SJ''*'
'"""^"'"^ ""' ^°' '"'"J*'

Sakiyama, KazuUka: See—

^!f'!*?''
Yoshimichi; Watanabe, Ryuzo; Imura, Shinichi; and

Sakiyama, KazuUka, 4.428,778. CI. 148-1 1.50P.
Sako. Yuji: See-

Mori. Teijiro; Maauda. Shigeru; Okado. Hiroyuki; Kaktzoe
Masahiro; and Sako. Yuji. 4.429.198. CI 200-144.00R.

Sakuma. Shinzo; Yanaaisawa. Hifumi; Tokuhau. Kazuo; and
Miyagawa, Hiroshi, to Kabushiki Kaisha Meidensha. and Kabushiki

Kaisha Gemvac Vacuum power interrupting device 4.429.197. CI
20O-144.00B.

Sakurai, Kazuhiro: See—
Odogaki. Takaharu, Kawai. Hisasi. MaUui. Takeshi, Hatton. Kyo

and Sakurai, Kazuhiro, 4.428,558. CI 251-65.000
Sakurai. Masaki .See—

Sugiyama, Hiroyuki. Sakurai. Masaki; Abe, Ryuzo. Yusa, Yaauhiro
and Yoihihara, Kenji, 4.429.335. CI 358-342 000

Sakurai. Tokio; Komiya. Kyosuke. Mori. Yoshihiko. Kitahama. Yo-
ihiharu; and Iwami, Isamu. to Auhi-[X)w Limited Method for
manufacture of onhomethylated phinol compounds 4.429.171, CI
568-804.000.

Salk Institute for Biological Studies. The See—
Rivier. Jean E F

, Vale. Wylie W . Jr , and Brown. Marvin R .

4.428.942. CI 424-177 000
Salminen. Ensio. Method and apparatus for preventing pigleu from

suffocating under the dam in a brooding pen 4.42^324. CI
119-20 000.

Sammon. David C: See-
Cairns, James A

. Lane. Edward S , Prentice. Thomu C Segal
David L

,
and Sammon. David C , 4,428.864. CI 502-15! 000

Sanchez Cordero, Sergio Denul floss dispenser adapted to the cap of
the common toothpaste 4,428.389, CI I32-92 00A

Sandberg. Glenn A See—

^'2f?i
^°" ^' ""^ Sandberg, Glenn A. 4.428.263. CI

Sanders, Ronald E . See-
Murphy, Jerry C. Sanderv Ronald E , and Harmon. Warren S.
4,428.698,0 404-17 000

Sandford. Paul A , to Merck A Co , Inc Clanfied Umannd kernel
powder. 4,429,121, CI 536-123 000

Sandoz, Ltd.: See—
Bemer, Heinz; Tumowsky. Fnedenke, Laber, Georg; and Hildc-

brandt, Johannes, 4.428,953, CI 424-263.000
Littlewood, Peter S., 4,429,133, CI 548-159 000

Sandn, Joseph M
; Calentine. John W

, Linder. Seymour M , and
Billioux, Yves J

.
to Alcolac Inc Pojymenzable compositions com-

pnsing dcnvativck of mono-(alkyiene urcido alkyl) ureas and bis-
(alkylene ureido alkyl) ureas 4,429,095, CI 526-263 000

Sangamo Weston, Inc : See—
Whitman, Boyce D; and Bates, Robert F, 4,429.344. CI

361-303 000.

Sano, Yasuro. to Janomc Sewing Machine Co Ltd Pattern selecting
device for sewing machines 4.428.311. CI II2I58 00A

Santini. Claudio: See-
Agnes, Giovanni; Rucci. Guglielmo, and Santini. Claudio

4.429.147. CI 560-81000
Sanyo Electnc Co Ltd : See—

Miyothi, Yasushi; and Ishii, Yasuhiro, 4,428,996, CI 428198 000
Sarasin, Gedeon: See—

Boray, Joseph C, Gallay. Jean J , and Sarasin. Gedeon. 4.428.957,
CI. 424-270.000

Sardano, Sante P., to General Motors Corporation Valve assembly
4,428,496, CI. 220-300.000.

Sargent Indusines, Inc : See—
Choate, Bruce R , 4,428,689, CI. 384-296000

Sato, Alsushi; and Tsuyuki, Hiroshi, to TDK Electronics Ceramic
capacitor. 4,429,346, CI 361-321 000

Sato, Katsuharu, to Universal Pioneer Corporation Optical pickup
'*'^-' '" - - -' -" " " •

' ".378. CIdevice for use in a video and/0r audio disc player 4.429
369-110.000.

"^ '

Sato, Kazuhiro: See—
Oguri, Katsuhiko; and Sato, Kazuhiro, 4,429,379, CI 369-220000

Sato, Mono: See—
Yamagata, TeUuo, Sato, Morio, Ogishima, Tetsuo, and Matsu-

yama, Yoji. 4.428.227, CI. 73-115 000,
Sato. Saioshi; Takahashi. Hiroshi; and Nakamura. Tsulomu, ip Meisei

Electric Co
,
Ltd. Preparation method for a microscopic specimen

and a device therefor 4,428.793t. CI 156-285 000
Sato. Tadashi; and Tanaka, Keiji, to Canon Kabushiki Kauha Method
and device for cleaning photosensitive screen in an image forming
apparatus. 4.428,664, CT 355- 14 OOR.

Sauvey, Donald R. See—
Bionc, Angelo A , and Sauvey. Donald R . 4.428.269. CI 84-1 010

SawMuchi. Mutsuo: See—
Fumoto. Takabumi; and Sawaguchi, Mutsuo, 4.429,225. CI

250-353.000.

Saytech. Inc. See-
Williams. David O , 4.429,069. CI 524-469 000

Scarselletu. Louis, to General Motors Corporation Detachable tnsen
for solar absorber 4,428,359, CI. 126-418.000.

Schachameyer, Steven R , to Eaton Corporation Method of prepanng
a beryllia substrate for subsequent autocatalytic deposition of a meuH
lized film directly thereon. 4,428,986, CI 427-309 000

Schaefer, Frederic C, to American Cyanamid Company Quaternary
amine carbamate or urea compounds based on isopropenyl-a,a-
dimethylbenzyl isocyanate. 4.429,096. CI 526-287 000

Schaefer. Klaus-Dieter, to Ernst Leitz Wetzlar GmbH Mirror reflex
camera with an electronic range finder 4,428,653. CI 354-403 000

Schalkhauser, Ulrich. to Claudius Peters AG Feeding system for bulk
matenals 4.428,473. CI. 198-367.000.

Schedele. Helmut, to Siemens Aktiengesellschafi Retaining plate for
use in a maanci system of a relay 4,429,292. CI 335-202 0)0

Scheel, Russell: See-
Ziegenfus. Barry L.; and Scheel, Russell, 4,428,300, CI

104-250000.
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Schelhorn. Gerhird: See-
Becker, Herbert; Sunkel, Manfred; Grams. Volker; and Schelhorn
Gerhard. 4.428,250. CI. 74-425 000.

Schering, AktiengesellschaA: See—
Gries. Heinz; and Mutzel, Wolfgang, 4,429,152. CI 562-442 000

Schering Corporation: See—
Bristol, James A.; and PuchaJski. Chester. 4.428 962 CI

424-274.000.

Scheuchier, Fredy; and BuhJer. Fritz, to Les Fils dAuguste
Scheuchzer S.A. Railroad track relaying train. 4.428,296. CI

Scheurecker. Werner; Felbermayer. Erich; and NagI, Alfred, to Voest-
Alpine Akdengesellschaft. Strand guide arrangement to be used m a

?9J5»«>»»
casting Pl*nt having the form of an arc. 4.428,415, CI

Schleppnik, Alfred A : See—
""O"? J*»b S.; and Schleppmk, Alfred A., 4,428,887, CI. 260-

Schlicht, Raymond C: See— '

Uvine. Stephen A.; Schlicht, Raymond C; Chafetz, Harry and
Whiteman. James R., 4,428.848. CI. 252-32.7HC

Schnegg, Anton: See—

^°^1 F-,7^ Schnegg, Anton; and Uner, Karl. 4,428.795, CI
1 3O-636.000.

Schneider. Dietrich: See—

'^'i^'fi' o,T°-J''^?*f?i c^^^IH^'* '°'8- ""^ Schneider. Dietnch.
4,428,923. CI. 423-588.000.

Schnoes, Heinrich K.: See— I

'^4'-4*SJl"a.^^2i-?3te
""'^='' ""' '""^ '°^«^"""- ^-^ ^ •

Schnurle. Hans: See—
Bcrtsch Richard; Gunther, Dieter; Horbelt, Michael; Kraus

u \ r??*fA"*i; ^"«"'' RuPPmann. Claus; and Schnurle,
Hans. 4,428,345, CI. 123-440.000.

Scboeps, Jurgen: See—

'^^^w^B^^''™*^' "** Schoeps. Jurgen, 4,429,199. CI. 200-

Schoeps, Knut C. to Atlas Copco AB. Method for determming magni-

SS. M^2;5, CI.tT.'So'"'
*"""« " ^"""^'^ '''''"^''

SchoU, Milton R.: See—

^<^VT'J^^ 5- ^°«'' ^"'**° E.; Turpin, Robert B ; and
Scholl, Mdton R, 4,429,207, CI. 219-73.100

Scbolz^Eugen, to Riedel-de Haen Ag. Aliphatic amine-contaming Karl

43^2000""""°" **"" *™* method for usmg it. 4,429,048, CI

Schon, Franz: See—
^"^^'

J^t'^fTiX^*!^
^^^ Hans-Ulrich; Schon, Franz; and Feess,

Ench, 4,428,750, a. 8-461.000.
Schon, Istvan: See—

Kisfaludy. Lajos; Nyeki nee Kuprina, Olga, Schon, Istvan; Denes,

S*' ^ ^'A^^o ^^' °y°'8y- Szpomy, Laszlo; and
Szende,Bela, 4,428,938, CI. 424-177.000.

Schreiter. Paul W.. Jr.. to Concrete Transport MUer Co. Hopper formuer unit of a concrete transport vehicle. 4,428.677, CI 366-41 000
Schrewehus, Maud, legal represenutive: See—

Schrewehus NUs G. deceased. 4,429,019, CI. 428-550.000.
Schrewehus. Nils G., deceased fby Schrewehus. Maud, legal represcn-

?Sl9"cr4T8:^JS. ^' ""''""""• machine'com^nen.

Schuch, Gerhard: See—
Becker, Michael; Fendt, Alfons; Povh, Dusan; Renz, Klaus

ffr'i^"^J?"'^'*' ""* Waldmann, Hermann. 4,429,338, CI
Jo I -42.000.

Schukoff, Bruno: See—

^^^^'iP!:^^ Feichtinger, Gerhard; Melde-Tuczai, Helmut"d Schukoff, Bruno, 4,428,338, CI. 123-198 OOE
SchuJz, Ralf-Thilo: See—

^
4%tr5rcf!S^S5i''

'^™°^ ""^ Or^^en^r,. Franz,

^iTf"'*'
^*""' '° ^^' ^'°'*'*" Lmiited Electronic control

139-SlOOO*
*"''**' "'* weaving machine. 4,428,405, CI

Schuster, Hans-Dieter: 5**—
"^

w^n"^' ^?^- ^*'y«f^-
Hans-Dieter; Langer, Hans-Joachim; and

Noller, Chnstoph, 4,428,347, d. 123-453 000
Schwartz, Bertram: See—

^ul:^*"' Ff^^, S:;
^'' ^^"' '^<=*»"d C.; and Schwartz.

Bertram, 4,429,231. a. 250-551.000
Schwarz, Gunter: See—

Beig, Willy; and Schwarz. Gunter, 4,429,196, CI 200-61 540
bchwarz, Martm: See

—

Mayer. Andreas; and Schwarz. Martin. 4,428,352, CI. 123-559 000Schwarz. Richard A., to Cosden Technology. Inc. Expandable pSy.:menc styrene particles. 4,429,058, CI. 521:57.000
'""*"'"' ^'^

Schweickhardt, Karl B.: See—

*i?-9?b0R*^
°' ""* Schweickhardt, Karl B., 4,428,159, CI

^SS^Pm.?.''" ^ri
^'°^'^' David S.; and Durham, Edward E , to

2.S 4'l°2?M3'^5"l?3725^oS"'
""=' '""""•""« '^'' """"«

^t'i^rSS''^S**ir??'^*^^''o^'""'" '*"^^*' *!'«= Eidg. Mum.Honstaonk Thun der Gruppe fur Rustungsdienste See-Am. Paul. 4,428,786, CI 1 49-2 1 .000.

Schwcllcnbach. Donald D.: See—
Coggin. Michael E.; Everett, Charles K.; and Schwcllenbach,
Donald D., 4,428,090, CI. 15-93.0OC.

Schwenzfeier, Werner; and Kawa. Franz, to Voest-Alpine Aktien-

?5!*;o Jji"
Friction coupling and coupling sleeve. 4.428.737, CI

464-28.000.

Schwindt, Gary W.; and Wurster. Walter W., to Litton Systems, Inc.
Body-carry electncal contact strips. 4,428,642, CI. 339-276 OSF

Scifrcs, Donald R.: See—

^^^^^1-,^^^ ^'' ""^ ^'f^"- Donald R.. 4,428,647, CI
350-167.000.

Scintilla AG: See—
Holzer, Peter, 4,428,438, CI. 173-48.000.

Scott Paper Company: See—
Isner, William G.; and Smoyer, John C. 4,429.014, CI. 428-152 000

S»eecamp, Louis W. Double-action trigger mechanism with trigger-
blocking magazine safety for firearms. 4,428,138. CI 42-70 OOA

Secger Fnedrich to Heyligenstaedt & Co. Werkzergmaschinenfabrik
GmbH. Lathe. 4.428.109, CI. 29-568.000.

Segal, David L.: See-
Cairns, James A.; Lane, Edward S.; Prentice, Thomas C Segal

c .- tV^, ^ • f"*'
Sammon. David C. 4,428.864, CI. 502-151.000.

'

Seibert, Willard J.: See—

Seid, Paul; and Wolf, Herbert, to Sultan Dental Products Limited
Disposable dental tray. 4.428,373. CI. 604-77.000

Seifert, Gary A.: See—

^°^a7L^^^'
^'' *"** ^'"'"' °*^ ^- *.*28,815, CI. 204-

Seike, Yasuhiko, to Sumitomo Heavy Industries. Ltd. Process for

[^,°^fP'^^ *"'^"' ^'°'" S02-containing gas. 4,428,921, CI.
423-569.000.

Seikosha Co., Ltd.: See—
Fujita, Masanori. 4,429.304, CI. 340-765.000

Seitz, James P., to NWL Transformers. Easily removable support

^^^JLJ?^ " *"8h voluge DC power supply. 4,429,347. CI.
Jo 1-379.000.

Sekisui Kaseihm Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ozutsumi. Shunichi; and Yamamoto, Osamu, 4,429,059, CI.

521-60.000.

Sella, Lino: See—
Bovio, Michele; Sella, Lino; Berruti. Pierangelo; Gillone, Walter-
and Ceresa, Luciano, 4,428,693, CI. 400-126.000.

Semco Instruments, Inc.: See—
Moore, M. Samuel; and Paluka, Charles F., 4,428.199. CI

60-600.000.

Sergeev, Jury S.: See—
Boyarina, Maya F.; Vildgrube, Vladimir G.; and Sergeev, Jury S

4,428,856, CI. 252-181.100.
Seto, Susumu: See—

Tokuhara, Mitsuhiro; Yamada, Yu; Takemura, Yukio; Kuwayama,
Takeshi; and Seto, Susumu, 4.429,353, CI. 362-232.000.

Seufert, Walter; Kiehs, Karl; Husslein, Gerd; Varwig, Juergen; Ham-
precht, Gerhard; and Adolphi, Heinrich, to BASF Aktiengesell-
schaft. TrifluoromethoxyphenyKdi) thiophosphoric acid esters and
their use in pest control. 4,428,944, CI. 424-217.000.

Shaffer, Charles D. Mesh reinforced elastomeric element for oil well
components. 4,428,592, CI. 277-230.000.

Shah, Dhanendra C: See—
^*cBroom. Kendall R.; and Shah, Dhanendra C, 4,428,834. CI.

Shankle. Arthur T.. to Cain, Charles J. Electrode or pole piece array for

?^^i?.?
prescnbed electric or magnetic fields. 4,429,308. CI.

340-870.370.

Shapiro, Wilbur, to Mechanical Technology Incorporated Piston rod
seal for a Stirling engine. 4,428,584, CI. 277-3.000.

Sharashkin, Andrei M.: See—
Nikitin, Pavel Z.; Nemeni, Tibor M.; Zolotov, Lev A.; Bezchast-

nov, Gennady A.; Nikolsky, Alexandr I.; Sharashkin, Andrei M.
and Tjurin, Albert V., 4,429,244, CI. 310-254.000.

Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha: .See

—

Masuzawa, Sigeaki; and Tanimoto, Akira, 4,429,182, CI.
381-51.000.

Takino, Kenichi; and Murakami, Kenji, 4,428,729, CI. 431-262.000
Sharpee, Richard L.: See-

Bass, Edmund P.; and Sharpee, Richard L., 4,429,045, CI
435-235.000.

Sharrock, Barry: See—
Halliday, David P.; Riley. John F.; and Sharrock, Barry. 4,428,549.

CI. 244-l.OOR.
7.

. . .

Shedd, William D.; and Eschbtch. Robert C. to Axelson Fishing
Tackle Mfg. Co. Inc. Outrigger fishing clip. 4,428.142. CI. 43-43.120

Shedroff, Theodore L., to Lake Chemical Co. Solutions for use in
bonding plates of storage batteries to connecting systems. 4,428,780,
CI. 148-23.000.

Shell Oil Company: See-
Bell, James P.; and Park, Jae M., 4.428.987, CI. 427-327.000
Davies. David R.; Richardson, Edwin A.; and Hagelaars, Adrianus
M. P. M.. 4,428,426. CI. 166-276.000.

Drent. Eit. 4,429,150. CI. 560-232.000.
Henning, Dean L.; Clark, Lewis M., Ill; and Ward. John M.,
4.428.319.0.114-253.000.

Kosters, Walter C. G.. 4.428,829. CI. 208-314.000.
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Sheppard. Albert P.. Jr.: See—
Birchfield, Jerry L.; and Sheppard. Albert P.. Jr., 4.428.308, CI

1 10-229.000.

^•'.'P**''' '^'<=''°'"»- 'o American Can Company. Multi-ply laminae and
idenufication card. 4.429,015, CI. 428-201.000

Sherwin-Williams Company, The: See—
Wagener, Anthony P., 4,428.844. CI. 252-8. 5LC

Shibata. Fujio. to TDK Electronics Co.. Ltd. High density magnetic
recordmg medium. 4,429,010, CI. 428-425.900.

Shibata, Yuzo; and Naganuma, Seikoh, to Mitsui Petrochemical Indus-

ri^oV 1
Ethylene/alpha-olefin copolymer composition. 4,429,079.

Shidara, Tokiniko: See—
Kaneko, Takashi; and Shidara, Tokihiko, 4,429,399. CI. 372-65.000.

Shim, Joosup: See—

cu
^*' Derek A.; and Shim, Joosup. 4,428,855, CI. 252-77.000.

Shimai. Hideo, to Yoshida Kogyo K. K. Apparatus for forming an
''""""t-free gap in a continuous slide futener chain. 4,428,264, CI
83-465.000.

Shimano Industrial Company Limited: See—
Shimano, Keizo, 4,428,739, CI. 474-231.000.

Shimano, Keizo, to Shimano Industrial Company Limited. Roller chain
4,428,739. CI. 474-23 1 .000.

Shimanuki. Senji; and Inomata. Koichiro, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki
Kabushiki Kaisha. Method of manufacturing a multi-layer amorphous
alloy. 4,428.416, CI. 164-461.000.

Shimizu, Hirozumi; Kiso, Noboru; and Igarashi, Taizo, to Nippon Oil
and Fau Co. Method of preventing dusts. 4,428,984, CI. 427-220.000

Shimizu, Masami: See-
Suzuki, Nobuyuki; and Shimizu, Masami, 4,428,655, CI

354-456.000.

Shimizu. Yasuo: See—
Torii. Shigeru; Tanaka. Hideo; Akada. Mitsuo; Masatomi.

.

Tsunehiko; and Shimizu, Yasuo, 4,429,164, CI. 568-377.000.
Shimizu, Yoshiaki, to Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho. Piston for

internal combustion engines. 4,428,330, CI. 123-41.350
Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., Ltd.: See—

Ueno, Susumu; Nomura, Hirokazu; and Imada, Kiyoshi, 4,429,024,
CI. 428-694.000.

Shinden, Tetuya: See—
Honkawa. Tadashi; Takahata, Fujiya; Yagai, Koichi; Maeda,

Yoshio; and Shinden, Tetuya, 4,429,230, cT. 250-461.200
Smnoda, Nobuhiko: See—

Sakai, Shinji; Shinoda, Nobuhiko; Kinoshita, Takao; Hosoe, Ka-
zuya; and Kawabata, Takashi, 4,428,652, CI 354-407,000.

Shirako, Hideo; and Saito, Shoichi, to Olympus Optical Co, Ltd
Accessory for Upe-cassette storage box. 4,428,479, CI. 206-387.000

Shirota, Kensho: See—
Suzuki, Shigeru; Fukuma, Daizo; and ShiroU. Kensho. 4,428,785,

CI. 149-19.400.

Shirota, Norihisa: See-
Hashimoto, Yoshitaka; Shirota, Norihisa; and Yamamoto, Kaichi

4,429,334, CI. 358-310.000.
Shmelev, Arthur P.: See—

Dubrovsky. Evgeny V.; Averkiev, Leonid A.; Dunaev, Viktor P
Kuzin, Anatoly I.; Martynova, Natalya I.; Folts, Lev A.; Shme-
lev, Arthur P.; Vronsky, Sergei S.; and Vasiliev, Evaeny V
4,428,419, CI. 165-151.000. •

b 7
•

Shoji, Masuhiro: See—
Murayama. Naohiro; Sakagami, Teruo; and Shoji, Masuhiro.

4.428,873, CI. 252-583.000.
ShrofT, Arvind: See—

Clerc, Guy; and Shroff, Arvind, 4,429,250, CI. 313-336.000.
Shu, Paul; and Yan, Tsoung-Yuan, to Mobil Oil Corporation. Hydroi-

somerization of catalytically dewaxed lubricating oils. 4,428,819, CI.
208-46.000.

Shulman, Joseph, to Polaroid Corporation. Protective coatings for
documents. 4,428.997, CI. 428-202.000.

SI Handling Systems, Inc.: See—
GuuAutKi, Stanley K.; and Sipos, John M.. 4,428,298. CI

Ziegenfus, Barry L.; and Scheel, Russell, 4,428,300, CI

Siemens AG: See—
Pircher, Christian; and Schoeps, Jurgen, 4,429,199, CI. 200-

I48.00R.

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft: See-
Becker, Michael; Fendt, Alfons; Povh, Dusan; Renz, Klaus
Schuch, Gerhard; and Waldmann, Hermann, 4,429,338, CI
361-42.000.

Finck, Herbert; and Reisinger, Konrad, 4,429,383, CI. 370-84 000
Grassmann, Hans-Christian, 4,428,127, CI. 34-1.000
Heider, Ulrich, 4,429,342, CI. 361-152.000.
ReichI, Helmut; Hartl, Richard; and Newinger, Christoph
4,428,519,0.226-75.000.

*^

Rosier, Helmut; Muhlbauer, Otto; Dempf, Josef; and Biaall, Klaus-
Dieter, 4,428,267, O. 84-1.010.

Schedcle, Helmut, 4,429,292. CI. 335-202.000.
Steinlein. Hans-Wolfgang, 4,429,278, O. 328-129 100.
Zollner, Manfred; Hoffmann, Christian, and Zwicker, Eberhard

4,428,377. O. I28-419.0OR.
Siemens Corporation: See-

Edwards, David G., 4,429,413, O. 382-4.000.
Graden, Maynard, 4,429,386, CI. 370-100.000.
Kaminski, Stanley X., 4,429,387, CI. 370-1 10.100

' '^"/!.';c"A^^JLf
Devinney, Edward J , Jr

, and Chiu, Ming-Yee.
4,428.670, CI. 356-71.000

*

SIG Schweizensche Induslne-GeiellKhaft See—
Egli, Alwin, 4,428,485, CI. 206-604.000

Sig Societe Indusinelle Suisse: See—
Ganz, Jorg, 4,428.297. CI. 104-12 000.

Sif < tich, John D
, and Schweickhardt, Karl B Poruble, direct drive

abrasive uw 4,428,159, CI 5I-92.00R
Signode Corporation: See-

Van Erden, Donald L , Gould, Russell J ; and MaUunaca. Yukio
A., 4.428,720, O. 425-66.000.

Sikortki, James A., and Curtis, Tommie G . to Monsanto Company
Thiosulfenamide derivatives of N-phosphonomethylglycine tnesters
as herblfcides 4.428,765, CI. 71-87.000

Silcox, William H.: See-
Abbott, Barry J.; and Silcox. William H. 4.428,702. CI

405-202.000.

Simon, Stefan: See—
Friese, Axel, and Smon, Stefan, 4.428.747, CI 604-12.000

Simpson, John A ; See—
Botwin, Leo; and Simpson, John A , 4,428,293, CI 102-381.000

Singer Company, The; See—
Ketterer. Stanley J., 4.428.312, CI 1 12-199 000
Patncia, John, and Szosuk, Jan, 4,428,316, CI 112-323 000

Singh, Gurvinder P.: See—
Zeger, Andrew E , Abrams, Burton S ; Rose, Joseph L , Avioli,

Michael J., Jr , and Singh. Gurvinder P, 4,428,237, O
73-592.000.

Sipos, John M.; See—
Gutekunst, Sunley K; and Sipos, John M. 4,428,298, CI

104-166000
Sisson, Jeffrey L.: See—

Phelps, Russell L; Sisson, Jeffrey L, and Liechty, Karl E,
4,428,667, CI 355-3.0SH

Skala, Stephen F. Onfice band ink jet pnnter with ink confined by a
counterpressure of air. 4,429,316, CI 346-75 000

Skatsche, Othmar; Feichtinger, Gerhard; Melde-Tucrai. Helmut, and
Schukoff, Bruno, to List, Hans Internal combustion ennne
4,428.338. CI I23-198.00E

SKF Kugellagerfabriken GmbH: See—
Olschewski, Armin; Brandenstein, Manfred, and Walter, Lothar.

4.428,472, CI. 192-98.000.

Skinner, Timothy J., to General Motors Corporation. Variable displace-
ment compressor control valve arrangement. 4,428,718, CI
417-222.000.

Skurka, Richard: See-
Rich, Lesley S

;
and Skurka, Richard, 4,428,521, CI 226-199000

Smale, Terence C: See—,
Southgale, Robert; Smale, Terence C; and Ponsford, Roaer J

,

4,428,961, CI 424-274.000
Smith, David W., to National Dutillers and Chemical Corporabon

Manufacture of oxygenated compounds. 4,429,056, O. 518-700.000
Smith, Donald J, to Communications Technology Corporation
Ground clamp. 4,428,104, CI. 24-279,000.

Smith. Harry A,, to Dow Chemical Company, The, N, N-Bis (hydroxy-
alkyl) alkyl amides as phase separation inhibitors in liquid hydrocar-
bon and cthanol mixtures. 4,428,754, O. 44-56.000.

Smith International, Inc.: See—
Oeike, Erwin S., 4,428,588, CI. 277-83,000
Pabley, Avur S., 4,428,432, CI 166-302 000
Steinke, StephenC, 4.428,442, CI, 175-228 000,

Smith, Jackson H,: See—
Glenn, Robert L.; and Smith, Jackson H , 4,429,200, O 200-

153.00T
Smith, Jerry M.: See—

Coulson, Fred; and Smith, Jerry M., 4,428,128, CI 34-155,000
Smith-Johannsen, Robert: See—

Blasch, Earl; and Smith-Johannsen, Robert. 4,428,895, CI
264-28,000,

Smith, Robert E, Goggle with a renewable protective surface
4.428.081,0, 2-438,000

Smith, William, Apparatus for educational games, 4,428,582, CI
273-296000

Smither. Robert K,. to United Sutes of Amenca, Energy Instrument
and method for focusing X-rays, gamma rays and neutrons, 4,429,41 1,

CI. 378-84 000
Smiths Indusines Public Limited Company See-

Barnard, Dominic P E., 4,429,265, CI 318-475 000.
Smoyer, John C : See—

Isner, William G
; and Smoyer, John C , 4,429,014, CI 428-152 000

Smyrl, Kenneth E.; and Redd, Bobby G., to Dresser Industries, Inc
Tool and method for gravel packing a well. 4,428,428, O
166-278.000.

1^ »

Sneider. Vincent R, Collapsible container with accordion pleated
sidewalls. air vent and swivel valve outlet 4.428.507, CI. 222-105.000

Snitzer. Elias, and Bacon. James F . to United Technologies Corpora-
tion. Metallic solder composite bonding, 4.428.523, CI, 228-121,000

Snitzcr, Elias; and Wisnieff, Robert E , to United Technologies Corpo-
ration, Method of making fusible spacer for display panel. 4,428,764
CI, 65-31,000,

Snow, Thomas K, Ignition and fuel control system for internal combus-
tion engines 4,428,349, CI 123-493 000,

Sobel. David D Picture frame assemblies. 4.428,135, CI 40-155 000
Societe Anonyme Diamant Boart: See—

Lambot, Honore J.; Riervoet, Mana J. H , and Kramer. Pieter
4.428.602, CI 285-239.000
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S.A. Onuuchem: See—
Kuehne, Mirtin E., 4.428,880, CI. 260.245.700.

S.A. Vve Henry Chebassus: See—
Emain. Jein, 4.428.094, CI. 16-228.000.

Soci«e d'AssisUnce Technique pour Produits Nestle S.A.: See—
,X^;. ^5™"**= "<* Hebert, Christian. 4,428,971, CI
426-36S.000.

Hsu, Jau Y.; Wedral, Elaine R.; and Winker, William J., 4,428.968,

Societe Nouvelle de Bouchons Plastiques, S.N.B P See—
Babiol, Pierre, 4,428,725, Q. 425-556.000.

Sodemurk, Ulf A.: See—

"^'T,'o^ li. ^y^i- '^J P L.; and Sodernuirk. Ulf A.,
4,429.184, a. 179-18.0EE.

Soejima, Teuuo: See— '

^^f"^*. Masao; and Soejima, TeUuo. 4,429,300, CI. 340-

^J*2??l'«.^.,^. ^"^ watering and humidifying apparatus.
*•**'# 1 31, Ci. 47-81.000.

Soltis, Frank G.: .See—
Hofrman, Roy L.; Kempke, William G.; McCullough, John W

Soltis. Frank G.; and Turner, Richard T., 4,429,360, Cl'
364-200.000.

Solvay ft Cie.: See—
Verlaeten. Jean; and Brahm, Jacques, 4,428,918, CI. 423-473.000

Sommer, Richard: See—
Vouva, Erwin; Stipsits, Gunter; and Sommer, Richard, 4.428 236

Cl. 73-587.000.

Soooda, Takenori; Watanabe, Nobuhiko; and Tanaka, Masato, to Sony

XJi^u\r^
Digital signal transmitting system. 4,429,390, Cl

Sony Corporation: See—
Hashimoto, Yoshitaka; Shirota, Norihisa; and Yamamoto, Kaichi

4,429.334, Q. 358-310.000.
Kamon, Yoshoyuki; and Yokoyama. Yoshihiro. 4,429,194 Cl

179-182.00R.
Kishi. Yoshio, 4,429,240, Cl. 310-45.000.
Narimatsu, Akihisa; and Ohkubo, Hiroyuki, 4,429,276, Cl.

Sonoda, Takenori; Watanabe, Nobuhiko; and Tanaka, Masato
4,429,390, CI. 371-40.000.

Soul*. Gerard: See—
Linguenheld, Louis; and Soula, Gerard, 4,429, 1 60, Cl. 564-505 000

Southern Gas Association: See-
Brown, Morton E., 4,429,371, Cl. 364-803.000.

Southern Paciflc Transportation Company: See—

^^T'J^^ ^ •
^°°**' ^'""" E.; Turpin, Robert B.; and

SchoU, Milton R., 4,429,207, Cl. 219-73.100.
Southgate, Robert; Smale, Terence C; and Ponsford, Roger J., to
Beecham Group Limited. /3-Lactam containing compounds, their
preparation and use. 4,428,961, Cl. 424-274.000

Spagnoli, Roberto: See—
Cappelletti, Leonardo M.; Spagnoli, Roberto; and Toscano,
Lucumo, 4,429.1 15, Cl. 536-7.200.

Spahn, Hugo: See—
Kohn, Henri A.; and Spahn, Hugo, 4.428,993, Cl. 428-1 17 000

Spector, George: See—

^."^f*;.. 3!f
*^*^ ^'' "'^ Spector, George, 4,428,707, Cl

414-24.000
Speer, Stephen: See— '

^"^ W"|f G ;
Speer, Stephen; and Christy. James S., 4,428.550,

Spencer. James R.: See—

'^'i^*^^ **• "** Spencer. James R., 4,429,201. Cl. 200-
159.00A.

Spencer, Robert M.: See—

'*^H?U?i ^'*' ^= "*' Spencer. Robert M.. 4,429,178, Cl.
1 3o-24o.0U0.

Sperry Corporation: See-
Butler, L. Dennis; and Askov, Alan R., 4,428.706, Cl. 414-24.500
Chen, Tsu-Fang, 4,428,814, Cl. 204-273.000.
Eby. Richard R., 4,428,260, Cl. 76-104.00R.

^"fffj*'
John W.. Jr.; and Bennett. Steven L.. 4.429.310. Cl.

Spicer. Glaenzer: See— '

Deschatrettes. Gerard; and Tirel. Rene. 4.428.163. Cl. 51-237 OOM
''w*?'*'w^***"

'^
•
•"** ^''^^"' ^^n'id R

.
to Xerox Corporation.

ic)!V^^ "P"*^ ^y***" "''"8 lens array. 4.428.647. Cl.
3M>- 167.000.

Sprecker. Mark A.: See—

c "*";./«!'" ^i "'*' Sprecker, Mark A.. 4,428.966. Cl. 426-3.000.
Sproul. William D.; and Tomashek. James R.. to Borg-Wamer Corpo-

?i ^^lUiS'^o'*
reactive sputtering of a group IVb metal. 4.428.81 1.

Vrl. ZU4-I72.00R.
Sproul. William D.. to Borg-Wamer Corporation. Rapid rate reactive

sputtering of metallic compounds. 4,428.812, Cl 204-192 OOR
Square D Company: See—

c. w^P'*.?*?.'?.' '^e"n"h P. '.428,100, Cl. 24-1 15 OOR.
Stability Drilling Systems, Inc.: See—

Oliphant, Stephen E., 4,428,443, Cl. 175-321.000.
Staeubli Ltd.: See—

K'«ner, Walter, 4,428,404, Cl. 139-l.OOE.
St^ly, Daniel C; and Kenny, Andrew A., to Eaton Corporation. RPM

Bias regulator valve. 4,428,353, Cl. 123-568.000.

Standard Oil Company, The: See-
Blum, Patricia R.; MUberger, Ernest C; Bremer, Noel J.; and Dria,
Dennis E., 4,429,137, Cl. 549-259.000.

Curatolo, Benedict S.; and Coffey, Gerald P., 4,429,109, Cl.
528-331.000.

Felber, Betty J.; and Christopher, Charles A.. 4,428.429, Cl.
166-294.000.

Li. George S.. 4.428.776. Cl. 106-122.000.
Standard Oil Company (Indiana): See—

Stephens. James R.. 4,429,108, Cl. 528-322.000.
Standiford, Ferris C, to Resources Conservation Co. Production of

concentrated alcohol and distillery slop. 4,428,799, Q. 203-19.000.
Stanier, Colin, to Imperial Chemical Industries PLC. Cladding cathodes
of electrolytic cell with diaphragm or membrane. 4,428,813, Q.

Stanly, Albert L.; and Hyatt, Gilbert P. Electrooptical printer.
4,429,369, Cl. 364-710.000.

^ ^

Statek Corporation: See—
Chuang, Shih, 4,429,248, Cl. 310-370.000.

Static, Inc.: See

—

Testone, Anthony Q., 4,428,230, CI. 73-198.000.
StaufTer Chemical Company: See-

Felix, Raymond A., 4,429,124, CI. 544-214.000.
Robbins, Jeffrey D., 4,428,888, Cl. 260-502.50F.
Thieic, Gerald H., 4,428,767, Cl. 1 1-95.000.

Steckel, Lester M. Insecticide ear tag. 4,428,327, Cl. 119-156.000
Steele, Howard R.: See—

Lowenkron, Steven B.; Prather, Richard A.; and Steele, Howard
R. 4,428,897, CI. 264-109.000.

Steele, Oliver P., Ill: See-
Clemens, Donald D.; Larson. Elmer M., Jr.; Morgan, William T
fifl^Sli.""

**• '"= ""^ '^'rigiiu Fred R.. 4.429,329. Cl.

Steinberg, Richard W., to Hiniker Company. Mount assembly including
structure to effect substantially constant biasing force. 4,428,437, Cl.

Steiner, Gerd: See—
Franke, Albrecht; Steiner, Gerd; Thieme, Peter C; Lenke, Dieter;

Gries, Josef; and Teschendorf, Hans-Juergen, 4,428,950, Q.
424-250.000.

Steinke, Stephen C, to Smith International, Inc. Rock bit lubrication
system. 4,428,442, Cl. 175-228.000.

Steinlein, Hans-Wolfgang, to Siemens Aktiengesellschafi. Multi-func-
tion time delay relay. 4,429,278, Cl. 328-129.100.

Stemmle, Denis J.: See—
Phelps, Russell L.; Stemmle, Denis J.; and Minerd, Timothy M.,

4,428,666, Cl. 355-14.0SH.
Stenstrom, Craig A.; Holzhausen, Alan D.; and Stepp, Thomas R., Jr.,

to General Motors Corporation. Rack and pinion steerins Rear.
4,428,450, Cl. 180-148.000. * *

Stephens, Geoffrey B.: See—
Cranford, Hayden C, Jr.; Hoffman, Charles R.; and Stephens,

Geoffrey B., 4,429,237, CI. 307-450.000.
Stephens, James R., to Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Poly[N,N'-(al-

kyl or aryl)-bis(4,4'-phthalimido)-l,3.4-oxadia2ole-2,5-diylsl.
4.429.108. Cl. 528-322.000.

Stepp. Thomas R.. Jr.: See—
Stenstrom. Craig A.; Holzhausen. Alan D.; and Stepp. Thomas R..

Jr.. 4.428.450, Cl. 180-148.000.
Sterling, Gary P., to U.S. Peroxygen Company. Room temperature

polymerization of acrylate monomers with peroxyesters. 4,429.092.
Cl. 526-192.000.

Stcrmole. David A.; Loehr. Clifford E.; and Chun. Duk S.. tp PPG
Industries. Inc. Method for separating particulate calcium Mbochlo-
nte and sodium chloride. 4.428.919. Cl. 423-474.000. •%

Stem. Carl M.; Maher, William M.; and Ventre, Michael T.. to Quaker
Oats Company. The. Inertia flywheel drive mechanism for a toy
vehicle. 4.428.148. CI. 46-40.000.

Stetter, Jorg: See-
Kramer. Wolfgang; Buchel, Karl H.; Stetter, Jorg; Frohberger,

Paul-Emst; and Brandes, Wilhelm, 4,428,949, Cl. 424-245.000.
Stevens, Travis E.: See—

Chang, Ching-Jen; and Stevens, Travis E., 4,429,097, Cl.
526-317.000.

Stevenson, James F., to General Tire ft Rubber Company, The. Method
of producing an extrudate of controlled size and shape from a roller
die. 4,428,896, Cl. 264-40.100.

Stiefcl, Christian; Friedrichs, Josef; Marsella, Gino; and Kahle, Horst,
to Ringfeder GmbH. Arrangement for resilient absorption of forces.
4,428,565, Cl. 267-9.00A.

Stipsits, Gunter: See—
Votava, Erwin; Stipsite, Gunter; and Sommer, Richard, 4,428,236,

Cl. 73-587.000.

Stock, Robert A.: See—
Hayskar, Robert A.; and Stock, Robert A., 4,428,794, Cl.

156-442.100.

Stockbridge, Christopher D. G., to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incor-
porated. Continuous strip electret transducer array. 4,429,190, Cl.
1 79- 1 1 1 .OOE.

Stoka, Roberto: See—
Burgdorf, Jochen; Luepertz, Hans-Henning; and Stoka, Roberto,

4,428,463, Cl. 188-73.380.

Stokes, Richard F.; Timm, James D.; LaCroix, Stephen R.; and Adams,
Milton R., to Garrett Corporation, The. Compressor bleed air control
apparatus and methods. 4,428,194, Cl. 60-39.020.
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Stolen, Roger H.: See—

Stolfa, Frank: See—

"M2":82t™"08':78.S'''
'''"''• '"' '*""^°- ^'"'"" "•

Stoneleigh Trust, The: See—
Massa, Frank, 4,428,206, Cl. 62-140.000.

Storage Technology Corporation: See—

5,^ ^^v^o'J"^^.- ""^ ^"'*' Leonid. 4,428,286, Cl. 101-111.000

?iT!f„'
?°'*'' ^- '.° ^^"'^ '^°»°" Corporation. Means for estab-

4428,229! CM3-n 9 TO?
"*'"" "''"* microwave information.

StoufTer, Ronald D., to Bowles Fluidics Corporation. Oscillating reed
and method. 4,428,277, Cl. 98-2.000

wsciimimg rcca

^^MiJJttS,' 0.^2^97^""*°"
of Indiana. Battery retaining device

Strandberg, Anders, to AB Nils Darje. Method for compressing
wooden elements. 4.428.410. Cl. 144-361.000.

*

1*^'..^'^' ^ ^'"" ''"""g shingle roof structure. 4.428.361. CI.
126-432.000.

^'4!428.992'!'ci.^28-l "ji^
'^'"'°*' of splicing reinforcement fiber.

^'n*'l![' 'i!"*"'
"«=""f- Werner; Valentin, Guentcr; and Urbanek

^^ed^ch. to BASF Akliengesellschaft. Continuous preparation of

M2W7 Cl'^SM 3'll8 OO)"
'^°"'"*"' composition is maintained

S'reit. J^Jis. to Robert Bosch GmbH. Threshold switch. 4.429,234, Cl.
3U '•JjO.OOO.

Strutz, Carl: See-
Rudolph, Rome R.; Strutz, Cari; and Strutz, Frank C, 4,428,283.

CI. 101-35.000.

Strutz, Frank C: See—

'^"ri°'fm vs°S^ ^'
^'""^' ^"'' *"** ^•'"'^' ^""'' *^ • ^.428,283,

Stuemky, Robert E., to Gates Rubber Company, The. Hose coupling
ferruleandprocess. 4,429,018, Cl. 428-546.000

Sudo. Shigeru; and Yada, Masaaki, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki
Kaisha. Heating device. 4,429,210, Cl. 219-121 OLW
269™28'000*''*'"** ^ ^™^ positioning device. 4,428,571, Cl.

Sugimori, Teruhiko; and Habara, Hideaki, to Mitsubishi Rayon Co

.

Ltd. Method for treating emulsified latex. 4,429,114, Cl. 528-486 000
bugimoto, Hiroshi, to Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha Nu-

4.429,27Tcr32T309'^'''''''"'"''
"'"'""* "'"'"'''' magnetic fields.

Sugimoto, Mitsunori; and Nomura, Hidenori, to Nippon Electric Co
Ltd. Buned heterostruqture laser diode. 4,429,397, Cl. 372-46 000

'

Sugita, Ryuji. to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd. Magnetic

cT 428'-"692OTo"'"
"*"'*" ''*''""'" '^^P""""' '""«"«ic layer. 4.429.016.

^"li^rK** "'™y"l"; Sakurai. Masaki; Abe. Ryuzo; Yusa. Yasuhiro; and
Yoshihara, Kenji. to Victor Company of Japan. Ltd. Rotary record-
ing medium reproducing apparatus capable of performing snecial
reproduction. 4.429.335. Cl. 358-342.000 * ^

Sugiyama. Sakae. to Hitachi. Ltd. Non-destructive inspection by fre-quency spectrum resolution. 4.428.235, Cl 73-579 000
Sullivan, Joseph W.: See—

''4%8'S?3"cT 72'5"S'
'°"'"' ^^ '"'^ '^'^'' '°^^' '^ •

Sultan Dental Products Limited: See—
Seid, Paul; and Wolf, Herbert, 4,428,373, Cl. 604-77.000

Sulzer Brothers Ltd.: See—
Rees, Kari, 4,428,329, Cl. 122-510.000.

Sumitomo Chemical Company, Limited: See—

't42S7tci. 5*^:569 ifS)
'^""^"'"^ -d Igarashi. Toshio.

Sumitomo Electric Industries. Ltd.: See—
Ymhida. Kenichi; Ono Kimizo; Sunago. Katsuyoshi; Takenaka.

Shinya; and Iwai. Tohru. 4,429.392, CI. 372-9 000
Sumitomo Heavy Industries. Ltd: See—

Seike. Yasuhiko, 4.428,921, Cl. 423-569.000.
Sumitomo Light Metal Industries, Ltd.: See—

Takeda, Yukiyasu, 4,428,244, Cl. 73-862.070
Sumitomo Naugatuck Co., Ltd.: See—

Mishiba, Saburo; Ohta, Kiyonari; Fujieda. Kazumasa; Matsumoto.
Kojiro; and Uchida. Akira. 4,429,074. Cl. 524-819 000

Sun Electric Corporation: See—
Farazi. Perry; and Frank. Howard L.. 4,428.224, Cl 73-2 000

Sunago, Katsuyoshi: See—
Yoshida, Kenichi; Ono, Kimizo; Sunago, Katsuyoshi; Takenaka.

Shinya; and Iwai, Tohru, 4,429,392, CI. 372-9 000
Sundeen, Arthur R.; and Romblom. Edward R.. to General Motors
Corp. Diesel engine fuel limiting system. 4.428.354, CI. 123-568 000

Sundstrand Data Control. Inc.: See—

""Ji'^fi/SS"*^ "• "• ^"^ Morrow. John A.. 4.428,123. Cl
33-313.000.

Sunkel, Manfred: See—
Becker, Herbert; Sunkel, Manfred; Grams. Volker; and Schelhorn
Gerhard, 4,428,250, Cl. 74-425.000.

Superfos Glasuld A/S: See—
Kamstrup-Larsen, Jorgen. 4,428,991, Cl. 428-44.000

S.m,C1.6a595"oOo'"°''°"
''°"''"*'°" '**^'" ^°' •="8'"«

Sutton. James A.. Jr Emergency ventilation control apparatus for
animal confinement house 4,428,278. Cl 98-33 OOR

Suzuki, AUushi; Omon, Nono; Ninomiya. Mauikazu Akiyama.
Susumu; and Hirabayashi, Yuji. to Nippondenso Co., Ltd Method
and system for operating an infemal combustion engine at optimum
torque. 4.428.342. Cl. 123-419.000

Suzuki. Kunihiko: See—
^*""ipka. Akihiko; and Suzuki. Kunihiko. 4.428,452. Cl

1 iJO-24".000.

Suzuki, Nobuyuki; and Shimizu. Masami. to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha
Mode selector device for a camera 4.428.655. Cl 354-456 000

Suzuki. Osamu; and Nakamura. Keiji. to Nippon Electric Co.. Ltd Dot
matnx pnnlcr head 4,428.691. Cl 400-124 000

Suzuki. Shigeru; Fukuma. Daizo. and Shirota, Kensho, 10 Nissan Motor

14919 400
'"**^' ^or a polydiene composite propellant 4.428.785. Cl

'T42S74.'^2S:n2°50R"'''*'^ ^° ^"'^'''' •^'"^•"^«

Swartz. Robert G
,

to Bell Telephone Laboratones. Incorporated
Microwave transistor. 4.428. 11 1, Cl 29-576 OOE

Swerdlow. Martin S.: See—

^<*iV*','il'
,^"**"'^ ^' •"'^ Swerdlow, Martin S. 4,429.078, Cl

525-165.000.

Swift Instruments. Inc See—
Calcutt. Wilfred. 4.428.651. Cl. 350-556 000

Swiss Aluminium Ltd.: See—

^'f^/l.y^^^^ ^' '^«"«^' Fel»«: »nd Hanni. Max. 4.428.679. Cl

Mack. Kari; and Maly, Zdenek. 4,428.107, Cl 29-157 30A
Mittclmann, Gerhard; and Brodbeck, Klaus P.. 4,428,491, CI

Szabo, Lajos: See—
Szantay, Csaba; Szabo, Lajos, Kalaus. Gyorgy, Dancsi, Lajos

V:^^\y}!S!- "^"P^ti, Egon, and Szpomy, Laszlo. 4.428.877. Cl
260-244.400.

Szantay, Csaba. Szabo. Ujos; Kalaus. Gyorgy; Keve. Tibor
Uancsi. Ujos; Galambos, Janos. Vezekenyi. Ferenc. and Acs,
Tibor, 4,429,129. Cl 546-70 000

Szantay. Csaba; Szabo. Ujos; Kalaus. Gyorgy. Dancsi. Lajoa; Keve.
Iibor; Karpati. Egon; and Szpomy. Laszlo. to Richter Gedeon
^^Xf^^^^^" ^^ Cis-10-bromo-E-homoebumanes. 4.428.877. Cl
2oO-244.4D0.

Szantay. Csaba; Szabo. Lajos, Kalaus, Gyorgy; Keve, Tibor; Dancsi
Lajos; Galambos, Janos, Vezekenyi, Ferenc; and Acs, Tibor to
Richtcr Gedeon Vegyeszcti Gyar Rt la-Elhyl-li8-(2 -alkoxy carbo-
nyI-2 -hydroxyiminoethyl>-10-methoxy 1,2,3,4,6.7. 12.1 2/3-octahv-
droindolo(2,3A)quinolizines 4.429,129, Cl 546-70 000

Szekely. Istvan: See—
Tomoskozi. Istvan. Szekely. Istvan; Kanai. Karoly; Gyon. Peter

and Kovacs. Gabor. 4,429,123. Cl. 542-426 000
Szende. Bela: See—

Kisfaludy, Ujos; Nyeki nee Kupnna. Olga, Schon. Istvan, Denes.
Laszlo; Ember. Julia, Hajos, Gyorgy, Szpomy. Laszlo, and
Szende. Bela. 4.428.938. Cl 424-177 000.

Szostak. Jan: See-
Patricia. John; and Szostak, Jan. 4.428.316. Cl 1 12-323 000

Szpomy, Laszlo: See—
Kisfafndy, Lajos; Nyeki nee Kupnna, Olga, Schon, Istvan, Denes.

Laszlo; Ember, Julia, Hajos. Gyorgy, Szporny. Laszlo and
Sz«idc, Bela. 4,428,938. Cl. 424-177 000

Szantay, Csaba; Szabo, Ujos. Kalaus. Gyorgy; Dancsi. Ujos
Keve. Tibor; Karpati. Egon, and Szpomy. Laszlo. 4,428.877, Cl
260-244.400.

Tack. Carl E
, to TransDyne. Inc Pedestal wear plate 4.428.303. Cl

105-225.000.

Tai, Masaru: See—
Saikawa, Isamu; Yasuda, Takashi; Tai, Masaru; Takashita Yutaka

Sakai. Hiroshi; Mae, Michiko, Takahata, Masahiro, and Miisuha-
shi, Susumu. 4,428,936, Cl 424-114.000

Takagi. Yoshihiro: See—
Hiranu. Shigeo; and Takagi. Yoshihiro. 4.429.036, Cl 430-405 000

Takahashi, Hiroshi See-
Sato, Satoshi; Takaha.shi. Hiroshi, and Nakamura. Tsutomu
4,428.793.0 156-285 000.

Takahashi. Jun. to N H K Spnng Co , Lid Safely device of a hinge
4,428.095. Cl 16-297 000.

*

Takahashi. Kalsuhiro; and Yoshida. Toshio. to Takasago Perfumery
Co., Ltd. 5-Methy|.2-(2'-oxo-3-butyl)phenol and perfume composi-
tions compnsing same 4.428,868. Cl 252-522.00R.

Takahata. Fujiya: See—
Honkawa. Tadashi; Takahata. Fujiya; Yagai, Koichi; Maeda.

Yoshio; and Shinden. Teiuya, 4,429.230, C\ 250-461 200
Takahata. Masahiro; See—

Saikawa. Isamu, Yasuda. Takashi Tai. Masaru; Takashita Yutaka
Sakai, Hiroshi, Mae. Michiko, Takahata. Masahiro; and Mitsuha-
shi. Susumu, 4.428,936, Cl 424-114 000

Takamatsu. Noboru, to Chikuma Apparel Co.. Ltd Slacks 4,428,080,

Takano, Toshio See—
Kodama, Masayuki; and Takano. Toshio. 4,428.253. Cl 74-688 000

Takasago Perfumery Co.. Ltd. See—
Takahashi. Katsuhiro, and Yoshida. Toshio, 4.428.868 Cl 252-

522.00R.
Takasaki. Yukio; Hirai. Tadaaki, Yamamoto, Hideaki Tsukada To-

shihisa; and Mon, Yoshiaki. to Hitachi. Ltd Photosensor 4.429 325
Cl. 357-31.000
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Takue, Sadao; Yamamoto, Akito; Oshuge, Katsunon; and Hosaka.
Akk), to Nissan Motor Company. Limited. Digital control system for
an internal combustion engine. 4,428.348, CI. 123-480 000

Takashita. Yutaka: See—
Saikawa. Isamu; Yasuda, Takashi; Tai. Masaru; Takashita, Yutaka

Sakai, Hiroshi; Mae. Michiko; Takahata, Masahiro; and Mitsuha-
shi, Susumu, 4.428,936. CI. 424-1 14 000.

Takatsu, Yukihiro; Yamamoto, Shoichi; and Kamioka, Masaru, to Nisco
Inc. Screw feed apparatus for use with a power screwdrivine tool
4,428.261, a. 81-434.000.

Takeda. Yukiyasu, to Sumitomo Light Metal Industries, Ltd Apparatus
for measuring internal stress of strip during rolling process. 4,428,244,
CI. 73-862.070.

Takei, Hirofumi, to Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. Engine mounting for auto-
moWe. 4,428.569, a. 267-140.100.

Takemura, Yukio: See—
Tokuhara, Mitsuhiro; Yamada, Yu; Takemura, Yukio; Kuwayama,

Takeshi; and Seto, Susumu, 4,429,353. CI. 362-232.000.
Takenaka, Shinya: See—

Yoshida. Kenichi; Ono, Kimizo; Sunago, Katsuyoshi; Takenaka.
Shinya; and Iwai, Tohru, 4,429,392, CI 372-9.000

Takeuchi. Hiroo; Hachiro, Nobuaki; and Miyazaki, Yoshihisa, to Nissin
^ Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Vacuum booster device 4,428,274, CI

91-369.00A.
Taki, Hiroyuki; Mizuguchi, Hidenori; and Ota, Hiroshi. to Kabushiki

Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho. Combined parkins and service brake
system. 4,428.62 1 , CI. 303- 1 3.000.

Takiguchi, Michitaka; Naganuma, Nobuyuki; and Hone, Fujio, to
Brother Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Electromechanical actuator for a
sewing machine. 4.428,313, Q. 112-220.000.

Takino, Kenichi; and Murakami, Kenji, to Sharp Kabushiki Kaisha
Discharge type ignitor for oil stove. 4,428,729, CI. 431-262 000

Tamai, Masayoshi; and lyoda, Tetsuo, to Fuji Xerox Co . Ltd Multi-
nozzle ink jet printer. 4,429,315, CI. 346-75.000.

Tamai, Yasuo: See—
Ogawa, Hiroshi; and Tamai, Yasuo, 4,429,017. CI. 428-463 000

Tanaka, Hideo: See-
Tom, Shigeru; Tanaka. Hideo; Akada, Mitsuo; Masatomi

Tsunehiko; and^himizu, Yasuo, 4,429,164, CI. 568-377.000
Tanaka, Hiroaki; and Akiu, Shigeyuki, to Nippon Soken, Inc. Capaci-

tance liquid level detector. 4,428,232. CI. 73-304.00C
Tanaka, Hisami: See—

Ito, Akihiko; Kobayashi, Kazuhiro; Tanaka, Hisami; and Ueno.
Norio, 4,429,281. CI. 330-9.000.

Tanaka, Keiji: See-
Sato, Tadashi; and Tanaka, Keiji, 4,428,664, CI. 355-14.0OR

Tanaka, Kentaro: See—
Mito, Akio; and Tanaka, Kentaro. 4,428.398, CI. 137-530.000

Tanaka, Maaato: See—
Sonoda, Takenori; Watanabe, Nobuhiko; and Tanaka, Masato

4,429,390, CI. 371-40 000.
Tanaka, Tenutki: See—

Yanazawa, Tadaaki; Tanaka, Teruaki; Noda, Akio; and Menu,
Takashi. 4,428.217, CI. 72-250.000

Tuuguchi. Kozo, to Precision Fukuhara Works, Ltd. Carding drum for
high pile circular knitting machines. 4,428,209, CI 66-9 OOB

Tanimoto, Akira: See—
Masuzawa, Sigcaki; and Tanimoto, Akira, 4,429,182 CI

381-51.000.

Tanimura, Nobuyoshi, to Hitachi, Ltd. Memory array addressing

Tantardini. Paolo, to ATOS Oleodinamica S.p A. Electrically and
hydraulically actuated flow-distributing valve unit. 4,428,400, CI.

Taravella, Salvatore R.: See—
Brindley, Robert J.; Taravella, Salvatore R.; and Dean, Robert M

4.429,214, CI. 219-345.000
Tarcy, Gary P

,
to Aluminum Company of America. Measurement of

gaseous fluoride concentration using an internal reference solution
4,428,800,X1. 204- LOOT.

Tattersall, Edward G
; and English. Anthony J^, to Vosper Hoverma-

rine Limited. Fluid-cushion supported apparatus. 4,428 448 CI
180-128.000.

Tatum, John M.: See-
Cunningham, James L; and Tatum, John M , 4,428,563, CI

Tauscher, Robert, to Team Corporation. Vibrating test screening appa-
ratus. 4,428.238, CI. 73-663.000.

Taylor, Benjamin J.; and Lacy, Robert M , to Avery International
Corp. Aqueous embrittling solution. 4,428,857, CI. 252-193 000

Taylor, Lionel I. A. Flowmeters. 4,428,243, CI. 73-861.770
TDK Electronics: See—

.w^3*}P.'
'^""»'>'; and Tsuyuki. Hiroshi. 4,429,346, CI. 361-321 000TDK Electronics Co., Ltd.: See—

Shibata, Fujio. 4.429.010. CI. 428-425 900.
Teagno, Vladimiro, to AMP Incorporated. Modular harness making
method and apparatus. 4,428.1 14, CI. 29-857.000

Team Corporation: See—
Tauscher, Robert, 4,428,238. CI 73-663.000

Technicare Corporation: See—
Robbins, C. Wayne; and Trimmer, William S. N , 4,428,379. CI

128-660.000.

_ Utenick, Michael R., 4,429,262. CI. 318-254.000.
Tedd, David C; and Gatland. Kenneth, to Thorn EMI Instruments

Limited. Switch actuator mechanism. 4,429,202, CI. 200-324.000.

Teegen, Walter: See-
Under. Ernst; Rembold, Helmut; and Teegen, Walter, 4.428,195,

CI. 60-397.000.

Teijin Limited: See—
Norota, Susumu; Kiriyama, Tsutomu; Imoto, Tadashi; and Azumi,

Toshinori, 4,429,006, CI. 428-373.000.

Telefonaktiebolaget L M Ericsson: See-
Holm. Per I ; Nyberg, Karl F. L.; and Sodermark, Ulf A.,

4,429,184, CI. 179-18.0EE.
Telefunken Electronic GmbH: See—

Minner, Willy, 4,429,235, CI. 307-356.000.
Temme, Karl: See—

Walther, Carl K.; Hageluken. Hubert P.; and Temme, Karl,
4.428,161, CI. 51-163.200.

Teng, Harry H.; and Huang, I-Der, to Exxon Research Sc Engineering
Co. Process for dehydrocoupling toluene using a modified faujasite
zeolite catalyst composition. 4,429,174. CI. 585-426.000.

Tenjin. Kaoru, to NEC Kansai, Ltd. Rotary pre-setting fine tuning
device for a turret type television tuner. 4,429,291, CI. 334-51.000.

Teplinsky, Anatoly D.; Jurchenko, Alexandr F.; and Yarovinsky,
Gngory A. Apparatus for cleaning faced meul moulds of used
facing. 4,428,414, CI. 164-158.000.

Teramachi, Hiroshi. Recirculating-ball linear bearing. 4,428,627, CI.
308-6.00C.

B
. . .

Terasawa, Koji: See—
Hattori, Yoshihumi; Terasawa. Koji; and Kasueayama, Yukio,

4,429.320, CI. 346-140.00R.
Terrell, Jamie B., I; and Terrell, Jamie B., II, to Gearhart Industries,

Inc Chemical method and apparatus for perforating drill collars.
4.428,430, CI. 166-298.000.

Terrell, Jamie B., II: See-
Terrell. Jamie B., I; and Terrell. Jamie B.. II. 4,428,430, CI.

166-298.000.

Teschendorf, Hans-Juergen: See

—

Franke, Albrecht; Steiner, Gerd; Thieme, Peter C; Lenke, Dieter;
Gnes, Josef; and Teschendorf, Hans-Juergen, 4,428.950, CI.
424-250.000.

Testone, Anthony Q., to Static, Inc. Flow gauge ionizer. 4.428,230, CI.
73-198.000.

Tetsuo, Terado: See—
Masaaki. MatsushiU; and Tetsuo, Terado, 4,428,789, CI. 156-85.000.

Texaco Inc.: See—
Jones, Henry B., 4,428,822, CI. 208-76.000.
Levine, Stephen A.; Schlicht, Raymond C; Chafetz, Harry; and
Whiteman, James R., 4,428,848, CI. 252-32.7HC.

Mazzagatti, Roy P., 4.429,273, CI. 324-61.OOR.
Zoleski, Benjamin H.; and Gaetani, Frank J., 4,428,850, CI.

252-42.700.

Texas Instruments Incorporated: See—
Chapman. Richard A., 4.429.330, CI. 358-113.000.

Textron Inc.: See—
Turansky, Clement J.; and LeBIanc, Gerard J., 4,428,188, CI.

60-225.000.

Textured Products: See-
George, Stephen; and George. Thomas H., 4,428,999. CI.

428-246.000.

Tezuka, Nobuo, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Motorized driving device
for camera. 4,428,657, CI. 354-173.100.

Thiel, Alfons W., deceased; and by Thiel, Erika, heiress. Apparatus for
stretching a continuously advancing synthetic-resin web and feeding
same stepwise to a thermoforming machine. 4,428.723. CI.
425-324.100.

Thiel, Erika, heiress: See—
Thiel, Alfons W., deceased; and Thiel, Erika, heiress, 4,428,723, CI.

425-324.100

Thiele, Gerald H., to Suuffer Chemical Company. Synergistic herbi-
cidal compositions. 4,428,767, CI. 11-95.000.

Thieme, Peter C. See—
Franke, Albrecht; Steiner, Gerd; Thieme, Peter C; Lenke, Dieter;

Gries, Josef; and Teschendorf, Hans-Juergen, 4,428,950, CI.
424-250.000.

Thomas & Betts Corporation: See-
Greenwood, William S., 4,428.638, CI. 339-107.000.
Rich, Donald S., 4,428,632, CI. 339-17.00C.
Weideman, Allen T., 4,428,546. CI. 242-118.500.

Thomas, Dale C, to Xerox Corporation. Scanning beam detector.
4,429.218. CI. 25O-214.0OR.

Thomas, Mark S.: See

—

Thomas, Stephen E.; and Thomas, Mark S., 4,429,232, CI. 290-
l.OOR.

Thomas, Stephen E.; and Thomas, Mark S. Apparatus for generating
electricity within a pneumatic wheel assembly. 4.429,232. CI. 290-
l.OOR.

Thompson. Michael O.: See—
Cichelli. Richard J.; and TTiompson, Michael O.. 4,429,385, CI.

370-92.000.

Thompson. William E. Ball valve having improved seal means
4,428,561, CI. 251-174.000.

Thomson-CSF: See—
Clerc, Guy; and Shroff, Arvind, 4.429.250, CI. 313-336.000.

Thorn EMI Instruments Limited: See

—

Tedd, David C; and Gatland, Kenneth, 4.429,202, CI. 200-324.000.
Thorne, William D., to International Business Machines Corp. Band

and hammer dot matrix printer. 4,428,284. CI. 101-93.040.
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Thome, William D.: See—
Cole, Norman F; and Thome, William D.. 4 428 285 CI

101-93.040.

Thrash. Tommy: See—

^°.'*'Mi'
J^^^ ^- 'r>"""h. Tommy; and Raybora. Jerry R..

4.428,843, CI. 252-8.50C.
Timken Company, The: See—

Folger. Russell F.; and Wasik. Henry J., 4,428,630. CI 308- 1 87 200
Timm, James D.: See-

Stokes. Richard F.; Timm, James D.; UCroix, Stephen R. and
Adams, Milton R., 4,428,194, CI. 60-39.020

Tiollais, Pierre: See—
Galibert, Francis; Tiollais, Pierre; and Chamay, Patrick, 4,428,941

CI. 424-177.000.

Tirel, Rene: See—
Dcschatrettes, Gerard; and Tirel, Rene, 4.428.163, CI. 51-237 OOM

Tjunn. Albert V.: See—
Nikitin, Pavel Z.; Nemeni. Tibor M.; Zolotov. Lev A. Bezchast-

nov, Gennady A.; Nikolsky, Alexandr I.; Sharashkin. Andrei M.
and Tjunn, Albert V., 4,429,244, CI. 310-254.000.

,TMC Corporation: See—
Wittmann, Heinz; and Konwitza, Vladimir, 4,428,597. CI.

280-626.000.

Tobisawa, Yoshio: See—
Masuda, Naosuke; Tobisawa, Yoshio; and Fujii, Tadaaki, 4,428,399.

Toillie, Alain; and Rostoucher, Guy, to Kuhn S.A. Mower. 4,428 185
CI. 56-295.000.

Tokico Ltd.: See—
Miura, leaki, 4,428,464, CI. 188-315.000.

Tokiwa Kanpo Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.: See—
Iwamura, Junichi, 4,428,876, CI. 260-123.500.

Toko, Inc.: See—
Miyajima, Hajime, 4,429,246, CI. 31O-313.0OB.

Tokuhara, Mitsuhiro; Yamada, Yu; Takemura, Yukio; Kuwayama
Takeshi; and Seto, Susumu, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Scanning
illuminating device. 4,429,353, CI. 362-232.000.

Tpkuhata, Kazuo: See—
Sakuma, Shinzo; Yanagisawa, Hifumi; Tokuhau, Kazuo and
Miyagawa, Hiroshi, 4,429,197, CI. 200-144.00B

Tokyo Keiki Co., Ltd.: See—
Mito, Akio; and Tanaka, Kentaro, 4,428,398, CI. 137-530000

Tokyo Shibaura Denki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Asakawa, Teruyoshi, 4,429,414, CI, 382-30000.
Kaneko, Takashi; and Shidara, Tokihiko. 4,429,399, CI. 372-65 000
Kato, Shunichi; and Aikawa, Tetsuo, 4.428,225, CI. 73-65 000
Kuni. Hajime, 4,429,368. CI. 364-580.000.
Shimanuki. Senji; and Inomata, Koichiro, 4,428,416, CI

164-461.000.

Sudo, Shigeru; and Yada, Masaaki, 4,429,210, CI 219-121 OLW
Sugimoto, Hiroshi, 4,429,277, CI. 324-309.000.

Tokyo Shibaura Electric Company Limited: See—
Komeya, Katsutoshi; Inoue, Hiroshi; Mauke, Shigeru; and Endo.

Hiroshi, 4.428,916. CI. 423-344.000.
Tolman, Richard L.; Marburg, Stephen; and Callahan, Lynn T., Ill, to

,L, ^S°i '"'^ Bacterial toxoids and gram-negative immune
globulin therefrom. 4,428,931, CI. 424-87.000

Tomashek, James R.: See—
Sproul, William D.; and Tomashek, James R.. 4.428.811, CI. 204-

Tomb, Robert W.: See—
Plewes, John T.; and Tomb. Robert W., 4,428,779, CI. 148-12 70C

Tomer, Rex F. Permanent floral decoration. 4,428,168, CI 52-104 000
Tominari, Noboru: See—

Ishida, Takashi; and Tqminari, Noboru, 4,428,891, CI 261-65 000
Tomoskozi, Istvan; Szekelyl^stvan; Kanai, Karoly; Gyori, Peter and

Kovacs, Gabor, to Chinoin Gyogyszcr es Vegyeszeti Term'ekek

?429'l23 cT 542^^26000°"
°^ 6-kcto-7-oxo-PGF,a-derivatives.

Toray Industries, Inc.: See—

^"Jjf**?;„^!l""*"''^'
Aihara, Kiyoshi; and Ibaragi, Hideo, 4,429,002,

CI. 428-287.000.

Naka, Yasushi; and Kawakami, Kiyoshi, 4,429.000, CI. 428-265.000.
Tom, Masakatsu. Massage device. 4,428,368, CI. 128-38 000
Tom. Shigem; Tanaka, Hideo; Akada, Mitsuo; Masatomi, Tsunehiko
and Shimizu, Yasuo. to Otsuka Kagaku Yakuhin Kabushini Kaisha

M'S?fStr/68'3%"rSo'."
"" "'^^^^ '°' ""f"""* '"^ ""^

Toro, Andras I. Portable instant shade. 4.428,412, CI. 106-23 OOR.
Toscano, Luciano: See

—

Cappelletti, Leonardo M.; Spagnoli, Roberto; and Toscano.
Luciano, 4,429.115, CI. 536-7.200.

Toshiba Electric Equipment Corporation: See—
Inui. Kenichi; Kobayashi, Hisao; and Funabashi, Tadao, 4.429 356

CI. 363-56.000.

ToUl Shooting Systems, Inc.: See-
Peck, Paul L., 4.428.459. CI. 182-187.000.

Totoku Electric Co.. Ltd.: See—
Sakai, Yoshio; and Yamada, Takeshi, 4,429,215, CI. 219-528 000

Tou, Jacob S.; and Schlcppnik, Alfred A., to Monsanto Company
Method of producing mono-substituted terminal diesters 4,428.887,
CI. 260-465.00D.

Toussaint, Herbert: See—
Goetz, Norbert; Jacobs, Peter; Hupfer, Leopold; Toussaint, Her-

bert; and Reiss. Wolfgang. 4.429,155. CI. 564-402.000.

Toyabe, Toru: See—
WaUnabe, Tomoyuki, Kaneko, Kenji; Nakamura, Tohra; Okada.

Yutaka; Okabe, Takahiro; Nagata. Minoru; Iioh. Yokichi and
Toyabe, Toru, 4,429,326, CI. 357-43 000.

Toyama Chemical Co., Ltd.: See—
Saikawa, Isamu; Yasuda, Takashi, Tai, Masaru; TakashiU, Yutaka,

Sakai, Hiroshi; Mae, Michiko; Takahata, Masahiro; and Mitsuha-
shi, Susumu, 4.428.936, CI. 424-114.000.

Toyo Kogyo Co., Ltd.: See—
Yokooku, Kauuhiko. 4.428,355, CI. 123-571 000.

Toyo Scikan Kaisha. Ltd.: See—
Hirota, Kazumi; Tsuttumi, Yotaro; Itoh. Senji; Kaisura, Tadahiko.

Matsuoka, Kikuo; Hon, Ichiro; and Hayashi, Toshihiko
4,428,494, CI 220-270.000.

Toyo Soda Manufactunng Co , Ltd.: See—
Masuda, Yoshimichi; WaUnabe, Ryuzo; Imura, Shinichi; and

Sakiyama, Kazuuka, 4,428,778, CI 148-11 50P.
Toyou Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Kubo. Seitoku; Kuramochi, Koujiro, and Kyushima. Tatsuo
4,428,259. CI. 74-867.000.

Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kubo. Seitoku; Kuramochi, Koujiro; and Kyushima, Tattuo

4,428,258, CI. 74-867 000.

,
Nomura, Yoshihisa, 4.428.613, CI 296-208 000
Odogaki. Takaharu; Kawai, Hisasi, Matsui. Takeshi. Hatton, Kyo

and Sakurai. Kazuhiro, 4,428,558, CI. 251-65000
Tradt, Hans R

, to Kuka Schweissanlagen A Roboter GmbH Method
of controlling an industnal robot 4,429,266, CI 318-568 000

Trafftrans (Propnetary) Limited: See-
Edwards, Christopher H., 4,428,990, CI. 428-41 000.

Trans-World Manufacturing Corporation: See-
Franklin, Robert P , 4,428,136, CI. 40-605.000.

TransDyne, Inc.: See-
Tack, Carl E., 4,428,303, CI. 105-225.000.

Translift AG: See-
Mayer, Werner, 4,428,466, CI. 191-58 000

Translift Gesellschaft fur Hebe- und Forderanlagen mbH See-
Mayer. Wemer. 4.428,466, CI. 191-58.000

Trenkle, Robert W See—
Mookherjee, Braja D.; Trenkle, Robert W, Wolff. Robm K

Boden, Richard M; and Yoshida, Takao. 4,428,387 CI
131-276.000

Trevisan, Ottavio, to Furmanite International Limited Apparatus for
penodically testing the operation of safety valves. 4,428.223, CI

Tng Intemational, Inc.: See—
Kronenberg, Klaus J., 4,428,837. CI 210-222.000.

Tnmmer, William S N.: See—
Robbins, C Wayne; and Tnmmer, William S. N., 4,428,379. CI

128-660 000
Trinity University: See—

Dodercr, Earl S , 4,428,205, CI. 62-93.000
Tnplett, James T.: See-

Campbell, Bruce D.; and Tnplett, James T., 4,428,115, CI
29-873.000.

Truskalo, Walter, to RCA Corporation Television receiver power
supply ferroresonant load circuit provided with a redundant operat-
ing capability 4.429,260, CI. 315-41 1.000.

Trybulski, Eugene J.: See-
Fryer, Rodney I

; Trybulski, Eugene J.; and Walser. Armin.
4.428.878, CI. 260-245.700.

Fryer. Rodney I
; Trybulski, Eugene J., and Walser. Armin.

4.428.879, CI. 260-245.700
Tsakiris, Nicholas G , to Wasco Products, Inc. Vaulted dome skylight

4,428,169, CI 52-200000
*

Tsubou, Motohiko; Mongaki, Masakazu; Hamaoka, Tsutomu and
Ohki, Nobutaka, to Fuji Photo Film Co , Ltd. Color diffusion transfer
photographic element 4,429,031, CI 430-218.000

Tsuchihashi. Kiyoshi: See—
Yasuda, Yuuka; Tsuchihashi. Kiyoshi; and Nishimura, Toshiro,

4,428,884, CI. 260-404.500
Tsukada, Toshihisa: See—

Takasaki, Yukio; Hirai. Tadaaki; Yamamoto, Hideaki; Tsukada.
Toshihisa; and Mon, Yoshiaki, 4,429,325, CI 357-31 000

Tsukamoto, Goro: See-
Sakamoto, Fumio, Ikeda. Shoji, Tsukamoto, Goro; and Utsumi.

Isamu. 4,428,806, CI. 204-158.0HA.
Tsulsumi, Yotaro: See— *

Hirou, Kazumi; Tsutiumi, Yotaro; Itoh, Senji; Katsura, Tadahiko.
Matsuoka, Kikuo, Hon, Ichiro, and Hayashi, Toshihiko,
4,428,494, CI 220-270.000.

Tsuyuki, Hiroshi: See-
Sato, Atsushi; and Tsuyuki, Hiroshi, 4,429,346, CI. 361-321 000

Tullar, Albert F See—
Julius, Robert P, Dwan, William E; and Tullar, Albert F

4,428,497, CI. 220-339.000.
Turansky, Clement J ; and LeBIanc, Gerard J., to Textron Inc Bisuble

fuel valve 4,428,188, CI. 60-225.000
Turbo Inc.: See—

Fiore, Joseph; and Hoffman, Louis S., 4,428,458, CI 182- 1 16 000
Tumer, George F. A. M.: See-

Moore, Michael H.; and Tumer, George F A M , 4,428.658, CI
354-310.000.

Tumer, Harvey N , Jr.: See—
Higgini, Robert J.. Jr ; and Turner, Harvey N , Jr., 4,429,289. CI.
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Turner, Richard T : See—
Hoffman. Roy L.; Kempke, WUliam G.; McCuUough, John W
Solm, Frank G.; and Turner, Richard T.. 4.429.360 CI
364-200.000.

Turner, WiUie L. Dc-ending shears. 4.428,119, CI. 30-212 000
Tumowsky, Friederike: See—

BCTner. Heinz; Tumowsky, Friederike; Laber. Georg and Hildc-
brandt, Johannes, 4,428,953, CI 424-263.000

Turpin, Robert B.: See—

^^^t^'J*^^ " ^«^' ^"1'"™ E-i Turpin, Robert B
; and

SchoU. Milton R., 4,429,207. CI. 219-73.100.
Tyler. David O.; and Gasparovic, <}eorge M, to General Motors

725S°,'?o'°A ,^*?, '^^ '*"P ""* method of manufacture
^t^*'!*^'* C*l- 313-113.000.

UBE Industries, Ltd.: See—
Maaaaki. Matsushita; and Tetsuo. Terado, 4,428,789, CI. 1 56-85 000

Uchida, Akira: See—
Mtthiba, Saburo; Ohta. Kiyonan; Fujieda, Kazumasa; Matsumoto,

Kojiro; and Uchida, Akira, 4,429,074. CI. 524-819 000
Uddeholnu Aktiebolag: See—

Norstrom. Lars A., 4,428,781, CI. 148-36.000.U^ Ikuo; Kato, Masayuki; and Nagano, Masanobu. to Fujisawa
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. Sodium salt of 4-oxo-10-(2,3-dimethylpen-
tanamidoHH-pyrimidof 1 .2<]quinozoline-3-carboxylic acid
4,429,126, a. 544-250.000.

Ueno, Kouji: See—
Fukushima. Toshitaka, Koyama, Kazumi; and Ueno. Kouii

4.429.388, CI. 371-21.000. .

J •

Ueno, Norio: See— I

Ito. Akihiko: Kobayashi, Kazuhiro; Tanaka, Hisami; and Ueno
Nono, 4,429,281, CI. 330-9.000.

Ueno, Susumu; Nomura. Hirokazu; and Imada, Kiyoshi. to Shin-Etsu
Chemical Co., Ltd. Method of making antisutic magnetic recording
Upes and recording upes. 4,429,024, CI. 428-694 000

Ulvac Seimaku Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Nakamura, Kazuo; Mizorogi, Hirotsugu; and Isao, Akihiko

4.428.979, CI. 427-162.000.
Nakamura, Kazuo; Mizorogi, Hirotsugu; and Isao. Akihiko

4.428.980, CI. 427-162.000.
Umezawa, Michit,. Naruse, Osamu; Purukawa, Tatsuya; Ohori, Tamio
Furukawa, Isokazu; and Kakeno. Sadao, to Ricoh Company. Ltd Ink
ejection head. 4,429.317. d. 346-75 000.

Union Carbide Corporation: See—
Abatjoglou. Anthony G ; and Kapicak, Louis A., 4,429,161. CI

Dombek, Bernard D.; and O'Connor, George L., 4,429,057, CI

Kamp, Ewald A., 4,428,788, CI. 156-66.000.
Wegman, Richard W., 4,429,165, CI. 568-487.000.

Union Metal Manufacturing Company: See—
Garchinsky, John S , 4.429,355, CI 362-403 000

Union Oil Company of California: See—

^?^o' iriflUL
^ •

^'^ Carlson, Timothy L., 4,428,825, CI
208-109.000.

- ^^'J?l^ ^ •
*"*^ Carlson, Timothy L., 4,428,862, CI

5O2-77.000.

Ward, John W., 4,429,053, CI. 502-65.000.
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authonty: See-

Cairns, James A
; Lane, Edward S.; Prentice. Thomas C, Segal.

David L.; and Sammon, David C, 4.428,864, CI. 502-151 000
Davidge, Roger W.; and Woodhead, James L.. 4.429,051, CI

Jvl- M.kMjO.

Kaye, Alan S.. 4,429,400, CI. 372-95.000.
United Sutes of America

Army: See—
FaJkowski, Edmund W.; and Kolasa, Michael J.. 4,428,294, CI

102-444.000.

Energy: See—
Bich. George J

. and Gupta. Tapan K., 4,429,007, CI
428-389.000.

Smither, Robert K., 4.429,411, CI. 378-84.000.
Health and Human Services: See—

^V^^M}' ^"**™ •' °*^«> Glen R; and Naff. Manon B,
4,428.943, CI. 424-211.000.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration: See—
Mann, Charlton W., 4.428,122, CI. 33-293 000.
Momsette, E. Leon; and Bushnell, Dennis M.. 4.428,703. CI

Rice, William J., 4,428,226, CI. 73-115.000.
Witherow, William K., 4,428,675, CI. 356-347 000.

National Security Agency: See—
Unkenholz, Wjllard C, 4,429,180, CI 178-22 170

Navy: See—
Christe, Kari O.; and Wilson, William W., 4,428,913, CI

423-262.000.

., c
„De^an- Jo^ph M.. 4,429.290, CI. 333-241.000.

U.S. Peroxygen Company: See—
Sterling, Gary P., 4.429,092. CI. 526-192.000.

U.S. Philips Corporation: See-
ds Waard, Peter J , 4,429,396, CI. 372-45.000
de Wilde, Johannes. 4.429.337, CI. 360-123.000
Hale. John M., 4,429,406. CI. 375-113.000.
Kaplinsky. Cecil H., 4.429,384, CI. 370-85.000.
Mateika, Dieter; and Bartels, Gunter, 4,429.052, CI 501-135 000
Verweel. Jan; and Zijistra, Hinne, 4,428,736, CI 445-47 000
Wilkens, Aubin U.. 4,429,324, CI 357-13.000

US Product Development Company. See—
Adell. Robert, 4,429,013, CI. 428-122.000.

United Sutes Steel Corporation: See-
Holmes, Clyde A.; and Vance, Macy W., 4,428,730, CI. 432-3.000.

United Technologies Corporation: See—
Botwin, Leo; and Simpson, John A., 4.428,293, CI. 102-381 000
Brown, Paul F.. 4,428,628. CI. 308-187.000.
Carstens. Jeffrey P.; Blaszuk. Paul R.; and Foley, John S.

4,429.211, CI. 2I9.121.0LC.
Chenausky, Peter P.; Mongeon, Robert t; Drinkwater, Erroll H
and Laughman, Lanny M., 4,429,398. CI. 372-64.000.

Gebhart, John R.; and Lcdoux, Francis X., 4,428,656, CI
354-80.000.

Grecnbcrg, Paul B.; Lenkeit, C. Heinz; and Seibert, Willard J

,

4.428.189, CI. 60-226.100.

Layden, George K.. 4,428,763, CI. 65-4.210.
Mansell, Dennis N., 4,428.650. CI. 350-319.000.
Neal, James W.; Sullivan, Joseph W.; and Loersch, Joseph F

,

4.428,213. CI. 72-53.000.

Snitzcr, Elias; and Bacon, James F.. 4,428,523. CI. 228-121.000
Snitzer, Elias; and Wisnieff, Robert E., 4,428,764, CI. 65-31.000

Universal Pioneer Corporation: See—
Sato, Katsuharu, 4,429,378, CI. 369-110.000.

Universal Sewing Supply Inc.: See—
Renaud. Ronnie C, 4.428,314, CI. 112-227.000.

University of Akron, The: See-
Kennedy, Joseph P.; and Guhaniyogi, Suhas, 4,429,099. CI

528-98.000.

University of California, The Regents of the: See-
Martin. Frank J., Papahadiopoulos. Demetrios P; and Hubbell,
Wayne L., 4,429,008, CI. 428-402.200.

University of Kentucky Research Foundation, The: See—
Hussam, Anwar A., 4,428,883, CI 424-248.510.

University of Mississippi, The: See—
Elsohly, Mahmoud; Watson, Edna S.; and Waller, Coy W
4,428,965,0 424-311.000. -

University Patents, Inc.: See-
Koch, Tad H., and von Trebra, Robert J., 4,428,859, CI.

252-301170.

Worrell, Wayne L.; and Liu, Qing-Guo, 4,428,770, CI. 75-45.000.
Unkenholz, Willard C, to United Sutes of America, National Security
Agency Apparatus for simultaneous generation of key at two loca-
tions 4,429,180, CI. 178-22.170.

UOP Inc.: See-
Campbell, Bonnie J.; Counts, Thomas G.; Cunningham, James L.

and Youtsey. Karl J., 4,428,106, CI. 29-157.30A.
Carson, Don B.. 4,428,201, CI. 60-648.000.
Carson, Don B., 4,428,202, CI. 60-648.000.
Carson, Don B , 4,428,203. CI. 60-648.000.
Cunningham, James L.; and Tatum, John M., 4,428,563, CI

266-113.000.

Messier, Norman F.; Stolfa. Frank; and Munro. William H.,
4,428,823, CI. 208-78.000.

Hobbs, Simon H.; Rogers. Edward S.; and Antos, George J..

4.428,827, CI. 208-120.000.
Koehler, Raymond A.; and Hanson, Bernard M., 4.428.423. CI

166-231.000.

Zupancic, Joseph J., 4.429.122, CI. 536-124.000.
Upjohn Company, The: See—

Lowenkron. Steven B.; Prather, Richard A.; and Steele, Howard
R., 4,428,897. CI. 264-109.000.

Wovcha, Merle G., Knight, John C; and Garcia, Alfred B.,
4,429,041, CI. 435-58.000.

Urau. Kazuo, to Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha. Braking de-
vice for a pickup arm of a disk player or the like. 4,429,380, CI.
369-230000

Urbanek, Friedrich: See—
Strehler, Hugo; Hoerauf, Werner; Valentin, Gucnter; and Urbanek,

Friedrich, 4,429,107, CI. 528-318.000.
Urs, Venkauramaraj S , to Olin Corporation. High density shot.

4,428,295, CI. 102-448 000.
Ushimaru, Akira: See

—

Okita, Tsutomu; Naruo, Kyoichi; and Ushimaru, Akira, 4.428,974,
CI 427-44.000

Uskokovic, Milan R.: See—
Confalone, Pasquale N.; Pizzolato, Giacomo; Uskokovic. Milan R.-

and Rouge, Marianne, 4,428,963, CI. 424-275.000.
Utenick, Michael R , to Technicare Corporation. Three phase motor

oscillatory servo control. 4,429,262, CI. 318-254.000.
Utex Industries, Inc.: See—

Pippert. Aaron J.; and Miser, H. T., 4,428,590. CI. 277-188.00A.
Utsumi, Isamu: See-

Sakamoto, Fumio; Ikeda, Shoji; Tsukamoto, Goro; and Utsumi,
Isamu, 4,428,806, CI. 204-I58.0HA.

Vac-Aero International Inc.: See-
Hooper, John H , 4,429,403, CI. 373-128.000

Valdivia, Juan, to J. M Voith GmbH. Grinding disc for disc refiners.
4.428,538, CI. 241-298.000.

Vale, Wylie W , Jr.: See—
Rivier, Jean E. F.; Vale, Wylie W., Jr.; and Brown, Marvin R.,

4,428.942. CI 424-177.000.
Valentin, Guenter: See—

Strehler. Hugo; Hoerauf. Werner; Valentin, Guenter; and Urbanek,
Fnednch, 4,429,107, CI. 528-318.000.
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VanAllan, James A. See—
Perlstein Jerome H.; Reynolds, George A.; VanAllan. James A
and Clark, Suzanne P., 4,429,030, CI. 430-75.000

VanBreemen, Bertram: See—

°4';St3/2°'ci' 34?.l"4!&^"^'
"' '"' VanBreemen. Bertram,

Vance, Macy W.: See—
Holmes Clyde A

; and Vance. Macy W., 4,428,730, Cl. 432-3 000
VandebuU, Jan to I. D. Engineering, Inc. Electronic security system
with noise rejection. 4,429.302, CI. 340-572.000

Van Erden Donald L.; Gould, Ru5,sell J
; and Matsunaga, Yukio A to

a ITb 7^0 ?7^?<'?rAPP"""* ^°' producing polypropylene sheet
*,*Z8, /zu, CI. 425-66.000.

Van Gossum, Lucien J.: See—
Matthc, Herman L.; Van Gossum, Lucien J.; and Mertcns, Ludovi-

cus M, 4,429.032. CI. 430-231 000.
Vanguard Plastics Ltd.: See-

Follows, James S., 4,428,605, CI. 292-152.000
van Manen, Dirk. Method of making socketed pipe-fittings of synthetic

plastics matenal by injection moulding, apparatus for carrying out
said method. 4,428,899, CI. 264-249.000.

van Sfaveren, Hcndrikus C ; and Prins, Nicolaas, to Multinorm. B V
Mowing device. 4,428,181, CI 56-13 600.

Varian Associates, Inc.: See—
Brown. Johnny F., 4,429.269, Cl. 323-301.000.

Vflrwig, Juergen See—
Scufert, Walter, Kiehs, Karl, Husslein, Gerd; Varwig, Juergen
Hamprecht, Gerhard, and Adolphi, Heinrich, 4,428,944. Cl
424-217.000.

Vasiliev, Fvgeny V : See -

Dubrovsky. Evgcny V.; Averkiev, Leonid A.; Dunaev, Viktor P
Kuzin, Anafoly I Martynova. Natalya 1.; Folts, Lev A Shmc-
lev, Arthur P.; Vronsky, Sergei S ; and Vasiliev, Evgeny V

,

4.428,419. Cl. 165 151.000.
• 8«^ X

•

Vasquez, Tulio Safety cash box 4,428,307, Cl. 109-45.000.
Veale, John R., to Manhattan Engineering Company, Inc Digital

positioning systems having high accuracy 4,429,267. Cl. 318-594 000

Venetucci, Jim M., to Liquid Carbonic Corporation Apparatus to cool
particulate matter for grinding. 4,428,535, Cl. 241-35 000

Ventre, Michael T.: See-
Stem. Carl M.; Maher, William M ; and Ventre, Michael T

4,428,148, Cl. 46-40.000.
'

Venture Chemicals, Inc.: See—

""TmMra^^^'- """"""^^ "'' '^'^*~"'- '"'' ^'

Verberne. Wim M. J. C; and Eggels. Adriana G. M., to OMI Interna-
tiona Corporation. Baths and proces.ses for electrodepositing alloys
of colbalt, tin and/or zinc. 4,428,803, Cl. 2O4-43.00Z.

'^ " '

Verlaeten, Jean; and Brahm, Jacques, to Solvay & Cie Process and
plant for the preparation of concentrated aqueous solutions of alkali
meul hypochlorite. 4,428,918, Cl. 423-473.000.

Verweel, Jan; and Zijistra, Hinne, to U.S. Philips Corporation. Methods
ofmanufactunng a color display tube having a magnetic guadrupole
post-focusing mask. 4,428,736. Cl 445-47.000 » »

»"

Vczekenyi, Ferenc: See—
Szanuy, Csaba; Szabo, Ujos; Kalaus, Gyorgy; Keve, Tibor

^V!?\ ^i°?;„°i','"l'^'
''"°'' Vezekenyi, Ferenc; and Acs.'

Tibor, 4,429.129, Cl 546-70.000.
Via, Ralph H., to Milliken Research Corporation. Wei processing of

o5l'i^JI"'*"''* '""^ '^"'" control composition. 4.428,751, Cl
8-477.000.

Victor Company of Japan, Ltd.: See—
Narita, Osamu; and Hayashi, Takushi, 4,428,483, Cl 206-459 000
Ogawa, Kimio, 4,428.482, Cl. 206-387.000.
Oguri, Katsuhiko; and Sato, Kazuhiro, 4.429,379. Cl 369-220 000
Ohno, Hirotoshi, 4,429,261. Cl. 318-6000
Saito, Takashi, 4.429,377, Cl. 369-77.200.
Sugiyama. Hiroyuki; Sakurai, Masaki; Abe, Ryuzo; Yusa. Yasuhiro
and Yoshihara, Kenji, 4,429.335, Cl. 358-342.000

Vieland. Leon J.; and Alig, Roger C, to RCA Corporation Color
picture tube having an expanded focus lens type inline electron gun
with improved sutic convergence. 4,429,252, Cl. 313 414 000

Viertel. Lothar; and Wrintmore. Alan, to Gcbr. Happich GmbH
bwivel mount for a vehicle sun-visor. 4.428,612, Cl 296-97 OOK

Vignotto, Angelo: See—

wij^°'J"''; ,,?""'= '"** Vignotto. Angelo, 4.428,629, Cl. 308-187.200
Vildgrube, Vladimir G : See—

4S56'*cY !^'\^- ^'«"""' ° =
"•^ ^^«"^' ^-y S •

Villarrcal-Trevino, Juan A.; See—
Dominguez-Ahedo, Carlos; Lopez-Ramos. Hector; De-Gyves

Alejandro; and Villarreal-Trevino, Juan A., 4,428,772, Cl"

Vincent, Gary A, to Dow Corning Corporation. Electrical devices
impregnated with silicone fiuids. 4,429,345, Cl 361-315 000

Vincent, James R.: See—

^f'A^^'''''' ^' '"'* Vincent, James R., 4,428,382. Cl
128-736.000.

Vizzoni, Dominick A.: See—
Alloway, Joseph R., 4.428,386, Cl. 1 3 1-23 1.000.

Bi iio^"''" ° Adjusuble long life stripper. 4,428.262. Cl

Voest-AIpine Akiiengesellschaft: See—
Dreier, Rainer. 4.428.831, Cl 209 253.000

Scheurecker, Werner, Felbermayer. Ench. and NagI, Alfred
4.428,415, Cl 164-448 000

Schwenzfeier. Werner; and Kawa, Franz. 4.428,737. Cl 464-28 000
Vogel, Wolfgang; Lulz. Alfons, Igel. Richard; and Hirschberger. Au-

gust, to Webasto-Wcrk W Baier GmbH and Co Vehicle roof with a
roof opening closable by a cover 4,428,614, Cl 296-224 000

von der Eltz, Hans-Ulnch See—
Birke, Walter, von der Eltz. Hans-Ulrich, Schon. Franz, and Feess,
Ench, 4,428.750. Cl 8-461 000

von der Heide. Hans Apparatus for the removal, loading, conveying,
preparation and dislnbution of animal food. 4,428.537 Cl 241-
101 OOB.

von Saldem, Rudiger: See—
Beysel, Gerhard; and von Saldem, Rudiger, 4,428,372, Cl

128-202.260
von Trebra, Robert J See-

Koch. Tad H
; and von Trebra, Robert J , 4,428,859 Cl

252-.30I 170
Voreis, Thomas L See—

Luckman, James E.; Kastura, John L , and Voreis, Thomas L
4.429,365, Cl 364-431080

Vovper Hovermanne Limited See—
Tatiersall. Edward G.; and English, Anthony J , 4,428,448 Cl

180-128.000
Voiava, Erwin; Stipsiis, Gunter; and Sommer, Richard, to Kraf^werk

Union Aktiengescllschaft Method of acoustic emiMion testing of

!'!,o\^li."!.P'i^''""' "Pec'»lly for nuclear reactor insullations
4,428,236, Cl 73-587 000

Vronsky, Sergei S See—
Dubrovsky, Evgeny V

, Averkiev. Leonid A ; Dunaev, Viktor P
Kuzin. Anatoly I

, Manynova, Naulya I . Folts, Lev A Shme-
ley Arthur P

, Vronsky, Sergei S., and Vasiliev, Evgeny V
,

4,428.419, Cl. 165-151000
f t

Vsesojuzny Proektnoizyskaielsky I Nauchno-Issledovatelsky Insiitut
"Gidroproekt ' See—

Nikilin. Pavel Z
, Nemeni, Tibor M . Zoloiov, Lev A Bezchail-

nov, Gennady A.; Nikolsky, Alcxandr I , Sharaihkin. Andrei M.
and Tjunn, Albert V , 4,429,244, Cl 310-254 000

VSI Corporation: See-
Chun, Hugh H., 4.428.401, Cl 138-30 000W Meffen KG , Firma See—
MefTert, Harald; and Pieper. Rolf, 4,429.294, Cl 3^6-198 000W R Grace & Co See-
Block, Jacob, 4,428.845, Cl. 252-8 50A
Reich, Karl, 4,429,063, Cl 523-176.000.

W R Grace & Co , Cryovac Div See—
Burrell, William E , 4.428,176, Cl 53-138 OOA

Waas, Charles W., to Communications Technology Corporation Cap
shoes for cable connector 4,428,6.34, Cl 3.39-42 000

Wacker-Chemitronic Gescllschaft fur Electronik-Grundstofire mbH
See-
Kohl. Franz. Schnegg. Anton and Lener, Karl, 4.428,795. Cl

156-636.000

Wagencr, Anthony P, to Sherwin-Williams Company. The Com-
pacted lost circulation matenal 4,428.844, Cl 252-8 5LC

Wagli, Peter, to Cerberus AG Infrared intrusion detector 4.429,223
Cl. 250-342 000

Wagli, Peter, Zetling, Alois, and Pfister. Gustav, to Cerberus AG
Optical arrangement for an infrared intrusion detector 4,429,224 Cl
250-342.000

Wagner, James I. See—
Dickinson, Robert J . 4,428,144, Cl 43-44 960

Wahl Clipper Corporation See—
Wahf, Gregory S

.
and Babel, Raymond H , 4.428,367, Cl

128-24 200
Wahl, Gregory S . and Babel, Raymond H , to Wahl Clipper Corpiira-

tion. Vibratory electric motor and appliance embcxJying same
4.428.367, Cl 128-24.200

*

Wakabayashi, Takao, to Nakanishi Metal WorkN Co Ltd Arrangcmcni
for transferring carriers at power line discontinuous ponion of now
er-and-free trolley conveyor 4,428,299, Cl 104- 172 OOS

Wakahata, Yasuo. See—
Yashiki, Tomohiro, Hosomi. Fumio, Wakahata, Yasuo, Nishino,

Atsushi; Wasa, Kiyotaka; and Katase, Masazumi, 4,428,909, Cl
422-95000

Waldmann, Hermann See—
Becker, Michael; Fendt, Alfons, Povh, Dusan, Renz, Klaus,

Schuch. Gerhard, and Waldmann, Hermann, 4,429.338, Cl
361-42 000.

Waldmeier, Hughes E Conductor strip housing for a conductor rail
4,428,465, Cl 191-23 OOA

Walker, Clifford O. Phase detection laser accelerometer 4.428,234. Cl
73-5I700R.

Walker, David J
;
and Amor, Kenneth, to Electncity Council, The

Production of aluminium allov strip 4,428,782. Cl 148129000
Walker, John W: See-

Jordan, C Wane; and Walker, John W , 4,428,179, Cl 53-502 000
Walker, Wilbert L Fish bait dispenser 4.428.146. Cl 43-55 000
Wall. Gerald E . to City Tank Corporation Adjustable valve assembly

4.428,396, Cl 137-493 900
Wallace, Richard B . to Oakland Corporation, The Method and appa-

ratus for making friction Uvking threaded fasteners 4,428,981, Cl
427-195000.

Wallace. Richard B , to Oakland Corporation, The Thread lock
4,428,982, Cl 427202 000
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Wallace. Robert L.. Jr.: S*e—
Berkley. David A.; Busch-Vishniac. liene J.; Wallace, Roben L

Jr.; and West, James E., 4.429, 1 89, CI. 1 79- 1 11 OOE
Biuch-Vishniac. Ilene J.; Wallace. Robert L . Jr ; and West, James

E., 4.429.191. Ci. 179-1 ll.OOE.
Busch-Vishniac. Ilene J ; Wallace, Robert L., Jr.; and West. James
E, 4,429.192, CI. 179-1 ll.OOE.

^"^^'X^^'}}^' ^ •
^»""«- '^°'«" L.. Jr

,
and West, James

E.. 4.429,193. CI. 179-1 ll.OOE
Waller. Coy W.: See—

Elsohly. Mahmoud; Watson. Edna S.; and Waller Cov W
4,428,965, CI. 424-311.000.

a cr, woy w .

Wallick. Hyman: See—

^'^n'^*"""^'*' °«*"'8«; Wallick. Hyman; Ormond. Robert E
MUJer. Thomas W.; and Burg, Richard W., 4.429,042 CI
435-119.000.

^^l' 5/***' ^ *"** Vincent, James R., to GST Laboratories, Inc

Mt'^J^"*"'"^'""* '*"' presence of abnormal tissue 4,428.382. CI
128-736.000.

Walser. Armin: See—

^lV-ia^^"i-! '• Trybulski, Eugene J.; and Walser, Armin,
4.428.878, CI. 260-245.700.

Fryer. Rodney I.; Trybulski. Eugene J ; and Walser, Armin.
4.428.879. CI. 260-245.700.

Walsh. Dennis E.. to Mobil Oil Corporation. Dewawne and upKradinE
ofrawshaleoUs. 4.428.826. CI. 208-120.000

«- kb e

Walter, Lothar: See—
Olschewski. Arroin; Brandenstein. Manfred; and Walter, Lothar

4,428.472. CI. 192-98 000.
Walther. Carl K.; Hageluken, Hubert P ; and Temme, Karl, to Carl
Kurt Walther GmbH & Co. KG. Annular trough-shaped vibratine
scouringcontainer. 4.428.161. CI. 51-163.200

^^' ''^' ^ •
"*^'*'"'"' ^'" ^- and Hurley. Thomas J., to J T Baker

Chemical Company. Stripping compositions and methods of stnppine
resists. 4,428.871. CI. 252-542.000

Ward, John M.: See—
Henning. Dean L

; Clark. Lewis M., Ill; and Ward, John M
4,428,319. CI. 114-253.000.

Ward. John W.; and Carlson. Timothy L , to Union Oil Company of
California. Caulytic hydrodewaxmg process with added ammonia in
the production of lubricating oils 4,428,825, CI. 208-109 000

Ward John W.; and Carlson. Timothy L.. to Union Oil Company of
California. Catalyst for simultaneous hydrotreatmg and hydrodewax-
ing of hydrocarbons. 4.428,862, CI 502-77 000.

Ward, John W.. to Union Oil Company of California Rare earth-con-
Uining Y zeolite compositions. 4.429,053, CI. 502-65 000

Ward, Leonard: See—
DeJager. James; and Ward. Leonard, 4,428,286, Ci. 101-1 1 1 000

Warner-Lambert Company: See-
Chen, Evan N.; and Ferraro, Frank A., 4,428,116, CI 30-87 000

Warwick, Edward H.. to General Motors Corporation. Disc brake
caliper assembly. 4.428.461, CI. 788-72.400.

Warwick, Edward H ; and Parker, Donald L., to General Motors

4428°462'°ci m*!!^^^"^"^^ '^^^ '"'"''* "'''^^ assemblies

Warwick. Edward H.; and Parker, Donald L., to General Motors
Corporation. Vehicle brake control system. 4,428.620, CI. 303-3 000

Warwick. Edward H.: See-
Parker. Donald L.; and Warwick, Edward H , 4.428,471, CI 192

Wasa, Kiyotaka: Sef—
Yashikj, Tomohiro; Hosomi, Fumio; Wakahata, Yasuo; Nishino

Atsushi; Wasa, Kiyotaka; and Katase, Masazumi, 4,428 909 CI
422-95.000.

Wasco Products, Inc.: See—
Tsakins, Nicholas G., 4,428,169, CI. 52-200 000

Wasik, Henry J. : See—
Folger Russell F

; and Wasik. Henry J., 4,428,630, CI 308-187 200
Watanabe. Haruo: See—

Ichjryu, Ken; Watanabe, Haruo; Nakamura. Ichiro; and Akasaka
Yoshimichi, 4,428,559, CI. 251-129 000.

Waunabe. Nobuaki: See—
Chaki. Takao; Waunabe. Nobuaki; and Kanai. Takao. 4,428 322

CI. 116-261 000.

Waunabe, Nobuhiko: See—
Sonoda, Takenon; Waunabe, Nobuhiko; and Tanaka. Masato

4,429,390, CI. 371-40.000
Waunabe, Ryuzo: See—

Masuda. Yoshimichi; Waunabe. Ryuzo; Imura. Shinichi and
Sakiyama. Kazuuka. 4,428.778. CI. I48-I1.50P

Waunabe, Tomoyuki; Kaneko. Kenji; Nakamura, Tohru Okada
Yutaka; Okabe, Takahiro; Nagau. Minoru; Itoh, Yokichi; and

I^J^i ,,'
J^''"' '° ""achi, Ltd. I^ Memory with nonvolatile storage

4.429,326. CI. 357-43.000.
Waterchek. Inc.. See—

Lacy. James P.; and Bailey. Edmond L...4.428,424, CI. 166-253 000
watkins. Bruce J., to Hughes Tool Company. Telescopic joint upper

tube retainer method. 4.428,433, CI. 166-339 000
Watson. Charles K : See—

'^'i!?^,?,^y
•*• ^^' *"<* Watson. Charles K.. 4.429.313. CI

343-771.000.

Watson. Edna S : See—
Elsohly. Mahmoud; Watson, Edna S., and Waller Cov W

4,428,965, CI 424-3 1 1 000.

Watt, Donald H.: See—
Weinert. Roben W.; and Watt. Donald H.. 4,428,808, CI. 204-

I92.0OC.

Wavin B.V.: See—
Manssen. Roelof H.; and Beune, Joannes H . 4,428,591, CI. 277-

207.OOA.
Weaver. John P.: See-

Crumley, J. A.; and Weaver. John P.. 4.429.301. CI. 34O-365.00S
Wcbasto-Werk W. Baier GmbH and Co.: See—

Vogel. Wolfgang; Lutz, Alfons; Igel. Richard; and Hirschberger.
August, 4.428.614. CI. 296-224.000.

Webb. James B.; Williams. Digby F.; and Buchanan. Margaret A., to
Canadian PatenU and Development Limited. Method and apparatus
for depositing conducting oxide on a substrate. 4.428,810, CI. 204-
I92.00P.

Weber, Robert N.: See—
Hamsher, Wilbur A., Jr.; and Weber. Robert N.. 4,428,635. CI

339-74.00R.
Wedemeyer. Karlfried; Hagedom, Ferdinand; and Evertz. Werner, to

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the preparation of m-haJogen-
substituted anilines. 4.429.156, CI. 564-412.000

Wedral, Elaine R.: See-
Hsu, Jau Y.; Wedral. Elaine R.; and Klinker. William J., 4,428,968

CI 426-49 000.

Wegman, Richard W.. to Union Carbide Corporation. Hydroformyla-
tion process 4.429.165, CI. 568-487.000.

Wegner, Christian: See-
Jabs, Gert; Baatz, Gunther; Bock. Manfred; Dahm. Manfred; Haus,

Artur; and Wegner. Christian, 4.428,978, CI. 427-150000.
Wehr Corporation: See-

Barrett. William T., 4,428,475. CI. 198-699.000,
Weideman. Allen T.. to Thomas & Betts Corporation. Adiusuble stxxil

assembly. 4.428.546. CI. 242-118.500.
Weimann, Norbert: See—

Nehen. Ulrich; Hajek, Manfred; Weimann. Norbert; and Dahm
Manfred. 4.428.983. CI. 427-213.340.

Weinert. Robert W
; and Watt. Donald H.. to Westinghouse Electric

Corp Method for obuining oriented gold and piezoelectric films
4.428,808, CI 2O4-192.0OC.

Wemgardt, Harold: See— *
Weingardt, Wilfred W., 4,428,577. CI. 272-135.080.

Weingardt, Wilfred W , to Croom. Michael; and Weingardt, Harold
part interest to each. Exerciser. 4,428,577, CI. 272-135.000.

Weiss, Martin J.: See—
noyd, Middleton B., Jr ; Weiss, Martin J.; Grudzinskas, Charles

v.; and Lai Chen, Sow-Mei, 4.429,148, CI. 560-118.000.
Wells, John R., to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company. Chamber

block having a sample dam and a supernatant reentry barrier therein
4.428.323, CI. 118-52.000.

Wenzl, Heinz: See—
Heimbach, Klaus J.; Munz. Wolf-Dieter; Adam, Rolf; and Wenzl,

Heinz. 4.428.809, CI. 204-I92.00P.
Wessel Company, Inc., The: See—

Riley, James E., 4,428,526, CI. 229-92.800.
West, Ivan R., Jr. Inclination indicating apparatus. 4,428,125, CI.

33-366.000.

West. James E.: See-
Berkley. David A.; Busch-Vishniac, Ilene J.; Wallace. Robert L.,

Jr
;
and West, James E., 4,429,189, CI. 179-1 1 1.OOE.

Busch-Vishniac, Ilene J.; Wallace, Robert L., Jr.; and West, James
E, 4.429.191, CI. 179-m.OOE.

Busch-Vishniac. Ilene J.; Wallace, Robert L., Jr.; and West, James
£.4,429,192, CI. 179-1 ll.OOE.

Busch-Vishniac, Ilene J.; Wallace, Robert L., Jr.; and West, James
£.4.429,193, CI. 179-1 ll.OOE.

Western Electric Company, Inc.: See—
Andrejco, Matthew J.; and Potkay. Eugene, 4,428,762, CI. 65-3. 120.
Doubek, Edward R.; and Kasprzyk, Marlon Z., 4,429,271, CI.

324-60.0CD.
Krotz, Kenneth J., 4.428,773. CI. 75-117.000.
Oberholzer, David J., 4.429.298, CI. 338-195.000.
Powell, Walter W.; and Seifert, Gary A., 4.428.815. CI. 204-
297.00W.

Westinghouse Electric Corp.: See—
Isenberg. Arnold O.. 4,428,817, CI. 204-412.000.
Kennon, Jerry M., 4.429.366. CI. 364-482.000.
Kothmann. Richard E.. 4.429,206. CI. 219-10790.
Lahoda. Edward J.. 4.428,917, CI. 423-350.000.
Phillips, D. Colin; Emmerich. Werner S.; Isenberg, Arnold O.; and
Down. Michael G.. 4,428,905. CI. 376-323.000.

Weinert, Robert W.; and Watt, Donald H.. 4,428,808, CI. 204-
192.00C.

Westphal, Teddy M , to Boise Cascade Corporation. Method for form-
ing a seam release strip composite container. 4.428.741. CI.
493-103000

r K-

Wheatley. Carl F.. Jr.. to RCA Corporation. Operational amplifier.
4,429,284, CI. 330-261.000.

k- f- k

Wheeler, Robert. Shrimp bait container. 4.428,145, CI. 43-55.000.
Whirlpool Corporation: See—

Getz. Edward H; and Ott, Clarence R., Jr.. 4,428,088. CI
8-158.000.

McGuire, Howard R.; and Offutt, Carl R., 4,429,204, CI 219-
I055F.

Whitehurst, Darrell D.: See-
Derbyshire, Frank J.; and Whitehurst, Darrell D., 4,428,818 CI

208-8 OLE
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Whiteman, James R.: See—
Uvine. Stephen A.; Schlicht, Raymond C; Chafetz, Harry; and
Whiteman, James R., 4.428.848. CI. 252-32.7HC.

Whitman. Boyce D.; and Bates, Robert F., to Sangamo Weston. Inc
Conductive foils for solid dielectric capacitor. 4.429,344. CI
361-303.000.

^^'''r ?''"'l.*^"*'""'
'° ''"P*"*' Chemical Industries PLC Production

of 3-tnchloromethyl- and 3-trifluoromethyl-pyndine«. 4,429,132, CI.
546-346.000.

Whittaker, Vernon; and Kayros, Richard, to American Manufactunng
Company, Inc. Variable damping subassembly for weigh cell
4,428.444, CI. 177-187.000.

Wicheu. William E.; and Boyd, Alvin L. New oral cleansing medium
for wearers of partial and full dentures 4,428.929, CI. 424-49.000.

Widmer, Paul, to General Motors Corporation. Routing and folding
rear seat back mechanism. 4.428.61 1. CI. 296-66.000.

Wier, Frinz, to REPA FeinsUnzwerk GmbH. Lock for a safety belt
4,428,103, CI. 24-654.000.

'

Wiggins. Jesse O.. to Caterpillar Tractor Co. Multi-suge centnfugal
compressor. 4,428.715, CI. 415-199.200.

Wilcox, Joseph A.: See—
Allard, Martin £.; and Wilcox, Joseph A.. 4,428.672. CI

356-237.000.

Wilcox, Orland W.: See—
..,../°."*'' ^'~"; "<* Wilcox, Orland W., 4.428,392, CI. 137-102.000.
Wild, Hans-Jakob: See—

Huber, Ulrich; and Wild. Hans-Jakob, 4,428.886, CI. 260-464.000.
Wiley, Richard H. Transparency viewing device. 4.428,648, CI.

Wilhelms, Otto-Henning: See—
Friebe, Walter-Gunar; Kampe, Wolfgang; Roesch, Egon; and

Wilhelms, Otto-Henning, 4,428,955, CI. 424-267.000.
Wilkc, Elmar: See-

Nemecsek, Ferenc; and Wilke, Elmar, 4,429.183, CI. I79-6.30R.
Wilkens, Aubin U., to U.S. Philips Corporation. Zxner diode and
method of making the same. 4,429,324, CI. 357-13.000.

Willemsen, Bemardus A.; and Pamham, Ray G., to Ingenious Devices
Limited. Centerless valve grinding. 4,428,160, CI. 51-129 000

Willenberg, Heinrich; Hellberg. Karl-Heinz; and Zschiesche, Heinz, to
Kali-Chemie Aktiengesellschaft. Process of producing potassium
tetrafluoro aluminlte. 4,428,920, CI. 423-465.000.

Williams, Alan R.: See-
Reynolds, James E.; and Williams. Alan R., 4,428,912. CI

Williams. David O.. to Saytech. Inc. Flame reurdant polyurethane
composition. 4.429.069. CI. 524-469.000

Williams, Digby F.: See-
Webb, James B.; Williams, Digby F.; and Buchanan, Margaret A

4,428,810. CI. 204-192.00P.
*

Williams, Haydn W. R.: See—
Cragoe, Edward J., Jr.; Rooney, Clarence S.; and Williams, Haydn
W. R., 4,428,956, CI. 424-270000.

Williams, Robert A. Self-locking device. 4,428,495, CI. 220-288.000.
Williams, Ronald A., to Baxter Travenol Laboratories, Inc. Flow

control mechanism for a plasmapheresis assembly or the like
4,428.745, CI. 604-6.000.

Williams. Ronald H.; Elliott. Mason T.; and Moss, Leonard S.. to
Williams. Ronald Harry; Elliott. Mason Thomas; and Mirmikidis,

...v;.
**"'•" *'^^^ Cooking apparatus. 4.428.280. CI. 99-356.000.

Williams. Ronald Harry: See-
Williams. Ronald H.; Elliott. Mason T.; and Moss. Leonard S

,

4,428,280. CI. 99-356.000.
Willis, Brian J.: See—

Eilerman. Robert G.; Willis. Brian J.; and Yurecko. John M.. Jr
4.428,870. CI. 252-522.00R.

Williston, David W..: See—
Covington, Robert A., Jr ; Long, Cecil L.; and Williston, David

W., 4.428,852, CK 252-62.560.
Wilson, John H.: See—

Berry, Richard E.; and Wilson, John H., 4,429,372. CI. 364-900.000
Wilson, Robert C. Jr.: See—

Oleck. Stephen M.; and Wilson. Robert C. Jr.. 4,428,865. CI
502-77.000.

Wilson. William W.: See—
Christe, Karl O.; and Wilson, William W., 4,428,913, CI

423-262.000.

Winslow. John G., Ill: See—
Winslow, Thomas W.; and Winslow. John G., III. 4.428.271 CI

84-383.00R.
Winslow. Thomas W.; and Winslow, John G., III. Method and means

for attaching reed to wind instruments. 4.428.271. CI. 84-383 OOR
Winter. David C: See-

Head, Glenn D.. Jr.; Le Master. William C; Bredesky. Louis P Jr
and Winter. David C. 4.428.214, CI. 72-69.000.

Wmter. Munroe A. Clock mechanism. 4,428.682. CI. 368-238.000
Winthrop-Atkins Co.. Inc.: See-

Atkins, Douglas C, 4.428.555. CI. 248-459 000.
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation: See—

DeLuca. Hector F.; Schnoes, Heinrich K.; and Jorgensen. Neal A
4.428.946, CI 424-236.000.

Wiseley. Thomas: See—
Berube, Normand A.; Ouvsky. Pavel; Hinlein. Sigmundr and

Wiseley. Thomas. 4,429.336. CI. 360-97 000
WisniefT, Robert E.: See—

Snitzer, Elias; and WisniefT. Robert E.. 4,428,764, CI. 65-31.000

Wisotsky, Max J , to Exxon Research &. Engineering Co Lubntating
oil with improved diesel dispersancy 4,428,849. CI 252-33 400

Witherow, William K , to United Suics of America. National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration Method of and apparatus for double-
exposure holographic intcrferomelry 4,428.675. CI 356-347 000

Withey. Edward L Personal protection device 4.428.506, CI
222-80 000.

Withycombe, Donald A See—
Munieanu, Manna A ; Cseko, Christine, Olurzewski. ELdward S

,

Lindauer. Jerome I., and Withycombe. Donald A . 4.428.869. CI
252-52200A

Wittlinger, Harold A , to RCA Corporation DifTerential current ampli
fier 4,429.283. CI 330-257 000

Wittmann, Heinz; and Konwiiza, Vladimir, to TMC Corporation Heel
holder for a safety ski binding 4,428.597, CI 280-626 000.

Wohlford. William P., to Deere A Company Drive track link including
separable wear and base components 4,428.625, CI 305-12 000

Wolf, Herbert: See—
Seid. Paul; and Wolf. Herbert. 4,428.373. CI 604-77 000

Wolff. Robin K See—
Mookherjee, Braja D, Trenkle, Robert W. Wolff, Robin K

Boden, Richard M . and Yoshida, Takao, 4,428,387, CI
131-276.000

Woma-Apparatebau W Maasberg & Co GmbH See—
Huperz. Adalbert; and Maasberg, Wolfgang. 4,428,275 CI

92-188.000.
R » . . .

Wong. Shi-Yin; Little. Michael J , Margerum, J David, Nuumeier.
Thomas A

, Calderone, Theodore; and Dellamano. Harry A , to
Hughes Aircraft Company Method and improved apparatus for
analyzing activity 4,428,380, CI 128-715 000

Wood, William E : See—
Devlelian, Jack H ; Wood, William E , Turpm, Robert B and

Scholl, Milton R , 4.429,207, CI 219-73 100
Woodhead, James L See—

Davidge, Roger W
, and Woodhead, James L, 4,429,051, CI

501-12.000
Wooten, Ronald E

. and Kwan. Gerald A , to Le Van Specialty Co

,

Inc Combination frame structure and fastening device for vehicle
sunroofs. 4.428.170, CI 52-217 000

Wooten, Ronald E See—
Kwan, Gerald A

, Lehne, John, and Wooten, Ronald E , 4.428 1^5
CI 49-465000

Woram, Bryon L
,
and Hall, James M , to Metric Systems Corporation

Tow plate for aenal cargo delivery 4,428,551. CI 244-13700R
World Health Organization See-

Archer, Sydney; Crabbe, Pierre, Diczfalusy, Egon. Djera&si, Carl
and Fried, Josef, 4,428.947, CI 424-243 000

Worrell, Wayne L ; and Liu, Qmg-Guo, to University Patents. Inc
Methods of manufactunng metal from a melt, determination of sulfur
and carbon therein, sensors therefor and solid electrolyte composi
tions for said sensors 4,428,770, CI 75-45 000

Worth, Sidney V
, to Continenul-Wirt Electronics Corp Connector

structure for fiat cable 4,428,637. CI 339-99 OOR
Worthington, Ralph E

, and Magdics. Alex, to Prodeco,lnc Process for
stnpping uranium from an alkyl pyrophosphonc acid 4,428,910. CI
423-IOOOO

Wovcha, Merle G.; Knight, John C and Garcia, Alfred B . to Upjohn
Company, The Process of prixlucing <»-hydroxy-3-oxo-4.l7(20>-
pregnadiene-20<arboxylic acid 4.429,041. CI 435-58 000

Wright, Charlotte M , executnx See—
Wnght, Jack C, decea.sed, 4,428,394, CI 137-122 000
Wright, Jack C, deceased. 4,428,394, CI 137-122 000

Wnght, Fred R : See-
Clemens, Donald D , Larson, Elmer M . Jr ; Morgan. William T

Steele, Oliver P, III; and Wnght. Fred R, 4,429.129. CI
358-100 000

Wnght, Jack C , deceased (by Wnght. Charlotte M . executnx), to
Wright, Charlotte M , executnx Baffle mechanism and msert unit for
downspout 4,428,394, CI 137122 000

Wnntmore, Alan See—
Viertel, Lothar; and Wnntmore. Alan. 4.428.612, CI 296-97 OOK

Wrobel, Gunter See—
Muller, Siegfned; and Wrobel. Gunter, 4.429.245. CI 310-261 (XX)

Wu. Jiing-Liang, to Electnc Power Research Institute. Inc Vanable
impedance current limiting device 4,429,295, CI 337-1 19 QOO

Wu, Stephen H ; and Dannelly, Clarence C , to Eastman Kodak Com-
pany Fractionation of polymers 4,429,113, CI J28-486000

Wuenschcr, Hans F . and Wuenscher, Hertha A . Administrainx Cap-
tive water current power system 4.428.712, CI 415-7 000

Wuenscher. Hertha A . Adminisiratnx See—
Wuenscher, Hans F

, and Wuenscher, Hertha A , Adminisiratnx.
4,428,712, CI 415-7.000

Wuerzer, Bruno: See—
Hamprechi, Gerhard. Parg. Adolf, and Wuer/er. Bruno, 4,428 766
CI 71-91 000

Wurlitzer Company, The See—
Ippolito, Anthony C , 4,428,270 CI 84-1 240

Wurster, Walter W Sre-
Schwindt, Gary W . and Wurster, Walter W . 4,428,642, CI 339-
2760SF.

Wurzburg, Otto B , and Fergason. Virgil L , to National Starch and
Chemical Corporation Starch thickener characterized by improved
low-temperature stability 4,428,972, CI 426-578 000

Wycoff, Keith H , and Dittmer. William H , to Wycoff, Keith H
Variable bandwidth filler 4,429,279, CI .128-139 000
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Wyllie, Michael G.: See—
Cavalla, John F.; and Wylhe, Michael G.. 4,428.954, CI

424-263.000.

Xerox Coqmration: See— ^
Burke, Anthony E., 4,428,572, CI. 271-297.000.
Hays, Dan A., 4,428,665, CI. 355-15.000.
Hayskar, Robert A.; and Stock, Robert A., 4,428,794 CI

156-442.100.

Kay, David B., 4,428,643, Cf. 350-3.710.
Phelps, Russell L.; Stemmie, Denis J.; and Minerd, Timothy M

4.428.666, CI. 355-14.0SH.
Phelps, Russell L.; Sisson, Jeffrey L.; and Liechty, Karl E

4.428.667, CI. 355-3.0SH.
Ragen, Robert A.. 4,428,694, CI. 400-144.200.
Sprague, Robert A.; and Scifres, Donald R., 4,428,647 CI

350-167.000.

Thomas, Dale C, 4,429,218, CI. 25O-214.00R
Xieu, Diep V.: See—

Kekish, George T.; and Xieu, Diep V.. 4,428,310, CI. 1 10-342 000
Xolox Corporation: See—

Loubier. Robert J., 4,428,738, CI. 464-93.000.
Yada, Masaaki: See—

Sudo, Shigeru; and Yada, Masaaki. 4,429,210, CI. 219-121 OLW
Yagai, Koichi: See—

Honkawa, Tadashi; Takahata, Fujiya; Yagai, Koichi; Maeda,
Yoshio; and Shinden, Tetuya, 4,429,230, CI. 250-461.200.

Yajima, Torao; and Gomi, Yoshifumi, to Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seiko-
sha A. Epson Corporation. Speed control for step motors. 4,429.268
CI. 318-696.000.

Yamada, Osamu: See—
Higaki, Yuzo; and Yamada, Osamu, 4,428,885, CI. 260-410 90N

Yamada, Takeshi: See—
Sakai, Yoshio; and Yamada, Takeshi, 4,429,215, CI. 219-528 000

Yamada, Yu: See—
Tokuhara, Mitsuhiro; Yamada, Yu; Takemura, Yukio; Kuwayama

Takeshi; and Seto, Susumu, 4,429.353, CI. 362-232.000.
Yamagata. TeBuo; Sato, Morio; Ogishima, Tetsuo; and Matsuyama,

Yoji, to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Intake pipe pressure
indicating system for an internal combustion engine of a vehicle
4.428.227, CI. 73-115.000.

*

Yamaha Hatsudoki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Yamaoka, Yusaku, 4,428,451, CI. 180-229.000.

Yamamoto, Akito: See—
Takase, Sadao; Yamamoto, Akito; Oshiage, Katsunori; and Hosaka,

Akio, 4,428,348, CI. 123-480.000. -.

Yamamoto, Hideaki: See—
Takasaki, Yukio; Hirai, Tadaaki; Yamamoto, Hideaki Tsukada

Toshihisa; and Mori, Yoshiaki, 4,429,325, CI. 357-31.000
Yamamoto, Kaichi: See-

Hashimoto, Yoshitaka; Shirou, Norihisa; and Yamamoto, Kaichi
4,429,334, CI. 358-310.000.

Yamamoto, Osamu: See—
Ozutsumi, Shunichi; and Yamamoto, Osamu, 4,429,059, CI.

Yamamoto, Shigeru, to Daiwa Seiko Inc. Guide device for fishine lines
4,428,140, CI. 43-24.000.

,

Yamamoto, Shoichi: See— '

Takatsu, Yukihiro; Yamamoto, Shoichi; and Kamioka, Masaru,
4,428,261, CI, 81-434.000.

Yamaoka, Yusaku, to Yamaha Hatsudoki Kabushiki Kaisha. Cooling
system for a motorcycJe. 4,428,451, CI. 180-229.000.

Yamasawa, Masao; and Soejima, Tetsuo, to Fujitsu Limited. High speed
shifl register circuit. 4,429,300, CI. 340-347 ODD.

Yunazaki, Kunio, to Mitutoyo Mfg. Co., Ltd. Test indicator. 4,428,121,
CI. 33-172.00B.

Yamori. Akio: See—
Saito. Akira; Yamori, Akio; and Morita, Hideo. 4,429 076 CI

525-57.000.

Yan. Tsoung-Yuan: See—
Shu, Paul; and Yan, Tsoung-Yuan, 4,428,819, CI. 208-46 000

Yanagisawa. Hifumi: See—
Sakuma, Shinzo; Yanagisawa. Hifumi; Tokuhau. Kazuo and
Miyagawa. Hiroshi. 4,429,197, CI. 200-144 OOB

Yanazawa, Tadaaki; Tanaka, Teruaki; Noda, Akio; and Morita. Taka-

^ J;™*^^^' ^'"' Corporation. Side guides for rolling steel rods.
4.428,217, CI. 72-250.000.

Yarovinsky, Grigory A.: See—
Teplinsky, Anatoly D.; Jurchenko, Alexandr F.; and Yarovmskv
Gngory A., 4,428,414, CI. 164-158.000.

'^"'^''''ijo'nohiro; Hosomi, Fumio; Wakahau, Yasuo; Nishino, Atsu-
shi; Wasa, Kiyotaka; and Katase, Masazumi. to Matsushita Electric

:^,'!?i'}2L^- ^^'^ Environmental condition sensor, 4,428,909, CI
422-95.000.

Yasuda. Takashi: See—
Saikawa, Isamu; Yasuda, Takashi; Tai, Masaru; Takashita, Yutaka

Sakai, Hiroshi; Mae, Michiko; Takahata, Masahiro; and Mitsuha-
shi, Susumu, 4,428,936. CI. 424-114.000

Yasuda, Yukio; Masuda. Nobuhito; Mihara. Yuji; Okazaki, Masaki; and
Hiratsuka. Nobuo, to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd. Competitive immu-
nochemical measurement of plural trace components involving spec-
tral sensitizing dye labels. 4,429,050, CI. 436-538.000

YMuda, Yutaka; Tsuchihashi, Kiyoshi; and Nishimura, Toshiro, to Kao
Soap Co., Ltd. Novel a-substituted carboxylamidoamine and process
for producing the same, 4,428,884, CI. 260-404 500

Yasumura, Mitsuni: See—
Hata, Takehisa; Nishimura, Kenichi; and Yasumura, Mitsuru,

4,428,951, CI. 424-250.000.

Yazawa, Satoru: See—
Hosokawa, Minoru; Oguchi, Koichi; and Yazawa, Satoru.

4,429,305, CI. 340-784.000.

Yee, Bing S.: See-
Frank, Earl E.; and Yee. Bing S.. 4,428,552. CI. 246-393.000.

Yochum, Billy G.; and Keller, G. James, to Harris Corporation. Appa-
ratus for determining and indicating the position of a movable mem-
ber. 4,429,219, CI. 250-229.000.

Yokono, Haruki; and Hiratsuka. Tsugihiko. to Hitachi Chemical Com-
pany. Ltd. Glass cloth and prepreg containing same. 4.428.995. CI.
428-193.000.

Yokooku, Katsuhiko, to Toyo Kogyo Co.. Ltd. Exhaust gas recircula-
tion control for internal combustion engines. 4.428.355, CI
123-571.000.

Yokoyama. Yoshihiro: See—
Kamon Yoshoyuki; and Yokoyama, Yoshihiro. 4,429,194. CI.

179-182.00R.
Yonezawa, Akira, to International Precision Incorporated, transmis-

sion electron microscope. 4,429.222. CI. 250-311.000.
Yonker, John H.; and Fisher. Ernest P., Jr.. to Otis Engineering Corpo-

ration. Single line deep depth safety valve. 4,428,557, CI. 251-62.000.
Yool, George M. Integrated antenna, amplifier and converter for micro-
wave frequencies. 4,429,417, CI. 455-291.000.

Yorkshire Imperial Plastics Limited: See—
Riley, Jack L.; Lock, Michael C; and Goddin, Jeremy R.,

4,428,900, CI. 264-526.000.
Yoshida, Hajime, to Hajime Industries Ltd. Light diffusion device

4,428,673, CI. 356-240.000.

Yoshida, Kenichi; Ono, Kimizo; Sunago, Katsuyoshi; Takenaka, Shi-
nya; and Iwai, Tohru, to Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. Laser
output controlling device. 4.429.392. CI. 372-9.000.

Yoshida Kogyo K. K.: See— ,
Shimai. Hideo, 4,428,264, CI. 83-465.000.

Yoshida, Mitsuo: See—
Higashi, Mitsuo; Morita, Jyun-ichi; Koyama, Kenzi; and Yoshida.

Mitsuo, 4,429,021, CI. 428-629.000.
Yoshida, Takao: See—

Mookherjee, Braja D.; Trenkle, Robert W.; Wolff, Robin K.
Boden, Richard M.; and Yoshida, Takao. 4,428,387. Cl!
131-276.000.

Yoshida. Takashi. to Kabushiki Kaisha Takenu. Domino toppling toy.
4,428,147, Cl. 46-1.OOR.

kk b y

Yoshida, Toshio: See—
Takahashi, Katsuhiro; and Yoshida, Toshio, 4,428.868. Cl. 252-

522.0OR.
Yoshihara. Kenji: See

—

Sugiyama, Hiroyuki; Sakurai. Masaki; Abe, Ryuzo; Yusa, Yasuhiro;
and Yoshihara, Kenji. 4.429.335. Cl. 358-342.000.

Young, John A.; and Munson, Richard E., to Baker Oil Tools, Inc.
Single pass filtration of oil or gas well completion fluids. 4.428,425.
Cl, 166-267.000,

Young, Robert A., to Eaton Corporation. Transmission. 4,428,247, a.
74-331.000,

Youtsey, Karl J.: See-
Campbell, Bonnie J.; Counts. Thomas G.; Cunningham, James L.;
and Youtsey. Karl J.. 4,428,106, Cl. 29-I57.30A.

Yuen, Kin S.: See-
Yuen, Yat C; and Yuen, Kin S., 4,428,453, Cl. 181-231.000.

Yuen, Yat C; and Yuen, Kin S. Exhaust silences for internal combustion
engines. 4,428,453, Cl. 181-231.000.

Yurecko, John M., Jr.: See—
Eilerman, Robert G.; Willis, Brian J.; and Yurecko, John M., Jr..

4.428.870. Cl. 252-522.00R.
Yusa. Yasuhiro: See—

Sugiyama, Hiroyuki; Sakurai. Masaki; Abe. Ryuzo; Yusa, Yasuhiro;
and Yoshihara. Kenji. 4.429,335, Cl. 358-342.000. ^

Zachry, Clyde L., to Burroughs Corporation. Coil connectAr.
4,429,349, Cl. 361-414.000.

Zahnraderfabrik Renk A.G,: See—
Zaunberger, Franz X., 4,428,445, Cl. 180-6.440.

Zahnradfabrik Friedrichshafen AG: See—
Beig, Willy; and Schwarz, Gunter, 4,429,196, Cl. 200-61.540.
Lang, Armin, 4,428.449. Cl. 180-131.000.
Meyerle. Michael; and Ehrlinger. Friedrich, 4,428,257, Cl.

74-866.000.

Zahradnik, Anton F., to Hughes Tool Company. Floating seal for earth
boring bit. 4,428,687, Cl. 384-94.000.

Zajac, Edward: See—
McCabe, Barkman C; Zajac. Edward; and Featherstone, John L..

4.428.200, CI. 60-641.500.

Zamerowski, Thomas J.: See—
Olsen. Gregory H.; and Zamerowski, Thomas J., 4,429,395, Cl.

372-45.000.

Zanchi, Vittorio: See—
Maccianti, Tiziano; and Zanchi, Vittorio, 4.429.361. Cl.

364-200.000.

Zander, Maximilian: See

—

Zellerhoff, Robert; Zander, Maximilian; and Kajetanczyk, Franz.
4,429,172, Cl. 585-241.000.

Zang, Daniel M.; and Huber, John W., to General Motors Corporation.
V-Type engine intake with vibration isolated manifold. 4.428.331. Cl.
123-52,0MV.
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^hJ?^'*""' 1?"^^; '° Zahnraderfabrik Renk AG. Tracked vehicledrive assembly. 4.428.445, Cl. 180-6 440

cnaei J., Jr.; and Singh. Gurvmder P.. to Electric Power ResiUrch

Zetting. Alois: See—

^25^342 iS)
^"'"*' '^'°"' *"** '*'"""''• Oustav. 4,429,224, Cl

Ziegenfus. Barry L.; and Scheel. Russell, to SI Handling Systems. Inc
_.Y"'*^'5,.P'**="'0" stop assembly 4.428.300, Cl, 104-250 000
Zijlstra, Hmne: See—

Verweel, Jan; and Zijistra. Hinne, 4,428,736, Cl, 445-47 000Zoecon Corporation: See—
_ ,

L*e, Shy-Fuh. 4,429.167, CI. 568-636.000.

S; ^"J»"'" "; ?nd G«etani, Frank J., to Texaco Inc. Low

a25W?70o"^
'"^'" lubricating oil compositions, 4,428,850.

Zollner, Manfred; Hoffmann, Christian; and Zwicker, Eberhard toSiemens Aktiengesellschaft. Method for the electrical stimulation of

Ihe auditory nerve and multichannel hearing proMhesis for carrvina
out the method 4,428.377, Cl 128-4 1 9 OOR

Zolotov, Lev A , See—
Nikitin. Pavel Z Nemeni. Tiber M , Zolotov, Uv A Bczchast-

nov, Gennady A , Nikolsky. Alexandr I , Sharashkin. Andrei M
and Tjunn, Albert V , 4.429.244. Cl 310-254 000

Zopf, Richard F See—
Keane, John J,; and Zopf. Richard F . 4.429.034, Cl 43a27I 000

Zscheile. John W
, Jr,; and Benncil, Steven L , to Sperry Corporation

rA ,?'L„"""y
^^efo™ encoded ranging apparatus 4.429,310, Cl

343- 13,OOR,
Zschiesche, Heinz See—

Willenberg, Heinnch; Hellberg. KarlHeinz, and Zschiesche
Heinz. 4.428.920. Cl 423-465 000

^"fn*!!i'^*''
^""'^' ^'^''y- Stephen E

;
and Krautheim. Preston D to

Allied Corporation Extraction and/or extractive distillation of low
molecular weight alcohols from aqueous solutions 4.428.798. Cl
i\jj' I o.UOO.

Zupancic, Joseph J
, to UOP Inc Separation of saccharides 4,429.122.

Cl, 536-124,000

Zwicker, Eberhard: See—
Zollner. Manfred; Hoffmann. Chnstian. and Zwicker. Eberhard

4.428.377, Cl 128-419 OOR,
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Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Jager. Gerhard; von Konig. Anita; Voigt, Armin; and Buchel, Karl

H., Re. 31.514, CI. 430-372.000

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Stadler, Peter; Metzger. Karl G.; Voss, Eckart; Petersen. Uwe;

Zeiler. Hans-Joachim; and Kabbe. Hans-Joachim. Re. 31,512, CI
424-180.000.

,

Buchel. Karl H.: See—
'

Jager. Gerhard; von Konig. Anita; Voigt. Armin; and Buchel, Karl
H.. Re. 31.514. CI. 430-372.000.

Glen, Donald H. G. Blanching, pasteurizing and sterilizing process and
apparatus suitable therefor. Re. 31.513. CI. 426-521.000.

Jager. Gerhard; von Konig. AniU; Voigt. Armin; and Buchel. Karl H.,

to Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft. Photographic material contain-
ing a subilizer. Re. 31.514. CI. 430-372.000.

Kabbe, Hans-Joachim: See—
^ Sudler. Peter; Metzger. Karl G.; Voss, Eckart; Petersen, Uwe;

Zeiler. Hans-Joachim; and Kabbe. Hans-Joachim, Re. 31,512. CI.
424-180.000.

I

Metzger. Karl G.: See—
Stadler, Peter; Metzger. Karl G.; Voss. Eckart; Petersen. Uwe;

Zeiler, Hans-Joachim; and Kabbe. Hans-Joachim. Re. 31.512. CI.

424-180.000.

Petersen, Uwe: See—
Sudler, Peter; Metzger, Karl G.; Voss, Eckart; Petersen, Uwe;

Zeiler, Hans-Joachim; and Kabbe. Hans-Joachim. Re. 31,512, CI.
424-180.000.

Robbins Company, The: See—
Spencer, Barry A.. Re. 31.511. CI. 299-56.000.

Spencer, Barry A., to Robbins Company, The. Rotary cutterhead for an
earth boring machine. Re. 31.511, CI. 299-56.000.

Stadler, Peter; Metzger. Karl G.; Voss. Eckart; Petersen, Uwe; Zeiler.
Hans-Joachim; and Kabbe, Hans-Joachim, to Bayer Aktiengesell-
schaft. Pseudotrissaccharides, a process for their production and their
use as medicaments. Re. 31,512, CI. 424-180.000.

Voigt, Armin: See—
Jager. Gerhard; von Konig, AniU; Voigt, Armin; and Buchel, Karl

H., Re. 31,514. CI. 430-372.000.
von Konig, AniU: See—

Jager, Gerhard; von Konig, AniU; Voigt, Armin; and Buchel, Karl
H., Re 31,514, CI. 430-372.000.

Voss, Eckart: See—
Sudler, Peter; Metzger, Karl G.; Voss, Eckart; Petersen, Uwe;

Zeiler, Hans-Joachim; and Kabbe, Hans-Joachim, Re. 31,512, CI.
424-180.000.

Zeiler, Hans-Joachim: See—
Stadler, Peter; Metzger, Karl G.; Voss, Eckart; Petersen, Uwe;

Zeiler, Hans-Joachim; and Kabbe, Hans-Joachim, Re. 31,512, CI.
424-180.000.

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
AGFA-Gevaert AG: See—

Schlagheck, Norbert; and Rabold, Lutz, 272,448, CI. D 1 6-34.000.
Schlagheck. Norbert; and Rabold. Lutz, 272.449, CI. D 16-34.000

Airway Industries, Inc.: See-
Davis, Michael; and Cassini, Oleg, 272,391, CI. D3-71.0OO.

Aktiebolaget Gusuvsberg: See—
Larsson, Erik. 272,473, CI. D25-77.000,

American District Telegraph Company: See—
Thornton, H. Patrick; Dyer, Hugh D.; and Keeler, Frank R ,

272.434. CI. Dl 3-35.000.

Thornton, H. Patrick; Trabucchi, Beth A.; Dyer, Hugh D. and
Keeler, Frank R., 272,435, CI. D 13-35.000.

Trabucchi, Beth A.; Dyer, Hugh D.; and Keeler, Frank R., 272,433,
CI. D13-35.000.

Trabucchi. Beth A.; Dyer. Hugh D.; and Keeler. Frank R.. 272.436.
CI. D13-35.000.

,

American Standard Inc.: See— '

Fisher. Michael D.. 272.471. CI. D25-74.0O0.
Flowers, Thomas S.. 272.472. CI. D25-74.000
Stairs. Henry M.. Jr.. 272.464. CI. D23-58.000.

Anderberg. Nils-Eric. Aircraft docking display. 272.423, 1-31-84 CI
DlO-1 14.000.

Angelakos. Nicholas P.. to Lancaster Colony Corporation. Casserole
272.404. 1 -3 1 -84. CI. D7- 1 7.000.

Ashmore, Mike J., to Atlas Investment Co. Container for ocUne
booster fluid for internal combustion engines. 272,447, 1-31-84 CI
Dl 5-5.000.

Atlas Investment Co.: See—
Ashmore. Mike J.. 272.447. CI. D 15-5.000.

Au, Albert K. H.: See-
Wong, Ka W.; and Au. Albert K. H.. 272.443. CI. D14-95 000.

Balling. Bruce G. Combined mobile storage cart and rack. 272.481.
1-31-84. CI. D34-24.000.

Ballone, Michael P.: See—
McClcikey, Don R.; Grossman, Morris G.; Joffe, Richard M and

Ballon^ Michael P., 272.476, CI. D26-46.000.
Barnes. Richard D.. to Southern Imperial. Inc. Hanger bracket for use

with a perforated panel. 272.414. 1-31-84, CI. D8-363.000
Beirise, Jean M.: See-

Coons. John C; and Beirise. Jean M.. 272,438, CI. D14-53.000.
Belgiojoso, Maria L., to Villeroy & Boch Keramische Werke KG
Ceramic tile unit. 272,474, 1-31-84, CI. D25-80.00O.

Bigelow. Frank S. Shim for front wheel drive vehicle. 272.392 1-31-84
CI. D8-354.000.

Black & Decker Inc.; See—
McCloskey. Don R.; Grossman. Morris G.; JofTe, Richard M and

Ballone, Michael P., 272,476, CI. 026-46.000.

Boudreaux, Mark D., to CPG Products Corp. Toy suckable bolt and
nut assembly. 272,454, 1-31-84. CI. D2 1-59.000.

British Castors Limited: See-
Screen. Sufford T.. 272.416, CI. D8-375.000.

Broyles. Wayne R.: See—
Minichillo, Ronald A.; and Broyles, Wayne R.. 272.430. CI. D12-

203.000.

Bulgarelli. Timothy D.; and Stonecipher. John L., to United Sutes
Manufacturing Company. Prosthetic valve key. 272,468, 1-31 ^4, CI.

D24-99.000.
Burleson Airology Corporation: See—

Burleson, Maurice L., 272,469, CI. D25- 1.000.

Burleson, Maurice L., to Burleson Airology Corporation. Clean room.
272.469, 1-31-84, CI. D25- 1.000.

Burlington Industries, Inc.: .See

—

West, Haywood L., 272,397, CI. D6- 164.000.

West, Haywood L., 272,398, CI. D6-165.000.
Bums, Patrick C, to P. C. Bums Pty. Limited. Golfer's tool. 272,461,

1-31-84, CI. D2 1-234.000.

Carr, Peter B., to Intemational Standard Electric Corporation. Tele-
phone instrument body. 272,441, 1-31-84, CI. D14-60.000.

Carroll Company: See—
Carroll. Franklin, 272,425, CI. Dl 1-125.000.

Carroll, Franklin, to Carroll Compaiiy. Novelty Christmas decoration.
272.425. 1-31-84, CI. Dl 1-125.000.

Case. Gerald L. Painter's pot hook. 272,415. 1-31-84, CI. D8-373.0OO.
Cassini, Oleg: See—

Davis, Michael; and Cassini, Oleg, 272,391, CI. D3-71.000.
Clanton, W. Porter, to Quaker OaU Company, The. Toy rake. 272,456.

1-31-84. CI. D2 1-120.000.

Clanton. W. Porter, to Quaker Oats Company, The. Toy watering
bucket. 272,457, 1-31-84. CI. D2 1-120.000.

Continenul Group. Inc., The: See

—

Gruodis, Robert J.; Franz, William T.; and Hayes, Edward J.,

272.418, CI. D9-370.000.
Coons, John C; and Beirise, Jean M., to Masco Corporation of Indiana.
Combined telephone handset and base station therefor. 272,438,
1-31-84, CI. D14-53.0OO.

Coronado, Hector M. Chair. 272,394, 1-31-84, CI. D6-73.00O.
Country Blues, Incorporated: See—

Kelley, Michael O., 272,428, CI. P12-158.000.
CPG Products Corp.: See—

Boudreaux, Mark D., 272,454, CI. D2 1-59.000.

Daleiden, Barnard: See-
Van Roeyen. Harry; and Wagner, Paul E., 272,479. CI. D28-55.0O0.

Daleiden. David: See-
Van Roeyen, Harry; and Wagner, Paul E., 272,479, CI. D28-55.000.
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Dellecave, Michael J,; and Klosterman, Jack L., Sr Digital transferswitch with diagnostic display. 272,446, 1-31-84. CI. 014-107 00)Drag Specialties, Inc.: See—
Stahel. Alwin J., 272,424, CI. Dl I-I07.000.

Dyer. Hugh D.: See—
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Fairchild Industries. Inc.: See—
Marrujo. Ralph G.. 272.402. CI. D6- 199.000

1 3I-84!a"D2?74aX)^'"^"""
SUndard Inc. Molding. 272.471,

'^t!!j|"JS5>^'
''^'" Moveable toy bird. 272,458, 1-31-84, CI 021-

'^?^?1:.T^,°'?.«^J^'^"'^""" SUndard Inc Molding. 272,472,
i-Jl-O*, l_l. U25-74.000.

France Bed Co., Ltd.: See—
Masuda, Teruo, 272,466, CI. 024-36.000

c ''''h,^'"''H" ^ ^"'"y ""»'' *»« 272,483, 1-31-84, CI. D99-33 000
Franz. William T: See—

°"7'S^'8. a'"B9.'3V(S5S.^'
^""""' " = '"' "''^"- ^-""^ ^ •

°'mi"m cf^DlVssOOo'"'
Corporation. PABX Console. 272.439.

Grossman, Morris G.: See—
McCloskey Don R.; Grossman, Morris G.; Joffe. Richard M., and

Ballone. Michael P.. 272,476, CI. 026-46.000
Gruodis. Robert J.; Franz. William T.; and Hayes, Edward J., to Conti-

nental Group, Inc., The. Can. 272,418. 1-31-84. CI. D9-370 000
Harada, Toshio: See—

''^2":MV^S'ix)'"""""'
"^"""^ ""' """'"• ''''''''°-

^'2'72!4w"ci'^DM5i aw^'^
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Hayes, Edward J.: See—

°2"7?f;'8, a'"S9-37(SSS^'
^""'"" ^- -"'^ "'^^^- ^-"' ^ •

"f!.?«A^".^yV?^'*-,M'^'^"'*^y-""y" Co. Vehicle wheel. 272.431.
I-J1-B4. CI. D 12-2 1 1.000.
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Huang, Ch'eng-Ch'uan. Scissors. 272,410. 1-31-84. CI D8-55 000
Interdica S.A.: See

Kanoui. Joseph. 272.451. CI. 016-117.000.
Kanoui, Joseph. 272,452, CI. D16-1 17.000.

International Standard Electric Corporation See—
Carr, Peter B., 272,441, CI. D14-60.000.

Intemational Systcoms Limited: See—

,
«-^»**!'^' ^^^" ^ " • 272,442, CI. 014-63.000.

Joffe, Richard M.: See—

'^b^1i°*'"^^lP°u" '};,°',^'"'"' '^°f™ O ;
Joffe, Richard M.; and

Ballone. Michael P.. 272.476. CI. D26-46.000.

&;h%" *C ^^^ 8°'f '"«"c' 272.459. 1-31-84. CI. 021-210.000.
Kabushiki Kaisha Shinsei Industries: See—

Wada, Tokio. 272.453, CI. 018-19,000.

D°6-'i 1 t'oOO*''
'° '"•"'*'''" S^ Specudes. 272.451. 1-31-84. CI.

'^D°6-'in°OOo'''
'° '"'"'*'" S^ Specucles. 272.452. 1-31-84. CI.

"^iSireSo^ '

'° '^^^'°"' '"<= Display unit. 272,399. 1-31-84. CI.

Keeler. Frank R.: See—

"^7^34; CI. otatocS.""'
""«' ° =

""' ''"'"• ^^""^ "^ •

Thomton. H. Patrick.;^ Trabucchi. Beth A ; Dyer. Hugh D.; and
Keeler. Frank R.. 272.435. CI. D 1 3-35.000.

a"D&3?oaf '
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Incorporated. Saddle bag cooler.

Kelsey-Hayes Co.: See—
Hedlund, Raymond J., 272.431. CI. D12-211 000
Hedlund. Raymond J.. 272.432. CI. D12-2I 1.000

Kemberly. Inc.: See—
Minichillo. Ronald A.; and Broyles. Wayne R., 272,430. CI. OI2-

'''J^I'ii'JIliy
• '° O'i^c"' Synthesis, S.p.A. Chair. 272.393. 1-31-84 CI

IJ6-67.000.

Klosterman. Jack L.. Sr.: See—
Dellecave. Michael J.; and Klosterman. Jack L., Sr.. 272 446 CI

D14-I07,000.

Krnckerbocker. Robert H
. and Pohl. Karl-Hem?, to S.emnn Company.

The Telephonic equipment distribution panel sund 272 437 1-3 1-84
CI DI4-52000

Kuemmcrlmg GmbH, Firma See—
Persch, Hanns, 272.400. CI 06-188 000
Persch. Hanns. 272,419. CI D9-413 000

Lancaster Colony Corporation See—
Angelakos, Nicholas P . 272.404. CI D7-17 000

Larsson, Enk, to Aktiebolaget Gustavsberg Pile shoe 272,473. I-31-84,

^*n™¥i
'''"^'^ ^ telescoping fishing pole 272,462, 1-31-84, CI D22-

Lori Corporation See—
Hennessy, Thomas F , 272,413, CI D8-343 000

Lurie Import, Ltd See—
Shaland, Sunley R , 272,420, CI D9-4 24 000

MacDougall, Alexander S O Putter head with bowed shaft 272 460
1-31-84. CI D21-2I7000

Marrujo, Ralph G , to Fairchild Industries, Inc Tray unit for mounting
on the backrest of an aircraft seat 272,402, 1-31-84. CI D6-I99 000

Masco Corporation of Indiana See—
Coons, John C

;
and Beinse, Jean M , 272.438, CI 014-^3 000

Masuda, Teruo, to France Bed Co, Ltd Multi-projeclion multi-hole
roller for massaging and chiropractic therapy 272,466, 1-11-84 CI
D24-36.000

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co , Ltd See—

^*,1J?'^"- ,'^ff?'?i';*'Jv
Tanaka. Michio and Harada. Toshio.

^^2'^2!2^'!''ci'^^-'??i)0^"'''"'
^'^^'° '"** """^''' ^°'*"°'

Mattel. Inc See—
Wong, Ka W

, and Au, Albert K H , 272,443, CI OI4-95 000
McCloskey Don R

; Grossman, Morns G
, Joffe, Richard M and

Ballone Michae P to Black & Decker Inc Rashlight or similar
article 272,476, 1.31-84, CI 026-46 000

Mead Corporation, The See—
Spamer, William S , 272.401. CI D6-191 000

Meade. Marilyn A Apron 272,389. 1-31-84, CI D2-227 000
Minichillo. Ronald A

. and Broyles, Wayne R . to Kemberly, Inc Step
plate. 272,430, 1-31-84, CI D 1 2-203 000

Mitel Corporation Spp—
Gibson, J Scott, 272,439. CI DI4-^8 000

Mon-ow, Woodrow T , to Woodmar Company Clip on device for
locking touch tone telephones 272,440, 1-31-84, CI O14-59 000

Moyet, Guy, to Moyet Pernn Dove sculpture 272,427, 1-31-84, CI
Dl 1-162.000.

Moyet Pernn See—
Moyet, Guy, 272,427, CI Dl 1-162 000

Muller-Feigelstock, Roberto, to Pony International, Inc Cleated shoe
sole. 272,390, 1-31-84, CI 02-320 000

National Service Industnes: See—
Yahraus, Theodor G , 272,475. CI 026-24 000

Nationwide Lure Manufactunng Co , Inc See-
Haven, C. Paul. 272.463. CI D22-27 000

Nestor. Rick A Shower rack 272,396. 1-31-84, CI 06-86 000
Nightingale, Frank J. Cervical traction unit 272,467, 1-31-84. CI D24-

64 000.

Notbohm, Rex, to Toastmaster Inc Convection oven 272 407 1-31-84
CI. 07-350000.

Nozel, Richard J See—
Trombley, Ulric W; and Nozel, Richard J, 272 429 CI DI2-

190,000.

Ohie, Yoshihisa, to Sharp Corporation Word processor 272,444.

Ohie, Yoshihisa, to Sharp Corporation Mam unit of electronic com-
puter 272,445, 1-31-84, CI O14-I06 000

Olivetti Synthesis, S.p.A : See—
Klier, Hans V , 272,393, CI 06-67 000

Oy MK-tuote Ab: See—
Tavela, Heikki, 272,403, CI D6-247 000

P C. Burns Pty. Limited: See-
Burns, Painck C , 272,461, CI D2 1-234 000

Pendelfin Studios Limited See-
Roberts, Doreen N , 272,426, CI Dl 1-158 000

Persch, Hanns, to Kuemmerling GmbH, Firma Displav stand 272 400
1-31-84, CI 06-188.000

Persch, Hanns, to Kuemmerling GmbH, Firnia Dispensing container
or the like 272,419, 1-31-84, CI D9-4I3 000

Pohl, Karl-Heinz See-
Knickerbocker, Robert H, and Pohl, Karl-Heinz. 272 417 CI
014-52000 . - .

v,!

Pony International, Inc See—
Muller-Feigelstock. Roberto. 272.390. CI. D2-320 000

Quaker Oats Company, The See—
Clanton, W Porter, 272,456, CI D2 1- 120 000
Clanton, W Porter, 272,457, CI O2I-120 000

Rabold, Lutz: See—
Schlagheck, Norbert; and Rabold, Lutz, 272,448, CI D 16- 34 000
Schlagheck, Norbert, and Rabold, Lutz, 272,449, CI 016-34 000

Revlon, Inc.: See—
Kates, Fred W, 272,.199, CI D6-186000

"'mAk^nnA^'a^^^^^^^
^"""«^ Table ornament

Russo, Joseph L See—
Sondcr, Richard, and Russo, Joseph L , 272,3<)5. CI D6-83 000
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Sandel, Dan. Combined surgical ruler and pen or the like. 272,421,

1-31-84, CI. DlO-71.000.

Schlagheck, Norbert; and Rabold. Lutz, to AGFA-Gevaert AG. X-
Ray-film-processor. 272,448, 1-31-84. CI. D16-34.000.

Schlagheck. Norbert; and Rabold. Lutz, to AGFA-Gevaert AG. X-
Ray/ilm-processor. 272.449. 1-31-84. CI. D16-34.000.

Schuler, Richard A. True gimbaled miner's lamp. 272.477, 1-31-84. CI.
D26-87.0OO.

Screen, Stafford T.. to British Castors Limited. Castor. 272.416. 1-31-84,
CI. D8-375.00O. ,

Segan. Marc H.: See— '}

Swarztrauber. Sayre; and Segan. Marc H., 272,422. CI. DIO-
106.000.

Shaland, Stanley R.. to Lurie Import. Ltd. Storage container for nov-
elty items or the like. 272.420, 1-31-84, CI. D9-424.000.

Shanklin, Donald J. Bicycle lock holder. 272,412, 1-31-84. CI. D8-
343.000.

Sharp Corporation: See—
Ohie, Yoshihisa, 272,444, CI. D 14- 106.000.
Ohie, Yoshihisa, 272,445. CI. D 14- 106 000.

Siemon Company, The: See—
Knickerbocker. Robert H.; and Pohl. Karl-Heinz. 272,437, CI

D14-52.000.

Sender, Richard; and Russo. Joseph L.. to Thonet Industries, Inc.
Hospital bed. 272.395. 1-31-84. CI. D6-83.000.

Southern Imperial. Inc.: See-
Barnes, Richard D.. 272.414. CI. D8-363.000.

Spamer, William S., to Mead Corporation, The. Display shelf. 272,401,
1-31-84, CI. D6- 19 1.000.

Stahel, Alwin J., to Drag Specialties, Inc. Motorcycle emblem or the
like. 272,424, 1-31-84, CI. Dl 1-107,000.

Stairs, Henry M., Jr., to American Standard Inc. Top for a lavatory or
similar article. 272,464, 1-31-84, CI. D23-58.000.

Sutic General Engineering Co. Pty. Ltd.: See—
Vcrschoor, Wouter, 272,482, CI. D34-34.000.

Steiner, Fred S. Round turner. 272.405, 1-31-84, CI. D7-102.000
Steiner, Fred S. Fork. 272,406. 1-31-84. CI. D7-106.000.
Stohl. Frederick L. Lamp fixture. 272,478. 1-31-84. CI. 026-101,000,
Stonecipher. John L,: See—

Bulgarelli, Timothy D.; and Stonecipher. John L,, 272,468, C!
D24-99,000.

Strieber, Edward M. Eyeglasses 272.450, 1-31-84, CI. D 1 6- 102.000.
Swarztrauber. Sayre; and Segan, Marc H. Control panel for musical car
horns or the like. 272.422. 1-31-84. CI. DlO-106.000.

Tanaka, Michio: See—
Yamamura, Masamichi; Tanaka, Michio; and Harada. Toshio,

272.408. CI. D7.35 1.000.

Yamamura. Masamichi; Tanaka. Michio; and Harada. Toshio,
272.409. CI. D7-35 1.000.

Tavela, Heikki, to Oy MK-tuote Ab. Clothes hanger. 272.403. 1-31-84.
CI. D6-247.000.

Thompson. Michael A. Air supported structure. 272.470, 1-31-84, CI
D25- 18.000.

Thonet Industries. Inc.: See—
Sender. Richard; and Russo. Joseph L.. 272.395, CI. D6-83.000.

Thornton, H. Patrick; Dyer. Hugh D.; and Keeler. Frank R.. to Ameri-
can District Telegraph Company. Control panel. 272,434. 1-31-84. CI.

D13-35.000.

Thornton, H, Patrick; Trabucchi, Beth A,; Dyer. Hugh D,; and Keeler,
Frank R,, to American District Telegraph Company. Control panel
272,435, 1-31-84, CI. D13-35.000.

Toastmaster Inc.: See—
Notbohm, Rex. 272.407. CI. D7-350.000.

Trabucchi, Beth A.; Dyer. Hugh D.; and Keeler. Frank R.. to American
District Telegraph Company. Control panel. 272,433, 1-31-84. CI.

D13-35.00O.

Trabucchi, Beth A.; Dyer. Hugh D.; and Keeler. Frank R.. to American
District Telegraph Company. Control panel. 272.436. 1-31-84. CI.

D13-35.00O.
Trabucchi, Beth A.: See—

Thornton. H. Patrick; Trabucchi. Beth A.; Dyer. Hugh D.; and
Keeler, Frank R.. 272,435. CI. D13-35.000.

Trombley. Ulric W.; and Nozel. Richard J. Trim piece for an automo-
bile hood. 272.429. 1-31-84, CI. D12-190.000.

Trussler, Peter D. H.. to International Systcoms Limited. Telephone
handset. 272.442, 1-31-84, CI. D14-63.000.

United States Manufacturing Company: See—
Bulgarelli. Timothy D.; and Stonecipher. John L.. 272.468. CI.

D24-99.000.
Van Roeyen. Harry; and Wagner, Paul E,, to Daleiden, Barnard; and

Daleiden, David. Tweezers or similar article. 272,479, 1-31-84, CI.
D28-55.000.

Verschoor, Wouter, to Sutic General Engineering Co. Pty. Ltd. Air
cargo loading vehicle. 272,482, 1-31-84, CI. D34-34.000.

Villeroy & Boch Keramische Werke KG; See—
Belgiojoso, Maria L., 272,474, CI. D25-80.000.

Wada, Tokio, to Kabushiki Kaisha Shinsei Industries. Labeler. 272,453,
1-31-84, CI. D18-19.000.

Wagner, Paul E.: See-
Van Roeyen, Harry; and Wagner, Paul E., 272,479. CI. D28-55.000.

Washington, LeRoy. Jr. Compact. 272,480, 1-31-84. CI. D28-78.000.
West. Haywood L.. to Burlington Industries, Inc. Dresser. 272.397.

1-31-84, CI. D6- 164,000.

West, Haywood L.. to Burlington Industries. Inc. Chest of drawers.
272,398, 1-31-84, CI. D6- 165.000.

Wolf, Ehrenfried G. B. False tooth. 272,465, 1-31-84, CI. D24-33.000.
Wong, Ka W.; and Au. Albert K. H., to Mattel, Inc. Family pager

transmitter device or similar article. 272,443, 1-31-84, CI. D14-95.000.
Woodmar Company: See—

Morrow, Woodrow T., 272,440, CI. pi4-59.000.
Yahraus, Theodor G., to National Service Industries. Luminaire.

272,475, 1-31-84, CI. D26-24.000.
Yamamura, Masamichi; Tanaka, Michio; and Harada, Toshio, to Matsu-
shiu Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. Microwave oven. 272,408, 1-31-84,

CI. D7-35 1.000.

Yamamura, Masamichi; Tanaka, Michio; and Harada, Toshio, to Matsu-
shita Electric Industrial Co. Ltd. Microwave oven. 272,409, 1-31-84,

CI. D7-35 1.000.

Yarosz, Roman S. Portable door lock. 272.41 1, 1-31-84, CI. D8-331.000.
Ziccardi, Camille. Bottle or similar article. 272,417, 1-31-84, CI. D9-

354.000,

LIST OF PLANT PATENTEES
Ellison, J. Howard, to Research Corporation. Asparagus plant. 5,187,

1-31-84, CI. 89.000.
h b k

Fischer, Arnold, to Pan American Plant Company. Afncan violet plant
5,185, 1-31-84, CI. 69.000,

Mikkelsen, James C, to Mikkelsens, Inc, Impatiens plant, 5,184, 1-31-84,
CI. 68.000.

Mikkelsens, Inc.: See—
Mikkelsen, James C, 5,184, CI, 68,000.

V

Pan American Plant Company: See—
Fischer, Arnold, 5,185, CI. 69.000.

Research Corporation: See—
Ellison, J. Howard, 5,187, CI. 89.000.

Sin, Angelo J., to Siri Brothers Nursery, Inc. Miniature carnation.

5.186. 1-31-84. CI, 70.000.

Siri Brothers Nursery. Inc.: See—
Siri. Angelo J.. 5.186. CI. 70.000.

CLASSinCATION OF PATENTS
ISSUED JANUARY 31, 1984

Note.—Pint number, class; second number, subclass; third number, patent number

CLASS2
174 4.42»,079
227 4.421.010
4M 4.428.0SI

CLASS3
M 4.428,082

CLASS4
240 4,42S,0«3
40V 4,428,084
M2 4,428,0SS

CLASSS
200 C 4,428,08«
449 4,428.087

CLASS!
4,428,749

4,428,088

4,428,730

4,428.7SI

4,428,7S2

CLASS 11

4,428,767

137

IM

4/n
S29

9S

CLASS 13

142 R 4,428,089

CLASS IS

93 C 4,428,090
167 A 4,428,091
246 4,428,092
2S0.42 4,428,093

CLASS 1«

228 4,428,094
297 4,428,095
33S 4,428,096

CLASS 19

0.23 4,428,097

CLASS 34

30.3 R
68 CD
IISR
117

279
374

634

4,428,098

4.428,099

4,428,100

4,428,101

4,428,104

4,428,102

4,428,103

CLAS839
149.3 B 4,428,103
137.3 A 4,428,106

4,428.107
433 R 4,428.108
368 4,428,109
572 4,428,110
376 E 4,428,111
734 4,428,112
736 4,428,113
M7 4,428,114
•73 4,428,113

CLASS 30

43.91 4,428,117
•7 4,428,116
n 4,428,118

212 4,428,119
390 4,428,120

CLASS 33

172 B 4,428,121
293 4,428,122
313 4,428.123
334 4.428.124
366 4.428.123
412 4,428,126

CLASS 34

4,428.127

4,428.128

CLASS 36

4.428,130

4,428,129

CLASS 37

4,428.131

4.428.132

133

117

243

142 R
193

133

603

CLASS 3S

4 4.428,133

CLASS 40

2 R 4,428.134

4.428,133
4,428,136

CLASS 42

SO 4.428,137
70 A 4,428,138

CLASS 43

20 4,428.139
24 4.428,140

4,428,141
43.12 4,428.142
44.9 4,428.143
44.96 4.428,144
33 4,428,143

4,428,146

CLASS 44

56 4,428,733

4.428,734

CLASS 46

I R 4,428,147
40 4,428,148
90 4,428,149

CLASS 47

13 4,428,130
81 4,428,151

CLASS 49

4,428.152

4,428.153

4,428.134

4.428,135

4.428,136

4.428,137

131

366
390
465
501

502

CLASS SI

33 R
92 R
129

163.2

165,77

237 M
252
283 R
307

19

72

104
200
217
398

489
731

741

4,428.158

4,428,159

4,428,160

4,428,161

4.428,162

4,428.163

4,428,164

4,428,165

4,428.755

CLASS S3

4,428,166

4.428.167

4,428.168

4,428,169

4,428,170

4,428,171

4,428,172

4,428,173

4.428.174

CLASS S3

S3 4,428.175
138 A 4.428,176
170 4,428,177
475 4,428,178
502 4,428,179

CLASS 8S

58 4,428,756
277 4,428,757
523 4,428,758

CLASS S6

11.3 4,428,180
13.6 4,428,181
14.6 4,428,182
7.2 4,428,183

295 4,428,184

4,428,185

CLASS S9

16 4,428,186
85 4,428,187

CLASS 60

39.02 4,428,194
225 4,428,188
226.1 4,428,189
397 4,428,195
403 4,428,196

509

525

595

600
606
641.5

648

655

737

17

62
93

140

176,1

192

4,428,193

4,428,197

4,428.198

4,428,199

4.428.192

4,428,200

4,428,201

4.428,202

4,428,203

4,428,190

4,428.191

CLASS 62

4,428,759

4,428,204

4.428,203

4,428,206

4,428,207

4,428,208

CLASS 6S

2 4.428.760
3.12 4,428,761

4,428,762
4.21 4,428,763

31 4,428.764

CLASS 66

9 B 4,428.209

CLASS 69

46 4,428,210

CLASS 70

34 4,428,211
224

87

91

33

69
133

156

250
256
370

405
479

4,428,212

CLASS 71

4,428,763

4,428,766

CLASS 72

4,428,213

4,428,214

4.428,215

4,428.216

4,428.217

4.428.218

4.428.220

4.428.221

4,428.222

CLASS 73

2

4R
65
115

lt9A

198

202

304C
315

517 R
579

587

592
663

705
761

861,12

861.75

861.77

862.07

864.52

4.428,224

4.428.223

4,428.225

4,428,226

4.428.227

4.428.228

4.428.229

4.428.230

4.428.231

4,428,232

4,428,233

4,428,234

4.428,235

4,428.236

4.428.237

4,428.238

4.428.239

4.428.240

4.428,241

4,428,242

4,428,243

4,428,244

4,428,245

CLASS 74

200
331

335
412 TA
425
501.5 R
625
688
765

813 L
820
866
867

4,428,246

4,428,247

4,428,248

4,428,249

4,428,250

4,428,251

4,428.252

4,428.253

4.428.254

4,428.255

4,428,256

4,428,237

4,428.258

4,428.239

10 R
30
45
89
91

117

CLASS 7S

4,428.768

4,428.769

4,428.770

4,428,771

4.428.772
4.428.773

CLASS 76

104 R 4,428,260

CLASS SI

434 4,428,261

CLASS 83

139 4,428,262
354 4,428,263
465 4,428.264
502 4.428,265
767 4,428,266

CLASS S4

1,01

I 16

1.24

317

383 R
413

4,428.267

4,428,269

4.428,268

4,428,270

4,428,273

4,428.271

4,428,272

CLASS 91

369 A 4.428,274

CLASS 92

4.428,275

4,428,276

CLASS 9«

4,428,277

4,428.278

4,428,279

188

249

2

33

98

CLASS 99

356 4.428,280
443 4,428,281

CLASS 100

88 4,428,282

CLASS 101

35 4,428,283
93,04 4,428,284

4,428,285
1 1

1

4,428.286
170 4,428,287
248 4,428,288

4,428,289
348 4,428,290
350 4,428,291

CLASS 103

2027 4,428,292
381 4,428,293
444 4.428,294
448 4,428,295

CLASS 104

2 4,428,296
12 4,428,297

166 4.428,298
172 S 4,428,299
250 4,428,300

CLASSICS
168 4,428,301
197 R 4,428,302
225 4,428,303

CLASS I0(

14,39 4,428,774
23 R 4,428,412
90 4,428,775
122 4,428,776

CLASS 108

53,3 4,428,306
65 4,428,304

130 4,428,305

CLASS 109

45 4,428.307

CLASS 110

229 4,428,308
262 4,428,309

342 4.428,310

CLASS 112

158 A 4.428.311
199 4,428.312
220 4,428,313
227 4,428,314
262 3 4,428,315
323 4.428.316

CLASS 114

114 4,428.317
211 4,428.311
253 4,428,319

CLASS 116

63 R 4,428.320
217 4.428.321
261 4.428,322

CLASS IIS

52 4,428.323

CLASS 119

20 4,428,324
61 4,428.325

102 4,421,326
156 4,428,327

. CLASS 122

396 4.428.328
510 4.428,329

CLASS 123

4135 4,428,330
52 MV 4,428,331

146 5 A 4.428,332
149 C 4,428,333
188 M 4.428,334

4.428,333
188 VA 4,428,336
198 E 4,428,338
198 F 4,428,337
245 4,428,339
276 4,428,340
350 4,428,341
419 4,428.342
423 4,428,343

4,428,344
440 4.428,345
450 4,428,346
453 4,428.347
480 4,428.348
493 4,428,349
536 4.428,350
557 4,428,351
559 4,428,352
568 4,428.333

4,428,354
571 4,428,355
585 4.428.356

CLASS 116

299 R 4,428,3)7
417 4.428,3)8
418 4,428,339

432 4,428,360

4,428,361
434 4,428,362
439 4,428,363

CLASS I2S

1 R 4,428,364

4,428,365
1) 4,428,366
242 4,428,367
38 4,428,368

80C 4,428,369
127 4,428,370
130 4.428,371

202,26 4,428,372
318 4,428,374
334 R 4,428,37)
335 4,428,376
419 PO 4,428.378
419 R 4,428,377
660 4,428,379
715 4,428,380

4,428,381
736 4.428,382
748 4,428,383
760 4,428,384
774 4,428,385

CLASS 131

231 4.428,386
276 4,428,387

CLASS 132

88 7 4,428,388
92 A 4.428,389

CLASS 1)4

6 4.428.777

CLASS I3S

4.428.39066

CLASS 1)6

246 4.429,178

CLASS 137

84 4,428,391
102 4.428.392
117 4,428,393
122 4,428,394
385 4.428,395
493 9 4.428,396
504 4,428,397
)30 4,428,391
62) 22 4.428.399
625 61 4.428,400

CLASS l)S

30 4,428,401
118 1 4,428,402
130 4.428,403

CLASS 1)9

1 E 4.428,404
341 4.421,40)

CLASS 140

10) 4.428.406

CLASS 144

2 Z 4.428,407
144 ) R 4,428,408
193 A 4,428,409
361 4,428.410

CLASS la
II ) p
I27C
23

36

129

172

4,428,778

4,428,779

4,428,780

4,428,781

4,428.782

4.428.783

CLASS 149

2 4,428,7U
19 4 4,428,715
21 4.428.786

CLASS IS2

330 RF 4,428,411

CLASS IS6

4,428,7«7

4.428.788

4,428.789

4,428,790

4.428,79!

4,428,792

4,428.793

4.428,794

4,428,79)

4,428,796

CLASS 163

4,428,797

54

66

8)

86

161

196

28)

442

636
637

3)8

CLASS 164

15) 4,428,413
1)8 4.428,414
448 4,428,41)
461 4,428,416

CLASS 1*8

5 4,428,417
76 4,428,418
51 4.428,419
183 4.428,420

CLASS 166

77 4,428.421
212 4,428.422
231 4,428,423

PI 51



PI 52 CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
253 4.428.424
267 4.428.425
276 4.428,426

/ 278 4.428.427

4,428.428
294 4.428,429

\ 298 4,428,430

,,' ^,428,431
^~~-^jpr 4J«8,432

139 4.428.433

CLASSIC^
13 4yl28.434

CLASS r2
328 4.428.435
372 4,428,436
547 4,428,437

CLASS 173

48 4,428,438
118 4/28,439

CLASS 174

117 M 4,429,179

CLASS 175

4.6 4.428.440

61 4.428.441

228 4,428.442
321 4.428.443

CLASS 203

18 4.428.798

19 4.428,799

CLASS 94
1 T
9

43 N
43 Z
46R
129

158 HA
159.14

192 C
192 P

192 R

253

273
297 W
298
412

4,428.800

4.428.801

4.428.802

4.428,803

4.428.804

4,428.805

4,428,806

4,428,807

4.428,808

4,428.809

4.428.810

4.428.811

4.428,812

4.428,813

4.428.814

4.428.815

4.428.816

4.428.817

182 R
4.429,193

4,429.194

CLASS 206

210 4.428.477
315.9 4.428.478
387 4.428.479

4.428.480

4.428.481

CLASS 177
459 4,428.483

187 4,428.444 548 4.428.484

CLASS 17S
604 4.428.485

22.17 4.429.180 CLASS 20B

CLASS 179 8LE 4.428,818
10 4,428.820

6.3 R 4.429.183 11 LE 4.428.821
18 EE 4.429,184 46 4.428.819
18 FA 4.429.185 76 4.428,822
77 4.429.186 78 4,428,823
81 R 4,429.187 1- 86 4.428.824

4.428.82584C 4.429.188 109
111 E 4,429,189 120 4.428.826

4,429.190 4.428.827
4,429.191 208R 4,428,828
4.429,192 314 4.428,829

CLASS IW
6.44 4.428,445

54 A 4.428.446

68 R 4.428.447

128 4,428.448

131 4.428.449
148 4,428,450
229 4,428.451
249 4.428.452

CLASS 111

231 4.428.453
290 4,428,454

CLASS 112

7 4.428.455
20 4.428,456
55 4,428.457

116 4.428,458
187 4.428.459

CLASS ir
1 R 4.428.460

CLASS m
72.4 4.428.462
73.38 4.428.463

315 4,428.464

CLASS 191

23 A 4,428,465
58 4,428,466

CLASS 192

3.31 4,428,467

13 R 4,428,468
53 E 4,428.469
84 C 4.428.470
85 C 4.428,471
98 4,428,472

CLASS 190

367 4.428,473
394 4,428.474
W9 4.428.475
764 4.428,476

CLASS 200

38 A 4.429.195
61.54 4.429,1%
144 B 4,429,197
144 R 4,429,198
I4« R 4,429,199
153 T 4,429,200
159 A 4,429,201
324 4,429.202

CLASS 209

211 4.428.830
253 4,428.831
350 4.428,832

CLASS 210

113 4.428.833
131 4.428,834
172 4,428,835
189 4,428.836
222 4,428.837
323.2 4.428.838
512.3 4.428,839
717 4,428.840
747 4,428,841

4.428.842

• CLASS 211

1 19 4.428.486
126 4.428.487
181 4.428.488

CLASS 213

62 A 4.428.489

CLASS 215

1 A 4.428.490

CLASS 219

10.55 A 4,429.203
10 55 F 4.429,204
10.77 4.429.205
10.79 4.429.206
73.1 4.429.207
78.16 4.429.208
98 4.429.209

121 LC 4.429.211

121 LW 4.429.210
268 4.429.212
301 4.429.213
345 4,429,214
528 4,429,215

4,429.216

CLASS 220

1.5 4.428.491
3.94 4,428.492

20 4.428.493
270 4.428.494
288 4.428,495
300 4.428.496
339 4.428,497
367 4.428,498
462 4,428,500
470 4.428.499

CLASS 221

13 4.428.501

152

232
4,428,502

4,428,503

CLASS 222

55 4,428,504
64 4,428,505
80 4.428.506

105 4,428.507
153 4.428.508

4.428.509
180 4,428,510
309 4,428,511

402.15 4,428,512

CLASS 224

42.21 4,428,513
151 4.428.514

232 4.428.515
314 4.428.516
326 4.428.517

CLASS 225

103 4,428.518

CLASS 226

75 4.428.519
141 4.428.520
199 4,428,521

CLASS 227

8 4.428.522

CLASS 228

121 4,428.523
170 4.428,524

CLASS 229

41 R 4.428.525
92.8 4,428,526

CLASS 235

380 4,429.217

CLASS 236

34.5 4,428,527
46 R 4,428.528
49 4,428,529

CLASS 239

8 4.428.530
102 4.428,531
204 4,428.532
284 R 4.428.533

CLASS 241

18 4.428,534

35 4.428.535
52 4,428,536

101 B 4,428.537
298 4.428.538

CLASS 242

18 A 4.428.539

25 R 4.428,540
46.2 4.428,541

54 R 4,428,542
66 4,428.543
84.21 R 4.428.544

107.4 A 4,428.545

118.5 4.428,546
199 4,428.547

4,428,548

CLASS 244

1 R 4,428,549
93 4,428,550

137 R 4,428.551

CLASS 246

393 4.428,552

CLASS 248

157 4.428,553
415 4.428,554
459 4.428.555

CLASS 249

3 4.428.556

CLASS 250

214 R
229

236
256
311

342

353

363 S
367
374
396 ML
461.2

551

4.429,218

4,429,219

4,429,220

4,429,221

4,429,222

4,429,223

4,429,224

4,429.225

4,429.226

4,429.227

4.429,228

4.429,229

4.429.230

4.429.231

CLASS 251

62 4,428.557
65 4,428.558
129 4,428,559

149 I

174
4.428.560

4.428.561

CLASS 252

8 5 A
85
8 5 LC
8.8

32.7 E
32.7 HC
33.4

42.7

58

62.56

67
69
77

181.1

193

299.1

301 17

315.1

500
512

522 A
522 R

542

550
583

4.428.845

4.428.843

4,428.844

4.428,846

4,428,861

4.428,848

4,428,849

4.428.850

4.428.851

4.428,852

4.428,853

4.428.854

4.428.855

4.428,856

4.428,857

4.428.858

4,428.859

4.428.860

4.428,866

4.428.867

4.428.869

4,428.868

4.428.870

4.428.871

4.428.872

4.428.873

CLASS 256

17 4.428.562

CLASS 260

1 12.5 R 4.428.874

4.428.875
123 5 4.428.876
244.4 4.428.877
245.7 4.428.878

4.428.879

4.428.880
379 4.428.882
404.5 4.428.884
410.9 N 4.428.885
464 4.428,886
465 D 4.428.887
502.5 F 4,428.888
927 R 4.428.889

CLASS 261

29 4,428.890
65 4.428.891

99 4.428.892

122 4.428.893

CLASS 264

9 4.428.894
28 4.428.895

40.1 4.428.896

109 4,428.897

167 4.428,898
249 4.428.899

526 4.428.900

CLASS 266

113 4.428.563
246 4,428.564

CLASS 267

9 A 4.428.565
64.15 4,428.566

64.26 4,428.567
140 4.428.568
140.1 4.428.569
164 4.428.570

CLASS 269

328 4,428.571

CLASS 271

4.428.572

4.428,573

4,428.574

297

305
307

CLASS 272

8 R 4.428,575

33 R 4,428.576
135 4.428.577

136 4.428,578

CLASS 273

145 C 4.428.580

145 CA 4.428,579

153 S 4,428,581
2% 4.428.582
348 1 4.428.583

CLASS 277

3 4.428.584

12 4.428.585
25 4.428.586

4.428,587

83 4.428.588

101 4.428,589

188 A 4.428.590
207 A 4.428.591

230 4.428,592

235 B 4.428.593

CLASS 2M
242 WC 4.428,594
435 4,428,595
507 4.428.596
626 4,428,597
644 4,428.598
784 4,428,599
802 4.428,600

CLASS 2SS

197 4,428,601
239 4,428,602

321 4,428,604
368 4,428,603

CLASS 2M
1 R 4,429.232

CLASS 292

152 4,428.605
181 4,428,606
201 4.428,607
247 4,428,608

251 4.428,609

CLASS 294

1 B 4.428,610

CLASS 296

66 4,428,611
97 K 4,428,612

208 4,428.613
224 4,428,614

CLASS 297

118 4,428,615
145 4,428.616

188 4.428,617

CLASS 299

1 4.428.618
56 Re.31,Sll
81 4,428,619

CLASS 303

3 4,428,620
13 4,428,621

84 R 4,428,622

114 4,428,623

116 4.428,624

CLASS 305

12 4.428,625

CLASS 307

87 4,429,233

350 4,429,234
356 4,429,235

362 4.429.236
450 4,429,237
465 4,429,238
520 4,429,239

CLASS 308

4 A 4.428,626
6 C 4,428,627

187 4,428,628

187.2 4,428,629

4,428,630

CLASS 310

45 4.429,240
51 4,429.241
71 4,429,242

4,429,243

254 4,429,244
261 4,429,245

313 B 4,429,246

322 4.429,247
370 4,429.248

CLASS 312

194 4,428,631

CLASS 313

113

336
411

414
573

4,429,249

4.429,250

4,429,251

4,429,252

4,429.253

CLASS 315

3 4,429,254

5.39 4.429,255

169.4 4,429,256

371 4,429,257

382 4,429,258
408 4,429,259

41

1

4,429.260

CLASS 318

6 4,429,261

254 4,429,262

4,429,263

466 4,429,264

475 4,429,265

568 4,429,266

594

696

301

317

4.429.267

4.429.268

CLASS 323

4.429.269

4,429.270

CLASS 324

60 CD 4,429,271

61 R 4.429.272

4.429.273

66 4.429.274

158 F 4.429.275

207 4.429,276

309 4.429,277

CLASS 328

129.1 4.429,278

139 4.429.279

CLASS 329

200 4.429.280

CLASS 330

9 4.429,281

4,429,282
257 4,429,283

261 4,429,284
279 4,429.285

286 4,429,286

CLASS 331

107 DP 4,429,287

CLASS 332

51 R 4.429.288

204
241

51

202

211

198

119

338

162

195

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

333

4.429,289

4,429,290

334

4,429,291

335

4.429.292

4.429,293

336

4,429,294

337

4,429.295

4,429,296

338

4.429.297

4,429,298

CLASS 339

17 C 4,428,632

17 CF 4,428,633
42 4,428,634

74 R 4,428.635

97 P 4,428,636

99 R 4,428,637
107 4,428.638

143 R 4,428,639

176 M 4,428,640

205 4,428,641

276 SF 4,428,642

CLASS 340

310 R 4,429,299

347 DD 4.429,300

365 S 4,429,301

572 4.429,302

701 4,429,303

76S 4,429,304
784 4,429,305
790 4,429,306
870.37 4,429,307

4.429,308

CLASS 343

7 PL 4,429,309

13 R 4,429,310

18 E 4,429,311

410 4,429,312

771 4,429.313

788 4,429,314

CLASS 346

75

76 PH
108

140 R

153.1

4,429,315

4,429,316

4,429,317

4,429,318

4,429,319

4,429,320

4,429,321

4,429,322

4,429,323

CLASS 390

3.71 4,428,643

96.14 4,428,644

96.20 4,428,645

96.31 4,428,646

167 4,428.647
238 4,428.648
219 4,428.649
319 4,428.650
SS6 4.428.651

CLASS 354

80 4,428.656
173.1 4.428.657
310 4,428,658
317 4.428.659
403 4,428.653
407 4.428.652
413 4.428.654
456 4.428,655

CLASS 355

3DD 4,428.661
3FU 4.428.660
3SH 4,428.667
4 4.428.662

14 R 4.428.663

4,428,664
14 SH 4.428.666
IS 4.428.665

CLASS 356 1

17 4.428.668
39 4.428.669

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
141

296
4,428,679

4,428,680

71 4.428.670
'• 4.428.671
2i^ 4.428.672
240 4.428.673

4,428,674
347 4.428,675
354 4,428.676

CLASS 357

'3 4.429.324
31 4.429.325
*3 4.429.326

CLASS 358

12 4.429.327
M 4.429.328

100 4.429.329
>I3 4.429.330
124 4.429.331
l<3 4.429.332
293 4.429.333
310 4.429.334
342 4.429.335

CLASS 360

97 4.429.336
123 4.429.337

CLASS 361

« 4.429.338
93 4.429.339
96 4.429.340
17 4.429.341
152 4.429.342
286 4.429.343
303 4,429,344
315 4,429,345
321 4,429,346
379 4,429.347
399 4.429,348
*14 4.429.349

CLASS 363

120 4.429,350
187 4.429.351
189 4.429.352
232 4.429.353
342 4.429.354
<03 4.429.355

CLASS 363

56 4.429,356
68 4,429,357

4,429,358
132 4,429.359

CLASS 368

21 4,428,681
238 4,428,682
250 4,428,683

CLASS 369

43 4,429,376
77.2 4.429.377

1 10 4.429.378
220 4.429,379
230 4.429.380
266 4.429,381

CLASS 370

80 4.429.382M 4.429,383
85 4.429,384
92 4,429,385
100 4,429.386
110 1 4.429.387

CLASS 371

21 4,429,388

4,429.389
40 4.429.390
49 4,429,391

CLASS 372

9 4,429.392
21 4.429.393
34 4.429.394
45 4,429.395

4.429.396
46 4.429,397
64 4,429,398
65 4,429,399
95 4,429,400

CLASS 373

12 4,429.401
37 4.429.402

128 4.429.403

CLASS 374

25 4,428.684
163 4,428.685
179 4.428.686

CLASS 375

76 4.429,404
89 4,429,405

113 4,429.406

PI 53

CLASS 408

156 4,428,704

CLASS 411

82 4,428.705

CLASS 414

24.5 4.428,706
246 4,428,707

275 4,428.708
412 4,428,709
590 4.428,710

CLASS 415

2 A 4,428,711
7 4,428,712

48 4,428,713
161 4.428,714
199.2 4,428,715

CLASS 416

157 R 4.428.716
186 R 4,428,717

CLASS 417

222 4,428.718
354 4,428,719

CLASS 419

48 4,428,906

CLASS 422

61 4,428,907

4.428,908
95 4,428,909

28

49

53

385

521

565

578

4,428.967

4.428,968

4.428.969

4.428.970

Re3I.Sn
4.428,971

4.428.972

CLASS 4r
3

44

94
96
120

150

162

195

202

213 34

220
230
309

327

4,428.973

4.428,974

4.428,975

4,428,976

4,428,977

4.428,978

4,428,979

4.428,980

4.428.981

4.428.982

4.428.983

4.428.984

4,428.985

4,428,986

4.428,987

CLASS 428

CLASS 423

CLASS 364

200 4.429,360

4,429,361

4,429,362

4,429.363

4.429,364

4,429,365

4,429,366

4,429,367

4.429.368

4,429,369

4,429,370

4,429,371

4,429,372

4,429,373

CLASS 365

230 4,429,374
240 4,429,375

CLASS 366

41 4,428,677
124 4,428.678

400
431.08

482
513
580
710
748
ao3
900

CLASS 376

105 4.428.901
156 4.428.902
261 4,428,903
283 4,428.904
323 4.428.905

CLASS 377

7 4.429,407
8 4.429.408

CLASS 378

45 4.429.409
53 4,429,410
84 4.429.41

1

165 4,429.412

CLASS 381

51 4.429.182
99 4.429.181

CLASS 382

4.429.413

4.429.414

CLASS 384

4.428.687

4.428,688

4.428.689

10

16

132

262
265
312

344
350
465
473
474
569

588

4,428.910

4.428.911

4.428.912

4,428.913

4.428.914

4.428.915

4.428.916

4.428.917

4.428.920

4.428.918

4.428.919

4.428.921

4.428.922

4.428,923

CLASS 424

4

30

94

208
296

CLASS 400

120 4.428,690
124 4,428,691

4.428,692
126 4,428,693
144.2 4.428.694
249 4.428.695

CLASS 403

168 4,428,696
344 4,428,697

CLASS 404

17 4.428,698

CLASS 405

50 4,428,699
1 19 4,428.701
128 4,428,700
202 4.428.702

CLASS 406

155 4.428,703

4

19

37

49

52

87

91

93

101

114

177

180

211

217

222

236
243

244
245

248.51

250

251

263

267
270

272
274

275

309

311

4.428.924

4.428.925

4.428,926

4.428.927

4,428.928

4,428,929

4,428,930

4,428.931

4.428.932

4.428.933

4.428.934

4.428.935

4.428.936

4.428.937

4.428.938

4.428.939

4.428.940

4.428.941

4.428.942

Re.31.512

4.428.943

4.428.944

4.428.945

4.428.946

4.428.947

4.428.948

4.428.949

4.428.883

4.428.950

4.428.951

4.428.952

4.428,953

4.428,954

4,428.955

4.428.956

4,428,957

4.428.958

4.428.959

4.428.960

4,428.961

4,428,962

4.428.963

4.428.964

4.428.965

12

35

41

44

114

117

122

152

164

193

198

201

202

240

246

265

283
287

3179
324

350

373

389

4022
410

4259
450
463
546

550

625

629
675

692

694

4.428.988

4.429,012

4,428.989

4,428,990

4.428,991

4.428,992

4.428,993

4,429,013

4.429,014

4,428,994

4.428,995

4,428,996

4,429,015

4,428,997

4,428,998

4.428,999

4,429,000

4,429,001

4,429,002

4.429,003

4,429,004

4.429,005

4,429,006

4,429,007

4.429,008

4,429,009

4,429,010

4,429,011

4,429,017

4,429,018

4.429,019

4,429,020

4,429,021

4,429,022

4,429,016

4,429,023

4,429,024

CLASS 436

4 4.429.047
42 4.429,048
178 4.429.049
538 4,429,050

CLASS 440

75 4.428.7)4
76 4.428.735

CLASS 445

47 4.428,736

CLASS 455

164 4,429,415
211 4,429,416
291 4,429.417
314 4,429,418

CLASS 464

28 4.428.737
93 4,428,738

CLASS 474

231 4,428,739
242 4,428,740

CLASS 493

103 4,428,741
142 4.428,742

CLASS 501

12 4,429,051
135 4,429.052

CLASS 302

4,428.863

4,429,053

4,428,862

4,428,865
101 4,428,847
151 4,428,864
1 57 4,429.054
202 4,429.055

318 4.429.107
322 4,429,108

331 4.429.109
348 4.429.110
395 4.429. II

I

422 4.429.112
486 4.429,113

4.429.114

CLASS 536

7 2 4.429.115

4.429.116
17 2 4.429.117

4.429.118
91 4.429,120

123 4,429,121
124 4,429.122
lil 4.429.119

CLASS 542

4,429,123426

65
77

CLASS 511

4,429,056

4.429,057

700
710

CLASS 521

57 4,429.058

CLASS 429

97 4.429.025
152 4.429.026

60
182

4,429,059

4,429,060

4,429,061

CLASS 430

5

57

75

218

231

237

271

372

402

405

499
510

534

CLASS 425

66 4,428.720
136 4.428.721
150 4,428.722
324.

1

4.428.723
446 4.428.724
556 4.428,725

CLASS 426

3 4.428.966

4.429.027

4.429.028

4.429.029

4.429.030

4.429.031

4.429.032

4.429.033

4.429.034

Re31,514
4.429.035

4.429.036

4.429.037

4.429,038

4,429,039

CLASS 431

78 4,428.726
182 4.428.727
187 4.428.728
262 4,428,729

CLASS 432

3 4,428,730
247 4.428,731

CLASS 434

160 4.428.732
363 4.428.733

CLASS 435

7 4.429.040
58 4,429.041

119 4.429.042
167 4.429.043
220 4.429.044
235 4.429.045
253 4.429.046

CLASS 523

118 4,429,062
176 4,429,063
213 4.429.064
223 4,429,065

CLASS 524

35 4.429,075
158 4,429,066
299 4,429,067
302 4,429,068
469 4.429.069
517 4.429.070
569 4,429,071
591 4,429,072
600 4,429,073
819 4,429,074

CLASS 525

57 4,429,076
143 4,429,077
165 4,429,078
240 4,429,079
415 4,429.080
420 4.429,081
426 4,429,082
439 4,429.083

CLASS 944

214 4.429,124
243 4.429.125
250 4,429,126
363 4,429.127
373 4.429.128

CLASS 546

70 4,429,129
167 4,429,130
251 4.429,131
346 4,429,132

CLASS 548

159 4.429.133
165 4.429,134
264 4.429.135
491 4,428,881

CLASS 549

258 4.429,136
259 4,429,137
282 4.429,138
556 4.429,139

4,429.144
370 4,429,140
382 4,429,141
394 4,429,142
450 4.429143

CLASS 556

41! 4.429,145

CLASS 540

21 4.429146
81 4,429,147

118 4.429148
124 4.429,149
232 4,429150
261 4,429,151

442
493

CLASS 562

4.429,152

4,429,153

CLASS 564

278 4,429,154
402 4,429,155
412 4,429,156
446 4,429,157
455 4,429,158
492 4,429,159
50? 4,429,160

CLASS 568

CLASS 526

92

119

135

153

177

181

192

205
240

263

287

317

4,429.084

4.429.085

4,429,087

4,429,088

4,429,089

4.429,090

4,429,091

4,429,092

4,429,093

4,429,094

4,429.095

4.429.096

4.429.097

CLASS 528

59 4.429.098
98 4.429.099

128 4.429.100
172 4.429102
176 4.429.103
206 4.429.104
207 4.429.105
216 4,429.106

14 4,429,161
50 4,429162

352 4,429,166
377 4,429164
432 4,429,163
487 4,429.165
636 4,429,167
755 4,429,168
756 4,429,169
761 4,429170
804 4,429,171

CLASS 585

241 4,429,172
331 4,429,173
426 4,429,174
433 4,429,175
481 4,429,176
525 4,429,177

CLASS 604

4 4,428.743
6 4.428.744

4.428.745
8 4.428.746

12 4.428.747
22 4.428.748
77 4.428.373

CLASS 788

72 4 4.428.461



I

PI 54 CLASSIFICATION OF DESIGNS
D2- 227

320
71

67
73

272.389 106 272,406 DIO- 71 272.421 D14- 52 272.437 D18- 19 272,453 D25— 1 272,469

D3-
D6-

272,390

272,391

272,393

272,394

350
351

D8- 55

272,407

272,408
272,409

272,410
DIl-

106
114

107

125

272,422

272.423
272,424

272,425

53

58

59

60

272.438

272,439

272,440

272,441

D21- 39
106

120

272,454

272.455

272,436
272.457

18

74

77

272,470

272,471

272,472

272,47383 272.395 331 272,411 158 272,426 63 272,442 160 272,438
86 272,396 343 272,412 162 272,427 95 272,443 210 272,459

80 272,474

164 272,397 272,413 D12- 158 272,428 106 272,444 217 272.460
D26— 24 272.475

163 272,398 354 272,392 190 272.429 272.445 234 272.461
46 272.476

186 272.399 363 272,414 203 272,430 107 272.446 D22- 23 272,462 87 272,477
188 272,400 373 272.415 211 272,431 D15- 5 272.447 27 272.463 101 272,478
191 272,401 375 272,416 272,432 D16- 34 272,448 D23— 38 272.464 D28- 55 272.479
199 272,402 D9- 354 272,417 D13- 35 272,433 272,449 D24— 33 272.463 78 272.480
247 272,403 370 272,418 272,434 102 272,450 36 272,466 D34- 24 272.481D7— 17 272,404 413 272.419 272,435 117 272,451 64 272,467 34 272.482
102 272,405 424 272,420 272,436 272,452 99 272,468 D99- 33 272.483

CLASSIFICATION OF PLANTS

,

P- 68 3,184 69 5.185 70 5,186 89 5,187

GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX
OF RESIDENCE OF INVENTORS

(U.S. States. Territories and Armed Forces, the Commonwealth of Puerto

Alabama
Rico, and the Canal Zone)

Alaska
2

American Samoa 3
Arizona

^
Arkansas

5
California

^
Canal Zone 7
Colorado

g
Connecticut 9
Delaware

jq
District of Columbia n
Florida

'.

"

12
Georgia

""""

13
Guam

14
Hawaii

J5
Idaho

jg
Illinois

17
Indiana

jg
Iowa
Kansas

19

20

Kentucky
21

Louisiana
22

Maine 23
Maryland 24
Massachusetts 25
Michigan 26
Minnesou

"

27
Mississippi 2S
Missouri 29
Montana 3Q
Nebraska

31
Nevada

32
New Hampshire 33
New Jersey 34
New Mexico 35
New York ZZ 3^
North Carolina 37
North Dakota 3g
Ohio

39
Oklahoma ^

^ «?SJr'S^eStitr^j°"'°" '^"'"« '° "^^ '^y ^''" to patent „un,ber u. body

Oregon 41

Pennsylvania 42
Puerto Rico 43
Rhode Island 44
South Carolina 45
South Dakota 4^
Tennessee 47
Texas 4g
Utah 49
Vermont 50
Virginia

5J
Virgin Islands 52
Washington 53
West Virginia 54
Wisconsin 55
Wyoming
U.S. Air Force
U.S. Army
U.S. Navy

56

57

58

59

of the OfTicuU Gazette to obtain'details

4,428,097

4,428,100

4,428,106

4,428,631

4,428,090

4,428,194

4.428,442

4.429.314

4,429,363

4,428,247

4,428,104

4,428,142

4,428,193

4,428,196

4,428,199

4,428,200

4.428,323

4,428,370

4,428,374

4,428,392

4.428,401

4,428,433

4,428,478

4,428.546

4.428,578

4.428.579

4,428,607

4,428,610

4,428,634

4.428,647

4.428,659

4,428,689

4,428,694

4.428,695

4,428,706

4,428,717

4,428,728

4.428,746

4,428.796

4,428,830

4.428,888

4,428,976

4,428,992

4,429,008

4,429.009

4.429,053

4,429,121

4,429,124

4.429,167

4,429,232

4,429,248

4,429,264

4,429.269

PATENTS

01

04

06

•,429,287

1429,311
4¥29,312
4,i29,329

4,429,373

4,429,394

4,428,098

4,428,443

4,428,859

4,429,179

4,429,262

4,428,116

4,428,134

4,428,138

4,428,189

4.428,213

4,428,573

4,428,628

4,428,642

4,428,656

4,428,709

4,428,987

4,429,080
4,429,096

4,429,116

4,429,141

4,429,211

4,429,340
4,428,154

4,428,234

4,428,563

4,428,583

4,428,604

4,428,675

4,428,712

4,429,200

4,429,212

4,428,135

4,428,890

4,429,270

4,429,417

4,428,115

4.428,141

4,428,149

4,428,155

4,428,170

4,428,238

4,428,265

4,428,360

4,428,361

4.428,362

4,428,380

4,428,382

08

09

4,428,383

4,428,395

4,428.412

4,428,434

4.428,457

4.428,486

4,428.506

4.428,508

4.428.576

4.428.588

4,428.592

4,428.594

4,428,601

4,428,616

4,428,702

4,428,716

4,428,753

4,428.767

4,428.790

4.428,801

4.428,820

4,428,825

4,428.828

4.428,837

4,428,862

4,428,903

4,428,913

4,428,934

4,428.942

4.428,998

4.429,082

4,429.092

4,429,111

4.429,119

4,429,125

4,429,178

4,429,188

4,429,216

4,429,267

4,429,290

4.429.307

4,429.313

4.429.332

4.429,349

4,429.369

4,429,389

4,429,393

4,429,416

4,428,432

4.428,678

4.428.912

4.429.018

4.428.293

10

12

13

16

17

4,428,439

4,428.497

4,428.523

4.428,763

4,428.764

4,428.915

4,428,935

4.428.968

4.429,022

4.429.088

4.429,128

4.429.398

4.428.511

4.428.539

4,428,724

4,428,852

4,429,027

4.429,055

4,429,067

4,429.143

4.428,137

4,428,145

4.428,207

4.428,218

4,428,286

4,428.326

4,428,413

4.428.615

4.428,692

4.428.910

4,428.925

4.428,926

4.428.927

4.429,159

4.429.247

4.429.289

4,429,38!

4.429,382

4.429.418

4.428,153

4,428,171

4.428.308

4.428.507

4,428.867

4,429,075

4,429,412

4,428.081

4,428.086

4,428,096

4.428,102

4.428,133

4.428,166

4.428,168

4,428,173

4.428,197

4.428.201

4,428,202

4,428,203

4,428,208

4,428,211

4,428,224

4.428.231

4,428.242

4,428,255

4,428.262

4,428.263

4.428.269

4,428,270

4,428.272

4,428.295

4,428,301

4,428,303

4,428,304

4,428.310

4,428.320

4,428,353

4,428.367

4.428,371

4,428,393

4.428,418

4,428.420

4,428,433

4.428.454

4.428,468

4,428,476

4,428.488

4.428.499

4.428.500

4.428.512

4.428.311

4.428.526

4,428.529

4,428,530

4,428.535

4,428.586

4,428,589

4,428.593

4.428,649

4,428,682

4,428,715

4.428.720

4,428,745

4,428,748

4,428,773

4,428.780

4,428,788

18

19

4,428.794

4.428.797

4.428,811

4.428.812

4.428,823

4.428.827

4.428.844

4.428.866

4.428.983

4.428,988

4.429.003

4,429.023

4.429.069

4.429.108

4.429.122

4.429.138

4.429.183

4.429,186

4.429.187

4,429,217

4.429,219

4.429,271

4,4i9,3l6

4,429,352

4,429,391

4,429,411

4,428,136

4,428.184

4.428.212

4.4i8,328

4,428,337

4.428.56!

4,428.570

4.428.600

4,428,738

4.428.740

4.428,763

4,428,928

4.428.977

4.429.023

4.429.044

4.429.193

4.429,203

4.429,203

4.429,249

4.429.259

4.429.274

4.429.293

4,429.365

4,428.123

4,428,182

4,428.214

4.428.282

PI 55



PI 56 GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX OF RESIDENCE OF INVENTORS

4,428,456 4,428,982 4,428,960 4,428.970 4,429,207 4,428,319
4,428,625 4,429,041 4.428.963 4,429.011 42 ; 4,428.139 4,428,421

20 : 4.428.708 4,429.084 4,428.966 4.429.020 4,428,146 4,428,424
4,428,881 4.429.120 4.428.972 4.429,030 4,428.158 4,428,427

21 : 4,428,248 4.429,345 4,428.993 4,429,034 4,428,237 4,428,430
4,428,315 27 : 4,428,210 4.428.999 4,429.046 4,428,241 4,428,440
4,428,722 4,428,249 4.429.042 4.429,065 4.428.260 4,428,441
4,428,883 4,428,321 4,429.047 4.429,073 4.428.283 4,428,495

22 : 4,428,4y 4,428,378 4.429,060 4,429,102 4,428,298 4,428,557
4,428,428 4.428.381 4.429,061 4,429,115 4,428,300 4,428,575
4,428,431 4,428,409 4.429,100 4,429,148 4,428,302 4,428,590
4,428,603 4,428,423 4.429.105 4,429,162 4.428.403 4,428,687
4,428,841 4,428.437 4,429,118 4,429,189 4.428,444 4,428,805
4,428,843 4.428.668 4,429,146 4,429,209 4,428.560 4,428,821

23 : 4,428,129 4.428,834 4,429.151 4,429,214 4,428,564 4,428,822
4,428,169 4,428,930 4.429.174 4,429,218 4.428.599

,
4,428,863

24 : 4.428,110 4,429,093 4,429,176 4.429.303 4,428,617 J 4,428,897

4,428,268 4,429,360 4,429,190 4.429,402 4,428,633 4,428,929

4,428.277 28 4,428,606 4.429.191 37 : 4.428,278 4.428.635 4,428,933

4,428.568 4,428,965 4.429.192 4,428,284 4.428.636 4,428,975

4.428,671 4,429,354 4,429.193 4,428,285 4,428,637 4,42<»,013

4,428,700 29 : 4,428,159 4,429.231 4,428,288 4,428,730 4,429,058

4.428.845 4.428.179 - 4,429.238 4,428,698 4.428,770 4,429,175

4,428,847 4,428.198 4,429,251 4,428,742 4,428,800 4,429,221

4.429.095 4,428,520 4,429,252 4,428,901 4.428,808 4,429,273
4.429,180 4,428,585 4.429.254 4,429,049 4,428,814 4,429,330
4,429,229 4,428,677 4.429,256 4.429.054 4.428,817 4,429,333

23 : 4,428.206 4,428,741 4.429.258 4.429,213 4,428,818 4.429,350

4,428,230 4,428,815 4.429,260 4,429,227 4,428,826 4,429,371

4,428.317 4.428,887 4.429,282 4,429,237 4.428,871 4,429,372

4,428.498 4,429,243 4,429.283 4,429,306 4,428,905 4,429,401

4.428,516 30 ; 4,428,967 4.429,327 4,429,308 4,428,91

1

4,429,404

4.428,521 31 : 4,428,327 4.429,347 4,429,366 4.428,917 4,429,409

4,428.555 4,428,554 4.429.362
39 4.428.092

4.428,178

4,428,226

4,428,349

4,428,390

4,428,461

4,428,462

4,428,470

4,428,471

4,428,484

4,428,489

4,428.524

4.428,580

4,428,582

4,428,620

4,428.630

4,428,688

4,428,718

4,428,776

4,428,833

4,428,838

4,428,872

4,428,896

4,428,919

4,429,056

4,429,085

4,429,090

4,429,091

4,429,099

4,429,109

4,429,136

4,429,137

4,429,204

4,429,233
- 4,429,296

4,429,322

4,429,359

4.428,948 49 : 4,428,734

4,428,654 4,429,045 4.429.395 4,428,956 4,428,784

4,428,697 4,429,279 4,429,413 4,428,959 4,429,310

4,428,759 32 : 4,429,299 4,429,415 4.429.007 50 : 4,428,375
4,428,807 33 : 4,428,384 35 : 4,428,577 4,429,014 4,428,305

4,428,893 4,428,493 4,428,650 4,429.028 4,428,880
4,428,989 34 : 4,428,101 4,429,228 4,429,066 51 : 4,428,119
4,428,997 4,428,111 36 : 4,428,091 4,429,070 4,428,122
4,429,003 4,428,136 4.428.148 4,429.097 4,428,175
4,429.026 4,428,165 4.428.151 4.429,149 4.428.183
4,429,037 4,428,294 4,428,188 4,429,166 4.428,396
4,429,094 4,428,312 4,428,233 4,429,168 4,428,703
4,429,142 4,428,316 4,428,359 4,429.169 4,428,760
4,429,201 4,428,358 4.428,363 4.429.170 4,428.902
4,429,275 4,428,376 4,428,366 4,429.177 4,429,012
4,429,280 4,428,379 4,428,369 4,429,206 4,429,386
4,429.286 4,428,386 4,428,373 4.429,208 53 : Re.31,511
4,429,288 4,428.387 4.428.388 4.429.284 4,428,123
4,429,302 4,428.394 4.428,41

1

4,429,285 4,428.289
4,429,336 4,428,477 4,428,458 4,429,295 4,428,436
4,429.370 4,428,481 4,428,487 4.429.298 4,428,514

26 : 4.428,088 4,428,502 4,428,496 4.429.301 4,428,530

4,428,221 4,428,510 4.428.504 4,429,309 4,428.609

4.428,229 4,428,540 4.428.522 4,429.343 4.428,701

4,428,251 4,428,622 4.428.525 4,429,355 4,428,707

4,428,276 4,428,632 4.428,527 4,429,385 4,428,757
4,428,281 > 4,428.638 4,428,552 4,429.387 4,428,799
4,428,331 4,428,640 4,428,571 43 : 4,429,043 4,429,341

4,428,334 4,428,644 4,428,584 45 : 4,428,174 54 : 4,428,337
4,428,335 4,428,645 4,428,639 4,428,176 4,428,641
4,428,343 4,428,646 4,428,643 4,428.314 4,428,922
4.428.344 4,428,670 4,428,662 4,428,556 4,429.057
4,428,351 4,428,685 4.428,665 4,428.751 4,429,161
4.428,354 4,428,744 4,428,666 4,428.943 4,429,165
4,428.364 4,428,761 4.428.667 4,429.328 55 : 4,428,150
4,428,447 4,428,762 4.428.676 4,429,344 4,428,266
4,428.450 4,428,779 4.428.696 46 : 4,428,144 4,428,271
4.428.469 4,428,798 4,428.752 4,428,840 4,428,303
4.428,492 4,428,804 4.428.758 40 ; 4,428,429 47 : 4,429,113 4,428,306
4,428,503 4,428.819 4.428,775 4,428,544 4,429,348 4,428,417
4.428,513 4,428,824 4.428.816 4,428,596 48 : 4.428,079 4.428,459
4.428.517 4,428,849 4.428.848 4.428,626 4,428,082 4.428,473
4,428.595 4,428,855 4.428.850 4,428,842 4.428.103 4,428,309
4,428,611 4,428,861 4.428,869 4,429,087 4,428,108 4,428,515
4,428,754 4,428,865 4.428.870 4,429,173 4.428.126 4,428,732
4,428.755 4,428,878 4.428,882 41 : 4,428,085 4,428,180 4,428,946
4,428.860 4,428,879 4,428,892 4,428,128 4.428.204 4,428,986
4,428.906 4,428,931 4,428,895 4,428,131 4,428,205 4,429,001
4.428.962 4,428.939 4.428.908 4,428,325 4,428,246 4,429,013
4.428,981 4,428,945 4.428.947 4,428,648 4,428,292 4,429.339

DESIGN PATENTS
04 : 272,440 272,469 18 : 272,430 272,459 272,420 39 : 272,438

06 :

272,480

272,394

272.3%
272,411

272 412

272,481 272,471 29 : 272,407 272,422 272,446

272,483 272,472 272,415 272,433 272.434

08 : 272,392 272,475 34 : 272,464 272,436 40 : 272.447

09 ; 272,413 21 : 272,463 272,478 272,456 42 : 272,389

272,421 272,437 24 : 272,476 36 : 272,390 272,457 272,391

272,431 13 : 272,401 25 : 272,434 272,395 272,438 272,453

272,432 17 : 272,414 272,435 272,399 272,477 48 : 272,428

272,460 272,417 26 : 272,470 272,404 37 : 272,397 272,430

272,467 272,418 27 : 272,424 272,405 272,398 33 : 272,462

272,468 272,479 272,429 272,406 272.402 272,465

PLANT PATENTS
06 5,186 34 5,187 39 5,184
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Malcolm Baldrige, Secretary

PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Gerald J. Mossinghoff, Commissioner
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